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Hammond, R. (How to Fire a Steam Boiler) 152
Hammond-WiUiams Engine. Illustrated 223
Hangers, Wood's Arc Lamp. Illustrated 67
Harper, Dr. Wm R. (The Attitude of the University of Chi-
cago toward Technological Education ) 110, 111

Haverford Storage Battery Sub-Station Electric Lighting Sys-
tem. Illustrated 257, 258, 259

Hawaiian Cable, Proposed 35, 36
Hazards of Artificial Illumination. By George P. Low. . 275, 276
HeatAlarm without a Battery, An Electric. Illustrated .. 219
Heat During the Process of Charging Storage Batteries, Appli-
cation of. Illustrated ICO. 161

Heater, The V . & H. Electric. Illustrated 319
Hercules Dynamos and Motors. Illustrated 182
Bering, Carl. (Ampere Centimeter, a Measure of Electro-Mag-
netism) 321

Hering, Carl. I Transmission of Power with Special Refer-
ence to the Frankfort Plant ) 137, 138. 139, 141, 142, 143

Hering, Carl, C. E. L. Brown and (Communication) 67
High Potential Transmission. By Elihu Thomson.. .188, 189, 190

High Potential DIIToreiicuM, Tliu Ilulmvlnr of InxulnllnK Alatu-

rIalH undrr the Action of. By. U. Bluckln Buurou and W.
l'\ix ItourMH 202

Iltgli Potential DlHcharfiu'', Induction by. By Klllm Tnoin*
Hon, llluHlraled 107,108

HK'h Tun»lon Cnrn-iitjt. OpiM'allon ' 1. Un<Ier((roiHid from a
PhyKlalc and Financial Standpolut. By K. A. Ia>b1Io. (Nn-
tinnid Kl.Tlrlc Light AKHficlatlon) IM, 154

HimOs Kliinlrnd.ir. llluhtralod HI, 82
Uuihllng .Marlitnury, Application of Eloctrlclty to. By Kcgl-

nald Bnllon 322, 323
Holt, M. B. fKli-i-trirlty In Mining an Applied by ttio Attpen
MtnluKAi Hnieltlng Company of Anpon, OolO.) I(I>'>. 166

Hotel Fire Alarm SyHtem lllu-lralcd 83, 84
Houston, E J. tCorobrnl Radiation) 33.'), 334
Howard. B. C. (Tho Baltlmoro Belt Lino Tunnel Eleetrlcul
E<|ulpniout 1 303

Human Body, Electrical Acllon of the l.'iT

HulclilnHon'H Meihotl of Coupling Motors. lIltiHtratud .... (>0

UyBtoreplM, Tho Law of. By Chan. Proleun Hlolnniolz. Illuti-

tratod. (American Inutliute of Etectrlcul Englneurft)
66, 76, 77, 7H, 70, 80, 81, 95, Ofi

Hhnnimitlon, Hazardw of ArtiOcIal. By George P. Low.. ..274, 275
IncandeMtii-nl Liiiii|i, The ]Ji-/ieon. lUuHlrated 360
lucande»ceiit LIglilliig siutitin. The Largest In the Country.,.. 3^0
Incandcwent Lamp ll.jnil. lllnf-trated 8
Incan(!esceut Lam|>, Analyj'ib of Movementa by Photography
and tho. Illustrated 205

In andoecent Lamp Bracket, Goehst'H. Illustrated 210
Inciindescont Lamp Exlenalon, Newton'p. Illustrated .... .,., 181
Incandescent Lamp Litigation in Australia 67
Incandescent Lomps, Somoff's. Illustrated 82
Indianapol s, Street Car Strike In 46
Indianap diB, Ind (Correspondence) .26, 27, 181, 226, 310. 370
Induction at High Potentials and Frequencies, Dynamic. By
EllhuTliomson. Illuslratod 203,204

Induction by High Potential Discharges. By Elihu Thomson.
Illustrated 107, 108

Insulating Materials Under the Action of High Potential Dif-
ferences, The Behavior of. By H. Bleckley Bourne and W.
Fox Bourne 292

Insulating Saddle Staple. lUuslrated 369
Insulators, Porcelain and Glass. (Communication.) 07
Insulators, Andrews. Illustrated 30
InvestmeutB, Electric Street Railways as. By Lemuel William

Serrill ; ';88, 281
Irvine, Antlrew, Death of ..231

Irving, Frank K. (Ancient and Modern Accumulators.) 49
Isolated Electric Plant in the Highlands 157

Jackson, D, C. (Eleclrlc Power Transmission.) 58, 59
Japan, Effect of the Earthquake on Electricol Property in.
Illustratod 47

Japanese Central Station Destroyed by an Earthquake. Illus-

trated 17
Junction Box for Underground Telephone Cable, McLeod's.

Illustrated 273

Kammeyer, C. (Photography as Applied to the Investigation
of Electrical Phenomena.) 119, 120, PJl, 1'23

Kansas City, Mo. (Correspondence.) 68, 08, 225
Kansas, Two Electrical Stories from 292
Keller, E. E. (The Electric Railway in Cliicago.) 250
Keystone Reversible Electric Motor. Illustrated 294
Knapp Electric Motor. Illustrated 169
Knight, Percy H. ( Magnetic Permeability of Special Irons for

Electrical Purposes. Illustrated.) 380, 381
Knowles Lamp, The. Illustrated 197

Lokes, The Electric Search Light on the. Illustrated 177
Lamp, Pennsylvania. Illustrated 109
Lamp, Brianne Arc. Illustrated .... , 301, 302
Lamp for Arc or Incandescent Circuils, Waterhouse Arc.

Illustrated 308
Lamp Socket, A Simple. Illustrated .^ 301

Lamp, Duplex Arc, Illustrated .' 182

Lamp, The Knowles. Illustrated 197
Lamps and Motors, Central Station Control of. Hlustrnled.. 167
Largest Incandescent Lighting Station in the Country. The. . . 330
Lemp's Induction Discharge Protector for Electiic Welders.
Illustrated 277

Leslie, E. A. (Operation of High Tension Currents Under-
ground from a Physical and Financial Standpoint.) ... 153, 154

Lighter, Electric. Illustrated 50
Lighthouse, French Eleclric. Illustrated 170
Lighting in Buffalo, Public 33
Lighting by Electricity of the Buoys in Gedney's Channel, New
Lighting, Railway Train. By A. H. Bautr. lAmericau Institute
of Electrical Engineers) 351, 852, 353

Lightning, Recent Freaks of 381 , 382
Lightning Arre^lers and the Discovery of Non-arcing Metals.

Illustrated. By Alex. J. Wurts. (American Institute of Elec-
trical Engineers. ) Discussion 105,196,205,207

Lightning Arrester. Illustrated 232
Lightning Arrester, An Oil. Illustrated 301
Lightning Arrester. Illustrated 382
Litigation, Double Carbon Arc Lamp 45, 177
Litigation Over Telegraph Securities 46
Litigation in Australia, Incandescent Lamp 67
Litigation, Fire Alarm Patent 179
Litigation, Storage Battery 187
Litigation Over an Electri c Railway 299
York Harbor, The. Illustrated 313, 314, 315, 3l6

Lockwuod, Thos. D. (Selective or Individual Signals). .349, 350, 351
Los Angeles, Cal. (Correspondence.) 26
Louisville, Ky. (Correspondence.) 98, 183
Love Underground Conduit Electric Railway 203
Love Underground System Sold 263
Love Conduit System in Chicago . 359
Low, Geo. P. Generating Stations and Their Physical
Hazards 51, 52

Low, George P. (Hazards of Artificial Illuminatiou ) 274, 275
Lynch, Col. Stafford G., Death of. With Portrait 165

Machine, Self-contained, Illustrated 109
Magnetic Permeability of Special Irons for Electrical Pur-
poses, The, By Milton E. Thompson. Percy H. Knight and
George W, Bacon. Illustrated. ( American lusiitute of
Electrical Engineers ) 380, 381

3Iaking Contact Through the Mud on the Electric Railway.
Illustrated 379

Mammoth Cutting Press. Illustrated 126
Marion Electric Street Railway, Cedar Rapids and. Illustrated

'. 188,189
Martin, T. Commerford, Past President American Institute of

Electrical Engiueers. With portrait 343
Massachusetts. Electricity for Steam Railroads in 182, 183
McGuire Truck, Improved. Illustrated ., 252
McKissick, A. F (Electricity on Ihe Farm.) Illustrated. 333
MoLeod's Junction Box for Underground Telephone Cables.

Illustrated 273
Measuring the Speed of a Rifle Ball. Illustrated. : 303
Measurement of Laree Continuous Currents, Constant Shunt
Method Et'i the. By Clayton W. Pike. (Franklin Institute)

336, 337
Mecca Flats, Lighting the 35
Medicine, Electric Light in '. 323
Meissner's Positive Feed Arc Lamp. Illustrated 245
Meston Fan Motor. Illustrated 281
Metal Twisting Machine, An Electrical. Illustrated 320, 321
Metal Working, Electric. Illustrated 72,73,74,75, 70
Meter, Pilkinyton-White Electric. Illustrated 238
Military Electric Lighting Wagon, Schuckerts & Co-'s Illus-
trated.. 3

Milwaukee's Electric Railway System. Illustrated... 180, 181
Milwaukee, No Transfers in .' 166

Milwaukee. Municipal LIghlIng In
Milwaukee, Special Vij-tlbtiU' Electrlu Cnr for. Illui>trnte<l
Mllwuuk<_*<-, Wlf.. I Corn.-^itoiid.Micoj II, 12, <0. 41 53 54.
M, 112, 12H, 170. 224, 225, 2119. 24U. 2.14. 282, 'iyS, boy, 324. 351,

.Mine liolH. C. kC Klwlric. niUMlniU-d • aw,
Sllnlng.iui Apidled by the Akihiii Mining ti SmuIUiiff 0> mpnriy.
Aspen. Colo.. Electricity In, By M. B. Holt 164.

Mining, Kk'ctrtclty In BItuminouM. By KItnor A. SfMfrry, Illun.
trated. lArnurlcun lOBtllulo of Kloctrlciil CnKliiuorM ;

374, b75, 37li,

Mining, Elecirlclty in. Illurttrnted 305, 3(Jfl.

.Mining, Electrlflty In Gold. flhixtrati;<l |.

Mining luntullatlon at Ouray, (^olo., Kloctrlc. Illu»triitO(l.I62.
Minneapolis. 1*oti'gniphlng from
MlnneapollH. Electriri y ut . ...
Mlwcullnnc-ouH i Noteo). ... W. 27, 28 41. 42, 60. 8C. 99, 129, 158.

171, 18.1, i;ty. 213, 227, 241, 265, 2G9, 2«3, 2U7, 325, 371,
Model, A N.-at Little. IlliiHtruted .

Molecular Movement In n Conductor, Nolo o« lUo. By A. E.
DolUoar llln«lnitca. (American loMlitutu of Electrical Kn-
glneofMj

Monlo Carlo. Electric Light I'lont «L Illunlrat«(l .. .

Mor«o'8 Calculator. IlluHtrnt«d
Mouher Arc Lamp for Incamlesceot CircuilH. Illu>«lratod
Motor Calculation. Dynamo and. By 0. H. Bodoll. Ilhii>lral(Ml

Motor ConHlru(!tion, D^iparturo lo Dynamo and. Illu»trali.*4l , .

.

Motor, Tho Beruhtoln. Illustrated
Motor, The GearlCKH. By S. H. Short. Illuatratcd. Vltcw

Hlon. fChiiRgr) Electric Club) 235, '£.0,

Motor and Pump ('oniblnation. Duplex. Hluritruted
Motor with Roller Bearlngf, EngllMb. Illntilratod

Molor, Single Reduction. By George K. Wheeler. fCblcngo
Electric Club) 218 219, 2:«l,

Motor Starter, New Whllllnghani Automnllc. IlluHtrated
Motor, The Keystone BeverHible Electric. llluHtritlcd.
Motor, Premier Electric, lllu.-4trated .

Motor, Waddell-EnI/. Three Hnrwe Power, llluntraled
Motori*, Central Station Control of LanipH and. lllublrated..
Motors, Hercules Dynnmoi^ ami. Illustrated
Motors, Hutchineon'H Method of Coupling. Illuslratod
Motors in Houses, Electric
Motors for Street Railway Work, Gearloss
Motors, Thomson-Houston Controller for Car. Illuetrateil. ..

Mount Morris Electric Light Company's Plant, llluslrnteil
Multipolar Generators, Edison Triple Expansion Engine and

Illustrated
Municipal Llvhting in Milwaukee
Municipal Franchises for Quasi Public Corporations, ly

Allen R. Foote. Discussion (National Electric Light Associa-
tion) 151.

Municipal Lighting Plants ",

Munsie-Colos Underground Conduit for Eleclric Railways.
Illustrated

Nashville, Tenn. (Correspondence)
National Electric Light Association, Proceedings of the
Fifteenth Convention at Buffalo, N. Y.—
Members and Guests
Mayor Bishop's Address 132,
President Huntley's Address
Report of Committee on Underground Conduits and Wires.
Discussion 13?, 134,

The Relation of Size and Efficiency in Transformers. By L.
B. Stillwell. Discussion ' 135.

Amendments to Wiring Rules
Accidents Due to Eleclric Currents
The Allied Powers. By D. Ashworth 136
Transmission of Power \vith Special Reference to the Frank-
fortPlant. By Carl Hering. Discussion. 137, 138: 139, 141, 142.

From the Tannery to the Dynamo. By Charles A. Schieren,
Discussion 143.

Alternate Current Motors. By WiUiam Stanley, Jr. Discus-
sion 144.145,

World's Columbian Exposition 146,

Resolution on the Death of George Worthington
The Construction, Safety and Operation of Switch-boards. By
M. C Sullivan. Discussion 147,

World's Electrical Congress
Electric Lighting from a Financial Standpoint. By Erastus
Wiman 148, 149. ]5(),

Municipal Franchises for Quasi. Public Corporations. By Allen
B. Foote. Discussion 151,

How to Fire a Steam Boiler By R, Hammond. Discussion..
Overhead Construction. By E. F. Peck. Discussion 152.

Operation of High Tension Currents Underground frcm a
Physical anti Financial Standpoint. By E. A. Leslie. ..153,

The Banquet
Uuderground Construction of the Buffalo Railway Company.
By J. B. Craven 154,

Election of Officers
Convention Notes 155,

National Electric Light Association Convention at Buffalo
Na ional Electric Light Association

4". 67. 7L 93, 102,103, 104, 127,
National Multipolar Generator. Illustrated
National Trade Press Association
Nebraska, Electrical Engineering at the University of
Nesmith's Underground Electric Railway Conduit. Illustrated.

New Incorporation?; 13, 27, 41, 54, 69,

85, 98, 99. 112, 113, 128, 129, 158. 170, 1S4, 198, 199, 212,

226, 240. 255, 268, 295, 310, 311, 324. 338, 339, 354, 370,384,
Newton's Incandescent Lamp Extension. Illustrated.

New Y'ork Notes. ( Correspondence). .11, 25,39, 40, 52, 53, 68,

84, 08, 111, 128, 157, 169, 17(1, 1S3, 197. 198, 212, 224, 239,

253, 254, 281, 282, 283, 294, 309. 323, 324. 338. 353, 369, 370,

Niagara Power Transmission Project, Illustrated 17,

Niagara the Motor for the World's Fair. By. Prof. John Trow-
bridge 24,

Northwestern Railway, Electric Signals on the
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136
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131
175
317
111
182

3S5
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Oil Burner. Collins' Crude. Illustrated 266
Oil Filter, Darragh's Ideal. Illustrated 252
Oil Lightning Arretter. Illustrated 301
Officers, Election of. (National Electric Light Association). .. 155
Organ Attachment in a Private Besidenco, Electric. Illus-

trated 285
Osborne's, W. F., Affliction 279
Ottawo, Out

.
, Snow Fighting in. Illustrated 161

Ouray, Colo., Electric Mining Installation at. Illustrated.
162,163

Ottawa, 111., Electric Tramway of the Pioneer Fire Proof
Construction Com pany at. Illustrated .... 166

Overhead Construction. By E. F. Peck. Discussion. (National
Electric Light Association") ... 152, 153

Overhead Trolley Wire?, Chicago to Have 183
Overhead Wires in Chicago Streets, No. By St. John V. Day.
(Chicago Electric Club) 251, 252

Paris, Theatrophone Service in. Illustrated 28s
Parker, Francis W. (The Necessity and Present Opportunity

.

for the Establishment of a Technological Institute with
Physical Laboratory and Museum of Mechanical Arts in Chi-
cago) 93. 94, 95

Parshall, H. F. (Method of Electrically Controlling Street Car
Motors). 264,265, 278,279

Patent Eights, Taxation of .*. , 292
Patents, Green Electric Railway 21
Patln Alternator. Illustrated 360
Patten, Lieut. F. Jarvis (A Proposed System of Alternating-

Dii-ect Current Transformation. Illustrated) 167, 168

Peck. R. F. (Overhead Construction) 152, 153

Pennsylvania Lamp. Illustrated 109

Perkins Socket, New. Illustrated 307
Perry, Nelson W., E. M. (Series Electric Traction.") Illus-

trated) 361, 362, 363

Perry, Frank L. (The Trolley System for Chicago.) Illustrated.

246,247

23448



343
373
49

238
61

338
291

316
1S2

Phelps. George M., Trensurer American Institute ol Electrical

EDgineers. With portrait

PhllBdelphia, Enterprise in. Illustrated

Philadelphia. Eiffures from
Photography and the Incandescent Lamp, Analysis of. Illus-

Photosraphy as Applied to the Investigation of Electrical Phe-

nomena. BvChas. Proteus Steinmetz
Photogrnphv ns Anplied to the Investigntion ot Electrical Phe-

nomena. 'By C.Kanimeyer. Illustrated (Chicago Electric

Clubl. Discugsinn 119.120,121,

Photometer tor Measuring Street Lights and mominfllion.

Portable. Illustrated

Pike. Clayton W. i Constant Shunt Method for the Measure-

ment of Large Continuous Currents i
336,

Pike's Peak Telephone Line. Illustrated

Pilkingtou-White Electric Meter. Illustrated

Pitlsburc Electric Club.
PittsborK, Pa. f Correspondence)
Plants by Electricity, Developing
Pope. Ralph W.. Secretary American Institute of Electrical

Engineers, WiHi portrait

Pope. Franklin Leonard, Past President American Institute ot

Electrical Engineers. Uith portrait

Porcelain and Glass Insulators (Communication i

Portable Photometer for Measuring Street Lights and Illumina-

tion . Illustrated

Postal Telegraph Service
Power Transmission in Riegel. Cooper & Co's Plant. Illustrated

Power Transmission, Electric. By D. C. Jackson (Chicago

Electric Club I - 58

Preece, W. H., F. B. S. (Utilizalion of the Waste Foices of Xa_-

turei
Premier Electric Motor. Illustrated

Prizes lo be Offered io

Projector, Edison. Illustrated 280, 281

Providence Electric Railways Considered in 317

Public Works and Municipal Corporations, Benefit of a Tech-

nolocical Institute to. Bv John A. Roche (Chicago Electric

ClubV... 1C9-110

Pumpelly, J. K. i New Development and Renewed Hopes f r

Storage Battery Street Car Propulsion).... 258,259

Pump Combination, Duplex Motor and. Illustrated 223

Pumps, Electrically Operated. Illustrated 320

Queen & Co.'s ^Tew Four Coil Thomson Reflecting Astatic Gal-

vanometer. Illustrated 127

Quotations, Chicago Board of Trade . 1T9

Racine Engine. The. Illustrated 22

Railways, Brooklyn's Electric 279

Railway Circuits, "Which Terminal Shall we Ground in Electric.

By Chas. Proteus Steinmetz 230, 231

Railway Franchise in Chicago, Important Electric 63

Railways, Coming Development of Electric. By Frank J.

Soraeue (American Institute of Electrical Engineers)

.
362. 363, 365, 366

Railway Controlling Table. Dlustrated 369

R;ulwa*ys as Investmenis, Electric Street. By Lemuel Will-

iam Serrill, M. E 288, :S9

Railway Generators, Rice's Method of Regulating. Illus-

trated 5S

Railway, Litigation over an Ii99

Railway. Love raderground Cenduit Electric 203

Ruilways in the South 279

Railroads in MRSsachnsetts, Electricity for Steam 182, 183

Railway Patents, Electric 222

Railway Poles,Strength of Iron and Steel Electric. Illu.-*-

t rated 59

Railway Ser\'ice, Ahearn's Method of GoTorniog Water Wheels
in Electric. Illustrated 231

Railway System, Milwaukee's Electric. Illustrated ISO, 181

Railway, with Underground Conductors, Chicago's First Elec-

tric. Illustrated 101

Railway Work, Edison Generator for. Dlustrated 197

Rapid Transit Agitation, Chicago's 35

Rapid Transit in Boston 10

Rapid Transit in Buffalo. Illustrated 252, 253

Rapid Transit in Great Cities. By St. John V. Day. (Chicago

Electric Club I
8,9,10,22.23,24

Rapid Transit Outlook in Detroit 32

Ravenna. Electric Fog Bell at. Illustrated 91

Record ofMisfortunes, A - 35

Regulator, New Edison Stage. Illustrated 212

Resistances. Method of Comparing Very High. Itlnstrated 166

Revell. A. H. (The World's Fair and Technological Education.)

Illustrated 105

Rheostat, A Simple. Illustrated 3

Bice's Method of Regulating Railway Generators. Illustrated. 5S

Riedel's A'cLamp Illustrated 210

Ries' Socket, Construction of the. Illustrated 176,177

Rheostat, New EdiFon. Illustrated : 238

Rochester, N. Y., Boiler Tests at 210

Rochester, N. Y.. Underground Wires in 222

Roche, John A (Benefit of a Technological Institute to Public

Work and Municipal Corporations j 109, 110

Rosette, Ceiling. Illustrated .. 97

Rowells Extensible Conductors for Railroad Crossings. Illus-

trated .- 30

Roy Valve, The. Illustrated 196, 197

San Francisco, CaDle Bumpers in 25

San Francisco, Cal. (CorrespoDdecce)
26, 40,54,111,112,239, 254, 3£4

San Jose, Cal.. Electric LightiuK in. Illustrated 287

Schieren, Charles A. (From the Tannery to the Dynamo)-l43, 144

Schoenberg's Pneumatic Annunciator Reset. Illustrated 97

Search Lights in Balloons 223

Search Light on the Lakes, The Electric. Ulustraled 177

Seattle, Wash (Correspondence) .. 310

Sechrist's Method of Controlling Electric I.amps. Illustrated; . 382

Seimens & Halske Company .. 204

Series Electric Traction. By Kelson W. Perry. Illustrated

(American Institute of Electrical Engineers).. 360, 361, 362, 363

Serrill. Lemuel William (Electric Street Railways as Invest-

ments) 288,289
Short, S. H. (The GearlessMotorl, Illustrated 235,236
Siemens & Halske Factory in Chicago. Establishment of a.. 159, 160

Signals, Selective or Individual. By Thomas D. Lockwood.
Illustrated i American Institute of Electrical Engineers")

349, 350, 351

Single and Double Motor Car Equipment. Illustrated. (Chi-

cago Electric Club. ^ 207. 208, 209, 210

Single Reduction Motor. By George K. Wheeler. Discussion
(Chicago Electric Club) 21&, 219, 236. 237

Smith. E. S. (High Speed Engine for Train LighUng Ser%-ice.)

Illustrated 181

Smith's Main Line Cut-off, A T. Hlustrated 210

Socket, The Crown Electric Manufacturing Company's New.
Illustrated fi**

Socket, Construction of the Bies. Illustrated 176, 177

Socket, The New Perkins. Illustrated 307

Socket, Wood's Receptacle. Illustrated 157

Sockets, New Edison 50

Soden's S-nitch. Illustrated .... 260

Somoff's Incandescent Lamps, Illustrated 82

South Bend, Ind., Electric Welding at the Studebaker Works.
Illustrated 215.216, 217, ilS

Sparking at the Commutato'r. Edison's Method of Reducing.
Illustrated 21

Speaking Tube and Electric System. Illustrated 45

Specialties, Engli-h Electrical. Illustrated ... 97

Special Vestibule Electric Car for Slilwaukee. Hlustrated — 105

Sperrv, Elmer A. (Electricity in Bituminous IMiniog. > Illus-

trated 374, 375,376, 377

Spokane, Wash. (Correspondence) 128,310
Snraffue, Frank J. (Coming Developments of Electric Bail-

n-ays)., . 363, 365, 366

Sprague, Frank J.. President American Institute of Electrical

Engineers. With portrait 343

Stanley. William. Jr. (Alternate Current Motors) 144. 145, 146

Stanley. William, Jr. ( Notes on the Distribution of Pott er by
Alternating Currents) 60, Gl

St. Cecilia's Church. LighlinePlan at..." 16

St. James Church, Chicago, Blowing an Organ by Electricity

at. Illustrated 71
St Louis. Big Power Station for 33

St. Louie Electric Larceny Case 263

St, Louis ElPctric Road, Proposed Chicago and 321

St. Louis, Mo (Correspondence.), 198

St. Louis, The LightinR Situation in - 10

St. Louis & Suburban Railway. St. I-ouis, Electric Mail Car on
the. Hlustrated 19

St. Paul, 5Hnn. (Correspondence'! 54

Steam Boiler, How to Fire a. By R. Hammond. Discussion,

(National Electric Light Association.,, 152

Steam Railroads in Massachusetts, Electricity for 182, 183

Steinmetz, Chas. Proteus. 'Photography us Applied to the In-

vestigation of Electrical Phenomena. ) 174

Steinmetz, Charles Proteus. (The Lav? ot Hvstei esis)— —
66.76,77.79,80.84,95. 96

Steinmetz, Charles Proteus (Which Terminal Shall we Ground
in Electric Railway Circuits? ) 230. 231

Stillwell, L. B. i.The Relation of Size and Efficiency in Trans-
formers, ) .... ' - 135, 136

Storage Batteries, Application of Heat During the Process of

Charging. Illustrated 160, 161

Storage Battery for Liunches at the World's Fair. Illustrat-

ed 346,347
Storage Batteiy Lighting Plant. Illustrated 159, 160

Storage Battery Litigation ^ 187

Storage Bat'ery Plhte, New 22

Storage Battery Street Car Propulsion. New Developments
and Renewed'Hopes for the. By J. K. Pumpelly 258, 259

Storage Battery Sub-station Electric Lighting System, Haver-
ford. Hlustrated 257, 258. 259

Storage Battery Work in France '292

Stories of Electricity 21

Street Car Motors, Methods Of Electrically Controlling. By
H. F- Parshall. Discussion (American Institute of Electri-

cal Engineer^) 264, 265, -278, 279, 291

Street Railway Fight in Dubuque 179

Street Railway Work, Gearless Motors for 321

Studebaker Works. South Bend, Ind., Electric Welding at the.

Illustrated 215, 216, 217, 218

Submarine Boat, A Trip under Water in an Electrically Driv-

en. Illustrated 327, 328. 3'29, 330, 331

Submarine Boat. The Baker 342

Subs ituting Electric for Oxy-hydrogen Li:?ht 47
Sullivan. M.C. I The Construction, Safety and Operation of
Switch-boards.) 147, 148

Sunnv, B. E. ( .\ttitude o£ Electric Companies toward Techno-
logical Education) lOS, 109

Switch for Arc Lamps, Hanger. Illustrated 18

Switch for Electrically Operated Pumps, Automatic. Illus-

trated 337

Switch from the Motor Car, Throi\ing a Railway. Illustrated. 44

Switch, New. Illustrated 109
Smtch. a New Snap. Illustrated 50
Switch. New Edison Car Controlling. Illustrated 224

Switch, Soden's. Illustrated .. 260

Switches, Improvement in. Illustrated 96
Switches, Novell es in. Illustrated 50
Switch-boards. The Construction, Safety and Operation ot By
M. C. Sullivan. Discussion. (National Electric Light Asso-
ciation) 147, 148

Trnoeryto the Dynamo, From the. By Charles A. Schieren.
Discussion (National Electric Light Association).. . -. 143, 144

Technological Education, Chicago Electric Club and. 233

Techuological Institute in Chicago. Proposed 127,157
Technological Institute with Physical Laboratory and Museum
of Mechanical Arts in Chicago, The Necessity and Present
Opportunity for the Establishment of a. By Francis W.
Parker. Discussion. (Chicago Electric Club i

93.94,95,105,108,109,110, 111

Telegraph Company, Mary Griep and the 267

Telegraph Companies, Liability of 63

Telegraph (Notes i 13.27, 41,55, 69.

85 86, 99, 113, 129, 158, 185, 213, 227. 241, 255, 269, 29.', 311, 355, 3S5
Telegraph Se.'urities, Litigation Over - 46

Telegraph Service, Postal 179
Telegraph Story. A Freuch 191
Telegraph Suit Important 251
Telegraph Superintendents, Association of Railway 3S1
Telegraphers' Strike 5, 16
Telegraphing from ilinneapolis 252
Telegraphing without a Wire. Illustrated 17
Telegraphy and Telephony in Combination 212
Telegraphy in Chicago 232

Telephone Company. New Chicago 303
Telephone Companies, Duties of 333
Telephone Cables, Manufacturing. Illustrated 307
Telephoue Cables, McLeod's Junction Bos for Underground.
Hlustrated 273

Telephone Exchange, Inspecting H 263
Telephone Exchange, Wisconsin. Iliustrated "243, 244 245
Telephoue Line, Pike's Peak. Hlustrated 45
Telephone Patents. ThreeEdison. Illustrated 286
Telephone Pole. Drunk on a 47
Telephone Prospects . 63
Telephone Statistics, Bell 218
Telephone System. Buffalo. Hlustrated 103
Telephone Switch-board with an Exhaust Fair, Cleaning a.

Illustrated 43
Telephone (Notes)

....13, 27, 4L 55.113, 129, 185, 227, '255, 269, 297, 325, 355, 371, 3S5
Telephone m Army Maneuvers 279
Telephone in the Weather Signal Serrice 384
Telephoning Over an Electric Light Circuit, Illustrated 379
Telephony in Combination, Telegraphy and 212
Temperature Comnensator, Weston's. Illustrated.. IS
Terminal Block, New. Hlustrated 281
Tesla in France. Mr. Illustrated 191
Theatrophone Service in Paris. Illustrated . . ... 288
Thofehrn System of Refining Copper. Illustrated 302, 303
Thomson, Elihu, in Chicago 261
Thomson, Prof. Elihu. Past President American Institute of

Electrical Engineers, With portrait 345
Thomson's, Prof. Elihu, Circuit Breakers. Illustrated 90
Tcomsou, Elihu, (Induction by High Potential Discharges'^

Illustrated 107.108
Thomson, Elihu. (Dynamic Indication at High Potential and
Frequencies. Illustrated) 203, '204

Thomson, Elihu. (Further Experiments with Condenser Spark
and Air Jet). Illustrated 124

Thomson, Sir WilUam, Gossip About 35
Thompson. Milton E. i MagneticPermeability of Special Irons
for Electrical Purposes.! Illustrated 380, 381

Thomson-Houftou Company, Buffalo, Usht, Heat and Power
SerWce of the. Illustrated , IIS

Thomson-Houston Controller for Car Motors. Illustrated 383
Thomson-Houston Factory at Chicago, A 16, 66

Thomson-Houston-Edison Consolidation 338
Thomson-Houston and Edison Companies, Reported Consoli-
dation of the 98

Ticker in a Chicago Bucket Shop, Swindling with a Bogus
Stock. Illustrated 187, 188

Toledo, O. (Correspondence) 84, 85, 211

Trade News 13. 14 28,42,55.56.69-86, 99,

100. 113, 114. 129, 13f). 158. 17L 185, 186, 199. 2l3, 214, 241, 242,

255, 269.. 284, 297, 298. 31L 325.339. 355.356. 371, 372, 384. 385
Train Lighting Service, The E. S. Smith High Speed Engine

in. Illustrated 181
Tramway at the Chicago Stock Y'ards, Electric 331
Tramway in Chicago. First Electric Mill. Illnstrated... 341, 342
Tramway Electric of the Pioneer Fire Proof Constrnctiun Com-
pany, Ottawa, 111. Illustrated ... 166

Transmission. High Potential. By Elihu Thomson.. .188, 189, 190
Transformer, New Edison. Illustrated llo
Transformer, A New. Hlustrated 182
Transformers. Relation of Size and Efficiency in. By L. B.

Stillwell. Discussion. National Electric Light Associntion i

l:t5. 136
Transformation of a Cable Road 221,222
Transmission, Direct Current in Long Distance. By Alex.
Dow. (Chicago Electric Club) 64

Transmission, Electric Power 308
Transmission, Electric Power, (Chicago Electric Club) 6d
Transmission of Power by Electricitj- with Special .\pplication
to Mining. Prize Essay on 308

Transmission of Power with Special Reference to the Frank-
fort Plant. By Carl Bering. Discussion. (National Electric
Light .\ssociation) 137. 138. 139, 140, 142, 143

Transmission and Distribution of Electric Power. By Dr. Louis
Bell. (Chicago Electric Club i 175,176.177

Transmission Scheme, A California Electric 267
Transmittins Power, Bates System of. Illustrated 07
Tricycle, Electrical. Illustrated 17
Trip under Water in an Electrically Driven Submarine Boat.

Illustrated 327, 328,3-29 339, 331
Trolley, .\nother. Hlustrated 3
Trolley. The Progress of the 67
Trolley Poles, Another Device for Protecting. Hlustrated CO
Trolley Wires, Shocks from 222
Trolley System for Torpedos. 230
Trowbridge, Prof. John, i Niasara the Motor for the World's
Fair) 24, 25

Truck, Improved McGuire. Illustrated 252
Truck, The Eickemever-Field 20 Horse Power Swivel. Illus-
trated 2S0

Underground Conductors, Chicago's First Electric Railway 101
with. Illustrated

Undergrou'.,d Conduits and Wires, Report of the Committee
on. Discussion. (National Electric Light Association) 133

, 134,135
Underground Conduit for Electric Railways, Munsie-Coles.

Hlustratfd.... .... 32
Underground Conduit Electric Railway, Love 203
Underiiround, from a Physical and Financial Standpoint, Op-
eration of High Tension Currents. By E. A. Leslie. (Nation-
al Electric Light Association) 153.151

Underground Coustruction of the Buffalo Railway Company.
By J. E. Craven. (National Electric Light Association.)

154, 155
Underground Telephone Cables. McLeod's Junction Box for.

Illustrated ' 273
Underground Wires in Europe 308
Underground Wires in Rochester. N. T 222
Underwriters, Electrical Wires and 49
United States Plant at Black Rock, Illustrated 104
University of Chicago, Attitude of the. Toward Technological
Education. By Dr. W.B.Harper i Chicago Electric Clnbl

lit), HI
University of Nebraska, Electrical Engineering at the. Ill
Utilization of the Waste Forces of Nature. By W. H. Preece,
F. R.S 315, 316

Valve, The Roy. Illustrated 196. 197
Van Depoele, Charles J. With Portrait '. 193
Vegetation Destroyer, An Electric 294
Victor Turbines, Two Types of. Hlustrated 2G6
Voysey's Drawing-in End for Cables. Hlustrated 219

Waddell-Entz Three Horse Power Motor. Hlustrated. 8
Wagon, Patrol Repair. Illustrated li'S

Ward's .Alternating Current Arc Lamp, Hlustrated,.,,., 277
Washiniiton Park, Central Station for . . 272
Waterhouse Arc Lamp for Arc or Incandescent Circuits. Illus-

trated 308
Water Power. Marked Advancement in Utilizing. Illustrated. iSl
Welding at the Studebaker Works, South Bend, Ind.. Electric

Hlustrated .,, 215,216,217,218
Welding, Bernardos Process of Electric By W. lAlsop 322
Welders, Lemp's Induction Discharge Protector for Eleclric 277
Welding Process. The Emi>loyment of Carbou in Arc. Illus-

trated 261
Welding Tubes in England mth the Electric Arc. Illustrated. 249
West Side Electric Railway at Kansas City, Kan. Illustrated 4, 5
Western Union Stock -., ., 252
Western Wheel Works, Chicago, Electric Plant at the. Hlus-

trated "... 317
Weston's Temperature Compensator. Illustrated i8
Wheeler. George K. (Single Reduction Motor.) 218, 219
\\'hitTinghnm Automatic Motor Starter. New. Illustrated,... 293
Wiman, Eraslus. (Electric Lighting from a Financial Stand-
point 148, 149, 150, 151

Wire Tappers at Cincinnati 244
WireTapper, Illustrated 105
Wiring Rules, Amendments to. (National Electric Light Asso-

ciation"! 136
Wirts, Alex. J. (Lightning Arresters and the Discovery of
Non-Arcing Methods) 195, 196, 205, 207

Wisconsin Electric Club 165. 30S
Wisconsin Telephoue Exchange, Illustrated 243,244, 245
Wood's .A.rc Lamp Hangers, Illustrated _ 67
Wood's Receptacle Socket. Illustrated 157
World's Columbian Exposition. (National Electric Light Asso-

ciation) 146.147
World's Congress of Electricians at Chicago in 1893 35s
World's Electrical Congress. (National Electric Light Aisotia-
tion)..., 148

World's Electrical Congress, The Advisory Council of the. 275
World's Electrical Congress 104. 217.*21S. 275
World's Fair, Electricity at the 2. IS. 19,i30.

3L43. 57, 5S, 71,72. 88,89. 108,115.125.126,127.131,132,161,
162. 177, 193,194. 195. 2*1. 202. 216, 217, 232, 233, 244. '245. 259.
260. 271, 272, 286. 287, 299. 300, 301, 3ly, 320, 337, 342, 357, 858, 373

M'orld's Fair, Electricity at the. Hlustrated.
Central Station in Machinery Hall 30. 31
Electricity Building 115, 202. 271
Electrical Subways 201,202
Temporary Plant for Light and Power 272
Exterior View, Showing Ornamentation on the Electricity
Building 357

Interior view of the Electricity Building Showing Temporary
Saw Mill 358

World's Fair, Famous Electricians and ihe 125. 126
World's Fair , Franklin's Statue at the. Hlustrated '

123
World's Fair, Famous Electricians and the. By John E.
DaWes " 237

World's Fair and the National Electric Light Association 127
World's Fair, Niagara the Motor for the. By Prof. John Trow-
bridge ;. -ji, 25

World's Fair Tests, The Electra—a Launch for the. Hlustrated. 359
World's Fair, Storage Battery for Launches at the. Hlustrated

346,347
World's Fair and Technological Education. By A. H, Revell.
(Chicago Electric Club) 105

Worthington, Death of George ; m
Worthington. George. Resolution on the Death of, (National

Electric Light Association) 146. 147
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1,000 HORSE POWER,

C. S. VAN NUIS, 136 Liberty St., New York.

e. PATENT
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Buns more Slack than
IJnperforated Belts, hence
adapted to nneven power
of Electric Bailwayg and
for Electric Power in Gen-
eral.

CHAS. A. SCHIEREN & CO.,
PATENTEES AND BOLE UANUFACTCTRBKB,

Al&o Xew York, Boston, >

PhUadelplila. i 46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO. ILL.

Insulated Wires and Gables.
Tlie acknoYvledged Standard for durable and lilg:li In-

salatlon, Kts merits proved l>y a record of over quarter
of a oentnary. Adapted to all electrical porposes.

,'^^ CELEBRATED EERITE TAPE FOR INSULATING JOINTS.

{ Y^ Electric Light and Power, ALL SIZES Aerial Use,

\} Telegraph and Telephone, i e>nrl Pnf^nQ^fi Wift=<! Subterranean Use,

•^iVi^ r^ Railway and all other
Leaa tncasea wires. Submarine Use.

\,^/\^ Branches ot Signaling, Concealed Wiring In all Locations.

WILLIAM H. EGKERT, Gen'l Agenl. 16 Oey St., NEW YORK.

Western Electric Co., Chicago, 111., Sole Agents for the West.

ALEXANDER, BARNEY ti CHAPIN,
20 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
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POPULAR LAMP
IN THE MARKET,

"A.B^C.
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FOR
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OF ALL GOODS,

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STBEET, IVEW YOBK,

MANUFACTUEBRS, IMPOBTESS AND DEALERS IN

TH. ..CHAMP.ON.. BATTERY,
^^^^^^^^^

Supplies

Price, with Rod Zinc, S1.15 per Cell, with Corrugated
Zinc, $1.35 per Cell.

THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED,

CmpIM. ClI of Chun. Crbo. BeserTolr and Cortr CamgKl«d Zinc of CbftCQ'

plo. B.lUrj. of Cliunploa Battoiy. pioo BitUrj.

Of all Descriptions.

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances,

Construction Tools and

Line Material.

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
lYlunufactared !>>' (he •

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
AGKXTS

NEW YORK CITY, Chas. E. Cljspln, 130 MbertT
Street.

SYRACUSE, N. Y., Electric Engineeplng &
Supply Co,

CIIICACO, ILL., The Electrical Engineering i:

Supply Co., D31 The Rookery.

ST. P.u:L, MINN., The Electrical Engineering
& Supply Co.

ST. LOUIS. .MO , St. Louie Electrical Supply Co.
SAN FR.\NCISCO, CAL., International Electric

CI
Louisville; ky., sm'ithere i 'Davis.

Supply & Construction Co.
SCINNATl.OHIO, Ciuecn City BlectrlcCo.

E. E. KELLER. F. E. DEGEN'IIAKDT.

International

Keller & Degenhardt,
electrical immi^s.

542 Rookery Bldg-., Cbicag'o, 111.
THE ONLY BUREAU OF ELECTRICAL INFORMATION IN THE WORLD'S FAIR CITY.

WILLARD L. CANDEE, {„„,,„.„,,.„,„„
H. DUEANT CHEEVER, P"*""^"'^"""?*"-

"' OKONITE COMPANY, u.m
13 Park Row, New York.

INSULATED

WIRES anpCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
BRANCHES: ChicagTo, Bosf-'On. FMIadelpliia, I^Iinneapolls, Cincinnati. Kansas CltjTt

Omaha, Ijouisville, St. Lonis, San Francisco, London and So- America.

WRITE FOR PRICES ON

TROLLEYS, GEARS, BEARINGS

AND GENERAL SUPPLIES.

R. D. Nuttall Company,
Allegheny. Pa. "Sew ITork.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

The 1891 ELECTRIC MOTOR AND BATTERY.
SIMPLE. DURABLE.

ECONOMICAL. EFFICIENT.

For Offices, Sick-rooms, Restaurants,

Jewelers, Dentists, Confectioners,

Amateurs, and at

ONE-HALF PRICE.
Send for prices and descriptiye pamphlets to

1891 MOTOR-8 Oliver Street, BOSTON, mSS.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., newyohk.

AGENTS:
W. B. Pearson & Co., Home In?. Eldg., Chicago, III.

Thos. G. Sraith Jr., Hammond Bid?.. Cincinnati, Oiilo.

W. A.Kay, 128 Oliver St., Boato.i. Masa.
A . M. Moree & Co., Commercial Bldg., St. Lonis, Mo.
Mead & Stringbam, Hammond Bldg., Detroit, Micli.

Hyde Broa. & Co., Lewie Block, Pittaburg, Pa.
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Western Electric Co.
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Consolidated El^c. Mfg. Co., The.
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Palate, H.T.
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Detroit Electrical Works.
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Thomson-HoUBton Electric Co.
Westinghonae Electric * Mfg. Co.
Woodhridce & Turner Eng. Co.

Electrical Instruments.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The,
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeiey * Co., The E. S.

Partrlck & Carter Co.
Qtueen * Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical LnBtrument Co.

Klectrical Intellisence.
Keller * Degenhardt
Leonard & Co., H. Ward.

£lectrical Specialties.
Ries Electric Specialty Co., The.
Sprague, Duncan & Hnichlneon Ltd.

Blectrollers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Baggot. E.
Electrical Supply Co., Tie.
Gleaeon * Bailey Mfg. Co., Ltd.
ThomBoa-Hooston Electric Co.

Klectro-Plaiins SlarlilneR.
BrnBh Electric Co.
Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.
Edleon (ieneral Klectrlc Co.
Thomnon-Uoneton Electric Co.

KlevDtor**.
Link Unit Machinery Co.

Kna:iu*?M, ntea^.
Ball Ruitlav Co.
Boll A Wood Co , The.
Bei'ge.J. E.,Mrg. A' BappIyCo.
Ide * Son. A. L.
Pearetm * Co., W.B.
Pond Eni Ineerlng Co.
Sarcent * Lnndy.
Smith, ThOB.G. Jr.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
Weetlr.gboui^e Machine Co.
\S'iillamB Engine Co.

Eoerrav-rM.
BiuuD Illustrating Co.

Fen Onints.
C. & C. Electric Motor Co.
EdiBOn General Electric Co,
Electrical Supply i o., The.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kanavert Mtg. Co.
Vulcaiilzcd Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrics * Carter Co.
Union Eleciric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Friction Cones.
Evans Friction Cone Co.

Gas iiiffntinff, Klectrlc.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Partrlck * Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

General Electrical Nnpplles.
Alexander. Barney * Chapin.
Ameriran Electrical Worka.
Bunnell * Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg Co.
Coneolidated Elec. Blfg. Co., The.
Detroit itlectrlcal lAorks.
Edison General Electric Co.
Eleciric Supdy & Contracting Co.
Electrtcal Eng. t Snpply o.

Electric Construction & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Gleaeon * Bailey Mfe, Co. Ltd.
Great Western Elec. Snpply Co,
\irepley *Co.,TheE. S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Qptrander & Co.,W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Riea Electric Speci.ilty Co., The.
Thomflon-HoDston Slectrlc Co.
Western Electric Co.

Globes and Blectrlcal Glass-
ware.
Baggor. E.
Brookfield, Wm.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Hemingrav Glass Co.
Phcenii Glass Co.
Security Insulator Co.

Hnrd Knbber Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Ensnlators and Insnlatlnc
Materials.
Alexander, Barney & Chapin.
Brookfield, Wm.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Edleon General Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Great '^'estern Elec. Snpply Co.
Hemlngray Glaea Co.
Interior Conduit * Insulation Co.
International Okonite Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Munsell * Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Kuitail, R. D., Company.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Security Ii eulator Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wasatch Asphaltum Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated ^Vires and Cables.
Magnet Wire.
American Electrical Works.
Bunnell * Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Day's Kerlte Inaulation.
Eastern Electilc fable Co.
Edleon General Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., Tbe.
Gleaeon & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Holmes, Booth * Haydens.
International Okonite Co., The.
India Rubber * Gutta Percha Insu-

latingCo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co,
Partrlck & Cajter Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Lamps, incandescent.
Alexander. Barney & Chapin.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Edison General Blectrlc Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Electrical Ene. & Supply Co.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Great Western Elec. Snpply Co.
Greeiey & Co., The E. S.
Heisler Electric Co.
Kjiapp Slectrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
8swyer-Man Eleciric Co.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

^Lubricators.
PoweU Co., The Wm.

aiasnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wire.)

Medical Batteries.
Partrlck * Carter Co.

Mica.
Bowers Bros.
Munsell * Co., Eugene.
Schooumaker, A. O.

Hlnlnjr Apparatns, Klectrlc
B»ln Electric Mf;;. Co.
Edleon Geni-ral Electric Co.
Tbomwn-Houiton KJpclrlc Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
WeBtlnthoDBB Electric * Utfc. Co

Motom
B&ln EliKtricMtg. Co.
Brnuh El^trlc Co.
Crocter-Wheeter Electric Motor Co.
C. * C. Electric Motor • -o.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Ea-ion Eleciric »:o
EdlBon Gnneral Electric Co.
Ek-ct'l'; Supply ,v Contracting Co.
Electrical £ng. k »uppK Co.
El- ktroi ManufactarlDE Co
Fo-t^r. O. A.
Rockford Electric Manufactarlnc Co
Ro>al Eltctric o.
Thorn son-Boa 8ton Eleciric Co.
V. 8. Electric Lighting Co.
WeBtlngboose Electric i Mfg. t

Name Piaf^^s.
(inodrlcb-Coleman Elec Works.

Office FavDitore.
American Desk i Seating Co.
Anarewfl * Co., A. H.

Oils.
TauBSie. S.

Oil Cnps.
Powell Co., The Wm.

Patent t^ollcitors.
Woodhonse is Rawson, Ltd,

Packine
Buxton Geo B.
N. Y. BelUng * Packing Co.

Pins ancf Hrackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Holmes. «'. H
Loud, H. M & Sons Lumber Co.
WestPrn Electric Co.

Platinum.
Schawel * Co., Jas.

Poles
Brownlee & Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co The
Holmefl.C. B.
Loud, H. M. * Sons Lumber Co
Mllliken Bros.
8t6rang,W. C.

PnblislLers, IClectrlcal.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Push Buttons.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Eiecrri^al Worits.
Partrlck * Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Ballways. Klectrlc.
(.See electric railways.)

B*enlaiir£: Nncbets.
Ries Electric Specialty Co., The.

Separators, ^team.
Hme Eliminator Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T, J.

Speakins Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander * Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen * Co.

St<^sm Pumps.
Worthington, Henry R.

Supplies, fClecirIc Hallway
Electric Merchandise Co.
Nuttall. R. D. Co.

Tapes,- Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Eaatern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co. , The.
India Rubber * Gutta Percha In-
ulatiog Co.

International Okonite Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co.

Telegraph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The
Greeley * Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick A Carier Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones^ Electric
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Bunnell &Co., j. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Snpply Co^The.
Greeley 4 Co., The B. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen * Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instnament Co.

Transformers.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
National ElectricManuiactnrineCo.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
WestinghouBe Electric * Mfg. Co.

Trolley Co^d.
Sameon Cordage Works.

Trucks, Electric Car.
Edleon General Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
ThomBon-Houston Electric Go.
Westlnglionse Electric & Mfg. Ca

Tnrblne TVheelB.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
StilweU * Blerce AUg. Co.

Type Writers.
Densmore Type Writer Co.

Valves
Beckerleg, Jas. G.

Wire, Bare.
American Electrical Works.
Bunnell * Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co,
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Hoimea, Booth * Haydens.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Sperry Slec Mining Maclils* Co.
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THE WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRDHENT CO,
Are pleased to inform Electricians, Electrical Engineers and others engaged in the application of electricity to the arts, that they are now prepared
to supply a really first-class, reliable and permanent Voltmeter for accurately measuring the difference of potential on alternating current circuits. The
instrument, of which a cut is here shown, is designated

The WESTON STANDARD
PORTABLE

Alternating and

Direct Current

VOLTMETER.

It is adapted for use on either alternating or direct current circuits and its indications will be found perfectly accurate on either, to within one-
fifth of one per cent.

It has received the most thoughtful study and every detail has been worked out with extreme care to insure great accuracy, sensibility and per-
manency; and no piins or expense has been spared in the effort to produce a really reliable and durable instrument for use as a standard in determining
potential differences on alternating current circuits, wiih the widely varying rates of alternations met in practice. It has been subjected to a most ex-
haustive and long continued series of tests in the laboratory and has been put to practical use for a long time in order to discover any weak points,
and to eliminate them before offering it for general and e.xtensive use. We now cffer it with perfect confidence and feel assured that when its o-ood
qualities become known, it will be gladly accepted as THE Standard Portable Instrument for alternating current work.

It is not made upon the "cheap and nasty plan," nor is its beautiful exterior finish and pleasing design a cloak for beastly mechanical work
inside. On the contrary, all its working parts are made to gauge by the aid of special expensive tools and rnachines designed to produce the most
accurate and uniform quality of work. The moving parts are supported on the very best sapphire jewels, highly polished, and the pivots are made of
hardened steel, accurately ground to gauge and highly polished. Each instrument is carefully standardized at 20 different points on the scale and
the divisions correctly marked, and each instrument after having its scale marked is again checked by comparison with an absolute standard and
certified to before being sent out.

It requires only from .02 to .056 of an ampere (according to range) to cause the index to move entirely across the scale. The s'ze of the
scale is the same as that used on the well known Weston Portable Direct Current Voltmeter, and readings can be made almost ss quickly as with the
latter named instrument. It is practically free from errors of self induction, so much so that the eye cannot detect any dift'eience between its readings
oil a direct current circuit and an alternating current, having the same potential difference, but with much higher rates of alternation than is ever met
with in practical work. It is therefore correct for all the rates of alternation met with in practical work. We make a large variety of ranges to meet
the requirements of all kinds of work.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,
Office and Factory: 1 14 to 120 William Street, NEWARK, N.J.
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WHAT'S THE USE OF BUYING SWITCHES?

WE ARE GIVING THEM AWAY.

READ THIS.
We will for 30 days from the date of this

notice, give away ten, five ampere, or nine,

ten ampere Paiste switches to any one

sending us an order for one hundred

dollars worth of goods, accompanied by

this blank filled In and signed.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

November 23, 1891. CHICAGO.

Central Electric Company,
CHICAGO.

Please send with accompanying order

ampere Paiste switches, for which you agree to

make no charge.

Signed

1891.

A DEPARTURE
IN CARBONS.

We are selling MOULDED Carbons,

Chicago delivery at factory prices for

FORCED Carbons.

THIS IS A DEPARTURE IN THE SUPPLY BUSINESS.

EVERY CARBON GUARANTEED
For straightness, brilliancy and life. A full stock of 7-16

and yi inch plain or coated Carbons will hereafter be kept

in our Warerooms and prompt shipment assured. Save time

and money by buying in Chicago instead of at the factories.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin St., CHICAGO.

CONNECTED BY PRIVATE WIRE WITH POSTAL TELEGRAPH-CABLE CO.'S SYSTEM.
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Edison

General

Electric Co.

EDISON BUILDING,

BROAD STREET,

NEW YORK.

PRESSURE INDICATOR.

"pHE EDISON PRESSURE INDICATOR is acknowledged the most Per-

fect Instrument for Indicating Pressure. It is at all times Reliable

and Accurate.

Is easy of Adjustment, and always Remains in Circuit.

Its Accuracy can be Checked at any Time, without additional Instruments,

the IndicatorContaining within itself the Means for Checking ItsCwn Readings.

The Scjie can "je Read at a Distance, indicating positively "Right,"

"High" or "Low," according to Pressure.

Years of Practical Operation Have Proven these Facts, and all Plants

Desiring to Obtain Good Practice should Possess the Edison indicator.

Tor Particulars, address nearest District OfTice.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

CANADIAN DISTRICT:
Edison Building, Toronto. Can.

CENTRAL DISTRICT:
173-175 Adams St., Chicago, 'II.

EASTERN DISTRICT:
Edison Building. Broad St., New York.

NEW ENGLAND DISTRICT:
25 Otis Street, Boston. IHass.

PACIFIC COAST DISTRICT:
Edison Building, 112 Bush St.. San

Francisco, Cal.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST DISTRICT:
Fleischner Building, Portland. Ore.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRICT:
Masonic Building, Denver, Colo.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT:
10 Decatur St., Atlanta. Ga

Snbinarine,

Telegraph,

Dnderground,

:ife:

''"^

fl ^HjT^ Telephone,

Interior,

Electric Light.

Schenectady Works,' Edison General lOlecdic C*niii>aiij-.

Manufactured under Authority of SIEMENS & HALSKE,
BY

The Edison General Electric Company,
Estimates Furnished on Application.

AT THEIR SCHENECTADY ^VORKS.

Address, Cable and Wire Department, Edison General Electric Company,
EDISOX BiniiDIKC}, BROAD STREET, NEW YORK, or Nearest District Office.

Canadian District: Edison Bnildlne. Toronto, Can.Ontral niatrlct: 17S-175 Adams St., Chicago.
Eastern Dlsfri<-t: Kdison Bnllding, Broad St.. New York.New Ensland District: »S Otis St., Boston, Kass.

3Dxsarxt.xoa7 oip'jf'ioeiss
Pacific Coast District: Fdlson Bnlldins. 112 Bnsli l^t . Han Francisco, Cai.
Pacific Nonhwcst District: Fleischner Bnildlne. Portland, Ore.
Bocky Slountain District: Masonic Bnllding. Denver, Colo*
l^oatbem District : 10 Decatur St., Atlanta, Qa.
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WEEKLY BULLETIN TO ITS FRIENDS.

Last week we stated that the Carbon Trust proposed to drive us out of the

business by monopolizing the supply of raw material. To this end IT is bending all

ITS energies.

MORE ABOUT TRUST METHODS:
A representative of the Trust visited people who supply us with raw material and

proposed the following:

"The Trust will buy raw material
from YOU, if you will agree to charge
outsiders twenty-five per cent, more
than you charge the Trust."

This little scheme would have enabled the Trust to Advance the price of Carbons

$2.00 PER THOUSAND,
but it failed. By ^'Outsiders'" it meant The Washington Carbon Company. It

is part of its creed that no one but the Trust has any right in the business.

We are glad to be "outsiders." We
propose to keep on being outsiders, for

it pays, as our order books show.
We are very busy, but have time enough to keep an eye out for the Trust and

have gathered much interesting matter, which we propose to deal out in weekly in-

stallments.

As we have arranged for an abundant supply of raw material, we are prepared to

make contracts for carbons at fair prices for a term of years.

The Washington Carbon Company,
LOOK OUT FOR NEXT WEEK! Wasliinirton, Pennsylvania.
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]VOXICE>.
In view of the decisions in the cases of Western Electric Mfg. Co. vs. Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.,

reported in l-t Federal Reporter, 691, and Western Electric Co. vs. Electrical Construction Co., et al,

reported in the Western Electkician" of November 31, 1891, and a large number of cases in which

injunctions have been granted on the Gray Patent No. 172,993, February 1, 1876, we claim as owners

of said Gray patent the exclusive right to make, use and sell, or to license others to make, use and sell,

apparatus covered by the claim of said patent, which is as follows:

"The combination of a movable elevator car, the annunciator attached thereto and moving

therewith, circuit closing and breaking signal keys on different floors, and meclianism whereby an electric

current is maintained between the signal keys and annunciator without interruption by the movement of

the car."

We have agents in all the principal cities wlio will install apparatus licensed by us and will guar-

antee the satisfactory operation of same.

All persons are warned against making, using or selling electric elevator annunciator apparatus

not licensed by us.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
CHICAGO and NEW YORK.

tU . t . <3|. S • Co
(That 5 as)

TME KILKENNY CATS

WE RE 6A-Y1NCI MOTHINO-
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CATA I OGIJF'S^ ^^' ^^' il®^*"'!^ Railway Supplies,

GREAT

( No. 24, Electric Lighting Supplies,

JUST OUT. SEND IN YOUR APPLICATION.

WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLT CO.,
201-207 So. Canal Street. CHICAGO, U. S. A.

HOLMEMJOOTH&JAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.

Vnderwriters' Copper Electric Light Line JVire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton
and Worsted Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work.

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "K.K."
'A.-^'^'A.-m.'t.-jrMTJ^^-jrA.-jrA.-^A.'My

LINE WIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

^g-em-ts for tl^e TX7-.A.SIIIiTi3-T01T C-A-I^BOiT CO., Cartooiia for .A-rc Lig'litin.g'.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., CHICAGO,
Arc our Selling Agents, and carry a line of Insulated and Bare Wires ol our make.

THOS. L. SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 Park Place, NEW YORK.

SPRA6UE, DUNCAN & HUTCHINSON
Limited.

FRANK J. SPRACUE,
LOUIS DUNCAN, Ph. D.,

ALFRED BISHOP MASON,
CARY T. HUTCHINSON, Ph. D.

CONSULTING ^LEGTRIGAL ENGINEERS.

15 WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

The Latest Tiling in Insulators.

SIANUI ACTUBED ET THE

Security Insulator Co.
An Insnlator that is easily and quickly adjasted,

and will securely damp the wire without injury to
the Ineuhttlon, thus doing away entirely with tie

wirec, and effecting a large saving of time and labor
in wiring. Wire from !s to ?a or an inch may he
need, thus ^llowin" of a variation of ji of ^n inch in
size of wire. Made of the best Vitrified and Kon-
Absorbent Porcelain.

Write for Price and Full rarticulars.

SECURITY INSULATOR CO.,

130 liberty St., NEW TOBK.

,(j,«4l«g.^
An Old Fact for the New Year.

The oUNutAm consumes leSS

current in proportion to the aWlOUflt Of light

RETURNED than any competitive lamp in the

market. Be the candle power what it may—of the

lamp bought of us—we never fail to dcliVBT the

light contracted for.

THE SUNBEAM INCANDESCENT LAMP COMPANY,
805 Chamber of Commerce Building, CHICAGO, III.
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FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
SOHETHINe ESTIBKIiY SKW. Saves the Current, Regalates the Light. An Innovalion in Electric Lighting. HiHPLE, EFFICIKST, ECONOUICAIi.

INDOBi^ED BT TH:E ELiECTBICAL, PBE8S and prominent Electrical Engineers and Electricians.

NO RESISTANCE, OR ANY OTHER CURRENT-CONSUMING DEVICES USED.
The Price of onr No. 1 Bies Regalatins Socket (for lamps IG to 25 C. F. 50 voltsj is

C*1 0*71/* *^*^° EACH LESS 57 1-2 PER CENT. DISCOUNT. MAKING THE ? Q 1 0*^lx
tj> A«<V I /2( NET PRICE $1.27 1-2 EACH. When Ordered in Quantities. f tJ)l.<W i /^

For particulars Trrite to

THE RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY COMPANY,
SOLE PATENTEES ^MANUFACTURERS,

BAI.TIIIOBB AND EUTAH' BT8., BALTI3IOBE. MI>.

HIRLIMANN
BATTERIES

Are Standard. Only One that is Guaranteed.

MannfacMliyC.J. HIRLIMIINN,
117 JIacdongall St., NEW TORK.

Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co.,
(liiniTED.)

Mannlactiiiers of, and Dealers in, a line of General

ELECTRICAL MERCHANDISE.
ALSO ELECTRIC AND COMBINATION

FIXTURES AND GLASSWARE.

Rubber Covered Weather-Proof Wires
and Lamp Cords.

233 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

It will pay you to get onr prices and new catalogue.

INTERIOR CONDUITS

TRADE-MARK

Tie Solntioi of llie ProMei of Safe ^mMi
ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS

UTieraver and for whatsoever purpose employed, ii to
be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IRTERIOR AKD UNDERGROOKD

con^TiD'cri'TS
MANUTACTDHED BT

T IffTE Tt I O !ES.

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
u/nD« ( 627 to 631 W. 34th St.,W0HK5.

I
B26 to 628 W. 3Bth St.,

General OtBces: 42 & 44 Broad St. , Kei York.

ThoB. Day & Co., 222 Sntt«r St., San Franclflco, Cal.

Mountain Electric Co., Donver Colo.
American Electrical Supply Co.,

226 Pearl St.. Buffalo, I^. T.
Putnam, Gay & Co., 27E. Main St., Rocheater, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co., l-T W.Sth St., Cincinnati, O.
Chae. Gabriel, Saginaw, Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. and Snpply Co.,

no Bironne St., Is'ew Orleans, La.
Walker & Kepler, 531 CbeetnuiSt., Philadelphia, Pa.

Electrical Snpply & Construction Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Southern Electric Co., Baltimore, Md.

^ 1886 gyjAJ. SHULTZ.

I^HUiTZ Belting Co;

;C,^r,lh3E, OLD STYLE

UATHER L,NK AND IRON ROD BELT,

)F km R0PETRAN5MISSIDN SUPER5EDE.B;

YOUR POWER.
YOUR BELTS.
YOUR MONEY.

BY COVERING YOUR PUllEVS WITH

SHULTZ PATENT
LEATHERPULLEV COVERING.

'ELT1HG!5~
tanned on the
surfaces only
INTERIOP IS

RAWHIDE.'
THE ONLY PERFECT BELT \

MADE. NO 5UPP1N(3

OR LOST MOTION §AWHlDEiAGEiEATriER
dPigker Leather-

iVPHTc- * 164 Summer St., Boston, Mass ; 225 Pear] St., :New York City.
[ Of I nillC IIai-\Ltij:,^.- 129 >;. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa ; 60 W. Monroe St. Chicago. j Oil LUUIdv ITIU*

MONITOR
c^zi^oziir

BATTERY
Unsurpassed in Strength aoi Durability.

Liberal Discount to the Trade.
/:M0OTTOK^

V TRAopjKRfltKrtD;

IVrite Tor Quotation^.

C.A HARMOUNT, M'gr,

^ I Monitor Eieciric Company
|Ji!/ 149 WABASH AVENUE,

Western Agents Alfred F. Moore's Wires and Cables.

THOMAS STURGIS, Prest. Wm. C. LANE. Sec'y and Treas. C. P. MACKIE, Gen'l Manager. S. S. BOGART, Gen'l Agent.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY,

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIGHTl MOTOR CUT OUT.

LAMPS OR MOTORS CUT IN AND OUT AT WILL FROM CENTRAL STATION WITHOUT
DISTURBING OTHERS QN SAME CIRCUIT.

This System Saves Mileage of Circuits, Makes Scattered Business Profitable and Secures Payment for Every Hour of Light.
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The Onited States Electric Lighting Co.,

(THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Lessees.)

mm INCANDESCENT ISOLITED ELEGTIIIG LIGHT PUNTS.

t

More than 1000 Plants in operation in Factories, Hotels,

Of&ce Buildings, Theaters, Etc.

MOTORS-GENERATORS
Direct Current GENERATORS and MOTORS for all purposes,

1-8 H. P. up to any power required, and at any
required B. M. F.

Snperior in Design and Wortmansliip, and Dneqnaled in EfflcieEcy.

Send for New U. S. Catalogues on Incandescent Lighting and Motors.

GENERAL OFFICES: EQUITABLE BUILDING, 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC CO,
BOSTON, NEW YORK,

620 Atlantic Avenue. 510-534 West 23d Street.

CHICAGO,
217 La Salle Street.

W\ INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
Orders Executed Correctly and Promptly.

BEST AND CHEAPEST.

ALSO-
No, 115. Keyless Socket, 1-^ io.

No. 130. Keyless Wall Socket-

Porcelain or Wood Base,

No. 145. Keyless Socket for 75,

100 and 160 c. p. Lamps,

No. 160. Wateiproof Socket.

No, 140. Attachment Plug,

with Fuses.

Wt). 1 25. Key Wall Socket—Porcelain or Wood Base. No. 110. Key Socket. fto. 1 20 Keyless J^' inch rocket.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANUFACTURED BY

WM. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

PLATINUM.
JAS. SCHAWEL & (JO., '1^^^:
Importers and Mclters. Sheet and Wire

in any (iiause. Scrap Purchased.

H. T. PAISTE,
MANUFACTURER OP

SWITCHES, SOCKETS, ETC.,
341 The Hookery, 10 So. IWth St.,

Chicaso, 111 Philadelphia, Pa.
See oar full page advertlaenient in IseueSept.

12, foriliastratlone, prices, etc.

MICA
For all Electric Insulating
Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the market.

I I SELL NO OTHER.
Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St., NEW YORK.

$40 FREE.

How mauv worde can you make, using only
the letters iQ the words "HAT IDKiiTl-
FIKH." let prize—Twenty-live dollars; 'Zd

prize—Ten dollara: 3d jirlze— Five dollare; 4tli

prize—One dozen "Idf nllfl re."
S^nd sdliue for rules governing contest and

sample 'Identifier" to _ n
IL,L,lKOI!$ METAL, CO..

Royal Inenrance Bldg., Ciiicago, III-

THE MILLIKEN PATENT POLE
For Electric Street Railways anJ Electric LigM Work.

66 LIBERTY STREET,

NEW YORK.
MANtTFACTUBED BT

MILIIKEN BROS.

59 DE&RBORN STREET,

CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

WRITE FOK CIBCIIJLAK AMD CATALOGUE.

Eockforl Eleclri: i|. Co.,

KOCK.FOBD, ILL.,

Manufacturers o£

MOTORS,
(Stattonarv and Railway).

Incandescent Dynamos

and Generators
(MAYO SYSTEM).

Specially adapted to Isolated
Plants. Absolutely self-regulat-
ing and reliable. The Motors
are the most efficient now in the
market. Agents "wanted in un-
occupied territory.

THE WESTON STANDARD

Voltmeters and Ammeters.
These instruments are the most

accurate, reliable and sensitive port-

able instruments ever offered. A
large variety of ranges to meet the

requirements of all kinds of work.

Senil for llliistratei Gatalope.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,

114-120 VVilliam Street, NCWark, N.J.

H©n.ry n. \/\f ovtlx±x\ston, :N'g\ps7- "yorls., lO". 1".

PHILADELPHIA Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.
ST. LOUIS.

ST. PAUL.

SOLID BRAIDED CORD
Is Ihe moet
ole for hangi
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Cov
ering Field

Magnets, Sash Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STSEET. BOSTON.

»1The DENSMORE,
The World's Greatest Typewriter,

Shonld be evamined before purchasing any other.

MANY IMPROVEMENTS. HIGHEST STANDARD.

Invented, owned and controlled by men having had fifteen years'
experience on type-bar maclilneB.

Simplicity, Strength, Durability, High Speed, Easy Action,
Permanent Allgnnif-nt. Most convenient. Two intercnangeable
carriages. Steel throughout.

STANDARD KEY-BOARD, with shift carriage for capitals. Call or send for catalogue.

"A perfect machine. Am delighted with it. A pleasure to run it."—Cuas. D. Keli-y, Stenographer
West Shore E. R., New York

.

We will appoint a reliable dealer In all cities as soon as possible, and in the meantime will ship
machines on approval to parties having a good commercial rating.

DENSMORE TYPEWRITER CO.. 208 Broadway, Kew York.

THE SHORT DYNAMO.

Efficiency, 92 Per Cent.

From 75 to 500 Horse Power,

Flat Ring Armature.

Multiple Brushes.

Large Commutator. Independent Coils.

Perfect Ventilation.

THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.,

CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL.

It you are in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

BROWNLEE & CO., "J^cr-
-t^e;-

DHioi umm CO.,

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

"WINTER SPECIALTIES."
BRAND'S STEEL WIRE TRACK BROOMS,
WARDWELL'S TRACK BROOM HOLDERS,
BURTON ELECTRIC HEATERS

— AND —

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES
OF EVERT SORT-
FOR ANY SYSTEM.

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE CO.,
CHICAGO. M Adams street.W. R. MASON. Gen'l Mqr
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Electricity in Gold Mining.
"Placer mining must be conducted in a much more

economical manner in the future, and the work must be

more thoroughly peiformed," said E. S. Bennett of Den-

ver recently. "As the woik is done at present, by far the

greater proportion of precious metal escapes, ar.d a vast

amount of water is of necessity wasted. The time is not

far distant when deposits that can be worked profitably by

the sluice process will be few and far between."

These remarks were made by Mr. Bennett in support of

the statement that a necessity existed for a machine which

would successfully operate in deposits that could not be

profitably worked by the sluice methods. The true method,

he believes, is a process by which the metal is i"aved by

machine actually at work. lie also wished to demonstrate

that the amalgamator could be successfully operated in

a bed from which the sluice miner could obtain very

little return for his labor. The gravel bed where the

amalgamator is located was years ago worked by miners,

but they soon abandoned the place as decidedly unprofitable.

By locating his machine at this point, Mr. Bennett saw that

there was an opportunity to demonstrate its thoroughness

in operation; if in this abandoned bed a yield of any pro-

portions could be gained, he thought ihe success of the

amalgamator was assured. The result, it is asserted, has

fully justified Mr. Bennett's claim for his machine. The

most careful miner had never taken from the gravel more

than ten cents' worth oi gold per cubic yard- Mr. Bennett

modifications in future amalgamators the changes will be

in details entirely. In general design and in the whole

scheme of operation no change will be made. That the

present machine isaclually in successful operation is almost

incredible to him, Mr. Bennett says. lie found it neces-

sary to have the various parlsmade in fony different shops

located all over the country. Builders made mistakes and

caused delays; parts were found to be imperfect and

unsuitable; but when finally assembled the machine was

put at work, and that it has accomplished something is

shown by the dumps of tailings shown in Fig. 2. The
machine is at work to day, and that it collects gold was

demonstrated when the writer visited the plant. Mr.

Bennett was then engaged in the interesting work of

amalgamation. The machine which he has designed to

accomplish the work is shown in Fig. i.

The amalgator is located at Arvada, seven miles from

Denver. It is working in a gravel bed which Mr. Bennett

styles the "potato patch.' The designation is not inap-

propriate, as the deposit in which operktions have been

proceeding adjoins a farm. It is the last place in the

world where one would look for a mining machine. To
visit the plant one leaves a country road, and passing

through a farm gate follows a shaded lane which leads to

the power house. On all sides of him the visitor sees

evidences of prosperous farming, but ibe power station is

hidden by the trees until he is within a few hundred feet

of it. The situation of tHe ground is shown in Fig, 2.

The location of the amalgamator at this point was easily

explained by Mr. Bennett. lie desired to operate at a

point readily accessible from Denver, so that those in-

terested in mining could without inconvenience see the

FIG. I. ELECTRICITY IN GOLD MINING.

says his machine has secured double and sometimes more

than treble this amount. The explanation is simple.

Nine-tenths of the free gold found in leads the world over

exists in particles too fine to be seen by the unaided eye,

according to the statements of mining engineers. The
current in a sluice carries not only these fine particles but a

considerable proportion of the visible portions to the dump.

All these microscopic particles are saved, it is claimed, by

instant amalgamation in the Bennett machine, and what

therefore may be valueless deposit to the sluice miner may
prove profitable ground to the operator of the amalgamator.

In support of these statements Mr. Bennett says, in the

operations at Arvada, that 75 per cent, of the entire result

has been in gold so light and fine that it is held for a con-

siderable time in suspension in otherwise clear, still water.

The Bennett amalgamator, as it appears at work at

Arvada, is shown in Fig. i. This is the first machine

built by the inventor, and although he may make some

scraping the amalgam containing the precious metal from

the plate.

All the power for the amalgamator, with its manifold

operation, is provided by electric motors, which are located

on the body of the machine. It is contemplated here to

give not a detailed description of the mechanical construc-

tion of the rather complex apparatus, but merely a general

idea of the mode of operation. The operator's house in

the front of the amalgamator contains the switches and

resistances for controlling the motors. The house is pro-

vided with windows on all sides, as Fig. I shows. When
the machine is in position for work, as shown in the same

view, the "dipper," which holds a cubic yard, digs its way

into the bank, and is lifted. The two operations are per-

formed with power furnished by two 15 horse power

motors. The operator's house is then caused by a third

motor to revolve about the central mast and the dipper is

carried to a hopper opposite the large cylinder at the left
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of the machine, where it is tripped. The contents

descend by gravity into the cylinder, which is simply a huge

sifter. The cylinder is rapidly revolved so that the fine sand

in which the gold is distributed falls to a compartment

directly beneath. The stones or "tailings" are thrown

out by a carrier shown at the right.

In the chamber into which the fine sand falls is a series

of jets through which water enters under a pressure of

forty pounds. Covering the surface of this chamber are

amalgamated plates. The pressure of the water keeps the

contents in continual agitation, and the conditions for the

instant amalgamation of each particle of the precious metal

are favorable. After it has been thrown against the plates

till the metal has been captured, the combination of water

and sand is allowed to escape at the back of the machine.

After the machine has been in operation a given length

of time the amalgam is scraped from the plates and the

gold is reduced by ordinary methods. The entire machine,

as Fig. I shows, is mounted on wheels so that it may be

run on rails to any desired point. Power for moving it is

provided by the 25 horse power motor that revolves the

cylinder sifter and the carrier. Under ordinary circum-

stances the dipper deposits a cubic yard of gravel injLhe

hopper every minute. It has been worked much more

rapidly than this. It is stated that it has handled 125 yards

in sixty minutes.

A general view of the location, with the power house at

American Institute of Electrical En-
gineers and the World's

Electrical Congress.
The resolution given below, adopted by the international

congress committee and the council of the American Insti-

tute of Electrical Engineers, is the outcome of the recent visit

to New Vorkcity of Dr. Elisha Gray of Chicago, chairman of

the electrical committee of the World's Congress Auxiliary.

Dr. Gray, after several informal interviews with officers

and members of the Institute, was invited to attend a

meeting of the congress committee on December 16th,

when a mutual exchange of views upon the subject

was had, and the result is said to be entirely satis-

factory to all persons interested. Following is the resolu-

tion:

Resolved, That the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers, having already taken action, during the past

three years, by correspondence and otherwise, toward the

holding of an international electrical congress in connec-
tion with the Columbian World's Fair, hereby expresses

its desire and intention to co-operate by all means in its

power with the World's Congress Auxiliary of the

World's Columbian Exposition, through its electrical con-

gress committee, in furthering the gathering of such a
congress at Chicago in 1S93, and in making it a succf ssful

and worthy representation of the best electrical science

and practice in all parts of the world.

In connection with the above the following letter from

Prof. Gray will be read with interest:

cubic feet of steam used an hour, at a pressure of
150 pounds; diameter of steam and wj,ter pipes; di-

ameter of discharge or drain pipes (the main shafts will

make 120 and 240 revolutions a minute); dimensions of
space required must be given in feet and inches, without
including any allowance for passage ways; what per cent, of
labor performed by females in the production of articles

exhibited; whether the applicant is a producer or manu-
facturer.

By special arrangements the installation of heavy arti-

cles requiring foundation should begin while the building
is under construction.

The floor of machinery ball will support 250 pounds per
square foot. The heaviest single piece received must not
weigh more than 30,000 pounds, as facilities will not be
provided for handling heavier weight?.

The steam pressure supplied will be 150 pounds to the

square inch. Those wishing to secure lower pressure
may do so by using a reducing valve. Water pressure
will be that due to a head of 225 feet, or a pressure of 9S
pounds to the square inch, and a head of 40 feet, or a
pressure of 175 pounds to the square inch. The line

shafting will be 16 feet from the center of the shaft to the
fl^or. Driving pulleys are limited to 36 inches in diam-
eter.

Exhibitors of steam and other machinery who desire to
offer their exhibits for use by the Exposition company should
send their applications as soon as possible Such exhib
itors may select their own men to operate this machinery.
Their wages will be fixed and paid by the Exposition com-
pany. The Exposition company will defray the necessary
expenses of exhibitors, loaning them machines, tools, etc.,

for use beyond that which they would have incurred as ex-

hibitors simply, wear and tear excepted. Fire engines

the left and the amalgamator at the right, is given in Fig.

2. The heaps of tailings show the amount of work per-

formed by the machine. In the station the So,ooo watt

generator is driven by a Rice automatic engine. The
generator and the four motors on the amalgamator are of

the Edison type. It has been found that on an average

the motors absorb about 46 horse power.

As the illustration shows, the wires are carried from the

station on poles. The wires terminate a short distance

from the amalgamator in heavy waterproof cables, which

are shown plainly in Fig. i. All the electrical machinery

has given great satisfaction. Mr. Bennett said in relation

to it: "Electricity has been a good friend of mine. The
perfection of electrical apparatus has made possible the

operation of a machine like mine, and the longer I use it

the better pleased I am with it.''

The question naturally arises as to the financial success

of the plant. In considering this subject it must be remem-

bered that up to the present time the machine has been

considered experimental. The ground on which it is

working is so poor that by ordinary methods nothing to

speak of can be extracted from it. In spite of these facts

the machine is now earning enough to pay for its operation,

Mr, Bennett says, which is a wonderful achievement if

time proves it to be absolutely true. The machine is

owned and operated by the Bennett Amalgamator com-

pany of Denver.

FIG. 2. ELECTRICITY IN GOLD MINING.

To the Editor of the Western Electrician:
Allow me through your columns to say to the local com-

mittee and the electrical fraternity in general, that during
my recent viiit to New York and the East I found every-

where, among electricians of every grade, a lively interest in,

and a hearty co-operation with, the world's congress move-
ment under the auspices of the World's Congress Auxil-

iary.

The work of appointing an advistory council and of for-

mulating a programme is now going on. A meeting of

the local committee will be called at an early day.

Elisha Gray.
Chairman World's Electrical Congress Committee.

Highland Park, 111.. Dec. 26, iSgi.

The citizens are agitating the subject of establishing an
electric light plant at Quakertown, Pa. The question is to

be decided at an election.

Electricity at the World's Fair.

Inasmuch as a very important portion of the electrical

exhibits at the World's Fair—the actual generating plant

—

will be shown in machinery hall, the special rules of the

machinery department will be of interest to prospective

electrical exhibitors. They are as follows:

A limited quantity of steam and water power will be
furnished for the purpose of exhibiting machinery in oper-

ation, the quantity of each to be definitely settled at the

time of allotment of space. Any excess will be charged
for at a fixed price. Demands for such excess must also

be settled at the time of allotment of space.

Exhibitors must be manufacturers of machinery and not
dealers only.

Exhibitors must provide show-cases, shelving, counters,

fittings, countershafts, pulleys, beltings, etc, at their own
expense.

Exhibitors are required to furnish the following infor-

mation, and a drawing to the scale of one-fourth inch to a
foot of the plans and distribution of the objects they wish
to exhibit: If machinery, actual horse power required;

entered for exhibit offered and accepted for use will be
properly cared for and furnished with fuel free of expense.

All exhibits of machiner}' in motion must be inclosed by
a railing - feet 6 inches in height, to come inside the
space. No signs will be allowed to extend over the pas-

sage way and no signs will be allowed made of muslin,
linen, canvas or paper. No fire will be allowed in ma-
chinery hail except by special permission. Not more than
a day's supply of oils or other inflammable substances -will

be permitted in machinery hall, but a suitable place for

the storage of these materials will be provided.
Exhibitors not desiring to employ attendants or watch-

men may leave their exhibits in the care of the department,
which will assume the responsibility of their cleanliness

One of the distinctive features of the electrical display

will be that made in the main basin which runs from the

lake westward toward the administration building, a dis-

tance of 1.500 feet. Special attention will be given to the

illumination of this basin and it will be encirpled by incan-

descent lamps two ftet apart and three feet above the sur-

face of the water of the basin.

The gas people still continue to attack the management
of the World's Fair, one journal alleging that the electric

interests have been ''coddled" and gas given the cold

shoulder. It is now asserted that the authorities of the

exposition cannot get along without gas, and that "the

commissioners may have to beg later on for that which

they so vain gloriously rejected at the cutset." If this is

the case, the gas interests shouTd be in a position to dic-

tate terms to the World's Fair for the use of this indis-

pensable product and would ha^e no need to whine. The
gas people are only injuring their own cause by iheirpres-

ent course, if they are ccrrtctly represented by the jour-

nals devoted to their inteie^t.
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Another Trolley.

The jumping of the trolley wheel from the overhead

conductor is one of the small diflicultics for which

inventors of electric railway fixtures are endeavoring to

furnish a remedy. One of the latest attempts to provide

a mechanism for securing the wheel on the wire, so that

it will not of itself become detached and yet be readily

removable, has been made by C. S. Foster of Whites-

borough, N. Y. The cut shows the construction of the

device. There are, above the trolley wheel proper, a pair

of retaining-wheels mounted on sliding pieces, which are

adapted to move up or down in slots in the trolley head.

The retaining wheels are projected to their upper posi-

ANOTHER TROLLEY.

tion and close the space, by means of springs secuied as

indicated to the trolley-head at their lower ends and to the

movable slide at their upper tnds. The springs are

strained to throw the wheels into the position represtnied

in the illustration.

It will be observed that the wheels come together only

at their lower edges, leaving a V-shaped cpenirg on the

outside of the wheels and above the trolley when ihewheels

are in a closed position.

The operation of this trolley will be readily understood.

The movement to the side of the inclined wheels, as the

device travels along the conductor, allows any fixture, such

as the hanger of an insulator, to pass between the

wheels which close again after the passage. When

the device is brought into contact with the conductor the

wire engages in the V space formed by the edges of

these upper retaining-wheels, and as the trolley is moved

upward by pressure from below, the wheels automatically

separate to allow the wire to pass into the space and onio

^im'
r^^^is^^—__^

DETECTING MOVEMENTS IN MASONRY BY ELECTRICITY.

the trolley wheel proper. When it is desired to remove the

trolley from the wire, the releaser or yoke, shown in the

cut with an eye in its lower end, is operated to draw the

retaining-wheels downward and apart, so that the trolley

is free to move awav from the conductor.

Detecting Movements in Masonry by
Electricity.

E. P. Abbott, chief engineer of the Minneapolis &^St.

Louis railroad, recently devised an ingenious indicator by

which he was enabled to detect movements in a bridge

abutment.

After building the south abutment for the Second street

bridge in Minneapolis, a crack appealed in the masoiDry

which threatened to be serious. The abutment is very

heavy, being S3 feet long and 10 feet thick at the base.

The necessity of determining whether the crack was grad-

ually widening or was remaining stationary led to the

construction of the indicating mechanism,which was placed

on the abutment as shown in the cut. ^:;.'.v V=~ ^' __

On one side of the crackj^the] works'ofj['a^[Waterbury

watch were firmly secured, and a short lever was attached

to the hour-hand post and connected to the rod A. As

will readily be seen, the least widening of the crack would

be multiplied through the train, and indicated on the dial.

A I 16 inch opening, it may be explained, would cause

over oner evolution of the pointer. The spiral spring took

up all the slack in the joint between the lever and the

long rod, and the weight W, attached to a piece of silk

running around the pointer spindle, took up all the slack in

the train.

IJy means of the nut on the inside of the stop B, the end

of the rod was brought just to contact with the stop C, and

an ordinary battery was connected to form an electrical

circuit through this contact. In this manner if there was

any movement it would be detected by the aid of the elec-

tricity as well as by the indicator proper, thus securing a

double test.

The entire cost of ihe whole outfit was about $6, and

from all accounts it accomplished its purpose very satis-

factorily, demonstrating absolutely that the masonry re-

mained stationary for three weeks after the device was

put on. The cut is from /inginceriug Nezi<s.

A Simple Rheostat.

The regulator represented in the accompanying cut was

devised by Carl I'cllenz of lircmcn, Germany. It was

designed for use on arc light circuits. This rheostat

consists of a disk on which is wound radially a nickel wire

in a manner similar to that employed in constructing the

Ganz converters. The whole is mounted on an iron frame-

The arrangement has the advantage of possessing a large

cooling surface and of allowing a regulation down to one-

Schuckert&Co.'s Military Electric Light-
ing Wagon.

An English contemporary, Induslrics. is responsible

for the statement that much of the electric lighting equip-

ment used by the English army comes from the German

firm of Schuckert & Co. One would think that England,

with its reputation for good electrical work, could produce

apparatus which would meet all the requirements of the

most exacting specification; and, besides, were this not

the case, it would be only natural to suppose that the

Britishers' pride might prevent importations in this line

and for such use. It is to be presumed, though, that in so

far as the manufacture of electrical specialties and 'philo-

sophical apparatus is concerned, our cousins admit that

Getmany maintains the lead.

A good illustration of what the Germans can do in the

line of special electrical machinery is presented in the ac-

companying cut. which shows a very complete electric light-

ing wagon for military service. This car contains everything

that can possibly be wanted for lighting any such military

engineering operations as bridge-building, throwing up

earthworks at night, etc.^The lotaljweight of the com-

p'ete equipment is 3^^ tons, 'so that it can be ea'^Hy drawn

A RIMPLE RHEOSTAT.

half volt. The particular regulator herewith illustrated s

provided with an additional switch which permits the

breaking of the current at two points.

Chicago Electrical Association.

At the regular meeting of the Chicago Electrical as-

sociation on December 22d A. H. Adams read a paper on
" Chimneys and Chimney Draughts," followed by L. G.

Eassett. who spoke of the "Speed of Electricity." The
following named officers were elected for the six months'

term beginning January I2:b: Presidect. E. G. Ilcvej
;

^^'

SCHUCKERT A CO S MILITARY ELECTRIC LIGHTING \VAGON.

by horses. The engine is one of the small four cylinder

"Abraham" type. It drives a flat ring dynamo directly

through a flexible leather coupling. The car carries

twelve arc lamps, with lanterns and poles complete, and a

search light. The cables, coal, carbons, and all spare

stores are carried in a separate wagon or tender.

vice-president, J. F. Connor; secretary, F. R. McBerly;

treasurer, Albert Scheible. This association meets on

the second and fourth Tuesday evenings of each month at

i6g Washington street.

A new electric lice has been opened at Defiance, O. It

is owned by the Defiance Light & Power ccmpsny, which

also furnishes the town electric and gas lights. The of-

ficers are: President, W. B. McKinley; vice-president, E.

O. Harris; secretary, treasurerjand manager,'C. L.[Nelson,

A new electric tram car has been tested at Croydon, in

England. The car, when empty, weighs 5^^ tons, is

driven by two motors of 14 nominal horse power, and can

attain a maximum speed of 16 miles an hour. Atrial

trip was first made to Thornton Heath, after which the

whole of the circuit to [North End, Croydon, was com-

pleted without a hitch, and the inspectors e.xpressed them-

selves as being thoroughly satisfied wiih^ the experiment.
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West Side Electric Railway at Kansas
City, Kan.

"A neat little road, built and run for dividends," is an

expression which might be applied to characterize the line

which is the subject of the present article. The AVest

Side electric railway was projected with the idea of provid-

ing the northern section of Kansas City, Kan., with rapid

transit, and by the present arrangement between the two

companies one 5-cent fare takes a passenger over both

electric and cable systems to all points on the cable line in

Kansas City, Mo. There is in all about four miles of

double tracked road, with two spurs, and at present

six motor cars are in service. The railway system of the

Detroit Electrical Works is employed on the West Side

road, and it is hardly necessary to add that the speed and

regularity with which the cars make their trips is enabling

the Kansas citizen to understand the meaning of rapid

transit in reality as well as in name.

Passing over the bridge from Kansas City proper into

Kansas City, Kan., on a cable car of the Metropolitan

street railway, the first glimple of the West Side line is

obtained at the corner of Third street and Minnesota

avenue. At this point the the transfer from the cable to

the electric system is made. A short ride over the line from

this corner due north on Third street brings the visitor to the

The officers are W. N. Coler, Jr., president; W. S.

Nelson, vice-president; Charles F. Hutchings, secretary;

Charles F. Hutchings, attorney; C. S. Clark, superinten-

dent and manager.

Relative to the equipment of the West Side line it may
be said that the Detroit Electrical Works, although furnish-

ing only their standard machinery, made an effort to

establish an installation that might be referred to as one of

their model roads. The cuts show how well this end has

been attained.

The two-story brick power-house covers a lot 29x150

feet, and as will be seen from the accompanying in-

terior views of the station, the cars are run into the barn

at the s:cond story. The "barn," or perhaps more prop-

erly, the car-house, is about eighty feet deep, and has a

capacity of six cars. The little station is arranged accord-

ing to modern ideas. There is a transfer table and pit,

Fig. 2, by which the shifting of the cars from track

to track, and ordinary running repairs, are greatly facili-

tated. In the basement, below the car-room, is the work-

shop and storeroom, Fig. 3. Just behind the shop, on

the ground fioor, is the generator roon, Fig. 4. It may

be mentioned here that it is the intention of the company,

as the station's capacity is increased, to take away the wall

between the dynamo room and the shop, and make the two
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power house. Thence the road extends on, as indicated

by the map. Fig, i. through the northwestern section of

the city to Nineteenth street and Quindaro boulevard, with

a branch to Brown Park and a spur from Third street and

State to Fifth and Minnesota.

Before entering into a description of the details of equip-

ment and line construction, it will not be amiss to give a

little history.

The original projectors of the scheme to construct the

West Side railway were James D. Husted, Luther H.

Wood and Charles F. Hutchings, all of Kansas City,

Kan. The company was organized and charter granted

July 31, 1SS8, and the first meeting of the incorporators

under the charter was held August, iSSS, at which Charles

F. Hutchings, James D. Husted, Luther H. Wood, Will-

iani L. Wood, E. J. Camp, Thomas H. Rowland and

Oliver R. Burnham were elected and qualified as direct-

ors. The ordinance granting a franchise and the right of

way over the streets of the city was passed August 16,

188S. The construction of the road was commenced
February 9, 1S91, and the system was completed and the

first car run over the road April 28,1891. The present

directors are W. N. Coler, Jr., New York; Leonard H.

Hole and James W. Campbell, Chicago; Charles F. Hut-

chings, H. A. Yonge. Martin Stewart, Kansas City, Kan.,

Mid W. S. Nelson, Kansas City, Mo.

RAILWAY AT KANSAS CITY, KAN. ,

apartments into one large generator room. Behind, and

opening into the last named apartment, is the boiler room.

That portion of the station containing the generating plant

is of one story, but the ceiling of the room is high and

the light is good. In addition to the station proper the

West Side company has office quarters on the lower floor

of a building on the opposite side of \.hz street from the

plaat.

In the power plant proper there are two 70 horse power

tubular boilers, which furnish steam at 120 pounds' pres-

sure. The boilers were made by Brownell &Co., Dayton,

O., and each is fitted with Tupper double-ribbed grates,

upon which Cherokee slack is burnt. A stack 32

inches in diameter and 70 feet high makes an excellent

draught. Missouri river water is supplied to the boilers

from a National feed water heater by two Smithvail steam,

pumps. In connection with the feed water system there is

employed a very efficient little apparatus by the aid of

which coal oil is introduced to the boilers to prevent scale.

This device, is an invention of Louis Wolf, the West Side

company's dynamo tender.

The electrical power apparatus is, as was before stated,

of the most approved patterns built by the Detroit Elec-

trical Works. Detroit, Mich. A 150 horsepower Williams

single compound non-condensing engine, built by the

Williams Engine works, Beloit, Wis., drives the So,ooo

watt dynamo supplying the system. This generator is

wound for 500 volts, and is over-compounded to the extent

of 15 per cent. A length of German silver tape resistance

is connected in shunt to the serie3 coils of the machine, so

as to permit of an adjustment as to electromotive force

after the generator has been put to work. A Cleveland

FIG. WEST SIDE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AT KANSAS
CITY, KAN.

automatic switch cut into the main conductor at the

switch-board,'Fig. 5, operates, most efficiently, it is stated,

to break the overhead circuit when there is a call upon the

generator for an output of over 90,000 watts. In addition

there is a Detroit ampere meter, a Weston voltmeter, De-

troit switches, not to forget a lightning arrester of a

type recently introduced by the Electric Merchandise

company, Chicago.

The overhead conductor is of "single o" hard drawn

copper wire. The line poles are of unpainted cedar, set

about, 120 feet apart, and extending from iS to 23 feet

above ground. On the road there is about 4,000 feet of

center pole construction. The center poles are set 120 feet

apart, and the brackets are of steel. The only insulator is

at the wire. For the return circuit the rails are bonded

with No. 4 iron wire. A glimpse of the heaviest grade and

the center pole construction is given in Fig. 6.

Fifty pound Providence girder rails are used through the

system. The rails are set on concrete piers, and are braced

with oak pieces and ^^g'-inch tie rods. The braces are set

along the line about 7^3 feet apart. CoQtractor E. RL

Lampkin built the road.

The roadbed of the West Side line is considered to be

first class. The maximum grade is one of SJ/ per cent, for

760 feet. Figuring from the profile of the road each car

is lifted, so to speak, 465 feet in making the round trip

over the main line, a distance of 7.24 miles. Over the Park

branch the run is only S miles and a car is lifted 97 feet.

An average speed of 8 miles per hour is made, including

all stops. The cars on the line were built by the St. Louis

Car company. They are 16 foot cars finished in bronze

and each is fitted with a 30 horse power Detroit Electrical

Works motor. The trucks are the Three Rivers pattern

FIG. 3. WEST SIDE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AT KANSAS
CITY, KAN.

built by the Sheffield Velocipede Car company. Three

Rivers, Mich. ' At night each car is illuminated by seven

105 volt incandescent lamps, five of which are burnt at a

time.

To describe such a system as that of the West Side

Railway company and not g^ve any credit for intelligent
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superintendence of details, so essential where economical

operation is attained, would be an injustice to the manage-

ment of the road. To show, then, what results may be

secured by an intelligent handling of this apparatus, a few

expense accounts for the month of September, 1891, are

given below. Perhaps it is hardly necessary to say that

Maintenance of Way.

FIG. 4. WEST SIDK ELECTRIC RAILWAY AT KANSAS
CnV, KAN.

the September accounts were not chosen from the fact that

they presented a better condition of affairs than was the

average . Enough fissures are given to enable railway

managers to judge for themselves whether or not General

Manager Clark has reason to be proud of the performance

of his equipment.
Expenses.

Car Expense
Car Expense, Repairs and Renewals
Motive Power Expense
Molive Power, Repairs and Renewals
Maintenance of Way (once every four months) .

Maintenance of Buildings
Maintenance of Park
Loss and Damage
General Expense

764.13

259.51
260.00

^5839
138.C4

85-57

1 '197,74

Total Expense S 2,963.9-

Car Expenses.
Motormen and Conductors g 734-12
Transfermen and Flagman 30.00

Total S 764-12

Pay Roll ....

Car Wheel
Brake Shoes
Gears and Pinions
Trolley Wheels
Trolley Parts .... .,

Glass ,

Electric Lights
Chimneys for Lamps ,

Carbon Brushes .

Fuel, Heating Cars. . .

.

Transfer Checks - ..

Register Expense
Wire

Car Expenses, Repairs

Car License
Secret Service.,
Miscellaneous..

Motive Power Expense.

28.45
q.oS

7.61

3.00
20 00
7-15

7.30
36.92

Two Engineers and two Firemen
Other Labor, Motor Wiper

WEST SIDE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AT KANS
CITY, KAN,

Motive Expenses and Repairs,
,.$Fuel

Water
Lubricants
Waste
Boiler Repairs
Engine "
Dynamo "
Switch-board Repairs •

Sundry '
Miscellaneous Expenses

Total 5
Maintenance OF Park.

Laborers' Pay Roll §
Policemen
Water
Ice
Incandescent Lamps put up
Advertising

170.S6

34 04
34-50

904
8 59

1.21

258.39

64.31
S.40

Pay Roll
RaiLs
Tics
Spikes
Bolts
Fish Plates ..

Ballast....

P.ivcmcnt
Wire,
Poles
Hangers
Mi.scelIaneous..

119 38

3.00

fi.76

Total )3«-64

General Expense.

Manager's Salary. OfScc Rent, OOicc Employes, Insur-
ance, Interest {.Mo. Pro,) on Bonds, Water and Ice,

Stationary and Prmting, Telephone Rent. Miscellan-
^^o"-* S 344-99

XOTES.

Pounds Cherokee slack per car mile ii.gS
' Coal per i horse power hour ', 5.6

Total Car Miles 20,373
Passengers Carried 61,264
Motive Power Expenses per car mile - 2.545015.
Car Expense per car mile 5-024 "
Total Op. rating Expense per car mile 9-043

"

Total Expense per car mile po Sijij
"

It should be explained that in the above statement

total operating expense per car mile" includes "car

expenses" "molive power expense,""maintenance of way"

and "general expense,"

Electric Traction for Chicago.

7'o the Editor of the Western Electrician:

Your editorial mention in a recent issue of the fact that

improved transit facilities for Chicago are demanded on
every side, and the added comment that the present agita-

tion of the subject has the good effect of attracting public

attention to electric railways as the probable solution of

the problem, leads me to give expression to views held by
certain friends of electric traction.

FIG. 6. WEST SIDE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AT KANSAS
CITY, KAN.

Thus far no advocacy of electric traction as a possible

correction of present evils has appeared in Chicago daily

publications. Many detailed plans for necessary changes
have appeared, considering cable, subway and elevated,

but not electric, lines. Plausible and helpful theories have
been offered the daily papers, but since they savored of
electricity as a means of propuision space has not been
given them. At the Farwell Hall citizens' meeting of

December 5th, the proposals of two speakers that aid

might come from a judicious employment of electric lines

met with emphatic disapprobation. Doubtless ignorance
of the system is an ever present cause for the existing

sentiment.

Local electrical publications can perform a valuable

service to Chicago's inhabitants by making an attempt to

educate the daily journals to a just estimation of electric

traction. The latter then could, and presumably would,
give the subject intelligent consideration for the edification

of their readers. It need not be proposed to change the

cable to electric lines; rather perfect them along their

present routes. There are, however, many miles of

antiquated horse car lines which are sadly deficient in

"get there" qualities. Indeed, twenty-five per cent, of the

people who patronize the cable lines do so because the
trains make better time than the horse cars, which run
nearer to, or even by, their homes. Make electric lines

out of the horse car routes which extend parallel to the
cable roads, and the principal cause for overloading the
various cables will be removed. Thereby the total traffic

to and from the business center of the city will be benefi-

cially distributed both for the companies and their patrons.

It would seem a reasonable act if steps were taken, and
that immediately, in view of the crowded condition of our
city during the months of the World's Fair, to arouse an
intelligent interest in electric railways for Chicago. Cer-

tainly the experiences of other large cities can furnish no
arguments for the non-employment of the trolley system
here.

Chicago, December 22, iSgi. W. R. Mason.

8^5.57

Telegraphers' Strike.

A press dispatch dated December 26th, and sent out

from San Francisco says : Acting Chief Ramsay of the

Order of Railway Telegraphers of the United States has

had a conference with representatives of railway employes'

unions and states that he will confer with Southern Pacific

officials next week, when he expects the trouble between

the striking telegraphers and the railroad will be satisfact-

orily settled.

An English Electrical Drilling Machine.

Last week there was presented in these columns a descrip-

tion of the Edco electric drill which is in use in a number
of well known American machine shops. The cuts shown
herewith represents two forms of another type of electric

drill which is being introduced in England by the General

ENGLISH ELECTRICAL DRILLING MACHINE.

Electric Power & Traction company of London. The
two drills here shown are alike in general form, the dif-

ference being that one is arranged to be portable, while the

other is for stationary work. These machines are fitted with

half horse power Immisch motors and they are capable

of drilling holes up to 1% inch in diameter in either iron

or steel.

Franklin and the Royal Society.

An interesting reference to Benjamin Franklin is made
in a recently published sketch of the Royal Society of
England. It seems that in 1756 Franklin was elected a
fellow of the society, to the proceedings of which he con-
tributed several important papers. But his electrical dis-
coveries, if they attracted great public attention, also led,

indirectly,to the most ridiculous, but by no means the least

bitter, of the quarrels from which the records of the Royal
Society are no more free than are those of most other
human institutions. In 1769 a committee of the society
was appointed to advise the dean and chapter of St.

Paul's upon the best manner of protecting the cathedral
from lightning, and under the directions of the committee,
arrangements, as efficient as the knowledge of the time
enabled them to be, were made for the purpose. In 1772
a similar committee was appointed to report on the best

means of protecting the Purfieet powder magazines.
In their report, the committeemen very properly
recommended pointed conductors, but one mem-
ber of the committee dissented from this proposal
and delared that all lightning conductors should
be fitted with knobs on their ends. His reason for

taking this stand was not a purely scientific one. The
discoverer of the pointed conductors was Franklin, who,
the dispute with the American colonies then being at its

height, was emphatically a /(frj-i??;^ k;??; ^r^/a just then in

England. The dissenting committeeman, Mr. Wilson,
was a person of influence, and he managed to get his views
indorsed by the board of ordnance; the fact that the
Purtleet magazines were actually struck by lightning at
this time scoring another point in his favor. The ques-
tion became a popular one. As in Lilliput, the people be-

came big-endians or little-endians, and for as valid a
reason. George III. himself took a side, ordered the
points to be taken off the royal conductors, and bade Sir

John Pringle, then the president of the society, support

ENGLISH ELECTRICAL DRILLING MACHINE.

Mr.Wilson. Sir John is credited with the dignified response.

"Sir, I cannot reverse the laws and operations of nature," to

which the king, naturally incensed that so incompetent a

person should hold so important an office, responded,

"Then, Sir John, perhaps you had better resign," which
Sir John did.
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under most favorable conditions, is destined to be super-

seded by electricity^

The indications are that the New Year will be indeed a

happy one to the electrical fraternity. Oq all sides ex-

pressions of cheerfulness are heard. '"Business brisk,"

"Better than this time last year," "Factory running over-

time," etc., tell their own story. The outlook is good,

and the year promises to be a successful one in electrical

annals.
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The Western Electrician heartily congratulates the

Hon. A. C. Durborow, Jr., on his appointment as chair-

man of the important select committee of the House of

Representatives on the World's Columbian Exposition.

The compliment thus paid to a new and youthful member

is very marked, but we are confident that time will prove

that the speaker's confidence has not been misplaced.

St. Louis is added to the list of cities where the electric

light people have trouble with the municipal author-

ities. The Municipal Electric Light company claims that

it is losing money on the lights furnished the city, and

threatens to forfeit its contract. The rate mentioned is

certainly low, and the city seems to have much the best of

the bargain. One thing about the situation in this city is

refreshing, however. The mayor is not in favor of a

electric light plant operated by the city.
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New York is not the only city in which an underground

electric road is proposed to afford rapid transit. Some

measure of relief is needed in Boston, and President

Whitney of the West End company has come out in favor

of a tunnel under the Common, to take care of a portion of

the congested down-town traffic. On the other hand, St.

John V. Day, in a paper recently read before the Chicago

Electric club, points out what he considers the defects of

the tunnel system for electric traction, and says that very

serious inconvenience, if not absolute danger, would result

from the breaking down of the generating plant, thus im-

prisoning the passengers in the tunnel. He is in favor of

an elevated electric system. There is much to be said on

both sides of this question, and it is probable that the

literature of the subject will be enriched by many more

contributions before electrical railway men come to a com-

mon understanding of it.
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From all accounts the trolley system is about to score an-

other victory, and this time in a neighborhood in dangerous

proximity to New York. From present appearances

Brooklyn will soon be able to judge for itself whether the

much maligned overhead wire is as unsatisfactory or as

dangerous as the cable. The metropolis expects great

things of its new cable road, and it will soon be in a posi-

tion to learn something. Here is a fine chance for com-

parison. Chicagoans have a fund of information as to the

workings of the cable, and the knowledge was obtained by

observation of, and personal experience with, two distinct

systems. A comparison of the two Chicago lines reveals

the fact that not only does a well-managed cable road have

its disadvantages, but, further, that unless the system is

kept in a state of veritable perfection it becomes but little

better than a nuisance. But it is notour intention to ma-

lign the cable system. We merely wish to point out the

excellence of the opportunity which, in all probability, will

soon be presented to the conservative New Yorkers, who
are only just awakening to a realization of the fact that

Boston, with all its old fogy ideas, had a method in the

madness leading to the adoption of the overhead wire.

It is always a pleasure lo announce a new and practical

application of electricity; and the use of electric power in

placer mining seems to furnish such an opportunity.

The apparatus, as illustrated on another page, appears to

give promise of extended usefulness,

The electrical exhibitors at the World's Fair will have

much to do with the machinery department— that is, all

who expect to show dynamos under load will have. It be-

hooves them, therefore, to be acquainted with the rules that

will govern the exhibits in machinery hall. These are

given in another place, and are worthy an attentive

perusal.
^

A correspondent writes to suggest the desirability of the

transformation of the horse car lines in Chicago into elec-

tric railways. No one will deny that such a change would

be highly satisfactory. Indeed, we think that our corres-

pondent might go farther than he seems Inclined to do

and advocate electric roads in place of cable lines. We
are inclined to think that the cable, even when operated

So much space in these columns has already been given

to the question of municipal lighting that it seems almost

like an imposition to again broach the subject. But in

view of the fact that city councils, in their attempts to be

very knowing, continue to ventilate their ignorance, it will

not be amiss to call attention to a few points to which, as a

rule, the all-wise city father pays little or no attention.

Every now and then we hear that the city of So and So has

begun an investigation into the cost of electric lighting

with the view of establishing and running its own plant.

"Alderman Blank has been collecting figures," and these

"show that we are paying too much for our lights," orex-

pressions of a like tenor, are now of common occurrence

in the papers. But the "investigation" which is the most

seductive to the verdant political economist is that contained

in the report which embodies the " Table Showing the

Comparative Cost of Lights in Other Cities." It is this

simple and apparently incontrovertible statement which

catches the aldermanic eye, and makes a world of trouble

for the electric light manager.

In almost every city where the question is agitated the

cost per light for a given period of time is brought into

comparison with figures procured from other municipal-

ities, and the comparison, as a rule, is made with no con-

sideration whatever as to whether the conditions under

which the systems are operated are the same. That each

city has its "personal equation," in so far as a lighting

service is concerned, never ssems to enter the aldermanic

mind, until, perhaps the central station manager, frequently

after days of hard work, succeeds in making clear the

reasons why one city may pay one price for a light and

another $10 more, and yet both plants be run with about

the same profit—or loss—per lamp.

There seems to be a lack of understanding as to how
many details should be considered before it is possible to

make an intelligent comparison. It may not seem of much

importance to the learned councilman whether the circuits

are one mile in length or eighteen, or whether the lamps

are located far apart or close together. "So many lamps

costing so much," is about as far as he gets. But, un-

fortunately, the central station manager must figure upon

these points and many more.

All central stations having city lighting contracts are

not necessarily aiming to secure more than a proper share

of the city funds. There are a few which would be satis-

fied with profits sufficient to insure the payment of a 6 per

cent, dividend. For this reason a municipality might do

worse than to institute an investigation by experts rather

than to trust to the judgment of laymen many of whom, sad

to relate, often find it dificult to writeaccounts of their ob-

servations in correct and intelligible English.

AiJOUT a year ago attention was called in these

columns to the growing tendency among English manu-

facturers toward the building of the directly connected

electric lighting equipment. In this country it is the ex-

ception rather than the rule to see a dynamo driven by the

engine without the intervention of a belt or other sort of

gearing. Our foreign brethren, though, seem fully aware

of the many advantages of the more compact

plant, and in this respect, as in not a few others,

we would do well to become imitators. To be sure,

we have compact combinations of engine and dynamo
for ship lighting, but as yet it seems that our manufactur-

ers have failed to appreciate the existence of a demand for

an outfit which leaves room for sDmething besides itself

in the apartment where it may be located. In Chicago

especially there exists what might be termed a latent de-

mand for a plant that has the advantage of requiring a

minimum of floor space. American engine manufacturers,

owing, of course, to a lack of competition in this particular

line, offer their engines, and dynamo builders still offer

efficient lighting machinery, but for some reason or

other no one has come to the front with the combination

outfit. There is bound to be an awakening, though, and

perhaps it will be just after the World's Fair when the

people from the other side see that we and not they are

behind the times.

Gratifying news comes from the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers regarding the relations of that body

and the World's Fair Electrical Congress to be held in

Chicago in 1S93. As the result of Prof. Elisha Gray's

visit to New York, the International Congress committee

and the council of the Institute have adopted a resolution

pledging the organization to cooperate with the World's

Congress Auxiliary, under whose auspices the distinguished

gathering will beheld, in fuithering the arrargements for

the projected congress, and in making it "a successful and
worthy representation of the best electrical science and
practice in all parts of the world." This is as it should be,

and we are sure that all friends of electrical development,

east and west, will join with us in rejoicing at the harmo-

nious outlook for the greatest assemblage of electricians the

world has ever seen.

In retreating gracefully from an untenable position the

Institute does great credit to its good sense. It has proven

strong and sagacious enough to admit a mistake, and has

thereby enhanced the respect and good opinion of its well

wishers, among whom the Western Elect rician de-

sires to be counted. When we, as a nation, extend an in-

vitation to the electrically distinguished men of all lands

to meet with us, we should have no disagreements at

home. It is a pleasure to record the fact that this has been

recognized by the American Institute in the abandonment
of a claim that could never be sustained, and which, if

persisted in, would inevitably cause discord and confu-

sion.

Credit for the happy result is largely due Prof. Elisha

Gray, chairman of the committee on the World's Electrical

Congress, who was able to remove many erroneous impres-

sions from the minds of the members of the Institute.

Prof. Gray is peculiarly well fitted for the position he holds,

and under his leadership the Institute, and, indeed, all

similar organizations, will be made heartily welcome in the

work of preparing for the congress.
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Hon. Allan C. Durborow, Jr.

Chicago has been highly honored by Speaker Crisp of ihe

House of Representatives in the selection of Congressman

Durborow as chairman of the committee on the World's

Columbian Exposition. The appointment also possesses

a peculiar interest and gratification to the management

and friends of the Wkstkrn Electrician, owing to Mr.

Durborow 's long connection with this paper in the capacity

of business manager. It is very seldom indeed that a new

and youthful member, not widely known in national

politics, is distinguished by being placed at Ihe head of an

important committee, and this fact renders the honor all

the more conspicuous. The compliment to Mr. Durborow

is very Haltering.

A glance at the excellent portrait that is ptesented on

this page reveals the fact that the West Side congressman

is a young man, and of pleasing personal appearance. In

fact he has just completed his thirty-fourth year, having

first seen the light in Philadelphia, November lo, 1857.

When he was five years old his parents moved to Williams-

port, Ind. William Durborow. an uncle of the congress-

man, had been a pioneer of the town, settling there in 1834.

After acquiring an elementary English education in the

public schools of his adopted town, Mr, Durborow, in

1872, entered the preparatory department of Wabash col-

lege, at Crawfordsville, Ind. Later he enrolled him-

self as a student at the Indiana University at

Bloomington, graduating in 1S77. For two years

after leaving college he was with a wholesale

book house in Indianapolis. When he came to

Chicago, in 1879, he entered the wholesale depart-

ment of Field, Leiter & Co., and later was em-

ployed in the retail store Then, after being

with that firm nearly three years, he worked for

Crerar, Adams & Co. for six years.

But it was by his connection wiih the Western
Electrician that the congressman's commercial

career was principally distinguished. Within a few

months after the date of the initial appearance

of this journal Mr. Durborow was appointed busi

ness manager, and this position he held for three

years, only resigning it last February to enter upon

h's duties as a member of Congress, to which office

he had been elected the preceding autumn by a

majority of over 3 000. The Chicago News, in a

sketch of Mr. Durborow, states that the paper "was

a remarkable financial success, "and it may be added

that Mr. Durborow bore his share in the achieve-

ment of this result. He was alert, enterprising

and resourceful, and these qualities told in his busi-

ness relations. Frank and cordial in manner, the

young business manager was popular with his

acquaintances, and he has a large circle of friends

among the electrical fraternity in Chicago, and,

indeed, throughout the country-. He is in a posi-

tion to know what the electrical paternity will want

at the World's Fair, and although he is not a

man to allow his friendly preferences to interfere

with his duties as a sworn officer of the govern-

ment, it will reassure the electrical people to

recognize the fact that the chairman of the com-

mittee, from several years' experience gained on a

representative electrical journal, will have the knowledge

to deal justly with them, should any question be brought

before the committee in which electrical interests are in-

volved.

In view of his position it is hardly necessary to say that

Mr. Durborow is a Democrat in political belief. He is

accounted a shrewd and successful politician of the clean-

handed type. He is unmarried.

The new chairman modestly tells how he was appointed

in the following language: "When I was summoned to

his (the speaker's) room and he asked me if I had a choice

of committees I said, with some hesitancy, that it would

please me very much to be on the Columbian Exposition

committee. 'How would you like to be a chairman?' he

asked. Honestly it took my breath. But I did not

weaken. I thanked him and said it would suit me first-

rate. That is the whole story. Why he did it is more

than I can tell."

The Los Angeles, Cal
, Electric company has increased

its capital stock from $150,000 to $300,000.

The trustees of the town of Chico, Cal,, have been con-
sidering the idea of erecting an electric light plant.

The committee appointed to examine into the feasibility of
the project has made a report, in which it is stated that the
committee found a place on Chico creek where, at a small
cost, an electric plant could be put in which would furnish
the town with plenty of light. By damming the creek and
piping the water a fall of 300 feet can be secured, enough
to develop power for 60 arc lights and 1,500 incandescent
lights.

Municipal Lighting Plants.
The city of Milwaukee has just had an interesting con-

troversy over municipal lighting. The movement for es-

tablishing a municipal plant had many enthusiastic advo-

cates, who made great claims for the proposed plan. In

opposiiion to this project Edward C. Wall, president of

the Badger Illuminating company, caused an investigation

to be made, the result of which he presented in the form

of an address to the members of the city council. Much
valuable data was obtained in the course of President

Wall's investigation which will be of general interest. The
investigation was conducted by correspondence with city

clerks, mayors and superintendents, and in all cases the

iliformation submitted was official.

Mr. Wall calls attention to the fact that local conditions

affecting the cost of furnishing light should be taken into

consideration, wherever the subject is discussed. "In

Milwaukee," he says, ' after the first of January, new

electric conductors to lamps must be placed in underground

conduits, which are very expensive. Our superintendent

estimates that it will cost not less than six thousand dollars

a mile, perhaps considerable more."

Continuing in the same line, he says:

The l^adger Illuminating company now has about 41
miles of pole-line. The ordinance requires that this 41

HON. ALLAN C. DURBOROW, JR.

miles of line shall all be placed underground within five
years, a certain percentage each year, so that m addition
to the large expense that we will incur in building new
lines, to supply lamps that will be ordered in the future,
we will be obliged lo expend within the next five years
about $250,000 in changing the system at present in use.
By this change we will lose the money heretofore paid for
overhead conductors, and when that is Ukcn into account,
any profit that may have been made will be more than wiped
out by the loss thereby incurred.

As lo the cost of the construction of conduits, I have
letters from the secretary of the Wisconsin Telephone
company, showing that the work that company did in
Milwaukee in 1890 cost about $6,784.80 per mile; from
Mr. Goslctt, the engineer of the Edison General Illumin-
ating company, showing the cost of over twenty miles laid
by that company to be over $11,000 per mile, and by the
Milwaukee Street Railway company, over $10,800 per
mile.

Referring lo the experience of other cities in operating

lighting plants. Mr. Wall presents some equally valuable

information. He says:

I have reports from the mayors and city clerks, and
superintendents of plants owned by cities, where the'lines
are all on poles, no conduits being used, in iS cities, in 12
states, showing the cost of producing their own lights,
which I will present to your committee. (See table below.)

It is interesting, in studying this schedule, to see how
misleading mere reports are of the cost, without knowing
the conditions. Take, for instance, the city of Urbana,

111. It reports that it costs that city $38.33 per
year; apparently a very low price, but the answers
to questions that were asked throw light on the
subject that changes matters. The lights in that
city burn on what is termed the moonlight sched-
ule—until 12 o'clock at night—being, in a year,
1,460 hours, making the cost 2 62-ico cents per
hour.

The Badger Illuminating company's city lights
burn 3,910 hours in a year. At the same rate per
hour the cost would be $102 64. The report also
shows that there is no allowance made for depre-
ciation except for partial repairs, and noihing
charged for interest on the investment. The
city has 35 lights, which are run in connection
with the waterworks. How much of the electric
light expenses are charged to this other depart-
ment is not stated.

The city of Martinsville, Ind., reports 30 lights
on streets, costing $40 per year; they are lighted
at sun down and extinguished at midnight. No
charge for depreciation or interest on the invest-
ment. At Ihe same rate per hour, if run the same
number of hours that the Badger Illuminating
company's lights are, the cost would be $ro6.74
with no allowance for interest or depreciation.
Ypsilanti, Mich., reports S7 lights at a cost of

$37 per year. The lights run on the oneo'clock
moonlight schedule; no allowance fcr depreciation
or interest on the investment; at the 5ame rate per
hour, if run the number of hours that the Badger
Illuminating company'i; lights are, would cost
§81.32. with no allowance for interest cr deprecia-
tion; and the power used is water, which everyone
knows is much less expensive than steam, where
coal is the fuel.

Herkimer, N Y.. reports 50 lights at $50 per
year. No allowance for depreciation or interest on
the investment; run on the moonlight, midnight
schedule. Figured the same as above, it would
cost $106.75, with no allowance for interest or
depreciation.

Aurora, III., about which we have heard so
much, reports 118 lights at $67.99, lighted on
dark and cloudy nights; no allowance for de-
preciation or interest. Wou!d cost, if figured as

Reports from Mayors, Cnv Clekks akd Superintendents, where the Electric Light Plants are Owned by Cities all
Poles and Overhead Wires. None Using Underground Conduits.

Note.—Lamps on all night moon schedule burn 2,1^8 hours; lo i2:co p. ht. moon s( hedule, bu
1,875 hours. Badger company lamps burn all of each and every

rn i,:i6o

light, or

hours: to 12:00 p. M. every night, burn
3,910 hours.

State. City.

si
Power and Fuel.

Schedule
Lamps Burn On.

Price
per

Year.

lill
|£||
e . ft 'fl

% 145.85

293 30
10Z.64

101.25
148.5S

114^17

106,74

97.75
148.50

Remarks.

Little Rock
Alameda
Urbana

136

93
:-5

118

37

85

30

1S4

All Night, Moon ..

To 1:15 a. ra. Mood
" i3:oo p. m. "

2,622 hours
To 3:00 a. m. Moon

All Night, Moon...

To 12:00 p. m. Moon
2 828 hours ... ...

All Night, Moon ..

$ 81.CO
125.00

3« 33

67.99
6800

63-35

40 00
70.72
8400

Depreciation and interest not figured

Illinois " Slack Coai
Run in Connection with
Water Works.

Steam, Coal %-i.go
" Pine Strips

" Pittsburgh and 1

Slack $1.44 )

"

Plant for sale; furnish commercial
lights; profit is deducted from cost of
city light. Depredation and interest
not figured.

Depreciation and interest not figured.Indiana Madison

Martinsville...
Goshen
Trpeka

Indiana
Kansas

" Fuel Oil
'* Coal

Plant discontinued, and for sale.
Depreciation and interest not figured.St. Joe 161

50
41

27

204

6.

5/

87

Steam, Pea Goal, §165..
" Coal

All Night, Moon ..

To 1 :oo a. m. Moon
All Night,

To 12:00 p. ra. ev-

)

ery night \
To 12:00 p, m.Moon

All Night,

To 1:00 a. m, *'

58.CO

so.00
65.00

So.00

40.00-45.00

52.00

69.28

3500

104.40

106.75

11769

144.27

11369

135.157

124.73

81.32

New York Herkimer
Miamisburgh...

Jackson

Marietta

Chambersburg .

Fort Worth ....

Ypsiland

Ohio 5 percent, on $13,000 interest; no
depreciation.
Depreciation and interest not figured.

" " is allowed.

" " not figured.
Lamps are 1,200 candle power.

Depreciation and interest not figured.

Ohio

Ohio

Pennsylvania.

" Slack i'-. cents, I
Pea 60 cents )

Steam, Nut Coal $1.35..

" Bituminous and \
Screenings, §2.55 . ]

Michigan .... Water.
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others above, f 101.25. with no allowance for interest or

depreciation. Coal costs them ^1.90 per ton.

Topeka, Kan , reports 184 lights, at $S4, on the

moonlight, all night schedule, no allowance for deprecia-

tion or interest; at same rate, if run as long as ours are,

would make the cost $148.50, with no allowance for inter-

est or depreciation,

Lyons, la., reports 37 lights, costing $6S, run on the

moonlight, 3:00 A, M. schedule; figured as above w^ould

cost $148.58. The city clerk says that the plant is for

sale; further, that the city furnishes private lights, and de-

ducts the profit from the same, which amounts to $144
per month, from the cost to the city.

Jackson. O., reports 27 lights, costing $3o per year,

run on the moonlight schedule; no allowance for deprecia-

tion or interest; if run the same number of hours that we
do, would be I144.27 per year. The fuel used there is

slack coal, costing 3S cents per ton delivered, and pea coal

costing 60 cents per ton delivered.

The city clerk of Stockton, Kan . replies: "Our plant

has been discontinued, and is for sale; can you send us a

buyer?" Here is a chance for the distinguished electri-

cians who have lately made such wonderful statements of

the cheapness at which they can furnish lights, to go into

business.

These reports are from cities that have small plants,

and it is not fair to compare the cost therein with the co<;t

of a large city, where the circuits are' long and expenses

necessarily greater. Every one of these cities has over-

head service, which is the cheapest kind of construction,

and this ought not to be lost sight of, for the cost, as I

have said so often, between the construction and mainten-

ance of an overhead and underground system, is of the

very greatest importance in arriving at the value of the

service. When it is shown, as is here shown, that the cost

per lamp hour is greater in cities owning their own plants,

after making the property allowances for different condi-

tions, it seems to me that ever}' one should be convinced

that the claim that we have always made that we are fur-

nishing the best and cheapest light in the Unfted States,

is proved beyond question.

Mr. Bevan, a gentleman connected with the Milwaukee
College, has figured the average paid per light per state,

in 527 cities, thiriy-five different states, using 2 odd nomi-

nal candle power arc lights, burning every night and all

night, at $145.58. This shows that the prices average

considerably higher than those paid in Milwaukee, and
with the exception of New York city and perhaps one or

two other places, the conductors are through overhead

service. The price paid in New York city is $164 25 per

year for conduit service. The following is the list of

states:

per lamp, or a trifle less than $500,000; that it costs the

city of Chicago $83 per year to maintain the lamps, with
no allowance for interest or depreciation, and that the

services of many persons connected with the same were
charged wholly, or in part, to the nre alarm telegraph

and other services, thereby lessening the apparent cost

of the electric light department; that in the outskirts of
the city the corporation had and was miking contracts

with private companies to do the lighting for $170 per
year.

I want to call special attention to the fact that in esti-

mating the cost at $499.12 per light, the lights were to be
placed only 150 feet apart. At that rate it would cost

$17,529 per raile, at which rate it would cost to reproduce
the present system of the Badger Illuminating compiny in

this city, about $8-5,000; it should be borne in mind
also that to construct and maintain a system where the

lamps are only 150 feet apart is less e.xpensive than to

construct and maintain that of this city, where the lamps
average over 400 feet apart.

All the facts with reference to the conditions in Chicago
must be considered to determine accurately the actual ex-

pense of construction there. The service owned and oper-

ated by the city of Chicago is in the thickly settled por-

tions, where the street under the sidewalk is excavated and
used for storage and other purposes by the stores abutting
thereon.

In the report of the fire marshal for December 31, 1889,

on page 100, will be found the folio .ving relating to electric

light construction in that city:

"The feeders throughout are two-inch iron and steel

pipe, laid under the sidewalks, inside the curb wall,or in the

street, wherever it is considered the best and most econom-
ical to lay them."

It will therefore be seen that in laying the conduits for

the electric light service in Chicago, verj' little excavat-

iog has to be done; that simply an iron or steel pipe is

run through the areas, and the cables pulled through the

same.

be 86 per cent. It may be stated that the larger machines

of this type are of the multipolar type, but they are built

with a single core and exciting coil, as in the three horse

power machine.

Alabama and t -* , c„
ArkaBsu

I

t"-*'-^

Connecticut 116.25

Illinois 1=7-50
Maine 150.00
Minnesota i25-75

Mi^isstppi 125.75
New Jersey and I i-i -o
New Hampshire )

^ ''

Dakota 240.00
Pennsylvania 11040
Tennessee 100.50
West Virginia 94-50
California .. 181.90

Florida 139.00
Indiana 93-~^

iMas=achusetts i55-7=

Missouri i37'72

New Voik $121.44
Ohio 93-75
Rhode Island iSz 50
Texas 139-20
Wisconsin 138.00
Colorado 163.50
Georgia 117 ^5
Kaosasand ( ,,_ ,^
lo™ f

^-=-'°

Michigan. 105.7S

Montinaand ) ,56.66
Nebraska J

North Carolina loo.oo

Oregon 144-38
South Dakota 250.00

Washington 153-OO

Wyoming 237.00

THE WADDELL-ENTZ THREE HORSE POWER MOTOR

The special committee that visited Chicago to ascertain

the cost to that city of constructing and maintaining an
electric light service for the same obtained the following

information, the result of the city electrician's e.'cperience

in Chicago: That a i,ood arc light plant, with the lamps
pli::ed 150 feet apart, could be built at the rate of ^499.12

The Waddell-Entz Three Horse Power
Motor.

The cut illustrates the three horse power motor built by the

Waddell-Entz Electric company of Bridgeport, Conn. The
motor is of the ring '-^pi with internal poles and luns at

eleven hundred revolutions per minute. The variation in

speed between no load and full load is claimed to be less

than two per cent. It is a plain shunt machine without

any series winding on the field. There is no sparking at

the brushes under changes in load, and little heat in the

armature and magnet coils when running at its full load.

The armature is entirely inclosed in a brass case as shown,

no wires being visible. The case sen'es to protect the

armature from injury, and makes a handsome finish to the

machine.

The form of the magnetic circuit cannot be readily seen

from the cat, but is that of a single core wound with the

magnet coil,and pole pieces are brought from each end of the

core around the head and top of the coil and presented to

the inside armature surface. This gives a short magnetic

circuit and is said to be economica

"both as regards weight of metal and

the exciting current required. The

magnetic circuit is composed of two

parts of cast steel, or malleable iron,

with a bushing through the center of

the magnet core for the shaft be

aring. This construction gives one

long bearing with the armature at

one end. and the pulley at the other.

The magnet is built in a very simple

manner. All boring and turning: is

done on one center necessitating

only one setting and centering in

the machine. There is no pianed

work on the motor excepting the rails.

The magnet coil is wound separately

on an iron spool and then slipped on

the core which is cast to the proper

diameter and requires no turning

down.

The Waddell Entz machines are

self oiling by means of a reservoir

and chain at each end of the shaft.

The oil wells communicate with each

other by a hole at the bottom of the

core and are filled from the back end of

ihe machine, where the drain pipe is

also situated. The bed plate has a

saddle at the back end bored out to

fit the magnet which is bolted to it as

shown. The seat for the brush

holder frame is bored out at the same

centering.

The weight of the machine complete is three hundred

and sixteen pounds, and the over-all dimensions are.

height, eighteen inches; length with pulley, eighteen and

thres-si.Kteenths inches; width over rails, nineteen inches

The commercial efficiency of this machine is cUimed to

Incandescent Lamp Hood.
The new form of hood far incandescent lamps shown in

the illustration is one likely to become very popular. The
construction is such that it can be used in many places

instead of a "moisture-proof" globe. As will be seen it is

a combination of metal and glass intended to completely

inclose the lamp. The lower half, of glass, is securely

INCANDESCENT LAMP HOOD.

held in place by spring clips, but can be quickly removed

when necessary to clean or to replace a lamp. The metal

top, which is also used as a reflector, overlaps the globe

in such manner as to protect it from "drip"' and effectually

prevent the entrance of water. In shipping, the parts

"nest" one in the other, so as to occupy very little room

in the package. This fixture was designed by Chas. Wirt

and is being manufactured by the Electrical Supply com-

pany, Chicago.

Rapid Transit in Great Cities.

'

By St. Joh.v V. Day.

It would be idle at this lime of day,and more especially in

any of the great cities of the United States, to dilate upon
the importance of rapid transit facilities by some kind of
rails-ay for every thickly populated and active community.
The public mind has by many phases of experience, som^
of them not of the most comfortable or reassuring char-
acter, become well educated up to a certain point in the
development or unfolding of the rapid transit problem as

one of the most conspicuous factors of enchanced civilizing

tendency to ever}' citv within which there is congregated
thoughout the day in its business center a vast array of

men and women engaged,some as leaders and innumerably
many more in the ranks of commerce, in the trades as well

as the professions. These, and incessant activity in the
pursuit of these, have caused such central areas to be so
vigorously occupied for all purposes of business, that the
entire population is,ia respect to dwelling places, for hous-
ing and carr)'ing on the domestic or family life, pushed
from such centers outward and forced to plant homes in the
surrounding less closely occupied districts.

How best to provide quite adequate transit facilities,

that shall either constitute a system complete in itself, or

form part of a system which, while providing rapid transit

shall at the sime time insure a full and satisfactory way-
side railway accommodations for passengers, that is to say,

with stoppages at short distance stations, such as every

two, three, four or five blocks, throughout all hours of the
day and much of the night, is beyond a doubt one of the
most imoortant, if not actually the most important, public

question pressing for solution to-day in all the leading
capitals and cities in the world. On its proper solution,

as F. H. Monk, general manager of the West End street

railway of Boston, truly remarks, "Hang vital considera-

tions of public health, comfott and happiness, as well as

the possibilities respecting the future increase in growth of

population, in growth of wealth and the general well be-

ing of the community; hence it is a matter of the great-

est interest to all classes of people. To the capitalist be-

cause its proper solution ought to afford him opportunities

for making profitable investiments in lands in suburban
districts, of building houses and stores which will meet with
a ready sale and renting in those districts, and of turning
the present countr}' lOads and lanes into well arranged
streets bordered by the quiet and retired homes of the
cities' toilers. To the laboring man the proper solurion of
this matter presses because,under the exigencies of civic life,

such solution alone affords him the opportunity to gain for

himself a modest and comfortable home where his children

may live and grow up to m inhood and womanhood in whole-

some surroundings of every kind, and to which for a small

fare he may be transported daily at a high spesd so as not

to involve loss of time, and that with safety and comfort.''

That there have been interminable difficulties surround-

ing the solution of this rapid transit problem is patent to

everyone, for in connection with it, as in all other human
affairs, there have besn evolutions of many kinds, and it is

certain that by the operation of the great law of progres-
sive development, we are in the very thick of the accom-
plishment of many more such, both in the respect of the

laying out and construction of the lines of railway, and the

vehicle, as well as the motive power for propelling the

vehicles, in regard to which latter I must not omit to say,

in addressing so eminently practical a body of gentlemen

I. Read before the Chicago Electric club December, 21, iSoi.
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as those who constitute the Electric club of Chicago,

that it is certain, until some more advantageous form of

physical energy is discovered, electrical energy will for

long hold its own as the motive agent principally, if not in

a very short time solely, employed for 5uch rapid transit

traflic. But a very great deal has yet to be done, to in-

crease our knowledge of the internal and external waste of

the electric motor of large dimensions, before such an
universal application of electricity will be made, while

another direciion in which this problem holds out mu:h
promise to the practical electrician, is that which includes

the secondary or storage battery, whose weight and bulk

must yet be reduced and its tendency to short circuiting and
spilling of the liquid got rid of, to renJer it in every way
availiable for motor cars. I am glad to testify, and that

very emphatically, that it does seem to me that a member
of this club has gone a v^ry long way further than others in

this branch of eUctrical evolution, I need scarcely say

that I allude to Mr. Pumpelly and the storage battery

which bears his name.
I [ is safe to say, because it is unequivocally the fact,

that almost all energetic committees are wide awake to the

significance of rapid transit to themselves, and have grown
to be thoroughly in earnest in their demands for it. But

there has been an exception to this in our own city. Ir-

respective of whatever difficulties stand in the way, and
which experience has proven to be not inconsiderable, the

public mind has everywhere resolutely set its activities at

work to remove them.

Judging frotn the appointment of a "Rapid Transit Com
mission" to deal with and report upon this question for

New York city. and the movement in this

matter in the city of Philadelphia, and of what

we who are resid'ng in or about the city of

Chicago daily experience as to the pressing necessitv in

our very midst, while not referring toother less populous

cities in the Uniied States, and for the present, too. pas-

sing over the condition of this question

in Europe, and in the Uniied Kingdom in

particular, it is certain that public clamor is forcing surely,

although it be somewhat slowly, the evolution of a system

of rapid transit between cities and suburban di tricts

whos^ successful carrying out will be one of the chief en-

gineering achievements of the closing years of the Nine-

teenth century.

Perhaps the most asfoundlng fact in this coanectlon is

that our own city of Chicago, with the extraordinary vim

and foresight of its citizens, and with more extraordinary

necessity for rapid transit than is to be found in any

other city of the world, should have delayed until within

the last ihree or four weeks to get thoroughly awake in

this matter, while only now it has become so from the

civic chair, the city council, throughout the enire com-

munity, principally because of certain recent revelations in

the coroner's cou't proving the toleration of legal mal-

practices because of the utter inadequacy of the present

means of transit, which go to demonstaie that by the

existing absence of facilities there is on the pait of the

owners of some of the cable roads almost a regardless prefer-

ence to kill outright some of the pa'rons whjl t oftentimts

leaving hundreds, nay thousands, of other to suffer for

hours in the cold and wet, after having pocketed their

fares by a batallion of rude and ruthless conductors, many
of whom.lo say the least, are so ill-minnered as to be unfit

for the associa'ion assigned to them, rather than make any

effort to increase those means of transit.

The development of a thoroughly adequate rapid transit

system offers to the immediate prospect of the public an

immense unfolding of benefits which have been long Utent,

while to the civil, the mechanical, no less than the

electrical engineer, its carrying out is pregnant with the

very fullest promise. As an industrial projrct there is

none that I know of which opens up a vaster field for

every branch of the iron, s'eel and wood^vorking indus

tries, whence it follows that for the artisan it is replete

wiih assurince of abundant employment. To the

manufacturer of dynamo electric machinery and to the pro-

ducer of copper, it presents the largest, and therefore

most important field by far, as yet opened up
Although in the foregoing general considerations capi"

tal has been passed over, it is not left, to be mentioned

here, in the last place, because it is least, but because it

has seemed to me expedient to direct attention in the first

place to the assurances which the preceding points imply;

and for the reason that such assurances always help the

movement of capital toward any particular line of invest-

ment, while ic is almost unnecessary to remark that with-

out such assurance it is in the nature of things impossible

for sufficient capital to be moved, and that courageously

enough for insuring progress to be made in any measure
adequate to the ceaseless flow of human development in

great cities.

The public voice will do more at first than other any force

which can be brought to bear to influence the flow of

capital, but certain experiences show that this is almost

powerless to achieve much until several other interests,

both municipal as well as private, have been consulted and
faiily dealt with. Statistics have proven in regard to

urban travel that facilities not only create traffic, but that

the surest way of increasing the patronage of existing lines

is to encourage the construction of additional facilities,

and to provide increased velocity of transition.

This has been abundantly illustrated by the elevated

railways in New York, the Metropolitan railway of Lon-
don the Brooklyn bridge and other instances.

The sttitistical fact I have just mentioned shows that

instead of the municipal authority hampering and hinder-

ing the construction of urban lines, as in the past, by de

days in granting franchises and by imposing heavy finan-

cial loads which it is notorious several such enterprises

have had to encounter, they should be encouraged. The
end to be attained in all such cases is of that degree of im-

portance that no tendency ought to exist which should

cause capital to be timidly held back at the inception of

an enterprise by fear of municipal or state interference.

That this view of the matter is being taken by those

who have given close consideration to ihc subject is clear

from the attempt recently made by Senator Crawford, in

the legislature of the State of Illinois to provide increased

facilities for the acquiring of franchises for the carrying

out of such railway enterprises: nor is it less encouraging a

fact that the present mayor of Chicago has recently ex-

pressed himself in favor of cilting down the diificulties

which bestrew the path of the promoters of street railways.

It is hardly possible for a well-devised scheme of rapid

transit between the business center of a city and its resi-

dential quarters to be proposed which will leave any doubt
as to the probabilities of its net earnings available for

dividends, for the simple reason, which has been proved
unvariable, that a line so laid out increases the population
of the district it leads to and induces people to ride more
fr^cquently and for shorter distances. This foreknowledge
is ot immense importance in going to show how much capital

per unit distance, say per mile, may be safely invested

and therefore largely determines the character of the system
which should be adopted. But while favoring on the one
hand, as I do, much increased municipal and state facili-

ties, and having pointed out that such railways are so safe

an attraction for capital, I wish to add that it should not

be possible, on the other hand, for capita! to receive inordi-

nate or extravagant returns, and the local authorities ought
to guard a franchise against this. All cash capital actually

invested in the enterprise should be reasonably sure of re-

ceiving a just and adequate reward for the risk undertaken,
but in fairness to the public, who are its patrons, no
more,
A company having baen freely granted all reasonable

and necessary rights and privileges, to enable it in good
faith to carry out its plans in respect of the proper con-
struction and working of its railway system, should as a

sufiicient set-olT against the easier acquisition of such rights

be held to the strictest accountability in the carrying out
of its duties and obligations to the public instead of hav-
ing such opportunities for escape therefrom as seems to be
the condition of existence of the North Side cable railways

of Chicago, which elicited such well-merited censure from
the coroner and jury in the recent investigation of the

causes of the collision in the La Salle street tunnel.

The public is indeed entitled to receive this much pro-

tection in return for the privilege to enter upon possession

of a right of way to construct and operate any system of

such railways.

With the indications, which the preceding general re-

marks point to, we are led to inquire what means or sys-

tem is best adapted to carry out all the requirements of

such a class of passenger traffic in the most perfect man-
ner. This question has already received many solutions,

some of which have been practically carried out, while
others remain as yet untried, although not one of them is

without the aegis of powerful advocates.

Of the several solutions which have been practically

tested, the conclusion cannot be escaped that no one of

them completely fulfills the requirements of any community,
nor is any one of them free from some one or more of sev-

eral inherent defects and dangers to life, which although
it is a good deal to say, yet is not more than ought to be
now said,viz.: that with the science combined with the prac-
tical experience in constructing and operating railways that

the engineer of today possesses, such defects and dangers
certainly can and ought to be avoided, and the public has
the right to demand that they shall be avoided. No rail-

way system can be considered aseven approaching the con-
dition of adequacy, unless in its inception it is so laid out
as to have its carrying capacity developed with that ratio

of growth which statistics prove to be a general law for

every suburban district wherein a railway may be laid out
leading from the business center of the city. Prof. Lewis
M. Haupt has pointed out that the patronage of municipal
lines increases as the square of the velocity of travel—from
which the deduction is self-evident that the development of

a city is dependent on rapidity of transit, and the further

conclusion that on such means of tracsit much of the
future general superiority of every great city is dependent.
For all great cities the time has come when the science of

municipal economy will have to be substituted for tempo-
rary makeshifts. Beyond a doubt every system of street

railway, whether operated by horse traction, cable traction,

steam locomotive or by the electric motor as at present de-
veloped, and whether used as surface roads, elevated roads
or in tunnels, irrespective of the fact that so many of these
have been constructed at enormous costs, are all of them
nothing more than temporary makeshifts.

So far as I am aware there has been no attempt made
anywhere to deal largely enough with this question, so as

to lay out a system of such railways at the inceptive stage
with a large and grandly true view of any great city's still

greater future; hence the constant need in every class of
municipal railway practice, up to to day, ol having to de-
stroy many costly works, which were designed without
sufficient regard to the city's development, only to make
room for still more costly works, which have not been laid

out with any more inceptive foresight of such needs re-

moved but a little farther off. The time has gone by for

such extravagance and neglect, and there is not a city any-
where but w^hich is in too large a way of business and the

comfort and health of whose inhabitants is too largely at

stake to admit of its property and prospects being longer
trifled with. Such waste will bring want in every city as
surely as in the homes of the negligent or careless.

Rapid transit is wanted everywhere upon the basis of

the science of municipal economy, which includes common
honesty, not upon the basis of boodle but straightforward
business

In most cases lines of communication requisite to meet
the pres ure of this kind of traffic must, of necessity, be
carried through some of the principal streets, and as these

are frequently crowded with pedestrian, equestrian and
vehicular traffic, a surface railway is in most cases out of

the question, and this for two reasons.

First—Because it is impossible to obtain rapid transit

on the s.ame level with an IntcrfcriDg slow transit in sev-
eral difTcrcnt directions.

Second—Because of the daDf!;cr to human life which
every system of railway on Ihc surface of tfce street in-
volves.

From these considerations it follows ifaat a safe and
adequate system of rapid transit can only be carried cut
by being entirely separated from the street traffic, which
means that the tracks must cither be raised a sufficient

height above the street level or carried beneath that level.

These conditions have developed on the one Ifand the
tunnel system, which is in operation in I^ndon and known
as the Metropolitan railway, worked with a peculiar con-
struction of sieam locomotive, and the more recently con-
structed City & South London railway, wherein an iron
and cement lined tunnel on what it has become the fashion
to call, although erroneously so. Mr. Orcathead's plan,
with electrically operated trains, has been adopted. On
the other hand the evolution has resulted in the elevated
railway.

Before, however, either the tunnel or elevated railway
was resorted to for this class of traffic, surface railways of
different kinds were tried, and naturally so, as the immedi-
ate outcome of current experience in regard to traninsular
or transcontinental railway traffic.

It is interesting to note that the first practical attempt
at this was made in this country more than half a century
ago, namely in 1834, when in the city of New York two
lines of horse railways were first operated in some of the
principal thoroughfares.

These lines developed an extraordinary statistical fact,

namely, that the traffic immediately available for such rail-

ways is many times in excess of the population.

During the first year of their operation the New York
horse railways carried 6,835,548 passengers, while the
population then was 515-547 persons, showing the number
of passengers to be about thirteen times the population.
A few more statistics in this connection are available for

our present purpose. In 1S36. or two years later, the
number of horse lines in New York was doubled, and
the traffic increased to thirty-one times the population. In
1S60 six lines of surface roads were in operation in New
York city, when the ratio of passengers to population rose
to forty-seven. In 1865 the number of lines had doubled,
or reached the number of twelve, when the traffic amount-
ed to 82,000,000, or eighty-three times the population. A
decade later, or in 1S75. the number of street railways had
risen to nineteen, when, with a doubled population, the
ratio of passengers carried reached a hundred and sixty

times. Before this, however, through the growth of the
suburbs, the necessity of rapid transit had begun to press
itself upon crowded business communities in other coun-
tries, particulaily in London.
Up to the year 1S62 passenger traffic of the kind we are

considering bad been carried on in London by horse omni-
buses, but even before then my friend, the late eminent
engineer and shipbuilder, J. Scott Russell. F. R. S ,

had attempted the solution of this problem in the city of
Glasgow by a steam omnibus, which ran for some time be-

tween that city and the suburban manufacturing town of

Paisley. This, however, through frequent breakdowns,
frightening of horses, and ending in a boiler explosion,

was abandoned after about twelve months' use. The
General Omnibus company of London in i£6.i was car-

rying 4[,o6S,000 passengers, and when the Metropolitan
railway was opened it was expected by the promoters of

that line that a great portion of the traffic which that

railway was constructed lo compete for would be taken
away from the Omnibus company. Such, however, was
not the case, for the facility which the Metropolitan rail-

way developed for reaching the suburbs immediately pro-

duced a rapid growth in the number of passengers for

heing moved to and from those districts. In 1870 the
Metropolitan District railway, as well as some of the sur-

face tramways, was open to traffic, and although in direct

competition with each othtr, the passengers carried rapidly

increased in numbe"- until in 1884 the total number of pas-

sengers reached 308,821,000. of which 75,113.000 were
carried by the Omnibus company, 75,926,000 by the Met-
ropolitan, 3S.52r,oro by the District railway, and 119,-

261,000 by the tramways.
In the twenty years from 1S64 to 18S4 the population of

London increased thirty-six per cent., while the passenger
traffic increased 470 per cent. At the middle of this peri-

od, when many of the defects and dangers of operating
passenger trains by steam locomotives in the long tunnels
of the Metropolitan railway had become well recognized,

a new movement took place in the city of New York, cul-

minating in the Manhattan Elevated railway, which was
opened for traffic in 187S. The traffic returns for that

city after the elevated railway was built, although de-
signedly constructed to compete with the pre-existing

horse lines, showed that the ratio of passengers to popula-

tion had reached 175. In 1SS5 ttventy-three lines were
in operation in the city of New York, when this ratio had
risen to 213, while in 1890 it bad reached 405.590,159
passengers. Of this immense number 191,611,382 were
carried by the elevated railway; that is lo say, an increase

of more than 76,500,000 of passengers in five years. The
balance, namely, 213,978,931, were carried by the horse

railway, which shows an increase of over 4,000.000 in the

same five years, or about one-twentieth of the increase in

the elevated railway traffic.

These figures prove beyond question the extraordinary

attractiveness for passengers which even a most imperfect,

noisy and by no means clean system of elevated railway

possesses in comparison with any surface railway, when the

transit is quicker, and suggests how much greater the at-

traction of an elevated railway would be with a noiseless,

and therefore smooth and clean, traffic, in comparison
with a surface railway, or still more, any possible tunnel

railway.

A remarkable proof of the manner in which traffic by
means of a judiciously planned and well equipped railway

between the heart of a city and its outer districts will create
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its own traffic is shown in the case of the Brooklyn bridge,

which, in 1884-85, carried 9,000,000 passengers, and in

18S9-90, with the same two tracks, 35,000,000, and yet the

ferries across the river are as crowded as they were before

the bridge railway was opened.

In regard to how best to meet the necessities of such

^traffic, 1 have for some time given all the questions in-

volved very careful study, and have been, for many solid

reasons, led to decide against the possibility of any tunnel

system being carried out at a cost which can be commen-
surate with proper dealing with a city's future. During

these studies I reached the conclusion that a four track

elevated railway, having two tracks for express trains and

two tracks for wayside service, could alone meet all the

requirements of the case. In this I have the support of

Mr. Monk, general manager of the West End street rail-

way of Boston, who, in a recent communication to the

New York Electric club, said:
" I am constrained to believe that a four-track elevated

road, allowing two tracks for express trains and two tracks

for way service, built through . the congested parts of the

city to the suburbs, and connecting them with surface

lines radiating from the termini of the elevated roads in

such manner that the entire trip on both the elevated and

surface lines may be made for one fare, will prove for many
years to come a measure of great popular satisfaction, and

so've. in many large cities at least, the present riddle of

How shall we get to and from our homes and places of

business cheaply and safely ?
"

Underground conveyance of many kinds is being

urgently pressed forward at the present time, and especially

one having. like the elevated system I have suggested,

four tracks, two for express trains and two for wayside

traffic, each track being placed in an independent tunnel,

therefore requiring four tunnels.

Even if I omitted to notice the natural dislike which

most persons have to descend out of daylight and fresh

air into tunnels, however well these may be illuminated

and ventilated, however luxuriously equipped for the pas-

senger train service, there is an inherent dread of being

the subject of some one or other of the many catastrophes

which railway records are but too full of, as having hap-

pened in tunnels. These are, however, overlooked by the

promoters of tunnel schemes. Especially have they been

misrepresented by Mr. Sterne, the New York agent of the

Greathead railway system, in an article published in the

Forum of August last, wherein, too, the same gentleman

does not hesitate to hazard some unblushing misstatements

in regard to elevated railways. Let us give Mr. Sterne a

liitle of our attention. In regard to the cost of the works
for the four tunnel Greathead road proposed for the New
York city line, Mr. Sterne, when before the Rapid Transit

commission, estimated the cost of a single-track tunnel,

cut in the rock upon which it is assumed New York city

stands continuously, at about one million dollars per mile

of single track. Four of these tunnels, two for rapid

taansit, the other two for wayside traffic, would therefore

cost four million dollars per mile, including, as I under-

stand, the extra excavations for underground stations and

the elevator shafts for connecting these with the surface.

With all the advantages which we possess lo-day in the

practical uses of electricity, not only for operating trains,

but for lighting them also, as well as tunnels, and for

working elevators, it is open to serious doubt whether,

when, to the foregoing four million dollars per mile, is ad-

ded,the further cost of generating stations, motor cars, pas-

senger cars, and the copper for the conductors, such a

system could be constructed and operated so as to make
a satisfactory return on the investment, at a fare which the

traveling public would be willing to pay.

It is certain, indeed, that when, as is the fact in the

United States at least, the public has for so many years

been accustomed to be carried to the farthest limits of

every important city for a five cent fare, upon the compar-
atively cheap construction of street railways hitherto used

for this sort of traffic, it would be very unwilling from that

point of view to encourage the adoption of so costly a

scheme as the four-tunnel electrically operated one, since

its adoption would imply resort to higher charges for

travel.

Instead of raising the fares, the tendency is to lower

them, and in some of the municipal legislatures—for in-

stance, in that of Chicago--proposals have been made to

cut the fare down to three cents. Upon an ordinary sur

face steam railway in the United States, it is found that a

fare of one cent per passenger mile is the least that can be

made to pay. For municipal railways the passenger mile

condition has not, in this country thus far, come into

operation, but a uniform fare for variable distance, which
introduces the certainty that with such a very costly sys-

tem of railway construction for municipal traffic, long

distance passengers cannot pay.

In deciding upon any system of municipal railway com-
munication, the fare which the public is willing to pay
must not be lost sight of. It is one of the leading factors

in determining the amount of capital which can be properly

invested in such undertakings, and because of that this

factor principally governs the engineering character of the

works; that is to say, the engineering design must be

such that while fully adapted for the prospective trafiic,

it must not cost more than a predetermined limit per unit,

say per passenger mile or per mile length of structure.

When, then, we add to the foregoing four million dollars

per mile the cost of the electric plant sufficient to operate

the intended traffic, we reach figures which are startling.

It has been recently estimated by Theodore Cooper that

to equip a double track railway with an electric plant

sufficient to handle the traffic of the existing elevated rail-

ways of New York city would require an expenditure for

real estate, engines, boilers, dynamos, conductors and
motors at least equal to five hundred thousand dollars per

mile of double track, but this is possibly somewhat in

excess.

This would have to be doubled for equipping a four-

track tunnel, thus bringing up the first cost of the four-

track tunnel scheme to at least five million dollars per mile

without including in the estimate numerous essentials

which do not enter into the list of requisites forany above
ground railway, whether elevated or surface. For exam-
ple, there is not included in this estimate the cost of the

elevators nor the electiic plant for continuous lighting of

the tunnels, stations and trains.

There is still another very serious point which arises in

considering any sjstem of underground railway operated
electrically by continuous conductor, which, so far as I

know, has not previously bad public attention directed to

it, namely, what is to happen in a tunnel with numerous
trains in it, when a breakdown or other occurrence causing
a stoppage of the electrical plant takes place? No electri-

cal railway plant has as yet been devised which does not

sometimes, and always very unexpectedly, stop, through
the burning out of an armature, and from several other

causes.

Such occurrences either produce a temporary stoppage
of the entire traffic by the trains becoming congested to-

gether or otherwise interfered with when happening on
above-ground railways. But, as with these there is al-

ways abundance of free space and light, each train is easi-

ly dealt with, and the passengers can at once alight, so

that the inconveniences caused by such breakdowns on
above ground roads are reduced to a minimum.
Not so, however, in the Greathead circular tunnel,

wherein the carriages are designed to have as little free

space as possible between them and the tunnel walls or lin-

ing.

It would be impossible for passengers to alight from
carriages in these tunnels excepting at the stations.

Not only a single train but many trains at the same in-

stant will be in the same tunnel, with their loads of live

humanity, powerless, helpless to escape, so that it is dif-

ficult to foresee how, in view of such casualties, which may
be looked upon as among the certainties of any electri-

cally operated tunnel system, the impri=ored passengtrs

are to be extricated in any comparatively short time, even
in the wayside tunnels, where it is proposed the stations

shall beat short distances apart— say of two, three or four

blocks. This pre-supposes the case of a failurecf the train

propellicg part of the electrical plant only, but then the

illuminating paitof that plant is liable tobreak down also.

This would add darkness to the horrors of the imprisoned
passengers. Such break-downs occurring in the way traffic

tunnels would be terrible indeed; in the express or rapid

transit tunnels they would be appalling.

[ To be concluded next weeh.'\

take to make it so small. Whatever we do, though, the

city will not return to gas. That is now antiquated.

We've got to have electricity. Aside from the inconveni-

ence, it is too great an aid to the police for us to attempt

to do without it."

The Lighting Situation in St. Louis.

If teresting developments in the lighting situation in St.

Ixuis have been brought about by the election of R T.

iMcDonald as president of the big Municipal Electric Light

& Rower company. This company lights the city, having

a 'contract by which it is said to be losing money. It

agreed to furnish light to the city at $74. 95 each lamp per

year, relying on commercial business to give it a profit.

The company is under bond for ^50,000 to carry cut its

contract faithfully. The new president says quite plainly

that an effort will be made to induce the city to pay more

money for the lights. In an interview he is represented

as saying:

"The stockholders of the Municipal company have got

tired of carrying a bonded indebtedness of $1,000,000 and

seeing the concern lose money every day. They

demand a change. When this contract was made it was

thought that the private business would be so large that

the company would be justified in carrying the cheap city

contract, but that theory was a mistake. It is impossible

to keep up a lamp for less than ^125 or $130 a year, and

we find ourselves now with 2,400 city lamps at §74.95 and

only i,2co private lamps at $150. That's a losing busi-

ness. See what these other cities are paying—almost

double the St. Louis rate—and then tell me if we are not

justified in raising the price."

"How will you do it?"

"Forfeit our contract, pay the $50,000 and start again.

We will light the city for $130 a lamp. That is cheaper

than other cities are paving, and it willbe enough to give

us a fair profit. We will introduce a bill amendatory of

the contract we now have, and if it does not pass we will

take up our plant and put it to use elsewhere or will sell

the plant to the city and pay the $50,000 forfeit. The

original cost was $2,ooo,oco, and it has cost us since

$600,oco to repair and improve it. We will sell it for the

original cost. Our bill will go in pretty soon, and until

we know what is to be done we will keep up the cily light-

ing just as it is now."

Mayor Noonan said: "I am not in favor of the city's

owning its lighting plant , and therefore I should not ap-

prove of a proposition to buy the machinery of the Munici-

pal company. I do not care to say what I should do if

the Assembly passed a bill making a new contract with

the company. I do not want to anticipate any action of

the Assembly. We will hold the company to the letter of

its contract, and if they forfeit it we will take their $50,-

000 and then see what we shall do further. The forfeit

should have been larger in the first place. It was a mis-

Rapid Transit in Boston.

Boston, like New York and Chicago, is confronting the

rapid transit problem, but the New England metropolis

has the advantage in that it already enjoys the benefits of

perhaps the greatest electric railway system in the world.

But the down town traffic on surface lines is proving too

much for the narrow, winding streets, thronged with pe-

destrians and vehicles, and the electric cars are forced to

go so slowly that relief is sought. A rapid transit com-

mission has been appointed, and President Whitney of the

West End company lately appeared before this body with

a plan for relief. Mr. Whitney gave statistics of the street

car traffic of the past and estimates for the future, and then

suggested a tunnel under the Common. He said:

We propose to connect Tremont street, Shawmut ave-

nue, Washington street and Broadway to South Boston,
with the northern part of the city by a tunnel commencing
at the junction of Tremont and Warrenton streets and
emerging at Adams square. This preserves substantially

the line of travel as it at present exists, and we have pro-

vided, when public necessity and convenience shall require

the development of an elevated railroad, that it shall enter

and leave at precisely the same point. Now, that has not only
the advantage of being the cheapest system which can possi-

bly be devised, but it has the advantage of giving to the

people throughout this district the greatest possible advan-
tage in the use of it. It places cars from all over this dis-

trict, from South Boston and from Dorchester, Roxbury,
Brookline and Cambridge on one side, and East Boston
and Middlesex county on the other—it places them side by
side, whether they come by an elevated or a surface sys-

tem, and gives to everybody the common advantage of

each. The depot is so arranged that any man coming upon
the lines of the West End road from any point in the dis-

trict can at this central station take any other line, and go
whithersoever he pleases. I believe that is the simplest,

and, indeed, the only feasible solution of this question.

I believe that, if in the judgment of this commission
they should see fit to empower the West End Street Rail-

way company to do this work, and the necessary legisla-

tion can be obtained under which it can be done, this sys-

tem of street transportation which has dene so much to

keep the moral condition of this community pure, and has
done so much for the building up of Boston as a trade

center, can be continued; tut the West End Street Rail-

way company cannot undertake this work unless you are

willing to strengthen its hands, and the state is willing to

strengthen its hands, by removing from them the danger of

hostile legislation.

I have no desire to waste my days and nights in anx-
ious thought as to how the West End shall be preserved
from this hostile legislation; and, even if it were different,

it would be impossible for the West End company to un-
dertake to raise this money under the existing condition of

things; and I cannot bring this too plainly before the

commission, if they desire to have this work done.

I believe this is the only way that it can be done. I be-

lieve that whosoever undertakes this work, whether it be
the West End company or not, the public necessity and
convenience are so united in having this run as one system
that sooner or later a practical consolidation of the two
things will be brought about, even if they were to start

separately. If the city desires to undertake this work, so
far as the West End company is concerned, it has no ob-

jection. But it seems to me that the carrying out of this

plan, the further extension of this transportation system
into the eight mile limit, and then, as time goes on, into

the 12-mile limit, can be done ultimately by the West End
company, if the state and the city will strengthen its hands
in the manner I have indicated.

Chicago Electric Club.

On Monday evening last there was another jollification

at the rooms of the Chicago Electric club, and for the third

time this season the members threw aside all dignity, and

united in the common purpose of having a good time.

The paper of the evening was read by Prof. F. B. Badt.

"Is it True What Electricity Is? ' was the question which

the professor answered most satisfactorily both negatively

and affirmatively. F. E. D,.genhardt presided over the

meeting in his usual graceful manner, while Messrs. Buck-

ley, Gregory, De Land, Fowler and others caused much

laughter by their responses to the somewhat unexpected

demands from the chair. After the momentous question

of the evening had been decided, E. C. Loveland

and W. M. Chase favored the club with two delightful se-

lections on the piano and cornet. The formal meeting

was adjourned after the announcement that on Monday

evening, January 4th, Chief J. P. Barrett of the depart-

ment of electricity of the World's Fair wculd read a paper

on "Electrical Exhibitions During the World's Columbian

Exposition."

The citv council of Dayton, Tenn., has decided to use

electricity for street lighting. The city agrees to take

twelve or more lights at the rate of %\io per month for ten

years. A plant is to be in running order within go days.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, Dec. 26,—With the cheerfulness of the

Christmas season upon us Cyrus W. !-"icld's misfortunes

seem sadder than ever before. It is almost with a feeling

of relief that one hears that his son has been officially pro-

nounced insane. The formal inquiry into the mental

condition of ICdwaid M, Field was brought to a close at

White Plains on Saturday last. Judge Dykman ofhcially

csnfirmcd the finding of Commissioner Robertson's jury,

and on application of Cyrus W. Field, Jr., appointed Clara

Lindley Field, the insane man's wife, a conservator to

take charge of Field's person and property. She will be

required to give security in the sum of ifio.ooo. It is

probable that Mrs. Field will furnish bonds Monday

or Tuesday and then institute proceedings in the Supreme

Court for the release of Field from Ludlow strett jail.

Cyrus W. Field is reported to be steadily improving.

Whether the younger Field be insane or not, it can

but be hoped that the finding may tend somewhat to

soften the effect on the father of this heaviest and per-

haps last blow.

While speaking of the Fields mention must be made

that Frank J. Sprague's two indictments charging Edward

M. Field with larceny in the first degree have been handed

in. The extent to which Mr. Sprague is interested in the

failure of Field, Lindley, Wiechers & Co. was explained

in a previous letter.

The Gothamiles can fight against the trolley system

as hard as they wish; they can build their cable roads

and try to block out electricity, but after all the more

modern method seems to be creeping upon the great

metropolis. 1 he enemies of electric traction have

worked hard and succeeded, in so far, at least, as

New York city proper is concerned, but the beginning

of the end is at hand, for the wedge has been entered in

Brooklyn. For some weeks a strong fight against the

trolley system has been made by some of the people on the

other side of the bridge, and at one time it looked blue for

electricity. Now, however, we witness the "survival of

the fittest" for the trolley deal went through the Brooklyn

board of aldermen on Monday with flying colors. All the

main lines of surface railroads were authorized to substi-

tute the overhead wires with electricity as a mo-

tive power, to succeed the horses now in use. The hitch

that prevented this result from being reached a week ago

was smoothed out on Monday, and the five members of

the railroad committee—Coffey, McGarry, McGrath,

Wafer and Thomas—were fully convinced that the

trolley was what was wanted. A lot of long resolu-

tions were drawn up in which were granted the

petitions of the Brooklyn City, the Brooklyn City and

Newtown, the Atlantic Avenue, and the Coney Island and

Brooklyn Railroad companies for permissio::; to substitute

the trolley for horses. The resolutions specify that the

poles for the support of the wires shall be of iron or steel,

to be erected along the street curb, and shall not be more

than twenty feet in height. The companies are authorized

to use the elevated railroad structures for hanging their

wires, and the rate of speed is limited to ten miles an hour.

Each company is required to give a bond in S 150,000 to

indemnify the city for damages caused by arywo:kdone

under this franchise. There'is no section, however, re-

quiring the companies to pay into the city treasury

one cent for the piivileges granted. These resolu-

tions encountered a lively opposition to their adop-

tion in Aldermen Beard, Heaney and Mackellar.

But these opponents had no weight. Aldermen Coffey

and Thomas said that they had talked with prominent

people who wanted the trolley, and then a vote was taken

on a motion to refer back lo the commiitee. This attempt

at delay was beaten by 14 to 3, Beard, Heaney and Mac-

kellar alone supporting it. Then the trolley resolutions

were adopted by a vote of 13 to 4.

The "Long Island City Illuminating company has been

awarded the contract to light the principal streets and

avenues of Long Island City for a term of five years a^

$160 a'lamp per year. There is no restrictions in the

contract as to the number of lamps to be erected, and

some unkind persons say that the contract was rushed

through the board in great haste. Mayer Gleason is the

principal owner of the s'ock of this company, which is

simply an offshoot of his electric car line.

Electrical inventors might do worse than think twice

when they hear of the organization known as the Parisian

Inventor's Academy. The ' Academy" in its anxiely to

secure the support of American inventors, to say nothing

of the small sum of $10 incidentally mentiored, hcS been

sending notices to certain people, which stattd they had

been elected honorary members of the "Acac'emy," and

by forwarding $10 would receive a medal and diploma.

Postmaster Van Cott sent lo I'aris to lind out about it.

He received a reply that there was nothing known against

the Academy, but that it was a private organization.

'I'hcrc is some talk that efforts will be made to prevent

the renewal of contracts for private wires from the Produce

Exchange which expire March ist. These wires arc

leased by big operators, as a rule, and some of the smaller

fry object to ihc system. The cost of a private wire to

Chicago is $18,000 a year.

The list of casualties for the week might be longer.

There was one (ire and two deaths accredited to electricity.

The fire was on Thursday night in the west end of the

waiting-room sheds of the new X'ennsylvania railroad

station in Jersey City. Crossed electiic light wires were

the alleged cause. Employes discovered the llamcs. and

soon extinguished them.

Speaking of the honors showered upon electricity by

those at a loss for reasons why and how deaths and fires

occur, calls to mind that John George Roth, the crank, who
attempted to shoot the Rev. Dr. John Hall November

2gth. was on Thursday found not guilty, the jury deciding

that Roth was insane at the time of the shooting. Roth is

what might be termed a new tj pe of the peculiar species

referred to above. He stated on the stand that it was in

1879 when he first learned of a conspiracy against him.

Those who conspired against him, he said, wore an elec-

tric apparatus around their necks which generated elec-

tricity by pulling a string. This electricity they threw into

him, producing an itching and burning sensation. An
' itching" and "burning" to the extent of about 350 volts

applied at intervals by the "pulling of a string" might

possibly keep before John's mind the fact that minis-

ters are not necessarily.conspirators. W. F. O.

Milwaukee, Wis.
Milwaukee, Dec. 29. — The dispute of months has

been settled by the city renewing the electric light contract

with the Badger Illuminating company for four years at

$110 per lamp per year. Such was the result reached at

the last meeting of the common council. The special

committee reported that from figures furnished by the

Milwaukee Power & Lighting company the cost of

maintaining a plant of 500 arc lights would be $29,406.50,

or $53.83 per lamp, not allowing any interest, the cost of

the plant being $150,000. The Badger company, the

committee reported, already had a capacity of 1,000 arc

lights, while the capacity of the Milwaukee Power and

Lighting company was 210. Tlie latter plant was for

sale at $150 000. The committee reported that fiom

City Electrician Barrett of Chicago, it had learned

that the cost of a new plant of 1,000 arc lights would

be $500,000, and that the cost of maintaining the

plant, with the wires hid underground, would be $So

per lamp per year. The committee thought that it

would be advisable forthe city to secure a plant of its own,

as soon as it was financially able to do so, but agreed with

Mr. Barrett that it would be cheaper to wait until the close

of the World's Fair. Right upon the heels of the special

committee's report came a proposition from the Milwaukee

Power i^ Lighting company to sell its plant to the city,

after increasing its capacity to 500 lights and fully equip-

ping it it with apparatus of the Western Electric company

of Chicago, upon the following terms: The sum of

$37,500 to be paid down on or before February 15th next;

February 15, 1893, $52,000, with 6 percent, interest, and

the same sum and interest on February 15, 1894, and Feb-

ruary 15, iSg5, making a total principal of .$193, 500, and

amounting, with interest, to $212,180 The ccmpany of-

fered to give the city a lien upon the last two payments,

amounting to $104,000, for the faithful performance of

the proposed contract and to run the plant at its own
expense for $62,50 per year, for one or two years. Under

the terms of the Badger company's offer the city would

pay $55,000 a year for 500 electric lights and have nothing

at the end of the four years, while under the Milwaukee

Light -S; Power company's offer it would own its plant at

the end of four years. To some of the aldermen the Mil-

waukee company's offer was very seductive, and it was

certainly unexpected to all. A motion to refer the matter

was lost and so were motions to make a contract with the

Badger company for a year, to make a three years' contract,

to fix the price at $100, to pay $100 for underground con-

struction and $90 for the overhead system, all with the

Badger company. The report recommending the award

of the contract to the Badger Illuminating company, at

$110 per lamp per year for four years, was finally adopted

by a vote of 25 to S. The discussion that preceded the

settlement was something remarkable, even in the common
council. During the discussion President Hare left the

chair to state that the members of the Milwaukee Light

&; Power company had tried to induce him to take stock in

the corporation. It was not an altemptcd bribe, howerer,
he explained.

On December lylh, after ever) body had been led to be-

lieve that the electric light fight had been settled for four

years by the decision of the Common Council lo award the

contract to the Badger Illuminating company at $110 per
lamp per year, the Milwaukee L=ghl .V Power company
levied an injunction restraining the city officials from sign-

ing the contract with the Badger company. The Milwau-
kee Light t\: Power company claims that the common
council's proceedings in the matter were illegal. Ii is

averred that the contract should have been awarded to the
lowest bidder by the Board of Public Works, after propos-
als had been advertised for and received, instead of which
the Common Council parsed a resolution directing Ihc
board to make a contract with the Badger company to

furnish 500 lights for four years at $110 per light per year.

The price is exorbitant, the Milwaukee Light & Power
company claims; and it is willing to furnish lights at a
much lower figure. The course pursued by the common
council, it is further averred, is a mere subterfuge to make
it appear that tlie city is contracting for the use of a pat-

ented process, although the .Milwaukee Light & Power
company is willing to furnish the same light by another
process for a much smaller price, if given an opportunity
to bid. The Badger company's rival has secured a writ of

certiorari returnable next March. The city attorney, how-
ever, will at once attempt to dissolve the proceedings, so
that the city may sign the contract with the Badger compa-
ny. The latter concern will meanwhile furnish lights to

the city without a contract, relying upon the municipal
authorities to reimburse it in the end. It may be some
time before the troublesome matter is settled.

The decision of the Common Council in favor of a long-

term contract with the Badger Illuminating company cre-

ated some feeling among the advocates of a municipal
lighting system. The Federated Trades Council adopted
strong resolutions scoring the aldermen for "surrendering
to a monopoly." An indignation meeting was to have
been held in a Walnut street saloon last Saturday evening,

but the indignant citizens were not in it, and resolutions

expressing confidence in the aldermen were ado'pted with
but three dissenting votes-

The Western Union Telegraph company has succeeded
in securing the common council's permission lo introduce

the Ltrial cable system as a compromise between the over-

head and underground wire systems. The ordinance was
ordered to a third reading at the last meeting, the -major-

ity report recommending its passage being adopted by a

vote of 21 to 12.

Henry C. Payne has submitted to the common council

the ordinance regarding street railway extensions, the doc-

ument having first been approved by Henry VillarcT The
extensions included in the ordinance have already been
outlined by your correspondent. They extend in every

direction, reaching to the new city parks and tapping su-

burban residence districts. They are several miles in

length, and Mr. Payne estimates that it will cost in the

neighborhood of $550,000 to build them. The ordinance

provides that work shall be commenced on or before June i,

1892, and completed before December i, 1893. provided

that no tracks need be constructed upon any street until

the grade of such street is finally established. Mr. Payne

asks that where open or exi;ursion cars are mounted upon
the trucks of the regular cars, a license fee of only $7.50
shall be required for running them from May ist to Novem-
ber 1st. The regular annual license fee for street cars is $15.

The company will not use open cars, he declares, if an ad-

ditional fee of $15 is required for them, but if the fee is

made $22.50 for each motor, $15 for ;he regular cars and

$7.50 for open cars, the company will use open cars, and

the city will receive an additional income of $2,f 00. The
ordinance is in the hands of the council railroad committee.

J, E. Cummings.wbo has had charge of the construction

of the Edison company's underground system here, has

been ordered to San Francisco, where he will establish a

station. He will leave early in January. Mr. Cummings
has made an excellent record in Milwaukee. He is a

practical, successful electrician, has worked himself up

from the ranks, and Icoks well after the interests of his

employers. Some weeks ago there was trouble about ca-

bles laid under the river. Mr. Cummings had them ex-

amined, and it was reported that they were all right, but he

felt certain that something was wrong, so he put on the

diver's suit himself, examined the cables, remaining under

water quite a long time, and thus fintling out the nature

of the trouble.

The dates and subjects for the university extension lec-

tures on electricity which Dr. H. B. Loomis of the State

University, will deliver under the auspicesof the Wisconsin

Electric club are as follows: January 8th, "Electrostatic
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Induction;" Januaryistb, "The Electric Current ;'' Janu-

ary 22d, "The ElectroMagnet; ' January 29th, "Electro-

Magnetic loduction;" February 5ih, "The Dynamo and

Motor;" February 12th, "Electric Discharge in a Vacuum."

All the lectures will be given on Fridays and they are to

be delivered at the high school.

About 2,000 people attended the ball given by the street

car employes at the West Side Turner Hall last Saturday

evening. Tbe floor was so crowded that dancing was im-

possible until a late hour, when many of the people had

gone away. The attendance included the managers and

superintendents, as well as the conductors, drivers and

motor men. All enjoyed the fun. The ball netted a

handsome sum for the relief fund.

On the Farwell avenue line electric cars have begun run-

ning from the Kirby House, which before had been tbe

down-town terminus, to the Union depot, making the full

length of the line. The new line to the depot crosses

Michigan street bridge instead of Huron street bridge, as

the old one did, and it passes within half a block of the

Bijou and Davidson theaters, so that it will prove a veiy

great accommodation to East Side people.

The Milwaukee Street Railway company and Con Dean,

the saloon keeper who some time ago temporarily prevented

the operation of tbe northerly part of the Farwell avenue

electric line by means of an injunction, have clashed again.

The North avenue and Farwell avenue lines cross each

other at a point where Dean owns a corner, which is occu-

pied by his saloon, and the company found that it would

be very convenient to put up a pole at this corner. Dean

qbjected, but the construction gang unloaded the pole in

front of his place and started to put it in position. This was

last Saturday morning. Dean grabbed his coat and

rushed down town. The foreman knew by experience that

Dean had gone to secure an injunction, and so he engaged

extra men, and the work was soon being done with might

and main. On the other hand, Dean k-new how to get an

injunction about as expeditiously as anybody could, andhe

and a deputy sheriff, the latter with the necessary papers,

arrived on the scene just as the men were raising the pole

in order to put it into position. The job was not finished.

The injutiction did not interfere in any way with the oper-

ation of the Farwell avenue line.

In Milwaukee, as the case cited proves, injunctions

count, but up in Superior the orders of the courts seem to

be treated like so much waste paper. At that place a fierce

fight has been on between-the street railway people on one

side and the Northern Pacific and Great Northern railway

companies on the other. The street railway people, in ex-

tending to a populous suburb, where the steel plant is

located, found it necessary to cross 3,000 feet of right of

way belonging to the Northern Pacific, South Shore and

Great Northern railway companies. The South Shore

people capitulated without making any trouble, but the

other reads, especially the Great Northern, did some tall

fighting. On Friday last, while General Manager Mellen

of the Northern Pacific and some of his associates, were

conferring with President Norvell of the street railway

company. Superintendent Merrill, of the Great

Northern, proceeded to the disputed crossing and

put a frrce of men at work pulling up pavement for

another track. The city officials were with the street

railway people, and Superintendent Merrill and his

men were arrested. Then Norvell had tbe Great

Northern enjoined, and the Great Northern had Norvell

enjoined. The steam railroad companies kept fifty men on

the ground and engines running over the tracks. The

street railway company bad men on the ground too, and

all that night the opposing forces camped around bonfires.

About 2 o'clock Saturday afternoon some twenty policemen

took the places of the slreet railway men, and the latter

made a rush and drove their opponents, whom they out-

numbered, off the contested ground, the police making no

attempt to interfere. The street railway laborers at once

began to tear up the rails crossing the street, and to lay

their own iron. The Great Northern officials, finding that

nothing else could be done, purposely wrecked a train of

freight cars at the crossing, and stopped all further work

by anybody. A little later General Manager Mellen of the

Northern Pacific wired his subordinates to make some

peaceable arrangement with the street railway people,

which left only the Great Northern, with 2,000 feet of

right of way, in the fight. The Great Northern finally

gave up the contest. Before the end, however, seventeen

injunctions had been served upon eaih other by the con-

tending parties.

Henry C. Payne does not give any credit to the story

that Henry Villard will be compelled to retire from the

presidency of ihe Edison General Electric company. Mr.

Payne, by the way, was in Minneapolis last week, and

while there ordered three cars from the Northern Car

company. The cars are somewhat longer than those now

in use, and one of them will arrive in a few dajs. The

Villard syndicate has ordered cars from every builder in

the United States, and the builder whose cars are shown

to be the best will receive the order for the new cars with

which it is intended to equip the various lines in the city.

Cleveland,©.
Cleveland December 26.—The Cleveland Electric

club is in a flourishing condition and it numbers among

its members all the prominent men in the business in this

city. The success of the organization is due to the efforts

of C. \y. Fooie and S. D. Nesmith.

The new Western Union building will be equipped by

the Fisher Electric company of Detroit.

The Postal Telegraph company, owing to a recent fire,

will remove to new quarters.

It is said that the Thomson-Houston Carbon works at

Fremont be will removed unlessthecity will grant a ^25,000

bonus.

An electric light plant is to be erected at Wilmington,

Clinton county.

G''Ound has been broken for the new electric belt line at

Find lay.

The survey of the Galion-Bucyrus electric railway is

completed.

The Ashtabula electric road is in operation.

A great deal of interest has been awakened by the bid

of the Cleveland Electric company (now a ^100,000 cor-

poration) to illuminate the entire city with 1,300 arc lights

of 2,000 candle power each for $163,000 a year.

The Cowles Electric Smelting &: Aluminum company has

begun a suit against tbe Pittsburg- Reduction company for

infringement on electric smelting.

The Long Distance telephone company will be allowed to

bring its wires into the city overhead.

It is probable that the city will build one or two electric

light plants next year. Several estimates have been sub-

mitted, one of which places the approximate cost of a

2,000 arc light plant and five hundred miles of wires

at §365,000.

A type written summary of the business of the year

just closed has been issued by the Short Electric Rail-

way company of Cleveland, which gives some interest-

ing details, showing the rapid growth of the electric

street railway business in general, and of this great

corporation in particular.

The first contract made for the equipment of a street

railway system by this company was under date of Septem-

ber 23d. 1SS9— only a little more than two years ago. This

road, located at Muskegon, Mich., put in, at the tiijje in-

dicated, an initial equipment of five cars, since which time

three additions have been made to the plant until cow it

has t8 cars in operation with a generator capacity of 305

horse power. The last road equipped by the Short com-

pany, the contract for which was signed under date of

November 3otb, 1S91. has just been put in operation with-

in the past ten days at East Liverpool, O. Since the firs^t

road was built 35 lines in all have been equipped with the

Short double and single reduction and gearless motors

covering nearly four hundred car equipments. A number
of the roads have started with a few miles of track and

later have built extensions, in several instances there and

four additional orders having been given for motors and

other apparatus.

Among other roads using the Short system are the

Rochester Railway company, Rochester. N- Y., ico cars

Piltsturgh & Birmingham Traction company, Pittsburgh.

Pa., 20 cars; Jamestown, N. Y,. Street Railway company,
ig cars; Trenton, N. J., Passenger Railway company 15

cars. The following named roads have been equipped

since September i6th, of which no previous record has

been made; Denver Tramway company of Denver, Colo :

Alliance Street Railway company. Alliance. O.; Ashtabu-

la Rapid Transit company. Ashtabula, O. ; Trenton Pas-

senger Railway company. Trenton, N. J. ; Atlanta &
Chattahoochee River Railway company, Atlanta, Ga..and

the East Liverpool & Wellsville Street Railway company,
East Liverpool, O.

This summary indicates a very prosperous and satisfac-

tory year's business for this company, placing it among
the leading corporations engaged in street railway equip-

ment in this country.

Concord, N. H.
Concord. N. H., December 26.—Plans are being made

for developing tbe water power of the Merrimack river at

Sewall's Falls, about two miles from tbe central part of

the city. A company has been formed which will build

and equip a model electric generating station for the trans-

mission of power, light and heat. This company will use

2,000 horse power, and it claims that it can furnish

power so cheap that every steam engine in the city will be

supplanted by the electric motor. There will be a surplus

of 3,000 horse power over which this station will require,

which may be utilized for manufacturing purposes.

The Shawhan Electrical Works, which started here some

months since, have suddenly ceased operations. The type

of the company's dynamo, it is claimed, was almost identi-

cal in size and form with the Sprague stationary motor.

Penacook, a suburb of Concord, is just installing a light-

ing plant for arc and incandescent lamps. Water power
will be used when possible, but a boiler and engine are

provided for emergencies.

The Concord & Montreal Railway company has just in-

stalled a large isolated lighting plant in this city for its

depots and repair shops.

The Whitney Electrical Manufacturing company at

Penacook i^ to make additions to its already extensive

buildings for tbe manufacture of anew portable electric

fire engine invented by E. R. Whitney. He claims that

by this invention the weight of the engine is reduced 2,ocx)

pounds. It will be operated by storage batteries.

The West End extension of the Concord Street railway

is exceeding the expectations of tbe company. It w-as

thought that the line would not be made to pay, and a sum
of money was subscribed to induce the company to build it.

The patronage is so large that other extensions will un-

doubtedly be made in the spring.

A. B. C.

Appleton, Wis.
Appleton, Wis., December 26.—Electrical matters

have been booming here, and the year iSgr will show
more electrical work than any previous two years together.

Within the last year the city of Appleton has been favored

with an electric street railway and arc lights for illuminat-

ing the streets. The street railway, which was put in

operation October 3d, is giving the best of service. The
present equipment consists of five motor cars, made by the

St. Louis Car company, and operated by five Edison single

reduction motors of 25 horse power each, and six trailers.

The trailers will be used only during the summer, as tbe

traffic is not heavy enough now to require their employ-

ment. It is the intention of the company to lay new rails

in the spring, as the old rails are thought to be too light.

Girder rails will be used.

The Edison company is installing a plant of 54olights

at De Pere, Wis., for the Kimberly Clark Paper company.

Two Edison dynamos of 270 lights each will furnish the

current, and Okonite wire will be used throughout. The
work is in charge of J. A. Peterson of this city.

The Edison Electric company has just completed the

plant lor the Kimberly Clark company at De Pere, Wis.,

and is now busily engaged on the new plant of the Van
Nortrick Paper company at Combined Locks, which will

consist of an installation of 200 incandescent lamps, and a

300-li^ht Edison dynamo. Tbe Kaukauna Electric com-

pany has just finished a new central station. It has put

in a new 200 horse power Corliss engine owing to low

water, and two more Edison dynamos of 300-light capacity

each, and expects to add a 30-light arc machine before

spring. The work is being done by the Electrical Engi-

neering company of Chicago, under the supervision of

William Fisher of Chicago,

The Telulah Paper company of Appleton now uses steam

throughout for operating its mill and dynamos, a 700

horse power Corliss engine having been installed by the

Allis company of Milwaukee.

A. C. Langstall, electrician of the Edison Electric

company, will pass his Christmas at his home, La Crosse
Wis. L. C. A.

Denver, Colo.

Denver. Colo., December 26.—President Otto Mears
of the Rio Grande Southern Railway company has organ-

ized a company to be known as the Ouray & fronton

Electric Railroad, Light & Power company. The company
has been incorporated with a capital stock of $Soo.ooo.

The incorporators are Otto Mears of Denver. Charles

Munn of Ouray, Fred Walsen of Denver, Joseph N. Cas-

sanova of Phillipsburg, Pa., and William A. Wallace of

Clearfield. The principal office will be located at Ouray.

The company will build an electric road and telegraph

line from a point near Ouray to where Red Mountain
creek empties into the Uncompahgre river, and thence up
Red Mountain creek to Ironton, also, from the point

where Red Mountain creek empties into the Uncompahgre
river, up the river through Poughkeepsie Gulch to tbe head
of Cement creek. The Tramway company's Nineteenth
avenue electric line is now in operation. This takes the

place of the Eighteenth avenue line.

Mayor Rogers is convinced that tower lights are not

what the city wants, and says that there will be no appro-
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priation for them next year. They arc expensive, it is

claimetl, according to the present charges, and some o[

them will doubtless be abolished. The mayor says there

will be a general re-arrangement of street lighting the com-

ing vear.

The I'ark Hill motor line is to be operated by electricity.

The line is owned by Merritt, nrommon & Winnc, and

the Chamberlain Invcslment company, and luns from

the city park to Park Hill and More's I'ark Heights near

Monl Clair, being four miles in length. (_)nly one car has

hitherto been run over the road, but the increajeof business

warrants the change which will be made in a few weeks.

The power house is to be located at Park Hill. Electric

lighls will also be furnished by the company.

Within the last two months there has been a notable

increase in Denver's street car facilities. On December

19th, the new system of the Metropolitan Street Railway

company was put in operation. The system includes the

line to the Gentlemen's driving park and the South Trc-

mont. Thirteenth street and Eleventh avenue line, all

operated by electricity. With this systtm and the Stout

street line, which will soon be completed, the Denver

Tramway company will have in operation '\i}4 niilcs of

railway; electric, thirty-live miles; cable, six and a quarter

miles. Denver now has lifty-sis and three-quarters miles

of douoletrack electric and cable street railways traversing

every portion of the city.

Irving Hale is in Breckenridge making arrangements

for putting in an electric light plant there.

Ogden, Utah, is greatly interested in a projected electric

power plant, to be erected on Ogden river. O. D. Banks

and Wm. M. Thompson, representing California capitalists,

are exploiting the scheme, and have secured a fifteen year

franchise from the city. The plant will be of 1,900 horse

power and cost $100,000. E. C. D.

PERSONAL.
E. T. Gilliland was in Chicago for several days last

week.

Henry S. Thornberry of the Toronto Electrical Works
was in Chicago on Monday.

C. H. Barney, of Alexander, Barney .S; Chapin, New
York, is visiting the World's Fair city.

C. A. Benton, manager of the railway department of

the Detroit Electrical Works, was in Chicago last week.

H. A. Pevear, president, ani C. A. Coftia, vice-presi-

dent and treasurer, of the Thomson- Houston Electric

company, Boston, visited Chicago this week.

W. E. Gump, general manager of the Writing Tele

graph company, New York, was in Chicago on Saturday on
his way home from St. Paul where he had been in the in-

terest of his company.

NEW INCORPORATION.
A. C. Robertson company, Princeton, N. J.; capital

stock. $50,000; to manufacture and sell electrical supplies

of every description; F. A. Dennis, Princeton, N. J.

Royal Electric Shield company, Portland, Maine; capital

stock,$200, 000; to manufacture and deal in electrical goods

and appliances; Benjamin G. \Vard, Portland, Maine.

Municipal Fire & Police Telegraph company, Kittery,

Maine; capital stock, $250,000; to manufacture and deal

in police, fire telegraph and other electrical apparatus;

Frank E Rowell, Kittery, Maine.

Du Laney Clock company, Chicago, III.; capital slock.

$300,000; to manufacture, sell, lease and deal in electrical

clocks and other electrical appliances and apparatus, time

registering devices, motors and meters; Gregory, Booth &
Harlan, 152 Dearborn street, Chicago, 111.

Green River Coal & Coke company, Seattle, Wash.;
capital stock, $1,000,000, general ,coal, coke, railroad,

steamboat, manufacturing, mining, smelling, mercantile

business; also erection and operation of gas and electric

light works and waterworks; A. S. Dunham, Seattle,

Wash.

United States Portelectric company (incorporated in W.
Va.), New York, N. Y. ; capital stock, $5,000,000; con-

ducting the business of propelling by electrical means
merchandise and other articles of trade and manufacturing
the apparatus and machinery for the atove purpose; E.

W. Wilson, Charleston, W. Va.

Boonville Electric Light & Power company, Boonville.

Ind.; capital stock, $10,000; to manufacture electricity and
electric lights and other kinds of light, and to furnish

motive power for the running of other machinery and for

the sale of electric and other forms and kinds of light;

Hatfield & Henenway, Boonville, Ind.

Mexican Chemical-Electric company, Chicago, 111,;

capital stock, $2,000,000; to manufacture and sell galvanic

batteries, portable electric lamps, fans, pumps and all other
things appertaining thereto, also to sell rights for any
towns, cities, counties and states in the republic of Mexico;
W. S. Baker, Illinois Trust and Saving Bank building,

Chicago, III.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The Badger ICIeclric company of Racine, Wis., operates

130 arc and 3,000 incandescent lamps.

The city of Henderson, N. C. has advertised for j)ru-

posals for lighting the city by electricity.

A company has, it is slated, been organized to establish

an electric light plant at Wichita Falls, Tex.

The city council of Mobile. Aia., will meet on January
5th to decide the tiuestion of purchasing an electric light

plant.

It is said that the American Construction company has

obtained franchises to erect electric light plants at Bates-

ville and Dardancllc, Ark.

/The Owensboro, Ky., Gas Light company is reported

as having purchased the plant and franchise of the Owen-
boro P-lectiic Light company.

The new electric light and power house in Brunswick.

Md , was totally destroyed by fire recently. The flames

originated where the smokestack of the boiler passed

through the rcof. The estimated loss is $io,coo.

The London Hoard of Trade will shortly have under
consideration upward of thirteen applications from local

bodies in London and from private companies for per-

mission to light with electricity various districts within the

metropolis.

Those present at the station of the Edison Electric

Illuminating company, Paterson. N, J., Saturday before

last witnessed a very pretty sight when the new 250 horse

power compound engine, built by the Ball & Wood com-
pany, was started. Little Elizabeth Brock, four-year-old

daughter of the general manager of the company, after

some climbing, successfully reached the throttle valve, and
exerting all her strength, gave it a twist which threw 2,500
lights into the dark places of the city.

The Newark Electric Light and Power company of

Newark, N. J., has brought suit before \'ice-chancellor

Green against the receiver of the United Traction com-
pany for rent for the use of the wires and franchise of the

former company The suit discloses the terms of a con-

tract made in 1888 by which the Traction company leased

the privilege obtained from the Electric Light company.
The Traction company agreed to pay a rental ranging

from $1,750 to $2 450 per year for fifteen years, to sup-

ply power to the other company, pay all taxes on the prop-

erty leased, and abstain from all competition. The fran-

chise in question comprises only a part of the public grants

to the Newark Electric Light and Power company.

A judgment for $15,000 and costs in favor of the Brush
Electric Light company of Buffalo. N, Y., against the

Cobb Vulcanite WMre company of Wilmington, Del., and
others, has been ordered in the special term of the supreme
court. In May, iSgo. the plaintiff made a contract with

the W^ilmington company for laying wires and subways
and connections thereto in the streets of Buffalo, agreeing

to pay $25,361 for the work as specified. Work was be-

gun about three months later, but about February ist the

defendant discontinued the work, which was still incom-

pleted. The plaintiff claims that the work is of no value

whatever to it in its present incomplete condition, and
that the defendant has been often requested to go on with

it. The plaintiff further claims that in order to procure an
electrical system equivalent to that required to be furn-

ished by the defendant's contract in a completed state, it

has been put to an additional expense over and above the

contract of at least $15,000. It is also claimed that $5,000
worth of business was necessarily refused by the plaintiff

because the work was not completed.

ELECTRIC MINING
A new t>pc of mining locomotive has been devised for

ihc I-oyal Hanna <^al company's mine by the Edison
General ICIcctric company. The motor is of Ihc four-pole

type, protected by heavy castings. A specially devised
regulating mechanism is used. The requirements of the

contract stipulated that the locomotive should be capable
of delivering 360 tons of coal every hour to the hois

wagons at the bottom of the shaft. This meant the haul

ing of a train of thirty coal cars over a distance of 4,co<r

feet every fifteen minutes. The total weight of such a
train is about 1 20 tons. Sharp curves and heavy gradients,

some of which run to four and five in a hundred, necessi-

tated great traction force. The usual speed is 7^ miles,

but under (est this was increased to 12 miles.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
It is said that an underground electric line is to be

built in St. Louis.

The first section of the San Francisco and San Mateo
electric road has been completed.

The Houston City Street Railway company of Houston,
Tex., will erect a brick shop and make its own cars.

By June i, 1892, it is expected that the street railway at

Eureka Springs, Ark., will be oj.'erated by electricity.

An electric road is to be built at Kenosha, Wis. It will

connect the outskirts with the business portion of the town.

Residents of Cape May, N. J., have a plan under con-

sideration to build an electric railway along the entire beach

front.

It is stated that arrangements have been concluded for

the necessary funds for equipping the Anniston, Ala.,

street railway as an electrical line.

A new electric railway is to be built between Haverhill

and Lawrence, Mass. It is presumed the Thomson Hous-
ton company will furnish the plant.

The council of Hot Springs, South Dakota, is consider-

ing an application for a franchise for an electric road to

extend from the Catholicon Spring; to the Plunger Bath.

The Atlanta West End & McPherson Barracks street

railway and the Grant Park electric street I'ailway of At-
lanta, Ga., has been consolidated. The new company will

be known as the Atlanta Traction company.

The Short company of Cleveland, has the contract to

construct the electric railroad of the Atlanta & Chatta-

hoochee River Railroad company. The line will be 15

miles long. It is said that the power house will be located

near Bolton.

An electric railroad, 25 miles in length, on the island of

Martha's Vineyard is proposed. The line, as projected,

will run from Cottage City, through Tisbury and Chilmark,

to Gay Head. Scenic attractions are largely relied upon
10 make the route popular.

TELEPHONE.
O. H Guion and W. W. Clarke have been granted a

franchise to construct a telephone line at Ncwbcrn. N. C.

The Austrian minister of ccmmerce has announced that

telephonic communication will shortly be opened between
Vienna and Trieste.

Superintendent Mallett of the Bell Telephone exchange
in Rochester. X. V., reports long-distance business as in-

crerising rap'dly.

The York Telephone & Telegraph company, recently

incorporated, is privileged to construct telephone lines in

certain counties of Virginia.

A Paris correspondent writes that the London-Paris
telephone line has proved so successful that incr^scd
facilities will have to be provided to meet the great

demands made upon the service.

The -Adirondack and St. Lawrence Telegraph and Tele-

phone company has been incorporated with a capital of

$75,000. The lines of the company are to be extended
through Herkimer, Hamilton, St. Lawrence and Franklin

counties in New York state. The managers are W'illiam

Seward Webb, Henry L. Sprague, Edward M. Burns,
Frank G. Smith, F. Egerton W'ebb, John H. Prall and
James Eagan.

TELEGRAPH.
It is reported that work on the cable to connect Florida

with the Bahamas will be begun this month. The line

will be 225 miles long.

The Daily Financial iV€7us says that the sales of Wes-
tern I'nion that recently broke the price to So^s were on
Philadelphia orders, and are believed to be based on the

postmaster-generaPs action in recommending at postal

telegraph scheme. The Western Union officials say that

the proposed measure will not be reached at this session

of congress.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Electric interlocki ng signals are to be used on the Penn-

sylvania railway.

All the electric wires in Melbourne are to be laid under
ground at a cost of $400,000.

A mechanical letter stamper, operated by electricity, is

on trial in the postoffice department at Washington.

A great celebration was held recently at Berlin Uni-
versity in honor of the seventieth birthdays of Professors

Helmholtz and Virchow. The occasion was observed
with much enthusiasm.

The New York correspondent of the Chicago Trib-

une, who is not always reliable, by the way, "hears" that

there is a project on foot for the establishment of an elec-

trical factory at Pullman by the Thomson- Houston com
pany.

Is is asserted that pieces of aluminum may be success-

fully soldtred to each other, and to other metals, by using
silver chloride as a flux in conjunction with ordinary solder.

The metals,one or both of which are aluminum, are placed-

in the relative position required in the joint, finely pow-
dered fused silver chloride spread along the lineofjunction,

and solder melted on with a blowpipe or other device It

is claimed that joints are thus easily and rapidly obtained,

and become hard and perfectly sound on setting.

An ingenious Freccbmen has invented an electro-chem-

ical method of sharpening files. The inventor immerses
the files, which have first been Ihoioughly cleaned of

grease for twenty minutes, suspended from a metal plate,

in a mixture of 100 parts water, 6 parts nitric acid and 3

parts sulphuric acid. The plate is placed in connection

with a number of carbons immersed in the same liquid.

The.corrosion of the metal takes places in the cavities only,

so that the edges are sharpened in exactly thesame manner
as if the operation had been performed by a file cutter.

The process is stated to be very satisfactory from both a
practical and an economical point of view.

TRADE NEWS.
The New York Insulated AVire company has reraovedits

New York office from 649-651 Broadway to Nos. 13,15 and
17 Cortlandt street.

The Law Telephone company, S5 John street, New
York, has sent out a very unique catalogue in the shape of

a profusely decorated stocking of true feminine length and
beauty.

The Dixon Crucible company, Jersey City, has issued

a very neat and beautifully illustrated catalogue, showing
the different kinds, sizes, etc., of its well-known pencil, and
also explaining the use of graphite in electrical work.

The Vulcanized Fibre company of Wilmington, Del., is to

have a very handsome exhibit of its wares at the Electrical

exposition in the Crystal Palace, Sydenham, England.
The display embraces not only the various forms of fibre

used as insulating material, but also a great number of

other articles of general interest. The general European
agents for this concern are Mosses & Mitchell,
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6S, 69 70 and 71 Cheswell street, London, E. C. This
house has been established for about sixteen years.

The warehouse of the firm is a four-story building; abDut

eighty feet square, which is almost exclusively devoted to

these goods. The Vulcanized Fibre company has sub-agents

in the leading cities in Europe, whom it supplies from the

London warehouse.

To judge from the list of sales of the Page Belting

company. Concord, N. II.. a considerable amount of new
electrical machinery must be in the course of erection boih

in this country and abroad. Not only are the sales for the

United States most encouraging, but the foreign orders are

indicative of a healthy trade. This company has lately

shipped belts to Russia. Brazil, Cuba and Venezeuela.

The Link Belt Machinery company, Chicago, has

recently issued a new price list and catalogue that will be

sent free to all persons inlerested. The company manu-
factures the Ewart detachable link belt in all sizes, a

labor-saving device that is in very general use for elevat-

ing and conveying machinery, and many other appliances

for handling raw or manufactured material in bulk or

packages.

It isn't often that the electric light man dabbles in the

tender passion, but this Christmas there was one at least of

the Chicago fraternity to whom Cupid was no stranger.

The best of all will grow on us
Until we cannot hide our love.

Such words as these on a business card of greeting

would seem to indicate that the little god who sports the

bow and quiver is a welcome visitor in at least one commer-
cial establishment in this city.

Prof. Albert C. Carman of Purdue University, Lafayette,

Ind., in a letter to the Hine Eliminator company of

New York, says: "Our Hine eliminator works to our

entire satisfaction. Steam comes about nine hundred feet,

and we have had great difficulty with wet steam. This

relieves us completely." The company has also sent the

third eliminator to the University of Michigan, at Ann
Arbor for use on one of the high speed engines in the elec-

trical laboratory of that institution.

One of the most novel and best arranged holiday show
windows in Chicago is that of the Electrical Supply com-
pany, corner Randolph street and ISIichigan avenue. A
fountain in the center throws up a flood of water which

falls in prismatic colors over numerous Sunbeam lamps
artistically arranged around the base. Hundreds of

curiously tinted bulbs and shades combine to fill the window
with a spectacular irridescencetbat is almost bewildering

at night. A tasteful disposition of handsome electrical

hardware serves as a finishing touch to the attractive dis-

play.

The Consolidated Electric Manufacturing company, 154
Franklin street, Boston, Mass., has just placed on the

market a little fixture called the Eclipse bell pull attach-

ment. The object of this little novelty is to obviate the

trouble of having to take a bell-pull to the shop to be
fitted up so that it could be used as an electric bell. The
aim was also to furnish the hardware irade with an attach-

ment whereby customers buying a bell-pull and wishing it

fitted so as to ring an electric bell might be supplied ata
moment's notice with an attachment that might be relied

upon as positive and durable.

It may be remembered that it was at the last moment that

the Weston Electrical Instrument company, Newark, N.

T., decided to exhibit its electrical measuring instruments

at the Frankfort Electrical exhibition. At the exhibition

these instruments were brought into direct competition

with those made by such prominent firms as Siemens &
Halske, Hartmann & Braun, and other makers of good
reputation and recent developments show that the confi-

dence of the manufacturers in the merits of the Weston in-

struments was not too great. The company has received

most favorable notice in many of the German scientific

journals; and. what is more important, numerous orders

for voltmeters and ammeters have since been booked from
many of the best electrical engineering firms in Germany
and other countries, iucluding Siemens 6c Halske, Ganz &
Co., Shuckert & Co., Lahmeyer & Co., Allegemeine Elec-

tricitals Gesellschaft, the Societa Generate Italiana di

Elettrecila and the Brush Electrical Engineering company.
Orders have come, too, from many of the most distin-

guished electricians of Europe, notable among whom are

Prof. H. F.Weber of Zurich, Prof. Kittler. Prof. Kohl-
rausch. Prof. Perret and Prof. Lichtheim. Prof. Weber
was a memberof the Testing Commission of the Frankfoit

exhibition, and had an opportunity of thoroughly examin-
ing into the merits of the Weston instruments.

The efforts on the part of the Crocker-Wheeler Motor
company, New York, to make an attractive display at the

exposition in Augusta seem to have been appreciated by
the Southerners. The Augusta ChroniLle fills the larger

part of a column with a description of the exhibit. George
C. Field, the company's representative in charge, is to be
congratulated upon the good impression created. Quite a

variety of applications of motors were showr. On the

right of the entrance to the Crocker-Wheeler space was a

Hardy ice machine driven by a one half horse power motor.

Next to this the Gould triplex pump, operated by a one-

quarter horse power motor, was shown. There was also

a skeleton frame of a motor illustrating how the machines
are wound. An interesting feature of the exhibit was a 45
light dynamo, run by a three horse power motor. By this

plant the lights of a revolving sign were kept burning
while a little arc motor revolved the sign. Besides the main
exhibit, the Crocker-Wheeler Motor company had its motors
on an electric piano and a sewing machine at the exhibit of

Thomas & Barton. The Field electric dental outfit aiso

excited a great deal of favorable comment. In connection

with this equipment there is a small search lamp that is

placed in the mouth of the patient, and with the combined
use of a tongue depresser and a small looking glass, a tooth

may be thoroughly inspected. Mr. Field left the exhibit

n the care of the company's agent, W. Edward Piatt.

BUSINESS.
The Union City Electric L'ght company. Union City,

Tenn., has just received an So horse power Ball engine.

The Perkins Electric Switch Manufacturing company,
Hartford, Conn., is already in receipt of a number of orders
for 'q2.

B. L. Coe, secretary of the Steele & Johnson Manufact-
uring company. Waterbury, Conn., has a large number of

orders booked for future delivery.

General Manager P. T. Pulsifer, of the Mather Electric

company of Manchester. Conn , will start on an extended
western trip soon after January ist.

The Ohio Baking company, Cleveland, O., has just

added an So horse power automatic cut-off engine built bv
the Ball Engine company, Erie, Pa., for electric light pur-

poses.

The Crocker-Wheeler Electric Motor company. New
York, has again taken additional space in the building

which it now occupies at 450 and 432 West Fourteenth

street. More machinery will be put in.

The Lawrence Gas & Electric Light company. New
Castle, Pa. , has been increasing its capacity by the addition

of a 150 horse power Ball engine. Dravo & Black, the

Pittsburg agents of the Ball Engine company, made the

installation.

General Manager E. L. Frisbie of the Benedict l^ Burn-

ham Manufacturing company, Waterbury, Conn., states

that he is very well pleased with the growth of business in

the electrical trade, especially in the West, where it has

increased largely in excess of his anticipations.

R. F. Elodgett. secretary of the Pratt &: Whitney com-
pany, Hartford, Conn., has been confined to his home for

several weeks with a severe attack of gastric fever. He
is improving very rapidly, though, and expects to be able

to be back at his desk soon after the first of the new year.

The Hart .lie Hegeman Manufacturing company, Hart-

ford, Conn., is very busy perfecting a number of novelties

which will be offered to the trade in the near future.

The Hart & tiegeman switch is meeting with remarkable
success, and already a number of orders have been booked
for the coming year.

The electric light plant being erected at Key West,

Florida, is a source of great curiosity to a great many of

the natives, who had never seen anything of the kind

before. The three large compound engines furnished by
the Ball Engine company, Erie. Pa., are the center of

attraction. The largest engine on the island hitherto was
one of antiquated type of 6 horse power.

The Norwich Insulated Wire company, 5S Cedar street,

New York, has recently been making a number of tests

of its fireproof wire under the supervision of F. J. Clark.

Mr. Clark reports that he overheated the wire without

any sign of bubbling or the compound boiling cut or

softening of the covering Other experiments.demonstrated

the truth of this concern's claims for a fireproof wire.

The New England Electrical Supply company of Bridge-

port, Conn-, has arranged a very unique display of electric

lio-hting in the windows of Reade & Company's dry goods
store in Bridgeport. The display consists of a miniature

tioUey system with signal lights, and a background of

miniature houses. The whole is lighted with i candle

power lamps and there is also a windmill and an electric

plant in operation.

The Eddy Electric Manufacturing company, Windsor,

Conn , reports that its business during the months of

October and November was larger than that for any two
previous months since it has been in business. Four years

ago this concern moved from Hartford to the present site,

with a force of workmen that required hardly a portion of

one floor. Now the entire building is not only occupied

but in order to meet the increasing demands of the trade,

there is under consideration the building of an addition to

the present factor/, or the erection of a new one.

The Peckham Motor Truck & Wheel company, Kings-

ton. N. Y., has been in receipt, of late, of some valuable

testimonial letters. The Rochester Railway company
writes that up to November 23d it had not taken out one

Peckham wheel on account of being flat. The wheels

have been in use under ten trucks over twelve months on
this road. The Butte Consolidated Railway company
states that the trucks wh'ch it is using have so far given en-

tire satisfaction, and in future it may use them in place of

all others. Of the inlerchangeable wheels the

famaica & Brooklyn Road company writes that

they have given perfect satisfaciion, and are con-

sidered by the company to be the most economical

wheels for electric cars. The Long Island City lS: New-
town Railway company is much pleased with the radial

geared centilever truck sent for trial. It has been in ser-

vice for about two months, and is giving entire satisfac-

tion- This truck prevents the oscillation of cars, takes

the curves easily and is easy riding. The action of the

brakes also excited favorable comment. These are only a

few of the flattering testimonials received by the Peckham
company and they certainly speak for themselves as to the

excellence of the firm's work.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued Dec. 22, iSgi.

465 444. Electric Switch. Henry Barton, London, Erg.

The fifth claim reads as lollows:

"In a locked electric switch, the combiraiion of alaniirstfd
spring;-briisb,and actuated-handle,lwo oppositely placed cylindri-

cally formed terminal coniacls made adjustsble in\vardly,3rd a
base-plate for eacb contact, with adjusting-screws substantially

as and for the purpose herein described."'

465,447. Guard for Trolley Wire Insulators. Francis
O. Blackwell, Lynn, Mass.

465 469. Electric Railway Trolley. Charles S. Foster,
Whitesborough, N. Y.

465.470 Globe Holder for Electric Arc Lamps. Horatio
A. Foster, New York, N. Y.

^65,501. Train Signaling Apparatus. Paul Synnestvedt,
Chicago, 111.

The objects of this invention are to provide an absolutely re-
liable train signal which shall be of simple and cheap con-
struction and adapted to be operated at wi ! through the me-
dium of signal cords provided in ihe usual povlion in each car,
which will instantly give notice of any defect in the apparatus
or in the electrical connections thereof, and which, though in
constant operative condition, may be very econoraicaUy main-
tained and that with the slightest degree of attention from the
trainmen.

465,508. Cut-Out for Incandescent Lamps. Herbert C.
Wirt, Boston, Mass.

465,511. Electric Snap Switch. William S. Andrews,
New York, N. Y.

465.5:2. Rheostat. William S. Andrews and Alfred K.
Warren, New York, N. Y.

This invention relates to means for controlling the speed of
electric motors used to drive ventilating fans; and^he invention
consists in supporting a resistance conductor on the fan guard,
and in certain combinations of devices fully described and
claimed.

465.514. Electric Arc Lamp. Henry P. Ball, Brooklyn,
N. Y.

4^5025. Electrolytic Apparatus for Treating Metals.
Edward S. Hayden, Waterburj'. Conn.

465,548. Annunciator for the Supposed Dead. William
H. White, Topeka, Kan.

The object of this invention is to provide a means whereby
the supposed cadaver (buried before life ise.\tinct) on regaining
animation may sound an alarm through theannunciatorlocated
at the superintendent's office or other suituble place, by which
a signal of life may be impaired and aiso immediate rescue ren-
dered to the recuperating body by means of fresh air until the
said body is disinterred, and medical aid summoned,

4^5.564- Conduit for Electric Wires. Henry W. Johns,

New York, N. Y.

465.592. Gearing for Electric Motor Cars. Owen F.

Evans, Columbus, Ohio.

465.594- System of Electrical Distribution. Frederick
A La Rcche, Philadelphia, Pa.

465,602. Electric Circuit Closer for Burglar .Vlarms.

William C. Thompson, Minneapolis, Minn

The last claim reads;

"2- The circuit- closer consisting in the combination, with the
spring carrying the roller, of a hooK insulated ihcrefrom a
lateral pin provided upon the roller and adapted to be brought
against the hook to close the contact therewith when the roller

is rotated in one direction, and a stop in the path of the pin for

limiting ihe movement of the roller.

465,613. Electric Railway. William li. Applegate. At-

lantic, la.

465,61s. Electric Switch, Gwynne E. Painter, Baltimore,

Md.
465,64s. Combined Signal and Telephone System. Thos.

W. O'Brien, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Of the four claims the third is given:

'"The combination with an annunicator system consisting of
two or more individual signaling circuits extending from a
central station to two or more subsidiary signaling points, of a
key at each signaling point, which, wlim not employed in

transmitting a signal, normally maintains contact with a branch
of a normally open return circuit, aspeaking instrument capable
of being placed in operative connection with each such branch.
and a speaking instrument in said rtiurn circuit at the central

station.''

465. ^55- Independent Electric Clock. Walter J. Dud-
ley, Somerville, INIass.

465,665. Hanging Device for Arc Lamps. William
K. Howard, Jr., Fredericksburg, ^'a.

465.684. Incandescent Electric Lamp Fixture. Gustave
E. Yillaret and Yictor E. Rondel, Philadelphia, Pa.

465.685. Electric Arc Lamp. Henry C. Waldecker,
Austin, Minn.

465)767- Low Water Alarm. Franck St. Clair, Man-
chester, N. H.

465. 77S. Adjustable 'Support for Telephones- Charles

H. Gatcbell, Fredericto", Canada.

465,801. Fire Extinguisher. Cassius M, Radford East
Concord, N. H.

465.805. Means for Turning On and Off Electric Cur-
rents. Thomas C. Smith and Benjamin D. Acker,
Philadelphia, Pa.

465.806. Electric Railway Trolley. Frank J. Sprague
and Patrick F. O'Shaughnessy, New York, N. Y.

465,808. Dynamo Electric Machine. Rene Thury,
Geneva. Switzerland.

The first of the tbree claims reads as follows:

"A muUipoIer dynamo electric machine or generator com-
prising two concentric rows of field magnets disposed the one
within the other and having the unlike poles of the magnets
of the respective rows in juxtaposition, a rotalable armature
composed of a divided hollow, thin iron cylinder mounted be-

tween said rows of magnets and provided on the inner face with
internal axially disposed conductors, and on the c uter face

with external axially disposed conductors and connections at the

respective bases of ihe armature for coupling up said conductors
from po[c to pole,"

465,809. Electrical Testing Instrument. Richard Varley,

Jr., Englewood, N. J.
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MUdKNK F. I'llii-i.li'n, I'rfinlilyiit. W.H.SAWVKic. Si'c'y iirid ]';i.u;Irli'liui.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,

WIRES,
FARADAY CABLES.

AMERICANITE, M«GNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR

NEW YORK OFFICE, P. C. Ackerman, 10 Corllandt Street.

MONTREAL BRANCH, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Works.

FOR SA.LE, CHEAP.
Two '- larn[> An; DynniiiOB.
OfiH 5lAm[j Aff Dynamo.
Three lu lamp Arc OynuriiOB.
One li-'arap Arc Dyimmo.
One '.iO-laiiiii Arc Dynamo.
Two 'JO lump, 110 volt, Inctindfflcent Dynamou.
One nri-Intn >, ll'i \olt. Inc^amlyectmt Uyoumy.
One SOO-lamp. IH' volt. Incundrficent Dynamo.

New unci fiii:.'litlv ii« •<!.

i;»% Hnokf-ry KuHdlnc ^'hira^o. Ill

TO ELECTRIC
LIGHTING COMPANIES.

The city of I'.jpliir liliilf, Mo., Is n^ady

to rpceive propotiliona for ligliling the

city liy electricity.

I>. B. WALKKR,
C'li 'irni'Ti (' immlttf r-

FOR SALE CHEAP.
Ono D'Mv Arinatiiro mado by Ui*i Sperry t-otapnny,

for ao lli;ht Fuller- Wood or .Vmerlcan dynamo.
OoeijOvoll, U» ampHFM Amcrlcun dynamo. Will

run ,1^ u> 24 Itt-candle power lamp**, or one
'l,''0''Jc4ndlo power arc lamp.

Od<; i'f H. I'. Weelio;;boaHe KnzlDe.
One'^> fl. P. Ide Kni,'lrie.

'J'lirei* emill I,aUi«fl. Two I'lftri*^*!.

A K. II>K A. Hf»!V. HprliicOt-ld. 111.

WANTED.
A Hkllled Ent,'ln<'fr for Outrul Million in Ohio.

MiiHl li« (I ilioronnh iiiThjin:i; (uiO under"tiind
bolii HI'- and Mi(:iiu<i*!r<:>-ut 'Iidhijiob, No appli-
cation'! will ho coDbider"J unN't-H jirrompunl<-u hy
ref«-reDCei and coplei« of teFiilmonlale aa to
ability, character and tohrlety. Salary $'0 00 per
month. Addr*;BB

*'.\r(lvo FfclneiT."
<'nr-- \^'K~-ri-:'tN Ki.i'frrui'^ faw. ChlcF^^O.

THE "CLARK " WIRE.
Insulation <Muat'antecd Tvlierever used. Aerial, Under;2;round or tSubniarlne.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of IVIarch 29, 1 886, he says : "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

Tho rubber used in insulatint,' our wirew and cabli's is eepecially clieinically prepared, and is guaranteed to tie waterproof, iind will nnt deteriorate, oxidize or irack, and will r'^niain ll-xihif in extreme cold
weather, and is not affected by heat. The insulation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra finifh, which we
have now adopted for all our aolid wires a% an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing dialing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very great extent fireproof. Our insulation will prove
dunible when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outeide finish for ceiling cleat worS as well as oor standard color.

Clarlc iloint <hUII1 should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound box'^s, in strips about one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a join
and pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. KOR IIAILWAV and jflOTOU use, we make all sizes of stranded and Ilexible with Clark insulation.

WE <,HJARAMTEK OlIU IIVStJr,ATIOX WHKKKVER ITSEI>, AERIAL,, lT^^I>ER4^RO^XI> OR SUBMARIXE. and onr net prices are as low, if not lower Ihan any
other lirst-class Insulated Wire. Wo shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for riuantitiee.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, MASS.

HENRY A. CLARK, Treaenrer and Gen'l Manager.
HERBERT H. EU8TIS, President and Electrician.

CMcap EteWc Motor Co.

street Railway and Generator

irmatnres Re-ionnd.

205 and 207 So. Canal St., CHICAGO. ILL.

A GENTLEMAN.
Who has had three years' fsperlence withT.-H.

and Schuyler systemB of Arc Lighting, and has

been Superintendent of Gas and Electric Plant

for 15 montha, will be open for employment after

January 1st.

Address '*8uperintendeDt,"
Care Western Electrician.

SOMETHING NEW!
An improvpd 4 or 6 voltCombined Storage Bat-

tery especially for Dentists'' use at very low price.
PuVcha=er8can excliange aiacharged for charged
cells, without extra cost, iieyond exoense for
charging the batteries. Manufactured by

J.K. PCnPKI.LY,
Knom 301, HOS H. Canal Ht , Ohicaen

-T7 : u-

ARC MOTORS,
-I I, i. 1,2, 3, 5H,P. Siz s.

Witli Automatic Centrifus&l Gov-
ernor. No (Switches,

430 West m St., New Yoik.
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For Sale Cliesip, Second-hanrt Ma-
chinery, Are and Incandescent. Also
motors. All Apparatus Guaranteed.

The Electrical Construction Co.

The Winner of 1 890 will win again in 1891

Eleventh year.

SOLE_ MAKERS:

LAW TELEPHONE COMPANY,
85 Jolin St.. NF.W VOBH

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,—si.oo —

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Electrical Pnrposes.

EUGENE MTJNSELL& CO,,

218 Water St., STew York.

Electrical Wood.

Teleg^raph 1

Telephone V
Electric Lifilit

L ARMS
S

OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES.

G. H. HOLMES.

ESTABLISHED 1848.

}
HEMINGRAY GLASS CO.

Offices, Covington, Ky. Factories, Muncie, Ind.

STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS,
Class Break Knobs, Floor Insulators, Battery Jars.

ARC LIGHT GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

^Tv^OmC OIT SiF'ECI.A.lLi I3ESIC3-iTS SOLTCITEID.

MclNTOSH, SEYMOUR 9^ CO. ENGINES.

SARGENT & LUNDY.

SINGLE CYLINDER

OR COMPOUND.

List of Engines
under Construc-
tion July I, for De-
livery on or before
September 30:

For Particular.^ Inquire of

339 Rookery Bldg., CHICACO. l

SIZE. H. P. OF
One 13!<il2
Two wy,-s.n
One 13 and 23x1"
One 11x12
One 13 and 19x15
One 11 and 19x15
Two 13 and 23x17
One 13 and 23x17
One 8x9
One 13 and 19x15
One 15 and 2;Jxl7

} One 13x15
One 1414x15
One 18J4X18
One 8x9
Two 9-^xlOJ*
One 23x19
One 11 and 19x15
One 11 and 19x15
One 1I)X15
Two 1414x15
One 14 and 23x17
One

Lone
15 and 2«rl7
uy, and 28x22

EACH ENGINE. DESTINATION.
80 Edison General Electric Co , Groton, N. Y.

COO Gloucester Street Kailway Co., Gloocester, Mass.
2iQ T.-H. International Electric Co., Rio Janeiro, Brazil.
65 Merchants & Miners Transportation Co., Baltiniore, Md.
150 Portland Street Railway Co., Portland, Me.
150 Lawrence, Mass.
240 Lawrence. Mass.
240 Fall River, Mass.

solated Dept. T -H. Elec. Co., Boston, Mass.30
150 G. A. Koilinn <fe Co., Chicago, 111.

325 Somervllle Electric Light Co., Somerville, Mass.
100 A. G. Weeks, Boston, Maes.
125 Tonawanda & Wheatfield Electric Light Co , Tonawanda, N.
200 T.-H. Int. Elec. Co., Le^da. Eneland.
30 A. J. Wilkinson, Hyde Parli, Mass.
45 Presbyterian Hospital. New York City.
500 Chicago Edlaon Co., Chicago, ]H.
150 T.-H, Int. Elec. Co., Heleingfors, Finland.
150 Fritz Wllen, Helalngfors, Finland.
150 T.-H. Electric Co., Boston, Mass.
125 Cortland Forging Co., Cortland. N. Y.
215 West End Street Railway Co., Boston, Maes.
400 Baltimore Electric ReHnlng Co., Baltimore, Md.
&00 Georgia Blectrlc Light Co., AtiABtft, Oft.
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Established in 1861.

E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD SlilCTEIC

FIXTURES.
ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-BKAKCH STORB-

2134 Michigan Avenue.

MAP OF THE UNITED STATES.
A large, handsome Map of the United States,

mounted and suitable for office or home use,

is issued by the Burlington route. Copies will

be given free wben it can be done without ex-

pens-e lor transmis ion ; or they will be mailed to

any address on receipt of six cents in postage by

P. S. EUSTIS, Gen'l Pass. Agent C. B. & Q. R.

R.. Chicago, III.

THE EXCELSIOR
straight- Way Noiseless

Back-Pressure Valve.

Simple! Reliable! Durable!

JAMES G. BECKERLEG,
229 S. Franklin St.. Ctiicago.

ManufactuCeKs of

lOcTAGONAL*^^ Cedar
TELEPHOHE&ELECmiCAL

iiRailwayPoles&CROSsArws

#H.M.LOUD&SONSUlMBER(^.
OSCODA, IVIICH.

THEN AND NOW.
Years ago the traveling public conaJd-

ered a seat on tlie diiver's tiox of a stage

coacli the acme of comfort, luxury and ex-

cluslveniss. The traveler of to-day asks
for limited trains, made up of Pullman
sleeping and dining c! r?, vestibuled and
fitted tp in the most sumptuous style of

modem decorative ait.

Such trains are run over the Eri*» Line?,

through without change between Chicago
and New York, passing through toe bea
tiful Western R -serve, Muhonlny Vall j
by Chaitauqua Lake, and then throug
ine mo mtains of Southern New York and'
Northern PennS3 Ivania, the most p-'c u"

rtsque and beautiful scenery between Chi"

cago and the sea. Tickets over the Erlt-

can be purchased at aoy of the principal

ticket cfflces.

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE in Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWBLL & BIERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

MICA
FOR

ELECTRICAL
PURPOSES.

Send for ssiuplei^ and I rires.

BOWERS BROTHERS, 121 lake St., CHICAGO.

ANTIQUE FINISH DESK,
Foot and a half feet long.

Send for complete catalognea of
office fittings.

AHERICAH DESK AHD SEATIB6 CO..
2ro-273 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO

NOW THEN! FOR SALE CHEAP!!
Sis 400 light ThomBOn*Honbton Incandescent

Dyramos, 110 volts. Perfect order.
Three 25 light 2,000 candle power American Arc

Dynamoa. A 1 order.
Two 50 light 2,000 candle power Sparry Arc Dy-

namos. A 1 order.
700 Goose Xeckp, Socbeta, Lamps, etc., complete,

good.
50 miles Ko. 10 American Electric Co. Wire, good

order, used one year. Id H mile ree's.
Two 400 light Thomson-Honston New Armatnres.

'0 American Single Carbon 2,000 candle power
Arc Lamps. A 1 order.

Two 70 H. P., 700 volts, Edison Generators, used
six months.

Ten 5 H. P. Spragne Motors, need six months.
Two Edison Electric Mining Eock Drills, used

sis months.
High Speed Enginfs and Ftill Station Eqnip-

meLt?, Poles, etc.
Eighty 2,f 00 candle power American Doable Car-

ton Arc Lamp:?, used three months.

JOHN E. BEGGS MFG. & SUPPLY CO., 74 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.

HARD FIBRE
for insulation and me-

chanical construction is

manufactured in Sheets,

Rods, Tubing. Washers, Discs and all Special Shapes. Esti-

mates and samples furnished upon application.

DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO.,«™r..°''

DLBllRN|LECTRlCMFG.|o.
^^^ FITCHBURG,MASS,U.S.A.

^
r Manufacturers OF DYNAMOS fokLIGHTING,

" / platingandexperimental purposes.

EVERYTHING LATEST DESIGN AND HI I5HEST EFFICIENCr.

EfjEfTRff fjli^HT into TO ffAXD BATTERV s»± ^ e?^ ^ ^ « e %^ LXJW-^*V^tei

CJIUBO/IS.
- '"

. T

B^USffES.
C'laiio.

TH£

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Unlimited

Capacity.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2,000 In use.

Affords the most simple ard reliable power for all minins and manufactur-
ing machinery. Adapted to heads tunning frcm'-Onp to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cei t. better results guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the countiy.

EliKCTBIC TBAXSMISSIOX.
The advantages the Peltcn Wheel affords in thewaytf a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and tbe facility of adaptation to varying conoltlons
of speed and pressure, have brought It Into special prominence and extensive
use for th's class of work. All applications should state amount and head of
water power required, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Sekd for Catalogue.

THE PELTOIQ^ "WATER WHEEL CO.,
1S1-1S3 Slain St., San Francisco, Cal., U. S. A.

143 LIBERTY STREET, - - XEW YORK.
^^It having come to our notice that our patent rights are being infringed

upon, intending purchasers are hereby warned that all snch infringements will
be duly prosecuted.

FtCLTOX WATER MOTORS. Varying from I he fraction of 1 to 15
and 20 horse tower, unequaled for all light running machineiy. Warranted
10 develoD a given fmount of power with one-half the water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Addreps as above. Deliveries made from
San Francisco or New York, as may afford the most favorable frt-ight rates.

DERIVATION OF PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL UNITS.
By Lieut. F. B. Badt axd Peof. H. S. Carhakt.

i=i=?e::^ i^izD, :?^s crE:i^"r^-

This is a very handsome book of 6o pages, printed on fine heavy paper, with neat cloth binding. It contains Por-

traits and Bio(;raphies of Ohm, \\'att, Faraday, Jo^le, Gauss, Weber, Sir William Siemens, Dr. Werner von Siemens,

Volta, Ampere, Daniell, von Jacobi, together with a carefully prepared table of the Practical Electrical Units, with their

relative values.

In no other Sinsle Volume can this Rare Collection of Portraits be Found.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 lakeside Building, Chicago, III
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention ol hLECTRIC COMPANIES is caled to this VWLt.K-HRAXKO WA'ri-:ie ^VlllOn^as particularly adapted to th'.-tr use

on account of its r4-iuarKal>ly Mti'ady motion, tils^li Mpefrt
and {£re»(. dli4'i<'n<-y,and lai'c^ CapacSiy foritsdiameler,
being double the Pom <*r of most wheels of same diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric com^^nies with great satisfaction. Id the
economical asc of water it is without an t-qual, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect (fuaranieed.
SR.ifn roK 4:AX>ii.O€ii;K aivu parxicci.arn.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICTOR

XIj'RBINKW arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-iron Flume. Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation

admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

HSH

«*^;fNNA 6Hia<^<«£if"i^STif
ELECTRIC SLATE

Switch-boards a Specialty.

Small samples of plain and marbleized free.

T. J. MURPHY,
Electriral Exch-nge BIdg. 1.3C I iberty St..

Ro.m M.'i. N> W ORK.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

J.C.TEMPLE.
(Formerly of STOUT, MILLS & TEIIPLB),

DAYTOSI, OHIO,

flytoulicanaMecliaiiicalEniiiieer
ImprovPTuent of Water Powers, Arraneement

of Power Plaota, Shafting, etc, for Electric Power
and Light. CONSTRUCHON SUPERINTENDED.

'Link-Belt MaghineryGo,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS,

ufactiirers of

ELEVATING AND CONVEYING

For the economical handling of C'oa",

Aehee, Sand, Ores, Etc., Eic.

WM. g. TUENEE. Pres. Geo. a. bell, v. Fees. j. lkstbe woodbeuxje, sec. and Treas.

WGODBRIDGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
Consulting and Constructing

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment ot Electric Railways. Steam and [ lectric Plants.

47 Times Building. TelephaneCall, I009 Cortlandl. NEW YORK.

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If in want of Poles. Ties and Post?, gave monej
by get'ing my prices.

W.C.STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wn^MOToaf^PEL. The Standard Electrical Insnlatmg Material of the World.

SOm MASrUFACTURERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
OFFICE:

14 DEV ST., X. Y.

THE SCHUYLER
-STTSTiEiivi: o:f-

ARC LIGHTING
COKTAIHS THE FOLLOWING IMPOHTANT PEATTJRES

:

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,
MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

IMPORTANT.
THE HEISLER SYSTEM IS THE

ONLY APPARATUS
MADE FOR LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING THAT IS

SELF-CONTAINED
AND PROVIDED WITH ABSOLUTELY

AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

Our Series Socket Is SAFE, RELIABLE, and DUR-
ABLE, and Is protected with INSULATED covering,
notwithstanding the claims of monopoly of these feat-

ures by other manufacturers.

Series Sockets and Lamps for Arc Light Circuits.

WE INVITE INVESTIGATION.

HEISLER ELECTRIC CO.
DREXEL BUILDING,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTORS ^ DYNAMOS.
ELECTRIC MOTORS in all standard sizes,

up to and including 100 H. P., for operating

elevators, pumps, printing presses, and machin-

ery for general manufacturing purposes.

POWER GENERATORS.
ELECTRIC MINING MACHINERY of

all kinds. Hoists, Tram Cars, etc.

FAN OUTFITS, Electric Plants for pump-

ing Church Organs.

We call the special attention of
Station Superintendents to the fact
that our machines are absolutely un-
surpassed for economy of electric

current.

DYNAMOS for isolated plants and the equip-

ment of Mills, Banks and Office Buildings with
Electric Lights.

ELECTRIC BLOWERS for ship ventila-

tion. Have equipped 18 D. S. and foreign War
Ships with ventilating apparatus.

NE!V ENGLAND Office,

03 Oliver St., BOSTON.
PMILADELPHIA Office, 38 S. Fourth St.

CMICAGO Office, - Phenix Building.

SANFRANCISCO Office, - 35 Market St.

ST, LOUIS Office, - - 4:21 Olive St.

NEW ORLEANS Office, 7S Customhouse St

THE G. & G. ELEGTRIG MOTOR GO.. 402-404 Greenwich Street, NEW YORK.

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS

RECALIBRATED.-REPAIRED.
CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO., 73 W. Jackson St.

-FOB THE-

UNION ELECTRIC WORKS,
207 Soutti Ganal St., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. ~

The Best Eleotric Bell in the market; Nickel platsd Gongs;

Double Magnet, Platinum Contacts, side adjustmentj with set

screw. The simp'est and mojl durable AnnuLciator,

all &izes, for elevators, bote's and offices.

WRITE FOB PRICES.
Also Test Instruments, Spark Coils, Induction Colle and various

Standard Electric Devices for Medical and Mechanical Purposes.

We Tvill also manuracture articles for Inventors or the Trade.
We have skilled tVorkmen and do iirst-clas^ Tvork.

GIVEN AWAY!!
SAlIPIiB OBDKB8 OF

Buxton's Packing
At Only 50c. Per Pound.

"The EnsineeT's Favorite."
All Orders Gnaranteed.

Agents wanted in everv State in the Union. We can quote the

very lowest prices on Ring Packing, Send for discount and
price list.

ESTABLISHED 1882.

GEORGE B. BUXTON,
1 7 VIRGINIA ST., EAST SOMERVILLE, MASS.

SPEAKING TUBESm WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNITNCIATORS ^ BELLS.
F1JJLI. I.IXE Al.TfAYS IN STOCK.

W. B. OSTBaNDER & co..l^
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 anS 1463 DeKalb Ave., BrooMyn, H. Y.

^"Send for New Cataloguk. Oat August 1st.

EASTON ELEGTRIG GO,,
—MAaUFACrUKEES OF—

Arc and Incandescent Dynamos,

e^u Motors, Generators and Sepa-

J&f^^ rators and Arc liamps adapted
rpwaaJS*- for use on Arc or Incandescent

Circuits.
ADDBESS:

643 Kent Avenue, BROOKLY N, N. Y.

tNear Roosevelt, Grand and East 23d Street
Ferries from N. Y.),

For Circolars, Prices and Information.

HILL
Clutch Works,
CLEVELAND, O.

EASTERN OFFICE:
ISCorthmdtSt,, KEWYOKK.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
as ISO. Csnal St.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Desigaed, Erected and FurnjGlied.

Send for new Catalogue of Po^w-
er Transmission Mactiinery.

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PEBRET ELECTRIC MOTORS.
ALL SIZES FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET - ELECTRIC - LIGHT - SYSTEM.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass. "^* TAiSU
( Washington, D. C, J. U. BURKETT & CO., 1409 N. Y. Avenue. St. Paul, Dlinn.. F. J. RENZ, 95 East 4th Street.

SELLING AGENTS: ] New Orleans, I.a., GEORGE BAQUIE, 140 Gravier Street. Philadelphia, Pa., PENNSYLVANIA MACHINE CO-,
( 29 North 7th Street.
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Cor IlTlTlng Dynamos.

The Clinton Gas Light Co., Clinton, Mass., have thor-

oughly tested and have adopted the Evans System of

Driving Dynamos in their new Electric Light Station,

Thousands of Horse Power in use driving Dynamos, and hundreds of sets of Cones
in operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO.,
85 TT^Atex- St., i^OSrPOKT, JS/Lu^^&. Kor Varyinc Hpf

CHICAGO INStTLATED WIRE COMPA1T7,
IVE.A.TaTJE'.A.CTTTMJU.S OS'

HIGH GRADE INSULATED WIRES
or A.Lt, DESCRIPTIOIVS.

WRITE FOB QUOTATIONS
AND SAMPLES.

Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

WEATHERPROOF WIRES,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

MAGNET WIRES,
INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,

ETC., ETC., ETC.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO., 48-52 N. Clinton St„ CHICAGO, ILL
EVEBYTHING IN

WIRE-FUSE- STRIPS.

TliD Sperrj Electric Mining Machine Cd

39th St. and Stewart Ave., CHICAGO.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

ThsM Kartavsrt « Manufacturing - Do,^
T7t7'XXjivEXx<a'ca-'ro3>a', X3£1xj-

Goodrioli-Coleman Electrical Works,
NEW ELECTRICAL THEORIES DEVELOPED.

Manufacturers of Specialties and Novelties under Contract.

31 South Canal Street, CHICAGO.

H.WARO LEONARD & COMPANY.

Secure bid from U8 for Electrical Apparatus or
ConBtraction before decidiD^. Railways, Light-
ing, TranBmlBsion of Power, Wiring, etc.

Electrical Excliange BaildlDg,
WE^V XORK CITY.

DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
Afford the Only Reliable and Efficient Means for

AIL NIGHT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

All other devices are crude, expensive and unsatisfactory.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY
Has established its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lamps, No. 219,208, having WOflfoUV
distinct infringement suits in the United States Courts, two of them on final hearing, the decisions

being rendered by Judges Gresham, Blodgett, Brown and Ricks.

The public is warned against the use of infringing lamps or any crude substitute for the Brush Invention.

Arc Lighting Apparatus, Electric Motors and Generators.
Alternating Current Apparatus, Incandescent Lighting Machines,

Carbons for Arc Lighting, Etc., Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,
CDt^IO-
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PRANKLDir S. CAKTEE.

:bsta.blisi3::bi3 18S7.

CHAELES M. WrLKINS.

TRADING AS

E. WARD WILKINS-

fahtrici: & carteh co.,

1 25 South Second Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SOLE PROPEIETOKS OF THE PATENT NBEDLB ANNUNCIATORS.

Manvfacturers of and Dealers in all Kinds of

ELECTRICALSUPPLIES.
. Wa MAKE A SPECIALTY OP

Bells, Disque Leclanche Batteries, Gas Lighting Apparatus,
Bronze goods and a full lineof supplies for hotel and housework.

Ags-its for Canada:—The Toronto Constrnction and Electrical Supply Co., Torcnto.

Catalogues and Discount Sheets will be sent to those in the trade upon receipt of Application and BuBiness Card.

THE ELEMENTS OF

flYNAMIG FLECTBICITY

AND MAGNETISM.

Price, $2.A Book TTTCinr nTTf l
price, S2.

For Learners. U UOX \JU X • Postage Free

icw..

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

GEORGE W. PAYNE «( CO.,
KANUFACTITBEBS OF

Osed in connection with Braiding Machinery for Electrical Work
where wire i9 to be covered by Braiders.

_ machines bnilt irhen reqaired to double two or more ends,
with drop motions to stop spindle ^rhen end breaks, also
when bobnin is fall.

Works 102 Broad St., PAWTUCKET, R. I.

TAPES m COMPOUNDS,
VULCA WIRE DUCTS,

ELBOWS, JOINTS, ETC., ETC.

Ail Snpply Stores Keep Tbem.

THE NATION'S CHOICE.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,

78-80-82 Franklin Street,

CHICAtlO.

MAIN OFFICE, Tp/, U Mppkpr
13, 13, 17 Cortlandt St.,

"CU. n. IVICCKCI

,

New York. ffeitan laiager. .A.ISri3 CmC-A-Gi-O.
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^.Mr^ME^^ .,^^^

the-LarGEST-LiHe-of =^

.MoVELaRTlSTICPATTEHNS&EFFEGTSl
'^ 729 BROADWAY NY. A

SEND FOR CATALOGUE 5M4

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLIES.

RELECTRljCAElwACHIIffERfl^ibrHiniiiu
T!i6 Electric SuDplu and Gontraclina Gompanu.

,

S. E. Cor. Fifth and Sycamore Sts., 0»'evada Buildini;,) CINCINNATI, O.
|

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
l.|4tol.')C(ireeQSt.. tireeo Poiot. BKOOKLIN, 1 i

MANDFACTOBT OP

Nort'Conductive Blocks. Rosettes and Bases lor Cut-Outs
and Switches; also Insulators. Cleats, Lamp Trim-

mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Oar production Ib a dense body. The glazing and body
of oar ware are of eame compoaltloD, uad are bakea
alike, which are the features of

TRIJ£ HARD PORCELAIAT.

You can Lights Thoroughly Send

Put Are Standard Reliable Prices For

It up And And Reasonable. Illustrated

Yourself. Full size. Practical. Pamphlet.

BAIN ELECTRIC MiNDFAGTDRING CO.,

47 So. JEFFERSON STREET,

CHICAGO.

"WARD" ARC LAMPS,
The testimony of any one using one or two arc lamps may he valuable or not, according

to their knowledge of arc lamps.

The "Ward" Lamp is the only lamp that is in use successfully, and in large numbers, on
either central station or isolated plants.

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.,
OF St. Paul, Mihn.

St. Paul, Minn., August 28, 1891.
aieSBrs. ncDoneall& Gnmmlngg, TCestern aianaeers,

Tbe £lectrie Construction and (Supply Co.,
Phenix Building, Clilcaso, III.

Dear Siks:—We are using your arc lamps on. our lines, and with
great satisfaction both to ourselves and our consumers. They are the
only arc lamps we are using, and in our opinion are the best lamp of the
kind that have come to our notice. Our continued orders to you not
only show our appreciation of their merits but also the fact that we find
them a good paying investment. Very truly yours,

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.

,

G. H. Finn, General Manager.

EDISON LIGHT & POWER CO.,

OF Minneapolis.
Minneapolis, August 22, 1891.

The JBlectric Construction & Supply Co..
18 Corllandt Street, New York City.

Gentlemen:—Within the last eighteen months we have been in-

stalling a number of arc lamps on our incandescent circuits. We now
have one hundred and ninety-six of your "Ward" lamps in operation,
and it gives us pleasure to state that they give the very best of satisfac-

tion, both to ourselves and our customers. We consider them a most
excellent lamp. Yours truly,

EDISON LIGHT & POWER CO.

Lamps for direct current, alternating current, street railway circuits,

focusing lamps, photo-engraving lamps, search lamps.

SEUriS f^OXl. OXTXt. Ha'XS'VCT' O.A.rF.A.XjO<3-TTSl.

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.,
Phenix Building,

CHICa.60, IImIm. Established 1881.

Teleplione Building,

NxsTTir iroRK ciTir.
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NEW BOOK!
NOW READY.

ELECTRIC

TRANSMISSION

HAND-BOOK.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition
to our famous hand-book series, of which
20,000 copies have been sold. The new
book deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of

Electric Power Transmission.

NOW READY._ PRICE. $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOUIAELY ADAPTED TO DEIYIHa

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On accouDt of its high efficiency at all stages of gate, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of which makes It the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
Illustrating various styles of setting

on both vertical and horizonttl shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS GO,,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCEBSORS TO

STOUT, 9IELl,S & TBMPIiE,

STEAM PLANTS
INSTAIiliBD BT

JKT. B. PEARSON & CO.,
KECHANICAIi ENSIKEEBIS AMD CONTRAC!TOB8.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, - CHICAGO.

AUTOMATIC COMPOUND,
9 sizes in stocl<.

STANDARD AUTOMATICS,
13 sizes in stock.

JUNIOR AUTOMATICS,
7 sizes in stocl<.

Repairs made to

Gauge

AND

^j carried in

STOCK.

COMPOUND DRIVING DYNAMO.

THEWESTINGHOUSE MACHINE COMPANY. ^—^He PITTSBURGH. PENNA.U.S.of A.G—

WILLIAMS AUTOMATIC ENGINE.
For all purposes requiring steady power.

Williams Engine Works; No. 447 North Street,

BALTIMORE, MD.

A GREAT RAILROAD.
By the absorption of the Chlcairo & Ailantlc

Railway between Marlon and Chlcaeo, the ERIE
hu8 at last effected its entrance Into C'hlcago, and
now occupies the proud poelllon of being the only
line between Chicago and New York entirely
under one management.
One resnlt of tbis ie the arrangement n hereby

all the through tralne of the Erie are now ran
BOlid betweeen Chlcafjo and New York wlthont
change. Paseengere holding tbroagb tickets,
whether first or second ciaee, are able to go froin
Chicago to Ne\s' York without chan^'lng care.

Pollman's moat modern Sleeping Care are ran
on all through train? via this line, and on their
Veetibnle Limited, Pullman's DlninE Care. No
extra fare chareed nn this train. In fact, the
rates via the ERIE are lower than via any other
roate offidrlng e(|ual fucUitlea.

iWOODBURYENGiNE
SELF-CONTAINED, AUTOMATIC
HIGH SPEED STEAM ENGINE
for Electric Lighting and
Street Railway Service,

WITH BOILER PLANT COMPLETE
Catalogue sent on application. -

STEARNS MFC. CO. ERIE, PA.
BRANCH ( Philadelphia, 943 Drexel Bldp;.

OFFICES t San Francisco, 29 & 31 Spear St.

AC-a-MLL-1

TB'i'

«DRY STEAMS

THE POND SEPARATOR,
The Pond Separator Is guaranteed to relieve the

steam of all entrained water, and return this water
to the boiler, thus effecting a large saving in fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POND EIVGIIVEEBIIVG COMPANY,
ST. LOUIS.
OMAHA.

CHICAGO.
DALLAS.

KANSAS CITY.
SEATTLE.

BALL
AUTOMATIC CUT-OFF

ENGINE.

ENGINE
COMPANYERIE.PA.

With New Improvements.
Uneqlialed Regulation.
Highest Economy, Durability,
Smooth and Quiet Running.

Simple.

Cross CoDipound.

Triple Expansiop.
'
TandemCompound

The BEST ENGINE for ELECTRIC LIGHTING, ELECTRIC RAILWAYS, ELECTRIC

MINING, ELECTRIC WELDING, and General Manufacturing Purposes.

SELLING r^i.?

AGENTS I ^"x

K.T. COPEI/ASIO & f^O., IK Cortlandt St.. New Yorh ; J. W. P.ARR£R & CO., 38 l^oatli Fourth Street.
Phllsdelphia, Pa.; DBAVO * BI.ACK, 804 I.i<«n-1» Block, Plttsbnre. Pa.; NOBTHWKSTEBar SC Pl,V.
On.,Taeoina, tVash.; CROOK, HOBW£U & CO., Bnltimore, Hid.; E. U.OIliItERT, AtchlBon, Man.; OOOIiEr
WATER, 224 VCacitalngton Ave. Sontb, IlinneapDlls, Itliiin.

BBANCH OFCICl!., Room 506 Rookery Building, CHICAGO, ILL. ALBERT FISHER, Manager.
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W.P.
TIE THOMSON-HUSTON aECTIIC CO,

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RAILWAY MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear,

1,000 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

THOMWHODSTON ELECTRIC CO.,

BostoD Office: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 148 Michigan Ave.
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TWO LEADERS.

E«0£t.

Underground, Aerial, Submarine

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE
FOR LINE AND FEEDER WORK.

It is the BEST WEATHER-PROOF WIRE made.

IT XS .A.XjSO

A DECIDEDLY MOISTURE-PROOF WIRE

1 KNAFP ELEGTRIGiL WORKS,
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS,

54 and 56 Franklin St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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Taking the Lead.
THOUGH ONLY

ON THE

MARKET

-FOR-

SIX MONTHS,

THE

STANLEY
-IS-

NOW KNOWN

-AS

THE

BEST

CORRESPONDENCE

SOLICITED.

CVT OF 300 I.][«iHT TBANSFOBIHEB.

STAHLEY ILECTRIC MFG. COMPAHY, PITTSFIELD, MASS.
WESTERN AGENTS: The Electrical Supply Co., Corner Randolph St. and Michigan Ave .Chicago, III.

THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PEBCHA INSULATING CO.

HABIRSHAW INSULATION
IS wwm.m wikm,A.

Slarine Core, ii^ed
on tjiovernment

Cruisers.

Feeder Core.
BroattAvay 'Theater.

Naval Marine India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.

Feeder Cable. Brooklyn
£disou Eleetrie JLi^lit Co.

iSubiuarine TVork, Edison Electric
lii^ht CO., Baston, Pa.

IVaval Core. United
States s. s: "Cliicago."'

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES. Feeder Conductor.

"Drypla«'es."
Grand Central Wepot.

Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far employed on board the United States steamships Trenton, Chicago, Boston, Yorktown, Pensacola, Phila-
delphia, Petrel, Atlanta, Baltimore, Newark, Vermont, Charleston, San Francisco, Concord, Bennington and monitor Miantonomah.

SOLID AND STRANDED CONDUCTORS, TAPED, ERAIDED, FLAME-FROOF.

The Habirshaw Insulation fulfills all requirements in places demanding the

"Best," and in that field finds no successful competitors.

Feeder Core.

FACTORY: GLENWOOD, YONKERS, N. Y.

WlYJiiVli HAdIKoHAW
I
ribiOi| 315 Madison Ave., Cor. Forty-Second St.,

€}EK£BAI< MABTAeSB. NEW YOBK CITY.

WESTERN AGENTS: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., cor. Randolph St. and HicMgan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

Feeder Cable.
Brooklyn F.dison
JEleetric J^iglit Co-
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO..
3IAXUFACT1JBERS OF THE

SLATTERY INDUCTION AND WOOD ARC SYSTEM
-OI'-

THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being used almost exclusively after other systems have been
tried and thrown out—Philadelphia, New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

WE MAKE ALL STANDARD SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM.
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., i,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND.

KEW TOBK 115 Broadway. PirTSBrBOH, PA 533 'Wood Street.
CHICAGO 185 Dearborn Street. SAST PEAHrCJISCO 35 JTew Montgomery Street.

PHDLABEIiPHIA 907 Filbert Street. TOBONTO, CAHTADA 138 King Street, "W.
PAI.L1A8. TEXAS McI,eod Bailding. BUFFAXO 888 Pearl Street.

ONE MOTOR DRIVINB BOTH AXLES
Of a street car, is the same principle as having all driving wheels of a locomotive connected, which is the

AlffERICAN SYSTEM.

This cut represents the latest construction of our Standard Apparatus equipped with our HEAT PROOF MOTOR.
Attention is invited to the work being done by these equipments on the Merrimac Valley Street Railway,

Lawrence, Mass.; Consolidated Street Railway Company, Grand Rapids, Mich.; and the People's Electric Street Rail-
way, Springfield, 111.; where, in each place, the two largest electric companies have put their latest equipments
against them, with the result of proving our claims and strengthening the advantages derived from utilizing the full

traction of the car, and driving all wheels simultaneously.

PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS:

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,!
DETROIT, MICH., U. S. A.

Also Manufacturers of Electrical Power Machinery, Standard Line Appliances and General Electrical Supplies.

COBBESPOKBEXCE IHfTITED.



$3 per Annum. EVERY SATURDAY. 1 O cents per Copy.

Vol. X. CHICAGO, JANUARY 9, 1892. No. 2

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
PIsDB and Speclflcatlone prepared, from which correct, nniform blda can he eecared.
Contracts made for complete Steam Plants, uains Mclntoeb & Heymoar Bnginee.
CODtracte made for complete Klectrlc Railway Installations.

SARGENT tt LUNDY,
Mech. & Elec. Engineers,

338 Zl.00ls.ex-7- IB'u.llca.lxi.ei ~ ~ C73 cxo-A-ca-^.

PATENT Runs more Slack than
Unperforated Belts, hence
adapted to uneven power
of Electric Railways and

ffl^^^iP^Ji^HBlPppRRliM *''*''* Electric Power in Gen-
eral.

illElTKi

CHAS. A. SOHIEREN ife CO.,
Also New Tork, Boston,

)

Philadelphia. i

PATBNTEBS AND SOLE BLAmiPi,CTimBB8,

46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO. ILL.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
The acknofrledg^ed Standard for durable and lUgh In-

sulation. Xts merits proved by a record or over quarter
of a eentaary. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

CELEBRATED EERITE TAPE TOR INSDLATm& JOINTS.

Electric Light and Power. ALL SIZES Aerial Use.
Telegraph and Telephone, #p„rf EnrnsprI Wires Subterranean Use,
Railway and all other '•®'"' ""asea mires. Submarine Use.
Branches of Signaling, Concealed Wiring In all Locations.

WILLIAM H. ECKERT, Gen'l Agent, 16 Dey St., NEW YORK.

'Western Electric Co., Chicago, 111., Sole Agents for the West.

ALEXANDER, BARNEY ti CHAPIN,
20 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

THE MOST

POPULAR LAIWP

IN THE MARKET,

-A.B^C.

WRITE US

FOR

PRICES

OF ALL GOODS.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, NEW YORK,

MANHPAOTUEBES, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

THE "CHAMPION" BATTERY,
Price, with Rod Zinc, $1-15 per Cell, with Corrugated

Zinc, gl.35 per Cell.

THE TRADE WILL BE PEOPERLY PROTECTED.
Electrical

Supplies
Of all Descriptions.

C«DpI.UC«ll of Chua- C.rb«B Reservoir H,id CoTcr Cormgeted Zinc of Cham-
pion SAiterj, of Cb.mpioD Battery. pio. Battery.

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances,

Construction Tools and

Line lyiaterlal.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
' Ifljuiiil'actiircd Uy tin;

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY. Warren, Ohio.
NEW YORK CITY, Chas. E. Chapln, 186 Liberty

Street.
SYRACUSE, N. Y., Electric Engineering &

Sopply C^-
CHiCAOO, ILL., The Electrical Engineering &,

Sapply Co., 931 The Rookery.

8T- PAUL, MINN., The Electrical Engineering
& BnppI; ~

ST. LOOIS.
" "".*N(. . .

Rapply Ik Conplruction Co.
CINCINNATI, OHIO, (Jaeen City Electric Co.
LOUISVILLE, KY., Smithere * Davie.

& Supply Co.
ST. LOOIS, HO, St. Louis Electrical Supply Co
SAN FR4NCISC0, CAL., International Electric

E. E. KELLER. F. E. DE(;ENHARDT.

Keller & Degenhardt,
electrical engineers.

542 Rookery Bids'., Chicago, 111.

THE ONLY BUREAU OF ELECTRICAL INFORMATION IN THE WORLD'S FAIR CITY.

WILLAKD L. CANDEK, ( R„.|npi„ Manamr.
H. DURANT chBEVER, j"°*""*^''°'8er«.

The

Internalional OKONITE COMPANY, LIIITED.

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES ANpCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Undergrounil Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
BBANGH&S: Chicagro, Boston, Philadelphia. Minneapolis, Cincinnati, Kansas City,

Omaha, Iioaisville, St. IiOutB, San Francisco, London and So- America.

WRITE FOR PRICES ON

TROLLEYS, GEARS, BEARINGS

AND GENERAL SUPPLIES.

R. D. Nuttall Company,
Allegheny. Pa. Netr York.

WM. ROTCH, Preet. CHAS.G. WIXIEB, Tceas

CHAS. E. bibber, Oen'l Manager.

Eqn'p your Switch-board with cheap Stvitchea. Bay tlie

C. E. M. Jack-knife Switch.
/( ia a Record Breaker and a reliable Circuit Breaker.

SEanufactnred Solely By

The Consolidated Electric Mfg. Co..
Corner Congress and Franklin Streets. BOSTON.

£Ii£CTRICAIi SVPPI'IES OF Alili HIN^DS.
Onr goods and epecialtiee can be fo'nndat the followiD^ ftgencies: F. P, Jones & Co.

BufEalo,—E'ect, Appliance Co., Chlcsef^,—FraDklln £lec. Co., Eaneae City, Mo.,—T '

Gate City Elec. Cone. & Supply Co., Atlanta, Ga.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., newyork.

AGENTS:
VT. B. Pearaon & Co., nome Inp. Bldg., Chicago, HI.
Thos. G. t?mlth Jr., Hammotd Bid?.. Cincinnati, OMo.
W. A. Day, 128 Oliver St., Boston, ifass.
A . M. Mnree & Co , Commercial Bldg., St. LoDia, Mo.
M^ad & Sirin^ham, Hammond Bid»., Detroit, JIicll.

Hyde Broa. A: Co., Lewis Block, Pittabnrs, Pa.
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TIlB

Tbomson-Honston
ELECTRIC CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY OF

DYNAMOS, LAMPS
And Every Neceesary Appliance for the Construction, Maintenance and Operation of

Central Stations and Isolated Plants,

Arc, Direct Current and Alternating Current Systems,

100,000
Thomson-Houston Arc Lamps,

750,000
Thomson-Houston Incandescent Lamps

In Daily Operation October 1, 1891

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, WESTERN OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, Mass. 148 Michigan Ave.. CHICAGO, ILL
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Abeudroth & Uoot Mfg. Co . . . xili

Alexander, Barney & Cbaptn 1

American iJtsk & Seating Co. .

American Electrical Works xlii

Andrews & Co., A. H ...xiv

Baggot, E xlv

Bain Electric Mfg. Co ix

Ball Enclne Co xvl

Ball & Wood Co., The i

Beckerleg, Jas. G xli

Beggs, J. E., Mfg. & Supply Co.xiv
Bernstein Electric Co vi

Bowers Bros xiv

Braun Illustrating Co xlx

Brownlee & Co xli

BrookJield, Wm xli

Brush Electric Co xvil

Bunnell & Co., J. II

Butler Hard Rubber Co Ix

BuxtOD, Geo. B xvi

C. B. &Q. R R
C. & E. R. R xlv. xix

C. &. C. Electric Motor Co. . . .xvl

Central Electric Co v
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co xvi

Chicago Electric Motor Co —
Chicago Insulated Wire Co xvli

Colburn Electric Mfg. Co xiv
Consol. Elec. Mfg. Co.. The. . . .

'

Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Mo. Co. .xlii

Day's Kerlte Insulation I

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. . xlx
Delaware Hard Fibre Co xlv

Detroit Electrical Works xxiv
Densmore Typewriter Co ,—
Dunderdale, C. F xlii

Eastern Electric Cable Co xlii

Easton Electric Co
Edison General Electric Co viii

ElectrIcCoDStructIoQ& Sup.Co.. iv

Electric Merchandise Co x
Electric Secret Service Co x

Electrician Pub. Go.xiv,zv,xvl,xvia

Elec. Construction Co. , The xlii

Elec. Eog. & Sup. Co., The. Iv, xill

Elec. Supply & Conlraciing Co. .ix

Electrical Supply Co., The. . . xxli

Elektron Mfg. Co xvi

Empire China Works xvl

Evans Friction Cone Co xvli

For Sale xiil, xiv

Foster, O. A
Port Wayne Electric Co zxlv
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd. .x
Globe Carbon Co xv
Great Western Elec. Supply Co. . ix

Greeley & Co., The E. S i

Goodrich-Coleman Elec. Wks. .

Heisler Electric Co
Hemingray Glass Co xiii

Hill Clutch Works
HirlimanD. C. J
HIne Eliminator Co xil

Holmes, C. H xiii

Holmes, Booth & Haydens ix

India Rubber & Gutta Percha
Insulating Co —

Interior Conduit &Insulation Co.

.

International Okonlte Co I

Kartavert Mfg. Co xvli

Keller & Degenhardt
Knapp Electrical "Works xxl
Law Telephone Co xill

Leonard & Co., H. Ward xvli

Link Belt MacbiuTry Co xv
Loud, H.M. & Sons Lumber Co.. xiv
MUliken Bros xiil

Monitor Electric Co
Mosher Arc Lamp Co xil

Munsell & C'**., Eugene xiil

Murphy. T. J xvi

National Carbon Co xiv
National Electric Mfg. Co xxiil

N.T. Belting & Packing Co xli

New York Insulated "Wire Co.. xix
New York & Ohio Co , i

Nuttall Company, R. D i

Ostrander & Co., W. R x
Palsle, H. T xii

Partriok & Carter Co
Payne & Co., Geo. W
Pearson & Co.. W. B xlx
Pelton Water Wheel Co xiv
Phoenix Glass Co
Pond EngineftTing Go xlx

Powell Co.. The Wm xvl
Proposals xlii

Pumpelly, J. K xiil

Queen & Co .xiii

Raclce Hardware Mfg. Co xii

Ries Elec. Specialty Co., The. . . x
Rockford Electric Mfg. Co
Royal Electric Co xli

Samson Cordage Works xii

Sargent & Lundy i

Sawyer-Man Electric Co vlii

Schawel & Co., Jas xli

Scideren&i Co. Chas. A i

Schoonmaker. A. O xii

Schuyler Electric Co xv
Security Insulator Co Ix

Short Electric Railway Co xil

Shultz Belting Co xvl

Smltb, Thos. G. Jr xvli

Some ir. J. L xv
Sptrry Elec. Mining Mach. Co. xvli

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co -
Stearns Mfg. Co xlx

Sterling, W. C xv
StUwell&BierceMfg. Co...xlv, xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co vl

Taussig, S xvi

Temple, J. xv
Tnomson-Houston Elec. Co.. II, xx
Union P^lectrlc Works -
Union Hardware Co xli

U. 8. Electric Lighting C0...~
VanNuls C. S -

Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
AVanted xlii

"Washington Carbon Co., Tne. . . .vli

Western Electric Co vl

Westlnghouse Elec. and Mfg Co. -xi

Westinghouse Machine Co xlx

WestonElPCtrlcallnstrum'l Co..—
Williams Eigine Works xlx

Woodbridge & Turner Eng. Co. xv
Woodhouse& Rawson, Ltd xiv

Worthlngton, Henry R —

CLASSIFIED LIST.

Aocninnlatora.
Brush Electric Co.

Alnminnin.
Goodricti-i.oleman Elec. Works.

Annunciators.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Construction Co., The.
Electrlc>il Supply Co., Ti e.

Grt^at Western Elec. toiipply Co,
Oreeley & Co.. The E. a.

Knapp Electrical Worke.
Monitor Electric Co.
OBtrander & Co. W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
WeBtern Electric Co.

Arc I^amps.
Bain Electric Mfg- Co.
BegjTB, J. E., Mfg. & Supply Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Easton Electric Co.
Electric Construction & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne ElectrlcCo.
Great Western Elec. Snpply Co.
Mosher Arc Lamp Co
SchnylerElectrlc Co-
Thomson -Houston Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc fiiglit Cord.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Samson Cordage Works

.

Batteries.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.,The.
Foster. O. A.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Hirlimann, C. J.

Law Telephone Co.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Pumpelly, J. K,
Qjieen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Electi-ical Supply Co., The.
Hemingray Glass Co.
Hirlimann, C. J.
Law Telephone Co.
Partrick & Garter Co.
Pumpelly, J. K.
Queen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, £lectrlc.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works,
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Magneto.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co.. The E.S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Beltine:.
Evans Friction Coiw Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
N. Y. Beltlne & Packing Co.
Schieren & Co., Chaa. A.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Abeudroth & Root Mfg. Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Books, Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Braider Spoolers.
Payne & Co., Geo. W.

Brass €>oods.
Powell Co., The Wm.

Bnrelar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Snpply Co,
Greeley* Co.,The E. b.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Wire Insulated.)

Cables, Klectrlc. (See wire Iubu-
latedi, Copper, Sheet and Bar.
Wei,tern Electric Co.

Carbonn, Points and Plates.
Bruftb Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co , The.
Globe Carbon Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National Carbou Co.
WfiHlilngloii Curlion Co.
WeHtera Electric Co.

Clntc'hcH. Friction.
Hill Clutch Worke.

Cuostrnction and Kepairfl.
BalnElectrlc Mfg, Co.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Electric Conetrnctlon A Supply Co.
Blectrlc Supply A; i-'ontractlng Co
Electrical Conetruction Cu,,The.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Leonard & Co,,H. Ward.
Smith, Tbr,s O. Jr.
Temple. J. C.
Union Electric Worka.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, Electric JLIq^ht,
Knsiae Plants and Klectrlc
Ballw^ays.
Ball Engine Co,
Ball A VVood Co.. The.
Bain Electric Manofacturlng Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Detroit Kleclrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Snpply & Contracting Co.
Electrical i^cg. &. Snpply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Heisler Electric Co.
Keller <&, Degenhardt.
Leonard & Co., H. Ward.
Pearson & Co., W. B.
Pond Engineering Cn.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co,
Royal Electric Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Short Elpctric Railway Co.
Pmltb, Thos. G. Jr.
Temple, J. C.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg, Co.
Weatinghouee Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.
Williams Ena;in« Works.
Woodbridge & Turner Eng. Co.

Cnpper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
BunnelKt Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co,
Edlflon General Electric Co.
Electrlf-ai Supply Co., The.
Great Wosteni Elec. Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Eaydene.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Monitor Electric Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cordage.
Samson Cordage Works.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., Tie.
Holmes, C. H.
Loud. H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cnt-Onts and Switches.
Alexander, Barney & Chapln.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Gleaaon & Pal'ey Mfg. Co. Ltd.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Paiete, H.T.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Van Nuls, C. S.

Western Electric Co.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Beges, J- E., Mfg. & Supply Co.
C. & C. Electric Motor Co.
Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Dunderdale, C. F.
Kasion Electric Co.
Elec'.rlcal Ene. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Heieler Electric Co.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
RockfordElectricManufacturingCo.
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co,
United States Electric Lighting Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouee Electric & Mfg. Co,

Electric Heatins".
Electric Merchandise Co.

Blectrlc Bail-nays.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Leonard & Co., H. Ward.
Sargent & Lundy.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
WestlnghotiBe Electric Jb Mfg. Co.
Woodbridge & Turner Eng. Co.

Electrical Instruments.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The
Electrical Supply Co., The

'

Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

Electrical Xntellisence.
Keller & Degenhardt.
Leonard & Co., H. Ward.

Electrical Specialties.
Ries Electric Specialty Co., The.

ElectToilers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Baggot, E.
Electrical Supply Co. The
GleSBon & Bailey Mfg. Co., Ltd
Thomeon-Hoaston Electric Co.

'

Klectro-PIatlns Slachines.
Brush Electric Co.
Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.
Edlaon General Klectrlc Co.
Thomeon-UouBton ElectrlcCo.

ElevatorH.
Liuk IJelt .Machinery Co.

EnelncH, Mteaat.
Ball Enelne Co.
Ball A Wood Co. The.
BeugB.J, E.,Mfg. & Snpply Co.
Pearson & Co., W.B.
Pood EnL'ioeerlng Co.
Racioe Ilardwari; Mfg. Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Smith, 'i'hoH G, Jr.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
WeetinghouMe Machine Co.
Wllllums En^^dne Co.

EngrttV**rH.
Btann lUiiMtrating CO,

Fan Out nts.
C. & C. Electric Motor Co.
Edison General ElectrlcCo,
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co,
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
PartrlcK JS Carter Co.
Union Kleclric Works. *

Western Electric Co.
Friction Cones-
Evans Friction Cone Co.

Gas ijienting:. Electric.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

General Electrical (Supplies.
Alexander, Barney & Chapin.
American Electrical Works.
Bunnell it Co., J. £1.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Consolidated Elec. 51fg. Co., The.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Supply & Contracting Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Electric Construction & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Gleaeon & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Ostrander & Co.,W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Ries Electric Specialty Co., The.
Thomeon-Houston Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

Globes and Electrical Glass-
Yv^are.
Baggot. E.
Brookfield, Wm.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Hemingray Glass Co.
PhcEnis Glaaa Co.
Security Insulator Co.

Bard Knbber Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

insulators and Insulatins
materials.
Alexander, Barney & Chapin.
Brookfield, Wm.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great ">Vestem Elec. Snpply Co.
Hemingray Glass Co.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Nuttall, R. D., Company.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Security lEsulator Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated w^ires and Cables.
Slagrnet Wire.
American Electrical Worka.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Day's Kerite Insulation.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Holmes, Booth & Haydena.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insu-
latlngCo.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

I^amps, Incandescent.
Alexander, Barney & Chapin.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Electrical Eng, & Snpply Co.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Great Western Elec Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Heisler Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Somoff, J. L.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Western ElectrlcCo.

Lubricators.
Powell Co., The Wm.

Slaffnet fVlre.
(See Insulated Wire.)

nedical Batteries.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Slica.
Bowers Bros.
Unnsell & Co., Eugene.
Sckooumaker, A. O.

mnlnjr Apparatnn. Klectrlc.
Bain Electric M ft'. Co.
EdiaoD General Blectrlc Co.
Thomson-Boa itoo Kleclric Co.
Hporry Elec. MIniog Machine Co.
WeetlnghouM Bleciric A Mfg. Co.

notors.
Bain Electric Mtg. Co.
Brneh Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Motor Co.
C. dt C . Electric Motor Co.
Chicago Blectrlc Motor Co.
EaetoQ Electric Co.
EdlBon General Electric Co.
Electric Supply An Cootractlnir Co,
Electrical Eng. It bupply Co.
Eli.-ktroc Hanofactarioe Co.
Fofittr. O. A.
Rockford Electric Man ufacturine Co
Royal Electric Co.
Thomson-Houflton Electric Co.
U. B. Electric Lighting Co.
Westinghoufle Electric A Mfg Co.

Name Plates.
Goodrich-Coleman Elec. Works.

Office Farnltare.
American D*-6k Ji; Seating Co.
Andrews & Co., a. H.

OUs.
Taussig, S.

Oil Cups.
Powell Co., The Wm.

Patent Hollcltors.
Woodhouee U Rawson, Ltd.

Packlns-
Bniton, Geo, B.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, C. H.
Loud, H. M- & Sons Lumber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Platinum.
Schawel & Co., Jas.

Poles.
Brownlee & Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co . The
Holmes. C.H;
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
MlUlken Bros.
8terlIng,W, C-

Publishers. Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Pusb Buttons-
Central Electric CO.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka,
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bailways. Electric.
(See electric railways.)

BceulatlDs: Sockets.
Ries Electric Specialty Co., The,

Separators, titeam.
Hme Eliminator Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

Speabinj; Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthlngton, Henry R,

Supplies, Electric Kallway.
Electric Merchandise Co
Nuttall. R. D. Co.

Tapes, Insnlatins.
American Electrical Worka.
Central Electric Co,
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co,
Electrical Supply Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha In-
sulating Co.

International Okonlte Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co.

Telegrraph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones, Electric
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Supply Co^The,
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

Transformers.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
National ElectricManufacturingCo.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouee Electric & Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Worka.

Trucks, Electric Car.
Edison General Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Turbine M'^heels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
StIlweU & Bierce Mfg. Co.

Type Writers.
Densmore Type Writer Co.

Talves
Beckerleg, Jas. G.

YVlre, Bare.
American Electrical Works.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, Booth & Haydena.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
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WARD" ARC LAMPS
The testimony of any one using one or two arc lamps may be valuable or not, according

to their knowledge of arc lamps.

The "Ward" Lamp is the only lamp that is in use successfully, and in large numbers, on
either central station or isolated plants.

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.,
OF St. P.inL, Minn.

St. Paul, Mi.nn., August 28, 1891.
aiessrs. UcDoneall & Cnmnitnss, Western Slanasers,

The Electrie Construction and Snpply Co.,
Phenix Bnildlng, Clilcaso, 111.

Dear Sirs:—We are using your arc lamps on our lines, and with
great satisfaction boih to ourselves and our consumers. They are the
only arc lamps we are using, and in our opinion are the best lamp of Ihe
kind that have come to our notice. Our continued orders to you not
only show our appreciation of their merits but also the fact that we find
them a good paying Investment. Very truly yours.

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.,
G. H. FtNN, General Manager.

EDISON LIGHT & POWER CO.,

OF Minneapolis.
Minneapolis, August 22, 1891.

The Electric Constrnction & Supply Co.,

18 Corllandt Street, Kew York City.

Gentlemen:—Within the last eighteen months we have been in-

stalling a number of arc lamps on our incandescent circuits. We now
have one hundred and ninety-six of your "Ward" lamps in operation,

and it gives us pleasure to state that they give the very best of satisfac-

tion, both to ourselves and our customers. We consider them a most
- xcellent lamp. Yours truly,

EDISON LIGHT & POWER CO.

Lamps for direct current, alternating current, street railway circuits,

focusing lamps, photo-engraving lamps, search lampst

SXUrX) F'C^Xl OXJZl XiO'E:'\7\r G.A.T.A.lMOC3rTJ^i.

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.,
Phenix Building,

Established 1881.

Teleplione Building,

NZSTTIT YORK CITIT.
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STILL LEADING.
The only wire that NEVER goes back on its

friends||is

We are General Western Agents for all Okonite Products, which

includes the highest grade of

Insulated Wire,

Commercial Lamp Cord,

Improved Candee Weatherproof Wire,

Electrolier Wire,

Switch Cord, Etc.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin St., CHICAGO.

CONNECTED BY PRIVATE WIRE WITH POSTAL TELEGRAPH-CABLE CQ.'S SYSTEM.
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THE BUNNELL

GALVANOMETER
c3-.A.-cra-E.

^ $9.00.
A thorougMy reliable

Pocket Battery Gange,

Circuit Indicator

retector GalYanometer.

No Springs or Electro-

Magnets.

Discount to the Trade.

J. H. BUNNELL & CO.,

76 Cortlandt St.. NEW'YORK.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
-FOK

—

ARC LIGHT CIRCUITS.

SniFI/E. REIilABIiE. BrBABLE.

The only safe socket for series lamps, and the odIj

socket having insnlatlng material for the outside

parts. Send for Illnstrated Catalogue.

620 ATLANTIC AVENUE,

BIHDER$
-FUK THE-

Wesjei{n ELECjr{iciAfl,
ONE DOLLAR.

W-I-R-E-S:
I.e. Weatherproof Wire, W. E. Underwriters' Wire, Okonite, Kerlte,

Hard and Soft Drawn Copper Wire,
Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph and Telephone Wire,

Silk and Cotton Covered Magnet Wire, Incandescent Lamp Cord.

I=RICE33 Oisr

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
\
A.nRl!). RBURT Jt CO.. St. Faul. Uion.

Selling AgSntSI'i »»TAXDABD EIiECTBICAI. IVORKS. Cincinnati
'

( MOrXTAlX E£iECTBIC CO . BenTer. Colo.

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.

NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Greenwich Sts.

' 'The New Year Indeed is the true Year. Acts are the only resolutions

with which to propitiate it."

Apropos to this line of thought, a "Central Station" friend writes us:

''Your advocacy of an Economy that reduces the cost of Fuel, Oil, Labor and
Wear and Tear of one's mental capacity by the use of your Efticient
lamp, at a fair price, ralher than chasing that "Will 0' the Wisp" a low
first cost lamp, has found lodgment, after a long and unfruitful expe-

r'erce, in the mind of the writer. Because of the larger retnrn in light

atd lite, ard the decreasetl cost in the production of the same, our profits

show a handsome Increase for 1891. For this gratifying result, we are in-

debted to the Snnbeain.''

AU of which means promises kept on the part of this Company.
Need more be said?

THE SUNBEAM INCANDESCENT LAMP COMPANY,
805 Chamber of Commerce Building, CHICAGO, III.
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WEEKLY BULLETIN TO ITS FRIENDS.

Last week we stated that the Carbon Trust proposed to drive us out of the

business by monopolizing the supply of raw material. To this end IT is bending all

ITS energies. ,

MORE ABOUT TRUST METHODS:
A representative of the Trust visited people who supply us with raw material and

proposed the following:

"The Trust will buy raw material
from YOU, if you will agree to charge
outsiders twenty-five per cent, more
than you charge the Trust."

This little scheme would have enabled the Trust to Advance the price of Carbons

$2.00 PER THOUSAND,
but it failed. By "Outsiders" it meant The Washington Carbon Company. It

is part of its creed that no one but the Trust has any right in the business.

We are glad to be "outsiders." We
propose to keep on being outsiders, for

it pays, as our order books show.
We are very busy, but have time enough to keep an eye out for the Trust and

have gathered much interesting matter, which we propose to deal out in weekly in-

stallments.

As we have arranged for an abundant supply of raw material, we are prepared to

make contracts for carbons at fair prices for a term of years.

The Washinbton Carbon CoMPANr,
LOOK OUT FOR NEXT WEEK! WasiiiDston, Pennsylvania,
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EDISON
GENERAL ELECTRIC

COMPANY.
Electric Grei:iera.t;ors a.xici lilotors.

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY. PERFECT RESULTS.

ELECTRIC MINING MACHINERY,
LOCOMOTIVES, DRILLS^ CARS, Hoisting and Ventilatins Apparatus.

Lamps^ Wire, Cables.

All kinds of Accurate, Delicate and Reliable Measuring Instruments.

mavxt-iGT oz*x*xoje:s:
(lANADIAR : Edison Bnildlne. 77 Bay Street, Toronto, Can.

Cf^NTfCAIi: 173 and 173 Adams Street, CUcaeo, III.

EASTERN : Xdlson Building, Broad Street, Kew Tci'k.
ypw ENGIiAIVD: US OtJs Street, Boston, aiass.

PACIFIC COAST: Edison Bnlldlns. 112 Bnsii Street, San Francisco, Cal.
PACIFIC KOBTBIVEST: Flrlscbner Bnildlns. Foitland, Oreson.

BOCKT SIorsiTAIK : Masonic Bnildlne, DenTer. Colo.
SOVTHEBK: Gould Buildiner, Atlania. Ga.

aiEX.ICA\ AND SOUTH AMEBICAN DEFT., Edison Buildlnc, Broad St.. New York-
El KOFBAN OFFICE: 34 Victoria St.. Westminster, IiOndon, S TT., England.

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC COI
BOSTON,

620 Atlantic Avenue.

NEW YORK,
5 1 0-534 West 23d Street.

CHICAGO,
217 La Salle Street.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
Orders Executed Correctly and Promptly.

BEST AND CHEAPEST.

ALSO-
Ho. 115. Keyless Socket, U io.

Ho. 130, Keyless Wall Socket-

Porcelain or Wood Base.

Ho, 145. Keyless Socket for 76,

100 and 160 c, p. Lamps,

Ho. 160. Waterproof Socket.

No, 140. Attachment Plug,

with Fuses.

Np. 1 25, Key Wall Socket—Porcelain or Wood Base. No. 110. Key Socket. fig. 1 20. Keyless % inch Socket,
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CATALOGUES No. 23, Electric Railway Supplies,
No. 24, Electric Lighting Supplies,

JUST OUT. SEND IN YOUR APPLICATION.

WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,aREAT
201-207 So. Canal Street. CHICAGO, U. S. A.

You can

Put

It up

Yourself.

Lights

Are Standard

And
Full size.

Thoroughly

Reliable

And
Practical.

Prices

Reasonable.

Send

For

illustrated

Pamphlet.

BAIN ELECTRICMANDFACTDMNG CO.,

47 So. JEFFERSON STREET,

CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLIES.

brttTlllllU
TI16 Electric Supply and Gontracting Gompanu,

S. E. Cor. Fifth and Sycamore Sts., (Nevada Building,) CINCINNATI, O

The Latest Thing in Insulators.

MANUFACTURED BT THE

Security Insulator Co.
An Insalator that is eaeily and quickly adjusted,

and will eecorely clamp the wire withoat iDjory to
the Insulation, thue doing away enilrely with tie

wire?, and effecting a large eavloe of time and labor
in wiring. Wire trom H to ?« of an inch may be
need, thae allowing of a variailon of 5^ of an Inch in
size of wire. Made of the best Yltrlfl.dd and Non-
Absorbent Porcelain.

Write for Price and Fall Partioulars.

SECURITTIUSULATORCO.,
13G Liberty St., KKW TOBK.

THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.,
33 ^vCercer Street, J^erTT "2"or]^,

POSSESS SDPERIOR ADVANTAGES IN THE MANUPACTORE OP

JS.A.'Riy RXJBSSR G-OOD
Especially in articles adapted to electrical industries, having obtained the sole right to manufactuTe

HARD RUBBER under the valaahle JPatents granted to WIIjLIAJI KIEL,

AI-I. OPERATIONS OF SAWING, CUTTING. TURNING AND POLISHING OUR NEW STANDARDS OF
O LJ tpT D C\ r^ A M T\ T* T T F^ I MO ^^^ ^® performed with a large reduction in the wear and tear of tools, and coneiderable savine of labor. Onr new standards areOn Ct Ct I f Kx \J LJ r\ IN LJ I ^ D 1 W ij of a richer black throughout, not subject to change In color, are tougher and more flexible, do not become brittle with age, and

have been tested and approved by the leading electrical companies of the United States. In addition to these advantages, we also offer advantages in prices.

KIEL'S PATENT HARD RUBBER CELLS FOR STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES
Still remain the most satisfactory and cheapest In the market, unequaled for strength, durability, insulation and resistamce to acids.

HARD RDBBER GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION MANDFACTDRED. "^"raTire^ranrs" pptfef"TiJiS'^^S^PR^rET^

For Sale by THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.

JTnderwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton
jEj(_j(f^^ and Worsted Cordsfor Incandescent Lightitig. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. .oE ti KIa

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

tt».^...a..^T.^T.T.T.T.T.T^.»T.TJ LT....^^..W^^..^..»W

PATENT
a
K.K.

M
^'^T.Tt^Tf.J.>^T»n.Tj,T^TtT:t^T:tTtTfcT>T«.g.JM^JT^^J

LINE WIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

.A.g'eu.ts for tlte ^7;7".A.SHIlTO'r03iT C-A-I^BOiT CO., CaxTsona for .A.rc Ijig'ii.tin.gr.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., CHICAGO,
Are our Selling Agents, and carry a line of Insulated and Bare Wires of our make.

THOS. L. SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 Park Place, NEW YORK.
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FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
HOMBTHIMe RMTIBEIj'S' NSW. SBves the Carrsnt, Regulates the Light. An Innovallon In Electric Lighting. SlMPIii:, EFFIGIBNT, ECOHTOailCAIi.

IHDOBSED BT THE BIiRCTJBICALi FKE«B and prominent Electrical Engineers and Electricians.

NO RESISTANCE, OR ANY OTHER CURRENT-CONSUMING DEVICES USED.
The Priee of onr No. 1 Bles Beenlatlnc docket (for lamps 16 to ft5 C. P. SO volts) la

$3.00 EACH LESS 57 -1-2 PER CENT. DISCOUNT, MAKING THE ) «> -f 0*71^
NET PRICE $1.27 t-2EACH, When Ordered in Quantities. \s>l.^ i 7^

THE RiES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY COMPANY; bai,tiiiobb and ectaw ^ts., bai.tibiobb, au*.
'

$1,273^1

TO DBNVKB VIA
BURLINGTON BOUTC.

Only One ]Wif;ht on the Boad
Leave Chicago at 1.00 P. M., or St. Louis at 8.2B

A. M., and arrive Denver 6 15 P. M. the next day.
Through Sleepers, Chair Cars and Dining Cars.
All Railways from the East connect with these
trains and with similar trains via Burlington
Boate to Denver, leaving Chicago at 6.10 P M.,
St. Lo\il8at8.15P. M., and Peoria at 3t2U P. M.,
Hnd 8.00 P. M. All trains dally.
Additional express trains, making as quick time

as those of any other road, from Cblcacp, St.

J..0U1S and Peoria to St. Paul, Minneapolis, Council
Bluffs, Omaha, Cheyenne, Black Hilla, Atchison,
Kansas City, Houston and all points West, North-
west and Southwest.

SPEAKING TUBES JIND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS k^ BELLS.
FVIiti I.INB AliWATS IN STOCK.

W. B. OSTRANDER & CO..
108 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeEalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. T.
^^Send for Nbw CATiLOGin. Out Angnst let.

HEADQUARTERS
IN THE WEST FOR

ELECTRICAL BOOKS.
Send for Complete Catalosne.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co.,
(ItllHITBD.)

lannMarers of, and Dealers In, a line of General

ELECTRICAL MERCHANDISE,
ALSO ELECTRIC AND COMBINATION

FIXTURES AND GLASSWARE.

Rubber Covered Weather-Proof Wires
and Lamp Cords.

233 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

' It will pay yoa to get oar prices and new catalogue.

INTERIOR CONDUITS Tlie SoiQtioQ Of tbe FrotilGi of Safe ixnariliDe

BLBGTRIC CONDUCTORS

TRADE-MARK

Whertver and for whataoever pnrpoBe •mployad, Is to

be found In tba

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
mTERIOR AND UNDERGROUND

COljTlDTJI'rS
MAKUTAOTUBBD BT

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
uinBii*. J B27 to G3I W. S4th St.,
"<">«»!-j 526 to 528 W. 3»th St.,

General 0ices:42&44 Broad St,, New York.

ThoB. Day &. Co.. 322 Sntter St., San Francieco, Cal.

Mountain Electric Co., DAnver Colo.
Atoericsn Elect. Supply <^o.. 3i6 Pearl St., Bnfl8lo.N.Y.
Putnam, Gay & Co., 27 E. Main St., Roch«^Bter, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. 8th St., Cincinnati, O.
ChaB. Uabrlel. Saginaw, Mich.
Soutbdrn fllectrlcal Mfg. & Supply Co.,

110 Baroune St., New Orleans, La,
Walker & Kepler, B31 Cheatnnt 8t , Phflidelphla, Pa.
Electrical Supply & ConBtrudlnn Co.. Pltteburgli, Pa.
Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, ID.

"WINTER SPECIALTIES."
BRAND'S STEEL WIRE TRACK BROOMS,
WARDWELL'S TEAOK BROOM HOLDERS,
BURTON ELECTRIC HEATERS

— Kim-

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES
OF EVERY SORT-
FOR ANY SYSTEM.

ELECTJIIC MERCHANDISE CO.,
w. R. MASON, Gen'i Mgr. CHICAGO. HAdams Street.

G. A. HARMOUNT,
MANAGKit

MONITOR ELECTRIC CO.,
14^3 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN GENEKAL

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
WKiSTEICN A<;KXT VOIX

ALFRED F. MOORE
,KST.\BLISHK11 l.vJO. i

ELEGTRIGAL WIRES AND GABLES.
KIrcltic l.ii;lit. AiintiiiciiLtor aiui Ollue Wiri^s, Incandusct^nt rxml Raltery Con

liK I every kimt of Wiiv known u. Uio lOlccliiciU Tnukv

THOMAS STURGIS, Prest. Wm. C. LANE. Sec'y and Treas. C. P. MACKIE, Gen'l Manager. S. S. BOGART, Gen'l Agent

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY,

INDIVIDUALARCLIGHTiMOTORGUTOUT.
LAMPS OR MOTORS CUT IN AND OUT AT WILL FROM CENTRAL STATION WITHOUT

DISTURBING OTHERS ON SAME CIRCUIT.

This System Saves Mileage of Circuits, Makes Scattered Business Profitable and Secures Payment for Every Hour of Light.
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Westinshouse Electric & Mfg.
COMPANY,

I=^ittsTb\irs, r*a.-, XJ. S- A.
i^" Makers of Electric Light and Power Apparatus for all Purposes. JUi

PIONEERS OF THE AITERNATINB SYSTEM.
OXTH.

Converters
OOAC^XSO'SI

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
ABSOLUTE SAFETY,
PERFECT REGULATION,
LOW PRICES.

OXJU.

Meters
.A.n.:Ei

700,000

SIMPLE,
ACCURATE,
RELIABLE,
DURABLE.

16 C.P. Lights' Capacity

of METERS IN USE.OVER ')^^^ METER.
CONVERTER.

The Westinghouse Meter is the only A. C. Meter which has been adopted as standard by the London (England) Board of

Trade. Synchronous System for the Long Distance Transmission of Power in large units claims the attention

of every one having available Water Power within twenty-five miles of a market.

RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
WE MANUFACTURE AND SELL

GEARLESS and SINGLE REDUCTIONYES,
RAIL^W^AY MOTORS,

MULTIPOLAR AND 2-POLE GENERATORS,
and all Station Appliances for Street Railway Work.

IRON.CLAD GEARLESS MOTOR.

Percentage of increase in roads using our apparatus greater than
that of any other company.

Send for Latest Cataiosfue.

OFFICES IN ALL OF THE LEADING CITIES. Correspondence Solicited.

SINGLE REDUCTION MOTOR.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

Fittstouir^, Pa-, XJ- S- JL.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANUFACTnBED BY

WM. BROOKFIEI.D,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

-RACINE-HIGH-SPE&D-

I WE TEST
EACH CnE DF OUftj

EMSINESj
|BEF0M_5t1IPPItlS|

Fo»pR|C£S~<»

CATALOGUE
J fiDDRE55

ENGINE Dfl^T.

5OPEWOR. RB50LATI0N
A"p ECONOMY ro^

Bectric IJshtims
Af-ofiENERAL

'^

g^-^ PURPOSES

16 2IZ£S

CARRIED JN STOCK

MINLHARDWAREMFG-CO-R*^''Vii

THE EXCELSIOR
Straightway Noiseless

Back-Pressure Valve.

Simple! Reliable I Durable I

JAMES G. BECKERLEG.
229 S. Franklin St., Chicago.

PLATINUM.
JAS. SCHAWEL & t)0., 'LTxlnl:
Importers and Melters. Sheet and Wire

in any Cange. Scrap Pnrchased.

MiNUFACTUREE OP

SWITCHES, SOCKETS, ETC.,
^141 The Boobery, lO So. 18th St.,
Chicaso. Ill Philadelphia, Pa.
See our full pase a'lvprtlBement in IseneSept.

12, fo'illn ''B'lors:. nrirop ftc

MICA
For all Electric Insulating
Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the market.

I SELL NO OTHER.
Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St.. NEW YORK.

SOLID BRAIDED CORD

Magnets, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STUEET. BOSTON.

CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL.

If you are in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

DETROIT,
MICH.BROWNLEE & CO.,

Royal Electric Co.,
911 & 913 South Washington St., PEORIA, ILL.,

MAMTTFACTCRERS OF

Alternating and Continuous Current Dynamos and Motors,

AND ELECTRIC MACHINERY.
The Most Complete Alternating System now on the Market.

Agents Wanted for Exclusive Territory.

B-C3"S- THE BEST!

The Mosher Arc Lamp
DIRECT OR ALTERNATING INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

READ THE FOLLOWING TESTIMONIAL:
NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Eau Claibe, Wis., October 5, 1891.

If o«hpr Arc L»nip V.o., Chioaso, III.
Gentlemen:—Repiying to jour inqniry of the 3d inst. we beg to elate that the lampp

you Bent us sime time ago are giving ue betier satiefaction than any other lamp we Qave
"*ver tried to burn on an incaudeecent circuit. We Inclose hertwith an order for 10 of
ihem to he shipped lo Elgin, 111. youra very truly,

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

Noted for Simplicity and Steadiness.
500 to 5,000 candle power, making superior lamp for photo-engraving purposes.

Write for price, circular, and sample lamp.

MOSHER ARC LAMP CO., 125 Ontario St., CHICAGO
Or to F. p. Little & Co., Bnfftlo, N. Y.; Creagheart EnEine°rlng Co.,

Cinrirrati. O.; C^as P. Lindner. S.-n Frflncieco. Cal.

NEWYORKBELTING&PACKINC GO.
JOHN H. CHEEVEB, ) (LIMITED.')
J. U. CHKEVEK, fManagers. ^ '

F. CAZE.NOVE JOXES.)
WM. T. BAIKB.Sec'y.

Oldest and largest Manufacturers in the United States of

„ - 3ftH\
-BY

SALESROOMS:
PHILADELPHIA, 308 CheBtnnt Street.
BOSTON, 52 Summer Street.
CHICAGO, Lil Lake Street.
DENVER, 1601-1611 17th Street.
CHAHLESTON, 161 Meetins; Street.
GRAND RAPIDS. 4 Monroe Street.
MINNEAPOLIS, 28 SOQth. Sd Street.

CLEVELAND, 176 Superior Street.

15 PARK ROW, HEW YORK.

Inited States of

Vulcanized Rubber Fabrics
FOE «ECfli«CAL ri'BVOBEB.

Rubber Belting,

Packing

and Hose.

SALESROOMS:
SAN FRANCISCO, 17 S..uu Street.
ATLANTA, 16 Decatur Street.
DETROIT, Ki-SO Woodward Ave.
BALTIMORE, 13 North OharIeK Street,
BUFFALO. l'il-12S WashinKton Street.NEW ORLEANS, P-I2 North Peters Slr36t.
KANSAS CITV. 1M3 West lilh Street.
ST. LOUIS, 61B Locust .Street.

Syhscrilie for the Western Eleclrician,

HIKE'S ELIMATINOR.
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL

Steam Separators and Oil Extractors.
In twelve trials in the "Cornell" Separator test, it average!

98 7-10 per cent Dry Steam. Outstripping all compttltors.

Send for Circular and Cornell test report-

VERTICAL. E ELIMINATOR CO.,
06 Liberty St ,

NEW YORK.
This advertisement appears every otlier ireek,

HOBIZOHTAL.

ci;-

DUOS umm co,

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

THE BEST GEARED MOTOR !nm MARKET
Its record in Cleveland, Pittsburg
and elsewhere is unsurpassed.

Proved in actual service to be Highly Efllcient, IToiseless
and to take

Less Than Average Current.
AVERAGE EEPAIES, Per Oar Mile, $0,0075.

TheSHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
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Electric Drilling in the Bed of the Miss-
issippi.

Undoubtedly the rock drilling that has been done by

electricity in the bed of the Mississippi river, between

ll-lock island and Moline, III., signalizes the completion of

'the largest contract of the kind thus far undertaken, and

the work therefore possesses a peculiar significance to all

>;vho are interested in electrical advancement. It is gratify

ting to be able to announce that the contract requirements

have be3n successfully met. The practical working and

'results of electric drills, on a larger scale than they have

heretofore been employed, are graphically represented by

the illustrations which accompany this article. They show

and the government is now deepening a channel four

hundred feet wide to the extent of four feet—that is. it is

doing so as fast as the congressional appropriations will

allow. The cofferdam is not, of irourse, absolutely water-

tight, and it may be mentioned here, as an interesting fact,

that much trouble is caused by muskrats, who do considera-

ble damage by burrowing under the dam. The watchmen are

paid premiums for shotting the troublesome little animals.

The particular portion of the work on which electricity

was employed is a strip of limestone rock about 600 feet

long and of an average width of fifty feet. It is on this

that ihe drills are at work, as shown in the general view.

Fig. I, in which the power house is shown at the right.

power. It was utilized in driving the generators, steaai

being furnished by a 40 horse power boiler. The
government gave the use of the engine and boiler,

when not used for pumping, as a part of the contract. The
generating plant consisted of two Thomson- 1 louston

dynamos, with revolving brushes, one of 20 and the other

of 10 kilowatts capacity. These, with a four-light arc

machine, are shown in the picture. The arc lights

were rigged up near the drills to enable the work to be

carried on after dark. An incandescent circuit served to

furnish light for the interior of the power house, which

was adequately supplied with suitable switches and

measuring instruments.

hat these machines can be operated with success amid

unfavorable conditions.

The electric drilling at Rock island was done under the

terms of a contract made with the government of the

United States by F. B, Badt, western manager of

the Thomson-Van Depoele Electric Mining company.

The government, which owns Rock island, where it

has established the largest arsenal in the country,

has for some time been engaged in the work of

deepening a portion of the southern channel of the

Mississippi, which here flows from east to west. This

is done with the two-fold purpose of securing a more

plentiful supply of water power, which is used at the

shops on the island, and to provide a navigable chan-

nel at Moline, which has heretofore been debarred by

shallow water from sharing in the commerce of the

nation's greatest river. A coffer-dam has been erected

at the head of the island at a cost of $25,000 or$ 30,000,

3. I. ELECTRIC DRILLING IN THE BED OF THE MISSISbl! II.

The remainder of the rock is a much softer sandstone and

can be profitably drilled by hand. It has been shown, how-

ever, that electric power only costs about half as much as

hand drilling in the harder rock. Nine drills were used on

the work. Eight of these were mounted on weighted tripods

in the usual manner, while one, Fig. 2, somewhat larger in

size, was mounted on a carriage, and wheeled about on a

temporary track. The machines used were the regular

Van Depoele reciprocating drills, which have heretofore

been described in this journal.

Current was obtained from a generating plant installed

in a temporary power house erected on the island, the in-

terior of which is shown in Fig. 3. This building was an

addition to a rough pumping station put up by the govern-

ment for the purpose of clearing the bed of the river from

water coming from leaks in the coffer-dam and from

springs. This pumping engine is of the vertical type, and

was built in the government shops, being rated at 25 horse

An idea of the line construction can be gained from Fig.

I. About 700 feet of line was used, strung on improvised

tripods, as shown in the illustration. These were made
of scantling, strengthened by cross bars, and steadied by

guys on each side. This construction was found to an-

swer the purpose admirably. Poles were, of course, out

of the question, owing to the character of the grouud.

Three copper conductors cf No. 4 B. & S. insulated

wire were used. Each tripod supporting the line was

provided with a three-pole switch and safety fuses.

Waterproof cables, shown in Fig. 2, led from the line

conductors to the drills.

While the Thomson-Van Depoele company, by the con-

tract, was only required to drill the holes, the govern-

ment doing the blasting and seeing that the stone was

removed, it was nevertheless found convenient to utilize

the dynamos and circuit of the drilling plant to explode

the dynamite with which the holes were charged. From
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50 to 120 pounds of this material were exploded every

night fronr the power station. A vivid idea of one of

these blasts can be gained by a glance at Fig. 4. Platinum

fuses andfulminate of mercury were used to explode the

charges.

And now something as to the practical, commercial

results of the operation of these drills. The contract

required that as many holes as were necessary should

be drilled in the limestone rock to a uniform depth

of four feet. The holes were made i^{ inches in

diameter at the top and r^ inches at the bottom, drills

of three difTerent lengths being used. Work was begun

October on 23d, and on December 19th, the date of the

visit of the representative of the Western Electrician,

941 holes had been drilled, many of them exceeding by two

or three inches the specified depth. This represented

3./ 64 feet of drilling. The whole number of nine

drills was not employed until the latter period

of the work, however, and a carefully kept record

showed that at the date mentioned the work had

taken i.oSs drill hours. This gives an average of 3.6

feet per hour for each drill, which is very creditable show-

ing. It should be mentioned, also, that many annoying

difficulties were encountered. The rock varied greatly,

and in many places much trouble was experienced in

A Thomson-Houston Factory at

Chicago.
About a year ago there was considerable talk relative to

a rumor current at that time to the effect that the Westing-

house Electric & Manufacturing company of Pittsburg was

to establish a factory at Pullman, III. Although at one

time it appeared as though the project would be carried

out, the matter, at least as far as the general public was

concerned, never assumed a definite shape. It seems at the

present writing, however, that Pullman may after all be

the site of a fine electrical factory. But this time it is an-

nounced that if the plant is established at Chicago it will,

in all probability, be by the Thomson- Houston people and

not by the Westinghouse company.

For some months the Thomson-Houston Electric com-

pany has felt the need of greater facilities with which to

carry on its rapidly increasing western business. From

time to time the Chicago quarters have had to be enlarged.

Not only has it been necessary to provide more office room,

but warehouses have been secured in difTerent parts of the

city. The work in the shops, too, which are in the present

office building on Michigan avenue, has been of so large a

volume as to indicate the wisdom of establishing a local

manufactory.

According to B. E. Sunny, manager of the western

FIG. 3.

drilling through to the required depth. Crevices were

encountered, and pieces of rock would drop in from the

inside, making it necessary to do the work over again. In

some instances holes were drilled three times before they

could be pronounced satisfactory. Occasionally pockets

of sticky, greasy clay were found, and in these the bits

would simply s^em to churn the mess up, in the most ex-

asperating fashion, without making any progress. That,

under these conditions, an average rate of 3.6 feet per

hour was made is gratifying. It shows that electric drill-

ing has left the experimental stage far behind.

The work was in charge of A. S. Garfield of the Boston

office of the Thomson-Van Depoele company, and it is to

this gentleman's engineering ability, untiring activity and

ready resource that much of the success of the work is

due. He faced and overcame serious difficulties reso-

ultely, and has reason to feel proud of the accomplishment.

A force of twelve men assisted Mr. Garfield.

ELECTRIC DRILLI^'G IN THE IIED OF THE MISSISSIPPI.

business of the Thomson Houston Electric company, the

idea is to give the company's western trade a nearer sup-

ply than it now has. The new plant will probably be de-

voted to the manufacture of electric railway supplies, lamps,

motors and other 4:inds of electrical goods covered by the

company's patents. '"Chicago is the supply station lor all

the country west of us," says Mr. Sunny, "and all the

goods have first to be brought here from the eastern manu-

factories, and then reshipped to all the many western points

where they are needed."

In reply to questions as to the amount of the investment

his company would make in the West, the number of men
that it was expected would be employed, etc., Mr. Sunny

stated that the whole project was as yet in embryo.

Nothing definite was decided, not even the matter of site.

It may be added also that the enterprise is strictly one of

the Thomson-Houston company and is in nowise con-

nected with the Pullman company.

Prizes to be Offered.

It is announced that the committee of Chicago taxpayers

that is considering the rapid transit question "will offer

three prizes for the best suggestion for transportation over

electric lines. The suggestions and plans will be printed,

and it is hoped will result in ascertaining what kind of an

electric road the public wants." From this it would appear

that suggestions from laymen, and not from electrical en-

gineers.are wanted.

Telegraphers' Strike Settled.

Under date of December 31st a press dispatch from San

Francisco says: The trouble between the Southern Pacific

company and the Order of Railway Telegraphers has been

settled. Concessions were made on both sides, but the

result is considered a victory for the telegraphers, who are

permitted to join the order, while the company withdraws

the objectionable affidavit and compromises the trouble

with reference to the employment of student operators.

Lighting Plant at St. Cecilia Church.
The new St. Cecilia church, corner of Forty-fifth and

Atlantic streets, Chicago, was dedicated December

20th. This church is patterned after the Notre Dame cathe-

dral, Paris, and Father E. A. Kelly is pastor. In thebaseof

the round dome there are 150 16 candle power lamps and

the same number around the arch of the octagonal part.

FIG. 2. ELECTRIC DRILLING IN THE BED OF THE MlSSISi-

IPPI.

The effect is very fine, and all paits of the church are

equally lighted. The unusual electrical feature, how-

ever, is in the-method of supplying current, which is fur-

nished by the Englewood Electric Light company from a

station over three miles distant. Charles T. Page,

secretary of the company, decided to use a "booster" or

"step-up" transformer for this purpose, and placed it in

circuit wuh lines feeding that part of the city. The re-

sults have been entirely satisfactory to the company as

well as to Father Kelly, the lights being maintained at prop-

er candle power without difficulty. The Englewood

Electric IJght company is supplying about 6,000 lights in

the southern part of the city and its service entitles it to its

FIG. 4. ELECTRIC DRILLING IN THE BED OF THE MISSISS-

IPPI.

present position as one of the most enterprising institutions

of the section.

Chauncey M. Depew is credited with having said that

"at the Centennial exhibition at Philadelphia Morse's
telegraph comprised almost the sum of our knowledge of
electricity, but a building at Chicago twice as large as

Cooper's Institute, devoted entirely to electrical appliances

and inventions, will demonstrate by the advance in one
department the enormous progress of the country in every
department since then."
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Telegraphing Without a Wire,
An interesting method of telegraphing by induction was

recently patented by Mr. Ediaon. I lis claims were filed

as early as 1S85, but from the fact that the phenomena

of induction is now being so closely studied by many, a

description of the system will be worthy of a perusal.

Mr. Edison claims to have discovered that ifturTicicni

elevation be obtained (o overcome the curvature of the

earth's surface and to reduce to a minimum the earth's

absorption, electric signaling between distant points can

be carried on by induction without the use of a wire con-

nection. While the system is particularly applicable to

telegraphing across bodies of water, or for communicat-

ing between vessels at sea and points on land it

may be employed for communication between distant

points on land. In the latter case, however, ex-

cept where the communication is over open

prairie it is necessary to increase the elevation

in order to reduce to a minimum the induction-absorbing

effect of houses, trees, and elevations in the land

itself. At sea from an elevation of one hundred feet, Mr.

Edison asserts, he can communicate electrically a great

distance. In communicating between points on lantl

poles of great height can be used or captive balloons. At

these elevated points condensing surfaces of metal are

located, and each is electrically connected with the earth.

FIGS. I, 2, TELEGRAPHING WITHOUT A WIRE.

The high resistance secondary of an induction coil is

located in circuit between the condensing surface and the

ground. The primary circuit of the coil includes a battery

and a device for transmitting signals. This latter may be

a revolving circuit breaker operated continually by a

motor, and a key normally short-circuiting the circuit

breaker or secondary coil. For receiving signals there is

located in circuit between the condensing surface and the

ground a diaphragm sounder which may be an Edison

electro-motograph telephone-receiver. The key normally

short circuiting the revolving circuit breaker, no im-

pulses are produced in the induction coil. When the

key is depressed a large number of impulses are produced

in the primary, and by means of the secondary corres-

ponding variations in tension are produced at the elevated

condensing-surface, producing electrostatic impulses

.

These electrostatic impulses are transmitted inductively

to the elevated condensing surface at the distant point

and are made audible by the electro-motograph. The
intervening body of air forms the dielectric of the conden-

ser, the surfaces ot which are connected by the earth.

The result is a circuit in which is interposed a con-

denser formed of distantly separated and elevated con-

densing surfaces with the intervening air as a dielectric.

In the accompanying illustration Figs, i, 2 and 3 show

respectively two vessels placed in communication by the

method, signaling stations on opposite banks of a river,

and a diagram of a portion of the earth's surface, showing

communication by captive balloons. Fig. 4 is a view of a

single captive balloon constructed for use in signaling.

Fig. 5 is a diagram showing the details of the appa-

ratus. In Fig. I, A and B are two vessels, each having a
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metallic condcnsing-iurfacc C, bupporled at the heads

of the masts. This condensing surface may be of

canvas covered with (le-xible sheet metal or metallic

foil. From the condensing surface a wire extends to

the hull of each vessel and through the signal receiv-

ing and transmitting apparatus to a metallic plate on

FIG. 5. TELEGRAPHING WITHOUT A WIRt:.

the vessel's bottom. This wire extends through the

electro-motograph telephone receiver /), Fig. 5, and

also includes the secondary circuit of the induction coil

-F. In the primary of the induction coil is a battery ii and

a revolving circuit breaker G. This circuit breaker is

revolved rapidly by a moter (not shown). It is short

circuited normally by a back point key //, by depressing

which the short circuit is broken and the circuit-breaker

makes and breaks the primary circuit of the induction coil

with great rapidity^

Electric Tricycle.
A great many persons would enjoy tricycle riding, were

it not for the fact that considerable effort is required to

ELECTRIC TRICYCLE.

propel the machine. People of this description are waiting

for the day when a wheel will be perfected which will be

propelled by some energy other than that which they per-

sonally expend. There have been a number of machines

A JAPANESE CENTRAL STATION DESTROYED BY EARTH-
QUAICE.

designed to meet this demand. A steam tricycle has made
its appearance, and its inventor, M. Serpollet, claims

that it has been very successful. In fa,ct, this was the first

step in the development of the steam carriage which has

attracted much attention within the last year.

It has generally been believed, however, that an electri-
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cally operated machine would best solve the problem.

Several of these have been designed, storage batteries be-

ing used in every case. They have not given much satis-

faction, however. The batteries were subject generally lo

all the ills that storage cells are heir to, and they frequently

became exhausted at the most highly inconvenient seasons.

The plates, perhaps, would buckle, and a new load of bat-

teries would be needed. Experiments with machines of

this kind have not been successful enough to encourage

inventors.

The latest electric tricycle is that designed by H. Grafig-

ny of Paris, and represented by the accompanying cut.

The inventor adopted the primary batter)- as a source of

power. The light box seat covers the motorand a battery

composed of 18 chromic acid cells. The weight of the

cells is about 54 pounds. The machine is steered by the

ordinary handle bar, and a pedal brake is used. The
switch, the handle of which extends above the seat, is

shown in the illustration. The power from the motor is

transmitted to the axle of the machine by a link chain. The
weight of the tricycle ready for use is lyo pounds.

Tests of the machine have proved satisfactory to the

designer at least. It was shown that the batteries devel-

oped about one-third of a horse power at the beginning of

the trial and about two-ninths of a horse power after four

hours' operation. This power, it is stated, was sufficient

to propel the wheel with two passengers at the rate of

NIAGARA POWER TRANSMISSION PROJECT.

eight or nine miles per hour over a smooth road. The cost

of the battery power is stated to be about 50 cents per

horse power hour. The cut is reproduced from Le Genie

Civil.

A Japanese Central Station Destroyed
by Earthquake.

The earthquake shocks which occurred in Japan on

October 2Sth were the most serious that have visited

that country in the last quarter of a century. The instru-

ments register 6,000 shocks from October 2Sth to Novem-

ber 5th. About 4,000 persons were killed, as many in-

jured and 42,000 houses were destroyed. The people of

two provinces were almost without shelter. Among the

sufferers in Yokohama was the Electrical company. Its

station was practically destroyed by the earthquake.

What was left of its tall smoke-stack is shown in the

accompanying picture. It toppled over at the first shock.

The cut is reproduced from La N'aturi:.

The Niagara Power Transmission
Project.

Work on the American project for utilizing the power of

Niagara is progressing satisfactorily, as can be seen by a

reference to the accompanying illustration, reproduced

from Harper's Weekly, which shows the work on the tun-

nel. The plan is described in an interesting article by

John Gilmer Speed, entitled "Harnessing Niagara." Of
that portion of the work shown in the cut he says;

It was determined to build a large canal at the upper
river level above the falls. This canal is 1,200 feet long,

200 feet wide at the river, and narrows to 100 feet at its

inland end. By means of pits in which turbine wheels
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will be placed, the power will be obtained, which will be

transmitted to the various mills, and also to points as dis-

tant as it will be found to be economical to send it. For a

long while men have been working night and day, and the

progress has been gratifying and in accordance with the

estimatesof the engineers. The building of this canal was

a matter of course, and there were no considerable engi-

neering difficulties in the way. The same may be said of

the immense tunnel which goes from the canal to the low-

er river, and serves as a tail-race to takeoff the water which

has communicated its power to the turbines and needs an

outlet. This tunnel is elliptical in shape, and is 29 feet

high and iS feet wide. It is through solid rock, directly

under the village of Niagara Falls, and empties into the

river below the falls. This spot is most picturesque, as

will be seen by the picture, and is quite easily reached by

a footpath over the rocks from the foot of the elevator

stairs to the "Maid of the Mist" landing. The end of the

tunnel is 214 feet below the top of the high bank of the

river, and it ascends to the point where the canal empties

into it at a grade of 36 feet to the mile. The head of water

thus obtained is 14.0 feet. Though the tunnel goes through

the solid rock it has been thought best by the engineers,

so as to make assurance doubly sure, to line it with a cas-

ing of hard brick. When the work on this great tunnel

was begun, two shafts were sunk to the proper level, and
work begun on the headings in both directions from each

shaft, and also from the end of the tunnel on the lower

river. Thus five gangs of men have been kept at work,

and the progress has been satisfactory. Without mishaps

and unforeseen detentions the whole 7,000 feet of tunnel

will be finished by September of iSg2, and the managers
are so satisfied that the present progress will be maintained

tkat they have already entered into a contract to deliver

3,000 horse power to one corporation next autumn, and

they are willing to make other similar contracts.

While the details of the electrical plant have not been

settled it is gratifying to know that the construction work

is progressing so satisfactorily.

The column above the ground and to a point twelve feet

above it is neatly latticed. It then spreads out and at a

height of sixteen feet from the ground is nine feet wide.

Upon this is placed a light transverse plate girder, which

in turn supports the four longitudinal girders carrying the

ties, guard rails and tracks. These longitudinal girders

are of a suitable depth and of an average length of fifty

DEVICE FOR FASTENING WIRES TO INSULATORS.

feet, and are made of what is known as quadrangular

lattice, giving great strength with but little obstruction to

light and air. The extreme width of the structure at its

highest point is seventeen feet over all and at the height of

sixteen feet it is only fifteen feet wide. Below this the

street will be practically clear save the 24-inch column in

the center.

Proposed Elevated Electric Road for
Chicago.

The accompanying cut gives a cross section view of the

proposed elevated electric railway structure that the Chi-

PROPOSED ELEVATED ELECTRIC ROAD FOR

cago & Evanston Electric Railway company has been or-

ganized to build. The road is to connect Chicago and

Evanston, and is planned to be partly surface and partly

elevated. The route outlined for the elevated road be-

gins on the surface at the corner of Southport and Cly-

bourn avenues and rises by an easy grade, partly over

alleys and partly over property to be secured by purchase

or condemnation, to Hawthorne avenue just south of Cly-

bourn, thence along Hawthorne avenue to Larrabee street,

a distance of about one and one- half miles, and on Larra-

bee and Chicago avenues to Kingsbury, and on Kingsbur)'

to Kinzie, and on Kinzie to State, and on State across the

river with the possibility of a loop through the wide courts

between South Water and Lake, and Lake and Randolph.

Electricity is to be the motive power, with conductors un-

der the cars on the elevated structure and overhead on the

surface. It is claimed that the Edison General Electric

company has agreed to furnish the money to build the

road if the right of way can be secured. The details of

the electrical equipment have not yet been worked out.

The elevated structure will be of the single column order,

as can be seen from the cut. It is described as a single

set of columns placed along the center of the street and

supporting four longitudinal girders, on which are placed

double tracks. The foundations, of beton and masonr)',

have been carefully planned to sustain the weight of the

structure. The base or foot of the column is twelve feet

long and three feet wide, and gradually reduced in size by

a graceful curve until at a few inches above the street level

it is only twenty-four inches long and fifteen inches wide,

thus making the least possible obstruction in the street.

Device for Fastening Wires to Insula-
tors.

A close inspection of the accompanying cut will reveal

that the fixture there represented is an insulator and not a

bottle neck. The device, which is an invention of G. S.

Albanese of Orange, N. J., was constructed with the idea

of facilitating the work of the linemen in stringing and re-

- pairing telegraph lines. The ar-

rangement consists of an insulator

provided with a neck-band sprung,

as shown, into an annular groove,

a U-shaped lever pivoted to this

band and provided with eyes, and

a fastening link that is pivoted to

the eyes, and provided with a

hook-shaped portion for engaging

the wire. When the lever is swung

in a downward direction the bent

portion presses the wire into the

annular groove of the insulator so

that the rounded end of the bail

forms a continuation of the neck-

band. In this position the line

wire is firmly locked to the insu-

lator.

Hanger Switch for Arc
Lamps.

The simple switch shown in the

cut, devised for placing an arc

CHICAGO. lamp in circuit by the act of hoist-

ing, was designed by Messrs. Wagg and Hudson, of

England, and, according to the London Electrician, is

extensively used at Woolwich arsenal.

A wooden disk. A, forms a base for the terminals, B,

and to these the leads are attached. Springs, C C, hold a

HANGER SWITCH FOR ARC LAMPS.

divided ring, D. A conical wooden plug, .£", is fi.^ed to

the pulley which supports the lamp, and on the surface of

this plug metal strips are fastened. The wires, 6", con-

nect these strips with the terminals of the lamp. When
the lamp is raised, the conical plug opens the half rings

and completes the circuit through the lamp. On lowering

for trimming, the rings close and maintain the circuit.

Modifications of this arrangement allow wire rope to be

used, and for parallel working the rings are arranged so

that they do not c'ose when the lamp is lowered.

Weston's Temperature Compensator,
This device is one of the latest inventions of Edward

Weston of Newark, N. J. It was designed for the pur-

pose of maintaining constant the electrical resistance of a

circuit despite changes in temperature, due to the heating

effect of the current and the variations of temperature in

the surrounding atmosphere.

The arrangement consists in the combination with the

circuit of a body having the following physical property

—

that when elevated in temperature it decrease in electrical

resistance. If an increase in resistance in one part of

the circuit is produced by the causes above mentioned,

a corresponding decrease in resistance occurs in the inter-

posed body, and therefore the resistance of the whole

circuit is maintained practically constant.

Mr. Weston employs this method of compensating for

temperature errors in electrical measuring instruments.

In such devices containing fine coils, especially of copper

wire, the variations which the instrument circuit offers, due

to changes in temperature, may be considerable. Thus,

for example, the resistance of copper increases at the rate

of about two-tenths of one per cent- for every degree

Fahrenheit. Hence an elevation in temperature of but five

degrees occurring in the coil will increase the resistance

offered by it to the current by one per cent., thus bringing

a considerable source of error into the instrument. The
changes in temperature are, as already stated, caused by

the heating effect of the current in the conductor, and also

by variations in the temperature of the atmosphere. These

sources of disturbance are compensated for in the follow-

ing simple manner: There is interposed in the circuit of

the fixed coil /"a body A of carbon or other material which

possesses the property of offering a diminished electrical

K
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WESTON S TEMPERATURE COMPENSATOR.

resistance on being increased in temperature. This carbon

is proportioned so that a temperature variation which will

produce a certain increase in resistance in the coils will

produce a corresponding decrease of resistance in the

carbon body, and in this way the resistance of the whole

circuit is kept constant.

The carbon body . / is made in the form of a wire or

filament, and it is arranged in close promimity to the coil

f, so that it may receive heat by radiation and conduction.

The ends of the carbon wire are connected to the metal-

lic wire of the coil by copper deposition. The carbon fila-

ment is then wound around the exterior of the coil.

Electricity at the World's Fair.

It appears that all the gas men do not support the Phila-

delphia society which is endeavoring to injure the World's

Fair because of the prominence given electricity in the

arrangements for lighting. A Chicago correspondent of

Light, Heat and Power makes some sensible observa-

tions on the subject, together with a very mysterious allu-

sion to the "way the electrical interests got their early

start here." He says:

The truth is, if the gas interests are to secure any
proper representation, they have simply got to hustle, and
do lots of it. " '• * It is the solemn
truth that, if the gas interests fail, it will be simply and
only because they come here too late. Vou can get all the
authority for this statement that you want by merely com-
ing out here and making the proper inquiries.

This is valuable information, and the bellicose Philadel-

phians should profit by it.

The Thomson- Houston Electric company expects to

spend at least ^250,000 on its display at the World's

Fair.

One of the features of the Western Union exhibit will
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be a display of sclf-win<ling clocks, rcgulatcil by electric-

ity. These clocks arc proviiici! with a little battery,

which furnishes power enough to wind them up automati-

cally once an hour, thus keeping the springs at an even ten-

sion. The Western Union company has 9,000 of such

clocks throughout the country.

The grounds and buildings committee has agreed to re-

serve 7,000 square feet in the central station at machinery

hall for the generating machinery of Siemens & Malskc,

to be shown under load as an exhibit. The committee has

also agreed to find a place for a 1,000 horse power motor,

which the same firm propcses to exhibit at the exposition,

llerrn Vogel and von Habo, the lepresentatives of the

great German house, h.ive returned to Chicago. Chief

liarrett and Secretary Uornsby escorted them to the prin-

cipal electrical show places of the city last week.

A repoit from Contractor Johnson shows that 125 men

were employed in the electrical building on Dec. 26th.

Lumber to the extent of 2,400.971 feet had been put in

position up to that date.

The framework of the electricity building is up to the

Mr. Wiman concludes by requesting that information

of this character be sent to him in care of Geo. K. I'orter,

136 Liberty street. New \'ork.

Electric Mail Car on the St. Louis & Su-
burban Railway, St, Louis, Mo.

(Jne novelty in the way of electric traction on the St.

Louis iV Suburban railway now in successful operation in

St. Louis, Mo., is the application of electric motors to a

United States mail car, which makes regular trips over the

entire line, distributing and collecting the mail at the

different railway stations, as is done on steam railways.

This car is of the same length as an ordinary steam rail-

way mail car and is equipped with double trucks with 3O

inch wheels, a Thomson- Houston motor of 15 horse

^ower capacity being connected to each truck. The cut

gives an excellerit view of the car. A very high speed is

attained and the delivery and collection of mail is made

without stopping the car, as in steam service. The Thom-
son-Houston company claims that this is the first mail car

that has been electrically equipped in this or any other

ELECTRIC MAIL

gaiicry floor and eight of the big steel trusses for the roof

are in place.

Management of Central Station Com-
panies.

The Western Electrician is in receipt of a letter

from Hon. Erastus Wiman, in which that gentleman states

that he has been especially designated by C. R. Huntley,

president of the National Electric Light association, to ad-

dress the next convention at Buffalo, on the special subject

of the financial side of electric lighting, and adds: "I am
desirous of all the help I can get to make a careful and

strong presentation of the merits of this class of property.

There is believed to be in the public mind, and especially

in financial circles, a growing prejudice adverse to securi-

ties based on electrical properties. It would seem impor-

tant at this juncture that as clear a view as possible should

be had of the real facts of the case. Hence it would be

very desirable if I could be placed in possession of instances

of successful companies, with particulars of the amount

of their stock, the length of time before dividends were

paid, and the amounts regularly realized, cost of mainte-

nance, and such other facts as can be readily got together.

Some special instances of very successful concerns are par-

ticularly wished for, and the history of companies which

have not at first been successful, but which have since

been rescued from insolvency by good management, also

any facts relating to combination between gas and electric

light companies, and how best it can be promoted."

CAR AT ST. LOUIS.

country. The new service has proved itself of decided

advantage to the United States postal department in making

collection and delivery of mail to offices along the line of

the railway.

Electrical Transmission of Power in Ire-

land.
Much interest has been aroused in Ireland by the long

distance transmission of power from Lauffen to Frankfort

by electricity, owing to the vast amount of water power in

the Emerald Isle that is not utilized. A deputation

which went from Dublin to the Frankfort exhibition re-

turned highly pleased with the way the water of the

Neckar was put to use no miles away. The membeis of

the committee state that the experiment has proved that

the water power of Ireland may be utilized and brought
from the most distant parts to the centers of trade and
manufactures at a minimum of expense, and that the

water power of the rivers, which is now useless, may be

pressed into service and help to compensate Ireland for

the want of coal. They add that the success of the exper-

iment leads them to hope that the water power of the

Liffey and the corporation waterwoiks may be soon used
to light a great part of the city of Dublin at little or no
expense. The Vartry water enters Stillorgan reservoir un-

der a head of 70 feet from Rathmichael, and when the

second line of pipes is completed, and suitable turbines

placed where the pressure will be most effective, sufficient

energj' may be generated to light the greater part of the

city.

ing a simple and inexpensive lire alarm. In this alarm the

expansive power of air is employed m direct conjunction

with the mechanism of an electric bell without the use of

any intermediate clockwork. The bell is opcralcd by the

expansion of a body of air enclosed in a bulb, as shown.

Details will be understood after a glance at the cut. An

AN AIK-ELECiKir MRE ALARM.

India rubber diaphragm is so arranged in conjunction with

a body of air, a bulb, a Hat metallic bar having a disk and

hinge, a screw, a bracket, a dry cell, and the mechanism

of an electric bell, that the circuit is made through the bell

when the body of air expands. When the body of air con-

tracts to its former volume the current is broken.

Debrun's Ammeter.
The cut shows a simple ampere meter devised by a

French inventor, M. Debrun. This instrument operates

either with alternating or continuous currents without a

c'lange of graduation being necessary. The operation of

the apparatus is based upon the heating of a mass of air

by a resistance included in the main circuit. Referring

to the diagram, the methoi of construction and the work-

ing of the meter will be easily understood. The resistance

is of nickel-iron, and the liquid is a mixture of water and

colored glycerine. To secure the wire in the glass bulb

^L Debiunusesa cork boiled in Canada balsam and made

air tight with Golas cement. The apparatus is calibrated

by comparing it with an ordinary ammeter in a continuous

current circuit. As the instrument is based upon a calor-

imetric principle, it is evident that it can be used for alter-

An Air-Electric Fire Alarm.
This compact little device was invented by H. M.

Browne of Washington, D. C, with the object of provid-

'^y^-v^xs-

DEBRUN S AMMETER.

nating currents. It is independent of atmospheric pressure,

as it is entirely closed; and it is nearly independent of

temperature. Attention should be called also to the fact

that as it takes some time to attain an equilibrium, care

must be exercised in taking the indications of this meter.

The device can also be used as a voltmeter, by putting in

a very fine wire, and completing the necessary resistance

by an exterior coil. The cut is from L'Ekctriden.
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This is what has been done at Rock island, as described

in another portion of this issue. Our English cousins,

who are inclined to doubt that electric mining machinery

is employed to any extent in America, are respectfully in-

vited to take notice.
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In this issue of the Western Electrician an article

on "Rapid Transit in Great Cities," by St. John V. Day,

is concluded. This paper was read before the Chicago

Electric club December 2ist. Mr. Day, as was stated last

week, favors an elevated structure as the solution of the

rapid transit problem, and his paper relates chiefly to the

system which he is now endeavoring to have adopted in

Chicago. In explaining his system to the club he spoke

of the electrical method for train propulsion. The reader

cannot fail to notice the ingenious manner in which he

first dwells upon the dangers of the tunnel scheme where

the conductor-along-the-route electric system would be

employed, and then sets forth the great desirability of the

electric method for elevated systems. Mr. Day is, of

course, partial to his own system, and his paper

shows it.

That the electrical resistance of carbon lessens with a

rise in its temperature is a fact well known, and this pecu-

liar property has recently been taken advantage of in the

construction of an ingenious temperature compensator for

electrical measuring instruments. Thermal changes are

often the cause of serious error in the more delicate instru-

ments when copper coils are employed. The device re-

ferred to is nothing more than a strip or filament formed

of carbon and introduced into the circuit, whose resistance

is to be maintained constant, at a point where it will be

subjected to the same changes of temperature as is the

particular part in which a change of resistance will occur.
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c. &:C. Dynamos in the St. Nicholas Hotel, Cincinnati, O. II- demands are complied with. This much we glean from
lustrated 21

^^ editorial article in a recent number of that paper in

N::^lSB«S^pu.e :::::..:::::::::::..::::;::::;;;:.:.: 1 whkh reference .s made to an eduodai in the western

The Racine Engine. Illustrated ,, ELECTRICIAN on the Same subject. The rest of our COn-

Mosher.\rc Lamp for Incandescent Circuits. Illustrated 22 temporary's complaint is couched in rather obscure

Western Electric Company's Extension ,2
language, and it is difficult to ascertain just what it means.

Chicago Electric Club. =2
It is noticeable, however, that no attempt is made to con-

Rail Bond Infaingement Suit 22 11 la uuiii.c»
, .

. J. ,

Rapid Transit in Great Cities (Concluded) 22, 2.,, 24 trovert the point we made in the editorial to which it

Niagara, the Motor for the World's Fair. By Prof. John Trow- refers—that the directors of the exposition were Compelled

bridge 241-5
at the outset to recognize electricity as the general illumin-

S:^:w«^;h'^dS:;;.';'':"::::.::::::::;:;;:;:- % ant for the grounds and bmldings, oreUe be content with

Cable Bumpers in San Francisco 25 a second-class show. No "influence wasneeded to im-

UBPAKTDIKM'rM. press the force of so patent a fact on the minds of the
Correspondence. 26, 27 „ntlemen comprising the exposition management. As to
New Incorporations 27 ^ ,.^

. . . , ,.,.,.
Electric Lighting 27 the proposed division of the work of hghting into fifty

Electric Railways 27 contracts, we are puzzled to see what that has to do with

Electtic Mining 27 ^^g question. If gas were to be used, would tbe men
Telephone 27

enffased in that industry be content to see one manufact-
Telegraph 2; ^ '^

v , m
Miscellaneous 27,28 urer furpish it all?

Trade News it „ , . , , .

,

g .

2S
Brooklyn s retirmg mayor, while not quite sure that the

Electrical Patents 28 trolley system was tbe one for his city and not being will-

- ing to go on record as either advocating or condemning its

That the telegraphers' strike on the Southern Pacific introduction, did the next best thing when he allowed the

railroad has been settled in a manner satisfactory to both aldermanic resolutions go without his veto. By this

the company and the operators is a matter for congratula- action, it is generally believed, the street railways will gain

tion. It appears that the right of membership in the their point, for reasons explained in this week's New York
Order of Railway Telegraphers will not be questioned by letter, and Brooklyn will soon be not only an object of

the company, while the men on their side make concessions. curoisity, but also a source of information to those who^ were brought up and have spent their days within the

When rock drilling by electricity has arrived at the narrow confines of Manhattan Island. Apropos of the

dignity of being employed by the government of the prospective comparison of the electric and cable systems

United States in the work of improving the water power with which the metropolis will ere long be provided, it will

at its largest arsenal, it is a good indication that this late be well to bear in mind that there is a possibility of the

application of electricity has become a commercial success. usual trifling mishaps incidental to any newly constructed

overhead electric equipment. It would not be amiss for the

electric companies to keep the fact well before them that

New York, as a whole, is prejudiced against the electric

method. For this reason it need not be expected that the

usual trifling mishaps incidental to the starting of the

machinery will be treated charitably. When the start is

made let there be no stoppages. As Mr. Edison once said

of the stoppage of a lighting service, the public will forgive

once but not twice.

The Western Electrician has several times called

attention to the fact that patents issued under our

present system are but little belter than licenses to in-

ventors to commence litigation to protect rights which
ought to be secured by the patent itself. This unfortu-

nate condition of affairs is now generally admitted, but, for

all that, we hear of no decided move being made toward
improvement. Not long ago there was presented in these

columns an interesting interview with Mr. Edison in

which he stated plainly that patents were practically of

little or no value, except when constituting a basis for a

legal fight. London Industries, in a recent issue, le-

ferred to Mr. Edison's opinion of patents in a manner
which would seem to indicate that the dissatisfaction was
not all confined to the United States.

It will be remembered that Mr. Edison was reported

as advancing the proposition that no one should manufact-

urer anything until he had proved that he does not infringe

anybody's patent. This suggestion our contemporary

does not hesitate to characterize as being absurd. The
great evil, it thinks, is the delay in enforcing rights.

"But this is common to many other branches of the law,"

it adds. 'The practice of appealing is a waste of time

and money. If the litigants are not willing to abide by

the decisions of a lower court, the lower court is useless."

Generally speaking, there is no question but that legal

proceedings are superabundantly endowed with the one

peculiarity belonging particularly to large bodies. But as

far as inventors are concerned the United States patent

system should operate in such a manner that the patentee

will not be left with only the right to go into the

courts and spend thousand of dollars to protect

himself from the man who deliberately appropri-

ates his invention. That such robberies are frequently

perpetrated upon men without means is a fact which no one

will gainsay. Our contemporary's complaint, then, about

the tardiness with which legal machinery operates is all

right so far as it goes. It would seem, though, that the

situation calls for a radical reform in patent law rather

than for an attempt to better something that is. perhaps,

after all, one of the necessary evils.

Electricians will continue to watch with satisfaction

the progress of the project for utilizing the power of Niag-

ara Falls and transmitting it by electricity. Two ref-

erences to the subject appearing in this issue will be read

with interest. A great deal has already been accomplished

on the American side, while in Canada the promoters of a

similiar scheme propose to avail themselves of the distin-

guished talents of Ferranti in transmitting the power.

Here not so much work has actually been done, but there

appears to be le^-s doubt that electricity will be utilized, as

the American company seems to have paid considerable

attention to the use of compressed air. By the time that

the water-wheels are installed, however, the projectors of

the scheme will probably have been convinced of the

superior economy and efficiency of electric transmission.

Whenever this subject is considered, the use of the

power of Niagara to turn the wheels of the machinery at

the Chicago World's Fair presents itself as a fascinating

possibility. There is no doubt that this could be done

were the necessary capital and activity forthcoming. But

no one thinks that such a transmission would be a com-

mercial success, and the proposition must be regarded

simply as a possibilily and not as a probability. Prof.

Trowbridge of Harvard University advances an interesting

idea in this connection—nothing less than the transporta-

tion of stored-up energy on freight cars. He suggests

that the electrical power generated from the cataract at

Niagara might be used to charge accumulators, these, in

turn, to be loaded on railway cars and shipped to Chicago

to dissipate their energy in driving machinery at the World's

Fair. He estimates that si.K horse power per ton could be

carried in this way. The idea has the merit of a some-

what startling novelty, at all events, although it can

hardly be claimed for it that it has any advantage over

wire transmission on the score of either- economy or con-

venience.

It is to be regretted that the present conditions seem to

indicate that the World's Columbian Exposition will not

be distinguished by the electrical connection of the world's

greatest waterfall and its greatest industrial exhibition.
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Edison's Method of Reducing Sparking
at the Commutator.

This improvenicnl is described in the present instance

as being applied to the armature in the form of a Gramme

ring. Instead of winding a single wire on the armature

core, as usual, Mr. Edison winds two or more conductors

at the same time. Of the two wires thus wound, one is

preferably a coarse copper wire and th^ other is a fine

wire of a metal having a higher specific resistance, such

as German si Iver. The latter conductor is employed par-

ticularly as a resistance wire, while the former is the wire

which carries the larger part of the current generated in

the machine.

The drawing will give a clearer idea of the method:

1 I are the two copper poles of a field magnet, 2 is the

insulated copper wire of the armature and 3 is the insulated

German silver resistance wire. At the center of each section

Edison's method of reducing sparking at the com-
mutator.

of the coil of the armature ring the copper and German silver

wires are electrically connected, as indicated at 4. The

armature coils are connected to the segments of the com-

mutator 5 by German silver or other wires 6, leading

from a point approximately midway between t\yo of the

connections, 4.

Assuming that the armature is used in a dynamo, the

operation may be explained as follows: As the armature

is rotated current is generated in opposite directions in the

two sides of the armature, and these currents meet ap-

proximately over or above the commutator, the direction

of the current being indicated by arrows. When the

current on one side reaches the section between the

points 4' and 4", it will pass across the connection at 4'

to the German silver wire 3, and thence to a commutator

segment and commutator brush, and the current on the

opposite side of the armature will pass across at 4" to the

German silver wire, and thence to the commutator, thus

putting a section of the resistance wire in circuit and

reducing the sparking at the commutator when the brushes

pass from one segment to another.

It is not essential that the two wires be wound together

for the whole length or that they should be wound

together at all, and condutctors of other materials

than those mentioned may be employed. It will

be evident that current will also be generated in the

resistance wire, which current will be in the same

direction as that in the copper conductor.

The Green Electric Railway Patents.
In a recent issue of the Western Electrician con-

siderable space was devoted to a description of the broad

patent for electric railways granted to George F. Green.

The application was made in 1879, but has been in inter-

ference in the patent office and the courts since then.

The claim that has been allowed is a very comprehensive

one, and, if it is finally established, will cause trouble to

manufacturers and users of existing apparatus. That

there is a prospect of this is shown by the following dis-

patch from Springfield, O., to the Chicago Daily N'ews:

By a recent decision of the Supreme Court of the Dis-

trict of Columbia and by receipt of letters patent O. S.

Kelly, the millionaire thresher manufacturer, legally be-

comes entitled to the sole use of alt principles used in

the electric street car systems manufactured by the

Thomson-Houston company, the Westinghouse company
and others. George F. Green of Kalamazoo, Mich.,

was the inventor of the present electric street car system,

but, being poor, before he could secure a patent, there

were three other applications for electric railway aopli-

ances of Mr. Green's ideas and his was suspended until the

question between the three other applicants could be

decided.

Mr. Kelly said: "I met Mr. Green in 1S83 in this

city. Mr. Green told me of his invention in the electric

street car systems. For a certain consideration I took an

interest in it; and in addition was to pay allj" expenses

connected with the case. Mr. Green made his application

in 1879 and when I arranged with him in 1883 his patent

was still suspended. We waited until 1S86, at which

time the patent office granted letters patent up^n electric

railways to a nephew of Justice Field. I then asked to

put in an interference, but the patent office, by unusual

ruling, held that I could not come into interference with

Mr. I'icld unless I lilcd an entirely new application, doing

it in i386.

'T filed the application and fought it through, but in

1889 Field was granted a patent on part of Green's inven-

tion. In the meantime I had kept th-; '79 application

alive and we came to them with it. They, however, re-

jected us, and on last August we carried it to the Supreme
Court and they granted us the patent. In the meantime
I bought out Green,"

Mr. Kelly will proceed to collect royalties from almost

all the electric street railways in the country.

C. & C. Dynamos in the St. Nicholas
Hotel. Cincinnati. O.

The illustration shows the dynamo room in the St.

Nicholas Hotel, Cincinnati. The two generators have a

capacity of 300 lights each and are of the standard C. ^:

C. type. The dynamos are compound wound, and the

entire machine is constructed with a view to attaining the

highest possible efficiency. The armature shaft revolves

in self-oiling bearings and the dynamo rests upon a

sliding base, which can be adjusted to tighten the belt.

This installation was made about a year ago, and the

dynamos have been in constant service ever since then.

The fact that a 40 kilowatt dynamo of the same type has

recently been added to the plant to furnish current for an

increased number of lights gives evidence of the satisfac

tion which these machines have given.

Stories of Electricity.

An amusing and interesting record of alleged freaks of

electricity can be made up from the columns of the daily

papers. Here are some of the latest:

A freak of lightning occurred the other night near the
village of New Salem, Vermont. Arent S. Vandyck
occupies an old mansion, in the parlor of which hung a
collection of revolutionary swords, one of which was
heavily plated with silver. On the night in question a
terrific thunderstorm burst, and one particularly feaiful

crash stunned every one in the house. Quickly recovering,

the family hastened to see what damage had been done.

Suddenly the younger Vandyck pointed to an old-

fashioned sofa. There lay what seemed to be a silver cat,

curled up as comfortably as could be. Each glittering

hair was separate and distinct, and each silvery bristle of

the whiskers described as graceful a curve as if in life.

Turning to the swords on the wall, just over the sofa,

father and son remarked that the plated sword had been
stripped of all its silver; the scabbard was a strip of

blackened steel, and the hilt had gone altogether. The
family cat had been electro-plated by lightning! A round
hole in a window pane, about the size of a half-dollar,

showed where the electro fluid had entered. It is thought

used in lighting the car. This wire had been hanging on
a hook fastened in the ceiling of the rear platform. It

dropped, just encircling his car, and the lightning went
clear through him 10 his toes. He dropped on the car
platform unconscious, and it was nearly an hour before he
was resuscitated. The inner passage of the ear is seriously

affected, and he will sue the street railway company for
heavy damages. Two other passengers were stunned
when (ilaskin fcH against them.

Chicago is the scene of the next story, and it is asserted
that a sidewalk charged with electricity in front of John-
son's saloon at 140 South Ilalsted street provided amuse-
ment for a large crowd the other night. Electric light

wires under the sidewalk had become crossed or disar-

ranged in some way, says the 'J'tH-ime, and one great stone
slab, moistened with rain, had become so charged with
electricity that every one without rubbers who stepped on
it received a shock. Some were shocked only to the
knees, others to the waist, while others were actually
paralyzed. Along trotted two dogs, tramp dogs, that live

off the free lunches in saloons in the neighborhood. When
they stepped on the electrified stone they let out a howl of
terror, and breaking through the laughing crowd, dashed
wildly down the street. Three shop girls came sailing by.
Three pronounced screams rent the air as they dashed
through the crowd. They came back a fe^- moments
later to see what had- struck them. A stylishly-dressed

young fellow, four-fifths drunk, came rolling along with
that peculiarly independent swagger incident to the man
with a jag. The crowd parted to let him touch the magical
stone. He got his shock and with a yell broke
through the crowd and ran clear to Jackson street. As
the laughing crowd looked after him they saw him stop
under the Jackson street electric light and glance back,
with a look of terror on his face, as if he were trj'ing to

figure out what kind of a new serpent had bitten him.
The crowd grew so large in lime that four policemen were
detailed from Desplaines Street station to scatter it and
allow travel to be resumed on the street. At 10 o'clock

the electrical repairman arrived, and the stone was robbed
of its shocking power.
A peculiar fatality at a fire in New Orleans is thus

described: The wind was blowing hard and made fire

fighting a hard task. Chief O'Connor was in charge and
was directing Matthew Hannon, a hoseman of Columbia,
No. 5, who was playing a stream of water on the fire. The
chief took the brass nozzle and continued pumping on the
blazing debris, while Hannon went to recover his hat,

which had blown off. About this time a telephone wire
fell and hung down in the doorway. The chief paid no
attention to it and continued pumping. Suddenly he
struck the wire with the stream. The water proved to be
an excellent conductor, for a current of electricity ran
down the stream and the brass nozzle and through the
chief. The telephone wire was crossed with an electric

light wire. The chief for a few seconds was stunned.
Meantime Hannon had secured his hat and came back to

continue his fight on the fire. Unconscious of his danger
he I'oiinded to the chief's side, and as he did so the swing

C. \ ' . DYNAMOS IN THE ST. NICHOLAS HOTEL, CINCINNATI, O.

the plating of the cat's surface will prevent decay, and

that she may be retained permanently among the family

curiosities.

The foregoing, which was given in an English electrical

paper, and alleged to have originally appeared in an

American journal, has a certain air of improbability, but

the following items are all given in the daily papers as

truthful accounts:

A St. Paul dispatch says: T. H. Glaskin. a Chicago

traveling man, was standing Ton the rear platform of an

interurban electrical car which was spinning along from

Minneapolis to St. Paul at a lively rate shortly after 10

o'clock last night. It was raining hard'and Mr. Glaskin

raised his umbrella, which struck the electric Hght wire

ing wire struck him on the shoulder. He cried, "Oh, my
Godl" and threw out his arms. The wire swung away
from him. but rebounding came in contact with Hannon's
left arm. The unfortunate man shrieked once more, and
then, as if to throw the deadly wire from him, be grasped
it with both hands, and without a moan fell face down-
ward, dead. One thousand people saw Hannon die, and
the ordeal was so terrible that the firemen were for a time
demoralized.

A prize is offered by the Societe des Eaux de la Dranse
in Switzerland for the best system for the electrical utiliza-

tion of a fall of water. Particulars of the competition may
be had from the secretary of the Societe des Ingenieurs,

Civile of Paris.
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New Storage Battery Plate,

H. G. Morris and P. G. Salom of Philadelphia have

devised a secondary battery plate in which they dispense

with the high priced oxides of lead—such as minium,

litharge, and other lead salts and oxides—now ussd as the

active material in secondary-battery plates, and partially

replace such materials with a cheap substance fulfilling, it

is claimed, all the fuQCtions of the above mentioned com-

pounds.

Messrs. Morris and Salom assert that they have fcmnd

that electrically the behavior of galena or sulphide of lead

is analogous in its chemical reactions to the oxides. In

the negative electrode as at present constituted hydrogen is

liberated by the action of the current and takes oxygen

from the litharge or other oxides to form water. When

galena or the sulphide of lead is used as active matter, the

liberated hydrogen combines with the sulphur of the sul-

phide to form sulphureted hydrogen, which escapes as gas.

In the positive plate as at present constituted the oxygen

which is liberated by the current in charging, combines

with the oxide or sulphate of lead and forms peroxide with

the liberation of sulphuric acid. When galena is used,

the liberated oxygen first oxidizes the sulphide and forms

sulphate, which in turn is oxidized to peroxide with the

liberation of sulphuric acid.

In making a negative plate compound they prefer to mix

the finely pulverized galena with about ten per cent, of

litharge, although a greater or less amount of the latter

may be used. The litharge ads a5 a binder for holding

the sulphide of lead in position in the plate until it is thor-

oughly reduced to spongy lead. In making a compound

for the positive plate they add to the finely pulverized

galena aoout fifty per cent, of the pulverized peroxide and

sulphate, for the sake of economy, using the material

obtained from old worn-cut elements, which acts both as

a binder and as a conductor. Either the poi-itive or

negative plale filled with the improved compound may

be formed separately or in conjunction with the other

plate. ^

The Racine Engine.

An automatic vertical engine, in sizes from i to 90 horse

power, has recently been perfected and placed on the mar-

ket by the Racine Hardware Manufacturing company of

Racine, Wis. The automatic governor used on this en-

gine has been so simplified and reduced in cost that it is

possible to compete in price with the ordinary engine. It

is claimed also that a saving of 30 per cent, in the amount

of steam used is efTected. The cut shows one of the 15

The company has four of these engines in use in difler-

ent parts of its extensive establishment.

Although it counts among its regular customers such

firms as the Edison General Electric company, and a half

dozen other electrical firms, still a targe portion of the

Racine company's trade comes from establishments desir-

ing to subdivide their power, instead of having it massed

in one large engine. There is a demand for these engines

from Maine to California. The manufacturers have re-

cently added several thousand dollars' worth of special

tools to the equipment of the engine department, and are

usually able to make immediate shipment

from stock. The engine is built in sizes X ^-*^

ranging from cylinders three inches in diam-

eter to thirteen inches diameter.

THE RACINE ENGINE.

horse power Racine engines. The floor space of the base is

but 24x36 inches. The steel crank shaft has two wide bearings

on the frame of the engine, and in addition a heavy out-

bearing beyond which it extends far enough to permit of

the use of a pulley of almost any desired size. On the

short end of the engine shaft is arranged the compression

grease cup for oiling the crank pin brasses. The governor

is accurately balanced when running at any speed, thus in-

suring perfect control at all times. By the adjustment of

weights and springs, it can be set for a wide range of

speed.

Rapid Transit in Great Cities

\_Co}icliidLd from page lo.]

Let us now consider some facts as to the probable num-
ber of trains which will have to be dealt with at a time in

the four-tunnel Greathead scheme which Mr. Sterne advo-
cates for New York city.

F. J. Sprague, who has made many careful observa-
tions of what takes place on the Third Avenue elevated
railway of New York, has drawn attention to the fact that

during the busy hours of the day there are at one and the
same time in operation on this road, which is only eight
and a half miles long, no less than sixty-three trains of
four and five cars each on both the up and down tracks, or

IVIosher Arc Lamp for Incan-
descent Circuits.

A new arc lamp for constant potential cir-

cuits to be used either with direct or alternat-

ing current has recently been perfected by

the Mosher Arc Lamp company of Chicago.

The lamp possesses several novel features.

It is simple in construction, with the regulat-

ing mechanism reduced to a minimum.

These lamps can be used singly on circuits

of any voltage from 50 to 125. They can be

run in series of two on a circuit of 100 and

125 voHs, and in twos, threes, or fours,

on a 220 volt circuit, also in series of five

to ten on a 500 volt circuit. They can be

adjusted so as to take from three to ten

amperes each, and to yield from 500 to

2,500 or more candle power.

The lamps are made in two sizes. One 42 inches in

length, receives a pair of ordinar}' carbons; another is 52

inches long and will take 24'3 inches of carbon. The

carbon holders are made to receive pencils var}ing in size

from 7-r6 to 5-S, also to fit other lamps than the Mosher.

Steadiness of light, the ease with which it can be regulated

and adaptability to any voltage or system are among the

leading features of the Mosher lamp.

The length of the arc is easily adjusted by means of a

regulating screw at the lower end of the spring.

Resistance, composed of fine braided wire, is inclosed

in the case at the top of the lamp or may be located at any

convenient place away from the lamp. It is aUo adjust-

able. No resistance is required for alternating currents.

The lamp is so constructed that a weather hood is

unnecessary, and there is, of course, a cut out so that

when the carbons are consumed or broken, the lamp will

be automatically thrown out of circuit.

Fig. I shows the lamp 'designed for outdoor service,

while Figs. 2 and 3 give a good idea of the general

appearance of the two lamps designed respectively for di

rect and alternating currents.

Western Electric Company's Extension.

The Western Electric company of Chicago has pur-

chased the block of ground known as the Collins ^; Eurgie

property, which lies immediately south of the Western

Electric company's factory on Clinton street. The prop-

erty has 300 feet of north frontage on Congress street, 200

feet east frontage on Clinton street, 200 feet west frontage

on Jefferson street, or thereabouts, and is bounded on the

south by Jefferson place. Located on this property are at

present the foundry buildings of the late owners. The
price paid was about $320,000.

Chicago Electric Club.

At last Monday's meeting of the club the paper of Chief

Barrett on "Electrical Exhibits During the World's Co-

lumbian Exposition" was read. During the discussion it

wasvoted as the sense of the club that the American elec-

trical companies should distinguish the World's Fair by

some scheme of long-distance electrical transmission sur-

passing the Lauffen- Frankfort experiment.

Rail Bond Infringement Suit

Judge Blodgett of the United States Circuit Court, Chi-

cago, has rendered a decision in favor of the defendant in

the case of Charles A Lieb against the Electric Merchandise

company. IMr. Lieb brought suit for alleged infringement

of a patent for rail bonds.

A novel event in the shape of a chess match played by
telephone took place between representatives of London
and Liverpool recently. Two games were arranged. The
first was won by the Liverpool, but the second was aban-
doned after 60 moves.

Flti. 2. FIG. 3.

OSHER AKC LAMP FOR INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

thirty two trains, nearly, per track. The two tunnels,

which it is intended to be used for wayside traftic, could

scarcely have a less number of trains in them at the same
time. It seems hardly probable that the traveling public

could be induced to go down into such a tunnel when such

a number rf trains, of the weight per train which would be
necessary for the contemplated traftic on the Greathead

railway as proposed for New York City, are simultaneous-

ly operated from one source, all receiving their current

from one and the same source, when, as is sometimes cer-

tain to happen from one of many causes, the current is

ceased, at which time every one of these trains would be
stopped or blocked.

'1 his last mentioned casualty is perhaps the most serious

which could ari^e. and while it is inconvenient enough for

stoppage of the current to occur on an above ground rail-

way, it is an intensely more serious a contingency lo face

in a luni el.

This conclusion points out that whenever a tunnel sys-

tem for municipal railway traffic is resorttd to, the motive
power used should be of such kind that e^ch train is totally

independent of any other—that the motive power should

be such thai if a breakdown occurs to one or more trains

the others should not be prevented from moving backward
or forward to the nearest station.

This unquestionably indicates that a circuit system
operated from a dynamo station cannot be looked upon as

a final solution for reliably carrying on the heavy passenger
traffic in tunnel railways.

If tunnels in some cases must be resorted to for carrying

on such a heavy traffic as corresponds with the case here

considered, namely, the Third avenue elevated road of

New York city, then the electrically operated circuit sys-

tem is not safe for it, therefore is not adapted for such
traffic with trains of cars each of which weighs fifteen tons

when empty, eighteen tons when loaded and twenty-two
tons when crowded. Either the steam locomotive, com-
pressed air engines, some form of gas engine, probably
such an arrangement as has been recently proposed by
E. F. Osborne of this city, or the storage battery must
be resorted to.

With regard to the latter there can hardly be any longer

reasonable doubt but that the electrical mind is within the
precincts of a great discover}', if even that has not already

been reached by the use of cellulose for the grids in the
Purapelly battery. This feature of battery construction I

look upon as likely to dissipate many of the drawbacks that

for operating train motors have in the past attached to the

storage battery. There is hardly any field so full of promise
for the future of all the railway systems of the world as
that which lies within the probable development of the

storage batter}'; there is none other so full of reward to the

genius which occupies itself along the highways of scien-

tific discovery, and that of its offspring, the practical inven-

tivity to apply it for the highest ends of humanitarian
progress.

In regard to some of the conclusions which I have from
time to time advanced against the electrically operated
four tunnel system, recent experience in the new subway
in London, popularly known as the City & South London
electric railway, is held up as a sufficient answer; but I

maintain it is not an answer in any sense, when the

necessities of traffic are such as have to be "dealt with in the

extremely crowded business centers or the great cities of

the United States. Tt is desirable to have lacts before us in

order to institute a proper comparison. In making this my
only object is to consider the capability of the electrically

operated subway as it is, and then to deal with its relation-

ship to such traffic as has to be provided for in the cases of

cities so circumstanced as New York, Chicago or Philadel-

phia.

Mr. Sterne has explained in New York that the City &
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South London road was originally laid out as a " small

omnibus line," each car being 26 feet long and having

seats along the sides, just :is an ordinary street car. Its

electric plant is designed to handle a train of three tram

cars, carrying a total load of 100 people or 33 1-3 persons

per car, at a maximum speed of 25 to 26 miles per hour.

The total weight of the train is from 30 to 40 tons. The
seating capacity of the I -ondon electric train is 1 56

feet only; that of the Manhattan train is 400 feet. The
London train allows iS inches for each scat, and therefore

seats 100 passengers. The Manhattan train allows 20

inches for each seat, anJ seals 240 passengers, while it

often carries during crowded periods nearly twice this

number. The contractors for the system are reported to

have guaranteed that the cost for traction for their trains

should not e.xceed 3>2d, or 7 cents, per train mile, which

amount, it is understood, is for haulage merely, and does not

include any charge for maintenance and repairs of the elec-

tric plant. Taking from these figures the cost of haulage

per ton using for divisor the mean weight of the trains we
find

.,'f;
= .2 of a cent as the cost of hauling a ton through

one mile on this electric road.

If we compare this with the actual figures obtained in

practice on the Manhattan system of New York the result

is not (avorable to the London electric railway.

For the year ending June 30, iSgo.the Manhattan sys-

tem made the following expenditure on its motive power
plant:

Repairs of locomotives $342,4-18.20

For fuel 814,969.32

For oil and waste *9)43<^-.S9

For water supply 65,019.93

$1,191,873.84

With the engine power represented by the expenditure

for the year, the Manhattan road made 7,683,520 train

miles, which shows the cost for haulage of about 16 cents

per train mile. To complete our comparison we must re-

view the character of the Manhattan trains—the maximum
of which consists of five cars, each having a seating capa-

city of 50 persons, or say 250 passengers per train, as

compared to the loo passengers of the London electric

train. The average weight of the Manhattan train is no
tons, and ^^{'^= .14. of a cent as the cost of hauling a ton

through a mile on that road.

Then .2—. 14^.06 of a cent, which shows that the cost of

haulage on the London electric road is very nearly 33 per

cent, more then on the Manhattan road; and whereas the

latter haulage charge does include the cost of main-

tenance and repairs—while the former appears not to do

so—these costs, when included as they ought to be, would

show this factor in a more unfavorable light than here

appears for the expense of electric tonnage haulage.

In February, iSSg, experiments were made by
Lincoln Moss on the Ninth avenue line, to determine the

relative cost of electric and steam traction, the results of

which were very adverse to electric traction. An ordinary

steam locomotive was run in competition with a Daft

motor, the trains composed of empty cars. The total cost

of running by electricity is computed by Mr. Moss as

about four times that of steam. The most disparaging

element there was tke factor for depreciation and repairs.

In the case of steam his figures are $24,472, but for the

electric plant $385,530. For fuel alone, the relative costs

were found to be §go,gi4 for steam haulage, and $107,583
for electrical haulage—or an excess of nearly 20 per cent.

Electrical work has been, however, much advanced since

the beginning of 1SS9, therefore, better results are to be

had now.
In spite of the many defects and disadvantages—not

least among them the terrible noise—which are admittedly

chargeable to the elevated railways of New York city, no

sane person could seriously contend that traveling by them
is not immensely preferable to traveling underground, on

the Metropolitan railway of London; nor in considering

the full scope of this matter, may it be forgotten that it is,

at least, natural to human beings who are in the plenitude

of physical health and full activity of their senses to be in

all respects above ground rather than consigned to travel

below ground in tunnels.

When the nature of the case renders tunnels compulsory,

nothing remains to be said,- but why resort to under-

ground travel with all its drawbacks, in American cities

especially?—when these cities by virtue of their long,

straight and generally broad streets, avenues and alleys, so

well admit of a properly devised system of elevated railway

which shall accommodate both rapid transit trains as well as

slow trains for the intermediate wayside traffic?

While for an ancient city like London, with its very

crooked, tortuous and often very narrow streets and lanes,

congested as these are with both vehicular and pedestrian

traffic, to such an extent that not a day passes without

traffic of both kinds being many times brought to a stand-

still, not for minutes merely, but often for quite half an

hour at a time—it is certainly impossible that an elevated

railway could be constructed, or if constructed that it

could be operated. Because this condition of things rules

in London, the old districts of Paris, Vienna, Barcelona

and indeed in any other of the ancient cities of Europe so

as to compel almost any system of rapid transit to be car-

ried on below ground in the heart of the cities, it does not

follow that a modern city like New York, Chicago or

Philadelphia, is for the same reasons which rule in London,

especially, and in Europe generally, compelled to adopt

underground lines of communication.

The case presented in American cities does not enforce

any such relegation of. rapid transit to tunnels, for the

reason that they have been modernly laid out with much
wise foresight in long lines of broad, straight streets,

avenues, boulevards and alleys, intersecting each other at

right angles, so as to most effectually admit of a superb

sj^tem of elevated railway being carried through their

magnificent thoroughfares.

It is certain that an elevated railway having four tracks
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30 as to carry on simultaneously, but nonintcrfcringly.

rapid transit traffic, as well as the slower wayside traffic,

may be provided at about one-eighth the cost of an equiva-

lent tunnel railway. But an elevated railway for effecting

this must be a structure quite unlike the girder frame system
at present operated in New York, or the somewhat analo-

gous structures known respectively as the Lake street

elevated road and the Alley elevated road recently erected,

but not as yet operated, in Chicago.
Still more so must the elevated railway be unlike

the grand masonry arcade structures in Paris and
Berlin, for the reason that the actual cost of such a struc-

ture as the Metropolitan railway of Berlin, including the
right of way, reaches the considerable total for seven miles

of railway of 1^15.942,000 or $2,115,000 per mile, of which
forty-seven per cent, was paid for property, thus having
lifty-three per center ^i, 120.950 per mile, as the cost of the

structure. The actual cost of the four-track Stadt-
bahn, 7,5 miles long, was forrightof way about $8, 500,000
and for works about $9,500,000 Total, $18000000.
The estimated cost of the four-track New \'ork viaduct,

about 12 miles long, is for right of way and works each

$53,000,000 or together, $106,000,000.
To insure a reasonable return upon this as an investment

at the average five cent fare for s\ich traffic in American
cities, and limited to that kind of traffic alone, it is safe to

say that the earning capacity of such a road over a length

of many miles, and which length must always be an
increasing factor, while the fare irrespective of increasing

length of structure, is not likely ever to be an increasing

factor, rather from recent indications much more likely to

be a decreasing one, does not present a tempting invest-

ment. Any elevated railway which is to be largely spread

throughout the length and breadth of a city and to

extend in all directions into suburban districts, five, ten,

nay twenty or more miles away, must be of a very much less

costly character than anything yet adopted, in order to be
a paying scheme.
We are apt to look at New York as the ideal of an

elevated railway system, because of the immense facts

which it has developed in this particular class of traffic

with four short lines of elevated railway, running parallel

with each other throughout the length and breadth of a
long, thickly populated, but all the while narrow island.

The case presented by the costly elevated railroads of New
York City and the long, narrow island of Manhattan, is in

no case a criterion for such a city as Chicago, situated with
its eastern front fixed by the shore of a vast lake, while

its northern, southern and western divisions are ever

extending with untrammeled strides outward, over an
almost boundless prairie.

A few lines of elevated railway running parallel to each
other while meeting much of the demands of Manhattan
island could not possibly suffice for Chicago.

Hfre we must have a great system of elevated railways

trending in all directions, capable of unlimited extension

in all directions, and forming numerous loops to accom-
modate even the present requirements of the community,
while it would be idle, nay reprehensible in the extreme,

in a case such as Chicago represents, where the population

is at present doubling itself in from every ten to twelve

years, to refuse in laying out its elevated railways, to

neglect the adoption of a system which shall continue to

pay for all possible extension a sufficient return upon the

investment.
No elevated railway for carrying on such traffic as a

great commercial city requires has yet been built wherein
the superstructure has cost much of anything less than

$380,000 per mile. A very much less cost is necessary to

carry elevated railways into distant suburban districts,

that is to say into less and still less populous districts so

that they may pay.

Hence the question arises, '"Can this be accomplished?

'

I hope to show in what follows that it can. It cannot,

however, be accomplished by any system which involves

in the structures used the employment of the larger part

of the material in compression. As wrought iron or steel is

with a given section three or four times stronger in tension

than in compression, it follows that if the mechanical

design will admit of a structure of considerable length of

section being built, with all or practically all of its parts

subject to tensile stress alone, while maintaining the

requisite rigidity of structure, a saving of from two-thirds

to three-fourths of the material requisite for the com-
pression members of a truss or girder structure maybe
effected.

Nearly ten years ago my mind became closely concen-

trated upon this problem, and I was ultimately led to

devise and experimentally test a variety of structures,

arriving eventually at the production of a frame capable of

supporting continuous lines of railway, in which all the

parts should be in tension.

After some measure of success, commingled with not a

little disappointment, my thoughts resorted to a plaything

of almost every boy in his school days—the unbroken loop

or belt of twine with which is played, the variations of

structure commonly known as the "cats cradle." I quickly

saw that given the necessary material, stretched with the

necessary tension, and with sufficient depth of structure so

as to give vertical stiffness, and with the length of the ' 'cat's

cradles" divided into panels, each "division of which could

be connected by transverse beams between a pair of "cat's

cradles" arranged side by side at the requisite distance

apart, I should obtain the supporting points of a continuous

platform either horizontal or to suit any required grade
which would be capable of carrying, either a single rail-

way track, or two, three, four, or more tracks on the same
level, or in two or more tiers, one above the olher. These
considerations led me to make practical experiments under
every variation of load that is ever likely to occur. The
result of these experiments was to prove beyond question

not only that an ordinary suspension cable may be stiffened

against deformation, without considerable addition to

weight of structure, but that it may be sufficiently stiffened

to carry unusually heavy dead and live loads by the use of

a second and much lighter cable curved inversely to its own
curvature.

The structure to which I direct your attention it not only
capable of accommodating rapid transit trains but wayside
trains also. It is so designed as not to shut out the pas-
sage of light to the streets and abutting buildings. In its

operations, particularly in respect of noise and smoke, it is

not a public •uisancc. In respect that the structure is

composed of long spans of three hundred to four hundred feet

each, carried on piers springing from the curb lines of the
sidewalks, it does not inrpedc vehicular, pedestrian or
equestrian traffic in the streets through or across which an
elevated railway is carried.

By extending the floor beams at either side of the struct-
ure it may be made to carry elevated sidewalks, which will

relieve the pressure of the crowds from the ordinary side-

walks on the street level. The structure can also be used
to carry the telegraph and telephone wires, thus getting rid

on one hand of the unsightly poles which line so many
streets, and on the other the heavy cost of laying con-
ductors underground, together with the concomitant
hindrances due to tearing up the streets.

To illustrate the extreme importance not only for

elevated railways but for suspension bridge structures
generally of the ' 'cat's cradle" principle, I will here refer to
some comparisons which have recently been made by my
friend, Theodore Graham Cribble, who has drawn
attention to the primary fact that the comparative efficiency

of the primary suspension principle with that of the
girder may be illustrated by supposing the transportation
of a light weight across a ravine 400 feet wide. A girder
constructed merely to carry its own weight and that of a
man would weigh at least one hundred tons, that is to say,
on the purely imaginary hypothesis of its requiring no
lateral stability. As a matter of fact it would require to
be built of two or more ribs and weigh from 400 to 500
tons. Asteelwireof .03 inch diameter, weighing only 100
pounds, having a dip of about 35 feet and anchored at each
end would not only support its own weight but would carry
many times the weight of a man safely across. During
the transit, the wire would assume undulations which
would not affect its safety. If, however, a series of in-

dependent weights had been suspended from the wire, the
passage of a load would create sudden vertical movements
of those weights causing sharp shocks upon the wire,
which would produce an immeasurably more destructive
effect than the application of those same loads in a uniform
and steady manner.

It is therefore the principal aim in designing ordinary
suspension bridges to diminish the deformations of the
structure under variable loads. This is accomplished in

several ways by independent downward ties, carried back
to the piers; by bracing the cables; by trussing the road-
way or by framing from the roadway to the cable. The
independent tie, apart from the fact of its detracting from
the natural beauty of the suspension cur\'e, is at best only
a local remedy. It prevents cteformation at one point
only, and that but partially, because the lengths being un-
equal, the varying expansions render it impossible to obtain
a uniform tension upon them. For instance, if an in-

dependent tie could be carried from the foot of the pier
to the center of the bridge it would exert its maximum
effect under certain conditions, but under others it would
be entirely useless. The expansion of the bridge being
provided for at the piers, the center would remain station-

ary, lengthwise, but under a rise of temperature would be
depressed vertically by the slackening of the cable, thus
shortening its distance from the point of attachment of the
tie at the pier. But the tie itself, being lengthened by ex-
pansion, would exert no pull upon the bridge beyond its

own weight. The same defect in greater or less degree is

common to all independent ties.

Trussing and framing of suspension bridges is a com-
promise between two essentially different principles of con-
struction and produces a hybrid structure. The weight is

greatly increased, the symmetry marred and the general
effect gives rise to the querj- whether an arch, truss or
cantilever would not have been preferable.

In the tension frame which I have devised and con-
structed, the general effect is that of a suspension of in-

creased symmetry, having the straight lines of the roadway
relieved by the upturned curve of the under cable. The
appearance is, however, only the adjunct of an important
mechanical alteration in the distribution of stress The
tension frame contains an almost continuous communica-
tion of stress from an upper to a lower cable during the
passage of a moving load and that by means of tension
members only.

It is obvious that the so called elasticity of suspended
structures is due to deformation alone. There is no more
elasticity in steel under tensile than under compressive
forces. If the simple suspension wire already alluded to

could be anchored downby a series of vertical ties through-
out its length, the wire being unable to depress under the
load without elevating the opposite end and being resisted

in so doing by the ties, would replace movement by stress

and be as rigid vertically as a girder.

In the tension frame, the lower upturned cable is main-
tained in tension by straining devices at the pier and being
considerably flatter and consequently shorter than the
upper cable is not capable of the same e.xtent of deforma-
tion as the upper cable. It affords a resistance to vertical

movement in the ratio of the decrement of its length apart
from the effect of the bracing. In addition to this a com-
plete system of diagonal bracing has not only the effect of
communicating stress from the upper to the lower cable, but
in each panel offers resistance to distortion. On examin-
ing the distorted panels formed between the cables
we see that one diagonal is lengthened and the other
shortened, from which it is evident that if the vertical

rods were replaced by a pair of diagonals, deforma-
tion could not take place without straining one of
them. Both being tension members, they act alternately

or conjointly, according to the positon of the load; one of
them becomes redundant when the load is uneven and they
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both act together when the load passes over them. The

same effect as this, though in less perfect degree is produced

by the stiffening trusses on the double decked system

The tendency to movement is mainly vertical and is

therefore practically met by the vertical tie in consequence

of the latter being prevented from assuming an oblique di-

rection over a considerable portion of its length by means of

the stiffening truss, the stiess being" finally com-

municated to the under cable. The conditions de-

manding diagonal bracing are mainly the ratio of per-

manent to moving load and that of the dip to the span.

When the curves are flat and the permanent load great^ in

propoption to the moving load, the tendency to deformation

is slight. The horizontal component of the resistances of

the suspension rods is small, and is largely taken up by the

internal stiffness of the cable.

Another important office of the under cable is in distri-

buting the load between adjacent spans when the total loads

are themselves unequal. The reaction of the piers is vertical

when the spans are equal, whether loaded equally or not.

When the spans are unequal the reaction lies in the direction

of a diagonal to a pair of tangents to the curves at the piers.

In a series of ordinary suspension spans, the only means of

preventing overbalancing would be either to anchor them by

independent downward ties, the defects of which have al-

ready been touched upon, or else to fix the cables at the piers.

The result of the latter plan would be to deflect the reactions

of the piers very considerably from the perpendicular and

the overturning moment, acting with a leverage of the

whole height of the pier, would require a large increase of

material and a wide base of the pier. The action of the

lower cable in the adjacent span of a series of tension

frames is to carry the reaction of the balance of the unequal

load to a point comparatively close to the base of the

pier.

With regard to the distribution of stress in any single

span of a tension frame under a moving load, if we could

imagine the upper cable transformed into a stiff inverted

arch having a moment of resistance capable of resisting

deformation, we could determine the stresses upon any

cross section when the curve of equilibrium became external

to it, by means of an equation derived from the curve of

bending moment. The tensions upon the bracing are those

forces which balance, or take the place of that moment of

resistance, which is lacking in the cable. The only limit

to the rigidity of such a frame is the freedom to deform

between the points of attachment of the bracing and the

reflection of the whole frame after the manner of a girder.

It is probable that these can be reduced by proper appor-

tionment to an imperceptible vibration.

A braced invert would resist the same deformation

in a different manner, the relation of stress to strength

being found by equating the moment of resistance

to the bending moment at any cross section. Such an

arch, apart from its heavy appearance, would have to furn-

ish all the required resistance to deformation within the

small compass of its own cross section. The braced sus-

pension bridge, possesses more leverage against defor-

mation but is quite distinct in its distribution of stress

from the tension frame. It would be better termed a sus-

pended truss. Its principal defect is the loss of uniformity in

the stress upon the upper chord, which being resolved

amongst the bracing is almost nil at the center under un-

equal loads. Moreover as will be seen from the diagrams,

the bracing is all in tension under uniform loads, but

acts alternately as struts and ties under uneven

loads. Consequently the use of steel wire is precluded for

the cable and the bracing.having to resist heavy alternating

stpesse, sproduces a wasteful and inelegant structure. In

the tension frame the stresses are so nearly uniform even

under unequal loads that wire rope of uniform section can

be used with economy both for cables and tracing.

With regard to the effect of winds upon the tension

frame a few words are necessary. The vertical component

of wind pressure is generally due to obstructions. The
more open the sweep of a hurricane, the more nearly does

it approach to a horizontal force. It is on record that

winds have lifted roofs having a weight of ten pounds per

superficial foot, but the action has probably been as follows :

Moving air and moving water (as demonstrated by Hutton

and others) act on precisely analogous principles. A
horizontal wind impinging upon the vertical side of a

building, curls upward as when a wave strikes a revet-

ment, and meeting the projecting eave forms the roof into

a lever with the opposite wall plate as a fulcrum. In an

exposed position such as a suspension bridge usually occu-

pies, it is not so much the amount as the continuance of

unresisted force which has been so dangerous to such

structures. When lacking any downward tie or stiffening

truss of any kind the vertical component of the wind sets

up a gradually increasing undulation along the bridge,

like the swelling of a riple into a wave until, at last it

becomes a series of mighty shocks which wreck the bridge.

The introduction of the under cable is a complete pro-

vision for the vertical action of any wind. It meets the

trouble at the beginning so that the bridge cannot com-

mence to undulate. The strength moreover is so great and

so directly carries an upward force back to the foot of the

piers that if we were to suppose so absurd a thing as that

the wilde.'it hurricane ever known were to swerve from its

normal path and sport with the law of gravitation under-

neath the bridge every member of the tension frame would

be adequate in its place to resist it. The action of

the horizontal component of the wind is met in the usual

manner by an inward lateral slope of the cables toward

the center and by wind bracing, but the effect of the under

cable is equally valuable in this phase of resistance, seeing

that it pulls against the outer cable.

In the case of the proposed elevated boulevard and
elevated railway, it is intended furthermore to adopt a

flooring for the carriage way which will form a lateral girder

of enormous strength. It consists of deeply corrugated

plates of high moment of inertia connecting the cross

girders clear across the bridge. The cross girders fifteen

feet apart form the posts of the lateral girder and the floor-
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ing the web, the depth available for resisting horizontal

stress being fifty feet, that is to say, the total width of

the bridge.

The comparative weights of various standard types of

bridges has been given by the late Prof. Fleeming Jenkin

in a paper read before the Royal Scottish Society of Arts.

He gives the weights of the main members and bracing

exclusive of roadway which is common to all. The mov-
ing load is supposed to be 1.4 tons per foot run. The
maximum intensity of stress upon all types except the

suspension bridge is 4 tons per square inch. The
suspension principle being adapted to the use of

steel wire of high tensile strength is supposed

to be subject to eight tons per square inch. The follow-

ing is an extract from the table:

Span in Feel. Weight in Tons.

Suspension
Bridge.

Arch. Bowstring
Girder.

Lattice Girder.

200
400
600

19

200

41

154

530

70

375
1,260

83

475
2,220

Tension frame,,

From the same table we find that a girder of 700 feet

span would weigh more than a suspension bridge of 1,280

feet span.

Adopting a 400 foot span and adding the weight of the

roadway in both cases we can compare the tension frame

with the girder as follows:
Tods.

Girder Main members 47
f,

Roadway 140

615

Upper cable and bracing 83
Under cable 45
Roadway 140

Or about 43 per cent, of the weight of the girder. The
total cost of a mile of double-decked elevated railway upon
the tension frame system is in close analogy with this.

It is estimated at $231,000, as against ^500,000 for the

ordinary elevated railway construction.

The method and time of construction are an important
feature in this system. Instead of requiring the occupation

of a portion of the streets by continuous rows of columns,
the structure will bridge from cross street to cross street.

Instead of being carried forward from one or two ends only
it will be constructed simultaneously throughout an avenue.
The tiers will be erected from a scaffold arching the cross

streets and having a minimum headway of sixteen feet to

allow the traffic to proceed undisturbed. The cables will

then be swung from pier to pier as over a chasm. In this

manner the whole work can be carried out almost as rap-

idly as one block. This fact, it need hardly be said, has a

very important bearing upon the time during which capital

would have to be locked up, and the time within which a
city would obtain relief to its overburdened existing means
of transit.

Mr. Gribble has made certain further investigations in

respect of the deflection of different structures under mov-
ing loads which show in a most striking manner the im-

portance of the tension frame principle of construction,

and the further stiffening of that frame against deflection

produced by diagonal cross bracing instead of undivided

or parallel ties.

At the conclusion of Mr. Day's paper considerable dis-

cussion ensued, participated in bv Theodore G. Gribb'.e,

E. A. Sperry, Carl Kammeyer of Eau Claire, Wis., G. K.
Wheeler, T. G. Grier, G. E. Dorman. and Mr. Day.
Much was said in relation to the best method of overhead

construction. In answer to a question from Mr. Kam-
meyer, Mr. Day made this statement in reference to the

motive power of the road;

*'As I stated in my paper, the storage battery is a mat-
ter that is undergoing very rapid and decided evolution

at the present moment. In my mind there is not the

slightest doubt that in the near future great progress will

be made in this direction. I do not especially advocate

the adoption of the storage battery or the continuous con-

ductor system at the present time. What I draw attention

to is the utter uselessness of the continuous conductor in

tunnels at present and the appalling results which must
necessarily follow in tunnels where a large number of

trains are running. These conditions do not apply, by
any means, upon an elevated structure. And in this

respect I speak with reference to any elevated railway.

I am not speaking of my own system in particular, but

any system of elevated railway affords facilities for the

use of a continuous line conductor, with a power station,

which are not possessed by any tunnel system or by any
surface road, for the simple reason that the conductors

can be laid between the tracks. I do not mean between
the wheels of the cars, but between the pair of tracks. A
trolley projecting from the side of the motor cars can ran

on tup of the conductor, and in that way perfect contact

can be made by gravity alone. That, of course, is of

great importance in connection with the movement of

passenger traffic.

"

Regarding electrical stocks as an investment the Boston
Commercial Advertiser says: "Electric companies have

an immense, practically new field before them, and there is

no reason why the securities of thoroughly well managed
concerns should not be favorably regarded by investors.

Large amounts of money are necessary to carry on a gen-
eral electrical business as is natural in a growing industry

of its magnitude. That the three or four largest compa-
nies will eventually consolidate is considered very probable,

indeed, it is said that the men in Boston and New York
who are backing both the Thomson-Houston and the

Westinghouse desire a union of these two interests at least.

It would certainly make a strong concern, and reduce com-
petition very materially. But these gentlemen are under-

stood to desire it mainly from a financial standpoint."

January g, 1892

Niagara the Motor for the World's Fair.'

By Prof. John Trowbridge.

The remarkable new developments in the subject of the

transmission of power by electricity come from the employ,
ment of a high electrical pressure or voltage generated by
a to-and-fro, or alternating, current, instead of a direct

current; and, strange to say, an apparatus which has long
been used on professors' tables io illustrate the conversion
of a low pressure current of electricity into a high pressure
current has now come to have a great commercial value

—

this apparatus is the Ruhmkorff coil. In its elements it

consists merely of two coils of wire entirely separate from
each other, which are slipped on a bundle of iron wire
which forms a core. If an alternating or rapidly inter-

rupted current of electricity from a battery or a dynamo
is sent through one of the coils, a current is generated by
induction in the neighboring coil. The pressure in this

latter coil depends largely upon the number of windings in

it. A pressure of only two units in the coil which is con-
nected with the battery or dynamo can be exalted to a
pressure of 12,000 to 100,000 units in the independent
coil by properly increasing its windings. Agaih if the
sparks from a Leyden jarwhich is charged to 100,000 volts

by an electrical machine should be sent through a coil of

many windings, a neighboring independent coil can be
made to give a pressure of only 4 volts, with, however, a
large current for an instant. The Leyden jar current is a
very feeble one, although it has a high pressure.

It it were possible to direct a bolt of lightning through a
coil of many thousand windings of fine wire, a neighbor-
ing coil of few turns of coarse wire entirely unconnected
with the coil through which the bolt of lightning passes
could be made to furnish a current for an instant which
would decompose water into oxygen and hydrogen,
although this would have been out of the power of the orig-

inal bolt of lightning. In this system of exalting the
pressure by employing induction in independent circuits,

for instance, between two coils slipped upon an iron rod
or a bundle of wire, we have the modern transformer
system, which marks a great development in the subject of
the practical application of electricity. It will be noticed
that we have a step-up transformer when we exalt a pres-

sure of 4 volts to 100,000 volts, and a step down trans-

former when we use a pressure of loo.ooo volts in a fine

wire coil to produce a pressure of 4 volts in a neighboring
coil of coarse wire. A dynamo therefore producing only a
1,000 volt pressure, and the dynamo ordinarily used to-day
safely can stand this pressure, can be employed to send an
alternating or pulsating current through the coarse coil

which we slip upon our iron rod, and the fine wire coil of
greater number of turns which is placed near but uncon-
nected with the coarse coil can be made to give by induc-
tion a pressureof from 12,000 to 20,000 volts. This pres-

sure can be transmitted over a fine wire 100 miles, passed
through another fine wire coil upon an iron rod, and a
neighboring coarse coil can be then made to yield a lower
pressure suitable for decomposing water, running an
electric motor without burning it up, or doing any work
which the generating dynamo at the sending end is ca-

pable of.
*

In 1883 the attention of mankind was directed to pro-

ducing dynamos which would give the steadiest continuous
current; to-day we are striving to produce dynamos which
will give to-and-fro currents; for the success of the new
method of transforming electricity from one pressure to
another depends upon the fluctuation of a current, and not
upon its steadiness. It may be said that our inventors
unconsciously have been imitating nature; for every bolt of

lightning is not one continuous discharge, but is an alter-

nating current which pulsates to-and-fro ten or twelve
times or even more in a millionth of a second.
The recent success in transmitting power over one hun-

dred miles is due not only to the method of transforming a
current of low pressure to a high pressure and then trans-

forming back at the receiving end, but also to the inven-
tion of an alternating motor. At first sight it seems im-
possible that an alternating current flowing through a

dynamo could make the armature of the latter revolve, for

the pole of the electro-magnets which attract the armature
become alternating north and south poles and apparently
neutralize each other's effect on the armature. Here we
are brought again to see an apparatus which has long been
exhibited on lecture tables, developed into an important
commercial engine.

Arago showed that a copper disc suspended by a thread
above a revolving magnet would be dragged around by this

magnet. Its motion was due to the reactions on the
magnet of the currents formed in the copper by'the motion
of the magnet. Professor Farraris in Italy and Mr. Tesia
in America showed that instead of rotating a magnet,
magnetic poles could be formed at different points in a

collection of electro-magnets by means of alternating cur-

rents in such a manner as completely to imitate a revolving
magnet.
The copper disc would therefore follow the changing

poles. Instead of a disc an armature consisting of copper
rods was made, and the new alternating current motor
sprang into existence. Its most striking peculiarity con-

sists in its absence of brushes, such as are used on ordinary
dynamos. Its armature, or revolving part, is practically a
copper disc revolving under exactly the same conditions as

in Arago's experiment. To this or to a similar alternating

current motor we must look for aid in transmitting power
over a wire from Niagara Falls to Chicago,

It is interesting to note that the conditions for the trans-

mission of power by electrical means over long distances

are closely analogous to those which are employed in long
distance telephony. The transmitter is an alternating

current machine operated by the human voice, and the
telephone at the receiving end is an alternating current
motor which impresses its motion upon the air and thus
reproduces the speaker's voice four hundred miles away.

I. Abstract of an article in the January Chatttmnjuan,
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In long distance telephony, too, the step up transformer is

used.

It seems to me undoubtedly true that a diminution in

our coal supply would result in making the transmission of

power from Niagara Falls to New Vork a success. Kco-

nomically considered it would be cheaper for the directors

of ihe World's Kair to obtain 5,000 horse power from coal

at Chicago. The sublimity of the attempt, however, pos-

sesses its attractions. Mankind has often cast uneasy

glances at these unemployed giants, waterfalls and tides,

as if envying them their freedom. If we could make them
store up their energy and hand it over to us we should no

longer be compelled to delve in mines a mile under the

earth for coal, and we could fold our hands while the water

ran on and did our work.
Wh:;n the storage battery was invented it was

thought that Niagara Falls had lost its freedom and would

be immediately set to work. There was a period when the

elation of mankind grew less and faith in storage batteries

declined; for they were far from perfect and could not be

relied upon. It was much as if the swift trotting horse

had appeared before long experience had been obtained in

training him and in properly nourishing him. The early

experimenters endeavored to drive the storage batteries

too hard, and the battery broke down under severe usage.

To-day the storage batteries are becoming a commercial

success and people understand better how to keep them in

condition. There is therefore a possibility of employing
them to convey a portion of the power of Niagara to Chi-

cago. Let us see what this possibility is.

Roughly speaking 6 horse power can be stored in a ton

of material which constitutes the storage battery. The
equivalent of 50 horse power could be certainly carried in

one freight car and it would therefore require 100 freight

cirs to transport 5,003 horse power from Niagara Falls

to Chicago. The cost of the batteries would be in the

neighborhood of $2,000,000 and in order to maintain

5,000 horse poA-er in Chicago relays of batteries would
have to be employed. Against the expense of this method
we must place the cost of the high insulation of a line of

400 miles under a pressure of 20,000 vo^ts. In both cases,

neglecting the factor of sublimity, it would be more eco-

nomical to generate the electricity at Chicago from coal by
the ordinary method of employing a steam engine to drive

a dynamo. Improvements in constructing high insulation

wires and in transforming high electrical pressures to low

ones and vice versa may make a' greater revolution in the

subject than has been made since the first experiments of

Deprttz in 1SS2.

It is interesting to note in connection with the plan of

utilizing the power of Niagara Falls that some of our most
thriving manufacturing centers are not located on water

courses and depend upon coal and not upon water power.

The cities of Fall River and New Bedford, in Massa-
chusetts are rivaling Lawrence and Lowell in the number
of their spindles. Both can obtain their supply of coal by
cheap transportation in vessels. The cost of regulating

water power is a large item in the use of it and steam, is

found to be more reliable and cheaper in many instances.

There is no doubt that it would be more economical to

generate 5,000 horse power in Chicago by means of coal

than to attempt to transmit it from Niagara Falls. A
great change, however, in our coal supply would speedily

turn attention to the immense waste of energy which is

going on at Niagara Falls and might convert New York
state into a beehive of industries and Chicago might then

find its proposed experimental line of 400 miles of greit

value

There is now an opportunity for a millionaire to provide

the means of transmitting 5,000 horse power or more from
Niagara Falls to Chicago. He will certainly have his

name inscribed in the temple of fame.

inefTiciency of gas light, while you will find them most en-

thusiastic over the electric light.

The fact of the matter is that electricity costs but little

more than ordinary gas, while there is no oxygen con-

sumed, no blackening of walls and decorations, and the

little key in the socket is always near at hand and light

can be turned on at any time. Of course without the use

of matches the danger of fire is reduced to a minimum.
With the increase of personal safety and the large amount
of light returned in excess of gas, it seems to me almost
incredible that the universal adoption of the incandescent
lamp should be a matter of more than a few years. I be-

lieve that gas will soon cease to be used as an illuminating

agency, and be confined to fuel purposes exclusively.

In fact, to sum up, there is every reason why electricity

should be used, and no really plausible reason why it

should not be. With the adoption of the electric light

there is another possibility which promises to be almost as

extensive in its use as the incandescent lamp. I refer par-

ticularly to electric power as obtained from motors. You
will remember the large number of little fan-motors that

have been used in almost every office during the last year
or two. The same principle has been applied to larger

motors, some of which have been constructed for 1,000-

horse power. In fact the range of these motors runs from
that of a 100 horse power to a thousand. I predict that it

will be but a few years before you will see all the power in

a number of large cities disseminated from the central sta-

tion, while the mills, machine shops and factories will each
be operated by an individual motor.

As demonstrated by results, it is impossible for electric-

ity to grow in any one special direction unless in all. This
fact you will find exemplified by the 'growth of such arti-

cles as are used in domestic electricity. By this I mean
especially bells, batteries, annunciators, burglar alarms
and kindred articles. I will venture to say that out of

every hundred houses being erected, 75 per cent, are wired
for annunciators and bell calls, as well as for electric gas
lighting, in those localities where for various reasons it has
been inconvenient to put in the regular incandescent
lamp.

Of the electric railway it is hardly necessary for me to

speak, and were you to Pake a tour through any of our
states you would find that in large numbers of the cities,

even down to those having only ro,oo inhabitants or so,

the electric railway has superseded the horse road. It has
been found that better service is obtained, quicker time
made, and at a greater economy than under the old sys-

tem. I might add that the prospects for the installation

of electric railways during the coming year are simply
enormous. I know of small towns that have not heretofore

been able satisfactorily to support horse roads that are
putting in electric systems. The better service afforded

induces increased local patronage, and roads that under
the old system were steadily losing money are paying sat-

isfactory dividends by the use of electricity.

As to the electrical supply business, it seems at present
that there is a movement toward centralizing in a number
of large houses. The vast number of articles that it is

necessary to carry in an electrical supply stock involves a
large amount of capital, and for this reason the smaller
concerns appear to be dropping out of the business.

I am justly enthusiastic on the subject of electrical

growth, and until some more economical agency can be
found to take its place electricity offers every evidence of
becoming universal in its applications, from the tiniest

household convenience to the largest enterprise to which
power is applicable.

The Field of Electricity.

»

By F. S. Terry.

While electrical people can feel reasonably well satisfied

with the progress of business during the last year, it has
not been as great as was hoped for, nor as the earlier

months gave promise of. This is largely due to the fact

that during the last year electricity has not been used as

much as heretofore in booming the growth of many of our
Western towns. This, taken in connection with the con-
stantly increasing numbers of those who ^ave come into

the electrical field, thereby largely increasing competition
and reducing profits, has aided to retard somewhat the
growth of the business for the last year, and has made the
results rather disappointing.

Many of those who have gone into the business have
been more or less irresponsible, and have labored under
the additional d fficulties of lick of business training and
experience. I do not know of any line of business that

demands these qualities to a greater extent than do the

electrical industries. The fact that many of these people
have ultimately failed has not had a stimulating effect, a?

the prices that they have established have remained in

force.

The phenomenal growth of incand-^scent lighting is an
evidence, however, of its increasing popularity. It seems
to me almost an established fact that in a few years incan-
descent lighting will be practically general, while the o'der
forms of illumination will be things of the past Just as
candles and oil have been superseded by gas, so electricity

will succeed gas. Water gas is more or less poisonous in

its effects, while illuminating gas is more or less unhealth-
ful, as the oxygen of the air is rapidly consumed. Besides
this, the flame in time will blacken walls and decorations,
while the actual amount of light returned is very apprecia-

bly less than that afforded by the electric lamp. These
facts, perhaps, are not thoroaghly appreciated by any save
those who have been accu-tomed to gas, who have then
used the electric light and ultimately returned to gas.

Those that pursue this course are positive grumblers at the

I. From the Chicago D^iily Ncz-js, in a review of the year.

He Knew What He Was Doing.
Th^ Chicago Mail '\s responsible for the truth of the

following story:

He apparently was a visitor from the rural districts who
was totally unacquainted with city ways. He eutered one
of the offices at the city building, and finally attracted the
attention of a clerk, who rather grutHy inquired; "Well,
what is it? What can I do for you?"

"Where's your telephone?'' asked the caller, taking a
suivey of the room.

'Over there."

Without saying another word the caller walked across
the room, timidly took down the receiver, placed it to his

ear, and stood for a minute as still as a statue, evidently
listening and waiting for the mysterious instrument to

"say something" to him. Then he carefully hung up the
receiver, glanced around the room, and noticed that the
face of every clerk was streiched out of its normal shape
by a smile of generous proportions. Again he returned
to the attack. After listening as before he tapped on the
transmitter several times Again he waited. Then he
glanced about him, put his lips close to the 'phone, and
said quietly -very quietly, "Hello!"

This was too much for the amused clerks to stand, and
after a hearty chorus of laughter one of them kindly vol-

unteered to show the old man how to operate the new-
fangled talking machine.

' Hang up that receiver just as it was when you found
it. Turn that little crank at the right, which rings the
bell. Then take down the 'phone and place it to your ear,

and when the central girl answers, tell her
—

"

T.he old gentleman slowly turned, and gazing long and
steadfastly on his young friend, remarked in that same sad,
sweet voice.

"Say! Don't get gay, now. I'm the inspector, and I'm
just testing your telephone."

Differences will occur even among the best regulated
electric companies. Thus a laconic paragraph in a Roch-
ester, N. Y.. paper says: "Employes of the Edison Elec-
tric Illuminatng company attempted to place a wire
on the poles of the Bell Telephone company on East Main
street Thursday night, but were prevented by the linemen
of the latter company."

Cable '^Bumpers'* in San Francisco.
Criticism of the dangerous and inefficient cable system

for street railways continues to spring up on every hand in

cities where cars of this description are operated. In San

Francisco, where a number of accidents have recently

occurred, an especially dangerous feature of the cable has

recently been ventilated in the press. This is a pleasing

device known as the "bumper," and the ChrotticU of that

city, in an aiticle headed "The Deadly Bumper," thus

describes some of the peculiarities of this pretty toy:

There is one device in general use among the cable rail-

ways of the city which superintendents and chief engineers
do not care to discuss in any detail. It is used upon
every road on the streets near the power houses and where
cables cross each other. That it is extremely dangerous
the death of several persons and the serious injury of hun-
dreds of others amply testify. Scores of serious accidents
arising from its use have received public attention, but
there are any number of cases which are never reported.
This simple but deadly little piece of mechanism is called

the "bumper." Every element of a cable system but that

received widespread explanation, discussion and commen-
dation. Each part of the complicated machinery, every
department of the wonderful system receives more than its

meed of praise, but the deadly bumper is put carefully in

the background without investigation and with but very
little comment.
The "bumper" occupies an anomalous position in the

equipment of a cable road Every other part of the system
is intended primarily for the convenience and safety of its

patrons for great speed, rapid changes and general com-
fort. The bumper is the most important safeguard each
company has for its property. It is a strong, practically

immovable obstruction deliberately placed in every cable
channel to destroy, to injure, and very often to kill. It is

powerful enough to s*op any car, and many people whose
heads have been jammed through broken windows can tell

with what marvelous suddenness a car stops when the grip
strikes the iron bar beneath.

The "bumper" is not embedded in the rope conduit to
'

fail in its purpose. It is put there to prevent damage to

the property of the road. If a careless or forgetful grip-

man neglects to let go his cable wherever his line crosses
beneath another he will cut one or both the ropes as if

they were of paper instead of steel. That means a shut-
down for the road, perhaps both of them, a delay of three

or four hours, the expense of repair and the loss of patron-
age, which in the morning, at noon and at night is a very
material loss to any of the cable companies. If a negli-

gent gripman does not let go the cable where it enters or
leaves the powerhouse he will snap it and perhaps derail

the car, results for which the companies have a natural
aversion.

The only method by which to obviate these difficulties

at least the only one adopted by the cable roads, is the
"bumper," dangerous to life and Umb, but admirable as a
means of doing the least amount of damage to tbe property
of the company, at all events, when damage must be done.
To save their properly the cable companies deliberately

endanger the lives of their patrons. When limbs are

broken, faces slashed and scarred, and not infrequently

lives lost by a crash into the "bumper." it is the result of
no accident or circumstance beyond control, but the out-

come of a plan and purpose that have taken a great deal

of experiment to bring to perfection. A chief engineer
on one of the cable roads sa)Sof this device: "The beauty
of the bumper is that it destroys the least amount of prop-
erty. When it is hit something else has to give way. It

may break the grip, it may shatter the car and make the
passengers uncomfortable, but the rope is saved and a in

few moments the cr^ck is again clear."

Because the cable companies have but little confidence
in the reliability and vigilance of their employes they put in

the bumpers. If those in authority could feel assured that

gripmen would not inflict serious damage to cables there

would be no need of the dangerous obstructions. As they
cannot trust their men and will not suffer loss they compel
the public to assume a far greater danger. "On an aver-

age," said an officer in one of the companies, "we strike

six or eight bumpers in a week. It doesn't hurt much.
There is a slight jar, the car stops, and the gripman is

suspended."
Not long ago one of those "slight Jars" shattered half a

dozen windows in a car, threw the pt:ople in it in!o a heap
in one corner and brought the vehicle to a dead stop. If

that had not occurred, the rope would have been cut. On
another occasion, on a different road, a car struck the
bumper. The front and rear trucks crashed together.

The passengers on the open section were hurled in various

directions. All were more or less injured and one had his

shoulder-blade broken. It is a rule on that road on such
occasions to discharge the gripman if he is not killed.

Stories of accidents caused by bumpers on every road in

the city are without number. People have been maimed
and disfigured for life, and still the evil is a standing one
not likely to be abated. Whenever a new and inexperi-

enced man is employed the danger is increased, but at all

times it is present. It is the only means the companies
have seen fit to adopt to save their property.

The contrast between a system employing devices of this

dangerous character and the electric cars is too obvious to

need comment. Electric railroads are now no novelty in

and about San Francisco, and the bringing to light of

facts such as the foregoing cannot fail to increase their

popularity.

The contract for furnishing and putting electric light

plants into cruisers Nos. 5 and 6 has been awarded by the

Bath, Me., Iron Works to the Fisher Electric company of

Detroit, Mich.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

New York, Jan 2.— It seems now to be a sure thing

that Brooklyn will have the trolley system, for Mayor Chapin

finished his last day as chief magistrate of the city of

Brooklyn by neglecting to sign the aldermanic resolutions

granting the local surface railroad companies the right to

substitute the trolley system for horses as a motive power.

The view of the railroad men and their counsel is that the

trolley deal will go through without Mayor Chapin's signa-

ture. The resolutions were passed on December 21st, and

the charter provides that all resolutions that have not been

signed within ten days after their passage, and have not

, been veloed, become operative without the mayor's appro-

val. The ten days since the passage oE the trolley resolu-

' tions expired Thursday, at midnight, and the resolutions

, became operative at that hour. The mayor's intimation,

; therefore, that he would let them go over to his successor

is looked upon as a mild =ort of deception.

William J. Richardson, secretary of the Atlantic Aven-

' ue system and a son of the president, on being interviewed,

! said: "There is no doubt about the trolley resolutions

I becoming operative, and wilhDUt Miyor Chapin's appro-

val. He would not sign thsm, but he ageed to keep his

"hands off That's all there is abjut it. Further than

\ that I do not care to be quoted."

The Rapid Transit commission ha> decided to apply

' 10 ihe (l^neral Term of the Sjpreme Court for the ap-

- pDintment of a commission to determine wheiher the road

; shall be bu.lt or not, sa provided by the Rapid Tra. sit

J Act. Shou'd the commission decide the qujstion in the

r affirmative, that decision will do away with the necessity

fof obtaining the consents of the property owneis The

lliipid Transit commissioners find it imp ssible to obtain

1 the necessary consents of tie majority of the property

fowners along the designated route for the building of the

^proposed rapid transit railroad within a reasonable time,

]It has been found that it would take far too long a time to

aJbtain the consents in legal shape. The reason for this is

tlUiat so much of the property along the route is in estates,

ainad lit is necessary to get the consents of all the executors

oraillll itbejbeirs or other owners, and that is a very difiicult

thing ilco .do hecause t'ley are scatteied all over the earth.

In adt^tiiftia ito the application to the Supreme Court it is

probable th«jt ithe .commission will ask the Legislature to

make some nvodiificat ions in the act so as to remove or

change certiinreitntitions, which, it is believed, if al owed

to remain, wojid deter capitalists from investing money in

the enterprise.

It will be remembered that reference was made in a re-

ccent letter to an investigation which was being carried on

,tiH Plainfield, N. J., relative to frauds in the city lighting

. service. The committee app:)inted by the common council

; to investigate these charges made its final report Thursday

; night. It submitted detailed reports of tests made by ex-

ipeits from Stevens Institute of Technolo^iy and the Edison

; laboratory at Harrison, which declared that the city had

ibeen receiving only two-thirds of the value of electric

llighting it had been pajing for. Payment of the Decem-

iber bill for lighting has been refused, as a partial reim-

Ibursement to the city of its alleged losses. An account-

ing with the company will be demanded.

The Erie railroad has been experimenting with automat-

ic bell signalb for the grade crossings in places where the

public roads are so little used that there are no flagmen

and gates. The experiment has not bten altogether satis-

factory, but a large number of crossings in Bergen county

are thus equipped. A train approaching in either direc

tion starts an electric gong at the crossing, which can be

heard an eighth of a mile away. Nearly all the grade

crossings from Jersey City to Suffern are now provided

with gates or these alarm bells.

There was considerable talk during the summer about

the establishment of an extensive electric railway system

on Staten Island. Erastus Wiman, of course, was the

prime mover in the scheme, and he proposed to erect a

large power plant on the site, or in the neighborhood of,

his burned electric light station. For some time nothing

further in regard to Mr. Wiman's plans has been heard,

but on Monday evening last the matter came up again, and

a public hearing was given by the New Brighton, Staten

Island, trustees as to the application for a trolley system

. electric railway franchise from Port Richmond to Prohibi-

-. tion Park. Dr. I. K. Funk, Erastus Wiman, W. Jennings

. Demorest, E D. Clark", Col. Bacon, and others were pres-

r ent and spoke in favor of the petitioners, and only one gen-

tleman appeared against the application. A contract will

"i be drawn and presented to the trustees for approval at their

next meeting, a week hence.

There is considerable dissatisfaction in certain portions

of Staten Island, and it is all indirectly due to the misfor-

tune of the Richmond Light, Heat & Power company.

For three nights most of the streets in the villages of New
Brighton and Edgewater, South Division, have been in

darkness owing to the failure of Erastus Wiman's com-

pany to light them. The service of this company has been

very unsatisfactory since its plant was destroyed by fire

six months ago. Wednesday afternoon the Edgewater

trustees held a special meeting and passed a resolution

notifying the company that if the service was not made
better at once the contract would be annulled.

Word comes from Westchester county that a temporary

injunction has bean granted prohibiting the trustees of

Williams Bridge from allowing a franchise to the East

Chester Electric Light company to light the streets of the

village.

E. C. Bradley, manager of the telegraph system of the

Pennsylvania railroad, has been appDinted general mana-

ger of the Postal Telegraph Cable company. He will as-

sume part of the duties now performed by President

Chandler. Mr. Bradley is now stationed in Pittsburg. His

new appointment takes effect on January ist.

The Jersey City and Bergen railroad compiny has per-

fected its plans for equipping its lines of horse cars with

electric poAfer. The preliminary expense will be met by

the issue of $130,000 of treasury stock. W. F. O.

San Francisco, Cal.
San Francisco, Jan. 2. — The California State

Board of Viticullural Commissioners has been ex-

perimenting with a view of ascertaining the effects of alter-

nating currents on domestic wines. A continual flow of

wine was passed between electrodes and treated to a cur-

rent of 2,000 alternations. The results are reported to be

remarkably satisfactory. Sherries, ports, brandies

clarets and white wines were successfully tried, all of

California make. A marked result was attained in the ex-

periments with dry wines, especially clarets. First a

sample of the untreated wine was exposed to the air In

a short while it gave e/idence of possessing strong acidity.

Some treated dry wine exposed under similar canditions

rem lined unchanged, showing convincing indications of

sterilization. In the other instances the wints treated

underwent emphatic changes. Their bouquet was very

much developed, their harshness was mellowed down, and

their taste so much altered that th :y appeared to be differ-

ent wines entirely. Generally speaking, the wines treated

had really been artificially aged. The experiments

established the fact that the alternating electric current

tends to preserve wine from ferments, to develop whatever

qualities might be acquired by age, and- to add a healthy

lone to its condition.

Here is a case where a telephone wire that wasn't

"loaded" killed a man. Daniel S. Lundy, an old farmer,

was driving up the Mount Hamilton road toward the

famous Lick Observatory near San Jose a few days ago

when he was caught under the chin by a telephone wire

that had sagged doAfn across the road, and was thrown

violently to the ground killing him instantly. The cor-

oner's jury returned a verdict in accordance with these

facts and charged the telephone company with criminal

negligence.

The grand jury of San Francisco, in discussing the vice

and crime that is prevalent in the alleys of Chinatown and

the disreputable quarters, reports that "the police depart-

ment wants more light, and we recommend that every dark

spot ia the city should be illuminated by electricity. Ras-

cality of every kind shuns the light
"

Irwin C. Stump and associates have been granted a

franchise in San Francisco from Mission and Sixth streets

down Sixth to Brannau, to Eighth and thence by various

thoroughfares to Railroad avenue and Sixteenth streets.

South San Francisco. The cable system is to be used in

the district within which overhead electric construction is

prohibited. Outside of that district the system will be

electric.

Geo. P. Low, electrical inspector for the Pacific

Insurance Union, recently read a paper before the

California Electrical society upon the "Inherent Haz-

ards of Electric Lighting and Power Circuits," giving a

general discussion of the elementary principles involved

preparatory to subsequent papers that are to be read.

This series comprises the papers that are being delivered

before the Fire Underwriters' Association of the Pacific

coast.

All the overhead construction of the San Francisco and

San Mateo electric road has been completed and the road-

bed has been ballasted, as far as Baden, fifteen miles distant.

It is expected that the road will be in operation soon.

The company has applied for a new franchise for an

electric or cable road in three branches which will give its

various lines access to Golden Gate Park,

The Salinas City, Cal. Gas & Water company has

increased its facilities by placing a 500 light incandes-

cent machine of the National Transformer system. The
National Electrical Development company of San Fran-

cisco installed the plant.

The lines of the San Diego, Cat., Street Car company,

which are being changed from horse, to electric equipment
by the Thomson-Houston Electric company, will consist of

234' miles of double track, and 2}4 miles of single

track. Nine single truck cars using single reduction

motors will be placed, and the initial generating plant

is to consist of two 80 kilowatt dynamos. Work on

the road is already progressing rapidly. Dr. Addison, of

the Thomson-Houston company, has also secured the con-

tract for the equipment of the Metropolitan Electric rail-

way of San Francisco. The initial equipment is to be

twelve cars and three no horse power generators.

Los Angeles, Cal.

Los Angeles, Jan. 2.—This city claims to have
the first tower clock actuated by electricity in the United
States. It has just been put in successful operation in the

new courthouse in this city. This pioneer timepiece,

that is commonly termed "the big clock," might be called

in botanical parlance a composite, for it is in reality four

clocks, as each dial in the tower is supplied with

its own separate apparatus, operated by wires from the

main battery. There are also sixteen smaller clocks

located in various parts of the magnificent new building;

and these twenty clocks beat time together without tick-

ing, but with instantaneous precision. The regulator that

does the timekeeping is a large eight-day clock which
differs only from an oidinaiy regulator in teirg provided

with two insulating wires, and when its second hand com-
pletes its round it comes in contact with a platinum point,

which instantaneous touch makes a momentary electric

circuit by means of the wires, the current communicating

with all the other clocks, and each obeys the telegraphic

mandate by pointing a new minute.

The source of the electricity for all this automatic

whispering is found in batteries that are located in one of

the tower rooms, where two separate installations, each

containing 211 cells, are in a cabinet together. Only one
of the two sets is, however, required at a time—the other

is simply for use in case of an emergency, and it is but

the work of an instant to connect the whole apparatus

with the unused battery by simply turning the handle of

a compound switch. The clocks need not lose a minute
in the change, for the switching can be accomplished

between the electric flashes. Amorg the interesting

parts of the ingenious mechanism is a relay through which
all the electric currents pass. This relay has at one end
an armature and magnet similar to, but larger than,

those seen in a common telegraphic sounder. The lever of

the magnet works a shaft that causes iS brass fingers to

vibrate. When the fingers fall they complete the electric

current in 18 wires that run to the 20 dials, connection

being as simultaneously broken when the fingers are

raised. Ocular proof of the presence of electricity is

given in green sparks on tie tips of the brass points

when the connection is broken.

Many persons climb the extra flights of stairs above the

battery room and only pause in the section of the tower

where the four great dials are placed. The gigantic

hands of rolled steel each weigh 40 pounds, and are to be

seen dimly through the translucent glass of the dials, that

are about 16 feet in diameter. The shaft that carries the

hands pierces the center of the disk, where it is connected

with a large armature with an attachment of brass cog-

wheels. Each flash over the wires leading from the

battery room whirls through the big spool of wire in the

armature, magnetizes the soft iron core and shield, swings

a rachet lever, gives a turn to the brass cogwheels ard

thus causes the minute hand outside to swing along

nearly ten inches. We go down to the outside world 200

feet below, and when we look up once more at the

minute hand we understand that its seeming short steps

each announce that down in the heart of the great build-

ing the tiny, trembling second hand of the great regulator

has just completed another delicate cycle, and marked the

flight of another minute. N. S.

Indianapolis, Ind. -

Indianapolis, Jan. 2.—The Citizens' Street Railway

company has completed its College avenue electric line as

far north as Tenth street. It commenced running cars

recently, and so far has had no trouble of any kind.

The motor cars for the new line have not all arrived, and

for the present the company is using cars from Illinois

street. The new line probably has the best constructed

«
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track of any in the city. Kails arc 70 pounds to the yard,

and tie rods every five feet. Poles carrying feed and

trolley wires arc set in the middle of the street.

Twenty new motor cars were ordered from St. Louis

some time ago, and on lhf:ir arrival the company will have

forty closed motorcars.

The North Indianapolis hnc opened some time ago,

and has given entire satisfaction M.

PERSONAL.
(^tueen Victoria has raised Sir William Thomson to a

peerage.

M. O'Dea, electrician of the University Notre Dame
Notre Dame, Ind., was in Chicago last week.

C. A. Daigh of the Electrical Engineering & Supply

company returned to the city on Tuesday morning.

A. P. Brayton, Jr., general manager of the Pelton Water
Wheel company, San Francisco, was in Chicago last

week.

A. D. Lundy of Sargent & Lundy has recently returned

from a business trip through Kansas, Nebraska and other

western states.

Frank B. Kae, formerly with the Detroit Electrical

Works, will soon open an office in Detroit as a general

consulting electrical engineer.

In an article on "Arnerlcan Supremacy in Mechanics,"

in the last number of the Engineering Magazine, a portrait

of Prof. Elisha Gray is given as that of an eminent

electrical inventor.

H. K. Oilman of the Great Western Electric Supply

company, left for New York on Sunday night last. He
will visit Boston, Philadelphia and other eastern cities, and
expects to be absent ten days.

Professor von Helmboliz, the great German electrical

scientist, is among the victims of the influenza in Berlin.

As Herr von Ilelmholtz is now seventy years old some
fears were entertained at first regarding his recovery, but

late reports say that he will probably get well.

Don Alonzo Watson of Rochester, N. Y., died at mid-

night on January ist. The deceased, who was several

times a millionaire, laid the foundation for his large fortune

by association with Hiram Sibley in the formation of what
is now the Western Union Telegraph company.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Louisville Electricity company, Louisville, Ky. ; capital

stock, .$25,000; to manufacture and sell electrical appli-

ances.

Canisteo Valley Electric Railway company, Canisteo,

N. Y. ; capital stock, $20,000; to operate a street surface

railroad.

Chicago Town company, Chicago, Va ; capital stock,

$500,000; real estate and improvements, water, gas and
electric works.

Electric Light Company of Kirksville Mo.; capital stock,

$15,000; to establish and operate an electric light plant;

John L. Porter, Kirksville, Mo.

Electric Light & Power company, Troy, Pa.; capital

stock, $10, oco; supplying light and power by means ol elec-

tricity; A. C Fanning, Troy, Pa.

6reckenridge Electric company, Denver and Brecken-

ridge, Colo.; capital stock, $20,000; to generate and dis-

tribute electricity for light, power and heat.

demons Electrical Manufacturing company, Attleboro,

MiSS.; capital stock, $25,000; manufacturing electric sup-

plies and equipments; Philip E. Brady, Attleboro, Mass.

Davenport Power & Light company, Davenport, la..

capital stock, $50,000; coLStruction and operation of a

power, light and heating plant; Davison & Lane, Daven-

port, la.

Crawford & Fort Robinson Motor Line company,

i^rawford, Neb.; capital stock, $50,000; to construct a

steam or electric motor line between Crawford and Fort

Robinson.

Dolgeville Electric Light & Power company, Dolgeville,

N. Y.; capital stock, $25,000, manufacture and use of

electrichy for light, heat and power; Edward A. Brown,

Dolgeville, N. Y.

Sea Medicine company, Chicago, 111.: capital stock,

$20,000; manufaciure and sale of medicines and elec-

tric appliances; Leon M. Conroyd, 45 North Curtis

street, Chicago, 111.

Ozone Park Electric Light Sc Power company, Jamaica,

N. Y. ; capital stock, $2,000; to manufacture and use elec-

tricity for light, heat and power; Francis H. Van Vechten,

44 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

National Railway Exposition, Chicago, III.; capital

stock, $10,000; to exhibit railway, electrical and other

mechanical appliances and inventions, and to maaufacture

and sell same; Herrick & Allen, 23 Portland block, Chi-

cago, III.

Grandview Traction company, Pittsburg, Pa.; capital

stock, S.15-000; constructing and operating motors, cables

and other appliances for supplying motive power to passen-

ger railways; Kirk Q. Bingham, 155 Fourth avenue, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

North Baltimore Electric Lights Power company, North

Baltimore, Ohio; capital stock, $50,000; conduct and oper-

ate an electric light plant for illuminating purposes and
furnishing electric and motive power; W. II. McMillen,,
North Baltimore, Ohio.

North River Electric Light & Power company, New
York, N. Y.; capital stock, $200000; manufacture
and use of electricity for light, heat and power in the city

of New York and adjacent towns; W. B. Putney, 115,

Broadway, Ntw York City, N. Y.

Magnete P^lectric Manufacturing company; (incorporated
in W. Va.) New York, N. Y ; capital stock, $500,000;
manufacturing and selling magnetic and electric goods and
other patented articles and specialties; A. S Hatch, 15,

Cortlandt street, New York City, N. Y.

Crown Point Electric Illuminating, Heating &: Power
company, Crown Point, Lake county, Ind.; capital stock,.

$60,000; to purchase, own and maintain an electric plant

for the purpose of manufacturing and furnishing electricity

and electrical power for illuminating, heating and mototr

purposes; W. H. Tompkins, Crown Foinl, Ind.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
It is said that Paris has 63,Soo electric lamps.

Augusta, II'., will establish an electric light plant to cost

$•0,000.

An electric light plant will be put in the state insane asy-

lum at Raleigh, N, C.

The Boston Electric Light company has increased its

quarterly dividend from i)-^ to 2 per cent.

There are in opera ion in the streets and the parks of

New York 26,634 g^s lamps and i,io8 electric lights.

The Suffolk, Va., Light & Water company is reported as.

about to increase the capacity of its electric light plant.

The city of Harriman, Tenn., contemplates the erection,

of an electric light plant and the construction of water-
works.

The city council of Oxford, Ala., is said to be negotiat-

ing with a Philadelphia company for the erection of an;

electric light plant.

The Thomson- Houston company has secured the con-
tract for the erection of an electric light plant at the Nor-
folk, Va., navy yard.

Dubuque. la , is another of the cities considering the

matter ot operating its O'vn electric light plant for the

lighting of the streets.

Medals and certificates will be awarded the most eco-
nomical electric lighting exhibits at the Kimberley, South
Africa, exhibition to be held this year.

According to the ManufactiiJ-crs' Record, an excellent

authority, 41 electric light plants have been established in

the South within the last three months.

The Brooklyn, Mich., common council has granted a
thirty-year franchise to an electric light company to light

the village. Water power will be used.

On New Year's day the loo-foot chimney of the Hyde
Park Electric Light & Power company of Chicago was.

thrown down, entailing a loss of over a thousand dollars

and seriously interfering with the furnace fires.

Mason City, Mich., has been reduced to total darkness.

When the contract of the firm that engaged to light the

town expired, the council refused to renew it at the old

figure, offering $60 a year per light instead of $78, as.

heretofore. The firm refused to accept the council's prop-
osition.

Some quick work has been done in connection with the

re-arrangement of the Chicago Arc Light & Power com-
pany's station recently destroyed by fire. On December
8[h chis compmy placed an order with the Chicago office

of the Pond Engineering company for a 200 horse power
Armington & Sims engine. The engine was shippeti

complete, from St. Louis, on the 9th inst. The railroad

company delivered it in Chicago on the 14th. On the
17th inst. the engine was ready for operation, and is now
regularly pulling six 50-light arc dynamos.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
An Omaha man is reported as considering the construc-

tion of an electric railroad in Tampa, Fla.

The electric railway connecting East Liverpool and
Wellsville, O., has been opened with much enthusiasm.

The Port Norfolk, Va. , Electric Railway company hopes
to begin the construction of its railroad within a few days.

The Georgia Electric Light company has been granted
the right to build and operate an electric road at

Atlanta.

New York capitalists have purchased the Wilmington,
N. C, street railway and propose to erect an electric power
plant to operate the railway.

The tramways of the city of Hobart, Tasmania, which
have recently been purchased by a London syndicate, are
in the future to be operated by electricity.

A surface electric railway is proposed for the vicinity of

Seventy-fifth stree-, in Chicago, from the Rock Island

railroad to the eastern branch of the Illinois Central.

The car house of the Bristol, Tenn., Beit Line Railway
company was recently destroyed by fire, involving a loss

of $20,000. Additional equipment has been ordered from
the Short company.

It is expected that the new Atlanta & Chattahoochee

elcctiic railway will be in operation by February 15th,
with fifteen miles of track completed. Nearly one-half
the track will be inside the city limits, and the new line

promises to be one of the most important in Atlanta. The
Short system will be used, and the power house will be
built of granite.

In reporting on the several methods of operating electric

railways. City Engineer Cjnningham of Tronoto calls

particular attention to the fact that, out of a total of 3,009
miles of track over which electric cars are being operated
in the United States, all but 20 miles represent the over-
head system, which he states is the only practical system
at present available for operating street cars on an ex-
tended scale. "The storage battery," he continues,
"might be used in small level systems where only a few
cars arc run. at very considerable time intervals, and
where no high speed is required; but it is unsuited to the
large traffic of such a city as Toronto."

ELECTRIC MINING.
Electricity will be used in the development of the Gold

Hill mines of W^yoming, and in working the rich ores of
the camp. The great advantage to be derived from har-
nessing the mountain torrents to produce electricity in the
use of mining is just beginning to be recognized. Elec-
trical e.xperls have opened correspondence with people in-
terested in Gold Hill, relative to the project under consid-
eration. Within a few days a company will be organized
to carry out these plans.

TELEPHONE.
An effort is being made to introduce the theatrophone

into London.

Telephone communication between the towns of Sofia
and Philippopolis in Bulgaria, a distance of almost 100
miles, has been recently established.

No bids having been received for establishing the direct
telephone lines between Madrid and the important provin-
cial towns of Cordova. Seville and Cadiz, in Spain, the
government has decided to establish those lines as a' nat-
ional service, and the erection will b2 proceeded with at
once.

It is said that traveling salesmen are not very favorably
disposed toward the telephone. After quoting prices or
selling goods to one concern they are likely to learn that
other houses in the same trade have been informed of the
prices or sales, and the information hampers them in their
subsequent efforts to sell.

TELEGRAPH.
During the year iSgo 7 612.436 telegrams were dis-

patched in Hungary.

The postoffice and telegraphic departments of Spain
have been consolidated.

The Japanese government proposes to connect the
various islands comprising the empire by telegraph cables
at an estimated expense of $2,000,000,

The Western Union office in Rochester, N. Y., has been
removed to the rooms in the Arcade formerly rented by
the government for the postoffice. The location is a very
central and desirable one. All of the departments will be
on the ground floor, and easily accessible to one another.
The operators will especially appreciate their commodious
and splendidly lighted new room after their long confine-
ment in the dingy and cramped quarters formerly occu-
pied. The partitions separating the various departments
of the new office are composed largely of glass, and the
woodwork is handsome in design and finish.

The London correspondent of the Piltsburg Dispatch
sends his paper some facts about the big London govern-
ment telegraph office. He says that it contains more than
three thousand operators, and its batteries are supplied by
a plant of 30,000 cells. This office, it is said, does more
business than any office in the United States. Of
the three thousand operators about one thousand are
women. They have a room to themselves, and they do
their work with American Morse instruments with registers
and paper reels. In the other parts of the office all sorts
of instruments are used, and the Hughes printing instru-
ments are the most popular.

MISCELLANEOUS.
A company has been formed in Berlin to exploit an

aluminum accumulator.

The Pittsburg Electric club opened its house at S02
Penn avenue on New Years day.

An electric "provision cart" has just been completed for
a prominent grocer in the north of London.

It is stated that the profits of the Thomson Houston
company for the ten months ending December rst were over
^1,700,000.

The Edison General Electric company has begun the
publication of a prettily printed periodical entitled the

• Monthly Record.

A. F. Collins of San Jose, Cal., is said to be the in-
ventor of an arc light carbon that will burn for sixty-four
hours. It is spiral in form.

On January 27th Prof. William A. Anthony will lecture
before the Thomson Scientific club of -Lynn, Mass. on
"Electrical Terms and Units of Measurement."

Reisser & Co. of Stuttgart, Germany, are erecting a
power transmiseion plant of 80 horse power in connection
with the paper mills of Kutten & Co. in Wolfegg, in Wur-
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temberg. The water fall from which the necessary power
is obtained is about SSo yards from the paper mills.

It is said that the largest electric hoisting plant in the

country has been installed at the docks of the Wilson

Steamship company at Brooklyn. There are nine hoists

and each is rated at 10 horse pDwer and designed to carry

1.400 pounds. On tests they will lift 3,000, Current is

furnished from a plant on one of the piers.

TRADE NEWS.
The Day Construction company, Chicago, has removed

from the Adams E.Kpress building to 209 Home Insurance

building.

B. M. Downs, general manager for Wm. Brookfield,

S3 Fulton street. New York, reports that he has a large

number of orders booked for the screw glass insulator

which is becoming very popular in the East and West.

The CsQtral Electric company, Chicago, is sending to

its friends a handsome calendar for 1S92. It has also

ready for distribution a handsome lithographed circular of

the Bryant spec'alties which have earned such a well de-

served reputation.

The Nassau Electric company, 112 White street. New
York, reports brisk demand for the Capsule batteries, which

are meeting with remarkable success. The many other

miniature electrical devices which this company manufact-

ure always had a ready sale in the market, both East and
West.

Ernest L. Clark has severed his connection with the Il-

linois Electric Miterial company. Chicago, as secretary

and manager of the pole department, and will hereafter be

found at the office of the Ernest L, Clark company, 331
Roakery, Chicago. Mr. Clark is ready to attend to

the wants of all interested in the purchase of prime white

cedar poles for electric construction.

The Riker Electric Motor company, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

is increasing the capacity of its factory by placing in more
new machinery. A larger number of hands are now
employed on regular work than ever before in order to

meet the demands from all parts of the East, West and
even New Mexico. Ale.\. Churchward, who for the past

year has acted as assistant electrician for the company, has

been appointed general superintendent and electrician.

The Premier Electric company, 11 Whipple street.

Brooklyn, N. Y., is the name of a new electrical manu-
facturing company which is preparing to place on the

market a line of motors, batteries, miniature incandescent

lamps and electrical novelties. M, R. Rodrigues, the com-
pany's manager, is well known through his connection with

'prominent electrical concerns of New York. E. F. Kelly,

superintendent of the manufacturing department, was
formerly connected with the Porter-Leavitt Electric Motor
company of Providence, R. I,

The introduction of so many new styles of incandescent

lamps has already had the effect of creating new applica-

tions of the electric light. J. L. Somoff of i Ann
street, New York, reports the shipment of large quan-
tities of his fancy incandescent lamps of low voltage for

Christmas trees. He has now over forty original styles of

miniature incandescent lamps which he is placing on the

market. The colored lamps are particularly in demand,
and his high efficiency lamps of two watts per candle

requiring but 200 milliamperes of current, have acquired a

wide popularity. Large orders for them have been
received from Berlin, Paris, Bordeaux, London and
Brussells.

Charles McLaughlin of the firm of J. H. Bunnell Sc

Co- of New York, when asked for his opinion as to the

outlook for the business in the electrical line for '92, stated

that he considered that the prospects for the general trade

were excellent. The majority of firms now in business

were solid and substantial, and the tendency toward careful

and conservative business was very bright. He also stated

that the volume of business had steadily increased in all

branches of the electrical trade since September ist. This
opinion coming from a member of a house having such a

large domestic as well as foreign trade is very gratifying,

and the years that Mr. McLaughlin has been the active

manager of this concern place him in a position to judge
intelligently of business in the future.

BUSINESS.
Julius Andrae, Milwaukee, is enlarging his workshop,

putting in several pieces of new machinery. Mr. Andrae
has done a very satisfactory business in electric supplies

and appliances during the past year, and is looking for a
marked increase for the current year.

The Electrical Engineering & Supply company, St.

Paul and Chicago, has a large force of men engaged in

installing the storage battery plant in Col. J. J. Hill's

house at St. Paul, recently noticed in this paper. When
completed it will be, it is said, the finest electric plant in a
private residence in the world.

The Easton Electric company, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
recently sold to J. S. & G. F. Simpson of the same city a
600-light Easton incandescent dynamo and lamps. The
plant includes a number of the Easton arc lamps,which are
operated on the incandescent circuit. This is the sixth

large plant which the Easton company has recently in-

stalled in Brooklyn. This fact is good evidence that the
work of the company is appreciated at home.

The Chicago Electric Manufacturing company reports

a marked increase in the demand for instiument work over
the corresponding period of last year. This company is

manufacturing voltmeters and ammeters in lots of one and
two hundred at a time, employing constantly a large force
of men. In addition to this work on fine instruments
this company is engaged in general electrical repair work

and the manufacture of a number of specialties under con-

tract.

A rawhide belt 28 inches wide, 115 feet long, and weigh-
ing 500 pounds, has just been made by the Chicago Raw-
hide Manufacturing company for the American Cutlery

company of Chicago. This company manufactures a raw-
hide pinion for use on electric street railways and during
the past year a number of large rawhide belts have been
sold to electric light and electric street railway people.

The Great Western Electric Supply company reports

that it has been unable to meet the demand for K. K. wire

which have been made upon it during the last six weeks. It

hopes to catch up with its orders in the course of a week.
The Great Western company has sold within the past

week forty Sun arc lamps to one copcern in Omaha and has
booked in the same time several small orders aggregating
about the same number. The use of arc lamps in connec-
tion with incandescent lighting S} stems is apparently on
the increase.

The Equitable Engineering ic Construction company,
Drexel Building, Philadelphia, announces that on the ist

of January the company wilt go into liquidation. The
concern's business for the past year has been a profitable

one, but the active members of the company wish to get

out of the construction business. S. Ashton Hand has
accepted a position as superintendent of the Detroit

Electrical Works, Detroit. Mich., and W. A. Stadelman
wishes to devote his time for the present to his interests in

Bristol, Tenn., which consist of the Bristol Belt Line
railway, and the Bristol & East Tennessee railroad. Mr.
Stadelman owns a controlling interest in both these roads.

The Equitable company retires from business with every

debt paid and a good balance to be distributed as a
dividend to the stockholders.

The Huyett &: Smith Manufacturing company, Detroit

and Chicago, has just installed for the West Superior
Electric Railway company a hot blast system for heating

the shop and car house and for drying and cleaning the

armatures. A current of hot air is taken directly under
the cars at a temperature of iSo*^ Fahrenheit, driving out alt

moisture from the armatures in a shoit time, making it a
very easy matter to thoroughly clean the electrical appar-
atus. The first plant of this kind ever put in use was
built by Huyett lS; Smith and installed about a year ago
for the West Side road in Milwaukee by C. A. Lathrop,

then representing the Detroit firm in the Nor:hwest, but
now its general western agent at 31 South Canal street,

Chicago. Since the first application in Milwaukee several

other roads in St. Louis, Minneapolis and in the East have
adopted this system.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued December iii^th, 1891.

465,829. Fire or Other Alarm. Hugh M. Browne,
Washington, D. C.

465,832. System of Synchronism for Telegraphy. Gil-

bert A. Cassagnes, Paris, France.

Julius Emmner, Jr., Wash-

Thomas H. Hicks, Detroit,

465,844. Electric Railway.
ington, D. C.

465.853. Electric Machine.
Mich.

The third ciaim reads:

"In an electric machine, an armature provided with two
separate circuits traversed by current impulses of opposite
directions, said armature having in combination therewith
separate current-collectors, substantially as set forth.''

465.854. System- of Electric Distribution. Thomas H.
Hicks, Detroit, Mich.

465,866. Stidiog Clamp for Electric Welding Apparatus.
Hermann Lemp, Lynn, Mass.

465 886 Electric Railway. Henry S Pruyn, Hoosick
Falls, N. Y.

465,888. Covered Electric Conductor. Thomas L. Reed,
Providence, R. I.

Claim.^.\s a new article of man ufacture, a wire for elec-
trical purposes having a covering composed of braided strands
and straight wire -strands not braided inclosed between the two
sets of braided strands.

465,909. Door Bell. Frank M. Winters, Chicago, 111.

465,949, Electric Cane. Alfred W. Roovers and Alex-
ander H. Roovers, Brooklyn, N. Y.

465,958. Lightning Arrester. Alexander Wurts, Pitts-

burg, Pa.

465,961. losulator. Giuseppe S. Albanese, Orange, N. J.

465 970. Armature Conneciioa for Motors or Generators.

Thomas A. Edison, Llewellyn Park, N. J.

Claim four is:

"The combination, with an armature, a commutator-cylinder,
and commuta or-brushes of several sections of resistance-con-
ductor, and means for throwing all said sections into circuit in

series as a brush leaves a segment."

465,971. Means for Transmitting Signals Electrically.

Thomas A. Edison, Menio Park, N. J.

465,973. Armature for Dynamos or Motors. Thomas A.
Edison, Llewellyn Park, N. J.

465 981. Electrical Pyrotechnics. Pierre C. E. Cham-
pion, Paris, France.

465,983. Cut-out. Heary W. Fisher, Pittsburg, Pa.

465,989. Signil Transmitting Apparatus and System.
Henry A. Chase, Boston, Mass.

Claim twenty-one is quoted

.

"In a signaling system, the combination, with a box provided
with a signal-transmitting mechanism, of an audible signal Tor
said bo.K, a motor mechanism for said audible signal, a frangible

covering for said box, and a releasing device for the motpr
mechanism, controlled by the frangib'e covering and automat-
ically operated ihereby.

465.990. Signal Transmitting Mechanism. Henry A.
Chase, Boston, Mass.

465.991. Electric Signaling Apparatus. Frederick W.
Cole. Newton, Mas?.

465 994. Alternating Current Dynamo. Thomas H.
Hicks, Detroit, Mich.

This invention refers to new and useful improvements in
dynamos, and u consists in the mode or manner of arranging,
and connecting the field poles, and collector devices.

997. Electrical Switch. George B. Martratt, Troy,
N. Y.

i.ggg. Brake for Electric Motors. Alton J. Shaw,
Muskegon, Mich.

465

465

466,009. Motor Car. Thomas C. Oakman, Aurora, III.

466 01 1. Electric Pendulum Clock. Henry Phillips,

New York, N. Y.

466,019. Time Indicator for Letter Boxes. Edwin W.
Morton, White Plains, N. Y.

466,028. Governing Device for Electric Motors. Wil-
liam Baxter, Jr., Baltimore, Md.

466,037. Electrically Operated Elevator. Frank E.
Herdman, Indianapolis, Ind.

Claim twenty reac's:

"In combination, an elevating apparatus, a pivoted lever
counterbalanced and connected to the elevating apparatus,
said lever being counterbalanced to the desired load and
adapted when said load is increased to swing on its pivot-point,
and intermediate connection between said lever and the source
of power, whereby when the lever swings on its pivot-point the
mechanism is stopped."

052. Electric Plug Circuit Closer,

ball, Boston, Mass.
James L. Kim-466.

466.053- Electric Signaling Apparatus. Bernice J.
Noyes, Boston, Mass.

466,058. Electric Game Register for Pool Tables. Carl
A. Erikson, New Britain, Conn.

466,063. Electric Annunciator. Frank C. Colville, Oak-
land, Cal.

^66,087. Temperature Regulating Device for Electrical

Circuits. Edward Weston, Newark, N. J.

466,101. Electric Railway Switch. Max Kerstein, Bos-
ton, Mass.

466.131. Art of and Apparatus for Healing Metal Arti-

cles by Electricity. Edwin E. Angell, Somerville,

Mass.

466.132. Electric Forge. Edwin E. Angell, Somen-ille,

Mass.

Claim five reads:

"in an electric forge, the combinatioo of two electrode-levers
pivoted at opposite points and inclined toward each other, the
inner ends of said levers being provided with conductive anti-
friction rollers to receive between them a bar to be heated."

133. Electric Forge.
Mass.

466,

466,

466,

466,

466,

466

466,

466,

466,

466,

466,

466,

Edwin E. Angell, Somerville,

' In an electric forge, the combination of a work holder hav-
ing electrodes connected with one pole and an electrode-wheel
connected with the other pole."

13S. Secondary Battery Plate. Henry G. Morris and
Pedro G. Salom, Philadelphia, Pa.

159. Annunciator. William C. Dillman, Brooklyn,
N. Y.

Samuel Miller, Buxton,177. Galvanic Battery.

England.

This battery consists of a case or vesse', a carbon element in

the form of a cylinder or box embedded in pitch or similar sub-
stance and containing the depolarizing-liquid, a porous pot in-

closed by the carbon bo.v, and containmg an acid solution, and
a zinc element in ^aid porous pot.

I So. Electrically Driven Locomotive. Everard H.
Morgan, Dover, England.

ig6. Electric Railway Trolley and Support. Wilbur
A. Stevens, Kansas City, Mo.

212. Electric Car Brake.

Louis, Mo
La Motte C. Atwood, St.

William J. Kelly, "Boston,

466,

466.

466

466.

244. Electric Switch.

Mass.

245. Controlling Apparatus for Incandescent Lights.

William J. Ketly, Boston, Mass.

250. Electric Conductor. Joseph W. Marsh, Pitts-

burg, Pa,

266. Electric Heating Tool. George W. Blanchard,
Waterville, Mo.

Claim two is given:

"An electric heating device consisting of tongs, having insu-
lated handles and means forconneclmg electric conductors to

its jaws."

26S. Electric Cable. William A. Conner and Joseph
W. Marsh, Pittslurg, Pa.

This cable consists in having a series of ccflductors adapted
to be used in pairs for metallic circuits, the two wires of a paii

or circuit being separated from eat h other, a greater distance
than the adjacent wires of adjoining circuits.

2SS.

290.

289.

Lamp Socket. Jesse L. Hinds, Syracuse, N. Y.

Lamp Socket. Jesse L. Hinds, Syracuse.N. Y.

Lamp Socket. Jesse L. Hinds, Syracuse, N. Y.

Electric Fiie Alarm System. Henrj' E. Jacobs,306,

Milwaukee, Wis
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KOQBNE iT. I'uiLLrpH, President. W.II. SAWVKit. Soc'y atiJ KlbCtrlcl.-in,

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
KI.BCTniO lifUHT lilMB WIBE,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICANITE, M>GNET. Ul# I D IFC
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIKCOy

FARADAY CABLES.
NEW YORK OFFICE, P. C. Ackerman, 1 Corllandt Street.

MONTREAL BRANCH, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Works,

TO ELECTRIC i

LIGHTING COMPANIES. I

The City of Poplar Blufl, Mo., 1b rendy
to receive propoBltioas for Uglitlng the
city liy electricity.

I,. B. M'AL.KKK,
Chairmaa Committee.

FOR SAI.E, CHEAP.
Two 3 lamp Arc UynaiuOB.
OoeS-lftrnp Arc Hynamo,
Three lO-lsiniJ Arc DjDamoB.
One 12-Iamp Arc Dynfimo.
OneSO-laiiip Arc Dyiiamo.
Two20 lamp, 110 volt, Incandescent Dynamos.
One 176-laniii, 110 volt, Incandeucent Dynamo.
One 200-lamp. 110 volt. Incandescent Di'namo.

New and etifrlitly oaed.
€. F. I>riVI>KRnv%IiK.

Oag HooUpry Itnlltllng. <:hi<'ago. I

A ttaorooffb all ronnil Central Station nsan.now
with Cont'ructlon Co., wants pOBltlon ai Saper-
Inienfl'-Qt of Ontrftl Station or lar^e iBOlated
plant, In thf SVent or bomb. The advertlet^r faa«
tiad Btjvtjral yuris' *fXperlenc*; wlih all tlie Ittadimg
syBtemfl. and undeiBtandii tb*^ economical and
HQCCtftsfal ninnlnt^ of eltber Ht«am or F.lectric
Plants, Flrat claHs referenc«H.

.\d«lrefB, "Haulier,"
<;hTf> Wk-jTEBN ElK'.TKICIAW

SOMETHING NEW!
An improved 4 or 6 volt Combined Storage Bat-

tery eopeclally for Dc-ntiBtn' um at very low price.

ParchaeerBcan eicfiange dlt^charg-ed for charfred
celiB, without extra coBt. biyonrl oipcnBe for

chari^ing tbe batterlea. Manufactured by

J.K. PCnPffiL.LT,
Rnn*n aoi. 'ZOtiH. Onnnl Mt , rhlcagft.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insulation Onaranteed wherever used. Aerial, l/nderground or Bnbmarlne.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber used in insulating our wires and r.nhlee is especially chemically prepared, andie guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or cruck, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather, and le not affected by heat. The iusulation ia protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark'e Patent Compound, and special extra flnich, which we
have now, adopted for all our aolid wires a'S an extra weatherproof protection, and aleo preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very great extent fireproof. Our insulation will prove
durable wTien all others fall . We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph and Klectric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish oar Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work ae well as our standard color.

Clark Joint Onm should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a join

and preafeed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOR RAILWAY and AIOTOU nee, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

WJE QVARAIVTEJE: our INSIILATION wherever used, aerial, UKI>ER4^round or NUR9IARINE, and onr net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other flrst-claes Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN 'ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 6S Hampshire Street, BOSTON, 9IASS.

HBNRT A. CLARK, Treaenrer and Gen'l Manager,
HERBERT H. EUSTI8, Fieaidentand Electrlcltn,

THE MILUKEN PATENT POLE

65 LIBERTY STREET,

NEW YORK.

For Electric Street Railways and Electric Liglit Work.

MANUTACTUEBD BT

MILLIKEN BROS.

69 DE&RBORN STREET,

CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofe.—Iron ^A'^ork

fop Light Stations a Specialty.

W^RITE FOB CIRCULAR AT«» CATAIiOGFF,.
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ARC MOTORS,
h i i 1, 2, 3, 5 H. P, Sizes.

With Automatic CentTlfusal Gov-
ernor. Sfo Switches.

430 West 14tli St., New York.

ROOT'S WATER-TUBE BOILER.

Boot's Sectional Safety Boiler.

SAFE. ECONOMICAL. DURABLE,
AN EXCELLENT

Electric Plant Boiler.
Adopted by the Electric I/IshtCompanies of Detroit, St. Paul, Ooium-

'DUB, Cincinnati, Louisville, Jersey Cily
and a great many others; also hy the Ar-mmgton Jt Sims Engine Co., Providence,
K. I.; the Lynn Belt Line Street Rv. Co.,
Lynn, Mass. and the Thomson-Houston
Electric Co., Lynn, Mass.

Aben(lrotli&RootMfg,Co.,

28 Cliff St., New York.

BRANCHES: Chicago, Boston, Phila-
delphia, Dallas, Rochester.

For Sale Cheap, Second-lianil Ma-
chinery, Arc and Incandescent. Also
Motors. All Apparatus Guaranteed.

The Electrical Construction Co.

The Winner of 1 890 will win again in 1891.

Eleventh year.

SOLE MAKERS:

LAW TELEPHONE COMPANY,
8S Jobn St., BTEW -rnRK

MICA
For Electrical Purposes.

EUGENE MMSELL& CO,,

ai8 W^ater St.. BTew York.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIES

Electrical Wood.

Telegraph
Telephone
Electric liiffht

OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES.

C. H. HOLMES, """"""'••g'.'.'ei^ufi; mo.

ESTABLISHED 1848.

P
HEMINGRAY BLASS CO.

Offices, Covington, Ky. Factories, Muncie, Ind.

STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS,
Class Break Knobs, Floor Insulators, Battery Jars.

ARC LIGHT GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

VsTOXlIS ON" S^'ECI.A.Ij DESlOaSTS SOXiTCirTEaD.

TO MAKE A STATION PAY
Bny only the best iinallty of goods. This yon can

do by sendlna; your orders to ns,

apt Shipment. RBasonable Prices. Full Measwe. No Charge for Boxing or Cartage.

WE ABE HEADQUABTBES FOB
National Alternating and Direct Current Dynamos, Generators and Transformers;

Packard High Grade Lamps; Eddy Motors;
"Helmet" Weather-proof Wire; "Helmet" Moisture-proof Wire.

Save time and money by placing your orders with

The Electrical Engineering and Supply Co.,
931 Bookery, 134 E. 6th Ht., opp. Hotel Byan, 40» W. Mlchiican St.,

CHICAGO. ST. PAUL. DULUTH.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AN DDI8COUNT SHEETS.
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Established in 1861.

E. BT^GGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ELICTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
BRANCH STORa

2134 Michigan Avenue.

TO AMERICAN
INVENTORS.

Woodhonse & Rawson,

UNITED, LD.,

88 Queen Victoria Street,

LONDON, ENC,

NEW YORK OFFICE, 36 WALL STREET.

Are Prepared to Negotiate and

Intiroduce Inventions of

Merit into Great Britain and all

Parts of the World-

CORRESPONDINCE INVITED.

Manufacturer's of

octagonal;^^ Cedar
telephohi&electrical

RailwayPoles&CRossArms

llji^^ H.M.LouD & Sons UimberCo
OSCODA. , IVI I CH.

THEN AND NOW.
Tears ago the traveling public consid-

ered a seat on the driver's box of a stage
coach the acme of comfort, luxury and ex-
clusiveness. The traveler of to-day asks
for limited trains, made up of Pullman
sleeping and dining CBr3, vestibuled and
fitted up in the most sumptuous style of
modern decorative art.

Such trains are run over the Eris Lines,
through without change between Chicago
and New York, passing through the beau-
tiful Western Reserve, Mahoning Vallej
by Chautauqua Lake, and then througn
the mountains of Southern New York and
Northern Pennsylvania, the most pictu-

resque and beautiful scenery between Chi-
cago and the sea. Tickets over the Erie
can be purchased at any of the principal

ticket offices.

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE in Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERGE MF6. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

Ifl IP A ELECTRICAL
III I Wfl PURPOSES.

^end for samples and Prices.

BOWERS BROTHERS, I2llake St„ CHICAGO.

OFFICE DESKS,
"Gem" and "Rugby"

Folding Beds,

Brass and Wire Work,
!St

A. H. Andrews & Co., 215 Wabash Ave,, Chicago.

NOW THEN ! FOR SALE CHEAP!

!

Four 400;lii;ht, 240 ampere, Thomson-Honston Incandescent Dynamos, 110 volt.Two iT> light, 3,000 candle power American Arc Light Dynamos.
One oO light, ;;,00u candle power Sperry Arc Dynamo.
mo Goose NeckB, T.-H. Municipal SoclietB, Shades, etc.. complete.
45 miles No. 10 Wire, Amorican Electric Po.'s make, need abont nine months
One 10 light Weslon Arc Machine, with 8 donble lamps, 2,000 candle power, A 1.

JOHN E. BEGGS MFG. & SUPPLY CO., 74 Corllandt Street, NEW YORK.

HARD FIBRE
for insulation and me-

chanical construction is

manufactured in Sheets,
Rods, Tubing, Washers, Discs and all Special Shapes. Esti-
mates and samples furnished upon application.

DELAWARE HARD FIBRE C0.,""'T™.°''

nLBllRN|LECTRiCMF(i.|^.
^y^ FITCHBURG,MASS,U.S.A.

^
:i MANUFACTURERS DF DYNAMOS FOR LIGHTING,
r platingandexperimental purposes.

^^^ALSO MOTORS.-^-z:
EVERYTHING LATEST DESIGN AND HI 6H E ST EFFICIENCr.

EtECTKIC I.IGHT
A\'D BATTERV

CJi/fBO/HS.
CLZEVZEXj-A-InTX), OHIO.

jmoTOif

BI^UStfES.

THE

Unequaied

in

Efficiency

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2,000 in use.

Affords the moat simple and reliable power for all mining and manufactur-
ing machinery. Adapted to heads running from -'0 up to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cent, better results guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the country.

EliECTKIC TBANSailSSIOSr.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regnlation and the facility of adaptation to varying conaltlons
of epeed and pretsure, have brought it Into special prominence and estenslve
use for this class of work. AH applications shonld state amount and head of
water power reqnired, and for wliat purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. SEND FjB Catalogue.

THE P£LTOX WATER WHEEL CO.,
lSl-133 main St., San Francisco, Cat., U. S. A.

143 LIBERTY STREET, - - NEW YORK.
^^It having come to our notice that our patent rights are beinR infringed

upon, iniendlngporchasers are hereby warned that all anch infringements will
be duly prospciited.

PcCLTO^ WATER DIOTORS. Varying from the fraction of 1 tol5
and 20 horse rower, unequaied for all light running machineiy. Warranted
to develop a given 6 mount of power with one-half the water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Addreps as above. Deliveries made from
San Francisco or New York, as may afford the most favorable freight rates.

DERIVATION OF PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL UNITS.
By Lieut. F. B. Badt asd Pkop. H. S. Carhart.

F=>rRE:F=» .A^iZD, rp's

This is a very handsome book of 60 pages, printed on fine heavy paper, with neat cloth binding. It contains Por-

traits and Biographies of Ohm, Watt, Faraday, Jojle, Gauss, Weber, Sir William Siemens, Dr. Werner von Siemens,

Volta, Ampere, Daniellj von Jacobi, together with a carefully prepared table of the Practical Electrical Units, with their

relative values.

In no other Sinsle Volume can this Rare Collection of Portraits be Found,

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO. 6 Lakeside Building, Chicago, 111
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
_ The attention o( EI.ECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CEI^K.

URA'rKI> WA'I'IOK WIIKKIvas particularly adapted to their use
on account of its r4-iuark»l>ly Ml4>ady motion, hi(>^li Mpeed
and e^r«*ut l^ili<-i«>iicy,and lai'c^e Capacity for its diameter,
being double the J*o^*<*r of most wheels of same 'diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with E^cat satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect (STuaranteed.
SRi^o roR 4:axai.oc;i;i-: anu pakxi<;«;i.arn.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VIC^TOR

X|JRBir%KH arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron flume, Draft
Tubes, I'',nd Bearings for Shalt and Driving Pulleys compltte, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

/^f /NOIT r^ADRON CO., MAKERS or HIGH -GRADE

GLOBEJARBON-^,tT^CTRIC^^;^
I-^ Ughting

Fancy Incandescent Lamps
Of Ii<>» VoUaac.

Over 40 New Styles of Lamps

'I For the first time on
' the market.

Catalogue. Part I, Ready.

Part II, In Print.

J.L,

AND GLASS BLOWING.

Write for prices and illuetraUone.

I Ana Street.
) New York City.

J.C.TEMPLE,
(Formerly oJ STOUT, MILLS & TBMPLB),

DAYTON, OHIO,

HjMcaMMeclianical Engineer
Improvement of Wafer Powers, Arraneement

of Power Plants, Shafting, etc., for Electric Power
and Light. CONSTRUCTION SUPERINTENDED.

'Link-Belt MachineryCOi,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS,

MamirHcturpi^.'i of

ELEVATING AND CONVEYING

For the economicjil handling of Coal,

Ashee, Sand, Ores, Etc., Etc.

Wm. 8. TUEHBE, PreB. GEO. A Bell, v. pebs. J. LE9TEB WuooBEiDGE, Sec. and Treas.

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
Consulting: and Constructing:

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment of Electric Railways. Steam and Electric Plants.

47 Times Building. Telephone Call, I009 Coitlandt. NEW YORK.

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If In want of Poles. Ties and Posts, eave monej
by getting my prices.

W.C.STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.

EIST.^^XjXS^SiX> IB78.
SOI.I: MAKUFACTrRERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubss, Eoda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

waStJgggg^.iiisi^. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World, i4i,"//J5^.?iT.

THE SCHUYLER
-£3TrsT:E33yc O^"-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPOBTANT FBATUHBS;

THE ELEMENTS OF

instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes-

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

nYNAMIC FLECTBICITY

AND MAGNETISM.

A Book TYTQnr* /ITTT* f Price, $2.
For Learners. UUOX \J%J ^l Postage Free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTORS ^ DYNAMOS.
ELECTRIC MOTORS in all standard sizes,

up to and including 100 H. P., for operating

elevators, pumps, printing presses, and machin-

ery for general manufacturing purposes.

POWER GENERATORS.
ELECTRIC MINING MACHINERY of

all kinds, Hoists, Tram Cars, etc.

FAN OUTFITS, Electric Plants for pump-
ing Church Organs.

We call the special attention of
Station Superintendents to the fact
that our machines are absolutely un-
surpassed for economy of electric
current.

DYNAMOS for isolated plants and the equip-

ment of Mills, Banks and Office Buildings with
Electric Lights.

ELECTRIC BLOWERS for ship ventila-

tion. Have equipped 18 U. S. and foreign War
Ships with ventilating apparatus.

NEfT ENGLAND Office,

63 Oliver St., BOSTON.
PHILADELPHIA Office, 38 8. Fourth St.

CHICAGO Office, - Phenix Building.

SANFRANCISCO Office, - 35 Market St.

ST, LOUIS Office, - - 421 Olive «.
NEW ORLEANS Office, 78 Customhouse St

THE G. & G. ELEGTRIG MOTOR GO.. 402-404 Greenwich Street, NEW YORK.

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS

REGALIBRATED.-REPAIRED
CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO., 73 W. Jackson St.

ELECTRIC SLATE
Switch-boards a Specialty.

Small samples of plain and marbleized free.

T. J. MURPHY,
Electrlol Exchonge Bldg. 136 Liberty St.,

Room 215. NCW ^ORK.

BALLA'Jp'^^TLq,
^^ADE ONLY

Thi!4 cut represents our Class A

Star Sight "Op-Feed" Lubricator.
There are no joints sboat it. Atdib and body caet

In One Piece, bo you won't be annoyed by leading
and it will work to yonr entire satisfaction. Will let

you try It before you buy it.

For sale by Jobbers, or apply to

THE WM. POWELL CO.. CINCINNATI. 0.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
144 to 156 Green St., Green Point, BROOKLYN, R. ¥.

MANUFACTOET OF

Non*Conductive Blocks, Rosettes and Bases lor Cut-Ouls
and Switches; also Insulators. Cleats, Lamp Trim-

mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Our production Is a dense body. The glazing and body
of oar ware are of eame composition, and are baked
alike, which are the features oi

TRUE HABD PORCi:£<AIK.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS
Send for Complete Catalogue.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Buildine. CHICAGO, ILL.

SYNOVIAL DYNAMO OIL
Second to None. Free from Gum or Acids.

By refllteriqg can be need contlnaally. Adopted by tbe largeBt Electric Plants oj tbe West,

Write for Piicea and Samples . S. TAUSSIG, Agent, 45 River St., CHICAGO.

GIVEN AWAY!!
SAMPIiS OBDJBB8 OF

Buxton's Packing
At Only 50c. Per Pound.

"The Bnclneer'8 favorite."
All Orders Onaranteed.

Agents wanted In every State in the Union. We can qnote tlie

very lowest prices on Ring Packing. Bend for disoonnt and
price list,

ESTABLISHED 1862.

GEORGE B. BUXTON,
1 7 VIRGINIA ST., EAST SOMERVILLE, MASS.

164 Summer St., Boston, Mass ; 226 Pearl St., New York City.
129 N. Third St.. PhiladeJDhia. Pa : 60 W, Mooroe St. Chicago.

AND Picker Lemher-

St. Louis, Mo.

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MAGHINES.

PERBET tLECTBIC MOTORS.
ALL SIZES FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET - ELEGTRIG - LIGHT - SYSTEM.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass.
( Washington, D. C, J. U. BDRKETT & CO.. 1409 N. Y. Avenue.

SELLING AGENTS: ]
New Orleans, La., GEOBGE BAQUIE, 140 Gravier Street,

NEW YORK OFFICE.

89 Liberty Street.

St. Panl. ]!Iinn., F. J. RENZ, 95 East 4th Street.

Philadelphia, Pa., PENNSYLVANIA MACHINE CO.,
29 North 7tli Street.
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For JUi'lvlng OynamoB.

The Clinton Cas Light Co., Ciinton, Mass., have thor-

oughly tested and have adopted the Evans System of

Driving Dynamos in their new Electric Light Station.

Tbousands of Horse Power in use driving Dynamos, and hundreds of sets of Cones
in operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO.,
85 "^T^Atoir Sit., i^oeirroT^r, 3Vi:.^.ISJS.

KvunH' I'oiU'H.

For \ aryJDff Hpcocl.

CHICAGO I1TSX7LATED WIRE COMPA1T7,
ai.A.TJTJJF'.A.C^r'CrH.EH.S OT*

HIGH BRADE INSULATED WIRES
OF ALL DESCRIPTIOINS.

WEATHERPROOF WIRES,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

MAGNET WIRES,
INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,

ETC., ETC., ETC.

WRITE FOB QUOTATIONS
AND SAMPLES.

Our facilities are sucli that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO., 48-52 N, Clinton St„ CHICAGO, ILL.

EVERYTHING IN

WIRE-FUSE- STRIPS.

MANUFACTURED

Tlio Spsrrj Electric inin^ Macliinc Co,,

39th St. and Stewart Ave., CHICAGO.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

TIis« KartaYsrt « Manufacturing ^ Co..>

THOS. C. SMITH, Jr., IVI. E.

Consulting and Contracting Engineer.
Engines and Complete Steam Plants for Lighting and Power Ingtallatlons.
Bent Pipe and Colls in Iron, Brasa and Copper, for all kinds of service.

I I Hammond Building, Telephone 1358, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

H.WARO LEONARD &COMPANr.

Secure bid from ub for Electrical Apparatus or
Construction before decidinfr. Railways, Light-
ing, TransmleBion of Power, Wiring, etc.

Electrical Exchanji^e BnilcllDSi
KEM^ YORK CITIT.

DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
Afford the Only Reliable and Efficient Means for

ALL NIGHT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

All other devices are crude, expensive and unsatisfactory.

THE 6MSH ELECTRIC C0HFAN7
Has established its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lamps, No. 219,208, having WOflfoUV
distinct infringement suits in the United States Courts, two of them on final hearing, the decisions

being rendered by Judges Gresham, Blodgett, Brown and Ricks.

The public is warned against the use of infringing lamps or any crude substitute for the Brush Invention.

Arc Lighting Apparatus, Electric Motors and Generators.
Alternating Current Apparatus, Incandescent Lighting Machines,

Carbons for Arc Lighting, Etc., Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,
CDF^ICD-
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NEW BOOK!
NOW READY.

ELECTRIC

TRANSMISSION

HAND-BOOK.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition
to our famous hand-book series, of which
20,000 copies have been sold. The new
book deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of

Electric Power Transmission.

NOW READr._ PRICE. $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOUIAELY ADAPTED TO DEIVING

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of its high efflciency at all stages of gate, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of which makes it the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
Illustrating various styles of aetling

on both vertical and horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GIOBE IRON WORKS CO.,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, 9IIL,L.!S & TJEMPJLiE,

STEAM PLANTS
IN8TAI1I.BD BT

Vir. B. PZSARSOlff i£ CO.,
HECHANICAI. ENeiNEEBIS AND CONTRACTOBS.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, - CHICAGO.

AUTOMATIC COMPOUND,
9 sizes in stock.

STANDARD AUTOMATICS,
13 sizes in stocl<

JUNIOR AUTOMATICS,
7 sizes in stock.

Repairs made to

Gauge

COMPOUND DRIVING DYNAMO.

THEWESTINGHOUSE MACHIME COMPANY. I
L PITTSBURGH. PENNA.U.S.oF A. G

WILLIAMS AUTOMATIC ENGINE.
For all purposee requirintj steady power.

Williams Engine Works: No. 447 North Street,

BALTIMOKE, MD.

A GREAT RAILROAD.
By Uie alteorptluQ of the Chlcat'o A Allanllc

Railway between Marlon and Cliloairo, Die ICRIli
h!i9 at laft tnecied its eotraiice Into (.'hlca^o. and
DOW occapiee ih^ proud poBillon of heinfjtlie only
line between t'bicHKO and New Vork entin.-ly
under one managiimpnt
One result of toie le the arraneementw hereby

all the throuj,'h tralne of the Erie are now ran
Bolid betweeen Chicago and New York without
change. PaeaengerB holding throngh ticket a,

whtther first or pecond claes, are able to go from
Chicago to New York wilhoal chanL'ing cars.
Pullman's most modern Sieeping'Care are run

on all tbroagh trains via tbie line, and on their
Vestibule Limited, Pallman'3 Dining Care. No
extni fare charged on this train. In fact, the
rates via the ERIE are lower than via any other
route off-irlng f-qaal facllitieB.

iWOODBURYENMi
SELF-CONTAINED, AUTOMATIC
HIGH SPEED STEAM ENGINE
for Electric Lighting and
Street Railway Service,

WITH BOILER PLANT COMPLETE
Ciitalopfue sent on application. -

STEARNS MFC. CO. ERIE. PA.
BRANCH * IMiiladelphia, 04'^ Drexel Hltlfx.

OFFICES i ^^" Francisco, 21) & ^l Spear St.

«DRY ST£AM

THE POND SEPARATOR,
The Pond Separator Is guaranteed to relieve the

steam of all entrained water, and return this water
to the boiler, thus effecting a large saving in fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POND ENGINEERIIVG COJIPAXY,
ST. LOUIS.

OMAHA.
CHICACO.

DALLAS.
KANSAS CITY.

SEATTLE.

TAPES AND COMPOUNDS,
VULCA WIRE DUCTS,

ELBOWS,JOINTS,ETC., ETC.

All Supply Stores Keep Them.

THE NATION'S CHOICE.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE GO.

78-80-82 Franklin Street,

CHICAGO.

MAIN OFFICE.
l.l. 17 CortlaiKit St.,

New York.

Geo. H. Meeker,

WeBterD Haoager. -A-ISriD CHIOAr^O.
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W.P.
TIE THOKSni-inilSTIN ELEtTIIC CO,

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RAILWAY MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

1,000 Already Sold to

Railway Companies. A
Strong Indorsements

from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

Boston Office: 620 Atlantic Ave.

ELECTRIC CO.,

Chicago Office: 148 Micliigan Ave.
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TWO LEADERS.

r'on.

Underground, Aerial, Submarine

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE
FOR LINE AND FEEDER WORK.

It is the BEST WEATHER-PROOF WIRE made.

IT XS .A.XjSO

A DECIDEDLY MOISTURE-PROOF WIRE

THE
KNiPP ELECTRICAL WORKS,

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS,

54 and 56 Franklin St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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^'EWTON found that a star, examined through a 1^M
•^ ' glass tarnished by smoke, was diminished into a iffi^a

speck of hght, i-^JJHj
^^wnlHHQ^H But no smoke ever breathed so thick a mist as envy \

Jl0*/lHifWo^H
or detraction. ^imAS^9^^^flBl Have you been eyeing the -Sunbeam Lamp through a

smoked glass diligently held before your eyes by its M
competitors? They seem to have found it necessary to -^mi
instruct their salesmen to "Fight the Sunbeam first, last 4W^y

mS|uHQH
and all the time, fight all the others, but fight the

U/fT.
Sunbeam." "^

g^-^^BB We must confess that we are flattered by their valor.

The Sunbeam is worthy of their steel.
y /

Our serenity is not in the least ruffled—the Sunbeam <//a>^\

^^ -^^^B is more efficient to-day than ever, and we are just as

anxious to send you a trial lot. cie^
^^S§A We are the Western Agents.

(

^Ufi^g
SL- -^^^ V* -^':=^S

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
;/^b$^<

^Hr— ^B CHICAGO.
x^
w^

FACTORIES: ANSOMA, CONN.

\

^M
B.—^^^B

Write for our illustrated catalogues,

MENTIONING THIS PAPEK.
5
//
Z^

^^^ /fSi^
^^9^^^ft ^

fmftKTT'^^H - >^ . ^r-^s-^ /• . \ ^C^s-)^ /-^ Xr^tO .^ m:^

m^Sa^^^^^^ I' ^^^^"W'^^SV^'•^^W'^^G^^ (1
'9^7^^^^^' nlP^ V"^-^^ x'^^B

P^J^j^ J^g [| f^L A^ ^^\ ^^^
1
]^R S^^>^L2

i'^^m'-jf
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National Transformer System
-OF-

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

TRANSFORMERS FOR ANY SYSTEM.

Alternating and Direct Current Dynamos.

MOTORS.
Our Apparatus is of the Highest Efficiency, Hechanicilly and Electrically.

We are prepared to uadertake the cons!ruciion of Electrical Plants of whatever magnitude.

Correspondence Bolicited.

National Electric Mfg. Co.
?

EAU CLAIRE, WIS.
GEO. B. SHAW, Gen'l Manajer.

AGENTS:
Wew York, ST. X.-NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. & CONSTRUCTION CO., Electrical Exchange Bldg.

Buffalo, ar. Y.—F. P. LITTLE & CO., 141 East Seneca Strest.

Cincinnati, O.—W. N. G RAY, 12 Chamber of Commeice.
TVastaington, ». C.-L. N. COX, 16 Fifth Street, S. E.

Piiliadeiphla, Pa.—PBHNSTLVANLA ELECTRIC ENGINEERING CO.
8t. Paul. Minn.-THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLY CO.

Detroit, Mlcll.-COMMERCIAL ELECTRIC CO.
Den-ver, Col.—THB MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC CO.

Winnipeg, Man.-SIMPSON-DAVIS ELBCTRICAL CONSTRUCTION CO.
San francisco, Cal.-NATIONAL ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT CO.

Uncoln, Web —LINCOLN ELECTRICAL MFG. AND SUPPLY CO.
Dulutll, Minn.—THE ELECTRICAL BNG. AND SUPPLY CO.

Kansas City. Mo.-THOMAS WOLFE, 515 Main Street.

Seattle, Wash.—CHAS. H. BAKER & CO.
Sew Orleans, la.—ENTERPRISE CONSTRUCTION AND SUPPLY CO.

\sm^

ssmj^
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FORT WiYNE ELECTRIC CO.,
-IIANUFACTIJBERS OF THE-

SIATTERY INDUCTION AND WOOD ARC SYSTEM
-o:f»-

THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being used almost exclusively after other systems have been
tried and thrown out—Philadelphia, New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

WE MAKE ALL STANDARD SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM.
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., 1,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND.

JTEW YORK 115 Broadway. PITTSBUKOH, PA 533 Weod Street.

CHICAGO 185 Bearborn Street. SAIff EKANCISCO 35 ITcw Montgomery Street.

PHIIiABEIiPHIA 907 Filbert Street. TORONTO, CANADA 138 King Street, "W.

PALiIiAS, TEXAS lHcI.eod Bnildlng. BUFFAIiO 888 Pearl Street.

ONE MOTOR DRIYINB BOTH AXLES
Of a street car, is the same principle as having all driving wheels of a locomotive connected, which is the

:AM£BICAN STSTEM.

Sizes: p^
I jfff^ ^"'' ^^^^

15. 30 and 40 J^^^^^^BSk Proof Motor,

Mechanical ^m^Kjwrvfffl^ ^™^
Horse Power. "^^^^^ '—'^^^ Both Axles.

This cut represents the latest construction of our Standard Apparatus equipped with our HEAT PROOF MOTOR.
Attention is invited to the work being done by these equipments on the Merrimac Valley Street Railway,

Lawrence, Mass.; Consolidated Street Railway Company, Grand Rapids, Mich.; and the People's Electric Street Rail-
way, Springfield, 111.; where, in each place, the two largest electric companies have put their latest equipments
against them, with the result of proving our claims and strengthening the advantages derived from utilizing the full

traction of the car," and driving all wheals simultaneously.

PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS:

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
DETROIT, MICH., U. S. A.

A'so Manufacturers of Electrical Power Machinery, Standard Line Appliances and General Electrical Supplies.

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED.
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ANY CAPACITY UP TO

1,000 HORSE POWER.

C. S. VAN NUIS, 136 Liberty St., New York.

PATENT

wmmM
^mwmwm^i

Bans more Slack than
Unperforated Belts, hence

: adapted to uneven power
t of lilectric Bailways and
i for Electric Power in Gen-
eral.

OHAS. A. SOHIEREN & CO.,
PATENTEES AND SOLE MANTJPACTDKERS,

46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO. ILL
Also New York, Boston.

Philadelphia.

Insulated Wires and Cables.

O
The ackno-frledgred Standard for durable and high in-

^fA sniatlon. Zts mertts proved hy a record or over quarter
. W C^ or a oentnary. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

f^-w_ ^< CELEBRATED RERITE TAPE FOR INSDUTING JOINTS.

/^t^^l^^J \ E ectrlc Light and Power, ALL SIZES

V^ft \]y I'lStnV^I""'- Lead Encased Wires.

SS —•' Branches of signaling,

WILLIAM H. EGKERT, Gen'l Agent, 16 Dey St., NEW YORK.
Western £Iectric Co., Cliicago, 111,, Sole Agents for the West.

Aerial Use,
Subterranean Use,
Submarine Use.

Concealed Wiring In all Locations.

ALEXANDER, BARNEY tc CHAPIN,
20 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

THE MOST

POPULAR LAMP
IN THE MARKET,

"A.F.C.

WRITE US

FOR

PRICES

OF ALL GOODS

THE E.S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 ©EY STBEET, WEW YOBK,

MANUJACTUHEKS, IMPORTBES AND DEALERS IN

BATTERY,
^^^^^^^^^

Supplies

THE "CHAMPION'
Price, with Rod Zinc, $1.15 per Cell, with Corrngated

Zinc, $1.35 per Cell.

THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED.

Of all Descriptions.

CompleUCHtrfCham- C.rlioB ReMrvolr and Cowr Cortogatcd Zinc ofdiam*
pfoB BaiWrj, of Cluimpioii Batter;. ploD Battery.

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances,

Construction Tools and
Line Material,

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
I Mauufaetured by the •

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY. Warren, Ohio.
NEW YORK CITY, Chas. E, Chapln, 136 Liberty

SYRACUSE, N. Y., Electric Engineering &
Snpplv Co.

I

CHICAKO, ILlj.The Electrical Engineering &
Sopply Co., il.31 The Kookery.

8T. PAUL, MINN., The Electrical Engineering
& Supply Co.

8T. LOUIS. MO., St. Louie Electrical Sopply Co.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., International Electric

Supply & Construction Co.
CINCINNATI, OHIO, Queen City Electric Co.
LOUISVILLE, h.Y., Smilhere .t Davla.

E. B. KELLER. F. E. DKGENIIARDT.

Keller & Degenhardt,
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

542 Rookery Bids'., Chicag'o, 111.
THE ONLY BUREAU OF ELECTRICAL INFORMATION IN THE WORLD'S FAIR CITY.

WILLAKD L. CANDEE, ) E„,i„p„„ Manaser.
H. DURANT CHBEVER, (^""'"""'*"'''Seri.

The

Internationiil OKONITE COMPANY, LUITED.

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES MPCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uie.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
BRANCHES: Chicasro, Boston, Philadelphia, Minneapolis, Cincinnati, Kansas Cltr*

Omaha, Ijoaisville, St. Z^ouiB, San Francisco, liOndon and So. America.

WRITE FOR PRICES ON

TROLLEYS, GEARS, BEARINGS

AND GENERAL SUPPLIES.

R. D. Nuttall Company,
Alleehnny. Pa. Ke\r ITork.

The 1891 ELECTRIC MOTOR AND BATTERY.
DURABLE.

EFFICIENT.

SIMPLE.

ECONOMICAL.

For Offices, Sick-rooms, Restaurants,

Jewelers, Dentists, Confectioners,

Amateurs, and at

ONE-HALF PRICE.
Send tor prices and deBcrlptive pampbleta to

1891 WOTOR-g Oliver Slreei, BOSTON, IMSS .

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., newyork

AGENTS:
W". B. Pearson <fc Co., Home Ins. Bld^., Chicago, III.

Thos. G. Smitli Jr., Hammond Bldff.. Cincinnati, Ohio.
W. A. Day, 129 Oliver St., Boston. Jlass.

A. M. Morse & Co., Commercial Blds-i St. Louiflj Mo,
M^ad & atringham, Hammond Bldg., Detroit, Mich,
Hyde Bros. & Co., Lewis Block, Pitteburg, Pa.
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Tne

Tbomson-Honston
ELECTRIC CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY OF

J

DYNAMOS, LAMPS
And Every Necessary Appliance for the Construction, Maintenance and Operation of

Central Stations and Isolated Plants,

Arc, Direct Current and Alternating Current Systems,

100,000 750,000
Thomson-Houston Arc Lamps, Thomson-Houston Incandescent Lamps

In Daily Operation October 1, 1891

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, WESTERN OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave.. BOSTON, Mass. 148 Michigan Ave.. CHICAGO. ILL
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.

ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Abeudroth & Hoot Mfg. Co . .
.

Alexander, Barney & Chapln !

American Desk & Seating Co. . . xv
American Electrical Works xlii

Andrews & Co., A. H
Baggot, E xiv

Bain Electric Mfg. Co. xvi i

Ball EnKine Co xlx

Ball & Wood Co.. The i

Beckerleg, Jas. G xli

Beggs, J. E., Mfg. & Supply Cc.ix
Beiostetn Electric Co
liowers Bros xiii

Braun lUastratlog Co xlx

Brownlee & Co xli

Brookfleld, Wm xli

Brush Electric Co xvli

Bunnell *fc Co., J. 11 —
Butler Hard Rubber Co
Buxton, Geo. B xvi

C. B. i&Q. R. R xlv

C, &E. R. R xlv, xix

C. &. C. Electric Motor Co. ...xvi

Central Electric Co v

Chicago Electric Mfg. Co xvi

Chicago Electric Motor Co xiii

Chicago Insulated Wire Co xvii

Colburn Electric Mfg. Co xiv

CooBol. Elec. Mfg. Co., The...
Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Mo. Co. . xlii

Day's Kerlte Insulation 1

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.. xix

Delaware Hard Fibre Co xiv

Detroit Electrical Works xxiv
Densmore Typewriter Co xli

Dunderdale, C. F xiii

Eastern Electric Cable Co xiii

Eaaton Electric Co xvi

Edison General Electric Co. .vi,vlii

ElectrlcCoDStructloQ&Sup.Co.. iv

Electric Merchandise Co x

Electric Secret Service Co x

Electrician Pub. Co. .xvi, xvii, xviii

Elec. Construction Co., The xlii

Elec. Eng. & Sup. Co., The iv

Elec. Supply & Contracting Co. .ix

Electrical Supply Co., The... xxii

Elektron Mfg. Co xvi

Empire China Works xvi

Evans Friction Cone Co xvii

For Sale ix, xiii

Foster, O. A i

Fort Wayne Electric Co xxiv

Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd. . x

Globe Carbon Co xv
'Great Western Elec. Supply Co. . ix

Greeley& Co., The E. S i

Goodrich-Coleman Elec. AVks. . xvii

Heisler Electric Co xv
Hemingray Glass Co xiii

Hill Clutch Works xvi i

HirllmauD, C. J x
HIne Eliminator Co
Holmes, C. H xiii

Holmes, Booth & Haydens xvUi

Hunt Machine Co., Rodney ix

India Rubber & Gutta Percha
Insulating Co xxiil

Interior Conduit &Insulatlon Co . . x
International Okonite Co I

Kartavert Mfg. Co xvii

Keller & Degenhardt 1

Knapp Electrical Works xxl

Lasell, Edw ix

Law Telephone Co sill

Leonard & Co., H. Ward xli

Link Belt Machinery Co xv
Loud, H.M.& SonsLumber Co. .xiv

Mllllken Bros xiv

Monitor Electric Co x

Mosher Arc Lamp Co
Munsell & Co., Eugene xiii

Murphy, T. J xiv

National Carbon Co xiv

National Electric Mfg. Co
N.Y.Beltlng & Packing Co. .

.

New York Insulated Wire Co. . . ix

New York tfc Ohio Co , i

Nuttall Company, R. D i

Ostrander & Co., W. R xvi

Palste, H. T xii

Partrlok & Carter Co
Payne & Co., Geo. W
Pearson & Co., W. B xix

Pelton Water Wheel Co xiv

Phoenix Glass Co xviil

Pond Engineering Co xix

Powell Co.. The Wm
Pumpelly, J. K xill

Queen & Co xiii

Racire Hardware Mfg. Co
Ries Elec. Specialty Co., The. . . x
Rockford Electric Mfg. Co xii

Royal Electric Co
Samson Cordage Works xll

Sareent & Lundy xiii

Sawyer-Man Electric Co si

Schawel & Co. , Jas xii

Schleren&Co. Chas. A i

Schoonmaker, A. O xli

Schuyler Electric Co xv
Security Insulator Co Ix

Short Electric Railway Co xii

Sbult/ Belting Co •

dmith. Thos. U. Jr
yomolT, J. L
Sperry Elec. Mining Macb. Co. xvii

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co xxlli

Star Electrix Co Ix

Stearns Alfg. Co xix
Steriing, W . C xv
Stilwell &BierceMfg. Co...xiv, xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co viU
Taussig, 8...
Temple, J. xv
Tnomeon-Houston Elec. Co. .11, xx
Union Electric Works xvi

Union Hardware Co xli

U. 8. Electric Lighting Co xi

Van Nuls C. S ^ i

Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Wauted xlii

Washington Carbon Co., The vli

Western Electric Co xiv

Westinghouse Elec. and Mfg Co
Westinghouse Machine Co xix

Weston Electricallnstrum't Co.. .xii

Williams Engine Works xlx

Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co . xv
Woodhouse & Rawson, Ltd
Worthington, Henry R xii

CLASSIFIED LIST.

Accnmnlators.
BruBh Blectrlc Co.

Alaminnin.
Goodrich-Coleman Elec. Worke.

Annunciators

.

Central Electric Co.
Detroit Elcctiical WorkB.
Electrical OonBtructlon t;o,. The.
Electrical Supply Co., Tte.
Great Weelern Elec. tiiipply Co,
Greeley & Co.. The B. ti.

Knapp Electrical Worka.
Monitor Electric Co.
Ostrander & Co. W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Arc Ijamps.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
BegfTB, J. E.,Mfg. ASupply Co.
Brash ElectricCo.
Eastori Electric Co.
Electric Construction & Sapply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Great Western Elec. Sapply Co.
Mosber Arc Lamp Go
Schnyler Blectrlc Co.
Thomson-Hoaston.BIectrlc Co.
Westinghonse Blectrlc & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc lilght Cord.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Samson Cordage Works.

Batteries.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit lilectrical Works.
Biectilcal Supply Co.,'ine.
Foster, O. A.
Greeley & Co., The E. H.
Hinimann, C.J.
Law Telephone Co.
Monitor Blectrlc Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Pumpelly, J- K.
Oueen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Hemingray Glass Co.
Hiriimann, C. J.

Law Telephone Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Pumpelly, J. K.
Qjieen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, electric.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Ulasneto.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Worka.
Greeley & Co.. The B. ».
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Blectrlc Co.

Belting.
Evans Friction Cone Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co.
Schieren & Co., Chas. A.
Shnltz Belting Co.

BoUers,
Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Books, Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Braider Spoolers.
Payne & Co., Geo. W.

Brass Goods.
Powell Co., The Wm.

Bnrslar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co.,The B. B.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Wire Insulated.)

Cables, Electric. (See wire Insu-
latedl, Copper, t!4heet and Bar,
Woitern Electric Co.

Clntcties, Friction.
Hill Clutch Works.

Carbonn, PolntM and Plate*.
Brush Elwctrlr. Co.
Central Elpctrlo Co.
Electrical Hupply Co,, The.
Globe Carlton Co.
Knapp Elecirical Works.
National <.'arbon Co.
\\'aBlilnt;ton Carbon Co.
Weiitem Blectrlc Co,

CunstrnctioD and Bepalr*.
BulnElectricMfg. Co.
Chicaj'o Klectrlc Motor Co.
Blectrlc ConBtrnctlon Jt Supply Co.
aiHCtrlc .Supply &, Contractinn Co.
Electrical ConBtrnctlon Co., The.
Knapj) Electrical Works.
Leonard & Co., H. Ward.
Smith. Th.-e a. Jr.
Temple, J. C.
Union p:iertrlc Worke.
WesLwrii Electric Co.

Contractors, Kleetric Li^ht,
Rnelne Plants and Electric
Ballways.
Ball Encfne Co.
Ball & WooiiCo.,The.
Bain Electric Manufacturing Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfe. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Kiipply & Contracting Co.
Electrical Kce. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Ueleler Electric Co.
Keller & Degenhardt.
lasell, Edw.
Leonard & Co., fl. Ward.
Pearaen & Co., W. B.
Pond Enfitaeerlng Co.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Rockford ElectrlcManufactnringCo.
Royal Electric Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Pmlth, Thos. G. Jr.
Temple, J. C-
Thomson -Houston Electric Co.
Weatinghcjiiee Electric & Mfg. Co.
Weatinghouee Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.
Williams Engine Works.
Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Detroit Electrical Worka.
Edison General Blectrlc Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Holmea, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonite Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Go.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cordage.
Samson Cordage Worka.

Cross-Arms.
Central Blectrlc Co,
Detroit Electrical Worka.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, C. H.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cnt-Ontn and S^ritcbes.
Alexander, Barney & Chapln.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Electrical Sunply Co., The.
Gleason & Barey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Laeell, Edw.
Palate, H.T.
Partrick & Carter Co.
StarElectrlsCo.
Van Nuis. C. S.

Western Blectrlc Co.

Dynamos-
Brush Electric Co.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.

Begee, J. K., Mfg. & Supply Co.
C. & C . Electric Motor Co.
Colbnrn Electric Alfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Dunderdale, C. F.
Easion Electric Co.
Elec'.rlral Ene. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Heisler Blectrlc Co.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
RockfordElectricManufacturingCo.
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
United States Electric Lighting Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric& Mfg. Co.

Electric Heatiner.
Electric Merchandise Co.

Electric Railways.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Bdieon General Electric Co.
Leonard & Co., H. Ward.
Sargent & Lundy.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Weailnghcmee Electric & Mfg. Co.
Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co.

Electrical Instruments.
BunnelUt Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co,
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The,
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E.S.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Q.ueen & Co.
t-tar Electris; Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Blectrlc- Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

Electrical Intelligence.
Keller & Degenhardt.
Leonard & Co., fl. Ward.

Electrical Specialties.
Deiralt Electrical Worka.
Lasell, Edw.
Ries Electric Specialty Co., The.

Electroliers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Baggot, E.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co., Ltd.
ThoTOflon- Houston Electric Co.

Elevators.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Engravers.
Braun Illustrating Co.

Electro-Plating narblnes.
BruBh Electric Co.
Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.
Detroit El*(:lrlr:(j| Work-.
Kdlson uuneral Kleciric Co.
Thomeon-HouBton Bldctrlc Co.

EnKlncH, Mteani.
Ball Enirlnc Co.
Bali* Wood Co, The.
BocgB.J. E.,Mfg. A'HuppIy Co.
Pearson & Co., W.B.
Pond EDifineeringCo.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Bargijnt & Landy.
Smlili/rhoM. G. Jr.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
WesllnghouHe Machine Co.
WllhamB Engine Co.

Fan OntntH.
C. & C. Electric Motor Co.
Edison General KlfctrlcCo,
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Delaware Bard Fibre Co,
Kartavert Mlg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
PartrlcB & Carter Co.
Union Electric Worka.
Western Electric Co.

Friction ConeH.
Evane Friction Cone Co.

GaM iilehtlne, £lectrlc.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

General Electrical t^nppllea.
Aleiander, Barney & Chftpin.
American Electrical Works.
Bunnell & Co., J. £J.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Slectrlc Co.
Electric Supply & Contracting Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Electric Construction & Supply Co.
Electrical Sunply Co., The.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. B.
Knapp E.lcctrlcal Works.
LaealJ, Edw.
ostrander & Co.,W. R.
Pariirick & Carter Co.
Ries Electric Specialty Co., The.
Star Electrlx Co.
Thomson-HoDstop Blectrlc Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cllobes and Electrical Giass-
ivare.
Baggot. E.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Hemingray Glass Co.
Phcenix Glass Co.
Security Insulator Co.

Hard Unbber Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Insulators and Insulating
Materials.
Alexander, Barney & Chapin.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Edlaon General Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great M'eBtern Elec. Snpply Co.
Hemingray Glass Co.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonite Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Laeell, Edw.
Mnusdli & Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Nuttall, R. D., Company.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Security Irsulator Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
Slagnet Wire.
American Electrical Worka.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Day's Kerlte Insulation.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Gle.ieon & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonite Uo., The,
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insu-

latingCo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Lasell. Edw.
New York Insulated Wire Co,
Partrick & Carter Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

liBmps, Incandescent.
Aleiander, Barney & Chapln.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Electrical Eng. & Snpply Co.
GleasoD & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The B. S.
Heisler Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
SawvpT-Man Electric Co.
Somoff, J. L.
snnt>eain Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

liUbricators.
Powell Co., The Wm.

magnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wire.)

medical Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.

mica.
Bowers Bros.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
Hchoouma&er, A. O.

mine Ni^nals, Blectrie.
Detroit Electrical Works.

ninlng ApparatBS, KIcrtrle.
flaln El»>ctrlcMfg. Co.
EdlBon Gerniral Blectrlc Co.
ThomsoD-Honcton ISlectric Co.
Sp«rry Klec, MIdIok Machine Co.
WuBiinthooae Blectrlc A JAtg. Co.

Motors.
Bnln Electric Mfg. Co.
Brnsl^ Electric Co.
Crocicer-Wheeler Electric Motor Co
C. A C. Electric Motor Co.
Chicago Blectrlc Motor Co.
Detroit Elcctrlral Works.
Barton Blectrlc Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Sapply i Contracting Co.
Electrical Eng. Ii ttopplr Co.
Etuktroc HanafactDrue Go.
FoBter. O. A.
Rockford Electric ManufactorioE Co
Royal EUctrlc Co.

*

ThomBon-HouBton Electric Co.
U. 8. Electric Lighting Co.
WeHtlnghooee Electric A Mfe Co.

IVame Platen.
fioodrirh Coleman Elec. Worke

Onice Fnrnltore.
American Desk A; Seating Co.
Andrews A Co., A. H.

Oils.
TaueBlg, 8.

Oil Cnps.
Powell Co., The Wm.

I'utent Hollcltors.
Woodhouee ti Raweon, Ltd.

Packing.
Bujton. Geo. B.
N. Y. flelUng & Packing Co.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The
HoImee^CH.
Loud, H. M. A Sons Lumber Co
Western Electric Co.

Platinum.
Schawel & Co., .Jas.

Poles.
Brownlee & Co.
Central Electrio Co.
Electrical Sopply Co . The
Holmes, C. H;
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
MllUken Bros.
Sterling,W. C.

Publishers. Electrical.
Electrician Publlahing Co.

Push Buttons.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Elecfrical Works.
Partrick Si Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Weelem Electric Co.

ISailivays. Electric.
(.See electric railways.)

BegnlatlDs Sockets.
Ries Electric Specialty Co., The.

t^eparators, teteam.
Hlne Eliminator Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Slate.
Murnhy, T. J.

SpeaK^g Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthington, Henry R.

Supplies, Electric Bailwav,
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric Merchandise Co
Nuttall. R. D, Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
EdlBon General Electric Co,
Electrical Supply Co. , The
India Rubber & Gutta Percha In-
sulating Co.

International Okonite Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co.

Telegraph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Efectric Co.

Telephones, Electric
Detroit Klectrical "Works.
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Bunnell* Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Blectrlc Mfg. Co.
Blectrloal Supply Co., The,
Greeley A Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Queen & Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co

Transformers.
Electrical Eng. & Snpply Co.
National Electric Mannfacturine Co
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mts. Co

Trolley Cord. ^

Sameon Cordage Works,
Trucks. Electric Car.
Detroit Electrical Works.
EdlBon General Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westinghonse Electric & Mfe. Co.

Turbine n'heels.
Dayton Globe Iron Worke Co.
Hunt ilachlne Co., Rodney.
Stilwell <fc Bierce Mfg. Co.

TTpe Writers.
Densmore Type Writer Co.

TalTes
Beckerleg, Jas. Q.

M'^ater ^ heels.
Pelton Water Wheel Co,

Wire, Bare.
American Electrical Works.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.
Central Blectrlc Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Sperry Blec. Mining Machine Co.
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TME'KILKENNY CAT4

WE RE 6AY1NC3 MOTHIN6>

"WARD" ARC LAMPS
The testimony of any one using one or two arc lamps may he valuable or not, according

to their knowledge of arc lamps.

The "Ward" Lamp is the only lamp that is in use successfully, and in large numbers, on
either central station or isolated plants.

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.,
OP St. Paul, Minn.

St. Paul, Misn., August 28, 1891.

JUessTS. SfcDoneallA Cmnmlngrs, YVestern Slanasers,
Tlie Electrie Coostmction and supply Co^

Fhenix Bnlldlng, Clilcaeo, 111.

Dear SiHsr^We are using your arc lamps on our lines, and witi
great satlsfaclion both to ourselves and our consumers. They are the
only arc lamps we are using, and in our opinion are the best lamp of the
kind ihat have come to our notice. Our continued orders to you not
only show our appreciation of their merits but also the fact that we find
them a good paying investment. Very truly yours,

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.,
G. H. Finn, General Manager.

EDISON LIGHT & POWER CO.,

OF MXNKEAPOLIS.
MrsNEAFOLis, August 22, 1891.

The Electric Constrnctlon & Supply Co^
18 Cortlandt Street, Ne-n- 'Tork City.

Gentlemen:—Within the last eighteen months we have been in-

stalling a number of arc lamps on our incandescent circuits. We now
have one hundred and ninety-sis of your "Ward" lamps in operation,
and it gives us pleasure to state that they give the very best ot satlsfac-

lion, both to ourselves and our customers. We consider them a moat
. xcellent lamp. Yours truly,

EDISON LIGHT & POWER CO.

Lamps for direct current^ alternating current, street railway circuits*

foonsing lamps, photo-engraving lamps, search lamps.

SX]Zia-X> f^C^Xl. OXTXl SS^SrST^ O.A.a?.A.XjOG»-XTE].

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION £ SUPPLY CO.,
Phenix Building,

Established 1881.

Telephone Building,

Nfxs^yu YORK ciTir.
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STILL LEADING.
The only wire that NEVER goes back on its

friends is

We are General Western Agents for all Okonite Products, which

includes the highest grade of

Insulated Wire,

Commercial Lamp Cord,

Improved Candee Weatherproof Wire,

Electrolier Wire,

Switch Cord, Etc.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin St., CHICAGO.

CONNECTED BY PRIVATE WIRE WITH POSTAL TELEGRAPH-CABLE CO.'S SYSTEM.
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GENERAL ELECTRIC

COMPANY.

y^
MANUFACTURERS

E. M. W.
L. M. W
WIRE.

WIRE
IN THE MARKET

AND

ALL GLASSES OF

INSULATED

Wires % Cables

E. M. W.

WIRE.

DISTRICT OFFICES:
CAyADIAN: Edison Building, 77 Bay St., Toronto, Can. PACIFIC COAST: Edison Building, 112 Bush St., San Francisco, Col,
CE\TRAL: 173 and 173 Adams St., Chicago, III. PACIFIC NORTB WEST: Fleischner Building, Portland. Oregon.
EASTEBN: Edison Building, Broad St., Seiv York. ROCKY MOUNTAIN: Masonic Building, Denver, Colo.
NEW ENGLAXD: 25 Otis Street, Boston, Mass, SOUTHERN: Oould BuiMing, Atlanta, Oa.

MEXICAN AND SOUTH AMERICAN DEPT.: Edison Building, Broad St., New York.
EUROPEAN OFFICE: 34 Victoria St., Westminster, Loiidon, S. W., England,
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WEEKLY BULLETIN TO ITS FRIENDS.

Last week we stated that the Carbon Trust proposed to drive us out of the
business by monopolizing the supply of raw material. To this end IT is bending all

ITS energies.

MORE ABOUT TRUST METHODS:
A representative of the Trust visited people who supply us with raw material and

proposed the following:

"The Trust will buy raw material
from YOU, if you will agree to charge
outsiders twenty-five per cent, more
than you charge the Trust."

This little scheme would have enabled the Trust to Advance the price of Carbons

$3.00 PER THOUSAND,
but it failed. By ^^ Outsiders'" it meant The Washington Carbon Company. It

is part of its creed that no one but the Trust has any right in the business.

We are glad to be "outsiders." We
propose to keep on being outsiders, for

it pays, as our order books show.
We are very busy, but have time enough to keep an eye out for the Trust and

have gathered much interesting matter, which we propose to deal out in weekly in-

stallments.

As we have arranged for an abundant supply of raw material, we are prepared to

make contracts for carbons at fair prices for a term of years.

The Washinbton Carbon Company,
LOOK OUT FOR NEXT WEEK! Wasiiinirfon, Pennsylvania.
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EDISON
GENERAL ELECTRIC

COMPANY.
HIGHEST EFFICIENCY. PERFECT RESULTS.

ELECTRIC MINING MACHINERY,
LOCOMOTIVES, DRILLS^ CARS, Hoisting and Ventilating Apparatus.

Lamps, Wire, Cables.

All kinds of Accurate, Delicate and Reliable Measuring Instruments.

X>XS^Zl.XOT ^Z*Z*XOZ!S:
CASADIAK : Bdlson Bnlldlns, 77 Bay Street, Toronto, Can.

CENTBAI.: 173 and 175 Adams Street, Chleaso, 111.

EASTEBSi: Kdlson Building, Broad Street, Kewforh.
SEW ESeiiAXD: 3S Otis Street, Boston, Mass.

PACIFIC COAST: Edison BnildlDg, llS Bnsb Street., San Francisco, CaL
FACIFIC KOBTHlf'EST: Flrlscbner Fnlldlns. Portland, Oreson.

BOCK.T MOrNTAIN: Masonic Bnlldlns, Denver. Colo.
SOUTHEBN: eonld Bnilding, Atlan'a Ga.

ME&ICAX AND SOrTH AXEBICAN DKPT.. Edison Bnlldlns. Broad St., New York-
EUBnPEAlV OfFICE; 34 Victoria S^.TTestmlnsIer. l.ni dnn. 8 « ., KrB'and.

OUR GROWTH.

SD,000

100,000

150,000

200,000
IN DAILY USE Jan. 1, 1892.

SOME REASONS FOR IT:

1. Increased Light at Decreased Cost.

2. With the sale of a 16 c. p. Lamp an

ACTUAL DELIVERY of the LIGHT.

3. ONE PRICE to Central Stations for

like Quantities.

4. Refusal to sacrifice QUALITY for

Quantity and Price.

5. Avoidance of MISLEADING and un-

businesslilie life Guarantees.

6. ABSOLUTE FULFILLMENT OF ALL
GUARANTEES.

7. A LARGER RETURN to Consumers
on MONEY INVESTED in SUNBEAM
LAMPS than shown by any of our

Competitors.

THE SUNBEAM INCANDESCENT LAMP COMPANY;
805 Chamber of Commerce Building, CHICAGO, III.
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CATALOGUES
JUST OUT.

No. 23, Electric Railway Supplies,
No. 24, Electric Lighting Supplies,

SEND IN YOUR APPLICATION.

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
201-207 So. Canal Street. CHICAGO, U. S. A.

NEW
PRICES.

WRITE FOR TEEM.

LOWEST YET OH

ALL LINES.

Star Electrix Co.,
641 N. Broad St., PHILADELPHIA.

NOWTHENI FOR SALE CHEAP!!
Koar 400 Uclit, !M0 nmijcre, Thoimon-HooBton Incandeiicent Dynamos, HO volt.
'J'wo lit liebt, '^,000 cAQdle |>ower American Arc Lff^bl Djoamoe.
One .'.0 UkIiI, ;;.(X)(J candle power Sjierry Arc Dynamo.
TdO GooHB Necke. T.-II. Municipal SncketB, Sbadee, etc., complet«.
45 milot^ No. 10 Wire, Atnartcdn Electric Co.'b make, aaeil 8t)oa( nine moDtbfl.
One 10 l(;;ht Weelon Arc Maclilne, wllh 8 doable iatnpe, 3,000 candle power. A I.

JOHN E. BEGGS MFG. & SUPPLY CO., 74 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.

You Turn thn Disk— it Does the Rest!

Priee 50 cents.

(^aicker, ea«ler and more re-

liable tban cfaatta or tables.

iCDablee any one to t«ll In-
Btaatly tlie proper size wire

to ase for any Electric Light

Circuit, ultb perfect accaracj'.

lOOtolIS volta, .65 to .50 am-
pere on one side: 50 to GO volts

1 ampere on the otber. Every

oDe interested in Electricity

-sbould have one. Cut two.

thirds actaal size. Sent pre-

paid on receipt of price.

EDWARD LASELL,
ELECTRICAL

SPECIALTIES
and SUPPLIES.

m New York life Baildiog,

Kanias City, Mo.

TURBINE WATER WHEELS.
HORIZONTAL
VERTICAL.

^^aaa-Aafatct-u-rod. lay

EODNEY HUNT MACHINE COMPANY.
Specialties for Electric Light and Power.

l>ouble the Power of most wheelt-. Hisrh Speed and Even Speed. Perfectly controlled by
Resrolator. Belting directly lo dynamo. Eflieiency. 905'. UolyokeTestin gFlume. fta^ny ^vorking
(!:ate. Excellent workmanship, great durability. Sloderate Prices and satisfaction guaranteed l,i)50\vheerB

sold iu ^e\v Eniiland. One party has 87 of thef^e wheels in use ; another 6.800 h. r.. another T,400 h. r. etc . etc.

Large numbers of wheels furnished for Electric Light and Electric Power Transmission, Street Kailway, etc.

Write for catalogue and estimates on proposed plants.

Boston Office, 70 Kilby St Main Office & Works, Orange, Mass., U. S. A.

ELECTRICAL
BOOKS.

Send For Complete Gatalogne.

Electrician Publishing

Company,
6 Lakeside Building, - CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLIES.

RLECTRtCAJlffiMHIlffER-fl^
KrHTiiiiili
TI16 Electric Supplu and Gontractlng Gompanu,

S. E. Cor. Fifth and Sycamore Sts., (Nevada Building,) CINCINNATI, O

The Latest Tiling in Insulators.

MANUFACTURED BT THE

Security insulatorCo.
An Insulator ihat is easily and quickly adjusted,

and will securely damp the wire without injury to
the Inenlation, thus doing away entirely with tie

wlrep.and eflecting a large savin e of time and labor
in wiring. Wire from H to % or an inch may be
need, thus allowing of a variation of % of an inch in
eize of wire. Made of the best Vitrified and Non-
Absorbent Porcelain.

Write for Price and Full Particulars.

SECURITY INSULATOR CO.,

136 J/iberty St., HmTV TOBK.

TAPES AND COMPOUNDS,
VULCA WIRE DUCTS,

ELBOWS, JOINTS, ETC., ETC.

All Supply Stores Keep Tbem.

THE NATION'S CHOICE.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,

78-80-82 Franklin Street,

CHICAGO.

MAIN OFFICE, Geo H Meeker
13, 15, 17 Cortlandt St.,

^^U. n. IVICCKCI

,

New York. Wiiltn liBi|ir. A.:sris C3HC.A.&0
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FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
BOHETHIIVQ EltTIBEIi'S' NEfV. Saves the Cnrrent, Regulates the Light. An Innovation in Electric Lighting. HIHFliE, EFFICIENT, ECONOUICAliINDOBSEO BY THE EI.ECTBICA1. PBE8S and prominent Blectrlcal Engineers and Electricians.

NO RESISTANCE, OR ANY OTHER CURRENT-CONSUMING DEVICES USED.
The Price of our No. 1 Bles Begolatins Socket (for le mps 16 to 33 C. P. 50 volts) Is

C-l 0*71/ J $3.00 EACH LESS 57 1-2 PERCENT. DISCOUNT, MAKING THE )«J1 O"^!«J>X.<©#/2( NET PRICE $1.27 1-2 EACH, When Ordered in Quantities. S<I>1.<©I/^

THE RIES ELECTBir'sPEciAllTY COMPANY, ^°^^
''^ll.'!irjJI?.AwSi,*.'!IJJ,L^g.I"'*^'*S.

HIRLIMANN
BATTERIES

Are Standard. Only One that is Guaranteed.

Mannfactnrea by C. J. HIRLIMANN,
lir macdongall St., NEW YOKK.

Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co.,
(IiIHUTED.)

Mannfactnrers of, and Dealers in, a line of General

ELECTRICAL MERCHANDISE.
ALSO ELECTRIC AND COMBINATION

FIXTURES AND GLASSWARE.

Rubber Covered Weather-Proof Wires
and Lamp Cords.

233 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

It will pay yog to get onr prices and new catalogue.

INTERIOR COhDDUlTS

TRADE-MARK.

Tlie Solntlon of tlie ProWen of Safe UMlm
ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS

Wherever and for wtiateoever purpose employed, is to
be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IHTERIOR AND UHDERGRODBD

COlNTID'Cri'TS
. MANUFACTURED ZY

T IV T V 1? T O T?

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
uinPKc. ( B27 to B31 W. 34th St.,wDKHi.^ B26toB28w. 3Bthst.,

GeneralOfflces:4^&446road St,, NevYork.

JhoB. Day & Co., 222 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.

Moautttin Electiic Co , Denver Colo.
American Elect. Supply Co., 2J6 Pearl St., Baffalo.N T.
Patnain. Gay & C.i , 27 E. M^iin St , Rochester, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co., liT W ^th St., ClnciDnati, O.
ChaB. i^abrlel. Saginnw, M'ch.
SoQtherc Electrical Mfi;, & Supply Co.,

110 BaroDue St., New Orleans, La.
Walker & Kepler, 5^1 Chestnut St , Philadelphia, Pa.
El-^ctrlcal Supply & Construe ion Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
youthern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Aid.
CenTftl Electric Po , Chicaeo. III.

"WINTER SPECIALTIES."
BRAND'S STEEL WIEE TRACK BROOMS,
WARDWELL'S TRACK BROOM HOLDERS,
BURTON ELECTRIC HEATERS

— AND-

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES
OF EVERY SORT-
FOR ANY SYSTEM.

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE CO.,
w. R. MASON, Gen'l Mgr. CHICAGO. I I Adams Street.

MONITOR
WOOD BOX

ARE THE BEST.

ii Polished Case, Nickel Plated
Ji Trimmings, Heavy Magnets,
I Quick Stroke, Clear Ring*.

"Write for quotations to

J C. A. HARWIOUNT, M'gr,

#f MONITOR ELECTRIC COMPANY
'^^^^^ 149 Wabash Av., CHICAGO, ILL.

Western Agents Alfred F. Moore's Wires and Cables.

THOMAS STURGIS, Prest. Wm. C. LANE. Sec'y and Treas. C. P. MACKIE, Gen'l Manager. S. S. BOGART, Gen'l Agent

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY,
4S

INDIVIDUALARCLIGHTIMOTOR CUTOUT
LAMPS OR MOTORS CUT IN AND OUT AT WILL FROM CENTRAL STATION WITHOUT

DISTURBING OTHERS ON SAME CIRCUIT.

This System Saves Mileage of Circuits, Makes Scattered Business Profitable and Secures Payment for Every Hour of Light.
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The Dnited States Electric Lighting Co.,

(THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Lessees.)

ARC AND INCANDESCENT ISOLATED ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS.
'

^=--^.,,,=^=fe^, ^s^^g
NEW U. S. MOTOB.

More than 1000 Plants in operation in Factories, Hotels,

Office Buildings, Theaters, Etc.

MOTORS-GENERATORS
Direct Current GENERATORS and MOTORS for all purposes,

1-8 H. P. up to any power required, and at any
required E, M. E.

Superior in Design and WoAmansliip, and Uneqaaled in Efflcieccy.

Send for New U. S. Catalogues on Incandescent Lighting and Motors.

GENERAL OFFICES; EQUITABLE BUILDING, - - 1
20 -BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC CO.,
BOSTON, NEW YORK,

620 Atlantic Avenue. 5IO-534 West 23d Street.

CHICAGO,
217 La Salle Street.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
Orders Executed Correctly and Promptly.

BEST AND CHEAPEST.

ALSO-
No. 116. Keyless Socket, U In.

No. 130. Keyless Wall Socket-

Porcelain or Wood Base.

Ko. 145. Keyless Socket for 76,

100 and 150 c. p. Lamps.

Ko. 150. Waterproof Socket.

No. 140. Attachment Plug,

with Fuses.

No. 1 25. Key Wall Socket—Porcelain or Wood Base. No. 110. Key Socket. No. 1 20. Keyless % inch Socket.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANUFACTURED BY

WM. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

H, WARD LEONARD & COMPANY

Secure Md from ns for Electrical Apparatus or
Constraction befi-re decidinp. Railways, Light-

ing, TranBmlBBion of Power, Wiring, etc,

Electrical £xrliaiige Building,
KE^V YORK CITY.

THE EXCELSIOR
straight-Way Noiseless

Back-Pressure Valve.

Simple! Reliable! Durable!

JAMES G. BECKERLEG.
229 S. Franklin St., Chicago.

PLATINUM
JAS. SCHAWEL & (iJO., \V,?T«rI:
Importers and Melters. Sheet and M ire

I in anyCiaaee. tScrap Purchased.

H. T. PAISTE,
MANUFACTURER OP

SWITCHES, SOCKETS, ETC.,
S41 The Rookery, 10 So. l»^th St.,
Cbicaso, 111 Philadelphia, Pa.
See our full page advertiseroent in Issue Sept.

12, for illuatrallons, prices, etc.

MICA
For all Electric Insulating
Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the markei.

I SELL NO OTHER.
Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St., NEW YORK.

SOLID BRAIDED CORD
Ib the mopt
Ole for han
Arc Lamps,
T.rolley
Cord, Tov
ering Field

Magnets, Saph Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

Eo:l!for(l Ileclrlc Mfg. Co.,

ROCKFORD, ILL.,

Manufactarere of

MOTORS,
(Stationary and Railway).

Incandescent Dynamos

and Generators
(MAYO SYSTEM).

1^ Specially adapted to Isolated

^B Plants. Absolutely self-ie=;ulat-

^Z^ Ing and reliable. The Motors
are the most efficient now in the
market. Agents wanted in un-
occupied territory.

THE WESTON STANDARD

Voltmeters and Ammeters.
These instruments are the most

accurate, reliable and sensitive port-

able instruments ever offered. A
large variety o£ ranges to meet the

requirements of all kinds of work.

Seiil for Illnstrated Catalope.

ABDBESS

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,

114— 120 William street, Newark, N.J.

CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL.

If you are in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

DETROIT,
MICH.BROWNLEE & CO.,

Cenry H. W ox'tlalxi.srtozi, Kr©-\7^ 'ST^X'ls., 10". "S".

PHILADELPHIA. Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.
ST. LOUIS.

ST. PAUL.
6(- 99The DENSMORE,

The World's Greatest Typewriter,
ShonUl be examined before purchasing any other.

MANY IMPROVEMENTS. HIGHEST STANDARD.
Invented, owned and controlled by men having had fifteen years'

experience on type-bar machines.

Simplicity, Strength, Durability, High Speed, Easy Action,
Permanent Alipnm nt. Most convenient. Two interchangeable
carriiigtfs. bte 1 Ihroughouc.

STANDARD KEY-BOARD, with shift carriage for capitals. Call or send for catalogue.
"A perfect machine. Am delighted with it. A pleasure to run it."~CuA3. D. Kelly. Stenocrapher
West Shore R. R., New York.

' b f

We will appoint a reliable dealer In all cities as soon ph p-iBslhle, and in the meantime will ship
machines on approval to parties having a good commercial rating.

DFiWSMORE TYPEIVRITKR CO.. 208 Broadway. New York.

-•riBcx:-

PUSH-BOTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

The Northwest will soon have three

more fine street railway plants,

installed by

THE SHORT
ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.

OF CLEVELAND, OHIO.

All three reads—Minneapolis Street Railway
Co,, Minneapolis, Minn. ; Consolidated Street Rail-

way Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.; Harvey Transit

Co., Harvey, 111.; will be equipped with

Short 20 H. P. Gearless Motors.
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Electric Motors for Moving Heavy Ma-
chinery in Philadelpliia.

The peculiar adaptability of the electric motor under cir-

cumstances where it is impracticable to resort to steam or

other well known sources of power, is now very generally

appreciated by mechanical engineers. The portability of

these electric machines of the ordinary stationary type, and

the ease with which they may be applied where power is re-

quired only temporarily, are, however, two features, which,

while apparently understood, are as yet only taken

advantage of in cases where the power needed is compara-

tively small. Some manufacturers, although perhaps well

had been ordered by the Edison company for its factory.

This huge machine, at the time the photograph was taken,

was very nearly completed. Several machinists were en-

gaged in putting on the finishing touches, and by the aid

of the electric motors these men were enabled to fit and

adjust the parts to the greatest nicety without moving the

machine from its first position in the erecting shop. The

parts were fitted in one by one, and when for instance to

get a bearing it was necessary lo put any particular

piece in motion, an electric motor was resorted to for

power. The motors in such a case as this are of course

mounted on only rough stands—in fact, they are stt up

is a motor which drives an Evans variable speed friction

cone gearing. The Evans gearing and its motor are em-
ployed when it is necessary to have a machine run at a
speed which may be regulated with great accuracy

Current for the power circuit is furnished by an So.coo

watt Edison generator. This dynamo is compound wound
and is used e.xclusively for power purposes. It is driven

from the shop line shaft.

A glimpse of the generator may be obtained by a close

inspection of Ihe illustration. It is just behind the planer

to the right of the Wenstrom motor.

The great cranes in the Sellers works, with whiih ihe

ELECTRIC MOTORS FOR iMOVING HEAVY MACHINERY IN PHILADELPHIA.

posted, are not fully cognizant of the extent to which the

more modern method is being introduced, and for this rea-

son, if for no other, the accompanying cut will be of inter-

est. Perhaps it may not be venturing too far to make the

assertion that no better illustration than the one presented

can be had of the growing tendency among the best in-

formed machine builders to avail themselves of electrical

methods of power transmission in their shops.

While in Philadelphia recently a representative of the

Western Electrician visited the machine works of Wm.
Sellers & Co., and through the courtesy of Coleman Sel-

lers, Jr., the engineer of the firm, was enabled to obtain

information relative to the manner in which electric motors

are employed to advantage in building heavy machine

tools.

In the illustration is shown an immense planer which

with no regard to looks, and in any manner that they will

run satisfactorily and aid the workmen.

About the Wm. Sellers & Co. factory there may be

found at present five electric motors which are employed

in miscellaneous work. These machines are of the

Sprague and Wenstrom stationary types, and range in size

from five to thirty horse power. The motors attached to

the Edison company's planer are a 30 horse power Wen-
strom and a 5 horse power Sprague. Current for the

various motors is obtained through flexible cables from the

shop power circuit. The cables are mounted on reels and

sockets are provided in the circuit at short intervals so

that a motor or motors may be run at any point in the shop

that may be desired.

In addition to the stationary motors which are trucked

about and used in testing the different machine tools, there

reader is already familiar, are driven by the motors, takin

current from the same circuit as the other motors. The

crane motors are, respectively, one 15 horse power Sprague,

one 15 horse power Bilberg, and one 40 horse power Wen-

strom. There is also a 30 horse power Wenstrom driving

a line shaft. The motors were sold to Wm. Sellers & Co.

by the Equitable Engineering &: Construction company

of Philadelphia, and were installed under the supervision

of Chief Engineer W. A. Stadelman of the last named

company.

Wm. Sellers &: Co. are firm believers in the great future

of the electric motor. They consider an electric system as

having many advantages, especially for factories covering

large areas. "Where the plant is like Baldwin's, for in-

stance, or for that matter like a great many others," said

one of the mechanical engineers of the Sellers works.
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"what'an admirable plan it would be to generate all the

power at one point and distribute it about as we do in

our works. Thus you would do away with all the small

steam engines you see distributed about. Our idea would

be to drive, say, a line shaft in each shop. Of course, it

would not, as a rule, pay to equip all tools, or even the

majority of them, with motors. In many cases the best

plan, I think, would be to subdivide the power to the ex-

tent of one motor in each shop with a few extra machines

to be trucked about and used as we do now. Vou can see

for yourself how useful the extra motors would be.. If

you've ever worked in a machine shop and seen the big

engine running at night driving the long line shaft, with a

few men working overtime in the erecting shop, the flexibil-

ity and adaptability of an electric system strikes you

forcibly. This is our general idea, but, of course, it

must be understood that in almost every plant the methods

of doing work are peculiar to that particular factory.

Consequently, the plan of distribution would, as a rule,

have to be varied to suit circumstances."

V/ESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Roweirs Extensible Conductors for Rail-

way Crossings.
It is no unusual thing nowadays to hear of squabbles

between steam and electric street railway companies over

the question of crossing lines. Hardly a month passes

but one reads in the daily papers that such a fight is in

progress. Injunction after injunction is served to prevent

the stringing of the wires across the tracks, and frequent-

ly the controversy is not all carried on in the courts. The
lawyers, of course, are satisfied to settle such disputes by

strictly legal methods, but the mechanical or electrical en-

Andrews' Insulators.

The body of these insulators consists of a rod or block of

wood or other insulating material, having at each end a

groove whicb preferably, though not necessarily, extends

.Jt
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Electricity at the World's Fair.
One of the most interesting spots in the World's Fair to

the members of the electrical fraternity, and to many others

as well, will be the great central station at Machinery

Hall, where all the dynamos employed in furnishing light

and transmitting power for the entire exposition will be

installed. The portion of the building set aside for the

electrical plant is indicated on the accompanying floor

plan of the vast building, with the annex, designed for the

heavy machinery of the World's Fair. This space will be

about 700 feet long and no feet wide, or about 77,000

square feet. The space for the engines to drive the

generators is also shown, as well as the boiler house.

In this central station it is expected that electric power

to the extent of 22,000 horse power will be developed from

dynamos of the principal manufacturers of the world.

The bids for constructing the electrical conduits at the

World's Fair, illustrated and described in the Western
Electrician of November 2Sth, were opened on Tues-

day, The name of the successful bidder will soon be an-

nounced.

Specifications for a considerable portion of the lighting

contracts are about completed, and they will soon be sent

to all the manufacturers of generating machinery in this

country and Europe.

The cold, snowy weather of last week interfered consid-

erably with the work on the electricity building.

? N

H.'-

ANDREWS INSULATORS.

entirely around the block. Fitting over the ends of the

block are metal caps, having eyes to which wires may be

connected. Each sleeve or cap is provided with a groove

corresponding in position to the depression in the block,

that is, the grooves are so placed on the block and on the

cap, respectively, that when the parts are put together the

grooves register with each other. Each cap is provided

with one or more holes, which extend through the body to

the groove.

In making the insulator the caps are slipped onto the

plug of insulating material and melted type-metal is

FIG. I. ROWELL S EXTENSIBLE CONDUCTORS FOR RAIL-

WAV CROSSINGS.

gineer seeks for other and easier ifieans through which

the same end can be attained. It was, therefore, with the

object of overcoming such a difficulty that B. C. Rowell

of Boston devised the arrangement shown in Fig. i. The
rigging might be called an extensible conductor. The de-

tails are more clearly presented in Figs. 2 and 3. From
B'igs. 1 and 2 it will be seen that there is an extensible

section of conductor which slides in a sheath set just

above the trolley wire proper. On the end of this ex-

tensible section there is a latch mechanism, as indicated in

Fig. 3. Fig. 2 shows j\Ir. Rowell's method of returning

the bridging conductor after the car has crossed the track.

The operation of the arrangement will now be understood.

As the car runs over the crossing the trolley wheel catches

against the latch, as represented by the dotted lines in

Fig. 3, and draws out the extensible conductor until its

upper trigger strikes the stationary tripping shoe on the

opposite end of the trolley wire. The shoe is constructed

of a flaring shape, wide at the outer end and diminishing

in width toward the wire to serve as a guide to direct the

FIGS. 2 AND 3. ROWELL S EXTENSIBLE CONDUCTORS FOR
RAILWAY CROSSINGS.

The electricity building has been insured for §97,000

as it stands now.

The official report of the progress made in World's Fair

work for iSgr contains this paragraph:

Plans adopted for lighting the buildings and grounds

M/IC////V£/iy

i !

space for!Dy/"i-m
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poured through the holes into the space formed by the

grooves. When the metal cools, the caps and body will

be rigidly secured together by the metal rings which are

partly embedded in the caps and partly in the body and

extend into the holes. By actual test an insulator, con-

structed by the inventor, W. S. Andrews, of New York, as

above described, in which the body was one inch and a half

in diameter and in which the metal rings were about three-

eighths of an inch square, broke only at a strain of four

housand pounds.

ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLD S FAIR.

trolley wheel to the conductor. The blow the upper trigger

receives from the shoe releases the lower trigger, and con-

sequently disconnects the trolley wheel, leaving the exten-

sible conductor free to be drawn back into the sheath by

the weight shown in Fig. 2. The free end of the exten-

sible rod is counterbalanced, as indicated, by means of a

cord running over a pulley, attached to a supporting span

wire. The ends of the cord are fastened in eyes at the

respective ends of the extensible rod, the eye on the

back end of the rod running in a slot in the socket.

y^sr^^/if ££Scry7/c/AAf. Cm,

provide for 138,218 electric lamps, of which 6,766 are to

be arc lamps of 2,000 candle power each, and 131,-

452 incandescent 16 candle power each. The electric

lighting will cost something like $1,500,000, and will be
ten temes as extensive as was employed at the Paris ex-

position. The light and motive plant at the exposition,

it is estimated, will require 26,000 horse power, of which
22,000 will be required for the electric plant.

In the same report the cost of the electricity building is

placed at $401,000. This is considerably larger than the

amount called for by all the contracts that have been let,
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but it is probably intended to include all (he inlerior and

exterior decorations and finishing.

K. E. Higgins, general manager of the Short Electric

R.ailway company of Cleveland, and Alexander Kempt,

western agent of the Brush l-^lectric company, called on

Secretary Ilornsby of the department of electricity

recently and suggested that the exposilion management

might secure ivithout cost the five miles of the proposed

intramural railway in Jackson Park. They thought that

the Westinghouse, Short, Thomson-Houston, I'^dison, and

i;kidcli'ORT s electric rcau.

Rae systems could be applied, each to a mile of road, cS

an advertisement. All, it was thought, that these com-

panies would ask, would be that electric powers to run the

cars be supplied. The trouble with the suggestion

is that it would be difficult to ddvise an arrangement

whereby all the systems could be fully and equitably

exploited on one track.

In speaking of the international electrical congress to

be held in connection with the World's Fair the London

Electrician says: "By the summer of '93 there will be

several matters connected with nomenclature, units and

definition, awaiting imprimatur; and what soil more ap-

propriate than that of America on which to formally

admit the names of Franklin and Henry into the electricil

temple of fame? The Chicago exhibition will have

been justified, if it be the occasion of the holding of a

truly representative international electrical congress, which

confines itself to its proper work and avoids farcical dis-

cussions in half a dozen tongues on subjects outside its

jurisdiction."

Bridgeport's Electric Road.

Bridgeport, Conn., has electric cars at last. The line

was started December 15th, and although many more peo-

ple stood on the sidewalk and looked on than were carried

by them, the smooth running of the system demonstrated

the fact that the trolley system can be safely and cheaply

applied to Bridgeport's needs. Two cars were run on the

opening day, and they continued until after the holidays,

FIG. 2. DANIOiON | !!KA I |-.K LI

WAUKEE.

entertaining the crush of humanity about the corner of

Main street and Fairfield avenue. The residents of

Bridgeport would be better pleased, though, if the cars

were larger, and besides this there is more or less dis-

satisfaction because the only depot is at present located in

the window of Read's modern drygoods house at Main

street and Fairfield avenue, as is shown in the illustration.

The road tunnels through a cliff, makes a circuit and re-

appears, running through a pretty little hamlet, back to the

depot. Read's window may do a good work and i>ct ihc

IJridgeport people thinking. This year it surpasses all

previous efforts. The Htlie model, which has excited a

great deal of attention, was arranged by the New England

Electrical company. The car does not appear in the cut

owing to the fact that the camera used in taking the

picture did not operate instantaneously, and the car was

going around at the rate of ten times per minute. The

car measured 9 inches in length, 4^2 inches wide, and 5

inches high, and was finished like a Broadway car. It

was equipped with a motor and everything complete, hav-

ing miniature lights, etc. The tiny incandescent lamps

used in the display were from J. L. Somoff, New York.

Davidson Theater Lighting Plant,

Milwaukee.
One of the finest places of amusement in the West is the

new Davidson Theater on Third street, near Grand ave-

nue, Milwaukee. It will seat over 2,000 people and is fit-

ted up in luxurious style. The building, which is fire

proof, was designed by Burnham & Root of Chicago, and

is distinguished by a lavish use of mirble and other fine

instrumuiiis. The d)i>an)os arc billed to ccuntcrsbaft-

ing, and Allis fiiciion clutches arc used.

About S50 16 candle power Perkins lamps arc distrib-

uted about the auditorium and foyer, while 450 are needed

to light the stage The ceiling lights in the audience room

are arranged in 18 clusters of 16 lights each. The effect

is handsome and brilliant. Three light brackets are p'cn-

tifully used on the exterior gallery mouldings, while single

lamps are scattered everywhere. The footlights consi-t of

three rows of lamps—one white, one red and one green.

The stage switchboard is shown in Fig. 2. It Is of the

Mather Electric company's patent, and by its use the lights

in the auditorium and on the stage can be regu'atcd in any

way desired. For instance, all the footlights can be

dimmed, or any row of them, and one color can be substi-

tuted for another instantaneously. The border lights and

the lamps in the body of the house can be cut in and out

in any necessary combination, simply by turning the

handles, as the switches are interchangeable. This switch-

board, with the necessary resistance coils, is located in a

fire-proof room under the stage, and all the cut-outs ate

also placed in this room. The switch board has given

FIG. I. DAVIDSON THEATER LIGHTING PLANT, MILWAUKEE.

building stones. The portico, of white marble, with

polished granite columns and beautifully designed mosaic

pavement and ceiling, is very imposing. Its walls are

lined with marble of different colors. The interior of the

house is no less elegant in design. The decorations are

described as of a modernized renaissance order, the

blended colors of the rainbow, with shades of red, green

and yellow predominating, being employed. The whole

effect is very rich and pleasing. Fine carpets and chairs

upholstered in grayish pink enhance the sumptuous ap-

pearance of the auditorium. There are twelve boxes, and

an iron drop curtain separates the stage from the front

portion of the theater. The ventilating and heating ap-

pliances are of the most modern and effective de-

sign.

Of course in so fine a theater only electiicity was em-

ployed for lighting, and much care and attention was be-

stowed on the plant, which is illustrated in the accompany

ing cuts. The dynamos, two in number, are of the Mather

company's manufacture, and are installed in the basement

They are Soolight compound wound machines driven by

a Reynolds-Corliss engine, built by E. P. Allis &: Co , and

rated at 175 horse power. One of the dynamos and the

dynamo room switch board are shown in Fig. i. Theen-

gine also supplies power for the complicated ventilating

apparatus. The switch-board is wired in multiple, and is

equipped with a complete outfit of switches and measuring

complete satisfaction, and the lights can be regulated to a

nicety.

Beside the theater, the building contains a 40-room

hotel, and this is lighted from the theater plant, 500 lamps

being necessary. This includes two stores and a Turkish

bath establishment. The entire electrical equipment was

furnished by th^ Chicago office of the Mather Electiic

company.

Chicago Electric Club.

The Chicago Electric Club will devote its meeting next

Monday evening to a discussion of the outlook for ihe

organization with a view of adopting some measure s that

will insure permanent security. At present the club is

on a good financial basis, and it is the wish of the man-

agers to secure for it a permanent arrangement that will

protect the club for all time. A large attendance is an-

ticipated at Monday evening's meeting.

American Institute of Electrical
Engineers.

The sixty-third meeting of the" American Institute of

Electrical Engineers will be held at 12 West Thirty-first

street. New York, Tuesday evening, January 19th. A
paper will be read by Chas. P Steinmetz of Yonkers, N.

Y,, on the 'Law of Hysteresis
"
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Munsie-Coles Underground Conduit for

Electric Railways.

An underground cond-iit system for electric railways

which is somewhat complicated but said to b; very efficient,

is shown in the accompanyiog illustrations. It is known

as the Munsie-Coles system. In Fig. i the idea is shown

as applied to a double track street railway. The main con

ductor is placed in what is called a blind conduit between

the tracks, as shown at ^ in Fig. i. Each track is pro-

vided with a shallow conduit c, better shown in Fig 2

which Is provided with t '^Wt opening in the manner of i

by meins of metaUic lingers /', which grip the ball with

sufficient hold to support the weight of a contact bar, but

so arranged that in case the car should become derailed

they will spring loose from the rigid ball, and prevent in-

jury to the contact bar and connections. The cuts tre re-

produced from the Street Railway Joiir^iaL

Prof. Barrett to Remain in Chicago.

Prof. [. P. Barrett, city electrician of Chicago and chief

of the department of elecncity of the World's Columbian

I \p-)sition, was tn New York last week, returning on

FIG. 2. MQ.NSIE-COLES UNDERGROUND

cable road. The track conduits are provided at suitable

intervals with hand-holes d., which are placed directly op-

posite the man-holes c^ the Utter being over the main con-

ductor. In these hand holes are placed two contact posts,

one directly under the slot- To the inner of these posts

loops from the main conductor are led through insulating

ducts and connected with the contact point or spring on

the top of the post, as shown in Fig. 2. The post directly

under the slot supports a friction roller or circuit closing

device, which is operated by means of a traveling closin^^

bar or trol'ey suspended from the car in such a manner

that in passing the friction roller is pressed down, making

a spring connection with the contact point, thus becoming

a portion of the circuit leading to the motors on the car

axles. The traveling closing bar is of sufficient length to

reach from one friction roller to the next, and therefore the

distance between the hand holes is regulated to suit the

length of the trolley. The trolley is long and flexible, bu:

is, of course, rigidly att iched to the car by proper supports.

The hand holes and man ho'es are provided wi h suita-

ble drain pipes which are connected at intervals with the

sewer. A special insulating device is emplojed to prevent

the contact points on the inner posts from leaking, as these

are the only exposed points in the circuit. The details of

this device and the manner of making the spring contact

with the friction roller are shown more fully in Fig. 3.

The hanger or supporting arm of the contact bar shown

in cross section in Fig. 4, is so constructed as to pre-

vent the conductor from coming into contact with the slot

rails. As will be seen, the shank is composed of a

conductor n, forming the center and covered by an insula

CONDUIT FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

Sunday, .and there seems to be but little doubt that at that

time or before thu he was offered the position of superin-

tendent of the nsiv police t;legraph system that is to be

installed in the se^boird metropolis, at a larger salary than

he now receiv.s from thf city of Chicago. Prof. Barrett

modestly declines to talk about the matter farther than to

say that he intends tj stay in Chicago, which, he thinks,

is "the greatest city on earth." Tne city electrician is

one of the beit known figures among the electrical frater-

nity in Chicago an 1 his friends here will bs delighted at

his decision. The compliment is a flattering one, but it

is welt deserved. Prof. Barrett's practical achieve-

ments in tha line of inventing and perfecting the municipil

fire alarm and pjiice pitrol systems are well known, and

Chicago's eminence in this direction, due very largely to

his efTorts, his been widely copied by other cities. By

ne.Kt June Prof. Barrett will have completed a term of 30

years' coatinu^us service for the city of Chicago and at

that time he means to retire from the employment of the

city which he has served so well, undisturbed by adminis-

trative changes. The World's Fair will then absorb his

entire attention, and after that is over he will devote him-

self to his private bus'nes^ interests.

Rapid Transit Outlook in Detroit.

The people of Detroit have long been clamoring for

rapid transit, but thus far the street railway officials and

the municipal authorities have been unable to agree on the

terms upon which rapid transit methods shall be intro-

duced.

At the last meeung of the city council a proposition was

FIGS I AND 3. MLXbll LuLLi LNDLlvG

ting material b, which is inclosed in a metallic shield c,

which protects the insulation from wear on the slot rails.

A glass cup d is fitted to the conductor, havinga triple per-

forated cover designed to inclose an absorbent to protect

the conductor from moisture.

The method of attaching a trolley hanger to the truclc is

shown in Fig. 5 and consists of a hollow ball a, firmly at-

tached to the truck to which the hanger proper £ is attached

ROUND CONDUIT FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

introduced by which the company controlling all the pres-

ent street railway lines agreed to substitute electric motors

for horses. At present there is a dispute over the term of

duration of the company's franchise, the city officials

claiming that it will expire after another year. If this

view should prevail the company of course would not in-

troduce improved methods unless it received some guaran-

ty that the franchise would be extended for a long term.

In its CO nmun'cation to the city council the street railway

company says:

On October i, 1891, we purchased the property from
the former owners, and since that time there has been
a complete and entire change in the ownership and control.

The newowne s of this property purchased with the intent

of equipping tl^e entire sys'em with a rapid transit plant
at an early day, commencing with the present year. Hav-
ing this purpose in view, the company caused three mem-
bers of its executive committee to investigate thoroughly
the mechanical questions connected with rapid transit.

They visited the cities of Boston, Salem. Scherectady.
Pittsburg, Buffalo, Syracuse Rochester, Cleveland and
Toledo. Plans were prepared, and these p'ans brought
the company face to face with a financial problem of large

proportions

h will cost upward of $2,000 000 to equip the lines cf

the company with ^uch a rapid transit plant as Det'oit

should have and as the company is willing to put in.

Ordinarily there would be no difficulty in obtainirg even
this large amount of money, but. on account of the per-

sistent attacks which have been mace upon ihe p-opcity
righ'sof the company, it has become impossible to boirow
the necessary funds; capitalists decline t) loan to a street

railway company whose right to continue business is

attacked by the city officials.

Rapid transit is not possible until the question of the
right to use the streets is settled, and only iwo wa>s of

settling it seem to be open. These are either litigation or

recogni'ion of the rights of the company.
Litigation involves expense and delay. If there is any

way in which an adj idication suitable to such vast inter-

ests can be intelligently and satisfactorily obtained in a
brief time, it is unknown to us. Certainly we, who have
made so large an investment in a property worth several

millions, must exhaust every possible defense known to the
law to defend our rights and interests.

It is safe to say that, unless terminated sooner by a de-

FIGS 4 AND 5. MUNSIE COLES UNDERGROUND CONDUIT
FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

cision favorable to the company, no conclusion in the liti-

gation can be reached in less than six or seven years from
the commencement, thus consuming over one-third of the

time which is in controversy. It is not to be expected that

any decision destroying the value of this creat property
will be acquiesced in so long as the contest can be reason-
ably continued In the meantime, rapid transit is impos-
sible. In the midst of litigation, money cannot be
raised.

This company is ready and willing to proceed at once
with the work of equipping the lines of the railway with a
rapid transit plant. It will do so as soon as the ciiy recon-
siders its proposed attack on the rij^ht of the company to
operate its lines under the existing ordinances, and as soon
as the city removes the present distrust by recognizing that

those ordinances confer rights which are valid until the ex-

piration of the time provided therein.

The proposition was not acted upon by the old council,

and it will probably be some time before the new council

will reach a decision. In the meantime the city is without

rapid transit. The newspapers of the city call attention to

the fact that it would be unwise for the city to continue

litigation if all the substantial benefits could be obtained

by compromise and agreement. 'Suppose the litigation

completed, and the case decided in the citv's favor," says

the Detroit Free Press, "we would still be without rapid

transit with the need increased very greatly by the lapse of

time. Is it not quite within the limits of possibilities that

the city would have then to make just as much concession

to some company as it will have to make to the Citizens'

company to secure it now? If so, why not deal with the

Citizens' company now, and secure rapid transit on the

most favorable terms possiljle—provided, of course, that the

company proposes favorable terms. What they seem to

propose is to give us rapid transit on an abandonment by

the city of the claim that their charter expires next year.

They are undoubtedly in a situation to do this, and to do

it more quickly than any new company can. Can the city

do any better, assuming that the offer means prompt and

satisfactory rapid transit?"

The street railway between St. Joseph and Benton Har-
boTj Mich., will use the electric svstem.
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Edison Dental Outfit.

In view of the many calls for motors to run dental lathes

and denial engines, together with the demand for dilferent

speeds and reversing devices, the central district of the

Edison General Electric company is introducing a special

FIG 2. EDISON DENTAL OUTFIT.

outfit for such work. In the construction of this combina-

tion the wants of dentists, as learned from their inquiries,

have been the sole guide, and in presenting this apparatus

to the trade the Edison company feels confident that it has

embodied every requisite.

The equipment consists essentially of a 1 1,2 horse power

Edison slow speed motor, specially constructed for five

speeds. The variation of the speed is secured by the

winding of the fields of the motor, and not through a cum-

bersome rheostat. The control of the armature (in the

case of the motor without special switch attached) is

through a lever button on the face board of the motor. In

reference to the switches there is a choice of two, namely,

a foot and a hand switch. In the foot swiich the control-

ling lever is operated by a spring treadle so peculiarly

arranged that within an arc of six inches, not only five

speeds are obtained, but the same speeds are to be had in

a reverse direction, with the advantage also of almost

instantly stopping the motor if desired. The hand swiich

is about five inches square by one inch thick, and can be

fastened in any location convenient for the hand. The

same advantages enumerated for the foot switch are em-

bodied in the hand switch.

In regard to the application of the rigging, the motor

may be placed in the laboratory over the dental lathe. Fig. i

,

and from this position belied to the suspension c ngine in the

o, crating room by the means of ceiling pulleys. The
controlling iwitch at the operating chair is connected with

the motor by a flexible conducting cord. By this arrange-

ment the lathe Iq the laboratory and the suspension engine

in the operating room are both supplied with power from

the same source with like conveniences for each.

The motor and switch, shown more clearly in Fig. 2, are

applicable to any style of dental engine, whether suspen-

sion bracket or the ordinary foot style.

Thiaou'.fit was designed by Agent E. R. Harding of the

central district of the Edi'-on company.

B'g Power Station for St Louis.

The Teuscher distillery in St. Louis has been purchased

by James Campbell for the purpose of changing it into a

all resting upon bedrock foundations. In an iniervitw

Mr Campbell said that it was his original intention 10

build a large plant with power to run all the electric rail-

ways in St. Louis, and to sell power as well to all other

electric companies and to every company that wishes to use

power.

In response to a remark about existing slrctt railway

power plants, Mr. Campbell is reported to have said:

"Yes, but the expenses of operating a combined plant

would be reduced. Coal could be obtained with greater

facility, and the saving in cost of laborwould be enormous.

There are the St. Louis and Suburban, Lindcll, Union

Depot, Market street and South Sixth street lines, with as

many power houses. The Benton and Hellcfontaine,

Northern Central, Cass avenue and Union lines are to be

changed to electric, calling for four more plants, which are

unnecessary, as there is no limitation for the transmission

of power, save the ability to erect poles and string wires."

Delaney's Improvement in Gravity Bat-
teries.

After an ordinary blue stone battery has been in use for

some time, as a rule stalactite formations may be found on

the bottom of the zinc that tend to short circuit the bat-

ery locally and seriously impair its efficiency. With ihe

Public Lighting in Buffalo.
Mayor Hishop of Uuffalo discusses ihc lighting problem

in his annual message to the city council. On this \ubjcct

he says: "The report of the lamp inspectors !>hows thai

there were in ufc on Dec. 31, 1891. in light'ng

streets and public grojnds of the city 4.843 gas lamps and

1,655 electric lights, an incrca<;c during tHc year of 410
gas lamps and 203 electric lights. No reduction in ihc

price of gas or electric lights was made during the past

year, and, assuming thai no extension o( the lamp district

will b': made during this year, the expense for lighting the

streets and public grounds will reach the large sum of

$344,000. an increase in fiveyearsof $88,721."

Continuing on the same subject, the mayor says:

I am of the opinion that the appropriation for lighting
for the current fiscal year will be exhausted by payments
for the lights now in use, and I would recommend that no
further extension of the lamp district be made before June
30th, 1892. I believe that jour honorable body should
give most careful alteniion to ihc whole subject of sirtet
lighting. The problem cannot be solved by infrequent
and temporary lefusals to extend the lighted districts. It
is a matter of general belief that the cost of lighting has
in the past, been very excessive, and is now much more
than it should be. The city advertises for proposals for
lighting, but there is no competition. The several gas
light and electric light corporations have divided the city
into di- tr'i'"; nnd apportioned the 'li'Trii;-'; an-ong ihem'-

DELANEY S IMPROVEMENT IN GRAVITY UATTERIES.

great electric station, for operating the Benton and Eelle-

fontaine railroad and for other purposes. The propeity

embraces 305x161 feet of ground and is improved with two

substantial ftur-story buildingsand one one-story building.

riG I. EDISON

ordinary battery it is necessary either to lift the zinc from

the cell and remove these formations or to endeavor lo dis-

lodge them by inserting an instrument beneath the zinc

while in the cell; but by the latter plan the zincs can only

be partially cleaned, even when considerable trouble is

taken. The improvement in the present instance consis^ts

merely of a sweep suitably located, as shown, with refer-

ence to the bottom of the zinc, so that it may be swung

across the bottom to dislodge any formition. The sweep

is mounted in a bearing in the zinc itself, and it consists

of a horizontal arm that lies close against the under side

of the zinc, with a handle at the top, by means of which

it maybe made to sweep the under face of the zinc. In

the gravity battery, as usually constructed, there is also a

tendency for the wire attached to the copper plate at the

bottom of the jar to lift the plate. This may occur during

the handling of the wires, and through accidental contact

with them in attending to other cells- When the copper

plate is lifted from t\}Q bottom of ihe cell, the crystals of

sulphate of copper become lodged under the plate, and in

this way the distance between the copper and zinc elements

of the battery is changed, producing a variation in the re-

sistance and action of the cell, and in a group of cells there

might, therefore, be produced a wide difference in the effi

ciency of the individual cells. The manner in

which this difficulty is overcome is so clearly indicated

that further explanation is unnecessary.

DENTAL OirTFIT.

selves, and after careful consultation they submit uniform
bids, and the city pays whatever price they choose to ask.

The city has given to these corporations without charge
valuable privileges, and the business of the electric light

companies is almost entirely confined to lighting the streets

and public grounds. This being the fact I believe they,

in return, should furnish light to the city at a price as low
as is paid by any other city having equal advantages with
ours as to fuel and labor. I would recommend that your
honorable body at once ascertain the cost of lighting in

other cities, and that before new contracts are executed
for anothfr year the city insist upon the price being re

duced until no more is paid by our city than by the

most favored ciiies.

I would further recommend that your honorable body,
together with the board of public woiks. investigate the

whole subject of municipal lighting, and ascertain, if pos-

sible, its true cost, and determine whether the city cannot
estab'ish the necessary plants, and light the streets and
public grounds with greater economy than can be secured
in any other way.

A municipal ordinance has been introduced in Boston
prohibiting a speed of electric cars of more than seven
miles an hour, unless the car be provided wiih proper
fenders.

The outlook for electric railways in England at present

seems to be bright. The Brush company is reported to

have some very important and valuable contracts on band,
among which is the application of electric traction to the

Liverpool Overhead Railway and the South Staffordshire

Tramway company.
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The work of removing the last of the po'es and over-

head wires from the streets of New York in the condemned

district will soon be completed. The electric companies

have agreed to have the poles down within a certain time,

and they are using every means to do so. This will

remove all the overhead wires from the down-town district.

It is not often that one hears of a 30 horse power

electric motor of the stationary type being trucked about in

machine works 10 be employed temporarily to aid workmen.

Such a machine, however, and other motors almost as

large, are doing good service in one of Philadelphia's

largest manufactories. Applications like these are be-

coming more numerous, but still there are a large number

of machine and tool builders who do not thoroughly an-

dirstand to what varied uses the stationary eleciric mot r

can be put. The ordinary form of motor has been referred

to as the "stationary type," but it is needless to point out

that its present general design and diminutiveness as com-

pared with iis power, make it a machine in which the

characteristic of portability is pre-eminent. The machine

buildei who is desirous of acquainting himself with more

modern methods of distribution could spend a day with

profit in the establishment whose practice forms the subject

of an interesting article on another page.

Heretofore the lawyers have had the fight all to

themselves when the question in dispute related to the

crossing of a railway line by the overhead trolley system,

but now the inventor appears on the scene with an over-

head bridging device which extends across the other road

only at the time when the car passes over. While some

question might be raised as to the practicability of this ex-

tensible conductor as described in another column, the

idea embodied is suggestive of a way out of one of those

numerous small, but, nevertheless, most exasperating

difficulties which beset the path of builders of the overhead

system.

Chicago is to be congratulated on the decision of Prof.

J. P. Barrett, city electrician, who says that he will stay

in Chicago, although he had a handsome offer to go to

New York to take charge of the new police telegraph

system in that city. At least everybody supposes that Mr.

Barrett was thus honored, although he modestly refuses to

confirm the report. At any rate, he announces that he

will stay in this city, which will be gocd news to his

friends who have heard the rumor of his possible removal.

The city electrician has probably done more than any

other man to bring municipal fire and police alarm tele-

graphs to their present state of efficiency, and the city of

Chicago has shown its appreciation of his woik by retain-

ing his services for nearly thirty years, despite the muta-

tions of politics.

Ir any one has the mistaken idea that the introduction

of the overhead electric street railway system into one of

the large cities of the eastern states is an easy matter, his

attention should be directed to Brooklyn, N. Y. There is

witnessed the spectacle of an over- conservative mayor, or

perhaps a cunning politiciaa, evidently convinced of the

wisdom of the proposed method, yet retiring from office

and leaving his successor to pass upon a most important

resolution providing for the substitution of electricity for

animal power in the Brooklyn surface roads. What is to

be the end of it all is hard to say just at present, but one

th'ng is brought forcibly to mind by this particular con-

troversy. It must be evident to many that the large cities are

finding it harder and harder as time goes on. to discover a

system of propulsion that equals the overhead eleciric.

An important controversy between the Gold & Stock

Telegraph company and the Stock Exchange in New York

city has beeu terminated by the telegraph company agfree-

ing to the terms of the Stock Exchange. The Western

Union company, which owns the Gold & Stock company

appealed to the courts, but found that it would be impos-

sible to secure quotations regularly without accepting the

terms finally agreed upon. It is seldom that a business

controversy between two corporations affects the financial

interests of the country as did that just terminated, but the

general interest manifested in the dispute and its financial

bearing goes to show the change that has been effected in

business methods through the introduction of electricity.

To day there are very few branches which are not in a

measure at least depending upon electricity.

In the discussion of Prof. Barrett's paper recently read

before the Chicago Electric club, an interesting point was

brought out relating to possible tests of the storage battery

at the coming ^Vorld"s Exposition. It was remarked that

any test extending only during the time the Fair was in

progress would be lacking in value owing to the fact that

the accumulator had reached that stage in its development

when a time test of years is required before conclusions of

value to capitalists could be reached. This is a pertinent

fact, but a six months' trial with apparatus cared for

as it should be, would do much toward educating those

who want the accumulator system of traction. Many
through adverse criticism and ignorance, perhaps, have

obtained but the vaguest idea as to what electricity can do,

even with those systems longest in use. The six months'

test, then, will be of more value than might at first thought

be supposed.

The Rapid Transit commissioners of New York city

last week listened to the protest of the Madison avenue

property owners, represented by a committee of which

Charles A. Dana was chairman. It was asserted by the

committee that the East Side would not be benefited by

the so-called east side route, and that no other route in

the city could be selected where so much damage would be

done to the properly owners—men of moderate means who
had built up their homes along the avenue. The commis-

sioners were not prepared to say whether they could modify

the proposed route so as to conform to the wishes of the

committee, and after an exchange of views the committee

withdrew. It is hardly to be eNpected that the route \^i^

be changed, as it is believed that the opposition to the com-

missioners' plans comes from the "L"' road officials. Mr.

Dana, for instance, is opposed to anything that wili inter-

fere with the monopoly which the "L" road now enjoys,

and nothing short of total abandonment of the underground

project will satisfy him.

Brooklyn's new mayor entered upon the duties of his

new office the first of the year and one of his earliest acts

was the vetoing of a resolution passed by the aldermen

December 21st, which provided for the introduction of the

trolley system in street railways. It was well known that

the new mayor was opposed to improved methods of rapid

transit, as he had while a pi ivale citizen bitterly opposed

electric companies that were endeavoring to introduce their

systems but it was thought that the favorable report of the

railroad commission might have modified his views some-

what. It is expected, however, that despite the mayor's

opposition the city of Brooklyn will have electric cars, as a

large majority of the aldermen favor the plan and it is be-

lieved the resolution will be passed over the mayor's veto.

Within a year it is hoped there will be completed an

efficienc and extensive electric railway system, and then

ail opposition to the improved method must necessarily be

abandoned

Now that the people at large are beginning to under-

stand that although electricity is a mysterious something,

its force or power to produce results can, nevertheless, be

measured just the same as that of any other agent, a

number of municipalities buying their electric light on the

contract system are beginning to disp'ay what might be

termed a landable curiosity as to whether the street lamps

employed were giving the candle power claimed. For in-

stance it was only last week that a New Jersey common
council committee handed in an expert report in which it

was stated that tests of the lamps in that particular town

showed that the light furnished was far from being up to

candle power. All this tends to show that a demand exists

for a thoroughly reliable portable photometer. A number

of such instruments have been devised, and one cf the

latest at'empts at the production of a photometer that

shall be accurate as well as portible is described in this

issue. But there is still room for improvement. The use

of an electric lamp in the instruTient is a valuable feature,

giving as it does a practically constant light and pre-

cluding any error which might arise from a flickering

lamp or candle flime. A study of the device referred to

above will give a number of useful points to those working

on a similar line.

Several gentlemen composing a committee of taxpayers

that is now wrestling with the rapid transit problem in

Chicago have had the kindness to agree to ask the alder-

men to consent to the construction of electric railways in

this city, operated by means of overhead conductors. Lest

the joy of that portion of the community favoring electric

traction should be excessive, however, the committee

coolly proposes that the arrangement shall not be per-

manent, but that it last only until some better method of

transportation can be found. For a city so poorly pro

vided with street railway facilities as Chicago, this is very

good indeed. The cable can kill and maim passengers, by

the score, and the antiquated, slow and dirty horse cars

may still drag their tiresome way, but the superior electric

cars are only to be suffered as a temporary expedient, sim-

ply for the sentimental reason that the poles and wires "do

not look weir* in the streets. This objection may apply to

the principal business thoroughfares, but in practical Chi

cago it should not be allowed to stand for a moment, so

far as the outlying streets are concerned, in face of the rec-

ord of the cable and horse cars. The condition tacked on

to the offer—that the overhead trolley system be used

until something better is devised—is not attached in a

spirit friendly to electric traction, but the electric railway-

men will undoubtedly be perfectly willing to take the tax-

payers at their word and install their systems ' 'until some-

thing better is provided." The present indications are

that that would mean a long lease of life. Once let a

double track electric railway, with center pole construction,

be established in such a street as Indiana avenue, and

there would be no doubt as to its retention and its force as

an exemplar.
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National Electric Light Association Con-
vention at Buffalo.

The arrangements for Ihc BulTilo convention of the Na-

tional Electric I,ight association next month are now well

under way, and the outlook for a pleasant and profitable

meeting is promisini^, President Huntley has taken per

sonal supervision of tlie preparations, and he will be earn-

estly supported by the representatives of the local electrical

interests. It is hardly possible that there will be much of

an exhibition of eleclrical devices, if indeed there is any

display at all, as it has been generally agreed that the

Montreal exhibition was about all that could be expected

for one year at least. There seems to be a growing senti-

ment among the members to discontinue much of the dis-

play heretofore considered an essential part of a successful

meeting and place the association on an equal footing

with organiications of a like nature; in a word, to give more

attention to business, and le^s to entertainment and display.

At the last meeting a large part of the time was occupied

in sight-seeing, attending receptions and entertainment? of

all kinds, and at times it was almost impossible to get the

delegates together for the discussion of subjects they had

met t3 consider. The Montreal meeting will be remem-

bered as one of the most enjoyable in the history of the

association, yet there was so much attention given to en-

tertainment that the more serious business of the conven-

tion was slighted. It is expected that the Buffalo meeting

will mark the beginning of a nev order. President Hunt-

ley in arranging the programme for the convention will

see to it that the business of the association be first tran-

sacted, and that the entertainment will occupy a subordi-

nate pirt in the arrangements. It is not to be considered,

however, that the entertainment of delegates will be over-

looked, but that the conventions will hereafter be con-

ducted more like business meetings than general holidays.

President Huntley's suggestion a year ago that the sum-

mer meeting be discontinued is growing in favor. It is

his idea that by reducing the cost of membership and

dues, and holding one meeting each year, the prosperity of

the association will be assured.

"Our object should be to place the association on a good

business basis," said President Huntley last week. '"Cut

down the cost, hold one meeting a year, and make that a

big success. It casts toD much money under the present

arrangement, especially since the plan of holding elaborate

displays was adopted. I am in fa\or of adjourning to

Chicago in 1893 and then we can have the greatest meet

ing of electrical interests the world ever saw, and our exhi-

bition will consist of the electrical display &t the World's

Fair. I think this plan will be received with favor by the

entire electrical fraternity."

President lluiUey hi; comini^ated his vie^vs to a

number of representa ives of the electrical interests, and

in every case they have been received with favor.

The headquarters of the association during the conven-

tion will be at the Iroquois hotel, Main and Eagle streets.

The meetings will be held in the Buffalo Library building,

which is about a block from the Iroquois hotel, facing on

La Fayette square.

Chicago's Rapid Transit Agitation.

The committee of Chicago taxpayers that is considering

the question of rapid transit appears lo have an unconquer-

able prejudice to overhead electric lines. It has graciously

decided, however, to ask the city council to permit the

construction of electric loadsv.ith overhead wires. These

roads, the committee announces, will not be permanent,

however, but will simply be.used "until some better meth-

od of solving the street transportation problem can be

found." This Isn't very llaltering, but if the condition

were strictly carried out the electric railway people might

be willing to comply with it.

At the last meeting of the committee Alexander Clark

presented the proposals of the Chicago iv Evanston Elcc-

tjic Railway company, recently described in this paper,

and this and lines based on similar systems meeting with

the approval of the metting, it was resolved that a com-

mittee be appointed to petition the next meeting of the city

council, asking that the objection? to the overhead wires

be waived for a sufficient time to give the citizens tempo-

rary relief by means of the electric roads. Mr. Clark

stated that at least $1,500,000 had been sunk in conduits

by various cities, in each of which the overhead wires are

now in use.

Mr. Givins proposed a plan of his own for the transport-

ation of visitors to the World's Fair. Drawings of the

proposal were submitted. It contemplates the construction

by all the steam railroads running south of a four-track

electric road on Sixtieth street, to run from Leavitt street

in Englewood east to the fair grounds. These tracks

wou'd cross those of several lines of railways, the farthest

west b:ing the Panhandle at Leavitt street, over which

eleven reads run trains. Stations would be at each inter-

section, and the people could take any of the railways

from the hear: of the city with a transfer to the electric road

for the World's Fair. The latter would thus be reached

by all souih-b3u d roads which would, therefore, it is

anticipated be willing to unite in ihe construction of the

electric line.

Lighting the "Mecca. Flats."

One of the largest flat buildings in Chicago is that

known as the "Mecca Flats," which fronts on State, Thirty-

fourth and Dearborn streets, and which is now nearly

completed. This structure comprises about 600 rooms,

and will be lighted by 2,600 incandescent lamps. Current

wilt be obtained from an isolated plant, which will consist

of two 45 kilowatt compound wound Edison dynamos

driven by two engines of 75 horse power each. The build-

ing will be wired on the loop system. The Chicago Edi-

son company has secured the contract for the entire elec-

trical equipment. Work on the installation has already

been begun.

Gossip about Sir William Thomson.
Apropos of the recent honor shown Sir William Thom-

son, the London correspondent of the ^W;: writes: The
greatest surprise in Oueen Victoria's New Year's honors is

the peerage for Sir William Thomson His researches in-

to electrical science have made for Sir William a world-
wide name. Many of the electrical wonders which we
marvel at now were foretold by him twenty years ago. Re-
cently when Mr. Balfour delivered his rectoral address at

the Glasgow university he was the guest of Sir William,
and doubtless the conferment of a peerage is due to Bal-

four's initiation. Sir William is a genial, homely Scorch-
man. He is above all suspicion. No amount of money
could buy from him a favorable opinion for an unworthy
object. He is slightly lame, and walks with the aid of a
thick oaken stick. He dresses more for comfort than show,
and his care of the bawbees is frequently illustrated by his
contentions with London cabmen. He has a knack of
gauging how far he can ride for a shilling to a mathemati-
cal nicety.

A Record of Misfortunes.

By a strange conicidence the office of the Electrical Sup-

ply company, Chicago, was visited by a series on misfor-

tunes a short time ago It began on Saturday. January 2d,

when G. G. Carter sustained the loss of all his household

effects by fire. On Sunday the little daughter of Weils

GDodhue manager of the house goods department, died.

Monday proved to be even more disastrous. D. E Goe,

the advertising manager, received a telegram announcing

the death of his father, while news reached the office that

Miss Ida M. Eerentson. Mr. Terry's sterographer and an

unusually bright and gifted young lady, had succumbed to

pneumonia. The sad list was completed by receipt of the

intelligence that the mother of Carl Ktussman had just

died. All the gentlemen named are well known to the

electrical fraternity, and they have the sincere sympiihy of

their friends.

Flour IVIills to be Operated by Electricity

at St. Paul.

Kingslaod Smith, a practical miller of St. Paul, an-

nounces that be has been engaged during the last

year in experimenting with electricity for flour mills, and

he has at last, he believes, devised a system by which it

can be economically employed.

Speaking of the proposed change in the method of

operating, Mr. Smith said : "I have become thoroughly

convinced of its cheapness and entire practicability."

There is not, he says, a mill in existence run by electric

power, and its introduction into mills will be a step in

advance equal to the Introduction of rolls in 1880. Mr.

Smith says: "I have not definitely decided on how or

where I shall get this power, but am figuring on a plan

which, if it is carried out as I think it can be, will revolu-

tionize the question of cheap power In St. Paul." It is

proposed to utilize So horse power at the beginning.

Electric Companies Interested.

A terrific boiler explosion took place in the new Springer

building on Canal street, Chicago, on January Sth. Five

men were killed and one injured. It is said that the

boilers were so defective that the city inspector had refused

to issue a certificate. A number of electrical manufactur-

ing concerns had shops in the building, including the

Chicago Motor company, the Standard Electric company,

George Cutter, J. K Pumpelly, the Sperry Electric com-

pany, the Great Western Electrical Supply company and

the Electrical Expert company. None of these suffered

any damage, however, save the stoppage of the power.

Electric Lighting in Chicago.
At the meeting of the Chicago aldermanic committee on

gas, oil and electric light last week action on the matter of

lighting the Fifth and Sixth wards with electric lights was
deterred. This was done in order that the cleclric light

companies might have an opportunity to hand In estimates.

.Alderman Burke Introduced an order in the council some
time ago directing the city electrician to prepare estimates as
to the cost per lamp. It was claimed that It would be cheap-

er than gas, and som= of the aldermen talked with electric

compinlcs in reference to lighting the lerritory. The Arc
Light iS: Power company subm-ttcd a proposition to put in

a plant and furnish light for 55 c;nts a lamp, providing it

was given a seven year contract, or that the city, should it

wish to discontinue the arrangement prior to that time.

would buy the plant, h was claimed the plant would cost

$191,692. A representative of the Chicigo Illumination

company appeared before the committee and askci an op-

portunity to subm'ta proposition. The ordinance of the

Archer Electric Light company asking the right to erect a

plant and run wires In the territory bounded by Wentwortb
avenue on the easr. Thirty-ninth street on the south, the

South Branch and the canal on the west, and Thirty-first

street on the north, was read. It was decided lo defer the

whole matter for one week.

Electric Propulsion for Canal Boats.
Discussing the project of an overhead trolley system for

the propulsion of boats on the Erie canal, the Rochester
Post-Express says:

It has been suggested that boats on our canals should
have electricity for a mc-live power; and it seems lo us
that the suggestion is an admirable one.

If the Erie canal Is to remain in its present condition, it

is plain that electricity is the proper motive power for the
boats that use it. The old-fashioned n:etbcd of drawing
boats by horse power is slow, inconvenient, costly, and in-

capable of further development. Many attempts have
been made to introduce s:eam propuhicn, but none of
them have been more than racdeia'ely successful. The
Belgian cable system is clumsy; and it offers no advant-
ages that would compensate ferine cost of its inlrcduciion.
Ca.ial navigation, thertfore, has been practically without
improvement for yeais Modern methods have hardly
touched it. In applying electric power lies the true key to
the problem which the state once put before the inventors
of the country and for the solution of which It offered a
liberal reward.

It would be an easy task to construct a trolley system
along each bank of the canal and supply ample power to
boats. Horses or mules would be liberated from the
crudest kind of labor in many instances; in others the
space taken up by steam engines would be utilized for
freight.

The only difficulty, so far as we can see, would be in
regard to the furnishing of power. Should the state build
and operate the plant, or should it grant a concession to a
pri\ate company to lurni^h electric power for canal trac-

tion at rates advantageous to the boatmen?

The importance of the Erie canal must be fully appre-

ciated In order to account for the lively Interest manifested

thoughout the state in this discussion. Ex-Assemblyman
Hickman of Buffa'.o contributts the following in a com-
munication on the subject to the Buffalo Express:

With an "up" wire and a "down" wire, boats could be
moved easily and cheaply. The room necessary for an
electric motor is small and no fuel-room is required.
The weight of the motor is also small, comparatively
speaking. One boat could tow another, and the cost of
transportation be so reduced, that even with low freights,

boatmen could live. I believe this would be profitable

with the present method of generating electricity, but if

the Niagara Falls power scheme should prove a success
there would be a splendid return on the investment.

Proposed Hawaiian Cable.

In alluding to the proposed cable from the Pacific coast

of the United Stales to the Hawaiian Islands, the New
York Sim says:

As to the proposed landing places, the one favored by
the Tuscarora, on the American side, will probably be in

Monterey Bay, a little south of San Francisco. A pre
liminary trip was made from that point outward for 800
miles, and then the Albatross returned to San Francisco
for coal before completing her survey lo Honolulu. Near
the Hawaiian Islands the bottom proved very uneven, as
was expected ; but the place chcsen as the best for landing
a cable was only a few miles fiom Honolulu.
The work thus done by the Tuscarora is preliminary

only, and would presumably be supplemented by a more
detailed set of soundings should any commercial company
take up the cable enterprise. Yet what has already been
determined must forma valuable aid toany such company.
Should none of the routes yet surveyed be satisfactory,

it.would be possible to start elsewhere, between Monterey
and San Diego, or, indeed, from any point north of San
Francisco, where, however, the distance would be greater.

The American project has the advantage over the British

in this matter of distance, but the latter might find a more
favorable ocean bottom.
A cable to Honolulu would naturally contemplate ulti-

mate extension either to New Zealand and Australia or to
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China and Japan. The latter would doubiless be the

American choice, and then the surveys of the Albatross

would need to be supplemented by others extending

across the Pacific. Admiral Belknap, on the Asiatic side,

found, in his former sur\'eys, a valley east of Japan, appar-

ently stietching all the way to Kamchatka, and exceeding in

depth 4,643 fathoms, at which (kpth his souoding wire

broke. But perhaps ihis prodigious gully could be avoided

by going firiher south. The last Cungiess refused to pay

a sub-iidy to a company which proposed to lay a wire be-

tween San Francisco ai d Honolulu. The Senate had

voted $3,000,000 but I he House refused to concur even

with an aroendmtDt ihat Hawaii si culd pay one-fourth of

it Still, for preliminary surveys constn: was readily ob-

tained, 50 that perhaps a cominuation of the work of the

Albatross may be authorized .it the present session.

Dow's Adjustment for Incandescednt
Lamps.

The little device illustrated in the cut presented hert-

with is an invention of Willard E. Dow of Boston. It is

St single in coostriij:! jd th i; a gUnce suffices to show for

jr-^V

DOW S ADJUSTMENT FOR INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

what purpose it wa^ designeJ. As will be readily seen it

may be made as ornamental as desired. The case in-

closing the spring and the exira cord is made of metal with

either a gilt, nickel or bronze finish. The adjustment

works on the sane prin;tp'e as a spring window blind, and

the lamp is raiseJ or lowered after the same fashion. This

little fixture is mmufaciured by the D^w Adjustable Light

company of Bos'on

-

A Porrable Photometer for Measuring
Street Lights and Illumination.

Iq a paper read befoi^e il"e Engineers' club of Phila-

delphia Carl Heripg desciioed a portable photometer that

he devised for actual use in measuring the candle power of

the ligi ts of an electric light cr.moany in a Pennsylvania
town. Tne conditions required ihe construction of a portable

photometer which would work equally well in all kinds
of wind and weather. It had to be light and small, so as

not to attract attention, in oider that the electric light

company should not know that the lights were being
measured, and take unfair advantage of the opportunity

to run up the lights. It was furthermore necessary that

the results should be quite reliable, as the matter might
have to go before the courts.

After several trials Mr. Hering finally constructed a

satisfactory instrument by the use of an electric light sup-

plied by a portable accumulator. The lamp used was a

small four-volt incandescent lamp of about one candle
power, requiriog a current of slightly less than an ampere.
The accumulators consisted of two cells placed in a wooden
box having a shoulder-strap, enabling it to be carried by
the ( peralor at his side. The weight of it complete was
about twenty pounds. The cells were sealed with lids

before the acid was added, and ihe whole was covered
with a thick laver of powdered carbonate of soda, so that

if any acid did come out through the vent tubes, it

would be decomposed and then evaporate. As the voltage
of an accumu'ato: will become less and less as it is being
discharged it would change the candle power of the light very
materially. To get over this, the accumulators were chosen
of such a capacity that the amount of current used in one
set of tests was only ab^ut one-fiftieth of its capacity; the
fall in potential for such a small discharge may be taken
as negligib e. Furthermore, as the light was turned on
for only about half a minute at a time, with intervals of
rest of five or ten minutes, the cells had time to recuperate.

The cells were discharged slightly before the test, in order
to bring them down to their normal and constant voltage.

Comparisons of this light with a standard during different

parts of the evening showed it to be quite reliable and
constant.

The photometer itself consisted of a light wooden tube
of square cross-section, 4 inches to a side, about 3 feet

long and open at both ends. The adjoining cut shows
a view of it with one side removed to show the inside. The
usual screen S, with a grease spot, and mirrors J/ A/',

was placed near the right-hand end, and a square open-
ing left in the side of the of the tube opposite to it to look

through. The tube was blackened inside and outside with
a paint made by mixing much lampblack with a little very
dilute shellac; this paini. in drying, leaves no gloss. It

was "supported by two projecting handles // H, the right

hand one being nearly under the center of gravity, so that

the whole could readily be supported by the right hand
alone. The small electric lamp L was secured to a block
capable of being slid along inside of the tube by means of
a projecting rod R, having a scale attached as shown,
which indicated the di-tance of the lamp L from the screen
.S" This rod. with a lamp could be securely clamped at

any desired distance from the screen by a thumb nut -V.

A 15-feet tape in a spring case 7', without pawl and
ratchet, was attached on the bottom near the left handle.
A small switch, not shown, for turning the electric light

on and off was also secured near the left handle.
To use the photometer it must first be standardized.

Th's is done in any convenient room which can be
darkened- The instrument is laid" on a table with a
standard Hefner-Alteneck lamp, which is placed at a nxed
and known distance opposite the right hand end of the
photometer tube. The small electric light is then turned
on, and moved forward or back, until the grease spot
seen in the mirror JSI on the right hand side of the screen
5 disappears altcgether. The left hand side (toward the
small electric light) was rot considered at all. This ad-
justment, therefore, admits of considerable precision, as
there is no difficulty in making the grease spot disappear
on either one side or the other; the difficulty is in making
it nearly disappear to the same extent on both sides, and
it is here that the lar^e personal error enters in ordinary
photometric work in which no two operators will set it

alike. After making this adjustment the electric lamp is

firmly secured in that position, and the photometer is

rerdy for use.

To use it in measuring street lamps, or any other source
of light, the right hand end is pointed toward the light in

eiiher a horizontal, a vertical or an inclined direction; the
small electric light is then turned ou, and the whole tube
moved toward or away from the light to be measured until

the spot of light again disappears on the mirror M to the
right of the screen S. By measuring the distance bttwetn
the icreen and the light to be measured, and knowing the
calibrated value, the candle power of the light is readily

calculated from well-known laws. The distance from
the screen to the large light is measured by means of the
spring tape T, which passes directly under the screen, and
may be easily read by the operator. The small switch

placed near the left hand handle, not shown in the figure,

enables the current for the small lamp to be turned on and
off readily, so as not to burn it longer than just enough for

the test.

In Mr. Hering's measurements the lights to be measured
were from 10 to 25 candle power, and it was thought that

from 4 to 6 feet of tape was a convenient distance, being
an average of about i N inches per candle. Tfiis would
require, as a unit of illum-nation of t- e screen, a little

less than one foot candle For convenierce in making
calculations tfie standard was placed at i4Vs inches

(1^ ( 20 ) fiom the screen in the calibration This gave
such a unit that the square of the distances in tens of

inches i'^ double the candle power of the light to be
measuied. a calculation which is readily made menially,

approximately at least. A difference of one cand'e power
in the unknown light would therefore require a movement
of the phoiomcier r f about I'i inches; a fraction of a

candle may therefore readily be de'ected; hence the photo-

meter was quite sensitive for this class of work. The end
of the tape was held up to the center cf the lamp by an
assistant with the aid of a pole. The spring case of the

tape kept it stretched so that the tape was viitually a fised

rule or scale over whirh the whole photometer was moved.
The right hand end of the tube must be long enough to

shield the screen from the light of c ther light or of the moon.
This form of photometer ha'^ ihe fu f-er advar-tage that

T5 "^
PORTABLE THOTOMETER FOR MEASURING STREET LIGHTS

AND ILLUMINATION.

it can be used to measure "illumination" as distinguished

from the candle power of a light

To use thisphotometf r for such measurements, the right

hand end of the lube is made in such a way that it can be

taken off, so that the grease spo: screen forms the end of

the tube. The photometer is calibrated, as before, but
instead of securing the rod containing the little lamp, its

position should be read on t' e scale shown in the figure,

the zero of this scale being such that ihe reading gives the

distance of the small light fropi the screen. Being thus

calibrated, it is ready fot use. To use it, as. for instance,

to measure the illumination on a desk produced by day
light, the phntometer is placed vertically, s"" that the

screen i^ on a level with the desk, and the electric light is

moved in its position until the grease spot disappears.

From the reading of this position, and that of the calibra-

tion, the illumination in foot candles is readily calculated.

From this the number and position of electric or gas
lights necessary to reproduce such an illumination may
then readily be calculated.

Morse's Calculator.

This device will be of interest to those engaged in

electric wiring on account of its txtreme simplicity, and
the readiness with which, through its use, all ordinary

problems of house wiring may be solved. The calculator

is more easily consulted than a chart or table, as there are

uo intersecting lines to follow, or columns to confuse. The
readings are direct, plain, and absolutely correct. It is

sometimes desirabie. also, to ascertain 'ihe proper size of

wire to use for circuits in places where it is inconvenient

to spread out a chart or consu't a tible, but this calculator

may be consulted anywhere during the progress of wcrk

as well as in the office. It can be carried in the pocket

and gives instantly the information desired. The calcu-

lations are for fifty to sixty volts, one ampere on one side

and for 100 to 115 volts, .65 to .50 ampere on the

oiher, witha range of from o to 250,000 lamp feet, with

from one to ten per cent, loss or drop. This meets the re-

quirements of ail ordinary installations.

By referring to the cut the operation of the device will

be readily understood. Suppose the problem is to install

fifty i6-candle power, no volt incandescent lamps, with a

loss of five per cent, at a distance of 100 feet from the dy-

namo. It will only be necessary to multiply the number of

lamps (50) by the distance in feet (100) and the result is

MORSES CALCULATOR.

5 COO lamp feet. The calculator, as it stands in the illuf-

tration, reads: "For from 4,501 to 5 500 lamp feet, etc."

Five thousand is therefore included in these figures, ard

by noting the figures opposite the five per cent, mark, it

will be seen that Xo. 10 wire. B ^ S gauge, is the proper

wire to use.

The Morse calculatOT- has b' en p'aced on the market by

Edward Lasell, Kanf^as C''v, Mo,

Gov. Flower on Electrical Executions.

One of the suggestions in Gov. Flower's message to

the New Yoik legislature was for ihe repeal of ihe pmvi-
sion of the hw regarding electrical executions by which
1 ewspaper-; are prohibited from publishing accounts of

the execu ions On t' is subject he says:
" Fhe adoption of so novel a method for inflicting the

death penally as electricity naturally exc ited world-wide at-

tention and aroused both popular and scientific interest.

There was in the beginning some question of its success.

The public curiosity to know the actual results of the ex-

periment was intense. I: did not spring from morbidity, but
from wholesome interest. The feeling was general that

so radical and important a departure from existing

methods should be can fully studied and the facts relating

thereto truthfully stated. There is a popular aversion to

secret methods of performing public duties.

I, therefore, recommend its repeal. I have no sympathy
with that morbid taste which yearns for revolting details

of human suffering and misfortune and would make
heroes out of criminals, but I recognize a legitimate pub-
lic interest in the adoption and trial of this new method of

execution, and 1 would not shut out from the people the

opportunity, under proper restriction, of securing the most
unbiased information regarding its operation

"Other legislation has also been suggested to facilitate

the operation of the statute providing for electrical exe-

cutions The infliction of death by electricity requires ex-

pert supervision and perfect appliances. These, it has

been thought, are not always easily attained in the s'ate

prisons. Besides, the cost of establishing and roaintain-

ing the necessary apparatus in each prison is considerable,

and should be avoided if practicable I would respectfully

invite your attention, therefore, to the recommendation of

the superintendent of prisons, that the statute be amended
so as to provide for but one plant in a building especially

con?^tructed for the purpose and containing the necessaiy

rooms and apparatus, under charge of a competent End
trustworthy electrician. My own opinion is that, should
it be deemed advisable to adopt this suggestion, the plant

should be connected with one of the largest and most ac-

cessible prisons, rather than established separately. This
would be more practicable and more economical."
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Electrical Exhibits at the Columbian Ex-
position.'

i;v jofiN r. bakkm I.

F'^leclricity, as an adjunct to industrial procedure, has

ceased lo be empirical. Its practicability, economy and
the conveniences of its employment are settled and incon-

trovertible fads. lis conduct under fixed condiiians is no
longer problematical. The laws which rule its action are

as inviolable as those of the exact sciences, as constant as

those of naiure, of which they are a part.

In making plans, therefore, for an exposition of electrical

development, the practical side of the question must be
ever uppermost. The chiftf aim must be to demonstrate
beyond cavil that as a factor in the atTiirsof this workaday
age electiicity cannot but be taken into great account.
This, the chief feature, however, would fail of its force were
we to neglect to demonstrate at the sirae time the im-

mense strides that have been made since electricity

emerged from a stale of mystery and became one of the

essentials of civilization and progress.

Following out this preliminary reasoning, I think it

necessary to treat practical electricity in classes according to

the importance and relationship of its application.

The ques.ion of railway and other processes for trans

porting passengers and freight is the most vital economical

issue of the present day. Sxam, either by locomotive or

cible. has bten the only feasible motive power up to with-

in a short time, The mauifold objections to it, however,

have increased the activjy of inventors and the possibili-

ties of lich reward have been a stimulus to the energy of

elecirical workers, Elec ricity. in some branches of this ser-

vice, is already a success, and is fast displacing other motive

power. The next fe v years—possibly ihe ne."4tfew months
—will probably see the whole question finally settled by
some nsw elemeotorthe further development of one or the

other of the existing electrical systems. It will be part of our
duty, therefore to give every facility to exhibitors to make
displays of new systems and to txploit old, along new
lines and under new circumstances. In order to do this

it is contemplated to set aside a parcel of ground at some
point of the exposition on which to build trial tracks,

which may be equipped for the different systems. We should

make it possib e for every system to be demonstrated, so

that not on y the electrical people may judge of the le-

speciive meriis but that the visiting capitalists and possi-

ble cu-tomers may have ready facilities for b^coning in-

teres:ed in the subjicc itself or in any of the various ia

ventions or sys'.ems on exhibition. It is to be hoped that

in this class of work the electrical people will submit
something which shall decide the question of transporta-

tion wholly in favor of electricity—as is alrtady in part

done—whether it be by means of overhead, conduit or ac-

cumulator systems. I have only to say that the public at

large, and those who are interested in the ques^t.on from a

financial standpoint have high anticipationi. in this direc-

tion, and there is a disposition to wait for developments.
Electric lighting, arc and incan*. ascent, has already ar-

rived at the point of a practical success. For illuminating

purposes electricity is accepted and stands without com
petition. Thi development in th:s direction will

be as thoroughly demonstrated at the Columbian
Exposition as ic is possible to conceive of. Ail the various

systems 01 lighting and of the transmission of pov\er will

be placed in practical operation for service. Nearly, if not

quite, 25.000 horse power will be applied to electrical

transmission at various parts of the grounds and buildings.

It is contemplated to engage each company undertaking
work, to wire and equip the territory allotted, furnish its

own lamps, raateiiais and supplies, so that each company's
system of construction and operation will stand entirely

alone, to show its special merit or to receive condemnation
for failure. In this work it is contemplated to bring into

friendly but brisk business competition the ccmpanits and
systems of this country and Europe. The question of the

saving of energy by the perfection of machinery and insula-

tion will be closely calculated, and the various systems will be
thoroughly tested by efficient juries, on the awai ds, of which
more hereafter. Artistic lighting of theaters, hotels,

residences and streets will be given an impetus, placed as

toese features w.ll be in competition with art in every

other conceivable dress. The brisk, practical business

methoda of tne electrical people of this country have left

little time to art anil aes.heticism up to the present time,

while the people of Europe have, on ihe contrary, led art

and eleciricity hand in hand The Columbian Exposition
may have some surprises in store for visitors in this behalf,

and will undoubtedly be a source of much pleasure and
instruction.

The transmission of power from sources at points atong
available water courses, or in the immediate vicinitv of

fuel for steam, and remote from the desired point of ap-
plfcation, has been given much attention of late,

ind much newspaper comment has been made upon
alleged successful inventions. This has seemed to me sur-

prising, coming from electrical journals at least, since all

of us in this country ought to be aware of the fact that

long distance transmission has long been an accepted ap-
plication of electricity in the mines of the West and South-
west, and has done much toward revolutionizing the pro-

cess of mining. At many points in the West far removed
from fuel for steam, and at long distances from water
power, mines are being successfully operated that could

not have been so where fuel, was to be delivered at the

mine instead of the developed power ready for application.

Some new things have come into practice in this field of

electrical work, in Europe of late, and at the Columbian
Exposition we will see an increased interest in this work
of transmission. There is in contemplation, moreover,
a project to make a most instructive object lesson by plac-

ing in practical operation an electric plant operated by a
water wheel, with wiring and terminals for application at

an artificial mine some distance aviay. The many appli-

I. Read before the Chicago Electric club, Jan. 4, 1 92.

cations «l the elti iru current. o( various «)uanlitifS and
tjualitics, in mining and milling work, will come under this

head, and I am assured of some new and valuable conlii
butions in Ihe way of machinery.

In the whole field of electrical invention, moreover,
there are promised modeU of invention setting out new
principles, and numberless contrivances will be a part of
the exhibit to tcbtify to the large measure of usefulness of
electricity in thj various directions of its application. It

is hoped also that the exhibits will be object lessons
to the general public, and that they will inculcate
the fact that there are legitimate uses of elec-

tricity, and that on the other hand there are
applications which closely border upon the fraud-
ulent, and which are mtre catchpennies and brought for-

ward wholly because of the mysrery and hocus pocus that
surround them. I feel it a part of the duty of the depart-
ment of ticctricily to unreservtdly oppose the presence of
^hesc things and by discountenancing ihem. have an effect

in a degree to rob thtm of their harmful influence. People
must come lo understand that electricity is not a mysterious
force, uncertain in it. operation and liable to all sorts tf
eccentric deviation Irom the desired course. Until this
under.standing has been reached, the electrical people will

sulTer more or lets from frauds practiced bv ihe un-
scrupulous and will meet with obstructions in theshape of
legal injunctions to prevent the laying ol electric roads and
lines of wire for transmission, and the actual dangers of
electriciiy will be magnified miny fold by those interested

in restricting its use.

The lemaining feature of the electrical exhibit, but not
by any means the le.st for being mentioned last, is that

part which will create object itssons on electrical progress
—the histoiicil exhibit. It would b; impossible to fully ap-
preciate the greatness of the progress made and the magni
tude of the work ol making commercial electricity what
it is to-day, without the presence at any exposition
of the first crude machinery, the initial appliances by
which the electrical cuirent was made a useful force.

It is contemplated 10 have some of the original models,
and where this is found impossible, to have reproduc-
tions of the models of the apparatus of Morse. Franklin,
Henry and many others of our own country and those
of Ohm. Ampere, Giuss, Siemens and many o hers of
Europe. The department is in correspondence at the present
time with those people or govcrnm::nts that have control of
musuems or institutions of learning where any of this his-

torical apparatus may be, and we earnestly hope to i ave a
full exhibit of these priceless treasures.

It IS not contemplated by the national authorities of the
Columbian Exposition to offer awards whi*.h would have
so great an intrinsic value as to attract exhibitors but it is

coniemplated to make the standard of excellence so high
that the bare acceptance of an exhibit by a department
will be a lasting and distinguished honor. In the electri-

cal depaitment the space available for exposition pur
poses will be so small, as compared with the demand, that
the greatest judgment will have 10 be brought into play to

decide what exhibits are worthy of a place, and what will

have to give way. It will be impossible to accept all.

Therefore, the presence of an exhibit in the elecirical

building will be a testimonial of its unu-ual merit. The
awarding committees have determined 10 have full and ex-

haustive tests made of all machinery in competiiive exhibi-
tion, by the juries cf the different departments, and to

publish these tests and the jury findings, at the close of

the exposition, under the authority of the national com-
mission.

I regret that it is impossible at this time to present
figures and definite information as to the prospects and
scope of the department. It is yet sixteen months before
the opening of the exposition, and while an amount of
space in the department building has already bten applied
for in excess of the total amount available, yet we have
heard from fewer than one-half of the probable applicants
for sp2ce. A delicate task is before the department there-

fore, and it will not be advisable to discuss the ques ion

m detail for some months to come, when I hope to have
heaid from all the electrical people. I will then be in a
position to discuss the matter more fully, and more in de-
tail in a paper which I shall ask to present.

DiSCUSSIOxN.

President Sunny: One of the statements in Chief
Barrett's paper attracted my special attention. Fie stated
that a trial track would be built for the purpose of showing
what can be done in the way of electric traction. I hardly
think that the electrical fraternity will be satisfied with a
trial track of 500 or I,Geo feet in length. Nothing less

than a railway equipped with electric motors and extend-
ing over all parts of the exposition grounds will satisfy

them. I do not think many changes from the present
style of electrical apparatus will be required to equip an
electrical elevated railway for the fair, such as has been gen-
erally decided upon to do the work It will be a great disap-
pointment, I am sure, to the electrical world if anything
but an electrical railway is used upon the grounds, and in

that case this track that is referred to in Prof. Barrett's

paper, will hardly be sufficient.

There is another significant statement in the paper that
it will hardly be possible to accommodate all the applicants
for space, and that it is going to be in itselt an honor to

any firm or corporation to have space allotted to them in
the building. When we take into consideration that there
is a building 350 feet wide and 700 feet long, with a gal-
lery all around, providing an enormous number of square
feet of floor space, which can be devoted entirely to the
electrical exhibit, and compare that with the small space
that was given to the electrical exhibit in 1S76 at the Cen-
tennial Exposition, the growth of the industry will seem
not only marvelous but almost beyond the comprehension
of any of us.

Geo. Cl'TTER; I agree with the chairman that a prop-
er display of electrical str.^et railway apparatus demands
something more than a model track. Prof. Barrett's

endeavor to make some arrangement to show the mcriu of
electricity for Iransporiaiion should be carried further.
\Vc ought to make it un Jcrstood that the electrical people
will be behind him in undertaking a better diiiplay than
would be possible with a small model track, and that ihc
same feeling exists in relation tea model exhibit of the
transmission of power,

I presume that some people will b: interested in seeing
a little waterfall with a little walcr-whtel running a little

dynamo, and a litilc wire and a little motor, but wc want
something else and wc want it as big as wc can have it in
l8i)3. We want I'rof. Barrett ro understand that while
wc appreciate his efforts to exhibit these improvements in
electricity, we must insist upon the largest possible dis-
play of such applications of this great science.
Chas. E. Grrcorv: I believe that we can rely upon

Prof. Barrett to gel all for us that he possibly cao. In
the matter of a trial 'rack, if it is possible to get an oppor-
lunity to display lo ihe fullest extent all of the appliances
of electricity, we will have il. I think wc : hould elimi-

nate a'l that smacks of the quack doctor and the medicine
man; all bogus schemes from this grand display. There
are too many people who ai-c trading on the term "elec-
tricity."

The CiiAi R.MAN; The pr.ssibility of equipping the
railway at the fair with storage barierit-s is mentioned in

the paper, and in v'uw of that lact I wojid ask .Mr. Pum-
rclly 10 favor us with his views on this iutijfci.

J. K. PuMi'ELl.v: Forthela-^t six years thctrialsof
storage balterits for irjction hnve so nearly approached
failure that ihey might be c .lied by those not urlderstand-
i g the conditions, and by ihoie having lo-t money, ques-
tionable schemes The neare t point to practical traction
ihat we know of in the West was at Djbuque. There
weie (rom six 10 nine cars (quipped, and to a ceriain ex-
tent they did good business and did it economically, com-
paratively speaking, that is. as c mpared with horses.
Thtre is no use in talking ab:.ut anything of the kind be-
ing economical, however, when compared with the trolley

wire, where it can be used But this happened to be
where they could not use the irollev wire and they de-
termined to have stoiage batteries. Thesys;em did good
work for six monihs, and then 'iiigation and
failure. It was a failure that could have been
prophecied on accouat of the friction between
the men. Now it is taken for granted all over
this country, especially by capitalists who have lost monev
and have had their fingers burned that that isenough. "It
failed there. We gave it a good trial, and we had better
decide that it wpn't do for that kind of work." is their
conclusion.

Now, if a battery can be made that will possess suffi-

cient durability, and that will not cost over ten per cent,

per year on the first investment, then where the trolley

wire cannot be introduced— where the franchise will net
allow It, or where it is impraciicab'e for some other reason
—the storage battery would be measurably successful. Or
where, for instance, m the case cf a road coming in here
within a certain distance of the court house with a trolley

wire. I think it would be very practicable to switch in a
truck with a battery that would do the work around the
loop and return to the trolley again. In that case if they
wai.ted to introduce electricity in the city here, and they
would not allow an overhead wire or a coodu t wire, then
Ihe storage battery could be utilized if it could be made
durable, and I think it could be made durable It could
be made to do the work fcr one or two years, and not cost
over 10 per cent, to make it do the woik for three years.

That is a point about which I have talked with Mr. Barrett
and it is a point that I should like to see proved at the Co-
lumbian Fair, but it will not be. There is no test which a
battery can be put to for the six months of the fair that

would satisfy a capiialist or an invtstor beyond wjat has
already been demonstrated.

Fred De L.a.nd: Mr. Pumpelly refers to the breaking
down of the positive piaies at Dubuque. When the new
cars were stiited a seccnd class engine from the scrap pile

was belted t > the generatorused for charging the batteries.

This engine wcuid often have to be taken aparr, and it

would not govern. Again, the t^-ays containing the
charged cells were dropped from the tables on two or three
occasions, which added nothing lo the life of the positive
plates. There are other reasons for believing that the stor
agebat'ery has not been given all the show it was entitled

to in Dubuque.
C. G. Armstrong: Long distance transmission of

power for use at the exposition has been a pet hobby of
mine for some time, but Niagara is 500 miles away, and
that is too far for anything but a mere experiment. But
at Marseilles on the Illinois river. So miles from here,

therti is a waterfall that would furnish from 1,500 to 2,000
horse power that is running to waste. I have made some
figures for a plant to generate current and bring it here
for any use that might be desired during thesis months of
the exposition, and after the e.xposition is closed the cur-

rent couid be utilized It seems to me that a project of
that kind would be a good thing both as a matter of exper-
iment and profit. The current can be obtained cheaply.
If they can transmit it 115 miles in Europe, we can trans-

mit it So miles here, and we will show an advancement by
transmitting 1,500 to 2,000 horse power instead of 100 or
200. The town is on the canai, and the right of way can
be easily procured from the canal commissioners, so that

removes a number of serious difficulties. Professor Bar-
rett would then have either an experimental road, or he
could have one for actual use. as the president has sug-
gested

The Chairman: I am inclined to think that if we drop
down to So miles we will be falling short of what they did

in Germany. I do not know that anything short of Niag-
ara Falls would be satisfactorv on the coming occasion.
We may, however, have to come down from our high
horse and take the So milep.

Thos. G. Grier: I would like tD ask Mr. Arm-
strong ju^t exactly what the method of transmis-
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sioo is, and what voltage he would use. Probably my
qaestion is a little in advance of the time, as

1 undtrstand that at a meeting in the near

future we are going to discuss thisquestionof power trans-

mission, and the direct current versus multiphase or alter-

nating current. But at the same time I think a few pre-

liminary remarks in regard to the method of transmitting

this power would be in order.

Mr. Armstrong: About 20000 volts will be used and

the alternating current, multiphase or otherwise, as

deemed best. There is plenty of power, and there would

be no objection to a loss of 23 per cent, or 25 per cent, in

the transmission. We could even lose 33 per cent, and

not care much about it, because the water doesn't cost any-

thing.

The Chairman: We have with us this evening Gen-

eral Barney of New York, and Mr. Keller of Boston,

General Barney will favor us with a few remarks.

General Barney: I supposed that the railroad at the

World s Fair would be an electric road, and I was rather

surprised at the suggestion that it was yet undecided. I

think it would be a mistake if any other form of motive

power were used, and entirely unworthy of the enlightened

management of which, if I am correctly informed, your

president is a member.
The Chairman: In answer to General Barney I would

say that it is the expectation to equip this railway with

electricity. It is to bs an elevated structure, according to

the present arraagement, but later on I think it may be

decided to make it a surface road, so that it will cover the

ground more efficiently than such an elevated structure

possibly could do. An elevated structure, it seems tome,

must necessarily be an obstruction to the view, and one

object that the managers of the fair have in view is to pre-

serve a general harmony in the architectural designs of the

buildings, and make the whole thing pleasing to the eye.

Now if an elevated structure is erected upon the grounds

in such a way as to accommodate the masses—and the dis-

tance from building to buildiugis very great indeed—it

seems to me that the front elevation of the buildings will

be almost wholly obscured by the elevated structure. To
obviate that difficulty the elevated structure must be placed

on the outside limits of the ground, so that it will be a long

distance from the structure to any particular building, ex-

cept, perhaps, in a few instances. The specifications for

the equipping of the elevated structure require electricity,

and I have no doubt that electricity will be used, so that

this trial track that Professor Barrett alludes to in his pa-

per will perhaps not be used, or only be used for very

small purposes indeed.

Mr. Keller: I know of a storage battery road that

is running in Massachusetts in the central part of the

state, from a little town called Milton to Hopsdale, five

miles distant, and I am told that the grades are about five

percent. They have bsen running this road for some-

thing more than a year. Some of the best people in Mas-
sachusetts are interested in the road, and they assure me
that it is a success, and that they are running it as

economically as they could by any other electric sys-

tem.
I and others have just got a right to build two miles and

a half of electric road in tbe town where I live, a city near

Boston, and we propose to operate that road with the stor-

age battery; that is, we are going to lay the track, and the

gentlemen who have the electric apparatus, and who are

now operating the road from Milton to Hopedale, propose

to put on cars and operate them for a certain length of

time that we may agree upon, nothing less than a year,

however, and show us the results, and we will have an ex-

pert there all the time ourselves. If it is satisfactory tons

we will take the cars. If not, they will take the cars off,

and we will use the trolley system. We propose to make
our arrangements for an overhead system in case the stor-

age battery proves a failure. But in the grant that was
given us by the city it was understood, and it so states, that

we shall first try the storage battery system.

The Chairman: Mr. Keller, can yououtline what the

possible development of the telephone is to be between

now and the opening of the fair? That was a thing that

came out first in 1S76 at the Centennial at Philadelphia.

It was the electrical exhibit of that time, and it would, no

doubt, be interesting to all to know what the developments

will be in that direction.

Mr. Keller; I can only say that we have a line now
completed and working from New York to Cleveland by

way of Pittsburg, and we hope by 1893 to have a line to

Chicago. We have a line working very successfully in-

deed from Boston to New York and Buffalo, and all inter-

mediate points. Our subscribers are using tbe service

daily, and doing a great deal of business between

New York and Boston. The New England Telephone &
Telegraph company has lines of about 200 miles, with

metallic circuits, operating through Massachusetts and

Yermont, and I do not believe that we have, out of about

400 trunk lines and connecting exchanges in the territory

I have mentioned, more than twenty that are single lines

to day. They are all metallic circuits. Our trunk lines

are all metallic circuits. We have in the city of Boston, at

this time, probably a thousand metallic circuit subscribers.

We have three offices in Boston. We began taking

metallic circuit subscribers about a year ago, and we are

receiving them now at a rate of about 75 to 100 a month.

Our rates are somewhat higher, but the people are glad to

pay the advance In fact the applications are away ahead,

and we have all we can do, and it is equally so with all of

our larger exchanges throughout our entire territory, with

the e.xc<;pnoj of Maine. On our large exchanges the sub-

scribers are coming in as fast as we can take care of them,

and out of about 101 exchanges we have about 40 metallic

circuit switch- boards.

The Ch.urman: I have wondered how generally the

long distance telephone would be used by the public

between Chicago and the East, on account of the price

that you would necessarily have to charge fora conversation.

The only thing we have now is the telegraph, and consider-

ing the cost of the metallic circuit and assuming that it would
take fifteen minutes lo carry on an ordinary conversation,

with six or seven minutes to make the conneciion, it would
cost about |6o. In that time the telegraph people could

transmit 120 messages at 50 cents apiece.

Mr. Keller: i'o make connections between the sub-

scriber in Boston and the subscriber in New York does

not take over 35 to 40 seconds unless the wire^i are cut up
in sections and used locally. Those of our subscribers

who use the long distance wires a great deal have a special

set of instruments for that use alone, and then they have

their local instruments. Our statistics in Boston show that

the average time consumed in conversation over our long

lines, which are about 200 miles, as they are made up, is a

little less than 4 minutes to each conversation. The rate

between New York and Boston is $2 for five minutes' con-

versation. If you have business transactions on hand that

you wish to discuss you can talk more words in five minutes

than you can send over the telegraph wires at 25 cents for

ten words. It would cost you probably about ^4 to send

the same number of words by telegraph. You can easily

talk 100 words a minute. We have got 40 circuits. I think,

between New York and Boston, and those circuits are kept

busy all the time during the busy hours of the day. We
haven't circuits enough there.

Mr. Cutter: I would like to say something more about

Mr. Armstrong's long distance power-transmission scheme.
Here we have 1,500 to 2,000 horse power within So miles

of Chicago, and it seems that there are people who stand

ready to furnish the money to carry the scheme throueh,

and it seems to me that we should as electricians, heartily

approve of some such scheme. If there are any serious

objections to it I would like to hear them.
W. J, Buckley: I object to Mr. Cutter's proposition

on the ground thaf the distance is not great enough; So
miles is not enough. We have got to do something better

than was done by our German cousins. I think we ought
to go up in Northern Wisconsin two or three hundred
miles, or even go lo Niagara, if we have to.

There is one thing in Prof. Barrett s paper that im-
pressed me, and that was his extreme modesty; usually he
is not a bit bashful about proposing to do a great deal more
than be outlines in that paper. Now the idea that he is

going to give us an experimental track scarcely meets our
expectations. Of course, there are a number of other

motors, such as steam and vapor, gasoline, naphtha, and
others whose champions would like an opportunity to show
their results, and I believe we ought to suggest to Prof.

Barrett that he give this experimental track to these people,

and let us insist as a body that we have far larger ideas as

to what we can do; that we want the exposition people to

give us a steam plant of 30,000 horse power, to run all the

lights and furnish the power required on the exposition

grounds.
Mr. Armstrong: I would say in reply to Mr. Buckley

that while transmitting power 503 miles would be a great

undertaking, it is, after all, only a matter of figures. If we
transmit 1,500 or 2,000 horse power any considerable

distance, we will be doing something more than was ever

done before. But it is very easy to figure that we could

carry it out the other way by narrowing down the current

and stretching it out longer. I think it will give the im-

pression that we seek to convey, that we have done some-
thing that has never been done before, and at the same
time, it is not exactly visionary. It is something that is

really practicable after all, because 1,500 or 2,000 horse

power would be worth from $60,000 to $So,ooo a year

after the fair is over; that is something that is worth con-

sidering, as well as the idea of showing people what we
can do. It is not a mere plaything. We are putting it up
to use for business, and I think it is a feasible plan.

G. E. DoRMAN: I approve of Mr. Armstrong's scheme
as a first step toward getting Niagara, and I propose that

a high pressure continuous current be used. From our

experience in continuous high potential currents it is

perfectly feasible to transmit a continuous current of any
potential whatever up to a million volts.

With regard to foreign exhibits there is one, which as an
Englishman. I feel it my duty to refer to, and that is the

original Faraday apparatus, which is in the laboratories of

the Royal Institution of London, and without which the

historical exhibit of dynamical electricity would not be

complete. I refer to that apparatus by which it was dis-

covered that electricity could be produced from motion.

Mr. Cutter: I would suggest the adoption of a reso-

lution to the effect that it is the opinion of the Chicago
Electric club that some scheme for very long distance

power transmission—the longest practicable—should be
adopted for the World's Fair, it being understood that it is

not the indorsement of any particular scheme or commercial
enterprise.

The Chairman: I think you will all agree with that

general proposition, that this club is in favor of some
such grand undertaking in connection with this Columbian
Exposition,

The motion was adopted unanimously.

In describing the electric cars of Boston, a correspondent
of the Guay-dian of Manchester, England, says: "Over its

path of greensward the car goes humming on its way, and
the grass is touched by no devastating clmker. no desecrat-

ing hoof. It is needless to say that the Boston car is

essentially a summer vehicle. The Bostonians have inclem-

ent seasons to provide against, and we might easily

adopt their system of keeping a mixed rolling stock always
in running order. The closed car is a long, lofty and lux-

urious bogie carriage, with a lounge on either side. It will

seat forty people, and give standing room to fully fifry

more. For comfort in tramway traveling it is, when not

overcrowded, unsurpassed. But he who would taste some-
thing of the joys of a strong bird in its fl'ght, swoop-
ing onward upon outstretched motionless pinions, should

be upon a Boston car when it is 'doing' its mile in 200

seconds on the old broad Cambridge road."

Polyphasal Generators.
Dr. Pupin's paper on "Polyphasal Generators" read before

the American Institute of Electrical Engineers which was
presented in the Western Electrician, Dec. 26, 1891,

provoked an interesting discussion, of which the follow-

ing is a synopsis:

Chas. p. Steinmetz; It wou'd be perhaps more ad-

visable to use a shape of the electiomotive force similar

to Fig. 7, than the shape in Fig. S; because, as you see,

in Fig. S, the curve has a sharp corner. If we could pro-

duce waves of electromotive force that have sharp corners,

it could hardly be expected that we could derive from them
a current, which, after being sent through step-down trans-

formers, over lines of considerable electrostatic capacity

and again through step down transformers into a motor of

high self-induction, would still have retained this sharp
cornered shape.

Then with regard to the equations of the currents .r, y, z,

the comp'ex harmonic of the electromotive force pro-

duces a current, which is a complex harmonic ton, and
it is identically the same complex harmonic as long as

the circuit has no self-induction and no capacity, or. what
amounts to the same, as long as seH-induction and capacity

have a certain ratio with each other. But as soon as the

circuit has self-induction the complex harmonic of current

differs from the complex harmonic of electromotive force.

Mr. Steinmetz then went intoa long discussion of altern-

ate current motors, upon which he h id obtained data from
the makers. In closing his rem-iiks he presented the

following conclusions:

1. It is possible to produce rotary magnetism of con
stant strength and constant velocity of rotation by means
of true sine-waves.

2. It is hopeless to try to produce rotary magnetism of

constant strength and velocity by means of a particular

shape of the wave of electromotive force, because in a

circuit of considerable, and variable self-induction the

shape of the current wave will differ in a considerable and
variable degree from the shape of the electromotive force

wave for any shape of the electromotive force but the true

harmonic or sine-wave.

3. Hence it is more advisable, not to build the gener-

ators so, that they will produce that shape of electromotive

force which in a particular type of rotary motors will give

magnetism of constant strength and velocity, but to build

motors that will give magnetism of constant strength and
velocity from true harmonic or sine waves, as the only

waves which can be transformed, transmitted through in-

ductive and other circuits without changing their shape, to

build the rotary motors for sine waves, as the possibility

has been shown by Ferraris, and as already in the oldest

Tesia motors it evidently has been the aim of the designer.

Prof. Elihu Thomson: I remember long ago putting

in a patent specification a machine connected so that it

had not the three segment commutator, but three rings,

and it was rejected at the patent office on the ground that

it was not an invention to put three rings on a three coil

armature any more than it was for any alternating current.

But times have changed since then. It seems to me some
light would be thrown on the matter of this discussion by
a few simple considerations. We will take the three coil

in its simple form, as shown in the figure in the paper. Now
let us lead off a wire / which would be a neutral wire. If we
wrap that wire around a magnetic core the effect should of

course be the same or it should act the same as though
these three wires, a, b, c, were wrapped around tbe magnet-
ic core. So that if any fluctuations of magnetism were set

up in this core by wrapping this neutral wire around

the magnetic core, the same effect would be produced by
wrapping these three wires around the magnetic core.

That would show that no fluctuation might bi expected in

such a system. Bal there is another question that comes
in just here. If we look into the manner of generating; if

we take our armature and put on three coils and have a

magnetic field which magnetizes this armature core with a

constant number of lines, a number of lines which does not

change during the rotation, it is evident then that what-

ever actions occur in these coils will be accompanied by no

fluctuations of magnetism. You cannot generate in a

system of coils any difference of condition which is not ex

pressed by the magnetic field in which it is generated. II

the magnetic field is constant, than we have constancy of

magnetism in the core; that is, we have no fluctuations.

Now it would seem to me, that putting another armature

in connection with these corresponding terminals and hav-

ing a magnetic field for it of constant strength, we would

have a rotating field produced in this second armature

which would result in the rotation of the armature itself;

that is, the tendency to rotate the field would turn the coils

backward and this would seem to indicate that under cer-

tain conditions we can, with the ordinary arrangements, pro-

duce exactly what we want, steady rotative effect without

magnetic fluctuations, which would go to bear out the

Ferraris idea. Now how far tbe production of a rotating

magnetic field in the presence of a short circuited armature

may modify these conditions I have not investigated. It

does seem to me, however, that in such case the remarks of

Mr. Steinmetz are quite true, that we will have a large self-

induction on a light load in such a motor and therefore a
waste current, a leakage current corresponding to the leak-

age current in the transformer. Just how much it will be,

will of course depend on the general design and the pro-

portions and of course on the frequency of thealternations.

I think the system demands that the frequencies shall be

much less than we are accustomed to use in transformers

for lighting. That the system will have a considerable

application I have not the slightest doubt. It will have a

large application. Whether the best form of it is not to

place two corresponding armatures in fields, or use synch-

ronizing machines is a question. I should say, reasoning at

the start, that this is probably the chief merit of the sys-

tem. We have the possibility of getting rid of commuta-

tion on high potential transmission of power by making
corresponding machines and running corresponding arma-

tures in fields that are excited. Of course there is a great
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desire to get a motor which shall enable us to get rid of

this constant excitation, and which will jjive us the power
of starting under load. The generator reversed and used
as a motor, demands that in starting the generator sliall

also start, that the two machines shall come up together.

I have indeed taken one 'I'homson-IIouston arc muchine
and put on three rings and simply delivered the current by
three rings to the armature of another machine, and it

would start and run up to speed having no load on it, at

least no targe load. It would get into synchronous rota-

tion when the power delivered is, after exciting the field

fully, considerable. I have constructed some small

machines which are almost exactly like Klg. lo. Tlieri^are

six coils on the armature and a field excited separately.

The held, by the way, rotates, and the angle covered by
the field poles is about what is covered there, Fig. lo. I

have no indication at all of anything wrong with these

machines. They work, we think, perfectly, and so far as

the heat generated in the armature goes, it is remarkably
small. It is no greater, from actual experiment, than one
would expect from an ordinary machine with a commutator.
In fact it is probably less. Probably more fluctuation is

introduced into the magnetism by the commutation than

there would be in this case by the simple use of three coils

without commutation. I would say further that I have

never bad much confidence in some of the reasoning of

Mr. Dobrowolski in relation to this matter. I have al-

ways thought that he was a little out in his argument lie

has attempted to show how by using three phased cur-

rents he could get polyphasal currents from them, by wind-

ing the armature in a different way. It strikes me as

nothing more than spreading that coil over a certain angle

of the armature surface. This, of course, would prevent

sudden, sharp jumps in the field, and might be useful, and
undoubtedly is useful in the perfection of a motor working
upon a closed circuit armature. These matters of discus-

sion would undoubtedly be best settled by a simple exper-.

imentation on the basis of what I indicated a little while

ago. It may be that the very fact of the differences of

composition of the wave may make a very great difference

in the effect. We may not be called upon to reason upon
fluctuations of magnetism due to sine curves when those

sine curve currents are put in different angular positions

I would say that there is another matter which probably

ought to be taken into consideration; that is, that a mass of

iron does not always change its magnetism when you think it

ought to. It may hold up by its own inherent property of

disregarding reversal; by hysteresis. This would lend in

fact to hold the magnetism up rather than to allow it to suffer

fluctuation. We know that in a closed circuit transformer

it is necessary to put energy into the iron to cause it to

drop its magnetism. It would tend to remain magneiized
if we cut off the current at any portion of a wave, at least

up to a certain point, and this would tend to help us out

in this very matter of getting rid of fluctuations of mag
netism, which, of course, would be a serious loss of energy

in the case of large bodies of iron, themagnttism of which
should be allowed to go up and down through large ranges.

There is another matter, too, that comes in here; it is

whether we get in the motor or in the machine a motion
that is equal velocity—that is whether it is, an even pull all

the way around, the sum of the magnetic lines being the

same, or whether it is a jerky motion—a motion of differ-

ence of velocity. Of course it will naturally be seen at

once that unless we get a perfectly uniform flow our effici-

ency could not hi as high in the case of a fluctuating

movement of the lines and the lines which hesitate and
then move forward and then hesitate again, and then move
forward, that would be only efficient iu case the armature

was negligible which, of course, could not be the case.

C. S Bradley: It is difficult to test the efficiency of

the different armatures. But 1 have always had an idea

that the closed coil armature was exactly adapted to the

carrying out of the three phase, because the currents can

pass in more directions. There are more subdivisions than

there are in ihe open circuit; with three open coils the

position of each would determine its phase. But if it

were completely closed and taken ( ut at three points, there

is a chance for two wires to operate and leave the third one
nil, and the current has a chance to pass clear arcund the

armature; that is, it will pass 120 degrees on one side and
240 degrees on the other side, making a multiple arc cir-

cuit. In other words the closed coil armature carries out

the plan of Dobrowolsky, and does exactly what he is try-

ing to do by placing on the extra coils without the extra coil.

Prof. Thomson: I think that matter is made clear by
considering the movement of the armature with respect to

the lines. It does not seem to me to make very much differ-

ence what the coil is, providing the two armatures are con-

nected similarly. The movement of lines in one will be

reproduced in the other, provided of course that the order

of the connections and the symmetry of the apparatus are

preserved.

Mr. Bradley: I tested machines running that way.
They were direct current machines changed to the three

ring type. I first ran them as direct current machines,

and then put three rings on each one, connected them up,

and ran them together. I found the machines ran so near

alike that I could not detect the difference.

Prof. Thomson; It might interest the members for

me to say that at one time, I think it was about 1882,

I happened to have a three coil arc machine that had
three rings on the shaft, and I discussed with my as-

sistant, Mr. Rice, this matter of connecting on three

rings on two machines and we found that the ma-
chines would work well as a means of transmitting power.

But we had not facilities for building such apparatus in any
quantity.

A. E. Kennelly: We are face to face with a condition

in the art of electrical distribution which is not only some-
what novel, but is also very intricate, and consequently
any assistance, even of the most elementary description,

which will enable us to fathom the mysteries of this dif-

ficult system of distribution should be only too gladly

welcomed, I think, at the hands of this institution

We have presented to us in this paper a mathematical
disquisition on the very simplest and most elementary
type of the three phase gcneiator in which it is assumed
that there is no armature reaction, no hysteresis, and no
eddy currents. Under these conditions, just as in the cor-

responding ideal transformer with constant coefficients

which has been called by some one the "phantom" trans-

former, that we all aspire so much after, but so very seldom
see—the fundamental operations of this particular machine
are readily capable of being analyzed by the skill that has
been presented in this paper. I think that we should be
content lo take one subject at a time, to consider that we
have arrived at a position where modifications which will

certainly present themselves by disturbing influences, will

ultimately resolve themselves into this fundamental type,

as they are lessened and removed. This is the starting

point, so to speak, from which [he various roads branch
from the theoretical machine to the practical machine. I

think, therefore, that while the paper gives us what may be
called almost a little discovery in its way in practical mathe-
matics, that il should be treated for its own value on the

side of a mathematical essay, and not brought into the
question of practical and everyday machines. We have
the very remarkable fact that although the electromotive
force which is capable of being produced by a complex
condition of magnetic fields can be a uniform one and
while the currents whith are set up by the electromotive
force cannot possibly be the prototype of the electromotive
force, graphically, when there is any self-induction in the

circuit, yet that under the influence of mutual induction,

that prototype may be restored- That is a beautiful con-
ception, even though it may not have a very direct bear-

ing on the practical side of the question. It seems to me
that the practical issue of the question is not whether we
can produce artificially and with considerable care a con-

stant rotary magnetic field or a c nstant rotary electromo-
tive force. By theory we can produce any continuous
curve; and any periodic wave can be established as the
resultant of a number of simple harmonic waves. It only
is a question of how miny compounds we want. Some-
times we should want an infinite number. But however
interesting that may be from the theoretical point of view,
the next step in this difficult pathway which has been out-

lined here to night is not how to produce perfection, but

how far differences from perfection will affect the practical

result ; not how necessary it may be to have a perfectly con-
tinuous field, but how far the fluctuations which will al-

most inevitably present themselves will alTect the efficiency

and tfficacy of these particular machines. At the same
time while we have to remember that the paper is a theo-

retical disquisition, ic is also the first step toward practice,

because theory follows ever slowly in the steps of practice,

and it is in the direction of such theory that we have to

hope for the ultimate apprehension of all the difficulties b:-

fore us.

Dr. Pupin: The method which I have employed, as

Mr. Kenntlly remarked, is to go step by step from the

ideal lo the more and more practical, and see what the real

difficulties are. The authorities on theoretical electrical

engineering invariably consider the simple sine waves
whenever they discuss the subject of periodically varying
electric currents. Nobody has ever taken up the problem
of complex harmonic waves. We really do not know what
a complex harmonic wave will do. There are no quantita-

tive relations. I think that I have shown in this paper
what a complex harmonic current wave will do in a par-

ticular case. Mr. Steinmetz has pointed out that a com-
bination of two simple sine waves can produce the same
thing which I claim for the complex wave. But the

correctness of his statement requires the employment of a

homogeneous magnetic medium in which his two coils are

to act.

The remark of Prof Thomson with reference to the

machine which he putonthe blackboard, three coils lotating

in a uniform field, has been answered in the very begin-

ning of my paper They will produce a constant rotary

field although the producing field, the exciting field, is

constant. The relation of the coils with respect to the ex-

citing fields is continually varying, and the

electromotive force produced in each one of

those is a simple sine wave. As long as we have

simple sine waves and three phases, there will

ne a maximum variation of fourteen oer cent, no matter

what you may do. Now wind the three wires on a piece

of iron. fhe neutral wirts will produce no magnetization.

The three wires, if they are wour.d arcund the same coils

in the same way, will also produce no magnetization. So I

do not think that the experiments suggested by Prof.

Thomson could give us any record of any fluctuations in the

rotary field.

"All students in the course of electrical engineering de-
vote eight to twelve hours per Jay during the last two
years of the college course lo this work,"

Electrical Department at Cornell.
Prof. R. C. Carpenter contributed an article on the

"Technical Schools of America" to a recent member of

Cassic-f's Magazind. Discussing the Sibley college labora-

tories of the Cornell University, he lefers to the electrical

equipment as follows:

'The laboratory of electrical engineering is well equipped
with dynamos and electric motors of all the principal manu-
facturers of this country, donated for this purpose to Dr.

Thurston in order to provide for the practical education of

electrical engineers.

"The investigations that have been made in this labora-

tory in the past under the direction of Prof. W. A.

Anthony, and in more recent times by Profs. Nichols, Ryan
and Mohler, have made the laboratory famous and well

known to every electrician in the country.

"The course of instruction is in charge of the department

of physics, and requires, first, a sufficient amount
of practice to render the student familiar

with electrical measurement and electrical apparatus;

second, the actual work with this apparatus, and the mak-
ingof efficiency tests of the various electrical machines;

and third, research and investigation of matters of im-

portance to electrical engineers.

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.
New York, January y.—The mayor's annual message

to the common council was submitted January .^th. Mayor
Grant thinks that the decrease in fatal accidents resulting

from overhead wires, despite the great Increase of elcclri-

cal business, is an evidence of the wisdom of the eflTorls

made by the administration to place the wires under ground.

In substantiation of these views the following interesting

statistics are given in the message: "One fatal accident,

in which death was caused by a fall from a telegiaph pole,

is the record of the year. In 1889 five deaths from actual

electric shock were reported. There has also been a no-

ticeable improvement, especially in the lighting service,

from the use of the subways. The year's work under the

Board of Electrical Control comprises the removal of 5,22.|

poles antl 1.1^2% miles of wire and the construction of 114

miles of subway. The capacity of this subway work is as

follows; i-'orty-seven miles for electric light service. 721

miles for telephone and telegraph service, and 121 miles

for Edison light service. There are now in U5e in the ciiy

1,420 miles of subways, divided as follows: Electric light

subways, 57S miles; telephone and telegraph subwajs, 721

miles, and Edison subways, 121 miles. There are at pres-

ent 59 alternating and 84 arc circuits, making a total of

143 high tension circuits in use in the subways, with 528

miles of electric light conductors. There are 29/166 miles

of telegraph and telephone wires and 383 miles of Edison

conductors
"

These reports, Mayor Grant thinks, arc conclusive evi-

dence that from an electrical standpoint the operation of

the subwa) s is a success.

While wriiingof the message mention must also be made
of the fact that his honor recommends the establishment of

a municipal telegraph exchange lo connect the depart-

ments and other points between which communication is

necessary and desirable. This service is now performed

by several independent and inadequate systems, each de-

partment having its own, without uniformity of plan or of

efliciency. AU the depaitments, he thinks should be con.

nected by wire wiih a central station controlled by the city

government, in which the city's operator could connect any

two wires called for, as in the telephone exchanges. Each

office shou'd be provided with either a dial telegraph, a

ticker, or other instrument, which would transmit the mes-

sages as rapidly as if they were written. The expense

would be very light, as the city owns privileges in the use

of the subways.

He adds further that the advantages of a single system

by which any official could reach any point would greatly

facilitate the transaction of the business of the city and

add to the efficiency of those departments whose duties in-

volve the protection of life and property. The points to

be connected might well include the police and fire depart-

ment buildings, the public offices and the hospitals. It

might be found desirable also to throw open these facili-

ties to the public to the extent of .permitting theaters and

other places of public resort to be connected with police

and fire headquarters at a charge which would pay the ex-

pense of the service, and yet be much lower than similar

service now costs.

The Pennsylvania Railroad company, with its usual

quickness to appreciate a good thing, will employ electro-

motive power on one of its projected lines The line referred

to extends between Jersey City and Newark. B. M. and J.

T. .Shaniey have the contract to build the line, and work

will have been started by the time this letter reaches its

destination. The construction will be begun at points be-

tween the Passaic and Hackensack rivers, on each side of

the plank road, and the road-beds will run through tlie

meadows in the direction of both cities. The road will join

the Market street and Irvington line in Newark to the Jersey

City and Bergen electric road, and wilt pass through four

and one- half miles of open country upon which there is

hardly a house, and no solid ground to build upon. The

maximum of speed will be attained in crossing the mead-

ows. The distance from the ferry to Irvington is twelve

miles, five miles of which is through crowded parts of

Newark and Jersey City, and the rest is territory in

which high speed will be admissible. The Pennsylvania

Railroad company owns the Jersey City and Bergen rail-

road.

At the meeting of the gas commission on iNIonday some

of the contracts for lighting the streets for the year were

awarded. The electric light companies that offered to sup-

ply the same lamps they lit last year at the same rates had
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their contracts renewed. The average price paid is about

40 cents per lamp per night. No awards were made on

those of the electric light bids which were higher than the

prices paid in 1891. These were laid over for future action.

An injunction has been secured for Martin A. Frank

from Justice Andrews of the Supreme Court, restraining the

Edison Electric Light company and the Edison General

Electric company from declaring a dividend of So per cent.

,

payable in collateral trust debentures of the Edison Elec-

tric Light company, and from paying the same.

Proceedings have been begun for the voluntary dissolu-

tion of the West Coast Telephone company and the Tele-

phone Construction company. Orders to show cause why

these companies should not be dissolved were granted

Monday by Justice Barrett in the Supreme Court, and

were made returnable April 6th.

The electric light companies have had a hard time, in-

deed, but it seems that the city authorities are determined,

and the poles must go. The lighting companies have had

to agree that the poles and wires which the Board of Elec-

trical Control ordered to be taken down within ninety days

from October 12th be removed before the middle of

this month, and at their own e.xpense, too. The district in

which the removals are to be made is the one in which the

high tension wires are most dangerous and objectionable.

The poles on Broadway from the Battery to Fulton street,

are to be removed by Sunday, and those on Broadway from

Fulton street to Houston street are to be taken down with

in ten days.

The Brooklyn street raiUviy people have, doubtless, the

sympathy of most of the electrical fraternity. For weeks

they have been working to get permission from the board

of aldermen to adopt the trolley system on their lines, and

just as they are about to succeed, a new mayor comes in

and with a caution that is, of course, very natural, wants

to think awliile. The result is his veto, and with him, at

least, the work will have to be begun again. Mayor Boody

says in his veto:

yixst—While it may be shcvn that the proposed

method for propelling street cars is in successful operation

in certain cities of the country, it cannot be said that any

city of the size of the city of Brooklyn has felt jusLilied in

adopting that system.

Second—The resolution? grant important privileges

which impose new conditions on our citizens, but for

which the city receives no equivalent.

Third—It is claimed that the proposed system is

dangerous to life. While it is true that we are called upon

to yield many of our personal conveniences for the public

good, no citizen in the time of peace can be justly asked to

hazard the loss of life or limb. No amount of material

benefit can compensate for the loss of one life.

Without further discussing the subject at this time, I

am clearly of the opinion that it is my duty to return the

resolutions for the further consideration of your honorable

body.

It'is reported, however, that Mayor Boody made the

remark that "if the companies can prove tome that the

trolley is not fatal to animal or human life, I might ap-

prove it."

As the mayor has always been opposed to the trolley as

dangerous to lifeand injuriousto property, and he appeared

before the state railroad commission and argued against the

substitution of the trolley on the Seventh avenue road,

some believe that his veto is merely an act of consistency.

It is reported that there is to be a consolidation of

central New Jersey electric lighting companies, and the

large corporation will absorb all the companies with the

object of monopolizing the lighting of the towns lying

between Plainfield and Elizabeth. It is said that the

Elizabeth Electric Light company has already been

bought out by the corporation, and also that an alliance

with the Plainfield company will soon be consummated.

The project is strongly opposed in Westfietd, as the

townspeople had about completed arrangements to have a

plant of their own.

The controversy between the ticker people and the

Stock Exchange came to an end on Friday. The West-

ern Union company, which owns the Gold Stock

ticker, had to surrender to the exchange. One hundred

dollars a day payable daily at the close of business, was

the price asked by the Stock Exchange for the privilege of

obtaining quotations, and the Gold Stock Telegraph

company agreed to pay this price. In addition to this,

the Stock Exchange reserves the right to scrutinize the

list of customers of the Gold and Stock company,

to see that the bucket shops are not among the number.

The agreement is revocable at one day's notice, at the

pleasure of the Stock Exchange. Although the ticker

people call the present settlement a temporary arrange-

ment it is believed that the matter is permanently settled

for all time. While the Stock Exchange insists on its right

to revise the list of subscribers to the ticker service, it is

considered that this also will probably be largely a

formal right.

There seems to be no danger that the Consolidated Ex-

change will be cut out of the service. It will be enough

for the Stock Exchange to know that it has the unquestioned

right to do so, but since nothing is clearer than

that the Cmsolidated can get the quotations in

some way, there seems little danger that this source of

information will be shut off. W. F. O.

San Francisco, Gal.

San Francisco, January 5.— On New Years eve the

trouble that has been pending between the Order of Rail-

way Telegraphers and the Southern Pacific company for

the past six or eight months was amicably settled by the

signing of an agreement between Acting Grand Chief

Ramsey, representing the order, and General Manager A.

N. Towne of the company. An examination of the terms

of the agreement show it to be a virtual victory for the

order. First and above all the objectionable affidavit which

the company required all operators to make, to the effect

that they had not or would not join the order, was annulled

by the company, and recalled. "The Southern Pacific

company," continues the agreement, "will henceforth have

no objection whatever to its operators becoming members

of the Order of Railway Telegraphers and those seeking

employment who are members of said order will not be dis-

criminated against on this account." The company also

agrees to the re-employment of the striking telegraphers as

nearly as practicable in their former positions, some to re-

sume work at once and the remainder within the next fif-

teen or twenty days. The other vexed question as to the

student telegraphers was settled by the following clause:

That in so far as the Southern Pacific company is con-

cerned the student regulation contained in the ritual of the

Order of Railway Telegraphers heretofore enforced, re-

quiring members of the Order of Railway Telegraphers to

first have the sanction of the grand chief telegrapher, at-

tested to by the grand secretary under the seal of the Grand
Division, before accepting students in their offices, shall be

inoperative and shall have no force or effect, but in lien

thereof, whenever officials of the railroad company place

students in the offices of the Southern Pacific company the

members of the order will be permitted to notify the grand

chief telegrapher, giving the date a student may be placed

in his office, the student's name and the name and title of

the official of the company who placed him there.

Mr. Ramsey will use his best endeavors to keep in this

district of the Order of Railway Telegraphers officials who

are not obnoxious to the railroad officers, and who will use

their best efforts to work in harmony with railroad officials.

After the agreement had been signed Mr. Towne tele-

graphed instructions to all division superintendents of the

system to advise all operators at once by wire of the ami-

cable adjustment of the difficulty, epitomizing the terms of

the agreement. New Years day was marked by two

events of importance to the Order of Railway Telegraph-

ers. The order gave up the rooms on Eighth street, Oak-

land, and which were occupied as headquarters during the

strike; the sign, "O. R. T." was taken from the door, and

thus the last vestige of the recent trouble was removed.

Event No. 2 was, perhaps, of greater significanee. The

Southern Pacific company, with uncharacteristic genei-

osity, placed a special car at the disposal of Acting Grand

Chief Ramsey and party, and took them down to Mon-

terey—' California's Favorite Winter Resort"—where they

were dined, wined and entertained as the guests of the

great corporation. Thus ends a struggle which atone

time threatened to extend all over the country, and even

to rival the Western Union strike. S.

Milwaukee, Wis.
Milwaukee, January 9. — It wasahappy New Year, in-

deed, for the peoplewho live alongWalnut street and National

avenue. On that day the operation of the longest line of

electric railway in Milwaukee was successfully commenced.

The line extends from the western end of Walnut street

down to Third stieet, thence to Sycamore, thence to West

Water, thence to Reed street, thence to National avenue,

and thence to the Soldiers' Home. The National avenue

line had been in operation for several weeks. At 10 o'clock

on the forenoon of New Year day a car left the corner of

Reed street and National avenue to make the trip over the

rest of the line. George Kuemmerlein, one of the old

employes of the Milwaukee City railway, was at the motor;

Manager Ilommel was at his side, and Manager Lynn of

the Cream City division operated the signal bell from the

rear platform. Inside were Vice-president Coyne and

other officers of the Villard company, as well as a number

of city officials. The car was gaily decorated with flags

and bunting, and received an ovation all along tlie line.

There were cheers and waving handkerchiefs everywhere.

At a meat market a woman waved a string of bologna

sausage about two yards long and another woman swung

a dressed goose over her head. These incidents convinced

Manager Ilommel that the electric car was welcome to the

fat of the land. But a different kind of a greeting was

experienced when Fond du Lac avenue was reached. Some
wag had circulated a report that the Villard syndicate was

going to take possession of that thoroughfare by running a

storage battery car right over the street and when the

electric car reached that crossing on its way up Walnut

street it was found that a barricade across Fond du Lac
avenue had been erected and that people armed with clubs,

brooms, barrel staves and the like were standing around

ready to defend the crossing. The car continued up Wal-

nut street, returned, and then made a trial trip out on Third

street. Everything worked satisfactorily, notwithstanding

the fact that work had been pushed night and day for some

time in order to allow cars to run on New Year day. At
noon electric cars began running regularly on the Walnut

street and National avenue line. A few days later the Third

street line, extending from National avenue toWilliamsburg,

a distance of more than three miles, had been put into

operation. Later still electric cars began running from

the Union depot along Third street to Chestnut street and

thence west to the city limits on the latter thoroughfare.

Horse cars will run until spring on the Broadway branch

of the Chestnut street line. No electric cars will run on

West Water street between Sycamore street and State

street. The horse and electric cars only use the same

tracks at the south end of West Water street and a few

blocks at the north end of Reed street. The Washington,

State and Eighth streets and the Greenfield avenue lines

are the only branches of the old Milwaukee City railway

that remain to be equipped with electricity, and work upon

them will be commenced in the spring. At the same time

work will be resumed on the Bay View line and begun on

the Forest Home branch of the old Cream City railway.

Some of the proposed extensions will also be pushed in the

spring, and by midsummer Milwaukee will have a complete

network of electric lines in operation.

Together the single tracks of the Cream City and Mil-

waukee City systems amounted to seventy-five miles, of

which forty-five miles have already been rebuilt and

made ready for operation by electricity. The electric lines

have given great satisfaction to the public and their owners.

The service shows a wonderful improvement and it is

hardly probable that the expense of operation is as great

as before. On the Farwell avenue line, where thirteen

cars were formerly used, twelve only are used now, but

they run four minutes apart, whereas the horse cars used

to run five minutes apart, and the line has been extended

since the introduction of electricity.

The Milwaukee & Whitefish Bay railroad, which was

purchased some time ago by the Villard syndicate, has

been formally turned over to Manager Lynn of the Cream
City division. The city terminus of the line is now at

North avenue. It runs along Farwell avenue, Bradford

street and Glen avenue. There is little doubt that the

Farwell avenue line will be extended next year along those

thoroughfares, so as to tap Lakeside Park, in which case

coni.ection with the dummy line will be made about a mile

farther north, The dummy line will undoubtedly do an

enormous business next summer. The completion of the

down town electric lines and the North avenue line will

give people in all parts of the city rapid transit to Whitefish

Bay, and probably at reduced cost.

The Milwaukee & Wauwatosa Rapid Transit company

has taken possEssion of the Wauwatosa electric light plant,

which it bought a few weeks ago. The Rapid Transit

line will be in operation by May ist. It is said that trains

will arrive and depart every fifteen minutes and that the

distance bst^'een the city and Wauwatosa will be made in

half an hour.

Judge Johnson of the Circuit Court has ordered Barbara

Donaldson to submit to a physical examination in her suit

against the West Side Railway company. She was injured

in a street car and demands $20,000 damages. She is a

teacher of of drawing and paioting, and is now at Kansas

City.

Mary Flardy has begun suit against the Milwaukee

Street Railway company to secure |2o,ooo damages. She

was injured in alighting from a Farwell avenue car and

claims that the company and its employes were to blame

for the accident.

Chief Engineer Meyer of the Villard system whose resig-

nation took effect on January 1st was presented with a gold

watch by his associates.

A break in the river connections stopped the Farwell

avenue and Walnut street and National avenue cars on

West Water Sycamore and Third streets for half an hour

last Saturday.

The cases of Philip Stock and Fred Zantke against the

Milwaukee City Railroad company have been discontinued.

An accident to the machinery at the power house neces-

sitated the running of horse cars on the Becker line for a

few hours last Sunday.

The injunction proceedings instituted by the Milwaukee
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Light & Power company against the city have been quashed

by Judge Johnson and the contract between the city and

the Badger company, by which the latter is to furnish arc

lights for four years at !fl 1 10 per lamp per year, has been

signed. Judge Johnson decided all of the disputed points

except the last one in favor of the Milwaukee Tower &
Lighting company and until the last moment it looked as

though thecityand the Badger company had been defeated.

He overruled the city's claims that the issuance of the writ

was premature, and that the parties who secured the writ

were not sufficiently interested. The city charter he held,

allowed the city to buy the royalty on a patented article,

but does not authorize the making of a contract with a

patentee. Competition in street lighting, the court held,

was impossible, and the gas company's case was cited in

support of this position. It was held that the electric

lights were not an improvement and did not come within

the charter provision which requires that all contracts shall

be let to the lowest bidder. He pronounced the opinion

of ex-City Attorney R. N. Austin that the bids must be

advertised for an error. It was a service that the electric

light company rendered the city, and the common council,

which passed the resolution authorizing a contract with

the Badger company, although the latter had made no bid

in response to the advertisement, had a right to determine

by what kind of light the city was to be illuminated. The

court quoted President Harrison's opinion that the compe-

titive bid system for public work is not the best system.

It generally meant cheap work, and not good work.

Attorney Rose, in behalf of the Milwaukee Power & Light-

ing company immediately asked the court to grant a stay

of proceedings, but City Attorney W. H. Austin objected-

The city, he said, had no electric light contract, and might

be left in darkness. It was also paying the old rate of

$112.50, while the new rate would be $ito. Judge John-

son promptly refused to grant a stay of proceedings. The

lighting of the city could not be stopped, he said, and the

Milwaukee Power & Lighting company had no lamps hung

over the city, and could not do the lighting if it had a

chance. Attorney Rose said he would appeal to the

Supreme court, but afterward changed his mind.

The Vdlard people are aiming to replace the present 12-

foot and 14 foot cars with 16-foot and iS-foot cars.

Sample cars have been ordered from half a dozen firms.

From the J. M. Jones' Sons company of Troy, N. Y., a

fine large open car has been ordered. It has eight wheels

and can seat fifty people. From a Minneapilis firm three

cars have bean ordered, and oneof them has arrived. It is

elegant and comfortable and iS feet 7 inches long.

The Stephenson company of New York, the Ellis Car

company of Amesbury, Mass., and the J. G. Brill company

of Philadelphia have been given orders for extra cars. C.

PERSONAL.
W. L. Adams has been elected secretary and treasurer

of the Electric Merchandise company, Chicago, in place of

Mr. England, who resigned recently.

Herbert H. Eustis, president of the Eastern Electric

Cable company. Boston, was in Chicago last week. Mr.
Eustis made a flying trip, remaining in the city only one
day. „^^^^^_^.^^^^_

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
S. D. Warfield company, Baltimore, Rid. ; capital stock,

$[00,000; to manufacture machines and electrical appar-

atus.

Pneumatic Transit company, Camden, N. J.; capital

stock, !$5oo.oco; operating and using pneumatic and elec-

trical inventions.

Cortland & Homer Electric company, Cortland, N. Y.

;

capital stock, $50,000; the manufacture and use of electric-

ity for light, heat and power.

Edisoa Sault Electric company, Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.;

capital slock, $57,030; to supply electric lights; H. \V.

Oren, Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.

Roland T. Oakes, Holyoke, Mass.; capital stock, $8,-

000; general electrical work, also dealing in electrical

supplies and other merchandise.

National Storage Battery company, Troy, N. Y.; capi-

tal stock, $5,000; the manufacture and sale of storage

batteries and other electrical appliances.

Charleston Electric Light company, Charleston, Mo.

;

capital stock. $6,000; to establish and maintain an electric

light plant; J. J. Russell, Charleston, Mo.

Edison Electric Illuminating company of Coney Island,

Coney, Island, N. Y., capital stock, $go,ooo; to manufact-

ure and use electricity for light, heat and power.

Lancaster So New Ho'land Electric Railway company,
Lancaster. Pa. ; capital stock, $150,000; operating an
electric railway; B Frank Eshleman, Lancaster, Pa.

The Subirbin Electric company, Elizabeth. N. J.;
capital stock, $3:)0,ooo; to buy, sell and deal in gas, steam
and electricity, etc.; F M. Vo^rhees, Elizabeth N. J.

Neutral Storage Battery company, Newark, N. J ;

capital stock, $300,000; to manufacture and to sell batteries

for the storage of electricity; E. C. Harris, Newark, N. J.

Hart & liegeman Manufacturing company, Hartford,
Conn.; capital stock, $21 ,000; to manufacture all kinds of
electrical machinery; Frank E. Hyde, Hartford, Conn.

Paris P^lectric Light and Railway company, Paris, Tex
;

capital stock, $300,000; to manufacture gas and supply
light and electric power, and operate a street railway; J,

J Walsh, I^aris, Tex.

Helena Rapid Transit company, Helena, Mont.; capital

stock, $500,000; to build, construct, own and operate a
power plant and an electric light plant, and to operate and
maintain street railroads.

Castle Electric company, Castle, Mont.; capital stock,

$50,000; dealing in all appliances necessary to the pro
duction of electricity and utilizing same for lighting, power
and manufacturing purposes.

American Aluminum company, Denver, Colo.; capital

Stock, $2,000,000; to manufacture aluminum and magnes
ium by electricity and other processes, selling and dealing in

aluminum and other products, etc.

Westmoreland Electric company, GreensBurg. Pa.

;

capital stock, $50,000; supplying light, heat and power by
means of electricity to the borough of Greensbu''g, etc.;

Beacon & Robinson, Greensburg, Pa,

Hall Chemical & Gas company, Chicago, III.; capital

stock, $1,500,000; to manufacture and sell machinery^and
appliances for electrical and other purposes; Eastman &
Schumacher, 90 La Salle street, Chicago, III.

Duquesne Heat. Light & Power company, Duquesne,
Pa ; capital stock, $20,000; supplying heat, light and power
by means of electricity to the public in Milllin township;

J. R. McQuaid, 154 Fourth avenue, Pittsburg, Pa.

Dixon Power & L'ghting company, Dixon, III.; capital

stock, $75,000; to manufacture and sell gas, electricity,

and any other illuminating agency for lighting, heating,

power and other purposes; A. C. Bardwell, Dixon, 111.

B. B. Electric Supply & Construction company. New
Whatcom, Washington; capital stock, $r.ooo; to deal in

and operate electrical plants, machinery, supplies and fit-

tings, etc. ; Lewis Stenger, Box 401, New Whatcom,
Wash.

American Watchman's Time Detector company, Jersey
City. N. J. ;

capital stock, $roo, 000; to manufacture and sell

electrical clocks, electrical fire alarms and other electrical

and mechanical appliances; Cravath & Houston, 120 Broad-
way, New York.

Montgomery Electric Light t^' Power company, Mont-
gomery, W. Va.; capital stock, $50,000; manufacturing,
distributing and supplying electricity for lighting and
motive purposes in and about the town of Montgomery;
Brown & Jackson, Charleston, W. Va.

Electric Power Transmission company (incorporated in

W. Virginia). Boston, Mass.; capital stock, $500,000;
Buying, owning, selling, mortgaging or otherwise incumber-
ing water powers and electric plants of all kinds and oper-

ating the same; C. S. Knowles, 553 State street, Boston,
Mass.

Marshall Electric company, Marshall, III. ; capital stock,

$20,000; to construct, maintain, use and operate an elec-

tric light and power plant, with all necessary appurte-
nances in the city of Marshall and furnish light and power
for the city and its inhabitants; C. C. Travis, Shawnee-
town, III.

Mercantile Telegraph company, Chicago, III.; capital

stock, $100,000; to transmit intelligence to a distance by
means of electricity and magnetism; to construct telegraph

lines between the respective states and territories of the

United States and engage in a general telegraph business;

Moses & Pam, 122 La Salle street, Chicago, 111.

City Electric Railway company, Decatur, III.; capital

stock, $300,000; to purchase, construct, operate and
maintain a system of street railways in the city of Decatur,
III., and adjacent territory, and furnish motive power for

mechanical, manufacturing, lighting and heating pur-
poses; Shellaberger Mill Sc Elevator company, Decatur,
111.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Tacoma Railway & Motor company proposes to

increase its capital stock from $500,000 to $750,000.

There is a project for an electric passenger and freight

railway to connect Petaluma and Santa Rosa in Califor-

nia.

Citizens of Finlay and Fostoria are pushing a scheme to
connect the two cities by an electric street railway. The
distance is sixteen miles.

A freight car on the Kansas City, St. Joseph & Council
Bluffs railroad crashed into an electric street car on Tanu-
uary 6th. Nine passengers were injured.

The Oakland, Cal., Railroad company has petitioned
the supervisors for permission to substitute electric power
for horses on the Telegraph avenue road.

The Woodland avenue and West Side Street railway of
Cleveland will be equipped with electricity as soon as

possible. Two power houses will be erected.

The electric cars in Paterson, N. J., began making regu-
lar trips December 14th on fifteen minutes' headway, be-
tween Passaic and the corner of Main and Market streets.

There is now complete electric communication between the
centers of Paterson and Passaic, a distance of about five

miles.

Great improvements are to be made by the Muskegon,
Mich., S reet Railway company. It is to increase its power
by the addition of a 250 horse power engine, and a nev/

dynamo. It also contemplates extending the line to North
Muskegon, and making a loop line of the Sandford street
route.

The long fight between the city of Vicksburg, Miss., and
the street railroad his finally culminated in th': execution
of the former's repealed threat to destroy the road's track.
The railroad company made no effert to stop the work by
injunction, but, it is understood, will sue for damages in
the courts.

The Springfield Street Riilway company's stables were
lately damaged by a fire which originated from a furnace
and soon reached three barreUof oil, which exploded. The
flames spread rapidly, but all the electric cars on the ground
floor were removed without loss. The damage to the build-
ing is estimated at $ro,ODO, fully covered by insurance.

A syndicate of Rochester, Syracuse, Boston and Provi-
dence m3n has taken possession of the (ilobe Street Kail-
way company of Fall River. Mass. The deal was made eight
months ago, the syndicate agreeing to buy up the road for

$6,000,000, which is twice the amount of its capital stock.
Electricity will be substituted for horse power as soon as
weather permits.

The Saginaw Union Street Railway company is having
prepared plans for a new power house to be erected this
winter at sone convenient point on the river front and
which, with engines, boilers and buildings, will cost about
$25,000, It will be provided with four 150 horse pov/er
engines, three Babcock boilers, and an additional 150
horse power dynamo.

The length of single track in the proposed electric road
from Montreal is given as about twenty miles, and about
fifty cars will be used. The line inside the city will be a
girder rail, outside the city a T rail of fifty-six rounds.
Electricity will be the motive power used. As soon as a
franchise is obtained a company will be organized under
the charter of the Montreal Elevated Railroad company,
with a capital of $i,oo3,ooo. If the franchise is awarded
building will commence about next April.

The commissioners of the Queen Victoria Jubilee Park
at Niagara Falls, Got., have reached an agreement with
the syndicate that proposes building the electric railway
along the bank of the Niagara river. This line will in
time run from Niagara, on the lake, to Fort Erie, but for
the present work will be done only on the section between
Chippswa and Queenstown. The syndicate, it is said, gives
a bonus of $10,000 and agrees to pay a rental of .$10,000 a
year. Surveyors are now mapping and staking out the
route.

TELEPHONE.
It is rumored that the Canadian Pacific Railway company

intends to start a telephone company in Montreal in opposi-
tion to the Bell company.

A Boston press dispatch says that the American Bell
Telephone company has perfected a telephone by which
whispers can be transmitted 500 miles with perfect
distinctness.

Some one who is credited with being an authority, says
the Boston Traveller, estimates that the ne; earnings of
the Bell Telephone company for the fiscal year just ended
will not be far from $3 098,971, or 20.7 per cent, on the
$15,000,000 of capital stock.

TELEGRAPH.
India is making rapid strides in the matter of its tele-

graphic communication. While in 1SS6 there were only
82,000 miles of wire, the latest report gives the number of
miles of wire in existence as 113,000.

The Postal Cable Telegraph company has completed its

line from Savannah to Charleston, by the country roads,
instead of following the railroad. To do this it was neces-
sary to lay a 1,500 foot cable across the Savannah river.

The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, in the case of Tobias
vs. the Western Union Telegraph company, has reaffirmed
an old decision that the condition exempting the company
from liability for error in repeated messages has no applica-
tion to the recipient of the message, and that when he
suffers from such error the company is liable.

A glance through the code of instructions issued by one
of the big cable companies shows that there are a number
of places which rarely appear upon the map that may be
reached by wire from this country. For $2.25 per word
one may communicate from New York with the hectic
town of Pram Pram, upon the west coast of Africa, while
connections can be established with the lively hamlet of
Grand Bassam, in the same regional $1.04 for every ten
letters. For $1.17 per word you may address your long-
lost relatives or business partners in Djedda, Mecca and
Al Hedjas, white the rate to Bunder Abbas, Eassidore and
Lingah is sixty-four cents in addition to the boat hire
from Jask, Persia, where the message is delivered. Every
word sent to New Zealand, via northern Siberia, costs the
sender just $3.74, which is the highest rate en the list. It
costs sixty cents a word to reach Remanganaguas and
Aquada de Pasageros down in Cuba, and $i.SS to tele-

graph to the people in Sungie Ujong, on the Malay Penin-
sula.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Thomas G. Grier of Chicago has issued a small pamph-

let on motor wiring.

There is a good deal of mterest manifested in telegraph
circles over the relations of the Sun and Tribune to the
New York Associated Press. On the former paper's with-
drawal from the association, all the other papers with the
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exception of the Trihuuc published a notice of their alle-

giance to the old association.

A communication has been received from G. E. Dorman,
electrician with the Staidard Electric company, Chicago,

in which he states that he would propose "to transmit

Niagara toChicago, with i.ooo.oco volts. The generators

are feasible," says Mr. Dorman. "The question," he

adds, "is the insulation of the line."

To obtain heat from water seems strange enough, and
yet that is exactly what is proposed in Switzerland. IMaloja

Kursa?! company, Engadine, has resolved to employ
electricity for heating its establishments in winter. The
water power of the Mera River, in Aserina, Commune of

Vicosoprauo, will be utilized for that purpose.

TRADE NEWS.
The Star Electrix company of Philadelphia is very

much encouraged by the number of orders it is receiving

for its new china switches.

Queen ^: Co. of Philadelphia, have a number of large

orders booked for immediate delivery for portable volt-

meters for direct and alternating circuits.

Alexander, Barney &: Chapin, Xew York, sent out a

New Years card of greeting that does credit alike to them-

selves and their publishers, Eartlett & Co. It is refreshing,

indeed, to have predominating their good wishes rather

than the advertising idea, and for this reason the "A. B.

C." company is to be congratulated.

The Hart & liegeman ^^anufacturing company, Hart-

ford. Conn , has been incorporated with a paid up capital

of 5121,000 It has also increased its facilities for the

manufacture of the "Hart"' switch, antf will add other

specialties to its lines. The officers of the new company
are: G. W. Hart, president; G. S. Hegeman, vice-presi-

dent; A H. Piase, secretary and treasurer.

The Underwood Manufacturing company, manufacturers

of belting, 33 South Canal street, Chicago, reports the

sale of a large quantity of belting to the Chicago Arc
Light & Power company, whose station was recently

destroyed by fire. The company has also recently sold

the Chicago City Railway company 200 feet of 62 inch

belt. Belts have also been ordered from this company for

the Masonic Temple, and for the Washburn & Moen
Manufacturing company.

The Pelton Water Wheel company, New York city and

San Francisco, Cal., his recently issued a new edition of

its catalogue which embraces a vast amount of tabular and
descriptive matter relating to the means of utilizing water

powers bv the Feltou system, making a most valuable con-

tribution to modern hydraulic literature. Much attention

is given to the subject cf the generation of power for elec-

tric transmission. The system here described by the Pel-

ton company makes possible the utilization of this source

of energy under a wide range of conditions, and with a

remarkable degree of economy, simplicity and efficiency.

Engineers and others interested in the development of water

powers will be furnished a copy upon application.

BUSINESS.
The Tropical American Telephone company, Limited,

New York, has removed to 95 Broad street, rooms 303
and 304. .

*Holmes, Booth &: Haydens of New York, for the past

month have been running over time, in order to fill orders

for "K. K. line wire."

One of the latest devices in the way of an insulator is

now being manufactured by the Security Insulator company,

136 Liberty street, New York.

H. T. Paiste's New Years postal card would seem to

indicate that he is a believer in the doctrine of reciprocity.

Doubile'^s, too, by this time, his many friends, through

substantial orders, have signified their belief in his plat-

form.

The Empire China Works, Greenpoint, Brooklyn. N.Y.,

well known through the manufacture of "true hard porce-

lain," which is used for cut-outs, switches, etc., have

already begun to make this product in large quantities for

the spring trade.

The Sawyer-Man Electric company. New York, was

compelled to run their factory over time during the month

of December. This company is also turning out a fine

line of wall sockets, with a porcelain or wood base, and

with or without key.

Among the recent purchasers of Ball engines are to be

found the following named electric companies; The
Attica Electric company, Attica, N. Y.; the Citizens'

Electric Light company, Braddock, Pa.; the Youngstown

Electric Light company. Youngstown, Ohio.

The Ongley Electric company of No. 1 Broadway. New
York, has recently issued a handsome pamphlet describing

a new electric system and watchman's register now being

exploited by that company. The system includes an

efficient device for safety signals for use in large factories,

warehouses, etc., enabling the engine to be stopped im-

mediately in case of an accident from a distant point, in-

dependent of the engineer, a fire alarm, and a complete

check on the movements of a watchman. The system has

aoparently some new features and is worthy of investiga-

tion.

The Lodge ^: Davis Machine Tool company, Cincinnati,

has just issued a handsome mounted hanger that is being

sent out to the trade. The following named establishments

are using machinery made by this company: Western

Electric company and Link Belt Machinery company,

Chicago; Westinghouse Electric company, Pittsburg;

Lunkenheimer Brass Manufacturing company, Cincinnati,

and Detroit Electrical Works, Detroit. Lodge & Davis
are among the leading manufacturers of iron working
machinery in this country.

The Electric Merchandise company, Chicago, doubled
the size of its quarters recently, yet there is not half room
enough, it is claimed. The amount of business this

company is doing, considering the season of the year, is

remarkable. While complete contracts are not in order,
large orders for repair pieces are received daily. Brand's
steel wire track brooms with Wardwell's patent track

broom holders and the Burton electric heaters are in good
demand. An order, too, for 3.000 pounds of the Electric

Merchandise company's black insulating tape is strong
testimony to the excellence of the material furnished by
this company. Prospects for the spring business are most
encouraging.

The Electric Gas Lighting company, 195 Devonshire
street, Boston, has just presented to the trade its ninth
annual catalogue and price list, which is to supersede all

former issues. In revising this pamphlet, in order to rend-

er it more useful and convenient to customers, Yice-pres-

ident and Manager Louis W. Burnham, has endeavored
to exhibit not only the several branches of his company's
business, but also to demonstrate, as far as possible on
paper, its facilities for furnishing the best class of domestic
electrical apparatus and supplies at the most reasonable
prices. It was announced last year that the United States

courts had sustained the letters patent covering this con-

cern's hand-lighting gas burner. This decision has been
confirmed in other cases, and since the last issue all the

Bogart patents on electric hand-lighting devices have been
purchased and the Electric Gas Lighting company has
become the sole owners of these most important patents
for hand-lighting gas burners. The company has made
many valuable improvements, not only in gas lighting

apparatus, but also in the whole line of domestic electrical

appliances. These improvements are too numerous for

mention, and careful examination of this descriptive cata-

logue is necessary' before the extent to which they have
been carried will be appreciated.

The Williams Engine company is the name of a new
manufacturing firm that has just commenced business in

Baltimore, Md., with headquarters at 447 North street.

The oftacersof the company are Jas. B. MacNeal, president;

S. T. Williams, vice-president and manager; W. S. Will-

iams, secretary and treasurer. This company was incorpo-

rated Oct. 15, iSgi, and purchased all the patent rights

of Samuel T. Williams, and the manufacturing will be un-
der the personal supervision of the inventor. The com-
pany will build the Wiliiams engines in all sizes—single,
cross-compound, tandem-compound, triple expansion, con-
densing and non condensing, horizontal and vertical

—

keeping in stock for immediate delivery all sizes up to ico
horse power. The capacity of the factory is such that the

company will be prepared to deliver sizes at short notice.

In a recent letter to the trade a few of the good features

of the "Williams' Automatic'* for electric lighting work were
were set forth. The company claims a perfectly balanced
slide-valve; an adjustable cover and relief plate; a governor
composed of three pieces; four bearing surfaces with all

wear in one direction; noiseless running. Every bearing

surface of the governor is lubricated while in action, with
no interruption for oiling. Uniform speed is attained un-

der all changes of load. Even with a variation of 30 per
cent, in boiler pressure the ' speed remains the same.
Great fuel economy is also claimed.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued Janitarv 5, 1S92.

466,357. Electric Annunciator. Charles Molitor, Chi-

cago, III.

466,362. Electric Railway Crossing. William Osner,

Chicago, III.

466,367. System of Electric Distribution for Railways.

Nelson W. Perry, Cincinnati, O.

Claim eight is quoted:

"The combination, in a system of electric distribution for

movable translating devices of a sectional current conveyor,
switches normally closing the gaps between the sections, mag-
nets controlling the switches, two lines of sectional conductors,
subsidiary circuits from the main conveyor through the switch
controlling magnets, adapted to be closed as the terminals of a
translating device, contact with corresponding sections of the
working conductors and become the path for the main current
when a switch has been opened, and an electrically actuated
signal in the subsidiary circuit.''

466,36s. System of Electric Distribution for Moving
Translating Devices, Nelson W. Perry, Cincinnati

O.

466,^91. Insulator. William S. Andrews, New York.

N. Y.

466,400. Cut-Out for Incandescent Lamps. Thomas A.

Edison, Llewellyn Park and John F. Ott, Newark,

N.J.

466,427. Extensible Electrical Conductor. Benton C.

Rowell, Boston, Mass.

466,447. Device for Electric Elevators. Rudolph C.

Smith, Yonkers, N. Y.

466,44s. Commutator Brush and Holder for Dynamo
Electric Machines and Motors. Frank J. Sprague,

New York. N. Y.

Claim five is presented:

"The combination, with the stationary brush holding frame
of the rods passing through the same, the brush carried there-

by, the spindle entering said frame, the bridge connecting said
rods, and the spring on said spindle between said bridge and
the head of said spindle ''

466,450. Damper Controller. John V. Stout. Easton,

Pa.

466 460. Art of Electrolytic Decomposition. Thomas A.
Edison, Menlo Park, N. J.

466,471. Underground Conduit for Electric Railways.
Charles P. Tatro, Spokane, Wash.

Claim seven is given:

''The combination in conduits for electric railways of an
eicctrJc rail located along the road, a wall opposite thereto and
a trolley having two wheels to roll on the rail, and one wheel
opposite to and intermediate between the two wheels to roll
freely on the wall, there being a yielding conneclion between
one of the said wheels and the trolley body, whereby the trolley
is kept in contact witn the conductmg rail at one side, but is
free to move on the other side transversely to the line of travel
to conform to the irregularities of the track."

466,492. Cable Telegraphy,
land, O.

Wilson E. Facer, Cleve-

466,505. Combined Electrical Protective and Time De-
tecting System, Jamin S. Morse, New York, N. Y.

This invention consists of one or more thermostatic circuits
withtheusual annunciator, alarm bell and battery, a circuit
controlling mechanism, an instrument of the nature of an elec-
trical watchman's time detector, and auxiliary circuit connec
tions so combined that the time of every operation of the switch
which closes for purposes of testing any of the thermostatic cir-
cuits, is recorded as well as the character of the test— that is to
say, whether the circuits are complete or interrupted.

466,50s. Electric Switch. Gwynne E. Painter, Balti-
more, Md.

This invention is an improvement in electro-magneticallv
operated switches for electrical circuits, and parlicularlv where
the circuits are employed in connection with chande'-icrs or
other pendant collections of lamps which it is necessary or con-
venient to operate from a distance,

466 509. Electric Drop Light. Gwynne E. Painter, Bal-
timore, Md.

466,510. Electric Lamp Socket Switch. Gwynne E.
Painter, Baltimore, Md.

466511. Electric Lamp Socket Switch. Gwynne E.
Painter, Baltimore, Md.

466,513. Ore Separator. Charles J. Reed, Orange, N. f-
Claim four reads:

"In an ore separator a hillow revolving drum through which
the ore passes longitudinally in combination with fi.xed magnets
outside of the drum, an air current or blast, and a hopper or
feed bo.\.''

'^'^

466.514. Ore Separating Machinery.
Orange, N. J.

Charies J. Reed,

466,515. Ore Separator. Charies J. Reed, Orange, N J.
Claim seven is:

"An ore separator having a hollow revolving drum provided
with a roughened interior surface in combination with a series
of magnets exterior to the drum, and attached to a carrier or
belt.

466,51s. Apparatus for Synchronizing Clocks. Ludwig
Von Orth, Berlin, German}'.

466,519. Circuit Controller. Henry P. White, Kalama-
zoo, Mich.

466.539- Car Truck for Electric Railway Cars. PeterM . Kling, St. Louis, Mo.

466,541. Electric Reciprocating Tool. Harry N. Mar-
vin, Syracuse, N. Y.

The claim follows: -

"A generator for reciprocating tools provided with mdepend-
ent energizing circuits, consisting in the combination of a field
magnet, a revolving armature, a complete or ring collector
forming one terminal of the armature circuit, a partial rioe
collector forming the other terminals, a single brush bearing on
the complete nng and two brushes in position to make contact
with the collector alternately, and two working circuits, includ-
ing, respectively, the coils of the drills and leading from the
two brushes of one collector to the single brush of the other."

466,562. Incandescent Lamp. Perrin Grant, Ports-
mouth.

This invention relates to incandescent lamps, the object being
to provide a lamp ihat may be taken apart at any time for the
insertion of anew carbon filament or for making other repairs
without destroying the glass globe or any portion of the lamp
and when so taken apart the globe may be cleaned on its inter-
ior surface to remove the deposits of carbon caused by the dis-
integration of the old filament,

466,604. Electrical Signal Box. Thomas F. Gaynor,
Louisville, Ky.

465,620. Multiple Signal Transmitter. Charles E. Nash,
Newton, Mass.

466,644.
III.

466,664 Electric Battery. Patrick B. Delany, South
Orange, N. J.

466,686. Electric Meter. Charles K. Huguet, New Or-
leans, La.

466,702. Multiple Switch Board Busy Test Circuit and
Apparatus. Frank A. Pickernell, Newark, N, T-

466,720. Process of Obtaining Insoluble Chlorides by
Electrolysis. Stanley C. C. Currie, Philadelphia, Pa.

466.725. Magneto Telephone for Personal Wear. Alonzo
E. Miltimore, Catskill, N. Y.

466.726. Insulator. George B. Norgrave, Philadelphia
Pa.

*

466.760. Regulation of Dynamo Electric Machines.
Rene Thury, Geneva, Switzerland.

The claim is given:

'In combination a dynamo electric machine, generator or
motor provided with a rotatable arm or brush- carrier, collect-
ing brushes and auxiliary brushes applied to said arm or brush
carrier, an auxiliary electric motor, differential gearing between
said au:iiliary motor and arm or brush carrier, a relay for
controlling said au.\iliary motor, and circuit connections be-
tween saidausiliarj- or tell-tale brushes and relay."

466.761. Safety Fuse for Electric Conductors. James
A. Wotton, Atlanta, Ga.

Electric Push. John F. WoUensak, Chicago,
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KdqenbF. Pbillips, President. W. H. 9AWYKII, Sec'y and Kleclrlclan.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,

1^/ ,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
KIjECTBIC L.It>)llT LilNB niKB,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET. UU I D E*G
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR VwlKbOj

FARADAY CABLES.
NEW YORK OFFICE, P. C. Ackerman, 10 Cortlandl Street.

MONTREAL BRANCH, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Works.

In the ofilo of a lari;e wiDctrIc rompany, a yoan^'
man to keep CoiifltrairtloD Ledger; muet be flret-

clBBB hook-Jt'jBper, understand the electric railway
HD'i liKlitltiK bnBlnesH. ami have had eipt'rlt-nc*j In

charelng out con(ra<;t6. To one with the above
(luahllcatl'jne a K'>od poeltioii it) promiged,

AdUreHB, etatlnu referencea, experience and ei-
peotatloQB, "l^yiinniltet*'

Cure 'Vebtkrn Elkctr[(;ian.

FOR SALE, CHEAP.
Two "J lamp Arc Oynanioa.
One 5-lamp Ar' Dynamo.
Three 10 lamp Arc DynamoB.
One 1^-lamp Arc Dyuamo.
One JO-laiiip Arc Dynuiiio.
Two 20 lanjp, lln volt. Incand<^BC«nt Dynamoe.
One 17G-lamy, llu volt, IncanileBCwnt Dynamo.
One SOO-Iamp. 110 volt, IncandtBcent Dynamo.

New and eliphtly nsed,
C .F. l»IJI«l>ERnAIiR.

C3g Wook<T.v Itolldlng. t^hioago. 111.

"VSr^NTED.
A tboroaub alt roaod Central Station man, now

with ConetraclloD Co., wantB poeltlon bb Snper-
Intendent of C<^ntral Station or l«rge laolited
pluDt, Id th« Went or SoDtb. Tbe advertiser b&e
had several yare' experience wiih all the leading
Byii\cuiB, and underfltandH tbe economical and
KDCctHsful riiDDln^ of either Steam or Electric
PlanlB. First claee referencen.

Addreea, "HoMtlor,'*
Care Wkj^tebk Er-gtrmiciAW .

W'ANTED.
ARMATURE WINDER,

SIEMENS' TYI'i:.

JENNEY ELEOTEIC MOTOE CO.,

21,S-221 South Illinois Street,

IndianapoliM, ¥nd.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insulatton 4)ruaranteedivlierever used, Aerial, ITnderground or tSubniarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1 886, he says : "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect/'

The rubber used in insulating our wires and rubles is especially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain ilnsibie in extreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The ineulation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braide, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Componnd, and special extra tinit-h, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which i« water, acid, and to a very great extent fireproof. Our int^ula'ion will prove
durable when all others faii. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of ail gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made tj order. We are now prepared
to fiirnlBh our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work ae well as our standard color.

Clai'k Joint Cluiii should be used for making waterproof joints. This i^ put up in half-pound boxes, in strips abont one foot long and five-eightha inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint

and pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOR KAILIVAV and MOTOB use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insQlation.

WK OITARAXTEE OITR IXSliliATlON WHEREVKR USED, AERIAL, rXOERtJROUIVO OR SUBMARINE, and our net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other first-claes Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and diecountfl for quantities.

'
iEASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,

61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, MASS.
HB»RT A. CLARK, TreaBnrer and Gen'l Manager.

HERBERT H. EUSTIS, President and Electrician.
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For Sale Cheap, Second-hand Ma-
chinery, Arc and Incan<Iescent. Also
Motors. All Apparatus Guaranteed. £

The Electrical Construction Co.

MICA
FOR

ELECTRICAL
PURPOSES.

Send for (families and Prices.

BOWERS BROTHtRS, 121 Lake St, CmCAGO.

SOMETHING NEW!
An improved 4 or 6 volt Combined Storage Bat-

tery eepeclally for Dentists' use at very low price.
Parchaserecan exchange discharged for enarged
cells, without extra cost, beyond exDense for
charging the batteries. Manufactured by

J.&. PUAPELLY,
BoomSOl, 305 S. Canal St., Chicago.

CMcap Electric lotor Co.

street Railway and Generator

irmatnres Re-iomid.

205 and 207 So. Canal St., CHICAGO, ILL

ARC MOTORS,
i h 1. 1. 3, 3, 5 H. P. Sizes.

IVith Automatic Centrifasal Gov-
ernor. Wo Switches,

» 130 West 14tli St., New York.

The Winner of 1890 will win again in 1891.

Eleventh year.

SOLE MAKERS:

LAW TELEPHONE COMPANY,
«5 John St.. BfEW YORK

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,—sx.oo

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Electrical Purposes.

EU&ENEMUNSELL&CO,,
218 "Water St., JTew York.

Electrical Wood.

p
Telegraph

) O
Telephone

\ CROSS L ARMS
Electric I/iRht \ E

S
OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES.

C. H. HOLMES, ''°°'"*'°*=°g\:!ei^uf«:Mo.

ESTABLISHED 1848.

HEMIN6RAY 6LA$$ GO.
Offices, Covington, Ky. Factories, Muncie, Ind.

}

STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS,
Class Break Knobs, Floor Insulators, Battery Jars.

ARC LIGHT GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

"V^ORir OiT SrE!CI.A.Xj IDESIO-iTS SOUiTCTTEE).

MclNTOSH, SEYMOUR & CO. ENGINES.
Single Cylinder^

Compound

and

Triple Expansion.

FOR
ELECTRIC LICHTINC,

STREET RAILWAY POWER
PLANTS,

And all purposes where close

regulation and reliability

are indispensable.

SARGENT^ LUIMDY, western Agents,: 339 Rookery Building, CHICAGO.
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Established em 1861.

E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILECTEIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
BRANCH STORE

2134 Michigan Avenue.

ELECTRIC SLATE
Switch-boards a Specialty.

Small samples of plain and marbleized free.

T. J. MURPHY,
Electrical Bxchsnge Bldg. 136 liberty St.,

Eorm 2m. NFW -ORK.

THEN AND NOW.
Tears ago the traveling public consid-

ered a seat on the driver's Lox of a stage
coach the acme of comfort, luxury and ex-

cluslveness. The traveler of to-day asks
for limited trains, made up of Pullman
sleeping and dining cars, vestibuled and
fitted up in the most sumptuous style of

modem decorative art.

Such trains are run over the Erif> Lines,
through without change between Ctilcago

and New York, passing through the beau-
tiful Western Reserve, Mahoning ValUy
by Cha-itauqua Lake, and then througu
the mountains of Southern New York and
Northern Pennsylvania, the most pic'u-

rtsque and beautiful scenery between Chi-

cago and the sea. Tickets over the Erlp
can be purchased at any of the principal

ticket ( fflbes.

Manufacturer's of

0CTAG0NAL>^^ Cedar
TEL£mM&Electrical

RailwayPolesxCRossArms

#H.M.Loud&SonsUimber(oI
OSCODA, IVIICH.

BINDERS
FOR THE

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
ONE DOLLAR.

FKIVATE LETTER
Dear Bob:—Tour head's level in eelectiog onr

ronte to the Pacific coast; you'vt ordy one night
on the road between Chicago and Denver and
yon can take every meal on the cars, and have
anfficient time In both cities to "fix up" and see
a man. You're quite right—the ^'glorious winter
climate'' of Colorado is fimply inimenee.and the
"Burlington Route''' service is a grand euccees.

Yonrs, Tosi.

Sfilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE in Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

THE MILLIKEN PATENT POLE

56 LIBERTY STREET,

NEW YORK.

For Electric Street Railways and Electric Light Work.

MANUFACnjBED BT

MILLIKEN BROS.

59 DEiRBORK STREET,

CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

IrVBITE FOR CIRCULAB AND CATAXOGUE.

HARD FIBRE
for insulation and me-

chanical construction is

manufactured in Sheets,

Rods, Tubing, Washers, Discs and all Special Shapes. Esti-

mates and samples furnished upon application.

DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO./''"':"*"''

., FITCHBURG,MASS,U.S.A.
^

rV MANUFACTURERS OF DYNAMOS FOR, LiGHT IN G,
" PLATING andEXPERIMENTAL PURPOSES.

^-^^ALSO MOTORS.-=^-
EVERYTHING LATEST DESI5N AND HIOHEST

KLECTKIf LIGHT
ASD BATTEB1'

CLEX^EIIj AInTID, OHIO.

/l/IOTOff

THE

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Gives the Hrgliesi Efficiency of any Wlteel in tlie World. Over 2,000 in use.

Unlimited

Capacity.

Afford-? the moat eimple and reliable power for all miniiiff and mannfactur-
Ing machinery. j4dapted to heads running fromiOnp to 2,000 or more feet.
From iJo to 30 per cert, better lesulte guaranteed than can be prodticed from
any other Wheel ia the country.

E£i£CTBXC TBAXS3IISSIOX.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a uniform and rells-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying conaltloiis
of (-peed and pretBure, have brooght II into special prominence and extensive
nee forthis class of work. All applications should state amount and head of
water power required, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send for CiXALOGUE.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
1^1-183 3£ain St., San Francisco, Cal., V. 8. A.

143 LIBERTT STSEET, - - XEW YORK.
^^It having come to our notice tbat our patent rights are being infringed

upon, intending purchasers are hereby warned that all such infringements will
be diilv ]>rospcuted.

PiCl<TOX WATER MOTORS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15
and iiO horse lower, nnequaled for all light running machinery. Warranted
to develop a given fcrnonnt of power with one-ha!f the water required by any
other. ^^"Send for Motor Circular. Address aa above. Deliveries made from
San Francisco or ^sew York, as may afford the most favorable freight rates.

W-I-R-E-S=
I.e. Weatherproof Wire, W. E. Underwriters' Wire, Okonite, Kerlte,

Hard and Soft Drawn Copper Wire,
Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph and Telephone Wire,

Silk and Cotton Covered Magnet Wire, Incandescent Lamp Cord.
iPiaiCES oisr .A.i=:piiiCA.Tioi5r.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
( A3IB8. EBEBT & CO., St. FanI, Slinn.

SGliinS! Agents! )
STAXDABD ELKCTBICAI, works, Cincinnati, Ohio.

( UOrXTAIX K1.ECTBIC CO, Denver, Colo.

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.
NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Greenwich Sts.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CELE.BRAXEO 'WAXEK WIIEEI^as particularly adapted to their use

on account of its remarkably Hieady motion, "ic^b Mpeed
and e^reat Eflioienoy, and lai*e:e f^'apacrily foritsdiameter,
being double the I*o^ver of most wheels of same diameter. It is uacd
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect guaranteed,
NEN» FOR i^ATAI.OtiUE AIVU PARTICfJI.ARIK.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICXOR

XIJRRII\E^» arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

nFJ!d;L-g!iiemHa:gra

.^rHmm\D.<s«>'^i^&''ZaSi
ANTIQUE FINISH DESK,

Four and a half feet long.

Send for complete catalognea of
oflice litilnga.

AMGRICAR DESK AND SEATING CO,.
370-373 Wabasli Aveuue,

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

J.C.TEMPLE,
(Funnerly of STOUT, MILLS & TEMPLB),

DATTODI, OHIO,

fljMcaflileclianicalEflpeer
Improvement of Wafer Powers, AxranEement

of Power Plants, Shafting, etc, for Electric Power
and Light. CONSTRUCTION SUPERINTENDED.

'Link-Belt MaghineryCo.,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS,

Manufacturers of

ELEVATING AND CONVEYING

For the economical handling of Coal,

Ash»P. Sand. Orpp. F.tc K'c,

Wm. a TDRNKS, PreB, Geo. a. Bell, V. Pees. j. Lestes Woodbkidqe, sec. and Treaa.

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
ConsultLDgr and Constructing:

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment of Electric Railways. Steam and Electric Plants.

47 Times Building. Telephone Call, 1009 Cortlandt. NEW YORK.

GBDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If Id want of Poles, Ties and Posts, save monej
by getting my prices. .'

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, Mich,

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

3S]SrF.A.^XjZS^:E:X> X878.
SOL.E MANUFACTrRERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Bed, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wiiSt^^?5^'pEL. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i4iSr/l?=i y.

THE SCHUYLER
-S"5rsTE13\.a: OIF-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPOETANT FEATUBES:

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSGHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

IMPORTANT.
THE HEI8LER SYSTEM IS THE

ONLY APPARATUS
MADE FOR LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING THAT IS

SELF-CONTAINED
AND PROVIDED WITH ABSOLUTELY

AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

Our Series Soclcet is SAFE, RELIABLE, and DUR-
ABLE, and is protected with INSULATED covering,

notwithstanding the claims of monopoly of these feat-

ures by other manufacturers.

Series Sockets and Lamps for Arc Light Circuits.

WE INVITE INVESTIGATION.

lEISLER ELECTRIC CO.
DREXEL BUILDING,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTORS m DYNAMOS.
ELECTRIC MOTORS in all standard sizes,

up to and including 100 H. P., for operating

elevators, pumps, printing presses, and machin-

ery for general manufacturing purposes.

POWER GENERATORS.
ELECTRIC MIXING MACHINERY of

all kinds, Hoists, Tram Cars, etc.

FAN OUTFITS, Electric Plants for pump-
ing Church Organs.

We call the special attention of
Station Superintendents to the fact
that our machines are absolutely un-
surpassed for economy of electric
current.

DYNAMOS for isolated plants and the equip-
ment of Mills, Banks and OflSce Buildings with
Electric Lights.

_
ELECTRIC BLOWERS for ship ventila-

tion. Have equipped 18 U. S. and foreign War
Ships with ventilating apparatus.

NEW ENQLAND Office,

6.3 Oliver St., BOSTON.
PHILADELPHIA Office, 38 S. Fouiih St.

CHICAGO Office, - Phenix Building.

SANFRANCISCO Office, - 35 Market St.

ST. LOUIS Office, - - 421 Olive St.

NEW ORLEANS Office, 78 Cusiomliouse St

THE G. & G. ELEGTRIG MOTOR GO.. 402-404 Greenwich Street, NEW YORK.
ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS

RECALIBRATED-REPAIRED
CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO., 73 W. Jackson St.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
144 to 156 Green St. Green Point, BROOKIIS, S. J.

HANXTFACTOET OP

Non-Conductive Blocks. Rosettes and Bases for Cut-Outt
and Switches; also Insulators, Cleats, Lamp Trim-

mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Oar production Is a dense body. Ttie glazing and body
of onr ware are of same composition, and are baked
alike, ivliich are the featnres of

UNION ELECTRIC WORKS
207 South Ganal St„ CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

The Best £leotric Bell in the market; Nickel plated Gongs:

Double Magnet, Platinum Contacts, side adjustments with set

screw. The simplest and most durable Annunciator,

all sizes, for elevators, bote's and offices.

^VKITE FOR PRICES.
AIbo Test Instrnments, Spark Colls, Induction ColJs and various

Standard ElectricDevices for Medical and Mechanical Purposes.

We will also nianaraetnre articles for InTentors or the Trade.
^Ve have skilled Worknieu and do fij*st-claS4 work.

U%ii.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS <°°> BELLS.
FUliIi I.IME AlilfAX8 IN STOCK.

W. B. OSTRANDER & CO..^ 195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.
Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, H. T.

^^Send for New Catalostib. Oat Augnst let.

THE

GIVEN AWAY!!
8A3IFI.B OBDKB8 OF

Buxton's Packing
At Only 50c. Per Pound.

"The Ensineer's FaTorlte."
All Orders Gnaranteed.

Agents wanted in every State in the TJnioD. We can quote the
very lowest prices on Ring Packing. Bend for discount and
price list.

ESTABLISHED 1S82.

GEORGE B. BUXTON,
1 7 VIRGINIA ST., EAST SOMERVILLE, MASS.

EASTON ELEGTRIG CO.,
~5IASUFACrUEERS OF—

Arc and Incandescent Dynamos,
Motors, Generators and Sepa-
rators and Arc Iiamps adapted
for nse on Arc or Incandescent
Circnits.

ADDKESS:

643 Kent Avenue, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

f (Xear Eoosevelt, Grand and East 23d Street
Ferries from N. T.),

For Circulars, Prices and Information.

OF INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.

A New Book Just Published.

A Practical Guide to the Testing of Electric Light, Electric

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

PBICE, POSTAGE PREPAID, 81.00.

SEXD Iir TOUR ORDER NOW.

ELEGTRIGIAN PUBLISHING GOMPANY,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PEBRET ELECTRIC MOTORS
ALL SIZES FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET - ELECTRIC - LICHT - SYSTEM.

THE ELEKTRON MF8. CO., Springfield, Mass.
NEW YORK OFFICE.

89 Liberty Street

SELLING AGENTS:
Washington, D. C, J. U. BTJRKETT & CO.. 1409 N. T. Avenue.
New Orleans, I^a., GEORGE BAQL'IE, 140 Gtavier Street.

St. Panl. Minn.. F. J. RENZ, 95 East 4ih Pt-ppt.

Philadelphia, Pa., PENNSYLVANIA JIACHINE CO.,
Si9 North 7.U Streets
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For Driving Dynamos.

The Clinton Cas Light Co., Clinton, Mass., have thor-

oughly tested and have adopted the Evans System of
Driving Dynamos in their new Electric Light Station.

Thousands of Horse Power in use driving Dynamos, and hundreds of sets of Cones
in operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO.,
85 •XP^ettGir St., ^OS'X'OZC, JS/£.^A^Bim,

E-vans* ConeH.
For Varyine Speed.

CBZCAGO INSULATED WIRE COMPAITV,
3V[.A.l>aXTX<.^.C'rXTXl.X:z«.&t OX'

HIGH GRADE INSULATED WIRES
OF A.LL DESCKIPTIONS.

WEATHERPROOF WIRES,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

MAGNET WIRES,
INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,

ETC., ETC., ETC.

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS
AND SAMPLES.

Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO., 48-52 N. Clinton St., CHICAGO, ILL.

EVERYTHING IN

WIRE-FUSE- STRIPS.

MANUFACTURED BY

The Sperrj Electric Mining Hachine Co>,

39th St. and Stewart Ave.. CHICAGO.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The« KartaYsrt - Manufacturing - Do..>

Goodrich-Coleman Electrical Works,
NEW ELECTRICAL THEORIES DEVELOPED.

Manufacturers of Specialties and Novelties under Contract.

31 South Canal Street, - CHICAGO.

w/n .a.'h:ei

HEADQUARTERS
IN THE WEST FOR

ELECTRICAL BOOKS.

Send for Complete Catalogue.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
Afford the Only Reliable and Efficient Means for

ALL NIGHT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

All other devices are crude, expensive and unsatisfactory.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY
Has established its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lamps, No. 219,208, having tVOflfOUV
distinct infringement suits in the United States Courts, two of them on final hearing, the decisions

being rendered by Judges Gresham, Blodgett, Brown and Ricks.

The public is warned against the use of infringing lamps or any crude substitute for the Brush Invention.

Arc Lighting Apparatus, Electric Motors and Generators,
Alternating Current Apparatus, Incandescent Lighting Machines,

Carbons for Arc Lighting, Etc., Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,
CDIHLICD.
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HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.

Underivriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton
and Worsted Cordsfor Incandescent Lightiiig. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work,

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire,

PATENT KiKi LINE WIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

.A.g'eiits for tlie "'JXr.A.SHIiTO-TOIN" C-i^IlBOlT CO., Cartoons for jSi.rc Ijig-iLting-.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., CHICAGO,
Are our Selling Agents, and carry a line oi Insulated and Bare Wires ol our make.

THOS. L. SCOVILL, New York Agent,
85 Park Place, NEW YORK.

(»|A|JufACTLlF^Ef^S

w 'Tle(thkLight^lobe°$^e^-^

'"I THE-LAROEST-Lir^E- OF

^MoVELaRTISTICPATTEHNS&EFFEGTSl

„e.^^ 729 BROADW/V/ NY J
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

HILL
Glutei) Works,
CI,EVEI,ABD, O.

EASTERN OFFICE:
ISOortlandtSt., - NEW YORK.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
!MSo. Canal St.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Desigoed, Erected and FurDJihed.

Send for new Catalogue ofPow-
er Transmission Mactiinery.

A NEW
nxroTTV

OK
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND - BOOK.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of
which 20,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's
well-known practical style with all the problems of Electric Power
Transmission.

NOW READY. PRICE $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

You can Lights Thoroughly Send

Put Are Standard Reliable Prices For

It up And And Reasonable. Illustrated

Yourself. Full size. Practical. Pamphlet.

BAIN ELECTRIC HANDFACTIIBING CO.,

47 So. JEFFERSON STREET,

CHICAGO.
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOULAELY ADAPTED TO DRIVING

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of lis high efllclency at all stages of gate, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of which makes It the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
IllustratlDg various styles of setting

on both vertical and horizontil shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS GO,,

DAYTOIM.O.SUCCESSOns TO
STOUT, 1IIII.LS &, TEHI'LE,

STEAM PLANTS
INI^TAIiliBD Bf

ITir. B. PXSARSOnr A CO.,
HECHANICAIi ENOIKBKBS ANI> COIVTBACTOBS.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, - CHICAGO.

AUTOMATIC COMPOUND,
9 sizes in stock.

STANDARD AUTOMATICS,
13 sizes in stock.

JUNIOR AUTOMATICS,
7 sizes in stock.

Repairs made to

Gauge

(^^^'
'it

AND

CARRIED IN

STOCK.

COMPOUND DRIVING DYNAMO.

THEWESTINGHOUSE MACHINE COMPANY.
^MQ PITTSBURGH. PENNA.U.S,oF A.:

WILLIAMS AUTOMATIC ENGINE
Forall purpopee reqiiirinc Bteadv power.

Williams Emqine Works: No. 417 North ^treel,

BALTIMORE, MD.

A GREAT RAILROAD.
Bv Itie aljBorptlun of the Chlcnu'o A Atlantic

Railway between Marlon arid i_ til()ii.'i». the ERIK
hiiH at la?t t-lTeclefi Its enlrance Into t'hlra^o, and
now occupies thf proud poBitlnn of heing the only
line between Chlcauo anil New Yorli entirely
under one maQagi:'ineDt
One reealt of inia le the arrancfineDt whereby

all the throu;;,'h trains of the Erie are now roD
solid tetwoeen Chicago end New York without
cbanc^. PaBe'?njTerB holding ihrooph ticketa,
whhiher first or ppcod'1 clbee, are ab e to go from
Clilcjii^o to New York without cbani^lDj; care.
Pullman's inoet modern S'eepint( Uare are run

on all through trains via thU line, and on tbeJr
Veetibule Limited, Pallnian's Dlnine Care. No
extr;i fare churfed on thi9 train. In fact, the
rates via the KRIK are lower than via any other
route offdrlne ffitial facilitieB.

iWOODBURY§!!!G!Ni
SELF-CONTAINED, AUTOMATIC
HIGH SPEED STEAM ENGINE
for Electric Lighting and
Street Railway Service,

WITH BOILER PLANT COMPLETE
Catalog;ue sent on application.

STEARNS MFC. CO. ERIE. PA.
BRANCH ( Philadelphia, 04ti Drexel Bldg-
OFFICES I San Francisco, 29 & 31 Spear St.

1-ALL°KIIM0^°@P^

•^iDRY STEAMt^

THE POND SEPARATOR.
The Pond Separator Is guaianteid to relieve tie

steam of all entrained water and return ihls water

to the boiler, thus effecting a large saving in fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POND ENGINEERING COMPANY,
ST. LOUIS.

OMAHA.
CHICAGO.

DALLAS.

KANSAS CITY.

SEATTLE.

BALL
AUTOMATIC CUT-OFF

ENGINE.

ENGINEPpip DA
COMPANYbniL|r Ml

Simple^

with New Improvements.
Unequaled Regulation.
Highest Economy, Durability,
Smooth and Quiet Running

Cross Compound.

Triple Expansion.

TandemCompound

iTheBEST ENGINE for ELECTRIC LIGHTING, ELECTRIC RAILWAYS, ELECTRIC

MINING, ELECTRIC WELDING, and General Manufacturing Purposes.

SELLING f^i,'

AGENTS Uv"^

K.T.COPELAISD & ro., IS Cortlandt St.. STew York ; J. W. PARKER & C?:' 3* S?,?I!if£^'^.to'£?^'
Philadelphia, Pa.: DrI^VO * BLACK. 804 l,»ivl« Block, PUtsbors, Pa.; NOBTHWRSTEBST SDI*PLY
C!n..Tapoiiia, »Tash.; CROOK, H"B1%EK & CO.. Baltimore, Md.; E. «. eiL.BEBT, AtchiBon, Kan.; COOIiET
^VATER, SS'M WaaWngton Ave. Soath, Minneapolis, Jlinn. ..„,„.,,-.„.-„ ,,BRANCH OFFICE-, Room 506 Rookery Building, CHICAGO, ILL. ALBERT FISHER, Manager.
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W.P.
THE THOMSIH-HOUSTON ELECTRIC Ct,

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RAILWAY MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

1,000 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

THOMSOHOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,

Boston Office: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 148 Michigan Ave.
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EVERYBODY BE HAPPY.

Without light, life would be a burden.

With it, it is a pleasure.

Use Perkins' Lamps and enjoy life.

None better.

Write us about them.

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS,
CHICAGO, ILL.
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Pf^PjBHKMB^IRBMBffin^Kg^^Wy^rmscr^^*A i

^^ ^m/Cm^l^^Jl'^ ^ja5^^(^!^^^Jl^^L^PS^-->^/ //>- -^^ > ^ 7 /C-*<J\\ • ^ <7/U .>f^\ ^\\K7\»
R9>^B V4

^«
Bj^L ^-^-^ 2B >IKr^ '?/ \

uy^iT^i V^ll^M

^^ The Four Hundred. ^3W[ This border was designed primarily to attract atten-

tion to the Sunbeam lamp. We intended to have a border

'^M
B^v^DRHU^H typical of the Stanley Transformer—but as the RSRfcJ
BMwttfiM "Plans of mice and me Bbm>«48b

^^^
Gang oft' aglee,"

our good intentions came to naught. ^^K^SSM However, the relationship between a good trans- flSS^o
Sp^^^B former and a good lamp is so intimate that we will use p^^si
K£^ -~|jB the environment of Sunbeams to emphasize our views on n^^^gj^fl

Wm the Stanley Transformer—in fact, the two go hand in

hand.
Not one before the other

KB
^^M But, like brothers, they

Go along together.

^Kr^r ~—'—* ^399

KlnSi On second thought it occurs to us that perhaps BajiiKMa
KSJ^^^B you won't care what our opinion is. HP^^iS
Wmf^ J Naturally we are prejudiced, but will the evidence of H^^^gfl|

^^1
400 stations using it, bear weight? L.^^;

Will you join the "four hundred"? wSSku^SA

^^^ THE ELECTR CAL SUPPLY CO.. ^^M
^^uS WESTERN AGENTS, Ibto^H
Pr^^V CHICAGO. H^^fS
^HB^ ^^m EASTERN OFFICES AND FAOTOBrES: fl^k^^^MjB

^m ANSONIA, CONN.

OF WIRE. P^MANUFACTURERS OF SHIELD BRAND MOISTURE-PRO

^^lif^S^M ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON REQUEST. mBKimhSB

B^m9 Kq^l
^ME«B^^ ^^^H wr^=^Sm

^w^ \/~j'>\J

•-- ^A^iK-A~^i%<A-:riV7:.i^'fsm
^^^mM^J^^Mli^mlmJI^i^
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.,
MASfUFACTIRKKS OF-

VULCANIZED INDIA-RUBBER

Cables, to any Specilication

up to 8,000 Megohms per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES.

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

millage. FLEXIBLE CORDS.

SILK, HEMP. COTTON. DY-

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

of INCANDESCENT CORES.

THREE and TWO - WIRE

CABLES, to any specifica-

tion up to 8.000 Me*

gohms per knot.

CABLES of Higli Insulatroo

and Long Life, all milag&

If you are not acquainted with the merits of Habirshaw Insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 3 1 5 Madison Ave, Cor. 42d St, New York.

FACTORY: Glenwood, Yonkevs^ Iff. Y.

Western Agents: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Comer Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

Taking the Lead.
THOUGH ONLY

ON THE

MARKET

-FOR-

SIX MONTHS,

THE

STANLEY
—IS

—

NOW KNOWN

AS

THE

BEST

CUT OF Sno LICiHT TRANSCOBIIGB.

STAHLIY ELECTRIC MFG. COMPANY,

CORRESPONDENCE

SOLICITED.

piTTSFIELr, MASS.
WESTERN AGENTS: The Electrical Supply Co., Corner Randolph Si. and Michigan Ave .Chicago, IIL
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FORT WiYNE ELECTRIC CO.,
-lIAJfUFACTrRERS OF THI

SLATTERY INDUCTION AND WOOD ARC SYSTEM
-oae*-

THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being used almost exclusively after other systems have been
tried and thrown out—Philadelphia, New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

WE MAKE ALL STANDARD SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM.
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., 1,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND.

HEW YORK 115 Broadway. MTXSBrKGH, PA 533 "Wood Street.
CHICAGO 185 Dearborn Street. SAST FBAlfCISCO 36 JTew Montgomery Street.

PHFLADEIiPHIA »07 Filbert Street, TOBOSTTO, CAHTADA 138 King Street, YT.
PALIiAS, TEXAS Mclieod Bnilding. BrPFAIiO JBgS Pearl Street.

ONE MOTOR DRIVING BOTH AXLES
Of a street car, is the same principle as having all driving wheels of a locomotive connected, which is the

AMEKICAlSr SYSTEM.

This cut represents the latest construction of our Standard Apparatus equipped with our HEAT PROOF MOTOR.
Attention is invited to the work being done by these equipments on the Merrimac Valley Street Railway,

Xiawrence, Mass.; Consolidated Street Railway Company, Grand Rapids, Mich.; and the People's Electric Street Rail-
way, Springfield, 111.; where, in each place, the two largest electric companies have put their latest equipments
against them, with the result of proving our claims and strengthening the advantages derived from utilizing the full

traction of the car, and driving all wheels simultaneously.

PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS:

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
DETROIT, MICH., U. S. A.

Also Manufacturers of Electrical Power Machinery, Standard Line Appliances and General Electrical Supplies.

COREESPOHDESfCE INVITED.



i$3 per Annum. EVERY SATURDAY. 1 O cents per Copy.

Vol. X. CHICAGO, JANUARY 23, 1892. No. 4

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Plans and Specifications prepared, from which correct, nniform blda can be secured.
Contracts made for complete Steam Plants, QHiDg Mcintosh & Seymour Bn^nee.
Contracts made for complete Electric Ballway Installations.

SARGENT ti LUNDY,
Mecli. & Elec. Engineers,

S39 HooteLory 3Bu.llca.lxx.Bt oxxxo.A.ca-0.

PATENT

mmim
Runs more Slack than

Unpevforated Belts, hence
adapted to uneven power
of Electric Railways and

^^^H^Mr'^S^^I-MG *"'" ^^^^^^*^ Power in Gen-

OHAI^A. SOHIEREN & CO.,
FATENTBBS AND BOLE UANUFACTUBBBS^

46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
jLleo New fork, Soston,

)

Philadelphia. i

Insulated Wires and Cables.

(
(^ir^

i*i

THe acknoivledged Standard, for durable and. lilg:lK In-
> nation, Zts merits proved by a record, of over c|iiarter
tm oentnary. Adapted to all electrical pnrpoaea,

rUEBRiTED KERITE TAPE FOR INSULATINU JOINTS.

E ric Light and Power, ALL SIZES Aerial Use,
raph and Telephone, i i>nrl Fnon^prl Wirfo Subterranean Use,
ay and all other '^'"' ^n^ase" wires. submarine Use.
nches of Signaling, Concealed Wiring In all Locations.

WILLIAM H. EGKERT, Gen'l Agent, 16 Dey St., NEW YORK.
Western Electric Co., Cliicago, 111., Sole Agents for the West.-

o
ALEXANDER, BARNEY « CHAPIN,

20 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

THE MOST

POPULAR LAMP
IN THE MARKET,

WRITE US

FOR

PRICES

OF ALL GOODS.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTUREKS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

tHE "CHAMPION
Price, wltb Rod Zinc, $1.15 per Cell, with Corrugated

Zinc, $1.35 per Cell.

THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED.

BATTERY,
^^^^^^^^^

Supplies
Of all Descriptions.

'Cnaplete ClI of Cbam- C.TbOB Reservoir .rd CoTer Corrngated ZTnc of Cham-
plan Battery, of Champion Battery, ploo Battery.

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
AppHancea,

Construction Tools and
Line Material,

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
Mannfavtured by the —«——^^

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY. Warren, Ohio.
AtiEXTS:

I
ST. PAUL, MINN., The Electrical Engineering

NEW YORK CITY, Chas. B, Chapin, 136 Liberty & Supply Co.
Street. ST. LOUIS, MO., St. Lonls Electrical Sapply Co.

SYRACUSE, N. Y., Electric Engineering & SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., International Electric
Supply Co. Supply & Conetruction Co.

CHICAGO, ILL., The Electrical Engineering &, CINCINNATI, OHIO, Queen City Electric Co.
Supply Co., 931 The Rookery. I LOUISVILLE, B.Y., SmUhers & Davln.

E. E. KELLER. F. E. DEGENIIAKDT.

Keller & Degenhardt,
^^ktrical eksineebs,

542 Rookery Bids'., Cbicag^o, 111.
THE ONLY BUREAU OF ELECTRICAL INFORMATION IN THE WORLD'S FAIR CITY.

The

International OKONITE COMPANY,

iPN'^:

LIIITED.

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES MPCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uie.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
BKATfCHES: Chicagro, Boston, Phjladelpliia, Minneapolis, Cincinnati. Kansas City *

Omaha, Louisville, St. lionis, San Francisco, London and So. America.

WRITE FOR PRICES ON

TROLLEYS, GEARS, BEARINGS

AND GENERAL SUPPLIES.

R. D. Nuttall Company,
Allegheny. Pa. New Vork.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

"WM. ROTCH, Free. C. G. WINTER, Treae.
C. E. BIBBER, Gen'l Manager.

Consolidated Electric Mfg.
COMPANY,

154 Franklin and 155 Congress Streets, BOSTON.

MANTJFACTUKEKS OF

EteMcal Aiara|s aM Sflilifis.

Chic8e;o Agency—E'ectric Appliance Co. I Atlanta, Ga.—Gate Citr Electric Supply Co,
Kansas City—Franklin Electric Co.

'

Buitalo, N. T.—F. P. Jones & Co.
Birmingham, Ala.^ Sioux City, la.—Slons City Elect. Supply Co.

W00 driifE-Harris Electric Co. I
:>Jew York—Parmly, Mitchell & Co.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., new york.

AGENTS:
W. B. Pearson & Co., Home Ins. Bldg., Chicago, 111,

Thos. G. Smith Jr., Hammond Bldg:-. Cincinnati, Ohio.
W. A. Day, 128 Oliver St., Boston. Mass.
A. M. Morse & Co., Commercial BldK., St. Louis, Mo.
Mpad & Stringham, Hammond Bldg., Detroit. Mich,
Hyde Bros. & Co., Lewis Block, Pittsburg, Pa.
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Tbomson-Houston
Tlie

ELECTRIC CO.,
MANXJFACTTJRBRS OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY OF

DYNAMOS, LAMPS
And Every Necessary Appliance for the Construction, Maintenance and Operation of

Central Stations and Isolated Plants,

Arc, Direct Current and Alternating Current Systems,

100,000 750,000
Thomson-Houston Arc Lamps, Thomson-Houston Incandescent Lamps

In Daily Operation October 1, 1891.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, WESTERN OFFICE,

620 Atiantic Ave., BOSTON, Mass. 148 Michigan Ave.. CHICAGO, ILL
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Abcudroth & Hoot Mfg. Co xHI

Alexander, Barney & Cbapln 1

American Desk & Seating Co. .

American Electrical Works xlH
Anclrnr, .luHus xli

Andrews <fc Co., A. H xiv

Baggot, E xlv

Bain Electric Mfg. Co xix

Ball Enelne Co xlv

Ball & Wood Co.. The 1

Barr Elec. Mfg. Co Ix

Beckerleg, Jas. G xvlll

BeggB, J. E , Mfg. & Supply Co. .ix

Bernstein Electric Co xvill

Bowers Bros xvl

Braun Illustrating Co xlx

Brownlee &> Co xU
Broobfield, Wm xll

Brush Electric Co xvll

Bunnell & Co., J. II ix

Butler Hard Rubber Co ix

BuxtoD, Geo. B xvi

0. B. &Q. R. R xlv

C. & E. R. R xlv, xix

C. &. C. Electric Motor Co. . . .xvl

Central Electric Co v

Chicago Electric Mfg. Co xlii

Chicago Electric Motor Co
Chicago Insulated Wire Co xvli

Chicago Riwhide Mfg. Co xv
Colburn Electric Mfg. Co xiv

Consol. Elec. Mfg. Co., The 1

Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Mo. Co. .xlii

Crown Electric Mfg. Co '_xv

Day's Kerlte Insulation I

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. .xix

Delaware Hard Fibre Co xlv

Detroit Electrical Works xxiv
Eastern Electric Cable Co xlii

Easton Electric Co
Edison General Electric Co. .vl.vlii

Electric Merchandise Co x
Electric Secret Service Co x
Electrician Pub. Co x, xvili

Elec. Construction Co., The xlii

Elec. Eng. & Sup. Co., The xlii

Elec, Supply & Contracting Co xvlli

Electrical Supply Co., The. . . xxli

Elektron Mfg. Co xvili

Empire China Works xvl

Evans Friction Cone Co xvli

For Sale ix

Foster, O. A
Fort Wavne Electric Go xxlv
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd..x
Globe Carbon Co xv
Great Western Elec. Supply Co. . ix

Greeley & Co., The E. S i

Goodrich-Coleman Elec. Wks. .

Helsler Electric Co
Hemlngray Glass Co xiii

Hill Clutch Works
Hirllmann, C. J
HIne Eliminator Co xll

Holmes, C. H xlii

Holmes. Booth & Haydens xli

Hunt Machine Co., Rodney..
India Rubber & Gutta Peicha

Insulating Co. . .

Interior Conduit &Iiisulatlon Co . . x
International Okonlte Co I

Kartavert Mfg. Co xvli

Keller & Degenhardt i

Knapp Electrical Works xxl
Lasell, Edw ix

Law Telephone Co .xill

Leonard & Co., H. Ward xvil

Link Belt Macbin^ry Co xv
Loud, H.M. & Sons Lumber Co.. xlv
MUllken Bros xiv
Monitor Electric Co x
Mosher Arc Lamp Co xll

Munsell & Co., Eugene.. xiil

Murphy, T. J xiii

National Carbon Co xlv
National Electric Mfg. Co . , . ..xxiti

N.Y.Beltlnff & Packing Co xil

New York Insulated Wire Co. xvili

New York & Ohio Co ".
., i

Nuttall Company, R. D .*
. i

Ostrander & Co., W. R xvi

Page Belling Co xvi
Palate, H. T xiii

Partrick & Carter Co xlv
Payne & Co., Geo. W
Pearson & Co.. W. B xlx
Pelton Water Wheel Co xiv
Perry & Noyea , -. xll

Phoenix Glass Co -xviil

Pond Engineering Co . i xix
Powell Co.. The Wm. xviil

Pumpelly, J. K , xill

Queen A Co xiii

Racltie Hardware Mfg. Co sii

Ries Elec. Specialty- Co., The. . . x
Rockford Electric Mfg. Co —

-

Royal Electric Co xil

Samson Cordage Works xll

Sargent & Lundy 1

Sawyer-Man Electric Go iv

Schawel & Co,, Jas sli

Bchleren&Oo. Obas. A 1

fichoonmaker, A. xli

Schuyler Electric Co. .« ^ ..... . xy

Security Insulator Co xvi

Short Electric Railway Co W
Shultz Belting Co xvili

Smith, Thos. G. Jr xvli

Somoff, J. L xiv
Sperry Elec. Mining Macb. Co. xvli

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co
Star Elcctrlx Co xvl

Stearns Mrg. Co xix

Sterling, W. C xv
Stilwell »&BIerceMfg. Oo...xlv, xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co vlll

Taussig, 8 xvi

Temple, J. C xv
Ttiomson-Houston Elec. Co^. .11, xx
Union Electric Works
Union Hardware Co xli

U. 8. Electric Lighting Co...
VanNuls C. 8
Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Wanted xiii

Washington Carbon Co., Tne vii

Western Electric Co vil, xvi

Westlnghouse Elec. and Mfg Co. .xl

Westinghouse Machine Co xlx

WestonElectrlcallnstrum'l Co..
Williams Engine Works ...xlx

Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co . xv
Woodhouse & Rawson, Ltd
Worthlngton, Henry R

CLASSIFIED LIST.

Alnmlnnni.
Good rich-Coleman Elec. Worke.

Annnnclators.
Centra! Electric (To.

Delrolt Electrical Works.
Electrical Construction Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co.. The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Worha.
Monitor Electric Co.
Ostrander & Co. W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Arc Ijimps. ^

Beg^e, J. E., aifg. & Supply Co.
Brush aiectricCo.
Easton Electric Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Mosher Arc Lamp Co
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson-HouBton Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc lilgfht Cord.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Kuapp Electrical Works.
SamsoD Cordage Works.

Batteries.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit lillectrlcal Works.
Electrical Supply Co. /rne.
Foster, O. A.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Hirllmann, C.J.
Law Telephone Co.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Pumpelly, J. K,
Qjieen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Ilemiugray Glaaa Co.
Uirlimann, C. J.
Law Telephone Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Pumpelly, J. K.
Queen & Co.
Western Electric Co,

Bells, filectrlc.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Worke. ' "

Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., TheE. S.
Enapp Electrical Works.
Mnnltor Electric Co.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, JHagrneto.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Greeley & Co., The B.H.
Knapp Electrical Worts.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Go.

Beltins.
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Evans Friction Cone Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

. N. r. Beldne & Packing Co.
Page Belting Co.
acnleren &Co., ChAfl. A.
Shnltz Belting Co.

BoUers.
Abendroth & RootHfg. Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Books, electrical.
Electrician Puhlishing Co.

Braider f^^poolers.
Payne & Co., Geo. W.

Brass Goods.
Powell Co., The Wm.

18 nrfflar Alarms.
Central Electric Co. •

Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., TUe.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co
Greeley & Co.,The E. b.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Wire Insulated.)

Gables, Electric. (SseWire Insu^
latedit Copper,Mbeet and Bar.
Wutem Slocbrie Co.

Olntoites, Frletlon.
HUlCltttcb Worke.

Clordase.
BamBon Cordage Works.

i'urboDH, PolntH and Platea,
BniHb Electric Cu.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Glolie Carbon Co.
Knapp Ehictrlcal Worke.
National Carbon Co.
W'HBlilDi^Iori ^'arbon Co.
Wedtern Electric Co,

CunHtrDotlon and Kepalrs.
Aiitlni", JiMlUH
BuinKlectrlcMfK. Co.
Cblcajco Klectrlc Motor Co.
aieclrlc Siijuily .^ i'ODtrtti:llTiE ^o.
Electrical Conatructlon Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worko.
Leonard & Co., H. Ward-
Smith, Tline a. Jr.
Temple. .1. C.
Union Eli'ctrlc Works.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors. Klectrlc Lleht,
Knfflne Plants and Blectric
Ballwavs.
Ball Encfne Co.
Ball & Wood Co.. The.
Bain Electric Manufacturing Co.
Brueh Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfe. Co.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
EdlBon General Electric Co.
Electric Supply &, Contracting Co.
Electrical Ecg. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
lleisler Electric Co.
Keller & Degenhardt.
I^aaell, Edw.
Leonard & Co., £1. Ward.
Pearson & Co., W. B.
Pond Enelneerini^ Cn.
Ratline Hardware Mfg, Co.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Smith, ThoB. G. Jr.
Temple, J. C-
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westinghouae Electric & Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.
Wllliame Engin** Works.
Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Bdleon General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, C. H.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumher Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cat-Onts and Switches.
Alexander. Barney & Chapin.
Andrae, Julius
Central Electric Co.
Conpolidated El^-c. Mfg. Co., The.
Crown Electric Mfe. Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Gleason & Bal'ey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Knaop Electrical Works.
Laeell, Edw.
Palste, H.T.
Partrick & Carter Co.
SiarElectrls Co.
Van Nuls, C. S.

Western Electric Co.
Dynamos-
Brush Electric Co.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Beggs, J. E., Mfg. & Supply Co.
C. & C . Electric Motor Co.
Colburn Elpctrlc Mfg.Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Easton Electric Co.
Elec'.riral En?. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Heialer Electric Co.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
RockfordE lectricManufacturing Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
United States Electric Lighting Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric& Mfg. Co.

Electric Heatins.
Electric Merchandise Co.

Blectric Kailnayts.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Leonard & Co., H. Ward.
Sargent & Lundy.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co.

Electrical Instruments.
Bunnell .t Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The,
Electrical Supply Co., I'he.
Qreeiey & Co., The B. S.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
htarEleclrisCo.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

Kleotrlcftl Intelligence.
Keller & Degenhardt
Leonard & Co., H. Ward.

electrical ^specialties.
Andrae. Julius
Crown Electric Mfg. Co,
Detroit Electrical Works,

.

LasBll, Edw.
RIoB Electric Specialty Co., The.

Electroliers and Combina-
tion Fixtores.
Baggot, E.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
GleftBon & Bailey Mfg. Co., Ltd,
Thomoon-Hooeton Electric Co

Elevators,
Link Belt Mac-binery Co,

Ensjrav**rs.
Braun llluBtrating Go,

Friction Cones. ^
£v&a6 Frfctlou Cone Off. i

Klertro-Flatinc nachlnea.
BruBh Electric Co.
Colbarn Electric Mfg. Co.
DHtrolt Kl'.trlcol Wr.rk^,
Edinon <ii<n«<ral Electric Co.
ThnruBori ilouBton EloctrlcCo.

BnKlneH, HtcaM.
Ball EnL'lDt Co.
Ball A Wood Co, The.
B«i;iiB,J. E..Mfg.&aapplyCo.
Pearson & Co., W.B.
Pond Eniflneerlng Co.
Xnciue Ilaidware Mfg. Co,
Sargent & Lundy.
SmIib.ThoM (i. Jr.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
WestlngbouKB Machine Co.
WilllamB Engine Co.

Fan OiitniH.
*^ & C. Electric Motor Co.
KdlHon (General Electric Co,
Electrical Supply I'o., The.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfn. Co.
Viilcaolz.^d Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrics] Works.
PartricK jfc Carter Co.
Union Elecirlc Worke.
Weetern Electric Co.

()>aH fljl^ntlns. Klectrlc.
lJetr( it Eleci rlcal ^'orks.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

General Electrical l§lnpplles.
Alexander, Barney & Chapin.
Andra>', .Inline

American Electrical Works.
Bunnell Jt Co., J. fl.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg.Co,, The,
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Slectrlc Co.
Electric Supi»iy & Contracting Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., TheE. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Laeall, Edw.
ostrander & Co.,W. R,
Partrick & Carter Co.
Ries Electric Specialty Co., The.
Star Eiectrli Co.
Thomeon-Honaton Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

eiobes and Electrical Glass-
vrare.
Baggot. E.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Hemingray Glass Co.
Phcenis Glass Co.

Hard Hnbltcr 6oods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Innnlators and Insulatlns
materials,
Alexander, Barney & Chapin.
Audr;i*>, Julius
Brookaeld, Wm.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co,
Bdleon General Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Great Western Elec. supply Co.
Hemingray Glass Co.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Laeell, Edw.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
NuLtall, R. D., Company.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Security Ireulator Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insnlated Wires and Cables.
Magnet TV^ire.
American Electrical Worka.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Day's Kerlte Insulation.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Gle.ieon & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insu-
latlngCo.

Knapp Electrical Worke.
Lasell. Edw.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick* Carter Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Alexander, Barney & Chapin.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
EdiBon General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Electrical Enp, & Supply Co.
GleasoD & BailevMfg. Co. Ltd.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Helsler Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
sawvp'-'Man Electric Co.
Simoff, J. L.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co,
Weflt«m E)«>ctrlr <^-n

liiffliters. Klcrti'ic.
Burr Elecfrlc Mfg. Co.

liobrlcators.
Powell Co., The Wm.

Slasnet fVlre.
(^See Insulated Wire.)

Hedica) Batteries.
Detroit f;itrtrlcal Works.
Parttlck <fc Carter C6.

]9lca.
BoworB Bros.
UnncaU & Co., Socdne,
'JchDonmfltar. A. *^-

SrinA BifimalB, Kleotrle,
Detroit Electrical Works.

1 niolBjE ApparatDH, Klectrlc
Bala Electric Hfg. Co.

I Bdiooo G«o*jral Electric Co.
Tbomson-UouBton Klectrlc Co.
Hpfirry Elec. Mining MacIjIom Co.
WeBtloiibouie Klacirlc A Uln. Co.

Motora.
Btiln Electric Mfg. Co.
Broiib Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Motor Co
C. A C. Electric Motor Co.
Chicago Electric Mntor Co.
Di-tn.lt EI-clrl<ttl Works.
EuMon Eleclrlc Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Klectrlc Sopply ,t Contracting Co.
Electrical Bng, u Supply Co.
Ek-ktroL ManufactDrine Co.
Fottcr. O. A.
Rockford Electric Man ufftclarine Co
Koyal Electric Co. * '

Thomson-Houeton Electric Co
U. 8. Electric Lighting Co.
WeetlnKhouse Electric A Mfg Co

Office FornltDre.
American Desk Jfc Seating Co.
Andrews A Co., A. H.

OHs.
TaoBslg, 8.

Oil CupH.
Powell Co.. The Wm.

Pntent Solicitors.
Woodhouse k Rawson, Ltd.

Packlne-
Buston. Geo. B.
N. Y. Belting A Packing Co.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sn^piy Co., The
Holmes, C. H
Loud, 11. M <fc Sons Lumber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Platlnnm.
Schawel & Co., Jae.

Poles.
Brownlee & Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co , The
Holmee.C. H.
Lood, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Mllllken Bros.
Sterling,W. C.

Pnbllsbers, Rlectrlcal
Electrician Publlehing Co.

Pnsb Buttons.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

JSailwayN. Klectrlc.
tSee electric railways.)

RcffuIaTlig H<*rkets.
RieB Electric Sperialtv Co., The,

N«*<-iiritieN. KU'ctrical.
Perry i: Nojee.

Separators, Mtcam.
HIne Eliminator Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

Speaklnje Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pamps.
Worthlngton, Henry R.

Supplies, filectvic Kailwar.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Nuttall. R. D. Co.

Tapes, Insoiatlna:. v

American Electrical Works.
Andrae Julius Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha In-
sulating Co.

Internationa] Okonite Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co.

Telegrraob Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Qreeiey & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick A' Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Tclcpbones, RIectrlo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Test Jnstmmeiits.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Supply Co^The.
Greeley & Co., TheE. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Co.
IJnion Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

Transformers.
Electrical Eng. t Supply Co.
National ElectricMannfactnringCo.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Trolley Co^d,
Sameon Cordage Works.

Tmckn. Klectrlc Car.
Dclro-t Electrical Worke.
Edleon General Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co,
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Tnrblne IVheels.
Oayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Hunt Machine Co., Poriney.
stilweU & Bierce Mfg. Co.

Valves
Beckerleg. Jas. G.

Water *• heel«.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

W^lre,Bare.
Amerlran Electrical Worke.
Bunnell .& Co., J. H,
Coatrsl B lectric Co.
BJleetrical Supply Co., Tbo,
Holmaa. Bootb & Bay<isna,
Knapp Electrical WoakM.
Sperry £iee. Mining MftcUflO Oo.
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The NORTHWEST Will Soon Have Three More Fine STREET
RAILWAY PLANTS Installed by

THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.

All three roads—Minneapolis Street Railway Co., Minneapolis, Minn.; Consolidated Street
Railway Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.; Harvey Transit Co., Harvey, 111.; will be equipped with

SHORT 20 H. P. CEARLESS IVIOTORS,

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC CO.,
BOSTON,

620 Atlantic Avenue. 510-534 West 23d Street.

NEW YORK, CHICAGO,
217 La Salle Street.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
Orders Executed Correctly and Promptly.

BEST AND CHEAPEST.

ALSO-
No. 116. Kejless Socket, 1-J in.

Ho. 130. Keyless Wall Socket-

Porcelain or lood Base.

Bo. 146. Keyless Socket for 76,

too and 160 c. p. Lamps,

Ko. 160. Waterproof Socket. 1

No, 140. Attachment Plug,

witti Fuses,

No. 1 25. Key Wall Socket—Porcelain or Wood Base. No. no. Key Socket. No. 1 20. Keyless ^g inch Sopketi
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STILL LEADING.
The only wire that NEVER goes back on its

friends is

We are General Western Agents for all Okonite Products, which

includes the highest grade of

Insulated Wire,

Commercial Lamp Cord,

Improved Candee Weatherproof Wire,

Electrolier Wire,

Switch Cord, Etc.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin St., CHICAGO.

CONNECTED BY PRIVATE WIRE WITH POSTAL TELEGRAPH-CABLE CO.'S SYSTEM.
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EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
Edison Building;, Broad St., Ne-w York.

Nos. 6247-6257.

Nos. 6235-6245.

^4TENT^^

qC^Ex
Nos, 6323-6233.

Nos. 6259--6369.

DESCKIPTION.

Standard Keylses Socket
Improved Keyless Socket
Standerd Key Socket
Push Button Socket
Standard Key Receptacle (porcelain or wood base)
Fancy Key Receptacle (porcelain or wood baee)....

Standard Keyless Receptacle (porcelain or wood baeeV
Fancy Keyless Receptacle (p ircelain or wood base) .

.

Porce'ain Weatherproof Socket
Hard Rubber Weatherproof Socket
Wooden Tes-.Ing Socket
Wooden Testing Socket

FOR PRICES ADDRESS NEAREST

DISTRICT OFFICE.

DISTRICT OFFICES:
CAXADIAK: Edison Building, 77 Bay ,St., Toronto, Can, PACIFIC COAST: Edison Building, 112 Bush St., San Francisco, Cal,
CENTRAL: 173 and 175 Adams St., Chicago, III. PACIFIC NORTH WEST: Fleischner Building, Portland. Oregon.
EASTERN: Edison BuUding, Broad St., New Torlc. ROCKY MOUNTAIN: Masonic Building, Denver, Colo.
NEW ENGLAND: 25 Otis Street, Boston, Mass. SOUTHERN: Gould Building, Atlanta, Ga.

MEXICAN AND SOUTH AMERICAN DEFT.: Edison Building, Broad St., New York.
EUROPEAN OFFICE: 34 Victoria St., Westminster, London, S. W., England.
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In view of the deoisioas in the cases o£ Western Electric Mfg. Co. vs. Chicago Klectric Mfg. Co.

reported in 14 Federal Reporter, G'Jl, and Western Klectrio Co. vs. Klectrical Construction Co. et al.,

reported in the Wkstken ELECTiiiciiix of November 21, IS'll, and a large number of cases in which

injunctions have been granted on the Gray Patent No. 172,993, February 1, 1876, we claim, as owners

of said Gray patent, the exclusive right to make, use and sell, or to license others to make, use and sell,

apparatus covered by the claim of said patent, which is as follows:

"The combination of a movable elevator car, the annunciator attached thereto and moving

therewith, circuit closing and breaking signal keys on different floors, and mechanism whereby an electric

current is maintained between the signal keys and annunciator without interruption by the movement of

the car."

We have agents in all the principal cities who will install apparatus licensed by us, and will guar-

antee the satisfactory operation of same.

All persons are warned against making, using or selling electric elevator annunciator apparatus

not licensed by us.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
CHICAGO and NEW YORK.

Sometimes you forget to order

CARBONS
When you should; your supply gets low, and

YOU WANT SOME QUICK.
We are represented by the following concerns.

By ordering from the nearest one, you can

GET THEM QUICKLY.
They carry a large stock on hand.

THE WASHINGTON CARBON COMPANY,
WASHINGTON, PA.

Edison General Electric Co., Portland, Oregon, and Seattle, Wash.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, III.

Frank S. Marr, Room 442, New City Hall, Philadelphia, Pa.
Electric Supply & Construction Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
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EDISON
GENERAL ELECTRIC

COMPANY.
lectric Grenerators SLnd IMCotors.

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY. PERFECT RESULTS.

ELECTRIC MINING MACHINERY,
LOCOMOTIVES, DRILLS^ CARS, Hoisting: and Ventilating Apparatus.

Lamps^ Wire^ Gables<»

All kinds of Accurate, Delicate and Reliable Measuring Instruments.

CAKADIAH: Edison Bnildlns. ?7 Bar Street, Toronto, Can.
CENTBAI<: 173 and 175 Adams Street. Chieaeo, III.

EA8TERK : SdisOn Bnlldlne, Broad Street, Slew York.
NEW EMeiiAND: US Otis Street, Boston, Mass.

PACIFIC COAST: Edison Bnlldlng, lis Bush Street., San Francisco, Cal.
PACIFIC NOBTHM'EST: I'lriseliner Bnildins. Portland, Oreson.

BOOKY MOUNTAIN: aiasonic Bnildins. Denver. Colo.
SOrTBEBN: eonld Bnildins, Atlan< a. Ga.

9IE:S.ICAN and SOLTH A3IEKICAN DBPT., Edison Bnilding. Broad St., New York.
EL'BOPBAN OFFICE; 34 Victoria St., ^Vestminster. l.oi dnn. S W ., F,r gland.

s^ BY THE SUNBEAM }} GLEE

CLUB!!

(See Cut.)

WITHOUT A. KIVA.L, IN THE KNOM^JST AVOKLD!

Assisted by "Adelina Patii SUNBEAM."
Sweet Voiced Tenors! Glorious Bassos!

Magnificent Chorus Effects! Solo, Duet and Quartette!

"ILLINOIS"—in her inimitable Character Song entitled;

"OH, the SUNBEAM LAMP is good enough for ANYBODY.
"OH, the SUNBEAM LAMP is good enough for ME.'

By special request "GEORGIA " will sing "Dars Honey in Dis Hive." "VIRGINIA will respond
with, "Done Faound My SUNBEAM, Aint Gwine to Roam No Moah." "ARIZONA" in

her new warble entitled "Sunny, Sunny, Sunny Su-un BEAM, Tra la loo , Tralalee."
"Thy Glorious Light, O SUNBEAM," Solo by NEW YORK.

ENTIRE GLEE CLUB IN CHORUS.

'ADELINA.'

For Membership
Apply to

FIBBT TENOB. SECOND TENOR. FIBST BASS. SECOND BASS.

MASSACHUSETTS. OREGON. NEBRASKA. NEW YORK.
CALIPOBNIA. WASHINGTON. .ARKANSAS PENNSYLVANIA.
ALABAMA.. NEW MEXICO. DELAWARE. MICalGAN.
BRITISH COLUMBIA. CONNECTICUT. FLORIDA. KENTUCKY.
OHIO. NEW JERSEY. COLORADO. IOWA.
ILLINOIS. GEORGIA. UTAH. TEXAS.
MAINK RHODE ISLAND. MINNESOTA. WI-CONSIN.
TENNESSEE. MARTLAND. MISSISSIPPI. SOriH CAROLINA.
INDIANA. NORTH CAROLINA. ID.AHO. KANSAS.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. SOUTH DAKOTA. WEST VIRGINIA. MISSOl RI.
VERMONT. WyolIING. NORTH DAKOTA. LOUISIANA.
VIRGINIA. ARIZONA. NEVADA.
JIONTANA.
NEW HAMPSHIRE.

The iSunbeamIncandescentLamp Company,
805 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, CHICAGO.
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CATALOGUES
JUST OUT.

No. 23, Electric Railway Supplies,
No. 24, Electric Lighting Supplies,

SEND IN YOUR APPLICATION.

GREAT TVESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
2OI-2OT So. Canal Street, CHICAGO, XT. S. A.

INSTANTANEOUS ELECTRIC LIGHIER.

PRICE,
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Electricity Gencated by Cliemical Action. A ttandsome Ornament tor Table, Mantel or Counte'.

THIS illustra'ion represents our Electric Lighter, and is one-half ita actutl

slz9. It is complete in itself—requires no extra Power, Wires or Gonnections.

The Current of Electricity is generated by Chemical Action. It occupies the space of

but six square inches.

The construction is simple in the extreme. It can be taken to pieces at will, and

just as easily readjusted.

A CHILD CAN OPERATE IT. Simply by pressing the C.n'er

Rod, the Current of Electricity is generated, and the light is instantaneous.

ECONOMT.
The material to charge the Batti?ry can be obtained at any drugstore at a coat of Ten centa, and

will run :iO to tiO days.
Any pare can hl^ replaced at a cost not exceeding Ten cents. Aside from ita use as a Lighter

this apparatus does away with the nee of matches and the clause; oas results and disagreeable odors
arisiner from same.

We have taken especial care in the manafactare of these Electric Lighting Batteries. They are
handaomely constrncted in nickel plate and highly ornamental and will take a prominent place among
the bric-a.brac of Reception Rooms, X^arloi s, etc.

^^Pall directionn and one charge for the Battery accompany each apparatus.
All orders for less than S~'0-00 must be accompanied by Postal, Kxprees Money Order or by

Draft on New York.
Goods shipped C. O. D. on receipt of -.iOpercent. (Remittances with order save retarn charges.)
^ LIBERAL DISCOUNTS TO TRADE AND AGENTS.
We ("esire reliable reprtsentatives meverv State in the Union, and invite correspondence on

the subject.

BARR ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
(.Incorporated under the Laws of the State of New York),

IT aod 10 Broad-vray, Ne-^v York,

NOW THEN! FOR SALE CHEAP!

!

Four400-lltiht, iHH ampere, ThoniBon-nouBlon IncandB^c'-nt Dynamos, 110 volt.

Two 35 light, a.OOO candle power American Arc Lltrbt Dynamos.
One 50 light, -^.000 candle power Sperrv Arc Dynamo.
7iO Goose Necks. T,-U. Mnnlclpal SocKete. Sh:idee, etc.. complete.
45 milea >'o. 10 Wire, American Electric Co.*B make, used about nine months.
On* 10 light Weston Arc Machine, with 8 double lamps, 2,000 candle power, A 1.

JOHN E. BEGGS MFG. & SUPPLY CO., 74 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.

You Turn the Disk— It Does the Rest!

Priee SOceats.

Quicker, easier and mere re-

liable than cbarte or tablet.

Enables any one to tell In*
stantly the proper size wire
to use for any Electric Light
Clrcnir, with perfect accuracy,

100 to 115 volte, .65 to .50 am-
pere on one side ; 50 to 60 volts

1 ampere on the olhsr. Ev*Ty
one Interested la Electricity

r^hould have one. Cut two
thirds actual size. Sent pre-

paid on rec-lpt of price.

EDWARD LASELL,
ELECTRICAL

SPECIALTIES

and SUPPLIES,

m hv York life Buildiog.

Kama! City, Mo.

THE BUNNELL

GALVANOMETER

$9.00.
A thoroughly reliable

Pocket Battery Gange,

Circuit Indicator

AND

retector Galvanometer.

No Springs or Electro-
Magneta.

Discount to the Trade.

J. H. BUNNELL & CO..

76 Corilandi St., NEW YORK.

THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.,
33 3is/Cercer Street, l^TeTTT" "STor^^,

POSSESS SCPEKIOR ADVANTAGES IH THE MANUFACTDKE OP

Especially in articles aflapteti to electrical indttstries, having obtainetl the sole right to nianu/ficture
HAHn BVBBEB under the valtiahle Patents granted to JTII^IjIAJI KIEL.

ALI, OPERATIONS OF SAWING, CUTTING, TUKNING ANI> POLISHING OtTB NEW STANDAKDS OF

SHEET, ROD AND TUBING Can be performed with a large lednction in the wear and tear of tools, and considerable saving of labor. Our new atandaids aia
of a richer black thronghont, not snbject to change in color, are tougher and more dexible, do not become brittle with age, and

have been tested and approved by the leading electrical companies of the United States. In addition to these advantages, we also offer advantages in prices.

KIEL'S PATENT HARD RUBBER CELLS FOR STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES
Still remain the most satisfactory and cheapest in the market, unequaled for strength, durability, insulation and resistaince to acids.

HARD RUBBER GOODS OF EYERY DESCRIPTM MiHDFAGTDRED.

For Sale by THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.

Correspondence solicited from all manufacturers and dealers in electrical
machinery and supplies. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.
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FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
tSOHETHilirO ENTIBEIi'ir KBW. Saves tbe Cnrrent, Regulates the Light. An Innovation in Electric Lighting. (SllHFlji;, EFFICIKNT, ECOKOMICAIi,

IWDOBSED BT TH£ KJLBCTBICAli PBE88 and prominent Electrical Engineers and Electricians.

NO RESISTANCE, OR ANY OTHER CURRENT-CONSUMING DEVICES USED.
The Price of our No. 1 Blea Beenlatlns Socket (for lemps 16 to US C. P. SO volts) Is

«»1 Q'Vl/i $3.00 EACH LESS 57 1-2 PERCENT. DISCOUNT, MAKING THE I «*•! O'^lx^L.tCiP^i NET PRICE $1.27 1-2 EACH, When Ordered in Ouantilies. St(>J-.<tfl/^

SOLE PATENTEES <^ MANUFACTURERS,
BAr.TI]|IOBE ANI> CVTAW »T8., BAI^TiaiOBE, ail>.

For particulars Trrite to

THE RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY COMPANY,

FOUR
GOOD
BOOKS.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION Hand-Book.

6 Lakeside Building.

CHICAGO, ILL.ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

fileason & Bailey Mfg. Co.,
(1.11111TED.)

Hannfactoreis of, and Dealers in, a line of General

ELECTRICAL MERCHANDISE.
ALSO ELECTRIC AND COMBINATION

FIXTURES AND GLASSWARE.

Rubber Covered Weather-Proof Wires
and Lamp Cords.

233 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

It will pay yon to get oar prices and new catalogue.

INTERIOR CONDUITS The Solution of tlie ProWein of Safe GnariiDg

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for whatsoever purpose employed, Is to

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IHTERIOR fi»D UNDERGROUND

MANUFACTURED BY

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
uunPKe. j 627 lo B31 W. 34th SI.,WOKKS.

j 52e to B28 W. 3Bth St.,

General OfQces: 42 & 44Broad St., New Yort

ThoB. Day & Co., 222 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.

MouuittiQ Electiic Co., Dfinver Colo.
Americbn Elect. Supply Co., 2^6 Pearl St., Baffalo.N Y.
Putnam, Gay & Co , 37 E. Main bt , Rochester, N. T.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. eth St. , Cincinnati, O.
Chae. Uabriel, Saginaw, Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleana, La.
Walker & Kepler, 531 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & CouBtraciouCo.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Ceniral Electric <^o., Chicaeo, III.TRADE-MARK.

THOMAS STURGIS, Prest.

"WINTER SPECIALTIES."
BRAND'S STEEL WIRE TRACK BROOMS,
WARDWELL'S TRACK BROOM HOLDERS,
BURTON ELECTRIC HEATERS

— AND —

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES
OF EVERT SORT-
FOR ANY SYSTEM.

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE CO.,
w. R. MASON, Gen'i Mgr. CHICAGO. I I Adams Street.

G. A. HARMOUNT,
. MANAGER

MONITOR ELECTRIC CO.,
14 9 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN GBNEBAL

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
WESTEKK AGESIT FOR

ALFRED F. MOORE
(KSTABLISHED l.S20:

1

ELEGTRIGAL WIRES AND GABLES.
Electric Light, Annunciator and Office Wires. Incandescent and Battery C.ordS; in

fact, every kind of Wire known lo the Electrical Trade.

Wm. C. LANE. Sec'y and Treas. C. P. MACKIE, Gen'l Manager. S. S. BOGART, Gen'i Agent

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY,

INDIYIDUALARGUeHTlMOTOR CUTOUT.
LAMPS OR MOTORS CUT IN AND OUT AT WILL FROM CENTRAL STATION WITHOUT

DISTURBING OTHERS ON SAME CIRCUIT.

This System Saves Mileage of Circuits, Mates Scattered Business Profitable and Secures Payment for Every Hour of Light.
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Railway Department

Our GEARLESS and SINGLE REDUCTION Railway

Motors have made a record for

ECONOMY of OPERATION and

RELIABILITY

which cannot be excelled.
IRON-CLAD GEARLESS MOTOR.

Our MULTIPOLAR GENERATORS combine many features

of great merit. Among them are

Close Regulation,

Freedom from Sparking and

Excellent Construction.
SINGLE REDUCTION MOTOR.

A full line of illustrated catalogues will heforwarded upon application.

ii&shouse Electric £
PITTSBURG, PENN.

.Co,
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
SIANTFiCTURED ET

WM. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

-IRACIN E-HIGH'SPEBDJT

CATALOGUE f

y ADDfUSS

ENGINE DEPT.

SUPERIOR R£60LAnON
/^"^ ECONOMY "-^

BECTRIC IISHTIHS
««6ENERAL

'^

^g;t PURPOSES

16 5IZCS

CARRIED IN STOCK

rwtisf

ENGlNESj

RA(INLIiARDWARtMm-CO-RAC>''Vi)

Write to

JULIUS ANDRAE,
Milwaukee, Wis.,

For Prices of

Sockets and Cot-Duta.

PLATINUM.
JAS. SCHAWEL & tJO., "i^T^oSk:
Importers and Melters. Sheet and "Wire

in any Gan^e. Scrap Purchased.

W.F. PebkT- S. F. XOYES.

DSAIERS IN ELECTRICAL SECURITIES-

Elec-.rlciil or Telephone Stocks Eoiglit
and Solti.

PERRY &NOYES,
Elisan Bids. NEW TOBK.

MICA
For all Electric Insulating
Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the markeL.

I I SELL NO OTHER.
Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St., NEW YORK.

SOLID BRAIDED CORD.
I9 the raopt dara-
Dle for hanging
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, <'ov
ering Field

Magnets, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSOir CORDAGE TK^ORKS,
U5 COXGRE;^ STP.EET. BOSTON.

CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL.

If you are in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

BROWNLEE & CO., "MPcT-

Royal Electric Co.,
911 & 913 South Washington St., PEOEIA, ILL.,

iiij.TrFAC'nmEEs op

Alternating and Continuous Current Dynamos and Motors,

AND ELECTRIC MACHINERY.
The Most Complete AxTERNiTiNG Systeii now on the Mabeet.

Agents Wanted for Exclusive Territory,

BUY THE BEST!

The Mosher Arc Lamp.
DIRECT OR ALTERNATING INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

READ THE FOLLOTVING TESTlMOM.^r:
J. M. FISHER. Esq. Wisona. MiSK . ^'0T. io, ISOl.

Deae Sik :— We hava teen u^inp the Mosher Arc Lamp on oor Ediaon three
wire syetem since Ivt Febrnary and are now nairg twenty-five. They give
good satlefaction to oar castomer?, and are the most economical and protiLable

&mp for ourselves that we have ev^r need.
Toars very truly,

W1N0>A ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
J. H. jE>TiiNe, Manager.

Xoted for Simplicity and Steadiness.

SCO to 5,000 candle nower, making snperior lamp for photo-ensraving
pnrposes. Write for price, circular, and sample lampT

MOSHER ARC LAMP CO . 125 Ontario St, Chicago.
Or to F. P. Little A- Co , Buffalo, N. Y. ; Creajhead Eusineering Co.,

Cincinnati. O.; Chas. F. Lindnpr, San Francisco. Cal.

^
t^-^i^'

NEWYORKBELTINGScPAGKINC CO
u (LIMITED.)JOHN H. CHEEVEK^ ,

J. O. rHEETER. Managers.
r. CiZESOVE .JOXES.

)

WM. T. BAIBD, Sec'r-

Oldest and largest Manufacturers in the United States of

15 PARK ROW, HEW YORK.

Jnited States of

Vulcanized Rubber Fabrics

SAI.E-^KOOMS:
PHILADELPHI.\, .30S Chestnnt Street.

BOSTON*. 5- Summer Street.

CHICAGO, 151 Lake Street.

DENVER, 1601 1611 irth Street.
CH.^RLESTON. 16) Meetins Street.
GR.\ND R.APIDS, 4 Monroe Street.

MINNEAPOLIS, SB South 3d Street,

CLEVELA:^;d, 176 auperior Street.

FOB BECHAMC AL ri"E':'08ES,

Rubber Belting,

Pacl<ing

and Hose.

SAI.ESKOOMS:
SAN FRANCISCO, 17 Kdia Street.
ATL-\NTA, 16 Decatur Street.
DEIROIT, 16-30 Woodward Ave,
BAI.TI.MORE, 12 North Charles Street.
BUFFALO, 134-13S Washinrton Street.
NEW ORLE.\N'S, ."-12 North Peters Street.
KANSAS CITY. 1313 WePt i;ih Street.
ST. LOLIS, 616 Locust Street,

Subscribe for the Western Electrician,

HIKE'S ELIMINATOR.|y!
X-L°| THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL ——^J=

=iS Steam Separators and Oil Extractors

I'liilS^S; In twelve trisU in the "Cornell" Separator test, it averaged

W 98 7-10 per cent Dry Steam. Outstripping all competitora.

Send for Circular and Cornell test report. k&^^^
06 Libert* St , §^

HINE ELIMINATOR GO,,., NEW YORK.
This advertisement iippears every otlier week.

HOKIZONTAL.

umm BO.,

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

95 GHAyBEfiS STREET, NEW YORK.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire,handsoinely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton
jC!,jtf_^_^ and Worsted Cordsfor Incandescent Lighting. Round attd Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. pg a Kt.^

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire,

.'^*'.'"'*'*"'^***^".*'

K.K. LINE WIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

^g-e»,ts for tiLe T7;7-.A.SI2IiTC3-T01T Cj^I^SOIiT CO. Ca-rTooiis for .A.rc IjigriLlaJa.g'.

PATENT

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., CHICAGO,
Are our Selling Agents, and carry a line of Insulated and Bare Wires of our make.

THOS. L. SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 Park Place, NEW YORK.
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Cleaning^ a Telephone Switch -Board
with an Exhaust Fan.

The accompanying cut shows the application of an

ingenious apparatus now employed in the switcli-board

room of the Chicago Telephone company for clearing and

keeping free from du5t the holes in the switch board. The

spring jacks within the holes of the switch- board,

into which plugs are inserted in making telephonic con-

nections, have always given considerable trouble from the

fact that the contacts become clogged, or coated, and do

surface, reducing to a minimum the liability of poor con-

tacts. The cut takes in but a small section of the switch-

boards and shows the michines at work at eight o'clock in

the evening, when but few operators are on duty.

The apparatus in detail consists of a '/ horse power

Edison standard motor, belted to a No. oo Sturtevant ex-

haust fan. Connected to the exhaust pipe is a 5 inch hose,

wire wound, and terminating in a 5x5 inch funnel, theedges

of which are padded with felt. To the funnel are attached

handles for the convenience of the operator. The hose is

and particles of foreign matter through and out of the

holes, leaving them clean and bright. The funnel is made
of such a size as to cover 100 holes at a time, so two
sweeps are enough to take in all the holes on one section of

the switch-board.

By the use of this air sucking apparatus the efficiency

of the telephone service is greatly increased, and the cost

of cleaning is reduced to a minimum. When calculated

on a basis of the labor required the cost of cleaning of a

switch board is considerable.

CLEANING A TELEPHONE SWITCH-BOARD WITH AN EXHAUST FAN.

not make good electrical connections. Inasmuch as these

holes are only }{ of an inch in diameter and the spring

jacks are located in the rear of each of the holes, it has

been a matter of some difficulty to keep the jacks free from

dirt. The method employed heretofore has been to in-

sert, by hand, an oval shaped tool between the jacks and

rub awiy aay matter that may have collected. The
amount of work entailed by this operation and the number

of jacks to be looked after can be better appreciated when

it is explained that there are 200 switch-boards, each with

940 holes, making a total of 188,000 contacts to be

kept clean.

The object of this machine is to keep the holes, spring

jacks, etc., free from the accumulation of dust and moist-

ure, by means of air suction, and thus ever having a clean

of a convenient length, about six or seven feet. The
motor is equipped with a rheostat and receives current

through quite a length of flexible conducting cable that

may be attached to convenient lamp sockets located at

various points around the boards. An iron rod terminat-

ing in a hook receives the funnel and hose when not in

use All of the above described rigging is neatly mounted

on a 2x3 Fairbanks truck, so that it may be moved easily

along the boards.

The cleaning is performed in the following manner:

An operator fastens the plug of the flexible cord to a con-

venient lamp socket, starts the motor, and then, as he

moves the truck along the front of the switch-boards, he

slides the funnel over the face of the board. The strong

suction from the blower draws with great velocity all dust

This apparatus was specially designed for this work by

the Edison Ganeral Electric company, Chicago.

An electric signaling apparatus for transmitting orders

from the bridge to the engine room of an ccean steamer,

the invention of D. D. Wass of San Francisco, has been
accepted, it is said, by the United States Navy. A com-
plete apparatus will be placed on the new cruiser New
York, Lieutenant Finn having approved the construction.

The apparatus is so devised that the signal from the bridge

is indicated on a dial in the engine room and is repeated

back to the bridge by the engineer. This repetition, which

is accomplished merely by movement of a lever, insures cor-

rect understanding of the order. The inventor expects

that seventeen of these electrical indicators will be ordered

for the New York, ten for the Monterey and six for the

Charleston, and that they will be substituted for the me-
chanical apparatus now in use on merchant steamers.
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Throwing an Electric Railway Switch
from the Motor Car.

By the arrangement shown in the accompanying diagram

B. I. Potter, Boston, proposes to control a track switch

from an electric car by the use of the motor current.

The necessary mechanism comprises, in addition to the

ordinary trolley wire, two auxiliary wires as shown in

Fig. 1, and an electro magnetic switching device. Figs, i

and 2, located beneath the track at the switch. The mag-

nets at the switch are placed in operative relation to the

platform as indicated, and are independently energized

according as it is desired to move the switch lever.

quired for this building, and 3S3.000 pounds have been

placed in position. The magnitude of the work on all the

buildings may be judged from the statement that it is esti-

mated that the standing pine on 4,500 acres will be re-

quired to finish the construction work now in progress.

This means demanding nine square miles of forest.

The congressional World's Fair committee, of which

Representative Durborow is chairman, has completed its

formal organization. The sub committee of the appro-

priation committee will begin its inquiries at once. It

will probably visit Chicago,

T he contract for constructing the subways for the elec-

It is hardly necessary to explain the device, as its gen-

eral arrangement is clearly shown in the diagrams.

The operation is as follows: A car approaching the

switch is brought into electric connection with the switch-

magnets by means of the two auxiliary overhead con-

ductors. By the use of a simple electrical switch on the

car it is now practicable for the motor man or conductor to

throw the track switch before arriving at the switch ilself.

The track switch may be set at any time after con-

tact is made with the supplemental wire?, provided only

that the car wheels have not actually entered the track

switch. It is in this par.i:ular that it is claimed that this

apparatus differs from previous constructions in which

short contact blocks or plates have been arranged on or

in the ground, and the switch actuating circuit completed

through brushes carried by the car.

Electricity at the World's Fair

There is a prospect that the prospectus of the depart-

ment of electricity, regarding which there has been so

much chaffering, will soon be issued. It is likely that it

will be much shorter than was at first intended, and that it

will contain little beside a general statement of the extent

and scope of the department, a brief description of the build-

ing, with a perspective view and floor plans, and the special

rules of the department. The illustrations that will be used

and the rules have already appeared in the Western
Electrician.

Some figures interesting to the electrical fraternity are

contained in the report of William K. Ackerman, auditor

of the World's Fair, showing the receipts and disbur«:e-

ments of the corporation up to January i. 1892. The total

disbursements up to that date were ^2.068,094.44. of

FIG. I. THROWING AN ELECTRIC RAILWAY SWITCH

FROM A MOTOR CAR.

which ^5,242.31 was paid for electric lights and'$iSc).54

for gas. For telegraphing ^925.39 was paid, while the

item of ''telephones" is put down as ^1,939.85. Among
the construction expenses is an item of $87,437-74 for

money paid the contractors on the electricity building;

$9,770.76 for electrical engineering, and $15,051.34 for

the electrical plant. Of the temporary buildings the

power house is credited with having cost $5,538.57. The
balance on hand was $876,117.82. In the record of the

amount distributed by departments the department of

electricity is put down as having spent $8,041.42. Dur-

ing Becember the department of electricity cost $676.65;

electrical engineering for construction, $2,020.59, and

electric lights and appliances, $1,970.50,

The latest report shows that of the required 5,ooo,oco

feet of lumber for the electricity building 2,440,391 feet

has already been placed. Of iron 1,500,000 pounds is re-

trical wires at the World's Fair has been let to T. C. Brooks

& Co. at a price that will make the total cost about

$35,000. The work must be done by April ist.

E. E, Keller, of Chief Barrett's department, is preparing

a number of section plans of the main floor and galleries

of the electricity building on a scale of a quarter of an inch

to a foot. In all there will be 22 of these floor plans, and

space will be allotted from them, each exhibitor being

furnished a plan with his allotment plainly marked

A letter reached the department of electricity lately ad-

dressed to "j- P. Barrett, V. M.' Everybody wondered

what "V. M." meant, and among other guesses, it was

FIG. I. AN ELECTRIC STEAM ENGINE GOVERNOR.

conjectured that the letters stood for "Very Mighty"—

a

sly compliment to the chief's popularity at the city hall.

Investigation revealed the fac' that this was an error, how-
ever. The letter came in response to a dictated one which

Prof. Barrett had authorized the stenographer—a bright

young lady—tosign. This the latter did, attaching her initials

in microscopic characters. The recipient, however, evidently

thought that the letters represented an honorary title.

Herr Vogel, the representative of Siemens & Halske,

left for New York last week. It is stated that he will

return soon, with other representatives of the great German
firm, and hold further conferences with the World's Fair

directors.

A Chicago daily paper has the following item, which,

like many others concerning the "World's Fair, is "interest-

ing if true:"'

When President Harrison touches the electric key that

is to start the World's Columbian Exposition the signal

will reach every city of considerable size in Europe and
America. AD this is conditioned, however, on the fulfill-

ment of a proposition made to the ways and means com-
mittee. The World's Fair Annunciator company made a
written offer to the committee to connect the cities of two
hemispheres by electricity, so that when the president gives
the signal it will start the machinery of the World's Fair,

ring the fire bells and hoist the national flag in towns all

over the United States, at the same time announcing in

Europe the opening of the great exposition. The proposi-
tion will be considered at a later date, when the directors

have been satisfied of the responsibility of the company.

Electrical Plant of London calis attention to what

seems to be a just cause of complaint on the other side

of the water. In speaking of the British Royal Commis-

sion, it says:

The sum allowed by the British government, as was
known from the very first, is totally inadequate to the
expenses of the commission or the due performance of

the functions they undertook; being in fact many times
less than the sums voted by other countries of inferior

commercial standing; eo to make up the deficiency the

British exhibitors are called upon to pay the difference.

The Chicago folks very justly complain, in no measured
terms, of this suicidal policy. They say, we have pro-

vided you with handsome buildings and given you all the

space you asked for. absolutely free; and now you who
are supposed to be sent here as a royal commission to

protect British exhibitors actually propose to charge so
much per foot of floor space to your own people

!

The question naturally arises, "Is it not time that those
who constitute the real exhibition, viz., exhibitors, under-
took the management of such things themselves, rather

than allow themselves to be made the victims of fussy
officials, eager for notoriety, titles or money?"

An Electric Steam Engine Governor.

Frank M. Garland, Xew Haven, Conn., has devised an

electrically operated throttle valve through which he

governs a steam engine directly from the dynamo. In a

word, by his device the work of the engine is automatically

reduced or increased, according to the output required of

the dynamo.

Referring to the accompanying diagrams. Fig. i is a

side elevation of the complete system; Fig. 2 is a plan view

of the governor, and Fig. 3 is a side elevation of the gover

nor valve with parts broken away to show construction.

From Figs. 2 and 3 it will be seen that there is a valve

casing with an inlet port, valve seat and outlet port, and

adapted to be connected to a steam pipe between a boiler

and engine. A balanced valve is provided with a spindle

that projects through the casing and stuffing box, and

is supported by the arms of a web that is cast integral with

the upper part of the casing. A portion of this valve

spindle between the arms of the web is threaded and bears

upon the threaded portion a worm gear, the central hole in

which is threaded to fit the spindle, while the teeth on the

periphery are cut to mesh with a worm as shown.

The worm gear is held from vertical movement about

midway between the arms in an opening in a sleeve that

turns loosely upon the spindle. The worm is rotarily sup

ported by journals that turn in bearings projecting from

an oscillating lever that is connected with the sleeve. One
end of the lever is pivoted to the plunger armature of a

solenoid while the opposite end of the lever is connected

by a spring with an adjusting screw.

The terminal wires of the solenoid are connected in

circuit in any proper manner with the dynamo, the output

of which is to control the work of the engine.

Upon the two ends of the worms are mounted friction

wheels, the peripheries of which are adapted to make con-

tact with the face of the rotating disk according to the

position of the lever as it is oscillated by the pull of the

solenoid or the spring. This disk is connected to one

end of a shaft journaled as shown, and the opposite end
of the shaft bears a pulley adapted to be belted to and
driven by an engine. Pivoted to the casing is a bent lever,

one end of which projects into the path of oscillation of

one end of the other lever. The opposite end of the bent

lever is connected by a link with one end of another lever,

the opposite end of which bears an armature which is held

to the solenoid when a sufficient current is passing along

the coils to overcome the tension of the spring.

Thi opiraiion of the governor will now be understood:

When the governor valve is open and steam passes through

it to the cylinder and the engine starts, the pulley which

s belted to the engine, revolves the disk continuously in

FIGS. 2 AND 3. AN ELECTRIC STEAM ENGINE GOVERNOR.

one direction. As the electromotive force of the dynamo
increases, more current will pass through the solenoid, at-

tracting the plunger and bringing the wheel into contact

with the revolving disk. The friction of the disk and

wheel rotates the worm and drives the gear that is threaded

upon the valve spindle, causing the valve to close and cut

off steam until the work of the engine is only sufficient to

cause the dynamo to send a current through the solenoid

to balance the pull of the spring and hold the friction

wheels from the face of the disk. Should the current

which passes around the so'enoid be insufficient to attrac
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the armaluri:, the wheel comes in contact with the disk, and

the worm and gear arc rotated in an opposite direction.

Thi*; opens the valve and allows more steam to be passed

through the engine, so that its work may be increased and

the voltage of the dynamo raised.

Pike's Peak Telephone Line.

The line of poles which follows the "cog"sle3m railroad

to the summit of Pike's Teak carries a wire used for tele-

phone service. The line, which is a private one, was put

up by the company which owns the marvelous rack rail-

way. The wire was strung last spring, and It will soon be

PIKES PEAK TELEPHONE LINE.

determined how well the construction has withstood the

rigors of a Pike's Peak winter.

The telephone is employed by the company in controll-

ing the traffic over the road running to the Peak. Natur-

ally but little train dispatching is required, but it is ex-

tremely important that communication be possible in the

case of accident.

The system is an insignificant one in size, but it pos-

sesses especial interest from the fact that the instrument at

the summit is the highest telephone in the world; at least

telephone men assert that this is the fact. There are only

five instruments on the circuit.

The line follows generally the route of the cog railway,

which is built on the old trail to the Peak, and it is about

twelve miles in length. The poles used are about eighteen

feet in height, and are set at distances of lOo feet apart.

They are of spruce, and were cut on the mountain side.

They were distributed along the railway line from trains on

the cog road. No great difficulty was experienced in set-

ting them, although at some few points it was necessary to

resort to blasting.

A number nine hard crawn copper wire is iused as a

conductor. The pole line was built up to a point about

5,coo feet from the summit. From this point on an in u-

lated cable is employed, which is laid over the snow and

rocks. This method of construction was deemed necessary

for the reason that the old telegraph wire running to the

signal station at the summit was constantly broken by the

snow. The telegraph line is now abandoned.

The circuit is metallic, though not in the ordinary sense.

The rails form the return conductor. The line has given

excellent service. It is remarkably free from induction.

I[ has been connected to the metallic circuit of the Colorado

Springs exchange leading to Uenver, and conversation be-

tween the Peak and the latter city has been carried on

successfully. The distance is about ninety-five miles.

Telephone men say it is one of the best talking lines to be

found anywhere. No difficulty is experienced in operating

the line unless the freezing of batteries can be considered

such. This minor trouble is easily overcome. It was

thought that a great deal of trouble might result from

lightning, as thunderstorms on the mountain side are pro-

verbially severe, but no damage has been caused in this way.

Double Carbon Arc Lamp Litigation.

The Hrush Electric company is displaying great activity

in bringing suits against the users of double carbon arc

lamps other than its own. A suit against the Western

Klectric company in relation to the "Twin" arc lamp was

noticed in this paper several weeks ago. Since then suits

have been brought against Carson, Piric, Scott & Co., the

Chicago Arc Light lS: Tower company, Marshall Tield iV

Co., Mandel liros., (jco. II. Williams iV Co., Fish, Joseph

& Co., L. Klein, K.lein Pros, and the Uoston Store, all of

Chicago, the city of Muncie, Ind., and the city of Chicago.

In each instance the plainlifT seeks to have the defendant

restrained from using double carbon lamps which, it alleges,

infringe its patents. Western Electric lamps are used in

/learly every case, and that company, through its attorneys,

Barton & Hrown of Chicago, will defend the suits, unless

possibly that brought against the city of Chicago. II. A.

Seymour of Washington, is the attorney for the plaintiff,

and Offield, Towle A: Unthicum are the Chicago repre-

sentatives of the company. None of the suits will come
to trial before three or four months have elapsed.

A New York dispatch says: "United States Judge La-

combe to-day banded down a final decree in the suit of the

IJrush Electric company vs. the Electric Construction ^S;

Supply company, perpetually enjoining and restraining the

defendants from making, using or selling any arc light

electric lamp in which two or more pairs of carbon are in-

dependently regulated, controlled, and burned succes

sively." ^

The total leng^tb of cable used for underground diitribu-

tion is 50,000 meters. The current is measured at the

houses by Ihc use of the Aron meter and the price per

lamp hour for 16 candle power lamps of 55 watts is 4

pfennigs.

There are no arc lamps in use taking from four

to ten amperes.

The plant was built in i8B3 after the plans of Engineer

Hermann Mullcr, and began furnishing current to con-

sumers on December 6, i838. The total cost of the plant

was $187,000.

Speaking Tube and Electric System.
Ilussey & Co., 2ii Randolph street, Chicago, have

just built and put in place in the Edison General Electric

Central Station at Barmen.
The central station at Barmen is one of the most com-

plete plants on the European continent and was installed

by Schuckert & Co., of Nuernberg, A large accumulator

plant of the Tudor type is used to increase the capacity of

the plant. The station consists of a boiler house, dynamo
and engine room, and an accumulator room. It covers an

area of 2,300 square meters.

The present capacity of the plant is 5,000 incandescent

lamps burning at the same time, or a total installation of

8,000 incandescent lamps.

The boiler house contains six Galloway tubular boilers.

In the dynamo and engine room shown in the ac-

companying cut there are five compound non-condensing

engines of the horizontal type, each of a capacity of 150

horse power, operated at a speed of no revolutions per

minute. There are ten dynamos employed, each having

a capacity of 31,250 watts. One boiler, one engine and

the two dynamos connected are held in reserve in case of

accident to any of the other machines.

The accumulators consist of four double batteries of 6S

cells having a discharging current of 220 amperes and a

capacity of 1,100 ampere hours.

The plant is operated on the three v. ire system and the

dynamos and accumulators are used together; that is, the

accumulators are operated in parallel with the generators.

The generators are shunt machines of the Schuckert flat

SPEAKING TUBE AND ELECTRIC SYSTEM.

company's new office building on Adams street, Chicago,

a complete speaking tube and electric system for inter-

communication between the executive officers of the com-

pany. The illustration given herewith shows the central

station apparatus, which is constantly in charge of an

operator, each branch station being supplied with a very

simple and compact appliance similar to those in use at

the switch-board and which are shown on either side.

The batteries are inclosed in the cabinet and ample pro-

vision is made for the use of the entire system at once

by the requisite number of flexible tubes. The connec-

tions are easily and quickly made and all the details have

CENTRAL STATION .\T BARMEN,

ring type, and have a normal speed of 500 revolutions per been worked out

minute, with a capacity of 31,250 watts.

Two small electric motors are used to work the auto-

matic regulators. They give very good satisfaction at this

station, although in Hanover the engineer stated that at

present the hand regulators were used altogether.

The total number of lamps burning at the same time is

about 5,000 of iG candle power each, requiring 55 watts.

with care. At present twentj' stations

hive been connected up, leaving room for growth or

for such additions as may be desired.

The Wisconsin Telephone company has now a metallic
long-distance telephone line connecting Milwaukee, Racine,
Fond du Lac, Oshkosh, Neenah, Menasha, Appleton and
Chicago.
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Brush's Hot Strip Ammeter.
In this ammeter the strength of the current is indicated

by a pointer moved over a scale by the expansion and con-

traction of a metal strip which carries and is heated by

the current to be measured.

The device as here shown, which was designed byChas.

F. Brush of Cleveland, is very simple in construction.

Figs. I and 2 show the external and internal appearance of

the meter, while the details will be understood by reference

to Figs. 3, 4 and 5.

The working parts of the meter are inclosed in a case of

cast iron. From Figs. 2, 3 and 4 it will be seen that a thin

(lexible ribbon loop of German silver is attached to a rock-

shaft at the top, while at the lower end of the casing the

ends of the ribbon are fastened to the screw rods, which

extend through insulating sleeves. Washers surround the

screw rods and are seated upon asbestos and mica, as

shown, in order that the washers and screw rods shall be

insulated from the casing and from each other. As will

be seen, there are adjusting nuts to regulate the tension of

the ribbons. One of the screw rods is fitted like a binding-

post to receive one end of the circuit in which the instru-

ment is to be included. At the upper end of the casing

there is a spring plate. Figs. 3 and 5, which carries the

rock shaft sustaining the ribbon loop. The rock shaft has

a roller bearing on the spring plate, and it is provided

with holes into which the pins, set in the spring plate.

il">i|iijii<>i,,i„|iiii|„.n IrTirin'Tl
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FIGS. I. AND 2. BRUSH S HOT STRIP AMMETER.

extend, as indicated in the large sectional view, Fig. 5.

A pin fastened to tlie rock shaft passes through a hole in

the ribbon. This construction prevents the ribbon from

slipping upon the rock shaft. The long pointer, Fig. i,

is fastened to one end of the rock shaft.

It should be explained that Mr, Brush found by practi-

cal tests that an ordinary knife edge bearing would soon

deteriorate, and for this reason he adopted the roller con-

struction as shown in Fig. 5.

The meter is operated as follows: The adjusting nuts

are first turned down so as to impart considerable strain

upon the two parts of the ribbon and the spring, acd when

properly adjusted, the hand will point to zero on the in

dicating scale. When current is passed through the in-

strument it Hows, as shown, through a part of the ribbon.

The current, therefore, heats this part of the ribbon, owing

to its resistance to the passage of the current, and the de-

gree of heat to which the part is subjected varies with the

strength of the current flowing through it. The heating

effect of the current operates to expand this portion, and

as it slackens it relieves the spring plate of a portion of its

restraining force, and thus allows it to retract. But owing

o the fact that one part of the ribbon is not expanded,
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this part still exerts its normal restraining force on the

spring, the result of which is that the latter will partially

rotate the rock shaft and cause the pointer to move over

the indicating plate, the extent of movement being depend-

ent upon the strength of the current Howing through the

other part. It should be mentioned that the operation of

the instrument is not due to the amount of heat to which

part of the ribbon is subjected, but to the difference in

heat to which the two parts of the ribbon are subjected.

Litigation over Telegraph Securities.

Important litigation is in progress in New York in which

Edward S. Stokss appears as plaintiff and John W.

Mackay as defendant, the cause of the action being the

possession of telegraph securities held by Mackay, which

Stokes claims should have been delivered to him under a

contract dated Dec. 26, i83S. This contract was

made by Hector De Castro, it is claimed, on behalf of

Mackay. Stokes alleges that for $100,000 he agreed to

deliver stocks, bonds and contracts to Mackay, consisting

of bonds and stock of the United Lines Telegraph com-

pany and certain stock in the Chicago Board of Trade

Telegraph, Pacific Telegraph company. Pacific Mutual

Telegraph company, Lehigh Valley Telegraph com-

pany, and contracts with E. L. Martin for

the purchase of additional stock in the Pacific and Pacific

Mutual Telegraph companies. Stokes says that he gave

all his $115,000 in par value of the bonds of the United

Lines Telegraph company, which the defendants refused

to accept Feb. 25, l8S3, and that the defendants paid

him $25,000 on account. Stokes demands the |75.ooo.

with interest from Feb. 26, 1 888. Mackay denies

making the agreement. De Castro admits making it, but

denies that he made it as agent for Mackay or for himself.

It was executed, he says on Stokes' assurance that it had

no value to bind Mr. Mackay, was merely formal, and

would accommodate Stokes in this transaction. Mr. De

Castro admits that as agent tor Mackay he gave Stokes for

investment various sums of money between Sept. 30,

1884, and Oct. 23, l83S, aggregating $1,233,358. He

denied, however, that in the transaction in suit he was em-

powered to act for Mackay.

In the action now on trial Stokes testified that in the

latter part of 18S4 and beginning of 18S5 he had conversa-

tions with Mackay about getting control of the Bankers

and Merchants' Telegraph company. It was agreed that

Mackay should foreclose on the Postal Telegraph company

and Stokes was to secure control of the Bankers and

Merchants'. They were to conEolidate the two companies

and divide the surplus received over their investments.

Some interesting corresponence has been brought out in

the trial. On Feb. 6, 1SS5, Mackay wrote Stokes

that the whole business had better be closed out. He said that

he did not believe that if Stokes perfected the consolidation

of the Postal and Bankers and Merchants' there would be

any money in it except for the Western Union and the

Baltimore and Ohio. Later Mackay wrote again that he

wanted nothing more to do with the telegraph business,

saying, "I would not take the Postal and the Bankers and

Merchants' as a gift." Again iNIackay wrote Stokes that

he would sooner lose $200,000 than see him "stuck up,"

but he wanted to get rid of the whole business. He ad-

vanced $50,000 at this time. He advised Stokes when he

got ready to close to retain Roscoe Conkling and pay him

well. Later he wrote advising Stokes to get out of the

whole deal as soon as he could. Robert Garrett, he de-

clared, was playing a losing game with the Baltimore &
Ohio. "Gould hates Garrett bad and will make no terms

with him. I do not care about the money I have put in

this business. I just want to get out," Mackay declared.

There were letters from Stokes to Mackay urging him to

hold on to the matter, as victory was in sight, and he was

master of the situation, but Mackay 's only answer was

that the difficulty was "to get the coin," and he could not

and would not furnish it.

Street Car Strike in Indianapolis.

The recent street car strike on the electric and horse car

lines in Indianapolis was distinguished by many exciting

incidents. Thus on the 12th an effort was made to run-

a motor car on one of the North Side electric lines. The

police were in charge of it, and a dozen detectives were

inside in citizens' dress as passengers. The motor man was

dragged from the car and was roughly handled before he

was rescued by the police. The strikers entered the car

and there was a desperate struggle between them and the

detectives, resulting in a number of the former being ar-

rested. Later another attempt was made to start an elec-

tric car. A hundred or more of the strikers threw themselves

in front of it, some of them on their faces with their hands

almost under the wheels, as if inviting the motor man to
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crush them. The car was stopped barely in time to save

life. Later dispatches announced that the strike had been

settled, the companymaking many concessions.

National Electric Light Association.

George F. Porter, secretary of the National Electric

Light association, has issued a circular letter to associate

members of the organization announcing that the head-

quarters of the association during the Buffalo convention

will be at the Iroquois hotel. Referring to the subject

of holding an exhibit he says: "Inquiries have been made

regarding the holding of an exhibition in connection with

E3E 39,
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FIGS. 3, 4 AND 5. BRUSH S HOT STRIP AMMETER.

the meeting, but the matter has not yet been decided.

Should enough members signify their desire to exhibit to

justify the management in taking such action, space and

power will be provided gratis. Kindly advise me at j'our

earliest convenience of your wishes in the matter."

A Compact Electric Heat Alarm.
The little device here shown is for use in connection

with journals and other parts of machines where injury is

liable to be occasioned by overheating through friction or

other causes, It is designed to give an alarm automatically

when the heat begins to be excessive. The most essential

portion of the device consists of a metallic cylinder made

up of two sections. The lower section which is closed

and solid at one end and open at the other, is provided

with an inside thread at the open end. The upper section

is fitted with a shoulder and outside thread, so as to screw

into the first section as a plug, forming one cylinder. Ex-

tending from this shoulder is a projection shaped like the

frustrum of a cone, of such length that when the two sec-

tions are screwed together it reaches very nearly to the

bottom of the lower section. A small hole through this

projection connects the hollow parts of the two sections.

Within the upper section a hard rubber non-conducting

j00^^^.>mm>^

COMIAv_r ELECTRIC HEAT ALARM.

plug is screwed. Through this last named part a metal

spindle passes, connecting at its outer end with one of the

poles of an electric battery. The other battery connection

is the set screw in the upper section. A nut holds the

spindle in position.

For operation the first section is partly filled with mer-

cury, the two sections screwed together, and the device is

then fixed into the journal box. Excessive heat causes

expansion of the mercury, and forces ic through the hole

connecting the two sections, bringing it into contact with

the spindle, thus completing the circuit and giving an

alarm by means of the electric bell. The alarm was de-

signed by Morril S. Pierce.
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Effect of the Earthquake on Electrical
Property in Japan.

'I'lic effect of the recent earthquake in Japan, lo which

reference has already been made in the Wkstkkn Ei.kc-

TRiciAN, is plainly shown in the illustrations herewith pre-

sented, which are reproductions of photographs of the

ruins of electric light and telegraph stations. It is esti

mated that the destruction to property far exceeded that of

any former shake in the domain of the Mikado.

The electrical interests suffered greatly, the pole lines

EFFECT OF THE EARTI-HjUAKE ON ELECTRICAL PROPERTY

IN JAPAN.

throughout the district affected being almost entirely de-

stroyed, and the apparatus of the several companies being

greatly damaged. Despite the fact that electricity is used

only to a comparatively small extent in Japan, the crippling

of the companies had a marked effect, and called attention

to the necessity of the modern method only recently in-

troduced.

The electric companies have already made considerable

progress in repairing the damage caused by the earthquake,

and in rebuilding their stations they will utilize all the im-

provements in construction that have been made. The
photographs from which the cuts were reproduced and for

which we are indebted to the San Francisco Exiwiincr,

were secured by an American gentleman traveling in Ja-

pan at the time of the earthquake.

Substituting Electric for Oxy-hydrogen
Light

The introduction of the electric light to take the place of
oxy-hydrogen lights is attracting considerable attention.

Following is an abstract from an article in a photograph-
ic journal on this subject: In the early days of arc
lighting the great objection to the lamp was found in its

uncertain regulation, resulting in hissing, flickering, and
even in short periods of almost total extinction. The arc
lamps in use to-day, however, give so constant and uni-

form a light that this objection has practically disap-

peared.

On account of the intense light given by the electric arc
many workers have endeavored to apply it as a substitute

for the oxy-hydrogen lamp used for lecture room purposes.

It will readily be seen that there are numerous difficulties

in the way of a practical solution of this problem. Ob-
stacles are found both in the regulation of the carbons and
in their relative position to each other, and in keeping the
supply of current to the lamp constant.

Some nine or ten years ago Mr. Douglass experimented
with a light at the South Foreland lighthouse, in which,
by an ingenious arrangement of the carbons, the crater of

the arc was maintained constantly in the same relative

position to the center of the lens, and furthermore the
crater reflected the light forward, so that almost the en-

tire amount of light emitted by the arc was thrown to-

ward the lens. The results of his experiments were as
follows: Taking the light given in a horizontal plane
with the direct vertical arrrangement of the carbons as
100, he found the light given toward

the East or froot equaled 287
North or side equaled ti6
South or side equaled 116
West or back equaled 38

Mean 150

Lately D. L. H. Laudy of Columbia College has
adapted this arrangement of carbons to lecture lanterns.

It is obvious in this that the ordinary position of the
carbons in the arc lamp has been very much modified, as
the crater, of course, generally throws the light downward
instead of to one side. This peculiar position of the cra-

ter is obtained by placing the carbons in such a manner
that the axis of the upper or positive carbon coincides with
the edge of the lower carbon farthest from the lens The
regulation of the carbons is on the principle of a focusing
lamp, the arc always being in the same position in space.
This is effected by a double movement of the positive car-

bon to a single movement of the negative, as the two are
brought near to each other to compensate for the burning
away of the carbon. The feed is perfectly constant, and
so long as care is taken to maintain a voltage at the re-

quired figure the lamp will be perfectly free from hissing
or flickering. As a consequence of this the variation in

the intensity of the light is practically nil, and the in-

tensity of a given lamp can be estimated within very nar-
row limits.

In connection with this electric lecture lantern several

interesting points regarding its ready adaptability for the
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woikare deserving of mention. .'\ny lantern that has
been used with the oxy-hydrogen light can easily be altered
to carry the arc lamp. Other electric lamps for this kind
of work have generally required special cases of more or
less cumbersome nature. The oxy hydrogen light requires
considerable skill in manipulation, and occupies a good
deal of time to set up and keep in working order. The arc
lamp is adjusted in a few seconds, and when once started
the regulation is entirely automatic, no special skill

being necessary in using it beyond the ordinary electrical

knowledge requisite for ihc handling of an electric light of
any kind A further and very important advantage in

favor of the arc lamp for lantern use is its extreme econ-
omy. It is found as a result of careful experiments that the
oxy-hydrogen light costs about ^1.50 per hour, whereas the
arc lamp can be run at a cost for current not exceeding 20
cents per hour; indeed, this is a liberal estimate at the or-

dinary meter rates for current.
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and the ingenious manner in which the motor is filled lo

the car axle is one of the features of the model. The sides

of the car were of glass and were covered with advertising

matter relating to the record of the electric 'company
making the display. ' In the car and on the engine there

were incandescent lights, connected in series^ and in

multiple, according lo the voltage and candle power of ihc

lamps, as to show the advertisements to the best advantage.

From the edges of the canopy top of the exhibit an
elliptical track was suspended by wires arranged lo form a

A Neat Little Model.
The exploiter of a rapid transit scheme, the designer of

a new system of electric propulsion, and, in fact, almost

every inventor of machinery requiring power, linds a model

not only useful hut an almost indispensable aid to him in

illustrating the features of his apparatus. Where to show

the working of the device to the best advantage, power and

light are necessary, electricity, nowadays, is invariably

resorted to. Many inventors, though, while fully aware that

electricity is a most convenient agent to be employed in

models, are often times not well enough versed in such

applications 10 fit up their devices with electric appliances.

Anything, then, that helps the inventor cannot fail to be

of value to a large number of the readers of the Western
Electrjcian. and it is for this reason that the description

of the little model represented in the illustration is

presented.

The sign on the locomotive in Fig t tells its own story.

The little engine is running with fires drawn and the

miniature electric car is pushing it around the track.

EFFECT OF THE EARTHQUAKE ON ELECTRICAL PROPERTV
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Howe truss, and upon this the miniature train was placed.

A bare No. 12 copper wire, fastened to the tics with

staples midway between the rails, served as the trolley

wire and the track formed the return circuit. A copper

brush bearing upon the wire made the connection to the

motor.

FlC. 2. A NEAT LITTLE MODEL.

These two little models were an attraction at a recent

industrial exposition at St. Louis, but until now the

details have not been published. The models formed an

interesting feature in the Thomson Houston company's

exhibit, which was in charge of B. J. Arnold, one of the

consulting electrical engineers of the western department.

Having but a short time in which to prepare his exhibit,

Mr. Arnold hit upon the idea of pressing into service the

miniature locomotive. The little engine was one that had

been built by Mr. Arnold when a boy during odd hours

and vacations from school. It is interesting also to note

in this connection that the locomotive was built in a black-

A Precedent in Electric Insurance.
A press dispatch from Salem, Mass., says: "In the

Superior Civil Court yesterday the jury in the case of the

Lynn Gas & Electric Light company against the Meridian

and twenty-three other insurance companies returned a

sealed verdict for the plaintifT, and assessed damages to

the amount of ^9,161.66. The action was to recover $9,000,

the aggregate insurance held upon the power house and
light station of the plaintiff in Lynn. There was a slight

fire in the tower of the station among the main wires,

which resulted in the short circuiting of the entire system.

The explosion of a large pulley in the main shaft, the

racking of the engine, and the bursting of the mammoth
fly-wheel, which tore through the walls of the building

wrecked the structure. The companies refused payment of

the insurance on the ground that the fire was not the cause

of the damage. They contested the case, as its decision

involves a precedent for future electric plant insurance.

Exceptions have been taken, and the case will go to the

Supreme Court.''

Drunk on a Telephone Pole.

This story, which has a very obvious moral, was tele-
graphed from Grand Rapids. Mich., as a press dispatch:
"Calvin Baldwin, a telephone lineman who was stringing
new wires on a pole, becoming chilled by exposure, took
two drinks of whisky to keep the cold out and then re-

turned to his perch near the top of the pole. Pie had
hardly reached his position when his comrades on the next
poles noticed that he was acting queerly. They went to
his assistance, and when they climbed up to where he was
they found him drunk and in great danger of faUing to in-

fe
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FIG. I. A NEAT LITTLE MODEL.

smith shop and without the aid of the tools and appliances

that to-day are considered essential.

The engine is a perfect working model of locomotive

No. 3 of the "Burlington Route" and runs perfectly by

steam. The object in using it in this exhibit was to

illustrate the idea expressed by the sign on the cab.

The car, the interior mechanism of which is shown in

Fig. 2, was designed to fit a )^ horse power C. & C. motor,

stant death on the pavement below. He was so drunk
that he could not climb down, and declared that he would
not any way. One man grasped him by the belt and held
him up by main strength for a quarter, of an hour, while
the other procured a rope. He was finally lowered to the
ground with the rope around his body, and was taken
home."

A company is being organized for the purpose of erect-
ing an electric light plant at Hartford, Ky.
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The Chicago Electric club has taken steps toward a

permanent organization. At the meeting, Monday evening,

it was decided to form a stock company, thereby entirely

reorganizing the club, and providing for its permanent

support. It is believed that this will insure the future

prosperity of the club. This organization will no doubt be

called upon during the World's Fair to entertain many

distinguished visitors and it is now preparing to get into

position to do justice to the electrical fraternity of the

western metropolis.
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horses. It was announced that in case Mayor Boody

again disapproved the resolution it would be passed over

his veto. In view of this fact, the mayor has sent out to

other cities for information on the subject of the operation

of the trolley. He will not, it is said, again interfere

unless he has had some additional facts upon which to base

his action.

A SHORT article on the storage battery, by F. K. Irving,

is presented in another column. The most salient p ints

brought out by Mr. Irving, and the ones that should be

particularly interesting to those about to install storage

battery plants, relate to the energy recoverable from a

given weight per cell under different conditions, and also as

to the life of accumulators. Mr. Irving, who is a practical

storage battery manufacturer, goes on record with the

statement that he finds "apparently the average life of the

peroxide positive is from si.\ to eight months' active serv-

ice." The lead negatives in some cases, says Mr. Irving,

"have a life of about three years." Of course, the above

statements were qualified with reference to the treatment

of the apparatus.

Mr. Edison is reported to have suggested the use of

electricity, with a stream of water as a conductor, in case

of war with Chile. His plan contemplates the defense of

fortifications by this means. Electrical engineers will be

inclined to view the idea with skepticism, but even should

it prove practicable the idea of making it public is not a

particularly happy one. If war should be declared by the

United States, the military operations of this country

would be mainly offensive. The plan of our army and

navy officers would not be to wait quietly at home until the

enemy chose to attack us, but to force the fighting in Chile

and to keep our adversaries busy on their own ground. In

the main we would be the aggressors and the enemy would

fight on the defensive. Unfortunately, therefore, Mr.

Edison's suggestion, if practicable, would be principally of

value to the Chileans.

Opponents of the extension of the electric system at

Milwaukee have furnished in their argument before the

common council of that city the best possible evidence of

the fact that the electric railway supplies unequaled

facilities for rapid transit. It was proposed to extend an

electric line through a thickly populated district which has

never had communication with the down town district of

the city. It was of course expected that the proposition

would be received with unanimous approval, and as a mat-

ter of fact over ninety per cent, of the people interested in

the matter favored the project. The opposition came

from a comparatively few small storekeepers on the out-

skirts, who admitted that their objections were based on the

fact that they feared their business would be injured if the

line was built. This, it is scarcely necessary to say, was

explained by the fact that the electric line would allow the

people to go down town to do their shopping, and the

small dealers on the outskirts, realizing that they could not

compete with the big houses, presented their grievances to

the aldermen with the hope that they might prevent the

extension of the line. City officials have been known to

committ many outrageous blunders, but it could hardly be

hoped that the people of Milwaukee would tolerate such

action as was proposed in this instance.

Brooklyn's new mayor, according to the New York

papers, has come to appreciate the fact that his views are

not in accordance with those of his constituents on the

subject of the electric railroad. The board of aldermen

has again passed the resolutions granting permission to

the surface roads to substitute electricity in place of

One of the most interestiong subjects discussed in

Mayor Grant's annual message to the New York board of

aldermen is that of rapid transit. The mayor relates the

steps already taken to secnre improved service, and he

refers to the plans already submitted by the commissioners.

He says that these plans are comprehensive and that they

have met with the general approval of the public and the

almost unanimous commendation of the press. The pro-

posed line, he continues, will extend up Broadway to

Fourteenth street, and thence by diverging lines to the

east and west, reaching the largest centers of population

least provided with rapid transit facilities.

The mayor seems to approve the general plan of the

commission despite the fact that the New York S211Z re-

cently quoted him as being opposed to any underground

system. Another passage of interest to those engaged in

electric traction is that referring to the subject of rapid

transit for the annexed district. On this point Mayor Grant

says; "For its surface roads I favored the trolley system

as being peculiarly adapted to its needs. The people of the

Twenty third and Twenty-fourth wards are at a disadvan-

tage in their facilitiesfor rapid transit which their geograph-

ical position does not justify. While the people of the

west side are now enabled to proceed from their residences

to their places of business in one railway by the payment

of one fare, the people of the annexed district are com-

pelled to patronize two different lines and pay two fare^.
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When the proposed line of railway laid out by the Rapid

Transit commissioners is built the difi'culties will be rem-

edied."

It would seem that for this reason alone the people of

New York would take kindly to the proposition of the

Ripid Transit Com-nissiouers. At the present time the

city is without a comprehensive system of rapid transit.

A CERTAIN spirit of jealousy crops out occasionally

in the English electrical papers when references to

American achievments or inventions are made. Thus
the Electrician of London, in reviewing the year, in-

dulges in this little fling: "Electric traction still con-

tinues to make progress of that slow but sure descrip-

tion so dear to the English nation. The general

adoption of electricity on urban tramways seems as far

off as ever. At Leeds Mr. Graff Baker has been plucky

enough to give us a somewhat dubious blessing in the

shape of a plain undiluted specimen of the American

overhead trolley system Mr. Biker appears to have im-

ported a consignment of his native characteristics, to-

gether with his cars, for, despite the changed environ-

ment, he has already had a miniature 'smash,' and is now
'in interference' with the Na'ional Telephone company.

All who admire pluck will wish him well out of his diffi-

culties." This is certainly an admirable way for an

electrical journal to further the interests that it professes

to advocate. The ill concealed sneers of the Ehctridan
can scarcely be inspired by any more worthy motive than

a petty spirit of envy at the conspicuous success of the

United States in electric traction and the deplorably

bickward condition of Great Britain in this respect. Now
that the English are beginning to wake up to the prac-

tical, commercial value of overhead trolley railways they

are compelled to copy after America. But this step

should be hailed as an indication of progress, and not

made the basis of sarcastic jibes. The Ehclrician should

be ashamed of itself.

Ok late, and in fact ever since the World's Fair was

located at Jackson and Washington Parks, the electric

companies exploiting railway systems have been agitating

the subject of securing facilities for the satisfactory ex-

hibition of their machinery. Apparently the management
of the exposition has not awakened to a realization of

what the electric railway companies actually require to

enable them to make a display that shall be creditable-

alike to the exhibitors and the Fair. It has been sug-

gested that the several companies be each allowed a

mile of the proposed intramural road in Jackson Park, as

it was thought these exhibitors would only want electric

power for their cars, and would be satisfied with this

scheme as an advertisement. Without going into the

details of this scheme, which might be characterized a

half-hearted one and one that would be beset with diffi-

culties, we believe that when the electric companies'

preparations for their displays are well under way
there will be a cry for better facilities than those

which would be offered by a single line to be used in

common by all exhibiting companies. It is needless,

perhaps, to point out that the manufacturers of railway

systems do not sell only the car equipment. Some of

them sell generators, and a few have been known to

claim, like the arc light man, that his devices would

"only run on a certain company's dynamos." While
such claims may be disregarded, yet the fact that a

company has a complete electrical equipment to place

before the people, should entitle it to consideration.

For this and other reasons it is fair to presume that

the plan that would insure the most striking and com-

plete exhibition in this particular line, will be the one

through which each company will have a chance to display

its own particular system in its entirety and on a separate

track. Of course, the first objection to any such plan

as that just outlined will be found in the question as to

whether sufficient space could be found within the grounds

to accommodate all the standard systems. In answer to

this probable objection it is but necessar/ to point to

the Midway Plaisance and Washington Park. Perhaps

some of the railway companies will be satisfied with the

facilities which may be offered by the intramural line.

But why not allow those exhibitors who desire to do so, to

equip each a complete system locating the lines either in

Midway Plaisance, or perhaps better in Washington
Park, with the power stations in Washington Park? There
seems, too, to be a general forgetfulnessof the fact that the

inventor of conduit electric railway systems has been most
prolific of late. Where will such equipments be exhibited?

To sum up, it seems reasonable to ask that as Washington
Park is to take the overflow of exhibits, the electric railway

companies be granted the privilege of taking space in

this portion of the grounds, should they see fit to do so.
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The Chicago Electric Club.

The last meeting of the Chicago Electric cluh. which

was held on the evening of January i8th, was a most im-

portant one, from both a scientific and a business stand-

point. The lirst part of the evening was devoted to a de-

bate between Alexander Dow and \Vm. Stanley, Jr. The

subject under discussion was, "Electric Power Transmis-

sion; Alternating or Multiphase vs. Direct Current." Mr.

Dow took the side of the continuous current and Mr.

Stanley, through his representative, W. li. Tobey of the

Stanley Laboratory company of Pittsfield, Mass., ably

defended the alternating system. F. B. TJadt who had

been appointed judge gave his decision in favor of Mr.

Stanley. After the reading of the two papers above

mentioned another paper on "Electric Power Trans-

mission," by D. C. Jackson, was read. An informal

discussion then ensued in which Messrs. Tobey, Wil-

raerding, Dow, Dorman aud Grier participated.

The club then turned its attention to business in the con-

sideration of a plan for the reorganizition of the club on

a stock basis. The special committee appointed by the

board of managers of the club, composed of Messrs.

Oilman, Sunny, Terry, Kreidler, and Degenhardt, for

the purpose of considering the advisability and practi-

cability of reorganizing the club's finances on this basis

presented the following resolution for the consideration

of the members:

Resolved, That this committee recommend that the

club be reorganized under the state law, for profit, with an

authorized capital of ^25,000 fpar value of each share,

$'o); $15,000 of the stock to be offered for subscription at

once, and the proceeds of the sale to be used

as follows:

To return to the members of the club in stock all sums

that have been advanced to it by gratuitous subscriptions

and assessments since its formation in May, 1887

To pay off any outstanding o'-)ligations, and more
especially ta provide a fund with which to take care of all

necessary expenses in connection with the eolarging of the

present ijuarters of the club, or moving the club into larger

and more commodious quarters, and for the purpose of ex-

tending its restaurant service, etc.

That said stock be sold on the basis of paying the sub-

scribers, if earned. 6 per cent, per annum interest; that is,

3 per cent, semi-annually on the lirst day of January and

on the first day of July; any additional earnings above 6

per cent, to be retired as a surplus. That the stock

shall be registered by one of the trust companies of

Chicago, at whose office the dividends shall be payable.

After considerable discussion the report of the commit-

tee on the reorganization of the club on a stock basis was

adopted, the plan submitted was indorsed, and a com-

mittee of three was appointed to make a proper revision of

the constitution and by laws. It was further decided to

have the plan of reorganization as contained in the four

principal clauses of the committee's report posted on the

club's bulletin board.

of the opinions and deductions of Prof. Henry Morton of

the .Stevens Institute of Technology on matters pertaining

to it. We aim to find out the weak points and defects in

every system in use in this city, the liability of each to

cause trouble, and to guard against them.
"\Vc do not aim a blow at any one system, but rather

at the defects of all. Thus, Prof. Morton has within a

few days made us a written report upon questions sub-

mitted to him by us. This is a case in which a pinch of

prevention is worth a pound of cure."

Figures from Philadelphia.

The Philadelphia /^.rtro/v/ has been figuring up an aston-

ishing loss of electricity in the heating of conductors, with

this result: "One dynamo can produce enough electricity

for 2,500 lights. If there were no such loss, the same
dynamo could produce 2,941 lights. Each dynamo thus

loses electricity enough for over 441 lights. In the Edison

station alone, which contains eighteen dynamos, twelve

dvnamos are running at present, supplying a maximum of

30,000 lights, burning at one time. The loss of wire heating

from this station is, therefore. 5.^94 lights. As the com-

pany charges V of a cent an hour for each lamp, the expense

of the loss amounts to nearly $40 an hour, or !|g6o a day,

and computing at the same full time, $350,000 to $400,000
a year. This is what the lost electricity would have cost

the consumer. The company is actually out 15 per

cent, of its coal bill. Under the usual pressure each

lamp represents one- fifteenth of a horse power. The
Edison station is out by the wire heating 353 horse

power, or 84.704 candle power. There are in Phila-

delphia twenty-one electric light plants of all sizes, about
four of which possess over 10,000 candle power each. As
most of these are private plants, the average loss is much
lower than that of the Edison station. A fair esti-

mate of the aggregate power of all these various plants

places the total production at 200,000 lamps. This rep-

resents a loss of 35.249 lights. The ground and air is

thus receiving constantly, from a million wires, a steady

supply of electricity to the extent of 564,704 candle power,

or 2,353 horse power."

Electric Wires and Underwriters.

HovV to avoid the danger of fire resulting from defects

in the electrical wiring of buildings is one of the serious

problems that owners, builders, inventors and insurance

men are continually considering, says the New York
Ti/nrs. The danger from this source is most menacing,
and labor to overcome it is unremitting. The New
York Board of Fire Underwriters is in constant communi-
cation with electrical experts and theorists on the subject.

Spsaking of the matter. Superintendent Anderson of

the electric wiring department of the board, said: "This
is no new question with us, but one of years' standing.

For more than five years the board has been availing itself

The Ancient and Modern Accumulator.
Bv Frank K. Ir\ in(_;.

Accumulator is the name wrongly given to the secoDBRify

battery of the present day, which is an apparatus cac&bfe.

di storing energy in the shape of chemical combinatiihaBGi^

giving it out again in the shape of electrical energ""
"^'

secondary battery is in reality nothing more than a r^ven;i

ble battery or pile, capable of being regenerated by sen^Jlug

an electric current through it in the opposite direction 'to

that which it itself produces. There is in it a recombining of

its component substances in their original state, and Ihus

a fresh quantity of energy miy be produced, limited in

each case, however, by the nature and quantity of the ac-

tive materials and the duration and power of the

charging current. Theoretically, every battery, the chem-

ical action of which does not eliminate the active gases,

when in the act of charging, is a reversible battery and

capable of becoming a secondary cell. Practically no

metal but lead in some condition or other has thus far

proven a commercial success in the secondary battery.

The success of lead, too, has only proven a partial one, as

the life of the lead positive is limited to about six months'

active work. A secondary battery may, after a fashion,

act as a transformer; that is to say, currents of much heav-

ier amperage than that of the original charge may be ob-

tained from it for a proportionately shorter time. Or, vice

versa, the cell may giv^ a smaller current for a longer

period of time than that of the original charge. For ex-

ample, one hundred small secondary batteries may be

charged in quantity or multiple by two or more primary

batteries having an available charging electromotive force

of 3.5 volts. After sufficient charging the secondary bat-

teries may then be coupled in series, and the electromotive

force of each cell, multiplied by the number of cells, may

be taken from them for as many ampere hours as are rep-

resented by the quotient of the total charge divided by the

number of cells. The most simple way to construct the

secondary pile is to roll two long broad lead plates, sepa-

rating them from each other about one-eighth of an inch by

any good flexible non-conducting substance, leaving a ter-

minal for a negative and positive connection, and ihen

binding the pile together with rubber bands. This battery

can be placed in a circular jar, say about five inches in

diameter and seven inches high, filled with sulphuric acid

and water, mixed in a proportion of one to ten. This ar-

rangement is the typical Plante battery.

When a secondary cell of large surface is new and the

charging current is pissed through it oxygen appears al-

most immediately on the positive plate, and it is not long

before it is covered with a fine coat of peroxide of lead.

On the other hand, the hydrogen, after having reduced the

slight percentage of oxide with which it may have been

covered by exposure to the air. soon makes its appearance

on the other plate. If now, after some seconds the sec-

ondary current be tested it will be found that the "crisp-

ness" of the spark, so to speak, is already very

energetic, and the chemical action during the dis-

charge has been as follows: The oxide on the plate,

which during the passage of the charging current was

negative, has slightly peroxided, at the same time

that the peroxide that formed on the other plate during the

passage of the charging current was reduced by hydrogen,

therefore, the two plates are covered with a slight coat of

oxide and of reduced metal, which facilitate the action of

the charging current when again turned on. The lead

plate, which, during the first passage of the charging current,

was negative, is covered with a coat of oxide after the dis-

charge takes place. It results, therefore, that if the charg-

ing current is again turned on the first portion of hydrogen

will be applied to the reduction of this coat of oxide, in-

stead of the thin coat due solely to exposure to the air. as

happened previously. In consequence, the appearance of

hydrogen on the surface of this plate will be retarded to a

greater extent than it was in the first instance. This time

the first portion of the oxygen set free on the surface meets

a coat of reduced protoxide or subdivided metallic lead, on

which the gases have a greater hold than on the original

lead plate. That is, to say, the gases are more easily ab-

sorbed, consequently a delay may also be noticed in the

appearance of oxygen on this plate.

When the cell is again discharged these phenomena are

reproduced, and after this operation has been repeated a

very great number of limes it will be seen that the surface

of the plates arc In a more favorable slate for rcoxidation,

as the coat of oxide alternately formed and reduced, be-

comes denser, and the resulting secondary effects last

longer and arc more energetic. It will, in fact, be noticed

that the more charging current a secondary battery re-

ceives the longer will be the duration of the secondary cur-

rent. All th* work of the battery is thus accumulated in

the shaps of oxidation of the lead plalc on one side, and
the red uction on the other of oxidized lead produced by

^s discharging current. When in a well formed

commence to appear and escape, this is a

«'n''/b~at^th^\n'fery can effect no mr>re useful work in the

.sloring of <:)\':v^\. A well charged secondary cell will

furnish a -li -jliar-c which depends on the size of the plates,

ihu aniouni oEactive material used therein, and finally on
ilic c'-^lcrti;!! resistance of the circuit. We may use the

following anilogy to illustrate the discharge of the sec-

ondary bittcry, viz.: A very targe vessel holding a great

ijuantity of liquid at a slight depth m.ay furnish for a long

time through a small orifice a nearly constant flow, ceas-

ing suddenly as soon as the liqu-d gets to the level of the

orifice. So with the secondary battery of great surface,

which only diminishes in strength a short time before en-

tirely stopping its supply. The initial electromotive

force of a well-formed secondary battery is about 2.2 volts,

falling during the discharge to about 1.9 volts. The low
internal resistance of the cells, which is usually about .005
of an ohm, explains the strength of the current furnished.

Secondary batteries can keep an accumulated charge for a
considerable length of time, giving off about Go per cent.

efficiency after three weeks' standing. According to Plante

the secondary battery has about 90 per cent, efficiency, but
this is seldom reached in practice.

The formation of the secondary cell is a long and costly

operation, and many plans have been devised to reduce
both the cost and the time. Among the first to discover

one of the many ways now in use, was Plante, who accel-

erated the formation, by increasing the temperature of the
electrolyte during charging.

A better plan is to soak the plates in a strong nitric acid

solution for about 4S hours, thoroughly wash in clean
water and then place them in the cells filled with the

proper electroljte for charging. Although a dissolution

takes place, forming some nitrate of lead, the thickness of
the lead plate is not materially diminished bv this process.
The acton of the acid produces a sort of metallic porosity

,

so that the chemical action is not limited merely to the sur-
face of the plate, but it also actsinttrnally, facilitating in

consequence the action of the charging current.

Secondary cells so treated will, in a week, after three or
four reversals of the charging current, give results that it

would have taken months to produce in the old way. The
secondary battery of to-day is constructed on the same
principle as the old Plante cell, with the exception of the
plain lead plate. The improvements were made by Faure,

who covered the lead plate with a mixture of red lead, which
was held on by felt. These plates were then placed close

together in the retaining cell, which was filled up to the

proper height with the acidulated water. This type has
ong since been abandoned, in favor of the present bat-

teries. In these the felt, which soon rotted in acidulated

water, is not used, but perforated lead plates in the shape

of a grating are employed. The reduced lead and the per-

oxidized lead in the grating are therefore in the form of

small blocks, surrounded on four sides by a net work of

lead conductors.

All experiments with secondary batteries go to show that

the total recoverable energy from a given weight per cell,

diminishes as the work demanded in the given time is in-

creased; that is to say, the greater the current taken out the

less will be the total output. In recent experiments with

the modern secondary battery five to six ampere hours per

pound of plates have been obtained with a mean useful

potential at the terminals of r.9 volts. A horse power of

electrical energy is thus obtained from a weight of about

60 to So pounds of complete cell. As to the duration and

life of secondary batteries, no absolutely reliable figures are

so far available. Undoubtedly the lighting apparatus in-

stalled permanently, and charged and discharged syste-

matically, will last very much longer than batteries for ve-

hicles, subject to rapid charging, irregular use and such

knocking about as they usually receive. Apparently, the

average life of the peroxide positive is from six to eight

months' active service. The lead negatives in some cases

have had a life of about three years. Thus it will be seen

in the manufacture of secondary batteries the great object

is to obtain a comparatively indestructible positive elec-

trode, which should be able to make a battery mef'jl for at

least two years' active work.
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Novelties in Switches.
In the accompanying cut is shown a new switch which is

being put upon the market by the Star Electrix company

of Philadelphia. This switch, Fig. i, is intended for a

panel or wall, and, as will be seen, instead of protruding,

as is the case with ordinary switches, the handle or button

is set in a recess so that the end comes flush with the wall.

An interior view of improved construction in the 10 ampere

single pole switch is shown in Fig. 2. The handles

NOVELTIES IN SWITCHES.

have a large flattened meta! nut in their interior, making

it impossible to break or twist them off. while the wire con-

nections are provided with a very convenient set screw.

Electric Lighter.

The attractive novelty represented by the accompanying

cut is a late invention, and isstyled an electric lighter. It

is operated by pressing the little button at the top of the

center rod, when the light instantly appears at the opening

under the ornament upon the upper band. It is made of

highly polished nickel plate, is but six inches high and

occupies only six square inches on the table or mantel.

Its construction is simple, and it can be readily taken to

pieces and readjusted. Current is furnished by a small

battery, which cin be easily replenished. Although the

device was originally designed simply for a lighter, it has

been found practicable to add several useful accessories.

A medical coil, with hand eleclirodes, can be readily at-

tached, by which either gentle or sharp electric shocks

can be given. The lighter can also be connected by wire

to the doors and windows of the house, thus providing a

complete electric burglar alarm, or if in a city it can be

connected with a street wire to the nearest police station.

Another adjunct is the call bell, which is also easily adjust-

able and operated by pushing: down the central rod. This

ELECTRIC LIGHTER.

lighter is minufactured and sold by the Barr Electric

Manufacturing company of New York.

Sir William Thomson's advancement to the peerage calls

out this reminiscence: While he was demonstrating an
algebraic problem to his class in Glasgow University one
of the students peppered him on the bald spot on his head
with a hard paper pellet. Instantly be threw the chalk he
was using on the floor, and, facing around with clenched
fist and eyes aflame, he shouted: "Who did that? If I

knew who dared to throw that pellet, by Heaven, I would
crucify him!" The students played no more tricks with
him for a long time thereafter.

New Edison Sockets.

The new sockets recently placed on the market by the

Edison General Electric company are illustrated in the

accompanying cuts. The pressure or push button socket.

Fig. I, is similar in sizi to the Edison key socket, but, in-

stead of a key projecting from the sid^, it has a small

button and a spring catch. By pressure exerted on the

button, it is pushed in until contact is made and the lamp

lighted, the button being retained in this position by the

small retaining catch. To extinguish the light this catch

is pressed, the button is thrown out and the contact im-

mediately broken. The pressure socket is designed

for use on flexible cord and other pendants, but can be

used in many instances where the ordinary key socket is

now employed.

The small keyless socket is designed for fixtures of an

artistic character where it is intended to avoid giving a

heavy appearance. It is shown in Fig. 2 and the dimen-

sions of this socket are about 1J4 inches by i inch.

In Fig. 3 is shown a socket which can be used in

breweries, laundries, dye houses, boiler rooms and other

p'aces, where moisture and steam have a disintegrating in-

fluence on nearly all insulating materials. It is a hard

rubber keyless socket. Its construction is somewhat

similar to the porcelain weather-proof socket, but with

important paints of difference, however. The shell is of

hard rubber, and has a neat appearance. The interior

parts are embedieJ in insulating material of strong moist-

ure resisting properties, and the connecting rubber covered

wires are led out through two small holes in the top of

the hard rubber shells. It has been found to present the

necessary qualifications for use in tunnel lighting.

In the other sockets and receptacles, both key and key-

less, of the Edison company, there will be an important

improvement. Hitherto, the insulation of the socket has

been of the best material that lould be found, but now
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that a porcelain factory has been established at the

Schenectady Works, hard, white vitreous porcelain, will

be the insulation employed in the future.

A New Snap Switch.

It would seem that the field was pretty well covered in

the way of switches and other devices for interrupting or

controlling electric currents, but changes are being made
every day, and new form? adopted. The snap switch

shown in the illustration is the design of Charles Wirt. It

is of small size but has a large carrying capacity as it will

break the full current on -:20 volts without injurious spark-

ing. It is very neat in finish and appearance, and is made

by the Electrical Supply company, Chicago.

A Talk with Edison.

In the New York IVorhl of January 17th appeared a

long interview wilh Edison. Although written in the ex-

travagant style which characterizes the daily newspaper

allusions to this inventor and his achievements, portions

of the article are very interesting. For instance, Mr.

Edison was asked how electricity could be called into

service in case of a war with Chile.

"That," said he, "I want to talk about. It is true I

have invented an electric torpedo, the Sims-Edison tor-

pedo, which we have sold out to the Armstrong Gun
company. It is a very fine thing. It is put on a wire,

as of course you understand, and moved by electricity. It

can be run out two miles ahead of a man-of-war's bow and
kept at that distance ready to blow up anything in

reach. It is a very pretty and destructive toy. But it is

not in that kind of thing {hat I take pride. What I

want to see is some foreign nation coming to this country
to attack us on our own ground.
"That is what I want to see, and I think that electricity

will play such a part in war when that time comes it shall
make gunpowder and dynamite go sit in humble obscur-
ity with the obsolete flint arrow-head and call him
brother. Every electrician, when that time comes, will

have his plant for making the life of his enemy
electrically uncomfortable. Here is one item of defense
which I have in mind.

"It is simple as A, B C. I have never spoken or
written about it before. With twenty-five men in a fort

I can make that fort absolutely imprtgnable so far as an
assault is concerned, and I should only need twenty-five

men in the fort to do it. This is not guesswork but a
matter of absolutely scientiltc certainty. In fact, twenty-
five men would be a very liberal garrison. Some years
ago when the wires loaded with heavy electric charges
began to go up everywhere, I predicted that there would
be danger of the firemen receiving deadly shock by the
electricity running down the streams of water which might
cross the wires. The insurance people laughed at the idea.

But I tried it on a cat, and the cat and I found ray theory
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to be true. That is to say that I did, and the cat found
it out if there is another world for cats. He never knew
anything about in it this world.

In each fort I would put an alternating machine of
20,000 volts capacity. One wire would be grounded. A
man would govern a stream of water of about four hun-
dred pounds' pressure to the square inch, with which the

20,000 volts alternating current could be connected. The
man would simply move this stream of water back and
forth with his hand, playing on the enemy as_ they ad-
vanced and mowing them down with absolute precision.

Every man touched by the water would complete the circuit,

get the force of the alternating current and never know what
had happened to him The men trying to take a fort by as-

sault, though they might come by tens of thousands against
a handful, would be cut to the ground beyond any hope
of escape. Foreign soldiers undertaking to whip America
could walk around any such fort as mine, but they never
could go through it. It would not be necessary to deal out
absolute death unless the operator felt like it. He could
modify the current gently so as simplv to stun everybody,
than walk outside his fort, pick up the stunned generals
and others worth keeping for ranison or exchange, make
prisoners also of the others if convenient or if not conven-
ient turn on the full force of the current, play the hose on
once more and send them to the happy hunting grounds
for good."
The picture raised by Mr. Edison is certainly a most

beautiful and attractive one. It is nice to think of all the
fine descriptive matter that could be written. Such a fort

and such a warfare as Mr. Edison has planned would make
old-fashioned generals and M.Detaille, of battle scene fame,
turn in their graves. We should have infantry mov-
ing on forts at a quickstep dressed all in rubber, with
chilled glass soles to their shoes and non conductor
handles to their swords and guns. Generals would look
much funnier than a picture from /'/^;;t>4 charging at the

NEW SNAP SWITCH.

head of their armies riding on horses shod with rubber
arctics, the genera's themselves carrying large rubber
umbrellas, with gutia peicha bandies, over their heads.

The world owes a geat deal \o Mr. Edison for the
things he invents and for the ease with which he gets out
of the common place and makes life worth living. This
fact was pointed out to Mr. Edison and then this question
was put to him:

"The world owes you a great deal. How much has it

paid you for the work you have done?"
Mr. Edison laughed.
"Oh, I don't know," said he. "Probably as much as

the world thought it was worth."
"Mr, Edison, some people think you have made untold

millions Incidentally they are glad if you have. Others
say you have not made much of anything. That most of
the money your inventions produce goes to make other
gentlemen fat and happy. Could you take the trouble to
go carefully with me over all your inventions, make an es-

timate of the amount of money which they produce, and
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give mc some idea as to what share you got of that

wealth?"

Mr. Kdison thought he could. First he wrote down
the following list of his inventions, which, as he said, were
his commercial inventions, that is to say those which by
returning a profit had proved their own success.

As he made the list he made comments on the various

inventions, and iliat list is interesting, because, written in

his own handwriting, it gives his own estimate of his per-

sonal share in the various electrical inventions with which
his name is connected.

district Telegraph.
—"Of that I am one-half in-

ventor."
nuadruplex System of Telegraphy.—"That is my in-

vention."

Stock Ticker. — "Of that lam one-half inventor."

Telephone.—"ijnehalf ray invention "

I'-lectrIc I'en and Mimeograph.— ' My invention."
'

Incandescent Lighting System.
—"My invention

"

Electric Railroad.
—

"'I am one of the inventors of that."

I'honoeraph.
—"My invention.'

" The district messenger service is in use in 600 cities

and towns in the United Slates. The investment amounts
to about $.|,3oo.ooo, paying about 5 per cent. The sys-

tem employs about thirty thousand persons, averaging '^i

a day salary.

"The quadruple.x system of telegraphy is in use on 72.-

000 miles of Western Union wire. Eleven years ago the

Western Union reports slated that the qiiadruplex system

saved !ti5rio,ooo in interest and repairs. Inasmuch as

every mile of wire aclually built does ihe work of four

miles of wire, ihe quadruple.^ system represents 216000
miles of phantom wire, worth ^10, 800,coo.

"On these $10,000,000 worth of wires ihere is no re-

pairing to be done. The value of those phantom wires

is therefore represented by a saving of .^S6o,ooo in repairs

at $4 a mile annually, besides the interts: on the $io,Soo.-

000 which it would have taken to build them. Three
thousand men work on my duplex instruments."

"Mr. Edison, how many millions do you make out of the

millions which that invention of yours creates?"

"Not many. I spld the system to the Western Union
sixteen years ago for !f;3o,ooo, and spent the whole of it in

experimenting in trying to make a wire carry six mes-

sages instead of four. I didn't succeed, so that financially

1 am worse off than I would have been had I never invent-

ed the quadruplex system."

"How about the stock ticker?"

"That employs about five hundred men at work and
represents an investment of *S, 000, 000, paying about 5

per cent, a year. From that invention I have received at

different times $50 000. I spent $60,000 in getting the

thing up. That again was a loss."

"Now for the telephone, Mr. Edison. Everybody sup-

poses that you and Prof. Bell have millions stowed away,

made on your telephone inventions."

"Bell invented the receiver. That is the end of the

telephone which you put to your ear. He was trying to

use that simultaneously as a transmitter, but could not

make it go. The thing, therefore, did not pay. I invented

the carbon transmitter, which made the telephone a finan-

cial success by making it commercially available. Here
are the financial figures on the telephone, which really

stagger me now that I come to look them up. Throughout
the world there are at least one million telephones in use.

They pay ijiso.ooo.ooo a year rental. They represent an

actual investment of ^roo 000,000 at least, capitalized at

twice that sum, and paying about ijlio,000,000 a year

profit. That invention of mine was a very good thing for

the girls, which is a gratifying thought. It employs

20,coo people, mostly young women. I got for the tele-

phone about s; 102,000 in all. Taking out what I expended

in experiments I probably realized $25,000 in clear profit.

Bell made about half a million. Many people imagine

that he made an enormous fortune, but he didn't. It was
his father-in-law who made a vast fortune by getting con-

trol of much stock.

"My electric pen and mimeograph duplicating appara-

tus is used very largely here and in Europe. Three hun-

dred men make a living out of it. The profits on that

are not large.
,

"My incindescent light system is the most satisfactory

to contemplate as regards the employment it gives to

great numbers of men. Throughout the world 36,000
men make a living out of that invention. In my shops at

Schenectady I employ 3,800 hands; at my Harrison

lamp works, 1,000; in the New York works, 150. About
four million lights are burning. These represent

an investment of cold cash of a hundred millions. I can

count up eighty-seven millions. In addition to that custom-

ers have paid twelve millions more for the installation of

wires. Tlie thing is capitalized, taking all of the compa-
nies together, at about two hundred millions paying from 4
to 20 per cent, a year. My patents on incandescent lights

netted me about $140,000. I spent about $400,000 in ex-

perimenting.

"The electric railway is, of course, not such a big enter-

prise. I built the first in the United States at Menlo Park

in 1879 It was three miles long, and on it I obtained a

speed of forty miles an hour. I sold it out long ago. I

did not get my money back on it.

"The phonograph is a new thing. It vill take four or

i\ve years to pioneer it. It will be greater than the tele-

phone. To pioneer a thing is to get it on its feet. It took

twelve years to pioneer the typewriter. Yes I might invent

an electric type^vriter, a noiseless one, but the thing is not

pressing, as it is in very good condition now. I have sold

the phonograph out, but abou'. that there is a complicated

story, which need not be told. 1 have made no money out

of ir. bu' there is one thing which I am no^v working on
out of which I shall make mo.iey and of which nobody can

gel any share ex ept the boys here who own the thing with

me. That is the magnetic concentration of iron ore. It

is the latest commercial thing I have got up. I have a mill

at Ogden, N. J., with a capacity of 2,000 tons in twenty

hours. 'Phis is the idea brittly. Iron ore is not lics-

semerore unless' it contains as little as a fifty thousandth
part of I percent, of phosphorus. If it has more phos-
phorus than that it is brittle and cannot be used for mak-
ing I'essemcr steel. We arc obliged for our eastern manu-
facturing interests to import IJessemer ore from AIg"ers,

Cuba, Spain, etc.. as the freight from Michigan is too expen-
sive. We import about 1,600,000 tons per year. New jersey
contains the largest strip or area of primal rock containing

ore in the United States. 'Phere is probably more ore in

this state in the primal rock than in all the rest of the states

put together. 'I'he magnetic concentration of that ore

would produce enough to supply the United Slates for cen-

turies 'Phe process of concentration—that is, of extract-

ing magnetically the small particles of ore from the rock in

which it is scattered—rajikes it Bessemer ore of the highest

qu'ilily by destroying the phosphorus in it. I have been
for three years leasing all the available deposits of ore in

New Jersey. I h<ive secured eighteen square miles of

mineralized rock now. This will be for me a regular

Standard Oil enterprise. In six or eight years I shall tflke

out ten or twelve million dollars' worth of ore a year at a

profit of about three millions a year clear. I have now in

contemplation eight mil's.

• I-'rom my various patents, so far as the patents them-
selves go, I have stood an actual loss in experimenting and
in lawsuits of $600,000. I should be better off if I had
not taken out any patents. I do not mean to say that I am
a pauper, as you might think from my talk But my
money has not been made out of patents, or out of any
protection that the Patent Office has given me. I have
made it all out of manufacturing, and I have made quite

enough to pay for my experiments and to get a good living,

which is all that I care about."
"Mr. Edison, Chauncey Depew in his speech at the

World's Fair dinner commented on the fact that whereas
in the exposition in Philadelphia there was only a few over-

head wires to tell the tale of electrical inventions, the Chi-

cago Exposition will contain a building of great size, de-

voted exclusively to the progress < f electricity, and filled

with machines, nearly all of them the work of one man. If

yr u were to try, regardless of space, how big an exposition

of your own work do you think you could get up? How
many machines have you worked on in your life?"

' AVell, it would be hard to say. I have worked on as

many as forty machines at one time. An exhibition of all

the machines that I have worked at and experimented on,

if I had kept them, would cover about twenty-five acres."

Generating Stations and Their Physical
Hazards.*

By Geo. P. Low.

Eleclric lighting people, in combating the belief that

central stations are an extra hazardous risk, are enduring

the penally imposed for violating the unwritten, though
well established, law condemning cheap and make-shift

constructions. We all remember how, only a year or so
ago, anything under the sun in the way of a shed would be

pressed into service for housing eleclric light machinery.
Everything about the plant wore a temporary aspect;

nothing appeared permanent, and the only apparent aim of

the electrical concerns at that time appeared to be to fur-

nish electric light at the earliest possible moment. Cheap
frame structures of the roughest materials were hurriedly

erected, tumble-down saw and grist mills were patched up,

and even abandoned barns were made to serve aselectiic

light stations. Then, as if pledged to the motto, "Any-
thing goes," the electrical equipment was placed in reck-

less disregard of safety, and aLOther electric light station

would be launched into existence to tempt fate and invite

disaster. The C/uvaic/c' fire tables show that during the

nine years previous to and including 1S90, 129 electric

light stations were burned in the United States, but consid-

ering the wretched construction of so many of them, it is

hard to understand why this number is so small unless it

be that Providence prevails—not the public enemy. Is it a

wonder, then, that the levelheaded fire underwriter who
does nothing without a reason discriminated against these

risks? Their inherent hazards were certainly great and
sufficiently so in some cases to prohibit insurance, but now
the lesson of experience has been learned, the necessity for

central station construction after the most approved meth-
ods is fully realized, and the electric lighting industry in

this particu ar, at least, is in a state of transition. New
stations are being properly erected and many of the old

ones are undergoing reconstruction or are being torn down
and rebuilt in accordance with the modern ideas. Better

daysare already here, and generating stations, whether for

isolated or central station work, are no longer necessarily

a risk to be avoided as one ' 'sure to go "

I cannot believe that many have a conception of the

wonderful influence electric lighting has exeited in devel-

oping and more nearly perfecting many mechanical appli-

ances. A dozen years or so ago the ordinary single

expansion slide valve engine or the Corliss compound
engine represented the highest perfection attained in the

art of steam engine building. The value of these engines

is not to be detracted from, yet they were all capable of

running only at slow speed, and their efficiency was not

near so high as the engines manufactured at the present

time. Those artificial individuals known as corporations

fully understand that the profits of ihe business they carry

on depend almost as much upon the legitimate reduction

of operating expenses as upon actual receipts, and in re-

sponse to their demands the not. infrequent use of extrava-

gant countershafting has been made no longer necessary;

the automatic high speed engine has been perfected, and
finally, the triple expansion engine wrests nearly every

ounce of power from sieam by bringing it down to almost

a vacuum. Even ihe firing of boilers has become an
art, so much so in fact that in some well-regulated
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Stations engineers can tell almost the exact amount of
coal burned in a given period by noting the "load.'*
or the number of lamps burned during that lime.
Why this occurs may be ca.sily understood; dynamos
and steam engines are both automatic in their action,
that is, they develop only such power as is required
to perform the work allotted to them. Each arc
lamp absorbs eleclric energy requiring the expen-
diture of approximately one horse power in its production.
If, therefore, fifty arc lamps are burning from a dynamo
and ten lamps are switched off, the power required to run
the dynamo will instantly drop from say fifty horse power
to about forty horse power. The load of ten horse power
being taken from the engine, its tendency is to accelerate
in speed but the moment this occurs the governor notes
the change and cuts off whatever surplus steam there may
be in excess of that necessary to produce the power re-

quired, Less steam is, therefore, taken from the boiler,

and with proper firing. less coal will be consumed. If, in

your travels, you find an eleclric light station where the
exact lamp or ampere load is recorded continuously or at
frequent intervals and where every pound of coal going
under the boilers is carefully weighed and noted with the
time, and results are carefully compared, then, I dare say.
you may rest assured ihat the station managers are live,

wideawake, careful men who would permit no careless or
hazardous construction to exist that would jeopardize iheir
property. I have never yet had occasion to sericusly
criticise the electrical equipment of an eleclric light plant
in charge of a man who exercised wise station economy.

Regarding the construction of ihe station proper, ihe
building, to meet the standard, should be such as is recog-
niz.d asthe best factory conbtruction, and as such it may be
of brick or stone, preferably not over two stories high. An
electric light station is, in brief, an "electricity factory,"
and electricity, though intangible, is the product of its

whirling machinery, just as fabrics come from cotton and
woolen mills, or as sugar comes from a refinerv. Each
should be of plain mill construction, and, in the standard
risk, the roof should be of slate, metal, or gravel.
Of course, all precautions should be taken regarding stair-

ways and elevators. If possible, they should be placed
outside, or, if inside, they should be inclosed, and
provided with self-closing doors and hatches, respec-
tively. The boiler house should be in an adjoining
building, and in any instance, it is quite essential that the
boilers be separated from the engine and dynamo rooms by
means of a competent fire wall, carried up through the
roof, and provided with approved fire doors. It is said
that linemen have more to fear from gravity than from the
current in the wires they handle, and, if reliable statistics

were available, it would probably be proven that more line-

men are killed by falling from poles than by electricity.

Possibly, too, if the truth were known, it might be proven
that defective boilers and flues have caused as many, if not
more, central station fires than electricity; but, be this as

it may, no one will question the propriety of separating the
boiler and dynamo rooms by a fire wail. It is obviously
equally important that the station should be provided with
a full fire equipment, consisting of fire pumps of ample
capacity, good hose on approved reels, fire buckets, tanks
on roofs or standpipes and automatic sprinklers judiciously

placed. When all these conditions exist, and when every-

thing is kept neat and clean, when oil and waste are prop-
erly cared for, when steam pipes are made tight and well

felted, when bearings are perfectly aligned, and when
litter and dirt are never to be found, then—aside from its

electrical equipment— will the station be maintained in ac-

cordance with the sound views of the fire underwriter.

But the consideration of the hazards attending the elec-

trical equipment of generating stations is more properly the
subject njatier of the present paper, and intuitively the
first appliance demanding attention is the dynamo. It is

not such an easy matter for the layman to recognize the
difference between high and low potential dynamos as it

was even a few months ago A new class of low poten-
tial machines, known as multipolar dynamos, are being
brought forward that appear like high pressure alternating

machines in several details, and in some cases alternators

are now made to generate low potential currents, which are
afterward transformed to high pressures, but from the
standpoint of safety it is well to consider all dynamos as
high pressure generators. In other words, mount all

dynamos properly, keep them all perfectly clean, run all

connecting wires after the most approved methods, and
then safety will be assured in every instance. Wherever
possible it is advisable to mount dynamos on a stone or
concrete foundation for stability's sake, but never place

the machine on such a foundation direct. A thoroughly
dry wood base, well filled to prevent the absorption of

moisture, muit intervene. Concrete or stone is a conduc-
tor of electricity, and to place a dynamo on such a founda-
tion is possibly to maintain a grounded circuit, the hazards
of which have been fully described. As to dynamos
themselves comparatively little can be said. They should
be kept neat and clean, and they should never be located

in p'aces exposed to indammable dust or the flyings of

magnetic material. Machines should always be protected

with a waterproof cover when not in use, and they should
never, in any instance, be exposed to dampness of any
sort. The on!y parts of a dynamo that are susceptible to

wear are the b-^arings, the commutator and the brushes,

and the depreciation on these is low. if the machine is

properly cared for. It has been said that "the best system
is 'he man who runs it.'' Equally true is it that the be-
havior of a well made dynamo depends upon the care it

receives. If the circuits it supplies witi current are 'of

faulty construction the machine receives abuse just as
malignant as neglect in cleanliness. Burnouts of dynamo
armatures or fields are. therefore, hke fuse blowings,
symptoms that disorder exists somewhere or other in the
system. The destructibility of dynamos by fire, is, I

judge, about equal to that of high grade steam engines,

but contrary to the prevalent belief, dynamos are not

necessarily susceptible to either serious or material injury
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by water. The dynamo used by the Pacific Oil and Lead
works, prior to their lire last year, remained under oil and
water for fourteen days, yet it is now in daily use and giv-

ing satisfaction. Another machine fell into the Columbia

river while being unloaded from a steamboat, and remained

there over three weeks- Vet it was fished out and is none

the less efficient for its soaking. About all that is necesary

to restore wet dynamos to their origmal condition is to

exercise great care in drying them out by sending a current

through their coils. Careless or hurried drying will

frequently result in a burned out machine which will

necessitate rewinding. To do this entails a cost almost

impossible to approximate to any close certainty. Some
concerns are able to do their own winding, in which event

the cost may be 30 or 40 per cent, of that of a new
machine, but if it becomes necessary to send the machine

to the factory to have it rewoand, then the cost, with

freights added, may approximate from 50 to 70 per cent,

if not more, of that of a new michine. In one or two
instances, adjusters have been imposed upon and under-

writers have been grossly swindled by misrepresentations

regarding the lire or water damage sustained by dynamos,
and before settling a loss on a dynamo which is not

irreparably injured, it is frequently better to secure the

report of a disinterested expert upon its condition. If a

dynamo is burned, and yet retains its original shape—that

is, if the field magnets or frame have not become cracked

or warped or tempered by heat or sudden cooling— then it

is safe to say that the only portion which may have sus-

tained serious injury by fire will be the winding,

possibly only the few outside layers. Armatures
are more susceptible to injury by fire, but

they can frequently be rewound and made thor-

oughly serviceable at a cost varying from twenty-five to

forty per cent, of the original value of the machine. It

should be borne in mind, however, that these figures are by

no means absolute, as it is quite impossible to establish a

universal rule regarding the destructibility of dynamos.
Dynamos, or armatures, "burnout" from short circuits,

defective construction, or careless or ignorant handling,

and these accidents are attributable to conditions which
should not exist, and under which the machine is not sup-

posed to run. The rule exempting fire underwriters from

losses on dynamos occasioned by fire within themselves is,

I think, well taken.

From the dynamo, leads or wires are taken to the switch-

board, a very essential contrivance designed to facilitate

the throwing of different outside circuits upon different

machines, and to group different machines or circuits to-

gether in every advantageous manner. The switch-board

also contains all such cut-outs and switches as are neces-

sary for safety, or to control all circuits and apparatus,

and also many of the station instruments, such as the

lightning arrester, for protecting the apparatus from light-

ning; the ground detector, for notifying the attendant

whenever a ground comes on the circuit; also ammeters
for measuring the current strength or amperage of each

machine or circuit, and voltmeters for indicating their po-

tentials. Then resistance boxes or rheostats—one for each

dynamo—are generally placed on the switch board.

These generally consist of coils of iron or German silver

wire so connected to the dynamo that the current used
for exciting the field magnets Hows through them. By
moving the lever of the rheostat, resistance consisting of a

wire or wires of low conductivity may be thrown in or cut

put of the field windings, entailing a less or greater current

flow through the coils and consequently a decreased or in-

creased electromotive force from the dynamo, as has been
previously explained. Rheostats are essential to the satis-

factory working of most forms of dynamos, and in policies

the specific amount named on dynamos should include

the value of the rheostats which must be considered not as

an accessory device, but as a part of the original machine.
The other instruments that appear on the switch-board

and have been referred to are not absolutely essential to

the working of the dynamo. They are necessaries which
enable attendants to keep the plant, both inside and out-

side the station, in such a condition that both safety and
satisfactory service will be assured, and as such their inde-

pendence from the dynamo will be recognized. A dynamo
may burn, yet the switch-board or station insiruments

may receive no exposure therefrom, neither will a burning
switch board necessarily jeopardize the dynamos connected

to it, and for this reason, if for none other, specific

amounts should be written on station instruments as well

as on dynamos. To "blanket'' them is to "blanket" two
distinct risks. As to the destructibility of station instru-

ments, those appearing in the switch-board generally

consists of five pieces of mechanism comparable to fine

clockwork, though not as intricate or as complicated.

The instruments found in a well-equipped testing room
of an electric light station are, however, among the

most delicate, exact, and expensive used in any branch

of science. Their value is frequently great, and being

very delicate they are readily susceptible to injury by
either fire or water.

Generally, the hazard attending the use of switch-

boards is considerably greater than that of dynamos—or,

more properly speaking, perhaps, fires originate on or

around switch-boards more frequently than about
dynamos; but in every instance, except, possibly,

lightning, electric fires originating in generating stations

must be looked upon and deplored as preventible fires.

l'>om their nature, switch-boards are the points from
whence every portion of the system supplied by the station

receives its current and hence the maximum
potential and the maximum amperage always exist at that

place. It is most essential, then, that the workmanship
and materials in and around the switch-board be of the best

and most recent character. Unless it is quite impossible

to do so, station switch-boards should be placed far enough
away from walls or partitions to permit easy access on all

sides. Do not close in the switch-board in any manner.
If it is wainscoted in and provided with a door, some evil

genius may file away his cast-off shoes, coat, oily jumpers

and waste, broken bottles, and sardine and oyster cans

—

as I once found—behind there. These are the jackassti-

cal deeds and things that frequently lead to the troubles

which occur in generating stations. Permit no part of
the switch-board to remain out of sight, and then there is

ranch less liability of litter accumulating. Again, switch-

boards should be entirely of non combustible material,

such as marble or slate, but wood may be used without
material hazird. Of cou'-se, all switches, cutouts, rheo-

stats, and other instruments exposed to heating or arcing

should be mounted on non combustible bases. In some
low potential system^, and even in electric railway work,
bare conductors consisting of heavy copper wires or bars
are frequently placed on the front of the switch-board. They
are rigidly secured and well separated, and I fail to see

that any hazard accompanies their use. Only the best

solid rubber insulators should be used behind switch boards
however, and all wiring should be run on porcelain knobs
or glass insulators in such a manner as to maintain as

great an air space as is possible between the conductors.
The use of wood cleats on high potential switch-boards is

seldom, if ever, advisable, and it would be far better if

none but porcelain or glass insulators were used for all

work within stations. The wires leading from dynamos
to the switch-board should rarely be led down and run un-
der the Hoor unless the space below be an occupied, finished

room, and invariably wires in passing through walls, floors

or wood work should be encased in the heavy glass tubes
known as floor insulators. Unless special and unusual
precautions are taken it is never advisable to conceal wires

in generating stations. They should always be run in

plam sight on porcelain or glass insulators, and it is of the

greatest importance that they be well separated and rigidly

run. To bunch station conductors is to indulge in a fool-

hardy experiment, always to be advised against.

\Vire towers are in themselves a necessary evil so far as

the underwriters' idea of station construction is con-
cerned, but in many cases their use may be obviated with-
out inconvenience. It has been suggested that a far less

hazardous arrangement than a wire tower, with its shaft or
fluelike opening extending from the dynamo room up
through the roof, i? afi'orded by imbedding a massive
wooden girder in a convenient outer wall of the station,

then leading all outside wires out through holes bored
through the girder. Of course these holes must slant up-
ward as they pass inward, in order to prevent the ingress

of water during rainstorms, and they must be well bushed,
preferably with glass floor insulators sufficiently long to

pass clear through the timber. When these suggestions
have been carried out and the lines have been provided
with competent water drips or loops and glass insulators

to relieve the wires from strain at the girder, then the

hazard attending the use of a wire shaft and tower will

have been eliminated. Electrically speaking, no unusual
hazard exists in wire shafts and towers, provided the con-
struction is proper, but the objection raised against them
is that entertained against all kinds of similar openings,
such as light wells or elevator shafts. Should the wiring
in them be indifferent or improperly done,
however, then a formidable electrical hazard
would exist. It will be remembered that nearly
all competent insulations are highly inflammable,
and in the shaft leading to a wire tower the wires run
vertically, or are hung upon reels. Should a short circuit

occur, the arcing would ignite the insulation which would
carry fire along up the line like a taper. Being fanned by
the strong draught, which always rises in such openings,
the fire would certainly spread, and blazing drops of

melting insulation would create unlimited trouble, which
would not be averted by throwing the current off the wire

or shutting down the plant. In such an instance auto-

matic sprinklers would render a service of inestimable

value, but to sprinkle burning wires carrying current,

would, I think, be making a bad matter decidedly
worse.

It is meet that in discussing central station construction
mention should be made of outside lines and line building.

In low potential systems bare copper is oftentimes used on
all outside pole lines, and the practice, though not the

best, is generally recognized as reasonably safe provided
the circuits are substantially supported and carried above
all other wires. Bare wires in overhead eltctric railway
circuits are,however, not to be tolerated exctpt, of course, for

the trolley wire, which must be exposed to contact with the
trolley. This is necessary principally for the reason that

electric railway feeders run under all other lines and are

almost sure to cross with falling wires or with circuits

under construction or repair. As a preventive the

placing of guard wires seems to be the only competent
suggestion. Some electric railway companies have placed
their supply circuits underground, carrying up feeders to

the trolley wires at necessary intervals. Such a practice

is to be commended as in this ca?e at least a wire under-
ground cannot engage in mischief making for the simple
reason that it is not accessible to anything susceptible to

injury. Though this condition may apparently prevail in

all underground electric constructions, still it does not ac-

tually exist, for the undergrounding of electriclight circuits

have developed new and unlooked for hazards, principally

among which is the liberation and ignition of explosive

gases. The undergrounding of telephone, telegraph or
other similar signal wires is not, however, subject to the
difficulties attending the burying of electric light circuits,

and if all such signal wires were placed in subways the
frequent fires that occur from crossed circuits would be ob-

viated.

Regarding the pole lines and outside construction. I

have often thought that a first-class system of housetop
construction would be far safer and far more satisfactory

than distributing circuits by pole lines. If all electric light

wires were placed on substantial frames, firmly secured to

fire walls, and so constructed as to maintain all wires at

least ten feet above flat roofs, and if all telegraph and
telephone wires were placed on similar structures, entirely

separate and apart from the electric light racks, then

crossed circuits would occur with less frequency, the streets

would be free from poles, and firemen would not be
hampered by wires every time they endeavored to raise a

ladder to a burning building. Be this as it may, however,
I cannot but feel that proper housetop construction has a
legitimate sphere of usefulness. Line wires carrying high
potential currents are generally protected with some
weather-proof insulation—that is, an insulation designed
to withstand the variations and exposures of the weather.
It is also essential that this insulation be very tough and
non-abrasive. Some companies run their high potential

circuits with a solid rubber insulation, and I believe this

to be an excellent practice, despite the yet-to be-proven
claim that the modern rubber insulations fail to survive

atmospheric changes.
What has been said will. I hope, convey an idea of the

inherent hazards of generating stations, and, in conclusion,

I can only emphasize the conviction that, with the com-
petent safeguards and methods of construction now used
and practiced, the occurrence of an electrical fire in a
generating station is the occurrence of a preventible lire.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, January 16.—Rapid transit is the most

prominent question of the hour in this section, though but

little progress toward the practical solution of the problem

can be said to have been made. Both this city and

Brooklyn are badly in need of improved service, as is well

known, and the people are clamoring for relief. In both

cases electricity has the lead thus far, though there is de

termined opposition, mainly from prejudiced partisans of

other systems.

The last step taken by the Rapid Transit commission of

th's city was the petition presented this week by the

attorney of the road showing what steps had been taken

toward securing permissions of the interested property

owners. The commissioners will apply to the General

Term of the Supreme Ccurt on the first Monday of next

month for the appointment of three commissioners to take

testimony and report to the court whether the railways

should be constructed and operated on the routes adopted

by them in October last-

The act under which the commissioners are proceeding

provides that the consents of the local authorities and one-

half of the owners of property affected by the scheme must

be obtained, and if that cannot be done then application

must be made to the court for the appointment of commis-

sioners to determine and report whether such railways

ought to be constructed and operated. The common
council has approved of the routes proposed, but the

owners of more than one-half the value of property along

the proposed routes have refused to give their consent.

These latter include the Standard Oil company, the estate

of John Jacob Astor and William Astor, and Amos R. Eno.

The Astor property is valued at upward of six million

dollars.

In relation to the application of Mr. Dana's committee

that the route be changed so as to avoid Madison avenue,

the commissioners announced that such a change would be

impracticable. According to the advice of the council for

the commissioners, the board has no power to change the

route of the east side line without abandoning all the work
done up to date, and beginning anew. This, of course,

was considered out of the question.

The question of substituting electricity for horses on

Brooklyn surface roads is still before the city officials. At
the meeting of the Brooklyn Board of Aldermen this week,

no attempt was made to override Mayor Boody's veto of

the trolley resolutions, but the four railroad companies in-

terested presented a fresh application for permission to use

electric instead of animal power. A preamble and set of

resolutions similar to those adopted on December 2 1st, and

vetoed by Mayor Boody, were then adopted by a vote of 15

to 4. Should the mayor again veto them it is thought

there will be enough votes forthcoming to pass them over

the veto. It is thought, however, that the mayor will not

again attempt to delay the introduction of the electric sys-

tem. According to the daily papers he has written to the

mayors of other cities in order to ascertain how the trolley

works ihere, and lias asked that all opponents of the sys-

tem call to sell him. His veto will be overridden, and it is

said he wants to have very strong reasons for it or he will

not file another, but will let the resolutions become opera-

tive by lapse of time.

According to the Times of this city a new complication

has arisen through the labor unions, which may interfere

with "the smooth running order" of the new S3'stem if in-

troduced on the Brooklyn surface roads. Drivers will be

advanced to the importance of motor men with new and

greater responsibilities, and a corresponding increase of

dignity to uphold. The conductors will remain as they

are, although, with larger cars and more passengers, they

will have a great deal more work to do. So those who be-
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long to the union have decided to demand an increase of

25 cents a day in their wages. This may not seem to be

very much money to an outsider, but the stockholders of

the roads have been considering it. The Brooklyn City

Road has demand for the services of over 3,300 drivers and

conductors, and this increase means an additional expend-

iture of iS825 a day. On "Deacon" Richardson's roads

530 men are employed, and it would mean an increase of

over $130 a day.

The State Railroad Commission has granted the applica-

tion of the Coney Island iV Brooklyn Railroad company

for permission to operate its cars with the overhead single

trolley electric system from Hamilton Ferry through Ham-

ilton avenue, Smith, Ninth and Iluntingt-m streets, and

Ninth avenue, Brooklyn, and Coney Island avenue, Flat-

bush. The grant is made on condition that the company

conforms to all the requirements of the Supreme Court de-

cision rendered Dec. 14, 1891, and the requirements set

forth in the common council resolution of December 21st.

"We shall begin work at once, and expect to run cars from

Coney Uland to Hamilton Ferry by electricity inside of

four months.' said Gen. H. W. Slocum, when he heard

the decision.

The Metropolitan Telegraph & Telephone company

suffered a loss of over .$4,000 by the destruction of the

poles and wires by falling walls of Van Tassell's grain

elevator during the fire to-day. Four of the company's

poles were broken and two more will have to be taken

down. The line of wires which runs along the river front

from Barclay and Dey streets to King's Bridge is the

largest in the world. The poles are 80 feet long, with 26

stringers, each containing 10 copper wires, making 260 wires

in all. This network of wires runs down Eleventh street

to Thirteenth avenue and turns the corner so close to the

burned building that the wires might be reached with the

hand from the upper windows. Three times during the

fire the walls fell against the wires and when the flames were

finally extinguished two of the big poles were down, two

others sagged threateningly, and the ground for two blocks

was covered with a mass of stringers, wires and cables.

The firemen also suffered, for when the wires fell two lines

of hose were cut as clean as if a razor had done the work.

Long before the wires fell the Metropolitan company's

foreman, foreseeing trouble, ordered a gang of men to the

spot. Aerial cables were stretched over the housetops from

Tweflth avenue and Eleventh street diagonally across to

Thirteenth avenue and Thirteenth street. Each of these

cables contained fifty-eight cDnductors, and as soon as the

ends were made fast it was a comparatively simple task to

"fan" out the wires and resume the service. This work

was done with such dispatch that the service was resumed

to almost all points before night It was never at any

time entirely discontinued, for, pending repairs, the Met-

ropolitan company transacted its Albany business by the

way of Scranton and Syracuse audits Boston business by

the way of Bridgeport.

Mayor Grant has received a report from the United

States Electric Light company stating that the company

had removed its overhead wires and poles on Broadway

from Biwling Green to Liberty street; on Chambers

street from Greenwich street to West Broadway; on Ex-

change place from William to Broad street ; on Liberty street

from Broadway to Nassau street; on John street from

B'oadway to Cliff street; on Cliff street from Park Row to

Nassau street; on Park Row from Broadway to Beekman

street; on Nassau street from Spruce to Frankfort

street and on Bowling Green from State to Whitehall

street.

A report was also received from the Metropolitan Tele-

phone company, in which it was said that all of its over-

head wires had been removed except a few on Elizabeth

street which will be taken down in a few days.

There has been a good deal of litigation during the

week in which electrical securities formed the basis of

contention. The controversy between Ed. Stokes and

John W. Mackay as interesting to the telegraph

people and the stockbrokers, as the plans of Mackay and

Stokes to secure control of two important corporations

were divulged in court.

Another action of vital importance to holders of securi-

ties, though of less general interest, was the injunction

proceedings, conducted in Judge Barrett's court, between

Martin A- Frank and the Edison Electric Light company

and the Edison General Electric company. On the 13th

inst. Judge Barrett enjoined the Edison Electric Light

company from paying a dividend of eighty per cent, or any

other dividend, in trust debentures of the company. The

order was granted on application of Martin A. Frank, who

holds thirty-one shares of stock. Mr. Frank alleges that

the Edison General Electric company has absorbed a

majority of the stock of the local company. He says that the

latter company was incorporated with a capital of ^51,500,-

000, and the General compmy with a capital of ^12,000,-

000, which is said to have been increased to $15,003,000

The Light company has never paid a dividend, but intends

to pay one by issuing bonds. I'urthermore, he says, the

General company, in its control of the Light company,

has diverted the assets of the latter company from the pur-

pose for which it was incorporated. Later, however, the

injunction was dismissed on the ground that the plaintiff

should seek relief in a separate action, and not in the pres-

ent suit. In his opinion, granting the temporary injunc-

tion, the judge said : "Of the inherent illegality of the

proposed scheme I had no doubt. . . , Upon what principle

tfan a corporation issue its bonds in order to raise money

to declare dividends? That is simply borrowing money

for the purpose contemplated." Continuing, he says that

if the bonds are not paid at maturity, and the securities

are insufficient for their liquidation in full, the company

will be liable for the deficiency. That deficiency may

Ampair, or may wipe out, the capital.

When this injunction was dismissed. Judge Barrett

again referred to this point, saying: "I did not mean to

bs understood as asserting that a corporation could not,

under any circumstances, distribute its surplus earnings

through the Instrumentality, in part, of bonds issued to

represent such earnings. There may, undoubtedly, be

circumstances which would justify such an expedient for

temporary purposes. And, Indeed, it might be made to

appear that such bonis slm;)ly repr-isented surplus earn-

ings, and could not possibly impair the actual capital of

the company. But I have not changed my opinion as to

the scheme here sought to be begun. In my judgment

the affidavit of the defendant does not justify the issuing of

these debenture bonds upon the collateral security of

stocks and bonds of the subsidiary companies for the

purpose of raising money to declare a dividend upon the

stock of this defendant."

The question of furnishing this city with a police tele-

graph system that wi 1 accommodate the department is now

being seriously considered by the commissioners. The

matter has been before the board on many occasions, and

it has always been conceded that the city is very much

behind the times In its present old-fashioned methods of

transmitting information. At a meeung last week Com-

missioner Martin suggested ihat the board name a day on

which the patentees and owners of systems could appear

and explain the working of their inventions. The after""

neon of January 2gth was selected for the hearing. All

of ihe inventors of the several systems were Invited to ap-

pear beforethe board on that day with n-odels or drawings,

and the commissioners will select those which they think

are worthy of a practical trial.

Four men were arrested Thursday for tapping wires

leading to the Harrison pool rooms on First street, but

as the Western Union Telegraph company failed to make

a complaint the prisoners were discharged. There have

heen many indications of late that "wire tappers" have

been at work In this city and vicinity, and the police have

been kept busy running them down. Numerous arrests

have been made, but thus far there have been no signs of

fear displayed by the offenders.

John Conlan has recovered a judgment for $500 against

the Jersey City & Bergen railroad for Injuries sustained In

a collision between an electric car and a wagon he was

driving.

The people of North Plalofield, N. J., are greatly dis-

satisfied with their street lighting service. No complaint

Is made against the lamps, but the manner In which they

are distributed about the streets does not give satisfaction.

The block signal station, near Port Morris on, the Harlem

Branch railroad, which was destroyed by fire about three

weeks ago, will be in readiness for the operators in about

a week.

The plant of the Earrlett Electric company has been sold

by the sheriff for ^94. This company was incorporated In

1S89, with a capital stock of $10,000, to manufacture

electric motors.

The new fire alarm system put in at Peekskill, N. V.,

is now ready for use. The boys of the town take dtllght

in sending in false alarms and exhausting the electric

batteries. W .F. O.

Milwaukee, Wis
Milwaukee, January 16.—The street lighting contract

which the city and the Badger Illuminating company have

entered into does not contain the proposed provision to

allow the city the privilege of purchasing the Badger plant

at any time ata price to be agreed upon by arbitration.

The provision was In the contract as drawn up by the oily

attorney, but the Badger people manifested strong opposi-

tion to such a provision, declarirg that ihfy wcii'd nrt

sign the contract unless the objectionable feature was

stricken out. The oily officials finally yielded the point.

Their haste lo close the deal after the Milwaukee Power A:

Lighting company's injunction had been dissolved, lo

protect themselves against any mo:e trouble and delay,

may have had something to do with the withdrawal of the

condition of optional purchase. By the contract, which

runs for four years at $1 10 per lamp per year, the com-

pany agrees to furnish the ciiy with lights of 2,000

- nominal candle power and to place them wherever the city

may direct in the streets and public parks. The company

assumes all damages sustained by people injured as a re-

sult of the streets being torn up. If the company fails to

burn 70 per cent, of its lights for sixtv days, it will pay

the city $60 per day for each day it fails to burn its pro-

portion of lamps and if any lamp Is not lighted for four

days it shall not be deemed to have earned anything fo^

those days. The lamps must be kept burning from a

half hour after sunset to a half hour before sunrise.

The Board of Public Works is given the right to de-

termine the amount earned by the company under

the agreement. The ciiy agrees that at no lime will

it use fewer lamps than at present, the number in use being

between 500 and 600. The city may test the lamps at any

time The common couicil, it is expressly stipulated,

cannot require the company to move more than two lamps

per month from one place to another Those that find

fault with the contract, by the way, take exception to the

long time rather than to the price.

The Villard syndicate has absorbed the Milwaukee

Electric Light company, a concern that has been operat-

ing under a charter granted several years ago to the Mil-

waukee Telegraph company. Its power house and office

have been located for more than two years at 170 West
Water street, and R. J. Thomas, formerly of the Thomas
& Wentworth company, was its manager. Its business

grew until it supplied about 100 arc lights, and nearly

2,000 incandescent lights. It used the Western Electric

system. Under its franchise the company might have

duplicated all of the Badger Illuminating company's lines

In the city and become a very formidable competitor in the

future. The buying out of the company has removed all

danger in that quarter. The arc light dynamos will be re-

moved to the Badger plant, and the Incandescent light

plant to the Edison building. The Villard syndicate, of

course, will carry out all of the smaller company's con-

tracts. Mr. Thomas and his associates, among whom are

probably the Western Electric people, received ^30,000

for their plant and franchise. The deal shows that the

Villard people are determined to monopolize the electric

lighting business as well as the street railways. They now
control the street railway business of the city and the pur-

chase of the Milwaukee Electric company's plant and busi-

ness leaves only the Milwaukee Power & Lighting com-

pany in the field against them, so far as electric lighting is

concerned. In no other city does the Villard syndicate

appear to have Invested so heavily, although it is reported

that it is buying up Cincinnati railway systems.

The common council committee on railways has killed

the ordinance to allow the Villard syndicate to build an

electric railway on Fond du Lac avenue. The ordinance

caused a long and bitter fight, the result of which is not

generally satisfactory. An electric line on Fond du Lac

avenue appears to be needed, and the great majority of

property owners from Schwartzburg down favor such an

improvement. The whole district west of Twelfth street

and north of Walnut sfreet is without a street railway. It

Is a thickly populated district, and Is rapidly growing.

However, the storekeepers on the thoroughfare which

runs diagonally across the northwestern portion of the city

oppose an electric line because it would fiighten farmers

away, they think, and tend to induce residents in the

neighborhood to go down town to do their shopping.

About 100 people, pretty evenly divided on the question,

attended the final meeting of the committee. The spring

election had much to do with the result.

Attorney N. S. Murphy began suit against Benjamin M.

Weil, a prominent citizen and leading real estate agent, to

recover $12,500 alleged to be due from the sale of electric

light patents to the defendant In February, 18S7. On that

date, it is alleged, Mr. Murphy and Henry E. Jacobs

jointly sold to Well 250 shares of the paid-up stock of the

Jacobs Electric company for $25,000, of which $[2,500 was

to be paid on the date of transfer and the balance to be paid

in four payments, two of $1,000 each, one of $j,ooo and

one of $6,500 It was stipulated that if some of the patents

then applied for were not granted, $12,5 -.0 of the money

agreed to bs paid should be refunded to the defendant.

The patents were allowed and issued on June 2S, 1887.

Jacobs died In May. iSgt, and the complaint filed by Mr.

Murphy alleges ihat Weil succeeded in making a settle-
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ment with him before he died athalf of his obligation under

the contract, and that Weil never paid Murphy, and refuses

to pay him the S12500 which is due liim. The Jacobs

patents relate to the regulation of heat in buildings, and

are said to be rather valuable.

The university extension lectures on electricfty, under

the auspices of the Wisconsin Electric club, began at the

high school building on Friday evening of last week. It

was a bitterly cold night, but the audience was by no

means small, and the lecture must be set down as a decided

success. Dr. H. B. Loomis, the lecturer, handled his sub-

ject "Electrostatic Induction," very ably and clearly. He
experimented very fully. Last evening he lectured on

"Electric Currents." It is an interesting fact, in this con-

nection, that the Evening Wisconsin published full and

authorized synopses of both lectures, and announces that it

will treat the remaining lectures in the same way. It is

thought that the university extension lectures on the sub-

ject will materially increase the public interest in elec-

tricity.

A court order has been issued requiring the Electric

Light 5: Power company of Beloit to show cause why a

receiver should not be appointed for it. The company has

been financially embarrassed for some time, and its bills

for lighting have been attached. Its plant, upon which

.'j:6o,ooo has been expended, is said to be worth only

|l3,ooo. C.

San Francisco, Cal.

.San Francisco, January 12.—Altera delay of several

months Chief Scanneli of the San Francisco fire depart-

ment has at last served notice on all electric lighting and

power co-npanies in San Francisco that unless their wires

were removed from roofs within ten days from the date of

notice, or by January 14th, the fire depaitment would imme-

diately proceed to remove them. The delay was occasioned

by the noa-recaip' of the remittitur affirming the validity of

the city law under which the action will be taken, but now
that it has been received the chief will proceed at once.

The original law, enacted three years ago, prohibited the

maintenance of either electric light, power, telephone or

telegraph wires on roofs of or attached to buildings, and

on March 30th Judge Sawyer of the United States Circuit

Court upheld the ordinance and dissolved the temporary

injunction that had been issued to the Electric Improverrent

company against Chief Scanneli. In this opinion Judge
Sawyer said among other things:

That the stretching of these wires over buildings in
the manner practiced, as shown by the evidence, no one,
I think, can assert, after reading the affidavits, is not ex-
tremely dangerous, both as being liable to originate tires,

and as obstructive to the extinguishment of fires otherwise
originated. Indeed, the danger is a matter of common
knowledge. * * ' * Who can say, in view of the
constant and perpetual menance, that the provisions of this

ordinance are unreasonable? Is it unieasonable because
the remedy against this great public and private nuisance
is prompt and efficient when no other remedy is certain to
be equally so? We know not how soon a calamity from this

source may come upon us. It may be while we are litigating
the question. ^^ * ^ True, the supervisors cannot
make an article dangerous by simply declaring it to be so,
when, in fact, it is not. But the practice at which this

ordinance is aimed is shown to be dangerous, and we our-
selves all know it to be so. There can be no successful
disputing of the fact. * * * j regret to he obliged,
by this decision, to affect so seriously the interests of the
enterprising parties who are endeavoring to supply our
citizens with electricity for the various purposes to which
it is now applied. But I cannot decline to administer
the law as I find it for the safety and security of the lives
and property of the citizens of San Francisco.

Acting under this opinion Chief Scanneli prepared to

annihilate all wires attached to roofs, whether they be

electric light or telephone or telegraph, but this brought

forth a mighty howl from the telephone and telegraph

people, who succeeded so well in convincing the Board of

Supervisors that no harm could ever come from their cir-

cuits, that the old ordinance was repealed and a new law,

aimeJ only at wires carrying currents for electric lighting

and power purposes, was enacted. The litigation that

followed upon the attempt to enforce this ordinance was
described in the Western Electrician at the time. It

consisted principally of the suit brought by Geo. L. Henzel
to enjoin Chief Scanneli. The Superior Court, through

Judge Hebbard, held that the ordinance was valid and
constitutional. Neither the Electric Improvement company
nor the Pacific Electric Power company, both of which
were vitally interested in the measure, took an active part

in the Henzel suit, and Henzel did not appeal the case to

the Supreme Court. Both companies named operate ex-

tensively on house top circuits, for the simple, but potent

reason that the supervisors will neither grant them fran-

chises nor will they permit them to run wires on poles.

The Electric Improvement company has a fine pole line

built up Broadway street, yet the poles alone are standing,

for the company can not stietch a single wire on them.

With this condition of affairs existing it is very probable

that the companies referred to will take up the fight and
carry it to the highest tribunal.

The San Francisco Chronicle, though it is not openly ad-

vocating electric roads, is certainly winning the plaudits of

the electrical fraternity in calling attention to the defects

of the cable railway systems. If ever an accident occurs

that is inherent with the cable, the Chionicle publishes it

and directs attention to the fact. S.

St. Paul, Minn.
St. Paul, January 16.—The Electrical Engineering &

Supply company is making satisfactory progress on the

installation of a central station plant for the St. Paul

Electric Manufacturing & Construction company—locally

known as the ' West Side" company. The contract pro-

vides that the initial run shall be made not later than

February 1st. The company that will own and operate

this plant—as previously noted in the Western Elec-
trician—proposes manufacturing a line of electric

apparatus and electric specialties, the supplying of light

in a manufacturing district where the factory is located

having been taken up as a secondary consideration,

while experimental work on a new light and power
system, embracing many new ideas, is being conducted.

The National transformer system has been adopted, two

. 750 light generators having already been placed in position.

The steam plant will consist at the start of two Russell

engines, built by Russell & Co. of Massillon, O., of 90
horse power each. They are now being set. When com-
pleted, this plant will be one of the most complete in the

West.

The Electrical Engineering & Supply company has also

a large force of men at work installing the lighting and
power plant in Col. J. J. Hill's residence, which, when
completed, is to be the largest and finest plant in a

private residence in the world.

The Northwestern Thomson-Houston company has

sold to the Villard syndicate for use in this city and
Minneapolis, in connection with what is undoubtedly the

finest electric street railway system in the world, ten com-
plete central station generators, each of 335 horse power
capacity. Among other recent sales made by the same
company is six 50 horse power car equipments, and three

too horse power generators to J. H. Lawrence of Helena,

Mont. The road has heavy grades, making the extra

power very desirable.

Ths Columbia Electric company has just installed in St.

Paul for Lindkes, Warner & Schurmeier, a Columbia
generator of 300 amperes, and no volts capacity. This
machine is to be run in connection with an old plant,

the first one built by the Edison company in St. Paul—and
makes the total capacity of the plant about 1,000 lights.

D. H. O.

PERSONAL.
Prof. Elisha Gray was in New York last week.

B. P. Van Court has recently been appointed manager
of the Detroit Motor company.

An excellent portrait of City Electrician Barrett ap-
peared in the last number of the CUv Hall Record of Chi-
cago.

H. Laws Webb and George H. Guy, editors, and C.
McL. Paine, business manager, of Eleclricilv, have re-
signed.

F. B. Bidt of Chicago, while visiting Washington
recently, was a visitor at the White House by special in-
vitation of Mrs. Harrison.

F. S. Terry, manager of the Electrical Supply company,
Chicago, has been seriously ill during the last week, and
it is feared that he may have pneumonia.

C. A. Daigh of the Electrical Engineering & Supply
company has been suffering from the grip for the last
three weeks, but is now slowly recovering.

A. S Garfield of the Thomson-Van Depoele Electric
Mining company was in Chicago during the early part of
the week. Mr. Garfield was in charge of the electric drill-

ing in the bed of the Mississippi River at Moline, III.,

which was lately completed.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Forest Park Electric Street Railway company, Pittsburg,

Kan.; capital stock, $50,000: to construct and operate an
electric railway; W. D. Ford, Pittsburg, Kan.

Sierra Valley Telegraph company, Sierraville, Cal.; capi-
tal stock, $20,000; to construct and operate a line of wires
or electro magnetic telegraph attached to po'es; J. E. Berry,
Downieville, Cal.

Peoples' Manufacturing & Investment company, Den-
ver, Colo.; capital stock, $100,000: manufacturing illumi
nating gas, sinking gas wells, building water, gas, electric
and smelting works.

Fair Electric &_Manufacturing company, Hoboken, N.
J,; capital stock, $100, coo; to manufacture and repair elec-

trical machinery and devices of every" kind; I.Smith, &
Mahon, Hoboken, N. J.

Ellenville Electric companv, Ellenville, Ulster county,
N. Y.

;
capital stock, $30,000; the manufacture of electricily

forlight, heat and power.

Citizens' Passenger Railway company, Steelton. Pa,;
capital stock, $100,000; operating an electric street railway
in Swatara township and Steelton, Dauphin county.
Pa.

; Thos. T, Hargest, Harrisburg, Pa.

Illinois Electric Lamp company, Chicago 111.; capital
stock, $25,000; manufacturing and selling incandescent
electric lamps and other electric appliances; O. M.
Smith, room 80, 161 La Salle street, Chicago, III.

Citizens' Electric Light, Power* Heat company, Dubois,
Pa.

;
capital stock, $2,000; supplying light, heat and power

or any of them by electricity to the public in Dubois
Clearfield county. Pa.; W. C. Pentz, Dubois, Pa.

Clinton County Electric Light, Heat & Power company;
Lock Haven, Pa.; capital stock, $25,000; supplying light'
heat and power by means of electricily to the public in
Lock Haven, etc. ; Henry C. Terry, Bullitt Building
Philadelphia, Pa,

^'

JMonte Cristo JMining & Improvement company, Seattle,
Wash.; capital stock, $100,000; to deal in and operate
mines and mining property, mills and mill sites, railroads,
telegraph and telephone lines, electric light plants, gas and
waterworks, etc.; J. P. Hendricks, Seattle, Wash.

Galena City Mining & Investment company, Seattle,
Wash,; capital stock, $6o,oco; to deal in and operate
mines and mining property, mills and mill sites, railroads,
telegraph and telephone lines, electric light plants gas and
waterworks, etc.

; J. P. Hendricks, Seattle, Wash.

Shelbyville Electric Sreet Railway company, Shelbyville,
Ind.; capital stock, $ico,ooo; to construct, own, maintaiii
and operate a system of street railroads, switches, side-
tracks and all t^ecessary turnouts to be operated bv elec-
tricity as the motive power; Geo. Ray, Shelbyville, Ind.

Strohm Automatic Electrical Safety Block System com-
pany (incorporated in West Virginia), Philadelphia, Pa.

;

capital stock. $5,000,000; manufacluring, selling' and
renting to railroads or other companies block and
safety appliances; Benjamin S. Wright, 24 Church «treet,
Philadelphia, Pa.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The parliament house at Madrid, Spain, is to be lighted

by electricity.

The Improvement company of Elizabeth City may erect
an electric plant.

The Edison Electric Illuminating company of Atlanta
is erecting its electric light plant.

The Salem, Va., Electric L''ght company is putting in a
125 horse power engine as an addition to its electric light
plant.

Work is progressing on the electric light plant at Para-
gould. Ark., and it is thought that the station will soon be
in operation.

A franchise to erect an electric light plant at Wichita
Falls, Tex

, has been granted to the Wichita Falls Electric
Light company.

The Roanoke, Va., Electric Light & Power companv
has let the contract to the C. & C. Electric Motor company
for an entire new plant.

The city of Mobile, Ala., has let contractto the Econom-
ical Electric L'ghting company of New Y'ork, for light-
ing the city of Mobile by electricity.

The De Land Manufacturing company of De Land,
Fla., has contracted with the Thomson- Houston Eleclric
company for the erection of an electric light plant.

The twenty central stations of London have a capacity
of supplying over 550,000 incandescent lamps. It is

estimated that 300,030 lamps are actually connected with
the mains of these companies.

The Edison General Electric company is installing in
the car shops of the Great Northern Railway company at
St. Cloud, Minn., an electric lighting plant havin^ a
capacity of 500 16 candle power lamps.

The Edison Light & Power company of Minneapolis has
been making extensive additions to its central station equip-
ment. It is installing a thousand horse power boiler and
setting up a two hundred and fifty horse power Ball engine
to drive two one hundred kilowatt Edison djnamos.

H. A. Stuckey of the National Electric Manufacturing
company is installing a 300 light direct current system al
Lipton's packing house. Union Stock Yards, Chicago The
machinery is nearly all in place, and it is expected that the
current will be turned on not later than February ist.

The city of Pueblo, Mexico, has 200 arc lamps of r,2oo
candle power each, which are supplied from dynamos at a
station thirteen miles distant, where the river Atoyac
furnishes power to a 200 horse power double turbine wheel.
Each of the four circuits is about twenty-six miles in
length.

The subcommittee of the Chicago council committee on
gas, oil, and electric lights, to which was referred the or-
dinance for the lighting of a large number of streets in the
Fifth and Sixth wards by electricity, has received no bids
for the work, and the matter was referred to City Elec-
trician Barrett with a request that he secure proposals.

The Columbia, S. C, Gas & Electric Light companyand
the City Railway company, recently consolidated, have cr-
ganized with J. T. Marshall, president; T. T. Moore, vice-
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president, and W. li. Chiids, secretary, lionds lo the ex-

lent of ij^ioo.coo have been placed, and arrangements will

at once be made for the erection and completion of the

plant.

Cleveland city oflicials are considering the project of

installing; an electric plant in the city hall for lighting the

municipal offices. I-ast year it is reported it cost

$1,600 to light the city building and now it is proposed
to install a dynamo and engine for $1,875. The proposi-

tion is still under consideration.

The Excelsior IClectric company has filed a claim of

$1,000 against St. Joseph, Mo., which, it claims, is the

balance due upon the municipal plant which it installed

for St. Joseph. It is claimed when the plant was turned
over to the city by the I'^xcelsior company that the municip-
ality paid all claims then presented and secured a "receipt

in full."

The National Electric Manufacturing company has just

installed for the Wheaton, III., Electric Light X: Water-
works company an incandescent plant of 75^ lights, it

being an addition to a municipal arc plant already in use.

The power is supplied by a New York Safety engine. H.
A. Stuckey of the National company, Eau Claire, started

the plant on July 5th,

The electric light towers in Alameda. Gal , range from
100 to 125 feet in he'ght, and City Electrician Goldthwaite
proposes to reduce them to about So feet. The higher

towers have five lights, and the city electrician thinks that

three lights on an eighty foot tower would prove as satis-

factory. The towers will remain in the same respective

positions, and will be reduced by taking out a couple of

the middle sections.

A thief who has for a long time, in all probability, been
stealing incandescent electric lamps at the Paris theatres,

has just been arrested by a clever device of the manage-
ment of the Porte St. Martin. As it was found that a

great many lamps had disappeared at that house, the elec-

trical engineer so arranged the fittings that when a lamp
was removed the electric current sounded an alarm. The
man was thus caught as he was making away with a lamp
in his pocket.

The Port Wayne central station in Chicago that was
recently burned out is now able to supply all demands
made upon it, and Manager Harding asserts that he has

more customers than before the fire. The old Sun plant

on Plymouth place, much enlarged and improved, is now
used exclusively, but when the repairs now in progress are

completed a new plant will replace the burned-out station

in the Adams express building on Dearborn street, and
then the two plants will be run conjointly. In the new
plant the engines and dynamos will be placed in the

basement, instead of on the first floor, as formerly.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Wheeling, W. Va., Railway company, it is reported,

will greatly increase the capacity of its power plant.

Paul Smith and others have been granted a franchise to

construct an electric railroad at Montgomery, Ala.

The Savannah & Isle of Hope Railway company of

Savannah, Ga., will probably adopt electricity as a motive
power.

Negotiations are pending for the sale of the Brunswick,

Ga., street railway to men who intend to substitute elec-

tricity.

The Macon, Ga,, & Indian Springs Electrical Railroad

company has commenced the survey for its electric

railroad.

The construction of a rapid transit street railway at

Austin, Tex., issaid to be contemplated by John W. Hoyt
of New York and others.

It is reported that an electric railroad will be built from
Huntington. W. Va., to Ashland, Ky.. by F. N. Fordyce
of Detroit, Mich., and otheis.

The common council of Yonkers, N. Y.. has voted in

favor of the petition of the Yonkers Street Railway com-
pany to change its power to electricity.

Frederick W. Hunter is said to be endeavorincr to secure

control of the C»verland railway at Nashville, Tenn-, with

a view of changing it to electric power.

The United Electric Railway company of Nashville,

Tenn.. has recently established a new machine shop and
added largely to its power plant, at a total cost of about

$200,000.

It is reported that northern capitalists have organized

a company to build an electric railroad from Tampa to

Tarpon Springs, Anclote, Sutherland, Dunedin and Clear-

water in Florida.

A bill has been introduced in Congress incorporating the

Washington & Bladensburg Street Railway company, to

build an electric railroad. The capital stock is to be not

more than $500,000.

The citizens of Toronto, Ont., have voted against

running street cars on Sunday. The returns, with four
divisions not computed, show 9,849 for and 13,917 against

the Sunday running.

A committee of the chamber of commerce of Freder-

icksburg. Va , is investigating with a- view to the con-

struction of a stieet railway. Both horse and electric

power will be considered.

A press dispatch from Belleville, 111., announces that

Mayor Weber has a proposition from a company that

wants a franchise for an electric railway, as well as for a
line to East St. Ixuis- The negotiations with the Atter-

bury company have fallen through completely, but 1

j g

mayor claims the new company's propositions will be
satisfactory.

The Rochester, N. V., Railway company has been sued
for !^5,ooo damages by John F. Walls, whose mother was
struck by an e!ectiic car last July. It is claimed that death
resulted from the accident.

The Olympia Light iV Power company has closed negotia-
tions for a loan of !?250,ooo, and will speedily begin the
construction of fcur miles of electiic railway within the
city. A line to Tumwater will also be built by this

company.

The Rochester Railway company adopted the expedient
of keeping its cars running all night on January
13th in order to keep the trolley wires as free from ice as
possible. Much annoyance has been experienced from
this cause.

It is stated that an underground electric railway is pro-

j'^cted for Vienna. It is to connect all the principal rail-

way terminii as well as the more important centers of the
city. Surface electric lines form a portion of the scheme,
which is comprehensive in its scope.

Work on the Metropolitan electric railway at San
Francisco is being so rapidly pushed forward that the sec-

tion of the line to First avenue will be in operation Janu-
ary 5th. The contracts which were let by the companv
amounted to $300,000. The power house will cost !^^o,-

000.

The ordinance for a franchise for the Calumet electric

railroad in the extreme southern portion of Chicago is

causing much discussion among the aldermen. The princi-

pal objection was to the number of grade crossings, but
the ordinance was finally recommended for passage by the
committee.

Judge Hart of the District Court at Duluth, Minn., has
rendered a decision of importance as a precedent in street

railway cases. He decided that the Duluth Street Rail-

way company had, under right of eminent domain, author-
ity to condemn private property for street railway lines.

No case involving this question ever came up in Minnesota
before, so far as known.

In describing the underground electric railway system
proposed for Berlin, the president of the company says
that each train will consist of three coaches, with- a total

seating capacity of 120 persons, and a locomotive. The
speed will be fifteen miles an hour, and the trains will

move about one third of a mile apait. For the whole sys-

tem sixty-four locomotives and 175 coaches will be neces-

sary. The fare will be 2j^2 cents for all distances.

TELEPHONE.
It is reported that the British postoffice authorities con-

template opening a telephone line between London and
Dublin. The working of the Paris-London telephone has

so far been attended with marked success, and it is dcubt,

less due to this circumstance that the new line is projected.

It seems impossible to satisfy some people, and among
this class are found the cranks who are constantly waging
war on public corporations. An officer of the People's

Telephone association of Rochester, N. Y., is reported

as saying: "There ought to be an immediate and emphat-
ic protest against the action of the common council in

ratifying the transfer of the telephone company's poles to

the electric light company. When the famous "dispute

with the telephone company was settled it was on condition

that the company would put its wires underground and
take down the poles. That agreement is not kept when
the company transfers its poles to another corpoiation that

will maintain them. The poles are now dangerous to life

and ought not to be allowed to stand in the streets. The
objection to the telephone wires was due to the fact that

the people feared they might come in contact with the

electric light wires."

A correspondent at Ashtabula, O., gives the following

account of the changing of the telephone and telegraph

lines from one side of the main street to the other. Alfred

Field, in front of whose house there are two large and
very old shade trees, refused to have them trimmed unless

paid for it. He demanded $50 if the trees were trimmed
or ^400 if they were cut down. The city would not pay
allthei?;50 the companies interested refused to pay any-

thing, and Mr- Field remained obdurate. A special

meeting of the council was called and the marshal was
authorized to notify property owners on the street that

every sign, post, tree, pole, etc., excepting electric light,

telephone, telegraph and street railway poles must be at

once removed. No attention was paid to the order, which

was aimed at Mr. Field, but at 3 o'clock Saturday morn-
ing some unknown man, supposed to have been
in the employ of the telephone company, cut the

offending limbs from one tree, but was frightened away
before he could tackle the other one. Saturday afternoon,

however, the men while putting up the wire succeeded in

fixing the other tree. It is said that Mr. Field was ex-

pecting a night visit and was on the watch armed with a

shotgun but had fallen asleep shortly before the visitor

arrived.

TELEGRAPH.
The telegraph wires furnishing race news to the pool

rooms in western cities were tampered with last week, and
in Omaha before the discovery was made §1,500 was paid

by the pool rooms to men who were in the deal.

The stockholders of the American District Telegraph

company, New York have approved the proposition for an

increase of the capital stock from $3,000,000 to $4,000,000

last week, and also ratified the purchase of the Mutual

District Telegraph and the Mutual District Messenger com-

panies, which were bought for $1,275,000. The $275,000
needed in addition to the increase of $1,000,000 in the
capital slock of the American company, lo carry out the
contract, will be supplied out of ihe treasury stock of the
American company.

On April 1st i8qi, there were 11,448 Imperial telegraph
offices in Germany. The length ol the telegraph lines
above ground amounted to 57.7gi miles, whilst the under-
ground only 3,^31 miles; there are also 1,863 of under sea
telegraph commounication in the possession cf the Imperial
Postal and Telegraph Department. Telegrams were for-

warded to the number of 24.864,066.

Until one year ago the city of Plainfield. N J . had no
fire alarm system whatever, and much loss was incurred as
a result of delay in getting word in case of fire to the town
bellringer. Last spring the common council bought a
system, and distributed the electric signal boxes arouod
the thickly settled portion rf the town. The system has
been so effective and become so popular that the council
has decided to extend the service, and last week instructed
the fire committee to place boxes in various localities where
needed, so as to protect more thoroughly the residence por-
ion of the city

The telegraph and electric wires have proved a most
useful adjunct in the determination of longitudes, savs the
New York Smi, and our Bureau of Navigation, which has
given particular attention to this work, will doubtless im-
prove the opportunity lo fix the longitude of Honolulu by
this best of all methods, as soon as the proposed cable is

laid. No sooner was the first Atlantic cable ready for
business than Gould, with its help, determined the differ-

ence in longitude between Greenwich and Washington, and
our Bureau of Navigation also fixed the longitude
of Bahia, Rio de Janeiro, and other South American
ports by the telegraphic method, as soon as Brazil was
connected with Europe by cable.

By an act recently passed by the legislature of Georgia
the railroad commission has issued the following order:
"Where messages are received for the public the service
shall not be discontinued without first obtaining the con-
sent of the commission, the reasons therefor to be set
forth in a petition. This rule goes into effect at once.
Telegraph companies shall not charge or collect more than
25 cents for any message of ten words or less, exclusive of
date and address, between any points in the limits of the
state, or more than two cents for each additional word in a
day message or one cent on each additional word in a
night message, and no additional charge shall be made for
repeating the message. This rule to go into effect Feb-
ruary 1st."

The suit brought by the Stock <".)uotation Telegraph
company against the Board of Trade of Chicago to recover
$20,000 damages was decided in favor of the defendant
last week. In 18S6 the telegraph company and the Board
of Trade entered into a contract whereby the board agreed
to furnish market quotations for the company s tickers. It

was claimed that in July, 1SS7, the board discontinued
giving reports without notice to the plaintiff. It was shown,
however, that the thirty days' notice required by the con-
tract was given and the judge entered judgment for the
defendant. Another suit between the same parties is

pending. The telegraph company alleges that the board
entered into a contract Oct. 12, 1887, to use its tickers

and to purchase its plant for $5,000. For breach of con-
tract damages are placed at $15,003. In the latter case
the board claims that the contract was made by unautho-
rized persons.

TRADE NEWS.
The Russell Electric Company, Boston, has removed its

office to Portland, Me.

The American Circular Loom company, Boston, is busy
in filling orders for Canvas Jacket wire and cables.

The Germania Electric company. Boston, is meeting
with remarkable success with its new shade holder.

The Consolidated Electric Manufacturing company,
Boston, is presenting its friends with a very unique paper
cutter.

The Newton Rubber company, Boston, reports that

orders for rubber storage battery cells are coming in

rapidly.

The Eastern Electrical Supply company, Boston, will

soon place on the market a number of novel devices which
it is no.w perfecting.

G. W. Payne & Co. of Pawtucket, R. I., report an in-

creasing demand for wire braiders' spoolers, especially

from the West.

Manager J. A. Armingtonof the Holtzer-Cabot Electric

Company. Boston, has been confined to his house during
the last week by sickness.

The Samson Cordage Works, Boston, expect to

make an extensive exhibit at the convention to be held at

Buffalo in February.

J. L. Somoff, New York, has received a letter from
parties in Bombay, India, asking (or the agency in that

country for his goods.

The Bradbury- Stone Storage Battery company of Lowell,

Mass., is preparing for an extensive exhibit at the con-

vention to be held at Buffalo in February.

The Laminar Fibre Goods company, -Boston, expects to

place a new line of conduit on the market within a short

time. The results of several tests of this conduit were very

satisfactory.

The Redding Electric company, Boston, has added
another floor to its factory. This house will make a special

department for its electric watchman's register, as the
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sales of this apparatus have thus far been in excess of the

production.

Among the contracts which have lately been awarded

the Hill Clutch Works, Cleveland, is one for a large num-

ber of clutch pulleys from the Cincinnati Electric Light

company.

The insurance firm of Endicolt & Macomber, BDSton,

has recently made contracts with a number of electrical

firms, insuring them against loss from accidents that em-

ployes might receive.

General Manager C. B. Elliott of the Revere Rub-

ber company, Boston, is perfecting a number of im

portant electrical appliances for street construction, which

will be offered for sale in a mon'h or two

The Porler-Leavitt Electric company, Providence, R. I.,

is building a factory which it expects to occupy about

March ist. This compiny is at present working overtime

to fill the orders on hand for immediate shipment.

General Manager H. B. Cram of the Bernstein Electric

company, Boston, has been confined to his home with a

severe attack of the grip for the past three weeks, but he

is now able to be at the office a short time'each day.

GDuld & Watson, Boston, state that since they have
opened their Chicago branch ihey have received a large

number of orders for mou'ded mica insulators, and that

the prospects for a western trade are very encouraging.

The Electiicai Specialty company of Pawtucket, R. I.,

is making a great succes wiih its ne.v cut out switch for

pole use. F. H Angel of this company is shortly to

make an extended business trip through the West and
South.

Secretary A. S. Miller of the Boston Bridge Works re-

ports the present outlook for construction work as being

much better than was the case last year. He is at present

very husy in filming upon several important contracts,

three of which are for points west of Chicago.

The National Telephone Manufacturing company,
Boston, has recently issued a new circular, giving an ex-

hiu-itive description of its npparatu?, and also showing a

Jistof a few of the manv contracts which have been tilled

during the past year. The circular tells its own story.

General M inager II N. Fennar of the New England
3>uit company. Providence. R. 1., reports tl^at his company
has sold mire machinery lo the electrical trade during the

past year than in any previous year. This company is

already preparing an extensive exhibit for the World's

Fair.

The annual meeting ot tnc Duplex Street Railway Track
company was held at 51 Wall street. New York city, Jan
uiry i2th The lion Carl Schurz oresided, and fav-

orable reports frum the executive- officers were received.

The annual election was postponed until the first Tuesday
in February.

At the annual meeting of the New Process Welding &
Spinning company held at the office of the company in

Chicago on Jan. 5 1S92 the following named ofticeis

were elected for the ensuing year: Geo. D Cook, president;

Mortimer McRoberts, vice president; W. L.Trowbridge,
secretary.

Whitmore & Robinson electrical engineers, Boston, have
orf hand a large amouat of tracti on work, and are prepar-

ing to begin operations when the weather permits. The
concern is also completing a number of important tests

upon electrical apparatus which has been submitted to

them for approval.

President Mason of the Burton Electric company reports

that great interest in electric heating is shown in Europe
and that many inquiries have been received from England
and Germany. There are also indications that a brisk

demand for electric heaters for house use will spring up as

soon as the apparatus is placed on the market.

Queen i& Co of Philadelphia, have placed a new port-

able voltmeter on the market. The instrumant may be

used for measuring both alternating and direct cmrents.
The pointer is dead beat and direct reading, and the indl

cations are pronounced accurate within one per cent. The
makers announce that up to date the demand has been
very great.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Rockford
Electric Manufacturing company was held January 12th The
report of the secretary and treasurer showed the affairs of

the company to be in a very satisfactory condition. The
officers and directors for the ensuing year will be C. M.
Haven, president; G. E. Knight, vice-president; W. B.

Roberts, secretary, treasurer and general manager; Geo. A.
Mayo, superintendent and electrician; Geo. F. Penfield,

W. F. Woodruff, E. H. Marsh, J. W. Calkins, directors.

BUSINESS.
The Buckeye Electric company of Cleveland, has re-

cently moved into a new factory and is now making
1,500 incandescent lamps a day This output will be rapidly

increased until the capacity of the factory—5,000 lamps per
day— is reached.

The Fletcher & Fletcher Eectric company, Cleveland,

O., has several large wire contracts under way and reports

an unusually fine business for December in all lines. H. S.

Gray manager of the company, has largely increased the
company's tacilities by the addition of a number of superior

workmen and by a material addition to the stock of sup-
plies.

The Card Electric Motor & Dynamo company of Cincin-
nati has been fully reorganized with the following officers:

J. W. Wilshire, president and treasurer; Geo. Eul'ock, vice-

president and C- B. Simrall, secretary. The company has
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been placed on a good financial basis and it is expected

that the manufacture of the well known Card apparatus

will soon be commenced on a large scale.

Hussey & Co., 211 Randolph street, Chicago, have just

built and put in place a veJy handsome and efficient an-

nunciator with a return call system, for the Rushville Hotel

company of Rushvil'e, III. The annunciator has a needle

indicator, but is operated by gravity, making a simple and
novel combination. Hussey & Co have also designed and
are manufacturing a combination letter-box and push-button

for apartment bouses that is very atlracuve, and has a

number of novel features.

The D. & D. Motor Manufacturing company of Minne-

apolis has its plant fully established in a fine new factory

at 745 and 747 Washington avenue, N., and has employed a

large number of workmen turning out a new motor and
generator. This company was formerly located at St.

Paul, but Mr. Donaldson, the promotor, succeeded in get-

ting additional capital at Minneapolis and has moved his

factory to that place. The D. ^: D. apparatus lias already

secured a good name and with ample capital this company
ought to be able to build up one of the leading electrical

institutions of the Flour City.

The Electric Supply & Contracting company, Cincin-

nati, has just installed for the American Book company a

300 light Eddy generator as an addition to an arc plant of

twelve lights already in use. This company has also re-

cently installed a 40 kilowatt C. & C. generator in the St.

Nicholas Hotel, Cincinnati, as an addition to an incandes-

cent plant, making about 1,000 lights In use. Another
contract with a street railway company at Mansfield, O.,

for rewinding a number of railway armatures and substitut-

ing a 500-volt system for a Daft system of no volts has
also been completed by this company. This work has
been done in a thorough manner. Several new car equip-

ments have been added to this plant.

A ten horse Perret motor furnishes power for the half

dozen presses and other machinery in the jobbing depart-

ment, with ample leserve power for increase of both plants.

Steam for drying matrices is furnished by Murray's genera-

tor and steam table combined, which is both economical
and convenient. The jVeia Era says: ' As you are aware
we selected the Perret motor from a number of competitors

because, while equal to the best in points in common, it

was the only one which developed its maximum power at

such slow speed as enabled us to run our line shafts with-

out the intervention of countershafting. The experience

of a year fully confirms our judgment in the selection of

these machines.
'

The Athens, Ga., Railway company writes that the De-
troit Electrical Works equipment furnished by the -latter

company has proved satisfactory in every respect. The plant

consists of four 30 horse power motors and one So,000 watt

geneiator. The general manager of the road says: '*\Ve

have had very little trouble or expense with the bevel gear;

in fact, there is no trouble with it when the friction collars

are kept well adjusted, which is very simply and easily done.

And as to the dynamo, it has not caused us one minute's

delay or one cent of expense. As to the whole equipment,
we find it to be the simplest and easiest to keep in repair of

any of the systems that I have ever inspected." The same
official expressed himself as being favorably impressed with

the single motor.

The unique and very safe and convenient form of fuse

on the Stanley transformer has created a demand for the

same style of box separate from the transformer, and
the Stanley Electric Manufacturing company is therefore

now manufacturing them apart from the converter. Where-
ever a branch is taken off from the main primary wires it is

very desirable to insert in it a fuse, so that if a short cir-

cuit occurs on that branch the lights supplied by it will

alone be affected. The new fuse box is suitable for use on
primary circuits carrying current up to 15 amperes, and the

company considers it is the safest and most convenient box
made. Its interior construction is the same as the fuse box on
the Stanley transformer, and thepointsof superiority claimed

for the device are: ist.— It is. of course, double pole and
each fuse is in a separate porcelain cliaraber, so that when
a fuse blows there is no danger of the current short cir-

cuiting from one pole to the other. This is the worst ob-

jection to most primary fuse boxes. 2d.—A fuse can be
replaced on a live line with perfect safety and in a very

short time, and the use of screw driver or wrench is entirely

unnecessary. 3d.—The porcelain plugs m all boxes are

interchangeable, so that by having an extra plug or two no
work is necessary while on the pole. The western agent
tor the sale of this box is the Electrical Supply company,
Chicago.

ELECTRICAL STOCK MARKET.
(Quotalions furnished b)' Perry tt Noyes, Edison building, New

Yortc.)

The closing quotations of electrical stocks on Saturday,

Jan. i6lh, in New York, were :

Bid. Asked.
Edison General Electric Company. Capital

$15.000,000 92 93
Edison IHurainaiing Company of New York Eo'4 8iJ^ Ex. Div.

'' " " Brooklyn. 72^^ 77!"
" '* " Boston. . .. 100 105
" " " Chicago ..130 140

Edison Ore Milling Company 35 20
United States Electric Company of New-

York 15 25

United States Illuminating Company of

New York 30 40
Brush Electric Company of Cleveland. . . 30 40
Brush lUumirating Company of New York.. 30 40
Thomas- Houston Electric Company 51 52

-' Prefcred " 26 27
West'ngho.sc Electric Company 13 13(2
North American Phonograph Ccmpany 2',i 5
New York " " 2;.^ 5
Automatic Exhibition Company 2 3
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ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
IssuedJan. 12, 1892.

466 781. Electric Steam Engine Governor. Frank M.
Garland.

466,784. Electrical Annunciator. William F. Harte,

Omaha, Neb.

466,787. Electric Indicator. Charles W. Holtzer and
George E. Cabot, Erookline, Mass.

^66,798, Electric Battery. John S. Nowotny, Cincin-

nati, O.

Claim fifteen is quoted:

' A carbon cell having its outer surface filled with parallioe

and coated with shellac, and the upper portion fil'ed with par-

affine below the point where the contacts are secured to it."

466,800. Wire Support for Electric Railways. William

Q. Prewitt. Lexington, Ky.

466,802. Ekclric SA'itcb. Edwin W. Rice, Jr., Lynn,
Mass.

466,807. Electric Trolley. Elmer A. Sperry, Chicago,

111.

Claim six reads:

"In an up ight coiled flexing erecting spring, a trolley pole
supported by one end, a head fixed to the other end of the
spring, and a support upon «hich the head rests by means of a
swiveling joint, in comb nation with mechanism attached to the
head adapted to confine the flexure of ihe spring within a
single plane with reference to the head, while the whole is al-

lowed to inove upon the swivel independent of the flexure of
the sprmg."

466,820. Batttry Zinc and Melhod of Making the Same.
John Beatlie, Jr,, Fall River, Mass.

The first claim is:

"An element for galvanic batteries, consisting of an alloy of
zinc, mercury and magnesium.''

466 S25. Method of Electric Welding. Peter Gendron,
Toledo. O

This invention consists in shaping the abutting ends of the
material to have contact at points in proportion to the mass,
heatmg them by a current of electricity, and jubjecting them
to end pressure.

466,832. Electiic Motor Car. Elbert B. Phillip=, Cleve-

land. O.

The nineteenth claim is:

'A motor having its field magnels and a mature both mounted
on a shaft, in combination with gearing ihrough which ihe mo-
tor may drive said shaft, and means whereby the said motor
may rotate the said shaft directly."

466,8^6. Electric Fuse cr Delonatcr. Paul Ward and
Edward M. Gregory, London, England.

466,858. Printings Telegraph. John E. Wright, N ;w

York.

466,865. Automatic Electric Heat Alarm. Morril S.

Pierce, Wtstport, Leonard II. Dasisle, Lamoine, and
Orville C. Oliver, Eden.

466 S70. Annunciator. David lieineman, Wabash, Ind.

466 914 Rai!wd.y Electric Motor. Charles F. Winkler,
Tioy, N. Y.

466,937 Electric Converter. Gustav Pfannkuche, Cleve-

land. O.

Claim five reads:

"In a converter, the combination, with a series of insulated
sheet metal sections, of coils wound on said core so as to have
ventilating spaces between them and the core and between each
other, the plates comprising said core having slots therein to

produce ventilating spaces in thecenler of the coils."

466,953. Ammeter. Charles F. Brush, Cleveland, O

466,956. Bracket for Trolley Wire Supports, etc. Ed-
ward P. Russell. Newburyport, Mass.

466.972. Brush Holder for Commutators for Dynamo
Electric Machines. Isaac H. Bartholomew, North-
ford, Conn.

466.973. Electric Elevator. William Baxter. Jr., Balti-

more, Md.

466,981. Trolley for E'ectric Railways. John Kuehnle,
Detroit, Mich.

Claim fifteen is given:

"In an electric railway car the combination, with a contact
arm, of a tension device consisting of a movable rod, a yielding
body for retaining the rod in a normal pcsition, a connection
between the rod and contact arm, and a pulley over which the
connection passes."

467.023. Lightning Arrester. George W. Spittle, Cam-
pos, Brazil.

467,048. Electric Motor. John PI. Palmer, Boston,

Mass.

467,050. Electrically Controlled Car Switch. Burt L
f^otter, Boston, Mass.

467,073. Dumb Waiter Signal. Frederick J. Zahner,
Stanwich, Conn.

467,075. Electrical Heating Apparatus. Arthur E.
Appleyard, Boston. Mass.

This invention consists in the combination of a resistance,

a rigid holder of refractory heat-conducting insulating mate-
rial, a metallic shell inclosing said holder a handle detachably
secured to said shell, and an outer raetaltic sheM detachably
secured to the hatdle by independent means.

467.078. Rheostat, Francis O. Blackwell, Boston, Mass.

467. 0S5. Electric Insulator for Boilers Peter Decker,
Norwalk. CoDD.

467,102. Nautical Signal or Sea Telephone, prnst Huber
and Frederick J. Kneuper, New York, N. Y.

Claim forty-one is quoted:

"A casing for an apparatus for receiving,transmilting and in-

dicating sound, comprismg a body portion having chambers
for the primary and secondary tclepho cs, a chamber forihe
microphonic resourder, a chamber for the director, dial and
hands, and means for suspending the said casing."
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EUOKNK F. I'UILLIPH. ProslcIOot. W. H. 3AWTKH, Hue's ;i"il lOliiCtrlclan,

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
KliBCTBIC IiI»KT lilNE WIBE,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

FARADAY CABLES.
NEW YORK OFFICE, P. C. Ackerman. 10 Cortlandt Street.

MONTREAL BRANCH, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Works.

In the oillC) of !i lurKo "I'jclric r->ropiiny, a yonni;
man to keep CniiBtroctloD Lwdj^Hr; louBt be firat-

]

clasB book-k'^epLT, iinderMlnmi tlie electric railway i

an'l llRhtlDK bnBlneaH, and have had exporlftDce In i

clmrtlne out contractB. To one with the tho\t)

qutilillcallunB a i^ood position le promlecd.

AddreHB, etatlni; references, experience and ez-

pectatlooB, "Ifyiiamit*'."
(nre Wemtkrn ELEfrrRiriAN.

SOMETHING NEW!
An improv-d 1 or R volt Combined Storage Bat-

tery chpi'claily for U>-ntiBtH' uce at very low price,
rurchaeereran exchanj^e dlechar^ed for cnarged
cellB, without extra co'et. beyond exotnee for

cbart^loK the baiterlea. Manafactured by

J.K. PUnPKL.L'S',
BeomSOl, 205 8. Canal St., Chicago.

A tboroaeb all ronnd Central S'atlon man. now
with Coni-tractlon Co., want! pOBitlon bb Super-
intendent of Ontral Utation or lirge Ieolat«d

Slant, Id tb'.* Weet or South. Tbe advertiser bae
ad several y-ars* experience with all tbe leadlof;

i^yRiemu. and underfltanrtii th*i ecoooniica] and
HDcoHsful running of either Steam or Electric
Planie. Plrat cIwBrefereoceu.

A'JdrPCfl. "Hn«ll**r,"
fnro Wr'^TEh'J Ei.KiTKiriAV.

WANTED.
I

A young man of 21 with nome knowled^ie of

I

electrical science, deBlren poHltion in cfllce of
: eleclrirul supply or construction company. Ad-
j
vertli-er ban two inventioDN patented, and otbere
peudlnt; and will give emuloyerB llret oppor-
tunity to munufacture or handle unyiblog In their

line, wl icb br; may patent white iu their employ.
Addr-vBB *'Iov#'nior "'

I Care Westzun Elkctbhiak,

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
"CLARK'WIRE.Insolation Guaranteed ivhereTer uaed. Aerial, llnderj^ronnd or (Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: '*A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect.''

Tbo rubber used in ineulatingour wires and ctiblea is especially rliemicitlly prepared, and ie guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or rrack, and will remain llexihl'- in exirMin** cold
weather and in not affected by heat. The inenlation is protected from mecbauical injury by one or more braids, and tbe whole nlicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and epeciul extra liiiich. which wt;

have now adopted for all our solid wires as an esira weather)>roof protection, and also preventing cbaling and abrasion, which in water, acid, and to a very great extent fireproof. Our int-ula'ion will provt?

durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lighta from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnlBb our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well ae oar standard color.

Clark iloint Ouni should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot long and flveelghtha Inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint

and pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOR RAILAVAV and MOTOK use, we make all sizes of stranded and tlexible with Clark insnration.

M'K OUARAXTRR OITR 1IVSV1.ATION WHEREVER USED, AERIAIi, U1\'DER€iROinVD OR SUBMARINE, and onr net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other first-class Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discountu for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 6S Hampshire Street, BOSTOHr, MASS.

HENRY A. CLABE, TreaBarer and Oen'l Manager.
HERBERT H. EU8TIS, Pratldent and Electrician.
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J,TAUAN&AMER1CAN MARJg>^

ELECTRICAL-'-',^ 13 6 LIBERTY ST.
: exchange; BUI LDING>^ NEW -YORK.

H. T. PAISTX:,
MANUFACTURER OP

SWITCHES, SOCKETS, ETC.,
*t41 The Rookery, lOSo. IStk Ht.,
Ghicaso. Ill Pblladelphla, Pa.
See our full page advertisement in Issue Sept.

13, for illustrations, prices, etc.

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS

RECALIBRATED.-REPAIRED.
CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO., 73 W. lackson St.

For Sale Cheap, Second-hand Ma-
chinery, Arc and Incandescent. Also
Motors. All Apparatus Guaranteed.

The Electrical Construction Co.

-T^ :ei-

!r-wiicBier

ARC MOTORS,
J, i, i, 1, 2, 3, 5 H. P. Sizes.

With Automatic Centrlfueal Gov-
ernor. Kg Switches,

430 West 14tli St., New York.

ROOT'SWATER TUBE BOILER

The Winner of 1890 will win again in 1891

Eleventh year.

SOLE MAKERS:

LAW TELEPHONE COMPANY,
8S John St.. STEW YOHK

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Electrical Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL& CO,,

218 Water St., Xew York.

Electrical Wood.

Telegraph
Telephone V CROSS L ARMS
Electric Iiifjht ) E

S
OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES.
CU UniUFC Robm4IOCam'l BIdg.,

. n. nULMLO. St. Louis, Mo.

ESTABLISHED 1848.

J
HEMINBRAY BIASS CO.

Offices, Covington, Ky. Factories, Muncie, Ind.

STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS,
Class Break Knobs, Floor Insulators, Battery Jars.

ARC LIGHT GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

Boot's Sectional Safety BoUer.

SAFE. ECONOIHICAL. DURABLE.

AN EXCELLENT

Electric Plant Boiler.
Adopted by the Electric I<i;;-lit

Companies of Detroit, St. Paul, Coliirn
bus, Cincinnati, Louisville, Jersey Cii\
and a great many others; also by the Ar
mington & Sims Engine Co., Providence,
R. I.; the Lynn Belt Line Street Rv. ( o.,
Lynn, Maeu. and the Thomson-Houston
Electric Co., Lynn, Maes.

Aben(irotli&RootMfg.Go.,

28 Cliff St., New York.

BRANCHES: Chicago, Boston, Pliila-
delphia, Dallas, Kochester.

"^XTOI^IS OU SrECI.A.Xj DEISIOa^S SOIjTCITEXJ.

TO MAKE A STATION PAY
Buy only the best quality of goods. This yon can

do by sendine: yonr orders to us.

Prompt Shipment. Reasonable Prices. Fnll Measure. No Charge for Boxing Or Cartage.

WE ASE HEADQUABTBRS FOB
National Alternating and Direct Current Dynamos, Generators and Transformers;

Packard High Grade Lamps; Eddy Motors;

"Helmet" Weather-prool Wire; "Helmet" Moisture-proof Wire.

Save time and money by placing your orders with

The Electrical Engineering and Supply Co.,
031 Boekery, 134 E. 6th St., opp. Hotel Byan, 400 W. Dlichlgau St.,

CHICAGO. ST. PAUL. DULUTH.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND DSICOUNT SHEETS.
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Established in 1861.

B. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILECTHIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-BRANCH STORS-

2134 Michigan Avenue.

^lADE ONLY ^ tmuii'

THEN AND NOW.
Years ago the traveling public consid-

ered a seat on the driver's box of a stage
coacii the acme of comfort, luxury and ex-
clusiveness. The traveler of to-day asks
for limited trains, made up of Pullman
sleeping and dining cars, vestlbuled and
fitted up in the most sumptuous style of
modern decorative art.

Such trains are run over tlie Erin Lines,
through without change between Chicago
and New York, passing through the beau-
tiful Western Reserve, Mahoning Valley
by Cha'itauqua Lake, and then througn
the mountains of Southern New York and
Northern Pennsylvania, the most pic'u-

ri sque and beautiful scenery between Chi-
cago and the sea. Tickets over the Erie
can be purchased at any of the principal
ticket ( ffices.

ManufactuceKs of

OCTAGONAL^^ Cedar
TEL£PHoni& Electrical

RailwayPolesxCRossArms

# H.M.LouD & Sons UimberQ.
{OSCODA, IVIICH.

OFFICE DESKS.
'Gem' and "Rugby'

Folding Beds,

Brass and Wire Work.

A. H. Andrews & Co. , 215 Wabash Ave. , Chicago.

PRIVATE liETTEB.
DeabBob:—Tour head's level in selecting onr

ronte to the Pacific coaBt; you've only one night
on the road between Chicago and Denver and
yon can take evety meal on the care, and have
sufficient time In both cities to "fix up" and aee
a man. You're qalte right—the ^'glorious winter
climate ' of Colorado ia cimply Immense, and the
^'Burlington Sovie''' service ia a grand succeBB.

Tours, Tom.

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

^[[Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

THE MILUKEN PATENT POLE
For Electric Street Railways and Electric Light Work.

65 LIBERTY STREET,

NEW YORK.
MANUFACTUEED BT

MILUKEN BROS.

59 DE5RB0RK STREET,

CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.-
for Light Stations a Specialty.

-Iron Work

WKITE FOB CIRCULiAK AND CATALOGUE.

HARD FIBRE

DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO.,

for insulation and me-

chanical construction is

manufactured in Sheets,

Rods, Tubing, Washers, Discs and all Special Shapes. Esti-

mates and samples furnished upon application.

WILMINGTON, DEL.,

U. S. A.

;^^ FITCHBURG, MASS,U.S.A.
^

#Manufacturersof dynamos for. lighting,
/ PLATING AND EXPERIMENTAL PURPOSES.

-^^i^ALSO MOTORS.-^i^^
EVERYTHING LATEST DESISN AND HI GH E ST EFFICIENCr.

EliECTKli; LIGHT
AXD BATTEBV

G3LE1 VELA_2NrX3, OHIO.

fiSOTO/f

B^US^ES.

THE I=»E3ILiT70]Xr 'SAJTJL.'F'Em'E^
Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wtieel in the World. Over 2,000 in use.

Affo^d^ Ihemoat eimpleard reliable power £or all minins and manufactur-
ing machinery. Adapted to heads running from -^0 np to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cert, better results gaaranteed than can be prodnced from
any other Wheel in the countiy.

EIi£CTKIC TBAXSMISSIOX.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying conaltlone
of speed and pretenre, have brought it into special prominence and est€nsive
use for IhlB class of work. All applications shonid state amount and head of
water power leqnired, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send fjk C.\talo(.;ue.

Unequaied

in

Efficiency.

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

THE PELTON IVATER WHEEL CO.,
131-193 Main St., San Vranclsco, Gal., IT. S. A.

1-ta IIBEBTY STREET, - - 3iEW I'ORK.
^^It having come to onr notice that onr patent rights are being infringed

upon, intending pnrchaeere are hereby warned that all such infringementa will
be duly proBPCuted.

PiCLTOSI water BIOTORS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15
and 20 horse lower, uneqnaled for all light running machineiy. Warran'td
to develop a given 6monnt of power with one-half the water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Addreea as above. Deliveries made fr-im
San Franciaco or New York, aa may afford the most favorable freight rates.

FRANKLIN S. CABTER.

:E3srr'jA.:BXiisi3:E!iD issv.
CHAELES M. 'WILKINS.

TRADING AS

E. WARD WILKINS.

FAHTRICK & CARTES, CO.,
125 South Second Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in all Kinds of

ELECTRICALSUPPLIES.
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

Bells, Disque Leclanche Batteries, Gas Lightingr Apparatus,
Bronze goodsand afull lineof suppliesfor lioteland housework.

ACPiyXfi" i
''^''^ Toronto Construction and Electrical l^upply Co.. Toronto, Canada.'***^" ' ^'

I aforthwest Electric EnKineerine Co.. Portland, Oregon.

Catalogues and Discount Sheets will be aent to those in the trade upon receipt of Application and Business Card.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention o( KLECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this rivl.K-

liRAXEO ^VAXKK WMEKI^as particularly adapted to their use
on account of it5 r<'markal>ly Hteady motion, ni(;irl> ^pe«f«|
and creat EfU<'ienty,and lar^^ Capacily foritsdianieter,
being double the I*ower of most wheels of same diameter. It js used
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent

of useful effect ;cuaranteed.
SENO roR 4:axai^ooi;e aivi> pakxici;i..arm.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears arc required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch TI47rOR

XIJRBII\EN arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-iron Fiumc, Draft

Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation

admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

Fancy Incandescent Lamps
Of Iiow Voltage.

r^^g>- Over 40 New Styles of lamps

for the first time on
the market.

Catalogue, Part 1, Ready.

Part II, in Print.

],L,

EXPERIMENTAL LAMP WORK
AH"D GLASS BLOWING.

Write for prices and Illustrations.

1 Ann Street,
New York City.

J. C. TEMPLE,
(Formerly of STOUT, MILLS & TBMPLE),

DAYTON, OHIO,

flytolicaMlecliaiiicalEnpefir
Improvement of Water Powers, Arrancement

of Power Plants, Shafting, etc., for Electric Power
and Light. CONSTRUCTION SUPERINTENDED.

'Link-BeltMachineryGo,,
' CHICAGO, ILLINOIS,

Manufacturers of

ELEVATING AND conveying

For the economical handling of Coal,

Aphf^P. Sand. Oroo. Ktf.. F.>f

Wm. S. Toehbe, Pres. Geo. A Bell, v. Pebs. J. Lestbr woodbridqb, sec. and Treaa.

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
Consulting: and Constructing

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment of Electric Railways. Steam and Electric Plants.

47 Times Building. Telephone Call, I009 Cortlandt. NEW YORK.

GKDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If in want of Poles, Ties and Posts, eave monej
by getting my prices.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, Mich,

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
SOIiE MAHrVFACTUBSRS OF

FACTORY
WUiaUSIQTOlV,

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

PEi.. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World, i4i>ey'
OFFICE:

ST., K. Y.

THE SCHUYLER
-STSTiEJ^yi: oip-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPOETANT FEATITBBS:

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes-

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING
CABBIES XO STATIC EL,ECTBICITY.

Greatest Adhesive Qualities. Causes Less Friction than any other Belt.

RAWHIDE HYDRAULIC PACKING.

RAWHIDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS
A. b:e':eic:ljlxjx!^

Tbe Chicago Rawhide Hanufactnring Go.
TH£ ONLY MANUFACTURERS IN THE COUNTRY.

Lace Leather Rope and other Rawhide Goods of all
kinds hy Krueger's Patents.

This Belling and L"ice Leather is not affected by steam or dampness; rever be-

comes hard; 13 stronger, more durable and ihe most economical Belting made. The
Rawhide Rope for Round Belting Transmission is superior to all others.

75 OHIO STREET, - CHICAGO, ILL.

SOMETHING NEW.
QUICK BREAK AND CONTACT.

NO MORE BURNED TERMINALS.

NO DANGER FROM SHORT CIRCUITS,

'TIS PERFECTION.
Ask your Supply House for them, or Write to

Grown Electric Mfg. Co.,
BRIDGBPORT^ CONN.
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C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTORS ^M DTNAMOS.
ELECTRIC MOTORS in all standard sizes,

up to and including 100 H. P., for operating

elevators, pumps, printing presses, and machin-

ery for genera! manufacturing purposes.

POWER GENERATORS.
ELECTRIC MINING MACHINERY of

all kinds, Hoists, Tram Cars, etc.

FAN OUTFITS, Electric Plants for pump-
ing Church Organs.

We call the special attention of
Station Superintendents to the fact
that our machines are absolutely un-
surpassed for economy of electric

current.

DYNAMOS for isolated plants and the equip-

ment of Mills, Banks and OfBee Buildings with
Electric Lights.

ELECTRIC BLOWERS for ship ventila-

tion. Have equipped 18 U. S. and foreign War
Ships with ventilating apparatus.

NEW ENGLAND Office,

63 Oliver St,, BOSTON,
PHILADELPHIA Office, 38 S, Fotirtli St,

CHICAGO Office, - Phenix Building.

SANFRANCISCO Office, - 35 Market St,

ST. LOUIS Office, - - 421 Olive St.

NEW ORLEANS Office, 7S Ctistomhouse St

THE G. & G. ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.. 402-404 Greenwich Street, NEW YORK.

TUC / ^ TiroT SPECIALTIES IN ELECTRIC
I n Em LnlCOl LIGHT SUPPLIES.

ST-A-IS EI
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

CO.
641 North BrDad Street, PHIIiADBIiPHlA.

SYNOVIAL DYNAMO OIL.
Second to None. Free firom Gum or Acids.

Bj refilterlDg can be used contlanallj. Adopted by tbe largest Electric Plants of the West.

Write for Pilceasnd Samples. S. TAUSSIG, Agent, 45 River St., CHICAGO.

The Latest Tiling in insuiators.

MANrFAOTUBED BT THE

Security Insulator Co.
An Insnlator that is easily and quickly adjusted,

and will securely clamp the wire without injury to
the Insulation, thus doing away entirely with tie

wlrep, and effecting a large saving of time and labor
in wiring. Wire from ii to % or an inch may be
used, thas allowing of a variation of ^ of an inch in
size of wire. Made of the best Vitrified and Non-
Abeorbent Porcelain.

Write for Price and Full Particulars.

SECURITY INSULATOR CO.,

186 I,iberty St., NEW TORK.

GIVEN AWAY!!
8AMPI.B OBDKR8 OF

Buxton's Packing
At Only 50c. Per Pound.

"The Knsineer's Favorite."
All Orders enaranteed.

Agents wanted In every State in the Union. We can quote the

very lowest prices on Ring Packing. Send for discount and
price list.

ESTABLISHED 1882.

GEORGE B. BUXTON,
1 7 VIRGINIA ST., EAST SOMERVILLE, MASS.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
144 to 156 Green 8t, Green Point, BKOOKITB.B.Y.

MANUPACTOBT OF

Non-Conductive Bioclts, Rosettes and Bases for Cut.Outs
and Switches; also Insuiators. Cleats, Lamp Trim-

mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Oor production is a dense body. The glazing and body
of oor ware are of same composition, and are bal£ed
alike, which are the features of

TBUE HARD POKCEEiALN.

FOR

ELECTRICAL
PURPOSES.

Send for Samples and Prices.

BOWERS BROTHERS, 121 Lake St., CHICAGO.

MICA
YOU WILL OBLIGE

Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

ki^.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric* Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS ^ BELI.S.
F1TI.Ii IiIBTB Al<WA'r8 IIV STOCK.

W. B. OSTRANDER & CO.,
95 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, I^. Y.
nd for New CATALoeuB. Out AugnBt let.

Both belts l:i inches wide, both loaded the same. Competitor's belt left the pulleys, Acme kept its

place. The Acme ie patented, and made only by the

z>.^k.<3-:E] :B£3X<mzia'o c:;o]!^x»..^ivr'S',
Factory: Concord, N. 11. Branches: New York, Beaton, Chicago, San Francisco. Send for catalogue.

W-I-R-E-Ss
I.e. Weatherproof Wire, W. E. Underwriters' Wire, Okonite, Kerite,

Hard and Soft Drawn Copper Wire,
Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph and Telephone Wire,

Silk and Cotton Covered Magnet Wire, Incandescent Lamp Cord.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
( AUKS, EB£BT& CO., !st. Paul, HiDn.

I CHICAGO 227 South Clinton Strpf>t
Selling Agents; STANDABDEI.ECTB1CAI, WORKS, Cincinnati, Ohio. „SIj*^"' " ^J " ^ . ,.„,

" ^
( 910UNTAISI BI.ECTBIC CO , DenTer, Colo. I NEW YORK, Cof. ThaiTies atid Greenwich Sts.
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For Driving Dynamo*.

The Pennsylvania R.R. Co. have thoroughly tested and have adopted
the Evans System of Driving Dynamos in their Juniata Shops, Al-

toona, Pa,, and are starting a new plant at Renovo.

Thousands of Horse Power in use driving Dynamos, and hundreds of sets of Cones in

operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO.,
8S TT^atoir Stz-oet, aSOS"X'OI«J', 3VE.A.6IS.

KvnDH' ConeH.
For VarjiiiB Hpeed.

CHICAGO INSULATED TSTIZIE COMFAITV,
^lOijaL.xa-cn'.A.G'rxji^m^ia oz*

HIGH GRADE INSULATED WIRES

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS
AND SAMPLES.

WEATHERPROOF WIRES,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

MAGNET WIRES,
INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,

ETC., ETC., ETC.
Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO., 48-52 N. Clinton St., CHICAGO, ILL.

OF ALt, DESCRIPTIONS,

EVEKYTHLKTO IN

WIRE-FUSE- STRIPS.

MANUFACTDSED BT

The Sperrj Electric Mining Machine Co,,

39th St. and Stewart Ave.. CHICAGO.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR AU ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

Tlie^ Kartavsrt ^ Manufacturing - Co.^

THOS. C. SMITH, Jr., M. E.

Consulting and Contracting Engineer.
Kngines and Complete Steam Plants for Lighting nnd Power Installations,
Bent Pipe and Colle in Iron, Braes and Copper, for all kinds of service.

II Hammond Building, Telephone 1358, CINCINNATI. OHIO.

H.WARD LEONARD & COMPANY

Secure bid from ns for Electrical Apparatus or
Conetroction before decidinfr. Railways, Light-
ing, Transmission of Power, Wiring, etc.

Electrical Exchange Bmldinei
JfiEW XOBK CITY.

DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
Afford the Only Reliable and Efficient Means for

ALL NIGHT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

All other devices are crude, expensive and unsatisfactory.

THE BRDSH ELECTRIC COMPANY
Has established its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lamps, No. 219,208, having WOflfour
distinct infringement suits in the United States Courts, two of them on final hearing, the decisions

being rendered by Judges Gresham, Blodgett, Brown and Ricks.

The public is warned against the use of infringing lamps or any crude substitute for the Brush Invention.

Arc Lighting Apparatus, Electric Motors and Generators.
Alternating Current Apparatus, Incandescent Lighting Machines,

Carbons for Arc Lighting, Etc., Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,
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TAPES AND COMPOUNDS,
VULCA WIRE DUCTS,

ELBOWS, JOINTS, ETC., ETC.

All Snpply Stores Keep Them,

THE NATION'S CHOICE.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,

78-80-82 Franklin Street,

CHICA«iO.

MAIN OFFICE,
13, 15. 17 Cortlandt St.,

New York.

Geo. H. Meeker,

Weilein Sanagtr.

THE EXCELSIOR
straight- Way Noiseless

Back-Pressure Valve.

v_..

Simi>le! Reliable! Durable 1

JAMES G. BECKERLEG.
229 S. Franklin St., Chicago.

LAMP
LIGHTING
SCHEDULE.

Moonlight System
FOR 1892.

I»i*lo©, as Oexils.

Electrician Publisliing Co.,

6 LAKESIDE BLD6.,

CHICAGO.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO,

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
-FOR

—

ARC LIGHT CIRCUITS.

SIMPIiE. BELIABJLB. DUBABLE.

The only safe socket for series lamps, and the only

socket having insulating material for the outside

parts. Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

620 ATLANTIC AVENUE,

POWELL'S PATENT

SIGNAL OILERS
still in thp Van as the BEbl lor HICH-CRADE
ENGINES and DYNAMOS. The stop-feed
teatures preveut waste of oil whicti item alone will
more than save their coat in a short time. HASOTHER EXCEPTIONAL POINTS OF

LEVER UP—Showa oil dropplni' while MERIT. Send for rail descriptive circular. Addressl.tvtK
""^laehineryrans. ™ ° THE WIH. POWELL CO., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLIES.

brftTiiiiill
Ttie Electric Supplu and Gontractino Gompany,

I

S. E. Cor. Fifth and Sycamore Sts., (Nevada Building,) CINCINNATI, O

-OlSSSgyj^j sHULTZ

#QI -ALL LEATHER "i
L?N0IR0NR0DORHINGE OLD STYLE

_ LEATHER LINK AND IRON ROD BELT,
>' AND ROPETRANSMISSION SUPERSEDED

"D Our
DELTirELTING

YOUR POWER.
YOUR BELTS.
YOUR MONEY.

BYCOVERING YOUR PUUEVS WITH 1
SHULTZ PATENT 1

LEATHER PULLEV COVERING.

RAWHIE
. ONLV PERFECT BELT

ADE.NO 5UPPIN6
OR LOST MOTION

<D Picker Leather-

BT^AXrHTTQ- * '^ SummerSt., Boston, Mass ; 225 Pearl St., New York City. I Q* I aiiio II*
^^'i 129 N. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa : 60 W. Monroe St. Chicago. j Oli LUUlOvlTIU*

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PERBET ELECTRIC MOTORS.
ALL SIZES FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET - ELECTRIC - LIGHT - SYSTEM.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass.
''"

WSiirae.
( 'Washington, ». C, J. U. BURKETT & CO., 1409 N. Y. Avenue. St. Panl, Minu.. P. J. RENZ, 95 East 4th Street.

SELLING AGENTS: I New Orleans, L,a., GEORGE BAQUIE, 140 Gravier Street. Philadelphia, Pa., PENNSYLVANIA MACHINE CO.,

( 29 North 7.h Street.
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOULAELT ADAPTED TO DETTOIG

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of its high efficiency at all stages of gite, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of which makes It the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

Crun rftp PRTAI nrilP illustrating various styles o( setting

on both vertical and horlzonti 1 shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS GO,,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, 3III.I.S & TJEMPIiE,

STEAM PLANTS
1N8TA1.I,£I> BT

TTIT. B. PKARSON i£ CO.,
MECHANICAI. EXeiKEEBIS AKD CONTRACTORS.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, - CHICAGO.

AUTOMATIC COMPOUND,
9 sizes in stock.

STANDARD AUTOMATICS,
13 sizes in stock.

JUNIOR AUTOMATICS,
7 sizes In stock.

Repairs made to

Gauge

AND

CARRIED IN

STOCK.

COMPOUND DRIVING DYNAMO.

THE WESTINGHOUSE MACHINE COMPANY.
i PITTSBURGH. PENNA.U.S.of A. G

WILLIAMS AUTOMATIC ENGINE.
For all purposes requiring steady power.

Williams Emgine Works: No. 447 North btreet,
BALTI.MORB.MD.

A GREAT RAILROAD.
By the abeorptlnn of tbe Chlcuf^o & AiIbdUc

Railway between Marlon aod Chlcavo. the ERIE
has at laFt fffecled ite entrance Into rhlca^o, and
Dow occupies ih** proud poelilon of heiogthe only
line between ChicsEo and New York entirely
ander one management
One result of tniele the arraneement whereby

all tbe through trains cf the Erie are now rnn
eolid tetwpeen Chicatro and Sew Yoik wlthoat
chance. PnesengerB hoIdiDg tbroagh tickete,
whuher first or ppcocd claee, are abe to go from
Chlcu2;o to New York wilhout changing care.
Polfman'a most modem S eeping UaVe are rnn

on all through traioti: via tbi^ lioe, and on their
Vealibnie Limited, Pullman's DInine Care. No
extra fare char'Pd on tfiii train. In fact, the
rates via the ERIE are Hwfr tban v.'a any other
route offr^rlne tqual facllitiea.

THEWOODBURY§NG!NE
SELF-CONTAINED, AUTOMATIC
HIGH SPEED STEAM ENGINE
for Electric Lighting and
Street Railway Service,

WITH BOILER PLANT COMPLETE
(:atali>ffue spiit on application.

STEARNS MFCCO. ERIE, PA.
BRANCH ( Philadelphia, 942 Drexel 15Ids.

OFFICES 1 San Franci.sco, 39 & 31 SpearSt.

mhT^

THE POND SEPARATOR.
The Pond Separator is guaranteed to relieve tie

steam of all entrained wa^er and n turn ihls water
to the boiler, thus tffect'ng a large saving in fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POND ENClIlfEEKING C03IPA1VY,
ST. LOUIS,

OMAHA.
CHICAGO.

DALLAS.
KANsascnr.
SEATTLE.

You can

Put

It up

Yourself.

Lights

Are Standard

And
Full size.

Thoroughly

Reliable

And
Practical.

Prices

Reasonable.

Send

For

Illustrated

Pamphlet.

BAIN ELECTRIC HANDFACTUBING CO.,

47 So. JEFFERSON STREET,

CKICAaO.
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W.P.
THE THOMSiN-wm aEcrmt co.

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RAILWAY MOTOR.
It Excels ^11 Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

1,000 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,

Boston Office: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 148 Micliigan Ave.
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SAFETY in every sense of the word.

AN entirely new product.

ELECTRICIANS have always wanted it.

Safety White Core Wire.

SEAMLESS Rubber Insulation.

FIRE proof braid.

YOU cannot burn it

IT HEADS the list of Rubber Covered Wires.

WHAT more could you ask for?

WRITE us for a sample.

THEY earn the largest dividends.

THAT is what you are in business for.

THEN why not use them?

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS,
CHICAGO, ILL.
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^
TT is a common practice to estimate
A iiow much a thing costs—first cost.

It is also common to not estimate

how much it is worth — the after

value.

We have made Shield Brand

Moisture Proof Wire worth all that

time, experience and skill suggest.

If we could make it cheaper with-

out the danger of making it worth-

less, we probably would. We have

made very few experiments in that

direction, but we have spent years

and dollars in the effort to make it

worth more.

Today we are making" it the best we
know how.

Every day adds to our fund of

experience. Every day adds to the

list of users who are satisfied that we
know how a little bit.

You can buy many wires that are

cheaper— first cost, but you will not find

one that is worth more—the after value,

than Shield Brand.
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National Transformer System
-OF-

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

TRANSFORMERS FORJANY SYSTEM.

Alternating and Direct Current Dynamos.

MOTORS.
Oor Apparatus is of ttie Higbest Efficiency, Hecbanically and Electrically.

We are prepared to undertake the construction of Electrical Plants ol whatever magnitude.

Correspondence solicited.

National Electric Mfg. Co.^

EAU CLAIRE, WIS.
GEO. B. SHAW, Gen'l Manager.

AGENTS:
New York, Sf. X.-NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. & CONSTKUOTION CO.. Electrical Exchange Bldg.

Bnifalo, ST. Y.—F. P. LITTLE &. CO., 141 East Seneca Street.

Cincinnati, C—W. N. GfiAT, 12 Chamlier of Commeice.
AVashington, B. C.-L. M. COX, 16 Fifth Street, S. E.

PilliadelpIlia.Pa.—PENNSTLTANIA BLBOTRIC ENGINEERING CO
8t. Fanl, Minn.—THE EIjECTRrCAL ENaiNEERING AND SUPPLY CO.

Detroit, l!Hch.-C01l31ERClAL ELECTRIC CO.
Denver, Col.—THE MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC CO.

IVinnlpeg, Man.-SIMPSOS-DAVIS ELKCTRICiL CONSTRUCTION CO.
San Francisco, Cal.-NATIONAL ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT CO.

liincoln, STeb.—LINCOLN ELECTRICAL MFG. AND SUPPLY CO.
Dnlnth, Minn.—THE ELECTRICAL ENS. AND SUPPLY CO.

Kansas City, aio.—TH03IAS WOLFE, 515 Main street.

Seattle, TFash.—CHAS. H. BAKER & CO.
Wew Orleans, la.—ENTERPRISE CONSTRUCTION AND SUPPLY CO.

.A^
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO..
MAXUFACTUBEKS OF THE

SLATTERY INDUCTION AND WDDD ARC SYSTEM
-OT'-

THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being used almost exclusively after other systems have been
tried and thrown out—Philadelphia, New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

WE MAKE ALL STANDARD SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM.
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., 1,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND.

UnEW TORK 115 Broadway. PITTSBURGH, PA 533 -fl^aod Street.

CHICAGO 185 Dearborn Street. SAJT FRAHTCISCO 35 STew Montgomery Street.

PHLLADEI/PHIA 907 Filbert Street. TOBOKTO, CAKADA 138 Hang Street, "W.

PALIiAS, TEXAS Mclieod Building. BrFFALO 888 Pearl Street.

ONE MOTOR DRIVING BOTH AXLES
Of a street car, is the same principle as having all driving wheels of a locomotive connected, which is the

AMEBICAN SYSTEM.

This cut represents the latest construction of our Standard Apparatus equipped with our HEAT PROOF MOTOR.
Attention is invited to the work being done by these equipments on the Merrlmac Valley Street Railway,

Ijawrence, Mass.; Consolidated Street Railway Company, Grand Rapids, Mich.; and the People's Electric Street Rail-
w^ay, Springfield, 111.; where, in each place, the two largest electric companies have put their latest equipments
against them, with the result of proving our claims and strengthening the advantages derived from utilizing the full

traction of the car, and driving all wheels simultaneously.

PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS:

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
DETROIT, MICH., U. S. A.

Also Manufacturers of Electrical Power IViachinery, Standard Line Appliances and General Electrical Supplies.

CORRESPONOEKCE INVITED.
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l>RI<'IKH NHOKT CIKr.lIITM."AJAX"
^ »^^ ANY CAPACITY UP TO

1,000 HORSE POWER.

C. S. VAN NUIS, 136 Liberty St., New York.

PATENT

rillElffll
lOfHliiMETill

Bans more Slack than
Vnpcrforated Belts, hence
adapted to uneven power
of Electric Bailways and
for Electric Power in Gen-
eral.

CHAS. A. SCHIEREN <&; CO.,
3 SOLE SLiNUFACTDRBRB,

46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO. ILL.

PATENTEES AND SOLE ILANUFACTDRBRB,

AIbo New York, Boston, >

Phiiadelplila. S

Insulated Wires and Cables.
K W The acknon'ledg^ed. Standard for durable and lilgfli In*

(^\ '^
iC^ snlatlon. Ets merits proved, by a record, of over quarter

of a oentnary. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

CELEBRATED KERITE TAPE FOR INSULATING JOINTS.
Ml^ Electric Light and Power.

-.^ ^ Telegraph and Telephone.

IY \ Railway and all other
Branches of Signaling,

ALL SIZES Aerial Use,

Lead Encased Wires. Subterranean Use,i-ouu cf/uuocu rrirco. Submarine Uso.
Concealed Wiring In all Locations.

WILLIAM H. EGKERT, Gen'l Agent, 16 Dey St., NEW YORK.
IVestern Electric Co., Cbicago, 111., Sole Agents for the West.

ALEXANDER, BARNEY ^ CHAPIN,
20 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

THE MOST

POPULAR LAMP
IN THE MARKET,

"A.B^C.

WRITE US

FOR

PRICES

OF ALL GOODS,

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
iMunufacturod bj tlie

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY. Warren, Ohio.
ACiJBKTUt

.

NEW YORK CITY, Chas. B. Chapln, 136 Liberty
Street.

SYRACUSB, N. Y., Electric EnElneerlng &
Snpply Co,

CHICAGO, ILL., The Blectrical Engineering &
SoppJy Co., 931 The Rookery.

ST. I'AUL, MINN., The Electrical Engineering
& .Supply Co.

8T. LOUIS. MO, St. Loula Electrical Snpply Co.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Internationil Electric

Snpply & Conetrucllon Co.
CINCINNATI, OHIO, fjneen City Electric Co.
L0U18VILLK, HY , Smllhere & Dovle.

B. E. KELLER. F. E. DEGtMIAI'.UT.

Keller & Degenhardt,
^^^ctric.l engineers.

542 Rookery Bids'., Chicag'o, III.
THE ONLY BUREAU OF ELECTRICAL INFORMATION IN THE WORLD'S FAIR CITY.

WILLAKD L. CANDEE t BnsinesB Manager.
H. DURANT CaEEVEK, J

onsinese managers.

Tbe

International

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, 5fEW YORK,

MANtTFACTDREES, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

THE "CHAMPION'
Price, with Rod Zinc, S1.15 per Cell, with Corrngated

Zinc, $1.35 per CeU.

THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED.

"""'
Electrical

Supplies

OnspIetoCllofCbai
ploa BkiMry,

C.rboo Re«rvoIr and Cover Corrugated Zinc of CIiM
of Champion Battery. plon Battery.

Of all Descriptions.

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances,

Construction Tools and
Line Material.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

OKONITE COMPANY,

^ON'^

LIMITED.

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
BRANCHES; CUicasro, Boston, Philadelphia, Minneapolis, Cincinnati, Kansas Citr,

Onitaha, Ijonisville, St. Louis, San Francisco, London and So. America.

I TRADEMARK!

WRITE FOR PRICES ON

TROLLEYS, GEARS, BEARINCS

AND GENERAL SUPPLIES.

R. D. Nuttall Company,
AUeerhnn^. Pa. TSejxr York.

THE MILUKEN PATENT POLE
For Electric Street Railwans and Electric Light Work.

55 LIBERTY STREET, u...r.ar.^..r 59 DE4RB0RN STREET,

NEW YORK. MILUKEN BROS.
CHICACO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

WRITE FOB CIBCTJIiAR AND CATAXOGHE.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., newyork. '

iW.

B, Pearson & Co., Home Ina. Bldg., Chicago, HI,
ThoB. G. Smith Jr., Hammond Bldg-., Cincinnati, Ohio.
W. A. Day, 133 Oliver St., Boeton. Kass.
A. M. Morse & Co., Commercial Bldg., St. Lonis, Mo.
Mead & Stringhara, Hammond Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Hyde Bros, & Co., Lewis Block, Pittsburg, Pa.
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Tlie

Tbomson-Honston
ELECTRIC CO.,

MANUFACTTJRBRS OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY OF

DYNAMOS, LAMPS
And Every Necessary Appliance for the Construction, Maintenance and Operation of

Central Stations and Isolated Plants,

Arc, Direct Current and Alternating Current Systems,

100,000 750,000
Thomson-Houston Arc Lamps, Thomson-Houston Incandescent Lamps

In Daily Operation October 1, 1891.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, WESTERN OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON. Mass. 148 Michigan Ave.. CHICAGO. ILL
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(See Insulated Wire.)

Bfedlcal Batteries.
Detroit KIcctrlcal Works.
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Bowers Bros.
Munsell & Co., Eugene,
Schoonmaker, A. O.

Mine Slsnals, Electrie.
Detroit Electrical Works.

"."'"JF. Apparatus, Klectrlc.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Edlion General Blectric Co.
Thomson-Boaston Blectric Co.
Sperry Blec. Mining Machine Co.
Westtnj^bonse Blectric A Mtg. Co.

Motors.
Bnln Blectric Mfg. Co.
BrUBh Electric Co.
CrockorWhwIer El<i>clrlc Motor Co
C, AC. Electric Motor Co.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Delroli Elfjctrlcal Works.
EaetOD Blectric Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Klectrlc Snpply A:. Contracting Co
p;ieclrlcttl Eng. & Supply Co.
Eltrktroc Manufacturing Co.
Kockford Electric Man 'jfacturine Co
Koyal Electric Co.

'

Tbomflon-HooBtoo Electric Co
U. 8. Electric Lighting Co.
Weetinghouee Electric 4t Mfg Co

Onice Farnltnre.
Ainerkan Desk &, Seating Co.
Andrews & Co., A. H.

OII«.
Taueelg, S.

Oil Cups.
Powell Co., The Wm.

Packins-
Bniton. Geo, B.
N. Y. Belting A Packing Co.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Holmes. C.H.
Loud, H. M. 3s Sons Lumber Co
Western Blectric Co.

Platinum.
Schawel & Co., Jas.

Poles.
Brownlee & Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical SnpplT Co., The.
Holmes, C. H,
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Mllllken Bros.
Sterling,W. C-

Publishers. Electrical
Electrician Publishing Co.

Push Buttons.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

BaUways. Electric.
tSee electric railways.)

Bf>£nlatlD:; HocUets.
Ries Electric Specialty Co.. The.

Sccuritios. KIrctiical.
Perry ^^ Xoyes.

Separators, tftteam.
nine Eliminator Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

SpeaKinc Tubes,
Central Blectric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators'
Queen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthlngton, Henry R.

Supplies, Klectrlc Bailwar.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Nuttall. R. D. Co.

Tapes, Insulatiuff.
American Electrical Works.
Andrae, Julius.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha In-
BulatlDg Co.

International Okonite Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Staiubird Paint Co.

Telegrraph Apparatus.
Central Blectric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
KnapjJ Electrical Works.
Partrick &' Carter Co
Western Electric Co.'

Telephones, Electric.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Bain Electric Mfe. Co.
Bunnell & Co., j. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Supply Co^The,
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

Transformers.
Electrical Eng. & Snpply Co.
National ElectrlcManufacturingCo.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouee Electric & Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Sameon Cordage Works.

Trucks. Electric Car.
Detroit Electrical Works,
Edleon General Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomeon-Houaton Electric Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co,

Turbine Wheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Hunt Machine Co., Rodney.
Stllwell & flierce Mfg. Co.

Valves
Beckerleg, Jas. G.

Water ** heels.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

Wire. Bare.
American Electrical Works.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
Knapp BlecMcal Wcffi^.
Soerrr Blec. Mining Machine Co.
Koeblings Sons Co., J, A.
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Short Railway Generators
ARE NO LONGER A NEW TYPE, TBEY ARE

And the record they have made for themselves cannot he surpassed. Inquire

in Rochester, Jamestown, Covington, East Liverpool, Muskegon.

The Jamestown Street Railway Company report as follows: JANUARY 6, 1892.

On Sunday morning last it commenced snowing very hard, and so continued all day Sunday, Sunday night and Mon-
day. We were obliged to put forth every effort to prevent blockading of the road, which we succeeded in doing.

On Sunday morning we started your Generator No. 8 at 6:30 a. m , and continued to use the same until Tuesday
morning at 3:30 a. m , when we shut it down. This Generator was in continuous service during the entire time, and was
not even sanded, nor the brushes touched. It did not use to exceed one-half quart of oil. We consider this remarkable
because of the hard work the Generator was doing. * * * * * « * *

Yours very respectfully, GEOKGE B, MALLBY, Superintendent.

THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.,

Sometimes you forget to order

CARBOISrS
When you should; your supply gets low, and

YOU WANT SOME QUICK.
\y"e are represented by the following concerns.

By ordering from the nearest one, you can

GET THEM QUICKLY.
They carry a large stock on hand.

THE WASHINGTON CARBON COMPANY,
^WASHINGTON, PA.

EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY. HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
25 Park Place, New York.

AT FRANK S MARR,
Boston, Louisville, Springfield, Mass., 641 N. Broad St., Plitladelphia, Pa.
Buffalo, Atlanta, Minneapolis, ELECTRICAL SUPPLY & CONS. CO,
ClevelaDd, Chicago, Denver, Pittsburg. Penn.
Detroit, St. Louis, San Francisco, CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
Cincinnati, Milwaukee, Portland, Oregon. Cliicago, III.
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The Gladiator Dry Battery

The comparative tests of this battery with all other dry batter-

ies show conclusive evidence of its superiority. Those who have

used the battery in small quantities are now ordering it in large

quantities, and its customers cannot speak too highly of its merits.

ORDER A DOZEN AND BE CONVINCED.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin St., CHICAGO.

CONNECTED BY PRIVATE WIRE WITH POSTAL TELEGRAPH-CABLE CO.'S SYSTEM.
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EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
Edison Building, Broad St., New York.

Nos. 6347-6257.

N08. 6235-6245.

^4TENT^^

qCEEt
i!Toa. 6223-6233.

Nos. 6259-6269.

NO. 666

DESCRIPTION.

Standard Keylesa Socket
Improved Keyleaa Socket

Standard Key Socket
Piieh Button Socket
Standard Key Receptacle (porcelain or woad base)

Fancy Key Receptacle (porcelain or wood baee)...,

Standard Keyless Receptacle (porcelain or wood base)

Fancy Keyless Receptacle (porce)ain or wood base)

Porce'ain Weatherproof Socket

Hard Rubber Weatherproof Socket
Wooden Testing Socket

,

Wooden Testing Socket

FOR PRICES ADDRESS NEAREST

DISTRICT OFFICE.

DISTRICT OFFICES:
CJJiADIAK: Edison Building, 77 Bay St., Toronto, Can, PACIFIC COAST: Edison Building, 112 Bush St., SanFrancisco, Cat.

CESTBAL: 173 and 175 Adams St., Chicago, III. PACIFIC NORTH WEST: Fleischner Building, Portland, Oregon.

EASTEBN: Edison Building, Broad St., Xeiv York. ROCKT MOUNTAIN: Masotiic Building, Denver, Colo.

NEW ENGLAND; 25 Olis Street, Boston, Mass. SOUTHERN: Gould Building, Atlanta, 6a.

MEXICAN AND SOUTH AMERICAN DEBT.: Edison Building, Broad St., New Torlc.

EUROPEAN OFFICE: 34 Victoria St., Westminster, London, S. W., England.
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HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
i'actoi-iCM: >Vateri>ury, Coiiii. - - v;.-; P»iirl< PIjkm-, >'<5'»'» Yoi-U.

MiNUKACTUmORS OK

Ba.re SLnd Iins-LLlated 'KTire-
iiH- W irr, <'o|»|>4*r llairiH-l Wirr. Fit- \ ililr Milk, iottuu iiihI

i;£liliiiu. 9* oiiihI iiikI I'litt 4'4I|>|m-i- IIiii'm I'oi' ht lit ion \\ orb.
liiNiiiuIrd Ii-oii l*i-i'SHiirr M iro

PATENT "K^. I^/^TINEWIRE
For Electric light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Agents for the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

THK (iKKAT Wmm ELECTillC SIPl'LY COMPANY. CHIfAGO. - SELLINd AGENTS.

THOS. L SCOriLL, New Torh Agent,

liulvvwvUvvH'iuvuvvV.lvvtfiv t/tiziii lAui- \\ in; iu\tin-v llaifiH'l Wirr. Fir \ ililr Milli. iotluu iiihI WorHlctI <'or(lN for
liK-aiMlrrsiTiil lii^ilil iii^. V^oiiihI iiikI I'liit 4'o|i|M'r IIiii'm I'or ht lit ion \\ orb.

liiNiiluIrd Ii-oii l*i-i'SHurr M iro

THE EXCELSIOR
Straight- Way Noiseless

Back-Pre88ure Valve.

Si III pie! Reliatilel Durable I

JAMES G. BECKERLEG.
229 S. Franklin SI.. Chicago.

C. & G. Electric Motors & Dvnamos.

5U HOKSa rOWEE MOTOR.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING '^ ELECTRICAL

TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

The C. & C. Electric Motor Co.,

GENERAL OFFICE,
402 and 404 Greenwich St., NEW YORK-

BRANCH OFFICES,
CHICAGO, ILL., 201 E. Madison St. PORTLAND, ORE., 53 and 55 N. Front St.

Also in Boston, Pbiladelphia, Baltimore, Cleveland, New Orleans, St. Louie, San Francisco,
Denver, Salt Lake City.

Something New.
QUICK BREAK AND CONTACT.

^ NO MORE BURNED TERMINALS.

NO DANGER FROM SHORT CIRCUITS.

'TIS PERFECTION.

New York Agenl: - H. G. MADDEN.

(S C0RTLAND7 STREET.

Asli your Supply Hoiiee for them or write to

CROWN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
Bri<Jg;eport, Oonii.

You Turn the Disk— It Does the Rest!

Price 50 cents.

Quicker, easier and more re-

liable than charts or tables.

Enables any one to tell in -

stantly tlie proper size wire

to ase for any Electric Light

Circiiir, with perfect accuracy.

100 to 115 volta, .65 to .50 am-
pere on one side; 50 to 60 volts

1 ampere on the othsr. Every

one interested in Electricity

should have one. Cut two

thirds actual size. Seut pre-

paid on receipt of price,

EDWARD LASELL
ELECTRICAL

SPECIALTIES
and SUPPLIES,

S21 New York life Bnilding,

Kansas City, Mo.

W-I-R-E-Ss
I.e. Weatherproof Wire, W. E. Underwriters' Wire, Olconite, Kerite,

Hard and Soft Drawn Copper Wire,
Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph and Telephone Wire,

Silk and Cotton Covered Magnet Wire, Incandescent Lamp Cord.

^-leiCES 03sr j^i=:pXiiC-A.Tio3sr.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
( AM.BS. EBEBT & CO., St. Paul, Uinn.

SellJnSI Agents; )
STAXDABD ELBCTBICAE. WOBKS, Vlnclnnati, Ohio.

( UOCNTAIN EI/ECTBIC CO , DenTer, Colo.

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.
NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Greenwich Sts.
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P.&B. ELECTRICAL
COMPOUNDS I PAINTS.

Thoroughly Water, Acid and Alkali Proof.

Perfect Insulators, especially adapted for use on

CROSS ARMS, POLES and ALL KINDS of IRONWORK.
The P. & B. Compound is USED by the largest 'WIRE and CABLE manu-

facturers In the world. Made only by the

STANDARD PAINT COMPANY, 2 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK.

BINDERS ^^sTB^^iiEci^iciAif,

INSULATED WIRE
FOR EI,ECTRICAL PURPOSES.

MAGNET WIRE. OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOK WIRE,
LEAD COVERED CABLES,

COPPER WIRE, TELEGRAPH' WIRE.
Send for Catalopie.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO.,
CHICAGO, 173 lake St, TBRNTOK, Sf. J.
l»ASrFBANCI8CO, SS&S7 FremDntSt. TiEW ITOBK, 117 Liberty St.

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MAGHINES.

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS
ALL SIZES FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET - ELECTRIC - LIGHT - SYSTEM.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass. "^ TASIStreet.
( Washington, D. C, J. U. BURKETT & CO., 1409 N. T. ATenue. St. Paul. Minn.. F. J. RENZ, 95 East 4th Sfeet.

SELLING AGENTS: \ »w Orleans. J.a.. GEORGE BAQUIE. 140 Gravifr Street. Philadelphia, Pa., PENNSYLVANIA MACHINE CO.,
( Denver, Colo., THE MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC CO. 29 North 7 h Street.

THE FACT
That we are

Giving to the Trade

MORE LIGHT
Per Dollar Expended

In Current

Than

Our Competitors,

Explains in Part

The Large

And Increasing

Sales of the

SUNBEAM.

The Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.,

OHIOA-QO, ILL.
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^A"rAl ^/^l lireil^lo. 23, Electnc Railway Supplies,wM I A\L.wUiwELO ( No. 24, Electric Lighting Supplies,

JUST OUT. SEND IN YOUR APPLICATION.

aREAT V7ESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
201-207 So. Canal Street, CHICAGO, U. S. A.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumitic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS «<' BELLS.
Jt'UIiIi lilWK AliWATS lie i^TOCK.

W. B. OSTRANDER & CO..IE
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, Hei and 1463 OeEalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

for Nbw Cataloqpb. Out AnggBt let.

THE
EASTON ELECTRIC CO.,

-MANUFACrURERS OF-

Arc and Incandescent Dynamos,
motors. Generators and Sepa-
rators and Arc I^amps adapted
for Dse on Arc or Incandescent
Circails.

ADDRESS:

643 Kent Avenue, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

(Near Roosevelt, Grand and East 23d Street
Ferries from N. Y.),

For CircnlarB. Prices and Information.

NOW THEN ! FOR SALE CHEAP!

!

Four 400-lielit,2-10 ampere, Thomaon-UoaBton Incandeecerit DynamOB, 110 volt.
Two 2'j llghr, 2,000 caodle power American Arc lAaht DyoumOB.
One 50 light, :i.00iJ candle po\vi;r Speriy Arc Uynamo.
"tiO GooBB NecKB. T.-II. Municipal SocketH, Sb:i(leB, «tc., complete.
15 mileB N'o. 10 Wire, Amprlcan Electric Co.'e make, used about nlae montbB.
One 10 litrht WeBlon Arc Machine, with H doable lamps, 2,000 candle power, A 1.

JOHN E. BEGGS MFG. & SUPPLY CO., 74 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.

electrical and mechanical engineering and supplies.

Rlegttii^iImagh]
fcrtiTiii
Ttie Electric Supplij and Gontractino GomDany,

S. E. Cor. Fifth and Sycamore Sts., (Xevada Building,) CINCINNATI, O.
|

AGHXNER

TURBINE WATER WHEELS.
HORIZONTAL
VERTICAL.

I^eLjnifa,ct\3.xec3. "toy

RODNEY HUNT MACHINE COMPANY.
Specialties for Electric Light and Power.

l>ouble the Power of most wheels. Hish Speed and Even Speed. Perfectly controlled by
Resalator. Belting directly to dynamo. £fliciency, BOS'). Holyoke Testing Flume. Atasy ^vorking
gate. Excellent workmanship, great durability. Moderate Prices and satisfaction guaranteed. 1,950 wheels
riold in Hew England. One party has 87 of these wheels in use: another 6,800 h. p., another 7,400 h. P. etc , etc.

Larpe numbers of wheels furnished for Electric Light and Electric Power Transmission, Street Railway, etc.

Write for catalogue and estimates on proposed plants.

Boston Office, 70 Kilby St. Main Office & Works, Orange, Mass., U. S. A.

HUSSEY & CO.. Manufacturing Electricians.
Comoination Letter Boxes, AnnuncUtore, Etc.,

211-^13 Eandolph ctreet, Chicago.

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,—sx.oo.

LAMP LIGHTING SCHEDULE.

MOONLIGHT SYSTEM FOR 1892.

PRICE 25 CENTS.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 LAKESIDE BriL.DIKe, CHICAOO.

HILL
Giutcii Works,
CI.EVEI.AnD, O.

EASTERN OFFICE:
18 Cortlandt St., - ITEWTOIIK.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
HUSO. Canal St.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Designed, Erected and Famished,

Send for new Catalogue ofPow-
er TransmiBsion Machinery.

TAPES AND COMPOUNDS,
VULCA WIRE DUCTS,

ELB0WS,10INTS,ETC., ETC.

All Supply Stores Keep Them.

THE NflTlON'S CHOICE.

NEW YORK INSUUTEO WIRE CO.,

78-80-82 Franklin Street,

CHICAGO.

MAIN OFFICE, Qpr, U MpPlcPr
1.1, 1.1,17 Cortlandt St.,

^<^'-'- "• "ICCKCl,

New York. Weiltn Iinigti.
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FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
SOHETHIHO EiaTIBEI.ir SBW. Saves the Current, Regnlatea the Light. An Innovation In Electric Lighting. 81HP1>E, EFFICIBNT, ECOKOUICAIi,

INDOBSED BY THE EI.BCTBICAI1 PBE8S and prominent Electrical EngineerB and Electricians.

NO RESISTANCE, OR ANY OTHER CURRENT-CONSUMING DEVICES USED.
Tbe Price of onr No. 1 Bles Besnlatinc Socket (for lamps 16 to 25 C. P. SO TOlta) la

O-t Q'Vl/ J $3.00 EACH LESS 57 1-2 PERCENT. DISCOUNT, MAKING THE )<J»1 O'Vl^VJ-.jCix^I net price $1.27 1-2 each, When Ordered in Ouantltles. f«I>l.<»l/^

THE RIES ELECTRfc'TpEclALTY COMPANY, ^°^^
''i^IiiJ!iJJ„^.^AC5!.*.'jJJ.E'.^.°.l"'*^'*^'

HIRLIMANN
BATTERIES

Are Standard. Only One that is Guaranteed.

ManiifactnroOyC.J. HIRLIMNN,
117 Slacdongall St., SEW YORK.

Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co.,
(UUITED.)

HanDfactarers of, and Dealers in, a line of General

ELECTRICAL MERCHANDISE.
AUSO ELECTRIC AND COMBINATION

FIXTURES AND GLASSWARE.

Rubber Covered Weather-Proof Wires
and Lamp Cords.

233 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

It irill pay yon to get onr prices and neiv catalogne.

INTERIOR CONDUITS Tlie SolitioflOftlieFrolileiofSafeGnariliDS

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS

TRADE-MARK

Wherever and for whatsoever purpose employed, Is to

be fouBd in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IHTERIOR AUD UHDERGRODHD

MANUFACTURED BY

T jT ixi XJ Jt T O I^

GQNDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
uinOKc. ) B27 to B31 W. 34th St.,
WORKS:

^ 626 to 628 W. 3Bth St..

General Offices: 42 & 44 Broad St. , New Tork.

ThoB. Day & Co., 322 Sutter St., San FranclBco, Cal.

Moanttiin Electric Co., Denver Colo.
American Elect. Supply Co., 2Jti Pearl St., BaSalo.N T.
Patoam, Gay & Co., 27 E. Miiin St.. Rochester, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. tth St., Cincinnati, O.
ChaB. Gabriel, Saginaw, Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
Walker & Kepler, 531 Chestnut St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Conetruclion Co., Pittaburgh, Pa.
Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

"WINTER SPECIALTIES."
BRAND'S STEEL WIRE TRACK BROOMS,
WAEDWELL'S TRACK BROOM HOLDERS,
BURTON ELECTRIC HEATERS

— AHD —

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES
OF EVERT SORT-
FOR ANY SYSTEM.

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE CO.,
""9r CHICACO- I I Adams Street.W. R. MASON, Gen

MONITOR

/^MQBTORX
CARBON BATTERTT

i \ TBAOMKfffltNTtDS /

I
BATTERY

-^ Unsurpassed m Strength and Duraliility.

|l Liberal Discount to the Trade.
J Write for ftuotations.

C. A HARMOUNT, M'gr,

Monitor Electric Company
149 WABASH AVENUE,

oixioaeo. m.
Western Agents Alfred F. Moore's Wires and Cables,

You can

Put

It up

Yourself.

Lights

Are Standard

And
Full size.

Thoroughly

Reliable

And
Practical.

Prices

Reasonable.

Send
For

Illustrated

Pamphlet.

BAIN ELECTRIC HANPACTDBING CO.,

47 So. JEFFERSON STREET,

CHICAGO.
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Tbe United States Electric Lighting Co.,

(THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Lessees.)

ARC AND INCANDESCENT ISOLATED ELECTRIC LICHT PLANTS.

^^r
^M^^HS.
^^kfi^^^li^UBi^

mf^'^J^W^

J^Mil
.,vJH|x^-^-S^n^™

KEW V. S. MOTOR.

More than 1000 Plants in operation in Factories, Hotels,

Office Buildings, Theaters, Etc.

MOTORS-GENERATORS
Direct Current GENERATORS and MOTORS for all purposes,

1-8 H. P. up to any po'wer required, and at any-

required B. M. F.

Snperior in Design and Workmansliip, and Uneqnaled in Efficiency.

Send for New U. S. Catalogues on Incandescent Lighting and Motors.

GENERAL OFFICES: EQUITABLE BUILDING, 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC CO,
BOSTON,

620 Atlantic Avenue. 5IO-534 West 23d Street.

NEW YORK, CHICAGO,
217 La Salle Street.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
Orders Executed Correctly and Promptly.

BEST AND CHEAPEST.

ALSO-
No, 116. Keyless Socket, U io,

No. 130. Keyless Wall Socket-

Porcelain or Wood Base,

No, 145, Keyless Socket tor 76,

too and 150 c. p. Lamps,

No. 160. Waterproof Socket.

No, 140. Attachment Plug,

with Fuses.

No, 1 2S. Key Wall Seekol—Poroelain sr w«e4 Ba8«. No. 110. K«y Seekfit, ^«, 1 %Q. Keyless ^i inch Seck«t.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANTTFACTUHED BY

WTtl. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

\V. F. Pbbrt.

mm IN nmm mim,
Elec'rlcal or Telephone Stocks Bonght

and Sold.

PERRY &NOYE5,
Edison Bids:, ~ NEIV 'TOBK.

1-or all El'-ctric Insulating
Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the maikei.

I I SELL NO OTHER.
Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St.. NEW YORK.

MICA

PLATINUM"?:
SCHAWEL & (JO., "-LT^nl:

Importers and Melters. Sheet and fl'ire

in any Gauge. Scrap Purchased.

H. T. PAISTE,
MANUFACTURER OP

SWITCHES, SOCKETS, ETC.,
<M:1 The Rookery, 10 So, 18th St.,
Ghicaso, 111 Philadelphia, Pa.
See our full page advertisement In laaneSept.

12, for illnatratlone, prices, etc.

SOMETHING NEW!
An improved 4 or 6 volt Combined Storage Bat-

lery eeptjclaiiy for Dentiata' use at very low price.
Porcha^erBcan fichanee atscharpfed for cnarged
ceilB, without extra cost, heytind esoense for
charging the "iatteries. Manufaciored by

J. &. PUJIPKLLV,
Baon 301. 305 S. Canal St.. Chieago.

Soskfori Elutrie Mfg. Eo,,

BOCKFOBD, llili.,

MannfactnrerB of

MOTORS,
(Stationary and Railway).

Incandescent Dynamos

and Generators
CMAYO SYSTEM).

Specially adapted to Isolated
Plants. Absolutely self-i emulat-
ing and reliable. Tiie Motors
are the most efficient now in the
market. Agents wanted in un-
occupied territory.

George Edensor Dorman.
Niagara to Chicago and other long distance power transmissicn.

THE ONLY SAFE, EFFICIENT AND PRA.CTICAL.

SOLID BRAIDED CORD.
le the meet dura-
Die for hanging
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Cov
ering Field

Magnets, Sash Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE TKTORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

THE WESTON STANDARD

Voltmeters and Ammeters.
These instruments are the most

accurate, reliable and sensitive port-

able instruments ever offered. A
large variety of ranges to meet the

requirements of all kinds of work.

M for Illustrated Gatalope.

ADDBESS

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO,
114-120 William Street, Newark, N.J.

BOSTON.
PHILADELPHIA. Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.

ST. LOUIS.
ST. PAUL.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
Hi to 156 Sieen St., Green Point, BEOOmS, S. I

ILiNUFACTOBT OP

Non-Conductive Blocks, Rosettes and Bases for Cut-Outs
and Switches; also Insulators, Cleats, Lamp Trim-

mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Our production is a dense tody. The glazing and body
of DOT ware are of eame composition, and are bailed
alike, ivhich are the featnree of

TRUE HASI> POBCEI4AOI.

UNION ELECTRIC WORKS.
207 South Canal St., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

The Best Electric Bell in the market; Nictel platdd Gongs;

Double Magnet, Platinum Contacts, side adjustment) with set

screw. The simplest and mojt durable Annutciato-,

all sizes, for elevators, bote's and offices.

WBITE FOR PRICES.
AIbo TsBt Instrnmente, Spark Colle, Induction CoIIb and various

Standard Electric Devices for Medical and Mectianical Purposes.

We will also mannfacture articles for Inventors or the Trade.We liaA-e skilled Workmen and do first-olas^ Tvork.

CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL.

If you are in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

BROWNLEE & CO., "rc^-
-•r^E-

mn umm to,

PUSH-BOTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

THOMAS STURGIS, Prest. Wm. C. LANE. Sec'y and Treas. C. P. MACKIE, Gen'l Manager. S. S. BOGART, Gen'l Agent.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY,
45

INDIVIDUALARCLIGHTiMOTORGUTOUT.
LAMPS OR MOTORS CUT IN AND OUT AT WILL FROM CENTRAL STATION WITHOUT

DISTURBING OTHERS ON SAME CIRCUIT.

This System Saves Mileage of Circuits, Makes Scattered Business Profitable and Secures Payment for Es'ery Hour of Light.
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Electric Light Plant Operated by a Gas
Engine.

In the accompanying iiustration is shown an iriteresting

electric liglil plant al Taylors-on Schroon, Warren county,

New York. The plant was installed by Henry V. Tar-

sell last sun.mer. It is driven by one of the new fifteen

horse power high speed Otto electric light engines, using

gajoline as fuel. The engine is belted to a countershaft,

from which the dynamos are driven through Moore &
White friction clutch pulleys. This is the first electnc

light plant in the United States to use the improved form

of Otto engine,

The dynamos are of the standard Edison type. The
larger one is in use for the regular lighting; service, while

New York. This shop is operated by a five horse power

Crocker-Wheeler motor, taking current from the main

plant. A fine effect is produced by three power'u! lights

on a tower located on ahi 1 bick of ihe hottl These lamps

are placed bthind large lenses, wh'ch direct the beams

of light to different points on the hUe. The tower also

carries a vane; wh'ch is fitted with an electrical device, the

invention of H. V. Parsell, Jr., which indicates the direc-

tion of the wind at an instrument in the cottage.

Electricity at the World's Fair.
The section floor plans of the electricity building pre-

pared by Mr. Keller have already been put to use. Some
time ago Thief Barrett promised the commissioner'; from

on ihe ground floor, ard to this end will doubtless rtrquiie

that certain classes of apparatus be ^hown in that portion

of the building. This will serve the dcuble purpose of

avoiding ihe corcenlralion of the more attractive cr popu-

lar exhibi's in any one section of ite building, while the

greater part of the displays of any particular sou of n-echan-

isms— measuring in'truments, for instance—can be seen

in close proximi'y. The fore'gn ccffmissiortis will be

apprised of this arrangement, rnd will be a^lud to notify

exhibi'ors accordingly. The idea uil! rot be caiiitd lo

such an (x'ent, however, that a manufacturer who shows

several kinds of apparatus will be compelled to make a

divided exhibit. Thus, a house that mar.ufaciuies both

dvnamo^ and telephone';, for inst^rce, '.von'-i nnt be com-

the smaller machine is employed to charge a battery of twelve

"23M" Electrical Accumulator company's cells for running

lov? voltage night lights. For special illuminations both dy-

namos are run in multiple on the 100 volt lighting circuit.

The plant also comprises a Gould's triplex pump, \"hich

supplies the hotel and cottages with water from a

large spring and reservoir near by.

The engine bouse is about eight hundred feet from the

hotel; the wires are run on poles,and the lamps are located

not only in the hotel and Mr. ParselPs private cottage, but

also along the paths and drives on the grounds and on the

lake dock. The wiring was done by Bateman & Pollard,

New York.

The lights are steady and brilliant, and the cost of run-

ning is small. A little way from the engine house is a

machine shop for experimental and repair work. It con-

tains a lathe, tool-grinder and a forge, which, with their

accessories, were furnished by Peter A, frasse & Co.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT OPERATED BY A GAS ENGINE.

Great Britain and Germany that they should each have

20,000 square feet of space in the electricity building. This

space has already been designated, and the large scale

drawings have been forwarded to show English and Ger-

man exhibitors exactly where it is located. All of the

20,000 feet will not be given on the main floor, however,

in either instance. It has been decided that 13,000 feet of

each country's space shall be on the ground floor, and the

remaining 7,000 in the gallery, directly about. These

figures represent about the relative proportion of the total

amount of space on the main floor and in the gallery, so

that the foreigners are put on exactly the same footing as

American exhibitors. England has been given space in the

northwestern section of the building, down stairs and up,

and Germany will be in the northeastern corner.

It is proposed to classify the location of exhibits very

largely by their character. Chief Barrett is anxious to

make the display in the gallery no less attractive than that

pelled to divide its exhibit on that account, but concerns

showing either of these products exclusively would be re-

quired to place them in the spaces respectively set aside for

them.

A statement prepared by the department of electricity

about the middle of this month showed that 57 formal ap-

plications for space, aggregating 97,619 square feet, had

been received. This includes only the formal applications

sent in on the blanks of the department, and comprises

only a portion of the space sought that is ''in sight." It

does not include foreign exhibitors or the Thomson-
Houston, Edison and Westingbouse companies.

The specifications for the electric power plant at the

World's Fair have been prepared by. Electrical Engineer

Sargent of the construction department, and will be sent

out within a few days. There will be four power circuiiF,

and each one will form the basis of a separate contract, so

that it is possible that four different companies may engege
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io the work. In all, 2,500 horse power will be sent out

by electricity from the central station for power purposes

exclusively. This amount of power will be divided as

follows: Machinery and agricultural buildings, 800 horse

power; manufactures and liberal arts building, United

States government exhibit and naval display, and miscel-

laneous circuit on elevated railway structure, Soo horse

power; mining building, 600 horse power; transportation

building, 300 horse power. The generators, of course,

must be installed in the great central station at machinery

hall, and steam power will be furnished by the exposition

authorities free. Air generators must be of at least 50

kilowatts capacity, and the successful bidders must furnish

and lay their own conductors in the subways or as other-

wise provided.

The specifications for the arc and incandescent lighting

will be ready within a week.

Mr. Keller's work on the section plans was interrupted

last week by a severe cold which threatened pneumonia.

He is back at his desk now, however, although scarcely

well, as he is anxious to have the drawings finished as soon

as possible.

Rice's Method of Regulating Railway
Generators.

The object of the arrangement illustrated herewith is to

establish such conditions in an electric railway system that

upon an overload or short circuit the potential of the

circuit will be automatically diminished and the motors

operated at a lower pressure instead of being disconnected

altogether, as has been the case when fuses or other de-

vices for interrupting the main circuit are employed.

Fig. I shows the arrangement, which was devised by E.

W. Rice, Jr., of Lynn, Mass., as applied to a compound

dynamo, while Fig. 2 is a diagram showing the connec-

tions for an extension of the application to a set of rail-

way generators working in multiple to furnish currents to

a constant potential system.

In Fig. 1 S S' represent, respectively, the series and

shunt winding of the compound wound dynamo. The

current from the armature of the generator G passes

through the magnet A/, and then out the line The

shunt coil S' is connected, as usual, around the brushes

of the generator G, or between the mains. In series with

the shunt coil S' is placed a resistance y?, which is nor-

mally shunted by the arma'ure A of the magnet M. This

armature in its unattached position establishes connection

between the points c d, which are the terminals of the re-

sistance R, as shown. The spring Z counteracts the at-

tractive force of the magnet M upon its armature A, and

is interrupted or broken, and the current in the shunt

winding S has now to traverse the additional resistance

j'? thus interposed. The magnetic field of the generator

G becomes weaker, and the potential of the current sup-

plied to the mains is thus automaticallv decreased by any

predetermined amount. The armatures of the motor on

the cars having now less counter electromotive force to

produce, will lower their speed of revolution, while the

demand for current may remain approximately the same,

and thus the whole system is automatically slowed down
until the demand for current between the mains has

diminished to that amount which has been selected as the

maximum at the normal potential which the generators can

furnish with safety when the armature returns to its nor-

mal position of shunting the resistance -R.

In Fig. 2 three compound wound generators G G^ G-

are shown with the regulating apparatus applied. Here

the main current from each of the generators G G^ G-

switch J controls the circuit / for closing and opening

the same, when desired. There is also shown in the figure

an equalizing cable connecting the series winding of the

generators.

X X

r®S—

)

FIG. I. RICE S METHOD OF REGULATIXG RAILWAY GEN-
ERATORS.

traverses the magnets MM' M-. respectively, before it

reaches the main. The shunt windings S' S^ S^ are con

nected, one terminal of each winding to the main, and the

other terminal of each winding to the other main. This

connection in the figure is accomplished in multiple

through the liney. The line A is kept closed only when

each of the armatures A A' A'- is in its unattracted posi-

tion, as the contact points c c' tr are all arranged in series

with each other. The resistances R are also arranged in

multiple, one terminal of each resistance being connected

to the line /' and the other end of each of the resistances

to the line ^, which forms a common connection to one of

the mains. It will be seen by this arrangeiient each and all

of the resistances J\ are shunted or short-circuited by the

line /: when the contacts c c c- are closed; but when an

excessive current is demanded of any one of the genera

FIG. 2. RICE S METHOD OF REGULATING RAILWAY GENERATORS.

this Spring may be made adjustable in strength according

to the conditions present.

The operation is as follows: The spring Z having been

previously properly adjusted, the two windings 5" S' , of

the generator G act conjointly to energize the field mag-

nets, and the strength of magnetization is increased or

diminished, as usual, in accordance with the varying de-

mands for current by the motor connected between the

mains. When this demand has increased, however, to an

extent which would, if satisfied, be apt to injure the gen-

erating apparatus, the attractive force of the magnet M
overcomes the spring Z and attracts the armature A to the

position indicated by the dotted lines. In this position

of the armature A the short circuiting of the resistance R

tors G G' G'-, the corresponding magnet M M M-
included in their respective generator-circuits interrupts

the line k , and consequently the short circuiting of the

resistances R R" R-, which resistances are now placed in

series with the shunt-windings S 5^ S^. In this way
each machine is dependent upon the others connected in

multiple with it and the maximum current output at

normal potential of any one machine can never exceed

that which has been selected as its capacity to insure

safety to the apparatus. As in the case of Fig. l, when
the demand for current has reached the amount which

the generators can furnish with safety the armatures A
A' A- assume their normal or closed position for closing

he line /: and shunting the resistances /? B' R-. The

Electric Power Transmission.'
By D. C. Jackson.

The subject for discussion announced for this evening
by your committee is the advantage of multiphase alternat-

ing currents in power transmission. On account of the
magnitude of the subject, I will confine myself to plants of
a single type, i. e

,
plants in which power is transmitted

and distributed for general commercial operations. The
source may be distant or central. An example is to be
seen in any commercial power plant where the power is sold
to various manufacturers, and the motors have a capacity
varying from five horse power upward. Another example
is that of a mining plant where the power is utilized for

various purposes, as driving the mill, ventilating, drilling,

hoisting, pumping, etc., and motors of various capacities

are again required, each operating under its own peculiar
conditions. It is evident that the plant must be capable
of extreme flexibility in distribution, and the electric pres-
sure at the motor must be within the limit of danger 10 a
careful attendant. Commercial plants of this type are in-

creasing in number and importance, and experience shows
that the increase would be even more marked, were it not
for the difficulties and expenses entailed on long distance
transmissions by the use of continuous currents. In the
near future general engineering practice will look to this

type of plant for its precedents in power transmission, and
sound financial and economical construction will obtain.
There are many plants that are so small or from which the
product per horse power is so great, that efficient operation
is unimportant. These plants can be installed with the
prime object of fulfilling their duty, regardless of
cost, yet, paradoxical as it may seem, the plants may be
economical . Paradoxes must be left to the individual
skill of the constructors, while we discuss the economical
commercial plant.

That direct transmission of power by continuous cur-

rents, in this t)pe of plant, must be limited in pressure and
therefore in what may be called transmission radius, will

be admitted by all. Beyond this limiting radius, the safety
or economy in using continuous electric currents is doubt-
ful, as resort must be had (i) to dynamos and motors re-

spectively generating and utilizing excessive pressure, or

(2) to motor generators used as converters. In either case
the result is shown by experience to be unsatisfactory if

not disastrous, Under ordinary conditions, the maximum
pressure that can be used satisfactorily with a Siemens
armature is shown by practice to be 1,250 volts in power
transmission dynamos. A Gramme armature with its ad-
vantages in mechanical arrangement and insulation of the
wires may possibly give satisfaction at 2,500 vots for
power transmission, but the generation of large currenis at

2,500 volts' pressure by continuous cuirent dynamos is lot
likely to become general. Two high pressure gener-
ators can be safely worked in direct series or on the
three-wire plan, as has been done in Switzerland
and this countr)'. By this means a considerable trans-

mission radius is secured, but the motors must be
in large units, and also worked in series

or a step-down converter station is required. This
arrangement is, therefore, inflexible, and does not come
within our scope.

By an examination of current practice and of the results

attained in existing electric plants, we are driven to the
conclusion that 1,000 volts at the motors is the maximum
safe pressure to be used in commercial power distribution.

Where motors as small as five horse power are used, even
this pressure should be divided by the three-wire arrange-
ment or some other satisfactor)' method. The economical
limiting distance for i.oco volts at the motors is shown by
practical experience to be about four miles. Under spec-
ial conditions, particularly in small plants, this limit may
be considerably exceeded, but only where the conditions
will permit an excessive cost, either in installation or op-
eration.

With these considerations, which I do not think will be
seriously disputed, we arrive at the following conclusions:
First, a commercial transmission plant which covers a ra-

dius of four miles or less can be economically and safely

operated by continuous currents, with the pressure at the
motors not exceedmg 1,000 volts. Second, For transmis-
sion radii greater than four miles we are forced to the use
of excessive and unsafe pressures, or to the use of trans-

formed pressures. We will discard the former as being
uncommercial and, therefore, poor engineering. It is well

known that either continuous or alternating currents can
be transformed, but with continuous currents, revolving
motor generators or step-down stations of motors and dy-
namos are required, thus demanding impractical expendi-
tures for installation and maintenance. In addition, the
disadvantage of high pressure dynamos at the generating
station must be faced. On the other hand, in the case of
alternating currents, the conditions of transmission are
favorable. At the generating station the djTiamos can
produce a low pressure of lOo to 500 volts, and by con-
verters the pressure can be economically raised to such an
amount as is required for efficient transmission. At the
distributing end of the plant the pressure can be readily

and safely reduced to any extent required for motors, light-

ing or other purposes. Here, however, is fac°d the prob-
lem of an alternating current motor. Its difficult solution

has been industrisusly sought and is now apparently dis-

covered in the multiphaser.
Where converter stations are demanded by the condi-

tions, there seems no possible reason for assuming such
difi^erence in the mechanical efficiency of power transmis-
sion by continuous or by alternating currents, when the

I. Read before the Chicago Electric club^ Jan. iS, 1892.
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lines aresimilar and the pressure equal. The efficiency

obtainaI>lc by alteinatin)^ currents was illustrated at Frank-
fort, where a commercial efficiency of about 60 per cent,

was obtained with a transmission radius of no miles.

Doubtless the national love for a scientific

novelty has led the Germans to over-estimate

the orij^inality and importance of the experiments
with multiphase currents shown at Frankfort. It must be
admitted, however, that the self-starting three phase motors
exhibited at the Frankfort exhibition evidence a distinct

advance in the use of electric currents to transmit power.
The use of single- phase alternating currents on the com-
mercial transmission plant is admitted to be impractical.

The conditions demand an etlicient motor which is self-

starting under load, controllable at the start, of dimensions
and weight comparable with continuous current motors,
of comparatively slow speed, and the cost of which is

not excessive. The three phase motors exhibited at
,

Frankfort showed all of these characteristics in a marked
degree, according to the reports of their service. We
are therefore assured that the multiphase alternating cur-

rent motor is a practical success. Before such a motor
can be entirely sati^-factory in this country, the rate of

alternations now used in commercial work will doubtless

be reduced, at least for use on power transmission plants.

It is even probable that the high rate of alternation

used by the American companies has been an importans

cause of our failure to apply the multiphaser, when
first developed by Tesla, to extended practical work. It

may be well to consider here the organization of a plant for

the commercial electric transmission and distribution of

be erected upon the three-wire plan. That this is not a
material disadvantage is proved by the satisfactory service

of numerous three wire short distance transmissions using
continuous currents. The multiphase alternating current
has some incidental advantages, several of which will

doubtless suggest themselves to you. It seems reasonable
to expect thie operation of solenoid drills and similar

machinery directly from the circuits. Incandescent lamps
can be operated from the circuits as in the usual alternating

system. Each large motor can be operated from an in-

dividual converter at a pressure of 500 volts, while smaller
motors and tamps can be operated at a pressure of no
volts or less.

We are now in a position to modify our conclusions as
may be required, and make them definite, thus:

First—When the transmission radius exceeds four
miles, wiih a satisfacloiy motor, which is apparently now
at hand, multiphase currents (either two or three phase)
have evident superiority over continuous currents for plants
intended to transmit and distribute power for general com-
mercial purposes.

Second—When the transmission radius does not exceed
four miles continuous current distribution, without trans-

formers, using a pressure not exceeding 1,000 volts at the

motors, has the advantage of simplicity and efficiency.

Third—The advantages to be derived from the operation
of incandescent lamps in parallel, solenoid machinery, etc.,

upon the motor circuits may in some cases confer superior-

ity upon the multiphase currents, even within the four mile
limit.

In this discussion you will doubtless find little that is

000 was made and all taken by the stockholders at par

The company paid dividends at the rate of 8 per cent, per

annum on the capital stock beginning Feb. i, i8(^. and
aside from the plant situated on Adams street it has built

a plant on Wabash avenue, between Twenty-sixth and

Twenty seventh streets, which was put in operation April

1st. The company has connected with the Adams street

station 42,000 incandescent lightsand of 1,242 horse power
in motors. The Wabash avenue station has 11,600 incan-

descent lights and 55 horse power in motors.

Strength of Iron and Steel Electric Rail-
way Poles.

The importance of determining the strength and deflec-

tion of steel and iron poles for street railway and lighting

service has been long recognized by engineers as well as

managers of lighting and railway companies. It has long

been a question as to what was the best form of pole to

give the greatest strength and least deflection. IJuildcrs

of electric railways and the owners of these lines realize the

importance of this work on account of expenditures re-

quired to correct improperly constructed lines and readjust

the poles that have been carelessly put up. What is

wanted is a pole that will act like a bow or spring, and keep

TESTING STRENGTH OF IRON AND STEEL ELECTRIC RAILWAY POLES AT CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

power. Assuming the site and buildings for the generat-

ing station to be secured, the main divisions of the plant
are:

First—'A properly proportioned prime power plant, ordi-

narily actuated by water in long distance transmission.

Second—An economically arranged battery of electric

generators, with proper regulating devices, capable of
generating a pressure which is safe and easily handled.

Third—A substantial transmission and distribution line

so designed and built that it neither costs excessively in

construction nor requires an excessive outlay for operation,

due to maintenance and power losses.

Fourth—Motors which can operate efficiently and reli-

ably under the pressure at which current is furnished to

them.
Examining the second and fourth requirements and the

third, we find diametrically opposed conditions for long

distance transmissions. To build a long line at a fair

first cost, without entailing an excessive '"drop," de-

mands a high pressure. But we have seen that the dyna-
mos must be of moderate pressure in order to be safe

and economical, while the pressure at the motors should

not exceed 1,000 volts. Therefore, to fulfill the second,

third and fourth requirements at the same time

the transmission radius must be limited to four

miles, unless a compromise can be effected. With alter-

nating currents the compromise is effected by the converter

and ail the requirements are fulfilled at once. The direct

current transformer we have found impractical, and unless

some of the requirements are sacrificed with a resultant

loss of economy and reliability, continuous currents cannot
be used. We thus see that for transmission radii greater

than four miles alternating currents have evident advant-
ages which make them pre-eminent. As the motor which
has been developed is a two or three phaser, the line must

new, but if the arrangement of what is already known
leads you to appreciate more fully the importance of the

multiphase current, I shall be well satisfied. Many in-

ventors and writers who have dealt with the advantages
of the multiphaser have made liberal use of mathematics.
Some have developed theorems of evident truth as the

result of their mathematical investigations, but many have
derived conclusions evidently erroneous. The subject,

like the minimum economical cost of plant, is one in which
correct mathematical premises are elusive, and the best

doctors disagree in their analytical deductions. From the

standpoint of the practical electrician, the conclusions

derived are evidently reasonable, and they are upheld by
experience. I see no reason to believe that multiphase
currents will seriously invade the fields now occupied satis-

factorily by contimous and single phase currents, but it

seems evident that the multiphaser has a field peculiarly its

own in a certain type of power transmission plants.

Chicago Edison Company.
The stockholders of the Chicago Edison ccmpany held

their annual meeting on January 19th and unanimously

elected the old board of directors. The names of the di-

rectors elected are as follows: A. F. Seeberger, John D.

Drake, Lambert Tree, R. C. Clowry, E I. Brewster,

Byron L. Smith, Robert T. Lincoln, J. W. Doane, F. S.

Gorton, A. A. Sprague, E. M. Phelps. The annual re-

port of the company showed a surplus on hand of $243,000.

The company was organized in 1SS7 with a capital of $500,-

000. That was increased in 1S90 to $75o,ooo,and during

the year covered by the report a further increase of -^250,-

a tension on the line at all times of sufficient amount

to hold the trolley and guard wires in position at a fixed

height above the tracks. A pole which at first may seem

strong enough, but which is strained beyond its elastic

limit, will bend and continue to bend after each adjustment,

when sooner or later the pole will fail entirely and come
down. In view of these well-established facts, Milliken

Bros, of New York have been conducting considerable

experimental work and tests at Cornell University, under

the direction of R. H. Thurston. The first tests were

made on Feb. 2, 1S91, on a side pole as first made
by Milliken Bros , with the lacing in the center extending

only to a tie plate at ground level. The tests showed that

the strain revolved arcund the tie plate at ground level and

buckled the segments. It proved that by continuing the

lacing to the butt of the pole and filling it with concrete

that the pole would develop much more strength and at the

same time add little to its cost. This form of construction

was therefore adopted for standard work. In order to get

at the exact strength, and to compare them with other

poles, five of these Milliken poles and three pipe poles were

furnished for testing, and the University furnished a chest-

nut pole. A view of the testing room at Cornell during

the experiments is herewith presented.

The result of these tests has been very satisfactory to

Milliken Eros., and they have taken advantage of the

experience at Cornell. The experimental work has already

been described in the Western Electrician.
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Hutchinson's Method of Coupling
Motors.

The accompanying diagram will enable the reader to un-

derstand a method devised by Gary T. Hutchinson of New

York, to equalize the work done by two or more motors,

when they are connected to a common circuit and

to a common load, both being belted, for exam-

ple, to the same shaft. The same plan may be

applied to the equalizing of the work done by two

or more generators, as for instance when they are driven by

separate engines and one revolves at a higher speed than

the other, both being connected to the same circuit.

From the cut the manner in which motors may be coupled

will be seen. The two motors illustrated are series wound

machines, although motors with shunt windings may be used.

The circuit of the motors is as follows: From the + side of

the line through the main field magnet coil 4 to commuta-

tor brush 5, through the armature coil to commutator

brush 6 to an extra field magnet coil 7 in the same direc-

tion as in the main coil, thence by wire S to an extra field

Hutchinson's method of coupling motors.

magnet coil 9 on the second motor in an opposite direction

from the main field magnet coil, and thence by wire 10

back to the negative side of the supply circuit. It will be

seen that the circuit of one of the motors is arranged so

that the circuit passes through the main and extra field

magnet coil in the same direction, and through an extra

coil on the other motor in an opposite direction. If a larger

number of motors than two is used, the number of

extra coils will be correspondingly increased. With the

two motors connected as above described suppose that for

any reason one motor has more current flowing in its arma-

'ture than the other. To diminish this current (in order to

make it approximately equal to that in the other motor)

the counter eleccromotive force of the first motor mast be

increased. This is done by increasing the magnetic field

by means of the extra field magnet coil 7, the effect of

which is cumalative with the main field coil. At the same

time the counter electromotive force of the other motor would

be decreased by the extra coil 9 acting differentially with its

main field magnet coil. On the other hand, if the first

motor carries too little current, its counter electromotive

force must be diminished. This is done by means of the

extra field magnet coil 9' acting differentially with the

main coil. The difference between the currents in the two

motors will be practically proportional to the difference of

the counter electromotive forces of the two, and, as in

the arrangement described, this difference of current is

used as the regulating magnetizing force, the adjustment

or regulation will be automatic. When, for example, the

current in the first motor branch and in the second motor

branch are equal, the magnetizing effect of coil 7 is just

balanced by that of g' and 7' by 9; but if the current in the

first branch is in excess of the current in the second branch

the effect of coil 7 overbalances that of 9^ For this reason

the strength of the field and the counter electromotive force

are increased and the current taken by the branch corre-

spondingly diminished.

From an examination of the application described it will

appear that when one of several electric motors is doing a

proportional part of the work required in the system there

is a balance established between the equalizing coils on

the several field magnets; but when one of the machines

is called upon to do more than its share, the ability of the

machine to do its additional work is automatically in-

creased in like proportion, and this is effected by an ar-

rangement of circuits, whereby the difference of currents

flowing through the equalizing coils of the machines

is made to compensate or regulate.

Electric Damper Controller.
By the use of the device shown in the cut it is proposed

to control automatically the combustion in a furnace or

other heater by a thermostat in such a manner as to main-

tain a uniform temperature in the apartment in which the

thermostat is located.

To accomplish the result a thermostatically controlled

motor is combined with a simple valve which admits air to

the heater below or above the fire grate as it is required to

increase or diminish the temperature.

The valve for controlling the passage of air to the pipes

consists of two concentric sheet metal cylinders, one fixed

across the interior of the chamber, so that its ends encircle

the air inlets, and the other mounted so as to turn freely

within the first. The outer cylinder is provided with top

and bottom openings, through which the air entering at

the center passes to the upper or the lower pipe, as the

case may be. The inner cylinder, or valve proper, is also

provided with top and bottom openings through which the

air passes to the opening in the outer cylinder.

For the purpose of operating the valve there is provided

as shown in the cut, an electro magnetic motor controlled

by a thermostat, located in the apartment the temperature

of which is to be controlled. The motor consists merely

of a lever, or walking-beam, fixed on the valve-spindle and

provided at its two ends with pendant soft iron armatures.

The armatures are arranged to rise and fall within the

stationary solenoids through which a current is passed al-

ternately, thus causing the armatures to descend one at a

time and thus rock the valve to and fro. The thermostat

is composed of a compound conducting bar arranged to

vibrate between two contact points, so adjusted that it

meets one or the other, according as the temperature

reaches the maximum or minimum limit. F. E. Chatard

of Baltimore, Md., is the inventor of this damper.

Another Device for Protecting Trolley
Poles.

There have been presented in the Western Electri-

cian descriptions of a number of devices, the object of

which is to bring down the trolley pole below its normal

position and thus prevent injury to span wires, etc., in the

event of the wheel's displacement from the overhead con-

ductor. That a demand exists for a reliable mechanism

of this character is evidenced by the number of inventors

now working at the problem. One of the latest efforts in

this direction is illustrated by the accompanying diagram.

E. R. Harding of Winthrop, ]\Iass., designed this

trolley mechanism so that the spring upholding the pole

FIGS. I and 2. ANOTHER DEVICE FOR PROTECTING TROL-
LEY POLES.

;s automatically slackened in the event of the wheel jump-

ing off the conductor.

A comparative study of Figs, i and 2 will enable the

reader to obtain a clear idea of the operation of the device.

In Fig. I the trolley wheel is shown in its normal opera-

tive position. Suppose now the wheel leaves the wire. In

this event the lever L is pulled up by the branch trolley

cord C. This action lifts the notched yoke -A' from the pin

fulcrum F of lever Z, slackening the trolley spring and

allowing the pole to drop.

It will be seen that after the spring has been automati-

cally deprived of its tension, as above described, it may be

reset simply by the manipulation of the trolley cord.

To prevent injury of the trolley pole when it falls after

jumping the conductor, a yielding buffer B, made of a cyl-

indrical piece of vulcanized rubber, is placed upon a stud

on the lever L. This buffer strikes the upper edge of the

stationary supporting arm S which carries the latching

mechanism, when the lever L is displaced in consequence

of the jumping of the trolley arm, and when in this position

it is ready to receive the blow of the falling trolley arm.

Notes on the Distribution of Power by
Alternating Currents.'

Br Wm. Stanley, Jr.

Fora number of years the electrical public has been
looking forward to the production of a commercial alter-

nating current motor. Up to this time the demand is un-

ELECTRIC DAMPER CONTROLLER.

satisfied, and a motor of this type is a thing unknown to the
practical engineer. It is true that alternate currents have
been utilized in a few instances to actuate synchronous
and multiphase motors, but the difficulties arising in

these problems have thus far prevented their general
adoption. We are aware that the practical engineer has
become skeptical of realization in alternating current
motors, and that, all statements to the contrary notwith-
standing, he is apt to take inventors' certificates of their

work "cum grano salis." For this reason in describing
to you some of our work on alternating current motors, we
shall simply invite your criticisms of the methods employed

,

their practical value, and their usefulness to the engineer,
and shall leave your minds free to accept or reject them
on this evidence.

It has appeared necessary to us that any system of
power distribution by alternating currents of electricity to

be commercial should be operated on the existing sys-
tems of current supply, viz., the multiple transformer
system of standard frequency.

In order to produce a motor to fit these conditions we
have studied an ordinar)' continuous current motor when
supplied with alternating currents, for it is evident that

if the electrical reactions produced by alternating

currents in a motor are similar to those pro-

duced by continuous currents the problem would be a
comparatively simple one. In pursuing this problem
many difficulties have arisen requiring special investiga-

tion and treatment, so that while the finished motor
operates about as well on alternate as on continous cur-

rents, the steps by which these results were attained have
been both difficult and laborious.

The motor now to be described is the invention of

William Stanley, Jr., and John F. Kelly, and is the out-

growth of a motor described by them in the electrical

papers some time since, in which a condenser is used in

the field circuit. The present form makes use of the con-
denser and embodies several important improvements.

In general the motor is of the two or four pole type,

although the number of poles is not restricted, having a

well laminated field and armature. The field coils are of
comparatively few turns which may be placed on the

poles as in the ordinary type of the direct current
motor,and are connected either in series or multiple through
a condenser to a source of alternating current.

The armature is of a specially wound closed circuit

type, hai,nng an ordinary Gramme commutator, on which
bear two brushes placed on the neutral line or lines.

These brushes are connected to the source of alternating

current supply. The transformer furnishing current

to the shunt type of motor has two secondaries, one of

which supplies the field with a constant current, while the

other supplies a variable current to the armature.

Before taking up the description of the motor in detail,

let us see the effect of applying an alternating electro-

motive force to a continuous current shunt wound
motor.
We will consider a motor wound with 3,000 turns on

its field, which when in circuit furnishes the necessary

magnetizing power of 500,000 C. G. S. lines of magnetism

I. Read be'ore the Chicago Electric club, Jan. 18, 1892.
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through the armature. Just as in a transformer the re-

active effect of the magnetism on the primary coil de-

velops a counter electromotive force of self induction,

so also the effect of the field magnetism on the field coils

develops a counter electromotive force which practically

annihilates the impressed cleclromotive force, and by pre-

venting nearly all the current from llowing through the

field circuit greatly reduces the magnetism.
It is of course possible to apply a sufliciently high

electromotive force to give the required field magnetization,

but a brief calculation shows that under the conditions

assumed this electromotive force would be about y,ooo

volts, a pressure entirely out of the question. The
magnetization set up through a given circuit is approxi-

mately proportional to the product of the number of turns

and the current, viz., the ampere turns, which product
may of course be obtained with a fewer number of turns

and a larger current. This has an important bearing in

reducing the applied electromotive force on the field.

Instead of 3,000 turns suppose we take 250; to give the

same magnetization the current will have to be twelve

times as great, and calculation shows the necessary
electromotive force to be about 750 volts Fortunately

it is not necessary to apply this as an impressed electro-

motive force from the transformer, for by inserting into

the field circuit a condenser of proper size, dependent
on the number of alternations, the reluctance of the

circuit, the turns, etc., there is developed an electromotive

force between the condenser terminals that always
opposes the electromotive force of self-induction in time

and value, and destro3's all effects of self induction, allow-

ing the same amount of current to flow as if the circuit

were supplied with a continuous current, neglecting of

course losses due to extra apparent resistance by hysteresis

and Foucault currents. By inserting a condenser in the

field circuit any low electromotive force, as 100 volts,

may be u?ed to magnetize the field, thus obviating the

use of high potentials. The employment of the conden-
ser has also the advantage of reducing the lag of the cur-

a ^^
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rent behind the applied electromotive force, a result,

which would take place if a field electromotive force of

750 volts were used , and no condenser was in

circuit. Thus two of the difficulties of operating a motor
by alternating currents are overcome. First: That of ob-

taining the required magnetization to flux the field without
employing a high electromotive force; Second: That of

causing this magnetization to occur at the proper time,

viz.: in phase with the electromotive force applied.

Imagine a motor magnetized as described, having an al-

ternate current applied to its armature; there will be a lag

of the current in the armature behind its electromotive

force as was the case of the field current. To give the

maximum amount of power and torque for given values of

currents in the field and armature they must flow in unison,

for if there be a lag between the field magnetization and
armature current, during that part of an alternation in

which the currents coincide, the pull will be in one direct-

tion, and during that part of the alternation in which the.

currents are opposed, the pull will be reversed. To over-

come this difficulty we have wound about the armature
parallel to the direction of the field magnetization a num-
ber of short circuited coils sunk in slots in the field

poles.

This short circuited winding is only acted upon by the

current in the armature coils, and as a short circuit in the

secondary coil of a transformer destroys the self-induction

of the primary circuit, so the currents induced by the

armature current in the short circuited coils reduce the self-

induction of the armature coils, and consequent lag in

the armature current, and bring it in phase with the ap-

plied electromotive force. Clearly the electromotive force

applied to the field and armature coincide (because they

come from the same transformer), and as there is no lag in

either the field or armature current it is evident that the

field magnetization and armature current must coincide,

and that the torque of the motor must always be in one
direction. Thus another difficulty is removed. Aside
from the difficulties mentioned many others have arisen re-

quiring much special attention. These have mostly been
remedied by the careful designing and proportioning of the

various parts, although the problem of getting a good,
durable and cheap form of condenser has been a long study

by itself.

If a motor made as described be supplied with alternat-

ing currents it will start from rest with the same torque as

if supplied with continuous currents. If it is run free of

load the current in the armature will be small, and as the

load on it is increased the current in the armature will in-

crease in like proportion. In short, it will behave exactly

like a continuous current motor.

Supplied thus with a motor for alternating currents,

meeting all the rcriuircmcnts demanded of a continuous
current motor, we are required to show the advantages of
the alternate system of motor supply.

It is not necessary to impress on you the advantages
of the alternating current system of distribution over any
other yet devised, and while this system as at present used
has greatly advanced the distribution of electricity from
central stations, it is nevertheless a fact that the greatest
difficulty in distributing from large stations is the cost and
maintenance of the working feeders. The cost of feeders
for distributing current from large stations is often
greater than the cost of the station equipment, and the
feeders are even then inadequate to the demands made
upon them.
For the moment it will be advisable to assume the re-

sponsibility of designing a station and system of distribu-

tion which shall furnish the required current for the heart
of a large city; and in assuming that a single station is to
be equipped to deliver current for one hundred thousand
16 candle power lamps, and for ten thousand horse power
of motor service, we are assuming conditions which will

appro.Nimately fill the requirements of many large stations

that are now entirely unable to meet the demands made
upon them.
Assuming conditions of this magnitude, we are to find

out if they can be met by apparatus now devised by the
engineering profession. There are at present in this

country several builders of engines who can furnish triple

expansion engines of 1,000 horse power each. With each
of these engines 10,000 16 candle power lamps can be run.

A station designed for twenty such engines would require
no special engineering skill, except as to the supply ot its

fuel and the removal of its ashes. Imagine a station

equipped with twenty such engines capable of simultane-
ously developing twenty thousand horse power. To each
engine let there be directly belted two 5,000 light (250,000
watt) dynamos, each dynamo operating at 5,000 volts

electromotive force, there will then be forty dynamos, from
each of which a single feeder connected through a modern
switch-board will be led out. Each feeder when fully

loaded will then carry 50 amperes at, say, 5,500 volts. We
estimate that forty such feeders can be made to deliver a
maximum load of 100,000 t6 candle power lamps, and
from 10,000 to 15.000 horse power for motor service.

It can be shown that with a potential of 5,000 volts the
cost of copper mains for distances not exceeding 2,000
yards from a station is comparatively insignificant, so that

if this voltage be applied it will greatly reduce the outlay
for and care of the underground work.
Thus far our problem is simply one depending upon the

necessary capital forthcoming to construct the work and
purchase the apparatus. The question next arising is.

How shall the 5,000 volt alternate currents generated be
safely transformed? The first thing to do is to lease a
number of cellars, say ten. lying at the heart of the electric

service. Each cellar is to be entered by two or more feeders;

connected to the feeders by and through proper switch-
boards are large transformers of at least 50,000 watts, or
1,000 lights' capacity each. If the cellar or sub-station is

to furnish its surrounding territory with 10,000 lights, ten

transformers of one thousand lights capacity each would
be installed—the primaries of these transformers to be
connected to a common feeder entering the sub station,

whose duplicate is at hand in case of accident to the
mains. From the secondaries of these sub-transformers
circuits at 1,000 volt-potential lead through a switch-board
to the service mains.

The advantages of this method of distribution over the
ordinary single conversion method is very great. Not only
is there a separate transformer insulation between the
station and the consumer, with abundant opportunity to

test and keep clear the underground work, but as the load
upon the station is indicated at each sub station, the at-

tendant can insert or remove the transformers from circuit

according to the variations of load. As the efficiency of

the system will depend largely upon the efficiency of the

apparatus exterior to the station, and to some extent upon
the efficiency of these sub-station transformers, it may be
well to give a few figures on the losses found in electro-

magnetic apparatus, such as transformers or motors, when
they are actuated by alternate currents.

Neglecting the losses that occur in large masses of metal
carrying alternate currents, such as thick copper mains, it

can be shown that alternate currents principally waste
energy when they are called upon to produce strong mag-
netic forces, and that these losses are a serious matter un-
less proper precautions are taken to avoid them.
An extended series of tests on many samples of the best

steel and iron determines that when the magnetization ex-

ceeds 30,000 C. G. S. lines per square inch, the losses in

the iron increase much more rapidly than the magnetization
obtained, and that the most economical point to work good
iron magnetically is at a loss of about one watt per pound.
This of course is not an inflexible rule, but it is a safe and
fairly accurate conclusion. Under this rule, therefore, if

a transformer or motor magnetized to the proper degree
has a flux conveying core that weighs one hundred pounds,
then so long as it is in operation it will continuously lose

100 watts. If the core magnetized weighed 250 pounds,
there would be a continuous waste of 250 watts, etc.

Let us apply these figures to the efficiency of these sub-
station transformers.

The core of a 20 light transformer weighs from 40 to

loo pounds, and wastes from 45 to 120 watts, or at least

two watts per lamp.
A 100 light transformer core weighs 100 pounds, and

wastes continuously ico watts, or one watt per lamp.
A 300 light transformer core weighs 200 pounds, and

has a minimum loss of 200 watts, or .66 watt per light.

A 1,000 light transformer core will lose about 500
watts, or .5 of a watt per light, so that the iron

loss in ten sub-station transformers of 1,000 lights

capacity each, or 10,000 lights capacity total, would be
5,000 watts or I per cent, of their output. The loss in

the copper circuits of these transformers would not exceed
I per cent., and thus the total efficiency of the large sub-
station transformers would be approximately rjS per cent,
at full load, and 93 or 94 per cent, at one-quarter load.

There is no particular difficulty in building these large
transformers to have this very high efficiency.

Finally, in summing up the subject we wish once more
to emphasize the complete flexibility of the alternating
current system of light and power distribution. In the
station the advantages of the alternating system at once
make themselves apparent by the simplicity of equipment.

Granting that the efficiency of the alternating current
dynamo does not exceed that of the direct current machine,
it is at least fair to assume them on a par. The number
of feeders are few, their size small, and the consequent
first cost insignificant, as compared with feeders for direct

current to transmit the same amount of energy.
Aside from first cost the cheap maintenance of subways

should be considered. The efficiency of the system from
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station to consumer may readily be go per cent, for very
considerable distances, if properly designed.

Lastly to be considered is the complete adaptability of

motors on feeders furnishing current at great distances

from the source of supply, which with direct currents is

an impossibility, for if direct currents were used the
electromotive force necessary to run the motors would be
up in the thousands of volts, in order that the cost of the
mains should not prohibit their being laid. This is a
higher "electromotive force than can be used with com-
mercial success, and is also attended with great danger.
On the other hand, with the alternating current the

transmission of energy may be at high voltages, and its

use as light and power may by transformation be at as low
an electromotive force as 100 volts. Consequently, use
the alternating current system where any considerable
amount of light and power are required.

Pittsburg Electric Club.

President Morris W. Mead of the Pittsburg Electric

club has appointed the following committees for the gov-

ernment of the club. House committee, N. PI. Eyam,

chairman, H. F. Albright and F. H. Ketchura; enter-

tainment committee, E. H. Heinrichs, chairman, W,
McC. Ramsey and E. B. Thompson; membership com-

mittee, John Campbell, chairman, D. W. Dunn and H.

McL. Harding,

At a recent meeting of the boarH of directors, Ernest

H. Heinrichs, of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufact-

uring company was elected librarian and historian of the

club.
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The Chicago Electric Club has taken up the subject of

the establishment of an Institute of Technology in Chica-

go and has arranged for a special meeting at the head-

quarters of the club when the project will be discussed.

It has been arranged to have a paper on the subject read

upon that occasion by a member of the club who has de-

voted much time and thought to the project and thorough-

ly investigated the work in other cities. The club has

also received assurances from prominent citizens not iden-

tified with the electrical interest that they will participate

in the discussion and lend their support to the movement.

These gentlemen fully appreciate the importance of the

work undertaken by the club and the benefits that the city

would derive from the establishment of such an institution

as that contemplated. In fact, all who have been ap-

proached upon the subject by the club officials have signi-

fied their approval of the undertaking, and their desire to

co-operate with the club in bringing the subject prominent-

ly before the people of Chicago. It is not, therefore, too

much to expect that Chicago will soon have an Institute

of Technology and one that will reflect credit on those

identified with its establishment.

Particulars of an interesting electrical installation in

a large Milwaukee brewery are given on another page.

It is claimed that this plant when completed will be the

largest isolated electric power plant in the United States,

and very likely the largest in the world. It will therefore

possess a peculiar importance as a conspicuous example of

the value of electricity as a medium for the transmission

of power in large factories comprising several buildings.

The advantages to be gained by centralizing the power

in manufacturing plants of this character are so obvious

and have been so frequently pointed out, that it is hardly

necessary to detail them here. The transmission of steam

in pipes for long distances is very uneconomical, as is also

the driving of long lines of heavy shafting. Both of these

objections are obviated by the use of electric motors,

which can be disposed about the building to the greatest

advantage. When all these desirable results can be ob-

tained by the introduction of electricity at an actual saving

of money, as careful figuring on the Milwaukee plant in-

dicates, it should not be long before the example of this

brewing company is followed by other large concerns

similarly situated. There can be but little doubt that the

successful operation of the plant under consideration will

have great influence on manufacturers who require the ap-

plication of power at distances considerably separated.

The Chilean imbroglio has proved to have many features

that are serious enough, but the published correspondence

between Secretary Blaine and Minister Egan has brought

tolight one incident, of especial interest to electric light

men, that has a I'jdicrous aspect. It seems that under

date of August Sth Mr. Egan reported that on May 5th

the intendente of Concepcion arbitrarily arrested all per-

sons connected with the electric light plant because of a

failure of part of the system of lights to work. Among
the prisoners was H. C. Stevenson, an American citizen.

He was thrown into jail and placed in irons for an hour

and a half, when the intendente ordered him released.

To prevent like occurrences in the future Mr. Egan brought

the case, on his own motion, promptly before the govern-

ment, obtaining in August a letter of regret from the

minister of foreign affairs, and a payment of $2,000 to Mr.

Stevenson. The idea of clapping everybody connected

with a lighting plant in jail the moment the lamps failed

to work is very funny, and seems to be peculiarly Chilean.

American central station managers who remember the

trials of the early days of electric lighting have reason to

be thankful that their ill fortune did not go to the extent

of including a residence in Chile.

To the outside world Chicago is a city with no overhead

wires, and this is undoubtedly true of the business section

of the city. But in the outlying districts there are pole

lines in plenty, and more overhead work is in process of

construction. The common council has just passed what

is known as the Calumet electric railway ordinance and

the projectors of the Calumet system propose to extend

their overhead lines throughout miles of territory so as to

connect the suburban towns of Pullman, Grand Crossing,

and South Chicago. All this affords a striking illustration

of the fact that the Chicago city fathers are gradually be-

coming reconciled to the overhead trolley wire. It is well

enough for some of the less progressive municipalities to

hold off and wait for what they call the ideal system.

Chicago, though, cannot now afford to countenance delay.

The city must have faster street car service in those dis-

tricts where heretofore the slow going horse car was

thought to be sufficient, and the modern electric equip-

ment is at present the only thoroughly practical substitute

which can be offered. The passage of the ordinance

above referred to suggests a most pertinent question.

Overhead wires are, under this ordinance, permitted within

the city limits. For this reason, then, where is the justice in

not allowing similar privileges to those companies that con-

trol the horse car lines now in operation in that district of

the South side between Eighteenth street and the World's

Fair grounds ? The objections now urged against the

overhead conductor, for instance in Brooklyn, are danger

and the disfigurement of the streets. To harp at this

time on the danger of a 500 volt wire securely swurg
over the street and in full view, is not only extremely

ridiculous but such talk is in reality absurd when one takes

into consideration the fact that high tension arc light wires

are, and have been for years, permitted within easy reach

in our stores and other public places. As to the aesthetic

objection, it is somewhat difHcult to see just how Indiana

avenue, or Twenty-sixth street, or Thirty-ninth street,

would be disfigured by a tastefully designed center pole

line with buried feeders. A construction eminently prac-

tical and withal symmetrical and located on that portion

of a street rarely used by vehicles, the center p^le equip-

ment offers advantages which, it would seem at this pres-

ent time of need, are too great not to receive the most
careful consideration.

The severe snowstorm which visited the country last

week was expected by many to block the electric railway

service but this was not the case. Reports from all parts

of the country show that the service on electric lines was
far superior to that formerly furnished when the companies
depended upon animal power, and there was a general re-

joicing on the part of the advocates of electric traction.

There is really no reason why electric lines should not be
kept open in winter as well as in summer. True, it may
require an extra expenditure of time and money, but the

companies will find this an excellent investment, as it will

tend to increase public confidence in the electric system.
A case in point and one which shows that the enterprise

displayed by street car companies is not always thrown
away, is reported from Rochester, N. Y. There the elec-

tric system has almost entirely superseded the old horse

cars. The bob tails have been replaced by handsome ves-

tibule cars and the city is now furnished rapid transit

service. The new management has displayed commend-
able enterprise and on several occasions has shown a readi-

ness to do everything possible to promote the comfort of

its patrons. Last week it kept cars running all night and an
extra force of men was engaged in clearing snow and ice from
the tracks so that in the morning the public found the sys-

tem operating with the same regularity as in midsummer.
This was a new experience to the people of Rochester and
no doubt they appreciated the efforts of the company.
The flourishing condition of the company indicates that

such is the case.

It is a matter of common remark among electrical men
who have watched the preparations for the electrical equip-

ment of the World's Fair, that if the power and lighting

service are to reach the immense proportions outlined for

them the work of installation should be begun at once and
pushed with unremitting industry. In fifteen months
from this date the great exposition will be thrown open to

the public, and this, certainly, is none too long a time to

satisfactorily install a plant which, it is estimated, will rep-

resent an equivalent of 25,000 horse power, and which

will comprise dynamosof a dozen or twenty different types.

This point becomes the more apparent when it is consid-

ered that an invitation to foreign exhibitors to install gen-
erating machinery will be extended. The specifications,

which have yet to be issued, must go across the sea, be

figured on by the great European companies, the bids re-

turned to Chicagfo, the contract awarded, and the success-

ful bidder notified, before one stroke of work can be

done. It is true that the fifty contracts may be so divided

at the outset among American and foreign countries that

only a portion of the work will be retarded in this manner,

and it is also promised that a large portion of the lighting

specifications will be issued within a few days; but the

fact remains that common prudence dictates the greatest

diligence on the part of all connected with the work, if the

installation is to be completed in time.

The construction department of the World's Fair has

been criticised for delay in this matter, but of late the

task of getting out the specifications has been pushed with

praiseworthy zeal, and, as announced in the World's Fair

department of this issue, the power specifications are now
about to be issued. The need of prompt action should

be realized by all companies that propose to bid on any

portion of the work—and what wide awake American

manufacturer of dynamos does not?—with the result of

sending in the bids as quickly as possible. Only by the

active co-operation of all concerned can the electric light-

ing and power plans be thoroughly carried out.

While on this subject it may be well, also, to remind

the authorities of the exposition that, if electric railways of

any magnitude are to be installed within the grounds, they

must soon come to a decision as to what they want, and
how they are to get It.
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Big Electric Power Plant
What is said to be the largest isolated electric power

plant in the United States is now being installed at Mil-

waukee for the Val IJlatz Brewing company. The Ulatz

company has one of the largest breweries in the country,

the size of which may be judged from the fact that the

plant occupies one entire city block and portions of five

others. By the installation now in process of construction

all the machinery will be operated by power electrically

transmitted from one station. In all there will be 23 mo-

tors aggregating about 380 horse power. These will in-

clude two 50 horse power motors in the brewery proper,

three of forty horse power each—one in the grain elevator,

another in the bottling establishment and the third in the

malt house—and one of 30 horse power. The motors will

drive mash tubs, elevators, pressure fans, bottling ma-

chines, grist mills and grain conveyors—in short, all the

varied machinery employed in the different departments of

a great brewery.

The generating plant will consist of two Mather gener-

ators that are calculated to have a combined capacity of

340 horse power. They are wound for 500 volts. The

engine, which is now nearly completed, will be a Nord-

berg cross compound condensing puppet-valve machine,

capable of an output of 450 horse power. The cylinders

are 20x36x40, and steam will be carried at a pressure of

100 pounds. This engine will also drive an 800 light

Mather dynamo for lighting the buildings. The switch-

boards will be of marble, and all the conductors will be

incased in lead cables and laid in the existing underground

tunne's connecting the departments. These tunnels are

built of masonry, with arched roofs, and are five feet

wide and six feet high. A separate building has been

erected as a power house for the electrical plant.

The contract for the entire electrical equipment, after

considerable competition, was awarded the Mather Elec-

tric company on December 17th, and a portion of the plant

must be in operation early in March. The entire plant is to

be completed some time in May. It will take the place of

five steam engines, one of 175 horse power. The conveying

of steam long distances in pipes and long lines of shafting

will also be avoided by centralizing the power and trans-

mitting it by electricity. The brewing company will,

moreover, save money by the operation, although the ini-

tial cost of the new plant is, of course, considerable. The

installation is one of great interest, and its development

will be eagerly watched.

Electric Street Lighting in Chicago.
- The importance of lighting the boulevards leading to the

World's Fair by elecjiricity has frequently been urged in

this journal, and it is gratifying to observe that the alder-

men are at last giving the subject serious attention. At

the last meeting of the finance committee of the city

council Alderman Madden brought up the question of ex-

tending the electric light plant. He called attention to the

necessity of lighting the boulevards leading to the World's

Fair grounds, Jackson boulevard and other thoroughfare

with electricity. He thought that the substitution of elec-

tricity for gas would be economy for the city. Alderman

CuUerton feared that there would be such heavy demands

on the available financial resources of the city that there

could not be as large a sum appropriated this year for ex-

tending the electric light plant as there was last year. Some

one then suggested that the lighting of certain streets be con-

tracted for with some of the electric companies which have

obtained franchises from the city. There was a general

discussion on this point and finally Alderman Madden

presented a resolution calling on City Electrician Barrett to

submit a report dealing with the question of the extension

of the electric plant, the desirability of entering into con-

tracts with the electric companies for lighting certain

thoroughfares, and the state of the negotiations between

the ' South Park commissioners and city authorities for

the lighting of the boulevards leading to the World's Fair

with electricity. The resolution further calls for a detailed

statement as to the expenditure of the city for electric

lights, the number of such lights, their location, and their

""'uietribution among the three divisions of the city.

The general tone of the discussion indicated that no

appropriation would be mnde this year for the extension or

the city's plant, butthat arrangements would be made with

the electric companies for lighting certain districts. It is

understood that the South Park commissioners will estab-

lish a plant in Washington Park and erect the lamps and

lay the wires along Michigan boulevard to Thirty-fifth

street on Grand, Oakwood, and Drexel boulevards, if the

city will agree to maintain the plant, and in time agree to

assume the responsibility for the cost of the plant. Prof.

Barrett has already furnished the South Park commissioners

with plans for the work indicated.

Chicago Electric Club.

There will be a special meeting of the Chicago Electric

club, Wednesday evening, February 3d, when there will be

presented a most interesting programme. Francis W.

Parker will read a paper on "The Necessity and I'rcsent

Opportunity for the Establishment of a Technological

Institution at Chicago, with a Laboratory and Museum of

Mechanical Arts in Connection Therewith."

The importance of this subject will no doubt at once

present itself to every one interested in educational work.

The interest that has been manifested by prominent resi-

dents of Chicago not identified with the club, and the

readiness shown to co-operate with the organization in this

movement.shouldinsurethesupportof every member of that

^body. The following named gentlemen have promised to

participate in the discussion, following the line indicated

in the particular departments assigned them:

B. E. Sunny—"The Attitude of the Electrical In-

terest Toward Such an Institution."

Hon. John. A. Roche—"Benefit to Public Works and
Municipal Corporations,"

A. H. Revell
—"The World's Fair and Such an Insti-

tution."

W. J. Chalmers — "The Interest of Manufacturing

Industries."

J. J. P.Odell— "Financial Prospects."

Dr. William R. Harper—"The Attitude of the Uni-

versity of Chicago with Regard to Technological Educa-
tion."

Invitations have been issued to a limited number of

persons interested, and refreshments will be served in the

course of the evening.

Inasmuch as the regular meetings of the club are held

Monday evenings, special attention is called to the fact

that this meeting will be held on Wednesday evening,

February 3d.

Liability of Telegraph Companies,
The old question of the liability of telegraph companies

on the contracts printed in fine type on their blanks has

again been raised, this time in Canada. The point came

up in the Court of Appeals at Montreal. The case

was that of Laurence against the Great Northwest-

ern company. While Lionel Laurence was in New York

one of his employees sent him a dispatch saying: "Writing

you to-night." The sentence was made to read: "Waiting

you to night." Consequently Mr. Laurence made an un-

necessary trip from New York to Montreal, and sued the

telegraph company for $200 damages. The court in the

first instance awarded I30, the actual cost of the trip from

New York. The company appealed from this decision.

The proof established the fact that the error was due to

the negligence of the employes of the company, but the

appellant set up the plea that dispatches were sent under a

contract which declared that it would not be liable for dam-

ages resulting from errors unless the dispatch was repeated,

and then only to the amount of fifty times the price paid

for the message. Such a contract the court declared to be

contrary to public policy, and any contract by which a

party sought to fix the punishment for his faults was illegal.

The judgment was confirmed.

Referring to this decision, Colonel Clowry, general

superintendent of the Western Union company, said: "I

do not understand that this affects the rules in the United

States. Decisions have been rendered for and against the

validity of the rule several times, but the subject has

never reached the higher courts, to my knowledge. I do

not see how our Canadian business will be affected much

by this decision. We do not have many complaints in the

transmission of messages now."

Telephone Prospects.

At the recent annual meeting of the Central Union

Telephone company in Chicago it was shown that the

gross earnings of the company increased during the year

$125,000. The number of instruments in use showed a

net increase of 1,934. The net earnings of the company

amounted to $378,840, which is equal to 5.74 per cent, on

the $6,600,000 capital stock.

President Henry B. Stone said that there had been

marked improvement during the year in the friendly re-

lations between the company and its patrons. The com-

pany has no fights on its hands, and there is pretty gen-

eral accord between the company and the telephone sub-

scribers. This has been a prominent point in the policy

of the management, he said, and has shown good results

in better treatment at the hands of aldermen and other

oflicials from whom franchises and other concessions have

been asked. The point is appreciated that in the next

few years the limit of a number of important patents will

be reached. The company is operating with that point

fully in view. President Stone stated, and is steadily re-

inforcing and strengthening its hold, so that no decided

shock is expected on account of the termination of patents.

The company sees that it is facing a possibility of com-

petition, but it is believed that it is being so thoroughly

entrenched in its position that capital will have to be more

th.an usually daring to attempt competition.

"With the personal knowledge that I have of the tele-

phone business," said President Stone, "I will say that

there are a great many places in which I would more

quickly put money than I would into a competitive tele-

phone company. I might be foolish enough to put money
into a mine perhaps—there would be at least one chance

of getting it back—but I wouldn't be foolish enough to

put money into a company to compete with the old tele-

phone companies,"

The Central Union TeVphonc company was organized

in 1883, and has now become the most important tele-

phone company in the West. Its territory comprises a

number of western s*ates, including nearly all of Illinois

outside of Cook county. The following named directors

were re-elected: C. H. Brownell, R. C. Clowry. C. R,

Cummings. M. G. Kellogg, H. B. Stone, John F. Wal-

lack, J. Russell Jones, John E. Hudson, and F. H.

Griggs. The old executive committee and the following

named officers were chosen: Henry B. Stone, president;

W. S. Chapman, secretary.

Important Electric Railway Franchise in

Chicago.

The common council of Chicago passed what is known
as the Calumet electric railway ordinance on January iSth

by a vote of 41 to iS. This is said to be one of the most

extensive franchises ever granted by the city council.

Miles of territory are covered by the ordinance and it

brings into close connection the suburban towns of Pull-

man, Grand Crossing and South Chicago. The route prac-

tically covers all the principal streets in the south end. At

one point the line begins at the intersection of South Chicago

avenue and Seventy-fifth street and runs along the avenue

to Ninety-fifth street. At another point it begins at the in-

tersection of Ninety-third street and Stony Island Avenue

and runs south to Washington avenue and there crosses

the property of a number of railway companies in a west-

ernly direction. It then takes a turn to the northwest and

comes out on Cottage Grove avenue by the way of Ninety-

third street and then travels north and south on Cottage

Grove avenue. At another point it begins at Cottage

Grove avenue and Ninety-third street and branches out

to South Park avenue. At the intersection of Ninely-lhird

street it strikes Stony Island avenue and goes south as far

as One Hundred and Third street. It also extends along

Michigan avenue to One Hundred and Nineteenth street.

The Cottage Grove avenue, Michigan avenue, Madison

avenue and South Chicago avenue lines are to be com-

pleted and in operation within a jear. Two years are

given for the building and operating of the remaining

tracks. Single tracks are all the franchise calls for. The

usual provisions for the protection of the city are embodied,

and the company is directed to file a $25,000 bond with the

city comptroller.

Incandescent Lamp Filaments from the
Root of the Rice Plant.

Philip Hickley of Evanston, 111., claims that incandes-

cent lamp filaments possessing the desirable qualities of

long life with the capability of high incandescence can be

produced from the roots of certain plants belonging to the

order of gramino; and the genus oryza, and particularly of

the species sativa, commonly known as "rice plant." This

plant is a native of tropical countries, but has been intro-

duced and cultivated extensively in higher latitudes, and a

great many varieties are known. Mr. Hickley has experi-

mented with the roots of a number of varieties of the rice

plant, and among them he finds that the roots of that

variety known as the "Italian'' will produce excellent fila-

ments. The root of this plant is of suitable size and

length for filaments and requires but little shaping to pre-

pare it for use. In its structure it is remarkably dense and

free from pores. It possesses great toughness, combined

with flexibility, permitting it to be readily shaped to the

desired form without in the least injuring its texture.

There is sufficient variation in the size of the roots to

permit their being used for the various sizes of filaments.

Early on the morning of January iqth fire destroyed the

Robiso'n electric street railway barns at Toledo. It was a

high brick structure and contained thirty-five electric motor

cars. The fire spread from an overturned coal oil lamp

with great rapidity, and by the lime the department

reached the spot through the heavy snowstorm which was

raging the interior was a mass of flames. The loss is es-

timated at something like $150,000.
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Direct Current in Long Distance Trans-
mission.'

Bv Alex. Dow.

It is part of the program for this evening that I shall

advocate the use of direct currents for long distance

power transmission. I have taken this task with pleasure,

believing that I have a strong case to present to you, but

I beg you will remember that what I may say in favor of

direct or against alternating methods is said from the

standpoint of the engineer, and that as an engineer I must
recognize the necessity to the world of each and every line

of development now open to electricity. There is no elec-

trical phenomenon which we can afford to say is trifling,

and not worthy of careful investigation. But a few years

ago the alternate current transformer was merely a scien-

tific toy; today it is as practical a piece of engineering as

the locomotive. Until now the condenser has had but a

limited application in telegraphic work. To-day it promises

to become as important to industrial electricity as the

transformer. I do not know but that the next few years

may see Hohz or Wimhurst static machines built on as

large a scale and used as extensively as mag}ieto- electric

machines are now.
Therefore I must consider the power transmission prob-

lem as it stands this evening, and leave to those who are

prophets, and sons of prophets, the prediction of what iis

future will be. And if I, in my remarks, appear to in-

dulge in predictions, it is only guessing, not prophecy. I

am entitled to guess, although not New England born, but

I "don't never prophesy unless I know.*'

Of the physical properties of the alternating current as

they affect its use in power transmission, the most promi-
nent are the following: First, its production by the genera-

tor and delivery to the motor without the use of a com-
mutator; second, the facility with which it can be trans-

formed in its electromotive force either upward or down-
ward by the use of simple apparatus. These points are

in its favor. Third, we notice that inasmuch as an alter-

nating current has its periods of zero electromotive force

its mean effective value is not the same as its maximum
value. It follows that insulation of apparatus where
alternate currents are used must be calculated to withstand

a higher potential difference than that available for virtual

work. Fourth, we observe that the alternating current in

its relation to conductors does not conform to Ohm's law
in the elementary form, but to that law as amplitied by the

introduction of factors of periodicity, range of pulsation,

and inductance. The practical result of this is that to

convey, under similar conditions, an equal amount of energy
the alternating current requ ires more copper than the

direct current. This fact is not appreciated by the public,

although it is familiar tc engineers. Before the public the

alternating current has been advertised as the current re-

quiring little copper, whereas it may and does sometimes
require, under practical conditions, 40 per cent, more cop-

per than the direct current. The fifth physical

property which we notice is nearly allied

to the fourth. It is merely the fourth prop-

erty in a special application. It is that in circuits of great

inductance, such as the winding of electro magnets, the

alternating current is retarded in its development to such
an extent that a great potential difference or a large cur-

rent is required to produce magnetic effects which could
be produced by direct current with much less apparent ex-

penditure of energy. It is quite true that the expenditure
of energy is apparent only, but that does not affect the

fact .that the bindings, if the potential difference is to be
kept low, must be ot a conductor large enough to carry an
enormous current without heating; or that, if the current is

to be small, the insulation must be designed to withstand
a great potential difference. A parallel observation is that

the variable state of an electro magnet, which only exists

at the moments of charge and discharge in a magnet ex-

cited by direct current, is continuous when the magnet is

excited by an alternating current, and that the loss of

power by hysteresis goes on continually in such a mag-
net.

Now, we must consider in the planning of any given
transmission whether the good points of the alternating

current do not outweigh the others which are to its disad-
vantage. In incandescent lighting this question has been
answered in practice, and every day continues to be an-
swered. We know that the answer given by practice is

sometimes wrong, else we would not see direct current
lighting stations located on the outskirts of towns and at-

tempting to light their area at the cost of a large annual
interest on copper; neither would we see alternating sta-

tions located in the middle of densely populated districts

and sacrificing efficiency on the greater part of their work
in order that they may secure with the same system the
revenue from a few distant lights. Still the problem is

being solved, as such problems mus tfinally be, by the daily

progress of the world.

But the conditions of lighting do not correspond with
those of power transmission. The advantages which out-

weigh the disadvantages of the alternating current for

lighting purposes are not of so much value under other
conditions. Thus, dispensing with the commutator on the
alternator in a lighting station and substituting therefor a
small self-exciting dynamo to charge the field, is a method
both convenient and efficient. Then the lighting trans-

former, even at its lowest efficiency, is not such a wasteful

device that it has not its proper use. But when we come
to consider the transmission of power to a distant motor,
the problem of how we are to excite the motor is a serious
one; and when we look at the combination of alternator,

exciter, step up transformer at the generating station, plus
step-down transformer, exciter and alternator, and some
means of giving the alternator field its initial charge, all of
which must be provided at the motor station, we are com-
pelled to consider whether the simple, self-exciting direct

current generator and the equally simple direct

I. Read before the Chicago Electric club, Jan. i8, 1893.

current motor are not to be preferred, even with

their commutators, and the disadvantage that the electro-

motive force to be used on the line, must be employed also

in the generator and the motor. And it is just those con-

siderations that have so far retarded the development of

alternating potver transmission. For while the transmis-

sion of power by direct current has grown up, parallel

with the development of direct current lighting, to tre-

mendous proportions (as witness the use of motors on the

circuits of all direct current stations, the magnificent de-

velopments of the electrical street car system and the

transmission of power to be found in all our manufactur-
ing and mining districts), there is, so far as my knowledge
goes, only one alternating current transmission of power
in the United States which can be considered to have
passed the experimental stage. That is a transmission in

Colorado by the synchronous method, which is doing the

work well and satisfactorily. Perhaps my statement that

there is only one transmission is too sweeping. I make
it subject to correction. I once incurred the wrath of a
whole community in Nebraska by thoughtlesslv saying in

public that there was only one tree in town. Whereas it

was well known to all reputable residents that besides the

tree which was in evidence on the Court House square,

there were also two cottonwoods growing out on section

35. I don't wish again to cause similar offense by unquali-

fied statements.

There is nothing wrong with the synchronous method
of transmitting power by alternating currents True, it is

necessary to start the motor by some exterior power; but

if proper arrangements are made, the starting is no more
difficult or tedious an operation than the starting up of a
large Corliss steam plant. I think that the fifteen min-
utes before seven o'clock, which is usually devoted by a
mill engineer to getting his engine and shafting into proper
motion for the day's work would be sufficient, if proper

arrangements were made, to start a synchronous motor.
True it is, also, that the synchronous motor when over-

loaded " lies down" and declines to do any work at all

until the load is reduced to what it considers, its capacity.

The same statement is correct, as every Sunday school
child knows, regarding the model of animal power, the

camel; and as any old soldier can tell, concerning that

much maligned carrier, the army mule; but it has not been
imputed unto those animals for wickedness that they would
not pull more than they thought they should; it has merely
passed into a proverb as " the nature of the beast." Then
the synchronous alternating motor has an excellent quality

in which it is only equaled by the plain shunt wound motor
of the every day electric light station. It regulates per-

fectly as to speed, keeping in step, within the limits of its

capacity, with the generator which drives it.

And the synchronous motor is not the patented property
of one inventor or corporation; it has belonged to the

world ever since Dr. Hopkinson's experiments at North
Foreland. There is not a company manufacturing alter-

nate current machinery which would not gladly take an
order for any number of synchronous power transmissions.

The reason that there are not an indefinite number of
such transmissions in use is that the direct current motor
stands ready to do the work under all conditions that have
yet come up In practice. There Is no long felt want wait-

ing to be filled by a new method. The owners of water
powers to day who are considering electric transmissions

can have their wants supplied by machinery of a type with
which the electrical world is familiar, and whose capabili-

ties have been proven by long experience. Not that the

synchronous method will not have its uses. It certainly

will. Its possibilities are recognized by all engineers, and
its day will come; but, remember, the direct current motor
has not reached its highest development. Its future is in

good hands, and it will always, even under conditions most
favorable to the alternator, be a competitor that cannot be
disregarded.

There is another system of alternate current power
transmission being developed, which has been aptly named
the "multiphase method." It is a beautiful application of

electrical laws, interesting to the lover of mathematics as

much as to the engineer, for it has vast possibilities for

analysis and the production of graphic representations.

It is not entirely new to the practical electrical community.
It has been applied to meters and to certain small motors
for some time.

The motors designed for multiphase currents are self-

starting, self-exciting and not necessarily synchronous, so
that they are free from difficulties which attend the syn-
chronous method. They still are vexed with impedance
and hysteresis—twin enemies of alternate apparatus, but
not without hope. The lines along which the development
of these motors must proceed are plainly marked out and
they are certain to have their place in the future of power
transmission. To-day thev have no place. The brilliant

experiment at Frankfort has not given us a commercially
valuable method.
The absence of detailed data regarding all apparatus of

this class limits me to some general observations, the
first of which is that the weight efficiency of the class

appears to be low—that it takes a multiphase machine
much larger than the direct current machine required to do
equal work. This we would anticipate from the use of the

multiphase current in field magnets at low electromotive
force. While the actual power absorbed is not excessive
the current out of step with the electromotive force is very

large

.

The next observation is that some multiphase designers

are working on the problem of conversion of multiphase
to direct currents. This seems a complicated process, but
may have a commercial value, and indicates recognition of

the desirability of direct currents.

The last observation is that the multiphase motors and
other motors excited by alternating currents are apparently
going to make their next step toward practicability by the
assistance of condensers. This will cause a development
of the condenser along commercial lines, akin to that

which has produced the lighting transformers of lo-day

from the laboratory induction coil of yesterday. And in

this will be a benefit to electrical apparatus at large.

Now, to examine the difficulties under which direct cur-

rent machines are said to labor. First of all, there is the

old story, the commutator, which, it is said, is a source of

trouble at high potentials. I have made it ray business to

inquire regarding the behavior of every high potential

commutator which I could hear of. The list, outside of

the commutators of arc machines working up to 3,000
volts or so, is a small one, but I have heard of at least two
commutators working with 5,000 volts and 10 amperes
which give notrouble, of an indefinite number of commuta-
tators working at 1.500 volts and 20 amperes which give

no trouble, and of about a dozen working at 1,500 to 2,000
volts and 40 amperes which give no trouble. The record

appeared to be the same all through. The commutator did

not appear to be the weak part of the machine. You see

none of these machines are very large ones. The reason
I didn't get data about machines with outputs greater

than 75 kilowatts is that I couldn't find any such machines
working at high voltages. It is only lately that there

have been large dynamos put in use in this country for

any purpose, though there are now many at 500 and 1,000
volts. When a power transmission needs large machines
of higher electromotive force the machines will be ready,
and the commutators will not give trouble.

Then we have the objection that high potential dif-

ferences must be handled in direct current machines if

economy of copper is to be secured on the lines. The
alternate current transformer has the advantage in this

respect, in that it is a stationary piece of apparatus whose
construction admits of high insulation without material re-

duction of efficiency. And therein lies the certainty of the
future developmentof alternating methods of transmission.
There will come a few cases when the copper in the line will

be a large factor in the total cost of the plant. These
cases are far between. I have ascertained the proportion
that copper bears to the total cost of line construction in

a number of plants employing such electromotive force as

is common in direct current work. lam speaking of over-

head lines now, the cheapest method of construction, and
I find the percentage of copper cost is very small. Thus,
in the cost of a mile of pole line, built in a workman-like
manner, with ordinary insulation, two wires being strung,

the proportion of copper was 30 per cent. The remaining
70 per cent, redresented poles, fittings, insulation and
labor of construction. The proportion which this 30 per
cent, of cost of pole line bore to the whole cost of the
plant was very small. I have looked over the bills of actual

expenditures on a number of pole lines, and over the esti-

mates made by responsible contractors for many others, and
I find that where a good line is built according to the idea

of line construction generally prevalent in the United
States, that the copper is a comparatively small item of
the line, and proportionately less in the whole cost of
plant. But we cannot figure in power transmission work
on using overhead lines; not even In the mountains where
there is no esthetic sentiment to force the wires below the

ground. The telegraph lines through the mining districts

and others where water powers abound break down every
winter under pressure of storms. I don't think that any
overhead construction which we could well design to cost

less than underground ing would withstand the
winter storms of the Rocky Mountains or Sierra Nevada.
To put it in other words, snow-sheds to protect our trans-

mission line would cost as much as regular underground
construction. And no raining engineer will tolerate the
shutting down of his air compressors or hoisting plant by
each and every V. inter storm. So that for those perma-
nent power transmissions which are certain to be devel-
oped in the near future, we may expect to install just such
conductors as we now find safest and best in our great

cities. The same necessity of guarding against break-
downs, which causes the miner to pay high prices for the
finest steam machinery that is manufactured, and to trans-

port it at enormous cost, and maintain it by the best of
care at its point of use, will determine the construction of
the vtry best electrical lines that can be designed. In
these conditions the cost of copper in proportion to the
whole cost of plant will be infinitesimal, and any method
which introduces complications with a view to saving
copper, will only receive consideration under exceptional

circumstances.

I need not show to this assembly the visionary nature of
schemes to carry the water power of Niagara to New York
or Chicago. We will any of us undertake to do this if we
receive the order from a responsible person, but we will

each and all of us abstain from taking stock in the manu-
factories- which depend on the transmitted power, and we
will do this because we know that power transmitted means
power lost in transmission, and that a difference of even
three or four or five per cent, in the cost of power means
the control, or the loss, of the market for manufactured
goods in these days of sharp competition. The same com-
mercial necessities which built up in the wilderness
Rochester, Minneapolis and the towns on our own Fox
river, away from the markets of their product, but near to

cheap power—that same commercial necessity will limit

the distance to which electrical power will ever be trans-

mitted. It is not a question of engineering. It is a ques-
tion of dollars and cents to the manufacturer.

The use of crude oil as fuel has become so general in

Chicago that the fire underwriters have adopted special rules

governing the storing and handling of it. Thus far but
little information has been obtainable on the relative merits

of oil and other fuel. Many central station managers would
be glad to secure reliable data upon this subject.

IJElettricita of Milan, Italy, has opened an inter-

national prize competition for a new electric battery,

which must be practical, simple and commercial. The
competition will remain open until August 31, 1892.
The inventor who will have satisfied the required con-
ditions will receive a prize of 2,000 francs.
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Electric Power Transmission,
The Chicago Electric club devoted its meeting on Mon-

day evening, January iSth, to the discussion of electric

power transmission. A paper by I). C. Jackson, C E , of

the University of Wisconsin, treating of this subject in a
general manner, was presented. There were also argu-

ments for the alternating and direct current systems respec-

tively presented in papers by William Stanley, Jr., of

Pittsfield, Mass. and Alex. Dow of Chicago.
An interesting discussion followed the reading of these

papers, which are presented elsewhere. l''otlowing is a

stenographic repprt of the discussion:

F. B. Bad I : Inasmuch as I have been selected as judge

and as I have only just returned to town and have not had
an opportunity to examine the papers submitted I will ask

a little assistance in the way of further discussion. It

should be remembered that this discussion is to be based

on the arguments presented and not the system itself. In

considering this subject I have several suggestions I would

'

like to make. We have heard a great deal about long dis-

tance transmission, and the various conditions under which
these transmission plants should be erected and operated.

In order to get clear ideas, however, on the subject, I

think we ought to discriminate, and to subdivide the vari-

ous transmission plants into classes. The simplest trans-

mission plant is one where one unit will transmit power to

another unit at short or long distances. For instance, we
may have water power and we may wish to transmit fifty

horse po-ver to a mill. There is required one motor at the

mill and one generator at the power station. There is the

simplest problem in power transmission, and we may find

that in this case one of the modes of transmission may be

best adapted for that purpose. There is a second case

similar to this, where, however, instead of using single

units, on account of the large amount of power to be trans

mitted, we might prefer batteries of generators and motors.

For short distances, direct current machines in multiple;

for longer distances it might be desirable to have gener-

ators and motors in series, and by using certain devices

produce a perfectly self-regulating system.

Then we have the third case of central distribution; in

cities, for instance, where we have a central station, and
want to distribute power to consumers. That is a different

case entirely, and we would have to us2 small motors, We
are limited in our electromotive force much more than m
the former cases, for two reasons; in the first place it

would be dangerous to introduce high electromotive force

directly into the premises of consumers, and in the second

place, it would not be practical to build small motors for

high pressure.

Then the fourth case is a combination of number one or

two with number three—for instance, where a city wishes

to utilize a water power say ten miles distant, it would be

necessary to transmit this power to the center of the city,

and reconvert it for central distribution. You can easily

see that each of these cases would reqaire special consider-

ation, and that what may be a first-class solution for one

case may not answer for another case at all.

There is another point which I think requires close in-

vestigation and that is the question of the cost of copper.

The statement was made that by employing high pressures

you reduce the cost of the feeders considerably. So we do

as far as copper is concerned, but how about insulation. If

we use high pressures we reduce copper materially, but the

problems of insulation becomes very difficult. We have all

read about Mr. Fsrranti's experiments in London, and I

think that he found that this question of underground
high pressure mains is not so easily solved as he anticipated

wnen he started. Now in the combination of cases one

and two with three a double conversion is necessary, and

it would be well to consider whether in such a system it

would be desirable in certain cases to use the direct current

motor transformers, or to use the alternating system.

The statement was also made that drills, for instance,

should be attached direct to the power circuits, and that

motor transformers have been abandoned as impractica-

ble. I can state from my own experience that they have

not been abandoned; that they are successful, and that, for

instance, in the case of a percussion drill, 1,000 volts may
be used in transmitting power from the water power to the

mine, and then have this high pressure transformed in a

motor transformer into low pressure, which it would be safe

to introduce into mines, and change at the same time the

direct current into a current suitable for running these

reciprocating drills—a pulsating current.

At the same time I would like to hear something about

the laws governing electric installations as to the minimum
first cost of installation and operating expenses. It was
stated, I believe, that certain factors would cut a small

figure if water-power were considered. Now in reading up
the experiences of people who have utilized water power
we may find that not only the cost of fuel; that is to say,

the comparative valueof power delivered from water power
and power generated in the place of application by steam,

should be considered. For instance, we find water power,

which nature has already prepared for use, in a power
station. We may put up a station very economically, but

in many cases the harnessing of the water power
and the preparing and building of the dam, will swell it to

such a considerable amount of money that the interest on
the money invested will eat up the earnings.

C. H. WiLMERDiNG: I agree with Mr. Badt that in

each case there is a special system which should be adapted

to the requirements. As far as I kno^, constant potential

power distribution is the practical thing for today. It

may be that there are alternating motors on the market

that are satisfactory; I have never seen any that would do

the work. The only alternating motor I ever saw that ran

satisfactorily at all heated up to such an extent that they

had to shut down after a four hours' run. It caused the

whole place to smell of the insulation.

In the matter of underground distribution and the rela-

tive cost of the copper in underground work, I think Mr.
Badt's point is well taken, that when it comes to the rela-

tive cost for large conductor or a small conductor under-

ground the difTerence is not very STi'eat, because of the

cost of insulation with the higher pressure. At the same
lime you cannot use a loAf potential underground without

considerable insulation. \'ou cannot do away with it

altogether.

Ai.KX. Dow: Here is about the answer I should give

to Mr. Badt's question: First, one unit and one unit: It

is a plain water power. A single machine to run a single

mill. That is a transmission that is going to come into

everyday use; we have quite a number running now. It

must be subdivided into three conditions: First of all,

you have a case where your machinery must be run at a

constant speed, such as where you arc driving cotton or

paper mills, where the speed is an important factor in the

operation of the machinery. Then you have much more
frequent conditions, where the speed is not at all important,

but a constant pull is required. For instance, take a motor
used to pump out a mine. That condition I can define as

varying speed, constant torque.

Now there is a third condition, where the load is abso-
lutely constant, speed and torque the same; running a
stamp mill say, where you have so many dead weights to

lift and drop. The load is the same day in and day out;

the speed is the same.
If you wish up to any reasonable distance to run with

either constant torque and varying speed, or constant torque

and constant speed, you need not look farther than a
constant current motor. I do not mean a direct current

motor, which may be a constant potential motor. I mean
a constant current motor, an arc machine glorified. There
are people who will produce such machines to day as fast

as you can order them, up to say 125 horse power, and
they will do your work perfectly. They will give no trouble,

and the amount of current that you will have to supply
copper for may be ten, twenty or forty amperes as you
may wish. That question I considered as settled. But
when you want constant speed with varying torque the

regulation of both generator and motor is very important.

And right here I want to say that the regulation of the

generator on a water power plant is a serious thing. It is

almost impossible to keep the water wheel from running
away. You can't swing your load off and on. If, how-
ever, it is positively necessary that your speed should be
constant while you vary your load as you please, and you
have solved the problem of water wheel regulation, then a

constant potential method will be best, and possibly the

synchronous alternator may come in to good advantage.
To the condition of several units the same general rules

apply. The constant current machine does not couple up
well in seoies when you get above 4,000 volts. It becomes
uneasy as we know in arc stations. I think that the con-

stant potential, compound-wound dynamos will probably
fill the bill best. I do not place the limits for direct current

as low as some of our friends do, because I do not think

that 1,000 volts is the practical limic of direct current work
at constant potential. I think where you have a large min-
ing plant, where your work is done in the substantial man-

• ner that is generally acceptable to mining engineers, that

it will be possible to employ electromotive force higher than

1,000 volts. There you have the same problem that you
have to-day in street car work, simply with a higher volt-

age; and the same machinery, within certain limits of loss

on line, will do the work. Beyond those limits modified

machinery will do it, and I think the modification will be
away from present methods of over-compounding. I think it

possible that machines more like the simple shunt genera-

tors with straight or drooping characteristics, and with the

lossin line provided for by something like a motor genera-

tor, will be the standard of the future for specially long

distances.

When it comes to central distribution there isn't anything
to compare with the direct current multiple arc method.
In a case where your distributing station is in the business

center you will find that nine times out of ten it will be
better economy, in securing distant business either to start

a sub-station and operate it by a compensating method, or

to start another station. Each problem can be settled only on
the commercial basis in a particular town. The actual facts

in nine cases out often are that a central station, direct

current, is furnishing light and power through the same
mains, and I do not think the conditions are going to

change much. But if your generating station is neces-

sarily "eccentric'' then the alternating current comes in.

The most prominent station of this class in the world is

the Ferranti station. There they have the advantage of
cheap fuel, cheap real estate and facilities for getting

rid of the refuse and a convenient method of plac-

ing their mains all the way into the heart of the city. The
engineering of that station from a commercial point of

view is good.
I notice that our friend Mr. Tobey, in referring to

alternating sub-stations, provides for an attendant. If

you are going to provide for an attendant to take care of

your transformers, you might as well have moving trans-

formers as stationary, so that the motor generators may
come in on that basis.

As to the cost of copper, I have tried to get that out
with special reference to such conditions as will arise in

power transmission underground. I got some figures

to-night from Mr. Degenhardt, and I put the problem to

him in this way: We want two No. 00 wires—a very
likely size for power transmission; we want to pull them
into a conduit, so we can get them out and in; and sup-
posing we had to work under ordinary conditions for any
ordinary distance, what proportion would the copper in

that conduit per foot bear to the total cost of installa-

tion? Mr. Degenhardt gave me such a figure as he would
give to a customer asking the same question. He did not

make it too low nor too high; he says 13 per cent. I veri-

fied the figures, and found he was about right.

In the Brooklyn central station, a 220 volt system, the

drop in the feeders is 10 per cent., and the station is mak-
ing money. That is a good point to note. The total cost

of the copper in the underground system is stated on the

best authority to be about 25 per cent, of the cost of the

undergrounding. The proportion that figure bears to total

cost of the plant is small. They might have cut the loss

in transmission down to 5 per cent, and not have made a
very big difference. But considering the short period of
full load in such a station it would not have been good
engineering.

W. S. TonKV: An interesting question in this con-
nection is that of the high insulation required for running
alternating currents at high voltages. I believe Mr. Badt
will agree with me that in the Ferranti station in Ix)ndon,
although the company had great trouble in running at

10,000 volts, the insulation gave satisfaction at 5,000,
which was the figure I named, not an excessively high
electromotive force, and that we have been able to get in-

sulation for those high voltages, as high as 5,000 volts;

it is merely a question of repeating work that has already
been done. Of course the Ferranti cable is an exceedingly
expensive one. But there are, I suppose, at the present
time, cables that will stand 5,000 volts all right.

In Mr. Dow's paper he remarked that more copper was
required for alternating currents than in direct currents in

the same cases. I am not positive in regard to the actual
figures, but I presume that is the case, as Mr. Dow has
had a great deal of experience in that line; but at the

same time I think in making that statement he was con-
sidering systems using the same electromotive force,

either in alternating or direct currents.

Mr. Dow: Under similar conditions.

Mr. Tobev: Of course we would not consider the al-

ternating currents, because we would use in this case 25
times the electromotive force, or nearly that; instead of
210 volts we would use 5 000.

In Mr. Dow's paper he spoke of direct current stations

being located at the outskirts, and alternating currents in

the center of the lighting district, which is of course true,

and it might in some cases be repeated. But I think in

most cases for a large city, the alternating current will be
used. The direct current system, of course, has had a
long start over the alternating current, and having got a
foothold it is hard to get away from it in many cities and
centers of distribution. Considering a case in Chicago,
for instance, it would undoubtedly be very satisfactory

from a commercial standpoint, to have a station situated

on the outskirts of the town, where fuel could be supplied
cheaply and readily, together with water for engines, etc.,

to a better advantage than in the center of the thickly

populated district. Of course in alternating motors there

is always a hysteresis loss which we have to contend with,

and that loss depends solely upon the quality of the iron

which we are using in these motors, and is something which
cannot be gotten rid of entirely. That of course is a det-

riment which does not occur in the direct current motor.
In Mr. Dow's paper he spoke of using high electromot-

ive force on his motors, as high as 3.000 volts, I think.

These motors, no doubt, give satisfaction, but there are a
great many cases, in fact nearly all, where we would not
care to put such high motors on the market generally for

commercial purposes. We know that serious troubles have
arisen from the motors on arc light circuits on account of

the high electromotive force that is in use with them. It

seems to me that it would be a great advantage to have a
form of motor where this electromotive force can be re-

duced. In this motor which I have described, although
there is a condenser electromotive force of say 750 volts,

immediately upon touching the terminals, the balance of

the condenser is destroyed so that we do not have an elec-

tromotive force of 750 volts passing through the premises.

The great disadvantage in using high potential direct cur-

rent circuits for distribution is our inability to take light

from the same circuit which supplies the motors, and this

of course in itself necessitates the running of another cir-

cuit in the same section, for the distribution of light.

At the Frankfort Exposition the experiments, although
perhaps not entirely satisfactory, were of great interest to

engineers, and I think Mr. Dow will agree with me that

had we undertaken to transmit direct, under the same cir-

cumstances, it would have been much more of a failure

—

in fact something we could not use at all.

I have not considered the use of multiphase motors, or
synchronous motors, because we are all more or less famil-

iar with them. We were simply considering the condi-

tions we have to meet at the present time, that is, in the

transformer system. Then the synchronous motors re-

quire special apparatus and machinery, of course, to operate

them And the matter of having an attendant at sub-sta-

tions of course is a slight objection. But one attendant

where 10,000 lights are in operation is not such a great

expense. I think if the direct current transformers were
used we could not get along with any less.

Mr- Badt: I suppose we could continue this discus-

sion not only for hours, but for weeks and months. When
I mentioned the few points on w'hich I wished to hear a dis-

cussion I purposely neglected to mention one case, the

main case. I may say that at least nine-tenths of all

power transmission in use in the United Stales to-day is

for street railway purposes, and not a word has been said

to-night concerning the adaptability of direct or alternating

current motors for that purpose. We all know of course

that at present the direct overhead system is the only one
that is relied on. Now it seems to me that there is a great

future for the multiphase motor. Just think of a car mo-
tor that has no commutator, where the armature is attached

to the car body, no gears, and the revolving field mainly
consisting of a large mass of iron keyed direct to the car

axle. It seems to me to be almost simplicity itself, and I

think great strides will be made in this direction in the

near future. As a matter of fact I know that some of the

leading electricians in this country are working in that

direction. At the same time, as I understand my posi-

tion here to-night, I am not called upon to pass upon the

merits of any special system, but upon the merits

of the papers to which we have listened to-night,

and that it is for me to decide whether Mr. Dow or Mr.
Tobey presented the best arguments. I think I shall

have to declare Mr. Dow guilty for this reason: He has
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n almost every instance admitted that the alternating

motor and generator or alternating system might be ad-

vantageously used. He said the direct current systems

were all right, and were in use, but that there was no

reason why the alternating system should not be used

under certain conditions in every instance. For that

reason I think Mr. Tobey rather got the best of the ques-

tion in his paper and in the discussion, over Mr. Dow;
therefore, gentlemen, I declare Mr. Dow j^uilty, and it is

for you to pass sentence on him.

The Law of Hysteresis,'

By Charles Proteus Steinmetz.

Part I.

In number 137, of December 17, iSgo, of the Elec-

trical Engiuee}\ I published a short article under the title

"Note on the Law of Hysteresis," where I showed that in

a set of determinations of the loss of energy due to hystere-

sis by reversals of magnetism, for different magnetizations,

made by Ewing. this loss of energy due to hysteresis can
fairly well be expressed by the equation:

where //is the energy consumed by hysteresis during one
magnetic cycle, in ergs per cubic centimeter, B the mag-
netization in lines of magnetic force per square centimeter,

and // {") a numerical coefficient, in this case = .002.

Considering that even the simple law of magnetism

—

that is, the dependence of the magnetization ^ upon the

magneto motive force /^(for instance, in ampere turns per

centimeter length of the magnetic circuit)—has until now
defied all attempts at mathematical formulation, it appeared
a strange feature that the apparently much more intricate

phenomenon of hysteresis, or rather of the consumption of

energy by hysteresis, should yield to analytical formulation

in such a simple way, to be directly proportional to the

I 6th power of the magnetization. At the same time the

coincidence of Ewing's tests with the curve of the i.6th

power was near enough to be considered as something more
than a mere incident, but at least as a clue to a law of hys-

teresis, the more as this law held not only for low and
medium magnetization, but even for very high saturation,

without showing any kink at that point where the magnetic
characteristic goes over the bend or "knee,"and thereby en-

tirely changes its shape, nor any marked tendency of de-

viation of the extremes! observed values from the calculated

curve.

In Fig. I and table I, I give from the article referred

to. the calculated curve of hysteretic loss, as a drawn line,

with Ewing's tests marked as crosses, and in dotted line

the curve of magneto motive- force E, corresponding to the

different magnetizations, as abscissae.

In the table I:

E = the M M. F. in absolute units.

E ~ the magnetization in lines of magnetic force per square

centimeter
1/ ="the observed values, and
obs

ff = the calculated values of hysteretic loss, in ergs per
calc

cubic centimetre,

1/— If = the difference between, both in ergs and in per-
cale obs

centages.

Table I.

F: B: H: H: M—H: ^%:
obs calc calc obs

'SO I.'374 410 375 XM f 8.5

i-9'i 3.830 1 160
2.56 5.950 2190 8.90

ag40 2956 — -5

3-76 8.790 3090 4080 — 90 — a.3

4.96 + 50 -H .9
6160 —100

ii.gtw 669Q

.6.S i3.V«: 8690 83.0 -f38o + 4:4

75.= tS,s6o 10,040 10,190 - 150 — 1-5

Av; ± 9» ^ ±2.6

To study more completely this phenomenon of hystere-

sis and of the energy consumption caused thereby, I en-

deavored to make a number of determinations with different

magnetic circuits and at different magnetizations.

To be enabled to carry out these experiments, I am
highly obliged to Rudolph Eickemeyer of Yonkers, N. Y.,

who, being greatly interested in the laws of the magnetic
circuit and having done considerable work himself in this

branch of electrical science, not only put the large facilities

of his well-known factory at my disposal, but also guided
the experiments with his valuable advice. A paa of the

instruments used in the tests are of Mr. Eickemeyer's in-

vention and covered by his patents.

To be able to deal not only with the small amounts of

energy which the reversal of magnetism in a liny bit of iron

wire sends through the ballistic galvanometer, but to re-

duce the determinations to readings of considerable power-
values, and where a much greater exactness can be reached,

and at the same time to determine the dependence of the

hysteretic loss of energy upon the velocity of the magnetic
cycles, I decided to use alternating currents, at least as

far as this could be done, whereby the determinations of

the energy consumed by hysteresis is reduced to a simulta-

neous wattmeter, voltmeter, ammeter and speed reading.

At the same time this electro-dynamometer method has
the advantage that the magnetic cycle is completed in a
steady, continuous motion, while in the ballistic method the

magnetic cycle is completed by sudden changes
in the magnetization, which jumps from point to point, to

I, Read before the American Institute: o£ Electrical EngineerSj
New York, January 19, 1892.

1. If any quantity has a right to be called "magnetic resistance,"
it is this coeiTicient tj, for ij is ihecoellicient of conversion ot magnetic
energy into heat, while as "electric resistance" we define the coeffi-

cient of conversion of electric energy into heat.
The term generally denoted "magnetic resistance"—that is, the

inverse value of magnetic susceptibility—does not deserve this name
at all, but is more properly called "reluctance."

enable the production of the induced current. This feature

introduces an error into the ballistic method, for if a mag-
netic cycle is gone through by sudden changes, a larger

amount of energy may be consumed than if the magnetiza-
tion varies steadily in harmonic vibration.

Suppose, around a magnetic circuit, an alternating cur-

rent of /V periods per second is sent in ji convolutions.
Let C = the effective strength of the current.

E ~ the effective electromotive force induced in the
circuit by self-induction, after subtracting the
electromotive forces induced by the self-induc-

tion of the instruments,

W -.=^ the energy consumed in the circuit, after subtract-

ing the energy consumed by the electric resist-

ance,

Then, / being the length and s the cross-section of the

magnetic circuit, all in centimeters, amperes, volts, watts,

etc..

Let B = the maximum magnetization in lines of magnetic
force per square centimeter,

11= the loss of energy by hysteresis per cycle and
cubic centimeter; it is

W=ls N HY. 10-'

hence

W
Il-

ls N
the hysteretic loss of energy, and

E = ^'ITTS B iV

hence

X 10-

n X 10-

_g _ ^ X 10+8 (')

^2'n S 1/71

the maximum magnetism.
For higher frequencies, So to 200 periods per second,

the alternating current was derived from a one horse power
50 volt Westinghouse dynamo. This was driven by a 3
horse power Eickemeyer continuous current motor. By
varying the excitation of the motor field and varying the
electromotive force supplied to the motor, the speed and
therefore the frequency of the alternating current could be
varied in wide limits. At the same time, supplied with
constant electromotive foice and like all the Eickemeyer
motors of unusually small armature reaction, this electro

motor kept almost absolu'ely constant speed under varying
load, the more as it never ran with full load.

For low frequencies, this bipolar continuous current

motor was used as a bipolar alternating dynamo, as shown
in a patent of Stephen D. Field. On the continuous cur-

rent commutator two sliding rings were mounted and con-

nected with opposite commutator bars. In the ordinary
continuous current brushes a continuous current was sent

in, which set the machine in motion as an electro motor,
while from the sliding rings by two separate brushes, al-

ternating currents were taken off. By varying the electro-

motive force supplied to the motor, the electromotive force

of the alternating current was varied, while a variation of

the motor field gave the variations of the frequency. The
curve of electromotive force was very nearly a sine-wave,

the ratio of maximum electromotive force to effective elec-

tromotive force found=l.4i5, while the sine-wave requires

1.414—that is, exactly the same.
To determine whether the change of theshape of the al-

ternating current by varying load and varying excitation

had any influence upon the readings, the variations of the

alternating electromotive force were produced:
r. By varying the excitation of the field of the Westing-

house dynamo.
2. By running the Westinghouse dynamo fully excited,

feeding the secondaries of a bank of converters,

feeding from the fine wire coils of these converters

the fine wire coils of another bank of converters,

and taking current off from the secondaries of these

converters, connected from one to six in series.

3. By changing the electromotive force by means of a

Westinghouse converter of variable ratio of trans-

formation.

4. By loading the dynamo when small currents were
used for the tests.

But after having found that all these different ways of

varying the alternating electromotive force gave no per-

ceptible difference whatever in the readings, I afterward

used the most convenient way to vary the excitation of the

dynamo field, and, where higher electromotive forces were
needed, to increase the electromotive force by an interchange-

able converter, which gave the ratio: i: i, 2, 3, 4, 5.

For the determination of the frequency a direct reading
speed indicator (horizontal ball governor, acting upon a
spring) was used, which was carefully calibrated.

Fcr the electric readings instruments of the electro-

dynamometer type were used, zero reading—that is, the

movable coil was carried back by the torsion of a steel

spring to zero position.

These instruments were specially built for alternating

currents, with very low self-induction and low internal re-

sistance, using bifilar German silver wire as additional re-

sistance.

In the ammeter the range of readings was from 3 to 40
amperes, the internal resistance =; .on w.

The normal inductance (that is, electromotive force of

self induction induced by one ampere alternating current,

flowing through the instrument with a frequency of 100
complete periods per second) = .045 w.

In the voltmeter the range of readings was from .5 volts

upward, but to avoid the necessity of corrections for self-

induction sufficient additional resistance was used to de-

crease the correction under i per cent., and then the lowest

readings were from 3 to 6 volts.

I . This formula holds rigidly only for the sine-wave, but as shown
in the following, the currents used in the tests were at least very
near sine-waves. Besides, a deviation from the sine shape
would not alter the results at all, but only slightly change the co-
efhcient tj,

The internal resistance of the voltmeter is — 2.5 w, its

normal inductance := 4.12 w.

In the wattmeter the resistance of the coarse wire coil
(fixed coil) was = .026 (), its normal inductance = .073 w.
The internal resistance of the fine wire coil was =.25 w;

its normal inductance = .33 <).

In most of the readings sufficient additional resistance
was used to make the correction for self induction of the
fine wire coil negligible. Only in a few readings where it

exceeded i per cent, it was taken in account.
For small currents an Eickemeyer ammeter was used,

which, while reading from .7 to 3 amperes, though built
originally for continuous currents, had already been used
by me for alternating currents, and had been checked for
its constancy of readings several times, and always found
to give no perceptible difference in its readings for continu-
ous currents and for alternating currents up to over 200
complete periods per second, the highest frequency I could
reach.

Its internal resistance Is = i.i w; its normal inductance
— 2.3 w.

Several sets of readings for different frequencies were
taken on an old Westinghouse voltmeter converter. The
fine wire coil and one of the 50 volt coils were left open.
Into the other coarse wire coil an alternating current
was sent in series to the ammeter and the coarse wire coil

of wattmeter, while the voltmeter and the fine wire coil of
the wattmeter were connected in shunt around the whole
circuit.

Hence a correction had to be applied for the self-induction

of the ammeter and the coarse the wire coil of the wattmeter
and for the resistance of the circuit. Only in a very few
readings this correction amounted to somewhat more than
10 per cent. Generally it was much smaller.

The instruments were calibrated several times, and their
constants found to remain constant.

The speed indicator was calibrated carefully and its

corrections added.
Each reading consisted of an ammeter reading, a volt-

meter reading, a wattmeter reading and a speed reading.
Before and after each set of readings the zero positions

of the instruments were determined, and only those sets
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FIG. I. THE LAW OF HYSTERESIS.

of readings used where the zero position had remained con-
stant.

Before and after each set of alternating current readings
a continuous current was sent into the circuit and a few
readings for different currents taken. Voltmeter and am-
meter readings combined gave the resistance of the circuit,

and both combined with the wattmeter readings gave a
check for the instruments, here being watts = volts X
amperes. Only those sets were used again where an en-

tire agreement was found, and with the alternating cur-

rent first readings with small currents, then with large

currents, then again with small currents taken, so that I

believe every possible care was exercised to avoid any er-

rors in the tests.

Thomson-Houston Factory in Chicago.
Referring to the project for the establishment of a

Thomson-Houston factory at Pullman in Chicago, the

Lymi E/ysssays: "It has not yet been decided about the

proposed Pullman works, but there is every reason to ex-

pect that they will go up soon, as the immense de-

mand for the company's apparatus from the western states

could be better met with there than at present where the

machines have to be shipped Icng distances with conse-

quent annoying delays and heavy freight bills. If there

was a place of manufacture at Pullman or Chicago the de-

mand for that part of the country cculd be supplied direct

from there, leaving the works here free to supply the

eastern and southern trades. There would be no lessen-

ing of work here as the demand for the T-H apparatus is

constantly increasing, and the Lynn factories have more than

they can do now to fill orders."

The Supreme Court of New Jersey has set aside the

Trenton city ordinance by which the Trenton Passenger
Railway company obtained permission to erect poles

and wires for propelling cars by electricity, staling

that the statute under which the ordinance was supposed

to act " does not stipulate anything about poles or wires

in the streets." The decision is a serious interruption of

the company's plans for its system.
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C, E. L. Brown and Carl Herlng.

To the Eililor of the Wesikun Kliccirician:

I presume that you have noticed my letter of Octobc''

i2th and Carl Mering's comments in No. iq of the iJec-

Irical Wo>I(/. Inclosed you will find the answer I wrote

to that paper, and in a letter dated November 30'.h they ac-

knowledge the receipt of it in the following words;
"Diar Sir: We have your favor of the lOthinst., and

note what you say about Carl I lering's comments, etc. The
matter has been turned over to our editorial department,

who, we presume, will use the same at the earliest possible

moment. It will certainly be given attention, and used if

possible. Very truly," etc

More than a month has now elapsed and yet ray letter

has not been published, so that I have the impression that

it will never appear. Mr. Herina (if I am right, one of

the editors of the f/.r/r/Vi?/ ir.>r/>/) is a special friend of

1 might mention another advantage of glass insulators

of a certain type. There is undoubtedly to-day a tendency
in the United States toward using oil insulators for high po-
tential currents, ft seems to me that in such a case a trans-

parent material would be preferable to porcelain, as the
contents of the cup containing the oil could be more easily

inspected, and the cups refilled

Truly yours, !'. IJ. IlAirr.

FAC-SIMtLE DRAWING OF PATENT NO. 381,998, SHEET 3,

FIG. 14.

Dobrowolski, and published during the Frankfort Exhibi-

tion, a series of articles about the Lauffen experiment in

which he made it appear that to his friend Dobrowolski
the installation and its success, was solely due; and further

he gave the impression that it was especially the three

phase current that made the transmission possible. In this

I think I see the explanation of their not liking to publish

my letter. C. E. L. Brown.
Following is the letter to the IVorld to which Mr. Brown

refers, dated Nov iS, 1891:

"To the Edilor of the Electrical U'\.rM\ Sir: I should

like to make a few remarks on Carl Hering's comments on
my letter of the T2th of October last. I would first draw
his attention to the concluding paragraph of that letter,

and secondly, refer him to Mr. Tesla's patents for the

three phase current, filed October 12. 18S7, Nos. 381,-

96S and 382,280, and his further patent No. 390.414 filed

April 23d of the following year, of the existence of

which patents he seems to be ignorant. For his further

edification I inclose sketches, which are facsimile copies

of diawings in the patents above referred to. I ihink that

he should then see that I have done full justice to the true

inventor of the three phase current system. Yours faith-

fully," etc.

The sketches referred to are reproduced in the accom-

panying cuts.

Porcelain and Glass Insulators.

To the Editor of the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN:

1 find in the columns of your esteemed contemporary, the

Electrical Engineer ol New York, an editorial commenting
upon F. W. Jones' appeal to porcelain manufacturers, con-

cerning the introduction of porcelain insulators for over-

head electric lines, in place of glass insulators

The editorial ends with the following remark: "With
the need so well recognized and with the ability to supply

it so well manifested, there should be little delay on the

part of porcelain manufacturers in this country, in finding a

new market in the telegraph field."

The writer laid this matter before a number of experi-

enced people in telegraphy in the United States, many

FACSIMILE DRAWING OF PATENT NO. 390,4x4. SHEET 2,

FIG. 3.

years ago, and the main argument then was not the ques-

tion of price, but the doubt whether porcelain insulators

^vould be preferable to glass insulators for the reason that

it was claimed that certain insects would use opaque insu-

lators for their abode while they w®uld avoid transparent

insulators which the light of day could easily penetrate.

These "old timers" claimed that opaque insulators, of

either porcelain or other material, had been used quite a

number of times, but that these lines always showed a great

leakage to earth due to dense webs built by these insects

under the bell of the insulators.

As the writer does not know whether this is true from
his own experience, he lays this before the readers of your
paper, hoping that somebody will either verify the above
statementsor that they may be referred as a fable to the

nursery.

Incandescent Lamp Litigation in Aus-
tralia.

The case of the Brush Electrical Engineering company
against Kingsbury was heard in the New South Wales

Equity Court before Justice Manning in November. It

was an "application for an interlocutory injunction to re-

strain the defendant, H.H. Kingsbury (trading as If. H.

Kingsbury & Co.) from importing or otherwise dealing,

in, except with the consent of the plaintiff, electric lamps

known as Thomson-Houston lamps, or any other incandes-

cent lamps, the plaintifl company claiming the exclusive

right to use or sell, or to restrain the use or sale without

their consent, of incandescent lamps constructed on the

principle of the Edison patent." The judge held that the

plaintifl was entitled to relief, and the injunction was

granted, with costs.

National Electric Light Association.

Great interest is being taken in the approaching conven-

tion of the National Electric Light association, at ButTalo,

February 23d, 24th and 25th next.

The papers to be read will treat on every valuable sub-

ject from "How to Fire a Steam Boiler" to "'Electric

Lighting from a Financial Standpoint." including the steam

engine, dynamo, switch-boards, overhead and underground

wiring, motors, etc.

The Progress of the Trolley.

The extent to which the overhead electric railway has
gained in favor with the people can be evidenced in no
better way than through an inspection of the books of the

leading companies. Taking, for instance, the Detroit
Electrical Works, Detroit, Micb., one of the youngest con-
cerns, which has, comparatively speaking, only recently

entered the field, a glance at the number of sales listed

would have a tendency to surprise one not conversant with
the progress of the trolley system.

During the year 1891 tne Detroit people furnished equip-

ments for roads in Kokomo, Ind., Athens, Ga., Augusta,
Me, Aurora, III., Chicago. III., Grand Rapids, Mich.,
Eau Claire, Wis., Galveston, Tex., Gloucester, Mass.,
Charlotte, N. Y., Cleveland, O., Lawrence. Mass , Salem,
Mass., Nashville, Tenn., Springfield. 111.. Saginaw, Mich

,

Kansas City, Kan., and Worcester. Mass.
Roads in the following named places were equipped with

generators: Athens. Ga, Chicago, 111,, Galveston, Tex.,
Gloucester, Mass., Nashville, Tenn., Kansas City, Kan.,
and Kokomo, Ind.

At a number of these places mechanical difficulties of

the severest kind were encountered, such as the climbing
of heavy grades and hauling a number of trailers on rapid

schedule lime. As an instance of what has been accom-
plished, the record made by fifteen of the 40 horse power De-
troit equipments on the MeIrimac^'alley road at Lawrenc*,
Mass., might be cited. Since the first car was started,

Aug. 31, iS9i,it is stated that there has not been a single

case of burn-out of armatures, fields, rheostats or switches.

Yet from August 31st, up to the end of iheyear, the motor
cars made a total mileage of 111,4443^ car miles, and dur-

ing the greater part of tbis time operated under extremely
severe conditions as the line was very popular, and carried

large crowds. The loads per car averaged, on good days,

between lOo and 138 people; yet these loads, and additional

trail cars as fully loaded, were cairied up grades of over
nine per cent., with the pressure as low at times as igo
volts, without any damage to the apparatus.

At Aurora. III., 40 horse power motors pull heavy loads

on cars weighing 9,000 pounds each, up seven per cent,

grades, and at a speed that is greater than is ordinarily met
with, even on grades of less per cent, with lighter cars.

At Grand Rapids, Mich., the 30 horsepower equipments
were, during last summer, put to exceedingly heavy service,

yet the results were most gratifying. In general the year
has been one of great improvement, and with the Detroit

Electrical Works in particular, it has resulted in the elimi-

nation from its apparatus, of the few troubles which were
incidental to pioneer work. As the equipment is now
manufactured, the motors can be put to the severest work
possible without fear of burn-out or mechanical damage.
The new form of shrouded bevel gears gives a most sub-

stantial construction, and as the teeth are cast, the hard
shell of the casting is utilized as wearing surface, thereby
getting the greatest possible wear. The improved railway

generator has done most satisfactory work. This machine
has one of the slowest running armatures of any in this

country, making 620 revolutions per minute. But owing
to the fact that the Detroit company builds all parts of the

generator with a wide margin for safety, these generators

can be run at 25 or more per cent, beyond their rated ca-

pacity without fear of any damaging results. This com-
pany has now in hand some new forms of apparatus for

the year 1S92, which it feels satisfied will be found most
acceptable to street railway people. Large additions

to the Detroit factory are now being made, which will re-

sult in trebling its capacity.

The Crown Electric Manufacturing Com-
pany's New Socket

A socket which presents several new fcaturc5of improve-

ment has recently been brought out by the Crown Elec-

tric Manufacturing company of Bridgeport. Conn. The
socket is simple in construction. The center screw is

secured so that it cannot turn in putting thclampon or off.'

The ratche: on the contact block is s^> arranged in con-

nection with the controlling spring that it makes a sure and

quick break in contact, and it is claimed that this arrange-

ment prevents absolutely any sparking and the

burning of the terminals. The parts are so constructed

CROWN ELECTRtC CO S, NEW SOCKET,

that there is no danger of shore circuits, there being an

abundance of room in the necessary mechanism of the

socket. The sockets are made in any style suitable for

any lamp now in use. The Crown Electric Manufacturing

company guarantees all its goods, which are tested before

leaving the factory.

Wood's Arc Lamp Hangers.
The lamp hanger illustrated herewith is a combination

of Fletcher's sleet-proof pulley and a supporting bail or

catch for holding the lamp. The position in the cut is

that of lowering the lamp. It is evident that a sufficient

pull upward would bring the first cone above the annular

projections on the bails; these would drop into position

between the cones, holding the entire weight of the lamp

and hood, and taking all the strain off the rope and

pullty wheel. When it is desired to lower the lamp the

cord is pulled until the lowerinverted cone is brought above

the bails. This cone is loose and slides freely on the stem

connecting the hook with the top cone. Now when the

cord is released the grip of the bails against the lower cone

causes it to slide partly into the upper cone, which is hol-

low. In this position both cones will invariably pass the

bails and allow the lamp to descend. The whole device is

sleet proof and very simple. It is made by the Electrical

Supply company of Chicago and the company exolains

that the supporting device can be secured in combination

WOOD S ARC LAMP HANGERS.

with or separate from the pulley. It can be attached to

any Fletcher pulley by simply driving out the wheel pin

and using a longer bolt, which is sent with the bails.

The Ferdinand street station of the Boston Electric
Light company was destroyed by fire early on the morning
of January 23d. The loss is estimated at $200,000. The
fire broke out about three o'clock, and was under control in

an hour. The property destroyed consisted of twenty-
four dynamos valued at $5,000 each, five 150 horse power
engines, one 100 horse power engine, and one 300 horse
power engine. Ten minutes after the fire was discovered
the main floor fell with a crash, and carried with it the val-

uable machinery.
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CORRESPON DENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, January 23.—There was a break in the ca-

ble to Brazil on Tuesday, and notices to that effect were

Sent to those having cable business with Brazilian ports.

The interruption in the service was between Maranhara

.and Para. According to the Anglo-American Telegraph

company business communications would not be seriously

delayed, because the land lines of the Brazilian government

are available for the transmission of cable news from Mar-

anham as well as from other points touched by the cable.

The search lights of the monitor Miantonomah were

tested on Sunday night. The spectacle excited considera-

ble curiosity. Captain Kane of the Brooklyn navy yard,

said that the Miantonomah was testing her search lights

for the first time, and the experiment had been made on

Sunday because it was desired to have the monitor ready

for fight as soon as possible.

A lengthy suit has juEt been decided against the Western

Union Telegraph company. The case in qnestion is that

of James E. Goodsell, which has been in the courts since

18S2. Mr. Goodsell owned the National Association

Press, which gave newspaper service throughout the At-

lantic and Pacific Telegraph company until it was absorbed

by the Western Union. The contract of the National

Press was continued by the Western Union, which com-

pany, after about a year, refused to perform the service it

contracted to perform for a term of ten years. Two judg-

ments were obtained and overthrown, one for $240,000

and the other for $250,000. The case was finally referred

to Frederick Coudert. As a result of this reference a judg-

ment was given for |6o 000 to cover both money loss and

damages. Both sides appealed from this decision, but the

Court of Appeals affirmed it. With interests and costs the

sum now amounts to about $70,000. which the Western

Union company must pay to Mr. Goodsell. This judg-

ment had also been affirmed by the General Term before it

went to the Court of Appeals.

There is a controvery on between the Board of Under-

writers and the Edison Electric Illuminating company, and

the question in dispute relates to the grounding of the neu-

tral wire. It has been brought to the attention of the

board, by means that could not be ignored, that the Edi-

son company had permitted its neutral wires to be grounded

in direct violation of a rule of the Underwriters'. Other

electric lighting companies were loud in their complaints

that special indulgence had been shown to the Edison

company. It was charged by some of the other companies

that the Underwriters had been aware of the violation of

this rule by the Edison company, and part of the motive

for present activity by the Underwriters is said to lie in

their desire to convince the other companies that no dis-

crimination will be shown in respect to this matter. When
the Underwriters appointed a committee to visit the Edison

company, this committee was met by the assertion that

grounded wires were not dangerous. The committee, on

the other hand, found itself overwhelmed with evidence

said to prove that if the Edison company was obliged to

take up its ground wires and connect them with a metallic

circuit a very large expense would be involved- Superin-

tendent William A. Anderson of the Board of Under-

writers, said on Wednesday, that he had become convinced

that there was an honest difiference of opinion between the

Underwriters and the Edison company, and that the inves-

tigation now in progress would, no doubt, be thorough,

and would lead to a satisfactory conclusion. The commit-

tee, he said, had submitted certain questions to the Edison

company, and the company had professed its willingness

to answer them. He understood that nothing had yet been

sent to the committee by the Edison company by way of

reply to these questions, but that the committee expected

replies within a short time, and as soon as it should get

possession of them a meeting of the board would be called

to consider the matter as it may then be presented. The

position of the New York Underwriters is that the grounded

wire is dangerous, and alike harmful to property and to life.

This opinion is not generally shared by underwriters, and

in several of the large cities the grounded wire is allowed.

Under the rule of the board against grounded wires, no

insurance can be carried on buildings in which the wires

are not properly laid. The controversy between the Un-

derwriters and the Edison company threatens to be pro-

longed, because, from whatever point of view it may be re-

garded, considerable amounts of money will be involved in

its determination.

The Western Union Telegraph company's new building

at Broadway and Dey street was thrown open for inspect-

ion on Thursday. The general operaling depailment on

the seventh and eighth floors was, cf ccurse, the chief

point of interest. Each floor measures 75x200 feet with

windows on all sides. At night light is furnished by 600

incandescent lamps. There are accommodations for upward

of 1,000 operators on the eighth floor, and 500 on the

seventh floor.

The Court of Appeals has handed down a decision

which has a most important bearing upon the question as

to whether electric light companies are manufacturers or

not. The case referred to is that of the Brush Electric Il-

luminating company, appellant, vs. Edward Wemple, con-

troller. A member of the firm of attorneys handling the

case for the electric company explained the point involved

in the appeal. In 1S90, he said, the electric company

paid, under protest, to the state controller about $10,000,

the amount of several years' accumulated state taxes and

penalties. The company petitioned the controller for a reset-

tlement of taxes and that official entered an order denying

the request. The attorneys for the company claimed that it

was a manufacturing corporation within the provisions of

Chapter 542 of the Laws of iSSo, as amended by Chapter

36iof the Lawsof iSSi and Chapter 151 of the Laws of

1S82, and in consequence of those laws was exempt from the

payment of state taxes. The controller contended that

as the company was not engaged in producing any mater-

ial thing it was not a manufacturing corporation within

the meaning and extent of those laws, and therefore was

not exempt from the payment of such taxes. The com-

pany appealed to the General Term, from the controller's

order declining a re-settlement and that court sustained

the decision of the controller. From that decision the

company appealed to the highest court and that court has

now by its decision sustained the contention of the electric

company's attorneys.

The latest report as to Cyrus W. Field's condition are to

the effect that while there were undeniable symptoms of

pneumonia the disease has apparently taken no stronger

hold on Mr. Field. It is stated that there is no change

for the worse, and the patient is resting comfortably.

On January 20th the board of directors of the Westing-

house Electric & Manufacturing company declared an

interim dividend of i per cent, on the preferred stock of

the company for the fractional part of the quarter ending

Dec. 31, iSgt. The dividend is payable at the office of

the company, 120 Broadway, on and after Feb. i, 1S92.

The transfer books will be closed at 3 P. m., January 25th,

and re-opened at 10 A. m. February 5th.

The directors of the North Hudson county railway at a

recent meeting in Hoboken decided to adopt the trolley

system on its surface roads from the Hoboken boundaries

to Un'on Hill, and to place a modified trolley plant on the

Central avenue elevated road.

Another Sound steamer, the New Hampshire was

launched last week at Harlan & HoUingsworth's yards.

The boat will be put into service next May on the Sloning-

ton line, and will be lighted by 600 incandescent lights.

W. F. O.

Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas City, January 23.—Attorney James Harkless

has brought suit against the Western Union Telegraph

company for the $200 penalty provided for by

a state statute in the event of a telegraph company neglect-

ing to deliver a message. On Thursday Attorney Hark-

less sent a telegram from Washington, Missouri, to Union,

Missouri. There is no station in Union, and the agent

charged 25 cents extra for delivering it at that place from

the next nearest station. He supposed the station was

only one mile away, but it proved to be five miles and the

message was not delivered.

The meeting of the officers and stockholders of the West

Side Electric Street Railway company of Kansas City, Kan.,

was held last week. The directors chosen are; C. F. Hutch-

ings. C. S. Clarke, W. N. Coler, Jr., W. S. Nelson. B. F.

Moats and L. W. Keplinger. The officers chosen: Presi-

dent, W. N. Coler, Jr.; vice-president, B. F. Moats; sec-

retary and general attorney, C. F. Hutchings.

Mayor Hannan has approved the much talked of Thayer-

Eniight franchise for the proposed system of electric street

railways of Kansas City, Kan, the mayor's suggestions

having been embodied in the ordinance. The proposed

line is nearly seven miles in length within the city limits

and will be a very valuable road, as it passes through the

choicest residence portion of the city, and its spurs reach

out to all the important industries in the two cities.

The line begins on North Fifth street at Roswell avenue

and as mapped out extends through the residence distruct on

the north side, past the court house and down Seventh street

to the viaduct, over which it passes; then it continues

through Armourdale to the city limits at the Southern

bridge and thence to the western limits of the city of

Argentine. At Seventh and Ohio avenues a branch wilj

extend to the Grandview portion of the city, and another,

on Kansas averue, will run west to Aigentine

boulevard; still another, on Miami avenue and Pyle

street, will run to the Phcenix packing house. The

franchise is one of the most valuable ever granted by the

city, and having been so long before the council the city's

interests have all been carefully protected. This is the

first road built in the city which is really an independent

Kansas City, Kan., road, all the others leading out of the

city.

There appears to be no doubt that the company backing

the enterprise is in earnest. The $5,000 forfeit has been

deposited. Work will be begun in thirty days, and the whole

line will be completed and running inside of ten months.

The estimated cost of the road is over $250,000.

The Stock Yards & Northwestern road also seeks a fran-

chise for over five miles of street railway in Kansas City,

Kan. This would bean electric line also. The "L" road is

before the council with an application for an amended

franchise allowing it to substitute electricity for steam.

Counting the two lines for what they ask, there is in

the city more than thirty-sevpn miles of street railway,

a showing which but few cities of the same size can

make.

Two regular trains have been added to the service of

the Northeast electric Hue. More will be put on soon.

Frank McDonald has been appointed assistant to the

president of the road, and will have general super-

vision over the train service. Superintendent H. F.

Farrar will exercise control of the mechanical and electrical

departments.

Citizens of Kansas City, Kan., are to have cheaper

electric light service at an early date. On or about May
1st there will be a general reduction to consumers of in-

candescent light. Manager Friedburg of the Consolidated

Electric Light & Power company slates that a new schedule

will be adopted at the iiae specified, and gave the follow-

ing figures as about what would be adopted:

Consumers of one to three lights 75c per month each.
" " four to six ''70 *' " "
" " seven to ten "60 " " "
" " eleven to twenty "62 " " "
" " twentytoforty " 60 " " '*

This will be the cheapest service in the West, and even

in the far East no such prices prevail. Manager Fried-

burg argues that his company will then furnish so much

more light by reason of the reduction that more money

will be made than at the higher rate.

The recent storm considerably interfered with the oper-

ation of the Northeast electric road. When it was time

for the first car to start the trolley wire was heavily coated

with ice, the result of a heavy sleet, and the current could

not be taken therefrcm. A heavy car carrying several

hundred pounds of coarse salt was run out on the track.

Then two files were fastened together in the shape of the

letter V and were riveted to a pole. Two of these scrapers

were made and four men mounted to the roof of the car

and held them against the wire in advance of the trolley.

Orders were given that nobody should touch the car unless

he wore rubber shoes, but one careless man climbed to the

car roof and received considerable of a shock in conse-

quence. The heavy grades on the Northeast road make a

scraper powerless, but Superintendent McDonald's scraper

and salt car worked successfully. G. M. P.

PERSONAL.
Thomas G. Crier, Chicago started on Saturday for

Pittsburg and Philadelphia to be absent ten days.

F. S. Terry, manager of the Electrical Supply company,
Chicago, has recovered sufficiently to return to his cffice.

L W, Collins has retired from Elc-ciridty to accept a

position with the ElecU-ical Ejigiiieer oll>ie:vi \o\\i city.

M. H. Sullivan, formerly with the Edison General

Electric company, has assumed charge of the editoral

department of the Sfrt-<:t Railway Guzeite, Chicago.

William Bracke, president of the Consolidated Electiic

Storage company, has been in Chicago for some days on
business connected with his company.

H. K. Oilman of the Great Western Electric Supply
company, Chicago, has recently returned from a somewhat
extended trip to New York and Boston.

W. D. Packard, secretary- of the New York & Ohio
company, Warren, O., was in Chicago on Saturday last

en route for St. Paul and other Northwestern points accom-
panied by his wife.

John T. Eeggs, manager of the Central District Edison
General Electric company, Chicago, visited Appleton,Wis..

last week for the purpose of attending the meeting of the

local Edison company.

According to the London Times, it is probable that the

title which Sir William Thomson will take will be that of

Lord Kelvin, from the name of the beautiful liver which
flows past the foot of the college grounds at Glasgow, and
on which his windows look out.
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NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Deposit Electric company, Deposit, N. \'.; capita! stock,

:|i2,ooo; to manufacture and use electricity for light, heat

and power.

Sanders Electric Light company. Portland, Ore.; capital

stock, $200,000; to manufacture and sell electric lamps and
machinery of all kinds; K. \V, Allen. Portland, Ore.

Home Lighting; & Fuel company, Parkersburg^, VV, \^a.;

capital stock, $250,000; manufact\iring and distributing

j;as and electricity; Van Winkle & Ambler, Parkersburg,

W. Va.

Electrical Conduit company, Long Branch, N. J.;
capital stock, $300,000; lo purchase and acquire certain

patent rights on improvements in underground electrical

conduits and conductors, etc.

Waterloo-Cedar Falls Construction company, Waterloo,

Iowa; capital stock, $200,000; building an electric railway

between Waterloo and Cedar Falls, Iowa; Central Loan
& Trust company, Des Moines, Iowa.

Universal Power company. New York City, N. Y.,

capital stock, $15,000; produce and supply power by

utilizing the forces of nature and transmission of such

power by electrical and mechanical combination.

Everett Terminal company. Everett, Wash. ; capital

stock, $500,000; to operate railroads, telephone and tele-

graph lines, electric light plants, gas and waterworks;

B. S. Grosscup. Fidelity Trust Bldg, Tacoma, Wash.

Consolidated Brush &: Novelty company, Paterson. N.

J.; capital stock, $50,000; to manufacture composition and
other materials for electrical and novelty goods, etc.

;

Robert Williams, First National Bank Building, Pater-

son, N. J.

Amethyst Water Works & Electric Light company,
Monta Vista, Colo.; capital stoik, $100,000; to furnish pure
water for domestic use, manufacturing, mechanical and
electrical purposes in the counties of Hinsdale, Saguache
and Rio Grande, Colo.

South Florida Electric company, Bartow, Fla; capital

stock, $2, 500; building, and equipping and operating
within the state of Florida telephonelines, call bells, fire

alarms, electric light, plants and electrical apparatus and
machinery; Frank Clark, Bartow, Fla.

Creede-Amethyst Electric Power & Water company,
Denver, Colo. ; capital stock, $100,000; to construct and
operate by electricity or other power a railroad and tele-

graph line from Jimtown to Creede or Amethyst in Sa-

guache county, Colo., and from these towns to the
mines.

Logan Telephone, Water & Light Supply company,
Logan, O.; capital stock, $25,000; connecting Athens, Logan
and Columbus and intermediate towns by telephone, con-
structing and operating waterworks and supplying light by
electricity, natural or artificial gas; William P. Price,

Logan, O.

Palomir Mountain Water company, New York city,

N. Y. (incorporated in West Virginia); capital stock, $5,-
000, coo; storing and distributing water for the irrigation

of land in the county of San Diego, Cal., also supplying
cities and towns with water, constructing and operating
electric railroads, etc.; F. D. Rounds, 34S2 Pine street, New
York city, N. Y.

Salem Electric Light & Artificial Ice company. Limited,
Salem, Washington county, Ind.; capital stock, $15,000; to
light with electricity streets, alleys, and all other open air

places and public and private buildings, to apply electricity

and electric currents for the use of power for domestic and
industrial purposes, 10 heat public and private buildings
and manufacture ice and furnish cold storage; Eugene
Haim, Salem, Ind.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The superintendents of the three electric light com-

panies of Rochester, N. Y., are conferring with the aldermen
and city electrician in reference to laying the wires under-
ground on Main and State streets.

Frank Bros. , one of the Chicago firms sued by the Bru sh
Electric company for alleged infringement of patent, have
made answer in the United S:?tes court claiming that they
are not now using lamps that lan be considered an infringe-
ment. The defendants be.i.ve that the Sperry lamp is

not an infringement.

The Philadelphia Illuminating company has filed in the
Court of Common Pleas a bill against Director Windrim
restricting him from awarding contracts for electric light-

ing during 1892, on the ground that they have not been
given to the lowest bidders. The contracts were awarded
to the Brush and other companies.

The recent water famine in Chicago, when the supply
was shut off because the intake pipes had become clogged
with ice, affected the electric light companies to some ex-
tent owing to their inability to procure water to supply
the boilers. Fortunately the period of greatest scarcity
occurred in the forenoon, when but few lights are burned.
Those of the Chicago Arc Light & Power company's
lights supplied from the Thomson-Houston station on
Michigan avenue were shut down from 7 to 8:30 A m.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
In addition to passengers the electric cars at Asheville,

N. C, carry mail and express matter and tobacco

A company with $100,000 capital has been organized at
Connellsville, Pa., by John L. Cans to build an electric

road.

W. Carhill, D. E. Edwards and Henry Gund, after in-

specting electric railways in various western cities, have
decided to put in an electric system at La Crosse, Wis., in

the spring.

It is reported, that work on the electric road at Cape May,
N. J., will commence February 15th, and that the road
will be completed in lime for the pleasure travel of the

coming summer.

The Galveston City Railway company carried 3,120,000
passengers in iSgr, with net earnings of $60000. During
a large part of the year the lines were torn up to substitute

electricity for animal power.

Interest has again been awakened in the construction of
an electric line from Aurora, III., through North Aurora
and Batavia. to Geneva, the county seat. There is every
reason to believe that the line will be pushed in theeariy
spring.

' At a special session of the city council of Clinton, la.,

the State Electric company was relieved from its obligation

to build tracks on Third street and Tenth avenue, and the

time was extended in which the prescribed lines must be
in operation.

An electric system to supplant the present horse car
line at Walla Walla, Wash., is now practically assured,
and the company has an option upon the Isaac flouring

mill property, by which it intends to run the generators by
water power.

Two electric cars collided in Allegheny City on the

night of January 22d. The accident happened on the
Manchester line, and although the passengers were badly
shaken up, no one was injured. It is claimed that striking

employes caused the accident by throwing over a switch.

The Short Electric Railway company has been awarded
a contract by the Minneapolis Street Railway company for

the equipment of the extensions to be made this spring,

which will include 120 gearless motors. The Consolidated
Street Railway company of Grand Rapids, Mich., has just

placed an order with the same company for twenty 40 horse
power gearless equipments to be used on the lines which are
being changed to electricity.

The People's Electric Street Railway company of San-
dusky, O. , has completed the track laying from the Sol-
dier's Home for a considerable distance toward Milan,
but has temporarily suspended work on account of want
of material and inclement weather. The power will be
furnished by the Sandusky Electric Light "^companv. The
project to build the line direct to Milan will soon be taken
up, and it is more than likely the road will be built by the
first of July, as great interest is exhibited in the project.

During the great snowstorm last week the Rochester,
N. Y., Railway company kept its snow sweepers and plows
working all night clearing the tracks. As a result the lines

were operated without delay the following morning, a
novelty that greatly pleased the people. A local newspaper
says: "It was generally remarked this morning that the
excellent street car service was something almost un-
precedented during a heavy snowstorm. At noon to-day
the street car starter reported that every line was in full

operation and all cars running closely on time. 'Yes,' said
the starter, all our lines here in the city are running right
up with the schedule. I don't believe better or more regu-
lar time could be made in midsummer. Even the Char-
lotte line is clear of snow, and there goes a car on that
line,' added the starter, pointing to a Charlotte car headed
for the lake, 'which is one minute ahead of regular time.
Cars were ahead of time on that line last night at mid-
night.'

"

The annual meeting of the Rochester Railway company
was held last week. The following named gentlemen
were chosen directors for the ensuing year: H. Sellers

McKee, Murry A Verner, Pittsburg; Horace Magee; T.
De Witt Cuyler, Richard W. Clay, Edward E. Denniston,
Philadelphia; Benjamin Graham, New York; John N.
Beckley, William S. Kimball. Arthur G. Yates, Hon.
Frederick Cook, Marsenus H. Eriggs, George "W. Archer,
Rochester. The directors elected the following named
officers: President, John N. Beckley; vice-president,

Benjamin Graham; secretary, Chas. A. Williams; treas-

urer, Frederic P. Allen ; executive committee, Frederick
Cook. H. Sellers McKee, Murry A, Verner, T. De Witt
Cuyler, Horace Magee, Benjamin Graham, John N. Beck-
ley. After the election some changes were made in the
by-laws of the company, and at the conclusion of business
the directors took a trip over the lines in a special car. The
affairs of the company were found to be in a most satis-

factory condition.

TELEGRAPH.
Storms prevailing in the vicinity of Pittsburg on January

13th played havoc with Western Union and Postal wires,
and much inconvenience was caused.

In the British revenue returns for the quarter ending Decem-
ber 31, 1891, the telegraph service receipts amount to ;i'"645,-

000, as against ^615,000 for the corresponding period of
iSgo, the increase being ^30,000. For the first

three-quarters of the current financial year the telegraph
service receipts amount to ^i,gio,ooo, as against ^1,840,-
000 for the three corresponding quarters of the preceding
year. The increase in this case is ;:^70,ooo, or 3 2 per
cent.

It is stated that the great Northern Telegraph company
of Canada, which some years ago entered into a contract
to operate the Montreal and Dominion line for ninetv-nine
years, will hand over all its franchises to the Western Union
company, which will in future operate the two Canadian
systems. Should the Western Union obtain control of the
Canadian lines a vigorous fight, it is said, may be antici-

pated with the Canadian Pacific company.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Electricity will be utilized in the new steel works at

Newborn, England, for welding and lighting.

In a recent lecture in Chicago, Dr. Richard S. Rosen-
thal, teacher of languages, said: "In teaching the correct
pronunciation of foreign langmges the phonograph has
been found to be unexcelled; in fact, the ideal teacher.
The lessons recorded on the instrument by cultivated
natives are perfect, and as the listener can have each sen-
tence repeated hundreds and thousands of times, he is

assured of attaining a perfect pronunciation and intonatioo
of any and all foreign languages. Where is the living

teacher who can accomplish this?" Dr. Rosenthal then in-

vited the audience to the phonographs on the stage with
their varied language lessons, and the lecture closed with
twenty-four phonographs conversing in a babel of tongues
to the groups gathered about each instrument.

TRADE NEWS.
Wm. L.'-ookfield. S3 Fulton street, New York, is turning

out a fine grade of standard screw glass insulators for a
number of electrical stations in the far west.

The Waddell-Entz Electric company, Bridgeport, Conn.,
reports that the lest of its storage battery made during the
past forty-five days in a car of ordinary capacity, over a dis-

tance of 2,982 miles, has resulted very satisfactorily.

According to General Manager 11. A. Clark of the East-
ern Electric Cable company, Boston, more orders for wire
for use in mining work have come in thus far this month
than were received during any three months of the past
year.

The Standard Paint company, 2 Liberty street, New
York, is presenting its friends with a very unique vest
pocket calendar, printed upon tortoise shell. The demand
for the little novelty has been so great that the fifth edi-
tion has been ordered.

The Mitchell Manufacturing company of Fitchburg,
Mass., expected to place incandescent lights in its factory,

but after submitting the Ward arc lamp to a number of
tests it was decided that better results could be obtained
by using this well known lamp.

The Engineering Equipment company. 143 Liberty
street. New York, has taken the agency for the metal elec-

tric light pole, which is manufactured by the Syracuse
Tube company of Syracuse, N. Y., for the territor)- known
as the Atlantic seaboard states, also for Ohio.

The Electric Construction & Supply company of New
York is doing the largest January business since its or-

ganization. Prominent among its numerous orders is one
for 156 arc lights for Leidman & Co., Brooklyn; one for 90
lights from Adams & Co., Buffalo, and another for 34
lights from E. F. Jeffery, New York.

The success of the Densmore typewriter has been so
marked that arrangements are being made to double the
capacity of the factory at once. This machine, which is

manufactured by the Densmore Typewriter company of
202 Broadway, New York, has been upon the market but
a few months, but the demand is so great that the com-
pany is unable, it says, to supply half of its orders. This
is certainly a remarkable record, and speaks well for the
excellence of the machine.

Not long ago Queen & Co., Philadelphia, placed on the
market a new style of electro dynamometer which has met
with great favor. By the adoption of an agate bearing
instead of fiber suspension as formerly used, the element
of torsion is eliminated, and greater accuracy obtained in
consequence. These instruments are extensively employed
as absolute standards in measuring both direct and alternat-

ing currents, and are especially suited for use in central sta-

tions as checks for the ordinary commercial ammeters.

Much practical information of a valuable character is

contained in the circular entitled, "Notes on Power Plants
for Electric Railways, Electric Lighting, etc.," just issued by
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co. The publishers an-
nounce that 'it is our intention within the next twelve
months to prepare a careful digest of the most intelligent

practice in the important department of engineering which
is the subject of this pamphlet. Such a digest will cover
amassof minor detail, which, in the aggregate, bears even
more upon the dividend earning capacity of a power plant
than the major items of the engine and boiler."

The C. & C. Electric Motor company of New York has
opened an office at 2or Madison street, Chicago, and hence-
forth the western business of this flourishing company will

be managed from this point. The western manager is E. E.
Mandevil'e, who is favorably known to the electrical fra-

ternity in the East and who will undoubtedly succeed in in-

creasing the company's business in the West very material-
ly. At present Mr. Mandeville's ofiice occupies only a
small portion of the space that will ultimately form the
western headquarters of the C. & C. company, but after

May 1st the entire store, which is 175 feet deep, with the
basement, will be devoted to the company's business. A
large number of the company's well-known dynamos and
motors will be carried in stock, and the offices and sales-

room will be attractively fitted up. No supplies will be
carried, and the office will be exclusively devoted to the
sale of C. Sc C. dynamos and motors.

The Chicago Rawhide Manufacturing company re-

cently sold to the American Cutlery company, Chicago, an
immense rawhide belt 115 feet long and weighing over
500 pounds. This belt had been in use but a few days
when a fire caught in the engine room, entirely destroying
the belt. An order was immediately given for its duplica-
tion, and the Rawhide company has it nearly ready to be
put in place. One of the many advantages claimed for
these belts, either of large or small size, is the fact that
they show no static electricity. With a dry leather belt of
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this size much trouble would be experienced from this

cause, but the rawhide belt retains its moisture, and does

not slip on the pulley. Users of large belts, who have
been compelled to place a device under the pulley, with a

number of fingers carrying copper wires connected with a

ground, will appreciate the advantages of a belt free from
this defect. The Rawhide company has sold a large

number of belts to electric light and street railway com-
panies, all of which are said to be giving perfect satis-

faction.

BUSINESS.
The Security Insulator company of New York, has

already received an order to furnish a large central sta-

tion in the western part of New York state with its insula-

tor.

The Standard Paint company of 2 Liberty street, New
York, has opened a western office at 542 Rookery, Chicago,

with P. H. Hover in charge as western manager Mr.
Hover is an energetic and capable business man, and is

sure to iccrease the western business of his company.

J. G. Beckerleg has received a diploma from the Pied-

mont Expo^iition just closed at Atlanta, Ga., for the

superiority of his back pressure valve. Several estimates

have recently been made for electric light and street railway

systems and a number of sales have been made of the larger

sizes.

The Ries Electric Specialty company of Baltimore, Md.,
was awarded the first premium and medal at the electrical

exposition recently held at Augusta Ga., for its regulating

socket for alternating current incandescent lamps. The
Ries socket is being generally adopted throughout this

country and abroad, and on all sides heard good words for

the company.

The Easton Electric company. Brooklyn, N. Y.. has

just completed an installation of two thirty light Easton
arc dynamos, with forty Easton arc lamps, and forty Bern
stein 25 candle power series lamps, on seven circuits, for the

Diamond State Iron company of Wilmington, Delaware.
The iron company is said to be proud of its purchase from
the Easton company as it is of the new mills.

Edifor Western Electrician:
For the information of our customers will you please

state in your columns that H, M. Underwood is no longer

associated with either tlie Knapp Electrical Works, Chi-

cago, or the Safety Insulated Wire & Cable company,
New York. Knapp Electrical Works,

Per M. A. Knapp, Manager.

At the annual meeting of stockholders of the Crocker
Wheeler Electric Motor company, New York, the follow

ing named oflicers and directors were elected for the

ensuing year: S. S. Wheeler, president; F. B. Crocker,

vice-president and treasurer; D. H. Jeffery, secretary;

R. N Peterson. S. S. Wheekr. F. B. Crocker, David
Crocker, A F. Higgins, W. B. Baldwin and F. M.
Jeffery, directors.

The Hine Eliminator company, of 106 Liberty street,

New York, reports a good trade notwithstanding the

general depression in the machinery trade. Orders have
come recently from the following concerns: Water-
town Steam Engine company. East Liverpool Waterworks,
East Liverpool. O ; E. C. Atkins & Co., Indianapolis,

Ind ; Austin Water, Light <S; Power company, Austin,

Tex., and Fairbanks, Morse i.V Co., St. Paul, Minn.

^William Hood, the Chicago representative of the Ac-
cumulator company, has recently installed in his office,

under the Grand Pacitic hotel, a small Van Duzen gas
engine to be used in illustrating the advantages of a com-
bined gas engine and storage battery plant for isolated

lighting. The Van Duzen gas engine has poppet valves,

is direct acting, and has many advantages claimed for this

work.

The thirty page catalogue for 1892 issued by the Eicke-

meyer & Osterheld Manufacturing company, Yonkers,

N. Y., contains a great deal of interesting matter. It may
be mentioned that this firm has recently had its apparatus

put to a severe test in Lynchburg, Va , where there

has been considerable snow and ice. It is in-

teresting to note that a car fitted with the Eickemeyer
standard double connected motors was used when it was
desired to make a start and clear the track. The first con-
nected car, it is said, made an ascent of a iij^ per cent,

grade on Fifth avenue without the use of sand.

A very flattering indorsement of the belting manufact-
ured by the Chicago Rawhide Manufacturing company has
just been received from the East The company owning the

City of Paris, the fine Atlantic liner, some lime since ordered

a small rawhide belt to be used in connection with the

electric lighting plant on this steamship. Soon afterward
another order was made, and, later another, until now the

entire plant is equipped with this belting. A shipment of

a large invoice of a new rawhide packing for hydraulic

pumps, has also been made to this vessel by the Chicago
company. The use of rawhide belting for the running of

generators is attracting wide attention, its uniform tension

and lasting qualities being but a few of its many advant-
ages.

It is now practically assured that the business of the
Sioux City Engine Works will be re-organized, and it is

further reported that sufficient capital will be placed at the

disposal of the company to conduct the business upon busi-

ness methods. The old management admits that it is

long since the business outgrew its capital. In spite of all

obstacles, however, the sales were doubled in 1891, and at

the beginning of the present year, the company had a large

number of contracts upon its books, a large and valuable
stock of material on hand, and excellent business prospects
for the future, the only thing lacking being sufficient work-
ing capital. It is now expected taat the funds will become
available within ten days or two weeks.

The Pelton Water Wheel company, San Francisco, has
recently furnished the Commercial Mining company of

Arizona a power plant which afTords a good illustration

of the results that can be obtained from a small quantity

of water under a high head, also showing the value which
may be placed upon a water power even under such ex-

treme conditions. The plant consists of a 4 foot Pelton
wheel which urns under a 1200 foot head at 690 revolutions

per minute, developing 45 horse power, using a nozzle tip

53-iooths of an inch in diameter, and also a 24 inch Pelton

wheel running under the same head at 13S0 revolutions,

developing 20 horse power with a nozzle tip 35-ioothsof an
inch in diameter. These wheels are to run a concentrating
and smelting plant including rock breaker, blowers, pump,
etc. The pipe line is 20,000 feet in length, the upper end
being 5 and 6 inch casing and the lower end 5 inch lap-

weld pipe. All the water supply that can be counted on
during the dry season is a flow of about 30 cubic feet per
minute. The large expenditure here made in pipe line for

a comparatively small amount of water, will indicate what
can be done with water power even under what may
be considered most unfavorable conditions.

The firm of Eraser & Chalmers, Chicago, manufactu-
rers of mining machinery, and steam engines, has shown its

readiness to recognize the merits of electricity as a power
transmitter and is about to fit up the foundry and boiler

shop and pattern shop in its Twelfth street works with an
electric power plant. The equipment will consist of two
80 kilowatt generators, one 25 horse power, eight 10 horse

power and eight 5 horse power motors, distributed throughout
the various buildings. The generators and motors will be
wound for 250 volts. One advantage which is expected
to be derived from the use of this potential is that while

the electromotive force on the motor circuits will be kept
down below any possible danger mark, yet by connecting .

the two dynamos in series a pressure of 500 volts will be
obtained which will permit of testing the various electrical

machines, the motors for which are usually wound for the

higher potential. Fraser & Chalmers have had this plant

under consideration for some months, and the competition
among the various motor companies has been keen. The
C. & C. Electric Motor company, New York, was awarded
the contract for the installation. It is understood that

part of this plant is to be in running order within sixty

days and the entire installation is to be completed within

ninety days.

Experience with the Short gearless motors in actual ser-

vice during the past three months has been an educational

influence, not only on railway people but upon the manu-
facturers of electrical machinery. There is beginning to

be a realization that the gearless motor is entirely feasible

and economical in operation. The two 15 horse power
gearless motors which operated a car at the Pittsburg con-

vention were sent to St. Louis immediately after the con-

vention, and attached to a long 36 foot double truck car,

which was placed in regular service on the road. The
Lindeli Railway company has been watching for an oppor-
tunity to make a test of the power consumption of the

gearless motor car as compared with that of other long cars

operated by double reduction motors. On Dec. 30, 1891,
and Jan. 2, 1892, tests were made under conditions so

c'osely alike that the results are considered reliable. At
4:26 p. M., Di^cember 35th, the gearless car started from
the barns on its regular trip, which was one of the heaviest

of the day. At 4:55 P M. on January 2d a double reduc-

tion car started on practically the same trip. On the out-

bound trip the gearless car carried twenty-five passengers
and the double reduction carried forty-three, and on the

inward trip the gearless carried ninety passengers, and the

double reduction one hundred and three. Thegearless car

as before stated, was 36 feet long; the double reduction car

was 44 feet long, but the difference in the weight of the

motors made the cars very closely of the same weight when
empty. One-quarter minute readings were made of both
current and voltage on each car. On the outward trip the

gearless motor took an average of 17.^9 amperes, 459
volts and 10.76 horse power; the double reduction car

took 21.79 amperes, 447 volts and 13,6 horse pow-
er. The gearless car made the half trip in 29% minutes,
while the double reduction car made it in 32 '2 minutes. On
the inward trip the gearless motors took an average of

28. 32 amperes, 448 volts and 17.1 horse power, and
the double reduction an average of 29 82 amperes,

442 volts and 17.67 horse power. The gearless car

made the half trip in 37/4 minutes, and the double reduc-

tion in 38 12 minutes. The gearless averaged 14.19
horse power for the round trip as against 15.56 horse
power for the double reduction car. It may be noted that

the double reduction motors with which the gearless motors
were compared were of the oldest and most efficient type

in the market, and are conceded by all to take less current

than any other motor of the kind.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued January 19, 1892.

467,153. Automatic Damper Controller. Ferdinand E.

Chatard, Baltimore, Md.

467,160. Holder for Telephone Receivers. Richard Dent,
Grand Rapids, Mjch.

467,169, Filament for Incandescent Electric Lamps.
Philip Hickley, Evanston

467,192. Electric Elevator. Norton P. Otis and Rudolph
C. Smith, Yonkers.

This invention consists in providing a means whereby the coo-
trolling device of the motor, after beingshifted to its full extent
to perm'tlhe maximum p iwer to be applied in starting, is auto-
matically_ returned to a slight extent toward its mid-position-
and also in providing means whereby the improvement may be
applied in connection with elevator engines.

467,199. Electric Arc Lamp. Jostf Riedel, New York,
JS. Y.

467,212. Automatic Fire Alarm. George S. Tilton, Bristol'

N. H.

467.215. Commutator, Henry P. White, Kalamazoo,
Michigan

This invention consists of a commutator consisting of a re-
volvable circular head havine on its surface alternating conduct,
ing and non-conducting paths on opposite halves and an un-
broken conducting path, the alternating paths jogging by each
other at their termini.

467,233. Process of Electric Metal Working. Hermann
Lemp, Lynn, and Walter S. Moody, Chelsea, Mass.

This invention consists in a method of periodically revers-
ing the direction of electric currents, flowing at an angle
into or through the same conducting medium, with relation to
one another.

467,230. Method of and Apparatus for Controlling
Electric Motors and Generators. Ciry T. Hutchin-
son, New York, N. Y.

467,239. Battery Zinc. Charles B. Schoenmehl, Water-
bury, Conn.

467,240 Electric Battery. Charles B. S::hoenmehl,
Waterbury, Conn.

467243. Electro Magnetic Brake. Henry E. Walter,
London, Eng.

Claim five isr

" An electro magnet brake for railways composed of electro-
magnets carried from the axles or axle boxes of the vehicle in
such manner that both magnet poles are in a line with a fised
longitudinal conducting bar and in close contiguity to it."

467,250. Trolley for Electric Railways. Edwin R. Hard-

ing, Winthrop, Mass.

4^7.255. L'quid Rheostat. Hermann Lemp, Lynn, Mass.

467,259 Electric Railway Brake. EJmond Verstraete,

St. Louis, Mo.

467,270. Incandescent Electric Lamp Charles H. Wil-

kins. Chicago. III.

Claim one read-:

"The combination with the bulb and filament of an incandes-
cent lamp said bulb being provided with interior glass socket
integral with the bulb and opening into the interior of the latter,

of a reflecting body or core of lime or other refractory non-trans-
parent white substance, Said body or core being sustained in

position within the bulb by naving one of its ends inserted and
secured in said socket.'"

467,276 Incandescent Electric Lamp John L. Curtiss,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

467.287. Automatic Cut-off for Gas Burners. James E.

Hogan, Oakland, Cal.

467,297. Mechanism for Controlling the Application of

Power. James F. McLaughlin, Philadelphia, Pa.

467,318. Commutator for Dynamo Electric Machines
and Motors. Elihu Thomson, Swampscott, Mass.

^ Claim two reads:

"The combination of the disk commutator composed of sector
shaped insulated sections fitted and secured together, with
brushes bearing on opposite sides of the disk and oppositely
acting spring? connected directly or indirectly with both
brushes and thereby equalizing the pressure of said brushes
against the side of the disk.'"

467.338. Rheostat. Charles Wil ms, Baltimore, Md.
Claim three reads:

"A rheostat having a body of resistance material forming a
path for the current of gradually decreasing width and divided
into sections by a series of collecting sectors, each extending
the width of the resistance material at the plane of the sector.

467,350. Electrolytical Plant. Otto Stalmann, Anaconda,
Mont.

467,358. Regulator for Electric Generators. Edwin W.
Rice, Jr , Lynn, Mass.

467,372. Galvanic Battery. Fernand Gendron,
Bordeaux, France.

467.448. Electric Railway. Charles J. Van Depoele,
Chicago, III.

Claim thirteen reads:

"In an electric railway system the combination of the tracks
of the railway, a hne or lines of conductors above said tracks
and following the line of all said tracks, and electric motors,
each making an upward pressure contact with the overhead
conductors, and a downward contact with the lower con-
ductors."

467.449. Controlling Apparatus for Electric Motors.

Charles J. Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.

This invention relates to mechanism for controlling the
action of apparatus at a point distant from the operator, the
medium of communication being in a practically incompressible
liquid which, being operated upon at one point, communicates
movement to other points of the system by acting against
movable parts contained within suitable chambers— as, for in-

stance, fixed elastic diaphragms or movable pistons contained
within suitable cylinders.

467.450. Electro Magnetic Reciprocating Pumping En-
gine. Charles J. Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.

467451. Reciprocating Electric Engine. Charles J. Van
Depoele, Lynn, Mass.

467,465. Electric Lock. Frederick S Holmes, Boston,

Mass., assignor to James W. Torrey.

Claim eight says:

"The herein described transmitting apparatus for electric^ally

actuated combination locks consists of a citcuit breaker, an
electric motor, gearing connecting the said circuit breaker and
motor, and a pole changer connected in circuit with the said

motor and circuit breaker,"

467,478. Electric Railway Signal. William F. Z. Desant,

New York. N. Y.

This invention consists of a movable part geared to an
electric motor located in a local circuit, in combination with a
relay which controls said local circuit, and a track circuit

closer whiih closes tho relay circuit and thereby opens and
closes the local circuit each time a car wheel pEsscs it.

467,48 J. Electrolytical Process and Apparatus for Carry-

ing Out Said Process. 0;to Stalmann. Anaconda,

Mont.
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EugknkB". riiii.i.ii'H, ['nwldOQt. W. II. SAWVKU. auc'y and i;ifclrl( l^n,

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
KIjBCTIilC LIUHT LINK WIKB,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, Ulf I D FC
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIKCOy

FARADAY CABLES.
NEW YORK OFFICE. P. C. Ackerman, 10 Corllandt Street.

MONTREAL BRANCH. Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Workt.

WANTBD.
All elcctilrul maDufttcturlDg concern

making molora. dynumos and epeclaltlc^,

wishes the servlcee of a lirst-class man aa

manager. He must be one of business

ability and experience, understjindlng the

needs In this line of trade, and how to fill

them; capable of making estimates acd
bids on work, directing Installallozis, etc.

Other thint's bein),' equal, preference will

be given L'>one who can buy an Interest in

the businesp, as the Importance of the posl-

tlon makes It desirable that the one filling

it should be SDni'^thing more than an em-
ploye. Applicants pleace address

'*MAWA«KB."
Cure WKsTtKN Electbician.

ELECTRIC PLANT FOR SALE.
Guofl growii)(5 town of ten thuutund

populiillou. Have u inunlcipal coDtrtct—

8

years to run. With proper facilities 100
an; and one thousand Incacdeecent lights

can be secured. Kii^y tetnis and long
time, address, '-INVESTMENT," care
WK-TKIIN Kl.Kf'THIfl ,.

WANTED.
A youDi:; mftu of 21 wiUi Home knowl^dt^t^ of

t^lectricftl Bcleiice, dcelren jioBttlon in ofllce of
ijJectriciil Hn])ply or conittructido company. Ad-
V4^rtl-Hr but* two InveotloDH )ifit<:iitfd. and othi-rtt

pemlliii,'. and will (,'lvc «niplo)'t-r« tlret op|tor-
tunlty lo iiuiDufBctur*.' or hhndl*i HnytltloK In their
line, wlilcli b<' may patent whit** in tbelr employ.

Addr'-BB "lovfnror,'"
ChF" Wj>TKIt'. ElKCTBI'IAN.

THE "CLARK" WIRE,
luBnlatlon CKoaranteed -wherever used. Aerial, lTnder{;round or (Snbiiiarlne.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: ''A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect.*'

The rnblier used in insiilatinK our wires and rubles is especially cliemically prepiired, and is guaranteed to l>e waterproof, and wilt not deteriorut'?, oxidizn or i ruck, iiml .vill rt'timin i1>-xiIjIi' in Hiircme cold
weather and is not affecled by heat. The innulation ia protected from mechanical injury 'ly one or more braids, and the whole Hllcked with L'lark'e I'uleut Compound, antl Bpecial extra llnl^h, which we
liave now adopted for all our solid wires aa an extra weatlierproof protection, and also preventing; clialinf^ and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very great extent fireproof. Our inHiilu'ion will prove
durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gaudies and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lightti from stock. Cables made to order. We are now jirepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a wliite outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

1/lark Joint diiiiii should be used for making waterproof joints. This ii put up in lialfpound hoses, m strips about one foot lont and flve-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint
and pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. KOR KAILWAV and ItlOTOU use, we make all sizes of stranded and fiexible with Clark insaFatlon.

'Wi: QUARAXTEE OUR IIVSU1.ATION 'WHKREVKR ITNED, AERIAL, (!X'l>EK<>;KOiriV'D OR SrBSIARinfE, and oar net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other firatclasa Insulated Wire. We shall be pleaeed to mail Catalogues with terras and diecountii for iiuantliies.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, ITAtliS.

HENRY A. CLARK, Treaenror and Gen'l Manager.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS, President and Electrician.

SIEMENS' ELECTRO-PYNAMOMETERS.
We beg to recommend these instruments as absolute
standards for measuring direct or alternating cur-

rents. They are widely used for accurate determi-
nations, and are especially desirable in a Central
Station, as standards of comparison for the ordinary
Commercial Ammeters. Prices upon application.

Send for illustrated

Catalogue 166. QUEEN & CO., PHILA.

Street Railway and Generatoi

Armatures Re-wonnd.

205 and 207 So. Canal St., CHICAGO, ILL.

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS

REGALIBRATED.-REPAIRED.
CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO., 73 W. Jackson Si.

-Tn e;-

ARC MOTORS,
i i, i, 1, 2, 3, 5 H. P. Sizes.

With Aotomatic Centrifusal Got-
ernor. No SwitcheB,

-^ 430 West im St.. New York.

-'v

For Sale Cheap. Second-hand Ma-
chinery, Arc and Incandescent. Also
Motors. All Apparatus Guaranteed. #

The Electrical Construction Co.

kAAA.

The Winner of 1 890 will win again in 1 891 .

Eleventh year.

SOLE MAKERS:

LAW TELEPHONE COMPANY,
85 John ISt., NEW YOBK.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Electrical Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL& CO,
218 Water St., New York.

Electrical Wood.

p
Telegraph 1 Q
Telephone \ CROSS L ARMS
Electric Iii;;ht \ E

8
OCTACONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES.

C. H. HOLMES, ''°°'"'"''^°g','.'eiif^:Mo.

ESTABLISHED 1848.

}
HEMINGRAY GLASS CO.

Offices, Covington, Ky. Factories, Muncie, Ind.

STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS,
Class Break Knobs, Floor Insulators, Battery Jars.

ARC LIGHT GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

TT^roEic 03jt s:fbci.a.Xj xsesio-its souTcirrED,

MclNTOSH, SEYMOUR 9^ CO. ENGINES.
Single Cylinder,

Compound

and

Triple Expansion.

FOR
ELECTRIC LIGHTING,

STREET RAILWAY POWER
PLANTS,

And all purposes where close

regulation and reliability

are indispensable.

SARGENT «t LUNDY, western Agents. 339 Rookery Building, CHICAGO.
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Established in 1861.

E. BAGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ELICTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE IJi Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWBLL & BIERCE MF6. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTRICITY for ENGINEERS.
A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.

Price, Postage Prepaid, $2.50.

7,'r;DAMs-k?REHT, ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

CHICAGO.
BBASCH STORE

2134 Michigan Avenue*

THE LATEST SPEC'ALTIES IN ELECTRIC
LIGHT SUPPLIES.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

ST-A-I^ ELECT^I^r CO.,
641 Xortb Broad Street, PHII.AI>£IiPHlA.

THEN AND NOW.
Tears ago the traveling public consid-

ered a seat on the driver's box of a stage

coach the acme of comfort, luxury and ex-

cluslveness. The traveler of to-day asks

for limited trains, made up of Pullman
sleeping and dining cars, vestibuled and
fitted up In the most sumptuous style of

modern decorative art.

Such trains are run over the Erie Lines,

through without change between Chicago
and New York, passing through the beau-
tiful Western Reserve, Mahoning Valltj

by Chautauqua Lake, and then througn
the mountains of Southern New York and
Northern Pennsylvania, the most pic'u-

resque and beautiful scenery between Chi-

cago and the sea. Tickets over the Erie

can be purchased at any of the principal

ticket offices.

ManufactufeKs of

OCTAGONAL^^ Cedar
TELEPHOHI& Electrical

RailwayPoles&CRossArws

f^^H.M.LOUD&SONSU)MBERQ.
i OSCODA. , IVIICH.

ANTIQUE FINISH DESK,
Four and a half feet Iod^.

--^, Send for complete catalogues of
S* office fittings.

AMBRICAS DESK AHD SEATIHG CO,.
!~0-373 WabasU Avenue, CHICAGO

6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

HARD FIBRE
for insulation and me-

chanical construction is

manufactured in Sheets,

Rods, Tubing, Washers, Discs and all Special Shapes. Esti-

mates and samples furnished upon application.

DELAWARE HARD FIRRE CO.,*''"':"™."''-

HMSE
' N2ISQMAIN St.

,
FITCHBURG,MASS,U.S.A.

;/ Manufacturers OF DYNAMOS fokLIQHTING,
/ platingandeXperimental purposes.

^^—ALSO MOTORS.-=^-^:
EVERYTHING LATEST DESISN AND HI 6H EST EFFICIENCV.

EliECTKlC MGHT
AXD BATTEBV

CJif^BOflS.

/tffOTOff

GLEVELAIsriD, OHIO

THE

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

ives ttie Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Over 2.000 in use.

AflEord-? the most simple and reliable power for all mioine and mannfactnr-
ing machinery. Adapted to heeds running frcm ".0 up to 2,000 or more feet.
From -20 to SO per cerL better results guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the conntiy.

EfiKCTBIC TBAVS3IISSIOX.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the waj- cf a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adaptation to yarying conoitlons
of speed and pretsnre, have brought It Into special prominence and esieuslve
use for this class of work. All applications ehonld slate amount and head of
water power required, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send for Catalogue.

THE P£IiTON WATER WHEEL
liSl-lS3 llain St., San Francisco, Cal., V. S. A.

143 LIBERTY STREET, - - XEW YORK.
^^It having come to oor notice that our patent rights are beiDsiurriaged

upon, intending pDrchasers are hereby warned that all each infringements will
be diilv proBPCuted.

PiCljTOX "WATER 3IOTOBS. Varying from ihe fraction of 1 to 15
and -iO horse x ower, nneqnaled for all light running machineiy. Warran'td
to develop a given traonnt of power with one-half the water required by any
other. ^^"Send for Motor Circular. Addreps as above. Deliveries made from
San Franciaco or Xew York, aa may aSord the most favorable freight rates.

CO.,

OF INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.

A New Book Jtist Published.

A Practical Guide to the Testing of Electric Light, Electric

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

PBICE, POSTAGE PREPAID, Sl.OO.

SEXD IN YOVTB ORDER NOW.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

PRIVATE I^ETXEK.
Dear Bob:—Tonr head's level in selecting onr

Toate to the Pacific coast; you've only on« night
on the road between Chicago and Denver and
yon can take every meal on the cars, and have
sufficient time In both cities to "fis up" and see
a man. You're quite right—the ""glorious winter
climate'^ of Colorado is fimply immense, and the
''Burlington Route'^ per^'ice is a grand Buccees.

YoTUB, Tom.

GIVEN AWAY!!
8A3IPJ,B OBDKB8 OF

Buxton's Packing
At Only 50c. Per Pound.

"Tie Enslneer's Favorite."
All Orders Gnaranteed.

Agents wanted In every State in the Union. We can qnote the
very lowest prices on Ring Packing. Send for discount and
price list.

ESTABLISHED 1SS2.

GEORGE B. BUXTON,
1 7 VIRGINIA ST., EAST SOMERVILLE, MASS.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The aH.-ntion ol KI.Kr'IRIC COMPANIES is callfrd to this i'KM.W:.

IIRAXKO WAXKIt W III-:i':i> as particularly adapted to th-nr use
on account of its rfiuurkably Hteady motion, nif^h Mperd
and err^'Ut l'''U<-i<rn<*y,and lai'e<^ Capacily foritsiliameter,
being iloublo the I*ow<'r of most wheels of samf; diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In ihc
economical use of water it is without an fqual, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect BTUarantc^ed.
MR.lfn FOR V.A'TAM.OUVWi A!\l> PARXICCI.ARM.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears arc required

and it can be belted directly lo dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch TICXOR

TIIRBlNKPi arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-iron Klume, Draft
Tubes, Knd Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plale. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. Wc arc row prepared lo furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation

admits of their use. we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

ISFJUJikfll!M!^3iO>]

.}ArMT(M\0.<&^'^X&"Za^
FOR

ELECTRICAL
PURPOSES.

Send for Sampler and Prices.

BOWERS BROTHERS, 121 Lake St„ CHICAGO.

MICA

'TALIAN & AMERICAN MARB^^

ELECTRICAU^'-'^ I36 LIBERTY ST.
EXCHANGE BU1LD1NG> NEWVORK.

J.C.TEMPLE.
(Fonneply oi STOUT, MILLS & TEMPLE),

DAYTON, OHIO,

flytolicaMMeclanicalEnpeer
Improvement of Water Powers, Arraneement

of Power PlantB, Shafting, etc, for Electric Power
and Light. CONSTRUCTION SUPERINTENDED.

'Link-Belt MaghineryGo,,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS,

Manufacturers of

ELEVATING AND CONVEYING

For the economical handlingof Coal,

Af^hPB. Sand. Orp^. Etr.. K'c.

WU. 6. TUKNBB, Pres. GEO. A. BBLL, V. PBKS. J. Lbstbb Woodbbidgk, Sec. and Treaa.

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
Consaltingr and Constructing

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment ol Electric Railways. Steam and Electric Plants.

47 Times Building. Telephone Call, I009 Cortlandt. NEW YORK.

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If in want of Poles, Ties and Poets, Bsve monej
by getting my prices.

W.C, STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

sisrF.^:BXjisEE:E:z> is73.
SOI.E MAUfCFACTUREKS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Slieets, Tul)es, Rods, Sticks, and Spacial Sliapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wiimNCToai^'pEL. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i4»e\'
OFFICE:

ST., N'. Y.

THE SCHUYLER
-s"3rsTE]vi: 03

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT PEATUKES:

^r^stantaneous. and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes-

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

HEISLER ELECTRIC GO.
DREXEL BDILDIN&, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE ONLY

LONG DISTANCE SERIES

I tli

THAT IS SEIiF-CONTAISTED, AND ABSOLUTEliY
AUTOMATIC IN REGULATION.

Noted for Brilliancy of Light and Great Efficiency.

ALSO

Series Sockets and lamps for Arc Light Clrcnits.
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For Driving Dynamos'.

The Pennsylvania R.R. Co. have thoroughly tested and have adopted
the Evans System of Driving Dynamos in their Juniata-Shops, Al-

toona, Pa., and are starting a new plant at Renovo.

Thousands of Horse Power in use driving Dynamos, and hundreds of sets of Cones in

operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO., Evans' Cones.
l<'or Varying Speed.

CSZCAGO Z1TST7LATED WIRE COMFANT,

HIBH BRADE INSULATED WIRES
OF AJL.1L, DESCRIPTIONS.

WEATHERPROOF WIRES,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

MAGNET WIRES,
INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,

ETC., ETC., ETC.

WBITB FOB QUOTATIONS
AND SAMPLES.

Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO., 40-52 N. Clinton St., CHICAGO, ILL.

EVERYTHING IN

WIRE-FUSE- STRIPS.

MANTJFACTUHED BY

The Sperrv Electric ininr Macliine Cd
39th St. and Stewart Ave.. CHICAGO.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOE HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The- KartaYGrt - Manufacturing - Do,.>

Goodrich-ColemaR Electrical Works,
NEW ELECTRICAL THEORIES DEVELOPED.

Manufacturers of Specialties and Novelties under Con'ract.

31 South Canal Street, - CHICAGO.

H.WARD LEONARD & COMPANY.

Secure bid from ub for Electrical Apparatus or
ConBtrnction before deciding. Railways, Light-
ing, TranBinlBBion of Power, Wiring, etc.

Electrical Exchange Building,
JffEAV XOBK CITX.

DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
Afford the Only Reliable and Efficient Means for

ALL NIBHT ELECTRIC LlfiHTINC.

All other devices are crude, expensive and unsatisfactory.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY
Has established its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lamps, No. 219,208, having ivoflfour
distinct infringement suits in the United States Courts, two of them on final hearing, the decisions

being rendered by Jtidges Gresham, Blodgett, Brown and Ricks.

The public is warned against the use of infringing lamps or any crude substitute for the Brush Invention.

Arc Lighting Apparatus, Electric Motors and Generators,
Alternating Current Apparatus, Incandescent Lighting Machines,

Carbons for Arc Lighting, Etc., Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,
CDI^ICD.
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOULAELT ADAPTED TO DEITOia

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of Its high efficiency at all stages of gate, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the cfinatructlon of which makes It the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

^mn POR rSTAI nniP mustratlng various styles of setting

on both vertical and horlzonttl shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS GO,,

DAYTOIM.O.SUCCESSORS TO
StXOUT, niLrLS & TEAIP1.E,

STEAM PLANTS
INSTAIiliED BIT

'•)>ITir. B. PEARSON c£ CO,
HECHAMICAL. ENGINEKBH AND CONTRACTOBB.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, • CHICAGO.

AUTOMATIC COMPOUND,
9 sizes in stocl<.

STANDARD AUTOMATICS,
13 sizes in stock.

JUNIOR AUTOMATICS,
7 sizes In stock.

Repairs made to

Gauge

I IJl AND

I 1^1
CARRIED IN

STOCK.

COMPOUND DRIVING DYNAMO.

THEWESTINGHOUSE MACHINE COMPANY.
. PITTSBURGH. PENNA.U.S.of A. G

WILLIAMS AUTOMATIC ENGINE.
For all purpoees requirinc steady power.

Williams Ewgine Works: No. 447 North Mreet,
BALTIMORE, MD.

A GREAT RAILROAD.
By ttie abBorpll'in of the Clilcmjo Jk. Ailanllc

Railway between Marlon and Cblcaeo. the KKIK
hae at laet effecied its entrance Into t-blca^o, and
now occupiea ibe prood poalilon of heing the only
line between Chicago and New York entirely
under one management
One resDlt of cnieie the arrantiement whereby

all the tbioagb trains cf the Erie are now rnn
Bolid betweeen Chlcapo and New York without
change. PasEengere haJding tbroagh tickets,
whttner first or p^'cond claee, are ab e to go from
Chicago to New York withoat chan^'iDt; chts.
Pallman'B moat modern S'eeplng Care are run

on all through trains via thia line, and on their
Veatibule Limited, Pullman's Dining Cara. No
extra fare charefd on this train. In fact, the
rates via the ERIE are lower than via any other
roate ofFerlng frqual fucllitlee.

THEWOODBURYENGINE
SELF-CONTAINED, AUTOMATIC
HIGH SPEED STEAM ENGINE
for Electric Lighting and
Street Railway Service,

WITH BOILER PLANT COMPLETE
Catalo}2;ue sent on application.

STEARNS MFC. CO. ERIE.PA.
BRANCH I

Philadelphia, 94".i Drexel Kldg.
Omces \ S^"* Francisco, 29 & 31 Spear St.

-^iDRY STEAMl^

THE POND SEPARATOR.
The Pond Separator Is guaranteed to relieve the

steam of all entrained water and return this water
to the boiler, thus effecting a large saving in fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

ST. LOUIS. CHICAGO.
COMPAIVY,

KANSAS CITY.

SEATTLE.

BALL
AUTOMATIC CUT-OFF

ENGINE.

ENGINE C*DIP DA
COMPANYbm11 ff^Ma

Simple.

With New Improvements.
Unequaled Regulation.

^x Highest Economy, Durability,
^' Smooth and Quiet Running.

Cross Compound.

Triple Expansion.

TandemCompound

The BEST ENGINE for ELECTRtC LIGHTING, ELECTRIC RAILWAYS, ELECTRIC

MINING, ELECTRIC WELDING, and General Manufacturing Purposes.
CCIimii r^-'l'-t^OPEIiAlVD & CC 18 CortlsndtSt.. NewlPork; J. W. PABKEB •& CO., 38 Soath Fourth StreetOCLLinU

J PhUadelphIa, Pa.; DBAVO * BIiACK. 804, l,ewl8 Block, PlttsbarSi Pa.: MOBTHIVKBTEBX SUPPIiY
AliCIITS 1 <^o., Tacoma, Wash.; CBOOK, HUBNEB dt CO., Baltimore. Hid.; E. e. CSILBEBT, AtPhison, Kan.; GOOIiETAaCn IS t^VATEB, S24 Wasblngton Ave. Sontli, Minneapolis, Hlnn.BRANCH OFFICE., Room 506 Bxrokery Building, CHICAGO, ILL. ALBERT FISHER, Manager.
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W.P.
THE mOMSON-HIISTIN ELECTtlC CO,

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RAILWAY MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

1,600 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

TBOMSON-HOnSTON ELECTRIC CO.,

Boston Office: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 148 Michigan Ave.
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PERKINS INCANDESCENT LAMPS

Have given satisfaction to tjiousands.

Winy not join tine tFiousands?

Write us about them.

Safety White Core Wire.

A new product.

Fireproof braid.

Every requirement has been met

To make it the best.

1 ou should use it.

We are Western Agents for the above.

The KnapD Electrical Works,
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STANLEY PRIMARY FUSE BOX.
ITS SPECIAL FEATURES ARE:

Absolute Safety in replacing

fuses on a live line.

Inability of Arc being sus-

tained, and following

from one terminal

to the other.

Impossibility of short cir-

cuit by Arc following from

one pole to the other, the

two fuses being in entirely

separate chambers.

INcXPENSIaZc. ) fuses can^e'replaced. I DURABL-t.
If -Kranted., tlie Stanley Xra,nsforilier is fumlslaea. -ra-itli. tills fu.se iDox separate,

instead, of on tlae transfornn.er, at ttie sanae price-

Western Agents,

Electrical Supply Company,
STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

PiTTSFiELD, Mass.Randolph St. and Michigan Ave.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PEBCHA INSULATING CO.

HABIRSHAW INSULATION
ZS ]PW»S WAl^A.

UndergTonnd Core,
IV. J. «_eiitral B. St.

Marine Core, nsed
on tvovernment

Cruisers.

Feeder Core.
Broad^vay Theater.

Naval Marine India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.

Feeder Cable. Brookl^n^
£di8on Electric Light Co.

t^nbmarine Work, Kdison Bleetric
I^ight 1 o.. Claston, Pa.

IVaval Core, United
States s. s. "Chieago."

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES. Feeder Conductor.

•'Drypla'-es.*'
Grand Central Depot.

Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far employed on board the United States steamships Trenton, Chicago, Boston, Yorktown, Pensacola, Phila-
delphia, Petrel, Atlanta, Baltimore, Newark, Vermont, Charleston. San Francisco, Concord, Bennington and monitor Miantonomah.

SOLID AND STRANDED CONDUCTORS, TAPED, ERAIDED, FLAME-PROOF.

The Habirshaw Insulation fulfil] s all requirements in places demanding the
"Best," and in that field finds no successful competitors.

FACTORY: CLENWOOD, YONKER8, N. Y.
OZ'X'XOZI:

315 Madison Ave., Cor. Forty-Second St.,WM.M.HABIRSHAW,F.C.S.,

Feeder Core.

0£X£RAIi MANAGER. ItfEW YORK CITY.
Feeder Cable.

1E51ERH AGESTS: THE ELECTBIML SUPPLY CO., cor. Randolph St. and Michigan 4ye., CHICAGO, ILL. if^S^r^c'li^SrSlS
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FORT WA7NE ELECTRIC CO..
-MANUFACTIIBEKS OF THE-

SLATTERY INDUCTION AND WDOD ARC SYSTEM
-or'-

THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being used almost exclusively after other systems have been
tried and thrown out—Philadelphia, New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

WE MAKE ALL STANDARD SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM.
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., f ,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND.

NEW TORK 115 Broadway. PITTSBURGH, PA 533 TVeod Street.
CHICAOO 185 Dearborn Street. SAJT FRAKCISCO 35 New :i!Iontgomery Street.
PHII>ADEl,PHIA 907 Filbert Street. TORONTO, CANADA 138 King Street, W^.
DAL,L,AS, TRXAS Mclicod Bnilding. BUFFAI^O 888 Pearl Street.

ONE MOTOR DRIVING BOTH AXLES
Of a street car, is the same principle as having all driving wheels of a locomotive connected, which is the

AMERICAN SYSTEM.

HorSB POWfir
^^^^^^m^^ < 1 1 1

miil^^^^^^'''^ Rnth AvIoc

This cut represents the latest construction of our Standard Apparatus equipped with our HEAT PROOF MOTOR.
Attention is invited to the work being done by these equipments on the Merrimac Valley Street Railway,

liawrence, Mass.; Consolidated Street Railway Company, Orand Rapids, Mich.; and the People's Electric Street Rail-
w^ay, Springfield, 111.; where, in each place, the two largest electric companies have put their latest equipments
against them, with the result of proving our claims and strengthening the advantages derived from utilizing the full
traction of the car, and driving all wheels simultaneously.

PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS:

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
DETROIT, MICH., U. S. A.

A'so Manufacturers of Electrical Power Machinery, Standard Line Appliances and General Electrical Supplies.

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED.
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HARD FIBRE
for insulation and me-

chanical construction is

manufactured in Sheets,

Kods, Tubing, Washers, Discs and all Special Shapes. Esti-

mates and samples furnished upon application.

DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO.,'"^"'uT.."^

PATENT Rnns more Slack than
Unpei-forated Belts, hence

1 adapted to uneven power

^^^ ^^ of Electric Railways and

fl^^K^nf^raWraPlBpP^^^ for Electric Power in Gen-
'':z^f eral.

lllExiorffM

PACKARD
HICH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
I 9lanufu4-turrd by the •

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY. Warren, Ohio.
NBW YORK CITY, Cbae. E. Cbapln, 186 Liberty

Street.
SYRACUSE, N. Y., Electric Enjlneerlng &

Snppiy Co.
CHICAGO, ILL., The Electrical Engineering *

Snppiy Co., 9.51 The Rookery.

BT. PAUL, MINN., The BIectrlc«l Engineering
& HapplyCo.

ST. LOULS. MO., St. Loula ElectrlMl Snppiy Co.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Interoatlontl Electric

Supply A CODBlroction Co.
CINCINNATI, OHIO, tjueen City Electric Co.
LOUISVILLE, liY.,8mlther»& DavIe.

B. E. KELLER. F. E. BEGENIIAUDT.

Keller & Oegenhardt,
^'•"^"'"^ "^i"""^'

543 Rookerjr Bids'., Chicag'O, 111.
THE ONLY BUREAU OF ELECTRICAL INFORMATION IN THE WORLDS FAIR CITY.

WILLARD L. CANDBE t Rnslness Manaeer.
H. DURANT CHEEVEE, J

"°"°^" '"""»"••

CHAS. A. SCHIEREN <fe CO.,

Tbe

International

Also New York, Boston, >

Philadelphia. $

PATBNTEBB AND BOLE MANUPACTUBBBS^

46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO. ILL

Insulated Wires and Cables.
Tbe acknowledged Standard for durable and blgb In-

nlatlon. Xts merits proved by a record or over q.aarter
of* centnary, Adapted to all electrical parposes.

CELEBRATED KERITE TAPE FOR INSULATING JOINTS,

,1 , Electric Light and Power, ALL SIZES Aerial Use,% I Telegraph and Telephone, ip„j c„rnspH Wirpa Subterranean U»e,— Railway and all other
Leaa tncasea wires.

submarine Use.
Branches ol Signaling, Concealed Wiring In all Locations.

WILLIAM H. EGKERT, Gen'l Agent, 16 Dey St., NEW YORK.
Western Electric Co., Chicago, 111., Sole Agents for the "West.

ALEXANDER, BARNEY ^ CHAPIN,
20 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

THE MOST

POPULAR LAMP
IN THE MARKET,

•A.B^C.

WRITE US

FOR

PRICES

OF ALL GOODS,

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTUEEES, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

BATTERY,
^^^^^^^^^

Supplies

THE "CHAMPION'
Price, with Rod Zinc, $1.15 per Cell, with Corrugated

Zinc, $1.35 per Cell.

THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED,

Of all Descriptions.

OM&pI.t* Cll of Gbua' C.rboD BewTToIr and Cover CorrDg.t«d Zinc of Cham*
plo. Baiur,. of Champion Batter;. pioa Batter;.

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances,

Construction Tools and

Line Material.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

OKONITE COMPANY, LIMITED.

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES MPCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
BKANCHGS: Chicago, Boston, Pblladelphla, lUUnneapoIIe, Cincinnati, Kansas Oltr,

Omaha, rioaiaville, St. Ijouis, San Franuieco, I.ondon and So. America.

[•pAOEMARKl

WRITE FOR PRICES ON

TROLLEYS, GEARS, BEARINGS

AND GENERAL SUPPLIES.

R. D. Nuttall Company,
Allegheny. Pa. Nev Vork.

WM. HOTCH, Free. C. 6. WINTER, Tress.
C. £. BIBBER, Gen'l Manager.

Consolidaied Electric Mfg.
COMPANY,

154 Franklin and 155 Congress Streets, BOSTON.

MANUFACTtlBEBS OF

Eleclrical Aiaratis M Smlies.

Chicago Agency—Electric Appliance Co.
Kansas City—Franklin Blectric Co.'

Birmiugham, Ala.-

' Atlanta, Ga.—Gate' Citr Electric Supply Co.
j

BnfEalo, N. Y.—F. P. Jones & Co.
Sioux City, la.— Sioux City Elect. Supply Co.

Woodruff-Harris Electric Co. I >'6w Torlt—Parmlv. Slilchell A Co.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., newyork.

AGENTS:
W. B. Pearson & Co., Home Ins, BIdg., Chicago. III.

Thoa. G. Smith Jr., Hammond Bldff., Cincinnati, OMo.
W. A. Day, 138 Oliver St., Boston. MasB.
A. M. Morse & Co., Commercial Bldg., St. Louis, Mo,
M^ad & Stn'ngham, Hammond BIdg., Detroit, Mxcli.

Hyde Bros. & Co., Lewis Blocli, Pictsburg, Pa,
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TtlB

Tbomson-Houston
ELECTRIC CO.,

MANUPACTTJREKS OF THE HIGHEST QUAIATY OF

DYNAMOS, LAMPS
And Every Necessary Appliance for the Construction, Maintenance and Operation of

Central Stations and Isolated Plants,

Arc, Direct Current and Alternating Current Systems,

100,000 750,000
Thomson-Houston Arc Lamps, Thomson-Houston Incandescent Lamps

In Daily Operation October 1, 1891

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, WESTERN OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON. Mass. 148 Michigan Ave.. CHICAGO. ILL
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Abcudroth & Root Mfj^. Co xlil

Alcxunilcr, ISarncy & Cbapln 1

American Ue.sk & Seating Co. .- —
American Electrical Works xlil

Andrae, .lulius xli

Andrews As Co., A. H xlv

Baggot, K xlv

Bain Elcclric Mfg. Co i x

Ball Endne Co xlx

Ball & Wood Co.. The i

Beckcrleg, Jas. U v!

Beggs, J. E., Mfg. & Supply Co. .ix

Beinatein Electric Co Ix

Bjwcrs iJros xix

Braun Illustrating Co xxl
Brownlee »& Co xH
Broobfield, Wm xii

Brush Electric Co xvl

Bunnell & Co., J. H xlv

Butler Hard Rubber Co vl

Buxton, Geo. B xlv

0. B. i&Q. R. R X

C. & E. R. R xlv, xxi
C. &. C. Electric Motor Co. ... vi

Central Electric Co » . . v
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co xlx
Chicago Electric Motor Co
Chicago Insulated Wire Co Ix

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co vi

Colburn Electric Mfg. Co xiv

Consol. Elec. Mfg. Co., The i

Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Mo. Go . . xlii

Crown Electric Mfg. Co vi

Cushing, F. W vll

Day's Kerlte Insulation i

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. .xxl

Delaware Hard Fibre Co I

Detroit Electrical Works xxvi
Dlehl &Co ix

Eastern Electric Cable Co xlil

Easton Electric Co
Edison (General Electric Co viii

Electric Merchandise Co x
Electric Secret Service Co xii

Electrician Pub. Go.xlv,xvi,xviiI,xx

Elec. Construction Co., The xlii

Elec. Eng. & Sup. Co., The. . . . xlii

Elec. Supply & Contracting Co, xiv
Electrical Supply Co., The. . . xxlv
Elektron Mfg. Co xvlli

Empire China Works xiv
Evans Friction Cone Co xvi

For Sale ix, xiii

Fort Wayne Electric Co xxvl
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd..x
Gllman&Co., E. R ix

Globe Carbon Co xv
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.viil

Greeley& Co., The E. S i

Goodrich-Coleman Elec. AVks..
Helsler Electric Co xv
Hemingray Glass Co xiii

HUl Clutch "Works
Hirllmann, C. J
Hlne Elfminator Co xli

Holmes, C. H xlii

Holmes. Booth & Haydens vi

Hunt Machine Co., Rodney...
Hussey & Co x
India Rubber & Gutta Percha

Insulating Co xsv
Interior Conduit &Inaulatlon Co. . x
International Okonite Co i

Kartavert Jlfg. Co xvl
Keller & Degenhardt. i

Baiapp Electrical Works xxiii

Lasell, Edw x
Law Telephone Co xiii

Leonard & Co., H. Ward xvi
Link Belt Machinery Co xv
Loud.H.M. & Sons Lumber Co.. xiv

Milliken Bros xvill

Mosher Arc Lamp Co xii

Munsell & C^., Eugene xiii

Murphy. T. J xiii

National Carbon Co xlv
National E'.cctrlc Mfg. Co xvil

N.Y.Beltlng & Packing Co xii

"Hew York Insulated Wire Co..xviii
New York & Ohio Co i

Nuttall Company, R. D i

Ostrander & Co., W. R x
Page Belting Co
Palste, H. T xiii

Partrlck & Carter Co
Payne & Co., Geo. W xlx

Pearson & Co., W. B xxi
Pelton Water Wheel Co xiv
Perry & Noyes xii

Phoenix Glass Co xix
Pond Engineering Co xxl
Powell Co.. The Wm xix
Pumpelly, J. K xiii

Queen & Co xiii

Racine Hardware Mfg. Co xii

Ries Elec. Specialty Co., The. . . x
Rockford Electric Mfg. Co. . . .

Roeblings Sons Co., J. A
Royal Electric Co xii

Samson Cordage Works x ii

Sawyer-Man Electric Co xix
Schawel & Co., Jas xii

ScWeren^Co. Obas.A I

Schoonmakcr, A. O xli

Schuyler Electric Co xv
Short Electric Railway Co Iv

Shullz Belting Co ix

Smith, Thos. (J. Jr xvl

yom( IT. J. \j XV
Sperry Elec. Mining Mach. Co.. xvl

StiiQdard Paint Co ix

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co
Star Eleclrix Co xlv

Stearns Mfg. Co , . xxl
Sterling, W. C *v
Stllwell t&BIerceMfg. Cn...xiv, xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co xxv
Taussig. S xviii

Taylor Engine Co '. ix

Temple, J. C xv
Tnomson-Houston Elec. Co. II, xxii

Union Electric Works
Union Hardware Co xii

U. S. Electric Lighting Co...
VanNuIs C. S
Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Wanted xlii

Washington Carbon Co., The iv

Western Electric Co x
Westinghouse Elec. and Mfg Go. .xl

Westinghouse Machine Co xxi
WestonElectricallnstrum'l Co..
Williams Engine Works .. xxl
Woodbridge & Turner Eng. Co. xv
Woodhouse & Rawson, Ltd
Worthington, Henry R

CLASSIFIED LIST.
AlamtDDm.
Uoodrich-Coleman Elec. Worba.

Annnnciators.
Central Electric Oo.

Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical OoDBtractlon t-'o,, Tbe
Electrical Supply Co., Tbe.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Oreeley & Co.. The S. S.

Knapp Electrical Worke.
Monitor Electric Co.
03trander&Co. W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Onion Electric Works.
WeBtern Electric Co.

Arc l^amps.
Beg^B, J. E., Mfg. & Supply Co.
Brneh ElectricCo.
Easton Electric Co.
Fort Wayne ElectricCo.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Mosber Arc Lamp Co
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomeon-HonBton Electric Co.
Weatlnghouee Eleetric & Mfg. Ca
Western Electric Co.

Arc lijght Cord,
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Samson Cordage Works.

Batteries.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit lillectrlcal Works.
Electrical Supply Co.,Tne.
Greeley & Co., The E.S.
iilrUmaon, C. J.

Law Telephone Co.
Pumpelly, J. K.
Qjreen & Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Hemingray Qlaes Co.
Hirllmann, C. d.
Law Telephone Co.
Pumpelly, J. K,
Q,neen & Co.
Weatern Electric Co.

Bells, iClectrlo.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., TheE. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, niasneto.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Greeley & Co.. The B. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Belting.
Chicago Kawhide Mfg. Co.
Evans Friction Cone Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co.
Page Belting Co.
Scnleren & Co., Chas. A.
Sholtz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Ahendroth & RootMfg. Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Books, filectrlcal.
Electrician PnbllsUng Co.

Braider Mpoolers.
Payne & Co., Geo. W.

Brass €ioods.
Powell Co., The Wm.

jSnrslar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley ife Co.,The E. a.
Knapp EJectrlgal Works.
Partrlck & Cai'ter Co.

Cables.
(See Wire Insulated.)

Cables, Electric. (See Wire Insu-
lated). Copper, tilheet and Bar.
Rneblings SonB Co., J. A.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, C. H.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumbpjr CP-
WesteiBBIectrtcCo,

<'lntnticH, Friction.
Hill Clutch Works.

Cordage.
Haineon Cordac^ Workn.

Carhonn, Polntn and Plates.
Brnah Eli^ctrtc Ou.
Central KlnctrlcCo.
Electrical .Supply Co., The.
Globe Cartion Co.
Knapp Elocirlcal Works.
NatloDftl Carbon Co.
W'aHhini^Ioii Carbon Co.
Western Electric Co,

CiioMtraction and Bepalra.
Aiidrin'. JiiMiin.

Buhl Klerlric Mf^'. Co.
ChlcftKO Electric Motor Co.
Slectrlc Supply it Oontractinfi Co.
Electrical Confltructlon Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Leonard &. Co., H. Ward.
Smith, Th'B O. Jr.

Union Electric Works.
Weatern Electric Co.

Contractors, Eleetrlfl Ucht,
Knfflne Plants and Electric
Rall'wayB.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball A Wood Co..The.
Bain Electric Hanofacturlng Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfe. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Supply & Contracting Co.
Electrical Ecg. & Supply Co.
Fort Wavne Electric Co.
HeUler Electric Co.
Keller & Degenhardt.
Lasell, Edw.
Leonard & Co., H. Ward.
Pearson & Co., W. B.
Pond Eueineering Co,
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Rockford ElectrlcManufacturlngCo.
Royal Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Pmith, Thos. G. Jr.

Taylor Engine Co,
Thomson-HouBton Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Weetinghonse Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.
Wllliaraa Engine Works.
Woodbridge & Turner Eng. Co.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Bunnell it Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Detroit p:iectrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonite Co., The.
Knaop Electrical Works.
Koeblinge Sons Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cut-Onts and S'witches.
Alexander, Barney & Cbapln.
Andrae, Julioe.
Central Electric Co.
Coneolidated El*>c. Mfg. Co., The.
Crown Electric Mfe. Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Knapp Electrical Worke,
Laeell, Edw.
Palste, H.T.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
SiarElectrlx Co.
VanNulB.C. S.

Western Electric Co.
Dynamos.
Brnsh Electric Co.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Begqs, J. E., Mfg. & Supply Co.
C. & C. Electric Motor Co.
Colburn Electric Mfg.Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Easion Electric Co.
Elec'.rical Ene. & Supply Co.
Port Wayne Electric Co.
Heieler Electric Co.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
Rockford ElectrlcManufacturlngCo.
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co,
United States Electric Lighting Co.
Western ElectricCo.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electric Heatinff.
Electric Merchandise Co.

Blectric Balln'ays.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Leonard & Co., H. Ward.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
WeBtlnghonse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Woodbridce & Turner Eng. Co.

£lectrical Instruments.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.
Central ElectricCo.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E.S.
Queen & Co.
Star Electris Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

RIectricsl Intelligence.
Keller & Degenhardt.
Leonard & Co., H. Ward.

Blectrical Specialties.
Andrae. Julius.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Hussey & Co.
Lasell, Edw.
Rlea Electric Specialty Co., The.

electroliers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Baggot, E.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg, Co., Ltd
ThomBon-Houston Electric Co.

'

Klevators.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Engn^ayers.
Braun Illustrating Co.

Electro- Platlnff atacblnes.
Brush Electric Co.
Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Tbowepn-HouBtoii Biectrtc Cp.

KniclncH. Htem^.
Ball Eofdntr Co.
Ball * Wood Co , Tlie.
PearBOD 3c Co., W. B.
Pond EoL'IneerlngCo.
JiiirlQ.. Hardware Mfg, Co.
SiiiHli.Tboi. (;. Jr.
StearDB MfK- ^o.
'I'liylor I'ji^'lne <'<>.

WHBtiDKbouHe Machine Co.
WllllamB Engine Co.

Fan OatHtn.
C. & C. Electric Motor Co.
1)1. -Ill .\: („.
EdtBon General ElectricCo,
Stanley Electric Mig. Co,

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavwrt Mfg. Co.
Viilciinlz.d Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electric J>ecret Service Co,
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
PartrlcR & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
WeKtern Electric Co.

Friction Cones.
Evans Friction Cone Co.

Gas ijlvtitlna:, Kleetrlc.
Detroit Elecirical Works.
Knapp Kk-ctrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

General Electrical Supplies.
Alexander, Barney & Chapln.
Andraf, Julius.
American Electrical Works.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg.Co., The.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Supply & Contracting Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Gleason & Bailej Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
iJreeley &Co.,TheH. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Lasell, Edw.
ostrander & Co.,W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Ries Electric Specialty Co., The.
Star Electrli CB,
Western Electric Co.

Globes and Electrical Glass-
irare.
Baggot. E.
Brookfield, Wra.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Hemingray Glass Co.
Pbcenlx Glass Co.

Hard Bobber Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Insulators and Insulatins
Sfaterlais.
Alexander, Barney & Cbapln.
Andrae, Juline.
Brookfield, Wm,
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cushiiig, F. W.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Hemingray Glass Co.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonite Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Lasell, Edw.
Mnns^ll & Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Nuttall. R. D., Company.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co,

Insulated IVlres and Cables.
magnet 'Wire-
American Electrical Works.
Bunnell &Co., J. H.
Central Electric CJo.

Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Cuehing, F. W.
Day's Kerlte Insulation.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Gle.iPon & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonite Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insu-
latlngCo.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Lasell. Edw.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrlck & Caxter Co.
RopbUn"i^ Sons Co., J. A.
Sperry E lee. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Ijamps, Incandescent.
Alexander. Barney & Chapln.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Helsler Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
8awv6T-Man Electric Co.
Somoff, J. L.
Sunt>eam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

Ijubricators.
Powell Co., The Wm.

Blasrnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wire.)

BlediCBl Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Partrlck A Carter Co.

aiica.
Bowers Bros.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
Schoonmaker, A. O.

Kine ASenals, Electric,
Detroit Ekctrlpal Worfea,

niolnf Apparatns, Klectrle.
BalD ElwriricMfg. Co.
Edlion Oen»?ral Electric Co.
Tborn»oollOTiBloo Klectrle Co.
Sporry Elw. UIdIdk Machln.? Co.
Weatln£booM £lectrlc.A Mtg. Co,

Hotom.
Bain Electric MfK. Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Motor Co
C. A C. Electric Motor Co.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Detroit Elr-ctrlral Works.
Eaeton Kleclric Co.
BdlBon General Electric Co.
Electric Supply A; Conlractlog Co
Electrical Eog. Ji Supply Co
Rockford Electric Man ufacturioe Co
Royal Electric Co.

*

TbomBOD-HoufltoQ Electric Co
U. 8. Electric Lighting Co
Weettnghouee Electric A Mte Co

Office Furnltnre.
American Dcpk A S*.itlng Co.
Andrews A Co., A. H.

Oils.
TausBlg, S.

Oil Cops.
Powell Co., The Wm.

PacklDK-
Buxton, Geo, B.
N. Y. Belting A Packing Co.

Pins and Brackets.
Central ElectricCo.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Holmes. C. H.
Loud, H. M. A Sons Lumber Co
Western ElectricCo,

Platinum.
Schawel & Co., Jas.

Poles.
Brownlee A Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical StipplT Co . The
Holmes, C.H;
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lomber Co
Milliken Bros.
Sterling,W. C.

Publishers, filectrlcal
Electrician Publishing Co.

Push Buttons-
Detroit Electrical Works.
Central ElectricCo.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bailways. £lectrlc.
tSee electric railways.)

BpernlatlDe t^ocbets.
Ries Electric specialty Co., The

Sec'uritiex. Electrioal
Gilman & Co., E. K.
Perry >t Soyea.

Separators, titeam,
Hme Eliminator Co.
Pond Englneerine Co.

mate.
Murphy, T. J.

SpeaKlnjr Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co,, The.
Knapp EIe;:ljlcaJ Works "^

Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
Wortblngton, Henry R.

Supplies, £lectrtc Bailwar.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Nuttall. R. D. Co.

Tai»e8, Insulatlnir-
American Electrical Works.
Andrae, Julius.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co
Copblner, F. W.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
India Rubber A Qntta Percha In-
sulating Co.

Internatu>nal Okonite Co., The
New York Insulated Wire Co
Standard Paint Co.

Teleerraph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick Jl: Carter Oo
Western Electric Co.'

Telephones, Electric.
Detroit Jilectrical Works
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Bunnell &Co^ J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Supply Co^jThe,
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co

Transformers.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
National ElectrlcManufacturineCo
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

'

Westinghouse Electric & Mfe. Co
Trolley Cord.
Sameon Cordage Works.

Trucks. Electric Car.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomeon-Houston Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfe. Co

Turbine Tt^heels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Hunt 31achlne Co., Rodney,
Stllwell & Bierce Mfg. Co.

ValTcs
Beckerleg, Jas. G.

"Water »* heels.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

IVlre.Bare.
American Electrical Works.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.
Central Elecb-Ic Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes. Booth & Haydens.
Knapn Electrical Works
Roebliiij^s gone Ca., J. 'V.

,

Sperry files. Mining MacWae Co.
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Short Railway Generators
ARE HO LONGER A NEW TYPE. THEY ARE

And the record they have made for themselves cannot he surpassed. Inquire

in Rochester, Jamestown, Covington, East Liverpool, Muskegon.

The Jamestown Street Railway Company report as follows: JANUARY 6, 1892.

On Sunday morning last it commenced snowing very hard, and so continued all day Sunday, Sunday night and Mon-
day. We were obliged to put forth every effort to prevent blockading of the road, which we succeeded in doing.

On Sunday morning we started your Generator Wo. 2 at 6:30 a. m , and continued to use the same iintil Tuesday
morning at 3:30 a. m , when we shut it down. This Generator was in continuous service during the entire time, and was
not even sanded, nor the brushes touched. It did not use to exceed one-half quart of oil. We consider this remarkable
because of the hard work the Generator was doing. ********

Yours very respectfully, GEORGE E. MALIiBY, Superintendent.

THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.
}

Sometimes you forget to order

CARBOISrS
When you should; your supply gets low, and

YOU WANT SOME QUICK.
We are represented by the following concerns.

By ordering from the nearest one, you can

GET THEM QUICKLY.
They carry a large stock on hand.

THE WASHINGTON CARBON COMPANY
}

WASHINGTON, FA.
EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

Boston, Louisville, Springfield, Mass.,
BufEalo, Atlanta, Minneapolis,
Cleveland, Chicago, Denver,
Detroit, St. Louis, San Francisco,
Cincinnati, Milwaukee, Portland, Oregon.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HATDENS,
25 Park Place, New York.

FRANK S. MARK,
641 N. Broad St, Philadelphia, Pa.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY & CONS. CO.,
Pi'tsburg. Penn.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
Chicago, 111.
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The Gladiator Dry Battery.

The comparative tests of this battery with all other dry batter-

ies show conclusive evidence of its superiority. Those who have

used the battery in small quantities are now ordering it in large

quantities, and its customers cannot speak too highly of its merits.

ORDER A DOZEN AND BE CONVINCED.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 FrankHn St., CHICAGO.

CONNECTED BY PRIVATE WIRE WITH POSTAL TELEGRAPH-CABLE CO.'S SYSTEM.
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HOLMES, BOOTH &: HAYDENS,
Factoz'ies: "Waterbury-, Coon. - - SS Parle F*lace, Ne-v\- Yoi'lr.

MANUFACTURERS OF

V'nrterwriters' Copper Electric liifflit Ijine AVire. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible tiiilk. Cotton and Worsted Cords for
Incandescent Iii;5:litiii«:. itonnd and Flat Copper Bars for Station AVorb.

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "K. K." LINE WIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Agentsfor the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

THJ GREAT lESTEBN ELECTRIC SIPPLY COMPAXY, CHICiCO, SBLII.VG AGENTS.

Taos. L. SCOriLL, New Tork Agent.

tS>UiL£^A

THE EXCELSIOR
straightway Noiseless

Back-Pressure Valve.

Simple! Reliable! Dunible!

JAMES G. BECKERLEG.
229 S. Franklin St.. Chicago.

C. & G. Electric Motors & Dvnamos.

51) HORSB POWER MOTOR.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING *» ELECTRICAL

TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

The C. & C. Electric Motor Co.,

GENERAL OFFICE,
402 and 404 Greenwich St., NEW YORK.

BRANCH OFFICES,
CHICAGO. ILL., 201 E. Madison St. PORTLAND, ORE., 53 and 55 N. Front St.

Aleo in Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Cleveland, Kew Orleans, St. Lonis, San Francisco,
Denver, Salt Lake City.

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTINQ.
CABBUBS NO STATIC EtECTBICITY.

Greatest Adhesive Qualities. Causes Less Friction tlian any other Belt.

RAWHIDE HYDRAULIC PACKING.

imm PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS

Chicago Rawhide Mfg, Co.
Tha only Mannfactnrers in the Conntry.

Lace Leather Hope and other Rawhide Goods of all
kinds by Krtieger's Patents.

Thi3 Belling and L'^ca Leather is not affected by steam or dampness; re7er be-
comes haid; is stronger, more durable and i lie most economical Belling made. The
Ra'whide Rope for Round Belting Transmission is superior to all others.

75 OHIO STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

Something New.
QUICK BREAK AND CONTACT.

NO MORE BURNED TERMINALS.

NO DANGER FROM SHORT CIRCUITS.

'TIS PERFECTION.

New York Agent: - - H. G. MADDEN,

IS OORTLANDT STREET.

Ask j'our Supply House for tbem or write to

CROWN ELECTRIC MFG, CO.,

Bridgjeport, Conn.

THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.,
33 ^s^ercer Street, I^To-rTT "S'orl^,

POSSESS SDPERIOR ADVANTAGES IN THE MANTIFACTDKE OP

XZJkRD RXTBBE:X% GtOODS
Especially in articles adapted, to electrical industries,, having obtainetl the sole right to manufacture

HARD RUBBER under the valuable I^atents granted to WILLIAJH KIEL.

«SH
"f ALIi OPERATIONS OF SAAVING, CUTTING, TURNING AND POLISHING OUR NEW STANDARDS OF

P F"T' D C\ Y\ A M Y\ T* I I R TM^ ^^° ^® performed with a large rednctlon in the wear and tear of tools, and consideratile eavine of labor. Oar new standards are
I-( I-. I 9 n \J LJ r\ IN LJ t vJ O 1 1 N \J ol a richer black throaghoat, not subject to change in color, are tongher and more flexible, do not become brittle with age, and

have been tested and approved by the leading electrical companies of the United States. In addition to these advantages, we also offer advantages in prices.

KIEL'S PATENT HARD RUBBER CELLS FOR STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES
Still remain the most satisfactory and cheapest In the market, uneqaaled for strength, durability, insulation and resistance to acids.

HARD RUBBER GOODS OF EYESY DESCRIPTION MASUFACTDRED.

For Sale by THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.

Correspondence solicited from all manufacturers and dealers in electrical
muchiner) aud:>upplies. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIJtIATES.
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DAY'S KERITE
The Oldest and Best Insulation for Electric Wires and Cables.

FACTORY: SEYMOUR, CONN. EASTERN OFFICE: 16 Dey St., NEW YORK.
W. R. BRIXEY, Supt. W. H. ECKERT, Gen'l Agent.

WESTERN OFFICE AND WAREROOMS:
226 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO. F. W. CUSHING, General Western Agent.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
Iwish to state to my friends in the Electrical Trade^ that I have accepted

the General Western Agency for Keriie Wires and Cables, and ivill endeavor to

bring this excellent insulation to the prominent position that it deserves. Kerite

is the oldest of all insulations, dating from the year 1868, and has heretofore

practically controlled the telegraph and telephone markets, where it has always

given the most absolute satisfaction. The compound has been constantly im-

proved, until at the present time it is equal to the highest grade of insulation in

the world, and it is the desire of the manufacturers to enter a larger field tvith

their latest improvements. A very large stock will be kept in my warerooms in

Chicago, and prompt shipments can be guaranteed. The prices will be attrac-

tive, and catalogues, samples and discounts will be furnished with pleasure to

any one applyingfor the same. Purchasers in need of high grade insulated

wires and cables for electric lighting, power transmission, railroad construction

,

for concealed iviring, conduit work, submarine conductors , or for any purpo.se
whatever where the conductors are to be acid, moisture or gas proof, will con-

sult their best interests by at least getting prices and samples before purchasing

elsewhere.

F. W. GUSHING,
General Western Agent.

J^25 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.
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Edison General Electric Co.
INCANDESCENT and ARC

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS.

13VC^033'S'XSJC3- IjA-HMtBT XXkSX'fLO'^T'XIAXXISa'TS.

SINGLE REDUCTION STREET CAR MOTORS
MECHANICALLY AND ELECTRICALLY PERFECT. MOST EASILY CONTROLLED.

MOST COMPACT. NOISELESS.

ALL KINDS OF DELICATE AND ACCURATE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS.

DISTRICT OFFICES:
CANADIAN: Edison Building, 77 Bay St., Toronto, Can,
CENTRAL: 173 and 175 Adams St., Chicago, HI.
EASTEBN: Edison Building, Broad St., New York.
NEW ENGLAND: 25 Otis Street, Boston, Mass.
EUROPEAN OFFICE: 34 Victoria St., Westminster,

London, S. W., 'England.

PACIFIC COAST: Edison Building, 112 Bush St., San Francisco, Cat.
PACIFIC NORTHWEST: Fleischner Building, Portland, Oregon.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN: Masonic Building, Denver, Colo.
MEXICAN AND SOUTH AMERICAN DEPT.: Edison Building,

Broad St., New York.

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
UASrCFACTIJBEBS OF ASTD DEAE.BB8 IN

201, 203, 205, 207 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.
[SI 3^C3ZjZjC3^V^ZIia-C3-:

Gen'l "Western Agents ±'oi-

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS'
CELEBRATED <ji

7- IT" " AA7T"C>Ij^ COPPER AND
PATENT IV. IV. VVllVCf, IRON.

For Eleclrie Light, Railway, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

BARE WIRES.

MAGNET WIRES.

UNDERWRITERS' WIRES.

t WE QUOTE FACTORY PRICES.

AeESITS FOB -

BerRstein Series Incandescent Lamps.
Lamp^ and Seriee Sockets for all Arc SyBtems for Street and Inside Lieliting.

THOUSAIUDS IK USE.

Bedaction in Price of Series Socket.

16 C. P. 4 to 6 Amperes.
25 ' 3 "10
50 " 4 "10 "
73 • " 6.5 '• 10
100 " 8.5 "10

aiANDFACTITBEBS OF THE

ii

zia^:E3E]x>XjX]

.A. KT 3>a" XJ 3XrOI A.^rCD3El. fi

For HOTELS, FACTORIES, OFFICE BUILDINGS and DWELLINGS.

'PERFECTION" Hotel Annunciators.
'PERFECTION" Return Call Annunciators.

'PERFECTION" Burglar Alarm Annunciators.

«RITE
FOR

PRICES.

NORTHWESTERN AGENTS FOR THE Write for Quotations.

Columbia Incandescent Lamp.
High Efficiency. FuU Candle Power. Long Life.

Any Voltage. Any Candle Power.

TRY A HUNDRED AND YOU WILL ORDER
.A. TI3:OTJS.A.3SriD.

CEILING ROSETTE CUT-OUTS.
Wood, with Mica Insulation,

No. 1347 W.,

10 cents each in lots of 50 or more.

SAFETY ARC LAMP WINDLASS
IS THE BEST ON THE MARKET.

»VBITK FOB PBICKS.

^^ ^ ^_^_^ ^ ^^^^^ IM LOTS. 500 L0T3.NEW PRICES. Key Sockets, 25c. 23c. 22c.
=^=====^=^=^^^^ Keyless, 23c. 21c. 20c.

Wall Sockets, 5c. Higher.
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CHICAGO Z1TSI7LATED WIRE COMFANV,
ivr.A.iNr'crF.A.o'X'XTzi.xszi.s ox'

HIGH GRADE INSULATED WIRES

WRITE FOB, QUOTATIONS
AND SAMPLES.

WEATHERPROOF WIRES,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

MAGNET WIRES,
INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,

ETC., ETC., ETC.
Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

CHICAGO INSOHTED WIRE CO,. 48-52 N. Clinton St„ CHICAGO, ILL.

OJP ALL DESCRIPTIOIVH.

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,
CHAMBEIiSBUKG, PA.,

MANUFACTURERS OK

High Grade Automatic

ENGINES,
HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

' Two lorse power to tliree Miiilred iorse pwer.

Western department: 26 and 28 Randolph St., CHICAGO. - H. S. W4LKER, Manager

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
-FOK

—

ARC LIGHT CIRCUITS.

NOW THEN! FOR SALE CHEAP!

!

Four 400-llght. 340 ampere, Thomaoo-HoaBton Incandescent Dynamos, 110 volt.
Two 25 llchr, 2,000 candle power American Arc Light DynamoB.
One 60 light, 2 OOO candle power Sperry Arc Dynamo.
7iX) Goose Neclce, T.-H. Municipal Sockets, Shadee, etc., complete,
45 miles No. 10 Wire, Amfricsn Electric Co.'e make, need about nine monthe.
On« 10 light Weoton Arc Machine, with 8 doable lampe, 2,000 candle power, A 1.

JOHN E. BEGGS MFG. & SUPPLY CO.. 74 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.

E. R. OILMAN & CO.,
FINANCIAL ACENTS.

SIMFIiE. BELIABIiE. DUBABIjI:.

The only safe socket for series lamps, and the only

socket having insulating material for the outside

patts. Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

620 ATLANTIC AVENUE,

•RANrmrs- J ^^ Summer St., Boston, Mass ; 226 Pearl St., New York City.^^ -^^^
t 12fl N. Third St.. Philadelphia. Pa ; fiO W. Monroe St. Chicago.

^AWHlDEiAGElEATllER-
AND Picker Leather-

St. Louis, Mo.

Electrical Securities, Stocks, Bonds and Commercial Paper

Bought and Sold.

Rooms 140, 141 Rjalto Building, - - CHICAGO.

P.&B. ELECTRICAL
COMPOUNOS! PAINTS.

Thoroughly Water, Acid and Alkali Proof.

Perfect Insulators, especially adapted for use on

CROSS ARMS, POLES and ALL KINDS of IRONWORK.
The P. & B. Compound is USED by the largest WIRE and CABLE manu.

facturers In the world. Made only by the

STANDARD PAINT COMPANY, 2 LIBERTY ST.. NEW YORK.

DIEHL A COMPANY
Are prepared to arrange with Electric Light and
Power Companies and first-class Electrical Sup-
ply Houses for the sale of the improved

OIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.
The emphatic success of last season and the unan-
imous indorsement of handlers and users of these
fans, prove their excellence and popularity.

Address DIEHL «( COMPANY,
385 Broadway, NEW YORK.

You can

Put

It up

Yourself.

Lights

Are Standard

And
Full size.

Thoroughly

Reliable

And
Practical.

Prices

Reasonable.

Send

For

Illustrated

Pamphlet.

BAIN ELECTRIC MANDFACMING CO.,

47 So. JEFFERSON STREET,

CHICAGO.
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FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
BOHETHIIirG EWTUIKIjY KEW. Saves the Carrent, Regnlatea the Light. An Innovation In Electric Lighting. SlHPlii:, EPFICIBSIT, ECOSOailCAli,

INDOBt^ED BY THE KliBCTBlCAlj PBE8S and prominent Blectrlcal Eneineera and Electrlciana.

NO RESISTANCE, OR ANY OTHER CURRENT-CONSUMING DEVICES USED.
The Price of our No. 1 Blcs Begnlatlne Socket (for Icmps 16 to 25 C. P. 50 volts) Is

For particulars -nnrlte to

THE RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY

«n^ QK^ij $3.00 EACH LESS 57 1-2 PERCENT. DISCOUNT, MAKING THE 1G»1 Ql^l/
«J>J-.<W|/2I NET PRICE $1.27 1-2 EACH, When Ordered in Quantities. Stl>J..<Cl/2

COMPANY,
SOLE PATENTEES ^MANUFACTURERS,

BALTinOBE AND BUTAn^ »T8., BAIiTISXOBE, HD.

HUSSEY & CO.. Manufacturing Electricians.
ComDination Letter Boxes, Annuncutors, Etc,

211-213 Randolph btreet, Chicago.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric. Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS s'' BELLS.
FUIili lilNE AbWAY» IX STOCK.

W. B. OSTRANDER & CO..
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. T.

^^Sendfor Nbw Catalogue. Oat Angnat let.

fKlVATE I^ETTEB.
DearBob:—Your head''s level in selecting our

route to the Pacific coaet; yoii've only out -night

on the road between Chicago and Denver and
yon can take every meal on the care, and have
sufficient time In both cities to 'fix up" and eee
a man. "You're quite right—the ^^glortous winter
c.limatp^'' of Colorado io t-imply Immenee, and the
"Burlington Route''' service is a grand eoccess.

Yonrs, Tom.

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,—sx.oo —

-

Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co.,
(LiIIIITKD.)

Mannfactnreis of, and Dealers in, a line of General

ELECTRICAL MERCHANDISE,
ALSO ELECTRIC AND COMBINATION

FIXTURES AND GLASSWARE.

Rubber Covered Weather-Proof Wires
and Lamp Cords.

233 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

It -wiW pay yon to get oar prices and nen' catalogue.

INTERIOR CONDUITS

TRADE-MARK

Tie Solntlon oftlie ProMeii of Safe UiiM
ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS

Wherever and for whatsoever parpoae employed, is to

be foond in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IHTERIOR AND UNDERGRODSD

C03^1D"CriTS
IIAKUFACTUEED BT

GDNDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
uunnwe. 1 527 to 631 W. 34th St.,
WOKKS.-j 626to528W.3BthSt.,

General Offices: 42&44Broad St., Nevlork.

ThOB. Day & Co., 322 Sntter St., San Francisco, Cal.

Moantaia Kiectnc Co., Denver Colo.
American Elect. Supply Co., 2J6 Pearl St., BufEalo.N Y.
Putnam, Gav &> Co , 27 E. Main St., Rochester, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. fth St., Cincinnati, O.
Chfts. Uabrlel, Saginaw, Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Supplv Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleane, La.
Walker & Kepler, 5'il Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Construciion Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicaeo. 111.

"WINTER SPECIALTIES."
BRAND'S STEEL WIEE TRACK BROOMS,
WAEDWELL'S TRACK BROOM HOLDERS,
BURTON ELECTRIC HEATERS

— ASD —

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES
OF EVERY SORT-
FOR ANY SYSTEM.

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE CO.,
w. R. MASON, Gen'l Mgr. CHICACOa n Adams Street.

You Turn the uisK— it Does the Rest!

Price 50 cents.

Quicker, easier and more re-

liable than charts or tables.

Enables any one to tell io-
Stantly the proper size wire

to use for any Electric Light

Circuit, with perfect accuracy.

100 to 115 volts, .65 to .50 am-
pere on one side; 50to60voltB,

1 ampere on the other. Every

one interested in Electricity

should have one. Cnt two-

thirds actual size. Sent pre-

paid on receipt of price.

EDWARD LASELL
ELECTRICAL

SPECIALTIES
and SUPPLIES,

821 New York life Baildicg,

Kansas Cit|r, Mo.

W-I-H-E-Ss
I.e. Weatherproof Wire, W. E. Underwriters' Wire, Ol<onite, Kerite,

Hard and Soft Drawn Copper Wire,
Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph and Telephone Wire,

Silk and Cotton Covered Magnet Wire, Incandescent Lamp Cord.

raiCIEJS OIsT J^ZPIPXilCA-TIOlsr.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
( AUES, EBEBT & CO.. St. FanI, Minn.

Sellin* AgSntSI )
STASIDAB» EI^ECTBICAI. n-ORK!«, Cincinnati, Ohio.°

( aOCNTAlX BIjECTBIC CO , Denver, Colo.
I

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.
I NEW YORK, Cor, Thames and Greenwich Sts.
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Westinfi;house Electric & Mte.
COMPANY,

Fittstourg, I^SL-, U- S. JL.

Makers of Electric Lisiht and Power Apparatus for all Purposes. JtU

PIONEERS OF THE ALTERNATINB SYSTEM.
OTJH

Converters
OOAS^ISO'Z]

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
ABSOLUTE SAFETY,
PERFECT REGULATION,
LOW PRICES.

017zi

Meters
.A.X1.ZI

OVER 700.000

SIMPLE,
ACCURATE,
RELIABLE,
DURABLE.

16 C. P. Lights' Capacity

of METERS IN USE.
MtTER.

CONVERTER.
The Westiughouse Meter is the only A. C. Meter which has been adopted as standard by the London (England) Board of

Trade. Synchronous System for the Long Distance Tranemission of Power in large units claims the attention
of every one having available Water Power within twenty-five miles of a market.

RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
WE MANUFACTURE AND SELL

GEARLESS and SINGLE REDUCTIONYES,
RAILAV^AY MOTORS,

MULTIPOLAR AND 2-POLE GENERATORS,
aad all Station Appliances for Street Eail-way Work.

IRON-CLAD GEARLESS MOTOR.

Parcentage of increase in roads using our apparatus greater than
that of any other company.

Send for Latest Cataloe[ue.

OFFICES IN ALL OF THE LEADING CITIES. Correspondence Solicited.

SINGLE REDUCTION MOIOR.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

I»ittsTb\a.rs, Fa., XJ. S. JL.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MAMIPACTCHED EY

IVM. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

•RACINE- HIGH-SPe£D*

rcRpRlCtS""'

CATALOGUE
e ADDR£3!

EH61NEM

3OPEWOR. RKOUSnOfi
>"c ECONOMY rof.

BECTRIC IJGHTIHS
ANi>6ENEIlAL

""""^

s^^ PURPOSES

.16 SIZES

CARRIED IN STOCK

"wFflsf"
KCH CH£ OF oua

BtwM sHimm
j

RACINL HARDWARE MFfrCO-R^c.-'V.)

"Write to

JULIUS ANDRAE,
MilwauteCj Wie.,

For Pricee of

Sockets and Cat-outs.

PLATINUM.
JAS. SCHAWEL & tJO., "LT^o^l:
Importers and Ilelters. Sheet and "Wire

in any Gaag;e. Scrap Fnrchased.

H I g^ m For ail Electric Insulating I W. F. fEttnr. &. -F- ^oras.Mm A ^t^^^-^i^
jSALERS IN ELECimi SEMIES.

m^mt^0 rnmrn I SELL NO OTHER. t,. ^. , ^ . v o. , t> >,*
Electrical or Telephone Stocks Bonsnt

Send for Samples and Quotations. and Sold.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St.. NEW YORK.

PERRY &NOYES,
Elison Bids. XEW -roBK.

SOLID BRAIDED CORD.
I
Is the moet dara-

I

ble for hanging
I Arc Lamps,
[Trolley
I Cord, Cov
ering Field

Maffnets, Saeh Cord, etc., et^:.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE "WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL.

If you are inVant of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

BROWNLEE & CO., "J.".?"'

Royal Electric Co.,
911 & 913 South Washington St., PEOEIA, ILL.,

MAKUFACTTJHEES OF

Alternating and Continuous Current Dynamos and Motors,

AND ELECTRIC MACHINERY.
The Most Complete Alternating Ststem now on the JIabket.

Agents Wanted for Exclusive Territory.

BUY THE BEST!

The Mosher Arc Lamp.
DIRECT OR ALTERNATING INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

RKAD THE FOLI-OWING TESTIMONIAL:
J. M. FISHEB, Eeq. Winona, MiKN.. >'ov. 2r,. ISOL

Dear Sik:—We have Veen iijlng' Ihe Mosher Arc Lamp on oar Edison three
wire Byetem aince Iwt February and are now aei'g twenty-five. They ^Ive
good eatlefactlon to our cu3l»mera, and are the moat economical and profilffble
lamp for onreelves that we have ev r need.

Tours very truly,
WlNOiSA ELECTRIC LIGHT CO..

J. H. Jen'EIHS, ^lanager.

>'oted for Simplicity and SteadJne<iS.

SCO to 5,0X1 candle rower, making superior limp for photo-engraving
purposes. Write for price, circular, and sample lampT

MOSHER ARC LAMP CO , 1 25 Ontario St, Chicago.
OrtoF. P. LUtle^ Co, Buffalo. N. T. ; Crea:?bead Ensineering Co.

,

Cincinnati. 0.: Chas. F. Lindner, San Francisco, Cal.

NEWYORKBELTING&PACKINC CO
JOHN e. CHKEVEK, 1 (LIMITED.')
J. U. CHEEVEK, Managers. "^

'

P. CAZEXOVE JOES.

!

WM. T. BAIRD, Sec'r-

Oldest and largest Manufacturers in the United States of

15 PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

Vulcanized Rubber Fabrics
FOE SECHASICAl PCEfOSEg,

Rubber Belting,

Packing

and Hose.

SALESROOMS:
PHILADELPHIA, 308 Chestnut Street.
BOSTON, 52 Summer Street.

CHICAGO, 151 Lake Street.
DENVER, 160M611 17th Street.
CH-^RLESTON, 160 Meetins! Street.
GRAND RAPIDS. 4 Monroe Street.
MINNEAPOLIS, 28 Sonth 2d Street.
CLEVELAND, 176 Superior Street

SALESROOMS:
SAN FRANCISCO, 17 Jiain Street.
ATLANTA, 16 Decatur Street.
DETROIT, 16-20 Woodnard ire.
B.^LTIMORE, 12 North Charles Street.
BUFFALO. 124-1!S Washington Street.NEW ORLEANS, e-12 North Peters Str3et.
KANSAS CITY, 1313 West lith Street.
ST. LOUIS, 616 Locust Street.

Subscrilie for tlia Western Electrician.

HINES EI-IMINATOR.
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL

,^E Steam Separators and Oil Extractors
^lPl^^3| In twelve trials in the "Cornell" Separator test, it averaged

9S 7-10 per cent Dry Steam. Oatatripping all competitors.

Send for Circular and Cornell test report.

-rw:
IE ELIMINATOR CO.i ' n'ewyork. B^izoNTit.

?
EiEmtE BO.

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

THOMAS STUR6IS, Prest. Wm. C. LANE. Sec'y and Treas. C. P. MACKIE, Gen'l Manager. S. S. BOGART, Gen1 Agent.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY,
4S . nXTES'W

INDIVIDUALARCUGHTIMOTORGUTOUT.
LAMPS OR MOTORS CUT IN AND OUT AT WILL FROM CENTRAL STATION WITHOUT

DISTURBING OTHERS QN SAME CIRCUIL

This System Saves ^lileage of Circuirs, flakes Scattered Business Profitable and Secures Payment for Eveiy Hour of LigM.
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Blowing an Organ by Electricity at St,

James Church, Chicago.
Within the last few years many experiments have been

made in applying cheap and etlicient power for blowing

organs. Steam and gas engines, though used to a limited

extent, are costly to install, and, requiring skilled attend-

ants, are expensive to maintain, and for these reasons have

been applied only to a few large instruments. lieside

this they are beyond the means of the church or individual

owning an organ of average size. Water engines of various

patterns, with power supplied from the street mains, have

given the best results where the pressure was suflicient, and

their use has become quite general in places where public

water systems are in operation. In many of these places,

though, and particularly in larger cities, the water supply

is at times limited and the pressure reduced too low to

make the use of the water motor for organ blowing practi-

cable. On this acoount organ builders and users looked

for some other power that would equal the water engine,

and could be used with as

good results. About this

time the electric motor at-

tracted the attention of or-

gan builders and one of the

leading conecrns, the Roose-

velt Organ Works of New
York, began experimenting

with the view of adapting

electric power to their in-

struments. The experiments

were carried out under the

supervision of Frank Roose-

velt, and the first attempts

were made with large or-

gans having two or moie

bellows driven by a contin-

uously rotating shaft con-

nected with the motor, The

regulation of the wind sup

ply was accomplished by

belt-shifting devices that

stopped the action of the

feeders of each bellows

when the latter became filled,

leaving the motor running

at full speed. This last men.

tioned plan is now in satis-

factory operation on several

of the larger instruments

built by this house; but it is

not suitable for smaller or-

gans on account of its ex-

pense as well as the noise

attending the operation,

which necessitates the loca-

tion of the power plant

in a separate room outside of the organ chamber.

Continuing its experiments the Roosevelt Works per-

fected appliances by which the electric motor could be used

for instruments of any size, with an operation as reliable,

noiseless and efficient as the best type of water engine.

The illustrations show the improved electric power

equipment as now installed by this company.

Two of the cuts are reproductions of photographs of

an organ power plant just installed in St. James Roman
Catholic church, Chicago.

This outfit is typical of a number in the West, and it

was installed under the direction of General Agent W. J.

Davis, in charge of the western business of the Roosevelt

Works.

Fig. I shows the arrangement of the motor and regulat-

ing attachments at the rear of the organ. There is a

shaft with three cranks set at equi distant angles, which

lifts, in succession, each feeder of the bellows, and gives

a continuous supply of wind, devoid of any unsteadiness.

The starting switches are placed, as will be seen from Fig.

2, inside the case at the front of the organ, and may be

easily reached by the organist.

Referring to the diagram. Fig. 3, which illustrates the

wiring, the method of operation will be understood to be

as follows: Wishing to start the motor, the organist

closes the knife switch in the main circuit and moves the

lever of the starting switch, thus closing the current

through the field coils and armatures. The starting switch

contains resistance which, by the described action, is put in

series with the regulating switch and the armature. Fur-

ther movement of the starting switch lever cuts out the

resistance of the starting box, and the armature begins to

revolve, moving the feeders of the bellows until the top

rises and lifts the weight attached to the regulating switch

lever. The regulating switch is connected with another

rheostat, in series with Ihe armature and of sufficient re-

sistance to stop the motor when it is all in series. As the

resistance of the starting switch is gradually cut out by the

organist in moving the starting switch lever around the

segments, the regulating switch resistance is added as the

bellows top rises. The regulating lever now falls and the

speed of the armature decreases, and it comes to a stop

BLOWING AN ORGAN BY ELECTRICITY AT ST. JAMES CHURCH,

when the bellows is full. The action is less automatic,

for the bellows top will fall, in a greater or less degree, as

there is a demand for wind. The motor used is a one

horse power 220 volt machine. It and the regulating

equipment were built by the Detroit Motor company.

Current is obtained from the Chicago Edison company's

South Side station.

This arrangement, as perfected by the Roosevelt Organ

Works, has been attached by them to organs of other

builders as well as those of their own manufacture. With

slight modifications the equipment is universal in its appli-

cation.

National Electric Light Association.

C. O. Baker, who has charge of the transportation affairs

in connection with the ^duffalo convention of the National

Electric Light Association, has issued the following an-

nouncement; "I have received official notification from

the Trunk Line association, Central Traffic association

and Southern Passenger association, stating that they

have granted, from points in their territory, a fare and a

third rate to Buffalo, on the certificate plan, to cover the

time of our convention."

Electricity at the World's Fair.
Siemens .V Halskeof IJ::rlin arc evidently determined to

leave no stone unturned in preparing to make a large and

imposing display at the World's Fair. On Tuesday of

last week A. von Siemens, a member of the firm, arrived

in Chicago, and on the next day he paid a visit to Director-

general Davis, to supplement the efforts of licrrn Vogel

and von Babo, who have represented the house at the con-

ferences that have heretofore been held. As has been be-

fore stated in this paper, the German firm is desirous of

many concessions, some of which the directors do not see

their way clear to grant, as by doing so they would create

a precedent which they would be unable to follow in all

cases. There is a cordial disposition, however, to encour-

age Siemens & Halske by accommodating them in all

respects not conflicting with the general rules decided upon

for the guidance of all exhibitors, and there is but little

doubt that the representatives of the firm will leave Chicago

with definite plans for a display that will worthily rep.

resent the importance of the

house.

On Friday Herr von Sie-

mens, accompanied by

Herm Henschell, Scharrin,

Vogel and Von Babo and

Dr. Berliner, visited Jack-

son Park under the guid-

acce of E. E, Keller, of

the department of electrici-

ty. Herr Scharrin is a Ber-

lin architect of note who
will design the artistic fea-

tures of the e.\.hibit. All the

other gentlemen are connect-

ed with the firm of Siemens^

Halske. The Germans were

impressed with the size of

the buildings and the mag-

nitude of the preparations.

In conversation with a

representative of the West-

ern Electrician on Thurs-

day of last week Mr.

Siemens stated that the mat-

ter of a display by his firm

was still in an unsettled

state, and he begged to be

excused from discussing the

plans for an exhibit until

some understanding with

the authorities of the expo-

sition had been reached.

Mr. Siemens added that he

expected to remain in Chi-

cago about a week. It is

understood that Siemens &
Halske will pay much attention to a display of electric rai/

way apparatus, with an idea of securing a portion of the

American trade.

Samuel Edison, the father of Thomas A. Edison, was

recently interviewed in New Orleans. He is described as

eighty-eight years old, tall and erect, and bearing a strik-

ing resemblance to Blaine. In response to a question re-

lating to his distinguished son, Mr. Edison is reported to

have said: /'I was at Llewellyn Park less than three weeks

since. Work has absorbed all the social features of life

there, and in the family circle my son was but little seen

during my stay. A vast space has been offered to my son

in which to place his inventions for exhibition at the

Chicago Fair, and preparations for the great exhibition

absorb much of his time."

Twenty one roof trusses are in place on the electricity

building, and the carpenter work is proceeding

slowly.

It is gratifying to note the continued tendency on the

part of the fair-minded men engaged in the gas industry to

disown the browbeating circular of the Philadelphia Gas

Alliance in relation to the World's Fair. A disposition to

accord the electrical fraternity fair treatment in discussing

CHICAGO.
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the question is noticeable. Thus, Light, Heat and Power

of Philadelphia says:

We are not with the narrow minds who claim that unjust

influence was used in behalf of electricity to the exclu-

sion of gas. That an unjust discrimination was made, and
according to the official records, still exists, is too plain to

need discussion; but we cannot blame this upon the advocates

of electrical force. They simply did all they could in behalf

of the industries they represented. This was to be ex-

pected. It was their duty and they performed it without

fault. It was not to be expected that they would turn aside

from a single point that could be gained, and, last of all,

to yield a point or press one in favor of industries that

FIG. 2. BLOWING AN ORGAN BY ELECTRICITY AT ST.
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they consider as rivaling theirs. It is true that their method
of procedure was different from that adopted by the gas in-

dustries. The electrical representatives acted at once.

They allowed no long waits for conventions and formal

committee appointments, nor did they allow any putting

aside of common good for personal notoriety's sake. And
they struck even before the iron was hot. With their own
methods they heated it and welded it. As a consequence,
coming as a powerful auxiliary in the earlier days of uncer-

tainty, when exhibitors were in strong demand, they won
all they sought for and had granted all they could ask. We
see no undue influence in all this. It was simply earnest

and hard work, early and unremitting until the end was
accomplished, and for all that they have won they deserve
credit.

While this is not exactly an accurate statement of the facts

in the case, it nevertheless evinces a spirit of justice that is

commendable.

Electric Metal Working.
The subject of utilizing electricity in the working of

metals has attracted more general attention than any other

department of electrical development since the introduction

of the telephone. It has advanced much more rapidly

than was anticipated, and it may safely be assumed from

the many industries in which it has acquired prominence

that it will occupy a most important position. Metal

workers generally will be interested in the subjoined de-

scription of the electric metal working machines, the

principles governing their construction and operation, and

the advancement made in the application, by S D V.
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in July, i8SS, at the wire works of John A. Roebling's

Sons company, Trenton, N. J. This machine has since

been in almost constant operation, much of the time night

as well ab day. Other machines have been added to the

plant, which now consists of seven welders, adapted for

various classes of wire and similar work.

Machines are in practical operation at the present time,

turning out work in brass and copper, ranging from No.

i6 wire gauge up to rods having a cross sectional area of

3 square inches. In steel and iron the section varies from

No i6 wire gauge to a sectional area of %% square inches.

Experimentally, a wire j^-jj inch in diameter has been

welded, and, as far as the large areas are concerned, it de-

pends more on the demand than on any limitation there

may be to the process. The greatest trouble experienced

in the welding of extremely fine wire is the difficulty of

maintaining the abutting ends in contact. This, as it will

be seen, is a job requiring extreme delicacy and one in

which the wires are very apt to slip by one another.

Dissimilar metals are easily united, such joints having

been made between round bars of iron and brass of a

diameter of two inches, and a vast variety of smaller work

has been accomplished.

From the very first the navy department has taken the

greatest interest in the electric welding process. In Febru-

ary, iSgo, a board consisting of four naval officers convened

at Boston under orders of the secretary of the navy to visit

the works and investigate the process. A most favorable

report was made recommending the general adoption of

the machines both on board ships of war and in the navy

yards. Welders of large capacity are now being installed

at the Brooklyn and Norfolk navyyards, and other ap-

paratus is being constructed for the navy department.

In the manufacture of carriages, wagons, etc., the pro-

cess has proved of special advantage, and in some of the

largest works of this character the old-time forge and hand

work have been entirely superseded by electric welders.

The construction of these machines and the demand they

directly created in their own manufacture tended to solve

some problems in engineering, reflecting the greatest

credit upon those who had the work in hand. In the con-

struction of large universal machines castings of copper

FIG. I. ELECTRIC METAL WORKING.

have been required larger than ever before demanded for

electrical purposes. Several such castings are now in the

works, weighing from i,2oo pounds to 1,500 pounds each.

The welding machines have been received with the greatest

favor abroad, and are now doing commercial work in

England and on the continent.

"El
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Zinc. Manganese.
Antimony. Magnesium.

ALLOYS.

Various grades of tool steel. Fuse metal.

Various gfrades of mild steel Type metal.
Steel castings. Solder metal.

Chrome steel. German silver.

Mushet steel. Aluminum alloyed with iron

Stubs steel. Aluminum brass.

Crescent steel. Aluminum bronze.
Bessemer steel. Phosphor bronze.

Cast brass. Silicon bronze.

Gun metal. Coin silver.

Brass composition. Various grades of gold.

COMBINATIONS.

Copper to brass.

12 AND 13. ELECTRIC METAL WORKING.

Copper to wrought iron.

Copper to German silver.

Copper to gold.

Copper to silver.

Brass to wrought iron.

Brass to cast iron.

Tin to zinc.

Tin to brass.

Brass to German silver.

Brass to tin.

Brass to mild steel.

Wrought iron to cast iron.

Wrought iron to cast steel.

Wrought iron to mild steel.

Wrought iron to tool steel.

Gold to German silver.

Gold to silver.

Gold to platinum.

Silver to platinum.
Wrought iron to mushet steel.

Wrought iron to stubs steel.

Wrought iron to Crescent steel.
" Wrought iron to cast brass.

Wrought iron to German silver.

Wrought iron to nickel.

Tin to lead.

Glancing through this list, it will be noticed that there

are many metals, such as aluminum, lead, zinc, copper,

etc., which have hitherto resisted all attempts to weld them,

or when, welded, have proved to be exceeding difficult to

handle.

A further application—not of the electric welding pro-

cess, but a direct outcome of the work performed— is that

of electric brazing and the bending and upsetting of

metals. Experiments made toward perfecting the electric

welding process early showed that metals could be

locally heated, no matter what their shape, and could then

Wcjj-jrn/f atcrffietAM, cm^.
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Burr in Iron Age, from which the accompanying cuts are

reproduced.

The art of electrically working metals was discovered

several years ago by Professor Elihu Thomson, while

lecturing before the Franklin Institute of Philadelphia, by

the accidental melting together of the coarse wires of an

induction coil. From this simple incident, and the train

of experiments and research following quickly in its wake,

has come the present development of the art.

The first machine placed in commercial operation was

The following list comprises the metals, alloys and com-

binations which have been so far actually welded with

success by the electric current:

Wrought iron.

Cast iron.

Malleable iron.

Wrought copper.
Cast copper.
Lead.
Tin.

Cobalt.

Nickel.

Bismuth.
Aluminum

.

Silver.

Platinum.
Gold (pure.)

be treated in precisely the same way as if they had been

heated in the fire. This branch has been developed into

an important industry, and we now find concerns utilizing

the electric current for making difficult shapes, and for

drawing and upsetting.

An electric welding machine requires a current of ex-

tremely low voltage and great quantity, this being what is

known as the heating current. Its electromotive force be-

ing so in significant, in the largest machines being only

about one volt, its power to overcome resistance is extremely
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slight, while at the same time its power for generating heat

in the material it is passing through is augmented.

It is evident that the slight resistance created at the

point of contact of the two pieces to be welded generates

heat. The phenomenon here is precisely similar to that

taking place in the incandescent and arc lights, where in

the former the resistance of the carbon filament causes the

raising of the filament to incandescence, while in the latter

case the distance between the carbon points produces the

arc. It is further obvious that this resistance, supposing

he pieces to be wel.ded to be in metallic contact, varies
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around this is a wire coil carrying the dynamo current.

But the secondary coil, instead of being of very fine wire

and correspodingly high resistance, as in the common in-

duction coil, consists of a single casting of copper of the

requisite shade, having a minimum resistance.

One of the first methods of transforming the alternating

current into one of low voltage was that shown in Fig. 2.

The current from the alternating generator passes through

the coil B, wound around the iron ring A. The secondary

coil C consists in this case of a few turns of very

heavy copper wire. The large section of this wire itself

F\Q. Si.—Pick.

Fig. 4}. —Point Wefded On.

Fig. 55.—Anchor Made by Electric

Welding.

Fig. 3S.-Biade Welded Fig. 32.-V-Shape Welded Tip. 3S.~-Weld'd and Upiet

D^'-l
to Body.

r'
Fig. S6.—Heads Welded to Body.

\ f-^<^Z

Fig. S7.— Cutting Point Welded to Bar.

Fig. 3Q.—Blade and Head
Welded to Body.

Fig. iO.—Point Welded
On.

A' '"

fig. 42.—End of Screw

Welded On.

directly as the conductivity of the material

becomes necessary, even in the welding of sections of wire

of the same size but of different materials or composition,

to vary the strength of the current.

The machine itself, by means of a transformer, changes

the electric current to one of low voltage. Consequently

it is essential to regulate the strength of the current by

means independent of the machine. The rheostat was

first employed, but as it introduced a resistance which

merely served to reduce the current without any compensa-

ting work, it was wasteful. This is now formed by a

reaction coil or "kicker," as it is familiarly called, the in-

vention of H. Lemp. This consists of a ring of laminated

iron, one portion of which, about one-sixth, is reduced

in section to receive a coil of wire through which

the current from the dynamo passes. Mounted

upon a shaft placed in the center of the ring is a

hood of thick copper covering the face and two sides of

the ring for a distance about equal to that occupied by the

coil. When this hood, which can be moved to any part

of ring by a handle, is diametrically opposite the coil, the

reaction in the coil is maximum and the current is reduced

to the minimum. When the hood covers the coil the

reverse takes place. By placing the hood at the

proper intermediate point, the desired current is produced.

Should a short circuit occur when the hood is near or over

the coil," the increased current would throw it back, thereby

bringing the coil into action, and preventing damage.

Hence the name "kicker."

Electric welding has been performed by means of the

continuous current, by secondary batteries, and also by

unipolar machines, but the most favorable results have

been obtained from the employment of the alternating

current. This is due to the fact that this current can be

economically produced in large volume, and easily

transformed so as to have low electromotive force or volt-

age. The current, further than this, can be readily con-

trolled and can be distributed at high pressure over con-

ductors of small sections, thus permitting its transmission

to a distance without much loss of energy. One of the

principal obstacles arising with the use of the continuous

current is that the heating will not take place with absolute

uniformity in the two abutting ends. As has been observed

in the case of the carbons in an arc light, the current in its

passage conveys the small incandescent particles of carbon

from one carbon to the other, and when the same current

is applied to the heating of two pieces of metal the current

acts in precisely the same way, and one is heated to a

greater extent than the other.

The most convenient method of obtaining this low volt-

age current depends upon induction. The principle is the

same as that found in the induction coil of an ordinary

secondary battery, but the construction or arrangement of

the two coils is reversed. An iron core is provided, and
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It therefore and its short length produce an almost inappreciable

electrical resistance, and this, therefore, governs the

voltage of the induced current which is carried off by

it. From this secondary coil C the current passes

through the rods E Z>, the abutting ends of which are

Fig. 2.—Early Type of Transformer.

Fig. i.
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of copper of very large section C. Later forms of trans-

formers arc shown in Figs. 4 to 10, inclasive. These
give a good idea of the transformers as constructed and
arranged at the present time. In each case the dynamo
current is passed through the primary coil, about which

is placed a solid piece of copper of large section and

which serves as a secondary. It is this construction that

made necessary the making of copper castings of unusual

size, since it was necessary to make the secondary coil in

one piece in order to obtain low resistance, which would
not be possible if it were built up.

The type of transformer now used, and whch has

been found to give the best results, is that in which the

primary and secondary coils are concentrically placed in

an iron core, so as to oblige all lines of force generated

by the former to cut through the latter. If the two
windings are placed side by side in an iron core or upon
opposite legs, as shown in Fig. 4, there is a tendency to

form constant poles at the point where the two windings
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meet, due to the leakage of lines of force. The leakage

will depend upon the distance between the two legs and

upon the length of the magnetic circuit. It has been

increased and turned to advantage by Prof. Thomson
for obtaining constant current in the secondary, while

the primary is supplied with constant electromotive force,

this construction being shown in Fig, 5. Various forms

of secondary may be employed to work in accordance with

this principle, some or these being" shown in Figs. 6 to 10

inclusive. For mechanical reasons and convenience the

forms shown in Figs. 6 and 7 are mostly used, experience

having shown that there is practically no leakage. This

F\g. 3.—Later Type of Tran.iformer.

,l

Fig 5. Fiij. 6.
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Fig. 9. Fig. 10.

Present Types of Transformers.
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welded. Another form, which came out in 1886, is shown construction also permits the removing the primary with-

in Fig. 3. Here the current first passes through the coil out disturbing the secondary in the least.

B, which in this case is a ring placed within the iron coil A
,

The transformer in the rail chair welding machine, a

the induced current being carried off by the single loop cut of which is presented, consists of a massive copper
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casting of rectangular shape and formed with a central

rectangular opening. In the opening is placed the iron

core consisting of insulated sheets. In each side face of

the copper casting is formed a square groove to receive

the copper coils conveying the dynamo current—in this

case the copper coils being formed of strips. It will be

seen that the same principle is here present—an iron core

surrounded by a primary coll of small strips and a

secondary coil of one turn of large cross section.

In alt small sections and in certain metals which falj

down quickly when they approach the melting point,

such as aluminum, lead, tin, etc., it is absolutely

essential that the machine should be automatic. In gen-

eral all electric welding consists first in bringing the two

ends to be united in metallic contact, if possible, then to

pass the current through them, and as the abutted ends be-

come heated to the welding temperature, press the two

parts forcibly together. In welding large sections this

can be controlled by hand, since the heating is compara-

tively slow and the increase in temperature can be readily ob-

served, but in small sections, and with certain metals, where

there is no external evidence of heat being preseut, the

machine is depended upon for doing the work. In weld-

ing aluminum, for instance, the two pieces are clamped

between copper jaws, one of which is movable toward and

from the other. The two ends being brought together,

the current is turned on, and at the instant the points have

been heated to a melting temperature, the movable clamp

is pushed forward, the softened metal is thrown out on

each side in the shape of an exaggerated burr. Fig. 43, and

the electric current turned off at the same instant.

The uniformity of the result depends more closely upon

the pressure applied to the movable clamp than upon any

other condition. This pressure, which is governed by the

size and material of the wire to be welded, should be in ac-

cordance with what we might term the plasticity of the

metal when it has been brought to the proper temperature.

If the current is too strong, the time necessary for weld-

ing alone would be affected, and in this case would be

shortened. The pressure necessary is controlled directly

by the metal itself, and therefore varies and it is only to

be ascertained by actual experiment. The pressure re-

quired for steel is approximately 1 , Soo pounds to the square

inch of section, and this, we may observe in parenthesis,

explains why in the large welding machine shown in

Fig. I hydraulic plungers are introduced in order to pro-

vide this pressure. In iron a pressure of some 1,200

pounds to the inch is required, while for copper only 600

pounds is necessarv.

being thrown out. Figs. 11 to 13, inclusively, show very

clearly, first, the shape of the abutting ends of a steel rod

of any section from ji inch up to 2 inches in diameter, and

also the effect produced at different stages of the process.

is therefore advisable in large work, at intervals of a few

seconds, to throw off the current in order that the heat

already imparted to the metal may diffuse itself uniformly.

When this has taken place, as can be perceived readily by

Fig. 23.—Two BarP
Welded to On:,

Fig. 26.-TWO Flat Bars

Welded to One.

Fig. 22.—Screw Bolt Made by Welding. Fig. 24. -Three Bars Welded

to One.

Fig. 29.—Bar Welded at an
AJigle.

^ .
wy

Fi'sr. 80.—r-SjMrc.

affiaSMH c^
Fig. 27.—Screw Eye Made by Welding.

C
fig. 28.— TTrencft.

Fig. 2.5 —Similar to

Fig. 23.

Fig. 31.—Carpenter^s Square.
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When the two ends have been brought forcibly in contact

and the current turned on, the first indication of the pas-

sage of the current is in the change in color at the points

of contact, which become a dull red and then brighter, and

Fig. 43.—Aluminum. Fig. ii.—Bicycle Tire Bent at Weld.

dl=
Fig.

Fig. 47.-Axl

46.—Bicycle Saddle
Fbst.

Fig. -^.-BicycU Tire.

Fia. ^.—Dashboard Frame.

Fig. 52,

Fig. 50.—Fifth Wfieel. Fig. 5S.—DovhU Perch Frame.

Fig. 49.—Clip King Bolt.

Fig. 51.—Axle Spring Bea.
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It is of the utmost importance to disconnect the current

at the instant a weld is made. Its continuance would only

result in further melting the metal and in destroying the

work already done. The movement in the case of a ^
inch aluminum wire is about /^ inch, the surplus matter

finally, white hot. As the conical points heat the metal is

softened, so that with the pressure it gives way and the

area in contact is thus gradually increased. Owing to the

fact that the resistance at all points of the circular section

is not the same the heating takes place unequally, and it

the operator, the current is again turned on until an en-

larged section has been heated. In this way the process

continues until the entire section of the metal has been

heated to a white heat, until the two parts have been for-

cibly pushed together, and then the operation having been

completed, the current is turned off.

The appearance of the electric weld in a yi inch steel

bar after it has been planed down longitudinally is shown

in Fig. 14.

The planed surface was first highly polished and then

subjected to dilute acid, bringing out the grain, as shown

in the drawing, which has been slightly enlarged to more

clearly show the grain. It will be observed that at the

point of contact the grain has been deflected radially to-

ward the surface, but has in no case been broken up. Its

integrity is very apparent, the only change being in the

direction. In the case of two metals, the line of demarka-

tion separating the two ends is very clearly defined, and

has the appearance of two pieces of soft material which

have been pressed together. Prof. A. E. Dolbear of

Tufts College has made many hundred tests of the ten-

sile strength of electrically welded bars of iron, steel and

other metals. The results were of such a character that

he stated that it was possible to weld both wrought iron

and steel so that th-; weld is as strong as the same cross

section in any other part of the bar. He had a number

of bars welded by an expert blacksmith, the result being

that the electrically welded bars were very much stronger

than those welded by hand.

Fig. 93 represents a bar of brass and iron united by

combined electric welding and a mechanical joint or dove-

tail, which is described further on. At and on each side

of the weld, the metals were turned off slightly and then

the bar was subjected to strain until ruptured, as shown

in the drawing. The break was in that part of the bar

which had not been reduced in diameter, proving that the

joint was stronger than any other part.

Hard tool steel can be welded without destro3nng its

good qualities. We have before stated that the heating

takes place at the point of contact of the two bars and that

heating can be effected locally or at any desired point in a

continuous bar. This has one special advantage in that

the expenditure of energy is confined directly to the point

desired, and that there is no superfluous heating. In other

words, a bar having been welded can be picked up within

three or four inches of the weld, the temperature at that
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point then being so low as to be hardly perceptible. That

this is true is shown by the welding of insulated copper

wires, The covering is removed, l'"ig. 73, for a distance

just sudicient to admit the clamps. The remaining cover-

ing is not injured in the least. In welding wire cables,

Figs. 71, 72 .'ind 74, the wires are fused into a solid bar

for about one inch and the hemp core charred for a like

length.

The point has been fre(|uently brought up by those not

Fig. 105.

has been hammered down, the edge and flat view of the

welded portion being represented. This is inlcndcd to

illustrate the perfect continuity at the point of welding,

rig. r8 represents a bar which has been welded straight

and then curved at the weld. I'igs. 19. 20, 21, 22, 27. 28,

33 and 34 represent various applications of electric welding

in straight and bar work, and where, as in the case of the

drill, l''ig, 20, the rock drill. Fig. 19. and the pick, l-'ig.

34, it is essential to make the cutting point of tool steel

Fig. lOi.— Electrically Heating and Coiling. Fig. \W.~ Electrically Heating and Bendinrj.

=nyr=
Fig. nO.Shapcmadcon Fig. 108.

*'ifi'. \GG.~Eleotricn.lly Heating and Twisting.

Fig. lOt.Specimen of T^vistcd Metal.

Fin. lO'j: -Second Step in Machine, Ftp. 108,

conversant with the process that there is a certain amount

of danger attending the handling of these machines. This

is due mainly to the fact that it is supposed that a current

of suOicient strength to bring a large section of steel to a

white heat would naturally have suflicient power to create

disagreeable results in the man who might be so placed as

to permit any part of it to pass through him. The writer

may state that he has placed his moistened fingers on the

two copper clamps of an electric welding machine through

which the current was passing in the act of welding two-

inch steel bars. It was impossible to note any effect what-

ever, as there was absolutely no sensation.

One of the most recent successful applications of the

electric welding process is carried on at the works of the

Johnson company, Johnstown, Pa., in the making of

rail chairs. A perspective view of this machine and also

views of the two parts composing the chair, as well as the

completed chair, are shown in Fig. i. This machine is

used in welding what may be termed the rail clamp to the

top of the rail chair proper, the shapes of both of these

being clearly outlined in the drawing. In the upper left-

hand corner of the machine is a hydraulic cylinder, the

piston rod of which is arranged so as to operate an elbow

lever, the right hand arm of which, when the plunger

moves forward, presses upon and firmly holds the body of

the rail chair. The cylinder and the lever it operates are

mounted upon a sliding base similar in many respects to

the platen of a planer, which is arranged to be moved for-

ward by means of the two hydraulic cylinders shown at the

left. These cylinders are eight inches in diameter and

have a stroke of about two inches, and are adapted to give

a pressure of about an average of r.Soo pounds to the

square inch of welding section, which in this case is about

four square inches- The cylinder shown at the top and to

the right is adapted to hold the rail clamp in position dur-

ing the operation of welding, and also to resist the pressure

brought to bear by the operating cylinders. It has been

found that with the aid of this machine rail chairs can be

economically produced, and that the integrity of the weld

can be relied upon implicitly.

The arrangements of the small drawings representing

what has been done in electric welding in a practical way

up to date has been with a view of grouping them accord-

ing to the shape and material operated upon, without any

reference to the application of the process to any particular

industry. Fig. 15 shows a bar or standard welded to the

center of a disk. Fig. 16 is similar to Fig. 14, and is

intended to show that the line of demarkation separating

the two pieces welded is absolutely unperceivable unless, as

stated before, the plain surface is first polished and then

treated with acid. Fig. 17 shows an electric weld which

Fig. lU.—Electrically Heated and UpscL
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and the shank of softer metal. Figs. 26, 2y, 30, 31 and

32 show the welding of different shapes. Fig. 23 shows

two bars which have been welded to the end of one bar,

Fig. 25 representing the same shape, but with the legs

spread. Fig. 24 is the same construction except that three

bars have been welded to the end of one. Fig. 35 is an

the proper lengths being afterward cut ofT. In the same
way the axe blade. Fig. 38, the trammel point, Fig. 40, the

plum bob point. Fig. 41, Ihc lathe tool, Fig, 37, the hatchet

blade and head, Fig. 3'). and the dog clamp. Fig. 42, be-

ing provided in a similiai fashion.

Figs. 44 to 46 represent where the electric welding pro-

cess has come into the manufacture of bicycles. Fig. 45
is a drawing of the fAshaped bicycle lire, showing the

weld. In this work it has been found that the operation of

welding can be performed more expeditiously, more
economically and with far greater success than with any
other known method. In this it Ls particularly true that

during the operation of welding, the operator not only

knows whether he will make a successful joint or not, but

he is also informed, as we might say, of the nature of the

material during the work, and is therefore in a position to

act in a certain sense as an inspector. Fig. 44 shows where

the tire has been bent at the weld, and is intended merely

as an illustration of the perfect condition of the pieces at

the point. The standard carrying the scat in some bicycles

consists of a tube in the upper part of which is held a spring

frame carrying the seat. This is shown in Fig. 46, where

the parts are ready for brazing.

We may here state that brazing operations are carried on

by aid of the electric current in a far more advantageous

way than with the ordinary furnace. The work being

prepared, as shown in the drawing, a few turns of thin

wire are wrapped around the entering bar, then the whole

thing is placed in the welding machine, the result being

that the wire melts, flows down and effectually seals the

joint. In the ordinary way where a liux is 'ised the work

for a considerable distance each side of the joint is tarnished

and more or less time is therefore necessary in order to

clean it. With the electric process the joint is kept clean,

and there is little work to be done after the brazing has

been perfected.

Figs. 47 to 55 represent the position now occupied by

electric welding in carriage work. It is in this industry

that the method has been found to be peculiarly valuable,

since the material, form and dimensions of the iron work

entering a wagon lend themselves readily to the process.

Beginning at Fig. 48, these drawings show the weld in

first, the dash board frame, clip king bolt, fifth wheel,

axle, spring bed, clip, double perch frame, carriage step

and seat frame. In making the axle spring bed, Fig. 51,

the two pieces a b are welded to the side of the axle.

The method of making a metal wheel by the welding pro

p^
TO=G™BfcS2<niffiS=

e ^

Fi^. Si .—Old and New Telegraph Wire Upliec. Fig, m.~\Vclded ^hc'pc.

L —IE J
Fig. 64.—Th<n SIrip Il^eWerf.

m
Fig. 76,

—

Projectile Ready for Welding.

%

fig. BS.-Two Bars "V/e/Cc/ to Block

Fig. K.-TAii. Strip Welded.

Fig. 67.—Pipe Tested

to Rupture.

Pia. 68.—Pipe.

Fig. 77.—Projeclite after Welding

Fig. 66.—C0U of Pipe mith Welded Joints.

Fig. ll.-Wire.Cable.

Fig. 73.—mVe Cable.

Fig. 69.—Cast-iron Return Bend Welded to

Wrought-Iron Pipe.

QL

m

Pig- 70.

Fig. IS.—Projectile Formed of Two Parts. Fig. 7^.—Cable ivith End Welded to it.
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anchor made by the welding process, there being, as indi-

cated by the letter IF, five welds.

In the drawings Figs. 36 to 42, inclusive, ariother

branch of electric welding is shown which consists in

adding to a body of soft material a short length of hard

steel, the additional portion being represented in each case

by the letter A. In the case of the hammer, for instance.

Fig. 36, the body is first formed and then material for the

two heads is added from a bar of steel by an electric weld,

Fig. TS.—InsiUfited Wire Welded.

cess is shown in Figs. 56 and 57. The hub and the two

rings c c are shaped as indicated in Fig. 57, the spokes be-

ing entered in the recesses provided for them, as indicated

by dotted lines. The hub is then clamped in the welder,

the resulting wheel being shown ia Fig. 56. This method

increases the strength and durability of the wheel, and at

the same time makes possible the employment of lighter

material.

Upsetting a collar on an a.\le or similar bar is shown in
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Figs. 58 to 60. The separate parts are first arranged as

shown in Fig. 60. The current is then passed through the

bars, which are forced together, the result being as repre-

sented in the section Fig. 5S, and the side view, Fig. 59.

The old and new telegraph wire splice is represented in

Fig. 6f. The welding of a shape of peculiar section is

represented in Fig. 62. The ends of two bars of rectan-

gular section welded to the cylindrical piece is shown in

Fig. 63. One of the most difficult operations to perform

successfully by any method of welding is that of uniting

wide flat strips of thin metal. This is shown in Fig. 64,

the drawing of which was made from a piece 3-64 inch

thick and i Yz inches wide.

Pipe welding is shown in Figs. 66 to 70, Fig. 67 repre

senting a pipe which has been tested to rupture and shows

that the break was stopped at the weld. Fig. 6g shows a

return bend of cast iron, welded to lengthsof wrought iron

pipe for refrigerator work. A peculiarity of the welding

of pipes is the fact that the burr is only on the outside of

the pipe, the tendency, when the metal has been heated

and then pressed together, being to force the surplus metal

outward. Provision has been made for removing the out-

side burr by means of a pneumatic hammer. A practical

application of pipe welding by electricity has been made in

the making of coils of very long lengths of pipe. In this

method the welder is carried upon a car, during the move-

ment of which forward a new length of pipe is welded to

the preceding length. From the welder the pipe passes

through a heating furnace and is heated to the proper

temperature in order to be wound in a coil around the

mandrel. Following the welder is a testing apparatus

which tests the pipe after each joint has been made. In

this way pipes of any length can be made and the joint

readily bent. Figs. 76 to 7S show the electric welding

process applied to the manufacture of projectiles. In the

first view the point A and the base C are welded to the

cylindrical body B, the perfected shell being shown in Fig.

77. Another method of making the shell is shown in Fig.

78, the shell here consisting of but two parts.

Figs. 71 to 74 show the welding of wire cables,

Fig. 75, showing where a piece has been welded

to the end of a cable in order to prevent fraying.

As was stated previously, the welding process converts

about I inch of the cable into solid metal, and if a hemp

core be present, it chars it for a like distance. Figs. 79 to

82 represent chain and circular work, the points of welding

being indicated. Fig. S3 shows one of the eyes of an eye

bar. Fig. 8S represents a portion of a circular saw of

Figs. 90 to 94. A difficult task, and one not possible with

any other process, is the welding of storage battery plates

of lead, as shown in Fig. 95.

A combination weld and mechanical joint is shown in

Figs. 96 to 103. It will be noticed that the end of the

iron bar is so formed that the brass bar to which it is in-

tended to unite it will constitute a mechanical joint or

dovetail after the ends have been brought together, and

subjected to the welding process. Several forms of mak-

ing the dovetail are shown, Fig. gS being a sectional view

specified length, to each end of which is welded a brass

extension, which serves as a guide.

The heating and bending of metals and their upsetting

are represented in the remaining figures, Figs. 105 to iii.

In the machine shown in Fig 104 the metal to be coiled

is placed in the clamp E and attached to the mandrel M,
the current passing through the conductors C C. After

having been heated to the proper degree, the mandrel is

turned, the result being a coil, as shown in Fig. 105. Fig.

106 is practically the same arrangement, except that the

Fig. 5?:Section, Shovnng Upset Collar
Finished,

Fig. bi.— Carriage Step.

Fig. 59.— Upset Collar. Fig. 55.—Seat Frame

Fig. 56.—Wheel Formed by E^etric Welding.

Fig. 60.—J'arfs Arranged for Welding. Fig. 57.—Parts of Whfcls Assembled for Welding.
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at the weld and being intended to show that the brass flows

in so freely as to completely fill the grooves cut in the iron.

In arranging these pieces for welding the clamps in the

machine are so adjusted that the iron is first heated a short

distance from its points of contact with the brass. The

heat then follows by conduction along the iron and grad-

ually increases the temperature of the abutting bar. After

the brass bar has become heated thoroughly it begins to

flow, and as the two parts are pressed together the metal

clamp £ is provided with a handle by which it may be

turned in order, after the strip has been heated, to form

the twisted shape shown in Fig. 107. Bending of the bar

/>' after it has been heated is shown in Fig. loS, where the

clamp Z^is movable, the second operation after the bar 5
has been bent to a right angle being shown in Fig. 109,

the result being shown in Fig. no. Fig. iii represents

a bar which has been heated and then upset.

r
BRASS

^BJ
V STEEL

Fig. 90.— Ty2>ograph Lever. Fig. HI.— Welding Diferent Metah.

Fig. 92. Fig. 94.

Fig. 95.—Lead Plate for Storage Battery.

I ^ ^ ^o^^ *»u««w.vvoirvAirvAJ

F!}. 93.- Bur Broken, bttl not at Weld.

ctt T
i

fig^ ffQ,—Mechanical Joint and Electric

Weld.

Fig. 97 —Form of Iron End.

Fig. 9i.—Section Hhowing Weld and Joint,

o
Fig. ^J,— Another Forjn of Joint— Dovetail

.

Fig 109.— Dovetail Joint.
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Fig. lOh— Threaded Joint.

large size, in which a new tooth has been placed by the

electric process. Fig. Sg shows the welding of a couple

of band saws, large and small sizes. The fifth wheel

shown in Figs. S4to S7 is formed of three part?, shown in

the first three figures. The shell consists cf two channel

sections, Figs. S4 and 86, in which are held rollers, the

completed wheel being as presented in Fig. S7.

The welding of dtfi^erent materials together is shown in

flows down, fills the grcoves cut on the iron end complete-

ly and makes a perfect mechanical joint, which is inde-

pendent of the uniting of the two ends together by fusion.

This joint, as explained and as shown in Fig. 93, possesses

greater strength than the weaker metal of which it is com-

posed. This method has been found of great convenience

in the raanuftclure especially of reciprocating electric en-

gines, where it is desirable to have a soft iron core of a

The Law of Hysteresis.^
Bv Charles Proteus Steinmetz.

Part II.

As before said, the first sets of tests were made on the
magnetic circuit of a small Westinghouse converter.

The constants of this converter, so far as they are of

interest here, are:

Mean length of magnetic circuit, 2T cm.
Mean cross-section of magnetic circuit — 43 67 cm.-
Hence volume of iron = 917 cm^
Resistance of secondary coil = .2 u.

Further sets of readings were taken on a magnetic cir-

cuit, built up of very thin sheets of iron, alternately S in.

X I in. and 3 in. X i, in rectangular shape, very carefully

insulated against eddy currents, with layers of thin paper
between the sheets. On the two long sides two coils of each
50 turns, very coarse wire (3 Xo. 10 in parallel), were
wound and connected in series, thereby giving n := 100
turns of an internal resistance of .04S o.

Here the mean length of the magnetic circuit was / =:

41 cm.
The cross-seftion, s = 3.7S4 cm.-
The circuit consisted of 58 layers of sheet-iron of the

thickness .r =.02577 (-) and the width zj = 2.579.
The whole volume of iron was = 155 cm.^
The sheet iron pieces were first freed from scales by

dipping into dilute sulphuric acid-

In one set of tests an open magnetic circuit was used, by
leaving the short end pieces (3 in. X 1 in.) off, and using
two piles each of 66 pieces (8 in. X i in.) of the same
iron, the same pieces as used in the former closed circuit

tests.

In these readings, for the determination of the hystere-

tic loss, only voltmeter and wattmeter, but no ammeter,
were used, and the susceptibility curve determined sepa-

rately by voltmeter and ammeter.
The calculation of the readings was done in the follow-

ing way:
After applying the corrections for self-induction of in-

struments, resistance and speed, the readings were reduced

to lines of magnetic force per square centimeter B and
consumption of energy by hysteresis per magnetic cycle If,

in ergs.

Then the results were plotted on cross-section paper and
if any value was found to be very much out of the cur^^e

connecting the other values, it was stricken out as evidently

erroneous, not considering it worth while to determine
whether it was a wrong reading of any one of the instru-

ments or mistake in the calculation.

Then from the other values of B and If, under the sup-

I. Read before the American Institute of Electical Engineers,

Jan, 19, 1892.

3. Calculated from the weisht.
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position that // were proportional to any power .r of B:

II - V /-)'
'^

this exponent :r was determined.

The value x will be seen always to be so near to i 6 that

1.6 can be considered :.t least as first approximation to .r.

Then, under the assumption

X = 1.6

hence
// = r ^>

the coefficient v was calculated, and now the eciuation

// = 71 B'-^

plotted in a curve, as given in the figures, and the observed

values of // drawn in and marked.
I'"rom the curve were taken the calculated values of //,

corresponding to the observed values of /)', the difference

1/ — B
calc obs

determined, and expressed in per cents, of //

These values are given in the tables, and shown in the

curves.

Exponent of power, derived from tests:

X ~ 1.6476 "" 1.6

Coefficient of hysteresis:

Ti = .002315

hence, theoretical curve:

//= .002315 -i9"^

Taiu.e II. {4)

i'requency: N= 137 complete periods per seeond.

I. Magnetic Circuit of tmi; Wkstinohousp.

Converter.

Fig. 2—Table II.

magnetic characteristic.

F = Magneto motive force in ampere turns per centi-

meter length of magnetic circuit.

B. H. H. H. — H.^ %
• »t>«. calc. calc. oils

40C0 I4IJO r - 80 —J.7

467 •> i8i8

5510 >3SO — -J

5760 ,% asjfi xt — 1.5

5 ^o

Ws
3580 +1*

(Axio 3180 — 10s
Ci9oo 33S8 3^9'

317°
Bfeio

±73 S - ^3av:

Exponent of power, derived from tests;

X - 1.3887 - 1.6

Coefficient of hysteresis:

// = .002438

Fig. 1^.—Chain Link.

W
Pig. 81.—Chaid,

Fig. BO.—Stai' Welded at i

Beiid.

Fig. B3.—Eye B(V.

^
Fig. Bl.—Flat Link.

Fig. Sa.—Tooth Welded in

Circular Saw,

Fig. 89 —Banff

Saws Welded.

FIf. S4. Fig. 85.

Paris of Fifth Wheel.

ELECTRIC METAL WORKING.

Fig. SI.—Fifth Wheel.

B = Magnetization, in lines of magnetic force per

square centimeter.

Table II. (i)

F. U. F. B F B,

i lioo .2 14-75^ 43 i8.t5o

3 3<oo 14 15.080 so
4 '5.370 55 it..aja

S qlXM
H.7SO 65 19,440

7 »=.E5o 16.450
13.600 3° 16. Q 75

<i 35 •7V370 Bo ao.300
4.3SO 17.780 8S

9°

20,560
20.810

hence, theoretical curve.

//= .00243S.5^«

Table II. (5)

Frequency: N = 205 complete periods per second.

B := Magnetization in lines of magnetic force per

square centimeter.

H = Loss of energy by hysteresis, in ergs per cycle,

and cubic centimetre = 10 -^ watt-second.

Table II. (2)

Frequency: jV = 28 complete periods per second.

/?, H.
obs calc. calc. obs.

%

35'Q
10.560
.3.B00

1 7.1340

6^B6
10.386

'3.3S7

..60
6610

io.i3o

>5.&«

av:

—18 —1.6

+1:1

±'73 = ±a.3

B. H. H. H-H. J
obs. calc eak-obs.

1790 376- 424 +6.0
1990 463 +fio

'^ 5B5 610, -5-35 +5-7

3060 893 920

X'i tl
^iS

[054

,'3J
1340 -S7 -4.6

3710 —3.0
4620 iSia

5070 3034 3070 +<« +>>
4990
5910 26g3 3620 —73

3844 2750 -96 -3-S
3039 3080 +4. +T-3

729c 3673 3640 —33 — .9

434' 4500
83^0 +110 +=.7
S340 456: 4460

± 47 -±a.7- -.-

E.xponentof power, derived from tests;

X — 1.6111 ^ 1.6

Coefficient of hysteresis:

n = .002410
hence, theoretical curve;

H= .00241 B^-^

Table II. (3)

Frequency: iV = 36 complete periods per second.

The observed values of //arc drawn in Fig. i:

1. For N = 28 wiib the mark °

2. " 36 •' " •

3. 137 ' '• V
4.

"
205 •' '• +

/
/.

/ I

/
I

/
/

I
1

i

/ 1

/
1"
!

/ 1

/

/y /

r.===^
^. —— •

—

'

FIG. 2. LAW OF HYSTERESIS,

The magnetic characteristic is drawn in dotted lines.

From this curve ihe hysteretic loss

//= .0024164 .5'-*

we derive the values:

Takle II. (6)

B. K. ' B. K. -

1000 159 IJ.WW 9330
A(^ 10.400
884 15.000

4000 1400 I6.000

JOOO 3»00
li;^

I(.t&3
60>3 3680 '5.55°
7000 3430 19.000 16.970

42(0 30.000 )S,40O

9000 SI3O 35,000 36.290
10,000 6070 30,000 3S.J'0
J 1.000 7070 45.™>
ii.azo 8130 40,000 55.800

II.

—

Magnettc Circuit Built ui* of Well Insulated

Layers of Very Thin Sheet-Iron.

Fig. 3—Tables III.

magnetic characteristic,

F = Magnito motive force in ampere turns per centi-
mf^ter length of magnetic circuit.

B =: Magnetization in lines of magnetic force per square
centimeter.

Table III. (i)

F. B. F. 3. F. B.

2 ijoa 12 '3.750 45 17,500

3 4JIO0 14 2&a

4 7400 14.600 55 i8.:,oo

s iS 60 18.650
10400 «S

>9-3B«7 =s 15.700 70
10.300 75

9 11.470 ao.oSo
13.0-0 40 '7.0iO 85

93
20.400

so.jiO

HYSTERESIS.

B = magnetization in lines of magnetic force per square
centimeter.

// = loss of energy by hysteresis, in ergs per cycle and
cubic centimeter, =^ lo -' watt-seconds.

CLOSED magnetic CIRCUIT.
Frequency: TV := 85 complete periods per second.

Table III. (2)

K. K -H -S. =
!f

obs. calc. call. obs.

5910 3330 — 180
6loo 3t>9o 3430 — 79
7690 4700 -- 480

- - S40

-hio.a
10,470

±1:?8370 8464 -- 96
i2,eoo 13.2S0

'4.690 '3.73° "3.5«o — 190 — »
'7.'*= '7.040 17.040
'7.940 17,570 + 67" H-3-7

av:
_

i 31s =

B. H. H. H.-H.=^
obs calc. calc. obs.

7090 3333 3500
tir,

4^4-8

S667 63,0
9700 ,-*'

t:i17.080 +7
'9.340 i6.i[i 17.60c + ..»!

t464 - ±4.4

Exponent of power, derived from tests:

.r = 1. 6012 ~ 1.6

Coefficient of hysteresis:

n = .002434

hence, theoretical curve:

II — .002434-5'*'''

From these 4 sets of readings, we get the results:

1. iV = 28 4 readings: .r = 1.6111 j? =: ,002410
2. 36 5

"
1.6476 .002315

3. 137 10
" 1.5S87 .002438

4. 205 18
" 1,6012 .002434

Therefrom we derive the average, by giving to each
value as weight the number of readings, where it is based
upon:

X — 1. 60513 -- I 6

V = .0024164
Hence:

//m .0024164 B^ '^

This curve is used for calculating the values given as //,

and is plotted in Fig. 2 in drawn line.

Exponent of power derived from tests:

X = 1. 6041 ^ 1.6

Coefficient of hysteresis:

J? = .00285.

hence, theoretical curve:

11= .00285 B^-^

Table III, (3)

Frequency; IV = 138 complete periods per second.

calc

B. ff. K JT.z^S.= %
obs. calc. calc. obs.

i220 3030 3015 — 'S — -5

S7SO 36^0
6540 4320 4355 - - 35

-1.27070 4830 4890 - - 60

Ssio
5950
6090

6i6o
:ti

9570 7850 7340
10 450 87S0

ti,o6o
9040 4-2fo

4- '70 tl:l
14.570

\IX
»5.340 — 500 —3-3
IS.580 -580

—1090.
17.1)70

19,330

20,620

23,180
21,44a
24.120

4-3=0
-f-<34o.

av; ± 371 =

[^Continned on page 79,]
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Several interestiDg articles on electric welding have

appeared in the Western Electrican and a number of

special applications have been described and illustrated.

The applications of this system have become so numer-

ous and are of such universal interest that considerable

space is devoted in this issue to an article on "Electric

Metal Working." In addition to a description of several

devices employed and the principles underlyirg the ap-

plication of electricity to this work, there is a comprehensive

description of many special applications and illuslralions

of the results obtained. The aiiicle will no doubt be read

with interest by the electrical fiaternity.

the boulevards. It is to be hoped that a compromise can

be effected. It is suggested that the city maintain the

electric h'ghts for two years or until such time as the courts

decide whether it is the duty of the park board to maintain

them, and that ihe park board establish the electric plant

in Washington Park.

//c-w/t/in a recent editorial says: "The cable cars have

maimed and killed so many people that it does not seem
impossible to believe that they have become animated

with a desire for blood, like the butcherin 'The Mysteries

of Paris.'

Chicago city officials and members of the South Park

Board, which controls the boulevards leading to the

World's Fair site, have been squabbling over the ques-

tion of paying for electric lights on these thoroughfares. The

South Park Board is willing to establish a plant in Wash-

ington Park, place electric lamps along the boulevards

and make the connections. if the city agrees to operate the

plant in the future. The city clftcials claim that the park

commissioners should pay for lighting the boulevards, but

the latter point to the fact that the city has paid the boule-

vard gas bills, and the park commissioners maintain that

in doing so the city only preformed its duty, as the boule-

vards are public thoroughfares which must be lighted for

the general convenience. It is to be regretted that such

questions should be raised at this time when there should

be no delay in securing improvements of this character for

The interest manifested in electric traction by the man-

agers of steam railioads is encouraging. A party of rail-

road officials recently visited the great electrical factories

of the East and the gentlemen composing it appear to have

been much impressed with what they saw' and with the

possibilities awaiting the electric railway. In speaking on

the subject Chief Engineer McHenry, of the Northern

Pacific company, is reported to have said that he did not

see "why electricity should not displace locomotives, espe-

cially over steep grades." It is not piobable that Mr.

McHenry 's expectation will be realized for many years to

come, but expeiiments in the direction indicated can re-

sult only in good, and should be encouraged by all inter-

ested in the railway problem.

In a recent issue of the Western Electrician a paper

by George P. Low was presented in which attention was

called to the improvements that have been made
during the last few years in the construction of elec-

tric power plants In the early days of electric

lighting any place was considered good enough for

the generating plant, but experience soon showed that

better accommodations and care would be required if the

plant was to be relied upon. It is true that much im-

provement has been made, and it is largely due to this fact

that the insurance men have begun to advocate the instal-

lation of electric plants. It should be remembered, how-

ever, that there is still considerable room for advancement,

as is shown by frequent unfavorable reports from poorly

constructed plants that still remain to remind parent com-

panies of the days when they pursued the short-sighted

policy of cheap construction.

The announcement was made recently that the Chicago

South Side Alley "L" road had placed an order for the

rolling stock including steam locomotives. This seems

rather strange in such a progresive city as Chicago in view

of the fact that old steam roads are endeavoring to rep'ace

their present equipment with electrical apparatus. The
"L" roads of Kansas City, for instance, are to be operated

as electric lines as soon as the change can be made.

Further evidence can be found in New York Ciiy, the

stronghold of the "L'' road, where it has been demonstrat-

ed that the present "L' system operated by steam loco-

motives, failed to provide adequate rapid transit for the

metropolis.

No wonder, then, that the announcement of the Chi-

cago "'L" Road company should be received with

amazement. Chicago prides itself upon its progressive

spirit, yet it adopts the discarded system of Kansas City,

while New York is preparing a most comprehensive sys-

tem of underground electric railways that will give rapid

transit and not merely pretend to.

The residents of that portion of Chicago through which

the "L" road passes should enter an earnest protest against

the adoption of steam locomotives on this line. There is

no reason why they should be subjected to the annoyance

of a dirty and noisy steam railroad. An electric system

will not only remove these objections but it will also pro-

vide superior service^^

Electric railway men who have been obliged to

contend with opposition based upon the so-called "deadly"

character of the current employed in operation will read

wiih interest the attacks that are now being made upon

the cable system wherever operated It should be borne

in mind that much of the opposition to the trolley system

and the unreasonable charges that the current employed

was dangerous to life were raised by the advocates of the

cable system whose only hope of success when they were

brought into competition with electric systems was to

alarm the people they had to deal with, who as a rule were

unacquainted with the operation of electric roads. The
cable men found it easy to raise a hue and cry in the

daily newspapers about overhead wires, and when the

people were thoroughly frightened the city officials would

not dare to grant a franchise for an electric equipment.

Now, however, the cable companies owing to numerous

breakdowns and frequent accidents are finding it hard

work to explain their failure. In Chicago for instance,

according to the local papers, the people are becoming so

thoroughly disgusted with the poor service that a propo-

sition to revoke the franchises would be received wtth

general approval. Accidents are occurring every day and

sometimes they prove quite serious. The Chicago

As indicated in a recent number of the Western
Elictrician, the National Electric Light Association

will not hold an exhibition in connection with the conven-

tion at Buffalo this month. This change seems to meet
the approval of the manufacturers and dealers in electric

light apparatus as well as general electrical supplies.

Heretofore, the exhibits have been made on a most
elaborate scale and have proved very costly to the ex-

hibitors. There seems to be no further inclination on the

part of well-established concerns to make a big display.

There is no reason why they should. It is not necessary

to hold a side show in connection with the meetings to at-

tract a large attendance. Practical papers on timely topics by
experienced men wilt prove the best possible attraction for

the men who support the organization. President Huntley
is entitled to the thanks of the entire fraternity for in-

augurating this reform.

Another suggestion that has been favorably received, is

the holding of one meeting each year and abolishing the

su Timer gathering. This, too, is a good idea, and should

receive attention at the Buffalo meeting. It has been
suggested that the next meeting be held in Chicago in

1893, when there will be an electrical display that will

astonish the world.

St. Lours has something of a reputation as a city from
which oddities, both of men and things, may be expected.

But it has one citizen whose ideas are attuned to such a

pitch of impracticability that they must be regarded as

humorous even in the big town on the Mississippi. This

gentleman has discovered a cause for alarm, and he sounds

the tocsin by writing to the Glohe-Democrat. As one who
surv'eys the horizon from the watch-tower of public safety,

this vigilant sentry appropriately signs himself "The
City's Welfare." Nor has his untiring zeal been exercised

in vain, for he has discovered the omission of an imporlant

safeguard in the electric lighting system of the city. "A
careful perusal of all the contracts, ordinances and fran-

chises now in force between the city and the Municipal

Electric Light ..S: Power company," he complains, "fails

to disclose any provision for the erection by ihe company
of a duplicate plant in case of the destruction of the one

now operated by them. It is not jny intention to unnec-

essarily alarm any one, but let the careful reader think for

one moment of the terrible danger, as well as serious in-

convenience that would result to a city the size of St.

Louis in case it were left without artificial light for any
length of time." The writer then draws a grewsome pic-

ture of the dangers of the failure of street lighting, "if

but for a single night." and then attempts to show that

such a contingency is not an impossibility. He concludes.

with this suggestion: "Now, is it not a matter of neces-

sity that a plant so liable to accidents and to get out of or-

der as one used for electric lighting purposes should be

duplicated, in order that all the possible dangers aris-

ing from a failure to light the city may be avoided?"

Here is culpability of the gravest kind, and the only

shred of consola ion for the offending company is the dis-

mal reflection that its iniquity is shared by about every

manufacturing or commercial concern in the country. But

it seems to us that the Globc-Deniocrat' s correspondent

does not carry his reasoning out to its broad and legitimate

conclusions. For instance, the railroads of the country

are liable to have their service entirely interrupted for con-

siderable periods by fire or flood. This causes great in-

jury and annoyance to the public. Wtiy not make it a

condition to the granting of a charter to any railway com-

pany that the applicant shall bind itself to construct two

duplicate lines, so that if traffic by one is interrupted the

other may be immediately resorted to? The preservation

jof documents showing the transfers of real estate is of the

highest importance. Why not have two repositories and

file two duplicate copies of deeds? The breaking down
of all the pumps in ihe city waterworks would cause wide-

spread distress. Such an arcident is as liable to happen

as that feared by "The City's Welfare." Why not erect

duplicate pumping stations? The idea is capable of in-

definite expansion, and it is surprising that the St. Louis

alarmist stopped short with one instance. He might, too,

have regaled his readers with some figures of the initial

cost and interest charges of the "duplicate plant" and then

calculated what his scheme would cost the people of St.

Louis in the shape of increased cost for light. Perhaps

this would have some effect in impelling them to the con-

clusion that the correspondent's plan is nor a "matter of

necessity."
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Exponent of power derived from tests:

X — 1.6044 = 1-6

Coefficient of hysteresis:

;/ — .00335

hence, theoretical curve:

//-,00335 '^"''

TAin.K III. (4)

Frequency: /V = 205 complete periods per second:

B H. H. H-H.^
%

^,h^. calc. calc — ob»,

Cjfio 4660
5780 4- (DO +69

lo.KLu ^a« 10.670 +6 5
13.3301 13700 rJ.940 -~^bo -5 9
14.600 -S30

=;ii7.HiO '7040 —400
15.TSO tt).JC<, lij.jtki -a<^
1(1.700 3..9l>3 2..3~

±4 -'5

—3,3

±J-7

Exponent of power, derived from tests:

.V = 1.697 — I (:

Coefficient of hysteresis:

7/ = .00373

hence, theoretical curve:

// — .00373 -^' ^

OPEN MAGNETIC CIRCUIT.

Two gaps oF -^ 4 cm. length.

Tarlf. III. (5)

Freqiency: .A'' = 138 complete psrloJs per second.

B, H. K. Jf. — if. = %
obs. calc, calc. obs.

3'50 1570 1560 — 10 — ,6

— 90 —A 4
4600 2930 ?9S0

--7
7

3510 -- 270
6370 4380 ..3,0 6

10.250 10.4SC. lo.ago

ii.iao — 290 5

11.980, 14,250 '3.740 — 510 —J 7

± 208 ±3.4
1

Exponent of power derived from tests;

.r = 1.6040 ^ 1.6

Coefficient of hysteresis:

7] = .00394

hence, theoretical curve:

H = .00394 B^-^
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FIG. 3. LAW OF HYSTERESIS.

From these four sets of readings we get the results:

CLOSED MAGNETIC CIRCUIT.

N= 85 g readings; X = 1. 6041 lj
— .00285

IS"* 1+ 1.6044 .00335
205 9 1.6570 .00373

These values are plotted for:

A'' — 85 with the mark Y
)

138 " " -|-!- Closed magnetic circuit.

205 " " *
)

jV = 138 with the mark '•, Open magnetic circuit.

From this curve of hysteretic loss,

//= 003 A' «

we derive the values, for the frequency of .V = loo com-
plete periods per second.

TAltLE III. (6)

OPEN MAGNETIC CIRCUIT.

A^ = 138 8 readings: x= 1.6040 v = .00393

Herefrom it seems that the consumption of energy by
hysteresis per magnetic cycle iacreases with increasing fre-

quency—that is, with increasing velocity of the magnetic
change.
The three values of three coefficients of hysteresis for

closed circuit in their dependence upon the frequency iV,

can be expressed by the empirical formula:

// — (.0017 + .000016 jV— .00000003 ^^^~)

To compare the values of hysteretic loss for different fre-

quencies, in Fig. 3 the curve of hysteretic loss for /V= 100
complete periods per second is plotted, giving:

V 100 -- .003

hence

//= .003 5' 6

and the observed values of // are not directly drawn in,

but the observed values of // multiplied with the factor:

?/ioo

to compare the different frequencies with each other.

R M. B.

IOC... !'yO li.'jj" .Mfo
sjirt S70 11,900
y.:j >•,.'•" 4.430

1740 is.w^
yy.e. a4i^J 17,000

331" J9,»90
436f, 19.C00 2..0fc

8.--... ao.'TO') =2.B3.>
,-, -. .

,

tilj.: 'Ji,"-" 33.649
yjj'-' 3f,,o.a:, 43.680

55.950
1-1,-AO 69.370

Especially noteworthy is the lastset of readings, on open
magnetic circuit, in so far as it proves the fallacy of the

general opinion that the hysteretic loss of energy in the

iron is smaller in the open magnetic circuit than in the

closed circuit.

For the coefficient of hysteresis observed on open mag-
netic circuit,

71 = .00393

is even greater than that for closed magnetic circuit,

n - .00335

But this discrepancy is easily explained by the fact that

in the closed magnetic circuit the magnetization is nearly

uniform throughout the whole iron. But in the open mag-
netic circuit the magnetic field intensity differs considerably

from point to point, being a maximum in the middle of the

magnetizing coils, a minimum at the ends of the iron sheets.

Now, the values of B given in the table are the average
values of the magnetization, and the values // the aver-

age values of hysteretic loss. But the average value of the
1. 6th powers of different quantities B is larger than the

1. 6th power of the average value of B.
For instance, in a cubic cm. of iron magnetized to

j5 = 12,000 is //= 10,080; in a cubic cm. of iron mag-
netized to j5 = 6,000 is //=3,33o; hence of these 2 cubic

centimeters the average magnetization is

.5=9,000, and the average H = 6,705 ergs

but to Z? = 9,000 corresponds H = t2,to ergs; that is,

about 5 per cent, less, and the difference becomes still

greater, if the values B differ still more.

III.—Fig. 4. Table IV.

A third set of determinations of the hysteretic loss of

energy is given in the following:

Again a magnetic circuit was built up of seventeen lay-

1
« i/l

40,000

3D, 000

3a 000
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1 /
1 i

1 / /

i / A
1 \ n< 1

nJ /l
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1
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1
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FIG. 4- LAW OF HYSTERESIS.

ers of a soft kind of sheet iron, each layer consisting of

two pieces of 20 cm. length, 2.54 cm. width, and two
pieces of 7.6 cm. length and 2.54 cm. width, of the thick-

ness ^ ~ .0686 cm.

Here evident proof of the induction of eddy currents in
the iron was found. Especially perceptible was a decrease
in the waits consumed by the iron, when a larger magneto
motive force of high frequency was left acting upon the
iron. This decrease mu-st be attributed to ihc increase of
the electric resistance of the iron, caused by its increasing
temperature.
To eliminate this source of error as far as possible, be-

fore each set of tests an alternating current of high fre-

quency (.'V ~ 200) and considerable strength was sent
through the magnetizing coils and left on for ten or fifteen

minutes, and then first readings with low magnetization,
then with high, and then again with low magnetization
were taken. But, nevertheless, as was to be expected, in
these tests the observed values agreed less with each other
than in the former readings.

The method of determination, the apparatus, etc., were
the same as in the second set of tests, only that ammeter,
voltmeter and wattmeter were used at the same time. In
calculating these tests, the law of the 1.6th power was as-
sumed as true, and the loss of energy in the iron ex-
pressed by the equation,

where

//, = )?^'«
is the true hysteretic loss per cycle and cm.\ which is Inde-
pendent of the frequency, and

//., = £ AT ir-

is the loss of energy by eddy current, per cycle which is

proportional to the frequency jV.

From this expression

// = //j -f. //,

the coefficients r} and f were calculated, and the agree-
ment or disagreement of these coefficients i? and ' allow
now to check the correctness or incorrectnesss of the law
of the 1. 6th power.

These tests gave the following results:

MAGNETIC CHARACTERISTICS.

F = magneto motive force in ampere turns per centi-
meter length of magnetic circuit.

B = magnetization in lines of magnetic force per square
centimeter.

Tai-jle IV. (1)

F. B. F. B. F. B.

J 11 700 tS

8 .5.800

3 9 12.700 =5 10.400

4 8,856 10 13,100 y> 16.800

5

M
16

14.500
15000

40 17,500

HYSTERESIS.

B = magnetization in lines of magnetic force per square
centimeter.

H = loss of energy by hysteresis, in ergs per cycle

7} ch cm. {= 10-^ joules) = //j + //2.

/I^ = jf B^ ^' = loss of energy by hysteresis proper, in

ergs per cycle and cm^. (= 10-^ joules).

//g e N B^ = loss of energy by eddy currents, in ergs
per cycle and cm.^ (= 10-' joules).

Table IV. (2)

Frequency: A' = 78.

V = .0033 I £ =
• 751 X 10-''

B. -tf. H.
calc.

n.
obs.

A = i

4171
5850
95=°

13.160

14.320

2.060

3,540
7,740
12,960

14.880
'7,280

1,080

.0,710
12.720

15,900

13,340
23,670

Iff,

3.060
5.640
13.440

\\%
33. .80 >^

•v: 1 + 6.5 I
1- 45 1

± .9C+-41

Table IV. (3)

Frequency: A/" = 140.

.00331 £ = .730 X io-°

B. -Hi m
calc;

H.
obs.

A = j^

4&80 3.630 2,720 5.360 5.280

-i- 340 til6780 4.4'JO S.'?" 9,7fc 9,410

S.530
— 240

10.200 11,940 20.580 70,400

.2.0S0
igilfto

16700 38,000 2<),IO0

33840 53.700 53.00° 4- 700 + >-3.

Table IV. (4)

Frequency ^ = 207.

.00:36 E = .757 X 10-"

B. -ffl E.
calc.

R.
obs.

A ~ %

2710 i.030 r,3C(0 2320 2,340 — ao — .8

a.510 3,1) 10 6,430

754° S.330 q.07° '5.39° . 5.960 — 4-4

12,380 38.500 38.500

13,200 .3,000 30,400 43,400 42,600 4- i-s

.... [±^\ ± 1.6 (- .8)
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Therefrom we get the results:

^V — 78, 6 readings, 7 = .00331 f = .751 X 10-'

140, 6 " .00331 .730 X io-°

207, 5 ** .00336 .757 X 10-^

The values found for r] are so nearly alike that we can
consider them as constant, and take their mean value

V = .00333
as the coefficient of hysteresis.

Even the values found for e are not much different from
each other, not more than was to be expected from the una-
voidable ditTerences in the temperature of the iron, which be-

cause of the high electric* temperature coefficient of iron

makes £ rather variable.

Taking the average of £, we derive

e = . 746 X lo-«

and as formula of iron loss

II = .00333 ^^"^
-I- 746 X 10-^ I^B^

In Fig. 4 are drawn the four cur\'es,

1. True hysteretic loss. H = .00333 -^''^

2. Iron loss for TV =78 -00334 £^-^ +.00005856 B^
3. " "

140 .0001022 £^
4.

" "
209 .0001567 £-

The observed values are plotted by crosses, -|~

IV.

—

Figs. 5 and 6. Tables V and VI.

Two other sets of determinations of the hysteretic loss

of energ}', for the frequency 170 complete periods per sec-

ond,were made on two laminated horse shoe magnets.with
laminated keeper or armature.
The method of obsen'ation and of calculation was the

same as in III, and the same precautions were taken.
The dimensions of the horse shoe magnets were:

Mean length of magnetic circuit: 3S cm.
" cross-section: 70 cm.-
" volume of iron: 2660 cm.^
" distance of keeper from magnet, in the first case:

.15cm.
" distance of keeper from magnet, in the second case;

.08 cm.
each magnet consisting of 300 sheets well-insulated iron,

of the thickness .0405 cm.
In the first set of readings, considerable eddy currents

were found; in the second set, only a small amount of
eddies.

The magnetic susceptibility of the iron was not deter-

mined, because the reluctance of the magnetic circuit

mainly consisted of that of the air gap between magnet
and keeper.

The results were,

J? — m^netization in lines per cm.-
// = observed loss of energy in the iron, in ergs per cycle
obs

and cm.^, for .A' = 170.

Ifi = true hysteretic loss of energj'.

1/2 = loss of energ)' by eddy currents.

ff z= whole calculated loss of energy, z= I/^ ~\- //^
calc

Table V.

Frequency: y= 170.

Therefore we get the formula for the loss in in the iron,

// = .00421 B^ « + .20S3 X 10-'' -V J?"

.0045 1. 16 X 10-'

B. ^l H-. H. H. H.--H. ^ «
caJc. chs. calc. ohs.

+ ^ + 53
410 34
s^6 io3 sg 166 .66 + .6

6ao 3' 7<J =19 9 — 4-3
67=. ISO i>o 240 234 -f -f a-3

• 7*6 178 389 3«> — 3-7
B3Q 138 348 333 T- '5 + 4.3

2-53 501 5=4 '3 — 4-S

345 «34 579 549 30 + 5-3
iscp 39= 390 C95 '3

«6 t6
»49o 984 98s
1930 742 1563 'i47 'S + l.o

1310 uSo ?i9o — - 3'

\t 7' ~ + '9-o

.53 > -.9.8

^ 16 ± 3.8

Therefore we get the formula for the loss in the iron,

// = .0045 B^"- + 1.76 .V X 10-6 if3

In Fig. 5 are shown

1. The curve of true hysteretic loss,

//, = .0045 B^-'~-'

2. The curve of the whole loss in the iron,

H = H^ + m
with the observed values marked by crosses-|-

Taele VI.

Frequency : A'' = 1 70.

1} — .00421 £ = .2083 X 10-^

B «. ^i^ n.
cak.

n.
obs calc, obs.

= I

65
,1.1

S-6 — — <-S

'73 •-3 .6.9

+ ':533.7 >3-5
s6o - 105 — 6
6r> 146

X\6B5 '« 16 i6t '57 + J.6

77S 97 303 — s
186 33 aoo + 4.0

1000 365 35 300
1070 Vib 4' 337 3S3 - .-6

1130 3'i 47 369 386 — >7 — .-3
135° 56 + 5 + ..=

.380 44$ 69 5>4 514 — 4-7— so
3430 1090 13^ 1363 + 30 + 5.4

+ 38 +=7.J
— 90 -74.6

*>o ± 3.4

"

/7~

/

,/

/

7/
/

/

i
y /

/ /

/
/•

X 4.

--•

/
y^ --—

FIG. 5. LAW OF HYSTERESIS.

In Fig. 6 are shown,

1. The curve of true hysteretic loss,

jy, = .00421 .fii-6

2. The curve of the whole loss in the iron,

i/ = //, + /A
with the observed values marked by crosses-]-

!
; /

12CC

/•

'

'
' ' ' y /I.

1 1
i

1

'•

'
\ / /

Mil i / / :

I

i

' /^/ !

1 1

i l//i
1Mil // 1 M

i '
!

1 '//
! M

1 1
^

l>y -
1

i^: 1.

A
A

\J'.^ !

I. H is calculated by using for ij the mean value ij = .00353, '"'t

calc
for € the individual values, corresponding to the particular set of
obser%'atioDS.

200 «00 600 935 1000 1200 1400 1600 laOO Zdm !M0 2*03

FIG. 6. LAW OF HYSTERESIS,

Especially interesting are these two sets of readings in

so far as they cover quite a different range of magnetiza-
tion as the tests in I. to III.

In I. to III. the tests cover the range from i,;^9o to

19,340 lines of magnetic force per cm.-, that is, for medium
magnetization up to high saturation, while the tests In IV.
cover the range from S5 to 2,600 lines per cm.-, that is,

from medium down to very low magnetization.
The law is found exactly the same,

H=ii B'^^ ^- t N B-

and herewith proved for the full range from 85 lines per
cm.- up to 19,340 lines, a ratio from i ~ 230.

This seems not to agree with Ewing's theory of the
molecular magnets. According to this theory, for verj'

small magnetization the hysteresis should be expected to
disappear, or almost disappear, and the cycle be revereible.

Then for medium magnetization, where the chains of
molecular magnets break up and rearrange, hysteresis
should increase very rapidly, and slowly again for satura-
tion. Nothing of this is the case, but hysteresis seems to
follow the same law over the whole range of magnetiza-
tion, and is certainly not zero for even such a low mag-
netization as S5 lines per cm.-

magnetometer tests.

The method used in the foregoing has the great advant-
age that

1. It allows the taking of a greater number of readings,
over a wide range of magnetization, in a short time,
by mere simultaneous instrument readings, and
thereby reduces the probable error by increasing
the number of observations.

2. It allows the use of electro-dynamometers, as the most
reliable electric measuring instruments.

3. It deals with larger amounts of energy, counting by
watts or even hundreds of watts, whereby a much
greater accuracy can be reached than by the ballistic

galvanometer.

4. It measures the hysteresis under the influence of an
harmonically, and not suddenly varying magneto
motive force that is under the same conditions,
where it becomes of importance for practical engi-
neering.

But it has the great disadvantage that it can be used

only for testing sheet-iron or other thoroughly laminated
iron, where eddies are either inappreciable or can be cal-
culated also. For testing solid iron and steel pieces, this

method cannot be used, because of the tremendous amount
of eddies which would flow in a solid piece of iron. To
determine the hysteretic loss of energy in steel and cast-

iron the Eickemeyer differential magnetometer was used-
With this instrument a number of magnetic cycles of

different samples of steel and cast-iron were determined.
Fir^t, a powerful alternating current was seat through

the magnetometer and around all the iron pieces used, to
destroy any trace of permanent or remanent magnetism.
Then the examined sample was laid against the front,

the standard against the back of the magnetometer, bal-

anced, and a larger number of magnetic cycles completed
between given limits, for instance, -}- 95 and — 95 am-
pere turns magneto motive force per centimeter length.
Then readings were taken from maximum magneto motive
force -h 95 down to zero, and again up to the maximum—
95, down over zero and up to + 95, thereby completing a
whole magnetic cycle, and then of a second magnetic
cycle, a few readings were taken as check for the first

one.

In this way for different magneto motive forces the
curve of hysteresis was found, and by measuring its area
the loss by hysteresis determined.
The further calculation was done in a somewhat different

way. Generally the number of cycles was not large enough
to determine conveniently the exponent by analytical
methods.

Therefore the law of the i 6 M. power:

was assumed as true, and for each cycle from the known
values ofH and B determined the coefficient >?.

If for different cycles the values of n agreed, this would
prove the assumption, the correctness of the law of the
r.6th power, while a disagreement would disprove it.

In the following for a number of samples the magnetic
cycles are given:

F = magneto motive force in ampere turns per cm.
length.

B^ and B^ = the intensity of the magnetization, in kilo-

lines, corresponding to magneto motive force F, for the
rising and the decreasing branch of the magnetic curve.
The area of the looped curve, representing the loss of

energy by hysteresis is derived by adding the values of B^^
and subtracting therefrom the sum of the values B^, B^
and B^, being given from 5 to 5 ampere turns, or .5 abso-
lute units, the difference of the sums B^—B^ just gives the .

loss by hysteresis, in ergs per cycle.

CAST-STEEL, ANNEALED AND HARDENED.

Table VII.

Fig. 10.

Of one kind of steel, two test pieces were cast, at the
same casting, turned off to standard size, and, by com-
paring them in the magnetometer, found to be exactly
alike.

Then tlie one piece was hardened, the other left an-
nealed.

Magnetometer tests gave the following magnetic cycles:

Table VII.

F,

Hardened. Annealcd-

Br Bd Br Bd Br Bd Br Bd Br Bd

^ ± 5-0 ± 70 ± 7-8 ± 6.6 ± 8.6

-4.4-h5-6 - 6.4 + 7.5 - 7-3-^8.» -
.-4-J--0.7 -=.6-i-ii.3

-3.7 6-. — 5-6 7-9 + 3-4 n-9 -1-3-7 i>-3

-3.7 6-5 - 4-4 a.a - 56 8-9 8.4 i=.5

6.9 - ,.9 8.6 10.9 ,:..8 10.8 13.0

"-° 13-3

5-3 7-0 4-a 9-3
6.3 a%

a-S 9-8 13.7 13.6

6.7 3.0 i3-» nt
40 7-7 8.3 7.6 q.9 5.8 10.4 13.9 14.0 13-s 14-3

41 8.7 >o.» 7.S 10.7 14.1 33-8 14-5

SO (445) 9.6 lo-s (44-5) 14.x 14-7

ss 10.4 10.8 9-6 XX.1 14-4 I5-0

60 10.9 11.

1

10.4 JI.s '4-7 15-3
11.4 10-9 T1.8 150 "S-4

70 (64 s) 11.4 la.o 15-3 15.6

15-6 IS.8

So 15-8 .6.0

fis ia.5 12.7 .6.0 i6.i

00 .=.8 .3.9 16. a 16.3

13.0 13.1

13-3 13-3
.05 "3-4 '3-4

»3-5
( 108.0.)

^

H^ lOT.lOO
obs.

Herefrom as coefficient of hysteresis, was found

1} = .02494 ( .02512
I

.02490
[ .007997

I
.007962

Average. 9 = .024987 ' = .007980
~ .ooSo

Hence, when annealed, the hysteretic loss is

H- .ooS^i-*^

when hardened

H = .025 B^-^

and calculated by means of these formulas, we derive

11= 43,400 77.500 101.500 34,730 45,100
calc

and
I/—II= -Moo —300 -1-400 —70 -fioo

calc obs

= per cent, of

H +.2 -.4 -f.4 -.2 -f.2
calc

In Fig. 10 are drawn some of the magnetic curves for

both samples.

It is especially interesting to note that though the chem-
ical constitution of both samples is exactly the same, their
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ma ijnetic behavior is entirely different, so that the m.ig

nctic properties of iron seem to be determined much more
by its physical than its chemical constitution

more than twice as many, and even the hardened steel

gives more, - 8000.

"' ~"

-'

"t-,
H ^ ^-^

^ >"
/

1'' X / /
1 ni"HL /
/ 1 t~ /

, I 1 .1 "J,., , .• , > .1 ..1.0
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1 T 71
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'

FIG. 10. LAW OF HYSTERESIS.
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FIG. II. LAW OF HYSTERESIS.

SAMPLE OF CAST STEEL OF LOW SUSCEl'TIBILITV.

Tai;le VIII.

F- Br Bd Br B^ Br Bd Br Bd

± a-i ± 3.8 ± 3.' * 3 4

5 -.5 +3-4 -.9 +36 -»-. +31 -37 .+4
2+ .6 4-' — .4 4-3

-7 4.6 +'7 49 +a.a s.a +a3 5-4
3.6 5 93-9 5" 4.0 S-5 4.1 S.8

=5 4.7 S-6 4.9 6.0

5S 6.7

l.a . 6.3 6,0 7.1

6,38 6.6 70 6.5 74
(37-°) 7.0 :

3

70 7-S 7.0 7.7

7-64 - 73 8.1

b:, (5S.O.) S . S4 R.r Bs
8.4 86 8.4 8.8

8.7 8 8 a.7 90
7S B.95. Q,0 9 a

1750-) 9-3 95
8S 9.5 fl.6

90
95

(95.0.)

H - 14,600 19,900 25,000 29.600

obs.

f)
— .01.9 oiaa ,0119 oitS

,.,0 _^

^ ^
/"^^

/?

^7
Z'

/
/ /

\'l
/

1

1
'

J-O ) -6 1 -i J -3 1 ...
) *3 ) +a 1 -fS ^ +1 0'.

1

II

II

/ I-.

/ ^/

'^ <-^
^i^

,.,„,

i'^ 4k

-^

FIG. 12. LAW OF HYSTERESIS.

Average, J? = .001195
~ .012

Herefrom,

H = .012 jgi-5

// = 14,620 19,520 25,140 30,020
calc

H-H +20 —380 +140 +420
calc obs

= per cent, of

H +.1 — 1.9 +.6 + 1-4
calc

With regard to hysteresis, this kind of cast steel is 50
per cent, worse than the annealed cast steel No. i, but

still twice as good as the hardened sample. But, magneti-

cally, it is poor—that is, of low susceptibility, giving for

40 ampere turns magneto motive force per centimeter

length only — 6600 lines of magnetic force per square cen-

timeter, while the annealed steel gives ^14,000—that Is,

1001. ^TEKL. KiG. 12.

Taim.k IX.

-F

r II III

Br Bd Br Bd / /ir Bj
,

5

'S
TO
'5

3"

35
40

4S

i- 8)

7.4 rj,6

r>!6 ij's

13s '*'

+ ;.: ;',.;

I0.9 14 1

124 '48
'33 133
'*•' 'ij
14. 7 'f">

.5 1 -* 4

yi rj9 )66
55 1*4 "7-®
6r, 16.9 17.4

*5 '7 3 «7 7
70 IJ.7 lU
fi 18^ 183
fti .8.1 184
Sj i8.g 1B.7
•jrt 188

(90")

II =

7 =

Average, ^ = .0C936
hence

// = 44,000
calc

ii. = —400

64,600

4-600
± I per cent.

CAST IRON Fig. '3

5S =*-

00.
.^ ^
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FIG. 13. LAW OF HYSTERESIS.

Table X.

F

1. 11.

F

IL

Br Bd B. Ba Br Bd

5

'S

as
30

35
40
45
so

± 2.5— -7 +1.

+ :,' \:
3.6 4.9

30 5-4

;:' i'
S.B 6.4

6.3 6,6

6.S

(50.0)

± 3S
-2,7 +4.r
— 1-7 4-7— ,2 s J

+6 5 7
3,0 6.1

4.0 6,5

4.9 6.8

5-5 7 2

6.. 7.6

5"

'^

«5
70
75
80

85

90

95

6.8 7

7-3 8
7.8 S

82 8

8.6 9

9.0 9

9-4 9
() 7 9

10.

1

<9S-o.'

9

6

9

4

7

3

H -
obs.

73,300 ergs

01647

41,00:1 ergs

-015H0

Average, 17 = .01616

// = 22,000 42,800
calc

H-H = — 300 -fSoo
&Ic obs

= per cent.
,

-1-5 + 1.9

1 1

, }=-
—

1

1

.^
'

^^
/ '^

,//
// /
/ ^

-•nd .-. ... .-. ... .- ^.i u. *"

i\

/
/

^V
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FIG. 14. LAW OF HYSTERESIS.

Diehl Electric Motor Fans.

Where the UichI electric fan is employed shaftiog and
bcltinj; arc entirely dispensed with, the device taking the

shape of a handsome chandelier. The fan is suspended

upon a hook securely screwed into the celling, the wires

from the motor passing up through the tubing and con-

necting at the top with the service wires. The fans arc

handsomely finihhed in nickel or fine polished brass, the

ornamented baskets concealing the motor. The blades

arc attached to the wheel inclosing the revolving armature,

thereby receiving the full benefit of the power without the

interposition of a drop shaft. The roller bearing below Is

encased in a perfectly air-tight oil cup, making the leak-

age of oil an iii'i" ;
i'

. The motors are absolutely

Chicago Central Station Burned.

The Hyde Park Electric Light & Power company's

plant, at Forty-first street, near Cottage Grove avenue,

Chicago, was burned to the ground on January 27th, entail-

ing a loss of $3,000. The building was a one story brick

structure fifty feet square. It was badly damaged by fire

only a few weeks ago, and on the day of the lire the labor-

ers were finishing tarring the roof and erecting the large

chimney. The fire was caused by the explosion of a gas-

oline lamp in the waste room. Hoyt Burnett, a fireman,

in his' efforts to extinguish the blaze, was badly burned

about the hands. The loss was principally on three

Sperry arc dynamos.

DIEHL ELECTRIC FAN MOTOR.

free from liability to heating and are specially construct-

ed for the work required of them. They are successfully

operated on no volt incandescent circuits, or when spec

ially wound on any voltage under 1 10, or they may be ran

in series under 220 volt or 500 volt circuits. They are

equaly successful, too, on a direct arc current.

Diehl iS; Co., New York, the manufacturers, having en-

larged their factory equipment, are prepared to turn <iut

large quantities of not only this style but other designs in

the shape of handsome column fans for floor and counter

us2, highly ornamented bracket fans as well as the unique

and attractive propeller or "buzzer" fans.

Mine's Eliminator.

In these days of high speed engines with small clear-

ances and the necessity of forcing steam boilers to their

utmost capacity, as often occurs in electric lighting

stations, the importance of a reliable steam separator

must certainly be felt. Many an engine has been wrecked

by water being lifted over from forced boilers or from

condensation incidental to long lines of steam pipes. For

these reasons, if for no others, the sectional view of an

improvement recently made by the Hine Eliminator

company of New York will be of interest. In the

horizontal style of this eliminator there is given every

essential requisite in a steam separator. The construc-

tion is such as to thoroughly break up the steam, so to

HINE S ELIMINATOR.

Speak, and at the same time provide a means for carry-

ing the particles of foreign matter out of and away from

the action of the steam current before they can be again

taken up and carried forward. P'V reference to the illus-

tration it will be seen that the steam upon entering the

eliminator is driven against a sharply corrugated dia-

phragm which extends vertically to half the length of

the body, dividing the inlet from the outlet side. By

the force of the inflowing current and its impingement

against the corrugated surfaces, the steam is broken up

and the separation accomplished before the turn is made
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into the outlet side. At a proper distance below the

diaphragm are two converging plates, B B. between

which the water, oil or other eliminated particles readily

flow out of the way into the chamber below and out at

valve A. As steam will readily accommodate itself in the

changes of direction of flow and as more solid particles

continue in a direct course, it will be seen that the solids at

once flow into the sub-chamber while the clean dry steam

passes under the diaphragm and ascends to the outlet

side, being deflected by an inwardly extending pipe at the

immediate point of outlet.

•The vertical style of eliminator made by this company

is the one which, in competition in the list of steam

separators made at Sibley College, Cornell University, last

year was demonstrated to have in twelve distinct trials,

with steam under varying conditions, an average of

98710 drysteam. From tests made with the newly

constructed horizontal style the manufacturers are

satisfied that its efficiency fully equals that of the vertical

type.

Somoffs Incandescent Lamps.
The decorators who have been resorting to the incan-

descent lamp to heighten illuminating effects are no longer

satisfied with the combinations which can be worked out

with the ordinary style of lamps. The call is now for

novelties, and it was this demand that led J. L. Somoff of

New York to introduce a number of styles of fancy incan-

descent lamps of low voltage. The sales of such lamps

have been steadily growing and, the new year's trade is

said to be as brisk as it was at Christmas. There are

many wealthy residents in New York and other cities who,

not satisfied with the ordinary pear lamps of 16 candle

poAfer, have been importing fancy lamps from Germany

and France. But from the accompanying cuts it will be

seen that all that could be wanted in this line of lamps can

FIG. 1. SOMOFF S INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

now be obtained on this side of the water. The illustra-

tions show some of the novel lamps.

Fig. I is the "Prism" lamp, which produces a most

beautiful display of rainbow colors. The effect is superior

to that of the prisms suspended from a gas chandelier.

The "Torch" lamp. Fig. 2, is another one designed by

Mr. Somoff for theatrical purposes, etc. In has four

lenses fused to it and all the surface around them is

frosted. The effect of this combination is to project the

light in the form of four condensed beams. Last Decem-

ber 450 of these lamps were shipped to a European

theatrical company to be used in the production of the

opera "Robert le Diable." The lamps were mounted on

torches which contained small storage batteries. Little

vanes at th2 bis3s of the lamps revolved with the least

motion of the air and turned the lamps, the beams of light

striking in every direction. Fig. 3 is the "Lantern" lamp,

English pattern. The storage battery lanterns, as made

in England and imported into the United States, have a

very shallow reflector and the bull's eye quite clcse to it.

made with the channels of the globe plated with silver, so

that it presents a large number of alternate strips of crystal

glass and mirrors, and looks as if a great many filaments

were inclosed within the globe. Fig. 7 isa miniature wall

bracket. Figs. S and 9 are "Striped" lamps, the strips

being alternately red, blue, milk white and crystal.

These lamps are especially suitable for flower baskets.

Placed in the center of a flower the lamps assume the

color of the flower. Fig. 10 is a surgical lamp of English

design. Fig. n Is an antiseptic surgical lamp for use by

physicians. The part surrounding the filament is of clear

requirement that they be placed underground, beyond the
expense of so placing them. But very naturally the com-
panies desire to avoid this expense as long as the citizens

are willing to put up with the nuisance of the overhead
wires. These ordinances can only be enforced by officials

FIGS 5, 8, 9 AND 10. SOMOFF S INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

glass, and the rest, serving as the handle, is of opaque milk-

white glass. Any dirt that might prove infectious can thus

easily be seen and washed off.

Electric Lighting in Detroit.

Mayor Pingree of Ditrolt devotes considerable attention

in his annual message to the common couQcil to the ques-

tion of public lighting and shows a partiality for municipal

plants. The figures which the mayor presents will no

doubt be of interest to the people of Detroit and they may
influence them in the way of securing a city plant, but a

little further investigation will no doubt prove that there

are several other conditions to be considered than those

presented in Mayor Pingree's message. It appears that the

mayor has been gathering statistics on the subject of street

lighting and its cost, for he says;

Reports from eighty-eight cities of the United States

which are lighted in whole or in part with arc lights of

FIG. 7. SOMOFF S INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

2,000 (nominal) candle power show that the maximum
cost per light per year is $200.75; minimum cost $44, and
the average cost $103.20. The highest price is paid in

San Francisco, and the lowest pr'ce in Ottumwa, la. The
price in Detroit, under the contract system, Is about $136
per year, or $33 more than the average price. The cost

per light in Chicago, where the lighting plant is owned and
operated by the city, is only $50 per year, or $53 less than
the average price, and $S6 less than the price paid in this

city. The service of the Detroit Electric Light .^ Power
company, the present contractor for furnishing the city

with light, has been notoriously and shaTiefuUypoor during

the past year and a half. Latterly so many of the Hghls
have been going out or burning dimly that the press of the

city has severely criticized the company for Its failure to

carry out its contract in properly lighting the city. I

notice that the company, through its manager, acknowl-
edges that It has not properly lighted the city, but gives as

an excuse the fact that it had been using poor coal, and
that its boilers had not been properly cleaned, as a reason

why it had not lived up to its contract. The contract with

the Detroit Electric Light & Power company does not

expire until July i, 1S93, but now is the time for the city

to prepare to do its ov\n lighting at the expiration of that

period. It may require legislation to enable the city to

build or purchase and operate its own electric lighting

plant, but I believe that the legislature, at the request of

the city of Detroit, will cheerfully grant the necessary

authority to do so.

The mayor also takes up the subject of overhead wires

FIG. II. SOMOFF'S INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

There is no room for any other but a flat lamp. The lamp

is suspended from three springs, two of which constitute

the terminals. Fig. 4 is a cut of the "Candle" lamp after

the design of A. de Khotlnsky, manufacturer in Berlin. A
large number of these lamps are yearly imported into the

United States on orders from wealthy New Yorkers. Mr.

Somoff made this style of lamps as the new protective tariff

makes their importation expensive. Fig. 5 is the "Miniature

Candle" lamp, whose globe is of corrugated and twisted

glass. Fig. 6 represents the "Corrugated Sphere" lamp.

In this the corrugations on the globe produce the pleasing

effect of distorting the rays of light. This lamp is also

and makes, several interesting observations. He calls at-

tention to the fact that the telephone company is extending

its lines and suggests that they be placed underground.

The numerous overhead wires throughout the city, and
especially in the central portions thereof, are not only an
eye-sore and a considerable detriment to the efficient work
of the fire department, but a serious danger to life. There
are several ordinances passed by former common councils,

which provide for the placing underground of all telephone,
telegraph and electric light and other wires. But the
trouble with these ordinances, as I understand it, is that

they have never been enforced; perhaps because of a lack

of provision for their enforcement. No hardship Is im-

posed upon the companies operating these wires in the

FIGS. 2 AND 6. SOMOFF's INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

who show a determination not to permit corporate interests

to over ride public rights. I therefore request that your
honorable body pass such supplementary ordinances as will

give the mayor authority to clear the streets of these obnox-
ious wires, and I pledge myself now that if you do so I

will see that the streets are cleared. In \Yashington the
city is building proper underground conduits, in which
all electric wires are being placed; those belonging to private

parties pay rental for the use of the conduits. The city

could do the same here, so that there would not be half a
dozen companies tearing up the streets and a handsome
return would be made on the cost of the conduits.

Attention Is called to the fact that the Telephone & Tele-
graph Construction company is ar: the present time erect-

ing poles in the city on which it is stringing wires under a-

resolutton of the common council adopted April i, 1881,
granting the right to erect poles in any street in the city

it deems necessary. The common council has, by its de-
liberate action in the passage of the ordinance above al-

luded to, taken the position that the overhead wires on
poles should bs removed from the streets, and in conso-
nance with this position I would recommend that the reso-

lution above alluded to granting this permission to the
Telephoned Telegraph Construction company be rescinded
and its poles ordered from the streets the same as those of

any other corporation.

New Western Agency for Day's Kerite.
Doubtless it will be news to many to learn that the

western agency /or Day's Kerite insu'ation hiS been
turned over to F, W. Cushing, so well known in Chicago
and New York electrical circles. For some time General
Agent W. H. Eckert has been making plans for an aggres-
sive campaign, through which it is proposed to still further
develop the western business. With this object in view,

it was necessary to procure as manager a man of experience
in both business and technical matters, and arrangements
to this end were finally consummated in securing Mr.
Gushing as western manager. In undtrtaking this branch
of the management of the Day insulation products, Mr.
Cushing enters the field equipped with qualifications that

in themselves may be taken as a guaranty of his fitness for

such work. Like Mr. Eckert, Mr. Cushing has a practical

knowledge of construction work; in fact, he was one of the
pioneers in the establishment of the present system of
underground electric conduits in Chicago, personally
superintending the laying of a great deal of the conduit
now employed for high tension service. Mr. Cushing was

FIGS. 3 AND 4. SOMOFF S INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

also instrumental in organizing the Chicago Arc Light ^V

Power company, and was for some time superintendent ot
that company. Later on he was associited with Prof.
Elisha Gray of Highland Park and the NVestern Electric
company of Chicago. Previous to his acceptance of the
Kente agency, he held the responsible position of secre-
tary of the Central Electric company, Chicago. Mr.
Cushing has opened offices and warerooms in Temple
Court building. 225 Dearborn street, Chicago, where he
wilt keep a large stock of Kerite wires and cables.
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Burnley Cartridge Battery.

Various materials have been tried as

substitutes for the heavy and fragile

porous cup used with most Lcclanchc

cells. The latest effort in this direction )v^ ^>

is shown in the cut and consists of n

"cartridge" of chemically treated paste-

board, containing the usual depolarizer

and carbon slab. This form seems to

possess several commendable featun

It is not liable t6 breakage in handli

or transportation; weighs nearly t' _

pounds less than the old form, and,

owing to the manner of construction,

can be made considerably cheaper. It

is claimed that while the pasteboard

permits a free circulation of the solu-

tion, it will not become clogged up

with a crystalization of sal-ammoniac

or creeping salts. This battery

made for the Electrical Supply company of Chicago.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

believed the company will introduce several new Westing-

house engines, each belted to a single dynamo.

Ball & Wood Company's Compound
Engines.

The accompanying diagrams were taken from a 250

horse power cross compound engine just installed in the

83

cicncyof the system. The theoretic expansion and com*

prcssion curves are shown in dotted lines.

Hotel Fire Alarm System.
In the accompanying cut Js shown a fire alarm gong

placed on the market by the Partrick & Carter company.

I-IG. I. BALL fc WOOD CO. S ENGINES.

station of the Edison Electric Illuminating company of

Paterson, N. J. The engine was designed and built by

the Ball & Wood company, and embodies some new fea-

I IG. 3. BALL A WOOD CO. S ENGINES.

Philadelphia. This device is used in connection with this

company's new fire alarm system for hotels. In this system

Mount Morris Electric Light Company's
Plant.

The accompanying illustration of the interior of the engine-

room of the Mount Morris Electric Light company's station

plant, shows the disposition of the engine and the

method of transmitting the power. As originally intended

the plant was to consist of three Green improved Corliss

engines alone, side by side, belted to the dynamos on the

second floor through a countershafting. Since then, three

high speed engines have been added, and the cut serves

FIG. 4. BALL & WOOD CO. S ENGINES.

tures in the arrangement of low pressure valves. The

steam chest of the low pressure cylinder is placed directly

underneath, and contains two valves, both of which are

FIG. 2. BALL & WOOD CO. S ENGINES.

incidentally to compare the two systems of'subdivided and

centralized power. At present the power consists of two

Green improved engines, 26 x 48, two Ball high speed

engines, 12x13, a Westinghouse compound iS and 30x16.

The dynamos which are driven by these engines are of

the Westinghouse alternating current, Schuyler arc, Wood
and Excelsior types. Current is furnished for 11,000 in-

double ported, giving large and direct ports with very

small clearance. The dimension of the cylinders are as fol-

lows: High pressure, 16 inch diameter by 16 inch stroke;

low pressure, 25 inch diameter by 16 inch stroke. Speed,

220 revolutions.

Fig. I is a reproduction of cards from the high pressure

cylinder, and Fig. 2 simultaneous cards from the low press-

HOTEL FIRE ALARM SYSTEM.

the apparatus consists of electric bells having gongs of

candescent lamps, 600 Schuyler arcs, 100 Wood and 150

Excelsior lamps. The company also furnish current for

45 horse power in motors on the same circuit with 52 arc

lamps an Excelsior generator furnishing current. Exten-

sive additions to this plant will soon be made and it is

MOUNT MORRIS ELECTRIC LIGHT CO. S PLANT.

ure cylinder. Fig. 3 represents a combination of the cards,

showing their relation to each other and the measure of

loss between the cylinders up to point of cut-off. In Fig.

4 the cards from both cylinders are referred to the low

pressure cylinder in the usual manner, and show the effi-

from 6 to 10 inches mounted on a polished base and hav-

ing a box attached for holding two cells of dry battery and

an automatic drop, These drops are connected in series to

their respective boxes in the halls and pushes in the office.

In each hall or designated place is placed a small alarm
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box containing a push button, and provided with a very

thin glass front. The pushing of any one button on any

floor will cause all the bells on that floor to ring contin-

uously until stopped by resetting the automatic drop in

the bell bos, and without the intervention o£ the office bat-

tery.

road is to be in operation by February ist. By that date

it is expected that the electric railroad will be in operation

from Newark to Tory Corners. W. F. O.

Milwaukee, Wis.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, January 30.—The most important news of

the week relates to the triumph of the trolley system in

Brooklyn. As Mayor Boody failed to veto the trolley

resolutions passed by the Brooklyn Board of Aldermen on

January nth, they became operative at noon, January

23d. In addition to this word comes from Albany to the

effect that the State Railroad commission has granted the

application of the Brooklyn City Railroad company for

permission to change its motor power on its entire line

from horses to the single trolley electric system. From

this it would seem that Brooklyn will have the modern

system after all.

It will be remembered that the resolutions above re-

ferred to are identical with those passed by the aldermen on

December 21st, and which Mayor Boody vetoed on Janu-

ary 2d. Instead of adopting them over his veto then, the

aldermen passed them anew and this time the

mayor decided not to veto the resolutions. In

explaining the apparent inconsistency between his pres-

ent action and his previous veto he said: "I do not con-

sider it my duty to take any further action in the matter.

I have once vetoed the resolutions, and they have been

passed over my veto with only two dissenting votes. I

have, since it came before me the second time, done all

that was possible to ascertain the working of the system in

other cities, and to learn the wishes of our own citizens.

Such information as I have gained has thrown new light of

importance upon the subject, and no new reason for action

appears, so far as I am able to see, and the fact that the

question rests with the State Railroad commissioners is an

important factor in the consideration of the subject. An-

other veto of the resolutions might easily be regarded as

simply a useless obstruction to the inevitable. Therefore

I have come to the conclusion that there is nothing for me
to do beyond what I have already done in the premises."

In its decision the State Railroad commission says it

would not feel justified in withholding its approval in con-

sequence of the protests or dissents of property holders

upon certain streets, in view of the fact that the company

has complied with the requirements of law as to obtaining

a majority of the consents of the property owners along the

line of its road. Although on a few streets the road could

not acquire a majority of consents, the excess of consents

over a majority, however, for the system as a whole, and,

indeed, upon each route, the road being divided into routes,

confers upon the company the right to change its motor

power so far as the consents of the abutting property hold-

ers are concerned.

The number of miles of road on which the change will

be made is S3-V miles of first track, 76 miles of second

track, and ib'/ miles of sidings, etc., or 176 miles in all.

The total assessed value of the property along the line is

$143,379,115, and the company secured more than half in

value of the consents of the property owners to the pro-

posed change, having secured $78,346,800.

The Brooklyn City Railroad company filed its bond to-

day with the Brooklyn city clerk for $150,000 to indemnify

the city against any damages that may occur through the

use of the overhead trolley system on its lines.

"Word comes from Albany to the effect that the assembly

has passed the bill allowing newspaper representatives to

witness electrical executions.

The Gas commission has awarded some of the electric

light contracts. The United States Illuminating company

will light sixty-six lamps, the Brush company forty- five

lamps, and the Harlem Lighting company twenty-four

lamps at 40 cents per lamp per night.

The new trolley system on the street railroad between

Newark and West Orange has been tested, and every^thing

worked satisfactorily. The line will be operated regularly

on Monday.

Efforts are being made to organize an electric railroad

company to operate a line between Newark and Passaic,

to follow the east bank of the river, passing through Har-

rison, Kearney, Arlington, Kingsland, South Rutherford

and Passaic, and connecting at the latter point with the

Passaic .S: Paterson electric railroad. The section be-

tween Harrison and Kearney is already under construction.

The Newark Passenger Railroad company has accepted

a franchise from the West Orange township committee to

operate a street railroad by the overhead system from the

Orange line to Tory Corners, at Washington street. The

jriLWAUKEE, Januar}' 30.^In the Superior Court a

few days ago Judge Austin rendered a decision that pos-

sesses considerable interest for Milwaukee and Chicago

people. It was in the case of Travers E. Hinckley of

Chicago against John A. Hinsey of Chicago and Charles

F. Pfister and others of Milwaukee. The property involved

was the Milwaukee Electric railway, which has not yet

been formally turned over to the Villard syndicate, but

will be as soon as the title is clear. Hinckley caused the

company itself to bring a suit similar to his own against

Hinsey, Pfister and the other Milwaukee parties. The
court, however, ordered the consolidation of the two

cases.

The decision was an overwhelming defeat for Hinckley.

When the company was organized, it appears, Hinckley took

two-thirds of the capital stock, which was $500,000, and

Hinsey took the remaining $200,000. It was decided to

issue bonds for $500,000, to raise money for building and

equipping the road. Bonds to the amount of $250,000

were actually issued, and together with half of the capital

stock which Hinsey and Hinckley contributed proportion-

ately in order to put up the collateral, were pledged to

Pfister to secure aloan of $125,000. The company's note

for that sum was signed by Hinckley, as president, and by

the secretary. The note contained a power of sale. When
the loan became due and was not paid, Mr. Pfister took

the bonds and stock and sold a part of them to August H.
Vogel, retaining the remainder as his own property.

Hinckley claimed that Pfister had violated the contract,

and that the defendants had colluded to defraud him. He
asked for the appointment of a receiver; that he be consid-

ered a creditor of the road to the amount of $70,000,

which he said he had advanced in order to build the sys-

tem; that the rightful ownership of the stock be deter-

mined : the sale of stock and bonds by Pfister be set aside,

and that the property be sold and the proceeds divided

equitably.

When the case came up for trial the defense demurred

to the complaint on the ground that it did not state facts

sufiicient to constitute a cause of action. The demurrer,

after a long argument, was sustained by Judge Austin.

The court held that Hinckley was a participant in the is-

sue of the stock, and although the money he had advanced

and the services he had rendered, might have been in pay-

ment of part of the stock which he held, he had not averred

so, but had left the inference that the considerations named
had been for the whole of his stock, and hence he was not

qualified to maintain an action as a stockholder. Hinck-

ley having claimed that he was to be considered a creditor

of the company until he was paid in money, or bonds had

been issued to him, the court said that if such was the case

he had paid nothing for his stock, and hence was not in a

position to question the legality of the issue of the com-

pany's stock. "I am in favor," said the judge, "of stick-

ing to the old doctrine that a man who comes into a court

of equity must come in clean handed,"

The claim had been made that Hinckley had a cause of

action as a surety on the Pfister note, but the court held to

the contrary, declaring that he could not sue to set aside the

very securities that he had pledged for his debt. Hinck-

ley, the court continued, might have had a cause of action

against Pfister if he had alleged fraud on the part of the

latter, and the pledged stock had been sold without his

knowledge, but he had made no such allegations. Hinck-

ley, the court further held, had not even stated a cause of

action as a creditor. Moreover, he had placed a barrier

against himself for maintaining an action as a creditor by

alleging that he was to receive bonds in payment of his

loan, and admitting that he had never asked for the bonds.

The decision on these points applied equally to the com-

pany's complaint. The company, the court held further,

could not maintain an action to set aside the stock which

it had issued. As to the claim that the company could

maintain an action to determine the actual ownership of

the stock, the court said that having already decided

that the stock and bonds were good as against the company,

it was no concern of the company who the rightful owners

of the stock were until it came to be voted at an annual

meeting.

The cases were, therefore, thrown out of court. Hinck-

ley, however, was granted a stay of proceedings to enable

him to take an appeal to the supreme court, and the

injunction restraining the defendants from disposing of

their stock will remain in force until the case is decided by

the supreme court- The defendants confidently expect

another victory in the higher tribunal, in which case the

system will be formally transferred to the Villard syndi-

cate.

In the university extension course. Prof. H. B. Loomis

of Madison lectured at the high school last evening on

^'Electromagnets.'' The subject of the previous lecture

was "Magnetism." The course, which was arranged by

the Wisconsin Electric Club, is being attended by between

150 and 200 people. The lectures are given in the high

school laboratory, which is supplied with al! the necsssary

appliances for illustrating experiments.

The Villard syndicate has secured a lease of the Milwau-

kee and Wauwatosa Rapid Transit line for a term of one

year. The Rapid Transit people are to complete the

equipment of the line, except to furnish it with cars, and

then turn it over to the Villard people. The power house

at Wauwatosa will be used for running the road. It is

expected that every third or fourth car on the Walnut

street line will make the through run to Wauwatosa.

There will be no change of cars, and one fare only will

probably be charged for the long trip. The arrangement

will undoubtedly result in the Villard company purchasing

or permanently leasing the Wauwatosa line. Rapid Tran-

sit stockholders say that the Villard people would like to

buy this property at once, but some of the stockholders,

notably Capt. Pabst, don't want to sell. It is stated that

steam power will be used on the other suburban line be-

tween Milwaukee and Wauwatosa. Work on thatroadhas

been in progress for several years, and it is not known
now when it will be completed. The task of erecting the

immense viaduct across the Menominee valley has just

been commenced.

About twenty-five sample cars have been ordered for the

Villard lines- They include open and box cars. The
makers of the car that gives the greatest satisfaction will

receive an order for 150 of them, and hence there will be

much rivalry and some "bang-up" samples. C.

Toledo, O.
Toledo, 0., January 30.—A recent disastrous fire

destroyed the street car bams of the Toledo Electric Street

Railway company, situated on Canton avenue. The fire

occurred about 2 o'clock in the morning, when most all the

cars had been put up for the night, and consequently the

company loses twenty-six of its best cars, all of which were

motor cars; six of them were new and had just been placed

in ser\'ice. The loss is estimated at $125,000; insurance

on cars, $54,000; on building, $5,400. The company has

now only nine cars to operate its Imes.

It has succeeded in securing 14 cars to be delivered in-

side of a month, and is making all possible haste in put-

ting the line in its former good condition.

It is reported that peaceful negotiations have been made
by the Consolidated Street Railway company and the

Toledo Electric Street Railway company, for which the

people have waited so long. In the Circuit Court the

Robisons (Toledo company) voluntarily dismissed two of

the suits against the Consolidated. These were the general

wire suit and the Nebraska avenue vdre suit. They pro

posed keeping the Consolidated from using wires on its own
tracks, when the Robisons also used them. Last week
the Toledo Electric Street Railway company's lawyers were

told by the Circuit Court judges that the court had under

advisement the question of which company shou? d be per-

mitted to use wires over the tracks of the Consolidated, if

but one set could be used. The Consolidated company
declares that the use of a double set of wires is a success.

A contract agreement has been adopted by the companies

regulating their relations. It is specifically stipulated that

it shall in no way affect the litigation pending. One thing

is the di%nsion of the intersections between the companies

and the use of one set of wires by boih. Another part

regulates the use of a double set of wires, and another pro-

vides for double tracks on Washington street. Each
company will use the other's tracks on this street, and also

on Cherry street and Nebraska avenue. This settlement

only affects minor questions. The tracks may cause more

lirigation, but the agreement in the present case may break

the ice for something further.

This settlement of the difficulties opens the way for the

use of electricity on all the ConsoHdated lines. The com-

pany's attorney is authority for the statement that this will

be done, and that before May ist ninety electric cars will

be in operation on the old horse car road.

Twenty new electric cars have already been ordered for

the Consolidated's new belt line, to be formed by connecting

the Adams and Monroe street lines with the new Central

avenue line mentioned some time ago. The intention is to

have it connected by May ist. Thirty new electric cars

have been ordered for the Consolidated system and the

indications are that this is but a beginning. The company

operates a large and most complete system, of horse cars
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and if converted into an electric road exclusively Toledo

will have the best of rapid transit facilities. V. C. II.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Hancock Light ^i Power company, Kindlay, O.; capital

stock, ^25,000; generating electricity and furnishing same
for light, heat and power, etc ;

Chas. Smith, Findlay, O.

Connellsvilie Electric Railway company, Connellsville,

Pa.; capital stock, $100,000; operating a street railway in

Connellsville, Fayette county, Pa.; John I.. Cans, Connells-

ville, Pa.

Somerset Electric Light, Ileat iv: I'owcr company, Som-
erset, Pa.; capital stock, ^12,000; supplying electricity in

the borough of Somerset, Pa., etc. ; Valentine Hay, Som-
erset, Pa. /

Meyrowitz Manufacturing company, Ridgefield, N. J.;

capital stock, ."Jiioo.ooo; to manufacture optical goods, sur-

gical and electrical instruments, etc.; E. P. Meyrowiiz,

Ridgetield, N. J.

American Electiical company, Chicago, III.; capital

stock, $500,000; to manufacture, buy and sell all kinds of

electrical devices; James E. Purnell, 715 Chamber Com-
merce building, Chicago, III.

Ephrata Light company, Ephrata, Pa.; capital stock,

$10,000; supplying light, heat, and power by means of

electricity to the public in the borough of Ephrata, etc.;

W. U. Hensel, Lancaster, Pa.

Apollo Electric Light, Heat & Power company. Apollo,

Pa.; capita] stock, $20,000; supplying light, heat and
power by means of electiiciiy, etc.;Jas. S. Whitworth,

115 Warren avenue, Apollo, Pa.

Doylestown Electric company, Doylestown, Pa.; capital

stock, $16, coo; supplying Hght. heat and power by means
of electricity in the borough of Doylestown, Bucks county,

Pa.; Henry Lear, Doylestown, Pa.

Electric Reciprocating company, Denver, Colo.; capital

stock, $250,000; to manufacture, buy and sell all classes

and kinds of electrical appliances as well as to acquire and
dispose of patent rights for the same.

Washington Brick, Lime & Manufacturing company,
Spokane.Wash.; capital stock. $50,000; to operate gas and
electric light and waterworks, railroads and steamboat
lines; Jos. H. Spear, Spokane, Wash.

Massillon Light. Heat & Power company, Massillon,

0.;capital stock, $150,000; manufacturing and furnishing

light, heat and power by means of electricity, gas. steam
or compressed air, etc.; C. M. Russell, Massillon, O.

Pen Argyl Electric Light & Power company, Pen Argyl,

Pa.; capital stock, .$10, coo; supplying light, heat and power
by means of eleciricity to the public in the borough of Pen
Argyl, Northampton county. Pa.; N. D. Chase, Pen
Argyl, Pa.

Mosher Arc Lamp & Manufacturing company, Chicago,
III.; capital stock. $25,000; to manufacture electric arc

lamps, switches, cut-outs and other electric appliances per-

taining to electric lighting; J. M. Fisher, 125 Ontario
street, Chicago, 111.

Millville Electric Light company, MiUville, N. J.;
capital stock $50,000; manufacturing, supplying, and
transmitting light, heat, power and sound, by any
materials, and electricity, or other motive power or force;

Walter Wood, 400 Chestnut street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Clinton County Electric Light, Heat & Power company,
Lock Haven, Pa.; capital stock, ^25,000; supplying light,

heat, and power or any of them by means of electricity to

the public in the city of Lcck Haven and to persons,

partnerships and corporations, etc. ; Henry C. Terry,

Bullitt building, Philadelphia, Pa.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

An electric light plant is to be established at Alexan-
dria, La.

There is talk of the establishment of an electric light

plant at Elizabeth City, N. C.

Last year the Municipal Electric Light & Power com-
pany of St. Louis placed in position 153 new street

lights.

The Bridgeport, Tenn., Lumber company is reported

as about to establish an electric light plant to supply its

mills and the city.

At an election held by the citizens of the borough of

Quakertown, Pa., for or against the securing of an electric

light system, it was decided in favor by a vote of 295 for

and 112 against.

Within a few months the two chief cities of Australia,

Melbourne and Sydney, will be lighted by electricity.

This will undoubtedly, give a great impetus to electric

lighting in the island continent.

The Northern Electric Light company of Philadelphia

is having trouble with merchants on Columbia avenue in

regard to the price paid for electric light service, some mer-

chants claiming that they pay 60 cents for service furnished

others for 40 cents.

The city council of Lafayette, Ind.. has entered into

contract with the Brush Electric Light company for

lighting the streets. The contract is for five years, from
May I, 1892, at a rate of $75 per annum for each lamp

—

an increase of $24.40 over the existing contract, which ex-

pires on April 30th. It is reported that the Brush company
will abandon its present site and erect larger works

in some part of the city more remote and belter adapted
for such an enterprise.

United States Consul George F. Holiis, at Cape Town..
informs the state department that electric lighting will

probably soon be inaugurated in that portion of Africa,

and it is possible that water from the mountains will be
utilized to produce the power needed.

I'.aron Oscar Dickson of (iothcnburg, who has done so

much to promote the scientific study of thcAictic regions,

has promised Dr. Nansen a valuable addition to the out-

fit of his North Pole expedition in the shape of a large

dynamo. It is thought it will be the first time that an
Arctic expedition has had electric light at its disposal.

A letter to the AVw }'0f/c Jlcrahi from Barbados,
West Indies, indicates that the departure of the U. S. .S.

Philadelphia from that port, owing to the Chilean diffi-

culty, was delayed on account of the electrical machinery.
It was necessary to put in a new iield coil in one of the

three dynamos, and the cruiser waited until this piece of

machinery was shipped from New \'ork.

A local company has recently been organized at Elm-
hurst, a Chicago suburb, to build and operate a lighting

plant for the village. A contract has been made with the

Brush company for a 600-light generator which is now be-

ing installed. The streets will be illuminated by 50 candle
power incandescent lamps. Conlracts have already been
made for nearly the full capacity of the plant The power
is furnished by a New York Safety engine.

The Walla Walla, Wash., Electiic Light & Gas
company has decided to make a number of improvements.
It will increase its power from S3 to 2S0 horse

power, using water from Mil] creek. The water will be
taken in 40 inch pipes from above Yellow Hawk, to the

amount of 5,000 miners' inches, and brought down to a
point that will provide seventy-five feet fall, where the

generating machinery will be erected and from which the

power will be brought to the ciiy by wire. To perfect

these improvements will cost the company $60,000.

At the annual meeting of stockholders of the Waverly
Electric Light & Power company, Waverly, N. Y., the
following nameddirectors wereelected for the ensuing year;

Percy L. Lang, F. E. Lyford, Geo. Koch, C. P. Henn,
H. J. Baldwin, C A. Brown, J. Geo. Kaelber. These
officers were elected: President. Percy L Lang; vice-

president, Geo. Koch; secretary and superintendent, J M.
Lyford; treasurer, F. E. Lyford; executive committee, J.
Geo. Kaelber, H. J. Baldwin and Percy L. Lang.
The company's stock is $37,500, all paid in, and there are

no liabilities. The company now operates some 70 arc

lamps. Western Electric system, and 750 incandescent
lamps. National Alternating system.

The new Groveland apartment building at the corner

of Thirty-first street and Groveland avenue, Chicago, will

be equipped with an incandescent lighting plant by the

Thomson-Houston company. The building is being
wired for i 000 lamps, and two dynamos, respectively of

30 and 16 kilowatts capacity, will be installed. This
company is also putting in an isolated plant of like capac-

ity in the Illinois State Reformatory at Pontiac and is

engaged in installing a plant for 3,000 lamps in the Wain-
wright building in St. Louis. Work on the big installa-

tion in the Masonic Temple, Chicago, is proceeding satis,

factorily. Between 7,000 and S,ooo lamps will be needed
lor this building, which is nineteen stories high.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The East Lake Land company, of Atlanta, Ga., will

lay from three to five miles of track for an electric road.

The electors of Peterboro, Ont., have voted the electric

street railway franchise to the Edison General Electric

company.

Efforts are being made to induce the Atlanta & Chatta-

hoochee River Railroad company to extend its line to

Marietta, Ga.

The Consolidated Street Railway company of Columbus,
O., is to have its lines entirely equipped with the trolley

system by April ist.

At Portsmouth, Va , the city council committee on streets

has recommended that the Portsmouth Electric Rail-

way company be granted the necessary rights of way.
The company propose to build a belt line.

The refusal of the Boston city government to co-operate

with the West End Street Railway company in the matter

of appointii-g a commission to determine upon the best

fenders for electric cars has led the company to appoint its

own commission, which is expected to report about Febru-
ary 1st.

The power house of the Uniontown, Pa., Electric Street

Railway company was completely destroyed by fire recently.

The entire loss on building and contents is estimated at

$30,000, on which there is no insurance. It is estimated
that it will take four months to rebuild the plant and get

the road in running order again.

The Overland railway, of Nashville, Tenn., will be sold

under foreclosure proceedings, and after the sale new cap-
ital will be invested in rebuilding the road and the equip-

ment of the entire line, from the public square in Nashville

to Glendale Park, with electricity. Application has been
made to the city council for the right to use electricity.

The Chicago City Railway company is contemplating
the use of electricity on several of its cross town lines.

One of the most important lines is that on Sixty-first street,

by which Englewood is reached. A system of overhead
wires will be used if permission can be obtained from the

city council. In case the attempt is successful electric

motors will be used on the Thirty-ninth street line and

also on one or two other lines that have not so far*beeo
decided upon.

William C. Clarke, of Wakefield. R. I., and associates,

who have obtained the fr.inchise to build an electric rail-

road at Newbcrn, N. C, have given bonds to cororoenec
the construction of the tine within six months and have the
road in operation within six months thereafter.

The UticaiK: Mohawk Railway company of Utica, N. \ .,

has made its annual report in which it says that the
change from horses to electrical tquipmcnt has been
attended with satisfactory results. The traffic of the road
in summer increased so rapidly thai it became necessary to
purchase two additional electric (quipments and two ad-
ditional trail cars, and now the road is operating seven
motor cars and seven trail cars. The report continues:
"One of the greatest enemies of electric motors is rough
and uneven tracks. When electric railway companies reali/.e

this fact and construct road beds suitable for electric trac-

tion, we will hear less of the heavy expense of keeping
electric cais in repair; and smooth and easv riding tracks
are an important factor in increasing traffic."

The Chicago lax-payers' committee on intermural
transportation will urge the building of overhead
electric systems. Abrut three hundred letters have
been received by the committee from the mayors
of various cities in which such lines are in

operation, and they will, it is likely, be incorporated id

the report of the committee. The committee is convinced
that there is no other way by which a better service could
be obtained in time for the World's Fair. Franchises will

be recommended containing the provision that as soon as
a practicable undergiound electric conduit svstem is in-

vented the companies shall be compelled to make the
change. The Chicago City Railway company is said 10
favor an overhead system for all its cross town lines if the
consent of the city council can be obtained.

In relation to the Green electric railway patents the
Lynn Press says: "Some time in the fifties aroan invented
a railway covering many of these principles. Prof. Thom-
son says that when he was a boy in Philadelphia he well re-

members looking into the toy shop windows and seeing a
miniature car supplied with a small motor run around a
circular track, the movement being imparled thrcugh the
rails by means of an electric battery. All that was needed
to make that a wcrkirg electric railway was to increase its

size and add a dynamo. Mr. Green's patent is considered
interesting as forming a connecting litk between the old
and the new in the application of the motor to railway ser-

vice, for besought to supply the current through the rails

from storage batteries instead of using a dynamo. Had
he been possessed of more money he might have made a
name for himself as a pionf er in the industry. It is to his

credit that he kept at his efforts to secuie a pattnt until

the Circuit Court of the District of Columbia passed favor-
ably upon his application and it was granted, but it is diffi-

cult to see how his invention can affect the industry which
has been developed in the last dozen years.''

ELECTRIC MINING,
The electric hoist now building at the Thomson-Houston

factory for the Queen of the Hills mine in Montana will

operate a rope 1,600 feet long.

An electric drill has been put in the Candice mine
at Ouray, Colo. The company will at once proceed
to sink shaft to strike the ore body.

The electric plant at the Virginius mine is a fair illustra-

tion of the great benefits to western mining interests

which have been brought about by the application of elec-

tricity as a motive power for mining machinery. The
Virginius is situated on Mount Sneffles, near Ouray, Colo.,
at an altitude of some 12,500 feet. It formerly cost

$15 per ton for coal with which to operate this mine, as
all fuel had to be transported up the mountains on burros.
The cost of coal reached $!oo per day, or an aggregate an-
nual expense of $36,000 for fuel alone. Every cent of this

heavy running expense is now saved to the mine owners.
The new operating force of the Virginius is water power
transmitted by dynamos located at Red Canyon Creek, four
miles from the mine.

TELEGRAPH.
An effort is being made by the city of Baltimore to

secure the necessary legislation to have its telegraph wires
placed underground.

According to a Washington dispatch it is authoritatively

announced that in a very short time the new telegraph line

will be completed between Valparaiso and Buenos Ayres.
This line will connect at Buenos Ayres with the coast line

from Buenos Ayres to Europe by way of Montevideo and
the Brazilian ports. It will be operated from Valparaiso
in connection with the West Coast Cable Line.

In an interview Grand Chief Ramsey, of the Order of
Railway Telegraphers, who was recently in Knoxville,
Tenn., to investigate the dismissal of several men from the

East Tennessee, Virginia and Georgia company's service,

states that if the road does not stop its warfare against
the men he will block everything. 'The engineers and
other railroad men," he says, ''are only too anxious to
quit."

Among the questions considered at the recent meeting of
the National Board of Trade in Washington was that of

cheaper telegraph rates. It was held that the prices now
paid by the people for telegraphy are too high, no abate-

ment of consequence having been made in a score of years.

A rate should be established not exceeding one cent per
word in a radius of 1,000 miles. If private corporations

decline to grant this much needed relief to the people of
the United States, it is the opinion of the National Board
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that it would favor the postal telegraph system advocated

by Postmaster-general Wanamaker.

Mr. Quarry, the electrician of the Post and Telegraph

department at Melbourne, has devised an electrically op-

erated carrier to convey telegrams from the receiving office

in Elizabeth street to the telegraph operating room in the

upper-story of the postoffice. Preparations are now being

made for the introduction of pneumatic tubes, but many
months are likely to elapse before the scheme is matured,

and Mr. Quarry was requested to find a substitute. The
contrivance consists of an electric motor which works a

steel wire, about 240 feet in length, on pulleys. Hooks are

fixed on the wires for the attachment of neatly-made brass

carriers, into which the telegrams are placed for convey-

ance to the operating-room.

Referring to the proposed cable from the Pacific coast

of the United States to the Hawaiian Islands, a Washing-
ton dispatch of January 29th says: The senate resolution

calling on the secretary of the nayy for information as to

what steps have been taken to make the survey for a sub-

marine cable between San Francisco and Honolulu will be

answered next week by the transmission of the report of the

commanding officer of the Albatross, the vessel detailed to

make the survey. In a telegram received at the depart-

ment to-day Capt. Tanner, its commanding officer, states

that the survey has been satisfactorily completed and that

a full report showing the route selected is now on its way
East. The department will urgently recommend that the

construction of this cable be commenced at once.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Chicago Battery & Traction company has made an

assignment to George E. Farley. The assets are placed

at $2,000, with habilitiesof $1,630.46.

Preparations for the St. Petersburg exhibition are pro-

gressing satisfactorily. A portable telegraph will be
exhibited by Prince Lvoff; metal working by electrichy

will be shown by M. Slovinoff; and the Thomson-Houston
company is installing a number of motors for drilling and
sawing purposes.

A fire in the laboratory of the Rose Polytechnic Institute

at Terre Haute on January 14th did considerable damage
to the electrical equipment.. A Westinghouse alternator

and a Perret direct current machine were injured. The
total loss is estimated at $10000, of which $1,500 is on
electrical machinery.

A Boston dispatch of January 25th relates that two young
men with drawn revolvers attempted to rob the safe of the

Sawyer Man Electric company on the afternoon of that

day, and were finally beaten off by a plucky young woman
who holds the responsible position of cashier of the concern.

The thieves only secured about $50, but they had much
more in their possession when the cashier showed fight.

TRADE NEWS.
The Automatic Switch company, Baltimore, Md., is per-

fecting a number of new electrical devices, among which is

a new switch that has a number of improvements.

The Williams Engine company, Baltimore, is about to

occupy its new factory, which, it is said, will have the most
complete equipment of tools for the manufacture of engines
of any factory south of Philadelphia.

With the Chesapeake Belting company of Baltimore the
past year has been the most prosperous one since organi-
zation, and as soon as the weather permits the company
will begiu wgrk on a large addition to its factory.

The Warfield Manufacturing company of Baltimore has
recently increased its capital slock, and will at once begin
the enlargement of the present plant, with the view of

starting in to manufacture a general line of electrical

goods.

The Pelton Water Wheel company of San Francisco
and New York reports many large shipments during the
last month. This company is giving special attention to

the problem of utilizing water power for electric lighting

and long distance transmission of power.

At first sight one would think it was a copy of a New
York daily paper that had come by mail, but a second
glance at the other side of the package reveals the fact

that "the sales of the Law battery in 1891, its eleventh

year, far exceed those of any other open circuit battery

in America."

President A. G. Davis of the Viaduct Manufacturing
company of Baltimore has been confined to his house dur-

ing the last six weeks by a severe attack of the grippe.

At present, though, he is improving rapidly, and in all

probability will soon be able to attend to business. The
Viaduct company expects to make a large exhibit at the
World's Fair.

The Roundhoay Electric Tramway company of Leeds,
Eng.,has been using two belts furnished by Chas. A.Schie-
ren & Co. of New York and is so well pleased that a second
order has been placed with the same firm. The company
has also ordered a supply of electric belt stuffing and belt

cement from Schieren & Co. and seems to be thoroughly
satisfied with American products.

The Ball Engine company of Erie, Pa., has shipped
several engines during the last few weeks to electric

lighting companies. The following shipments are re-

ported: Edison Light & Power Company, Minneapolis,
Minn., 300 horse power cross compound; Industrial Im-
provement company, Boston, Mass., 300 horse power
cross compound engine; New England Conservatory of
Music, Boston, Mass., 35 horse power engine; Philadelphia
Columbia Electric Ligtit company, 200 horse power en-

gine; S. J. Lefevre, Gibson City, Idaho, loo horse power
engine; Palace Hotel, San Francisco, Cal., one 100
horse power tandem compound engine, two 100 horse

power cross compound engines, two 200 horse power cross

compound engine.

The new board of directors of the Standard Under-
ground Cable company met on January 28th for the pur-

pose of organizing. Joseph W. Marsh was re elected vice-

president and general manager; Frank A. Rinehart, secre-

tary and treasurer; O. R. Ebel, auditor, and John H. Dal-
zell, Mark W, Watson and James H. Willock were chosen
as the executive committee for the ensuing year.

The Electrical Supply company of Chicago has a con-

stantly changing effect in its large show window, corner of

Michigan avenue and Randolph street. The display is a

kaleidoscope of things electrical— one week a railway

exhibit and the next a central station plant. This week
an exposition of electric motors was given, and at all

times a display that attracts the attention of hundreds of

people daily is shown.

467,544. Apparatus for Charging Secondary Batteries.

Cyprien O. Mailloux, New York, N. Y.

Cyprien O.

BUSINESS.
That the Ries Electric Specialty company of Baltimore

should have had application for 193 agents for its regula-

ting sockets during the last three months indicates how
rapid has been the growth of its business.

W. A. Foote, general manager of the Battle Creek,

Mich., Electric company, in a recent letter to the Hine
Eliminator company, New York, remarks that he "would
not again set up an engine without an eliminator."

The directors of the Great Western Electric Supply com-
pany at the December meeting declared a dividend of 2

per cent., amounting to $7,000 on the $350,000 preferred

stock of the company. This was paid January loth.

Jas. Schawel & Co., 29 John street, New York, are re-

ceiving a large number of orders for the fine lamp wire
which they have on hand at all times, and can de-

liver at short notice. It is worthy of note that more orders
were received from concerns in the West than in the
East.

The E. S. Greeley & Co., New York, announces the

death of Edwin S. Riggs, director and assistant treasurer

of this corporation. Mr. Riggs had been associated with
the E. S. Greeley & Co. for the past twelve years in the

capacity of city manager and purchasing agent of the rail-

road department. He died at his residence in Brooklyn,
No. 309 La Fayette avenue. The interment was at New
Haven, Conn., his former home.

The Banner weatherproof wires handled by the Central

Electric company, Chicago, are noted for the firmness

and waterproof qualties of the insulation. The manner
in which the braid is woven on the copper gives it partic-

ularly firm and lasting qualities. Nothing but the best,

grades of cotton and compound are used in the process of

insulating, and these wires are particularly adapted for

use among trees, where the circuits are subjected to severe
abrasions. This company also reports having on hand a
large stock of the supplies manufactured by the Interior

Conduit & Insulation company of New York.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued Janiiary 26, 1892.

467.504. Electric Switch. Henry J. Haight, New York,
N. Y.

467.505. Electric Indicating Instrument. Henry J.
Haight, New York, N. Y.

467.509. Electric Drill System. Harry N. Marvin, Syra-

cuse, N. Y.

467.510. Electric Drill System. Harry N. Marvin, Syra-

cuse, N, Y.

467.511. Hanger for Electric Lamps. David B.Matson,
Buffalo, N. Y.

467,520. Composition of Matter for Insulation Purposes.
David H. Piffard. Piffard, N. Y.

The claim reads as follows:

"A composition of matter for insulating purposes, consisting
of rubber, rosin, and plaster of Paris or its equivalent
in the proportionj by weight, ofrnve rubber, twenty-four
rosin and twenty-sixplaster of Paris, more or less.''

467.523. Incandescent Electric Lamp. Edward P.Rob-
erts, Cleveland, Ohio.

467.537. Alternating Current Motor. Ludwig Gutmann,
Pittsburg, Pa.

Claim one is;

"An electric motor consistingof tbe combination of field-

magnets in circuit with one alternating current generator and
an armature coil divided in two or more unequal circuits in

series with a secondary electric generator. This invention
consists in producing relative motion of the armature and field

mganets of an electric motor by giving multiple poles to the
armature, by permanently forming local closed circuits in the
armature by induction,and increasing the induced currents in

the closed circuits by an independeDt and additional current."

467.538. Electric Heater. Ludwig Gutmann, Pittsburg,

Pa.

The object of this invention is to provide an apparatus to

be operated by the direct application of continuous, pulsating
alternating, or inlermittent electric currents to an electric or

magnet conductor, which in turn by direct radiation or by the
magnetic field established is used for practical purposes.

467,540. Electric Switch. Charles J. Klein, New York,
N. Y.

467 542. Carbon Brush Holder.
New York, N. V.

Cyprien O. Mailloux,

476,543. Apparatus for Charging Secondary Batteries,

Cyprien O. Mailloux, New York, N. Y.

467.545. Charging Secondary Batteries.

Mailloux, New York, N. Y.

The claim reads:

"The herein-described improvements in automatically main-
taining the strength of the charging current or rate of charge
in a storage battery by running an electric motor with a con-
stant torque by the charging-current and allowing the auto-
matic variation of counter electromotive force of said motor to
compensate for the variations of electromotive force of the bat-
tery as the charge progresses."

467.546. Apparatus for Charging Secondary Batteries.

Cyprien O. Mailloux, New York, N. Y.

467.547. Apparatus for Charging Secondary Batteries.

Cyprien O. Mailloux, New York, N, Y.

467,551. Automatic Electric Controller for Air-Pumps.
Adolph Bergmann, New York, N. Y,

467,57^. Secondary Battery. Justus B. Entz, New
York.

This invention consists of the method of applying heat to the
lower end or bottom of a cell o cells .while the same are being
charged or discharged.

467,576. Incandescent Ekctrlo Lamp, Harry J. Gut
man, Des Moines, Iowa.

467,581. Electric Railway Signaling Apparatus. Frank

I. Myers, New York, N. Y.

467,583. Trolley Wheel for Electric Cars. Levi A.
Simons and George R. Roof, Omaha, Neb.

This invention consists in constructing a trolley wheel with
cutting edged corrugations on the outer surface of the wheel

.

467.610. Electric Arc Lamp. John A. Mosher, Abilene,
Kan.

467.611. Rheostat. John A. Mosher, Abilene, Kan.

This rheostat is composed of heads, a cylinder held thereon
and strips surrounded by asbestos held to said heads, and
wrapped with braided wire.

467,613. Contact Board for Rheostats. Sidney H. Short,
Cleveland, Ohio.

467,645. Magnetic Separator. Francis H. Richards,
Hartford, Conn.

467.650. Apparatus for Laying Underground Conduits
for Electric Wires. Horace B. Camp, Cuyahoga
Falls, Ohio.

467.651. Electric Signaling Apparatus. Patrick B. De
lany. South Orange, N. J.

467,656. Electric Arc Lamp. Charles E. Scribner, Chi-
cago.

The first claim reads:

"In an electric arc lamp containing two sets of carbons, the
clutch levers supp rted a short distance above the lifting lever
and a cut-out carried by the said lifting lever, wheieby the
lifting lever may be raised a short distance without being
obstructed by the weight of the clutch levers,"

467,669. Meter for Electric Translating Devices. Henry
H. Cutler, Newton, Mass.

467,67s. Station Indicator. Reuben B. Ayres, New York,
N. Y.

467,679. Electric Conductor Support. Eben M. Boyn-
ton,West Newbury, Mass.

467,684. Door Opener. Charles H. Grebenstein, New
York, N. Y.

467,693, Motor Mechanism for Street Cars. Richard W.
Thickins, Minneapolis, Minn.

467,699. Electric Railway. Warren B. Hutchinson, Pas-
saic, N. J.

467 716. Incandescent Lamp Socket. Patrick Dunn,
Cleveland, Ohio.

467,738. Adjustable Electrode for Dental Purposes.
William P. Horton, Jr., Cleveland, Ohio.

467,748. Electric Clock. Frank A. Ellis, Toronto, Can-
ada.

467,752. Arc Metal Working Apparatus. Henry How-
ard, Halesowen, England.

467,773 Regulation of Electric Circuits. Frank B. Rae,
Detroit, Mich.

467,774. Electric Telltale for Tanks. Charles Reuter
and George BoUman, Brooklyn, N. Y.

467,815. Lineman's Wire Grip. Charles A. Kent, Bev-
erly, Mass.

467.833- Magnetic Separator. Francis H. Richards,
Hartford, Conn.

467,875, Push Button. Adam Lungen, New York, N. Y.

467,884. Station Indicator. Reuben B. Ayres, New York
N. Y.

467,891. Electric Wire Tapper. Gustave S. Neu. New
York, N. Y.

46,7897. System of Electric Distribution. Nelson W.
Perry, Cincinnati, Ohio.

467 901. Test Circuit for Multiple Switch-Board. Charles
E, Scribner, Chicago.

The first claim is:

"The combination in a circuit open at two points, of contacts
whereby the circuit may be closed at either point oi at both
of two sources of intermittent currents, one source giving cur-
rents of opposite direction to and complementary to those from
the other source, and a polarized device adapted to respond to
composite currents from the two sources."

467,902. Test Circuit for Multiple Switch-Boards.
Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, 111.
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Ei''iKNB F. J'ujLLirs, FreKldent, W. II. Sawtkh. Si-c'y atid KIcctrlclan.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
KLiKCTBIC LIUHT LINK WIKK,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICANITE, MIGNET. UU I D ETC
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR W I IT KlO j

FARADAY CABLES.
mew YORK OFFICE, p. C. Ackerman, 10 Cortlandl Street.

MONTREAL BRANCH. Eugene F. PhllMps' Electrical Workt.

WANTED.
All eleclr'itt) manufucturiog concern

making motore, dynamos and epeclaUlc,
wlaheB tfcfr 8tr7f(;e8 of a first-clafls man as

manager. He must be one of bUH'ncss

ability and experience, underi'iiidlng the

needs In tbi) lin? of trade, and bow to till

tbem; capable of making eatlmatee aid
bide on work, directing Installallons, etc.

Other thlCiL'S belnj; equal, preference will

be given t>onc who can buy an Interest la

the butioess, as the Importance of tb? posi-

tion makes It desirable that the one fllllng

It should be s:)m'.:thlng more than an em-
ploye. Applicants please address

'MANAKF.B.'
f 'ftre Wk-tkkk Ei.K' tri'ian

SALESMAN WANTED.
Wanted experienced electrical sileimsn

to sell dynamos and arc l&mp3. All

answers confldential.

.\'ldrefs Mead.
P. O. 1! <x ."(."j*-. Ciilcago.

iDformdtion r''i,'Br'Jlne place '-f fleath of Jobo
Elch'T Mtio probatjly flie'l in IKHI nr tliereabo'ifs.
ilf if krm\Mi i'» have been lxx'>-T'-*U-<i Id an (-k-clrli'

llt;lit •tnn\,any, to whkh be tipqafatli'd SM,rX».
prjbahly Iq utock of the cornpnny. Rema'Diler of
ble efl'-ctH were beriueiitbed to hi* Da'Tiral btiif

.

Aoy inrormiitloD ae to place of death or »k to
ide'n'ity of the electric Hght company \q which be
was InterPBlcd, will be naitahly rewarded If *»*nt
to Willimii KvrtiHrt. «r:; Slate St.. L* Porte, lod.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
lii«iilatlon <f;unraiiteetl ivherever used, Aerial, I'^ndererround or Sabniarlne.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1 886, he says : "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber need in ineiilating our wires and cables is eepeclQlly chemically prepared, andie gnaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will rfmaiii HtfXibl*' in eitreme cold
weather and if? not affected by heat. The ineulation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and the whole elicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra (IniKh, which wp
have now adopted for all our solid wires a^ an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing challng and abrasion, which in water, acid, and to a very great extent fireproof. Our int*ulailon will prove
duruble when all others fall. We are prepared to fiirniHh Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to-furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as onr standard color.

Clark Joint f-uill should be need for making waterproof joints. This i^ put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one fool Ion" and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about u joint
and pressed tirmly it makes a solid mass. FOR RAILWAV and MOTOR use, we make all bizee of stranded and flexible with Clark jnsuration.

M'K GUARANTEE OUR IHISUI^ATIOX AVHKREVKR I'SKD, AF.RFAL.. rXI>KR4.;ROIJND OR SUBDIARI^'E, and onr net prices are as iow, if not lower than any
other first-class Int-ulatnd Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discount!! for quantiliea.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, MASS.

HEKRT A. CLARK, Treasurer and Gen'l Manager.
HBEBERT H. EnSTIS, ProBldent and Electrician.

SIEMENS' ELECTRO-DYNAMOMETERS.
We beg to recommend these instriimeDts as absolute
standards for measuring direct or alternating cur-
rents. They are widely used for accurate determi-
nations, and are especially desirable in a Central
Station, as standards of comparison for the ordinary
Commercial Ammeters. Prices upon application.

Send for illustrated

Catalogue 1-66. QUEEN & CO., PHILA.

-^^ For Sale Cheap, Second-hand Ma.-

chinery. Arc an<t Incandescent. Also
Motors. All Apparatus Guaranteed

.

'>'<,—
The Electrical Construction Co.

H. T. PAISTK,
MANUFACTURER OF

SWITCHES, SOCKETS, ETC.,
S41 The Rookery, lO J$o. IStli Ht.,

Ctaicaso* 111 Philadelphia, Pa.
See our full page advertleement in iBBoeSept.

12, for illuetrallODS, prices, etc. .

'talian&amVrican maRB^^
KB<§^^iiJL"Es i>^T?£"H BOARDS &c-
ELECTRICAL-^,^ |3 6 UIBERTY ST.

EXCHANGE BUILDING.^-^ NEW • YO R K,

ELECTRIC PLANT FOR SALE.
Good growing town of ten thousand

population. Have a municipal contract—

3

years to run. Wi'-h proper facilities 100
arc and one thousand incandescent lights

can be secured. Eisy teims and long
time. address, "INVESTMENT," care
Westerk Elhctrioian.

SOMETHING NEW!
An improved 4 or 6 volt Combined Storage Bat-

tery especially for Dentists' use at very iow price.
Purchaeerecan exchange discharged for charged
ceils, withoat extra co'st. beyond esDenee for
charging the batteries. Manufactured by

J. K. PU]I1PK1.L.Y,
Beom 801, 205 S. Canal St., Chicago.

-TH E-

ARC MOTORS,
\, \, I, 1, 2, 3, 5 H. P. Sizes.

M'ith Antomatic Centrifagal Got-
ernor. No Sn'itches,

430 West 14tli St., New York.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Electrical Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL& CO,
218 Water St.. JTew York.

Electrical Wood.

The Winner of 1 890 will win again in 1891.

Eleventh year.

SOLE MAKERS:

LAW TELEPHONE COMPANY,
85 John St., tiKW YOBK.

Telegraph _
Telephone V CROSS L ARMS
Electric lilfiht \ E

S
OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES.
CU Uni UPC Room 410 Com'l Bids.,

n. nULMCO, St. LouTs, Mo.

ESTABLISHED 1M8.

P

ROOTS WATER-TUBE BOILER

Koot'8 Sectional Safety Boiler.

SAFE. ECONOMICAL. DURABLE,
AX EXCELLENT

Electric Plant Boiler.
Adopti-d by the Kleotric I^i^lit

Conipauieis of Detroit, St. Paul, Colnm-
biit=, Cincinnati, Louisville, Jersev C'ily
and a great many others; also by the Ar-
mingion it Sims Engine Co., Providence,
R.I.; the Lynn Belt Line Street Rv.fo.,
Lynn, Jlass. and the Thomson-Houston
Electric Co., Lynn, Maes.

Abendrotli&RootMfg.Go.,

28 Cliff St., New York.

BRAl^CHES: Chicago, BostOE, Phila-
delphia, DallaB, Rochester.

HEIIIIN6RAY GLASS CO.
Offices, Covington, Ky. Factories, Muncie, Ind.

STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS,
Class Break Knobs, Floor Insulators, Battery Jars.

ARC LIGHT GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

T^T-QI^IES: O:^ SFECI-^JL. ^>ESIOl^^S SOJliTCII'EX?.

TO MAKE A STATION PAY
Bny only the best quality of soodgi. This yon can

do by sendins yonr orders to ns.

Prompt Shipment. Keasonable Prices. Full Measure. No Charge for Boxing Or Cartage.

"WE AKE HBADQUABTERS POH
National Alternating and Direct Current Dynamos, Generators and Transformers:

Packard High Grade Lamps; Eddy Motors;

"Helmet" Weather-proof Wire; "Helmet'' Moisture-proof Wire.

Save time and money by placing your orders with

The Electrical Engineering and Supply Co.,
03I Bookrry, ISIS. Gth St., opp. Hotel Byan, 40» W. ailchlgan St.,

CHICAGO. ST. PAUL. DULUTH.
BEND FOR CATALOGUE AND DSICOUNT SHEETS.
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Established in ]861.

E. BKGGOT.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHC ILECTHIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E.ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-BRANCH STORB-

SZI34 Michigan Avenue.

TUC I ^ TiroT SPECIALTOES IN ELECTRIC
InL L/llLul LICHT SUPPLIES.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

ST-^ZS ELECT^Ii^^ CO.,
641 North Broad Street, - PHIIiADJBIiPHIA.

THEN AND NOW.
Years ago the traveling public consid-

ered a seat on the driver's box of a stage

coach the acme of comfort, luxury and ex-

cluslveness. The traveler of to-day asks

for limited trains, made up of Pullman
sleeping and dining cars, vestibuled and
fitted up in the most sumptuous style of

modem dtcorative art.

Such trains are run over the Eri« Line?,

through without change between Chicago
and New York, passing through the beau-

tiful Western Reserve, Mahoning Valltj

by Cha itauqaa Lake, and then througu
the mountains of Southern New York and
Northern Pennsylvania, the most pic'u-

rtsque and beautiful scenery between Chi-

cago and the sea. Tickets over the Erie

can be purchased at any of the principal

ticket ( ffices.

OFFICE DESKS.

StilweJI's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE lu Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

"Gem' and "Rugby'

Folding Beds,

Brass and Wire Work.
||

A. H. Andrews &,Go., 215 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLIES.

nirnainiMA
ibrfftTitiiill

THe Electric SuddIu and Gontractino Gompanu,
S. E. Cor. Fiftli and Sycamore Sts., (Nevada Building,) CINCINNAT I, O.

ELECTRICITY for ENGINEERS.
A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.

Price, Postage Prepaid, $2.50.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESID£ BUILDING, CHICAGO.

DlBORNIITRiCMFd.^.
;^*" FITCHBURG,MASS,U5.A.

^
(Manufacturers OF DYNAMOS fof«. LIGHTING,

y^ platingandexperimental purposes.
^- ——^-:!^ALSO MO TORS.-^^:

EVEP.YTH1NG LATEST DESIGN AND HIGHEST EFFICIEI^CY.

ELiECTRIC I/ieHT
AND BATTEBV

CJ{l\BOflS.
ms^:w=Mm_'!k im '̂^^^m.M^\ snowcnr

GLZEVIBLA-ZsriD, OHIO.

imoTOff

B/fUStfES.

Manufacturer's of

Ootagonal^^GeDar
TelephoneScElectr/cal

Railway Poles & Cross Arms

# H.M.LOUD & Sons Uimber^o.
OSCODA, JVIICH.

THE I=^ES3L.T?C^3Xr ^Vir-A.TESH ^W^HE3E3I.
Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Over 2,000 in use.

Affordi the moBt eimpleard reliable power for all minine and manufactur-
ing machinery. Adspted to heads running frcmiOap to 2,000 or more feer.
From 20 to 30 per cei t. better reeults guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel ia the countiy.

The advantages Ibe Pelton Wheel affords in the way (fa uniform and relia-
ble power, cloee regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying conaltlons
of epeed and pretsure, have brought It Into special prominence and extensive
nee for thf 8 class of work. All applicatlcne ehonld elate amount and head of
water pcwerif qnlred, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
hne. Send fjr Catalogue.

THE PELTOX WATER WHEEL CO.,
1>^1-133 Slain St., San Francisco, Cal.. \5. S. A.

143 LIBERTY STREET, - - XEW YORK,
^^It having come to our notice that our pfltent rights are being iurringeri

upon, iniendlngpnrchasers are hereby warned thatall such infringements will
be duly proapciited.

PiCLTOIV YVATBR MOTORS. Varying from ihe fraction of 1 to 1.5

and 20 horse 1 ower, unequaled for all light running machineiy. Wurranttd
to (leveloD a given i mount of power with one-half the water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Address as above. Deliveries made from
San Francisco or New York, ae may afford the most favorable frt-ight rates.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
H4 to 156 Green St., Green Point, BROOKLYN. N.l

MANUFACTOBT OF
Non'Conductive Blocks, Rosettes and Bases for Cut-Oult

and Switches; also Insulators, Cleats, Lamp Trim-
mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Our production Is a dense body. The glazing and body
of our ware are of same composition, and are baked
alike, which are the features of

TRUE HAR]> PORCELAIN.

GIVEN AWAY!!
8AIIIPI.E OBOKBS OF

Buxton's Packing
At Only 50c. Per Pound.

"The Engineer's FBTorite."
All Orders Gnaranteed.

Agents wanted in every State in the Union. We con quote the
very lowest prices on King Packing. Send for discount and
price list.

ESTABLISHED 1882.

GEORGE B. BUXTON,
1 7 VIRGINIA ST., EAST SOMERVILLE, MASS.

THE BUNNELL

GALVANOMETER

$9.00.
A thoroughly reliable

Pocket BaUery GaDge,

(ircnit Inaicator

AND

retector Galvaiometer.

No Springs or Electro-
Magaets.

Discount to the Trade.

J. H. BUNNELL & CO.,

76 Cortlandt St., NEW YORK.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is caMed to this rKI..E.

IIRAXED ^VATKK WIIKKI^ as particularly adapted to their use
on account of its ri'iuarkably Hl«''ady motion, "ie'' Hpeed
anU ;;r<'at I0ni4-i<*ncy,and lai*^*? Caparily (ortisd jam«'l«*r,
being <Ioul>l«» the l*oM<*r of most wheels of same diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies wiih ercai satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect {fuaranK^ed,
NK.lil» rOK iA'VAMA^iiWJK AI%I> PARTICUrAKN.
Our Horizontal "Vicior" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving p-presents a pair of 12 inch Vlt'XOIt

X|II£RII\KM arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, I'^nd Bearings for Shalt and Driving Pullejs complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangemf nt is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, cither single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation

admits ol their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

ISMUdikraSlMI^SiO!]

^*VfNNA OHIO.<^<« Sf'^^Sr^t

Fancy Incandescent Lamps
Of Low VoltaKC.

Over 40 New Styles of Lamps

For the first time on
the market.

Catalogue, Part I, Ready.

Part 11, in Print.

AND GLASS BLOWENQ.

Write for prices and illustrationB.

1 Ann Street,
I.L, SOMOFF, Manmactnrer, i-Ayyo%T^iiy

J.C.TEMPLE,
(Fi,rmerly of STOUT, MILLS & TEMPLE),

DAYTON, OHIO,

HytolicaMlecliaMcalEiiiifleer
Improvement of Water Powers, Arrangement

of Power PlantB, Shafting, etc., for Electric Power
and Light. CONSTRUCTION SUPERINTENDED.

'Link-Belt MachineryGo,,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS,

Mamifiicturcrs or

ELEVATING AND CONVEYINC

For the economical hanrlling nf Coal,

Aehpp. .Siinri. Ores. Etc.- E'c,

Wm. 9. TOBNKK, Free. GEO. A. BELL, V. PBE9. J. JLbsthk WuuuitmuuB.

;

.. una I'mAS.

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
Consultinc; and Constructing:

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment of Electric Railways. Steam and Flectric Plants.

47 Times Building. Telephone Call, 10O9 Cortlandt. NEW YORK.

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If In want-of Poles, Ties and Posts, save monej
by getting my prices.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.

EISa?.^^XjXS^£3I> 1378.
!SOL,E MAKCFACXrRERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Bed, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wii.MiN«To.vPEi.. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the "World. OFFICE:
14DEV ST., X. Y.

THE SCHUYLER
-S3rsT:E33yr ot'-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FEATURES

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure Wiiite Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

HEISLER ELECTRIC CO.,

DREXEL BUILDINIj, PHILADELPHIA. PA.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE ONLY

LONG DISTANCE SERIES

iBcaifiscfiBl Mlii ippralns

THAT IS SELF-CONTAINED, AND ABSOLUTELY
AUTOMATIC IN REGULATION.

Noted for Brilliancy of Liglit and Great Efficiency.

ALSO

Series Sockets and lamps for Arc light Circuits.
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For Driving Dynamop,

The Pennsylvania R.R. Co. have thoroughly tested and have adopted
the Evans System of Driving Dynamos in their Juniata Shops, Ai-

toona, Pa,, and are starting a new plant at Renovo.

Thousands of Horse Power in use driving Dynamos, and hundreds of sets of Cones In

operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO., Evans' Cooes.
For Varying l^peed.

FOUR
GOOD
BOOKS.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION Hand-Book.

6 Lakeside Building.

CHICAGO, ILL.ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

EVERYTHING IN

WIRE-FUSE- STRIPS.

MANrr!,rrrRFii py

foe Spsrrj Electric Mining Hachine Co,,

39th St. and Stewart Av<>.. CHtCAGO.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The- KartaYsrt - Manufacturing - Co,.>

TTVT'XX^IVEXIO'G-l'Oia, X3£>Xj.

THOS. C. SMITH, Jr., M. E.

Consulting and Contracting Engineer.
Bnginee and Complete Steam Plants for Lighting and Power Installations,
Bent Pipe and Colls In Iron, Braes and Copper, for all klnde of service.

I I Hammond Building, Telephone 1358. CINCINNATI. OHIO.

H, WARD LEONARD & COMPANY

Secare bid from ns for Electrical Apparatns or
Constmction before deciding- Kailways, Light-
ing, Transmission of Power, Wiring, etc.

Klectrical Exebange BnildiBg,
XEW XOBH. CITT.

DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
Afford the Only Reliable and Efficient Means for

All NieUT ELECTRIC LI6HTING.

All other devices are crude, expensive and unsatisfactory.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC COMNT
Has established its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lamps, No. 219,208, having XVOtlfoUV
distinct infringement suits in the United States Courts, two of them on final hearing, the decisions

being rendered by Judges Gresham, Blodgett, Brown and Ricks.

The public is warned against the use of infringing lamps or any crude substitute for the Brush Invention.

Arc Lighting Apparatus, Electric Motors and Generators,
Alternating Current Apparatus, Incandescent Lighting Machines,

Carbons for Arc Lighting, Etc., Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,
CDI-HLICD.
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THIB

National Transformer System
-OF-

INCANDESCENT LIGHTINQ.

TRANSFORMERS FORJANY SYSTEM.

Alternating and Direct Current Dynamos,

MOTORS.
Oar Apparatus is of the Highest Efficiency, MectiaDically and Electrically.

We are prepared to undertake the construction of Electrical Plants of whatever magnitude.

Correspondence Eoliclted.

National Electric Mfg. Co.^

EAU CLAIRE, WIS.
GEO. B. SHAW, Gen'l Manager.

AGENTS:
Srew York, N.Y.-NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. & CONSTRUCTION CO., Electrical Exchange Bldg.

Buffalo, Bf. Y.—F. P. LITTLE & CO., 141 East Seneca Street.

Cincinnati, O.—W. N. GRAY, 12 Chamber of Comm3:ce.
trashlngton, B. C.-L. "S. CQX, 16 Fifth Street, S. E.

Phlladelphla.Pa.-I'BNNSYLTANIA ELECTRIC ENOINEKRING CO.

fSt.PaaI, Minn.—THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLY CO.
Detroit, Sllch.-C0M]HERC1AL ELECTRIC CO.

Denver, Col.—THE MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC CO.
Winaipes. Man.-SIMPSOS-DAVIS ELECTRIC iL CONSTRUCTION CO.

San Francisco, Cal.^NATIONAL ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT CO.
liincoln, aleb.—LINCOLN ELECTRICAL MFG. A*)D SUPPLY CO.

Dnlnth, Mlnn.-THE ELECTRICAL BNG.' AND SUPPLY CO.
Kansas City, Mo.—THOMAS WOLFE. 515 Main Street.

Seattle, TTasIl.—CHAS. H. BAKER & CO.

New Orleans, I.a.-ENTERPRISE CONSTRUCTION AND SUPPLY CO.
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THE MILUKEN PATENT POLE

66 LIBERTY STREET

NEW YORK.

For Electric Street Railways and Electric Light Work.

MANUFACTUBED BY

MILUKEN BROS.

59 DE4RB0RK STREET,

CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

WRITE FOR CIRCUI.AR AND CATALOGUE,

SYNOVIAL DYNAMO OIL
Second to None. Free from Gum or Acids.

Bj refiltering can be ased confclnQally. Adopted by the largest Electric Plants of the West,

Write for Prices and Samples. s. TAUSSIG, Agent, 45 River St., CHICAGO.

OF INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.

A New Book Just Published.

A Practical Guide to the Testing of Electric Light, Electric

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

PRICE, POSTAGE PREPAID, $1.00.

SESTD IN YOUR ORDER NOW.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINC COMPANY,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PEBRET ELECTRIC MOTORS.
ALL SIZES FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

FERRET - ELECTRIC - LIGHT - SYSTEM.

THE ELEKTRON MF6. CO., Springfield, Mass. "™ ^§§\iSU
( Washington, D. C, J. V. BURKETT & CO., 1409 N. T. Avenue. St. Panl. Minn.. F. J. RENZ, 95 East 4tli Street.

SELLING AGENTS: ] "'«'«'w Orleans. I.«.- GEOROE BAOTTTE. 14(1 Orai^ifr Street. Philadelphia, Pa., PENNSYLVANIA MACHINE CO.,
( Denver, Colo., THE MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC CO. 29 North 7th Street.

CUT-OUTS,
JOINTS,

DISTRIBUTING

ETC.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

THE ITEW
SflFE-DUGT

' VULCA"

GO]¥[Pr.ETX: MESTHOD

WIRING FOR AJAm

ELECTRIC LIGHTING SYSTEMS.

ELECTRICAL WIRE DUCTS.

THE NATIOIff'S GHOIGE.

Grlmsliaw White Core Wire.
B. D. WIRE, TAPES AND COMPOUNDS.

ALL SUPPLY STORES KEEP THEM.

NEW YeRK INSULATED WIRE CO.,
78-80-82 Franklin Street, CHICAGO,

MAIN OFFICE; 649-651 Broadway, New York. GEO. H. MEEKER, Western Manager.
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GEORGE W. PAYNE «c CO.,
HAKIUFAt'TUUKUH OF

Osed in connection with Braidinf) Machinery for Electrical Work
where wire it to be covered by Uraidera,

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS

REGALIBRATED.-REPAIRED
CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO., 73 W. Jackson St.

POWELL'S PATENT

LEVER UP—Sliowa oil dropping while
machinery rane.

„ SIGNAL OILERS
B still In tli>' V&ii an tliii ItK.yi lor HICH-CRADE
ILEB ENGINES and DYNAMOS. Ti..- .t..,, (h.,1

Wj^ leutiircH pr«v.-t.l wriKl») of oil whlftj I'-ui iilorj- will

more tliaii Hav« tti«!r com Id a -L'lri tlru" HAS
OTHER EXCEPTIONAL POINTS OF
MERIT »ynil*orriill'l'-HCrlpti.''f ir' ilBr A'Mri-.B

THE WM. POWELL CO., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

MICA
FOR

ELECTRICAL
PURPOSES.

Send for Sauiplt^H and l»rioes.

BOWERS BROTHERS, 121 Lake St., CHICAGO.

rjg
^

Machine!!) bnilt when reqniretl to double two or more ends,
with drop motions to stop spindle when end breaks, also
wiien bobbin is fall.

Works 102 Broad St., PAWTUCKET, R. I.

l^/VfJufACTllF^Ef^S

fLE(THKLlGHT40BE°$^r-^-

the-Largest-Lii^e-of"
,

rIi¥iHllH!/i|ll9!l>^M
uvLL°-ni\"'"' ' \"uiiLrrLui"i'-^j|Stf-|-^\

729 BROADWAY NY zMlA
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC COI
BOSTON,

820 Atlantic Avenue.

NEW YORK,
5 1 0-534 West 23d Street.

CHICAGO,
217 La Salle Street.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
Orders Executed Correctly and Promptly.

BEST AND CHEAPEST.

ALSO-
No. 116. Keyless Socket, \-l Id.

Ho. 130. Keyless Wall Socket-

Porcelain or Wood Base.

Ho. 14B. Keyless Socket for 7B,

too and 160 c. p. Lamps.

Ho. 160. Waterproof Socket.

No. 140. Attachment Plug,

with Fuses.

No. 125. Key Wall Socket—Porcelain or Wood Base. No. 110. Key Socket. No. 1 20. Keyless % incli Socket.
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NEW BOOK!
NOW READY.

ELECTRIC

TRANSMISSION

HAND-BOOK.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition
to our famous hand-book series, of which
20,000 copies have been sold. The new
book deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of

Electric Power Transmission.

NOW «EADY._ PRICE. $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOUIAELY ADAPTED TO DEIVTlfG

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of Its high tfllclency at all stages of g^tc, stcadines's of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of which makes It the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
IlluBtratlng various styles ol setting

on both vertical and horizonlj 1 shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO,,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSOKS TO

STOUT, niliLS & TJ&JHPJLE,

STEAM PLANTS
ISrSTAIiliED BY

W, B. PEARSON i£ CO.,
HECHASriCAI, ENeiJIEEBIS AKD COSITRAOTOB8.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, - CHICAGO.

ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY INSTALLATION,

AT OMAHA AND COUNCIL BLUFFS RAILWAY & BRIDGE CO.,

COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA.

THEWESTINGHOUSE MACHINE COMPANY. ^
-^ PITTSBURGH. PENNA.U-S.of A. g

WILLIAMS AUTOMATIC ENGINE.
For all pnrpoees requiring Bteody power.

Williams Ehgine Works: No. 447 North Street,
BALTIMORE, MD.

A GREAT RAILROAD.
Bv ll'« ttliporiitl'in of th- < iikii.'') A^ A \i%nX\f.

Railway between Murlcn biiiI i:uun o. thn KKIK
hap at la't ^ffec^ed Its fntnin't- into Chtrspo. and
now occupies ibf prouti pOBlilnn of tielngihe (>n\y
line bi^tween Clilcatjo and New York entirely
under one nKinatrernpnt
One result of triia 1b the arrancement ft hereby

all the throufrh tralne cT the Erie are now ron
solid tetweeen Chicago and New York without
change. PasaengerB holding ihroagh tickets,
whtlher first orppcond claes. are ab e to go from
Chicago to New York without chaD^inf; care.
Pnllman'a moet modern S'eeplng Care are rnn

on all through trains via thl« lioe, and on tbpir
Veetibale Limited, Pollman's Dining Care. No
extra fare churpf'd on thl? train. In fact, the
rates via the ERIE are lowf r than via any other
route oflTlne »qnsl faclhtieB.

THEWOODBURY|NG!LE
SELF-CONTAINED, AUTOMATIC
HIGH SPEED STEAM ENGINE
for Electric Lighting and
Street Railway Service,

WITH BOILER PLANT COMPLETE
Catalogue sent on application.

STEARNS MFC. CO. ERIE.PA.
BRANCH t

Pliiladelpliia, 942 Drexel filds.

OFFICES I
San Vrancisc**, 39 & 31 Spear St.

,^g-MLL°KIM:

%l ' PLATS

^IDRY STEAMl^

THE POND SEPARATOR.
The Pond S'parator is guarante; d to relieve tbe

steam of all entratapd water and ri turn iliis water
to the boiler, thus tffect'ng a large saving in fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular,

POND ENGINEEKING COMPANY,
ST. LOUIS.

OMAHA.
CHICAGO.

DALLAS.

KANSHSCITY.
SEATTLE.

DERIVATION OF PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL ONITS.
By Lieut. F. B. Badt and Pkof. H. S. Caehakt.

f=>f=2e:f= j^ijZ), 2^s czETi^Tr^.

This is a very handsome book of 6o pages, printed on fine heavy paper, with neat cloth binding. It contains Por-

traits and Biographies of Ohm, Watt, Faraday, Joule, Gauss, Weber, Sir William Siemens, Dr. Werner von Siemens,

Volta, Ampere, Daniell, von Jacobi, together with a carefully prepared table of the Practical Electrical Units, with their

relative values.

In no other Sinsle Volume can this Rare Gollectlon of Portraits be Found.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Building, Chicago, 111
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W.P.
TIE THOMSIH-Wm EUCTIIIC Gt,

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RAILWiT MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

1,600 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,

Boston Office: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 148 Michigan Ave.
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PERKINS INCANDESCENT LAMPS
Have given satisfaction to thousands.

Wiiy not join the thousands?

Write us about thenn.

Safety White Core Wire.

A new product.

Fireproof braid.

Every requirement has been met

To make it the best.

I ou should use it.

We are Western Agents for the above.

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS,

CHICJLG-O, ILL.
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T^his is not, as you might suppose, a

patent medicine, 'to be well shaken

before taken.' However it is a certain

cure for all the ills the Central Station

is heir to.

A stimulant of marvelous potency.

For that tired feeling in your dividend

account; for a depleted and run-down

bank account; for that nervous and

growling customer, it is an infallible

Specific.

Read the original prescription:

Shield Brand "=^ Wire.

@ unbeam Lamps.

@ tanley Transformers.

Q. S.

Allopathic doses.

To get the full benefit it must be taken every day

in the year; between meals, before meals, and after

meals. And particularly during the dark of the moon.

Mail orders receive prompt attention.

Dispensed by

The Electrical Supply Co.,

ANSONIA, CONN.
Branch: 244 Arch Street, Philadelphia.

CHICAGO.

Before and After taking.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.,
mANlTFACTIJtKKM OK

VULCANIZED INDIA-RUBBER

Cables, to any Specification

up to 8,000 Megohms per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES.

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

millage, FLEXIBLE CORDS,

SILK. HEMP, COTTON, DY-

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

of INCANDESCENT CORES.

THREE and TWO - WIRE

CABLES, to any specifica-

tion up to 8,000 Me-

gohms per knot.

CABLES ol High Insulation

and Long Lite, all milage^

If you are not acquainted with the merits of Habirshaw Insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 3 liMadison Ave, Cor. 42d St, New York.

FACTORY: Glenwood, Yonkers^ Iff. Y.

Western Agents: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Corner Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

THE FACT
That we are

Giving to the Trade

MORE LIGHT
Per Dollar Expended

In Current

Than

Our Competitors,

Explains in Part

The Large

And Increasing

Sales of the

SUNBEAM.

The Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.,

oh:io-a.C3-o, ill.
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FORT WiTNE ELECTRIC CO.,
-MAJrUFACTlTKEKS OF THI

SLATTERY INDUCTION AND WOOD ARC SYSTEM
-0 3F»-

THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being used almost exclusively after other systems have been
tried and thrown out—Philadelphia, New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

WE MAKE ALL STANDARD SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM,
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., 1,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND.

KEW TOBK . ...H5 Broadway. PITTSBUBeH, PA 533 ITeod Street.
CHICA60 185 Dearborn Street. SAN FBAHTCISCO 35 Jfew Monteomery Street.
PHUiABBIiPHIA 90T Filbert Street. TGEOITTO, CANADA 138 King Street, 'W.
DALIiAS, TEXAS McIiCod Bnilding. BUFPAXO 888 Pearl Street.

Repairs ^ ^ Dncerlain Eleml » Operating Expenses.

THE "INCIDENTALS" (LABOR, LOSS OF REVENUE, EXTRAS,
ETC.,) COST MORE THAN MATERIAL.

Can any "guaranteed" cost for repairs do as much for you as
this record repeated on your own road?

15 of our 40 h. p,, type B, SINGLE MOTOR equipments, have
been running at Lawrence, Mass., since early in September last, PULL-
ING TRAILERS over 9^ per cent, grades, without burning a single

armature, field coil or switch, up to date.

This means no loss of revenue by having cars pulled in for these
troubles, which are of daily occurrence when two motors are used
on a car.

We use IMPROVED heavy gears that will not break, and make
one Heat Proof Motor drive both axles. Send for circular.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
1006 Exchange Building. Boston. F. I. STONE. Chattanooga, Tenn. 431 "The Rookery," Chicago.
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«AJAX" DEFIES HltoKT CIBCITITH.

ANY CAPACITY UP TO

1,000 HORSE POWER.

C. S. VAN NUIS, 136 Liberty St., New YorV

Put up in One
Pound Cans.

Always Ready
For Use.

Price,

70c
Per Pound.

Every Electric Light
Plant should

have it.

OHAS. A. SCHIEREN & CO., Patentees and Sole Mamiractnrers

Perforated Electric Leather Belting,

47 Ferry 8l., Sfew York.
110 HieU St., Moston.

226 Ko. Third St.. Philadelphia
40 Ho. Canal St., Chlcaeo.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
Tlt« acknOTvledKed Standard for durable and lilsli. in-

nlatlon. Xts merits proved by a record of over quarter
of* oentnary. Adapted to all electrical pnrpoaea.

CELEBRATED KERITE TAPE FOR mSOLATINS JOINTS.

Electric Light and Power,
Telegraph and Telephone,
Ralfwayand all other
Branches of Signaling,

ALL SIZES Aerial Use,

Lpnii Enrnspri Wires Subterranean Use,Leaa tncasea wires.
submarine Use.

Concealed Wiring In all Locations.

WILLIAM H. EGKERT, Gen'l Agent. 16 Dey St., NEW YORK.

WRITE FOR PRICES ON

TROLLEYS, GEARS, BEARINGS

AND GENERAL SUPPLIES.

R. D. Nuttall Company,
Alleerlieny, Pa. TSlejxr ITork.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS, IMPOETEKS AKD DEALERS IN

'""""*""'•""•'""=''"' Electrical

Supplies
Of all Descriptions.

Price, with Rod Zinc, $1.15 per Cell, with Cormgated
Zinc, $1.35 per Cell.

THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED.

OnplrttCtllofCbu CftrboB Faservolr and Corer Comig.ted Zinc ofCL.m-
of Ch.mp!oa Baiter;. pio. BatUiy.

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances,

Construction Tools and

Line Material,

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
I Mannriif tnrfd by the

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY. Warren, Ohio.
ST. PAUL, MINN., Tie ElectrlcAl Engineerlnt

& Supply Co.
ST. LOUIS. MO., 8t. Louis Electrical Supplj Co.
SAN FRANCISCO, CM,., Internallonel Eleclrle

ACiEKTS

:

NEW YORK CITY, chae. B. Chapln, 188 Liberty
Street.

SYRACUSE, N. Y., Electric Engineering &
Supply Co.

CHICAGO, ILL.. The Electrical Engineering *
Supply Co., 931 The Rookery.

Supply A ConetructloD Co.
CINCINNATI, OHIO, (iueen City Electric Co.
LOUISVILLE, a-Y., Smitbeis i. Davie.

E. E. KELLER. F. E. DEIiKNlIAKUT.

Keller & Degenhardt,
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

542 Rookery Bids'., Chicag-o, 111.
THE ONLY BUREAU OF ELECTRICAL INFORMATION IN THE WORLDS FAIR CITY.

H.'dU^NT CMTvwi, f
Bos™" Manager..

The

International IHVUIll I C bUIVirAni f LIHTED.OKONITE COMPANY,

^ON'/:
13 Park Row, New York.

INSULATED

WIRES ANpCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Undergrounil Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
BKANCHBS: CMca^o, Boston, Philadelphia, Minneapolis, Cincinnati,

Omaha, X.nui8vllle, St. I.oiiis, San Francisco, London and So. America.
ntr.

FOR HIGH-CLASS

INDOOR WIRING.

George
Cutter.

ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES,

333 THE BOOKBKT,
CHICAGO.

Jewell Belting Co,, Hartforfl, Codb.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., new york.

AGENTS:
W. B. PeaTBon & Co., Home Ins. Bldg., Chicago, lU.
ThoB. G. Smith Jr., Hammond Bids-. Cincinnati, Ohio.
W- A. Day, 123 Oliver St., Boston, ilase.

A, M. Moree & Co., Commercial BldK-. St. Lods, Mo.
M^ad & Stringham, Hammond Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Hyde Bros. & Co., Lewis Block, Pittsbnrg, Pa.
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Tlie

Thomson-Houston
ELECTRIC CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY OF

DYNAMOS, LAMPS
And Every NecesBary Appliance for the Oonstruction, Maintenance and Operation of

Central Stations and Isolated Plants,

Arc, Direct Current and Alternating Current Systems,

100,000 750,000
Thomson-Houston Arc Lamps, Thomson-Houston Incandescent Lamps

In Daily Operation October 1, 1891

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, WESTERN OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave.. BOSTON. Mass. 148 Michigan Ave.. CHICAGO. ILL

J
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Abciidroth & Hoot Mfc;. Co. . .

A-merJcan Desk & Seating Co. . xlv

American Electrical Works xlil

Andrac, Juliua

AndrewB & Co., A. H
Baggot, E xlv

Bain Electric Mfg. Co
Ball EnEine Co xlx

Ball & ^yood Co.. The 1

Beckerleg, Jas. G xvl

Beggs, J. E,. Mfg. & Supply Co. .ix

Bernstein Electric Co
Bowers Bros xv
Braun lUuatratlag Co xlx

Brownlee & Co xli

Brookfield, Wm xll

Brush Electric Co xvi

Bunnell *& Co., J. H
Butler Hard Rubber Co
BuxtOD, Geo. B xlil

0. B. &Q. R. R XV
C. &E. R. R xix

C. &. C. Electric Motor Co. ... vl

Central Electric Co v
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co xll

Chicago Electric Motor Co xill

Chicago Insulated Wire Co xvl

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co
Colburn Electric Mfg. Co xiv

Consol. Elec. Mfg. Co., The. .

Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Mo. Co. .xlii

Crown Electric Mfg, Co vi

CusVng. F. W vll

Cutter. Geo 1

Day's Kerlte Insulation 1

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. .xis

Delaware Hard Fibre Co Ix

Detroit Electrical Works xxiv

DIehl &Co vi

Eastern Electric Cable Co xlil

Easton Electric Co xvii

Edison General Electric Co viii

Electric Cons. & Supply Co vi

Electric Merchandise Co x
Electric Secret Service Co xii

Electrician Pub. Co Ix, xiv

Elec. Construction Co., The xlii

Elec. Eng, & Sup. Co., The. .
.

Elec. Supply & Contracting Co. xiv

Electrical Supply Co., The. . . xxll

Elektron Mfg. Co xiv

Empire China Works ix

Evans Friction Cone Co xvi

For Sale ix, xii

Fort Wayne Electric Co xxlv

Gilman&Co., E.R ix

Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Lld..x
Globe Carbon Co xv
Great Western Elec. Supply Co xviil

Greeley& Co., The E. S i

Goodrich-Coleman Elec. Wks. . xvi

Heisler Electric Co xv
Hemlngray Glass Co xiii

Hill Clutch Works xlii

Hirlimann. C. J x
Hine Eliminator Co xii

Holmes, C. H xiii

Holmes. Booth & Haydens ix

Hunt Machine Co., Rodney ix

Huasey&Co ix

India Rubber & Gutta Percha
Insulating Co xxiii

Interior Conduit &Insulation Co . . x
International Okonlte Co i

Jewell Belting Co i

Kartavert JIfg. Co xvi

Keller & Degenhardt i

Knapp Electrical Works xxi

Law Telephone Co - . xiii

Leonard & Co., H. Ward ix

Link Belt Machinery Co xv
Loud, H.M:& Sons Lumber Co.. xlv

MiUiken Bros xii

Mosher Arc Lamp Co •

Munsell& C\, Eugene xiii

Murphy, T. J xiii

National Ca^on Co xlv

National Electric Mfg. Co
N.T.Beltlng & Packing Co
"t^ew York Insulated Wire Co.. xvii

New York & Ohio Co i

Nuttall Company, R. D i

Ostrander & Co.. W. R Ix

Page Belting Co x
Paiste, H. T xii

Partrick & Carter Co vi

Pearson & Co.. W. B xlx
Pelton Water Wheel Co xiv

Perry & Noyes xii

Phoenix Glass Co xvii

Pond Engineering Co xix

Powell Co.. The Wm
Pumpelly, J. K xiii

Queen & Co xiii

Racine Hardware Mfg. Co. . . .

Ries Elec. Specialty Co., The. . . x
Rockford Electric Mfg. Co xii

Roebling's Sons Co., J. A Ix

Royal Electric Co
Samson Cordage Works xii

Sawyer-Man Electric Co xi

Schawel & Co., Jas xii

Schleren&Co. Chas. A i

Schoomoaker, A. O xll

Schuyler Electric Co xv
Short Electric Railway Co Iv

Shultz Belting Co xvi I

Smith, ThoB. G. Jr
Somoff, J. L
Sperry Elec. Mining Mach. Co.. xvi

Standard Paint Co xvII

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co xviil

Star Electrlx Co .xiv

Stearns Mfg. Co . xlx
Sterling, W. C xv
Stilwell&BIerceMfg. Co...xIv, xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co. . . xxtii

Taussig. S...
Taylor Engine Co
Temple, J. G , xv
Tnomson-Houston Elec. Co. . II, xx
Union Electric Works xvii

Union Hardware Co xli

U. 8. Electric Lighting Co xi

VanNuIs C. S i

Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Wanted xlii

Washington Carbon Co., The Iv

Western Electric Co x
Westlnghouse Elec. and Mfg Co
Westinghouse Machine Co xlx
Weston Electrical Instrum't Co.. . xli

Wilcox & Howe Co. . ix

Williams Engine Works xix
Woodbridge & Turner Eng. Co . xv
Woodhouse & Rawson, Ltd. . .

.

Worthington, Henry R xli

CUSSIFIED LIST.
Alnmlnnm,
Ooocirich-uoleman Elec. Works.

Annunciators.
Centra! Electric Oo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Constmctlon Co., The
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co,
Greeley & Co.. The E. B.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Oatrander&Co. W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Arc I^amps.
Beg.ffs, J. E., Mfg. & Supply Co.
Urush Electric Oo.
Easton Electric Co.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Port Wayne Electric Oo.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Mosber Arc Lamp Go
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomeon -Houston Electric Co.
Westinghoose Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Go.

Arc lijght Cord.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electriiiai Works.
Samaon Cordage Works.

Batteries,
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co.,Tne.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Hirlimann, C. J.

Law Telephone Co.
Pumpelly, J. K.
Queen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Hemlngray Glass Co.
Hirlimann, C. d.
Law Telepnone Co.
Pumpelly, J. K.
Queen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Klectrlc.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., XlieE. S.
Enapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works,

'

Western Electric Co.
Bells, AKaemeto.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Greeley & Co., The B. ».
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Woatern Electric Co.

Beltlnff.
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Evana Friction Cone Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
N. y. Beltine & PaciOng Co.
Page Belting Co.
Bcnleren & Co., Cliae. A.
BholtzBeltlneCo.

Boilers.
Ahendroth & RootMfg. Co,
Pond Engineering Co,

Books, Klectrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Brass <pOods.
Powell Co., The Wm.

Bnrslar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., Tne.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co.,The E. h.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Wire Ineolated.)

Cables, Electric, (See wire Insu-
lated), Copper.Sbeet and Bar.
Roeblings Sons Co., J. A.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, C.H.
Lend, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Weatern Blectric Co.

ClDcrties, Faction.
Ulil Clutch WorkB.

Cordace.
HaniBOD Cordage Works.

Carhons, Points and Platen.
Brush Electric Co.
Ontral Klectrlc Co.
Electrical Supply Co , The.
Globe Carbon Co.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
National Carbon Co.
WufihInf;ton C&rbon Co.
Western Electric Co.

CMnstrnctlon and Kepairs.
AndDK'. Julius.
HlUn ElecirJc Ml;^, Co.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Electric CoDH. & Supply Co.
Blectrlc Supply & contracting Co.
Electrical Construction Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Leonard & Co., H. Ward.
Smllh, ThfS G. Jr.

Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, JBleetrIc lil«ht,
Knerlne Plants and Electric
Ballirays.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball& Wood Co., The.
Bain Electric Manufacturing Co.
Urush Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Edison General Electric Co.
Klectrlc Cone. & Supply Co.
Electric Supply & Contracting Co.
Electrical Leg. & Supply Co.
Port Wayne Electric Co.
Heisler Electric Co.
Keller & Degenhardt.
l.aaell, Edw.
Leonard & Co., H. Ward.
Pearson & Co., W. B.
Pond Engineering Co.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
PmIth,Th08. G. Jr.

Taylor Engine Oo,
Thomaon-Houston Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.
Wllliame Engine Works.
Woodbridge & Turner Eng. Co.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electriral Supply Co The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knaop Electrical Works.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Sperry Klec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cnt-OntH and Switcbes.
Andrae, Juliue.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated EIpc. Mfg. Co., The.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cutler, Geo.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Gleason & Bal'ey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Paiste, H.T.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Star Electrlx Co.
Van Nula. C. S.

Western Electric Co.
Drni> Koreings.
Wilcox ^ Howe Co.

Dynamos.
Brash Electric Co.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Begea, J. E., Mfg. & Supply Co.
C. & C . Electric Motor Co.
Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Easion Electric Co.
Elecrical Ene. & Supply Co.
Port Wayne Electric Co.
Heisler Electric Co.
National Electric Mannlacturing Co.
RockfordE lectric Manufacturing Co.
Royal iilectric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomaon-Houston Electric Co.
United States Electric Lighting Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Go.

Electric Heatins.
Electric Merchandise Co.

Blectrlc Railn-ays.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison UeneraJ Electric Co.
Leonard & Co., H. Ward.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomaon-Houston Electric Co.
Wesilnghonse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Woodbridge & Tnmer Eng. Co.

Electrical Instrnments.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.

Qneen & Co.
Star Electris Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

Bngrrav*»rs.
Braun Illustrating Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Andrae. Juliua.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
HuBsey & Co.
Rles Electric Specialty Co., The.

Electroliers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Baggot, E.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co., Ltd.
TbomRon-Honston Electric Co.

Elevators.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Electro-Piatlne 91 acblnes.
Brush Electric Co.
Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomson-HooBton Electric Co.

KlectrlRBl fntelllecnre.
Kellt-r A Dc^euiiardu
Leonard A: Co., U. Ward.

RnKlnen. Steas.
Bali EnelDc Co.
Ball A Wood Co, The.
Pearson & Co.. W.B.
Pood Eniflneerlng Co.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Smith, Thou. G. Jr.
Steams Hfg. Co.
Taylor Knglne Co.
WeatlngbuuKe Machine Co.
Wllhame Engine Co.

Fan OQtflts.
C. & o. Electric Motor Co.
lii.-lii .t C(j.

EdiBon General Blectrlc Co,
Htanley Klectrlc Mrg. Co.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co,
Kartavert Mtg. Co.
Viitcaniztd Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlct & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Friction Cones.
Evans Friction Cone Co.

Cias ijlfftitine* Electric.
Detroit Eleclrica! Works.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

6ieneral Electrical Supplies.
Andrap, Jullns.
American Electrical Works.
Bunnell & Co., J, fl.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Worka.
Electric Cone. iV Supply Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Supply & Contracting Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co.,W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Ries Electric Specialty Co., The.
Star Electrlx Co.
Weatem Electric Co.

Ctlobes and Electrical Class-
ware.
Baggot. E.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co, Ltd.
Hemlngray Glass Co,
Phoenix Glaaa Co,

Hard ftnbbcr Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

InHolators and Insniatlns
Materials.
Andrae, Julius.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cushing, F, W.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great V^estern Elec. Supply Co.
Hemlngray Glaee Co.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Mnnseil & Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Nuitall, R. D., Company.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

Insulated YVlres and Cables.
Maenet Wire.
American Electrical Works.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
CuehingjF. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Day's Kprite Insulation.
Detroit Electrical Worka.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insn-
latlngCo.

Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick & Cajter Co.
Roebling's Souh Co., J. A.
Sperry E lee. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Bernstein ETectric Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Central ElectricCo.
Cutter, Geo.
Bdlson General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Gleason & Bailev Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Heisler Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Somoff, J. L.
Suntwam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomeon-Houaton Electric Co.
Western ElectricCo.

Ijubricators.
PoweU Co., The Wm.

naffnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wire.)

Bfedlcal Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

ailca.
Bowers Bros.
Mnneell & Co., Eugene.
Schoonmaker, A. O.

Sline Aiernals, Electric.
Detroit Electrical Worka.

ninlnjc Apparatas, Kleetrle.
fljdn Electric Mfg. Co.
SdiMD General Electric Co.
Tbomson-Boaiton Klectrlc Co.
Sperry Elec. Hlolng Machine Co.
WeetlnEhouM Electric A Mf£. Uo.

Motors.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Brash Electric Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Electric Motor Co
C. A C. Blectrlc Motor Co.
Chicago Blectrlc Motor Co.
Dptroli Eit-ctrlral Worke.
Kapton EK;cirlc Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Hnpply A Contracting Co
Electrical Eng. tt Hnpply Co.
Rockford Electric Man cifacturine Co
Royal Electric Oo.

"^

Tuomson-Honeton ElectricCo
U, 8. Electric Lighting Co.
WestlnKhouae Electric A Mfe Co

Onice Fnrnltnre.
"^

American Desk & Seating Co.
Andrews & Co., A. H.

Oils.
Taussig, 8.

Oil Caps.
Powell Co., The Wm.

Packiner.
Buxton, Geo. B,
N

. y . Belting & Packing Co.
Pins and Brackets.
Central ElectricCo.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Holmes, C. H.
Load, H. M. <fc Sons Lumber Co
Weatern Electric Co.

Platinum,
Schawel & Co., Jan.

Poles.
Brownlee & Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co The
Holmes, C. H.
Loud, H. M, & Sons Lumber Co
Miniken Bros.
Sterling,W. c.

Publishers, Electrical
Electrician Publishing Co.

Pnsh Buttons.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

JSailways. Electric.
iSee electric railways.)

Kpffulatlpc: iiltofhets.
Ries Electric specialty Co., The

Securities. Electrical
Gilman & Co., E, R.
Perry i; NoyeS-

Separators, Mteam.
Hine Eliminator Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

Speakinjc Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works
Ostrander & Co., W. R
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthington, Henry R.

Supplies, Electric Kallway.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Flectric Merchandise Co.
Nuttall. R. D. Co.

Tapes, Insulatlnc.
American Electrical Worke,
Andrae, Julias.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Gushing, F. W.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co
Electrical Supply Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha In-
sulating Co.

International Okonlte Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Standard Paint Co.

Telegraph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Worke,
ParOnck & Carter Go
Western Electric Co.'

Telephones. Electric.
Detroit I-Jlectrical Works.
Western ElectricCo.

Test instruments.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Bunnell &Co„ J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Queen & Co.
Union Electric Worka.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

Trfinsformers.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
National ElectricMannfactnrineCo
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfsr. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Worka.

Trucks. Electric Car.
Dolroi't Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfe. Co-

Turbine ITheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Hunt JIachlne Co., Rodney.
Stllwell & Blerce Mfg. Co.

Valves
Beckerleg, Jas. G.

T^'^ater wheels.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

Wire, Bare.
American Electrical Works.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmea, Booth & Haydens.
KnapD Electrical Works.
Roeblin.i^s Sons Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
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Short Railway Generators
ARE NO LONGER A NEW TYPE. TBEY ARE

And the record they have made for themselves cannot he surpassed. Inquire

in Mochester, Jamestown, Covington, East Liverpool, Muskegon.

The Jamestown Street Railway Company report as follows: JANUARY 6, 1892.

On Sunday morning last it commenced snowing very hard, and so continued all day Sunday, Sunday night and Mon-
day. We were obliged to put forth every effort to prevent blockading of the road, which we succeeded in doing.

On Sunday m.OTning we started your Generator No. S at 6:30 a. m , and continued to use the same until Tuesday
morning at 3:30 a. m , when we shut it down. This Generator w^as in continuous service during the entire time, and was
not even sanded, nor the brushes touched. It did not use to exceed one-half quart of oil. We consider this remarkable
because of the hard work the Generator was doing. ********

Yours very respectftUly, GEORGE E. MALLBY, Superintendent.

THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.
P

Sometimes you forget to order

CARBONfS
When you should; your supply gets low, and

YOU WANT SOME QUICK.
We are represented by the following concerns.

By ordering from the nearest one, you can

GET THEM QUICKLY.
They carry a large stock on hand.

THE WASHINGTON CARBON COMPANY
}

WASHINGTON, PA.
EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

Boston,
Buffalo,

Cleveland,
Detroit,

Ciacinnati,

Louisville,

Atlanta,

Chicaeo,
St. Louis,
Milwaukee,

Springfield, Mass.,
Minneapolis,
Denver,
San Francisco,
Portland, Oregon.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
35 Park Place, New York.

PRANK S MARR,
641 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY & CONS. CO.,
Pi tsburg. Penn.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
Chicago, 111.
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The Gladiator Dry Battery

The comparative tests of this battery with all other dry batter-

ies show conclusive evidence of its superiority. Those who have

used the battery in small quantities are now ordering it in large

quantities, and its customers cannot speak too highly of its merits.

ORDER A DOZEN AND BE CONVINCED.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin St., CHICAGO.

CONNECTED BY PRIVATE WIRE WITH POSTAL TELEGRAPH-CABLE CO.'S SYSTEM.
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.nANUrACTURERS QHeANIZED 1881;

INCORPORATED 1883.

^p Arc Laaps

AX
'IESTy^BLISHED

PACT: J

r^R INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILVVA'^' CIRCUITS.

THE ONL^l' ARC LA.nP THAT
\sORKS SATlSPACTORIL'i' ON AN
INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING, THEATRICAL,
AND SEARCH LA;nPS.

THE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY' CO.

PMENIX BUILDING.

CHICAGO.

TELEPHONE BLMLDING,

NE\\' ~i'ORK.

Search No. 13.

G. & G. Electric Motors & Dynamos.

50 HOKSa POWEK MOTOB.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING ^ ELECTRICAL

TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

The C. & C. Electric Motor Co.,

GENERAL OFFICE,
402 and 404 Greenwich St., NEW YORK.

BRANCH OFFICES,
CHICAGO, ILL, 201 E. Madison St. PORTUND, ORE., 53 and 55 N. Front St.

Also In Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Cleveland, Xew Orleans, St. Loais, San Francisco,
Denver, Salt Lake City,

DIEHL£ COMPANY
Are prepared to arrange with Electric Light and
Power Companies and first-class Electrical Sup-
ply Houses for the sale of the improved

DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.
The emphatic success of last season and the unan-
imous indorsement of handlers and users of these
fans, prove their excellence and popularity.

.dd.e.. DIEHL «e COMPANY,
385 Broadway, NEW YORK.

Something New.
: QUICK BREAK AND CONTACT.

f'

NO MORE BURNED TERMINALS.

JM NO DANGER FROM SHORT CIRCUITS.

'TIS PERFECTION.

New York Agent: H. G. MADDEN,

78 CORTLANDT STREET.

Ask your Supply Houee for them or write to

CROWN ELECTRIC MFG, CO.
Bri<lfi[eport, Conn.

FBANKIiIU S. CABTEE.

:est.a.bIjISI3::bd i8S7.
charles m. wtlkins.

TRADINQ A3

E. 'WARD WHiKINS.

FAHTBICK & CARTER CO.,
125 South Second Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SOLE PHOPMETORS OF THE PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in all Kinds of

ELECTRICALSUPPLIES.
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

Bells, Disque Leclanche Batteries, Gas Lighting Apparatus,
Bronze goods and a full line of supplies for hotel and housework.

A ^CMTG- ^ '^^^ Toronto Gonetrnction and Electrical Supply Co.. Toronto, Canada.
A\*tPI 1 Oa't XorttiAvest Electric Bnglneerine Co., Portland, Oregon.

Catalogaee and Disconnt Sheets will be sent to those in the trade upon receipt of AppUcation and Baeinees Card.
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THE FATHER of the TELEGRAPH

USED KERITE WIRE.
^

V«SI

TRADE MARK. NOTE THE DATE OF THIS LETTER:

J
^t^ /^r/r^f

t^i'*^^ C^^tv

/ 't^tf-^ct-^t. .^tJ

CttM6r ,!*?> •^x^J^TeytT ^-^^^ 4*^ jt^ <t^^*<^*«.**^
Cr

<iyM:^ cjs-^r^*.^ yiCCe..e^ '^-^^ ^ «ye^ti-^a^U^'^

Q^/^ ^)AC43^u^ ^n^^A,-^^^^^,^ A^t^fyt-ty*^

'!:r AZt^ ^^ i^^^

FACTORY: SEYMOUR, CONN.,
W. R. BRIXEY, Supt.

EASTERN OFFICE:
16 Dey St., NEW YORK.,

W.H. ECKERT, Gen'l Agent.

WESTERN OFFICE:
236 Dearborn St., CHICAGO,

F. W. CUSHING, Gen'l Western Agent.

"^ /Le^.Ui/^ /^ ^:itc^^e>>^ er^-a.^/t^^ ^e^^ti-xi^

a^^iyt.e,:ayy- /Leyt-^e^/7^/^^L-^/J-ig e^/tnl^^ <a>tCP

c^^^e^

\.a,tjLej

'i<y^ -^. Auj^ jt'-'t^cA^ A*^

^L.^--^^ «^^a.*-^^

^<or^
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Edison General Electric Co.
EDISON BUILDING, BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

m BEST

^^^V"

^'s>^^

% m

PERFECT.

10 Amperes—Double Pole. 10 Amperes—Double Pole.

^A
<r/ > \> I S o j|.

15 Amperes—Double Pole.

J^
M^Mj^^^ 40 Amperes—Double Pole. ^^^ ^^Kr

20 Amperes—Double Pole.

PORCELAIN BASES.

Special attention is drawn to our new FIVE
and TEN ampere, single pole switches. They are

SMALL, NEAT, HANDSOME and surpass all

others of similar capacity in the market.

FOR PRICES, ADDRESS NEAREST DISTRICT OFFICE.

DISTRICT OFFICES:
CANADUN: Edison Building, 77 Bay Street, Toronto. Can. PACIFIC COAST: Editon Building. 112 Bush Street, San Francisco. Cal.

CENTRAL: 173 and 1 75 Adams Street, Chicago, III. PACIFIC NORTHWEST: Fleischner Building, Poriland, Oregon.

EASTERN: Edison Building, Broad Street. New York. ROCKY MOUNTAIN: Masonic Building, Denver, Colo.

NEW ENGLAND: 25 Otis Street, Boston, Mass.

MEXICAN AND 5 0UTH JMERICAN DEPT.: EUROPEAN OFFICE:

Edison Building, Broad Street, New York. 34 Victoria St., Westminster, London, S. W., England-
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HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Factories: 'Watei-buvy, Coiiii. - - S2£5 I»ai-It Place, Ne-w Yoi-fa.

MiNUP'ACTUHERS OF

Bare aind IrLSiilateci ^SSTire.
Ululer\vrit*TH' CoiiiKT i:hM'(ri4- liiu'H l-iin* M irr. C'djipiT Miu^iH't Wire. Fli-\ililt- Milk. <o'loii and WorwtrU ( ordH for

lii4-aii4lrNr4*iil t/tuiUttiiix, it«iiiiiil mill Flat <'o|i|M'r IturH for ^italioii \% ork.
liihiiilatiMl Ii'tMi l*r«-NHiir<^ W ii'<',

^ PATENT "K, I^/^TINEWIRE
For Elec'rlc light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegrapli and Telephone Use.

Agents for the Washington Ca/bon Company, Carbans for Arc Lighting.

TUB CKBAT WESTERN ElECTKIG Sll'I'lV CIHIPANV, OfllCitO, • • SELMNC AGENTS,

THOS L SCOriLL, New Torh Jgent.

H, WARD LEONARD & COMPANY.

S'-curf hU\ from ob for Klectrical ApparatoB or
Conelructioii hfUtif, tl'-cl-JinK- IfailwayB, Llgh^
Ing, 'I'ranemleeion of Power, Wiring, *"ic.

Klectrical Kxfhaut^e BuHdlnc*
NEW VOItK <'ITY.

DropForgings.
Biriuiiishuni. 4'onn.,

Solicit ordera for li^'lu Urop Forgiiige for Eleclric-il
work, 76 years' experience. EBtimutpe promptly

furDiBhed on receipt of sampleB or drawiiii^B.

E. R. OILMAN & CO.,
FINANCIAL AGENTS.

Electrical Securities, Stocks, Bonds and Commercial Paper

Bought and Sold.

Rooms 140, 141 Rialto Building, CHICAGO.

NOW THEN! FOR SALE CHEAP! !

Four 400-lle:bt, 240 ampere, Thomgon-Hooeton IncaodeBcent DyDsmoe, 110 volt.
Two 2't Ujrht, 2.000 caodle power American Arc Ll[;ht Dynamoe.
One 50 light, i,O0J randle power Sperry Arc Dynamo.
7iiOGooae Necks, T,-H. Municipal Sockets, yhadee, etc.. complete.
45 milee No. 10 Wire, American Electric Co.'e make, used aoout nine months.
One 10 light Weeton Arc Machine, with 8 donble lamps, 2,000 candle power, A 1

,

lOHN E. BEGGS MFG. & SUPPLY CO.. 74 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK
,

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS »" BELLS.
FUIiI. I.INE ALWAirS IW STOCK,\^%m

W. B. OSTRaNDER & CO.
lOS and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKall) Ave,, Brooklyn, N. T.
ndfor New Cataloqub, Out August let.

TURBINE WATER WHEELS.
HORIZONTAL
VERTICAL.

i^a.aa.-vafa.ct-u.rea. "b3r

EODNEY HUNT MACHINE COMPANY.
Specialties for Electric Light and Power.

K„^''.V^'.',J.,*''u'*."J"''''' ?' "?,'' "'Jfo's- High Speed and Even t^peed. Perfeetly eontrolled l.vKegalatoi. Belting directly to dynamo. Kmcieney. 9051. UolyokeTesthiR F'lume. Kasv workinggate. Excellent workmanship, gre.it durability. Moderate Prices and satisfaclion guaranteed 1,1)50 wheel?bold in ^e^v inglimd One party has 8, of these wheels in use; another 0,800 h. r., another 7,400 h p. etc etc

Wd'le for' cau7ogue LndtlurnX'^ropofedT.'antl'«"
""'' ='^^'"= ^"^^ Transmission, St'reet Kailwayi etc!

Boston Office, 70 Kilby St. Main Office & Works, Orange, Mass.. U. S. A,

HUSSEY & CO., Manufacturing Electricians.
ComDinatton Letter Box-8, AnniniiHtors, Etc,

:211--io I^:indolijh fclreni, Chicago.

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,—sx.oo.

INSULATED WIRE
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

MAGNET WIKE, OFFICE AND ANN UNC IATOR WIRE,
LEAD COVERED CABLES,

COPPER WIRE, TELEGRAPH WIRE.
Send for Catalogne. ADDRESS

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO.,
CHICA(>0, 173 E,ake St. TBP.1KTON, N, J.
»A.Ti FBAKCISCO, 9S&Z7 Fremont St. NETF 'FORK, 117 liiberty St.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
\\\ tfl 156 Green St.. GreeD Point, BEOOELYS, N. 1

JIANCFACTOBT OF

Non-Conductive Blocks, Rosettes and Bases lor Cul-Outt
and Switches; also Insulators. Cleats, Lamp Trim-

mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Oar production ie a dense body. The glazing and body
of oar ware are of same composition, and are baked
alike, which are the features of

TRUE HABD POKCEI.AIN.

HARD FIBRE
for insulation and me-

chanical construction is

manufactured in Sheets,

Rods, Tubing, WaslierS, Discs and all Special Shapes. Esti-

mates and samples furnished upon application.

WILMINGTON, DEL.,

DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO., U. S. A.

DERIVATION OF PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL ONITS.
By Lieut. F. B. Badt and Prof, H, S. Cakhart.

I\.1TD,

This is a very handsome book of 60 pages, printed on fine heavy paper, with neat cloth binding. It contains Por-

traits and Biographies of Ohm, Watt, Faraday, Jo-jle, Gauss, Weber, Sir William Siemens, Dr. Werner von Siemens,

Volta, Ampere, Daniell, von Jacobi, together with a carefully prepared table of the Practical Electrical Units, with their

relative values.

In no other Sinsle Volume can this Rare Collection of Portraits be Found.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO. 6 Lakeside Building, Chicago, 111
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£.RI£S REGULATING SOCKET
IT WILL PAY YOU! IT WILL MAKE YOU MANY NEW CUSTOMERS!

USE TH OK YOUR ALTERNATING CURRENT CIRCUITS

THIS INVENTION INTRODUCES A NEW ERA IN THE ART OF
I i>a"o -A. TV x> E5so e: 3xn:" 3Liics-in:"ii^C3r-

It Regulates the Light! It Saves the Lamps!! It Saves the Current!!! No Resistance or other Current-Consuming Devices Used.

For Piices and Particulars write to THE RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY COMPANY,
PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS. Baltimore and Entaw Streets, BALTIMORE, MD., V. S. A.

HIRLIMANN
BATTERIES

Are Standard. Only One that is Guaranteed.

MaDifacW by C.J. HIRLIMANN
' %

117 JUacdongall St., KEW TORK.

Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co.,
(UniTEO.)

Hanafactnrers of, and Dealers in, a line of General

ELECTRICAL MERCHANDISE.
ALSO ELECTRIC AND COMBINATION

FIXTURES AND GLASSWARE.

Rubber Covered Weather-Proof Wires
and Lamp Cords.

233 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

It irill pay yon to get oar prices and new catalogae.

INTERIOR CONDUITS Tie SolntiOD of the ProMem of Safe Giarflini

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Whersver and for whatsoever parpoae employed, 1b to

be found in the

CONDUIT 8YSTEIW.

ISTERIOR AliD USDERGRODHD

ILiNTTFACTTJBED BT

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
uinDvc. i B27 to B31 W. 34th St.,WORKS,

j 52g ,„ 528 W. 3Bth St.,

General Offices: 42 & 44 Broad St,, New York,

Thos. Day & Co., 222 Sntter St., San Francisco, Cal.

MoQutiun filectric Co., Dnnver Colo.
American Elect. SupplvCo., 2-26 Pearl St, BoflalcN T.
Ptttoam, Wav & Co., 27 E. M.iin St , Rochester, N. T.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. tth St., Cincinnati, O.
Chae. Gabriel, SaciDaw. Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Snpplv Co.,

110 BaroDne St., New Orleans, La.
Walfeer & Kepler, 5S1 Chestnut St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Constrnc'ion Co.. Piuahurgh, Pa.
Southern Electric Co., Baltimore, Md.
Central ElecMc Co,. Chicaeo. 111.TRADE-MARK

-DeiTing^'^

BRANCHES:; ?:S?cl«?5.'''
""^'"^ '

WAX FKASCISCO.
1

C01'\ RTGHT, 1S10,

B\ GEO. F. PAGB.

Send for Ca'alogne No, 11 anl Prices.

"WINTER SPECIALTIES."
BRAND'S STEEL WIRE TRACK BROOMS,
WARDWELL'S TRACK BROOM HOLDERS,
BURTON ELECTRIC HEATERS *

— AND —

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES
OF EVERT SORT-
FOR ANY SYSTEM.

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE CO.,
w. R. MASON, Gen-i Mgr. CHICAGO. I I Adams Street.

W-I-R-E-S:
I.e. Weatherproof Wire, W. E. Underwriters' Wire, Okonite, Kerite,

Hard and Soft Drawn Copper Wire,
Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph and Telephone Wire,

Silk and Cotton Covered Magnet Wire, Incandescent Lamp Cord.

rpiaiCEa oisr .A.zpi'x.ic.A-moisr.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
I

A31KB. EBEBT & CO., St. Panl, SioB.

AgentSli STAXDABD ELKCTBICAIj TI'ORKS, Cincinnati, Ohio.
'

I JIOUATAI-X £Ii£CTBIC CO, DenTer, Colo.

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.

NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Greenwich Sts.
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The United States Electric Lighting Co.,
[THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING COMPANY. Lessees.]

ARC IND INGtKDESCENT ISOUTED ElECTIIC LICHT PLANTS.

I

More than 1000 Plants in Operation in Factories, Hotele,

Office Buildings, Theaters, Etc.

MOTORS "° GENERATORS.
Direct Current GENERATORS and MOTORS for all purposes,

1-8 H. P. up to any pow er required, and at any
required E. M. F.

Superior in Design and Workmansliip, and Dneqaaled in Efficiency.

Send for New U. S. Catalogues on Incandescent Lighting and Motors.

GENERAL OFFICES: EqUITABLE BOILDING, - - 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC COP
BOSTON,

820 Atlantic Avenue. 5IO-534 West 23d Street.

NEW YORK, CHICAGO,
217 La Salle Street.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
Orders Executed Correctly and Promptly.

BEST AND CHEAPEST.

ALSO-
No, 115. Keyless Socket, 1-.J in.

So. 130. Keyless Wall Socket-

Porcelain or Wood Base.

lo, 146. Keyless Socket for ?6,

100 ed 150 c. p. Lamps,

Ro. IBO. Waterproof Socket.

No. 140. Attachment Plug,

with Fuses.

No. 125. Key Wall Socket—Porcelain or Wood Base. No. 1 1 0. Key Socket. No. 1 20. Keyless % inch Socket.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
JLiJSTrFACTTKED ET

•WM. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK

For all El-ctric Insulating w. F. fE=LEiT. = ^'- -^^^ss

^!^^^-:;^
js^Lsiis 111 ELEciRiwi mm,

I i SELL NO OTHER, ,

Electrical or Telephone Stocks Eoa^hc
Send for S2.mples and Quotations, and Sold.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER, I perry & noyes,
158 William St.. NEW YORK. ' F.-i«ox, Bid-. XEW YOBB.

MICA,

PLATINUM.
JAS. SCHAWEL & vJO., 'V^'^o^l
Importers and Melters. Sheet and TVire

in any Gange. Scrap Pnrcliaaed.

H. T. PAISTE,
MA>XFACTrKEE OF

SWITCHES, SOCKETS, ETC.,
S41 Tlie Kookery. 10 So. IStli St.,

Chicaso, 111 P falladelpIlia, Pa.

See onr fall page advertiaement In Isane Sept.

12, for illn=trations, prices, etc.

ELECTRIC PLANT FOR SALE.
Good growing town cf ten thousand

population. Have a municipal contrtct—-3

years to run. With proper facilities 100

"arc and one thousand incstdescent lights

can be secured. Eisy te'ms and long

time. address, --INVESTMENT." care

"Westees- Electeiclo".

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS

RECALIBRATED.-REPAIRED
CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO.. 73 W Jackson St.

HINE'S ELIMINATOR.
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL

Steam Separators and Oil Extractors. |
In twelve trial= in the ''Cornell" Separator te=t, it averaged

9S 7-10 per cent Dry Steam. Outstripping all competitora.

Send for Circular and Cornell test report.

^^•^r^ HINE ELIMINATOR CO.,
'°^ )i^ikk. ..£.

E6:!![:fl Elsctfi: W;. C:.,

BOCKFOBD, ILXi.,

ITannfacturers of

MOTORS,
(Stationary and Raiiyva}}.

ncandescent Dynamos

and Generators
(MATO STSTEM).

Specially adapted to Isolated
Plants. Absolutely self-rejulat-

ing and reliable. The Motors
are the most efficient now in the
market. Agents wanted in un-
occupied territory.

THE WESTON STANDARD

Voltmeters and Ammeters.
These instruments are the most

accurate, reliable and sensitive port-

able instruments ever offered. A
large variety of ranges to meet the

requirements of aU kinds of work.

M for lUnstratea Oatalope,

AI>DB£SS

TEP.TICAL-

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,

114— 120 William Street, Newark, N.J.

BOSTON.
PHILADELPHIA. Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.

ST. LOUIS.
ST. PAUL.

SOLID BRAIDED CORD.
la the most dura-
Die for hanging
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Cov
ering Field

Magnets, Ssah Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and. Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE "WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STP.EET. BOSTON.

THE MILUKEN PATENT POLE

56 LIBERTY STREET^

HEW YORK.

For Electric Street Railways anii Electric LigM Work.

ilANTjTACTTrEBD BT

DUIILIKEN BROS.

59 mmm street,

CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

ITBITE FOB CIRCriiAB AND CATAlrOGtrE.

GEOAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL

If you are in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

BROWNLEE & CO., "mTc^'
-r^3ES-

urn umm to,

PDSH-BDTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.

95 CHAMBERS STREETJEW YORK.

THOMAS STUR61S, Prest. Wm. C. LANE. Sec'y and Treas.

ELECTRIC SECRET
45

C. P, MACKIE, Gen'l Manager. S. S. BOGART, Gen'l Agent

SERVICE COMPANY,

INDIVIDUALARGLIGHTIMOTORCUTOUT.
LAMPS OR MOTORS CUT IN AND OUT AT WILL FROM CENTRAL STATION WITHOUT

DISTURBING OTHERS QN SAME CIRCUIT.

This System Saves Mileage of Circuits, Makes Scattered Business Profitable and Secures Payment for Every Hour of Light.
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Electrically Lighted Vestibule Train on
tlie Clnicago, Milwaukee and

St. Paul Railroad.
"Yes; it is expensive, but we must have it." Such a re-

mark as this relative to the electric lighting of train No. i

on the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul railroad, made re-

cently by Assistant General Passenger Agent F. A. Miller,

is significant of the growing appreciation of railroad men
of the great advantages possessed by the incandescent

lamp when employed as a train illuminani. About three

years ago the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway com-

pany, through its mechanical engineer, George \V, Gibbs,

undertook to devise what might be called a combination

system for lighting trains by electricity and heating them

by steam. The problem presented was to supply a system

of heating and of lighting

that should contain no ele-

ment of danger for the pass-

enger in the event of a serious

wreck, and yet be practicable

in a train of from lo to 14 cars

running over lines built

through a country noted for

its cold waves and long con-

tinued range of low temper-

ature at periods lasting seven

months of the year.

In the two years of exten-

sive experimenting which the

company carried on with elec-

tric lighting apparatus much

experience was gained with

storage batteries. But Mr.

Gibbs found that they were

costly and unreliable. The

depreciation of batteries and

waste of power were discov-

ered to be very great under

heavy working loads. The

cells, he states, gave constant

trouble from freezing in the

winter, shaking to pieces,

buckling of plates, short cir-

cuiting and other operating

failures. In short, the com-

pany concluded that the stor-

age battery required too

much skilled attention to be

adapted for service in such a

system of electric train light-

ing as was required on this

road. After careful con-

sideration, the decision was

reached that the problem

could best be solved for this

particular road by construct,

ing an independent "light

and heat tender;" in other

words, a central light, heat and power slation on wheels.

In the development of this tender the question of heating

was, perhaps, as important as that of lighting. It was

found by careful experiment that 100 pounds of water per

car per hour were needed to heat the train properly when

the temperature was ten degrees above zero, and 70 pounds

of water were required with the temperature 27 above zero.

The through trains to which the tender was to be attached

weighed about 500 tons, requiring about all the power

of the locomotive to make schedule time, so the drain

for heating and lighting would naturally be greatest at

times when bad weather made the greatest demands upon

the locomotive for traction. A separate tender car carry-

ing its own boiler for heating and lighting, therefore,

seemed the most feasible solution.

It may be mentioned that it was thought that the addi-

tional train load might go far to counterbalance the drain

upon the locomotive for heating and lighting, but the ex-

perience of the St. Paul road is that for these purposes

from ten to twelve per cent, of the steaming capacity of

the locomotive is absorbed in se%'erc weather, and it is the

unanimous statement of enginemen that they would

rather have the extra car than be obliged to supply steam

for the train.

The light and heat tender system was put in service in

Januar)', iSfjo, and there are now in use on the road two

tenders which serve on the runs between Chicago and Min

neapolis, and supply each a load of about 154 lights.

With a view of giving the readers of the Western
Electrician a comprehensive idea of the thorough man-

ner in which the system has been worked out, a number

of photographic views and diagrams showing the most im-

portant features of the lighting and heating equipment are

herewith presented.

Figs. 2 and 3 are respectively an exterior and interior

electrically lighted vestibule tr.\in on the c, m. i ST

view of the light and heat tender which is used in winter.

Fig. I shows the summer arrangement of the generating

plant. It should be explained that when it is not necessary

to heat the train a decrease in train load is obtained by

placing the dynamo and engine in the end of the baggage

car, as shown, and cutting off from the train the light and

heat tender. By far the most artistic portion of the equip-

ment is that in the drawing room car, an interior view of

which is shown in Fig. 4. Over each chair in this car

there is an incandescent lamp most conveniently hung

under a fringed red lamp shade of tasteful design. The effect

of the light shed by these lamps from beneath the two

rows of colored shades on the sides of the car is most

pleasing to the passenger entering from the darkness with-

out. The lamps in the sleepers are arranged in a manner

that delights the wear)' traveler. The man whose eyes

have suffered from attempts to read his evening paper by

the far off and dim oil kmps bung rear the car ceiling

finds in the St. Paul sleepers a lamp not only at his elbow

but one that gives him the light from behind and over the

shoulder. Fig. 5 shows the admirable location of the

berth lamps and their convenience to the traveler, not only

before the berth is made up bat after the curtains are drawn

for the night. Each berth lamp is placed within a dmm
having two rotating shutters, Fig. 6. which can be raised or

lowered when desired to use or to shut out the light. The

hood formed by the upper half of the drum is so arranged

that it shades the light from the eyes of the passengers

who are facing it, and it also ser\'es as a reflector to cast

light upon the book or paper in the hands of the passengers

sitting under it. As the shutters open on both sides, one

lamp does for two berths, and the closing of the second

shutter, when the occupant is through using the lamp, cuts

it out of circuit. Should occasion arise during the night

to use the lamp, the simple opening of either shutter places

the lamp in circuit. In the

dining car in summer small

fan motors make their pres-

ence felt in a most satisfact-

ory manner.

A few points as to the de-

tails of the generating eqaip-

ment will be of interest. The
tender follows immediately

behind the locomotive tender.

It is 34 feet long by nine

feet in width, encased in J
inch plate steel, with steel

doors, and supported on a

heavy under frame of unusoal

strength resting on special

trucks. Including full equip-

ment, its total weight is

65,000 lbs. It is carried on

four-wheeled trucks having

33 inch wheels, and the new
Master Car Builders stand-

ard axle, with journals 4j^x

S inches. The interior of

this tender is divided into

two compartments, separated

from each ether by steel

doors, the larger or forward

section being 20 feet in

length, and holding a tubu-

lar steel boiler to carry 125

pounds of steam, though but

So pounds' pressure has

thus far been used. This

boiler is 1 3 feet g inches in

length, with 136 two-inch

tubes. The furnace is of the

locomotive type, with safety

lock on the door, the fire box

being 4 feel 10 inches long

and carrying but a thin bed

of coals, the ashes being

raked down to the road-

the furnace is placed a coal

carrying an amount of fuel

nearly sufficient for the round trip in midwinter, thus

allowing for any delay not exceeding ten hours. The
floor of this section is of iron. The rear section of the

tender contains a Xo. 4 Edison compound-wound dynamo,

belted direct to a standard 652x6 inch Westinghouse en-

gine, the distance between the centers of shafting being 7
feet 6 inches. The necessary switches, resistance boxes,

Weston voltmeters and ammeter, etc., are arranged the

same as in a regular station. The weight of engine and

dynamo is counterbalanced by a steel tank placed on the

opposite side of the section, and holding 270 gallons of

water in reserve for use in the event of an accident or the

absence of the locomotive tender, from which the water

required in the boiler is constantly pumped. The boiler

has a water bottom; that is, it is double, with water be-

tween the sheets as a precaution against fire. It is in one

end of the car. and a straight smokestack extends through

the roof. From a 24 inch dome on top of the boiler a

bed,

box

On each side of

the two combined
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steam pipe goes to the engine and to both ends of the car

to coupling joints for heating the train. A better under-

standing of the location of the boiler, engine, dynamo,

etc , may be obtained from Fig. 7, reproduced from the

Railroad Gazette, which shows the location and arrange-

ment of the engine and piping, also of the boiler and

the coal bunkers. The fire door has a safety catch, and

the boiler having a water bottom the fire is held in a fire-

proof receptacle. As the draft is only a natural draft, and

the fire verX thin, little or no smoke issues from thes tack.

The boiler shown in the cut has a sufficient capacity to

heat ten cars, and furnish steam to drive the dynamo.

FIG. '^2. ELECTRICALLY LIGHTED VESTIBULE [TRAIN ON
THE C, M. & ST. P. R. R.

With western coal this boiler can evaporate about six

pounds of water per pound of coal. With the Westing-

house engine the best results were obtained, tests showing

that with 57. S pounds of water per horse power the average

indicated horsepower was 10.4. This was with a 15 horse

power automatic engine running on So-pound steam pres-

sure.

The arrangement in the end of the baggage car of the

apparatus for summer service is quite like that in the heat

and light tender. The baggage car carries a No. 4 Edison

dynamo, compound wound, and a 6}^x.6 inch Westing-

house automatic engine. In a 60 foot baggage car 12 feet

of one end is given over to the engine and dynamo. This

leaves a space for baggage which has so far been

sufficient. A steam pipe from the engine is brought in

through the end of the car, on the inside of which there is

a "T,'' from which a pipe leadsacross under the roof of

the car and down into a steam separator, where the water

condensation is extracted from the steam. The pipe from

the tender enters the bottom and the steam pipe of the en-

gine leads out from the top. After passing the "T" on

the train pipe, a reducing valve decreases the steam pres-

sure from that necessary for the engine to that desirable

for the train. The exhaust from the engine passes up

through the roof and through a mufBer.

For the lighting service four men are employed, each

man making a round trip of 860 miles from Chicago to

FIG. 6. ELECTRIC.A.LLY LIGHTED VESTIBULE TRAIN ON
THE C, M. & ST. P. R. R.

Minneapolis and return, with a short rest at Minneapolis

and 36 hours' rest at Chicago. Only one man is employed

on a train at one time, and it is an easy matter for him to

care for the entire heating and lighting of the train. Only

one electrician is employed for all the trains.

When the train is being made up in the yards steam is

brought up to pressure in the tender and the engine and

dynamo started, the lamps being turned on as required till

IIP. M., when all are turned out save those on the end

circuits in the vestibules, toilet rooms and passage ways.

About 6 A. M. the necessary lights are turned on again,

but the dynamo is continually in operation during the

night.

It is^n interesting fact that the work of designing and

constructing the first tender was done in about sixty days,

and up to this time very few improvements have been nec-

essary.

Electricity at tho World's Fair.

The specifications for the arc lighting and motor service

for the World's Columbian Exposition have now been

issued, and the specifications for the incandescent lights

will be out in a few days.

Proposals for furnishing the plant, which will leased by

the exposition, will be received by D. H. Burnham, chief

of construction, 1143 Rookery, Chicago, until noon of

March 15th in the case of the arc lights and until noon of

March iSth for motor service.

The arc light contracts will be for the "general illumina-

tion of the grounds and main buildings,'' and the total

capacity required is about 5,000 lamps for interior light-

ing and about 1,000 lamps for the illumination of the

grounds. The machinery and apparatus required com-

prise dynamos, with full complement of station apparatus,

including switch-board; also lamps, opalescent globes and

globe nets. The erecting of machinery and apparatus in

position, the external circuit, and connecting the latter to

switch-board and lamps are not included in the specifica-

tions. All systems and generators of any capacity are eli-

gible. Generators may be operated in series, but it is not

desirable to operate any circuit at a difference in potential

exceeding 3,000 volts. The lamps may be of any candle

quired, to supply within three months after date of order

additional capacity of generators and apparatus not to ex-

ceed 25 per cent, beyond the amount stated in the specifi-

cations. The chief of construction reserves the right to

accept only 75 per cent, of the capacity in generators

specified, the contract price in that case to be reduced pro

rata. The total capacities of the four power plants and

the minimum capacity of each generator are as follows:

Manufactures and sundry other buildings—Total, Soo
kilowatts, smallest generator, 100 kilowatts.

Machinery and agricultural buildings—Total 900 kilo-

watts; smallest generator, 100 kilowatts.

Mines and mining building—Total, 600 kilowatts;

smallest generator, 80 kilowatts.

Transportation building—Total, 300 kilowatts; smallest

generator, 50 kilowatts.

All bidders must furnish suitable bonds.

The temporary power and lighting plant for the work of

construction now going on at Jackson Park is giving great

satisfaction. Twelve motors, varj-ingfrom g to 25 horse

power, are now in operation on the grounds, principally

employed in driving sawmills. This is one of the largest

isolated electric power plants in the United Stales, possi-

bly larger than any other. Arc lamps to the number of loo

and 350 incandescent lamps are now wired, and nearly all

of these are burned nightly.

Work on the electricity building seems to lag somewhat

behind that on the other structures, although operations

are continuously carried on. Twelve steel roof trusses

were placed in January. Contractor Johnson is installed

in a temporary office erected on the flooring of the great

building. The roof of the building will consist of So,ooo

"J-^i-P^^i
FIG. 7. ELECTRICALLY LIGHTED VESTIBULE TRAIN ON THE C, M. i ST. P. R. R.

power, but units of 2,000 nominal candle power are pre-

ferred. Ten per cent, of the lamps shall be capable of

burning at least fourteen consecutive hours without re-

mo\'ing the carbon. The circuits will be erected and main-

tained by the exposition, although until lately it was sup-

posed that the contrary would be the case. The success-

ful bidder shall furnish one competent lamp man and one

competent dynamo man to supervise the installation,

operation and removal of the plant. The erection will be

done at the expense of the exposition authorities. The
lessor shall deliver the machinery' and apparatus furnished

under the specifications, free on board cars at Jackson

Park, as follows: One-third of the capacity not later than

July I, 1S92; one-third of the capacity not later than

August I, iSg2, and the remaining one-third not later than

September I, 1S92. The machinery and apparatus sup-

plied may be listed and classified as an exhibit by the

national commission of the World's Columbian Exposi-

tion, subject to the rules and regulations governing exhib-

its. The bids need not necessarily be for the whole

number of lights, and the bidders are requested to state

the terms at which they will furnish capacities up to 500,

1,000, 1,500, 2,000 or more lights.

The four sets of specifications for motor serWce include

merely the generators and accessories and not the motors

and circuits. The generators must be of the direct cur-

rent constant potential type, with a maximum electro-

motive force of about 550 volts. The motive power, with

connections to the generator pulleys, will be furnished

complete by the exposition. The general requirements are

the same as for arc lighting, except that all the machinery

and apparatus must be delivered at Jackson Park not

later than September r, 1892. Proposals should state

specifically the price at which the lessor will agree, if re-

square feet of canvas, 150,000 square feet of composition,

and 52,000 of glass skylights.

The Thomson-Houston exhibit at the World's Fair will

be in charge of a committee of the leading experts em-

ployed by the company. This committee will include F.

B. Badt of Chicago and Lieut. Spencer of Lynn, together

with other gentlemen representing the various depart-

ments. The company promises to make an elaborate dis-

play of commercial apparatus, with many novel features.

A meeting of the committee on electrical congress.

World's Congress Auxiliar}', was held on February 2d at

the Auxiliary headquarters. Prof. Gray presided, and

there was considerable discussion. Prof. H. S. Carhart

of the University of Michigan was elected secretary of the

committee, and F. W. Gushing was chosen as assistant

secretary, as Prof. Carhart resides outside of Chicago. Prof.

Gray is preparing an address to the electrical fraternity of

this country and Europe, setting forth the aims of the con-

gress, and it was decided to refer this document when
completed to a sub-committee yet to be appointed.

Chief Burnham of the bureau of construction has rec-

ommended that the committee on grounds and buildings

set aside a space 150x350 feet for an exhibit of the illum-

inating and fuel gas industries of the country. The build-

ing will probably be located southeast of machinery hall

at the southern extremity of Jackson Park. C. K. G. Bill-

ings, president of the People's Gas company, Chicago,

wants to furnish gas for lighting the north end of Jackson

Park during the World's Fair. In order to secure the

privilege he is willing, it is said, to put in the entire plant

at his own expense, and also remove it without cost, at the

close of the exposition. He will furnish the gas at 90

cents per 1,000 feet. There is some talk of lighting the

state buildings at the north end of the park by gas.
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The prospectus of the department of electricity, which

was issued on Siturday, is short, but contains all the in-

formation thai the directors think needful for exhibitors in

this dei>irtmcni. The scope of the department is stated to

be "the demonstration in actual operation of the commer-

cial and economic applications of electricity. It is desired,

however, to make exhaustive tests of electrical apparatus

in all possible directions with a view to establishing the

actual efficiency of the same in comparison with other and

older methods of accomplishment." Object lessons show-

ing the development of the science and art from their ear-

liest stages by means of an historical exhibit are also con-

templated.

In relation to the lighting of the grounds it is stated

that about 3,000 arc lamps of 2,000 nominal candle power
^

each and about 130,000 16 candlepower incandescent lamps

will be needed. Beside this froai 3,ood to 3,500 horse

power will be required for the operation of themichinery of

exhibitors. This will be transmitted by electricity from the

central power station. In relation to this central station

the prospectus says: "To furnish and transmit this 24,000

horse power the Exposition company will construct a plant

which, though a complete station in itself, will be com-
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exposition. In reference to the installation of exhibits it

is stated that all electrical apparatus, excepting generators

and the adjuncts of the generating plant, must be shown

in the electrical building, where electrical power only will

be furnished. Generators to be operated by steam power

can not be installed in the electrical building, but must be

located at some other point.

Alluding to the much talked-about question of the rela-

tion of electrical exhibits and the service plant the pros-

pectus says : "The power station will contain the plant

under contract to serve the exposition, and will probably

contain the generators of those exhibitors who contem-

plate exhibiting generating plants of sufficient capacity

only to operate the balance of their exhibits in the electrical

building. Steam power forthe running of these generators

will be furnished by the Exposition company at a moder

ate price, the figures to be fixed hereafter. In the event

that it be found undesirable to combine the actual service

machinery with the purely exhibitive generators some ac-

ceptable site will be found for the latter within reach of

power. Appliances and apparatus, such as electrical ele-

vators, search lights, etc., intended for exhibition, but

offered and accepted for the service of the exposition, may

h
Electric Signals on the Northwestern

Railway.
The Chicago & Northwestern Railway company has con*

traded with the Hall Signal company to equip nearly 80

miles of its lines with automatic electric train signals. The
first sections of roid which the Northwestern is to equip

will be on the Galena division from West Fortieth street,

Chicago, to Turner, twcnly-fivc miles; on the Milwaukee
division, from Clyboum Junction to Waukegan. thirty-

three miles, and on the Wisconsin division, from Clybourn

junction to liarrington, twenty-eight miles. There will

FIG. 3. ELECTRICALLY LIGHTED VESTIBULE TRAIN ON THE C, M. & ST. P. R. R.

posed of a number of smaller complete plants, installed by

those who contract to furnish certain parts of the service.

These plants will be primarily for the service of the exposi-

tion, but are not for that reason prohibited from becoming

competitive exhibits as well, provided the usual course is

taken by their owners of making the proper application of

exhibitors, through the office of the director-general."

Electric power, ii is expected, will be used for the inter-

mural railway that will constitute a part of the service of

the exposition, although this question has not been defi-

nitely settled. Arrangements for exhibition of electric

cars in operation will also be made, although the necessary

space has not yet been located. Displays of electrical

mining and metal working machinery will constitute an

important portion of the exhibits in the department

In relation to artistic lighting effects the prospectus

states that small chambers illustrating varied effects

promise to be popular with exhibitors, and all proper aid

will be extended by the department, which looks for the

best possible results.

The concluding paragraph of the general statement is as

follows: "It is superfluous to add that every possible

field of electrical work will be liberally considered, and that

all systems of all countries will be placed as favorably as

possible, to the end that the best results may accrue to the

electrical people and the public at large,"

The electrical building is described, and also the manner

of securing space by applying to the director-general of the

be installed wherever their service is required without

forfeiture of their rights as competitive exhibits, provided

that such outside location shall have been approved by the

director- general
.

"

Ample facilities will be provided for moving pieces of

machinery weighing not more than thirty thousand pounds.

Any article weighing more than this will require an extra

charge for installation. Empty packing cases may be

stored at a maximum rate of two cents per cubic foot; with

insurance, two and one-half cents will be charged for this

service.

Foreign exhibits may be entered free of duty, in bond.

If sold the regular duty will be collected.

In conclusion it is stated that the officers of the exposition

must for obvious reasons assume arbitrary power in the

acceptance of exhibits and the allotment of space. This

power, however, will be exercised with the view to aiding

the greatest possible number of exhibitors to make the

most of the opportunity afforded by so great an exposi-

tion.

The special department rules, which have been already

published, are appended.

The Engineers List is the title of a neat little monthly

that has just made its appearance in New York. The pub-

lishers intend to present in its pages announcements of the

manufacturers and dealers in such steam specialties and
engineers' supplies as are of known excellence in their

particular Hues.

5. ELECTRICALLY LIGill ElJ VESTIliLLE TRAIN ON
THE C, M. & ST. P. R. R.

be over 200 signals enployed, and as soon as this work is

completed it is the company's intention to continue the sys-

tem throughout the greater part of its main lines.

The signal is purely automatic, and is operated entirely

by electricity, each signal being pro\'ided with a special

battery, which is placed underground. The signal stands

normally "safety," and is set to "danger" when the train

passes it. by the depression of a lever, which is placed at

right angles to the rails, by the wheels of the loco-

motive; this breaks the circuit carrying the current

to the signal. The signal remains at danger until

the train shall have set a second signal at

danger, and the first signal is again returned to "safety"

by a similar track lever placed about 1,500 feet beyond the

second signal. The system is so constructed that the

signal will always go to "danger" by its own gravity,

should the battery become weakened or any of the connec-

tions broken. All of the switches in the block section are

connected with the signal, so that the opening of any

switch on the main line sets the signal a suitable distance

in advance. When the signal stands at "clear" it is an

indication not only that there is no train ahead within that

block, but that all the switches are properly set for through

traffic, and also that the apparatus is in perfect working

order. The wires are to be placed underground, in box-

ing, between the tracks.

The Northwestern will be the first railway in the West
to be provided with electric signals.

Will Not Use Electricity.

From time to time during the last two months the daily

papers of Chicago and New York have contained state-

FIG. 4. ELECTRICALLY LIGHTED VESTIBULE TRAIN ON
THE C, M. & ST. P. R. R.

ments to the effect that the Illinois Central Railroad com-

pany had decided to use electricity as the motive power for

its suburban traffic in view of the changes that will be

necessary to accommodate the enormous World's Fair

business that this company will secure. This, however, is

not the case, although the directors have had the idea

under consideration. In response to a request for infor-
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mation from the Western Electrician the president of

the company writes: "Our companj' has had under con-

sideration the possibilities of introducing electricity as a

motive power on its proposed traffic to the World's Fair,

but, after carefully considering the matter, our directors

have come to the conclusion that electricity cannot be

practically applied to the conditions which will apply in

the case."

In an interview Superintendent Schlacks is reported to

have said: ' 'We did not report favorably on the electricity

idea. Nor, for that matter, did we report unfavorably

upon it. The fact is we, that is. myself and Consulting

FIG. 3. PROF. ELIHU THOMSON S CIRCUIT BREAKERS.

Engineer Wallace, were asked by the Illinois Central offi-

cials to get estimates of the cost of furnishing a thorough

electric plant for our suburban traffic. Also the amount

of power needed to operate successfully such a plant. The

result of our investigations was very unsatisfactory. And

for this reason; From all the largest electric concerns in

this country the cost submitted for a thorough outfitting

varied so much that we considered that they were really

not in condition to fill the bill. From some concerns the

price reached r^i, 200,000; others fell to $90,000. Then,

too, the power needed for operation differed in about the

same ratio of prices."

Prof. Elihu Thomson's Circuit Breakers.

Through the use of the switch shown in Fig. i it is pro-

posed to overcome the difficulties often e.\perienced in

the present state of electrical engineering where it is found

desirable to open and close circuits on which large cur-

rents of high potential are present. With the ordinary de-

FIG. 2. PROF. ELIHU THOMSON S CIRCL IT BREAKERS.

vices now in use it has been found that such circuits can-

not be opened and closed without the presence of sparking

and destructive arcs at the contacts. By the use of this

switch, according to the designer. Prof. EHhu Thomson,

it has been found that it is possible to avoid all such

arcing, and to control these large currents with ease and

perfect safetj' to the apparatus used.

The underlying principle of the switch consists in causing

the contact to traverse successively a less and less perfect

onducting path, so that the total resistance of the circuit

when the switch is opened is gradually increased until the

contacts are entirely separated, and the circuit ruptured.

It is as though a closed path of practically no resistance

between the switch contacts was gradually converted into a

path of higher and finally infinite resistance.

As will be seen from the cut there is a receptacle made

of insulating material, at one end of which there is a vertical

plate of conducting material to which is connected a wire,

forming a part of the line circuit. The vertical plate extends

down and is therefore in contact with the fluid contained

in the receptacle. This fluid is a partial but poor con-

ductor of electricity—as, for instance, a solution of a salt

like sodium sulphate. A conducting bar is carried upon

the upper ends of two arms as shown and depending from

this bar is a series of metal rods which dip in the

liquid when the switch is closed, as indicated in the cut.

These bars may e.xtend down so as to touch the lower end

of the vertical plate, forming a solid contact, or the plate is

constructed with a trough-Uke lower edge, in which is held a

body of mercury, into which the depending bars dip, as

shown.

It is desirabie also in most cases to place upon the mer-

cury and under the fluid a number of small iron balls or

they may be replaced by hard carbon balls or, better still,

the layer of iron balls may have a layer of carbon balls

overlying them, the relative specific gravities of the mer-

cury, the iron and carbon balls and the solution preventing

them from mixture.

From the above it would seem that the diS'erent resist-

ance conductors are arranged serially in the order of their

respective conductivities and form a path for the moving

switch of gradually increasing resistance as the yoke is

swung to the left.

On opening the switch the break in the circuit is not a

sudden one, for the depending bars first leave the mercury,

then pass through the iron balls and then through the

carbon balls and liquid, cutting each into circuit, and there-

by gradually increasing the total resistance of the circuit

until it is finally broken by the withdrawal of the bars en-

tirely from the liquid.

Prof. Thomson has also devised another arrangement for

avoiding excessive arcing on the interruption of electric cur-

rents of considerable potential. The device is adapted for

use at the jumping spaces of lightning arresters, and also in

connection with circuit-breaking switches, etc. The con-

struction of the new circuit breaker is based upon the fact

that rapidly moving conducting surfaces conveying current

are not liable to arcs, and that arcs upon these rapidly

moving surfaces may be extended or lengthened out with-

out really moving the conducting surfaces from one an-

other, so as to alter the actual discharge distance between

them.

Prof. Thomson's idea, then, consists in causing a rapid

movement of the discharge terminals at the point of inter-

ruption in the circuit where arcs are liable to occur. He
does this in order to present a continual supply of new

metal to the discharge at such a rapid rate that the arc

cannot take up the new discharge points, and is extended

by reason of its tendency to hang to the old ones. This

preferred movement is one of rotation. Figs. 2 and 3 show

the application of the principle to a lightning arrester,

and also to an ordinar)' break switch. Referring to Fig.

2, the general arrangement of the lightning arrester will be

understood. Two wheels of conducting material, serving

as discharge terminals and separated by a jumping insula-

tion space, are journaled on studs, the former being in

circuit with the line to the earth-plate. These wheels are

caused to rotate in opposite directions, as indicated by the

arrows, by any suitable means. In the rear of the wheels

and close to though not touching their peripheries, are

placed arc-interrupting blocks of insulating material, such

as hard porcelain or slate, which are shaped to correspond

with the wheels. When the arrester is in operation the arc

will tend to form at the point where the distance between

the wheels is shortest, but owing to their rotation it will

be carried upward and outward until finally it is disrupted

upon reaching the insulating blocks, or, as more often oc-

curs, before reaching the blocks, because the mere length-

ening of the arc as it follows around the discharge termin-

als, is sufficient to extinguish it.

In the switch shown in Fig. 3 the circuit is closed by

bringing the two discharge wheels directly into contact

with one another, and this is accomplished conveniently

by journaling one of the wheels upon a supporting arm,

which is pivoted upon a stud likewise forming the bearing

for a driving pulley, which is belted to the terminal

wheels.

When it is desired to open the circuit, the arm is turned

into the dotted line position, and this may be done without

interfering with the continuous rotation of the wheels, as

will be evident.

Electrical Safety Cut-out for Gas
Burners.

One would naturally think that when it became neces-

sarj' to resort to electrical appliances to prevent accidents

to those verdant specimens of unsophisticated humanity

who blow out the gas, it was about time to adopt the elec-

tric light and do without gas altogether. There are, how-

ever—and there will be for some time to come—a large

number of people to be protected from the "deadly" gas

burner, and inventors seem to be fully aware of this fact.

FIGS. I, 2 AND 3. ELECTRICAL SAFETY CUT-OUT FOR GAS
BURNERS.

For example, J. E. Hogan of Oakland, Cal., has only re-

cently devised a little fixture that he designates an "elec-

tric safety attachment for gas burners." The derice is

shown in Figs, i, 2 and 3.

There is inserted in the burner, between the tip and tht

cock, a supplemental plug cock. This plug is perforated in

two directions by holes, Fig. 2, at right angles with each

other so that when either of the holes is in line with the pas-

sage to the burner-tip, gas»will be allowed to flow, but when

they stand diagonally with the passage to the burner-tip the

supply will be cut off. The plug is turned in one direction

by intermittent movements, soasto first open the passage for

gas, then cut it off, and continue thus alternately. This

rotation is effected as follows: Upon the outer end or

shaft of the supplemental plug there is fixed a disk which

has four spring actuated stops fulcrumed in depressions in

the face of the disk, as shown in Fig. 3. By means of a

An electric drill has been put in the Candice mine in

Ouray county, Colo. The owners will proceed to sink
shaft loore body.

FIG. I. PROF. ELIHU THOMSON S CIRCUIT BREAKERS.

small spring the points of these lugs are forced outward,

so as to be engaged by the operating levers acting in one

direction. The lever 3t the left, with a cord and ring at-

tached, is fulcrumed so that the cock may be turned by hand.

The lever on the right is arranged as indicated, so that it

may be pulled by the electric magnet and thus turn the cock.

Above the burner, or in such a position that it may be

acted upon by the heat from the gas jet, is a copper bulb

containing mercury. It is proposed, through this mer-

curial contracting device electrically connected as indicated,

to control the supplemental cock through the agency of the

electro-magnet.
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Electric Fog-Bell at Ravenna.
The Italian port of Ravenna, on the Adriatic, is

entered by a channel protected by two long piers. There
is a large lighthouse about two-thirds of a mile from the

end of the piers, but it was found necessary to establish a

signal at the extremity of one of the piers in order to de-

termine the entrance during fogs. The erection of a bell

station was determined upon by the government, and the

Abbe Joseph Ravaglia was intrusted with the task of de-

vising an electrical installation by which the bell could be

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

fifteen seconds. The cost of operation is about 22 cents

for 24 hours. The description and cuts were taken from

Ehctt iciti'.

Driving an Arc Ligfit Plant by Gas
Engines.

In 1887 the Racine Gas Light company, Racine, Wis.,

started in the electric lighting business with a I2'xl4'

high speed cnginu and a Brush fjj light arc dynamo. This

machine furnished lamps of 2,000 candle power, and the

9'

make. This saving of the 3 feet of gas, half of the coke
and all of the tar comes, according to Superintendent
Kodgers, within 10 per cent, of paying the original cost of

the coal. There is also no haulage to be charged up
against the gas engine, as thegas is taken directly from the

gas holder, and, further, as there is no increase in plant to

make the additional gas the engines require there is no
extra interest, taxes or insurance to pay. A few other

small items of increased cost might be added, but these are

almost too insignificant to be considered.

The station as it now stands has in it two 50 horse

FIG. I. ELECTRIC FOG-BELL AT RAVENNA.

r—o—

^

rung automatically from the lighthouse during foggy

weather. This course was decided upon, as a steam siren

could only have been erected at great trouble and ex-

pense, and the construction of the pier was such that

hand labor was impracticable. Electricity was found to

be better adapted to the purpose in every way.

The working of Prof. Ravaglia's system, which has been

operated with great satisfaction for several months, is

shown in the accompanying diagrams. Fig. i gives a sec-

tion view of detached portions of the equipment, show-

ing the large lighthouse on the right and the bell, at the ex-

tremity of the pier, on the left. Eight battery cells placed in

the lighthouse generate a current of four amperes at eight

volts. These cells are of Prof. Ravaglia's invention, and

it is claimed that the internal resistance is unusually low.

The current is transmitted over an aerial copper conductor,

supported on ordinary glass insulators, The total resist-

ance of the battery, circuit, and motor is but five ohms. A
current of slight electromotive force and a circuit of low

resistance were employed in order to avoid expensive insu-

lation on account of the almost constant dampness of the

poles and wires.

The actuating mechanism, by which the bell is rung,

consists of a series of gears attached to the armature of a

small motor, Figs. 2 and 3. The first cog-wheel makes

600 revolutions to one of the last. The latter, Fig. 2,

canie six pegs, a, a' , etc., which, in turn, unlock tbelever

that moves the bell hammer. The mechanism is so geared

that one blow is struck on the bell for every 300 revolu-

tions of the armature.

The motor used has so me peculiar features. The field,

FIG. 2. ELECTRIC FOG-EELL AT RAVENNA.

Fig. 4, is composed of thin plates of highly magnetized

steel, separated from each other by light strips of paste-

board, thus diminishing the Foucault currents and

strengthening the magnetic field. The pole pieces, A and

G, as seen, surround the armature space. The connecting

portions. -5, Z>, are wound with wire of low resistance.

The brushes, Fig. 5, are attached to levers, with counter

poises a, h, by which the pressure on the commutator can

be easily regulated by moving the weights.

When the battery is in operation the bell rings every

coal consumption, according to Superintendent John Rod-
gers, was 6 pounds of coal per lamp hour. In iSSS, on
account of receiving the city contract for 12S street lights,

it became necessary to arrange to increase the capacity

of the plant. There was no question as to what electrical

apparatus should be added to the outfit, but the problem

FIGS. 4 AND 5. ELECTRIC FOG-BELL AT RAVENNA.

was as to motive power. At other plants the company
had two I2"xi2" engines and one of 60 horse power, all

high speed; but still 6 pounds of coal per lamp hour was

the most economical consumption that could be attained.

At this time the Otto gas engine attracted the company's

attention and the claims for this engine proved so alluring

FIG. 3. ELECTRIC FOG-BELL AT RAVENNA.

power Otto gas engines belted to one shaft with 12 inch

behs. From the shaft are driven one 65 lighter and one

20 light 2,000 candle power Brush arc dynamos. The cut

shows the arrangement of the gas engine and shafting.

The plant is equipped with the Eclipse friction clutch pul-

leys so that any part can be shut down without interfering

with the operation of the balance. Every night one en-

gine and one dynamo is shut off at ID o'clock while the

other engine and dynamo run until 12 o'clock. The
power is so steady that a tachometer put in the center

shaft shows only a variation of from 411 to 412 revolutions

per minute. Thegas used is the ordinary illuminating

gas taken directly from the holder and the consumption of

27 cubic feet per lamp per hour equals about \]i pounds

of coal per horse power per hour. It is estimated that the

DRIVING AN ARC LIGHT PLANT BY GAS ENGINES.

that it was decided to experiment with gas motive power.

The company states that it has never regretted the ven-

ture. When it is taken into consideration that 6 pounds

of Pittsburg coal, which the company is now using, would

make 30 cubic feet of gas and that it would only take 27

cubic feet of gas per lamp hour, it will be seen that there

is effected a saving of 3 cubic feet per lamp hour and also

a saving of half the coke and all the tar the coal will

two engines represent a cost of about the same as a 100

horse power Corliss engine with boiler, beater, pump, etc.

The Adelphi hotel, Liverpool, has lately been fitted with

telephones in all the rooms on three floors. Each room is

fitted with a call box and double Ader instrument (magnetic

transmitter). There is a separate call bell, and a three-

contact pear push is suspended near the bed. Visitors can
communicate with one another, and with the hotel staff.
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The use of rotating contact points for switches operated

on high tension and heavy current circuits is proposed by

Prof. Elihu Thomson. It has been found that the rapid

rotation of the contacts prevents the e.\tension of the arc.

The idea in its crude form is embodied in apparatus illus-

trated in another column.

The plant of the Racine Gas Light company, Racine,

Wis., may be taken as a good illustration of the manner in

which a gas company can secure the advantages of the

two systems of Hghting. Here is a company that might

very naturally have been expected to fight the advance of

the electric light. Instead, however, of following the old

fogy course which invariably results in some other more

progressive corporation absorbing profits that they alone

should have, how much more sensible it would be if certain

of those stubborn gas companies would awaken to an

understanding of opportunities neglected, but under their

very noses, so to speak? Gas engines have their faults to

be sure, but with a power transmission system, provided

with properly weighted fly-wheels and designed especially

for driving dynamos, there is no reason why a most excel-

lent service could not be maintained, and especially in

cases similar to that described in another column, where

the plant takes care of a steady load.

An electric street railway company of Utica, N. Y., in

its annual report make; a statement to the effect that one

of the greatest enemies of electric motors is rough and un-

even tracks. The truth of this assertion is now only too

evident to many short sighted companies. At first it was

thought that an electric motor was possessed of a super-

natural endurance, could withstand rough usage both

within and without, over any sort of roadbed, and at the

same time give the most perfect service. The little

machines in many cases did surprise their makers by an

endurance under circumstances that another power equip-

ment would never have been subjected to, but now care-

ful managers of street railways know from costly ex-

perience that the electric motor, like the horse, must be

properly cared for, or numerous break-downs will follow,

entailing annoying delays and heavy repair bills.

Governor Flower has signed the bill under which news-

paper men are allowed to be present at electrical executions

and already the rapacious writers have had an opportunity

for satisfying the public's appetite for sensational matter.

Nearly every broad minded American citizen has believed

from the first that it would only be a question of time un-

til the very objectionable feature of secrecy in such proceed-

ings would be stricken from a law horrible enough even

when carried out in a civilized manner. While New York

state is to be congratulated on having overcome this singu-

lar tendency to barbarism the change in the law is not with-

out its disadvantages, for it will bring sadness to one class

at least that is deserving of sympathy. We refer to the

daily newspaper editor. This individual will now have to

hunt up another stock subject upon which he can pour cut

those columns of righteous indignation.

The electrical fraternity will no doubt be greatly interested

in the specifications for the arc lighting and electric motor

service at the World's Columbian Exposition which have

just been issued. It may easily be believed that enterpris-

ing electrical companies, both in this country and Europe,

will see the great advantage of securing these contracts

and also those for incandescent lighting, the specifications

for which will shortly be issued, and that some very low

bids will be the result. The time for putting in tenders is

short and the necessity for prompt action is obvious. In

figuring on these installations electrical manufacturers may
well bear in mind two facts. One is that manufacturers of

steam engines have already outdone them in enterprise by

furnishing free of cost all the engines, boilers and accessories

that have thus far been found needful for the construction

operations atJackson Park ; the electrical apparatus is leased

.

The other consideration is that the prices ruling for these

first contracts will have great influence in determining

whether the exposition authorities can afford to light

the whole exhibition, practically, by electricity, or whether

a considerable portion shall be lighted by gas.

Technological education has been neglected hereto-

fore in Chicago, but the outlook at present indicates that

the establishment of an institution devoted to this work will

soon be assured. The meeting held last week under the

auspices of the Chicago Electric club showed there was

much general interest in the project. In addition to the

club members there were present many prominent business

men and others interested in educational matters. Mr.

Parker's paper, presented elsewhere in this issue, is a

strong argument in favor of an institute of technology.

But it is hardly necessary to present arguments for such an

institution. It is generally conceded that there is a great

demand for the'jpecial training to be gained only in these

schools. To-day the importance of technology

training is recognized, and special departments are

established in connection with many of the leading educa-

tional institutions in the East. Hence, it is reasonable to

suppose that much assistance will be gained from the

University of Chicago, the president of which has already

displayed great interest in the work. Such a connection

cannot fail to be advantageous to both the University of

Chicago and the proposed technological institute, and it is

probable that the latter will begin its work under the

management, and as a part of, the former. This would

certainly be a most desirable arrangement, and should be

borne in mind while perfecting plans for the work- The

fact that the Chicago Electric club does not feel content

with directing public attention to the subject is shown in

the appointment of a committee to look after the matter.

This committee has already organized for work and had a

conference with Dr. Harper and Secretaiy Goodspeed of

the University of Chicago. Assurances have been received

from capitalists that warrants the announcement that there

will be no lack of funds. A sub-committee was appointed

at the conference to arrange a public meeting at which the

subject would be discussed and steps taken toward the

formal inauguration of the movement.

Electric light men have an excellent programme ar-

ranged for the meetings of the National Electric Light

association at Buffalo this month. President Huntley has

succeeded in securing promises from prominent men in

several departments to present papers of vital importance

toallwhoare interested in central station management.
The list is presented elsewhere in this issue. In addi-

tion to those who have promised to read papers, there are

assurances that many others, equally prominent, will be
present to participate in the discussion. There will be, at

this meeting, in all probability, the best representation of

electrical engineers that has ever assembled in this country.

In view of the fact that this will be the last convention

before the World's Fair, an extra exertion will be made
to make the meeting, at least in its literary and scientific

features, superior to all preceding gatherings. As far as

the entertainment is concerned, there will bs plenty of

amusement and many points of interest in and about

Buffalo to occupy the attention of the visitors. There
will be no excuse for a poor attendance, as the transporta-

tion committee has secured favorable rates from all points

in the country. On the whole, it is expected that the

Buffalo meettng will bs a memorable event in the history

of the association.

After much delay, not due to any fault in the electrical

department, the prospectus of this section of the World's

Fair has at last received the several consents prerequisite

to its final approval and transmission to the printer. A
comprehensive summary is given in another column. The
prospectus contains little that is new, save a hint that pos-

sibly the generators used for the service plant and those

displayed by electrical exhibitors to operate other of their

own exhibits in the electrical building may be installed in

two places. This course should be avoided, if possible,

as one of the chief attractions of the great electrical plant

in machinery hall will be the varying types and sizes of

dynamos seen working under load, side by side. One
great display of this character would be preferable to two
of smaller size and possibly placed some distance apart. Un-
doubtedly the management has this consideration in view,

and will use its best endeavors to place the generators to-

gether. Mention is made of a small charge to be made
for steam power supplied to generators not under contract

to supply light or power for the exposition. It is not ap-

prehended, however, that this toll will be so large as to

prove burdensome to any exhibitor. The special rules of

the department are included in the prospectus, and intend-

ing exhibitors will save themselves annoyance and delay

by making themselves conversant with these requirements

at an early day. Copies of the prospectus can be had by

making application to the department of electricity.

World's Fair.

From a recently published account of the unsuccessful

operation of storage batteries in street railway work on a
western line, one would be led to be somewhat skeptical

as to the extent to which this method of propulsion will

be employed in the near future. It must not be forgotten,

though, that a system apparently a total failure under

certain conditions, will, under others, prove thoroughly

efficient and satisfactory. A case in point, and one in

which the accumulator played an important but unsuccess-

ful part, is referred to in an article presented in this issue.

In the work of developing an electric train lighting system

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway company ex-

perimented with the storage battery with the idea of using

it as an adjunct in its system. The company now gives

out that the results of its tests were most unsatisfactory.

But with the St. Paul railway company's experience in

mind one almost involuntarily turns to the system in daily

operation on the "Pennsylvania limited." The St. Paul

people say that as far as their service is concerned the

storage battery is a failure. On the other hand we find

the Pullman company, after years of experience, still oper-

ating the accumulator system. Of course, the whole ques-

tion hinges upon the work a battery is subjected to, and
the St. Paul train has no easy run, to be sure; but it does

seem singular that an appurtenance such a flat failure on
one railroad should prove to be a brilliant success

on another.
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ChicaiTO Electric Club.

The Chicago Electric club held a special meeting on

Wednesday evening, February 3d. The attendance was

large, the members appearing in evening dress. In ad*

ditioQ to the club members there were many invited

guests, including Hon. John A. Roche, ex-mayor of

Chicago and Postmaster Sexton of Chicago. Many
other gentlemen interested in educational work

were attracted by the subject of the evening's dis-

cussion, and all appeared favorably impressed with the

club and its members. An informal reception was held

early in the evening, followed by the regular club meeting,

at which the president, B. E. Sunny, presided. The

paper of the evening was read by Francis \V. I'arkcr and

is presented in another column. The subject was: "The ,

Necessity and Present Opportunity for the Establishment

of a Technological Institute with Physical Laboratory and

Museum of Mechanical Arts in Chicago.'' Supplementary

addresses were made by President Sunny, ex-Mayor Koche,

Dr. W. R. Harper, president of the University of Chicago;

Alexander H. Revell, representing the World's Fair,

and Rev. Dr. Ilensen. During the proceedings the follow-

ing telegram was received and read by President Sunny:

New York, Feb. 3, 1892.

B, E. Siuniv, Chicasi^o Electric Club: We believe that

an institute for the education of mechanical and electrical

engineers would be an instrument of great benefit, and un-

der proper auspices would receive ample financial support.

Lyman [. Gage,

J. J. P. Odell,
F. W. Peck.

At the conclusion of the discussion F. S. Terry pre-

sented a resolution providing for the appointment of a

committee of club members to confer with representatives

of educational institutions and others interested in the

establishment of a technological institute in Chicago. The

following named gentlemen comprise the committee:

Francis W. Parker, W. J. Chalmers, Col. Robert C.

Clowry, F. S Terry, Prof. Elisha Gray, W. A. Kreidkr

and B. E. Sunny.

The meeting then adjourned to the dining room, where

refreshments were served.

F. S. Terry, chairman of the literary committee, an-

nounces that on Monday, February 15th, a paper will be

read before the Chicago Electric club by C. Kammeyer on

"Photography as Applied to the Investigation of Electri-

cal Phenomena." The paper will give some of the results

obtained by photographing various fuse wire and fuse

metals while in the act of fusing or exploding under an

excess of current. The results obtained by using various

kinds of fuse metal, subjected to currents of different

volume and intensity, are very interesting indeed, and will

be fully explained and described in the paper. There

will be in all between 30 and 40 illustrations, which will

be shown by means of lantern slides.

The committee appointed by the club to consider ways

and means for furthering the cause of technological edu-

cation in Chicago met at the club rooms last Saturday.

The University of Chicago has manifested a great deal of

interest in this subject, and was represented at the com-

mittee meeting by President Harper and Secretary Good-

speed. Chas. H. Besley was also present representing

manufacturing interests. Dr. Harper stated the position

of the University, which is that their plans comprehended

the establishment of a technological institute on broad lines

at some future time. Hearing of the movement initiated

by the Electric club it was thought advisable to compare

plans. The University was willing to co-operate with any

one who could provide a building and apparatus. This

the Electric club believes the citizens of Chicago are ready

to do at once, as the committee has already received as-

surance of the hearty co-operation of some of Chicago's

wealthiest capitalists. In fact it was the opinion of all

present that the Electric club had inaugurated the move-

ment at a time when very little effort would be required to

secure sufficient funds for the establishment of such an in-

stitution as is contemplated. It was considered a great

advantage to be able to prosecute the work from now on

with the indorsement of, and in conjunction with, the

University of Chicago. A committee consisting of Messrs,

Parker, Sunny and Besley was appointed for the purpose of

arranging for a general meeting of citizens interested in

the project. The date of this meeting will be announced

later.

Editorial Comment.

A committee of influential citizens has been formed to

take steps for the founding of a school of technology in

Chicago
The project is not new, but its revival has the present

advantage of being especially timely in view of the impetus

to technical studies which the World's Fair will b^ng.
Speaking broadly, there is to-day no better field in America

than Chicago for a successful school of technology. For

several years there has been a steady tendency toward the

upbuilding of a great manufacturing district in this vicinity.

It should be possible for students of the mechanical arts,

whose future field is Chicago, to obtain their education
here.

A school of technology is but a larger development of

the manual training schools which have become such an
important integral part of our educational system. 'I"he

boy with a taste for mechanics should be stimulated by the

knowledge that the higher departments in his favorite

studies are not debarred to him. Modern educators say

that the college curriculum of the future will scarcely be
considered complete without one or two branches of tech-

nology. There should certainly be as free facilities for

obtaining a technical as a classical education.

Chicago school builders and philanthropists have here a

fruitful field for the exercise of public spirit.

—

Chiaii^o

Daily News.

There is the best ground for believing that the project

for the founding of a great school of technology in Chicago
will not be permitted to end in talk. The necessity for

such an institution is a growing one. and it is a most en-

couraging sign that the matter is receiving the earnest sup-

port of men, the association of whose names with any en-

terprise is a guaranty of its success.

The fact that the electricians have taken a pronounced
and leading position is also significant. In spite of the

gigantic strides which the science has made within recent

years there is every reason for believing that it is yet com-
paratively in its infancy, and every new wonder it presents

only serves to open up new vistas for fascinating and profit-

able research. This fascination, however, must prove un-

fortunate if it results in attracting into the ranks people

who after obtaining a smattering of firsc principles set

themselves up before the public as "practical electricians."

Quackery of this description is hardly less dangerous than
quackery in medicine, the difference being that it is usually

the electrician himself who first falls a victim to his igno-

rance.

—

Chicago Evening Post.

National Electric Light Association.

Following is a list of the papers to be read at the Buffalo

convention of the National Electric Light Association:

How to Fire a Steam Boiler Richard Hammond
The Allied Powers Daniel Ashworth
Switch-boards, Their Safety and Operation. M. C. Sullivan

Aerial Wires E. F. Peck
The Alternating Motor Wm. Stanley, Jr
From the Tannery to the Dynamo . . . .Chas, A. Schieren

Underground Wiring E. A. Leslie

Underground Systems J. B. Craven
Municipal Franchises for Quasi-Public Works

Allen R, Foote
Electric Lighting from a Financial Standpoint

Erastus Wiman
L. B. Stilwell will also read a paper but the subject has

not yet been announced. Carl Hering of Philadelphia will

give an evening lecture on the "Transmission of High Po-

tentials," illustrated by stereopticon views based on the work

done at Lauffen and Frankfort. Prof. Elihu Thomson,

Wm. Stanley, Jr., and H. Ward Leonard will take part in

the discussion following the lecture.

Arrangements have been perfected for a special vestibule

train composed of parlor, dining and buffet cars which will

leave the Grand Central station, New York city, via

N. Y. C. &H. R. R. R. at ix a. m., Monday, February

22d, and will connect with the Boston party at Albany.

Seat checks for this train can be procured from C. O.

Baker, Jr., master of transportation, room 505, 136 Liberty

street, at the rate of ^2 each. It will be necessary in

purchasing railroad tickets to request the agent to furnish

a certificate which will entitle the purchaser to rebate fare

on his return passage. These certificates are made
absolutely non transferable.

John L. Martin announces that arrangements have

been made with the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern

Railway company for special vestibule sleeping cars

leaving Chicago at 3:10 p. m., Monday, February 22d, and

arriving in Buffalo, Tuesday at 7:30 A. M.

The following gentlemen have charge of transportation

matters for their respective localities: H. A. Cleverly, loiS

Chestnut street, Philadelphia; Fred W. Royce, 1408

Pennsylvania avenue, Washington, D. C; A. C. Shaw,

620 Atlantic avenue, Boston; John L, Martin, 148 Michi-

gan avenue, Chicago; Morris W. Mead, Pittsburgh, Pa
;

S. D. Nesmith, T.-H. Electric company, Cleveland, O.

;

C. F. Hesser, Cincinnati Electric Light company, Cincin-

nati; H. D. Stanley, Bridgeport, Conn.; Prof. Henry T.

Bovey, McGili University, Montreal, Can.; James I. Ayer,

322 Pine street, St. Louis, Mo.; N. J. Hart, New Orleans,

La.; Frederic Nicholls, Toronto, Can.; John I. Sabin,

San Francisco, Cal ; E. W, Rollins, Denver Consol-

idated Electric company, Denver, Colo.

The commissioners of highways of the town of Jamaica,
N. Y.,have revoked the franchise granted to the Buckhout
Electric Lighting company. The franchise was mad^ on
condition that the company should give a bond to the
town in the sum of $5,000 as an indemnity against any
possible loss. But the bond was never filed, it is claimed,
and the company has shown no desire to avail itself of the
privilege granted.

The Necessity and Present Opportunity
for tho Establishmant of aTechnolog-

ical Institution with Physical Lab-
oratory and Museum of Me-

chanical Arts in Chicago.'

By Francis W. Parkkk.

The Chicago Electric club is usually addressed by gen-
tlemen directly connected with some branch of engineering,
and it is perhaps unfortunate that the great subject of
technological educition in Chicago should have been as-

signed to a mere layman. It sometimes happens, how-
ever, that the merits and accomplishments of a pro-
fession or occupation can be more vigorously urged by one
who admires at a distance than by one to whom they arc
a matter of everyday familiarity. Whatever of merit this

paper may have will therefore be due to the interest and
enthusiasm which the magnificent results of modern en-
gineering have created in a layman.

Engineering includes all means by which the forces of
physical nature are utilized for the benefit of men, but in

one of its most important senses It may be considered as
the substitution of mind for mere force in the physical
undertakings of men. and we are to consider whether there
is a necessity and an opportunity for the introduction of
the study of engineering and the establishment of a
Musuem of Mechanical Arts and Physical Laboratory as a
means for the furtherance of such study.

This age is remarkable above all things else for its advance-
ment in engineering, for while we are content if only we
can imitate the art and literature of antiquity, delight to

borrow our philosophy from the earliest civilizations, and
diligently search history for our legal and political prec-

edents, we have only to look at the fragmentary slabs
from the Assyrian temples and palaces and the Egj-plian
ruins and campare the rude engineering there depicted
with the illustrations of a modern engineering journal to

perceive how little the present age owes to that portion of

the past and how certainly egineering is the peculiar

domain of this age.

We are asked to consider whether there is a necessity or
an opportunity for technological education here; but if

there be one there must also be the other, for with Chicago
a great want is but a great opportunity and a great oppor-
tunity for a great thing immediately creates or develops
the want.
Now there is such a necessity and opportunity; first,

because Chicago is so entirely the product of engineering;

second, because she is so profoundly interested in, and her
future is so largely dependent upon, engineering; third,

because her wealth is so abundant and her citizens so liberal

;

fourth, because all other kinds of education are so abun-
dantly provided for; fifth, because this is the highest and
best form of education, and si.xth, because the coming of

the World's Fair necessarily provides both the occasion
and in a large degree the means for the establishment of

such institutions as proposed.

CHICAGO AS THE CREATION OF ENGINEERING.

It is a common saying that Chicago will

be the greatest exhibit at the World's Fair,

and this is true simply because Chicago is so

pre-eminently the work of engineering. If Chicago
has risen in stately splendor from the swamps and lagoons
on the border of the lake; if the commerce of great states

has, in ever increasing and magnificent volume, flowed

back and forth through the channels which she has created

or controlled, paying tribute to her; if her manufactures
have assumed such proportions that the smoke of her fac-

tories literally darkens the sky and her name is celebrated

the world over as a manufacturing center— it is because

the architect engineers and the mechanical and electrical

and civil engineers have contributed to her the best of

which they were capable. Other cities have grown to

greatness; Chicago has been built to greatness; others

have increased by addition, Chicago by multiplication.

With others the ratio of progress is arithmetical; \vith

Chicago it is geometrical; and all this not because we have
discovered any new philosophy or produced any great

poet or artist, or devised any novel form of govern-
ment or sent powerful fleets and armies like Rome or Eng-
land to compel commerce to come our way, but simply

because we have made the most of engineering and be-

cause engineering has done its best for us. Yes, Chicago,

with her splendid architecture, her shipping, her railroads,

her manufactures, her public works, her commerce—in

short. Chicago as the creation of engineering, will, indeed,

be the chief exhibit at the World's Fair, and yet, how
that exhibit will be marred and disfigured in the eyes of

every thoughtful man by the absence of any means of

education wherewith may be acquired the arts whereby
the city has been created. The first question asked by an
intelligent stranger who has beheld our material advance-

ment will be, ''Where is your school of engineering or

technology?" and our answer must be "Nowhere."
The argument for such an institution does not, however,

depend alone upon considerations of the past or the idea

of historic justice, for it must be evident to all that the

destiny and future of Chicago depend on engineering.

We have passed from childhood to maturity, and have
come to a period where the range of our vision is vastly

extended. A superficial view of our situation and the

conditions which surround us will suffice to show the alto-

gether marvelous interest which Chicago has in engineer-

ing. Cast your eyes over this hemisphere from the gulf

to beyond the lakes, and from one range of mountains to

the other, and you will be amazed to observe how substan-

tially all great engineering enterprises are referred to Chi-

cago as a center. If it is a harbor; the object is to invite

connection with some line of commerce whose other end is

Chicago, or if it is a railroad one terminus is Chicago and
the orher the lumbar, iron, wheat or cotton fields about us,

I. Read before ttie Chicago Electric club Feb. 3, 1892.
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or els2 some port which desires to place itself in the path-

way between Chicago and the sea; if it is a bridge or tu n-

nel it is to make quicker time and cheaper freights to and
from Chicago; if it is a canal the prime object is to lay

some or all of the water systems of America at our feet,

or give us easy outlets to the opsn sea. Indeed, it may
almost be said that the underlying idea of every great en-

gineering enterprise in the vast region described, which

has anything more than mere local interest, is to bind

more closely to Chicago the mighty region outlined, or

tlse to create th- paradox of history converting a great in-

land city into a seaport.

In the address of the president of the American Society

of Engineers at Chattanooga on the 23d of

May, 1S91, every one of the great engineering

works enumerated as being complete or actively

agitated during the preceding year were of direct immedi-

ate and paramount interest to Chicago, except the Croton
aqueduct, while of seven great bridges mentioned five

were directly tributary to Chicago. It is easy to show our

present interest in the engineering of both land and water

and in so doing we see at once by what means the present

greatness of the city has been obtained and also along
what lines its future greatness will be reached. Five mil-

lion freight cars are received and forwarded at Chicago
annually. This is the terminus for 55,000 miles of rail-

way or nearly one-third of the total mileage of the United
States; it is the chief objective point for 85,000 miles of

railway or half the total of the United States; 13,000,000

tons of freight, carried by 2^,000 arriving and departing

vessels, the same being one-third the total tonnage of the

lakes and rivers of the United States, annually float in our
harbor and canal; the vessels of the lake, in whose business

we have such tremendous interest, are valued at nearly

$70,000,000 and in respect to size they have gradually in-

creased until now eleven vessels of over 3,000 tons and
one of 5,030 tons are in process of construction; in 1890
forty per cent, m^re steam tonnage was built on the lakes

than on the seaboard, while the average vessel on the great

lakes is twice the size of the average vessel on the sea-

board; in iSyD there was fifty-seven per cent, more steam
tonnage on the lakes in the class between 1,000 and 2,500
tons than on the entire seaboard; last year the total lake

shipments were valued at more than $500,000,000. These
figures are from the Cleveland Iron Trade Review.
These facts and figures show our great interest in engi-

neering, and also show how we must be especially and pe-

culiarly interested in every schema for the improvement or

development of the American waterway. The improve-

ments of the great rivers and making of canals from the

lakes to the Atlantic or to the Gulf, are not only destined,

each in its own way, to more closely link this region to us,

but they are parts of the great plan conceived, as it ap-

pears to rae in counsels higher than those of men, to give
Chicago what has been given to no other city in history,

dominion over both the land and the water; for no loyal

citizen of Chicago can doubt that some day the steamer
from Liverpool will lie in the. docks of Chicago alongside

the steamer from New Orleans. The significance of this

peculiar situation of Chicago, as concerns the theme of

the evening, is found in the fact that the engineering en-

terprises which thus directly and immediately Interest

Chicago are phenomenally extensive, diversified and wide-
spread—including everything which has to do with navi-

gation, whether it be that of the canal, river, lake or open
sea, and everything which has to do with land transporta-

tion, whether it be tunnel, bridge or railway.

A few examples will serve to show the truth of these

^ropDsitions. The great reservoirs about the head waters of

the Mississippi are calculated to maintain a normal depth
of water, even in seasons of great drouth, from go to 150
days, thus regulating and developing the trade of the upper
Mississippi. The Hennepin canal, when completed,
will bring us in communication with this trade and
thus give us a great part of a commerce which is

no less than two and a quarter million tons

or about one ihird that of the Suez canal. The Illinois

river and Chicago canal improvements, when properly com-
pleted, would put us in close touch by at least a 14 foot

channel with the commerce of the lower Mississippi, which
is annGther million tons; or, looking still farther, would by
means of the Nicarauga canal, give us a shorter water
route to the Pacific coasts than New York will have. The
proposed canals across Michigan, at various points in the

St. Lawrence, at Niagara from Lake Huron to Lake Erie,

from the Georgian Bay to Lake Ontario, the proposed im-
provements in the Welland and Erie canals, the proposed
ship railways over part of the same routes, have all of them
far greater interest and importance to Chicago than to any
other city, and indeed the one great cry of the commercial
interests of the lakes, as illustrated in the voice of the re-

cent water ways convention at D::troit,is"Deep water from
Chicago to the sea and Gulf."

When this system is completed so that there shall be
deep water from Chicago to the sea and to the Gulf we
shall have such a commanding position as was never before
seen and Chicago will be not on the highway of commerce
as were perhaps Damascus, Byzantium or \'enice, but at

the very center of commerce. You will search the map in

vain for any city, ancient or modern, having a natural tribu-

tary domain so extensive and fertile as ours, or an inland

water system so widely extended, or railway system so

elaborate and extensive, or, having facilities approximat-
ing any one of these, such a free and open communication
with the sea as this system when completed will give us.

Therefore I repeat that in extent, diversity, number and
distance the engineering enterprises which do now and in

the future must still more interest us are unequaled else-

where.
But we need not look beyond the confines of our own

city to perceive how all kinds of engineering interest us.

Last year our manufactures reached a total of five hundred
and sixty million dollars or much more than one-third the
total trade of the city. The peculiar condition of the soil

has developed in Chicago a distinct style of architecture

now justly celebrated throughout the world. This style of

architecture together with the peculiar configuration of the

river and lake and the characteristics of our business men
have produced a small business section which for degree
of compactness is altogether phenomenal. On the other

hand the character of the outlying districts with our radiat-

ing railways gives us an unusually extended residence dis-

trict. These conditions force upon us a problem which
invites the highest degree of engineering skill and which
is now approaching a point where its solution is impera-,

tive. This problem is the production of a city, with small,

compact and intensely active business center and a widely

extended and comparatively thinly populated residence dis-

trict and quick and easy communication between all parts

of the whole. When this problem is satisfactorily solved

we shall not only have removed many of the evils and dis-

advantages of a great city but we shall have created the

ideal city, wherein magnificent business facilities are

coupled with the greatest libertyand freedom of home life.

I shall not speak of the familiar questions concerning
water supply and sewage disposal, all of which still invite

the most serious consideration. If the establishment of a

technological institution did no more than create an intelli-

gent public opinion on the subject of our public works, it

would pay many times over the cost of its establishment
and maintenance, for there is no doubt that the positive

ignorance of the public, reflected in the ooHticians, is as

much responsible for misspent funds and prominent defects

in our public works as the insufficiencies of the engineers
themselves.

With all these engineering interests past, present and
future, local and widespread, it is astonishing that we
have not even the beginning of a school of engineering In

our midst; but it is amazing that out of eighty-nine mem-
bers of boards of trustees of six institutions of learning in

and about the city taken at random, but eleven are im-
mediately engaged in manufacturing or engineering. In
other words less than thirteen per cent, of the men actively

interested in institutions of learning are interested in

engineering, and they have not secured as yet any recogni-

tion whatever for technological education.

THE WEALTH OF CHICAGO AND THE LIBERALITY OF HER
CITIZENS

would surely justify the expectation that we would find

here such institutions. The city is prosperous in every

direction. Eleven thousand five hundred buildings on a

frontage of fifty-one miles at a cost of fifty-five million

dollars is the record of the past year. In the same time
bank capital has increased from twenty four million six

hundred thousand to thirty-three million six hundred
thousand, and deposits from one hundred and thirty

millions to one hundred and sixty-three millions. The
bank clearings of New York in 1S90 were $37,458,000,000,
and in 1S91 $33,749,000,000 or a loss of $3,709,000,000
while for the same years Chicago's figures show an
increase of $363,000,000. In i8go New York's
clearing house business vas more than nine times that of
Chicago, while in iSgi it was less than seven and one-

half times that of Chicago. Five or six years of these

ratios and our clearings would equal those of New York.
The same increase is noticeable in manufactures, railways

and shipping. Iron, the movement of which is to com-
merce what the flow of blood is to the body, testifies to the

same degree of activity and development. The Cleveland
Iron Trade Review says that in 1S90 the Lake Superior

region shipped about nine million tons of iron, of which
Chicago and adjacent ports took one million two hundred
and seventy-one thousand tons, while in 1891 the ship-

ments were seven million three hundred and thirty-nine

thousand tons, of which Chicago and adjacent points took
one million five hundred and fifty thousand tons. In
other words, in 1890 we took about one seventh of the

Lake Superior output, while in 1891 we took over one-

quarter, and made an absolute increase of three hundred
thousand tons.

This prosperity has revealed itself in the widespread
disposition of Chicago's men of wealth to turn their

money to public benefactions, and much of their time
and attention to intellectual and artistic pursuits, and
it is doubtful whether there has ever been a city where
so many men intelligently, prominently and financially

interested in the advancement of institutions of learning

have been lifted by their own exertions from positionsjof

comparative, if not absolute, poverty and ignorance.

Nothing has so delighted or astonished the professional

and literary men of this city, nothing has so amazed the

world at large, and nothing has so demonstrated the elas-

ticity of American character and the educating influences

of trade and manufacture as pursued here, as the phe-
nomenal manner in which business men, while in the very
act of creating fortunes by the closest application to busi-

ness, have put themselves in close touch wfth literature,

art and charity, and have, by their example, effectually

disposed of the old theory that it requires at least three

generations to pass from poverty and a limited education
to cultivation and refinement.

Strange as it may seem, however, these very men who
have thus made their fortunes and their positions, many of

them directly and all of them indirectly, by engineering,
have millions for every worthy enterprise under the sun,

but not a dollar for technological education.

THE ADVANCED CONDITION OF LEARNING IN CHICAGO

is comprehended by few if any of us. We have here four
great and justly celebrated evangelical theological schools;

we have in and about the city two powerful universities

with all the faculties scattered and somewhat fragmen-
tary, and sometimes too much removed from the center,

but still wonderfully successful; we have also the new uni-
versity of Chicago, with an endowment quite equal to that

of either of the others, and in a condition which leaves no
doubt of its early assuming the very highest position; we
have an art institute, atha^neum and manual training

school, and ve have a public school system second to none

and for which we are appropriating for the current year
about five million dollars. The libraries already founded
and certainly established, with the funds set apart for

their use, and the buildings which they are erecting and
the land which has been given to them, will speedily give
to Chicago library facilities unsurpassed, if equaled, by
any city of the United States, and very much surpassing,
in many important particulars, those of any city in the
country. The University of Chicago has 450.000 vol-

umes, the Chicago Public Library 170,000, the Newberry
Library 80,000, and the law institute 25.000, and all these

are rapidly increasing. The Newberry Library is erecting

buildings capable of holding 400,000 reference volumes;
the University of Chicago is erecting suitable buildings
for its library; the Chicago Public Library is about to

build a two million dollar building on free public land
worth perhaps as much more. The Newberry Library
has assets worth probably three million dollars, and the
Crerar Library will have as much more, if the beneficence
of the donor is not defeated by the cupidity of his heirs.

The Chicago University is erecting buildings to cost about
a half million dollars, and the art institute is about to erect

an$Soo,ooo building on land worth as much more. The
aggregate of money and land provided for and dedicated to

the purpose of increasing the educational institutions of Chi-
cago other than the public schools during the past three

years cannot be much, if any, less than fifteen million

dollars. No well informed person can doubt that within
three years Chicago will take very high, if not absolutely the
first rank, among the cities of the United States with regard
to its libraries and educational facilities, and yet we have
not even the means for the rudiments of a technological

education. The Manual Training School for boys, with
three hundred students, fifteen thousand dollars out of a
total appropriation of four and a quarter millions used in

the public schools, for manual training last year, and cer-

tain more extended experiments for this year including es-

pecially the work provided for by R. T. Crane, con-

stitute all of importance ihat is here done even in the di-

rection of preliminary work or in the way of qualifying

students for future studies in technology. Rival schools

annually discharge their multitudes into the professions of

the law, medicine and the like, which I may perhaps be
excused for describing as the destructive professions, while

not a school gives us a graduate in any of the construc-

tive professions of engineering.

To one who will contemplate and fairly consider the facts

here presented it will almost seem that there must be some
law of nature or decree of Providence against the existence

in Chicago of technological education. Certainly you
would have supposed that the first kind of education to be
here established would have been that of Technology, but

the very men who have grown rich as engineers, or in

engineering, will give their money and time to the estab-

lishment of literary institutions and art institutes, and send
their sons East to learn the professions which they them-
selves have half forgotten. You would have supposed that the

first educational idea of the successful manufacturer would
have been to secure home education for his artisans and
engineers, but he will lavishly contribute to theological in-

stitutions and libraries and rest content to bring his edu-

cated help from distant points and schools. You might
have thought that the municipality, the public corporations,

and the far-seeing and widely interested capitalists who
project the distant engineering schemes of which we have
spoken, would have desired to take engineers educated
among themselves and in the midst of the undertakings
upon which they are to be engaged; but the municipality,

tlie corporations and the capitalists seem satisfied to im-
port their engineers from a distance, and sometimes, I

think, from beyond the seas.

Really with all these interests at stake, and all these in-

ducements, it seems difficult to believe that Chicago has

done as yet nothing for the higher technological education

of which we are speaking.

ENGINEERING IS THE NOBLEST STUDY OF MAN,

if we take the word in its broadest signification. It would
be a great injustice to let the claims of technological edu-
cation rest upon expediency alone. In this age, when
engineering is the spring of all great movements in peace
or in war, on land or sea, and when its work influences,

affects and surrounds us in all of the experiences of life,

from the cradle to the grave, no man can be well educated
who is not at least generally acquainted with engineering,

and no man can properly contemplate the great social, po-
litical and industrial questions of the age unless he sees

them in part at least tbrough the eyes of an engineer. The
engineer has. by reason of the changed condition of

modern life, passed with startling rapidity, both abroad
and in our own land, during the past few years, from a
position of comparative insignificance to one of the

highest importance and the greatest distinction. ::r.d he is a
factor in the life and intelleclual activity of the day not
to ba disregarded. You can reach more certainly and
affect more powerfully the opinions of a given community
by means of 'an engineer of high standing in such a com-
munity than by any other one man. I do not wish to seem
to discredit or discourage the older branches of education,

and I believe that no man witnesses with more delight than
myself the advancement of learning among us. and yet it

is with profound sorrow that I find what appears to me to

be the noblest study omitted from the curriculum. Though
passionately fond of history and the literatures and phil-

osophies which it discloses, let us rather prefer to see the

face of Chicago resolutely turned toward the future and
her duty and destiny. Let us not make less of history,

philosophy and literature; but rather, in response to the

true spirit of this age, let us make more of technology, of

engineering, of the science of substituting mind for mere
force and of bending to man's will the forces of nature. It

is iiot the past but the future toward which we should be
looking. This age progresses not so much by past ex-

perience as by present experiments, always trusting that

the future has for us something better than the best which
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the past can offer. A day amonj; ihc practical activities

of Chicago is better than a year amon^j the ruins of I"^Rypt.

These great buildings, by reason of their construction and
their uses, are more truly beautiful than the fairest temples
of antiquity, ft is the present which speaks and the fu-

ture which moves, but the past, like the Sphinx of the

Lybi:in desert, does neither, or if it does, it speaks only in

accents now half intelligible and intended for other ages
and conditions, and moves, like the Spliinx, downwardly,
only to sink deeper under the sands of obscurity. The only
man who thinks ill or little of engineering is the man who
knows little about it.

It is hoped that something may be found in what has
preceded to show that there is an imperative necessity for

technological education in Chicago, and also to indicate

that there is a present opportunity for the establishment
thereof.

Tine world's kaik

is, howevci", the singularly propitious event which seems
to point to this subject as the next proper to receive the

attention of our public spirited citizens.

A technological institution should be situated in close

proximity to a great manufacturing and industrial city.

That condition is certainly present here. It should be
operated, to some degree at least, in conjunction with a

great university of the highest standard, and that condition

we certainly can supply. It should have an abundant en-

dowment, though that is not so serious as might be ex-

pected, for the reason that such an institution is more
nearly self-supporting than perhaps any other kind of

educational enterprise. Probably the greatest engineering
school west of the Alleghenies is maintained on an annual
expenditure of less than $30,000, against which it has very
considerable revenues derived from tuition charges. Such
an institution, to reach the degree of excellence which
alone would satisfy Chicago, must have the best possible

laboratory and museum, for by such alone can original

research and comprehensive instruction be carried out.

As yet no museum of mechanical arts of any consider-

able importance has been established in the United
States. The patent ofhce models are not of a character
to have much value in this connection. The
National Museum collection is fragmentaiy and of

little technical value. Yet we are the inventors and ma-
chine builders of the world, for while it may be true

that foreign nations have surpassed us in theory, in the

practice of machine building they have uniformly borrowed
or stolen from American producers. Now, if this be true,

there must be, and indeed it is well known that there are,

many exceedingly valuable collections more or less complete,
in private hands, of machines showing the development and
the processes thereof from the rude originals to the present
perfected devices- Individual firms have frequent'y col-

lected types of many of their important machines, and have
thus preserved the history of their development. Those
who have not done this, often wish they had. Such in-

dividual cases indicate the necessity for a great collection,

in which there would be room and opportunity for the
preservation and proper classification of all these precious

memorials. Our country is not so old as to make it im-

possible to collect the original types of by far the greatest

number of the important machines produced by Americans.
It is not to be doubted that very many of those having
such material in their hands will be glad to see it devoted
thus publicly to useful purposes in connection with a great
institution of learning in Chicago, and especially if some
or all such material should be first exhibited at the World's
Fair. The interest, the value and the importance of such a

museum is not to be discussed; the possibility of making it

and securing the necessary material is hardly to be doubted

;

the only question would appear to be, does Chicago want
to take the initiative in this move, and secure for itself as

the center of industrial America the greatest museum of

mechanical arts which it is possible to create?

LABORATORY.

For the actual work of such an institution a thoroughly
complete collection of instruments and devices practically

illustrating all of the principles and facts to be taught, and
affording those opportunities for demonstration and ex-

periment which alone can produce practical results in

education, is indispensable. The World's Fair will bring
together probably an absolutely complete collection of such
instruments and devices; at any rate a collection un-
doubtedly superior to any before made. If this proposed
institution were at once put on a proper footing, it cannot
be doubted that arrangements could be made with intend-

ing exhibitors, whereby all the desired machinery, instru-

ments and appliances could be obtained, substantially free

of cost before or after exhibition, to give to such an in-

stitution a physical laboratory absolutely the best, because
the newest and most complete in the world. Several
thousand dollars' worth of such materials has already been
promised by manufacturers in Chicago and elsewhere.

Here, as with regard to the proposed museum, the only
question is as to whether Chicago cares to avail itself of

the great opportunity thus offered.

This is not the time or place for eloquence, nor would
I, if it were, affect the orator, but, gentlemen, this great
metropolitan city, the center of industrial America, with
such a magnificent destiny before her, contingent only on
the success of engineering, so wealthy, so famous for her
manufactures, so endowed and equipped with educational
institutions; this great city of a million and a quarter in-

habitants, itself the proudest product of modern engineer-
ing, must have absolutely the best technological institution

in the world, with the best physical laboratory possible,

and museum of mechanical arts such as only a mighty
nation of inventors, manufacturers and engineers can pro-

duce and I am persuaded that now is the time and the

World's Fair the occasion for the establishment of these

noble institutions.

Tliis fair will live In history as an exposition of
engineering when all its other features are forgotten, and
while it has ail ready to leave behind its monument in the
Art Institute, its great wnrk remains to be done.

The Law of Hysteresis.'

llv CiiAKi.i:s l*KoTF.us .Stkinmet/..

Part III.

In the following are given the magnetic curves of a piece
of magnetic iron ore, apparently pure i'e;,0( of the dimen-
sions, I in.Xi in.X2|i in.

Taiile XI.

MAGNETIC CHARACTERISTIC.

/'' in ampere turns per centimeter length of magnetic cir-

cuit.

/»' in lines of magnetic force per square centimeter.
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FIG 15. LAW OF HYSTERESIS.

Table XI I.

CYCLIC MAGNETIZATION.

I I 11-

F Br Bd Br Bd F Br Bd

± 10*0

-I-1530 -t-1660 140 3730 38"
-t-iaoo igao 303D 150 3 ao 3900

30 1800 3330 1750 aaSo )9'o 398c
40 3150 2530 170 3990 4050
50

3670 3850 3610 3880 190 4130 4170
70 2850 3000

3oao 3.30 .980
90 3190 3350 3MO 3360 4330 4340

334° 3360 3330 3410 330 4360 4370
3<4° 4400

lao 3530 3640 (J40.)

// =
obs

9.340 ergs 13,780 ergs

V = .02049 .0:041

Average, n = .02045
Curve of hysteresis,

H= .02045 B^ ^

H = 9,320 ergs 13,810 ergs
calc

H—H = —20 ergs +30 ergs
calc obs

= —.2 per cent. + .2 per cent.

As seen, thecoefftclentof hysteresis of magnetic iron ore,

J7 = .020, ranges between that of cast-iron, tj = .016, and
of hardened steel, 37 — .025.

The magnetic conductivity is approximately 20 per cent,

of that of wrought-iron.

In Fig. 15 is given a comparison of the hysteretic curves
of

Hardened steel.

Annealed steel,

Cast-iron,

Magnetic iron ore,

in the same size.

This figure shows well the three characteristic forms of
hysteretic curves:

I. The hardened steel curve, of high coercitive force, has
the bend or "knee" on the negative side, so that
for zero magneto motive force the "remanent"
magnetism is still in the saturation part of the

I. Read before the American Institute of Electrical Engineers,
January 19. 1891.

curve-that is, in stable equilibrium, therefore per
mancntly magnetl^t^ablc.

2. The soft iron curve, with the bend on the positive side,
so that for zero magneto motive force the ''rema-
nent" magnetism, though stilt very high, is already
below the range of saturation, on the branch of un-
stable cquilibre. Therefore the remanent magnet-
ism is very unstable and easily destroyed, the more
as the coercitive force is very small.

3. The cast-iron curve, which has no marked knee at all,

but a steady curvature of low remanent magncti/a-
tion, but with regard to coercitive force ranging
between i iind 2.

The curve of the magnetic iron ore shows all the char
acteristics of a cast-iron curve.

Having derived, now, a larger number of values of the
hysteretic coefficient v for different kinds of iron and other
material, we shall put them together for comparison in
Table XI.

It is remarkable, in these results, that for several sam-

picsof each set, the quotient — gives almost exactly the

C
same value, while other values disagree therefrom. From

this average value of — are calculated the values of the
C

coercitive force C of sheet-iron, given in the brackets.
For convenience, in the following table are given the val-

ues //' of consumption of energy in watts per cubic inch,
for loo complete periods f^magnetic cycles) per second, and
for the magnetization of // lines of force per square inch.
giving as coeiVicient of hysteretic resistance the valuei

>- = 8 3 X 10-'')?.

In Table XII. I have given a number of experimental
values of the consumption of energy by hysteresis and
believe to have shown that this consumption of energy
can fairly well be expressed by the empirical formula,

J/ =V B'
where the exponent x is equal, or at least very nearly, to
1.6, and the coefficient v a constant of the material, which
ranges from .002 up to .025 and more, and may possibly
have a slight dependence upon the velocity wherewith the
magnetic cycle is performed, as the second set of alternate-
current readings seems to indicate.

In the following table, I give the values of the hystere-
tic resistance 7} for some iron samples, subjected to a mag-
netic cycle between J^ — }- igoand — igo ampere turns
per centimeter, calculated from Hopkinson's tests' by the
assumption of the law of hysteresis.

T/ denotes the coefficient of hysteresis.

B the maximum magnetization in lines of magnetic force

per square centimeter.

Jv the remanent magnetization in lines of magnetic force
per square centimeter.

Tahle XIII.

Material. Condition.
V B R

Wrought-iron Annealed l8,7JO
Soft Bessemer steel. (j4jpercem.C Annealet xiJoo 7860
Soft WiHworth eteel. «9 .J.J357 9.840 7,080

^ • .L
,oo5q« lfl.740 9.840
.^736 16.130

.33 ' " cnUhard.

^.i344

3-44 Si-.wroueht
3.44 annealed

"-'9 7
.c«734

11,070

8.150
3 44 " " oil-hard .01383 14.700 8.080

Maneanese Steel 47, Mn.,.rou5ht
874
'336

av)6i 4.6*0

747

4.73 ' ' annealed .^.58. 5.850
»74 -.985

4.73 " " Oil-hard .06706 4.770 a,r6o

Chrome-steel
.

.

.6* " Gr .wrought
.01851 7.570

,62 ' annealed .00897 M.Sso 7.57'J

.63 " ' oil-hard
.0.638 1-5.130

13.960
6.490
8.600

iv.870 7,390
Tungstea steel 4 6; • Wo..wrou§ht

4.65 • annealed
.01516 S.7M

6,500
3 44 flil-hartl. .04776 '4.480 8.640
1,3s " " very hard .05778 6,S3o

Grey cast-iro» 3 4SP-C.C.; .7P.C. Mn,
White cast-iroQ

::r • c;;i?o:: -
.01616

385 77

These values of the hysteretic resistance vary from .002
up to .0S2, 41 times the first value.

But especially marked is, that 7 depends much less upon
the chemical constitution of the iron sample, than upon its

physical condition, annealing decreasing, and hardening
increasing, the hysteresis very considerably.

So far as the chemical constitution is concerned, the purer
the iron the lower is its hysteresis, while any kind of for-

eign matter increases the hysteresis. Especially manganese
increases the hysteretic loss enormously, much less wolf-
ram and chromium, least silicon and carbon, Connected
with the increase of hjsteresis is always a decrease in sus-
ceptibility.

'

I wish to add a few remarks on two alleged phenomena
connected with hysteresis, which have been talked about
considerably, without yet being made clear; the decrease
of hysteresis for open magnetic circuit, and the decrease of
hysteresis of a transformer with increasing load.

With regard to the first, as shown, actual tests do not
show a smaller value of hysteresis for open than for closed
magnetic circuit.

And it cannot be understood how that could be.

For consider an iron molecule of the magnetic circuit

exposed to the harmonically varj'ing magneto motive force

and performing a magnetic cycle. Evidently it can make
no difference for this iron molecule, whether some trillion

molecules farther away, the magnetic circuit ends in air,

or is closed entirely in iron, supposed that the magneto
motive force and the magnetism, and therefore also the
magnetic reluctance, are the same in both cases-

Neithercanit make any difference whether the magneto

I. From "Kalender fur Elect rotechniker," by Uppenborn,
Berlin, Germany.
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motive force is caused only by one sine-wave of electric cur-

rent, or is the resultant of several magneto motive forces,

as in the loaded transformer. It is the same as with the

electric current, where the energy converted into heat in

each molecule of the conductor does not depend either,

whether the material of the conductor on some other point

changes, or whether one or more electromotive forces are

acting upon the circuit.

Hence, until absolutely exact and undoubtable determi-

nations of the hysteretic loss for fully loaded transformers

are at hand, the assumption of a decrease of hysteresis with

increasing load must be rejected.

That an apparent decrease with increasing load has been

motive force acting upon the iron is that of the primary

current, and this current is rigidly determined in its shape

by the electromotive force of the dynamo and the electro-

motive force of self-induction. But in a fully loaded

transformer the secondary current is proportional to the

changes of the magnetism, therefore increases very consid-

erably in the moment of a sudden change of magnetism.
Hence, if a sudden and abrupt change in the primary cur-

rent occurs, just as suddenly the secondary current in-

creases in the opposite direction, and thereby makes a

sudden change of resulting magneto motive force and mag-
netism impossible, so that the fully loaded transformer

compares with the elastic spring which oscillates freely,

// in ergs per cycle and cm.

Table XI.

; B in lines of magnetic force per cm."; F\n ampere turns per cm.

Material.

Hyster-
etic

Coem-
cient.

Magnetization at the m. .-m, f.

F=io —40 =90

Residual
Uagnetism R

For F=40 =90

Coercitive Force C.

For F=4o =90
F=40 J for 90

Very soft iron wire (Ewing) .

Westinghouse- converter, sheet-iron
0020
.C0Z4

. 0330 *

.00333. j

.00421 %

.0O45O §

.0080

.0094
0120
.0162
.0250

.02045

12S00 14700 16600
14400 17800 20800
13100 17100 20700
13100 17500

7800 II
14000 16300

5800 14800 18800
2000 6400 q8oo
1600 6100 lOIOD
1200 Sooo 12900

750 2320 3220

5100 8200
8100 9600
2600 3300
2100 3400
4500 7';oo

903

{'.5)11 fi.9)
(t.S) (a.o)

(2.3) (2.8)

(2-5 (3
(3.2) (.^9)
(1.4) (4-^)
6.0 7.0
9.1 II.

1

9.1 ri 6
10.4 15.2

190 23.5
10.

.COI3S

.00103**

.00132^
00156**
.00132

Soft annealed cast-steel

Tool steel .. .

.00114

.0008s**

.00132

*, For iV = 100.

f, e = .746X^o-^

X,
E = .2083X10^

%,e = i.i6Xio^

This and the following values of this column are derived as average of rising and de-

creasing branch of the magnetic characteristic, because at /^ := 10 the magnetism is still

very unstable.

,
Computed by means of the average values of J .00132 and 018,

**, Left out by taking the average of C

observed several times may be conceded, for besides the

exceedingly great liability to errors in these tests, where
the hysteretic loss comes outasthe small difference of two
large values, primary energy and secondary energy, and
therefore is very much affected by the slightest errors in any
one of the components, it must be understood that the

main possible errors in the determinations on fully loaded

transformers all point this way. Neglection of secondary
self-induction, decrease of magnetization with increasing

load, slowing down of the dynamo-alternator, etc , all

cause an apparent decrease in the hysteretic loss for in-

creasing load. At least in one set of tests, those made by
Prof. Ryan, at Cornell University, on a small Westing-
house converter. I was able to show in my "Elementary
Geometrical Theory of the Alternate Current Trans-
former" that the observed decrease of the hysteretic loss

disappears by reducing the different readings to the same
magnetization and the same frequency.'

If, indeed, the shape of the wave of magneto motive
force varies, then a certain difference in the value of the

while the open circuited transformer compares with a

spring, where the motion is determined by a rigidly-acting

outside force.

Hence, if the shape of the alternating primary current

differs considerably from the sine law, a certain decrease

of the hysteretic loss for increasing load can be expected,

though certainly not such an enormous decrease as some
former tests seemed to point out. These tests must un-

doubtedly have given erroneous results, perhaps caused by
the neglection of the secondary self-induction, which, even
if very small and causing only a slight error in the second-
ary energy, must cause an enormous error in the hyster-

etic loss, the small difference between the two large values

—primary and secondary energy.

That an electromagnet without a keeper loses its mag-
netism quicker than a magnet with keeper, or a closed

magnetized iron ring, is a phenomenon which has nothing
whatever to do with the loss of energy by hysteresis, but is

merely due to the demagnetizing force of the remanent
magnetism. For the remanent magnetism in an open

TABLE itil.

,

w:= rii''

W in watts per cubic inch and 100 complete periods per second.

H in lines of magnetic force per square inch.

r H ^ ifV.ooo =0,000 30,000 .o.«x> 5o,oco ^.0. 70.000 80.000 ()0,000 00.000 .o,». ..0.^ 150.000

Very soft iron wire (Ewing)

Westinghouse converter, sheet-iron .

.

Very thin sheet-iron

Thick aheeciron

Sheet-iron

....166X10"'°

.... 849

.... 377

-3SO

"ifia

778

994

....mfi

- 2f77

iK = .o4>

.051

.063

.070

.089

.095

'7

.;o

•=5

34

•52

•3

15

.ig

.at •38

-46

ss

64

-81

'87

-SS

.66

.8a

73

-89

JS5

1.66

= 93

3 44

4 39

594

q.i8

94

J...
1.41

i.s6

..g8

4.40

5.63

7.60

'74

'94

2.45

3.63

4.64

S-4S

6.QS

1.40

..70

*-34

..96

3^'7

S.fto

657

8 ig

1.66

1

3-49

= 77

3,50

375

6.f>j

7.J8

1.94

'34

=.90

3.72

4 '7

4.36

7-7}

g.o6

U.6

5.7

34 3

2.33

a.6g

3-34

3 7"

4-69

S 02

,0.

'3 3

'7-6

27-e

3 "8

384

*77

53'>

6,6v

7 '7

.39

.36

-SO

SA

1 4S

..96

3.03

*7

9

sq

.76

1.03

1 58

r.ij

a.. 9

a.s7

3.aa

6.8;

Soft ftnnealed cast-steel

Tool steel, soft

Cast-sicel o( low sus«ptibility

Cast-iron ;

Hardened cast-steel

"S3

1.80

:-3'>

3 "

4.S0

I-

1,)0

JS.8

398

J.O,,

17.5

'3 4

=0.7...7 14.6

If = 25,000 ; alternate current transformer, American style (high frequency").

^ = 35,000; - " - " " European ," low

Only the values smaller than .25 W, can be of practical use ; in those larger than 10 the ii-on gets at least red hot

if in larger quantities.

hysteretic loss can be imagined. Compare it with a me-
chanical or elastic cycle. A moving pendulum, or an oscil-

lating spring, for instance, continuously converts potential

energy into kinetic energy and back: in each oscillation

consuming, that is. converting into heat, a part of the

energy by internal and external friction. Now, if this mo-
lion of spring or pendulnm is truly harmonic, less energy
is converted into heat than if the motion varies abruptly, is

jerking, etc. So, in a magnetic cycle, between the same
limits of magnetization the hysteretic loss might be small-

est where the cycle is entirely harmonical, but might be
larger if the magneto motive force varies abruptly, for

instance, when caused by an intermittent current.

Now, in a transformer with open secondary the magneto

I. The latest tests of Ewing prove that in a fully-loaded trans-
former the loss by hysteresis is not smaller than for open secondary
circuit.

magnetic circuit causes between its poles a certain

difference of magnetic potential, which in the moment of

breaking the electric circuit acts as a demagnetizing mag-
neto motive force, and, if the coercitive force is small, as

inwrought iron or annealed steel, almost entirely destroys
the remanent magnetism, while in an iron of large coerci-

tive force it affects the permanent magnetism very little. In
the closed magnetic circuit the remanent magnetism causes
none or very little diffeience of magnetic potential, and
therefore no destruction of the remanent magnetism by its

own demagnetizating magneto motive force takes place.

But with the hysteretic loss of energy this phenomenon has
nothing to do.

To combine the results, what I believed to have proved
is that loss of energy in iron caused by reversals of mag-
netism can be expressed by the analytical formula :

where 7 is the coefficient of hysteresis, s the coefficient of

eddy currents, jV the frequency of the aliernations of mag-
netism, v J?'"** the loss of energy by hysteresis proper, or

by molecular friction, and e .V B~ the loss of energy by
eddy currents, per magnetic cycle and per cm.^', propor-

tional to the frequency N.
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For convenience, I give in Table XIV, the values of the

1.6m power of the numbers, from 500 to 50,000 with the

parts proportional, or the increase of B^ '' for 100 lines of

magnetic force. ^^^^^^^^^^_^_

Improvements in Small Switches.

The Edison General Electric company is placing several

improved forms of small switches upon the market. In

the accompanying cuts are shown ratchet switches of Sand

10 amperes capacity. The bases and ratchets are of bard

vitreous porcelain. The ratchet is of peculiar construction,

its sides being of unequal length. When the switch is

"on," the shorter side of the ratchet is presented to the

contact brushes. These sides are rounded and the brushes

IMPROVEMENTS IN SMALL SWITCHES.

specially curved, so that when the contact is made the

brushes and contact sides of the ratchet fit with precision.

The ratchet itself is made of the best insulating material

known. The cover is of metal which can be finished in

any color, and is, therefore, peculiarly suitable for use in

houses and buildings where artistic interior decorations are

desired. The ratchet is removable, and can be discarded

in case of accident, and another substituted, without

destroying the entire switch Special switches are fur-

nished with a small collar fitting outside the cover and
firmly screwed down upon the ratchet pin, which cannot

^
IMPROVEMENTS IN SMALL SWITCHES.

be turned except by means of the key in the possession of

a competent person.

A French engineer recently employed a disconnected in-

candescent lamp as a test of stability. He desired to test

the stability of two stone supports. Upon one he placed a
telescope, and upon the other a Khotinsky lamp, so ar-

ranged that the vibrations of the filament could readily be
observed through the telescope. He waited about ten
minutes until there was complete repose, and then gave
several sharp taps upon the floor of the laboratory, noting
the number of seconds taken by the filament in again
coming to the state of rest. The usual mercury tests were
entirely incompetent to show vibrations which the incan-

descent lamp readily responded to.
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Bates' System of Transmitt ng Power.
While Chicago in parlicular is a place in which space sav-

ingdevices are tliorougliiy appreciated, the general ten-

dency both in this country and abroad at the present time

is toward a closer connection of engine and dynamo.

Among those builders of power transmission machinery

that have paid special attention to the development of a

device through the use of which an ordinary type of en-

gine might be connected to a dynamo so as to take up a

bates' system or transmitting power.

minimum amount of room is H. N, Bates &: Co. of Bos-

ton and New York. This concern now has on the market

a most convenient and simple device for driving dynamos

or other machines running at high and medium speeds.

The illustration shows the improved rigging as it is ap-

plied in electric lighting service. By this arrangement

the dynamos may be started instantly at full speed and im-

mediately stopped without the slightest concussion. In

the device there are no tight and loose pulleys. It operates

easily and insures for the driving belt increased arc of

contact with the smaller or driven pulley and relieves the

bearings which support the shaft carrying the driving pul-

ley from belt pressure at all times. By reference to the

cut it will be seen that a remarkably short space is required

and a perfect control is obtained by turning the crank at

the top of the machine.

Ceiling Rosette.

The facility with which porcelain lends itself to all com-

mercial purposes, finds endless examples in the great

variety of ceiling rosettes, switches and other articles called

for in electrical work. The new detachable rosette shown

in the cut is intended to expedite interior construction and

permit rapid inspection and replacing of fuses. The fuses

are held in a removable cap, which can be quickly turned

out by hand, or by means of a receptacle grip fixed at the

CEILING rosette.

end of a long pole. This disposes of screws, screw-

drivers and step-ladders, and will be be of great value and

convenience where the rosettes are used on high ceilings,

in public halls, theaters, etc. This rosette is manu-

factured by the Electrical Supply company, Chicago, with

either inside or outside connections for the main leads.

The establishment of an electric power plant at Ogden
Canyon, Utah, for supplying Ogden with power for manu-
facturing purposes seems now probable. The plant will be

planned to convert i.Soo horse power, but the start will be

made with 500 horse power. At a recent meeting of the

committee on solicitation, it was reported that 400 horse

power had already been contracted for.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

English Electrical Specialties.

Knglish manufacturers of electrical specialties arc show-

ing increased interest in electrical work in this country,

and many of the leading houses will no doubt endeavor to

place their apparatus in commercial use in this country be^

fore the opening of the great exposition. Swinburne A; Co,

are desirous of introducing their specialties in this country,

Fig. I shows an electrostatic instrument for ex

perimental work in connection with alternate currents

Instead of quadrants there arc two pairs of half disks, so

that the angle of deflection can be large. The needle

consists of two half disks fastened on a metallic arbor. It

is held by top and bottom suspensions. One disk is in the

upper box and the other in the lower. The boxes are

connected, not to ordinary terminals, as they are not suit-

able for high pressures, but to highly insulated flexibles.

This instrument can be used as a voltmeter or it may be

connected up to measure power by any of the methods in-

volving two readings. It can also be connected up as

a direct reading wattmeter. The electromagnet below

the boxes acts on a copper drum, and renders the instru-

ment dead beat. This magnet is excited by a cell. For

large readings the torsion head and pointer on the top of

the instrument are used, but for small readings the mirror

is employed. Four of these instruments have been placed

at the disposal of Dr. Fleming to be used in experiments

on the measurement of power by different methods.

Another specialty, illustrated in Fig. 2. is a two thousand
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Schoenberg's Pneumatic Annunciator
Reset.

The principal feature in the operation of this pneu-

matic resc-l for electric annunciators is that all fallen drops

can be instantly reset from any reasonable distance, In

the device all the cross shafts for raising the drojw are con-

nected to one perpendicular rod. This rod terminates at

its base in a circular plate resting on top of a bellows, as

is indicated in the accompanying cut. Theair is expelled

SCHOENBERG S PNEUMATIC ANNUNCiATOK REStT.

from the bellows by its contraction and the weight of the

rod resting on it. When the bellows is empty one or all

the drops are free to fall. The drops are reset by inflating

the bellows by meansof one or more hand bulbs connected

by tube with the bellows. The E. S. Greeley & Co. is

New York agent, and Partrick &: Carter are Philadelphia

agents for the device.

FIGS. I AND : ENGLISH ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES.

volt street lamp. Street lighting by alternating current

has presented considerable difficulties. In most cases

transformers are arranged in houses, and the stations have

high pressure leads only. To run incandescent lamps it

is therefore T:ecessary to employ transformers and a system

of low tension leads. Swinburne & Co. have brought out

a lamp which contains a small transformer and is connected

directly to the high pressure system without any low

pressure leads. A 32 candle power lamp with protector is

arranged under a large enameled iron shade.which is secured

New Type Detroit Generator.
About a year and a half ago the Detroit Motor company

began the manufacture of a new type of motor, to be used

as either generator or motor.

The accompanying illustration shows the solidity and

mechanical beauty of the machine. The shaft is large

and made of fine steel, while the commutator and brushes

are of bronze and tempered copper. It has self-oiling

bearings and bronze boxes. The large cross section of the

pole pieces and magnet cores of soft forged iron, instead of

cast, with its very compact form, makes a magnetic circuit

of very low resistance.

The armatures of these machines have received especia

NEW TYPE DETROIT GENERATORS.

to the base case of a small transformer. The efficiency

of the little transformer is high, considering how small it

is, being, according to the makers, slightly less than 90

per cent.

It will cost $1,coo,000 to equip the Lowell and Suburb-
an railroad with the electric system.

scare in their design and construction, and the windings are

trictly symmetrical, securing absolute balance in the out-

put of each coil. The insulation of the armature is a

special feature, and during the eighteen months which this

type of apparatus has been on the market not an armature

has been burned out. The resistance of the armature is

unusually low. The generators are so compounded as to
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secnre a perfect automatic regulation, maintaining the

pressure constant in the lamps.

The motors are shunt wound, thoroughly insulated, and

made for hard and continuous service; they are in all cases

furnished with the Detroit Motor company's automatic

starting switch.

Reported Consolidation of the Thomson-
Houston and Edison Companies.

It is generally believed in electrical and financial circles

that there have been negotiations pending between the

Thomson- Houston and Edison companies looking toward

an early consolidation of these interests. What purports

to be the terms of an alleged agreement between the com-

panies have been published in the New York papers. Al-

though there have been agreements and negotiations before

between the same companies, they have not been so

generally accepted as in the present instance, and it is

agreed that the arrangements had not reached such an ad-

vanced stage. In the event of the consolidation it is

stated by officials of the companies that not only the present

factories will be continued but there will be many exten-

sions and additions to the facilities of both companies.

Notice to Delegates.

Delegates to the annual meeting of the National Electric

Light association at Buffalo will leave Chicago Monday
afternoon, February 22d, and arrangements are being

made for conveying them in special vestibule sleeping

cars attached to the 3:10 p. m. train of the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern Railway, arriving in Buffalo atjiso A- m.

(eastern time) the next morning. Any who finds it more
convenient to leave later can take the Limited at 5:30

P. M., arriving at 8:40 A. M., eastern time. Of the trains

retamiog. the most convenient leave Buffalo at 11:50 a.

M., 7:20 p. M., and ii:oS p. m , all central time, arriving

in Chicago respectively at 7 135 A. M., 9:30 A. M., and 3 p.

M. the next day. It will thus be seen that the trip in

either direction may be made in a single night's travel, an

advantage that this line offers over any other of half a

day's time saved on the return journey. Tickets for the

round trip $iS, on the certificate plan; berths, ^3 each

way, $1 extra going on the Limited. For reservations,

certificates, or any information, address John L, Martin,

of committee on transportation, care of Chicago Electric

club, Chicago, or C. K. Wilber, western passenger

agent, Chicago.

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

New York, February 6.—It has been said that blessings

never come singly, and it would seem that there wa; some

foundation for the belief, at least as far as the introduc-

tion of the trolley system in the neighborhood of the me-

tropolis is concerned. Brooklyn is fairly on the road to

reform in the matter of facilities for rapid transit, and now

comes the good news from Staten Island to the effect that

on Mondav evening the franchise was granted by both the

New Brighton and Port Richmond boards of trustees

for an electric street railway, to be operated by the over-

head wire, between Port Richmond and the National

Prohibition Park, Staten Island. The contract "provides

that "the road shall be constructed and equipped in a first-

class manner, that it shall be built to Prohibition Park

within a year and extended to Richmond Road, along

Jewett avenue, within two years, and that twelve round

trips shall be made over the road each day between the

hours of 6 A. M. and 9 p. m.

There is, of course, a great deal of talk about Henry

Villard, and the rumored consolidation of the Thomson-

Houston aad EdisDn interests. Mr. Villard is reported to

have said that the negotiations which commenced last

week are progressing rapidly. Nearly two years ago he

used his best endeavors to bring about such a result, and

after long negotiations an agreement was reached, but

failed for reasons which do not no v any longer exist. The

parties to the present negotiations, according to Mr.

Villard, have all but agreed upon a basis that seems fair

and just to both sides.

New York is now connected with the Bahama Islands

by cable. The work of laying the new cable was com-

pleted Thursday, February 5th. The first message sent

over the cable from Nassau, the capital of the Bahamas,

came to Messrs. Isaacs & Heineman of this city from

the senior mamber of the firm. It was sent at ten min-

utes past two P. M., and was delivered by the Western

Union Telegraph company inside of thirty-five minutes.

There was a large fire on Thursday night at the works of

the John A. Roebling's Sons company at Trenton. The

wire braiding department was destroyed, and the loss is

said to be $150,000. The building occupied about an

acre of ground, and the firemen had hard work in con-

fining the fiames to one building. Much valuable ma-

chinery was destroyed, and the building was wrecked. It

is stated that the fire started in a lot of inflammable

material in a fireproof vault. Four hundred hands are

thrown out of work.

Gov. Flower has signed the bill which allows newspaper

reporters to be present at electrical executions.

February S.—A dispatch from Sing Sing states that

Charles McElvaine was electrocuted at 11:15 this morn-

ing. McElvaine went to his death calmly. When he was

brought into the execution-room he looked quickly about

and then fixed his eyes on the chair. At a sign from the

chief keeper he walked over to it unfliachingly, and sat

down. Then he stared straight ahead of him as the

deputies quickly adjusted the straps and drew them light.

As the face strap was adjusted McElvaine grew excited

and shouted: "Let her go." Instantly the current, at a

pressure of T.600 volts was turned on, and McElvaine was

silenced.

Among the witnesses to the execution was Assembly-

man Stein of New York, author of the law permitting

newspapers to be represented, and a few medical men and

electricians, while nearly all the New York papers and the

leading press associations had representatives present.

W. F. O.

Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas City, Mo.. February 6.—The time for filing

an acceptance of the Thayer-Enright electric street rail

way franchise in Kansas City, Kan , expired last week,

and the company did not deposit the required guarantee of

a S5,Qoo government bond with the city treasurer. The
company alleges that the ordinance, passed at a special

meeting of the city council was worthless as far as enabling

the company to float the bonds. The company will ask

the council to pass the ordinance again at a regular meeting.

The Inter-state Elevated Railway Company of Kansas

City, Kan., introduced an ordinance in the ci'y council at its

meeting last week, in which it asked permission to change

the motive power from steam dummies to electricity over

theentire road, converting the entire system into an electric

road. The company also asks the right to make such ex-

tensions of the present lines as to virtually cover the terri-

tory proposed by the Thayer Enright franchise.

The company has now an application in the Argentine

city council asking for a franchise to operate its line along

the streets of that city. The franchise, if granted, will

make the "L" road system one of the largest in the two

cities, comprising nearly twenty miles of double track

road.

The first lecture in the course on '"Electricity and its

Modern Application" under the auspices of the Kansas

City Society of University Extension was given on Thurs-

day evening, February 4th, at S o'olock. For the last two

weeks W. W. Smith of the Telephone company, Manager

McMillen of the American Electric Light company and

Manager Woods of the Western Union Telegraph com-

pany have been in conference with the executive com-

mittee and have been enthusiastic in their efforts to pro-

mote the success of the course.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Missouri

& Kansas Telephone compiny for the purpose of elect-

ing directors and officers, reviewing the work of the 3 ear

and discussing plans for the future was held last week at

the ofifices of the company ia the Telephone building.

The following named directors were elected for the ensuing

year: John E Hudson, Boston; George Albree, Boston;

C- E. Yost. Omaha; John R. Mulrane, Edward Wilder

and T. B. Sweet, Topeka; S. A. Walker, St. Joseph; J. S.

Chick, and N. R. Furguson, Kansas City. At a meeting

of the directors, the following named officers were elected:

John R. Mulrane, president; W, W. Smith, secretary and

superintendent; N. R. Furguson, treasurer. It was de-

cided at the meeting that an effort would be made at once

to have the c uncil pass an ordinance authorizing the

company to put its wires underground. The officials of

the company are extremely anxious to know positively

whether they will have to put the wires underground before

they begin the work of removal of the exchange.

Superintendent Smith said that it would take fully six

months to make the change as an entirely new system would

have to be constructed. Another story is to be put on the

building at Sixth and Wyandotte streets, to be used as an

operating room. Here there will be capacity for 4,800

connections, while in the present exchange there is room

for but 2,600. The public will never know that anv

change is being made, as far as interference with the wires

is concerned, as it will require but five minutes to make

the change when the new system is completed.

G. M. P.

Louisviile, Ky.

Louisville, February 6.—Superintendent Minary of the

Louisville Street Railway company is of the opinion that

if nothing unforeseen occurs lo delay the work on the

Second street electric line, the cars will be running in

a month or six weeks. The poles have been erected and
the supporting wires put up, and about all that remains to

be done is to string the circuit wires. This will require

only a short time, however, and will probably not be done
until everything else is in readiness. The inability of

the company to secure a sufficient number of motors has

been the cause of delay. The line will be about four and
one half miles in length, and the cars will be run on a four

minute schedule. When this line is completed Louisville

will have about twenty miles of electric street railways.

The Louisville Electric Light company, which has a

contract with the city to light the streets, has met with the

greatest difficulty recently in the fulfilling of the agreement

because of inferior wiring. For several weeks lights

in different localities failed ta burn, causing much
inconvenience to the public, and many uncompli-

mentary remarks. The trouble was remedied this week,

however, and the circuit is now working perfectly.

C. C. Y.

Denver, Colo.

Denver, February 6.—Electricity as a motive

power is to supersede the cables on the Denver Tramway
company's lines, and the company is now preparing to va-

cate its big power house at Colfax avenue and Broadway,
The building will be used as an auditorium, and Denver
will have a structure capable of seating 12,000 people.

The change will necessitate many improvements in the

Tramway's system in the way of additional electrical ma-
chiner)' and buildings. About sixteen miles of cable ser-

vice, single track, will be abandoned. The electric cars

will run over the same rails.

Leading citizens of Longmont are encouraging a move-
ment to purchase the Longmont Electric Light Works, and
a company will undoubtedly be formed for that purpose.

The works can be bought for $12,000.

Greeley's electric street lights have been shut off by or-

der of the aldermanic board. On January 5th, in a fit of

economy, the council ordered the lighting stopped, two
weeks' grace being allowed. Now, in spite of numerous

protests from taxpayers, the city is plunged in darkness.

E. C. D.

PERSONAL.
George E. Mumford, president of the Brash Electric

Light company of Rochester, N. Y., died in Florida on
February 2d. Mr. Mumford was a prominent banker in
Rochester, and was highly respected.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Pink Granite company, Alexandria, Va. ; capital stock,

5;2oo.ooo; to quarry granite, mining, building, telegraph,
telephone, water, gas and electric works.

Ithaca Electric Lighting company, Ithaca, Mich.; capital
stock, $20,000; to manufacture and sell electricity for
lighting, etc.; Jas. Moore, Ithaca, Mich.

Lebanon & Myerstown Street Railway company, Leba-
non, Pa.; capital stock, $100000; operating an electric

street railway; C. H. Killinger, Lebanon, Pa.

Freeman- Holland company, Portland, Me.; capital

stock, $500,000; to manufacture and deal in electrical

appliances of all kinds; E. W. Freeman, Portland, ^le.

City of Pekin Electric Light ^ Power company. Pekin,
III.; capital stock, $15,000; furnishing electric light and
power to the citv and citizens of Pekin; the city clerk of
Pekin, III.

Carbon County Electric Railway company. Philadelphia,
Pa ; capital stock. $60,000; operating an electric street

railway; F. H. Cheyney, 216 South Third street, Phila-
delphia, Pa.

Arlington Heights Electric Light company. Fort Worth,
Tex,; capital stock, $100,000; to supply light, heat, and
electric motor power to the public; Robt. McCart, Fort
Worth, Tex.

Quinsigamond Electric Power & Light company, Worces-
ter, Mass.; capital stock, $10, coo; to manufacture and sell

electricity for light, heat, and power; Eben F. Thompson,
Worcester, Mass.

Springfield Electric Light company, Springfield. Ore.;
capital stock, $10 000; building, owning, operating, leas-

ing and purchasing or otherwise disposing of electric light;

E. J. Pengra, Springfield, Ore.

Enterprise Mining, Milling & Smelting company,
Seattle, Wash.; capital stock, $1,000,000; to deal in and
operate mines, mills, smelters, furnaces, coke ovens, rail-

roads, steamboats, gas and electric light and waterworks;
F. F. Boynton, box 1620, Seattle, Wash.

Pioneer Carriage company, Seattle, Wash.; capital stock,

$10,000; to manufacture and deal in street cars and other
cars and other goods, wares, or material used in construc-
tion and equipment of street railroads, electric street roads,
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telephone and electric light wires and plants, wagons,
buggies, etc., and necessary real estate and buildings;

Fred. E, Sander, Seattle, Wash.

Hartford Insulating company, Hartford, Conn ; capital

stock, $75,000; to manufacture and deal in all goods per-

taining to the use of electricity, to insulate and manufact-
ure fire proof and waterproof goods, also enamel goods
of all kinds, etc.; F. F. Fowler, Hartford, Conn.

Colby Specialty Supply company, Chicago, III.; capital

stock !^ioo,ooo; inventing, manufacturing, selling, leasing

and otherwise operating various electrical and mechanical
devices, appliances and chemical products, sale and leasing

territorial rights and United States and foreign letters

patent; Harry Fox, G04 Chamber of Commerce, Chicago,
III.

Northern Electric Subway company, Duluth, Minn.;
capital stock, $100,000; to construct and operate plants

and manufacture and deal in electrical appliances for pro-

ducing light, heat and power, and construct and operate

subways, conduits, pipes, mains and poles, and all nec-

essary appliances; Cash, Williams & Chester, Duluth,
Minn.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
A $10,000 stock company has been organized to erect an

electric light plant at Elizabeth City, S. C.

It is likely that the city of Denton, Tex., may soon con-

tract for the establishment of an electric light plant and
waterworks.

The Camden, Ark., Waterworks & Electric Light com-
pany will, it is stated, rebuild its electric light and water-

works plant recently burned.

It is said that plans are being prepared for an electric

light 'plant to be operated in connection with the water-

works at Mossy Creek, Tenn.

An electric light company is endeavoring to secure from
the city council of Greenwood, S. C, a franchise for the

erection of a $ro,ooo electric light plant.

A central station is shortly to be built in Baden by the

firm of Brown, Boveri & Co. of that town. The multi-

phase system is to be applied, and the dynamos will be

driven by turbines.

The electric light plant erected at Marion. Ind., by the

Fort Wayne Electric company has been accepted by the

city. The total cost of the plant was $23 415. The city

has issued twenty year bonds to pay for the plant.

The latest shades for electric lights are made of per-

fumed Indian grass and tinsel in the shape of a tiny um-
brella. They are very dainty and effective, and the slight

heat of the electric light causes the grass to give off a faint

perfume,

Owen Durkin has commenced an action against the Ed-
ison Electric Illuminating compiny of Rochester to recover

$15,000 damages. He alleges that on the 24th of last

August he was in the employment of the company, that his

clothing was caught in unguarded machinery, and that he

was severely injured in consequence and put to great pain

and expense for medical treatment.

Application has been made to the provincial legislature

of British Columbia to incorporate electric lighting com-
panies, to construct and maintain works, and use so much
of the waters of the Capilano riverand Lynn river, Burrard
inlet, and of the Coquitlam river, both in New Westmin-
ster district, as may be necessary for the purpose of gen-
erating electricity to be used as a motive or illuminating

power.

The Allgemeine Elektricitaetsgesellschaft of Berlin has

entered into contract with the Koenigliche Eisenbahn
Betriebs-amt Berlin-Anhalt for the erection of an electric

lighting plant for the lighting of the railway station. The
plant will be a large one, consisting of two power stations,

and the cost is estimated at from $125,000 to $150,000.

It is expected that it will be in working order by the middle

of the present year. The Edison system will be used.

According to the Daily Advertiser of Portland, Me.,
Mount Washington is to be capped with the largest elect-

ric arc light ever mide, and the highest beam of artificial

light in the world. It can be easily seen from Portland,

and, under proper conditions, it can probably be seen

even from Boston. The company which is to be organ-

ized to carry out the scheme will be made up of prominent
railroad and hotel men interested in the future develop-

ment of New Hampshire. It is believed that this light on
the summit of Mount Washington will be such a novel

and beautiful spectacle that it will benefit the state of

New Hampshire, simply viewed as an advertisement,

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The electric railway system at Pueblo, Colo., is to be

extended this year.

The Thomson-Houston company equipped sixty-three

new electric roads in this country last year.

The City & Suburban Railroad company of Savannah,

Ga., contemplates the introduction of electricity as the mo-
tive power.

A company with $50,000 capital is being organized to

construct and operate an electric street railway between
Waltham and Watertown, Mass.

The San Francisco and San Mateo electric railway will

soon be in operation. Already $600,000 has been spent

in its construction and equipment.

A New York syndicate has purchased the Wilmington
street railway. The purchase price was $100,000, $75--

000 of which was paid in cash. Arrangements will be

pushed for changing the road so as to be operated by
electrical power.

Over 100,000 persons have been carried on the Round-
hay Park road since the opening. This is the line at
Leeds. England, constructed on the American overhead
trolley system.

The annual report of the electric street railway company
at Colorado Springs shows that its system covers 25 miles
of track. The capacity of the power plant has been
doubled since the road was started eighteen months age

The Baltimore Traction company has purchased the
North Baltimore system of street railways. The price
paid was $45 a shirc. The par value is $25 a share.
Electricity, it is said, will be the motive power used when
horses are discarded.

A bill was filed in the Circuit Court at Chicago on
February 3d, to restrain the Calumet Electric Street Rail-
way company from constructing and operating a railway
along Madison avenue, from South Chicago avenue to
Sixty-seventh street, and on the latter thoroughfare. It is

claimed that all of the needful consents of property owners
were not obtained.

Chauncey M. Depew was recently asked what the rail-

roads of the next quarter century would be like. He re-
plied that in less than twenty-five years "steam as a motive
power will have given way to another far greater one.
That will be electricity. It is certain to be, and it will be
within a very few years, judging from what has been done
by electricity during the last sixteen years."

About 300 voters of the Twentieth, Twenty-first and
Twenty-second wards of Chicago recently held a meeting
to consider the construction of the Evanston electric sur-

face road. The result of the gathering was an indorse-
ment of the road, provided the company building it would
start the elevated portion south of Clyborn avenue and
east of Southport avenue. Mr. Clark, a representative of
the company, was present, and agreed that the road would
be built on the conditions suggested,

A dispute has arisen between the Baltimore City Passen-
ger Railway company and the new Baltimore & Curtis Bay
Electric Railway company. Both companies claim the
right of way from the end of Light street to Light street

bridge via the road which runs along Spring Gardens; and
both companies have laid tracks thereon. The tracks of
the two roads in many places are not more than six inches
apart, and it will be utterly impossible for cars to run on
either line if both companies try to operate.

The annual report of the Lancaster City Electric Railway
and West End Passenger Railway companies of Lancaster,
Pa., shows that 1,249,250 passengers were carried during
iSgc. It is only a few years ago that horse car lines were
introduced in Lancaster, and financially they were not a
success. The last year that the horse car lines were used,

183,000 passengers were carried, and the first year of the
electric system the number was 426,000. These companies
have no,v fifteen miles of track, and during the summer
they will build belt lines in all sections of the city.

The Inter state Street Railway company has completed
surveys and by December of the present year the entire

system will be in operation. The lines from the Attle-

boros in Massachusetts, to Pawtucket, R. L, are nearly
completed, so far as the laying of rails is concerned. The
surveys of the loop-Hne running through various streets in

Pawtucket intended to be devoted to local traffic and the
surveys of the lines from Pawtucket to Providence and
from Pawtucket to Cumberland Hill through the numerous
thriving villages of the towns of Lincoln and Cumberland
have not yet been made, but as they are practically straight

lines with little or no difficult grades to overcome, that
work will occupy but a short space of time. The two
Attleboro lines will be in operation by the first of next
April, the line to Cumberland Hill will be completed so
that cars will be run upon it next winter, the line to Provi-

dence will be running by the middle of the summer; the
loop-line in Pawtucket will also be in running order by that

time; and it is intended to have the Bullock's Point line to

the various shore resorts in operation by Memorial Day
next—May 30. It will take about 4,000 horse power to

run the system and the company is now negotiating for the
purchase of the plant of the Richmond Paper company at
Rumford, in East Providence, to use as a power station.

If secured it will make a very desirable station, being
favorably located, and of sufficient capacity to allow of an
extension of the system if desired.

Western Union stock held by the Baltimore ic Ohio com-
pany continue current, but ofBctals of the Western Union
company deny that any of it has yet been sold. It is stated,
however, that a syndicate is being formed which will under-
write the entire amount, practically giving the Baltimore
h Ohio a put at certain prices at which it is expected the
stock will soon be transferred."

TELEGRAPH.
Edward Stokes has obtained a judgment of $75,000. with

interest from Dec. 26. 18SS, against John W. Mackay and
Hector de Castro. This is the full amount claimed. The
court also granted an extra allowance of $i,coo. The
action was brought on a contract made between Stokes and
De Castro, by which Stokes agreed to give telegraph
securities to Mackay in consideration of $100,000 and the
absolution of a debt of $350,000 due Mackay from the
Hoffman House.

Wall street has been greatly agitated during the last

week over Western Union stock. The following item ap-
peared in the street talk of the Daily Financial N'ews,
which probably explains the matter; ''Western Union in-

fused some vitality into itself in the earlier trading, the
shares advancing to S8J4 upon reports that a syndicate
had taken 50,000 shares held by the Baltimore iS:

Ohio company. This, with the talk of an extra dividend,
induced considerable buying, but subsequently these ru-

mors were denied, and the stock lost its entire gain and a
fraction more." The same paper contains the following
editorial paragraph: "The runaors of the sale of the

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Edison General Electric company is now occupying

its new building in Pittsburg.

Judge Jack»on of the United States court at Nashville,
Tenn. , has rendered a decision in the case of the Thomson-
Houston Electric company against the Capitol Electric
company. He gave judgment in favor of the plaintiff for

$54,535 85 on first mortgage bonds and $26,048,03 due on
notes. It was also decreed thai the property shoald be sold
as one plant to be paid for in six. twelve and eighteen
months, with interest.

The first of a scries of instructive lectures on the subject
of electricity and its industrial applications was given on
Saturday afternoon, January 30th, to the employes of the
Ries Electric Specialty company, Baltimore, by the
president of the company, Elias E. Ries. These lectures,
which are to be given at regular intervals, are intended
to familiarize the young men and young women employed
by the company with the theory and principles underlying
their practical daily work. The initial lecture was illustrated

by numerous attractive and interesting experiments, and was
thoroughly appreciated by the employes of the company, for
whose instruction it was given, and also by a number of
ladies and gentlemer. who were present by invitation.

During the course of the lecture the principles of electricity

and magnetism, and some of their more important applica-
tions, were fully explained and illustrated. Among the
many practical experiments shown were the generation,
transmission and utilizaiinn of electric currents, the con-
struction and use of transformers and reaction coils, the
operation and regulation of alternating current incandes-
cent lamps, the operation of alternating current motors,
electric heating apparatus andother devices by transformed
currents, etc. The lecture was held in the company's test-

ing room, which was fitted up for the purpose with elec-

trical apparatus of almost every conceivable kind from Mr.
Ries' private laboratory.

TRADE NEWS.
C. E. Chapin, Electrical Exchange building, New

York, returned this week from Boston, where he closed a
number of contracts.

A "two mouse power" electric motor and battery is

being introduced by the Electro Novelty company, g
Knapp street, Boston. The little machine is said to be
a perfect working model of the Edison dynamo.

W. C. Sterling, an extensive dealer in cedar poles and
railway ties at Monroe, Mich., is arranging for storage
grounds at St. Louis, where he expects soon to put in a
large stock of cedar poles, ties and posts for the wholesale
trade.

The Himmere .S: Acderson Dry Battery company. New
York, has lately increased its facilities for the manufacture
of dry batteries. The cell exploited by the company has
recently been perfected, and is said to be giving universal

satisfaction.

The Electric Light company, Albuquerque N. M.,

recently sent a telegraphic order to the Pond Engineering
company, St. Louis, for a 100 horse power Armington &
Sims engine. This is the third order from this company
within one year.

The New York Insulated Wire company is now settled

at 1 5 Cortlandt street, and a 1 5 mile order just received for

Grimshaw white core wire has had the very natural effect

of making the management quite cheerful as to prospects

for spring trade.

George Cutter has just returned from a trip to Boston
where he secured the general western agency for the new
interior conduit, "Buildite." This conduit has been
thoroughly tested in the East, and will undoubtedly find a

good market in this vicinity.

The Partrick & Carter company of Philadelphia, sole

proprietors of the patent model annunciators, reports Janu-
ary's business almost doub le that of the same month last

year. This firm is to take the agency for Schoenberg's
pneumatic annunciator reset, which is shortly to be placed

on the market.

The Pond Engineering company has found it necessary

to secure larger offices in Chicago, and its headquarters are

now at room 8, Rookery building, extending from the

rotunda to the Rcokery court; the front part will be
devoted exclusively to office use, and the rear for drawing

room and shipping.

S. F. B. Morse, the inventor of Morse's lightning calcu-

lator, which is having a large sale among electrical people

generally, has completed a similar calculator for motor
circuits, motive power and street railway service and
available efiiciency of water powers, which \vill be placed

on the market in the near future by Edward Lasell of

Kansas City. Mo.

The La Roche Electric Works, Philadelphia, have just

issued a general catalogue illustrating some of the appar-

atus made by this company, and giving also a rudimentary

idea of each machine. The entire mechanical and elec-

trical construction of the machinery turned out by this well

known house is original with the inventor, F. A. La Roche,

and the apparatus is used in some of the best known lab-
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oratories in the world. The company will make any spe-

cial machine for laboratory or other work.

Alfred E. Kornfeld, New York, formerly connected

with the EUctrical World, has been appointed business

manager of the Himmer & Anderson Dry Battery company,
123 Chambers street, New York. Mr. Kornfeld is one of

the rising young men in the electrical field, and there is

no doubt that he is well able to fill his new position to the

satisfaction of his company.

When, in addition to five months of dull business, a

manufacturing company is subjected to a six months' stop

page of the factory's water power during the busiest season,

and yet overcomes all losses and shows profits of -$i,ooo,

one naturally concludes that the results are brought about

by able management. Such is the record of the Wilcox
& Howe company of Birmingham, Conn., as shown by the

company's balance sheet. The company at the recent

annual meeting elected directors for the ensuing year. E.

J. Keeler and Henry C. Riker resigned their positions.

Isaac P. Howe continues in charge of the business.

The Detroit ?*Iotor company is placing a new generator

on the market and is meeting with considerable encourage-

ment- B P. Van Court, until recently of the firm of

Van Court & Conklin, wholesale iron and steel dealers,

Detroit, has purchased an interest in this company, taking

the active management, iVIr. Van Court has occupied a

prominent pDsition in business circles in Detroit for eighteen

years and will undoubtedly meet with success in this field.

F. A- Blades retains his interest in the company and has
been re-elected secretary and treasurer. The company has
ample capital and now carries on the pay roll 100 men.
The following are the officers of the new organization:

Hon W. C. Mayburg, president; J. Huff Jones, vice-presi-

dent; B. P. Van Court, general manager; F. A. Blades,

secretary and treasurer.

H. N. Bates & Co. of Boston and New York have
just issued a revised annual catalogue, or more properly

a revised handbook, under the title "Machinery for Trans-

mission of Power." There is quite a fund of useful infor

mation, and contractors for electric lighting or power plants

will find the little volume a handy one to keep on the desk.

H. N. Bates & Co are now working with facilities largely

increased, bath by new buildings and the introduction of

the latest and most improved labor-saving tools, and they

are in a position, workmanship and material considered, to

meet the trade in a manner that will insure them a full share

of the best business. It should be mentioned in connec-

tion with this firm that when an order is placed with them
a draughtsman is sent without expense to lay out the

work and to make all necessary drawings.

BUSINESS.
The Partrick & Carter company of Philadelphia has pre-

sented a new box bell possessing many points of merit.

These bells are made in three sizes only at present.

The Vulcanized Fibre company, New York, reports the

receipt of a number of large orders from foreign countries

for its hard vulcanized fibre in different shapes and colors.

It is reported that the Crocker-Wheeler Electric com-
pany has just placed four of its perfected fan outfits in the

turrets of the new United States steamship Miantonomoh
to blow the smoke away from the guns.

John E. Beggs, of the John E. Beggs Machinery &
Supply company, New York, has just returned from a
southern trip, during which he closed a number of con-

tracts for enlarging central stations. He reports business

as being very good, especially in Baltimore, where he
found the electrical concerns rushed with spring trade.

Alexander, Barney & Chapin, 20 Cortlandt street,

are going to issue $50,000 new stock, consisting of preferred

shares, bearing interest at 8 per cent. With this additional

capital it is promised the A. B. C. company will enter more
vigorously into the supply business than they have done
before, and the large clientele which they enjoy will be
better served than ever.

T. J. Murphy, 136 Liberty street, New York, is offer-

ing to the trade a handsome sample of a section of a slate

switch-board. The section is iS inches square, and is made
up of six different colors of "marbleized" stone, showing
the character and appearance of the different styles of ma-
terial. As most of ihe New York concerns are mount-
ing their instruments directly on the marble or slate, doing
away with all bases, Mr. Murphy will drill all the holes
necessary from a drawing or templet.

The Interior Conduit & Insulation company of New
York is making large shipments of new Johnson switches.

The company is thirty days behind in its orders, one illum-

inating company alone having ordered 1,100 switches in

two days. The company has in preparation a handsome
illustrated catalogue setting forth the features of this

switch. This catalogue will be issued, together with a re-

vised edition of No. 4 catalogue, in the course of the next
ten days or two weeks.

The Illinois Electric Material company, Chicago, made
an assignment on February Sth to Frank Hamlin, of the

legal firm of Hamlin, Holland &: Boyden. The capital

stock of the company was ^15,000. The assets are placed

at $10,000, and liabilities at the same amount. But the

assets are said to be so tied up in heavy contracts that the

company has been unable to provide for maturing obliga-

tions. The suspension of the Continental Electric com-
pany some weeks ago is said to have crippled the

Illinois company and added to the strain.

The Electric Construction & Supply company, New
York, is building a large number of focusing lamps for

photographing, theatrical and search light service. This
company's search light is now in use on a number of large

steamship lines. It is made up in two styles. One type

is constructed for river and inland use, and the light is

placed on top of the pilot house, with a shaft extending
through to the interior, where there is a wheel to enable
the pilot to revolve and elevate or lower the light. The
other type, for ocean steamers, is similar in construction ex-
cept that it can be lifted out of the frame carrying it when
not in use, and thus is not subjected to the effect of bad
weather.

J. H. Bunnell & Co., New York, have presented to the
trade the twelfth edition of their yearly catalogue. In
preparing this very necessary little volume it has been
their aim to list only the best goods in every department,
and, as far as possible, to omit from the pages of the
catalogue all old style, out of date, or inefficient instru-
ments and material of every kind. The rapid progress
made in telegraphy and other departments of electrical de-
velopment is such that if this rule had not been followed
the pages would soon hecrowded with such a list of mixed
grades of instruments, wires and general supplies that a
selection of the best and most practical goods would be a
difficult matter.

ELECTRICAL STOCK MARKET.
(Quotations furnished by Perry & Noyes, Edison building. New

York.)

The closing qu:)tations of electrical stocks on Saturday,
February 6th, in New York, were :

Bid. Asked.
Edison General Electric company, Capital

$15.000,000 10214 10 J
Edison Illurainating company of New York go'.i SiJ-^ Ex. Div.

*' " " Brooklyn . ^2^/^ llhk" " " Boston too 105" " *' Chicago ..130 140
Edison Ore Milling company 15 20
United States Electric company of New

.York ,..,. 15 2g
United States Illuminating company of

New York 30 40
Brush Electric company of Cleveland. .. 30 40
Brush Illuminating company of New York., 30 40
Thomas- Houston Electric company 51 52'

Preferred " 26 . 27
West'nghoose Electric company 13 x-^y^.

North American Phonograph company ... zU 5New York " " -iy^ 5
Automatic Exhibition company 2 3

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued Februaiy 2, i8g2.

467.917. Telephone Holder. James A. Christy, San
Francisco, Cal.

Albert L. Clough, Man-467,919. Electric Cut-Out.
Chester, N. H.

467,922. Burglar Alarm, John I. Coving-ton, Brooklyn,
N. Y.

467.924. Electric Motor. John W. Darley, Jr., Balti-

more, Md.

467.940. Trolley Wire Hanger. Charles T. Lee, Bos-
ton, Mass.

467.941. Insulator. Charles T. Les, Boston, Mass.

467.942. Insu'ator. Charles T. Lee, Boston, Mass.

467.958. Incandescent Lamp Socket. William L. Silvey,

Lima, O.

467 969. Electric Railway Motor. Henry M. Byllesby,
St. Paul. JMinn.

This invention consists in employing an improved type of
motor in which the fields and armature are concentric wfth each
other and independently rotatable about their common axis, the
armature being connected to one of itie car axles and the fields

to the other by such intermediate gears or other coDoections
that the opposite rotations of the armature and fields impart
motion to the car axles in the same direction,

467.982. Incandesceat Electric Limp. David H. Piffard,

Piffard. N. Y.

467 9S3. Incandescent Lamp Sjcket. David H. Piffard,

Piffard, N. Y.

Claim six reads:

'In an incandescent lamp socket and switch, a tube of elastic
material forming at one end a socket for the lamp and at the
other end having a solid chamber contatningthe turn-off switch
and a cam mounted on the outside of said tube for operating
the switch-contacts within said chamber."

467,985. Electric Signal for Mine Shafts. Frederick W.
Bacorn, Marysville, Mont.

468,020. Electrical Measuring Instrument and Current
Direction Indicator. James J. Wood, Fort Wayne,
Ind.

This invention consists of an electric measuring instrument
comprising an electro magnet, its inclosing coil and a repel-
iant armature, the construction of said magnet with its core
subdivided into two sections magnetically separated or insu-
lated, whereby upon the cessation of the magnetization current
the like magnetic poles of the two sections mutually repel each
other and thereby assist in the suppression of residual mag-
netism whereby thf. isstrument is rendered more sensitive.

468.053. Insulating Swivel. Axel H. Englund, Chicago,
111.

The sixth claim is:

"In an insulating swivel, the combination, with an insulated
bolt having exposed metallic connecting devices at its ends, of
an intermediate annular rib or flange of insulating material,
forming an insulating water-shed.''

468,086. Electric Wire Coupling. William B. Lillard,

New Orleans, La,

468,099. System of Electrical Distribution. Harry W.
Leonard. New York, N. Y.

.468,100. Electric Elevator. Harry W. Leonard, New
York, N. Y.

This invention consists in the method of reversing the motion
of an electric motor, which isaccoraplished by reversing the field

magnet of the generator supplying the armature of the motor.

468,101. Cut-out. John B. Murphy, Cincinnati, O.

468,107. Electric Signal System. Howard F. Eaton,
Quincy, Mass.

468.108 Weighing Apparatus. Charles W. Hunt,
West New Brighton, N. Y.

468.119. Electric Switch. Elihu Thomson, Lynn,
Mass,

Claim four follows:

"The combination, in an electric switch, of a receptacle con-
taining a cooducting-Iiquid of low conductivity in circuit
with one of the switch-contacts and balls of better conducting
material through which passes the moving contact when open-
ing or closing the circuit.'"

468.120. Method of and Means for Interrupting Elec-
tric Currents, Elihu Thojison, Swarapscott, Mass.

The method consists in causing a rapid movement of the dis-
charge te rainals relatively to one another at the interrupted
pomt, such that the said movement does not alter the distance
between the terminals.

468,121 Dynamo Electric Machine. Elihu Thomson,
Swampscot, Mass.

Claim seven is presented:

"The combination in a dynamo electric generator or motor, of
the stationary magnet frame having inwardly projecting polar
e.xtensions between which the generating coils are disposed
with straps surrounding the coils and adjustable means for se-
curing the said straps to the frame.

''

V68,i22. System of Electrical DIstributioa. Elihu
Thomson, Swampscott. Mass.

This invention consists of the combination in amulliple series
distribution system of a motor serving as an equalizer and
coupled with the main generator and sjpicch for shifting the
motor from one side of the system to another.

468.123. System of Electrical Distribution. Elihu Thom-
son. Swarapscott. and Edivin W. Rice, Jr , Lynn,
Mass.

This invention consists of a generator of electromotive force
la circuit wtth the outer miins and driven or energized by the
excess of energy shunted around one of the multiple groups.

468,125. Electric Switch. Augustus Wright, Providence,

468,128. Electric Motor Regulatiou. Francis O. Black-
well, New York, N. Y.

This invention consists of the combination in an electrically
propelled vehicle, of two motors therefor and a common revers-
ing switch with connections therefrom extending separately
through the armature to the field magnet of the two motors
respectively, whereby each motor will be in series with its own
armature.

468,148. Process of Separating Aluminum. Charles
Bradley, New York, N. Y.

468,159. Device for Raising and Lowering Suspended
Electric Lights. Solon M. Terry, Pittstield, Mass.

468.163. Electric Railway. Malone Wheless, Nashville,
Tenn.

465.164. Electric Railway. Malone Wheless, Nashville,
Tenn.

468.165. Electric Railway. Malone Wheless, Nashville,
Tenn.

468.166. Conduit Electric Trolley. Malone Wheless
Nashville, Tenn.

'

The firit claim reads:

"The combinatioQ of three lines of wire, each line being in
sections insulated from one another and two such lines being
parts of the same circuits, with a trolley having three pairs of
wheels, one pair for each line of wire, and the two pairs which
are for the lines of wire m the same circuit being insulated from
each other."

468,170. Elec'rical Annunciator. William Ebert. Chi-
cago, 111.

468,172 Electric Fare Register. Willard H. Oilman,
Boston, Mass.

468.185. Illuminating Sign. Lawrence J. Webster,
Boston, Mass,

468.186. Electric L-'ght Tower. Carlton A. Beardsley
Detroit, Mich.

468,246. Telephone Receiver. Elwood A. Grissinger,
Mechanicsville, Pa.

468,253. Electric Elevator. Albert Neubur^er, Kansas
City, Mo.

Of the seventeen claims the fifteenth is given :

"The combination with a main line, a car. suitable hoisting
mechanism, and a motor circuit, of the divided circuits cm-
bracing the rheostats, the s^-itch, the cam Slotted plate, the
earners actuated independently by said plate, and the series
of traveling shoes carried by said carriers and each having the
contact surface- held by springs mto engagement with the
contacts of the divided circuit."

46S,2ro. Regulator for Electric Current Generators,
Gustav Pfannkuche, Cleveland, O.

T he object of this invention is to so regulate the action of the
generator that the amount of current generated shall correspond
to the var>'ing work interposed in the main or working circuit
and the consequent varying load imposed upon the generator.

.468,281. Cut-off for Telephones. Edwin Cann, Winni
- peg, Canada.

468,293. Connector for Electric Wires. Clyde J. Cole-
man, Chicago, III.

468,314. Conduit for Electric or Cable Roads. Clarence
H. Bate>, Minneapolis, Minn.

Claim two is given:

'The combination, with the slotted conduit, of a continuous
flexible strip adapted to close the slot in the conduit, and the
series of yielding supports engaging said strip and holding it

in said slot and arranged to permit said strip to be moved down
out of Ihe slot, so as to permit a grip or trolley arm passing
along in theslot to engage a cable or electric conductor sup-
ported'in said conduit."
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Ku'*knhF. Phii.i.ii'h, ITcsKlent. W.H, SAWVKK. StT'y :iii(l Klt-ilrlrlan.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I. .-^ \\ IJ 'j/^

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE, ^'
>*S^/

'

KI^KCTUIO MbiHT L.1KK WIBK,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICANITE, MIGNET. lAf D CC
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIKEiOy

FARADAY CABLES.

NEW YORK OFFICE. P. C. Ackerman, 10 Cortlandt Street.

MONTREAL BRANCH. Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Workt.

WANTBD.
An elect 111 ul nianufacturln^' concern

making roolorB, dyofimoB and bpeclaltlei,

wishes tho eervIrpB of a flrst-cliisa man aa

manager. He must be one of buKlncBS

ability and exjicrlence, undoraiimdlng the

neetia In this Hn« of trade, and how to fill

them; capable nf making estimates ard
bide on work, directing Installallons. etc.

Other thing's being Cfjiiril, preference will

be given to one who can buy an Interest In

the business, as the Importance of the posi-

tion makes It de^^lrublc that the one filling

It should be sonv thing more than an em-
ploye. Apj)llcanl8 please address

"MAWA«KB.''
fare \Vf>TKitv Ki.ectkiiia

WANTED, SITUATION.
Hy man having nix ynar^' pnicliciil crpe-

rlcDce In C<'nlral Klallon and lHr>IatPd

i'lanlfl, T. il. t}t-iim. iii\irg boih Arc
And Incaudi Hceol cinnilfl. Kitmlliar with
Dynamos, Lamps, Inhldi; andniulde work.

Addr ss"KX4,;iIVKKR/'
Vnr- W'l -7KIIN Km 'TRirny.

Inforni.'iUoii i.-;;»ril.tiL: I'Ihth i.f ili-ntli of John
KIcIht who [iroha'il.v (ln.-*l in l"^**! <ir tJiereBlriuC*.

\\f \n known !» ha%'« Ixj^-n In <Tt"ii<*'l In hd t-lt'ttrtc

IlK'it rnmpany, lo wlilrh far ht-'iufalln-d J-'jJ/W.
nrolf&bly la Ht<:>ck of ttiH coiiipinv. K«fiDa Dd'^r of
his (•(T'^ctt were tii'fiiicHtliea lo hl« nn'riral bfirn.
Any Information an to place o( cl^aih or af to
Idt'n Ity of On* «lif-trlc Il-.'ln fompany to which lie

wae lnt*^T'-*Blt-''l, will W hUilahly TK^^vAfA i( ncot
lo w illiHiii Kv-Thnrl. HO:s St^it*' ht,, I, t I-'irf**, ln<1.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insnlatlon <i:uaranteed wherever uNed, Aerial, Inderf^round or ISabniarlne.

In a letter from the Inspector of Ihe Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber used in iiifiilatinponr wires and cablee in especially chemical iy prepared, and is guaranteed to he watprproof, and will not dHteriorut'-. uxiiii/.i- or uniuk, and will r.-miiiri llf-xinit- in extreme cold
weather and is not affecled by heat. Tlie insulation ie prelected from mechanical injury hy one or more hraide, and the whole Plicked with (-lark'e Talent (.Compound, anil Bjieciul extra finifb, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and altio preventing chafinc and ahraBJon, which if water, acid, and to a very great extent fireproof. Our insulation will jirov**

durable when all others fall. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all pauses and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric LightB from stock. Cables made tj order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat worb as well as our standard color.

Clark Joint ^niim should be used for making waterproof joints. This li put up in half-pound boxes, m strips about one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a jomt
and pressed firmly il makes a solid mass. fi^OR KAILWAV and MOTOKuse,we make all sizee of etranded and flexible with Clark Insulation.

^VK «IIARAXTEE OHK INJ^ITTATIOIV W^H KItKVF.lt lIMKn. AKRIAI^ lTXI>Klt<;ROl'IVl> OR SUBMARINE, and our net prices are ae low, if not lower than any
other firstclaee Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail ('a^ulllt,'lle^ with terms and discounts for quantiliei*,

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, MASS.

HENRY A. CLARK, Treaanrer and Gen'l Manager.
HERBERT H. BU8TIS, President and Electrician.

SIEMENS' ELJGTRHMMOMETERS.
We beg to recommend these instruments as absolute
standards for measuring direct or alternating cur-
rents. They are widely used for accurate determi-
nations, and are especially desirable in a Central
Station, as standards of comparison for the ordinary
Commercial Ammeters. Prices upon application.

Send lor illustrated

Catalogue 1-66.

REPAIRS

QUEEN & CO., PHIL/I.

CHICAGO ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.
Street Eailiway and Generator Armatures Rewound.

G?iieral Bepalr Work. 206 3nd 207 S. Canal St , CHICAGO. ILL.

JUMURPHYx
ElectricSlate

J,TAL1AN & AMERICAN MARBLE

^1 136 LIBERTY ST.

SOMETHING NEW!
An improved 4 or 6 volt Combined Storage Bat-

tery eepeclally for Dentiets' use at very low price.
Purchaeere can exchange discharged for cnarged
cells, without extra cost, beyond exoense for
charging the batteries. Manufactured by

J. K. PCMPKLLX,
Beom 301, 205 S. Canal St., Chicago.

-•TH E-

For Sale Cheap, Second-hand Ma-
chinery, Arc and Incandescent. AUo
motors. All Apparatus Guaranteed.

The Electrical Construction Co.

ARC MOTORS,
I, \, \, 1, 2, 3, 5 H. P. Sizes.

-A. IVith Antomatic CentrifaESl Oot-
i ernor. Aio Switches.

^'
130 West t4tli St., »ew York.

HILL
Glulch Works,
CLEVELAKD, O.

EASTERN OFFICE:
ISOortlandtSt., - NEW YORK

CHICAGO OFFICE:
38 So. Canal St.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

DflHigned, Erected and Furnished,

Send for new Catalogue ofPow-
er Transmission Machinery.

The Winner ol 1890 will win again in 1891.

Eleventli year.

SOLE MAKERS:

LAW TELEPHONE COMPANY,
85 John St., NEW YORK.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Electrical Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL& CO,,

2 1S WattT St., JTew York.

Electrical Wood.

p
Telegraph 1 O
Telephone } CROSS L ARMS
Electric I.I^ht S E

S
OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES.
CU Uni UFC Room 4IOCom-l Bids.,

I Hi nULMCo, St. LOUI9, Mo.

ESTABLISHED 1848.

P
HEMINBRAY GLASS CO.

Offices, Covington, Ky. Factories, Muncie, ind.

STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS,
Class Break Knobs, Floor Insulators, Battery Jars.

ARC LIGHT GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

T7J7"OIlIC OU SIFECI-^^Xj X3E!SIC3-iTS SOLTCTTEXS.

GIVEN AWAY!!
SA3IPI.E ORDEBS OF

Buxton's Packing
At Only 50c. Per Pound.

"The Ensineer's Favorite."
All Orders dnaranteed.

A"entB wanted In every State in the Union. We can quote the

very lowest pricee on King Packing. Send for diacount and
nrice llat.

ESTABLISHED 1SS2.

GEORGE B. BUXTON,
1 7 VIRGINIA ST., EAST SOMERVILLE, MASS.
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Established in 1861.

E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILICTHIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E.ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
BRANCH STORE

2134 Michigan Avenue.

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE i" Steam

Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLIES.

RpnamiMA
fcrHTiiiiili
Tti6 Electric Supply and Gonlractlna Gompany,

S. E. Cor. Fifth and Sycamore Sts., (Nevada Building,) CINCINNATI, O.

TUC # iiT^OT SPECIALTIES IN ELECTRIC
//7£ LnlCOi LIGHT SUPPLIES.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

GT-A-IS ELECTiE^Ii^r CO.,
«41 Jforth Broad Street, - PHIL,ADEl,PHIA.

MICHIGAN CENTRAL
"Th« Niagara Falls Rome,"

TO BCFFAL.O AKD THE EAST.

TliB National Electric Liglit CoDventiofl
WILL BE HELD IN

Botralo, F«b.S3 toSG, 1892.

$18
will talteyou there and back, aod the
pleeplni: car bertha will cost you three

I

dollars each way.
_' Tickets are t'ood polng npon any of the

reeiilar Express Trainsof the MTCdIG*N CEN-
TRAL, leavlnfj Chicago 9.00 A, M., IH.-;^ P. M..
3.10 P. M , or 10.10 P. M. ; and ntiirnlncr on any
refiular tr^n bat No. 19 from Buffalo, witbinthree
days afterthe cloBe of the convention.
Ab many of the delegates, however, wish to go

in & body, arrangements have been made to attach
a special car to the New York Veetibnled Ex-
press, leaving Chicago At 3.10 P. M., on Monday,
Febaary ~"-, arriving Buffalo at 7.^5 next mornlnt',
and paseinc by ravUebt in fnll view of THE
WORLD'S COLGMBIAN EXPOSITION and the
FALLS OF MAGAKA. As ihe BCi-ommodaionB
•are of n^ceeei'y limited, appl'cations for space
Bhonld be made without delav to

L. D. HEUSNER,
Passenger and Ticket Agent,

67 Clark Strict. CHICAGO.

ANTIQUE FINISH DESK,
Four and a half feet long.

Send for complete catalognes of
office lit Inga.

AMERICAN DESK AND SEATING CO..
370-37J Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO

ELECTRICITY for ENGINEERS.
A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.

Price, Postage Prepaid, $2.50.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDJE BUILDIXG, CHICAGO.

NSISOMAIN'S-

;»^- fitchburIj,mass,u.s.a.^
:7 Manufacturers OF DYNAMOSfoK LIGHTING,

.,. PLATINGandEXPERIMENTAL PURPOSES.
/ ^-*—ALSO M,OTORS.-.=^-^—

—

EVEB.YTHINQ LATEST DESi&N AND HI5HEST EFFICIENCr.

E1.ECTRIC LIGHT
AXD BATTEBV

CI,E!V-:EX,^3NriD, OHIO,

Nlanufactu.Ker's of

OcTAGONAL^^ Cedar
TELEPHOHiSt Electrical

RAILWAYpOLES&iCRQSSAftMS

# H.M.LOUD &"SOMS UlMBER^O.
OSCODA, jviich;.

TH£

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the Worltj

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Over 2.000 in use.

Afford? the most simple ard reliable power for all mining and manufactur-
ing machinery. Adopted to beads running from 1.0 ap to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cert, better results guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the country.

EIjICCTRIC TBA]IVS3IISSI0X.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adaptation to \arylng conuitlons
of epeed and pressure, have bronght it into special prominence and extensive
nae for this class of work. All appiications should state amount and head of
water power required, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send fob Catalogue.

TH£ PELTOIf ^^ATER TTHKEL CO.,
131-1S3 main St., San Francisco, Cal., U. S. A.

143 LIBEUTY STREET, - - XEW TORK.
^^It havlngcometo our notice that our pstent rights are being infringed

upon, intending pDrcbasers are hereby warnea that all such infringements will
be duly prospctited.

FtCl-TORI "WATER HIOTOBS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15
and 20 horse Tower, unequaled for all light running machineiy. Warran'td
to develoD a given unonni of power with one-half the water required tty any
other. ^^Send f(ir Motor Circnlar. Address ae above. Deliveries made fr^m
San Francisco or New York, aa may afford the most favorable freight rates.

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS
ALL SIZES FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET - ELECTRIC - LIGHT - SYSTEM.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. GO., Springfield, Mass,
SELLING ACEE^i^S:

AVashington, D. C. J. U. BURKETT & CO., 1409 N, Y. Avenue.

Xew Orleans, La., THE BUCHEL MACHINE WORKS,
101 Conti Street.

NEW YORK OFFICE,

89 Liberty Street.

St. Fan!. :Uin]i.. F.J. RENZ. !15 East 4ih Street.

rhiladelpliia, Pa., PENNSYLVANIA MACHINE CO.,
29 North Till Street.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The allcntion of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is cVlrd to this I^EI^R.

IIICA'l'l-:i> WA'l'l-;ie Wlll-:i-:i.as p^imcularly adapted to th.nr use
on account of ii:> r4-iu:irkal>ly Htfitdy motion, ni^li Mpefd
anU B^r*-itt l-MIU'i«'n('y,and lai'^e Capacllj fori(sOiam«*l«*r,
being Uoul>l4^ the I*«»w«'r of most wheels of same diamHcT. Il is used
by a number of the* leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an t-qual, producing the highest per cent
of useful (-ff>;ct Cf uaranl<-«*«l.

Ni:>l» I Olt 4 .t'I'/tl.Oliil.'K ANU PAnrtVVM.AHH.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belled directly to dynamo.
The accompanying cngra%'in£ represents a pair of 12 inch VICl'OR

VIIItltliliKN arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, iJraft

Tubes, End Bearings for Shalt and iJriving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plale. The entire arrangemrnt is very complete and
strictly first-class in ever^ particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

MICA
FOR

ELECTRICAL
PURPOSES.

Send for Sampler and Prices.

BOWERS BROTHERS, 121 Lake St,. CHICAGO.

PKIVATE I.KTrEK.
DearBoe:—Your head's level ia eelectiQEr onr

rOLte to the I'acific coast; you^vc only one ^iiight

on the road between Chicago snd Denver and
yon can take every meal on the care, and have
suflicieat time in both cJtiee to • fix ap" and see
a man. You're quite right— the ^'glorious winter
climate^'' of Colorado ia pimply Immenee, and the
^'Burlington Route" Bervlce is a grand buccpbs.

Yonrs, Tosi.

J.C.TEMPLE.
(Furmerly of STOUT, MILLS &, TEMPLB),

DAYTON, OHIO,

flyflranlicaniiMeclianicalEnpfier
Improvpment of Water PowerB, Arrancement

of fower Plnnt9, Shafting, etc , for Electric Power
and Light. CONSTRUCTION SUPERINTENDED.

'Link-Belt MachineryGo,,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS,

Mamir:ictiirer-s of

ELEVATING AND CONVEYINf
OWE ,&.C11IlsT:ES5."2"

For the economicul handling of foal,

Aphpp. S;ind. OreR. Eif . K'c.

Wm. S. Tdbnkb, Pres, Geo. a. Bkll, V. PEE9, J. LiESTBB WuuDBRiuGE, sec. &ud Treas

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
CoDSulting: and Constructing:

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment of Electric Railways. Steam and Electric Plants.

47 Times Building. TeleplioneCall, I009 Cortlandt. NEW YORK.

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts-

ir In want of Poles, Ties and Poets, eave mozie}
by getting my prices.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, Micti

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.

S1S7.A.^XjXS^£:X> 1878.
80L.E MAKCFACXrRERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Spsclal Sliapes to order. Colors, Ked, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wii.StJg«^?5^,'pEr.. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i*«%F^%^.

THE SCHUYLER
-STSTIEJ^yi: OF-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPOKTANT FEATURES:

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

HEISLER ELECTRIC CO,,

DREXEL BUILDING. PHILADELPHIA,. PA.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE OMY

LONG DISTANCE SERIES

iltecBfll liiltli iiaritiis

THAT IS SEIiF-CONTAINED, AND ABSOLtJTEI.T
AUTOMATIC IN REGULATION.

Noted for Brilliancy of Light and Great Efficiency.

ALSO

Series Sockets and Lamps for Arc Light Circuits.
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For l>riving 1^3 iiamoP.

The Pennsylvania R. R. Co. have thoroughly tested and have adopted
the Evans System of Driving Dynamos in their Juniata Shops, Al-

toona, Pa,, and are starting a new plant at Re novo.

Thousands of Horse Power in use driving Dynamos, and hundreds of sets of Cones in

operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO.,
8S T^Tatexr Stx-eet. :i30SfI"0]>a', 3\X.^.fil£l.

l!^van8' Cones.
For Varying fiapeed.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE COMFAN"?,
IVE.A.ZfTTE'.A.O'rTTXlZIXl.S OX'

HIGH GRADE INSULATED WIRES
OF A-Lt, DESCRIPTIONS.

WEATHERPROOF WIRES,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

MAGNET WIRES,
INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,

ETC., ETC., ETC.

WHITE FOR QUOTATIONS
AND SAMPLES.

Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO., 48-52 N. Clinton St., CHICAGO, ILL.

EVERYTHING IN

WIRE-FUSE- STRIPS. Goodrich-Coleman Electrical Works,
NEW ELECTRICAL THEORIES DEVELOPED.

Manufactarers of Specialties and Novelties under Coniract.

31 South Canal Street, - CHICAGO.

iIA^TFACTCRED BY

Tlis Sperrj Ekctric Killing Machine Co,,

39th St. and Stewart Ave.. CHICAGO.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. FATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

Ths- KartaYGrt - Manufacturing - Dd..>

THE EXCELSIOR
straight- Way Noiseless

Back-Pressure Valve.

Simple! Reliable! Durable!

JAMES G. BECKERLEG.
229 S. Franklin St.. Cliicago.

DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
Afford the Only Reliable and Efficient Means for

All other devices are crudej expensive and unsatisfactory.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY
Has established its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lamps, No. 219,208, having ivonfour
distinct infringement suits in the United States Courts, two of them on final hearing, the decisions

being rendered by Jtidges Gresham, Blodgett, Brown and Ricks.

The public is warned against the use of infringing lamps or any crude substitute for the Brush Invention.-

Arc Lighting Apparatus, Electric Motors and Generators.
Alternating Current Apparatus, Incandescent Lighting Machines,

Carbons for Arc Lighting, Etc., Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,
CDIHLICZX
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o^^ 'BYJAJ.SHULTZ

I^HULTZ Belting Co.

^

' nil I cr R-ru C DAa LEATHER
IWlNROOORHINGE.aLD STYLE

LEATHER LINK AND IRON ROO BELT.i

AND R0PETRAN5MISSI0N SUPERSEDED- JELTlriC

YOUR MONEY.
BY COVERING YOUR PULLEVS WITH

SHULTZ PATENT ,

LEATHER PULLEV COVERING. I

TANNED ON THE
SURFACES ONLY,
interior is

rawhide:.-
THE ONLY PERFECT BELT V

^AWHlDEiAPElEATHER
D Picker Leather-

. 1 164 Summer St., Boston, Mass ; 225 Pear] St., New York City.
( 129 N. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa. ; 60 W. Monroe St. Chicago. St. Louis, Mo.

IvjntJufACTljE^Ef^S _^

^ ^TlectrkLight^lobej^e^-^
^^

I the-LaRGEST-LiME-oi^

yOVELaf{IISTCmTEHNS6EFFEGTS|L-|,

f^ 729 BROADWAY N^^ JH_
SEND FOR CATALOGUE 5ii4

P.&B. ELECTRICAL
COMPOUNDS I PAINTS.

Thoroughly Water, Acid and Alkali Proof.

Perfect Insulators, especially adaplpd for use od

CROSS ARMS, POLES and ALL KINDS of IRONWORK.
The P. &, li. Compound is l/SEI) Ijy the liirgcst WIHK ami CAULE maou

faclurers In tbe world. .Made only by the

STANDARD PAINT COMPANY, 2 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK.

UNION ELECTRIC WORKS
207 South Ganal St., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

The Best Electric Bell in the market; Kickel plated Gongs;

Double Magnet, Platinum Contacts, side adjustments with set

screw. The simplest and most durable Annunciator,

all sizes, for elevators, hotels and offices.

IVKITE FOB PRICES.
Also Test Icstrnmentfl, Spark Colle, Induction Colle and varlouB

Standard Electric Devices for Medical and Mechanical Parpoeee.

We w^ill also manufaoture articles for InvcntorM or the Trade
We have Hkilled Workmea and do firNt-clas4 work.

BINDERS ^^n^^!'^"£^"Ti'ciAi/,
•* # "^ I ^r Qjffj^ DOLLAR.

THE
EASTON ELECTRIC CO.,

—MAMDFACrUEEBS OF—

Arc and Incandescent Dynamos,
motors, Generators and Sepa-
rators and Arc Lamps adapted
for nse on Arc or Incandescent
Circnits.

ADDRESS;

643 Kent Avenue, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

^^ (Near Roosevelt, Grand and Ea^t '23d Street^
Ferrieb from N. Y.),

VoT rirmlftrfi. Prirpn and Infnrmnri'^n

CUT-OUTS,
JOINTS,

DISTRIBUTING

•f

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

T5S NEW
SHFE-DUGT

GOMPI-XSTE METHOD

WIRING FOR AIiI.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING SYSTEMS.

Cfi VULCA"

ELECTRICAL WIRE DUCTS.
S'THAOt WH*.\

.A-IsriD C"E3:iC7LC3-0,

THB NATION'S CHOICE:.

Grimsbaw White Core Wire.
B. D. WIRE, TAPES AND COMPOUNDS.

ALL SUPPLY STORES KEEP THEM.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.
78-80-82 Franklin Street, CHICAGO,

MAIN OFFICE: 649-651 Broadway, New York. GEO. H. MEEKER, Western Manager.
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eREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
MAISUFACTCBERS OF AND DEALEBS IS

201, 203, 205, 207 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.

Gen'l "Western ^g'ents for

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS'
CEI,EBRA.TED<(i^ -IT- j> •\TVTTt3"C^ COPPER AND

PATENT IV. IV. VVIIVLV, iron.

For Electric Light, Railway, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

BARE WIRES. )

MAGNET wmEs. WE QUOTE FACTORY PRICES.
UNDERWRITERS' WIRES.

nvv- nw uii ».»
AGENTS FOB -

Bernstein Series Incandescent Lamps.
Lamps and Series Socketa for all Arc Systeme for Street and Inside Lighting.

THOUSANDS IN USE.

Redaction in Price of Series Socliet.

16 C. P. 4 to 6 Amperes.
25 " 3 "10
511 " 4 "10 "
To " 6.5 " 10
100 " 8.5 " 10

UANDFACTUBERS OF THE

''PERFECTION"
-A.KTPJ XJ JNTOI -A.T?C^H. fi

For HOTELS, FACTORIES, OFFICE BUILDINGS and DWELLINGS.

"PERFECTION'
"PERFECTION'
(IPERFECTION'

Hotel Annunciators.
Return Call Annunciators.
Burglar Alarm Annunciators.

mm
FOK

PRICES.

NORTHWESTERN AGENTS FOR THE "Write for Quotations.

Columbia Incandescent Lamp.
High Efficiency. Full Candle Power. Long Life.

Any Voltage. Any Candle Power.

TRY A HUNDRED AND YOU WILL ORDER
-A. THOTJST^nsriD.

CEILING ROSETTE CUT-OUTS,
Wood, withjyiica Insulation,

No. 1347 W.,

10 cents each in lots of 50 or more.

SAFETY ARC LAMP WINDLASS
IS THE BEST ON THE MARKET.

WHITE FOB PBICES.

_______ _____________ 100 LOTS. 500 LOTS.NEW PRICES. Key Sockets, 25c. 23c. a2c.
=^=^=^=^^=^^^^= Keyless, 23c. 21c. 20e.

Wall Sockets, 5c. Higher.

L0N6 DISTANGE TRANSMISSION.
We manufacture transformers of any size and any

desired voltage for special uses, and

GUARANTEE PERFORMANCE.
Send for our Pamphlet No. 3, devoted to the subject of

Large Transformers.
This subject is worthy of consideration by all

Station Managers.

Western Agents,

Electrical Supply Gonipany,

Randolph St. and Michigan Ave.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

STANLEY ELECTRIC IVIFG. CO.,
PiTTSFiELD, Mass.
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOUIAELT ADAPTED TO DEIYIHG

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of lu high efBclency at all stages of gate, etcadinegi of motion and

easy working gate, the onatructlon of which makes It the moHt sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
Illustrating various styles of setting

on both vertical and horlzonttl shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS GO,,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, ]nLLl,8 & TEMPLE,

STEAM PLANTS
IKSTALIiBD BT

W, B. PEARSON « CO.,
MECHASriCAI. KNCIIMEERt* AND CONTRAfTTOBS.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, - CHICAGO.

ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY INSTALLATION.

AT OMAHA AND COUNCIL BLUFFS RAILWAY & BRIDGE CO.,

COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA.

B THE WESTIHiHOUSE MACHINE COMPANY.
e PiTT^IURCH. PENNA.U.S.oF A. '

WILLIAMS AUTOMATIC ENGINE.
For all purpoeeR requiring steady power.

Williams Ehgine Woiiks; No. +47 North Street,

BALTIMORE, MD.

A GREAT RAILROAD.
Bv the a!i8orpli'>n nt Ihe rhlcnt'O <t Ailantlc

Railway between Marion ornJ Cljlcat'o, the ERIE
huH at latt efTecied itB entrance Into ('hlcago, and
now occupiea the promj position of belngtbe only
line between Chica^'o and New York entirely
nnder one tnanafjement
One reuult of tbie Ih the arraoeement whereby

all the throiJt,'h trains of the Erie are now mn
Bolld betweeen Chlcatro and New York wlthoot
chance. PflBBengers holding through tickets,
whether first or pecond claps, are able lo go 6'om
Chlcuij:o to New York without clian;,'lni; care.

Pnirnian'B moBt mofJein Sleeping Care are ron
on all through traici.'^ via this line, and oo their
Veelibule Limited, I'uliman'B Dining Care. Ko
extra fare cbareed <'n this train. In fact, the
rates via the ERIE are lower than via any other
roate offering equal fucllttlee.

iWOODBURYENGlNE
SELF-CONTAINED, AUTOMATIC
HIGH SPEED STEAM ENGINE
for Electric Lighting and
Street Railway Service,

WITH BOILER PLANT COMPLETE
Cfttalopue Rent on application.

STEARNS MFC. CO. ERIE. PA.
BRANCH ( Pliil.adelphia, 042 Drexel llldfj.

OFFICES ' Sa" Franciseo, 29 &31 Spear St.

-^IDRY STEAMl^

THE POND SEPARATOR.
The Pond Separator is guarantetd to relieve the

steam of all entrained water and return this water

to the boiler, thus effecting a large saving in fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POND ENGINEERING COMPANY,
ST. LOUIS.

OMAHA.
CHICACO.

DALLAS.

KANSAS CITY.

SEATTLE.

BALL
AUTOMATIC CUT-OFF

ENGINE.

""""^ERIE.PACOMPANY

With New improvements.
Unequaled Regulation.
Highest Economy, Durability,
Smooth and Quiet Running

Simple.

Cross Cofflpound.

Triple Expansion,

TandemCompound

The BEST ENGINE for ELECTRIC LIGHTING. ELECTRIC RAILWAYS, ELECTRIC

MINING, ELECTRIC WELDING, and General Manufacturing Purposes.

SEILINQ f 5: "T. coPEiiAisp a EO;'.t5_*'2'"S5'1^5*"i?-*^^?''t'- J. W. PARKER A CO., 38 tioilth Fonrth l^treet

J PiiUaaelpbia, Fa.! i>BkVo~*"B£ACKr864'iBWlB Blocfc, Plttgbnra, Pa.; MOBTHWESTHKW SDPP^Y
AOrHTfi I

Ool.Taoima,VS.; CKOOK, HOBSJKBjfc CO,, BttUlmore, ka.i B. «. «Il,HJi:BT, Atchison, »«.. ; C001.BX
ABRlIT* VWAIBB, aiM WaaWngton Are. goutU, MlMeapoUs, Mln^^^^ ^„,„.„n tit iidedt cicubd m.-BBAWCH OFFICE', Boom 608 Rookery Building, CHICAGO, ItL. ALBERT FISHER, Manager.
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W.P.
THE THOMSm-IIOUSnill ELECn CI,

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RAILWiT MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

1,600 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

THOMSON-HODSTON ELECTRIC CO.,

Boston Office: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 148 Michigan Ave.
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€old Bottom Facts.

1 St Fact: The Perkins Incandescent Lamps have a higher

efficiency than any lamp on the market. We would
like to send you a barrel, if you are not already

using them. We know you will never regret it.

2a Fact: Safety White Core Wire is an entirely new product.

It is an IDEAL wire for inside use. Seamless rubber

insulation and fireproof braid. Send for sample.

3d Fact: Our Chicago Weatherproof Wire has no superior.

It withstands the elements better than any wire

made.

4th Fact: We carry a complete line of Electrical Supplies of

all kinds, and can fill any order. As we manufacture

nearly everything we quote you manufacturers'

prices.

5th Fact: Last but not least. We want your business.

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS,
CHICAGO, TL.1-.
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What It Is.

One of the best things we can say about it is that it need

not be taken as a whole.

It is well in broken doses; resolved into the constituent elements,

each part retains an inherent vitality; a power for rounding out

the attenuated details of your business into a rotund, satisfying

Profitableness.

There are no recondite, mystifying ingredients.

Shield Brand Wire [dividendtis moisture proo/is), while

indigenous to the vicinity of Ansonia, Conn., U. S. A.,

is now common in every locality where perfect insulation

and lasting qualities are appreciated.

Everybody knows the Sunh&2im [cereus nocturnuni.

metktisalem). It belongs to the natural order of Daisies, and is one of

the most hardy varieties of the American family of Illuminants. It

can readily be distinguished from the common species by its great

brilliancy, blooming qualities, and long life.

Ansonia, Conn.

Branch: 244 Arch St., Phil.

Wherever the current pulsates, you will find the Stanley

Transformer [Jiltre electro) an indispensable factor m its proper

and perfect assimilation.

Combined with Shield Brand and Sunbeam it forms one

of the most economical and powerful aids to the recovery of a

jaded and worn out system. Don't be deceived b}' something

"just as good." There is No Substitute.

The Electrical Supply Co.,

Chicago.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.

HABIRSHAW INSULATION
IS P'CJRB

Slarlnc Core, nsed
on ffwovei'nnieiit

Veeiiov <'oro.
BroatUvuy Thi'ater.

Naval Marine India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.

frpdiT 4 alt I p. Krookl> n
Kdlnoii Klcrirlr Usht Co.

Habniarlne IVork, EdiHon Electric
JLI^ht CO., Ka8ton, Pa.

\aval <*or«>. 1'iilf«*d
MlateH N. H. "<'hiraKo.**

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES. Feeder Condoetor.

(lirand Cen*ral llepot.

Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far employed on board the United States steamships Trenton, Chicago, Boston. Yorktown, Pensacola, Phila-

delphia, Petrel, Atlanta, Baltimore, Newaik, Vermont, Charleston. San Francisco, Concord, Bennington and monitor Miantonomah.

SOLID AND STRANDED CONDUCTORS, TAPED, ERAIDED, FLAME-PROOF.

The Habirsha'vr Insulation fulfills all requirements in places demanding the

"Best," and in that field finds no successful competitors.

Feeder Core.

FACTORY: GLENWOOD, YONKER8, N. Y.

WMilVli HAdIKoHAWi riUiOi) 315 Madison Ave., Cor. Forty-Second St.,

GEKERAL. MAXACrER. HilSW YOBK CITY.
Feeder Cable.

WESIERH A6EBTS: THE EIFCTFICAL SDPPLY CO., cor. Eandolph St. and Michigan A?e.. CHICHOO, ILL. ^"?rV/lifhl'c"

OUR

J/ TRAVELING

SALESMEN.

THE SUNBEAM INCANDESCENT LAMP CO., CHICAGO, ILL.
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FORT WATNE ELEGTRIG GO.,
-MAwrFACTUBEKS OF THl

SLATTERY INDUCTION AND WOOD ARC SYSTEM
-C^IE*-

THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being used almost exclusively after other systems have been
tried and thrown out—Philadelphia, New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

WE MAKE ALL STANDARD SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM.
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., i ,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND.

KEW ITOBK 115 Broadway. MTTSBUKGH, PA 533 "Wood Street.
CfllCAGO 185 Dearborn Street. SAN FBAJTCISCO 35 New MonttBomery Street.
PBIIiAJDELFfllA 907 Filbert Street. TOBONTO, CANADA 138 King Street, W,
PALI^AS. TEXAS McLeod Building. BrKFAXO 888 Pearl Street.

Repairs ^ t^^ Dncertain Elemt » Operating Expenses.

THE "INCIDENTALS" (LABOR, LOSS OF REVENUE, EXTRAS,
ETC.,) COST MORE THAN MATERIAL.

Can any "guaranteed" cost for repairs do as much for you as
this record repeated on your own road?

15 of our 40 h. p., type B, SINGLE MOTOR equipments, have
been running at Lawrence, Mass., since early in September last, PULL-
ING TRAILERS over 9h per cent, grades, without burning a single
armature, field coil or switch, up to date.

This means no loss of revenue by having cars pulled in for these
troubles, which are of daily occurrence when two motors are used
on a car.

We use IMPROVED heavy gears that will not break, and make
one Heat Proof Motor drive both axles. Send for circular.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
1006 Exchange Building, Boston. F. I. STONE. Chattanooga, Tenn. 43! "The Rookery," Chicago.
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HARD FIBRE
for insulation and me-

chanical construction is

manufactured in Sheets,

Rods, Tubing, Washers, Discs and all Special Shapes. Esti-

mates and samples furnished upon application.

OEUIWARE HARD FIBRE C0.,*'^"':T.."'

g^i;^

mmmm
w&mm

Bnns more Slack than
IJnpei'forated Belts, hence
adapted to uneven power
of Electric Railways and
for Electric Power in Gen-
eral.

CHAS. A. SCHIEREN & CO.,
PATENTEHB AND SOLE UAKUFACTUBBRS,

^'^^^lYalegial""'""'! 46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO. ILL.

Insulated Wires and Gables.

ro I,

Tlie aoluioivledged Standard for durable and lilffli in-
•nlatlon. Xtn mertts proved by a record of over quarter
of m centnary. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

^ CELEBRATED KERITE TAPE FOR INSDLATIN& JOINTS

J Electric Light and Power,

,^ ^ Teiegrapli and Teieptione,

ff \ Raiiwayandaiiotlier
Branches of Signaling,

ALL SIZES Aeriat Use,

ipnrf Frinntprl Wirpi Subterranean Use,Leaa tncasea wires.
submarine Use.

Concealed Wiring In all Locations.

WILLIAM H. EGKERT, Gen'l Agent. 16 Oey St., NEW YORK.

WRITE FOR PRICES ON

TROLLEYS, GEARS, BEARINGS

AND GENERAL SUPPLIES.

R. D. Nuttall Company,
Alleeheny, Pa. Nenr Vork.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,

THE

5 and 7 DEY (STREET, NEW YORK,
MANUFACTURBES, IMPOBTBRS AND DBALERS IN

"CHAMPION" BATTERY,
Price, with Rod Zinc, S1.15 per Cell, with Corrugated

Zinc, $1.35 per Cell.

THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED.
Electrical

Supplies
Of all Descriptions.

OMnplaUCIlof Chua- C.tIwd Re»r*o1r .nd CoTer CoTTag.ted Zinc of Cliftta.

ploa BfttUry. of CbampioD B.tt«r;. pion BatUry.

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances,

Constniction Took and
Line Material,

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREIMENT APPARATUS.

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
• nananurtnred by the •

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY. Warren, Ohio.
NSW YORK CITY, Chan. E. Chapln, 130 Liberty

Street.
SYRACUSE, N. Y., Electric Engineering &

Supply Co.
CHICAGO, ILL..Th9 Electrical Engineering &

Supply Co , 1131 The Rookery.

ST. I'.vi;l, MINN., The Electrlctl Engineering
& Supply Co.

8T. LOUIS. MO., 8t. I.oule Electrical Sopplj Co
BAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Ioternallun.1 ElectHc

Supply A Conetroctlon Co.
CINCINNATI, OHIO, Queen City Electric Co.
LOUISVILLE, KY.,Snillheie A Davl».

E. E. KELLER. K. E. DKGKMIAHDT.

Keller & Degenhardt,
electrical engineers,

542 Rookery Bldg^., Cbicag'O, 111.
THE ONLY BUREAU OF ELECTRICAL INFORMATION IN THE WORLDS FAIR CITY.

WILLAKD L. CANDEE, ( Bn.ineBB Manaser.
H. BURANT CUEEVER, (

"""'"sss JBanagen.

The

InternalioDal OKONITE COMPANY LIUTED.

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES MPCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
BRANCHES: Cliicag:o, Boston, Philadelphia, Alinneapolis, Cincinnati, Kaoaas Ctty,

Omaha, I.naleTille. St. lionis, San Francisco, London and So. America.

*0N'^
fTBAtffiMftRKl

WM. EOTCH, Prea. C. G. WINTER, TreM.
C. E. BIBBER, Oen'l Manager.

Consolidated Electric Mfg.
COMPANY,

154 Franklin and 155 Congress Streets, BOSTON.

MANUFACTURERS OP

EleclrlGal Ajjaratis aM Saplies.

Chicago Agency—Electric Appliance Co.
Eaneas City—Franklin Electric Co.
Birmingham, Ala.

—

Woodruff-Harris Electric Co.

Atlanta, Ga.—Gate City Electric Sapply Co.
Buffalo, N. Y.—F. P. Jonee & Co.
Sioux City, la.—Stoux City Elect. Supply Co.
New York—Parmly, Mitchell & Co.

Jewell Beltiii Co,, HartforJ, Com.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., newyork.

AGENTS:
W. B. Pearson & Co., Home luff. BIdg., Chicago, DI.
Thos. G. Smith Jr., Hammond Bldg-. Cincinnati, Ohio.
W. A. Day, 12S Oliver St., BoBton, Jlass.

A. M. Morse & Co., Commercial Bldg., St. Irf>oie, Mo.
M<=aci & Stringham, Hammond Bidg., Detroit, Mich.
Hyde Bro9. & Co., Lewis Block, Pittsburg, Pa.
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Tbomson-Houston
ELECTRIC CO.,

MAmTFACTITKERS OF THE HIGHEST QITALITY OF

DYNAMOS, LAMPS
And Every Necessary Appliance for the Construction, Maintenance and Operation of

Central Stations and Isolated Plants,

Arc, Direct Current and Alternating Current Systems,

100,000 750,000
Thomson-Houston Arc Lannps, Thomson-Houston Incandescent Lamps

In Daily Operation October 1, 1891.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, WESTERN OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON. Mass. 148 Michigan Ave.. CHICAGO. ILL
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Abeudroth & Hoot Mfc Co. . . xv

American Ueak it Seating Co. .

Atncrlcun Electrical Works xv

Andrac, Julius xlv

AudrcwB<iiCo., A. H xvil

Baggot, E xvl

BalD Electric Mfg. Co
Ball Endne Co x

Ball & Wood Co-, The I

Beggs, J. E , Mfg. & Supply Co. . xi

Beinsteln Electric Co xli

Bowers liroa xvi

Braun lUuatraLlng Co xxlii

Brownlce & Co xiv

Brookneld, Wm x'v

Brush Electric Co xxi

Butler Plard Rubber Co x

BuxtOD, Geo. B xvl

C. &. C. Electric Motor Co. ... vl

Central Electric Co v

Chicago Electric Mfg. Co xvli

Chicago Electric Motor Co ^—
Chicago Insulated Wire Co xvUl

Chicago Ilawhide Mfg. Co xiv

Colburn Electric Mfg. Co xvi

Consol. Elec. Mfg. Co., The. .
I

(Irocker-Wheeler Elec. Mo. Co. . xv

Crown Electric Mfg. Co vi

Gushing, F. W vil

Cutter. Geo -

—

Day's Kerlte Insulation 1

Davton Globe Iron W'^rks Co.xxiii

Delaware Hard Fibre Cj 1

Detroit Electrical Works xxvili

Detroit Motor Co., The Ix

Diehl &Co VI

Eastern Electric Cable Co xv

Easton Electric Co
Edison General Electric Co viii

Electric Cons. & Supply Co. . . .
vi

Electric Merchandise Co xU

Electric Secret Service Co xi

Electrician Pub. Co... xli. xvi, xxil

Elec. Construction Co., The.xv, xxii

Elec. Eng. & Sup. Co., The. . . xv

Elec. Supply & ConiraciingCo. xvi

Electrical Supply Co., The. . . sxvl

ElektronMfg. Co vl

Empire China Works xl

Evans Friction Cone Co xvlii

For Sale ^h xv

Fort Wavne Electric Co xxvlii

GUman & Co.. E. R rA

Gleasou & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd. -xii

Globe Carbon Co xvii

Great Western Elec.Supply Co xviii

Greeley&Co., The E. S 1

Goodrich-Coleman Elec. Wks. .

Heisler Electric Cn xvii

Hemingray Glass Co xv

Hill Clutch Works
HirllmaoD, C. J

Hine Eliminator Co xlv

Holmes, C. H xv
Holmes. Booth & Havdens xl

Hunt Machine Co., Rodney...
Hu^isey & Co xvi

todla Rubber & Gutta Percha
Insulating Co xxvii

Interior Conduit (felnsulation Co. .xU

Internatlbnal Okonlte Co I

Jewell Belting Co i

Kartavert Mfg. Co x

Keller & Degenhardt i

Kuapp Electrical Works! xxv

La BoiteauxElec. M-^. & Fan Co. Ix

La Rnche Electric Works iv

Law Telephone Co xv
Leonard & Co., H. Ward xl

Link B^-lt Macbin'Ty Co xvii

Loud , H. M. & Sons Lumber Co. . xvi

MUllken Bros xviil

Mosher Arc Lamp Co xiv

Munsell & Co., Eugene xv
Murphy. T. J x

National Carbon Co xvi

National Electric Mfg. Go xix

N.Y.Belting & Packing Co xiv

Xew York Insulated Wire Co. . xx
New York & Ohio Co I

Nuttall Company, R. D i

Ostrander & Co., W. R xi

Page Belting Co
Palate, H. T x
Partrick & Carter Co
Pearson & Co.. W. B xxiil

Pelton Water Wheel Co, xvi
Perry & Noyes xiv
Phoenix Glass Co
Pond Engineering Co xxiil

Powell Co.. The Wm xvt

Pumpelly, J- K xv
Queen & Co xv
Racire Hardware Mfg. Co. . . . xiv

Rae, Frank B x
Ries Elec. Specialty Co., The. . xii

Rockford Electric Mfg. Co. . . . xiv
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A
Royal Electric Co xiv
Samson Cordage Works xiv

Sawyer-Man Electric Co xxii

Schawel & Co., Jas xiv
«chleren&Co. Chas. A 1

Schlndel &> 3chtndel i xl

SChOOBIQftk«T« Ai O . . < < zlv

Schuyler Electric Co xvii

Short Electric Itallway Co W
Sbultz Belting Co xxil

Smith, Thos. G. Jr xvlii

Somoir. J. L xvil

Sperry Elec. Mining Mach. Co. xviii

Standard Paint Co x

Stanley pjlectric Mfg. Co
Star Elc'ctrlx Co -wl

Stearns MTg. Co . xi

Sterling, W. C xvll

StUwell &BlerceMfg. Co.xvf, xvil

Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co. . .xxvil

Taussig. S xvi

Taylor Engine Co xi

Tuomson-Houston Elec. Co. 11, xxiv
Union Electric Works
Union Hardware Co.'. xlv
U. S. Electric Lighting Co...
VanNuls C. 8
Vulcanized Fibre Co xvil

Wanted xv
Washington Carbon Co., The x

Western Electric Co xU
Westinghouse Elec. and Mfg Co xiM

Westinghouse Machine Co xxiil

WestonElectrlcallnstrum'l Co..-

Wilcox &, Howe Co xi

Williams Engine Works .xxlil

Woodbrldge&TumerEng. Co. xiv

Woodhouse & Rawson, Ltd
Worthlngton, Henry R

CLASSIFIED LIST,
illninliiiiin.
Uoodrlch-Coleman Elec. Works.

AnnunciAtors.
Central Electric f^o

Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical OonstrQCtlon kjo.. The.
Electrical Supply Co., Tije.

Great Western Elec. bapply Co.
(ireeley & Co.. The S. ».

Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co. W. R.
Partrick &. Carter Co.
Union Electric Worke.
WeBtern Electric Co.

Are liamns.
BegfTS, J. E., Mfg. & Sapply Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Ea«ton Electric Co.
Electric Cons. & Snpply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Moeber Arc Lamp Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomaon-Houeton Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc liight Cord.
Electrical supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Sameon Cordage Works.

Batteries.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Sllectrical Works.
Electrical HappivCn.,Tiie.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Hirlimann, C.J.
Law Telephone Co.
Pumpelly, J. K.
Qjieen & Co.
western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
Central Electric Cn.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Hemingray Glass Co.
Hirlimann, C. J.

Law Telephone Co.
Pumpelly, J, K.
Qjieen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, filectrlc
Central Electric Co,
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical supply Co., The.
Greeley* Co., TheE. S.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Oetrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Worka.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, aiaemeto.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Greeley* Co.. The B.s.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Beltlns.
Chicago Kawhlde Mfg. Co.
Evans Pricuon Cone Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Uelt Machinery Co.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co.
Page Belting Co.
Schieren & Co., Chaa. A.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co.
Pond Engineering Co.
Stearns Mfg. Co.

Books, electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Brass 6oods.
Powell Co., The Wm.

Bnrslar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works,
Electrical Supply Co., Tue,
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co.,The E. ».
Knapp Electrical Works,
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Wire Insulated.)

Cables^ Electric. (See wire Ineu-
lated). Copper,Hheetaad Bar,
RoeblingB Sons Co., J. A.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, C. H.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Gp.
Schlndel & Schlndel,
W9it«fnBleetTJl«eo«

ClaichcM, Frietion.
mil Clutch Works.

Cordasc.
Sameoo Cordage WorkB.

Carboim, Polntn aad Plate*.
IJruBh Electric Co.
Central KlectrlcCo.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Globe Carbon Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Nailoiial (.'arbon Co.
W'aHhlnjiton Carbon Co.
Western Electric Co.

C»nMtmctlnn and Bepalra.
AmlDic-. JiilluH.

llulii Kl.;. irb: Mff^. f'o.

<-'lilcai,'o Klectric Motor Co.
I)(^>trolt y^ytoT to.
ElTtnc (oLf . A: Supply f"o.

aiectrlc Supply & uontracllng Co.
Slecirlcal CoDBtructlon Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Leonaril & Co.,H. Ward.
Hii.-, Frunk II

SmUb.Tbf B G. Jr.

Union IClectrlc Works.
Western Electric Co.

Contractorfl, Electric lilxht,
fCnsine Plants and Electric
Railways.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball & Wood Co., The.
Bain Electric Manufacturing Co.
Brush Klectric Co.
Chlcapo Electric Mfe. Co.
Detroit Blectrical Works.
Detroit Motor Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Cons, & Snpply Co,
Electric Supply & Contracting Co.
Electrical Eng. Jfe Supply Co.
Fort Wavne Electric Co.
Heisler Electric Co.
Keller & Dpeenhardt.
La Radio Electric Works.
Leonard & Co., H. Ward.
Pearson & Co., W. B.
Pond Engineering Co.
Ratine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co,
Royal Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Pmith, Thos. G. Jr.

Taylor Engine Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co,
Weatinghonee Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.
Williams Enginfl Works.
Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Worka.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrlral Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydena.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knaop Electrical Works.
Roebling'e Sons Co., J, A.
SperryElec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cnt-Oats and Sivitches.
Andrae, Julius.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated El*>c. Mfg. Co., The.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Gleason&Bal'eyMfg. Co. Ltd.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Paiete, H.T.
Partrick & Carter Co.
SiarEleclrls Co.
Van "Nule. C. S.

Western Elertrlc Co.
DroD Forcings.
Wilcox & Howe Co.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Beges, J. E., Mfg. & Supply Co.
C. & C. Electric Motor Co.
Colburn Electric Mfg.Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Deiroit Motor Co.
Easion Electric Co.
Elec'rlral Ene. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Heisler Electric Co.
Li Roche Klectric Works.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
RockfordElectricManufacturing Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
WestlnghouBe Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electric Heating.
Electric Merchandise Co.

Electric Bailways.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Leonard & Co., fl. Ward.
Rae, Frank B.
ttUort Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Weatlnghouee Electric & Mfg. Co.
Woodbridee & Tnmer Eng. Co.

EiectrifLal Instrnjuents.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
Greeley&Co., TheE. S.
0.ueen & Co.
^ta^ Electris Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric. Co.
Wegton Eloctricallnstrument Co.

Eng^aTf^rs.
Braun Illustrating Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Andrae, Julius,
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
HuBsey A Co.
Ries Electric Specialty Co., The.

Electaroliers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Baggot, E.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Gleason &, Bailey Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Thnmonn-Houston Electric Co.

Ele-pators.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Electro-Platins machines.
Brush Electric Co.
Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Workn.
Edieiott General .Slectrlc Co.
ThomBou-Ho^tsfi SJlcctEic COi

Electrical IntdllKcnce.
Kellf^r & I>et,'enlihrdu
L&oDird i Co., 11. Ward.
ItHM, Frank It.

Kncluca, Mteaai.
Ball SnidDc Co.
Ball * Wood Co, The.
Pearson & Co., W. B.
Pond Engineering Co
Itudne ilarrlwarc Mfg. Co.
Smliii.ThoB G. Jr.
St«arDB Ufe. Co.
Taylor Engine Co.
WMStloghouHe Machine Co.
Wnilams Engine Co.

Fan Ootfltn.
(;. & C. Elfwtrlc Motor Co.
])ifh\ it Co.
EdiBon Genersl Klectric To.
I. a Bollt-aux Elec. Mo. A Fan Co.
Stanley Electric Mig. Co.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcaoizt-d Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electric Secret Bervlce Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
PartrlcK & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Friction Cones.
Bvans Friction Cone Co.

Fane Wire.
Electrical Supply Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Sperry Elec. Mining Macli. <o.

€ias Jbifftitlne, t^lectrlc.
Detroit Elecirital Works.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

C^eneral Electrical Supplies.
Andrae, Jolins.
Americas Elecirjral Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric Cons. A: Supply Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Supoiy & Contracting Co.
Electrical Eng. t Snpply Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co,
Greeley & Co

.
, The E . 8.

Knanp Electrical Workn.
La Roche Electric Works.
ostrander & Co.,W, R.
Pari;rick & Carter Co.
Ries Electric Specialty Co., The.
StarElectrisCo.
Western Electric Co.

eiobcs and Electrical Glass-
^rare.
Baggot. B.
Brookfield, Wm.
Gleaoon & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Hemingray Glass Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.

Hard iCnbbcr Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

inRulators and Insolatlnc
Material f>.

Andrae, Julius,
Brookfield, Wm.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cushing, F. W.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Snpply Co.
Hemingray Glass Co.
Interior Gondalt & Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Blectrical Works.
Munsell & Co., Engene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Nnttall, R. D., Company.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Elecjjic Co.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
Magnet IVire.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Cushing, P. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Day's K*'rlte Insulation.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Holmes, Sooth & Haydena.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insu-
lating Co.

Knapp Blectrical Worha.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Sperry E lee. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Lamps, InfAndeseent.
Bemstain Electric Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Central ElectricCo.
Cutter, Geo.
Bdlson General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Electrical Eng, & Supply Co.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Great Western Elec. Snpply Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Heisler Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
New York and Ohio Co.
RawTP'--Man Electric Co.
Somoff, J. L.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Weatem ElectricCo.

fjubricators.
PoweU Co., The Wm.

naffnet Wire.
(Seelnaulated Wire.)

medical Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

MlCA.
Bowers Broo.
Munsell & Co.* EugQne.
HcboonraaSor. A. O.

tline »i§nal9i KJtectrlei
Dettott ulscttlcal trorluj

nialnjr Apparatas, Klectrle.
Bftlo Electric Mfg. Co.
Edison General electric Co.
Thomson-tioattoi) UltxAglc Co.
Sperry Blec. MlnlDg Machine Co.
WesUDEbonse SLecvlc A Mfg. Co.otom.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Brunb Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Motor Co.
C. A C. Electric Motor Co.
ChlcAgo Electric Motor Co.
Utftrolt Kl^ctrJral Works.
iJ-tf.-u Motor < o.
Ka-toD jflecirtc Co.
EdliH>D General Electric Co.
Elertrlc Supply i CootrscUnn Co.
Eltvlrlcal Ene. h fnppl» «'o,
Li. l'.olt<-Biix EIpc. Mo. A Fan Co.
I.a Itoch-- Elettnc Wo^k^.
Rockford Electric ManafactarlDe Co
Royal Bleclric Co.
Thomson'HooetoD Electric Co
Wentinehouse BI«ctrlc A Utg Co.

Onice FnrnltDre.
AihtIchu h^-t-k A Sealing Co.
Andrewp A Co., A. H.

Oils.
Taoeslg, S.

Oil Cups.
Powell Co., The Wm.

PacklnfT.
Buzlon. Geo. B.
N. Y. Belling APackiogCo.

PluH and Brackets.
Cf^ntral Electric Co.
Electrical Sapply Co., The
Holmes, C. II.

Load, H.M A Sons Lumber Co.
S' ijlnil.-l A ShinrlL-l.

Western Electric Co.
I'latlDom.
Schawel <fe Co., Jas.

Poles.
Brownlee & Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Holmes. C. H.
Load, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Milliker Bros.
Schindel & Schlndel.
Steriini,',W. C-

Pai>ll8hers. Klectrlcal.
Electrician Publishing Co.

pDSh Buttons.
Deiroit Klectrlcal Works.
Central ElectricCo.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western ElectricCo.

ttallways. Electric.
(See electric railways.)

B«>£:alatlDs Soobets.
RieB Electric specialty Co., The.

gecurJtie8. Electrical.
Gilman & Co.. E. R.
Perry k r>oyes.

(Separators, Hteam.
Hine Eliminator Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

Speaklnc Tubes,
General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Qaeen & Co.

Steam Pamps.
Worthlngton, Henry R.

Supplies, filedrfc Kallway.
Detroit Electrical Works.
F.lectric Merchandise Co.
Nnttall. R. D Co.
Schindel ct Schlndel.

Tapes, InsnlatlBK-
Ainerlcar Electrical Works.
.Andrae, Julius.
Central Electric Co.
Chlcaeo Insulated Wire Co.
Caehinir, F. W.
Eastern Jillectric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
India RuDber & Gntta Percha In-
sulating Co.

International Okonlte Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co,
Standard Paint Co.

Telegraph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co

.
, The.

Greeley & Co., The E. 8.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co
Weatem Electric Co.

TelephoiteP, Klp^ctrlc,
Detroit Electrical Worka.
Western Electric Co.

Test Instraments.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Central Electric "Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Snpply Co^The.
Greeley & Co., The B. S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Co.
Union Electric Works.
West^em Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

Transformers.
Electrical Eng. & Snpply Co.
National ElectricManufacturingCo.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

TrolleT Co^d.
Samson Cordage Works,

TmckN. Electric Car.
Detroit Electrical Works.
ffidlBon General Electric Co,
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co,
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Ca

Turbine W^heels.
Dayto" Globe Iron Works Co.
Hunt Macli'ne Co., Rodney.
StUweU & Bierce Mlg. Co.

W^ater ** heel«.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

W^tre,Bare.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Blectrical Supply Co.j The,
Holmes, Sooth & Haydena.
KnapT^ Ktectricftl Works
RoeblliiAa Bona Co.,J, A,
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Short Railway Generators
ARE NO LONGER A NEW TYPE. THEY ARE

And the record they have made for themselves cannot he surpassed. Inquire

in Hochester, Jamestown, Covington, East Liverpool, Muskegon.

The Jamestown Street Railway Company report as follows: JANTJARY 6, 1892.

On Sunday morning last it commenced snowing very hard, and so continued all day Sunday, Sunday night and Mon-
day. We were obliged to put forth every effort to prevent blockading of the road, which we succeeded in doing.

On Sunday morning we started your Generator No. 2 at 6:30 a. m , and continued to use the same until Tuesday
morning at 3:30 a. m., when w^e shut it down. This Generator was in continuous service during the entire time, and was
not even sanded, nor the brushes touched. It did not use to exceed one-half quart of oil. We consider this remarkable
because of the hard work the Generator was doing. ******:):*

Yours very respectfully, GEORGE E. MALLBY, Superintendent.

THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.,

ON TOP!
ALTERNATORS FOR CENTRAL STATIONS.

MOTORS FOR ANY CIRCUIT.
DIRECT CURRENT DYNAMOS of all sizes

for ISOLATED LIGHTING.

LA ROCHE ELECTRIC WORKS,
116 & 118 Norih Sixth Street. L PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Send for Our New Catalogne. Agents Wanted !n all

Parts of the Country.
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The Gladiator Dry Battery.

The comparative tests of this battery with all other dry batter-

ies show conclusive evidence of its superiority. Those who have

used the battery in small quantities are now ordering it in large

quantities, and its customers cannot speak too highly of its merits.

ORDER A DOZEN AND BE CONVINCED.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin St., CHICAGO.

CONNECTED BY PRIVATE WIRE WITH POSTAL TELEGRAPH-CABLE CO.'S SYSTEM.
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.nANUPACTUfJERS ORGANIZED 1881.

INCORPORATED 1883.

^p Arc LA/nPS

AX -)

ESTABLISHED -

EACT: j

rsR INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY' CIRCUITS.

THE ONL"l' ARC LAAP THAT
\\ORKS SATISFACTORILY ON AN
INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. THEATRICAL,
AND SEARCH LA.nPS.

THE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION 6c SUPPLY' CO.

PMENIX BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

TELEPHONE BUILDING,

NEW YORK.

No. 13.

G. & G. Electric Motors & Dynamos.

ou HOESfi POWER MOTOR.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING -^ ELECTRICAL

TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

The C. & C. Electric Motor Co.,

GENERAL OFFICE,
402 and 404 Greenwich St., NEW YORK.

BRANCH OFFICES,

ELECTRIC CEILIN6 FAN.
HIGHEST EFFICIENCY. NO BELTS

HANDSOME DESIGNS.

SELF-LUBRICATING.

NOISELESS.

EASILY INSTALLED.

WOUND FOR EITHER DIRECT ARC

OR SHAFTING REQUIRED.

HIGHLY

ORNAMENTAL.

HIGHEST INDORSEMENTS.

OR INC'NDESCENT CURRENT.

Diehi&Gompany,
385 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

CHICAGO, ILL., 201 E. Madison St. PORTLAND, ORE., 53 and 55 N. Front St.

Also In Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Cleveland, New Orleans, St.Lonie, San Francisco,
Denver, Salt Lake City.

Something New.
QUICK BREAK AND CONTACT.

? NO MORE BURNED TERMINALS.

NO DANGER FROM SHORT CIRCUITS.

'TIS PERFECTION.

New York Agent: - - H. G. MADDEN,

78 CORTUHDT STREET.

Aek yoar Supply Houae for them or write to

CROWN ELECTRIC MFG. CO,,

Bri<lg[eport, Conn.

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PEBRET ELECTRIC MOTORS
ALL SIZES FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET - ELECTRIG - LIGHT - SYSTEM.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO., Spriogfield, Mass.
''" TsVbSU.

1 'Washington, D. C, J. U. BURKETT & CO., 1409 N.T. Avenue. St. Panl. Hinn.. F.J. RENZ, 95 East 4th Street.

SELLING AGENTS: \ afew Orleans, I-a., THE BUCKEL MACHINE WORKS, Philadelphia, Pa., PENNSYLVANIA MACHINE CO..

( 101 Conti Street. 29 Nortli 7Ua Street.
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THE FATHER OF the TELEGRAPH

USED KERITE WIRE.

TRADE MARK. NOTE THE DATE OF THIS LETTER:

FACTORY: SEYMOUR, CONN.,
W. R. BRIXEY, Supt.

EASTERN OFFICE:

16 Dey St., NEW YORK.,
W.H. ECKERT, (Jen'l Agent.

WESTERN OFFICE:
225 Dearborn St., CHICAGO,

F. W. CUSHING, Gen'l Western Agent,

/^ /i^e^tlci/' /^ i^^ite^-^i^y^ ^o-za.-^*^^ ^e-^!y!i_c^

fA^^i-^J^^ ^^^iti^'^ t^^4~ /-^^^ o* ^-^^ ^^ <^

_

^t:^ /e^i.*€ri.

r «.

^Li^-^*^ .g^a*-^^
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Edison General Electric Co.
EDISON BUILDING, BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

.'^^
«>=•

BEST.

y-^^'-

^^^
i^^

«cN«>-
^<r'^'

%V/5
</>

PERFECT.

10 Amperes—Double Pole. 10 Amperes—Double Pole.

10 Amperes—Double Pole. ^^0^^ '

PORCELAIN BASES.

Special attention is drawn to our new FIVE
and TEN ampere, single pole switches. They are

SMALL, NEAT, HANDSOME and surpass all

others of similar capacity in the market.

FOR PRICES, ADDRESS NEAREST DISTRICT OFFICE.

DISTRICT OFFICES:
CANADIAN: Edison Building, 77 Bay Street, Toronto, Can. PACIFIC COAST: Edison Building, 1 1 2 Bush Street. San Francisco. Cal

CENTRAL: 1 73 and 175 Adams Street, Chicago. III. PACIFIC NORTHWEST: Fleischner Building, Portland, Oregon.
EASTERN: Edison Building, Broad Street. New York. ROCKY MOUNTAIN: Masonic Building, Denver, Colo

NEW ENGLAND: 25 Otis Street, Boston, Mass.

MEXICAN AND SOUTH AMERICAN DEPT.: EUROPEAN OFFICE:

Edison Building, Broad Street, New York. 34 Victoria St., Westminster, London, S. W., England.
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THE LA BOITEAUX
ELECTRIC MOTOR & FAN CO.

THE
I

"CYCLOHE" 1

Electric Fan.

The La Boiteaux Electric Motor and Fan,

Send for Catalogue.

Patented Mai/ 5, ISUl.

The superiority of these Electric Fans, com-
pared with any heretofore invented, is in our
Patent Oscillating and Rotary motions, which, niiile creat-

ing a current of air, dibtributes tame so efjuaily, that the temperature is the saire in

all parts of the room, at the same time overcoming the objections ami unhealthy
effects of being under a continuous current of cool air, as produced by the ordinary
Revolving Fans.

They are also entirely noiseless, and do not create the
unpleasant grinding sound usually acfonipanying the motion of the ordinary
Centrifugal Fan.

The aicompanying cut illustrates our Patent Electric Fan with Hotary
Motion, as ailapted for use in Offices, etc.

This style is constructed to rest u|)on an Enameled Iron Pedestal, or may be
set on the top of partitions usually in ollices to divide same into compartments.
While the Fan is in motion, the Motor as TTell as the Fan
revolves on their base at the sloyr speed of Ten
Revolutions per Minute (while the speed of the Fan is 2,000
Revolutions per Minute), the double motion thereby causing a cool wave of air, the
effect of which can be readily felt at a distance of ten yards from the Motor in all

directions, and it is distributed in such a gradual manner, that the unpleasant
effect of a continuous current in one particular spot is overcome.

The < )scillating Fan is constructed to be placed on a sideboard, shelf, or
elsewhere against the wall. The speed of the Fan is the same as in the preceding
style, viz., 3,000 revolutions per minute; but in place of the Motor and Fan revolv-

ing on the center of its base, it has an Oscillating motion, from right tO
left in a half circle, thereby distributing the air throughout the room
equally in all directions, with the same effect as the Rotary motion style.

They are furnished 'with Or 'Without the Electric Lamp attached, as

desired.

All our Motors can be attached to any incandescent circuit bv a flexible

cord, and may be moved at pleasure to any part of the room.

All Motors carried in stock are wound 110
volts constant potential.

THE LA BOITEAUX ELECTRIC MOTOR & FAN CO., 376 Walnui St., Cincinnati, P., U. S. A .

THE DETROIT MOTOR CO.,

MOTORS AND GENERATORS.
fiXCCXFXCcliX Jl 63iXUlrCS« resistance and the

fewest turns without bringing speed too high; symmetrical winding, diametri-

cally opposite sections being of exactly the same length; the winding of the arma-

ture sections in parallel turns, thus reducing to a minimum the lieat waste and

ocal action that occur in a large inductor; the high resistance of the field circuit

—the current expended in the field being 1* per cent, in some sizes; the great In.

tensity of the field with comparatively low weight of copper, admitting of an

armature of small diameter running at the ordinary speed; the large cross-sectien

of the magnet cores and pole pieces, making a magnetic circuit of very low

resistance; the use of very soft forged iron field pieces instead of cast Iron ; the

division of the armature Into the greatest number of sections, thus eliminating the

Injurious results from the short circuiting of one section by the brushes ; the base

neutral and not one pole of machine; the absolute absence of heating, sparking or

lead to brushes at full load; the high grade of Insulation used in the armature

and field colls.

Mechanical Features. X^X^lTli
base; freedom from vibration ; extra large size of shaft of fine steel; perfect

balance of armature; self-olling bearings; bronze boxes of superior design;

journals supported in universal ball joint; self-centering pillow blocks; oil gauge

cocks showing amount of oil; no end thrust from shaft; brush holders admitting

of a wide range of adjustment with the greatest convenience; easily accessible

'arge strong binding posts; switch-board on top of machine; long wearing com-

mutator of extra large size; smooth finish of all iron parts and high finish of all

brass work ; ease with which all parts may be assembled or separated.

CUT OF GG1VERA.TOR.

Over 3,000 machines in actual daily operation. Motors from % H. P. to 160 H. P. Generators from 1 K. W. to 350 K. W.
Electric Hoists, Pumps and Blowers, Machines of any size for any voltage.

FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, - 1343 to 1355 Cass Aveoue, - DETROIT, MICH.
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THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.,
33 lN/£ercer Street, ISTeT;^ TTorUsi,

POSSESS SUPERIOR ADVAHTAGES IN THE MANUFACTHBE OF

IX/LRD RXTBBSR GO OD 95
Especially In articles adaptetl to electrical inelustries^ Having obtained the sole right to mamt/acture

HARD RVBBER under the valuable JPatents granted to WUjI^IAJI KIEL.

ALL OPERATIONS OF SAWING, CUTTING, TURNING AND POLISHING OUR NEW STANDARDS OF
^ fj ^ C'T^ D /^ r\ A IVT r^ TP f 1 O I MO Can be performed with a laree rednction in the wear and tear of toolB, and coneiderable Bsvin^ of labor. Onr new standards are
Orillillj rixJ lJ r\. IN L/ i U D 1 1\ \J ot a richer black thronghont, not subject to change in color, are tougher and more flexible, do not become brittle with age, and

have been tested and approved by the leading electrical companies of the United Stalea. In addition to these advantages, we also ofEer advantages in prices.

KIEL'S PATENT HARD RUBBER CELLS FOR STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES
Still remain the most satisfactory and cheapest in the market, unequaled for strength, durability, Insulation and resistance to acids.

HARD RUBBER GOODS OF EYFJIY DESCRIPTION MASUFACTURED.
Correspondence solicited from all mannfacturcrs and dealers in electrical

machinery and supplies. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale by THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.

Electric Kailways.
TraQPmisslon of Power.
Electrical Machinery designed for special appli-

cations, plane, specifications and supeivision.

30» Hammoiid Bnlldins,
DETJBOIT, MICH.

H. T. PAISTE,
MANUFACTURER OF

SWITCHES, SOCKETS, ETC.,
341 The KooJierr, lO So. IStli St.,

€liica80, 111- Philadelphia, Fa.
See our full page advertisement in Issue Sept.

12, for illnstratlons, prices, etc.

P.&B. ELECTRICAL
COMPOUNDS I PAINTS.

Thoroughly Water, Add and Alkali Proof.

Perfect Insulators, especially adapted for use on

CROSS ARMS, POLES and ALL KINDS of IRONWORK.
The P. & B. Compound is USED by the largest "WIRE and CABLE manu-

facturers in the world. Made only by the

STANDARD PAINT COMPANY, 2 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

Ths^ EartaYGTt >- Manufacturing « Co.^

..oeoIlv^^T OFF ENGINE

JJMLURPHY^
c llectricSlate

e:lectricau-Q'==i 136 LIL^... . -..
EXCHANGE BU I LpiNG> , • m Ew YO R K.

Sometimes you forget to order

cARBoras
When you should; your supply gets low, and

YOU WANT SOME QUICK.
We are represented by the following concerns.

By ordering from the nearest one, you can

GET THEM QUICKLY.
They carry a large stock on hand.

WASHINGTON CARBON COMPANY
9

^^ASHINGTON, PA.
EiOISON GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

Boston, Louisville, Springfield, Mass.,
Buffalo, Atlanta, Minneapolis,
Cleveland, Chicago, Denver,
Detroit, St. Louis, San Francifco,
Cincinnati, Milwaukee, Portland, Oregon.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
25 Park Place, New York.

FRANK S. MARK,
641 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY & CONS. CO.,
Pi tsburg, Penn.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
Chicago, 111.
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HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
l^aetoi-ieH: Watei-biii-y^Ciniii. - - SJf* I?iii-li Pla<!o, IN«!>v Yoi-lf.

JIANUFACTUIiERS OF

Ba.re arLd Ins-uLlaiteci 'HTire.
cr Klrrlrir IJurlir Iiiii4> Wii-o. <'o|M><'i' Mat^iiot M'ii-«*. Fh'vihlr HilU. <'ol(on and

liiruii4l4'Nci*iil Ki^'lil iii^;. Hon ml ami Flat 4'o|»im*i' llarN Tor M tat ion W oi-k.
liiNiiIat4-il li'oii l*roMMui'« Wiro.

PATENT "K. |f^/^TMwlRE

Uiuloru'rittTM' Copper KIrrtiir Mu:litMii4> Wii-o. <'o|M><''' Mai^m't W ii«*, Fl4*vil>lr HilU. <'otton ami WorHlcd TordM for
liiramU'NCfiil Ki^lil iii^;. Hon ml ami Flat 4'o|»im*i' llarN Tor station W oi-k.

liiNiiIat4-il li'4>ii I'l-OMMui'*! Wiro.

For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Agents for the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

TUB flREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SliPPlY COMPANY, CBICACO, • SEILINC AGENTS.

TBOS. L. SCOriLL, New Torh Agent.

WARD LEONARD & COMPANY.

Spcare bid from U6 for El>fClric&l Apparaloe or
CoDBtractlon before dt^cl'liii^:. Kailwaye, Light-
ing, Tranemleflion of Power, WlrlnK, etc.

Electrical Excliansc BnlldlDC
XEW YOKK CITT.

liocnst Bracketii,
Oak Brackets,

Cross Anns,
Cliestnat Poles.

LOCUST
PINS.

Try a thonsand
I.)ocast Pins,

and yoa will order
a car load.

PIWS AlitVAXS m STOCfL. . i^P£CIAI, P1N8 OX !>iHORT NOTICE.
Send for prices, stating quantitv w.iiiteil.

SCHIWDEL & SCHINDEL, - HACERSTOWN, MP.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric. Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS «>'°B£IiLS.
FUIiI< I,IME AliYVAfS IK i^TOCK.

B. OSTRANDER & CO.,
105 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, K. T.
endfor New Cataloqitb. Out Angnst let.

r^ois s-^3L.E c:e3:z:-^:e=!1!
Fonr lOO-lIght, 210 anipera, Thomeon-HoGBton

IncandeBcent Uynamos, 110 volt.

Two ','5 lieht, 2,000 c. p. American Arc Light
Dynamos.

One 50-light, 2,0iX)c. p. Sperry Arc Dynamo.
700 GooBs Necks, T.-H. Municipal Soctete,

Shades, etc., complete.
•15 milee Wo. 10 Wire, American Electric Co.'e

make, need about nine moothe.

One 10 IIf,'hl Wei^ton Arc Machine, with 8 double
lamps, •J.iM'x.t r. p.. A 1.

Twelve l^-IIj^'ht Knowlee -J.'XiOc. p. Arc Dynumos.
100 2.O0O c. p, Pthoyler Arc Single Lamps.
Ten 3 It. p. Dnft Motors, '^'-'O volt. new.
Ten lyi b. p. Daft Motor;', •-'-'0 volt, new.
Sixty 2,C00 c. p. Single American Lamps.
Forty i.',tn0 c. p. Double American Lampi.

JOHN E. BEGGS MFG. & SUPPLY CO., 74 Cortlandt Street. NEW YORK .

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
U4 to 15G Green St., SreeaPoiDt. BROOKLYN, S.l

5IANTFACT0ET OP

Non-Conductive Blocks. Rosettes and Bases for Cut-Outt
and Switches; also Insulators, Cleats, Lamp Trim-

mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Our production 1b a denee body. The glazing and body
of our ware are of same composition, and are baked
alike, which are the features of

TRr£ HABD PORCEIiAIN.

STEARNS MANUFACTURING nn.OfficeaniiWofks.ERiE, PA,COMM.EXB j-ow™ i^j^»xs Kon WOODBURY "

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.AutomaticENGINES
STREET RAILWAY

and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.
Branch Offices :

PHJULAKELPHIA, - 94J Urexel Building.

SAN FRANCISCO, 29 and 31 Spear .St.

BOILERS OF ANY SIZE FOR ANY DUTY

Agencies:
ST. tons—M. p. Johnston Machinery Co.. ~\r> and 717
BOSTON—S. I.. Holt & Bart. 67 Sudbury Street.
CHICAGO—Barclay & Sharpe, .'iiO The Rookery. SIMF

CONDENSINGOR NON-CONDENSING.

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY
MANUFAGTUKEBS OF

High Grade Antomatic

ENGINES,
rji^

' HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

^stT"-"^-^^ —^ Two lorse power to tlreetaireOorse power.

Western Department: 26 and 28 Randolph St., CHICAGO. - H.S.WALKER, Manager

Subscribe for the Western Electrician.

Drop Forgings.

AVlI.t;OX & HOW'E COaiPAMY,
BirmiTisrhaiii, Conn.,

Solicit orders for light Drop Forgings for Electrical

work. 16 years' experience. Estimates promptly
furniebed on receipt of samples or drawings.

E. R. GILMAN & CO.,
FINANCIAL AGENTS.

Electrical Securities, Stocks, Bonds and Commercial Paper

Bought and Sold.

Rooms 140, 141 Rialto Building, - - GHICAGO.

IHUMAS STURGIS, Prest. Wm. C. LANE. Sec'y and Treas. C. P. MACKIE, Gen'l Manager. S. S. BOGART, Gen'l Agent.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY,

INDIVIDUALARCLIGHTIMOTORGUTOUT.
LAMPS OR MOTORS CUT IN AND OUT AT WILL FROM CENTRAL STATION WITHOUT

DISTURBING OTHERS QN SAME CIRCUIT.

This System Saves Mileage of Circuits, Makes Scattered Business Profitable and Secures Payment for Every Hour of Light
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USE THE RIES REGrTJIiA.XIN'G SOOE.EX °'* ^°"" *'-TE«nating current circuits.

gjl^ IT WILL PAY YOU! IT WILL MAKE YOU MANY NEW CUSTOMERS!
THIS INVENTION INTRODUCES A NEW ERA IN THE ART OF

ii\ro.A-isri3E3SOE:]Nri" il-iohtpipj
It Regulates the Light! It Saves the Lamps!! It Saves the Current!!! No Resistance or otlier Current-Consuming Devices Used.

ForPricesandPrticulars^ItetoTHE RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY COMPANY,
PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS. Baltiinoie and Entaw i^tieets, BALXmOKK, MD., U.S.A.

FOUR
GOOD
BOOKS.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION Hand-Book.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING cc'crj^:;';:'

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co.,
(lillllTED.)

HannfactuTei's of, and Dealers in, a line of General

ELECTRICAL MERCHANDISE.
ALSO ELECTRIC AND COMBINATION

FIXTURES AND GLASSWARE.

Rubber Covered Weather-Proof Wires
and Lamp Cords.

233 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

It will pay yon to get our prices and new catalogue.

INTERIOR CONDUITS Tie SoMlon Of tlie ProMeiii of Safe Snarilliii

•^—^^^J ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Wherever and for whatsoever purpose employed, 1b to

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEIW.

IBTERIOR ADD DNDERGRODKD

HANUPACTUHED BY

I IfX£RI OR
CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,

uinpKc J 627 to B31 W. 34th St.,WOKKb.
^ 526 to B28 W. 3Bth St..

General OfQces:42&44Broad St., Neis York.

TRADE-MARK

ThoB. Day & Co., 222 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.

Mountain Electric Co., Denver Colo.
American Elect. Sui)ply Co., 3^6 Pearl St., Buffalo.N Y.
Putnam, Gav & Co , 27 E. M;!^ St., Rochester, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. tth St., Clncionati, O.
Chas. tJabrlel, Saginaw, Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

no Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
Walker & Kepler, oil Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Conatrudion Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electr'c rio., Chicaeo. III.

COMPLETE STOCK OF

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES.
TROLLEY WIRES.

SPAN WIRE,

FEEDER WIRE,

GUARD WIRE.

MAGNET WIRE,

FUSE WIRE,

SWITCHES.

CROSS-OVERS,

TURN-OUTS,

INSULATORS,

TROLLEYS,

POLES.

POLE BRACKETS,

PULL-OVERS,

POLE RATCHETS,

STrtAlN CLAMPS.

CURVE INSULATORS.

ELECTRIC,

RAILWAY

SUPPLIES
EXCLUSIVELY

> - WnMASON.GCNVWCR. "C

ELECTRIC HEADLIGHTS,

GEARS, PINIONS.

RAWHIDE P.NIONS.

RESISTANCE BOXES.

STATIDN EQUIPMEMT.

TROLLIY POLES,

TFOLLEY BASES.

TROLLEY WHEELS.

TROLLEY HARPS.

TROLLEY SPRINGS.

TROLLEY COBD,

BEARINGS,

BUSHINGS,

GRAPHITE BUSHINGS,

RUBBER BELLS.

FEEDER BELLS.

CHICAGO CLAMPS.

INSULATING TAPE.

EYE BOLTS,

lURN BUCKLES,

PORCELAIN KNOBS,

PORCfLaiN CLEATS.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
-FOK

—

ARC LIGHT CIRCUITS.

8IIHFL,E. BEIilABIiE. DVRABL,!;.

The only safe socket for series lamps, and the only

socket having Insulating material for the outside

parts. Send for Illastrated Catalogue.

620 ATLANTIC AVENUE,

W-I-R-E-S:
i.e. Weatherproof Wire, W. E. Underwriters' Wire, Okonite, Kerite,

Hard and Soft Drawn Copper Wire,
Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph and Telephone Wire,

Silk and Cotton Covered Magnet Wire, Incandescent Lamp Cord.
iPiaicJES oisr -A.zpiPLiCA.Tioisr.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
JimES, EBEBT & CO.. I«t. PanI, Slinil.

Selling Agents: i
standard £bRCTBICAI. works. Cincinnati, Ohio.

' UOCNTAIN EliECTBIC CO , Denver, Cola.

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.
NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Greenwich Sts.
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Westinfi[house Electric & Mi
COMPANY,

I>ittsbvir^, I»a.., XJ. S. IL.

The most marked advance of the age

in the design and construction of alter-

nating current generators.

An absolutely constant electromotive

force is maintained at the terminals of
the dynamo throughout all variation of
load.

The armature is ironclad. No wire
appears on its surface. No hand wires

are used. The armature coils are lathe

wound, and susceptible of the highest in-

sulation. A change of armature no longer

required. Damaged coils can be readily

replaced. The bearings are self-oiling.

RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
WE MANUFACTURE AND SELL

GEARLESS and SINGLE REDUCTIONYES,
RAILWAY MOTORS,

MULTIPOLAR AND 2-POLE GENERATORS,
and all Station Appliances for Street Rail-n ay Work.

IRON-CLAD GEARLESS MOTOR.

Percentage of increase in roads using our apparatus greater than
that of any other company.

Send for Latest Catalogue.

OFFICES IN ALL OF THE LEADING CITIES. Correspondence Solicited,

.^ca.ca.x*ests SINGLE REDUCTION MOTOR.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

I»ittsTb-u.rs, ^a., XJ. S. IL.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANTJFACTURED BY

Wra. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

-RACINE-HIGH-SPE&PJ^

5UPERI0R REfiOLATION

A"t> ECONOMY roK

BECTRIC 1J6HT1HS
ANofiENERAl

""^

•tgjujPURPMES

CARRIED IN STOCK

[ACn Dttt OF OUB
-

EfifilNES
BEHI£5£Pinij

CATALOGUE f3 RDDRE53

ENGINE DEI^r

RAGNt HARDWARE MFfrCO-R^^-'Vo

Write for prices on
PaJBte Switches,

Sockets for all syatemp,

Sunbeam Lampei,

Porcelain Cut-Oute,

Bella and Batteries,
TO

JULIUS ANDRAE,
MlUVAUKEE, Wis,

PLATINUM.
JAS. SCHAWEL & m., 'I^T.lll:
Importers and Melters. Sheet and AVire

in any CJange. Scrap Purchased.

For all Electric Insulating
Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the market

I I SELL NO OTHER.
Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St.. NEW YORK.

MICA.
W. F. PERBr, to. F. INOYBS.

mm IN iimm imrni
Electrical or Telephone Stocks Bought

and Sold.

PERRY &NOYES,
R'iann Bide-. - JiVi'W YOBK.

Wm. 8. TUBHBB, Pres. UKO, A. ukix, V. i-Bss, J. LiKaTKH wuouuKioua, oec aaaTreas.

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
Consulting; and Constructing

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment of Electric Railways. Steam and Electric Plants.

47 Times Building. Telephone Call, 1009 Cortlandt. NEW YOPK.
SOLID BRAIDED CORD.

le the moBt dura-
ble for hanging
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Oov
ering Field

Mapnets, Sash Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Ssiiuplcs and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STKEET. BOSTON.

CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL.

If you are in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

BROWNLEE & CO., "mTh"'

mn umm eo,

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

Royal Electric Co.,
911 & 913 South Washington St., PEORIA, ILL,,

MANUPACTDBERS OF

Alternating and Continuous Current Dynamos and Motors,

AND ELECTRIC MACHINERY.
The Most Complete Alternating System now on the Market.

Agents Wanted for Exclusive Territory.

BUY THE BEST!

The Mosher Arc Lamp.
DIRECT OR ALTERNATING INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

KKAD THE FOI-tOWING TESTI3IONIAL,

:

J. M. FISHER. Esq. Winona, Minn., Nov. 25, ISfll.

Dear Siu:— We have been uelng- Ibe Moeher Arc Lamp on our Edison three
wire ayBtem since last February and are now nairg twenty-five. They give
good eatlefacllon to our cuetomera, and are the most economical and prolilable
lamp for oureelveB that we have ever need.

Yours very truly,
M'INONA ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,

J. H. Jenkins, Manager.

Noted for Simplicity and Steadiness.
BCO to 5,000 candle power, making superior lamp for photo-engraving

purposes. Write for price, circular, and oaraple lamp.

MOSHER ARC LAMP CO. ,125 Ontario St, Chicago,
OrtoF. P. Little & Co, Buffalo, N. Y.; Crea^head Engineering Co.,

CinclnDfltl. O.; Chas. P. Lindner, San Francisco, Cal.

NEWYORKBELTING&PACKINC CO.

JOHK H. CHEEVEE, Manager, ^''""'^"> 10 Park Row, NEW YORK,
Oldest and largest Manufacturers in the United States of

Vulcanized Rubber Fabrics

SAtESKOOMS:
PHILADELPHIA, 808 Chestnat Street.
BOSTON, 62 Summer Street.
CHICAGO, 151 Lake Street.
DENVER, 1601-1611 ITth Street.
CH.\ELEST0N, 16J Meetins Street.
GRAND RAPIDS. 4 Monroe Street.
MINNEAPOLIS, 28 South 2d Street.
CLEVELAND, 176 Superior Street.

For Mecbanical Purposes,

Rubber Belting,

ac king and Hose.

Rubber

Cement.

SALESROOMS:
SAN FRANCISCO, 17 Kain Street
ATLANTA, 16 Decatur Street
DETROIT, 16-20 Woodward Ave.
EALTIJIORE, 12 North OharJes Street.
BUFFALO. 121-123 Washington Street.NEW ORLEANS, 8-12 North Peters Street.
KAJiSAS CITY, 1313 West 12th Street.
ST. LOUIS, 616 Locust Street.

HINE'S ELIMINATOR.^
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL

Steam Separators and Oil Extractors.
In twelve trials in the "Cornell" Separator test, it averaged
9S 7-10 per cent Dry Steam. Outstripping all competitors.

Send for Circular and Cornell test report.

E HINE ELIMINATOR CO. '°«S*^o^^VERTICAL. YORK. UORIZONTAL.

Dynamos and Motors.
SELLING AGENTS:

Robinson & Cary Co.,
St. Paul, Minn.

St. Louis Engineering Co.,
St. Loois, Mo

International Electric Supply
and ConetrQCtion Co..

San Prancieco, Cal.
Maxwell Electric Co.,

Louisville, Ky.
H. C. Marsh, - C.eveland, Ohio.
Wolf Electrical Co , Omaha, Neb.
J. H. Parker Electric Co

,

St. Joseph, Mo.
H. B. Day, - Des Moines, Iowa.
H. Major & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING.
CARRIKS XO STATIC EIiECTKICITV.

Greatest Adhesive Qualities. Causes Less Friction than any other Belt,

RAWHIDE HYDRAULIC PACKING.

mmi PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS

CE!-

-•..^'

Lace

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.,
Tha only Manufacturers in the Country.

Leather Mope and other Mawliide Goods of all
liinds by Krueger's JPatents.

This Belling and Lace Leather Is not affected by steam or dampness; never be-
comes hard; is stronger, more durable and (he most economical Belling made. The
Rawhide Rope for Round Belting Transmission is superior to all others.

75 OHIO STREET, - CHICAGO, ILL.
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Chicago's First Electric Railway with
Underground Conductors.

Any one who imagines that the underground electric rail-

way conduit system now being exploited by the Love Trac

tion company of Chicago is one of those projects that

exist only on paper and in the mind of a visionary inven-

toi, would be somewhat surprised if suddenly landed at the

corne? of Ilalsted street and Webster avenue. That the

Love company is in earnest and is now vigorously pushing

the construction on the section of road allotted it by the

North Side Street Railway company is plainly to be seen

from the accompanying views reproduced from photo-

graphs taken on February 3d.

The illustrations show the road as it appears from the

/the conduit, as it is now being laid, obtained from General

Manager A. (1. Wheeler, will be of interest. The power

equipment is to be located at the Lincoln avenue cable

power station, and the current will be carried about three-

eighths of a mile to the track. A 150 horse power Mcin-

tosh & Seymour high speed engine will be provided espe-

cially for the loop service, and a 500 volt constant potential

Eddy generator of 125 horse power will furnish current to

the metallic circuit in the conduit.

To electricians the most interesting features of the Lxjve

system are 1 he peculiarly shaped slot rail,which forms a roof,

so to speak, over each of the two conductors, and the

method of insulating the trolley wire from the conduit

castings. The cuts give view of the downwardly

trucks. In other words, it is proposed to demonstrate

more particularly the practicability of transfcrringa double

wire overhead circuit from poles above the track to a space

beneath the road bed. The track construction is to be ex-

actly similar to that employed by the North Side Street

Railway company where the cable is ran in the conduit.

Each one of the yoke castings, which were furnished by the

liouton Foundry company, Chicago, is twenty inches, and

the conduit fifteen inches deep, with a width of nine

inches. The Johnstown six inch girder rail, 78 toSopounds,

and the Johnstown curve rail, 100 pounds to the yard, are

employed. The slot rail is of rolled steel.

The entire length of the loop track is about ij^ miles.

There are four curves of different radii and two double

^

CHICAGO S FlRSr ELECTRIC RAILWAY WITH UftL»EkUKuUisL> LUMjUCiOKS.

corner of Halsted street and "Webster avenue. A map of

the loop which the Love company is to operate by electric-

ity is also presented.

The conduit starts, as is indicated, from Lincoln and

Fullerton avenues, runs west on Fulierlon to Racine,

thence south on Racine to Webster, east on Webster to

Halsted, and finally north on Halsted to the starting

point on Fullerton avenue. The electric motor cars will

take the place of horses and pick up trailers from the

Lincoln avenue cable trains at Fullerton and Lincoln

avenues. This loop has heretofore taken eighteen cars,

which were drawn to and from the center of the city by

cable and pulled around the loop by horses. This

section of the ine will be operated entirely by the electric

system.

' The Love system has already been described in the West-
ern Electrician, but a few details of the construction of

hanging lips of the two slot rails and of the trolley

wire supports. The wires are hung from square blocks of

moulded mica. At each insulator there are two wrought

iron pins which project horizontally, are parallel with the

conductors and are set into the conduit casting. The mica

insulator block is grooved on both sides so that it may be

slipped in between, and be supported by, these two pins.

The construction, as will be seen in the illustration, is

extremely simple. The insulators are set at intervals of 8

feet. The two conductors are of 0000 B. &: S. hard drawn

copper wire furnished by the John A. Roebling's Sons

company.

It was at first intended to equip a car of special design

for this loop service, but the Love company has recently

decided to use ^Vestinghouse single reduction motors of 30

horse power on standard 24 foot Pullman cars. The
motorcars will be equipped with "19 B" standard McGuire

track crossings at angles of 45 and 50 degrees, and in

addition to these there are eleven switches. According to

General Manager Wheeler the work is being rushed with

the idea of making th2 first practical trial with the loop

fully equipped for business on March ist.

The superintendent of the Stow quartz mine near

Forbsstown, Cal., is about to equip the property with an

electric plant. He has about completed arrangements to

have the mine and mill lighted by electricity. The dyna-

mo will be run by the same water power that propels the

machinery in the mill, and incandescent lights will take

the place of the candles heretofore used by the miners in

the drifts and tunnels. The work above ground will be

illuminated with large arc lights. This improvement marks

an important epoch in quartz mining in Butte, as it is the

first of the kind to be made.



National Electric Light Association,

The National Eleclric Light association will hold its

fifteenth convention at Buffalo, N. Y., February 23d. 2^t\\

and 25th. The headquarters of the association will be at

the Iroquois Hotel, and the sessions will be held in the

Buffalo Library building, which is conveniently located

near the headquarters.

It is expected that there will be an unusually large at-

tendance at this meeting, as it is understood that it will be

the last convention before the holding of the World's Fair,

and that the question of holding only one convention each

vear thereafter will be passed upon. This proposition, as

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

States. The Buffalo meeting, planned and directed by

the advocates of the new policy, should be successful not

only in point of attendance and entertainment, but it

should also prove of great benefit to central station mana-

gers. The present officers of the association are:

President, Charles A. Huntley. Buffalo.

First \'ice-President, fames I. Ayer, St. Louis.

Second Vice-President, M. J. Francisco, Rutland, Vt.

Secretary and Treasurer, George F. Porter, New York.

Executive Committee: Class i, E. H. I'eck, Brooklyn;

John Seely, New York city; R. Fabin, Jr., Toledo. Class

2. Albert J. Corriveau. Montreal ; H. H. Fairbanks,

Worcester; A. J. DeCamp, Philadelphia. Class 3, Freder-

CuNVENTluN HEADQUARTERS.

has already been shown, is advocated by the more conser-

vative members of the association, and it is believed, there

will be little opposition to the measure. Thus far, at

least, there has been no objection, whatever, to the pro-

posed discontinuance of the midsummer meeting, most of

the members believing that in the present condition of af-

fairs one convention each year is enough- President

Huntley advocated this measure in his annual address

at the Montreal meeting, when he said;

In conclusion, I would urge that the association de:er-

mine upon meeting only once a year. Even if it were not

impossible to recover in six months from such overwhelm-
ing hospitality as we are now the recipients of, I believe

that the time has gone by when half-yearly meetings were
necessary. Once in twelve months is often enough for us
to come together for the comparison of our experiences and
the report of further rehnements in the detail of "the indus-

try. The mere fact that frequent reunions are no longer

necessary is in itself a hopeful sign, for it tells of stable

and settled conditions, and of activities that now require

our presence at home pretty much the year around.

That he has not changed his mind on this subject is evi-

dent to all who have discussed the topic with him during

the last month. No doubt he will have something further

to say on this topic to delegates in his Buffalo address.

Another noticeable feature which will distinguish the

Buffalo convention from former meetings, especially in

view of the fact that it is directly opposed to the policy

that prevailed at the Montreal gathering, will be the ab-

sence of a general exhibition of electrical apparatus. The
fact that the last convention was the first occasion on

which the association had ever met on other than its na-

tive soil, and that it was made the object of a general pub-

lic demonstration, had much to do, nodoubt, with the

elaborate display that was made It was this exhibition

that marked the turning point, and led many manufact-

urers to advocate discontinuance of general displays un-

til after the World's Fair at least. Of course there will be

many private exhibitions in hotel parlors, but nothing on

such an extensive scale as that which has marked the dis-

plays at former conventions.

It is not to be inferred from this, however, that interest

in these gatherings is declining; on the contrary, their im-

portance is becoming more manifest each year, and it is

believed the Buffalo meeting will call out the largest at-

tendance and be of greater benefit to the members of the

association than any former convention in the history of

the organization. The true significance of these proposed

changes of policy is to be found in the fact that the central

station managers are beginning to realize their own
strength, and that they feel there is no further necessity

for glittering side shows to attract the general public. Not
only are these displays considered no longer a necessity,

but their desirability is questioned by many. In a word,

the National Electric Light association is developing into

an organization of business men, conducted on business

p:ia;ip'ie3, ani as su;'i dis^rvis th; support of every per-

S31 io'.eres^ed in el;c':ri:al d;vilop.ti2nt in the United

-IROQUOIS HOTEL, BUFFALO.

ick Nichols, Toronto; M. D. Law, Schenectady; A. M.
Young, Waterbury.

Following is the official programme for the convention,

as announced by Secretary Porter:

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1S92.

Meeting of the executive committee at 9 A, m., Iroquois
hotel parlors.

Moriiiii;^ nicctiiii; of associiition al 10:30 ii"clock.

Address of welcome by Hon. Charles F. Bishop, mayor
of Buffalo.

Address of President Huntley.
Report of committee on underground conduits and con-

ductors. M. J. Francisco, chairman.

Afternoon session at 2 clock.

Report of committee on safe wir-

ing. M. L>. Law, chairman.
Report of committee on World's

Columbian Exposition. B E Sunny,
chairman.
"How to Fire a Steam Boiler."

Richard Hammond.
Ei'cnijig session at S o'clock.

"Transmission of Power." Carl
Ilering. Discussion by William Stan-

ley, Jr., H. Ward Leonard, Elihu
Thomson, L. B. Stillwell and others.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24TH.

Morning session at 5o o'clock,

"The Allied Powers." D. Ash-
worth.

"The Alternating Current Motor."
William Stanley.

"Electric Lighting from a Finan-
cial Standpoint." Erastus Wiman.

Afternoon scssitn- at 2:30 o'clock.

"Switch-boards: Their Safety and
Operation." M. C. Sullivan.

"From the Tannery to the Dyna-
mo." Chas. A. Schieren.

"Municipal Franchises for Quasi-

public Corporations." Allen R. Foote.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 25TH.

Morning session at 10 o'clock. conventio
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Convention Headquarters-
The Buffalo Library building has been secured for hold-

ing the meetings of the association, and a more appropriate
selection could not be made. As will be seen from the
accompanying illustration the building is a substantial
structure, imposing in appearance, and advantageously
situated. It occupies the triangle formed by Broadway,
Washington and Clinton streets. It is a substantial
fire proof structure, built of brick, and was finished in

1887 at a.cost of $378,000. The library ranks among the
foremost in America, and contains Go,ooo volumes, most
of which are in circulation, while a number are used only
for reference. The reading rooms are equipped with the
latest and best periodicals. They are well lighted, well

ventilated, and furnished with a degree of comfort. In
them the visitors will find much to interest and instruct

them—rare old manuscripts, autograph letters and original

works of great historical value. Most of the noted authors,

statesmen and generals of this age are represented there,

and a study of their chirography will no doubt be found
very interesting. Buffalo is certainly to be congratulated
upon the possession of such an institution, and no further
evidence is needed to establish the reputation of her citizens

for public spirit, liberality and culture than this eloquent
monument.

The site formerly occupied by the library is now devoted
to an hotel, the Iroquois, which will be the headquarters
of the association during the convention. This hotel is

on the corner of Main and Eagle streets and is the largest

in the city. It was erected at a cost of $1,000,000, is ab-
solutely fireproof and can accommodate a large number of

guests. An excellent cut of the hotel is presented here-

with. The building is owned by the Buffalo Library as-

sociation and is one of the finest structures in the city. It

is a noteworthy fact that this building contains the largest

isolated electric light plant in Buffalo; in fact the installa-

tion might be classified under the head of a central station,

as it furnishes current for the Library building as well as

the hotel. In the-basement there are four 550 light

United States machines driven by two Rice engines of 120

horse power each. Natural gas is used for fuel, and al-

though the managers of the hotel say there is no difference

in the operating expense since the use of coal was discon-

tinued, the cleanliness of the present method makes it far

more desirable even at greater cost. A view of the dy-

namo room, reproduced from a photograph, is herewith

presented, showing the arrangement of the machines. A
glance will suffice to show that every available foot of space

is utilized and that further increase in the plant will require

"Overhead Construction." E. F. Peck.
"Operation of High-tension Currents Underground."

E A. Leslie.

"Underground Construction of Buffalo Railway Com-
pany." J. R. Craven.

Afternoon session (it 2:30 o'clock.

Report of secretary and treasurer; report from executive
committee; election of officers.

A novel use was found for electric light in a Michigan
town a few days ago. A showman's elephant was suffer-

ing from toothache, according to the story, and it was de-
cided to fill the cavity. A dentist was summoned from
New York, and. after one unsuccessful attempt, the ani-

mal was chloroformed. The brute's mouth was braced
open with two crossed hickory sticks and an incandescent
electric light was suspended at the opening. By this light

the dentist was enabled to perform his task satisfactorily.

N HEADQUARTERS.—BUFFALO LIBRARY BUILDING.

more extensive quarters. There are r,goo lights in the

hotel and 100 in a billiard room near by. The Buffalo

Library building, which is less than i.coo feet away, has

350 lights. There are several motors in the hotel, utilized

principally in the kitchen and laundry for ventilation and

other purposes. The plant is giving satisfaction, and it is

believed more motors will be introduced shortly. The
wiring throughout the building is of okonite and the fix-

tures are in many cases quite elaborate. The dining

room and parlors especially are notable in this respect, the

electroliers being very elaborate and costly.

The Practical Engineer of London says that Parliament

,

will be asked to sanction no less than five projects for
electric railways in that city, to be built, or at least com-
menced, this year.
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Buffalo Telephone Systom.
The <:ily of lluffnlo is noteworthy in that it is one of two

or three cities in which the toll system for telephone service

prevails exclusively, and, stranKc though it may appear to

outsiders, the public seems to like it. 'I'hc iJcll Telephone

company of liufTalo is one of the largest corporations of

the kind in the country. Not only does it control the service

in Buffalo, but also in Rochester, Bitavia and many inter-

scribcrs would discontinue the use of the telephones unless

the new order was rescinded. This was considered an idle

threat, and for a time the indi^fnation displayed by the

people of Rochester formed the subject of many amusing

newspaper paragraphs throuKhout the country. IJut the

people showed their determination to fight, and soon the

company realized it had a troublasomc customer on its

hands. The I'eoplc's Telephone association, an organi-

mediate places. The company was formed in 1879 ^'^^

at once secured valuable franchises. To day there are in

Buffalo alone 2,oiS subscribers and in Rochester 1,095.

There are in Buffalo 1.115 subscribers on me!:allic circuits

and 903 on grounded circuits. The exchange operates

3,000 miles of underground circuits and about 3.200 miles

of aerial wire. The work of burying the wires is being

pushed ahead with commendable rapidity. There are em-

ployed seventeen operators on the regular city service and

two for the long distance conapiny, which also has iis

Buffalo headquarters at this e.xchange. Av excellent view

of the switchboard in the operating room is presented in

the accompanying cut. The ticket system which is invo;:,i;e

requires more clerical help than in ordinary exchanges, biu

the company believes it is the only method on which the

business should be conducted.

John N, Culbarts^n, general superintendent of the

company, is an earnest advocate of the Buffalo system, and

he points with considerable pride to the admirable work-

ing of the Buffalo exchange, the method employed in

handling the business and the details which have been so

carefully worked out under his management. According

to Mr. Culbertson, the Buffalo system is the only just and

rational system employed—providing, as it does, that each

subscriber shall bear his proportional share of expense, or

in fact pay for exactly what he gets and no more. "Some

of our heavy subscribers," says Mr. Culbertson, "would,

no doubt, gladly avail themselves of any opportunity to

return to the old system—paying so much per year for the

service—but the majority of the subscribers want the pres-

ent method continued. Of course when we first introduced

the system there was some objection raised, but it was in-

stigated by the big merchants, who wanted their less for-

tunate competitors to pay part of their expenses. This

was soDn realized, however, by small merchants, and there

was a general revolution. To day the present method

!-uits the people, and they would not go back' to the old-

fashioned way of doing business."

It win be remembered that the company tried to intro-

duce the new system into the Rochester branch of the

business in October, 1SS6. The people of that city had

just had a controversy with the company, and were not

favorably disposed toward it, especially as there was always

considerable local resentment at the idea of being consid-

ered a branch of the Buffalo exchange. As was to be ex-

pected there was opposition to the measure, but it was be-

lieved by the company that no serious results would

follow. It proved, however, the beginning of a most re

markable struggle between the Bell telephone interests

and the people of Rochester. After several unavailing

protests had been made, it was announced that the sub-

zation of subscribers, was formed, and the war was carried

on unceasingly. On Nov. 20, 1SS6, the Rochester sub-

scribers hung up their telephones at the hour appointed by

the People's association, and from that time until June i,

1SS8, there was no telephone service in the Flower City.

On the latter date the company resumed business, but the

new system was not introduced, and acccrdirg to theltrms

taincd that the subscribers stood in their own light; that

the entire' trouble waacau5cd by a few avaricious bustncKS

men, who would be compelled to pay heavy lolls for their

service, while under the present arrangement or flat rale

the poor man is obliged to pay, in pari at least, iherzpcnsc

which ihc more extensive dealer should bear.

At any rale service is good and the patrons on both lines

are satisfied.

Buffalo as a Convention City.

Reprcsenlalivcs of electrical interests have on former

occasions enjoyed the hospitality of the people of ItufTalo.

and further assurance at this time is wholly unnecessary.

Delegates will lind that ample arrangements have been

made for their comfort and entertainment during their so-

journ in the City of Breezes. There will be plenty oj

room at good hotels conveniently situated near the conven-

tion hall.

Buffalo has many places of historical inl«rtst, which
will no doubt prove attractive to many of the visitors at-

tending the convention. It has also numerous handsome
residences, imposing public buildings and substantial com-
mercial houses. There are fine drives through the cily parks

and cemeteries in the outlying districts, and in summer re-

sorts within easy access it is paiticularly well supplitd. The
principal drive is Delaware avenue, which is lighlly con-
sidered one of the fin:;st thoroughfares in the country. It

runs parallel with Main s'.reet. in a central portion of the
city, along an elevated plateau with a gradual slope from
either sideof the avenue. It extends from the Terrace on
the south to the city line on the north, a distance of about
four miles, bisecting the park acd Forest L^wn cemtKry,
and passing under one of the park driveways through an
immense stone arch. Oa this avenue is a handsome
Gothic residence that attracts much attention. It was
formeriy occupied by President Millard Fiilmore, but is

now known as the Fillmore braiding hcuse. Oppcsite is

the Women's Industrial Union building ard ihe Wc men's
Christian Association temple. Near by is St. Joseph's

college, the city and county buildings, the jail and the

old Buffalo club house. Handsome residences, occupied

by Buffalo's most prominent families, line this thorough-

fare, making it the center of fashion and cullure'of the

citv.

One of the features of the Queen City of which her peo-

ple are justly proud is the park system, established in

iS6g, and comprising S.6 acres. Abesulifol lake, dotted

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT AT THE IRO'JUOIS HOTEL, BUFFALO.

of the agreement, cannot be until June i, 1S93. Inasmuch

as the people continue to approve the flat rate system it is

hardly possible that the telephone company will risk another

protracted controversy—especially in view of the fact that

there is a prevailing idea, however erroneous it may prove

to be, that the Bell company's exclusive rights in the tele-

phone cease at that time. In reference to the Rochester

controversy the officers of the company have always main-

with miniature islands, takes up forty-six acres. This is a

favorite resort. All the parkways and avenues leading to

the branches of the park system are 200 feet wide. More

than $2,000,000 has been expended on the parks thus far.

The annual cost for maintenance is about $90,000. There

are also many smaller "squares" in the heart of the city

which are used for recreation grounds. In many of these

there are handsome monuments: notable among them is
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that of the soldiers and sailors, which stands in Lafayette

square, on Main street, between Clinton and Lafayette

streets, in front of the Buffalo Library building, where

the sessions of the convention will be held. To the ladies

of Buffalo belongs the entire credit of this work. The

monument is eighty five feet high, and its cost was $50,-

000. The corner-stone was laid July 4, 1SS2. and the

monument was unveiled July 4, 1884. The statues on the

base are eight feet high, of bronze, while the one on top

is ten and a half feet high, and granite.

For the convenience of visitors the following list, giving

the location of publie buildings and hotels has been pre-

pared :

Buffalo Library, Washington street and Broadway.
Iroquois Hotel, corner of Main and Eagle streets.

The Tifft, Main street.

The Genesee, Main and Genesee streets.

Broezel. Seneca and Wells streets.

Mansion House, Main and Exchange streets.

Ciiy and County Building, Church and Franklin streets.

Postoffice, Seneca corner Washington street.

Board of Trade, Seneca street near Main.
Music Hall, Main, Edward and Pearl streets.

Western Union Telegraph company. Main, corner Seneca
streets.

Street Railway company's headquarters (starting point

for all lines of street cars in the city). Main and Niagara
streets.

Railroad Depots. The New York Central's depot is

located on Exchange street, a short distance from Main
street; the Erie depot is a few minutes' walk to the east, at

the corner of Exchange and Michigan streets; the Western
New York & Pennsylvania'.s depot is still farther east, at

the corner of Exchange and Louisiana streets; the Dela-

ware & Lackawanna's depot is at the foot of Main street;

and the old Erie-street depot, on Erie street, is still entered

by a few trains. Michigan Central trains arrive and depart

from New York Central depot, also the Lake Shore Si

Michigan Southern^ the West Shore, and Buffalo, Roches-

ter & Pittsburgh.

of the company 'are:'^President,' S. F. Eagan; treasurer,

secretary and manager, P. P. Miller; superintendent, F.

F. Little.

It should be stated in this connection that the city has

been divided by the council into four parts, and the street

lighting for each of Ahem is assigned to one station. The
present arrangement, of course, is only main-

tained by the excellent service given by the corn-

meeting of all the divisions, after which the members of

each division will meet by themselves. These divisions

may be divided into as many chapters or sections as may
be fo'^nd desirable. The congress may terminate with

another joint session. The work of every division will

consist in the discussion of subjects chosen by the officers

of the division and the reading of selected voluntary

papers and discussion thereon. The papers must be in

United States Plant at Black Rock.
One of the largest central stations in Buffalo is illustrated

in the accompanying views. It was installed by the United

States Electric Light & Power company, the second

electric company formed in the City of Breezes, and has

been operated since 1SS5. The station is at Black Rock.

The plant consists of six United States arc dynamos of

50 lights each, three new Wood machines of 60 light and

two 2D light United States generators, the latter held in

reserve. The station supplies current for 33S arc lamps

on the streets in the district north of Ferry street. The

company does no commercial lighting whatever. The
dynamos are driven by a pair of compound condensing

engines of 400 horse power capacity, built by the J. T.

Noye Manufacturing company, Buffalo. Four 80 hcrse

UNITED STATES PLANT AT BLACK ROCK.

pinies. That such an arrangement does exist is

the highest compliment that the city can pay the local

electric light companies.

On February ist this company passed under the direc-

tion of the Thomson-Houston company of Buffalo, and

will hereafter be conducted in connection with that cor-

poration.

World's Electrical Congress.
A circular has been issued by the World's Congress

Auxiliary of the World's Columbian Exposition inclosing

UNITED STATES PL.

power boilers are employed. The company has adopted

natural gas for fuel. Before this innovation, however,

it is claimed that the company only used two pounds of

soft' slack per horse power per hour. This coal cost but

$1.60 per ton. The company is securing its natural gas

at a rate on the same basis. It is scarcely necessary to

say that it is much pleased with the changes. The officers

ANT AT BLACK ROCK.

the preliminary address of the general committee on en-

gineering congresses. This department is to be divided

into seven general divisions, which will respectively treat

of civil, mechanical, raining, metallurgical, electrical, mili-

tary and marine engineering. The engineering congress

will probably be held in July or August, lSg3, and will

last six days. The congress is to be opened by a joint

English, French or German, must not excted fifteen min-

utes in time of delivery and must never before have been

published or communicated to any society. Copies must

be furnished in advance to the secretary of the division.

The proposed classification of subjects for the division of

electrical engineering is as follows:

Telegraphy.—Systems; duplex, quadruplex, multiplex,

etc. Rapid telegraphy. Cable telegraphy and instru-

ments. Batteries and telegraph dynamos. Circuits. In-

duction telegraphy.

Ttlephones.—Systems, transmitters, switch-boards.

Automatic apparatus. Magneto bells. Long distance
telephony. Induction and retardation.

Lamps.—Arc lamps and carbons, incandescent lamps
and filaments. Manufacture and durability. Sockets.

Wires.—Overhead systems, underground systems,

cables. Insulation.

Distribution.—High tension, direct; low tension, direct;

alternating. Simple circuits, compound circuits. Series

and parallel systems.

Batteries.—Primary and secondary.
Generating Machinery.— Dynamos, alternating and di-

rect. High and low tensions. Armature and field wind-
ings. Methods of regulation. Commutators. Mechanical
details.

Motors.—Direct and alternating current motors. Arma-
ture windings. Regulating devices. Comniutators and
mechanical details.

Appliances.—For measuring and controlling currents of
electricity. S bitches, rheostats, meters, safety appli-

ances.

Transformers.—Methods of winding, loss in conversion,
heating, designs.

Mining and Metallurgy.—Boring, drilling and firing,

pumping. Reduction of ore.

Welding.—Welding, brazing, soldering, tempering and
forging.

Transmission of Power.—Short distances, long dis-

tances.

Signals — Bells, annunciators, amtoraatic calls, indi-

vidual calls, etc.

Railways.— Single and double wire systems, rail trans-

mission systems, geared and gearless inotors, generators.

Trolley and underground systems. Storage battery sys-

tems.

Electroplating.—Current, solutions, time, etc.

Heating.—Resistance devices. Thermostats.
Execution.—Apparatus for destruction of life.

Photography.— Electrical devices for same.

The general committee states that the assignment of

electricity to the department of science and philosophy, as

well as to the department of engineering, is to be regarded

as merely a double assignment of an important subject.

In the former the scientific, and in the latter the practical

aspects of the subject will have the leading place, but each

of the departments will be free to consider the subject in

any relation within its scope.

The circular asserts that it is proposed to assign the

organization and management of the division of electri-

cal engineering to the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers.
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Wire Tapper.
The cut shows a liule instrument which might be

employed to advantage for making a temporary connec-

tion with insulated wire. The tool has a V-shaped scat to

receive and firmly hold the wire, and a pointed contact is

provided which may be pressed down and made 'o pierce

the insulation and cooperate with the seat in holding the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

purtenacces. Morses and men have no other wotk tq id

and are kept in readiness to dash cfT the moment a bwolic

is reported. In the wagon are all the tools and supplies tlU^

are likely to be needed. Manager Lynn will make tw<

more wagons for the other divisions of the \'illard system.

WIRE TAPPER.

wire. Wires in a wall can be readily tested through a

hole large enough to admit the tapper. A set screw

works through the tubular guide for, the rod. This tool

was invented by G S. Neu of New York.

Patrol Repair Wagon.
Manager A. W. Lynn of the Cream City railroad, Mil-

waukee, has invented a patrol wagon for electric railroad-

ers. The accompanying illustration shows the wagon in

use. It is constructed just like a police patrol wagon and

51- The World's Fair and Technological
Education.'

By a. H. Revei.i..

I visited the Paris Exposition of 1880 and spent a month
there, which I will always regard as part of the best spent
time of my life, (irand, beautiful and instructive, indeed,

was that exposition. It did the work of half a century to-

ward the enlightenment of the world. iJut the high water
mark of success to which it attained will be far surpassed
by the e.Nposition of 1893, not only in complettness, but
in richness of detail and grandeur of architectural de-
sign.

Every industry will there join to make this event, not
the pride of Chicago, not the pride of the West, not the
pride of the East, the North or the South, but the pride
of the entire continent, enriched by the work and industry
of four centuries since Columbus led the way.
We have been trained to look toward the East for the

technique and higher education. In 1S93 there will be an
engineering and industrial educator in Chicago.

While the excellence and quality of American workman-
ship is undeniable, yet I feel that there is something lack-

ing. We do not apparently pay enough attention to re-

, finement and artistic beauty in all our engineering, design-
ing and manufacturing. There is lacking that special

indescribable something which appeals so directly to the
eye and to the sense.

The Columbian Exposition will educate the artistic, as
well as the practical, qualities of the engineer, designer,
workman and employer. Foreign e.xposiiions are of small
value to the American designer and workman, as in gg
cases in 100 they cannot attend ihem,but they will all be able
to visit the World's Fair in our o^'Ti country, and see there
on a grand scale what their foreign competitors aie doing.
Say what you aay, there is somttbing in the foreign finish

and workmanship that C3ptiv:)tes us all.

The exposition of 1B51 in London, which gave the
English artisan a chance to see what these of France were
doing, served as a wonderful stimulus to the English.

They then began to recognize the need of art education in

order to achieve engineering and manufacturing suprem-
acy. The Centennial exposition gave a great impetus
to these departments in this country, and that at Chicago
will do more in this direction, because it will be visited by
a much larger proportion of the people of the United
States.

Probably the most remarkable impulse which these na-

tions, and others as well, received toward the development
of these sciences was given at the first of the great inter-

national expositions, held in London in 1S51. to which I

have just referred. Expositions had been held before, but
none on a scale so broad, or with a scope including all na-

tions. So, also, there had been schooU of technology, es-

pecially in France and in Germany. Those of England
and America had been few and feeble.

But at the English exposition it was form illy recognized
in well studied reports of learned societies, and by commit-
tees made up of the world's ablest men of science, and
charged with the special duty of investigation, that in that

exposition the great victory lay with the nations that had
.most fostered the arts of technology.

The lesson was a severe one; but both England and

I? Already other American cities have
Is of technology, while as jet Chicago has

is the natural home of such a school,
uipment must be in it and a part of it. But

,
and here lies the reason why a first class school

of technology will seek its abode in a great city, the city

itself is one grand museum of technological science, a con-
stantly growing collection of completed scientific triumphs.
Kailwa>s with cver>' phase of motive power.above, under,
or on the surface, costly terminals, bridges, and bridge
constructing companies, electric plants, fcurdrits. iron

mills, elevators, chemical works, manipulating gases, oils

and metals, manufacturing establishments of all kinds, an
infinite variety of procesi^es that gather about the great

packing industries; architecture, especially the new forms
of construction recognized as the "Chicago mithcd," with
all the intricacies of actual woik from the lowest embedded
rail to the highest ornament, and every one here can add
his own example to the growing list.

tiere is a museum such as no collector ever gathered,
catalogued and labeled. The school should be planted in

its midst, and become itself apart thereof.

The time is ripe for such an enterprise. The coming
fair should give it the grandest impetus. Thousands of
the exhibits would naturally seek such a heme after the
exposition had closed its doors for the last time.

I am in favor of it first, last, and always.

Special Vestibule Electric Car for Mil-

waukee.
The ViUard interests which have secured control of the

electric street railways of Milwaukee have just turned out

a special vestibule electric car, which will undoubtedly

be reserved for the use of distinguished visitors,

and the officers of the road. It is considered

one of the handsomest electric cars in this country has

just been turned out at the South Side shops of the Mil-

waukee Street Railway company. It was designed by

Manager Lynn and built entirely under his supervision.

It is a double truck car. Its length is twenty- four feet, six

inches its width, seven feet six inches and its height ten feet

four inchis. The exterior of the carls very handsome and

the interior is magnificent. The finest, most carefully

selected woods and the most elegant upholstering mater-

ials have been used. Up to the windows the woodwork is

of curled birch, finely polished in oil and trimmed with

mohoghany. The ceilings are of oak and mahogany, highly

polished. Oa each side there are five large windows, all

of French beveled plate glass, and at either end of each

seat is a French plate mirror. The transom windows in

the dome are of cathedral glass, the metal lines being

heavily plated in gilt. The handstrap rods and all of

the trimmings are of heavy nickel plate or oxidized silver.

The straps are of russet leather, quilted with silk with a

slight scarlet e:lge. The electric lights in the center are

inside a large milk shaded globe, which is suspended in

oxidized silver hangings. Heavy plush adorns the seats

and backrests. The windows and doors are supplied with

heavy spring roller curtains. Vestibules at each end of

the car are fitted up as handsomely as the interior proper.

The brake lever, hand rails and every particle of metal in

PATROL REPAIR WAGON.

is equally strong and durable. The square tower which

rises out of the wagon is built of angle iron to the top of

the ladder, also built of the same material. The cross-

piece at the top of the ladder is very heavy and the portion

of the tower above that point is made of hickory and fits

inside of the iron part of the tower so that it can be lowered

when not in use. The wooden part of the tower is manip-

ulated by means of a crank and the pulley which depends

from the crosspiece. When the tower is raised to its full

extent it is fifteen feet high. It has been fcurd vtij con-

venient indeed for repairing trolley wires and their ap-

SPECIAL VESTIBULE ELECTRIC CAR FOR MILWAUKEE.

America tcok it carefully into account, snd the great

strides which both of these nations have since taken in

producing the choicest fruits of civilization inspired by

science, began with that exposhion. and followed the fre-

quent establishment of schools of technology.

These lessons have been repeated with increasirg em
phasis at each world's fair since that already named. Can
we doubt that the educative power of the coming fsir will

be in the same direction, and as much more emphatic as

the Columbian Exposition will be greater and grander

than its predecessors?

Will Chicago be prepared to recognize the instruction

sight are either nickel, silver plated or o.^idized silver. It

is estimated that the car cost more than double the price

of any of the fine new cars which have just been put in use

on the Villard system.

Read before the Chicago Electric Club. Feb .892.

Recent statistics of the figures obtained with the Frank-
fort transmission plant show that the commercial efficiency

was over 72 per cent. The cost per effective horse power
was about |;2So, the distance of transmission being no
miles. It was thought by some that there might be extra-

.ordinary losses not deducible from Ohm's law, but the re-

sults show that this was not the case.
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The approaching convention of the National Electric

Light association at Buffalo should be one of the most suc-

cessful in the history of thatorganizition. Unusual atten-

tion has been given the preparations for the meeting, and

the official programme, presented elsewhere in this issue,

shows that an excellent list of papers has been secured.

The many important matters that will come before the as-

sociation will also add greatly to the interest in the Buf

falo convention.

Perhaps there may be some who imagine that the over-

head electric railway system is not progressing, and if so

they will be surprised to hear that Staten Island may now
be put on the list with Brooklyn. New York and Chi-

cago are alike, so far at least as the trolley system is con-

cerned. Chicago has permitted the encroachment of the

"obno.Kious" system within its limits, and perhaps New
York before long, in spite of the war against the wires,

will find that the enforcement of a rigid rule, regardless of

reasonable exceptions, has its most decided disadvant-

ages.

"Then came a shorter gasp, which was cut short in a
gurgle by the re-application of the current flowing at

1,500 voltages and ten amperes."

This is the graphic manner in which the Chicago Trib'

nne describes the effect of the second application of cur-

rent to McElvaine recently executed at Sing Sing. Think

of "1,500 voltages!" A volt is bad enough under certain

circumstances, and 220 volts may even melt paving stones'

But wheu we stop to consider what a "voltage" means and

then multiply the conclusion by i,5Co there is but little

wonder that the second shock completed the deadly work.

Ex-Mayor Roche's contribution to the discussion of

the need of a technological institution in Chicago at the

Chicago Electric club is a sensible address. Mr. Roche

points out the fact, which all must recognize, that Chicago,

like all American cities, is still far short of engineering

perfection in its municipal works. Neither its waterworks,

sewerage system nor electric plant is beyond improve-

ment. The baneful influence of politics has much to do

with this, as the ex-mayor says, and one need of the city

is technical men "whose only ambition is their work."

Such men would naturally take a greater interest in their

duties and have a more comprehensive grasp of the situa-

tion if educated amid the surroundings that were to bear

witness to their professional energy in after years.

One of the first results of the publicity given the pro-

ceedings in the death chamber at Sing Sing prison was

the introifuction of a bill in the New York legislature, pro-

viding for a return to the old manner of execution. As-

sembly Stein, one of the witnesses of the last execution,

pronounced the proceedings barbarous in the extreme.

Despite the fact that the advocates of the new law had

been expeiimenting on living men in secret, and that it

was to be expected that they had become proficient in

their method of putting criminals out of the way, the re-

ports of the last execution show that the new method is

still in what might be termed the experimental stage,

and that the learned scientists, so called, had a disagree-

ment as lo whether their victim was dead or not after the

first shock. In spite of all these horrible and revolting

experiments, it has yet to be shown that the new method

has, in any degree, lessened the pain endured by the con-

demned. It may be that the disgusting spectacle wit-

nessed at Sing Sing may serve to bring about the complete

abolition of capital punishment in the Empire State.

A comprehensive list of subjects has been proposed

for the consideration of the World's Electrical Congress,

and is given on another page. One topic for discus-

sion is presented, however, that it would have been well

to have omitted, and t'lat is "Execution—Apparatus for the

destruction of life." Unless the temper of the electrical

engineering profession changes very much before the sum-

mer of 1S93 it will not be thought that the taking of

human life by electricity has risen to the dignity of an

equal place with the topics that will naturally be brought to

the attention of the gathering proposed. The electrical

engineer, broadly speaking, is engaged in work for ihe

betterment of mankind; his work is constructive, not de-

structive. If it is necessary to discuss the subject of

electrical execution in scientific bodies, the place to do

it is in gatherings of medical men. We think that the

gentlemen who are expected to attend the World's

Electrical Congress will have no taste for the line of

in<5uiry proposed, and that a decided improvement can be

made by omitting it when the final programme is issued.

Those interested in the electrical features of the World's

Fair will watch with some solicitude the progress of the

dispute between the national commission and the local

directory in relation to the question of the transportation,

reception, transfer and installation of exhibits. Director-

general Davis, representing the commission, and Presi-

dent Baker of the local board entertain different ideas on

this subject, and a definite settlement is sought, so that

the affairs of the exposition may be managed with less

friction. Col. Davis claims that the power to install ex-

hibits rests in the national commission by the explicit lan-

guage of the act of Congress, while Mr. Baker asserts that

the directors, with their knowledge of the details of the

construction work and the facilities at their command, can

supervise the installation more easily and to the best ad-

vantage of the exposition as a whole. Whatever may be

the merits of the case, there can be no question that the

contention is hurtful and deplorable, and it should be set-

tled as speedily as possible. The Siemens & Halske case

is in point as showing the trouble that this conflict in au-

thority has caused. The gentlemen representing this im-

portant firm have spent several weeks in Chicago endeav-

oring to induce the exposition authorities to grant them a

number of sp2cial privileges as the condiiion of making a
large and attractive electrical exhibit. Director general

Davis is di'^posed to grant many of the requests, while Mr.
Burnham, chief of construction, and many of the directors

think that it would not be proper to do so under the exist-

ing regulations. The matter stands in this unsettled state

at present, and the gentlemen fron Bsrlia have le't Chi-

cago temporarily, having obtained but poor satisfaction.

For the good of the electrical display it is to be hoped that

the question at issue will ba settled before their return,

and that some one will have unquestioned authority to

grant or deny the concessions sought.

There is a probability that immediate attention will be
given the subject of lighting by electricity the boulevards

of Chicago leading to the World's Fair site. The South
Park commissioners have at last taken decisive steps and
have prepared plans for an elaborate system of illumina-

tion. They have received propositions from electric com-
panies for three distinct plans, one of 310 arc lights, the

second of 264, and the third of 98. The 3iolight plant

included all the lights required in Washington Park,

Grand, Drexel and Oakwood boulevards, Garfield boule-

vard between South Park avenue and State street, Thirty-

fifth street, Michigan avenue between Thiitv-fifth street

and Garfield boulevard; also the streets surrounding

Washington Park. The 264-light plant would illuminate

the same territory with the exception of Thirty-fifth street

and Michigan avenue. The smallest plant contemplated

is the illumination of Washington Park only.

It is a hopeful ^ign that the commissioners consider

this matter seriously, but more than mere consideration of

plans is required. These officials should bear in mind the

fact that the electrical companies of the country have now
all the work they can turn out, that with the approach of

the fair business is bound to increase, and the preparation

of exhibits will require much time and labor. Therefore,

it behooves the commissioners to get to work and put the

magnificent thoroughfares which they control, in proper

shape for the great exposition. Chicago must be arrayed

in holiday attire at that time, and its magnificent drives

must be properly illuminated. Unless this is done it

would be better that the city had not been awarded the ex-

position, for Chicago would be disgraced in the eyes of the

world for all time.

For some months the Western Electrician has been

advocating the desirability of applying electricity to the

South side cross-town lines in Chicago, and at the present

writing it looks as though the Chicago City Railway com-
pany had at last awakened to the fact that no better

motive power could be found. According to one of the

board of directors of the company, it has been decided to

place motors on all of the cross-town lines, and the com
pany will soon ask the city council for an ordinance which

will permit the introduction of the improvement. Of
course, the cable roads will continue as at present, but the

company is particularly anxious to use electric mctive

power on Sixty-third street to connect the State street line

with the World's Fair grounds.

Unfortunately, though, the decision of the street rail-

way company is not all that is necessary before the long

suffering South Sider can commence once more tj patron-

ize the conveyances that somstimes may be seen oa the

side streets. Of course, there will be objectors in the

city council, and some may be unkind enough to hint

that each one of these in turn will have to be "educated"

to an appreciation of the advantages of electdcity. In

some cities such education is very costly, and some of the

good and thoughtful city fathers waste a great deal of

time before they conclude that there is really nothing in

the absurd objections to the trolley system, which are fat-

ing continually presented by ignorant people. A great

deal of work, then, will have to be done, and the sooner

the street railway company commences the better it will

be for itself and its patrons. The Calumet company
entered the wedge about a year ago, and this company

has now a most valuable franchise for lines in the suburbs,

but nevertheless within the city limits. With this com-

pany's work as a precedent and an ample supply of surplus

funds—not to mention the backing it will receive from a

people whose needs it has apparently so wilfully-

neglected—the Ch'cago City Railway company should

succeed in making the much desired and most necessary

change with as little delay as possible.
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Induction by High Potential Discharges.
liv Eliiiu Thomson.

It is well known that electric lines are strongly affected

by iniiuction during thunderstorms, and il would natu-

rally be inferred that a line in a direction parallel to the

Mash wculd receive the strongest inductive inducncc, and

that the induction would not necessarily be static induction,

but currents would be set up by dynamic induction, com-

plicated in many cases by static inductive actions occurring

at the' same time. What arc known as "return strokes' 'in

lightning flashes, accori. ing to this view, may be nothing

h^spixA/£U^fifefAA/^///ft
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FIG. I. INDUCTION BV HIGH POTENTIAL DISCHARGES.

more or less than parallel induced discharges along fairly

good conducting paths, and it is possible that in the

neighborhood of a lightning tiash such induction may be

of a very intense character.

These considerations led to my making the experiment

of inducing, by a Leyden jar discharge, passed through

a single turn of insulated wire, a discharge in a ring

shaped vacuum tube placed alongside. Such a discharge

was found to illuminate the vacuum. Similar experiments

had been made and published by Prof. J, J. Thomson.

In working to devise a means for the protection of

electrical apparatus from the effects of such induced dis-

charges of lightning, it occurred to the writer to employ

the inductive effects of the discharges to counteract, as far

as possible, the effects of such discbarges, or, as it were,

to interpose a barrier between the discharges and the

apparatus to be pro'ected. This gave rise to a light-

ning discharge protector, or lightning arrester, the princi-

ple of which is shown in the accompanying cut Fig. i.

Let X be a line leading from a dynamo or other electrical

apparatus and subject to induction from lightning

discharges or subject to lightning discharges themselves

as in a railway trolley line. Let D represeut a dynamo
with one terminal grounded and the other connected to

line. In such a case there were no provision for protecting

the dynamo D from a lightning discharge it would be in

danger of injury in case of induction occurring along the

line or in case of a Hash reaching the line. To avoid

this 1 place between the dynamo and the line a sort

of induction coll which consists of a double coil, each coil

being made of a few turns of coarse wire highly insulated

FIG. 2. INDUCTION DV HIGH POTENTIAL DISCHARGES.

from each other. One of the coils may be wound upon
the outside of a glass cylinder and the other coil may be

placed in the interior of it. Both are connected to line at

one end. as shown, and one or both are connected to earth

through the discharge plates of a lightning arrester A pro-

vided with an arc rupturiog device, such as a magnet to

blow out the arc in case the potential of the dynamo is

high enough to maintain such an arc. The coil in the

dynamo circuit has been foind to need a few more turns

than that in the earth circuit, and the direction of wind-

ing in the two coils is such that they are opposed in

heir inductions, or such that a discharge passing from

line to earth through one of the coils tends to induce a dis-

charge in a direction toward the line in the other coil, or

the coil in the dynamo circuit.

The manner of experimenting to dctctmine the relation

of the coils was substantially as follows: A double coil, I'lg.

2, was made in which the inner turns were about 1 2 and the

outer turns 20. These coils were kept separate from each

other, and the sliding of a branch wire to the line from

point to point on the other wire soon gave the effective

length of the coil. The inner coil was connected through

a small spark gap, as at --/, to the outer coating of a Leydcn

jar, while the wire /. was brought near the pole of the jar,

which was continually being charged from a Toeplcr-

lloltz machine. The discharge, in passing from the knob

of the jar to the line wire L, passed by the inner coil.

When a certain length of the outer coil was employed only

a very short or almost imperceptible spark was obtainable

at rt. If the balance of the turns were disturbed by in-

cluding more or less than the proper number of the outer

turns not only did a vigorous spark occur, but the gap at a

could be very considerably extended, in accordance with

the amount of departure taken irom the proper number of

turns required to produce the balance.

This experiment indicates that it is possible to make a

selective path for the Leyden jar discharge, and lo have, as

ia Fig. I, a structure so proportioned that the discharges

reaching the line will pass to earth without tending to go

through the circuit of the dynamo D. The action is ap-

parently due to a balance of electromotive forces such that

the discharge which tends to pass from the line in going to

earth induces in the coil connected to the dynamo a

counter electromotive force which nearly overcomes the

potential of the discharge before it reaches the dynamo.

This balance of inductive effects is certainly very striking,

and once obtained it is disturbed, as in the experiments, by

changing the relative lengths of the coils in inductive rela-

tion through so small an amount as an inch, or two.

FIG. 3. INDUCTION BY HIGH POTENTIAL DISCHARGES-

It may also be mentioned that some curious effects of

spark were obtained in these experiments. When a dis-

turbance of the balance exists, and a spark is attained at a,

the character of the spark is different from that of the

Leyden jar discharge. It appears to be less luminous,

and the noise less sharp, and its color would indicate a

greater power of volatizing metal, and perhaps a greater

duration. No doubt this is in part due to a current local

to the coils in series with one another.

Another curious effect was the production of T shaped

and Y-shaped sparks, or three branched sparks—such as

are shown in Figs. 3. 4 and 5.

These were obtained by separating the electrodes at A
about an inch and a half, and bringing the third electrode

from the outer coil to the position shown in Fig. 3. With
this adjustment the discharges were obtained as before

from the charged jar. In this case the discharge appears

to split and unite in air, producing the curious shaped

sparks shown. It would seem that to obtain these effects,

particularly the sparks which were three branched, from a

common point in the center between the discharge

electrodes, the air dielectric must break down simultane

ously between the three electrodes. To assume that the

straight part above forms first, and the cross or transverse

spark strikes from the side of this spark to the third elec-

trode, would explain the T shapes.

The inductive effects obtained with the apparatus de-

scribed soon led the writer to reason that the passage of

heavy condenser charges through a coarse wire primary

coil of few turns might be made to induce in a finer

coil of more turns wound parallel thereto, discharges of

much higher potential and less current. In this case the

Ruhmkorff coil would, so to speak, have its primary sub-

jected to the oscillations of ^ condenser discharge of high

potential, instead of low potential battery discharges

raised in potential by the condenser and ia^rrupter.

On trying the experiment with a cosrse lieavily tosuUted

wire coil of about ten turns inclosed in a glass tube, with-

out any iron core, and with a secondary of one layer of

fine silk covered wire outside the glass, it was found that

the passage in the coarse coil of leyden jar discbarges of

about % inch spark would give rise to such high indue-

tive effects in the secondary as to spark from turn to (ura

in the single layer. IJy immersing the apparatus In a jar

containing insulating oil, however, the insulation of the

turns was improved, and sparks of two or three inches

were obtained between the terminals of the secondary at

every discharge of the jar. The glass tube used was

^J/^/?^S^rcrjf/C/A^^^^/ i^^^/tfi^£i£e//t/t^A^,Cm
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DISCHARGES.

about two inches in diameter and five inches long. There

were about 120 turns in the secondary layer. The induc-

tion must have been at least as high as from 100 to 150

volts to the inch of wire. It was soon found that glass

tubes ly of an inch thick were frequently punctured under

the oil, and that the spark of the jar could not be unduly

lengthened without producing discharges under tht oil or

between turns of the secondary.

The sparks from the secondary were peculiar in that

they appeared to be prolonged, and quite like those of a

Ruhmkorff coil worked in the ordinary way, but with

small condensing surfaces on each terminal of the sec-

ondary.

Arrangements were made to obtain frequent condenser

discharges at high potential, and to carry on the experi-

ments on a much larger scale. The results have shown

that it is possible to obtain torrents of long sparks, and

this may be done without any very great expense for appa-

ratus, the expense being very great in the case of the large

Ruhmkorff coils hitherto employed. Sparks of two or

three feet long will, I think, bs readily obtainable The
sparks are like those obtained from small jars, and if the

terminals be connected to jars in the same v.ay as the con-

densers are attached to a Holtz machine the thickness of

the sparks can be increased at a sacrifice of length.

I will now describe the apparatus I use. This will give

a torrent of sparks of 7 to S inches in length, making a

loud roaring sound, and the length of spark seems limited

only by the capacity of the secondary coil to maintain the

insulation. Fig. 6 is a view of the apparatus used. A is

a large induction coil capab'e of carrying in its primary or-

dinary alternating lighting currents of 50 to 100 volts and

transforming up to 10,000 to 12,coo volts. So used, the

coil will spark over 3^ inch to one inch, and give the well

known uprising thin arc. A blast of air blown on such an

arc changes it into a beautiful pale purple flame. A con-

FIG. 7. INDUCTION BV HIGH POTENTIAL DISCHARGES.

denser £^ the capacity of which can be changed, is con-

nected toreceive the current from the secondary of.-/. The
spark with moderate condensing capacity is not much
changed unless a blast of air be blown upon it. In the

latter case it becomes a most beautiful electrical phenome-

non. It appears to be a mass of flame filled with fine and

thick shreds representing the condenser discharges, a gor-

geous network of electric fire changing with any variation

of the pressure or direction of the air blast. Sometimes,

as on breaking the primary circuit, the oscillations of

charge and discharge are seen as minute parallel lines or

sparks on the borders of the flame joining the terminals.

With greater condensing surface the discharge between
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terminals becomes thicker and white even without the

blast. When a very strong jet is turned on it roars

kndly.

At Cis a second and peculiar transformer, the primary

of which is an open helix of but a few turns, for instance,

35 or 20 convolutions of heavily insulated line wire about

four or five inches in diameter. This is surrounded by a

thick glass cylinder, upon which has been wound say

150 tuins of fine silk covered wire in one layer with a silk

thread between the turns so as to cause them to be well in-

jolated laterally. This simple induction coil is now im-

mersed in a jar of heavy oil and the terminals on leaving

the oil are kept as far apart as possible, and surrounded by

glass tubes. The terminals of the coarse and short pri-

mary are connected in circuit with the discharge balls up-

on which the jet of air plays aty. The finer secondarj'

terminals are connected to discharge terminals, as at Z>, for

obtaining the spark. On passing the alternating current

in the primary of -7 and adjusting the spark gap and jet

at / as well as the distance between the discharge

terminals at D, it is easy to obtain sparks of 7

to S inches in a perfect torrent at Z>, while sparks of ^4

inch are passing aty.

In fact coil A and condenser jars B constitute the

source of very rapid electric oscillations and correspond to

^^»
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the primary' battery and condenser of a Ruhmkorff coil,

while the air jet and spark gap aty bear a similar relation

to the interrupter.

The discharges obtained at D represent, it would ap-

pear, at least 150,000 volts in potential or about a thou-

sand volts to each turn of the secondary. The potential

may be higher, for there is no data of spark length at such

high pressures. It should be mentioned that the limit of

spark was apparently that of the insulation of the secon-

dary turns, for on attempting to increase it by separating

the terminals at D to over eight inches, the sparks

jumped in the jar of oil and could be seen passing under

the oil from the secondary to the primary wires. Were

it not for the required insulatio!^ between the turns of

the fine wire secondary of C they could be wound in one

layer so as not to cover more than two or three inches of

the glass cylinder, and could be made to give out sparks of

a foot or more in length. The volts per inch of wire ob-

tained in these experiments are extraordinary, and it is

quite certain that the limit will depend on the insulation.

3 am now possessed of the means for obtaining artihcial

lightning in a steady stream, and can experiment at will

with extremely high voltages. The advantages of oil in-

sulation are emphasized by these experiments, for al-

though sparks frequently passed uader the oil the insula-

tion renewed at once.

It is necessary that the coil tTbe sunk well below the

surface of the oil, as otherwise the discharges will perforate

the oil layer at each end and pass over the surface.

It is curious to note the agitation of the oil over the coil

when in action, and the coil is not deeply immersed yet

sufficiently so to prevent discharge. A curious discharge

without electrodes is obtained by providing each terminal

of the secondary layer f with a metal plate which the oil

just covers, the plates being parallel to the oil surface,

Figs. 7 and S. Great agitation of the oil over the plates

ensues and sparks pass over the surface of the oil and

spread over the surfaee just above the plates. If the oil

layer be too thin it is perforated by discharges passing

from plate to plate, and oil is scattered. Geissler tubes are

lighted in the vicinity of the coil, outside the jar, or near

the terminals, an action long well known in the case in the

working of Ruhmkorff coils of considerable power. The

frequency of the alternations used was 125 or 250 alterna-

tions per second. By raising the alternations the spark

torrent will be more continuous.

These experiments demonstrate that lightning discharges,

aside from electrostatic effects, may be the source of most

vigorous electro dynamic inductions, and that high poten-

tial discharges may result. The bearing of this on a "re-

turn stroke" has already been mentioned.

It may also be pointed out that in the electro dynamic

inductions set up we have a means for the study of the

rate of oscillation, potential and current of lightning dis-

charges, which are now but little understood. It is too

much to assume that all such discharges take the oscillatory

character of Leyden jar discharges; and it would be useful

to distinguish between rates and characters of discharge.

The writer remembers that during a storm a few years ago

he noticed a ringing or humming sound accompanying a

not very distant flash of lightning. The sound was re-

markably clear, and almost musical. Could this sound

have recorded the oscillations of a discharge in which the

capacity and self induc'.ion were such as to give the oscil-

lations defined rate within the ordinary range of pitch of

musical sounds? This is an observation which the wTiter

takes the present occasion to record, as a strongimpression

was made on him by the loud, clear ringing tone which

followed the flash.

apparatus. Ilerrn Siemens, Vogel, von Babo and the

others will return to Chicago in about two weeks, and doubt-

less by that time D^ector-general Davis can give them

some positive information in relation to the concessions

they seek.

Attitude of Electric Companies Toward
Technological Education.-

Ev B. E. Sunny.

In and about Chicago there has never been any special
difficulty in securing the services of what are known as
"practical electricians," to care for and operate the several

types of electrical apparatus that have, from one time to
another, been developed and put into service. Any man
of ordinary intelligence can, with a few months' experience,
acquire a sufficient knowledge of the most intricate piece of
electrical machinery made for the public service, so
that he c&n operate it successfully, and with several

additional months' experience, is competent to
make any necessary repairs. So far all is

well, and so long as the directions of the manufacturer are
followed in the operation and maintenance of any of the
standard types of machinery, no unusual difficulties are en-
countered, but as is too often the case, the "practical elec-

trician,'' in a year or even less, has grown in confidence
and courage to a point where he begins to point out where-
in the design of the particular machine is wrong, and to

suggest changes that wiP, in his opinion, improve its opera-
tion and efficiency.

If he stopped at the discovery of the supposed defects
no harm would be done, but it is contraiy to his progres-
sive spirit to hesitate to make the alterations that seem to

him to be so essential to the proper working of the machine.
It is a foregone conclusion, of course, that the piece of
machiner>'.5o carefully designed in all its details by skilled

electrical engineers, and each part made to conform
electrically to every other pari, is not susceptible of changes
and improvements by the average "practical electrician"

and his efforts in that direction are rarely, if ever, success-

ful in doing any more than pointing out to him the fact

that he does not understand the theory or principle upon
which the machine is designed, or the relative value of one
of its parts to the other.

Indeed, if his experiments brought about this result,

Electricity at the World's Fair.

The specifications for the incandescent lighting at the

World's Fair are now in the hands of the printer, and will

be issued within a few days.

Much thought has been devoted to a consideration of

the extent of the lighting of the buildings at the World's

Fair to be done by the authorities of the exposition. A
number of the buildings, such as the music hall, the casi-

nos, administration building, fisheries building, art gallery

and the like will be brilliantly illuminated at night by in-

candescent lamps, but the extent to which the general

lighting of the large buildings will be carried has cot been

so well determined. Thus, the general plan for the elec-

tricity bailding contemplates the employment of 39S

arc lights—about one for every thousand feet of flexir

space. It is debated whether it will be better to distribute

these lamps uniformly over the entire space or whether to

confine them to the aisles and open spaces, relying on ex-

hibitors lo pay for the incandescent lights used for decora-

tivep urpose;. The manner of lighting the great vaulted

ceiling is also exciting discussion. It would appear that

only arc lamps wculd answer the purpose, but it will be

difficult to attach them to the upper portions of the lofty

steel arches in such a position as to be easily accessible to

the lamp trimmers. The plans are still unsettled, and

their determination will be largely influenced by the bids

received on the arc light sp=cificatioas that have been

issued, as the authorities will be governed, to a great ex-

tent, by financial considerations.

L. Stieringer, who is associated with Frederick Sargent,

electrical engineer of the construction department, in

planning the lighting effects, left for a short trip East on

Saturday.

On Friday of last week the representatives of Siemens

& Halske left Chicago for a two weeks' trip to Florida and

the East. The requests of this firm and their reception by

the exposition authorities have excited much comment
within the last week or t.vo. The Germans go away with

their demands nearly all unsatisfied, partly because all of

the World's Fair authorities agreed that some of them

were unreasonable, and partly because of the unfortunate

difference of opinion between the officers of the national

commission and the lo:al directors in relation to the instal-

lation of exhibits. This dispute has not yet been settled,

and in the meantime no definite assurances have been ex-

tended to the Berlin firm, save a promise of space in the

transpDrtation building for itsekctrical railway signaling

FIG. 8. INDUCITON EV HIGIi POTENTIAL DISCHARGES.

something would be gained, but it is more than probable
that he would ascribe his failure to the lack of proper
tools, material or opportunity, and still adh°re to his be-
lief that the machine is wrong in its design and con-
struction.

The story of the efforts of the average "practical elec-

trician" to make improvements on the standard machine is

such an old stoty to any one familiar with the operation
of electrical properties as to be unworthy of repetition at

this time, except for the purpose of emphasizing the great
necessity for a theoretical as well as a practical knowledge
of electrical machinery by the person in whose charge
it is placed. With a practical knowledge only—gathered
in a few months' observation of the operation of the ap-
paratus, assisted by a few stray suggestions from persons
of larger experience—the employe, upon whom frequently
devolves the responsibility of the running of expensive
and delicate machinery, cannot be expected to appreciate
the influence upon the apparatus of a lack of ventilation

in the station, uncleanliness, irregular sp^ed, overload or
underload, and in the wires attached to the apparatus and
cohering a large mileage ou'side, poor insulation, improp-
er size of wire, etc.

With a knowledge of the theory upon which the appar-
atus is designed to work, coupled with a practical experi-

ence, the employe is properly equipped 10 manage the
standard machinery of to day, at the highest point of
efficiency and minimum cost for repairs. It is, however,
from the lack of this combination of a theoretical and
practical knowledge of apparatus in the average
employe that the electrical business has suffered, nor can
any blame attach to him. On the contrary, he deserves
unstinted praise for adapting himself so speedily to the re-

quirements of a service in which he was untaught, and
which has developed with a rapidity beyond the capacity
of our educational institutions to instruct him. Not only
in the daily operation of eleclrical properties has the w-ant

of this combined theoretical and practical knowledge been
severely felt, but more particularly in the treatment of the
problems with which, as you can well imagine, the eleclrical

business has been beset.

I need not recall to your minds the fact that the pioneer

work in the placing and operating of wires underground,
especially high pressure current wires, was done in Chicago,
nor need I remind those who were connected with the
early efforts in this direction cf the almost total lack of

definite knowledge regarding the theory of the operation of
electrical current transmitted through underground cir-

I. Read before the Chicago Electi*,, Club, February 3, lEgz,
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cuits. The problem of untlerground electrical service Is

simple now. in the lii^ht of the experience gained at so

great a cost in lime and money in experimentinK—that is,

so far as Chicago is concerned — but the great territory all

about us containing cities that are rapidly outgrowing

overhead wires is almost as poorly equipped iu electrical

engineers, trained in theory and practice, as were wc,

when the problem was presented to us.

It*; the universal opinion that electricity still has in

store for us some of its greatest wonders. That
much is expected of it that can scarcely be

realized by tlie most sanguine champions, is

perfectly apparent, but it is entirely within the

range of possibility that the next few years will see it more
broadly applied for the transportation of passengers and
freight as a substitute for steam; a more general applica-

TENNSYLVANIA LAMl'.

tion for the transmission and furnishing of power at long

distances and by the use of high pressure currents, par-

ticularly in connection with the water power scattered

throughout the western country; for the work of drilling,

cutting, pumping and hoir,ting in mines, as well as for the

minor applications that are developed from day to day.

These new and broadened applications will call for the

services of skilled employes, men of special training,

equipped theoretically and practically for the work, and, as

Chicago is the great center of the territory in which all this

work is to be done, and will be looked to for support and
assistance, is there a more appropriate place for an educa-
tional institution that will enable it to answer the demand?
At no point in the western country is there what can be

regarded as a well equipped school for the development of

electrical engineers and in the East, there are but five: the

Stevens, the Johns-HopkiLS, Cornell, the Shtffield Scien-

tific School and the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology. In all of these institutions, the electrical course

receives the prominence that it merits. In fact, 25 per

cent, of the entire attendance at one of them is in the elec-

trical branch. It is estimated that in the five institutions

named there are in all 1,100 students taking the electrical

course, a number ridiculously inadequate to the require-

ments of the important work to be done. Of this num-
ber, it can be safely estimated that at least half

are from this western country, and are com-
pelled to go East, remote from their

homes and home influences, and at additional cost for

tuition.

With proper educational facilities in Chicago, the ambi-
tion of the young graduate from the High School, for an
electrical training that would serve him well in a service

that is sure to need him, would be readily and more cheaply
attainable than it is now, and would lead, in the course of

a few years, to the manning of the great electrical proper-

ties that are growing all through the West with skilled

help.

I have no hesitation whatever in stating that the attitude

of the electrical manufacturing companies can not and will

not be other than exceedingly cordial toward this most ex-

cellent and much needed enterprise. There is no possible

doubt but thatthey will co-operate generously and heartily

in promoting the success of the undertaking, and will re-

gard the advent of an educational institution in the West
as a forerunner of a greater freedom from the annoyances
and vexations growing out of well meaning, but unskilled

help, and a more speedy broadening of the application of

electricity, because of the increased intelligence of those in

whose hands it must be intrusted.

New Switch.

Electrical switches for breaking currents of both large

and small capacities may be divided into two classes: First,

these that aie required for constant use; second, those

NEW SWITCH.

that are but seldom called upon to perform the service for

which they are designed. The key socket is a ready il-

lustration of the former and the huge feeder switch of the

latter class. To the first class many new designs are con-

tributed from time to time, but to the latter, the use being

to a certain degree limited, but few are well known enough

to demand recognition. The device illustrated herewith

is a switch of the second class, and is known as the V. V.

service cut-out. the invention of J. H. Van Vlcck, electri-

cian and chief engineer of the ICdison Electric Illuminating

company of New Vork. Il is claimed for this device that

it combines in a compact form within itself a switch and

cut-out. The switch is constructed wholly of fireproof

material, its base and cover being of the best quality of

porcelain. It is made for the two and three wire systems,

on the plan illustrated, fro.m which it will be seen that

one half of the device embodies the ordinary safety cut-

out, while in the other half there is a novel form of quick

acting snap switch. The connections are of bron/c, with

strong screws for the binding posts. The contacts of the

plugs are so arranged that when the plug is withdrawn to

open the circuit the movement is accelerated by means of

a strong spring, which is contained in the plug itself, thus

insuring a rapid and complete break with a sharp snap ac-

tion. The only exposed portion of the plug is finished

hard rubber.

This appliance is offered to the trade by the Interior

Conduit & Insulation company of New York.

vapor of mercury is overcome. The "Pennsylvania" lamp

is exhausted with mcchanicil punps which, it is claimed,

produce not only a higher vacuum, but secure far more

uniform results thao it ts possible to obtain by the old

method. The company states that with its process

of mechanical pumping it can produce a lamp

which shall have an average life of 1,000 hours, and one

that can be successfully operated at the rate of 14.2 16

candle power lamps per horse pojvcr.

Self-Contained Machine.
In the accompanying cut is shown a temporary installa-

tion of a Weslinghouse machine at: the works of the l.aurel

Hill Chemical company, Laurel Iliil, L. I.

Two timbers laid upon the ground and braces by strut

pieces from the ceiling form the bed of the outfit, which

consists of a 25 hor?e power Westinghouse engine driving

Benefit of a Technological Institute to
Public Works and Municipal Cor-

porations.'

Ilv John a, R<h:uk.

I regret exceedingly not to b^ .iblc to shire the same
hopeful views as to the future of our municipality as my
friend Parker does. The future welfare of Chicago is the
motive which prompts me to speak in a strain quite differ-

ent from that in which Mr. I'arker expresses his hopes for

the future of our city. Kather will I speak facts as I

know them in order that we may thereby get a clearer und
belter understandingof the situation. Now. I think I am
qualified to speak on the subject of our city and its govern-
ment, knowing, as I do. some of its weaknesses.
Our system of lighting ha«: been praised throughout the

land. Our underground wire system is pointed to as a

mojel, and as indisputableevidence of the value of placing

the electric conductors in the earth. All that has been
said is'true. but much has not been said that might have
been. To be sure we have our «ubways. but they are far

from complete. While it is a cheer'ng sight to see men

SELF-CONTAIN

a salt c^ike crusher and grinder. Each machine is com-

plete in itself and independent of its surroundings, and

the engine easily runs with perfect safety at a speed of 400

revolutions per minute on its slender foundation.

While the plant is not intended as a permanent one, the

character ot the production is no different from what could

be oblained under more favorable conditions. Each

machine yields as a whole to the inequalities of the founda-

tion with no undue tendency to strain or warp the working

parts.

However well designed a manufacturing establishment

may be, changes are almost constantly going on as more

recent improvements are incorporated with the original

plant. Considtring this certainly, much more valuable and

satisfactory is the self-contained machine which may be

readily shifted from place to place and do its work as well

when located but tempoiarily as when all the precautions

are observed for an indefinite operation.

Pennsylvania Lamp.
The public is now sufticiently educated in electrical

matters to distinguish between a good and an indifferent

lamp. The demand is for efficiency and a reasonable

length of life, which should be at least 600 hours, the lamp

to consume a tenth of a horse power. It has been claimed

that lamp manufacturers of late have had so much com-

petition that they were compelled to slight the work, giv-

ing inferior glass, filaments and poor workmanship in

order to successfully compete in price. The Pennsylvania

Electric Engineering company of Philadelphia, however,

has lately put upon the market a new lamp, in which, it

states, the loss in efiiciency considered to be due to the

ED MACHINE.

busy burying old wires and laying new ones, it is not es-

pecially desirable to have our streets ripped up day after

day to accommodate each new comer. What should have
been done in the first place was to provide a conduit large

enough to hold all the wires that then were or have since

been in existence. Had the city government at the time

of building the first subway insisted upon making it large

enough, the electric companies would have saved considera-

ble money, and the public much annoyance. This is but

a single example of the value of good engineering; yet I

could go on and detail many similar instances in every

branch of the public service—sewers, gas mains, water

pipes and the like.

To realize the most perfect condition of public works
each of these departments should be under the control of

a competent engineer of acknowledged ability in his line,

who should hold office absolutely independent of political

considerations. They should be free from the turmoil of

political life, free from the dictates of parties or leaders,

and continue in otfice as long as they were competent and
honest. It is only when we have made such arrangements
that we can hope for a realization of the vision my friend

Parker has presented of the future Chicago. To get such
engineers there can be no better plan adopted for educa-

ting them than the one outlined here to night.

To illustrate the necessity of freeing our public engi-

neers from the fortunes of political life, I may be per-

mitted to depart for a moment from the main subject. I

would speak to you of a man the memory of whose work
lives after him. The work he accomplished for our city

will keep the dust of time from dimming for a single in-

stant the luster of his name. I refer now to our lamented
friend Mr. Cheesborough. He came to Chicago from
New York in 1855. Recognizing in him wonderful engi-

neering abilities, our city sent him to Europe, and as the

result of his trip he made a report on our sewerage and
water systems that was adopted not only by the city but by

almost every other city on the continent—a report that has

1. Abstract of address before the Chicago Electric club, Feb. 3,
i3Q2,
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become law as regards city works. lie planned our sys-

tems of drainage, lie built the two-mile crib to supply

the city with water—a piece of engineering that has

challenged the admiration of the world. Me created the

Fullerton aqueduct, another masterpiece of engineering.

To crown it, be gave the city swinging bridges, the value

of which is too well-known to need description. He even

foresaw the value of our Chicago river as an outlet for

refuse by equpping a pumping station, and in time his

ideas for tbe completion of that plan will be fully carried

out. He was earnest and honest. His work stands to-day

unparalleled, and yet in I SS I, after all these years of ser-

vice, he was rudely turned out of office in the juggle of

political affairs and lost to sight as a public officer for all

time. What he did we all knew and admired; what he

f\L\V EDISON TRANSFORMER.

might have done we can pretty nearly calculate. Yet his

life work was shattered in a single day by a turn of the

political wheel. So that I insist that if Chicago wiil take

her rank among the cities of the earth she will have to

divorce her engineering problems from her politics.

When I hear able arguments in favor of increasing our
facilities for technical education, I cannot but indorse

without question the conclusion of Mr. Parker—our city

needs competent technical men, men whose only ambition
is their work, like the simple laborer who goes out at morn
to earn his daily bread, and returns at night to enjoy the

fruits of his work with his family.

Chicago has many things to be proud of, many claims of

supremacy that have been recognized even by her most
bitter critics. In civil engineering, however, there are

many things she has yet to learn from other cities. For
instance in London they have a high pressure water sys-

' tern by which they obtain thousands of horse power for

all kinds of work. Chicago might revel in that privilege.

If she did, I will venture there would be many less tons of

coal burned than there is to-day, with all its attendant
smoke nuisance. We talk of ordinances and regulations.

We place restrictions upon the owners of boilers; but can
any inspector, or even army of inspectors, always watch the

engineer? True, the law may demand that a man shall

squirt a jet of steam into his furnace; but what assurance
have we that this will be done at all hours? When the in-

spector is around, there will be no trouble. Let him turn

his back, and it is a very public- spirited engineer who
misses the opportunity of saving for his employer twenty
per cent, in his coal bill. The way to remedy the evil is

to strike at the root, and you will never affect the root by
fingering with the branches. There is no reason why
good engineering cannot easily remedy what now seems
such a blemish on our city.

It has been said by a competent authority that in ten
years we will obtain twice as much energy from a ton of

coal as we do at the present time. That means that

though we may then have twice the amount of power, we
will not have any more smoke than at present. And so
all along the line.

Mr. Parker has furnished statistics to show the great
commercial interests of Chicago. He tells us that one-
third of the total railroad mileage of the world finds a ter-

minus within our borders; but he did not deface the picture

with the reality of the situation. We all know that the

railroad lines entering the city are at present In a, we will

not say the most dangerous condition, but almost discour-

aging condition. Would we see the tracks elevated or

buried, two things that we hope and pray for? It is sim-

ply a question of engineering, and who is better able to

solve the problem than able engineers reared and educated
among us, knowing our wants, and applying our own reme-
dies?

The establishment of such an institution for technical

training ceases to be a desirablility; it is a necessity. Chi-

cago is pre-eminently a city built on engineering princi-

ples. Now let us have the good sense to recognize that

fact before the world by erecting and maintaining what
will be another jewel in our city's diadem—a technological
institution.

New Edison Transformer.
The cut shows a new Edison continuous current trans-

former, or motor generator, of special interest to practical

electrical men on account of the novel features which it

presents. This machine has been designed for special use

on stieet railway circuits, and is employed to convert the

current from 500 volts on the motor to 125 volts on the

dynamo, thus furnishing a current of low tension for either

lighting or power.

The motor generator is, in reality, as the name implies,

a combination of two machines in one. The armature has

two distinct windings, and each end is furnished with its

commutator, rocker arm and

brush holders. The trans-

former, represented in the illus-

tration, is of six kilowatts ca-

pacity, the dimensions being

those of the standard Edison

12 kilowatt generator, with the

exception of the length of the

bed plate and pole pieces. The
head board at the motor end

of the machine is provided

with a double pole switch,

while the board at the genera-

tor end is furnished with a

single pole switch.

The advantages which such

a machine as this presents will

be readily understood. Take,

for instance, a case where

lighting is to be accompl"shed

at a distance from a source of

water power. A turbine and

generator evolving current of

high potentiality can be placed

near the waterfall, to supply

electricity lo lamps in premises

some miles away. In the place

of a receiving motor for the high potential current belted

to a separate generator, one of these transformers

can be employed to take the place of the two machines.

Another instance may be given. A street railway station,

in which the machines are generating current at 500 volts,

finds it possible to utilize a portion of this current for

incandescent I'ghting. Instead of a subsidiary motor

belted to a dynamo wound for 125 volts, or a separate

engine and generator, wires are led frcm the sro

Bunnell's Adjustable Extension Sounder
Support and Resonator.

Presented herewith is an illustration of a device for in-

creasing the sound of a telegraph instrument, and for

adjusting its position so as to bring it as near as desired

to the operator.

The typewriter, instead of the pen and pencil, has been

extensively adopted for receiving during the las^ two or

three years, but its use has been attended with some difii-

culty owing to a tendency to confuse the receiver, caused

by the clicking of the machine being sometimes as loud

as that of the sounder. This interference, it Is stated, is

entirely eliminated by the employment of the Bunnell

arrangement.

Through the use of the support the sounder may be

brought to any position required close to the receiving

operator, and the entire volume of sound so greatly in-

creased that it can be easily and distinctly heard over

outside noise. A movement of the resonator makes it

possible also to receive easily from an instrument which

may be so closely adjusted thit it cannot be heard by any

one except the operator who is receiving.

The sounder proper is the Bunnell pattern, known as

the Giant sounder. It is clamped within the resonant box,

which is open at both ends, and is sustained in mid-air by

the swivel pendant on a swinging arm. This arm is also

adjustable, and may be raised to or lowered from any

height within the necessary range. As the arm also swings

laterally on its support, the operator can have the sounder

wherever it Is wanted. The effect of clamping the sounder

within this peculiar resonating box is to increase greatly

its loudness and distinctness, leaving nothing more to be

desired in that direction, unless the operator is nearly

stone deaf, for the instrument, with its increased sound,

can be brought so close as to almost touch the ear if desired.

The Attitude of the University of Chi-
cago toward Technological Education.'

By Dr. Wm. R. Harper.

Great has been the pleasure and great the profit which
we have received from the papers read this evening in our
presence. Topics of world wide interest have been dis-

cussed by men whose ability to discuss them no one will

question. Every one of us here present sees and appreciates

the situation now as we have never appreciated it before.

As men who believe in the future of Chicago, and as men
who have possessed a certain familiarity with the progress

of educational work, we have always believed in a general

way in the tru'h of the positions taken here to night. But
I am sure that I speak the truth when I say that now the

BUNNELL'S ADJUSTABLE EXTENSION

volt machine to the motor generator, and current of the

necessary tension for incandescent lamps is produced.

These machines are manufactured at the .Schenectady

works of the Edison General Electric company in various

sizes and for different voltages. The highest pressure for

which they are designed is r,2oo volts in primary circuit.

The Genesee-Vanderbilt Mining company of Red Moun-
tain, Colo., is erecting an electric plant for the purpose of

lighting its mines and buildings.

Electric fan builders will have to keep up a high
standard of construction, for a saloonkeeper of Long
Island Cily recently lost his eye while watching the ex-

periments of a dealer in electrical fans. The fan was
revolving at high speed when one of the blades broke and
flew out, striking the man and cutting the eye out of the

socket.

SOUNDER SUPPORT AND RESONATER.

case is a more definite one, the necessity of action more

clear, and the possibility of results more certain in our

minds than ever before. There rests upon me the grave

responsibility of closing the discussion, and of indicating

to vou briefly the attitude of the University of Chicago to-

ward technological education. Vou will pardon me, I

am sure, if briefly I speak first of the university itself.

The institution is to be a university with all that is implied

in that word. As you know, the great majority of in-

stitutions called universities are in no proper sense entitled

to that distinction. Our institution would have no right

to exist if it came among you as a college. There are to-

day as many colleges as are needed, but here in the West,

excepting perhaps the university at Ann Arbor, it is

1 , Read before the Chicago Electric Club, February 3, 1S92.
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fair to say, that the real number is k-ss ihaii the nurnl)cr

alleged.

As is known to you, ihc greater part l^y far of tlie funds
which make up our enclowrntnt is set apirt for strictly

university work as distinguished from college work. The
university, ihereforc, has come to ihe city of Chicago in

no sense as a rival u( the many Institutions in Illinois and
in surrounding states, hut rather to supplement the work
which they are doing, and doing so well. The time has
come when the ordinary college course is not enough.
Special provision must be made for advanced work in all

the great departments of learning, and it is this advanced
work which wc have undertaken to do.

I'urthcr. our institution, in name and in fact, is the

University of Chicago. It is not merely a university near

or in Chicago, ICvidcnce of most satisfactory character

has been furnished that the citizens of Chicago have taken
the university into their hearts. The press of the city

speaks of it as "our university." Men of every creed say

"our university," and in every sense of the word it is

your university— the University of Chicago.
The question is, then, what is to be the attitude toward

technical work of the proposed in'^tituiion endowed to do,

not college woik, but advanced work, located as it is in

the heart of this energetic, evergrowing, never-resting

city of Chicago. I need not take time to assure you of

what, I am certain, not only you, but every friend of the

University will be glad to be assured, namely, that for

those departments, which, for the sake of convenience
may be called the humanities, the amplest provision is to

be made. The most ardent friend of technological study
will agree with me that in this busy atmosphere, in the

midst of the activity which surrounds us on every side, it

is well to cultivate the humanizing studies. The busier

we are. the more intense is our activity, the greater the

need of emphasizing either for ourselves or for others, the

development among us of those particular studies which
cultivate and elevate. The great reproach with which our
friends in the East charge us is that in this respect we
have not developed as rapidly as in more materia! things.

I say, therefore, and every man of you will agree with
me, that the university must lay great emphasis upon
these departments of learning, and must offer the students

of our city and of the West and South, privileges in no
particular inferior to those furnished by \'aleand Harvard.

But is this all ? If in many eastern institutions this is

all that is attempted, shall we undertake no more ? Shalt

we say to ourselves: This is our work to do and an) thing

more, if done, shall be done by separate and distinct in-

stitutions? Shall we take the position that technological

work in all its departments is not work properly coming
within the scope of the university ?

It seems to me that the University of Chicago, should
it limit itself to the humanities, or even to the humanities

and pure science, will accomplish only half the work it

ought to do. As I have said from the beginning, it has

been the purpose of the institution to be a university.

This idea has been at the basis of all its plans. This idea

has commended itself to the friends of the institution more
strongly with each passing month, and in accordance
with this idea, it stands ready to take up, either direccly

or indirectly, the great work which has been outlined

here tonight. There is no woik the doinj of which will

more clearly show to the citizens of Chicago the interest

which those who are connected with the institution feel in

the city itself. There is no work the doing of which
will advance more speedily the interests of the city.

There is no work the doing of which will enable us to

be of more assistance to our fellow men, or to the cause of

highest usefulness. Such work must be done, and may I

say just a word or two about the doing of it ?

First. The work should be done under the direction

of and ia connection with a university. This has been
taken for granted; but why is it so?

(a) Because it deserves, and should be given the char-

acter and the dignity of university work. Its professors

should have the rank of university professors; its students,

the degrees of university men.
(b) Because contact with the more scholastic life and

work will help such work and the students who engage
in it. Let us not lose- any opportunity to place our boys,

while young, under the best of humanizing influences.

Every such influence will leave its mark, and sooner or

later in the life of every individual count for much. Shall

the student of divinity or of philosophy, or of ancient

history, or philology, contiuue to, as for centuries past,

separate himself altogether from the stir and stimulus of

active life ? By no means Nor on the other hand should
the engineer cut loose from that which wears off the

rough, which broadens and enlightens and exalts.

Such work should be done in a University, still farther:

(c) Because of economic reasons. In connection

with technological work, and as a part of it, purs mathe-
matics and pure science must be provided. To accomplish

the best results, a knowledge of at least two modern
languages should be acquired. To secure a breadth and
discipline of mind, which every one will acknowledge to be
desirable, history and political science must be studied.

All technological schools, as you know, include these

things. If, now, the technological work is organized in

connection with a university in which these subjects are

being presented in the best possible manner, surely there

is great advantage; and if thus the duplicality of work is

avoided there is, as well, economy. The work, there-

fore should be done in a university.

The University of Chicago stands ready, as I have said,

to do anything and everything within its power to further

these ends.

Second. The work should be done in a manner worthy
of Chicago. This means two things.

(a) Promptly, in fact immediately.

(b) Upon a large and ever growing scale.

Here again, I am pleased to say to you, the university

stands ready. It will act just so soon as you may direct;

and upon a scale as large as you may indicate. The mag-

nitude of the operation will only be limited by the amount
of means placed at its disposal.

(icntlemcn, the fact that the Electric club should take up
for consideration so great and serious a question is a most
significant event in the history of this city, and in the
history of education. It is not strange that you should do
this, for you, of all men, know the need of such work
as has been discussed. Should we not hope that with our
forces joined together, something of great moment shall

result ? If you will help us. we will undertake it ; if )ou
will undertake it, we will help. It ought to be done; it

can be done. May I say it, it shall be done!

Electrical Engineering at the University
of Nebraska.

The electrical engineering laboratory at the University of

Nebraska is nearly completed. Its dimensions are fifty

^y sixty feet, with high roof, for good ventilation, and it is

designed especially with a view of securing plenty of
light.

In this building are being placed two engines, one loo
hors^ power Giddings autc-matic tandem compound
condensing, made by the Sioux City Engine \\'orks and
one 25 horse power single cylinder Atlas engine, made
by the Atlas Engine compmy, Indianapolis. Each
engine may be coupled to either end of a line of counter-

shafting through the center of the building, or belted

direct to the dynamos. The line of countershafting was
made bv the Falls Rivet A: Machine company. Cuyahoga
Falls, ( » , and is a model of workmanship. The driven

pulley from the lOO horse power engine is attached to the

shaft through a Van Winkle lOO horse power spring
dynamometer and this allows accurate power measure-
ments to be made at all times. Clutches are used so that

any dynamo may be started or stopped at pleasure with-

out stopping engines or throwing off belts. By a system
of friction clutch couplings the whole line of shafting

may be driven from either engine independently or from
both engines working together, as occasion may require.

To this line of countershafting are connected one 500
light 1,000 volt Westinghouse alternator, one 2k light

Thomson Houston arc dynamo, one 2? light Wood arc

dynamo, two 15 kilowatt Edison 100 volt dynamos, ar-

ranged for the three wire system and one Weston 100 volt

loo light direct current dynamo. The engines are arranged
sotliat they may be run at high pressure, exhausting through
improved exhaust heads into the atmosphere, or thev
may be connected with a loo horse power Wotthington
independent jet condenser and run as condensing engines.

Steam is furnished by a 125 horse power Sterling boiler

placed in a separate building in the rear. Beside the Van
Winkle dynamometer pony friction brake, a bracket cradle

dynamometer and two dynamometers of special design

—

one an oil and the other a magnetic dynamometer— are

provided for power measurements. Each system ^epre

sented is complete in every detail. Four handsome fire

proof switch-boards are provided on which to place the

measuring instruments and tegulating devices of each
system. About $5,000 has been expended in importing
standard electrical instruments alone, and a large amount of

apparatus such as current and voltmeters, lamps, trans-

formers, etc
,
possessing special features, has been procured

firms other than those named. Sixty-five storage cells of

for three distinct types are used to light the building and
from experimental work. The total addition to the equip-

ment in this department this year will amount to over ^-So -

000. The department, it will be seen, is fully equipped
for its work. It is in charge of Prof. R. B. Owens.

Death of George Worthington
The announcement of the death of George Worthington,

which occurred at Buffalo about two weeks ago, was re-

ceived with genuine regret by the entire electrical frater-

nity. Mr.Worthington was born in East Bethany, Genesee

county, N. Y., in 1S44. He was a veteran of the late

war, and was later engaged in various electrical pursuits,

until, in 1882, he founded the Electrical Review of New
York, when there was no other weekly electrical paper in

America. Mr. Worthington developed into a good

newspaper man, and he had an exceptionally wide ac-

quaintance among men engaged in electrical pursuits. He
was universally liked, and his presence was always a wel-

come addition to any gathering of electrical men. The
deceased was largely instrumental in founding the Nation-

al Electric Light association and the New York Electric

club. He was also a charter member of the American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers. The New York Electric

club hasadopted resolutions eulogizing his memory.

Chicago Electric Club.

The paper read by Carl Kammeyer at the meeting of

the Chicago Electric club on Monday evening last was

one of the most interesting productions that have been

presented this season. Mr. Kammeyer's lecture was on

"Photography as Applied to the Investigation of Electri-

cal Phenomena." The paper gave some of the results

obtained by photographing various fuse wires and fuse

metals while in the act of fusing or exploding under an ex-

cess of current and was illustrated by means of lantern

slides which showed the results obtained under various

conditions.

The lecture was discussed by Messrs. Sperry, Dow
and Wirt.

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

Nkw York February 13 —Of course, al Ihe present time

the all absorbing topic for electrical people is the coomU
daiion of the Thomson-Houston and Edison interests.

At the Edison stockholders' meciing on Wednesday 105,-

505 shares were represented out of 150.000. The follow-

ing named trustees were elected without opposition: C. H.
Coster, Thomas A. Edison, J. II. Herrick, Samuel Insull,

Edward 11. Johnson, A Marcus, Carl Schur/. Francis S.

Smithers, Henry Villard, Samuel Spencer and J. Hood
Wright. These are all re-elections, except in the cast of

Mr. Spencer, who is a Drexcl .Morgan man and lakes the

place of James V. Williams, a Villard man. Mr. Cosier and
Mr. Wright are also Dtcxel-Morgan men, being mem-
bers of the banking firm.

On Friday at the meeting of the newly elected trustees

of the Edison General company Henry Villard was rc-

eltcted president of the company. Other old officers re-

elected with President \'illard were as follows: Vice-

president, J. H. Herrick; second vice-president, Samuel
Injull; secretary, A. Marcus: treasurer and assistant

secretary, F. S. Hastings; assistant treasurer, A. S.

Beeves; controller, Joseph P. Ord. As was expected, Mr.
\illard presented his resignation. J. Hood Wright of

Drexe', Morgan <S: Co. offered resolutions exprcss-

ingregrtt that Mr Villard was determined to retire

from the presidency. They were adopted. It is thought

that H. McK. Twombly will be elected to succeed Mr.
\'illard. Mr. Twombly is a brother-in-law of the Vander-

bilts.

Piainfield, N. J., people are to be pitied. They do
not know why, but they object to the trolley, and now a

numberof progressive gentlemen have introduced a bill into

the legislature which, if it goes through, may force them
to ride faster than heretofore has been their custom.

Commissioner Walton Storm has stated that he believed

that the Board of Electrical Control would have to be

continued another year at least, so that its business might
be propeily attended to. He said that the commissioners

were kept very busy everyday with applications for electric

lights and subway privileges, and that this business would
have to be attended to bv some one.

The Suburban Electric Light company of Elizabeth. N.

J., has begun the building of a line to Roselle, Crawford
and Westfield, to light them by electricity. A sub-
station will be established at Westfield. Ground will be
broken in a couple of weeks at Elizabeth for the com-
pany's new plant on Murray street. The works will be

much larger than the present plant. The company in-

tends eventually to light up the whole of Union county

when it gets the new station in operation.

A rumor comes from Asbury Park, N. J., to the effect

that the Seashore Electric Railway company intends to

pull up its tracks and get out of the town. The company
has for the last three months been trying to get from the

borough commissioners an extension of its franchise for

fifty years, in order that it might float bonds and secure

thereon enough money to complete a double track over the

entire route. The matter, though, has not yet been
definitely settled, and there is still a chance that the com-
pany will continue its service. W. F, O.

San Francisco, Cal.

San Francisco, February ii.—Two interesting stories

recalled by the prominence recently given to the Edison

patent for communicating between distant places without

the aid of wires come from San Bernardino, one of the

counties of Southern California. In the first it is claimed

that the idea was not original with Edison but that it was
due to a William Stout, who sixteen years ago was con-

sidered the craziest loon in San Bernardino for maintain-

ing the possibility of telegraphing and telephoning with-

out wires. ' Professor" Stout is said to have been a well-

read, intelligent man. He made electricity and magnetism

a special study and developed a number of ideas that

stamped him as being almost half a century ahead of his

time. The poor old enthusiast now lies in an almost for-

gotten grave, but his acquaintances aver that they would

not be surprised to learn that many another of his advanced

and apparently chimerical ideas had a solid foundation.

Be this as it may hereafter, if the phenomenon related in

the second story were general, Edison's patent or even

the telephone would be of no service for distances of ten

miles or so. Close by the town of .Coltoa, in San Bernar-

dino county, is a peculiar hill of solid marble known as

Slover mountain. Eight or ten miles distant is the range

called the Box Spring mountains. One day a hunter was



climbing these hills, and stopping to rest for a few minutes,

he was startled at hearing the sound of human voices

apparently coming from the clear atmosphere. No human
being was within sight, and after recovering from his

astonishment he broke into the conversation. Art excla-

mation of surprise answered him, and after the interchange

of a few questions and answers the Bo.x Springs hunter

learned that he was actually conversing in an ordinary tone

of voice with persons on .Slover mountain, at least eight

miles distant. The surprised conversationalists experi-

mented by going up and down the mountain and trying

their voices at different levels, but found that only at one
particular point was it possible to make each other heard.

This remarkable fact was tested subsequently a number of

times with success, but finally after a severe earthquake it

was found that the natural telephone no longer existed.

Veteran electric light men will all remember the interest

with which they watched the experiment attending the

erection of the San Jose, Cal., electric light tower. It

was the first structure of the kind ever built, and naturally

the eyes of the electrical world were upon it. "The Pride

of San Jose," as the tower is )'et styled, is now the subject

of fierce contention, in fact it has been such for more than

two years, and to tell the story of the trouble is to relate

the history of electric lighting in San Jose. In 1881 John

J. Owen, then editor and proprietor of the San Jose
Mercury, who had become interested in electricity, con-
ceived the idea that a tower surrounded by arc lamps would

. afford a far more satisfactory means of illunrinating the

town than the gas, coal oil, tallow candles or the burning
stubble fields which constituted the means then in use.

The project was discussed through the columns of the

Mercury and finally the common council gave Owen per-

mission to erect the tower at the intersection of Santa
Clara and Market streets with the understanding that the

city should not be chargeable with any of the expense of

its maintenance or construction. Subscriptions were then
called for, and in return for money paid in Owen issued

certificates of ownership in the tower, which provided that

every subscriber should have a pro rata ownership in the

structure. The heaviest subscriber was the California

Electric Light company of this city, which, through Geo.
H. Roe, its secretary and manager, subscribed .$1,500

worth of iron and $1,250 in cash. As a result of the sub-

scriptions the tower was completed early in December, iSSi,

and on the 13th of same month it was lighted for the first

time by six 4,000 candle power Brush lamps operated from
a temporary plant loaned by Mr. Roe's company, and
placed in a planing mill. The experiment was eminently
successful and from the 200-foot elevation the light was
about half the intensity of moonlight at a distance of half

a mile. San Jose took a holiday and its citizens, with

appropriate ceremonies, celebrated the event that gave their

city the distinction of being the finest electrically lighted
one in America.

In April, 1SS2, the San Jose Brush Electric Light com-
pany was organized, and Owen gave a bill of sale of the

tower to the company for %i 000 in cash and ¥3,000 in

stock of the company, the cash, Owen alleges, being used
in paying bills outstanding against the construction of the

tower. Then followed a long and bitter rivalry between
the Brush company and the San Jose Gas company,
which terminated in i83g by the consolidation of

the two corporations. This combination was not
satisfactory to all the stockholders, some of whom with-

drew and joined forces with others, forming the Electric

Improvement company of San Jose. The warfare which
followed between the two electric companies was perhaps
the most bitter that ever existed on the Pacific coast and
includes tales of boodle and municipal corruption. When
the first bids for city lighting were opened it was found
that the Electric Improvement company's figure for light-

ing the city were 5:960 a year more than that of the old

company, while its bid foi street lighting was .Jii.SSo
higher, nevertheless the Improvement company was
awarded the contract. Thereupon the president of the
Brush company instituted suit to annul the contract on the
ground that it had been obtained by "connivance, con-
spiracy, fraud and boodle." The public feeling in the

matter ran so high that the hearing of the case was trans-

ferred to Sin Mateo county, where a judgment was
rendered sustaining the contract. The old company, upon
the expiration of its contract, discontinued lighting the

tower whereupon the new company asked the common
council for permission to take possession of the tower and
light. This was promptly granted, but the Brush com-
pany with equal promptness secured a temporary writ of

mandate restraining the new company from using the
structure. The writ was not served, however, and on the

night of February 25th last four employes of the Improve-
ment company climbed the tower and were hard at work
at their lofty elevation connecting up lamps when they
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were startled by the appearance of a force of men coming
up the tower headed by an officer of the Brush company,
who ordered the four men down, emphasizing the order by
presuming a revolver in an attitude and with a look of

determination that meant business. The Improvement
company's men lost no tim: in getting down while the
victors cut the wires and carried the lamps away. After

midnight, however, the four men reappeared on the tower,

replaced the lamps, lighted them and kept them burning
until morning. Soon after the injunction was dissolved,

others were issued and during their hearing the officers of

both companies were fined for contempt- As the matter
now stands the Brush company—now the San Jose Light

& Power company—holds that it owns the tower, basing

its title on the bill of sale given by Owen, upon its subse-

quent peaceable possession and the fact that the tower has

been assessed to it and that it has paid the taxes therefor.

The Electric Improvement company which figures as the

defendant in the latest suit, alleges that the title to the

tower is in the city; that it was built by public subscriptions

as a public enterprise; that it is a part of the realty and
that when the contract between the old company and the

city expired the tower reverted to the city. Meanwhile
the tower remains in darkness, each side is saying harsh
things about the other, and each side has determined to

carry the case to the Supreme Court.

The Electric Improvement company of San Francisco

has obtained a temporary injunction restraining Chief

Scannell of the San Francisco fire department from cutting

the housetop wires maintained in violation of Ordinance

2,301. The plaintiff alleges that the wires used by them
are thoroughly insulated and strongly supported and sus-

pended at least seven feet above the roofs of buildings,

with the consent of their owners. It further contend

that no actual or probable danger exists to any of the

buildings, or to firemen, or to any other persons by reason

of such electric wire-. Neither is the cost of insurance

for loss by fire increised on such buildings, nor is the risk

of fire increased. The corporation also alleges that there

is no other practica'tle method of running said connecting

wires which will affjrd equal security to persons and prop

erty. It claims that wires maintained upon poles erected

upon and along sidewalks in the streets are more liable to

cause danger to life and property. Notwithstanding these

last mentioned facts the plaintiff avers that the Board
of Saoirvisors has allowed the California Electric Light

company to suspend its wires along the sidewalks at a much
lower elevation than those maintained by the plaintiffs and
has frequently refused to grant the plaintiff and other cor-

porations the privileges granted to the California Electric

Light company. s

Milwaukee, Wis
Milwaukee, February 13.—At the last meeting of the

Common Council electric street lighting was the cause of

one of the worst squabbles that that body has indulged in

for some time. Aid. Lorenz introduced a resolution

alleging that the public monty was being squandered for

the benefit of a private corporation (meaning the Badger
Illuminating compiny) especially in the remote d istricts,

where cheaper Hghts could be used. The resolution called

for the appointm;nt of a standinj; cDmmittee of five mem-
bers, to be known as the committee on lighting streets, to

wh'ch should be referred all resolutions ordering the

erection or discontinance of street lights. In explaining
his resolution Aid. Lorenz said that the price of electric

I'ghts {.$110 per lamp per year) was too high, but never-

theless resolutions had been in reduced lately ordering

them by the dozen. A third of several of the ward funds,

he asserted, was being spent for electric lights. His res-

olution and remarks aroused a storm. .-Vldermen jumped
up on all sides and declared that nobody had a right to in-

terfere with the ward funds. Aid. Ziegler said the res-

olution was an insult. He said that the city was poorly

lighted and that if the alderman had his way he would
order electric lamps on every street corner. Aid. Hanke
moved the indefinite postponement of the resolution. Aid.

Lorenz wanted the resolution referred to the committee on
rules so that taxpayers could be heard concerning it.

Many of the aldermen, he asserted, were incapable of

taking care of their ward funds. The city needed other

improvements, such as more schoolhouses, more than it

did electric lights. After a heated debate the motion to

indefinitely postpone the' resolution was cairied by a vote

of 28 to 3.

Power for the Chestnut street line of the Milwaukee
Street Railway company is to be drawn from the power
house of the Hiosey (Milwaukee) electric railway. The
work of putting in place the machinery in the immense
Edison power house on River street is by no means com-
pleted yet and the plant will not be in perfect shape for

more than two months. C.
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Notice to Delegates,
Delegates to the annual meeting of the National Electric

Light association at Buffalo will leave Chicago Monday
aiternoon, February 22d, and arrangements are being
made for conveying them in special vestibule sleeping cars
attached to the 3:10 P. .M. train of the Lake Shore & Mich-
igan Southern Railway, arriving in Buffalo at 7:20 o'clock
(easteri) time) the next morning. Any who find it more
convenient to leave later can take the' Limited at 5:30 P.
M

,
arriving at 8:40 A. m., eastern time. Of the trains re-

turning, the most convenient leave Buffalo at 11 :;o A. m.,
7:20 p. M. and 11:08 p M.. all central time, arriving iii

Chicago respectively at 7:35 a. m., 9:30 a. m., and 3 p. m.
the next day. It will thus be seen that the trip in either
direction may be made in a single night's travel, an ad-
vantage that this line offers over any other of half a day's
time saved on the return journey. Tickets for the round
trip $iS, on the certificate plan; berths $3 each way, $1
extra going on the Limited. For reservations, certificates,
or any information, address John L. Martin of committee
on iransportation, care of Chicago Electric club, Chicago,
or C. K. Wilber, western passenger agent, Chicago.

PERSONAL.
J^ E. Talbot of the Fort 'Wayne Electric company was

in Chicago last Saturday.

C. T. Gage has recently been appointed manager of the
Chicago office of the Detroit Motor company.

Fred Degenhardt, Chicago, has recovered from his re-
cent illness. His numerous friends are congratulating him.

J. ^V. Marsh, general manager of the Standard Under-
ground Cable company, Pittsburg, was in Chicago last
week.

President Ralph L. Shainwald of the Standard Paint
company. New "V'ork, dined at the Chicago Electric club
last week.

Herbert H. Brooks, general manager of the American
Circular Loom company, Boston, manufacturers of wires
and cables, is in Chicago.

Victor H. Peterson, who was connected with Fair-
banks, Morse & Co., Chicago, for ten years, died on
Thursday, February iich. Mr. Peterson had been confined
to his bed since February 6th with a severe attack oi ery-
sipelas.

Charles G Armstrong, consulting electrician for the
architectural firm of Adler & Sullivan, Chicago, delivered
an address on electricity, illustrated by experiments, before
the Chicago Architectural Sketch club on February 8th. Mr.
Armstrong gave some valuable hints on points of construc-
tion, the capacity of wires, and the use of fuses.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Constantine Electric company, Constantine, Mich.;

capital stock, |6,ooo; to make and supply electric light
and power; Levi T. Hull, Constantine, Mich.

Eldoja Electric Light company, Eldora, la.; capital
stock. $15,oco; to erect, maintain, own and operate an
electric light plant at Eldora, la ; C. E. Albrook, Eldora
la.

^
Universal Printing Telegraph & Signal company. New

York, N. V
;
capital stock, $100,000; to acquire and deal

in electrical signals, printing telegraphs and railroad sig-
nals.

Negaunee S: Ishpeming Electric Light corapanv. Negau-
nee. Mich.

;
capital stock, I20.000; supplying Negaunee

& Ishpeming with electric light; John B. Maas, Negaunee
Mich.

'

Everett Gold Mining & Milling company, Tacoma,
Wash.; capital stock, |i, 000,000: general mining business.'
electric light and gas works; .\. S. Dunham, Box qW
Seattle, Wash. ^'

Milton Electric Light & Power companv, Milton, Pa.;
capital stock, $40,000; manufacluring and supplying light
and power by electricity in Milton; L. E. Snow, 500 Arch
street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Lower Chichester Electric Light. Heat & Power com-
pany. Lower Chichester, Pa ; capital stock, St. 000; supply,
mg light, heat and power by electricity to the public in
Chichester: E. H. Hall, Media, Pa.

Washington Street Railway company, Washington, Ind.;
capital stock, $50,000; building, erecting, maintainitigand
owning an electric railway and electric power and li^htine
system; S. H. Taylor, Washington, Ind.

°

Alessandro ^'alley Land company. -Uessandro, Cal.;
capital, stock .$l,ooo,oco; to deal in real estate, im'provel
ments, product, water rights and works, gas and electric
works, etc. ; Walter A. Main, Redlands, Cal.

Alessandro Town company, Alessandro. Cal ; capital
stock, .$1,500,000; to deal in real estate, improvements,
water rights and works, factories, pipe lines, gas and
electric works; Walter A. Main, Redlands. Cal.

Dayton Auxiliary Fire Alarm company, Dayton, O.

;

capital stock, $30,000; installing and operating au.x'iliary
fire alarms, devices, and operating and dealing in other
electrical supplies and appliances; Harry F. Molan Day-
ton, O. ' ^

Mitchell Electric company, St- Paul, Minn.; capital
stock, $15,000; to construct and operate an electric plant,
deal in electricity for light, heat and power, manufacture'
and repair all necessary appliances used in connection with
utilization of electricity, lease, purchase and sell and mort-
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gage real and personal estate; H. C, Levis, 401 Sibley

street, St. Paul, Minn.

Robinson Motor & Battery company, Portland, Me.;
capital stock, ifsoo.ooo; to manufacture and deal in all kinds

of electrical machinery, rails, posts, trusses, batteries, cars,

motors, dynamos, etc ; Clarence Hale, Portland, Me.

Ogden Electric Power company (incorporated in W. Va.)

New York City, N. Y. ; capital stock, ^500,000; general

mining and smelting business, erecting electric light plants,

etc.; George Sullivan, 45 Wall street, New York, N. Y.

Dalles Electric Telephone & Power company. Dalles,

Ore.; capital stock, §40,000; to purchase, build, equip, op-

erate and maintain an electric light plant in and for Dalles

City in Wasco county, Ore.; W. H. Wilson, Dalles, Ore.

Electro Automatic Appliance company, Hartford,

Conn.; capital stock, ^30,000; to manufacture, buy, sell

and deal in all kinds of mechanical and electrical appli-

ances adapted to steam engines, steamboilers, water wheels,

etc.

Lincoln Street Railway company, Consolidated Lincoln

Street Railway company and Lincoln Rapid Transit com-
pany, Lincoln, Neb.; capital stock, $2,300,000; to con-

struct and maintain electric street railways in Lincoln,

Neb.

Ryan & McDonald Construction company (incorporated

in W. Va.), Baltimore, Md.; capital stock, .$600,000; con-

structing railroads to be operated by steam, electricity,

traction or other power; also constructing wharves, tele-

graph, etc ; E. J. D. Cross, B & O. Central building, Bal-

timore, Md.

Central Gas, Light &: Water company, San Francisco,

Cal.; capital stock, $300,000; to deal in and operate %vater-

works in the county of San Joaquin; also gas and electric

light plants, mill, timber lands, grain, warehouses, wells,

personal property, franchises, stock, patents, real estate,

etc.; J. M. Whitworth, San Francisco, Cal.

Madera Electric Light, Transportation & Power com-
pany, Madera, Cal.; capital stock, $100,000; to build and
operate street railways for freight and passengers, electric

plants, deal in real estate and personal property, merchan-
dise, water and waterworks, packing houses, warehouses,

mills, factories, etc.; Robt. L. Hargrove, Madera, Cal.

Central Electric Light &. Power company, Chicago, 111.;

capital stock, $500,000; to manufacture, sell and rent

light, heat and power produced by electricity or otherwise,

purchase, manufacture and rent inventions, machinery.
appliances, apparatus, etc., incident to the production and
use thereof; George Driggs, 227 Court House, Chi-

cago, III.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
There is talk of the erection of an electric light plant at

Highland, Ala.

The city of Waynesboro, Va., is considering the erection

of its own electric light plant.

The city of Salisbury, N. C, is contemplating the erec-

tion of an electric light plant.

The Moundsville, W. Va., Electric company at its last

annual meeting authorized a $ro,000 increase of its capital

stock in order to put in a duplicate plant.

It is reported that the city of Denton, Tex , has con-
tracted with the Denton Water. Light and Power company
for the erection of an electric light plant.

A company has been organized to furnish illumination,

both by gas and electricity, for the town of Calumet, near
Chicago. It has a capital stock of $500,000.

A bill will bs introduced in the legislature of Virginia
authorizing the issuance of $100,000 of bonds by the city

of Berkley for loc^l improvements, including the estab-

lishment of an electric light plant.

A central lighting station is to be established at Sidney,
Wash. The location of the plant will be near the center

of the town on the water front and arrangements for the

site have been concluded. The plant will cost about
$12,000.

A recent fire in the electric light station at Eugene, Ore
,

destroyed two dynamos used in lighting the town. The
daraige sustained will amount to $5,000 beside depriving
the town of light until new dynamos can be secured from
the East.

It is reported that the Detroit Electric Light & I'ower
company has come under the control of the Thomson Hous-
ton company. The present indebtedness of the company
is said to be about $400,000, and the last inventory, it is

asserted, showed that the plant is worth about $750,000.

A dispatch from Boston dated February nth, says: Bos-

ton was in the dark to night, for the electric lights were not
turned on. The heaviest snowstorm of the year set in

early this morning. Telegraph, telephone, police and fire

alarm wires are down, and to avoid the danger of tire from
broken wires the mayor this afternoon ordered the electric

light companies not to turn on the currents. The West
End street railway company had a large force of men and
sleds at work all day cleaning the rails and the big electric

snow plows have been running all day.

pany's wires has been issued at the instance of Manager
Stockwell of the St. Joseph exchange.

The Peachtree Street Electric Railroad company of
Atlanta, Ga., will petition the city council for a franchise

to construct an electric railroad.

The Edison General Electric company has given the
electrical department of Johns Hopkins university two
street car motors of 1 5 horse power each.

The Electric Light & Power company of Towson, Md,,
which has applied to the legislature for a charter, is

empowered to establish and operate lines of ekctric rail-

way.

The College City Street Railway company of Galesburg,
III., is considering a change from horse to electric power,
and is investigating different motors with a view to
purchasing. The company operates six miles of track.

The New Orleans -S: Carrollton Street Railway company,
which has been granted permission to construct an electric

railroad, is now investigating the advantages of different

ystems. The estimated cost cf the improvement is $300,-
000.

The Jefferson Park & Chicago Electric Railway com-
pany has obtained the right of way to operate an electric

street car line on Elston avenue from Jefferson Park to
Addison street, and from that point east to Southport
avenue, where it will connect with the proposed Chicago
and Evanston electric railway, which will run between
Chicago and Evanston. Electricity will be used as the
motive power. It is claimed that the line will be in active
operation before next fall. It is proposed to heat the cars
by hot water. The road will be about eight miles long,
and the running time will be forty minutes.

Car No. 102 of the Manchester line in Pittsburg, hav-
ing on board thirteen new employes of the company, was
wrecked on Beaver avenue on Wednesday morning of last

week by the explosion of a dynamite cartridge which had
been placed on the track. The explosion occurred as the
car was passing the Manchester locomotive works, and,
though the concussion was so severe that the car was
thrown from the tracks and badly wrecked, not a person
was hurt. It is thought that some over zealous sympathizer
with the company's striking employes may have caused
the explosion.

Electric railway interests in Baltimore are active. The
Central Passenger Railway company, which lately applied
to the city council for authority to use the overhead
system, will be reorganized and the capital stock increased.
The cost of equipping this road with electricity will be
$225,000. The Baltimore. Canton & Point Breeze Railway
company has applied to the city council for a franchise to
build an electric railroad on certain streets. The North
Avenue Electric Railway company will petition the legis-

lature for authority to construct an elevated roadway, by
means of which the center of the city will be reached. The
Baltimore Traction company has secured a controlling in-

terest in the North Baltimore Passenger Railway company,
which operates 24 miles of street railway. The main lines

of the system will probably be cabled and electricity

adopted on the subsidiary lines.

TELEPHONE.
It is computed that the fifty long-distance lines which

the American Bell Telephone company is putting up be-
tween. New York and Chicago will consume 8,526 tons of
copper. The total length of wire will be 98,000 miles.

It is proposed to erect telephone exchanges in the
Japanese towns of Kyoto, Osaka and Kobe. The pro-
posals are to be considered during the present session of
the Japanese Diet. The estimated cost of the exchanges
is $250,000.

TELEGRAPH.
Complaints are made as to the irregular working of the

Turkish telegraph lines, especially those in Syria. It is

said to be nothing unusual to send "telegrams" from Bey-
rout to Port Said b)' steamer.

The Spalding Telegraph company has filed articles of in-

corporation with the secretary of state at Albany, N Y.
Its line is to begin at Ogdensburg, St. Lawrence county.and
stretch from there to New York city, thence to Trenton,
N. J., and across Pennsylvania to Wilmington, Del. The
company starts with a capital of igi,ooo only.

The telegraph station at Sewickley, Pa., on the Balti

more &: Ohio railroad, was entered on the night of Febru-
ary 1st by two men, with the intention of robbing the ex-

press office. The telegraph operator, Silas T. Ament of
Manor Station, was bound and gagged and carried to a
boiler house near by, and robbed of his overcoat, money,
and a gold watch. The men thrust revolvers into his face
and threatened him with death if he should make a move,
or give any alarm. About daybreak Ament succeeded in
releasing himself by rubbing the ropes with which he was
tied against a nail in the wall until they broke.

TRADE NEWS.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Eckington & Soldiers' Plome Railway company of

Washington, D. C, has applied to Congress for permission
to extend its electric railroad.

An injunction restraining the People's Street Railway
company of St. Joseph, Mo., from stringing wires along
the Messanie street line underneath the telephone com-

The Bernstein Electric company, Boston, is running
the factory overtime to fill orders for incandescent lamps.

Gould & Watson, Boston, are well pleased with the
orders for wire received through their branch office at

Chicago.

The Redding Electric company, Boston, is busy fill-

ing a large number of orders for the watchman's electric

register.

The Electrical Specialty company of Pawtucket, R. L,
will be represented by F. H. Angel at the Buffalo conven-

tion. It may be mentioned incidentally that Mr. Angc!
will have a number of electrical novelties in his "inside
pocket."

The Samson Cordage works, Boston, will probably
be represented by Treasurer H, G. Pratt at the Buffalo
convention.

Whitmore & Robinson. Boston, are contemplating mak-
ing a change in their business location on account of
increased business.

The Dow Adjustable Light company, 309 Washington
*

street, Boston, is in receipt of a number of orders for its

novel little fixture.

The Perkins Electric Switch Mfg. company, Hartford,
Conn., will, in all probability, be represented at the Buflalo
convention by Secretary F. W. Davis.

The shipments of the Jewell Belting company, Hart-
ford, Conn., for the month of January, were largely in ex-
cess of those for the same month last year. '

On the evening of February 26th the Brotherhood of
Electrical Mechanics of Chicago will give a ball at Battery
D. A display of electrical decorations is promised.

The Porter- Leavitt Electric company. Providence, R. I.

is now located in its new factory building, and is in a posi-
tion to meet its rapidly increasing western business.

General Manager G. H. Poor of the W. S, Hill com-
pany, Boston, states that he has several new electrical

devices which will soon be placed upon the market.

General Manager L. G. Eurnham of the Electric Gas
Lighting company, Boston, has gone on a pleasure trip to
Havana, Cuba. He is expected to return before Febru-
ary 20th.

The National Telephone Mfg. company, Boston, recent-
ly installed a large number of their telephones at the Jewett
stock farm near Buffalo. It is expected to extend this
service in the near future.

The Consolidated Electric Manufacturing company,
Boston, now settled in its new quarters, exhibits one of
the most complete displays of electrical goods and gas
fixtures in New England,

The Newton Rubber company, Boston, is offering a
line of new cells for storage battery purposes. For
strength and durability these goods commend themselves
as once to the purchaser desiring a first-class article.

The Shipman Engine company, Boston, has recently
received a number of large contracts for its engines, an
order for six as a sample lot having come from one of the
departments of public works in upper New York state.

The Crocker-Wheeler Electric company during the Buf-
falo meeting will exhibit motors running at the office of the
company's Buffalo agents, F. P. Little ^' Co., adjoining
the Brcfzel house. Otis Bros, will show a pump operated
by a ^2 horse power Crocker- Wheeler motor.

The Kalamazoo Electrical Supply company is installing

an interesting electrical plant in the new public library
buildihg at Kalamazoo, Mich. The building will have all

modern improvements, and this plant will be one of its

mcst interesting features. George H. Meeker, Chicago
manager of the New York Insulated Wire company, has
secured the' contract for a complete electric conduit sys-

tem in the building. Black core wire in Vulca ducts will

be introduced throughout the building.

The Lodge & Davis Machine Tool company, Cincinnati,
has just closed a contract with the state college of Ken-
tucky at Lexington, to furnish an equipment of improved
machine tools for the new mechanical hall. This is the
leading university of Kentucky, and elaborate preparations
are being made for the instruction of pupils in machine de-

signing and construction, as is demanded by the latest

shop practice. The wood working department is already
in operation, and as soon as the iron working shops are
fully under way the faculty can offer students the best

possible advantages for gaining a thorough mechanical
knowledge, as all machinery and appliances are of the
latest improved design.

Chas. A. Schieren & Co., New York, have just issued a
catalogue that cannot fail to be appreciated by customers.
The success of the house is largely due to the fact that it is

constantly studying the demands of the trade, and the
catalogue is an evidence of a close attention to detailed in-

formation. Special attention is called to the "electric"

and "perforated electric" belting, also to the new improved
"round solid" leather belts. All of the Schieren leather

belting is made from pure oak (bark) tanned leather, which
is tanned in the oak bark regions of Pennsylvania, Mary-
land, West Virginia and Tennessee. The company has
enlarged its lace leather tannery in Brooklyn, and now its

facilities are of the very best.

The Rockford Electric Manufacturing company. Rock-
ford, III., manufacturers of the Mayo system, has presented
to the trade its catalogue for 1S92. The company explains

that its aim always has been to make machines of the sim-

plest and most efficient type; in other words, machines
that will not require an expert electrician to look.after them,
but can be tended by any mechanic or engineer. Superin-
tendent Geo. A, Mayo needs no introduction to electrical

people, having been in the front rank of electrical engineers
ever since the infancy of the business, and every machine
is built and tested under his personal supervision. This
close attention to details of course enables the company to

produce the most excellent work.

A friend of Superintendent W. R. Brixey, of the Kerite
Works, Seymour, Conn., claims for him the distinction of

having produced the heaviest and largest vehicle of its
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class that has ever been turned out. Returning recently

from a European tour, Superintendent Brlxey brought back

an idea of this rolling monster, and Messrs. Hall & God-

frey have produced what is claimed to be the heaviest draft

wagon in America. The vehicle has a freight capacity of

35 tons of kerite from the manufactory to freight depot,

and is hauled, it is said, by ten teams of horses. Many
novelties were seen by Mr. Brixey while abroad, but a gen-

uine surprise was reser\'ed for his return to Connecticut.

He is quite proud of his "ozonator."

BUSINESS.
Fletcher's sleet proof "sure grip" lamp support and

Fletcher's sleet-proof pole pulley are kept prominently be-

fore the trade by the Electrical Supply company, Chicago.

Manager Paul G. Fiedler of the Boston Braid Manu-
facturing company was in New York last week. Mr.
Fiedler will represent his company at the coming conven-

tion.

The Chicago Electric Motor company, Springer building,

Chicago, is having a very satisfactory run on repair work in

different lines, having found it necessary recently to em-

ploy a largely increased force of workmen. The rewinding

and repair of heavy armatures is made a specialty.

The Decker Electrical & Novelty Manufacturing com-

pany has recently been organized in Detroit by C. H.
Decker, a gentleman v ell known in the electrical trade.

This company has a number of novelties and electric spec-

ialties th::t will undoubtedly make the foundation of a

profitable business.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. company, Windsor, Conn., is

working an average of 14 hours a day in order to meet the

demands for new machinery. This company, it will be re-

membered, recently received, through its western agent,

G. A. E. Kohler, the order for the generator which will

furnish power for the Love underground electric railway

conduit now building on the North Side, Chicago.

J. M. Fisher, manager of theMosher Arc Lamp company
recently received a very interesting letter giving an account

of the opening night in a Chinese theater in Canton, China,

when several of the Mosher lamps were used in different

parts of the house. The fact that a new light as "large as

the moon"was to be used on the occasion was widely ad-

vertised and the letter states that a crowd of at least twenty

thousand people were in attendance.

Tas. G. Eeckerleg, Chicago, Is having a very active de-

mand for his back pressure valve. Among recent pur-

chasers are the following: Fores't City Electric Light it

Power company, Rockford, 111.; Missouri Steam Heating
company, St. Louis; Illinois Malleable Iron Works, Mar-
shall Field & Co.. and S. W. Lamb &Co., Chicago. Mr.

Beckerleg has arranged to make these valves on a large

scale, and is prepared to supply even the larger sizes on
short notice.

Although the firm of Alfred F. Moore of Philadelphia,

manufacturer of insulated electric wires and cables, have

discontinued its western agency in Chicago, the users of

"Moore's wire" will not be materially delayed in the re-

ceipt of supplies, as this concern has a reputation for

quick shipment of all orders for regular goods. This

house is one of the oldest in this line, and one of the

largest, and for years its goods have had an excellent repu-

tation. All correspondence sent direct to the Philadelphia

office will receive prompt attention.

The Union Electric Works. Springer building, Chicago,

are securing a number of wiring contracts and are intro-

ducing into apartment houses several novel devices. One
of these appliances includes a letter box and annunciator

system. A push-button in connection with the annunciator

can be operated by the visitor and enables him to ascertain

whether the occupant is in the room or not without making
a trip to the top of the building. This apparatus has re-

cently been put into a number of fine apartment houses in

Chicago, and is giving general satisfaction.

The La Boiteaux Electric Motor &: Fan company, Cin-

cinnati, is making preparations on a large scale for plac-

ing on the market during the coming season a novelty in

the way of a ventilating motor fan. There will be two
patterns made, one of which can be placed on a stand or

desk, in the center of the room, the entire machinery mak-
ing a complete revolution every few seconds, throwing the

air in every direction. The other fan is to have an oscilla-

ting movement, and can be fastened to the wall at any
angle. Mr. Varwig, a prominent Cincinnati capitalist, is

at the head of this company, and John Maxwell is busi-

ness manager.

J. L. Somoff of New York recently installed a plant in

Mr. Wilmerding's house on Ninety-third street, New York,
consistingof 250 miniature one candle power lamps of low
voltage. The lamps were connected in series of ten on a no
volt circuit. From ten to fifteen of these lamps were distri-

buted in each room, and were inclosed in colored Japanese
lanterns, making a very pleasing effect. The expense for

such a plant, it may be mentioned, amounts to no more than
in a case of 16 candle power lamps which require 3-10 am-
pere. Mr. Somoff also furnished a diamond dealer in

Minneapolis, Minn., with some of his "grain" lamps,
which are used to show the brilliancy of his diamonds.
The lamps are placed in close proximity to the gems, but
are hidden from view, and the light is concentrated upon
the stone by a miniature reflector.

G. A. Harter, manager of the Electrical Construction
company. 43 45 Franklin street, Chicago, has a large

amount of work now under contract which indicates the ap-

proach of a very active season. Among the recent con-
tracts closed by this company and now well under way
are the following: Leiter building, State street, Chicago,

to be occupied by Siegel, Cooper& Co., wiring for 15,000
incandescent and 400 arc lights, making one of the largest

plants in a single building in the world; Victoria Hotel.

Chicago, wiring for 2,400 incandescent lights, with a

National generator and complete electrical equipment;
Lexington Hotel, Michigan avenue and Twenty second
street, Chicago, wiring for 3.600 incandescent lights, with

a generator made by the Akron, O., E'ectrical Manufact-
uring company, with a complete e'ectric equipment; the

Equitab'e Life Insurance building, Des Moines, la., wir-

ing for 1.500 incandescent lights, with generator. In ad-
dition, this company has on hand a large number of small

contracts.

The Kartavert Manufacturing company of Wilmington,
Del., offers to consumers the product of fiber known as

"Kartavert." Many attempts have been made to produce
an article for the purpose for which Kartavert is designed,

but the imperfections and want of uniformity of these pro-

ducts have greatly limited their usefulness. Kartavert is

insoluble in hot or cold water, benzine, turpentine, oils,

ether, bi-sulphideof carbon, and other solvents. Acid and
alkalies affect it but slightly. It resists the entrance of

oils. It does not ignite readily, and will withstand a high
degree of heat. Contact with water will not afifect it, but
if soaked for some time, it will swell slightly, but will re-

sume its original size on drying. It can be glued to itself

or other substances. It has, practically, no cleavage, nor.

stratification, and is very tenacious. Kartavert is classi-

fied as hard and flexible. Hard Kartavert holds an inter-

mediate position between raetal and the various ebonites

and plastics. In its physical properties it somewhat
resembles horn. It is very strong and tough, and is not
readily fractured by a blow. Flexible Kartavert differs

materially from the hard, and is not applicable as insulation.

It is an excellent substitute for leather, which it somewhat
resembles. It is not injuriously affected by hot or cold

water, oil, ammonia, or resinous substances. For car-box

washers and cap-packings, hot and cold water packings,

compression washers, valves and packings for air pumps
and for carriage axle washers, it is said to be unsurpassed.
Kartavert is made into sheets, rods and tubing, and in

three colors, Indian red, white and black. The weight of

a cubic inch is a trifle less than 4-5 of an ounce.

ELECTRICAL STOCK MARKET.
(Quotations furnished by Perry & Noyes, Edison building. New

York.)

The closing quotations of electrical stocks on Saturday,

February 13th, in New York, were:

Bid. Asked.
Edison General Electric company. Capital

$15,000,000 102I4 ^03
Edison Illuminating company of New York Sola 8i}^ Ex. Div.

" " *' Brooklyn . 7213 77^3
" " " Boston 100 105
" " " Chicago ..130 140

Edison Ore Milling company 15 20
United States Electric company of New

York 15 25
United States Illuminating company of

New York 30 40
Brush Electric company of Cleveland 30 ^o
Brush lUumioating company of New York,, 30 40
Thomson-Houston Electric company 51 52

•' Preferred " 26 27
Westinghouse Electric company 13 13^4
North American Phonograph company 2% 5
New York '' " '2Y2 5
Automatic Exhibition company z 3

ELECTRICAL PATENTS-
Issued Feb. 9, 1892,

^68,336. Trolley Wire Support. Jonathan P. B. Fiske,

Lynn, Mass.

468,338. Magnetic Toy. George A. Goodson, Minne-
apolis, Minn.

468,388. Elevated Electric Conduit. Charles O. New-
ton, Homer, N. Y.

The tiftb claim reads as follows:

"An elevated structure having a central inclosed space and a
wire way therein, a footwalk alongside thereof, and a branch
structure having an inclosed wire way, with wires connected to

the wires in the main structure, and having a footwalk connect-

ed to the main footwalk."

468.411. Carbon Holder for Arc Lamps. .Samuel P.

Parmly, Chicago, 111.

Claim two is:

"The combination of a carbon-rod with a carbon-holder, the

two connected by a swivel-joint, said holder provided with two
channels and a thin separating rib, &o as to receive two carbons
side by side, a temporary or spring clamp for each of the car-

bons, and a single permanent clamp for both of the carbons, so

that either may be independently adjusted, but both may be
si ranitaneou sly locked in a fixed relation,"

468.412. Arc Light Globe Flolder. Charles A. Pfluger,

Chicago, 111.

465.413. Arc Light Hanger for Inside Use. Charles A.

Pfluger, Chicago, III.

468.414. Electric Alarm Clock. William S. Burroughs,

St. Louis, Mo.

468,416. Dj'namo Electric Machine. George E. Dorman,
Chicago, 111.

The claim reads:
"In a multipolar dynamo machine a cross-connecting device

consisting of a drum within the armature, said drum having
thereon a series of insulated rings, each ring provided with a

series of bars connected to its outer edge and running parallel

with its a.\is, securing bands which pass longitudinally about

the rim of such drum, and secunng the rings and surrounding
•rings which pass about and secure the bars."

468,426. Electrically Heated Smoothing Cylinder. Wil-

lis Mitchell, Maiden, Mass.

468,440. Automatic Sprinkler System. Charles L. For-

tier, Milwaukee. Wis.

468,444. Burglar Alarm. Isaac L. Silverberg. Moses
Reichman and Gustavus Troxler, Jr., Newark, N. J.

468451. Magneto Electric Machine. John Hunt, New
York.

468,473- Repeater for Electric Circuits. Moses G.
Crane and Frederick W, Cole, Newton, Mass.

The ninth claim reads as follow;:
"The combination of a number of main-circuit magnets in in-
dependent main circuits, with a relay and local circuit there-
for, and circuit breakers controlled by the several main-.ircuit
magnets and arranged in series in said local circuit, as de-
scribed, and independent circuit closers in said local circuit at
each main-circuit magnet, adapted to be operated to close said
local circuit when the circuit breaker controlled by the corres-
ponding magnet remains in abnormal position beyond a pre-
determined period of time."

468,474. Combined Switch and Switch Box. Albert L,
Rohrer, Lynn, Mass.

468,487. Electric Lighting System. Sylvanus L. Trippe,
New York, N. Y.

Francis O. Blackwell,

Henry Cane, Spokane Falls,

468,492. Electric Motor Truck.
Boston, Mass.

468,497. Lightning Arrester. Elihu Thomson, Lynn,
Mass.

The third claim is:

"A lightning arrester,consisting of a form or support of plas-
tic insulating material having conducting particles molded in
its surface and arranged contiguous to one another, but not in
actual contact, so as to form a succession of smali disruptive
spaces in the discharge-path.''

468,500. System for Operating Glow Lamps by Means
of Multiphase Currents. Johannes F. H. Gorges,
Berlin, Germany.

468,526. Motor Gearins: for Electric Cars. Elbert B.
Phillips, Cleveland, Ohio.

468,540. Ore Separator.

Wash.

Claim two reads:
"In a magnetic ore separator, a magnetic drum, an endless

belt passing thereover, a band roller and a supplemental guide-
pulley, a supplemental endless belt located beneath saM guide
pulley and main endless belt, a washmg and receiving trough
located under the lower extremities of both endless belts, and a
washing and collecting trough located beneath said magnetic
drum and the upper end of the supplemental endless belt.''

468,575. Electric Railway System. William J. Ogden,
Baltimore, Md.

The claim is:

"In a double- track system for street railways.tbe combination
of a single conductor centrally located between the tracks and
having two contact edges and a width to permit two trolley
rollers in contact with opposite edges of said conductor to free-
ly pass each other without contact between them and without
leaving the conductor, and arms hinged to the cars, respective-
ly, and each carrying a trolley roller which rests removably in
contact with said conductor.''

468,585. Electric Cable. William Yogler, Somerville,
Mass.

468,597. Electrical Indicator. Marion A. Deuel, Roch-
ester, N. Y.

468,599. Magnetic Separator. Erminio Ferraris, Turin,
Italy.

468,654. Electric Connector. George Gibbs, Milwaukee,
Wis.

468,686. Electric Governor. Tohn T. O'Brien, Kearney,
Neb.

This invention consists in the combination of a cur\-ed sole-
noid, a curved perpendicular armature, a series of contacts, a
circuit closer and opener operated by the perpendicular arma-
ture, a series of resistance coils and a series of electro-magnetic
cut-ouls- also in the combination with the perpendicular arma-
ture of an air dash-pot for modifying its movements.

468,690. Ring Armature. John G. Poole, New Haven,
Conn.

46S.697. Resetting Device for Annunciators. Ralph A.
Schoenberg, New York, N. Y.

468,700. Device for Preventing Shadows of Electric or
other Forms of Lamps. James B. Sheldon, St. Louis,
Mo.

468,706. Magnetic Extractor. Horatio W. Southworth,
New York, N. Y.

468,708. Electric Railway. Charles W. Thomas, Jersey
City, N. J.

468,711. Electric Arc Lamp. Addison G. Waterhouse,
Hartford, Conn.

468,716. Electric Motor. James T. Wilson, Tyrone, Pa.

The second claim is:

"The combination, with the fi.\edframe and the reciprocating
frame tbereon, of an electric motor mounted on the latter

frame and having its armature shaft journaled in bearings in

the sides thereof, cranks on the ends of the armature-shaft,
pitmen connecting both cranks with the fixed frame, and a
transmitting-rod connecting with the reciprocating frame.'"

4*^5,752. Rheostat. Alton J. Shaw, Muskegon, Mich.

468,753. Apparatus for Stopping Engines or other Mo-
tors. Jacob P. Tirrell, Boston.

468,755. Telegraphy. William F. Wentz, Newark,

N.J.

468.772. Insulator Coupling. Louis McCarthy, Boston,

Mass.

468.773. Insulating Coupling. Louis McCarthy, Boston,

Mass.

465,774- Machine for Marking Mail Matter. Martin Y.

B. Ethridge, Everett, Mass.

468,775. Machine for Marking Mail Matter. Martin Y.
'

B. Ethridge, Everett, Mass.
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j'HtdKNK F. J'iiir,i,irn, ITPMldPiit, W.H. y*WTKH, St'fi's liutl KInrfrlrlan.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
ki.kctuk; muut i>ink wiuk.

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET. IA# I D FC
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR W I K b9 ^

FARADAY CABLES.
IHEW rORK OFFICE. P. C. Ackerman, 10 Corllandt Street.

MONTREAL BRANCH. Eugene F. Plillllps' Electrical Workt.

WANTED.
I

All olectiNal manufacturiDK conajro
making motors, dynamos mid specittUies,

|

wishes tbi; services of u first-cloHs man aa
{

maangcr. lie must be one of business
ability and experience, understanding the

needs In this line of trade, and bow to lill

them; capable of making estimates and
bids oil work, directing Installations, etc.

Other things being eijuid, preference will

be given to one who can buy an Interest In

the business, as the Importance of the posi-

tion makes It desirable that the one tilling

It should be something more than an em-
ploye. Applicants please address

" IIANAKKB."
fare Wl;vTi;aN KLEf-TliI'-'IAK.

ITITJLN-rZSD.
TO LEASE.

A few sinall electric plants in ad-

joining towns.
Ail.lreM, "KLKCTIIIC MVIIT,"

t .r.- Wh- J t.i ElE' iii|(;uk.

WANTED.
A competent Ivlcctrlclan and Uynamo

Tender who understands the handling of
engines, and is competent to take com-
plete charge of a Urge plant.

Address, Dr. C. K. Wright.
Hupt. ot tlieCeDtml IndiaDK llo-[>ltfil for Iniane.

ln<llanapollH. Iiid.

THE "CLARK" WIRE. ^^KMm.
CLARK"WIRE.Insulation <)iiiaraiiteetl wherever uned. Aerial, ITndereround or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: ^'A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber need in ineuUting our wires and rablee is especially cbemiciilly prepfired, and ie guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain (lexibln iu extreme cold
weatber and is not affected by hoat. The insulation ie protected from mechanical injury >iy one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent ("ompound, and special extra flnJKh, which wt»

liave now adopted for ull our solid wires ae an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing challuK and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very great extent fireproof. Our inwulaiion will prove
diinible when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Kleciric Lights from etock. Cables made to order. U'e are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark Joint Cnum should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one fool Ion" and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a jomt
and pressed firmly it makes a solid muss. JFOR RAILWAV and IIOTOB use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insnlalion.

WK WlfARAXTEE OVR INSUIiATION AVHEREVER ITlSED, ARRIAI^, rNDER(.iROr^D OR SUBIIARIXE. and our net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other flrst-clasa Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTOK, 9IANS.

HENRY A. CLARK, Troasnrer and Gen'l Manager.
HKRBERT H. EUSTIS, President and Electrician.

-TH E-

imm
ARC MOTORS,

h h h 1. 2, 3, 5 H. P. Sizes.

With Automatic Centrifaeal Gov-
ernor. IVo Switches,

430 West 14th St, New York.

FOB SALE.
Annunciator Patent,

Issned December, 1891.

Device Simple, Reliable and Inexpensive.
Cheap to Manufacture.

Address, "Anuanciator."
Care Western Et.ectkicean

A thorough electrician and engineer,
now holding prominent position, desires
position as superintendent of large elestric

plant. Will take stock.

Address, "Snpt."
Care Western Electrician.

SOMETHING NEW!
An improved 4 or 6 volt Combined Storage Ba^

lery especially for Dentists' use at very low price.
Purchasers can exchange discharged for cnarged
cells, without extra coat, beyond esoense lor
charging the batteries. Manufactured by

J. K. PliaiPEL.l.Y,
Boom 301, 205S. Canal St., Chicago.

SITUATION WANTED.
By young man as assistant to electrician

installing plants throughout the U. S.

Three years' experience in crnstraclion
and repair work. Best of I'eferences.

Address "Electrician,"
1705 Wabash Are., Chicago, III.

SIEMENS' ELECTRO-DYNAMOMETERS.
We beg to recommend, these instruments as absolute
standards for measuring direct or alternating cur-
rents. They are widely used for accurate determi-
nations, and are especially desirable in a Central
Station, as standards of comparison for the ordinary
Commercial Ammeters. Prices upon application.

Send lor illustrated

Catalogue 1-66. QUEEN £ CO., PHILA.

ROOT'S WATER TUBE BOILER.

Boot's Sectional Safety BoUer.

SAFE. ECONOIMICAL. DURABLE.
AN EXCELLENT

Electric Plant Boiler.
Adopted by the Electric I^ii^Iit

Companies of Detroit, St. Paul, Coicm-
bus, Cincinnati, Louisville, Jersey Ciiy
and a great many others; also by the Ar-
mington &. Sims Engine Co., Providence,
R. I.; the Lynn Belt Line Street Rv. Co.,
Lynn, Mass. and the Thomson-Houston
Electric Co., Lynn, Mass.

Aben(lrotii&RootMfg.Go.,

28 Cliff St., New York.

BRANCHES: Chicago, Boston, Phila-
delpliia, Dallas, Kochester.

=<<*;

For Sale Che:ip, Second-liand Ma-
chinery, Arc anil Incandescent, Al80
Motors. All Apparatus Guaranteed.

The Electrical Construction Co.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Electrical Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL& CO,
818 Water St.. New York.

Electrical Wood.

Tlie Winner of 1 890 will win again in 1891.

Eleventh year.

SOLE .MABLEKS:

LAW TELEPHONE COMPANY,
85 John St., NEW XOBK.

^
P

Telegraph 1 O
Telephone \ CROSS L ARMS
Electric liif^ht ) E

S
OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES.

C. H. HOLMES,
''°°'"'»'°

«="§•,•.' ei?,%: MO.

ESTABLISHED 1848.

P
HEMINBRAY GLASS CO.

Offices, Covington, Ky. Factories, Muncie, Ind.

STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS,
Class Break Knobs, Floor Insulators, Battery Jars.

ARC LIGHT GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

TJVOI^IC 03jT SI=ECI.A.Xj I3ESI03SrS S03LiXCITEI3.

TO MAKE A STATION PAY
Bny only the best anality of goods. This yon can

do by eendlns yonr orders to us.

Shipment. Eeasonable Prices. Foil Measure. No Charge for Boxing Or Cartage.

WE ABE HEADQTJAETEES POK
National Alternating and Direct Current Dynamos, Generators and Transformers;

Packard High Grade Lamps; Eddy Motors:

"Helmet" Weather-proof Wire; -'Helmet" Moisture-proof Wire.

Save time and money by placing your orders -with

The Electrical Engineering and Supply Co.,
03» Bookery, 134 B. 6th St., opp. Hotel Ryan, 409 W. Ulichlgan St.,

CHICAGO. ST. PAUL. DULUTH.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND DSICOUNT SHEETS.
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ESTABUSHSD tH 1861.

B. BHGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ELECTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E.ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
BRANCH STORE

2134 Michigan Avenue.

THE LATEST
WRITE FOE CATj

ST-ifi.3^ ELECTX^I^^ CO.,

SPECIALTIES ifi ELECTRIC
LIGHT SUPPLIES.

WRITE FOE CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

641 North Broad Street, FHIIiADEIiPHIA.

THEN AND NOW.
Tears ago tlie traveling public consid-

ered a seat on the driver's bos of a stage

coach the acme of comfort, luxury and ex-

clusiveness. The traveler of to-day asks
for limited trains, made up of Pullman
sleeping and dining cars, vestibuled and
fitted up in the most sumptuous style of
modem decorative art.

Such trains are run over the Erie Lines,

through without change between Chicago
and New York, passing through the beau-
tiful Western Reserve, Mahoning Valltj

I

by Chautauqua Lake, and then througL
the mountains of Soutbern New Tork and
Northern Pennsylvania, the most pic'u-

resque and beautiful scenery between Chi-

cago and the sea. Tickets over the Erie

can be purchased at any of the principal

ticket cfflces.

HUSSEY & CO.. Manufacturing Electriclaps.
Comoination Letter Boxes, Annunci tors, Etc..

211-^13 Randolph fctreet, Cbicairo.

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE hi Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

Both Advertiser and Publisher
by mentioning the WESTERN
ELECTRICIAN when writing
to advertisers.Yon Will Oblige

I HAVE DISCOVERED
now TO MAKE COMilUTATOES

SMOOTH AND ROUND
And keep tliem so. Enclose stamo fcr terms,
etc.o WM. MoXEILL,,

P O B.^:-: I'.i, ^VIN(HESTER, KY.

MICA
FOR

ELECTRICAL
PURPOSES.

Send for Samples and Prices.

BOWERS BROTHERS, 121 Lake St., CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLIES.

;lectr.; MAGHINSR-gB
11 1 111!

TUB Electric SupDlu and Gontractlns Gompanij,
I S. E. Cor. Fifth and Sycamore Sts., fXevada Building.) CINCINNATI, O

PORNlHTii:MFG.Ia
Z^*" FITCHBURG,MASS,U.S.A.

^
i Manufacturers OF D?NAMOSfoK LIGHTING,
/ platingandexperimental purposes.

—-»-*-ALSO MO TORS.-^^^^ '-

EVERYTHING LATEST DESISN AND HI GHEST EFFIClENCr.

Manufacturer's of

OCTAGONAL^^ Cedar
TeliphomscElectrical

RailwayPoles&CRossArms

I # H.M.LOUD &'SONS L^uhberQ.

ij OSCODA , IVIICH.

ELECTKIC LIGHT
AXD BATTEBl'

CJillBOltS.
GLE^i^:EX.j<^3srX3. OTTTO.

B^US^ES.

THE r^ESILiTC^l^ '^AT'JS.'F'Bl'FL ^\^7'XX£3ESXj
Over 2.000 in use.

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Unlimited

Capacity.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World.

Afford* the most simple and reliable power for all minine and manofactur-
Ing machinery. Adapted to heads ronniBS Trom -,0 up to 2,000 or more feet.

From 20 to 30 per cert, better results guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the countiv.

£JL£CTBIC TBAXS3IISSIOX.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way cf a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying conoltlonB
of fpeed and pressure, have brought It Into special prominence and estensWe
ase for this class of work. All applicatlcDS should state amount and head of
water power required, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send fob. Catalogue.

THE P£LTOX WATER WHEEL CO.,
li£l-123 Slain St., San Francisco, Gai., U. S. A.

143 LIBERTY STREET, - - XEW TORK.
^^It having come to our notice that OTir patent rights are being infringed

upon, intending pnrchasers are hereby warned that all such infringements will

be duly proBPCDted.
P«:r.TOX "WATER aiOTOBS. Yaryingfrcmthe fraction of 1 to 15

and CO horse i ower, unequaled for all light running machineiy. Wurran^d
to develoD a given tmocnt of power with one-half the water required t>y any
other. E^Send for Motor Circular. Addrepe as above. Deliveries made fr >m
San Francisco or !New York, as may afford the most favorable freight rates.

SYNOVIAL DYNAMO OIL
Second to None. Free from Gum or Acids.

By refiltering can be Qsed continually. Adopted by the largest Electric Plants of the West,

Write for Pilces and Samples. S. TAUSSIG. Agent, 45 RlTer St.. CHIOGO.

LAMP LIGHTING SCHEDULE.

MOONLIGHT SYSTEM FOR 1892,

PRICE 25 CENTS.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHIIMC CO.,

6 I.AKEI$I1>£ BUII.DIN6}, CHICAGO.

This cut represents oar Class A

Star Sight "Up-Feed" Lubricator.
There are no joints about it. Arms and body cast

in One Piece, so you won't be annoyed by leating

and it will work to your entire satisfaction. Will let

you try it before you buy it.

For sale by Jobbers, or apply to

THE WM. POWELL CO.. - CINCINNATI. 0.

GIVEN AWAY!!
8A3IFI/E OBDJGBS OF

Buxton's Packing
At Only 50c. Per Pound.

"The Knsineer'8 Favorite."
All Orders Guaranteed.

Aeents wanted In every State in the Union. We can quote the

very lowest prices on Ring Packing. Send for discount and
price list, _ESTABLISHED 1SS2.

GEORGE B. BUXTON,
1 7 VIRGINIA ST., EAST SOMERVILLE, MASS.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CEI.E.

ltR/l'ri:i» WA'l'KK \«'lll-:Kl^as particularly adapted to th'ir use
on account of ii% r4-niurlial>ly Ml4*u<ly motion, nlK^h Mpe«4l
anil s:r<*at l->fli«'i«*n<->, and lai'ue Capacltj for its diameter,
being double the |^ow<*r of most wheels of same diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric com;^anie5 with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is wiihout an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect (cuarant««<l.
NKI\n rOK 4?AXAI.OCii;K A.^*l> PARTIC;i;i.ARf9.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears arc required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICXOR

XI'RBII\KS arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounicd upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation

admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

r< ADUnN CO., MAKERS o^ HIGH -GRADE

Fancy Incandescent Lamps
Of Low \ oHagc.

Over 40 New Styles of Lamps

For the first time on
the market.

Catalogue, Part I, Ready.

Part II, In Print.

EXPEEIMESTAL LAMP WORK
AND GLASS BLOWrNQ.

Write for prices and illuetrationa.

1 Ann Street,
New York City.

OFFICE DESKS. ^^
Gem' and "Rugby'

Folding Beds, | J0|li1
9 Brassand Wire Work.

A. H, Andrews &Co., 215 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

'Link-Belt MachineryCo,,
~ ' CHICAGO, ILLINOIS,

Manufacturers of

elevating AND CONVEYING
1^ .A.CISI3:TEla's"

For the ecooomical handlingof Coal,

Ash<»8. Sand. Ores. Etr., E'c.

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS

RECALIBRATED.-REPAIRED
CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO., 73 W. Jackson St.

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If In want of Poles, Ties and Posts, eave monej
by getting my prices.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO. m^^mmim.
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wiiSJJg^^gJ.DEi^. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World, i^^^^k^^^.

THE SCHUYLER
-STSTiBnyc o:p-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FEATURES:

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes-

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

HEISLER ELECTRIC CO.
DREXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA. PA.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE OMY

LONG DISTANCE SERIES

I ta
* 111

THAT IS SEI/F-CONTAINED, AND ABSOLUTELT
AUTOMATIC IN REGULATION.

Noted for Brilliancy of Liglit and Great Efficiency.

ALSO

Series Sockets and Lamps for Arc Light Circuits.
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For Driving Djiiamop.

The Pennsylvania R.R. Co. have thoroughly tested and have adopted
the Evans System of Driving Dynamos in their Juniata Shops, Al-

toona, Pa., and are starting a new plant at Renovo.

Thousands of Horse Power in use driving Dynamos, and hundreds of sets 01 Cones in

operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO.,
85 \P%7'a.tGX- Stireet, IBOB'TOlNr, 3VC.A.£tS.

Evans^ Cones.
*'or Varying Speed.

CSZCAGO Z1TSX7LATED 'C7ZR& COMFANV,
XWX.A.SO'XTE'.A.CTTTZt.ZZZt.S <3F

HIBH GRADE INSULATED WIRES
WHITE FOB QUOTATIONS

AND SAMPLES.

WEATHERPROOF WIRES,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

MAGNET WIRES,
INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,

ETC., ETC., ETC.
Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO., 48-52 N. Clinton St„ CHICAGO, ILL.

OF ALL, DESCRIPTIONS.

EVEETTHING IN

WIRE-FUSE- STRIPS.

MANUF.^CTURED BY

The Sperrj Electric Mining Machine Co,,

39th St. and Stewart Ave., CHtCAGO.

THOS. C. SMITH, Jr., M. E.

Consulting and Contracting Engineer.
Kngines and Complete Steam Plants for Lighting and Power Installatlone.
Bent Pipe and Colls in Iron, Braes and Copper, for all kinds of service.

I I Hammond Building, Telephone 1358, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

THE MILUKEN PATENT POLE

55 LIBERTY STREET,

NEW YORK.

For Electric Street Railways and Electric Light Work.

MANUFACTURED BT

MILUKEN BROS.

59 DE&RBORH STREET,

CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

WRITE FOB CIBCUJLAR AND CATAL,OGUE.

MICHIGAN CENTRAL
"Tlie Niagara Falls Konte,"

TO BUFFAIiO AND THE EAST.

Tie National Electric LigM Convention
WILL BE HELD IN

nnifalo, Feb. 33 to 2G, 1S99.

$18

Will take you there and back, and the
sleeping car berths will co=t you three
dollars each way.

_ Tickets are <^ood going npon any of the
regular Espresa Trains of the MlCblGAN CEN-
TRAL, leaviugChlcagoy.OU A. M., 13.20 P. M.,
3.10 P. M , or lO.iO P. M. ; and rttarnina: on any
regular train but No. 19 from Buffalo, within three
days afterthe close of the convention.
Aa many of the delegates, however, wish to go

in a body, arrangements nave been made to attach

a special car to the New York Veetibaled Ex-
press, leaving Chicago at 3.10 P.M., on Monday,
Febuary ^-, arriving Buffalo at 7.25 nest morning,
and passing by daylight in foil view of THE
WORLD'S COLOMBIAN EXPOSITION and the
FALLS OF NIAGARA. As the accommodaiione
are of necesBily limited, applicationB for space
Hhould be made without delay to

L. D. HEUSNER,
Passenger and Ticket Agent,

G7 Clark Street, CHICAGO.

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
aiAIVUFACTlTBERS OF AKD DEAIiEBS IN

201, 203, 205, 207 So. Canal St.y CHICAGO.

Gen'l "Western Ag^ents for

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS'
CELEBRATED t4-i^ I

r jj AATTTDT^ COPPER AND
PATENT IV. IV. VVIIvLV, iron.

For Electric Light, Railway, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

BARE WIRES. ) __.«_.
MAGNET wmEs. i WE QUOTE FACTORY PRICES.
UNDERWRITERS' WIRES • ^

ACiENTS FOB

Bernstein Series Incandescent Lamps.
Lamps ana Series Sockets for all Arc Systems for Street and Ineide Liehting.

THOCSANItS IN USE.

Redaction in Price of Series Socket.

16 C. P. 4 to 6 Auiperee.
05 .. 3 .. 10
511 " 4 " 10 "

75 " 6.5 "10 "

100 " 8.5 " 10

aiANDFACTUBEBS OF THE
99

LKr3xrxj3xroi-^TTOH.€
For HOTELS, FACTORIES, OFFICE BUILDINGS and DWELLINGS.

"PERFECTION" Hotel Annunciators.
"PERFECTION" Return Call Annunciators.
"PERFECTION" Burglar Alarm Annunciators.

«RITE
roR

PRICES.

NORTHWESTERN AGENTS FOR THE Write for Quotations.

Columbia Incandescent Lamp.
High Efficiency. Full Candle Power. Long Life.

Any Voltage. Any Candle Power.

TRY A HUNDRED ^'"iso^^sISriD

CEILING ROSETTE CUT-OUTS.
Wood, with Mica Insulation,

No. 1347 W.,

10 cents each in lots of 50 or more.

SAFETY ARC LAMP WINDLASS
IS THE BEST ON THE MARKET.

WBITE FOB PRICEIS.

]nn LOTS. 500 lots.

IffElW PRICES. Key Sockets, 25c. 23c. 22c.lUtoWM J-Xfc*%i'.K««.
i^g'iggg^ 23c. 21c. 20c.

Wall Sockets, 5c. Higher.
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THE NATION'S CHOICE.

100 TO 1 Against The Field

ojsr

TAPES. COMPOUNDS.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.
P

78-80-82 Franklin Street, CHICAGO,

MAIN OFFICE: 13-15-17 Cortlandt St., New York. GEO. H. MEEKER, Western Manager.
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\m£/^

National Transformer System
— OF-

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

TRANSFORMERS FORiANY SYSTEM.

Alternating and Direct Current Dynamos.

MOTORS.
Oar Apparatus is of the Eigdest Efficiency, Mechanically and Electrically.

We are prepared to undertake the construction of Electrical Plants of whatever magnitude.

Correspondence solicited.

Electric Mfg. Co.
>

EAU CLAIRE, WIS.
GEO. B. SHAW, Gen'l Manager.

AGENTS:
Sfew York, Jf . Y.-NATIOSAL ELECTRIC MFG. & CONSTRUCTION CO., Electrical Exchange Bldg.

Buffalo, Bf. X.—F. P. LITTLE & CO., 141 East Seneca Street.

Cincinnati, O.—W. N. GRAY, 12 Chamber of Commeice.
TVaSblD^on, D. C.-L. M. COS, 16 Filth Street, S. E.

PhlIadelplUa,Pa.—PENNSYLVANIA ELECTRIC ENOINEBRING CO
8t.PanI, Minn.—THE ELECTRICAL EXBINKERING AND SUPPLY CO.

Detroit, Mlch.-COMMERCIAL ELECTRIC CO.
Denver, Co!.-THE MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC CO.

TV^innlpeg, Man.-SIMPSON-DAVIS ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION 00.

San Francisco, Cal.-NATIONAL ELECTRIC DEYELOPMENT CO.
Iiincoln. Xeb.—LINCOLN ELECTRICAL MFG. AND SUPPLY CO.

Dnlnth, Minn.-THE ELECTRICAL ENG. AND SUPPLY CO.
Kansas City, Mo.—THOMAS WOLFE, 515 Main Street.

Seattle, 'Wash.-CHAS. H. BAKER & CO.

Mew Orleans, I.a.—ENTERPRISE CONSTRUCTION AND SUPPLY CO.
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DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
AFFORD TBE ONLY RELIABLE AND EFFICIENT MEANS FOR

ALL NIGHT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

ALL OTHER DEVICES ARE CRDDE, EXPENSIVE AND DNSATISFACTORY,

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC GOMFANT

Has established its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lamps^ No.

219,208, having WON SEVEN DISTINCT INFRINGEMENT SUITS in

the United States Courts, four of them on final hearing.

The public is warned against the use of infringing lamps or any crude sub-

stitute for the Brush Invention.

ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS,
ELECTRIC MOTORS AND GENERATORS,

ALTERNATING CURRENT APPARATUS,
INCANDESCENT LIGHTING MACHINES.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.
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SECOND-HAND DYNAMOS.
We have a large list all kinds. Good as new, and C^l^-OCfp.

SPECIAL BARGAIN
Contractors for all kinds of Electric Construction.

In a 150 Horse Power 500 Volt Compound
Wound Generator.

xvfi.za>x; TTS z'oxi. z>xixox:s.

y^ THE ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION CO.,

43-45 Franklin Street, Chicago. x^
C. A. HARTER, Manager.

OF INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.

A New Book Just Published.

A Practical Guide to the Testing of Electric Light, Electric

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

PKICE, POSTAGE PREPAID, »1.00.

SEKD ISr YOUR ORDER NOW.

ELEGTRIGIAN PUBLISHING GOMPANY,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

'BYJAJ, SHULTZ.

"W

^f l5' — ALL LEATHER J /

^ll'^NOIRDNRODORHIKGE OLD STYLE (^
yJi- LEATHER LINKANDIRONRQOB£LT,I |5 Ou
'ANO R0PETRAN5MISSIDN SUPERSEDED,] DELT

YOUR POWER.
YOUR BELTS.
YOUR MONEY.

BY COVERING YOUR PULLEYS WITH

SHULTZ PATEMT
LEATHER PULLEV COVERING.

I PieKER Leather-

ftWA-MPTiirc:- S 164 Summer St., Boaton, Mass ; 225 Peari St.,New York City. I Q# I Aiiio II aBnAriutiJ!,&.^
129 N. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa; 60 \V. Monroe St. Chicago. | Oli LUUlOv mO-

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC COP
BOSTON,

820 Atlantic Avenue.

NEW YORK,
5 1 0-534 West 23d Street.

CHICACO,
217 La Salle Street,

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
Orders Executed Correctly and Promptly.

BEST AND CHEAPEST.

ALSO-
Ho. 115. Keyless Socket, U Id.

No. 130. Keyless Wall Socket-

Porcelain or Wood Base.

Ho. 145. Keyless Socket for 76,

100 and 160 c. p. Lamps.

No. 150. Waterproof Socket.

No, 140. Attachment Plug,

with Fuses,

No. 1 2B. Key Wall Socket—Porcelain or Woad B^. No. tlO. Key Socket. No. 1 20. Keyless % inch Socket.
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOULAELT ADAPTED TO DEIVTNG

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of Its high efflclency at all stages of gate, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of which makes It the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

CrUn Cnp PATAI flniP illustrating various styles o( setting

on both vertical and horlzontil shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS GO,,

DAYTOIM, O.
SUCCKSSOUS TO

STOUT, 9111,1,8 & TJEMPIiE,

STEAM PLANTS
INSTAIiliKD BS

TTIT. B. PXSARSOIff i£ CO.,
HBCHANICAI. ENeiKEERti AND CONTBACTOBS.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, • CHICAGO.

ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY SNSTALLATION.

AT OMAHA AND COUNCIL BLUFFS RAILWAY & BRIDGE CO.,

COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA.

THE WESTINCHOUSE MACHINE COMPANY. ^
e PITTSBURCH. PENNA.U.S .ofA . c?

WILLIAMS AUTOMATIC ENGINE.
For all purposes reqnirinE; steady power.

Williams Engine Works: Ko. 447 North btreet,
BALTIMORE, MD.

A GREAT RAILROAD.
Bv the ftbaorptfrm of the ChlcuL'o Jt Ailsntlr,

Railway between MariOD and f-'hlrayo. ihe ERIE
hae at la?t t-ffecied its PDtrance Into (.'hlCBGo. and
DOW occupiee lb" proud postHon of hein(,'ilie only
line between Ohlcatro and New York entirely
under one management
One reealt of tnie ig the arraneement whereby

all the through trains of the Erie are now ran
eolid betwceen Chlcajro and New York without
cbanc^. PassengerB holding ihroacfi lichete,
whf Iber firet orof^cODd daee, are ab e to go from
Chicago to New York wHhoul chan^^iofjcarB.
Pollman's moat modern S'eeping Cars arp run

nn all through traiOF via this line, and on tbPir
Veatibu'e Limited, Pullman's Dinine C^re. No
extra fare ch«rced on thi? train. In fart, the
rates via the ERIE are lower than via any other
route off:jrIng tqaal facUitleB.

ELECTRICITY for EN6INEEES.
A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.

Price, Postage Prepaid, $2.50.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

IGAOQ

,^1 -^DRY STEAMl^
^

THE POND SEPARATOR.
The Potd S'psrator Is guaiante. d torflleTetl e

steam of all entra'D-^d water and ri turn i his water
to tie boiler, thus iffect'ng a large sa%ing In fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POND EXGINKERIN« COMPAIVY,
CHICAGO.

DAHAS.
ST. LOUIS.
OMAHA.

K4^S^SC^Y.
Sf AtlLE.

DERIVATION OF PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL UNITS.
By Lieut. F. B. Badt and Prof. H. S. Cakhakt.

]^i=?e:i= .A^izD, :p's c=:e:i^t^.

This is a very handsome book of 60 pages, printed on fine heavy paper, with neat cloth binding. It contains Por-

traits and BiocjRAPHiEs of Ohm, Watt, Faraday, Jo-ile, Gauss, Weber, Sir WiHiam Siemens, Dr. Werner von Siemens,

Volta, Ampere, Daniell, von Jacobi, together with a carefully prepared table of the Practical Electrical Units, with their

relative values.

In no other Sinsle Volume can this Rare Collection of Portraits be Found.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Building, Chicago, 111
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W.P.
TIE THOMSON-HIISTOII aEtTIIC (0,

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RAILWAY MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

1,600 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

TBOMSON-HOnSTON ELECTRIC CO.,

Boston Office: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 148 Michigan Ave.
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€oId Bottom Facts.

1 St Fact: The Perkins Incandescent Lamps have a higher

efficiency than any lamp on the market. We would
like to send you a barrel, if you are not already

using them. We know you will never regret it.

2a Fact: Safety White Core Wire is an entirely new product.

It is an IDEAL wire for inside use. Seamless rubber

insulation and fireproof braid. Send for sample.

3cl Fact: Our Chicago Weatherproof Wire has no superior.

It withstands the elements better than any wire

made.

4tn Fact: We carry a complete line of Electrical Supplies of

all kinds, and can fill any order. As we manufacture

nearly everything we quote you manufacturers'

prices.

5th Fact: Last but not least. We want your business.

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS,
, ILL.
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The Wirt

Improved

Dynamo

Brush.

NO SPARKING

OR CUTTING

OF THE

COMMUTATOR.

READ WHAT PRACTICAL USERS SAY
ABOUT IT.

OFFICE OF

THE CHICAGO COPPER REFINING CO.,

Office 620 and 621 Phenix Building,

138 Jackson Street.

CriiCAGO, Jan. 20, 1892.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., City.

Gentlemen:—We have been using four No. 32 Wirt Dynamo
Brushes for about a month. We find that they do not spark at all

and cause but little wear on the commutator, keeping the surface of

the latter smooth. The Wirt Brush is entirely satisfactory, and

superior to any we have used. Yours truly,

THE CHICAGO COPPER REFINING CO.,

W. I. HiTT, Sec'y.

THE COLUMBIA,
LEADING THEATER OF CHICAGO.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Aug. 23, 1891.

Gentlemen:—The brushes are running with much less sparking

than any I have ever tried. Evidently they are an improvement.

Respectfully,
_ GEO. CARSON.

City Hall, Chicago, Aug. 27, 1S91.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

Gentlemen:—We have been running your brushes on our Edison
Dynamo for two months and find they are a decided improvement,

HENRY MUNSTERMAN,
Chief Engineer,

Chicago, Aug. 22, iSgi.
THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

Michigan Avenue and Randolph Street, Chicago.

Gentlemen:—We have used a set of your Wirt Brushes on an
Edison Dynamo, and have had no sparking and scarcely any attention

required during that time. The brushes furnished by the makers of

the same dynamo were always more or less troublesome, and required

frequent resetting and dressing of the commutator. I would now
consider it a hardship to be obliged to use the old brushes.

Yours truly, (Signed) R. C. PAGE,
Engineer Libby Prison IMuseum.

Marysville, O., Jan. 2, 1892.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Chicago, 111.

Dear Sirs:—The brushes came in good order, and after giving
them a trial I find them to be the best brushes we ever used, as they
run smooth and do not cut the commutator, or spark. We will order

more. Very truly, R. TURNER,
Chief Engineer Maiysville Light & Water Co.

WEST KENTUCKY INSANE .\SYLUM,

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky., Dec. 20, 1891,

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO, Chicago.

Gentlemen:—Having used your Wirt Brushes for over a month,
I am satisfied they are all that you claim for them. Please send me
your general catalogue. Yours respectfully,

TNO. G. LUTZ.

Chicago, Nov. 19, 1891.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen:—After trying one set of your Patent Dynamo
Brushes, I have put them on all three of our incandescent dynamos,

and like them so well that I would not be willing to use the old style

of brush again. Yours truly,

D. B. RAMSEY,
Chief Engineer Union League Club.

Denver, Colo., Nov. 27, 1891.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Chicago, III.

Gentlemen:—I am much pleased with the Brushes. I gave

them the most severe test I know of, placing them on a commutator

where even carbon brushes were not successful in reducing the spark-

ing, and where there was a very heavy current at high potential, with

a constant "chewing" up of the copper. Your Brush has eliminated

all trouble, and I have asked our Company to order a number of

them, when I shall use them on our other dynamos.

Yours truly, R. H. STERLING,
Electrician Denver Consolidated Electric Co.

We invite correspondence from

those who. have dynamos which are

at all troublesome at the brushes.

The Wirt Brushes are somewhat

higher in first cost than plain cop-

per brushes, but they will pay for

themselves many times over in

saving of labor and commu-

tator copper.

These brushes are manufactured

to order, and can be furnished on

short notice. When ordering please

give dimensions of brushes in use.

The Electrical Supply Co.,

Chicago.
Branch:
244 Arch Street, Phila.

Factories: Ansonia, Conn.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.,
mANIJFACTIIBKItM OF

vuLCAt /:ed india-rubber

Cabl s, to any Specification

up to 8,000 Megohms per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES,

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

millage, FLEXIBLE CORDS,

SILK, HEMP, COTTON, DY-

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

ol INCANDESCENT CORES.

THREE and TWO • WIRE

CABLES, to any specifica-

tion up to 8,000 Me-

gohms per knot.

CABLES ol High Insulation

and Long Lite, all milage.

If you are not acquainted with the merits of Habirshaw Insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 3 1 5 Madison Ave, Cor. 42d St, New York.

FACTORY: Glenwood, Yonkers, N, Y.

Western Agents: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Comer Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

People collectively

And individually

Want what
They
Pay for.

With our

Central Station

Friends, coal

Uust weigh

2,000 lbs. to the

Ton,

Oil measure 4 quarts

To the gallon.

16 candle power
Lamps GIVE 16 0. P.

Of light.

Bight here permit

Us to mention

A

RED
HOT

BOTTOM
FACT,

Viz:
The fact that the
SUNBEAM
LAMP
Comes nearer filling

AH requirements
Than its

Competitors;
Hence the wonderful
Growth of its

POPULARITY
And largely
Increased sales.
INCREASED
LIGHT AT
DECREASED
COST
MEANS
PROFIT TO
THE CONSUMER.

THE SUNBEAM INCANDESCENT LAMP CO., Chicago, III.
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO.,
'9

HAHfUFACTUKEBS OF THE

SLATTERY INDUCTION AND WOOD ARC SYSTEM
-oaf-

THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being used almost exclusively after other systems have been

tried and thrown out—Philadelphia, New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

WE MAKE ALL STANDARD - SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM,
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., i ,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND.

mew TOBK ...115 Broadway. PITTSBUKGH, PA 533 "Wood Street.

fJHICACrO 185 Dearborn Street. SAJf FBAXCISCO 35 Kew Monteomery Street.

FHIL,A1>EI,FHIA 907 Filbert Street. TOBOIfTO, CAKADA 138 King Street, "W,

PAIXAS, TEXAS Mcrieod Bnilding. BUFFALO 888 Pearl Street.

Repairs ^ ^ Dncerlain Element » Operating Expenses.

THE "INCIDENTALS" (LABOR, LOSS OF REVENUE, EXTRAS,
ETC.,) COST MORE THAN MATERIAL.

Can any "guaranteed" cost for repairs do as much for you as
this record repeated on your own road?

15 of our 40 h. p,, type B, SINGLE MOTOR equipments, have
been running at Lawrence, Mass., since early in September last, PULL-
ING TRAILERS over 9h per cent, grades, without burning a single

armature, field coil or switch, up to date.
This means no loss of revenue by having cars pulled in for these

troubles, which are of daily occurrence when two motors are used
on a car.

We use IMPROVED heavy gears that will not break, and make
one Heat Proof Motor drive both axles. Send for circular.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
F. I. STONE. Chattanooga, Tenn. 431 "The Rookery," Chicago.
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£CAJAX" OEFIGt^ KHORT CIHCVITiai.

ANY CAPACITY UP TO

1,000 HORSE POWER.

C. S. VAN NUIS, 136 Liberty St., New York.

Put up in One
Pound Cans.

Always Ready
For Use.

Price,

70c
Per Pound.

Every Electric Light
Plant should

have it.

CHAS. A. 8CHIEREN & CO., Patentees aM Sole MaMactnrers

Perforated Electric Leather Belting,

47 Ferry St., STew York.
110 Hleb St., Uoston.

22G No. Third St., Philadelphia,
46 So. Canal St., Chicago.

Insulated Wires and Gables.
Tlie acknoTvIedg'ed Standard for durable and blglk tn-

snXatton. Zts m«rltB proved by a record of over quarter
of a eentnary. A.dapted to all electrical purposes.

CELEBRATED KERITE TAPE FOR INSULATING JOINTS.

Electric Light and Power. ALL SIZES Aerial Use,
Telegraph and Telephone, i„-j p„,,„spd Wires Subterranean Use,
Railway and all other

'•®'"' '="<"^^'' "ires. submarine Use.
Branches of Signaling, Concealed Wiring In all Locations.

WILLIAM H. EGKERT, Gen'l Agent, 16 Dey St., NEW YORK.

WRITE FOR PRICES ON

TROLLEYS, GEARS, BEARINGS

AND GENERAL SUPPLIES.

R. D. Nuttall Company,
Allesbeny, Pa. lT«w York.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,

THE

5 and 7 DEY STREET, IfEW YORK,
MANUFACTTJEBRS, IMPOBTBRS AND DEALERS IN

"CHAMPION"
Price, witii Rod Zlac, $1.15 pep Cell, with Corrugated

Zinc, $1.35 per Cell,

THE TEADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED,

BATT.RY,
^|gj,^.|.g|

Supplies

OmpUtaCllorChuo. CftrboB ReXTToIr snd CoTsr Comgahid Zinc of Chkin-
ploa BuUrj. of ChuopiOD fiatU,;. plon BatMiy.

Of all Descriptions,

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances,

Construction Tools and
Line Material.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
Mannfactured '>.v the >

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
Aii KXTS

:

NSW YORK CITY, CUaB. E. Cbapin, 136 Liberty
Street.

SYRAOU.se, N. T., Electric BnElneerlng *
Supply Co.

BT, PAH!,, MINN., The Electrical KnMneerinj
&. Supply Co.

8T. LOUIS. MO.,»t. LoniB Electrical Supply Co.— 'EU -

CHICAGO, ILL.. The Electrical Engineering & CIX

SAN FR.\NCISC0, CAL., International Electric
Supply & Conatructlon Co.

Supply Co.. 931 The Rookery.
7?CWIATI, onto, Queen City Bleclric Co.

LO'UISVILLK,' KY., !jml(her« i Davij

E. E, KELLER. K. E. Ii£iiE>.'IlAm)T.

Keller & Degenhardt,
electrical emsineers.

542 Rookery Bldg-., Chicag'O, III.
THE ONLY BUREAU OF ELECTRICAL INFORMATION IN THE WORLD'S FAIR CITY.

WILLAKD L. CANDEE,
t BusineBU Manaeer.

H. DURANT OHEEVER, J'"'°"'®"-"*''°8e".

The

Internalional OKONITE COMPANY,

^w^
LIMITED.

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use,

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
BRANCHES: Chicag:o, Boston, Philadelphia, Minneapolis, Cincinnati, Kaxisae Cttr

Omaha, linnisville, St. I,oui8, San Francisco, London and So. America,

r TffADC MARK 1

FOR HIGH-CLASS

INDOOR WIRING,

George
Cutter,

ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES,

333 THE ROOKERY,
CHICAGO.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., newyork.

AGENTS:
W: B, Peareon & Co., Home Ids, Bids*., Cbicafl;o, IH.

Thos. G. Smitb .Tr., IlammoDd Bid?., Cincinnati, O'oio.

W. A. Day, 12S Oliver St.. BostOD, ilass.

A. il. Morce & Co., Commercial Bldg.. St. LoQla.Mo.
Hyde Broe. & Co., Lewis BIcrek, Pittaburg, Pa.
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TUB

Thomson-Honston
ELECTRIC CO.,

MANTJFACTITRBKS OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY OF

DYNAMOS, LAMPS
And Every Necessary Appliance lor the Construction, Maintenance and Operation of

Central Stations and Isolated Plants,

Arc, Direct Current and Alternating Current Systems,

100,000 750,000
Thomson-Houston Arc Lamps, Thomson-Houston Incandescent Lamps

In Daily Operation October 1, 1891.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, WESTERN OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave.. BOSTON, Mass. 148 Michigan Ave.. CHICAGO. ILL
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Abeudrotb & Root Mft;. Co. .
. '

American Desk & Seating Co. . xlx

American Electrical Works xvii

Andrae, Julius

Andrews & Co., A. H
Baggot, E xvlil

Ball Engine Co xxvH
Ball & Wood Co. , The I

Beggs, J. E . Mfg. & Supply Co.xill

Bernstein Electric Co
Boston Braid M fg. Co xlil

Bowers Bros xix

Braim Illustrating Co xxvH
Brownlee & Co xvl

Brookfleld, Wm xvl

Brush Electric Co xxv
Butler Hard Rubber Co vii

Buxton, Geo. B xvll

C. &. C. Electric Motor Co. . .xxiii

Central Electric Co v

Chicago Electric Mfg. Co xix

Chicago Electric Motor Co xvii

Chicago Insulated Wire Co xx
Chicago Rawhide Mfg .Co
Colburn Electric Mfe- Co xviii

Conaol. Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Crescent Ids. Wire & Cable Co..xiII

Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Mo. Co xvii

Crown Electric Mfg. Co xxiii

Cushlng, F. W ix

Cutter. Geo 1

Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co xi

Day's Kerlte Iniulation i

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co xxvli

Delaware Hard Fibre Co xxvll

Densmore Typewriter Co .c.^.-xl
Detroit Electrical Works xxxli

Detroit. Motor Co., The
Dlehi &Co vii

Eastern Electric Cable Co xvU
Eaeton Electric Vo xlx

Edison General Electric Co viii

Electric Cons. & Supply Co vi

Electric Merchandise Co xl

Electric Secret Service Co xli

Electrician Pub. Co.xtil. xvIli, xxlv

Elec. Construction Co.,The.xiii,xvIi

Elec. Eng. & Sup. Co., The. .
.

Elec. Supply & ConlraciingCo.xvil

Electrical Supply Co., The... xxx
Elektron Mfg. Co xxiii

Empire China Works xvii

Evans Friction Cone Co xx
For Sale ^ xiii

Fort Wavne Electric Co xxxil

GUman & Co., E. R rMi

Gleason *& Bailey Mtg. Co. Lid. xiv

Globe Carbon Co xix

Great Western Elec. Supply Co . xx
Greeley i& Co., The E. S 1

Goodrich-Coleman Elec. Wks. . . xx
Helsler Electric Co vii

Hemingray Glass Co xvii

Hill Clutch Works xvl

Hirlimann. C. J xls

Hlne Eliminator Co xvl

Holmes, C. H xvii

Holmes. Booth & Haydens. . . , xxli

Hunt Machine Co., Rodney... xvl

Hussey «& Co xvi

Imperial Porcelain Works xiv

India Rubber & Gutta Percha
Insulating Co xxxi

Indurated Fibre Pipe Co viil

Interior Conduit (felnsulatlon Co . xiv

International Okonlte Co I

Jewell Belting Co
Kartavert Mfg. Co xvii

Keller & Degenhardt i

Knapp Electrical Works xxix

La Bolteaux Elec. Mo. & Fan Co. xl

La Roche Electric Works iv

Law Telephone Co xvii

Lefmann, Julius xvili

Leonard & Co., H.Ward xx
Link Belt Machinery Co. xix

Loud, H. M. (fe^Sons Lumber Co xvlH
McKeill.Wm ,., .xviii

Milliken Bros xx
Mosher Arc Lamp Co
Munsell & Co., Eugene xvii

Murphy. T. J xlx

National Carbon Co xviil

National Electric Mfg. Co . .

.

Neu, G. S xiii

N.Y.Beltlng & Packing Co. .

.

"Hew York Insulated Wire Co.. sxi

New York & Ohio Co i

Nuttall Company, R. D i

Ostrander & Co., W. R xvl

Palste, H. T xvi

Pearson & Co., W. B xxvii

Pelton Water Wheel Co xvIii

Penn. Elec EogiQeering Co....xxiI
Ptrry & Noyes xvi

Phoenix Glass Co xiv

Pond Engineering Co xxvii

Powell Co.. The Wm
Pumpelly, J. K xvii

Queen & Co x
Racire Hardware Mfg. Co
Rae, Frank B xvi
Riea Elec. Specialty Co., The. . xiv
Rockford Electric Mfg. Co xvi
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A xiil

Royal Electric Co

Samson Cordage Works xvl

Sawyer-Man Electric Co ixvl
Schawel & Co., Jas xvt

rtchieren & Co. Chaa. A I

SchindelA Scblndel
Schooomaker. A. O xvl

Schuvler Electric Or xxiii

Security insulator Co xiii

Short Electric Railway Co iv

Sbultz Beltincr Co xiv

Smith, Thos. G. Jr
Somoff. J. L ;

Bperry Elec. Mining Mach. Co. xx
Standard Paint Co vii.xvili

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co xxli

Star Electrix Co xvlli

Stearns MTg. Co . . xlx

Steriing, W. C / xl x

Stllwell & Blerce Mfg. Co. xviil. xlx

Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co. , . xxxi

Taylor Engine Co
Tnomson-Houston Elec. Co. II, xxvll

Union Electric Works xix

Union Hardware Co xvl

U. S. Electric Lighting Co.. xxvl

VanNuls C. S 1

Vulcanized Fibre Co xix

Wanted xvi, xvll

Washington Carbon Co., Tue. .xxiv

Western Electric Co xiv

Westlnghouse Elec. and Mfg Co. xv
Westlnghouse Machine Co— xxvii

WestonElectrlcallnstrum'tCo.. xvi

Wilcox &HoweCo xiil

.
Williams Engine Works xxvll

Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co xvill

Woodhouse & Rawaon. Ltd. . . .xv 11

Worthlngton, Henry R xvl

CUSSIFIED LIST.
Alnmlmiin.
Uootlrtch-Loleman Elec. Works.

Annnnelators.
Central Electric Oo
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical OonstructloD co.. The.
ElectricHl Supply Co., Tre.
Great Western Elec. bupply Co,
Ureeley & Co.. The B. ».

Enapp Electric&I Works.
Ostrtiitder&Co. W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Arc Ijaiiips.
Begps, J. E., Mfg. & Sapply Co.
Brnnh filectricCo.
Ea-ton Electric Co.
Electric Cons. & Snpply Co.
Port Wayne Electric (jo.

Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Mostier Arc Lamp Co.
Schuyler Blpctrlc Co.
Thomson -Houston Electric Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc flight Cord.
Electrical supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrii;al Works.
Samson Cordage Works.

Batteries.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical auppivCo.,Tne.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Hirlimann, C.J.
Law Telephone Co.
Pumpelly, J. K.
Western Electric Co.

Battery JarM.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Hemingray GlasB Co.
Hirlimann, C. J.

Law Telephone Co.
Weelern Electric Co.

Bells, JCl«?ctric.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Slasneto.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Greeley & Co.. The B. a.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Blectrlc Co.

Beltlns.
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
N. y. Beltlne & Packing Co.
Page Belting Co.
Bchleren & Co., Chaa. A.
Sholtx Belting Co.

Boilers.
Ahendroth & Root Mfg. Co.
Pond Engineering Co.
Stearns Mfg. Co.

Books. Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

BrasN Ooods.
Powell Co., The Wm.

Borslar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Weetern Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co..The B. ».
Knapp Electrical Works.
Pftro-fck & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Wire Insulated.)

Cables, Blectrlc. (See Wire Insu-
uted), r^nnppr.9hentnn<i Bar,
Crescent Ins Wire & CabW Co.
lioeblingB Sons Co., J. A.
Wflhtern Electric Co.

Cross-Arm 8.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
Holmes, C. H.
Load, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Schindel & Bchlndel.

ClatAlieitf, Friction.
Bin Clatch Worke.

Cordace.
SaiiiBito Cordage Works.

Curbonn, l*oiiitH and Plates.
Brueb Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Globe Carbon Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National Carbon Co.
Waehlnytori Carbon Co.
Weet^m Bn^ciricCo.

CMRMtrnction ana Bepalrs.
Andrue, JiiliiiH.

CbicBj^o Electric Motor Co.
Detroit VotorCo.
Electric Cona. A; Supply ' o.

Electric Supply & 'contracting Co.
Electrical Construction Co., The.
Knapp ElectHcal Works.
Kae, Frank B.
Smith, Thts G. Jr.

Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, Klectrle I^isht,
Knelne Plants and Electric
Ballways.
Bail Engine Co.
Ball & Wood Co., The.
Brueh Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Detroit Motor Co,
Edleon General Electric Co.
Electric Cons. & Snpply Co.
Eieciric Supply & Contracting Co.
Electrical Ecg. & Supply Co.
Fort Wavne Electric Co.
Helsler Electric Co.
Keller & Dpeenhardt.
La Roche Electric Worke.
Leonara & Co., H. Ward.
Pearson & Co., W. B.
Pond Engineering Cn,
Racine Hardware Mfg Co.
Rockford Elect rlcManuiacturing Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
PmUh,ThOB. Q. Jr.

Taylor Engine Co.
Thumson-Honston Electric Co
Westinerbonse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Westinghouee Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.
Williams Engine Works.
Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co.

Cnpper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Tnenlated Wire Co.
(Gutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Blectrl'-al Snpply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knanp Electrical Works.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
hperry Klec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cnt-Oat<a nnd Switcliea.
Andrae, Julius.
Central Electric Co.
Conpolidated E^c. Mfe. Co., The.
Crnwn Blectric Mfg. Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
ElecETlcai SuDply Co., The,
Gleason & Bal'eyMfg. Co. Ltd.
Knapp Electrical Works.
PalstR, H.T.
S'arElectrix Co.
Van Nule, C. S.

Western Elertrlc Co.
Drop Forerings.
Wilcox & Howe Co.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
C. & C . Electric Motor Co.
Colbnrn Elpctric Mfg. Co,
Detroit Electrical Works.
Detroit Motor Co.
Easion Electric Co.
Eieciriral Kne. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
HeiPler Electric Co.
Li Roche Klectric Works.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
Rockford ElectricManufacturlngCo.
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Blectrlc Bailways.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Rae, Frank B.
tihort Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg, Co.
Woodbrldfie & Turner Eng. Co.

BlectrlcAl Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co ., The E. S.
O.neen & Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instmment Go.

Bng^ravf^rs.
Brann lUnatrating Co.

Blectrical Specialties.
Andrae. Julius,
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cutter. Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Hussey & Co.
Neu,G. S.

Rles Electric Specialty Co., The.

Electroliers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Baggot, E.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Thomson-Honeton Electric Co.

Elevators.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Blectro-Platins Uachlnes.
Brush Electric Co.
Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

BlectricRl Intellisence.
Keller & Degenhardt.
Leonnrd & Co,, H. Ward.
Rae, Frank E.

BnclDCii, Hteam.
Ball Enirliii- Co.
Ball A Wood <.'o ,Tbe.
Pearson & Co., W.B.
i*opd SDirlneerlDKCo.
Badoe itut-iWATV MfK- Co.
Smith, ThoM *i. Jr.
Ht«aras Mfg. Co.
Taylor Knglne Co.
WestlDKhuusfl Machine Co.
WilllamB Engine Co.

Fan Ouints.
(?. Jfc C. Electric Motor Co.
Di<-|]l .V Co.
KdiBOti General Electric ro.
La Bollt.-ftux Elec. Mo. A Fun Co.
HtsDloy Electric Mig. Co.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Htg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fibre MlpcM.
Indurated Flbr.? Pipe Co.

Fire Alarmei.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
PartrlcK & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Friction Cones.
Evans Friction Cone Co.

Fawe Wire.
Electrical Supply Co.
Knapp Elect: ical Works.
Sperry Elec. Mining Macli. Co.

eanijlKlitlnff, t'lectric.
Detroit Elecirical Works.
Knapp Elecirical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Elcclric Co.

General Flectric^tl Nnppiies.
American Eleclr^jal Worke.
Andrae, Julius.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cutter, Geo
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric Cone. & Supply Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Supmy & Contracting Co.
Electr'cal Ene. & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. H.

Knapp Electrical Works,
Partrick & C»TtPT Co.
Penn. Elec. En;^:. Co.
Siar Electrix Co.
Western Electric Co.

C^lobfS and Klectrlcal €}lass-
vrare.
Baggo*. E.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Gleanon & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Hemingray Glass Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.

Hord ilnbber Cioods.
Butler Hard RabberCo,

InMnlators and msnlatlnK
Materials.
Andrae, Juliue,
Brookfleld, Wm.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cusbing, P. W.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Edleon General Electric Co.
Blectrlc Merchandise Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Hemlnerfly Glaps Co
Imperial Pori-elain Wkp.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Mnnseil & Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick* Carter Co.
Securitiy Insulator Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
Maenet TV^lre.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chlcaeo tnenlated Wire Ho-

Creccent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Gushing, F. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Day's K<=rlte Insulation.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insu-

latingCo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Boebllrg's Sons Co., J. A.
Sperry E lee. Mining Machine Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

liamps. Incandescent.
Bernstein ETectrlc Co-
Brush Electric Co.
Central EleotrlcCo.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mtg. Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Gleason & Bailev Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.

Helsler Electric Go.
Knapn Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Penn. Elec. Eng. Co.
RawTf^'-Man ifiiuctncCo.
Somoff, J. L.
SnnDeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomeon-Houston Blectric Co.

Lubricators.
Powell Co., The Wm.

Slaffnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wire.)

nedlcal Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

atlca.
Bowers Bros.
MnnseLi JSs Co., Eugene,
Hchoonmaker. A. O.

nine Hianialfi, Klectrle.
Detroit Electrical Works.

Blolns Apparatna, Rleetrte.
Bdlnon Gen«?ral Klectric Co.
Thorn son-Boacton Blectrlc Co.
HperryBlec Mining Machine Co.
Wesonelunue Elaccrlc A Mtg. Co.

otora-
Bmsh Blectrlc Co.
Crocaer-Wheeler Electric Motor Co.
C.AC. Klectric Mou>r Co.
Chlcaeo Blectrlc Motor Co.
Jh'.WM KlfClrirftl Works.
I)>-tr'iit .Motor Co.
Kufcfjn Elecirlc Co.
Edison General Blectrlc Co.
Electric Sapply Jc Contracting Co.
Electrical Bng. 4 Sapplv f^o.

La liolteaux Elec. Mo. & Fan Co
l,a \lor.b-. Ele<:tri<; Work«.
KotkfordEltjctrlcManafacturlngCo.
Royal Electric Co.
Tnomeoa-HouHton Electric Co
Wefltlnghonae ETectrlc 4 Mfg Co.

Onice Famitare.
American Deok it Heating Co.
A nd rewB 4 Co

,
, A. B.

Oil Caps.
Powell Co., The Wm.

Packing.
Baiton, Qe^. B.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Holmes, C. H.
Load, H. M * Sons Lumber Co.
t-chlndel A; Shindel.
Western Electric Co.

PlatlDnm.
Schawel & Co., Jag.

Poles.
Brownlee & Co.
Central Electrlo Co.
Electrical Supply Co , The
Holmes, C. H.
Leffmann, .Julius.

Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
MlUiker Bros.
Schindel & ychludel.
aterimg,W. c.

Porcelain.
Imperial Porcelain Wks.

PubilSherif, ^blectrical.
Electrician Publlahing Co.

Push Buttons.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
SV esLem Electric Co.

ttallw^ays. £lectrle.
(See electric railways.)

BcsnlatlKK Sockets.
Rlee Electric Specialty Co., The.

SecnritieH, Electrical.
Gilman&Co., E. R.
Perry & Nojes.

Separators, Mteam.
Hlne Eliminator Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

tflflk Krald.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

SpeaKiJOK Tabes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co,, The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthlngton, Henry R.

Supplies, £lecirlc Bailiray.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Klectric Merchandise Co.
Nuttall. R. D. Co.
Schindel £ Schindel.

Tapes, Insulstlns;
American Electrical Works.
Andrae, JuHus.
Central Electric Co.
Chlcaeo Insulated Wire Co.
Cuehing, P. W.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
India RuDber & Gntta Percha In-
sulating Co.

International Okonlte Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.

TeiesTT'Bph Apparatna.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partnck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones, Elecrtrlc
Detroit Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Test instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electncifl Stipply OojThe,
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Co.
TJnlon Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

Transformers.
Electrical Eng. t Snpply Co.
National ElectricManufacturlngCo
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Trolley Co^-d.
Samson Cordage Works.

Trucks. Electric Car.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edleon General Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westinghonse Electric & Mfg. Ca

Turbine fVheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Hunt Machine Co., Rodney.
StilwplI Ai Bierca Mfg. Co.

TTpewTiters.
Densmore Typewriter Co.

TVa*er " heels.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

Wire. Bare.
American Electrical Worka.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The,
Holmes, Booth & Haydena.
KnapT^ Electrical Works
Roeblings Sons Co.. J. A.
Sperry JSiec. Mining MaolLtne Co.
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Short Railway Generators
"""

ARE NO LONGER A NEW TYPE, THEY ARE

And the record they have made for themselves cannot he surpassed. Inquire

in Rochestery Jamestown, Covington, East Liverpool, Muskegon.

The Jamestown Street Railway Company report as follows: JANUARY 6, 1892.

On Sunday morning last it commenced snowing very hard, and so continued all day Sunday, Sunday night and Mon-
day. We were obliged to put forth every effort to prevent blockading of the road, which we succeeded in doing.

On Sun day morning we started your Generator No. 2 at 6:30 a. m , and continued to use the same until Tuesday
morning at 3:30 a. m , 'when 'we shut it down. This Generator was in continuous service during the entire time, and was
not even sanded, nor the brushes touched. It did not use to exceed one-half quart of oil. We consider this remarkable
because of the hard work the Generator was doing. ^*******

Tours very respectfully, QEOBGE £. MALLBT, Superintendent.

THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.,

ON TOP!
ALTERNATORS FOR CENTRAL STATIONS.

MOTORS FOR ANY CIRCUIT.
DIRECT CURRENT DYNAMOS of all sizes

for ISOLATED LICHTINC.

-^LA ROCHE ELECTRIC WORKS,
116 & i 18 North Sixth Street,

Send for Onr New Catalogue.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Agents Wanted in all

Parts of the Country.
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vLOW/> nLON/;.

TRADE MARK.
WE HAVE

THAOE MARK.

Of moulded carbons, plain or coated.

THOUSANDS
Of Bryant key and keyless sockets, and wall sockets for all standard systems.

Bryant double pole switches. Paiste switches. Main and porcelain branch blocks.

Swan tied and loose filament lamps, all voltages.

Of feet of Okonite wires, and-

MILLIONS
— Well, send us your orders, and see how quick

WE CAN FILL THEM.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

^L0^/// 116 and 118 Franklin St.,

CHICAGO.
nlON/^

_ TR&DC MARK, TRADE MARK.
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'i^L^JMP iC

THE WARD" LAMP

ORGANIZED 1881.

INCORPORATED 1883.

Of the standard type, to run on incandescent circuits,

direct current, lias been before the electrical trade for

a little over two years.

Within that time many thousands of this t\pe

have been installed and satisfactorily operated.

It is the only lamp for this purpose, none other

having met with even ordinary success.

There are to-day a large number of central sta-

tions throughout the United States which are using

from one hundred to a thousand "Ward" Lamps each,

in connection with their incandescent plant.

The installation of isolated plants on which the

"Ward" Lamps are in operation have increased rapidly

during the last year, and we are at liberty to refer to

many isolated plants, on which there are from fifty to

two hundred "Ward" Lamps in operation.

From time to time the Company has brought out

and put on the market different styles of lamps to be

operated on constant potential circuits, among which

styles are the railway lamps to run ten in series on 500

volts, each lamp being provided with an automatic

resistance equal to the resistance of the lamp, by which

means the resistance in the line is kept constant; the

alternating current lamp for use on alternating incan-

descent circuits, runs in multiple arc on 50 volts; a line

of focusing lamps adapted to the different uses of pho-

to-engraving, theatrical side lights, stereopticon work,

search lights, etc.

HERBERT TORREY, President.

R. B. COREV, Gen'l Mgr.

The Electric Construction

AND Supply Co.,

[AMP
MANUFACTURERS OF

LAMP AND HOOD

PHOTOGRAVURE
LAMP.

ARC LAMPS.
UnXUXTLTLTLrLn

New York.

TELEPHONE
"^ BUILDING.

Chicago.

PHENIX
BUILDIXG.

SEARCH LIGHT.
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TUB JDIHJKL ELBOTI^Xa ^yCOTOR- FJ^ITS

PERFECT VENTILATION SHAFTING AND BELTING,

HEISLER ELECTRIC CO,
DREXEL mum, PHILADELPHIA. PA.,

MANUFACTURERS OF 1HE ONLY

LONG DISTANCE SERIES

I tliiffl

THAT IS SELF-CONTAINED, AND ABSOIjUTELT
AUTOMATIC IN EEGITIiATION.

Noted for Brilliancy of Light and Great Efficiency.

ALSO

Series Sockets and lamps for Arc Light Circuits.

READ THIS!
IT SPEAKS FOR ITSELF.

3Ki

—

5i.y:./n'.':~./.*~r- *«—^-,

C^i^laM'/i^^y'^'^^^^C^Z^ > Oct. 26.-1891.

The- standard Paint Co^,

£ Liberty street.

New Yorlu

'7enllemen:-

Owlng to the absence of the writer from the factory, 70UP

letter -pf^the isth Inst, has remained unanswered. We nffwhagten to

reply to some-.

We laxe pleasure In saving that your P/ & B. Annature "Var-

nish. Insulating Compound, ana Tape have always proved just what you

have claimed for them, and wherever wg have yecommended them they have

met with the same favor. The P, & B. Tape Is especially adapted for

making waterproof joints. If properly applled-

Yours very trulyv

THE WXGHTWAN ELECTRIC M'F'G CO-

,

Superintendent

.

P^ D Insulating Compounds, Armature
vC Da Varnish and Waterproof Tape.

Tlie Standard Paint Co., 2 Liberty St., New York, n,y.

THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.,
33 IIL^excer Street, 2:Te"^^r "Z^orl^,

POSSESS SUPERIOR ADVANTAGES IN THE MANUFACTDRK OF

IZJLRD XtXJBBSR GOODS
Especially in articles adapted to electrical industries^ having obtained the sole right to tnanufacture

HARD RVBBER under the valuable JPatents granted to WILLIAM KIEL*

ALL OPERATIONS OF SAWING, CUTTING, TURNING ANI* POLISHING OUR NEW STANDARDS OF
C LJ pFT R C\n A M r^ T I I R IMO *^*° ^ performed with a large redaction inthe wear and tear of tools, and coneidetable saving of labor, Onr new standardB are^.riiL^L^iy II \j L-/ r\ 1^ imJ I \J D 1 IN ^ of a richer black thmnghoat, not eabject to change In color, are tougher and more flexible, do not become brittle with age, and

have been tested and approved by the leading electrical companies of the United States. In addition to these advantagee, we also offer advantages in prices.

KIEL'S PATENT HARD RUBBER CELLS FOR STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES
Still remain the most satisfactory and ctieapest In the market, unequaled for strength, durability, insulation and resistance to acids.

HARD RUBBER GOODS OF EYFfiY DESCRIPTM MiUDFACTURED.

For Salf l>y THg PENTRAt EbECTRIC CO., CHICACO.

Correspondence solicited from all manafactnrcrs apd dealers In electrical
machinery and supplies. SEND EOR PRICES AND ESTIAIATES.
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EDISON
RATCHET

10 AmpercE—Double Pole.

'^jJO Amperes—Double Pole.

PORCELAIN BASES. lO^Ampeie£—Dcuble Pole.

Special attention is drawn to our new style FIVE and TEN ampere, single pole switches. They are SMALL, NEAT,
HANDSOME, and surpass all others of similar capacity on the market.

EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.
FOH PRICES ADDRESS NEAREST DISTRICT OFFICE.

DISTRICT OFFICES:
CANADIAN : Edison Building, 77 Bay Street, Toronto, Can.

CENTRAL: 173 and 1 75 Adams Street, Chicago, III.

EASTERN: Edison Building, Broad Street, New York.

NEW ENGLAND: 25 Otis Street. Boston, Mass.

PACIFIC COAST: Edison Building, 112 Busli Street. San rrancisco, Cal.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST: Fleischner Building. Portland, Oregon.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN: Masonic Building. Denver, Colo.

MEXICAN AND SOUTH AMERICAN DEPAR'MENT: Fdison Building, Broad

street. New York.

EUROPEAN OFFICE: 34 Victoria Street, Westminster, London, S. W., Fug.

lUFEBISHABLE

UNDERGROUND.

RESISTS

ACIDS.

The Indurated Fibre Pipe
FOR

ELECTRICAL SUBWAYS.

KE^^zy^ YonK CITY.

EASILY

LAID.

PERFECT

INSULATION.
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TAKE A GOOD LOOK

TRADE MARK.

It will be to your interest to have it on

every coil or reel of high grade insulated

wire that you buy in future.

TRY THE KEW KERITE AND YOD WILL BE CONVINCED.

Factory: SEYMOUR, CONN.
W. R. BRIXEY, Supt.

Eastern Office: 16 Dey St., NEW YORK.
W. H. ECKERT, Qen'l Agent.

WESTERN OFFICE: 225 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO.
F. W. GUSHING, General Western Agent.
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We beg to call attention to our great variety of Ammeters and Voltmeters for

Central Station Switchboards, for Isolated Plants, for Street Railways, for Marine
Installations, for portable use, for direct currents, for alternating currents, for

constant worh, for experimental purposes, for accurate measurements, and for practically
all the conditions which arise. Some of our specialties in this line are illustrated

herewith. Correspond with us before ordering Measuring Instruments.

Wagner-Queen
Voltmeter.

A new type of portable

voltmeter, which is direct

reading for both alternating

and fontiniious currents. It

is compact, durable.constant,

accurate, dead-beat and low

in price. Designed espec-

ially for testing voltage in

consumers' houses and along

the line. An indispensable

instrument.

Queen's Electro-
Dynamometer.

• This instrument measures

either alternating or direct

currents with absolute accu-

racy. It is a means of sav-

ing much expense when used

as a standard with which to

compare the ordinary com-

mercial ammeters. Espec-

ially recommended for la-

boratory work where the clos-

est results are necessary.

Other
Apparatus.

Besides Ammeters and

Voltmeters, we have a full

line of Galvanometers, Re.

sistance Boxes, Testing Sets,

Testing Batteries, Photome-

ters, Tachometers and in fact

every instrument which an

electrician requires in mak-

ing measurements of car-

rent, E. M. F. and resistance.

Suggestions.

Our wide experience fre-

quently enables us to offer

suggestions to intending

purchasers as to the be^t in-

struments for a specific pur-

pose. We shall be pleased

to answer such inquiries an \

also to send our handsomely

illustrated catalogue No. I-

66 to interested parties.

When writingpleasemention

the Western Electrician,

i!

^

Cardew's Patent
Voltmeter.

We beg to announce that

we have acquired the Ameri-

can Patents which cover th's

celebrated instrument. It

is too well known to need de-

scription here, but we wish

to emphasize the fact that it

is the recognized standard

voltmeter for both alterna-

ting and continuous currents.

The indications are extreme-

ly accurate, and the scale is

direct reading under all cir-

cumstances. An entire ab-

sence of magnets, no temp-

erature correction dead-beat

pointer, constancy of cali-

bration and the fact that it

can be depended upon, make
the Cardew of great value to

those who appreciate a strict,

ly first-class instrument. By
means of extra res'stance

tubes, it is possible to cali-

brate these voltmeters up to

1,500 or 2,000 volts, for

measuring primary alterna-

ting and arc circuits of high

potential.

Ayrton & Perry Ammeters and Voltmeters.

Ayrton & Perry Ammeters and Voltmeters.

These are portable instruments for direct currents,

which have been largely used both in this country and

in England. They contain no permanent magnets, are

unalTected by dynamos and have direct reading, pro-

portional scales. We are closing out our present sup-

ply at prices one-halfwhat they were one year ago.

"Magnetic Vane" Ammeters and Voltmeters.

Especially adapted for Central Stations and Isolated

Plants. They ere excellent commercial instruments,

being handsome in appearance and sufficiently accurate

for all but the most exact work. They contain no per-

manent magnets nor delicate parts, and have wide, open

scales. The prices are very low, considering the product.
Magnetic Vane Ammeters and Voltmeters.
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THEDENSMORE.
THE WORLD'S GREATEST TYPEWRITER.

Official Typewriter of tlie Convention.

In Operation on the Great New York
Electrical Special.

Densmore Typewriter Company, 202 Broadway, New York.

C-S SPECIALTIES.

C-S Reflector Shade.

Made of Aluminum with ground
glass diffusion plate. A strong

white light exactly where needeo,

and nowhere else. A soft white
light throughout the room.
Quadruples the effective light of

any lamp.

G-S Portable Lamp Stand.

Has flexible arm which holds
lamp indefinitely in any position

at will. Arm indestiuctlble and
may he curved or colled into

an (ndless variety of graceful

shapes.

The Cutter
Electrical & Mfg

Company,
27 SOUTH 11th STREET.

Philadelphia, - Pa.

COMPLETE STOCK OF

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES.
TROLLEY WIRES,

SPAN WIRE,

FEEDER WIRE,

GUARD WIRE,

MAGNET WIRE,

FUSE WIRE,

SWITCHES,

CROSS-OVERS,

TURN-OUTS,

INSULATORS,

TROLLEYS,

POLES,

POLE BRACKETS,

PULL-OVERS,

POLE RATCHETS,

STRAIN CLAMPS.

CURVE INSULATORS,

ELECTRIC

RAILWAY

SUPPLIES
EXCLUSIVELY

*t«?.!„!: :"''.;«''«•

ELECTRIC HEADLIGHTS,

GEARS, PINIONS,

RAWHIDE PiNIONS,

RESISTANCE BOXES.

STATION EQUIPMENT,

TROLLtY POLES.

TROLLEY BASES.

TROLLEY WHEELS,
TROLLEY HARPS.

TROLLEY SPRINGS.

TROLLEY CORD,

BEARINGS,

BUSHINGS,

GRAPHITE BUSHINGS,

RUBBER BELLS,

FEEDER BELLS,

CHICAGO CLAMPS.

INSULATING TAPE,

EYE BOLTS.

TURN BUCKLES,

PORCELAIN KNOBS,

PORCELAIN CLEATS.

THE LA BOITEAUX
ELECTRIC MOTOR 8e FAN CO.

"CYCLONE"
Electric Fan.

The La Boiteaux Electric Motor and Fan.
Patented May 5, ISitl.

The superiority of these Electric Fans, com-
pared -with any heretofore invented, is in our
Patent Oscillating' and Rotary motions, which, while creat-

ing a curre' t of air, distributes same so equally, that the temperature is the same in

all pa,rts of the room, at the same time overcoming the objections and unhealthy
effects of being under a continuous current of cool air, as produced by the ordinary

Revolving Fans.

They are also entirely noiseless, a^rid do not create the

unpleasant grinding sound usually accompanying the motion of the ordinary

Centrifugal Fan.
The accompanying out illustrates our Patent Electric Fan with Rotary

Motion, as adapted for use in OfBces, etc.

This style is constructed to rest upon an Enameled Iron Pedestal, or may be
set on the top of partitions usually in offices to divide same into compartments.
While the Fan is in motion, the Motor as T^ell as the Fan
revolves on their base at the slew speed of Ten
Revolutions per Minute (while the speed of the Fan is 2,000
Revolutions per Minute), the double motion thereby causing a cool wave of air, the

effect of which can be readily felt at a distance of ten yards from the Motor in all

directions, and it is distributed in such a gradual manner, that the unpleasant

effect of a continuous current in one particular spot is overcome.
The Oscillating Fan is constructed to be placed on a sideboard, sntlf, jr

elsewhere against the wall. The speed of the Fan is the same as in the preceding
style, viz., 2,000 revolutions per minute; but in place of the Motor and Fan revolv-

ing on the center of its base, it has an Oscillating motion, from right tO
left in a half circle, thereby distributing the air throughout the room
equally in all directions, with the same effect as the Rotary motion style.

They are furnished T^ith Or WithOUt the Electric Lamp attached, as

desired.

All our Motors can be attached to any incandescent circuit by a flexible

cord, and may be moved at pleasure to any part of the room.

All Motors carried in stock are wound 110
volts constant potential.

THE LA BOITEAUX ELECTRIC MOTOR & FAN CO., 376 Walnut St., Cincinnati, 0„ 0. S.A.
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Individual Arc Lightm Motor Cut-Out.

EACH CUSS HAS ITS OWD "COHBINATION.
55

<%,%
<».

%. #̂,#
^'

^

Saves Mileage of Circuits.

Secures Payment for all Current used-

Gives Central Station Control of eve ry Lamp.

Makes Scattered Business Profitable.

#^
.# \

'<r

Individual lamps or Motors, or groups of these, cut in and out at will

from Central Station, without affecting others in same circuit.

For Terms and Particulars, Address

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY,
45 BROADWA7, ITEW 70RXS.

THOMAS STUBGI8,
President.

WM. C. LANE, C. P. MACKIE,
Sec'y and Treas, Gen'l Manager.

S. S. BOGABT,
Gen'l Agent,
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The Neu" Lishtnins: Wire Tapper. USB IT ONGB
AND YOU WILL WONDER

How you ever got on without it.

For testing electric circnits with-
oat deatroylne the InsalBtlOD. FOR SALE BY ALL ELECTRIC SLPPLY DEALKRS, OR liY

G. S. NEU. 110 Centre Street, NEVT" YORK.
TijE CiescE/lT ImsuL/iTED Wifie Ji/lo C^bLe CopiFMlY,

MANUFACTURERS OF

SEKTVYLESS RUBBER.
FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE:

TRENTON, NEW JERSEY.

THE JOHN fl. ROEBLING'S SONS' COMPANY,
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS.

171 and 173 Lake St., CHICAGO, ILL.

lUodern.

LATEST IN INSULAT0R3.

PRICES REDUCED-:
One-Half Former Quotations.

Write for price and partlcQlara.

SECURITY INSULATOR CO.,

136 Liberty St., New York. AntedilnTlan.

SILK BRAID
For iDcandescent

Lamp FilameDts.

The greatest care taken in producing a uniform article. Used by the largest

lamp manufacturers in the country. Samples and prices mailed free.

BOSTON BRHID MFC CO.,
28 BEACH ST., BOSTON, MASS.

OF INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.

A New Book Just Published.

A Practical Guide to the Testing of Electric Light, Electric

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

PRICE, POSTAGE PREPAID, »1.00.

SEND IN TOUR ORDER NOW.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

rO^ S-^XjE CHE-^^I!!
Fonr 400-light, 240 aoipere, Thorneon-Houston

Incandescent Dynamos, 110 volt.
Two 25]ieht, 2,000 c. p. American Arc Light

Dynamos.
One 50-light, 2,000 c. p. Sperry Arc Dynamo.
TOO Goose Necks, T.-H. Municipal Sockets,

Shades, etc., complete.
45 miles No. 10 Wire, American Electric Co.'s

make, ased abont nine months.

One lO-Uiiht WeB'.on Arc Machine, with 8 donble
lamps, S.OOf.i c. p.. A ].

Twelve 12-llght Knowles 2,000 c. p. Arc Dynamos.
100 2,000 c. p. Schayler Arc Single Lamps.
Ten 3 h. p. D«ft Motois, 2-^ volt, new-
Ten 1% h- p. Dafl Motor.", 220 volt, new.
Sixty 2,000 c. p. Single American LsmpB.
Forty 2,C00 c. p. Double American Lamps.

JOHN E. BEGGS MFG. & SUPPLY CO., 74 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.

Drop Forgings.

lVir.UOX & HOWE COMPAI¥Y.
Birminshain. Conn.,

Solicit orders for light Drop Forgings for Electrical
work. 16 years' experience. Estimates promptly

furnished on receipt of samples or drawings.

E. R. OILMAN & CO.,
FINANCIAL AGENTS.

Electrical Securities, Stocks, Bonds and Commercial Paper

Bought and Sold.

RoomsUO, U I Rialto Building, - GHICIGO.

INSULATED WIRE
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

MAGNET WIRE, OFFICE ANJJ ANXUXCIATOR WIRE,
LEAD COVERED CABLES,

COPPER WIRE, TELEGRAPH AVIRE.
Send for Catalogne. ADDRESS

JOHN A. ROEBLING'S SONS CO.,
CHICA«iO, 173 lake St. TBENTOST, N. J.

8AN FBAKCISGO, ZS A S7 Fremont St. STEW YORK, 117 Iiiberty St.

SECOND-HAND DYNAMOS.
We have a large list all kinds. Good as new, and Ol3.0^"p.

SPECIAL BARGAIN
Contractors for all kinds of Electric Construction.

In a 150 Horse Power 500 Volt Compound
Wound Generator.

T^T'zt.x'rz: "OS f^zi je^jixozis.

y^
THE ELECTRICAL CCNSTRUCTIOH CC,

43-45 Franklin Street, Chicago. y^
C. A. HARTER, Manager,
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USE THE T?TT!S REGULATING SOCKET
IT WILL PAY YOU! IT WILL MAKE YOU MANY NEW CUSTOMERS!

ON YOUR ALTERNATING CURRENT CIRCUITS.

THIS INVENTION INTRODUCES A NEW ERA IN THE ART OF
IIXrOA.Kr33E3SOES3NrT XjIC3rin?IJ^C3r.

It Regulates the Light! It Saves the Lamps!! It Saves the Current!!! No Resistance or other Current-Consuming Devices Used.

For Prices and Particulars write to THE RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY COMPANY,
PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS. Baltimore and Entaw Streets, BAI.TIHOBE, MD., V. S. A.

When you are in need of FIRST-CLASS PORCELAIN FOR
ELECTRICAL PURPOSES, write the

IMPERIAL PORCELAIN WORKS/i^E^IgN » J

NEW YORK AGENT: C. E. CHAPIN,
|

Room 417, Electrical Exchange Building, NEW YORK. I

F. A. DDG6AN, Proprietor.

Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co.,
{UUITED.)

lannfactnrers of, and Dealers in, a line of Geneial

ELECTRICAL MERCHANDISE.
ALSO ELECTRIC AND COMBINATION

FIXTURES AND GLASSWARE.

Rubber Covered Weather-Proof Wires
and Lamp Cords.

233 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

It will pay yoa to get oar prices and new catalogue.

INTERIOR CONDUITS

TRADE-MARK

Tie Solntion oftlie ProWem of Sale dnariii

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for whatsoever parpose employed, Is to

he foond in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IHTERIOR SBD DHDERGRODHD

COD^3DTJITS
MANDPACTURED BY

T IV n?E R. I o s.

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
u/rrik:. } 627 to B31 W. 34th SI.,
WORKS:

^ 626 to 628 W. 3Btll St.,

General OtQces: 42 & 44BToad St., New Tork.

Th08. Day & Co., 2!S Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.

MoQDtain Electric Co., Denver Colo.
Americsn Elect. Supply Co., 'ii^ Pearl St., Boffalo.N Y.
Patnam, liav »fc Co , 27 E. Main St , Rocheeter, N. Y.
Glover Eleci Co., 127 W. J-th St., Clncionatl, O.
Chae. (jabrlel. Sagiaaw, Micb.
Soatherc Electrical Mfg. & Snpply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New OrleanB, l.a.

Walker & Kepler, 531 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Construction Co.. Pittaburgh, Pa.

Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric On., Chicaeo, 111.

^ 188S gyjAj SHULTZ.

«n A-VPTTirc- ' ^M Summer St., Boston, Mass ; 225 Pearl St., New York City.
j»iiai>^iij!i3.

J J29 N. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa ; 60 W. Monroe St. Chicago.

Picker Leather-

St. Louis, Mo.

'ElE(TRI(L|GHT^L0BE3^E^-^

nilTKllUli/lllli!

,, - 42 MURRAY ST NY.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

W-I-H-E-S:
I.e. Weatherproof Wire, W. E. Underwriters' Wire, Okonite, Kerite,

Hard and Soft Drawn Copper Wire,
Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph and Telephone Wire,

Silk and Cotton Covered Magnet Wire, Incandescent Lamp Cord.

i=iaicES oisr ja.:pi=i,iCja.Tioi!r.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
( AUKS, EBEKT & CO., St. Paul, SIlnB.

Sellin"' Agents: )
^TAXDAKU KLSCTBICAIi ^VORKS, Cincinnati, Ohio.

°
'

( 3IOII\'TAIX' E1.,ECTBIC GO, Denver, Colo.
I

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.

NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Greenwich Sts.
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Westinghouse Electric & Wi
COMPANY,

Fittsbvirs, I>a., XJ. S. JL.

The most marked advance of the age

%n the design and construction of alter-

nating current generators.

An absolutely constant electromotive

force is maintained at the terminals of
the dynamo throughout all variation of
load.

The armature is ironclad. No wire
appears on its surface. No band wires

ure used. The armature coils are lathe

wound, and susceptible of the highest in-

sulation. A change of armature no longer

required. Damaged coils can be readily

replaced. The bearings are self-oiling.

RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
WE MANUFACTURE AND SELL

GEARLESS and SINGLE REDUCTIONYES,
RAILWAY MOTORS,

MULTIPOLAR AND 2-POLE GENERATORS,
aM all Station Appliances for Street Eailway Work.

IRON-CLAD GEARLESS MOTOR.

Percentage of increase in roads using our apparatus greater than
that of any other company.

Send for Latest Catalosiue.

OFFICES IN ALL OF THE LEADING CITIES. Correspondence Solicited.

SINGLE REDUCTION MOTOR.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

FittslDixrg, I^a.., XJ- S- -2L.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MAJTOFACTBRED ET

WM» BROOKFIELD^
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

MICA
For all Electric Insulating
Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the markei.

I I SELL NO OTHER.
Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St., NEW YORK.

&. a', rsoriss.

Electrical or Telepbone Stocks Bonght
and Sold.

PERRY &NOYES,
F.'isnn Bide. - SJEW TOBK.

PLATINUM.
JAS. SCHAWEL & CO., 'LT^oH:
Importers and Slelters. Sheet and M'ire

in any Gauge. I^crap Parcbased.

H. T. PAISTE,
MANUFACTURER OF

SWITCHES, SOCKETS, ETC.,
341 The Rookery, lO So. IStli 8t^
CMcaco, 111. Philadelpbla, Fa.
See onr fall page advertisement In Issue Sept.

13, for illaetratlons, prices, etc.

WANTED.
Salesman experienced in handling electiiral

material-one with a knowledge of E ectiic Kail-

way reqnlrements preferred. References re-

quired as to ability and character. AIeo elate

poeitiona previoualy held. This is a good oppor-
toni'y for light man.

Apply, "Permanent,"'
Care Western Electbician.

X:zxsixiee x: .

Electric Hailwayp.
Traof mission of Power.
Electrical Machinery designed for special appli-

cations, plans, speclficaticns and eapeivieion.

30^ Hammond Baildins,
DETROIT, MICH.

WANTED^
First-class salesman, thoroughly acquainted

with Electric Railway material. Must have a

anccessfnl record acd unexceptional references

as to character. State posiiiOLS held, and salary

expected.
Address "D. B. B.,"

Care Wesfeen Elhcteician.

SOLID BRAIDED CORD
Is the moft dura-
ble for hanging
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Gov
ering Field

Magnets, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

Dynamos and Motors.
SELLING iGENTS:

Rohinson & Gary Co.,
St. Paul, Minn.

St. Louis Engineering Go.,
St. LoDi?, Mo.

Internatioual Electric Sapplj
and ConfctrQCtion Go.,

Sen Francisco, Cal.
Maxwell Electric Co.,

LouisTiUe, Ky.
H.C. Marsh, - C.evelanf'. Ohio.
Wolf Electrical Co , Omaha. Nth.
J. H. Paiker Electric Co.,

St. Joseph, Mo..
H.B.Day, - Dea Moine?, Iowa.
H. Major & Co., Philadelphia, Pa..

THE WESTON STANDARD
Portable Alternating and Direct Current Voltmeter

Is the most accurate, durable and perfect instrument for the

measurement of difference of potential on alti mating current cir-

cuits. It is very portable, thorou.ghly well made, and 'every

care has been taken to make It serve The Standard
instrument for this c'ass of work.

It will be found an invaluable aid Jn

securing satisfactory and eccnomical ser-

vice in central stationf . Each instrument

is certifieJ to bs correct, and guaranteed

to within the limits of error ranied.

We make a large variety of ranges for

the various uses to which such instru-

ments are applicable.

COBBESPONDENCE SOLIOITE33.

THE WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,

14-IZO William Street, NEWARK, N. J.

J3L&rxJ^^y H.. ^/v ^vtlilxiLstoia, ^SS'gt^v 'S'^xrls., JS". "ST.

PHILADELPHIA Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.
ST. LOUIS.

ST. PAUL.

TURBINE WATER WHEELS.
HORIZONTAL
VERTICAL.

HUSSEY & CO.. Manufacturing Electricians,
Combination Letter Boses, Annunciators, Etc.,

211-213 Randolph fctreet, Chicago.

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,—gi.oo.

—

2.Xa3a.-u.£a.cti3.re3. ^3.-

EODNEY HUNT MACHINE COMPANY.
Specialties for Electric Light and Power.

I>oiible the Power of moet wheels. Hisli Speed and Even !*lpeed. Perfectly controlled by
Resalator. Belting directly to dynamo. Kfficiency, 905". Holyoke Testing Flume. Casy "working-
Srate. Excellent workmanship, great durability. Moderate Prices and satisfaciion guaranteed. 1,950 wheels,
isold in New England. One party has 87 of these wheel? in use: another 6,800 h. p., another 7,400 h, p. etc , etc.
Large numbers of wheels furnished for Electric Light and Electric Power Transmission, Street Railway, etc.
Write for catalogue and estimates on proposed plants.

Boston Office, 70 Kilby St. Main Office & Works, Orange, Mass., U. S. A.

CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL.

If you are in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

DETROIT,
MICH.BROWNLEE & CO.,

HINES ELIMINATOR,
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL

Steam Separators and Oil Extractors.

<;+^i In twelve trials in the "Cornell" Separator test, it averaged

98 7-10 per cent Dry Steam. Outstripping all competitors.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS «^ BELLS.
FTTIil. I.I1IIK AlifFA'TS IK STOCK.

W. B. OSTRANDER & CO..
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 OeEalb Ave., Brooklyn. N, T.

^^Sendfor New Cat&losus. Out August let.

SiElWitE CO,

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

Send for Circular and Cornell test report.

HINE ELIMINATOR CO., '""'n'eV^oV hobizonta:

HILL
Glulch Works,
CLEVELAND, O.

EASTERN OFFICE:
IS Oortlandt St., - NEWTOKK.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
28 So. Canal St.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Designed, Erected and Fnniiibfd.

Send for new Catalogue ofPow-
er Transmission Machinery.
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Electricity at the World's Fair,
The illustration on this page gives an excellent idea of

the appearance of the electricity building at the World's

Fair as it looked on the day when the photograph was

taken—February 9th. Although work on this building

has lagged somewhat in comparison with what has been

accomplished on the other buildings now under way at

Jackson Park, much progress has been made in plac-

ing the steel trusses in position. These arches form the

skeleton of the great building, and an idea of their size

can be gained by noting the comparative minuteness of the

men who were at work upon them when the photographer

took the picture.

Contractor Johnson's reports to the committee on grounds

colonel gave a description of the proposed electrical

^ features of the fair and of the electricity building. His

speech was listened to with much attention, and great en-

thusiasm was manifested.

Printed copies of the prospectus of the electrical depart-

ment will soon be issued.

Foreign manufacturers intending to make electrical or

other exhibits should obtain copies of the "Xew Regula-

tions Governing the Free Importation of Articles for Ex-

hibition at the World's Columbian Exposition." No
customs duties will be collected by the government on

foreign articles sent to the exposition for exhibition unless

they are sold. Secretary Foster of the Treasury Depart-

ment at Washington, announces that "it is the purpose of

department—a division which, while seeming to be arbi

trary. is evidently necessary."

One of the questions in dispute between the National

Commission and the directors of the World's Fair has been

settled. It is in relation to the transportation, housing,

reception and handling of exhibits. At a joint conference

of representatives of both bodies it was agreed that the

work be done by the local corporation, subject to the super-

vision of the director-general.

The London E/cclriciTl En^in^er olYchxn^ry 5th says:

"Intending exhibitors must not tarry if they mean to ob-

tain space at the World's Fair. The date fixed for receipt

of applications is the 29th of February, and after that date

applications can only be received subject to space being

ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.—PRESENT APPEARANXE OF THE ELECTRICAL EUILDING.

and buildings show that 77 carpenters, 37 laborers and 32

iron workers are employed on the building. The lumber

placed in position amounts to 2,639.809 feet, and 2S

trusses are in place, leaving only the center diagonal arches

yet to be erected, and for these the wood work is already

in position. The contractor estimates that all the iron

and wood work will be finished by May ist. This, how-

ever, does not include the roofing, which is provided for by

a separate contract. The general features of ihe design of

the building have several times been described in the

Western Electrician.

Col. R. C. Clowry, one of the directors of the World's

Columbian Exposition and chairman of the committee on

electricity, made a speech at the recent annual dinner of

the ofificers of the Western Union Telegraph company in

New York that was the feature of the evening. The

this department to secure expedition and security to all

articles imported for exhibition at the Chicago exposition,

without the exaction of customs dutits, fees or charges,

and to arrange the proceedings on entry so as to afford

the utmost convenience and dispatch." That this result

may be attained the regulations referred to have been

drawn up and printed in pamphlet form, and can be ob-

tained on application.

In the recently issued prospectus of the department of

transportation there is this reference to electric railway ex-

hibits: "Street railways—surface, underground and ele-

vated—are to be shown very completely in this department.

Everything relating to their permanent way and equip

ment is here included, with the single exception that elec-

tric motors must be shown in the department of electricity.

Cars and other supplies for electric roads belong in this

available. The London office is at the Society of Arts,

Adelphi." This applies only to British exhibitors. While

it is greatly desired that all applications should be in at

the earliest possible date so that the allottment of space

may be begun, applications for space will be received and

filed at the electrical department for some weeks to come.

Arrangements have been made whereby provisional appli-

cations can be sent in. This allows the prospective exhib-

itor to withdraw his application, in whole or in part, should

he find himself unable to make a display at the fair.

In speaking of the steam and electric plant for the

Masonic Temple, If-on Age says that it is estimated by
competent and well-informed engineers that the power
plants now installed in the office buildings of Chicago
would aggregate almost if not quite as much horse power
as one of the largest and best equipped steel rail works.
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Central Stations of the Brush Electric

Light Company of Buffalo, N. Y.

During the last year, to meet the steadily increasing de-

mand for light, the Brush Electric Light company of Buf-

falo, has extended its central station on Maurice and Elk

streets in East Buffalo so as to give a new engine room

and additional accommodation in the dynamo room. A
Corliss engine of 1,500 horse power capacity has been put

down, and the necessary foundations provided for the 1,000

horse power engine, which is about to be moved from its

present position, and put down alongside the new engine.

This station at present supplies r,2oo arc lamps, the

majority of which are used for public lighting in the South

Eastern district, covering an area of about iS square miles.

The average length of each of the seventeen circuits is six

miles, or twelve miles of wire, giving a total length of

over 200 miles of wire.

A 1,000 horse power Corliss compound condensing en-

gine has supplied the power since July, i8Sg The cylin-

ders of this engine are 26 inch by 52 inch by 48 inch, and

are arranged in the tandem form with a receiver on

the high pressure cylinder, into which the steam

discharges from the high pressure cylinder, and after

encountering a worm, fed from the main stearapipe, passes

into the low pressure cylinder in a dry condition, thus effect-

ing a considerable saving, and doing way with all priming.

The cylinders are steam jacketed, and the steam from

them and that from the main steam pipe is returned to the

boilers by means of a Westinghouse steam loop of i^
inch iron pipe. A jet condenser of 32x12 inch stroke re-

ceives the steam from the low pressure cylinder, the power

for driving the injection, air and boiler, feed pumps being

derived from the main line of countershafting. The fly

wheel of this engine is 24 feet in diameter, with a 60-

inch face, and running at a speed of 72 revolutions per

minute, drives the 54-inch leather belt on the main line of

shafting.

The new 1,500 horse power Corliss engine is very simi-

lar in detail to the older one, with the exception of the

arrangement of the cylinders which are in this case abreast

or "twin." The cylinders have diameters of 30 inch and

60 inch respectively, with 60 inch stroke, the fly-wheel

having a diameter of 28 feet, with a 76 inch face, and

rotating at a speed of 65 revolutions per minute, drives the

main line of shafting by a 72-inch plain leather belt. The

condenser in this case is driven by a separate engine, but

tion of the nuts. Over 200,000 hard-burnt bricks and 650

barrels of Portland cement were used, and it is pretty safe

to say that whatever happens to the rest of Buffalo these

foundations are going to remain right there.

In the boiler room are placed six 200 horse power boilers

of the National water tube type, supplying steam at

a pressure of 130 pounds to the main line of steel spiral

weld 14 inch piping after passing through a Westinghouse

steam separator. Snow duplex pumps supplying the water

line of shafting, and after passing through a strainer again

returns to the bearings. Great economy and efficiency in

the oiling is thereby obtained, as well as a material saving

in labor.

The switch-board is of the usual spring jack pattern,

and has polarity indicators on each of the seventeen cir-

cuits, as well as lighting arresters.

The entire absence of anything approaching crowding

of the machines, the great fault and danger in so many

FIG. 2. CENTRAL STATIONS OF THE BRUSH

from the Buffalo creek, which passes at the immediate

rear of the building. Coal and stores are readily obtained

from the special track of the Buffalo Creek railroad which

runs to the station, thereby saving many difficulties and

expenses in transportation.

In the dynamo room are placed eighteen 65 light Brush

machines, one 70 light Western Electric, and one So light

Wood machine. These are grouped in fours, with the

usual regulating devices and ammeters, and are driven by

means of a plain leather belting from the 7 inch line of

ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY. BUFFALO, N. Y.

central stations, reflects great credit on the management in

avoiding this short-sighted policy.

The whole structure is built in a very substantial man
ner of brick, in a rectangular form with a dividing wall

down the center, separating the dynamo room from the

engine and boiler roams, the latter also being separated

from the engines by an 8 -inch brick wall.

Repairing tools and materials are kept on hand so that

all repairs on the dynamos are carried out on the spot by

special skilled labor, thus effecting a considerable saving

in time and freight.

The whole work of construction has been executed from

the designs of C. R. Huntley, general manager of the

company, and under the supervision of Mr. Cornwell, the

engineer.

This company has also a station on the West Side, from
which private arc lights, incandescents and motors are

operated. This station is interesting historically, being

the first to supply alternating currents in this country.

Twelve So horse power boilers of which several are fired

by natural gas, give the necessary steam power to thirteen

60 horse power and one 125 horse power standard West-

inghouse engines, running at speeds of 2S0 to 320 revolu-

tions per minute, and generating the current by means of

Brush 65 light machines for the arc and power circuits and
by Westinghouse alternators to 5,500 incandescent lamps.

Fig. 2 gives an excellent idea of the dynamo room of this

station.

Attached to the store room below the general offices of

the company on Washington street is a repairing room in

which lamps, motors, switches, etc., are attended to, power

for the lathes being supplied by a 2 horse power motor.

The stations, repairing shops, and outside construction

work are the evolution of many years' experience of the

multitudinous requirements of an electric light plant, and

apparently leave little to be desired; but in the forward

march of electricity it is safe to assume that when the next

National Electrjc Light association meeting takes place in

Buffalo the Brush company will again have something new
and interesting to show the members in the way of prac-

tical developments of the supply of light, heat and power

by electricity.

FIG. I. CENTRAL STATIONS OF THE BRUSH

the arrangement of the steam receiver is precisely similar

to that in the r,ooo horse power engine. As evidence of

the very substantial character of the work a brief descrip-

tion of the foundations will be interesting.

The foundations are built on a bedding of crossed tim-

bers 12x12 inch, and on them i2-inch of concrete made
from broken stone and Portland cement. The foundation

bolts are in 4x4 inch wooden boxes with iBxiS inch iron

anchor plates in pockets of sufficient size to permit inspec-

ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY, BUFFALO, N. Y.

countershafting by Hill clutch pulleys which permit of any

machine being started or stopped independently of the

others- A view of this room is presented in Fig. i.

The oiling of the main bearings of engines, dynamos
and countershafts is accomplished by means of an oil

tank, placed at a height sufficient 10 insure a good head,

from which the oil passes to the various bearings by means

of iron pipes, and, after passing through, is returned to the

tank by a small centrifugal pump driven from the main

Project for an Electric Line from Chicago
to St. Louis.

It is reported that an air line electric railroad is to be

built to connect Chicago and St. Louis. A company

known as the Chicago & St. Louis Electric Railway com-

pany has been organized at St. Louis, it is said, and it is

stated that a corps of engineers has already started out

from that city to survey the route, which is to be absolutely

straight and 250 miles long. It is proposed to make the

trip in two hours and a half, in coaches drawn by a pecu-

liarly shaped motor car devised by Dr. Wellington Adams
of St. Louis.
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Buffalo's Isolated Electric Lipfht Plants.
Huflalo has shown its appreciation of the modern method

of illumination in a most substantial manner. Its streets

are well lighted, arc lights furnished by the local central

for show windows, is that of Barnes, Hengercr & Co., the

dry goods merchants on Main street. This establishment

is one of the largest in the Queen City and occupies a

handsome building in the center of the retail district. At

with track conncc*ions to all parts of the works. The
immense bulldiogs, from eight to ten stories high, cover

many acres of ground with excellent facilities for the receipt

and shipment of merchandise, either by rail or by water*

and the expensive machiner)' and appliances found in every

part of the establishment, perfected by years of costly ex-

periments, makes the plant one of the most valuable in the

country. It is not therefore to be wondered that this

company at an early day introduced electric lighting into

its factory. The advantages of the electric light in

such an establishment arc apparent and do not require

enumeration here. The company has several limes en-

larged its plant and now has two 720 light Edison machines

and one sm.-ill generator, shown in Kig. 4. The lights are dis-

tributed throughout the works. An idea of the magnitude of

the business of this concern can be gained from the fact that

the annual output of the company aggregates 250,000,000

pounds. This large concern employs 500 men. The
Buffalo works alone consume 150 tons of coal daily, which,

with the corn and product requite the handling of 840 tons

of freight per day—an aggregate of more than quarter of

a million tons of freight annually. Owing to the increasing

demands of the business the company is now preparing to

extend its works and at the same time build a large electric

light plant which shall in fact be a good sized central

station, to supply current for illuminating the several

buildings of the plant and the grounds. This will be one

of the most interesting installations in Buffalo.

FIG. I. BUFFALO S ISOLA.TED ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS.

station companies predominating on the principal business

thoroughfares and in the most exclusive residence dis-

tricts. The central station companies are well patronized

by business men, commercial lighting forming a large part

of the business. Probably the greater part of the electric

lighting in commercial houses, however, is from isolated

plants. These are to be found in all parts of the city fur-

nishing current for manufacturing concerns, large retail

establishments, office buildings and hotels. Many of these

plants have been in operation for several years and all of

them appear to give satisfaction. A trip through these

isolated plants will be found interesting to all who desire to

follow the development of incandescent lighting, furnish-

ing as it does an object lesson in electrical engineering.

Despite the experience of years, however, the Buffalo busi-

ness men do not appear to realize the importance of pro-

viding suitable accommodations for electrical machinery.

Thus, for instance, nearly every isolated plant in the city

is crowded into some out-of-the way corner which could be

used for no other purpose, and generally damp, dark and

poorly ventilated. Yet these plants, under such unfavor.

able conditions, give satisfactory results, both in point of

efficiency and economy.

One of the latest plants installed is that of the Masonic

Temple on Niagara street. In this plant, a view of which

is presented in Fig. I, there are two 20 kilowatt Edison

generators, driven by a New York Safety engine. They

are all crowded into a little room with just enough space

left for the dynamo tender to get about and examine the ma-

chines. This plant furnishes current for lights in the offices

throughout the building and also for the large ball in the

upper part of the structure. This assembly room is one

of the larger.t in the city and the lighting effects are admir-

able. The plant was installed by the Edison General

Electric company, whose Buffalo headquarters are in this

building.

In striking contrast is the plant which furnishes current

for the Broezel House on Seneca street. Ample space was

provided for in the plans for this hotel when the structure

was rebuilt two years ago. At that time two Thomson-

Houston incandescent dynamos of the spherical armature

type were installed. A view of these machines and the

switch-board is presented in Fig. 2. This plant, it is

stated, requires very little attention and gives perfect sat-

sfaction. In this hotel special attention was given the

fixtures, which are unusually attractive. In the hotel office,

the parlor and dining room, wrought iron fixtures pre-

dominate. The plant was installed by F. P. Little & Co.,

Buffalo.

Probably the most interestttig lighting effects to be seen

in Buffalo, and undoubtedly the most striking illumination

the entrance to this building is an inrmense globe illumin.

ated by electric lights. Hundreds of incandescent lamps

are distributed in the show windows, and the flood of

light from this store attracts the attention of strangers long

before the store is reached It is certainly a very brilliant

and attractive display. The generating plant, which is

Train Lighting by Accumulators.
The electric train lighting plant of the Jura-Simpson

company of Switzerland is said to be the largest in

Europe It extends in all to about fifty passenger cars

of all classes and to about half a dozen baggage cars. A
number of additional cars are now being fitted up so that

shortly, it is expected, there will be 120 electrically lighted

cars, having from 600 to 700 lights in use. Accumulators
are used, and the outfit for each car weighs about 242
pounds. The batteries are arranged in a movable box,
which can be readily lifted by two men. Each battery

consists of three hermetically closed ebonite boxes, securely

fixed in the main inclosing box. Each ebonite box is

again subdivided into three parts, and each of the latter

contains a cell, there being thus nine cells, connected in

series, with a pressure of eighteen volts. The capacity of

each battery is 120 ampere hours. Three-watt lights are

employed (equal to iS volts and .17 ampere), making
an available lighting duration for each fully charged
battery of from 700 to 750 candle hours. The candle

power of the lights in the two-axle cars of all kinds

FIG. BUFFALO S ISOLATED ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS.

installed in the basement of the building, is illustrated in

the accompanying cut, Fig. 3. Two Edison machines are

employed and i,Soo lights are used in the offices, the

salesrooms and the show windows.

No doubt many of the delegates to the convention will

take occasion to inspect the American Glucose company's

works during their visit to Buffalo. The extensive works

of this company, the largest in the world, are located on

the lines of the principal railroads centering in Buffalo,

varies from thirty to fifty-five candles, and in the three-

axle first-class cars amounts to seventy candles. The
latter cars are provided with two battery sets each, and the

former with one battery. The lighting capacity for the

passenger cars extends over from ten to fifteen hours, and
for the baggage cars over a still longer period, twenty
hours and more, even when all the lamps are in constant

use. The lamps are fixed to the" car roofs. The spent

batteries are taken in special cars from the several princi-

pal stations to Fribourg, where they are recharged and
returned to their proper destinations.
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Light, Heat and Power Service of the

Thomson Houston Company, Buffalo.

The Thomson-Houston Electric Light & Power com-

pany of BufTalo is a consolidation of the old Thomson-

Houston and United States companies. This company

operates two plants, the old Thomson-Houston station on

Court, Pearl and Express streets, in the center of the busi-

ness district, and the old United States station at Black

Rock, which was illustrated in the last issue of the

Western Electrician. In the accompanying cut is

illustrated the dynamo room of the old Thomson-Houston

station, from which heat is dispensed as well as light and

power. This heating system is one of the principal fea-

tures of this station, and will no doubt be examined with

interest by delegates to the convention.

The heat is circulated from the exhaust main of the

station by the Barnard vacuum system, thereby causing no

back pressure upon the engines and doing away with the

probability or necessity of water ramming in the steam

heating pipes. The Thomson-Houston company is at

present heating five large buildings from this central station,

and finds that the revenue from the exhaust steam heating

compensates for the disadvantages that can be charged to

a high pressure station. It is just the question of gain by

the use of e.xhaust in condensing as against the revenue

received from the sale of exhaust steam for heating pur-

poses. Added to this there is of course the advantage

derived from a station centrally located. The principle of

the Barnard apparatus used by this station is simply the

application of a surface condenser through which the feed

water passes on its way through the feed water heaters to

the boilers and an ejector connected to the condenser to

relieve it of the air liberated from the condensed vapor.

The condenser is also connected to a main air pipe, which

in turn is connected by branches to the air cocks of the

several radiators in the building to he heated,

The action is simple. Steam is turned on from the main

exhaust from the station into the exhaust pipe running to

the building to be heated. The ejector on the condenser

is then started, creating a vacuum in the condenser and

through that, creating a vacuum in all the radiators in the

building to be heated. The exhaust steam then rushes

through the main pipes into the radiators to fill this space.

As fast as the condensation takes place new steam follows,

thus affording as complete circulation as if the steam were

forced through by pressure. All the return drips are

brought back by gravity from those localities whose eleva-

tion renders the return practicable. This water is returned

to a main receiving tank at high temperature, is mingled

space inside of the tile to flow back to the station. The

provisions for expmsion and contraction are made entirely

in the formation of the runs, long bends being given to the

run at both ends of the service. With five inches of vacuum

on the condenser the steam has been, in the coldest weather

this winter, circulated through the coils of the American

block, and the attention required by this system has been

practically nil.

city lights, about 190 commercial arc lights, and about

4,000 or 4503 incandescents. The motor service has but just

been started, but is rapidly growing, giving promise of

large proportions.

This station has 1080 hovse-power in Rice engines built

by the John T. Noye company of Buffalo, and 15 arc

light dynamos, three of which are of the Western Electric,

65 light, high tension type. The remaining are the

FIG. 2. BUFFALO S ISOLA.TED ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS.

With a demand for steam heating at from 25 to 30 cents

per square foot of radiating surface it can readily be seen

that by the sale of this steam, as far as economy is con"

cerned, the company is placed on at least as good a basis

as a condensing station. Take for instance a building

Thomson.Houston standard 50 light machines. In addition

there are two 1500 light Thomson-Houston alternating

machines, one 750 light Thomson Houston alternating

dynamo, one 500 light Thomson-Houston incandescent

dynamo and one 95 horsepower Thomson Houston 500

volt generator. The method of driving is tandem direct,

and byline shaft. A traveling crane built by Harrington,

Son &: Co., of Philadelphia, affords facilities for handling

the large dynamos. Running under the floor, with branches

beneath the armature of each machine is a large duct,

supplied from a blower on the second floor with cool air at

about 5 ounces pressure, thus delivering upon the armature

of each machine a cool blast, greatly adding to theefficiencv

of the machines. In the boiler room are four large hori-

zontal tubular boilers, fitted with Brightman stokers, and

one 160 horse power Corliss vertical boiler fitted with

shaking grates and one 160 horse power Reynolds boiler,

likewise supplied with shaking grates. From the

boiler room to the second story of the building

the ashes from boilers are elevated by means of

elevator chutes, from which place they are delivered

by chutes to the wagons. On the second story is located

the stock rooms, testing and lamp-repair department, and

the machine shop, in which all the mechanical and electrical

repair work is done, all armature and field work being re-

wound, as well as all the repair work on engines, being

done by the company. This shop is connected by an over-

head track to the overhead track on the first floor, so that

any piece of machinery can be cairied from any p'ace on

the first floor through hatchway to the second floor, and

thence over any particular machine in the machine shop.

The exhaust steam heaters, one 500 horse power Berryman

and one 900 horse power Stewart, are located upon the

second floor, receiving their supply through a twenty-

four inch main from the floor below, and exhausting what

vapor remains unused into the smokestack.

LIGHT, HEAT AND POWER SERVICE OF THE

with the main feed, and is pumped through the heaters to

the boilers.

The method used ii. laying the street main is effective

and still inexpensive. The main steam pipes, returns and

air pipe, are laid inside large virtified tile, being supported

at intervals of fifteen feet by cast iron spiders, placed at

the joints of the tile and perforated around the edges so

as to allow any moisture that may gather within this air

THOMSON-HOUSTON COMPANY, BUFFALO'.

containing 4000 square feet of radiation,—a fair example

taken from practice. At 25 cents a foot this would bring

in a revenue of $1000 a year at a cost of simply the interest

upon the investment in the street main.

This station dispenses light on all systems and for all

purposes—the incandescent, all day, every day in the

year; Arc service for street lighting, arc commercial

lighting and power service. The company has about 4S0

The proposed plan for connecting Newark. N. J., with
Jersey City by means of an electric railway is being rapidly
put into operation. The Plank Road company of Jersey
City is undertaking the construction of the line as far

as its property extends. When it has completed the
road to the city lines of Newark and Jersey City, it will

form an alliance with the Newark Passenger company on
one end and with the Jersey City & Bergen Railroad com-
pany on the other end. The negotiations have been so
far completed, it is reported, as to render it absolutely
certain that the Plank Road line will become part of the
system of the Newark Passenger company. The over-
head system wilt be used throughout.
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Photography as Applied to the Investi-

gation of Electrical Phenomena.'
li\" C. Ka.mmkvkr.

Several monlhs ago, while engaged in some experiments

on fuses and fuse wire, I found considerable difficulty in

arriving at correct conclusions regarding the behavior of

different fuse metals while in the act of melting or explod-

ing under the action of a current. It occurred to me that

by causing the fuse while in the process of dissolution to

make its own record upon a sensitized photographic plate

properly focused by means of a lighted candlcor match held
near the fuse terminals, the shutter of the lens is closed, the

plate holder inserled. and slide withdrawn. All these

preparations can take place while the room is suitably

illuminated. The fuse is now inserted (the switch being
open, of course) and the room made dark. The lens is

uncapped, the circuit closed, and the fuse allowed to blow.
The slide of the plate-holder being replaced, the holder is

changed for a fresh one, another fuse inserted, and the

operation repeated as often as desired, or as often as the

number of plate holders will admit. If it is desired to

was a slight report and the fuse had disappeared, but no
spattering of melted metal or metallic vapor was discern-
ible.

No. 2 shows a porcelain fuse block with a 15 ampere
and a 20 ampere stamped fuse connected in series. On
short-circuiting the secondary terminals of a 50 light 50
volt transformer, the smaller or lighter fuse instantly

f "

M

PHOTOGRAPHY AS APPLIED TO THE INVESTIGA-
TION 01" ELECTRICAL I'HENOMENA.

opened the circuit, and similar to the first experiment the
action took place quietly and without any spattering; of
metal or any apparent production of gases or vapor.

The third plate shows the action of a 20 ampere stamped
fuse in series with a 20 ampere slip, the two being used as

, 4. liUFFALO S ISOLATED ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS.

some valuable information might be obtained. The re-

sults far exceeded ray expectations, and to-night I am
enabled through the courtesy of your club to present to

you some interesting specimens of photographs made from
fuses of different capacity, shape, and material while in

the act of fusing, or blowing, or whatever you may please

to call it.

Before going any farther I wish to state that if you
expect to hear an elaborate scientific essay full of abstruse

theories and problematic conclusions you will be disap-

pointed. I have handled the subject in a by no means
systematic manner, and can at best give you only the re-

sults of my experiments, leaving it to some member better

posted electrically and chemically to explain the whys
and wherefores which will under certain conditions bring'

about various results; in fact, in order to make my modest
efforts in this line of investigation of any real practical value

to the electrical fraternity it is very necessary that some

A i\

increase the current gradually up to the melting point of the
fuse, a suitable arrangement of the circuit, such as a
rheostat or reactive coil must, of course, be provided.

After a desired number of plates have been exposed
they may be developed, which, by the way, requires con-
siderable care on account of the briefness of the exposure.

FIGS. 4 AND 5. PHOTOGRAPHY AS APPLIED TO THE IN-

VESTIGATION OF ELECTRICAL PHENOMENA.

a short circuit of the secondary terminals of a transformer.
The results are similar to those in the last experiment.

Plate No. 4 shows a sing^le 20 ampere strip in series

with 50 amperes. You will notice a small cloud of vapor

FIGS. I AND 3. PHOTOGRAPHY AS APPLIED TO THE IN-

VESTIGATION OF ELECTRICAL PHENOMENA.

member more competent than I take up the subject where

I shall leave off, and I hope that the possibilities hinted at

by the pictures I am about to present to you will prove of

sufficient interest to kindle the ambition of some one,

urging him to follow up and complete the subject.

For the benefit of those who wish to repeat any or all

of the experiments I will briefly describe the arrangement

of dark room, camera, circuits, etc. The sketch, Fig. 7,

represents a room, or closet, from which all daylight or

artificial light is excluded. Upon a dark mat background
are arranged the terminals between which the fuse to be

tested is in circuit. These terminals may consist of ordi-

nary clamps mounted at suitable distances apart upon an
insulated base. In some instances I have found an ordi-

nary porcelain entrance fuse very convenient, although its

glossy surface is apt to give trouble on account of the re-

flection of the electric spark, or arc. Two wires lead

through light-tight holes in the wall, or partition, to the

source of current. A switch is interposed to make and
break contact, as desired. The camera being set up and

I. Read before the Chicago Electric club, February 15, 1892.
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connecting the two poles. This, I believe, consists of theThe plates should, of course, be of the utmost sensitive-

ness. I have found Cramer "C" plates to give very good
results, indeed.

I will now show you some plates made from fuses of

various carrying capacity, when subjected to the action of

a 50 volt alternating current.

Plate No. I shows a 15 ampere fuse stamped out of sheet

metal; it was connected in series on a circuit carrying 50
amperes, the current being turned on suddenly. There

higher heated or vaporous metal at the instantof explosion,

and before it has had time to be dissipated. The con-

ditions under which this fuse was blown were similar to

those of the first experiment, with the difference that in

this instance there was more metal to be vaporized. This

would tend to prove that, other conditions being equal,

the closer the safe carrying capacity of a fuse is kept to its

actual fusing point, the less danger we have from perma
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nent short circuits or arcs being established by a blowing

fuse. This point I consider of great importance, and I

shall revert to it later.

Taking plate 5, we have a piece of i3 ampere (so called)

fuse wire of a certain make, subjected to a load of 50

amperes. The rupture of the circuit took place rather

quietly, with little vapor. I want to call your particular

attention to the peculiar arch shaped form of the piece of

wire while evidently in a semi-fluid state. At the same
time the plate shows the unreliability of fuse connections

when made by means of a screw and washer. The cross

section or carrying capacity of the fuse is almost certain

to be reduced at the point of contact with the result that

the rupture takes place at the weakest point. In this

I will now call your attention to a phenomenon which
at first seemed somewhat paradoxical in its nature, Plate

No. 9 shows two pieces of 18 ampere fuse wire mounted
horizontally on a fuse block, The current being turned

on, the usual flash and report took place, and upon ex-

amination I found that both fuses had disappeared. I will

state here that in all former experiments whenever
fuses have blown, all of the fuse metal disappeared,

and any portions of the fuse which showed in the plates

indicative of danger or trouble. To show you that the

direct current, under certain conditions, is far more
vicious in its character, I want to call your attention to a

few plates showing the behavior of fuse metals when sub-
jected to the action of a direct, continuous current. Plate

1 1 shows two pieces of two ampere fuse wire in series used
as a short circuit of a 100 volt direct Current. The fuses

are, of course, ruptured instantly, but with much more
vicious results than in the preceding experiments. A con-

FIG. 7. PHOTOGRAPHY AS APPLIED TO THE INVESTlGATluN
OF ELECTRICAL PHENOMENA.

instance the hot gases rising suddenly evidently carried the

semi-fluid end of the fuse with them, the end of the

fuse next to the left-hand clamp being the cooler and re-

maining comparatively undisturbed.

In plate 6, showing a piece of 44 ampere wire of the

same make under similar conditions, we have almost the

same results, but with considerably more vapor or gas
thrown off.

Plate 7 shows two 44 ampere wires under similar con-

ditions, the two pieces of fused wire being in series with
each other, both mounted on a double pole entrance block.

The current passing through both pieces of wire simul

taneously,- we naturally would expect both fuses to be
ruptured. The photograph shows they were not. And
why not? Simply because two pieces of fuse wire cut from
the same spool are not sufficiently uniform in cross section

PHOTOGRAPHY AS APPLIED TO THE INVESTIGATION OF ELECTRICAL PHENOMENA.PLATES 7 TO 12

were of course photographed before they had time to fall.

Now, the photograph clearly shows that in reality only the

lower fuse actually exploded. Did the upper fuse melt by
induction, or on account of hot vapor or gases which would
naturally arise? I am inclined to think that the latter ex-

planation is the correct one. To satisfy myself that this

peculiar action was not due to some defect in the fuse wire, I

siderable quantity of gaseous vapor is evolved, and the

explosive nature of the rupture is much more marked,
Plate No. 12 shows 5 ampere wire under similar condi-

tions, and with similar results.

No. 13 shows two pieces of 15 ampere wire, the fuse

block being placed horizontally.

In No. 14 we have 10 ampere wire under the same
conditions.

In No. 15 we have two pieces of 5 ampere wire, the dis-

charge, if such it may be called, being exceptionally vicious,

while in No. i5 we have some 15 ampere sheet metal slips,

showing that the nature or the rupture is due to the character

r. ~ir ~i
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PLATES 13 TO iS. PHOTOGRAPHY AS APPLIED TO THE INVESTIGATION OF ELECTRICAL PHENOMENA.

or carrying capacity to bring about the looked for result.

To prove to you that it is lack of uniformity, we will take
two pieces of fuse wire of such small carrying capacity
that the difference, if any, in relation to the fusing current
is very small. Plate No. 8 shows two pieces of i ampere
wire subjected to a 50 ampere current. Both pieces are

ruptured because the fusing current is of such strength as

to overcome any slight difference in the fusing point or
carr)'ing capacity of the wire.

repeated the experiment by using two exactly similar strips

of fuse metal (15 ampere) with the result shown on plate

10. As in the former case both fuses had disappeared,
while the photograph shows the upper fuse intact at the
time the actual rupture or break in the lower fuse oc-

curred.

In all the preceding experiments a 50 volt alternating

current was used. Some of our direct current friends, un-
consciously, perhaps, look upon the word "alternating" as

FIG. 6 PHOTOGRAPHY AS APPLIED TO THE INVESTIGATION
OF ELECTRICAL PHENOMENA.

of the current rather than to the quality of the metal em-
ployed.

Plate No. 17, with two pieces of 10 ampere wire, is re-

markably free trom the spattering action noticeable in the

last five or six plates; merely a few drops of melted metal
can be discovered around the edges of the fuse block.

No. 18 shows these melted particles or drops of heated
metal more plainly. I am unable to account for these
plates showing such different results from plates 11 to 16
when the conditions under which the rupture or blowing
took place were almost identical in each instance

mentioned,
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These plates showing the cloud of metallic vapor occupy-
in5 the space between the two fuse terminals clearly con-
vinces me that the use of covered fuse blocks is to be
avoided as much as possible, The metal in its gaseous
form, unless carried off by the air or allowed to dissipate

itself as rapidly aspossib'e, must certainly form a destructive

PLATE 25. PHOTOGRAIirv AS ArPMEU TO THE INVESTIGA-
TION OF ELECTRICAL PHENOMENA.

arc between the fuse supports, and if any inflammable ma-
terial be near, the inevitable result must follow. Another
point which has occurred to me is this: Is there not a
possibility that a fuse blowing in this vicious manner may
set fire to any dust or other inflammable particles that

are apt to collect in flour and saw mills? I think the sub-

ject is well worth close investigation, and possibly the num-
ber of so called ' 'spontaneous combustions" may be lessened

thereby.

Plate No. ig, and especially plate No. 20, present a
very peculiar formation of the vapor cloud referred to in

connection with the last six or seven plates. Two 30 ampere
wires were connected in series, with the result that the

lower fuse was blown and contrary to our previous ex-

perience the upper fuse remained intact. By observing the

picture you find that the e.Kplosion took place in a down-
ward direction, the funnel shaped cloud having the appear-

ance of a ring or puff of smoke frequently observed issuing

from a locomotive smoke stack, which, as we all know, is

caused by the exhaust steanl being suddenly blown in or

through a cloud of smoke before the latter has left the

stack. I am inclined to believe, therefore, that the fuse

wire in question first becomes fluid or semi-fluid in its

center or interior the cooling action of the surrounding

air leaving a sort of shell or skin on its surface. The
imprisoned vapors or gases upon receiving a sufficient

pressure burst through this coaling, carrying the outer

shell or film with them, this film at the same time becom-
ing volatilized. I have repeated the experiment several

times, but did not succeed in producing this peculiar for-

mation of vapor a second time. Possibly some particular

formation or density of fuse wire is necessary to bring

about this unique result.

Leaving the 100 volt direct current, we will return to the

alternating and investigate some of the phenomena pro-

duced by a loo volt transformer.

Plate 21 shows a 26 ampere slip of fuse metal suddenly

subjected to a 50 ampere current, The rupture takes

place quietly, with little or no vapor or gases being

evolved.

Plate 22 is a slip of the same capacity subjected to 100

amperes, with very little difference in result; the increased

current melting the metal a trifle more rapidly is the only

change we notice.

In plate 23, with a 50 ampere slip subjected to 140

amperes, we have what I should call an ideal "blow out."

The circuit is opened quickly, quietly, and with scarcely

any evolution of gas or vapor.

In plates 24 and 25 we are enabled to observe the action

of a fuse under a pressure of 1,000 volts alternating. The
length of fuse was the same as in former experiments

(2 1-2). One would naturally expect a very violent action,

but quite the contrary took place. The explosion or rup-

ture was scarcely forcible enough to make a decent im-

pression on the photographic plate, showing that the

dreadful alternating current is in reality a very gentle and
quiet affair, provided it is kept within proper bounds. Of
course, if unrestrained, it will, like all forces of nature,

become dangerous, harmful and vicious-

Plate 26 shows the result of short-circuiting a 2.000 volt

In conclusion I wish to say that at some future time I

intend to repeat some of these experiments in a more sys-
tematic manner, taking not only different kinds of fuse
wire under varying currents, but also trying wires of
various metals, such as copper, aluminium, /.inc. iron, etc.,

and if permitted, I will be pleased to present the results to
you in a similar manner as to night.

DtSCUSSEON.

Chas. Wi rt: I do not know whether everybody realizes
the beauty of the method which showed the operations
taking place in such a remarkable short space of time as
occurs when a fuse is blown in short circuit. If any of
you would try, as I did, to soldtr a fuse across a pair of
terminals when there was a difference of potential of 220
volts, you would get a lasting impression of the quickness
with which a fuse is blown out. It is altogether impossi-
ble for our senses to form a clear idea of what Is going on
under such circumstances, although the camera shows it

very clearly.

I am inclined to think that Mr. Kammeyer has uncon-
sciously been a little unfair to the direct current, and I

want to ask him whether he has been strictly impartial in

treating the two currents. As I understand it, he took a
limited current and a fuse with a certain capacity, and then
applied the current by the switch. Is that so, Mr. Kam-
meyer?
Mr. Kammeyer: To a certain extent that is so. But

in some instances I short circuited an alternating current
of 50 volts and a direct current of a hundred volts. But I

firmly believe that a continuous current is of a more
vicious nature. The alternating current, from the very
fact of its being alternating, will not produce those effects

that I showed you were produced by a hundred volts

direct current.

Mr. Wirt: I have observed that the fusing with the

then short-circuiting a current of 220 vo\ts, which was the
only current I had access to at the lime. I found it in all

the cases necessary to solder the fuse wire at the blocks.
I tried screws, but found they were unreliable. The fuse
is extremely liable to break loose at one end when the
principal effort of the explosion is expended at that point
These results Fig. C show a little of the variations that it is

possible to get. They vary all the way from a clean piece of
paper to a mass of charcoal. In some cases the paper
burned and destroyed the record. They do not show
the different kinds of fuse wire, and the results of the dif-
ferent lengths and the different capacities, but I can state
the practical results very briefly. I find that the low
melting point, high resistance wire is comparatively the
worst as regards explosive effect. It makes a tremen-
dous cloud of vapor and a sort of dull explosion, and
throws a shower of red hot globules of meltedmetal. which
retain the heat quite a considerable lime. Those arc the
characteristics of such a fuse wire. You can all seethe
spatter of the melted globules on that piece of paper
Plate 2, Fig. 6. It was burned part way through. In other
cases it set the paperon fire, and spoiled the record. Those
were at a distance of 12 inches from the fuse wire, and
the fuse wire was partially inclosed in a receptacle, open,
of course, on top. I adopted that form of recepta::le par-
ticularly to get the explosive effect in one direction, to
make a clear record. Then I changed to a wire with a
little higher fusing point, and considerably lower resist-

ance,which I find in the electrical supply stores of Chicago,
which behaved somewhat better, but it was still what I

would call a nasty wire. It gave a heavy explosion, a
dense cloud of vapor, and more or less of that scattering
of fire; still not so much. Plales i and 4, Fig. 6,

The third fusing wire, which perhaps would not com-
mend itself from its physical qualities at once, is, to my
mind, the best. It is sufficiently hard to stand the pres-

PLATE 26. photography AS APPLIED TO THE INVESTIGA-
TION OF ELECTRICAL PHENOMENA.

transformer with a piece of 2 ampere fuse wire. The rup-

ture caused an arc to be established between the terminals,

a distance of 2 1-2 inches, and before the current could be
switched off the intense blaze had caused the plate to be
over-exposed, with nothing but a blotch of light as the re-

ward of our trouble.

PLATES 19 TO 24. PHOTOGRAPHY AS APPLIED TO

alternating current did not occur with the suddenness that

marked the direct current, but my impression is that Mr.
Kammeyer has taken the alternating current and applied
it in a limited manner, and that in the case of the direct

current the fusings were made with an unlimited current

directly applied.

Mr. Kammeyer spoke of the variations of wires on the

same spool, and attributed that to the variations in diam-
eter or cross sections of the wire. I think that it is more
likely that those variations in capacity occur from varia-

tions in composition, for I have observed myself that wire
having a uniform cross-sections, from the same spool—

I

am speaking now of soft fuse wire—is liable to vary in

specific resistance as much as 40 or 50 per cent, in a few
inches.

When I heard of the paper to which we have listened

to-night, and got an idea of the direction it would take,

I concluded to try some experiments in a manner which
would cause the fuses to make their own record. I found
for sale three distinct kinds of fuse wire. One is a very
soft, very fusible wire, which is much used, I believe, and
is evidently very carefully prepared. Its characteristics

are low fusing point and high resistance. Another kind
of wire that I found in three or four different stores had
a little higher fusing point and somewhat lower resistance,

still a rather soft wire. Another wire with which I have
been working is very much harder. It has a higher melt-

ing point, still sufficiently low, and very much lower re-

sistance than any of the others. I have been blowing
some of those fuse wires, and some of the results are ap-

parent upon the sheets of paper which I have here, and
other results are apparent on my fingers. These
records on the papers were formed by putting

the paper at a distance of 12 inches from the fuse, and

THE INVESTIGATION OF ELECTRICAL PHENOMENA.

ure of a binding screw. It has a fusing point which en-
ables it to be more easily soldered without endangering
the wire, and it is still so low that it would not set fire to

any inflammable substance at the melting point. But my
experiments show that the fusing does not occur. It gives
off a flash, and the flash is the dangerous feature. This
fuse wire has a very low specific resistance. The result

of that is that for a given capacity it is a small wire. This
seemed important to me before, and it seems now even
more important since these experiments. The fuse going
off on a short circuit gives a report like a pistol. It

throws the melted metal with little flash and little vapor.
The metal strikes the paper, and shows its characteristics

—a spatter of bright metal in no case hot enough to burn
the paper. Plate 3, Fig. 6. fl^^.
Elmer A. Sperry: This has certainly been an in-

structive and interesting paper to me, and I can also say
that it is ingenious. The idea of rendering it possible to
automatically record what is passing during the explosion
of a fuse wire seems to me to be one that almost marks
an epoch in this branch of the electrical science.

I, however, could not help but think that there were
other things that could have been said with reference to
it, and, as Mr. Kammeyer stated in the latter part of the
paper, these will be presented at some future time.

It seems to me that one thing that would be of interest

to us all would be to turn the spectroscope upon the sub-
jects and allow the camera to work through it, and find if

the absorption bands were the same while burning the
various metals under these peculiar conditions.

Another very important thing, it seems to me, to be de-
termined, would be the action of the vapor in the magnetic
field. I have noticed some peculiar things. For instance,

[Continued on page 123.]
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Considerable space is devoted in this number of the

Western Electrician to the electrical features of Buf-

falo, which, taken in connection with the illustrations in

last week*s issue, will give an excellent ideaof the progress

that has been made in electric lighting in the convention city.

At this time it is not inappropriate to call attention to the

excellent illnstrations that are presented from week to week

in this journal. This has been one of the most attractive

features of the Western Electrici.vn, and the standard

established will bear favorable comparison with that of

any class publication in the country.

It seems to be taken for granted that the BufiFalo conven-

tion will adopt the suggestion of President Huntley to

hold only one convention each year hereafter, and it is

also the general belief that James I. Ayer, of St. Louis, has

been slated for the presidency. To these propositions

there is no objection, but the suggestion that the next

convention be held in Chicago in 1S93. and that the offi-

cers elected in Buffalo hold over until the Chicago conven-

ion, is not altogether satisfactof}'. It is pointed out that

the association is going from one extreme to another in the

matter of time, and that, while there is no objection to Mr.

Ayer for president, there should be a Chicago man at the

head of the association in 1893. In this connection it is

suggested that should the present policy be followed and

Mr. Ayer elected president at Buffalo, the next convention

should be held at St. Louis some time next fall, when a

Chicago man can be selected to preside over the conven-

tion at Chicago during the World's Fair.

Carl Kammeyer's paper on "Photography as Applied

to the Investigation of Electrical Phenomena,'' read at

the last meeting of the Chicago Electric club, excited a

great deal of interest. The lantern slides exhibited showed

the appearance of a number of makes of fuse wire while

exploding. Mr. Kammeyer stated that he found the al-

ternating current caused a fuse to blow in a less

"vicious" manner than the continuous current, and he pre.

sented an ingenious theory as to the reason for this

action. After the lecture there was a discussion in which

it was generally agreed that Mr. Kammeyer had opened

up a method of investigating the action of fuses that

could be followed and, doubtless, valuable results attained.

During the last year 23,244 patents were issued in this

countrj', an average of nearly 2,000 a month. This leads a

contemporary to assert that "the inventive genius of the

American people is even more fertile in these times than

it was in other times." Rather should it be inferred that

the patent lawyers are reaping a golden harvest. An
examination of many of the patents issued during the last

twelve months leads to the conclusion that more ingenuity

and originally were displayed in the preparation of the

specifications and descriptions of the devices patented

than in the machines themselves. The suggestion that

the appropriation be increased is no doubt a good one, and

it might be added that the money be expended in securing

the services of competent examiners. Some provision

should be made to insure the retention of valuable men.

The patent office has long enough been a training school

for patent lawyers.

Brooklyn's cable line is already beginning to develop

those symptoms that have made the Chicago and San Fran-

cisco systems so unpopular. A cable car on Montague street

with sis passengers aboard had a startlingly rapid and

perilous descent down the hill between Columbia Heights

and the ferry gate a few days ago. The gripraan became

confused when he found the car leaving his control and

failed to pick up the cable after dropping it at the power

house. When he did attempt to pick it up the car had

gained such momentum that the grip failed to take hold.

An effort was then made to apply the brakes but as they

work only automatically in connection with the grip they

were practically useless, and the car started down the hill

with no machiner}' in operation. At the foot of the hill the

car had gained terrific speed, and when it finally dashed

into a "bumper" the passengers were thrown forward in

a heap and many of them seriously injured. The car, of

course was wrecked.

The good people of Brooklyn who objected so long and

strenuously to the trolley system are beginning to realize

that between the non-controllable grip car and the so-called

"deadly trolley" system the latter is by far the safer and

more desirable.

A London technical journal, Electricity, in speaking of

the World's Fair, has the news that "Work is in a much
more backward condition than could be wished, and it is

said the exhibition will not be anything like complete until

the spring of 1S93.'* Possibly some of the readers of the

English paper, which is a comparative fledgeling in the

field of electrical journalism, may be misled by this state-

ment. They should understand that it is entirely incor-

rect. It was decided in iSgo, shortly after Congress had

voted that Chicago should have the World's Fair and

before a stroke of work had been done at Jackson Park,

the site of the exposition, that the date of opening should

be May i, 1893; and our English friends may rest assured

that the fair will be open for visitors at that time. Inas-

much as the exhibition is held to commemorate the four

hundredth anniversarj' of the discovery of America, the

dedication services, when the buildings ^ ill be turned over

to the president of the United States, will be held in Oc-

tober of this year. The exposition will in no sense be

opened until the date named, however, which is the time

that has continuously been in view since the work of con-

struction was begun. The work is progressing satisfac-

torily. A view of the present aspect of the electricity

building is shown in this issue.

prominently before the public, and securing their adoption

by great corporations. No better example of this can be

found than in the development of the electric railway in

this country. It is only a short time since the idea of op-

erating street railways by electricity was first discussed by
capitalists, yet to-day the number of important roads and
Hundreds of miles of railways equipped with the electric

system bear evidence of the progress that has been made.
Improvements have, of course, been introduced from time

to time, and radical changes have been made.

The electrical press has much to do with the favorable

reception which the public has extended to electrical appa-

ratus. Despite the phenomenal growth of the industry

the electrical papers have always been found in the lead.

They have promoted a general interest in everything elec-

trical, and by acquainting the public with the advances

that have been made in the art, have created a demand
for the introduction of electrical apparatus. The fact that

such a corporation as the Illinois Central railroad would
consider the subject of introducing electricity as the mo-
tive power on its suburban lines shows the lively interest

that has been created by these journals. The ability of

the American electrical press is generally recognized to-

day, and it has become an indispensable factor in electrical

development.

While the mayor, city council and citizens' committee
have been discussing schemes for increasing the street

railway facilities of Chicago, the street car companies
have been gradually diminishing the number of cars

operated. This is clearly proven by the reports submitted

by the companies to the city last week, when they were
obliged to pay their quarterly licenses into the city

treasury. Comparison with the reports for the corres-

ponding quaiter of last year shows that the much abused

North Side cable railway was the only corporation which

increased the number of cars on its lines. The South
Side and West Side companies took off fourteen cars. It

is such methods that cause the public to look with dis-

trust and disfavor on all corporations holding valuable

franchises. The street railway companies of Chicago

have protested frequently that they have done all that

was possible under the circumstances. Yet their own
reports prove the falsity of the statements. These com-
panies should be compelled to put on more cars and fur-

nish improved service for cross town lines or give up
their franchises. The only excuse at present is that they

are running the full extent of their cable stations. If

further extensions are impossible with this system,

another should be substituted that would admit of exten-

sions. The old horse cars on Indiana avenue and the

cross town lines should give way to an electric system. It

is a disgrace to the city of Chicago to have such inade

quate means of transportation.

MrcH surprise is frequently expressed at the great

strides that have been made in bringing electrical devices

Rapid transit in New York city has so long been a topic

of discussion without any appreciable advance being made,

that many who have attempted to follow the numerous
plans proposed have despaired of reaching a practical solu-

tion. It was thought that the adoption of an underground

tunnel plan by the Rapid Transit commission would insure

relief from the present unsatisfactory service, but now the

outlook is no better than it was a year ago. The whole

question has been reopened by the opponents of the tun-

nel plan who propose an open-air viaduct system, and just

now the discussion of the relative merits of the tunnel and
viaduct systems is being conducted with renewed vigor.

Chauncey M. Depew is reported as sa}'ing: "I was in

Europe last summer and rode through the London under-

ground roads. They are mean and disagreeable things to

ride in." Referring to the Greathead tunnel road Mr.

Depew says: "The English people don't like it, and they

don't patronize it any more than they can help. No, we do

not wantan underground road in New York," In the pro-

posed viaduct plan it is suggested that the top of the New
York Central's tunnel be torn out, and over it an improved

elevated structure be erected from the Harlem down to the

Grand Central station, thence by viaduct across to the

center of the block between Second and Third avenues,

and down to the Cit>' hall in as straight a line as possible.

Below Forty-second street the plan proposes the erection

of an immense viaduct with storage houses.

It is claimed on behalf or the new system that the plan

has been approved by prominent engineers, and that the

New York Central will co-operate with the commission in

the building of the rapid transit line. Plenty of capital

wilt be forthcoming for the new road it is believed, while

on the other hand it has been asserted that the city would

have to be bonded in order to raise the money for the un-

derground system. If this is the case it is certainly a

serious matter, as the people will object to being taxed for

an improvement in which'private capital cannot be ealisted.
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wc were trying some heavy fuse wire, taking, I think,

about 370 amperes to blow it, and in a large number of

tests for fuse wire worked as shown in I'ig. r, say, for in-

stance, AA were the termini or blocks to which the fuse
/)' was attached, tlie end of the fuse wire to the right

would blow, as indicated, and tlie other end would come
off, as shown. I supposed il to be due to a current of air.

operating upon the high temperature of vapor to wipe this

part of the metal (to the right) out of existence. \\'j

changing the conditions so that the air could not possibly

have any effect on the fuse, it was shown that it could not

be the air current. About a 40 horse power dyna-no stood,

say. eleven feet away, and I have no doubt
that the radicnt field of that machine, al-

though very slight indeed, had something to

do with the persistent direction in which the

molten metal seemed to be swept away from

the metal that remained. It made no dilfer-

encc what was placed between them. We
did not try iron, but nothing else placed be-

tween would change it. In rotating the rods

of fuse wire, the metal was swept out on the

same side in every instance. Then it had
occurred to me that if a photograph of the

fuse were taken, for instance, with a magnet
in the position shown in Fig. 2, so that the

field could radiate up to it, the lines of force

would blow it out as indicated in the cut, M
being the magnet.

Another fact that was of interest to me
was to observe carefully the effect upon the

wire after it had blown, to look very carefully

at the demarcations upon the end of the fuse

wire. When magnified they might be illustra-

ted by Fig. 3. There was generally a center

established, and about that center certain ra-

dial lines ran; however, they were not exactly

radial. Some of them seemed to take a cer-

tain direction, as shown at C". The thought

occurred to me instantly, isn't it due to the

fact that the lines of force encircle the con-

ductor—of course, supposing the circle at B,

to be the end of the conductor, and
the current going through the wire in that

direction (indicating), the field of force would
be lines circulating around the wire in the

direction of the hands of a watch; was it not

a fact that the influence of the lines on the

molten metal or on the vapor caused the de-

marcation? Was it not a fact that the field

had some influence upon it? I mean the field

of its own wire. These lines are also shown
upon the beveled end to the right in Fig. 3.

And it occurred to me that a photograhic ar-

rangement could be made something like

Figs. 4 and 5. Supposing this (indicating) to

be the original fuse wire, and A the fuse

block taking the fuse wire and sawing it at

point E, and placing a copper terminal, for

instance, as shown at D. Now, suppose this

to become the positive pole, the current to

pass in direction of the arrows. Now, then,

to look at the whole arrangement with a cam-
era we would have -the state of affairs shown
in Fig. 4. We could see the end of the

straight fuse with merely the sheet of metal

D between us, and have the scintillations, or

have whatever blew out, gases or metal, in

the line of a tangent, indicated at F, which

the sensitive plate would instantly record, and
we could see in this way whether the field of

the wire itself had an influence upon it. It

seemed to me that it would be of interest to

determine if the field of the wire influences

the gases that were passing from the fuse.

In place of the fuse in Fig. 4 metallic foil

could be employed to connect approaching
cylindrical surfaces of rods with coincident

axes. By this means the relative influence of

the rotary field upon the various substances

could be easily studied.

In regard to the point brought out by Mr.
AVirt that fuse wire taken from the same spool

varied, I have had occasion to test a great

many fuses, and I have not been able to dis-

cover any such percentage of difference as he

names. However, I have observed a small

percentage of difference, and the explanation

of it that has always satisfied my mind was
that in some instances the fuse wire has been

bent at some points along its length more
than others. I have noticed that if you take

a fuse wire and bend it back and forth until

it becomes somewhat crystalized in its nature

and hard, so that a bend will tend to occur

somewhere else on the wire than where you try

to bend it, that wire will blow at that point

very much quicker than it will where it is softer; and I

have no doubt that a casual observer would think that

there was something wrong'in the texture of the fuse wire,

whereas it was a condition that was produced by its having
been bent at one point more than at another.

The Chatrm.-vn: Mr. Kammeyer speaks of the dan-

ger of the blowing of fuses in the dust of mills. I think

we could get around that very readily by putting the fuse

box outside of the dust room. With reference to the con-

ditions in the melting of a fuse, while Mr. Sperry's expla-

nation will cover part of it, I think that in addition to the

crystalization there may be a difference in density in differ-

ent parts of the same fuse; that when that fuse is drawn
a larger piece might be forced through at one point than
at another. That is a difference of diameter of the original

piece. You have all no doubt seen iron rails drawn in the

rolling mills, where at the first few drawings the mass is

irregular in shape and of diiTcrcnt diameters. A difTerencc

In diameter of a very small amount would make a difference

in density as it passed through-
Ai.FX. Dow: I have observed the same phcnonacnon

that Mr. Kammeyer has noted, namely that under certain

conditions the material of a fuse will be completely dis-

sipated. That in fact the blowing appears to be a mole-
cular disintegration r.athcr than a melting. .Some eight

years ago, I made a number of observations on the be-

havior of overloaded conductors, and it appeared to me that

the phenomenon observed was ani'ai;ous to that known as

static repulsion; exactly the same thing seen on a small

scale in the gold leaf electroscope, where the similarly

which case, the interior of the fu&e nujr melt before the
exterior, and the break of surface will then cause the dis-
charge of mohcn metal. How would it do to electro-
plate all fuses with a metal not ca<iily ojcidi/xd; say gold?
it would not be very expensive, and certainly would be
efficient, in preventing this trouble.

Mr. Kammkvkr; I wanttorcply to Mr. Oow's rcfcrcDce
to covered fuses as against uncovered fuses. I noticed about
a year ago in the Stanley transformer fuse box that ihe
fuse wire was covered with a small piece of rubber tube,
and it proved to be a preventive against the spattering of
metal. A fuse wire covered with a tube of rubber
or any non conducting material is not cooled by the sur-

rounding air, and you do not find that specific

discharge that wc have where a fuse blows
in the open air.

As far as placing the fuse box outside of
the building is concerned, I am afraid Mr.
Ilaskins would have to run a good many feet
of wire simply to avoid an explosion of this

kind. I would advocate covering the fuse
wire with a braided covering or an air tight
covering at least that allows a piece of metal
to heat equally on the surface as well as in

the interior, and prevents spattering every
time. I have noticed 1,000 and 2.000 volt

currents under those conditions without any
results of this kind.

Mr. Armstrong: I have had some little

experience with fuses, and I think there is

more trouble with re-fuses than there Is with
fuses.

^ Mr. Kammeyer found that a direct current
4 ^^ makes more explosion than the alternating."

' S May it not be that the alternating current is

confined to the outside of the fuse wire, and
that it simply evaporates the wire and gradual-
ly melts it away like an icicle until It gets down
to the lowest particle by continuous evapora-
tion? And that the direct current heats on
the inside first and then explodes? In other
words that the alternating current is simply
an evaporization of the wire, and the direct

current is an explosion?
Mr. Kammkver; That seems to me. to

be an entirely new theory advanced by ^!r.

Armstrong. At least, it is new to me. that
the alternating current should have that pecu-
liar action on th2 wire, while the continuous
current has the opposite action. There may
be something to that, because the appearance
of those plates tends to confirm Mr. Arm-
strong's theory, if you noticed them closely

enough. In fact some of the fragments of
the fuse after the explosion had taken place,

looked like an icicle, and if I remember cor-
rectly, this explosion took place under the

action of the alternating current. The direct

current has nothing of the fuse wire left to

speak about.

Mr. Sterrv; I was also interested in the
fact that Mr. Kammeyer has stated, but an
altogether difi'erent explanation occurred to

my mind. I remember when watching some
experiments with a percussion drill, operated
by an alternating current, the current was of
a ve''y slow phase and you could watch its

action very easily. I noticed that whenever
the terminals were drawn apart it was very
seldom that a spark occurred, although there
were 220 volts and about 40 amperes. Now,
why is this? There is no doubt that by
using an alternating current, or using a cur-

rent that is divided up in undulations in
this way, the heaviest current may be broken
without a particle of spark. It is an un-
doubted fact that the circuit is broken by
some means at a time when there is no cur-
rent in the line. There is an instant on that
particular kind of an alternating current
when there is no current, and I suppose that
there is a time in the most rapidly alternating
current when there is no current, and un-
doubtedly the rupture of the fuse takes place
at this time, which explains, in a measure,
the want of vividness in those photographs
where the alternating current is used. This
is the explanation that occurred to me.

FRANKLIN S STATUE AT THE WORLD S FAIR.

charged films repel one another. I can imagine that if a

conductor is enormously overcharged with electricity, its

molecules will repel one another so violently that the force

of cohesion cannot hold them together. The probability

of any fuse blowing disruptively might be expressed as an
equation in which a factor of impressed current would be

divided by the specific cohesion of the metal.

But I disagree altogether with Mr. Kammeyer in regard

to dispensing with covers for fuse blocks. I think that

when fuses of any size are used, the cover is absolutely

necessary. I saw once the effect of short circuiting a

generator of 1,000 volts and 150 amperes on a so-called 20

ampere fuse. The flying fuse metal set fire to the dynamo
tender's overalls. The conditions were apparently favor-

able to disruptive blowing, but the metal flew in large

enough particles to have done considerable mischief.

I think all fuses suffer from oxidation of surface, in

Franklin's Statue at the
World's Fair.

The decorations on the electricity build-

ing at the World's Fair will be very elab-

orate. One of the most striking features of

these decorations is the statue of Franklin,

which will occupy a most promiEent position at the

south entrance to the electricity building. This figure has

been pronounced one of the finest that will be seen at the

exposition. In the accompanying cut an excellent idea of

this statue is presented.

A St. Louis man named Ward conceived the idea the

other day, while intoxicated, that he was more powerful

than an electric car. To prove this he wandered to

Seventh and Locust streets and waited for a car. Car No.

43 of the St. Louis Suburban railway was first along and

as it reached him Ward stepped into the middle of the

track and lowered his shoulders to the effort. He was

thrown nearly thirty feet and was picked up unconscious.

He was sent to the city hospital after being taken to the

dispensary and is reported to be in a critical condition.
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Further Experiments with Condenser
Spark and Air Jet

By Elihu Thomson.

In a prior communication I described some effects which

were obtained by the induction of Leyden jar or condenser

discharges passing through coils, or helices, upon other

coils or helices, placed in inductive relation with the

former, and the effects of the use of an air jet or blast

upon the spark discharge of a condenser as acting to en-

hance the inductive effects of the discharge, were alluded

to.

It is my purpose in the present paper to still further em-

phasize the novel actions brought about by allowing a

stream of air to play upon the discharge obtained from a

condenser connected to the terminal of a high potential

coil, such as a secondary whose primary is fed by alternat-

ing currents of any frequency.

Fig. I typifies this arrangement. (' represents a coil

which may give from 10.000 to 20,000 volts as a secondary

The presence of such high self-inductive action in A,

naturally suggests that it may be used as a primary and

produce strong inductions in a parallel circuit. Thus, in

fig 3. if 3 single turn be taken around the coil A, and an

incandescent lamp /, demanding twenty-five volts and

two amperes of current, be connected across the termi-

nals of the single turn, as shown, the lamp at L is lighted

by the inductive effects, but this does not occur without

the air jet at J.

Another demonstration of the extremely high frequency

of the discharges is indicated in Fig. 4, where two or

three turns of conductor are placed in inductive relation to

the coil J., such as are indicated at B. In the figure they

are represented as being separated, but it is to be assumed

that they are wrapped around the coil ^1, and perfectly in-

sulated therefiom. Several turns in IJ are sufficient to illu-

minate the lamp at L. depending upon its voltage and its

resistance, even though its terminals are solidly shunted

by a hea^"}' copper wire W, several feet in length. This

experiment is somewhat similar to one of Mr. Tesla's ex-
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FIGS. I TO 9. FURTHER EXPERIMENTS WITH CONDENSER SPARK AND AIR JET.

to a suitable primary' fed with alternating currents of suit-

able voltage. The terminals of this coil are connected to

the condenser A', as indicated, and the discharge of this

condenser is effected by means of terminals at -/, and an

air jet is allowed to play upon the discharge at -/ for the

purpose of making use of discharges of very high fre-

quency. In other words, the inductive effects of the dis-

charge passing across the gap J, which, without the pres-

ence of the air jet would be quite feeble, may be enor-

mously enhanced, and represent in fact the passage of cur-

rents of extraordinary frequency. Thus, in Fig. 2, if a

coil ^ of a few turns of heavy copper wire, even as large

as a quarter of an inch in diameter and, say, 15 to 20

turns, wound to a diameter of about 6 inches, be inter-

posed in the path of the discharge, or in series with the

discharge terminals at J", the self- inductive effects of this coil

are such that a number of incandescent lamps in series are

lighted in shunt to it. Without the air jet at /, the

lamps do not incandesce. This experiment shows the

presence of enormous self-induction in Ay as its actual

resistance can be but a very small fraction of an ohm.

periments in that it depends upon the enormous frequency

of the discbarges in B. The effects are practically nil

without the air jet playing at •/. If the coils A and B be

employed as a simple induction coil without an iron core,

it is found that at a distance of a quarter of an inch at -7,

with the air jet passing, very heavy thick sparks pass atD,

which space may be made three-quarters of inch in length,

the sparks resembling Leyden jar discharges, ahhough

the number of turns in B are only 20 and in A about 10.

Both coils are constructed of verj' heavy copper wire and

the turns kept apart, the average diameter of the coils be-

ing 6 inches.

In Fig. 6 is shown a modification in which the outer

coil consisting of about 20 turns of copper wire about a

quarter of an inch in diameter, and the inner coil about 12

turns of somewhat similar gauge, are connected together

so as to form, as it were, a closed circuit with each other

through the lamps at Z. The discharges are sent through

the system as before by the air jet spark at J from the con-

denser -57, fed by high potential alternating currents of

10,000 to 20,000 volts. The lamps at L are brilliantly

lighted in this experiment. Variations of the effective

length of the single coil ^-1, which is made of bare wire,

can be obtained by a sliding contact, as indicated in the

figure. This contact may be made to include more or

less of the turns of -I.

A modification of the experiment. Fig. 6, is shown in

Fig. 7, in which two coils. -1 and B, are connected in mul-

tiple, but the coil -I is connected through the lamps, which

are brought to high brilliancy on the passage of the dis-

charge at -/with the air jet playing thereon. The coil 5
has the greater number of turns in this experiment and

probably feeds its lamps through the coil -1 by a sort of

local current flowing through the two coils in series,

though this is very difficult to determine. If on the passage

of the discharges across -/there are unequal inductions in

the coils A and />, which set up currents local to the lamps,

we would have an action analagous to the flow of current

locally to two coils connected in multiple arc when they

are in unequal positions with respect to a changing mag-

netic field, causing an inequality of electromotive forces to

exist.

Fig. S shows that with the coils connected in multiple,

even though the turns be unequal it is easy to light a lamp

L which spans a few of the turns in the outer coil. The
lamp used in this case was a 100 volt lamp. The vigor of

the self-inductive actions is certainly remarkable, and with

the ordinarj' periodicities of alternating current, namely

125, or 250 alternations per second, initially supplied, ef-

fects due to very high frequencies are very readily ob-

tained. The actions appear to be more vigorous the laiger

the condensing surface in K, the longer the spark at e/,

and the more vigorous the air jet used. The air jet hith-

erto employed by me has been of very moderate pressure

and I expect to increase its force with the construction of

a much larger apparatus for getting these inductive effects.

It would appear that we have in the air jet and the spark

discharge a partial solution of the problem of obtaining

ver)' high frequencies in a fairly continuous manner.

Fig. 9 shows an arrangement which may be found more

effective when working with very powerful apparatus, than

is, a series of spark-gaps -/^ •/-. ./*, each of them

provided with air jets blowing therethrough. A much
higher potential will be required to leap these combined

spark-gaps while the extinguishing action, or the blowing

action of the jets will be equally vigorous in each space.

The apparatus is so simple and of so little cost to con-

struct even for obtaining, by inductive actions of this

character, sparks of great length and extremely high volt-

age, that it is contemplated to construct a much larger ap-

paratus than that which has hitherto been used. The coil

B in these experiments while made of a few turns of

hea^'y, coarse wire, was in my former communication de-

scribed as constructed of a much larger number turns of

fine wire immersed in oil, and it was shown that torrents

of long sparks could readily be obtained therefrom. The

ratio of inductions between the coils J. and S seem to be

approximately those in an ordinary transformer and while

it is ver)' difficult to estimate from the length of spark

alone the actual voltage existing, yet it is certainly true

that very many thousands of volts potential difference ex-

ist between the terminals during the passage of such sparks

as 7 and S inches in length. The striking distance, how-

ever, appears to increase much more rapidly than the po-

tential, and if the law holds good, it would appear to be

easy to secure sparks of very great length by extending

the scale"of my experiments. It may be remarked here that

in reference to striking distance, it is a question whether

there is not a certain potential which from a certain sized

terminal will strike at any distance. It would appear that

in order to prevent the discharge from passing into the air

either in the form of a brush or a discharge connecting

the terminals, the terminals themselves should be made in

the form of larger and larger poles kept more perfectly

smooth, the higher the potential worked with, and that for

voltages as high as 2oo,cco or 500,oco terminals tipped

with small balls, would act practically as points and allow

discharge into the air in the form of a brush discharge, if

this potential could' not actually cause a leap between the

terminals.

American Institute of Electrical En-
gineers.

The American Institute of Electrical Engineers will

hold its general meeting in Chicago this year. This was

decided at the meeting of the council February 16th. The

date of the meeting, however, has not yet been determined,

but it is expected that it will te held some time in May.

Heretofore the general meetings of the Institute have been

held in the third week in May.

According to recent calculations there are at present

206 central stations in operation in Europe.
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Arrival and Departure of Mails at Buffalo.

Heretofore at conventions of the National Klectric

Light association there has been considerable confusion

among delegates owing to lack of information concerning

the arrival and departure of mails. I*"or the information

of visitors to iJufTalo during the convention the Westkkn

Electrician presents the accompanying ofTicial tabic for

which it is indebted to B. F. Gentsch, postmaster at

Buffalo.

Famous Electricians and the World's
Fair.

The Western Ki.ectrician has taken some pains to

secure data for outline biographical sketches of the elec-

tricians whose memory it is proposed to honor by inscrib-

ing their names on the electricity building at the World's

['"air. An attempt has been made to mention the distin-

guishing achievements of each, together with the date of

his birth and death, but in a few instances it has been

found impossible to do this, as only the most meager de-

tails of the lives of some of the men included in the list

have been handed down to posterity.

A careful review of the names selected will show that

the list is not above criticism. There are several eminent

electrical scientists whose names might well be honored

by a place on the building, but which are conspicuous by

their absence. It will be noticed that a large proportion

TABLE

between the properties of the magnet and amber, and

closes his famous work (1600), "Tractalus sivc I*hysio-

logia nova de Magnele Magnetisque Corporibus ct de

Magno Magnete Tcllure," with the famous words: "Vim
illam clectricam nobis placet appellarc." ("That power we
propose to call the 'electrical,'

'
) Ever since his time the

name electricity has been employed. He discovered mag-

netic reaction; that the earth is a magnet; that heat de-

stroys magnetism; the straw electroscope; magnetic fig-

ures, etc.

GuEKiCKE, Otto von.—Burgomaster of Miigdeburg.

previously engineer in the Swedish service (i6o2-i636).

The famous contemporary and friend of (ialileo; was in-

ventor of the first frictional electric machine (sulphur

Ball), with which he conducted many interesting e,xperi-

'ments which are fully described in the books on physics of

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. He discovered

electric repulsion and observed electric sparks.

Gray, Stephen.— English physicist; born about if>3D:

died in 1730 at London; discovered the conducting and in-

sulating properties of various metals and other bodies; in-

ventor of the "isolating stool." Gray intimated that the

lightning Hash and the thunder clap were due to electrical

discharges.

Franklin, Benjamin.—Born Jan. 17, 1706, at Boston;

died in Philadelphia, April 17, 1790. Prominent among
the most eminent writers, diplomatists, statesmen and

SHOWING TIME OF ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS AT BU

Oct. 10, 1731; died at London, Feb. 24. 1810. Dis-

covered and measured specific inductive capacity (1775)

of glass, beeswax and other substances. Mc showed that

nitric acid is produced by electric sparks passing through

moist air, due to the chemical union of the nitrogen and
oxygen of the air. He investigated Coulomb's balance.

CouLCMiJ, Charles Augustin.— Born at Angoulcme,

June 14. 1736, and died at Paris, Aug. 23, 1806.

Famous military engineer. Inventor of the torsion balance

(1777); discovered the laws of inverse squares, distribution

of charge and surface density.

Lai'LACE, Pierre Simon, Marquis de.—Born at Bcau-

moDt-en-.\uge, March 2S, 1749: died at Paris, March 5,

iij27. Famous French mathematician. He gave the

first mathematical conception of the pstential and othtr

electrical questions.

Saussurk, Hoiace Benedict de.—Swiss professor of

philosophy. Born at Conches. Feb. 17, 1740; died

at Gentva, Jan. 22. 1799 He made investigations

and experiments relating to atmo.'ipheric electricity, and

improved the electromtter. He showed that electricity

accompanies the generation of steam.

Daw, Sir Humphrey.—English scientist. Born at

Penzance Dec. 17, 1778; died at Geneva May 29,

1829. Discoverer of the electric arc (iSoo), of the mag-

netization of iron and steel by electric currents (independent-

ly of Arago's discovery;, electrolytic method for obtaining

ffalo.
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of the men named are inventors who had something to do

with the early development of the electric telegraph,

while the names of many investigators of renown, who de-

voted themselves to the study and development of the sci-

ence of electricity, have been omitted.

It is interesting to note how the honors have been dis-

tributed among different nations. England heads the list

with fifteen names: Gilbert, Gray, Priest'ey, Cavendish,

Davy, Ronalds, Faraday, Maxwell, Sturgeon, Bain, Dan-

iell, Joule, Cooke, Wheatstone and Varley. Germany

comes next with eight; Guericke, Siimmerring, Ohm,
Weber, Gauss, Jacobi, Steinheil and Siemens. The

United States bas Franklin, Coxe. Henry, Morse, Vail,

Davenport and Page, while to France should be credit-

ed Coulomb, Laplace, Amptire and Arago. Other nations

are represented as follows: Italy, Volta and Galvani,

Switzerland, Saussure and De la Rive; Denmark, Oersted;

Spain, Don Silva; Greece, Thales. Jacobi, in the Ger-

man list, may, however, be counted as a representative of

Russia, as most of his inventions were made while in that

country, and Siemens (Sir William) may be taken as a rep-

resentative of England, as he became naturalized in Eng-

land and obtained his fame while a British subject.

Following are the biographical sketches, arranged in

chronological order:

Thales of Miletus,— One of the seven "wise men" of

Greece (640-548 B. C); discovered the electrical attraction

of amber (Greek y?ieKTC0Vj electron), from which, 2000

years after, electricity received its name.

Gilbert (Dr. William) of Colchester.—Physician and

protege of Queen Elizabeth (1540-1G03); discriminated

philosophers of his time. Demonstrated the identity be.

tween lightning and electricity. "Fie sent up a kite dur-

ing the passing of a storm, and found the wetted string to

conduct electricity to the earth. He drew sparks from a

key tied to the string, a silk ribbon being interposed be-

tween his hand and the key for safety." He discovered

the action of points, the cascade arrangement of Leyden

jars, electric chimes and electric portraits; invented light-

ning conductors; killed a turkey by electric shock; advanced

the one lluid theory and the theory of the aurora.

Priestley, Joseph.—Born March 13, 1733, at Field-

head; died Feb. 6, 1804, at Northumberland. English

scientist. lie published (1767, London) his famous "His-

tory and Present State of Electricity." He discovered the

influence of electric discharges on a metallic plate, which

show the characteristic "Priestley rings;'' also the electro-

static law and the melting of metals.

Volta, Count Alessandro.—Born at Como, Feb. iS,

1745; died in the same city, March 6, 1S27. Famous
Italian physicist. Inventor of the electrophorus con-

denser, straw electrometer, contact series, crown of cups,

Voltaic pile. He proved that electricity arose not from the

muscle or nerve of the frog's leg, as Galvani imagined,

but from the contact of the dissimilar metals.

Galvani, Luigi Aloisio.—Italian physician, professor

of anatomy; born Sept. 9, 1737, at Bologna; died in the

same city Dec. 4, 1798. He observed the movement

of frogs' legs when two dissimilar metals were placed in

contact with a nerve and muscle, respectively; hence his

theory of "animal electricity."

Cavendish, Henry.—English scientist; born at Nice,

metallic sodium and potassium and the rotation of liquid

conductors.

Summerring, Samuel Thomas.—German physician.

Born at Thorn Jan. 28, 1755; died at Frankfort

March 2, 1S30. Inventor of a telegraph (tSoS) with 35

(later 27) wires, the signals being obtained by the decom-

position of water in 35 little glass tubes. He insulated

the different conductors with silk and joined them into a

cable. He also devised an alarm bell.

Ronalds, Sir Francis.—Director of the meteorological

observatory in Kew. Born in London, Feb. 21, 17SS;

died at Battle, Sussex, Aug. 8, 1873. Inventor of a

system for transmitting signals through wires by observing

at one end the divergence of a pair of pith-balls when a

charge of frictional electricity was sent in the other end

(1816).

Ampere, Andre Marie.—Born at Lyons Jan. 22,

1775; died at Marseilles June 10, 1S36. French professor

of physics, chemistry and mathematics. Founder of the

science of electro-dynamics. To him is due the theory of

molecular currents in explanation of the connection be-

tween electricity and magnetism; inventor of the solenoid,

"Ampere's rule," laws of currents. He suggested a tele-

graphic system (1S21) by placing a galvanometer at a

distant point of an electric circuit.

Arago, Dominique Francois Jean.—Born at Estagel

Feb. 26, 17S6; died at Paris Oct. 2, 1S53. French

scientist. Discoverer of magnetic field around a wire which

carries a current (1S20); classification of lightning. Arago

discovered, independently of Davy, how to magne-

tize iron and steel by causing currents of electricity to flow
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around them in spiral coils of wire. He also discovered that

when a disc of copper is rotated in its own plane under a

magnetic needle the latter revolves and follows the disc, or

if a magnet is rotated below the disc, the latter follows the

magnet.

CoxE,—American professor. He proposed (1810) a

method for telegraphy similar to Sommerring's, based on

the decomposition of a solution of salts, instead of water,

by the electric current.

Oersted, Hans Christian.—Born at Rudkjobing,

Aug 14, 1777; died at Copenhagen, March g, 1S51.

Professor of the university at Copenhagen. Discovered

(iSig) the magetic action of the electric current. He

showed that a magnet tends to set itself at right angles to

a wire carrying a current. He also found that the position

which the needle assumes, right or left, depends upon the

direction of the current and the position of the wire. His

other acheiveraents include heating of wire from the pass-

age of electric currents (1817) ; thermopile (1S23); electro-

meter (1S40): improvements in galvanic batteries.

Don Silva.—Spanish physician. Invented the spark

telegraph in 1797.

Ohm, Georg Simon.—Born at Erlangen, March 16,

17S9; died at Munich, July 17, 1S54. Professor of physics.

His famous work, published in 1827, was *'Die Galvanische

Kette Mathematisch Bearbeited." ("The Galvanic

Circuit Mathematically Determined.") He ^announced

"Ohm's law."

Weber, Wilhelm Eduard. — Born at Wittenburg,

Oct. 24, 1804; died at Goettingen in June, 1S9T. Pro-

fessor of physics. His systems of electro dynamic,

electro- slatic and electro-magnetic units are well known.

Inventor of the electro-dynamometer, mirror scale and

tetescope method of reading. He produced experimental

evidence establishing Ampere's theory.

Gauss, Carl Friedrich.—Eorn at Brunswick, April

30, 1877; died at Goettingen, Feb. 23, 1855. Director

of the Goettingen Observatory in 1807. His most famous

work is "Intensitas vis Magnetici"eTerrestris ad Mensuram

Absolutam Revocata" (1832). (^'Absolute Measure-

ment; Bifiiar Magnetometer and Other Instruments forOb-

serving the Earth's Magnetism. ") He established a magnetic

observatory and invented an electro-magnetic telegraph.

Faraday, Michael.—Born at Newington, near Lon-

don, Sept. 22, 1791; died at Hampton Court, Sussex,

Aug. 25, 1867. His famous work, "Experimental Re-

searches in Electricity," was issued in 1831. His name is

associated with electrolysis, the law of electro chemical

equivalents, voltmeter, diamagnetism; discovered inductive

capacity and magneto induction, electromagnetic rotation,

extra currents, magnetic lines of force, retardation in

cables.

Maxwell, James Clerk—Born at Edinburgh June

T3, 1S31; died at Cambridge Nov. 5, 1879. Mathema-

tician and physicist. He advanced theories of electricity,

the electromagnetic theory of light, the theory of mag-

netism; invented methods of electrical and magnetic meas-

urements. He wrote a "Treatise on Electricity and Mag-

netism."

Henry, Joseph.—Born at Albany, Dec. 17, 1797;

died at Washington, D. C, May 13, 1878. Famous

physicist; discovered that the variations in the strength of

the secondary currents could induce tertiary currents in a

third closed circuit, and that variations in the tertiary cur-

rent might induce currents of a fourth order, and so on.

He invented the "sounder," in which he utilized the audible

sounds produced by the movements of the armature of

an electromagnet to transmit telegraphic signals; experi-

mented with quantity and "intensity" magnets, electro-

magnetic engine, relay and receiving magnets; discussed

the oscillatory nature of electrical discharge; traced the in-

fluence of induction at a distance of over 200 feet.

Sturgeon, William.—BDrn at Whittington, near Lan-

caster, in 17S3; died at Prestwick, near Manchester,

Dae. 8. 1S50. English scieatist. He was the first to

use the term "'electromagnet." He applied the discoveries

of Davy and Arago to the construction of electromagnets

far more powerful than any magnets previously made.

He utilized the amalgamation of tin plates for galvanic

batteries, replaced the solid iron core of the induction coil

with a bundle of iron wires.

Morse, Samuel Finley Breese.—Born at Charlestown,

Mass , April 27, 1791; died at New York, April 2, 1872,

Inventor of the electromagnetic recording telegraph; peti-

tion for patent Sept. 2S, 1837; telegraphed from Balti-

more to Washington May 24, 1844; local circuit operated

by a main line relay April 11, 1846.

Vail, Alfred.—American inventor. For a time Morse's

partner. Inventor of first electro magnetic printing tele-

graph.

Bain, Alexander.—British inventor, born in Edin-

burgh; died Jan. 2. 1877. Inventor of electrochemical

writing telegraph in 1843. The short and long currents

transmitted over a wire are recorded in colored marks on

a strip of chemically prepared paper, drawn along by

clockwork under the terminal of the positive wire. In-

ventor of the electromagnetic clock. 1835. Discovered

that small currents travsering a coil in strong magnetic field

produced great mechanical effects, used in measuring

instruments and telegraphy as a magnifier.

Davenport, Thomas.—American inventor, of Bran-

don, Vc. On June 6, 1837, granted an English patent for

electromotor. Inventor of a form of solenoid and plunger

electromagnet.

Daniell, John Frederick.—Born in London, March

12, 1790; died in London, March 13, 1845. Professor

chemistry at King's College, 1S31; inventor of tbe Daniell

(sulphate of copper) battery; investigated heat and elec-

tricity.

Jacobt, Moritz Hermann von.—Born at Potsdam,

Sept. 21, 1801; died at St. Petersburg. March 10, 1874.

Invented electrotyping, 1837; propelled a boat on the

river Neva at St. Petersburg by means of a galvanic

battery and an electromotor, 1839; theory of electromotors,

practical units of resistance and current; electric telegraph

in St. Petersburg. His principal work is "'Die Galvano-

piastik," 1840.

Joule, James Prescott.—Born at Salford, near Man-

chester, Dec. 24, 1818; died at Sale, near Manchester,

Oct. II, 18S9. Famous English scientist; devoted much

attention to thermodynamics; announced "Joule's law,"

that the quantity of heat developed by an electric current

in a conductor is directly proportional to the resistance of

the conductor and to the square of current strength and to

the time that current lasts.

Page, Cbarles G —Professor, Salem, Mass. Noted

for having made a trip in an electromagnetic locomotive

from Washington to Bladensburg and return, April

24, 1S9T; highest speed, nineteen miles per hour; dis-

covered magnetic sounds; made an electromagnetic engine

of the solenoid and plunger type, 1S34; drove with it

circular saw and lathe, 1S52.

Steinheil, Carl August.—Born at Ribeaupierie, Alsace

Oct 12, 1801; died at IMunich, Sept. 14, 1870. Bavarian

professor. Improved electric telegraph, 1S37; telegraphed

over line 38,000 feet long, using the earth as return, 183S;

electric control of a number of clocks from one standard

clock, 1S39.

Cooke, Fothergill.—English scientist. He invented a

telegraph (1836) in which an alphabet was worked out by

the single and combined movement of three needles.

Subsequently, in conjunction with Wheatstone, he intro-

duced another form containing five vertical index needles.

Two needles were acted upon at the same time, and the

letter at the point of intersection of the direction

of the indexes was read. This telegraph required six

wires and was later abandonea lorthe single needle instru-

ment. This invention is still of great importance in in

struments for submarine cable telegraphy. Cooke in-

closed conductors in lead pipes formed around them by

hydraulic pressure.

Wheatstone, Sir Charles.—Born at Gloucester in

1802; died in Paris, Oct. 18, 1875. He invented the

"rotating mirror" for determining velocity; he found by

its means that the brush discharge is really a series of suc-

cessive partial sparks at rapid intervals. He devised

"Wheatstone's bridge or balance"' for measuring resist-

ances. On Feb. 14, 1867, he explained the dynamo

electric principle before the Royal Society, his suggestion

being made independently but later than that of Werner

Siemens. Cooke and Wheatstone brought into practical

application the first form of their needle telegraph in

London in 1S37.

Siemens, Carl Wilhelm. (Sir William).— Born at

Lenthe, Hanover, April 4, 1S23; died in London, Nov.

19, 1883. Originator of a number of valuable in-

ventions, including Siemens' electric furnace, in which

the hot atmosphere of the electric arc between carbon

points melts refractory metals. Inventor of an electro

thermometer, a pyrometer and attraction meter and a

bathometer. He was the author of a large number of valu-

able papers,

Varley, Cromwell Fleetwood.—English inventor.

Son of Cornelius Varley, the scientist and artist. He and

his three brothers (Frederick Henry, S. Alfred and

Octavius) were identified with electrical science. He
constructed the first testing, apparatus employed in the con-

tinuous ship-co-shore testing of the Atlantic cable in 1S65;

provisional specification for- a machine having electro-

magnets only in 1S66, and suggested rotating brushes

in the form of metal disks. In 1856 he described a

form of induction coil having a laminated and closed

magnetic circuit, closely resemblirg jcme of the irodern

forms of transformers.

De La Rive, Auguste Arthur.—Born at Geneva, Oct.

9, 1801; died at Marseilles, Nov. 29, 1873. Swiss pro-

fessor of physics. One of the founders of the electro-

chemical theory of galvanism; devised a floating battery,

and wrote on diamagnetism, the aurora borealis, transit

resistance, the heating effect of the current, etc. His
works are mostly included in "Traite D'electricite

Theoriqueet Pratique," 1854-1S58.

Mammoth Cutting Press.

The press shown in the accompanying illustration was

built for the Edison General Electric company by the

Ferracute Machine company of Bridgeton, N. J., from the

designs of President Oberlin Smith. This machine is

especially adapted for making sections of disc for very

large laminated armatures, cutting them complete from

the sheet at one operation, and at the same time perforating

them. The press will take in sheets up to a diameter of

nearly 8 feet, the width in the clear between the columns

from right to left being 100 inches. The Ferracute com-

pany claims that this machine is the largest ever built for

work of this kind. It is of the same general design as are

a large number of other sizes built by the same makers.

The size is its distinctive feature.

It will be noticed that the bed and the ram are heavily

trussed to obtain great rigidity, and also that the columns

and connections are of handsome and massive design. The
shaft is of forged steel; the clutch and other parts sub-

jected to greatest wear are of hardened steel, and all bolts,

nuts, etc., are case-hardened. The gearing is cut from

solid metal and is practically noiseless, while the fly whee

mammoth cutting press.

and loose pulley are wide and large enough for ample belt

power, being 44 inches in diameter by 7 inches face and

weighing about 1200 pounds. The slides of the ram, of

unusual length, are furnished with an accurate adjustment

and are so swiveled that they can easily be kept in align-

ment. A brake is placed in such a position that it helps to

support the extra weight of the gearing upon the right

hand end of the shaft, although the clutch is so arranged

that the brake can be run quite loosely, so as not to waste

power.

Among the particularly novel features of the Ferracute

machines of this class are a clutch whose tripping mec han-

ism is adjustable arouod the axis of the main shaft,

through an angle of some 60 degrees, allowing the clutch

to be tripped early or late, according to the particular con-

ditions of speed and ram load, thus insuring an automatic

action which always slops theshaft exactly at topof stroke;

a new worm gear adjustment for height of ram arranged to

give 3 inches adjustment; a treadle lock, enabling the press

to be run continuously or intermittently as desired, etc.

The ram adjustment can be made while the press is in

motion. Several safety devices forma part of the machine.

There is a guard at the sides of the gear where they are in

contact, and a dead stop upon the clutch to prevent a

second stroke, should it not be adjusted exactly right. A
clutch lock is also provided, by means of which the clutch

is prevented from acting if accidentally tripped. This

allows the press shaft to be revolved by hand while the

fly wheel and gearing are running. The total weight

of the machine is about 19,000 pounds; total length, about

12 feet; total height, about 8 feet. The hole through the

bed is 90 inches long, from right to left, and 36 inches

from front to back. Height from top of bed to bottom of

ram, when the latter is up, is 14 inches. Effective height

from top of bolster to bottom of ram Is lo-i inches, the

thickness of bolster where it rests upon bed of press being

3^- inches. Where it spans the hole in bed of press, the

bolster is heavily trussed. The ram is provided with

flanges containing a number of holes, making it an easy

matter to attach upper dies of uarlous sizes and shapes.
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Queen & Co.'s New Four Coil Thomson
Reflecting Astatic Galvanometer.

In the Thomson reflecting astatic galvanometer with

four coils, illustrated herewith, nueen &l Co. lay claim to

a combination of the best features of construction suggested

by theory or embodied in other similar instruments. In

designing this galvanometer four objects were held in

view as necessary to attain: Kirst, maximum insulation of

the strictly electrical portions of the instrument; second,

maximum sensibility, third, application to a wide range of

use; fourth, convenience in adjustment, and quickness in

working.

To attain high insulation the entire framewcrk of the

instrument, to which the coils proper are fastened, is sup-

THOMSON REFLECTING ASTATIC GALVANOMETER.

ported by two highly polished corrugated rubber pillars,

each 3^ inches in height. The corrugations so increase

the insulating surface of tha pillirs as to make each

one equivalent to a plain pillar 7 inches high. The
method heretofore employed was to attach this framework

directly to the rubber base by brass braces and screws.

The terminal binding posts of the coils, also, instead of

being screwed directly to the base as is ihe usual practice,

thus giving only about i^ or 2 inches of insulating sur-

face of base between each post, are so arranged that they

go directly to the coils themselves without touching the

base or outside case of the instrument. To effect this,

these posts are attached to the ends of four long rods

about 3-16 inch in diameter. These rods pass down
through holes in the top of the case to brass lugs attached

to the coil frames proper. Into these lugs, which form

the terminals of the coils, the four rods screw. The holes

in the top of the case through which the rods pass are

somewhat larger than the rods themselves; a small hard

EDISON ELEVATOR CONTROLLER.

rubber collar fits over the rods, and slips down over them

so as to fill the holes when the instrument is not in use,

thus keeping the dust out. When the instrument is to be

used these collars are slipped up, thus leaving the binding

post rods entirely insulated from the case by an air

space.

To secure maximum sensibility the upper and lower sets

of coils have been separated a little more than usual, and
the mirror placed between the coils. This arrangement
allows the conical space, usually left in the upper coil to

allow the reflected ray to go to one side or another of the

normal, to be completely tilled with wire. To secure even

greater sensibility the bounding surfaces of the coils have

been carefully calculated, and the wire "graded."
This galvanometer is made so that the coils can be easily

and quickly taken off, and replaced by others of a lower

or higher resistance. To do this it is not necessary to

touch a single wire as the terminals of the coils are at-

tached to small insulated plates forming a part of the coil

frames. These frames, two in number, slip into place,

and are held each by four milled head nuts, which when in

place complete the circuits.

' The old box levels, usually employed, have been discard-

ed; on account of the fact that they cannot be made to

hold their contents, and require to be refilled from time to

time. In place of the box levels are two hermetically sealed

and brass incased spirit levels set at right angles to one

another.

Other portions of the instrument are much the same as

in the usual patterns. A control magnet is arranged to

slip up or down the tube, and has a delicate tangent

screw by which it may be rotated about the central axis of

the instrument.

<-2ueen & Co. also have a new and improved tripod gal-

vanometer, recently made and now testing, which will be

placed on the market very shortly.

Dynamos Driven by Friction Pulleys.
That there is a demand for a more compact system of

transmitting power from engine to dynamo than is afforded

by shafting and belting is shown by the many devices to

can be worked by handle or a pulley wheel, as condilions
require. I- or elevator work, it is fitted with a pulley,
around which passes the steel rope which, in the hands of
the elevator man. controls the movement of the elevator.

The resistance consists of a continuous series of sheet iron
con volutions, with raica insulation between the convolutions,
divided into sections, each of which is connected to a ver-

tical brass bar arranged around the iron convolutions,
so that a special contact shoe on the lever arm makes a
perfect frictional and flexible contact with the brass bars.

The lever operating this contact shoe works over a slate

table fitted with brass rings for the main and armature
connections- Carbon contacts are used on these rings.

As iron, brass and mica are the principal materials used in

the construction of the controller, it is able to withstand a
very high degree of heat, without risk of destruction. A
space two feet two inches square and one foot ten inches
high is required for the controller.

The World's Fair and the Association.
Members of the National Electric Light association

have evinced a laudable interest in all that pertains to the

World's Fair, and they have repeatedly signified their

willingness to co-operate wih the electrical department in

advancing the interests of the exposition. At the Buffalo

meeting it is quite probable that the association will decide

to hold its next convention at Chicago in 1 893
during the World's Fair. B. E. Sunny of Chicago, who
is chairman of the association committee on World's Fair

matters, is a member of the board of directors of the ex-

position and also a member of the electrical committee.

It will be seen, therefore, that the association is acting in

harmony with the exposition, and the interests of the or-

ganization and its members will be carefully guarded. An

DYNAMOS DRIVEN DY FRICTION PULLEYS.

accomplish this end that have been brought to the atten-

tion of the public. Among the most promising of these

space spacing appliances are the friction pulleys and cones

of the Evans Friction Cone company of Boston. A recent

successful installation of this character is shown in the cut,

which represents the lighting plant in the Weeks building,

Boston. Four Edison dynamos are driven by the Evans

system, power being furnished by a 200 horse power Mc-

intosh & Seymour engine. The plant is said to be work-

ing satisfactorily. The compactness and convenience of

this arrangement are obvious.

interesting report from Chairman Sunny on World's Fair

m.atters is anticipated.

Edison Elevator Controller.

The Edison General Electric company has recently in-

troduced a new controlling rheostat for use with electric

motors running elevators, hoists, and in other places where

the conditions require that the motor be started, stopped

and reversed continually. The controller consists of a re-

sistance box of special form as shown in the cut. By the

movement of a lever, resistance can be gradually thrown

in or out of the motor circuit as required, thus increasing

or diminishing the speed of the motor. The lever also

carries the contacts required for reversing the motor. This

controller can be employed with either shunt or series

wound motors, and possesses the great advantage of an ar-

rangement whereby, before the motor can be reversed, the

whole resistance is thrown into the armature circuit. By

this means the possibility of burning out the armature by

too sudden reversal of the motor is prevented, and fluctua-

tions in the voltage of the line wires, by too swift an acces-

sion of power, reduced to a minimum. The controller is

constructed to carry continuous currents of 15 amperes

with all the resistance in circuits, but currents up to 60

amperes can be passed through it without injury for a

short time, when starting the motor. The contact lever

Proposed Technological Institute for
Chicago.

The Chicago Electric club committee on the proposed

Institute of Technology held another meeting last week,

at which the following named gentlemen were present;

President Harper and Secretary Goodspeed. University of

Chicago; W. L. B. Jenney and D. Adler, Chicago Archi-

tectural club; C. T. Purdy and John F. Wallace, West
ern Society of Engineers; R. C. McLean, Inland Archi-

tect, and Messrs. Besley, Terry, Parker, and Kreidler.

It was decided to bring the matter before the architectural

and engineering associations with a view of securing the

CO operation of these bodies. A general discussion of the

lines upon which it is proposed to establish the institute

followed, and all the gentlemen present expressed a lively

interest in the proposed institute.

Electric Street Lighting in Chicago.
The demand for electric lights in many of the districts

of Chicago not reached by the city's stations has become

so pressing that the subject of renting lights has been

taken up by the city council. At a recent meeting of the

committee on gas, oil, and electric lights it was de-

cided by a unanimous vote to recommend that a

contract be made with the Chicago Arc Light & Power

company to light the streets and alleys of the Fifth and

Sixth wards. The Archer Electric Light company put

in a bid, but the company has no franchise, and its pro-

posal was therefore ignored.

The committee reported to the council meeting later,

and the report was laid over and published. It is proposed

to erect 220 lights in the two wards and to do away en-

tirely with the use of gas for street lighting.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

New York, Febraary 20.—Rumor says that Elihu

Thomson will taie first place under the reorganization of

the Thomson-Houston and Edison companies. It is

said that the officials of the Edison company, and even

Mr. Edison himself, feel somewhat aggrieved at the turn

affairs have taken. There is no complaint on the part of

the Edison people on account of the financial arrange-

ments of the consolidation, but a soreness arises from the

fact that in the reorganization of the company it is possi-

ble and even probable that Mr. Edison will be supplanted

as general director of the policy and conduct of affairs by

Prof. Elihu Thomson.

The rumor says further that there is a decided difference

between Mr. Edison and Mr. Villard, the former claiming

that Villard in engineering the consolidation of the two

companies was not sufficiently zealous in the protection of

Mr. Edison's interests. It has even been stated that Mr.

Edison will possibly withdraw from the new consolidation

altogether and establish a rival electrical establishment.

Mr. Edison was seen recently in Orange, but he refused

to give for publication any information bearing upon the

advantages or disadvantages which have fallen to his

portion in the consolidation. The officials of the Edison

company on Broad street profess ignorance of any inten-

tion on the part of Mr. Edison to form a new company.

The fire which broke out on Saturday evening last in

the five-story building on the southwest corner of Broad-

way and Eighteenth street and wrecked the exchange office

of the Metropolitan Telephone & Telegraph company,

which was on the fifth floor, was not so serious as was at

first supposed. As far as could be determined by rough

tests the $75,000 switch-board was not injured to any ex-

tent. The damage to the instruments of the exchange

wjs estimated at |;5.ooo, and that to the room itself, its

desks, floor, furniture, etc., at |3,ooo. W. F. O.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Milwaukee, February 20.—A distinguished party of

German electriciafls visited this city last week. It con-

sisted of Arnold von Siemens, son of the famous electri-

cian of Berlin; C. Vogel, chief of the mechanical depart-

ment of Siemens & Halske's, Berlin establishment; Alex-

ander Henschell, engineer of the Atlantic cable, and Dr.

Berliner. They visited the E. P. Allis iron works and

other mechanical establishments.

All of the down-town bridges aud the important bridges

in other parts of the city will be moved by elec'ricity.

Most of them, it is probable, will be equipped with the

necessary appliances during the coming season. The Mil-

waukee Street Railway company is under contract to fur-

nish the necessary powtr free of charge, and will be asked

to extend wires to bridges over which none of its lines run

at present. Grand avenue bridge is turned by electricity

now, and Michigan street bridge by steam. The Board of

Public Works has had time to test both systems, and is of

opinion that electricity is the cheapest and most efficient.

The use of steam requires an extra man, and in the ag-

gregate the city will save quite a sum of money by the use

of electricity. At least twelve bridges, it is expected, will

be furnished with the electrical apparatus in the summer.

Chief Foley and the Board of Public Works, have been

authorized to purchase $7,130 worth of fire alarm boxes,

engine house gongs, etc, and $3,300 worth of fire alarm

supplies without the intervention of a formal contract.

The annual meeting of the Milwaukee & Whitefish Bay

railroad company, which is now the property of the Villard

syndicate, was held Saturday last. Charles F. Pfister,

Fred. Vogel, Jr , C, Landsee, Richard Burke, D. S. Wegg,'

Henry C Payne, W L. Mason, E. C. Wall and George

O Wheatcroft were elected directors. Manager Lynn of

the Cream City line, who has charge of the Whitefish Bay

system, will run three trains to the bay next season, and

will reduce the time of the trip from the Kirby house to

the popular resort to half an hour. The necessar>' side-

tracks are now being put in.

The annual meeting of the Milwaukee Rapid Transit

company was held last Tuesday. Three directors, whose

terms had expired were re-elected, the full board consist-

ing of Capt. Pabst, Charles Stickney, E. D. Hoyt. Paul

Bechtner, Julius Wechselberg, H. E. Hunter, R. M.
Brown, E. S. Elliott and August Richter. Jr. The old

officers were re elected. They are: President. Charles

Stickney; Vice-president, Julius Wechselberg; Secretary

and Treasurer, Gustav Pabst; General Manager, E. D.

Hoyt. At the meeting it was reported that the roadbed

had been completed at a cost of $50,000, and that bids

had been received for equipping the road. The equip-

ment, it was estimated, would cost from $30,000 to $40,-

000. Three new boilers had been bought, and contracts

had been let for two new engines.

At the annual meeting of the Wisconsin Telephone com-

pany Secretary McLeod reported that the company was

operatiog 6,783 telephones, of which 2,492 were located in

Milwaukee and the remainder in the state at large. During

the year the company put in 1,318 new instruments, and

lostSSi old subscribers, a net gain of 437. On the first

day of the year the company had in operation 6,219 miles

of wire, of which 3.773 were strung on poles, and in aerial

cables, 66 miles on buildings, 215 miles in submarine

cables, and 2,165 in underground conduits in Milwaukee.

A city ordinance requires that the entire Milwaukee Hue

shall be placed underground, and the work must be com-

pleted before the end of next year. The cost of the work,

it is estimated, will be $230,000. Much has already been

done. The old plant will not be worth more than $5,000,

it is thought, although the cost was $200,000. The wires

will be practically useless, but the poles can be cut down

and used in the country. Metallic circuits are to be gen-

erally introduced in the city. The electric railway and

electric light wires have played havoc with the telephone

system, and metallic circuits have become absolutely nec-

essary. It was decided at the annual meeting to charge

subscribers $20 more per year in case they use the metallic

circuit, or $40 more per year when they use full desk sets

and modern long distance instruments, besides the metallic

circuit. Those subscribers who do not ask for metallic

circuits will be charged the old rates, but very few. indeed,

will fail to ask for the improved service, as they can hardly

get along without it now, and the trouble from induction

is steadily growing worse. The co-apany has a metallic

circuit between this city and Appleton, erected at an ex-

pense of $40,000 that gives perfect satisfaction. When
the subway work in Milwaukee is completed the company

'

will have 70,000 feet of conduits, each containing six

cables. There will be 115,000 feet of cable. In each

cable are from 6o to 100 pairs of wires, so that the total

underground system will amount to 8,578,210 feet of single

copper wire. Secretary McLeod reported that the annual

wear and tear of telephone lines had been found to be be-

tween I2ji2 and 15 per cent. The company was ten years

old. and its Milwaukee lines bad been entirely rebuilt three

times During last year the total number of toll messages

handled by the company was 170,785, a daily average of

546. The company employed 107 day operators and 51

night operators, mostly young women. The total number

of employes was 407, of whom 31 were under bonds.

The company elected the folloiving directors: Henry C.

Payne, Frank G. Bigelow, B. K. Miller, Charles Ray. C
G. Stark, Fred Vogel, Jr , and Arthur G. Fuller. Henry

C. Payne was elected president; Frank G. Bigelow, vice-

president and treasurer, and J. D. McLeod. secretary. In

the vice presidency Mr. Bigelow succeeded C- H. Haskins,

resigned, who has permanently located in New York.
C.

Spokane, Wash.
Spokane, February 20.—The Spokane Street Railway

company recently purchased the City Park Transit com-

pany's franchise covering East Spraguestreet, Third street.

Hatch street, part of Monroe street and Pine street. This

purchase gives the Spokane Street Railway company access

to the east end of town on the south side of the river. The

purchase includes the tracks, lines and construction equip-

ment. The City Park company still retains the line to

Lidgerwood Park via Sprague, Division and Victoria

streets.

The Spokane Street Railway company recently made

application to the city council for a franchise to build,

equip and operate a single track street railway system for

the transportation of freight in single cars along the water

front of Spokane, connecting the steam railroads in the

city, with the manufacturing center around the water power;

but owing to the opposition of the property owners along

the streets in question, the company was forced to with*

draw the application. The trackage problem to the mills

of this city has long been a matter of serious consideration,

and this proposed franchise endeavored to give relief in

this direction. In their protest against the franchise the

property owners did not give any reasons for their objec-

tions. Their property is at present lying vacant, and it is

difficult to understand why they should have objected to

the building of warehouses, etc. for wholesale houses along

the front. The company proposed to operate this freight

franchise by electricity between midnight and 6 A. m.

The application drew forth considerable discussion, and

now many of the property owners who opposed it regret

theiraction, A committee has now been organized by the

Chamber of Commerce on the question of trackage to the

mills, and it is in communication with the various railroad

companies on the question of the formation of a terminal

company to give transportation and side tracks to the manu-

facturing industries of the city.

Yesterday the Spokane Street Railway company pur-

chased a majority interest in the stock of the Ross Park

Street Railway company. The Ross Park line begins at

the comer of Main and Post streets and runs out to the

east of the city on the north side of the river, giving service

to Ross Park, a beautiful suburb. It is equipped with the

Thomson-Houston apparatus, and is one of the finest

lines in the Northwest. The road will now be managed by

the Spokane Street Railway company, and several exten-

sions eastward will be made at an early date by that

company.

The company has completed the car barn, and the

system is now in first-class working shape. Fred Bruch,

the former superintendent of the company, has taken a

position in San Francisco, and O. De Camp, the former

superintendent of the Ross Park road, has been appointed

superintendent. The company is pleased with the Thom-
son-Houston snow-plow which it is operating.

There will be a great mining development this year in

this section, and several electrical installations are being

talked about. J. M.

Denver, Colo.

Denver, February 20.—Colorado will go into the quar-

rying of marble for commercial and monumental purposes

about the middle of the year, and in the fall Denver compan-

ies will be shipping immense blocks of beautifully variegated

stone to the markets of the East. This will necessitate

the building of several feeders connecting with the Color-

ado Midland and the Denver and Rio Grande railways, as

these companies have signified no intention of building

stub lines to several important deposits of coal, granite

and marble. The Colorado Marble iSc Mining company

has contracted however, for nine miles of electric road

that will rank as the pioneer mountain railroad to be oper-

ated by electricity'.

Orders for motors, rails and cars have been placed and

as soon as snow leaves the ground three gangs of laborers

will be placed in the field. Sixty days is regarded as an

outside limit to place the road in running order, and then

shipments will begin, as there is sufficient marble taken

out now to supply the entire demand of the United States.

The officers of the Colorado Marble &: Mining company

are: Joseph Creswell, president; W. F. Johnson, vice-

president; W. H. Morrill, secretary; M. M. Van Fleet,

treasurer; S. W. Keene. general manager; W. P. Macon,

attorney; directors, M.J. MacNamara, J. M. Berkey, W.
T. Johnson, Joseph Cresswell, S. W. Keene, W. H. Mor
rill and W. P. Macon. G. M. P.

PERSONAL.
President W. R. Mason of the Electric Merchandise

company, Chicago, started for New York Saturday. Feb-
ruar}' 20, to make a business trip of about ten days.

President J. B. McDonald of the Illinois Anglo-
American Storage Batter^' company. Chicago, left for the

City of Mexico a few days ago, to be absent a month.

C. E. Stump of the Street Railway Journal, New
York, has been seriously ill at the Wellington hotel in Chi-
cago. Mr. Slump came West on business, but was pros-

trated by an actute cerebral attack due to overwork. He
was confined to his room for several days last week, but
recovered sufficiently to return to New York. Fortunately

Mr. Stump was accompanied by his wife and little daugh
ter, and he received the best of care. I^Iany members of

the electrical fraternity in Chicago called to express their

sympathy.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
American Elevator company, Milwaukee. Wis. capital

stock, 11500,000; manufacturing and selling hydraulic,

steam and electric engines and elevators; S. R. Miller,

Milwaukee, Wis.

Diamond Incandescent Lamp company. Denver, Col
,

capital stock, $50,000; manufacturing and selling incan-

descent electric lamps and brackets manufacturing all kinds

of electrical appliances, etc.

Land & River Improvement company of New Alexan-
dria. Fairfax, Va. ; capital stock, $1,000,000; improve-

ments, factories and merchandise, telephone, telegraph

and electric works, etc.

Chicago Insulated Wire company, Charles City. la.;

capital stock, $300,000; buying, selling and dealing in all

kinds of metal used for electric lighting, electric supplies

and fixtures; Chicago Insulated Wire company, Room 140,

Rialto building, Chicago.

Duwamish Construction company, Seattle, Wash.; cap-

ital stock, $200,000; to build, operate and maintain street

railways in Seattle and state of Washington; operate and
maintain electric light and power plants; deal in necessary

real estate, operate and deal in steamboats, ferry boats,

wharves, warehouses, docks, and lay out town sites and
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erect buildings; operate waterworks, etc.;

Thomas, Seattle, Wash.
Hugh L.

Ilubinger & Pool company, New Haven, Conn. ; capital

stock, ,$50,000; to manufacture,, buy, sell, and deal in

dynamos, motors and electrical apparatus, etc.; Oliver S.

VVhite, New Haven, Conn.

Black Hills Electric Railway company, Hot Springs,

S. D.; capital stock, !5;2So,ooo; to construct, maintain and

operate a railroad from Hot Springs to Cascade in Fall

River county, S. D., a distance of S miles; W. M. Len-

hart, O423 Wright street, Englewood, 111.

Deer Lodge Electric company, Deer Lodge, Mont.; cap-

ital stock, $25,000; to construct and operate ditches, canals

and dams for conveying and utilizing water for power,

transportation, irrigation and other useful purposes, pur-

chase, operate, use electric plants on electric railways;

supply and furnish electric lights to Deer Lodge and

vicinity.

Knightstown Electric Light company, Knightstown,

Ind. ; capital stock, ijiio.ooo; to operate and maintain an

electric light plant in and about said town, and to furnish

the motive power to carry on such business, and to do any

and all things necessary in operating, maintaining and

transacting the business incident to such business; G. W.
Williams, Knightstown, Ind.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
A .$100,000 stock company is being organized at

Fredericksburg, Va., to erect an electric light and power
plant.

The city of Wayneboro, Va , will hold an election on

the 25th inst. to pass upon the issuance of $25,000 of

bonds for an electric light plant and waterworks.

The People's Electric Light and Power company of

Birmingham, Ala., has been reorganized and the capital

stock increased $40,000. Additional machinery will be

put in.

A bill in equity has been filed asking for the appoint-

ment of a receiver for the McKeesport, Pa., Light com-
pany. The plaintiffs are stockholders in the company.
The company, they state, has a capital stock of $100,000,

divided into 2,000 shares at $50 per share. General mis-

management is alleged.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
John W. Munson has secured a franchise to build an

electric street railway in Kenosha, Wis.

Work has been commenced on an electric road to con-

nect North Yakima and Yakima City, Wash.

A ^100,000 stock company is being organized at

Fredericksburg, Va., to buildan electric railroad.

The Collins Park .S: Belt Railroad company proposes to

build an electric railroad from Marietta to Bolton, Ga.

The Amsterdam, N. Y,, Electric Railroad company will

make an effort in the spring to extend its line to Rockton.

The contract has been let to the Thomson-Houston com-
pany for the construction of the Rome, Ga., electric street

railroad.

J. H. Wilson and G. C. Rogan will apply to the city

council for a franchise to build an electrical railroad in

Mobile, Ala.

Several citizens of Montgomery, Ala., have petitioned

the city council for a franchise to construct an electric

street railroad.

The Rivermont Electric Railway company of Lynch-
burg, Va., contemplates the extension of its railroad to a

point somewhere in Diamond Hill.

The Baltimore Union Passenger Railway company has

applied to the legislature for authority to use the cable or

electrical system to operate its street railway.

Paul W. Smith and others of Montgomery, Ala , who
have obtained a franchise to construct an electric railroad,

state that they intend to build and operate from 10 to 15

miles of road.

The city council of Salt Lake City, Utah, has laid over

for the second time the franchise of the Saitair Railway
company. This road is to connect the city with the bath-

ing resorts on the lake, and it is to be equipped with elec-

tricity.

John W. Hoyt of New York and others contemplate

constructing a rapid transit street railway in Austin, Tex..

and they have applied to the city council for authority to do

so. It is believed that the road will be built to be operated

by dummy, and later by electricity.

It is proposed to build an electric railway through Piatt

county, 111., which will connect the cities of Montlcello,

Bement, Deland and Atwood, making a line of road thirty

miles in length, with accommodations for passenger and
freight cars sufficient so that farmers can bring their grain

and products to market, the electric plants at Monticello

and Bement to furnish the motive power.

ELECTRIC MINING.
The Copper Queen Copper Mining company of Bisbee,

Ari , has an electric light plant consisting of three Edison

150 light dynamos. The first was put in six years ago.

The Gladstone Mine, in Shasta county, Cal., is provided

with a new electric drill. Mr. Clark, manager of the mine
states that it works as well or better than any drill they

have ever used, and the cost is much less. He is using a

three-drill machine. He changes the drills every seven
minutes, finding that that gives the best results.

The Idlewild Mining company, operating the Taylor
mine, located near Garden Valley, El Dorado county,
Cal., is putting in electric pumps, lights and drills. This
mine has been worked very successfully.

The Bain Electric Manufacturing company, Chicago,
has recently completed a 15 horse power generator that

has some novel features, and is to be used in connection
with a mining plant. The generator is slow speed, 165
revolutions, 225 volts, and weighs only 750 pounds. It

was wound to run at such slow speed so that it could be
coupled up direct, the light weight making it possible to

move it easily from one location to another. This com-
pany has aso just completed a generator, 50 volts, 400 am-
peres, constant potential, to be used in an experimental
smelting plant.

"One of the greatest factors in mining matters in the

future promises to be electricity," says the Salt Lake
Slock Exchaui^e Journal. "Electricity is already used ex-

tensively in lighting mines and as a motive power for

drills and other machinery, and in time we expect to see it

employed successfully in the reduction of ores. When re-

duction by this system is perfected the ore deposits of the

Cottonwood mines of Utah should be worked and treated

at a trifling cost. Water wheels placed in the Big Cotton-
wood stream would generate enough electricity to supply
all of the mines in that country with power, light and for

the reduction of ores, and all this at but a moderate cost,

as electrical conductors from the wheel to the mine would
annihilate distance and save the hauling of coal, etc., over

rough roads, made necessary where steam is used as a

motive power. Electricity promises to revolutionize the
mining business in this country, and we look for its in-

troduction at an early day."

TELEPHONE.
A line of telephone thirty miles long the first to unite

two Italian cities, has been opened between Milan and
Pavia.

The new system of telephone numbering recently de-

scribed in this paper has been put into effect by the Chi-

cago Telephone company. It is generally commended.

The National Telephone company, Glasgow, says the

London Electrical Review, has just completed the fitting

up of an elaborate telephonic arrangement in Woodside
Established Church, whereby the subscribers are enabled

to hear the entire service with the utmost distinctness and
ease.

The chamber of commerce of Haarlem, Holland, has

Jient a petition to the government in favor of an early in-

troduction of state telephones. The petitioners point out

the many defects in the existing system, which seems to

combine defective communication with high charges,

which they ascribe to the fact that the Dutch Bell Tele^

phone company virtually enjoys a monopoly. The gov-

ernment supervision, the petitioners declare, has no value

in practice, and subscribers possess no guarantee against

the betrayal of their telephone secrets.

TELEGRAPH.
The Dutch government has admitted that underground

telegraph lines have become a pressing necessity, but as the

laying of them would mean an expense of about $1,700,000
even if merely confined to the leading cities, it does not

feel justified in incurring the expense.

The newly organized California & Oregon Telegraph
company of Susanville, Cal,, proposes to build telegraph

lines in Nevada, California and Oregon, the main line to

be between Reno, through Lassen and Modoc counties, to

Lakeview, in Lake county. The principal place of busi-

ness is Susanville, and the capital stock $50,000.

It has been decided by the navy department to make
another line of soundings before definitely deciding upon
the route of the proposed submarine cable between San
Francisco and the Hawaiian Islands. This conclusion

has been reached after an examination of the report of the

survey of the two lines recently completed by the steamer

Albatross. Many irregularities, ranging from normal to

submarine mountains two and a half miles in height, were
found in these two lines. Orders have been telegraphed

to Lieutenant Commander Tanner of the Albatross at San
Francisco to get his vessel ready at once for making the

new survey. The new line will be run on the great circle,

starting at or near Point Conception, Cal., to the island

of Hawaii. The experts of the hydrographic office, who
have kept careful record of all the soundings made, expect

a more level line on the great circle which it is now pro-

posed to run.

An Ottawa dispatch says; "There has long -been an
effort made to induce the government to take over and
operate the various lines of telegraph of the Dominion.
F. N. Gisborne, superintendent of the government tele-

graphs, has prepared an elaborate paper on the subject,

which will be presented to the House of Commons at its

coming session, when it is probable that legislation will

be introduced to effect the transfer of the lines of the vari-

ous companies to the federal government. Mr. Gisborne
advocates strongly that for the purposes of trade it will be
advisable that all the telegraph lines should be put imme-
diately under the control of the postoffice department, as

they are in England. He says there are thousands of let-

ters transmitted from one part of the Dominion to another
which, if the government had control of the wires, would
be exchanged by telegraph. The revenue from 500,000
messages at 25 cents a hundred words, less three cents for

delivery, would be $110,000, plus the press news income,'

MISCELLANEOUS.
A company has been formed in Berlin to work the

Thomson Houston patents, with a capital stock of $375,
0(Xj.

The Thomson Houston Electric company has an ex-
hibit at the Crystal Palace electrical exhibition, in charge
of its London agents.

An insulated holder for fire hose has been invented to
obviate any danger that might arise to firemen in case a
stream of water struck a heavily charged wire.

Dr. Leon Danion of Paris, claims to have discovered a
method of introducing medicines into the bodies of men
and animals, through the mucous membrane, by means of
electricity.

The report of the French naval attache in Italy states
that an Italian inspector, Signor Pullini has devised a
launch driven by electricity, which has been adopted by the
Italian navy, and the construction of which is to be begun
immediately at the works at Spezzia.

At the recent annual meeting of the California Elec-
trical society the following named ofiicers were elected for
the ensuing year: President, George P. Low; vice-presi-

dent, C. O. Poole; treasurer, O. Brooks; secretary, W. I.

Crossett; executive committee, E. A. Roe, C. T. Ryland,
Jr., R. B. Elder.

Judd Green lives down in Salem, III., and has distin-

guished himself by inventing an air-ship somewhat resemb-
ling that of the renowned Pennington, but with the
advantage of being without the weak points of the latter.

Electricity is to supply the motive power. Mr. Green is

described as "always jolly and sociable, full of antics, and
a general lover of sport."

It is proposed that as the science of electricity has no
name of its own it shall be called "electrics." The pair of
words electrics and electrician would thus be in analogy
with optics and optician, mechanics and mechanician,
mathematics and mathematician, and many others. At
present the word electricity performs two functions similar

to those which are separated in the case of light and optics,

heat and thermatics, sound and acoustics.

The Chicago Writing Telegraph company has bten or-

ganized and has introduced an ordinance in the common
council giving it the right to lay wires on Lake street.

Wells street, Ashland avenue south to Sixteenth street, Ar-
mour avenue and Thirty-first and Thirty-fifth streets. The
wires are to be placed in tunnels and over the roofs of

houses, providing the consent of the property owners is

obtained. After five years all wires shall be underground.
Seventy-five dollars a year will be charged for each instru-

ment. As an indemnity for the use of the streets the city

will be furnished instruments free. The ordinance was
referred to the judiciary committee.

In referring to the crowded condition of the Thomson-
Houston factory the Lynn Press says: The company has
purchased a large tract of land on the marshes between
Western avenue and the Boston Si Maine railroad and is

already perfecting its plans for a great iron foundry, which
shall eclipse anything that has been seen of its kind in

these parts. As the land fronts on the Saugus river it is ex-

pected that all the company's supplies of iron and coal can
be freighted to the spot by water. As soon as the foundry is

running work will be begun on a mammoth power house.

The company has advocated the transmission of power for

long distances, and will now use the system for itself. It

will be cheaper and more convenient in every way to

generate the power for the factory at the place where the

coal is received. It is not yet definitely known what
will be the capacity of this power housCj but from 1,800 to

2,000 horse power will be necessary from the first. The
generators used will be the company's multipolar machines
of 500 horse power each.

TRADE NEWS.
W. H. Weston & Co., of Philadelphia, will exhibit

a new style of switch at Buffalo.

The Star Electrix company, Philadelphia, has recently

contracted for a large amount of new machinery.

The Imperial Porcelain Works, Trenton, N. J., will be
represented at the Buffalo convention by F. R. Duggan.

The Crescent Insulated Wire i.t Cable company,
Trenton, N. J., is at work upon two large orders for ex
port.

Pepper & Register, electrical engineers, Philadelphia,

have recently taken two large contracts for construction

work in the West.

H. T. Pa;ste, Philadelphia, recently returned from a

trip to Boston, and he reports the prospects as being ex-

ceedingly bright for the spring trade in the supply line.

The Priestman Engine company, Philade'phia, recently

made a number of successful tests of its engine on
electrical work. The fuel used in the Priestman engine is

atomized kerosene.

F. A. LaRoche, Philadelphia, Pa., is making a trip

through the South and will visit Cuba before his return.

Mr. LaRoche's vacation was necessitated by overwork.
The LaRoche Electric Works will be represented at Buffalo

during the convention.

The Detroit Electrical Works are building a large ad-

dition to their already extensive factory, which will very

nearly triple its capacity. In the trial given the improved
needle annunciator the results obtained were very satis-

factory. The company is making extensive preparations

to fill orders with the utmost dispatch.

The Weston & Wells Manufacturing company, Phila-
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delphia, is offering a new braided wire guard for incandes-

cent lamps. This guard, made especially strong for use

in mills and factories, Is furnisiied in two sizes, six and

seven inches.

E. W. Wilkins of Partrick & Carter, Philadelphia, is re-

ceiving the congratulations of his many friends. It is

hinted that he is very proud of a recent arrival, and some

one even went so far as to state that he has already

begun to instruct it as to the merits of pneumatic annun-

ciators.

Secretary Benjamin Tingley of the Helsler Electric

company, Philadelphia, had a smiling countenance last

week. His good humor was occasioned by the formal ac-

ceptance of a plant recently installed at Toronto, Ont.

,

and the closing of four of the largest contracts the com-

pany has ever taken.

The Ball Engine company of Erie, Pa., reports several

shipments during the week. The company has also re-

cently closed contracts for furnishing engines for several

electric plants at Lockport, N. Y. , Kittanning, Pa., Van-

couver, B. C, and other points. The company is doing

. an excellent business in this line.

General Agent W. H. Eckert and Superintendent W.
R. Brixey of the Kerite factory, Conn., have been spend-

ing a few days in Chicago in the interests of the Kerite

wire. They have completed the transfer of the agency to

F. W. Gushing, and lie is now well equipped for business

at his new headquarters, 225 Dearborn street.

President Elias E. Ries of the Ries Electric Specialty

company, Ballimore, Md., will make his headquarters at

the Iroquois hotel during the Buffalo convention, and an

opportunity will then be offered to the central station men
to see the Ries regulating socket in practical operation.

Mr. Ries will fully explain the details and advantages of

the Ries socket lor alternating current service.

A. H. England, formerly secretary and treasurer of the

Electric Merchandise company, Chicago, has opened an

office at 435 T-he Rookery, as secretary and treasurer of

the International Register company. This company has

purchased the Pratt patents on conductors' fare registers,

and has equipped a very complete factory for manufact-

uring these machines in both portable and stationary

forms. Mr. Englund's long and practical experience in

the street railway supply trade has made him a host of

friends, and the success of his new enterprise is

assured.

-

The E'ectrical Supply company, Chicago, has received

many letters expressing satisfaction with the use of the

Wirt improved dynamo brush. These are from engineers,

station superintendents and isolated plants. The com-
pany is also sending out a large number of Wirt volt and
ampere indicators. In a circular recently issued they

direct attention to several features of these indicators not

usually found in instruments of this kind. They are made
entirely of metal and are not influenced by proximity to

dynamos or generators, and can be connected in circuit

and left so without regard to direction of current. The
scales are so arranged that they can be read from a con-

siderable distance.

The Crocker-Wheeler Electric company. New York, has

just shown a full line of motors, etc., at the Crystal Palace

Exposition, London, through its agent, the General Elec-

tric company, limited, and has come out as usual with fly-

^-ing colors. It has been the policy in times past for English

manufacturers of motors to decry machines of American
manufacture, but it is now stated that the General Electric

company has in writing from Messrs. Crompton & Co.

among the largest dynamo and motor manufacturers inEn-
gland, that its various attempts at making small motors

have been failures when compared with the machines put

upon the market by the Crocker-Wheeler Electric .com-

pany. Arrangements have been made with the General

Electric company to publish a list of Crompton & Crocker-

Wheeler motors. One portion of the list will deal entirely

with the Crocker-Wheeler motors, and on the frontispiece

it will be stated that the sale of these machines has been

taken up by special arrangement with the General Electric

company, which is the sole representative of the Crocker-

Wheeler Electric company in London. This is quite a vic-

tory for goods of American manufacture.

The Electric Secret Service company, 45 Broadway,
New York, is now pushing its locking cut-out, by means
of which any single light or motor, or group may be cut

out or cut in from the central station, without affecting the

. other lamps or motors on the same circuit. The cutout
consists of two parts: At the central station there is a

signal dial carrying the numbers of lights or motors to be

controlled, and in connection with this is a transmitter

which has as many disks as there are numbers on the dial.

At each light or motor, or loop containing several machines,

one of the locking cut-outs is placed. The latter consists

of an "E. S. S. combination lock" working an automatic

cut-out. The appliance is operated by means of a small sub-

sidiary wire. When it is desired to cut out or cut in any
light or group, on a given circuit, a turn on the dial in the

dynamo room and a touch of the button on the transmitter

do the work. The signal destined for the lock selected

passes over the line, operates that particular lock, and
throws its light out or in as the case may be. The lock at

each class of lights or group is set to a different combina-
tion, and the electric signals pass freely through all the

other locks in the same circuit, except the ones selected,

without operating them. The locking cut-out may be ap-

plied to any existing circuit with as little trouble as would
be necessary to insert an ordinary cut-out. By looping a

number of lights of the same class together, one apparatus
may be made to control them all; but the aim of the

Electric Secret Service company also is to furnish a service

which will allow the application of its system to individual

lights wherever desirable. To thoroughly appreciate the

advantages of this system one must look into the details of

operation and through correspondence with the company
a great deal of information may be obtained.

BUSINESS.
The Central Electric company, in preparation for the

coming spring business has laid in a large stock of all

classes of supplies, such as hard rubber tubing. Banner
weatherproof wire, Bryant sockets, switches and cutouts,

expanding wire guards, Swan lamps and Washington car-

bons. The company announce that it is well equipped
to handle all orders for carbons of all the standard sizes,

having a large stock of moulded pencils, both plain and
coated, made by the Washington Carbon company.

The C. & C. Electric Motor company has opened a

branch establishment in Portland, Ore., with offices at 53
and 55 North Front street. The Oregon branch will

carry in stock all sizes of the C. & C. motors and dy-

namos, and extra parts for worn or broken machines. The
Portland office will doubtless be a great convenience, as

there the same careful attention and satisfactory service

will be given the wants of customers as would be the case

in the New York headquarters.

The Boston Braid Manufacturing company, 28 Beach
street, Boston, states that braided silk has been manufact-
ured in this country about seven years. The first work
here in this line was very crude, and to within three years

there has been constant experimenting and consequent

improvement. But it is now considered one of the most
satisfactory filaments for incandescent lamps. According
to the above mentioned company its advantages are:

First, its firmness of texture, combined with pliability,

in handling before and after carbonization; second, with
silk braid as a filament, and a proper vacuum, the bulb
will remain free from discoloration longer than with any
other filament now in use. And lastly, the light from it is

stronger, and its life is very much lengthened.

The Syracuse Tube company has increased its capacity

for the manufacture of iron poles for railway purposes. Its

sales agent, the Engineering Equioraent company, 143
Liberty street, New York, and 126 Pearl street, Boston,

recently sent in an order for a sample pole, which was
filled in manner illustrative of the great promptitude with
which this house fills orders. The manufacture of the

pole necessitated the drawing of certain sizes of pipe, the

making of the joints, putting them together, and, finally,

painting and putting the pole on the cars ready for ship-

ment. All of this work was accomplished before noon of

the day it was started. Under the circumstances this may
be considered quick work, and serves well to illustrate the

facilities of the Syracuse Tube Works for the filling of hur-

ried orders. According to General Manager Perine, when
pushed, the company's capacity can be made as high as

seven or eight hundred finished poles a week, or over a
hundred a day.

The electrical industry is of comparatively recent

growth, yet it is interesting to note that a few of the lead-

ing companies engaged in it w^ere well established before

electricity claimed the public mind to any considerable ex-

tent. Prominent among such concerns is Queen & Co.,
Philadelphia. This firm for nearly 40 years has been
one of the leading scientific instrument concerns in this

country. The business is divided into eight distinct depart-

ments, each one of which is conducted by a separate manage-
ment, like so many different firms doing business under
one roof. The branches are as follows : Department
I, optical instruments; department 2, engineering, survey-

ing and drawding instruments; department 3. microscopes
and accessories; department 4, philosophical and electric

instruments; department 5, astronomical and projection

apparatus; department 6, meteorological ^instruments;

department 7, photographic apparatus; department 8.

chemical apparatus. The firm's offices, showrooms and
warehouse have been removed to 10 10 Chestnut street,

where a much larger building has been secured. The
electrical department is located on the second floor.

Queen & Co. have made a great specialty of equipping col-

lege laboratories with scientific apparatus. Many such in-

stallations have comprised electrical engineering outfits of

the most complete proportions. The factory in which the

scientific apparatus is made is at 819 Filbert street, near the

main building. Here seventy-five skilled mechanics are

employed. A foundry is part of the establishment. In
connection with the electrical department a new testing

laboratory has recently been located at Ardmore a few
miles from the city. No expense has been spared in fitting

up this testing department. High-class apparatus has

been installed and is in charge of men trained specially for

testing work. In consideration of all the important
changes made in the establishment of Qaeen &; Co. it is

very easy to see how a house so successful in whatever it

has undertaken will continue at the front. The electrical

department is being conducted with special vigor, and the

run of orders, both large and small, for instruments for

testing purposes, speaks conclusively of a continuance of

the present high standing of this house.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued Feb. 16, 1892.

468,779. Trolley for Electric Cars. John W. Beebe.

Waterloo, N. Y.

468,787. Signal for Electric Railway Systems. Frederick

A. Cheney, Elraira, N. Y.

468,807. Magnetic Lock. Alcuin E. Kintner, Paines-

ville, O.
This invention relates to a lock having a series of iron or

steel tumblers therein, which are attracted by a magnetic key,
thereby admitting the easy opening of the lock.

468,818. Multiple Switch- Board. Walker Moseley, Lon-
don, England.

'ihis invention relates to that class of telephone exchange
systems in which the different lines are provided each with
several terminals, these terminals being grouped upon different

boards, and so arranged that any two lines of the exchange
may be connected upon cither of the swilch-boards.

468,880. Electrolytic Cell. Ernest A. Le Sueur, Ottawa,

Canada.

468,887. Electrolyte or Depolarizing Solution forGalvanic
Batteries. Samuel Miller, London, England.

468,903. Electric Elevator. Rudolph C. Smith, Yonk-
ers, N. Y.

468,912. Turn Table Connection for Electric Railways,

Rudolph M. Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa.

468,917. Electric Brake Mechanism for Elevators. Charles

E. Moore, Boston, Mass.

468,938. System of Distribution of Electrical Heating
Currents. George D. Burton, Boston, Mass.

468.948. Electrically Propelled Car. Harry E, Dey,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

468.949. Converter System for Electric Railways. Thomas
A. Edison, Llewellyn Park, N. J.

468.950. Commutator Brush for Electric Motors and
Dynamos. Thomas A. Eilson, Llewellyn Park,
N. J.

468,953. Field Magnet for Dynamos and Motors. Robert
Lundell, New York, N. Y.

The principal object of this invention is to provide a multi-
po'ar motor for general use, which shall be efficient at low
speed, and shall occupy only a small space, especially in a ver-
tical direction.

468,955. Coin Freed Machine for Giving Electric Shocks.

Joseph Mason, London, England.

468,959. Electric Railway. Frank J, Sprague and Patrick

F. O'Shaughnessy, NevV York, N. Y.

This invention relates to switch plates which are attached to

overhead conductors in electric railway systems at the junc-
tions of branching conductors. Such switch plates are at
present mainly used at turnouts in single track roads. They
are, however, useful in atiy case where the overhead conductor
branches, as to a side track or a branch or cross road.

468,970. Means for Indicating Dicharge from or into

Hoppers. Frank H. Briggs, Cleveland, O.

468,974. Matrix Making Machine. Casper L. Redfield,

Chicago, 111.

469,041. Electric Arc Lamp. Robert S. Dobbie, Jersey
City, N. J.

.

The third claim reads:
"In combination, in an arc lamp, a conducting feed-disk,

starting mechanism provided with an arc-striking magnet or
magnets and armature, the said magnet or magnets present-
ing opposing poles to the opposite faces of the said disk, and
the said armature forming a part of the magnetic circuit of such
magnets passing through the said disk.''

469,048. Suspending Device for Electric Lamps. James

J. Renehan, New Britain, Conn.

469,050. Electric Search' Light. Nelson Weeks, Jr.,

Long Island City, N. Y.

469,080. Armature for Dynamo Electric Machines.
Marcel Deprez, Paris, France.

The claim is:

"In an armature for a dynamo electric machine, the combina-
tion, with a segmental-ring core, of a series of segmental bob-
binsof refractory insulating material fittingupon the core and
an armature coil upon each bobbin.''

469,085. Telephone Transmitter. Elwood A. Grissinger

and Theodore Grissinger, Mechanicsburg, Pa.

The purpose of this invention is to provide a transmitter
which shall be extremely sensitive and susceptible to phonetic
vibrations of very low intensity, and also to provide a trans-

mitter having a diaphragm of novel construction connected elec-
.

trically with the line wire and having a novel mounting, the
construction of said diaphragm being such that there is obtained
a larger body or mass under pressure and an increased field of

electrical saturarion in the resistance-offering conductor.

496,093. Electric Arc Lamp. Houghton Sawyer, San
Francisco, Cal.

.^96,129. Storage Battery. Chaimsonovitz P. Elieson,

London, England.

469,135. ElectricCurling Iron. Alexandre F. Godefroy,
St. Louis, Mo.

469,181. Electric Letter Box. Charles A. Pinkham,
Wollaston, Mass.

Claim four is:

"The combination, with the electric circuit and an alarm or

indicator included therein, of a letter box or other receptacle
provided with a self-closing lid or slot-covering plate, a main-
circuit closer adapted to be operated to close the said circuit by
the movement of said lid or slot-covering plate to actuate the

alarm bel! or indicator, a branch circuit provided with a push-
button or key located in a room or at a distant point, a circuit-

closer for connecting said branch circuit with the main circuit,

adapted to be actuated by the movement of the lid or slot-

cover. ng plate, and means, such as a spring-actuated lever, for

returning the branch-circuit closer to its original position to

break the branch circuit at the box when the door of the latter

is opened to remove its contents.

"

469,193. Dynamo Electric Machine or Motor. Henry
M. Byllesby, St. Paul, Minn.

The third claim reads:

'The combination, with the armature, mounted upon the

shaft and having the commutator, of tiie journaJ-supports

S for said shaft, the drum 18, mounted upon said shaft, the

quills rigid upon said supports and inclosing said shaft, the
field magnets, concentric with the armature and journaled

upon said quills, the drum upon said field magnets, the com-
mutator-brushes carried by said field magnets, the insulated

rings carried by said field magnets electrically connected with
the respective commutator-brushes, and the brushes resj>ec-

tively bearing upon said rings and connected to the line-wires,

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

469 208. Electrical Conduit. Edwin T. Greenfield, New
'York, N. Y.

469 220. Electric Cul-Out. Van A. Thomas, Providence
R. I.
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Edqkne F. Phillips, Frenldent. W. H. SaWTEU. Sec'y and Kloctrlclan.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
EI/BCTBIC I.I»HT lilNE WIBB,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, %A1 I D CC
OFFICE AND AMNUNCIATOR WIKbOy

FARADAY CABLES.
NEW YORK OFFICE, P. C. Ackerman, 10 Cortland! Street.

MONTREAL BRANCH, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Works.

LIGHT CONTRACT
TO LKT.

The city of Oskaloofa wll rccsive sfalcd
bids up to 7 P. M. Filday Jlarcb 4. 1892,
for lighting Ihe c ty, on both 5 acd 10 year
conlracte (rem .June 13, 1892, with 05 or
more arc lights: appsratus to bs new, and
of la' est approved pat'ern. Ceitlficdchtck
for $500, (s evidence of good faith, to ac-

company bid. Right reserved to reject

any or all bids. For fuitter information,
address

F. M.SHANCLE,
City Clerk.

TTITANTED.
TO LEASE.

A few small electric plants in

joining towns.
ad-

A(lrlre»p, "RLKCTBIC I^IGHT."'
(".ir.. \Vf>TKr;\- Elect luciA.x,

WANTEiD.
A competent Electrician and Dyramo

Terder who understands the handling of
engines, and is competent to take com-
plete charge of a large plaLt.

Address, Dr. C. F. Wright,
Snpt. ol the Central Indiaoa IloBpltal for Insane.

IndlaDapollfi. Ind.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Inanlatlon Gnaratiteed 'wherever used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber used in insulating our wires and cables is especially chemically prepared, andis guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather and is not aEEected by heat. The insalation is protected from mechanical injury >y one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra finish, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very great extent fireproof. Our int*ulaiion will prove
durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared,
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark Joint Gum should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot long and flve-eighthe inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint
and pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOR KAllvlVAY and MOTOK use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

AVE GUARANTEE OUR INSUUATIOIV AVHEREVEK USEO, AERIAl., UBfDERGROUND OR SUBMARIAIE, and onr net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other first-class Insulated Wire. " We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, MASS.

HBSRT A. CLAEK, Treaanrer and Qen'l Manager.
HERBERT H. BUSTIS, President and Electrician.

r-wflfifiiEr

ARC MOTORS,
h h h 1. 3. 3, 5 H. P. Sizes.

With. Antomatic Centrifasal Oot-
ernor. Xo Switches,

430 Vest litli St„ Nei Toil

SOMETHING NEW!
An improved 4 or 6 volt Combined Storage Bat-

tery especially for Dentists' use at very low price.
Pnrchasera can exchange discharged for charged
€»Us, without extra cost, beyond exDense lOr
charging the batteries. Manofactared by

J, K. PIT]I1PEL.1.X,
JSeom 301, a05 S. Canal St., Chicago.

A thorough electrician and engineer,
now holding prominent position, desires
position as superintendent of large electric

plant. Will take stock.

Address, "Supt."
Care WKaTEKN Electkician

REPAIRS
CHICAGO ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.

street Eailway and Generator Armatures Rewound.

Gsneral Repair Wort. 205 and 207 S. Canal St , CHICAGO, ILL.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
H4 to 156 GreeB St., Green Point, BEOOKLIH, N. I.

MANUFACTOBT OF
Non-Conductive Blocks, Rosettes and Bases for Cut-Outs

and Switches; also Insulators, Cleats, Lamp Trim-
mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Our production le a dense body. The glazing and body
of onr ware are of eame composition, and are baked
alike, -which are the features of

TRU£ B:a1CI> FORCEI^AnV.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOE HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

TIie« Kartavert ^ Manufacturing h Do..,

^ ^T'xxiXkrXxsa^oaroiKr, X3xix<.

:*"»<•:
r^'^

For Sale Cheap, Second-hand Ma-
chinery, Arc and IncandeKceiit. Also
Motors. All Apparatus Guaranteed. #

The Electrical Construction Co.

OferloaJel

and Disordered

Batteries are a

common and
painful sight.

WHY?
BECAUSE they are not built to

work, but to sell. Are you a suf-

ferer? Then substitute the Law
Battery, anei suffer no more.

SOLE MAKERS,

Law Telephone Co.,

85J0HNST.,N.Y.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Electrical Pnrposes.

EUaEKEMUNSELL&CO,,
218 Water St.. JTew York.

Electrical Wood»

,^^^^^^^S^B^^i^- _ i'mili^L
^^^^3S
Telegrapli 1

Telephone
)

Electric liinht \

CROSS ARMS^

OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES.
C. H. HOLMES.

Room 410 Com'l Bids..
St. LouiS,

ESTABLISHED 1848.

P
HEMINGRAY GLASS CO.

Offices, Covington, Ky. Factories, Muncie, Ind.

STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS,
Class Brealc Knobs, Floor Insulators, Battery Jars.

ARC LIGHT GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

"VvroE.K: oiT srECi..atij desioxts soxjXcit^ii^:,

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLIES.

,
T116 Electric Supply and Contracting Gompanu,

I

S. E. Cor. Fifth and Sycamore Sts., (Nevada Building,) CINCINNATI, O.
|

GIVEN AWAY!!
I8A3IPI.E ORDKR8 OF

Buxton's Packing
At Only 50c. Per Pound.

"The Engineer's JFavorlte."
All Orders Guaranteed.

Agents wanted In every State in the Union. We can quote the'

very lowest prices on Ring Packing. Send for discount and
price Hat.

ESTABLISHED 1882.

GEORGE B. BUXTON,
1 7 VIRGINIA ST., EAST SOMERVILLE, MASS.
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Established in 1861.

B. BMGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILEDTHIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E.ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-BRANCH STORa-

12134 Michigan Avenue.

TO AMERICAN
INVENTORS.

Woodhonse & Rawson,

UNITED, LD.,

88 Queen Victoria Street,

LONDON, ENC,

NEW YORK OFFICE, 36 WALL STREET.

Are Prepared to Negotiate and

Introduce Inventions of

Merit into Great Britain and all

Parts of the World.

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED.

I HAVE DISCOVERED
HOW TO MAKE COMMUTATOES
SMOOTH AND ROUND

And keep tliem so. Enclose stamo for terms,
etc., 10 WM. McNKIIil^,

p. O. Box 469, WINCHESTER, KY

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles, 'Write To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
«a00 M. iSecond Street, ST. I,Oi;iS

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Botli Advertiser and Publisiier by

mentioning tiie WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

ManufactuceKs of

OCTAGONALv^^ CeDAR
TelephoneSciiEcmcAL

Rai lwayPoles&CRossArms

(^^H.M.Loud&SonsUimber(o.
1 OSCODA , IVllCH.

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE 1° Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWBLL & BIERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.
VFU. 8. TCKNEB, etv6. (iKU, A. UifLL., V. jfHBB. J. Linama, wuuuiiitiuuif, o«c. and Treas,

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
Consulting^ and Construeting:

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment of Electric Railways. Steam and Electric Plants.

47 Times Building. Telephone cm, 1009 Cortlandt. NEW YORK.
TUC # ^T^OT SPECIALTIES IN ELECTRICInL Lit I CO I LIGHT SUPPLIES.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

ST-A-IS ELECTI^ISS CO.,
641 NoFtb Broad Street, - PHIIiADBIiFHIA.

P.&B. ELECTRICAL
COMPOUNDS! PAINTS.

Thoroughly Water, Acid and Alkali Proof.

Perfect Insulators, especially adapted for use on .

CROSS ARMS, POLES and ALL KINDS of IRONWORK.
The P. & B. Compound is USED by the largest WIRE and CABLE manu-^

facturers In the world. Made only by the

STANDARD PAINT GOMPANT, 2 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK.

nTiasi]
•» ' NsiaOMAIN St.

,

FITCHBURG.MASS,U.S.A.
Manui^acturers OF DYNAMOS for, LIGHTING,
platingandexperimental purposes.

EVERYTHING
ALSO MOTORS.-^-^-
EST DESIGN AND HIBHEST EFFICIENCr.

EliECTRIC lilGHT
ASID BATTEBY

CJ{l\BOflS.
^tvmi^^^^Cffm^tLS't^M^^^^^K^

GL:EV-EIiA_3srX3. OHIO.

[HlOTOIl

Bl^USfffES.

THE I>E!XjT?OI^ XVA-TPESn. XVXZESJSX.
Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Over 2,000 in use.

Affords the moBt simple and reliable power for all mining and manafactuT-
Ing machinery. Adapted to heads running from ijOnp to 3,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per ceDt. better resuite guaranteed than can be prodnced from
any other Wheel in the country.

KIiKCXRIC TBAKSDIISSIOSI.
The advantagea the Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying conoitlons
of speed and pretsure, have brought It into special prominence and extensive
use for this class of work. All applications should etate amount and head of
water power required, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pip©
line. Send for Catalogue.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
IfSL-lSS aiain St., Han Francisco, €al., U. S. A.

1^3 LIBERTY STREET, - - XEW YORK,
^^•It having cometo our notice that our patent rights are being infringed

upon. Intending pnrchasers are hereby warned that all anch infringements will
be (Inly proeecuted.

PlCliTOIV WATER HIOTOICS. Varying from The fraction of 1 to 15
and 20 horse Tower, nneqiialed for all light runnrng machineiy. Warranttd
to develop a given tmount of power with one-half the water required by any
other. ^j^Send for Motor Circular. Addreps as above. Deliveries made from
San Francisco or New York, as may afford the most favorable freight rates.

A NEW BOOK
n>J"OT7V-

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND - BOOK.
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of

which 20,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's
well-known practical style with all the problems of Electric Power
Transmission.

NOW READY. PRICE $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The altention ol ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this 4*KI<E.BRAXEn ^VAXKK WIIEEl^as p:irticularly adapted lo ih-ir use

on account of its r4*markably Hl<*a4iy motion, ni{;li Mpeed
and (freat Efiioiency^and lai*{i:e Capacity foriisoiani«|<tr«
being double the Power of most wheels ol same dianwter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with £rcat satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the higlicst per cent
of useful e£fect fsaaranteed.
SK?in FOR CAXAI>OCii;K AIVI> PARXI4:f;i.ARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears arc required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving r(;presents a pair of 12 inch VIC'XOR

XIJRBINEN arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Fiumc. iJraft

Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and FJriving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared (o furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situatioD

admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

/^I ANOr^ A^ ADRON CO., MAKERS o^ HIGH -GRADE

MICA
FOR

ELECTRICAL
PURPOSES.

Send for Samples and Prices.

BOWERS BROTHERS, 121 Lake Sf, CHICAGO.

J,TAUan &AMERICAN MARBLE

^^13 6 LIBERTY ST.
EXCHANGE BUiLDlNG> , NEW YORK.

$sa.oo
ANTIQUE FINISH DESK,

Four and a half feet long.

Send for complete catalognes of
office fittings.

AUBRIG&N DESK AND SEATING CO..
370-373 Wabash Aveuue, CHICAGO

'Link-Belt MaghineryCo,,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS,

Manufacturers of

ELEVATING AND CONVEYING

For the economical handlingof CoaJ,

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS

RECALIBRATED.-REPAIRED.
CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO., 73 W. Jackson St.

GEIDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If Id want of Polea. Ties and Posts, save monej
by get'ing my prices.

W.C.STERLING, Monroe, Mich,

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wii.uiN«TOK,DEi,. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World.

I:E3I> 1378.
SOJLE HANHFACTVBERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
OFFICE:

14 DEY ST., N. Y.

HIRLIMANN
BATTERIES

Are Standard. Only One thai is Guaranteed.

Mannfactnreil I17 C. J. HIRLIMANN,
1 17 IHacdongall St., HIEW YORK.

THE
EASTON ELECTRIC CO.,

-MANUFACrOEEKS Or-

Arc and Incandescent Dynamos,
Jllotors, Generators and Sepa-
rators and Arc I/amps adapted
for use on Arc or Incandescent
Circnits.

ADDRESS;

643 Kent Avenue, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

^T (Near Roosevelt, Grand and East 23d Street
Ferries from N. Y.),

For Circ"lArs Prices and Inforniatinu

UNION ELECTRIC WORKS.
207 South Ganal St., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

The Best Electric Bell in the market; Niciel plated Gongs;

Double Magnet, Platinum Contacts, side adjustment) with set

screw. The simplest and most durable Annunciator,

all sizes, for elevators, hole's and offices.

^VBITE FOB PRICES.
Also Test InBtrnments, Spark Colls, Induction Colls and various

Standard Electric Devices for Medical and Mechanical Purposee.

We will also manufacture articles for Inventors or the Trade.We kave skilled Workmen and do ftrst-clas>* work.

STEARNS MANUFACT'C CO.iceMMsERIE
COmPZ^ETE: POAVER PLANTS FOR WOODBURY T

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, AutomaticE

STREET RAILWAY,
and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

A.

BRANCH OFFICES
f
PHII..40EI-PHIA,

I S.IN FR.4NCISCO,

942 Drexel Building.

29 and .".1 Spear St.

GILL'S PATENT WATER TUBE BOILER

( BOSTON—S. I,. Holt & Bart, G7 Sudbury Street.

AGENCIES' CHICAGO—Barclay & Sharpe, !j49 Tlie Koukery.
(, ST. tons—M. p. Jolmston Machinery Co., 715 aud 717 N. 2nd St.

SIMPLE AND COIVIPOUND;
CONDENSINGOR N ON "CON D E NSI NG.
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^E

For DriTing DynamoE',

The Pennsylvania R. R. Co. have thoroughly tested and have adopted
the Evans System of Driving Dynamos in their Juniata Shops, Al-

toona, Pa,, and are starting a new plant at Renovo.

Thousands of Horse Power in use driving Dynamos, and hundreds of sets 01 Cones in

operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO.,
Q3 TT^ateir Street, :]BOS^C>X>ir, ]\X.A.SS.

Evans* Cones.
For Varying Speed.

CHICAGO I1TSI7LATED WIRE COMFANV,
AX.A.TC'TTZ'.A.OTTTXl.ZZXl.S C3X*

HIBH GRADE INSULATED WIRES

WEITE FOR QUOTATIONS
AND SAMPLES.

WEATHERPROOF WIRES,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

MAGNET WIRES,
INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,

ETC., ETC., ETC.
Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

CHICAGO' INSULATED WIRE CO., 48-52 N. Clinton St„ CHICAGO, ILL.

OF AJ^Tu DESCRIPTIONS.

EVEEYTHTNG IN

WIRE-FUSE- STRIPS.

MANUK.XCTrREII BY

The Sperrj Slectric Mining Midline Co.,

39th St. and Stewart Ave.. CHICAGO.

Goodrich-ColemaR Electrical Works,
NEW ELECTRICAL THEORIES DEVELOPED.

Manufacturers of Specialties and Novelties under Contract.

31 South Canal Street, - CHICAGO,

THE MILUKEN PATENT POLE
For Electric Street Railways and Electric Light Work.

00 LLDdRTY SifiKuI, MAmrFACTtmiD BY

MILUKEN BROS.
NEW YORK.

59 DEIRBORK STREET,

CHICAGO.

Designers and. Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

TV^ITE FOR CIRC1T£.AB AKD CATAIi06UE.

H, WARD LEONARDS, COMPANY'

Secure bid from ne for Electrical Apparatus or
ConBtrnction before deciding. Railways, Light-
ing, TraiiBmlBsion of Power, Wiring, etc.

Electrical Exchange Bnllding,
RTEir YOBH. CITY.

aREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
SIAXITFACTUREBS OF AXD DEAI/EB8 IN

201, 203, 205, 207 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.

Gien'l "Western Ag^ents for

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS'
CELEBRATEE COPPER AUD

IRON.P.TEKX "K. K." WIRE,
For Electric light, Railway, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

BARE WIRES. )

MAGNET wiBEs. WE QUOTE FACTORY PRICES.
UNDERWRITERS' WIRES. ^

AeENTS FOR -

BernsteiR Series IncaHdesceot Laoips.
Lamps and Series Sockets for all Arc Systems for Street and Inside Lighting.

THOUBASIDB IN TSE.

Reduction in Price of Series Socket.

16 C. P. 4 to 6 Amperes.
25 ' 3 "10
50 " 4 " 10 "
75 " 6.5 "10 "
lOO " &5 " 10

3IA.NIJFACT1TBEBS OF THE
9f

/xi3'£:eix>XjE]

LisarixrxJisroi
For HOTELS, FACTORIES, OFFICE BUILDINGS and DWELLINGS.

"PERFECTION" Hotel Annunciators.
"PERFECTION" Return Call Annunciators.
"PERFECTION" Burglar Alarm Annunciators.

WRITE
FOB

PRICES.

NORTHWESTERN AGENTS FOR THE Write for Quotations

Columbia Incandescent Lamp.
High Efficiency. Full Candle Power. Long Life.

Any Voltage. Any Candle Power.

TRY A HUNDRED ^"i.Bo4^sISrr._

CEILING ROSETTE CUT-OUTS.
Wood, with Mica Insulation,

No. 1247 W.,

10 cents each in lots of 50 or more.

SAFETY ARC LAMP WINDLASS
IS THE BEST ON THE MARKET.

IVBITE FOB PBICE8.

10(1 LOTS. 500 LOTS.

IffXaW PRICES. Key Sockets, 25c. 23c. 22c.^=^==r=^==; Keyless, 23c. 2ic. 20c.

Wall Sockets, 6c. Higher.
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THE NATION'S CHOICE.

100 TO 1 Against The Field

OXO"

TAPES.

TfWOt mMK\
.A.nsri3 ci3;ic.A.a-o.

COMPOUNDS.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE GO.
P

78-S0-S2 Franklin Street, CHICAGO,

MAIN OFFICE: 13-15-17 Cortlandt St., New York. GEO. H. MEEKER, Western Manager.
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"Tl FEHHSTLYM UMF:

ALL CANDLE POWERS, VOLTAGES, BASES, ALWAYS IN STOCK.

SEND FOB DESCBIPTIV£ PRICE LIST.

Pennsylvania Electric Engineering Company, Penn Mutual Building, Philadelphia.

HOLMES, BOOTH &. HAYDENS,
Factories: Watertonry, Conn. - - SS Parle Place, Ne>v Yorli.

MANUFACTURERS OF

ITiiderwriters' Copper Electric liiglit liine Wire. Copper Masrnet ^Vire, Flexible Silk. Cotton and Worsted Cords for
Incandescent liighting. ftoand and Flat Copper Bars for Station tVorb.

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

£JlM^

PATENT "K. Yim^ LINE WIRE
For Electric ligbt, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Agentsfor the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

THE GKEAT WESTEEJi ELECTRIC SrPPlT COMPANY, CHICIGO, • SEllISG AGBJiTS.

THOS. L. SCOriLL, Netv Yorli Agent.

THEN ANP NOW.
Tears ago the traveling public consid-

ered a seat on the driver's box of a stage
coach the acme of comfort, luxury and ex-
cluslveness. The traveler of to-day asks
for limited trains, made up of Pullman
sleeping and dining cars, vestibuled and
fitted up in the most sumptuous style of
modem decorative art.

Such trains are run over the Erin Lines,
through without change between Chicago
and New York, passing through the beau-
tiful Western Reserve, Mahoning Valley
by Cha'itauqua Lake, and then througa
the mountains of Southern New York and
Northern Pennsylvania, the most pic'u-

rssque and beautiful scenery between Chi-
cago and the sea. Tickets over the Erin
can be purchased at aay of the principal
ticket cffices.

STANLEY TRANSFORMERS
Are now made regularly in the following sizes:

5, 16-C. P. Lamps.

10,

15, "

20,

30,

If you want the

BEST
And want it

QUICK,
Write to

40, 16-C. P. Lamps.

80,

WESTERN AGENTS,

The Electrical Supply Co.,

Randolph Street

and Michigan Avenue,

Chicago, Illinois,

STANDARD STANLEY TRANSFORMER.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO., PITTSFIELD, MASS.
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A XlJLi
IS THE

SOCKET
BEST IN THE MARKET.

-tRAoe JAAHK.
--

'

No danger of arcing or short-circuits.

Insulations of the BEST Vitrified White Porcelain.

Key and Keyless for all systems.
They are meeting with unprecedented success.

THE CROWN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
H. G. MADDEN, 18 Cortlandt St., NEW YORK.

C. & G. Electric Motors & Dynamos.

50 HOESfi POWER MOTOR.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING »» ELECTRICAL

TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

The C. & C. Electric Motor Co,
GENERAL OFFICE,

402 and 404 Greenwich St., NEW YORK.

BRANCH OFFICES,
CHICAGO. ILL, 201 E. Madison St. PORTLAND, ORE., 53 and 55 N. Front St

Also In Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Cleveland, New Orleans, St. Louis, San Francisco,
Denver, Salt Lake Cily.

banner of Securing the

BRIDGEPORT, CONN. Jr/Hs";

THE SCHUYLER
STSTZEJ^VE OIF

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPOETAMT FEATITRES

:

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,
MIDDLETOWN. CONN.

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PEBRET tlECTBIC MOTORS
ALL SIZES FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET - ELECTRIC - LIGHT - SYSTEM.

THE ELEKTRON MF6. CO., Springfield, Mass. "^^Kf,?U
( Washington, D. C, J. U. BURKETT & CO., 1409 N. T. Avenue. St. Paul. Minn.. F. J. RENZ, 95 East 4th Street.

SELLING AGENTS: New Orleans, I.a., THE BUCHEL MACHINE WORKS, Philadelphia, Pa., PENN8YLVANIA_MACHINE^C0.,^
1 101 Couti Street. 29 North 7th Street.
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Sometimes you forget to order

CARBOIVS
When you should; your supply gets low, and

YOU WANT SOME QUICK.
We are represented by the following concerns.

By ordering from the nearest one, you can

GET THEM QUIOKLY.
They carry a large stock on hand.

THE WASHINGTON CARBON COMPANY,
WASHINGTON, PA.

EQI8ON GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

Boston, Louisville, Springfield, Mass.,
Buffalo, A'lnnta, Minneapolis,
Cleveland, Ch'capo, Denver,
Detroit, 8t. Louis, Sm Frsroi'C-',

Cincinnati, Milwaukee, Poitland, Oregon.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
25 Park Place, New York.

FRANK S MARK.
fi4l N. Broad St., Ph'ladtlrhia, Pa.

ELECTRICAL S'JPPLY & CONS. CO.,
Pi isbnrg, Penn.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
Chicago, 111.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY'S

22,000 Copies published to date. An Astonishing Record.

Dynamo-Tenders' Hand-Book.

By LiEnT. F. B. Badt.

Fourth Edition, Ninth Thousand.

94 Pages, 70 Illustrations, FUoc-

ible Cloth Binding, Type
Page 6x3 inches.

The only PRACTICAL Dynamo

Tenders' Instruction Book in the

English language. Just the book

for Dynamo-Tenders, Linemen, Sta-

tionary and Marine Engineers who

wish to learn how to operate and care

for electric light or power plants.

Moonlight schedule for 1891.

Bell-Hangers' Hand-Book.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Second Edition, Fourth Thousand.

JOG Pages, 9 7 Illustrations, Flex-

ible Cloth Binding. Type
Page 0x3 Indies.

Designed for those engaged in

selling, installing or handling elec-

tric batteries, electric bells, eleva-

tors, house or hotel annunciators,

burglar or fire alarms, electric gas

lighting apparatus, electric heat

regulating apparatus, etc. The only

book of the kind published.

Incandescent Wiring Hand-Book.

By Libut. F. B. Badt.

Third Edition, Ninth Thousand.

73 Pages, 43 Illustrations, Flex-

ible Cloth Binding. Type
Page 6x3 Inches.

Five Tables, 12x18 Inches.

These tables give at once and •without

any calculation the size of wire required

in each case for any percentage of loss.

It is a bnok for practical wirem^n and

learners, and doES not r quire any previous

krow'edge of wiring. It differs In this

re?p( ct from other wiring tables, or com-
puters.

The book contains full Illustrations and

complete information concerning methods

of running wires, location of safety devi-

ces, splices, insulation, testing for faults,

wire gauges, wiring of fixtures, elevators,

buildings, ttc. The only book of the kind

published.

Electric TraDsmissioi Hanyooi.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

First Edition, Three Thousand Copies.

97 Pages, 22 lUuntrations, and
27 Tables. Flexible Clolh
Binding. Type Page

6x3 Inches.

This book contains all practical infor-

mation for power producers, capitalists,

agents of hydraulic and electric companies,
engineers, rcotor inspectors and other per-

sons interested in e'ectric power transmis-
sion. By means of the tables anybody can
find at once cost of plant for least opera-
liogexpensfs, or for minimum first cost

of installation.

The book gives all necessary information
concerning motors, and rules for ascer-

laioing hose power of motors, driving
various classe? of machinery, as hoUis,
pumps, street or tram cars, fans, etc.

Twenty-seven n w and original tables

give more Information on the subject in a
small space than any book heretofore pub-
lished on the same subject.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
AFFORD THE ONLY RELIABLE AND EFFICIENT MEANS FOR

ALL NIGHT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

ALL OTHER DEVICES ARE CRDDE, EXPENSIVE AND DNSATISFACTORY.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY

Has established its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lamps, No.

219,208, having WON SEVEN DISTINCT INFRINGEMENT SUITS in

the United States Courts, four of them on jftnal hearing.

The public is warned against the use of infringing lamps or any crude sub-

stitute for the Brush Invention.

ABC LIOHTING APPARATUS!,
ELECTRIC MOTORS AND GENERATORS,

ALTERNATING CURRENT APPARATUS,
INCANDESCENT LIGHTING MACHINES.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,
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Tbe United States Electric Lighting Co.,

[THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Lessees.]

liem INCANDESCENT ISOLATED ELECTRIC LICHT PLANTS.

t

More than 1,000 Plants in Operation in Factories, Hotele,

Office Buildings, Theaters, Etc.

MOTORS"' GENERATORS.
Direct Current GENERATORS and MOTORS for all purposes,

1-8 H. P. up to any po'wer required, and at any
required E. M. F.

Snperior in Design and Wortmansliip, and Dneqnaled in Efficiency.

Send for New U. S. Catalogues on Incandescent Lighting and Motors.

GENERAL OFFICES! EQUITABLE BUILDING, - - 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC CO.,
BOSTON, NEW YORK,

620 Atlantic Avenue. 510-534 West 23d Street.

CHICAGO,
217 La Salle Street.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
Orders Executed Correctly and Promptly.

BEST AND CHEAPEST.

ALSO-
No. 116. Keyless Socket, U in.

Ro. 130. Keyless Wail Sockt—

Porcelain or Wood Base.

Bo. 145. Keyless docket for 76,

100 and 150 c. p. Lamps,

Ho, 150, lateiTiioof Scclet,

No. 140. Attachment Plug,

with Fuses.

No. 125. Key Wall Socket—Porcelain or Wood Bas«. No. 110. Key Socket. No. 120. Keyless % Inch Socket.
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PABTIOUIAELT ADAPTED TO DEIVINO

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of Its Ugh efficiency at all stages of gate, Btcadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the conitructlon of which makes It the most sensi-
tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE Jrh^l^^fr.™^"""^'"
°' "^"'?«

ertlcal and horizonttl shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOCT, HILLS & TiEMPLE,

STEAM PLANTS
IJI8TAI.L.KI> Bf

JKT. B. PEARSON i£ CO.,
HECHANICAIi ENeiNEEBS AKD COKTBACTOB8.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, - CHICAGO.

ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY INSTALLATION.

AT OMAHA AND COUNCIL BLUFFS RAILWAY & BRIDGE CO.,

COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA.

THEWESTINGHOUSE MACHINE COMPANY.
^^tS PITTSBURGH. PENNA.U.S.of A. G^^

STEAM ENGINES
FOR SALE.

One Vi ir. P. Vertical.
Three HH. P, Vertical.

One 4 H P. Hoti7ontfli Trnnk.
One 5 U. P. HolBtlng Engine.

All above engioee new and cheap.

We have iindprconntrnrtinn 5, 8, and 12 JI. P.
vortical, acd 18 and 25 II. P. horlzontnl enginef,
all automatic ciit-tff.

WILLIAMS ENGINE CO.,
BAr^Tl.nOKK. .11 1».

A GREAT RAILROAD.
By the abeorptlon of the Chlcai^o & Atlantic

Railway between Marlon and Chlcaeo, the ERIE
hu8 at laf t f ffecied Ite entrance Into (.'hlcaeo. and
DOW occapies the proad poalUon of helng the only
line between Chicago and New York entirely
QDder one management
One reeolt of tnie le the arrangement ii hereby

all tb0^ tbrongh trains of the Erie are now run
eolld Letweeen Chicago and >'ew York withoot
cbang(>. PasBengera holding throngh tickets,
wb» ther first or ppcond claee, are abe to go from
Chicago to New York wlthoat changing cars.
ppllman'B raoBi modern S'eeplng Care are ran

on all tbroogh traioE via this line, and on their
Veatibaie Limited, Pallman's Dlolne Care, No
extra fare cbart^nd on tbia train. In fact, the
rates via the ERIE are lower than via any other
roaie oS^riog tqaal facllitiea.

HARD FIBRE
for insulation and me-

chanical construction is

manufactured in Sheets,

Rods, Tubing, Washers, Discs and all Special Shapes. Esti-

mates and samples furnished upon application.

DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO., "'^"'n
"'

|)pQR£)9Q^)^T

THE POND SEPARATOR.
The Pond Separator Is guarantetd to relieve (be

steam of all entrained water andn turn ihls water

to the boiler, thus effecting a large saving in fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POND ENGINKEKING COMPANY,
ST. LOUIS.

OMAHA.
CHICAGO.

DALLAS.

KANSSSCITY.
SEATTLE.

BALL
AUTOIYIATIC CUT-OFF

ENGINE.

""""^ERIE.PA.COMPANY

With New Improvements.
Unequaled Regulation.
Highest Economy, Durability,

Smooth and Quiet Running

Simple.

Cross Cofflpound.

Triple Expansion.

TandemCompouM

The BEST ENGINE forELECTRIC LIGHTING, ELECTRIC RAlLVVAYSTELECfmC

MINING, ELECTRIC WELDING, and General Manufacturing Purposes.
J W. PARKER & CO., 38 tSoalh Fourth Street

'nBAWi'SLACK.' 804 L«wis Block, PUtRbare. Pa.; KOBTHWeSTBBN SOPPI-ir
CROOK, HOBlkEB& CO., Baltimore, Md.; E. "^ "^ElLinr f *• T. COPEI..ANP A CO-,, l" CortI?D'yj?t-i?.«?' '*'9""t

U.elliliGBT, Atchison, Kan.; VOOI/ET(Philadelphia, Pa
Co.,Taeoiiia, Wash.; i;i»«.w.»., Maw»™-:.M;«- ..^v, «.-.....—-'--.

WATER, !4** Washington Ave. Sontll, Minneapolis, Minn.
„Tnr<inr, TIT >l RFRT rt<:HFR Mon.oprBBAKCH OFFICE', Room 506 Bookery Building, CHICAGO, IfcL. ALBERT FlSHtu, Manager.
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W.P.
THE TIIOIII$IH-IIOI$TM aECTMC CO,

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RAILWAT MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-
duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

1,600 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

THOHSON-HOnSTON ELECTRIC CO.,

Boston Offlca; 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office; 148 Michigan Ave.
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OUR BARE COPPER.

A BARE COPPER would not be
allowed on the streets of a city; neither

would bare copper wire.

They must have a covering of some
kind. Safety Rubber Wire ismade from
Pure Lake Superior Copper, and is cov-

ered with a seamless rubber insulation,

over which is woven a fireproof braid.

Write us about it. Ask for samples.

THE
KNAFP ELECTRICAL WORKS ?

SOLE WESTERN AGENTS,
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''There is a tide in the affairs of men which, if taken

at its flood, leads on to Fortune."

StJBBER

COVEfiBD

Wbeam

J

X R -^ ^ EcosoMic*!.-

— OUR VALENTINE. —
Turn^ it which ever way ye will,

It turns for good^, but na' for ill.

There are na' blanks in this round^ wheel,

For he that turns it, turns for weal.

FACTORIES: Ansonia, Conn.

BRANCH: 244 Arch St., Phila.

* * * *

At all our friends in the Convention,

We aim a shaft—of good intention

—

In Fortune's name,

And for'd or backward

It's just the same.

The Electrical Supply Co.,
CHICAGO.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.

THE K^TJEBEI^ TJSEU IHST

HABIRSHAW INSULATION
XS 3PWRS PikRA..

Marine C'ore. nsod
on Wovernnieiit

Cruisers.

PoeUer Core.
Broadway Theater,

Naval Marine India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.

Feeder 4'able. Brooklyn
JKdlHon Kleetric Llsht Cow

Submarine "Work, Edison Klectric
Jji^lit t. o., Kaston, Pa.

TVaval Core. T'nifed
States ». ». "Clileago/'

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES. FeeiU'r Condnetor.

"l^rypIa'-eM,*'
€:rand Central Uepot.

Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far employed on board the United States steamships Trenton, Chicago, Boston, Yorktown, Pensacola, Phila-
delphia, Petrel, Atlanta, Baltimore, Newark, Vermont, Charleston, San Francisco, Concord, Bennington and monitor Miantonomah.

Jr.. 1 7 „*^- v/rmv

IfP'-^;)

i'eeder Core.

SOLID AND STRANDED CONDUCTORS, TAPED, BRAIDED, FLAME-PROOF.

The Habirshaw Insulation fulfills all requirements in places demanding the

"Best," and in that field finds no successful competitors.

FACTORY

WM.M. HABIRSHAW, F.CS.,

GLENWOOD, YONKERS, N. Y.
OJE'F'XOZI:

315 Madison Ave., Cor. Forty-Second St.,

NEW YORK CITY.eSSTERAI. MAITAGliR.
Feder Cable,

WESIERH AGEHTS: THE ELECTEICiL SUPPLY CO., cor. Randolph St, and Michigan M., CHICAGO, ILL. ^™?rY/lif{|['?S.

The Sunbeam Incaniescenl Lamp Co.^

805 CHAMBUR OF COMMERCE BUILDING,

CHICMGO. ILL-,

-aiAKUFACTURBKS OF-

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

In Ordering^ Specify

AGENCIES:
Electrical Supply Co., Chicago, 111,

Electrical Supply Co., Ansonia, Conn.
W. H. Gordon & Co., New York.
F. P. Jones & Co., Buflfalo, N. Y.
The Iron City Electric Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Woodruff-Harris Electric Co., Birmingham, Ala
Louisville Electric Co., Louisville, Ky.

Long Life Lamps

or Hig^h Efficiency

Lamps.
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO.,
-MANUFACTUBERS OF THE

SLATTERY INDUCTION AND WOOD ARC SYSTEM
-01^-

THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being used almost exclusively after other systems have been
tried and thrown out—Philadelphia, New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

WE MAKE ALL STANDARD SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM.
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., 1,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND.

SEW TORK 115 Broadway. PITTSBUKGH, PA ...533 VTeod Street.
CHICAGO 185 Bearborn Street. SAJT FBAirCISCO 35 JTew Montgomery Street.
PHIL,ADEi;iFHIA »07 Filbert Street. TOKOKTO, CAITABA 138 King Street, W.
BAI^IiAS, TEXAS 9IcI<eod Building. BUFFALO 228 Pearl Street.

:E'oi:i::cl tl3.e TJrLcextain. DBle3men.t
Tia. Opera-tirLgr DBs^iperLses.

The "iQcidentals" (Loss of RoTenue, Labor, Extras, etc.,) Cost More Than Material.

SPRINGFIELD, ILL., February 2, 1892.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS, Detroit, Mich.

Gentlemen:—In reply to yours of Jan. 28th, would say that last fall, during the

State Encampment, we ha,d, most of the four weeks, three trail cars to each ofyour motors,
and pulled up a 3 per cent, grade with perfect ease from 250 to 300 persons, but with
your last improved or inverted motors, we had four trailers, and brought in, by actual
count, 4:22 persons, without any trouble whatever. We did the same during our Fair in
September last, and if I did not thinh your motors do the most work with the least power,
I should not have given you lately an order for five more motors.

On January 18, 1892, we had a very heavy snow storm here, our cars never stopped,
made their regular trips, while the City Bailway Company, with their T-H. equipment,
had to quit running in the afternoon at 5 P. M. We had no trouble in pulling through
the heavy snow drifts. Yours very respectfully,

(Signed) PEOPLES ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.,

Per J. H, Schuck, President.

DETROIT, 7VIICH., U. S. K.
431 "THE ROOKERY" F.I.STONE,

Chicago, 111. Correspondence Invited. Chattanooga, Tenn.
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HARD FIBRE
for insulation and me-

chanical construction is

manufactured in Sheets,

Rods, Tubing, Washers, Discs and all Special Shapes. Esti-

mates and samples furnished upon application.

WILMINGTON, DEL.,

DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO., U. 8. A.

PATENT Runs more Slack than
IJnpei'forated Belts, hence

,
adapted to uneven power

: of Electric Railways andliliiiffli

CHAS. A. SCHIEREN & CO.,
PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS,

Also New York, Boston, ]

PhUadolplila, \
46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO. ILL

Insulated Wires and Cables.
Xbe acknovrledged Standard for darsbl« and hlg^li In*

salatlon. Its merits proved by a record of over quarter
of a oentaary. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

CELPRATED KERITE TAPE FOR INSULATING JOINTS,

Electric Light and Power, ALL SIZES Aeriat Use.
Telegraph and Telephone. lon/t FnmQpri Wiypa Subterranean Use,
Railway and all other '^^° tncasea Wires. submarine Use.
Branches of Signaling, Concealed Wiring In all Locations.

WILLIAM H. EGKERT, Gen'l Agent, 16 Dey St., NEW YORK.

WRITE FOR PRICES ON

TROLLEYS, GEARS, BEARINGS

AND GENERAL SUPPLIES.

R. D. Nuttall Company,
Allegheny, Pa. TSwr Y'ork.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, 'SV.Vi YORK,

MANUFACTURKES, IMPOETERS AND DBALERS INm ..CHA.«P,ON.. BATTERY.
^^^^^^^^^

Supplies

Price, with Rod Ztnc, SI.15 per Cell, Witt Corrugated
Zinc, $1.35 per Cell.

THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED.

Of alt Descriptions.

OMBpIaU Cll of Chua- C.rtHiB ReHrTolr.nd CoT.r CcrrngtUd Zinc of Cb.m*
ploii Balterj. of Cb.aipion Battory. ploD B^tUry.

Telegraph, Telephooe,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances,

Construction Tools and

Line Material,

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
I Manufn4'tur«*d by the

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY. Warren, Ohio.
NEW YORK CITV, Chas. K. Chapln, 136 Liberty

Street.
SYRACUSE, N. Y., Electric EnglneerlDg *

Supply Co.
CHICAGO, H,L..Th,> Electrical Engineering &

Supply Co., 931 Tbe Rookery.^

ST, PAUL, MINN., The Electrical Engineering
.t Supoly Co.

ST. LOUIS. MO., 81. Lonis Electrical Supply Co.
SAN KRINCISCO, CAL., Interoallonal Electric

Supply A Conetruction Co.
CINCINNATI, OHIO, (ineen City Electric Co.
LOUISVILLE, KY , Smllhere * Oavla.

^^B. E. KELLER. F. E. DEC;ENIIAItDT.

Keller & Degenhardt,
electrical eksineebs.

542 Rookery Bids'., Cbicag'o, 111.
THE ONLY BUREAU OF ELECTRICAL INFORMATION IN THE WORLD'S FAIR CITY.

WILLARD L. CANDEE, t EneineeB Manaseri
H. DURANT CHEEVER, ^''"''^^'"''"''Seri.

The

Internalionai OKONITE COMPANY, LIMITED,

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
BRANCHES; Chicago, Boston, Phlladelplila, Minneapolis, Cincinnati, Kanaaa OMr,

Onaalia, I.naiBviUe, St. Louis, San Francisco, l<ondon and So. America.

ITR/VDCMftRK|

WM. EOTCH, Prea. C. Q. WINTER, Treas.

C. E. BIBBER, Oen'l Slanager.

Consolidated Electric Mfg.
COMPANY,

1 54 Franklin and 155 Congress Streets, BOSTON.

MANtJP-^CTUREBS OF

Elecfflcal Ajjaratis aiJ Siplies.

ChlcBgo Agency— Electric Appliance Co.
Kansas C ity— Franklin Electric Co.
Birmiugham, Ala.

—

Woodruff -HarriB Electric Co.

Atlanta, Gs.-Gate City Electric Sappty Co.
Brffalo, N.T.—F. P. Jones & Co.
Sioax City, la.—Sioux City Elect. Sapply Co.
lis ew York—Parmly, Mil chell Jt Co.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford. Conn.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., newyork.

AGENTS:
W; B. Pe-rson & Co., Home Ins. Eldr., Chicago, II'.

Thoe. G. Smith -Tr., Hemmooti Bid*-'., Cinclnnfiti, Ohio.
W. > . Day, 128 Olivpr St.. Boston, Maes.
A. M. Mor e « Co.. Comui«rcial Blrp., St. Lonid, Mo.
Hv e Bros. & Co., Lewis Block, Pittsburg, Pa.
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Tbomson-Honston
ELECTRIC CO.,

MANUPACTXTKERS OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY OF

DYNAMOS, LAMPS
And Every Neceseary Appliance for the Construction, Maintenance and Operation of

Central Stations and Isolated Plants,

Arc, Direct Current and Alternating Current Systems,

100,000 750,000
Thomson-Houston Arc Lamps, Thomson-Houston Incandescent Lamps

In Daily Operation October 1, 1891

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, WESTERN OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON. Mass. 148 Michigan Ave.. CHICAGO. ILL
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Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Wire Insulated.)

Cross-Anns.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical tinpply Co., The.
Holmes, C. H.
Lend, H. M. & Sons Lmnber Co.

^ Schlndel & Schlndel.

CableM, Rlectrle. (See Wire Insu-
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<'r.*M.<.iit IriH, With A Cubl" ' o.
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Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Palste, H-T.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
StarElectrlx Co.
Van Nuts, C. S.

Western Electric Co.
I>rop Forein^S.
Wilcox & Howe Co.

Bynamos.
Bruslrush Electric Co.

C. & C . Electric Motor Co.
Colbnrn Electric Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Detroit Mntor Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Easion Electric Co.
Elecirical Kne. & Supply Co.
Port Wayne Electric Co.
Heieier Electric Co.
La Roche Klectrlc Works.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
RockfordE le ctric Manufacturing Co,
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Elei^trlc Bailways.
DetroItElectrical Works.
EdiBon General Klectrlc Co.
Rae, Prank B.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Woodbrldce & Turner Eng. Co.

BlectrlcAl Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley* Co., TheE.S.
O.ueen & Co.
Union Electric Worke.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

E;nerrav<>rs.
Braan Illustrating Co.

Blectrieal Specialties.
Andrae. Julius.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Ontter. Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mf". Co.
Detroit Electrical Woifce.
Huesey & Co.
Neu.G. S.

Rles Electric Specialty Co., The.
Electroliers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Baggot, E.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

Electro-Platins machines.
Brush Electric Oo.
Colburn Electric Mfg. Co,
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edleon General Electric Co.
Thomson-UouBton Electric Co.

Blectrlcel Intellieence.
Keller & Degenhardt.
Leonard & Co., H. Ward.
Rae, Frank B.

Klcvators.
Link B«lt Machinery Co.

fCnKlnes, Htea^
Ball EDi:ln« Co.
Ball A Wood Co, The,
Pearson Jk Co., W.B.
Pond BntdoeerlngCo.
Ruclne Hurdware Mfg. Co.
Hmllli.TboH, G. Jr.
Steams Mfg. Co.
'I'liyi'ir l^nglne C<».

WeetlogbouHe Machine Co.
Wjllltime Engine Co.

Fan OatntM.
C. & C. Electric Motor Co.
Dl-'bl &, Co.
EdlBoo General Electric Co,
Stanley Electric Mtg. Co.

Fibre.
Delaware Bard Fibre Co,
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
VulcanizL-d Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms,
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp EtectrlcaJ Works.
PartricE & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western iCIectric Co,

Friction Cones.
Bvans Friction Cone Co.

FuNft wire.
Electrical Supply Oo,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Sperry Elec. Mining Mach. Co.

€ras Mjifftitlns:, tf<:iectrlc.
Detroit Elecirical Works.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

€^eneral Klectrlcal Supplies.
American Eleclrjcai Works.
Andrae, Julius.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. <'o.

Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Bdlson General Blectric Co.
Electric Supply & Contracting Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co

.
, The E , S.

Knapp Eilectrlcal Works.
Partrlck & Cnrter Co.
Penn. Elec, Eng. Co.
StarElectrlx Co.
Western Electric Co.

eiobes and Electrical Glass-
ware.
Baggot. B.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Hemingray Glass Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.

Hard Bnbber Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Insulators and Insulatlus
Materials.
Andrae, Julius,
Brookfleld, Wm.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cushing, F. W.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co,
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Hemlneray Glass Co.
Imperial Porcelain Wks.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonite Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
E^app Electrical Works.
Hunsell & Co., Engene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Security Insulator Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co,
Western Electric Co.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
ntaffuet IVlre.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Crercentlns. Wire & Cable Co.
Cushing, F. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Day's Kf rite Insulation.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonite Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insu-
lating Co.

Knapp Electricftl Worke.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Bmeh Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg, Co,
Bdlson General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Electrical Ene, & Supply Co
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The B. S.
Heieier Electric Co.
Knapo Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Feiiu, Elec. Eng. Co.
Sawve'--Man Kiectrtc Co.
Somoff, J. L.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

Lubricators.
PoweUCo.,Th6 Wm,

Slasrnet Wire.
(See Insulated wtre'*

Jf'i'haniral Ifarhinery.
Ferracute Machine Co.

Mertlra» B8tt#ri<»s-
Detroit Electrical Works.
Porirlck & Carter Co.

Sllca.
Bowers Bros.
Munsell & Co., Bugene.
Sohoonmaker. A. O,

nine HlemalH, Flectrle.
DaCrolt Electrical Works,

nininff Apparatas. Blectrle.
Ediaoo Genf-rtJ Eletctrlc Co.
ThomsoD-lioQiUm islnctrlc Co.
Sperry Blec. Mining Machine Co.
WeetlDKhoase Blectric A Mfg. Co.

Hotora-
Brush Blectric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Motor Co
C. & C, Electric Motor Co,
Chicago Blectric Motor Co.
Detroit Kl^-ctrlral Works.
D'.-trolt .Molor Co.
Ea»lon Electric Co.
Bdluon General Electric Co.
Electric Supply &, Contracting Co.
Elecirical Kng. fc Supply Co.
La Koche Ele«;tric Works.
Rockford Electric Man ufacturine Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Thomeon-Uoaston Electric Co
Weetintfhouee Electric & Mfg Co.

Onice FornltDre.
ArQf-rlcun Dt-t^k & Seating Co.
AonrewH & Co , A. H,

Oil CupH.
I'owell (.'o.. The Wm.

Oil Furinovs.
(iriivjpv Purifier To.

Buxton. Ge-j. B.
N. Y. BelUng A Packing Co.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Holmes, C. H.
Loud, Ii , M. & Sons Lumber Co
Schlncl*-1 ,V- Shiudel.
Western Electric Co.

PlatiDum.
Schawel & Co., Jae.

Poles.
Brownlee & Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Holmes, C. H.
Leffmflnn, Juli'ie.

Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
MIHIken Bros.
Schindel A Schindel.
Sterling,W. C.

Porcelain.
Imperial Porcelain Wks.

Publishers, Klectneal.
Electrician Publlflhing Co.

Pnsh Buttons.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Suj)ply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck 4 Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Kall^t^ays, JRIectric.
(See electric railways.)

KcsulatlDf; Sockets.
Ries Electric specialty Co., The.

Securities. Electrical.
Oilman & Co., E. R.
Perry k Noyes.

t^ppnrators, Hteam.
Hine Eliminator Co.
Pond EneliieBrinE Co.

milk Krald.
Bobtou Braid Mfg. Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

SpeaklnK Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Oetrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Stf^am Pumps.
Worthington. Henry R.

Supplies, £lectrlc Railiray,
Detroit Electrical Works,
Electric Merchandise Co.
Nuttall. R. D. Co.
Schindel & Schlndel.

Tapes, Insnlotlnc.
American Electrical Works.
Andrae, Julius.
Central Electric Co.
Chlcaso Insulated Wire Co.
Cuehing, F. W.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
India KuDber & Gutta Percha In-
sulating Co.

Internationa] Okonite Co., The.
New York Inealated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co-

Telegrrauh .Apparatus.
Central Blectric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The B. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

T*»lephon<>i(», Klectrlc
Detroit Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The,
Greeley & Co., The H. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Q.neen & Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

Transformers.
Electrical Ene. & Supply Co.
National ElectricManufacturingCo
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westingbouee Electric & Mfg. Co.

Trolley €oi-d.
Sameon Cordage Works.

Trucks, Klectrlc Car.
Detroit Elecirical Works.
iCdIson General Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg, Co

Turbine TTbeels.
DaytOTi Globe Iron Works Co.
Hunt Macblue Co., T?odney.
StIlwoII A Bierce Mfg. Co.

T^pcT^TifeTfa.
Denfmore Typewriter Co,

Heater ** heplM.
Felton Water Wheel Co.

Wire, Bare.
American Electriral Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes. Booth £p Haydens.
KnaDT^ Electrical Worirn
EoebliugB Sons Co., J. A-
Bperry Blec MialBg Machine Co
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Short Railway Generators
ARE NO LONGER A NEW TYPE, THEY ARE

9
And the record they have made for themselves cannot be surpassed. Inquire

in Rochester, Jamestown, Covington, East Liverpool, Muskegon.

The Jamestown Street Railway Company report as follows: januaky 6, 1882.******* * * ** **3l4****
On Sunday morning last it commenced snowing very hard, and so continued all day Sunday, Sunday night and Mon-

day. We were obliged to put forth every effort to prevent blockading of the road, which we succeeded in doing.**^*:i;*^ * * * * * **:i:*:f:^
On Sunday morning we started your Generator No. 2 at 6:30 a. m., and continued to use the same until Tuesday

morning at 3:30 a. m., when we shut it down. This Generator was in continuous service during the entire time, and was
not even sanded, nor the brushes touched. It did not use to exceed one-half quart of oil. We consider this remarkable
because of the hard work the Generator was doing. ********

Yours very respectfully, GEOBGE E. MALLBT, Superintendent.

THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.,

SERIES INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
roH

ARC LICHT CIRCUITS.

For Street and Inside Lighting. Not an Experiment. Thousands in Use.

Durable and Attractive Street Fixture.

A Necessity to Every Lighting Company.

Reduction in Price of Series Socket

SERIES LAMPS FOR ALTERNATING STREET CIRCDITS.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
620 Atlantic Avenue, BOSTON, MASS.
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TRADE MARK.
WE HAVE

THADE UABlCi

Of moulded carbons, plain or coated.

THOUSANDS
Of Bryant key and keyless sockets, and wall sockets for all standard systems.

Bryant double pole switches. Paiste switches. Main and porcelain branch blocks.

Swan tied and loose filament lamps, all voltages.

MILLIONS
Of feet of Okonite wires, and Well, send us your orders^ and see how quick

WE CAN FILL THEM.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

>lOIV/>

TEADE MARK.

116 and 118 Franklin St.,

CHICAGO.
vLOW/>

T8ADE MARK.
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[AMP u
THE WARD" LAMP

AMP

^,:.^^yft^

ORGANIZED 18S1.

INCORPORATED 1883.

Of the Standard type, to run on incandescent circuits,

direct current, has been before the electrical trade for

a little over two years.

Within that time many thousands of this type

have been installed and satisfactorily operated.

It is the only lamp for this purpose, none other

having met with even ordinary success.

There are to-day a large number of central sta-

tions throughout the United States which are using

from one hundred to a thousand "Ward" Lamps each,

in connection with their incandescent plant.

The installation of isolated plants on which the

"Ward" Lamps are in operation have increased rapidly

during the last year, and we are at liberty to refer to

many isolated plants, on which there are from fifty to

two hundred "Ward'' Lamps in operation.

From time to time the Company has brought out

and put on the market different styles of lamps to -be

operated on constant potential circuits, among which

styles are the railway lamps to run ten in series on 500

volts, each lamp being provided with an automatic

resistance equal to the resistance of the lamp, by which

means the resistance in the line is kept constant; the

alternating current lamp for use on alternating incan-

descent circuits, runs in multiple arc on 50 volts; a line

of focusing lamps adapted to the different uses of pho-

to-engraving, theatrical side lights, stereopticon work,

search lights, etc.

HERBERT TORREY, President.

R. B. COREY, Gen'l Mgr.

The Electric Construction

AND Supply Co..

lAHP
MANUFACTURERS OF

LAMP AND HOOD.

CT

PHOTOGRAVURE
LAMP.

ARC LAMPS.
LnjXnjTXLTLTLn

New York.

TELEPHONE
BUILDING.

Chicago.

PHENIX
BUILDING.

SEARCH LIGHT.
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TAKE A GOOD LOOK

TRADE MARK.

It will be to your interest to have it on

every coil or reel of high grade insulated

wire that you buy in future.

TRY THE NEW KEBITE AND YOD WILL BE CONVINCED.

Factory: SEYMOUR, CONN.
W. R. BRIXEY, Supt.

Eastern Office: 16 Dey St., NEW YORK.
W. H. ECKERT, Gen'l Agent.

WESTERN OFFICE: 225 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO.
F. W. GUSHING, General Western Agent.
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EDISON
5 Amperes — Single

Pole.

-TETCri"

10 Amperes—Single Pole.

^3

M ^

RATCHET

15 Amperes—Double Pole.

\#
## r«^

'2^ Amperes—Double Pole.

40 Amperes—Double Pole.

PORCELAIN BASES. 25 Amperes—Double Pole.

Special attention is drawn to our new style FIVE and TEN ampere, single pole switches. They are SMALL, NEAT,
HANDSOME, and surpass all others of similar capacity on the market.

EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.
FOB PEICES ADDRESS NEAREST DISTRICT OFFICE.

DISTRICT OFFICES:
CANADIAN : Edison Building, 77 Bay Street, Toronto, Can.

CENTRAL: 1 73 and 1 75 Adams Street, Chicago, 111.

EASTERN: Edison Building. Broad Street, New York.

NEW ENGLAND: 25 Otis Street. Boston, Mass.

PACIFIC GOA'iT: Edison Building. 1 12 Busli Street. Ssn Francisco, Cal.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST: Fieischner Building. Portland, Oregon.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN: Masonic Building. Denver, Colo.

MEXICAN AND SOUTH AMERICAN DEPARTMENT: Edison Building. Broad

Street. New YotV.

EUROPEAN OFFICE: 34 Victoria Street. Westminstfr. London. S. W . Enn.

Sometimes you forget to order

CARBONS
When you should; your supply gets low, and

YOU WANT SOME QUICK.
We are represented by the following concerns.

By ordering from the nearest one, you can

GET THEM QUICKLY.
They carry a large stock on hand.

THE WASHINGTON CARBON COMPANY,
WASHINGTON, PA.

EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

Boston,
Buffalo,
Cleveland,
Detroit,

Cincinnati,

Louisville,
Atlanta,
Chicago,
St. Louis,
Milwaukee,

Springfield, Mass.,
Minneapolis,
Denver,
San FranciFco,
Portland, Oregon.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
25 Paik Place, New York.

FRANK S MARK,
641 N. Broad St., Ph'lad<Iphia, Pa.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY & CONS. CO.,
Pi'tsburcf. PenD.

CENTRAL 'ELECTRIC CO.,
Chicago, ni.
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THE DOVETAIL CEILING GUT-OUT,
Accldtntal Jitjunrtlon impoBblljlc. Brood codIscIs.

Tbe cap is adjusted without the use of scrtw driver.

No. 101

102
104
ino

For C'eat Worlt.
For ronc(a'ed Woik.
For MouldiDK Worl».
For Moulding Worli.

(Hound Base.)

See Cut.

INGANOESGENT SWITGHES.
5 & 10 Amp. Ratchet, Slngie Pole.

10 to 150 Amp. Double Pole. See Cut.
3 Way Switch. Series Switch.

For Male by Supply Houaea, or by

THE PERKINS ELECTRIC SWITCH MFG. CO,,
p. 0. BOX 810. BC-A.n.Tif»oni>, ooxa-u".

jjEISLER ELECTRIC CO.,

DREXEL BUILBIN&, PHILADELPHIA.. PA.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE OIVLY

LONG DISTANCE SERIES

Mimt mil Aparaliis

THAT IS SELF-CONTAINED, AND ABSOLUTELY
AUTOMATIC IN REGULATION.

Noted for Brilliancy of Light and Great Efficiency.

ALSO

Series Sockets and Lamps for Arc Light Circuits.

READ THIS!
IT SPEAKS FOR ITSELF.

ATHAM & BROTmCA* iid^mSi.i'/'S^^'ySo'^/^

yy^^^w^'?. Dm. 301 h. ^f^-9^\

The Standard Paint Conjpany,

^ 2 Liberty Street, New York.

Gentlemen!-

We have for a nunib-r of years been using your ^ P.i 6.

Electrical Compound for coattne our lead-enfiased 'electric eablea.,

aa a pToteotjve coverinc againat alkalies and gases detrimental to

lead, especially when laid in -fireasoted waoden conduits. In

our experience with your paint *e are satisfied that it fills the

bill" and 'is the stroncest adiiering paint ws- know ^f. The writer

Has aecn a lead-encased cable, exhumed for the piirpos^ of making

a splice, after being buried for three years, that nad teen coateJ

with your paint and it r/as apparently as good as the day; it was

put on. We can highly reconu.iend it as a first-class article for
.^^ -

coating metallio surfaced as it does not become brittle and chip

off* . Yours respectfully,

tATHAM & HROTH^,

Pi^ D Insulating Compounds, Armature
vC Da Varnish and Waterproof Tape.

Tlie Standard Paint Co., 2 Liberty st„ New m,n,y.

THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.,
33 IvCercer Street, 3iTeT?^r "S'orls:,

POSSESS SUPERIOR ADVAHTAGES IN THE MANUFACTURE OP

XXILRD RXTBBSR GOODS
Especially in articles adapted to electrical indttstrieSf having obtained the sole right to tnanufacture

HARD RUBBER tinder the vaUtahle Patents granted to WIL.Z,IAJI KIEIj.

ALL OPERATIONS OP SAWING, CUTTING, TURNING AND POLISHING OUR NEW STANDARDS OP
O LJ pPT O C\ Y\ A M Y\ T* I I R T W f\ ^^^ ^® performed with a large rednction in the wear and tear of tools, and considerable savine of Jabor. Onr new standards are
*»J *^ I—« t— I 5 11 \J LJ r\ IN LJ I ^ D 1 1\ \J of a richer black throughout, not subject to change in color, are tougher and more flexible, do not become brittle with age, and

have been tested and approved by the leading electrical companies of the United States. In addition to these advantages, we also offer advantages in prices.

KIEL'S PATENT HARD RUBBER CELLS FOR STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES
Still remain the most satisfactory and cheapest in the market, unequaled for strength, durability, insulation and resistance to acids.

HARD RUBBER GOODS OF EYFJIY DESCRIPTION MODFACTURED.

For Sale by THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO

Correspondeilce solicited from all mannfactnrcrs and dealers in electrical
macliinery andsnpplies. SEND POR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.
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In view of the decisions in the cases of Western Electric Mfg. Co. vs. Chicago Electric Mfg.Co.,

reported in 14 Federal Reporter, 691, and Western Electric Co. ts. Electrical Constiuction Co., et al,

reported in the Westeen Electkiciax of November 21, 1891, and a large number of cases in -which

injanctions have been granted on the Gray Patent No. 173,993, February 1, 1876, vpe claim, as owners
of said Gray patent, the exclusive right to make, use and sell, or to license others to make, use and sell

apparatus covered by the claim of said patent, which is as follows:

"The combination of a movable elevator car, the annunc'iator attached thereto and moving
therewith, circuit closing and breaking signal keys on different floors, and mechanism whereby an electric

current is maintained between the signal keys and annunciator without interruption by the movement of

the car."

We have agents in all the principal cities who will install apparatus licensed by us, and will guar-

antee the satisfactory operation of same.

All persons are warned against making, using or selling electric elevator annunciator ajps ratus

not licensed by us.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
CHICAGO and NEW YORK.

THIB DIBIT]!, EI^rECT^R^TO HyCOTOE, ZF^A-ISTS

I

PERFECT VENTILATION

FREEDOM FEOM ELIES,

DELIGHTFUL TEMPERATURE.

PROFITABLE TO HANDLE,

OITR CUSTOMBBS OUB
STRONGEST ENDORSERS.

&

SHAFTIUg AND BELTING,

ALL ANNOYANCES,

DISFIGUREMENT.

REQUIRE NO ATTENTION.

CORRESPONDENCE
SOUCITED.

ALL KINDS OF ELECTRIC FANS Broatoy, 11
THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PEBBET tlECTRIC MOTORS
ALL SIZES FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET - ELECTRIC - LIGHT - SYSTEM.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass.
''" ^^AiSU

(Washington, B.C., J. tr.BURKETT & CO., 1409 N.T. Avenue. St. Paul. Minn.. F. J. RENZ, 95 East 4tli Street.

SELLING AGENTS: - Kew Orleans, ta., THE BUCHEL MACHINE WORKS, Philadelphia, Pa., PENNSYLVANIA MACHINE CO,
( 101 Conti Street.

..«-.t... „^ . ...
i9 Nortli 7Ji Street.
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™DENSMORE.
THE WORLD'S GREATEST TYPEWRITER.

Official Typewriter of tlie Convention.

Send for I>©scx"l^tlTr© Oa-tcilos^^e-

Densmore Typewriter Company, 202 Broadway, New York.

C-S SPECIALTIES.

C-S Reflector Shade.

Made of Aluminum with ground
glass diffusion plate. A strong
white light exactly where needed,
and nowhere else. A soft white
light throughout the room.
Quadruples the effective light of

any lamp

G-S Portable Lamp Stand.

Has flexible arm which holds
lamp Indeflnitely in any position

at will. Arm indestructible and
may be curved or coiled into

an endless variety of graceful
shapes.

The Cutter
Electricar & Mfg

Company,
27 SOUTH lltli STREET,

Philadelphia, Pa.

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING.
CARRIES NO STATIC ELECTRICITY,

Greatest Adhesive Qualities. Causes Less Friction than any other Belt.

RAWHIDE HYDRAULIC PACKING.

R.\WeiDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.,
The only MannfactnrerB in the Coantry.

Lace Leather Mope and other JRawJiide Goods cf all
kinds by Krueger's Patents,

This Belling and Lace Leather is not affected by steam or dampness; rever be-
comes hard; is stronger, more durable and the most economical Belling made. The
Rawhide Rope for Round Belting Transmission is superior to all others.

75 OHIO STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

THE DETROIT MOTOR CO.,

MOTORS AND GENERATORS.
Electrical Features. ^ -- -^'-

resistance and the

fewest turns without bringing speed too high; symmetrical winding, diametri-

cally opposite sections being of exactly the same length; the windicg of tte arma-

ture sections in parallel turns, thus reducing to a minimum the heat waste and

local action that occur in a large inductor; the high resistance of the field circuit

—the current expended in the field btiog 1* per cent, in some sizes; the great in-

tensity of the field with comparatively low weight of copper, admitting of an

armature of small diameter running at the ordinary speed ; the large cross-Eection

of the magnet cores and pole pieces, making a magnetic circuit of very low

resistance; the use of very soft forged iron field pieces instead of cast iron ; the

division of the armature Into the greatest number of sections, thus eliminating the

Injurious results from the short circuiting of one section by the brushes; the base

neutral and not one pole of machine; the absolute absence of heating, sparking or

lead to brushes at full load; the high grade of Insulation used in the armature

and field colls.

Mechanical Features, ^li^'^'brealnf
base; freedom from vibration; extra large size of shaft of fine steel; perfect

balance of armature; self-oiling bearings; bronze boxes of superior design;

journals supported In universal ball joint; self-centering pillow blocks; oil gauge
cocks showing amount of oil; no end thrust from shaft; brush holders admit'.ing

of a wide range of adjustment with the greatest convenience; easily accessible

large strong binding posts; switch-board on top of machine; long wearing com-
mutator of extra large size; smooth finish of all iron parts and high finish of all

brass work ; ease with which all parts may be assembled or separated.

CUT OF eEIV£BA.TOIt.

Over 3,000 machines in actual daily operation. Motors from ^/i H. P. to 160 H. P. Generators from 1 K. W. to 260 K. W.
Electric Hoists, Pumps and Blo'werB. Machines of any size for any voltage.

FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, - 1343 to 1355 Cass Avenue, - DETROIT, MICH.
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ON TOP!
ALTERNATORS FOR CENTRAL STATIONS.

MOTORS FOR ANY CIRCUIT.
DIRECT CURRENT DYNAMOS of all sizes

for ISOLATED LIGHTINC.

•^LA ROCHE ELECTRIC WORKS,
1 1 6 & 1 1 8 North Sixth Street

Send for Onr New

THE NATION'S CHOICE.

100 TO 1 Against The Field

oisir

TAPES. COMPOUNDS.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.
P

78-80-S2 Franklin Street, CHICAGO,

MAIN OFFICE: 13-15-17 Cortlandt St., New York. GEO. H. MEEKER, Western Manager.
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The Neu" Liaihtnins Wire Tapper.

tC^-^

USB IT ONCE
AND YOU WILL WONDER

How you ever got on without it.

For teMliiiff electric eIrenllM with
out deBtroyliifiT llie InBDlallon. FOR SALE BY ALL ELECTRIC SUPPLY DEALKRS, OR RY

G. S, NEU, 110 Centre Street NEV7" YORK,
When you are in need of FIBST-CLASS PORCELAIN FOB

ELECTRICAL PURPOSES, write the

IMPERIAL PORCELAIN WORKS/i^E^Ig^ ~ J

NEW YORK AGENT: C. E. CHAPIN,
RoDin 417, Electrical Exchange Building, NEW YORK. F. A. DDGGAN, Proprietor.

LATEST IN INSULATORS.
PRICES REDUCED.

One-Half Former Quotations.

Write for price and particulars.

SECURITY INSULATOR CO.,

136 Liberty St.. New York. ADtediluTlan.

THE

GRAVITY
PUHII.

From im to 93r. Saved
in your Oil Bills by using
the Gravity Purifier.

Testimonial:

Fort Watne, Ind., April ^2. 1891.

GRAVITY PURIFIER CO., Decatur, Ind.

Gestlemen:—The oil filter sent na on
trial some time ago has proven very eatis-

factory, and we are pleased to Indorse Its

meri e. It does everythiog; it la repra-
Eeoted to do and 1b undoubtedly the cheap-
est and best purifier on tbe market. Flcaee
send Q9 another by first freight and oblige

Tonrs very truly,

Jenney Electric Light & Power Co.

wax 1>e sent to responsible
parties on 30 days^ trial. tVrite
fi>r circalars and prices to

Tie GraTJty

Purifier Co.,

DECATUR, IND.

IT'OIE^ S-^XjE CI3:E-^:P!!!
Fonr 400-llght, 240 ampere, Thomeon-UocBton

Incandescent Dynamos, 110 volt.

Two 25 lisht, 2,000 c. p. American Arc Light
Dynamos.

One EO-light, 2,000 c. p. Sperry Arc Dynamo.
TOO Gooae Wecke, T.-H. Municipal Sockete,

Shades, etc., complete.
45 miles No. 10 Wire, American Electric Co.'s

make, aaed about nine months.

One 10-llfjht Weeton Arc Machine, with 8 doable
lamps, "J.OOO c. p., A 1.

Twelve r2-light Knowles 2,000 c. p. Arc DynamoB.
100 2,000 c. p. Kchoyler Arc Single Lamps.
Ten 3 b. p. D»ft Motors, 2-'0 voit, new.
Ten m h. p. Daft Motor--, 220 volt, new.
Sixty 2,000 c. p. Single American Lamps.
Forty 2.000 c. p. Double American Lamp*.

JOHN E. BEGGS MFG. & SUPPLY CO., 74 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.

Birmins^a™. Conn..
Solicit orders for light Drop ForglngB for Electrical
work, 16 years' experience. Eetimates promptly

furnished on receipt of samples or drawings.DropForgings.
fiocnst Brackets,

Oak Brackets,
Cross Arms,

Chestnut Poles.

LOCUST
PINS.

Try a thonsand
liOCDSt Pins,

and yon will order
a car load.

PINIS AliWASS IN ISTOCK. SP£CIAI. PMJM ON SHORT NOTICE.
Send for prices, stating qaantitv wanted.

SCHINDEL & SCHINDEL, . - HACERSTOWN, MD.

SILK BRAID
For Incandescent

Lamp Filaments.

The greatest care taken in producing a uniform article. Used by the largest

lamp manufacturers in the country. Samples and prices mailed free.

BOSTON BRHID MFG. CO.,
28 BEACH ST., BOSTON, MASS.

E. R. OILMAN & CO.,
FINANCIAL AGENTS.

Electrical Securities, Stocks, Bonds and Commercial Paper

Bought and Sold.

Rooms 140, 141 Rialto Building. - - CHICAGO.

W-I-R-E-Ss
I.e. Weatherproof Wire, W. E. Underwriters' Wire, Okonite, Kerite,

Hard and Soft Drawn Copper Wire,
Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph and Telephone Wire,

Silk and Cotton Covered Magnet Wire, Incandescent Lamp Cord.

I'laicES 03<r .ft.i^i=iiicjLmoi>r.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
I AUBS. EBEBT & CO., St. Panl, aiinn.

SBlling Agents; )
STANDAKD EI/ECTBICAIi n'OBKS, Cincinnati, Ohio.

( MOCNTAIS BJiECTmC CO , Denver, Colo,

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.

NiW YORK, Cor. Thames and ©rffnwioh Sts
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us. TH. RTTns REGULATING SOCKET
IT "WILL PAY YOU! IT WILL MAKE YOU MANY NEW CUSTOMERS!

ON YOUR ALTERNATING CURRENT CIRCUITF

xjxro
THIS INVENTION INTRODUCES A NEW ERA IN THE ART OF
3NrX>E3SOE!3XrT Xj I C3rHTf I JXT C3-

.

It Regulates the Light! It Saves the Lamps!! It Saves the Current!!! No Resistance or other Current-Consuming Devices Used.

For Prices aBd Particulars write to THE RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY COMPANY,
PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS. Baltimore and Entaw Streets. BAIiT13IORE. MP., V. S. A.

TffE CifESCEjilT InsuLj{ted Wi/fE j{fiD Cj{bLe Co[»ipj{flY,
MANUFACTUKERS OF

SEKTVVl^BSS RUBBER.
THE JOHN fl. ROEBLING'5 SONS' COMPANY,

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS.

171 and 173 Lake St., CHIOAQO, ILL.

FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE:

TRENTON, NEW JERSEY.

Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co.,
(IiIMITKD.)

Hanufactiirers of, and Dealers in, a line of General

ELECTRICAL MERCHANDISE.
ALSO ELECTRIC AND COMBINATION

FIXTURES AND GLASSWARE.

Rubber Covered Weather-Proof Wires
and Lamp Cords.

233 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

It trill paj' yon to get oar prices and new catalogue.

INTERIOR CONDUITS Tlie Solntlon of tlie ProWem of Safe (jnarflii

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for whatsoever purpose employed, Is to

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IKTERIOR AND UNDERGRODHD

MAITOFACTUEED BT

T TffT T*W T O Tt

GONDUIT AND INSULATIDN CO.,
lunbvc 1 B27 to B31 W. 34th St.,W0KK5.

^ 526 to B28 W. 3Bth St.,

General Otaces: 42 & 44Broad St., Hei York.

TRADE-MARK

Jhoa. Day & Co.j 322 Sntter St., San Francisco, Cal.

Moantain Electric Co., Dftnver Colo.
American Elect. Supply Co., '2:i6 Pearl St., Baffalo.N Y.
Patoaro, Gay & Co., 27 E. Main bt , Rochester, N- T.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. gth St., Cincinnati, O.
Chae. Gabriel, Sagiaaw, Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Sapplv Co.,

110 Baronne SL, New Orleans, La.
Walker & Kepler, 531 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Constrac'ion Co., Pittsburgh, Pa,
SoQtbern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

NEWYORK BELTINGScPACKINC CO.

JOHM H, CHEEVER, Manager,
(limited

) ^g ^.^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^
Oldest and largest Manufacturers in the nnited States of

Vulcanized Rubber Fabrics
For Medanical Purposes,

'3^

SALESROOMS:
PHILADELPHIA, 308 Chestnut Street.
BOSTON, 52 Summer Strert.
CHICAGO, 151 Lake Street.
DENVER, 1601-1611 ITtli Street.
CH.iRLESTON, 161 Meeting Street.
GR.\>:D KAPIDS, 4 Monroe Street.
SIIJJXEAPOLIS, 38 South M Street.
CLEVELAND, 176 Superior Street

EUROPEAN BRANCH:

Rubber Belting,

Packing and Hose.

Rubber

Cement.

SALtSKOOMS:
SAN FRANCISCO, IT i.ain Street.
ATLANTA, 16 Decatur Street
DETROIT, 16-i» Woodward Ave.
BALTIMORE, 13 North Charles Street.
BUFFALO, 124-13S Washington Street
NEW ORLEANS, 8-13 North Peters Street
KANSAS CITY, 1313 West 13th Street.
ST, LOUIS, 616 Locust Street

ilS-100 Queen Victoria St., LONDON, ENG.

COMPLETE STOCK OF

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES.
TROLLEY WIRES,

SPAN WIRE,

FEEDER WIRE,

GUARD WIRE,

MAGNET WIRE,

FUSE WIRE,

SWITCHES,

CROSS-OVERS,
TURN-OUTS,

INSULATORS,

TROLLEYS,

POLES,

POLE BRACKETS,

PULL-OVERS,

POLE RATCHETS,

STRAIN CLAMPS,

CURVE INSULATORS,

EiEasic,
RAILWAY

SUPPLIES
EXCLUSIVELY.

ELECTRIC HEADLIGHTS,

GEARS, PINIONS,

RAWHIDE PINIONS,

RESISTANCE BOXES,

STATION EQUIPMENT,

TROLLEY POLES,

TROLLEY BASES,

TROLLEY WHEELS,
TROLLEY HARPS.

TROLLEY SPRINGS,

TROLLEY CORD,

BEARINGS,

BUSHINGS,

GRAPHITE BUSHINGS,

RUBBER BELLS,

FEEDER BELLS,

CHICAGO CUMPS,
INSULATING TAPE,

EYE BOLTS,

TURN BUCKLES,

PORCELAIN KNOBS,

PORCELAIN CLEATS.

Ml XXJEi
IS THE

50CKE7
BEST IN THE MARKET.

No danger of arcing or short-circuits.

Insulations of the BEST Vitrified White Porcelain.

Key and Keyless for all systems.

They are meeting with unprecedented success.

F1Liu9lOX] TrOTTH. OX133X3X1.S I.i^XI.XIj'S'.

THE CROWN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
H. G. MADDEN, 18 Cortlandt St., NEW YORK. BRIDGEPORT^ CONN.

Manner of Seeiirlng the

Center Screw

In theT-H. Stylo,
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NOTICE!
THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING COMPANY manufactures and

sells at the lowest prices the most perfect line of electrical apparatus on the market for:

INCANDESCENT LICHTINC,
LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION AND

DISTRIBUTION OF POWER,
GENERATORS,
STATIONARY MOTORS,
STREET RAILWAY MOTORS,

AND DETAILS FOR GENERAL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING COMPANY does not infringe

valid patents owned by other companies or individuals, and it undertakes to defend its cus-

tomers against suits for infringement, and to hold them harmless with respect to the use of

any of its apparatus.

I'^^j^^'wrmw Mik w iKi^r'W^iwmm'wwrm'^s^

We are reliably informed that agents and representatives of two large electric lighting

companies are attempting to control trade in the street car and lighting lines by stating that

the WestiDghouse Electric & Manvifacturing Company is to be forced, or in some way taken

into a huge combination having an enormous capital^ and that purchasers should therefore

only deal with the representatives of the combination.

We desire to state that the position of this company is independent in every respect, and
that it can, by reason of its comparatively small capitalization and its low scale of expenses,

sell all competing apparatus at lower prices than can be afforded by any combination having

o provide earnings for fifty million dollars capital.

All users of electrical apparatus are warned not to be influenced in the selection of

their apparatus by statements made by the agentsofother companies concerning this company.

We are in the business, and we propose to stay.

WESTINBHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,
PITTSBURG. PA., Feb. 25, 1892.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
iia>'t:factt;red et

WM. BROOKFIELiD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

-RACmE-HlGH-SPEEPJ!:

SUPERIOR RE€01ATI0N
A"» ECONOMY '°'^

.

Bectric Iightihg

16 SIZES

CARRIED INJTOCK

rwTtisf"
[each criE Of ouA

ENGINES

f»»PRICES""
CATAL060E
d ADDRESS .

Write for prices on

Faiate-Switchee,

Sockets for all systemp,

Sunbeam Lamps,
Porcelain Cnt-Ouf,

Bells and Batteries,
TO

JULIUS AI^DRAE,
Milwaukee, M'i

PLATINUM.
JAS. SCHAWEL & tJO-, \'/^ToIk:
Importers and ^Uelters. Sheet and lY'ire

in any €range. Scrap Purchased.

M ^^ For all Electric Insulating

Hfl III Jl Purposes East India Micann I I Ml is the best on the marke'i.

IffI IU fl I SELL NO OTHER,
Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St.. NEW YORK.

n. F. fEKEl. ». F. .Notes.

mim IN ELE:T!ii:iiL ms^mi
Electrical or Telephone Stocks Boaght

and Sold.

PERRY &NOYES,
F.-'ison Ridz. - 5IEW TOBK.

CEDAR, OCTAGONAL TINE AND STEEL.

If you are in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

BROWNLEE & CO,, "«7cr'
SOLID BRAIDED CORD

Is the most
Die for han;
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Cov
ering Field

Ma^ets, Sash Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE XTORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREKT. BOSTON.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The- KartaYsrt « Manufacturing - Co..>

'ANTtO
akne?t

muiiiim
"^

GOOD INCANDESCENT LIGHTS,
But ttey ar> impossible without a g"od generator. A generator that cotsuni's power
only iu proponion tD the number of lights burniDg. that does not spark, that is built < f
the bis" ira'frial, Ihst is simple in corstruction, and that is self-iegulating, is one of
the best made and will hold up your lamps. Such scnerators are made by the

DUPLEX ELECTRIC GO.,LTD.,
Who also make ARC DTXAIIOS and the "DUPLEX ' ARC LAJIP,

BUY THE BEST!

The Mosher Arc Lamp.
DIRECT OR ALTERNATING INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

READ THE FOLLOWING TESTIMONIAL:
J. M. FISIIER, Esq. Winona, MiNN.. Nov. 2.5. ISOl.

Dear Sip. :— We have been ngln^ the Mosher Arc Lamp on onr Edison three
wire system since laEt February and are now aairg twenty-five. They give
good satlafaction to onr castoiners, and are the most economical and profitable
lamp for ourselvea that we have ever used.

Toors very traly,
W1N0>A ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,

J. H. Jekeins, Manager.

Noted for Simplicity and Steadiness.
5f-0 to 5,000 candle power, making snperior lamp for photo-engraving

parposee. Write for price, circular, and earople lamp.

MOSHER ARC LAMP CO , 1 25 Ontario St , Chicago.
OrtoF.P. Little & Co., Buffalo, N. T.; Crea^bead En^inoerlng Co.,

ClDclnnatl, O.: Chas. F, Lindner, San Francisco, Cal.

THE WESTON STANDARD

Voltmeters and Ammeters.
These instruments are the most

accurate, reliable and sensitive port-

able instruments ever offered. A
large variety of ranges to meet the

requirements of all kinds of work.

M for Illnstratei Gatalope,

ADDRESS

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,

114-120 William Street, NcwarlC, N.J.

HINE'S ELIMINATOR.
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL

Steam Separators and Oil Extractors.
In twelye trials in the "Cornell" Separator test, it averaged

93 7-10 per cent Dry Steam. Outstripping all competitors.

Send for Circular and Cornell test report.

IT HINE ELIMINATOR CO '°'N^r^c
St.,

I) NEW YORK. H0EIZO^TiL.

This advertifement appear? every other week.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS ^ BELLS.
FUIili I/INE ALilfATS IK STOCK.

W. B. OSTRANDER & CO.,
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Aye., Brooklyn, N. T.

^^Sendfor New Catalobiie. Ont Angast iBt.

HiraEE CO.

PUSH-BUTTON

>

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AXD

95 CHAMBERS STREETJEW YORK.

Royal Electric Co.,
911 & 913 South Washington St., PEOEIA, ILL.;

-MAXUFACTUREBS OF

Alternating and Continuous Current Dynamos and Motors,

AND ELECTRIC MACHINERY.
The Most Complete ALTERKATtNG System now on the JIaeket.

Agents Wanted for Exclusive Territory.
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James I. Ayer, President National Elec-
tric Liglit Association.

James I. Ayer of St. Louis, who was elected president

of the National Electric Light association at Buffalo and

whose portrait is herewith presented, has been a conspi-

cuous figure in the organization for several years.

Mr. Ayer was born in 1S54 at Medford, Mass. After

finishing his academic education he took an engineering

course at Elizabeth, N. J., but before its completion he

accepted an engagement to join a railroad surveying party.

This work occupied his attention for three years. During the

next two years he had charge of several mills in Central

Illinois, and from 1877 to 18S4 he was engaged in mercan-

tile pursuits. Mr. Ayer first became interested in electri-

cal matters in 1S84, when he entered the Jenney Electric

company of Indianapolis. He assumed general charge of

the company's affairs and his practical business knowledge,

together with his experience in mechanical work, proved

valuable to the company. Under his direction the stations

of the Jenney company were overhauled and remodeled

and many changes were made in the arrangement

and equipment of the principal plants.

The crowning feature of Mr. Ayer's work was the

building and equipment of the Municipal company's

plant at St. Louis. When Mr. Ayer severed his con-

nections with the Jenney company he took the man-

agement of the Municipal company at St. Louis.

The station was constructed and equipped under

Mr. Ayer's personal direction and supervision, and

it is looked upon as a model plant. There were

many interesting novelties introduced in this plant,

but the most remarkable thing about the work was

the fact that it was completed in an exceptionally

short time and was thorough in every detail.

Mr. Ayer took charge of aflairs in June, 1889, and

he at once notified supply and manufacturing concerns

what he would require and the urgency of his de-

mands. The operations were on such a large scale

that general attention was directed to the undertaking.

The construction work was pushed ahead with vigor

and was completed in a remarkably short time. The
fact that the work was properly conducted is shown

by an early report of the company, which showed

that the income from the city lighting was $10,000

and there was a rebate of only |8o for imperfect

lighting.

It may be expected that Mr. Ayer will follow the

same business methods in the affairs of the association

that have marked his commercial enterprises.

The Buffalo Convention.
The Buffalo convention of the National Electric

Light association, February 23d, 2^th and 25th, was
the most business-like meeting that the organization

has ever held. The sessions were well attended, the

papers presented treated of live topics and in many
cases excited interesting discussion, and the general tone of

the gathering seemed more in keeping with the objects of

the association. There was no general exhibit and there

were not so many attractions during the hours set apart

for meetings to keep the members from the sessions.

This was, of course, greatly appreciated by those in

charge of the matter. There was plenty of amuse-

ment, however, and nobody had occasion to complain.

During the meeting the members received several in-

vitations to inspect electrical concerns in and about
Eufifalo, and many took advantage of the occasion.

There was also an excursion to Niagara Falls, which was
most enjoyable, and the delegates were recipients of the

hospitality of the local company. An inspection of the

tunnel proved very interesting, especially to the engineers

of the party.

A departure from the course followed at other conven-

tions was received with much favor. There were evening

sessions and but one afternoon meeting. The papers of a

popular nature were then presented and were received with

interest.

In many of the hotel parlors there were special enter-

tainments provided for visitors by members of the elec-

trical companies represented. Some of these were quite

pretentious and all were thoroughly enjoyed.

The eastern delegates were entertained en route by the

Brush Electric Light company of Rochester. The elec-

tric special which reached Buffalo on Monday evening

brought about 100 delegates from Boston, New York and

other eastern points. It was met at Rochester by a com-

mittee from Buffalo composed of Charles R. Huntley, C.

L, Abeli, George Urban, W. G. Case, F. P. Little, W.
A. Fenn, R. T. Goetz, A. A. Berrick, C. M. Morse and

H. B. Gitman. The entire party was entertained at the

Powers hotel in Rochester by the Brush company, the

manager of which, George A. Redman, then accom-

panied the party to Buffalo. The Buffalo committee-

men dispersed themselves among the delegates and

on their arrival in Buffalo conducted the visitors to head-

quarters.

The western delegation did not reach Buffilo until

JAMES I. AYER.

Tuesday morning, and many more followed on Wednes-

day.

Electricity at the World's Fair,
What are undoubtedly the specifications for the largest

incandescent lighting plant ever designed for temporary

service have been issued by the World's Columbian Expo-

sition. The specifications are dated February 22d, and

proposals will be received by D. H. Eurnham, 1143 Rook-

ery, Chicago, until i p. m. on April 2d. Thirteen speci-

fications have been issued, which will, of course, allow of

an equal number of contracts being awarded. The light-

ing is grouped as follows :

state and foreign baildiuRs and Midway Plaisance; system of
mains and services, only, without inside wiring, 26,500 lights of 16
candle power.
Gallery of fine arts, complete system, including inside wirlag,

9,626 16 candle power lamps.
Annexes to gallery of fine arts, complete system, including in-

side wiring, for 6,616 16 candle power lamps.
Woman's building, complete system, including inside wiring, for

3,000 16 candle power lamps.
Horticultural building, complete system, including Inside wir-

ioR, 800 16 candle power lamps.
Transportation building complete system, ineluding inside wir-

ing, 2,500 16 candle power lamps.
Itfines and mining building, complete system, including inside

wiring, 3,000 16 candle powfr lamps.

Muchlnory hifldlntf nod BDoex, complote Ryiitenit locladiDg In
(•Ide wiring, 4,(HM> lit nindle power laropii.

AdmlnlHtriitlon buildiiic, coniplut't gytfUim, Iticludlog liulde wlr-
Ing, a.mu H; candle pc(W(T lamiin.

A^rlciiHiirul builitlng and aiiDvx. cornpli^le tfyntem iDclDdln^ Id-
-.ido wirinc. 4 i««t If. candle power lamp".
MuKJc hdll and L-a>-lDo, complete itynteui, lacludlog Inside wliioff,

:»,5tHJlCtfindlc piiwvr lamp*.
Mnnufactiiret^ and llboriil ariA bnlidlnff, complete njKtetn. In*

•hiding Ininldy wiring, lu,U(Mi ic candle power lauip«.
Ui'curiitlve Itghtu around ba^lo, c< tupleto ftystcm, 7,(jH0 10 candle

ptjWtT lllUiliH

Thf-BH hpfclllcatlon» also provide for m-rvlceconnecllon*, wHhoat
iuKlde wlrinu. to Ibo following named buildings: United States gov-
ernmuut building, 5.0IJ0 16 candle p wur lamps; ft-heries bolldlog,
5rHi m; candlu power lamps; conHtructloD nnd maintenance build-
ing, 1,500 16 cunille power lampp.

The general conditions forming a part of all specifica-

tions provide that the chief of construction be sole arbiter

of the plans and specifications and of the changes in com-

pensation involved by the alteration of the plans; that none

but citizens of the United Stales be emoloyed by the con-

tractor; that all damage to person and property in the

prosecution of the work be at the contractor's risk; that

the chief of construction have the right to remove any par.

ticular workman or workmen ; that no sub-letting

shall be done without the approval of ihe chief of

construction; that work shall be begun immediately on

the signing of the contract ; that a forfeit of ^100 per

day shall be exacted if the work is not done at the

specified time; that a satisfactory bond with a certi-

fied check (varying from $1,000 to ^5,000, accordicg

to the size of the contract) be given the exposition

to insure the faithful performance of the contractor's

duties. The machinery and apparatus used may be

listed as exhibits at the fair. The generating plant

must, of course, be located in the central siation at

machinery hatl. The feeders and distributing mains

may be run in main subways and elevated railway

struciure, if desired, so far as practicable. The
remainder of the system must be run underground

in ducts, or by using a fixed system of conductors.

The exposition will provide all supports for such con-

ductors as may be run in subways, or on the elevated

structure, or in the dynamo room, ready to receive

pins and insulators, but the contractor must provide

all pins and insulators, and all labor for attaching

conductors. The contractor must provide all labor

and material connected with laying the system of ducts

or fixed conductors, except the labor of excavating

and re-filling.

The specifications give the requirements in the

case of each group. Contractors will be required to

furnish all generators and station apparatus, all con-

ductors, lamps and sockets, and all the labor and
material of installation and erection. The exposi-

tion will furnish all else, including steam power and

connections, lamp fixtures and shades. Generators

must be erected and in running order not later than

Jan. 1 , 1893, in the case of most of the buildings, and
the contractor must furnish all labor to operate all

or any part of the plant, as directed by the chief of

construction, at any and all times from 7 A. m., to ii p. m.

daily, from Jan. i, 1893, to Nov. i, 1S93. The variation in

electromotive force at the lamp sockets must not exceed

three per cent. If the alternating system is used, the primary

wires must not enter the buildings and the converters must

be located in fire-proof vaults immediately outside. The
installation must comply with the rules for wiring buildings

for electric light or power adopted by the National Electro-

Insurance Bureau in August, 1S91.

The specifications for the administration building require

that the plant must be ready for operation from Oct. i,

1892, until Feb. i, 1894. In this building the incandes-

cent wiring plan includes provision for eight arc lamps.

In the woman's building the plant must be ready for

operation from Oct. i, 1892, until Dec. i, 1894. The 10

candle power lights around the basin are only to be oper-

ated from dusk until 11 P. M- In the music hall and
casino the hours are from 5:30 P. M. to 12 P. m.

The number of lamps for the state and foreign build

ings group is divided as follows:

Pavilion, 150; Iowa, 200; Montana. 200; New Mexico, 200; Ari-
zona, 200; Wyoming, 200; Nevada. 200; Idaho. 200; Utah, 200;
Texas, 250; Kansas, 200; North Dakota, 200; South Dakota, 200j
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Nebraska, 200; Wnahlngton, '200; Oregon, 200; Colorado, 200; Cali-
fornia, 600; Indiana, 200; WIscoubId, 200; Mlohigan, 200; Ohio,
200; Minnesota. 200; Arkansas, 200; Florida. 200; Kentucky, 200;
LoulBiann, 2C0; Missouri, 200; Mississippi, 200; Georgia and Ten-
nessee, 200; Pennsylvania, 500; New Yorlt. 1500; Virginia. 200; Went
Virginia, 200; South Carolina, 200: North Carolina, 200; Maryland,
200; Delaware, 20i); New Jersey, 200; Kliode Island. 20(1; Massachu-
setts, 200; Connecticut, 200; New Hampshire, 200; Vermont, 200;
Maine. 200; Illinois, 2,600; Brazil, 300; Chile, 200; Columbia, 200;
Argentine Republic, 200; Japan, GOO; Costa Kica 200; Guatamala,
200; Ecuador, 200; Germany, 500; Mexico, 400: Great Uritain, 500;
Other foreign building not yet located, 3,000; Midway Plaiaance,
8,000; total, 20,500.

In the art gallery all lamps for lighting pictures are to

be mounted on reflecting screens, and to be eight inches
apart between centers. The screens are to be of heavy
sheet tin or galvanized iron.

It will be noticed that no bids have been asked for light-

ing or furnishing power to the electricity building. The
plans for this structure are still unsettled.

THE CONVENTION
Of the National Electric Light Associa-

tion at Buffalo.

The fifteenth annual convention oftbe National Elec-

tric Light aBsocialion was held at Buffalo, N. Y., Feb-
ruary 23d, 24th and 25th, There was a good attendance,

and despite the fact ihere was no general display, the

supply men formed a large portion of the visitors. The
convention was held in the Buffalo library building,

and the sessions were well attended, the evening lectures

forming a most interesting feature. Following is a list

of members and visitors:

MEMBERS AND GUESTS.
Ackerman, P. C New York.
Alberger, Louis R New York.
Ale-xandei, P. H New York.
Anderson, F. J Morristown, N.J.
Armour, Wm. S Chicago.
Armstrong, E. A Camden, N. J.

Ashton W. H Dayton, O.
Ashworth, D Pittsburg, Pa.

Atkinson, E. P New York.
Atwater, Chas Pittsfield, Mass.
Ayer, J.I St. Louis, Mo.

Baird, M. E Hartford, Conn.
Baker, C. O., Jr., and wife Newark, N. J.
Ball, Frank New York.
Balsley, A Philadelphia.

Barstow, W. F Brooklyn, N.Y.
Bartlett, E. E New York.
Bauer, A. H ." Chicago.
Beggs, J. I Chicago,

Bentley, J. H Camden, N. J.
Bibber, C. E Boston.

Blake, G. N New York.
Bogart, S. S New Yoik.

Bostwick, F. H Akron, O.
Braddell, Alfred E Philadelphia.

Breithaupt, E Baltimore, Md.
Brophy, Wm Boston.

Brown, A. G New York.
Brown, W. S Penn Yan, N. Y.
Brown, J. Stanford New York.
Brown, A. S New York.
Bryant, W. C Bridgeport, Conn.
Bulkley, M. J Chicago.
Burk, Dr. W. H Philadelphia.

Burnett, G. A Buffalo, N. Y.
Burrell, E. L Chicago.
Butler, C. J Akron. O.
Byam, N H Pittsburg, Pa.

Caldwell, Edward New York.
Carter, E. D Erie, Pa.

Chaffee, W. A Buffalo, N. Y.
Chase, O. D Detroit, Mich.
Chase, S. H Boston.
Chesley, C. C Boston

.

Chinnock, F. R New York.
Cleverly, H. A Philadelphia.

Coles, Stephen L New York

.

Collins, L. W New York.
Collins, W. F Chicago.
Colvin, F. R New York.
Corey, R. B New York.
Corriveau, A. J .» Montreal.
Coster, M Pittsburg, Pa.

Cowles, J. W Boston.
Crandall, CD Chicago.
Grossman, T. E Brooklyn, N. Y.
Cullen, Wm.F New York.
Cunz, W. R Medina, N.Y.
Gushing, F. W Chicago.

Cutter. H. B Philadelphia.

Cutter, Geo Chicago.

Darlington, F New York.
Daverin. W. A Boston.

Davis, A. E, New York

.

Davis, D . L Salem, O.
Daniels, A. L Erie, Pa.

De Ronde, F. L New York
Dickerson, J. W Chicago.
Dumoulin, L. S Boston.

Edson. Jarvis B New York.
Ellicott, Edward Chicago.

Fairbanks, H. H Worcester, Mass.
Famous, W. N Philadelphia.

Faye, C- H Brooklyn, N. Y.
Fearly, T. H Syracuse, N. Y.
Fenn, W. A Buffalo, N. Y.
Fenton, H. J Lockport, N. Y.
Ferguson, C. (j........ New York.
Ferguson, James, and wife Brooklyn, N. Y.

Fessenden R Pittsfield, Mass.
Fielder, P. G Boston.
Field, C. J New York.
Findly, J. H Ogdensburg, N.Y.
Fisher, F. E Detroit, Mich.
Fisher, G. E Detroit, Mich.
Foote, Allen R Washington, D.C.
Foster, H. A New York.
Francisco, M. J., and wife Rutland, Vt.
Francisco, Master Don Rutland, Vt.
Frenyear, T. C Buffalo, N. Y.
Fulton, I-f, J Lockport, N. Y.
Goble, Chas Lockport, N. Y.
Godfrey, J. W New York.
Gilbert, G. A , . Sagamon. Mich.
Gray, L. A Chicago.
Gray, Elisha Chicago.
Griffith, C. B Rochester, N. Y.
Gwynn, J Steubenville, O.
Hall, A. E New York.
Hanna. J. A. Philadelphia.
Hart, L. H New York.
Hayes, C. F Syracuse, N. Y.
Heath, Dr. W. H Buffalo, N. Y.
Heinrich, R O Newark, N. J.
Hering, Carl Philadelphia.
Hewlett, O. H New York.
Hill, F. T. G Waltham, Mass.
Hills, Chas Hartford. Conn.
Hine, Henry Pittsfield, Mass.
Holmes, W. C Newton, Mass.
Houghton, C. W Boston.
Hover, P. H Chicago.
Hubbard, Wm. A Plastas, N. Y.
Hume, S. W New York.
Hungerford, D. L Waterbury, Conn.
Hunt, W. T New York.
Hunt, G. W New York.
Huntley, C. R Buffalo, N.Y.
Issertel, H. G New York.

James, J. N Washington, D. C.
Johnston, W. J., and wife New York.
Jones, F. P Buffalo, N. Y.

Jones, A. J New Brunswick, N. J.
iCaelber, J. G Chicago.
ICitton, Frank Buffalo, N. Y.
ICnight, J. C New York.
Knudson, A. A New York.
Kreidler, W A Chicago.
La Roche, F. A Philadelphia.

Laurence, A. B New York.
Law, M. D Schenectady, N. Y.
Learned, Chas A Jersey City, N. J.
Leonard, H.Ward New York.
Leonard, 3. S Cleveland, O.
Leonard, F. H Syracuse, N. Y,
Lee, G M Little Falls, N.Y.
Little, F. P Buffalo, N. Y.
Lockwood, J. E Detroit, Micb.
Lovell,M. N Erie, Pa.

Lovell, W. N Erie, Pa.

Low, W. W Chicago.

Lucas, H . P Chicago.
Lyman, H. M .^o Canton, O.
Lynch, W. A Canton, O.
Mackie, C. P New York.
Mackie, R Cincinnati,©.

Mainwaring, A. H Philadelphia.

Manson, Geo. T New York.
Martin, T. C New York.
Martin, John K Philadelphia.

Mason, J. H Boston.

McCarthy, Louis Boston.

McCoy. D. B New York.
McDuff, G. G Chicago.

Mclntyre, J. D Syracuse, N. Y.
Mclntire, C. H Newark, N. J.

McLaughlin, Wm. R New York.

McMann, H Buffalo, N.Y.
Mead, Morris W Pittsburg, Pa.

Meeker, George H Chicago.

Mellville, G. S New York.

Metzger. E Warren, Ohio.

Minott, F. S Buffalo, N.Y.
Montfort, J
Morrison. E.W Toronto.

Newton. C. E Hartford.

Newton, A. D Hartford.

Ni holls, Frederic Toronto, Ont.
Noble. J. W Pittsfield, Mass.

Noll, Augustus New York.
Nunn, P. N Telluride, Colo.

Oakman, Henry B Buffalo, N. Y.
O'Hara, J, B Chicago.

O'Hearn, Wm Memphis, Tenn.
Olip, B Gothenburg, Neb.
Olmsted, J Rochester, N. Y.

Osborne, W. F New York.

Osgood, J. L Buffalo, N. Y.

Paiste, H. T Philadelphia.

Pearson, W. B Chicago.
Peck, E, H New Y'ork.

Peck, E. F Brooklyn, N.Y.
Perry, Marsden J Providence, R. I.

Phelps, Geo. M New York.

Phillips, S. S Seneca Falls, N.Y.
Pierrez, J. C New York.
Piatt, F. B ...Chicago.
Pool, H . W New York.

Pope, R. W New York.

Porter, G. F New York.

Possons, N. S Erie, Pa.

Post, I. M New York.

Powers, E. L Chicago.

Powers, H. N New York.
Prentiss, J. D Cleveland, O.
Price, C. R Boston.
Pritchard, F. E Niagara Falls.
Purdy, C. J Canandaigua, N. Y.

Redman. J. A . , and wife Rochester, N. Y.
Reed, E. McL Pueblo, Colo.
Reynold, J. F Buffalo, N. Y.
Rhodes, B Niagara Falls.

Rhotehamel, J. H St. Louis, Mo.
Richards, H. L New York.
Ridlon. Frank, and wife Boston.
Ries, EHas E Baltimore. Md.
Riker, S. H Syracuse, N, Y.
Robbins, H '. Pittsburg. Pa.
Rosenstamm, S New York.
Ross, E. L., and wife Boston.
Royce, Fred. W Washington, D. C.

Schieren, Chas. A., Jr New York.
Schieren, C. A New York.
Seely, J. A New York.
Seymour, E. W New York.
Seymour, A. P Syracuse, N. Y.
Shain, C. D New York.
Sharp, E. P Boston.
Shay, J. H Chicago.
Sheehy, R. J New York.
Sherman, S. S. , and wife Boston.
Sherwood, R. H.. , New York.
Shippy, H. L New York.
Smith, J. B Boston.
Smith, T. J New York.
Smith, H. J New York.
Smith, T. J., and wife New York.
Sparling, F. H New York.
Spicer, W. H Detroit. Mich.
Stanley, Wm., Jr Pittsfield, Mass.
Star, D. A Montreal.
Stephenson, D. J Port Huron, Mich.
Stetson, G. R Boston.
Stillwell, L. B Pittsburg, Pa.
Sturgeon, C. J Erie, Pa.
Sullivan, M. J Chicago,
Sweeten, F. D Wilmington, Del.
Swetland, H. M New York.

Taltavall, Thos. R New York.
Taltavall, J. B New York.
Taylor, S. F New York.
Terry, A. C Buffalo, N. Y.
Thomson, Elihu Lynn, Mass.
Tillinghast, J. W Buffalo, N. Y.
Titus, N. v., and wife Boston.
Tolles, C. L Hartford. Conn.
Townley, C. L Pittsburg, Pa.

Vallee, G. W Philadelphia.
Van Court, B. R Detroit, Mich.
Van Der Weyde, P. H New York.
Van Nuis, C. S New York.
Van Trump, C. R Wilmington, Del.

Walker, W. L Boston.
Waugh, C. T , Chicago.
Weaver, A. B Buffalo, N. Y.
Webster, N. D New York.
Western, Benj. R New York.
Weston, W. H Philadelphia.

Wetzler, Jos New York.
Wheeler, S. S., and wife New York.
Wheels, S. M Indiana, Pa.
White, C. A Boston.
Whitney, H. C New York.
Whitney, W. A ; Pittsfield, Mass.
Whittlesey, W. A Pittsfield, Mass.
Wiegand, H. H Baltimore, Md.
Wightman. E. T Danbury, Conn.
Wiley, G. L New York.
Wilkins. E. W Philadelphia.

Wilmerding, C. H Chicago.
Wilson, E. P Buffalo, N. Y.
Wilton, H. L Detroit. Mich.
Wiman, Erastus New York.
Wolfrom, A. C St. Louis, Mo.
Wood, E. E New York.
Wood, Wm. H New York.

Young, E. P Sewickley, Pa.

Tuesday's Proceedings.
The convention was called to order by President C.

R. Huntley, who introduced Mayor Bishop of Buflalo.

The mayor made the following address of welcome:

Mayor Bishop's Address.

It might seem as if there were an element of irony

in welcoming the representatives of the electric light

companies to this city. Judging from the common
speech of people here an assembly of gentlemen who
are at the head of the electric light companies and also

those who is connected with them, especially their

managers and attorneys, are not so modest as to require

a welcome or an invitation to any place where good
things are to be seen or to be had, and it is but fair to

infer that electric men coming from other localities have
like assurance. I would not have you think

that the city of Buffalo is at war with her electric light

benefactors. To be sure they do about as they please

and they take what they want, but they do it so adroitly,

so graciously, and with such abundant good nature

that we rather enjoy having our good things taken.

Then, too, they will make promises and agreement,

which they do not always keep. It affords me great

pleasure to have the privilege in behalf of the citizens

of Buffalo of e.\tending to you a hearty welcome. Y'ou

have assembled here for the purpose of transacting
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bufiincfis andpUKHing upon qiieslions which are not only
of much Importance to yourticlvcB and thohc whom you
leprest'nt, l»ut to tlio entire people.

I IruMi that your ileliberations here and all your ac-

tions in this meeting will be successful as the most san.

j4uine of you expect, and I have no doubt of it,

I will conclude by saying that when your labors are

here com|)leted and you return to your hoines I hope
youwill take with you only pleasant memories ;iiul a desire

to visit us agair.. Again, ladies and gentlemen, on be-

half of the citizens of UulVdlo, I extend to you one
and all a lier.rty fiaternal welcome and the free-

dom of the city without reserve.

President Huntley's Addukss.

President Huntley delivered hlsanuual address, which
follows

:

In behalf of the National Electric Light asnocialion

I am glad to welco'ne lo oui- meeting today those wlio'

represent the city and public of Bull'alo, and as a citizen

of Uuffaloand president of this body, I am not less

happy in adding my own welcome to Itiose which greet

the visit of the association to this, the (jueen City of the

Lakep, a city far enough west to have all the bubtle and

energy of Cliicago, but still far enough east to exhibit

the dignity and solidity of New York.
As becomes one who fills this chair, there are certain

topics of immediate interest and impoitance that I will

venture to call your attention to, and if I do not touch

all the ques'ions that affect our great industry, it is be-

cause I made allusion lo them in Montreal last Septem-
ber, or expect that you will gel enough of them before

you go home.
The meeting of this association so near to Niagara

seems to aft'ord a fitting opportunity for discussion of the

problem which is attaining great importance day by

dav, namely, the electrical transmission of power,

whether we are engaged in the disiribution of electric

light by arc or incandescent lamps, or in generating cur-

rent for stationary or railway motors, or for healing, we
are essentially engaged In generating, distributing and
converting power into its various forms; hence any

method by which the initial power can be obtained in a

manner or from a source ot greater economy deserves

onr most serious consideration.

The question may. therefore, naturally be asked:

What would be the efft^ct of the utilization of Niagara or

other large water powers, so far as concerning outlying

cities? How far will it be possible lo transmit this

power, not theoretically, or in an experimental way, but

commercially, so as to insure a fair dividend to the in-

vestor.' At what point does it become cheaper lo carry

current than to carry coal? Now these are large ques-

tions. They are in fact the largest problems in modern
engineering. When you come to deal with such an im-

mense and incalculable source of power as Niagara, our

previous plans and methods and successes sink into

nothing, as indicative of final results and realizations.

Our attitude toward such a taming of nature is very

much the same as that of the first electrical experiment-

ers when they interrogated her with the help of pith

balls and little chips of amber. Even the late demon-
stration at Frankfort teaches us little, for there we had
the utilization of only such a water power as a well-to-

tlo American citizen puts in his hack yard for ornament-
al purposes; and the experiment was tried in summer
lime, when winds are light and skies are clear. More-
over, that plant was run as an exhibition, with the Em-
peror of Germany and other dignitaries lending a pat-

riotic hand and subscribing patriotic dollars. Now,
gentlemen, when you and 1 who operate stations come
to use such water powers, or distant coal beds, we shall

not be able to fall back on kindly emperors for timely

donations. Some of our fellow-citizens will be quite

ready to help us, but with the instinct that is born in

every American, they will want the dollar they pay out
to bring another back with it.

Oiii- lirld of work, in shurt. with its newness and
rawni'ss, is onr in which exixThMU-i' must always
modi-ralc enthusiasm. '\\i me jH'rliaps more than In

many of ray IVllow mcmbiTS, this i|Ui'Stion of long dis-

tance power transmissiou is fraught with large possi-

bilities and grave responsibililies. It is imporativi'

that I should know tlie truth and the fads; and if

i-viT till' lime comes when I can be humbly instru-

mnilal in giving Kullalo a sparkling midnight firma-

ment crriUeil by yondi-r Falls, I sliall ask no grander
task. I have ventured to make lihis momentous sub-

ject OUT' of the leading topics here, and my call for

iidVtrmaliiin has bei'U responded to by some of tin'

most authoritativi' workers and thinkers in this direc-

tion. To them I shall leave the exposition of its de-

tails, M'itli the oon\ieliun tliat you will forgive me. if

undi-r a sense of duly. I have indicated the practical

limitatiuns that must govern every man of atfairs.

In this connection I cannot help pointing out again
that after all, the cost of coal to operate au electric

plant is only one among many items, and frttjuently

a small precentage of the total cost at that. For in-

slanee, in electric railway work, the cost of coal

comes to about 10 \>vv cent, of the total operating ex-

penses, while in eh-etrie lighting it does not ijrobably

exceed from lo to 20 per cent. In these days -when

municipal plants are the subject of frequent discus-

sion these facts are generally lost sight of, and the

cost of electric lights is calculated by reference to the

amount of coal burned under the boiler; thus ignoi-

ing the fact that firemen, engineers, linemen, trim-

mers, etc., are required: that carbons require daif\

renewal, and globes break: that, like all other macliin-

er\', engijies, boilei-s. dynamos and lamps are subject

lodepn-cialion. require re])airs. that the building

must be insured, and thai a sinking fund must he es-

l;ibli'shc(l fur renewals.

Cheap puwi'r in itself would Iherehu'e inlhu'uce tin-

eusi rif (deelrir lighliiig very liltle, even if the olftc-

iric current iK dislributed in the imini'dhite vicinity
where ii is generJited; while, its dislribulion lo aii\

considerable distance in lar^je |M.\ver uniiK on a eoni-

iiuMTJal basis si'i'uis |u be await in;: lis demonstration
heri' rather than in Eiiropi'. Ili-nci* I would reconi-

mend a study of Ihe faiMs puinlerl out. which <nighl
III make :ui> eurnniunily falli-r hefoi-e in\'i'stin^'' In :i

tiiuniei|iid |i]anl sjnipl,\ l)eeiinsejl ina> happen luha\e
what is supposed In t)e ii (dieai> suui'i'e ui- power around

Municipal owmM'sliip is, as I )ia\i- just inlimati-d. a

lopic that some id' \ou ha\e Iti ileal with (lirei'il\ .

This assix'iation has always been a forum to wdiieh
new idi>as in Ihe industry might he brought, and our
etforls ha VI* done not a little in (dearinir away the lia/.e

:iud etiid'usion on I he subject of iiinnieipal control and
operation. I have made a special etiort, as eviclence

(if our impartialily, to gel together at this meeiiiiL'

some of llnise who belie\(- in the abolition of private
enterprise and in the surreiidiM- of all the ideas that

make us cra^e for a litmie of our own and t In* aeeu-
mulation of a few dollars for a rainy day. If we ai-e

wrong in the belief that self-herp is i he best hel|..

and 1 hat ten widl-to-do eilizens count more for the

eomrnunity than twenty supeilluous olliceholders. It

is lime we knew it. Simie pi'ople want llie govern-
mi'iit lo run tin? railroads and sonie want it to buy up
the telegraphs and tele|»hones. Others want I he
municipalil ii-s to own st reel rail wa\ s, gas works and
electric light phints. In linston there is. I am told, a

demand that the city shall C(j|lect more taxes and
put it into public coal yards. I am reminded of my
ri'ading as a boy at school, when I learned that tin-

foredoomed ]io|)ulalion uf a g"roat city once sent u|) ;i

howl lor free bread and fri;e tickets to the circus.

N'ow. let me say right here thai public fi-anchises are

a public trust. In return lor them \\r are to rlosfune-

t liing or givi- sonn'thing, that the community wants.
In my humble judgment it has yet to be proved that
such a way of introducing improvements and benefits

is wrong or foolish. I am a busy man and have bi'en

earning a lividiliood all my life, but 1 have liad lime
enough to tibserve that the whole vast industrial de-

velopment that has added so enormously to the com-
fort and lia|)piness of life has come from the invest-

ment, under public franchises, of private capital,

skill and enterprise. The public has thus been made
the partner in all the great works of the age, and has
thus gained infiidtely more than it could have secured
if it had raised an equal amount of mone^'' by taxa-
tion, and had placed the proceeds in the hands of a
\'ast body of office-holders for the same purposes.

Among the questions that interest us are those that
concern the i-elaf ions between the sti-called parent
comiianies an<l tiurselves. \hi' local eonipauies. i)|ieral-

ing the apparatus that the jiaren! c<uupanies sell. 1

am aware that in some quarters the consolidations
that have been effected from time to time are
viewed "with anxiety, and that in others the cry of bad
faith has been raised—not perhaps, without warrant.
Ihit consolidations have their hopeful, better side.

At one i^eriod our reprective territorii-s were prac-
tically open ground for thirty or forty competing
manufacturers, each of whom had the best system in

existence. That fierce and watchful local competition
should be engendered under such conditions was in-

evitable, and even to-day the industry is hampered
by the central stations that came into being under
this unwholesome outside stimulus. AVe were, I

might say, i^eaceful farmers wdiose early and promis-
ing crops were an invitation to every raider that
could reach us. But at the present time, the situa-

tion is clearing. The various consolidations let us
«ee pretty clearly with whom we were dealing, ami
we know, too, something of the \ alue of the claims
made for the apparatus or the ]>atents that protect it.

\\'e have also learned that much ai)j)aratus essential

to good work is free fron^ patent royalties, and thai

the moment prices go beyond the iioint of ijaying a

fair manufacturer's profit, a dozen big engineering
firms are ready to invest wdth capital and brains. My
esteemed friend and jiredecessfu-, Mr. Weeks, has
even suggested that we should combine and manu-
facture for ourselves. But there is no need for that.

Dynamo and lamp covistruction has made a place for

itself alreadj' as one of the arts, very few funda-
mental patents are left, and every day brings us
nearer to the time when generator building will be as

universally practiced as engine building.
Meantime, we who run the stations have been learn-

ing hard lessons in the school of experience, and that
li-aining is as valuable a part of our enterprise as are
Ihe franchises under which we have been induced to

put our savings into the business of supplying light

and power to our fellow citizens. Unfortunately
much of that experience remains a sealed book, and
it is with the view of exchanging jirael ical ideas that
this association carries on its work. I never meet one
of my fellow-Avorkers in this field but he teaches
me something; possibly I give him a little in re-

turn. Now, apply that principle on a broad
scale, and see how beneficial it must be to nod out from
each of two or three hundred earnest men their best way of

doing things. That means progress, prosperity, perfec-

tion. But as long as only a few of us get together; as

long as a feeling of apathy is allowed to control, our cen-

tral station practice will fall far short of what it ought to

be; it will not be as near standardization as it should be;

and we will not make as much money as we ought. My
political and social economy teaches me that the greater

profit I can get out of any enterprise, with fair service and
due satisfaction to the public, the better citizen I am
The rewards of society are for those who can increase its-

wealth and raise its degree of comfoTi and convenience.
Now, the central stattoD man who slays home is not doing
his share to promote economical operation. I will go so
far as to state that if once a year half the central stations
of the country were represented in our gatherings the av-
erage dividends would be increased, while not a few Ma
tions that now struggle on in dreary debt would reach a
basis of solvency. I am very thoroughly in favor of one
meeting a year for this association, and of a systcmaiic,
energetic ctfort to gel everybody there. Every member
should make it his business lo interest his neighbors in
the woik wc arc doing, especially the smaller stations.

As an inducement to the smaller stations I would be
glad to see the dues somewhat reduced, so thai tbcycan
come in without feeling that they arc paying dearly for
their whistle. There is no valid reason why the dues
should be high, and if cutting them down will bring in

the stations most to be benefited, no hesitation should be
felt in taking such action. I would like to see our mem-
bership ten times larger. As it is. the influence of the
association is by no means insignificant, but with larger
membership its deliberations would be so much more
valuable, and when it approved or disapproved, ihe mat-
ter would be at once settled for the'entire industry.

It is important that we should interest ourselves in the
World's Kair. I surely do not exaggerate when I say that
every patriotic New ^'orker wishes Chicago the biggest
kind of success in her great undertaking, and admires ihe
genuine American fashion in which the Western metropo-
lis has sailed in to win. It is not only our duty, but it

will be a source of great pleasure to contribute to the im-
portance and success of the Exposition. We ought to
meet in Chicago ne.xt year. We must go there in a body.
The Chicago Electric club is ready lo take care of us, the
whole city has a welcome for us, and the electric exhibit
will be the finest the world has ever seen.
We have a good programme of papers for this conven-

tion, and I ask you to do the authors ihe compliment of
discussing them exhaustively. If )ou don't agree with
them, tell us why. If you have any local problem, take
us into your confidence. Vcu will probably find that others
here have laid awake nights worrying over the same mat-
ters and have sometimes found a way out. If you have
made some improvement in station practice and operation,
ask for the lloor; and if it is too good for everybody we
will go into executive session over it. In these and other
ways you will strengthen the hands of the chair,

promote the cause we are here to advocate and
make this meeting the best we have ever had.

Invitations to Memisers.
The secretary read several communications, including an

invitation from the Delaney Forge & Iron company to
visit its works. The Postal Telegraph company offered
the use of its facilities for the delegates to send social

messages free. Free use of all telephone wires in the city

and also of the long distance telephone wires to New
York and elsewhere were offered. The California Electri-

cal society extended an invitation to hold the next conven-
tion in San Francisco.
The committee on underground conduits and conduct-

ors presented its report, which follows:

Rei'Ort of Committee on Underground Conduits
AND Wires.

BY M. J. FRANCISCO.
At the Providence meeting of the association a commit-

tee was appointed to investigate underground conduits
and conductors, and collect data regarding their working.
The committee, in carrying out this work, decided to send
out circulars to all central stations and others using under-
ground conduits, asking for information regarding their use
and the success obtained. The following circular was
printed and mailed :

A committee was appointed at the aunual eonveotion of Ihe \u-
tional Electric Li^ht iissociatioo, held ju Provideuce, FelJruary,
IrtBl, to investigate and collect data relating to underground cou-
duits and conductors. In order to secure tlie full fact>. answers to
the following questions are desired: Will you kindly unswer and
return as soon as possibles

1. MilPage Of conduit laid:
2. Cost of conduit per mile?
;t. Mileage of conduit in use?
i. Mileage of duct laid?
'i. Mileage of duct in use?
6. Average hotir^s per diem same is oi>ernte<l?

7. Number of man-holes?
8. Cost of mau-holes?
9. Number of hand-holes?

10. Cost of hand-holes?
31. Number of services taken direct from conduit?
12. Cost of mainteuance per mile per month?
13. Cost of repairs per mile per month?
14. Average number of burn-outs and gr.iumis ijer mile and the

cause 1

15. Have you found the working of youi- underground system a
commercial success?

16. What is the voltage on each conductor?
1 7. What is the current. In amperes, carried by each couductor ?

18. What is the size of the conductors u^ed ? ( In answering this

question give the number and gauge, i

19. What is the thickness of the insulation ?

20. "Who is the maker of the cables?
21. Are the cables laid in any form of conduit?
22. If so, what kind of comluit is used?
23. Have the cables worked satisfactorily during the entire

time of their use?
24. If the cables have failed to work satisfactorily, to whut

cause do you attribute the difficulty? (Please answer as fully as
possible.

)

25. Have you abandoned any conduits because they ijroved
failures?
The names of companies or stations will not be made public,

but grouped by numbers. We wish this information for the bene-
fit of every member of the National Electric Light association

.

It soon became apparent to the committee that it was
treading on very dangerous ground, nearly every man ad-

dressed at once concluding there was a direct arive being

made at him or his business, and the amount of ignorance

displayed by those who had used underground cable, and
were supposed to know its value and practical working,

was rather alarming. Then a plan was adopted to secure

from the manufacturers a list of those who had purchased

underground cable, with the intention of making personal

examination of each plant. Here again the discovery was
made, that, with a few exceptions, the manufacturers did
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not know to whom they had sold underground cable, and
were unable to furnish the list. After these plans had

failed, it was decided to investigate personally various

plans and systems in use, and the chairman of the commit-
tee started out on a voyage of discovery.

The committee found that what had answered the pur-

pose in one city had proved a failure in another, owing to

local troubles, such as nature of the soil, gas, steam, and
in some cases politics, which had a very peculiar effect upon
the conduit itself, as well as the insulation used, and, in

one city, we found that a liquid insulation, passed through

the conduit in such a way that the officials could personally

examine and test its efficiency and quality, was the only

conduit or system they would approve or adop:.

In another city the central station company placed about

ten miles of underground conductor for an arc line, pass-

ing same through an iron pipe, relying upon the insulation

ofthewires: it utterly failed and they took it out. then

tried another make of wire, drawing it into the same iron

pipe; this held for a short time and then began to burn out,

and sometimes two feet of the wire would be entirely

burned out. and when it was drawn out of the pipe you

could blow dry powder in clouds from the pipe, showing
that it was not moisture that caused the trouble. Another
company tried a conduit made of three-inch tarred planks,

using underground cable with 5-32 inch insulation that was
supposed to be first class; through this they passed a looo-

volt current. As soon as they started they had innumer-

able burn-outs, grounds and crosses, and finally abandoned
it.

One company using 1,100 volts and 50 amperes, tried

passing cable through pump logs, with wire of 116 insu-

lation and were troubled with grounds and burn-outs, and
found the insulation was too thin and had to be abandoned.

Another company tried conduit made of asphalt, with sev

eral makes of wire, using 1.500 volts and 10 amperes, but

did not work successfully on accountof burn-outs, grounds

and crosses, and abandoned the entire outfit.

In the course of this voyage a gang of men were discov-

ered trying to locate a burn out; as this was directly in line

of our business we decided to anchor and devote sufficient

lime to the case for an examination. The plan adopted
was to dig up the pavement and disconnect the iron pipe

. containing the wires and then test in each direction; this vas

repeated until fifteen openings had been made in the street

at various points and ihe section burned cut discovered,

and il was fuuiiil tliat. iiul niily had tin' win-s hvi'U

bunn-d utf. bill llir iron jiipi" for neavlv two I'ccI had
Iit-eii mi'Iled, di'sl rctvinu' Ihc whole lini'. This ItiiJ"-

was removt.'d and a nvw one in.Sfrtfd and coniH'cIi'il.

Of coursf, in many citii-s wIuti' conLTcU- or as|)hall

liavcments wcro used, it would ha impussibh' lo ub-
lain permission Xu tear up the street in fifteen plaers
1() replace one burn-out, to say nothing about the ex-

pi^nsc. There are five nii-n emi)loyi'd upon lliis line

und they infornii'd us thai llieir rntin- linn- was spent

in Iraciiiii' and repairing burn-uuls in their beal.

rovering alxmt Iwu wards.
In a municipal plant of one city, where the Dorselt

system was used, also iron pipe with cement lining
and other styles of conduit, it was slated that the
underground conduit and wiring was perrecliim and
could not be improved uimn. A liltle jjrivale inves-

tigatitm developed the I'acl that one underground cir-

cuit hud been in ilrouble for six months previous lo

our Visit and at that time the trouble had nut been
located, also that the voltage of the lamps varied from

s-2^ lo 55 volts; but as it cost uotliing to run a munici-
pal plant, this condition of lines- and lami)S was not
considered of any importance.
Various plans were I ried for lighting the Hoosac

Tunnel. They used 1,000 volts, but the insulation

was loo thin and would not stand and they had eon-
slant trouble, as the tunnel is very wet and in many
places wire "was covered with water. They then tried

another style of wire, using 1,000 volts, alternating
current, lamp« in series, twenty in each si-t. 1.2.")U

lamps in all. t^ince this plan was adoj)led Ihey have
had no lr(jul>le and the same wire has been in usi'

three years, running Iwenly-four hours per day.
The Electric Bureau of Philadelphia has about fif-

teen miles of duct in use lor electric lights; it is

using 2,500 volts and 0^^^ amperes. It reports six-

grounds from Jan. 1, iSDO, lo Nov. IS, 1891, and all,

except one. from too thin insulation.
In one case the cable was damaged before drawing

into the duct. They used the creosoled wood con-
duit; the cost of this kind of conduit is about $4,500
per mile, including manholes. As they have only
been in use about two years, it is impossible to judge
t)f their durability.

In AVasbington tlie terra colta conduit is used.
This is a trough, 'S\ by 8 inches each made of glazed
terra colta, hiid with a proper cover about two feet

below the surface. These are connecled by bracket
shaped pieces, which hold the joints in position and
all laid in a heavy bed of cenieut. Each duct is cal-

culated to hold three 2 inch cables, but the size can
be varied. The Electric Lighting company tried

conduils of wood, asphalt and iron,but Ihey all failed;

Ihey then used the terra cotta and have found it very
satisfactory and reasonable in price, but the cable to

be used must be first class.

In New York city the electric companies could
have made a success of the underground conduit
woik. were it not fur the exorbitant prices charged
as rental for use of condints, which has
bi'iMi $1,000 i)er mile per annum fur >

inch dislribnling duct; $000 fur '•>

inch trunk, $Soo for 2>^ inch trunk. To this must be
added the heavy cost of cables, joints, labor, etc.. with
an expenditure of about ^24 per mile to maintain them.
The companies are then asked by the city officials to fur-

nish al! night Hghts for about ^75 per year. This would

leave a very peculiar looking balance sheet at the close of
the year, and. if repeated for a few years, would require
ttie services of an assignee to adjust.

In England many plans have been adopted, with vary-

ing success. Through the courtesy of the London cham-
ber of commerce and prominent English electricians, we
have obtained some informition regarding the practical

working of various systems. Ferranti uses for his high
tension lo.ooo-volt current his concentric cable, composed
of a thick copper tube, upon which is wound a number of

layers of paper saturated with an insulating wax; over this

is slipped a thin outer tube of copper for the return current

and drawn down close; then he covers the outer tube with
insulation and puts a lead tube covering over that and
places same in the ground; wherever there is traffic he
adds an iron pipe. Notwithstanding all these precautions
he has had innumerable troubles from grounds, induction,

etc.

In Liverpool the mains are laid in cast-iron troughs,
then filled in around them with bitumen and covered over
with Poitland cement. These have answered perfectly for

the low tension, but they have not used high tension cur-

rents long enough'to test their efficiency of durability.

In Bath, England, they use a conduit consisting of an
iron trough, with iron cover, in which cables with one-half

inch insulation are laid on wooden bridges about two feet

apart, and after cables are placed in position the whole is

filled solid with bitumen and then the iron cover fastened
down. On cables laid in this way they have carried for

two years an arc current of 2.500 volts and an alternating

of 2,000 volts successfully, only one ground having oc-

curred.

After a careful and extensive examination of nearly all

underground work in this country, the fact has been de-

veloped that, with verj' few exceptions, the system and
plans heretofore adopted have proved a failure; in some
cases this was caused by improper materials, insufficient

insulation, in many cases carelessness in laying the conduit
or drawing in the cable, and. in a large majority of cases,

from using cable with too thin an insulation. High ten-

sion currents can be carried in conduits successfully, if

the conduits are properly built and cables thoroughly in-

sulated and carefully drawn in, but it is absolutely neces-

sary that all work and materials should be first-class—no
half way business or effort to scrimp and save expense by
thinly insulated cables or poor construction.

Investigation plainly shows that a large number of the

troubles on underground cable have been caused by work-
men in the manholes, as the employes of all companies
have access to them. Employes of one company have
been extremely careless while working over the cables of

acompeting company and trouble has followed. This shows
conclusively that each euniiian\" should own and cm-
li'oi exciusively the cuuduit in which its wires are

placed. The plan of renting euiuluits is nut product-
ive of good results, unle.ss tlie iegi.shilures of tin*

various states pass a law regulating llie charges made
for rental; and it should be the aim of the National
association lo see that laws properly cunlroUing the
price charged for rental and use of conduils are

passed in all the stales where they are used.

A serious trouble in underground wiu'k has been
caused by drawing in the cables. This is a very im-
portant part uf llie busine.ss. and should be intrusted
tu reliable and experienced men. as the li-asl injury
to the insidaliun. while il is Iieing placed in ihi' ilucl.

will surely develup and cause trouble; and many of
Ihe burn-ouls have been caused in this way. No
matter how good an insulation you may have, if II is

cut iir injured while passing il into the duel, you can
depend iiiK)n il thai this special place will gi\e you
notice befure long, and in a way that will severely
test your ability lo obey one of the ten command-
ments.
Some substance must be used for. the conduif thai

will withstand the action of the gases, soil, ett?., and
al.so resist the alTecliouate embrace of the workman's
pick, used in excavating and repairing streets. Iron
is not desirable, as, under certain conditions and
places, it will be destroyed in a few monllis, heaving
your cable exposed: cement alone cannot be relied

upon; wooden conduit soon decays, beside absorbing
hirge quantities of moisture. It would seem that
glazed terra colta, or like substance, set in concrete,
was Ihe most reliable, and with a cable first insu-
lated with not less than one-fourth inch of pure rub-
ber, this covered witli a heavy braid well insulated,

over this a covering ui lead and then a heavy and
.substantial braid, saturated with a good compmind.
will give satisfactory results and can be used with
high tension currents successfully and without being
troubled with burn-outs or grounds. But this entails
aJarge outlay for conduit and cables.

There is one feature of the business upon which all

examinations and reports agree; that is, that the un-
derground plan has been in use for so short a lime
that it is imxMSsible to give a fair comparison of the
cost of maintaining aerial and underground circuits,

but it is conceded that the expense of mainlaining
underground cables is far greater than aerial, also

that the durability of conduits and cables, in many
cases, is mere conjecture, as ihey have not been
used long enough to test their ability to stand the ac-
tion uf acids, gases and various other recjuirements.
which can only be determined after a sufficient time
has elapsed.

In cities of less than 200,000 inhabitants, compel-
ling companies to pl;K-e tlieir wires underground will

practically prohibit the use of electricity fur lights,

and leave the inhabitants of those cities lo meander
through its streets, guided by the sickly rays of the
ki'i-oseiie lamp or tlie fei'ble flutter of Ihe gas burner,
as no electric lighting comi)any can afi'ord (he ex-

pense that this would incur, unless they cuuld ubtain
double the prices now paid for li<rhls.

Thi* expense of conduits and underground cables
is su heavy ihal Ihey can only he adopled in a few
uf llie larL'er ciljes. Ihickly sellh-d, and llien the
elect ric liirhling cumpanies adopting them must be
jiaid a higher price fur servici*. or eventually tlndr
cumpaiiy will be bankruijted by the expense and loss
enlailed. Thi-refure Ihe laxpayers iu any city who
demand that wires shuuld be placed undergruitnd
wanl lu realize ilie facl Ihat this move means in-

creased cost for liglits and larger taxes to jjay for
Ihi-m. From data obtained il is evident that nearly
all the cities could be served with aerial lines for the
high tension current in a more acceptabh* manner
and al less expense than with underground conduils.
aiid Ihi'y could be so arranged as lo be perfectly si'-

eure and nut in any way endanger the public or mar
Ihe general aijpi-arance of the streets. \iu\ as this
commit lee was ajipuinled tu investigate unrh-r-
gruund and nut aerial circuits, it has nui eon-
sidererl ii within its province lo describe ur rec--

cummend a ])lan fur aerial lines.

Discussion,

Mr. Nichols: It is said that acreosoted wood conduit
costs$4,5QO per mile. Is that the price per duct, or if

that was the whole conduit, how many ducts in the con-
duit?

Mr. Francisco: That is for two ducts in the conduit.
Mr. Hering: I believe no mention was made of ihe

system in use in London and Paris, in which bare wires
are run in conduits on glass insulators, a system which
seems to work satisfactorily, and seems to solve the prob-
lem of insulated coating. The wires are perfectly bare,

and supported on glass insulators under the sidewalk.
They are easily accessible, as they are covered wiih ilag-

stones a few inches below the surface of the ground.
Mr, Francisco; In the course of correspondence, 1

was told that in Paris nearly all the lines are in the sewers
on glass conductors.' Such a method is impracticable in

this country, and I paid no attention to it.

Mr. Hering; I believe that is an error. I was there,

and they told me that no electric light wires were allowed
in sewers, on accountof the telegraph and telephone wires.

At the time I was there, they were laying the electric light

wires under sidewalks in special conduits made for them.
It was a concrete conduit of rectangular cross section; the

insulators were on iron rodsextendiog across from one side

of the conduit to the other.

Mr. Wilmeri>ing: I think Mr. Francisco takes a rather

pessimistic view of the underground system of distribu-

tion. We think that we have succeeded in Chicago in

transmitting currents underground without any trouble.

The reason that there are so many lailures in places where
they are just beginning to do that work, is because they
do not do it properly. They try to do it at too small an
investment. In order to economize in the first cost of con*

struclion. people will put in a wire that is loo lightly insu-

lated. There are systems of conduit in the market which
are recommended as being insulated, but I do not take any
stock in them. The iron pipe for conduits is just as gocd
as a non conductor, except from the fact that it will nist

out and become useless in four or five years. The main
point to be considered in the conduit is to get a certain

strength and elasticity, so as to prevent the conduit from
cracking with the action of frost and other causes, and yet

be easily repaired. I believe that wood is one of the best

substances for conduits we have. In Chicago we have had
very satisfactory results with it- We began the work about
four years ago, and I had occasion to open the street

a short time ago at a place where this first wood conduit

was laid, and I found it in perfect condition, although the

weather had been dry for along while; aside from that,

the wood was thoroughly moist. It bends and takes up
any irregularities in use; it maintains its moisture; it af-

fords a very smooth surface for drawing in cables, and 1

think it is a good thing. It has the further advantage of

being very cheap.

In regard to the reliability of the cable, I think I have
the right cable, and with sufficient insulation it will carry

a reasonable potential for a considerable length of time.

I have forty miles at present of a certain cable, with an
insulation in thickness of 5-32 of an inch, which is carry-

ing a potential of 500 volts on a constant poten-

ial motor service, an alternating service of 1,000

volts and from 2 500 to 3.coo volts in arc

lighting service, and which has been in service for over

two years, and I have nut had a single case uf ground-
ing, burn-out, or anything of the kind, tui 40 miles

of conduit. This shows that the cipuduil s_\slem I'an

be maintained with iierfect satisfaction, if y<iu put ii

in in the right way in Ihe beginning.
Mr. Frakcisco; 1 would like to ask ilr. Hering if

ihe underground wire is for low potential?
Mr. Hering: Yes, sir: it is.

Mr. Francisco: The cunlinuous current was re-

ferred tons and we ]iaid no alteiilion to |uw lensiun

current.
Mr. Hering: The .system seems equally a|)plieab|e

to high and low tension. Il is an aerial liin' runninu
in the conduit underground. At the Califtu-nia exhi
bition this summer, there was an underground cable,

in which an alternating current of 20,000 vulls

was carried for a distance of about a mile.

Mr. Francisco: In reganl lu ;Mr. Wilmerding's re-

marks about wood. 1 would say that the entire thing
depends on the locality. I can show you a case n\'

wuod conduit that has lasted less than niiu* nioiilhs.

and I can .show you other cases where Ihey liavi-

been running for 20 year.s. It depends on tlu' lu-

cality and the soil. In simie s<»ils y<ui ran lay a cun-

duit and liave il work all right: in olher soils, \ou
would have nothing but a wood pulp thai you can
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i'r;irk in ynw Mii-cis, 1 wuiil.l \ik<- l..:isU if llir\ \r.i\r

iiul IkmI iV'iiiIi|<' in Cliii'iiMo Willi IliM •'uikIuiI '.'

Mic. ^Vlt..MK]t]M^(l: I I liink 1 li;il is tin' lai-l lit rc^'jird

1(1 tin- city jiIhiiI. 1 was lol<i by lUii- of lln- cinplnu-s
wild had cliarjri' nf lln- inHl('i';.Tmnif| (irciiil. I hal tln-y

had Iroiihh'on urn' of Ihi- utKhM-^Ttunid cii'ctiils I'm-

alxiiit. si.v tnunlhs. ancl had nut l)c(>n able (o locate il.

.Mil S'I'am.kv: When a liinh |nil<-nlial cunlinuuus
ciirn-Ml is |)hu'(-d in an Mndi'r;,n-(iMnd cahh- IIhtc is a

L!:i-i'al strain nii 1 In- insulal in^ inali-rial, and 111 is si rain

is ail in (iiic dircciidii. As I he n-sidt, n\' llial cmiliii-

ncd prcssin-i' in one dii'cclidii till' consliliilir)]) ol' the
iiisulat<n' (diaiiyi-s. and afler si\ mnnllis—in sonic
cases, I Ix'lit'Vc, in London, in even less lime than
Ihal-lhe I'lilii'c slriudnir oj' I he insnlalor chanj;es.

so Ihal while the cahle iiad a hiiih speeilic resislanci'

Id slarl dl!" wilh, IhaL rapidls' fell oir inlhesam.'
cable. In tile case oT allenia't in^' cni-n'iils in I hesr

cciiidncl'irs this drleriorat ion doi'S iiol take place; but

in Ibis case I 1m' ciiiTenI i-e\ erses rapidly, and I lie

\V(n-k done by Ihe ciirnMil passin^r in one direclioii is

(piicklv niidoiii' b\ Ihe next wa\e passiiiy; in Ihe op-

posile direct inn; and I bus t he ellVi-ls are neutralized.

Till' ell'ecls of the allernal in.Li' ciirri'iil are more like

Ihose (d" waler llowin,^' throuv-h a pipe. IT we had a
loiij*- pipe. Idled witli waler, uiid suddenly' lurneit iton
I'lid, Ihi' waler would rush (o Ihe lar i-imI. and sirikc

a hard blow, and tliere would be a waler liammcr
eflVct. 'I'lie Idiijier the cable is uiiderirrdUiid. and the
tlic Idii.yer Ihe disfaiice, the .greater is this ci)ndciiscr

ellVcl; and it was sd ;.q-eal in Ihe case ot

the Fei'uanii main that it raised Ihe jn-es-

sure at ijoiidon a i^'reat man\' \ oils liii;-her

than at Depltord. wli-'re the utber end of the
caliie was. I Ihink il can be uviuM-ally staled that
llidsi' insulations made rroni oil-compounds ;ire unlit

fdr a continiuHis current sti-ain, ^vhiIe they arc ex-

ceedinii'ly £:-nod for allernal inii- currents. In some
cases in underiL'i'ound work we round that, the (rallies

did ijol have the capacity they were tl--urerl foi'; I be

capacil\" beini:' always I'educed, The i-esislaiice nf

Ihe i-ab'les fur alterna'tin,!;' curi-eiils was eonsiderabl\-

liiuhi'i- than it ou,i;-ht to be—in sonn' eases leu pi'r

ceiil. biii'ber—and \\r wei-e wori'ied a i^ri'at deal about
it. AVe round Ihat iin- exP'i'iial resistance oT this

cable was due mainly to Ihe \^l)|-k thai was done in

Ihe iron pipe whi(di iiudosed the {-able, the !-csislaiiC(.'.

runction beini:' tnitside of Ihe wire, and not inside,

and also that the (ui'i'eiit in llu- wire was not evenly
distributed, a result "which harl been predicted luiii^'

a,i;-o by Sii' AVilliam Thomson. These diMicullies

were overcome l.)y adopt in^r a certain small standard
si/e dl" conducliu's an<i inittinii- in more cables.

M. J. Pehky: To the su.i^-i^eslion that aerial lines

be run underii-rounU, lliere are several olijeet ions.

In the lirsl place, streets as laid out in tliis cnniii ry.

with ver\' \'f\y exceptions, are "winding and irri\i;'ulai'

in character, both as to direction and width, such as

in Hoston, Providence and other cities. It is utterly
impossible to oecujiy the space directly under llie

sidewalk; in many instances these are controlled by
the abulliiiii piiiperly owners; they have possession,

and ibey are usini;" it for vaults and other purposes.
To allem{)l to obtain tlie riirht by legal proceedings,
by eminent domain or condemnation, would entail
(ri'meiidous expense, if at all feasible. In addition,
we have a ,!4reat variety of pavements for our side-

walks. It runs from a simple bed of concrete iu
simii- [)laces to great granite blocks, so as to be in

harmony with the material and style of architecture
of the building. The proposition to place wires
underground, in the broad sense, I think is admitted
as |U'ac!icable, by all our best electricians, provided
you are prepared to put a sufficient amount of money
in it. To be able to put that money in it, it is neces-
sary to offer some inducement to the investor for the
nsi' of his funds. I assume that probably the main
line of the Bufl'alo company is from twenty-five to

lorly ]iercenl. of its capitalizatiou. You must first

absolutely shrink that and lhro"W it away, and that
Avould hr an enormous strain on any corporation:
secondly, you must iml in three .»r Umv limes .as

much money as you havi; n(»w in\"esl(.'(l iVir distribut-

ing pnrposi\s: and to secure tliat investment, yi,ni

must make it plain to the investor^more plain than
_\ou can now do with the isolated instances we have
of the workings of undi-rgremnd systems—that he can
safi'ly ])Ut his JTione>' in it and realize a profit. Up to

Iwo years ago at least, the gentlemen from Chicago
weri' not |>repared to recommend (o invi-slors. They
may ha\'e "worked the jiroblem out; but you cannot
get any more American capital on the showing made
I here: American dollars do not go that way; and
(hey do not grow that way.

IE we could seethe books of the Buffalo electric

light comjianies. I will warrant you tliat they would
not show Ihat tlie.y were making extravagant ])?'ofits.

They may jiossibly be earnini:" dividends—a fair re-

turn on liie investment—whicii a man who invests
his moiie\' is entitled to. This i)ro])0Kition to [)lacc

wii'es underground, if consummated, would necessi-

tate earning a dividend on at least double the present
capital. AVe will say yon have based your prices on
a capital slock: Ihfd you have an investment which
reipiircs that you should earn one liundred dollars

(ler lamp: but you cannot raise your prices. The
tenilency in prici'S, in all business transactions, is

steadily downward, and you have got to be
Ijusily at work to determine and introduce econ-
omies that shall take care of that gradual pressure
downward; and yet you propose to pay double; anrl

it will be impossible to get higher prices, e\'en

tliough an increased investment should be made.
These are the x^oints that must be very seriously

lonsirlcrcd. This instance of the Iliiiralij I'Inctric

li^dillng company is being cdnsidiTfd, wdien un nl-

tempt is made \tt fdi-ce il al once to hiy its wiri's uii-

fh-ru'tdund. it may be ihat siiHicii-nt pressure may
be broiighl ; it may l)e sent to bankniplcy; himI il

may hi* that those who come in on the ki-coikI deal
may reap a riidi i-eward. •! do not helicvr', however.
that that is llu- ptrovince df any city government,
an-I 1 d<i mil believe thai il is Ihi- inli-ntloii of any
inlelligeiil public 1.1 do this, if thi*y liave been fairly
ami squarely conrronled with Ihe (pie.slion.

Mr. Krancjscd's jtaper was carefully preparerl and
wc'l! digested. He bi'dUght out certain things
Ihat have transpired Id my (twn pers(Hial kiiowhMlge;
dtie df wdiicdi was that wood will Wdrk in certain
kinds of sdil and iidt in ol hers. I ipiesiidn. however,
whelher umlerirrnund work up l<i tliis lime has been
a success. e\cii wheri' conduit companies Ihat liave

' uone inid cities and have laid down condiiils have
been a success. No such success has come to my
kiidwiedge, and I have watched the matter can-fully.

.Mi{. A\ iLMKKHiNc: I rjo iiiit want bi be nndej-slood
as n-commendiiig underground c-onduils tor invest-
ors. Mr. I'l-rry rather misunderstdoil nu- abdul Ihal.

AVln-n you discuss Ibis mailer as a liiiancial ipiestion.

it assuiues a very ilillVri-nt aspect, of c<<urse. As In

tiie ciueslion of the [iracl icability of having current''

un<lergrouiid. I miisl say il is practicable. We know
it is. AVln-n il cimies to a matter of investment, il

is impossible, Avilli a gi\*eii rale lor serxice based on
ovei-head const rue I ion, lo furnish uii'h-rgrotind cir-

cuits at the same rate, Wlieii Mr. Perry assumes
I hat it may cost two or three hundri-d dollars per
lamp for underground construction, he is too low: we
cannot do it for li'ss than lour or fivi' hnndi-ed dnl-

lars l'(U' a complete plant. Of course, wi- had a dil-

ferenl cx|)eriejice in Chicago from what ihi' Uulfalu
C(mipaii\' would be subjecti'd to. A\'e ne\-er had an
d\*erhead coiisl iiicl ion: iie\cr had lo Ihrdw dur d\er-
liead consi ruci ion away. \\'e start I'd in lu pul

wires undei-^Tiiinid. when we bi'g.-ni busim-ss. .\flei-

many ex|)erimeiils we maiianed to make a. suc-

cess of the mailer, and tmr stockholders are not

entirely ni-gh-cted. I do not think it is possible for

any com|)any which is operating by thi' overhea<i
system to alfcn-d to do the lighting at the .same j»rice

l.>y the underground, It certainly cannot
be done inidcr any circumstances in a

city (tf small population^— l"wo hundred tliou-

sand or less—it is ju-aclically imjiossible.

AFTERNOON SESSION.
Mr. Stillweli read the report of the committee on the re-

lation of size and efticiency in transformers.

The Relatio.n of Size and Efficiency in TitANs-

FORMERS.

BY L. B. StiLLWELL,

It is not intended in this piper to present an elaborate

discussion of the relations of size and efficiency in trans-

formers treated from a theoretical standpoint. If we were
to select a certain type and, preserving for all sizes the

same general proportions, agree upon a certain limiting

temperature which all may be allowed to attain under
working conditions, such a discussion would of itself be of

interest, as pointing out the relations which exist between
radiating surfaces and the amount of energy unavoidably
lost in a transformer, but a thorough discussion upon such
lines would involve a more or less elaborate comparison
of the several factors which go to make up the sum of this

loss, and for our purpose the possibilities of allowing

greater loss in copper and less in iron, or greater in iron

and less in copper, which are presented to the designer,

are of less interest than a brief and necessarily general

study of the effect of varying size upon the commercial
efficiency of transformers as they are now offered by the
manufacturer to the central station manager. Treatment
upon these lines will aiso naturally call attention to other
considerations of great practical importance, as regulation,

insulation and weight. The variation in difference of

potential at secondary terminals when the transformer is

without load and when it is loaded to its full rated capacity

should be a minimum, the insulation should be such as to

practically prevent the possibility of electrical connection
of primary and secondary coils, and the weight should not

be so excessive as to cause serious inconvenience in

handling.

The designer of a transformer has presented to him
alternative paths. He may easily design with reference to

a very small loss of energy and relatively high efficiency at

light loads, if he is willing to sacrifice regulation. He
may design a transformer of little weight and large out-

put, if he is content to work at a very high temperature,

which may perhaps endanger the lasting qualities of his

insulation. The best transformer is not necessarily that

which has the lowest leakage or magnetizing current; nor
that which regulates most closely; nor that which is light-

est and most easily handled; nor yet that which will carry

its full load indefinitely with the least increase of temper-
ature; but it is that transformer which best combines as

much of each of these desirable properties as is practicable.

In comparing various types, therefore, it is necessary to

begin with a realizing sense of the fact that the same laws

govern all types as to design and performance, and that,

under the general laws of physics which have to do with

this class of work, c-itraordinary excellence in one respect

is necessarily obtained at the price of sacrificing excellence

with respect to other properties equally important.

A glance at the files of the technical journals or an ex-

amination of the records of the patent office for the past

five years will show that a very large number of transform
ers alleged to embody certain new and useful improve-
ments have been suggested, or, as their respective spon-
sors would say, invented. Fortunately we are not called

upon to discubs all of these. Five years in the develop-.

mcnt of electrical apparatus is a long time, and while U
may not yet be satd of transformers in commercial use
that only the finest survive, it is noteworthy, as It is for

our purpose fortunate, that there is a general similarity of

type prevalent in America, and the more general relations

of size and efficiency obtaining in a line of transformers,

as furnished by one manufacturer, obtain in all. I pro-

pose, therefore, without venturing farther upon the domain
of theory than is absolutely necessary, to glance at what
may be called the geometrical relations of transformers of
various sizes, and so invite the attention of owners and
operators of central station plants to a subject of very
considerable practical importance to them.

Let us take, as a starting point, a very small trans-

former; for example, one of five lights' capacity, the prim*
ary tcrmin.ils of which are connected to an alternating
current circuit of 1.000 volts potential. We will suppose
that the lamps which arc connected to the secondary cir-

cuit are all turned off. Under these conditions a small
current, called magnetizing current, or leakage, flows in

the primary coil. This current magnetizes the iron, and
as a result, we have in the primary what is called a counter
electromotive force. Every transformer, small as well as
large, which is connected to this dynamo circuit, roust

develop a counter electromotive force approximately equal
to that delivered to it from the dynamo. This counter
electromotive force depends upon the alternating magneti-
zation of a certain amount of iron, and the magnetization
of this iron means the expenditure of energy. The amount
of iron required and the expenditure of energy necessary
will naturally be less in a transformer of small capacity
than in one of large capacity, but there must be some iron

magnetized and some energy expended in holding back
the electromotive force of the dynamo. It is safe to say
that a commercial transformer, by which I mean a trans-

former that can be manufactured at a cost that will make
it a commercial or salable article, cannot be so designed as
to have a loss of less than 20 watts, due to the magnetiza-
tion of the iron. A transformer twice as large— that is. of

10 lights capacity— is called upon to do precisely the same
work and no more in developing counter electromotive force

to oppose ihal of the dynamo, and may quite as easily be
designed to work with an iron loss of 25 watts. If the

rated capacity of the five light transformer is 250 watts
and of the 10 light transformer 500 watts, the loss in the
former will be eight per cent, and in the latter five per
cent. A 20 light transformer may as easily be designed
to work with an iron loss of 30 watts, and a 40 light

transformer with an iron loss of 45 watts; the percentage
of loss in these cases being, respective!), three per cent,

and 2 25 per cent.

One 10 light substituted for two five light transformers
will reduce the amount of energy lost in magnetizing the
iron from eight per cent, to hve per cent, a saving of

three per cent. Ooe 40 light substituted for two 20 light

transformers will reduce iron loss from three per cent, to

2 5 per cent., a saving of one- half of one per cent. About
the same percentage of saving can be effected by again
doubling the size, and ico light transformers can be furn-

ished in which the iron loss does_ not exceed i 7 per cent.

Beyond this figure it is easily seen that improvement is

difficult and even were it possible, by employing a very

large transformer, say one of 500 lights capacity, to re-

duce iron loss to one percent., the improvement in efficiency

resulting from the substitution of one of this size for five

of the ICO light size would be but a fraction of one per
cent., and, in view of the necessarily greater weight and
the obvious objections to putting a large number of eggs
in one basket, the advisability of such substitution would
be doubtful.

Thus far we have considered only the loss in iron when
no current flows in the secondary circuit, and it will be
sufficiently accurate for our purpose to assume that this

iron loss remains constant under varying loads of the

transformer. The loss of energy due to the resistance of

the copper whtn no current flows in the secondary is

negligible, since the magnetizirg current in the primary is

very small, but this loss increases as ihe load on the

transformer is increased, and the increase varies as the

square of the current flowing; that is to say, the copper
loss is four times as great when two amperes flow in the

secondary circuit as when one ampere flows in that cir-

cuit. In the transformer without load we have a certain

loss of energy designated iron loss, while in the trans-

former fully loaded we have this same iron loss plus the

maximum copper loss. For intermediate loads we have

approximately the same iron loss wiih varying copper
losses dependent upon the amount of the load.

The loss due to the resistance of copper is generally

abqut two per cent- This does not vary materially with a

variation in size of the transformer, certain considerations

having to do with regulation being largely accountable for

this fact. If we assume that the loss in copper at full

load for every size is two per cent., and that the iron loss

is constant, irrespective of the load, the following table

will, with suflicient accuracy, indicate iron and copper
losses and efficiencies at full load. The table does not

represent actual measurements of selected transformers,

but is intended to fairly represent the proportionality of

losses in transformers of various sizes. Actual tests will

show results as good as, or even better than, the figures

given in the table.

Capacity in i6r t t <- - Efficiency at full
^ ^.r, T Loss in Iron. 1-oss in Cop r. , j
C. I . Lamps. '^

load.

5 S per cent. 2 per cent. go per cent.

lo 5 per cent. 2 per cent. 93 per cent.

20 3 percent. 2 per cent. 95 percent.

30 2.5percent. 2 per cent. 95.5percent.

40 2.3 per cent. 2 per cent. 95 7 per cent.

60 2.1 percent. 2 percent. 959 per cent.

80 1.9 per cent. 2 per cent. 96. r per cent.

100 1.7 per cent. 2 percent. 96. 3 per cent.

300 1.5 per cent. 2 per cent. 96.5 per cent.

It will be seen that for sizes of less than 20 lights capac.
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ily the falling off in cfliciency as we go down the scale of

sizes is very rapid, while, on the other hand, the gain in

efficiency of transformers larger than that of 20 lights'

capacity is much less marked. The exact significance of

the table will, perhaps, be better shown by putting it in

another form. Let us compare the losses at no load and
at full load in 1,200 lights capacity of converters of each
of the several sizes, and let us express the loss in each
case in terms of the number of 16 candle power lamps,

which the energy so lost would be sufficient to supply.

We then have the following:

Transformers used. Loss at no load. Loss at full load.

240 5 Light Capacity. 96 Lamps. 120 Lamps.
120 10

" Go " 80 "

60 20
"

3*J " (iO
"

40 30
"

30 " 54
30 40

"
27,';, " 51A "

20 60
"

2Si^ii
"

49i"ff "

15 So "
22,*^ " 46A "

12 100
"

20i',|
" 44,''„ "

4 300
" 18 " 42 "

These figures plainly show that to supply any number
of lamps up to 100 it is desirable, on the score of efficiency,

to use a single transformer of the required size rather

than two or more of less capacity.

For sizes of a capacity above loo lights the improvement
in efficiency is necessarily little, and although the argu-

ment on the score of efficiency is still in favor of the use of

the large sizes, that argument is by no means as strong as

it was before we passed the 100 light limit.

This properly finishes the discussion on the relation ©f

size and efficiency in transformers as they are to be pur-

chased in the market to day, but there are certain other

considerations very closely connected with the subject

which will naturally influence a central station manager.
I have left myself no space for a discussion of these

points, but they are, for the most part, of a very obvious

character, and it will be sufficient to simply mention them.
In favor of the use of large sizes is the very practical

argument of reduced cost per lamp capacity. In giving

proper weight to this consideration the purchaser should

assure himself that the manufacturer has not effected a

reduction m cost at the price of an excessively high limit-

ing temperature, which may endanger the lasting qualities

of the insulation.

Transformers of 300 or 500 lights capacity are naturally

large and dil^cult to handle; or if they are not very large

it will be well to again note the temperature.

An investment in a 500 light transformer is large as

compared with an investment in one of ico lights capacity

and the chances of accident, such as may be caused by
lightning, are quite as great in the case of the former as

in the case of the latter.

It is extremely improbable that a static discharge from
the line caused by lightning will damage more than one
of a group of five transformers which may be connected
together in multiple arc, while a discharge which may
break down the insulation of one of these will be quite as

likely to damage a 500 light transformer.

Discussion.

Wm. Stanley, Jr: Mr. Stillwell has assumed that a

non-heating transformer is what we desire. Now, as a

matter of fact, the most efficient transformer that could be

made, I believe, would be the hottest transformer. Mr.
Stillwell qualifies his statement by saying that it should not

be so hot as to endanger its life. The problem of building

, a transformer is to build a coil of wire and get as much
iron in it as you can; that is, to surround a given amount
of iron with as many turns of wire as you can; or, to sur-

round a given size or coil of wire with as much iron as you
can. I think the table that Mr. Stillwell has given as to

the efficiency of the several sizes very good. We have
had occasion lately, to design transformers of very high

voltage, as high as 15,000 volts. We find no diffi-

culty in keeping the temperature of these transformers

within reasonable limits. They will get hotter than a

small transformer; it is better that they should. But I do
not believe any well insulated transformer is in dan-

ger of breaking down. It depends on the kind of insula-

tion. If you put in mica or if you put in paper, or any
stratifying insulation, and subject it to a high potential, it

will most certainly break down with that potential by
either adynamic current or static charge or stroke of

lightning; but if you fit it with a homogeneous insulator,

such as oil or some solid insulating compound, you can

use any potential you want, provided the discharges do
not take place that occur in stratified insulation. I think

the heat has very little to do with the breaking down of a

properly insulated transformer.

I'lioK. 'I'tiomsiix: I dn not rxaclly a-ii-rc with .Mr.

Sttiiilry in 1 ln' slali'ini-nl [ h;il ;i I nmslVimii"'!' is bi'l tn;

whiMi il is lidl- 1 wniiM i"ilhci- modify tliat slulc-

mcnl ill lliis \v;iy. 1li;il a I r;Mis["ormi'i" would run best,

if the iron would run hoi ;nul the coi:)|H'i- as cool as

possibh': I h:il is,t hr hysl crisis lossrs of Ihc iron would
hi' diminislH.'d by the hriit.nnd tin- iTsisfiiiicc, losses in

I.Ik.' copin'i' would lie li-ssrncd by ki'i'pin^' il. euol. If
' wr could iiisuliili' I hr i-urr oC the translormm' so :is lo

jircvpiit tlu' csca] I' lif;ii , ;ind K't'cp 1 he cojjpi.'i' ;is

fool as jiossibh' l>y \''ni i hil i nu' il 1 luiroiiu'lily, we
should then li:i\i' lli<' ideal 1 raiisrornirr. 1 ha,rdh'

a;;-rocwith llir slatrmml of ,Mi', Slaidcy lliatllic iii-

sulaliiiii would not bi' injun'd by licin^' liol. It is our
fxpcriiMU-r I.b;i1. >-ou cannot have a. machim.'. a dyna-
mo or any ol lu'i' clrclric apjiaratus run loo cool, as re-

gards tin- ]>ri'siT\ al iiin nl' ils insulation. i)roN'idt'd it

docs not run so cool as lo iiathcr moisture from the
atmosphere. The absolu1,c resist iince. Ihc dielectric

resistance, is lii^'hesl when the substanci' is cool: that
is, the tendeiu-y lo puncture insvilalion is much less

if yoii can keep your insulation coo]. If you allow
the insulal ion lolieal u|}. its ]iowei'of resislinii-i)uncl-

uvo certainly decreases. Tin- mailer ma\ he

briefly staled In this way: it a on ta!<.e a i:ood con-

diicloi- like copper and run I he (emperalun- down ils

resistance almost disajiears at very low temperal iin-s:

hundreds of deiii'ccs below zero (.(fi)per is almost a
perfect coiiducttir. W you heat it u]> it becomes nun-e
anfl more resisting. Let us take y:lass—a good insula-
tor—or any insulatin"; material, and run its temi>era-
ture up, it loses its insulathi;;' power, and if we run il

up until il e'rls to ]{'({ lu'al it approaclu's a conductiir.
so that all subslanc{-s are conductors when they
are liot enough.

Mi{. Stanley: I did not mean to imjily Ihal it would
not injure the insulation oF a transformer if you liad
it ioo hut. What I did wish to say was, that so far as
Ihi' eth'ciency of the apparatus went, il would rather,
on the whole, be improved by heating il. I think
Pro!'. Thomson agreed Avilh me, or course, we can
heat a transformer up .so high that il will get on fire:

but there i)ughl not be anything to burn. I question
if the translormer of the future will have cotton lU'

otiier inliammable material in It. We are making
transformers in which, if the coil is cut in two. the
copper Mires will be found imbedded in a solid di-
electric, and the section would resemble the .si'ction of
a well constructed cable; there is nothing to burn
there. A temperature change of 30 or 40 degrees
wtnild hardly att'ect the dielectric streuglh, while it

would materially afl'ect the etRciency of the appara-
tus.

Mil. Stillwell: While it may be a theoretical
possibility to make a transformer in which only such
insulating materials as are not art'ected by heat are
used. I do not think that any transformer is now of-
fered in the market which will be found tu embody
lliat kind of insulation. If you use only mica or
something of the kind Avhich is not affected by
heal materially. Ihen. in general. T should agree witli
Mr. Stanley, Ihal it is well for efhcieney to let the trans-
former run at high tem])erature. As it is, however,
nearly every transformer, so far as I have examined
them, does use insulating tape, or an insulating sub-
stance resembling tape, in one form or another. It

may not be necessary, perhaps, to be guided to any
extent by foreign practice in these matters; but in

so far as the foreign practice is found to be in line

with correct theory, I think it is of some use to us;

and it is very noticeable that in the specifications of
foreign engineers, they limit both in machines and in

transformers to a comparatively low tem]:)erature.
Anything Ihat is done in the direction of reducing
t he tempera! lire, either in general oi'S or in I ransform-
I'rs. by the manufacturing companies is a direct gain
to the purchaser; because 1 do not think it will
be disputed that, taking the apparatus as it is built,

such a policy tends to prolong the life of (he appa-
ratus.

Mk. Pekkv: In behalf of the cenlral station men I

wish to move a vote of thanks to the gentleman who
|)rescnted this paper, and to those who took part in

discussion. 1 will venture to say that we central
station men have learned more in this paper, concisi-
and clear as it is, and in this quiet discussion, brief
as it has been, than we would have been able to learn
about transformers from the itinerant lepiesentalives
of the transformer builders in a half dozen years.
The motion extending a vote of thanks was carried.

Amekdmekts to Wiring Rules.

The committee on Safe Wiring, by M. I). Law. chair-
man, then reported the following jiroposed amend-
ments to the rules on that subject, which were
adopted:

Inside Wiring. Art. 7. Inside conductors must
not be laid in plaster, cement, or similar finish, with-
out an exterior metallic in-otection.

Sji/rwl Wiring. In rooms where intlammable gases
exist, the incandescent lamp and socket must be in-

(dosed in a vapor tight globe. This is not understood
to include rooms where illuminating gases are used
in the ordinary manner.

Art. 2. The word "watei'-pi'o.if (diange to --moist-

ure-iiroof." so Ihat the article will read: "Pi'ovided
\\\[\\ a duralile moisture-proof covering."

Jiiin-iiir i'iiiirliiifti. Art. 2. Interior conduits must.
not be of such material or construction that will be
injured by iilaster or cement or other surnmuding
material, (u- that the insulation of the conductor will

be ultimately injured or destroyed by the elements of

ils position.

Accidents Due to Electric Oukrents.
Alh'u R. Foote read a report of fires and injuries

caused by eh-elric currents during Ihe year 1800, be-

ing data obtained from 425 cities in the United Stales.

Nnuiber of members on fire forcei regular nod volunteer. . . ..r>(i,41IS

Totnl Dumber of lires for -which the force m'iis called out Sllia-l?

Total uuniber of fires cnvised I)y electric currents 51S
Total number of in.iuries received wnile on duty 1,719
Total number nf injuries received while on duty at fires

caused by electric currents ; . li."*

Total number of injuries caused by electric currents, while
on duty 31

Totnl number of fatal in.iuries received while on duty (JO

Total number of fatal injuries caused by e ectric currents
wlille on duty 1

In the case of the sin.gle fatal injury caused by
electric currents it was reiwrted that the man feil

I'rom a pole lio feet high: and as there was no
a.utopsy, it could not be learned what was the exact
cause of death.

LvnRlCATIXii t>u,s,

Mr. Lane, of Cleveland, O., made an address on the

subject of lubricating oils. He said that most people
were under the impression that it was necessary to usr lu-

bricating oils of high viscosity and low gravity in order to

get good lubrication on heavy or high speed machinery.
Extended experiments had convinced him that a light oil,

light in gravity and low in viscosity, was the oil that would

give the best satisfaction in the lubrication of both high
speed and heavy machinery. In the case of machinery
running at very high speed, an increase of oil will increase

the temperature; and unless enough oil is used to absorb the

heat, so that the oil will run away taking the heat with it,

the heat cannot be reduced by a large amount of oil; that

is, if more is used than is really necessary for lubrication,

but not enough to carry the heat off with the oil. The oil

recommended was an oil of about 32 gravity and 140 vi-

cosity. He instanced the Calumet and Ilecia mines, where
lard oil was used up to two years ago, but where a mineraJl

oil is now used. Objection was sometimes raised to oi s

because they produce a gummy substance; but this is

usually a scale making m.aterial, which comes from the

walls of the cylinder. As a rule, any oil that will produce
a gummy substance is a good oil.

The paper on the "Allied Powers" was read:

The Allied Poweks.

by d. .ash worth.

Within the memory of the present generation it is well

known that the conspicuous figure upon the chess-board (of

politics, at least) in all Continental Europe, and its far-

reaching connections and dependencies, was the almost
omnipotent power of the Allied Powers; that thesepowers
swayed ail Christendom, changed the maps of vast and
long-established principalities, eventually subjugating the
Autocrat of all the Russia?.

At this period of the nineteenth century, by reason of
an advance in an intellectual sense, such combinations are
rare, and the signs of the times point to their entire extinc-

tion; but a greater and more powerful frctor engrosses our
attention, which in the eternal fitness cf things, can be
called the Allied Powers—that is. the combination of
steam and electricity. So powerful are they that I think
we may be pardoned for the strength of our language in

claiming that they are the foremost powers of all this world.

Jointly, their application is universal; in the brilliant

palaces of crowned heads, or illuminating the otherwise
Plutonian darkness of the village bridge or chasm in the
mountain, they emblazon with jewels of light the great
city, at the same time cast a solt halo of light over the
suburban town.

These joint powers embody the poet's ideal when, by
tiieir agencies, we can, in subterranean works, "Dive into

the bottom of the deep, and pluck up drowned honor by
the locks," or, from the observatory, "Pluck bright honor
from the pale-faced moon,"

This subtle and all-powerful agent, electricity, this rein-

forcement and seemingly inseparable handmaidei of the

older agent, steam, will be left for those whose lines of
thought and action have been coucentrated thereon; those
among you who have been and are continually developing
its hittierto unknown resources and powers; to you is rele-

gated the pleasant duty of presenting its claims to an en-

lightened and appreciative public while we present to them
the older one, that of steam and the steam engine.

Setting aside the many traditions and historical associa-

tions which have clustered about its early history, closing
the eighteenth and commencing at the dawn of the nir.c-

teenth century, that close student and persistent Scotch-
man, James Watt, announced his patents. Then it be-

came The source and sustaining power of mechanical
energy, whose action quickly changed the face of the
world.

As expressed by the historian, the advent of the steam
engine gave that mighty impetus, which, contrib-

uted to by succeeding inventions, to which it was the

prime mover, turned the people's thought from war to the
fruitful vocations of peace.

In the history of the world never were there greater

changes of a civilized people than those which followed
the advent of the steam engine. For years the victories

that were achieved had been those of war and destruction;

now followed the rapid succession of victories of peace.
In course of time it completely revolutionized the existing

conditions of the mechanical world. Among the Cornish
mines enterprises of vast extent, which had been abandoned,
and others, operated at a loss almost, were reclaimed and
placed in positions of profit beyond the expectations of the

most sanguine. The spindles of the United Kingdom
were, in a comparatively brief period, humming throughout
its borders, bringing from the Indies and the islandsof the

seas Ihe raw material, which, through the agency of the
steam engine, was cheaply woven into textile fabrics for

the comfort and luxury of mankind the world over.

There is a very notable feature in the development of the

steam engine, as relates to James Watt, to which I invite

your attention, and that is that all the principal features so

essential to economy of fuel, regulation and benefits to be
obtained by expansion, were fully considered by him. He
was fully cognizant of the insidious losses by condensation

so that, after all, the marvelous progress that has been
made in this direction has been in the refining of well-

known existing conditions rather than the pre fuodity of

philosophical thought bestowed upon it by Watt in its

early stages.

The gradual perfection of mechanical appliances in the

form of tools, etc., again contributed lo the still greater

success, until at length it seemed that the acme of excel-

lence had been obtained in workmanship. Then the mari-

time world began to furl its sails, and the mighty agency
of steam became the power on all waters. The minerals

and precious deposits were taken, by its agency, from the

bowels of the earth, placed in the furnaces, moulded and
fashioned for man's use, and thu?, in the time of a genera-

tion, this steam application became the potent industrial

agent of a civilized world.

In the rapidity of this recital we must not lose sight of

the fact that a legion of close students, profound thinkers,

ingenious and expert mechanics, were constantly observ-

ing, noting and experimenting in the face of vast results

already attained. The intelligent mechanics and scholars

were well aware that the percentage of loss from luel to

results was great, and to reduce this has been the point to
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which their efforts have been converging, so mat, step by

step, this became reduced, and in this direction up to this

time, in the language of the poet. "Increase of appciitc

has grown by what it fed on."

It is not our purpose to enter upon any description of the

many devices which ingenious and fertile minds developed

during these periods, bul it is generally acknowledged that

the drop cut off valve, invented by fieorge Sickles, cm-
bracing as it does the tripper and dash-pot, giving an in-

stantaneous cut off, gave the key-nole for further and more

thorough steps in this direction. This was followed by ihe

Corliss system of valve motions, producing results which

attracted the attention of not only the engineering world,

but the vast body of steam consumers. So thorough were

the reforms of steam engineering, so complete were its re-

sults in economy and regulation, that the name and fame

of GeD. H. Corliss is as familiar as a household word in

all nations where the power of steam is used miking an
epoch in our country's history which, as a grateful people,

as well as engineers, we should cherish with pride and
patrioti&m.

The success of this system of automatic valve action,

American-like, was quickly followed by others, each and
all having their peculiar method or device for accomplish-

ing the needed requirements, embracing the automilic cut-

off, so as to give proper steam distribution and regulation.

All of these, in a measure, fulfilled the requirements in the

largest plants of our country, especially where cotton

factories are predominant. In all these departments de-

voted to textile fabrics, regulation and economy were of

the most satisfactory character.

As the step from the conditions of the steam engine with

its slide valve to that of the automatic was radical and
brought about by the imperative demands of closer regu-

lation for the manufacture of textile fabrics, and economy
of fuel from a commercial point of view, so was the evolu-

tion of the steam engine to meet the requirements of the

introduction of electricity in all its applications, especially

that of lighting.

We now come to the period where the merging of the

allied powers was imperatively demanded. As at the

time of James Watt there were great trials and tribulations,

accompanied by a host of disappointments, so in the elec-

trical application. The world at large will never know of

the sore trials, failures aiid disappointments that attended

these condiiions. The divine poet has said, "As it was
in the beginning, it is now, and ever shall be," so will the

inventive genius of man rise to th? occasion again with a

thoroughness and determination.

Again, the world over, did our scientists and ingenious

mechanics apply themselves to meet this new and exaciing

requirement of the steam engine for electric purposes.

We now reach a point that may be worthy of atteniion

—

at all events, may lead to an idea. How often does the

popular mind conceive the idea that the age of steam
power is on the decline, and conhdently predict that the

time is not far distant when electric power will be the sole

agency employed? Try to bear in mind, if you please,

that since the advent of electric lights and motors the re-

finements of the steam engine in every respect to meet the

requirements have more than surpassed those of the half

century preceding.

It may be said, without exaggeration, that during this

period the finest intellects have been taxed to their utmost
in research of principles to meet the exacting demands of

the electrical requirements. Observe, if you please, the

magnificent workmanship, far surpassing anything of the

kind produced before; indeed, so far has this refinement

been extended that special tools were created to produce
the perfection desired. Does not this all point to the

closer and inseparable union of the two powers, instead of

that separation born of the heated imagination?

In this development of the steam engine for this special

purpose this great and constantly increasing field has re-

sulted in the bringing forth of a vast number of competi-

tors, each having, or at least claiming to have, some
special factor of superiority, all converging to the two im-

portant points, regulation and economy, and last (though

not always placed last), first cost. Right here is where the

most of the troubles between the two powers originate, in

that over-zealous desire to capture the contract by a guaran-

tee upon the first cwo points, so that in the very depths of

their silent thoughts they feel ihat they are straining a

point just to barely overlap some one else. A moment's
reflection, it would seem, would convince them that the

day of reckoning may come, but this is the process of his

reasoning: "These parties wdl never require this, it will

never be tested. I will take my chances;" and oh! what a

sea of trouble that taking involves; the innumerable disap-

pointments and delays, attended finally with bitter conten-

tions and, perhaps, a long train of litigation. Frequently

this taking of chances, by reason of minimum duty devolv-

ing upon it at the time of starting, allows it to pass in

safety, but eventually the day of reckoning comes. Repu-
table houses, I believe, make every effort to abstain from
this, but it is the over-zealous agent that is generally the

factor who enters into this prevailing trouble.

There are two points which, I think, if acted upon by
both parties, would do much to eliminate, if net remove it

entirely, viz.,on the part of the sel!er,to be careful to prom-

ise only that which he is positive can be accomplished
with fair conditions and wiih ease, and upon the part of

the purchaser, to reject at once that which upon investiga-

tion seems to promise too much. In case your knowledge
is limited, employ an expert to sift the matter thoroughly.
So clearly is the importance of this matter becoming under-
stood that, in cases of importance, this course is becoming
the rule, and is considered first-class practice. Notwith-
standing these existing sources of irritation, it is gratifying

to know that they are generally the attendants of unhealthy
competition, and, with an increase of knowledge by those
directly interested, will, in a mtasure, disappear.
Another feature, prolific of great annoyance and engen-

dering friction at every point between the powers, is the
often misplaced confidence of the authorities in placinfi

officers in ch-rge wV.o may. perhaps, be thoroug'h In all

that ptrtains to the c'eclric afTairs, yet at Ihc same time
utterly lacking in the clcmmts that go to make up the cor-
rect requisites for the steam department. Under such
conditions, how often do we fmd upon the threshold of
operations a multitude of troubles and almost every point
bristling with disappointments and irritations. The writer

has in mind a number of such cases, all of which could
have been avoided by a more thorough knowledge of the
steam requirements.

In the matter of steam or fuel economy, a general sur-

vey of the fie d in this direction reveals results of a marvel-
ous character. Looking back to the period antedating the
advent of the electiic power, the majority of cases were
well content with a result of four or five pounds of coal
per horse power per hour. With the advance in the adop-
tion of the compound system, one and a half and two
pounds are attained in practice.

' An inspection of one of our first-class plants, fully

equipped and properly maintained, cannot fail to impress
the appreciative mind with the grand results of the efforts

of American students, scientists and mechanics. As you
look upon these muscles of brass and sinews of steel as they
reciprocate to and fro, and listen to the soft whirr of the
dynamo, does it not at times suggest to you the vast army
of unknown ones that have burned Ihe midnight lampover
the countless problems that have been solved to bring
about such an harmonious whole? And more impressive
is the fact that still the never ceasing cycle of time con-
tin'ies with the same mastering passion to do more, to do
better, ever reaching out for hitherto unseen forces and
p jwers.

As has already been stated, the results in regulation and
economy in engine practice to-day would seem to fill the
round of desires or expectations at least. There yet re-

mains nujch to be done in the direction of design with a
view to durability, embracing within itself those qualities

which, in a machine of continuous operation, would re-

duce the wear and tear to a minimum or scarcely appreci-

able amount. The tendency to a multiplicity of parts or
movements in valve gear is to be deplored. This evil un-
doubtedly has been borne with the effort of straining after

exceedingly fine points, regardless of the medium intro-

duced for the accomplishment of the object in view. This
complication never fails eventually to make itself known
by its prolific fruits, in exasperating breakdowns and inter-

ruptions, entailing with the same a train of expenses that
frequently assume alarming proportions and culminate
occasionally in an entire abandonment of the plant.

In the matter of economy in the adoption of early points
of cut-off and rates of expansion, it has been conceded
that the positions of pure theorists, governed by the laws
of thermodynamics, when brought into the actual school of
practice and measured by the searching light of commercial
conditions, were at variance. A halt upon this important
point was the result, and now these theories are rapidly be-
ing modified and brought into close relations with accurate
and first-class practice by this over-reaching, as it were.

/. more rigid and careful investigation was brought
about, placing the extreme theorist in close contact with
the practical workers and their results, so that to-day these
two branches of workers, theoretical and practical, are

closer and more perfect in their results than ever was
known. By these conditions, the ideal steam engine of
the school only has rapidly given way to the hard actual
demonstrat'ons of the workshop and the engine-room.
The advent of electric requirements in engine-room man-
agement has worked an incalculable benefit to aspiring

mechanics in creating avenues for advancement and fields

of operation, which presented to them, on every hand,
unbounded fields of thought; opportunities which drew
forth those latent powers which, in time, gave them pre-

eminence in their stations by their invaluable services to

their fellow men. We say it without fear or favor, that for

all that goes to make the vigilant, enterprising, and am-
bitious type of American manhood, the engineering staff

of these allied powers stands without a peer. The remark-
ably close attention given by this body of earnest workers
encourages us in the belief that as each succeeding year
gives its result, so will this condition occupy a still higher

plane, well meritiiig the continued approbation which
always accompanies good and faithful work.

With the light of the past exhibiting to us a vast num-
ber of improvements which have been applied to these

powers, many of which, if suggested a quarter of a cen-

tury ago, would have been considered by the highest

sources, to say the least, chimerical, it should not be in-

ferred by what has been touched upon as to engines, that

the fountain head or source of supply has been forgotten,

the boiler and its appendages.
It seems but a very brief period since a close observer

expressed the idea that of all the adjuncts of the steam
engineering departments, that of the prime mover, the

boiler, had received the least attention, ^and as a sequence
to this, the progress had been exceedingly tardy, the steam
engine seeming to engross the attention of thinking minds,
to the exclusion of other important details. We do not

have far to go to ascertain the cause. Do we not all rec-

ognize the fact that there is an attraction about the steam
engine that is indescribable? W^helher it be the compara-

tively miniature high speed, flashing in the light as its

piston fairly flies to and fro, or the ponderous beam en-
gine, vibrating gracefully, we are constrained to say—this

is the most wondrous work of man—hence it has been
regarded almost as a thing of life, and man has applied
himself to wrest from it all the points of its action, to in-

crease its power and enlarge its field; by this means the
prime mover, to a great extent, has been tardy in its pro-
gress. However, it is gratifying to note that during the
past ten years there has been greater progress than in the
fifty years preceding.
The numerous types and systems of steam generators

brought to our notice constantly give ample testimony to
the continued interest manifested in this important direc-
tion. Strength to resist pressure, durability, facility of

access to Clean and repair, arc fmpcratrvc. For economic
results an abundance of steam capacity is requisite to pro-
duce the quantity o{ steam and. what is of equal import*
ancc, quality of same. The latter is receiving close atten-
tion, indeed, so much as lo receive favorable commenda-
tions from our compeers abroad.
Wc arc prepared to hear it said that these arc but com-

mon truisms and arc like twice told talcs. Wc know it,

but at the same time, they arc such as will bear repetition.
No attempt is made to describe any of the marvelous
points of mechanism or to demonstrate with mathematical
precision the unerring laws which, when formulated, re-
veal the very foundations of the principles by which these
mighty results arc achieved, the object being simply to
point out the various causes of friction frequently intro-
duced between these two powers like unto the welding
healed surface to join foreign particles prevent a perfect
union, our desire being a cementing together, a harmon-
ious working.

Never in the history of scientific progress has the world
witnessed such a vast army of active minds as have been
engaged and are now working in this sphere. Since the
advent of these powers the rapid trend of thought has
moved on with an impetus that is amazing to us when we
glance at but a brief period of the past, resulting in lifting
all up to a higher plane. And as this goes on, so will this
field for the two powers expand, until the uttermost re-
cesses of our land will be greeted with the movement of
the steam engine, the brilliancy of light, and the gliding of
the motor.

Under the present auspices, can we not confidently look
for greater, more perfect and startling results, with a closer
and more perfect union, so that we can say of these allied
powers that, "For all ages yet to come, they will holdsov-
erign sway and masterdora."

Invitations from the Brush Electric Light company at

Niagara Falls to visit the Falls, and from the Buffalo
Railway company to inspect its power station and plant,
were read.

The meeting then adjourned, and the delegates passed
the afternoon at the powei house and plant of the ButTalo
Railway company.

EVENING SESSION.

The president called the convention to order at S:2o

The President: The nature of the meeting of our
association to-night is to listen to papers upon long trans-
mission of power by high tension currents, X need not
say to the people of Buffalo that this is an interesting
topic, and I trust that before you go away you will learn
a good deal as to the possibilities of utilizing the Niagara
Falls. You will also listen to demonstration, or illustra-

tion, of the Lauffen- Frankfort power transmission.

Transmission of Power with Special Reference to
THE Frankfort Plant.

BY carl HERING.

A year or two ago the subject of electric railwa)'s was
the most prominent branch in the later developments in the
field of electrical engineering, and the almost phenomenal
growth of this branch is well known to all who have given
the subject any attention. Just as that was the leading sub-
ject during the last year, so the subject of the transmission
of power in large quantities over great distances seems
likely to be the chief field of development in the near
future, a bold beginning having been made in the form
of a very successful public experiment made at Frankfort
in Germany, on a scale far beyond anything before at-

tempted. I am informed that much attention has been
given by promoters of the Niagara Falls power plant to
this experiment at Frankfort, and its success will, doubt-
less, lead to the adoption of the same or somewhat similar
system for the Niagara-Buffalo transmission. It may be
said, in fact, that, as far as our present knowledge goes,
any other system than a high tension alternating current
transmission has hardly any chance of adoption for the
long distance work in this undertaking.

In order to appreciate more readily that the advantages
of electrical transmission over other methods are well
founded and are not mere vague claims made by its advo-
cates, let us review briefly the other methods, all of which
have been in use much longer than the electrical one and
have had a chance to show their limitations. Most of
these are almost without a rival in their own narrow fields,

but when it comes to transmission over long fields, the
electiic method stands almost alone.

The most prominent method of transmitting power is

by means of shafts and belts, but, although this is one of
the best for very short distances, it need not be considered
at all for anything over a couple of hundred feet, at the
most. In an electric light station in Rochester there is a
belt 175 feet long and a shaft 200 feet long, and there are,

doubtless, a few other exceptions like it; but it requires
peculiar circumstances to make this practicable for even
such a limited distance. Even for the short distances in

workshops, shafts and belts have already been and are
rapidly being replaced in many factories by individual
motors, placed in the immediate vicinity of where the
power is required and having their power transmitted to

them electrically, which shows that, even for such short
distances, electrical transmission encroaches on the field

heretofore occupied entirely by the shaft and belt trans-

mission. The only modification of the shaft and belt

system adapted for longer distances is by wire rope trans-

mission. This is an old, well-exploited system, and its

narrow limits are already well known. The poor efficiency,

the liability to stoppages, and the great increase of cost

with distance are very much against it for long distances.

The fact that it takes a two-inch rope, running at a speed
of 2,000 feet per minute, to transmit only 36 horse powe
is sufficient to show the impracticability of this system fo

long distances or large powers, A significant fact is tha**
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in Switzerland, where this system is used perhaps more
than anywhere else, it is already at present being rapidly

replaced by electrical transmission. Another fact which
is significant is, as I am informed, that rope transmission

is not being considered at all by the promoters of the

great Niagara Falls plant.

Transmission by water direct is limited to locations

which are peculiarly favorable, and is not general enough
to be considered here. In Zurich there is a high pressure

reservoir, located on a neighboring mountain, the water
for which is used for power purposes in the city. There
are, doubtless, other similar cases, but they are all limited

to peculiarly favorable locations as well as to comparatively

short distances. Even in Zurich they are now installing

an electrical plant, from which power is to be distributed.

Transmission by steam is of more general application,

but the expense of the piping, the attention it requires, and
the loss in the condensation, all limit its practicability to

within a comparatively small radius probably—within

a radius of a mile, at most. It is in successful use

in the city of New York, but its introduction does not

appear to be making verj' rapid progress.

Transmission by gas, as a fuel, is in successful operation

for verj' long distances of over 100 miles, but it is limited

to localities where natural gas is found, and its supply is,

I am told, very uncertain.

Transmission by compressed air is perhaps the chief rival

of electrical transmission, with which it shares many ad-

vantages over all the others. It is at present used chiefly

in mines, where it is still a very successful rival of electric-

ity, but from present appearances it is likely that it will

gradually be replaced by the latter method. In Paris there

is a large central station for the distribution of compressed
air, and it seems to be in successful operation. It does not

appear, however, that the advantages over electrical trans-

mission are so great that it will not soon be replaced by
electricity. Its introduction is not making the rapid strides

that the introduction of electrical transmission is already

making. Its efficiency as compared with electricity will

be shown very well at the Niagara Falls power plant,

where, I understand, a compressed air system is to be in-

troduced in competition with electricity. One of the dis-

advantages for power purposes is the fact that when the

compressed air expands in the engines it generates cold to

such an extent as to seriously affect the working and the

lubrication of the engine. It appears that fires must some-

times be built to heat the air before it can be used at all in

the engines; the advantages over a boiler and a steam en-

gine are thereby greatly reduced. From a paper by Prof.

Unwin it appears that the transmission of power by com-
pressed air is practicable to a distance of at least 20 miles.

It seems that 10,000 horse power can be transmitted to a

distance of -o miles in a 30 inch main at 123.3 pounds per

square inch pressure, with a loss of pressure of only 12 per

cent. The efficiency of such a plant is said to be 40 to 50

per cent, if the air is used cold, and 59 to 73 per cent if

the air is reheated. Coleman Sellers, one of the Niagara

Falls company's advisory committee, states in a recent pa-

per that experiments were made by Mr. Saunders of New
York, of heating the compressed air at the receiving end

by combustion within the mains. The result, he states,

leaves little to be desired, as the product of the combustion

is added to the quantity of compressed air, while the heat-

ed air and gas also increase the efficiency.

A very good idea of the relative efficiencies of several of

these systems may be obtained from the following table of

Boringtr, giving the percentages of efficiency for different

distances:

Distance in miles. Hydraulic. Pneumatic. "NVire rope.

1-2 50 55 91
I 49 54 85

3 41 51 61

5 37 50 43
10 26 43 21

13 iS 39 II

The most usual and extended method of transmitting

power, if so it may be called, is that of transporting the coal

itself from the mines to the manufacturing cities. Al-

though this is the system which is by far the one used most

exclusively, the objections to it are such as to offer great

inducements to other competing systems. Even in Phila-

delphia, which is not far from the coal regions, the price

of a ton of coal is said to be doubled by the cost of its

transportation from the mines to the boilers in the city.

In engineering terms this means an efficiency of 50 per

cent, in the transmission only. An electrical system with

such a poor efficiency in the line would scarcely be consid-

ered for a moment, and yet strange to say, we are still

transporting most of our power on the railroad in the form

of coal and utilizing it in small individual boilers and en-

gines, the efficiency of which is so low that even an ama-
teur electric motor builder would be ashamed of his motors

if they did not give a better efficiency.

It will be seen, therefore, that with the exception of

compressed air and the railroads, the field is quite clear

from rivals for electrical transmission, and that most of the

disadvantages attending other systems do not apply to

electrical transmission. Even in the two excepted cases,

there are many advantages in favor of electricity, and it is

probably only a question of time when they, too, will be

replaced by electricity. Perhaps the most serious objec-

tion to electrical transmission is that it is new, an objection

that is often a more serious one to overcome than many en-

gineering difficulties. If capitalists were all engineers and
were not hampered by prejudices against new departures

merely because they are new, what enormous strides engi-

neering would make!
Coming now to electrical transmissions, let us see which

of the various methods stand a chance of success for long

distances. To be successful at all for long distances re-

quires beyond question the use of verj' high potentials,

as otherwise ihe cost of the line will make it impracti-

cable. If continuous currents are to be used, they must
be generated directly by the dynamo at that high poten-

tial, as there are no means at present known for convert-
ing a low tension continuous current into one of high
tension, without the use of moving machinery ; continuous
currents would, therefore, require that very high tension

currents be produced directly from a dynamo with a com-
mutator. Long experience and frequentattempls have shown
that it is not practicable to exceed five or six thousand
volts, at the very most, on continuous current dynamos,
and even then there are many objtctions. As this would
be a comparatively low voltage for long distance transmis-
sion, continuous current systems stand very little chance of

being used for more than comparatively short distances.

Another disadvantage is that the motors also must be run
at this high potential, unless the current be transformed
by a motor-dynamo, v.'hich is awkward and expensive, as

it involves the use of moving machinery requiring attend-

ance. The starting of a motor at such high voltage also

introduces difficulties. A point in favor of continuous
currents is in the fact that the line is not charged and dis-

charged continuously.

The field is, therefore, left tolerably clear for alternating

currents, which owe it to two features, one that the alter-

nating current dynamos require no commutator, and the

other that such currents may readily be converted from a
low tension to a high rension, and the reverse, with but a
small loss of a few per cent, in each translormation. An
alternating current dynamo for generating low potential

currents is the simplest kind of a dynamo, and a trans-

former requiring no moving machinery is a very simple
thing to take care of, if, indeed, it requires any attention

at ail. Simplicity alone, therefore, is very much in favor

of alternating currents.

The only serious objection to the use of simple alter-

nating currents for the transmission of power is that they
are not so suitable for running motors as direct currents

are. There is a class of motors called synchronous motors,
which are, as a rule, simple alternating current dynamos used
as motors, like in the case of direct currents. These must
be run at a speed which must synchronize with that of the

dynamo as precisely as if coupled to the shaft of the dy-

namo. They run very well after they are started, but
many of them come to a dead stop if overloaded suffi-

ciently to retard their speed below that of synchronism,
even if only to a slight amount. Their chief fault, how-
ever, is that they cannot be started readily, furthermore, all

the load must be taken off before they can be started at

all. Various methods are used to start them; but, although
they accomplish the object, they can hardly be termed sat-

isfactory solutions of the problem, at least so far as ihey
have come to my notice. This makes them unfit lor many
purposes, as elevators, street cars, shops, etc. When there

is only one large d}'namo, which is started, say only
twice a day, it can be done by a small, inefficient motor,

or by starting both the generator and motor together, or

by some other similar means, but when it concerns the dis-

tribution of power as distinguished from mere transmis-

sion, this disadvantage becomes of great importance. But
this objection may not continue to exist very long, because,

with the amount of attention given to this subject at pres-

ent, it is not unlikely that some solution will be found
before long, if it has not been found already. Several

methods have already been devised for overcoming it, one
of which was shown in the Frankfort transmission. Others
are being at present worked out, among which may be
mentioned that of Mr. Stanley and others; also, that of

Leblanc, which, I understand, is being experimented with
on a large scale in the interests of the Rothschilds, of

Paris. It is therefore likely that before long this problem
will also be solved by several methods, so as to leave very
few objections to the use of alternating currents.

One of the prominent features of the Frankfort trans-

mission was that this motor problem was solved, as motors
were there run, not only with the same ease with which
continuous current moters are run, but with addi-

tional advantages, which make them far preferable even
to the best continuous current motors. The only objection

to this system was that three wires had to be used in place

of two, an objection which appears to be in many respects

small as compared with the advantage gained.

There are, in general, two methods for transmitting to

great distances by alternating currents. One is to gener-

ate the high tension currents directly at the dynamo; this

is the system used at the Ferranti station in Deptford,

London. At the distant end these currents are then trans-

formed to low tension currents, suitable for distribution to

consumers. The second system is to generate low tension

currents at the d3'namo, then to transform these at the dynamo
station into high tension currents, by means of transformers,

which high tension currents are then sent through the line

to the distant station, where they are transformed a second
time back to low tension currents; this is the method
which was used at Frankfort. The advantage of the

former is that there is only one transformation; but a dis-

advantage, which appears to outweigh the objection to an
additional transformation, is that the high pressure current

must be generated on moving machiner}' and that it must
be controlled by switches and other apparatus, which must
be handled by the attendants. The dynamos and switches

are thereby rendered very much more complicated, and, as

they must be handled, there is a constant source of danger to

workmen. This source of danger, and the complications,

are overcome almost entirely by the second system. In

the one used at Frankfort the dynamo was the ideal of

simplicity in its construction, and the high tension circuit

contained, with one exception, no switches or any appa-

ratus whatsoever that required to be handled.

To recapitulate, it appears probable that the solution of

the problem of long distance transmission wnll be solved

by the use of high tension alternating currents, originally

generated at a low voltage, then formed into a high volt-

age, then sent over the line, and finally transformed back
to a low tension; this will, furthermore, be done by some
system which will enable motors to be used on the circuit.

The system exhibited at Frankfort was such a one, and it

appears to have been a perfect success in every way. It

seems therefore that the problem has not only been solved,
but also demonstrated by a practical illustration on quite
a large scale.

Among the transmission of power plants in this country
may be mentioned the following: One at the Delmatia Mine
in California, in which the power is about ico horse power,
transmitted about one and one half miles at 1,800 volts by
direct current. Another is in A^irginia City. Nev., in which
about 500 horse power is transmitted a distance of about
one third of a mile, with an efficiency of 70 per
cent. Another at the Calumet and Hecia mines, in which
400 horse power is transmitted about one and one half
mile, at about i.coo volts and at an efficiency of 73 per
cent. These are all direct current systems. Another was
installed by the Westinghouse company, at Telluride, Colo.,
in which about 120 horse power is transmitted two and
three quarter miles, at 3,000 volts and at a com-
mercial efficiency of 75 per cent. This is of special in-
terest, because it is an alternating current plant in which
the motor and dynamo must run synchronously. The diffi-

culty of starting the motor is overcome by the aid of a
small motor of 10 horse power, which is first run to bring
the large one up to speed, after which it will remain in
synchronism with the generator. The cost of this plant,
exclusive of erection and line, is said to have been $10,000,
or about $roo per horse power delivered.
A fair idea of the cost of transmission of power plants

may be obtained from the following table of figures given
by the Oerlikon company, and taken from plants actually
installed by it mostly in and about Switzerland. The
table was copied from a paper read by Saunders Morris at
the Engineers* club of Philadelphia.

I
Cost in Dollars.

Distance
in Miles, deiiveied ators.

6.25

-43

3.75
1.56
-56

1. 87
2 .20

5.00

H. P. Gener-

II 647 540
510

:

.

150

71

85
51
41

5190
3720
2155
3135
1761

1174

4700
3525
i960
2741
1567
980

2350

3135
1615

294
2155
1469
16S2 t s.ooo

4,700
33,230
14,500
10,020

5,100
9.220

5,595

Mot'rs Line. Total.' ^\.^- ^
Delivered.

42.60

65.30
66 20
67.20
71.60

108.50

109.40
121. 10

I. This includes regulating appar;,tus, mjtruments, polts, iosulat-
ors, lightpipg arresters, erection and supervision.

The Laufien-Frankfort plant was erected by the joint
co-operation of the Allgemeine Elektricitaets Gesellschaft
of Berlin and the Oerhkon company of Zurich, the chief
engineering features being due to their respective ecgin-
eers, Mr. Dobrowolsky and Mr. Brown.
The main object of this plant was two-fold; first, to test

and demonstrate to the public the feasibility of using very
high tension alternating currents on bare overhead lines;
secondly, to show the practicability of a modified alternat-
ing system especially adapted for running motors. The
former feature was due to Mr. Brown and the latter to Mr.
Dobrowolsky. It was an experiment in so far as it was at
first not known whether such very high potential currents
used on overhead lines would develop any new and grave
difficulties, which were predicted by some mathematical
electricians, involving capacity and induction effects.
These fears were not realized however, or in the terse
language of Mr. Dobrowolsky, "the losses in the line all

followed Ohm's law." The experiment demonstrated
that with the use of carefully made and proportioned por-
celain insulators containing oil, such high potentials can
be used successfully on bare overhead lines. Strange as
it may seem, one of the unexpected serious difficulties ex-
perienced on a line with similar insulators was that such
large white insulators formed tempting targets for the
small boys to throw stones at, because a ' 'good shot" from
one of the little rascals was awarded by the pleasure of
seeing the insulator fliing to pieces, ringing like a bell.
The plant consisted in general of a dynamo of exceed-

ingly simple construction generating a large current but of
only 50 volts. This was led through the switch-board
with all its accessory apparatus and was then transformed
by a step-up transformer into a small current of 16,000
volts. This was led through bare overhead wires a dis-
tance of 108 miles, where it was again transformed back
to a low voltage by step- down transformers. It shonld
be noticed that the currents at the dynamo and switch-
board, where they had to be handled, were only 50
volt currents, thereby avoiding all possible danger to
the attendant, besides facilitating greatly the con-
struction of the dynamo. In this feature it dif-
fered characteristically from the system used by Ferrantt
in London, in which the dynamo and switchboard was in
the high potential circuit, the dynamo generating the high
voltage directly. The Frankfort system was furthermore
grounded in such a way that even in the case of a cross
with the high tension circuits the voltage at the dynamo or
switchboard could never exceed 50 volts above the ground.
The second feature of this plant is, that it enables motors
to run with the same, and even greater, ease than continu-
ous current motors. It therefore solved the problem of
distribution as well as of transmission of power. It should
be clearly understood that it was to solve the motor prob-
lem that a certain modified alternating current system,
known as the three-phase system, was used. This system
involves the use of three wires throughout, in place of two.
It not only overcomes the difficulty of the distribution of
power and the starting of motors, but it goes farther, be-
cause such motors are very much easier to run and are sim-
pler in construction than the best continuous current mo-
tors—a feature which counterbalances to a great extent the
objection to the use of three wires.
• Time will not permit a detailed discussion of this three-
phase system here. It will suffice to say that it consists of
three simple alternating currents, one in each wire, the
waves or impulses in the three wires following each other
in succession similarly to the relative motions of the three
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cranks of a three cylinder steam engine, or the pistons of a
three plunger pump. Such a set of currents produces a
rotating magnetic field, while the simple alternating cur-

rent produces merely an oscillating iield. The rotating

field furthermore has a definite direction of rotation, Itis

this feature of a rotating magnetic lield, as distinguished

from an oscillating one, which renders it particularly well

adapted to run motors. The ordinary sinrple alternating

current motor may be said to be analogous to a steam en-

gine with one crank, having its slide valve operated by an
independent rapidly running engine; it has a dead point

from which it will not start, but after it is up to speed it

will run very steadily, The rotating field motor on the

other hand, is analogous to a three crank engine operating

its own valves. There is no dead point, and it can start

itself even with a full load.

As to the priority of invention of this rotary field system,

I will only say here that Ferraris and Tesla seem to have

invented it originally and independently of each other.

Just in what respects Dobrowolsky improved it is hard to

tell until we know how far Tesla developed it. It will suf-

fice to say here, that as modified by Dobrowolsky the mo-
tors appear to be an undeniable success.

In conclusion, the following figures regarding the Lauf-

fen-Frankfort plant may be of interest.

The small town of LaufTen is situated on the river Neck-
ar in the mountains, loS 6 miles south of Frankfort, and
not far from the city of Heidelberg. There is a large wa-
ter power there, 300 horse power of which is to be trans-

mitted electrically to the manufacturing town of Heilbron,

at 5000 volts by this system. The turbine and dynamo of

this plant were loaned for the Frankfort experiment. The
turbine is horizontal, has a speed of 50 revolutions, and
can develop 300 horse power. It drives a single dynamo
by conical gears. The dynamo is exceedingly simple in

mechanical construction, has a speed of only 150 revolu-

tions, and is capable of generating three alternating cur-

rents of 50 volts above their common connection and
about 1400 amperes each, or a total of about 200

kilowatts. The number of alternations is 40. which

is purposely made very low. This current passes through

the switch-board and regulating apparatus to a three core

transformer of equal capacity. The ratio being 160, it is

transformed up to about 1:^,500 to 15,000 volts measured
between any two of the three wires, and- down to 4 or 5

amperes: by connecting two of these with their primaries

in multiple and their secondaries in series, they will gener-

ate 25,000 to 30,000 volts.

An interesting feature about this system is that although

the three currents have different phases, they need no
separate return leads, because the nature of the currents is

such that each acts as a return current for the other two in

multiple arc. The three circuits are therefore merely

connected together to a common terminal, after they have
passed through the dynamos, transformers or lamps.

This terminal we will call the neutral point. This neutral

point was grounded throughout the system, in the low
tension as well as in the high tension circuits, and at both
ends of the Una. No current, however, will flow through

the ground when the plant is working normally.

The line consists of three bare, hard drawn, copper
wires, 4 millimeters in diameter (slightly less than a No.
6 B. & S. wire) having a resistance of about 2 ohms per

mile. The distance being 108.6 miles, the resistance of

each wire is about 217 ohms, which, with 5 amperes makes
a loss of about 1,000 volts on each of the three lines.

The lines were run on poles with one cross arm 16 feet

above the ground, the wires being one meter from one
another. There were 3,227 poles, at 200 feet spans; each

pole had a skull and cross bones painted on it to indicate

the sure fate of any one who could not keep his hands off.

There were 3 000 large porcelain insulators, 8 inches in

diameter, made in two parts, and with three oil grooves;

and 6,500 small ones made in one piece, and with one oil

groove. The only apparatus connected with the high

tension circuit was the fuse wire and a short circuiting

device to replace the switches for opening the circuit.

The fuses for each of the three lines consisted of two cop-

per wires in parallel, each .15 millimeter in diameter (be-

tween Nos. 34 and 35 B. & S. gauge) and 2 meters in

length. They were stretched between two poles outside

of the building. They were exploded (one can hardly

apply the term "blown") several times to test their effect-

iveness. Even to an electrician it seems strange to think

of several hundred horse power being transa?itted through

a few wires about the size of a hair! The short-circuiting

devices consisted of pieces of bare wire shaped like a V in-

verted suspended directly over the line of wire. These were
placed at very frequent intervals along the Hue. In case

of any danger or interruption, or in case the line must be

handled, this wire is lowered by a string, and drops on
the line wires, thereby short-circuiting the line, which
blows the fuse and opens the circuit. This is a very

cheap and effective substitute for a switch, which would be

dangerous to handle in a 30,000 volt circuit; furthermore,

there is absolutely no possibility of a current being on the

line when this device is down.
Both the high tension and the low tension circuits were

carefully grounded at both ends at the neutral point, that

is, at the common junction of the three wires. This

makes the system perfectly safe, for in no case can the

voltage on the low tension circuit be greater than the

normal low voltage. In case of a ground on the line, or

a cross between the high and the low teiision circuits, the

fuse will blow.

Arriving at the receiving end, at the exhibition at

Frankfort, the high tension current was transformed

down to about 75 volts measured between any two of the

three wires. Some of it was used to illuminate one thou-

sand 16 candle power lamps on the exhibition grounds,

consuming 58,000 watts, and some was used to run a 100

horse power motor, which drove a centrifugal pump, the

water from which formed an attractive waterfall on the

exhibition grounds. The average voltage used on the

line was about 16,000 volts, and the greatest amount of

power, I am told, was about 180 horse power. Thi.s was
not because of any failure to be able to transmit more, bet

merely because that was the full capacity of the bank of

lamps and the motor.
The report of the oHicial tests, which I understand is

completed, have not }et reached this side, but from careful

commercial measurements it was found that the efficiency

from the dynamo current at I.aulTen to the lamps at

Frankfort was 72 per cent, when about 80 hor5-e power
was transmitted, which is very satisfactory. It is fur-

thermore probable that accurate measurements will in-

crease rather than decrease this figure. It should be
noticed that this was the etficiency for only 80 horse
power. From this efficiency must be deducted the loss in

the generator and that in the motor in order to get the

total. After the exhibition closed, the plant was also run
at 30.000 volts; during that test one of the insulators

failed. The plant was run in all kinds of weather without
apparently any appreciable increase of the loss on the

line; it was furthermore found that the predicted heavy
losses due to the condenser action did not exist and that for

practical purposes these losses follow Ohm's law. It will

be remembered that this was one of the uncertain features,

the existence or non-existence of which this experiment
was to prove. As the distance was far beyond that

at which power will in practice be carried, say 30 or 60
miles, this experiment demonstrates that such a transmis-

sion is entirely feasible at distances met with in practice.

The Oerlikon company gives the following figures re-

garding the cost of the plant: Assuming that 300 horse

power is developed at LaufTen, and that all the energy
received in Frankfort was converted into light, the cost of

the lamp per effective horse power measured at the termi-

nals of the lamp wilt be about $282, of which .^236 is for

the line alone. These figures appear high, but it must not

be forgotten that in this particular plant there were con-

ditions which would not be likely to occur in practice,

namely, relatively small power on the one hand, and ex-

ceedingly great distance on the other, both of which fac-

tors naturally increase the cost per horse power.

It may be of interest to add here that Mr. Dobrowolsky
of the Berlin firm states that he would be willing to bid

on the contract to transmit 1,000 or 5 coo horse power
from Niagara to Chicago, a distance of 500 miles. He
proposes to use 40,000 to 50,000 volts and claims that an
efficiency of 60 to 75 per cent, could be obtained without

difficulty.

Jlr. Hei-ins' ihon addf-d: "I rpcnivf^d this morning a
IfUei- from the Zurich people, the Oerlikon company,
which has put In a bid for the transmission of pov^'cr

from Niagara Falls to Buffahi. They propose that
the current generated at the Falls is to bo such that

both motors and lamps—arc lamps as well as in-

candescent—shall be used. They say as the ro-

tary current is at present, and will be for

a long" time to como, the only practical

form of current to run large motors
of a fair efficiencj' they will use it. They propose to

use 50 periods in place of 40 which -were used at

Lauffen, because they say that 40 is too low to run
arc lamps. Fifty is said to be the lowest at which
arc lamps will run satisfactorily. The generating
stations would be composed of units of 5,000 horsi;

power each. According to the wishes of the turbine

designers the number of revolutions has been fix'ed at

350 per minute. The diameter of the armatures has
beeir fixed at about 10 feet. The armature is to be

dram wound. I suppose that means the drum wind-
ing on the surface of the cylinder, that is not across

the ends as we usually wind drum armatures here, but
wound as they very often do in Europeam multi-

polar machines. The currents are to be 2,000 am-
peres in each of the three circuits, and the voltage

600 to 700. It has been found advantageous to re-

volve the armature instead of the magnetic field, in

order to have a minimum weight on the vertical

shafts. The weight on one of those shafts, by the

way, is something very great. The shafts are 30 feet

long, and the weight of the shafts, together with that

of the armature and turbine, is very great, and must
therefore be considered. The generators will each have
34 poles. They will be separately excited. The effi-

ciency will be in the neighborhood of 90 per cent.,

that is, the efBciency of the dynamo, including ex-

citing x^ower. There will be two transformers, as it

was not found practical to build a single transformer

of 5.000 horse power. The transformers will be arti-

facially ventilated, and only the high pressure coils

will be placed in oil. These transformers will raise

the potential to 35,000 volts."

"This," they say, "is no longer to be looked upon
as ;l venture."
The cost of the line will be about 100,000 francs,

that is $30,000, an almost trilling part of the Avhole.

Mr. Hering continued reading from the letter, with
occasional explanations or comments.
"As to the line, we jiropose not to carry any more

than one or two units of 5,000 horse power on one line

of poles, fora number of reasons." "Five thousand or

10,000 horse power can be conducted on wooden poles at

a very moderate initial cost of plant." "The lines would
terminate in one or more step-dovrn transformer sta-

tions that would supply current of 1,800 to 3,000

volts for municipal and street lighting in the shape of

alternating currents to be transformed down to the
suitable lamp voltage, as in the case of the present

transformer systems." "The cost of the electrical

part of the proposed plant, including the generators,

exciters and transformers at both ends of the line.

would be about $180,000, for each unit of 5,000 horse

Xjower, with an efficiency of 84 per cent, at the low
jtressure terminals of the secondary transformers."

This reduces to $36 per horse power, which is

lower than the lowest one in the table that I read td'

yuu. '*The cost of tho line is ulj«jut $1 \n'r Iiorwi
povvir, whirii JK JilKtiit 10 per cent, of the whoU'.'*

D1.SCUSSION.

Viu}i: Ki.iHi: 'l'iiOMsf»N: In tin- ln-jriitnin;; of lln:

jtapiT rrfiTfticr is rnu'h- to vuriouK miHl<rK of traii.s*

iiiissicjii, and Mr. Hering hasjuslly sch-cte'I electrical
traiismiH>fiuii us the C'lming mi-ans of (In* transmisNion
hf power. We have in the rase of llur cable railway
an e.vamijh' of wire rupe Iraiismission, and wr all

know thai llicre are very t:i'''al losses in such a trans-
mission unh-ss it is confined within very narrow
iiinilH. It is a common saying that vtTV much tlif

largrr portion of the power in a cahh* syslcm is itsot\

in pulling Ww cable around and that lUr adrjilton of
Mm- lr):idr'fl cars to the cal)li- makfs Diily a mod^Talc
adijiliorilo the p4i\ver ri'(|iiin'd lomuvi'lln; cabh'.
This is ccrliiinly Irw if wrr hav*- a syslcm in which
Ili'Ti- :iv a iMimluT of curves— Iln* cahli" has to turn
(vpriii-rs, and I have no doubt the lljjures givi.-n by
.Mr. Hr-ririg relati! to cases of cable transmission iii

whii h the transmission is practically straitflit—
where ihcre is an open country as it were, and the
rcipe ifjirisniissiun can l)i- carried acnms. If a ifortrl

many curvr-s or bends are to be made in Ilie system,
of coursr; ihi; i-tHciency runs down very rapidly.
IJut in reality with electrical transmissi<Mi we may
bend c)ur win* as much as we please; we may turn as
many coriu-rs as we please, and it simply adds a lit-

tle I0 the lenglh of tlie line, which can be made up
by addiiiL' slii^htly to the copper used.
He ha^ spoken also of the compre.ssed air system,

which is used in Paris. I believe the system was
originally introduced there for the operation of
clocks and finally extended to the working of com-
pressed air engines. In that system it was found
that the engines did not work efliciently unless the
air was put through a heater, the reason being that
when the air is compressed at the statimi it losses
during the compression a large amount of energy,
which is converted into heat, and it has to be tlirown
away by cooling arrangements, cooling the com-
pressing pumps. It then passes along the distribut-
ing points at low tenijierature—at the ordinary tem-
perature. The moment it reaches the engine and
begins to be expanded in the engine it demands to
resume its normal condition, that the heat which it

lost during compression be put back into it. and of
course if it does not get that heat it simply chill.s,

cools, and comes away from the engine very cold.

The bad effect of this cooling of the air is, that it

not only shrinks the air in volumi.' and thei-eforc re-

lieves the pressure on the piston, on which you rely
for the development of power, but it hurts the
mechanical working of the engine, so that the prac-
tice in Paris is to put up a little stove and pass the
air through a coil of pipe in this stove before it

reaches the engine, and in that way they get a very
fair efficiency out of the compressed
air system. But it is by the additi<m
of this extraneous heat, and the consumption of fuel. It is

true that the heat that is added to the compressed air as it

enters the engine is very efficiently used. It is almost all

converted into mechanical power. In fact if we had a sup-

ply of compressed air at our disposal at verj' high pres-

sure, and then were to beat that and allow it to expand
down to ordinary temperatures, we would have a ver^' ef-

ficient way of using heat and converting it into mechanical
power. But the pressure would have to be vevy high to

make that a system that would be useful.

Mr. Hering has also mentioned in his paper a form of

transmission which is not ordinarily classed as transmis-

sion of power; that is, the carriage of coal from the coal re-

gions down to a city where it is to be used. That is in re-

ality a transmission of power; and if we had a gravity road;

if our coal n;ines were up in the bills, or in the mountains,
and we ran the coal down by gravity, starting the cars at

one end and allowing them to go down with practically no
use of power, carrying back the empty cars only, we should
find that we had transmission of a very eiScient kind in-

deed, that we would get, outside of the wear and tear of

the road, practically no expense in conveying fuel. That
the efficiency of conveyance now is no greater than 50 per

cent, is probably due to some manipulation; it seems to me
it ought to be higher. It ought to be possible, for exam-
ple, to get down to Philadelphia from the anthracite coal

regions a ton of coal without its costing as much again as

the coal costs to mine. However, I do not know that I

have investigated that subject sufficiently to pass a proper

opinion. Whether the coal will ever be burnt in the min-
ing regions, and the power developed there transmitted

electrically, of course is a question to be considered. It

depends upon the cost of carriage relatively to the cost of

the carriage of electricity. If it should turn out that the

plan of conducting the power electrically should give a les-

sened cost of carriage the electrical plant must, it seems,

take the place of the road in carrying coal—not perhaps for

the developn:ent of heat; we are not likely to burn the

coal at the mines and carry the electricity 50 to 100 miles,

and then use the electricity for heat—but for power. Heat
is a different thing. We need to get a very large fraction

of the energy of the fuel in the case of heat, and for power
we are contentJo get 10 orj 12 per cent. ^in"jhe] steam
engine, and use that.

It has been aptly stated in a paper read to you that the

commutatordifficulty is the one that stands in the way of the

application of direct or continuous currents to'power trans-

mission. It is an actual fact that a commutator which is

to stand indefinitely 3 000 volts is very expensive in con-

struction. It requires very high insulation, very careful

construction, and very numerous segments. It has been

found impracticable to raise the electrical pressure exist-

ing between two adjoining segments on the commutator

[^Continued oil pa^e 141.]
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Central station men called upon from time to time to

purchase alternating current converters will find some use-

ful hints in L, B. Stillwell's convention paper on "The
Relation of Size and Efficiency in Transformers," Mr.

Stillwell treats the subject in a practical manner that can-

QuiTE distinct from the usual contributions at electric

light conventions was the piper read at Buffalo last week
by Charles A Schieren, who described the progress of

belting leather "From the Tannery to the Dynamo." The
title, however, does not fully outline its contents, for Mr,

Schieren begins at the slaughtering establishments in his

description of the manner of making belting, and not the

least interesting portions of hi; paper are those that relate

to the processes in the tannery itself. Central station

managers cannot be too well posted in relation to the

characteristics of any portion of the mechinical equip-

ments of their plants, and consequently practical informa-

tion like that supplied by the author of this paper is always

welcome. Mr. Schieren has written an account of this

character that is entertaining and valuable, and which also

affords a pleasant relief from the more technical papers

presented to the convention.

Prof. Elisha Gray's remarks before the National

Electric Light association at Buffalo on the subject of the

World's Electrical Congress will attract attention among
those who are interested in all departments of electrical

engineering. Prof. Gray outlined the course contem-

plated by the committee having in charge the arrange-

ments for the congress and gave a detailed account of

what it was proposed to do. Resolutions were adopted

by the association pledging the earnest co-operaUon of the

organization to make the congress successful.

The report of B. E. Sunny on the work already done by

the electricity department of the World's Fair and what

might be expected in this department was received with at-

tention. The association showed a lively interest in any

thing pertaining to the World's Fair, and the Chicago visi-

tors were besieged with anxious inquiries as to the progress

already made in the construction of the electricity building.

Poetry and electricity are generally believed to be in cer-

tain respects very much like oil and water, but the author

of the convention paper, "The Allied Powers," was evi-

dently satisfied that an emulsion could be produced with a

strong enough flavor of electricity to tickle the palate of

central station men. One reads with interest that these

joint powers embody the poet's ideal, when by their

agencies one can "Dive into the bottom of the deep, and

pluck up drowned honor by the locks," or "Pluck bright

honor from the pale-faced moon." Perhaps, though, as

the "pale-faced moon'' is to be blamed for the moon-

light schedule, the plain and practical convention delegate

would be more entertained with the thought that the allied

powers had "swayed all Christendom, changed the maps
of vast and long established principalities, eventually

subjugating the Autocrat of all the Russias." These

important facts, and the manner in which they were pre-

sented to the convention, cannot fail to excite the wonder
and admiration of the less fortunate members of the asso-

ciation who were unable to hear this paper read.

A LITTLE sermon might be preached to street railway

companies contemplating the introduction of electric motive

power, with a text taken from J. B. Craven's convention

paper. Speaking of the advisability of burying railway

feeders, Mr. Craven says: " It behooves us to meet this

popular demand of placing all wires possible below the sur-

face, otherwise we may compelled to put the trolley

wire itself there." Mr. Craven, in the above

remark, strikes what should be the keynote

of the policy of the companies about to adopt

or introducing the trolley system! It is the cheap con-

struction that does the most toward exciting the people

against the system. The talk about the danger from the

overhead conductor sounds now rather absurd in view

of the difficulty of making up a list of fatal accidents

that have happened through contact with it. The street

railroad company that is ambitious of winning the kind

words and consequent nickels of what is, after all, a very

indulgent public will at the start put up thevery best cen-

ter-pole construction obtainable and bury all feeders.

With the symmetry of his street unimpaired and noth-

ing in sight but the two slender wires hung from neat,

well-balanced and tastefully designed brackets, perhaps

the over-conservative property owner who did all in his

power to keep the trolley wires off his street, will say:

" There are worse things and slower things than the elec-

tric cars."

the city of Brooklyn must be said to have taken a dis-

tinctly retrograde step in permitting the introduction of

the trolley system of propelling street cars. Whatever ad-

vantages of cheapness this system may have for poor

towns sparsely populated, it is inconven'ent and cumber-

some in a densely populated city. The desirable end in a

perfect street car motor is that it should be automatic,

without any outside connections, noiseless, quickly stopped

and started, and commercially practicable." It is a pity

that the Sun was not more explicit in its strictures. What
"comparatively large cities" are those in which the over-

head system has been used and which are held up as a ter-

rible example to Brooklyn? How is the system "incon-

venient" and how "cumbersome" ? Of course "a perfect

street car motor " is desirable, and so, in many respects,

are air ships. But the world will have advanced many
years farther toward the Millenium before either is attained.

In the meantime only a blind, unreasoning prejudice pre-

vents the New York papers from recognizing the advan-

tages of the best street railway system yet devised, which

consists of cars propelled by electric power by means of

overhead conductors.

The members of the Chicago Electric club who listened

to the paper recently written by William Stanley. Jr., for

the club, had, to a certain extent, the advantage of the

National Electri- Light association, for the main facts in

Mr. Stanley's convention paper had been set forth in the

club article. Mr. Stanley talks plainly and is firmly con-

vinced that he and J. F. Keily have solved the alternating

current motor problem by the production of what they call

the "condenser motor," It is w^eli known that with a prac-

tical and reliable msans of separating the alternating

current into two currents having a certain difference of

phase the commercial value of the Tesia motor would be

greatly enhanced. Mr. Stanley believes that he and his

CO laborer have devised a satisfactory method of producing

this much-desired result. But, after reading the long paper

presented to the convention, one is very apt to regret, with

Mr. Stanley,that he was "unable to disclose the method."

The most serious difficulty to evercome was that encoun-

tered in the building of a suitable condenser. Mr. Stanley

is not the only worker, however, who has sought for a

dielectric that will withstand the potentials met with in

adapting a condenser to service with the alternating current

motor, and on tbis account Mr. S:anley's method of pat-

enting his dielectric "films," by wisely keeping their com-

position secret, cannot fail to excite both admiration and

curiosity.

It is curious to observe the absurdity of many of the

New York papers in criticising the overhead trolley system.

Thus the Evening Sun, sensible enough in other respects,

has this to say: " Viewed in the light of the experience

of other comparatively large cities in the United States,

The proceedings of the fifteenth convention of the Na-
tional Electric Light association are fully reported in this

issue, and will no doubt be read with interest by all who are

engaged in electrical development. The attendance at the

convention was large and included many distinguished in-

ventors as well as thoje who have been noted for the suc-

cessful manner in which they have conducted the electrical

enterprises. More attention was given the papers and

there was much more general discussion than is customary.

It was remarked, however, that several papers were pre-

sented at a time when it was impossible to discuss them

ful'y. This has frequently been the case at former meetings,

and it is to be hoped that at the next convention arrange-

ments will be made to so classify the papers so that the most

important can be fully discussed. There are always pa-

pers that might be passed over without loss, but these are

frequently placed ahead of others of far more importance.

It might be well to insist upon all papers being handed in a

month in advance, in order that they might be passed upon

by the committee. Some of the papers presented at Buf-

falo did not reach the secretary's hand until after they

had been read, and in one case at least the secretary did

not get a copy of the paper until his return to New York,

as the author carried it away after reading it. If Presi-

dent Ayer will insist upon a change in this direction he

will earn the grathude of the association.

It has been decided to have but one meeting each year

hereafter, and in conformity to this rule the convention ad-

journed until February, 1S93, In this connection it may

be well to call attention to the suggestion of a central sta-

tion manager that the meetings hereafter be held in sum-

mer instead of in winter. It is claimed that more central

stations would be represented in summer, as the super-

intendents are too busy in mid-winter to leave their bus-

iness without serious inconvenience. Furthermore, it is

claimed that if the meetings were held in the second or

third week of the month there would be no interruption of

the business occasioned by the absence of the managers of

Ihe stations, as they could return in time for the rush at

the end of the month.

These suggestions should receive due consideration. It

might be well for the association to secure an expression

of opinion on these points at the next convention.
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beyond a certain amount. The current is apt to leap the

gap between the segments and form short circuits. There-
fore, for high voltages, we need to divide the commutator
up into very line divisions. IJut that involves that the

winding be also divided up. It makes it very difiicult to

wind the armature and connect it to such a
commutator,
I think the limitation would naturally be found some-
where between 2,000 and 3,ouo volts for actual

practical usage; that is, so far as the commutator is

concerned, and if we attempt to transfer power at that one
potential, reducing it, we do not ridgetof tbe commutator
at any step of the process where we use direct or continuous
currents. Now, we are driven, then, as Mr. Ilering

says, to alternating currents; and he has shown in a
paper that a very excellent example of power transmission

by the alternating current is to use what is known as the

three phase system with "double conve:ison,"as it is called.

That is, to generate at one end of the line high potentials,

and pass the low potential currents through what thus be-

comes the coarse primary of the transformer, and rises in-

to the fine secondary high potential currents which are fed

to the line. Those high potential currents go through the
line wire of another transformer, which is like the first,

simply reversed. The low potential currents are then
taken from that transformer and utilized for motive power.
The fact that transformers of large size can be built with
very high efficiency—a loss of only a few per cent.— is of

course in favor of the system. The fact also that there is

no need of manipulation of the dangerous high potential

currents is a great thing in favor of such a system. The
only thing against it is the addition of apparatus and the

necessity of taking great care of the insulation in a

transformer. This difficulty of insulation, however, in the

transformers seems to be overcome by immersing the

transformer in a bath of insulating oil, when we find that

it takes a very high potential to puncture even a moderately
thin layer of oil. We find, for example, that one half-inch

of oil will stand many thousand of volts—voltage beyond
what we are likely to be called upon to use in practice

—

far beyond it. In other words, wc can construct our ap-
paratus with a considerable margin of safety by allowing
the oil insulation to be thick enough.

I am greatly in favor of the three-phase system. It

seems to me that it is a symmetrical system, oue allowing
you to do almost anything you please with it. You gen
erate at one end of the line by the use of power obtained
from steam, from coal burnt at the mines, or from coal

black, which is a waste product oftentimes of the mines.
You generate your power very cheaply. You transmit
those currents to the line or if you have a water power you
do not generate the sream, but you use the water power to

drive this dynamo. You are ready then to make the trans-

mission. The only question in my mind is to whether you
should take your lines over ground or under ground. It

is certain that if 30U went under ground jou would not re-

quire to paint on every pole a skull and cross bones. Cur-
rents of a voltage up to to,ooq or 20,000 volts are of course
certain death if a person comes in contact with them. We
are approaching the condition of lightning—continuous
lightning. That is, not simply a stroke, but a continued
stroke—a great number of strokes following each other in

rapid succession; and it does seem to me that all things
considered perhaps it would be a little more costly to begin
with, but for moderate distances the cost of putting the line

in pipes filled with oil should not be prohibitive; in other
words, the employment of the same insulation which is used
on the transformers throughout the line. Beginning with a
trausformer in oil, you cany a high potential conduct-
or in a pipe filled with oil to the further end. In other
words put the whole high tension part of it in oil

—

insuhitt' 1 he whole thing in oil and bury the pipe. In
thai r;isf'. of course, unless somebody digs it up and
inlfi li'ivs with it, or gets into the iron pipe which
incloses the three conductors, you are practically
free from any leakage due to wet insulators, or in-

terference due to lightning. A thunder storm may
come up, and the three lines on the poles are innocent
enough until a stroke of lightning falls somewhere
near, when you have damages to your transformer or
to your machines. This can be said, however, in

favor of a high potential system, that the liability of
damage by lightning is less the higher your potential.
In other words, the nearer you approach lightning in
the operation of yonr plant, the less liability there will
be that lightning will interfere with the operation of
such a plant. It is constructed to stand a moderate
phase of lightning, and it would take a considerable
addition to break it down. At the same tinie the oil

insulation regulates itself the moment it is punct-
ured. Such a line might in a measure be struck by
lightning, and might be deranged for a moment, but
the oil passing in between would end the difficulty.

It is very different where the apparatus is not con-
structed to stand more than 3,000 or 4,000 ^'.olts in-

stead of 20,000 or 30,000. Then, if lightning comes
on the line and you are not provided with all safe-

guards—and even though you are provided with
them all, if a direct stroke of lightning falls on the
line, the question is whether damage is not going to

result. There are some other jjoints about the
3 phase sj'-stem that I would like to bring out and
emphasize. It seems to me that we can do a great
many things with it. For example, we can get alter-

nating currents at the receiving end for the running .

of lights direct from the mains: that is, by convert-
ing down to any voltage. We can therefore run any
kind of Jipparatus which operates with single phase
alternating currents, or with multi-i^hase alternating
currents. We have at our disposal, as Mr. Hering
has shown, motors which can be run—and efBciently
run—by the means of three-phase currents directly fed

tothom withoutexcitationof the field. Thatis,motors

which dnrml synrlirnni/)-. irmlnrs which do iiul run at

|pn»|).-r spi-i'd quil'- utidi*r Innd. Iiul m-arly Hn- pro|n-r
s| (1. vi*ry rn'arl.\— IhfV run fairl\ widl; aiirl ihcvan'
iidapliMl In dislrihulinii In-n- and Iln-n*. Iiul w can
;ilsn run ;i tn;icliiui* rmrn lln- ^;inn- svsl'-ni of mains
wliirli w use, wliieli is a n'scrvf nllt-rrial int.' d\ naniii

wliifli is piTr«-cll_> s\ Mclii'oni/,"*d. Thai is. if Hi.-

gi'Ui-riiliug plant runs I'JO or I'tU Itinrs 11m- rnolor
plniit al the other end (>r llic lint'S may run al a drli-

iiili' s])i'i*d, dc'pi'iiding upon llu* gcncralnr spi-i-d— ;il

I In- same speed av sutm* drlinitf n-hitinn and
stay al Ihal spci-il during HpiTaliun—iml vary a par-
licli'- !). )ii'rri-clly syuclintimns. Now. in casi* Wf
wish li> luinp (Mir pi»w<-r in I In- recci vinj.'' slaliidi and
run al ahsdlulfly sli-ady s]ii*<-fl, wc miglil use tin- re-

serve dynamo — reserve Ihrer-jdiase dynamo— as a
motor, and gi^l syndironizing speerl, Wi- cnri dislri-
bute by theulher form. n(iii-synelin»nized form of
nminr, witliout any field i-xeilal ion a( all. II1M

suppiise wi- di'sire Id gf| ciiul iinioiis curn-nls
fnim Iliree-pliase eiirrenis; su|ipusi'. in nllier wnrds.
we havi- a?i I'xislirig plaul which is basi'd upon I he use
ul' colli innous ciirri'Uls. There may he sired cars that
:ire already etpiipprd; there may be mains laid in the
sireels which are adapled to use just ci-rlaiii ))res-

sures, :iiid Ihere may be mol<u-s niiiniiig from lliose

mil Ins w hi I' 1 1 ari' only adai)li'd lo use con 1 1 in ions cur-
reiils. Tlieu we have lo resorl lo annllier kind of :t

machine, a machine which taki'S coiiliunous three-
phase currents and delivers from the olln-r side coii-

liniious curri'iils, which has no commulatfu- on this
end bul simjily Ihrei- wires, and on the oHht end a
low polenlJal commulalor. a coniiniilalor which
gives you no ditlicully in running 110 volts, 2'iO volls,

"lOO volts. AA'e -may then convert directly fnmi the
three-phase currents into a continuous current and
supply the existing mains which are to be found.
And wi- may do that efTiclently. We can have from
the same system a motor irenerator, it would be
called, wh'ich is supplying 320, 110 and oOO
volt separate machines. Or we could even
l)ut them in the same machine, and further-
more we can make a machine that will com-
pound itself. In case the machine is running with
very little load, its potential will be, say, 220 volls.

In case the load is thrown on, naturally there will be
a fall of potential in the whole transmission from one
end to the other; there will he a fall of transmission
all the way through, and a fall of potential even in
the mains which are found in the streets. That fall

of potential can be made up by the construction of
that machine. In other words we can compound this
motor generator by simply taking the accessory field

and exciting it, making that field by the secondary
currents. This will raise the potential, and the sys-
t 'm then becomes a completely compounded one.

M'e have separate plants and stations in New Y'ork
here and there using expensive ground and expensive
buildings. Supiposing we go up the Hudson some-
where and establish a power plant, get our coal very
cheaply delivered, get water for condensing the
steam in the engines, get rid of ashes by making
land somewhere—and we sfmplj- lay pipes down to
the city, a distance of whatever number of miles is

convenient, making the pressure what we find is

proper for economy in transmission. We deliver cur-
rent, three-phase it may be, to the different stations.

That is, simply rise motor generators feeding into
the existing mains. Should we wish to run out new
mains transformed down to low pressures, we can do
it very easily. In other words we can satisfy almost
every need, even down to the plating current; we can
give everybody what is required from such a system.
Now, the question- is, what is the electrical pres-

sure that would limit us in such transmissions.
There really seems to be no particular limit. It

would seem to me practicable if it were necessary to

raise the pressure to 100,000 volts. It simply means
that you have got to have your insulator oil thick
enough not to be x^erforated by 100,000 volts. And
in some recent experiments I have made I find that
oil is excellently well adapted to stand such pressures.

It is even better than solid glass. Where
glass breaks down with perfect ease, I

find the oil stands up: and if it does break
down it re-insulates itself. If there is a puncture
through the oil and a spark fiies, it does not neces-
sarily result in the destruction of the plant, but the
oil slips in and covers up the delVct.

H. Ward Leonard: For more than tea years we
have had at our command the means, through the
agency of the contiouous current, of transmitting elec-

trical energy in unlimlled quantities over short distan-

ces and converting it into mechanical power for any
desired application. The hundreds of three-wire sys-

tems Illustrate this statement.
For more than five years we have had at our com-

mand, through the agency of the alternating current,

the means of transmitting electrical energy in unlimited
quantities over almost any desired distance; but we
have not had the means of converling such energy Into

mechanical power for commercial uses, for there is but
little commercial use for a motor which Is not self-start-

ing and which when started can be operated at but one
epsed. Hence, the commercial use of the alternating

current has thus far been confined to the operation of

IncacdeEcent ]amp3.
During these p^st years the companies promoting the

sale and use of continuous current apparatus have bfen
making plans and estimates of continuous current
transmissions, using several thousands of volts directly

from commutator to commutator; but ceither they nor
the pub'ic have had the necessary confidence in the re-

sult to install the plants. The developing and perfect-

iog of a coi^tinuouB curreot conataDl poteatlal generator
of 1200 volls has forcibly Impressed at least one com-
pany with the dllllcultles likely to be met with in con-
BtrucUng similar apparatus of 000 vo)ls and upwards.
At the same time the various ccmpanies promoting

the sale and use of alternatiog current apparatus have
devoted all their efforts to the development of an alter-

nating current motor which should possces the (ssentlal
qualities of variable torque and variable speed under
variable work.
Thus far, neither line of development has rcmlted in

the production of commercial apparatus for the trans-
mission of power over great distances.

I helleve that prejudlcs Is largely the cause of Ihls
condiiion of affairs. Each side of the continuous vs.

alternating current controversy ha9 been bitter in its

denunciations of the rival apparatus, and has apparently
considered that It would be fatal to admit the necessity
of using the rival apparatus to secure the result.

So long as incandescent lightimr alone was under con-
sideration it made but little difference. ICitber the
continuous or alternating current would give satis-

factory results. But not so with the transmission of
power over great distances.

The high-tension alternating current says: *'How
easy it would be to get there If gomebody could only
utilize me.'' And the low-tension continuous current
says: " How easy It would be to use me for any ap-
plication If eomebody could only get me there."

I stand here to make the claim that the transmission
of power over great distances necessitates the use of
both the alternating and continuous currents, and that
by the combined use of the systems the result is com-
mercial to-day over any reasonable distance and for
the transmission of any amount of power.

I arrive at this conclusion: The economical use of
the electric energy with automatic control of the speed
and torque demands that the voltage be varied as the
speed, and the current as the torque.

It will be evident tbat for merely transmltliog elec-

tric energy from a prime motive power of constan";

speed there can be nothing simpler or better than the
synchronous alternating current motor of constant po-
tential. But nearly every application of the trans-
mitted power demands not only a variable torque, but
a variable speed, as will be evident when we consider
holsis, locomotives, pumps, ventilating fans, etc. The
synchronous character of the alternating current Is

therefore unsuited for such work. We should have
means of varying the voltage in proportion to the speed
desired, and means of varying the current in proportion
to the torque of the power to be supplied. We should
also have a current adapted to charge storage batteries

and to deposit metals eleclrolytlcally. All these con-
ditions point directly and conclusively to the continu-
ous current. It would seem, therefore, that both
theoretical and practical considerations demand that we
should transmit our energy over the great distances de-
mandi^d for commercial applications by means of the
alternating current, and that we should then convert
our electric energy Into a continuous current in order
to best utilize it in the actual performance of the work
met wilh iu practice.

Under this plan we shall be able to undertake the
transmission of power at any distance and on any scale
by apparatus manufactured by half a dozen companies
to-day.

L3t us suppose, for example, that we have a water-
power at a distance of twenty miles from a mine where
It is desired to utilize 2,000 horsepower for various
purposes.

Let us start with 10,000 volts and lo:e 22 per cent, in

the conductor. The cost of the generator, conductor
and syncbronous motor will be about $90 per horse
power at the point of work. The synchronous motor
will drive the necessary continuous current generators
of 500 volts and less to supply hoists, pumps, locomo-
tives, ventilating fans, air compressors, incandescent
lights, arc lights, crushers, mills, etc.

If the total power installed be 2,000 horse power, the
cost of the working motors will be perhaps $50,000.
With 2,000 horse power installed the maximum de-

mand for power will not exceed 1,500 horse power.
The cost of continuous current generators and con-
ductors for this service will be about f52,500, and the
cost of the synchronous transmission system about
^135,000.
Allowing $42,500 as an average cost for the develop-

ment of the water power and the construction, we have
a total cost of plant of |380,000, or |U0 per horce
power represented in the electric motors at the point of
work. The starting up of the synchronous alternating

current motor without load can be readily accomplished
by any of several simple methods, such as the use of a
small storage battery supplying current to one of the
continuous current dynamos and operating it as a
motor to drive the alternator up to synchronism or the
utilization of the energy of a weight upon a hoist In

its descent to operate its motor as a generator, which in

turn will drive the continuous current generator as a
motor, and thus bring the alternator up to its synchro-
nous speed.

With such simple efficient and cheap apparatus made
by many companies to-day why should we wait for the
solution of such difficult problems as commutators to

stand 10,000 volts or alternating current motors which
will be self-starting and efficient and at any speed and
torque.
Even If we had such motors it Is evident that we

must interpose some kind of converters to reduce the

10,000 volts to a resonable pressure for applications in

mines, and we would still require continuous current

for commercial arc lamps, storage talteries, ekelro-de-
position, etc., and a special current for electric drills.

It seems to me that we should install a plant at th
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mine exactly as though we were goiog to drive it by a

steam engine, and instead of doirg so use the synchro-

nous alternating current motor for this purpose and
utilize as our origiral source of power ihe distant

water power.
In many instances this method will be of especial

Vdlue where it may be lecessary for a few weeks in a

year to fall back upon expensive stfam power 01 ac-

count of the temporary failure of a distant cheap water
power.

If one comprehensive plant he irstiUed of this alter-

naiing and coniiouous current type, 1 believe an enor-

mous development in this line will immediately follow,

and luckily the apparatus required can be turned out

rapidly from any one of Feveral large woiks without
ihe delajs incidental to the development of new ap-

paratus and meihcds.

L. B. Stillwell: One miiLnlit s'et tlu' impression

from what has been said tu-niirht. and also from thi'

fact that by far the most daviiijr attempt in the direc-

tion of power transmission has been carried out

abroad, that American firms and engineers are not

p]-epared for this as yet; but it should be borne in

mind in considering what has been done abroad, that

it was under government supervision, and that the

installation was practically paid for by three of the

German states. There are several firms at least in

this country who would vindertake to do practically

the same work if we could get the backing of

three of the German or three of the Ameri-
can states. I agree with Mr. Leonard in his assertion

that almost any problem that comes up to-day

can be solved by the use of existing apparatus.

The synchronous, tAvo-wire system is itself adapted

to many of the purposes by whicli we desire to trans-

rnit power. I think, that beyond the combination of

synchronous and direct current apparatus, and
superior for most purposes without question, is the

multi-phase or two-phase alternating. As Prof.

Thomstm has very fully explained, it is adapted
j)ractically to every purpose for which we may use

power, while it is "equally adapted to lighting. Mr.

Tesla's work in the direction of motors having rotat-

ing fields is pretty w^ell known; but it has been carried

forward and perfected in a great many details since

Mr. Tesla ceased to give it active attention. There
are one or two points that are of interest with refer-

ence to the methods used at Frankfort. One of them
is as to the comparison of the two-phase with the

three-phase system. In the three-phase system the

differences of phase between the three circuits is

technically 120 degrees. In the two-phase system it is

possible to produce a rotating field which will start

motors with a strong torque intended to have a phase
of 00 degrees, it has been found that where more
than one motor is to be run, or where lights and mo-
tors are to be run, there is considerable difficulty in

maintaining proper phase relations between the dif-

ferent currents of the three-phase system. The fact

that in each of the subdivided circuits the relation of

line resistance to inductive resistance will vary, tends

sometimes to drive the current practically out of one

of the wires. There is some reason to think, then,

that a two-phase, ninety-degree system would be pre-

ferable for combination work. The synchronous plant

that has been referred to. that has been installed at

Telluride is one of considerable interest. The genera-

tor is one of a construction adapted to high potential,

and delivers current to the line at a potential, about
3.300 volts. This potential was selected not with
reference to the distance, two and three-cxuarter miles,

but with reference to a distance of eight miles, it

being the intention to locate other motors at differ-

ent mines along the range up to that distance. The
work for which it is employed, namely, the running
of a stamp mill, is of a character where we do not care

for varying torque and for varying speed. The moti>r

runs practically all the time. It runs 24 hours a day.

and at least six days in tlie week. I believe that, all

delays figured in, since tne starting of that plait, the

actual time it has been out of operation is only 16 min-
utts per day, and of the total delays, about So per cent,

were due to difficuUies in the regulating of the turbines.

Toat sug=;ests another point with reference to the nptra-

tion. not only of two wire synchronoussysiems, but of the

ihree-wire. As Fiof. Thomson suggested, it is ceraioiy

possible to operate even the three-phase molors as synchro-

nous motors when ihe units are large. If there are no small

units I can see no objection to doing that. Vou have ihe

torque to movethem up to the speed, but when they are at

the speed, why let us have the advantages cf the synchro-

nous running, because there are advantages to that. For
example, one.of the difficulties in combining this kind of

plant with the hydraulic plant is the in regulation. If there

is a thorough turbine regulator on the market I have not

heard of it. A great mmy circumstances will i fluence

and alter the speed of the turbine, and rather suddenly;

and if we run in synchronism our entire losd—the motor
and all that it may drive, couater-shafting, stamps in a

stamp mill, or any other work that it may be doing—will

ac: as a flywheel for the turbine, and the effect is ad-

vantageous It is exactly as if we had a line shaft lun-

niog from our generator to our motor, holding them
rigidly together.

With reference touting step up and step-down trans-

formers, it seems to me that they should only be used

when the distance we wish to cover exceeds a certain

amount. I do not believe that for a distance of less than

10 miles in general it would pay to use them. Tuey not

only add to the complication of apparatus, but necessarily

add a considerable amount to the necessary investment,

and if you omit hem, the problem simply becomes to

properly insulate our machine and to provide for making
the necessary changes of circuits without unnecessary or

undue danger to those handling ihem. All these not only

can be, but have been accomplished. Switch boards are

devised in which it is impossible for the attendant to touch

either pole of the highteosion circuit.

There is another point which is somewhat interesting

V. itb reference to the three-phase as compared with the sj'n-

chronous. One advantage of the synchronous system for

certain plants, particularly for power plants in the West is

in the simplicity of the wiring. I have known at least one
plant where fluid insulators were recommended, and were
furnished by a manufacturing company, and were refused

by those installing the plant for the reason that in the

West the soil, or the rock, is so hard that they cannot

cut it to erect their jjole lines as they waut to, and the con-

sequence is that the poles are stuck up at all angles, and
the fluid insulators ordinarily mad^are liable to spill the

fluid; and they would not use them. They use instead an
ordinary glass insulator with bare wire, and that is what is

used at Telluride successfully with over 3 oco volts. They
have been used all through this winter, which has been a

very severe one, and this, by the way, is a more severe and
praclical test than that to which the Lauffen-Frankfort

plan was submitted although that worked at much
higher pressure.

Dr. Louis Bell: I am a little inclined to look at this

matter from the point of the fellow who wants a power
plant put in, wants it very badly, and wants it immediate-

ly. What can he get that will meet the necessities of the

situation? Now in power transm'ssion, we have, I may
say, three very radically different situations In the first

place there is transmission of large horse powers over a

few miles, such, for example, as the plant at the Calumet
and Hecla mines, and at other points within the mining
regions all over the country— places where the distances

of transmission are not very great, still far greater than

any with which we have in the past been thoroughly fa-

miliar. There are many cases, I believe every engineer

will recognize, where the simplest solution is to use exist-

ing current apparatus, inasmuch as the necessary voltage

will not be over i.ooo or 1,500 volts; and if there appears

to be txcessive drop on the line, let it drop and use 500

volt motors at the other end. There are p'enty of cases

where all the conditions of transmission, even of i.oco or

2,000 horse power, re'atively ranged, fan be met in a

straight-forward way. and met on short notice, by half a

dozen companies Ttat is one phase of the situation.

Then we come to other casts where the distances are con-

siderable, and jet not great—even small compared with

that magnificent experiment at Lauffen. There we have

the choice bttween several methods. We may use the

very high pressure, direct current, as has been successfully

done in Italy over a considerable distance; or, we may use

the synchronous alternator; or poly phase alternating cur-

rents of any number of phases from two up to as

many as you please. Now the synchroncus alternator has

some advantages which 1 do not think shou'd be forgotten.

When, for ex mpls. as sometimes happens, as in the Tel-

luride pi int. on which Mr. Still well spoke, it becomes
n°ce5sary to pick np a certain unit of power, say two or

three or four horse power even, and transmit it bodily to

be used in a single unit at another point. The question of

a self starling motor becomes of litile importance. In the

Telluride plant, I am informed by the superintendent, the

motor is run from Sunday night practically to Sunday
noon, night and day, and the only work of the starting

motor, the sma 1 Tesla motor, is for a few minutes once a

week. In such cases as that the advantages gained from
any self starting system whatever are comparatively s'ight,

especially if the wearing is going to be complicated. So
I do not think it pays to forget that there are cases when
the simplest kind of apparatus such as can be furnished at

short notice, and can be delivered anywhere in the country,

is entirely effectual to meet all the cases in hand. And
then, finally, we reach extraordinary situations where
powers must be transported a long distance, such an one,

for example, as that from Niagara to Buffalo. And yet

there is something to be said in favor of apparatus other

than that which has been often suggested for the purpose.

From the standpoint of the ordinary man, who is in-

terested in the dollars and cents side of the problem,
1 fail to .see the particular usefulness of raising your
liressure to 25,000 volts for the sake of securing an
tuitlay in the amount of only $4 or $5 per horse power,
when in order to do that,you have to use transformers
costing somewhere about S40 per horsepower. It

si'Hms to me that a little less pressure put in the line

and a little more copper, would enable the transmis-
si(ui to be carried out at a lower jiressure decidedly
than 20,000 volts, with equal efficiency, and with the
advantage of having the investment in coiijier. which
dues not deteriorate seriously, rather than transform-
ers, which may, and sometimes do deteriorate. t>[

course there will be a point wdtere it will be necessary
TO uSe step-up and step-down transformers: but I

think the point ought to be emphasised that until

distance becomes quite great it is a pretty even
question between the cost of line and the cost of

transformers, the advantages of durability being on
the side of the line, the efficiency being the same.and
the initial cost being the same.
Then as regards the question which has been raised

several times to-night of two versus three-phase
motors, it seems to be a question not j'et quite de-

cided. Whether either one of those systems will

answer all the requirements where a large number of

motors are to be run in parallel, that is one bit of ex-

perience which the Lautfen experiment did. not
furnish us. It taught us that we could transmit
power an enormous distance with a fair efficiency,

and with at least scientific success. It did not tell us
whether those conditions would be suitable in case
we had to run instead of one motor and a bank of

lamps, 40 or 100 motors. That is one point that
needs experiment before we are fairly to say outright

whether we should prefer two ur more phasi-s, or
whether some form of alternating motor which may
very soon be devised and which will run on thi* ordin-
ary alti-rnating system, n-quiring only two wires,
may not enti-r the cunditicjns evi'n bi'tter than thi'

jioly-phase motor. It is simply a question of experi-
ment, and on that we need further information. In
the present situation it does seem to me that in a
great deal of the discussion on the defects (jf the
various systems it is forgotten for a moment that
much of what is to be done in the next year or two
must be done under the conditions where we are
working now. Much of it must be done willi exist-

ing :ippai;itus. and Ihe man who will niaki- tin- most
thorough siieei'ss ol tin- transmission of |>nwfi' in that
field is lie who will attack each Sfjiarate pniblem,
doing the best he ean with the ati|)arattis which he
can get, and not tying himsidf up absolutely to either

continuous or direct currents, to two-phase, three-

phase, or any other phase motors, but seize the op-
portunities for transmission of power us they come,
and make the best of the situation with the best
apparatus that that particular moment commands.
It is this practical, commercial side of the problem
that I think one is half is apt to forget in the glory

of electrical pyrotechnics.

Carl Herixg: I would like to correct a figure of

Dr. Bell's. According to this estimate from Oerli-

kon the line cost $4.00 per horse power, and the
total plant cost $36.00. Not $40.00 for the trans-
formers alone. The $3(>.00 includes transformers
and dynamos and everything.

Dr. Bell: I would simply say that those figures

for transformers were obtained practically for min-
ijnum price from a well known transformer manu-
facturer in America. We are not dealing with
general prices. Of course it may be that eventually
we will get down to a set price. I am simply giving
you what it can be bought at this day, this par-
ticular day in February. I would like to say though
that there is a big difference in running a small
transformer and a large one, that is where you deal
with 2500 hor.se power. Now the cost per horse
power there would be much less than in such trans-

formers as are in use at the present time.

H. Ward Leonard: I have been very much im-
pressed by the figures $3fi.00 per horse power, and
was when it was first given. I agree with Dr. Bell

that it seems very ditferent from American prices,

leaving entirely outside the $4.00 per horse power for

line, and even abandoning the converters. It is not
possible to-day to buy in the market in America motors
and generators at a price which would be $18.00 per
horse power of such character as would be required
for this work; and when the converters are added it

seems to me the price can only be explained by
cheap labor.

Mr. Martin: One statement made by Mr. Hering
in regard to periodicity attracted my attention. I think
he said the Oerliken people were ready to make a
contract for an apparatus at the rate of 50 per second.
!Now my impression from >vhat I read and learned,

with regard to the Latfen-Frankfort transmission,
was that they never succeeded in getting at any time
above 25. Is that so?
Mr. Herlsg: I understood that they ran 40 nor-

mally.
Mr. Martin: Mr. Bradley, how much did you un-

derstand it to be?
Mr. Br.vdley: I saw the plant running three or

four days at 23. It seemed to be very difficult to get

above it.

Mr. Martin: That was my impression. It makes
a great ditference.

The President: I notice in Mr. Hering's paper
that the losses in all the line follow^ed Ohm's law. Is

that actuallythe case?
Mr. Hering: Practically.

Mr. M.ustin: 1 am under the impression that in

transmission, when it happened to be damp, as it

sometimes is around Buffalo, there was but very lit-

tle potential at the other end.

Mr. Hering: In the Lautfen case?
Mr. ^Iaktin: Yes sir.

Mr. Hering: On the contrary, they said that
tests made during wet weather showed so little dif-

ference that they could not detect it with their com-
mercial instruments.
Mr. Martin: Then we get different information.
Mr. Hering: I did not make the measurements

myself.
Mr. Stanley: It may be interesting to the mem-

bers of the association to know that there is a line of

15,000 v<.)lls in operation in tliis country. We have
constructed a small line at Pittsfield using 20 horse
power, fed by the station currents,—the line start-

ing at the outskirts of the town and making quite
an extensive circuit. We find that there is practi-

cally no difficulty whatever at that potential. Fif-

teen thousand volts, however, is a very different

matter than one, or two, or three, or five, or ten, or

twelve volts. The striking distance at 15,000 volts is

apparently two or three times what it is at 10,000

volts. For instance, if the wire hangs down from
the line within an inch or two of the ground there is

a most delightful aurora borealis between the ground
and the wire: and if a dry board be interposed in the
circuit—an ordinary pine board—it does not seem
to effect the resistance of the circuit a particle. It

goes right through it. We are making these tests at

Pittsfield to become familiar with this question

from a commercial standpoint, and have undertaken
to transmit 400 horse power for lighting purposes, a
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disliiiici' (iT Iwi'iiU -fiHlit niiirs in <iin- pl;n'c in lliis

country. Tin- flcli;j:lilfiil Icclui-i' y:ivi'ii by Mr. \h'V-

in"", docs iiol. hnw'cvi'r. yivi- us somi- ol' lln' poinls

as I'ti^rim'i'i's iunl as |ii-iiclii*al nii'ii Wf iii-cd in cn-

umiiiin^' ami li-slin-r I In- ini'i-jis dl" !ln* various di-vici's.

Till' s,\ nciirunoMs molor has ciTlain vi-j-y hfaiilil'iil

fipplifjilions, bill ii lias n very si-rioiis (Irl'i-ft. irt m\
ju<I<,^m('Ml; llml, is when the motor is ovcrlitacicd

beyond a certain point, not only the motor s1o[)s, l)iil

she '^iu's to pii'ccs^biirns up; or shi' is very lialili' In

burn u|). And I do not see liow any eommercial
system oT tlii' dislribuliim oi" powt-r can l>r niadi- when
\vc bave lo slai'i niii- ii|)paral us by a wrif,dil. as suf^-

^esUnl by one ^^cnlleman; or by anollu'r mob)r, as

suggested by another ji'enllenian: or by tlivee special

eircuils whicii will not W(H'k in Iwo, urdess llie\

work alone— llie |»lan suifjii'sled b\ nt)hrownlsky. '

Wiiile I am ipiile certain lli;il.
'

Ij.UIMI vol Is 'c(.u1<I

be loaded on the eircuil belwren Xira^ara Falls and
this city, I nm eipially certain that no luri;e nmtumt uT

power can l)e Iransmilted succi'ssrully by the prescnl

aparatus— I mean commercially successinlly. if \vi'

are •foiiii;' to brini;' Niagara Falls to tins cily—or a

small i»orlioii of Niagara Falls—we have ;r<il to luiopt

somi' schcnii' radically clill'eri'nl I'mm anytliin.i;- thai

has lieen pi-i',senled at the presi'iil: such i'or instance

as the scheme that Pro!'. Tliomson su'^'gvsted, and
lay our wires i'or a 100,000 volt pressure in an oil pip''.

I cannot see that there is any halfway solution of

the problem.

Wednesday's Proceedings,
The president called the meeting to order at 10 30 a.

M., and announced that the hrst business was the reading
of a paper entitled "From the Tannery to the Dynamo,"
by Charles A. Schieren. Following is the paper:

From the Tannery to the Dynamo.

by chas. a. schieren.

It may be of interest to engineeis, and the electric light

fraterniiy in general, to learn something of how leather is

tanned, and the various processes through which a hide

passes before it is tanned and curried ready to put into

belting. Naturally, the first question will be. "Where do
all the steer hides come from?" Principally from Chicago,

because within its city limits there are four large slaughter-

ing establishments where thousands of cattle areslaughtered

daily, the hides of which are carefully taken off and as-

sorted for whatever purpose they are best suited. The
hides which are the heaviest and most perfect in point of

freedom from cuts, brands and other blemishes are se-

lected for belting leather. These hides are put up in bun-

dles, packed into a freight car and shipped to the tan-

nery.

We propose to follow one of these freight cars loaded

with belting hides to its destination. After a journey of

about 600 miles, the car arrives at the little station of

Adamsburg, Pa., right in the mountain region, a spur of

the AUeghenies. where the tannery is situated.

Oak tanneries are generally placed near the bark region

of the mountains, where the rock oak tree predominates, the

baik of which is universally conceded to be the best for

making the finest grade of leather It is interesting to

watch the mountaineers fell the huge oak trees, and skin

the bark from the same. This is generally done in the

springtime, and tanners have to purchase their yearly sup-

ply during the bark peeling season, which is from the mid-

dle of May to about the middle of June, according to the

condition of the weather; the season seldom lasts over

six weeks. If the sap rises into the leaves the bark cannot
be peeled off, and therefore, oak trees are only cut down in

that period.

The peeling bark is done wherever the trees are felled;

the bark is gathered together in small stacks and covered

to protect it from getting wet, because the strength of the

tannic acid is lost ijy the bark getting wet; it must also be

carefully guarded aga-nst mildew. Mountain fog is very

damaging to peeled bark, therefore the mountaineers load

the bark in wagons and deliver it as quickly as possible to

the nearest tannery or railroad station.

However, our car of belting bides has arrived at the

station, and we will watch the process of tanning. The
hides are examined and weighed, and put into the shed.

An equal number of hides are taken out daily (whatever the

capacity of the tannery may be), and placed in a large vat

of pure cold water, generally good spring water. After

the hides are thoroughly soaked and the dirt washed out,

they are laid across a beam and, with a blunt fleshing knife,

the surplus fat or mea'j still remaining is taken off; then

they are placed in a vat of weak lime-water, and are hauled

up daily and the lime strengthened until the hairgets loose,

which action takes about eight days. After this the hides

are cleaned once more in pure water and placed over the

beam and, with a blunt knife, the hair is removed; this

part of the work is done in what the tanners call the beam
or lime bouse, and very much depends upon the successful

liming process in making good leather.

After the hair is off, the hides are washed again and
thoroughly cleansed and purified, to remove every particle

of lime, after which process they are taken into the hand-
lers. These are composed of large vats, about seven by
nine feet, and six feet deep. The hides here are laid across

sticks side by side, as close as possible, and hung about
three inches below the top of the vat. These vats are gener-

ally connected so that when the first vat is fed the tannin

liquid will pass through every vat until they are all filled,

and cover the hides completely. In the handlers the hides

receive their first bath of tannin liquor, which is very

weak at the start, and gradually strengthened. During this

first stage of tanning the hide plumps up, and is prepared
for the lay aways; this process also opens the pores and
swells the hide, which gives thickness and firmness to the

leather. If the hides cannot be made thicker at this process

of the tanning, they will never be made heavier afterward;

this is the critical point and has to be wajched closely.

Much depends onthe cnaracter of the tannic acid; if too

strong, it tends to make the leather brittle and harsh; if the

tannic acid should be too sour, it tends to make the leather

soft and flabby.

Some tanners use a rocking process to keep the hides in

motion, thereby opening the pores of the hide quicker to

receive the tannic acid; however, opinions differ as to the

utility of the rockers. Some claim (and justly) that the

rocking motion loosens the fiber of the hide, and softens

the leather too much. The best process is simply to hang
them in the vat and cover them with the tanni n liquor, and
raise them a few times during the day, or draw the liquor

through them, which some tanners are now doing with suc-

cess.

The tannic acid in the handlers generally has a strength of

from five to fifteen, very seldom over twenty degrees. The
hides remain in that process from ten to twelve days; diey

are then taken up and, if they are to be used for belt

leather, the flanks (bel!ies)and heads of the hides are cut off

and tanned separately, the remaining butt part receiving

an extra layer of bark to tan it more thoroughly and make
it firmer.

From the handlers the hides are packed away in vats

called lay-aways; these are large vats seven by nine feet,

and six feet deep, having a capacity of from fifty to seventy-

five hides each. The vats are not connected with each

other, but only with the pump to change the liquor. The
hides are laid nicely one on top of another, and loose

ground bark spread between each hide, and when the vat

is full it is filled with tannin liquor of from twenty-five to

thirty degrees in strength. The hides intended for belting

receive at least six layers of bark, or in other words, are

changed six times in the lay-aways; the first time they are

changed after lying ten days; and then five days are added
after each layer, so that the hides in the last or sixth layer

take forty days to absorb the tanning liquor and penetrate

the leather Each time frtsh ground bark is spread be-
tween the hides and then covered with tanning liquor.

The leaching and grinding of ihe bark is an important
factor in a tannery. The large pieces of bark taken from
the oak tree are thrown into a hopper shaped mill or
grinder, which resembles a coffee grinder on a large scale

The moss on the outside of the bark creates a great deal of
dust ; and contains little or no tannin, but it cannot be sev-

ered from the rind which really contains the acid. From the

bark mill the ground bark is elevated into large tubs which
have false bottoms or receivers underneath to take up the

tannin liquor. After a tub is filled with ground bark, a rotary

sprinkler is set in motion to saturate the bark with a spray
of water or liquor, which percolates through the ground
bark, and on its way to the bottom catches up the tannic

acid contained in the bark; at times warm water is used to

facilitate the operation, also weak tannin liquor is some-
times used with good effect; however, old school tanners

prefer cold water, which they claim makes purer and
sweeter tannin liquor. After the receivers at the bottom
of these tanks are filled, the contents are pumped into

large supply tanks, from which the liquor is distributed

through the tannery as required.

The leaching process is the most interesting and valua-

ble operation in the tannery, and upon its skillful manage-
ment depends the financial success of the business; opinion
differs very much as to the best methods. The large round
leach tubs, such as described, are the most popular now in

use; however, many tanners still adhere (and some with
success) to the old square pressed leach tubs, in which the

ground bark is sinply soaked or steeped in water and left

for a length of time, until the tannic acid is extracted from
the bark. Opinions also differ as to using steam or hot

water; however, all have their merits.

Very strange and erroneous ideas prevail among those
who use leather, and have no knowledge of the art of tan-

ning— certainly it is an art, and one of the oldest handed
down to us. The general opinion prevails that'leather

made in "ye olden times" is superior to ours of the present
time, but such is not the case; in fact, the fundamental
process of tanning to-day is precisely the same as that of

a thousand years ago, except that we enjoy improved ma-
chinery and appliances, which further the process and im-
prove the material. What took our forefathers from
fourteen months to about two years, we accomplish in from
four to six months, and the quality of the leather is as

good, if not superior, to the leather made a hundred years

ago; withthe aidof stean: and power we can facilitate the pro-

cess and shorten the length of time to produce the leather.

"Olden time tanneries" had the lay-away vats in the yard
exposed to the elements, and in rainy and inclement
weather, as well as during the winter, the tanners cou'd
not do any work, and left the leather lying in the vats,

generally to the detriment of the stock. In our present

improved and model tanneries everything is done under
cover, even the bark is put under sheds to keep it dry, and
good leather is tanned within four months; however, belt

and prime harness leather generally take six months.
When the leather is taken from the last layer of bark, it

is oiled on the grain and hung up in a darkened room to

dry; to obtain a nice clear russet color the place must be
kept at an even temperature, and very little heat used.

After the leather is thoroughly dried it is put up in rolls

containmg five butts (hides) each, and whenever a carload

is ready it is shipped to New York; here it is again exam-
ined and weighed, and ali butts not suited for belting are

thrown out and finished into sole leather for shoe pur-

poses.

The perfect hides for belting are soaked in warm water
and the center part cut out and used for prime belting; the

waste or offal is finished and rolled for shoe purposes.

When the pieces are thoroughly soaked and cleansed they

are oiled on the grain and hung up to dry, and when in a

semi dry condition, chey receive a coat of stuffing made
of equal parts of coal oil and beef tallow. This is done to

preserve the leather and make it pliable for the transmis-

sion of power. After the stuffing has entered the pores,

which takes about twenty-four hours, the leather is sub-

jected to great strain in large stretching machines. Great

care and good judgment must be manifested in this part
of the process; each piece of leather must receive an
equalizing strain because of the peculiar formation of tbe
hide, the fibers being very fine and closely knit together
00 the back of ihe animal, and running coarser and thicker
toward the flanks. It is of the highest importance for

belts intended for electric light plants to have an equal
tension over the entire surface of the b:It; therefore, ihe
stretching process of belt leather needs the utmost care,

and should receive the closest attention. After the pieces

of leather are thoroughly stretched, they arc worked
smooth on the grain side, and both by hand and machine
labor are Eet down as solid and compact a« possible; then
they are put into a drying room and thoroughly dried.

Afterward one edge of tie piece is itraightened, and
then they are cut into whatever width of beltihcy arc best

suited for the pieces of each width are matched accurately

as to thickness, and then the laps (joint*-) are cut by a ma-
chine, the edge of the laps are feathtred, and the joints

cemented ("glued) together, and pressed under a hydraulic
press, which pressure is considered the best by all first-

class belt makers.
Rivets are now rarely put into belts; a double belt well

cemented is good for all ordinary purposes, and rivets are
superfluous; however, certain fastenings, such as endless
copper wire screws, which do not obstruct the surface or

unnecessarily stiffen the belt, are a benefit; ef^pecially when
the belt comes in contact with water or too much oil ; this

fastening prevents the belt from coming apart, and holds
the leather firmly together.

All main driving belts over forty inches in width have
to be made in sections, consisting of two or more pieces of

leather ceraenled together. The average hide for belting

does not contain more than forty inches in width of solid

leather suited for belting, very rarely over that; therefore,

wide main belts are made in sections. Ordinarily the

pieces are not lapped parallel, but simply butted. For
example: A sixty inch double belt receives two thirty-

inch pieces for the first layer, laid side by side, and a thirty

inch piece over the center of the two lower pieces to break
the joint, and two fifteen-inch pieces on top of each edge
of the lower layer to complete the width; thus the belt is

cemented together. However, for electric light plants

where belts are run at high speed and with variable power,
which produces sudden strain, the seams of these butted

joint belts, in several instances, broke, doubled up and
destroyed the belts completely. To guard against such a

calamity it is considered advisable to make wide driving

belts with parallel joints. For example. A sixty-inch

double belt will be made of two thirty-three inch pieces

joined parallel with a three inch lap, making one solid

piece sixty inches in width, and on the upp;r part put a
thirty-three inch piece in the center, and two eighteen-inch

pieces on the edges, all joined with parallel laps; this

cemented together will make a sixty-inch double belt with

unbroken surface, and as one solid piece of leather having
a uniform tension and able to withstard an equal strain

over the belt transversely as well as parallel, and thus will

prevent such large, heavy driving belts from collapsing at

the parallel joints. Every one must admit that main belts

made on this plan are superior and more reliable, and
would come intogeneral use if it were not for the addi-

tional cost of labor and material in making them.

Leather being by nature an absorber of moisture, belts

must be guarded against exposure to oil. In electric light

and powerplants much mineral oil is used, and the great

volocity at which the belts are run seems almost impercep
tibly to suck or draw the oil from the journals of the

engine and dynamos, and allow it to be absorbed by the

belts, which get completely saturated with oil, which, in a

short time, rots and destroys the fiber of the leather. Various

methods have been used to overcome this difficulty. One
of the most successful is a certain composition of belt

dressing which is rubbed over the surface of the belt, and
closes the pores of the leather. No foreign substance can
penetrate a belt treated with this compound, and the belts

last much longer and give better service. With perforated

belts this compound does not seem to be so effectual,

because the perforations naturally expose the inner part or

the heart of the leather, which is very porous; however, the

surface of the belt being covered it shie'ds that part of

the leather which comes in contact with the pulleys, and
the current of air pissing through the perforations protects

the belt to a certain extent, and that class of belt runs

smoother, with less friction, and is more reliable.

And now, gentlemen, we have reached the point where

another curious and erroneous idea prevails among many
engineers, namely, that belting should be made of pieces

only four feet in length, as if all hides were of the same
length and texture: It will surprise these men to learn

that there are no two hides alike; they vary in some par-

ticular point. Hides exist which will make almost six

feet of sound solid leather below the shoulder and again

some hides will not make four feet of solid length; the only

safeguard is to specify belting made of leather cut below

the shoulder of the hide ii-rpcpfrt've of length.

Discussion.

Mr. Stanley: I would like to ask if there is any

choice in the placing of the leather; whether it is better to

place the heads all in one direction and the tails in the

other; or whether there is any difference in putting the

grain of the leather irrespective of the direction of the

belt and the direction in which it is running.

Mr. Schieren: I can answer that question readily.

In order to make a straight line belt we have to use heads

with heads, if the belt is made of anything else than centers;

in using centers this is not necessary. The center is per-

fectly straight, and it is only by tlie greatest stupidity on

the part of the workman that you can make it crooked. He
can make it crooked by stretching one side more than the

other. In making belts of other than centers there is a right

and left, and the workman must be careful not to change

the relation. Crooked belts often come from the fact that

the workman will put a left on a left, and then again 4
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right on a right. The joints should he made shou'der on

shoulder and butt on butt.

The paper of Wm. Stanley, jr.. on "Alternate Current

Motors," was then read as follows:

Alternate Current Motors.

dv william stanley. jr.

It is nr t my purpose in the present paper to enter mi-

nutely into the details of the various attempts that in-

ventors have made to produce an operative motor.
The h-Storian who s^all collect the data necessary to

trace the rise and growth of the alternating current motor
will find that the subject has been pursued by men of

science in all parts of the civilized world, and will be

obliged to chronicle the fact that, up to the present year,

no thoroughly practical motor system has been worked
out. The various plans suggested by inventors and by
engineers may be classified into three types. They are:

First, motors operating in synchronism with the current

alternations, ha\nng a ht Id magnetization, produced by con-

tinuous currents with alternate cuirents applied to the

armature circuits, a type originally demonstrated by Hop-
kinson, ia iSSj ; second, motors actuated by the inductive

effects of a rotating field upon closed armature circuits,

first suggested by Mr. Tesla, in iSSjiand third, motors
operated by alternate currents, in both field and armature,

constituting one of the types investigated by Mr. Kelly

and myself. As far as I know, the first work on alternate

current motors in this country was undertaken at Great
Barringion, in i3S6 and i5S7, when I dtsigned and built a
synchronous moror an i a mo.or acting under the repulsive

currents obtained by periodically short circuiting armature

coils, while they were under induction from the fieM. One
of these motors was designed in January, i3S6. Professor

Thomson, in iSS- and iSSS, also produced motors of

this type, and. what was of still more importance, he read

a paperbefo;c the Ins:itnte of Engineers memorable for

the clearness with which he treated the subject.

In order to more clearly explain the troubles found in

designing these and other alternating current motors, I

wish to call your attentioa to two of the properties pos-

sessed by circuits traversed by alternate or variable cur-

rents. ^V ea dealing with continuous currents, we are

accustomed to consider that the resistance of a circuit is

determined by the area — *-igth of the conductor and
by the specific mater . composing it. In dealing with

alternate currents, it is desirable to extend the definition

of the term "resistance" to a fuller meaning. The term
" resistance," as you all know, is that property of a circuit

which determines the amount of electrical energ)- disap-

pearing per unit of current, the value of this properly or

"resistance" being obtained when the energy in circuit

is divided by the square of the volume of current flow.

When steady currents occupy a circuit, the resistance

value is confined to the conditions wh'.ch exist within the

conductor, viz., the '"resistance" is proportional to the

length of the circuit inversely proportional to its area, and
dependent upon the kind of material employed. When
variable or alternate currents are applied to a circuit, the

resistance proper may not be confined to the interior of

the conductor, but may extend to its surrounding neigh-

borhood, for, with these changing currents, work may be

done outside of the conductor as well as inside of it, and,

as the losses by hysteresis and by induced currents cause

a disappearance of electrical energy, they may be de-

fined tht current flouing and resistance factor. When
alternate currents are used, this factor is always greater

than when steady currents flow, and while in particu-

lar cases the disappearance of electrical energy taking

place outside of a conductor may be small, there are cases

in which the energy lost outside far exceeds the loss within

the wire itself. Another point may be noticed. ^Ye are

accustomed to think of the resistance of a wire as a fixed

quantity; we say, a circuit has ten ohms resistance, and we
are in the habit of thinking that this value of ten ohms is

approximately constant and independent of the current

flow. While this supposition is true for steady currents, ic

is not true for those of changing value. If the conductor
carrying an ailemate current is of small section, less than
one-quarter of an inch diameter, the internal resistance of

the circuit remains nearly constant for alternate cnrren's

of the frequency we are accustomed to handle, while the

external resistance, if I may bealiotved to use such a
term, increases wich aa increase of current, and may in-

crease as tbe square of the cu-rtut, or faster. While I am
aware that this treatment of the t=rm -'' resistance " is not

in ordinary use, yet it is quite orthodox; it has been de-

fined by the mathematicians, and its use may be justified,

as it is ofttn instructive in comp.ring the lossts taking

place within and about a conductor occasioned by the flaw

of aitemate currents. In designing alternate curre't

motors, for instance, the lo^s of energy exttiior to the

circuits has to be very carefully watched ; for example, an
alternating motor armature wcurid in the ordinary manner
might carry ore ampere of current with ver}* little loss

other than that due to its interior or ohmic resistauce,

while t?n amperes might cause alosses'erior to the wire by
hysteresis and eddy currents several times ibe ohmic loss

in value, or the exterior resistance might become so great

as to practically prevent the flow of carrent to the value

desired.

The other property of a circuit carrying sn alternate

current, to which I wish to allude, is i;s so-called induct-

ance, which is the property of inducing upon itself an

eleclromottve force. The electromotive force thus pro-

duced combines with the other electromotive forces in cir-

cuit to determine the direc'.ion and vaiue of the current at

any time. It is not necessary for the purposes of this

paper to trace out just why or how it happens that these

electromotive forces are developed, or why they do not
coincide in phase. By referring to Fig. i, you will find

the diagrams which illustrate the phase differences of

these electromotive forces ; that marked / is the electromo-
tive force in a circu't which urges the current against tVe

resistance of the cireuit whether the resistance be within

or about, or both within or about the conductor. The

cur\-e marked //ind'c2tes the relative position or phase,

tiat is, timi of fla-v of the electromotive fi.rce of self-

induction, which, as you see, is to the right of the first

electromotive force, and, lastly, you will fird the phase of

electromotive force developed upon a condecs-r when at-

tached to a source of alternate currents.

For the present it is only necessary to.notice that two of

these electromotive forces, // and///, have their maximum
and ail corresponding values at the same time. as. for in-

stance, at the time C, // and /// are opposed in direction,

A being -{- direction, B being — direction, while the maxi

mum values of each falls upon the same time line.

Let us now briefly examine the various types of motors

that have been suggested, and which I have classified in

three types.

It isWell known that if an alternating dynamo be run

until its speed of alternation or frequency is approximately

the same as that of the generator from which it is to be

supplied, and, if its field is properly magnetized, it can be

coupled to the generator by simply closing a sv.-itch; it will

then fall into step with the generator and will take load

and behave in a very proper manner ; the trouble is to get

it into stej) without employing costly or complicated appli-

tflF ./ 5t///ij^»c/'.»'. ' Ju ^Mi
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them into more perfect step. .Mr. Morde>'s machines may
be said to be always alert to correct any difference of phase,

in fact, they may be imagined to correct each other at the

first intimation of the Jagging machine, while tte American
machines allow the laggard to fall a considerable distance

behind before the necessary correcting current p-isses.

While many inventors were eagerly following their vari-

ous lines of investigation for the purpose of producing an
operative motor, Mr. Tesla had quietly worked cut a new
solution of the problem on an entirely novel basis, by in-

venting the rotating field, that is, the field produced by
shifting magnetism, and producing it by aitemate currents.

Mr. Tesla's motor is so simple and so beautiful in theor}'

that many have doubtless wondered why it has not been
brought into general use. If I correctly understand the

subject, it has not been commercially adopted because of

the difficulties in operating it at the frequency generally in

use in this country, viz . i3D'^p.s., and especially because
thus far special generators and circuits having phase differ-

ing currents must be employed ; there have been many
attempts to subdivide alternating currents icto two or more
currents differing in phase. Special arrangements of con-

densers for producing phase differences from a single

source of supply have been worked cut by M. Leblanc in

JIB ' £/fr aj.f,i,tj
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FIGS. I— S. ALTERNATE
ances. If one attempt to start sulu a machine by com-
mutating the current in the ordinary manner, he will find

that the current will refuse to fl:3w in the field circuit, the

inductance of the circuit keeping most of the current out.

How to start a synchronous motor is the problem still un-

solved, but Mr. Kelly and myself believe that we have
found a solution.

It is not tD be understood that all dynamos will run as

synchronous motors with equal satisfaction, for while the

machines made in this country will so run, they are not to

be compared for this cr multiple connected service with the

Mordey machines made in England, which, by the way, I

consider to be the best designed alternators yet produced.
The reason why the Mordey machines excel as synchronous
motors is that the inductance or self-induction of the

armature -circuit is so low that the slightest tendency to fall

out of step is instantly corrected by the necessary current

flowing in the armature.

If one attempt to couple two or more of our American
alternators in parallei (I refer to surface-wound machines) ,

he will find that a jarge false or useless curient will surge

toand fro between the armature circuits; this false current

\sdue to the fact that when two alternators are put in par-

»lel, there are always short intervals of time during which
Ine machine leads and does work upon the other; this in-

terchange of current between the machines tends to bring

CURKENT MOTORS.

France and by iNIr. Kelly in this countrj'. As regards the

motor itself, there are two drawbacks to its use which
have not thus far been entirely removed; they result from
the inductive effects of the currents upon themselves and
upon each other.

To understand this matter in a practical sense, let us

assume a Tesla motor having 300 pounds of iron in its

field and armature to be magnetized ; suppose it be sup-

plied with a i6,oco aitemate current at 300 volts pressure.

We have 300 voUs then applied to each of the two field

circuits. We can count on the motor being magnetized to

at least 20.CO0 C. G. S. lines per square inch of iron, which,

with a loss of one watt per pound, would then represent an

external resistance loss, that is, a loss outside the wire, of

300 watts

300 watts, and a resistance of . In this case

C2

the internal resistance of the copper coils may be made
low and may be neglected.

Now, it is evident that the magnetization produced in

the field will react upon the field coils and will develop an

electromotive force of self induction, and this electromotive

force, as shown in Fig. i. will be 90 degrees or half a

semi-period from the electromotive force urging the cur-

rent against the resistance; let the value of this induced

electromotive force be 250 volts, then the electromotive
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force urging the current against the resistance will be

found by

i^ (applied E.M F.f—{EM.F, of Self. Ind.)^ or

=165 volts.

V 300^—250^

That is to say, that of the 300 voUs applied, 165 volts

are used up in urging current to magnetize the motor when

it is doing no work, and 250 volts arc available for induc-

ing currents in the armature. If, as we have assumed,

the loss due to hysteresis is 300 watts, then the current

300 watts

floA'ing would be— = 18 amperes, and the resist-

165 volts

300
ance external to the wire =92 ohms.

(1 8)

I do not mean to say that these conditions are actual or

cannot be improved; they ought to he. I present them
simply to show that, with this type of motor, the full

electromotive force employed is not available, as in the

example wher, with 300 volts applied, but 250 volts are

available and 165 volts are lost.

Moreover, it is necessary that a strong field magnetiza-

tion should be developed in a motor in order that a power-

ful starting torque may be had; as a consequence, the

field circuits of this motor must be composed of a com-

paratively small number of turns of wire (the flux or

magnetization in an alternating magnet being

inversely as the number of turns with a given

app ied eleotrc motive force, and with a magnetic cir-

cuit of gi*en leluctance). It might also be shown that

the value of the field producing current in these motors,

viz., the current required to run the motor empty, is

largely dependent upon the air gap between the field and

armature, the current at no load being greater as the

clearance between the field and armature is increased.

The Tesla motor then must necessarily have a false or

lagging current at no load, and must expend considerable

energy in the production of the rotary fisld by hysteresis

loss, until some one, and Mr. Tesla is likely as any one,

shall find an iron without hysteresis, and an air gap that

does not require magnetomotive force. I understand

that these motors require about .6 of the full load current

when running free with a factor of lag of about .7, so that

the actual per cent, of energy required to run them free is,

approximately, .6X.7 xen =42, or, say, 40, per cent, of

their full load energy. This is a rather serious matter

when viewed from the standpoint of the station manager,

for if the motor service requires .6 of its full load current

to run free of work, then evidently .6 of the station capac-

ity must always be in operation. There is another slight

tiouble with these motors, resulting from the fact that the

co-efficient of mutual induction does not keep up as the

motor is loaded; this may be explained by saying that the

flux, and consequently the electromotive force developed

in the short circuited armature coils, decreases as the

motor is loaded; this decrease of induction affects the

speed of the motor, causing it to fall off with load, while

it requires a larger current in the field to furnish an in-

creased amount of work; both of these difficulties, how-
ever, are very largely determined by the design and calcu-

lation of the motor itself, and may^ be brought within

working limits. I see no reason why this motor may not

be made successful and operative by proper designing and
careful study.

The problem before those studying the alternate current

motor is, however, entirely independent of these difficul-

ties. Had we a reliable means of dividing an alternate

current into two currents having the proper difference of

phase, Mr. Tesla's motor would be made available and
would be of great commercial value. Mr. Kelly and
myself have found an entirely novel and complete

solution of the problem. As far as we can discover, it has

never been attempted by any other experimenters. By the

use of a very simple invention, we are able to draw from a

single transformer secondary two phase differing currents,

having any differences of phase we elect- These currents

maintain thtir phases, that is to say, times of flow, inde

pendent of the amperage of the current and of each other.

We can apply our invention at the station, splitting the

primary current from the dynamos into two phase differing

currents, or we can lead the primary current through a

transformer and split the secondary into two components.

I regret that I am unable to disclose the methods we
adopt, but I hope to be able to publish our results shortly.

Our method will then aMow us lo run the Tesla motor from

the same circuits and by the same generators that we now
employ in incandescent alternate current lighting. The
Tesla motor for the past five years has been waiting for

one ihinsc only to develop it, viz., a current splitter, and

we have found one.

Mr. Kelly and I have invented what we call a' "con-

denser moLor,"which differs radically from either of the

above mentioned types. The problem which we have had

in mind was to construct a motor which shou d be operated

by existing alternate currents in exactly the same manner
that we operate an ordinary motor when supplied with

continuous currents; to do this, it is necessary to construct

a motor whose circuits do not possess (effective) self-

induction, or. to put it in another way^ it is necessary to

take away from the alternate current circuits the effects of

the electromotive forces induced in them by their own
currents, which renders unavailable a considerable part of

the electromotive force applied,

I will attempt to explain our shunt motor without the

use of formulas, illustrating the results obtained as best I

can.

Our motor has a laminated sheet iron field, and may be

made in any of the multipolar or bipolar types. The field

winding is connected in series with a condenser to the

secondary of a transformer, which, when fed from the

station, furnishes the source of supply. The armature of

the motor, although wound with a special winding, is

substantially the same as a continuous current armature,

and is surrounded by closed copper bands whose function

I will describe later. The theory of the motor is. that,

given the necessary magnetization and armature current,

the motor will operate as well wilhatcrnaie as with continu-

ous currents. Returning to the field circuit, let us glance at

the function of the condenser. If the field windings were

connected directly to the transformer or source of supply

wu should have two electromotive forces in ciicuit, com-

bining to oppose the electromotive force applied by the

transformer. Let the line A B, I-"ig. 3. be this electro-

motive force, and let li Cbe an electromotive force whose

value hi found by multiplying the current (in the case as-

sumed) by the resistance of the circuit. Hy resistance is

meant the internal or ohmic resistance plus the external

resistance due to hysteresis and eddy currents, then AC is

the electromotive force of self induction; the two electro-

motive forces, A C and B C, combine to always just bal-

ance the transformer electromotive force.

' Now. in any operative type of motor, the electromotive

force .1 C will always be greater than B C, or simply the

opposition oi A C will be so great as to practically obstruct

the flow of current in the field. If, now. we could introduce

a third electromotive force, such as C D, which shculd

always oppose A C. we could neutralize the effect of A C
upon the time of flow and value of the current, which, in

that case, would not be'opposed by any eie^nromotive force,

k
except C, I?, or C= , as in the case with steady

R
currents. To get this third electromotive force, wt insert

a condenser whose capacity is so chosen that the field

current will develop a potential upon the condenser ter-

minals equal to the electromotive force A C; if the field

current changes in value from time to time, it will change

the value of both ^ C and CD (as thes^ electromotive

forces are in series connection) in almost the same ratio,

and consequently these two electromotive forces, the -ne

on the condenser and the other on the field coil, wiJ

always neutralize each other's effects, and the circuit will

be left free to the current flow, as with continuous currents.

Perhaps this may be made simpler by considering the

resultant effects produced by a number of alternators

coupled in series. Fig. 4. Let A, B and C be these gen-

erators; let them be all rigidly coupled to the same

shaft, A being set on the shaft so that its armature gene-

rates an electromotive force 90 degrees away from that of

^and C, while B and C are coupled to produce the same
voltage at the same time and have their terminals opposed;

then B and Cwill exert no effect upon the circuit, for they

will always neutralize each other. The electromotive force

of A corresponds to the transformer electromotive force;

the electromotive force of B to the electromotive force of

self-induction on the field coil, and the electromotive force

of C to the electromotive force on the condenser. In this

way we obtain the necessary current to magnetize our

motor unrestrained by the electromotive force of self-

induction.

The next difficulty to clear up, in order to operate our

motor, '

is to get rid of the external resistance in the

armature circuit. In order that a motor may operate

economically and regulate properly for changes of load and
current, it is desirable that the armature resistance should

be very low; the principal resistance offered to ihe alter-

nate currents in an armature is, as before stated, due to

the work outside of the armature wire in the iron core;

these losses in the iron are occasioned by the alternating

magnetization developed by the armature current; to

remove this loss of energy we have had to destroy most all

of the armature magnetism in the followiog manner.
Vou are all aware that if a magnet core is wound with

two equal coils in opposite directions and is connected

with a current source, the resulting magnetism will be only

that due to the difference of the winding displacement,

and will be practically negligible. About our armature.

Fig. 5, we place close circuited copper bands or wires,

so disposed as to be parallel to the direction of cuirent

flow in the armature conductors; the currents flowing in the

armature windings induce oppositely directed currents in

the stationary bands, and consequently, the armature

core is surrounded by two sheets of current during each

wave of current flow; the sheet of current on the armature
flowing in one direction, while the current in the stationary

bands flows in the opposite direction, thus practically pre-

venting any magnetizing effect, and thus, also, prevent-

ing any loss by hysteresis and eddy currents in the core.

Now, it can be shown that the work lost in the copper

bands will be very small, providing the resistance of these

bands be kept low, and we have found that this loss can be

made as low as one-third of the inside or ohmic loss, a

resu't which enables us, by proper designing, to make our
armatures almost as efficient as those of the best direct

current type, with small additional expense.

One other point of advantage obtained by the use of

the compensating bands should be mentioned. As the cross

magnetization of the armature is practically destroyed,

there is no change of lead under variation of load as there

is no distortion of the field magnetism by the armature

current. These results are eminently satisfactory. In

describing the Tesla motor I pointed out that there was
a loss of voltage, or that, of the voltage applied, a con-

siderable portion was unavailable; inour motor ninety-six to

ninety-eight per cent, of the voltage applied to the armature

is available, while the operating conditions are identically

the same as found with a continuous current motor. It is

not to be understood that the motor has an efficiency of

ninety-six to ninety-eight per cent. Far from it. In our

small motors the losses in the field and armature will ag-

gregate thirty to forty per cent. In the larger types of

from two to five horse power the loss will not exceed

twenty-five per cent., while in the still larger sizes the

losses will be much less. The problem of the efficiency

of the motor is almost the same as the efficiency of the

transformer, and depends in large measure on the care and
skill of design.

To operate our motors it is necessary that the spetd of

the dynamo should remain constant; as constant as pos

sible. If the stations will give us a definite number of
alternations, and wilt maintain that number, our motors
will behave beautifully; if the alternations change, the con-
denser electromotive force will no longer exactly oppose
the lagging electromotive force of self-induction and the
field current will change and la^ either positively or
negatively; mere change of electromotive force will not
interfere with the operation of our motors more than it

would with any continuous current motor.
! ig. 4 illustrates the general design arrangement of the

motor system. The condenser is placed either upon the
wall or under the motor in the base; the electromotive
force applied to the field is about 150 volts; the armature
electromotive force is cither 50 or 100 vo'.ts. The electro-

motive force on the condenser is, approximately, 750
volts. While this electromotive force may appear excessive
at first sight, there is no real danger from its use, as a
contact across the terminals would instantly reduce the
potential, and accidental contact is easily prevented by
properly insulated wires.

There is one other type of motor to be mentioned

—

the series wound motor. When operating any of
the ordinary types of motors by alternating currents,

it is necessary that the phase of the field magnetism
must coincide with the phase of the electromotive force
applied to the armature circuit, that is lo say, the field

magnetism must arrive at its maximum value at the same
instant the electromotive force applied to the armature ar-

rives at its greatest value, for if these two values do not
coincide in time, the counter electromotive force developed
by the rotation of the armature will not directly oppose
the electromotive force applied to the armature, but will

be skewed off one side, and, consequently, will allow a
false current to flow in the armature circuit. Fig, 7
illustrates the point, for, suppose they do not coincide in

phase, then A B represents the maximum value of the
alternating electromotive force applied to the armature,
and B C represents the lagging magnetization, which, as
I have stated, should coincide with A B\ consequently,
B .S* represents the counter electromotive force of rotation,

which is, of course, directly opposed Xo B C and should be
directly opposed to A B, or should occupy the position of
B E. It can be shown that D F\% the electromotive force
urging the current against the resistance of the armature,
or Ci?. while E F, which is smaller than D F, would be
that electromotive force, providing the magnetism B C
concided with A B. All this simply means that, when
operating a motor by alternate currents, the magnetism in

the field should coincide with the electromotive force ap-
plied to the armature, or else there will be a false current
in the armature circuit ; the condenser accomplishes
this desired result in the shunt type of motor; in

the series wound motor the magnetization nee
essarily coincides with the armature electromotive
force, because they both accompany the same
current. The series wound type of motor, then, is the
simpler to deal with ; let us examine it for a moment. If

an alternate current source be applied to a series wound
motor properly constructed with laminated fields, etc., the
motor will run with feeble torque, and if one investigate
the cause of this want of torque and power, it will be
found at once to be due to the inductance of the motor

;

the electromotive force of self-induction will greatly re-

duce the available electromotive force applied to the motor,
and consequently, lower its capacity to translate electric

energy into mechanical pDwer. We have removed this

deleterious effect of the electromotive force of inductance
in the following manner: Fig. S represents a motor having
its field and armature connected in series, while <" is a con-
denser also connected in series ; the distribution of the
electromotive forces is given in the diagram. The trans-

former supplies the motor with current at fiftr volts pres-

sure, the electromotive force of self induction, located
almost entirely upon the field coil, is assumed to be sixty

volts; the electromotive force on the condenser is, conse-
quently, sixty volts for the current in circuit and the load
on the motor, and, consequently, if the current varies,

then both the condenser and self-induction electromotive
forces vary in approximately the same manner, thus leav-

ing the circuit to receive current from the transformer and
to do work. In my judgment, this type of motor will be
of great practical use ; not only will these motors success-

fully handle all constant load problems, such as pumping,
blowing, etc., but they will be exceedingly useful in crane
and elevator w^ork, while their service in propelling cars

can hardly be estimated. In all cases where hand control

is required, they can be operated as successfully as contin-
uous current motors.

The most serious question we have met in pursuing this

problem has been that of finding a suitable condenser. It

may be well to state that none of the oidinary t)pes of
condensers, viz., those made of paper, paraffine, glass,

mica, etc., are of the slightest use We have found that

the residual charge in all of the above mentioned sub-
stances absolutely prevents their acceptance ; this residual

charge seems to depend upon the non-homogeneity of the
dielectric and upon the want of an absolute contact be-
tween the plates of the condenser and the dielectric sur-
face. When glass is used as a dielectric and a potentiaj

of 1000 volts (average) is maintained upon the condenser
the glass heats rapidly until, finally, it is shattered to

pieces. Condensers of glass, when raised to a potential

of 15,000 volts, became phosphorescent, rapid flashes of
light appeared in various parts of the glass, while they

withstood the potential, which was only for a few moments.
Vulcanite we find unreliable ; metallic chips are always
present, and for this reason, if for no other, it fails lo stand
satisfactorily, We have sueceeded in producing what we
call "films" from .003 to .005 of an inch thick, which
will surely stand a potential of 1000 volts We believe

that these condensers are entirety commercial, that they
will not deteriorate, white their cost per microfarad is quite

low. So perfect are they, that they show but little trace of

residual charge, they do not heat perceptibly when in cir-

cuit for a long time, and withstand a. potential of from
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2000 to 3000 volts with a dielectric thickness of .006 inch.

The processes of their manufacture will not be made
public at present.

Of the three types of motors mentioned in the beginning
of my paper, I have but partially described one ; the other

two can be worked out. We believe we know how to

perfect the synchronous type ; we expect to do so. The
Tesla motor is, perhaps, the simplest of the three to work
out from the beginning, but, like all such problems, it

requires study and careful investigation. The so called

multiphase motors, of which much has lately been written,

possess no advantage over the two phase type as devised

by Mr. Tesla ; in face, the two phase motors are neither

better nor worse ; but the European multiphase motors
appear to have been carefully designed ; the relations be-

tween field and armatuie seem better, and, if they possess

any superiority over the American rotary motors, it is de-

rived from these conditions raiherthan from any new depar-

ture in the application of the three phase currents.

Mr. Kelly and I have pioduced motors which are opera-

tive on existing circuits. As we have stated, our motors
start at full torque, run to a definite speed and behave ex-

actly like direct current motors under load. So perfectly does

our compensating winding eliminate the electromotive force

of self induction from the armature circuit, that this cir-

cuit offers very nearly the same opposition to alternate

currents of a frequency of i30--'p. s. that It offers to

continuous currents ; there is, therefore, little falling ofi

of speed due to the self-induction of the armature circuit ;

in fact, we can over-compound the motor by its own load

by setting the brushes off the neutral point of commuta-
tion, thus changing the flux through the field.

Your president has asked me to address you on the alter-

nate current motor problem, and I presume he expects me
to offer an excuse on behalf of the profession for not
having placed in your hands a perfected motor adapted to

your circuits before this time. I can only say that the

problem has been a difficult one ; there are so many op-
portunities offered to alternating currents to dissipate their

energy, so many more than are found with continuous cur-

rents, that one has to be very keen sighted to avoid undue
waste in constructingalternating machinery, but from the

knowledge already acquired, I feel convinced that the

coming year will place the alternate current motor firmly

on its feet, and that before the year elapses many stations

represented in this convention will be testing the accuracy

of the statements contained in this paper.

Discussion.

Mr. Stillwell: I should like to ask one question of

Mr. Stanley, and that is: In this motor that operates with

a condenser or an arrangement equivalent to a condensor
is there any faradization of the current behind the electro-

motive force in the circuits? Suppose we have a long line

over which to transmit power; what is the relation of the

phases of electromotive force and currents in the circuit

from the generator to the dynamo or motor? I under-
stand that there is little retardation if any.

Mr Stanley: None whatever. The e'ectromotive

force flows at the time of the impress of the electromotive

force. There is no lagging, and therefore there is no
false current. The product of the current in the electro-

motive force expresses the true energy. In all of the rota-

ting field motors, if you want to find out how much power
you are using you multiply the electromotive force and cur-

rent together, and then multiply by some decimal, some
^factor, which gives you the relations of the power actually

absorbed with the pOA-er apparently absorbed. In our
motors it is not so.

Mr. Stillwell: I would like to call your attention

to the development of the Tesla motor, and to the rela-

tion of the false current to the true current, in the operation

of that motor. Mr. Stanley's statement is, so far as my
recollection serves me, about correct, when the motor is at

full load—a motor of four or five horse power; but the

Tesla motor behaves very much like a transformer. The
development and perfection of this motor, as Mr. Stanley

has said, is a matter of attention and careful study of de-

tails of construction. Mr. Tesla and C. L. Scott have
worked on this subject for a long time, and have brought
the Tesla motor up to about the best relation that I be-

lieve is practicable with that type of motor, and that is

a very good relation for certain purposes. The relation of

the false current at no load is not, however, propor-

tionate to the energy. In a transformer of the closed cir-

cuit type, when no lamps are burning on the secondary
circuit, and consequently there are no currents in the

secondary coil, we can obtain the true energy in the

primary by multiplying the current and the electromotive

force by a factor, which, for the types ordinarily used in

this country, is about ^r- -As lamps are added to the

secondary circuit, the phases of electromotive force and
the current in the primary tend to coincide, and at a par-

tial load, comparatively small, they do coincide,

practically, so that the product of current and
electromotive force shows the true energy. In the

Tesla motor, the same general relation exists, and
if it were possible to operate the motor without an
air-gax:>, identically the same relation would exist.

As we load the motor, the phase, the applied electro-

motive force coming from the generator and the cur-
vent tend to concide; and while on a motor of 15 horse
power, which gives about the same results, at no
load we must multiply the currcnl and (electromotive

force, by two-tenths instead ul' sIx-fiMilhs. at I'liU load
we would multi]}ly it by eiglit-tfiiths or ninc-f enths;

that is to say, lli.-i! wlirn a Tesla motor is turning
over the false cui-rrnl is very large, but there is a
relatively good regulali»iu as to energy. Good current
rcgulatiun is very difficult to obtain, and therefore
then' is always some flow in the circuit. This does
notaitjily l.<i the i'!llcienc.\', and the false rrading is

by iin means as much as would be uiidcrslodd IVoin

the baci' slatemiMil. At the present time it weems U>

me thai the practical question x:>resented is this: As-

suming the case of power transmission for a consid-

erable distance, and omitting for the time reference

to the very general application of such a motor on ex-

isting circuits of small size, in the case of power
transmission I think it is very questionable whether
the advantages over the multiphase or synchronous
type would be real. We should certainly have to pay
some price for it, by using some new apparatus, a

condenser or something else. If we were to transmit
power from Niagara Falls to Buffalo, and were to use

existing aj^paratus—about as good a method as we
could use—we could have two satisfactory methods,
one the two-phase or multi-phase system, and the

other would be the straight synchronous system,with
small starting motors to start the large ones. I

think it we were called upon to supply power to Buf-
falo from Niagara Falls it would be a toss between
the two methods. It would depend largely upon the
amount of power to be transmitted and tlie potential

to be employed. If it were 10,000 volts, it would be
sufficiently high for a distance of 30 miles, if we were
to deliver not more than two or three thousand horse

power. It is probable that we should prefer to use

two wires and two sets of insulators on each pole

rather than to run three or four wires. The advant-
age of the latter would be that we could start the
motors with torque, so that they could be brought
up to their full speed when fully loaded. The disad-

vantage of the synchronous system is simply that
starting devices must be used; but that is a small
matter, and a small portion of the necessary invest-

ment. The multi-phase and the synchronous tyx^e,

when run at full load, should be operated synchron-
ously. I do not think there can be any doubt as to

that. If we do not operate them synchronously,
there is sure to be a retardation of current behind the
electromotive force; and the effect of that is to mul-
tiply or increase our investment in copper. The ad-

vantage of synchronism is decided; itis an advantage
we should not overlook, and should not neglect. This
motor will run at a speed absolutely equal to that of

the generator, irrespective of load. It will not get

out of step, if properly designed, unless overloaded to

the extent of 100 per cent., which is extremely im-
probable. If it should happen, it is easy, by means
of an automatic cut-off, to protect the motor. For
small motors, supplied from ordinary alternating

current circuits, as now exist, a motor such as Mr.
Stanley describes would have a very extensive, and, I

think, very valuable application. There are motors
which can be used for this purpose, but there are

some objections to their use. The ordinary synchron-
ous motor can be made self-starting without great

torque, but with sufficient torque to bring itself up to

speed. You will remember that the commission of

distinguished engineers who considered this matter
at Frankfort, arrived at the conclusion that the ordi-

nary synchronous motor, started with small torque
and without load, was a practical and sufficiently ef-

fective motor for general purposes: and the views of

the commission were in favor of the alternating cur-

rent, even as against the direct current, for a com-
paratively limited area. The only objection they
raised to the system was that there was a certain

amount of sparking at the commutator, and as X have
seen one of those machines in operation it may be in-

teresting to know how far it has been improved
since. At that time Zippernowski was using the

copper brushes. and starting the motor at

low speed. The product of revolutions and
the number of poles of course did not equal
the number of phases at the low speed, and there was
sparking. The Frankfort commission undertook to

measure the amount of copper that was detached
from the commutator by sparking 100 times. Since
that time we have very generally taken to carbon
brushes, and the carbon brush applied to that motor
particularly gets over the difficulty. I have seen

this synchronous motor start on a high number of

volts without any sparking that would cut the com-
mutator. There is a slight discharge, but not a cut-

ting spark. I am glad to know that Mr. Stanley
says that the so-called multiphase motors possess no
advantage over the two phiise tvpe devised bv Mr.
Tesla.

Mr. DeOamp: There are a great many central sta-

tion men here to-day. like m>'self, who would like to

know the relation between electric power delivered to

tlie customer and paid for by him as compared to

that of steam. In the city of Philadelphia the pre-

vailing rate for steam is $50 per horse power per year.

The price, like other things, has been brought down
by competition.
Mr. Stanley: Mr. Stillwell a moment ago sug-

gested that there was a possible benefit to be derived

from using a multiphase motor system. I do not

belie\e it. Mr. Tesla, in the wonderful work he did

early on that subject,outlined the exact conditions of

the operation of his motor. AVe do not want more
than two currents of 90 degrees of phase to produce a

perfect rotating field.

World's Columbian Exposition.

The President: We were to have yesterday a re-

port from the committee on the World's Fair, but it

was not ready. We ha\(' here to-day, how^^'er, Prof.

Elisha Gray of Chicago.
Pmop. Gray: We h!i\'e a plan to form an auxiliary

organization in connection with the exposition, and
it is called the AVorld's Congress Auxiliary of thi'

AVi)rl(Vs Cnlumbian Exposition. Then' are several

ilcparlmrnts, ami rach department will hold several

congresses. Ours comes \inder the head of science

and x^hilosophy. We want }'our aid and sux^i^ort in

making a success of the electrical congresses, which
are to be held under this plan. We would like you
to appoint a committee to advise with the general
committee in charge of the congresses. We invite

all electrical societies to co-operate in the same way.
We will have representatives of the best thought and
the best work from all parts of the world in all de-
partments. The congress will meet under the
shadow of the greatest palace of electricity that the
world has ever seen. It is your affair as much as it

is ours.

In the absence of B. E. Sunny, chairman of the World's
Fair committee, the following communication was pre-

sented:

Everything in connection with the World's Fair under-

taking is moving in a most gratifying and satisfactory

way. The buildings and grounds are getting into a fin-

ished condition with an expedition that promises an abso-
lute completion of the work long before the date for the

opening of the fair. No doubt the members of the associ-

ation are fully posted, of the exact condition of the build-

ings, which, as I stated before, are being pushed to

completion with a most satisfactory speed.

From Prof. Barrett I ascertain that almost double the

space available for electrical exhibits has been applied for

by American and foreign electrical manufacturers, and
there is apt to be just a little disappointment by those

who will not be able to get the amount of space that they

require. I think, however, that the arrangement for the

care of applicants is on such an elastic basis that every one
will get about what he wants. Certainly this is the tem-
per of the fair management.

This may be combatted by some, because of the news-
paper articles that have recently appeared, to the effect

that an important European firm has not been
able to get the facilities it desired to make a magnificent

exhibit at the World's Fair. I am familiar with the ap-

plication of this firm, and I know that any disappointment

they have met with has not been through any fault of the

World's Fair management. They required a great many
things which could not be granted, for the reason that

American manufacturers would require the same advan-

tages, and they could not be allowed without practically

abandoning the plan adopted after much consideration and
hard work. No doubt this firm will be able to adapt its

wants to the organization of the fair, and will be able to

make its exhibit on what will be to it, and everybody else,

a very satisfactory basis.

As has been announced by the papers, the specifications

are out for the furnishing of 6,000 arc lights and q2,ooo in-

candescent lights and 3,000 horse power in generators for

the service of the fair, and by the middle of March the

contracts will be closed, so that the work of installation can
go right ahead.
The organization of the World's Fair Auxiliary, under

whose auspices will be held the convention of the electri-

cians from all over the world, is going forward rapidly and
satisfactorily, under the direction of Prof. Gray, chair-

man. The general plan was adopted for the au.xiliary at

a meeting of Prof. Gray's committee, and has been pub-
lished in the electrical papers of recent issue. The aim of

the committee is *to make the undertaking of the

gathering of the electricians on a comprehensive

basis, and with the assistance that is being
offered the committee in every direction. I have no doubt
that the plan adopted for the convention will be the one

best calculated for the advancement of the interests of

electricity. The situation could not be any more satis-

factory for the prospects of the undertaking than it is.

The report was received and ordered placed on file, and
the committee was continued.

Resolutions on the Death of George Worthing-
TON.

The convention unanimously adopted the following

resolutions on the death of the late George Worthing-
ton:

Resolved. The members of the National Electric Light
association assembled at its fifteenth convention desire to record
their sense of the loss sustained by the association in the death of

George Worthington.
He was the moving and leading spirit in cilling together the com-

pany ot genilemen who organized this body seven years ago, and so

long as health and strength remained to him he was foremost and
unwearied in its service. From the first he appreciated the import-

ance of the organization and its possibilities of usefu ness. Busy as

he was in his chos n field of journalism he found time and opportu-

nity to lend a hand on every occasion of service.

Hijrhly as we regard the memory of his ability and usefulness as a
working member of thee !ectrical committee, we even more highly
cherish the remembrance (^i his warmth of heart and his unselfish

devotion to his friends. No one came within reach of his hand-
grasp without becoming his friend. If he had an enemy no o^ie ever

found it out.
Resolved, That the secretary be requested to send a copy of this

minute to the family oE Mr. Worthington.

The meeting then adjourned until 8 r. M., the afternoon

being devoted to a trip to Niagara Falls.

EVENING SESSION.

Tlu' president called tbe convention to order at 8:30

p. M. and introduced M. .T. Sullivan, who presented a

paper written by his brotber, M. C. Sullivan of New
York.

The CoNSTnucTTON. Safety and Opekatton of
SWTTCn-EOAnDS.

BY at. C. SULL1A\\N.

Boginniny wilh llic very first oenlral siat ion that

was conslructcd, llir watchword of the manaiivrhas
been "imiu-uvcmi'iil." TTavinii" realized thcmainob-
jectofhis ambilioii. Hie snpplyini;' oT the i-lcctric

li,ij:ht and iiower lo consumers, and inaiulainiiig this

supply, his next great work was In improve tln^

means of generatino^ that current. Tin- ([uestion of

utility was, of course, the principal consideration:

but artistic effect was not lost sight of, so that at the
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|)ii'si'iil litiH' we liiivf si'oi'i's of IhiI li lijriil jind puwiT
slulioiiK IliJit iii'i- nimli'ls iil' i*|i'Cti'ifal jiihI m<'rliuii-

iciil cniisl riK.'Iidi).

In Ihi' I'lirly (Ijivn mnsl of IIh- di'viccs I hiil, muih' m|)

I he still ions were Ihrowii tdj^'i'llicr, jirid liiosi- llijil n--

ci'iviMl niosl altcnliiin wni' ninsl im[Hn-lanl. Thus
\vi' lind I hi' j^'icjili'sl iiM |iru\ cTncnl in riinnccl iiif^

1 he cn^'ini's Id lln- dynamos. < )vi'i'h<-ud as Wfll as
un(h-t-<^n-niind lines liavc Mnd<-i'<rntn> a rcvnlutiuri, and
insidi' wiring' is so vastly diU'criMit rrom what il was
once t Ind an old-limi' wiri'tnan would not know tin-

new sysh'm i

I' lu' cumi' n|>on il suddfnl\ and willinul
instruction. Kvit^ I hiui^ luis lirrn iMi|ii'o\ri|, il

\vould s<'t-ni. sa\'r lluit inosi ol' ;i II iinporhinl sliilinn

apiparat us. I lie s\vilidi-hti:ird.

TIh- swit(di-l)o;Mil may be liki-ni-d In ;i |ii!tit-housi',

ol' what is li'chiHfally calii-d l.Im conninj,' tower of
a. modern war shiii. In the early days of naval (^ou-

st rue I ion I he ]iilotdi(iusi' was of no more iniporlance
llian Ihe piloidiouse ol' iin ordinary ste;imer nowa-
dii\s; hul, keeping'- [laee wilh<ither improvemenis, il

was soon discovered thai Ihisjiointof the modei-n
ironchui was Ihe ner\'e center ()!' the vesKel. From
hen- the immense machinery, Ihe rudder, Ihetiriny
of the jTuris, si^nullin^—in short, every force whicli
till' ship may jmssess, was controlled from <me point.
Appi'ecialiny: this importance, Ihc desi^nier has sur-
rounde(.l llie connin;!^: lower with ever> safi'y:uard, and
exluiustecl every In^envuly known to Ihe sliip-

builder's art.

The switch-boai-d is, or should be, the pilot-house
of your station. Here should bi? located means for

di'termining accurately the working of the entire
system down to the minutest details. Disable your
switch-board and like the wri'<d<iny: of Ihi' pilot-house
of a man-of-war you an- helpless. The ;,n'eat advan-
l.aj^re to be <;rained from cenlralizalion has been lost.

It must, therefore, be apparent that every means
should be exhausted to perfect and protect this ap-
jiaralns.

Thi' manager who has seen this station grow from a
mole jiill to a mountain, who has been compelled to

add on dynamo after dynamo to satisfy the demands
of the maddening crowd, now has a problem on his
hands to equip a switch-board that will not only han-
dle the service of the present time, but what is in

store in the future. He knows from experience that
what may be called the "skeleton board," with spring
jack connections, will not suffice for this, and he
must look about for another method. In thus casting
about for the proper assistance, the manager is un-
fortunately thrown upon his own resources. While
the manufacturers of the electrical devices have
kept improving all the time and, as station

managers know, have also kept improving the
j)rice, sometimes for better, often for worse, they
have rather curiously left the switch-board to

take care of itself. Consequently the manager has
had to listen to the tale of woe from the operator,
who ever and anon has been tickled with the giddy
currents passing through the board, and other in-

conveniences so well known to tliose who have had
to deal with old-time boards. Drawbacks of this
character are more apparent in the arc light station
than any other. A great source of the trouble here
are the cables, or flexible conductors, used for mak-
ing the cross-connections from one part of the board
to the other. Wliile we may exhaust every
means to make the operator safe from contact,
the use of these cables cannot very well
be eliminated. It is possible, however, to
construct a board on which anv combination can be
made without cables, but it would be so large and cum-
bersome as to become practically inoperative, in fact

would be a very complicated affair. It is nevertheless
practical to equip a board for arc service so that every
part of the live circuit would be entirely insulated from
the front.

In the large composite stations, embracing arc and in-

candescent lighting, of both high and low tension, and
power generators for street railways, condensation is

one of the vital feature?, not in the sense of crowding
anything, but in utilizing every inch of space to install

the apparatus necessary to do the work required. A
most eftective way to build a switch-bDard for stations of

this character is to have it arranged in the form of a
square so that one side could be devoted to each divisio 1

of the service.

Stations occupying a large open floor with high ceil-

ing present the opportunity for building the ideal switch-
board. This could be raised above the floor a sufficient

distance so as not to occupy any valuable floor space.
For this matter it might be suspended from the ceiling.

The wires from the dynamos could run directly to the
lc;ft, thence through the switch-board, and from the latter

to the cupola, arranged as nearly over the switch-board
as possible. This arrangement would give us a central

starting point for our lines, enabling us at once to trace

each and every wire of the systtm. However desirable

such an arrangement as the above may be, the condi-
tions are such that we cannot always do as our best

judgment dictates, but rather have to make the best of
things as we find them.
The prime object to be secured in switch-boards for

high tension servic5 is safety, not only to the attend-

ants, but to the station. The necessity for this received
a terrible emphasis when the famous Grosvenor Gallery
Ferranti station at London went up in smoke because of

the poorly constructed switch-board. This can be ac-

complished by having every part of the board over which
current is transmitted insulated in such a manner that

contact from the front is impossible.

The prime necessity of switch-boards in railway pow-
er stations is facility for rapid manipulation whereby
any part of it can be reached in the shortest space of

time. Here ;ihu llic indicating histi unicntb must be in
plain sight, KO that the movement of the current, with
its rapid vlbralionh, can be readily noted.

In low tension Incandei-cent slallon plant*", wilh Iheir

multiplicity of circuits, and ihe necessity for manipula-
ting tldngs (juickly, so tlial whenever interruption may
occur it will he reduced to a minhnum, there is no limit
to the refinement to be ol)tained. It can be reduced to
the simple question of putting hwitchcs in circuit, or we
can design Ihe board in such a manner that it will be
universal throughout, whereby any dynamo or dynamos
can be placed on one line, or several lines on one dynamo.
The Indicating inslrumentB, switching devices, rehist-

anccs, lightning arresters, in fact all accesi^ories, i^hould

be arranged to occupy the smallest space possible, and be
within easy reach ol the operator. It is not necessary or
advantageous to have the board arranged in the form of a
perpendicular wall, as now «eems to be the general rule.

Jt is just as well to design it so that the switches can be
arranged in the form of shelves up the front of the
board; or. In the case of extremely large stations 'he
board itself could be made to occupy the whole of Ihe
floor space in a room, and the Instruments fixed on
tables, leaving an alley between each table of sufhcient
room to get around readily. These tables need not be
of any great length, for shonld they happen to be, it

would take too much time to reach certain points. They
should be cut in sections so as to make the distance to

be covered as short and direct as possible. Cases where
measures of this kind are necessary are not often met
with, however.

All switches and apparatus for this service should be
manufactured with a lug or extension of the contact,
so that the connection could be made from the back of
the board. The resistance boxes and all of the regulat-
ing apparatus, which requires considerable space, should
be placed behind the board and provided with a rod
extending through the face of the board. The board
should be as symmetrical as possible, so that in rapid
manipulation the grasping of the wrong switch
cannot occur.
Rapid manipulation being essential in arc light

stations, although not in the same degree as the three
other types of stations, this feature is one that must
be considered. In designing a switch-board for this
work, we should keep before us the question of safety
to the operator, for if we can make him feel comfort-
able, freeing him from the hazard of working on a
board that is not insulated, he is going to possess
more confidence. Many attempts have been made to

design a board for this purpose, that wovdd do away
entirely with cables without being cumbersome.
Complete .success has not crowned these elforls.

A very convenient form of board for this service is

to arrange two slabs of marble or slate or other form
of insulating material, leaving a distance of say six
inches. One slab, say the inner one, may have con-
nections from all the dynamos, each dynamo circuit
having its own bar. The outer slab contains holes
through which the current from these dynamos cir-

cuits may be plugged into any circuit or circuits,

making it a sort of checker-board arrangement, ihe
squares being defined by the lines of wire running
horizontally and the dynamo circuits running verti-

cally, or vice versa. The plugs by wdiicli the circuit
is completed should have hexagon insulated handles,
so that a good hold can be had. All the lightning
arresters, armeters, etc., should be placed directly on
the slate, or what may be used for the purpose, and the
board should be complete in itself in every way before
any wires are attached. Binding posts can be provided
for the connections, and the work of disconnecting
any circuit from the dynamo board is but the ques-
tion of a moment. As cables will be necessary in the
different combinations, a trough should be provided
along the front, in wdiich the slack can rest to pre-
A-ent them falling to the floor. We now come
the most important feature of the whole ques-
tion: What material should be used for our switch boards?
As it must be fire-proof the use of wood is entirely prohib-
ited. We must therefore look for something entirely dif-

ferent. Various efforts have been made to make wood
fire-proof. This has been accomplished to a limited

degree, but the element of doubt still remained. Slate, as

many of you know, is the best thing that nature has yet

offered us. For strength, lightness and insulation it is the

only material in sight. Unfortunately, however, slate is

an alluvial deposit of a laminated character, and often

contains metallic substances which destroy its insulation,

making short circuits and other disagreeable features.

When in the rough stone it is hydroscop'c, to a consider-

able extent, and when it becomes saturated wilh moisture

makes surface leakage possible. Great care should be con-

sequently exercised in selecting slate for switch-boards,

and only that which possesses absolutely no metallic prop-
erties should be used. This can be determined by the well-

known rules of electrical testing.

The drawbacks met with in slate have determined some
manufacturers in using marble for this work. This has

only one-fifth the breaking strain of slate, and where it is

used in the place of slate this must be taken into account.

Marble presents the same hydroscopic elements of slate,

and there is some metal in it, but owing to its peculiar

formation, this metallic substance is not in any great

quantities, as it is between the laminations of slate.

Iron should be used for the framework of all switch-

boards, and in the case of high tension circuits a wire

should be run from this framework to the ground, which is

entirely insulated from the circuit, so as to prevent the

board from becoming charged and discharging through a

person who happens to be near by.

Complete plans and specifications should be perfected, so

that when an order is given to the manufacturer to make a

board, you will know whether it is his fault or your own if

things do not turn out as you desire This may require

more time and attention than you wish to give this branch,
but if you have experienced Ihe tnconvenieDce some people
have suffered, you will feci very much different.

improvemenis have and are constantly being made.
This spirit of progress may be credited to the wonderful
development in electricity during the last ten years. Our
central stations really mark the different steps in the grand
march of our industry. Shall they not continue, and shall

not the next decade follow out the unchangeable law of
progress by bringing forth improvemenis destined to make
the glorious past pale into insignificance? Everything
points that way, and to him that shall review the events of
the next ten years it will no donbt be given to speak of our
station switch boards as embodying the highest electrical

and engineering knowledge—in short, perfection.

Disci.'s.sioN.

TiiK iNjKMUKNT: 'I'he qiiesti»»M ol swilcli-boards
is one ilial comes horn"- very closi' l(i ever\' man in u
cetitr;d slalinn: atid Ihere is ]irobubly no |mhiiI in

which <*enirid stalion practice is s<» weak as in giMKJ

switch-hoards. It is a very noticeably weak place In

till' construction of a station wdiich I have somfDiIng
to do with hen- in Hutfalo. and I am nr^t alom- in that.

as exci'ptionally few of Ihi- stations that I havi*

ber-u in iiave modi'rn switch-bonrds. This subjerl is

one thai every active member of this associalltui

should consider earnestly.

.A! It. Scott: We havi- a w<«(den switrdi-buard.
and according to the paper that has just been read
that is contrary to law. IJut it is wired in such a
manner as to make it fin-jji-oof anri I have founfl that
the great danger from fire willi switch-boards is

either from a dirty connr'clion. a lo(»se screw or from
lightning. We have had trouble fi-om all those
causes; and in order to obviate the trouble from iitrht-

ning we provided each feeder with a double lightnhig
arrester. We have two lightning arresters on eacli

leg of each fer-der running to siqtarale grounds so as
to l)e Certain thai if one lightning arresti-r does not

act the other will. Then in order that il shall not

reach the main jilug cut-onl to the dynamo, we put a
double fuse block cut-:'ut on each feeder, and fuse

that (mly to the limit of that feeder, fusing Ihe dy-
namo cui-oul to the limit of the dynamo, so ihat if

any lightning does jtass the liirhlninir arrester anrl

comes in. it takes the feeder cul-out instead of the
main cul-out. from whicli it miirht arc and d-'str<)y

the armature. And I thiidv Ihat if managers will

look carefully to these x^iinl-s— fuse Iheir feeders less

than they fuse their dynamos, provide as good light-

ning arresters as they possibly can. and have men
thoroughly examine the screws and the coinieclions

at stated times, a wooden switch-board is just as good
as one of slate or marble. J do not believe in slated

wooden swdtch-boards. I think a plain wall of well
shellacked hard wood is better than slate, because
edges and corners are .susceptible of attack where
a full board is not so liable to il.

and I like the full board better on that account.
We have one of the wooden Westinghouse lighting

arresters and a marble lighting arrester on eacli

feeder.

Mr. Robertson of Minneapolis: The matter of
switch-boards is something that has given us a great
deal of trouble. We started in when we jjut in our
Westinghouse plant with what is known as a Spencer
plug switch-board. Our switch-board is of wood. I

have seen lightning flashes come in there that would
destroy a switch and would not even faze the safety

fuse, so that we have come to the conclusion
out there that a fuse is not a i^rotection against
lightning; neither is a lightning arrester.

AYe have never made any very great efforts

to make a modern switch-board of our arc light

board. It has been enlarged from time to time, as
we have added different dynamos and circuits, until
now it is a mixed-up mess of cables and terminals,
and I doubt ^ery much if any operator could learn
just how to connect and plug up that switch-board
in a week if he tried.

Mk. Leslie: AYe have suffered very severely from
lightning in our station in Neve York. On one occi^-

-sion a bolt of lightning came into the cupola and
agitated all the lightning arresters, but at the same
time burnt out our station. We then laid the matter
before a manufacturning company, and it built

for us a rubber board—that is to say, a slate board
with rubber handles: and there w^as rubber all around
it. . And that burned out when there was no light-

ning: burned out from arcing in throwing over a heavy
load from one machine to another. Then we set

about building a switch-board on our own* account,
and we finally devised one which we think answers
the purpose and affords us absolute safety. It is

made up ol slabs of marbleized slate, and the
machine coiuiections are run horizontally on the
board and connected up by wdres running from the
machines overhead, and the connection is made
behind the board. The line wires do not come
into the switch proper at all. There is an ad-
dition to the switch-board on toi3—a final switch.
This switch is arranged so that it makes a connec-
tion on each side of the board. If you throw it up
the -i- will make connection on the face of the board,
and the — will make connection on the back. Both
the line wires are connected with this switch, but
they are securely insulated from each other, so that
there is no possibility of short-circuit there. The re-

sult is that we have a throw of about 18 inches, and
no arc on any load that we have thrown there yet
will follow it, although our lines are very long, and
the arcing is very severe. The board made up in

that way is exceedingly simple, and there is no pos-
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sibli^ clianci' for a ci'oss oi- cuiilact bflwri-n (lill'i'iciiL

I'XcitiTS or diMVi'cnt machines. Wi- use the plw^
system, ami the board is arrauged in two sections, su

that if we are carrying- our load on. say, nine or ten

machines we have twenty on the buard—we set up the

other SfCtiims with Ihe other machines, sii that in

case anylhiiiy liapp^Mis, Ihe moment tliat you ihi-ow

o\'ei- tlirse swiU'lies you will slart llie whole lnail on

the other maeliines. Tlii*re is no stiidyin";- out iiow

to do this, that or the other tiling, but the board is

always prepared for an emergency beforeiiand, and
lies there in readiness for just the unexpected to oc-

cur. The whole success of the board is in that
throw-over switcli that 1 have mentioned—the final

switch. It is (juick, and we s;)melimes make
switches there thai are very difficuU to detect in the

effect on the lamp itself; it is so sudden. The board
itself, as T said before, is of slate, and there is no
wood to speak of about at all. We do not believe in

wood, because we have been burned out on account
of wood. AVe had bad luck with lightning arresters,

so we discarded them, and although we have passed
through two summers of very heavy lightning storms
we have not suffered any more damage in the matter
of armatures than we did previously, when we had
lightning arresters.

TuE President: I iTiink that yon will all agree
with me that if a station burns down, in eight cases

out of ten it is lUn- to a (h'fect in the switch-board, or

from the Avay in wdiich it is wired up. AVe all com-
Itlain of high insurance on our stations. When we go

to the insurance companies, they detect faults in the

switch-boards the first thing.

Mr. F-UUBAnk: We have one of the Thomson-
Houston slate switch-boards, one of their latest pat-

tern. 1 do not know that I can describe it so that

those not familiar with it will understand it. It is

through the back and front. The lines

come into the back part of the board, and the ma-
chines are connected in the front. Connections are

made with a plug which reaches from one board to the

other. There are on our board twenty circuits, so ar-

ranged that we can couple any line or any machine
with any circuit. It avoids all cables, and it is per-

fectly safe. There is no place about the wood where
a person could receive a shock in any way. There is

nothing that could in any way reach tlie wires, and
in our station our switch-board is situated in the

center of the station instead of at the side. AVe can
get all around it and test all our wires from the back
of the board, or from the front. The wires are carried

from each machine under the lioor, and up on the
luider side. The line wires go out overhead, and
before they go to the wire tower they go through
the lightning arresters, which are situated right

above the board, in plain sight of the dynamo tenders,

and where they can be easily reached. We like the

board very much, and I have not seen anything else-

where that is so entirely safe as that is.

AA^orld"s Electrical Ooxgress.

The chairman then called upon Prof. Gray of

Chicago to address the convention on the subject of

the World's Electrical Congress.
Prof. Gr.^t: I will briefly outline the x^lan for the

World's Congress Auxiliary. This body gets its

authority from the United States government through
the exposition authorities. The World's Fair or-

ganization proper has contributed $300,000 toward
a buildiim which is to be erected on the Lake Front,
which after the Fair is to be a permanent Art Insti-

tute: but during the Fair, in consideration of this

amount of money which is appropriated toward the
construction of the building, it is to be devoted en-

tirely to this World's Congress Auxiliary, which is to

hold a series of congresses, beginning with the open-
ing and closing at the end of the exposition. Now,
they furnish these rooms free of cost to all these

congresses. There are twelve or thirteen different de-

partments, and some of those departments are sub-

divided into separate congresses. Now, the ideaof this

organization is that all the world may participate, as

your x>resident has suggested. AVhen we go into the
congress, then, we go in as individuals. We cannot
organize in our corporative capacity'. We can help
to organize this congress, because we can better work
in that way, through these various organizations; but
when we go into the congress we go in just like a

man from England would, or from France or Germany
—as members of that particular congress, and not as

members of the American institute, or the National
Electric Light association, or any other association.

For the time being we merge ourselves into this gen-

eral congress—and for the reasons that I have stated.

It is a ^vorld's congress, and not a local one. Now
then, it is manifestly for the interest of every one
devoted to electrical science, and interested in elec-

trical progress in all of its departments, to co-operate
in this way. For instance, we will attend meetings
where all of the different sections will meet, electric

light sections, electric railroad sections, telegraphic

and telephonic sections, and the sections on the
theory of units and standards, etc.—to hear papers
that will begin to be prepared a year in advance by
speakers selected from the very best men iu the world,
(m some original topic relating to this science in some
of its features. We want to meet, then, in general
session, all of us. in one grand congress, to hear
these papers. And then when you come into your
sections you do not want to be confined there to just
the members of this association, for instanCi-. on
electric lighting: but you want to hear from eniinent

men from all parts of the world. You want Id gi't

all Ihe informalion you can; that istlu-greal vaUn-of
this congress. It is the same thing thai you have
here but on a much larger scale.

I will read from a general statement, published by
llie World's Coiigr.'.ss Auxiliary, giving Ihe diUVrent
de|iartmeiits. and tlie subdivisions, etc.. of the various
ci^ngresses:

Tlie"\\orltt's Oongres.s Auxiliftry is tfonstituted iis follows:
J'Mrst—A rentral organization authorized by tbe directors of

tli^ \Vorld*H Columbian J']xposition, and reeofjnized by the
government of the United States as the proper agency to con-
duce 11 series of World's Congresses in connection with the
Exposition.

Second—A local managing committee for each congress.
This committee constitutes the means of communication -and
action between the auxiliarj' and persons ami organizations
desiring to [iiirtiripiiie in a given congress. I'^ach committee
must ne(e^sIl^i]> iinisisl of a comparatively number of per-
sons, who are [v-'idL'nt in or ne.ir the place where the Congress
is to be held.

Third—Hut a World's Congress obviously requires the co-
operation of the world. Each committee therefore has ad-
joined to it, and constituting its non-resident but active
branch, and Advisory Council composed of persons eminent
iu the work involved and selected from many parts of the
world. The members of such councils will co-operate with
the proper committees by individual correspondence.

Fourth—General, honorary and corresponding members are
also appointed and they are invited to give their advice and co-
operation in relation to the whole series of the proposed con-
gresses.

Fifth—Committees of co-operation appointed by particular
organizations are recognized by the auxiliary as representa-
tives of their respective societies or institutions.

Sixth—The Chairmen of the general committees constitute
the President's advisory council.

Here is the department of engineering. You kn.)w
in engineering we have civil, mechanical,
mining, metallurgical electrical, marine and
naval engineering. Now all these different

engineering societies can come into this con-
gress as an engineering congress. Hut they come
there as a general congress. Of course they come
from all over the world. They merge them-
selves in that AVorkVs Congress for the time
being; but in the preparation and organization
they act in their various organized capacities.

I want to say while I am on this topic that some of

you may have seen that there was a double assignment.
Electrical engineering was assigned to the depart-
ment of engineering, but when we came together it

was agreed that electrical engineering should be
dropped from the program of general engineering
and merged into the electrical congress. And al-

though they had sent out their letters and their pro-

grams, it has been agreed since to merge that
branch into our Congress. And here is another an-
nouncement which has just been given out:

While electrical engineering has been included iu the scheme for
the Electrical Congress o£ iSgi. it wai a'SO originally a?si>^ned to the
department of eDt;iueeriog, for con-ideration iu thcvOogress of
enginee s. Ic was thought however by representatives of the
Electrical Congress that thi3 double assignment would tend to de-
tract from 'he completeness and success of that congress, A can-
ference on this point was held b:;tween Prof. Elisha Gray, char-
iimn ot the general committee of the clectrtcal congress; O. Cha-
raute, president of the general committee of engineers, and Presi-

dent Cnas. C Bonney, of the World's Congress Auxdiary, and it

was inutjally agreed that the double assignment abjve mentioned
should be canceled and the entire subject of electricity remitted t)

the elec rical congress. The importance and the m tgnitude of the
other great interests to be considered in the Em^ineering Congress
made their representatives feel thit they could well afford to be
genero!is to their brethren of the Electrical Congre ^s in the m itter

of electrical engineering. Theircourtesy in this regard will certainly

be highly esteemed-

Mr. SIead of Pittsburg: I understand that the de-
sire is to have the difi'erent electrical associations first

name a committee or representative delegates as sub-
sidiary to the local organization, and through those
delegates to work up a general attendance of the as-

sociations at home later.

Prop. Gray: Co-operation is desired not only by
creating a general interest in the congress, but by
making suggestions to this committee. You know
somebody must have it immediately in charge;
somebody must do the work; somebody must be re-

sponsible. Now, we want to get our committee,
which consists of this local committee that we have
mentioned and the advisory council, and your or-

ganizations as co-operating with us. We want to get a
consensus of opinion. We want by correspondence
and otherwise to know what are your ideas and what
are'the ideas of the majority of the electricians here
and all over the world, as to just what that pro-
gram should be, for instance, and just how the
congress should be conducted. And the whole thing
should be worked up, the program should be
mapped out, the assignment of the duties to the va-
rious individuals who are to take part should be
made, and when we come together we shall not have
to lose time by reason of not knowing what we are
there for. So there is a vast amount of work and
thought to be put on that subject before the congress
assembles.

It would' be well for every club and every associa
tion that is at all interested to appoint a committee.
Then later on perhaps we will get all those commit-
tees, or an executive committee from these commit-
tees together, because there will be a great deal to
think about when it comes near the time of the con-
gress. We will have it all mapped out and understand
what is to be done as near as possible before the con-
gress meets.
JiTDGE Armstroxg: I would move that there be a

committee of three appointed to whom this matter
be referred.

The suggestion was approved, and the following
named gentlemen were appointed: Judge Armstrong.
F. W. Cushing and W. L. Candee.
The Presi(hMit tlicn introduced Hon. Erastus Wi-

man of Stateii Island, who read the following paper:

Electric Lighting from a FiNAxciiL Standpoint.

BY ERASTUS WIMAN.

It would seem as if in the evolution of progress oa
this continent that electricity was the llower and fruit.

The stupsndous change which in the condition of the
. human race has been possible by development
on this side of the S3a needed juBt such a revelation as

is possible only in electrical science. A drama of such
proportions, on a stage of such magnitude, by a p3ople
of such intelligence, illustrating such principles as self-

goveroment, such events as a material progress beyond
all that the world has ever seen, needed above all Uiioga
a new force, a new hint from the mysteries of the un-
known, a new law of nature as forceful as gravity, as
helpful as h^at, as widely diffasad as air. Electricity

thus takes its stand just at Its right plac2 In tiie mar-
vellous procession of events in the human progress
towards a higher and nohler life, which has been rend-
ered possible by the discovery of America.
The advent on this continent of the A agio Saxon race,

the high principles and purposes that animated the
Pdgrlm Fathers, the sturdy development of all that
was best In the mental, physical and spiritual nature of
man, laid the foundations for the material progress to
which all the world has contributed. Hither have come
the strongest, the yo ingest, the most Intelligent and the
best adapted of human kind, to be assimilated into the
great body polLt'.c, taking part and lot In the government
and developmsnt of the country. Btt';greatand well pre-

pared as were the people for the momentous task before
them they would have had no progress to compare with
what has been achievedhad net the country Itsslf been the
most magnificent the sun ever shone upon. In area so
vast, in minerals so abounding, in agricultural possibili-

ties so abundant, It is no wonder that Emerson described.

North America as "Aa other name for Opportunity."
How magnificently the American people have availed
themselves of this opporcunity of all opportunities in
the world's history, it is needless here to recount. How
vast is the internal commerce that throbs and pulsates
over this fair land we may not now stop to estimate, and
how Important a part this great city of Buffalo is des-
tined to play in it, electrically, we can only dimly
guess.

But In contemplating the progress made in the lagt

century, and seeking to discover the Influences and
forces that have most contributed to the growth of
wealth, to the comfort, safety and happiness of the hu-
man race, as illustrated on this continent, it may be
safely claimed that electricity, even In its early stages,
has played a not unimportant part. It would seem as
if in a country of such vast areas as is the United States,
nothing in the whole category of events should be so
highly beneficial as a means of Ins!;antaneous communi-
cation, and yet this vast boon of instantaneous com-
munication was only possible by electricity. With
wide stretches of territory extending from ocean to
ocean, from the most northern latitude to the most
southern, the power of communication without delay,
without the loss of a moment, was of stupendous im-
portance. It may safely be said that of all forces that
rendered possible rapidity of growth, rapidity of accu-
mulation of wealth and development, this power of
instant intelligence, transmitted all over these vast
areas, has been the most forceful, the most effective.

Next to possessing so vast a country, as Emerson again
says, "the last, best gift of God to mankind" came
with it, in due and proper time, this most marvelous
force of electricity, whereby Its remotest portions were
instantaneously placed in communication with each
other, and through which eaterpriss was stimulated,
all movements quickened, the news spread abroad the
land, and the whole series of commonwealths bound to-

gether in a common progress.

Incidental to the unequaled usefulness of telegraphy
in the ma "velous progress of the country, has been its

contributi m, in a special degree, to the railroad service,
which to so great an extent his contributed to material
growth, the increase of wealth and to the comfort and
happiness of humanity. The use of the railway tele-

graph has practically doubled the tracks of every single
track railroad on this continent, rendering the move
ment of trains so precise, so rapid and so safe

that without this facility of Instantaneous communica-
tion the railroads would not have achieved half which
by its aid has been accomplished. So that Incidentally
electricity Is to be creiitei with no small portion of the
enormous results attributable to that vast system of
communication which in the last half-century has done
so much in making this vast continent blossom as a
rose.

But just as telegraphy had reached its perfect degree
of usefulness in general purposes, as in the railroad
service, shown by the perfect growth in electrical sci-

ence, it was supplemented by a still more wonderful
faculty of communication in the telephone. My friends,

in all the series of wonders which the electrical world
has revealed, this telephone is to me the most wonder-
ful. To a layman like myself, who simply wanders
along the outer edges of this magital land of discovery,
this transmission by the aid of electricity of the human
voice in audible and natural tones to great distances, is

of all things the most marvelous. Not only Is it the
most marvelous, but It is the most effective, and in the
highest degree the most, us9ful. No one thing could
have more perfectly fitted in to make this country grow
and prosper, to knit together its neighborhoods, its

paople and Its places like that which has been done by
the telephone.
Mankind has not yet adequately appreciated the

debt of gratitude which it owes to Alexander Bell, to

my friend, Thomas Alva Edison, and the other gallery

of worthies, who not only invented this device, but by
an exercise of the highest business sagacity have ele
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vated it Into a condition of usfulness in a few abort
years well nigh universal. That an ample reward has
followed quickly the dlBplny of this business sagacity,
and in return for the cons'ant employment of Ihe tele-

phone to a degree more exacting and more hcDellciul

than almost any other known d-ivlce, is a circumstance
that all should be profoundly grateful for, who know
the dlfficul ies, delays and disappointments which
usually follow in the train of invention, promotion
and introduction for the eventual benefit of the dear
public.

But another field of opporlunity for the usefulness
of electricity for Ihe benefit of mankind has been found
in its uses for the creation of light. Just think what
it means, these words "creation of light," and how su-

preme tile eflCort of man thus in imitation of the most
divine of all acts. Implied in the words, "Let there be
light." In that command the most slui>3udous results

followed in the creation, in which is revealed not only
all that Is upon the earth, but all the wondrous revela-

tions of the heavens above. It is a singular fact that so
many ages had passed since the world began, and that

only by the slighest degrees was the darkco;s which
falls like a pall upon the earth mitigated. Many can even
now remember, especially in country places, the tallow

dip, the short sixes, the oil and spirit lamp, and the un-
certain tliough mellow rays of the finished wax candle.

It is quite within the memory of many men here that

petroleum with its wonderful power of illumination

was discovered, and all the world has since been blessed,

not only by Its lUuminaliag power, but by the business

skill and sagacity, which through the Standard Oil

company has diffused this ardcle so universally, so

safely, and so cheaply, illustrating the high bsnefits of

a well managed monopoly, as against the univ€ rial con-
demnation of that economic feature of the hour.

It remained, however, for electricity, and within
our own lifetime, to beget a degree of success in this

wonderful work of the creation of light that nothing
else had ever yet achieved. Once started on its mission,

the progress made in adapting this subtle current to ar-

tificial Illumination ha^ been mo3t remarkable. It may
be doubted if in the history of any science the same
rapidity of movement has been made as in the adapta-
tion of this form of energy to the highly useful and
beneficial purposes of the creation of light. Great as

have been the results to the country in instantaneous

means of communication by the telegraph in general
use, in the railway service, and by the telephone, it may
be questioned whether any of these uses exceed the
benefits and enlargement of capacity which the highest
form of artificial illumination made possible ; for in-

stance, remote places adjacent to cities, to which a gas
miin was an impossibility, have been reached by an
electric wire. Neighborhoods have been joined to-

gether, localities connected and property increased in

value by rendering communication at night secure and
sate as in the day. In the application of the arc light

to public works of great imporlance like aqueducts,
tunnels, and especially to manufacturing, numerous
branches of business are susceptible of being carried

forward twenty-four hours in the day, which without
it would be impossible. Thus is doubled the capacity
of many establishments and tlie earning power of many
an investment. In all public places, as In theaters,

halls, and in almost all business establishments, where
business after the setting of the sun is essential, elec-

tricity is already beginning most effectually to supple-
ment daylight, and play a part almost as effective as

the sun itself. As one in ajourney across the country
in a railroad car dashes through the cities and sees the
long stretches of electric lights in cities like Rochester,
Buffalo and Detroit, and going farther west, eyen to

the Pacific, touclies the newest towns, he sees how
universal the use of the arc and incandescent light on
the streets has become. It shows to what an extent,

over what broad areas this beautiful system of illumin-

ation has pervaded. But not only in the streets is

electricity found, but it is beginning to be seen in al-

most every store, every hotel, every place of resort, so

that by its rapidity of growth It has made an advance
hardly equaled by any other article of consumption.
Indeed, so far has it come to be now a universal street

light that a prominent president of one of the largest

gas companies in the country declined to avail himself
of an automatic street gas lighter at a mere nominal
sum, simply because he said it was useless to compete
longer against street illumination by electricity.

It will thus be seen that.so far as fulfilling the purposes
of its manufacture, electric lighting is a definite and
ascertained success. So far as experimentalizatlon is

concerned nothing now remains to convince the public
of its safety, of its effectiveness, of its heathfulness, and
of its general adaptability to all circumstances.
Hence, as an article of merchandise, the light furnished
by electricity is just as much In demand to-day as

wheat, or corn, as beef or bread. So that this assem-
blage of electric light men may congra'ulate them-
selves, that notwithstanding many diiiiculties and ob-

stacles, they have, by the esc3lleiice of material, by its

reliability and effectiveness, created an article of mer-
chandise of real value, for which there is a strong
demand.

It is true, that In the creation of this article of mer-
chandise, up to this period, there have been many mis-
takes. There has been a great waste of money, and
if the past had to be lived over again, there are not a

few who would shape their policy In an entirely diil'er-

ent way to achieve the result now readied. But the

very success of the business, In the creation of the de-

mand, has been its own misfortune. I mean success

in the rapidity of new inventions, in the lator-saving

devices, in the marvelous progress which electrical

science has made in the past few years. All this has
lieen In a certain degree costly; but no one will now

regret the cost If the article produced Is only safe, cer-
tain, eiTectlve and profitable. The value of the fran-
chises acquired, the gcndwill of the buslnesB secured,
the pre-emption of the electrical field for further growth
and use in every variety of its application, must always
bs borne in mind as not the liast valuable of the assets
acquired.

The question of profits remains to be decided in very
many localllie.s. I have been favored during the last
month or so with an enormous number of letters, in
response to a rcques' for Information as to the condi-
tion of the electric lighting business all over the coun-
try. A great deal has been sent me of aconflientliil
nature, and I can only give the general Impression
which the whole correspondence has made upon my
mind. iVIy conclusions are, first, that there is an enor-
^mous demand, only as yet partially developed and
partially met, for electric lighting; second, that the
public have teen led to believe that it can be created
for very little money; third, that in competition with
gas, an Insutficient price has been asked for a llglil

Infinitely more brilliant, infinitely greater In candle
power; far more healthful, and, as a lule, far more safe;
fourth, that at the start of many electrical plants, the
most meager and insufficient foundations were laid for
a business requiring the utmost precision and the most
perfect material. If a mill for the manufacture of
cottons or woolens were to be erected, the greatest
possible skill would be required, the best material
needed, and the most perfect englneeiiog ability ob-
tained. But in numerous electrical plants this kind of
expense was thought unnecessary. The result has
been, that numerous establishments have been created
that needed almost everythiag in the shap3 of good
construclion that could make it a mechanical success.

It is these conditions, coupled with Ihe rapidity with
which inventions have followed one upon another, the
constant reduction in the price of electrical machinery,
tte rapid growth of electrical appliances, and the radi-
cal changes and methods, which in six months would
appear to be old in the history of a business which was
so new and making such tremendous strides, as make
It exceedingly difficult to maintain the expenditure on
capital account within the original limit of corporations.
But these changes are not confined to electricity, but

extend quite as much into the domains of mechanical
sciences generally. Probably no commercial enterprise
has so stimulated the inventors of steam apparatus as
has electricity. Ind'.ed, it has brought out a new order
of things entirely in this respect.
The high speed engine, working under high pressure

and with great expansion, yet with a precision and
uniformity of motion which reduces variations in speed
to one-quarter—yea, one-tenth—per cent, is a creation
sprung from the demand of electrical machinery. So
is the sensitive and quick acting governor, by the aid of
which only, this almost perfect performance of the
engine is made practicable. So are also the perforated
bells, which clasp the spinning pulleys without slip

and without cushion. Tae clutches, which with un-
failing hold grasp the rapidly revolving shafts, or
release them without a jar or grinding, are, so to speak,
creations of electricity.

So also the wrought rimmed pulleys traveling with
immunity at a rate at which their old fashioned cast
iron predecessors would invariably collapse, perchance
dealing death and destruciion.
"Who would, twelve years ago, have thought it prac-

ticable to place ponderous steam boilers with their glow-
ing furnaces on the sixth flo:r of a building, six solid
St jries full of steam generators, small and compact in
the space they occupy, gigantic in the power they send
forth. It has been electrical progress which lifted these
boilers to their exalted location in tlie very heart of our
large cities, where every square fcot of space is valued in
dollars, and room for a steam plant represents a large
fortune. To assist In creating light was the original
object of these boilers; later they have also been called
upon to deliver heat and to supply power for the many
industries which best thrive close to the thronged thor-
oughfares of trade and commerce. It was the wants of
electricity which reconstructed the steam boiler, so
that now a 501) horse power boiler need occupy no
more space than 100 horse power used to cover.

And how many barrels upon barrels of lubricating
oil have not been saved by the improvements which
electric light works made necessary in bearings and
journal boxes? In short there is no article used in
transmission of power, no part of the modern steam
plant, which has not been more or less modified to meet
the need of greater speed, greater uniformity and abso-
lute reliability, unconditionally demanded by the intro-

duction of electric light.

But nobody must imagine that all these improve-
ments came without a struggle and without losses,

caused by failure of plant. Such losses are expensive
lessons, so expensive that in themselves they form
almost a complete explanation of the fact that electric

lighting up to the present time has failed to be a general
financial success. Nowhere els5 could be found a more
striking illustration of the old proverb, that "Necessity
Is the mother of invention." Thus invention—and per-

haps not all uncjualified successes—have been made at

so rapid a rate that a piece of machinery becomes anti-

quated before its very newness has worn oif

.

"Knowledge is power," but when deillng with elec-

tricity we yet meddle with a giant whom we do not
Ih iroughly know, whose strength, temper and capabil-
ities we can hardly more than guess at. Increased
knowledge will make the giant our docile ssrvant, and
teach us how hereafter to wrest a profit.

Looking back upon the past. It Is easy enough to ac-

count for the diiiiculties, obstacles and want of profit In

many establishments, but if there Is one thing more
than another chat has made the progress towards profit

a dlllicult one. It Is the mistaken apprehension of the
public that electricity can be got for nothing. There
is something so mysterious and occult something so
magical about electricity, that the Impression has got
abroad that it Is only necessary to press the button, and
with the least exercise of skill, labor or expenditure, the
miracle Is produced. The attempt to compete with
poor gas, at alow price, with infinitely less Illuminative
power was, of course, a necessity. But the public esti-
mation of electricity has never yet reached the standard
which It should have done. The slow introduction of
the current Into private houses is perhaps the best Illus-
tration of this condition. Even today. In some cities,
it is thought that the arc light can be had for fifteen
cents a nlglil and the Incandescent light for a mere
song. l''ifteen dollars a year Is slightly over a quarter
of a cent an hour, yet for this, for ten to twelve hours,
a beautiful bulb of inciindescciice is expected at every
street corner and in every remote suburb for almost less
than it would cost to burn a wax candle.

The public estimation of the cost of electric lighting
has been adowed to prevail to an extent destructive of
profit. There has been an hallucination prevalent that
there was some' hing miraculous about tbe production
of electricity. The cost of coal, labor and machinery
has not entered into the calculation of either the ordi-
nary city ofliclal or the private cus'omer. The expec-
tation that something could be produced for nothing,
which inheres in the human mind as to the possiblliiy
of Invention, has attached itself to electricity more
than to any other element in the supply of human
wants. The consequence is that in making new con-
tracts, even to-day, there is the strongest disposition to
get the prices down, not to what the article can be pro-
duced and paid for, but for the least possllle amount,
irrespective of profit and equally irrespective of efiic-
iency. There is a true and false economy, and that Is
the falsest kind ofeconomy that expects a public service
at less than Its cost and output and profit.

Having in the process of time developed a large de-
mand for light, evidences of which are seen on every
hand; having at the same time gone through a most
unusual experience In not only creating that demand,
but In the production of the article for Its supply, a
review is in order as to the present position of electrical
securities and the prospect of profit. It may as well
be admitted that there has been a serious and costly
struggle, and that, taken as a whole, the result in the
shape of a total profit on the total investment in electric
lighting is not to be seen in the shape of dividends.
There are, however, happily, exceptions to this general
statement, and in the returns sent to me from all parts
of the

^
country, there are a considerable number of

companies whose career has shown that in electric
lighting there resides the potentialities of a profit equal
to that of any legitimate enterprise. The successful
companies illustrate what it is possible to do, and
though they may not be numerous in comparison with
others whose record for profit Is small or who report a
loss, yet that money can be made continuously and
rapidly out of electric lighting is clearly demonstrated.
In order to cite an example of steady growth in revenue,
and also to show the corresponding ratio of expense, I
append the figures for seven years from one of the
most successful companies In the East, whose manage-
ment has been characterized by the highest ability, and
whose location and name it would hardly be proper to
disclose. The figures are authentic, and show a record
of which any man might be proud

:

Eiirniiuja of an Eltrtrie LiijM Coiiqiaiti/.

ForlSSS-ReceiplB
$30,768.70

K'=P«°a«8 24>1.64

Net earninjs
$3,857.16

For 18S6—Receipts ^47 61376
E-xprnses .'..'.'-'.'-'..'.'.'.'.'..'."..'.

84,700'.83

^'»'«a'^'''''g3 $13 912i93
For 1837— Receipts Sj7 ''PO 71

Expenses i!
::.';.'..'.34,691,85

Net earnings $ia058!86
For lB38-R"oeiptB

S75 734 14
E^P9°=s= ..'.'.'.'....'.

46',2S5'.83

Njtearningfl
829"i49r3r

For i889-Rs(eipte S185.S54 08
^''P™'^' '94,178.69

Net earnings $4I,075~39
For W90-K?ceipt3

$199,195 72
*=^P™s=s :50,I95:48

Netearninga $19 0^0 21
For 1891—Receipts ft'U7'fi7Q no

E!:penses .'..'.'..'...
187;«:??

Nat earnings
$60,587.lT

Tae company commenced to pay dividends January
1, 1887, at the rate of 8 per cent., payable In quarterly-
dividends of 3 per cent., and has continued the same
up to date.

Before closing the book, December 31 1891 we
charged off from the earnings of 1891, for depreciation
$10,000 from the steam plant, and $30,000 from the
electric plant. On January 1, 1893, capital stock iSSOO -

000; surplus, $90,000. ^
'

The above figures speak for themselves, and In the
progress shown in receipts and profits there is contain
ed a hopeful sign for many another company whose
career up to this time has yielded an inadequate return
Indeed, to present a totally different picture, here is an
extract from the letter of an esteemed western friend
that shows the ruins of a senseless competive struggle
and the folly of low prices

:

"I am the president and manager of five electric light
companies In this city, but three of which have actual
ly survived financial pressure and bankruptcy
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One of these three, with a capital of $150,000, fell be-

hind nearly |)O0,00O in sevea years, and last year, the
stockholders voluntarily came up with the assessment

of $60,000 to save It from bankruptcy. Another work-
ing under the strictest economy. Is barely able to meet
operating expenses. Still the other, a foundling of the

Gas Company, is, under e.vceptbaally favorable con-

ditions, and paying no salary to Its executive officer,

making a little money; after 18 months operation, it

last month declared a dlvidind of 3 par cent."

With such an experience it Is no wonder that the

gentleman writes as follows:

"I an aware that books can b3 kept so as to show an
earning, but this Is In many cases at the expanse of a
constantly depreciating capital investment.

"As a matter of course profitableness of any under-
taking depends upon the price obtained- In my judg-
ment electric light projectors are themselves to blame
for lo3sof profit througb false represent'itlons as to the

economy of operation. If the truth had been told, and
contracts refused excpt upm a paying bis!s, the elec-

trical business throughout the country would now be
upon a much batter fooling.

'The promoters of electrical enterprises, and the sell-

ers of electrical apparatus and appliances arc rap'dly

kl'ling 'ha goose tliat lays the goldea egg,' by false-

ly representing the great economy of operation, and
consequently the great profits of such undertakings,

thus falsely educating the public into the be'Ief that

anything like a reasonable price Is extortionate.

'The true policy of the friends of the electrical indus-

try should be directed to show that electrical unier-
taklogs upon the basis of the present price are not pro-

fitable, ani If they expect perfect service they must pay
better prices, prices that have prevailed because the

companies themselves have not heretofore appreciated

and understood the cost of operation, and the great loss

due to accidents and rapil depreola Ioq."

"These two extremes of success and failure tell the

whole story of electric lighting in the past seven years.

ThecompaDles that have succeeded have done so under
favorable circumstances, with a freedom from ruinous
competition, exacting good prices, and above all other
requisites, with good management. If there is any de-

partment In human activity where brains and tact are

required to a degree greater than any other, it is In tbe

adminiitratlon of an elsctrlo lighting plant. This is

evident, not only because there was great lack of expe-

ience and knowledge of a business that was In the pro-

duction of an article that was in a certain sense myster-
ious and unknown, but because there has been an
amount of mlsapprehensioa as to Its cost on the one
hand and Its value on the other, hardly ever experienced
regarding any article of merchandise.

Some attempt has already been made to account for

a misunderstanding as to the cost of electric lighting,

but it is proper to allude to the folly which has prevail-

ed in selling it for less than cost, 'the insane competi
tion with each other in localities where one ompany
was needed and more than one was ruinous Is well nigh
passed, but there remains the compe Itlon with gas
companies and the effort Is made to constantly lower the

standard of electricity to that of gas. It was perhaps es-

sential that in the early history of the effort to use electric-

ity as an illumlnant, It was r ecessaryto get down 10 the

standard of the fumes of coal, and in order to show the

superloiliy of one over the other, to yield fur a time in

the matter of profit. But so rapid has been the growth In

the use of electricity, so Immeasurably superior is the

current to the fume, in health. In brilliancy, in beiuty
and attractiveness, that the time seems near when elec-

tricity can claim the rightful place, and demand the

price just so much higher as it Is an Illumlnant just so

much better. It took sixty years to Introduce gas and
make It a reliable servant of man. Its early his'ory

shows losses quite In proportion to those in electricity,

while its later progress shows that long ago it reached
Its limit of illumination. Its possibility of modern prof-

it, its constancy of danger, and its maximum of un-
healthfulness. It has remained for electricity to show
in every new edifice. In every modern place of public

resort, in almost every commercial center, In banks and
hotels, as well as in thousands of miles of street light-

ing, how immeasurably eupsilor Is the electric globe
of light to the meager and Inefflcient gas burner.

With this achieved, and a general verdict in the public

mind as to the superiority of one over the other, Is It not
time to break away from a similarity of price as we
have broken away from a similarity of production. An
advance In price commensurate with the superiority In

the article produced would aid largely to the earning
power of electric lighting companies, and it Is time it

was contempla'ed and acted upon.

One misfortune has been in electric lighting that a

large investment has been available for only a small^

portion of the time. All day long, when other works'

by rental or by active employment were earning money,
electric light plants have been compelled to stand idle.

Even gas companies spend the whole day making gas,

accumulating it in their reservoirs for distribution

during the night. Electric light plants, however, are

compelled to manufacture and distrlbule at one and the

same time. A change, however. Impends, In which
these costly plants and Hnesof coppar can be used every

hour In the twenty-four. The development of the fa-

cility for the transmission of electricity for power has,

however, within the last two years made rapid progress.

The Introduction Into the smallest manufactories of the

current to be use! conslaatly or intermittently has, in

many localities, become very general. Already in the
correspondence sent to me there are quite a few indi-

cations illustrating how alvantageously the electric

light plants can be used during the day for the purpose
of power. In cities v\here manufacturing is going for-

ward, there are hundreds of establishments In which

the power required can be furnished from a central

station. In the working of sewing machines, both in

large establishments and private houses. In the running
of small lathes, hoistlog machinery, elevators and even
large trip hammers. In the circulating of air In sick

chambers, In even rocking the cradle, the usefulness
of electricity is becoming apparant, sd that a new era

opens for the usefulness of the plant, poles, wire and
franchise during the day.
whole electrical communities Is watching with interest

the possibility of the development in this city of Buffalo
electrical Iransmlesion arising out of the successful
effort which Is now being made to harness the power
hitherto latent In the Niagara river. The boldness of

the proposal, the extent and cbaracter of the enterprise'

which is now neaping completion In this effort, the

pluck and push In the work, challenge alike the atten-

tion of the engineering and commercial world. The
relation of this enormous power of nature to the trans-

mission of elec'ric'ty is the most Important considera-

tion which now occupies the thoughts of those most
interested. The success which has attended the 3
phase current from L luffen to Frankfort in the trans-

mission of power 112 miles, without material loss,

comes just at the right moment to make it seem possible

Ihat the enormous po'entlalities la the forces of Niagara
cin be made to reach a degree of usafulneas never
dreamed of in the past and hardly realized In the won-
derful present. It seems fortunate, therefore, that the
convention which Is here assembled should, as It were,

be In the presence of the most stupeadousevent possible

in the history of the science of electricity. In the de-

velopment of the next few years will be found ample
food for thou -ht and etl'ort, out of which may grow a

relief for electric lighting plants of the greatest possible

consequence. If In the city of Buffilo and from the
Niagara river there can be transmitted power in such
enormous proportions as are now contemplated, sub-

divided and reduced, so that Into every factory and
almost into every house, the force and energy can be
controlled and operated, there is latent in every central

station the possibilities that may come to every town in

the country and to all the electric light plants now
lying Idle during the day, an Imitation in modified
form of the power that, of all forces in the world, Niag-
ara Is the best example.

The remarkable success which has attended the in-

troduction of electricity Into trac'ion should in a large

degree be attributed to electric lighting experience. It

is clear that much of the perfection In machinery, both
electrical and steam, which enables electric roads to

start off on a career of abundant success, would have
been impossible had not the field been already explored
by the light organizations. Hence It is natural there

should follow In many localities a union between the
two interests, that of electric railways and electric light-

ing, and in this prospect there is a hope for the future
of promise and profit. In the reconstruction of cen-

tral stations, therefore, the wants of street lines of travel

as well as of street lines of light are to be contemplated,
making existing properties often more valuable, and
bringing Into constant uee all the facUitiesi, permanent
fixtures, fixed charges, expense of administration, and
other expenditures now diectly chargeable only to elec-

tric lighting. The construction of electric railways
into new localities hitherto Inaccessible, and the profit

possible by the enhancement of value in real estate Is

a tempting field for the electric light proprietor. The
advantages of affording along these new lines a supply
of power into every house, equally with a supply of

light, begets an attractiveness lor these new neighbor-
hoads thus created second only to the advantage which
is Imparted by the rapidity, the cleanliness, the fre-

quency and economy of the electric railway systems
now so universally approved.

The momentous revolution in values as the result of

highly improved means of street communication by the

aid of e'ectrlcity ii one of the economic features of the
hour. In no department of business activity wlthla the

past three years, has there greater profit been made,
has there greater good been done. The growth of

wealth In numerous cities, of v/hlch Boston Is one of

the best examples, has b;ea very great from this means,
while communities have been knit together, the outly-

ing and inaccessible parts brought within easy hail,

and solidity, strength, and rapidity of movement made
possible, with all that follows In Its train. It is not
alone money that is thus made, not alone an enhance-
ment of values, nor Is It by mercenary conslde atlons

all these benefits should be judged. It is in quickened
social life, in intellectual ac'ivlty, In all that makes this

people great and forceful in civilization, that results

from such uses of electricity. It is In the creation of

homes in the outlying suburbs, the facility of getting

away from the workshop and tenement house, and the

creation of new hopes and new aspirations for women
and children, hitherto huddled and crowded Into close

and unheilthy city quarters that have followed the

electric railway expansion, so succesiful in the pasl few
years. You remember the German ballad, where the

traveler crossing the stream near his native town after a

long absence says

:

"Take, Boatman, thrice thy fee;

Take, I give It willingly.

For, invisible to thee.

Spirits twain have crossed with me."
In estimating the profit and los? of electricity, and

especially In recalling all the experimentalizatioa In the

electric lighting field, the success thus achieved in other

and better senses than material gain must be estimated
at Its full value.

The success which has In so brief a perioi attended
the application of electricity to traction, and the enor-

mous numbers now moved throughout the country by
electric roads, makes it reasonably sure that before

very long steam roads in crowded localities will be
worked by electrical energy. Already the great Illi-

nois Central having so large a portion of Its tracks In the
city of Calcigo, has in coatemolatlon this uiarked
change. The Wisconsin Central Is also favorably
considering It. Possibly It is a little too soon to anticipate
this change, but that It is coming there can be no
question.

In New York city, lu Boston, in Brooklyn, and In
such suburbs as Staten Island, there is no reason why
electricity should not be substituted for steam. Steam
locomotives, built to carry their coal about and to
employ an engineer and fireman for each five hundred
horse power generated, cannot compete with the great
compound, condensing stationary engine, whose force-
ful power can be extended by a delicate wire distances
of twenty-five miles and under.

It is only a question of time when numerous roads
having a limited or circumscribed area will consider the
propriety of changing from steam to electricity, and,
with that in view, electric lighting plants now being
constructed, should contemplate a sufficient enlarge-
ment so as to be able to sell power to near-by steam
roads. It would indeed be a revolution of enormous
proportions If, from these central stations, a force suf-
ficient could be furnished for operating suburban
roads whether steam or electrical.

In this connection it is impossible to contemplate the
extensions of the lighting and railway systems depend-
ent on electricity without alluding to the consolidation
now in progress between the two great organizations
that, more than all others, have promoted these most
important interests. After a somewhat careful study
of the question of competition, of consolidation and
the establishment of a strong and well managed single
concern, compared with weak and numerous rival
undertakings, my deliberate conviction Is that all the
dangers of monop oly, all the possibly increased charges
for supplies and other fancied Ills, are as nothing com-
pared with the waste of unbridled competition. In the
consolidation of the Edison and Thomson-Houston
companies a new and imporiant era opens for all Inter-
ests concerned in electricity, and with such experience,
such skill, such business sagacity and such inventive
faculty as has been developed within these companies,
now that they are united In one, nothing but good can
result, not only to the companies themselves, but to
the electrical community at large.

A survey of the electrial business world is full of the
deepest interest. This new and mysterious force
has achieved more for the advancement of the coun-
try than almost any other, in the provision of the means
of Instantaneous communication. Its usefulness to rail-

ways, in its lighting remote localities, and in its adap-
tation for traction and street railways. More money
has been made out of Its lotroduotion than in almost
any other department of human activity.

In the telegraph business a larger capitalization ex-
ists, in proportion to the cost of the material, with a
capacity to earn a dividend upon the amount, than in
any other department; while in the telephone, and
and mori; recently in the electrial railways, the amount
realized is in excess of that from any other investment.
It is true that in electric lighting a universal success
has not been achieved, but beyond all question a great
and useful purpose Is being served In the creation of
light, for which a profitable and steady demand exists,
and which can be supplied through the experience and
the Improvements attained, as the result of the opera-
tions thus far.

The future Is full of promise for these undertakings,
especially In the value of the franchises, the ability to
furnish power. In their combination with the gas in-

dustries of the country, which must only be a question
of time, and in their ability to promote and to assist in
the application of electricity to street railway enterpris-
es. The whole subject of electricity, as applied to
business, is full of the deepest interest, and no one who
feels grateful for having been born In this age, and en-
joying ail the advantages of the most advanced clvlliza-
lion, can fail to recognize in this wonderful force the
advantageous contributions toward the good of man-
kind, and hold In high estimation the men who in so
short a period have so rapidly promoted its introduc-
tion and high degree of Uiefulness.

Thursday's Proceedings.
Vice-President Francisco called the meeting to

order at 10:20 A. M.

The first business was tlie reading of the paper on
"Franchises for Quasi-public Corporatious," by
Allen B. Foole, an abstract of which Is herewltii
presented:

MUKCIPAL FliANCHISES FOR QuASI-PUBLIC Colt-
POEATIONS.

ET ALLEN K. FOOTE.

I believe that an American ccoiiomii' sy.slem is as
necessary to American industrial inili'pindence as
was, or Is, an American political system to American
political independence. The particular feature of
foreign economic systems to which objection may
be iucldeutally made in this paper is state or muncipal
ownership of industries. Those who advocate such
a loolicy lu tlois country are wrongly educated foreign
socialists and college professors who have been edu-
cated abroad.

It Is fortunate for you and myself that we have
heard from Erastus Wiman on the subject of
"Electric Lighting from a Financial Standpoint."
He has been able to show wliy the slocks and bonds
of electric lighting eompuiiies are worthy of being a
preferred investment by the ablest fliurnciers. I cau
tell you at once why Ibfy are not. It is because
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tlicrc is a IIjlw in iJiu tiUc deed uiidoi' wliicli IJicy ai-o

doing" bnsiiii'ss. A rccout cditoriiil in ilic Nan Yoi'lc

/TrraM,Vf\'ryv\]\ix In ''S;iviiiji' lliiiiksliivcsl Mn-iirs," says:
"'IMmtc. {-ail ln' III) ijiii'sl tun (liiit, I he scnpi- ul' srciiriUcs
ill which Muviii^s banks may iiivrsLIhi-ir I'll in Is should
bo enlarged ii' it ouu be donu with Hafety."

Will the enlarged list of securities include the stocks
and bonds of corporations wliose plants and bnsiness
are at tiie mercy of vandals? Every stroke of thi* axe
that I'elled the poles in the streets of New York eity

was a blow at llie jtrusperily of the city and state, ;i

direct crippling of the inti-rests of wage-workers.
Had there been no Haw in the title deeds under which
those companies were doing business, their stocks
and bonds would have been good securities for the
investments of savings banks. If savings banks liad

been investors in their stocks and bonds, liow many
poles would have been chopped down? None. New
York city would have been spared that exhibition of

'

barbarism.
The jKoduction, transmission, subdivision and

cost of mechanical power determines the number of
persons wlio can use such power with a profit. The
number of persons surh us<ts (if power an' able to

employ M'ith a prolil (Iclrrniincs Ihc niimlxT who can
enjoy the rate (jf wa^cs ihc nl iii/.aln»n of niechiinical
power enables such employers to pay. Cost of power
is the determining factor. The lower this cost, tlie

better the opportunity for making a profit. Tlie
more certain a jn'olit becomes, the greater will be the
number of persons employed. The larger the num-
ber of j)er.sons employed, the smaller will be the num-
ber of the unemployed. The smaller the number of"

unemployed, the better will be the wages of the em-
ployed, and the smaller the tax on the employed for
the support of the unemployed, the greater will be
tlie i>rofit of labor. The greater the profit of labor,
thegreater is the prosperity of individuals, municipal-
ities, states and nations. While every person has a
vital interest in the settlement of questions affecting
industrial prosperity properly to secure the greatest
economic advantage, those most interested are the
wage-workers and the unemployed.
The municipal needs with which we may now

deal are the j^roduction, transmission and sub-
division for use, of a supply of good water, gas and
electricity for the production of light, heat, and
power, the electrical transmission of intelligence and
the transportation of persons and property. Properly
to supply these needs, it is necessary to create quasi-
public corporations, and grant to them franchises giv-
ing them the right to construct, maintain and op-
erate the necessary works, and to construct, main-
tain and ox^erate through the streets and alleys, the
necessary street and service connections to enable
the service to be supplied to every building in the
municipality.

A means of producing light, heat and power for

public and private use, distributed from a central sta-

tion, is a i^erpetual municipal need. The best inter-

ests of its users demand that such means shall be
abundant, wholesome, reliable and safe, and that it

shall be furnished at the lowest possible price. A
means for the electrical transmission of intelligence
is a x>erpetual mnnicix^al need. The best interests of
its users demands that such means shall be quick,
accurate, reliable and safe, and that it shall

be furnished at the lowest possible i)rice. A
means of iuter-municipal transx^ortation for persons
and property is a perpetual municipal need. The
best interests of its users demand that such means
shall be rapid, reliable and safe, and that it shall be
furnished at the lowest possible price.

That these requirements may be x^roioerly satisfied,

true economic conditions demand:
First—That a corporation organized to supx^ly a

X^erpetual municipal need shall have the exclusive
right to perform the service x^ei'petually.

Second—That the service shall alwaj'S be sux^pUed
by the best methods Icnown to science that are made
commercially' available by the best practices known
to the art.

Third—That all accounts shall be honestly and cor-

rectly kept; that economic thrift be insisted ux^on in
every department, and that charges be so fixed from
time to time by a comx^etent and disinterested trib-

unal, as to yield a revenue sufficient to x^ay all fixed

charges, expenses of administration, oxDeration and
maintenance, and a reasonable i^er cent, dividend an-
nually upon the investment.
A comparison of these economic conditions with the

conditions fixed by the law on this subject in all

states will quickly show how blindly the blind have
been led in efforts to secure the greatest good for the
users of the services supx^lied by municipal franchise
corx3orations. Had laws governing the organization,
management and control of municix>al franchfee cor-

XJorations been enacted in accordance with the re-

quirements of true economic conditions, instead of in

compliance with the. dictates of an unintelligent self-

interest or prejudice, how great the change in their

wording and meaning would be. There would have
been no reference to a particular source, force or in-

strument, such as gas, telegraphs, telephones, elec-

tricity or horses. The character of the need to be
supx)lied, not the character of the method of supply-
ing it, would have petermined the designation of the
work to be done. The soverign law of labor and
property would have protected the right to work.
What would be thought of persons who would

undertalce to secure improvements for a city in the
form of buildings of the largest dimensions, employ-
ing the most durable material and the best style of

architecture, by offering a title to real estate on which

the buildings wen; to stand that did not guarantee
extdusivi- possession and perpr;linil Ir'iiureV 'JMie

moral and fciinitinif! sense i,\' tlie crHnirmnily Wduld
be shiKdii'd by suidi a propusid. ^ ct theri' are pers<iiis

in every Cfuumunily who will contend that works
costing more than the best buildings iu tlie city
which, if operated under true economic conditions,
will enr-vitably enhance the value of all municipal
real est;ilc ninrc snrdy Mian any other fai-lorof niod-
'rn civilizaliiin shall have no bi'tter title Ihari tlie om;
indicated. Where are the prosijerous cities that are
built on land that is not controlled liy an exclusive
and peri^etual franchise—the right of possession ?

Where such rights are granted there will be found
the best structures di'manded by tiie use for which
they are intended. The best works, while cost-

ing much more than the cheapest, are less ex-
pensive to maintain and operate, tlu'ir service
is more reliable and safer, The law that prohibits ihe
best title prohibits the best worlds and entails a perpetual
loss of efficiency upon the users of municipal services.

How supremely ludicious a city council would appear
that should vote that a street railroad company might
use horses to draw its cars but siiould not use the best
horses it could buy. How strange il would seem if a

state legislature sliould enact a law that a company
might generate and distribute gas for the purpose of
light, heat and power, but that it should not adopt the
best gas-making methods. How incredible it would be
to expect a city to vote that a company might supply it

with water from a pond filled by a surface drainage
only, but that it should not open an exhaustive vein of
pure water by drilling an artesian weli. How unintelli-

gent woidd be the action of a government that would
grant the privilege of sending telegraph messages from
point to point but torbid sending telephonic mes-
sages, These things are all as consistent as laws
providing for the supplying of municipal needs by men-
tioning the methods to be used and thus limiting muni-
cipal franchise corporations to the use of the methods
named, instead of requiring them to adopt the best

known methods at the time of incorporation or that

may thereafter become known. How strange it appears
in the light of the requirements of true economic science
that municipalities liave supposed they could obtain a
supply for a perpetual need, requiring expensive plants,

conductors through all streets, service connections to

make the supply available in every building, and have
the service wholesome, reliable, safe, and rendered at

the lowest possible price, in the way in which they have
undertaken to secure these advantages.

Thev have limited the right to do business to a com-
paratively short term of years. They have allowed
others to build, as it were, on the same piece of real es-

tate. They have limited the methods to be used so
that, when the discoveries of science and Invention
have made better methods available, existing corpora-
lions could not use them, thus compelling the organiza-
tion of other corporations and a duplication of plants.

They have created unnecessary uncertainties by limit-

ing the contract for public service at a fixed price to one,

five, or ten years, instead of making the contract per-

petual and the price adjustable so that it shall always
bear a fixed relation to the cost of production. They
have taxed the supply that aids their industry, ministers

to their comfort, and increases the value of their prop-

erty. They have failed to discover that the right and
facility with which municipal franchise corporations

can.change their methods, in order that they may keep
abreast with the best known conditions of the times,

render their administration flexible and tiieir service

desirable, just as the right and facility with which a peo-
ple can change their legal enactments enable them to

keep abreast with the best known conditions and ren-

der their government flexible and stable. They have
not seen that franchises granted as indicated require no
change to make. them applicable to an}' possible condi-

tion or change the source or method of supply, that

they will forever prohibit the arresting of reductions

in the price of the service through the duplication of

plants, under the pretext of bringing into use

some important discovery, or to secure the

benefits of comxoetition under the mistaken imx^res-

siou that comx^etition can permanently imxorove or

cheax^en a service which requires to be handled as a

unit.

A perfect franchise is the exact equivalent to a per-

fect title to real estate. It conforms fully with the

conditions that give economic value to all property.

It is in accord with ethical and economic laws that

proclaim and establish the dignity and freedom of

labor. It conveys and guarantees unrestricted, ex-

clusive and x)erpetual i^ossession, subject to such use

and control as shall best serve the public welfare.

A condition of vital importance to wage-workers,

in the discussion of a question of this kind, that can-

not be urged uxion their attention witli too much
force, is the fact tliat every time an industry is

removed by legislative enactment from the listof self-

in-oducing industries and x^laced in the list of

non-profit xn-odncing industries ox^erated under govern-

ment ownership, an avenue to industrial index^eud-

ence is closed. Profit-producing industries are avenues

to industrial index:)endence and economic freedom
for all who are engaged in them. For the wage-
workers, more than any others, the self-interest of

the"individual, the moral interest of society, the

groux? interest of the municipality, state and nation,

demand that all avenues to industrial indepi-ndence

and economic freedom shall be kept open.

Discussion.

Judge Akmstrokg: We have had this question

discussed in our meetings before; and we Icnow that

there are so many elements entering into the

qiK'sUoii of mtiiiicipal eleclric ligliling that it can-
not hi' done as cheaply as by privalf enlerprise.
When vv can get Ih*- jti-uple 1</ propirly iind<TNtan«l
I his (pir-sliini from a commercial Htaiid|H*int, we shall
liave n(» ditlicully in obtaining renewals of our fran-
chises, so that they shall he practically perix*tual.

C. K. Scoi-r: The tendency of legislatures lias
bit-n steadily toward removing reslriclions when
granting cliui'ters lo electric lighting companies.
This has certainly been the case in my own slule.
If electric light companies give to their cuKtomers the
best article obtainabli; at a reasonable price, they
will he able to go right on; there will be no danger
rif an.\ body else coming in, for there i» not enough
margin of profit in il.

The paper by Richard Hammond, "How !o Fire a
Steam lioiler,'' was next read.

How TO Fire a Boilkr,

BY R. HAMMOND.

It has been said Ihat "the waste of fuel due to improper
firing is often of more consequence than any other loss
which is produced in the operation of a steam plant." but
in a great many cases the waste of fuel cann&t be entirely
charged to improper firing, as there are other causes by
which a waste of the evaporating power of the fuel is pro-
duced. The principal of these are:

First, the improper construction of the boiler in relation
to grate surface, tube area, heating surface and combustion
chambers: unless these proportions are properly worked
out, it matters little whether the tiring be done by mechan-
ical means or by the more intelligent fireman, waste of
fuel must necessarily follow.

A great many contrivances have been placed on the
market, such as mechanical strokers, and other means by
which coal and air can be supplied to the furnaces of steam
boilers for the purpose of obtaining good combustion
without producing a waste of heat by allowing too much
air to pass above the grates, or an insuflicient supply be-

low the grates; by this statement I do not mean that any
particular method of firing will produce any more heat
from a pound of coal than nature put into it; just as good
results can be obtained from hand firing as Iiave been ob-
tained by the best mechanical means.

It is often the case that firemen are paid insufficient

wages for the work they are expected to do. We should
be as particular to have good firemen in charge of our
boilers as we are in having good engineers in charge of

our engines; a good fireman should be just as capable of
manipulating the furnace of his boiler so that his steam
recorder and his coal and water records will show just as
good cards as the engineer can show in the manipulation
of the steam he uses in his engine. If we paid the same at-

tention to all the details of the construction and setting of
our boilers and their economical use of fuel as we do toour
engines our steam plants would be far more economical.
Everything is "shined up" about the engine; engineers go
into all the details of its construction and management,
and the greatest care is taken in the figuring out of its

proportions so that it will have the very highest possible

initial steam pressure and temperature, and the very low-
est possible terminal temperature and pressure: all en-

deavoring to get the greatest horse power from the pound
of coal, this securing the greatest economy— these very
same highly educated individuals who designed these en-

gines, forget that all the power comes from the pound of
coal, and pay little attention to how that power is trans-

mitted from the coal pile to the engine. It is just as essen-
tial to good economy that the boilers should have the very
highest initial or furnace temperature, and the highest

possible steam pressure, and the lowest possible chimney
temperature, as it is for the engine to be economical under
similar conditions of high initial pressure and temperature
and low terminal temperature.

Experiment has proved that bituminous coal requires 150
cubic feet of air per pound of coal for good combustion; an
excess of air results in a waste of heat which it carries

into the flues and chimney, and often a greater loss in an
insufficient supply to produce good combustion.

In ray experience for steam plant boilers carrying Soto
160 lbs of steam, I find that at least 20 lbs. of bituminous
coal should be burned per square foot of grate per hour,

and the air spaces of the grates should not be less than so
per cent, of the grate area, and the draught pressure not
less than -J- inch of water; if the grate surface is so large

that only 10 lbs. of coal is consumed, it would be more
economical to reduce the grate surface and burn not less

than 20 lbs. with good draft, thus securing a good com-
bustion. The same weight of coal burned on a large grate

would not be as economical on account of the low tempera-
ture; the temperature of the furnace should not be less

than 3,500 degrees, and the ratio of the draft area through
the tubes or flues should not be less than 1-6 nor more
than I4' of the grate surface, and the proportion of heat

surface to grate surface should be at least as 35 to i.

Under the conditions just stated boilers should be fired

very economically whether done bv mechanical means or

by hand. I have noticed in firing marine boilers on the

great lakes that the firemen spread their coal evenly over

the entiregrateat each firing, and they produce steam very
economically, while firemen on coastwise steamers will pile

up the coal just inside the furnace door, and as it becomes
coked will rake it back over the incandescent fire and
grate with equally as good but no better results in the way
of economy than obtained by the lake firemen; both of

these ways of firing are equally good, but in all cases the

grate bars should be entirely covered, and the amount of

air required above the grate should be admitted from
above instead of below the grate.

Different grades of bituminous coal require different

methods of firing, and by a little experiment the experi-

enced fireman so m finds out and adopts the best method
of firing, and in all cases he should keep his flues and tubes

clear of ashes and soot, as well as his fires and grate bars
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In firing anthracite coal, the coal must be spread evenly

over the grate in all cases, and like bituminous coal must
be burned at a b'gh temperature with good draft.

The steam users should see to it that all parts of their

boilers and settings should be of equally good proportions

for strength and economy as their engines; employ good
intelligent firemen as well as engineers, and see that both

produce good indicator cards. By a little atlention in

this direction steam users will themselves scon become ex-

perienced firemen and engineers, and can readily tell

whether the firemen and engineers are doing their duty.

D. .VsnwOKTTt: The jxiiiit lliai is toiieheti u]j()n

there impresses me with the fact, in which I think
you M'ill all agree, that M'e have for a long timi'

drifted into the idea that anyone is capable of beiui:-

a fireman. If there is any position connected with
the engineering; department that requires a fair de-

gree of intelligence, it is that in the fire room. I am
well acquainted with the fact, aud you are, that we
are more apt to soar aloft into intricate i>i"oblems and
shout for the beautiful results of fine workings in

electric problems, and pass by these supposed unim-
portant factors.

J. B. Edson: Engines have been shoved ahead
and improved by the introduction of

electricity, which has demanded a higher
class of engines. Refinements that were
lliought imijossible, and not looked for before, have
been introduced; and engines have been supplied to

meet all the requirements, and the economy of the
engine has been taken care of : but when we start at

the coal pile and work uji to the engine, we find tlie

matter neglected. The uniformity of firing is an
portant matter, as also uniformity of feed water,
cleanliness of the fire; the grading of all the operations
according to the kind of fuel and the draught and
the steam to be generated. The engineer should
master all these points, and then hand them down to

the consideration of the fireman—who may be only

brute, h^a^^^l and muscle, but who is capableof earn-

ing a little more money, and saving much to the
owners.

S. A. Seelev: I think we lia^e had more trouble

in the electric light business with engineers and fire-

men than the mechanical lines have.
Mn. Coggshall: I would like to ask Mr. Hammond

with what depth of fuel upon his grate bars he gets

the best results, using either anthracite or soft coal'
Mit. HAiiMOXD: About six inches in either case.

E. F. Peck: I have had considerable experience
in this matter. We were paying $1.7-5 a day to our
firemen, and we expected them to work twelve hours
a day, every day in the year, without vacation. We
now pay them $2.2.1 a day, and give them a week's
vacation in the summer. In looking over our rec-

ords I find that wliere we were using 2.7;> lbs.

of coal per hour per lamp, we are now using 2..5I

lbs. I do not know whether it is due to improved
firing, or whether we have got to a more economic
point with our engines. I believe, however, that the
additional wages has brought about this result.

World's Coxgress I>-dorsed.

Mr. Armstrong offered the following resolution:

Jiesolved, That the national Eleelrie Li^ht assoeiation cor-
dially indorses the plan of holding world's congresses at the
Columbian Exposition, and pledges its hearty co-operation to

make the Eleetrieal Congress under such auspices a success.

»The resolution was adopted.
The next business was the paper of E. F. Prcl^ un

"Overhead Construclion"wbichispn'senlrd herewilli:

Overhead Construction,
by e. f. peck.

In view of the great interest taken at present in under-

ground construction, it would seem almost incongruous to

agitate the well-worn subject of overhead construction.

Still, as the majority of electric lighting companies in this

country will have to contend with this method of construc-

tion for some years to come, it my be that the subject will

still be debatable. There is certainly room for improve-

ment in this direction in many of our cities and towns,

due, perhaps, to the fact that it has been the practice of

electric lighting companies to cheapen as much as possible

this important branch of their work. Then the material

which has been supplied in the past has not been of such
a character as to permit first-class work and, rather than

stand the expense and loss of time incident to the manu-
facture of fixtures, a great many of the companies have
used fittings that were originally intended for the much
lighter work of telegraph and telephone companies. The
work was also done with a view to the present only ; and
the rapid increase of business has overtaxed the poles and
fixtures, which had originally sufficient carrying capacity.

It may readily be seen that this has led to the erection of

overhead lines that have, after a year or two of service,

become dilapidated, unsightly and dangerous. Then
patching was in order, which soon resulted in a tangle

and snarl that grated upon the nerves and tried the

patience of the central station manager, or superintendent,

whenever he had to contend with it. This, brietly speak-

ing, has been the history of the company with which I am
connected, and is, no doubt, the history of many of the

companies represented at this convention.

How can this state of affars be remedied? In order to

answer this question as briefly as possible, and, at the

same time, to bring out a discussion that will, I trust,

prove both interesting and instructive, I will outline some
recent work that has been done under my supervision in

Brooklyn.
We had reached that point where further patching was

out of the question, and reconstruction became a necessity.

The first point of attack was our switch-board. This was
the old style plug, socket and cable board, with wooden
framework, originally designed for 36 circuits and 36
dynamos, but now, due to the increase of our business,

handling 53 circuits and 42 dynamos. I will not dwell long

on this subject, as I understand that an exhaustive treatise

on switch-boards has been prepared by one of our mem-
bers.

The switch-board that I have planned is arranged to

manipulate So circuits and 66 dynamos, divided into three

units, which I will describe as sections A, B and C

—

circuits and dynamos in each section being interchangeable
— section A to provide for 32 circuits and 22 dynamos, and
sections B and C each providing for 24 circuits and 22

dynamos. Each section consists of two rectangular slate

s'abs, placed five inches apart, supported on a suitable

framework of steel I beams and channel bars, occupying
three sides of a square. Into these slabs are fitted rows
of metal bushings, which are properly connected together

by copper strips, so that the horizontal rows of bushings
on the front board are connected to the dynamos via

single throw jack-knife safety switches, while the vertical

rows on rear board are connected to the circuits and also

to an extra row of bushings on the bottom of front board.

This extra row is used to connect two or more circuits

together by means of cables and plugs, the connecting of

dynamos to circuits being done by means of an ordinary
plug of brass tubing, provided with an insulated handle.

Above the switch-board proper, which stands about five

feet high, slate slabs extend to the ceiling of the room in

which the board is located, providing space for necessary
lightning arresters, combined ammeters and polarity in-

dicators to be used on each circuit.

The next improvement which became necessary was the

building of a suitable wire tower. The wire tower of a
central station is an unknown quantity and a problem that

is hard to solve. The first question is as to its shape.

Shall it bs rectangular, octangular or circular? This can
only be answered by one having a thorough knowledge of

the situation of the station and the directions which the

circuits are to take after leaving the same.

While at Montreal I saw a very pretty arrangement of

a wire tower on the new station of the Royal Electric

company. It was octangular in shape, each side being
about ten feet wide, with a rectangular section of slate

framed into each section. This permitted the introduc-

tion and insulation of wires without other precautions,

and, owing to the shape of the tower, provided for a lead

for the circuits in eight directions. In our Brooklyn
station, it is necessary to have the wires leave the tower

in one direction only, so it was built rectangular in shape.

The tower is built directly over the switch-board and
is 23 feet long and 10 feet wide. The framework of

the tower, inside wire rack and outside wire rack, are

all framed and bolted together, and guyed to the roof

in the rear of the tower by means of wrought iron

rods, provided with turn-buckles. The front, or side

through which the wires enter, is made up of two thick-

nesses of two-inch plank laid diagonally to each other and
fastened together with wooden pins. This was done to

. insure sufHcient strength without framing and to permit

the promiscuous boring for glass bushings. The inside

finish of the tower is of hard oil varnish, and the outside of

three coats of insulating and fireproof paint. The roof

is of slate, the eaves of which extend over the outside rack,

-thus, to a certain extent, sheltering it from the weather.

At the bottom of the inside rack of the tower is an auxil-

iary slate switch-boaid of very simple construction, consist-

ing of two rows of metallic bushings and binding posts.

By use of plugs and cables on this board the tangles and
cross-connections incidental to all central stations are con-
fined to this particular point. This arrangement also

permits the transferring of circuits to any one of the

sections of the main switch-board, thus adding to the

flexibility of the entire system. From the outside rack,

the wires are carried to a distributing pole of Norway
pine set directly opposite the center of the tower. This
pole is 92 feet long, 30 inches in diameter at the

butt, iS inches in diameter at the top, and is set 12

feet in the ground to insure stability. This height

was necessary to allow the wires to clear a three

story building to be erected in front of the wire tower. On
this pole are fitted 11 double sets of eight pin arms, and
II double sets of r6 pin arms, a total of 44 arms, pro-

viding for 176 wires, or 83 circuits. The 16 pin arras are

set parallel to the arms on the tower rack, and the eight

pin arms are at right angles to same, to enable wires to

run north and south. These arms are of the best quality

of long grained oak of the following dimensions: Eight
pin arms are eight feet long, three and three-quarter inches

by four and one-half inches, pins nine inches between
centers, excepting pins nearest middle of arm, which are

three feet between centers, to allow a man to pass between
wires when ascending the pole. Sixteen pin arms are ten

feet six inches long, four inches by Ave inches, with pins

six inches between centers. The pins used on these arms
are of selected locust, one and one-half inches in diameter,

aud the glass insulators are of the deep grooved, double
petticoat pattern.

From this point, the poles gradually decrease in length

until a height of 50 feet is reached, which height is main-
tained on all our main lines. On lines carrying from
eight to sixteen wires octagonal chestnut poles are used

35 feet long, 10 to 12 inches at butt and six to eight inches

at top. Lamp poles are of the same material and shape,

24 feet long, eight inches at butt and six inches at top.

Particular attention is paid to the guying of poles where
necessary; and we are using for this purpose four No. 6

B. & S. galvanized iron wires twisted together to form one
strand, and introducing turn buckles on all main guys.
This wire is purchased made up in this manner, and we
find it a great improvement and saving over the old
method in vogue of allowing linemen to waste their time
in making up guys as needed.

While on the subject of poles, I wish to call attention

to what I consider an erroneous method of treating poles
to preserve them, which is practiced by many companies.
Pitch or tar is applied to the butt, thus confining the sap,

which ferments and hastens decay.

There are many different ways of treating poles, but I

know of no method which is successful unless applied to
the entire pale. The well-known creasoting process is ob-
jectionable on account of the dirt and unpleasant odor
connected with it, as well as ths fact that the creosote
does not penetrate to a sufficient depth. The same ob-
jections apply to the Eurnettizing and Kyanizing pro-
cesses.

My attention has recently been called to the Haskins
process, which seem? to bs highly successful. This pro-
cess consists in the placing of timber in an air-tight retort

and subjecting it to ths heavy pressure of superheated air,

wh'ch permeates the whole seciioa, thereby accomplishing
the same result as a charring process, without losing any
of the chemical properties of the wood.

In regard i^o the character of wood to be used for poles,

the choice is limited in the vicinity of New York, those
obtainable being chestnut, Norway pine. Princess
pine, cedar, yellow pine, spruce and white pine. The
Princess and Nor^pay pine, although not as durable as
chestnut, are the most desirable for the heavier poles, on
account of their straightness and size. For lighter work, I

prefer hecvo or sawed chestnut poles to all others, and
they are still obtainable in lengths up to 40 feet. Cedar
poles are excellent as far as life is concerned, but too
crooked and knotty to be useful for first-class work. My
experience with yellow pine, spruce and white pine has
been very discouraging, the life of each being short and
uncertain.

The next step in the way of improvement which sug-
gested itself was a better method of hanging commercial
lamps. It has always been a source of surprise to me that
more attention has not been paid by lighting companies
to this important matter. The small additional expense
necessary to ornament these fixtures certainly ought to
warrant an improvement.

Last in the line of improvements came the wiring. It

was only a question of rubber covered wires versus
weather-proof. We compromised the matter by using the
best grade of rubber covered wire for all leads from the
switch board to the main poles, and on ail lines crossing
under telephone or telegraph or uninsulated wires. For
the balance of the reconstruction the best grade of weather-
proof wire was used. It will be noticed that I have used
the terra "best grade" for both classes of wire, This term
is a little ambiguous, as I am reminded each day by our
friend, the wire salesman, who claims that his brand of
wMre. is the best and that all other kinds are not in it. So
it remains for the purchaser to judge for himself as to the
respective merits of the different brands in the market.
On some of the loops to buildings, where two or more

circuits were necessary, wc have used, with great success,

duplex cables, thus doing away with a complicated and
unsightly network of wires and fixtures. All wires
are run on deep grooved double petticoat insulators,

the use of rubber hooks and porcelain knobs
being avoided. It would be difficult to formulate
rules for this branch of construction, it being
simply a question of judgment and experience. However,
a few suggestions may not be amiss. Great care should
bs used in the stringing of wire, for insulation of a whole
circuit may be ruined by the carelessness of linemen in
handling. Joints should be soldered on all electric light

work when possible. I have found that wrapping a joint
with tin foil, and then covering with a good rubber tape,

makes an excellent substitute for soldering, and is easily

applied. Keep wires on the same relative pins to I he end
of the line, thusavoiding confusion, and making it an easy
task to locate trouble.

Diagrams of principal poles, showing location of cir-

cuits, should be kept in every central station, for they are
often the means of preventing serious trouble. Do not
leave loops up that are out of service, excepting to pick
them up again, as they may become a menace to your live

wires. If more attention were paid to overhead construc-
tion by the electric lighting companies, substantial, neatly
painted poles being used, with well insulated wires kept
taut and thoroughly inspected, the everlasting hue and
cry against the "deadly" electric light wires would soon
change to one of commendation and praise.

Discrssiox.

Prof. Elihv Thomson: I agree with the senti-

ment expressed in the paper, that were it not for
the fact of the unsightly ways of overhead
construction, we should hear less criticism from the
public. There is no question in my mind that it

is merely the apparent absence of system that
gives rise to a great deal of the prejudice.
I noticed during the reading of the paper that it recom-
mended that tin foil be used instead of soldering joints.

That may possibly work for arc light circuits, for the rea-

son that although the tin foil is not to be relied upon as

making the connections, it would undoubtedly act as a kind
of sealing agent to keep the elements of corrosion away
from bright copper.

Our desire in the past has been to get into business as soon
as possible. I: should now be our desire to get our business

in as good trim as possible, and make it as permanent and
attractive as possible. Abroad the habit is to put up light

ornamental poles for the arc lamp; and some of the designs

are really elegant and not expensive.

Mr. Seeley: I think there is only one way of making
a joint, and that is twisting it with some kind of a sleeve.

I have tried tin foil, and I find in using it the linemen are

not careful with it; after it is put around the wire, in taping

it, it is often abraded, which opens the seams of the foil.

Mr. Peck: In regard to using tin foil on a joint, I did

not mean to have it undeistood that I recommended its

use. I simply spoke of it as one method of making a joint

when it was not easy to solder.

Mr. Seeley : I wish further to state that I believe it is

entirely a mistake to erect large poles. I think it has been
thoroughly demonstrated in the past year by the Long
Distance Telephone company that they are failures. An
eighty foot pole is liable to break in heavy storms in win-

ter and surely we are carrying more weight with a hen*)'
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copper wire on a pole, than where a small No, 12 wire is

Used on telephone poles. I think the average pole should

not exceed fifty feci in height.

TIm- |iii|n'r (III ()|M-ijiliuni)r Ili^'h-Tfiisiuii Cuiii-nls

riidiT^TnuMcl." by 10. A. Lcslif, wiis IIhmi I'lsirl;

Thk Oi'kkation oe'" High Tension Currents Unukk-

CROUNl) l-"ROM A PllYSICAI, ANO

Financial Standpotnt.

liY E. A. LESLIE.

In presenting this paper I shall endeavor to conlinc

myself strictly to my own experience and observation,

submitting only such data as 1 may have been personally

able to collect, and leaving it to you to decide whether, It

having been determined that the successful operation of

high tension currents underground is physically possible,

the financial aspects of the case will permit its general in- .

troduction. Wasting no time in giving a history of the

legislation which has brought about an almost complete

revolution from overhead poles and wires to underground

conduits and cables in New York city, I shall proceed at

once to facts and figures.

Conc/ui/s.

The underground conduits in New York city for high

tension currents are owned by the Consolidated Telegraph

and l''dectricat Subway company, who lease its ducts to

the various electric lighting companies.

The prevailing type of duct is of iron pipe, mostly three

inches in diameter, running along the sides of the streets

into manholes about 275 feet apart These are the so-

called "trunk ducts." Over the trunk ducts are superim-

posed from two to four distributing ducts, with four-way

iiandholes about 50 feet apart. Many of these handh-_'les

are brought to the surface of the street and are covered

with an iron plate, which is easly removable, giving

ready access to the wires in the distributing ducts. In

many places, however, the handholes do not approach the

surface, and, in order to get at the wires to make
changes or connections it is necessary to dig up
the street. Again, on some of the prominent
streets no distributing facilities whatever have been

provided and the companies are compelled to make
long and expensive house connections from manholes,

''"his is particularly true of Sixth avenue above Eighteenth

street and Broadway above Thirty-fourth street.

The Subway company has also a number oE miles of a

system which is made up of sectional iron castings and so

framed together as to combine in one conduit both trunk

and distributing facilities.

These conduits have no surface handholes, and in order

to make changes or connections, it is also necessary to dig

up the street. The manholes are about 275 feet apart as

in the case of the iron pipe.

There is also a small amount of conduit in use, which is

composed simply of cement lined iron pipes running from
manhole to manhole, of about three inches inside

diameter.

The cost of the New York conduits is an unknown
quantity. The Subway company guards the secret well,

and beyond the general statement that they have cost, on
an average, nearly ij^s.ooo per mile per duct, no reliable

information can be gained. In these figures, however, are

doubtless included the expenses of years of legislation and
long and costly litigation. It is the universal opinion

among electric light men in the city that the actual average
cost should have been less than $3,000 per mile of duct.

The companies with which I am connected use, princi-

pally, cables insulated with a rubber compound, although

we also have in use 35 cr 40 miles of cable, the insulating

material of which is fibrous. Perhaps the best descrip-

tion of cables I can give is to embody herewith a copy of

our specifications, which, with slight modilications, are in

general use by the New York companies.

srECiricATioNS for undergrounu caule.

No. B & S. (solid or standard) must contain no joints

or splices.

Lead Coverings.

To have an alloy of from four to five per cent. tin.

Thickness of lead, f^-

Insiihiiion.

Outside diameter. 32ds (usually -^'.^ to .,''^- all around
the conductor). Resistance of insulation without lead

covering, after at least 4S hours' soaking at temperature
of 75 degrees Fahrenheit, 1,500 megohms per mile.

Resistance, dry test with lead cover and without lamp
connections. 1,500 megohms.

Resistance of insulation after three years' use to be up
to the standard required by the Board of Klectrical Con-
trot, which is not less than five megohms per mile, per loo
volts of current employed up to, for example, 3,000 volts,

/. c\, 150 megohms.

Copper.

Conductivity of copper gS per cent. To be medium
hardness; that is to say, a mean between hard drawn and
soft copper.

Diameter,

Outside diameter of cable, including lead covering,

32ds (depending upon the size of the wire).

Electrical tests of insulation to be made at factory by
company's representative. If insulation is taped, outside
diameter of cable to be 32ds.

Capacity.

Cable shall be capable of carrying an alternating current

of volts and amperes, or continuous current,

volts and amperes.

f.ayiux iiUil Connecting.

The cable to be laid and connected by the Electric

Eight company under the supervision of the manufact-
urers, who shall carefully supervise the work, and, after

accepting the same, shall be li.iblc under the guaran-

tee, in the same manner and the same extent as if they

(the manufacturers) had themselves laid and connected the

cable.

It is usual for manufacturers toguaranteetheir cables for

a term of three years. As the form of guarantee m.iy also

be uf interest, I quote that with which I am familiar in

its entirety:

ituaranty.

IVhercas^ The Electric Light company, a cor-

poration duly incorporated under the laws of the state of

New York, has purchased from feet of

electric light cable, as called for by the annexed specifica-

tions, which are hereby made part of this guaranty.
A-o-i\ therefore, in consideration of such purchase and

of other valuable considerations to us in hand paid, the

receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, we,

a corporation duly incorporated under the laws of

state of , do hereby guarantee and warrant

the said cable to be a satisfactory practical work-

ing cable for the purposes and currents specified in the

said specifications, for a peried of three years from the date

of its being put into use. Nothing herein contained, how-
ever, shall be deemed as a guaranty or warranty by us for

any failure of said cable due to the use of the current in

excess of that referred to in said specifications, or for fail-

ure due to mechanical injury from improperly drawing
into the conduits, and improper connections of the said

cable.

In the event the said cable or any part of it fails to meet
the requirements of this guaranty or warranty during the

term thereof, we hereby covenant and agree to replace the

cable so failing with cable that shall meet the said require-

ments during the term of said guaranty or warranty, the

cost of replacing said cable to be borne by us.

In the event of any failure of said cable being dis-

covered by the said Electric Light company,
we, the said shall receive prompt notice thereof,

and hereby convenant and agree to forthwith investigate

and test the cable so discovered to have failed; and if it

shall appear that such failure was not due to the cause
herein specifically excepted, then we, the said cov-

enant and agree to bear the expense of such investigation

and test, and replacing the whole or the failing portion of

said cable; but otherwise, all such expense shall be borne
by the Electric I>ight company.
Whenever such investigation and test may become nec-

essary, said Electric Light company shall furnish

unto us, the said such facilities and information
as are within the control and knowledge of the said

Electric Light company, relating to said cable, the circuits

in which they are made up and the use thereof, together

with access to manholes and terminals, so far as con-

trolled by the said Electric Light company.
In witness whereof, etc., etc.

The cost of lead-covered cables, such as the above
specification calls for, varies considerably according to the

size and manufacture. Roughly speaking, however:
No. 4 cable ranges from 15 to 20 cents per foot, or,

from $792 to t?i,056 per mile.

No. 2, from 25 to 30 cents per foot, or, from $1,320 to

$1,584 per mile.

No. 00, from 37X to 45 cents per foot, or, from ^i^gSo

to $2,376 per mile.

No. 0000, from 55 to 65 cents per foot, or, from $2,904
to $3,432 per mile.

In other words, underground conductors cost from four

to five times as much as overhead conductors, which is a

matter to be carefully borne in mind.

Laying.

The manner of laying cables is simple. It is first

necessary to draw a rope through the duct to be occupied.
To do this, rodsabout three feet in length are used, having
brass male and female screw attachments, one at each end.

The first rod is inserted in one end of the duct; then an-

other is screwed into it and pushed forward, and this pro-

cess is continued until the first rod emerges into the man-
hole at the other end and you have an unbroken line of

connecting rods through the duct. A rope is then attached

to the last rod, and, as the rods are pulled forward and un-

screwed in the manhole at the distant end, the rope is

gradually drawn through. Unless a large number are to

be drawn into a single duct, they can be drawn by
hand, without any special machinery. If, however, it

is desirable to draw in as many, at one time, as the duct
will hold, it is necessary to use a winch or windlass, or.

in lieu of either, a snatchblcck with a rope and tackle, and
enough men to pull the mass. Great care should be
observed not to allow the cables to twist in the duct, as, if

this occurs, it is next to impossible to withdraw any given
conductor thereafter without removing all conduclors in

the duct. In cutting the cables to fit given sections, about
12 feet should be allowed for slack between manholes,
for racking around the sides of manholes and for metallic

joints. The cost varies considerably. To draw in two
cables in a duct would cost in the neighborhood of from
2^ to 3 cents per foot of cable; but to draw in four or

six, or even eight, as has frequently been done, the cost

diminishes and will not average over two cents per foot,

or even less, assuming that the men in charge have had
experience and understand their work thoroughly.

Jointing.

The proper jointing of cables is a matter of paramount
importance. Unless the joints are made by an experienced
person, it is almost impossible to secure a joint which will

give the same insulation resistance as the cable itselT, and
yet, unless the joints arc so made, the object of secur-
ing immensely high insulation In the cables proper is

entirely defeated and a large proportion of the original
investment practically wasted.
The New \oxV Subway company, in its early incep-

tion, framed a set of rules governing the operation
of underground conduits. Among them is one which
has always challenged my admiration and the man
who framed it either built wiser than he knew,
or was a remarkably gifted person. This rule at
first was considered abiurd and impossible of compliance,
but to-day I think I am safe in saying that every electric

light company governed by it will acknowledge its wisdom
and admit that, by having enforced a high standard of in-

sulation from the very outset, a large amount of subsequent
experiment and waste of money has been avoided. I quote
the rule:

"Section 4. Electromotive Force.—All conduclors
drawn into and operated in the conduits, and iniended to
convey currents of an electromotive force exceeding loo
volts, shall have at the temperature of 75 degrees Eahren-
heit, an initial insulation resistance of not less than 15
megohms per mile per 100 volts electromotive force of cur-
rent in the circuit. Whenever the insulation resistance of
a conductor as aforesaid shall prove 10 be less than five

megohms per mile, per 100 volts, the use of that conductor
shall at once cease, unless the actual electromotive force in

its circuit be reduced so as to re-establish the foregoing
ratio."

You will observe that the initial tests of cables laid by any
of the companies in New York city must show an initial

insulation resistance of not less than 1 5 megohms per mile
per 100 volts of current used. This means that with an
alternating current of i.coo volts the cable must show,
before the current is turned into it, to have an insulation
resistance of not less than 150 megohms per mile; with an
arc circuit of 2,500 or 3 000 volts or even 4,000 volts, initial

insulation resistance must not be less than 375 megohms,
.^50 megohms and 600 megohms, respectively. Taken into
coiisideration with the fact that on an ordinarily humid
day, overhead circuits will not showan insulation resistance

of more than from 200,000 to 500,000 ohms per mile, the
above requirements seem altogether impossible of attain-
ment and to be ideal rather than practical, but this is not
the case. On the contraiy. it is rare, indeed, that the in-

itial tests of cables laid m New Voik dty do not show
from three to four times the initial insulation resistance
required by the rule, and, of the hundreds of miles of cable
actually in operation at the present time, and which have
been in operation from two to three years, and with which
I am personally familiar, I do not believe that there is one
that will not show, under like conditions, nearly, if not
quite the same high degree of insulation as when the
original test was made. In fact, I have proved this to be
true many times, and will cite one of our latest tests.

Initial Test, Nov. 17. 18S9.—Weather clear; tempera-
ture, 60 degrees Fahrenheit; constant, 33.000. Leg No.
I: Length, 95 mile; deflection of galvanometer, 25 divi-

sions: total insulation resistance. 1,320 megohms: insula

tion resistance per mile. 1,259 megohms. Leg No. 2:

Length, 95 mile; dtllection of galvanometer, 20 divisions;

total insulation resistance, 1.650 megohms; insulation resist-

ance per mile. 1,567 megohms
Last test, Feb. 5. 1S92.—Weather, fine; temperature,

25 degrees Fahrenheit; constant, 33.000. Leg No. i .

Length, .9 mile; deflection of galvanometer, 12 divisions;

total insulation resistance, 2,750 megohms; insulation

resistance per mile, 2.475 megohms. Leg No. 2: Lenplh,
.9 mile; deflection of galvanometer, 10 divisions; total in-

sulation resistance, 3 300 megohms; insulation resistance

per mile, 2,970 megohms.
It is, of course, apparent that the conditions under which

this last test was made were much more favorable than in

the case of the initial test. But I think it is also apparent
that the insulation resistance of the cable has suffered little

or no deterioration after more than two years of constant
use.

This would be impossible with poorly insulated joints.

The first cable laid by the Manhattan Electric Light com-
pany on Broadway was insulated with rubber compound
and the joints were made by contract, on the representation
of the contractor that his men were professional jointers.

After the cable was connected throughout, a test showed
less than a megohm of insulation per mile, and this bad
condition of things was quickly shown to be in the joints;

every one of them had to be cut out and pur lesson was
well learned. Since that time we have never allowed ary
but our own men, specially trained and educated for the

purpose, to make joints on rubber compound cables. I

once wrote a gentlemen regarding joints, that, in making
each and every oce of the thousands of joints in use. we
have observed in every case, the same care and precauticn

in making them as is observed by the Atlantic Cable com-
pany in repairing breaks in mid-ocean, where, in such cases,

it used to be the custom, before they maintained their own
ships, to charter or equip a vessel to reach the locality of

the break, the cost of which ran anywhere from $40,000 to

$60,000. and wherethis whole sum was dependent upon the

making of one first-class joint. This may sound like an
exaggeration, but. nevertheless, I can assure you that our
extraordinary precaution has saved us an unknown, but
large amount of trouble and, on that account, our almost
total immunity from interruption is largely due. The cost

of joints will run from $2 to $3 apiece and any manufact-
urer can give proper directions how to make them and
what to use, both as to metallic contact and insulation, but,

in the case of the rubber compound cables, the difficulty

lies more with the man than with the method. Men whose
hands are naturally moist cannot make a good joint, i, c, a
joint which will test "infinity."

Testing.

We are required to test all underground circuits at least

once per week, For this purpose a portable reflecting gal-
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vanomcter is used. Where the cables enter the station a

lest room, free from the j'ar of the building, is usually pro-

vided in which to set up the instruments; but, in cases

where the cables are reached from the station by overhead

wires, it is customary to rent a quiet room adjacent to the

junction-pole and connect by a well insulated "lead" for

permanent use. The total insulation of a circuit with all

converters or arc lamps connected, will generally fall below

the requirements of the rule above quoted, but, unless it is

shown to be less than say one megohm per mile of cable,

its condition, as a "completely connected circuit." is

usually accepted. But, as a general rule, when the insula-

tion falls below this standard, what are termed "ex-con-

verter" and "ex lamp" tests are called for. These require,

in the case of incandescent circuits, that every converter

installation be cut out, the cable ends freed from all contact

and test of cables only be made to ascertain their exact

condition. The arc circuits are similarly treated by

disconnecting all lamps and switches. Unless the

results of such tests come within the limit pre-

scribed by the rule, the circuits are not allowed

to be operated until the defect has been removed and the

insulation brought back to the required standard.

Fortunately defects are rare, and tests of this character

are not now called for with sufficient frequency to prove

burdensome.
House Connections.

House connections are built by the Subway company at

the expense of the electric light companies; but the Subway
company claims not to j'elinquish ownership therein and
will not allow their joint use by two or more companies,

jxcept by special arrangement. The cost of house con-

nections in New York city is appalling to the man of ex-

clusivelyoverhead experience. I will quote a few selected

at landom:

First—On upper Broadway. No distributing facilities

except from man-holes.

TO NO. HOl'SR niE. CABI.K AND I.Ar.OK. TOTAI,.

1301 Bto'rtdway, $128.11 $4?"1+ $'76.55
1409 " iiS 59 fir.gi "So-Si

1451 " 108.12 Si '4 160.26

i,'l7 " 11S.58 S-J.^S 205.13

Second— Ofi upper Sixth avenue. Same as above.

TO NO.
SS3 Sixth avciiu

ion
846

lOUSE rii'E. c.\f;le and labor. total.
$io'5.57 S5OW 5''''5-SO

141.96 79. 0*5 22I.03

7S.51 54.10 M2.C't

155.0S y?.5i 2t,3.6,

Third—Many of the streets have subways upon one side

only. House connections from hand-hole boxes to the op-

posite side of the street are long and expensive, for instance:

TO Nn. HiiL^e I'li'i; C.MU.E AND LA hot;. rOTAL.
iS<T,j Thi'diivcnue $[24.07 §K1<53 $.6S.27

i-ns 121.50 50.63 i75-'9
2i(OI " ii8.;t 6-.66 1^0.20
iiiCi i53-''J 47.60 2or.J5

i NO. HOUSE I'IPE. CABLE AND LAI!0R roTAi-.

Tliird avenue, $2 4.S2 $23.43 $50. 2 t

24-54 l6.03 40-34
29-34 ^3.20 5=-54

1 " 27.66 22.20 49.S6
1 Eighth aviDuc 3101 23.47 S3-SO
; " 21.S4 2.1 -84 45.68
1

" 22.46 «5o.l 47-49"
24.59 4*'-75

Fourth—Distribution to side of street on which conduit

is laid, or where there are distributing facilities on both
sides of the street:

216S
666
72S

359
725

Fifth—The cost of connections to city lamp posts,

including pipe, cable and labor, averages about $110 per

post.

You will observe that in some cases the cost of these

connections exceeds the gross revenue derived from an arc

lamp for an entire year, but. unless we resolve not to de-

velop the particular territory in which these cases occur,

we are obliged 'to invest our money and take chances for

the future.

Fortunately, it often happens that one house connection
will serve for two or three different installations, and in

this way, the average cost per installation or per arc lamp,

is very largely reduced. For instance: In the fall of iSgo

our arc lamp connections cost us, on an average, only $43;
in the spring of 1891, an average of about $30; the ratio

of new connections to new installations or lamps being as

one is to two. In other words, for loo installations or

lamps we were required to make but 50 house connections.
This ratio could bs largely and safely reduced were we
allowed by the authorities to use more than 100 feet of

overhead wire with each underground connection.

Some Fealures of Undcrgionnd Operation.

It is a fact worth knowing that the underground service

is more reliable than that of the overhead. Storms, bliz-

zards, sleet and wet snow have little or no effect upon it,

and neither has lightning, where the circuits are entirely

underground. In consequence, cases of interruption are

rare; crosses never occur; grounds but seldom, and open
circuits are unknown, except when a break occurs at a

lamp or a switch.

The number of "burn-outs" in the subways is small, and
thus far, after three years' experience, not a single instance

of burn-out has occurred in our "rubber" compDund
cables that has not been directly attributed to some im-

perfection of manufacture, which originally escaped de-
tection, or to mechanical injury after the cables were laid.

And these have not amounted to more than 10 or 12 all

told. We have, however, had several instances with the
"fibrous" compound, but whether due to accidental

abrasion of the lead covering, which is fatal to that form of
insulation, or to some inherent defect, we were unable to

determine, as the intense heat of the escaping current de-

stroyed all evidence in each case.

During the first year of our experience we suffered con-
siderably from mechanical injuries caused by the careless-

ness of employes of other companies having common
access to the man-holes with ourselves, and I presume our
own men were equally culpable as regards the property
of our neighbors, but the common experience of the com-

panies suggested greater care and consideration upon the

part of all, and, by carefully stowing the cables away upon
racks built along the sides of the man-holes, mechanical
injuries have now become exceedingly rare.

On wet nights we have an occasional case of trouble in

a leaky switch box, or. at an exposed joint, where the

wire running to the lamp is connected with the cable.

These joints were at first covered with ordin^"y tape, but

after a few months' exposure the tape would invariably

leak under the high pressure and sometimes convey the

current to the lead covering and result in a burn-out.

In the case of rubber compound cables, we now
simply cut back the lead a few inches, strip off

the taping, make an ordinary metallic joint, and then
slide over the bare metal a floor insulator, open at both
cads, and standing upright so as to allow the rain to run
through the lower end, the insulator resting upon the rub-

ber compound, not upon the lead covering of the cable.

This, of course, refers only to lamps where switch-boxes
cannot be used, such, for instance, as city lamps. Where
fibrous cables are used, a regular insulating joint of pure
rubber is made, connecting to a short piece of specially in-

sulated wire. The joint is immersed in boiling hot para-

fine and the specially insulated wire is then connected in

the ordinary way to the wire running to the lamp. This is

done to protect the insulation of the cable from moisture
and also to facilitate connecting and disconnecting with
the lamp, which the regulation tests frequently render
necessary.

In laying cables it has been found df.sirable to place both
"legs" of incandescent circuits in the same duct. When
they are separated into different ducts great loss results

from self-induction.

The use of the subways makes it possible to employ
much heavier single conductors than could be used over-

head. There are in some of the ducts conductors having
nearly, if not quite. 500 ooo circular mils area, and such
sizes as No- 00 and No. 0000 are quite common. The
conductor. being composed of small wires stranded, affords

sufficient fiexibility for all purposes ; but in sizes up to and
including No. 2 B. ^ S. the conductor is generally solid.

In the matter of public safety, the records of the past

three years show but one death to have occurred from cur-

rent conducted underground, and that particular case

occurred on top of a city lamp-post on a wet night, the

victim neglecting to use his gloves. Prior to iSqi deaths
caused by shock from overhead wires occurred with con-
siderable frequency—sufficiently so to arouse great public

excitement and hasten the burial of the wires underground.
But it is fair to state that more than nine-tenths of all the

accidents were primarily due to the inferior character of

the overhead construction and the extraordinary multipli-

city of wires of all kinds in the streets.

The arrangement of the underground system is exceed-

ingly cumbersome; that is to say, it requires much greater

time, as compared with overhead methods, in the construc-

tion both of trunk lines and house connections. Under
the old overhead system an order for an arc lamp, for in-

stance, could be executed within two or three hours after

its receipt,and the whole cost of hanging was not to exceed
anywhere from $S to $12; now, however, in order to hang
an arc lamp and connect therewith, it is necessary to make
formal application to the Subway company for the house
connection, and this requires, on its part, anywhere from
three to ten days' time. After receiving due notice that

the house connection has been built, we are then required

to apply to the Board of Electrical Control for a permit to

hang the lamp and connect it with the underground con-

ductors. This requires additional lime, amounting to from
three to ten days, often two weeks and even longer ; and,
in a number of instances, before we were finally permitted

to fill the order, the prospective customer had become dis-

gusted with the delay and cancelled his contract. The
Subway company has also to apply to the Department of

Public Works for a permit to open the street and must re-

ceive the same before they ca.. proceed with the work,
making in all three distinct applications to three different

bodies for each house connection.

Again, the underground system rigidly circumscribes

the territory in which current can be distributed to the

streets through which subways are built. Lights cannot
be served 2od or 300 feet off the line of the subways with-

out a long underground connection, the cost of which
would, in nine cases out of ten, prove prohibitive.

I recently read an article in an western paper, to the

effect that the wiring of the plant located in the city in

which the paper was published, was all overhead, because

the underground systems in New York city and elsewhere

had proved to be a failure on account of gas explosions,

which were so serious and frequent in their nature as to

make the operation of high-tension currents underground
infinitely more dangerous than dynamite. Now, as a

matter of fact, although it is true that the earth beneath
the street pavements of New York city is completely satur-

ated with gas, but very few explosions have actually oc-

curred and those not at all serious in character. Only one
interrupted our business, and, in that case, only for a few
hours and on but two circuits. The Subway company uses

a system of blowers, which keeps the subways reasonably

free from gas, and this source of danger or interruption,

at least so far as the city of New York is concerned, may
be wholly disregarded. Nevertheless, without the blowers
it night be reasonable to apprehend danger.

The Financial Aspect.

\ good system of underground conduits fairly covering
the electric lighting territory of a large city will, in ray

opinion, cost on an average from $2 500 to $3,000 per
mile, per duct, but, in the case of a single duct in a trench,

the latter figure is likely to be exceeded, depending largely

upon the character of the digging and the engineering dif-

ficulties to be overcome. For the purpose of comparison,

however, let us assume !?3,ooo to be the cost of one mile

of distributing duct and then consider the cost of one mile

of construction for one arc and one incandescent circuit,

by both underground and overhead methods, as follows :

lmjergkou.sd. overhead.
^^•^^ $1,000.00 50 poles prepared and

, ,, . ,
sct;it5i2.oo -t'Vo.wj

1 1,000 ft. No. 4 cable aI 1 1 000 ft. No. 4 wire,
20 cents, laid 2,200.00 at 4J4 cents jyr 00

11,000 ft. No. 2 cable at i:,ooo ft. No. 2 wire,
.^o cents, laid.. 3,300.00 at 7'.i cents 7»»7.So

40 liouse cJonectioDs at .)o house connections . 4*<o.oo
$75.00 ... 3,000.00

Total ? 1 1,500.00 §2,372.50

Hence, from these figures, it must be assumed that the
initial investment for an underground system will exceed
by about five times the cost of an overhead system, and
the fi.xed charges on this very expensive feature of invest-
ment in a central station plant must be correspondingly in-
creased.

But in New York city, as before staled, the underground
conduits are owned by a sub cvay company, which has an
exclusive franchise and which leases its ducts to the various
electric light companies upon the following schedule of
rentals:

Distributing ducts. $',000 per mile, per annum.
Iriink ducts, 3 inch qoq " "

-'2 Soo " "
'' 700 " '*

^'^ " 55"> " "

These rates have the effect of increasing the usual ordi
nary expenses of a central station enormously, and,
although some overhead wires are still in service, and out-
field of operation is almost wholly confined to the more
important streets and avenues, the amount of the duct
rental already equals the combined cost of coal, water, oil,
waste and the salaries of chief engineer, engineers, 'fire-
men, coal handlers, boiler cleaner and oilers employed in
the engine department.
The development of electric lighting territory is. con-

sequently, much restricted, and streets which would offer
fair inducement for overhead wires cannot be considered
at all from an underground standpoint. A case of this
kmd occurred in our last bidding for street lights. A
certain company bid for the lights on Fifth avenue, between
Twenty-third and Forty-second streets, about 15 in all,
at the rate of 60 cents per light, per night. This was
20 cents above the ruling price. Being called upon to ex-
plain, the company stated: First, that there was no com-
mercial arc lighting to be had in the locality whatsoever,
and it must rely solely upon the street lights for revenue.
Second, that there were subways on both sides of the
street and thai, as the lights were distributed on both
sides of the street, they would be obliged to lease a duct
on each side. Third, that, therefore, the duct rental "on
Fifth avenue alone" would amount to "32 cents per light
per night."

There is another onerous featrue which discourages the
extension of territory, and that is. that the Subway com-
pany requires us to execute a bond agreeing to pay rental
for a term of five years on all new ducts constructed and
this bond must be securtd by collateral of unquestionable
value. This insures the return of their capital, even at
their own estimate of cost, but it imposes a heavy burden
upon the electric lighting companies.
And right here it seems pertinent to remark that I have

long been convinced that it is a matter of paramount im-
portance to an electric light company to own the subways
it occupies and to possess the right to extend the same as
the development of its business may require.

While I have no complaint to make against the Subway
company of New York, I know that the subwavs could be
operated by the companies for much less money than they
are now required to pay, taking into full consideration the
m.atter of interest on capital investee. cost of main-
tenance and operation, and every other charge which can
be justly considered. Therefore, for those to whom op-
portunity is yet given, it might be wise and prudent to
at lest secure the right to construct underground conduits,
even although they may not adopt their use for some time
to come.
As to maintenance, our experience with cables has not

been sufiiciently great to give us a definite idea as to their
possible life. Aside from this, however, it costs no morelo
maintain the cables than it does to keep overhead wires in
good order, say from .^15 to $20 per mile per annum

—

probably not quite so much; but, unless the cables last at
least 2 3 years the cost of maintenance is likely to be far
greater.

Finally, summing up the whole situation, the following
conclusions may be fairly reached:

P'irst. The underground service is not only a physical
possibility, but an established fact upon a vcrv 'large
scale.

Second. It is less liable to interruption than overhead
wires.

Third. It is less dangerous to human life.

Fourth. Its cost is enormously greater.
Fifth. It is cumbersome to a degree and lacks, lo a

considerable extent, the flexibility of overhead wires.
Sixth. Its cost precludes its extension to sparsely

lighted districts, which must either be reached overhead or
permanently abandoned.

Th." |);i|MT .111 'TIm- rncIrrirniiiiMl Cniislrucliun i.f

tin- JUiM'aln Railway Company," by .T. W. ("nivfii.
was iH'xt read:

Underground Construction of the Bufi alo Rail-
way Company.

by j. b. cr.wen.

\yith hesitation I have accepted the invitation of the
president of thi, association to read a paper at this meeting
on the "Underground Construction of the Buffalo Railway
Company."
The subject is broader than appears on the surface; in

fact, too broad and deep for me to deal with it thoroughly,
but the knowledge that what little I know, together with
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tlie results obtafned in this city, may furnish one or two
points for discussion which may give to all of us some
valuable information, has decided me to ask your attention

for a while.

Underground construction for railway use is becoming
every day a more prominent feature of railroad construc-

tion. Overhead mains and feeders will not much longer

be tolerated, especially in larger cities, where already the

common councils are making it part of a railroad franchise

that feeders, at least, shall be buried. The trolley wire,

being bare, is of necessity left overhead, as safer and more
economical, but it behooves us to meet this popular demand
of placing all wires possible below the surface, otherwise

we may be compelled to put the trolley wire itself there.

Such an order would put the electric railroad industry back
for quite a number of years, for not only would it be ex-

pensive, but, to my knowledge, no commercial under
ground trolley system has yet been put on the market.

Underground construction for railroad use brings us

many problems to solve. While not using a high tension

current, we have one side of our system always grcurded,
so that between the many miles of cables in use and the

earth we have a difference of 500 volts; thus you see at

once the necessity of having and keeping up the highest

insulation possible. This question of ground return re-

(juires ihat the insulation resistance of a railway circuit be
twice that of an arc or incandescent underground system,

where you have a metallic circuit; then there are the con-
stant and excessive strains that one does not meet either in

arc or incandescent lighting, due to the throwing off and
',tn of the cars. It is almos": impossible to figure your
i.'eders to carry the maximum current, so that at any time
you are liable to have your cables overloaded, bringing
very heavy strains upon them.
Another question is the one of connecting overhead with

underground wires. This brings lightning to the field to

be guarded against, for the large surface of trolley wire
offers an attractive path for lightning, and how to protect

the underground feeders and mains has been quite a

problem. Lightning has little regard for insulation, seem-
ing to want a path only to earth ; this path is offered by the

underground cables, so that we have to introduce some
arrester at the junction of the underground and overhead
wires to give it some other path.

This arrester is placed inside a water-tight iron box on
top of a pole, wherever tap is made with overhead wires;

this box also affords a good place where overhead and
underground wires ran be connected and keep moisture
from the cables; this is accomplished by wiping a 3 inch

lead cup onto the lead of the cable and filling it with in-

sulating compound.
We have in this city about iii miles of subways, divided

into two trunk lines, which branch off and carry feeders to

the outlying districts. Our conduits are laid in cement,

30 inches below the surface of the street. They are

crowned in the center, so that the water will drain to the
manholes, which in turn drain to the city sewers, with a

bell-trap to prevent sewer gas coming back.

Lately, on account of natural gas finding its way into

subway and manholes, we have found it necessary to

attach a blower at the station, which ventilates the whole
system. Manholes we have placed every 400 feet, and
have tried to make the distance standard, as pulling a
greater distance brings an excessive strain on the cable

when drawing in.

After careful consideration before this work was started,

we decided to depend on our cable for insulation, not on
conduits made of insulating material. To me it seems im-
possible to prevent moisture from penetrating the latter

system, thereby lowering the insulation. We depend on
our ducts for mechanical protection alone.

The cables in use here are lead covered, provided with
an exterior fibrous jacket or covering saturated with pitch,

the purpose of which is to protect the cables while being
drawn into the duct. We have some 45 miles of cables,

which have been in use since July last. These are of two
classes. One depends for insulation on pure Para rubber,
the other on a composition, our shortest feeder being two
and a half miles in length, some of the longer ones reaching
a distance of eight miles, yet the insulation on none at the
present day is below 120 megohms, the short ones testing

as high as 1,100 megohms. In laying ihis cable all tests

were made in the testing room at the station; this was
made feasibly by the use of a telephone circuit throughout
the underground system, so that a workman making a joint

in a manhole was in communication with the man making
the test and could always find out if his work was satisfac-

tory. The joints made were the standard joints used by
the companies from whom the cable was bought.

I may mention also a joint as made in the cable, using
composition for insulation. The method here employed
differed from the foregoing in that the lead sleeve is slip-

ped over the completed copper joint, dressed down and
wiped, the sleeve then being filled with compound through
two small holes tapped through the top which are after-

ward closed permanently with a soldering iron. Each
feeder, for the purpose of tapping off branches to feed the
trolley wire and to facilitate the breaking of cables in case
of trouble, is run through a junction box every 1,000
feet. The box shown has eight stubs, which allows 3
cables to pass through and be broken, and two taps to be
taken off for feeding purposes. * A small telephone box is

is placed in each manhole, the terminals of which are all

in multiple. A few words in regard to the testing of this

system and the difficulties encountered on account of one
side being grounded.
We are obliged to test at night, when the load can be

thrown off one feeder and onto another; then the feeder is

disconnected by means of a switch where it connects to

the overhead, and the test is then made. It is rather a slow
process, but the only one left open to us.

The testing-rcom is equipped with first-clsss irstiumerts
for practical u!^e. The galvanometer, which is of the

Thomson reflecting type, is enclosed within a magnetic
shield made of wrought-iron pipe, and also suspended by

three springs to absorb vibration. The rtst of the Instru-

ments consist of a chloride of silver battcrv, standard re

sistance and shunt and reversing key. To the left is

seen the telephone communicating with the manholes.
Thus far we have looked upon the difficulties and dis

advantages of the underground system. No argumenis
have been advanced in its favor, but I think you will agrte
with me that it has some. First, it dots away with the

public objection of disfiguring the streets, obstructing

firemen in their duties, and in the case of high tension

currents, a menace to Hie itself; and then the liability of

wires falling, causing a suspension of traflic, and, in case

of a storm, causing a delay and loss of thousands of dollars

to the company itself.

AFTKKNOON SESSION'.

TIm- |Mvsidi-Ml (-:ill''d 111.

.Mr. ,\rnislri)ii:

i-liiiL' i -'h-r :i1 :i:l.")

• I iIm- rnllowiiiir ivsoliilioii:

TleHoli"!. 'I'hiil llif iiR-iiil)LTs of llie Ntili(.iinl Klertrii- I.ii-bt

iissnoiatiiiii {•xh'tiil their hi'tirlv Ihmik^ in Or- ISell 'ri'U'pl'"ML-
c'ompimy ul' Kiitlnlit, lui'l Hit- Airn-rir.in 'IVlciihiMic A 'IVlc-

Knir-li (<Mii|jiMi\ , i>r New S'urk. hihI llie I'nstiil 'I'deyrtiiili A
Ciible fnni|iiin.\. Ini- ilieir t;reiil kiiiiliie>.s tiixl i-uurlei-y 111 ex-
leiniiiij^ til lis llie I ree iihe nf [heir wire>. p^ivilel,e^ nl whii-li

we htive shiiwii mir tijiprei-ialiMii |jy ti very kc'ihthI use. timl
which luive helpeil K'retilly In llie elijovinei'il ol' mir very pletis-

aiil stay in llie city nl liiilValo. 'I'u our prej^i'leiil am! llie I'iii-

zens of BiitValo, who have so hospitubly treuleU us. we ilesire
to exleiul our Ihanks, We ('loHe this eonvenlioii with the lirm
eonvietion tliai it has been tlie most successful one In our his-
tory.

'^riie resululioii was adojilcd amirl api>hniS(.'.

The assut'iiitioii then went inlo uxeculivo scssinu.

Ei.KcTrox OF Oi-'PirRHs.

Til'" folliiwiiii,^ named oflicci's were* cIccIimI for I In-

cnsuin;:: year:
President, James I. Aver. SI. I.<mns. Mo.: lirsl vice-

l)residenl. K. ,\. Armslrmij;-. Camden, N. .1.: si-coinl

\ ice-jjresidiMil, ('. H. AVilmerdin^, C'liiea;j;(), Jil.; sec-

relary, ilcmue F. Purler, Xew York: excciilive
eumniiilee, (new members) H. IT. Fairbanks.
Pohh .M;n-k'ii', 0. Lee Abeil; (old members) .lolm

A. Seeliv, ]•:. F. Peck. Olias. K. Fallen. .Ir.. Fredei-ie

Nichols. M. I). Law. A. .M. Youii-
The iM-M iiireiiij-i.r 111.' assuei.-ilioii will be held In

SI. Louis. .Mu.. F<-hru;ir\. ISij;!.

The Banquet.
The convention was formally closed on Thursday after-

noon, but one of the most enjoyable features of the meeting
was reserved until Thursday evening, when a banquet was
held at the Merchants' Exchange. About 350 members and
guests were present. The reception room and banquet
hall were decorated with choice flowers and there was an
elaborate display of bunting and flags. During the even-

ing an excellent musical program was presented.

The following toasts were responded to:

"The City of Buffalo," Hon. C. F. Uishop.
" The National Electric Light asscciaticn," ITcn.

E. A. Armstrong, Camden, N. J.
"Buffalo Manufactories," Richard K. Noye-
"Municipal Lighting,'' C. H. Wilmerding, Chicago.
"Buffalo Electricity," John G. I\Iilburn.

"Electrical Press," T. C. Martin, New York.
"The Buffalo Press," Charles F. Kingsley.

"Electricity,'' Prof. Elihu Thomson.
"Our Partners in Niagara Falls," A. J. Corriveau,

Montreal.

Convention Notes.

The "Ajax" switch was slmwii by Mr. Yau Xuis.

lienedict I'cBurrham ofNew Ynrk weri' rejiresenled

by 1). L. Hungeidofd.

l-:. H. Hatch oi Harir.n-d. Conn., represcnied ihe
.lohiis-PraU comfiany.

K. E. Bai'tlett of Bartlelt & Cu. was one of the
"allied puwtTS" at lipadquarters.

John A. Roeblings Sons' company of Treiiloii.X.J.,

was i-epreseiitecl by F. H. Sparlin*;-.

Lewishon Bros, of New York were, as usual, rep-

resented by their representative, S. Rosenslamm.

The Perkins Electric Switch cumpau\ of Hart-
ford. Conn., was aldy rejiresented by M II. ]:>uiice.

Tlie Bryant Electrical company of Ih-idi^epui't,

Conn., was rexjresented by President AY. C. Bryant.

P. J. Fiedler, general manager of the l^osloii Braid
com]iany. showed a lary-e assortment of silk covered
wire

J. B. Edsun of New Y'ui-k, ]jreseiiled a very
unitpie circular describing' his record iiiii' and ahirm
^aug-e.

(reneral Manager T. J. Smith represented the E. S.

( ireeley & company of New York. lie was accompan-
ied by I. M. Post.

'

The Keystone Electric company of Erie, Pa., pre-

sented one of the novelties of the con^"enlion in its

new reversible motor.

E. H. Peck of New Y^'ork, presented the claims of

the Phaniix Glass company and secured many large
orders for tinted shades.

P.H.Alexander of Alexander, Barney & Chapiii
of New York, who has never missed a eon^enlion,
represi'idi'd his company.

The Slerling Water Tube Safidy Boilef company,
of Chicago, III., was rf'in-escnled Ijy (Jenernl AgenI
J. B. Sargeni, of (i20 Atlantic Avenue. Bo.slon. Mass.,

wlio prcKeiili'd a m-at culalofftii'. *l»*KCriplivr uf ili.t

boiler. It roiitaini'd many Items of inl<Ti'sl. and
gave a iiilintM'r oT receiil sales.

Koberl MackleiiT ('iiu'iiinat I, well known in elfi*-

Irical cirfdesllirmigh the West, was a flow alleiidani
U|NHi llie c'nnvenlion sesHJons.

(.'eneral Manager F. .S. .Minolt of llie Nalioniil
India Kubber company of Bristol, |;. L, sliowefl a
compleie line of .satnph's of wire.

(;. A. Scliieren A: Co, of Xirw Y'ork, were rep-
resenled by ('. A. Schieren and ('. A. Scliieien. Jr.,

10. P. .Mkinsonand A. It. Lanrence.

The Jewel Helling Company of Hartford. <*onn..
made no extensivf* e.xliibit, bm secretary ('. K. Newion
and C. L. 'I'olIeK secured .several orders.

('. E. liibber of Boston, general manager ofiln-
( 'onsiilidah-d l*;ie(dric Manufacturing company, ex-
liibiled ii iiumljer of new idecirical devices.

P. (
'. A< kerman of New York, representing llie

American Electrical works of Providence, It. I..

sliowed a full line of samples al the Iroi|tiiiis.

N. S. PoRSons represi'nleti |||i> Knreka 'I'enipereil
Copper company, of Norlli East. Pa., displaying a
line exhibit of its specialties in the corrid»»r.

S. S. Wheeler of the Crocker-Wlie.der Motor com-
pany of .\''W York, was very busy in e.\plaihiiig lli<*

many advantages of his w<dl known apparatus.

Tlie Electric Secri^t Servic(f Co. of New York.
was represented by C. 1*. Mackic, general manager.
and S. S. Bogarl, llie electrician of Ihe company.

Tlie iH'W "Niagara" dynamos and motors inaiin-
laclured In Ihe Lovell Manufacluring company, of
Erie. I\-i.. received many comiilimeiiljiry remarks

Pass A: Seymour, of Syraciisr-, N. Y.. Iiad a vi-ry

Ciimjdele exhihil of tine jKirci'hiin speciallles. and ai-

Iracled the atleiition of many cenlral slaliun men.

H. A. Cleverly of Pbilade|pln;i. Pu.. ;,s usual, left

Ihe impri'ssitiii that llie Cleverly El<Mdric;il coiiip;iii\

was abli- to [U'oduce aiivlliini; that an exp.-ii would
ih-sire.

IT. L. Shippy. New V<irk manager of the B«»d>ling
Sons" com]»any, was an atleiidaiil :il llie convention.
recejvini,^ his usii,-d pleasant reci-plioii from his m:in\
frii-nds.

liicliard * ). lleinrieli. who had charv.- of Die Wes-
lon Eleelrical Instrument coniiiaiiy's exhibit al Ihe
Fr.uikl'orl Exposilitui. represenlcd llu' com[»aii\' at
Ihilfalo.

T''he .fohn T. Noye Mauufaciuring com|taiiy. of
BuHalo. was visited by a large delegation Thursday.
inspecting the works. The visitors were royally eii-

lerlained.

(ieneral Manager ^V. D. Packard, of the Packard
Lamj) C()mpaiiy, of AVarreii. Ohio, alteiided Ihe con-
vention. He had sam|)|es of the company "s lamp on
exliibition.

(Jeneral :\Lanager AV. Ii. "Weslnn of Ihe AYrslon
Swilcli comjiany of Pliila<le]|(hia. Pa., had a large
exhibit of swilciies. including a number of new de-
vices in this line.

\Y. AY. Law. president of tlie Eli'clric Appliance
com[iany. of Cliicaiio. showed a new swinginir ball

liglilning-arresler, ilu' N. E. Switch, and new Acmi*
single-pole switch.

A general iiivilalion extended by the .\luiniiiuin

Carbon company to inspect llie iirndiicliuns al iln-

factory was accepted by quite a large [larly on
Wednesday morning.

The Hart-Hegemau Mauufaciuring company of
Hartford, Conn., was represented by A. H. Pease,
its secretary and treasurer, who had a line tif its new
switches on exhibition.

Tlie Falls Rivet cSc Machine comp.-uiy. of Caya-
lioga Falls, Ohio, <lis[ribuli-d an I'labomie circular,

showing quite a complete Ijsi of eleefric plants in-

stalled by the company.

E. E. Ries of the Ries Electric Specialty com-
pany of Baltimore, showed his new alternating
lamp socket, which he pi-onounced a great improve-
ment over the old device.

The Stanley Electrical company of Piitslielil,

Mass., was represented by the following well-known
iientlemen: R. Fessenden, tlenr\- Him-. AVin. Siim-
ley, Jr., and C. C. M'hittlesey.

The Electrical Engineering & Supply comi)any. of
Syracuse, made one of the best exhibits of the con-
vention in the line of supi^lies. Its catalogue was
much sought for future reference.

A large party, in charge of S. S. Leonard, of Cleve-
land, made a visit to the stoeet railwap power hovise lo

examine the Hill clutches. Those who allende<l

wore amply repaid for their trouble.

H. S. Brown secretary of the Security Insulator
company, of New Yoi'k. rrcchcd man\- complinietils

from delegates upon ihr praclieal n-sulls lo In-

obtained by tlip use of this insulator.

A handsome souvenir of the C. & C. Eleclric -Aioior

comiian>' was dislribuled about con \ en I lun head-
(.piarli.'rs. It c(.)ntaiMed much interesting' information
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oil clt-ptrk'al rtpiiaratiis j^t'iicrjilly ami (icsfriln-d in

ilc'Iaii Ilic molurs atul iri'in-ralors mainirarlurcd l)\

I \u: (_'. lV (_'. company.

J. J[. Drfurd of tin.' I'nion Kh-clric Mannl'act ur-

injr coni])any of JJriili.''i'p(n'l, Conn., had a numbi'i' ol'

ni'w I'li'clrical dcvifcs. in tin' way of swIIcIh's. whicli
wiTc \iM-y much adnii Vf(\.

Si'LTPlai-y ('. .1. Swifl nf ihi' Dui.lex l<:h-cl.i'ii.-al

company of t'orry. Pa., louk a |)arly of ten lo lln'

l)ni)lcx Works In examine liu' new molor. which i-c-

sulled in making- several sales.

-lames .1. .Min-i-a\ .V: Ci.. nf Pliihidelpliia. were re|i-

rcsenled In .1. K. Mai-liii. who liad a full line uf

^lubes for i'ncandesci'ul and ixus It.i^hlinir jinrjioses. the

Hint iiiiilies a 1 1 1'acl iny unusua I alien lion.

The Okimili' company. <if Xew York. 'j;;\\r si\e)al

very pleasani receijiions in its parlor, whi(di ueic ai-

lended hy many members. A most enj(>\al)le jn-n-

ma iti nic was presented on eacli occasion.

Iv \\'. Wilkins of the Patrick tt Carter company of

Pliiladel|ihia, Pa., distribnled a \ery neal souvenir
memorandum book. He alsu showed I a rye pliulD-

liraphs <ir llie cnjnpany's new annunciator.

H. B. Cutler, ycneial manager of the Cullei' Elec-

trical Sup[)ly com|>any of Pbiladcl]ihia. Pa., had an
assorlmenl of new incandescent tiexihie lamji stands.

wliicb won the admiration of all wlio saw it.

The Eddy Electrical company of Windsor, Conn.,
was represented i^y A. D. Newton and M. E. Raird.
It was favori'd with sevei-al large orders, one of

whicli is to pi lo a [loinl on the Pacific coasl.

R. I'>. ('(iri'\', general manager of the Eleclrieal

Supply iV' Construction Co.. of New Yorlc, thoroughly
C(in\inced 1 he pi^ople of iJulfalo as well as the del-

agates of Ihe sujierior quality of ilie AVard lamp.

Diehl tV: Co. of :^So J^roadwav. Xew York, dis-

trilniled a calaloi^iie c(unple|e in all details showing
the \ari<Mis 11 lies of eleeirie ei'illng fans. 'I'heir

leslimonials lea\i' no doubl ;is to ihelr elticleiicy.

The Paranile llubber & Insulated AVire company,
of .loneshoro. InrL. was represented by C. C Uuller.

who had a very complete line of samples of tlie com-
jiany's aerial, submarine and underground wires.

P. C. Ackerman. manager of the New York otlice

of the American Electrical Work,s, of Pi-o\ idence.

had on exiiiliilion a full line of samples oi' the \\'ires

made liy Ihe company, including eh-dric light wire.

ih'obably nothing attracted more alienlion than tin-

new eleclric puni|. of Olis ihos. \- Co.. of New Yoi-k.

opei'iited b\ a CiMckei'-W'heclei' nioloi- in I he corri-

dtu-. A. E. Hall e.\plaiinM! ihe mechanism of the
jnimp.

Allhough H. T. Paisle. of Philadel|.hia. was a lil-

lie lali' ill reacliiiig lUilI'alo. his corner in Ihe rotunda
oC 1 lie hotel Was so rrouinled h_\ a largi.' numl)er ol*

delegates, examining his line of new no\ellies in

swi Idles.

.lames Lelfel it Co.. of Siu-iiigfleld. <).. maiiulac-
lurersof Ihe Lellel water wheel, dislrih.uled a \-ery

neal bro<diureon water wheels. This concern has had
(AIT I hirl \ years' cxjierieiice in \\\i- maiuifacUire of

waler w heels.

11. O. Pratt, treasurer of the Samson Cordage com-
pany of Hoslon. was prevenp-d from coming with the
Hosltni ]iarty. but slio\\'ed his usual jnish by arri\'ing

on a li'ain Inil lialf an hour afler [he special. o\er
anolher roule.

Charles I). Shaiuorihe Edison Cem-ral iOh^d ri e

com])an\ iif Xi-w ^'ork. Iia.l (diariiv of ihe alfairs of

the Edison comi>aiiy. lie made ;i eoni|)lele e.xhihil

a I Ihe .Masonic Teiiiple. where Ihe com
| 'in\ "s Itulfalo

otliees are loc.aled.

Tin- Could ^V: AValson company, of lloslon. was
re])resenied by K. P. Sli;irp. win! had a line of Ihe
company's ke\ less wal er-proo!' sockets. The lU'W

\Vhilne\ direcl reading \ollmelers were hir the lirsl

Umi- shown by this comjiauy.

E. S. AVillvoung, of Queen A: (\... Pliiladelphia.

repH'seiited his house mosl acceptably. Mr. Will-
\onilg eX|iliiined se\eral new (h'\iees which <^tlleen tV

Co. lia\<- recently phice.i on Ihe market and in whitdi

much interest ^\,\s manlfesled.

The Beacon Yacuum Pum|i Eleclric company.
of Boston, made an ailractive exhibit of its lamps, in

size from 10 candle power up to '27A) candle power,
lii-eseni ing man\" new designs. The company was
ably rejvreseiiti'd by S. S. Sherman.

The Thomson-Houston company had one of its

new iioles with switch conneclion on exhibition in

front of the local otlice on Court Street. li was
one of the features of Ihe con\-eiit ion, and was \'isiled

hy the majority of ihe ilelegates present,

U.K. Whilehrad of the Crescent Insiilale,nVire
iV Cable e(nn|.an\. of Tn-nton. N. J., was well

pleased wilh the practical results of his alleiulance
upon Ihe cinnenlion. He secured se\ei-al of t In-

largest orders wdncli this firm has taken Ibis yi-ar.

A convention without (ienerat JManager C. K. liib-

ber of t he (.'onsolidaled l^lecl ric i-ompan\ presi-nl ing
simiething decidedly interesli ni;- would he a no\elIy.

At this convention he brought out lln- tn-w Hamil
arc lamp hn- incandescenl circuits. Tiie const ruc-
tion is simple.

magnet, annunciator and oHice wires, rubber covered
wire, lead ein.-ased wire. Iidejiihone and incandescenl

X. Y. Tilus. general mamiger of tln^ Economic
comjiany of Boston, relied upon his persuasive powers
and the well known record of the company's lamp
rather than an exhibil.lvesultsshow I lial liis i-stima1e
of I lie coml)inalitiii was well lounded.

Members of tin- association who had visited Mon-
treal in Seplember were reminded of their pleasant
reception and entertainment on that occasion by Ibe
recei])! of an illusi rated souvenir of the last mid-
summer meeling jn-epared hy A. .1. Corriveauof Mou-
li-eal. It contained many familiar \iews of the cily.

The Chapman Yalve company, of Indian Orclnird,
Mass., made iis initial bow before the electrical i>i'o-

ple of (lie convention, and Ibe complete line of \alvi's

si low II l)y ils rejn-esenlati\*e. Edward L. Boss, and
Ihe goodly number of sales wliich he re|)orled is

convincing ])roof that Ibis firm will again be n'pre-

sente<l.

One of the most interesting features presented in con-
nection with the convention was the entertainment of

Marshall P. Wilder at the headquarters of the Okonile
company. Wilder was at his best and kept the visitors in

good humor throughout the entertainment. Captain Can-
dee and Mr. Manson were congratulated by all on securing
such an excellent attraction.

A rein-esentative of the Hubbard Piiotograi)hing
company, of 242 Eourth avenue. New York, accom-
panied the electrical special from New York to Buf-
falo, and alst. went on l!ie i-\-cursion to Niagara Falls.

Se\-eral \ lews Wi*re taken of the delegates at Albany.
Biilfalo, riica and Niagara Falls, at the ice mount a'i 11

and Ihe eiilrance to (he eleval<n- of (he tunnel.

F. P. Lillle .>c Co.

open house during 1 In- coir

Electric Coal Cutter.

The accompanying cut illustrates a coal cutter of the

undercutting type driven by a 15 horse power C. & C.

electric motor of special design. This machine is in

operation in the Mean Run Mine, Pennsylvania. The
motor placed in position on the machine is covered by a

heavy board which serves to protect it from possible in-

jury from any heavy object falling upon it. The starting

box is also placed on the machine in a convenient position

as can be seen from the illustration. The armature shaft

carries a beveled pinion at each end and by a mechanical

device this can be made to operate the endless chain to

which the coal cutting knives are attached and which re-

volves about the arm, and also lo operate the feed chain,

which is made fast at one end, so that the machine can

be moved forward at any desired speed or allowed to re-

main stationary if the hardness of the coal so requires.

'ca streel. Butfalo. kepi
i-nt ion. and a niosl cordial

Electricity in Minneapolis.

Minneapolis is an enlightened and progressive city—

a

fact attested by many manifestations of enterprise, not the

least of which is the widespread use of electricity for light

acd power. An interesting compilation showing the

growth of electrical applications and giving the latest light-

ing and power statistics has been made by W. E. J. Deoi

ing, city electrical inspector. It is as follows:

The first electric light in Minneapolis was an arc light,

run from a small Brush plant, in the PilUbury A mill and
was started Dec. 24, iSSi. This was followed by a 10 light

IJnited States (Weston) plant in the Big Boston clothing

store, old Academy of Music, March 31, 18S2. It is a

ELECTRIC COAL CUTTER.

welcome was extended to the many delegates wlio singular fact that the local newspapers made no mention
called. A l;ir--e share of Ihe delail work for the en- of these lights at this time.

icrlaiiiiueiil of ilie members was arranged by Mr. The first isolated incandescent plant was a United
l.illle. and Ibe heatl.\ coiigraluhilions thai were ex- States (Weston), located in the Pillsbury A mill in lan-
l ended lo him were convincing proofs thai his e (furls uary, 1S84. At the present time there are seven isolated
were apprecia1i-d. arc plants, running 3S0 lights, and 7oisolated incandescent

plants running 22,110 lights. The above includes ^ 025
S. A. Doty, general manager ot thi- Aluminum multiple series lights run by the street railway company.

Carb<.n comjiauy. <d' Biilfalo. j.iaced ihe \isil- 1111883-4 a few incandescent lights were run from
ors under^ great obligations by llie many alli-nl ions storage batteries charged from central stations, but this
shown. The lUilfalo recejitiou commiltee. of which soon proved a failure and they were abandoned. Prior to
he was a member, showed by Ihe manner in which 18S7 the only incandescent lights run from central stations
il look care ol the deiegales thai il thoroughly were a few scattered groups of series multiple lights run on
underslood whal was necessar\ lo make them com- arc light circuits. About this time the furnishing current
I
'"''>'*''- for incandescent lighting for commercial purposes became

rp, ^,,
, , i» r X' ^- 1

^^ estabHshed fact, and at the present time there are 27,-
Ihe Standard Paint comi>any. o New Aork was 822 incandescent lights running from central stations, not

as usual repn-seiited by 1' rank L. Ih'Konde. ol New including street railway lights.
Vn-k. and P. H. Hover, ol Chicago. Iheir supijly Electricity as a motive power was used to but a small
ol l.u-li.ise shed cah'iKiars, which were in great (h- extent in Minneapolis previous to 1S90. At the present
maud, was soon exhausted, \\hi\r at the conven- time there are 575 horse power of motors in use, exclusive
lion ihey received ill.- iiilormalioi, thai Ibe under- ^f ^^^ street railway and small fan and dental motors.
writers ol San h raucisco lu.d decided I hat IhevwouM The street railway company has 6, soo horse power of mo-
i.ol acce],! any wiring unl.-ss coven-d wilh 1 . v^: I.. tors in use, and this makes a totafof 7.075 horse power.
''""' There are 1,803 arc lights running from central stations.

K \ 1 aPoche of the 1 -iPoclie Flec(ric-il
I^'ectric heating is in its infancy, and is not yet a perfect

Works'or i'hiladelphia, Pa., madi- a long iournev in
success though about eight horse powerof currem are

oni.-r to be in atleiidance at the convention, comiuu' '''f
\°\}^" P'^^P^^^ ^^^^' ^^'^'^y '" '^^"^"es, hat stores

1- .1 , ,.1 . 1^1 I 1 1 1 11 .1 .
^^d ciothmg factories.

directh- lr<.ni t uba to Plnladi-lpbia. and leaving that t,, ^ *„^ i u - c c i.- i . • . •

c-ilv luV I'.nllal.. Ihn-r l,.„„-s .llrr l,is nrrival. H. was , 3^5 ?' r . 'T ° ["''"^''"S electncty m Mmn-
waTml.v .,„„n,lnlalr,l. a,,,! assn.v.l ll.al 11,,-,-,. would |Xw, '""'" ""'' '"" "''

""

be no (lucslini, or minihrrs in aUciulamT hrrra lln- at j^^,^^^^ ^^.^ ,5^^^
colivnilioiis il othr,- mrmh..|-s <lisi,la.y,.,i ll,,- samr

central station arcs 1803
y.v:,\ 111 -cHin- around.

Isol^^ted incandescents s/.iio

Th,. rUca ElcLdric'Jlanufai-lurin^ .^ Supply n.m- Central station incandescents 27.822

l>an\' showed a liandsonif linr nt" sainijli'S of ils man-
uraclurcd s|.cciallics, iiududiiu;- a urw liylit nin-ar- lotallamps mj.gja

iTslrrlorli-hliuKor powrr ri ri-uils: also a ,|uicl<-iMa.ak
Horse power o motors 7.075

snapswilfli. madciii sizrs Inun .111 lol.Ollll ampcuvs, Horse power elect.;o heaters S

a complrt,. line of iHUTrlaiii fnsr l,nN-,.s. cul-ouls, a
lOhe entire business in the city were reduced to incan-

iH'W carhoii hrusli-holdrr, and an cMrndrd arrav of
'J"""' ''gl-fig " would amount to 164,989 16 candle

n,.vr s whicd, allraclr.l luiivrrsal altrnlh.M. (Jen- Power lamps. ^____^^_
.•ral Maiia.wr Hossart rrpirsndrd 111,, compan.v. ^t the last meeting of the Royal Scottish Societyof

_ Arts Prof. Blyth of the Anderson college, Glasgow, read
a paper on the "Utilization of Wind Power for the Gener-

It is said that Granville Woods, a colored resident of ation of Electric Light." The writer stated that last sum-
T.T -^r 1 - .1. r . f !-• ..." • nier he had used a machine on the principle of the Robin-New York, IS the first of his race to attain prominence as ^ ... , ,, ^ K , .

i^wu

n

^ son anemometer, with hollow cup;, rotating horizontally.
an electrician. He h.is a new method of supplying elec- ij worked satisfactorily, and in a fair w'nd gave out 4 elec-

trical energy to cars. trie horse power. Even in a gale it ran satisfactorily.
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Lighting the Armour Manual Training
School.

The kitcst riddition to the benevolent institutions sup-

ported by the income from the extensive Armour Klals is

the Armour Manual Training School, which is now

nearly completed. These tlats cover nearly two entire

city blocks and fronf on Dearborn, Thirty-third and

Thirty-fourth streets and Armour avenue, ChicaRO. They

were established by Philip I). Armour, and the control is

vested in a board of management. The Armour Mission,

with a regularly installed pastor, a free kindergarten,

free dispensary, free reading room and a day nursery,

have for some time been in operation as the result of this

beneficence. The training school is a handsome building

of stone and pressed brick, situated on the corner of

Thirty third street and Armour avenue. It is intended to

make it a (irst-class institution for the manual training

of boys, with the idea of laying a good founda-

tion for the education of skilled artisans. The

building will be lighted by electricity generated

in an isolated plant. The contract for the wir-

ing and fixtures, which has. been secured by the Chicago

Edison company, calls for over 1,800 16 candle power lamps

and they are to be wired on the three-wire convertable

system. The arrangements for the generating plant have

not yet been completed, as it has not been decided

whether to install several types of dynamos, in order to

illustrate the distinctive operation of each for the benefit

of the students, or to put in an entire equipment of Edison

machines.

Wood's Receptacle Socket.
This device is a modification of Wood's trailer connec-

tor, previously illustrated in these columns, and it is in-

tended to assist in the economical distribution of incan-

descent lamp light. The bases of the combination are to

be arranged in places where it is convenient to put them

in circuit, within easy reach. The double pole plug, at-

tached to the lamp by flexible cord.- can be instantly i^-

WOOD S RECEPTACLE SOCKET.

serted or withdrawn and as it is a double break, it causes

no sparking. Ample space is given for securing the cord

terminals inside the plug shell. The base is adapted to

either outside or concealed work, and it, as well as the

plug, is finished in polished hard rubber.

This receptacle socket is manufactured by the Electri-

cal Supply company, Chicago.

Proposed Technological Institution for
Chicago.

The following letter from Prof. Cook, who has charge

of the natural science department at Northwestern Uni-

versity, is self-explanatory :

Editor Western Electrician :

Now that the establishment of a school of technology
is under discussion, it will no doubt interest your readers
to know that some time ago the trustees of the North-
western University decided to establish such a school,
and undertook to raise an endowment fund of half a
million dollars for that purpose. In this attempt they
have already met good success and have raised a large

sum of money. Consequently there is little doubt that

the school will be established at no distant date. Whether
this school will be connected with the university pro-
fessional schools in Chicago or with the literary depart-
ment in Evanston is not certain. In either case it will be
within a thirty minutes' ride of the center of the city, and
can claim recognition as one of Chicago's educational
institutions. C. S. Cook.

Evanston, III,, Feb. 15, 1892.

A Suggestion to American Exporters.
If American firms could only understand the ways of

our rigorous customs, says the Canadian Magazine of
Sciejice, a great amount of trouble would be saved to

Canadian purchasers. Complaints have been raised by
several prominent electrical firms, and they but echo the

sentiments of many more. It may be well, therefore, to
mention that two certified invoices should be sent with
the shipment of all goods, whether taken through or in

bond. One invoice should be marked certified and correct,

and signed by the shipping firm for the custom house, and
the other similarly certified for the purchaser. Should
this be followed, a great deal of trouble and worry would
be avoided. We do not propose here to enter into a
description of the endless amount of annoyance caused by

the tardy way in which invoices are sent, but merely point

out to any of our readers who may be more or less em-
ployed in shipping goods to Canada, that if they wish to

continue the trade with their Canadian cousins, they must
send the invoices promptly, and duly certified.

Isolated Electric Plant in the Highlands.

The London l-ula gives some particulars of an inter-

esting application of water power for electric lighting and
heating purposes at a shooting-lodge in the West Iligh-

lands. A dam was built across a small mountain burn
some 800 feet above the lodge. The water is led for some
distance past the dam in an open drain, and at a point

about 650 feet above the turbine; it is conducted to it in a
closed pipe. The waterfall thus made is the highest that

is used for electric lighting purposes in the British Isles.

The current is conveyed from the turbine house to the va-

rious buildings, the lodge about 200 yards distant, the

stables, laundry, and head stalker's, cottage some 400
yards distant, by means of insulated conductors laid under-

ground in tarred wood troughing, and the cables are com-
pletely protected by melted bitumen run into the troughs.

In all, there are some 2g2 electric lamps installed. An in-

teresting feature of the installation is a system of electric

stoves, which are used for warming and keeping dry the

cellars and various other parts of the buildings.

Electrical Action of the Human Body.
In the course of a series of lectures delivered by Prof.

McKendrick before the Royal Institution of London the

speaker showed some interesting experiments to demon-
strate that there was in reality a distinct electrical action

of the human body. He showed the effect of animal
electrical currents by means of a very sensitive galvanom-
eter. Current from animals such as the torpedo fish had
long been known, he said, but it was mueh disputed

whether there was such a thing as an electric current from
man. This man-current he demonstrated by putting his

hands into a three-quarter per cent, solution of common
salt contained in two flat vulcanite dishes. The effect up-

on the galvanometer was greater as the number of fingers

inserted was increased, and was greatest when the muscles
of the arm were contracted. There were no fewer than 50
species of animals that were living electric batteries, the

speaker declared, although only five or six were generally

known. lu concluding the lecture. Prof. McKendrick
warned his hearers not to suppose that the final set-

tlement of these questions had been reached. Many
problems awaited solution, and he urged that every one
should keep an open mind for the reception of the truth,

from whatever quarter it might come.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York. February 27.—From all accounts the

northwest corner of Broadway and Murray street will

some day be occupied by the office building of the Postal

Telegraph company. It is stated that negotiations with

the Trinity church corporation for a ninety-nine years'

lease of this property have nearly been completed. The

property includes five buildings, all of which will be torn

down as soon as the lease is signed and plans have been

decided upon for the new building. The price is said to

be $50,000 per annum over all taxes and assessments.

The New York telephone subscriber has the "lower

rate" bee in his bonnet. More than two thousand tele-

phone subscribers in the city have enrolled their names on

the books of the Telephone Subscribers' association, and

every one vows he will stand by the association in any ac-

tion it may take to curb what is called the telephone peo-

ple's extortion. The fight is to be taken to the legislature

and if this does no good there will, in all probability, be a

strike. Secretary Frank S. Gardner of the association has

returned from Albany after a two days' visit to the council

of the state board of trade. He had intended to have a

talk with some of the leading democratic legislators for the

purpose of getting a senator and an assemblyman to intro-

duce the "Telephone Commissioners' Bill," but was obliged

hurry home because of a death in his family. Secretary

Gardner was much encouraged by the interest taken in the

fight for lower telephone rates by the State Board, and

said that a committee of five, in which he was included,

had been appointed to find means for relief from the ex-

cessive rentals now charged, and report at the next meet-

ing. It is said, however, that Tammany influence will

keep the rates up. It will be remembered that the

"Telephone Commissioners' Bill," which wss intro-

duced in the last session, was lost by the

famous deadlock. There were rumors in Albany at the

lime that the Metropolitan Telephone & Telegraph

company, and the New York & New Jersey Telephone

company, which operates in Brooklyn, were counteracting

the efforts of the friends of the bill by contributing $50,-

000 a year to the democratic state campaign fund. Both

Mr. Croker and Edward F. Murphy, Jr., of Troy, are to

be questioned about those rumors. The telephone compa-

nies, however, denies the charge absolutely. The cam-

paign will be vigorously pushed, and the names of new

members continue to be received One merchant yesterday

handed in a list of 250 names.

Mr. Edison is reported as being satisfied with the ar.

rangemcnls made between his company and the Thomson-
Houston people. In a recent conversation he is reported

as saying: "'The stories in which some of the newspapers

have called this a game of 'freeze-out' are founded on a

misapprehension. I expect the consolidation will result

financially to my advantage.''

The negotiations for the consolidation, Mr. FIdison con-

tinued, were being conducted by J. Picrpont .Morgan and

H. McK. Twombly. The entire question was one of

pure business, which was being conducted on a "friendly

and satisfactory basis.'* K. A. Coffin had been selected

as the head of the new company, and it had been proposed

to call the new concern the General Electric company,

leaving all personal elements out of consideration. The
name was, however, not fully decided upon.

Mr. Edison was asked about the alleged strained rela-

lations between himself and Samuel J. Insull, who has

been the general manager of the Edison General.

"There is nothing in that £tory," he said. "Mr. Insull

was once my private secretary. We are on the best of

terms now. I expect he will come with me again when
the consolidation has been completed. He is a valuable

man, and he knew my affair, so well when the Edison

General company was formed that they could not do with-

out him very well."

"What will be the effect of the consolidation on the suits

now pending between the Thomson-Houston and the Ed-

ison companies?" Mr. Edison was asked.

*'I think there are forty or fifty suits in which the com-

panies are interested," Mr. Edison answered. "I do not

suppose the consolidation will result in stopping the liti-

gation. The papers in the cases are on file. In many
cases there are principles involved which will govern in de-

termining suits over patent rights, etc., with the Westing-

house company. I suppose these suits will be carried to

a decision." W, F. O.

Nashville, Tenn.
Nashville, February 27.—The entire plant of the

Capital Electric company, which had the contract for the

public lighting of the city, has been sold under a decree

from the United States Circuit court to satisfy a judg-

ment of fSo.oooin favor of the Thomson-Houston Electric

company. After some spirited bidding the plant was

knocked down to the Thomson-Houston company for ^75,-

000. The plant includes the lot and old power station on

Front street, the lot on Grundy street, new buildings and

machinery, together with all rights, franchises, etc. The
Thomson Houston company was represented in the trans-

action by Frederick W. Hunter. Mr. Hunter, Thomas
Taylor, J. F. Stierly, James Clark and James Stiles had,

previous to this sale, secured a charter for the Cumber-

land Electric Light & Power company, so that the

Thomson- Houston company now controls the entire elec-

tric lighting plant and franchises in this city, and will pro-

ceed at once to rebuild and enlarge the power station on

Front street, expending about $100,000 in increasing the

capacity to meet the present and future requirements.

The Capital Electric company gave its commercial cus-

tomers satisfactory service, both as to light and power, but

its public lighting has been very poor for a year—lamps

too few in number and the current insufficient and very un-

steady. The city installation was made in October, 1S89,

and the contract with the city was for three years, each

lamp to burn all night and every night at the price of I'^Yz

cents per night. The number of the lamps is sixty short

of the contract requirement, but the new company has

given notice that these and fifteen additional will be put

in operation immediately.

The Overland Railway company has been reorganized

and the line is to be converted into an electric line immedi

ately. The deed to the road and the franchises was made

by the clerk and master to P'red W. Hunter, and the

new electric light company owned by the Thomson-

Houston company will furnish power for the road and its

future branches and extensions. The line at present ex-

tends to Glendale Park, six and one-half miles from the

public square.

The $200,000 worth of income bonds insured by the

United Electric Railway company is being placed quite

readily at 85 cents on the dollar. The coupons are re-

ceivable for fares on any of the company's lines.

Nashville has been made the distributing point of sup-

plies for the Western Union Telegraph company in the

central southern states, B.

PERSONAL.
Dr. Louis Bell has resigned his position as editor of

the Electrical World, and Carl Hering has been ap-
pointed as his successor.

C. A. Daigh of the Electrical Engineering & Sup-
ply company was at the Chicago office of his com-
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pany for several days last week, returning to St. Paul
Wednesday ni<:lit.

C. D. Crandall, ;,'rni.T:il manager of the AVesleni
Eleclric company, Chicago, returned from the
Buffalo convention Friday of last week. He is much
l)U-as<'d with the results attained at the convention.

The sad announcement comes from Tokio, Japan, that

Prof. R. Shida, of the electrical department of the en-

gineering college, Imperial University of Japan, died on
January 4th. Prof. Shida took great interest in electrical

affairs and kept abreast of the times.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Marseilles Electric Light & Power company. Marseilles,

111.; capital stock, $25,000; :o operate an electric light

and power plant; Clarence Griggs, Ottawa, 111.

Merchants' Lighting company of Santa Rosa, Santa
Rosa, Cal.; capital stock, $50,000; operating electric light

and gas plants; T. P. Keegan, Santa Rosa, Cal.

Oak Terrace Cold Storage company, Jacksonville, Fla.

;

capital stock, $25,000; generation of electricity for light

and other purposes; T. H. Butler, Jacksonville, Fla.

Hollister Light &: Power company, Hollister, Cal.;

capital stock, .^25,000; to maintain electric light plants,

and furnish light and power; Scott & Dooling, Hollister,

Cal.

Canton Waterworks & Electric Light company, New
Orleans, La.; capital stock. $50,000; operating water-

works and electric light plants in the city of Canton, Miss.

;

Irwin Jamison, New Orleans, La.

Roseburg Electric Light company, Roseburg, Ore.

;

capital stock, $20,000; to carry on an electric light plant,

or plants, for lighting streets, houses, buildings and
offices; L. L. Hurd, Roseburg, Ore.

Warren Investment company, Indianola, la. ; capital

stock, $500,000; buying, improving and selling real

estate; building of an electric road from Des Moines
to Indianola, la.; H. McNeil, Indianola, la.

Mineral Ridge .S; Niles Electric Street Railway company,
Mineral Ridge, O. ; capital stock, $50,000; constructing

and operating an electric street railway between Mineral
Ridge and Niles, O.; Edward Blunt, Mineral Ridge, O.

South Bethlehem & Saucon Electric Street Railway
company, South Bethlehem, Pa.; capital stock, $100,000;
operating an electric street railway in South Bethlehem,
Saucon and Saulbury, Pa.; Edwin Laufer, South Bethle-
hem, Pa.

Paso Robles & Cayucos Railroad company, Paso Robles,

Cal.; capital stock, $700,000; to build and operate a
railroad 30 miles long by steam or electricity; also tele-

graph lines, wharves and steamships; Chas. W. Dana,
San Luis Obispo, Cal.

Curtis Electric company (incorporated in W. Va.),

Brooklyn, N. Y.; capital stock, $500,000; producing and
furnishing electric light and power, manufacturing and
dealingin electrical appliances; Jas. C. Foley, 206 Broad-
way, New York, N. Y.

Carbon Incandescent Gas Tip company (incorporated in

W. Va.), New York city; capital stock, $500,000; to

manufacture and sell gas tips, gas burners and fixtures of
ev^ry kind for gas or electricity; H. M. Minsell, 45
Broadway, New York city.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
An electric light plant at Marion, ^'^a. , is talked of.

A new company is to be organized for the erection of an
electric light plant at Piedmont, Ala.

The Titusville, Fla. , Electric Light company is reported

as erecting a new electric light plant.

The Edison General Electric company will probably
erect an electric light plant in Berkley, Va.

The Greeneville, Tenn., Electric Light company will

build a new power house, and put in additional machinery,

A proposition has been made for the organization of a
$16,000 stock company to erect an electric light plant at

Brenham, Tex.

The Georgia Electric Light company of Atlanta, Ga.,
has completed the erection of an electric light plant. H,
M. Atkinson is president; J. H. Porter, vice-president,

and W. S. Garfield, secretary.

The electric light plant of the Edison Electric Illumin-

ating company of Atlanta, Ga. , has been completed. H.
M. Atkinson is president, R. C. Saussure, vice-president,

and W. H. Rhett, secretary of the company.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The new electric railway in Mobile, Ala., will be ten

miles long. Twelve cars will be operated.

An electric railway is contemplated at Quintana, Tex,
Perry Bryan and Guy M. Bryan, Jr., are the promoters.

A bill has been introduced in the Maryland legislature

to charter the Annapolis, Eastport and Bay Ridge Electric

Railway &: Power company.

J. G. White ^: Co , of New York, have the contract for

the overhead and track work for the new electric railroad

of the Wilmington, N. C, Street Railway company. Work
has been commenced.

The Ashland ^^ Catlettsburg Street Railway company, of
Ashland, Ky., which proposes to extend its road to Cat-
lettsburg and adopt electricity as a motive power, has ac-

quired the right of way between the two citiesand will take
immediate steps to carry out its plans.

The Montgomery & Cloverdale Electric Railway com-
pany of Montgomerj', Ala., has awarded the contract to

F. B. Pickering for the construction of its road. The
line will be about seven miles long. A. W. LeBron is

president and general manager of the company.

The Alexandria, V'^a., &: Fairfax Passenger Railway
company will build an electric railroad on the principal

streets of Alexandria and to Mount Vernon, about ten
miles in all. Surveys are now being made and contracts
will be let soon. L. W. Spear is the secretary of the com-
pany.

The Tacoma, Wash., & Edison and Point Defiance
Street Railway companies have been consolidated under
the name of the Point Defiance, Tacoma & Edison Rail-

way company. The capital stock of the company is $500,-
000. The consolidation of the two systems makes a through
line from the smelter at Point Defiance to the Northern
Pacific car shops at Edison.

ELECTRIC MINING.
The Memphis Mining company of Ouray, Colorado, has

introduced electric drills and machinery. It is boring into

the mountain at the rate of twenty-six inches every six

minutes in solid quartz in search of the " Bright Diamond"
ore body.

The Virginius Mining company of Colorado is reported
to be saving $36,000 yearly in fuel expenses by the addi-
tion of electrical power to the working of the mine, to say
nothing about the saving in light expense, as the mine is

ighted throughout by the dynamo furnishing the power.

TELEGRAPH.
A cable dispatch fiom London dated Feburary 20th

gives an account of a blizzard that played havoc with
English telegraph wires. Communication with America
was practically cut off for a time, because the land wires
were down between London and Land's End. Commercial
dispatches were sent across the English Channel, through
France and Spain to Lisbon, whence they were trans-

mitted through the eastern cable back again across the
Bay of Biscay to Penzance, and thence forward to America.
Newspaper messages were subject to twenty-four hours
delay. Two cable companies refused to accept any
press messages whatever. Dorsetshire, Devonshire and
Cornwall were practically cut off from communication with
the rest of England.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Mulhouse Industrial society, Alsace, has offered a

premium of f 500 for the best scheme of utilizing natural
water power, especially applicable to the needs of Upper
Alsace. Projects, accompanied by sealed envelope con-

taining name, must reach the society by May 15th.

At a recent ball at a private residence near London elec-

tric light tinted by colored glass of different shades was
thrown on the dancers. The effect, as a whole, was very
pretty, but some of the ladies complained that the colors

did not harmonize with their complexions and costumes.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Edison
General Electric company will be held at the office of the
company, Edison building. Broad street. New York, at

noon on Wednesday, February loth.

At a late trial of the Sims-Edison torpedo it is reported

that two runs were made and a speed of over twenty-six
knots obtained and kept up against a strong tide, the

machinery working without a hitch, A torpedo boat passed
through the bay as the second run was being made, and
Sims made the torpedo circle round her in a marvelous
manner, pass the stern of the boat, and then return as if

to strike her on the beam.

TRADE NEWS.
The directors of the Deane Steam Pump company,

Hoiyoke, Mass., chosen at the recent annual meeting, are

as follows: Theophilus Parsons, president; C. H. Hey-
wood, treasurer; Charles P. Deane, Stephen Holman,
Emerson Gaylord, Geo. W. Prentiss, Philander Moore.

The Lunkenheimer Brass Manufacturing company
Cincinnati, O, is distributing a neat little calendar which
illustrates in an ingenious manner the operation of the
" Handy '' gate valve. The calendar carries on its face

what is nothing more nor less than_a model of the " Han-
dy" valve in paper.

The Bain Jlauufacturing company has recently
built for the Patton Motor company a 20 horse power
generator to be run at slow speed, not exceeding 600
revolutions, for a uew exhibition car to be shown by
the Patton company. This machine is to be used
alternatelj'" as a generator and motor.

The Page Belting company of Concord, N. H., reports

a very promising opening for the year 1892. Among the
orders filled recently are the following; Geo. O. Sanders,
Nashua, N. H.; G. H. McDowell & Co., Cohoes. N. Y.;

J. G. Br)son, Brazil, Ind.; Chattanooga Powder Co.,
Chattanooga, Tenn. The Page company has equipped
the plant of the Peninsula Electric Light & Power com-
pany, at Newport News, Va. This outfit included four
"Acme" link belts and two "Eureka dynamo" belts The
Page company also furnished the complete outfit for the
Penacook Electric Light company, Penacook, N. H. A
large business is reported in special electric belts, the
"Acme" link and "Eureka Dynamo" and "Dynamo
Double."

The Southern Electric company, Lynchburg, Va.,

announces that on and after February ist it will conduct

business under the name of The Poole Electric company.
This change was deemed advisable in order to preserve
individuality and to avoid its being confounded with other
companies which include the word "Southern" in their

titles. The Poole company will discntinue keeping a
stock of general supplies, and will only keep on hand the
celebrated Economic incandescent lamps, together with
the following specialties; N.oore's wires and lamp cords;
Zurn's dynamo and engine oils, and the Poole arc lamps.
The specialties made to order will be railway generators,
arc and incandescent dynamos, and constant potential

motors.

BUSINESS.
The Electric Merchandise company, Chicago, has just

issued a pamphlet on "Electric Heating." The little book
is a work of art and its circulation will do much toward
removing whatever doubts may exist regarding the
economy, convenience and efficiency of the Burton heater.

Robb MacKie, for the past two years electrical engineer
of the Allied Electric Light companies of Cincinnati, has
resigned that position to establish an office as consulting
engineer in that city. Mr. MacKte was formerly general
superintendent of the Fort Wayne EUc'ric company and
is widely and favorably known to the profession.

JuMua Lefmann. 2200 North Second street, St.

Louis, is offering to the electric trade a "tliree-
joioted" iron pole and is pushing its sale with com-
mendable energy. Mr. Lefmann for many years ht^ld

a prominent position with a leading street car manu-
facturing company in St. LouLs, and is well known to
the trade.

The Bain Manufacturing company ha.s just built
for the Dupont Powder works, Wilmington, Del., one
100 horse power generator, 500 volts, constant poten-
tial, and two motors, one of 7.5 horse power and one
of 25 horse power. This apparatus is to supplant
steam in the powder milL the object being to lessen
the risk incidental to this business.

L. Blatz. 107 West Monroe street. Chicago, has re-

cently enlarged his facilities and is now prepared to
turn out raj^idly any order for brass castings, such as
commutator strips, etc.. however large, that may be
given him. Mr. Blatz would also like to be j)ut in

communication with persons having electric spe-
cialties that they desire to have manufactured on a
royalty.

The Ries Electric Specialty company, Baltimore, Md.,
will shortly increase its capital stock to $150,000. Some
valuable specialties have been lately acquired by this com-
pany, and in order to increase the facilities to meet the rap-

idly increasing demand for the goods, it was decided at the
last meeting of the board of directors of the company to

issue stock to the above amount. Fifty thousand dollars'

worth of the stock will be preferred and will bear interest at

6 per cent. Most of the new issue, it is stated, has been
already subscribed for.

A contract has been made between the Engineering
Equipment company of New York and the Gould & Wat-
son company of Boston, by which the former concern
takes the agency in the East for "G. & W." line materials.

Purchasers of these materials will find the Engineering
Equipment company prepared to give manufacturers'
terms, and to fill orders from stock without delay. W. F.
D. Crane, M. E., has charge of this department at the

Engineering Equipment company's New York offices, 143
Liberty street, and at 126 Pearl street, Boston. F. A.
Magee, M. E., represents the company in all its lines of
electric railway materials.

An interesting little circular on "Tested Fuse Wire"
has just been issued by Manager W. R. Goodman of the

fuse department of the Sperry Electric Mining Machine
company, Chicago. This pamphlet contains, in addition

to a very complete price list, the article on "Fuse Wire,"
recently read before the Chicago Electric club by Elmer
A. Sperry. The Sperry Mining Machine company, it may
be stated, was among the first to advocate the use of a
tested fuse wire, and it has, from time to time, made im-
provements in the composition and the methods of manu-
facture of this important adjunct to electrical appliances.

But it is only recently that the company has been able to

fully satisfy itself regarding the action of fuse wire under
all conditions, and place before its customers the results of

its labors in the shape of a correct system of "tested fuse

wire."

ELECTRICAL STOCK MARKET.
Quotations furnished by Perry & Noyes, Edisou building, New

York.)

The closing quotations of electrical stocks on Saturday,
February 27th, in New York, were:

Bid. Asked.
Edison General Electric company, Capital

$15.000,000 9S oSl4
Edison Illuminating company of New York Sili 82^^ Ex. Div.

" " " Brooklyn . 72^^ yyij
" " " Boston 105 110
" " " Chicago ..130 140

Edison Ore Milling company 15 20
United States Electric company of New

York 15 25
United States Illuminating company of

New York 30 40
Brush Electric company of Cleveland 30 40
Brxish lUumioating company of New York., 30 40
Thomson-Houston Electric company 5S 59

' Preferred " 2S 28%
Westinghouse Eleclric company 14^ 15
North American Phonograph ccmpany 414- ' 6
New York " " .... 3^ ,

'5

Automatic Exhibition company 2 3
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KufiBNK F. rnii.Lipa, I'roBldent. W. U. Sawtkk, Sec'y and Electrician.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
KL.KCTUIC lilUHT LINK WIRK,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AUERICAMTE, MAGNET. UU I D CC
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WllXbOj

FARADAY CABLES.
NEW YORK OFFICE. P. C. Aclorman, 10 Cortland! Street.

MONTREAL BRANCH. Eugene F. Phillips' Eleotrlcil Worbc,

I will mar, iifitcturc ono or two good i-N.-i:

trie s[)0<i(iltt<^ oD royeliy. Havi: uoexcclled

facililieii fur iiuUlng on nurkcl. Cortc-
.4p()D(i(;n((; witli irivenlors sollrittd,

I,. IlLATZ. 107 W, Monroe St., Chicago,

FOR SALE.
Electric Needle ADDnnciator Patent,

|.<o..d l)r,.-,i,l».r, 1-01

Device Simple, Unliable and Ineziicasive.

Cheap to .Manurar-ture.

(I'lo-"^ "Aniii
I -..Tf W,.-:i Kl.KCTJtICIAll.

WANTED FOREMAN
In E'i;i:lric: Li^bt and Mot ir FuctCiry,

bright, intelligent, experienced young,
man, one who understands ebop manage-
ment. Must have e.xeoulive aliliiy.

Technical knowledge not ncccHssry.
Address. '- K JI PI,OVJIKWT,"

fiira Wk-tkhn Ki,j:cTi:TcrAN.

WAIffTEiy.
A competent Eleotrleian and Dvcumo

Tender who under.<jtandB the handling of
engines, and is competent to talte com-
plete charge of a Urge plant.

Address. Dr. C. F. Wright,
8npt. of ti.e Ceotral Indians IlontilU! for Infaoe.

IiiillaDBpoll*'. Irid.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
lusalation Guaranteed wherever UMCd, Aerial, l'iider;:rouii(l or ISabuiarlDe.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1 886, he says : "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The niblier used In infliilatingoiir wires and riibieH Ih especially rlieinlcally prepared, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexiblf in oxtrpme cold
weather and in not affected by heat. Tlie iiiBulation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and the whole clicked with Clark's Patent Cotiipound, anrl epeciiil extra fiiilxh, which we
. ^j-_....i £__ .., .jj ...I

-rjtroof protection, and i'
'" •• .,. . .... . . .„ ,

linj,'le Wires of all gang
' ' as oar [itandara color.

, in stripH about one foot lon^ and Qveeightba inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint
ee of stranded and flexible with Clark ineaiation.

have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherjtroof protection, and also preventing chaling and abrasion, which in water, acid, and to a very grr-at extent fireproof. Our int-uIuMon will prove
durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Sinj,'le Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Kleclrir, Lights from Btock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as oar standard color.

Clark Joint 4>ilini should be used for making waterproof joints. Thin is put up in half-pound boxes
and pressed Unnly it makes a solid mass. FOR KAIIjWAV and .IIOTOK use, we make all -

- .

W'h\ UVXnWTKV. OIIK I JVM 1 7 L.ATI 0\' M'HKKRVRK I'MKD, ARRIAL, lT\'DER<>iROrND OR SURaiARlXE, and oar net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other firet-class Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail (.Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantitie?.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTOK, MASS.

HENRY A. CLARK, TresBurer and Sen'l Manager.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Preeldent and Electrician.

WANTED.
First-(.Ia99 man as foreman Jn Central Station.

Must be aober, reliable, good mechanic: neat and
liaudy at all sorts of repair work on machines and
lamps. Nice position, aLd permanent. Good pay
to rfeht man.
Give reference,, etate experience, salary ex-

pected, etc.

Address, *']IIANAeEB/'
Care Western Electrician.

H. T. PAISTE,
MANUFACTURER OP

SWITCHES, SOCKETS, ETC.,
^1 The Bookery, 10 So. 18th St.,

Chlcaso, 111 Philadelphia, Pa.
See oar full page advertisement In IssaeSept.

12, for illustration?, prices, etc.

ffH. 9. Tdbkkb, ^tob, UilU. A. tiB.UL., V. l-ttKO. J. ijiKiiisa wuoDBt;iu(i£, sot;, ana Treas.

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER^ ENGINEERING CO.,
Consulting and Constructing

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment of Electric Railways. Steam and Electric Plants.

47 Times Building. Telephone Call, 1009 Cortlandt. NEW YORK.

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles. 'Wr'^e To

JULIUS LEFIMANN,
eaoo sr. tKepoiid street, ST. L,OIJI!i<.

SOMETHING NEW!
An improved 4 or 6 volt Combined Storage Bat-

eery etpeclaliy for Dentists' use at very low price.
Purchasers can exchange discharged for cnarged
cells, without extra co'st, beyond exoense for
charging the batteries. Manufactured by

J.K. PUaiPKLLT^,
Beon 301, 205 8. Canal St., Chicago.

SYNOVIAL DYNAMO OIL
Second to None. Free from Gum or Acids.

Bj refiltering can be used continually. Adopted by tbe largest Electric Plants of the West.

Write for Prices and Samnlee. S. TAUSSIG, Agent, 45 River St., CHICAGO.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

_ MOTORS.
% H.P. 500 Volt Armature, \entilated. Constant Speed, 1,500.

The Motors are made with the best appllancea and material obtainable, and embody every improve
ment of merit, with the intention that they shall be the Standard of their class.

430 West 1 4th street, NEW YORK.

For Sale Cheap, Second-hand Ma-
chinery, Arc and Incandescent. Also
Motors. All Apparatus Guaranteed.

r«
.o#

The Electrical Construction Co.

and Disordered

Batteries are a

ccmmon and
painful sight.

WHY?
BECAUSE they are not built to

work, but to sell. Are you a suf-

ferer? Then substitute the Law
Battery, and suffer no more.

SOLE MAKERS,

Law Telephone Co.,

85J0HNST„N.Y.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Electrical Purposes.

EUGEKEMUNSELL&CO,,
218 TVater St.. JTew York.

Electrical Wood.

Xelegrapli
Telephone \ CROSS L ARMS
Electric luifibt \ E

S
OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES.

G. H. HOLMES, ''°°'"'"°'=°S','.'ei"ufs:Mo.

ESTABLISHED 1848.

>

ROOT'SWATER TUBE BOILER.

Boot's Sectional Safety Boiler.

SAFE. ECONOMICAL. DURABLE.

AX EXCELLENT

Electric Plant Boiler.
Adopted by the Electric I^ight

Companies of Detroit, St. Paul, Colusi-
bup, Cincinnati, Louisville, Jersey Ciiy
and a great many others- also by the Ar-
minglon & Sims Engine Co., Providence,
R, I.; the Lynn Belt Line Street Rv. t o.,
Lynn, ilasa. and the Thomson-Houston
Electric Co., Lynn, Mass.

Abendrotli&RootMfg.Go.,

28 Cliff St., New York.

BRANCHES: Chicago, Boston, Phila-
delphia, Dallas, Rochester.

HEMINBRAY BLASS CO.
Offices, Covington, Ky. Factories, Muncie, Ind.

STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS,
Class Break Knobs, Floor Insulators, Battery Jars.

ARC LIGHT GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

"V^rOXaiC OiT S^ECI-A-Xj XJESICS-O^S SOXjTCI'TEnD.

TO MAKE A STATION PAY
Buy only the best qnality of goods. This yon can

do by gendlne your orders to ns.

EeasoDable Prices. Fnll Measure. No Charge for Boxing 01' Cartage-

WB AEE HEADaXTABTEES POE
National Alternating and Direct Current Dynamos, Generators and Transiormers;

Pacieard High Grade Lamps; Eddy Motors:

"Helmet" Weatlier-proof Wire; "Helmet " Moisture-proof Wire.

Save time and money by placing your orders -with

The Electrical Engineering and Supply Co.,
031 Bookery, 134 E. 6th St., opp. Hotel Byan, 400 W. Michigan St.,

CHICAGO. ST. PAUL. DULUTH.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND DISCOUNT SHEETS,
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ESTABHSHBD IN 1861.

E. BAGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AUD ILECTHID
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E.ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
BRANCH STOBB

2134 Michigan Avenue.
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Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWEIL & BIERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

TUC I STCOT SPECIALTIES IN ELECTRIC
inc. LnlCOl LIGHT SUPPLIES.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

ST-A-ie ELECTieZI^S: CO.,
641 North Broad Street, - PHII.ADBI/PHIA.

JOSIAH PIERCE, Jr.,
A. M. I. C. E.,

Civil aai \m\ip^ Engiiiesr,

1 1 South Street, BALT..'V10RE, MD.

Topographic Surveys of any estcnt and chaiacter
organized and executed.

X3xislzxeoX-

.

X:ieotx*loA<X
Electric Railways.
Traonniseloii of Power.
Electrical Machinery designed for special appli-

cations, plane, epeclficaticDB anieupervieicn.

30^ fitammond Baildins,
DETROIT, ifllCH.

Fancy Incandescent Lamps
Of liOAV Voltage.

HUSSEY & CO.. Manufacturing Electricians,
Combination Letter Boxes, Annunci-itors, Etc.,

211-313 Randolph btreet, Chicago.

Over 40 New Styles of Lamps

For the first time on
the market.

Catalogue, Part I, Ready.

Part II, in Print.

I.L

MPBBIMTAI LAMP WORK
AND GLASS BLOWING.

Write for prices and illuatratione.

1 Ann Street,
» New York City.

BINDERS
FOB THE

Western Electrician,

ONE DOLLAR.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

Subscribe for tho Western Electrician.

GIVEN AWAY!!
HAMFJLE OBDKBS OF

I iBuxton's Pacldng
"'•'^ ^ At Only 50c. Per Pound.

'*The Ensineer's favorite."
All Orders Gnaranteed.

Agents wanted In every State in the Union. We can qnote the
very lowest prices on Ring Packing. Send for diecoant and
price list.

I
ESTABLISHED 1882.

GEORGE B. BUXTON,
1 7 VIRGINIA ST., EAST SOMERVILLE, MASS.

IB0RN|LECTRiCMFG.6
^^^ FITCHBURG,MASS,U.S.A.

^
/ Manufacturers OF DYNAMOS Foa LIGHTING,
/ platingandexperimental purposes.

»-^-ALSO MOTORS.-^^-—

-

EVERYTHING LATES T DESI GN AND HI SH EST EFFICIENCY.

EI<£CTRIC lilCHT
ASID BATTEBV

CJ{I^BO/IS.
^^i#_MMAMs /jo> «;o.

cx.:E:vEXiA_3sriD. omo.

jmoTOif

BI^UStfES.

THE

Unequaled

in

Efficiency

Unlimited

Capacity.

!r.ilS3«

Manufacturer's of

OCTAGONAL^^ Cedar
telephou& electrical
Railway Poles & Cross Arivis

<f H.M.LouD & Sons L^umber(o

OSCODA , IVl I CH.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2,000 in use.

Affords the most simple and reliable power for all mining and manufactnr-
Ing machinery. Adapted to hesde rnnning from '.'0 up to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cent, better results guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the countiy.

ELiECTRIC TBAXS9IISSIOW.
The advantages the Peltcn Wheel affords in the way of a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regniation and the facility of adaptation to varying conoltions
of epeed and pressure, have brought It Into special prominence and extensive
use for this claes of work. Ail applications should slate nmount and head of
water power required, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send fob Catalogue.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
121-183 JUain St., San Francisco, Cal., U. S. A.

14S LIBERTY STREET, - - XEJV YORK.
^^It having come to our notice that our patent rights are b6ing infrioged

upon, infending purchasers are hereby warned that all such infringements will
be duly prosecuted.

PtCL<TO]V WATER MOTORS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15
and 20 horse power, unequaled for all light runnliig machineiy. Warran'td
to develop a given traounr of power with one-half the water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Address as above. Deliveries made from
San Francisco or New York, as may afford the most favorable freight rates.

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Factories : Waterbiiry, Conn. - - SS Far-k Place, iNe-w" Yorli.

MA.NUFACTURERS OF

UnderAvriters' Copper Electric Ideht lilne W^ire, Copper Magnet AVire. Flexible l«iilk. Cotton and, M'orsted Cords for
Incandescent Ijightin^. > ound and Flat Copper Bars for Station Worls.

Insulated Iron Pressure M'^ire.

PATENT ^^K. K,^^T!NEWIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Agents for the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPANY, CBICAGO, SEllIJIG AGENTS.

XBOS. L. SCOriLL, New Tork Agent.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention o) ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this rKE.K.

BRATEU tVAXKK WIIERIvas particularly adapted to their use
on account of its remarkably Mteady motion, blfch Mpe^rd
and Kr«*at Kfll<*lm4'y, and lai'S^e Capacity foritsafarnvifr,
being double the I*OM«T of most wheels of same diameter. It is usrd
by a number of the leading electric companies with £reat saii&faciton. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent

of useful effect gruaranleed.
mk:%i> I ok 4:A'rAi.o«i;i-: A!Vi> pakxk i;karn.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears arc required

and it can be belied directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch TICXOR

XUltllliKKH arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draff

Tubes, Knd Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-Iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every pariicular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation

admits oi tlieir use, we recomm'-nd them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

^ ADRON CO., MAKERS o-^ HIGH -GRADE

.S^^A°OHia<^^^Xtii'Zn^
FOR

ELECTRICAL
PURPOSES.

Send for Samples anil Priees.

BOWERS BROTHERS, 121 Lake St., CHICAGO.

MICA

ITALIAN & AMERICAN MARS>^
foR^VVlTCHEs Cj^tfcH BOARDS &c;

ELECTRICAL-*^,;^ I36 LIBERTY ST.
EXCHANGE BUILDING.^ , N EW • YO RK..

OFFICE DESKS, n^^g
^||^"Gein' and "Rugby"

Folding Beds,

Brass and Wire Work.

t. H. Andrews & Co.. 215 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

'Link-Belt MaghineryCo,,
- ' CHICAGO, ILLINOIS,

M aniifact lire ra of

ELEVATING AND CONVEYING

For the economical handling of Coal,

ApHop. Siind. Ores. Kto.. K'r.

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS

RECALIBRATED.-REPAIRED.
CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO., 73 W. Jackson St.

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If In want of Poles, Ties and Poets, eave monej
by getting my prices.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.

ElSV.aL^XjIS^£3X> 1878.
SOLrE MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Spacial Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wuagS98<?.Wi.. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. .<D°//I?fi v.

HIRLIMANN
BATTERIES

Are Standard. Only One that is Guaranteed.

MannMnred Uy C. J. HIRLIMANN,
117 macdongall St., NEW YORK.

FOUR
GOOD
BOOKS.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRINC HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION Hand-Book.

6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO, ILL.ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

STEARNS MANUFACTURING CO-OfficeMliMERIE, PA,
CO««.BXEJ.OW™j.J;*»XBJ^OR WOODBURY ~

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, AutomaticENGINES

STREET RAILWAY
and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

Branch Offices:
PHILADELPHIA, - 943 Urexel ISuildins.

SAN FKASCLSCO. ^9 and 31 Spear St.

BOILERS OF ANY SIZE FOR ANY DUTY

Agencies:
ST. LOUIS—M. p. Johnston Machinery Co., 71.5 and 717 N. 3nd St.
BOSTON~S. L. Holt & Bart, 67 Sudhury Street.
CHICAGO—Barclay & Sharpe, 549 The Rookery. SIMPLE AND COMPOUND ^ir:

CONDENSING OR NON-CONDENSING
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The Pennsylvania R. R. Co. have thoroughly tested and have adopted
the Evans System of Driving Dynamos in their Juniata Shops, Al-

toona, Pa,, and are starting a new plant at Renovo.

Thousands of Horse Power in use driving Dynamos, and hundreds of sets 01 Cones in

operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO.,
8S T^Tatox- Stx-eet, DS0ei1'01>a', 3VE.A.SS.

Ec-ans' Cones.
For Varying Speed.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE COMPAITV,
IVE.A.IO'XTE'.A.CI^XTXl.XIXl.S OF

HIBH GRADE INSULATED WIRES
WHITE FOE QUOTATIONS

AND SAMPLES.

WEATHERPROOF WIRES,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

MAGNET WIRES,
INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,

ETC., ETC., ETC.
Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO., Sycamore, III.

OF A3JI^ DESCKIPXIONS.

BVEEYTHXNG IN

WIRE-FUSE- STRIPS. ^ ™P^' ^\
^!!f "T"',:!'"-' ^' ^Z

Consulting and Contracting Engineer.
Kngines and Complete Steam Plants for Lighting and Power luBtallations.
Bent Pipe and Colle in Iron, Brass and Copper, for all kinds of service.

I I Hammond Building, Telephone 1358. CINCINNATI, OHIO.

MANUFACTrRED BT

Tlie Sperrj Electric ^iniii^ Machine Co,,

39th St. and Stewart Ave.. CHICAGO.

THE MILUKEN PATENT POLE
For Electric Street Railways and Electric Light Work.

55 lEERTY STREET,

NEW YORK.
aiAHTJFACTUBED ET

MILLIKEN BROS.

59 DEiRBORK STREET,

CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.-
for Light Stations a Specialty.

•Iron Work

TVBITE FOB CIBCUtAB AKD CATAIiOGUE.

H.WARDLtUNAKU&UUMPANY'

Secure bid from na for Electrical Apparatus or
Construction before deciding. Railways, Light-
ing, Transmission of Power, Wiring, etc

£leetrical Exchange Bnilding:,
XETV "VOBfi. CITT.

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
MAXUFACTUREBS OF AJTD DEAXEBS Dff

201, 203, 205, 207 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.

Gen'l "Western iV^ents for

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS'
CELEBRATED «t -I r -l r >» \\71XI>J^ COPPER AND

PATENT IV. IV. VVlivC<, IRON.

Foi- Electric Light, Railway, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

BARE WIRES. )

MAGNET wREs. WE QUOTE FACTORY PRICES.
UNDERWRITERS' WIRES. )

.... M"

' A€<EIIT8 FOR -

Bernstein Series Incandescent Lamps,
Lamps and Series Socltets for all Arc Syeteme for Street and Inside Lighting,

THOUSANDS in USE.

Bednction in Price of Series Socket.

16 C. P. 4 to 6 Amperes.
25 " 3 "10
51) " 4 "10 "
75 " 6.5 " 10
100 " 8.5 " 10 "

aiAKDFAGTlTREBS OF THE

ii 99

L nxr 3xr xj jxroI-A."ron.s.
For HOTELS, FACTORIES, OFFICE BUILDINGS and DWELLINGS.

'PERFECTION" Hotel Annunciators.
'PERFECTION" Return Call Annunciators.
'PERFECTION" Burglar Alarm Annunciators.

BRITE
FOR

PRICES.

NORTHWESTERN AGENTS FOR THE Write fop Quotations.

Columbia Incandescent Lamp.
High Eiliclency. Full Candle Power. Long Life.

Any Voltage. 4.ny Candle Power.

TRY A HUNDRED ^"^j^o'a-sTSri..

CEILING ROSETTE CUT-OUTS.
Wood, with Mica Insulation,

No. 1247 W.,

10 cents each in lots of 50 or more.

SAFETY ARC LAMP WINDLASS
IS THE BEST OK THE MARKET.

WRITE FOR PRICES.

^^ ^^ IiX> LOTS. 500 LOTS.NEW PRICZaS. Key Sockets, 25c. 23c. 22c.
^==i=z=z=^=^=^ Keyless, 23c. 21c. 20c.

Wall Sockets, 5c. Higher.
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High Grade Electrical Measyring Instromeiits.

The Electrical Engineer, as well as the College Professor, requires electrical instruments that are well con-

structed, accurately adjusted and reasonaLle in price. Our large experience and unexcelled facilities enable

us to manufacture these goods of the highest grade, and we would draw attention to a few of cur specialties

in the way of galvanometers and resistance coils, as illustrated herewith.

We also make a great variety of other instruments for measuring current, E. M. F., resistance, etc., and

should be pleased to submit estimates for the equipment of laboratories with apparatus for both experi-

mental and practical work.

Portable Ammeters,

Portable Voltmeters,

Portable Tachometers,

Portable Photometers,

Portable Galvanometers,

' Portable Testing Sets,

Portable Testing Batteries.

Carliart-Clai'k 8taii<Iar(l Cell.

An absolute StandardofE. M. F. which is perfectlu portable.
It is made by Prof. Carh^rt of the University of Michisan, who
personally guarantees eacli cell. The temperature "error is
minimum, and may l)e neglected. The E. ST F. is about 1.44
volts per cell. Especially recommended for accurate work.

^-^ft^
Sq^iiaro Pattern Thomson Reflecting

Galvanometer.
This instrument is of new design and made especially for the

measurement of insulation resistance, and for laboratory determi-
nations of the most exact nature. High efficiency guaranteed.

l>'Arsonval l>eaai>eat Kefleetiiig: (galvanometer.

The galvanometer Qlustrated is a most convenient and accurate
laboratory instrument. It is so sensitive that a current of .00000001
ampere will show a deflection of one scale divieion. The moving
ayBtem comes to rest instantly, and the construction is such that
the galvanometer is not affected by proximity to dynamos.

Standard Ammeters,

Standard Voltmeters,

Standard Photometers,

Standard Condensers,

Standard Galvanometers,

Standard Electrometers,

Standard Resistance Sets.

Stan<lar<l J{e<*>iNtaiiee Box and niieatstone Bridj

This set is designed for accurate meaaorementof the resistance of wire and cables. The coils are
wound wi'h the celebrated platinoid wire and guaranteed correct to one-fiftieth of one percent. In the
rheostat are five rows of coils with total resistance lUlI ohms. Each bridge arm has five coils viz.,
1—10— 1 0—1,000—10,COO ohms ao that the range of measurement is from ,(00001 to lllOOOfJOO ohma.
The block3 are placed in rows and present im^portant advantages over the "dial pattern " as the coils
can be connected in aeries or multiple and the vulcanite top readily cleansed. Th- bridge has a special
"reversing attachment," and a "temperature coil" enables the temperature of the box to be determined
much more accurately than by a thermometer as ordinarily employed.

Standard Re!!iistanee Box and M'lieatstone Bridjs^e Xo. S.

Our "Poat Oflice"' Set as illnstrated heiewith is a much larger box than those which ordi-
narily bear the name. In consequence we are able to use lartrer wire which prevents heating,
and the brass blocks and plngj are not crowded toeetter. The outside dimensions are 14^s
inches long, 10 inchea wide. 5 inches deep. The wire is platinoid, and there are seventeen
coils in the rheostat, as follows, viz , 0.5, 1, :, 3, 4, 10, 20. 30. 40, 100, 200, 300. 400, 1,C00, 2,000,
3,000 and 4,000 ohms, equivalent to 11110.5 ohms in all. There are six bridge coils, respectively
1: Id: 100: 10: 100: IOlO ohms. By using the reversing attachment a ratio of 1 : lOOU can be
obtained on either side. The total range of measurement is .OOC'5 to 11,110,000 ohms. Great
care is exercised in adjusting the coils which are guaranteed accurate to one twentieth of one
per cent.

If you require Electrical Measuring- Instruments of the best construction, correspond with us

and procure a copy of our handsomely illustrated catalogue No. 1-66.

QUEEN & CO.,
1010 Chestnut St.,

PHILADELPHIA. QUEEN & CO.,
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MOORE'S

Fire » Weatherproof Wire.

WEATHERPROOF WIRE.

G. & G. Electric Motors & Dynamos,

DOUBLE FINE

ARMATURE -MAGNET WIRE.
50 HORSS POWBB MOTOB.

RURBER COVERED WIRE.

iLlfred. IMoore,
E!»TABL.I)SHBD ISSO,

- MANUFACTURER OF -

INSDLMED ELECTRIC WIRE AND CABLES,

ALFRED P. MOORE,
CHARLES C. K(NQ.
ANTOINE BOURXONVILLE. PHILIDELPEII. PJ.

THE SCHUYLER
S'Z'ST'IEll^ 03

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTAMT FEATURES:

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING '^- ELECTRICAL

TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

The C. & C. Electric Motor Co.,

GENERAL OFFICE,
402 and 404 Greenwich St., NEW YORK.

BRANCH OFFICES,
CHICAGO, ILL., 201 E. Madison St. PORTUND, ORE., 53 and 55 N. Front SI

Also In Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Cleveland, :^ew Orleans, St. Louie, San Francisco,
Denver. Salt Lane City.

This is a New Style of

ADJUSTABLE

ESPECIALLY
ADAPTED FOR

Electrical

ARMATURE and
FIELD DISCS,
INSTflUIHENTS.
ETC.. ETC.

Please

Write for

Illustrated

Price Lists

Describing

OUTTINa,

FOEMma,
PUNCHINa,

DEAWING,

EMBOssma

FOOT AND POWER

PRESSES,
DIES AND OTHER

SHEET METAL

APPARATUS,
ETC.,

MADE BY THE

Ferracute
Machine Co.,

Bridgeton,

N.J.,U.S.A.

They Make

200 Kinds,
and will send

Illustrations and
PhotographB

on Application.
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National Transformer System
—OF-

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

TRANSFORMERS FOR ANY SYSTEM.

Alternating and Direct Current Dynamos.

MOTORS.
Oar Apparatus is of the Highest Efficiency, Heclianically and Electrically.

We are prepared to undertake the conatructlon of Electrical Plants of whatever magnitude.

Correspondence solicited.

National Electric Mfg;. Co.
f

EAU CLAIRE, WIS,
GEO. B. SHAW, Gen'i Manager.

AGENTS:
New York, JT. Y.—NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. & CONSTRUCTION CO., Blectrical Ezchange Bldg.

Buffalo, ST. Y.—F. P. LITTLE & CO., 141 East Seneca Street.

Cincinnati, O.—W. N. GRAY, 12 Chamber of Commerce.
Wasblngton, I>. C—L. N. COX, 16 Fifth Street, S. B.

Plillaaelpliia,Pa.-PENNSTLVAHIA BLBCTKIC ENQINBBEING CO.
St. Paul, Minn.—THE ELECTKICAL ENGINBERING AND SUPPLY CO.

Detroit, Mlcli.-C0MMEEC1AL ELECTRIC CO.
Denver, Col.—THE MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC CO.

'Winnlpes. Man.—SIMPSON-DAVIS ELKOTEICiL CONSTRUCTION 00.
San Francisco, Cal.-NATIONAL ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT CO.

Iiiacoln, STeb.—LINCOLN ELECTRICAL MFG. AND SUPPLY' CO.
Dalnth, Minn.—THE ELECTRICAL ENG. AND SUPPLY CO.

Kansas City, Mo.—THOMAS WOLFE, 515 Main Street.

Seattle, Wash.-CHAS. H. BAKBR & CO.
STew Orleans, lia.—ENTBRPSISE CONSTRUCTION AND SUPPLY CO.
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Individual Arc Light iM Motor Cut-Out.

EACH ClASS HAS ITS 0W« "COMBIMTIOM."

^4,%
fA'%

'f/>. ^.•r
#^'

^

Saves Mileage of Circuits.

Secures Payment for all Current used.

Gives Central Station Control of every Lamp.

Makes Scattered Business Profitable.

*&«
ss

#" X
'<f

Individual lamps or Motors, or groups of these, cut in and out at V7ill

from Central Station, without affecting others in same circuit.

For Terms and Particulars, Address

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY,
45 BROADWAT, ITE'TO' TORXS.

THOMAS 8TUBGI8, WM. C. LANE, C. P. MACKIE, 8. 8. BOGABT,
President. 8ec'y and Treas. Gen'l Manager. Gen'l Agent.
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DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
AFFORD THE ONLY RELIABLE AND EFFICIENT MEANS FOR

ALL NIGHT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

ALL OTHER DEVICES ARE CRUDE, EXPENSIVE AND UNSATISFACTORY.

THE BRUSH ELECTRId COMPANY

Has established its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lanips^ No.

219,208, having WON SEVEN DISTINCT INFRINGEMENT SUITS in

the United States Courts, four of them onfinal hearing.

TJie public is warned against the use of infringing lamps or any crude sub-

stitute for the Brush Invention.

ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS,
ELECTRIC MOTORS AND GENERATORS,

ALTERNATING CURRENT APPARATUS,
INCANDESCENT LIGHTING MACHINES.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.
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"THE FEiniSTlVM lAHP;
14.2 LJL3MI>S FlETl H. :P.

ALL CANDLE POWERS, VOLTAGES, BASES, ALWAYS IN STOCK.

SEND FOB DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST.

Pennsylvania Electric Engineering Company, Penn Mutual Building, Philadelphia.

P.&B. ELECTRICAL
COMPOUNOS i PAINTS.

Thoroughly Water, Add and Alkali Proof.

Perfect Insulators, especially adapted for use on

CROSS ARMS, POLES and ALL KINDS of IRONWORK.
The P. & B. Compound is USED by the largest WIRE and CABLE manu-

facturers in the world. Made only by the

STANDARD PAINT COMPANY, 2 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
m to 156 Green St., Green Point, BEOOSLII?, S. Y.

SLiNUFACTOBT OP

Non-Conductive Blocks. Rosettes and Bases for Cut-Outs
and Switcties; also Insulators, Cleats, Lamp Trim-

mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Oar prodnctlon Is a dense body. The glazing and body
of our ware are o£ same compoBitlon, and are balsea
alike, which are the features oi

TRU£ HAHI> FORCfiliAIX.

~'
SIGNAL OILERS
still inths Van as the BEd'i for HICH-CRAOE
ENGINES and DYNAMOS. The stop leed
teatareB prevent waste of oil which item alone will
more than save their cost In a short time. HAS

^ _ OTHER EXCEPTIONAL POINTS OF
LEVFP UP—Shows oil droDDlne mhllB MERIT. Send for (dU descriptive ciicnlar. AddressLEVER

""^Xnery rons.^'^^ THE WM. POWELL CO., CINCINNATr, OHIO.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLIES.

brMTlllllU
Tlie Electric SuDPly and Gontractina GomDanu,

S. E. Cor. Fifth and Sycamore Sts., (Nevada Building,) CINCINNATI, O

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC COM
BOSTON,

620 Atlantic Avenue.

NEW YORK,
6 1 0-534 West 23d Street.

CHICAGO,
217 La Salle Street,

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
Orders Executed Correctly and Promptly.

BEST AND CHEAPEST.

ALSO-
So. 115. Keyless Socket, 1-^ In.

Ho. 130. Keyless Wall Socket-

Porcelain or Wood Base.

Ho. 145. Keyless Socket for 76,

too and 150 c. p. Lamps,

No. 160. Waterproof Socket,

No, 140. Attachment Plug,

with Fuses.

No. 125. Key Wall Socket—Porcelain or Wood Bas«. No. 110. Key Socket. No. 1 20. Keyless % inch Socket.
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOUIABLY ADAPTED TO DEIVniG

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of its Iiigh efilclency at all stages of gate, sti-adincsi of motion and

caay working gate, Itic crinslructlon of which makeB It the most Henal-

tlvc to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

CCUn CflD PATAI nniC muBtratlng varlouB Btylea of Betting

OCnU run UHIHLUUUC on both vertical and horlzr>nUl shaft.

THE DAYTONlLiElM WORKS CO.,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, ]IlIIiI.S &. TEMPIiE,

STEAM PLANTS
IKSTAIiLBD BT

JKT. B. PZSARSON «£ CO.,
MECHANICAI^ EKeiIVEEB» AKD CONTRACTORS.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, - CHICAGO.

WORKS
OF THE

WESTINCHOUSE
MACHINE COMPANY,

PITTSBURGH, PENNA., U. S. A-

Area Covered : 127,450 square feet, or about three acres,.

WESTINCHOUSE STEAM ENGINES alone are produced, to wit:—
Junior Automatics, in 7 sizes, from 51075 H. P. ; Westinghouse Standard

Automatics, in 13 sizes, from 5 to 250 H. P.; Westinghouse Automatic

Compounds, in 11 sizes, from 8 and 13 x S Cylinders to 23 and 40x20
Cylinders ; all of which are manufactured in quantity to hardened steel tem-

plates, and carried in stock, ready for shipment.

REPAIRS ARE ALSO MANUFACTURED in quantity to templates,

and carried in stock.

THE COMPANY MANUFACTURES, for its o^to use, all Iron and

Brass or Bronze Castings, as well as all its own Iron and Steel Forgings, from

the smallest to the largest; thus controlling, in a measure, the quality of the

materials entering into the Engines which it produces.

THE PRODUCING CAPACITY OF THE COMPANY'S WORKS is

equal to al^out four (average) Steam Engines per diem, or about 5,000 IT. V.

per month, or about Co,ooo H. P. per annum.

OVER 6,000 OF THESE ENGINES HAVE BEEN SOLD during

the past leu years, with constantly increasing orders.

THE WESTINGHOUSE MACHINE COMPANY.—Q PITTSBURGH. PENNA.U.S.of A. G

BINDERS
FOR THE

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
ONE DOLLAR.

STEAM ENGINES
FOR SALE.

One 12 H. P. Vertical.
Three a H. P. Vertical.

Oae4H. P. Horizontal Tranb.
One 5 II. P. HoiBtlDg Engine.

All above en^iQe^ new aod cheap.

We hav..' under coDftrnrtion 5, 8, and 12 H. P.
vertical, and IB and 25 n. P. horizontal eDgioes,
all automatic cut-off.

WILLIAMS ENGINE CO.,
ItALTIIIOItK. .Ml».

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade Antomatic

ENGINES,
'I HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

Si*-^*" Two lorse power to Uree liMilreil horse pwer.

Western Department: 26 and 28 Randolph St., CHICAGO. - H.S. WMKER, Manager.

^IDRY STEAMt^
3r-0"211TISS:EXl B-s-

THE POND SEPARATOR.
The Pond Separator is guaranteed to relieve the

steam of all entrained water and return this water
to the boiler, thus effecting a large saving in fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POND ENGINEERING COMPANY,
ST. LOUIS.
nuaHA.

CHICAGO.
DALLAS.

KANSAS CITY.

SEATTLE.

FRANKLIN S. CABTBR. CHARLES M. WILKINS.

TKADING A3

E. WARD WILKINS.

fauthick: & cahteh co.,
125 South Second Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THB PATENT NEBDLB ANNUNCIATORS.

Manvfacturers of and Dealers in all Kinds of

ELECTRICALSUPPLIES.
WB MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

Bells, Disque Leclanche Batteries, Gas Lighting- Apparatus,
Bronze goods and a full line of supplies for hotel and housework.

gLg%cwiM^Cwi '^he Toronto Construction and Electrical Snpply Co., Toronto, Canada.
A\«bra I Oa

( iNorthn'est Electric Eng;lneerlns Co., Portland, Oreson.

Catalogues and Discotmt Sheets will be sent to those In the trade npon receipt of Application and Baslness Card.
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W.P.
TIE THOMSON-HIISTDN ElECTIIC tl,

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RAILWAT MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

1,600 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,

Boston Office: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 148 Michigan Ave.
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WANTED

Your dollars are good-^
We want them.
Our lamps are good—
You want them.
Why can't we trade?
We give you PERKINS LAMPS,
The best on the market,
For your dollars.

We have lots of things
To trade for dollars.

WRITE FOR OUR CATALOCUE.

KNAFF ELECTRICAL WORKS
THE „,.„,, ..-.r.„. „.„„.. «„„„..
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The Wirt

Improved

Dynamo

Brush.

NO SPARKING

OR CUTTING
OF THE

COMMUTATOR.

READ WHAT PRACTICAL USERS SAY
ABOUT IT.

OFFICE OF

THE CHICAGO COPPER REFINING CO.,

Office 620 and 621 Phenix Building,

1 38 Jackson Street.

Chicago, Jan. 20, 1892.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., City.

Gentlemen:—We have been using four No. 32 Wirt Dynamo
Brushes for about a month. We find that they do not spark at all

and cause but little wear on the commutator, keeping the surface of

the latter smooth. The Wirt Brush is entirely satisfactory, and

superior to any we have used. Yours truly,

THE CHICAGO COPPER REFINING CO.,

W. I. HiTT, Sec'y.

THE COLUMBIA.
LEADING THEATER OF CHICAGO.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Aug. 23, 1891.

Gentlemen:—The brushes are running with much less sparking

than any I have ever tried. Evidently they are an improvement.

Respectfully, GEO. CARSON.

City Hall, Chicago, Aug. 27, iSgi.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

Gentlemen:—We have been running your brushes on our Edison

Dynamo for two months and find they are a decided improvement.

HENRY MUNSTERMAN,
Chief Engineer.

Chicago, Aug. 22, iSgi.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

Michigan Avenue and Randolph Street, Chicago.

Gentlemen:—We have used a set of your Wirt Brushes on

our dynamo, and have had no sparking and scarcely any attention

required during that time. The brushes furnished by the makers of

the same dynamo were always more or less troublesome, and required

frequent resetting and dressing of the commutator. I would now

consider it a hardship to be obliged to use the old brushes.

Yours truly, (Signed) R. C. PAGE,
Engineer Libby Prison IMuseum.

Marysville, O., Jan. 2, 1892.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Chicago, 111.

Dear Sirs:—The brushes came in good order, and after giving

them a trial I find them to be the best brushes we ever used, as they

run smooth and do not cut the commutator, or spark. We will order

more. Very truly, R. TURNER,
Chief Engineer Marysville Light lS; Water Co.

1891.

WEST KENTUCKY INSANE ASYLUM,

HopKiNSViLLE, Ky., Dec.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Chicago.

Gentlemen;—Having used your Wirt Brushes for over a month,

I am satisfied they are all that you claim for them. Please send me
your general catalogue. Yours respectfully,

JNO. G. LUTZ.

Chicago, Nov. 19, 1891.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen:—After trying one set of your Patent Dynamo
Brushes, I have put them on all three of our incandescent dynamos,

and like them so well that I would not be willing to use the old style

of brush again. Yours truly,

D. B. RAMSEY,
Chief Engineer Union League Club.

Denver, Colo., Nov. 27, 1S91.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen:—I am much pleased with the Brushes. I gave

them the most severe test I know of, placing them on a commutator

where even carbon brushes were not successful in reducing the spark-

ing, and where there was a very heavy current at high potential, with

a constant "chewing" up of the copper. Your Brush has eliminated

all trouble, and I have asked our Company to order a number of

them, when I shall use them on our other dynamos.

Yours truly, R. H. STERLING,
Electrician, Denver Consolidated Electric Co.

We invite correspondence from

those who have dynamos which are

at all troublesome at the brushes.

The Wirt Brushes are somewhat

higher in first cost than plain cop-

per brushes, but they will pay for

themselves many times over in sav-

ing of labor and commutator copper.

These brushes are manufactured

to order, and can be ftiniished on

short notice. When ordering please

give dimensions of brushes in use.

The Electrical Supply Co.,

Chicago.
Branch:
244 Arch Street, Phila.

FACTORIES: ANSONIA, CONN.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.,
MAXrt'ACTl KKKW OF-

VULCA( /ED INDIA-RUBBER

Cab' .s, to any Specification

up to 8,000 Megolims per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES.

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

millage, FLEXIBLE CORDS,

SILK, HEMP, COTTON, DY-

NAIVIO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

ol INCANDESCENT CORES.

THREE and TWO - WIRE

CABLES, to any specifica-

tion up to 8.000 Me-

gohms per knot.

CA3LES of High Insulation

and Long Life, all milage

. If you are not acquainted with the merits of Habirshaw insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 3 1 5 Madison Ave, Cor. 42d St, New York.

FACTORY: Glenwood, Yonkers, Iff. Y.

Western Agents: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Corner Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

The Sunbeam Incanilesceiit Lamp Co,

805 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BUILDING,

W^o

CHICKGO, IL.I-.

-MAISUFACTUBERS OF-

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

In Ordering* Specify

Long Life Lamps
AGENCIES:
Electrical Supply Co., Chicago, 111. ^^ ^t^^
ElectTical Supply Co., Ansonia, Corni. Ol* TTl O*"!! T!flR /*! ATI /»'¥r
W. H. Gordon & Co., New York. ^^^ •**&** MUM.XMX^AX^XMX^J
F. P. Jones & Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

The Iron City Electric Co., Pittsburg, Pa. ^
Woodruff-Harris Electric Co., Birmingham, Ala. J^diTYm^
Louisville Electric Co., Louisville, Ky. Jfc
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO.,
'9

JIAXUFACTl'RERS OF THE

SLATTERY INDUCTION AND WOOD ARC SYSTEM
-Olf-

THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being used almost exclusively after other systems have been
tried and thrown out— Philadelphia, New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

WE MAKE ALL STANDARD SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM.
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., 1,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND.

BTEW TORK 115 Broadway. PITTSBrKGH, PA 533 Weod Street.
CHICAGO 185 Dearborn Street. SAX FRAKCISCO 35 5few Montgomery Street.
PHILADEtiPHIA 907 Filbert Street. TORONTO, CAJTADA 138 King Street, "W.
»AL,L,A8, TEXAS 3IcI.eod Building. B1TFFAI.O 828 Pearl Street.

X^oxnrrL tlxe "CTn-cexta-irL Elenaent
In. Opera-tir^-g- ^s:perLses-

The "Incidentals" (Loss of Reyenne, Labor, Extras, etc.,) Cost More Than Material.

KAN^SAS CITY, KAJT., Feb. 2, 1892.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS, Detroit, Mich.
Gentlemen:—In reply to yours of the 29th ofJanuary, tvould say that ice have been

through four severe storms this winter. In some of the snoiv storms %ce wereforced to run
the cars forty-three hours without stnjjping, but in no storm have xve had a car disabled.

We xtush a salt car tvith tivo motor cars; the first car does very little work, merely
breaking the track for the rear car. Our salt car loaded will weigh about 5 tons, subject
to the ordinary passenger traffic, probably having on 20 or 30 people.

Our worst grade is a very long 6 1-2 per cent.; our heaviest grade being 81-4: per cent.,

760 feet long.
In regular service we at times carry as tnany as 75 people on a car. Do not pull

trail cars.
In snowstorms, tJie use of sand is forbidden except when absolutely necessary. Sand

used by careless men is the cause of a great deal of trouble.
If there is anything further we can dofor you, or any further information desired,

please advise us. Yours very truly,
(Signed) C. S. CLABK, Manager,

The West Side Railtvay Co.

DETROIT, 7VIICH., U. S. K.
431 "THE ROOKERY' F. I. S$TOKE,

Chicigo, 111. Correspondence Solicited. Chattanooga, Tenn.
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»KyiBH HIIOHT CIBCriTH."AJAX"
c . / ANY CAPACITY UP TO

1,000 HORSE POWER.

C. S. VAN NUIS, 136 Liberty St., New York.

Put up in One
Pound Cans.

Price,

70c
Per Pound.

Always Ready
For Use.

CHA8. A. 8CHIEREN & CO.,
Perforated Electric Leather Belting,

Every Electric Light
Plant should

have it.

47 Ferry St.. Xew "Vork,
110 Uieh St., Boston.

SS« KTo. Third St., PbUadeliihia.
46 80. Canal St., Cbicago.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
The acknon'ledeed Standard for dnral>I« and litg^li tn<

nlatton. Kts merits proved by a record or over quarter
of a oentnary. Adapted to all electrical parpoBes.

CELEBRATED KERITE TAPE FOR INSULATINa JOINTS.

Electric Light and Power, ALL SIZES Aerial Use.
Telegraph and Telephone. I onH Fnr-noetl Wiyei Subterranean Use,
Railway and all other '^^^ tncased Wires. Submarine Use.
Branches of Signaling, Concealed Wiring In all Locations,

WILLIAM H. ECKERT, Gen'l Agent. 16 Dey St., NEW YORK.

WRITE FOR PRICES ON

TROLLEYS, GEARS, BEARINGS

AND GENERAL SUPPLIES.

R. D. Nuttall Company,
Allegheny, Pa. "Slwr ITork.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, XEW YORK,

MASTTPACTUEERS, IMPOBTBRS AND DEALERS IN

BATTERY,
^^^^^^^^^

Sopplies

THE "CHAMPION'
Prica, with Eod Zinc, $1.15 per Cell, with Conneated

Zinc, $1.35 per CeU.

THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED,

Of all Descriptions.

CnpUU CIl of Clura. Carbon RMerrolf and CoTsr Corralled Zinc of Cbam-
of Cbamplna BMierj. plon Bitlery.

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances,

Construction Tools and

Line Material.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
Mnniifa<-tur<'d bj' the

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY. Warren, Ohio.
BT. PAUL, MINN., Tbe Electrical Enelneerloi

& Supply Co.
8T. LOUIS, MO.m. Looli Klectrlc»I Supol; Co.
HAN FK.VNCISCO, CAL., loterostlonsl EJeclrlc

Sapply A Conetrccttun Co.
CINCINNATI, onio. Queen City Electric Co.
LOUISVILLE, KY., Smilheii & Davlj.

A«ESITS:
NEW YOKK CITY, Chas. E. Chapln, 130 Llbert>-

Street.
SYRACUSE, N. Y., Electric Engineering Jt

Supply Co.
CHlCAdo, ILL. Till Electrical Engineering*

Supply Co.. 1131 The Rookery.

E. E, KELLER. V. E. DEOKNIIAKDT.

Keller & Oegenhardt, !!££i!!£iL
ENGINEERS.

542 Rookery Bldg'., Chicag'O, III.
THE ONLY BUREAU OF ELECTRICAL INFORMATION IN THE WORLD S FAIR CITY.

H.^DURlNTC^HE'^E'vE'li, J
»""«" M'-ag"'-

The

Internalional OKONITE COMPANY,

i.<>N'^:

LIMITED.

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES ilDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Ute.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
BKANCH BS : Cbicago, Boston, PhlladelplUa. Minneapolis. Cincinnati, Kansaa CMy,

Omalia, l.oalgTllle, St. Louis, San Francisco, London and So. America,

fjRADCMARK'l

FOR HIGH.CLASS

INDOOR WIRING.

George
Cutter,

ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES,

333 THE ROOKERY,
CHICAGO.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., newyork.

AGENTS:
W. B. Pe-r8on& Co., Home Ins. Bldg-.. Chicago, III.

Thoe. G. Smith -Tr., Hammond Bide., Cincinnati, Ohio.
W. * , Day, 128 Oliver St., Boston, Masa.
A. M. More & Co., Commercial Blog., St. Lonls.Mo.
Hv. e Broe. & Co., Lewis Block, Plttaburg, Pa.
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ThB

Tbomson-Honston
ELECTRIC CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY OF

DYNAMOS, LAMPS
And Every Necessary Appliance for the Construction, Maintenance and Operation of

Central Stations and Isolated Plants,

Arc, Direct Current and Alternating Current Systems,

100,000 750,000
Thomson-Houston Arc Lamps, Thomson-Houston Incandescent Lamps

In Daily Operation October I, 1891.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, WESTERN OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, Mass. 148 Michigan Ave.. CHICAGO. ILL
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Abendroth & Root Mfi;. Co. .
.

American Desk & Scatine Co, ...xv

American Electrical Works. . . . xlii

Andrac, .1 alius

Andrews & Co. , A. H ....

Baggot, E xlv

Ball EoKjlne Co xix

Ball & ^Vood Co. . The 1

Beggs, J. E., Mfg. i&Supply Co. ix

Berosteln Electric Co
Boalon Braid Mfg. Co xlii

Bowers Bros xv
BrauD Illustrating Co xlx

Brownlee & Co xii

Brookfield, Wm xli

Brush Electric Co xvi

Butler Hard Rubber Co
BuxtOD, Geo. B xlii

C. &. C. Electric Motor Co. . . xv
Central Electric Co v
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co xv
Chicago Electric Motor Co xlli

Chicago Insulated Wire Co xvi

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co
Colburn Electric Mfg. Co xiv

Consol. Elec. Mfg. Co.. The..
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co . . xill

Crown Electric Mfg. Co x

Cushlng. F. W vii

Cutter. Geo i

Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co. .
.

Day's Kerlte Insulation i

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. . xix

Delaware Hard Fibre Co xix

Detroit Electrical Works xxiv
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co xli

Diebl&Co x

Duplex Electric Co., Ltd —
Eastern Electric Cable Co xlii

Easton Electric Co xlil

Edison General Electric Co viii

Electric Cons. & Supply Co vi

Electric Merchandise Co x

Electric Secret Service Co vl

Electrician Pub. Co Ix

Elec. Construction Co.,The xili

Elec. Eng. & Sup. Co., The. .
.

Elec, Supply & Contracling Co. .xiv
|

Electrical Supply Co., The. . . xxli I

Elektron Mfg. Co Ix

Empire China Works xii

Evans Friction Cone Co xvi

Fcnacutc iMachine Co ix

For Sale Ix, xili

Port Wayne Electric Co xxIv

Gllman&Co., E. R Ix

Globe Carbon Co xv
Gravi'y Purifier Co
Great Western Elec. Supply Co. vlii

Greeley& Co., The E. S 1

Goodrich-Coleman Elec. Wks. . -xvi

Gum Elastic Roofing Co ix

Helsler Electric Co
Hemlngray Glass Co xlii

Hill Clutch Works xlv

Hirlimann, C. J x
HIne Eliminator Co
Holmes, C. H xiii

Holmes. Booth & Haydens vl

Hunt Machine Co., Rodney ix

Hussey & Co
India Rubber & Gutta Percha

Insulating Co xxiil

Interior Conduit &Insulatlon Co ... x

International Okonlte Co 1

Jewell Belting Co i

Kartavert Mfg. Co xiii

Keller & Degenhardt i

Knftpp Electrical Works xxi

La Roche ElectricWorks
Law Telephone Co . xili

Lefmann, Julius ix

Leonard & Co., H.Ward xvi

Link Belt Machinery Co xv
Loud.H.M.&SonsLumberCo, xiv

MiUiken Bros xvi

Mosber Arc Lamp Co
Munsellifc Co., Eugene siH

Murphy. T. J xv
National Carbon Co xiv

Nitlonai Electric Mfg. Co
N.y.Beltine; & Packing Co. . .

New York Insulated Wire Co . . ix

New York & Ohio Co i

Nuttall Company. R. D i

Ostrander & Co., W. R sil

Page BtUIng Co
Pitrirck & Caiter Co
Palste, H. T ....xiii

Pearson & Co..W. B.... xix

Pelton Water Wheel Co xlv

Penn.E'ec Eogiaeeiins; Co...
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Perry & Nojes xil

Phoenix Glass Co xiv

Pierce, Jr.. Josiah xiii

Pond Engineering Co xix

Powell Co.. The Wm
Pumpelly, J. K siil

Queen & Co xvlii

Racine Hardware Mfg. Co
Rae, Frank B xiii

Ries Elec. Specialty Co., The x

Rocbford Electric Mfg. Co xii

Roebling's Sons Co., J. A xii

Royal Electric Co

Sanwon Cordaec Works xii

9awyer-Man Electric Co xvll

Hchawel & Co., Jas xil

Schieren & Co. Chas. A I

SchindelA Schlndel
Schoonmaker, A. O xii

Schuyler Electric To xv
Security lasulator ('o ix

Short Electric Railway Co Iv

Shultz Belting Co
Smlti", Thos. G. Jr
Somcff. J. L
Sperry Elec. Mining Mach. Co. xvi

Standard Paint Co xiv

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co xvili

Star Elcctrix Co ' xlv

Stearns Mfg. Co . ...xviii

Sterilng, W. C xv
Stllwell&BlerceMfg. Co.. .xlv. xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co. . . xxiil

Taj lor Engine Co
Tnomson-Houston Elec. Co. . . .11, xx
Union Electric Works xil

Union Hardware Co xil

U. 8. Electric Lighting Co.. xvU
VanNuIs C. S i

Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
AVauted xili

Washington Carbon Co., The. . . .iv

Western Electric Co x

Westlnghouse Elec. and Mfg Co . ^i

Westinghouse Machine Co xix
WeatonElectrlcallnstrum'l Co.. xil

Wilcox & Howe Co Ix

Williams Engine Works xlx

Woodbrldge&TumerEng. Co. . xil

Woodhouse& Rawson, Ltd
Worthington, Henry R xli

CLASSIFIED LIST.

Almntnniii.
yoodrlch-Loleman Elec. Works.

Annnnoiators.
Central Electric Oo.

Detroit Elcctiical Works.
Electrical Oonetructlon Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., Tte.
Great Weetprn Elec. Supply Co,
Greeley & Co.. The B. 8.

Enapp Electrical Works.
Oatrauder & Co. W. R.
I'artrick &, Carter Co.
Union Electric Worke,
Western Electric Co.

Arc Ijamps.
Begi^e, J. E., MTg. & Supply Co.
Brneb EJBCtncCo.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Easton Electric Co.
Electric C0I19. ASopplyCo.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Great Weslein Elec. Supply Co.
Mosber Arc Lamp Co.
gchuyler Electric Co.
Thomson -Honeton filectrlc Co.
WeBtinghonee Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc liight Cord.
Electrical supply Co., The.
Koapp Electrical Works.
Samson Cordage Works.

Batteries,
Central Electric Co.
Detroit ISlectrlcal Works.
Electrical SappivCo-.Tne.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Hirlimann, C. J.

Law Telephone Co.
Furapelly, J. K.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Hemlngray Glass Co.
Hirlimann, C. J.

Law Telephone Co.
Western Electric Co

.

Bells, £lectrlc.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, maffneto.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Greeley & Co., The B.».
Knapp Electrical Works,
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co-

BeItIn ff.

ChicflKO Rawhide Mtg. Co.
Jewell Belliog Co.
Link iJelt Machinery Co.
N. Y. BeltiiiE & PicKlng Co.
Page Balling Co.
ecnieren & Co.. Chas. A.
Shnltz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Abendroth & RootMig. Co.
Pond Engineering Co.
Stearns Mfg. Co.

Books, RlectTical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Brass Goods.
Powell Co., The Wm.

Barslar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical hupply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley* Co.,The E. ».
Knapp Electrical Works.
Parttick & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Wire Insulated.)

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, C. H.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Schindel& Schlndel.

Cables. RIectrlr. (Bee wire Iiua-
lated), Copper, Sbeet and Bar.
KneltlliipH SrjnF Co.,.J. A.
Wettcrn KIwcLrlc Co.

CInirheH, Friction.
Hill Clutch Works.

Corduse.
Sameon Cordajie Works,

Carbons, Points and Plates.
Brush Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co, The.
Globe Carbon Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National Carbon Co.
Waehlngton Carbon Co.
Western Electric Co.

Ctinstrnotlon and Bepalrs.
An.lnio. Jiilliirt.

Chicago Electric Motor Co,
Electric ConK .t Siii'l'ly Co.
Electric Supply A ty'ontractlng Co.
Electrical Construction Cn.,'rhe.
Knapp Electrical Works.
H.'if, Frank II.

Smith, ThfS. G. Jr.

Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, filectrlc Lilcht,
Knerlne Plants and Blectrlc
BallTrays.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball & \VoodCo.,The.
Brush Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfe. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Kl.iiiir Mig. Co.
Edison General Electric (Jo.

Electric Cons. & Supply C'o.

Electric Supply & Contracting Co.
Electrical Keg. & Supply Uo.
Fort Wavne P'lectrlc Co.
lleiBler Elecliic Co.
Keller & Deeenhardt.
I.aEochpKkctric Works.
Leonard & Co., B. Ward.
Pearson & Co., W. B.
Pond Engineering Co.
Racine Hardware Mfg Co.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Fmitli,Th08. G.Jr.
Taylor Engine Co,
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Westinghonee Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.
Williams En<iine Works.
Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co,

Copper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Cutter, Geo,
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrlral Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.

i

Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knanp Electrical Works.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A. l

Sperry Ifilec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cnt-OntH and S'wltches.
Andrae, Julius.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Eloc. Mfg. Co., The.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical Jj Mfg. Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Palate, H.T.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
StarEleclrlx Co.
VanNuis.G. S.

Western Electric Co.
I>rop KoraiDffS.
Wilcosfc Howe Co.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.

C. & C . Electric Motor Co.
Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Iliamoud Ele'-lrir Mf-. Co.
Duplex Klpctric Co., Ltd.
Eaaion E'etlric Co.
Elecrical Ene. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Helsler Blectrlc Co.
Li lioclie Electric Works.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
Rockford Electric MauufacturingCo.
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

fClectrlc Railways.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Rae, Frank B.
buort Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Woodbridpe & Turner Eng. Co.

Electrical and itlecbanical
Kngineers.
Pierce, -losiah.

Biie, Prank B.
£lecc;rlcal instrnments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E.S.
Queen &Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Blectrlc Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

EngravTS.
Braun lUustratlng Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Aniirae. Julius.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cutter. Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Woi ks.

Hussey A Co.
Rles Electric Specialty Co., The.

Electroliers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Baggot, E.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
ThorasoTi-Ffonston Electric Co.

Electro-Platinff Uacblnes.
Brush Electric Co.
Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

Electrfcnl Intelligence.
Keller & Degenhbrdt.
Leonard & c'o., H. Ward.
Rae, Frank B.

Elevators.
Link Belt Machinery Oo.

Bnclnen. HteuH.
Ball EndneCo.
Ball A Wood Co, The.
Pearson <tCo., W.B.
Pond Enelneerlng Co.
Racine liardwaro Mlg. Co.
Smllb.ThOH G. Jr.
Stearns Mfg. Co,
Taylor Kiigiiie Co.
Wt)8tlu^h(JUHe Machine Co.
Williams Engine Co.

Fan Oatnts.
C. A C. Electric Motor Co.
Dif-hl A Co.
Edison General Electric Co,
Stanley Electric Mrg. Co.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Volcaniztd Fibre Co.

KIre Alarms.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp ElectrlcaJ Worke.
Partrick as Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Friction Cones.
Bvons Friction Cone Co.

Fumc Wire.
Ekctrlcal Supply Go.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Sperry Elec. Mining Macliiu'.' Co.

GAti AjiKiitine:. Kieccric.
Detroit Electrical Works,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

drieneral Electrical ^applies.
American Electrical Worke.
Andrap, Jullne.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Consolidated Elec, Mfg. Co., The.
Crowu KlectricMfg. Co.
<'u(tt>r, Geo.
Cutter Kleclricjil &Mfg, Co.
Detroit iilectrlral Works.
Electric Cons. & Snpply Co.
Kdleon General Slectric Co.
Electric Supply A Contracting Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co,
Greeley &Co.,TheE. 8.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Partrick & Carter Co,
I'puu. lOler. f^n-.'. Co.
Star Electrii Co.
Western Electric Co.

C^lobes and Electrical Cllass-
n'are.
Baggot. E.
Brookfield, Wm.
Hemlngray Glass Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.

4iiuni KlsHt'c Ron fins.
Glim Ehistic KooAii-Cm.

Hard Jtobbcr 4)<oods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Insulators and Insalating
Materials.
Andrae, Julius.
Brookfield, Wm.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cushing. F. W.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great V\'eetern Elec. Supply Co.
Hemlngray Glass Co.
Interior Conduit & insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick & Cajter Co.
Security Inenlator Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electllc Co.

Insulated tVlres and Cables.
Magnet 'Wire.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
CuPhiug, P. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Day's Kprlte Insulation.
Detroit Electrical Worke
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insu-
lating Co.

Knapp Electrical Worke.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
BoebllDg'.« Sone Co., J, A.
Sperry Elec, Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Bernstein Electric Ca
Brush Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
rmter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The B, S.

Helsler Electric Co.
Knapn Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Penn. Elec. Eng. Co.
Sawyer-Man UiectricCo.
Somoff, J, L.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomeon-Honston Electric Co.

liubricaters.
Powell Co., The Wm.

nasnet VTIre.
(See Insulated Wire.)

Mechanical Slacliincry.
Ferracute Machine (.'o.

Medical Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Mica.
Bowers Eros.
Munsell & Co., Engene.
Rchoonmaker, A. O.

Mine Hisnals, Electric.
Detroit Electrical Worke.

HiBlns Apparatna, Klectrle.
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomson- Houston Klectrle Co.
Hperry Elec MIdIuk Machine Co.
WeBtlnefaooM Electric A Mtg. Uo.

Hotora.
Broih Electric Uo.
Crocser- Wheeler Electric Co.
C.AC. Electric Motor Co.
Chlcaeo Blectrlc Motor Co.
D*!troIt Rleclriral Worlu.
iHitroon-i Kl'"tric Mfg. Co.
F.tutou Jilecirtc Co.
Edison Geoerftl Electric Co.
Electric Sapply A Contractlne Co.
Electrical Eng. fc Happir Co.
I,a Koch" Electric Work"
Rockford E lecirtc .Man utactorioc Co
Royal Electric Co.

'

ThomsoD HoQBton Electric Co.
WeBtlnghouse Electric A Mfe Co

Offtre Fnrnltnre.
American Desk A Seailoc Co.
Andrews A Co , A. H.

Oil CnpH.
Powell Co., The Wm.on Furfllevn.
Gra'. i;v Poririer Co.

PackliiK.
Baiton, Ge^. B,
N. Y. Belting & PftckiodCo.

Pins and brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Holmes. C. H.
Load, H. M. A Sons Lumber Co
Schlndel .<; Shinrlel.
Western Electric Co.

Platinum.
Schawel & Co., Jas.

Poles.
Brownlee A Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co The
Holmes, C. IT.

Lefmann, -hiljuH.

Loud, H. M. «fc Sons Lumber Co
Mllllken Bros.
Schiiidel ASrhindel.
8terilng,W. v.

Pabllshers, £lertrlral
Electrician Publishing Co.

Pnsh Bnttons.
Detroll Electrical Workf>.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Wealem Electric Co.

IBailways, £iectric.
(See electric railways.)

RceniatlDt; Kocbets-
Rles Electric Specialty Co.. The.

gccnritioB. Elcrtrical.
Gilman & Co . E, R.
Perry .'t Noyes.

Separators, steam.
Hine Eliminator Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Silk Braid.
Bof-ton Braid .Mfg. Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

Speaklne Tabes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co. , W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Ijidlcators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthington, Henry R.

Supplies, £lectric Railn-aj.
Detroit Electrical Work?.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Schindel A Schlndel.

Tapes, Insulatlnjt.
American Electrical Works.
Andrae, Juliup.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Cuehing, P. W.
Eaetem Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
India Eubber <fc Gutta Percha In-
sulating Co.

International Okonlte Ce., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Telegraph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co,
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapn Electrical Works.
Partnck <fe Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones, ElActric.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sftpply Co^ The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

Transformers.
Di;imon<l Elpctric Mfg. Co.
Klectrical Eng, & Suppiy uo.
National ElectricManufactnringCo
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co,
Westinghonee Electric & Mfg. Co,

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Works.

Trucks. Electric Car.
Dclroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co,
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Go.
Westlngnouae Electric & Mfg. Co,

Turbine AVheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Worke Co.
Hant Machine Co., Rodney.
StUweU & Bierce Mfg. Co.

TTpewriters.
Denfmore Typewriter Co,

Wire, Bare,
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
Knapn Electrical Works.
Roebllngs Sons Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Mschir e Co.
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Short Railway Generators
ARE NO LONGER A NEW TYPE, THEY ARE

And the record they have made for themselves cannot he surpassed. Inquire

in Rochester, Jamestown, Covington, East Liverpool, Muskegon.

The Jamestown Street Railway Company report as follows: JANUARY 6, 1892.

On Sunday morning last it commenced snowing very hard, and so continued all day Sunday, Sunday night and Mon-
day. We were obliged to put forth every effort to prevent blockading of the road, which we succeeded in doing.

:t: ;i: :J; ^ ;; * ^ i^ * ^ * * * * ^ * H^ :}:

On Sunday morning we started your Generator No. 2 at 6:30 a. m., and continued to use the same until Tuesday
morning at 3:30 a. m., 'when we shut it down. This Generator was in continuous service during the entire time, and was
not even sanded, nor the brushes touched. It did not use to exceed one-half quart of oil. We consider this remarkable
because of the hard work the Generator was doing. ********

Yours very respectfully, GEORGE E. MALLBY, Superintendent.

THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.,

Sometimes you forget to order

CARBOISrS
When you should; your supply gets low, and

YOU WANT SOME QUICK.
We are represented by the following concerns.

By ordering from the nearest one, you can

GET THEM QUICKLY,
They carry a large stock on hand.

THE WASHINGTON CARBON COMPANY
}

WASHINGTON, PA.
E0I80N GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

Boston,
Buffalo,

Cleveland,
Detrslt,

Cincinnati,

Louisville,
Atlanta,
Chicago,
St. Louis,-

Milwaukee,

SprlDgfield, Mass.,
Minneapollp,
Denver,
Sin Fraccifco.

Portland, Oregon.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
35 Park Place, New York.

FRANK S MARR,
641 N. Broad S'.. Philadelphia, Pa.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY & CONS. CO.,
Pi tsburg. Penti.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
Chicago, 111.
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WE HAVE
TRADE MARK.

1.0 N//

TBABE MABia •

Of moulded carbons, plain or coated.

THOUSANDS
Of Bryant key and keyless sockets, and wall sockets for all standard systems.

Bryant double pole switches. Paiste switches. Main and porcelain branch blocks.

Swan tied and loose filament lamps, all voltages.

MILLIONS
Of feet of Okonite wires, and Well, send us your orders^ and see hotv quick

WE CAN FILL THEM.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

^L0^/>

TRADE MARK.

116 and 118 Franklin St.,

CHICAGO.
vi.OW/>

TBAD E MAR K.
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.nANLT'ACTURGRS ORGANIZCD 1881.

INCORPORATED 1833.

Arc Lamps

CST.ABLISIinD •

PACT: J

rm INCANDESCENT AND
STREET I^ML\^•'A'^ CIRCUITS,

TIIC ONL"!' ARC LA.^P TIIA!

WORKS S.^TIS^ACTORIL^• O.N .A>i

INCX.NDRSCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIO.NS:

PI loTO-CXGRAMNG, THHATRICAL,
AW) SnARCW LA.HPS.

TriE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY' CO.

PlinSIX BUILDING

t lUCAlid.

TCLCPIlONr; BUILDING.

NtlW ^(IRK.
Search Light No. 13.

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Factories: "Waterbury, Conn. - - SS Pai-k Place, Ne-v*- Yorte,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Ba.re axid InsTJLla.t;ed. ^KTire-
ruderwriter.s" i"oi»i»er Eleetrio l..ieht liine AVire. Copper llaffiiet Wire. Flexible t^ilk. Cotton and AVorsted Cords for

Ineandescent Jjightino:. Jioiin<l and Flat Coppei- Bars for Station M'ork.
Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "K. |^,"TINEWIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Agents for the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting,

THE GREAT WESTERS ELECTRIC SliPPlY COMPAM, CHICAGO, . . SEllING AGENTS.

Taos. L SCOriLL, Neiv Tork Agent

LAIVIP

LIGHTING
SCHEDULE.

Moonlight System
FOR 1892.

Electrician Puliiisliing Co.,

6 LAKESIDE BLD6.,

CHICACO.

Individuai Arc Ligiit im Motor Cut-Out.

EacI Class lias its oio "GoiliinatiOD."

MONEY SAVING. RELIABLE.

SAVES MILEAGE OF GIRGDITS.

SEGDRES PAYMENT FOR ALL GURRENT USED.

GIVES GENTRAL STATION GONTROL OF EVERY

LAMP.

MAKES SGATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

EASILY APPLIED. INEXPENSIVE.

Individual Lamps or Motors, or groups of
these, cut in and out at -will from Central
Station, -without affecting- others in same
circuit.

For Terms and Particulars, Address

Electric Secret Service Company,
4S ^n-o^DDx^AY, ]>JE3'\^7'

THOMAS STURGI8, WM. C. LANE, C. P. MACKIE, S. S. BOGABT,
President, Sec'y and Ireas. Gen'l Manager, Gen'l Agent,
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The Women's Christian Temperance Union Building, Chicago.

This Building is Wired Throughout With Kerite Wire.

W. H. BCKBRT, General Agent,

16 Dey Street, NEW YOEK.
P. W. GUSHING, General Western Agent,

S25 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.
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EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
EDISON BUILDING, BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

3IA.S[CFACTrBEEK OF

HDISON
I'x^TEiia^rrjsit>

standard Old
Oat. No. Cat. No.

16223-6233
6235-6245 IM
6247-6357
6259-6369 2M
6397-6303 7

6305-6311 • 8

62'l-6277 3

6279-6285 3K
667 667
666 666

233 233

369 369

DESCRIPTION.

Standard Keyless Socket
Improved Keyless Socket
S'aodird Kty Socket
Pasli Button Socket
Standard Key Receptacle (porce ain or wood bise)

Fancy Key Receptacle (porcelain or wood tase)
Standard Keylefs Receptacle (porcelain or wood ba£e).

Fancy Keyless Receptacle (porcelain or wood bas?). . .

.

Porcelain Weatherproof SocKet
Hard Rubber Weatherproof Socket
Wooden Testing Socket
Wooden Testing Socket, with outside connections

Xos. 6323

Nos. 6359-6269.

FOR NEW PRICES, ADDRESS NEAREST DISTRICT OFFICE.
Nos 6235-6345.

DISTRICT OFFICES:
CANADIAN: Edison Building. 77 Bay Street, Toronto. Can. PACIFIC COAST: Edison Buifding, 112 Bush Street, San Francisco, Cal.

CENTRAL: 173 and 175 Adams Street, Chicago. III. PACIFIC NORTHWEST: Fleischner Building. Portland. Oregon.

EASTERN: Edison Building. Braad Street. New York. ROCKY MOUNTAIN: Masonic Building. Denver, Colo.

NEW ENGLAND: 25 Oils Street. Boston, Mass.

MEXICAN AND SOUTH AMERICAN DEPARTMENT: Edison Building. Broad Street. New York. EUROPEAN OFFICE: 34 Victoria Street, Westminster. London, S. W.. Eng.

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
MATTUFACTHBEBS OF AJfD DEALiEBS fN

201, 203, 205, 207 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.

Gen'l Western .Ag'ents i'or

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS'
CELEBRATED <t -I 7- -i t- j» ** tt 13-r-^ COPPER AND

PATENT IV. IV. VVlrvCf, IRON.

For Electric Light, Railway, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

BARE WIRES ^

MAGNET WIRES. WE QUOTE FACTORY PRICES.
UNDERWRITERS' WIRES. }

^

. AGENTS FOR -

Bernstein Series Incandescent Lamps.
Lamps and Series Sockets for all Arc SyBtema for Street and Ineide Lighting.

THOUSANOB IN USE.

Redaction in Price of Series Socket.

16 C: P. 4 to 6 Amperes.
25 •' 3 "10
5U " 4 "lO "
75 " 6.6 "10 "
100 " 8.5 " 10

HANDFACTUBEBS OF THE

-A.KT ]>a" xj isro IA-Ton.s
For HOTELS, FACTORIES, OFFICE BUILDINGS and DWELLINGS.

"PERFECTION" Hotel Annunciators.
"PERFECTION" Return Call Annunciators.
"PERFECTION" Burglar Alarm Annunciators.

WRITE
FOR

PRICES.

NORTHWESTERN AGENTS FOR THE "Write for Quotations.

Columbia incandescent Lamp.
High Efficiency. Full Candle Power. Long Life.

Any Voltage. iny Candle Power.

TRY A HUNDRED ^•TBo''^sTSriD

CEILING ROSETTE CUT-OUTS.
Wood, with Mica Insulation,

No. 1347 W.,

10 cents each in lots of 50 or more.

SAFETY ARC LAMP WINDLASS
IS THE BEST ON THE MARKET.

WBITE FOB PBICEH.

100 LOTS. 500 L0T3.

IffEW PRIGXaS. Key Sockets, 25c. 23c. S2c.^=:^=^===^ Keyless, 23c. 2lc. 20e.

Wall Sockets, 5c. Higher.
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100 TO 1 SHOT.
Report of CToiiiinlttoe <>u

National Electric Light Association, at Buffalo:

Intirior Conduits. Art. 3. Interior conduits muBt not be af tuch material or cooUruclioi that will be Injured
by plaster or comenl or other Burroimdln;; material, or that the insulation of the conductor will be ultimately Injured
or (iestroyerl by the elements of its poBltinn.

VULCA Is the only coadolt that wlthUands I'laitcr and Cement, Is Watcr-prjof, and Non inflammable.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,
78-80-82 FrankUn Street, CHICAOO,

MAIN OFFICE: 13-15-17 Cortlandt St., New York. GEO. H. MEEKER. Western Manager.

FERRACUTE MACHINE CO.,«''^s«*-it',V-^'^'
FOOT AND POWER PRESSES, DIES

A.\l» OTIIF.It SIIKKT 1IET.\I- TOOLS.
They make a number of Presses especially adapted lor ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL WORK.

Please send for illuslrated prices describing 200 kinds of Presses,

Dies for Armature Discs, He.

LATEST IN INSULATORS.

PRICES REDUCED.
One-Halt Former Quotations.

Write for price and particulars.

SECURITY INSULATOR CO.,

136 Liberty St., New York. Ant.'dflD'Vi

^'o:
Ten SiDyleTFoar 400 light, 240 ampere, ThomBon-IloCBton

InraDdf>8ceot Uynamos, 110 volt.

Two i'i liebf, 2,'XH> c. p. American Arc Light
I)JOam OB.

One fiO light, 2,000 c. p. Sperry Arc Dynamo.
TOO Gooee NeckB, T.-H. Municipal Sockete,

Shades, etc., complete.
45 miles No. 10 Wire, American Electric Co.'b

make, need about nine months.
One 10-ll;:ht Weeton Arc Machine, with 8 dooble

lamps, -J/XW c. p., A ],

One :)n-iight T.-H. 1,'^on c. p. Dynamo

II, 1.JM3C \,- Art I^mpfl.
Twenty l)oul'!»» T -H. l,2U»c. p Arc Lampi.
One •J.Vi light Fjrt Wayne andJenney Alternator,

complete.
Twenty -^ llizht Convertors.
Six 15-|iEht convertor*.
Two i.'Wi-il[:lit T. H. tncandeecent Dynamos.
Ten I'-* b. p. Daft Motor', 'iiii volt, new.
Sixty '^,000 c. p. Single American Limps.
Forty 2.CO0 c. p. Double American L*mp».
Wire, Tools, Etc. ; everything lo make a complete

i
lant.

JOHN e. BEO«i9 SIFd. A. SITPPLi'V CO . 74 Cortlandt »^treet, NEW YOBK.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Polas, 'Wr'^e To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
2200 V. Mpooiid Street. ST. LOI'IS.

TURBINE WATER WHEELS.
HORIZONTAL
VERTICAL.

EODNEY HUNT MACHINE COMPANY.
Specialties for Electric Light and Power.

]>oable the Power of moet wheels. Hisli Speed and Even Speed. Perfeetly eontrolled by
ReeaJator. Beltinc directly to dynamo. Kfficiency, OO-'ifi. HolyokeTesting Flume, jl'asy working
{^ate. Excellent workmanship, great durability. Moderate Priees and satisfaction guaranteed 1,950 wheels
sold in New England. Oue party has 87 of these wheels in use; another 6,800 h. p., another 7,400 n. p. etc . etc.
Large numbers of wheels furnished for Electric Light and Electric Power Transmission, Street Railway, etc.
Write for catalogue and estimates on proposed plants.

Boston Office, 70 Kilby St. Main Office & Works. Orange, Mass.. U. S. A.

ELECTRICAL
BOOKS.

Orders Filled Promptly.

Electrician Publishing

Company,
6 Lakeide Building, CHICAGO-

LAYING AMD PAIWTING GIM-BLASTIC BOOFINtJ.
'1 ^ (H -

THTE GXrn^^-ELJ^STIC SOOIFIISrG-
IS ABSOLUTELY XON-COMBUSPIBI.E and eaoTaBtxpil to last lO yenrs. Coots only
92.OO per lOO Hqnare feet. Slrongly indorsed by NewYork Board of Underwritere. Send stamp
for circulars, eamplea and p.irticulare. GUW-ELASTfC PAIIWT
Costs only 60r. per gal. in bbl. lots, or S4.r30 for 5 gal. tubs. Color dark red. Will stop leaks in tin or
iron roofs that will last for years. Tpv it.

GUM-ELASTIC ROOFING CO., 41 XT.at Broaaway, New York .

E. R. OILMAN & CO.^
FINANCIAL AGENTS. '^

Electrical Securities, Stocks, Bonds and Commercial Paper

Bought and Sold.

Rooms 140, 141 Rialto Building. GHICAGO.

DropForgings.
WIIjCOX A BOIVE C"MPAXY,

Birmingham. 4 onn..
Solicit orders for light Drop Forglngs for Electricnl
work. 16 years' experience- Ketimates promptly

furnished on receipt of samples or drawings.

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PEBBET ELECTRIC MOTORS
ALL SIZES FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET - ELECTRIC - LIGHT - SYSTEM.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO., Sprlogfield, Mass. "^ TASLe.
SELLING AGENTS:

Washington, D. C, J. U. BURKETT & CO., 1409 N.T. Avenue.

New Orleans, La,, THE BUCHEL MACHINE WORKS,
101 Oonti Street.

St. Fanl, Minn., P. J. RENZ, 95 East 4th Street.

Philadelphia, Pa,, PENNSYLVANIA MACHINE CO..
29 North 7th Street.
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ON YOUR ALTERNATING CURRENT CIRCUITSUSE TH. T?Ty.S REGULATING SOCKET
IT WILL PAY YOU! IT WILL MAKE YOU MANY NEW CUSTOMERS!

xivro
THIS INVENTION INTRODUCES A NEW ERA IN THE ART OF

'It Regulates the Light! It Saves the Lamps!! It Saves the Current!!! No Resistance or other Current-Consuming Devices Used.

For Prices and Particulars write to THE RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY COMPAI^Y,
PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS. Kaltiinore and Eataw Streets. BAI.TIIIORI;. MD.. V. S. A.

HIRLIMANN
BATTERIES

Are Standard. Only One that is Guaranteed.

ImMmt Dy C. J. HIRLIMANN,
117 Itlacdongall St., NEW YOBK.

COMPLETE STOCK OF

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES.
TROLLEY WIRES,

SPAN WIRE,

FEEDER WIRE,

GUARD WIRE,

MAGNET WIRE,

FUSE WIRE,

SWITCHES,

CROSS-OVERS,
TURN-OUTS,

INSUUTORS,
TROLLEYS,
POLES,

."OLE BRACKETS,

PULL-OVERS,

POLE RATCHETS,

STRAIN CLAMPS,

CURVE INSUUTORS,

EiEamc
RAILWAY

SUPPLIES
tXCLUSiVELY. '

»** WRHASON.«»n..M0n. "C

ELECTRIC HEADLIGHTS,

GEARS, PINIONS,

RAWHIDE PINIONS,

RESISTANCE BOXES,

STATION EQUIPMENT,

TROLLEY POLES,

TROLLEY BASES,

TROLLEY WHEELS,
TROLLEY HARPS.

TROLLEY SPRINGS,

TROLLEY CORD,

BEARINGS,

BUSHINGS,

GRAPHITE BUSHINGS,

RUBBER BELLS,

FEEDER BELLS,

CHICAGO CLAMPS,

INSULATING TAPE,

EYE BOLTS,

TURN BUCKLES,
PORCELAIN KNOBS,

PORCELAIN CLEATS.

INTERIOR CONDUITS Tie SolntioD oftlie Prolileii of Safe GDarliDi

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for whatsoever parpoae employed, leto

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IHTERIOR A«D DHDERGRODHD

MANTJFACTUEED BT

GONDUil AND INSULATION CO.,
vunpvc i 627 to 631 W. 34th SL.
W0KK5.

^ 526 to 628 W. 36th St..

General Offices: 42 & 44 Broad St. , Nei York.

ThoB. Day & Co., 222 Salter St., San Francisco, Cal.

AiuQntoin Eiectiic Co., Denver Colo.
American Elect. Supply Co., 3.i6 Pearl St., Bnffalo.N T.
Putnam, Uav & Co , 37 E. Main t>t., Rochester, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. ^th St., Clacinnatl, O.
Chae. Gabriel. Saginaw. Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Sopplv Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleans, I^.
Walker & Kepler, 531 Cheetnul St., Philadelphia. Pa.
Electrical Supply & Conatrncuon Co.. Piltaburgh, Pa.
Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, III.TRADE-MARK

ELECTRIC CEILING FAN.
HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

HANDSOME DESIGNS.

SELF-LUBRICATING

NOISELESS.

EASILY INSTALLED.

NO BELTS

OR SHAFTING REQUIRED.

HIGHLY
ORNAMENTAL.

WOUND FOR EITHER DIRECT ARC

Dielil& Company,
385 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

Something New.
QUICK BREAK AND CONTACT.

I NO MORE BURNED TERMINALS.

NO DANGER FROM SHORT CIRCUITS.

'TIS PERFECTION.

New York Agent: - H. G. MADDEN,

13 CORTLAHDT STREET.

Aek yonr Supply House for them or write to

CROWN ELECTRIC MFG, CO.,

Bri<Jfi;eport, Conn.

W-I-R-E-S:
I.e. Weatherproof Wire, W. E. Underwriters' Wire, Okonite, Kerite,

Hard and Soft Drawn Copper Wire,

Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph and Telephone Wire,

Silk and Cotton Covered Magnet Wire, Incandescent Lamp Cord.

i=iaiCES oisr .a.:E=:pxjicJ^Tioisr.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
AHES. EBEBT & CO., St. Panl, Slion.

SBJIin" AKSntSII STAXDAKD ELECTBICAIi nORKS, Cincinnati
°

' MOBNTAIX KI.ECTBIC C© , Denver, Colo.
Ollio.

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.

NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Greenwich Sts.
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NOTICE!
THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING COMPANY manufactures and

sells at the lowest prices the most perfect line of electrical apparatus on the market for:

ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING,
LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION AND

DISTRIBUTION OF POWER,
GENERATORS,
STATIONARY MOTORS,
STREET RAILWAY MOTORS,

AND DETAILS FOR GENERAL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING COMPANY does not infringe

valid patents owned by other companies or individuals, and it undertakes to defend its cus-

tomers against suits for infringement, and to hold them harmless with respect to the use of

any c f its apparatus.

^^^^j^'EP'^'^T' im, w iiar^r%ii?Wr»'»r^^^3P

We are reliably informed that agents and representatives of two large electric lighting

companies are attempting to control trade in the street car and lighting lines by stating that

the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company is to be forced, or in some way taken

into a huge combination having an enormous capital, and that purchasers shovild therefore

only deal with the representatives of the combination.

We desire to state that the position of this company is independent in every respect, and
that it can, by reason of its comparatively small capitalization and its low scale of expenses,

sell all competing apparatus at lower prices than can be afforded by any combination having

to provide earnings for fifty million dollars capital.

All users of electrical apparatus are warned not to be influenced in the selection of

their apparatus by statements made by the agents ofother companies concerning this company.
We are in the business, and we propose to stay.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC £ MFG. CO.,
PITTSBURG, PA., Feb. 25, 1892.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MAircifACTURED ET

WM. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWtCK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

tor all Electric insulating

Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the markei.

I I SELL NO OTHER.
Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St.. NEW YORK.

MICA mim IN ELECTmL sebie^^
Electrical or Telephone Stocks Bought

and Sold.

PERRY &NOYES,
P.^ison Bids. NEW TOKIi..

PLATINUM.
JAS. SCHAWEL & (JO., 1,'',?%^;

Importers and Slelters. Sheet and Wire
in any Gauge. Scrap Purchased.

Wm. a. TDBKKE, Pres. Geo. a. Bsll, v. Pees. J. LutiTEK WuoDBKiDUE, Scc. EQil Treas

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER^ENGINEERING CO.,
Consultiiig' and Constructing

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment of Electric Railways. Steam and Electric Plants.

47 Times Building. Telephone Can. 1009 Cortlandt. NEW YORK.""
CEDAR, OCTAGONAL FINE AND STEEL.

Tf you aie in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

BROWNLEE & CO.,
°
V."c°h"'

SOLID BRAIDED CORD.
!
Is the mot^t dara-
ble for hanging-

I Arc Lamps,
I
T r o 1 1 e V

I Cord, Coy
ering Field

Magnets, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE "WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STSEET, BOSTON.

Dynamos and Motors.
SELLING AGENTS:

Rohineon & Gary Co.,
St.Panl, Uinn.

St. Loois Engineering Co ,

^'L LODiB, Mo
Intprnalioral Elecirir Siipplj

and OontlTjClion Co.,
San Fraucleto, Cal.

Maswell Electric Co .

LoniBvllIe. Ky.
II.C. MRFSb, - C.evelaii«1. Ohio.
Wolf Eterfrical Co , Omaha, N<.b.

J.H. Pa-ker Electric Co,
St. Joseph, Mo.

H. B. Dav. - Dea Moinee, Iowa,
n. Majo. & CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

THE WESTON STANDARD
Portable Alternating and Direct Current Voltmeter

Is the most accurate, curable and perfect instrument for tie
measurement of difference of potential on altt mating current cir-

cuits. It is vtry portable, thoroughly well made, acd evtrr
care has been taken to make it serve The Standard

instrument for this c'ass of wo.'k.

It will be found an invaluable aid in

securing satisfactory and ecf nomical ser-

vice in central stations. Eich instrument

Is certitieJ to bg correct, ard guaranteed
to within the limits of error named.
We make a large variety of ranges fer

the various uses to which such Instru-

ments are applicable.

COERESPONDENCE SOUCrTKD.

THE WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,
I 1 4- (20 William Street, NEWARK, N. J.

BOSTON.
PHILADELPHIA. Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.

ST. LOUIS.
ST. PAUL.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS <^ BELLS.
FITI.I/ I.INE ALiTt'A'TS IK STOCK.

W. B: OSTRaNDER & CO.,
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeEialh Ave., Brooklyn, N. T.

nd for New Catalobub. Out Aagnst let.

Diioi umm Eo.

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AND

95CHAyBERS STREETJEW YORK.

INSULATED WIRE
FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

MAGNET WIRE, OFFICE AXD A>Nl XCIATOR WIRE,
liEAD COA'ERED C.\liI^ES,

COPPER AVIRE, TELEGRAPH WIRE.
Send for Catalogue. .\DDRESS

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO.,
CHICAGO. 173 liSke St. TRENTON, K. J.
SAN FBANCI8CO, »S & «7 Fremont St. NEW TOBK, 117 I/lberty Bt,

UNION ELECTRIC WORKS.
207 South Ganal St., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

The Best Electric Bell in the market; Nictel plated Gongs;

Double Magnet, Platinum Contacts, side adjustineat) with set

screw. The simplest and mo5l durable Annurciato",

all sizes, for elevators, bote's and oifices.

Tt'RITE FOB PBICES.
Also Test Instrnments, Spark Colls, Indnctlon Coile and various

Standard ElectricDevices for Medical and Mechanical Purposes.

We TTill also manuraeture articles for Inventors op the Trade,
We have skilled Workmen and do first-olas^ w^ork

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
\U to 156 Green Si., Greea Poiat, BROOKIYS, S. I.

3LiSrFACT0BT OP

Non-Conductive Blocks, Rosettes and Bases for Cul-Outs
and Switches; also Insulators. Cleats, Lamp Trim-

mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Our production la a dense hody. The glazing and boAj
of oar ware are of same composition, and are baked
alike, which are tbe features of

TRFIi: HABD POBC££.AIX.

COMPOUNDED
FOR

GOOD KEeULtTlON

HIGH AVERAGE

EFFICIENCY.

DiiiooiiiIlltdrltMI|.l!g,,

219 S. Madison Avenue,

PEORIA. ILL.
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Isolated Storage Battery Lighting Plant

Klectric iighlinii for i;ountry residences may be coiibid-

eied a luxury whicli ftw mtn in ihc country can alTord,

yet accordinj; lo ihc reiiorl of ihe cost of operation and

maintenance of the plant herewith ii'.ustialcd a comparison

favorable to the electric system may be made with the cost of

gas lighting based on the prices charged in many large cities.

The Electro dynamic company of Philadelphia in the

fall of iSSij installed for Frank Thomson, vice-president of

the Tennsylvania Railroad company, a storage battery

plant for lighlirg his residence at Marion, Ta. This is

one of the most complete installations for light and power

ever supplied for a country residence, and it has now been

in use for more than two years .

The power plant, Fig. i, is situa'ed about two thousand

feet from the house in one of the outbuildings on the prop-

erty. Fij,. 4 shows the point at which the overhead line

meets the underground cable leading lo the house. The

dynamo is one of the slow speed type of the Electrc-

dynamic company, the armature of which runs at the rale

of 350 revolutions per min-

ute. The engine makes 200

revolutions per minute.

The batteries, Fig. 2, ar.d

switch-board. Fig. 3. are placed

in vaults under the veranda of

the house. The former until

recently, consisted of two sets

of fifty-two cells each of the

"15 L" type,of the Accumu-

lator company. A third set

has now been added to sup-

ply additional power for small

motors to run elevators,

pumps, etc. The batteries

are charged as often as re-

quired, the average in sum-

mer being twice a week, and

in winter every other day.

The capacity from the bat-

teries alone is about two

hundred and fifty lights at

one time. On occasions

when all the lights on the

premises are required the

dynamo is run, and, in con-

nection with the batteries,

will supply over five hundred

16 candle power lamps. It has cost practically nothing to

maintain the battery during the last two years, either in

laborer material. The cost of lighting is covered by the

cost of coal consumed and the wages of the engineer, who

is occupied with the electric plant less than half the lime,

and when not so employed is at work regularly elsewhere.

A careful comparison of the cost of the light for a period

of three months with the price of gas at city rates for an

equivalent amount of illumination shows that electricity is

much the cheaper. This system is especially adapted for

large country houses like Mr. Thomson's, where light and

power are required at all times during the day or night,

while a direct system would be not only uneconomical but

well-nigh impracticable.

Establishment of a Siemens & Halske
' Factory in Chicago.
<Jn Friday of last week an announcement was made in

Chicago that will excite great interest throughout the entire

electrical fraternity of the country. It was to the effect

that Siemens \; Halske, the important German firm of

electrical manufacturers, had concluded arrangements

whereby their apparatus was to be manufactured and sold

in the United States by a branch company that will make
an active effort to secure a portion of the American

trade.

The German firm took out patents in this country as far

back as 187S, but made but little effort to secure business

here, evidently under the impression that the electrical de-

velopment of such a backwoods region as America was

hardly worth cultivating. With this idea in mind the firm

entered into contract with the Edison <.reneral Electric

company by which the latter concern was given the ex

elusive right to manufacture and sell ihe Siemens cables

in the United States. This is an important branch of

Municipal Lighting in Milwaukee,
Municipal lightiing was made an issue in the spsing

campaign in Milwaukee. At the Republican city conven-

tion a platform was adopted which pledges the support of

that party to the introduction of a municipal lighting sys-

tem. "We believe," reads the platform, "that the city

should own and furnish its facilities for the lighting of

streets and public places." For a number of months there

has been a rapidly growing sentiment in favor of municipal

lighting, which means lighting by electricity of course, and

the success of the movement appears to be only a matter

of time. The contract with the liadger Illuminating com-

pany, at $110 per lamp per year, runs for three years. At

the end of that period it is quite probable the city will own

and operate its own electric light plant.
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Siemens & Halske's business, and it is said that the firm

regrets its bargain now that it is to have a factory of its

own in this country.

The World's Fair is given the credit of opening the eyes

of the members of the house to the development and re-

sources of America, and to the desirability of entering the

electrical field here. Carl Vogel, manager of the works

at Charlottenburg, came over here first to confer with the

exposition authorities in relation to the firm's proposed ex-

hibit, and he was shortly followed by Arnold von Siemens,

a member of the firm. The firm demanded many con-

cessions on the part of the World's Fair people which the

latter did not see their way clear to grant, and the negotia-

tions are still pending. In the meantime Messrs. Siemens

and Vogel and their associates of Siemens & Halske be-

came convinced, as the result of their visit, that America

offered a field of sufficient importance to justify the found

ing of a branch establishment, and they therefore de-

termined to take the step. Mr. Vogel and other members

of the firm were acquainted with O. W. Meysenburg and

A. W. Wright of Chicago, and they entered into an

arrangement with these gentlemen by which the latter be-

came the American partners in the new company. Wright

& Meysenburg are well known in Chicago as contractors

and cable railway engineers, and are also heavily interested

in the Wells French company, which manufactures cars.

A company has accordingly been organized, with a capital

stock of iJ^soOjOOo, under the laws of Illinois, and known

as the Siemens <i: Halske Electric company. It is officered

as follows: President, O. W. Meysenburg; secretary, A.

W. Wright; directors, Arnold von Siemens, ficorge Will-

iam von SitmcDS, O, W. Meysenburg, A. W. Wright and
.Mexander von llibo. The company will be simply an
American branch of the Siemens vV Halske company under
the direct management of Mr. Meysenburg and Mr.
Wright. Alexander von iJabo is a Gcrmam residing in

New York, and is .Vraericao representative of the parent

company in a number of other interests. G, II. Hcnjamin
of Xew York will have charge of all matters relating to

patents aid patent litigation. George and Arnold von

Siemens are the active members of the firm of Siemens &
Halske, as Dr. Werner von Siemens has retired from
active business and Herr Halske is dead, his interest

having been purchased by the Siemens family.

The new company will bigin operations at once, and
will locate its plant in connection with the shops of the

Wells-French company at lilue Island avenue and I'aulina

street, Chicago, oa the Chicago river. Plan^ for the build-

ing are now being prepared, and the drawings and patterns

necessary for bsginaing the mechanical work are now on
thtir way from Germany.

About two hundred men will

be employed in the factory at

the start, but it is expected

that this number will be

largely increased as the com-

pany's business grows. Kmi|

Herliner will be the chief

electrical engineer of the

works. Dr. Berliner is now
in Europe, but will shortly

rvturn and locate permanent

ly in Chicago. He will be a

notable addition to the elec-

tricians of this city, and will

be warffily welcomed by the

fraternity.

The promoters of the new
company expect that it will

in lime become a formidable

rival to the consolidated

Thomson - Houston - I^dison

company. They say that it

will be backed to the fullest

extent by the Siemens iV

Halske company, which, they

assert, hasa financial slrcnglh

of ^40,000.000. There is no

intention, however, to enter into any throat-cutting compe-

tition or to plunge into litigation with the established

American companies, although Mr. Benjamin claims that

Siemens & Halske have American patents that will allow

them to manofacture any or all of their apparatus in the

United States. At first, however, the company will devote

itself almost entirely to the manufacture of large power gen-

erators and motors, turning out the former in capacities up

to 1,500 horsepower, and the latterupto 1,000 horse power.

Particular attention will be paid to electrical transmission

plantsfor the centralization of power in large factories. The
company will not go into the manufacture of lamps, sup-

plies or specialties—for the present, at least—and, as has

already been stated, the Edison company has a contract to

manufacture the Siemens cables in the United States. It

does not intend to do construction work, Mr. Benjamin

says, but simply proposes to sell dynamos and motors to

consumers on a commercial basis—that is, it does not

intend to install entire plants, but simply to sell its

machines as steam engiues are sold. Mr. Benjamin has

great faith in the new enterprise. In conversation with a

representative of the Western Electrician he made the

sweeping statement that the company had already rectived

orders sufficient to keep seven hundred men constantly at

work for two years. These orders, he said, had been re-

ceived since the firsf intimation got out that Siemens i:

Halske were to establish an American branch, about two

months ago.

The company expects to do considerable street railway

work. Indeed it was in examining the Siemens & Halske
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underground conduit system at IJuda I'csth, Austro-

Hungary, that Messrs. Wright and Meyscnbcrg first came

in contact with the house with which they are now con-

nected. Wright & Meysenberg have been negotiating for

some time with C. T. Verkes, the Chicago "streetcar

baron," for the construction of a similar electric line with

underground conduit in West Twelfth street, but the

matter still hangs fire, although at one time Mr. Verkes

was on the point of consummating the bargain.

It is said that none of the stock of the branch concern

will be held outside of the persons mentioned. It is also

FIG. 3. ISOLATED STORAGE llATTERY LIGHTING PLANT.

Stated that the co-operative plan may be adopted in the

factory, giving the employes a percentage of the profits of

the business. The new company is certainly an important

addition to the electrical enterprises of the United States,

and it may have an important effect on the business.

Electricity as a Safeguard.
George P. Low, electrical inspector of the Pacific Insur-

ance Union, recently read a paper on "Electricity as a Safe-

guard," before the Fire Underwriters' association of the

Pacific, in which he described the fire alarm telegraph

service and numerous auxiliary devices of an electrical

nature. This paper concluded a series of able addresses

by Mr. Low, in which he presented the advantages of

electricity, and the comparative danger to life and property

cf the several systems. The articles were published in

FIG. 2. ISOLATED STORAGE BATTERY LIGHTING PLAN'I

.

the Western Electrician and presented a very fair

review of the situation. They were interesting to electrical

engineers and insurance men. In closing the series Mr.

Low said:

Electricity is among the foremost of all the agencies at

our disposal for preventing or combatting fire. In it is

realized a light whose safety is second only to that of the

sun, hence through it the enormous hazard attending the

use of the older forms of artificial illumination may be
averted. Then the electric motor has supplanted the use
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of thousands of stationary steam engines and boilers, which
obviates another prolific source of loss, while now electric

welding machine.'i, stoves, soldering irons, heaters and
kettles are working their way into use to the discomfiture
of those diligent fire-bugs, the forge, the fire pot, the
kitchen range, the car stove, and the basement furnace.

It must be remembered, too, that none of these possess a
hazard from fire which cannot be nearly, if not totally,

eliminated. Are not the benefits accruing from these
applications of that mysterious force thrice compounded
by the inestimable value of the services rendered in the
prompt discovery of fire and in the instant summoning of
assistance to combat it ? Again, in the face of all this,

can the fire underwriter begrudge the few millions it cost

in learning to control this most wonderful yet most subtle

agency, or can he but say and believe 'Tn electricity I

have a friend—not a foe?"

Combination Fuse.

When fuses of the ordinary character arc employed in

connection with circuits carrying currents of considerable

quantity, they must be of very large cross-section. Con-

sequently when such a fuse is suddenly traversed by a

very heavy current, such as would occur during a short

circuit, the time required to heat the large mass of metal

is considerable and often sufficient to allow serious dam-

age to the system before the circuit is ruptured. It is also

found that the character of some of the metals employed

for this purpose is subject to change with age or by reason

of the extreme changes of temperature, so that their subse-

quent melting point is liable to differ from that which they

originally had.

To overcome these objections C. F. Scott and Alex.

W^urts of Pittsburg have recently devised the fuse shown

in the cut, which consist of a combination of a fusible rod of

lead or al'oy of low melting point with a strand of cop-

COMBINATION FUSE.

per. The two metai fuses are connected in close proximity

to each other and in such a way that they both have

the same or nearly the same temperature, and each carry

its share of the current.

The action of the fuse is explained as follows: As long

as the combination remains intact the current is divided,

each strip taking a certain proportion of it. The heat de-

veloped in the copper conductor, while not sufficient cf

itself to melt that conductor, adds to that developed in

the lead conductor, and the latter is caused to fuse quickly

by reason of the small mass and great heat. When the

lead or alloy has melted, the entire current is thrown on

the copper wire, which instantly melts and ruptures the

circuit.

Advance of Electricity.

In a recent address before the English Institution of

Electrical Engineers Prof. William Crookes, the president,

said;

We have have happily outgrown the preposterous notion

that research in any department of science is mere waste
of time. It is now generally admitted that pure science,

irrespective of practical applications, benefits both the

investigator himself and greatly enriches the community.
"It blesseth him that gives, and him that takes .

" IJetvreen

the frog's leg quivering on Galvani's work table and the

successful telegraph or telephone there exists a direct

affiliation. Without the one we could not have the other.

We know little as yet concerning the mighty agency of

electricity. "Substantialists" tell us it is a kind of matter.

Others view it, not as matter, but as a form of energy.
Others, again, reject both these views. Prof. Lodge con-
siders it "a form, or rather a mode of manifestation, of the

ether." Prof. Nikola Tesla demurs to the view of Prof.

Lodge, but thinks that "nothing stands in the way of our
ea'.Iing electricity ether associated with matter, or bound
ether." High authorities cannot even yet agree whether we
have one electricity or two opposite electricities. The only
way to tackle the difficulty is to persevere in experiment
and observation. If we never learn what electricity is —
if, like life or like matter, it should remain an unknown
quantity—we shall assuredly discover more about its

attributes and its functions.

Experimentalists are reducing the wave lengths of the

electrical rays. With every diminution in size of the ap-

paratus the wave lengths get shorter, and could we con-

struct Leyden jars of molecular dimensions the rays might
fall within the narrow limits of visibility. We do not yet

know how the molecule could be got to act as a Leyden
jar, yet it is not improbable that the discontinuous phos-
phorescent light emitted from certain of the rare earths

when excited by a high tension current in a high vacuum
is really an artificial production of these electrical rays,

sufficiently short to affect our organs of sight. If such a

light could be produced more easily and more regularly,

it would be far more economical than light from a fiame

or from the arc, as very little of the energy in play is ex-

pended in the form of heat rays. Of such production of

light nature supplies us with examples in the glowworms
and the fireflies. Their light, though sufficiently ener-

getic to be seen at a considerable distance, is accompanied
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by no liberation of heat capable of detection by our most
delicate instruments.

Alternating currents have at the best a rather doubtful
reputation, but it follows from Tesla's researches that as
the rapidity of the alternation increases they become not
more dangerous, but less so. It further appears that a
true fiame can now be produced without chemical aid—

a
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flame which yields light and heat without the consumption
of material, and without any chemical process. To this

end we require improved methods for producing excess-
ively frequent alternations and enormous potentials. Shall
we be able to obtain these by tapping the ether? If so. we
may view the prospective exhaustion of our coal fields

with indifference. We shall at once solve the smoke ques-
tion, and thus dissolve all possible coal rings... Elec-
tricity seems destined to annex the whole field not merely
of optics, but probably also of thermotics Rays of

light will not pass through a wall, nor, as we know only
too well, through a dense fog. But electrical rays of a
foot or two wave length of which we have spoken will

easily pierce such mediums, which for them will be trans
parent.

Application of Heat During the Process
of Charging Storage Batteries-

To render electrolytic action uniform, and thus produce

such advantages as increased capacity, longer life, more
rapid charging, and general improvement in the action of a

storage battery, is the object of the method the apparatus

for which is shown in the cut. The process consists sim-

ply in applying heat to the cells, preferably at the bottom,

while they are being charged or discharged, thus setting

up a circulation of the electrolyte. Gas burners or steam

ATPLICATION OF HEAT DUKINGTHE PROCESS OK CHARG-
ING STORAGE IIATTERIES.

coils may be employed as heaters. It is stated bv J. B.

Entz and W. A. Phillips of New York, who devised this

method of treating cells, that the action of a battery is

greatly improved by the application of heat. The internal

resistance is lowered, the plants have a longer life, and the

cells will take a more rapid charge. When cells are

charged without the application of heat the electrolytic

action is more prominent on the lower half of the electrodes,

which would indicate that the metallic solution used was

denser in the lower oortions of the cell than nearer the sur-
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'ace. It is on ihis account that it is believed that the ap-

plication of heat to the lower parts of the cells overcomes

this defective action by establishing a circulation in the

solulion, thus insuring a uniform action on the plates.

']'he circulation may be maintained by mechanical agitators

with good results; but heat is preferred because it lowers

the resistance of the battery, and causes the plating actions

to take place more easily.

It will be observed, however, that this process is confined

to batteries containing a metallic solulion and that the

method is practiced after the cells are entirely completed

and in working form.

Snow Fighting in Ottawa, Ont.

The question of successfully operating electric roads

during heavy snowstorms is of great importance to every

one interested in the subject of electric traction, and espe-

cially to the managers of existing electric roadsin locations

where a rapid fall of snow is likely to take place many

times during the winter season. The method pursued by

the Ottawa Electric Railway company to keep the streets

occupied by its tracks free from snow will show what

has been done during the present winter in a city where

the average fall of snow is probably as great, if not greater,

than in any other city operating electric roads.

The road, which consists of eight miles of double and

four miles of single track, was constructed in seven weeks,

and cars were put into service in the latter part of June

last year. The climatic difliculties made the question of

running in winter a subject of much discussion. Yet

throughout the winter the cars have never lost a trip, and

their warmth and comfort, combined with their smooth run-

ning, has made the service a luxury, one of the most satis-

factory features being the excellent condition of the streets

which the railway follows, sleighing on them being better

than upon the other streets of the city. This good record

in the face of frequent and long continued snowstorms has

been most carefully watched by other Canadian cities in

the same latitude.

The equipment consists of sixteen cars of the vestibuled

type. The electric system employed is that of the Westing-

house Electric & Manufacturing company, single reduction

motors of 20 horse power each being used on each car. The
dynamo room is located at the famous Chaudiere Falls, where

two turbine water wheels drive two 100 horse power West-

ing;house compound dynamos and a third machine is kept

in reserve. The difficulty in supplying steady current by

water wheels was at first a matter of serious difficulty as,

owing to the frequent stopping of all or nearly all the cars

at the same instant, the water wheels were liable to race. By
an ingenious mechanical arrangement the water wheel gates

are now raised and lowered instantly, and by the introduc-

tion of a novel electric device sufficient load is kept on the

dynamos at all times to keep down the speed of the water

wheels. This device consists of several coils of iron wire,

which are connected in shunt to the trolley circuit, and are

so arranged that any current from 12 to 72 amperes may
be made to flow through them. The wire is kept cool by

being immersed in water, which is changed as it becomes

warm. This useful device was designed by T. Ahearn of

of the firm of Ahearn & Soper, the builders of the road and

its principal owners.

The arrangements and facilities of the Ottawa electric

railway for battling with and removing the heavy snow
falls are of the most complete character. The snow is

SA^ept off the tracks by a Lewis & Fowler electric sweeper,

and two Walkaway snow plows drawn by horses follow

the sweeper and remove the snow bodily to the curb; a

third Walkaway shoves the snow between double tracks on

to the unswept track, which is immediately gone over by the

electric sweeper, and in turn is followed by the Walkaways.

In this manner snowfalls of nine to twelve inches have

been handled in half a night throughout the whole length

of the line. The snow is then shoveled into large boxes,

mounted on double runners, and drawn away. A second

sweeper will be in readiness in a few days. Preparations

for winter were commenced as early as August. All the

ordinary platform cars were converted into vestibule cars

to make them comfortable for the motor men. Heavy
duck canvas is fixed all around the trucks and almost

reaches the rails. This prevents snow from reaching the

motors and contributes to the comfort of the passen-

gers. Special trick sweepers and brooms are used on each

car. The whole outfit is complete, and a more efficient

service probably does not exist anywhere in America.

The successful and profitable operation of a winter electric

railway service has been so convincingly demonstrated that

the influence upon other Canadian cities will no doubt be

immediately felt. Much of the success of the road, espe-

cially under the severe conditions of the present winter, is

due to the efTorts of Superintendent J. E. Hutcheson, who,

as an employe of the Canadian I'acilic railway, acquired

an experience in snow fighting which has been made use of

on this road. The excellent construction of the Westing-

house motors has contributed to no small extent to the reg-

ularity and success of the service. The olTiccrs of the

electric railway are J. W. McRae, president; G. I'. Brophy,

vice-president; J. D. Fraser, secretary and treasurer.

Electricity at the World's Fair.

The manner of providing for exhibits of electric railway

systems in actual operation is still under considera-

tion by the World's Fair authorities. As has been be-

fore stated, Siemens iV Halske are desirousof showing their

various overhead, underground and accumulator systems on

one track, and offer to construct such a railway entirely at

their own expense if the Exposition company will allow

t hem the use of a site. So far as known no other foreign or

American company is willing to make a similar offer to

exploit its particular system, but it is thought possible that

an arrangement can be made whereby the four or five big

American companies can operate their systems on one

line, to be divided into sections. Such a railway would be

built by the exposition authorities and operated by the ex-

tlon may be carried out by some British firms.and the com-
mittee thinks that the arrangcrocDts of a complete lighting
station on the English method cculd advantageously be
shown at Chicago. From the English point of view it ises-
pecially desirable to show how large asbarcEnglish electric-
ians have had in developing electrical science and its practi-
cal applications. It is hoped that arrangemcDts may be
made for showing the fine collection of historical apparatus
in the possession of the postoffice, and this will be supple-
mented by contributions which will be sought from many
other sources. On the commercial side, while there is no
disputing that practical electric lighting has made greater
progress in America than in this country, there is yet much
that England can show electricians on the other side of
the Atlantic. The domestic uses of electricity and its

artistic application are matters in which they confess them
selves to be less advanced than we are, and probably many
firms who make this a specialty will find it to their interest
to show in the exhibition electrical fittings and the manner
of their application. It is especially to be remembered
that the exhibition will be visited by numbers of foreign-
ers, and especially by many persons from our own colonieF,
and it is important that English electricians should net
miss this opportunity of strengthening and increasing their
hold on colonial trade, since it is quite certain that a
strenuous effort will be made by American manufacturers
to get this important source of revenue into their own
hands. Another department in which the United States
exhibit will certainly be deficient is that of electric railway
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hibiting companies in common, each exhibitor showing

his cars in operation on a portion of the road set aside for

his use. This plan is open to some objections and can

only be accomplished by the mutual agreement of compet-

itors, but it is thought that it can be made practicable,

although there are many details still to be considered, re-

lating to line construction, feeders and generating plant.

It is now proposed to build such a line parallel to the

steam railroad tracks in the southwestern portion of

Jackson Park and to allow Siemens & Halske to construct

another for their own use adjacent to it. Both roads

would be about 2,000 feet long. If any other company

should offer to build its own line an endeavor would be

made to find room for it in some space adjoining. This

proposition is now under advisement by the committee on

grounds and buildings.

It is gratifying to observe that an effort is being made

in England to arouse the manufacturers of electrical

machinery to a proper sense of the importance of the

World's Columbian Exposition and to the necessity of send-

ing exhibits to it. W. H. Preece, chairman of the electrical

committee of the Society of Arts, has issued a circular

in which he says:

The electrical committee is anxious that the electrical

department of the exhibition should contain a good rep-

resentation from this country. The British exhibit will

include a historical collection as well as the contributions
which will be sent in by commercial firms. In addition, it

is hoped that a portion of the electric lighting of theexhibi-

signals. The methods on which American lailways aie
worked, do not, as is well known, require the very con.-

plete system of signaling apparatus employed in European
countries, but this system is now being introduced into
America, and will probably supplant the method now in

use. There is, therefore, a very favorable opportunity for

manufacturers of this class of apparatus to bring them-
selves before the notice of American customers. Another
important department which ought not to be neglected is

that of electro-metallurgy. Here, also, English inventors
will probably find it to their advantage to bring their
inventions under the notice of American metallurgists.

England's contributions to the science and practical de-

velopment of electricity have been so important that a

meager showing on its pait at the Chicago exhibition

would be accepted by many as a retrograde movement. It

is to be hoped that Mr. Preece's appeal will meet a hearty

response.

No arrangements have been made for lightings or supply-

ing power to the electricity building because it is thought

that nearly, if not all. of this service will be supplied by

exhibitors without charge to the World's Columbian Expo-
sition. Novel and beautful lighdng effects are e.xpected

But two bids were received by Chief Burnham, of the

bureau of construction, in response to his advertisement

for tenders for the construction and operation of an
elevated intermural railway in Jackson Park. This rail-

way win be at least five and a half miles long and is in-

tended to carry passengers around the grounds during the

World's Fair. One of the bidders was the Multiple Speed

& Traction Railway company of Chicago, more commonly
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known as the Movable Sidewalk company. The other was

the King Iron Bridge Manufacturing company of Cleve-

land. Each bid was accompanied by a certified check for

$25,000. The former proposes to put in a plant costing

$750,000 and operate it to the close of the fair. It offers

to give the exposition management 37 per cent, of the

gross receipts after deducting therefrom the cost of the

plant and its operation. It promises to transport 40,000

passengers an hour, charging 5 cents a ride, the passenger

to remain on the cars or sidewalk as long as he may see

fit. This system consists of two moving platforms, one

propelled at the rate of three miles an hour and the other

at six. Electricity is used as the motive power. The

King company, on the other hand, proposes to run electric

cars on the unicyle system. Tht- company offered to put

ELECTROPLATING THE HULLS 01 \ ESSELS

on thirty motor cars and thirty trailers, making thirty

trains of two cars, each car to accommodate forty pas-

sengers. It proposes to charge passengers five cents each

way. It is willing to give the exposition company

one cent for each passenger. None of the leading

companies manufacturing electric railway supplies put in

bids, and both of those received may be rejected by the

committee on grounds and buildings.

A recent note sent out by the department of publicity

and promotion says: In the electricity building there will

be 40,000 panes of glass, or more than in any other ex

position structure. This building will be especially con-

spicuous at night as, owing to its extensive glass surface,

the brilliancy of its electrical exhibit will be strikingly

visible from the outside.

Apparatus for the Electric Illumination
of Cable Cars.

C. E Scribner and E. P. Warner of the Western Elec-

tric company, Chicago, have recently devised an ingen

ious arrangement of a dynamo to run automatically in con-

nection either with the constantly moving cable or with the

car axle, and thus furnish a constant supply of current,

keeping the lamps burning whether the car is in motion or

not. To attain this desired end a pulley is provided in

connection with the car axle, or with a separate wheel

rolling upon the track, which, through intermediate gear-

ing, serves to communicate rotary motion to the dynamo

while the car is in motion. A second pulley in connection

with a wheel bearing upon the cable gives motion to the

dynamo while the car is at rest. Where it is preferred to

transmit the power by belts the field magnets and the

APPARATUS FOR THE ELECTRIC ILLUMINATION OF CAULE
CARS,

armature of the dynamo are both constructed so as to be

capable of independent rotation. The field magnets are

belted to one of the pulleys and the armature to the other,

as shown in the cut. The belts are arranged so that the

field magnets and armature shall revolve in opposite di-

rections. It is plain that while the car is not in motion the

pulley which bears upon the cable is kept in continuous

rotation by the passage of the cable over it. This motion

is communicated to the field magnets of the dynamo. On
the other hand, while the car is securely gripped to the

cable there is no rotation of the wheel bearing upon the

cable, and the field magnets remain stationary. The

armature, however, is now kept ia motion by the rotation

of the car wheels as they roll upon the track.

In the case when the car is not securely gripped to the

cable, there may be some relative motion between the car

and the cable and some relative motion between the car

and the track. In this case the field magnets are revolved

in one direction with a speed depending upon the relative

motion between the car and cable, and the armature is

revolved in the opposite direction with a speed depending

on the relative motion of the car and track.

In this arrangement the dimensions of the driving and

driven pulleys must of course be chosen so as to secure a

constant relative speed of rotation between the armature

and field magnets of the dynamo, whether the car be in

motion with the same speed as that of the cable or with

less, or be standing still, and thus a constant electromo-

tive force or current may be maintained.

vessel. The hull of the vessel is connected with the neg-

ative pole of a dynamo, and the anodts are immersed in

the bath, which Is placed in the envelops. The anodes

are made up of a series of large copper links, which are

hinged together at the ends, as shown in the cut, so that

they will readily conform to the shape of the vessel. At

frequent intervals upDn the links are insulating washers,

which prevent the anodes from contacting with the hull of

the vessel, or with the envelope.

Electroplating the Hulls of Vessels.

In carrying out this method, which was devised by A.

D.Buchanan, Long Island City, N. Y., the vessel to be

plated is sailed into a lower lock, similar to the lock of a

canal, and is then placed in an uppr.r lock, so that the bot-

tom of the vessel will be on a Hue with the highwater

mark. The vessel is then encased in an envelope, which

is held to the bottom of the dock by means of a timber

extending longitudinally through the envelope and is

firmly fastened to the dock bottom. T-he edges of the

Electric Mining Installation at Ouray,
Colo.

An excellent example of power transmission in mining

is presented in the plant at the Virginius group of mines

near Ouray, Colo. It is one of the largest purely mining

plants in the world, and every difficulty likely to be met

with in work of this nature was encountered in this instal

lation. The pipe line was laid along the side of a rocky

canon; the wires from the power house to the mine were

strung partly through dense timber, as shown in Fig. i,

where they were exposed to damage from falling trees, and

partly above timber line, over rocks and snow banks. Figs.

2 and 3, where the poles and wires were liable to be carried

away by snow slides, and where lightning storms were fre-

quent and violent. The line is nearly four miles long, and the

pressure is maintained at 800 volts. The relative advan-

tages of the ground return and complete metallic circuit

are illustrated, and switches are so arranged that either

in; 2 laxciRic mining iis;

envelope are left free, so that they may be conveniently

raised when necessary.

The envelope is made of canvas, and is provided with a

wire warp to make it sufficiently strong.

The plating is accomplished in the following manner:

The vessel is fioated into the dock and lowered by letting

out the water, so that her keel will rest on the central tim-

ber. After having been properly stayed and scrubbed for

the deposit by emery wheels, wire brushes, etc., the en-

velope is then raised around the hull of the vessel, the

water siphoned off, and the envelope is filled with a pickle

of water and sulphuric acid. The water is let into the

dock at the same time that the pickle is pumped into the

envelope, so that the pressure of the water will make the

envelope conform to the shape of the vessel, and very little

pickle will then answer to fill the space between the en-

velope and the hull. In filling the envelope it is better

that the water be kept slightly in advance of the pickle,

as shown in the cut, so that it will not be necessary to use

too large a quantity of the pickle. The envelope is alter-

nately pulled taut and relaxed, so as to keep the solution

in motion, and after a thorough agitation the sides of the

envelope are pulled out so that the sides of the vessel mav

again be scrubbed. The pickle is then withdrawn and

clean water supplied in its stead to thoroughly wash the

vessel's hull. The water from the envelope and dock is

now withdrawn and the copper solution is let into the en-

velope, and water is let into the dock, so that the envelope

and dock will fill up together, as already described. The

anodes are placed in the solution, and are made long

enough so that they will extend neariy to the keel of the

STALLATION AT OURAY, COLO.

may be employed, the metallic circuit being used at pres-

ent. The plant includes a variety of macliinery, compris-

ing two pumps, one hoist, one blower, and two motors run-

ning mills; indeed, almost everything except locomotives

and drills, and these will probably be added shortly.

Lastly, the enormous saving that can be effected, in many
places by the utilization and transmission of water power

by means of electricity is strikingly manifested. Coal at

the mines costs eighteen dollars per ton, and before the in.

staliation of this plant was made, the cost of the power

amounted to nearly ^40,000 per year. This sum is saved

by the adoption of electric power. Some of the mines in

this group are rich enough in metal to repay working un-

der the most adverse conditions, but there are others of

lower grade whictr would have been shut down in case the

electric plant had proved a failure, but which, with the

plant, will now yield a satisfactory profit.

The Virginius and neighboring mines, owned by the

Caroline Mining company, are situated near the summit of

Mt. Sneilles, in the region of perpetual snow at an altitude

of 12,700 feet above the sea and about 5000 feet higher

than timber line. They are reached by a wagon road,

open in the summer, but impassable in the winter, when
the only route to the mines is by a difficult trail, the lower

part of which, denominated the "zig-zag," winds up a

declivity so precipitous that burros with their packs, slip-

ping from the trail frequently roll down past several

branches of the zig-zag before they are stopped by a tree

or rock. The upper part extends over a rocky plateau,

Fig. 3. above timber line, and along cliffs where the snow

is frequently over twenty feet deep on the level, and where
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terrific wind and lightning storms nre fri:iiiiunt. The low-

er half of the line from the power house to the foot of the

zig /iig extends up a deep canon through a forest of dense

timber. The danger of breakage and grounds from falling

trees which are frc(|uently blown down by storms and rest

on the wires for some time before they can be removed, is

continually present. The construction of heavy line work

over nearly four miles of such ground is an undertaking,

the diiliculty of which is evident, but which can be fully

appreciated only by an actual examination. iJut although

the difficulties attending the maintenance and operation arc

exceptionally great, the enormous expense of transporting

fuel to the mines rendered the advantages of an electric

transmission plant so very striking that ihe management

was induced to make the trial.

The water power utiH/,ed for the plant Is in Red Canon

creek, nearly four miles from the mines The water power

plant consists of a small dam, an iron pipe line, extending

along the side of the canon, a distance of about 4,000 feet

giving an effective head of 4S5 feet, and two I'eltoo wheels,

one live feet, the other six feet in diameter, capable of de-

veloping under that head 500 horse power and 720 horse

power respectively, or a total of 1,220 horsepower, the two

wheels being connected to separate shafts, so that either

wheel may run the entire station. The electric generating

plant shown in T-'ig. 4 comprises, at present, one 100 kilo-

watt Edison dynamo and two 60 kilowatt Edison dynamos,

giving a total output of 293 electric horse power. The
length of the line, as previously described, is a little over

If),000 feet. The electric machinery operated at the

mines consists at present of two pumps, 60 horse power

and 25 horse power respectively: one hoist (25 horse power)

two Edison motors, each of 60 horse power, running con-

centrators and stamping mills, and a 15 horse power blow,

cf. The large pump w'^ich was erected when the plan'
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Electric Lighting in Chicago.
Commenting on the city electric lighting plant of Chicago

iM. A. .Mikkclson of the Johns Hopkins I'nivcrsily, in a

paper before the American Acadjmy of Political and So-

cial Science, says;

163

Courtesies Acknowledged.
I>clcgalcs tothc recent National Electric Eight associa-

tion at HufTalo received many courtesies at the bands of
the railroad men. This was especially true in the case of
the eastern delegates, who had a handsome special (rain at
their disposal from New York to Huflalo. The (reatment

FIG. 4. ELECTRIC MINING INSTALL.VriON AT OURAV,' COIX).

' From the figures given above it is evident that a saving

will accrue to Chicago by the adoption of her electric

lighting system. She will be better lighted and her actual

expenses lessened. WH'e she has been paying f6oo,ooo

afforded on this occasion was fully appreciated, and will

be remembered. Cyrus O. Baker, Jr., master of transpor-

tation, has issued the following letter in this subject: "On
behalf of the National Electric Light association I desire

to tender thanks thrcugh the electrical press to the follow-

ing named gentlemen for the very efficient sen'ice rendered
and the numerous courtesies extended to our delegates

during the recent convention at Buffalo: M. C. Roach,
general eastern passenger agent, N. Y. C. iX: H. R. R. R

;

Edson J. Weeks, general agent passenger department, Buf-
falo, N. Y.; H. H. Parry, city ticket agent, Buffalo, X.
Y.;J, C. Yager, division superintendent Wagner palace

car company, New York."
The eastern delegates were placed under further obli-

gations to the New York Central, which extended the time
on their tickets, making them good to return on the late

trains Friday and Saturday.

FIG. 3. ELECTRIC MINING INS

was first installed, raises 150 gallons of water 700 feet per

minute, and is of the Knowles duplex type. An Edison

standard motor is geared to it by a double worm, one right

hand and one left hand, working into two spur gears that

mesh into each other and operate the pump, the object of

the two worms being to neutralize the longitudinal thrust.

The smaller pump, which was installed a few months agC'

is somewhat similar, the motor, however, being mounted

over the pump, with its armature vertical, the weight of the

armature counteracting the thrust of the single worm em-

ployed. Both pumps have been working steadily and

smoothly for several months, and have satisfactorily filled

requirements.

The hoist consists of an Edison motor of standard type,

but of street car winding and controlling switch, geared to

the drum through the medium of a friction clutch. By
means of the controlling switch and clutch, the hoist is un-

der more perfect control than a steam hoist. The motors

for the mills and blowers are of the standard type, and

present no exceptional features.

The most serious troubles have been caused by light

ning, electric storms in that section of the country being

frequent and very violent. This has formed the subject

matter of particular study and special lightning arresters

have been devised that give excellent protection. Since

their adoption little or no trouble has been experienced

from this source.

That difficulties were encountered in the early operation

of the plant is not surprising, and the fact that these diffi-

culties have been overcome and the entire plant is operated

successfully and satisfactorily under conditions that for

severity are not likely to be exceeded anywhere, demon-

strates the practicability of electric power for mining, and

guarantees its success in this field.

TALLATION AT OURAY, COLO.

annually to private gas companies for lighting her streets,

she will in the future be able to light the same territory

for a t'n'rd of that sum

Chicago Electric Club.

The last meeting of the Chicago Electric club was on

Monday evening, March 7th. According to the literary

programme which had been arranged for this meeting,

Prof. Sidney Short was to read a paper on "The Gearless

Motor," while the "Single Reduction Motor" was to re-

ceive the attention of G. K. Wheeler. Alex Kempt, who
presided, announced, however, that Prof. Short was unable

to be present, and on that account the literarj' committee

had decided to postpone the discussion on railway motors.

Prof. Louis Bell was then introduced and gave the club a

talk on power transmission.

Previous to the literary entertainment the club took

action irdcrsirg the work of the crmmittee in rfcrgar'z-

FIG. I. ELECTRIC MINING INSTALLATION AT OURAV, COLO.

Taking it for granted that public lighting is cheaper

than private, for no private corporation will be fcund to

undertake the enterprise without profit, two points remain

to be considered. It has been objected that municipal

ownership of electric lighting- systems breeds corruption

and encourages inefficiency. Both of these objections may,
in view of the results in Chicago, be dismissed."

ing the club on a stock basis, and it was voted that the

committee proceed with ihe revision of the constitution

and by-laws preparatory to submitting its work for the

club's final approval.

An electric light plant is projected at Bastrop, Tex. J.

W. Kennedy is the promotor of the scheme.
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have its proper weight with those intluenced by adverse

comment and distorted facts.
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PiiiLADELi'HiA might be called the home of the storage

battery, for it is there that some of the best work in thi.s

line has been accomplished. In and about the Quaker

City there may be found installations which illustrate to a

striking degree the fact that this appliance, much maligned

at present, has a distinct field of usefulness that has not yet

been fully appreciated, at least in this country. The lead-

ing article in this issue is an illustration of the fact that for

country residence lighting it would be difficult to find a

more desirable system to employ. Besidesthis the fact that

a man with Vice-president Thomson's characteristics should

decide to equip his home with a storage plant and rely on

the "unreliable" for light is an indorsement that should

In a paper presented elsewhere in this issue Lieut. F.

Jarvis Patten describes "A Proposed System of Alternat-

ing-Direct Current Transformation." Lieut. Patten, re-

ferring to the experiments at Frankfort, says: "While

it is not my desire to detract in any way from the known
merits and beauty of multiphase systems, I have always

maintained that two wires ought to be sufficient for all

purposes, and the system here presented is simply offered

as a solution of the problem of obtaining electrical energy

in any desired form from a single high tension alternating

current."

It should be noted that the proposed system has not yet

been tested in its completed form, but the paper is never-

theless attractive, and will no doubt receive much consid-

eration from engineers engaged in the study of multiphase

currents.

The prominence given the discussion of the subject of

capital punishment in New York state growing out of the

law providing for secret executions by electricity has had

the effect that mignt have been anticipated by the advocates

of the new method—the introduction of a bill providing

for the abolition of capital punishment. Such a measure

is now under consideration at Albany, and should it pass,

its success would be due largely to the public sentiment

called forth by the secret executions which disgrace the

records of the Empire state.

At present the outlook for the electrical execution law is

not all that its advocates could wish. One assemblyman

has introduced a bill providing for the substitution of

hanging for electricity, while the opponents of capital

punishment, encouraged by the sentiment against the pres-

ent law, are earnestly advocating the substitution of life

imprisonment for execution of any kind.

Residents of Indiana avenue, Chicago, and the adja-

cent territory, will be obliged to continue patronizing

the low-going horse car line that is now operated on that

thoroughfare. This is due to the fact that one of the al-

dermen on the committee of the city council to which

the question of substituting electrical equipment on this

line was submitted, was opposed to the overhead system.

The Chicago City Railway company expressed a desire to

substitute electricity for animal power on this line, but

the alderman objected. It is the first time this particular

city father has displayed any opposition to the Chicago

City Railway company, and it is generally supposed that

he is oneof the "friends" of the company. It is a ques-

tion whether the ordinance was introduced in good faith.

The council will probably allow several cross-town lines

to be equipped with electricity, and why there should be

objection to giving Indiana avenue improved service is not

clear.

It cannot be doubted that Chicago is destined to become

one of the greatest electrical manufacturing centers of the

country. Already the Western Electiic company has a

great factory on the West Side. The Thomson Houston

company proposes to establish a large manufacturing

concern at Pullman and supply its western trade with

goods manufactured a thousand miles nearer the point of

delivery than at present. The new Siemens & Halske

Electric company, also, has selected Chicago as the base

of its operations and will have a plant on the Chicago

river, at Blue Island avenue and Paulina street. Here are

three large electrical manufacturing concerns, premising

that the last named company attains the importance that

its backing and the scope of its operations seem to warrant.

In addition there are at least a score of smaller factories

and shops where the manufacture of electrical goods is

carried on. Taken altogether it will be seen that the out-

put of Chicago's electrical factories is already considerable

and that every indication points to a very marked expan-

sion within the year. The outlook for electrical develop-

ment in the rapidly growing West and Northwest is prom-

ising, and there is no doubt that a constantly increasing

proportion of goods made in Chicago will go to meet this

demand.

As the veterans of the early telegraph service in the

United States pass away, attention is forcibly directed to

the really marvelous growth of this world-wide method of

communication and to its comparatively recent introduc-

tion. So strongly entrenched is the telegraph and so

much a part of our every-day existence that it is difficult

for the younger generation to realize that this indispens-

able necessity of modern life has been developed almost

entirely within the last half century. The death of Staf-

ford G. Lynch recently in Chicago at the age of sixty in-

duces a train of reikctions like these Col. Lynch was
still in the youth of old age at the time of his death, but

he nevertheless entered one of the first telegraph offices in

the country west of the City of New York a short time

after its establishment, anrl he worked in the office in Phil-

adelphia when but two instruments sufficed for the entire

business. In view of the magnitude and importance of

electrical communication nowadays, this seems almost

incredible. That it is true is a most impressive illustra-

tion of the progress of the nineteenth century. Col. Lynch
bore his part in this development, as is shown by a brief

biographical sketch published on another page. He was
widely known and his comparatively early death will be
deeply regretted.

lii \)\t Chicago HeraU oi Mdixoh ^i there appeared an
editorial on "No Trolleys for Chicago " The production

was below the average attempt of the daily papers to

dissertate on subjects about which they have no knowl-

edge whatever, and on this account might be passed with-

out notice; but inasmuch as it has occasioned considerable

comment, a glance at some of the extravagant statements

of the Herald's electrical expert may not be inappropriate.

He refers to "the cheap, clumsy, untrustworthy and un-

sightly trolley electric system" that "is without exception

the least reliable and the most dangerous of all surface

means of transportation."

This is pretty strong language and if it was not apparent

that the writer of the HemhVs editorial had no knowledge

whatever of the subject it might prove injurious to the

electrical interests. But another glance at the article

relieves any apprehension. It is but necessary

to quote the young man's description of a trolley system

to show how little the writer knew about the subject. He
says:

' It is practically heavy cars suspended from wires that

must be run all over the town, and have only the guarantee

derivable from experience that they will put surface trans-

portation out of order oftener and longer than any other

system yet devised by baffled ingenuity."

Another quotation from this expert opinion will suffice:

"No brake has yet been manufactured that can be relied

on always to stop an electric car, and runaways with fatal

consequences are among the noted achievements of trolley

electric systems."

When electrical engineers read in the daily papers about

the abatement of smoke in Chicago by the introduction of

a compressed air system they will be tempted to smile.

The Chicago city council has just granted what is called

the Smoke Abating ordinance, which authorizes the ex-

ploiters of the above mentioned scheme to manufacture and
sell compressed air for power, heating and ventilating

purposes, and the people at large are just awakening to the

fact that the franchise was a reckless gift. To anyone

who has studied the question of po',ver distribution and its

relation to the smoke nuisance in the Wcrld's Fair city,

the looseness of the claims of the Chicago Power Supply &
Smoke Abating company will be evident. It is only nec-

essary to quote the president of the concern to show what

the city may expect from the "Smoke Abating" company
President J. P. Bacon, during a recent interview was

asked: "How do you guarantee the abatement of the

smoke nuisance?" His reply was, "We will use fuel that

will not smoke to any extent. We will fit out our main

plant with smokeless furnaces.' This is to the point.

Undoubtedly President Bacon has made a discovery. He
will use the ideal fuel in the ideal furnace. But the city

fathers would have acted less like grandfathers had they,

before granting this franchise, required the *"Smoke

Abating" company to build oneof its "smokeless furna

ces," and show that it could burn fuel that would not

"smoke to any extent."

Of course, the "Smoke Abating" company will do what
it has promised—companies receiving franchises permitting

them to tear up Chicago's streets always do. But if this

company can produce its power without smoke why cannot

the same type of furnace it will employ be set under ex-

isting boilers? Surely here is a great opportunity for

President Bacon. Does he not know that power is already

being distributed throughout the business section of Chi-

cago and all existing demands fully supplied by the electric

system? And if he would consult some reliable engineer

his eyes would be opened as to the possibilty of compressed

air apparatus competing in Chicago with electrical appli-

ances for supplying power, heat and air. President Bacon

should awaken. When he enters the field against the

electric motor he will realize that his company would have

been more successful in abating the smoke nuisance had it

devoted its energies to selling "smokeless furnaces" rather

than transmitting compressed air.
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Death of Col. Stafford G. Lynch.

Thcannounccmt;nl of llic death of Col. StalTord ( i. J,ynch

in t'hicago on March 4th will be received with much regret

by many friends in electrical circles, jvirticularly by those

familar with the history of the telegraph before and during

the war. Col. Lynch caught a severe cold a week before

his death, and it rapidly developed into pleuro-pneumonia,

with typhoid symptoms. His condition was not alarming

until Wednesday of last week, when he began sinking rap-

idly and continued to fail until death occurred.

Stafford O. Lynch was born in Waterloo, N. V., Sep-

tember 9, 1832, and, after receiving a common school

education, he learned the art of printing. In 184O young

Lynch entered the telegraph olVice at Auburn as a messen-

ger and in course of time became an e.xpert operator. lie

afterward worked in Little Falls, N. Y., Cleveland, O.,

Detroit, Mich., and Philadelphia, Pa., and was well

known to the old-time telegraphers. In Philadelphia Mr.

Lynch was employed under James D. Keid, the patriarch

of telegraphy, now occupying a responsible position in

the consular service. At that time but two inslrun cnts

were used in the Philadelphia office. Shortly

after this Mr. Lynch returned to Cleveland, and

in 1853 he became chief clerk and cashier in

the postofTicc in that city—a position he held

until the breaking out of the war.

Col. Lynch did useful service during the re-

bellion. He early proffered his services to Gen.

Anson Stager, who was at the head of the mill

tary telegraphs, which were included in the

quartermaster-general's department. Forat'me

in the early part of the war he was stationed in

the telegraph otVice in the war department, where

he saw Lincoln and Stanton almost daily. He
did much toward perfecting the cipher used in

military dispatches. Afterward be served as

an aide on Gen. Stager's staff with the rank

of captain and assistant quartermaster. He
proved an invaluable assistant to the head of the

department. Large amounts of money passed

through his hands, and he discharged his

duties with lidelity and ability. Plum, in his

"Military Telegraph During the Civil War," says

that "Perhaps no greater trust devolved upon

any assistant officer of the corps than that which

was so honorably and ably executed by Capt.

Lynch." At the close of the war Lynch was

commissioned a brevet lieutenant-colonel.

After the war Col. Lynch settled in Chicago.

He became privpte secretary to Gen. Stager,

who was then vice-piesident and j^eneral man-

ager of the Western Union Telegraph company,

filling the position now held by Col. R. C.

Clowry, also an ex military telegrapher and an

intimate friend of Lynch, Col. Lynch remained

with Gen. Stager for many years. During this

period he was, at various times, superintendent

of the Metropolitan Telegraph company, general

agent of the Gold & Stock Telegraph company

and secretary and treasurer of the American

District Telegraph company. Later he was fcr

two years superintendent of the supply depart-

ment of the Western Union company. After this he

was for some time secretary of the Western Electric

company, which Gen. Stager was largely instrumental

in establishing. In 1S84 Mr. Lynch withdrew from

the electrical business and became a member of the

Stock Exchange, in which business he continued un-

til the time of his death. He was very familiar with elec-

trical securities in particular and acted as broker for many

prominent citizens of Chicago. At the time of his death

he was president of the National Panorama company. The

Chicago Stock Exchange adjourned out of respect to his

memory and adopted appropriate resolutions

Mt. Lynch was popular with his acquaintances, and pos-

sessed the esteem of all. He leaves the record of an ton-

orable career. Two adult children survive him.

Electricity in Mining as Appliod by the
Aspen Mining and Smelting Com-

pany, Aspen, Colo. '

By ^L li. Hoi.T.

At this time, when electricity in its various applications
la attracting so much interest, and with such good reason.
it has been suggested to mc that, as the Aspen Mining
(S; Smelting company, of Aspen, Pitkin county. Colorado,
was the first mining company in America to apply electrical

power for hoisting, a record of what has been accomplished
by this company would be of interest.

Early in the year 18S8 the questioa of power for the de-
velopment of the ore-horizon lying below the level of the
tunnel through which the property is worked became one
of importance. The conditions under which it was pro-

^
posed to use power were as follows: The company's mines
lie upon the northwestern slope of a mountain, the ascent
of which is at an angle of 28 from the horizon. The ore,
consisting of argentiferous galena and other silver-bearing
mineral, is found at or near the plane of contact of a
superincumbent mass of blue limestone, with an underlying
bed of dolomite. This contact plane dips north 30' west,
at an angle of 60'' with the horizon.
A tunnel 1000 feet in length, driven south into the

raounlain near its base, penetrates this ore-mass at a verti-

Wisconsin Electric Club.
The Wisconsin Electric club recently celebrated the suc-

cessful completion of the university extension course of

lectures on electricity, delivered by Prof. Loomis under the

auspices of the club. Refreshments were served and short

speeches were made by Prof. W. S. Johnson, Secretary

Boggis, Prof. A. S. Rogers, F. E. Parker and Messrs.

Bradshaw, Fountain and others. It was reported that

after having paid all of the expenses of the university lec-

tures, the sum of $75 remained. With this money and an

appropriation of $25 from the club treasury, it was decided

to purchase books for the club library. Already the

organization has the nucleus of what in time is destined

to be a valuable collection of scientific works.

luL. STAFFORD G. LYNCH.

cal depth of nearly 500 feet, and through this the ore and
the waste material are brought to the surface. For the

purpose of drainage and transportation, the tunnel has
received a grade of 3 per cent, toward its mouth, while

from its breast, or inner extremity, level branches or

drifts are run both ro the right and left, following the strike

of the ore-bearing plane, and developing it in its lateral

extent. The development below the tunnel-level was
begun by sinking two inclines, which were intended to

follow the ore-plane in its descent, and which, it was con-

templated, might acquire considerable depth. One of these

inclines began near the inner extremity of the tunnel, and
the other was started 300 feet distant in the drift toward
the north. Both desended below the tunnel-level at an
ang/eof 60''. Power, applied to hoisting machinery of

some kind, was necessary to bring up the ore and waste
material from these inclines, and from the levels that would
be driven in the future.

The first plan conside ed was the use of steam-power;
that of compressed air was then discussed. Both of the^e

plans were finally laid aside for weighty reasons, although
the latter offered several advantages over the use of steam
in the inside workings. It then occurred to Fred G. Bulk-

ley, the manager of the company, to duplicate the operations

of the Compagnie de la Ferroniere, on a larger scale; to

use electrical power, utilizing, for the generation of the
current the power daily going to waste through the chan-
nels of mountain streams in the vicinity. Accordingly a
fijime was constructed, with ample capacity, givinj^, an
effective head of 63 feet, and a Pelton water wheel, having
a diameter of 5 feet, was selected for the motor. A 50
horse power 500 volt constant potential Edison dynamo
was then set up and run under the direction of the Roar-
ing Fork Electric Light & Power company. This
machine generated a current at a distance of 6,000 feet

frnm the mnurh of th*^ tunnel.

I . Read before the American Institute of Alining Engineers,

After |i-»ng delays and by constant importunity, attended
with more than one failure, Mr. Hulkley lioally secured the
attention and aid of a manufacturer of electrical machinery,
to provide the hoisting-planl for the mine, and finally in

July, 1888. the first electrical hotstcr used in mining work
in America was placed at the head of the Veteran tunnel,

and successfully used for hoisting from the incline near this

point. The same motor, by engaging with a second drum,
draws the empty cars in the tunnel by a tail-rope system,

the loaded train running out by gravity. This hoist con-
sists of a 7;^ horse power Spraguc street car motor. This
motor proved the succc 5 of the plant from the start, not-

withstanding the trying conditions under which it was at

first used—one of which was the great amount of mois-
ture in the workings, which condensed upon the machine.
Later, the iron pinions on the armature-shaft were ex-

changed for rawhide pinions, diminishing the noise when
running, and also the liability of any leakage of current to

the levers and other parts of the machinery. The working
of this motor was so successful that during the same year

a similar hoist was placed at th; head of the incline 300
feet to the northeast. Each of these holsters was designed

to raise 250 tons 250 feet up a 63 incline every 24 hours,

estimating 16 hours of actual working time.

The first motor has been in constant use fo*- hoisting for

three years, during which time the cost of repairs has r-tcn

as follows:

Replacing lield-magnct coils $ 43 00
Rewinding one armature, So 00
I\eplacing commutator 75-Oo

Total repairs $198.00

This does not include the cost of commutator
brushes, which have to be replaced from time to
time—which is, however, a small item. The first

item of expense above given was nectssilated by
the burning out of the insulation on the wires
of the magnet coils, which might have resulted
from one or more of the various causcF. The
second item was due to the bursting of the bind-
ing w ires on the armature. This, bad it been
anticipated might have been guarded against.
The last item, caused by the wearing out of the
commutators, was due to the natural wear be-
tween the commutator and the copper biushes
which were originally employed.

Recently the company has put carbon
brushes upon all of the motors, and also uses
them upon the dynamos. Since this change
has been made, the motors have run without
sparking, and wear upon the commutators is

inappreciable.

Thecompany has an extra armature that can
be used in either motor hoist, so that, in case of
accident, very little time need be lost in repair-

ing the damages. In the case of the accident
to the field magnet coils, the burnt coils were
replaced without much delay by others bought
in Aspen. The total time lost, due to accidents
or repairs during the time the hoist has been in

use. amounts to twelve hours.

In the latter part of the year 1SS9 the com-
pany, having available water power not in use,
decided to have its own generating plant. Pre-
vious to this it had been supplied with power
from the Roaring Fork Electric Light & Power
company. Work was soon begun and by July,

1890, the company was generating its own
power. This plant has a capacity of 100 electric-

al horse power, which is generated by two 50
horse power Thomson-Houston type dynamos,
wound for a constant potential of 5C0 volts.

These are run from two double Pelton water
wheels. 42 inches in diameter, i. c, four 42-

inch wheels, two being paired together on each
shaft. Each of these fcur wheels is impelled by
the force of the water issuing from two nozzles

and applied to the wheels.

A pressure of about 35 pounds per square inch, as
indicated by a gauge at the foot of the main column pipe,
is obtained from an effective fall of a little over 80 feet.

This fall is obtained by fluming for a distance of 1,300 feet.

The flume has a capacity of 1,000 cubic feet of water
per minute.
The requirements for greater or less power are met by

deflecting the nozzles, which work on a ball and socket
joint, by means of a Woodward governor, set to maintain
a constant speed of the water wheel shaft from which it is

actuated. The wheels are inclosed in an iron hood. 4 feet

by 4 feet, which can be taken off with little trouble, the
joints being kept tight with rubber gaskets.
The adjoining ends of the water wheel shafts carry a

friction clutch, by means of which the shafts can be run as
one shaft when it is desired to throw the output of both
dynamos on one common line.

The electrical connectic:is in the generating station are
as simple as possible, the dynamos being connected with
the switch-board by overhead wiring bung from the trusses.

The generating station is situated 6.000 feet from the
entrance to the tunnel. The stationary motors now in
use are situated at distances of 1,800 feet, 1,200 feet and
1,000 feet from the entrance underground. From the power
station to the tunnel the current is carried by bare 00 cop-
per wire, except for a distance of about 300 feet at each end
of the line, where an underwriters' insulated wire of the
same size is used. Inside the mine the current is carried

to the two main hoisting stations at distances of 1,000 and
1.200 feet by kerite seven-strand conductors, having a
heavy insulation Jf inch in diameter. Okoniteor Grimshaw
insulated wires are used on all the other circuits inside the
mine,where the insulation must necessarily be of the best. On
none of the circuits inside the mine is there a loss exceeding

5 per cent. Along the ou'side circuit there is at present,
fthen the wires are carrying their maximum bad, a loss of
from 5 to 6 per cent.
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The cost of generating, as obtained by dividing the cost

of labor and lubricants (interest and depreciation not in-

cluded) by the horse power demanded, amounts at present

to two-lhirds of one cent per horse power per hour; and
greater amounts of power could be furnished at a lower

rate per horse power, as up to 100 horse power no increase

of plant would be necessary, the cost for labor would re-

main the same, and the cost of lubricants would advance
but little.

In July, i8go, the company received from the Sulli-

van Diamond Prospecting company of Chicago, an electric

diamond •prospecting drill. This was the first drill of its

kind, and was built for the company at the request of Fred
G Euikley.with the understanding that it should have a thor-

ough trial, and be retained if satisfactory. It is operated

by a three horsepower Thomson-Houston motor, and has

acapacity of 400 feet, taking out a core Iff of an inch in

diameter. The drill wai first set up on the surface, and
experiments were made with it by drilling into an
immense granite boulder. It was found that, in this kind
of rock, it would drill, taking out a core of the above di-

ameter 2 inches per minute. It was then put in the mine,

where it has been used steadily for the last 12 months for

exploring the hanging and foot walls of the mineral deposit,

which are respectively a hard blue and oftenasilicified lime-

stone, and abrown dolomiticlimestone. In these rocks the

machine drilled at the rate of i '.^ inches to 2 inches per min-
nte; or, in a shift of S hours, allowing for all delays-essential

to diamond drill work, the progress^made varies from 6 to 32
feet, depending upon the character of the rock. The
average per shift, allowing for time lost in moving, setting

up and drawing cores, is 15 feet, one drillman and one
helper being employed. About 4 400 feet have been
drilled to date of writing, July 6, i8gi. The exact cost,

including all expenses, has been 68 cents per foot. This
is rather higher than was expected, and it is thought that

it can be reduced.

Recently finding that the 7^ horse power hoist at the

head of one of the inclines was getting too small for the

work required, it was removed to another part of the mine,

where it could be advantageously employed, and a 25 horse

power C. &. C. eiectric^motor put in its place. This l^rge

motor is geared so as to raise a load of 3,000 pounds up a
60° incline 275 feet per minute. It is capable, by actual

timing, of making ihe round trip from a depth of 550 feet,

with a load of 3.000 pounds, in 3 minutes.
At the time of writing, the company is about to apply

electrical power forrunning a small machine shop and its

timber room and carpenter shop. It is also proposed, in

the near future, to employ an electrical locomotive for surface

tramming.
A contract has been made with the Thomson-Van De-

poile Electric Mining company by which this company is

soon to receive, upon trial, a Thomson Van Depoele elec-

tric percussiom drill and a motor transformer for supplying
'^•^ d'-ill with a current of 220 vol"s from our 500 volt

of receiving a shock has proven insufficient to suppress the

spirit of investigation with which some men are endowed.
The best illustration of the convenience and llexibility of

the system is the diamond drill, where the conductors are

unwound and strung up as the drill moves along, or taken

down and coiled up, as may be desired.

FIG. 2. ELECTRIC TRAMWAY OF THE PIONEER FIRE-PROOF

CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, OTTAWA. ILL.

The main working galleries of the mine are lighted by
Electricity, the current for which is taken from the power
mains, and five 100 volt incandescent lamps are connected

up in series. As the light produced is found to be

sufficient, and the life of the lamp is thereby prolonged,

six of these lamps are, in most cases, placed in series with

each other. Eight horse power of electrical energy is now
employed for lighting purposes.

The recognized advantages of electrical power for mining
operations may be briefly summarized as follows;

I. It can be transmitted long distances with small loss,

thus making it possible to use power at such a distance

from its source as would render it otherwise unavailable,

as in the case before us.

2 The conductors for conveying electrical power from
one point to another require less space, are more easily put

in place and repaired, are easily tapped for branch circuits,

and form a more flexible system throughout ihan any other

mode of transmission permits.

3. The electrical system is ideal, viewed from the stand-

point of cleanliness.

4. The station for utilizing electrical power can be
made to occupy a minimum space.

5. If this system does not assist ventilation, it does not,

on the other hard, vitiate the air in the mine workings.

After three years' use under the varying conditions of

mining work, the electric current of 500 volts has proved

itself free from danger to life, and has caused no inconven-

ience further than one or two severe shocks Even the ri'-k

Method of Comparing Very High Re-
sistances.

Major Cardew, of England, has recently introduced a

method of comparing very high resistances, such as rail-

lions of megohms. Referring to the annexed diagram, A
is a battery giving some 100 or 200 volts, B and C are two

very high resistancss. The quadrants of the electrometer

are connected up as shown, the needle being connected to

the point between B and C. If B is to be measured, C is

altered until the needle comes to zero. It is then clear

METHOD OF COMPARING VERY HIGH RESISTANCRS.

that the fall of potential over B is equal to that oyer C, so

their resistances are equal. This method will show when

two resistances are equal, however high they may be, pro-

vided they are low in comparison with the leakage resist-

ance of the electrometer itself. The cut is from London

Industries.

No Transfers in Wlilwaukee'-

The people of Milwaukee will have to wait some time

before they can ride on the street cars from any part of the

city to any other part for one fare. During the present

year, at least, they will have to pay another fare whenever

they board a car which does not belong to the same divis-

ion of the Villard system as the one which they leave.

When the Cream City and Milwaukee City lines were con-

solidated it was expected that the syndicate would adopt a

system of transfers which would allow passengers to ride

wherever they pleased for one fare. Henry C. Payne, how-

ever, states that the one-fare-transfer system will not be

considered until the syndicate takes possession of the Wtet

Side railv^ay, which will probably be in October. It is

desired, he states, to get the entire system complete and

running with electricity before determining what transfers

shall be used. "If we are treated by the common council

in the future as we have been in the past," he remarks,

"we shall consider it notice that we have got to run our

lines as they are, and rua them so we shall." The public

is very anxious to have the general transfer system adopted

and there is some talk of the business men taking hold of

the matter. With such a system in use, and with such a

network of electric lines as Milwaukee is to have, the city

would have as cheap and perfect a system of rapid transit

as could be found anywhere in the universe. The last

payment on the West Side railway will be made in Octo-

ber.

Action of Direct Current.

To the Editor of the Western Electrician:

In the very interesting discussion of Mr. Kammeyer's pa

per before the Chicago Electric club, which appeared in your

ijsue of February 27tb, Mr. Armstrong presented a very

interesting theory as to the cause of the "viciousness"'

spoken of by Mr. Kammeyer in connection with the direct

current. The examination of the Burton Electric Forg-

ing company's plant by the committee of the Franklin In-

stitute, however, gives evidence which seems to be con-

trary to Mr. Armstrong's theory. The committee found

that in some cases the interior of a bar would be in a mol-

ten state while the exterior retained i)s normal shape.

While this may show that the exterior of the bar was the

better conductor and cffered less resistance than the inte-

rior, it surely proves also that the current is not "confined

to the outside" of the conducting metal. Specimens
which illustrate the above statement may be seen at the

hall of the Franklin Institute. I trust this evidence will

aid in the formation of a correct theory, and as this very

pronounced evidence of the action of the alternating cur-

rent on metal bars seems indisputable, a new theory is

necessary.
Fred Herbert Colvin.

Philadelphia, 'Fa.

Electric Tramway of the Pioneer Fire-
proof Construction Company,

Ottawa, 111.

The ease with which electricity can be called into use

to increase the capacity of manufacturing plants is very

effectively illustrated by the tramway just installed by the

stationary motor department of the Chicago ofifice of the

Thomson- Houston Electric company at the works of the

Pioneer Fire-proof Construction company of Ottawa. Ill,

The Pioneer company take^: its supply of clay from a

point up the Illinois river, a mile and a half from the

works. Previous to the introduction of electric motive

power the clay was hauled by horses, but a short time ago
a fcudden demand for large quantities of fire proofing

material to be delivered in an extremely short lime made it

imperative that a better method be adopted for hauling

clay It was then that Mr. Johnson, general manager,

decided to introduce the electric system.

With animal power the best record that could be made
was to deliver ico cars per day, and the work required

twelve horses and nine drivers. By the use of electricity

the capacity of the tramway was increased to 200 cars per

day. and only three men were required. The electrical

equipment consists of one locomotive, fed from an overhead

conductor from a generator in the works.

The locomotive, shown in Fig. i, is equipped with two

15 horse power Thomson-Houston motors, and the

machine furnishing current is of 40 horse power, and oper-

ates at 500 volts. The generator is driven from a shaft in

the works, which can be connected either with a water wheel

or steam engine, as occasion may demand. The length of

the trolley line is one mile and a half, and from it two
spurs and one siding extend. At a point about a quarter

of a mile from the works the track crosses the Fox river,

ascending a grade of six per cent. On the other side of

the river the company is permitted by the city to carry only

four loaded cars at once, consequently the train of nine

cars is divided and carried across in sections. In spite of

this delay it is possible to make a round trip, running a

mile each way, carrying out nineteen empty cars and re-

turning with nine loaded cars, aggregating thirty-seven

tons, in twenty minutes. Owing to the heavy clay of

which the roadbed is composed, the horses could make but

very slow time, especially in wet weather, and it took two

horses an hour and a half to haul two cars over this dis-

ITG. I. ELECTRIC TRAMWAY OF THE PIONEER FlRE-PROOF
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, OTTAWA, ILL,

tance, so that to haul the requisite number of cars to supply

the works a large number of horses and attendants were

necessary. The pictures show respectively a train of nine-

teen empty cars and nine loaded cars, and the old time

method. Fig, 2, that has been displaced by the electric

locomotive.

This plant was installed under the direction of Geo. P.

Nichols, manager of the stationary motor department, by

J. C. Hadley.

The telephone has been put to many curious and inter-

esting uses, but it required a Tifiin. O . ofiicial to discover

its adaptability to Ihe dispensation of justice. A press

dispatch from that town gives the following account of a

unique trial: Fritz Grumel, who was recently tried in this

city for disorderly conduct, can boast of being the first

man on record who was arraigned, tried, convicted, sen

tenced, and ordered committed, by telephone Mayor Ab-

bott, who meted out the electric justice to the offender,

has a telephone in his office connected with the police

court, and adopted this convenient method of exercising

his magisterial function to save a long walk thrcugh the

street. It is a question whether this unique dispensation

of justice can stand the test of legality.
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Central Station Control of Lamps and
Motors.

At the lUiffalo convention a ;jreat deal of interest was

aroused among central station men by the operation of

the individual arc light and motor cut outs cxibiled by the

Electric Secret Service company of New York. The appa-

ratus was set up in the parlors retained by the company.

One parlor was assumed to be a central station, from which

wires led to a couple of lirush arc lamps placed in the

regular city circuit on IVlain street, while on the walls of the

room two groups of incandescent lights were also connect-

ed into the company's cut-out circuit. The illustrations

give an idea of the arrangement both in and^out of doors.

On a small table was placed the transmitter, which in

practice is situated in the central station. From this in-

strument a single wire ran through the "locks," and re-

turned to the transmitter. The main or lighting circuit

ran through the switches, and each one of the locks was

attached to a specially constructed switch with an alter-

nating throw, so that one operation cut in the light con-

trolled by it and the ne,\t cut it out, and so on alternately.

Each lock was set to a distinctive combination, that is, the

wheels on its shaft differed from all others in the sequence

of notches. The construction of these locks is such that

no one of them will operate so as to throw the working

current into the switch attached to it and thus render the

latter operative, unless the series of impulses going over

the locking line, as distinguished from the regular lighting

circuit, corresponds exactly with that particular lock.

Without entering into a detailed description of appara-

tus already familar to the reader, its operation may be

thus explained : The arc lights in the street and the groups

of incandescent lamps in the parlor were assumed to repre-

sent different classes of lights. The operator attached to

the transmitter that disk which corresponded with the lock

governing the class to be lighted or extinguished. On
pressing a lever the self-winding transmitter rotated that

disk, and sent out over the locking line its respective series

of impulses. These impulses operated the armatures of

all the locks, but only those of the lock corresponding in

combination engaged with their wheels. It may be assumed

that the combination sent was represented by 2-31 2, fol-

lowed by ten straight impulses, to throw the switch. Pass-

ing idly through all the other locks these impulses bring

to wotk with entire precision and rcHabihiy. The action

of the locks was methodically correct, and ihcir cul-outs

rcsponilcd unfailingly to the transmitted impulses. Ilwas

observed that there was no occasion on which the locks

selected failed to operate, or when a lock operated under

any combination other than its own.

For the tests at the convention the hotel circuit of 110
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volts was used on the locking circuit. For practical oper-

ation the locks and switches will be wound to accommodate

any desired current. For circuits of varying length about

50 volts and one ampere are all that is necessary. The

locking circuit is composed of a No. 12 wire. It may be

either grounded or brought back to the central station as

most convenient. In practice the instruments sre mounted

CENTKAL STATION CONTROL OF LAMPS AND MOTORS.

the armatures of their particular lock into engagement with

its combination wheels, rotating them to the point where

contact is made with the switch, and then delivering into

the switch the final impulses which operate it. With the

last stroke the contact between the switch and its lock is

broken, and the wheels of the lock revert instantly to

zero, in which position they await the next sending of their

individual combination.

In practice the various instruments of this system seem

on slate bases and backs, and protected by weather-proof

cases. Every precaution seems to have been taken to pro-

vide against any inconvenience from leakage or otherwise,

and the company claims that the locks have been subjected

to a service equivalent to three years' continuous use with-

out failing or becoming disarranged in any respect.

The Titusville, Fla., Electric Light company has en-

larged its building and will put in new machinery.

A Proposed System of Alternating Direct
Current Transformation.'

By LiKuiENAsr F. Jakvis Vatiks.

Kecent German practice has given unforeseen importance
to all devices for transforming and rectifying attcrnating
currents. The year just past has been fruitful in the de-
velopment of multiphase systems, and the new departures
are marked by novelty and ingenuity. I have followed
these steps with close attention, for they open lo the
electrical engineer a comparatively new and very interest-

ing field.

The system of transformation which it is the purpose of
this paper to lay before you, has arisen mainly from my
study of multiphase current developments, and I style it

a proposed system, because I have not yet had an op-
portunity to test it in the completed form and can there-

fore give no data as to efficiency.

Huotinp an author who has written interesting descrip-
tions of multiphased apparatus for the Electrical Revu-.o
of Ix)ndon, after describing the Shuckert motor trans-

former, which you will remember was brought to your
notice by Carl Hering, in his interesting reminiscences of
the Frankfort exhibition, the author in closing sums up as
follows:

"The present importanceof these currents (multiphased)
may be greatly diminished by the discovery of an ap-
paratus capable of transforming a single alternating
current enconomically into a continuous current. It is

also possible and even probable that multiphased currents
will constitute merely a transitory system, as the |abIoch-
koff candle constituted a transitory system between the
arc and incandescent lamp."

While it is not my desire to detract in any way from the
known merits and beauty of multiphase systems, I have
always maintained that two wires ought to be sufficient

for all purposes, and the system here presented is simply
offered as a solution of the problem of obtaining electrical

energy in any desired form from a single high tension
alternating current.

To merely reverse all the positive or negative impulses
of a single alternating current would evidently not be a
solution of this problem. The resulting current and the
magnetism it produces are pulsating in character, havirg
2ero periods at each reversal of current. A useful direct

current must be obtained, or one having a practically uni-
form electromotive force.

To explain the methods used, I must direct your atten-

tion brielly to a former paper, read about two years ago,
describing an alternating motor which was new at that

time, as well as to the Schuckert machine before referred
to.

A combination of the functions of these two machines
renders possible a number of singular and interesting

transformations, which, if they are not entirely novel, any
description they may have received has escaped my notice.

The essential features of what for convenience I will

style the "Patten motor," are shown in Figs, \ to 3 of the
drawings, and the Shuckert machine is shown by diagram
in Fig. 6.

To explain the former. Fig. i is an ordinary Gramme
winding and collector, in which a direct current applied to

the brushes would make, say, the poles indicated /; and s.

A source of alternating current connected to the brushes,
however, would reverse the polarities of the ring at each
reversal of current, and the tendency to motion would of

course be reversed if the fields remained the same, but
would continue in the same direction if the fields were
also reversed by the same alternations of current. If, how-
ever, the fields 11 and s were maintained constant, and by
some device the brushes /', and Z'^, Fig, i, could
be made to change p aces at each reversal of current, then
with an alternating current the polarities ;/ and .v of the
ring would remain unchanged, and in a constant field the
tendency to motion would still be continuously in the same
direction.

It is not practicable to move the brushes mechanically,
but the same effect is obtained by the system of armature
connections shown in Fig. 2, where the odd numbered
bars of the collector are connected to the winding in the
usual way, but the intermediate even numbered segments
are connected to points of the winding diametrically op-
posite to them.
Such an armature, supplied with an alternate current

and placed in a two pole field, will turn through the arc
covered by one collector bar at each reversal of current,
the polarity of the ring remaining unchanged, as will be
ieen by tracing two successive impulses, shown respect-
ively by the single and double arrows.

If,' besides the collector just described, another be con-
nected to the winding in the ordinary way. like the outer
one in Fig, 3, where to avoid confusing the drawing, the
source of alternating current is shown inside the collector,

I hen evidently brushes bearing on the outer collector will

give, as indicated, a current of one direction to any circuit

connected to them, as that used for exciting the fields,

r, ^^ Fig. 3. Thus connected, the machine starts itself

.1^ would a direct current motor, both fields and armature
reversing, but it: will continue gaining in speed until one
segment of the collectors pass their brushes at each re-

versal of current, when it becomes a synchronous alternat-

ing motor, having a fixed and uniform s]>eed—that of
commutation. And it may bi- given almost any speed as
compared to that of the generator and yet be in synchro-
nism, by suitably altering the winding and giving the
motor commutator a greater or less number of segments.
Reference will now be made to what will be styled the
'"Shuckert'' machine, a diagram of which is given in Fig.
6. It consists of an ordinary Gramme winding and col-

lector, the latter shown for convenience outside the ring.
There are three separate ring contacts, r,, ;-n, r.^, provided
with brushes a, b, c, and the rings are connected each to

I. Read before the American Institute of Electrical Engineet^,
.Feb. 16, iSq2.
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one of the three equidistant points of the armature wind-

ing, X. 7\ }'.

Such a system admits of two important transformations,

namely:
A direct current applied at the brushes I'l, ^n- bearicg on

the colltctor, causes the armature to turn, and triphased

alternating currents can be collected in circuits connected

to the brushes ^7, b, c. It may be noted here in passing,

that these latter will reverse at each half revolution.

FIGS. I AND 2. PROl'OiED SYSTEM OF ALTERNATING-
DIRECT CURRENT TRANSFORMATION.

Or conversely, triphased alternating currents supplied at

the rings through the circuits connected to the brushes a,

b, c, will cause the armature to turn and (when in syn-

chionism) a uniform direct current will flow in any circuit

connected to the brushes ^1 and I'-i bearing on the collector.

The machine thus transforms triphased alternating cur-

rents into a uniform direct current or the reverse. If the

FIG. 3- rROPOSED SYSTEM OF ALTERNATING DIRECT
CURRENT TRANSFORMATION.

functions of this machine and that previously described be

combined, other novel transformations will result, as it is

evidently only necessary to supply a current of approxi-
mately uniform electromotive force to the collector

brushes in Fig. 6 to obtain triphased alternating currents

in circuits connected to the brushes a, />, c, or the rings.

Returning now, lu Fig. 3, the current inacircuit con-

FIOS. 4 AND 5 I'KOCUSEIJ SYSTEM OF ALTERNATING-
DIRECT CUhRENT TRANSFORMATION.

nected to the brushes bearing on the cuter collector will be
a single alternating current, rectified like that shown in

Fig. 4, and will have zero values corresponding to each
reversal.

But if two alternating currents, having a quarter phase
difference, be rectified and superposed, a comparatively
uniform direct current like that shown in Fig. 5 will re-

b,

FIGS. 6 AND 7. I'ROrOSKD SVSrEM OF ALTERNATING-
DIRIXT CI KRENT TRANSKORMAMON.

suit. To obtain this, two armatures like that shown in

Fig. 3, secured to a common spindle, are p'aced in the
same field and are supplied with independent alternating
currents differing in phase by a quarter period. This ar-

rangement is shown by diagram in Fig. 7, where the fields

are omitted, alternating currents dilTering by a quarter
period being supplied at .-/, and A^, a comparatively uni-

form current like that pictured in Fig 5, will flow in the
circuit D-\- D— . If. now, these terminals be connected to

the brushes of an armature like that shown in Fig. 6, we
will have the combination referred to, shown in Fig. S, in

which the middle armature has an ordinary collector

shown outside the winding, and three rings with brushes

connected to three equidistant points of the winding. The
fields are omitted as before and all three windings will be

supposed fixed to the same spindle and external circuits,

(7, ^,. c,, are connected to the brushes bearing on the

lings r,, r- r^ of the middle armature.

A single transformation is made possible by this device.

Thus single alternating currents differing a quai-ter phase,

supplied at A^ and A..,zx^ transformed in the ring A'3 to tri-

phased alternating currents, but a peculiar feature is here

introduced which results from the fact that the triphased

currents are only reversed at each half revolution of the

ring y?3. the same as in Fig 6, while the alternating

currents supplied at Aj and a-^. as we have seen, are re-

versed as many times in a single revolution of the rings r,

and R-i, as there are collector segments, or

say, twelve times per revolution, as indi-

cated by the diagrams. Fig. S and Fig. 3. As the cur-

rents diifericg a quarter period, supplied at A^ and .^^.c^n

be obtained on known methods from a single alternating

current, we have then here presented the means of trans-

forming a single alternating current of short wave length

FIG, 7. PROPOSED SYSTEM OF A L lEKNAJiNG-DlRECT
CIRRENT TRANSFORMATION.

or high frequency into triphased alternating currents of

long wave length or low frequency.

Thus a single alternating current like that represented

by the unbroken line i to 12, in Fig 9, making twelve re-

versals in the time z^,, to t^, is transformed to triphased al-

ternating currents, making but two reversals in the same
time, these latter currents representing as they do the

currents in thecircuits a-^, l>^, c\. Fig. S, during one revolu-

tion of the armature.
The next step consists in changing these triphased

currents to a uniform direct current on the plan used in

the Schuckert machine, Fig. 6.

Thus, referring to Fig. 11, the winding of the ring /I'j,

instead of. having three equidistant points connected to

rings as before, has them conceded to corresponding
points of another winding, i^^, placed on the same core

and provided with a separate collector, but to avoid con-

fusion of the drawing the two windings are here shown
separately, one inside the other.

Here, as in Fig. 6, a circuit connected to the brushes
bearing on the collector of the ring j^^ will be supplied with
a direct current of uniform electromotive force, resulting

from the conversion to a direct current of the triphased

currents delivered from the winding A'3 to the winding
^,.

Here, then, is the means of transforming a single alter-

nating current to a continuous direct current of uniform
electromotive force.

Machines like the last two described seem complicated,

but approximate if not quite as good results can be ob-

FIG y. PUOPDSED SYSTEM OF ALTERNATING-DIRECT
CURRENT TRANSFORMATION.

tained from simpler devices. The preceding details were
necessary to e.xplain the consecutive steps taken.

As simple a form as that shown in Fig. 12, will prob-

ably meet the requirements of practice. It represents two
independent armature windings carried on the same core,

but here shown apart for clearness of illustration. The in-

ner winding, which has a collector directly and reversely

connected, as in Fig. 2. is supplied with a single alternat-

ing current through the brushes at A. This winding is

also connected to the outer one at three equidistant points,

as shown, and the outer winding is provided with an ordi-

nary Gramme collector, and if desired, three rings that

are connected to three intermediate equidistant points of

this winding.
This reduces the machine to a single armature with two

windings and two collectors, or at least to two separate ar-

matures and collectors, which form will doubtless be found
preferable. The consumption circuit will be connected
either to the brushes bearing on the collector or the rings

of the secondary winding, according to which function of

the machine it is desired to render operative.

Thus a single alternating current of ordinary period may
be transformed either to triphased alternating currents of

low period or to a direct current of comparatively uniform
electromotive force.

If a three wire system like that shown in Fig. 13, rsiised

throughout, giving triphased currents at the delivery end
D, from the secondaries of the three converters, the trans-

formation of these triphased currents to a single direct

current of uniform electromotive force, or to triphased

currents of a much lower frequency of alternation, can be ac-

complished on similar lines. It is well known that multi-

phase motors give better results with currents of compar-
atively low frequency, 40 to 80 per second being the re-

ported practice abroad.

On the other hand, the converters for reducing potential

increase rapidly in size as the frequency of alternation de-

FIGS. 9 AND 10. PROPO ED SYSTEM OF ALTERNATING-
DIRECT CURRENT TRANSFORMATION.

creases, consequently very large converters are required for

such systems. These features are antagonistic and render
the conversion apparatus costly if low frequencies are es-

sential to the proper working of rotary field machines.
The system shown in Fig. 14 admits of using high fre-

quencies on the line and in the conversion apparatus at C
and D, for raising and lowering potential, while the trans-

former. Fig. 14. changes these triphased currents of high

FIG. II. PROPOSED SYSTEM OF .\LTERNATING-DIRECT
CURRENT TRANSFORMATION.

frequency either to a uniform direct current or to triphased
currents of a lower rate of alteration.

At the delivery end D, Fig. 13, separate converters t-4.

('-,
C|i (not interlinked) are used, the secondaries having

free terminals, as shown, which are taken to the brushes i,

3, 5 and 2, 4, 6, bearing on the commutator of the ring A'^.

the winding of which is connected at three equidistant
points -r, v. y of the ordinary Gramme ring and collector

A'3, or to three ring contacts, as may be desired, according
to whether a direct current or triphased currents are re-

quired, as a result of the transformation. The machine
A*! is simply a synchronizer, requiring only sufficient power

13. I'ROPOSEI) SYSTEM OF .-VLTEKNAT NG-DIRECP
CURRENT TRANSFORMATION.

to drive the apparatus, and is supplied with

one of the triphased currents only. This ma
chine keeps the whole apparatus in syn-

chronism, and the currents from all the secondaries are
taken to the winding Ix^- Fig. 14, which is direct and re-

versely connected as before explained.

The resultant current, flowing in the winding of this

armature, A"^, will be like that shown in Fig. 15, which
represents a triphased alternating current, rectified, and
is already a very close approximation to a uniform direct

FIG. 12. PROPOSED SVSTbM OF ALTERN.VITNG-DIRECT
CURRENT TR.-\NSFORMATI0N.

current, so that if the leads .v. t-, i', Fig. 14. connected to

three equidistant points of the winding A'o, be taken
through rings and rubbing contacts to three external in-

terlinked circuits, as before explained, these circuits will

be supplied with perfect triphased alternating currents,

but of a lower frequency than those supplied to the brushes
of the ring -ff^- Thus, if the frequency throughout the

system in Fig. 13 were 2SS reversals per second, and there
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be, say, twelve segments in ihc comimitator of the ring /\ >,

there would then be developed in the circuits connected
to .V, jy, ]', iriphased alternaling; currents having 48 re-

versals per second.

We have, then, here a means of changing at a single

transformation muUiphase currents of high frcc|uency to

bimilar inuitiphasc currents of low frequency.

14. oSF.n SYSTKM O alternadm;
iMATiON.

This system admits of using high frequencies on the

line, and in the conversion apparatus at both ends of the

line, and low frequencies in rotary motors at the delivery

end. If, instead of being connected to three rings; the

leads .V, z/, I' are connected, as shown in the figure, to

annihrr winding, a direct current of uniform electrical-

V / \ /
^ \ V / ^ ^

15. I'ROl'OSED SVSTKM OV Al, 1 ERNA 11 N<

.

CURRENT TRANSKORMATlUN.

Thismotive force will flow in the circuit D-\-D—

.

transformer requires no further explanation here.

Fig. 16 shows a developed view of a part of the com-
mutator of the ring /\*j and the lelative positions of the

brushes.
To prevent short circuiting, the segments are separated,

i " I

-^
1^^

i

_

1-IG. 16. rRUI'OSED SYSTEM OK ALTERNATING DIRECJ
CURRENT TRxVNSFORMATtON.

as shown, so that a brush will net bear simultaneously on
adjacent segmects, and for obvious reasons, the brushes
have a lag behind each other of one-third of a segment.
The arrows show how the currents are flowing at the

time bting. Brush i has no current; brush 3 has a posi-

tive, and brush 5 a negative impulse.

DUPLEX INCANDESCENT GENERATOR.

If these transformations can be made on a large scale

economically, it will be possible to supply not only alter-

nating current apparatus of every description, including
multiphase devices, but direct current apparatus as well,

from a single high tension alternatfog current. When the
original source of supply is a water power, and the dis-

tance is not too great the losses of conversion may well be
brought within commercial limits.

The Germania Universal Shade-holder
A shade holder so made that it can be used on varying

sizes of lamp sockets is a very desirable fixture. There

arc a number of sockets on the market, and of these the

socket shell diameters are generally of two sizes, so two

difTerent clamping devices are necessary to adapt a shade-

holder to theni. The (iermania l'!lcctric company, Hoston,

overcomes these dillicullies with itsunivcrsal shade holder.

Fig. I shows this device as used on the Thomson Houston

snd Wcstinghouse sockets. Figs. 1 and 3 show thi- method

of applying the holder to the Kdison socket, by unscrew

ing the rubber ring, inserting the prongs into the brass

shell, as shown, and replacing the rubber ring. The
(iermania company claims for this shade-holder that it tits

l-IG. I. GERMANIA UNIVKKSAL Slf Al iK-lIOLI iM<.

all standardsizes of sockets, is simple, strong and artistic

and has no joints to work loose.

Duplex Incandescent Generator.
The new type of incandescent generator manufactured

by the Duplex Electric company of Corry, Pa. , is illustrated

in the accompanying cut. These dynamos are built in

sizes ranging from 15 to 500 lights capacity. The arma-

ture is a modification of the Gramme type. The core is a

l-lG. 2. GERMANIA UNIVERSAL SHADE HOLDER.

drum, built on a brass spider, of the best charcoal wire,

wound on an iron frame which divides the core

into four parts. The armature, is carefully balanced,

the air space is reduced to a minimum, and the

field magnets are close to the armature forming a high-

ly efficient magnetic field. The commutator segments are

of tempered copper, insulated by mica and firmly held in

place by a fiber collar. The brushes are composed of thin

strips fastened together at one end, and they do not require

shifting, and are free from sparking under extreme varia-

tions of load, thus insuring their long life. The brush

The mayor of Winston. N. C, is ready to receive bids

for the establishment of a tire alarm s)stem.

FIG. 3. GERMANIA UNIVERSAL SILVDE HuT.dER.

holders are simple in construction, of brass and thoroughly

insulated. The bearings are made of the best anti-friction

metal, while the boxes are attached to the pedestals by

means of a ball and socket joint, which secures perfect

alignment. ,^^^^__^^^^^^

The New York Knapp Electric Motor.

The Knapp Electric &: Novelty company of Ntw
York is about to place on the market a motor for running

light machinery and toys. From the accompanying illus-

tration the principal feature of the little machine can be

seen. This motor is six inches high and weighs about four

pounds. It is mounted on a mahogany base, and is finely

finished in enamel with brass trimmings. This motor

will operate a fan from six to ten inches in diameter and

each machine is accompanied by a six inch fan.

The Delany Improved Crowfoot Zinc
The F. s. Grcticy i: Co. has become the sole licensee

for the manufacture and sale of the new zinc shown in

this cut, the invention of I*. IJ. Delany. The zinc ittclf

is just like the ordinary crowfoot itinc in common use, but

DKLANV J.MI'RUVED t KOWI-UOl' ZlNr.

there has been added a very simple and effective means for

removing the spongy copper which forms on the under
side and hangs down into the copper solution, thus setting

up local action and causing great waste of //inc and blue-

stone.

The device scarcely needs description. A glance at the

cut will show a wire sweep through the central toe of the

zinc. The wire is bent so that by touching the eyc-cnd

projecting above the solution, the sweep is free to brush
the entire bottom of the zinc and send all the spongy
coating to the bottom of the jar. The careful battery man.
who has angled in a gravity cell with a piece of bent wire,

smutching his fingers and twisting his neck trying to dis-

lodge an inaccessible pendant, will welcome this simple

improvement, which will enable him to clean off a thou-

sand zincs in a few minutes without splashing the shelves

or his clothes.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, March 5.— It is to be pre-,uuv^d that the

BuflFalo convention had something to do with it, but what-

ever was the cause, the electrical happenings of the week
in and about the metropolis were not of an exciting na-

ture.

Of course the telephone company finds business brisk,

for, as was stated last week, the Telephone Subscribers'

association is going to fight hard for lower rates. Now
that Tammany inlluence seems assured and Richard

Croker is in favor of the movement, the business com-

munity feels much encouraged. On Tuesday Secretary

Gardner of the Board of Trade and Transportation called

on Commissioner of Accounts Daly and was informed by

him that Mr. Croker had looked over the bills to reduce

telephone charges and wouM forward them to Albany so

that th( y would arrive there on ^Vednesday Now that

the Tammany chiefs have decided to look after the intro-

NEW YORK KNAPr KLECTRIC MOTUR.

duction of the bills in the Legislature, Mr. Gardner will

probably go to Albany to see what he can do to help ibem

through the two houses.

At one time it looked as though the Brush company

would confine its infringement suits to the western terri-

tory. But if encouragement is all that is necessary it now

seems that the time has come to open fire on the eastern

concerns who manufacture double carbon lamps. The

Hearts of the Brush people were once more gladdened last
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week, and a decision by Judge Shipinan of the Uuited

States Circuit Court, in which he handed down his opinion

in the suit of the IJrush Electric company against the

United S'a'.es Electric Lighting company was ihe cause.

The suit turned on the ownership of the double carbon lamp.

As is well known the Brush company, claims the exclusive

right to use this device. Judge Shipman upholds this

claim, and grants a perpetual injunction against the

Cnitcd States company restraining that corporation from

using the double carbon lamp in the future. The defend-

ant is also required to appear before United States Com-

missioner Shields to render an accounting of profits made

on the use of the disputed patent in the past two years.

W. F. O.

Milwaukee, Wis
MtLWAUKEE, Wis. March 5 —O. E. Meyer, a real

estate agent, proposes to utilize electricity for disinfecting

and steriliiing garbage and sewage. By the aid of elec-

tricity he says he expects to treat 30,000.000 gallons of

sewage in twenty*four hours, not only destroying the bac-

teria, but deodorizing the water. Apparently Mr. Meyer

intends to have his system take the place of flushing

tunnels.

President Wall of the Badger Illuminating company

intimates that he does not care whether the city orders more

lights or not. He says that the lights which his company

furnished to Milwaukee were better than he saw on a re-

cent eastern trip, not even excepting those in New York.

He denies that his company is making large profits. Last

year, he asserted, his company cleared only 2 per cent, on

its investment, and the stockholders are disgusted. He
declares that there is no money in city lighting and that

his company derives its profits from the 300 or more pri-

vate lamps which are burned for only a few hours each

evening. The city lights are turned on about sunset and

turned off about sunrise. The city within six months

has ordered 95 new lights. Mr. Wall says the company

is not pifticularly anxious to have the city order additional

lamps because since January ist all the new wires put

in use must go underground, which is very expensive.

Within five years all of the company's wires must be un-

derground and within the nest four years the company

will spend ^250,000 in enlarging its plant. The lightsare

widely scattered. On the south they extend to Lincoln

avenue, on the west to Washington avenue, on the north

to Burleigh street. The whole number of lamps in use

by the city is 527. divided as follows: General, 4; First

ward, 60; Second ward, 56'4; Third ward 11; Fourth ward,

49;z; Fifth ward, 65; Sixth ward, 75^+; Seventh ward,

18^; Eighth ward, 28;2; Tenth ward, 24/4^, Eleventh ward,

lo^^; Twelfth ward, 3of^\ Thirteenth ward, 15J2; Eif-

teenth ward. 23_f4 ; Sixteenth ward, 'j; Seventeenth ward,

J2: Eighteenth ward, 12^. The appearance of fractions

in.these figures is accounted for by the fact that the ex-

pense of electric lighting is divided when the lamps are

located on boundary lines. The Fourteenth ward is the

only one without electric lights. Seme of the poor outlying

wards, like the Ninth and Twelfth, have many more lamps

than the rich and aristocratic Seventh ward. The reason

for this, Mr. Wall says, is that the poorer classes like

the light, as it helps to protect them, is very cheerful when

they go to work winter mornings and besides the very bright

rays illumine their houses when situated near the corner.

The v/ealthy people, on the other hand, object to the glare

of the light which makes their rooms so bright that they

cannot sleep. Many resolutions providing for new electric

lights are pending in the Common Council.

The North Side aldermen have been petitioned by

their constituents to attempt to compel the Milwaukee

Street Railway company to extend its line on Holton

street. They have also been rtquested to demand that

a WitchraiQ b^ placed at the lower Walnut street railroad

crossing all the time that street cars are running.

Wires are being strung on the North avenue line

which was conslructed last summer, but the operation of

the system, which extends across the city on an east

and west line, will not be commenced until next spring.

The electric light plant at Wauwatosa, which is to sup-

ply the Rapid Transit line with motive power, will be

materially enlarged as soon as the weather permits. The

old boiler house will be added to the engine room. A
new brick boiler house, about 40 feet square, will be built

and also a brick chimney 135 feet high. The boiler house

will be supplied with a battery of three 125 horse power

boilers. The engine house will be equipped with two

Corliss engines of 150 horse power, each operating sis

generators, four dynamos, furnishing 1,600 incan-

descent lights and two generators to furnish motive powers

for the Rapid Transit line, which will be operated by the

Villard syndicate. It will be a new plant practically and

one of the best of its size in the Northwest. The estimated

cost is $10,000. The plant is expected to be in operation,

and the Rapid Transit line as well, by June ist. The
new officers of the electric company are: Charles Stick-

ney, president; Capt. Fred Pabst, treasurer; E. D. Hoyt,

secretary and general manager and Charles Cuno, superin-

tendent.

A motor man named Nichols, employed on the West
Side Railroad, fainted and fell over the dashboard of his

car while it was going at full speed a short time since.

The passengers supposed that he had been killed, but he

fell or was pushed sideways and was found lying between

the two tracks absolutely unharmed, but in a dead faint.

He was taken to a drugstore and thence home. It was

afterward learned that he had been ill for several days,

but nevertheless had resolutely stuck to his post.

Miss Helen F. Rousseau's suit against the West Side

Railroad company has been settled out of court without

COS!: to either pirty. S'i2 demiaiii $25,003 for persona,

injuries, alleging that her dress was caught while she was

getting off the car and that she was dragged along the

ground and her left foot and ankle bruised and sprained

and her right leg broken. She is fifty-five years old. The
accident, it was alleged, occurred on Monday, March ist,

iSgr, and the conductor was accused of being negligent.

A suit for $15,000 damages has been commenced by

Patrick McCabe, as guardian of William Hart, aged 10,

against the West Side company. Young Hart fell under

an electric car in January 21st and his arm had to be ampu-

tated. It is alleged in the complaint that the conductors

and motor men on the line have been in the habit of per-

mitting the boys to ride a block or so in return for turning'

the switches and that young Hart was thus engaged when
he fell under the car.

John D. McLeod is now practically the business head of

the Wisconsin Telephone company. On Tuesday last he

was informed by President Payne that the board of directors

haddtcided that in addition to filling the position of sec-

retary, which he has held for a number of years, he should

be general manager. Mr. McLeod has for some time

done the work of both offices, and the action of the com-

pany simply makes his position as important in name as it

has been in fact. The officers have moved into their fine

new quarters on Broadway.

About 200 telephone wires were "knocked out'' by the

burning of a cable house at the corner of Second and

West Water streets. The damage was done by a trolley

wire coming in contact with one of the telephone wires.

The accident happened on Thursday morning, and on

Friday afternoon all the lines had been repaired and were

in working order once more.

Frank E. Parker has resigned the general superinten-

dency of the Wisconsin Telephone company in order to

manage the business of the Johnson Electric Service com-

pany at St- Louis. Mr. Parker was one of the oldest em-

ployes of the Telephone company. He is well krown
amorg electricians and well-liked, and his departure causes

regiet.

The Western Union Telegraph company has begun the

work of stringing cables for its wires in this city. The
aerial cable system was a compromise between the

present overhead system and the underground system. In

the business district the overhead wires will be removed

from the streets and carried through the alleys by means

of cables. Twenty experts arrived from Chicago early in

the week and are hard at work. It will take about three

months to make the change.

Henry N^illard spent last Saturday and Monday in look-

ing after his electrical properties in Milwaukee. He visited

the power house, the new car house on National avenue

and drove over all the street railway lines in company with

Vice-president Payne and Manager Lynn. He was very

much pleased with what he saw. On Saturday evening

he was the guest of the Cankers' club at a dinner given at

the Milwaukee club. C.

Denver, Colo.
Denver, March 5.— Cieec'e, tlebccmirg new mining

camp, is already illuminated by electricity. John H. Poole

of Denver is in charge of the Creec'e Electric Light &
Power company, whose plant is in operation. Light was

turned on before the end of the fifth day after ground was

broken for the plant. T. C. Bralnard and Charles

Boettcher are members of another company which is pre-

paring to put in a plant.

The Denver, Lakewood it Golden railroad is to enter the

city on Arapahoe street. According to the terms of the

franchise this must be done by April ist, and electricily

must be employed as the motive power on the entire road

by June ist. Two stations will probably he re-

quired to furnish power for the whole line. The com-

pany may, however, lease power from the Trama^ay com-

pany, in which case only one other plant will be needed.

The Villa Park branch of this road will, according to con

tract, be begun April ist.

The Diamond Incandescent Lamp company has hied

articles of incorporation with the secretary of stale. The
capita! stock is -^50,000. The principal business and

office will be in Denver. The directors arc W. H Bie-

voort, Samuel S. Campbell, D. D. Muir, John W. FHn-

tham and Mosses L. Stern. E. C. D.

PERSONAL.
Dr. Louis Bell is in Chicago.

Force Bain returned from Pittsburg on Monday last,

C. A. Lathrop, western manager for Huyett & Smith.
Detroit, returned from Minneapolis on Monday.

H. A. Royce, general manager of the Thomson Electric
Welding company of Boston, was in Chicago last week.

The formal announcement has been made in the London
Gazette that Sir William Thomson will be known hereafter

as "Baron Kelvin of Largs, in the county of Ayr."

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Ferguson-Ruthenberg company Louisville, Ky. ; capital

stock, $25,000; buying and selling electrical and other
machinery,

Tremont Light lS: Water company, Portland, Ore.

;

capital stock, $10,000; to supply gas and electric lights,

etc ; Cake & Cake, Portland, Ore.

Longmont Electric Light & Power company, High-
lands. Colo.; capital stock, $50,000; supplying the town
of Longmont, Colo., with electricity for light and
power.

Johnson Standardizing company. New York, N. V.;
capital stock, $10,000; to manufacture, sell, lease and
use machinery appertaining to electricity, to carry on
coal mining, etc.

Sanger Electric Light company, Sanger, Fresno coun-
ty, Cal. ; capital stock. $75,000; to deal in and operate
elecrric inventions, light and power plants, street railroads,

etc.; L. L. Cory, Fresno, Cal.

Tacoma Mint iN: Manufacturing company, Tacoma,
Wash.; capital stcck, $200,000; to operate railways, tele-

graph and telephone lines, and electric light plants;
Erasmus Bennett, Tacoma, Wash.

Menominee Electric Light it Power company, Menomi-
nee, Wis. ; capital stock, $50,000; to produce and trans-

mit electricity for lighting and .heating, and mechanical
purposes; J. D. Hills, Menominee, Wis.

East Side Power companj'. Portland. Ore.; capital stock,

$50,000; to manufacture, sell, purchase and deal in elec-

tricity, supply, furnish and sell power for all purposes in

the city of Portland; G. A. Steel, Portland, Ore.

Union Electric company, Seattle, Wash.; capital stcck.

$1,000,000; to operate electric light and power plants,

machinery, etc-, acquire franchises, building engine houses,

waiehouses. etc.. and do any other necessary things; E. C.
Kilbourne,_P. O. box 506, Seattle, Wash.

Columbia Electric Transmission company, Chicago, 111.;

capital stock, $500,000; to exhibit at the World's Fair

long distance transmission of electric currents in l^rse

quantities, and to construct electric plants to supply iij^ht

and power, etc. ; Clarence Griggs, Ottawa, III.

Sioux City <s; Leeds Electric Street Railway company,
Sioux City, la.; capital stock, $200, oco; to locate, con-

struct, build, maintain and operate or lease street or oiher

railways within and adjacent to Sioux City. la., operated

by horse, electric, steam or other power; Sioux Investment
company, Siou.^ City, la.

Chicago L^ Edison Park Electric .N: Street Railway
company, Chicago. 111.; capital stock, $500,000; to build,

construct, maintain and operate street railways embraced
in the vicinity of the towns of Lake, Calumet, Hyde Park,

South, North and West Chicago, Lake View, Evanston,

Norwood, Maine, Cicero. Jefferson, etc.; N. H. Hanch-
ette, 173 LaSalle street, Chicago, 111.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The Progress Electric Light & Motor company has re-

ceived the contract to light the city of Mobile, Ala., by
electricity.

A new 50 light Standard arc dynamo was added to the

equipment of the Appleton, Wis.. Edison company last

week, giving it now a capacity of no arcs.

The Chicago city council has awarded a contract to the

Chicago Arc Light tS; Power company for 280 street lamps
for seven years at 50 cents per lamp per night. These
lights will be placed in districts not now covered by the

city's lighting plant.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
R. E. Charlton, president of the Hamilton street rail

road of Hamilton, Ont., was in Rochester, N. V., last week,
vestigating the electric car system.

Work on the electric street railway at La Crosse, Wis.,

will be commenced about April 1st. The franchise calls

for five miles of road to be completed and in running or-

der by Dec. 31, iSg2. The officials of the road have
not yet decided what system they will use.

Manager Geo. P. Nichols of the stationary motor de-

partment of the Chicago oflice of the Thomson-Houston
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company is installing an electric tramway at the works of

the Northwestern Terra Cotta company, Chicago. There
will Ijc furnished a six horse power motor car to run over
a track a mile and a quarter in length.

An experimental cnr, equipped with storage batteries

and motors of the I'"ord iK: Washlitirn Storage iSattcry com
pany, has been making trial trips on the Woodland ave-

nue and West Side Street Railway company's lines at

Cleveland. Supt. Mulhern is very much pleased with the

system, and says that it is very probable that It will be
adopted by the company. The new car will be run on the

Woodland line amDng the other cars for a few weeks as a

further test. It will niike all the regular stops to pick up
and let olT passengers, and if this proves satisfactory a

large order for cars will at once b™ placed with the com-
pany.

Th^ St. Louis Ghhe-lJt-mocrat prints the following
special dispatch from St Joseph. Mo.: "A remarkable^
rase of larceny occurred in the north part of this city. A
gang of thieves went to Walker's addition, and climbing
the poles on which are strung the wires of the Union
street cai line, tore them down, and made away with over
two miles of the wire. It was very singular the afTair

was not caught on to, as the power was in operation and
the wire was alive with electricity powerful enough to

kill by simple contact. The stolen wire is valued at

ifr, 500, and causes much annoyance to the company. Op-
eration of cars in this locality will have to be suspended
until the wire is replaced."

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Brotherhood of Electrical Mechanics of Chicago

gave its second annual ball at Battery D on T'ebruary

26th. In connection with the party there was an interesting

electrical display, in which the Mcintosh Battery tV Opti-

cal company, the Central Electric company and George
Cutter took part.

An interesting point was raised in a criminal action re-

cently commenced in St. Louis by the Municipal Electric

Light & Power company, which was prosecuting several

persons charged with stealing current. It was claimed
that the wires of the company leading to a consumer's
residence were tapped before they entered the meter and
of course the company did not receive pay for the service.

The point was raised that electricity cannot be stolen, in-

asmuch as in order to constitute stealing there must be an
asportation, a condition impossible in the case of elec-

tricity, which not being in any wise under control, is,

therefore, not the goods, property or effects of any one.

The judge abruptly adjourned the case until he could
thoroughly investigate the question.

TRADE NEWS.
The Electric Engineering & Manufacturing company,

Chicago, has just completed for Prof. W. D. Ewell of the
Northwestern University an induction coil capable of

throwing a 7 inch spark.

The capital stock of H. Ward Leonard & Co , New
York, has recently been doubled, and the increase taken by
gentlemen prominent in the railway, banking and gas in-

terests of New York city.

The Writing Telegraph company of Baltimore will be-

gin to string wires for a central station system at once,
having secured 300 contracts. Work will be pushed rap-

idly, and it is expected that the system will be in full

operation not later than April 1st.

Mr. Southard of the Chicago Motor company is pre-

paring for an active trade in fan motors during the com-
ing season. Heretofore this company has only manufac-
tured a motor for 110 volt circu'ts but will now introduce

motors for 500 volts and arc circuits.

Suit has been commenced by the Builders' Insulating
Tube company, of Lynn, Mass., and the Indurated Fiber
Industries company, against the Interior Conduit & Insu-
lation company, for alleged infringement of patents on
pipes or paper tubing to carry electric wires.

C. E. Wilson, well known from his connection with the

Knapp Electrical works, Chicago, has just made arrange-
ments to represent the Electrical Merchandise company,
Chicago. Mr, Wilson's long experience and large acquaint-

ance will make him a valuable addition to the staff of the
company.

George Cutter, Chicago, is finding a steady market for

his fine street hoods, and has just finished a second batch
of a special and handsome design. From the demand for

these hoods and the Cutter lamp-supporting pulleys, Mr.
Cutter's factory has been kept quite busy throughout
the winter season.

T. J. Murphy of 136 Liberty street. New York city,

is supplying large orders for slate for insulating purposes
to electrical manufacturing concerns. Mr. Muiphy has
had extensive experience in handling slate and can furnish

valuable information as to the durability and special fit-

ness of the different classes for insulating purposes.

The city of St. Charles, III., is about to install an elec-

tric light plant of its own, and bids were opened on Feb-
ruary 27th for the steam plant, and it is worthy of note
that the contract for the steam plant was. after careful

consideration, awarded to the highest bidders. W. E.
Pearson & Co. of Chicago, agents for the Bail & Wood Co.
of New York.

Extensive preparations are being made by General Man-
ager Southard of the Chicago Electric Motor company,
for the sale of the "Chicago" fan motois during the com-
ing season. A large stock is being manufactured in ad-
vance. This company also keeps a number of men con-
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stantly employed on rcp-ir uoik, the rewinding and re-

pairing of street railway motors, etc. By persistent hard
work and a careful attention to details a very large line of
this work has been secured.

The Buffalo Street Railway company has just ordered
three 24-incli Underwood cotton-leather belts for its power
station. These are in addition to the four cotton-leather
belts of the same make and size now running at this

station. The plants of the Iroquois and Broezel hotels
are equipped with Underwood belts. The JiufTalo bclLs
were purchased through the Engineering Equipment com-
pany, 143 Liberty street. New York city, which has full

control ol the I'nderwood trade in New York state. F. P.
Mack is the western representative, at 33 South Canal
street, Chicago.

Brownlee ^: Co. have their new pole yard on the River
Rouge nearly ready, and will start their new mill at the
same place in about sixty days. This firm has uncqualed
facilities for the prompt shipment of any order, however
large, that may be intrusted to them, and when the mill is

fully completed they will be able to turn out octagonal
poles and cross arms in large quantities and at short nO'

tice. The change in location enables Brownlee iV Co. lo

ship poles and timber in rafts, instead of by rail as hereto-
fore, and makes it possible for them to quote a material re-

duction in prices.

11. Ward Leonard's method of electric motor control,

which he exhibited for the first time at the Montreal con-
vention and upon which he has recently secured broad
patents, has met with great favor at the hands of the
electric elevator people. LiceuFes have been granted to

the Otis, Crane, Hale, Stokes & Parrish and Whittier
Elevator companies, and electric elevators operated under
Mr. Leonard's method are being rapidly introduced. This
system is very popular with the central station managers, as
by its use the motor takes so small a current in starting

up the elevator as to have no effect upon electric lights on
the same circuit. By this method an electric elevator can
be operated from a three-wire circuit, an arc circuit, a

railway circuit or an alternating circuit.

The New York Insulated Wire company, since the
establishment of its western branch at 73, So and 82
Franklin street, Chicago, less than a year ago, has ex-

perienced a healthy and continuous increase of business
that cannot fail to gratify the stockholders of the company.
This company manufactures and sells the Grimshaw white
core insulated wire and the Vulca moisture proof wire ducts,

and the recent expansion of its western trade is due no less

to the intrinsic merits of the goods than to the "hustling"
abilities of the Chicago agent of the company, George H.
Meeker. The prospects for a good season's trade, both
east and west, are excellent, and Mr. Meeker feels con-
fident that his company's legitimate business methods and
reputation for straightforward dealing will insure a con-
tinuance of public favor.

BUSINESS.
The Phixnix Glass company, New York, is putting on

the market some new styles of electric light globes.

The Densmore Typewriter company. New York, is

encouraged by an increasing demand for its typewriter
with its latest improvements.

The Crown Electric Manufacturing company, Bridge-
port, Conn., reports that the sales of its new socket both
in the East and West have been very satisfactory.

The Great Western Electric Supply company, Chicago,
is finding a ready sale throughout the West for its new
Hercules tape. This tape is manufactured in white, black
and pure rubber.

The Indurated Fiber Pipe company of 143 Liberty
street. New York, is running its factory both night and
day in order to fill orders now on hand for indurated fiber

pipe for electrical subways.

G. S. Neu, New York, is meeting with great success in

the introduction of his wire tapper. The principal feature
of this very useful tool is that one is able to test the elec-

tric circuit without destroying insulatton.

On another page in this week's issue is a cut of the
finest of the modern office buildings of Chicago—the
W^oman's Temple. This building will have a large
electric light plant of its own, and is wired throughout
with Kerite wire.

The LaRoche Electric Works, Philadelphia, report that
the sale of their alternators for central stations and their

direct current dynamos for isolated lighting, during the
month of February were far in excess of those for the
same month in '91,

The Manhattan Electrical Supply company, 36 Cortlandt
street, New York, sells the Mesco dry battery with the un-
derstanding that it will, upon being promptly notified,

defend, without cost, any infringement suit that may be
brought against customers for selling or us'ng the cell.

Diehl & Co. of 385 Broadway, New York, are very busy
at present manufacturing their electric fan, as they ex-

pect a large demand for it during the coming summer.
The most noticeable feature of this fan is that it does away
with shafting and belting, thus avoiding all annoyances
and disfigurement.

The Gassier Magazine company of New York has pre-

pared an envelope arranged for tlie filing of advertising
contracts, on the outside of which is a list of prominent
periodicals and blanks, in which the space to be occupied,
time of beginning, number of times and amount to be paid
for the advertisement may be noted, making a complete
record of the contract.

The Knudson-Cuttriss Wire company, limited., is the
snme of a new company which has been organi/:d in New
N'ork for the purpose of manufacturing a new Insulating
fiber. .\t ihe Buffalo convention this company had two
large coils of wire insulated with iis fiber <:ubmcrgcd
in water with Mo volt current passing through it with
out the slightest leakage. In this insulation ihctc is no
rubber or gutta-percha.

The plant erected by the Heisler F-lcctrIc company for
the corporation of West Toronto Junction. <i,ii., has
been inspected and formally accepted by the town au-
thorities. The Heisler company also reportsa sale of plant
at Constantine. .Mich., made through its agents, Messrs.
RhcubottomiV Bond of Union City. These gentlemen arc
doing excellent work in their territory, and arc meeting
with deserved success.

Nothing would indicate more forcibly that the Electric
Construction \' Supply company. New \'ork, was receiv-
ing the benefits of installations of the Ward lamp than the
statement that during the month of February the "ship-

ments exceded those of any three months since the com-
pany has been in business. Not a little credit for this

success must be given lo the company's efTicieni and
popular manager, R, B, Corey.

The Great Western Electric Supply company, Chicago.
is issuing a number of very neat circu'ars on the numerous
specialties which it either manufactures or for which it is

general agent. These circulars, printed in two colors,
will undoubtedly attract the attention of buyers. The
following specialties are among the ones referred to in the
leaflets: Hercules tape, Bernstein series incandescent
lamps, Chubbuck malleable iron brackets, etc.

The nine Eliminator company. New York, has lust
issued a circular illustrating and describing its latest elim
inator. The circular contains also an accurate report of
the recent test, in which this appliance gave the most satis

factory results. During the past two weeks the Hine
company has received orders for the separator from San
Francisco, Terra Alta, W. V,, St. Paul, Minn , Des
Moines, la . and one for the new factory of the Shadbolt
Manu'^acturing company of Brooklyn,

Since acquiring the American patents which control the
Cardew voltmeter, Queen & Co., Philadelphia, have made
extensive preparations to manufacture this instrument.
Special tools have been procured so that the mechanical
parts may be constructed in the best manner possible, and
in the new Queen laboratory every facility is afforded for

exact calibration. The Cardew instrumer.t is dead beat,

direct reading for both alternating and continuous cur-

rents, contains no permanent magnets nor parts Table to

change, can be left constantly in circuit, and the indica
tions will be correct wiihin one per cent, under all cir-

cumstances, it is claimed. These qualifications speak for

themselves and make the Cardew instrument one eminently
suited for marine installations.

The Reliance Electric Manufacturing company of
^Vaterfo^d, Ontario, which is building the Rae system in

Canada, has secured the contract for the equipment of the

Toronto & Mimico electric railway. This road will start

from the terminus of the Toronto City Railway company's
lineson Queen street, and extend to the village of Mimico,
and eventually to Long Branch, a total distance of about
seven miles. The road runs along the lake shore the en
tire distance. The Reliance company has the contract for

the entire equipment exclusive of track. The power sta-

tion will contain one Armington & Sims engine of the

compound condensing type, 125 horse power, and the Rae
station railway apparatus consisting of one S5 kilowatt

generator, and the necessary appliances. The motors for

this road are of Mr. Rae's latest design of single reduction
motors, which are at present only built in Canada.

Masters & Veneman, successors to A. J. Yeneman, of

Evansville, Ind., have just started a construction and sup-
ply business. They wdl carry a full line of supplies and
will add and increase their stock as the demand justifies

They will contract for construction work of all kinds and
install isolated and central station plants. E. L. Masters
of this firm has been in the electrical business for about ten

years. For the last three years he has held the position

of superintendent of constiuction with the Evansville Gas
& Electric Light company. A. J. Yeneman has also been
in the employ of Evansville Gas & Electric Light company
but during the past year he has been with the Electrical

Supply company, Chicago, as salesman, which experience

has enabled him to attain a thorough knowledge of elec-

trical supplies of every description. Masters .S; ^'enema^
start out with a good motto "Good work by experienced

and competent workmen."

C. A. Daig^h, Morgan Brooks and other officers and
stockholders of the Electrical Engineering & Supply com-
pany, Chicago and St. Paul, have bought a controlling in-

terest in the National Electric Manufacturing company of

Eau Claire, Wis. Mr. Daigh has been elected a director

and vice president and will be given the general supervis-

ion of the aff iirs of the company. The factory will be
kept in Eau Claire with a general sales office in Chicago.
The capacity of the factory will be doubled and a 250
horse power compound condensing engine will be put in at

once for testing purposes. The most of the shafting will

be taken out and the electric system of power transmission

be installed at once. The policy of the company will be
conservative, and with the 125 -men now employed the

greater facilities will increase the producing capacity of

this number of men. The interest of the stockholders of

the two companies will be mutual. The other ofticers of

the National company will remain as before. In the

Electrical Engineering & Supply company Mr. Daigh will
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remain as president. Morgan Brooks, in addition to his

position as treasurer, will become general manager of the

company, taking the position now held by Mr. Daigh. F.

J. Cram has been appointed general agent. C. IJ. Tot-

man will be secretary in place of A. li. Sibley, who re-

signed some time since. In connection with the affairs of

the National company it may be mentioned that Geo. Ii.

Shaw will be a prominent cindidate for a congressional

nomination in the Kaii Claire district this fall, and he

retires from the National company to give his entire time

to securing this nomination.

ELECTRICAL STOCK MARKET.
({Jiioiations furnished l)y Perry A Noyes, Edison building, New

York.)

The closing quotations of electrical stocks on Saturday,

March 5th, in New York, were:

Bid. Asked.
Edison General Electric company, Capital

$15.000,000 gS oS5/^

Edison Illuminating company of New York 81'^ 82J4
" " '* Brooklyn . 72Y2 ?7li
" " " Boston 100 105
" " " Cliicago ..130 i^o

Edison Ore Milling company 15 20

United States Electric company of New
York 15 25

United States Illuminating company of

New York 30 40
Brush Electric company of Cleveland .^o 40
Brush Illuminating company of New York,, 30 40
Thomson- Houston Electric company 58!^ 5954

' " " Preferred 28^3 29I/3

Wpstinghouse Electric company 14K '5*'*

North American Phonograph company .... 5 6
New York " " 21-^ 5
Automatic Exhibition company 2 3

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued Feb. 23 <i>ui March i, i8g2.

465241. Molding for Electric Wires Walter Gritten

and Arthur Parmley, London, England.

This invention consists of 11 casing, beading, or molding
made of thin strips of fibrous non-combu:tib'e non-conducting
material held together by a suitable non-combusiible non-con-
ducling adherent and having longitudinal grooves therein for

reception of the electric wires.

469,248. E'ectric Conductor for Metallic Circuits. Silas

W. N. Holan, Newton, Mass.

469253. Automatic Disconnector. Andrew J.Johnston,
Richmond, Va.

469,257. Speed Regulator for Dynamos or Motors. Luther
H. Leber, Pittsburg, Pa.

This invention cons'sts of an arrangement by which, when
the machine runs overspeed the governor rises and brings one
side of the connected line upon the insulated portion of the
governor-rod and thereby cuts out ihe current until the speed is

reduced to the proper ratio, when the governor arms descend
to bring the wire carried thereby into position to again resto e

the current.

469,262. Conduit for Cable or Electric Tramways.
George S. Morrison, Chicago, 111, and Charles \^ogel.

San Anselmo, Cal.

46'^, 266. Eltctric Burglar Alarm for Windows. Friend

C. Page, Creston, Iowa.

4'^'9 373 Electric Telegraph Apparatu?. Joseph Robin-
son, London, England.

'469 280. Electric Railway. William S. Smith, Berkeley,

Cal.

469,281. Dynamo Electric Machine. Johannes Sohl-

man, Frederikshamn, Finland, Russia.

469,283. Electric Hose Coupling. Joseph B. Strauss,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

469,319. Commutator Cleaning device. William J.

Phelps, Elmwood, 111.

(Maim seven reads:
"7, The combin.ition of a car with a rod there under, means

at each end of the car for reciprocating the. rod, and a com-
mutator cleaning device consisting of a buffer and ribbon
acting in conjunction with each other, connected with and
operated by such rod."

469 347. Electric Arc Lamp. William D. Graves,
Cleveland, Ohio.

469,349, Poison Cabinet. Edmond G. Kubler, Akron,
Ohio.

469.353- Overhead Conductor for Electric Railways.

Edward M. Bentley, New York, N. Y.

Claim sixteen is:

"A suspended electric conductor having interposed there in a

spring to tighten the conductor."

469.361. Electric Elevator. Robert Watson, Brooklyn,

N. Y.

469.362. Electric Arc Lamp. Frederick R. Boardman

ftfanor Park, England.

469,365. Burglar Alarm. Levi Pent z, Canton, Ohio.

469 379, Fire Alarm System. Harvey Redding,
Everett.

469,383. Brake for Electric Cars. Edward S. Amrook,
Waltham, Mass.

469408. Automatic Electric Gas Lighting Burner.

Rufii? C. Nourse and Thomas W. Lane, Boston,

Mass.

469,424 Electrical High and Low Water Alarm. Alcinus

C. McConnell, Allegheny, Pa.

469,428. Diaphragm for Electrical Cell?. Charles N.
Waite, Newton, Mass.

This invention consists of a diaphragm for an electric cell

consisting of a dense and compact layer,sheet or film, composed
of a metallic albuminate.

469,438. Railway Signaling Apparatus. Frank I. Myers,
New York, N. Y.

The object of this inventi m is to clear a signal at once on
the last wheel of the train leaving the block, whether the train
be a long train or a short train, or a single locomotive.

469,441. Electro-Magnetic Reciprocating Engine Merle

J. Wightman, Scranton, Pa.

Claim twenty-six reads:
"26. The combination of the reciprocating core having a coil

traversed by alternating currents, and the fixed coils traversed
by continuous currents and atso by ihe alternating currents
[lowing in the first-named coil.""

469,454. Process of and Apparatus for Controlling the
Discharge of Molten Contents of Crucibles or Other
Vessels. Augustus J. Rogers, Milwaukee, Wis.

469,460. Trolley for Oyerhead Railways. Nelson E.
Austin, Danbury, Conn.

469,462. Automatic Draft Regulator. Ira F. Beers and
Frederic C. Beers, Elmira, N. Y.

469.469. Tube for Electric Conductors. Edwin T.
Greenfield, New York, N. Y.

469.470. Conduit for Eleetric Conductors. Edwin T.
Greenfield, New York, N. Y.

469.471. Electro Magnetic Stop Motion for Steam
Engines. William W. Hailstone, Long Island City,

N. V.

469.474. Telephone Support. Hammond V. Hayes,

Cambridge.

469 475. Electric Cable. Hammond Y. Hayes, Cam-
bridge and John S. Stone, Boston.

469.481. Electrical Atomizer. Colin Lighlbody, Brook
lyn, N. Y.

469.482. Incandescent Lamp. Frederic II. Manchester

Providence, R. I.

469.483. Incandescent Lamp. Frederic H. Manchester

Providence, R. I.

469,4^6. Appaiatus for Pointing Carbon Pencils. Philo

Moses, Fremont, Ohio.

469515. Electric Machine. Michael von Dolivo-Dobro-
wolsky, Berlin, Germany.

469,522. Electric Cable. Hammond V. Hayes, Cam-
bridge, Mass-

469,538. Process of and Apparatus for Electroplating

the Hulls of Vessels. Alexander D, Buchanan,
Long Island City. N. Y.

469.648. Fire and Burglar Alarm. Thomas J. Gordon,
Eureka Springs, Ark.

469.649. Signal Device for Telephone Pay Stations.

VVilliam Gray, Hartford, Conn.

469 650. Signal Device for Telephone Pay Stations. Wil-

liam Gray, Hartford, Conn.

4')Q.652. Automatic Advertising Apparatus. William
C. Jennings, Camden, N. J.

469,656. Electric Lighting System. James F. McElroy,
Albany, N. Y.

Claim one is:

"The combination, with a dynamo electric generator operated
by ihe motion of the train, of a potential switch in the circuit

of said dynamo, said switeh being operated by the magnetic
pull of the revolving armature on the field magnets mechani-
cally transmitted to said switch,"

469 669. Apparatus for Stopping Engines. Jacob P.

Tirrell, Boston.

469 670. Blow Pipe. Truman H. Aldrich, Cincinnati, O.

469,672. Electro Magnet. Andrus D. Ayres, Kalama-
zoo, Mich.

469,706. Telephony. William C. Lockwood New York,

N. Y.

The invention comprises a local circuit embracing a trans-

mitter and an electro magnet, in combination with a secondary
circuit embracing an electro magnet and a conductor connect-
ing said local and secondary circuits with the line conductor and
ground, whereby a secondary or induced current is impelled or

forced over the line by the primary current.

469 712. Device for ConlroIUng Electric Motors. Albert

L. Parcelle, Boston, Mass.

This invention especially relates to that class of electric

motor circuit controlling devices in which the circuit is closed
through a gradually -decreasing resistance, which afifords the

time necessary to develop the proper conditions 10 prevent burn-
ing out or injuring the motor.
Claim four reads:
"The combination, substantially as hereinbefore set forth, of

the switch lever of an electric motor, a double acting controll-

ing pneumatic cylinder havinganair inlet valve in each end,
and air passages at the middle, a piston therein, and a connec-
tion beLween the switch lever and piston."

469 723. Underground Electric Conduit. Edward P.

Robbins, Cincinnati, O.

469,725. Dynamo-Electric Machine. Elmer A. Sperry,

Chicago, 111.

The claim reads:
"In a dynamo the combination of a rotating shaft with an

annular armature, rods passing through the same, a support-

ing spider for such rods, said rods flattened at the point or points

where the armature coils pass them and a field magnet.''

4^.745- Non-Interfering Fire Alarm Telegraph Box.

Frank F. Loomis, Akron, O.

4''9.750- Automatic Trolley Catch. Stephen A. Shep-

ard and Frederick P. Lang. Allegheny, Pa.

469 765. Distributing Bdx for Cable Systems. Chailes

H. Wilson, Chicago. III.

T he second claim is:

"A distr'buiion bo.v provided wiih a partition to separate the

box into two compartments, said partition being provided wiih

metal pins insulated from each, other for affording electiical

connections through said partition, ihe bo.x being provided with

removable covers on opposite sides so that access may be had
to either chamber without opening the other."
The manhole or vault is preferably constructed so as to be in

horizontal cross section in the form of a cross, the ducts being
connected wiih niches thus formed either opposite to one
another or at right angles to one another

^69 782 Telephone Transmitter. Joseph C. Goulding,
Cardiff.

469,792 Electrically Heated Smoothing Iron. Willis
Mitchell, Maiden, Mass.

469 796. Galvanic Electric Plaster. John W. Shults,

Wichita, Kan.

469,797. Galvanic Electric Plaster. John W. Shults,

Wichita, Kan.

469 799. Electric Locomotive. Thomas L, Willson,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

469 800. Electric Meter. James ]. Wood, Fort Wayne,
Ind.

469,802 Electric Alarm Clock. Joseph Yungbauer, St.

Paul, Minn,

469,806. Commutator Brush and Holder. Charles D.
Jenney, Indianapolis, Ind.

469,809. System of Electrical Distribution. William
Stanley, Jr., Great Barrington, Mass.

Claim one reads:
"In a system of electrical distribution and in combination, an

alternating current dynamo and converters electrically con-
nected with the mainline conductors in multiple arc and or-

ganized to transform the current in the main conductors into
currents of less potential and greater tjuantity in thcsccondaries,
each converter made with a primary coil containing such lengl h
of wire exposed to magneto electric induction mat when oper-
ated by the dynamo with which it is to be used with its secon-
dary circuit open the electrical pressure and counter pressure in

its p.-imary circuit shall be equal to incandescent lamps or
other translating devices in the seco.idary circuits."

469.828. Conduit System for Electric Railways. John
E. Waller and Edward ManvUle, London, England.

469,856. Telegraph Apparatus for Branch Offices. John
B. Hurd, Red Bank, N.J.

469.861. Contact Device for Electric Railways. John
C. Love, Philadelphia, Pa.

469.862. Electro Magnetic Machine. Robert Lundell,
New York, N. Y.

469,865, Telephone System. Thomas W. O'Brien,
Wilkesbarre, Pa.

469,873. Apparatus for Illuminating Cars of Cable Roads.
Charles E. Scribner and Ernest P. Warner, Chicago,

111.

469,895. Extension Electrolier. Charles Deavs, Nett'

York, N. Y.

469. S99. Trolley for Electric Railways. William H.
Morgan, Alliance, O.

469 905. Electrical Releasing Device for Target Traps.
Paul North, Cleveland, O.

469,917. Armature Winding for Dynamo Electric Ma-
chines. Rudolf Eickemeyer, Yonkers, N. Y.

Of the three claims the second reads:

'A low tension armature winding compo:ed of Sei tions each
in one or more separate lengths of bendable metal united me-
chanically at it 4 ends and having a short side and a long side,

and end portions which are centrally offset in opposite direc-

tions, and are correspondingly curved.""

469 940. Insulator. Charles N. Hammond, Boston,

Mass.

^69,944. Power Transmitting Device for Electric Rail-

ways. Edward H. Johnson, New York, N. \'.

469,949. Electric Soldering Tool. Johann J. Ritter,

Basle, Switzerland.

469.995. Electro Magnetic Annunciator. Francis W.
Dunbar, Newa k, N. J.

470,008. Electric Light Attachment for Lamps. Ralph
C. Putnam, Philadelphia, Pa.

470,013. Lightning Arrester. Charles F- Scott and
Alexander Wurts, Pittsburg Pa.

.^70014. Fuse for Electric Circuits. Charles K. Scott

and Alexander Wurts, Pittsburg, Pa.

470,038 Electric Link Welding Machine. Charles L.

Coflin, Detroit, Mich.

470.057. Dynamo or Motor. Ralston C. Kintzing,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

The invention consists of a dynamo or motor composed of a
hollow spherical shell in two 'parts, the lower i>art or hemi-
sphere having base and bracket bearings for the shaft integral

therewith, the opposing field m.ignets being attached to the

two hemispheres, respectively.

470,073. Electric Battery. Erminio Ortelli, Cadcnabbia,

Italy.

470,080. Adjustable Suspension Apparatus for Electrical

Translating Devices. Harry D. Sisson, Pittsfield,

Mass.

470,123. Voltaic Battery. Henry I. Harris, London
Eng.

470,129. Electric Railway Signal. William Ilolioway,

Jr., Wayne, Pa.

470,143. Automatic Valve Controller. Washington H.
Kilbourn, Greenfield, Mass.

47J,155. Electrical Device for Stopping Horses. Albert

B.' Holson, Chicago, HI,

470 15S. Electric Elevator. Carson ^. Sturgeon, Erie,

Pa.

470,161. Circuit Interrupting Device. Alexander Wurts,

Pittsburg, Pa.
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KOOKNKF. Pilll.l.lF'H, I'rdhld'-lit. W. H. SAWVKR, Hf'C'y iiiid I'lli-ftrlri.-in.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
P,JL,BUTUIO 1.IUHT lilNB WIKR,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICAMTE, MAGNET, UU I D CC
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR W I IX, CiO y

FARADAY CABLES.
NEW YORK OFFICE. P. 0. Ackerman, 10 Cortlanilt Slreel.

MONTREAL BRANCH, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Workt.

I will Mi.-inufiiclure oiiuor two good dec-
trii s|i(;i iaUkhon royally. Mnvcmufxcellcd
fucilitica fur putting on ninrket. Cone-
Hpondence with ifi\'unLo(H tollcittd.

1j. BrATZ, 107 W Monroe St., Chicago.

WANTED.
Flr-^t-r lasB Minn « toiuuiini In Ontral R'allon.

MuBi he Bfjb^r, r«lltti)l<-, ^.'uod rii«-<-(i»nlc: neat antl
hundy at all iiorUi of r*;pair work oo iribcliin';B urid
iBdipn. Nice pocltlOD, ftbil i>«-rmftDf;ol. (Jood pay
to riKlit rnao.

(jlvo rtrfurence, etale <-'Xp<»r.".'n<e, aalary ex-
pected, etc

AdrlrcpH. "MAIVAfJRR.**
Curt- \\'t:BTK»N Kl,K' Mil'IAJI.

H. T. PAISTE,, SOMETHING NEW!
SWITCHES, SOCKETS, ETC.,

14» Mo. IHIIi Mt.. Pllllll<l<^l|lllla. I>l«.

fi7 TiK- ltiM>k4'ry, CHIi a^O. 111.

St-r our fall piiK*' a<lviTt-ip<MiiL'nt in Ii^ern- Sei t. 1"-',

lor lIltihtriitiotiH, prlcfM. etc.

An irnprov*-!! ! or 6 volt Comhloed JStorage Bat-
tory c'l-pi-clally for Di-nliot"' u»e at vitv low price.
Purchft«firB<ari wictianjr*) alucharend (or cnare«(l
cellt«, without extra cost, oeyond exocnae lur
charKlQK the tjaif^rlei*. Maoofaciared b?

J.H.. PCJnPKLLY,
BsobSOI. ^OSM. Canal Mt, Chlcaso.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insnliitlon (guaranteed wherever iiHetl, Aerial, I'ndercround, or tSnbniarlne.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: ^'A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber used in in mil ill in r our wirps and riiblPH is espQcially cheiniciilly prepared, and ie cuarnnteed lo be wali^rproof, and will not deterlorale, ox id I t;!* or i rark, Jinil \viM r'Miiiiin I1"xii>|h in '•xir^'me cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The insulation ie protected from meclmnical injury by one or more braidn, and the whole Blicked with Clark'ts I'littMit Compound, and apecial extra finli-h. whicli we
have now adopted for all our Bolid wires a^ an extra weatherproof protection, and alHO preventing chaling and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very Kft^iit extent fireproof. Our in»ulaiion will prove
duriible when all others fail. We are prepared to ftirniflh Sinj^le Wires of ail paiijres and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Klectric Lights from etock. Cables made tj order. We are now prepared
lo furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finiyh for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clarlt Joint <>ilini should be usetl for making waterproof joints. This it put up in half-pound hoses, in strips about one foot long and flveeightha inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint
and pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. l<''OR KAiL\VAY and niOTOU use, we malie ail sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

"WE OlIARANTEE Orit INSUliATIOlV ^VHEREVER USED, AERIAL, IiXI>ER<.;ROV^IVD OR HUBSfARINE. and our net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other firat-clasH Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and diacounts for .juantiiies.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, MASS.

HBNRT A. CLARK, Treaanrer and Gen'l Manager.
HBEBEKT H. EU8TIS, President and SJectrlclan.

FAN MOTORS.
SEND IN YOUR ORDERS FOR

Arc 110 and 500 Volt Fan Motors.

Chicaeo Electric Slotnr Cn .

205, '.W Soutli Canal Street, CHICAUO, ILL.

J08IAH PIERCE, Jr.,
A. M. I. C. E.,

11 South street, BALTIMORE. MD.
Topographic Surveys of any extent and character

organized and executed.

£S2Xsizxee17.

Electric Railways.
Tranemisslon of Power.
Electrical Machinery designed for special appli-

cations, plane, apeclficatioDB and Bupeivieicn.

30/£ Hamnioiid Bailding;,
DETROIT, ItllCH.

SILK BRAID FOR lliCANDESCENT

L4MP FIL&MEKTS.

The greatest care taken in producing a uniform article. Used by the largest lamp
manufacturers la the country. Samples and prices mailed free.

B0ST01:T IBIB-A-IID IL/dCE^O-. CO.,
28 BEACH ST., BOSTON, MASS.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

TIiG« KartaYGrt « Manufacturing - Co,^

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
H H.P. 500 Volt Armature, Ventilated. Constant Speed, 1,500.

The Motors are made with the hest appliances and material obtainable, and embody every improve-
ment of merit, with the intention that they ehall be tLe StanaarQ ol their class.

430 West 1 4th Street, NEW YORK.

THE
EASTON ELECTRIC CO.,

—HAHnFACTnKEES OF—

Arc and Incandescent Dynamos,
Motors, Oenerators and Sepa-
rators and Arc I/ampg adapted
for nse on Arc or Incandescent
Circnits.

ADDRESS;

643 Kent Avenue, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

(Near Roosevelt, Grand and East 23d Street
Ferries from N. Y.),

For Circulars, Pricee and Information

-.4:

For Sale Cheap, Second-liand Ma-
chinery, Arc and Inrandesceiit. AIko
Motors. All Api>aratus Guaranteed, #

The Electrical Construction Co.

Oferloalel

and Disordered

Batterits are a

ccmmon and
painful sight.

WHY?
BECA TJSE they are not built to

work, but to sell. Are you a suf-

ferer? Then substitute the Law
Battery, and suffer no more.

SOLE MAKERS,

Law Telephone Co.,

85J0HNST.,N.Y.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Electrical Pnrposes.

EUGENE MTJNSELL& CO,,

218 Water St., STew York.

Electrical Wood.

Telegraph
Telephone
filectric lii^ht

OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEeX POLES.

C. H. HOLMES. ''°°'"'"°^°S\'.'?i^ufB: mo.

ESTABLISHED 1848.

P
HEMIHGRAY GLASS CO.

Offices, Covington, Ky. Factories, Muncie, Ind.

STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS,
Class Break Knobs, Floor Insulators, Battery Jars.

ARC LIGHT GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

TXT-omS OIT S^ECI-A-Ij X3ESK3-2STS SOIjTCI'X'rEXS.

GIVEN AWAY!!
BAMPI.K ORDKRS OF

Buxton's Packing
At Only 50c. Per Pound.

"The Kneineer's S'avorlte."
All Orders Guaranteed.

AgenfB wanted In every State in the Union. We can quote the

very lowest prices on Ring Pacbing. Send tor diecunnt and
price liet.

ESTABLISHED 1882.

GEORGE B. BUXTON,
1 7 VIRGINIA ST., EAST SOMERVILLE, MASS.
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Established in 1861.

B. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD SLSCTHIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E.ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-BRAUCH STORB-

2134 Michigan Avenue.

TUC I ^T^OT SPECIALTIES IN ELECTRIC
//7E Ln I LO I LIGHT SUPPLIES.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

ST-^Z^ EX-iECTISIS^ CO.,
641 North Broad Street, - PHILADE1.PHIA.

ELECTRICITY for ENGINEERS.
A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.

Price, Postage Prepaid, $2.50.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 liAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely preveDts SCALE In Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL&BI£RCE1HF6,G0.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLIES.

RPiiairiiMA
brHTniiiu
TI16 ElectriG SupDl'j and Gontractina Gompanu.

S. E. Cor. Fifth and Sycamore Sts., (Nevada Building,) CINCINNATI, O

P.&B. ELECTRICAL
COMPOUNDS I PAINTS.

Thorouglily Water, Acid and Alkali Proof.

Perfect Insulators, especially adapted for use on

CROSS ARMS, POLES and ALL KINDS of IRONWORK.
The P. & B. Compound is USED by the largest WIRE and CABLE manu-

facturers in the world. Made only by the

STANDARD PAINT COMPANY. 2 LIBERTY ST.. NEW YORK.

;"^'" FITCHBURG,MASS,U.S.A.
^

- /manufacturers OF DYNAMOS FOK LIGHTING,
' PLATING andEXPERIMENTAL PURPOSES.-—^-.^ALSO MOTORS.-*-^

EVEBYTHINQ LATEST DESKJN-AND HISHEST EFFICIENCr.

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

Manufactur'ers of

Octagonal^^GeDar
TEL£PmHE&Electrical
Railway PolesxCROssArms

#,H.M.LDUD & Sons UumberQ.
OSCODA , W^\ CH.

EL,ECTRIC I/IGHT
AXD BATTEBV

CJ{I^BOftS.
Gi.:E!"v:E;XiA.3srx5. ottto.

pnoTOif

B/^USffES.

THE

Unequaled

in

Efficiency

Gives the HighesI Efficiency of any Wheel in the World

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Over 2.000 in use.

.Afford? tbe moBt eimpleard reliable power for all minine and mannfactur-
ing machinery. Adapted to heads running from "^0 up to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cert, better reeults guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the coantiy.

EIiKGTBIC TBAKSailSSION.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel afforde in the way da uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying conultlona
of epeed and pretanre, have brought It Into special prominence and esttnslve
nee for thia clues of work. All applicatlcne ehould aiate amount and head of
water power leqnired. and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send Fok Catalogue.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
121-123 Slain St., San Francisco, Cal., IT. S. A.

143 LIBERTY STREET, - - XEW YORK.
^^It having come to our notice that our patent rights are being iurriated

upon, iaiendlng pnrchasers are hereby warned that all anch infringementB will
be duly proeociitpfi.

Pr-'LXOM WATKR 9IOTOBS. Varylngfrom the fraction of 1 to 15
and 20 hoTBB i nwer, onequaled for ail light running machineiy. Wurranttd
to develoD a given binoiint of power wlih one-half the water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circnlar. AddrepB as above. Deliveries made from
San Franciaco or New York, as may afiord the most favorable freight rates.

HILL
Glutei) Works,
CLEVELAKD, O.

EASTERN OFFICE:
ISOorllandtSt., - >'EW YORK.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
28 So. Canal St.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Desired, Erected and FuroiBhed.

SeBd for new Catalogue of Pow-
er Transmission Machinery.

K|/\|Oyf/v:n;Ui^E[^s

^ELE(TRI(LlGHf^0BE3E^-

IVEL^WStlCmTEHNSaEFFEGTSl
k 42 MURR;^ ST HX I

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention ol ELECTRIC COMPANIES is ca'Ied to this C'KI^E.

UKAXI-:i> "WATKIt WIIERI>as p;irticularly adapi»:d 10 i(>^ir use
on account of its r4*ni:ark:>l»ly Hl4*a<ly motion, lii{;li ]*ipef<|
sind (creat Ivllii'ienry, and'lai'^:*^ 4.'ana<;ily forits4iiiini*-l<'r,
being doubl<Mlie «\»«*r of most wheels of same diameti^r. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect ;cua.raiitee«l.

Nl-:i'\l> FOK VATAtAUitJK A7VI> PA K'l'KMI.A KS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VII^I'OR

'l'|IltBII\KS arranged on a horizontal shaft with Ca.'t-Iron Flume. Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shalt and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every panicular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits ol their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BiERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

tt.i.ri

aA\;fNNA 6HI0.<^^T«E2"l^STlf

MICA
FOR

ELECTRICAL
PURPOSES.

Send for !$ainples and Prices,

BOWERS BROTHERS, 121 Lake St„ CHICAGO.

'TALIAN &AMERICAN MARI>^

ELECTRICAL-^=^ ,35 LIBERTY ST.
EXCHANGE BUI LD1NG> NEWVORK.

LINK fvBELTING.
The Best. ^3!% Now Ihe Cheapest.

REDUCED PRICE LIST
of drive belt& other Specialties for Elevator3,Ccmveiiors<S^
Maoliinpry for Jiaiidii US' nny material in bulk or package,
IMK UELt MACHIMERY CO.. 39ft] Stewart Ave., Chicago..

$22.00
ANTIQUE FINISH DESK,

Four and a half feet lon^.

Send for complete catalogues of
oftice fitilnga.

AMERICAH DESK ADD SEATING CO..
270-373 Wabasli Aveuue, CHICAGO

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS

RECALIBRATED-REPAIRED
CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO., 73 W. Jackson St.

GBDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If in want of Poles, Ties and Poets, aave motiej
by getting my prices.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, Mich,

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
SOIiE MAJfCFACTrRERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wiiMiiveToiv.DEi.. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of tlie World. OFFICE:
14 DKY- ST., N Y.

THE SCHUYLER
-STSTZE]!.! 0:F-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPOETANT FBATFRBS:

G. & G. Electric Motors & Dynamos,

50 HORSS POWBR MOTOR.

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING '^ ELECTRICAL

TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

The C. & C. Electric Motor Co.,

GENERAL OFFICE,
402 and 404 Greenwich St., NEW YORK.

BRANCH OFFICES,
CHICAGO, ILL., 201 E. Madison St. PORTLAND, ORE., 53 and 55 N. Front St

Also la Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Cleveland, New Orleans, St. Louie, San Fraucleco,
Denver, Salt Laiie Olty,
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THE EVANS FRICTION,
RanDlDg foar Edisin dynamos with one 200 H . P. Macintosh & Seymour
Ensioe in the Weeks BuUdlne, Boeton.
Thonsanda of II. P. in Tise driving dynamoe, and Ihoneanda of aetB of

A'priable Speed Cone Piilleye In operation driving all kindeof mecbinery.
For iDformatlon eend for dynamo catalogue "t/'and for cone catalogue

'T, " iddreea

Evans Friction Cone Co.,

85 Water Street, - - BOSTON, MASS.

Patented.

Evans* Cones.
For Tarying Speed.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE COMFAITV,
AX.A.N'XTX'.A.CI-TTXI.XIZl.S C3E*

HIGH GRADE INSULATED WIRES
OF ALt, I>ESCKIPXIONS,

WEATHERPROOF WIRES,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

MAGNET WIRES,
INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,

ETC., ETC., ETC.

WBITE FOR QUOTATIONS
AND SAMPLES.

Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO., Sycamore, III.

H, WARD LEONARD & COMPANY

Secare hid from as for Electrical Apparatua or
Conetmction hefore deciding. Railways, Light-
ing, Transmission of Power, Wiring, etc.

EUectrical Exebang^e Building,
JiEW YORK CITY.

Goodrich-Coleman Electrical Works,
NEW ELECTRICAL THEORIES DEVELOPED.

Manufacturers of Specialties and Novelties under Contract.

31 South Canal Street, CHICAGO,

THE MILLIKEN PATENT POLE
For Electric Street Railways and Electric Light Work.

85 LIBERTY STREET, ^.^.cn^^sr B9 DEiRBORS STREET,

MILLIKEN BROS.
NEW YORK. CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

WRITE FOB CIRCIJIiAB AKD CATALiOeVE.

EVERYTHING IN

WIRE-FUSE- STRIPS.

aiANUFACXrHED BY

The Sperrj Electric Mining Machine Co,,

39th St. and Stewart «v» . CHlCSCn

THE DROSH ELECTRIC CO

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

o
225 Dearborn Street. I i 5 Broadway.
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The United States Electric Lighting Co.,

[THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Lessees.]

ARC AND INCANDESCENT ISOLATED ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS.

IC t

More than 1,000 Plants in Operation in Factories, Hotels,

Office Buildings, Theaters, Etc.

:TF=?icr

MOTORS-- GENERATORS.
Direct Current GENERATORS and MOTORS for all purposs,

1-8 H, P. up to any power required, and at any-

required E. M. F.

Superior in Design and Wori^mansliip, and Dnequaled in Efficiency.

Send for New U. S. Catalogue- on Incandescent Lighting and Motors.

GENERAL OFFICES: EQUITABLE BUILDING, - - 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC COM
BOSTON, NEW YORK,

620 Atlantic Avenue. 510-534 West 23d Street.

CHICAGO,
217 La Salle Street,

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
Orders Executed Correctly and Promptly.

BEST AND CHEAPEST.

ALSO-
No, 116. Keyless Socket, 1-^ lo.

No. 130, Keyless Wall Socket-

Porcelain or Wood Base.

No. 14B. Keyless Socket for 75,

100 and IBO c. p. Lamps,

No, 160, Waterproof Socket,

No. 140. Attachment Plug,

with Fuses.

No. 125. Key Wall Socket—Porcelain or Wood Base. No. 110. Key Socket. No. 1 20. Keyless % inch Socket.
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BARGAINS! BARGAINS!! BARGAINS!!!

We announce a "March thaw" in the price of Ayrton & Perry-

Spring Ammeters and Voltmeters, occasioned by the fact that we are making
in our own factory instruments equally as good and lower in price. In conse-

quence the prices in our new circular No. 276 are ridiculously low, and have
been made without regard to cost. At these figiires our stock must go in a

very short time, and we suggest that all who want a first-class ammeter or

voltmeter at a fraction of its real value, correspond with us promptly in order

to secure the same.

gUEEH ^ CO., M Philadelphia.

FOUR
GOOD
BOOKS.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESOENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELEGTRIC TRANSMISSION Hand-Book.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 Lakeside Building-

CHICAGO, ILL.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

STEARNS MANUFACT'C CQ. Qffice and Works, ERIE
COIMPLETE F-O-MTER I>I-ANXB FOR WOODBURY

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, AutomaticENGINES

STREET RAILWAY,
and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

PA.

BRANCH OFFICES:
C
PHIT-iDELPHIA,

( SAN FKANCISCO,

943 Drexel Building.

29 and 31 Spear St.

GILL'S PATENT WATER TUBE BOILER

f BOSTON—S. L. Holt & Bart. (;7 Sudlmry Street.

AGENCIES- CHICAGO—Barclay & Shaipe, .549 TlieRonkery.
( ST. LOVIS-M. P. Johnston Machinery Co., 715 and ri7N. 2nd St

SIMPLE AND COMPOUND
CONDENSINGOR NON "CON DE N S I NG.

STANLEY TRANSFORMERS
Adapted for any system,

In a great variety of sizes,

Of any desired voltage.

We aim to keep a stock of all kinds on hand ready for
immediate shipment.

We aim to make trade by J^air and Liberal Treatment of our Customers.

If you have not

tried them it will PAY You to do so.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

n, ciBotriod Supply Co.,
Pittsfjeid. Mass.

'Western Agents:

Randolph St. and Michig'an Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOULAELT ADAPTED TO DEIYINO

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On ticcfjunt of Its hfgh efficiency at all Hlagea of gate, steadiness of motion and

easy working gale, the c/inetruction of which makes It the most sennl-

tlve to the action of a gorernor of any wheel on the market.

CCUn CnD PHTAI nniC illustrating various styles of eettlng

OCnU run UHIHLUUUu on both vemcal and horlzonm shaft.

THE DAYTONILOBEIM WORKS CO.,

DAYTON. O.
SUCCESSUUS TO

STOUT, 9II1.I.S & TEMPLE,

STEAM PLANTS
ITIT. B. PEARSON i£ CO.,

HBCHANICAI, EIHeiKBBBM AND CONTRACTOBB.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, - CHICAGO.

Area Covered

WESTINGHOUSE
MACHINE COMPANY,

PITTSBURGH, PENNA., U. S. A.

: 127,450 square feet, or about thret; acres-

WESTINGHOUSE STEAM ENGINES alone are produced, to wit:—
Junior Automatics, in 7 sizes, from 5 to 75 H. P.; Westinghouse Standard

Automatics, in 13 sizes, from 5 to 250 H. P.; Westinghouse Automatic

Compounds, in 11 sizes, from S and 13 x 8 Cylinders to 23 and 40x20
Cylinders ; all of which are manufactured in quantity to hardened steel tem-

plates, and carried in stock, ready for shipment.

REPAIRS ARE ALSO MANUFACTURED iu quantity tu templates,

and carried in slock.

THE COMPANY MANUFACTURES, for its own use, all Iron and

Brass or Bronze Castings, as well as all its own Iron and Steel Forgings, from

the smallest to the largest; thus controlling, in a measure, the quality of the

materials entering into the Engines which it produces.

THE PRODUCING CAPACITY OF THE COMPANY'S WORKS Is

equal to about four (a\-erage) Steam Engines per diem, or about 5.000 H. P.

per month, or about 60,000 H. P. per annum.

OVER 6,000 OF THESE ENGINES HAVE BEEN SOLD during

the past ten years, with constantly increasing orders.

B THE WESTINGHOUSE MACHINE COMPANY. ^=—) PITTSBURGH. PENNA.U.S.of A. ^

BINDERS
FOR TUB

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
ONE DOLLAR.

STEAM ENGINES
FOR SALE.

One 12 H. P. VertlcsJ.

Three H H. l'. Vtrtlcfti.

One 4 n 1'. IlorizoDUl Trunk.
One ^}\. P. LiolHtlnt; Encfne.

All above ent.'inec new aod cheap.

We hav.' nnd'^r f:oDt^tni<"tion .'>, 8, and lill. V.
vertical, and IH and 25 II. P. borlzuntal CDKinee,
all automatic cut-off.

WILLIAMS ENGINE CO.,
It vi.i I 'loiti;. iii>.

HARD FIBRE

DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO.,

for insulation and me-

chanical construction is

manufactured in Slieets,

Rods, Tubing, Washers, Discs and all Special Shapes. Esti-

mates and samples furnished upon application.

WILMINGTON, DEL,
U. S. A.

J^9I
tl/ST/NO^®
PLATi^*

s^^

^iDRY STEAMS

THE POND SEPARATOR.
The Pond Separator is guaranteed to relieve the

steam of all entrained water and return this water

to the boiler, thus effecting a large saving in fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POND ENGINEERING COMPANY,
ST. LOUIS. CHiCACO. KANSAS CITY

OMAHA.
CHiCACO.

DALLAS. SEATTLE.

BALL
AUTOMATIC CUT-OFF

ENGINE.

ENGINE
COMPANYERIE.PA.

With New Improvements.
Unequaled Regulation.
Highiest Economy, Durability,
Smooth and Quiet Running.

Simple.

Cross CompouDd.

Triple Expansion.

TandemCompound

The BEST ENGINE for ELECTRIC LIGHTING, ELECTRIC RAILWAYS, ELECTRIC
MINING, ELECTRIC WELDING, and General Manufaoturing Purposes.

SELLING rfi.1

AGENTS \^-A

E. T. C0PJEL,A1«0 * ro., IS Cortlandt St., Slew Torfe ; J. W. PABKKK & CO., 38 South Fonrth Street,
PbUadelphta, Pa.; F. K. nKATO A CO. liewlH Block, Pittsborg, Pa. : KOBTH«VESTEr:N SUPPt.'r
JJjvJ?.""™"' Wash.; CBOOK, HWBHIEB & CO.. Baltimore. Md.; E. «(. eiLiBJBBT, AtcUSOD, Kan.; COOI<ETWATEB, Sm* W^asbington Ave. Soatli, aUnneapoUs, Hinn.BBAKCH OFFICE., Room 508 Rookery Building, CHICAGO, ILL. ALBERT FISHER, Manager.
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W.P.
THE THOMSIN-HOlim EUCTMi; GO,

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RAILWAY MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

1,600 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

TBOMW-HOnSTON ELECTRIC CO.,

Boston Office: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 148 Michigan Ave.
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^^
Toot your own Eorn^ if you Mi sell a Clam.''

We have been tooting our horn for some time about "PERKINS
INCANDESCENT LAMPS" and by so doing have sold MILLIONS of

them.

We don't have to toot now. After a consumer once uses PERKINS
LAMPS they will use no other.

Because the PERKINS LAMP is the best lamp made. It will

last longer, and is the most efficient. Duplicate orders tell the story.

We always get them after we once make a shipment. If you don't use

them, send us an order, you will not regret it.

THE
KNAFP ELECTRICAL WORKS

WESTERN AGENTS,
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The Wirt

Improved

Dynamo

Brush.

NO SPARKING

OR CUTTING
OF THE
COMMUTATOR.

READ WHAT PRACTICAL USERS SAY
ABOUT IT.

OFFICE OF

THE CHICAGO COPPER REFINING CO.,

Office 620 and 621 Phenix Building,

138 Jackson Street.

Chicago, Jan. 20, 1892.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., City.

Gentlemen:—We have been using four No. 32 Wirt Dynamo
Brushes for about a month. We find that they do not spark at all

and cause but little wear on the commutator, keeping the surface of

the latter smooth. The Wirt Brush is entirely satisfactory, and

superior to any we have used. Yours truly,

THE CHICAGO COPPER REFINING CO.,

W. I. HiTT, Sec'y.

THE COLUMBIA.
LEADING THEATER OF CHICAGO.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Aug. 23, 1S91.

Gentlemen:—The brushes are running with much less sparking

ban any I have ever tried. Evidently they are an improvement.

Respectfully, GEO. CARSON.

City Hall, Chicago, Aug. 27, 1891.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

Gentlemen:—We have been running your brushes on our Edison

Dynamo for two months and find they are a decided improvement.

HENRY MUNSTERMAN,
Chief Engineer.

Chicago, Aug. 22, 1891.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

Micliigan Avenue and Randolph Street, Chicago.

Gentlemen:—We have used a set of your Wirt Brushes on

our dynamo, and have had no sparking and scarcely any attention

required during that time. The brushes furnished by the makers of

the same dynamo were always more or less troublesome, and required

frequent resetting and dressing of the commutator. I would now
consider it a hardship to be obliged to use the old brushes.

Yours truly, (Signed) R. C. PAGE,
Engineer Libby Prison Museum.

Marvsville, 0., Jan. 2, 1S92.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Chicago, 111.

Dear Sirs;—The brushes came in good order, and after giving

them a trial I find them to be the best brushes we ever used, as they

run smooth and do not cut the commutator, or spark. We will order

more. Very truly, R. TURNER,
Chief Engineer Marysville Light & Water Co.

WEST KENTUCKY INSANE ASYLUM,

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky., Dec. 20, 1891

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Chicago.

Gentlemen:—Having used your Wirt Brushes for over a month
I am satisfied they are all that you claim for them. Please send me
your general catalogue. Yours respectfully,

JNO. G. LUTZ.

Chicago, Nov. 19, 1891.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen:—After trying one set of your Patent Dynamo
Brushes, I have put them on all three of our incandescent dynamos,
and like them so well that I would not be willing to use the old style

of brush again. Yours truly,

D. B. RAMSEY,
Chief Engineer Union League Club.

Denver, Colo., Nov. 27, 1891.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Chicago, III.

Gentlemen:—I am much pleased with the Brushes. I gave
them the most severe test I know of, placing them on a commutator
where even carbon brushes were not successful in reducing the spark-

ing, and where there was a very heavy current at high potential, with

a constant "chewing" up of the copper. Your Brush has eliminated

all trouble, and I have asked our Company to order a number of

them, when I shall use them on our other dynamos.

Yours truly, R. H. STERLING,
Electrician, Denver Consolidated Electric Co.

We invite correspondence from

those who have dynamos which are

at all troublesome at the brushes.

The Wirt Brushes are somewhat

higher in first cost than plain cop-

per brushes, hut they will pay for

themselves many times over in sav-

ing of labor and commutator copper.

These brushes are manufactured

to order, and can be furnished on

short notice. When ordering please

give dimensions of brushes in use.

The Electrical Supply Co.,

Chicago.
Branch:
244 Arch Street, Phila.

Factories: Ansonia, Conn.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATINR CO.

HABIRSHAW INSULATION
IS X^lTRB PikRik.

Broadway TlH'Utor.

Naval Marine India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Hi^F'" PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.

Fcoilf r 4'nblc. Ilrouklyn
Kdlnoii Klfi-tric l.lehl Co.

Sluriiii' <«!•<, used
on ^^^b^laFine ^Vork, Edison Electric

liight 4,0., Kai^ton. Pa.

Xavai ('orf. I'nltcd
Htat<*M H. H. ••<'hi«"aeo."

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES. Feeder <'ondurtor.

'I>r.vpla eM,"
faratid t^enral I^epot.

Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far employed on board the United States steamships Trenton, Chicago, Boston, Yorktown, Pensacola, Phila-
delphia, Petrel, Atlanta, Baltimore, Newark, Vermont, Charleston. San Francisco, Concord, Bennington and monitor Miantonomah.

SOLID AND STRANDED CONDUCTORS, TAPED, BRAIDED, FLAME-FROOF.

The Habirshaw Insulation fulfills all requirements in places demanding the
"Best," and in that field finds no successful competitors.

feeder Core.

FACTORY: GLENWOOD, YONKER8, N. Y.

WIVIilVli nADlKoHAWi riUiOi] 315 Madison Ave,, Cor. Forty-Second St.,

OEXI}RAL. ]![AXAC<EB. NE^V YOBK CITY.
Feeder Cable.

WESTERN AGENTS: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., cor. Randolpt St. and Micliigan Ayb., CHICAGO, ILL. E'5^??r*'i'/?,i^;fl*£^;

The Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.^

80S CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BUILDING,

CHICHGO. ILL.

-aiASJUFACTURERS OF-

^^n^^m^

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

In Ordering* Specify

AGENCIES:
Electrical Supply Co., Chicago, 111.

Electrical Supply Co., Ansonia, Oonn.
W. H. Gordon & Co.", New York.
F. P. Jones & Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
The Iron City Electric Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

WoodrufiF-Harris Electric Co., Birmingham, Ala
Louisville Electric Co., Louisville, Ky.

Lon^ Life Lamps

or Hig^h Efficiency

Lamps.
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FORT WATNE ELECTRIC CO..
J

MABTIJFACTIJKERS OF THE

SLATTERY INDUCTION AND WOOD ARC SYSTEM
-OT'-

THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being used almost exclusively after other systems have been
tried and thrown out—Philadelphia, New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

WE MAKE ALL. STANDARD SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM.
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., i ,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND.

JTE-W TORK 115 Broadway. PITTSBITRGH, PA 533 Weod Street.
CHICAGO 185 Bearborn Street. SAX FBAXCISCO 35 Kew Montgomery Street.
PHILiADELPHIA »07 Filbert Street. TOROlTrO, CAXABA 138 King Street, "W.
»AI,L,A8, TEXAS ..Mcteod Bmlding. BUFFALO 888 Peart Street.

X^ozaniQ. tliie "U"n.certa,in. lElerjcient
In. Opera<tin.gr ^srperLses.

The "Incidentals" (Loss of ReYenne, Labor, Extras, etc.,) Cost More Than Material.

SPRINGFIELD, ILL., Feb. 2, 1892.

DETROIT ELECTBICAL WORKS, Detroit, Mich.
Gentlemen:—In reply to yours of Jan. 28th, ivould say that last fall, during the

State Encatnpment, we had, most of the four weeks, three trail cars to each ofyour motors,
and pulled up a 3 per cent, grade with perfect ease from 250 to 300 persons, hut with
your last improved or inverted motors, we had four trailers, and brought in, by actual
count, 4:22 persons, without any trouble whatever. We did the same during our Fair in
September last, and if I did not think your motors do the most tvork with the least power,
I should not have given you lately an order for five more motors.

On January 18, 1892, tve had a very heavy snoiv storm here; our cars never stopped,
made their regular trips, ivhile the City Railway Company, tvith their T.-H. equipment,
had to quit running in the afternoon at o P. M.' We had no trouble in pulling through
the heavy snoiv drifts.

We have ttvo Fdison Motors, but they being out of repair at that time, tve could not
give them a fair trial to see how they would go through the snow.

Yours very respectfully,

(Signed) PEOPLE'S ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.,
Per J. H. Schuck, President.

DETROIT, TV^ICH., U. S. K.
431 "THE ROOKERY" F. I. i$TONE,

Chicago, 111. Correspondence Solicited. Chattanooga, Tenn.
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PATENT
:PERfORAr£:n

ll^E^mi
PPBi

Bans more Slack than
Unpei'forated Belts, hence
adapted to uneven power
of Electric Bailways and
for Electric Power in Gen-
eral.

CHAS. A. SCHIEREN <fe CO.,
> eOLB lU.mTFACnTRBB8»

46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

PATBNTEBS AND BOLE MANUPACTURBRB,

A)9o New York, Boston,)
PhiUUelphla. i

HARD FIBRE
for insulation and me-

chanical construction is

manufactured in Sheets,

Rods, Tubing, Washers, Discs and all Special Shapes. Esti-

mates and samples furnished upon application.

DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CD., *'^''«;°r''-

Insulated Wires and Cables.
i.„^ Tbe acftcnoTvledg^ed Standard for durable and blg:lK tn-
CM snlatlon. Kts merits proved 1>y a record of over q,iiarter

^- or a oentn ry< .Adapted to all electrical purposes.

CELEBRATED KERITE TAPE POR INSDLATIN& JOINTS.

ALL SIZES Aerial Use,Electric Light and Power, __ _
Telegraph and Telephone* I t>nrf fnnn^Pfi LVtWe Subterranean U«o,
Railway and all other. ""° tncasea vrires. Submarine Use.
Branches of Signaling, Goncealed Wiring in all Locatloni,

WILLIIM H. EGKE8T, Gen'l (gent. 16 Dey St., NEW YORK.

THE MILUKEN PATENT POLE
For Electric Street Railways and Electric LlgM Work.

65 LIBERTY STREET,

NEW YORK.
MANTTFACTUBED BY

MILUKEN BROS.

69 DEARBORN STREET,

CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.-
for Light Stations a Specialty.

Iron Work

WHITE FOB CIBCUI.AB AND CATAXOGITE.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and T DEY STBEET, TSEW YOBK,

MANUPACTURBRS, IMPOSTBKS AND DBALBRS IN

THE "CHAMPION" BATTERY,>|rt«*ri«*il
Price, with Eod Zinc, $1.15 per Cell, with Corrngated . PlPI.TrinSll

Zinc, $1.35 per Cell. kiOUIIIUIll
THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED. ^ ,.

Supplies
Of all Descriptions.

C«pUt. Cll of Cham. Crbon Bftserrolf »nd CoT<r Comig.t«d Zinc ofClum*
pioa BMt.r7. of CtumploD BatUry. pioo B.ttcry.

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances,

Construction Tools and

Line Material,

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
.Mnniifnctured liy the

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY. Warren, Ohio.
BT. PAUL, MINN., Tbe Electriul EnKlneeriai

& Supply Co.
ST. LOUlS. HO., 8t. Loali Electrical SnppI; Co.
8A>' FRANCI.SCO, C.\L., InterDstional Electric

Snpply & CoDBtroctlon Co.
>;ciNNATI,oniO, QnecnClty Electric Co.

NEW YORK CITY, CLiis. E. Chaplo, 136 Liberty
Street.

SYRACUSE, N. Y., Electric Enclneerliig &
Supply Co.

CHICAGO, ILL., The Electrical Eogineering &
Supply Co., 1131 The Rookery. LOUISVILLE, rY , Smlttaeie i Davis.

E. E. KELLER.

Keller & Degenhardt,

K. E. DEGENHAKDT.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

543 Rookery Bldg^., Chicag'O, 111.
THE ONLY BUREAU OF ELECTRICAL INFORMATION IN THE WORLD'S FAIR CITY.

WILLAKD L. CANDEE. ' ,..,„„„„.„.„„
H. DURANT CHEEVEli, )" J'6'"«»» Manager,.

The

International PKONITE COMPANY, LIMITED.

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES iiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

\^^^- ^^^la^ Candee Aerial Wires.

rTRADCMARh^^^ Mansop Protecting Tape.

'Okonite Waterproof Tape.
BBAIiCHES: Chicago, Boston, PUladelphla, SUnneapoIIs, Cincinnati, Kaaaaa City,

Omaha, I.nnlBTille, St. I.onl8, San Francieco, London and So. America.

WM. ROTCH, Pres. C. G. WINTER, Treae.
C. E. BIBBER, Gen'l Manager.

Consolidated Electric Mfg.
COMPANX,

154 Franklin and tSS Congress Streets, BOSTON.

SIANTTFACTITREBS OP

ipif

Chicago Agency—Electric Appliance Co.
Kanaae City—Franklin Electric Co.
Birmingham, Ala.—

Woodruff-Harris Electric Co.

Atlanfa, Gs.— Gate City Electric Sapply Co.
Buffalo, N. T.—F. P. Jones & Co.
Sioux City, la.—Sloox City Elect Snpply Co.
New York—Parmly, Mlichell & Co.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford. Conn.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., newyork.

AGENTS:
W.B, PeBraon& Cq^ Home log. Bldg-,. ChicaEO, IH.
Th08. G. Smith -Tr., HammoDd Bid?., Cincinnati, Ohio.
W. A . Day. 128 Oliver St.. Boetou, 3XaeB.

A. M. Mor^e & Co., Commorcial Bldg.. St. Lonis, Mo.
Hyce Broe. & Co., Lewis Block, Plttebarg, Pa.
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Thomson-Houston
ELECTRIC CO.,

MANTJPACTURBKS OP THE HIGHEST QUALITY OF

DYNAMOS, LAMPS
And Every Necessary Appliance for the Oonstruction, Slaintenance and Operation of

Central Stations and Isolated Plants,

Arc, Direct Current and Alternating Current Systems,

100,000 750,000
Thomson-Houston Arc Lamps, Thomson-Houston Incandescent Lamps

In Daily Operation October 1, 1891.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, WESTERN OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON. Mass. 148 Michigan Ave.. CHICAGO. ILL
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Detroit Electrical Works.
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Leonard & Co., H. Ward.
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Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

General Electrical linpplles.
American Electrical Worka.
Andrae, Julius.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cutter, Geo
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison Genera] Electric Co.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Electric SuD"iy & Contracting Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
StarElectriiCo.
Western Electric Co.

C^lobes and Electrical Crlass-
ware.
Baggot. E.
Brookfield, Wm.
Hemlngray Glaae Co.
Fhcenlx Glass Co.

Gum-Klf^St'c Rooflng.
Gum-Elastlc Roofing Co.

Hard Bnbber Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Inanlators and ansnlating
Materials.
Andrae, Julius.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Central Electric Co.
aonsoHdated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cnshing, F. W.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Hemlngray Glass Co.
Interior Conduit & Ineolatlon Co.
International Okonlte Co., The,
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
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3Iasnet ^'ire.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Cuehing, F. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Day's Kfrlte Insulation.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Eaar^m Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, Booth & Haydene.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Inen-
lating Co.

Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co. i

Roebltng's Sons Co., J. A. J

Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

fjamps^ Incandescent.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Brash Electric Co.
Central Electric Co

.

t
Cutter, Geo. -

Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co. i
Edison General Electric Co. \_
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Helsler Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
HawypT'-Man Electric Co.
Somofl, J, L.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Ca,
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.'*^

liUbricators.
Powell Co., The Wm.

na^rnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wire.)

ire(>hanf4>al Ufacliinery.
Ferracute Machine Co.

Sfedfca) Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

mica.
Bowers Broa.
MnneeU & Co., Eugene. ^

Schoonmaker. A. O.
nine Slsilals, Blectrie.
Detroit UUctrlcal Worke.

ninloff Apparataa. Kleetrle.
Edl»oa 0«neraJ Electric Co.
TbomsoD-Hooiton Klutctrlc Co.
Sperry BI»c. Mining Machine Co.
WeetfnehooM Electric A Mfg. Co.

Votora.
BruEth EiectricCo.
CrocKer-Wheeler Electric Co,
C. AC. Electric Motor Co.
Chicago Klectric Motor Co.
Detroit F.lfctriral Workn.
liiitm-ii'l f.h-. rrlr .Mfg. (u.
KdlBon (JHneral Klectric Co.
El*r<:t'l': Sapidy .t Contracting Co.
Electrical Eng. k Hyppu Co.
I. a H»rh- Elertric Work«.
Rockford Electric Manufactnriot Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Toomsoa- Houston EiectricCo.
WeBtlnghooBe BlMtrtc A UIb Co.Omce FamltBre.
American Deak A Seating Co.
Andrews 4 Co., A. H.OU €npn.
Powell Co., The Wm.on f urlflArs.
Gra\i v Poniler I'o.

Packing.
Buxton Qev/. B.
N. Y. Belringa Packing Co.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snoply Co., The
Holmes, r. H.
Lond, H. M A Sone* Lambfr Co.
t-chlnd'-l & Shindel.
Western EiectricCo.

Platinum.
Schawel & Co., Jaa,

Poles.
Brownlee & Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sgpply Co.. The.
Holmes. C. H.
Lefmann, Julius.
Ijoud, H. M. & Sons' Lumbar Co
Mllllken Bros.
Schindel A Schindel.
St6rling,W. C.
Publishers. B
Electrician Publlehlns: Co.

Publishers, Bleetrieal.

pDSh Bnttons.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Central EiectricCo.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
WeBiem EiectricCo.

BaUways. Electric.
(See electric railways.)

Bcffulatlrs Snrkcts.
Elee Electric Specialty Co., The.

Securities. Electrical.
Gilman & Co.. E. R.
Perry k. Noyee.

Separator*), ittteani.
Hlne Eliminator Co.
PondBnelneerIng Co.

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T, J.

SpealLinK Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pnmps.
Worthlngton, Henry R.

Supplies, electric Ralipray,
Detroit ElPctrical Works.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Schindel & Schindel.

Tapes, Insnlatinff.
Ainerlcar Electrical Works,
Andrae, Jnlins.
Central Electric Co.
Chicaeo Insnlated Wire Co.
Cnshing, F. W.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General EiectricCo.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
India Rnbfter & Gutta Percha In-
sulating Co.

Internationa] Okonlte Co., The.
New York Insnlated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Telegrraph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Tel«*photiep, Rieetric.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Test fnstmments.
Central Elecfflc Co.
Electrical S&ppjy Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

Tvnnsfnrmers.
Diamond Electric Mfg, Co,
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
National ElectricMannfactnringCo.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Works.

Tmcks. Bleetrie Car.
Detroit Electrical Works.
fidleon General Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-HouBton Electric Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Turbine Wheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Hnnt Machine Co., Rodney.
StUweU & Bierce Mfe. Co.

TTpeTvriters.
Den' more Typewriter Co.

CniTersjtles.
Harvard University.

Wire, Bare.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
Enapp Electrical Works.
Roeblinga Sone' Co., J. A.
Sperry Blec. Mining Va^Llne Go.
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Short Railway Generators
ARE NO LONGER A NEW TYPE. THEY ARE

And the record they have made for themselves cannot he surpassed. Inquire

in Rochester, Jamestown, Covington, East Liverpool, Muskegon.

The Jamestown Street Railway Company report as follows: JANUAEY e, 1893.
* * * *

On Sunday morning last it commenced snowing very hard, and so continued all day Sunday, Sunday night and Mon-
day. We were obliged to put forth every effort to prevent blockading of the road, which we succeeded in doing.

On Sunday morning we started your Generator No. 2 at 6:30 a. m., and continued to use the same until Tuesday
morning at 3:30 a. m , when vre shut it down. This Generator was in continuous service during the entire time, and was
not even sanded, nor the brushes touched. It did not use to exceed one-half quart of oil. We consider this remarkable
because of the hard work the Generator was doing. ********

Yours very respectfully, GEORGE E. MALLBY, Superintendent.

THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.
P

SERIES INCANDFSCENT LAMPS,
FOB

ARC LIGHT CIRCUITS.

For Street and Inside Lighting. Not an Experiment. Thousands in Use.

Durable and Attractive Street Fixture.

A Necessity to Every Lighting; Company.

Reaction in Price of Series Socket

SERIES LAMPS FOR ALTERNATING STREET CIRGDITS.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIG COMPANY,
620 Atlantic Avenue, BOSTON, MASS.
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nLOW/>

TRADE r.)ARK.

^ON/;.

WE HAVE
TBADE MARK.

Of moulded carbons, plain or coated.

THOUSANDS
Of Bryant key and keyless sockets, and wall sockets for all standard systems.

Bryant double pole switches. Paiste switches. Main and porcelain branch blocks.

Swan tied and loose filament lamps, all voltages.

Of feet of Okonite wires, and-

MILLIONS
— Well, send us your orders^ and see how quick

WE CAN FILL THEM.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

vlOiV/^

TRADE MARK.

116 and 118 Franklin St.,

CHICAGO.
nLO N/^

TBADE MARK.
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MANUf'ACTURERS 0R6ANIZtD 1881.

INCORPORATED 18S3.

^p Arc Lamps

AN -)

ESTABLISHED -

PACT: J

rSR INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY' CIRCUIT,'-.,

THE ONL^- ARC LA.nP THAT
\\'ORKS SATISFACTORILY OX A.-i

INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING, THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LAMPS. .

THE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

PHENIX BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

TELEPHONE BUILDING,

NEW YORK.
Search Light No. 13.

ON TOP

!

ALTERNATORS FOR CENTRAL
STATIONS.

MOTORS FOR ANY CIRCUIT.
DIRECT CURRENT DYNAMOS

of all sizes for

ISOLATED LIGHTINC.

La Rocb Electric Works^
1 1 6 & i i 8 North Sixth Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

A<s;ents Wanted in all

Parts of the Country.
Send for Oir New Catalope.

G. & G. Electric Motors & Dynamos,

50 HOESa POWER MOTOR.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING '^ ELECTRICAL

TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

The C. & C. Electric Motor Co.,

GENERAL OFFICE,
402 and 404 Greenwich St., NEW YORK.

BRANCH OFFICES,
CHICAGO, ILL, 201 E. Madison St. PORTLAND, ORE., 53 and 55 N. Front St

Also In Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Cleveland, New Orleans, St.LontB, San Francisco,

individuBJ Arc Light aiiil Motor Cut'Out.
EACH CLASS HAS ITS O'WN "COMBINATION."

SAVES MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS. SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.
GIVES CENTRAL STATON CONTROL OF EVERY LAMP. MAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

MONEY-SAVING. RELIABLE, EASILY APPLIED, INEXPENSIVE.
Individual Lamps or Motors, or groups of these, cut in and out at Trill from Central

Station, -^vltliout affecting others in same circuit. For Terms and Particulars, Address

Electric Secret Service Company,
WM. C. LAITE, C. P. MACKIE, 8. 8, BOGABT,

Sec'y and Treas. Gen'l Manager. Gen'l Agent.
TSOMA8 8TUBGI8,

President.
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J?

The Women's Christian Temperance Union Building, Chicago.

This Building is Wired Throughout With Kerite Wire.

"W. H. ECKERT, General Agent,

16 Dey Street, NEW YOBK.
F. W. GUSHING, General Western Agent,

226 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.
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EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
EDISON BUILDING, BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

KIAKCr ACTITREBS OF

EIDISOIM
:E'.^'jc:Eas^T^jx>

standard
Cat.^o.

6223-6233
6235-6345
6247-6257
6259-6369
6297-6303
6305-6311
6371-6377
6379-6285

667
666
333
369

Old
Cat. No.

I

DESCRIPTION.

1

IK
3

2M
7

8
3

667
666
233
369

Standard Keyless Socket
Improved Keyless Socket
S atd^rd Key Socktt
Push Button Socket
S'andard Key Receptacle (porce ain or wcod base)

Fancy Key R"cep'acle (porcelain or wood Vast)

S andard KeyleFS Receitaele (porcelain or wood ba;e).

Fancy Keyless Receptacle (porcelain or wood bas*^). . .

.

Porcelain W a'herproof Sccket
Hard Rubb r Weaihcrproof 8 cket
Wooden Testing Socket ,

Wooden Testing Sccket, with oulside connections

No-. 6223-6233.

N08. 635?-6269.

SOCKETS.
FOR NEW PRICES, ADDRESS NEAREST DISTRICT OFFICE.

Nos 0335-6245.

DISTRICT OFFICES:
CANADIAN: Tdison Building, 77 Bay Street, To-onto, Can. PACIFIC COAST: Edison Bulfding, 112 Fush Street, San Francisco, Cal.

CENTRAL: 1 73 and 175 /dams Stree', Chicago, III. PA'IF.C NORTHWEST: rieischn r Building, Portland, Oregon.

EASTERN: I dison Euilding, Broad Street, New York. ROCKY MOUNTAIN: Masonic Building, Denver, Cole.

NEW ENGLAND: 25 Otis Street, Boston, Mass.

MEXICAN AMD SOUTH AMERICAN DrPARTMENT: Tdison Building, Broad Street New York. EUROPEAN OFFICE: 34 Victoria Street, Westminster. London, S. W., Tng.

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
MAIKUFACTURERS OF AND DEAliEBS EN

201, 203, 205, 207 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.

Gen'l "Western Agents for

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS'
CEI<EBRATED«t-| 5- IJ^ » \\TTr~>T^ COPPER AND

PATENT IV. IV. VVIIVEV, I^OI^-

For Electric light. Railway, Telegraph aud Telephone Use.

BARE WIRES. )

MAGNET WIRES. WE QUOTE FACTORY PRICES.
UNDERWRITERS' WIRES. ^

AGENTS FOR -

Bernstein Series Incandescent Lamps.
Lamps and Series Sockets for all Arc Systems for Street and Inside Lighting.

TSOUBAKDS IN VSK.

Redaction in Price of Series Socket.

16 C. P. 4 to 6 Amperes.
25 ' 3 "10
50 " 4 "10 "
75 " 6.5 "10 "
100 " 8.5 "10 "

aiANCFACTITBERS OF THE

''PZ:RFZSCTION "

.A. i«^jv xj 3xroI-^L^rorL s
For HOTELS, FACTORIES, OFFICE BUILDINGS and DWELLINGS.

"PERFECTION" Hotel Annunciators.
"PERFECTION" Return Call Annunciators.
"PERFECTION" Burglar Alarm Annunciators.

WRITE
FOK

PRICES.

NORTHWESTERN AGENTS FOR THE "Write for Quotations.

Columbia Incandescent Lamp.
High EfiBclency. Full Candle Power. Long Life.

Any Voltage. iny Candle Power.

TRY A HUNDRED ^'thots'IStd.

CEILING ROSETTE CUT-OUTS.
"Wood, with Mica Insulation,

No. 1247 W.,

10 cents each in lots of 50 or more.

SAFETY ARC LAMP WINDLASS
IS THE BEST ON THE MARKET.

WBITE FOB PRICKH.

^^ 100 LOTS. 500 LOTS.NEW PRIGXSS. Key Sockets, 25c. 23c. 22c.
^=^^=^=^==^^= Keyless, 23c. 21c. 20c.

Wall Sockets, 5c. Higher.
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Portable Testing Resistance Sets.
Wc claim that our " | 89 I

" type I'urlablc Testing S.t Is lln most efficient
of its class oa themarl<el. 'J'lic colls art wound with plitiaoid wire and adj.i6lcl to a gusr-

aoteed accuracy of one-fifth of one per nt. The galvanoireter I9 deadbeat. sensitive

and is unafTecled b? mecbanical vibrations and proximity to mas:c3 of Iron or Intense

magnetic fields. The total range is from .001 to 11,110,000 ohms.

We belitve that mother testing set embodies tir.s; fjaturee, whi^h are essential
to satisfactory results.

Ii Is piissible to buy ,s-ts from ours lve3 or elsewhere at piices lower than the c;st of

the a'bove, but we Wuuld advi-e aU to exam'ne the merits of our '
' | 89 I

" type he 'ore

purcbasiog any other.— Send for illus'rat d descriptive ci cular No. 285.

QUEEN & CO.,
PHILADELPHIA.

Harvard Univeirsity.
SUMMER COURSES OF INSTRUCTION.
During the Bummer of 1892, courses of Instruction will be given as follows:

Cbemlslry, foar coursps, viz.: Fundamental Princi-
ples of Cliirmietry; Qualitative AnaljsjB; Quantitative
Analyeie; Organic Ohemletry.

Botany, two courses, viz : Vegefable Morphology and
Physiology, and Microscopical Anatomy of Phaencgams;
<;ryptog6mIc Botany.

PhyeicB, t vo courBeo.
Geulogy, thiee coarecs.

Engineering, three courses, viz.: Topographical Sar-
Teying; Railway Surveying; Electrical Engineering;
Mecbanical Drawing.

Physical Oultnre. two conrseB.
Physiology and Hygiene.
Americaa fliEtory.

Sjciallem acd Social Problems.
Trigonometry.
IlortlcnUDre.'
English.
German, two conrees.
French, two courses.
History and Art of Teaching.
Elocution.
Courses at the Medical School.

Circalars descripive of these conrees and other iaformation may be obtained on applicatioa to
the Secretary of Harvard University^ Cambridge, Mags.

In additioD to the above mentioned ccnreea, lectures on methods of inet uction will be given by
teachers in the several depaitments r presented by the schools. These lecturts will be open, without
charge, to the persons who are en o'lf d as members of anv of the summer schools in the Univerpity.

In generHl these conrees are sda^ited to the needs of those who Intend to be teachere in the several
eubjects. Several of the more elemt-nt,»ry, however, are intended to meet the needs of beginners and
jnay he taken by students in I'eu of the corresponding conrees In the Coilcge and the Lawrence Scien-
tific School, (ind may be counted towards a degree.

Durinj; the ses-ion of the schools the College Library will be open from 9 a. M. till 5 p. m. The
Jlueetnn of i'omparative Zoology, the Peabody .Vuseum, and the Mineralogical Collection are also
Accessible to Btudents du'ing the summer vacation.

In general the fees of the above mentioned courses, except those in Chemistry, Engineering,
Physical Trainine, and Blocutlon, are S20for each couree.

Board and lodging may he obtained in Cambridge during the summer vacation at a cost of from $5
to $10 per week.

LAWRENCE SCIENTIFIC SCHOO ..

This school, which is under the control of the Faculty of Arts and Snences of Harvard Unlverelty,
ofEi rs seven courses of study leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science, viz

;

I. Civil Engineering. IV. Biology. VII. Anatomy, Physiology, and Physical
II. Chemistry. V. Electrical Engineering. Culture.

III. Geology. VI. General Course in Science.

The last named course is eapecially dasig-'ed for those who intend to study medicine, or to teach
physical traiting. For further Information address

N. S, SHALER, Dean, Cambeidge, Mass.

GIVEN AWAY!!
8A3IPI.B OBDKR8 OF

Buxton's Packing
At Only 50c. Per Pound.

"The Ensineer's Favorite."
All Orders Gaaranteed.

Agents wanted In every State In the Union. We can quote the
very lowest prices on Ring Packing. Bend for discount_and
price list.

ESTABLISHED 1882.

GEORGE B. BUXTON,
1 7 VIRGINIA ST., EAST SOMERVILLE, MASS.

s.A.x<:Ei o: :aE5..A.i»
Four 400-Iieht, 240 ampere, TVodson-Houston

Incandescent iJynamus, 110 vjlt.
Two ':i5-]iirhr, 2,^0 c. p. American Arc Ligiit

Dynam'us.
One 50-light, 2,000 c. p. Sperry Arc Dynamo.
700 Goose ^eckf<, T.-H. Municipal Sockets,

Shades, etc., complete.
45 miles Ho. 10 Wire, American Electric Co.'s

make, need about nine months.
One 10 light Weston Arc Machine, with 8 double

lamps, 2,000 c. p., A 1.

One :10-Iight T.-H. I,'iCO c. p. Dynamo.
JOBN E. BKOMS MFC &. SUPPLY CO , 74 Cortlandt SIreet;

f

Ten Single T.^H. 1,200 c. p. Arc Lamps.
Twenty Donhje T -H. 1,200 c. p Arc Lamps.
One OW light Fort Wayne and Jenney Alternator,

complete.
Twenty 20 light Convertora.
Six IS-llghi Converlor-.
Two y50-ilght T.-H. Incandescent DynamoB.
Ten l'* h. p Daft Motor:*, 220 volt, new.
Sixty S.COO c. p. Sioglc Amertcau L^mps.
Forty 2,C00 c. p. Double American Lamps.
Wire, Tools, Ktc. ; everything to mak^ a complete

i
lant.

NEW VOBK.

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,
MANUFACTUKERS OF

Hlgl Grade Antoniatlc

ENGINES,
HORIZOMAL and VERTICAL.

TwoliorsejowertotlireeliiiMreil lorse cower,

Western Department; 26 and 28 Randolph St., CHICAGO. - H. S. WA KER, Manager-

C-S SPECIALTIES.

C-S Reflector Shade.

Wade of Aluminum witli ground
gla33 diffusion plate. A strong

wtiite light exactly wliere needed,

and nowhere else. A soft white

light throughout the room.
Quadruples the effective light of

any lamp

C-S Portable Lamp Stand.

Has flexible arm which holds

lamp Indefioitely in any position

at will. Arm Indestiucttble and
may be curved or coiled into

an endless variety of graceful

The Cutter
Electrical & Mfg

Company,
27 SOUTH 11th STREET,

Philadelphia, Pa.

First—We were the Pioneers in advocating the system of single wires in conduits and demon-

strating the Duplex or double conductors unreliable and dangerous.

^^C(J«^—That the VULCA ELECTRICAL WIRE DUCTS will stand the action of

CEMENTS, PLASTER, ACIDS, etc.

Third—We guarantee our customers absolute protection against all suits for infringements in

using our VULCA WIRE DUCTS and complete system for interior wiring.

N. Y. Insulated Wire Co.,
Smith Building, 1 3, 1 5 and 1 7 Cortlandt Street, New York City.

78, 80 and 82 Franklin Street, Chicago.
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ON YOUR ALTERNATING CURRENT CIRCUITPUSE TH. t?tt;s regulating socket
H^ IT WILL PAY YOU

!

IT WILL MAKE YOU MANY NEW CUSTOMERS!
THIS INVENTION INTRODUCES A NEW ERA IN THE ART OF

It Regulates the Light! It Saves the Lamps!! It Saves the Current!!! No Resistance or other Current-Consuming Devices Used.

For Prices and Particulars write to THE RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY COMPAI^Y,
PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS. Baltimore and Entaw IStreets. BALT13IORE. MD., V. 8. A.

CHICAGO INSULATED 'TO'IRE COMFAXTT,
^i/T A.^rXJI'.A.CI'XJIt.TSm.S OF

HIBH BRADE INSULATED WIRES
WEATHERPROOF WIRES,

OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,
MAGNET WIRES,

INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,
ETC., ETC., ETC.

WEITE FOR QUOTATIONS
AND SAMPLES.

OF ALI^ DESCKIPXIONS.
Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO., Sycamore, ill.

COMPLETE STOCK OF

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES.
TROLLEY WIRES,

^PAN WIRE,

FEEDER WIRE,

GUARD WIRE,

IVIAGNET. WIRE,

FUSE WIRE,

SWITCHES,

CROSS-OVERS,

TURN-OUTS,

INSULATORS,

TROLLEYS,

POLES,

PULE BRACKETS,

PULL-OVERS,

POLE RATCHETS,

STRAIN CLAMPS,

CURVE INSULATORS,

ELECTRIC,

RAILWAY

SUPPLIES
EXCLUSIV ELY

m

ELECTRIC HEADLIGHTS,

GEARS, PINIONS,

RAWHIDE PINIONS,

RESISTANCE BOXES,

STATION EQUIPIWENT,

TROLLEY POLES,

TROLLEY BASES,

TROLLEY WHEELS,

TROLLEY HARPS.

TROLLEY SPRINGS,

TROLLEY CORD,

BEARINGS,

BUSHINGS,

GRAPHITE BUSHINGS,

RUBBER BELLS,

FEEDER BELLS,

CHICAGO CLAMPS,

INSULATING TAPE,

EYE BOLTS,

TURN BUCKLES,

PORCELAIN KNOBS,

PORCELAIN CLEATS.

INTERIOR CONDUITS

TRADE-MARK

Tie Solntiofl oftk ProMeffl of Safe &iariliiii

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wierever and for whatsoever purpose employed, 1b to

bo fonnd in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
INTERIOR ABD DNDERGRODND

MANUPACTUBED BT

T IffT T* T7 T O It.

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
uinoi/c ) B27 to 631 W. 34th St.,
WORKS:^ 626toB28W.3BthSt..

General OtQces: 42 & 41 Broad St. ,m York.

Thos. Day & Co.j 222 Sntter St., San Francisco, Cal.

Moantain Electric Co., Denver Colo.
American Elect. Supply Co., 2i6 Pearl St., Baffalo.N Y.
Putnam, Ciay & Co , 27 E. M;iin St , Rochester, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co., 137 W. fth St., Clncianati, O.
Chas. Uabriel, Saginaw, Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Snpply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.

Walker & Kepler, 531 Chestnut St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Construcion Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa,

Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

ELECTRIC CEILING FAN.
HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

HANDSOME DESIGNS.

SELF-tUBRICATINP.

NOISELESS.

EASILY INSTALLED.

WOUMD FOR FITHER DIRECT ARC

VT^;^^^/ MO BELTS

OR SHAFTING REQUIRED.

Dielil& Company,
385 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

Something New.
QUICK BREAK AND CONTACT.

^ NO MORE BURNED TERMINALS.

NO DANGER FROM SHORT CIRCUITS.

'TIS PERFECTION.

New York Agent: - - H. G. MADDEN,

;S CORTLANDT STRICT.

Ask yonr Supply Hoase for tliem or write to

CROWN ELECTRIC MFC, CO.,

Bridgjeport, Conn.

W-I-R-E-Ss
I.e. Weatherproof Wire, W. E. Underwriters' Wire, Okonite, Kerite,

Hard and Soft Drawn Copper Wire,

Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph and Telephone Wire,

Silk and Cotton Covered Magnet Wire, Incandescent Lamp Cord.

IPHICEIS OIsT -A-I^ZPLIC-A-OTIOIsr.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
iAHES, EBEBT & CO., St. Paul, Kllnn.
STAKDABD ELECTBICAI. WOBKS^, Cincinnati, OJlio.

aiOUNTAIN EI/ECTBIC CO , Denver, Colo.

CHICAGO. 227 South Clinton Street.

NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Greenwich Sts.
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The United States Electric Lighting Co.,

[THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Lessees.]

ARC AND INCAKDESCENT ISOUe ELECTRIC UCHT PLANTS.

1

More than 1,000 Plants in Operation in Factories, Hotels,

Office Buildings, Theaters, Etc.

MOTORS "° GENERATORS.
Direct Current GENERATORS and MOTORS for all purposs,

1-8 H, P. up to any power required, and at any
required E. M. F.

Snperior in Design and Workmansliip, and Dneqnaled in Efficiency.

Send for New U. S. Catalogues on Incandescent Lighting and Motors.

GENERAL OFFICES; EQUITABLE BUILDING, - - 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC COJ
BOSTON,

620 Atlantic Avenue. 510-534 West 23d Street.

NEW YORK, CHICAGO,
217 La Salle Street,

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
Orders Executed Correctly and Promptly.

BEST AND CHEAPEST.

ALSO-
Ko. 116. Keyless Socket, 1-.S In.

No. 130. Keyless Wall Socket-

Porcelain or Wood Base.

lo. 145. Keyless Socket for 76,

100 and 150 c. p. Lamps.

Ho. 160, Waterproof Socket.

No, 140. Attachment Plug,

with Fuses.

No. 1 25. Key Wall Sockei—Porcelain or Wood Base. No.no. Key Sockei. No. 1 20. Keyless % inch Socket.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MAiTOT'ACTUBED BY

WM. BROOKFIi:]:.D,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

-RACINE-HIGH-SPE

P^^"^

SEND

FOR

CATALOGDE

C,

Dmm : i^®

SUPERIOR. REeounoN
A"- ECONOMY ro^

BectricIightinc
ANDgENERAL ^B
-^,^URP05E5^p
CARRIEDlNSTOCKjIH^

[Am cm OF 001
f;
ij^al

ENGINES 11^
Btmnc mmm m^n

'-jBfflCIN

Write for prices on
Paiste Switches,

Socbeta for all systeme,

Sonbeam Lampe,
Porcelain Cut-Outa,

Bells and Batteries,
TO

JULIUS ANDRAE,
Milwaukee, Wis,

RACINt HARDWARE M'rfrCO-RA''"Viy

PLATINUM.
JAS. SCHAWEL & tO ,

29 JOHN ST.,

SEW ¥OBK.
Importers and Slelters. Sheet and AVIre

in any Gauge. Scrap Purchased.

MICA
tor all Electric Insulating
Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the marke't.

I I SELL NO OTHER.
Send for Samples and Quotations,

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St.. NEW YORK.

W. K fEtiRr. a. i? . iNoirjko.

mm IN iimm mm,
Electrical or Telephone Stocks Bonght

and Sold.

PERRY &NOYES,
R'lon*. Bid*. - NEIV TOBK.

WkL S. TUEXXB, Pres. Geo, a. Bell, v. Prkb. J. lestbb WoouBttiDGa, see. and Treaa.

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
Consalting and ConBtrncting

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment of Electric Railways. Steam and Electric Plants.

47 Times Building. Telephone Call, 1009 Cortlandt. NEW YORK>

H. T. PAISTE,
427 Rookery. Chicago.

10 S. ISth St.,

Philadelphia.
Manufacturer of

CHiHA mmii
[ALL SHADES.]

S. P. Porcelain
Base Switches.

D. P. Porcelain
Base h^vitches.

HUSSEY & CO.. Manufacturing Electficians,
ComDination Letter Boxes, Annonciatore, Etc..

211-213 Randolph btreet, Chicago.

SOLID BRAIDED CORD.
Is the mofit dura-
ble for hanging
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Pot-
ering Field

JUagnets, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE TTORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

'ANTED
Al«».EJT

rnirtTTTTjy-v*

EVERYONE
To read the description of the "Duplex" Arc Lamp.

This is the most simple lamp that burns on both arc and
incandescent circuits. Manufactured by the

DUPLEX ELECTRIC GO.. LTD.,

NEWYORK BELT!NG ScPACKINC CO,

JOHN H, CHEEYER, Manager,
(limited.)

^g ^^^^ g^^^ jg^ yORK.

Oldest and largest Manufacturers in the United States of

SALESROOMS:
PHILADELPHIA, 308 CheBtnnt Street.
BOSTON, bZ Sanimer Stre-t.
CHICAGO, 151 Lake Street.
DENVER, 1601-1611 ITth Street.
CHARLESTOM. ISO Meetins Street.
GRAND RAPIDS. 4 Monroe Street.
MINNEAPOLIS, 28 Sonth 2d Street.
CLEVELAND, 176 Superior Street

EUROPEAN BRANCH:

Vulcanized Rubber Fabrics
For Mechanical Purposes,

Rubber Belting,

Packing and Hose.

Rubber

Cement.

SAI.KSROO'US:
SAN FRANCISCO, 17 Xain Street.
ATLANT.A, IB Decatur Street.
DETROIT, 18-20 Woodward Ave.
B.ALTI.MORE. 13 North Charles Street.
BUFFALO. 124-128 Waehini^toii Street
NEW ORLEANS, f.l2 North Peters Street.
KANSAS CITY. l:!13 West ]2th Street.
ST. LOUIS, 618 Locast StreeL

98-100 Queen Victoria St., LONDON, ENG.

The^'DENSMORE;'
The World's Greatest Typewriter,

Should be examined before purchasing any other.

MA21Y IMPROVEMENTS. HIGHEST STANDARD.

Invented, owned and controlled by men having had fifteen years*
experience on t;pe-har machines.

Simplicity, Strength, Durability, High Speed, Easy Action,
Permanent Allgnm-'nt. Most convenient. Two interchangeable
carriages. Bteel throaghoat.

STANDARD KEY-BOARD, with shift carriage for capitals. Call or send for catalogne.

'A perfect machine. Am delltihted with it. A pleaanre to ran it."— Ckas. D. Kellt, Stenographer
West Shore K. R., ^ evv York.
We will appoint a reliable dealer in all cities as soon as pofslhle, and in the meantime will ship

machines on approval to parties having a good commercial rating.

l>IlSrSllIORE TYPEWBITERCO., - 202 Broadway, iSew Tork,

Iiocnst Brackets,
Oak Brackets,

Cross Arms,
Ckestnnt Poles.

LOCUST
PINS.

Try a thousand
liocnst Pins,

and yon irill order
a car load.

PINIS AI^WATS IN t«TOCK. SPBCIAI. PINM OX SHORT NOTICE.
Send for prices, stating quantltv wanted.

SCHINDEL & SCHINDEL, . - HACERSTOWN, MD.m CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL.

If you are in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

BROWNLEE & CO., "«Vc°h^'

BINE'S ELIMINATOR.
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL

Steam Separators and Oil Extractors.
jSlW^^^ In twelve trials in the "Cornell" Separator test, it averaged

98 7-10 per cent Dry Steam. Ontstripping all competitors.

Send for Circular and Cornell test report.

ST HINE ELIMINATOR CO., '°'new
106 Liberty St.,

""' YORK, HOEIZONTAL.

This advertieement appears every other week.

-T'^z:-

umm IB,

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

95 CHAyBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

Royal Electric Co.,
911 & 913 Soutli WasMngton St,, PEOEIA, ILL.,

MANDFACTUKERS OP

Alternating and Continuous Current Dynamos and Motors,

AND ELECTRIC MACHINERY.
The Most Complete Alternatinq System how on the Market.

AgBnts Wanted for Exclusive Territory.
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Electric Cranes at the Grant Locomo-
tive Works.

One of the most interesting of the recent electrical in-

stallations in and about Chicago is that represented in the

accompanying illustrations. It comprises the great elec-

trical cranes and lighting plant at the Grant Locomotive

Works, which are now being fitted up. The removal of

this large concern from Paterson, N.J., to Chicago is a

sigaificant indicatioo of the growth of the latter city as a

manufacturing center. The works are located on the line of

the Wisconsin Central railway, about six miles west of the

center of the city, and comprise si.x or eight large brick

buildings erected in the most substantial manner and pro-

vi led with the latest machinery and labor-saving devices.

switch-board is made of matched and beaded pine. AH
electrical conductors are exposed upon the surface of the

board, and are of polished copper bars and rods secured in

position by polished brass cleats of special design. These

cleats, as well as the switches and cut-out . are mounted

upon blate bases, so that the bare copper is thoroughly in-

sulated and raised from the wood, precluding danger from

fire due to heated contacts. There are four separate feed-

ers for power, one running to each of the four shops

—

erecting, boiler, foundry and machine shops. Each feeder

is provided on the switch-board with a knife switch, so that

when any crane is not in action the current may be cut off

from it. The current for the motors on the traveling

cranes is taken from overhead trolley wires, Fig. 3, which

and is capable of lifting a locomotive off its wheels, and
transfering i[ to a new position in the shop.

The crane in the boiler shop is of 20 tons' capacity, and

is provided with three motors^Dne 12 horse power for

hoisting, one 3 horse power for traveling, and one 4

horse power for traversing. The travel of this crane is

::47 feel, and the span S7'A feet. The crane in the

foundry is of 20 tons' capacity, and is provided with

three motors—one of 8 horse power for hoisting, one of 6

horse power for traveling and one of 2 horse power for

traversing. The span of this crane is 50 feet, and the

travel 263 feet.

But one of the four cranes has thus far done any actual

work. This is the one installed in the machine shop.

FIG. I. ELECTRIC CRANKS AT THE GRANT LOCOMOTIVE WORKS.

When in full operation the works will employ from twelve

to fifteen hundred men. It is expected that they will con-

stitute the nucleus of a new manufacturing suburb, simila^

to Pullman and Harvey, to be known as Grant.

After considering the question carefully the former pres'

ident of the company, E. T. Jeffrey, decided to use elec-

tricity for the transmission of power to the immense travel-

ing cranes which are required in locomotive construction^

and also arc aw^ incandescent electric lighting for the

illumination of the various buildings. The electrical gen-

erating plant is located in the southeast corner of the erect-

ing shop, and is shown in Fig. 4. It occupies a space

about 40 feet square. An Ideal engine of 150 horse power

capacity drives to the center of a line shaft, upon which are

four friction clutch pulleys, from which are driven two

power generators and two arc lighting dynamos. The
power generators are of the latest type of the Edison com-

pound wound dynamo, one of 60 kilowatts and one of 30

kilowatts capacity, connected in multiple, and set upon

solid brick foundations four feet in depth. The power

are suspended from the iron truss rods of the roof by

means of insulating bells. The trolley wires in the machine

shop, boiler shop and foundry are fed at the center of the

travel, while in the erecting shop the trolley wires are fed at

two points, so as to maintain an equal pressure throughout

the travel of the cranes.

The crane in the erecting shop, a view which is given in

Fig. r, is of 40 tons' capacity, and is equipped with five

motors. The hoisting equipment on this crane is double,

and consists of two motors each of 12 horse power capacity.

For traveling, a single S horse power motor is used, and

for traversing two motors of 4 horse power each. The

crane girder is 6 feet in depth, and has a very large

span, the distance between rails being 7S feet, while

the travel of the crane is 400 feet. The current for the

motors on this crane is taken from No. 000 B. W. G. trolley

wire by means of a double trolley, one wheel being in ad-

vance of the other, the maximum load being about 250

amperes at 1 10 volts. This crane is to be used for moving

very heavy pieces from one portion of the shop to another,

which has proved very useful in lifting heavy machinery

from fiat cars on the track running through the building

and placing it in position. The crane is of lo tons'

capacity, and is provided with three motors, one of 8

horse power for hoisting, one of 6 horse power for

traveling and one of 2 horse power for traversing. The
span of this crane is 64 feet and the travel 260 feet. In-

teresting details of construction are shown in Figs. 2 and

3. The former picture gives a good view of the traversing

carriage mounted on the crane. This carries the 8 horse

power hoisting motor and the 2 horse power machine by

which it is itself moved. All the motors are of the United

States type. The drum supporting the hoisting chain and

the intermediate gearing and the trolley connection are

clearly shown. Fig. 3 gives an end view of the crane,

taken from above. The main trolleys and the 6 horse

power motor furnishing power for moving the whole crane

are plainly seen.

Under each crane on the trolley side hangs the

operator's cage, frpoj which the movement of the crane, is
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conlrolled. Each motor is provided with a main line knife

switch and a starting resistance box controlled by a multiple

contact switch and lever. An Edison ampere meter shows

the operator the total load taken by the crane under all

conditions. Each motor is provided also with reversing

gear, so that a movement in either direction may be made.

The illuminating of the buildings is done mainly by arc

lights, 38 being installed at present. These lamps

FIG. 3. ELtCTRIC CRANES AT THE GRANT LOCOMOTIVE
WORKS.

are of the triple carbon type, and are suspended from the

roof of the buildings above the cranes, provided with pul-

leys and cords so that they may be lowered to any desired

height for facilitating trimming or localizing the lighiing.

The dynamos for furnishing current to the arc lamps, Fig.

4 are the new type of Edison arc generator, and are each

provided with automatic regulator and self-oiling bearings.

The arc dynamos, like the powei generators, are set upon

solid brick foundations ai d raised high above the floor

by double insulating base frames A two circuit

plag arc switch-board is provided with standard

EJison ampere meters for each dynamo. The dynamos

nave an aggregate capacity for 56 ten ampere lamps, the

capacities of the machines being 32 and 24 lights respec-

tively. For localized lighting above lathes, drills, etc., and

under and about locomotives in process of construction,

three hundred incandescent lights are employed, distribu-

ted throughout the shops. The steam for driving the

electrical plant is taken from a main, which runs under-

ground from the main boiler house, about 300 feet away.

This plant is the only one of its kind in Chicago, and is

one oE the largest electric traveling crane plants in the

United S:ates.

The design for the generating plant and electrical con-

struction was made by Louis A. Ferguson, electrical engi-

neer of the Chicago Edison company, whxh had the con-

tract, and installed under the personal direction of J, H.

GDehst, superintendent of constru::tion. The traveling

cranes were furnished by the Industrial Works of Bay

City, Mich., and installed by Mr. Perry, the company's

electrician.

Photography as Applied to the Investi-

gation of Electrical Phenomena.
Bv Chas. Proteus Steinmetz.

With considerable interest I read in the Western Elec-

trician of February 24th Mr. Kammeyer's remarkable

photographic researches on the action of over-normal cur-

rents upon fuses, the more as the conclusion reached by Mr.

Kammeyer entirely agrees with my experience. I have

found, also, that while alternating currents when broken

cause little or no flash, continuous currents of much smaller

power sometimes cause very vicious breaks. For instance,

I found the spark between copper and mercury, caused by

the break of an alternating current of 60 to 80 amperes and

some 200 volts, very insignificant, while continuous cur-

rents of a few amperes only when broken sometimes cause

nasty, noisome sparks. On other occasions again, for in-

stance in short circuiting a large storage battery, the con

tinuous current spark did not differ perceptibly from an al-

ternating flash of the same capacity— that is, the same po-

tential and current strength.

Therefore I cannot consider the viciousness of the con-

tinuous current spark observed by Mr. Kammeyer as inci-

dent to the continuity pf the current, but only as an acci-

dental phenomencn caused by conditions which indeed may

be almost always present in continuous current circuits

while absent in alternate current circuits.

I do not think that surface distribution of the alternating

current has anything to do with this phenomenon. For at

the frequencies usually employed of 100 to 140 complete

Crystal Palace Exhibition.

In writing of the electrical exhibition now attract-

ing visitors at the Crystal Palace, London the corre-

spondent of 'Cci^ Philadelphia Telegraph says: "It is set out

in the grand transepts and nave of the Palace at Syden-

ham, and is certainty the biggest thing of the kind we have

vet had the pleasure of seeing in this country. The visitor

finis himself it a loss to select any special exhibit foratten-

l-'iG. 4. ELECTRIC CRANES AT THE GRANT LOCOMOTIVE
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tion, the whole thing being so interesting iri character and
so varied. There are nearly 250 exhibitors, and one can
see at a glance what an important branch of industry this

business is becoming, and how much time and attention
are necessarily devoted to the development of its various
uses."

ruption is very large, and it is this energy which is con-

verted into heat and light and appears as flash. Now the

smaller the current the less energy is expended and the

smaller the spark. Again, if the electromotive force is

high the break will occur so suddenly that, although an

enormous current passes, only a small amount of energy is

expended because of the short duration of the current.

This explains the insignificance of the 1,000 volt spark.

But this "electric energy" is not the only energy ex-

pended at the point of interruption. The electric current

not only consists of a phenomenon taking place inside of

the electric "conductor," but also comprises as an essen-

tial part the disturbance set up outside of the wire, the

magnetic field of the current. And this magnetic field rep-

resents potential energy—that is, work, which has been

stored up during the rise of the current, and must be ex-

pended or consumed when breaking the current. This

potential magnetic energy appears in the moment of break-

ing the current at the point of interruption as heat and light

also, while, so far as its influence on the current is con-

cerned, it is represented by what is called "self-induction."

Now, in an alternating current circuit self induction is

practically «//, because even a small amount of self induc-

tion almost entirely interrupts the current by a kind of

spurious resistance or impedance. Hence, in an alternating

current circuit the spark caused by the blowing of the fuse

almost entirely consists of "electric energy," and the

quicker the fuse blows the smaller the electric energy ex-

pended at the point of interruption and the smaller the

FIG. 2. ELECTRIC CRANES AT THE GRANT LOCOMOTIVE WORKS.

periods per second the alternate current is distributed over

the whole cross-section of the wire, as the fact proves that

even with still higher frequencies the resistance of the wiie

is still proportional to the cross section, and not to the

diameter, as it would, more or less, if surface distributicn

took place. Hence surface distribution Is to be expected

only with very much higher frequencies as they are found,

for instance, in condenser discharge. Besides, the "contin-

uous current of unlimited strength" which caused those

vicious sparks would be liable to the same surface distribu-

tion. For this phenomenon depends only upon the rapid-

ity of change of current strength, and the continuous cur-

rent which blows the fuses was not at all steady, but in-

creasing in strength with enormous rapidity.

On the other hand again, the commercial frequencies of

alternating currents are so high already that they can

hardly compare with the stow alternations of currents

working a percussion drill. If the current passes from 200

to 300 times per second through zero, these zerc-periods

are so very short that an influence of them upon the spark

can hardly be expected.

I think we can best find out the reason of this diflerence

between continuous and alternating current sparks if we
consider what is going on in the moment of blowing the

fuse at the point of interruption and in the whole circuit

altogether.

In the moment the fuse blows the current still continues

to flow for a very short while, carried over the break

by the metallic vapors or dissipated pa*ticles of metal.

But, the resistance of this bridge over the gap being very

high, the amount of energy expended at the place of inter-

spark. In a continuous current circuit self-induction can

be practically nil as in a storage battery closed by entirely

non-inductive resistance, and then the continuous current

spark is just as harmless as the alternating spark. But ia

a continuous current circuit self- induction can be enormous,

as, for instance, in the shunt-field of large dynamos, and
the potential energy of magnetism can count by many hun-

dreds or even thousands of foot-pounds. When breaking

the circuit this whole amount of energy discharges and ap-

pears at the point of interruption as heat and light. And
the quicker the break occurs the quicker the discharge of

this large amount of energy must take place, the more
vicious and noisome the spark becomes, so that when break-

ing a current of a few amperes and hundred volts at the

point of interruption much more energy may be discharged

than in a circuit of say 250 volts and 70 amperes but of

practically no self-induction; for instance, an alternating

circuit. Now between these limits, of the non-inductive

harmless accumulator or alternating spark and the high-

inductive vicious shunt field spark, there is a wide range,

but in general we must say that in the alternating spaik
only what we called "electric energy" is discharged, while

in the continuous current spark, besides this "electric

energy," an amount of magnetic energy—be it only the
self-induction of the dynamo armature—must be dis-

charged, which in general makes the continuous current
blow-out more vicious and noisome than the alternating

current blow-out. I believe this phenomenon of self-in

duction or of magnetic discharge was the real cause of the

greater viciousness of the continuous current spark, ob-
served by Mr. Kammeyer.
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National Multipolar Generator.
The multipolar g;cnerator is coming more and more into

use in America. One of the latest aspirants for favor is the

machine just put upon the market by the National Klectric

Manufacturing company, of Kau Claire, Wis. The illus-

tration shows the general design of the machine to be

similar to several well-known types already on the market.

The field magnet frame is of octagonal shape, and

cast in one piece, insuring an absolutely unbroken

magnetic circuit around the four poles. The armature is of

the Pacinotti type, containing g6 rectangular grooves, into

which arc laid the conductors, two turns in each groove.

This reduces the air gap to a minimum. Carefully annealed

sheet iron rings are used in building up the armature core.

These rings, after being insulated by a patented process,

are clamped between the two halves of a bronze spider, or

carrier, and are held together by steel bolts in the interior

of the core, with no bolts of any kind passing through the

armature core proper. The entire core is, of course, ef-

fectually insulated from its frame. The commutator is of

very massive design, is made of tempered copper, and is

insulated with mica exclusively. Four sets of brushes are

used, avoiding the necessity of cross-connections, with the

attendant liability of poor contacts. The generator shown

in the illustration has an output of 50,000 watts, and is

over-compounded for a potential of from no to 1x5 volts.

It is designed for a speed of 620 revolutions per minute.

Electric Power Transmission and Dis-
tribution.'

By Dr. Louis Bell.

I have no paper prepared for this evening, but shall

talk for a short time on some of the problems with which
we have to deal in the electrical transmissfon of power, a
subject which I think I am safe in saying is at present of
pre-eminent importance in electrical engineering. The par-

ticular topics with which I shall deal are those in which
the subject is considered from a purely practical stand-
point, not from the point of view, of the theoretical stu-

dent of electricity, who looks upon the transmission of energy
merely as taking a certain amount of energy at one point,

and dumping it down at another some miles distant; but
rather from the point of view of a man who finds it neces-

sary to have a certain amount of power to be used in various
ways, and perhaps at various distances.

Now in the first place, taking the whole subject of the
transmission of power, we may conveniently divide it into

two portions, two separate problems, if you please. One of
them is the distribution of electrical power rather than its

long distance transmission—the case which often comes up
in cities where power is generated at a central station, and
then distributed to motors at various points where it is

needed. Here, fortunately, the conditions are pretty well

understood. They are practically those that belong to

central stations practice, with such modifications in the
wiring as may be necessary on account of the variations of
the load which is put on the motors.
The second part of the subject is the transmission of

energy from a point where it can be cheaply generated to

a point where it is badly needed; this phase of the subject
is assuming more and more importance every day, and, al-

though under certain conditions it runs very closely into

the former case, it yet has very peculiar characteristics of

its own. For example, you may have at various points
need for motors for the supply of power to a group of

mines. This is a case which is not infrequent at the pres-

ent time. If you were to erect a power station right in the
center of the group you could supply the power very con-
veniently if coal were cheap and labor were not unreason-
able.

That would simply be an exaggerated case of central

station practice—that kind of central station practice which
is intended exclusively for motor service. However, coal
may be very high, as is frequently the case in the mining
regions of Colorado, for example. But at some distance
away we may have water power. In that case we could
simply send the energy electrically and distribute it from a
station operated by an electric motor instead of a steam
engine. This is one of the very simple cases where the
two problems run into each other

;
perhaps as simple a case

as we could have. It amounts only to taking a single
large unit of power at one point and carrying it to another.
Then again we may have another case of long distance

work, this perhaps being the more common. For example.
we have here a group of mines, or a series of small towns,
or whatever it may be, where electricity is needed, scat-

tered along at various points, and we have to supply them
all from a single point.

There the circumstances become somewhat more em-
barrassing, frequently very much more embarrassing. But
the palm for inconvenience must be awarded to the
third case of long distance work, where we have to such
arrangement as this which I have shown, where a large

number of motors are to be supplied, but where two or
three motors of considerable size must be supplied as be-
fore from a distant point. It is the meanest case one can
possibly meet, I think, in the transmission of power, be-
cause the conditions which require nearly constant speed
in the motors make the method of securing that condition,
and at the same time economy, very difficult.

Now as to the method of solution in these three cases
which I will enumerate again: First the supply of a con-
densed group of motors, which is equivalent to the supply
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of a central station; second, supplying a scattered num-
ber; third, and worst, supplying a few large motors.
Now as to methods: Of course the first and simplest

method is to put in a generator of sufficiently high tension
to carry the current over a leasonably small wire, and
either use it to operate a motor generator, or under certain
circumstances, compounding the generator for ihe center
of distribution, and then distributing just exactly as you
would if it were a central station. Probably in most prac-
tical cases you could use specially wound railway genera-
tors for the purpose, and work 5C0 volt niotors at the
other end. That problem really solves itself, because the
methods and apparatus arc tolerably familiar to every
electrical engineer. Eventually, however, the dii-tance

from the point of supply to the center of distribution be-

comes so great that those conditions will not suffice to

pieet the requirements of the case. In that case we must
either use very high tensionsdirectly, or with transformers,
so that the second general case is really a transformir sys-

tem, because we have to use motor generators or alternat-
ing transformers anyhow when the distance becomes so
great that the drop would be impracticably large if we at-

tempted direct supply. This second general case involves,

then, a transformation which may be cither direct or alter-

nating. In a direct transformation we could use either a
very high tension direct current machine, driving a mocor,

ten or fifteen per cent, variation In speed ; and where the
load is extremely variable, and you arc feeding over a very
long feeder, you arc quite likely, indeed, almost cciuin, to
get more variation than you want. That is jusi the feature
thai makes the supply of the few large motors so very dif-

ficult. Where you arc dealing with one, almost anything
will answer the purpose. Two direct current scries wound
machines can be combined so as to run almost as well, al-

most as uniformly and neatly, as if ihcy were fastened
together with ropes. They will run synchronously, and
where a single unit is to be delivered over even quite a long
distance, that particular procedure may prove thoroughly
successful. When you have more ihan o::c unit it becomes
embarrassing. I may add that where but a single unit is

to be supplied, you can use a synchronous alternator as well
as anything. In fact, it has some advantages on iccount
of the absolute synchronism. It is very convenient if you
are going to supply lights at the other end of the line.

Second, come the cases of distribution involving trans-
formation. Now, that may mean a wide variety of things,
because, in such a case, you arc either operating a central
station at a distance, or are using alternating current trans-
formers, and working, perhaps, three phase raotois at the
other end, or two phase motors— anything that the state of
art may render practicable.

And then, finally, comes the alternatirg sysiem, with
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and thence a generator, or synchronous or polyphase aller-

nating, also driving generators. And then finally we come
to that form of alternating system which seems now to have
arisen to the magnitude of a popular cult. Just exactly

what its future is to be is hard to say. At present it is

viewed with something akin to awe. I refer to the three-

phase system on which so much comment has been made.
It is a little hard just at present to say what is coming out
of it, as I will presently show. Just now itisrevered, and
perhaps for the reason that the sonorous name of Dolivo
von Dobrowolsky is a potent one to conjure with.

And so finally, we have an alternating system of dis-

tribution, where alternating motors are used.

Now, as you know, each of these three particular sys-

tems, with their modifications, have characteristic advan-
tages. Where you can use direct supply, and the cases

are more numerous perhaps than the average man would
think, it is very effective, indeed,and thoroughlyeconomical.

It simply amounts to feeding a network at a distant point,

a problem with which any central station man is able to

cope ; and where the distances are not great, and condi-

tions upon the motors are not very severe, the method will

prove successful, even if the distance is as high as five or

six miles—perhaps ten miles. The condition for success

is that the number of motors shall be considerable, so as to

give a fairly even load, because, if you do not have a fairly

even load if you attempt that supply by a long feeder, the

variations in the drop of the feeder will be so great as to

make embarrassing variations in the speed of the motor.

In a great deal of work it is not desirable to have more than

special alternating motors. I rather doubt whether, at the
present time, if the average electrical engineer were asked
on this system to put in an extensive plant on short notice,

he would take the offer without hesitation. Even in Ger-
many, where the three-phase system has reached a special

development, it has not been experimented with sufficiently

to prove to us exactly what it is going to do. It is, in all

human probability, no better in its operation than a good
shunt-wound motor, at all events. And. as I just men-
tioned, a shunt wound motor will play queer tricks where
the variations in the drop on the line are very great. I do
not see any reason why the three-phase motor should be
exempt from the general law, although it does have the
advantage of convenience in certain cases. Its efficiency

is not, probably, quite as high as a good continuous-cur-

rent motor. Then, aside from that, there are the alternat-

ing-current motors, either synchronous or run by special

devices. Then you have the Ganz machine, which is said

to be quite effective. It has an efficiency of 85 per cent,

or so, will stand a reasonable amount of overloading, is

self-stariing, and has given, experimentally, good results.

In this country we are promised by Mr. Stanley a motor
which will fulfill many of the necessary requiremenis.

So much for the general conditions of the problem.
But the thing to which I am going to call your attention

for a few moments, is the cost of all this. That is a vital

question to be considered in every case with which we have
to deal. Sooner or later it all comes down to a matter of

dollars and cents, notwithstanding anything you may ac-

complish in the laboratory. As soon as you get out and
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try to sell the apparatus you must be able to tell what it

will cost, and how it is going to get through.

Now in all this planning for alternating current trans-

mission, one thing has arisen in nearly every proposition,

and that is the step-up and step-down transformation. In

other words, it would seem to be a very convenient and
economical procedure, in case we have a long distance to

overcome, to put in a transformer at the generator and one
at the motors, so as to be able to have a very small amount
of copper in the line. Of course the gain is simply the

gain that always results from using very high voltage, the

saving of copper.

Now to come down to practical figures, let us see what
these various things cost in the various methods that are

employed. In the first case, that of direct supply, the

generators are the only expensive things with which we
have to deal, aside from the motors which come in ever>-

case-. The principal expense outside of the generators is

the line, and if the drop is permitted to be large the line

expense need not be very heavy. But if we try to get

along with a small drop the line expense will be very

heavy.
Coming to the transformation methods, we have in the

first place a direct current transformation; there we have
to supply three sets of generators, whereas in the direct

supply we had only one. In other words, we have to sup-

ply the generator at the other end of the motor, and then a

second generator for feeding the working motors. By that

process we may be able to use a higher voltage on the line

than would be otherwise practicable, and hence to get

along with less copper. With the alternating system, if

supplied in the same way with the motor generator, we
also have the three generators. If applied direct as in the

third case, simply a pair of transformers need to be oper-

ated.

I suppose on a fair average the generators cost about $30
par horse power. The motors and secondary generators

would cost about the same.
Now as to the cost of the line, the cost of the copper

will vary, of course, according to the voltage we use. The
cost of the pDle line is a factor that has too often been
forgotten in the discussion because, particularly when very

high tensions are used, the cost of the pole line wilt be more
than the cost of the copper, and it may reach a figure where
the cost of the copper will play a very small part in the

total cost. Suppose we name the prices of the different

elements that enter into the problem.
Now in the first case, that of direct supply, we have the

cost of^30 or thereabouts per horse power. But this is

not all. We have the cost of the line, both the pole line

and the copper. The cost of the pole line, allowing say

forty-five poles to the mile, set, will probably not be far

from five dollars per pole. That is counting from two

FIGS I AND 2. THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE RIES SOCKET.

to three dollars for the pole itself, and a little less than
that amount for setting. Or at least that is the figure

which is customary in railway work, and I think that ap-
plies rather generally. So that it actually comes in the cost
of transmitting the power. Instead of having this uniform
cost for any distance, you have a cost that increases with
very unpleasant rapidity. For each mile you go you will

have to put in something like $250 for a pole line, so that the
total expenditure wiU run up very rapidly indeed, for long
distances.

Suppose we try the other process, that of using a motor
generator. Here we have the initial cost of three ma-
chines anyhow. In other words, we have to put in nearly
a $100 per horse power for the machines. We will then
start at about i^go per horse power as the initial cost of the
machines alone. Then by using a higher potential, as can
readily be done with synchronous alternators, or very high
potential, direct current machines, you can save quite a
little in copper. The pole line still proceeds to get in its

work, and that may be a considerable figure; so that for

each mile we will have to add quite a little for pole line.

Vou may use rather lighter poles, and so on, but still we
have the cost of the copper increasing with the distance.

On the whole we have bettered ourselves from the fact that

by raising the potential we do not need quite so much cop-
per. It should be remembered that the cost of the pole
line is nearly a h.xed amount, whatever the horse power
transmitted.

Now we will consider the case of the three phase system,

or any similar alternating system. It may appear at first

sight, that the use of the step-up transformer is going to

help us a great deal. In case we do not step up we have an
unknown cost for the line. That line, of course, is made
up of two parts; in the first place the copper, and in the
second place the pole line. Now in any case where the

copper is not particularly expensive and does not form a

particularly large proportion of the whole cost, it probably
will not pay to step up. In other words, it may probably
happen that the cost of copper per kilowatt transmitted is

less than the $30, which would be the cost of the trans-

formers, and the distance to which you would be able to go

FIG. 4. THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE RIES SOCKET.

before it would pay to step up, is a considerable number of

miles, more than one would suppose at first thought. For
example, we have the cost of the copper wire,—you may
take 00 copper wire, costing about ^300 per mile, or there-

abouts, and supposing you step up so that you can use a
number 6 wire, then you will have to put in about $75 per

mile. Now the difference between the two is not so formid-
able as might appear when you consider that instead simply

of dealing with the copper, vou have in one case to deal

with about $500 per mile, and in the other case

about $300. because you have to add the cost of the

pole line also. So that it may very well happen that

although you are able to use a small wire by stepping-up,

you are increasing the total cost, for the reason that you
put in transformers, say at $30 a kilowatt, and you need
not set up anything like that am-unt in wire. You will

have to go quite a few miles before your extra cost

of copper would equal the cost of the transformers.

There seems to be a tendency, just now, to use the step up
transformer, if you are going only into the next block,
irrespective of the fact that transformers cost money. A
pair of them costs practically as much as an extra gene-
rator.

With regard to long-distance work, there are a great
many questions being asked just now, and I think the
wisest thing an engineer can do is to keep his eyes open
and his mouth shut about committing himself to methods;
because, to tell the truth, we don't know very much about
it. After a distance of twenty-five or thirty miles is cov-
ered, the whole subject becomes inextricably snarled.

Of course, the alternators, working direct or with step-up
transformers, supply the most fascinating method, on ac-

count of the ease with which you can transform the current.

But I understand that in the Frankfort-Lauffen line there

were times when it was almost impossible to get much cur-

rent at the receiving station. When thejload was light the
false current on the line was sometimes so great as to leave

little for the net result. Of course, this did not represent a
true loss on theline. It represented simply a false current,

and no considerable loss of energy, but it "queered" the ma-
chines most effectively. They did not get the power at the
other end of the line, although the generators were run-
ning vigorously. To be sure, it didn't take much power
to drive them.
We do not know how severe that false current matter is

going to be. For a distance of over thirty or forty miles
it is only fair to say that, commercially, we do not know
anything about the proper methods. The experiments that
have been tried at Lauffen were successful as gigantic
laboratory experiments. The time will undoubtedly come
when they will be practical from a commercial standpoint;
but he would be rather a hardy man who would propose it

as a real commercial scheme, although he might think it

magnificent by way of a colossal experiment, or a demon-
stration of the basis of the proper system.

In fact, the transmission of power from Niagara to Chi-
cago, which could be made well enough, would be a demon-
stration on a scale which would give an immense impulse to
the long distance transmission of power, although I think
that hardly any one believes that it would be commercially
successful at present.

As regards short distance work, up to 25 or 30 miles,
every one of the well-known methods which have been
worked out are certainly fitted to answer the purpose. It

is only when we desire to handle extremely long dis-

tances that we are in doubt; but these doubts are going to

be put out of the way, I think, in a very few years, per-
haps in a few months.

Discussion.

Fred. Degenhardt: Upon what do you base your
conclusions that the work was a colossal experiment? The
description of those who have seen it?

Prof. Bell: I investigated the question very care-

fully, and I found it was very difficalt to get exact infor-

mation; but I succeeded in getting the facts from several
gentlemen who saw the tests made. At full load the
efficiency was good, and the power received at Frankfort

was satisfactory. At light loads, as the load began to b e
taken' off, the false current began to be a serious matter.

It should be mentioned, of course, that its only serious

effect would be to lower the output capacity of the gen-
erators. It does not amount to a decided loss of energy.
During the worst times at Lauffen the turbines were using
only a small amount of power and but very little was re-

ceived at the other end. The false current seemed to use
up the capacity of the machine.
One interesting feature may be mentioned there, and

that is that the static capacity of the line may help the
matter, provided the self-induction of the machine bears a
certain ratio to it. But the self induction of the circuit

and the static capacity work against each other. However,
under proper self-induction you might get a case in which
there would be almost no false current. But under
great changes of load or} other circumstances the
self-induciion changed, the false current would appear as
it did in that case when the load was lightened, and it

raised to a rather formidable figure. Those facts were
kept very much in the dark, and it was only with consider-
able difficulty that I was able to find out what the real

state of the case was. There were times when the motor was
doing no work and no lamps to speak of, were consuming
current, when the load was very light, when the ammeter
registered almost full load, of course simply showing up the
false current. Although it is not a very serious objection,
inasmuch as it simply means the allowing of larger gener-
ators, it still adds to the cost of the experiment; and 1 think
that under the circumstances under which they were work-
ing in that Lauffen-Frankfort line, the experiment would
not be commercially succesful. This was the general opin-
ion of those who looked into that particular case. It was a
magnificent experiment, and it is invaluable as showing
what can be done. It will give a stimulus to long-distance
work which can hardly be over-est mated, but as a commercial
affair I very much doubt whether any of us would care to put
money into such an enterprise, although the experiment
could be made successful at a much greater distance.

F. W. Horne: I would like to known how they regn
late the power at the wheel in order to get a constant
speed at the motors. In this countrj' I have seen some six

or seven plants operated for the transmission of
power especially, and in every case the speed has varied at

the generators from 100 to 500 revolutions, and the elec-

tromotive force varied from 3'X> to 725. At the present
time in the West the best regulator they have for water
wheels is a Chinaman watching the wheel; and I would
like to know if they are ahead of us in Europe in respect to

regulation at the initial point, and what method they em-
ploy.

Dr. Bell: I do not know the name of the regulator that

FIG. 3 . THE construction OF THE RIES SOCKET.

they used at Lauffen, but they really did not have very much
need for regulation, because they could pre-determine their

load. The load does not change in an irresponsible sort

of a way. When they know the load or know all the cir-

cumstances they do not have occasion for exact regulation.

But I do not think they are ahead of us there.

Chas. G. Armstrong: Dr. Bell has cited motors scattered

along through quite a little territory, and motors together,

large units and small units, but in each case his power has

been at one place. Let us change the conditions, and sup-

pose that our motors are either at one place or scattered,

and our power also scattered; and suppose we have 20,000

horse power, scattered along in 20 or 30 miles, where the

motors, either many or one, are situated.

Dr. Bell: That is rather an interesting case, and one
which I fancy would not meet with very serious objection.

It might be accomplished in a number of ways. I think in

most cases it could be done ver)' handily by running indi-

vidual circuits—that is, using at all these sources of supply
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a certain number of motors; or it might be used just exactly

the same way, as in the case of the incandescent network

—

for example, the Berlin network, which I think is fed from
four stations. There is no objection to running 20 miles

if you want to, and feeding one or more networks. It

simply complicates the problem a little in the way of mul-
tiplication, not by adding any new or severe conditions.

With respect to long-distance transmission of power by
direct currents, I was interested in a plan which has been
tried in the north by Satura. and there they had some ad-

vantage in the question of these false currents. But the

magnitude of the ditliculty we do not know at present. I

think if I were going to try such a transmission I would
rather either step up or use 20,000 volts synchronous alter-

nators insulated in oil.

It is difficult to explain the nature of the false currents

alluded to without going into the alternating current theory;

but they practically amount to this : The larger line is a con-

denser, pumping the current into the line, and the line

sends it back. It simply amounts to'a large condenser, that

is all. The only question, is really the magnitude of the

objection, and that is not determined yet.

stantially changing^ theamount of counter force generated.

This action causes a more even and gradual svariation in

the flow of current to the lamp.

The Construction of the Ries Socket
Although the majority of readers of the Western

Electrician are doubtless familiar with the external ap-

pearance of the Ries regulating socket for alternating'

current incandescent lamps, information as to the details

of construction of this little fixture have heretofore been

withheld by the manufacturers. The accompanying cuts

showing the internal arrangement of the device will there-

fore be of interest.

This socket was devised chiefly as a means for gradual-

ly and economically varying the intensity of the light, as

well as extinguishing it altogether, with the least possible

loss of current; the purpose of the socket is also to

obtain within a small space a wide range of

regulation combined with a high degree of efifi-

ciency, and further to premit of safely and effectively oper-

ating from a given socket lamps differing in voltage

and candle power. These objects are attained by provid-

ing the lamp or socket with an annular core wound with

a number of lengths of insulated wire arranged in the form

of a strand or cable, the ends of the several wires being

cross-CDaaected and brought to a series of terminals ar-

ranged within the socket in position to be traversed by an

arm or contact-brush attached to the lamp key. The
arrangement is such that the current may either pass un-

obstructed through the socket, or may be "choked" by

being made to traverse in succession a number of the wires

forming the winding around the core.

Figs. I and 2 give a very clear idea of the details of the

socket. Fig. 3 is a diagram of connections, while Fig. 4
shows a special modification of the connections.

The ring-ship^d choking coil is set in the casing as in-

dicated. The core of the coil is composed of thin iron

stampings, and the insulated cable is wound on the core

to a depth of one or two layers. The free ends of the wires

composing the cable strand are brought to contact ter-

minals, as shown in Fig. i, and the diagram, Fig. 3, so

that all the wires composing the strand are in series. The
contacts consist of pins set in a block and in the path of

a little arm on the key spindle.

The operation of the socket will be now understood.

As the key is moved to the left, passing over the contacts

successively, the length of active opposing wire included in

the lamp circuit is progressi%'eIy increased, thus causing

the core to generate a gradually increasing counter electro-

motive force that opposes the flow of the current and

causes the lamp filament to glow at its lowest point of in-

candescence. When^the arm of the key is moved to the stop

at the extreme right, so as to rest upon the contact, as

shown in full lines in Fig. 3, the circuit is opened and the

flow of current is entirely interrupted. In like manner,

when the key is moved toward the left or from the full to

the dotted position shox'n in the cut, the lamp is gradually

brought from total extinction to full brilliance, and it will

be evident that any intermediate degree of incandescence

can be maintained for any desired length of time by mov-

ing the arm to the desired point.

Fig. 4 represents the modified form of winding in which

both the interruption of the light and the accidental snort-

circuiting of a section of the choking coil are prevented,

and in which the transit of the switch-arm from one ter-

minal to the next produces what may be termed a "half-

step" in the variation of the amount of light given by the

lamp. In this arrangement the wires of the cable B are

divided into two sets, B and B (shown separately in the

diagram for the sake of clearness), the terminals of one

set alternating with those of the other. Ordinarily only

one set or portion of a set is in circuit at one time; but in

the act of passing from an even-numbered to an odd num-

bered terminal, or vice versa, the switch-arm D places

both sets or portions of sets, as the case may be, in multiple

with each other. By thus affording a double path for the cur-

rent around the core, the resistance is varied without sub-

The Electric Search Light on the Lakes
To the seafaring man the electric search light is no

longer a novelty, but the navigators of the great lakes, it

seems, have only recently had their eyes opened to the fact

that the addition of a powerful projector to their equip-

ments not only lessens the dangers incidental to voyages

over these treacherous waters, but enables them also to

effect a very material saving in time.

Not long ago the owners of the lake steamer City of

^udington of the Goodrich line, Chicago, decided to light

their boat by electricity. Accordingly a 300 light ^^ather

dynamo was purchased and connected by means of a verj'

compactly arranged system of rope transmission with a

small Elms engine of the upright type. This plant was

employed to furnish current for 160 16 candle piower lamps

distributed throughout the vessel. The electric lighting plant

was started about the middle of January last and has been

in service eversince. About two months ago the ad\isability

of employing an electric search light as an aid to naviga-

tion was considered, and the idea of introducing this ap-

pliance met with such favor that the 'steamship company
immediately ordered one of the Mather company. The

Electricity at the World s Fair.

There was bat one bid for the arc electric lighting at

the World's Fair in Chief Barnham'a office at x i-. m. on
March 15th, the lime set for the opening of bids. This
was from the Thomson-Houston Electric company,
and was at the average rate of $38.50 per lamp for the

duration of the fair. This makes a total of about $232,-

000 for the lamps called for in the specifications already

issued. The bid will undoubtedly be accepted.

Frequent inquiries for the prospectus of the electrical

department at the World's Fair are met by the response

that it is still in the hands of the printer. The "copy" was
put in the possession of this individual several weeks ago,

but it appears that one concern does all the printiog for

the World's Fair by contract, and that a rush of work has

caused the delay.

Artists express much admiration for the Franklin statue,

which is to be placed at the southern entrance to the elec-

tricity building, and which was recently illustrated in this

paper. Young E. Allison has an article describing it in the

last number of the En^ituering Magazine. In speaking

of the statue, Mr. Allison says: '' It requires no effort to

see that the sculptorhas rendered the idea in a most graphic

and dramatic and yet in a perfectly simple and natural

manner. There is the mark of the storm in the blov^n dra-

pery and locks ; there is the look of keen and eager fus-

ELECTRIC SEARCH LIGHT ON THE LAKES.

instrument, of the Wexler, New York, type, is now con-

sidered to be an almost indispensable portion of the ves-

sel's outfit.

The City of Ludington plies between Chicago and

Manistee, Mich., making in all thirty-two stops.

The search light on this boat is particularly useful in that

it enables the pilot to "pickup," or, as a landman would say,

find at night, the stakes and buoys that mark the chan-

nel through the "Flats" at Green Bay, and also to get the

bearings of the bridge piers on what the lake sailors call

the Peninsula.

As an instance of the great saving in time that has al-

ready been effected by employing the electric light

in this manner a recent winter night's experience was

related by First Mate J. Body of the City of Ludington.

The vessel was off Kewaunee, Wis., and heading for that

port. The wind was blowing from the east, the ice was

coming in fast and all on board had about made up

their minds to make the best of a freeze that might keep

the vessel out of harbor for several days. In this emer-

gency the search light was brought into service. A careful

manipulation of the powerful beam of light soon revealed

to Captain Gallagher a break in the ice, which would per-

mit the safe passage of the vessel. About half an hour

afterward the crack closed, and the City of Ludington

had a four days' wait, but it was at the Kewaunee dock.

Another vessel without the electric projector was caught

in the ice, broke her screw and had to send to Milwaukee

for assistance.

An illustration of the City of Ludington's search light

as it is used in practice is presented herew^ith.

pense in the face, and the figure is poised at the moment

of intense mental and physical activit)' in expression.

With ' Franklin ' written under Rohl-Smith's statue even a

schoolboy might tell the story and see, without suggestion

the flashing clouds into which the eyes are peering with

the desire to drag their secret to earth. There will be no

art work of a realistic character at Chicago which will sur-

pass the statue of Franklin. It is the best representation

by art that has yet been made of that homely old anecdote

of how the philosopher ' drew the lightning from the skies,'

and ^ohl-Smith has rendered it with epical saggestioo.''

Double Carbon Lamp Litigation.

The Chicago firms that have been sued by the Brush

Electric company for alleged infringement on its double

carbon patents for arc lamps have filed their answers in the

United States Circuit Court. They admit that they are

using the double carbon lamp, but claim that Brush was not

the original inventor of the improvement. Their lamps were

purchased from the Western Electric company, a case

against which is now pending. The patent of Brush is

claimed to be void, and it is asserted that the invention was

mentioned in many publications and patents prior to the

time Brush secured his patent. Marshal! Field & Co. and

the Chicago Arc Light & Power company, who are de-

fendants, say that the lamps they are using are but a small

part of their electric plant, and to enjoin them from using

the lamps would result in rendering the whole plant useless.

Nearly if not all the suits will be defended by Barton &
Brown, who are retained by the Western Electric company.
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The new system of calls introduced by the Chicago

Telephone company has thus far met with no opposition

although it was feared some complaints would be made a

so radical a change. The subscribers appear, however,

to realize that the change is made with a view of improv-

ing the service, and they have therefore accepted the

changes with good grace. The new system has already

been described in the Western Electrician, and the

advantages claimed for it seem to be realized.

through the ice fields. In another column is presente an

interesting description of the manner in which the electric

search light is employed on Lake Michigan to find cracks

in the ice. An electric search light outfit is so simple and

cheap, comparatively speaking, that it seems as though

every steamboat owner on the lakes should immediately

adopt what has proved itself to be such a valuable aid to

navigation.

ong distance transmission is as yet practically a new sub-

ject; that there are limitations to the commercial applica-

tion at present, and that further experiments should be

made with a view to extending the limits of commercial

application rather than developing new theories.

Staid old Massachusetts, it seems, is considering serious-

ly the substitution of electric for steam power on several of

its important railways. There is every prospect that the

general railway law of the state will be so amended as to

make the letter of the statute conform to the change that

many well-informed railway men believe to be impending.

Several leading railway officials have expressed themselves

as desirous of experimenting with the new method of con-

veying power, and it would seem that an earnest effort was

about to be made to utilize electrically transmitted power

for long-distance transportation. The problem is a fas-

cinating one and, while it presents many difficulties that

yet remain to be solved—more, perhaps, than many of the

enthusiastic writers for the daily press suspect—he would be

a bold man who would venture to assert that the day would

never come when the principal railways of the country

would be operated by electricity. It is to the credit of the

Old Bay State that it is in the van in the movement to at-

tain this desirable result.

That iron manufacturing concerns of the largest class

are not confined to the East is shown by the article on

"Electric Cranes at the Grant Locomotive Works," on the

first page. The establishment of a great plant for the

production of locomotives certainly mark an epoch in the

growth of Chicago as a manufacturing center, and the fact

will give satisfaction to every friend of the city, even if a

few of them do entertain the hope that the time is coming

when the steam locomotive will be supplanted by one built

for the conversion of power transmitted by electricity.

But those who are interested in electrical progress will be

attracted most by the large traveling cranes operated by

electricity. One of these—that in the erecting shop— is

strong and powerful enough to carry a dismantled locomo-

tive about the factory as easily as a strong man would

handle a baby. All told, there are four of these cranes,

and the plant is one of the largest of its kind in the United

States. Its proprietors deserve credit for their progressive-

ness.

In an article presented elsewhere in this issue on '* Pho-

tography as Applied to the Investigation of Electrical

Phenomena," C. P. Steinmetz brings out some interesting

points relating to what Carl Kammeyer, in a recent paper

before the Chicago Electric club, termed the " viciousness"

of the flash on the rupture oE fuses in continuous current

circuits. It will be remembered that Mr. Kammeyer's ex-

periments indicated that fuses on alternating circuits blew

with less violence than those on continuous current circuits.

Mr. Steinmetz attributes the difference in the action of the

two fuses to the difference in the self-induction of the cur-

rents on which they are employed. He cites the harmless

character of the spark in the case where a storage battery

circuit is closed by a non-inductive resistance, and then

refers to a condition where self-induction may be enormous,

as, for instance, where there is connection with the shunt

field of a large dynamo. Mr. Steinmetz considers that, gen-

erally, in the alternating spark or flash, only "electrical"

energy is discharged, while, in the continuous current, in

addition to the "'electrical" energy, there is exhibited a

certain amount of " magnetic energy."

Owners of steamboats on the lakes are discovering that

the electric search light is a paying investment, especially

when ice has to be fought. In the early spring months,

before the ice is gone, vessels are oftentimes seriously de-

layed, and much time and money is lost. But, by the ad-

dition of this simple appliance to the boat's machinery, it

becomes a comparatively easy matter to find a way at night

Transmission of power by electricity formed the subject

of an interesting address by Dr. Louis Bell before the last

meeting of the Chicago Electric club. Attention was di-

rected to the fact that there was yet much to be done be-

.^ore the transmission of power in large quantities and for

very long distances could be considered commercially suc-

cessful. True, there had been considerable progress made

and many valuable experiments had been conducted, but

this experimental work, especially in Germany last year,

while possessing consideiable value, had not by any means

solved the problem from a commercial view point. The

public generally loses sight of the important fact that elec-

tric power transmission must be economical in order to

secure financial support and encouragement, but electrical

engineers as a rule, it may be said, realize the necessity of

attaining that point where a return for the investment re-

quired may be reasonably expected. It would seem that

the engineers in considering the long distance problem,

however, had been carried away by the grandeur of the ex-

periments and the theoretical possibilities of the project.

That there is a great field for electric power transmission

there can be no doubt, but it should be borne in mind that

The mayor of Chicago has signed the much talked-of

' 'smoke abating ordinance,
'

' and it now remains to be seen

whether the company exploiting the compressed air system

intends to distribute stock or power. It seems to be very

generally believed that the former commodity will receive

the company's closest attention. It is fair to presume in

any event, though, that those who have had experience in

selling electric power to Chicago consumers will not be-

come subscribers to the stock of the new company. At

the present time there are hundreds of horse power of

electric motors in operation in Chicago, and the way in

which the rival electrical manufacturers swoop down on

the prospective purchaser of even a small motor would lead

the more conservative to believe that the demand for power

from the central station is pretty well taken care of in this

particular locality. It is difficult to see just how the in-

troduction of another central power station is going to bull

the power market. This belief in an existing demand
seems to be entertained, or at least is given out to the gul-

lible, by the promoters of the new enterprise, and if talk

means anything, one might be convinced that all the of-

fending smoke producers in Chicago will immediately

throw their steam plants into the scrap pile, and put in air

engines. Such a thought is of course an absurdity. The
city of Chicago has for several years been possessed of,

and has now, two central stations from which power can

be rented at rates with which, we venture without hesita-

tion to state, the compressed air company, if it makes a

legitimate profit, will not be able to compete. Of course,

such statements as these bring up the question of the rela-

tive efficiency of the two systems. But it is not necessary

to go so far. We will only refer the seeker after interest-

ing facts to thiE gentlemen who have built up in Chicago

the electric power circuits. And in conclusion,we venture

to predict that the philanthropic smoke abaters will, when

they commence to canvass for power, be somewhat sur-

prised, and realize the truth of the saying about how easy

it is to take the animal to the water, or bring the water to

the animal, but how hard it is to make him drink.

The ice is broken at last, and visitors to the World's

Fair city, who may locate in the southwestern section of

Chicago, may now feel assured that they can reach the

fair grounds without having to go down town or take a

sleeper on the south side cross town lines. The city ccun-

cil has this time done its duty, not only to the company

but to the people as well, and for this reason is to be con-

gratulated. In another column there may be found de-

tailed information as to the electrical privileges that have

been granted to the South Side Railway company. Few
of those wise ones who believe in the existence of what

might be termed sympathetic reciprocity between a certain

street railway company and the council have had any

doubt but that permission would be granted for the erec-

tion of the overhead system on the South Side. In this

connection it is most amusing to an outsider to note the

complacent manner in which the council not only allows

the installation of electric motive power, but at the same

time leaves it optional entirely with the railway company

as to any future changes in its method of propulsion.

"And in the event that some more favorable and practi-

cable method of furnishing electricity or other motive power

for the operation of said road be discovered,'' reads the

provision in the ordinance, "said Chicago City Railway

company, its successors or assigns, shall have the right to

adopt the same in the place of or in connection with the

use of said electrical overhead contact wires."

However this may be, the citizens need have no fear.

Chicago was the pioneer city in the matter of placing elec-

tric wires underground, but on the adoption of improved

methods of street car propulsion the World's Fair city has

been far behind other municipalities. The future will

show at least that the city council acted wisely in not

haggling at this time of urgent need over the question of

introducing a system well tried and universally acknowl-

edged to be most eflicient.

In this connection it should be remarked that the com-

pany and the council would earn the gratitude of the peo-

ple of the South Side depending on the Indiana avenue

line if the ordinance, as passed, had provided for the

equipment of the Indiana line north of Thirty-ninth street

with the electric system. It is not yet too late to add this

line to the list. Indiana avenue deserves improved service.

It is an important thoioughfare, and a large number of

people are depending upon its street car line for service

north and south.
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French Electric Lighthouses.
The application of electricity to lighthoufies in France

dates from 1864. The system was extended very slowly,

and in 1878 only three were in operation in the country.

The fact was comn:icnted upon in that year at the exposi-

tion, when the slow development was referred to in these

terms: "It is not because the machines designed to gen-

erate current have proved unreliable, or that accidents have

happened, They have, on the contrary, worked with great

regularity. But all the lighthouses on the coasts of France

have appurtenances adapted for oil." The element of

cost also was a determining factor, as it was necessary in

making the substitution to sacrifice all the capital invested

in the oil apparatus, and to devote a very considerable

sum to the installation of a plant for the new mode of

lighting. Since 1878 however, it has been generally ad-

mitted that the electric light was infinitely superior for use

in these signal towers, and it has been the general p'an to

equip the more important lighthouses with electrical

apparatus.

The cost of an equipment such as is used in France is

not small. At La Heve, where the first two lighthouses

which were furnished with electricity are located, it was

necessary to construct a power house for the four gener-

ators and two engines. It was also necessary to build coal

storage vaults, a reservoir for water, quarters for workmen,

and to modify the internal apparatus for use in connection

with electric lamps. The cost of this work was $ig,ooo.

The machinery cost about |22,ooo in addition.

Since this plant was installed electrical apparatus has

Chicago Board of Trade Quotations.
It is reported in the Chicago papers that the Western

Union Telegraph Company has olTered the directors of the

JJoard of Trade of Chicago ijiio.ooo per annum for the

privilege of sending out the oflkial quotations on the floor

FIG. I. FRENCH ELECTRIC LTGMTHOUSES.

been greatly improved and the cost is now much less, and
the expense of equipping forty-six towers with electric light

for which the change was decided upon will not be over

$25,000 each. Nine of this number are already in service.

One of them, that of Les Baleines, is illustrated in Fig. i.

Fig, 2 is a view of the old tower at this point, which was
built in the time of Henry IV. (1589-1593).

Fig. 3 shows the plan of the power plant at the light-

house of Belle Isle en Mer. AAA are the Benier hot air

engines, B is an air compressor, DD are the compressed

air reservoirs, /is a Megy engine, A' is a Gramme dyn-

amo, L the main shaft, R pi.)as and valves, SS Meritens

dynamos.

Fig. 4 shows diagram matically the relative illuminating

power of the old and new methods of illumination. The
dotted circles inclose the area in which the old lights were

effective; the outer circles designate the distance at which
the electric light is visible.

The cuts are reproduced from La Nature.

Where is Mr. Gessman?
H. G. Gessman, an electrician employed by the Edison

General Electric company, mysteriously disappeared on

January 20th in St. Joseph, Mo., where he had been sent

by the company to take charge of the Edison machines

during the test on the People's railway of the different

varieties of electric motors. Gessman went to St. Joseph
from Omaha where he had been for some time in the in-

terest of the company. As soon as he arrived there he

went to the office of the railway, and a little later he start-

ed to look for a boarding place. Since then he has not

been seen or heard from. He is thitty years old and un-

married. It is feared that he met with foul play.

Fir,. 4. KRENCH ELECTRIC LlGilTHOirSES.

of the board of trade, the figures to be collected by the

board. The offer is creating some discussion, and it is

asserted that when the directors grant the Western Union

the privilege of sending out quotations the houses with

private wires and the Postal Telegraph company will

demand a similar right, and it is the opinion of many of

the brokers that it cannot be denied them. Free quota-

lions also mean the estabUshment of bucket shops in all

their glory. In speaking on this subject R. G: Chandler,

a member of the quotation committee, is reported to have

said; "We are probably not giving away such a snap

as some of the members seem to think. If the Western

Union comes in we cannot hinder the private-wire houses

from sending out the figures, because that would be

a violation of an anti-monopoly law. We now have a

number of injunctions hanging over us, and the minute we

sanctioned a monoply the courts wouid cause us trouble.

The old-time wide-open markets will again be in vogue,

provided, of course, the telegraph company succeeds in

getting in."

Fire Alarm Patent Litigation.

An imp:>rtant suit relative to fire alarm telegraph pat-

ents was tried in C licago last week before Judge Blodgett

in the United States circuit court. It was entitkd the

Gamewell Fire Alarm company 01 New York against the

city of Aurora, III. The plaintiff brought suit to restrain

the defendant from using the Ruddick su:cession fire

alarm box, of which a number are installed in the city of

Aurora, claim'n^ that this box is an infringement on the

St3v.ar patent, which is owned by the Gamewell company.

The ' succession" part of the box consists in a device pro-

viding for non-interference in case two boxes are pulled

FIG, 3. FRENCH ELECTRIC LIGHTHOUSES.

simultaneously, allowing the signals to be sounded suc-

cessively. It is this feature that the Gamewell company

claimed to have covered by the Stover patent. On the

trial, however, the defendant established the fact that

there was a prior English patent. The judge also held

that it was not shown that the Ruddick box was an in-

fringement on the Stover patent, and the suit was dis-

missed with costs to the comptainant. The defense was
assumed by the Inter-sl-tc Kirc Alarm company of Omaha,
which manufactures the Ruddick apparatus and which

was rtpresenied at the trial by Hall & Brown of Chicago.

The case is an important one to manufacturers and users

of fire alarm telegraph systems. In Cleveland simitar suits

are pending and will now undoubtedly be dropped. It is

said, however, that the Gamewell company will bring suit

against Moses G. Crane of lioston for alleged infringe

ment, Mr. Crane is an expert in the manufacture of Hrc

alarm telegraphs, and is now manufacturing a system
of his own.

The Street Railway Fight in Dubuque.
Judging from the daily papers published in Dubuque,

Iowa, there has been a lively contest over the contract for

the new equipment of the Uubuque Street Railway com-
pany. This is the company that essayed to operate its

line by storage baiteries. The cars were run for several

months under this system, with varying success, and then

President Rhomberg declared that storage batteries were
a failure as applied to street railways in Dubuque. The
line is now to be equipped with overhead conductors, and
several companies made bids for the work. There was
brisk competition, but finally the Edison company was
awarded the contract for the generating plant and the line

construction, while the Detroit Electrical Works secured

that for the motors. This resulted in a newspaper war-

fare between Mr. Rhomberg. the president of the com-

FIG. 2. FRENCH ELE(.TR)C LIi : HTHOISES.

pany; F. W. Home, of the Chicago ofhce of the Thomson-
Houston company; and L. E. Meyers, who represented the

Detroit company. Mr. Home asserted that he was ad-

vised that the Rae motor was an infringement of patents

owned by the Thomson- Houston company, and that it

was an "obsolete machine'' anyway. He also intimated

that suits would be brought against Mr. Rhomberg's com-

pany, adding that the Allen & Swiney line—a rival road in

which the Thomson-Houston company owns stock—would

be put in first-class shape. Mr. Meyers retorted that Mr.

Home had misrepresented the facts and that he, Home,
was sore because he had not secured the contract. The
local company would be amply protected, he said. Mr.

Rhomberg contributed his share to the controversy by

asserting that Mr. Home had tried to "bluff" him to

award the Thomson-Houston company the contract by

threatening infringement suits and active competition on the

part of the Allen & Swiney line. There was apparently

considerable feeling aroused, and the newspapers bristled

with bellicose interviews. Mr. Rhomberg asserts that he

will have his road running with Rae motors by May 15th.

Postal Telegraph Service.
Among the bills introduced in the United States Senate

last week was one by Mr. Sawyer to authorize the estab-

lishment of a postal telegraph service. It provides that

the postmaster-general, upon the advice and approval of

the secretary of the treasury and attorney-general, may
contract with any person, company, or corporation own-

ing or operating telegraph lines for the transmission of

correspondence, press dispatches, and postal money orders

at such rates as may be agreed upon by the contracting

parties, not to exceed the rates now charged for similar

messages.
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Milwaukee's Electric Railway System.
An electric railway system of 130 miles, all practically

under the control of one company, is possessed by Mil-

waukee, a city with a population of 230,000 and with a

territory of less than twenty-five square miles. Henry

tent and completeness of Milwaukee's street railway sys-

tem as is afforded by the accompanying map. Every line

on the map, except the heavy lines on the border, repre-

sents a street railway, either equipped or being equipped

with electricity. The street cars of the city run upon

wurm, North Greenfield, Layton Park and St. Francis.

Toe cars which run every day number fully 250, and the

number of men employed in operating the lines exceeds

950. The weekly pay roll is more than $[3,000. There

are three power houses, with an aggregate of 10.000 horse

MILWAUKEE ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM.—MAP SHOWING EXTENSION

Villard is at the head of the Milwaukee Street Railway

company, which controls the whole system of the city, and

the purchase price of the lines and the equipment of them

with electricity, which is to be the only motive power used

on Milwaukee street railways, represent an outlay of more

than $6,000,000.

No words could give such a clear idea of the great ex-

sixty-three streets, and the lines form a perfect network.

The old lines which make up the new system dovetail

nicely. The franchises which the common council will

soon grant will perfect the combination of the different

lines by connecting many and forming new ones where

they are needed. Lines are either built or projected to

all of the suburbs—Wauwatosa, Whitefish Bay, Lind-

OF LINES.

power. Eventually all of the lines

the big Edison power house on

powerful engines and dynamos are

possible. The plant will possess S,

the work is completed, and Henry

the statement that it will be the

powerhouse in the country. The

will be operated from

River street. Three

being put in as fast as

,000 horse power when
Villard is authority for

most complete electric

building is a massive
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structure, so strongly built that much of the heavy machin-

ery is operated on the second floor.

The overhead system is used throughout, center poles

being used on the new lines except a few blocks in the

business district where side poles are used. The road

beds differ on the different lines. On the Hinsey lines

MARKED ADVANCEMENT IN UTILIZING WATER POWER.

stringers are Uii on ties and flat rails fastened to the

stringers. On the West Side Railway lines the rails

which are T-shaped, and are fastened to steel chairs, which

in turn are fasteoed to wooden ties. The Villard people

have secured control of the Hinsey and West Side lines,

but have not taken formal possession of them. The Hin-

sey roadbed will be renewed as soonas possible. The lines

built under the Villard regime possess perfect road beds,

it is considered. On the trunk lines the road bed consists of

80 pound steel rails, T-shaped, fastened directly to wood-

en ties imbedded in the street. These rails are seven inches

high. On the other lines the construction of the road

bed is the same, except that 60-pound rails, five inches

high, are u^ed. These new lines, in a few wards, are

built for all the world like a steam railroad, audit is stated

that a locomotive and a train of cars could run over Ihem

without injury.

The rolling stcck provided for is excellent. Some of

the old cars and many new ones that are roomy and well

made are in use at present, but there will be 150 new cars

provided.

The E. S. Smith High Speed Engine in

Train Lighting Service.

"Not a rotary engine, and yet the motion of its parts is

such that there are no dead centers." Such is one of the

many strong claims made for the engine illustrated in the

cuts by the designer, E. S. Smith. Without going into
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closed in a strong box, to which the bed-pl.ite of the engine

and dynamo frame are bolted. In this box there is a

tight partition between the engine and dynamo, filled with

asbestos, mineral wool, or other non-conductor of heat.

Two sides of this box are hinged, in two sections so as to

make access easy to all parts of the dynamo and engine.

This arrangement makes it convenient to handle the

entire generating plant in case it becomes necessary. The

whole oullit may be easily and quickly taken from ihe

car, by simply removing the bolts which secure the box to

the car, and another box containing duplicate machinery

may be put in its place in a few minutes. The box is

provided with rollers to facilitate moving it about. Placed

in, this manner, it is figured that the entire generating

plant, including engine of sufficient capacity to thorough-

ly light the longest train of passenger coaches, will occupy

a space of less than two and one-half feet square by about

six feet in height.

Marked Advancement in Utilizing

Water Power.
No more striking evidence of the advancement that has

been made in hydraulic engineering could be furnished than

a comparison of the water wheels of forty years ago with

those of the present day. In the accompanying cut is

shown a wheel known as the overshot or gravity wheel. It

is unquestionably the largest aud most expensive water

wheel ever constructed, and is located at Laxey, on the

Isle of Man. This wheel is 72 feet in diameter, and is

supposed to develop about 150 horse power to operate a

system of pumps in a lead mine, raising 250 gallons of

water per minute an elevation of 1,200 feet. This great

wheel is said to have been running continuously since its

construction forty years ago, even making its monotonous

rounds on Sunday, much to the annoyance of some of the

old Scotch Dissenters, who look upon it as a want of re-

spect for the sacredness of the day.

The illustration affords a very good idea of the old

method as compared with the Pelton system of power.

The little cut in the upper corner represents a Pelton

wheel of corresponding capacity (under similar conditions

NEW FAN MOTOR.

of head and water supply), being drawn to the same scale.

The efficiency of the Laxey wheel—taking resistance

into account—it is estimated cannot be more than 65 per

cent, of the theoretical power, while the Pelton will de-

velop fully 20 per cent, more, and in size and appearance

FIG. 2. S.MITH HIGH SPEED EiNGl

details of construction it may be said that this engine,

which is being manufactured by the American Engine

company of Bound Brook, N. J., is built to run at 1,000 or

more revolutions, is provided, with an automatic cut-off,and

is therefore especially applicable to every service in which

high speed is desired and space must be economized.

Fig. I shows the E S. Smith engine coupled directly to

a C. & C. dynamo and arranged for train lighting service.

In Fig. 2 is shown the method of coupling the compound

type of this engine directly to dynamos.

The whole plant for generating currents sufficient to

light the longest train of cars need occupy only a very in-

significant amount of space in one corner of the baggage

car. The dynamo, in order to economize space, is placed

directly over the engine, the latter standing on end, with

its shaft perpendicular. For convenience in handling and

to protect the machines from the baggage, they are in-

NE IN TRAIN LIGHITNG SKRVICE.

is a mere toy as compared to the ponderous piece of ma-

chinery shown, with its massive column, arches and stone

foundations.

New Fan Motor.

R. J. Randolph, until recently with the Excelsior Elec-

tric company, has brought out and is manufacturing on a

large scale a new fan motor, which will be known as the

"Randolph Daisy." The fan has a regulating switch

that controls the speed at will, varying from 900 to 1200

and 1800 revolutions. The bearings are made of lignum

vitae, and are of unusual length The current required

is about equal to that required to run an incandescent 16

candle power lamp at no volts. The accompanying il-

lustration will give an idea of the general appearance of

the fan and motor. Mr. Randolph will have his business

office at present with the Excelsior company.

i8t

Newton's Incandescent Lamp Extension.

The Detroit Electrical Works, Detroit, Mich., arc in-

troducing the simple electric light fixture shown in the cut.

The illustration is self-explanatory. This lamp hanger

consists of a pulley and frame containing a spring and

-"sr

NEWTON S INCANDESCENT LAMP EXTENS'ON.

pawls, the whole weighing abDut eight ounces. The device

will allow an ordinary lamp to be placed at a distance of

six feet, and it will carry a lamp from the lightest to the

heaviest, with perfect safety. As will be seen, the fixture

can be applied or removed from the cord by any one in a

very few moments, and without interfering with the elec-

tric circuit.

Chicago Electric Club.

The Chicago Electric club has arranged for a series of

papers on subjects connected with the electric railway.

The titles of the papers are as follows:

March 21.—One Motor for Car Equipment.
Two Motors for Car Equipment.

March 29.—The Gearless Motor.
The Single Reduction Motor.

April 4. —Debate, " Resolved, We should have the trol-

ley system in Chicago."

In view of the recent discussion in the city council of

Chicago on this topic, it is very appropriate that the club

should consider the subject in all its bearings. It might be

FIG. I. SMITH HIGH SPEED ENGINE IN TRAIN LIGHTING
SERVICE.

well to get the city council and some of the South Side

company's officers at the meeting. They are, evidently,

sadly in need of information on the electric system.
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A New Transformer.

The Diamond Electric company, recently organj':zed in

Peoria, 111., has placed in the market a new transformer,

for which many novel features are claimed. The fuse box

and blocks are so arranged that by sliding a catch under-

NEW TRANSFORMER.

nealh the fuse box, as shown in the accompanying cut,

they may be removed from a live circuit without danger,

and a new fuse inserted in a moment without the use of

tools. The mountings are porcelain and slate. Sizes run-

ning from 5 to 300 lights have already been made, a num-

ber of the latter being now under way in the factory.

Edison Ceiling Cut-outs.

The ceiling cut-outs illustrated in the accompanying cuts

have been introduced by the Edison General Electric com-

pany. In Fig. I is shown a new double pole cut out

especially devised for cleat work, possessing many ad

vantages and intended to take the place of the old form of

single pole pendant cut-out. The devices shown in Figs.

2 and 3 are intended for molded and concealed work.

The interior work in these cut-outs is alike. The contact

pieces in the porcelain base are flat, and are provided at

their terminals with small indentations which serve to catch

and retain the bent contact pieces in the cover and make a

perfect contact. Two safety fuses protect the appliance.

The cut-outs are made of the best hard, white, non-

absorbative porcelain.

The use of ceiling pendant cutouts has hitherto been

confined to lights hung from the cut-out by a flexible twin

conductor. The flattened shape of the cut-out, shown in

Fig. I, is adapted to a swinging light. The light can be

swung to a considerable distance from its normal point of

rest, returning thereto much more quickly than is the case

with the flexible cord pendant. The many advantages for

store lighting and similar work presented by this arrange-

ment are obvious.

Nesmith's Underground Electric Rail-

way Conduit.

Iq this conduit there is a conductor provided with a pro-

tection plate in such a manner that a trolley wheel may

ride on the conductor beneath the protection plate.

about four inches is left between the upper edge of the

plate and the opposite side of the conduit. The plate is

also supported in the diagonal position by means of anchor

rods. To the under side of the plate are attached hanging

brackets, which support the conductor. There is a trolley-

arm reaching down through the roadway slot into the con-

duit, which is bent so as to pass around the upper edge of

the inclined plate, extending diagonally beneath it. At

intervals along the bottom of the conduit, sluiceways are

provided, leading into a sewer for drainage. To the trolley-
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arm there is also attached a branch arm for a brush to

sweep the bo tom of the conduit.

Premier Electric Motor.

In the accompanying cut is presented a new electric mo-

tor, which has been recently placed upon the market by

EDISON CEILING CUT-OUTS.

the Premier Electric company, of Brooklyn. The little

machine is compact, fills all the requirements necessary for

running fans, toy launches, music boxes, etc. The magnet

cores are made of the best soft iron ; the machine is enam

FIGS. 2 AND 3. EDISON CEILING CUT-OUTS

eled, carefully insulated, and wound with the best double

covered wire. This motor is especially designed to run fans

for ventilating dining tables, offices, desks, and the like.

Notwithstanding the fact that this company has only been

in the field but a short time, the sale of these raotois have

been very gratifying. The Premier company expects to

NESMITH S UNDERGROUND ELECTRIC RAILWAY CuNDUIi

The details of construction will be understood from the

sectional view shown herewith.

There is a mttal plate extending longitudinally in the

conduit and it is fixed diagonally as shown in the cross-

sectional view. The lower side of the plate is secured to

the side of the conduit about midway up the side by bolts,

leaving about an inch space between the side of the con

duit and the edge of the plate for drainage. A space of

move very shoitly into a new factory which is now in course

of erection near the site of the present works.

Duplex Arc Lamp.
The arc lamp shown in the illustration is manufactured

bytheDap'ex Electric company. Limited, of Corry, Pa.,

and is designed to burn on either arc or incandescent cir-

cuits. The frame of this lamp is wide, and was especially

designed to overcome the objectionable feature so often

noticed in arc lamps, of casting large shadows. The car-

bons are fed by a train of gears that are controlled by dif-

ferential magnets, which cause a uniform feed and conse-

quently a steady, noiseless, white light. These gears are

connected so as to allow a rapid upward movement of the

DUPLEX ARC LAMP.

feed rack to facilitate trimming. They do not stick when

constantly exposed to the weather. This is an important

point, as the great objection to geared lamps is their tend-

ency to "hang up,"

This arc lamp is made in two styles, single and "twin"

carbon. Both styles are made to give a light of either 1200

or 2000 normal candle power. The twin carbon lamp, it

should be mentioned, is practically the same as the single

carbon, with the exception of the carbon holder.

Hercules Motors and Dynamos.
As can be seen from the illustration, the Hercules

machine is of the inverted horseshoe type. In the motors

and dynamos of this type the whole of the magnetic circuit

is made up of sheets stamped out of one sheet of Swedish

iron. The plates are thoroughly insulated to prevent the

generation of Foucault currents and consequent heating'.

The field coils are separattly wound on brass spools, thus

allowing the coils to be easily slipped over the core. The
armature which is of the modified Siemens type, has teeth

forming longitudinal channels in its periphery in which the

coils are wound. These teeth, besides reducing the mag
netic resistance of the air space to a minimum, prevent the

coils from fl>ing out. The magnet frame is bolted to an

iron base having iron standards and self-oiling bearings,

even in the smallest size of machines. By this method of

construction the company claims that it obtains more mag-

netism in a given space with less loss of energy than by

any other means.

The Zueker ^^ Levett Chemical company. New York, is

introducing these machines.

Electricity for Steam Railroads in Mas-
sachusetts.

It appears that several of the railroad companies in

Massachusetts view with favor the proposition to substitute

HERCULES MOTORS AND DYNAMOS.

electricity for steam power on their lines. A bill author-

izing railroad corporations subject to the general railroad

law of the state to operate their roads by electricity has

already been favorably reported to the legislature. The
Boston correspondent of the Evening; Pos( of New York

in writing on this subject, says:

The movement in its present form was originated by the
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late genera! manaf^er of the Boston and Maine railroad

system, James T. Furber. lie believed that the lime had
come for the practical application of electricity to railroad

transportation, and at his suggestion the order was offered.

It might have been that his sudden death would have put

a stop to the matter for this session, but at a hearing be-

fore the railroad committee, at which President Choate of

the Old Colony road was present, the committee questioned

him upon the feasibility oi Mr. Furber's idea, lie was de-

cidedly in favor of it, and said that the Old Colony was
ready to proceed at once to a practical trial of the applica-

tion of electricity to the movement of ordinary railroad

cars. It is said by the committee that the Boston and Al-

bany road is also ready, and the prediction is made by ihe

member of the committee who is in charge of the bill that

within one year railroads in Massachusetts will be operated

exclusively with electricity as a moiive power. It is also

predicted that electricity will be found cheaper and far

pleasanter than coal, and that its speedy and general adop-

tion as a locomotive force is at hand. The matter has been

kept quiet until the railroads were ready to act.

Chicago to Have Overhead Trolley Wires.

On Monday last the Chicago city council passed the or-

dinances grantirg pei mission to the Chicago Cily Railway

company to use the overhead trolley wire on several lines.

The ordinances were amended so as to provide that the

overhead wires are to be strung only when and where per-

mitted by the mayor and commissioner of public works.

There was a stipulation also that the feeder wires from the

power houses should be carried in underground conduits

in accordance with a provision of the ordinance in rela-

tion to this matter adopted last week in the West Division

omnibus ordinance.

The amended section of the ordinance provides that if

the company shall propel and operate its cars by electric

power en Thirty-fifth street the overhead wirts shall be

suspended from poles set within the curb line limit of the

street. The wires shall be suspended not less than eight-

een and one-half feet above the rails, and the poles and

supports shall be placed on an average of not less than 1
1

5

feet apart, except at the intersection of streets and avtr-

nues, when thisdistance would place the poles or iuppoits

on intersecting streets and avenues.

There is a further ordinance permitting the company to

operate with electric motors the following lines:

HaJsted street, from Archer avenue to the southern ter-

minus of the tracks of the Chicago City railway company
on said street.

Archer avenue, from State street to the intersection of

Thirty-eighth street, thence west on Thirty-eighth street

to the terminus of the tracks of the Chicago City railway

company on said street.

Thirty fifth street, from the east to the west termini of

the tracks of the Chicago City railway company on said

street.

Forty-seventh street, from the east to the west termini

of the tracks of the Chicago City railway company on said

street.

From State street east on Sixty fir5t street to the ter-

minus of the tracks on that street, and on Cottage Grove
avenne. from Sixty-first street to Sixty-third street, and on
Sixty-third street, from Cottage Grove avenue east to

Stony Island avenue, and on Sixty-fourth street, fiom
Stony Island avenue to Madison avenue, and on Madison
avenue, from Sixty-third street to Sixty- fourth street, and
on Grace avenue, from Sixty-third street to Sixty-fourth

street. Indiana avenue, from Thirty-ninth street to Fifty-

first street, and on Fifty-first street, from State street to

west line of Grand boulevard.

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

New Vokk, March 12.—A week ago all appeared to be

well with the work of the Telephone Subscribers' associa-

tion in its fight for lower telephone rates. But to-day

things have lost the roseate hue, and, apparently, the

representatives of the association have given up hope of

getting any bill passed by the present Legislature to ap-

point commissions in cities to fix the cost for telephone

service. The history of the fight has been chronicle J in

my weekly letters. Richard Croker, the Tammany chief-

tain, gave out that he approved of the proposed legislation

and promised that. the representatives in the Senate and

Assembly from his own district should introduce the bill;

and the outlook was a most pleasing one for all parties

concerned except the telephone company. Oow, however,

comes the news that Senator Hagan declines to intrcduce

the bill, because he "questions such radical legislation

unless all other remedies are exhausted." Assemblyman

D. F. Martin writes that he could not introduce the bill

because it "would be considered a strike."

Secretary Gardner of the Subscribers' association, when

he received on Thursday the news of Mr. Croker's in-

genious manipulation of the matter said; "No one can

convince me now that the Democratic leaders in this city

and state are not under pecuniary obligations to the tele-

phone mDuopoly. We have it from the lips of one of them

that the telephone company subscribed $50000 annually

toward the Democratic state campaign fund. What rea-

son can the bosses have for refusing to give it a hearing

other than the arithmetical one that $50 000 a year is

$35,000 more than ifi 5,oc<'?''

At a meeting of the executive committee of the Western

Union company on Tuesday it was recommended that the

regular quarterly dividend of i '^ per cent, be declared by

the dirtctors. The failure to increase the dividend to i Iz

per cent, quarterly was a disappointrrcnt to some of the

bull traders who advanced the stock recently, and ihe de-

cline was caused by liquidation of some of their accounts.

Members of the executive committee say that the quarter,

being the pcorest of the year, was not considered the best

period in which to increase the rate, but they state posi-

tively that the dividends will certainly be increased to the

rale'of 6 per cent, per annum before the end of this }ear.

The Anglo-American Telegraph company has been hav-

ing trouble with its lines. A dispatch received Tuesday

from Maranbam, Brazil, stated that the land lines to Para

were interrupted, and that nothing had been rectived from

Para since the afternoon of the 6lh inst.

It will be remembered that the common council of Plain-

field, N. J., began not long ago an investigation into the

Plainfield Gas & Electric Light company's methods. Ex-

perts employed by the council had presented testimony

to show that the city had been getting from the Electric

Light company only two-thirds of the service for which it

had been paying, and suit was to have been begun against

the company to recover damages, or payment of street

lighting bills was to have been withheld to the amount of

the^alleged deficiency. On Tuesday, however, the com-

mittee on fire and lamps succeeded in securing from the

company a concession of the justice of the city's claim,

and the common council has authorized an adjustment of

the matter by which the company forfeits, on its bills for

street lighting, the full amount of damages claimed.

Erastus Wiman this week surprised the Stalen Island

politicians by demanding better figures for electric light-

ing sei"vice. Mr. Wiman informed the committee that

under the present contract his company had been out of

pocket, and that under the next contract the village would

beobllgtd to pay $100 for arc lights per year, instead of

$80, and $17.50 for incandescent lights, instead of $15.

The committee on lights was surpiised and indignant, but

as Mr. Wiman threatened that unless the village came to

his terms he would refuse to rtnew the contract and that

the village would be left in total darkness, and as Mr.

Wiman has the monopoly of lighting the villages on Slaten

Island, it is thcur ht that the vote will be in favor of grant-

ing the electric light company the increase demanded.

Col. J. F. Dillont has severed his connection with the

Electrical World and accepted a position with the Archi-

tectural and Builders'" Monthly. The colonel has a wide

and extended acquaintance in the electrical trade, and his

many friends are wishing him success in his new position.

W. F. O.

Des Moines, la.

Des Moines, la.. March 12.— Citizens of Des Moines

take a pardonable pride in the complete and thorough

electric streetcar system that gives every portion of the

city the advantages of rapid transit. The Des Moines

Street Railway company, as at present constituted, is the

culmination of long series of efforts to furnish the city

this essential to its growth.

The transition from the horse cars to the present system

involved litigation and the expenditure of a vast sum of

money, and was even then largely experimental, having

been commenced at the very beginning of the use of

electricity for power in rapid transit.

The overhead wire was tabooed by many as being crude,

but experience has proven that it is a most satisfactory

system for a city of the size of Des Moines. There are

now stretched along the streets of this city more than

twenty-five miles of heavy copper wire and beneath this

wire there is as fine a road-bed as can be found in any city

in the Union. A heavier steel rail than heretofore used

has been adopted, and the curves are all made of hea\y

•"ailroad iron. The cars, forty in number, are roomy and

elegantly finished. They have recently received a thorough

overhauling, so far as the motors are concerned, and the

latest improved noiseless single reduction motors have

been introduced. This change alone involved an expendi-

ture of $70,000.

The power house first built by the company on West

Second street became far too small to accommodate the new
machinery made necessary by the large increase in the

system during the last two years, and a large and com-

modious power house was built upon the east bank of the

river, and is now in use.

In the boiler room there is a row of ten large boilers. In

the same room are the water heaters. The water it

brought nearly to the boillnj; pont before entering the

boilers. This is done by utiliziog the exhaust steam. The
water comes directly from the river and i^ hindled by four

large pumps The principal attraction in the engine room

is a 500 hor!e power engine. Two auxiliary engines are

in po'.ition, one 300 horse power, and one 250 horse power.

Theseengines are all connected with the line shaft and are

90 arranged that a change from one engine to the other can

be made with very little inconvenience. These engines

operate ten Thomson- Houston generators. 80 horse

power each, running at the rate of g-)o revolutions per

minute.

The company has its system divided in four sections and

each has a feeder running from the power house to the

center of the section. Hy this arran^em:nt the breaking

of the current upon one section does not interfere with

traffic on any of the others.

The company has fitted up a large and roomy shop for

the repair and construction of cars, and it is the intention

in the future to build the cars to be added lo the rolling

stock equipment of the system. A large force of men is

now constantly employed in rebuilding and repairing the

old cars and fitting them up with the latest improved ma-

chinery.

Des Moines is one of few cities where a waiting room is

provided for patrons of the ^treet cars, where they are able.

from one central point, to ob'ain a car going in any

direction desired. They can do this because a'! cars piss

around the lo>p about the postoffice building, adjoining

which is located the wa"ting room and general offices of the

company. The trainmaster and paymaster have offices

just back of the public waiting roo.n, and here each of ihe

more than too employes of the company receives hi*

wages every day. the company having adop.ed that

system instead of the usuil weekly or monthly payment

system. Oo the second fl )or of the waiting room building

are the offices of the president, general manager, auditor

and clerks.

J. S. Polk, the president of the company, took personal

charge of the reconstruction of the street railway s)st.-m.

In this work he was assisted by George B. Hippee. the

general manager, who has made a special study of electric

railways.

During the last year the company has expended ^250,-

000 in improvements, and has plans matured for a similar

expenditure during the coming jear, F. M. C.

Louisville, Ky.
Louisville, March 12.—At the annual meeting of the

Louisville Electric Street Railway company it was decid( d

to extend the e'ectric lines, enlarj^e the present plant and

equip several lines now operated by animal power wiih

electrical apparatus. Officers and directors were chosen

as follows: J. B. Speed, president; S^ John Boyle, vicf-

president and general counsel; T. J. Minary, general man-

ager; R. A. Watts, secretary and treasurer; J. M.

Peters, assistant secretan' and treasurer; Alexander Hen-

ry Davis, J. B. Speed, A. V. Dupont, A. P. Humphrey,

T. J. Minary, E. E. Deniston. Isaac N. Seligman, H. H.

Littell and St John Boyle, directors.

The Owensboro Electric company of Owensboro, Ky.^has

been incorporated with a capital stock of $50,000. The

company will operate an electric light plant at Owensboro.

There is a movement on foot to build an electric road

between Carrollton and Sparta, Ky., but as yet the plans

have not been completed.

The Gand Rivers Iron company of Grand Rivers, Ky.,

has placed an order with the Edison company, for a 35

horse power Ball engine, one 24 light arc dynamo, one 55

light incandescent dynamo, 20 arc lamps, and the hand-

somest lot of office fixtures ever put up in Kentucky.

Carter, Jenne & Wille, a recently organized firm, has

taken the Kentucky agency for the C. & C. motor.

The Gaynor Electric company, which was recently placed

in the hands of a receiver, is selling out its stock and

machinery preparatory to going out of business. The com-

pany's affairs were in worse condition than was first sup-

posed and at a recent meeting of the board of directors it

was decided to close the establishment.

L. H. Cooper & Co. have fitted out a large plant for

lighting the big Ainesley Cockran & Sons iron foundry.

The Edison company has sold to Manager Quilp of the

Auditorium a three horse power motor to be used in oper-

ating the curtain.

T. B. Yates has brought suit against the Western Unicn

Telegraph company to recover $5,000 for failure to deliver

a message. The telegram was sent to Alexanders, where

Yates was living, bu": it was addressed to J. B. Gates in-

stt ad of Yates, and was not delivered to Mr Yates till it was

too late to catch a train which he would have taken bad the

message been delivered promptly. C. C, Y,
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Concord, N. H.

Concord, March 12.—The Concord Land & Water

Tower company, which is to develop the power at Sewall's

Falls at this place for electrical transmissions has secured

the right to string necessary wires. Over 3,coo incandescent

lamps have already been engaged and 100 arcs. Work will

be commenced early in thespring This plantis so situated

as to supply the city and three of its suburbs, the farthest

being about three miles dibtant.

Capital is being subscribed here to purchase the devel-

oped water power at Garvin's Falls, two miles below the

city. This will be used to run a large electric power plant;

about 5,000 horse power is available. It is understood

that the street railway company and the Gas & Electric

company are interested in this property.

The town of Franklin, a few miles north of this city,

has just put in an electric lighting plant under the control

of the town. Water power is used from Aiken's needle

shop.

The Concord .N: Montreal railway has received new en-

gines and dynamos for the lighting plant for its passenger

station and shops here. The installation will consist of

one 500 lightand one 300 light Standard incandescent

machine, one 50 lamp Thomson-Houston arc, and one

Shawhan 150 light incandescent. For power the company

has one 115 hor?e power Armington & Sims engine, and

a 15 horse power Westingbouse "Jiinior." This plant will

be in operation in a few weeks. A. B C.

Indianapolis, Ind,

Indianapolis, March 12.—The Broad Ripple Rapid

Trinsit company shows signs of life again since the

nejv fair grounds have been located near Its proposed right

of way. It has asked for an extension of its franchise for

the roads north of the city to November ist. The board of

public works has given the company until April ist to

prove its intention and ability to construct the road, and a

similar concession from the county commissioners will

prove satisfactory, it is said

Only two bids were received in response to the cit>'s re-

quest for proposals for public lighting. The Foit Wayne

company proposed to put up eighty-three towers, 125 feet

high, with five lights on each, for $150 per light per

year. The other bid was from the Indianapolis Brush

company, which proposed to furnish 750 lights all night

on the moonlight schedule for $g5 per light per year. The

board of public woiks will visit Detroit to inspect the

tower system before deciding the question.

The p;ople of Biightwood, a suburb east of the city,

have raised $15,000 as an inducement to the Citizens'

Street Railway company to run a branch from the College

avenue electric line to Brightwood. M.

Denver. Colo.

Denver, March 12.—The construction and operation of

an independent electric light plant was considered at a

meeting of the Arapahoe county commissioners a few

nights ago. One plan is to place the engine and dy-

namos in the basement of the county jail, and from this

point supply currents to the other buildings.

The Longmont Electric Light company's plant has been

sold to Denver capitalist'^, who have reorganized the com-

pany, electing Frank P. Arbuckle president. The new
title of the company is the Longmont Electric Light &
Motive PoArer company. A new dynamo has been or-

derei, and the conpany will adopt the three-wire system.

E. C. D.

PERSONAL.
EnilGrah, of Toledo, O , was in Chicago last week.

C. A. Daigh, of the National Electric Manufacturing
company, returned to Eau Claire on Tuesday last.

J. B. McDonald of the Anglo-American Storage Battery

company, returned to Chicago on Sunday last from a flying

trip to the City of Mexico.

Frederick Whitney Home, of the Chicago office of the

Thomson- Houston company, bad a column article in last

Sunday's tr/z/tvr^t* IIera d 'Tn Defense of the Trolley."

W. W. Nugent, formerly with Hoffman & Billings of

Milwiukee, as manager of their engine department, has
opened an office in the Home Insurance building, Chicago,

and will represent eastern manufacturers.

H. D. Moore, late of the Thomson-Houston factory at

Lynn, has been appointed electrician to the British Guiana
Electric company of Sonth America. Mr. Moore speaks in

high terms of the country, and says that electricity is being
introduced very extensively in British Guiana.

J. W. Lattig, formerly superintendent of telegraphs of the

Lehigh Valley railroad and more recently general superin-

tendent of the National Switch & Signal company of

Easton, Pa., has accepted the position of general superin-

tendent of the Electric Secret Service company of New
York, taking charge of the telegraph and signal depart-

ment.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Helena Water Power company, Helena, Mont.; capital

stock, $2,000,000: generating electric current for manu-
facturing and other purposes.

Buffalo & Lancaster Electric Railway company, Check-
towaga, N.Y.; capital stock, $200,000; to oper:te a street

surface railroad in Erie county.

Little Falls Electric Light & Power company, Lit-

tle Falls, N. Y.; capital stock, $30,000; manufacturing
electricity for light, heat and power.

Cayadutta Electric Railroad company, Gloversville, N.
Y.; capital stock, $120,000; to operate a street surface

railroad from Gloversville to Fonda.

Pennock Electric company, Los Angeles, Cal.; capital

stock, $1,000,000; to manufacture electricity, light and
power; T. H. Ward, Los Angeles, Cal.

Citizens' Power & Light company, Ashtabula, O.; capi-

tal stock. $5,000; supplying electricity for light and power
purposes; A. F. Dickinson, Harbor, O.

Consolidated Electric company, Burlington, Vt.; capital

stock, $150,000; manufacturing, generating and selling

electricity for heat, light and other purposes.

Fond du Lac Electric company. Fond du Lac, Wis
;

capital stock, $100,000; operating electric street railways;

Coleman, Sutherland ^^ Hines, Fond du Lac. Wis

Puget Sound & Alaska Commercial company, Seattle,

Wash ; capital stock, $25,000; to operate electric light

and power plants, etc.; Lauroa Ingels, Seattle, Wash.

Electric Bleaching company, Jersey City, N. J ; capital

stock, $2,000,000; to manufacture machinery for bleach-

ing and cleaning fabrics; Collins & Corbin. Jersey City,

N.J.

Holton & Adams Hardware company. Port Townsend,
Wash.; capital stock $20,000; to deal in electric fixtures;

Holton & Adams Hardware company, Port Townsend,
Wash.

Central Construction company. Baltimore, Md.; capital

stock. $200; to carry on a mechanical and industrial busi-

ness, construct and equip electric, cable and other rail-

ways.

Creede Electric Light & Power company. South Creede,

Colo ; capital stock $50,000; to furnish electric light and
power to the citizens of South Creede, Jimtown and
vicinity.

Rich Electric Heating company, Elizabeth, N. J.; capi-

tal stock, $251,000. to manufacture, sell and rent electric

plants, etc.; GiJ. S. Bixby, 36 Wall street, New York
City, N Y. .

Coanecticut Pipe Manufacturing company, Orange,

Conn., ; capital stock, $30,000; purchase, construct and
operate electric light plants; Francis G. Beach, New
Haven, Conn.

Peninsular General Electric company, Grand Rapids,

Mich.; capital stock, $30,000; to manufacture and sell

electrical appliances, apparatus, etc
; J. W. Champlin,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Buffalo. Bellevue & Lancaster Railway company, Lan-
caster, N. Y.; capital stock, $90,000; to operate a street

surface railroad by electricity or otherwise from Buffalo to

the village of Lancaster,

Edgerton Electric Light company, Edgerton, Wis. ; cap-

ital stock. $6 40 *; to erect, maintain and operate an elec-

tric light plant, furnish power, etc. ; Edgerton Electric

L'ght company, Edgerton, Wis.

Idaho Electric Light & Power company, Wallace,

Idaho; capital stock, $500,000: to build and operate a

plant for rhe purpose of generating light and power;

Chas. W. O'Neil, Wallace, Idaho.

Columbian Launch company, Chicago, 111. ; capital

stock, $-co,ooo: to purchase and operate launches run

by steam, electricity, hot air or oil; Marston, Augur &
Tuttle, 131 LaSalle Street, Chicago, 111.

Water & Light company of Nebraska Cily, Nebraska City,

Neb ; capital stock, $300,000; construction, maintenance
and operation of a system of waterworks and lighting, and
to furnish electric power in Nebraska City.

Pennsylvania Electric Engineering company, Camden,
N. J. ; capital stock, $25,000; to act as agent for the sale

and manufacture of electric light and power supplies, etc.;

C. V. D, Joline, 202 Market street, Camden, N. J.

Anna. Jonesboro and Asylum Electric Street railroad.

Am?, Ill; capital stock, $75,000; to build and operate

an electric street railroad between Anna, Jonesboio and
the asylum in Union county; A. J, Nisbet, Anna. III.

Leavenworth Electric Railway company, Leavenworth,
Kas. ; capital stock, $300,000; to maintain and operate a

street railway in Leavenworth and from Leavenworth city

to Fort Leavenworth; William Diil, Leavenworth, Kan.

Champaign Rapid Transit company, Chicago, 111.; capi-

tal stock. $50,oco; to build and operate a line of street

cars in Champaign City and county, to operate electric

lights and furnish po>ver; W. B. McKinlev, Champaign,
111.

Creede Building & Improvement company. Amethyst
Colo.; capital stock, $1,000; to establish and maintain

street railways, waterworks, electric light plant and other
improvements in the town of Amethyst, Hinsdale county,

Colo.

I>awrence Manufacturing company, Columbus, Ohio;
capital stock, $30,cco; manufacturing, selling, furnishing,

fitting and repairing printing presses, electrical and other

machinery, fixtures, etc.; Clarence M. Tones, Columbus,
Ohio.

Seattle & Everett Railroad company, Seattle, Wash.;
capital stock, $500000; to build and operate railroads,
steamboats and other transportation lines, electric light
plants, telegraph and telephone lines; R, Hilton, Seattle,
Wash.

Pneumatic Torpedo & Construction company, New
York city, N. V.; capital stock, $250000; carrying on any
kind of construction, electrical or mechanical; building
torpedoes for war or commercial business, guns, projec-
tiles, etc.

Fort Dodge Gas, Electric Light, Heat & Power com-
pany. Fort Dodge, la.; capital stock, $50,000; erection,
construction and operation of light, heat and power plants
in the city of Fort Dodge, la.; John F. Duncomb, Fort
Dodge, la.

Pennock Battery Electric Light ^^ Power company,
Portland, Me.; capital stock, $[,000,000; to manufacture
and deal in all kinds of incandescent and other electric
lights, electric bells and machines of all kinds; Clarence
Hale, Portland, Me.

Leonard Avenue Street Railway company, Columbus,
O.; capital stock, $10,000; constructing and operating a
street railway in Columbus, to be operated by electric, gas,
steam, horse or other motive power, etc.; Theodore
Leonard, Columbus, O.

United States Volta Electric Battery company, Charles-
ton, W. Va.; capital stock, $1,015,000; buying, making,
selling and leasing galvanic batteries and all other elec
trical inventions and patents for same, etc.; Timothy Hur-
ley, 33 Wall street, New York, N. Y.

Robinson & Moore, Everett, Wash.; capital stock.

$5 000, to construct and operate electric light and gas
works, railroads; loan and borrow money; act as con-
tractors and agents; to buy and sell real estate and im-
prove same; B. S. Grossoup, Tacoma, Wash.

Buffalo & Niagara Falls Electric Light & Power com-
pany, Buffalo, N. Y.; capital stock, $100. oou; to produce
electricity for heat, light and power in Buffalo. Tonawan-
da. North ToLawanda, town of Whealfield, town of
Niagara, Niagara Falls and Suspension Bridge.

Siemens & Halske Electric company of America, Chi-
cago, III.; capital stock, $500,000; to manufacture, pur-
chase, sell or use electrical devices and appliances and ap-
paratus, acquire patents, or other property, etc.. relating
to said business, etc.; Bayley & Waldo, iS Borden Block,
Chicago, 111.

Shawneetown Electrical company, Shawneetown, 111.

;

capital stock. $20,000; to construct, maintain, use and oper-
ate an electric light and power plant, with all necessary
appurtenances, etc , in Shawneetown, III., and furnish
electric light and power for the city, etc.; C. C. Travis,
Shawneetown, III.

Wright Universal Electric company (incorporated in W.
Va ). New York, N. Y; capital stock, $5000.000;
manufacturing, owning, purchasing and selling patented
and other devices, machinery, et:.. for producing and util-

izing electric light.heat and power; John Vincent, 32 Nas-
sau street, New York,

Connecticut Pipe Manufacturing company. Orange,
Conn., P. O. West Haven; capital stock, $30,000; to
purchase, construct and operate waterworks and electric
light plants, and engineering and contracting for same,
and the cnnstruction of sewers and materials for same, etc.;
Francis G. Beach, New Haven, Conn.

San Francisco & West Shore Railroad company, San
Francisco, Cal

;
capital stock. $r,000000; to build and

operate street and other railways by steam, animals, wire
cables, stationary engines, locomotives, electricity or
otherwise, from San Francisco, Cal.. to Half Mcoa Bay, a
distance of 30 miles; Louis F. Dunand, San Francisco
Cal.

W. W. McMillan company. Duluth, Minn.; capital
stock, $50,000; heating and plumbing, to keep and handle
all goods and material necessary for said business for
wholesaling and retailing plumbers and gas fitters' supplies,
boilers, pumps, engines, electric goods, and manufaciure
electricity for light, heat and power; Wm. B. Phelps, Du-
luth. Minn.

Winona Light, Heat & Power company, Winona,
Minn.; capital stock, $150,000: to construct and operate
a plant for generating electricity, furnish electricity for
light, heat and power, and to manufacture and repair ap-
pliances used in connection with said business; H. C.
Levis. Northwest Thomson-Houston Electric company
401 Sibley street, St. Paul, Minn.

Northern Light Electric company, St. Paul, Minn.;
capital stock, $40,000; to constiuct, operate and maintain
a plant for manufacturing and generating electricity,

furnish electricity for light, heat and power, manufacture
and repair all electrical appliances. to lease, hold, purchase,
sell, convey and deal in real and personal property; H. C.
Levis, 401 Sibley street, St. Paul, Minn.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Manatee, Fla., capitalists are talking of erecting an

electric light plant.

The Bridgeport, Ala.. Electric Light & Ice company has
contracted lor the erection of its electric light plant.

Congress has appropriated Ihe sum of $9,500 for an iso-

lated electric lighting plant at the West Point Military

Academy.

The Denton, Tex., Water, Light & Power company will
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erect an electric liylu plant and construct a system of

waterworks.

The Kagic Grove, la., council has declared in favor of

electric light, and a plant costing about $20,000 will be

put in by eastern capitalists.

A stock company organized to build an electric railway

will erect an electric light and power plant midway be-

tween Huntington, W. Va., and Ashland, Ky.

The station of the People's KIcctric Light company

at Moline, 111., was recently burned, involving a loss of

$30,000. The insurance amounted to $12,500.

The East River Electric Light company of New York has

applied to the Supreme Court for permission to change its

name to the Thomson-Houston Electric company of New
York.

The Canton Waterworks & Electric Light company has

been incorporated at New Orleans, La., to build and op-

erate an electric light plant and waterworks in Canton,

Miss. The capital stock is|5o,ooo.

The Southern Electric company of Baltimore has pur-

chased the franchises and plant of the International Dis-

trict Telegraph X: Construction company, and will refit it

for arc and incandescent lighting, and to supply power for

manufacturers.

. The electric light tower on the corner of Center avenue

and Jefferson street, at Bay City, Mich., said to be the tall-

est of its kind in the United States, was condemned at a

recent meeting of the board of electric light commissioners.

The pole is 220 feet high.

A meeting of the stockholders of the St. Louis, Mc,
E'ectric Power company will be held on May 2d to vote on

the proposition to increase the capital stock ^75,000 and to

change the name of the corporation to the St. Louis Elec-

tric Light Power company.

The plant of the Rock Island, III., Brush Electric Light

company was recently sold at auction by the receiver. It

wqs bid in by General Manager Hammond, of the Brush

Electiic company of Cleveland, for the sura of $10,500.

"i he company was organized in 1S82.

at 6 per ccnl., ami the slock will go down to par. I, hav-

ing sold short, will buy at par, and thus make a little

money. It is all the result of a little speculation of mine.

I wanted to hurry up the matter, and the consequence was
this action of Mr. Ross against the Western Union."

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
It is stated that W. C. Jones of Columbia, Tenn., will

build an electric railroad.

The dummy line of Bonham, Tex., will probably be

converted into an electric railroad.

The Hull street line of the Richmond & Manchester

Street Railway company of Richmond, Va., is to be oper-

ated by electricity.

It is stated that the contract has been signed for build-

ing an electric railroad at Fredericksburg, Va., and work

will be begun at once.

Both branches of the city council of Baltimore have

passed the ordinance granting the Central Passenger Rail-

way company authority to use the electric trolley system.

The Board of Trade of Manchester, N. H., has been

discussing the question of introducing electricity as a mo-
tive power for the street railway system of that city, and a

special committee has bcsn appointed to consider the

matter.

The Harrisonburg & Bridgewater Electric Railway
company, of Harrisonburg, Va., will build an electric

railroad from Harrisonburg to Bridgewater, a distance of

eight miles, and work is to be commence as soon as the

weather will permit.

TELEGRAPH.
A judgment of $1,534. was rendered by consent of the de-

fendant in favor of William Faulkner against the West-

ern Union Telegraph company at Grand Rapids, Mich.,

and the case was dismissed. Faulkner was a lineman for

the company, and was injured, he claimed, in an accident

caused by the negligence of the company's foreman. He
sued for $15,000 damages. The company settled instead

of standing suit.

Tne Railroad Telegrapher gives the following advice

to operators, which will bear consideration: "If any
telegrapher has an idea of visiting the World's Fair, and is

endeavoring to secure a position in Chicago to enable him
to do so, we advise him to dismiss the thought from his

mind at once. Dd not forget that a rush to Chicago will

decrease salaries, and that the expense of living will be

greater than in any other city. The operator who accepts

a low salary, expecting to see the World's Fair, will find

himself doomed to work night and day in order to keep

even with his expense account. Keep your present posi-

tion. Save your money and go to Chicago, and take the

time to see the fair as a visitor."

A press dispatch from New York having asserted that

C. F, Dunbar of Buffalo had brought an action in the

Supreme Court to enjoin the Western Union Telegraph

company from paying any money on account of its guar-

antee of 8 per cent, to the Montreal Telegraph company
on lines leased by the Great Northwestern company, Mr.

Dunbar makes the following statement of the matter :
" I

have not brought any action against that company at all

An action is, however, being brought againt the company
through my influence. W. O. Ross, of New York, who
owns stock in the Western Union company, is the gentle-

man who is instituting the proceedings. Through the in-

fluence of some friends I got this Mr. Ross to bring an

action against the company. We will see if the company
has a right to put its money, or the money of its share-

holders, into a foreign country. The only outcome of the

matter possible will be that the Western Union will not

advance the money required to pay off the Montreal lease

TELEPHONE.
Dublin and Belfast, in lrtlar<i, aie now connected by

telephone.

The telephone line between Santa Barbara, Riverside,

I'asedena, Los Angeles, and intermediate points in Califor-

nia has been opened for business.

From April i to November i, 1S91, there were 12,507
conversations over the Paris London telephone line. The
price is $2 for three minutes' conversation.

' The Canadians demand payment for public franchises

granted big corporations. ' »n March 3d the Hell Telephone
company paid to the city of Toronto %\ 636, being five

per cent, on its quarterly earnings, which goes to the city

in payment of its franchise privilege. Last month the

company made a contract with the city of Hamilton by
which it binds itself to pay to the city ^1,500 a year in

quarterly payments, for the privilege of doing business
there. The contract also specifies the rates to be charged
for telephones, and is for the period of ten years, the tax

to be readjusted at the end of that time.

ELECTRIC MINING.
The Turkey Creek Mining company of Telluride, Colo.,

has ordered an electric motor for its mill. The machine
will be put into operation as soon as it arrives.

An electric lighting and power plant has just been in-

stalled at the Cargo Mucacho mines on the Colorado river,

a short distance above Yuma, Arizona. The mills, offices,

boarding houses and other buildings are lighted up with
16 and 32 candle power lamps. The same dynamo that

furnishes this light also supplies power for electrical hoist-

ing machines. One of the machines is placed in a drift

550 feet below the surface.

A party consisting of several prominent coal operators

and superintendents from various parts of Pennsylvania as-

sembled recently at Scranton, Pa , to look over two or three

of the electrical underground haulage plants installed in

that vicinity. The plants visited included those of the

Erie Breaker colliery, where a forty horse power locomo-
tive is hauling anthracite coal; the Forest City mine, where
an eighty horse power locomotive has recently been put

in, and the Landus mine of the Blossburg Coal company,
where another eighty horse power locomotive handles the

output of the mine to the gravity plane, and a small station-

ary motor is employed in shifting the empty cars at the

port of the plane.

A powerful electric hoist has been installed in the Alta
mine, located about two miles from Corbin, Mont. The
hoist is of 65 horse power, with a double drum 5x5, and
will raise two and a half tons of ore 400 feet in one min-
ute. It is placed at the mouth of the shaft, which is i,-

500 feet from the mouth of the tunnel, which is cut into

the side of the mountain. The shaft has a depth of 240
feet. The generator which supplies the current is situated

at the concentrator some 10,500 feet from the mine. The
generators are of 40 kilowatts capacity, carrying a current

of 500 volts. Fifteen tons of copper wire, strung on
poles, carry the current from the concentrator to the mine.
The loss between the generator and hoist amounts to ten

per cent. It is estimated that a saving of from 30 to 50
per cent, will be effected by the substitution of electric-

ity- ^^=^^_
MISCELLANEOUS.

Sciences et Ctymnierce is the name of a new French tech-

nical journal. The first number presents a creditable ap-
pearance.

Electric motors have been applied to silk weavers' looms
in Germany. Two looms were put in motion, the result

being more satisfactory than power furnished by means of

caloric engines or gas motors. The German papers
think the result shows that house industry could easily be
made to Hourish by the transmission of electric power.

Several citizens of Baker City, Oregon, and San Fran-
cisco, have formed a company to utilize the waters of Pine
and Rock creeks for electric power, which will be conveyed
to Baker City, and utilized for running machinery at that

place, as well as electric railways and lights, doing away
with the expensive steam power now in use. The distance
of transmission is about fourteen miles.

It is announced that Richard H. and William H. Ed-
monds, who have so ably conducted the Alamifacturers'

Record oi Baltimore, have severed their connection with
that journal, which has been purchased by Walter H.
Page, Edward H. Sanborn and Thomas P. Grasty. The
Manitfacturers' Record has been an active, intelligent and
influeLtial advocate of Southern development and is a

credit to class journalism. The Messrs. Edmonds have
built up an important periodical, and their retirement will

be generally regretted.

At the recent meeting of the executive committee of the

Canadian Electrical association it was suggested that

members should prepare papers to be read at the first an-

nual convention in June as follows: S. J. Parker, "Does
Electric Lighting Pay?" J. J. Wright, "Power"; A. B.

Smith, "Safe Wiring"; R. K. Dunstan, "Construction
Work"; D. Thomson, "Central Stations"; H. O. Fisk,

"Carbons." A sub-committee was appointed to arrange
for place of meeting in connection with the annual con-

vention in June, also for the accommodation of exhibits,

and for motive power.

The Chicago office of the Thomson- Houston company
believes in fresh air as well as fresh orders, and the min-

ing department, it seems, has undertaken the double task

of supplying both the air and the orders- For some time

the managers of the mining and lighting departmert«,
who occupy one office, have *ufTcicd from insufficient

ventilation. But Prof. liadt with that boldness character-

istic of the mining engineer, determined that if the pure
air wouldn't come in of its own accord, he would bring it

in. The two managers are now noted for the cool maoncr
in which they close contracts;and their altered demeanor is

said all to be due to a galvanized iron pipe that leads from
the roof of the building to the ceiling of their apartment.

The scheme is a simple one. A twenty-inch pipe opening
on the roof connects on the fourth Hoor with a Sturicvant

blower, and thence it extends downward with openings on
the second and first floor. On the fourth floor, in series,

so to speak, with the blower, there is a steam cod through
which the air can hz drawn should it be desired to warm
it, and there is also a three horse power Thomson-Hous-
ton motor for driving the fan. Wires lead down to the

mining department office and there connect with the neces-

sary switches and an ammeter. All inquiries as to how
"to raise the wind" are now referred to the mining
department.

TRADE NEWS.
The catalogue just issued by Milliken Bros., Chicago

and New York, contains photographic illustrations of pnjes

so tastily designed as to go a long way toward meeting
objections to overhead construction.

Birtlett's catalogue, illustrating the new Johnson
switches, manufactured by the Interior Conduit A: Insu-

lation company, New York, is a work of art. There is in

the little pamphlet, too, "a deadly parallel" that cannot fail

to interest buyers.

That the"bureau of information"of the Thomson-Hous-
ton company, better known to many, perhaps, as "G. F.

Curtiss," understands the art of making up a tasteful cata-

logue is evidenced by a little pamphlet just received, en-

titled "Electric Motors."

That twenty of the Buffalo feed water purifiers should
now be in use on steamers on the lakes and twenty-five on
stationary boilers on land speaks well no: only for the

heater but for the energy of Robert Learmonth, 2ooBouck
avenue, Buffalo, who is exploiting the device.

Curtis &; Curtis of Bridgeport, Conn., manufacturers
of the Forbes pateutdie stocks, pipe cutting and threading
machinery, have recently had a most exhaustive scientific

test made of their machines, the results showing great

efficiency under severe strains without mishap or breakage.

Thomas G. Grier has returned from Philadelphia. While
there he renewed his business arrangement as the western
representative for H. T. Paiste. Mr. Grier h?.s removed
his office to room 427 "Rookery" where he will carry a
full line of Paiste "China" switches and other appliances

manufactured by this house.

(lueen & Co.'s portable testing resistance sets still con-
tinue to meet with great favor wherever they are intro-

duced. The new style, known as the "iSgi" type, which
was brought out last fall, is especially appreciated, as its

peculiar construction has overcome many previous difficul-

ties in both outside and inside testing.

A new company to be known as the Diamond Electric

Manufacturing company has just been organized in Peo-
ria by Gustave A. Scheeffer and William E. Francis.

A very complete factory has been equipped with the latest

machinery for doing all kinds of electrical work, and with
Mr. Scheeffer's experience the undertaking should meet
with success.

The Great Western Electric Supply company, Chicago
is pushing the sale of the Bernstein series incandescent
lamp, for which it is the general Western agent. It is

claimed for the lamp that the "combination socket" has
been so perfected that it acts perfectly automatic so that

should an accident happen to the lamp, the circuit will

remain intact-

*'Many persons have a vague impression that a storage
battery will furnish an independent and unlimited supply
of electricity. It should be remembered that it is a res-

ervoir only, which must be recharged from time to time."
To this word of advice quoted from the catalogue of the
River & Rail Electric Light company. New York, it might
be added that storage cells are similar to men; treat

them well and they will do their work well.

A. R. Jackson of Jerseyville. 111., has secured a fran-
chise for electric lighting at Albia, la., and is now pro-
ceeding with the installation of his plant. He will use
Edison incandescent and Thomson-Houston arc appara-
tus The Pond Engineering company, St. Louis, has Mr.
Jackson's contract for a complete power plant, including a
14x13 inch Armington & Sims engine, two 60 horse power
steel boilers, furnaces and the necessary fixtures.

The new "K. C." wire being introduced by the Knud-
son-Cutlriss Wire company, New York, is attracting at-

tention. The fiber insulation on this wire, it will be re-

membered, is water-proof, but it contains no rubber or gutta
percha. This company will either manufacture this wire
or sell manufacturers' licenses to factories under its U. S.

patents, the Canadian patents having already been dis-

posed of. It may be remarked that Messrs. Knudson and
Cuttriss are well known as inventors. Mr. Knudson was
one of the originators of the well known "K. K." wire,

which has been remarkably successful, and Mr. Cuttriss is

the electrician of the Commercial Cable company.

The Athens, Ga., Railway company, whose lines are
equipped with the Detroit Electrical Works system, an-
nounces that the service has been excellent and has given
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satisfaction from an economical point. General Manager
Voss of the Athens company says: "We have had very

little trouble or expense with the bevel gear; in fact, there

is no trouble with it when the friction collars are kept well

adjusted, which is very simply and easily done. Our cars

make less noise and run smoother than those of any other

system that I have ever inspected. I have been in the

street railway business for some twelve years, and last year,

before we began to make any change in our line here, I

made a tour of inspection of the different systems."

The Page Belting company Concord, N. H., will erect

this summer a new brick factory 250x60 feet, three stories

high, with basement and attic. Each room will have an

electric motor of sufficient power to ran the raachinary. The
Sturtevant system of heating will be used. All elevators,

pumps, ventilating fans and in fact everything requiring

power will be operated by motors. Current will be sup-

plied from the Sewall's Falls plant. Over 100 horse power
will be used in the new shop alone. Geo. F. Page, presi-

dent of the company, is largely interested in the Sewall's

Falls company and it is largely due to his energetic efforts

that Concord is to have its immense water power trans-

formed and brought within the city limits.

It is not often that electrical companies announce "bar-

gain days" or "annual spring sales." but a circular just re-

ceived would indicate that Queen & Co., Philadelphia, have

decided that old stock is worse than none. This, of course,

does not apply to any of the regular stock. It only refers

to the Ayrton & Perry spring ammeters and voltmeters,

which do not find so ready a sale now as formerly. When
these ammeters and voltmeters were first placed on the mar-

ket some five years ago, they were without doubt first-class

instruments. Recently, however, Queen & Co. have found
that they could produce instruments of greater accuracy,

and for station use of equal accuracy, at a less cost than

the Ayrton &: Perry type. It was decided, in consequence,

to insure a prompt disposal of the mstruments of this

make still on the shelves, and they have reduced their

prices.

For many years the demand for a water wheel giving an
absolutely steady power has caused many current water

wheels to be placed on the market, but, according to the

John E Beggs Machinery & Supply company, New York,

uatil it introduced its cuTent water wheel, the results in

most cases were failures. A short time ago a prize was
offered at Buffalo to the inventor of the best current water

wheel, and from the many presented the Beggs company's
wheel received the first prize. Since thai time this com-
pany has been preparing to place its invention in general

use. and now the company does not hesitate in guarantee-

ing the wheel under almost any reasonable conditions, for

driving electrical machinery. It is said that this wheel

can be used where no other wheel can. The Beggs com-
mnv solicits correspondence at 74 Cortlandt street, New
York.

A. L. Ide & Son, Springfield, lU., report sales of engines

for electric lighting and street railway work since Jan.

I, iSg2. The hores pojver is given in each sale; De-
catur Electric Light & Ice company, Decatur, Tex., 55; C.

Peper, St. Louis, Mo., 25; C. H. Baush & Son, Holjoke,
Ma'is., 35; M. T, Morrill, Golden, Colo., go; W. J. Lemp,
S". Louis, Mo., 260; Power & Collins, Seattle, Wash

,

So; Staver & Walker, Portland, Ore., 35; E. W. & F.

Utt, Springfield, 111., 100; E. W. Blatchford & Co.,

Chicago, III., 55; Ashland Block, Chicago, III., 900;

L. T. Fuller, Caiveit. Tex., 45; G oveland Apat^ment
Build'ng company, Chicago, 111 ,; 180; Fort Claik

Horse Railway company, Peoria, 111., 500 Winslow
Bros., Chicago, 111., 35; Westminster & Van-couver
Tramway company, Vancouver, B. C , 1,000; Du-
luth & Iron Range R. R. company, Duluth. Minn., 400;
Plymouth Roller Mills company, Le Mars, la., 60; Hyde
Park Electric Light & Power company, 200; O'Donnell &
Duer, Chicago, 111., 35; E. T. Sykes, St. Louis, Mo., 80;

Naiional Electric Manufacturing company, Eau Claire,

Wis., 400; The Mecca company, Chicago, III., 400;
Springfield Electric Light & Power company, Springfield,

III., 150; Arlington Street Railway company, Fort Worth.
Tex.. 500; Chicago Arc Light & Power company, Chi-

cago, 111., 100; W. W. Cole Building, Chicago, III., 320.

Sixteen Ide engines will be started in Chicago during the

next sixty days, and this addition will make no engines,

amounting altogether to about 10,000 horse power, in the
World's Fair City.

design for a combination letter box and speaking tube
frame for apartment houses, and have already made several

fine contracts to introduce the device. This company is also

having an active business in its "in'' and "out" annun-
ciators for apartment houses.

Elias E. Ries. president of the Ries Electric Specialty

company of Baltimore, was a visitor last week at the New
York office of the Western Electrician. Mr. Ries

was on his way home from a (lying trip to Boston and
other New England cities, and he brought with him a large

number of orders for the regulating; socket, which will

keep the factory more than busy for some time to come.

Hussey & Co., 211 Randolph street, Chicago, have en-

larged the size of their standard letter box combination to

accomodate the new postals cards and have otherwise im-

proved the design in general appearance. These letter boxes
have been placed in several new flat buildings in Chicago
and contracts have been signed for two or three more, in-

dicating an active business for this enterprising young
firm.

The electric light plant of the the Camden, Ark., Elec-

tric Light and Power company, recently destroyed by fire,

will be newly equipped. Formerly steam was secured

from the water woiks boilers, but the company will

now put in its own plant, having ordered two new
boilers, and a No. 7 Hoppes exhaust heater from the Pond
Engineering company, through its Dallas, Tex,, office.

The engines, while considerably damaged, can be repaired.

John A. Barham, president of the Janesville Street Rail-

way company, Janesville, Wis., has ordered, through the

Chicago office of the Pond Engineering company, a com-
plete steam plant necessary to operate his road by electric-

ity. The plant includes an Armington & Sims engine,

with foundation box; a boiler, with stack and the usual fit-

tings: aB'ake boiler feed pump, and a Hoppes exhaust

heater. The Pond company's contract also includes deliv-

ery and erection of this machinery in Janesville, with
foundations, brickwork, pipe connections, etc., all ready

for service

The partnership heretofore existing between Arthur L.

Bosley and Lewis R. Schultz, under the firm name of the

Pennsylvania Electric Engineering company, Philadel-

phia, has been dissolved and another company under the

same name has been incorporated with a capital stock of

$25000. Ofificers for the ensuing year are as follows:

Arthur L. Bosley, president and manager; Benj. W, Ting-
ley, vice-president; Lewis R. Schultz, secretary and treas-

urer, and Frederick S. Koons, assistant secretary. The
business will be continued as formerly, at the Pennsylvania
Mutual building, Philadelphia.

BUSINESS.

ELECTRICAL STOCK MARKET.
(Quotations furnished by Perry & Noyes, Edison building. New

York.)

The closing quotations of electrical stocks on Saturday,

March I2ih, in New York, were:

Bid. Asked.
Edison Genera! Electric company, Capital

$15.000,000 96 97
Edison lllurainaiing company of New York 81;^ 82!^

'* ' " Brooklyn . 7.^ So
" " " Boston 100 105
" " " Chicago ..130 140

Edison Ore Milling company 15 20
United States Electric company of New

York 10 20
United States Illuminating company of

Kew York 30 40
Brush Electric company of Cleveland 30 40
Brush Illuminating company of New York.. 30 40
Thomson- Houston Electric company 58I4 59" " " Preferred 28 29
Westinghouse Electric company 15 16

North American Phonograph company ..... 5 6
New York ..." " --.. ^Vi 5
Automatic Exhibition company 2 3

Market in all electrical securities dull.

Frank King, an officer and director of the new electric

railway known as the Denver, Lakewood & Golden, recently

built between Denver, and Golden, Cclo., was in Chicago
for several days last week. While here he made a contract

with the Patten Motor company for the equipment of his

line.

The Pelton Water Wheel company, New York and San
Francisco, reports a large number of recent sales of water
wheels and motors, several of which are to be utilized for

operating electric power plants. This company has just

shipped two motors to the Candelaria Mining company of
Mexico to operate electric generators under i,iod feet

head.

Perry & Noyes, stock brokers, Edison building. New
York, consider the outlook for electrical stocks as most
excellent. Phonograph stock, of which the North Ameri-
can is the parent company, they think will occupy con-
siderable importance, as Mr. Edison has become interested
again, being represented in the directories of the different

companies.

The Union Electric Works, Springer building, Chi-
cigo, have recently gotten out a new and very attractive

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued March 8, i8q2.

470,194. Electric Motor or Dynamo Electric Machine.
Henry H. Hosford, Cleveland, O.

470,199. Electric Motor or Generator. Rankin Ken-
nedy, Glasgow, Scotland.

470,204. Electric Cut Out and Safety Device. Charles
R. Meston and Alexander W. Meston, St. Louis, Mo.

470,217. Connection for Armature Conductors. George
Stephens, Lynn, Mass.

This invention cons-sts in the combination of the bared por-
tions if the armature conductor and connecting conductor, the
sleeve around the same and a clamp supported by the armature
and clamping said sleeve.

470,221. Electric Railway. Elihu Thomson, Lynn,
Mass.

This invention cons'sts primarily in the combination, with an-
elongatcd contact bar or plate elongated in the direction of
movement of the \'ehicle, of a series of projecting line contacts
pivottd to swing either forward or backward in the direction of
movement of the vehicle, and each normally out ofconoeciion
with the line and separated from one another by spaces ap-
proximately equal to the length of the contact bar or plate, but
a litt'e less than such '.ength_, and electric switches actuated by
a part moving with the vehicle so as to place the p-ojectinc
contacts in connection w th the line in succession as they are
engaged by the elongated contact bar or plate.

470,231. Fire Alarm and Telephone Apparatus. Ed-
ward H. Amet, Chicago, III.

This invention consists in the combination, with a telephone
and telephone circuit of the usual construction, of an automatic
fire alarm signaling device, a thermostat and thermostat circuit
including a magnet, an induction coil circuit having a secondary
circuit adapted to be included in the telephone circuit, the
magnet in the thermostat circuit operating to cut on the tele-
phone and throw the secondary circuit into connection with

thetelephone line, so that the sigaaling device may in case of
fire serve to atit"matically send a signal to the central office.

470,237. Conduit for Electric Wires. Charles A. Free-
man, Steubenville, O.

470,256. Electric Gas Lighting Burner. Horace A.
Pinkham, Wollaston, Mass.

470,260. Electric Battery. Vincenzo Riatti, Milan, Italy,

assignor to Julian Goldsmid, London, England.

470,279. Trolling Hook. Henry Zuckweiler, Pekin, 111.

470,294. Electrical Attachment for Pianos. Fritz A.
Feldkamp, Newark, N. J.

470,318. Electrical Wire Stripper. Arthur Cuthbert,
Maidenhead, England.

470,329. Underground Conduit for Electric Cables.
Carl A. W, Hultman, Stockholm, Sweden.

Claim two reads:

"In combmation with the conduit block for electric cables
or wires, metallic bars or tubes lodged in exterior longitudinal
grooves in said block, and the adjacent ends of the sections of
such blocks wrapped with cloth prepared wiih melted asphal-
tum, as described, and said cloth and block ends covered with
cement or some flexible compound."

470 340. Movable Coil for Electrical Measuring Instru-
ments. Edward Weston, Newark, N. J.

This invention consists of an insulated coil condactor having
numerous turns cemented together to form a compact annular
body, and provided on opposite sides with pivots to which the
terminals of the coil are respectively connected.

470,341. Electrical Measuring Instrument- Edward
Weston, Newark, N. J.

470,356. Insulator for Overhead Electric Railways.
Henry D. Winton, Wellesley, Mass.

470,372. Push Button. Charles H. Delano, Woburn,
Mass.

470,382. Safety Cut Out. Max Kerstein, Boston, Mass.

470,402. Regulating Socket or Holder for Incandescent
Electric Lamps. Elias E. Ries and William S. Hor-
ry, Baltimore, Md.

470417. Insulator for Trolley Wires. William S. An-
drews, New York, and Henry P. Ball, Brooklyn.

470.418. Electrically Heated Oven. John V. Capek,
New York, N. Y.

The seventh claim reads:

"An t-'lectrical heater having a heating conductor mounted on
but insulated from a heating plate, and a plate over but insu-
lated fr>.m the heating conductor, the edges of one of said
plates being bent to form a hDlding device, and a cover held
thereby."

470.419. Electric Oven. John V. Capek, New York,
N. Y.

The main object of this invention is to provide a heater of
convenient and economical arrangement in which the several
parts may be varied in position or arrangement in accordance
wilh the requirements of the user.

470,428. E'ectric Store Service Apparatus. Midbury W.
Hassan, Rochester, N. Y.

470,441. Electric Current Meter. Johan W. T. Olan,
New York, N. Y.

470.455- Magnetic Ore Separator. Charles T. Thomp-
son and Richard H. Sanders, Philadelphia, Pa.

470,456. Magnetic Ore Separator. ' Charles T. Thomp-
son and Richard H. Sanders, Philadelphia, Pa.

470471. Incandescent Electric Lamp. Augustus C.

Carey, Lake Pleasant, Mass.

The object of this invention is to save the bulb and its ap-
purtenances, and supply anew filament at considerably less cost

than an entirely new lamp.

470,478. Automatic Heat Signaling Device. Willard G.

Day, Baltimore, Md.

470iS05- Electric Car Brake. John Redmond, Seattle,

Wash.

470i5'4- Lightning Conductor. Harvey Simpson, Ke-
nosha, Wis.

470,516. Electric Locomotive. Elmer A. Sperry, Chi-
cago, 111.

470,521. Elec'ric Generator. Charles J. Van Depoele,
Chicago, 111.

470,552. Galvanic Battery. John H. Davis, Detroit,

Mich.

Of the five claims the third reads:

"In a battery, the combination of the battery vessel or jar,

the bibulous carbon forming the negative electrode located
therein, the excitant supported above the bottom of said jar,

the positive electrode and circulating fluid,"

470,557. Telegraph Relay. Charles M. Dyer, Clover-

dale, Ind.

470,566. Machine for Heading Spokes. Thomas Hill,

Quincy, III.

470,596. Electric Circuit Closer. George W. Price, Bal-

timore, Md.

470,608, Electric Dust Collector. Richard E. Ward-
haugh, Jacksonville, III.

470,627. Electric Locomotive. Sidney P. Hollingsworlh,

Washington, D. C,

470,634. Telephone. William A. West, Bellefontaine,

O.

The ninth claim reads:

"The method ( f reinforcing telephone currectSj which con-

sists in varying the current In one or more local circuits by the
initial line circuit and causing said locsl currents to induce con-

spiring reinforcing currents in the line."

470,638. Electric Search Light. Robert S. Dobbie,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
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KihiknkF. I'nii.LiP.H. FrualUout. W. U. Sawtbr. StK'y and Kloctrlclan.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
KliBVTUIO lyfbtHT lilSIK WIUK,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

FARADAY CABLES.

rlEW YORK OFFICE, P. C. Ackerman, lOCorliandl SIreet.

MONTREAL BRANCH. Euoono F. Phillips' Electrical Worka.

SITUATION WANTED.
Youiif; mechanic wants situation

with electric light company or wir-

inp contractor. Wajjes moderate.

Address, G. MClHGNEH,
4i:i Lincoln Ave., (Jhicapo, 111.

A PARTNER WANTED.
I with to sell II ba'f iiit«r>'Kl in a we'l

esUbllahed Elictilta! Supply Hi use. Ob-
ject to Incrensc c>pltsl so a. 10 supp'y lie
di muDd. i'i.ObO to 110.000 required.

Addrts-, "South,"
fiire \VF-ri;ii.N- Ei.FX-riiiciA.v.

SILK BRAID KUK iNCiBLESCEM

LAH.'PILillENTS.

The L^r. uleet rur*- tak^Q In prcdLcIo;: a uulfortii iirllclf. I'n d h> tb<.- laiKtBt lamp
iiiatiiifacturerfl In the coon'r,-. Smrip!'.'* and pr.c.» nia'Ied frie,

BOSTOlSr JBTZJi^XJD ^v/£^a-. CO.,
28 BEACH ST., BOSTON MASS

THE "CLARK" WIRE,
Insalatlon ^woaraiiteed wherever UMed. Aerial, Indercround or tSnbmarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1 886, he says : ^'A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber need in insululintjoiir wirps and cables is eepecially chemical Iv prepared, and is guaruntfled to be waterproof, and will wt deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain Il"XiOle in <*xtr*'me cold
weather and iw nni affecled by heat. The insulal Ion ia protected from mechanical injury 'ly one or more braids, and the whole pHcked with Clark's Patent Compound, and "peciul extra flni^'h, which w*»
have now adopted for all our uolid wires an an e.>ttra weather)iroo£ protection, and ii\vo preventing chailng and abraeion, whi-^h in water, acid, and to a very (jreut extent fireproof. Our irixululon will prove
durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furniHh Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made It order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wiie with a white outside fliiiyh for ceiling cleat work ae well as our standard color.

Clark Joint <iiiini should be used for making waterproof ioinis. This 1^ put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot Ion? «nd flveeighthe Inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint
and pressed firmly it inakea a solid mass. FOR KAILWAV and iflOTOK use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

WK GTARAXTRE OUR INSITLATIOIV WHEREVKR irSED, AERIAI^, lJXDEK4.;ROrXD OR t«lJB3IARl\E, and onr net prices are ae low, if not lower than any
other (IrBt-clasB Insulated Wire. We shall he pleased to mail Catalogues with terras and discountu for quHntities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, MASS.

HBKRT A. CLARK, TroaBnrer and Gen'l MsDager.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS, President and Electrician.

JOSIAH PIERCE, Jr,,
A. M, I. C. E

) I South Street, BALT MORE. MD.

Topographic Suiveys of any extent and cha'acter
organized and executed.

SOMETHING NEW!
An improved <1 or 6 volt Combined Storage Bat-

tery ebpeclally for Dentists' use at very low price,
Purchaeerscan exchange olacharg-ed for cnarged
cells, without extra cost, heynod esoense lor
charging the 'latteries. Manafactared by

J.Jtt. PCMPKLLY,
Beom 301, 205 S. Canal Ht., Cblcaso.

LAYOG AMD PAINTIKG GLM-RLASTIC ROOFmO\
' -^ / r '

. 'L

f^^.rz^^"1? ^'^^r^^.^^r^j

TiTE C3- crn^s^-EXj-A-STXc s ooiFiisro
IS ABSOLUTELY NON-COMBUSTIBLE and ^aaranteed to last lO years. Costa onlv
SiS.OO per 10« ^qaare feet. Strongly indorsed by NtwYurk Board of Underwriters. Send stamp
for circulars, eaniplis and particulars. ©ITM-EIjASTIC PAIWT
Coats only 60r, per gal. in bbl . lotp, or $4.50 for 5 gal. tab-. Color dark red. Will stop leaks In tin or
iron roofs that will last for years. Try it.

GUM-ELASTIC ROOFING CO., 41 "West Broadway, New York.

^VlliCOX & HOWE COMPAMY,
Birmingham. Tonn.,

Solicit orders far light Drop Forglnga for Electric I

work. 16 years' experience. Betimates promptly
furnished on receipt of samples or drawing?.Drop Forgings.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
H H. P. 500 Volt Armature, Ventilated. Con.stant Speed, 1,500.

The Motors are made with the best appliances ard material obtainable, and emVodyfTery improve-
ment of merit, with the intention that they shall be the Stanc ard ol their cIess.

430 West I 4th street, NEW YORK.

ROOT'S WATER TUBE BOILER.

Boot's Sectional Safety Boiler.

SAFE. ECONOMICAL. DURABLE.

AN EXCELLENT

Electric Plant Boiler.
Adopted by the Electric Tas:ht

Comjmnies of Detroit, St. Paul, Colum-
bufi, Cincinnati, Louisville, Jersey Ciiy
and a great many others; also by the Ar-
mington & Sims Engine Co., Providence,
R. 1.; the Lynn Belt Line Street Ey. t o

,

Lynn, Mass. and the Thomson-Houston
Electric Co , Lynn, Mass.

Aben(lrotli&RoGtMfg.Co.,

28 Cliff St., New York.

BRANCHES: Chicago, Boston,
Dallas, Rootie&ter.

^'»«*;

For Sale Cheap. Spcnntl-hand IMa-

rhinery. Arc an«l Incandt-sc nr. ANo
]>lotors. All Apparatus Ouarau(ei-tL #

The Electrical Constmclion Co.

Overtalfil

and Disordered

Batttri s are a

CI mmon and
painful sight.

WHY?
BECAUSE they are not built to

work, but to sell. Are you a suf-

ferer? Then substitute the Law
Battery, and suffer no more.

SOLE MAKERS,

Law Telephone Co.,

85J0HNST.,N.Y.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Electrical Purposes.

EU&EFEMUNSELL&CO,,
a I <» AVator St.. New Vork.

Electrical Wood.

^^^^te==3|
,^M-i_ ' ~i^ "

i llWii'

^^^^^K
Tel.»graph

jTelephone
Electric Iii):ht \

P
O

CROSS L ARMS
s

OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES.

C. H. HOLMES. '"""""°'=°g',V?i?,f^:Mo.

ESTABLftHED 1848.

HEMINGRAY GLASS CO.
Offices, Covington, Ky. Factories, Muncre, Ind.

}

STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS,
Class Break Knobs, Floor Insulators, Battery Jars.

ARC LIGHT GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

"WOKIC OiT SrPECI-^Ij r3SSI<32:TS SOXjTCI'rEE).

TO MAKE A STATION PAY
Buy only the best qnalily of goods. This you can

do by sending your orders to ne.

Shipment. Reasonable Prices. Full Measore. No Charge for Boxing Or Cartage.

WE ABE HBADQUAKTBRS FOK
National Alternating and Direct Current Lynamos, Generators and Transformers;

Packard High Grade Lamps; Eddy motors:

"Helmet" Weatlier-proof Wire; 'Helmet" moisture-proof Wire.

Save time and money'by placing yovu" orders -with

The Electrical Engineering and Supply Co.,
931 Rookery, 131E. 6tllBt., opp. HotelByan, 409 W. Slicblsan St.,

CHICAGO. ST. PAUL. DULUTH.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND DISCOUNT SHEETS.
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Established in 1861.

E. BKGGOT.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

QAS AHL ELSCTHIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E.ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
BBAITCH STOBB

2134 Michigan Avenue*

J. H.& D.LAKE
MAN'ttACrrUKKS IIF

rictionClutch
PULLEYS
and CUT-OFFCOXTPLXNGS

DiTc rno Miiic-rnATFn DRC

HORNELLSVILLE,N,
The Rimplpst.,
rougesi miii Besi
ClutcliPulley
riiarte. Adapted
o light or heav.

,

ork, stopping and
ngraachineseasi'"
iiiicklv without

E. R. GILMAN & CO.,
FINANCIAL AGENTS.

Electrical Securities, Stocks, Bonds and Commercial Paper

Bought and Sold.

Rooms 140, 141 Rialto Building. - - CHICAGO.

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

i?s^ Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWBLL & BIERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

P ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLIES.

RiPiijiiniMA
ibrHTitiiili

TI16 ElGGtrlG SuDDia and Gontractina Gompanu,
S. E. Cor. Fifth and Sycamore Sts., (N'evada Building,) CINCINNATI, O.

P.&B. ELECTRICAL
COMPOUNDS I PAINTS.

Thoroughly Water, Acid and Alkali Proof.

Perfect Insulators, especially adapted for use on

CROSS ARMS, POLES and ALL KINDS of IRONWORK.
The P. & B. Compound is USED by the la'gest WIRE and CABLE manu-

facturers In the world. Made only by the

STANDARD PAINT COMPANY, 2 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK.

LB0RNIMTRICMFG.6
'^^ FITCHBURG,MASS,U.S.A.

^
'^ih Manufacturers OF DYNAMOS fof\ LIGHTING,w/ platingandexperimental purposes.
t:^ ——^^=—ALSO MOTORS.-.^-2
EVERYTHINQ LATEST DESIGN AND HIGHEST EFFICIENcr.

IRON POLES.
Fop Iron 3 Joint Poles, 'Wr^'te To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
e200 M. Second Street, ST. liOUIS.

Manufactu.KeKs of

OCTAGONAL^^ Cedar
TELEPHOHl&tLECTRICAL

RailwayPolesxCRossArms

#H.M.LOUD&SONSU)MBER(o.
OSCODA., rs/llCH.

EI.ECTltIC liKiHT
AND BATTEBT

Qt{f{BOfi^.
GT.E^T'IETjAlSraD. OTTTO.

pa TOIf

BlfUSifES.

THE3E>E3iLi"ro3^ "vir.A.a?E;n ^w^zzeseijl

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Gives the HighesI Efficiency of any Wlieel in the Wo:ld. Over 2,000 in use.

Affordi the moBt eimplea'd reliable power for all miDing and manufactur-
ihg machinery. Adiipted to hesda running rrcmtOup to 2,000 or more feet.

From 20 to 30 per ceit. better re=uUs guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the countiy.

The advantagea the Peltcn Wheel affords In the way cf a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulati.m and tbe facility of adaptation to ^ arying conaltlonB
cf t^peed and pretBure, have bionght It into special prominence and extensive
neefur tb*B cluBs of work. AH applicatlcns should state amount and head of
water p( wer ifqntred, and for what purpose, with approaimate length of pipe
Ime. Send fjr Catalogue.

THE P£LTON -WATER WH£EIi CO.,
lSl-133 Slain St., San Francisco, Cat., U. S. A.

143 LIBERTY STREET, - - XEIV YORK.
^^It having come to our notice that our pwtent rights are being inrringed

upon, intending purchaaers are hereby warned that all snch infringements will

be duly prosecuted.
Pv:iiTO?V WATER MOTOKS, Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15

and 20 horae i ower, unequaled for all light ruDniDg machineiy. Warranfed
to develop a given i mount of power with one-haif the water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circnlar. Address as above. Deliveries made from
San Francisco or New York, as may afford the most favorable freight rates.

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING.
CARRIES 5fO STATIC ELECTRICITY.

Greatest Adhesive Qualities. Causes Less Friction than any other Belt

|a^ RAWHIDE HYDRAULIC PACKING.

6% RAWHIDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS

-TiiaE:-

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.,
^j*-' Tha only Manufacturers In the Country.

Lace Leather Mope and other M^whide Goods of all
kinds by Krueger's Patents*

This Belling and Lc3 Leather i3 not affected by ateam or dampness; never be-
comes hard; is slrouger, more durable and the most economical Belting made. The
Rawhide Rope for Round Belting Transmission is superior to all others.

75 OHIO STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

fem

YOUR POWER.
YOUR BELTS.
YOUR MONEY.

BY COVERING YOUR PULIEVS WITH

SHULTZ PATENT
LEATHER PULLEY COVERING.

•ELTIHg i:

TANNED ON the:
SURFACES ONLY
INTERIOR IS

RAWHIDE.'
THE ONLY PERFECT BELT \
MADE.N0 5UPPIN(3

OR LOST MOTION ^AVfHlDEiAGElEATriER
Picker Leather-

•ui-Mf^Tnro.J 164 SummerSt.,Boeton, Mass ; 325 Pearl St., New York City.
BKAWOHJIS.

^ 129 N. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa ; 60 \V. Monroe St. Chicago. St. Louis, Mo.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention ol ELECTRIC COMPANIES is ca'Ied to this TEI^E-

IIRATKO WA'I'lCIt WIIKIvl/Os particularly adapt._-d to their usc
on account uf its r«*in»rli)il>ly Ml(*ady iiiollon, (*{£>> ^p**«*4l
anil ;;r4*at ICilit-it'n^'y, and Iai-ec<* ^''apa^'iiy forii^ uiamfl^r,
being U«iil»l*Mhe l*«w<'r of most wlicrls of sum': (liHm';ti.-r. It is uird
by a numb'-T of the leading electric companies wiib urtrai satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an <-qiial, producing the highest per cent

of useful effect uruaranleed.
Ni:.lil» I'OK VAVAMA^aVWi ANU PAKTICf I.ARIU.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears arc required

and it can be belled directly to dynamo.
The accornpanyinp engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VlCXOft

XI'K III I^KS arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft

Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangemt-nt is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the siluatioo

admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

Fancy Incandescent Lamps
Of Low Voltage.

Write for pricee and illustrationa.

1 Ann Street,
New York City.

LINK rwBELTING.
The Best. ^iT^i Now ihe Cheapest.

REDUCED PRSCE LIST
of drive belt&oMiorSprcialties for T^/ii'd^jrs.COTHrf/orsifr
Jlaoliin'Tv fnrlinriilliiitriinviiuit.Tiiil in liulk orrwiclifiRo.

IISK mVl MACUl.VERY CO.". ^0»1 tJtmviirt Ave., tliiiaao.

f^^^sOFFICE DESKS,

P'Gem' and "Rugby'

Folding Beds,

Brass and Wire Work.

K, H, Andrews & Co., 215 Wabash Ave.. Chicago.

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS

REGALIBRATED-REPAIRED
CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO., 73 W. Jackson St.

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If in want of Poles, Ties and Posts, save money
by get'Jng my prices.

W. C, STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO
ElSa7.aL^XjIS^X333 1878.

SOI.E MABTUFACTrRERS OF

I HARD VULCANIZED FIDRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wix£t£«¥S;^,Di^i.. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i4d**e^'
OFFICE:

ST_ ar. Y.

THE SCHUYLER
-sirsTsnyc oip-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT rBATtTEBS:

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes-

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

HEISLER ELECTRIC CO.,

DREXEL BDILDIN&, PHILADELPHIA. PA.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE OKLY

LONG DISTANCE SERIES

iBCilesml LBlii ipmliis

THAT IS SELF-CONTAINED, AND ABSOLUTELT
AUTOMATIC IN REGULATION.

Noted for Brilliancy of Light and Great Efficiency.

ALSO

Series Sockets and Lamps for Arc Light Circnits.
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THE EVAfVS FRICTION,
lionniDefoTir Edisin dynamoe with one 200 H. P. Sraclntosb & tievmonr
Ensioe in the Weeks Bulldln?, Bnalon.
Thoneanda of n. P. in rse driving dynimop, and thoneands of seta of

Turlable Sjieed Cone fullejs In optraiii n driving all kinds of mfcbinery.
For lEformatlon eend for dynamo catalogue "t',"bnd for cone catalogne

"T." AddreeB

Evans Friction Cone Co.,

85 Water Street, - - BOSTON, MASS,

TATENTED.

Evans^ Cooes.
For Varjins ^peed.

STEARNS MANUFACTURING CCOleMMs^ERIE, PA,COMPI.EXEjPOWERPX^NTSFOR WOODBURY' "

and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.
Branch Offices :

PHILADEUfHLi, - 043 Drexel EuUUing.

SASr FEAIfCISCO, 39 and 31 Spear St.

BOILERS OF ANY SIZE FOR ANY DUTY.

Agencies:
ST. I.OTJIS—M. p. Jolmston Macliinerr Co.. ~ir, anci 717 >". 3Dd St.

BOSTOX—S. I.. Holt & Bart. 67 SudHury Street.
CHIC.\GO—Barclay & Sharpe. 549 Tlie Rookery. SIMPLE AND compound:^

condensingor non-condensing.

H, WARO LEONArtO & UOMPANY

Secnre hid from ne for Electrical Apparatus or
ConBtmction before deciding. Railways, Light-

ing, Transmission of Power, Wiring, etc.

Klectrical ExeliaDge BnUdlng-,
:XEW XORH. CITY.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. TATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

TIiG« KartaYsrt - Manufacturing - Do.^

THOS. C. SMITH, Jr., M. E.

Consulting and Contracting Engineer.
Bnginea and Complete Steam Plants for Lighting nnd Power Installations.
Bent Pipe and Coile in Iron, Braes and Copper, for all kinds of service.

I r Hammond Building. Teleohone 13S8. CINCINNATI. OHIO.

EVHEYTHTNG IN

WIRE-FUSE- STRIPS.

MAXrF.ACTrRED BY

The Sperry llectric iJinin^ Mm Co.,

39th SI. and Stc»/art »v<>.. CHICAGO.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,

Arc Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

225 Dearborn Street. 115 Broadway.
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Do Not Mako Long Time Contracts For Carbons

!

AGIOXTS!:
H. C. BankH,

ti-M) AllaDtlc Ave.. Boston.

llo'HH'M. Ilooth A HoyderM,
~.j I'ark I'lace, New York.

Tlii> M'liNliliiKton Carlton Co..
lill N. Broad St.. Fbiladelphla.

Hoi-trical Hnpply A ConHtrurtion Cc.
'.HI l.lbrirly St.. PltlsbllrEli.

8tBii1ar«l Kli'ctrleal IVorkH.
nil W. I'earl St.. clnclanatl.

Central Hcctrlr Co..

110 FrankllQ St.. Chicago.

* Ad(1 all Die eupply t^Iores or the

EDiNsn 4>o «ral Mertile Co.

If you contract for longer than one year, you throw away opportunities to
save money. In dealing -with U3 you need not be afraid that prices will be advanced.
We wjII protect our customers from the TRUST.

OUR CARBONS ARE NOTED FOR THEIR

Long Life, High Efficiency, Low Besistance.
Write us for samples and quotations before you contract for supply.

THE WASHINGTON CARBON COMPANY.,
WORKS AT WASHINGTON, PA. PITTSBURGH, PA.

ACME LINK AND DYNAMO DOUBLE BELTS-TANDEM.

e41 Korth Broad Street,

TUC I ^ TiTPT SPECIALTIES IN ELECTRIC
I ntL LnltLOl light supplies.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

eXjECT^i:^^ CO.,
PHILAUBLPHIA.

Tliis cut reprfMi-iiis uui- «_ j

The b It driving the nearer dyaamo le one of our * cmo link Be t3, 8 inches wide,
and the outer belt is one of our Dynamo Doubles, tj Jnches wide.

We also bave in succeaeful operalion, Dynamo Double and Acme Link Belts running tandem, with the
pulling Bide on the top fold, the Link Belt being the oniside of the two oeits.

PAGE BELTING OOMP*NY, FACTORY, CONCORD, N.H.
Qmr)T,,fo. (16Dey St , NewTork. IT Federal St., Boaton. I Send for Illnstrated
° ) 11)5 Lake St , Chicago. 409 Market, St,, San Prjncleco.

I
Catalogue No. 11 and Piices.

^V#-^

Star Sight "Up-Feeo" LUBRICATOR.
There are no joints about it. Anns and body raet

in One Piece, bo von won't he annoyed by lea^lns
and it will woi k to yonr e' tiie eatisfacrlon. Will let

jou try It before yon buy ir.

For sale by .Jobbers, or apply to

THE WM. POWELL CO.. CINCINNATL 0.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
m to 156 Green Sl, Green Point, BROOKLYN, 5. Y.

manufactobt op

Non-Conductive Blocks. Rosettes and Bases lor Cut-Outs
and Switches; also Insulators. Cleats, Lamp Trim-

mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Oar prodactlon Is a dense body. The glazing and body
of onr ware are of eame composltloD, and are baked
alike, which are the features of

TRU£ HAKI> POBCEIiAIK.

XSXeotxrloA'X X:x3.slzi.eex*.
Electric Railways.
Trancmisalon of Power.
Electrical Machinery designed for special appli-

cations, plane, specifications and snpeivieicn.

30!£ Hammond Bnildfns,
DETROIT, MICH.

FOK

ELECTRICAL
PURPOSES,

Send for Samples and Prices,

BOWERS BROTHERS, 121 Lake St.. CHICAGO.

MICA

HOLMES. BOOTH &. HAYDENS,
IJ'aetories: W aterbury. Conn. - - 35 Park Place, Ne-v*^ Yorli,

MANUFACTURERS OP

Bsire SLud Ixisixlated ^HTire-
Underwriters* Copper Eleetric Liteht Iiine Wire, Copper llagrnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and M'orsted Cords for

Incandescent Ijightin^. > ound and Flat Copper Bars for Station M'orb.
Ihsnlated Iron Pressure AVire.

PATENT "K. K/^TiNEWIrE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegrapb and Telepbooe Use.

Agentsfor the Washington Carbon Company _ Carbons for Arc Lighting.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SCPPLY COMPANY, CHICAGO, SEllING AGENTS.

TB.OS. L SCOriLL, New York Jgent

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PERBET ELECTRIC MOTORS
ALL SIZES FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET - ELECTRIC - LIRHT - SYSTEM.

THE ELEKTRON MFB. GO., Springflsld, Mass. "™ VSlStreet.
( Clereland, Ohio, C. P. NICHOLSON', 513 Society for Savings Building; TVashington, B. C, J. U. BURKETT & CO., 1400 New

8ELLinC AGENTS:] York Avenue; St. Panl, IHiun., F. J. RENZ, 360 Minnesota St.; Philadelphia, P.a., PENNSYLVANIA MACHINE CO.,

( 29 N. 7th Street; Kew Orleans, 1,3,., BUCHEL MACHINE WORKS, 101 Conti Street.
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National Transformer System
—OF-

INCANDESCENT LIQHTING.

TRANSFORMERS FOR ANY SYSTEM.

Alternating and Direct Current Dynamos.

MOTORS.
Oar Apparatus Is of the Highest Efficiency, Mechanically and Electrically,

We are prepared to undertake the construction of Electrical Plants of whatever magnitude.

Correspondence solicited.

1 Electric

EAU CLAIRE, WIS.

AGENTS:
Xf •«• Vol k, W. Y.—NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. & CONSTErCTION CO.,ElBctricaI Bxchanse Bldg.

irastLlnglOD, D. C.-L. N. COX. 16 Pif h StrePt, S. E.

Plliladelptlis, Pa.-PENNSYLVANIA ELECTRIC ENGINEERING CO.

St. Paal, Minn,-THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLY CO.

netroit, M'ch.-COMMBECIAL ELECTRIC CO.

Denver, Colo.- THE MOUNTAIN ELECrEIC CO.

M'inolpps. Man.—SIMPSOS-DAYIS ELECTRICAL CONSTEUCTION CO.

San Franrl^co, fal.-NATIONAL ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT CO.

liincoln, IVfb.-LINCOLN ELECTRICAL MFG. AND SUPPLY CO.

DnlDth. Minn.-THEELECTRlCiLENG. AND SUPPLY CO.

Kansas Clly, Mo.—THOllas WOLFE, 515 Main Street.

Sratlle, Wasb.-CHAS. H. BAKEE .S CO.

New Orleans. E,a.-ENTERPRISE CONSTRUCTION AND SUPPLY CO.

Mmi»^
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOtJLAELT ADAPTED TO DEIVIHa

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of Its high efficiency at all stages of g-itc, eteadincss of motion and

easy working gale, the wmstructlon of which makes It the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

^FNn FfiR PATAI finiP Illu«t''8"Dg various styles of setting

on both vertical and horizontil shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,

DAYTON. O.
SnCCESSOHS TO

STOUT, niXIiS & TJEMPIiE,

STEAM PLANTS
IKSTAIiLKD BT

HIT. B. PEARSON & CO.,
UECHANICAIi ENOINKKBH AND CONTRACTTOBS.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, - CHICAGO.

WORKS
OF THE

WESTINCHOUSE
MACHINE COMPANY,

PITTSBURGH, PENNA., U. S. A.

Ai'ea Covered: 127,450 square feet, or about three acres-

WESTINCHOUSE STEAM . ENGINES alone are produced, to wit:—
Junior Automatics, in 7 sizes, from 5 to 75 H. P.; Westinghouse Standard

Automatics, in 13 sizes, from 5 to 250 H. P.; Westinghouse Automatic

Compounds, in n sizes, from 8 and 13 x S Cylinders to 23 and 40x20
Cylinders; all of which are manufactured in quantity to hardened steel tem-

plates, and carried in stock, ready for shipment.

REPAIRS ARE ALSO * MANUFACTURED in quantity to templates,

and carried in stock.

THE COMPANY MANUFACTURES, for its own use, all Iron and

Brass or Bronze Castings, as well as all its own Iron and Steel Forgings, from

the smallest to the largest; thus controlling, in a measure, the quality of the

materials entering into the Engines which it produces.

THE PRODUCING CAPACITY OF THE COMPANY'S WORKS is

equal to about four (average) Steam Engines per diem, or about 5,000 H. P.

per month, or about 60,000 H. P. per annum.

OVER 6,000 OF THESE ENGINES HAVE BEEN SOLD during

the past ten years, with constantly increasing orders.

THE WESTINCHOUSE MACHINE COMPANY.—< PITTSBURGH. PENNA.U.S.oF A. c

THEBAL'-^erie pa.

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,—ax.oo —

STE&M ENGINES
FOR SALE.

One V2 H. F, VerHcai.
Three « H. P. Vertical.

One 4 n I'. Horizontsj Trunk.
One 5 II. P. HoiBtlngBDelne.

AM above en^ones new and cheap.

We have andf'rcoDstru''tion 5, 8, and 12 li, P,
vertical, and IS and i'l 11, P. horizontal euelnep,
all automatic cut-off.

WILLIAMS ENGINE CO.,
BAI.TI MOKK. JI I>.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS «><° BELLS.
FITliIi I.INE AL.WAT8 IK t^TOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO.,
185 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklya, H. Y.

^^Send for Netv Catalogue. Out AnguBt iBt.

MLL°KIMO^°

mhTi^M

THE POND SEPARATOR.
The Pond Separator Is guaranteed to relieve the

steam of all entrained water and return this water
to the boiler, thus effecting a large saving In fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POMD EWCMNEEBIlfG COMPANY,
ST. LOUIS.

OMAHA.
CHICAGO.

DALLAS.

KANSAS CITY.

SEATTLE.

THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.,
33 ilv^ercer Street, ^Te-^^r "^Torl^,

POSSESS SDPEKIOR ADVANTAGES IN THE MANUFACTURE OP

XX/LRD RXTBBSR GOOD
Especiallt/ zh avticles titlaptcti to electrieal indttstrieSf having obtained the. sole right to inanu/acture

HARD RUBBER under the valttahle Patents granted to WIMjM^IAM JKIEMj,

AliL OPERATIONS OF SAWING, CUTTING, TURNING ANI> POLISHING OUR NEW STANDARDS OF
O LI p" pTT* D (^ r\ A Vl r\ TP I I R I M^ ^^^ ^^ performed with a large reduction in the wear and tear of tools, and coneiderable aavine of labor. Our new standards are
*^ *^ l™» I—. I 5 Kx \y LJ Jr\ l\ U 1 \^ D I W ^ of a richer black throughout, not eabject to change in color, are tougher and more fleslhle, do not become brittle with age, and

have been tested and approved by the leading electrical companies of the ifnlted States. In addition to these advantages, we also offer advantages in prices.

KIEL'S PATENT HARD RUBBER CELLS FOR STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES
Still remain the most satisfactory and cheapest in the market, unequaled for strength, durability, insulation and resistance to acids.

HIIRD RUBBER GOODS OF EYESY DESCRIPTION MAKDFiCTDRED.

For Sale by THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.

Correspondence solicited from all manufacturers and dealers in elertrical
mac-hinery and supplies. SKND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.
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w.
THE THOIIISIII-IIOOSTIIII ELECTIR W.

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RAILWAY MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

1,600 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

THOMSON-HODSTON ELECTRIC CO,,

Boston Office: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 148 Michigan Ave.
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^^
Tool your own Horn^ if you Don'l sell a Clam.''

We have been tooting our horn for some time about "PERKINS
INCANDESCENT LAMPS" and by so doing have sold MILLIONS of

them.

We don't have to toot now. After a consumer once uses PERKINS
LAMPS they will use no other.

Because the PERKINS LAMP is the best lamp made. It will

last longer, and is the most efficient. Duplicate orders tell the story.

We always get them after we once make a shipment. If you don't use

them, send us an order, you will not regret it.

•^

THE
KNAFP ELECTRICAL WORKS ?

WESTERN AGENTS,
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The Wirt

Improved

Dynamo

Brush.

NO SPARKING

OR CUTTING

OF THE
COMMUTATOR.

READ WHAT PRACTICAL USERS SAY
ABOUT IT.

OFFICE OF

THE CHICAGO COPPER REFINING CO.,

Office 620 and 621 Phenix Building,

138 Jackson Street.

Chicago, Jan. 20, 1892.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., City.

Gentlemen:—We have been using four No. 32 Wirt Dynamo

Brushes for about a month. We find that they do not spark at all

and-cause but little wear on the commutator, keeping the surface of

the latter smooth. The Wirt Brush is entirely satisfactory, and

superior to anv we have used. Yours truly,

THE CHICAGO COPPER REFINING CO.,

W. I. HiTT, Sec'y.

THE COLUMBIA.
LEADING THEATER OF CHICAGO.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Aug. 23, 1S91.

Gentlemen:—The brushes are running with much less sparking

than any I have ever tried. Evidently they are an improvement.

Respectfully, GEO. CARSON.

City Hall, Chicago, Aug. 27, 1891.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

Gentlemen:—We have been running your brushes on our Edison

Dynamo for two months and find they are a decided improvement.

HENRY MUNSTERMAN,
Chief Engineer.

Chicago, Aug. 22, 1891.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

Michigan Avenue and Randolph Street, Chicago.

Gentlemen:—We have used a set of your Wirt Brushes on

our dynamo, and have had no sparking and scarcely any attention

required during that time. The brushes furnished by the makers of

the same dynamo were always more or less troublesome, and required

frequent resetting and dressing of the commutator. I would now

consider it a hardship to be obliged to use the old brushes.

Yours truly, (Signed) R. C. PAGE,
Engineer Libby Prison Museum.

Marvsville, O., Jan. 2, 1S92.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Chicago, 111.

Dear Sirs:—The brushes came in good order, and after giving

them a trial I find them to be the best brushes we ever used, as they

run smooth and do not cut the commutator, or spark. We will order

more. Very truly,
.

R. TURNER,
Chief Engineer Marj-sville Light .i: Water Co.

WEST KENTUCKY INSANE ASYLUM,

Hopkinsville, Ky., Dec. 20, 1891.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Chicago.

Gentlemen:—Having used your Wirt Brushes for over a month
I am satisfied they are all that you claim for them. Please send me
your general catalogue. Yours respectfully,

JNO. G. LUTZ.

Chicago, Nov. 19, 1891.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen:—After trying one set of your Patent Dynamo
Brushes, I have put them on all three of our incandescent dynamos,

and like them so well that I would not be willing to use the old style

of brush again. Yours truly,

D. B. RAMSEY,
Chief Engineer Union League Club.

Denver, Colo., Nov. 27, 1S91.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Chicago, III.

Gentlemen:—I am much pleased with the Brushes. I gave

them the most severe test I know of, placing them on a commutator

where even carbon brushes were not successful in reducing the spark-

ing, and where there was a very heavy current at high potential, with

a constant "chewing" up of the copper. Your Brush has eliminated

all trouble, and I have asked our Company to order a number of

them, when I shall use them on our other dynamos.

Yours truly, R. H. STERLING,
Electrician, Denver Consolidated Electric Co.

We invite correspondence from

those who have dynamos which are

at all troublesome at the brushes.

The Wirt Brushes are somewhat

higher in first cost than plain cop-

per brushes, but they will pay for

themselves many times over in sav-

ing of labor and commutator copper.

These brushes are manufactured

to order, and can be furnished on

short notice. When ordering please

give dimensions of brushes in use.

The Electrical Supply Co.,

Chicago.
Branch :

244 Arch Street, Phila,

FACTORIES: ANSONIA, CONN,
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.,
MANI'KACTUBKBM OF

VULCA^ /ED INDIA-RUBBER

Cab' .s, to any Specification

up to 8,000 Megolims per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES.

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

millage, FLEXIBLE CORDS,

SILK, HEMP, COTTON, DY-

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

Ol INCANDESCENT CORES.

THREE and TWO - WIRE

CABLES, to any specifica-

tion up to 8,000 Me-

golims per knot.

CABLES ol High Intulalion

and Long Life, all milage

If you are not acquainted with the merits of Habirshaw Insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 3 1 5 Madison Ave, Cor. 42d St, New York.

FACTORY: Glenwood, Yonkers^ Iff. Y.

Western Agents; THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Comer Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

The Sunbeam Incaniescenl Lamp Co,

80S CHAMBER OF COMMEBCH BUILDING,

CHICKGO. F-' H ILL-.

^MAMCFACTCKEKS ©B'-

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

In Ordering^ Specify
AQENOIES:
The Electrical Supply Co., Chicago, 111.

The Electrical Supply Oo., Ansonia, Conn.

W. ^. Gordon & Co., New York.
F. P. Jones & Co,, BuflFalo, N. Y.
The Iron City Electric Co., Pittsburg, Fa.
Woodruff-Harris Electric Co., Birmingham, Ala
LiouiBville Electric Co , Liouisville, Ey.
Houliston, Hubbard & Co., Cincinnati, O.

C. H. Baker & Co., Seattle, Wash.
Julius Andrae, Milwaukee, Wis.

Long^ Life Lamps

or Hig^h Efficiency

Lamps.

'
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC GO,,
MAJfUFACXUKEKS OF THE

SLATTERY INDUCTION AND WOOD ARC SYSTEM
-OI*-

THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being- used almost exclusively after other systems have been
tried and thrown out—Philadelphia, New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

WE MAKE ALL. STANDARD SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM.
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., 1,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND.

mSW YORK 115 Broadway. PITTSBUKGH, PA 533 TV'eod Street.
CBUCAGO 185 Bearlborn Street. SAW FKAIffCISCO 35 Kew Montgomery Street.
PHntLABEIiPHIA 907 Filbert Street. TOROKTO, CANABA 138 Exng Street, TT.
BA1,I/AS, TEXAS Mcl^eod BaUdins. BUFFALO 888 Pearl Street.

T[^>X^T3 ^, T^\^ ^21 ^"oxirn. tl:i.e TTrLcertairL Eleam-er^t
JLI^A^A ^iCTk.M^ M^L^»^^ In. Operatin-gr ^srperLses.

The "Incidentals" (Loss of Re?enne, Labor, Extras, etc.,) Cost More Than Material.

SPRINGFIELD, ILL., Feb. 2, 1892.

DETROIT ELECTBICAL WORKS, Detroit, Mich.
Gentlemen:—In reply to yours of Jan. 28th, tvould say that last fall, during the

State Encampment, we had, most of the four weeks, three trail cars to each of your motors,
and pulled up a 3 per cent, grade tvlth perfect ease from 250 to 300 persons, but with
your last improved or inverted motors, we had four trailers, and brought in, by actual
count, 422 persons, without any trouble whatever. We did the same during our Fair in
September last, and if I did not think your motors do the most tvork with the least power,
I should not have given you lately an order for five more motors.

On January 18, 1892, we had a very heavy snow stortn here; our cars never stopped,
made their regular trips, tvhile the City Railway Company, with their T.-H. equipment,
had to quit running in the afternoon at 5 P. M. We had no trouble in pulling through
the lieavy snow drifts.

We have two Edison Motoj's, but they being out of repair at that time, we could not
give them a fair trial to see how they tvould go through the snow.

Tours very respectfully,

(Signed) PEOPLE'S ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.,
Per J. H. Schuck, President.

DETROIT, 7VIICH., U. S. K.
431 "THE KOOKBEY •

F. I. STONE,
Chicago, 111. Correspondence Solicited. Chattanooga, Tenn.
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66AJAX" DEFIKW WHORT CIKCIIITH.

ANY CAPACITY UP TO

1,000 HORSE POWER.

C. S. VAN NUIS, 136 Liberty St., New York.

Put up in One
Pound Cans.

Price,

70c
Per Pound.

Always Ready
For Use.

CHAS. A. SCHiEREN & CO.,
Perforated Electric Leather Belting,

Every Electric Light
Plant should

have it.

47 Ferry St., New York.
110 Bleh »t., Koston.

mm Vo. Third St.. Philadelphia.
4e So. Canal St., Chicago.

insulated Wires and Gables.
Tlie acknowleclffed Standard! for durable aad IiIk'i liisi^iation. Its

merits prnved by a record of over quarter of a century.
Adaptefl to all electrical purposes.

Celebrated Kerite Tape for Insulating Joints.

Electric Light and Power. ALL SIZES Aerial Use.

Telegraph and Telephone. TniTi Tivrninnn nTiTicn, Subterranean Use.

Railway and all other '^^'^'' tHljAifclJ WlKbb, Submarine Use.

Branches of Signaling. Concealed Wiring in all Locations.

WILLIAM H. ECKERT," «.?;;... New York.

THE MILLIKEN PATENT POLE
For Electric Street Railways and Electric Light Work.

86 LIBERTY STREET,

NEW YORK.
MANDTACTDBBD BY

MILLIKEN BROS.

59 DEiRBORU STREET,

CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.-
for Light Stations a Specialty.

Iron Work

W^BITE FOB CIBCIJIiAB AMD CATAXOGUE.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, NEW YORK,

MANUTACTUEKRS, IMPORTEKS AND DEALERS IN

'""''"*'"-"'""
"""^' Electrical

Supplies

Price, with Rod Zinc, S1.15 per Cell, with Corrugated
Zinc, $1.35 per Cell.

THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED,

Of all Descriptions.

Oaeipleta Call of Cham- Carboa Reservoir and Cotct Cerrogaled Zinc of Chtm.
ploa Batterj. of Ctiamploa Batlery. ploa ButLary.

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances,

Construction Tools and

Line Material.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL IVIEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
^^^—— ]tIaiiiifnotur<-d !»>' the <^^^^^^

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY. Warren, Ohio.
AfiEXTS: I BT. P.VUL, MINN., The Electrical KnglneerlDg

NEW YORK CITY, ChM. E. Chapln, 136 Liberty & SupDlJ Co.
Street. 8T. LOC'IS. MO., »t. Loiila Electrical Sopplj Co.

SYRACUSE, N. Y,, Electric EnKlneerlng ifc bAN FRiKCISCO, CAL., International Electrte
Snpply Co. Snpply & CoDBtruction Co.

CHICAGO, ILL., The Electrical Engineering & CINCINNATI, OHIO, qneen City Electric Co.
Supply Co., !I31 The Rookery. I LOUISVILLE, HY., Smlthera i. Davlj.

B. E. KELLER. F. E. DEGENIIAKDT.

Keller & Dagenhardt,
^^ectrical imHius.

542 Rookery Bldg-., Chicag^o, III.
THE ONLY BUREAU OF ELECTRICAL INFORMATION IN THE WORLD'S FAIR CITY.

WILLARD L. CANDEE^ iBnelneaa Manaeera
H. DUEANT CHEEVER, f"""'°^"*"""B"a.

The

International OKONITE COMPANY,

^^-0'''^

LIMITED.

1 3 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
BKANCHBS: Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, Minneapolis, Cincinnati, Kanaaa City.

Omaha, l,nai8ville, St. I.onia, San Francisco, London and So. America,

rTf?AOE:MARKl

George Gutter,

ElecMcSpecialtie?,

333 "Tte Rookery," CHICASO.

SOLE MAKER OV

Cotter's Swivel Pole Pnlley.

CUTTER'S

LAMP SUPPORTING

PULLEYS.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., new york.

AGENTS:
W. B, PeTSon & Co., Home Ins. Blat?.. Chicago, IH.
Thos. G. Smith .Tr., Hammond Bid?., Cincinnati, Ohio.
W. A . Day, 126 OllTer St., Beaton, Mass.
A. ir. jMoree dfc Co., Commercial Bldg.. St. Louis, Mo.
Hyce Broa. & Co., Lewie Block, Pittsburg, Pa.
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Tbomson-Honston
ELECTRIC CO.,

MANTJFACTTJRBRS OF THE HIGHEST QITAIilTY OF

DYNAMOS, LAMPS
And Every Necessary Appliance for the Construction, Maintenance and Operation of

Central Stations and Isolated Plants,

Arc, Direct Current and Alternating Current Systems,

100,000 750,000
Thomson-Houston Arc Lannps, Thomson-Houston Incandescent Lamps

In Daily Operation October 1, 1891.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, WESTERN OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave.. BOSTON, Mass. 148 Michigan Ave.. CHICAGO, ILL
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

A-bendroth & Koot Mfg. Co. . .—
A.merlcan Desk & Seating Co. . . xv
American Electrical Works. . . . xiii

A.ndrac, Julius
Andrews & Co., A. H
Baggot, E xlv

Ball Enelne Co xix
Ball A Wood Co.. The 1

Beggs, J. E.. M^fe^ & Supply Co. ix

Bernstein Electric Co
Boston Braid Mfg. Co xv
Bowers Bros xvii

Braun lUustratlng Co xlx

Brownlee & Co xil

Brookfleld, Wm xii

Brush Electric Co xvi

Butler Hard Rubber Co
BuxtoD, Geo. B xvll

C. i&. C. Electric Motor Co. . . xv
Central Electric Co v
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co xiii

Chicago Electric Motor Co. . . . xiii

Chicago Insulated Wire Co x
Chicago Rawhide M fg . Co
Colburn Electric Mfg. Co xiv

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co vi

Consol. Elec. Mfg. Co., The..
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co. . xill

Crown Electric Mfg. Co x
Cushing, F. W vii

Cutter. Geo I

Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co. .
.

Day's Kerlte Insulation i

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. . xix

Delaware Hard Fibre Co xix

Decsmore Typewriter Co
Detroit Elpctrical Works xxlv
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co xil

Diehl&Co X

Duplex Electric Co.. Ltd
Eastern Electric Cable Co xlII

Edison General Electric Co viii

Electric Cons. & Supply Co iv

Electric Merchandise Co x
Electric Secret Service Co iv

Electrician Pub. Go xvili

Electrical Cons. Co., The xiii

Elec. Eng. & Sup. Co., The. .
.

Elec. Supply & Contracting Co. .xlv

Electrical Supply Co., The... xxii

Elektron Mfg. Co xvii

Empire China Works ix

Evans Friction Cone Co xvl
Ferracute Machine Co xvl

For Sale ix, xiii

Fort Wayne Electric Co xxiv
Gilman&Co., E. R xiii

Globe Carbon Co xv
Graviiy Purifier Co —'—

Great Western Elec. Supply Co. viii

Greelev&Co.. The E. S I

Gum-Elastic Roofing Co xiii

Harvard University ix

Helsler Electric Co
Hemingray Glass Co xiii

Hill Clutch Works xlv
HirlimanD, C. J xvili

Hlne Eliminator Co
Holmes, C. H xiii

Holmes, Booth & Haydens. . . .xvii

Hunt Machine Co., Rodney. . .xvlii

Hussey & Co -... .

India Rubber & Gutta Percha
Insulatln? Co xxiil

Institute of Technology xiv

Interior Conduit& Insulation Co . . x
International Okonlte Co i

Jewell Belting Co i

Kartavert Mfg. Co xvi
Keller & Degenhardt i

Knapp Electrical Works xxl
Lake, J. H. &D
La, Roche ElectricWorks
Law Telephone Co xiii

Lefmann, Julius xv
Leonard & Co., H, Ward xvi
Link Belt Machinery Co xv
Loud, H.M.& SonsLumberCo. xiv

MUlikenBros 1

Morse & Co , A. M xiii

Munsell & Co., Eugene xill

Murphy, T. J xvii

National Carbon Co xlv
National Electric Mfg. Co
N.Y. Belting tfe Packing Co. . .

New York Insulated Wire Co. . xii

New York & Ohio Co i

Ostrander & Co., W. R xii

Page Belting Co
Partrick & Carter Co Ix

Palste, H. T xiii

Pearson & Co., W. B xix
Pelton Water Wheel Cn xlv
Perkios Elec. Switch Mfg. Co...ix
Perry & Noyes xil

Phoenix Glass Co xvii

Pierce, Jr.. Joslah xv
Pond Engineering Co xix

Powell Co.. The Wm
Pumpelly, J. K xiii

Queen & Co ix

Racine Hardware Mfg. Co
Rae, Frank B xvii

Ries Elec. Specialty Co., The. . . . x
Rockford Electric Mfg. Co xil

Roebling's Sons Co., J. A .... xlv

UoHe I'^lcc. Light Supply Co. . . xUV
Royal Electric Co
Samson Cordage Works xii

Sawyer-Man Electric Co xvili

Bchawel & Co., Jaa xil

8chleren&Co. Chaa. A 1

Schlndcl & Schlndel
Schoonmaker. A. O xil

Schuyler Electric Co xv
Short Electric Railway Co Iv

Shultz Beltlne Co xiv
Smith. Tbos. G. Jr
Somolf. J. h
Sperry Elec. Mining Mach. Co. xvl
Standard Paint Co ....' xiv
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co vt

Star Electrlx Co xvli

Stearns Mfg. Co xvl
Steriing, W. C xv
Stllwell & Blerce Mfg. Co . . . xlv, x

v

Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co, . . xxiil

Taylor Engine Co
Tnomson-HoustonElec. Co II, xx
Union Electric Works xii

Union Hardware Co xil

U. 8. Electric Lighting Co..
VanNuIs C. 8 I

Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Wanted xifl

Washington Carbon Co., The. .xvii

Western Electric Co x
Westlnghouse Elec. and Mfg Co. xi

Westinghouse Machine Co xix
Weston Electrical Instrum't Co. . . xii

Wilcox & Howe Co xiii

Williams Engine Works xlx
Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co. . xii

Woodhouse & Rawson, Ltd. . .
.

Worthlngton, Henry R xii

CLASSIFIED LIST.

Annunciators.
Central Electric Oo.
Detroit Klecttical Worka.
Electrical (JonBtmctlon t;o,. The.
Electrical Supply Co., Tfie.
Great Western Elec. Sapply Co.
Greeley & Co.. The K. S.
Knapp Electrical Worfee.
03trnuder&Co. W. R.
Partrick &. Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.

Arc liBUtpB.
Begprs, J. E., Mfg. & Sopply Co.
HruBh Electric Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Electric Cong. & Sapply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Mosber Arc Lamp Oo.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
ychaylet Electric Co.
Thomson -Houston Electric Co.
Weatlnghouee Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc liight Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Sameon Cordage Works.

Batteries.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co.,Tne.
Greeley & Co., The E.S.
Hirlimann, C. J.
Law Telephone Co.
Partrick &, Carter.
Pumpelly, J. K.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
Hemingray Glass Co.
Hirlimann, C, J.
Law Telephone Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Klectrio.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., TheE. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, niaerneto.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Greeley & Co., The E, S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co

Beltins.
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
N. Y. Beltlne & Facidng Oo.
Page Belting Co.
Schleren & Co., Chas. A.
Shnltz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Abendroth & RootMfg. Co.
Pond Engineering Co.
Stearns Mfg. Co.

Books, Klectrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Brass 6ooi1h.
Powell Co.. The Wm.

Bnrerlar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co..The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrfck & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Wire Insulated.)

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, C. H.
Loud. H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Schindel & Schlndel.

Cables, Electric. (See wire Insu-
lated). Copper, ti4heet and Bar,
Roeblinga Sons Co., J. A.
We&tern Electric Co.

Clntclies. ICrictlon.
Hill Clutch Works.
Lake, J. H. &D.

Cordaxe.
Hamflon Cordage Works.

CarhonH, Points and i*lat««.
Brti8h Kl*ictrlc Co.
Central Kltjctrlc Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Gl(il>e Carbon Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National Carbon Co.
WttHhiagton Carbon Co.
Western KlccirlcCo.

Construction and Kepalrs.
Amlni'i, JuUim.
Chicago Klectric Motor Co,
Klectric Conn. & Supply Co.
Klectric Supply & Uontractlng Co.
Electrical Construction Co,, The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ra<', Kriink B.
Smith, Thne. O. Jr.

Union Klectric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, Electrln l^lsht,
Knslne Plants and Klectric
Ballivays.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball & Wood Co.. The.
brush Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Detroit iSlectrical Works.
Diamond ElfCLric Mfg. Co,
EdlBon General Electric Co.
Electric Cons. & Snpply Co.
Eleclric Supply & Contracting Co.
Electrical Ecg. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Helsler Electric Co.
Keller & Deeenhardt.

" lia Roche Electric Works.
Leonard & Co., H. Ward.
Moryo &Co.. A. M.
Pearson & Co., W. B.
Pond Ehgloeerlng Co.
Racine Hardware Mfg, Co.
Rockford ElectricManufacturingCo.
Royal Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Bmlth, Thoa. G. Jr.
Taylor Engine Co,
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westinghonse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.
WlUiamB Enginn Works.
Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Great Wostorn Elec. Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knanp Electrical Works.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
western Electric Co.

Cnt-Oat« and Sfvitcbes.
Andrae, Julius.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated EIpc. Mfg. Co., The.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Sunply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Palste, H.T.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Siar Electrlx Co.
Van NulB, C- S.

Western Electric Co.

Drop Forcings.
Wilcox & Howe Co.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
C. & C . Electric Motor Co.
Colbnrn Electric Mfg. Co,
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duplex Electric Co.. Ltd.
Elecrlcal Ene. & Sapply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Helsler Electric Co.
La Roche Klectric Works.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
RockfordE lectr ic Manufacturing Co.
Roee Electric Light Supply Co-
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electric Railways.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Rae, Frank B.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westinghonse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Woodhridee & Tnmer Eng. Co.

Electrical and Mechanical
EnsiDcers.
Pierce, Josiah Jr.

Rae, Frank B.

Electrical Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co ., The E. S.

La Roche Electric Works.
y.aeen He Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

Engravf^rs.
Braun Illustrating Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Andrae, Julius.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cutter. Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
HuBsey & Co.
Hies Electric Specialty Co., The.

Electroliers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Baggot, E.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Thomeon-Honaton Electric Co.

ElectrO'Platlnc machines.
Brush Electric Co.
Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

Electrical Intelligence.
Keller & Degenhardt.
Leonard & Co., fl. Ward.
Rae, Frank B.

Elevators.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Ensines» Hteaai.
Ball Enfdne Co.
Ball A Wood Co . Tkf.
Mi.r-o A: Co.. .\. M.
Pearson dt Co., W.B.
Pond Engineering Co.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Smith, ThOB a. Jr.
Steams Mfg. Co.
Taylur ICiignie Co,
Westlnghoase Machine Co.
Wlljlame Engine Co.

Fan OotfltH.
C. & C. Eleclric Motor Co.
(-'hicatro iilectric Motor Co.
I)l<*lil *v Co.
Edison General Electric Co,
Stanley Electric Mig, Co.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Friction Cones.
Evans Friction Cone Co.

Fnse Wire.
Electrical Supply Co.
Knapp Electiical Works.
Sperry ElecMtulug Mathin^' Co.

Clasijlsrntlns* Klectric.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Knapp Eli^ctrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

C^eneral Electrical Supplies.
American Electrical Works.
Andrae, Jullna.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
CoUim ia Inc. Lamp Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Blectrlcal Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Electric Supoiy «t Contracting Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., TheE. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
StarEIectrliCo.
Western Electric Co.

Ctlobes and Electrical Glass-
ware.
Baggot. B.
Brook field, Wm.
Hemingray Glass Co.
Phcenls Glass Co.

Ciam-Elastfc Roofine.
Guni-Elastlc Roofing Co.

Hard ICnbber Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Insulators and Insniatlnc
materials.
Andrae, Julius.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Gushing, P. W.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Snpply Co.
Hemingray Glass Co.
Interior Conduit & Insolation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Munsell & Co., Engene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated W^lres and Cables.
Slagnet TfHre.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Gushing, P. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Day's Kerlte Insulation.
Detroit Electrical Works,
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Cp., The.
Holmes, Booth & Hiaydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insu-
lating Co.

Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Electrical Eng. & Snpply Co.
Great Western Elec. Snpply Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Helsler Electric Co.
Knapo Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Sawyer-Man jffilectrtc Co.
Somoff, J, L.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

I^ubricators.
Powell Co., The Wm.

mairnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wire.)

^rcohanieal machinery.
Ferracute Machine Co.

Medical Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Partrick <fc Carter Co.

mica.
Bowers Bros.
Munsell & Co., Engene.
Schoonmaker, A. O.

Mine Sisnals, Electrie.
Detroit Electrical Works.

Hlnlnff Apparatus, Kleetrle.
Edison General Klectric Co.
Tbomsoo-HoQitoa Klectric Co.
Speirr Blec, MlnlDg Machine Co.
WeatlDKboDM Blectrlc A Mr£. Co.

flotoru.
Bro«h Electric Co.
CrocKer-Wheeler Electric Co.
C. ± C. Electric Motor Co.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Dfttroit Kh'Ctrlral Works.
DIumoijil Kl.-<;trlc .Mfg. Co.
EdiHon General Sleciric Co.
El<;ctric Sapply (to ContractlDg Co.
Electrical Ene. fc Hopplr Co.
I,a Kocho Electric Works.
Rockford Eltjctric Mao afactorine Co
Royal Eleclric Co.
TbomBon-HouBton Electric Co.
WeBtlnKhoQse Electric A Mfe Co.

Office Furniture.
American Desk A Seating Co.
Andrews 4 Co,, A. H.

Oil Cups.
i'owell Co., The Wm.

Oil Puriners.
Gravity Porlfler ("o.

Packlbjc-
Buxton. Q«<j. B.
N. Y. Belting A Packing Co.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The
Holmes, C. H.
Loud, II. M- A Sons' Lamber Co.
Srbln-Iel .V; Shiodel.
Western Electric Co.

Platinnm.
Schawel A Co., Jae,

Poles.
Brownlee A Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
Holmes, C. IT.

Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, H. M. & Sons' Lumber Co
MllUken Bros.
Srhind*^! & Schludel.
Sterling.W. c.

Publishers. Klectrlcal.
Electrician Publlehlne Co.

Pnsb Buttons.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Partrick & Carter Go.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bailways. Electric.
(See electric railways.)

B«>sulatlDs Hookets.
RieB Electric Specialty Co., The.

Secnrlties, Elootrical.
Oilman & Co., E. R.
Ferry & >'oyes.

(Separators, fi^team.
Hine Eliminator Co.
Pond EnelneerlnE Co.

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

Speakinic Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators*
Qtieen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthlngton, Henry R.

Supplies, Electric Railway.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Schindel & Schlndel.

Tapes, Insnlatlnc
American Electrical W"orke.
Andrae, -Julius,
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Gushing, P. W.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co. , The

.

Indfa Rubber & Gntta Percha In-
sulatlni; Co.

International Okonlte Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Teiegrr'aph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co,
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partnck & Carter Co
Western Electric Co.'

Telephones, Electric.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co^The,
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg, Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co,
National ElectrlcManufactnringCo
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co,
Westinghonse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Trolley Co^d.
Samson Cordage Works.

Trucks. Electric Car.
Delro't Electrical Works.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westlnghouse Electric A Mfg. Co.

Turbine Tf^heels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Hunt ^Machine Co., Rodney,
Stllwell & Blerce Mfg. Co.

TTpe-writers.
Denemore Typewriter Co.

Fniversitics.
Harvard University.
Institute of Technology.

Wire, Bare.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The,
Holmes, Booth A Haydens.
KnapD Electrical Works,
Roebling's Sons' Co., J. A,
Sperry Elec. Mining UBChls« Co
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Short Railway Generators
ARE NO LONGER A NEW TYPE. THEY ARE

And the record they have made for themselves cannot he surpassed. Inquire

in Rochester, Jamestown, Covington, East Liverpool, Muskegon.

The Jamestown Street Railway Company report as follows; JANUARY 6, 1892.

On Sunday morning last it commenced sno'wlng very hard, and so continued all day Sunday, Sunday night and Mon-
day. We were obliged to put forth every effort to prevent blockading of the road, which we succeeded in doing.

On Sunday morning we started your Generator No. 2 at 6:30 a. m., and continued to use the same until Tuesday
morning at 3:30 a. m , when we shut it down. This Generator was in continuous service during the entire time, and was
not even sanded, nor the brushes touched. It did not use to exceed one-half quart of oil. We consider this remarkable
because of the hard work the Generator was doing. ********

Yours very respectfully, GEORGE E. MALLBY, Superintendent.

THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.
P

.nANLTACTU'RERS ORGANIZED I88(.

INCORPORATED <8b3.

.^p Arc Laaps

AX
^ESTABLISHED -

EACT: J

raR L\CAiNDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

TMC ONL'l' ARC LA,nP THAT
WORKS SATlSrACTORIL'i' ON AN
INCANDCSCCNT CIRCL'IT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING, THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LA^PS.

TOE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY' CO.

PlIENIX BUILDING.

CHICAGO.

TELEPHONE DUILDING,

.NEW -lORK.
Search Light No. 13.

Individual Arc Light and Motor Cut'Out.
EACH CLASS HAS ITS OWN "COMBINATION."

SAVES MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS. SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.
GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERY LAMP. MAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

MONEY-SAVING. RELIABLE. EASILY APPLIED, INEXPENSIVE.
Individual Lamps or Motors, or g'roups of tbese, cut in and out at Trill from Central

Station, vritbout afCecting' otbers in same circuit. For Terms and Particulars, Address

Electric Secret Service Company,
45

THOMAS STVRGI8,
President.

C. p. MACEIE,
Gen'l Manager.

WM. C. LANE,
Sec'y and Treas.

S. S. BOGART,
Gen'l Agent.
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FACTS.
IT IS A FACT

IT IS A FACT

IT IS A FACT

IT IS A FACT

IT IS A FACT

IT IS A FACT

IT IS A FACT

IT IS A FACT

IT IS A FACT

IT IS A FACT

that OKONITE INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES have the indorsement

of the best electrical experts and electricians in the world,

that OKONITE INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES will not deteriorate,

but improve with age.

that OKONITE INSUL&.TED WIRES AND CABLES will not crack when
exposed to severe changes in temperature.

that OKONITE INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES will not deteriorate

when placed in lime or mortar.

that OKONITE INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES are not aflected when
immersed in sulphuric acid.

that OKONITE INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES will stand a greater

amount of kinking and torsion than any other wire in the market,

that OKONITE INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES are immersed in water
for three days (73 hours), and then carefully tested with Thompson's Re-
flecting Galvanometer.

that OKONITE INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES are tested in addition

to the Galvanometer, with a dynamo current of 2,000 volts,

that the OKONITE INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES were awarded the

GOLD MEDAL at the Paris Exposition, 1889.

that the OKONITE INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES are giving better

satisfaction, are more carefully made, and are not only the best, but
cheaper in the end, than any other wires on the market.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin Street, CHICAGO.
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Columbia Lamps.
LONG LIFE, HIGH EFFICIENCY.

FULL RATED CANDLE POWER.
TJsers pronounce them the best in the market. Try them, and te convinced of

their superior quality.
All Candle Powers. Bases to fit all standard Sockets.

Special Railway Lamps. Satisfaction Giaranteed.

PORCELAIN - INSULATED - SOCKETS

Of Best Quality, Standard Styles.

f In small lots 25 cents each net.

PRICE OF SOCKETS: 1
^o*^ of lOO 23 cents each net.

1^ Lots of 500 S3 cents each net.

WHITE FOR, P'JilCE.«.

The Columbia IncandBSGent Lamp Co.,
1913 and iei4 Oliye St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

aqexnt:"©:
Kcw Vork : I)OlIBI,E»AY. MITCHEI.L, & CO.. So. 18 CortlaiKit St.
Boston : KJGnDIKt,; EtECTKIC CO., Tin. 41 Federal St.
PhilMlelphia: PARTRICK & CARTER CO., 135 S.aiitl St. and 1,S1 (.otliie St.
Ohicago: «REAT «ESTERX EI,ECTMIC SlTIfPI.1: CO.. 301-207 S, Canal St.
Cluehinati : POST A CO.. 31.'>-315' West 4tli St.

Xew Orleans: IIAXIOV & CO., 107 Baronne St.

Kansas City: ED\VAR1> I.ASEI/Ii. 831 Xew York Life Bnildinj;.

nenver: MOrXT.AIX ELECTRIC CO.. MufTBIoek.
Salt Lake City: R. II. JOXES. No. 3.5 East 1st South Street.
San Eranriseo: PAl'I. SEII.ER EI. KCTRICAI. HORKS. 406-40H.Market St.

STANLEY TRANSFORMERS
WE ARE CONSTANTLY ADDING

OF GREAT VALUE TO STATIONS.

150 light and 200 light transformers adopted for OUT-DOOR USE
THE SAME AS THE SMALLER SIZES.

THESE TRANSFORMERS ARE REMARKABLE FOR

HIGH EFFICIENCY % LOW LEAKAGE.

Oox-x>esx3oxica.exice Sollolteca..

Western As'ents:

The Electrical Supply Co.,
Randolpb St. and Michig'an Ave., CHICAGO, ILL

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFC. CO.,

Pinsflelii, Mass.
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;r.::-:::!::i''Jv''''

9f

The Women's Christian Temperance Union Building, Chicago.

This Building is Wired Throughout With Kerite Wire.

Wt H. BCKERT, General Agent, .

16 Dey Street, NEW YOEK.
F. W. CUSHINQ, General Western Agent,

SS5 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.
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EdisonGeneral Electric Co.,
EDISON BUILDING, BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

EDISON SYSTEM OF LIGHT AND POWER.
SAFEST! BEST I CHEAPEST I

Incombustible Appliances. i -, ,
Artistic Fixtures,

DYNAMOS. ^Mx MOTORS.
SAFETY DEVICES. l^^^^K"^ WIRE, CABLES.

EDISON
LAMP AND SOCKET.

EDISON PERCUSSION DRILL.

FOR PRICES, ADDRESS NEAREST DI&TRICT OFFICE.
DISTRICT OFFICES:

CANADIAN: Edison Building, 77 Bay Street, Toronto, Can. PACIFIC COAST: Edison Building, 112 Bush Street, San rrancisco, Cal.

CENTRAL: 173 and 175 Adams Street, Chicago, III. PACIF.C NORTHWEST: Fleischner Building, Portland, Oregon.

EASTERN: Edison Building, Broad Street, New York. ROCKY MOUNTAIN: Masonic Building, Denver, Colo.

NEW ENGLAND: 25 Otis Street. Boston, Mass.

MEXICAN AND SOUTH AMERICAN DEPARTMENT: Fdison Building. Broad Street, New York. EUROPEAN OFFICE: 34 Victoria Street, Westminster, London, S. W., Eng.

"'^'^^^'^^T''^" DoubleCoreJubber CoveredREGENT WIRES -CABLES.

HOWARD** TT/\¥¥7 A T^ T\ " Incandescent
LAMPS.

.£l.1^^Z- ^-A-SE, -^3^-2" TT-OILiT-^a-B.

A strictly high grade lamp, giving FULL CANDLE POWER throughovit its life. HIGH
EFFICIENCY and LONG LIFE commensurate with its other qualities,

SEND A TRIAL ORDER FOR A FEW DOZEN.

6REAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY GO.
201,203,205^207 80. Canal St., CHICAGO, ILU
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THE DOVETAIL CEILING GUT-OUT.
Accldtntal disjunction impOBslble. Broad contacts.

The cap is adjuslcd witliout the use of scrtw driver.

No. 101 For Cleat Work. Rouod Base.
" 102 For C'oncdiled Woik.
" 104 For Moulding Work.
" 108 For Moulding Work. 8e«Cut.

INGANDESGENT SWITGHES.
5 & 10 Amp. Ratchel, Single Pole.

10 to 150 Amp. Double Pjle.

3 Way Switch.
4 *' Series Switch.

See Cut.

For Hale by Snpply Honaea, or by

THE PERKINS ELECTRIC SWITCH MFG. CO.,
p. O. BOX 816. c.A.n.a?i^oiii>, ooBTiir.

FOR SALE CHEAP!!!
I !v6 240 Ampere compound wound T.H. Incandes-

cent DynamOB. IIU Volt.
Two 2"-lignt 5,00U c. p. American Arc Light Dy-

namos.
Oq9 TiO-ilght 2,000 c. p. SperryArc Light Dynamo.
KiiO Goo8e Necke,T.H. munirJoal sockets complete.
One lO-ligbt M'^eston Arc Machine and Doable

Lamps.

Three 5U0-light, 1^0 volt Edison Dynaraop, Modern
Pattern, ueed 2 years.

One 600-light T.H. Alt.^rnator Coinplefe.
Ooe 1,300-iight T.H. Alternator Complett^.
Thirty 2,000 c. p. American Donbl'^ Lamps,
Forty "3,000 c. p. Aiiiericaii finglo Lam pe.

Onel5Uh. p. Bnckeye Eneine, high f peed-
Automatic and Corlles Engines and Boilers.

TaE JQH8 E. BEGSS MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO.. 74 Cortlandt Street. BEg YORK,

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
U4 to 156 Green St. Greea Poinf, BEOOKLYH. N. 1

MANUFACTOBT OP
Non-Conductive Blocks, Rosettes and Bases fop Cut-Outs

and Switches; also Insulators, Cleats, Lamp Trim-
mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Oar production Is a dense body. The glazing and body
of onr ware are of same composition, and are baked
alike, -which are the features of

Harvard Universio^y.
SUMMER COURSES OF INSTRUCTION.
During the summer of 1892, coursee of Instruction will be given ae follows:

Chemistry, four courses, viz.: Fundamental Princi-
ples of Chemistry; Qualitative Analysis; Quantitative
Analysis; Organic Chemistry.

Botany, two courses, viz : Vegetable Morphology and
Physiology, and Microscopical Anatomy of Phaen-gams;
Cryptoetm'c Botany.
Physics, two courses.
Geulogy, thieecour^fs.

Engineering, three courses, viz.: Topographical Sir-
vejing; Riiilway Surveying; Elecirical Engineering;
Mechanical Drawing.

THE CAROEW PATENT

Physical Culture, two courses.
Physiology and Hi glene.
American Bjetory.
Socialism and Sociel Problems.
Trigonometry.
HorUcnlture.
English.
German, two courees.
French, two (oursea.
History and Art of Teaching.
Elocution.
Courses at the Medical School.

Circulars dpscripive of tnese courees and other information may be obtained on application to
the Secretary of Harvard UTiirersity, Cambridge, Maits.

In addition to tiie aDove ineniloned ccurees, lectures on methods of inetructi n will be given by
teachers in the several depaitments r presented by the schools. These lectures will be oner, without
charge, to the persOLS who are en' o. ltd as members of any of the summer ec.hools in the Univeri-iiy.

In generjl these courses are tdapted Lo the needs of those who intend to be teachf re in the severa
subjects. Siivoral oE the moie eltmentary, h<,wever, ai e intended to mpet the needs of beginners and
may be taken by students in 1 eu of the corres; ending courees In the t.'ollrge and the Lawrence ScltL-

tific School, find may be counted towards a degree.

During the sesf ion of the BcboolB the College Library will be open from 9 a. m. till 5 p. M. The
Museum of Comparative Zoology, the Peabody Museum, and the Mineralogical Cullection are also
scceesible to students du-ing the summer vacation.

In general the fees of the above ment'oned courses, except those in Chemistry, Engineering-,

Physical TraiolnF, a' d Klocution, are gSOfor each courpe.
Board and lodging may be olnciined in Cambridge during the summer vacation at a cost of from ^")

to $10 per week.
LAWRENCE SCIENTIFIC SCHOOi.

This school, which is under the control of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences of Haivfird Univeri-Ity,

off. rs seven courses of study leadiDg to the degree of Bachelor of Science, viz;

;. Civil Engineering. IV. Biology. VII. Anatomy, Physiology, and Physical
II. Chemistry. V. Electrical Engineering. Cultme.

II [. Geology. VI. General Course in Science.

The lastnamed course is especiaUy desig-ed for those who intend to study medicine, or to teach

nhvsical trali.ing. For further information address
^ '

N. S. SHALER. Dean, Cambridge, Mass.

(oh L

We have recently acquired tlie American Pat-

ents which cover this celebrated instrument, and

beg to recommend it as a voltmeter without an

equal for switch-board use. Extensive prepara-

tions have been made in our factory and laboratory

for the production of these voltmeters, and we now

make Cardews in the best manner possible, as re-

gards mechanical workmanship, and calibrate them

to the most accurate degree. The characteristics

of the Cardew Voltmeter, and which, collect-

iveli/^ are possessed by no other instrument, are:

1st—The needle is dead-beat, indicating in-

stantly the voltage to be measured.

3d—The scale is direct reading for both alterna-

ting and continuous currents.

3d—The instrument contains no permanent
magnets or other parts liable lo change, so

that it does not require re-calibration.

4th—There is no appreciable change due to filJJEo^
heating, hence the instrument is accurate mB. 111 .iMIi—

'

when left constantly in circuit.

.5th—The indications are strictly accurate and
correct within one per cent, under all condi-

tions.

The attention of Central Station Managers

and Dynamo Builders is especially drawn to the

unequaled merits of this standard voltmeter. Cor-

respondence is solicited, and our illustrated cat-

alogue No. I-6G will be mailed upon application,

to intending purchasers.

QUEEN & CO., Philadelphia.

FEAITKLIN S. OAETEE.

EiSTA.:BIjISI3::E!D ISSV.
CHAJBLES M. WXLKINS. B. WARD WILKINS.

-TRADING AS-

FAUTHICH: & CAHTER CO.,
125 South Second Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SOLE PKOPRIETORS OF THE PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATOKS.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in all Kinds oj

ELECTKICALSUPPLIES.
^WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

Bells, DisquG Leclanche Batteries, Gas Lighting Apparatus,
Bronze goodsand afull lineof suppliesforhoteland housework.

AOCPMT&'i ^^^ Toronto Constrnction and Electrical Supply Co., Toronto, Canada.M^cn 1 0> \ Noirth.'vrest £lectric £ngineerins Co., Portland, Oregon,

Catalogues and Discoant Sheets will be sent to those in the trade upon receipt of Application and Business Card.
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RIES REGULMTING SOCKET!
USB IT UPON YOUE ALTERNATING CURRENT CIRCUITS.

IT WILL PAY YOU! IT WILL PAY YOUR CUSTOMERS!
Something Entirely New ! Regulates the Light I ! Saves the Lamps I ! ! Saves the Current ! ! !

!

THE RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO., Baltimore, Md.
PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS.

CHZCACO ZITSVLATED WIRE COMPAIT7,
T^.A.TO^TJ'S'.A.CTXJU.mt.S OX'

HIBH GRADE INSULATED WIRES
OF A-Lt, DESCRIPTIONS.

WEATHERPROOF WIRES,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

MAGNET WIRES,
INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,

ETC., ETC., ETC.

WRITE FOE QUOTATIONS
AND SAMPLES.

Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO., Sycamore, III.

COMPLETE STOCK OF

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES.
TROLLEY WIRES,

iPAH WIRE,

FEEDER WIRE,

GUARD WIRE,

MAGNET WIRE,

FUSE WIRE,

SWITCHES,

CROSS-OVERS,

TURN-OUTS,
INSULATORS,

TROLLEYS,
POLES,

,^ULE BRACKETS,

PULL-OVERS,

POLE RATCHETS,

STRAIN CLAMPS.

CURVE INSULATORS.

ELEaRIC
RAILWAY

SUPPLIES
EXCLUSIVELY.

ELECTRIC HEADLIGHTS.

GEARS, PINIONS,

RAWHIDE PINIONS,

RESISTANCE BOXES,

STATION EQUIPMENT,

TROLLEY POLES,

TROLLEY BASES,

TROLLEY WHEELS,

TROLLEY HARPS.

TROLLEY SPRINGS.

TROLLEY CORD,

BEARINGS,

BUSHINGS,

GRAPHITE BUSHINGS,

RUBBER BELLS,

FEEDER BELLS,

CHICAGO CLAMPS,

INSULATING TAPE,

EYE BOLTS,

TURN BUCKLES,

PORCELAIN KNOBS,

PORCELAIN CLEATS.

Something New.
QUICK BREAK AND CONTACT.

NO MORE BURNED TERMINALS.

NO DANGER FROM SHORT CIRCUITS.

' 'TIS PERFECTION.

New York Agent: - - H. G. MADDEN,

rs CORTLANDT STRiET.

ABk yonr Supply Honae for them or write to

CROWN ELECTRIC MFG. CO,,

I5ri<i£;epori;, Conn.

ELECTRIC CEILING FAN.
HIGHEST EFFICIENCY, m
HANDSOME DESIGNS.

SELF-LUBRICATING.

NOISELESS.

EASILY INSTALLED.

WOUND FOR EITHER DIRECT ARC

/ NO BELTS

OR SHAFTING REQUIRED.

HIGHLY
ORNAMENTAL.

HIGHEST INDORSEMENTS.

OR INCiNDESCENT CURRENT.

Dietil& Company,
385 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

INTERIOR CONDUITS Tie SoiniiOD oi ilie Frooieni oi m^ ilMrdiDg

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
UTierever and for whatsoever pnrpoae employed, is to

be fonnd in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IKTERIOR m UNDERGROUHD

MANTJFACTUBED BY

J 73*XE "SL I O ^L

GONDUn AND INSULATION CO.,
iiunp«. 1 627 to B31 W. 34th St.,W0HK5.

^ B26 to B28 W. 36th St.,

General OfQces: 42 & 44Broad St,, Rew Tork.

TRADE-MARK

Thos. Day & Co., 22i; Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.

Mountain Eiectiic Co., Denver Colo.
Americnn Hlect. Supply Co., 2-,'6 Pearl St., BaffalcN T.
Patnam, Gav &, Cj , 27 E. M.iin bt , Rochpster, N. T.
Glover ElecL Co., 127 W ^th St., Cincinnati, O.
Chae. Wabriel. Seginaw. M ch.

Soatherc Electrical Mfs, & Snpplv Co.,
110 Baronne St.. New Orleans, La.

talker A Kepler, 531 Chestnnt St , Philadelphia, Pa.
ElecTrlcai Supply & Constrocion Co.. Pittahurgh, Pa.
tSonthern EleciricCo.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicaeo. 111.

W-I-R-E-Ss
I.e. Weatherproof Wire, W. E. Underwriters' Wire, Okonite, Kerite,

Hard and Soft Drawn Copper Wire,
Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph and Telephone Wire,

Silk and Cotton Covered Magnet Wire, Incandescent Lamp Cord.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Aeents:lsTAa.DABOEi.ECTBicAi, WORKS, Cincinnati, Ohio.

*#nn,Aut», ^£/ &oucn oiinton aireet.
( uocKTAiN ELECTBiG GO , Denver, Colo. I NEW YORK, CoT. ThaiTies and Greenwich Sts.
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NOTICE!
THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING COMPANY manufactures and

sells at the lowest prices the most perfect line of electrical apparatus on the market for:

ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTINC,
LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION AND

DISTRIBUTION OF POWER,
GENERATORS,
STATIONARY MOTORS,
STREET RAILWAY MOTORS,

AND DETAILS FOR GENERAL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING COMPANY does not infringe

valid patents owned by other companies or individuals, and it undertakes to defend its cus-

tomers against suits for infringement, and to hold them harmless with respect to the use of

any of its apparatus.

SPSOl^Ea ItO^lOB,
We are reliably informed that agents and representatives of two large electric lighting

companies are atterapting to control trade in the street car and lighting lines by stating that

the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company is to be forced, or in some way taken

into a huge combination having an enormous capital, and that purchasers should therefore

only deal with the representatives of the combination.

We desire to state that the position of this company is independent in every respect, and
that it can, by reason of its comparatively small capitalization and its low scale of expenses,

sell all competing apparatus at lower prices than can be afforded by any combination having

to provide earnings for fifty million dollars capital.

All users of electrical apparatus are warned not to be influenced in the selection of

their apparatus by statenaents made by the agents ofother companies concerning this c impany.

We are in the business, and we propose to stay.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,
PITTSBURG, PA., Feb. 25, 1892.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANTXFACTURED EY

WM. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

For all Electric Insulating
Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the niarkei.

I I SELL NO OTHER.

Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St., NEW YORK.

MICA
b. F. iSorES.

mim IN mnm nm.
Electrical or Telephone Stocks Bonght

and Sold.

PERRY &NOYES,
R.'iann Bide. - NEW TOBK.

PLATINUM.
JAS. SCHAWEL & 4J0., =Lw° obk.'

Importers and Melters. SUeet and Wire
in any Gange. t^crap Purchased.

Wm. 3- Tdshee. Pres. Geo. a. Bell, V. pees. J. LK3TEB WouDBHiDQB, Scc. and Treas.

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
Consulting and Constroctlng

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment of Electric Railways. Steam and Electric Plants.

47 Times Building. Telephone Call, 1009 Coitlandl. NEW YORK.

CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL.

If you are in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

BROWNLEE & CO., "«7cr'

Dynamos and Motors.
SELLIHG AGESTS:

Robineon & Cary Co.,
St. Paul, Minn.

St. LouiBEDgineerlnsCo.,
SL Lonie, Mo.

Interoatioral Electric Supply
and CoD&iraction Co.,

Sen Francieco, Cal.
Maxwell Electric Co ,

Louisville, Ky.
B.C. Mareb, - Cevelanri. Ohio.
Wolf Elecirical Co , Omaha, Neb.
J. H. Parker Electric Co ,

at. Joseph, Mo.
H. B. Day, - Dea Moine?', Iowa.
n. Major & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

THE WESTON STANDARD

Voltmeters and Ammeters.

SOLID BRAIDED CORD
Is the most
Die for han
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, CoT
ering Field

Magneta, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Sam pies and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET. BOSTON.

These instruments are the most

accurate, reliable and sensitive port-

able instruments ever offered. A
large variety of ranges to meet the

requirements of all kinds of work.

M for Illnstratea Gatalome.

ADDBESS
^W71£iT<5"-<n'-

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTROMENT CO.,

114-120 William Street, Ncwark, N.J.

Conry W ^vtI:L±xxst€>xx, KTe-ccr 'X'ons., IB".

PHILADELPHIA Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.
ST. LOUIS.

ST. PAUL.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,

CRIMSHAW White Core Wires, vulca electrical wire ducts
Black Core Wires, interior construction.
Competition Line Wires, * compl€T6 method

CRIMSHAW Tapes,
Competition Tapes,

Splicing Compounds, Etc,

Nos. 13, 15 and 17 Cortlandt St.,

NEW YORK.

for all ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS.

JUNCTION BOXES, CUT-OUTS, ANCLE BOXES,
ETC., ETC.

VULCA COUPLINC COMPOUND.

Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin St.,

CHICAGO.

-T^E-

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AXD .

95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

UNION ELECTRIC WORKS.
207 South Ganal St., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

The Best £Ieotric Bell ia the market; Nickel plated Gongs;
Double Magnet, Platinum Contacts, Bide adjustments with - i

.screw. The simplest and ino3t durable Annunciator,

all sizes, for elevators, hole's and offices.

\^KITE FOB PEICES.
Also Teat Instrnments, Spark CoUb, Indactlon Coila and various
Standard EleotrlcDevices for Medical and Mechanical Parpoaea.

We TTill also manufacture articles for Inventors or the TradeMe have sklUeil Workmen and do first-class work.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneunkatlc and Mechanical

AXNUNCIATORS <«<' BELLS.
FUIiIi lilNE AliWAXS IX STOCK.

W. B, OSTRANDER & CO.,
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalt Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
for New Catalogtte. Ont Auguet let.

COMPOUNDED
FOR

GOOD RESULATION

HIGH AVERAGE

EFFICIENCY.

'.Co.,

219 S. Madison Avenue,

PEORIA, ILL.
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Swindling witln a Bogus Ticker in a Chi-
cago Bucket Shop.

One of the most audacious swindles that has yet been

perpetrated on the confiding Chicagoan who now and

then "takes a little llyer" in stocks in the secluded confines

of the numerous alley stock"exchanges,"or, as the vulgar call

them, bucket shops, has just been unearthed in the World's

Fair city. The scheme, by reason of its boldness and the

clever, yet simple, manner in which ihe " brokers'' util-

ised a few bits of electrical apparatus to further their de-

ception, was of a character that should entitle the originator

to a prominent position, at lea?t, in ihe machinery depart-

ment at Joliet. An account

of the manner in which the

case was worked up by Detec-

tive P. C. Dick for Prose-

cuting Attorney Stephen

A. Douglas will be of in-

terest.

A few days ago a visitor

to Attorney Douglas' office

dropped a careless remark to

the effect that there was run-

ning, within the shadow of the

city hall, a bogus stock ticker

that was proving itself a most

efficient money maker, at least

in so far as the "broker" was

concerned. Although, perhaps,

not intended for him, Attorney

Douglas took the hint, and

forthwith detailed Detective

Dick to investigate, at the

same time giving him instruc-

tions to take plenty of time,

and make no decided move

until it was certain that suffi-

cient evidence of a character

to make a good case had been

obtained.

The place in which the sus-

picious machine was supposed

to be in operation was the

new "Chicago Public Stock

Exchange," in the old Bruns-

wick billiard hall. 126 Wash-

ington street, and the thor-

ough manner in which the ex-

pose was accomplished on

Thursday of last week, bears

out Mr. Douglas' theory that

the day is past when, as he ex

pressed it in speaking of the

case, "theknock 'emdownand

drag 'em in detective" can be

of much use in the finer class

of deiec'ive service.

In order to make a good

case against the swindler5,and ^"^- ^

one that would bear the severe test cf ihe courts, the de-

tective had not only to make the raid and confiscate the

swindling paraphernalia, but he had likewise, in orc'er to be

able to give valuable tesiimony, to post himself most thor-

oughly as to the details of the construction and the work-

ing of what, to a novice in electrical work, was, of course,

intricate machinery. All this had to be done, too, in such

a manner as to excite no suspicion.

After Detective Dick had spent several dollars in a vain

effort to win the favor of Dame Fortune, as impersonated

in a certain " mining ticker " in the " exchange," he be-

came imbued with the idea that it was through the " min-

ing" quotations that the concern made its handsomest

profits. This particular "ticker," then, received his closest

attention, and he soon saw enough of its working to convince

him that the apparatus furnishing the figures on mining

stocks was controlled by the operator at the tape ; in other

words, was " fixed " in such a way that the quotations

might be delivered to the "suckers" just as the exchange
' brokers " saw fit.

All that had been learned concerning the "mining"
ticker was now reported to headquarters, and on Thursday

of last week the request was made that Detective Dick be

furnished a detail of men to raid the place.

On investigation it was found that the previous conclu-

sions had been correct. All the tickers except the one furnish-

ing the quotations for mining stock were found to be genu-

ine stock tickers. But there was a revelation when the po-

lice turned their attentioo to the " mining " ticker. What

already printed upon it, as shown in Fig. 2. was hidden

from view in a Oat metal tube until it passed out between

the two brass rollers. In order that the machine should

make its accustomed clicking noise, the battery, shown io

the base of the stand, was attached to the electro-magnet

in the ticker proper, and sd connected thit it would make the

necessary noise, and at the same time be controlled by the

little switch in the top of the stand. On the outside of the

stand there will be seen a bunch of spools. These contained

resistance to regulate the small Edison motor moving the

tape. From the above it will be understood that through

the little switch at the base of the ticker, and the other

switch at the resistance-spool

on the side, the operator,

whose position was at the tape,

had both the movement of

the tape and the clicking noise

of the apparatus absolutely

under his control, so that

they could be regulated to a

nicety, and made to work in

every way similar to the genu-

ine tickers. In the "Ex-
change" this instrument was

set up behind an inclosure,

but was within full view of

the speculators.

SWINDLING WITH A BOGUS TICKER IN A CHICAGO BUCKET

was laid bare can best be appreciated after an inspection of

the accompanying cuts of the confiscated machine, taken

from photographs obtained through the courtesy of Super-

intendent McClaughry.

In Fig. I is given a front and back view o£ the bogus

ticker on its stand. Fig. 2 is an enlarged view of the ticker,

showing the printed tape on the reel before it reaches the

rollers of the machine, at which point it is supposed to re-

ceive the impression of the type. Fig. 3 is a diagram

showing the electrical connections.

To anyone familiar with electrical machinery the entire

outfit will be understood at a glance. There was not the

least connection with any outside wires,and the tape, printed

on a typewriter, pei^haps days before, was made to run off

the roller by means of the small motor and worm gearing

concealed in the base of the box, and driven by current

from the house-lighting wires. The tape, with quotations

SHOP.

to render in making

will be about 300 delegates present

The Next Electric
Light Convention .

President James I. Ayer of

the National Electric Light

association has already begun

to make extensive prepara-

tions to entertain the dele-

gates to the annual conven-

tion of the association, which

meets in St. Louis next Feb-

ruary. Isaac Taylor. the archi-

tect who has charge of the

building of the new Mercantile

club house at Sixth and Locust

streets, has promised to com-

plete the building by Feb-

ruary inorderthat the conven-

tion can meet there. The
faculty of Washington Uni-

versity, the Mercantile club,

St. Louis, Engineers' club,

and the Merchants' Exchange

will heartily co operate in

entertaining the delegates.

President Ayer has received

a letter from E. R. Weeks,

general manager of the Kan-
sas City Electric Light com-

pany, instructing Mr. Ayer

to call upon him for any

assistance he may be able

the convention a success. There

Storage Battery Litigation,

Judge Green, of the United States Court for the District

of N"ev Jersey, handed d)wa adecisiDn, on March iSth in

the case of the Brush Electric company and the Consolida-

ted Electric Storage company against the Accumulator

company, favorable to the complainan's. It will be re-

membered that the complainants obtained a perpetual in-

junction last December against the Electrical Accumulator

company of New York, which was succeeded nearly two

years ago by the Accumulator company, incorporated in

New Jersey. The complainants were, therefore, com-
pelled to go before the United States Circuit Court in

New Jersey in order to obtain an injuncti n against the

Accumulator company. This inj auction was issued last

Saturday.
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Cedar Rapids and Marion Electric

Street Railway.

The accompanying views show respectively the interior

of the power station of the Cedar Rapids & Marion Street

Railway company, and the overhead center pole construc-

tion along First avenue in Cedar Rapids.

In constructing this road neither pains nor expense

was spared to make it as perfect as possible, and a letter

recently received from the company seems to bear out this

statement. "Cars have been run," writes Secretary John

S. Ely, "for three months, and the wear and tear of op-

eration has been a very small item, far less than what re-

ports received from other lines led us to expect. This

we place largely to the credit of a substantial road bed and

track, and to tlie quantity and quality of copper used, es-

pecially in the feeder wires.''

The power station is of brick, 70x70 feet, with a 50x50

foot boiler room attached. The car house is S0X140 feet,

and in it there are six tracks. Three of the tracks have

pits each 100 feet long, makingit an easy matter to clean the

'

motors. The power house has high ceilings, is well light-

ed, and is thoroughly equipped with appliances for repair-

ing and cleaning the cars.

The steam power equipment consists of three horizontal

tubular boilers. 16 by 5 feet. The boilers supply two

14 by 42 inch Corliss condensing engines.

As will be seen from the cut of the interior of the

power station. Fig. i, two Thomson-Houston quadrupolar

generators supply the line current. Each of the two gen-

erators has a capacity of 80,000 watts.

As to the overhead electrical construction, iron center

poles made by the Walworth Matufacluring company

are used in the business section of the town.

Wherever there is side construction, cedar poles 7

rails are laid on this portion of the road, and the street is

paved the entire distance excepting two blocks.

In addition to the i^ miles of double tracked line there

are 11 mi!es of single track. Six miles of the 11 are

equipped with the cross suspension system, and 5 miles of

the line has the side bracket construction. Forty-five

pound steel rails are used on the single track. The rails

were furnished by the Illinois Steel company. The gauge

of the road is four feet, eight and a half inches. The rails

are bonded with "o" copper wire, and are cross connected

at intervals of go feet. The maximum grade on the road

is 6 per cent.

At the present time there are running on the line 13

cars all of which were built by the St. Louis Car company,

and are fitted with McGuire trucks. Three of the cars, Fig.

2, are 34 feet in length,and are each equipped with two 25

horsepower Thomson-Houston waterproof motors. There

are seven 16 foot cars,and three 12 foot cars, each carrying

one 15 horse power single reduction motor. A number of

open and trailer cars are also in use.

Let it be desired to transmit several thousand horse

power from a water power to a distance of, say, twenty

miles or more, and deliver it at one point as power. What

High Potential Transmission.
By Elihu Thomson.

The electrical engineer, when he has before him the

problem of conveying electrical energy through compara-

tively great distances, without excessive loss and without

excessive amounts of copper in the conductors, is com-

pelled to consider the use of high potentials.

Of course, potentials are high or low relatively to others

taken as standards, but by a sort of common consent it has

come to be regarded that, when the electro motive force is

sufficient to cause the current to leap, or when there is a

striking distaice which is easily perceptible, the case may
properly be called "high potential."

1 IG. 2. SWINDLI.NG WITH A BOGUS TICKUR IN A ClilCAGO BUCKET SHOP.

inches at the top and 30 feet long are used. The trolley

wire is of "o" copper. On the Marion line there are

fourteen miles of overhead conductor. Twenty miles of

"000" insulated copper wire is used for feeders, and holds

the voltage to within 10 per cent, loss at the most distant

point, 6A miles from the power station. The road is

double tracked i \ miles from Sixteenth street east to Second

street west. This section of the overhead construction is

all hung from iron center poles. Fifty-eight pound girder

It implies the existence of thousands of volts potential

difference. The strain on the dielectric or insulating

material is such that a high insulation resistance is de-

manded to prevent large leakage. The current passes at a

"high tension," or is a "high tension" current.

The time at the author's disposal will not permit more
than a brief reference to different combinations of ap-

paratus in which high potentials may be effectively

employed.

FIG 3. SWINDLING WITH A BOGUS TICKER IN A
CHICAGO BUCKET SHOP.

plant should we use? Direct current or alternating

current ?

O .ving to the difficulty of constructing commutators

which are suitable for such high potentials as five thousand

volts, especially where the current is large, it is evident

that neither dynamos nor motors can be used in which the

full potential is either generated or used. This assumes

the use of a direct or continuous current as the means of

transmission. In such case, either the voltage must be

kept down to, say, 1,500 to 2,000 volts, or the dynamos

and motors must be run in series sets.

It is questionable whether commutators can be com-

mercially successful on which the pressure exceeds 1,500

to 2,ooo volts, with large currents flowing. They are very

difficult to construct and to maintain. Besides they re-

quire to have so many segments between the brushes tbat

the armature winding and connecting is made more delicate

and liable to injury. The cost of construction becomes

excessive. When the voltage does not exceed 1,000 volts

these difficulties do not present themselves. Hence to

use continuous currents in the case assumed and to take ad-

vantage of a high line potential to secure immunity from

line losses and allow a moderate outlay in copper to suffice

for the transmission, it will be necessary to connect

several dynamos in series in the generating station and

several motors in series at the receiving station. These
machines may be belted to a common shaft. With this

arrangement it would be possible, by mounting the

machines on insulating bases, to work with such high

potentials as 20,000 volts by having twenty machines of

1,000 volts each, connected in series at each end of the

line. This with each machine of 500,000 watts output

would transfer energy at the rate of 16,000 horse power.

The machines, both generators and motors, could be

series wound and be practically self regulating as to speed

under varying loads, providing all the machines are

mechanically driven together as one or deliver power to-

gether. The construction presents no great difficulties an'l

the efficiency under all loads, except quite light loads,

could be made high. But the condition of combined

driving, and delivery of power, destroys much of the at-

tractiveness of such a system. Considerable portions of

the plant could not be thrown off without destroying the

conditions.

There is no method of transformation for direct currents

which would not involve the commutator difficulty. It is

evident that we must look to alternating currents as a

means of transmission at high potentials.

For large transmissions it in evident that the system

adopted should permit the construction of dynamos of as
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large capacity as 1,000 horse power, so as not to muiiiply

machines to too great an extent. It is also requisite that

the construction be such that parts are readily accessible

and easy to repair in case of accident.

In the employment of alternating currents we have

choice of various ways of working.

It is probably not easily practicable to construct alter-

nating dynamos or motors to make use of currents at over

3,000 or 4,000 volts without transformation. It would ap-

pear, then, that if the distance is great enough to compel the

use of currents at higher pressures than three or four

thousand veils, transformation will become necessary; in

which case the voltage of the generating dynamos and of

the receiving machines can be as low as desired.

But the interposition of a set of transformers for raising

the potential at the generator end and another set for

lowering it at the receiving end, is an added expense for

plant which must be balanced against savingof cost of con-

struction of the machines and line. The precentage of loss

involved in the use of transformers, due to losses incurred

in the transformation, is not necessarily so great as to be

serious. It can probably be brought down to about 5 to 6

per cent, under full load for the double transformation.

In the transmission of power by such a method the

losses, then, are those of the line, the double transforma-

tion and the dynamos and motors. The total loss need

not exceed 25 per cent, under full load condition.

If the transmission is for lighting, and the transforma-

tion down at the receiving end is made to give the voltage

required for the lamps, the motor losses would be sup-

planted by losseson the local mains. or local distribution. If

motors be ruo from such lines, losses are of course increased

by the drop in reaching them, depending on their distance

from the transformers which feed current to them. It will

sometimes be found practically impossible to transform

down directly to lamp potential from the high potential of

transmission. This is the case when it is not permissible

to carrv the high potential lines to transformers placed

here and there in a city. In such cases an intermediate

transformation may be resorted to, but it, of course, in-

volves more cost of plant and another three per cent, loss or

thereabouts. Dear fuel and very abundant water power may

sometimes warrant such procedures.

In all such cases of cumulative drop, difficulties arise

from the fall of potential under load, and adjusting de-

vices at the transformers or on the lines may require to be

employed.

Fortunately, variations in the voltage may, with alternat-

ing currents, be effected by the use of variable reactive

coils instead of resistances, and regulation may be ob-

tained with fair economy. As regards the single phase

alternating currents, involving the use of but two lines,

which is the system commonly used, nothing more is re-

quired for such work as lighting, and it is to be hoped

that self-starting effective motors may be forthcoming for

use on such systems. Progress has certainly been made

toward securing such motors, and a year or two hence

we may find many in active service on existing lines.

For power transmission a reversed alternating dynamo,

if of a good type, is also a good m?tor when b'ought to

synchronism, and it has the advantage of maintaining a

speed as regular and constant as the speed of the genera-

tors at the other end of the line, but it has also the serious

disadvantage of requiring to be brought up to full speed

before it will work at all. It is essentially non-starting.

Too much complication is introduced into the plant by the

introduction of elaborate devices for starting. It has been

proposed to start such motors by connection with a small,

not necessarily very efficient, motor of the self-starting va-

riety, of which there are several quite suitable for the pui"-

pose, working by alternating currents of single phase.

Where the power is to be delivered en ?>!asse at a re-

ceiving station it is possible that such methods of working

may become important. Alternating dynamos are now

constructed which, when even of moderate capacity, have

a commercial efficiency of considerably over go per cent,

and therefore approach, if not equal, the best types of

continuous current apparatus. These machines, reversed

and used as motors, may be expacted to have an efficiency

equal to their rendering as dynamos, and are easily made

;e f-exciting.

Great interest has recently been excited from the use of

the ihiee-phase alternating current, or rolaiy cuirtnt, in

the Lauffen- Frankfurt transmission. This experiment,

covering a distance of over a hundred miles, was success-

ful, so far as the technical matters involved were con-

cerned. It was not intended as an exemplification of a

commercial transmission. It served its purpose in prov-

ing the possibility of working with alternating current of

very high potentials, and also showed, in a striking man-

ner, certain features of the multiphase system.

Let us assume that wc have a station in which the dy-

namos are excited by a continuous current, and that the

armatures arc provided with a three branched conductor

similar to a Thomson- Houston arc machine, but with three

collector rings instead of the three commutator segments,

three separate brushes bearing on the rings, or, if the field

of the dynamo revolves, the connections arc made directly

to the stationary armature coils. The three wires may. in

other cases, be connected to points in a continuous or I'acci

nolti winding, such that they arc virtually taken at 120' apart

in a bipolar machine, 60 in a four-pole, etc. In such cases

we will have three lines leading from the generators,

in which lines alternating currents may flow with the

waves displaced relatively 120', or in which, when any

ooe current wave is at its maximum, the two others are

1 10. 2. ( r.DAU R.M'IDS AND MAKION KI.F.CTRIC STRII/l

RAILWAY.

nearly at their mean value one rising, and the other

falling. This has been called a
'

' rotary current '' abroad,

but it is no more rotary than any current is. In fact, it is

no more rotary, as a current, than is steam which is fed by

three steam-pipes to three cylinders of an engine, in which

the cranks are set 120 apart around the shaft. It is true

that such currents are capable of producing a rotary mag-

netic field, just as is a two-phase system, but a rotary field

is also produced by the rotation of a set of brushes around

a commutator attached to an armature of the ordinary

continuous current type, such a current being passed in by

the brushes.

tion, while low or moderate potentials may exist at the dy-

namos and motors.

In the reconversion of encrjfy of three phase currents

back into power we have choice of two types of motor:

first, reversed three-phase generator, which synchro-

nizes in speed perfectly with the generator; second, the

three phase non synchronous motor, which changes in

speed, or requires regulation for difTcrences of load.

The former requires its field magnets to be excited with

continuous currents, and will not necessarily start itself.

It will, however, start along with the (generator while the

latter is starting, and if the fields of both be excited

strongly and no great load be on the motor machine.

The machine is simply a three-phased dynamo reversed,

current being delivered to the three connections of the

three-branched armature conductor, and the field excited

continuously, as in the dynamo.

The non-synchronous type of motor becomes, by pioper

proportioning, practically capable of maintaining a speed

which does not vary over a few per cent, from light to ful|

load; it requires no exciting current, and starts under

load. In construction it is simply a structure in which the

rotating field, set up by three currents of a three branched

suitably-arranged conductor in a laminated iron mass, called

the field, drags around a movable armature carrying a sys-

tem of closed conductors, in which strong currents are set

up by the moving lines from the field, which acts to close

its magne ic circuit through the armature iron. Thus
the rotating bundles of magnetic lines, in cutting

the armature conductor, push such conductor along by

virtue of the re action of the opposing curienls

set up in the ai mature conductors or closed circuir.

Such motors, not being reversed dynamos, cannot

act to generate current if revolved by power. Their great

advantage is that they may be placed anywhore where con-

venient to receive current from the mains direct or from

transformers, they may be started or stopped at will, and

have no commutators. That they may be made quite

efficient is evident; that is only a question of proper de-

signing. Both forms of motors mentioned for three-phase

currents will doubtless have their uses. While lights may
be run from three-phase current systems by transformers,

or directly from the mains if the potential be proper, such

systems possess no peculiar advantages over the single-

phase systems except that in the generation of three-

phase currents a smoother action of the dynamo, is ob-

tained, and probably, therefore, a slightly increased econ-

omy, or perhaps a little greater cutput.

FIG. I. CEDAR RAPIDS AND MARION' ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY.

By the u?e of transformers, the three-phase alternating

currents can be transformed up or down, as with a single-

phase current. Specially constructed transformers permit a

combination of the magnetic circuits of such transformers in

a manner to form, as it were, a triplicate transformer, having

ceitain advantages, which will not here be dealt with. It

s evident, however, that the advantages of high potential

ransmission may be obtained in this system by iransforma-

There is another important way in which the ihree-

phaEC currents may be utilized at the receiving end. They

may readily be transfoimed into continuous currents of

low potential or of any potential practicable for commuta-

tion. The means for transformation in this case is a

motor generator of special construction. It possesses an

armature winding and connections suitable for three-phase

currents, a field magnet system excited by continuous cur-
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rents from any suitable source and acting on the armature,

a secondary winding on the armature, or the same winding

as that connected to the three-phase mains, with the usual

numerous connections to the segments of a continuous

current commutator, upon which brushes suitably ad-

justed take off continuous currents. These may be used

for lighting, for running continuous current motors, etc

Motor generators giving 500 volts continuous current, 220

volts, and no volts, are easily worked from the same sys-

tem of three-phase mains. The excitation of these ma-

chines may be obtained from their own commuted cur-

rents, they are self-propelling after having been started

along with the generating plant, or may easily be brought

to speed before connecting with the three-phase supply by

continuous current from another machine in work. They

can be compounded for drop of potential in themselves

and the lines leading to and from them.

The future supply of electricity in a large city, for all

purposes, at any desired voltage of continuous or alter-

nating current, would seem to involve a system about as

follows

:

A generating station conveniently located for obtaining

water for condensing, cheap fuel delivery, and ready dis-

posal of ashes, containing huge triple compound condens-

ing engines driving large dynamos, delivering either di-

rectly or through transformation upward high potential

three-phase currents; a system of high potential mains for

three-phase currents, probably consisting of set? of three

conductors with a heavy open braid or net work covering.

tempt. Such answer, may, however, be taken to relate to

either a single-phase alternating system or a multiphase,

the only difference being in the number of conductors em-

ployed. In fact, it is conceivable that the number of con-

ductors in a single phase system be reduced to one central

conductor surrounded by a tube or by several conductors

all enclosed and insulated from a surrounding pipe. Let

the pipe be filled with oil and the conductors be separated

by being wound with an absorbent net of dry cotton, and

let the covering of oil extend over the conductors and be

unbroken, practically, over the whole of the high potential

conductor, including the fine coils of the transformers at

each end of the line and we have a system in which the em-

ployment of very high potentials may become quite

feasible. If we provide in the thickness of our oil insula-

tion a sufficient margin of safety from puncture, and so

calculate our line that its self induction and capacity com-

pensate for one another's effects, it would seem that there

would be no difficulty from leakage, or from Ferranti

effects, as they are called. The condenser effect of the

Ferranti cables is large, while the self-inductive effects are

small. Condenser action tends to accelerate the phase at

the dynamo and self-induction retards or lags the phase of

the currents, and it would seem that by distributing the

capacities and self-inductions properly the normal phase

without either acceleration or lag could be maintained.

A layer of good insulating oil one inch thick between

rounded smooth metal surfaces will equal in resistance to

puncturing a potential which will cause a spark in air over

Pipe lines are laid for the conveyance of oil,—why should

they not be laid for the conveyance of electric energy where

it can be done economically? Looked at from the stand-

point of very high potentials, Niagara may be said to be

gradually approaching the surrounding cities.

DKTRUIT MOTOR

tightly woven on, and drawn into an iron pipe filled with

insulating oil placed underground to avoid atmospheric

disturbances; sub-stations containing compounded three

phase motor generators feeding into the street mains at

the desired potential for lights and continuous current

motors; motor generators feeding currents of suitable po

tential for street car propulsion; alternating current trans-

formers delivering currents of alternating character at

desired voltage for lighting, and for driving commutator-

less three-phase motors.

There is no electrical service which could not receive its

supply from such a system. The time is perhaps not

quite ripe for such a comprehensive scheme, but its ad-

vantages are obvious to those familiar with the present

conditions of supply in large cities.

Time has not permitted the extension of this paper

to cover matters of detail, however interesting, and an at-

tempt has simply been made to review in a brief manner

the salient points of several systems involving high poten-

tial transmission.

The purpose of the paper has not been to present any of

the history of the growth or development of these various

systems touched upon, nor to enter into any of the refine-

ments of theory or practice with such systems, a proper

consideration of which question would be very lengthy and

consume more time than is at our disposal.

The question may be asked. What are the highest poten-

tials which can ever be made available in electric trans-

mission. A^ny answer given will necessarily imply fore-

telling the future practice, a very hazardous thing to at-

COMPANV S SliOCS.

thirty inches long. At least the author's tests on this sub-

ject point to an approximate relation of i to 35 or 40 in

dielectric strength between air and good heavy paraffine

oil. As nearly as can be estimated, a spark between

rounded surfaces at thirty inches in air, represents not less

than 500,000 volts and the author's experiments go to show

that such potentials can be "kept down,'' so to speak, in a

bath of oil. Whether the condenser effects of a long line

would introduce serious difficulties it is impossible to say,

but provided that the rate of alternation or periodicity be

kept low and the insulation maintained by covering every

inch of the high pressure conductors in, say, two inches

thick of oil, it might even be possible to work with 500,000

volts. Allowing a loss of only 10 percent, or 50,000 volts

with a double conductor conveying 200 amperes, each con-

ductor having about ^V of a square inch section, a distance

of about 240 miles would be covered and the energy car-

ried would be 100,000,000 watts or over 130,000 horse

power. These are striking figures and are only given by

way of illustration. They may never be needed to be used

in practice, yet the difficulties of realization are less than at

first appears, the condenser action of the line being the

most serious matter to be dealt with. Such a line is even

safer, so far as life risks are concerned, than an overhead

line of much less pressure. In fact it may be said to be

practically safe. Any interference with the line is difficult

on account of the pipe enclosing it, and on the first weak-

ening of the insulation or before a break in the pipe be-

came complete, a short circuit of a moderate current would

ake place and the fuses be blown at the ends of the line.

Detroit Motor Company*s Shops.
The progress of the electrical work can best be illus-

trated by the rapid and steady growth of the numerous

manufacturing concerns which have sprung up during the

last ten years, and which are devoted to electric machine

making. One of the most promising of these concerns is

the Detroit Motor company, which was established in

1886, and which today occupies a leading position in this

line. At the inception of this company it occupied small

quarters at 47 Rowland street. Detroit, but after a time re-

quired larger quarters, and removed to 2 1 2 Griswold street.

The growth of the business again required a change, and it

was determined to erect a building. This was done in

1890, and in September of that year the works at the

Michigan Central railroad crossing of Cass avenue were

completed, and the company at once took possession.

Many changes have since been required, as the business

developed, and to-day the company has a well equipped

factory in which eighty men are permanently employed.

A view of one of the rooms in this factory is herewith

presented. The building is 100 feet long, and 300 feet

deep. The company has pushed its business in al! parts

of the country, and to day ic has lOo agencies established

in the principal cities of the country. The present execu-

tive officers of the company are: Hon. Wm. C, Maybury,

president; J. Huff Jones, vice-president; B. P. Van Court,

general manager; F. A. Blades, secretary and treasurer.

A Proposed System of Alternating-direct

Current Transformation.
At a meeting of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers on February 16th, a paper by Lieut. F. Jarvis
Patten was read on "A Proposed System of Alternating-
direct Current Transformation." This paper was pub-
lished in the Western Electrician of March 12th. In
the discussion which followed Dr. M. I. Pupin described
a machine he had constructed for the transformation of
alternating polyphasal currents. He said in the course of
his remarks:

"If we have two armatures—ring armatures, say—and
we send a three-phase current through the coils of one
armature, we create a rotating field. Now, say that

between the outside and the inside armature there is a
piece of iron which has a small magnetic resistance in one
direction—serves as it were, to bridge over the lines of
force from the outside armature to the inside; and if this

iron bridge, as I may call it, is rigidly attached to a shaft

which carries brushes, the result will be that if the inside
armature is stationary and the outside armature is

stationary and the field rotates, that it will carry this iron
piece with it, and with the iron piece it will carry the
brushes, and therefore if the inside armature is connected
to a commutator we shall be able, as ^oon as the brushes
are in synchronism with the rotating field, to take off the
direct current from the commutator.

"It is understood, of course, that the brush-carrying
iron bridge must be provided with a reaction coil which
will start it and bring it into synchronism with the
rotating field.

'

' The arrangement can be also made to have the outside
and inside armature in contact and provide a small three-
phase motor to carry the brushes and bring them into
synchronism with the rotating field. The three-phase
motor will be capble of getting into synchronism with the
rotating field if the reluctance of its armature is very small
in one particular direction as compared to its reluctance in

.-iny other direction.

"I would like to call attention to an experiment made
some years ago by Prof. Braun, of the University of
Tubingen (Braun, F., Deformationsstrorae, Wiedemann's
Annalen. vol. 37, p. 97, 107; vol. 38, p. 53; vol. 39, p.
130). He found that a wire made of a magnetizable sub-
stance, when twisted one way, would generate an electro-

motive force acting in one direction, and if twisted the
opposite way would produce an electromotive force acting
in the opposite direction. Prof. Rowland called my atten-

tion to a current interrupter constructed on the principle

where a twisted wire is made to untwist by sending a cur-

rent through it."

Prof. Elihu Thomson submitted the following interest-

ing note: "The proposed system of Mr. Patten is based
on the commutation of alternating currents. This ap-
pears to be the fundamental idea, out of which he de-

velops his various figures and methods. These are very
pretty in theory, but not very practicable, in ray opinion.

To commute an alternating current of any considerable
potential is not practicable by means such as Mr. Patten
shows. There would need to be an absolute fixedness of

phase, and a theoretically perfect commutation. Neither
of these is attainable in practice. Short circuits and
burning at the commutators would be inevitable, except in

small models. Even if the potential of the currents to be
commutated is made low, the difficulties of commutation
do not disappear, and much larger commutators would be
needed. When Mr. Patten succeeds, practically, in com-
mutating alternating currents representing, say, 10 to 20
horse power, by the plan shown in Figs, i and 2, the con-
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sidcration of his other plans or figures based thereon

wouM seem to be in order. The dilliculty is that electrical

currents will not always do what has been marked out for

them on paper, and Mr. I'atten falls into the error of pre

senting as solutions of various problems and even empha-

sizing them in italics, merely diagrams on paper, which

might represent actual conditions if the currents dealt

with had only a small potential and at the same time small

strength. In practice, tlie facts of self induction and
distortions, and the fact that a commutator of alternate

positive and negative scsfments with brushes which ought

to be exactly on the line between the segments when the

current is /,ero is not a very easy thing to work, and keep

Electric Motors In Houses.
According to the Rochester Poit- Expr^si 3000 people

in the Hour city utilize electric motors in making their

living. Many of these people live in the outskirts of the

town and do their work at their homes.
George Redman, superintendent of the Hrush Electric

company, is quoted as saying that so rapidly has the

means recently adopted by the tailors of utilizing the elec-

tric current for sewing machines been taken advantage of

that the Hrush company has extended lines to 275 tailor-

ing shops, nearly all of which arc in the rooms of the

owners' homes. This number includes several that have

been adopted by seamstresses and workers on a small

sians CDtered the town. They took possession of the station,

and, turning out the two women, confined them to their

dwelling on a higher floor. It happened that the wire

from the office in running to the pole on the roof passed

by the door of the girl's room, and she conceived the idea

of tapping the Prussian messages. She had contrived to

keep a telegraph instrument, and by means of a conocctioa
with the wire was able lo carry out her purpose. Import-

ant telegrams of the enemy were thus obtained and secret-

ly communicated to the sub prefect of the town, who con*
veyed them across the Prussian lines to the Frcncli com*
mander.

Mile. iJodu and her mother were both arrested, and
proofs of their guilt were soon discovered. They were
brought before a court martial and speedily condemned to

death, but the sentence had to be confirmed by the com-
mander of the corps d'armcc, I'rince Frederick Charles,

who, having spoken with Mile. Dodu on several occasions,

desired her to be produced. He inquired her motive in

committing "^o grave a breach of what arc called the "laws
of war." The girl replied: "Je *uis Francaise" (I am a
Frenchwoman). The prince confiimcd the sentence, but.

happily, before it was executed, the news of the armistice

arrived and saved her life- In 1878 this telegrapb'c her

oine was in charge of the postoffice at Montreuil, near
V'inccnncs, and on the I3lh of August she was decorated
with the Legion of Honor by Marshal MacMahon, Presi-

dent of the republic.

TO DETERMINE CALORlflC TOWER.

in order, are rather against such systems as are proposed

in the paper before us."

To Determine Calorific Power.
The apparatus illustrated in the cut was designed by

Pierre Mahler for the determination of the heating power

of combustibles. The work was undertaken by him under

a commission from the French Society for the Encourage-

ment of Industry. He attempted the design of a simple

apparatus for determining calorific power because, as he

stated, existing means were either inaccurate, too delicate

and required too long time, or involved the use of too ex-

pensive apparatus.

As the vessel for holding the material to be burned

Mahler uses a steel shell B. Surrounding it is the water of

the calorimeter D. The space within the frame is filled with

some substance which is a non- conductor of heat ,4. Within

the shell, supported by a slight platinum wire, is the plate

C on which is placed the material to be burned. A second

platinum wire E is connected to a battery.

The operation is very simple. The jar is removed from

its position and a gramme of the substance to be tested

is placed on the plate, and a small thread of iron wire F
is attached to the end of E. The cover of the containing ves-

sel is screwed down on a lead washer. The jar is then filled

with oxygen from the reservoir O, and is placed in the

calorimeter D. The thermometer, which reads in tenths

of a degree, is placed in position, and a reading is taken.

The circuit from the battery/' is closed, and the combus-

tible is ignited. The agitator S is worked slightly by the

lever Z, so that the heat coming from the jar is thoroughly

distributed in the water. When the mercury has reached the

highest point the reading is taken, and the mechanical

work of the operation is finished. The reading is corrected

in accordance with well-established ru'es. All the data

necessary for the determination of the calorific power are

now obtained.

The oxygen used is that furnished by a local company,

and is generated by an electrolytic process. It is not

chemically pure, so that an excess of the gas beyond the

amount theoretically necessary for complete combustion is

allowed to enter the jar. The cut is reproduced from La
Nature.

scale. The company has 800 motors in different parts of

tsh city, varying from one-eighth to twenty-five horse

power. A large number of them have been put in during

the last year. There is quite a large demand for them

among dressmakers, small printing offices, and dentists.

Mr. Redman predicts that before another year has passed

street cars and many small offices will be heated by elec-

tric currents. According to the same authority there are

several new inventions utilizing the electric current that

will soon be introduced in Rochester. In the company's

offices can be seen a flat-iron invented during the last few

months which is being tested for use in large laundries.

The iron has a wire attached at the back for heating it,

and it is estimated that the iron can be brought to the

necessary temperature in this way twenty-five to thirty

per cent, quicker than by the usual method. Near the

iron stands a soldering iron, also being tested for use, and

Mr. Tesla in France.

Nikola Tesla has made a profound impression abroad,

and the lectures which he delivered in England and France

last month were received with positive enthusiasm. In

the latter country the reception was naturally of a more

demonstrative character, and one of the French scientific

journals in a frontispiece fairly represents Mr. Tesla as a

prestidigitateur. The illustration is presented herewith.

The engraving is supposed to illustrate the joint meeting

of the SociL'tt' de Physique and the Socictc Intenationale des

Electriciens, which was held on February 20th. To quote

from the journal in question, "Theyourg savant is as thor-

oughly convinced as a forerunner, almost, we might say, as

an apostle. There is so much enthusiasm and sincerity in

his explanations and experiments, that faith is born within

one, and he believes he is present at the dawn of a

revolution inartificial means of illumination. * * * The

warm plaudits that his lectures have received in England

and France prove that he has excited the enthusiasm, if

not the conviction of those men who are most capable to

appreciate the grandeur and importance of his work. For

the skillful experimenter we wish all success in the new

field in which he is engaged. We trust that when next he

comes to Europe the light of the future will have become

the light of the present.
'

When his work excites such rapturous comments as this,

Chicago Electric Club.
The electric railway motor was the subject taken up by

the Chicago Electric club at the la^t meeting, Monday
evening, March 21st. The entertainment took the form of a

debate, in which Elmer A. Sperry advocated the use of

'One Motor for Car Equipment," while W. L R . Emmet
championed "Two Motors for Car Equipment." A
general diicus^ion followed, in which Messrs. Arnold,

Sullivan, Grier, Sperry and Perry participated. After the

literary meeting the club voted that the chair appoint a

committee of two to frame appropriate resolutions on the

death of C. J. Van Depoele, and Messrs. Arnold and

Sperry were the members named to act in the matter.

MR. TESLA m FRANCE.

ranged about the rooms are the small sewing machines
with motors attached.

A French Telegraph Story.
In the Franco-German war of 1870 the Uhlans played

havoc with the French telegraph wires. On arriving at a
village they would ride up to the telegraph office, cut out

the connections, and carry off the apparatus, or else em-
ploy it to deceive the enemy. They were outwitted, how-
ever, on one occasion, ard by a woman. Mile. Juliette

Dodu, a girl of 18. was director of the telegraph station at

Pithiyiefs, where she lived with her mother when the Prus-

and when he is regarded almost as a magician, Mr. Tesla

must regard his trip abroad as decidedly successful.

While Americans do not perhaps indulge in such high-

sounding phrases, they none the less apprecia te the mar-

velous work that Mr. Tesla has accomplished, and are no

less ready to give him the hearty and enthusiastic praise

that he deserves. His lectures abroad are not merely

repetitions of his paper before the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers, but are important developments of

that remarkable production.
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From all accounts published up to the present time it

would appear that the Chicago city council had allowed it-

self to be more impressed by the efficiency of the mighty

dollar than by the efficiency of compressed air as an agent

for power transmission. Perhaps, after all, it will be some

time before canvassers seeking to introduce air as a com-

petitor against the electric motor will enter the field. It

is to be hoped, though, that the grand jury in purifying the

council chamber will not be obliged to hinder the South

Side Railway company in executing its present plans for

supplying improved service on the cross town lines.

Whether this ordinance was passed as it should have been

or not, Chicago needs, and in fact should demand, that

these now but little used lines be equipped with a modern

system. Of course, with the fair in prospect and but little

time at the disposal of the company, there is but one solu-

tion of the problem, the overhead electric railway system.

The South Side Railway company, knowing this full well,

hasalready agreed to put in electric power, and the work

should not now be hindered.

ling arrangements that could be imagined has just been

disclosed by a Chicago detective. In another column

there is an interesting description of the clever manner in

which the "brokers," by an ingenious combination of

an old stock ticker, a small motor, a couple of batteries

and a box, managed to deliver quotations printed days be-

fore to the innocent "lambs." To an electrician, the

mechanism of the bogus ticker will no doubt appear very

simple, but when it is understood that in order to make a

good case against the swindlers the detective had to study

out and grasp every detail of the machine without appear-

ing to be even interested, one agrees with Prosecutiog

Attorney Douglas than an efficient police officer must be a

man of intelligence. As an illustration of this it may be

mentioned that in another raid made a few days after the

one just referred to, the detectives, although quite posi-

tive in their belief that a confiscated ticker was bogus, had

to allow one of the brokers to disconnect what some one

described as "the seventy wires!"

Chicago has given the world another example illustrat-

ing the fact that the public desires to be humbugged, and

it would seem that the birthrate of credulous individuals

must have increased most rapidly of late. One of the

boldest and at the same time one of the simplest swind-

Advocacy of governmental control of the telegraph and

telephone until recently has been confined to a small body

of so-called reformers who entertained peculiar notions

about private enterprises and public works and their re-

spective fields. Designing politicians are always willing to

make use of misguided men to procure their own advance-

mentand further their ambitious projects and in the present

case it can be seen at a glance that great advantages were to

be gained by the not over-scrupulous politicians who es-

poused the cause of postal telegraphy. In the event of the

successful termination of the controversy, the party in power

would command vast patronage and thereby insure its

continuance in office. Oq the other hand, defeat would

only mean continued agitation oE the subject, and the

struggle might be protracted indefinitely.

The last contribution to the literature on this subject is

found in the Arena for March. The Hon. Walter Clark

contributes an article in which he argues that it is not only

within the power of the government to assume direction of

the telephone and telegraph, but that under the constitution

it is its duty to make them parts of the postoffice system.

This is Judge Clark's construction of the provision that

"Congress have power to establish postoffices and post

roads " Yet he would not advocate, at present at least,

the absorption of the railroads of the country which he

abruptly dismisses as having "no connection with this

matter.'' A reduction in the cost of the service is

held out as a reason for making the change.

"It is very certain," says Judge Clark, "that the telegraph

and the telephone, as parts of our postal service, would

not only wonderfully improve the means of iotercourse,

but it is believed thata very cheap uniform rate—probably

five cents a message—would pay a handsome revenue to

the government." He would not restrict the general use

of the telegraph and telephone to the centers of population

but he would have the farmers enjoy the blessings of this

great discovery. "News of approaching frosts could be

promptly distributed through the country districts and

many a valuable crop saved.'' These and many other

advantages to residents of the rural districts are pre-

sented.

One of the "advantages" so called, under the proposed

system, is that messages "for all distances under 200 miles

the telephone can be employed, and the present post-

masters can of course use them. A few telegraph centers,

—one or two for each state—could be established, to

which all long distance messages would be sent, to be

there despatched by telegraph." But right here comes in

the objection that business men generally do not care to

have their communications handed about indiscriminately

and that in such a system numerous mistakes would be

unavoidable. Then again there could be no privacy

guaranteed for communications of a personal nature and

this would rob the system of one of its most attractive

features. On this point Judge Clark says: "This will

not prevent railroads from having their own telegraph

lines for their own business, nor forbid telephone ex-

changes in cities and towns. As now persons and cor-

porations can send their own letters by their own messen-

gers, so they can send telegrams and telephonic messages

on their own business by their own wires." But if this be

true, where is the advantage of the proposed change?

The only communications that one desires to transmit by

telegraph or telephone are those of immediate importance

and under the proposed system patrons would find it

necessary tosend these over "their own wires." In a word

instead of reducing expenses the project contemplates an

increase. The public at large would be taxed for a worth-

less governmental toy in order that an army of political

hangers-on could be kept in positions and the business

men to whom the telephone and telegraph are valuable

would be obliged to support "their own wires" This in-

deed is reform with a vengeance.

The gentlemen who are managing the affairs of the

World's Columbian Exposition have spent a considerable

portion of their time for the last week or so in denouncing

the principal electrical corporations of the country. This

is due to the fact that but one bid, practically, was received

by the bureau of construction in response to advertisements

for the supplying of 6,000 arc lights, each of 2,000 nomi-

nal candle power capacity. The specifications contemplate

the furnishing of dynamos and lamps by the contractor

—

one third to be delivered on July i, iSg2; one third on

August 1st, and the remainder on September ist. The
whole installation is to remain in position until November
I, 1893—an average period of fifteen months. But one

offer to do the work entire was received, and that was from

the Thomson-Houston Electric company, which was will-

ing to furnish the necessary machinery for the time

named at the rate of ^38.50 per lamp. When this fact be-

came known, a great cry went up, led by the officials of

the bureau of construction and the members of the com
mittee on grounds and buildings. Columns in the news-

papers were devoted to setting forth the assertion that the

electrical companies had "combioed" to "hold up" or

"sandbag" the exposition, as the action of the Thomson-
Houston company was variously described in the easy and
unrestrained phrase of the io:al press. It was even

hinted, if not openly charged, that the entire scheme of

consolidation of the Tho nson-Hou5ton and P^^iison compa-

nies was brou yht about chiefly for the purp >3e of "squeez-

ing" the World's Fair. All this talk was caused by the

fact that the construction department expected to get the

lights for from $15 to $20 each, being led to this belief,

it must be admitted, largely by the statements of electri-

cal men made two or three months ago. The bid referred

to was promptly rejected by the committee on grounds

and buildings, and at the present writing the bureau of

construction is endeavoring to find a way out of the diffi-

culty either by going to Europe for michines or by giv-

ing the work to one or several smaller companies.

While the electrical fraternity has a cordial interest in

the World's Fair, and only the best wishes for its success,

as evinced by the elaborate preparations that are mak-
ing for the display in the electrical department, those who
are conversant with all the facts in the case will have but

little sympathy for the construction department in its

present dilemma. Throughout all the intercourse of the

representatives of the electrical interests and the bureau of

construction, the conduct of the latter has been marked

by a determination to "run things'' with a high-handed

disregard of the opinion of those batter qualified by train-

ing and experience to judge of the matters in dispute.

The important position of chief of construction, occupied

by Mr Burnham, must of necessity be filled by a man of

great energy and force of character, but these require-

ments should not involve the refusal of advice manifestly

gcod. So long ago as last summer Chief Barrett and

others, including the Western Electrician, foresaw

that trouble might arise over the service lighting plant,

and it was suggested that the work be parcelled out among
the different companies at a uaiform minimum price, to

be arrived at by a general conference of those interested

or otherwise. Each company was to do a share of the

work proportionate to its exhibit, none, however small, to

be slighted if it desired to contribute to the general light-

ing. This plan met with general approval,

subject to such modifications as might be

found necessary. But Chief Burnham, who.

it was decreed, was to have charge 01 the service lighting,

would have none of it. He determined that the work

should be done in his own way, and the result is that the

Exposition company will probably have to pay a good com
mercial price for its lights, whereas arrangements could un-

doubtedly have been made several months ago by which

they could have been obtained at a much lower figure. Mr.

Burnham and the directors who sustained him have only

themselves to thank for the present state of affairs.

Then, again, if the specifications had not been unaccount-

ably delayed the time for furnishing the machinery would

not have been so short that none but the very largest con-

cerns could undertake to do the work. The ist of April

will arrive, undoubtedly, before any company can get to

work on the contract, and yet the specifications call for

2,000 lamps and, say, forty dynamos by July ist, the re-

maioing 4,000 lamps and eighty dynamos to be delivered

at Jackson Park by September ist. This condition is

enough to induce small companies to refrain from bidding.

The time elapsing between the date of the specifications

and that set for the opening of bids—about six weeks—was

so short as to be practically prohibitive of European com-

petition. This seems strange in view of the present outcry

and the fact that the World's Fair authorities are now
looking abroad for relief. In short, the business appears to

have been mismanaged from the start, and the exposition

stands an excellent chanceof being called on to pay the fiddler
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Charles J. Van Depoele-
The announcement of the death of Charles J. Van

Depoele at Lynn, Mass., March iSth, was reciivcd with

surprise by his friends throughout the country as it was

not generally known that Mr. Van iJepoele had been

seriously ill. The deceased occupied a most prom-

inent position among electricians and was a pioneer in

electric lighting, railway and mining work. He took out

many valuable patents in these departments. It is esti-

mated that more than 100 patents were issued to him on

electrical inventions. Most of these patents are now con-

trolled by the Thomson-Houston Electric company, in

whose service Mr. \'an Uepoele was engaged as expert and

inventor at the time of his death.

Mr. Van Depoele was a native of Uelglum and was

educated at the College of I'operinghe. At the age of ten

years he engaged in the study of electricity and from that

time devoted most of his life to electrical development.

When the first telegraph line was built between IJrugesand

Poperinghe, Van Depoele, who was at that time a mere

child, evinced great interest in electrical appliances and as

his father's position enabled him to secure access to the

operating rooms of the telegraph, he made use

of his opportunities and soon engaged in exper-

imental work. These operations he followed up

with much success, and he prosecuted bis

studies with enthusiasm. When fifteen years

of age he exhibited an electric light of his

own design fed from a battery of forty Bunsen

cells. Shortly after this his family removed

to France, and the young enthusiast wes

encouraged in his work by several prom

inent scientists who had been attracted by his

experiments and exhibitions. From 1864 to

1S69 he attended the Imperial Lyceum at Lille

and took an active part in the work at that

institution.

He did not remain in France long, believ-

ing that America was the best field for his

operations. He came to this country accordingly,

locating at Detroit. Here, however, many

diflicultves were encountered. He was compara-

tively unknown in this country and wjs without

means to carry on his experiments on a large

scale. For a few years he found it necessary to

engage in mercantile pursuits, but did not alto-

gether abandon his studies. He found an

opportunity for displaying his lamp and took

occasion to present his views to many American

capitalists who, however, did not feel ini lined

to venture into the new enterprise. At this

time Mr. Van Depoele had built several types

of dynamos and lamps, but he was not satisfied

until he had produced a commercial arc lamp.

He was a firm believer in the ultimate success

of electric lighting, long before any practical

steps toward the solution of the problem tad

been taken.

It was this belief, vr> doubt, that led him to

give up an excellent business in Detroit to

devote himself entirely to his experiments.

His persistence was rewarded. He succeeded

in lighting several public buildings in Detroit, and this

attracted the attention of capitalists,who became interested

in the work and promised support to the young inventor. A
company was formed for the purpose of exploiting the Van

Depoele system, but little was done in this direction and

Mr. Van Depoele decided to make Chicago his head-

quarters. Here another company was formed, the Van

Depoele Electric Manufacturing company, and the work

was vigorously pushed.

Mr. Van Depoele then turned his attention to the elec-

tric railway problem and soon had an experimental road

in operation. He had conducted some experiments in this

line at an earlier date but had not followed them up. As

early as 1874, while Van Depoele was engaged in Detroit

experimenting with electric generators, motors, etc., it

occurred to him that trains of cars and ordinary street

cars could be run by electricity. This he explained to

many of his friends, who received it with some skepticism.

On many occasions, however, the transmission of power by

electricity was exhibited by him in his shop in Detroit; the

belt of a ten horse power engine was disconnected from the

main shaft driving the machinery, and the engine was

made to drive a large dynamo, which supplied current to

another dynamo, belted as a motor to the main shaft in

the shop. The question of making an experiment upon

street railways in Detroit to exhibit what could be done in

the way of driving vehicles by means of electricity was

then discussed, but at that time there was naturally more

attention given to the principles of electric lighting than

to motors for electric railways. However, it was pro-

posed by \'an Depoele to use overhead conductors to

transmit current from a generator to electric motors on cars

to be thus driven, and the mode of thus transmitting the

current was well understood by hini at that time. Many
difTercnt modes of transmitting the current were discussed

—underground transmission as well as overhead. Ex-

hibitions of the transmission of power by electricity were

given at various limes, after 1880, in the shops of the Van
Depoele company, at Chicago.

In .September, 1883, an electric car was operated at the

Chicago Inter slate Fair on the Van Depoele system.

Mr. Van Depoele has devoted much time during the

last few years to the application of electricity to mining

'machinery, and he secured valuable patents in this

line. Since the Thomson Houston company absorbed the

\'an Depoele interests Mr. V^an Depoele has been engaged

in (Xpert woik at Lynn. He was a man of great ability,

an indefatigable worker and according to those who knew
him best, fairly work' d himself to death. An excellent

portrait of Mr. Van Depoele rtprcduccd from a photo

gr rh taken just before leavirg Chicago, is pi^esenled.

*

U" '

CHARLES J. VAN DEI'OEIE.

Mr. Van Depoele was 46 years of age. He leaves a

wife and several children.

Electricity at the World's Fair.

Trouble has arisen over the bids for the arc lighting at

the World's Fair, which were opened just before the

Western Electrician went to press last week. As was

then stated, there was practically but one bid for the work

—

that from the Thomson-Houston Electric company, which

offered to furnish the lights for $38.50 per lamp, which

would amount to about $231,000 for the entire installation

of 6,000 2,000 candle power lamps. The Western Electric

company also put in a bid, but it was only for 500 lights,

and the company sent over to the office of Chief Burnbam,

of the bureau of construction, to withdraw

the bid just before the time set for opening

the proposals. The notification was disregarded, how-

ever, and it was discovered that the Western Electric com-

pany proposed to furnish soolightsatthe rate of$3 1.25 each.

The specifications under which the bids were made were

exceedingly broad and general. A perusal of the following

synopsis will enable the reader to understand the situation

more intelligently;

The machinery and apparatus required comprise dy-
namos, with full complement of station apparatus, includ-

ing switch-boards; also lamps, opalescent globes and globe
nets. The erecting of machinery and apparatus in po-
sition, the external circuit, and connecting the latter to

switch-board and lamps are not included in the specifica-

tions. All systems and generators of any capacity are

eligible. (Jencralors may be operated in series, but it is
not desirable to operate any circuit at a difference of po-
tentials exceeding 3.000 volts. The lamps may be of any
candle power, but units of 2,000 nomiiul candle power are
preferred. Ten [jcr cent, of the lamps shall be capable of
burning at least fourteen consecutive hours without re-
moving the carbon. The circuits will be erected and
maintained by the exposition. The successful bidder shall
furnish one competent lamp man and one
competent dynamo man to suptrvisc the installa-
tion, operation and removal of the plant. The erection
w'ill be done at the expense of the exposition authorities.
The lessor shall deliver the machinery and apparatus fur
nishcd under the specifications, free on board cars at
Jackson Park, as follows: One-third of the capacity not
later than July i, 1892; one third of the capacity not later
than August I, 1,592, and the remaining one-third not
later than September I, 1892. The plant is to remain at
the nark until November I. 1S93. It is to be operated a
few days at the dedication, October 12, 1892, and every
evening that the fair is open, from May 1 to November I.
1S93. The machinery and apparatus supplied may be
listed and classified as an exhibit by the national commis-
sion of the World's Columbian Exposition, subject to the
rules and regulations governing exhibits. The bids need
not necessarily be for the whole number of lights, and the
bidders are requested to state the terms at which they will
furnish capacities up to 500, 1,000, 1,500, 2.000 or more

lights.

Immediately after the bids were opened there

was a great commotion among the authorities

of the World's Fair, who were much chagrined

that there was but one bid and that so much
higher than was expected. It seems that when
ihe estimates for the electric lighting were un-
der consideration a few months ago a repre-

sentative of the Edison General Electric

company staled that he thought that the arc

lights for the World's Fair could be furnished

for the period needed at the rate of I15 each.
B. E. Sunny, western manager of the Thomson-
Houston company and a World's Fair director,

was also consulted, and he gave it as his informal

opinion that $20 per light would cover the

cost to the exposition authorities. Reasoning
from these premises, it is perhaps not strange

that the World's Fair people were at once
convinced that the price demanded was an
exorbitant one, and consequently there was a

great outcry that the electric companies had
wickedly combined to "sandbag" the fail. The
Chicago newspapers devoted columns to the

reiteration of this assertion, and the alleged

greediness of the electric companies was bitterly

denounced. The following interview, published

in the A'ews and attributed to a member of the

grounds and buildings committee, is a fair

sample of the lot:

At least fifty manufacturers were asked to
compete, and the specifications were made pur-
posely so the smaller firms could bid on the same
basis as the larger ones. Only two responded—
the Thomson Houston and the Western Electric
companies. Just before the bids were opened
the Western Elec'ric people sent a man to
withdraw their bid, and the Thomson-Houston
representative, who was present, insisted that
his rival should be allowed to draw out. Of
course Mr, Graham, assistant chief of construc-
tion, refused to allow withdrawal and bolh bids

came before our committee. But when we opened the
proposals we were fairly paral)zed. We had thought
the companies might possibly ask as high as $20 per
lamp rental for the plant. Instead of that the Thomson-
Houston asked $38.50 a lamp or $231,000 for the plant.
The Western Electric company offered to lease the
plant at the late of $31,25 a lamp, but only bid on
500 arc lights. What made this price more surprising
was the fact that B. E. Sunny, who is a World's Fair
director, a member of the electricity committee and
general western manager for the 'Thomson- Houston
company, had assured Chief Burnbam that the service
ought not to cost more than $20 a lamp. Mr, Sunny 's

estimate is in writing and was submitted voluntarily to Mr.
Burnham as recently as Jan. 23d. It means a difference
to the exposition of $100,000 to .$140,000 on this one
contract, and nobody knows what outlandish figure they
will ask for the big plant for incandescent lights when we
get to that. The idea of the Edison company refusing to
come in on a contract as big as this is enough to make us
all sick. It indicates, too, we think, that the big com-
panies have struck hands and divided up the work to be
done on some basis satisfactory to them.

A few of the gentlemen connected with the World's
Fair took a more liberal view, however, and regarded the

bid as an emphatic protest against the action

of the authorities in supporting the bureau of con-

struction in the rather high-handed manner in which the

latter has so far disregarded the electrical department and
run the electrical features at Jackson- Park to suit itself.

One man "thought it likely that the fiasco was intended

as a warning to the Exposition company that the electri-

cians of the country propose to have some voice in the

arrangements for electric power and light." It was also
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meekly suggested that as the construction department was

running the whole thing and "asking no odds" of the

electrical people it should be willing to pay ths fiddler. In

relation to the large number of bids expected by the mem-

ber of the grounds and buildings committee it is proper

to explain that the time elapsing between the date when

the specifications were issued and that set for the opening

of the bids was so short that it was practically impossible

for foreign companies to properly consider the specifica-

tions and return bids to Chief Burnham's office in time.

At the time it was asserted that this fact had been taken

into consideration by the exposition authorities, who were

unacquainted with any foreign arc dynamo that would

mset the service requirements contemplated. The diffi-

culty of getting the strange machines here and in opera-

tion on lime was also considered.

At all events the committee peremptorily rejected the

bids on the day on which they were opened—March 15th

—

and directed Chief Burnham to seek new proposals.

This was easily accomplished, but then the question arose,

"How is the exposition to be lighted?" At this writing

this qaery still remains unanswered. Chief Burnham did

not lose heart and told the reporters that everything

'wou'd come out ali right." But nobody seemed to know

just how this desirable result was to be achieved unless

by accepting the Thomson--H[ouston bid, which was de-

clared to be out of the question. One plan that received

favorable consideration contemplated a voyage to Europe

by Fredrick Sargent, electrical engineer to the department

of construction, who was to solicit tenders from the large

electrical manufacturers of England, Germany and France.

But this plan is open to several objections. Comparatively

little attention is paid to arc lighting in Europe, and it is

asserted that no machine is manufactured across the

water from which more than twelve lamps can be operated

in series. Then again it is held that if the dynamos and

lamps are imported for the service plant, and not as ex-

hibits merely, they must pay duty, which would very likely

bring the price up to about that asked by the Thomson-

Houston company. There is a difference of opinion on

this point, but the act of Congress allowing the free entry

of exhibits expressly says: "All articles which shallbe

imported from foreign countries fo?- the sole purpose of

exhibition at said exposition " " '"'" '' shall be admit-

ted free of payment of duty." The question of time must

also be taken into consideration, as the specifications

required that one third of the plant should be delivered in

Jackson Park not later than July ist next. These consid-

erations have doubtless had weight with the World's

Fair people in restraining them thus far from sending

abroad for bids.

In the course of a brief chat on the situation Mr.

Sunny of the Thomson-Houston company told a repre-

sentative of the Western Electrician that it was true

that he h^d given it as his opinion in January that the

lights could be had for about $20 each, and he regretted

the fact that he might unintentionally have misled the ex-

position authorities. Since that time the conditions have

changed, and the bid was put in ou a commercial basis.

The electric companies had been pinched at the Paris ex-

position and at the New Orleans and Louisville exhibi-

tions in this country, and the data of the lighting of these

exhibitions was in the East and not accessible to Mr.

Sunny when he made his estimate. Since then the mat-

ter had been carefully canvassed at the home office in

Boston, with a result that a bid of $38.50 was made. If

the bid was accepted, the company proposed to install

Thomson Houston, Brush, Wood and Schuyler machines.

There was no desire to "squeeze" the fair; the bid had

simply been put in on a fair commercial basis. Mr.

Sunny had no doubt that the matter would be settled satis

factorily.

The attitude of the Western Electric company is inter-

esting. To a Tribune reporter Enos M. Barton, the

president, said:

Our estimates were withdrawn because we came to the

conclusion that it would not be desirable to bind ourselves

at the figures we had decided upon. We were working
entirely upon supposition. We did not know where our
lights were to be placed, and the only thing we saw be-
fore us was a great deal of work at lit-tle or no profit. Al-
though I do not wish to question the success of the fair,

for that seems to be assured, the sealing of a lighting

contract would mean an immense outlay on our part with-

out seeing our way through, and we concluded not to at-

tempt it. Of course our company has the best wishes for

the fair and we intend to make an exhibit, but we cannot
afford to suspend dividends for a year in order to manu-
facture the machinery requisite for filling such a lighting

contract. Therefore we drew out while we had a chance.

In the same connection C. D. Crandall, general mana-

ger of the Western Electric company, said to a represent-

ative of the Western Electrician:

\ye don't want to make a cent oyt of the World's Fair,

nor do we expect to do all the lighting there. We put in

a bid for 500 lamps, because we thought that that number
was all we cared to furnish without making any money.
We were also willing to furnish 100 lights free for the

electricity building. We didn't propose that these lamps
should be used to light the grounds or other buildings, but

we expressly donated them for use in the electricity build-

ing. After putting in our bid we repented of offering to

supply 500 lights at the uniform price of $31.25 for peri'

ods ranging up to sixteen months, and endeavorf.d to with-

draw our bid. The installation would require constant

attention, and at the end the dynamos would be nothing

better than second-class machines. We should prefer

either to rent our machines to the World's Fair, letting it

take entire charge of the plant, or else sell the dynamos
and lamps outright, allowing the exposition company to

dispose of them at the close of the fair. In the event that

new bids are requested, we have not decided exactly what
course to pursue, but I do not think that we shall offer to

supply more than 500 lamps. The specifications are not

all that could be desired, and we were not asked to make
suggestions of any kind. I do not hke the plan of asking

competitors to furnish simply the dynamos and lamps, and
not the wiring. In justice to the bidder he should be al-

lowed to install the entire plant, from the generator to the

tamps.

It is stated that the whole responsibility for the present

plan of doing the lighting rests with the bureau of con-

struction. Various plans of equitably dividing the wotk

among the electric companies at a fixed price were suggest-

ed by Prof. Barrett several months ago, but were rejected

by the bureau of construction. The old controversy as

to the relation of dynamo exhibits and the service plant,

and the decision of the construction department to operate

the latter, are also referred to as having their effect in

bringing about the present awkward dilemma of the

World's Fair authorities. In reference to this point the

Chicago Tribune says:

The present position of the World's Fair directors in

the matter of electric lighting is due, according to the

opinions of several men who are interested in electrical af-

fairs, both within and without the board, to the short-

sighted policy pursued by the directors more than a year

ago, when they had the opportunity of placing contracts

and dictating terms. At that time most of the big com-
panies were anxious to sign contracts to put in their elec-

tric plants and furnish a certain number of arc lights.

They were inclined to charge just enough to insure them
against loss. Their aim was to establish and operate their

plants as exhibits. But the directors would not listen to

such propositions. They demanded that the company put

in the plant and then they reserved for themselves the mo-
nopoly of operating them. The big companies, they say,

rebelled against such proposals and defended their posi-

tions by uniting against the directors. Had contracts

been made at that time the World's Fair would have al-

ready advanced far toward solving the problem of illumi-

nation and would have insured the saving of many thous-

ands of dollars.

Lieut. E. J. Spencer, one of the special World's Fair

representatives of the Thomson-Houston company, ar-

rived in Chicago on Thursday night, and on Friday after-

noon he appeared before the committee on grounds and

buildings, and presented the following argument for the

acceptance of the bid of the company:

I beg to submit to you the following statement with

reference to the bid of the Thomson- Houston Electric

company for arc lighting for the exposition.

It is unnecessary to state that this is an extraordinary

project, calling for the largest central station plant known
in the world, with three times the number of machines and
lamps operated by the Chicago Arc Light &: Power com-
pany, calling for the product of our factory in this class

of machine for the next eight months to come and for all

lamps, at present rated production, that can be turned out

in six months, disregarding all present and pledged orders.

In order to meet your requirements for delivery of appara-

tus on July 1st, August ist and September ist next, it was
necessary to call upon our allies. It is to you a matter of

indifference whether their bid be submitted separately or

in conjunction with our own. It was our purpose to serve

the Columbian Exposition at a fair price, and to do what
no other corporation in existence can do, to get this enor-

mous amount of apparatus with the engineering skill, nec-
essary to superintend its installation, maintenance and
operation, within the short period of time that your speci-

fications permit.

The bids submitted to you are based on the cost of

apparatus, allowing for freight and eighteen months'
interest, insurance, depreciation, repairs and attendance.

You want half a million dollars' worth of apparatus to use for

eighteen months, from August, 1892, to February, 1894.
Figure for yourselves the interest upon this amount at bfo

per annum, but remember that our preferred stock must
pay 7^0 accumulation. In other words, in order to produce
this apparatus we ourselves are borrowing money at 7^0

per annum. Remember also, that any manufacturing
stock worthy of quotation should earn from 8 to 12^ per
annum.

I would have no right to tie up a half million dollars

worth of the capital stock of my company without securing
for that half million dollars, the rate of interest that is paid

by the company. Nor would the directors of any concern
be authorized, in a scheme of such a magnitude with the
return in advertisement, etc., so out of proportion to the
expenditure, to tie up this amount of money in apparatus
bringing no returns.

You want 120 of our largest arc machines and i 2Co
boxes of our arc lamps, 25 to 30 carloads of material.

Figure for yourself the freight, the cost of boxing, etc.,

on this consignment.
As I said before, you want 6,000 arc lamps, three times the

capacity of the Chicago Arc Light & Power company, to

furnish which we must resort to five different concerns,
making live different classes of apparatus and requiring
for satisfactory handling not one dynamo superintendent,
as mentioned in your specifications, but five, and not one
lamp man, but five, and all of these not men of ordinary
capacity, but first class engineers and executive officers

commanding good salaries. This we contemplated pro-
viding in our offer to you of these arc lights.

Then compute the interest upon this material while in

progress of manufacture, while in transit, during the

period of its use, curing its return to the factory and the
continuance of its repair, which amounts to almost entire

renewal. You want this apparatus to use for a period of
from 17 to 19 months. At the end of this time, it will be
old, unsightly, greasy, and we will be compelled to sell at

half its original value or return it to our factories for over-
hauling- The machines will have to have new armatures.
new shafts, new bearings, new commutators, new air

blasts, new fittings throughout in order to fit as first-class

machinery salable and new. The lamps must be taken
apart, piece by piece, cleaned of rust, re-buffed or re ja-

panned, the frames re-wired, many of the delicate parts en-

tirely renewed, all re-assembled, all readjusted, tne lamps
re-tested and re-in?pected by our inspectors before they can
be allowed to go to the shipper to fill his orders. We ha\e
figured all these items most carefully, and I can say to )0u
that the price is fair, sufficient I hope to insure us fiom
loss and not so high as to assure us of any profit.

In dealing with other contractors, you have scarcely

expected that they would provide maierial and labor fite

of expense to the exposition. Your buildings have been
paid for at fair prices. Service of every other character
has been paid for at fair prices.

The lighting provid^'d for the exposition wiil be the
means of opening the grounds for evening entertairment.

The estimated receipts from these enteriainments are, if

reports reaching me are correct, enormous.
We propose to give you in this service first-class appa-

ratus, first-class engineers and superintendents to relieve

your administration bureau from all annoyance and
uneasiness on account of failure of this service at any and
all times during the exposition.

The task that we are assuming is something beyond the
capacity of any other firm on the face of the earth, and the
nerve in submitting an estimate for the entire installation

is something that should receive due credit from your
committee.
That prices are fair, I will endeavor to assure you from

the figures taken from other expositions.

In jSSi Paris gave the first exposition that had ever
attempted on any extended scale night entertainments. In
order to light the grounds and buildings, there were
needed for this purpose 1,383 arc lamps of various candle
power actuated by 1,350 horse power of steam. To pro-

vide for this entertainment, the exposition authorities

offered the parties undertaking the lighting lo.oco francs
and one-half the gate receipts from evening visitors. The
admission fee was one franc. The evening receipts in the

three months of the exposition proved to be 337 6gG
francs, one-half of which, 188,848 francs, plus the 10,000
originally paid, made for the lighting sjcdicaie 198,848
francs. By certain allowances for overtime this was in-

creased by one or two thousand francs, making per lamp,
for the three months' lighting, 144 francs £ach,orper month
per lamp, ^S francs, or for 18 months per lamp £564 francs

or $172 80 per lamp. It is true that in this case the light-

ing syndicate also furnished the steam power.
Good central station practice allows for power 20 per

cent, of the cost of the light; for all attendance, thirty per
cent.

In the case of the Columbian Exposition the most ex-

pensive part of the attendance, to wit, superintendence in

and out of the station, becomes a part of the contractor':;

duty. I have, therefore, assumed that power and attend-

ance should be figured as 40 per cent, of the total value of

service rendered. Taking 60 per cent., then, of $172.8033
the price of lighting at this exposition when placed on the
same basis as lighting for the World's Columbian Expo-
sition, we find that the price per light would be $103.68.
Compare this, gentlemen, with $38.50.
The first exposition in this country to attempt night en-

tertainment was the Louisville Exposition of 18S3. This
was lighted by the Edison company with 5,000 incandes-

cent tights, as again the following year, both cases prov-

ing serious losses to the Edison company. The plant

from Louisville in 1884 was transferred to New Orleans
and there installed to light the buildings of the World's
Exposition in that city. The estimated losses of the Ed-
ison company amounted to about $20,000.

Subsequent expositions at Louisville were lighted by
the Fort Wayne-Jenney system at the price, I am in-

formed, of $100 per lamp. This price was also charged
by the Fort Wayne company at New Orleans, both expo-
sitions lasting for a period of three months only. In all

these cases the exposition provided power.

You may say that this was in a time when electricity

was an experiment ; that apparatus was more expensive and
assistance of technical nature not so easily obtained. True,
but it was also at a time when electricity was endeavoring
to advertise itself; to bring itself into prominence; when
people of hopeful dispositions were willing to sink thou-
sands of dollars in experiments that promised to ulti-

mately advance the use of electricity for lighting.

We have, however, one exposition of later date, upon
the experience of which this Columbian Exposition is

largely basing its projects. This was the Paris Exposition
of 18S9.

When the matter of lighting for evening entertainment
was considered, the task was fcund to be so erioiraous

that the various lighting companies were compelled to

form themselves into a syndicate in order to provide the
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apparatus called for by the Ministerof Commerce and In-

dustry, who had this exposition in charge.

The public lighting by this syndicate required 1,000

horse power for arc lights and 1,000 horse power for in-

candescent lights. 'I'he private lighting required 625
horse power of arcs and 500 horse power of incandescent
lights. All these lights were confined to an area less than
600 yards square.

Basing their lirst contract, on the experience of the pre-

vious exposition, the syndicate was offered a lump sum and
a certain proportion of the g;ate receipts. The exposition,

being unexpectedly successful in the sale of coupon lottery

tickets, arranged with the syndicate a further and second
contract, being what was expected to be a fairer basis to

the exposition company. The agreement was to pay to

the syndicate 1,800,000 francs in equal installments of

300,000 francs monthly.
The actual lamps furnished by the syndicate for public

lighting under this contract consisted of 1,045 arcs and
8,837 incandescents, the equivalent of less than 2,000 arc

lamps. This then was at the rate of 900 francs per lamp
for six months' service, $180 per lamp, or, subtracting

again 40 per cent, as the proportional part of expenses
borne by the World's Columbian Exposition, it would
make the price to ourselves §108 per lamp. Compare the

two cases! We propose to furnish you for three times six

months three times the number of lamps for one-third the

price of the I^aris Exposition syndicate, per lamp; in other

words, the rate that you obtain is one-ninth of the rate of

this syndicate to the Paris Exposition!
It is certainly a matter of congratulation for every

American citizen that the United States has made such
progress beyond continental Europe in the application of

electricity for industrial purposes that a single firm can
undertake three times the amount of work that required a

syndicate, sanctioned by the government of France, toper-
form less than three years ago, and it is certainly a matter of

most serious consideration by yourselves that in spite of a

rate one ninth as low as that of Paris we should have been
criticised through lack of proper information as determin-

ing to take advantage of the World's Columbian Expo-
sition.

We are interested in the exposition to the extent that

we do more than most of your contractors have
done. We propose to furnish material, apparatus
and service at less price than any central station in the

world can afford.

Suppose you should call upon the Chicago Arc I_,ight &
Power company for your lights; 600 lights all night at 50
cents per light, and 5,400 lights until 12 o'clock at 33 \j

cents per light, a total f< r power and attendance of ^1,900
per night or, subtracting 40 per cent, as the value of power
and labor furnished by the Exposition, |ir,i40 per night
for the illumination of your grounds. Take this for 450
days, and what is your bill for lighting? ^513,000 as

against an offer by ourselves of equal service for $232,020!
The Chicago Arc Light & Power company is furnishing

light at less than the average rate, a rate that requires for

proper returns to stockholders the most rigid economy, the

most careful supervision of all expenditure. A comparison
should be sufficient to convince every one of you that we
have endeavored to be fair; that we have made you a bid
as low as sound business principles will permit.

I have, therefore, to submit a formal request that the

action of Tuesday last, in rejecting this bid, be recon-

sidered.

The subject was discussed at some length in the com-

mittee, but no action was taken.

On Monday Mr. Sargent stated to a representative of

the Western Electrician that it had been definitely

decided that either he or Mr. Pierce, his assistant, was to

go to Europe to confer with the manufacturers of electri-

cal machinery in reference to lighting the World's Fair.

No time has been set for the departure, however. It is

reported, also, that the exposition authorities have been

in conference with representatives of western electrical

companies that did not put in bids for the arc lighting.

It is further stated that one of these companies, with the

backing of a great manufacturing concern, hrs offered to

do all the arc lighting called for in the specifications at a

less rate than that of the Thomson-Houston company.

Bids for the exclusive privilege of operating passenger

boats to be propelled either by electricity, steam or naph-

tha, on the lagoons of the World's Fair grounds, were

opened on Thursday of last week. There were nine pro-

posals, but three were thrown out because the certified

check for $10,000 required in each case was not included.

Three of the bids were for electric launches. General C.

H. Barney, representing the Electric Launch Navi-

gation company of New York city, offered to construct

and operate from twenty to sixty boats 34 feet long and

pay the Exposition company 33,V P^"" cent, of the gross

receipts on any rale of fare that might be esrablished.

The Columbian Launch company of Chicago offered the

Exposition company 31 per cent, of its gross receipts. In

case, however, the World's Fair people would accept with-

out cost a boat for police service, another for fire protec-

tion, and a third for life-saving service 27 per cent, of the

gross receipts would be given. This company proposed

to use either electricity or steam, D. R, Proctor of Chi-

cago offered to furnish boats operated either by electricity

or steam, giving the exposition authorities 33}-^ per cent,

of the gross receipts.

On Friday of last week the bids for the furnishing of

power generators for the motor service In the manufactures,

machinery, agriculture, mining, transportation and several

smaller buildings were opened. The machines arc to be

leased on the same conditions as the arc dynamos. Five

bids were received, The Eddy Electric Manufacturing

company of Windsor, Conn., offered to furnish the 300 horse

power generating apparatus for the transportation building

free of cost. The National Electric Manufacturing com-

pany of ICau Claire, Wis , offered to furnish the apparatus

for this building for $2,500. The Western Eltctric com-

pany proposed to furnish about 400 horse power for ^6,500.

The Mather Electric company of Manchester, Conn., bid

on the mines building, and offered to furnish Goo horse pow
er for $2 450. The Thomson-Houston company put in a

bid for furnishing all the apparatus (2,500 horsepower) for

$52,900. This company also asked for the exclusive right

of furnishing exhibitors such power as might not be includ-

ed in the general plant, and charge therefor $40 per horse

power. It also wanted the sole right to furnish all supplies,

and the right to sell or lease meters for the measurement

of the amount of power used. No action was taken on the

bids.

No action has as yet been taken by the committee on

grounds and buildings in relation to the bids for the ele-

vated railway at Jackson Park. It is said that other compa-

nies than the two that sent in bids will be given an opportu-

nity to make proposals for the work. Nothing has as yet

been done with the proposition to build tracks for street

railway systems parallel to the steam railway tracks in the

iouthwestern corner of the park.

Work on the electricity building is progressing satisfac-

torily. 'The structural iron work is all on the ground, the

cirpentry is well advanced, the towers are now being put

up, and the roof rafters are being put in place.

The prospectus of the department of electricity has at

last been issued, and an edition of 10,000 copies is now
being sent out. A synopsis of the contents of the pam-

phlet has already appeared in this paper. The only illus-

tration is a perspective view of the electricity building—

a

reproduction of the drawing made for the double-page sup-

plement to the Western Electrician of May 9 1891.

Accompanying each copy of the prospectus Chief Barrett

is sending out a circular which contains the following par-

agraph: " In order that exhibitors in this department may
begin their preparations, I have decided to immediately

begin the assignment of space. Those who have not al-

ready made application will please do so at once. Imme-
diate action on your part is the more necessary because of

the fact that the demand for space is many times in excess

of the amount available."

Formal application for space in the electricity building

has been made on behalf of France and Belgium.

A press dispatch from Columbus, O., states that the

Ohio Gaslight association has indorsed the action of east-

ern gas associations in resolving to use their influ-.nce to

prevent the $5 000,000 government loan to the World's Fair

"unless the World's Fair commission deals more fairly with

the gPs people, as between them and the electric light

people.''

The Lamp Trimmer's Work.
In an interesting article on arc lamp trimmers and their

work the Providence Joitrnai says:

"The city trimmers, as a set, are not very old, and al-

though they are not large in frame they are well developed
in body, arras and legs. They must be strong if they in-

tend to work at trimming lights over a week. The muscles
of a man's leg and arms must be fully developed to stand
the constant strain upon them during working hours.
Whoever is subject to cramps or rheumatic pains in his

legs has no business to climb electric poles for a living.

To do his work a man is obliged to be as healthy physi-
cally as possible, forheisout of doors in all kinds of
weather, rain, wind or snow, and at times wet from the
top of his head to the soles of his feet. The work has to
be done, and it may be from one to six hours before he is

able to make a change in clothing. No class of men other
than the hardy can perform this duty.

"The only real danger in this business is in the climbing
and working on the poles 15 feet above the ground. Re-
cently the job has been anything but pleasant. The
weather, most of the time, has been very bad, and a good
part of the time poles and mast arms have been encased in

ice. Even the little steps which everybody has noticed
on two sides of the pole have been icily covered, and to a
manclim.bing up these poles on those cays a misstep would
undoubtedly mean something more than a pocketful of
broken carbons. A man is obliged to have his wits about
him from the time he inserts the small detachable steps at

the base of the pole until he is ready to go to the next one.
It wouldn't do for an absent-minded man to try to set

carbons, for he might forget where he was standing and
try to walk on air after putting the lamp in trim.

"

The Chattanooga, Tenn., Electric Light & Power com-
pany, is talking of erecting a plant for the purpose of
furnishing power to small industries.

Lightning Arresters, and the Discovery of
Non-arcing Metals.'

BV ALF.X.\NDKK J. Wl RTS.

Part L

During thunderstorms electric wires become charged
from the atmosphere with an electric polCDllal, difTereot

from that of the earth ; there is then a tendency 10 estab-
lish an equilibrium, that is, for a discharge to or from the
earth, as the case may be. If this discharge be left to
choose its own path, it will select one or many of the weaker
points, usually the most vital part of the system, and there
rupture the insulation. It therefore becomes necessary to
rid the line of this charge in some suitable manner, and
without allowing it to damage any portion of the system.
This is usually accomplished by the well known air gap
lightning arrester. Benjamin Franklin, nearly one hundred
and fifty years ago, drew sparks across an air gap from a
charged conductor very much as we do it to-day. He,
however, did this to demonstrate the presence of the charge,
while we do it for good riddance.

Shortly after the erection of the first telegraph line by
Morse, in 1844, it was found necessary to provide means
for discharging the line during thuncersiorms.and numer-
ous devices were brought out and patented for this purpose.
The main features of lightning arresters from that time till

recently have been the "'spark" and the "kicking coil," the
latter being interposed between the discharge circuit and
the apparatus to be protected. The spark gap arrester

on telegraph lines answers the purpose admirably. When,
however, electric lighting was introduced, the lightnirg

arrester problem became more difficult, in consequence of
the dynamo short circuit that invariably follows the dis-

charge. It then became necessary to provide means for

promptly interrupting this short circuit, and so the fuse
was added, and then there followed all kinds cf automatic
devices for ii^terrupting the short circuit and restoring the
arrester in its normal condition. But most of these de-

vices have been more or less defective and unsatisfactory,

and now that high potentials are used, the proper intenup-
tion of the short circuit becomes more difficult than ever.

The ideal lightning arrester would be a simple discharge
gap of such character as not to permit a short circuit of the
dynamo, or, better yet, metallic connections to the ground
without dynamo leakage.

When I first became interested in this subject, I was
naturally guided somewhat by previous practice, which had
been to piovide with each arrester and discharge circuit an
automatic circuit interrupter. Fig. i illustrates ray first

practical step in this direction, and represents the Winsor-
Wurts lightning arrester, the fundamental idea of which
originated from Paul Winsor, who proposed that a dis-

charge gap be placed in the neck of a bottle, the idea be-

ing that the heat of the arc formed by the short circuit

would sufficiently expand the air in the body of the bottle

to blow out the arc. With this idea as a nucleus, the ar-

rester depicted in Fig. i was evolved. Referring to the
figure, it will be noticed, without going into detail, that

the arrester is double pole, and that each discharge
gap is placed in the center of an air-chamber. In
the upper part of each of these there is a slotted

passage, which might correspond to the neck of a bottle,

and in which there is placed a second air-gap in series with
each of the others. The second air-gap is bridged with a
carbon ball; the latter being held in place by tubes having
vent holes in the sides, and rubber bumpers at the top.

The action which takes place when a discharge to ground
is made with a resulting short circuit is as follows: The arc
at either or both of the jumping spaces instantly heats and
expands the air in the respective air chamber, which, rush-

ing up through the slotted passages, blows either or bcth
carbon balls to the top of the tubes. The arc formed where
the circuit has been broken by the projected carbon ball is

at the sarae time instantly blown out, thus completely rup-

turing the circuit. The only demonstration is a quick puff as

the air rushes out of the holes near the upper ends of the

tubes. The object of the holes is obvious. As the balls

are confined in the tubes they at once drop back to their

former positions, and thus autoraatically place the appa-
ratus in a condition ready for another discharge and short

circuit. In testing this arrester the terminals are connected
to the circuit of a thousand-volt generator. The air spaces
are bridged over with a fine wire to take the place of an
actual discharge. Then, by the throw of a switch the full

pressure of the machine is placed on the arrester. There
is an enormous rush of current, the telnporary wire bridges
fuse, arcs are formed, the air expands with an explosion,

the balls fly up. more arcs are formed, tongues of fire shoot
out of the holes in the tubes, the upper arcs are blown out,

the balls drop back to their normal positions, and all this

happens like a pistol shot, without causing more than in-

significant flicker in the lamps. It is very curious to notice

that if this short circuit is made on the crest of a wave of
an alternating current, the report of the explosion is much
sharper and louder than when the circuit is closed at the
instant the wave is at or near the neutral point. I might
add here, that, after short-circuiting a thousand volt 300
light machine through such an arrester about 400 times,
there was not the slightest deterioration to be noticed any-
where. Those who are not familiar with this kind of work
will hardly appreciate this last fact, or realize what is ac-
complished each time the arrester "goes off.''

Soon after this arrester was completed, steps were taken
to adapt the same principle to an arc circuit lightning ar-

rester, which resulted in the one illustrated in Fig. 2. By
referring to the figure, it will be noticed that a vertical

solenoid provided with an iron core is connected in the
main circuit beyond the point of contact with the discharge
circuit. The discharge electrodes are curved arms which
swing freely through the sides of a cylindrical air chamber,
and the construction is such that while the core falls, the
discharge electrodes will be forced out. The action is then

1. Read before the American Institute of Electrical Engineers,
March is. 1892.
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as follows: Under normal running conditions the core is

held up in the solenoid, but if a discharge occurs from both

sides at once, short-circuiting the machine through the dis-

charge points, the solenoid wil! at once lose its power, the

core will fall and force the discharge arms out through the

holes in the walls of the chamber. This action would draw

out arcs three inches long, and the beat thus generated is

sufficient to cause a sudden expansion of air in the air

chamber, and thus blow out the arcs even though the cur-

rent be but teu amperes and the pressure 3 000 volts

Without the device just described for lengthening the arc,

^—

o

FIGS. I AND 2. LIGHTNING ARRESTERS, AND THE DISCOV-
ERY OF NON-ARCING METALS

the heat developed would hive been insufficient. In short

circuiting a 50 ligbt machine through this arresrer, there is

a scarcely perceptible flicker in the Jamps, the core drop?,

the short circuit is opened and the core drawn back into its

normal position ready for further action, all in an instant

of time. Although I have used an electromagnetic

device in the construction of this type of arrester,

it will be noticed that the placing of a coil in the light-

ning arrester circuit has been avoided, so that even though
every discharge has to pass through this coil to reach the

discharge points, yet from this point on, the discharge has

a non-inductive path to earth through the arrester in pref-

erence to the dynamo.
Neither of these arresters would interrupt a short cir-

cuit on a 500 volt direct current generator, so after some
further experimenting the arrester shown in Fig. 3 was
evolved. Referring to this figure, it will be noticed that

there are two air chambers, in each of which is a fixed carbon

discharge point. Above these chambers is a curved carbon

swinging freely from one chamber to the other through

suitable openings, so that either end of the curved carbon,

as the case may be, shall come into close proximity to

either of the fixed discharge points. The action is as fol-

lows: When a discharge takes place, it passes to one of

the fixed discharge points, depending upon the position of

the curved carbon, then across the air space to the cur\'ed

carbon, and from there to the ground, as shown in the fig-

ure. The dynamo current then following, causes an arc

to be established between the curved carbon and one of

the fixed points and the heat generated by this arc ex-

pands the air in its respective chamber, increasing the pres-

sure therein, and causing the curved carbon to be in-

stantly blown from one chamber to another. This ruptures

the arc and adjusts the arrester for the next discharge. In

testing this arrester, 500 volt and 1,000 volt generators

have been repeatedly short circuited through it. and in

every case the circuit has been instantly broken without

injury to thd dynamo, and the arrester has as quickly re-

set itself in readiness for future use. In one of the tests

made to demonstrate its promptness and reliability, the

fixed points were so adjusted as to touch the curved carbon

in either of its two normal positions. A 1,000 vole gen-

FIG. 3. LIGHTNING .\RRESTERS, AND THE DISCOVERY OF
NON-ARCING METALS,

erator was then short-circuited through the arrester, which
resulted in the circuit being repeatedly opened and closed

without injur}' to either dynamo or arrester. This power
circuit arrester was afterward much improved, and finally

took the form shown in Fig. 4, and the arrester shown in

Fig. I was also finally changed to this form. This ar-

rester is made of iron and marble, and its advantages over

the others are its non-combuslibility and the double break
in connection with the air blast. Fig, 5 illustrates the

same arrester, fitted into an iron bos lined with asbestos,

and in this shape is adapted to either car or pole use.

So far you will observe that my one object had been to

provide a simple, reliable and non-inductive circuit inter-

rupter. In this I had succeeded as far as immediate

wants were concerned, but with the prospects of higher

voltages in the near future the problem seemed but im-

perfectly solved. The experiments of Lodge, Hughes and
others were carefully studied, and I finally decided that it

might be well to repeat some of them. So, one day, while

casting about for some suitable means of experimenting, I

happened to be passing under a driving belt; my hair

stood on end, and my body became charged. Of course

somebody had to touch my ear (that seems to be the proper

thing to do under the circumstances), and my body be-

came discharged. That evening, while thinking over the

events of the day. my thoughts rested on this belt, the

electrified atmosphere around it. and the charging and
discharging of my body, and I wondered whether the

phenomena observed were not similar to those experienced

during thunderstorms. On the following day I

stretched about four feet of No. 14 insulated wire under
a belt, parallel to it, and about two inches below it. I

then brought the ends to a convenient place where I could

ground the wire or not, as I chose. The room was then
darkened, the belt set in motion, and a most beautiful sight

presented itself. Between the belt and the wire were seen

soft purple streamers, giving the appearance of a film con-

necting the belt and wire. In some places these streamers

were more dense than others, and in this were suggestive of

the Northern lights. There was no disruptive discharge at

all between the belt and wire. On bringing the bare end
of the wire within one-quarter of an inch of a ground a

coDtinuous discharge took place. When one end was well

grounded no spark could be drawn from the other end.

When one end was grounded through a choke coil consist-

ing of about 40 turns of No. 14 wire, small sparks could

be drawn from the other end, showing the impedance of-

fered by the coils to the discharge. When neither end was
grounded both ends showed "side flash" ever)- two or three

s*?conds. So far. these results seemed to correspond with

the experience met with in electric systems when exposed
to the influence of thunderstorms. The conditions also

seemed to be very similar. Here was a wire stretched

through an electrically disturbed atmosphere ; the wire be-

came charged, and the charge passed readily to ground
through a metallic discharge circuit containing an air gap.

An induction coil impeded the discharge, and when there

was no ground connection there was side flash. All these

resulrs seemed to correspond with practice.

The thought then occurred to me, " What would happen

FIG 4. LIGHTNING ARRESTERS, AND THE DISCOVERY OF
NON-ARCING METALS.

if I were to string a second wire near and parallel to the

first, and ground it, leaving the first wire insulated ?" A
second wire was quickly strung, but before making the

ground connection the following observations were made:
The purple streamers seemed equally divided between the

first and second wires, and either would give about equal

sparks. On grounding the second wire no indication of a

charge on the other could be obtained. The streamers

were now all directed to the second wire, and the first was
as inert as a block of stone would have been. If, now, in

these laboratory experiments^ there were reproduced the con-

ditions existing between electric wires and the atmosphere
during thunder storms, then, to prevent wires from becom-
ing charged, all that would be necessary would be to

stretch a grounded wire near and parallel with the wire to

be protected, and, in fact, it would seem as though one
such grounded wire would protect all the wires that could

be strung on any one line of poles. An explanation of these

phenomena is not far to seek. An insulated wire lying on
the surface of the earth cannot become charged from the

atmosphere, because the latter is at the same potential as

the earth ; but an insulated pole line can be, and is charged
when exposed to the influence of thunderstorms, because
the atmosphere surrounding the wire is at a different po-

tential from the earth ; therefore, with an insulated pole

line, and an adjacent grounded parallel wire, the grounded
wire, in effect, transfers the earth to the level of such wires,

but if a grounded wire near and parallel to an insulated

wire in effect causes the earth to be transferred to the level

of the insulated wire, then the insulated wire cannot be-

come charged. The grounded wire running over the poles

will relieve the atmosphere in its neighborhood of any dif-

ference of electric potential that would otherwise exist be-

tween that neighboring atmosphere and the earth, and the

insulated line would then fail to become charged. Soon
after performing this experiment. I learned that such an
overhead grounded wire had been used to great advantage,

and, that being the case, was greatly surprised that it was
not in more general use.

I next replaced the wire I was using, which was much
battered and bruised, with a new wire, and found the charge
much diminished by the superior insulation. The latter

was then replaced by a bare wire, insulated with a glass tube.

The spark now was scarcely perceptible, being about the

size of the spark obtained from a Leclanche cell, and even
this could be obtained only after several minutes of charg-

ing. These results seemed to indicate a gradual charging of

the wire by more or less perfect contact with an atmosphere
having a difEerent potential from that of the earth. With
the idea of gradual charging in mind, the following plan

was hit upon for a lightning arrester. The first conception
was to alternately ground both poles of a generator over a
very small air-gap, and at rapidly recurring intervals. The
improved plan, however, was to alternately dead ground
the poles of an alternator at ever)- neutral point in the elec-

tromotive force wave, the idea being to so constantly

discharge the line in this manner as to effectually prevent

a charge from attaining any considereble intensity, and at

the same time avoid the short circuit which now invariably

follows the discharge over the air-gap of our present ar-

FIG. 5. LIGHTING ARRESTERS, AND THE DISCOVERY OF
NON-ARCING METALS.

resters. The method of carrying out this plan will be
understood by a glance at Fig. 6, Upon experimenting,
I found that an alternator could be short-circuited at the

neutral point without a spark. If the short-circuit occurred
a little before the neutral point, that is, on a decreasing
electromotive force, there was a slight sparking, but no
tendency to hold on. If the short circuit occurred at all

after the neutral point, a furious arc was established which
would hold on indefinitely.

This form of arrester has not yet been tested in actual

practice, but it will be during the coming season, and I

have great hopes that it will not only successfully discharge
the line, but effectually prevent any considerable accumu-
lation of the charge. Of course this form of arrest is only
adapted to alternators.

The Roy Valve.
New valves though well tested when made, oftentimes

leak when put in service. One of the most important

features of a valve is a seat that will not be injured by the

ordinary wrench applied to the valve handle. In the Roy
valve any kind of malleable material best suited to resist

corrosion is used.

The ring in this valve rests on a conical base and its

action to compensate for distortion of the joint is as fol-

lows: The ring resting on a conical base will make con-

tact on its entire inner edge, if both ring and base are true.

If the base be distorted, the ring will touch on two or

more spots, depending on the degree and nature of the

distortion. When a pressure is put on the upper edge of

the ring by means of a flat disk, as is shown in the accom-

panying cut, the ring is forced outward by the prominent

points on the conical base, and drawn inward to fill the

depressions. The plane of the top surface of the ring

remains undisturbed, but is free to move laterally on the

face of the disk. It is obvious that an extraordinarj'

degree of distortion is provided for.

The method of inserting the ring is as follows: The
annealed or soft ring is placed in the recess intended for

its reception in the valve body. The bonnet is then

screwed down in the usual manner, and the spindle oper-

ated to close the valve. The ring coming in contact

with the disk is resisted in its passage to the lower part of

the recess by the conical base, which causes the ring per-

^4-1
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FIG. 6. LIGHNTING ARRESTERS, AN^D THE DISCOVERY OF

NON-ARCING METALS.

manently to expand its lower edge, thereby locking it

under the outer wall of the recess.

The application of the ring is quickly made, and its re-

moval may be accomplished by a pair of plyers or similar

means that will collapse the ring to a slight extent inward-

ly, and thus at once free it from the recess.

The Roy Valve company, New York, is the manufact-

urer of this valve.

The Lynn Press is responsible for the statement
that a real baron is employed in a subordinate

capacity at the works of the Thomson-Houston Electric

company in Lynn. His name is Baron E. Van Wilmow-
sky. He was employed as an assistant to Prof. Thomson
and is described as a capable chemist and a companiona-
ble man. It is said that Wilmowsky left his title behind
him in Poland when he came to this country and although
he never volunteered any information as to his origin, the

secret leaked out.
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Cutter's Lamp Supporting Pulley.

The safety of arc lamps demands the use of a pulley

which will hold the lamps securely, no matter what hap-

pens to the hoisting rope. Cutter's lamp supporting pulley,

cated close to the base frame, ihc center of gravity of the

armature is low, and great stability is thus secured. Self-

oiling bearings and carbon brushes contribute to diminish

the attention necessary to the operation of the generator

to a minimum.

The Knowles Lamp
The Knowles arc lamp for incandescent circuits, illus-

trated herewith, embodies several interesting features, in its

construction and operation. Fig. i shows the lamp com-

plete and ready for use, while in Fig. 2 the case is removed

so that the working parts may be seen.

There is no projecting horn on the top of the lamp, no

projecting globe holding tube on the bottom, and no pio-

'jecting binding posts. It is so designed that it may be

CUTTER S LAMP SUPPORTING PULLEY.

which was recently placed upon the market, has been ma-

terially changed in order better to carry out this idea in

the most severe practice. The cut shows the pulley as it

appears when in use, the lamp being rigidly fastened to

the knob, which is supported by suitable guides. The new

clamp will fit the several sizes ot iron wire or cable com-

monly used, and the swivel feature allows the pulley to

work quite freely. The device is placed on the market by

George Cutter, Chicago.

Edison Generator for Railway Work.
In the accompanying cut is illustrated the latest form

of an Edison 200 kilowatt generator of the familiar bi-

polar type. The series field is built up of sections, wound

on spools which are slipped over the cores and then con-

nected up. Should a defect exist it can be located, and

the spool in which it appears can be removed, repaired

and replaced, or another substituted with little loss of

time.

To adapt this generator to the demands of electrical

THE ROY VALVE.

hung close to the ceiling of a room, and its length is such

that even in a low studded room it will be clear of the heads

of persons passing beneath it. Its feed movement is

simple and accurate in construction and operation. The
lamp case is dust and weather proof and can be easily re-

moved. The lamp is ventilated in such a manner that

any heat generated in the magnet coils, is rapidly carried

away and dissipated.

The lamp operates normally at about 50 volts pressure.

Ait ^^^§>tlFill

EDISON GENERATOR FOR RAILWAY WORK.

railway service, the field has been provided with a com-

pound winding, easily adjusted to meet the necessary re-

quirements by means of a shunt coil, conveniently placed

in the back board of the keeper. The bearings being lo-

and requires from 6^-2 to 7 amperes. The lamp will run

on any desired current from 5 to 10 amperes, and when

once adjusted needs no alteration of adjustment for any

variation of current between these limits.

The lamp when trimmed with a proper size and kind of

carbon will burn with a current of from 6^ to 7 amperes

at 50 volts pressure, for about 12 hours, thus making

it a practical all-night single carbon lamp.

FIG. 3. THE KNOWLES LAMP.

Fig. 3 shows the manner of connecting and arranging

the lamps when two are run in series upon a 1 10 volt circuit.

The diagram is the same for other combinations of lamps,

as for example when four are run in series upon a 220 volt

circuit, or 10 in series upon a 500 volt circuit, merely sub-

stituting the required number of lamps for the two shown.

The lamp is provided with a ceiling hanger board when
used indoors, and with a substitute resistance equal to that

of the lamp when more than two are run in series upon a

constant potential circuit, and with an automatic cut-out

when run in series upon a constant current circuit.

This lamp is the invention of Edward R. Knowles,

chief electrician of the Schuyler Electric company.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, March 19.—The Telephone Subscribers'

association is still digging away at its herculean task of se-

curing legislation favorable to lower telephone rates in

New York On Tuesday last Secretary Gardner of the

association had the pleasure of seeing his bill to create a

telephone commission introduced in the Assembly by Mr.
Malone of Brookljn. Legislators recognize in this bill

M^ I \

FIGS I AND '. THE KNOWLES LAMP.

the familiar features of the bill which Mr. Elumenthal

fathered last session. Practically there is no difference

between the two, but it is hoped that the last bill will meet

with a better fate than that of the first. Reports from

Albany state that members of the Legislature generally

think it strange that action in this important matter has

been postponed until this late day. Either of the bills

which have been sleeping so long in the committee, could

have been amended and reported weeks ago if any inter-
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ested person had applied for a hearmg. Members who

put in those bills say they tried to awaken an interest on

the part of Mr. Gardner's association, but failed, and each

of the eleven members of the Committee on Gas and

Electricity says practically the same thing. It must be ad-

mitted that there is a general undercurrent of belief in Al-

bany that no telephone bill will be passed. Some think it

can't be done because the corporation has paid for "pro-

tection." Others believe that it won't be done because of

a lack of earnestness on the part of Mr. Gardner himself.

The representative of the Western Union Telegraph com-

pany and the Metropolitan Telephone company at the seat

of war. however, seems to be much stirred up over the dis-

cussion, and says all such bills are "strikes" against a great

and good combination of capital. He denies that there is

anybody of importance in the so-called "'Telephone Sub-

scribers' Association." If there is, he saj'S, why doesn't

Mr. Gardner publish a few of the names? However this

may be. New York subscribers are hopeful, and, it is to be

presumed, will do all the "hustling" that may be neces-

sary.

On Tuesday the New York Board of Fire Underwriters

took a formal stand against the practice of grounding

electric lighting wires. The board condemned as unsafe

the Edison system in service in New York, and passed a

resolution ordering the practice to be stopped on a penalty

of the withdrawal of the certificate of the board. This

resolution, which amounts to a peremptory mandate, is of

considerable impDrtance, as the Board of Fire Underwrit-

ers now includes every company doing business in New
York with four exceptions. The investigation which re-

sulted in this action was begun by the underwriters to

throw light, if possible, on a large class of "mysterious"

fires, which, it was suspected, were due to imperfect insu-

lation, or the grounding of electric light wires in large

buildings and dwellings. It was based on a report from

the Committee on Police and Origin of Fires and took

form in the passage of the following resolutions;

I^c's'hdd, That the Committee on Police and Origin of

Fires be, and it is hereby directed to require all elec-

tric companies furnishing current for power and lighs (to

parties that have received certificates of approval of elec-

trical equipments from this board) to make regular

weekly reports of the tests of their currents, as called for

in the requirements of this board, and in the event of fail-

ure on the part of the electric companies so to do, the

superintendent of the Survey department is hereby di-

rected to decline to grant certificates or make inspections

of equipments supplied with current by said delinquent com
panies.

Resolved, That said committee give notice to all electric

companies receiving certificates from this board that the

intentional grounding of any portion of the equipments is

a violation of the rules of this board and such practice

must be discontinued- This board will refuse certificates

of approval of all companies who do not comply with this

rule.

Hcsoh.d, That the committee require of electric com-
panies that all grounds now existing on electric circuits

shall be removed on or before Oct. r, 1S92.

Those progressive gentlemen who proudly claim the

World's Fair city as their home, will smile when they read

that the statue of Diana which now surmounts the tower

of Madison Square garden Is to be taken from her lofty

pedestal and will probably be sent to Chicago. It has

been decided, it seems, that the present statue is just a

trifle too large for the metropolis, so the new Diana which

is to replace it will only be thirteen feet high. The pres-

ent one is eighteen feet high.

The Coney Island & Brooklyn railroad company made

application at Albany on Friday to the State Board of Rail-

road Commissioners for permission to change its motive

power from horses to electricity on that portion of its line

on Smith, Jay, Prospect. Main and Water streets, to the

Fulton Ferry.

The bids for lighting the streets of Brooklyn were

opened this week. They were as follows: Citizens' Elec-

tric Illuminating company and Municipal Electric Light

company, !^iS2.5o per lamp per year; Brooklyn Gaslight

company, $19.83 per lamp per year; People's Gaslight

company, Nassau Gaslight company, and Metropolitan

Gaslight company, each $20 per lamp per year.

W. F. O.

St Louis, Mo.
St. LouiS, March 22.—A. M, Morse, M. E., until

quite recently of English, Morse & Co., Kansas City, has

been appointed manager of the St. Louis branch of the

Falls Rivet & Machine company, Cuyahoga Falls, O.,

which manufactures power transmission machinery. This

company has equipped some of the most prominent elec-

tric light and railway stations in the country, among them

being the plant of the Municipal Electric Lighting &
Power company, St. Louis, and the Masonic Temple,

Chicago.

The Emerson Electric company, finding some months

ago that more factory room was needed, rented an entire

building on St. Charles street, and is now getting the ma-

chinery in place, its offices fitted up, and everything in

order for an active season. The building is 60x100 feet,

three stories in height, and is suited in every way for a

future growth of the business that now seems certain. In

addition to the change in location, a change in manage-

ment has also taken place within the last month.

Judge Emerson of fronton, Mo., a large stockholder and

president of the company, being somewhat advanced in

years and wishing to retire, has sold his interest to H. L.

Parker, who has been elected president and manager,

the other officials remaining as before. Mr. Parker is an

eastern man, but for some years has held a responsible

position with a railway company in the City of Mexico.

A large amount of working capital has also been provided,

making the capitalization §75,000. In addition to the fan

motor for an alternating circuit, put on the market last

year, this company will make a small motor for the same

current, to be used as a motor for general purposes. The
company has, since its orj^anizatlon about a year ago,

brought out several appliances that have attracted at-

tention and have been adopted as standard by some o^ the

leading railway and lighting companies of the countrj'.

With several other specialties in hand, and with the in-

creased facilities already provided, the prospects for this

company appear to be particularly bright.

The St. Louis Electric Supply company has leased an

adjoining room. largely increasing its store and ofiice facil-

ities, and will soon have one of the most complete stock

of supplies carried by any house in the West. Archways

connecting the two stores are being cut through, and no

pains will be spared in fitting up. This company recently

sent out a calendar that is a novelty in its way. On the

face of the card there is a group of maidens representing

the four grand divisions of this country. On the bare

arms of the one representing the South is inscribed the

E
well-kno.vQ formula. C=— . Friends of the mana-

R
ger are at a lo5s, however, to know whether the mathe-

matical meaning is the one intended, or whether the initials

might not be a private mark-

Adestrucdve fire took place on the iSthin a building

occupied by the Liggitt &: Myers Tobacco company.

The following morning the Republic oi St. Louis, and, I

think, one o:her morning paper announced that the fire

was caused by the insulation burning off the electric light

wires, and the bare wire coming in contact with the wood.

In the following issue of the paper Mr. Ruebel, of the

St. Louis Electric Supply company, published a statement

showing that his company had wired the building, and

that there were no wires in the room where the fire broke

out, or in that part of the main building. This was al-

lowed to go without a retraction on the part of the news-

paper.

The Columbia Incandescent Lamp company during the

last year has rapidly grown in popular favor until the sec-

ond enlargement of its factory is now necessary. During

the last four months the factory has been run night and

day, and still the orders are considerably behind, Since

March ist two orders of 10,000 lamps each have been re-

ceived, and between March ist and 15th the sales have

been in excess of 30,000. Aside from the commercial lamp,

a special lamp for street railway and motor cars is being

made. A special feature of this lamp is that the filament is

anchored at the bottom to prevent vibrations and early

discolorations. This lamp is carefully tested in series for

use on railway circuits. The factory is equipped with the

latest and best machinery for the manufacture of high

grade lamps, and the greatest care is taken to insure the

proper rating in candle power and voltage, such tests being

made before the lamps leave the factory. The tests for

vacuum are very exhaustive. The exhaustion of the lamp

by the method pursued, it is claimed, prevents the dis-

coloration of the bulb and causes the lamp to retain its

candle power to the highest degree. The "Columbia"

ought to be a popular lamp during the next two years at

least, and with the aggressive poh'cy that has been decided

upon by the company there ought to be no doubt as to the

result. D. H. O.

PERSONAL.

William D. Kurz, superintendent and electrician of the
Edison L'ght and Power company, La Crosse, Wis., was
in Chicago last week.

J. W Johnson, manager of the isolated lighting depart-

ment of the Chicago office of the Thomson-Houston com-
pany, is confined to the house by illness.

H. A. Kinney, formerly with the Omaha Consolidated
Electric company, has accepted a position as salesman for

the Detroit Electric Works, Detroit, Mich.

Secretary H. J. Stambaugh, of the Falls Rivet and Ma-
chine company, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, spent a day or two
at the company's office in Chicago last week.

B. L. Dodge has resigned his position as superintendent
of schools at Oak Park. 111., to become manager of the
Cicero Water, Gas & Electric Light company.

C. A Daigh, vice-president of the National Electric

Manufacturing company. Eau Claire, Wis., was at his

Chicago office in the Rookery several days last week.

J. H. Rhotehamel, president of the Columbia Incan-
descent Lamp company, St. Louis, has just returned home
from a business trip through the East, lasting about ten

days.

H. W, ShurEz, secretary and ^resurer of the Northwest
Electric Engineering company. I'oitiand. Oregon, has just

passed through Chicago on his way home after a wedding
trip in the East.

R. A. Hewitt, secretary and treasurer of the American
Electric Elevator company of New York, took dinner at

the Chicago Electric club on Saturday, as the guest of
Geo. P. Nichols.

S. A Birton. president of the Brush Electric company,
was in Chicago last week.

A. M. Morse of A. M- Morse & Co . St. Louis, was a
visitor in the World's Fair City last week.

Geo. W. Gate, electrician of the Edison Illuminating
company, Detroit, Mich., visited the World's Fair city last

week.

Prof. H. S. Carhart, of Ana Arbor, Mich,, was in Chi-
cago on Monday on business connected with the World's
Electrical Congress.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Wolverine Electric Light company. Holland, Mich.;

capital stock, ^25,000; guaranteeing electricity for light;

G. J. Diekema, Holland, Mich.

Omro Electric Light & Power company, Omro,
Wis.; capital stock, $5,000; producing and furnishing
electric light and power; Charles Folker, Oshkosh, Wis.

Eicanaba Electric Street Railway company, Escanaba,
Mich ; capital stock, $50,000; electric street railway; Es-
canaba Electric Street Railway companv, Escanaba,
Mich.

Bayonne City Electric Light & Power company, Bay-
onne, N. J.; capital stock, $50,000; supplying Bayonne
City with electric lightand power, etc.; Hildreth & Barker,

32 Nassau St.; New York city, N. Y.

Ridgway Electric Light company. Rldgway. Pa.; cap-
ital stock, $10,000; supplying light, heat and power or
any of them by electricity to the public in Ridgway;
Fred. H. Ely, Ridgway, Pa.

Elmira Municipal Improvement company, Passaic,

N. J.; capital stock, $1,000,000, building, constructing
and equipping of electric light, etc-; F. S. Smith, 54 "Wall

street, New York city, N. Y.

Electric Railway Construction company, Jersey City,

N. J.; capital stock $50,000; building, constructing, re-

pairing and equipping of railways, etc.; A. W. Kent, 52
William street, New York city, N. Y.

Fremont Electric Light & Power company, Man-
itou, Col.; capital stock, $50,000; to build and operate
a plant for furnishing electric light, power and heat in the
town of Fremont, El Paso county, Colo.

Spring Garden Mining company, San Francisco, Cal.;

capital stock, $i, coo. 000; to develop and operate mining
and agricultural property, water, electric power, saw-
mills, etc.; George F. Stone, Oakland, Cal.

Electric Launch & Navigation company, Camden, N.
J ; capital stock, $300,000; manufacturing, dealing in,

furnishing and supplying electricity, light, heat and
power, etc.; H. Weston, 31 Nassau St., New York city,

N. Y.

Electric Construction & Supply company, Jersey City,

N. J ; capital, stock, $225,000; to manufacture, sell, lease,

mortgage or otherwise acquire and dispose of electrical

materials, etc.; F. DeLysle Smith, iS Cortlandt street,

New York citj', N. Y.

Tower Electric Light & Telephone company. Duluth,
Minn ; capital stock, $60,000; to generate and sell electric

current for light, heat and power, erect telephone lines,

buy, sell, lease and deal in electric fixtures and supplies;
E. C. Jones. Duluth, :Minn.

Pneumatic Fire Telegraph Alarm company, Philadel-
phia, Pa., capital stock S25o,ooo; carr)'iDg on the busi-

ness of manu- facturlng mechanical or electrical appli-

ances and devices; working or operating by means of
compressed air; Colesberry & Shattuck, Fifth and Chest-
nut streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

Western Investment company, Seattle, Wash. ; capital

slock. '^3oo,ocio; to build, construct, operate and own rail-

roads, steamboats, street cars, electric light and gas
works, water works, telegraph and telephone lines, docks,
piers, coal and other mines, mills and real estate and
buildings; John D. Boyd, 12 Colman block, Seattle,

Wash.

Greencastle Gas& Electric Light company, Greencastle,
Ind.; capital stock, $50,000; to manufacture and sell gas
either for the purpose of illumination, heat or furnishing
power, and also to generate electric light and power.to such
persons or corporations as may require it, and the company
shall have the right to lay pipes through the streets and
alleys of the city and erect poles for electric light.

Kanawha Falls Water Power Electrical Manufacturing
company. Charleston, W. Va. ; capital stock, $1,000,000;
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CDncentMting:, utilizing and controlling the power of the
water current of the St. Kanawha river and its tributaries

for a distance of five miles to f^upply motive power to

dynamos for generating electricity etc. ; O. A. I^atton

Charleston, W. Va.

/ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The capital stock of tlie St. Louis l*'.lectric Light iv

Power company has been increased from .i?3o,ooo to $75,-
000.

The new electric lighting plant of the Canton, Miss.,
Water Works & Klecliic Light company is to be ready
for operation by August ist.

The city of Cincinnati is seeking bids for an isolated

electric lighting plant for the waterworks pumping station

on the corner of West Sixth street and Mt. Hope road.

The city council of Richmond, Va., has adopted a reso-

lution appropriating $125,000 of 4 per cent, city bonds to

be used for purchasing a site and erecting an electric

light plant.

Two 540 light Edison dynamos will be installed in the

new Tobin apartment house at Thirty-third street and
Cottage Grove avenue, Chicago. The Chicago Edison com-
pany has the contract.

Among other enterprises contemplated by the Yoakum,
Tex., Improvement company is the establishment of an
electric light plant. The capital stock of the company is

to be increased to $150,000.

The Citizens' Electric Light company, of Braddock,
Pa., gave notice to its patrons that a 20 per cent, reduc-

tion in rates would go into effect on March ist. The reason

for this unexpected move is believed to be the formation of

an opposition company.

An isolated incandescent lighting plant is to be installed

in Chapin & Gore's restaurant on Monroe street, Chicago,
by the Chicago Edison company. The establishment will

be lighted by 360 16 candle power lamps supplied from a
dynamo in the basement driven by a Buckeye engine now
in service.

The city of Rochester, Minn , is to be equipped with a
complete central station plant by the Western Electric

company at a cost of about $16,000. The installation will

include two arc light dynamos, with a capacity of 90
lamps of 2,000 candle power each, and a 750 light alter-

nator for incandescent lighting.

A bill has been introduced in the Senate of New York
giving additional power to the Buffalo & Niagara Falls

Electric Light &: Power company. It allows the company
to obtain by lease, purchase or condemnation, real prop-

erty in Erie or Niagara counties, and gives the right to lay

pipes, conduits or string wires over any highway, railway

or canal, by getting consent of commissioners or superin-

tendent of such thoroughfares, and if consent cannot be

had, the right of way to be obtained from the Supreme
Court.

The National Electric Manufacturing company has re-

cently installed at Menominee, Wis., a lighting plant con-
sisting of one National generator for 1,000 lights and one
Western Electric arc light generator for 50 lights and two
13x12^ Ideal engines rated at 100 horse power each. The
engines were coupled direct to the line shafting, a friction

clutch being used. Two Stirling water tube boilers, 100
horse power each, were also installed. Arrangements are

being made to use crude oil for fuel.

W. H. Schott has just completed an installation of a
municipal arc plant of 150 lights at Muncie, Ind. , for the
Western Electric company. The plant consists of three

50 light generators, the power being supplied by an Atlas

engine of 200 horse power. A special fire and weather
proof wire made by the Western Electric company is used.

The circuit is twenty miles in length, the poles are all being
painted, and have oak cross arms. The plant is one of

the best ever built by the Western Electric company, and
has been accepted by the Muncie authorities.

North Knoxville, Tenn,, is in trouble over its street

lights. Some time ago the Knoxville Electric Light and
Power company agreed to furnish 1,200 candle power arcs

on a partial moonlight schec'ule, on the basis of a pajment
of $8.33^ each per month, ihe charge for 2.000 candle

lamps to be $10 each per month. This contract expired

on M?Tch ist, and a week or so prior to the expiration of the

contract the company notified the authorities that it would
be compelled to ask an increase to $10 and $12 each per

lamp, respectively, on a renewal of the contract. The city

council came together and decided not to pavthe advanced
rate, and resolved to call for proposals for other means of

lighting. The council also empowered the mayor to say
whether the company's poles and wires should be removed
from the streets.

The annual meeting of the Brush Electric company was
held at Cleveland March i6th. The following direccors

for the ensuing year were elected: S. A. Barton, Boston;

J. S. Bartlett, Boston; Myron T. Herrick, Cleveland; J.

Potter, Cleveland; C. A. Coffin, Boston; William B.

Eolton, Cleveland; S M. Hamill, Cleveland. Immedi-
ately after the stockholders' meeting the new board of

directors met and elected the following officers: S. A.
Barton, president; John S. Bartlett, first vice-president;

C. A. Coffin, second vice-president; S- M. Hamill, secre-

tary; L B Le Vake, assistant secretary; J. Potter, treas-

urer; A. H. Hough, assistant treasurer, William B.

Bolton, general counsel; J. F. Hughes, auditor; S. H.
Short, general electrican; F. A. Schefiier, superintendent;

C. W. Phipps, assistant superintendent; S. M. Hamill.

general manager; advisory committee, J. Potter, William
B.Bolton, S. M. Hamill; manufacturing committee, S.

H. Short, F. A. Schefiier, S. M. HamilL
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ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The ThomsDn-Houston company has secured the con-

tract for the construction of the new electric line at .Stock-

ton, Cal. The road is to be in operation in July.

The City & Suburban Railway company of Savannah,
Ga., has awarded a contract to L. IL Mclntire. of New
York, for the ccjuipnicnt of its lines with electricity. The
Thomson- Houston system will be used, and about eighteen
miles of road converted to the electric system.

A third electric railway between St. Paul and Minne-
apolis may be built this year. The line will be an exten-
sion of the Grand avenue line in St. Paul, will cross the
Mississippi river on the Marshall avenue bridge, and will

probably tonnect with the Minneapolis line to Minnehaha
Falls. The line will be built if the donors of the bonus
for the Selby avenue cable line withdraw their objections
to the use of electricity on the extension of that line.

It is proposed to use the electric railway in connection
with the new mining camp at Creede, Colo. A line con-
necting Cieede with land on the first beach near the mouth
of Willow Gulch, a mile or so below Jimtown. is projected.
This road will be of value to those who wish to do busi-

ness or live in the Creede section. The electric line will

bring into use thousands of acres of land not utilized now
on account of the great distance from the center of opera-
tions.

The proposed electric railroad from Rockland to Cam-
den, Me., will carry freight and mail as well as passen-
gers. Closed freight cars will be used, and every accom-
modation of a steam road will be given. The
length of the road from the center of Rockland to the
Camden line will be some nine and a half miles. Work
will be commenced on the construction as soon as the
weather permits, and it is hoped to have the road in opera-
tion by June ist.

The Rochester Railway company recently advanced the
wages of its motormen and conductors, and the latter have
issued a card in which they say: "The increase of wages
lately conceded to us is most highly prized, especially as it

was unsolicited. In future, as in the past, we shall make
every effort to serve the interests of the company, and care
for the comfort, convenience and safety of its patrons.
By this means we shall prove our worthiness of kindness
and consideration. Where such generosity and justice

actuate employers there is no necessity for protective
unions."

It is proposed to appoint a joint parliamentary committee
to consider the best method of dealing with the electric

and cable railway schemes for London brought before Par-

liament this session. The committee would be instructed

to report whether underground railways worked by electric-

ity or cable traction are calculated to afford sufficient ac-

commodation for the present and probable future traffic;

whether any of the schemes propose satisfactory lines of
route; upon what terms and conditions the subsoil should
be appropriated, and whether any of the schemes should
be proceeded with during the present session.

It is announced that the Rochester, N. Y., Railway com-
pany has decided to complete the equipment of its lines

with electric motors and increase the number of cars now
operated by electricity. The company last week placed an
order for 200 Weslinghouse motors. It is also annouced
that an order has been given the John Stephenson com-
pany, of New York, for small cars to run under the Clinton,

Hudson and St. Joseph street bridges of the Central rail-

road. The rails for the laying of track for the electric cars

that are to take the places of the few remaining horse cars

have been received and the work has been begun of dis-

tributing them along the lines preparatory to laying them
as soon as the frost is sufficiently out of the ground.
It is expected that within a couple of months all the
horse cars will be replaced by electric cars, for

the company intends to push the work with all possible

speed as soon as the weather will permit.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The bursting of a big 11/ wheel in the Brush electric

light station at Cincinnati on March 14th, caused about f 12.-

000 damage to building and machinery. The wheel
weighed 48,000 pounds Seven men were in the building

at the time of the explosion and all of them escaped with-

out injury except Engineer Fred Cottrell, whose face was
scritched a trifle by a piece of flying brick.

There is a common notion that our colleges and univer-
sities are somewhat out of touch with the work of the busi-

ness world. However this may have been in the past, the

speedy way in which the schools have adapted their in-

struction to the needs which have arisen in the develop-

ment of the arts pertaining to electricity shows that they

are now quick to meet the demand which the public may
make upon them for instruction. Within the last year

Harvard college has erected and equipped a new laboratory

of electrical engineering intended to train students in prac-

tical work. This course is especially designed for those

students who are pursuing the four years' course in elec-

trical engiceering in the Scientific school. This laboratory

with its workshops is an addition to the admirable resources

afforded by the electrical laboratories in the Jefferson

building. In this structure the students will re-

ceive the preliminary training in physics, while the strictly

technical instruction is allotred to the new building. The
first use of the new laboratory will be made in the summer
course of electrical engineering which will be given in

July and August of this year. This course will consist of

general instiuciion supp'emenied by work in designing,

constructing and testing electrical apparatus. It will be-

gin July 6th and continue for six weeks. As the school is

within three miles of the center of Boston the opportu-

nities for becoming familiar with large electrical plants are
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very good. Information in regard to these courses can be
obtained from C. A. ^dams. Jr., 32 Mcllcn street, Cam-
bridge, Mass.

TRADE NEWS-
The Crown Electric Manufacturing company of Bridge-

port, Conn., has a number of novelties ucdcr way which
will soon be offered to the trade.

General Manager O. S. I'latt of the New England
Switch company, Itridgcporl, Conn., has a large number
of orders for future delivery, and reports that the call for
their *'S:andard" switch is very gratifying.

Beginning nn May ist next, the Stearns Manufacturing
company of Krie, I'a., will establish a branch office in
Chicago, which will be under the management of A. F.
Griswold. who has been with the firm for a great many
years. The company's Chicago quarters will be in the
Rookery building, room 120.

Secretary C. J. Swift, of the Duplex Electric company
of Corry, Va., was a visitor at the New York office of the
Western Electrician last week. Mr. Swift reports
good business in Duplex lamp;. He will include in his
trip before his return to Corry. Philadelphia, Baltimore,
Pittsburg and a number of other cities.

The new Pfisler Hotel at Milwaukee, which is to have
one of the finest isolated plants in the West, will require
3,000 incandescent lamps. Simplex braided rub-
ber wire will be furnished for this plant by Ceorge Cutter,
Chicago. Mr. Cutter is also pleased by the decision in
favor of Simplex wire for use on the new signaling plant
for the Chicago & Northwestern railroad.

Henry V. Parsell, Jr., New York, who is connected with
the Otto Gas Engine company of Philadelphia, returned
last week from a trip south as far as Florida. Mr. Parsell

stated that the Citizens' Gas & Electric company of Jack-
sonville, Fla., was considering the feasibility of the gas
engine as a motive power for running its central station,

and would probably make this change within the next six

months.

The Premier Electric company of Brooklyn, N. Y., is

showing samples of their "Baby," a small motor made on
an improved model for fan and toy purposes. This little

machine is known as the "Premier No i." The Premier
company reports business as being very brisk, both for this

size and "Nos. 2 and 3." Orders are on hand for imme-
diate delivery from Albany, Boston and a number of large
western cities.

Geo. W. Walker and R. S. Lozier, not to forget
Engraver Bartlett, deserve credit for the handsome and
artistically arranged pamphlet on "Central Station Light-
ing" that they recently prepared for the Edison General
Electric company. New York. The little book contains
short descriptive articles on the advantages of the Edison
incandescent light. Its mission is to interest the layman
as well as the electrician, and to present pertinent facts

which are of special interest to those who contemplate in-

vestment in central station plants.

The Rockford Electric Manufacturing company has es-

tablished a business office in Chicago, at room 451, "The
Rookery," with District Manager F. E. Drake in charge.

It is expected that the headquarters of the company will

be removed to Chicago at an early day, this being the first

step in that direction. The immediate territory to be cov-
ered from this office at present comprises Illinois. Wiscon-
sin, Northern Indiana, and Western Michigan. Mr.
Drake held an important position with the Standard Elec-
tric company until a recent date, and is favorably known
to the trade.

Through the courtesy of Superintendent Alex. Church-
ward of the Riker Electric Motor company. New York, a
representative of the Western Electrician was recently

shown through this factory. The machinery used by
he company is of the latest type, enabling it to turn

out strictly first-class work. The company's testing room
is one of the best equipped in the neighborhood of the
metropolis. Mr. Churchward stated that since March ist

the factory has been run 15 hours a day in order to turn

out the work it had on hand. As soon as possible, the

company will begin to manufacture a lot of 150 motors
and dynamos, ranging from 1 to 50 horse power for read}'

stock. During the last two weeks orders have been re-

ceived from Boston, New York and a number of large

cities in the West. The Riker company will probably

make an extension to the factory or erect a large new one.

BUSINESS.
The Falls Rivet & Machine company. Cuyahoga Falls,

Ohio, has under way an installation of line shafting, fric-

tion clutches, etc.. for the Clinton Gas Light & Coke com-
pany of Clinton, la. This is quite a large plant, and will

be used for lighting and street railway power.

The Williams Engine company of Baltimore, Md., is

very busy. Orders are coming in, inquiries are numerous,

and prospects for trade this spring are better than ever be-

fore. The company is making improvements in its engine,

and already has orders for several engines, New machin-

ery is being installed especially suited to the work.

Thirteen is said to be an unlucky number. But when
one hears of an electrical engineer that has been in busi-

ness thirteen months on the thirteenth floor of the Audi-

torium, and is being consulted on the electrical work for

thirteen large buildings, one is inclined to believe, with

Charles G. Armstrong, that Chicago is no place for

the superstitious.
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The Disque battery made by the Partrick i: Carter com-

pany has many points of superiority that have given it a

well earned reputation for reliability. Improvements have

been lately added which greatly increase the efficiency

and cleanliness of this battery. The lead top connection

and covered cell are new features that will be welcomed

by users of open circuit batteries.

Charles H Davis, C. E., in his little folder "Facts

and Figures Interesting to Electric Railroad Men,'' an-

nounces that hs does no contract work and has no con-

nection with any contractor or manufacturer. In retain-

ing him a purchaser of electrical machinery secures the

services of an independent and unbiased engineer. Mr.

Davis aptly describes his wo k as that of an "electrical

architect."

The McGuire Manufacturing company, Chicago, has re

ceived an order from the Consolidated Street Railway comp-

any, Grand Rapids, Mich., for twenty McGuire '"ig B."

trucks for March delivery. This order has just been in-

creased to thirty and will soon be completed, making the fifth

from this source in as many months. James R. Chapman,
who has charge of the operating department of this road is a

street railway man of national reputation, and his adoption

of this truck is considered a flattering testimonial to its

merits.

The Rockford Electric Manufacturing company is plac-

ing a new 25 horse power "iron clad ' motor in the Chi-

cago Inter L\rau press-room, to be used in operating a

fast press. This company has at present seven Rockford

motors in use, counting the one now being put in place,

aggregating 107 '2 horse power. The I?!tcr c^a-ti;; mana-
gers have given a number of flittering testimonials of the

efficiency and reliability of the "iron clad," having had a

part of the plant in operation over two years. This is

probably the largest plant of the kind in use in Chicago.

The Mather Electric company, Chicago, has secured an
order from the Goodrich Steamboat company for one of

its latest improved automatic projectors of 35,000 candle

power, to be used on the steamer Virginia. The light will

be placed under the control of the ofEcer in immediate

command on the "bridge," who will be able in an instant

to change it from a beam to a diffused light. The lens is to

be 23.62 inches in diameter, and is guaranteed t3 throw a

beam loooo feet. The apparatus was made by a house

in Paris, and is now on its way to Chicago.

The Electrical Engineering & Supply company, St.

Paul, has just closed a contract with the Deer Lodge
Electric company, of Deer Lodge, Mont., to install a com-

plete central station plant with a capacity of 30 arc and

750 incandescent lights. The National transformer sys-

tem aul a Sperry arc light michiie will be used. Power
will be furnished by a 125 horse power Ideal engine. F.

L Craii. general agent of the company, has recently

taken a number of orders in Montana the above men-
tioned being the largest. The plant is to be completed by

June rst.

Through the courtesy of Secretary J. C, English of the

Bridgeport Electric Light company of Bridgeport, Conn.,

a representative of the SVestern Electrician was per-

mitted to inspect the plans and specifications for a new
electric light station which this company is about to erect.

The station will have a frontage of 220 feet on Congress

street, and will extend back to the river. The plant will

have a capacity of about 2.500 horse power, and the com-
pany will f,urni5h the ci'.y arc lights from this station. The
specifications call for a plant which will be complete in

ew^ry detail, and the company expects it to be "the model
of Connecticut."

A fair index of the great amount of business in sight in

the electric railway line can be found at the office of the

Electric Merchandise company, Chicago. As the company
has confined its business strictly to electric railway sup-

plies, it is perfectly natural for street railway men to call

and examine their standard appliances. The business of

the company is constantly increasing and its popularity

steadilv growing, owing in great part to the prompt and
careful attention to orders which are intrusted to it. Owing
to largely increased facilities, the company is better fitted

than ever to meet the demands of the trade.

Since the Central Electric company, Chicago, took the

agency for the tubing of the Interior Conduit & Insula-

tion company, it has been overwhelmed with orders, a

number of the largest buildings in Chicago, St. Louis and
Kansas City being supplied with the system. The busi-

ness in this deparcmeot of the Central Electric company
bids fair to make it one of its most prominent departments.

The company also reports activity in its pin and bracket

department. The factory at Columbia City is in full

operation, and the goods are being sent far and near in

carload lots. The pin and bracket made by th is firm are of

approved quality, and have a steady demand.

According to an estimate by the Clark Electric company,
192 Broadway, New York, the total cost of electric light pro-

duced by the Clark system from twenty arc lamps, total illum-

ination 40,000 candle power, including the cost of power,
carbons, attendance, interest, etc., is sixty cents per hour.

In the Clark system regulation is accomplished by counter

electro motor force ; that is, the dynamo proper is shunt-

wound, and another smaller dynamo connected in the

shunt circuit acts to increase or diminish the intensity of

the field according to the number of lights that are in use.

This is accomplished so quickly, it is said, that any num-
ber of lights may be turned on or off without a perceptible

change in the illumination.

The National Electric Manufacturing company at Eau
Claire, Wis., has recently broken ground for an addition

to its factory, 50.K100 feer, two stories in height. The
lower floor is to be used as an erecting shop, while the

upper story will be used as a winding room, a draughting

room and a laboratory. The National company has just

closed a contract with E. P. Allis & Co., Milwaukee, for

a Corliss engine, 1893 type, rated at 400 horse power.

The fiy-wheel weighs 30.000 pounds, and ihe engine, com-
plete with the condenser, 45 tons. A contract has also

been made for a Stirling water tube boiler, 250 horse

power. The engine and boiler are to be used for testing

purposes and are an addition to the present plant.

470, S06. Railroad Circuit Closer. Frank E. Kinsman,
Piainfield, N. J.

470, S 10. Employes Time Recorder. William Lucas and

Thomas A. Garrett, London, Eng.

470,813. Electric Railway Signal. Adomram J. WiUon,
Port Chester, K. Y.

Francis O Black-

ELECTRICAL STOCK MARKET.
(Quotations famished by Perry &, Noyes, Edison building, New

York.)

The closing quotations of electrical stocks on Saturday,
March 19th, in New York, were:

Bid. Asked.
Edison General Electric company, Capital

$15.000,000 9654 97
Edison Illuminating company of New York 8iJ4 82

" " " Brooklyn . 76 So
" " " Boston 105 1 1 o
" " " Chicago . . 130 140

Edison Ore Milling company 15 20
United States Illuminating company of

New York 30 40
Brush Electric company of Cleveland,., . 30 40
Brush Illuminating company of New York., 30 40
Thomson-Houston Electric company 58 58i4

•' " " Preferred 28 28J4
Westinghouse Electric company 1 6^4 i65i
North American Phonograph company .... 5 6
New York " " 2J4 5
Automatic Exhibition company 2 3

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued Maj-ch 15, i8g2.

470,654. Electric Railwaj'. Edward M. Eentley, Bos-
ton, Mass.

Claim eight reads:
**The combination, with the line conductor of an electric cir-

cuit, of a series of conducting plates permanently connected
therewith, and forming a resistance preventing the formation
or continuance of an arc between the said line conductor and a
neighboring conductor."

470.656. Motor for Electric Cars. Francis O. Black-
well, Boston, Mass.

470.657. Contact De%'ice for Electric Railways. Fran-
cis O. Blackwell, Boston, Mass-

470.666. Police and Fire Alarm Signaling Apparatus.
Leroy B. Firman, Chicago, 111.

470.667. Combined Police and Fire Alarm Signal Ap-
paratus. Leroy B. Firman, Chicago, 111.

470,697. Protector for Electrical Apparatus. Charles
H. Morse, Cambridge, Mass.

470,701. Secondary llattery. George F. Parker and
Chas, E. Crapo, Rochester, N. Y.

Claim one reads:
''The herein described donle-sb^ped metallic plate for secon-

darj' batteries, provided with tapering ret esses for ihe active
material extending through the plate and arranged in the ex-
citing liquid in the horizontal position with us concavity
downward, whereby the gases are retained in the concavity
and the liquid is excluded therefrom."

470,721. Lightning Arrester. Elihu Thomson, Lynn,

470,

470,

470,

470,

470,

470

470,

470.

47J

470,

470,

470,

470,

470,

47°)

470,

722. TellTale Device for Electric Circuits. Edgar
Tregoning, Maiden, Mass.

736. L'ghtning Arrester. George M. Bacon, Scran-
ton, Pa-

748. Electric Switch. Samuel Deacon, Lynn,
Mass.

749 Field Magnet for Dynamos. George E Dor-
man. Chicago, 111.

This invention consists of a series of short overlapping arc-
shaped segments, with inwardly prcjecttng ends in alignment
so as to form a circular fieid-magnet with inwardly projecting
pole-pieces.

752 Electrical Hose Signaling Apparatus. Will-

iam Fowler, Colorado Springs, Col.

766. Arc Light Hanger. Charles A. Pfluger, Chi-
cago, 111.

This invention consists of the combination in an arc-light

hanger of vertically movable suspending hooks, each pro-\Tded
with a fulcruni and' a spring, whereby it is retained or restored
to its normal position.

76S. Printing Telegraph. Edward J- Silkman, Bal-

timore, Md.

772. Circuit Interrupting Device. Alexander Wurtz,
Pittsburg, Pa.

773. Circuit Interrupting Device. Alexander ^Vu^ts,

Pittsburg, Pa.

774. Apparatus for Protecting Circuits. Alexander
Wurts, Pittsburg. Pa.

William H. Elkins, Cambridge,754. Dynamo.
Mass.

755. Dynanao. Wiliiam H. Elkins, Cambridge,
Mass.

756. Appointment Signal for Telephones. Silas W.
Gray, Fort Dodge, Iowa.

790. Electric Switch. Hugh Moore and Oliver O.
Jerrard, Mauch Chunk, Pa.

792. Galvanic Battery. Francis H. Root, Chicago,
111.

The second claim reads:
"The combination, with a galvanic cell, of a rubber stopp)er

and rubber coated wires, the coatings of ihe wires and the rub-
ber stopper being united as one piece.

*'

793. Switch for Electric Signaling Apparatus. Leo-
pold Sellner, Vienna, Austria-Hungary.

470,817. Electric Railway Motor,

well, New York, N. Y.

The twentieth and lastclaim reads:
"In an electric railway car motor, a bisected field magnet

frame sleeved on the car axle,io combination with an armature
mounted on said frame parallel to the caraxie and having both
parts of its journal-bearing carried by a detachable portion of

the frame.''

470,820. Electric Connector. William II. Garland,

Chelsea, Ma^s.

470,831. Annunciator. Archibald H. Brintmell, Toron-

to, Canada.

470,844. Electric Wire Support. Francis O. Blackwell,

New York, N. Y.

470,865 Transmission of Electrical Energy to a Dis-

tance. Marcel Deprez and Jules Carpentier, Paris,

France.

This invention consists in generating and maintaining prac-

tically uniform currents of high tension at one station, and
sending the same over a line ol conductors to another station,

and generating maintained and practically uniform currents of
lower tension at the second station by the inductive influence

of the high tension currents.

470,883. Insulation for Electric Wires. Samuel Van-
stone, Providence, R. I.

This invention consists of an insulatins covering for electric

wires formed of abutting longitudinally divided sections of rig-

id non-conducting mjterial, the abutting ends of which form a
socket joint.

470.922. Manufacture of Filaments for Incandescent

Lamps. Thomas A. Edison, Menlo Park. N. J.

This invention consis'-s of a method of forming blanks or
sheets, consisting in treating separately two or more sheets of
paper with hydrofluoric acid to form a cementing material,
and then placing such sheets together.

470.923. Railway Signaling. Thomas A. Edison, Lle-

wellyn Park, N J-

470.924. Electric Conductor. Thomas A Edison, Lle-

wellyn Park, N. J.

This invention consists of the combination of a wire, a fab-

ric covering thereon, and an outer covering mixture of rubber
and infusible material.

470.925. Manufacture of Filaments for Incandescent
Electric Lamps Thomas A. Edison, Llewellyn
Paik, N. J.

This invention consists of a filament for forming the carbon
incandescing conductor of an electric lamp; consisting of a
number of fine tilaments welded together by a carbonizable
cementing substance. It aUu consists of the method of manu-
iacturing incandescing conductors for electric lamps, consisting
of uniting by a carbi.i.izable cementing substance, a number of
carbonizable filaments, and then carbonizing the whole.

470.926. Dynamo Eleclric Machine or Motor. Thomas
A. Edison Llewellyn Park, N. J.

1 his Invention relates to the conitruction of electric motors
Snd dynamos, and relates more especially to the field magneis
and to means for connectmg the armature coils to the commu-
taior plates. It consists of a magnet pole-piece comprising
several distinct layers of iron or steel united for a part of their
length into an inte^ra^ mass.

470.927. Dri\'ing Mechanism for Cars, Thomas A. Edi-
son, Llewellyn Park, X. J.

470 92S. Alternating Current Generator. Thomas A.
Edison, Llewel'yn Park, N. J.

This invention consists in the combination in an electro mag-
netic machine of a laminated open field magnet with projecting
poles, an armature revolving in front of said poles, and a fan
lor causing circulation of air.

470.929. Magnetic Separator. Thomas A. Edison, Lle-

wellyn Park, N. J.

470.930. Dynamo Electric Machine. Thomas A. Edi-
son, Llewellyn Park, X. J.

470,942. Appliance for Sighting Guns. Ludwig M. von
^Iarkhof, Vienna, Austria-Hungary.

470,946. Underground Electric Conduit. James F,
Munsie, Jersey City, N J.

This invention consists of the combination in an Underground
electric conduit syttem, with a distributing duct accessible or
open at its ends, and a service pipe leading transversely from
the distributing duct, the ser\ice pipe being open or accessible
at its end, remcte from the main conduit, and a grappling de-
vice for withdrawing w res from the distributing duct through
the senice pipe,

470,994. Contact Maker. Daniel Draper, Hastings on-
Hudson, N. Y.

47 ^'053- Electric Actuated Vending Machine. Archie

J. Henry, Watertown, N. Y.

471.063. Electric Elevator. Rudolph C Smith, Yonk-
ers, N. Y.

Of the eight claims the fouith is presented:
In an electric elevator apparatus, the combination, with a

multiple wire sj-stem of electrical distribution, of a ^hunt mo-
tor the field-magnet coils of which arc connected to produce a
constant field of force, a switch device, and means for connect-
ing the armature circuit to the leading wires of the system to
var>' the speed of the motor,

47 ',064. Electric Elevator. Rudolph C. Smith, Yonkers,
N. Y.

Claim fifteen reads:
"15. Inanelectric elevator, llie combination, with the mo-

tor and car operated theret.y, of a switch mounted on ihe
car, a circuit between the switch and field-magnet coils, a so-
lenoid in said circuit, a switch operated thereby and controlling
ihe armature-circuit, and resistance devices on the switch ar-
ranged to be included in the lield-magnet coils to vary the
speed of the mot* r."
The object of this invention is to piovide means whereby the

switch m.^y be mounted on the ear and travel therewith and be
operated without danger of sparking, burning or otherwise in-

terfering with the circuits.
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KvukukE. I'uii.mI'.s. FroBldont. W. H. Sawtkk. S^c'y :iNiI KN-clrlrlnn.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
KLiRCTBIC lilUHT lilNK WIBK,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, Ul# D ITG
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIIXEiO;

FARADAY CABLES.
rJEWYORK OFFICE. P. C. Ackerman, lOCorllandt Street.

MONTREAL BRANCH. Fuaene F. Phllllos' Electrical Works.

SITUATION WANTED.
Young mechanic wants situation

with electric light company or wir-

ing contractor. Wages moilerate.

Address, G. MOKGNEH,
41.'i Lincoln Ave., Chicapo, Til.

A PARTNER WANTED.
1 wish to Bell a Imlf interest In a well

eslablUlied Elecliii-al Supply House. Ob-
ject to Increase capital so ai to siipp'y the

dtmand. $3,000 to $10,000 required.

Addres', "South,"
Cure Wkstkun Er,i:cTRicr,\N.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,
(Jood di^c'jiliDariao, who has been v«ry
iiucceasful in ruDnlng Electric L'ght Sta-

ll jQ9, .is open for ao sngafremf uu A 1

i-cferenas. Addreis FAUSTEN, 252 W.
9!nh Street. New York.

Two flrs'-clasa Eogine Salesmen with
good lecorrig. J^xpeiitncid Id Corllsa and
Automitic Engines,

Address 'H,"
Caic Western Electrician,

Chicago.

THE "CLARK " WIRE.
Insnlatton iiiuaranteed wherever uHcd, Aerial, l^ndereround or ISubmarlne.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rublier used In insulatint^ our wireH and ciiblea is especially chemically prepiired, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not di'lerioraif , uxJdizii or < raul<, uiid i. ill n-inain Il-xii>li- in eitr*'me cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The inaulation ia protected from mechanical injury by one or more braide, and the whole elicked with Lljirka Painnt (Joiii(»uund, and fpeciul «xlra flnihb, wbltli we
have now adopted for all our solid wires aa an extra weatherproofj)rotection, and aleo preventing challng and abraHion, which in water, acid, and to a very great exrent fireproof. Our Inpula'lon will prove
durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furniah Single Wires of alt gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Klectric Lights from slock. Cables made Id order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a wliite outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

tJlai'k Joint Oum should be used for making waterproof joints. This ii put up in half-pound boxes, in stripe about one foot Ion" and five-eighths Inch wide, and when wrapped about a joiDt

and pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. l>^OK KAILWAk and MOTOKuse,we make all sizea of stranded and flexible with Clark insalatlon.

WK OITARANTRR OHIC INimJfjATlON IVHKKKVF.K 1'AED, ARRIAL. (:\OKK4^KOrXI> OR SUBMARINE, and our net pricec are as low. if not lower than any
other first-class Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalof^'ue.'^ with terms and discounts for (jiiaiitities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOKTOX, 3IA8K.

HEHRT A. CLARK, Treaenrer and Gen'l Manager.
HEKBEHT H. EUSTIS, President and Electrician.

Commercial Bnllrting, s^t. l.oiili9, Slo.

STEAM.PUMPS

'j^^^^m-T^
|A.M.Morse&(o
11 ENGINEERS ANDCONTRACTOMJ

-y^U^^OmR PLANTS
LateofEnclish. Morse* Co., K. C, Mo

SOMETHING NEW!
An improved 4 or 6 volt Combined Storage Bat-

eery especially for Dentists' use at very low price.
Purchasers can exchange discharged for cnarged
cells, without extra cost, beyond esoenee for
charging the batteries. Manafactoied by

J. K. PUmFKLLT^,
Beom 801, 205 8. Canal St., Ghlcagro.

FAN MOTORS
SEND IN YOUR ORDERS FOR

Arc 110 and 500 Volt Fan Motors.

Chicago Eleetric 91otor Co .

205, '207 South Canal .Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR SALE.
2-35 Light Waterhouse Arc

Dynamos, 2,000 C. P., with
single and double lamps.

Rose Electric Light Supply Co.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

H. T. PAISTE,
437 Rookery, Chicago.

10 S. IHth Ht.,

Philadelphia,

Manufacturer of

CHE SWITCHES
[ALL SHADES-]

S. P. Porcelain
Base Switclies.

D. P. Porcelain
Base Switches.

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS

REGALIBRATED.-REPAIRED.
CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO.. 73 W- Jackson St.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
yi H. P. 500 Volt Armature, Ventilated." Constant Speed, 1,500.

The Motors are made with the best appUancea and material obtainable, and embody every improve-
ment of merit, with the intention that they shall be the Standard of their class.

430 West 1 4th street. ----- NEW YORK.
liAYING AWD PAINTING GUM-ELASTIC ROOFING

*<**;

For Sale Cheap, Second-hand Ma-
chinery, Arc and Incandescent. Also
Motors. All Apparatus Guaranteed. #

The Electrical ConstrucHon Co.

Offirtalfil

and Disordertd

Batterits are a

common and
painful sight.

WHY?
BECAUSE they are not built to

work, but to sell. Are you a suf-

ferer? Then substitute the Law
Battery, and suffer no more.

SOLE MAKERS,

Law Telephone Co.,

85J0HNST„N.Y.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Electrical Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL& CO,,

aiS Water St.. New York.

Electrical Wood.

Telegraph
Telephone <- CROSS L ARMS
Electric liiRht I E

S
OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES.
GU UniUFC Room 4IOCom'i Bids.,

til nULMCO, St. Louis, Mo.

ESTABLISHED 1848.

}
HEMIN6RAY BLA$$ GO.

Offices, Covington, Ky. Factories, Muncie, Ind.

STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS,
Class Break Knobs, Floor Insulators, Battery Jars.

ARC LIGHT GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

^^rOIilE 03>T S^ECI-A-Xj DESIOISTS SOXjTCITED.

Drop Forgings.

^VlliCOX 4 HOWE COMPANY,
Birminsham. < onn..

Solicit orders for light Drop Forgings for ElectriCftl

vpork. 16 years' experience. Estimates promptly
furnished on receipt of samples or drawings.

tS ABSOLUTELY XON-COMBUSTIBLE and QaarantPiPd to last lO ypars. Costs only

S^.OO per 100 sqaarw feet. Strongly Indorsed by NewYork Board of Uuclerwriters. Send stamp
for clrcnlars, aamiiUs and particulars. GUM-ELASTIC PAINT
Costs only 60r. per gal. in bbl . lota, or $4.50 for 5-Pal. tabs. Color dark red. Will stop leaks In tin or

Iron roofs that will last for years. Trv it.

GUM-ELASTIC ROOFING CO., 41 "West Broadway, New Tork.

E. R. OILMAN & CO.,
FINANCIAL AGENTS.

Electrical Securities, Stocks, Bonds and Commercial Paper

Bought and Sold.

Roomsl40, 141 Rialto Building. - - CHICAGO.
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Established in 1861.

B. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAJS AHD ILICTHIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E.ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-BRANCH STORB-

2134 Michigan Avenue*

INSULATED WIRE
FOR ELECTRICAI. PURPOSES.

MAGNET WIRE, OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRE,
liEAD COVERED CABLES,

COPPER WIRE, TELEGRAPH WIRE.
Send for Catalogne. ADDRESS

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO.,
CHICAGO, 173 Iiake St. TBRHTTON, N. J.
SAN FRANCISCO. 35&27 Fremont St. NEW TOBK, 117 Uberty St.

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
BoUers. Catalogue on application.

STILWBLL & 6IERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLIES.

fcrMiRiiiil
THe Electric SuDplu and Gontractlng Gompanu,

S. E. Cor. Fifth and Sycamore Sts., (Nevada Building,) CINCINNATI, O

P.&B. ELECTRICAL
COMPOUNDS I PAINTS.

Thoroughly Water, Acid and Alkali Proof.

Perfect Insulators, especially adapted for use on

CROSS ARMS, POLES and ALL KINDS of IRONWORK.
The P. & B. Compound is USED by the la-geit "WIRE and CABLE manu-

facturers In the world. Made only by the

STANDARD PAINT COMPANT. 2 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK.

[31311!
NsiaOMAIN S^

v'^^'FITCHBURG, MASS,U.S.A. '

^
Manufacturers OF DYNAMOS for LIGHTING,
/ PLATINGandEXPERIMENTAL PURPOSES.

-.»-^—ALSO MOTORS.-^^
EVERYTHINQ LATES T DESIGN AND HI BH E ST EFFICIENCY.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
Electro metallurgy, Electro-i'lating, Elec-

TROTYPiNG. and all other braDches of Electbicitt
are taught thorouebiv, day or night, at the IN-
STiTl'TK of 'TeCHKOr<0«^T, 151
Throop Street, COIUAtJO, ll.li. Ama-
tenre and Proffet-iorals, Ariieans and others
aesUted Pbacticaixv in any lire, and Instructed
in the latest apd most Improved inethcde.

For tlie WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,—Sl.OO

Manufactufei's of

OCTAGONAL^^ Cedar
TELEPHOHI& Electrical

RailwayPolesxCRossArms

I iT H.M.LOUD & Sons U)mber(j.

I OSCODA, IVllCH.

EliECTRIC lilSHT
ASID BATTEBY

CJillBOflS.
-^wew^MTO^wi^iMPew-ctr

CLEV3E!L-A-3S]"3D. OHIO.

fllOTO/f

BI^USSiES.

THE i=»E3Xj"ro3Nr ^'ik^t-A-tpesitL
Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2,000 in use.

Affords the most simple and reliable power for all mlnine and mannfactnr-
Ing machinery. Adapted to heads runnioK frcmiOnp to 3,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cert, better results guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the country.

E1j£CTBIC TBANSMISSIOX.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way cf a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying conaltlone
of epeed and pretsure, have brought It Into special prominence and extensive
use for this clase of work. All applications shoald state amount and head of
water power reqoired, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send fjb Catalogue.

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

THE PELTON IVATER WHEEL CO.,

143
iai-lS3 main at., San X'rancisco, Cal., IT. 8. A.
LIBEMTT STREET, - - NEW YORK.

^^It having cometo oar notice that our patent rights are being infringed
upon, inlendlngpnrchasers are hereby warnea thatall ench infringements will
be duly proapcnted.

P«!;l,TOI« ^VATEB UOTOBS. Varying Irom the fraction of 1 to 15
and 20 horse l ower, tineqiialed for all light running machineiy. Warran'td
to develop a given tmonnt of power with one-half the water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circnlar. Addrees as above. Deliveries made from
San Francisco or New York, as may afford the most favorable freight rates.

HILL
Clutch Works,
CLEVELAKD, O.

EASTERN OFFICE:
ISUortlandtSl., - NEW YORK.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
as So. Canal St.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Designed, Erected aud Famished.

Send for new Catalogue ofPow-
er Transmission Machinery.

YOUR POWER.
YOUR BELTS.
YOUR MONEY.

BY COVERING YOUR PULLEV5 WITH

5HULTZ PATENT
LEATHER PULLEY COVERING.

Bol.. ,

ELTlriC i:

TANNED ON TMC
SURFACES ONLY.
INTERIOR IS

RAWHIDE.-
, ONLY PERFECT B

AOE.NO SLIPPING

164 Summer St., Boston, Mass : 226 Pearl St.,New York City.

129 N. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa ; 60 W. Monroe St, Chicago.

ftWHlDElAGElEATriER.

dPisker Leather-

si. Louis, Mo-
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of KLECTRIC COMPANIRS is callcrf to this i'KI^R.

ltnA'ri-:i» M'A'I'KIt Wlll-:i-:i^as p.-irticularly adapted to ihnr use
on account uf its r«*iii:irku Itly Hti'atly niotlOD, lilfifli Mpeed
and ;::r«*:i( Kfli4'i«*n<'y, and lai-^fe <'ai»acl(y foritsdfaineter,
being €IohI>I«* the I*OM«»r of most wheels of same diameter. It is u»«d
by a number of the leading electric companies with crcat satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per ceni
of useful effect ;ruaranle«<l.
WK.-VI» rOK r.A'rAIAmtlK ANU PARXICi;i.ARN.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears arc required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICXOR

XIJKBII%KN arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, jJra/t

Tubes, End Bearings for .Shaft and driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use, we recommend ihem.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

.l.?.«5 SMUJ:kl9!llM!BS3^

«*^;fNNA 6HI0.<^<.Sf^&"^t
J08IAH PIERCE, Jr.,

A. M. I, C. E.,

Civil ui ^m)k Enjinesr,

1 1 South Street, BALTIMORE. MD.
Topographic Surveys of any extent and character

organized and executed.

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles. 'Wr'^.e To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
«200 K. Second Street, ST. liOlIIS.

LINK fK^BELTING.
The Best, v^J^

1^^,^,, j|,g cheapesl.

send for

REDUCED PRICE LIST
ot 6rivebe]t&otherBpGQia.\tieator Eleifatora^Conveyorsi^
Macliinery for hanflliiic (I ny material in hvilkorpachaeB.
LUK BELT MACilL'^EBY CO.. 3901 Stet?art Ave., Chicago,

ANTIQUE FINISH DESK,
Four and a half feet long.

Send for complete catalogues of
oflice littlngs.

AM8R1CAN DESK AHD SEATIH6 CO,
270-37S Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO

SILK BRAID FOR INCANDESCEM

LAHPFILAMEMTS.

The greatest care takoQ In producing a uniform article. Used by the largest lamp
mannfacturerBlnthe country. Samples and prices mailed free.

BOSTOItT BI5-A.I^ 3is/^ra-. CO.,
28 BEACH ST., BOSTON, MASS.

CEDAR POLBS.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If In want of Poles, Ties and PobIb, save monej
by getting my prices.

W.C.STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.

SISfF.A.:]BX<XS^E3I> 1878.
SOIiE MANCFACTURERS OF

HARD VOLCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubss, Rods, Sticka, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wu.£t££?SJ,bi^i.. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i4i>E?^l¥!f^ t.

THE SCHUYLER
-STTSTIEJayC O'F-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FEATURES:

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

G. & G. Electric Motors & Dynamos,

50 H0R3S; rO^BR MOTOR.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING -^ ELECTRICAL

TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

The C. & C. Electric Motor Co.,

GENERAL OFFICE,
402 and 404 Greenwich St., NEW YORK.

BRANCH OFFICES,
CHICAGO, ILL, 201 E. IVIadison St. PORTLAND, ORE., 53 and 55 N. Front St

Also In Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Cleveland, New Orleans, St. Louis, San Francleco,
Denver, Salt Lake Citj.
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THE EVANS FRICTION,
Ronnlnefonr Edison dynamoe with one 200 H. P. Macintosh & Seymour
Engine in the Weeks Balldlns, Boston.
ThoHBande of H. P. in uae driving dynamoe, and tboneande oT seta of

Variable Speed Cone Pnlleye in operation driving all kinds of mschinery.
For Information eend for dynamc catalogue "is,''and for cone catalogue

"T." Addreea

Evans Friction Gone Co.,

85 Water Street, - - BOSTON, MASS.
Evans* Cones.

Kor Varying Speed.

STEARNS MANUFACT'C CQ. Office and Works
, FRIE. PA.

co]M[px.e:te: po'WEZFt. pi^a.nt'S FOft. WOODBURY
ELECTRIC LIGHTING, Automatic ENGINES

STREET RAILWAY,
and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

BRANCH OFFICES:
r PHILADELPHIA,

( SAN FRANCISCO,

943 Drexel Building.

29 and 31 Spear St.

G ILL'S PATENT WATER TUBE BOILER

( BOSTON—S. L. Holt & Bart, 67 SudlJiiry Street.

AfiFNriFS- CHICAOO—Barclay & Sharpe, .-.49 The Rookery.
I ST. LOUIS—M. P. Johnston Macbinery Co., 715 and 717 N. 3nd St.

SIMPLE AND COMPOUND^
CONDENSING OR N O N "CON DE NSI NG-

H.WARD LEONARD & COMPANY KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOK HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

TIis^- KartaYsrt - ManufactuTing - Co,.,

Secnre bid from ns for Electrical Apparatus or
Construction before deciding. Railways, Light-
ing, Transmission of Power, M''iring, etc.

Electrical iExcbange Building,
WIEW XOBK CITY.

FERRACUTE MACHINE CO.,«"^sn?.".?.^.;±'„V®-^ '

FOOT AND POWER PRESSES, DIES
A.VI> OTHER SHEET METAI. TOOLS.

They make a number of Presses especially adapted for ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL WORK.
Pltase send for illusTattd prices desciibing 200 kinds of Presses,

Dies for Armature Discs, e to.

EVERYTHING IN

WIRE-FUSE- STRIPS.

S1A^I:FACT^RED BT

h Sperrj llectric fining; Midline Co,,

39th St. and Stewart Av=.. CHIClsn.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

CtLicsLgo Office;
225 Dearborn Street. 1 1 5 Broadway.
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Do Not Make Long Time Contracts For Carbons

!

AGENTS:
H. C. Hawks,

(WO Atlantic Ave., Boston.

HolmeH, Booth A. HaydcnN,
as Park I'lace, New York.

Tlie ITaf^hintston Carbon Co.,
lill N. Broad St., )>hllaclel]ihla.

Kleetrical Hupply A CouHtruetlon Co.,

'.m Llburty .St., PIttBbnrgb.

Htaudard Rlcrtrical AVoikH,
IGl \V. I'etrl SI., (:|nclnni.tl.

Central Blcetric Co.,

116 Franklin St., Unlcago,

And all the eapply Htorea ofthe

£dison General filectric Co.

If you contract for longer than one year, you throw away opportunities to
save money. In dealing with us you need not be afraid that prices will be advanced.
"We will protect our customers from the TRUST.

OUR CARBONS ARE NOTED FOR THEIR

Long Life, High Efficiency, Low Resistance.
Write us for samples and quotations before you contract for supply,

THE WASHINGTON CARBON COMPANY..
WORKS AT WASHINGTON, PA. PITTSBURGH, PA.

N/|AlJufACTU(^EI^S

^Novel^AHTIsticpattehns&EffegtsI

^ 42 MURRAY ST NY M
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

SPECIALTIES IN ELECTRIC
LIGHT SUPPLIES.THE LATEST

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

ST-^IS EXjECT^I^^ CO.,
041 Worth Broad Street, PHILiADEIiPHIA.

GIVEN AWAY!!
HAIIPLB OBDJBB8 OF

Buxton's Packing
At Only 50c. Per Pound.

"The Knelneer's Favorite."
All Orders Guaranteed.

Agents wanted In every State In the Union. We con qnote the

very lowest prices on Ring Packing. Send for disconnt and
price list.

ESTABLISHED 1882.

GEORGE B. BUXTON,
1 7 VIRGINIA ST., EAST SOMERVILLE, MASS.

Electric Railways.
Transmission of Power.
Electrical Machinery designed for special appli-

cations, plana, speclflcations and supervision.

30^ Hammond Bnildins,
DETBOIT, 3IICH.

FOR

ELECTRICAL
PURPOSES.

Send for Samples and Prices.

BOWERS BROTHERS, 121 Lake St. CHICAGO.

MICA

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Factories : "Waterbury, Conn. - - SS Park Place, Uie-^v York.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Baire and Ii:xs\xlsLt:eci 'HTire.
Underwriters' Copper Eler.tric Ijisht Line "Wire, Copper Maenet ^Vire. Flexible Silk. Cotton and "Worsted Cords for

Ineandescent Llg:litin^. > onnd and Flat Copper Bars for Station M'orb.
Ihsnlated Iron Pressure M ire.

PATENT ^^K. K."I11IMI1
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Agents for the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SDPPIY COMPANi, CHICAGO, • • SELIIJIC AGENTS.

THOS. L. SCOriLL, New Tork Jgent

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PERBET ELECTRIC MOTORS
ALL SIZES FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET - ELECTRIC - LIGHT - SYSTEM.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass. "™ TlSU
CleTeland, Ohio, C P. NICHOLSON, 513 Society for Sairfngs BuildlBg; Washington, D. C, J. U. BURKETT & CO., U09 New

8ELLINC AGENTS: \
York Avenue; St. Paul, IHiun., F. J. RENZ, 360 Miancsota St.; fhiladelphia, Pa., PENNSYLVANIA MACHINE CO.,

39 N. 7th Street; New Orleans, ta., BUCHEL MACHINE WORKS, 101 Conti Street.
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TURBINE WATER WHEELS.

"

ORIZONTAL
VERTICAL.

l^aaa.'vifa.ct-uLTed. Izy

EODNEY HUNT MACHINE COMPANY.
Specialties for Electric Light and Power.

I>onble the Power of most wheels. Hiffh Speed and Even Speed. Perfectly controlled by
Resolator. Belting directly lo dynamo. Etficiency. 9051. IIolyokeTeeting Flame, fsisy xvoTliins
gate. Excellent workmanship, great durability, lloderate Prices and gatisfaction gnaranteed- 1,950 wheels
sold in Mew England, One party has 87 of these wheels in nse; another 6,800 h. p., another 7,400 h. P. etc , etc.
Large nnmbers of wheels furnished for Electric Light and Electric Power Transinission, Street Eailway, etc.
Write for catalogue and estimates on proposed plants.

Boston Office, 70 Kilby St. Main Office & Works, Orange, Mass., U. S. A.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

Western Electrician

sr.oo.

HIRLIMANN
BATTERIES

Are Standard, Only One that is Guaranteed.

Mannlactirei Dy C. J. HIRLIMANN,
117 nacdongall St., KEW YORK.

A f4JE:W BOOK
nxro^w

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND - BOOK.
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of

wliicli 20,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's
well-known practical style with all the problems of Electric Power
Transmission.

NOW READY. PRICE $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING 00„ 6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC CO..
BOSTON,

620 Atlantic Avenue.

NEW YORK,
5 1 0-534 West 23d Street.

CHICAGO,
217 La Salle Street.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
Orders Executed Correctlj- and Promptly.

BEST AND CHEAPEST.

ALSO-
Ho. 116. Keyless Socket, 1-^ to.

Ho. 130. Keyless Wall Socket-

Porcelain or Wood Base.

lo. 146. Keyless Socket for 76,

100 and 150 c. p. Lamps,

Ho. 160. Waterproof Socket.

No, 140. Attachment Plug,

with Fuses,

No. 1 25. Key Wall Socket—Porcelain or Wood Bas«. No. 110. Key Socket. No. 1 20 Keyless % inch Socket.
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOUIAELY ADAPTED TO DRIVING

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of Its high efflclcncy at all stages of gitc, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of which makes It the most senel-

tlve to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

CClin CnD PATAI nPIIC IlMtratlng various stylea ol setting

OLnU run uHIHLUUUII on both vertical and horlzonUl shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS GO,,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, 9III.I.S & TJEMPIiE,

STEAM PLANTS
JKT. B. PEARSON i£ CO.,

UECHANICAIi KN01IVEEBI9 AND CONTRACTORS.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, - CHICAGO.

WORKS
OF THE

WESTINCHOUSE
MACHINE COMPANY,

PITTSBURGH, PENNA., U. S. A.

Area Covered: 127,450 square feet, or about three acres-

WESTINCHOUSE STEAM ENGINES alone are produced, to wit:—
Junior Automatics, in 7 sizes, from 5 to 75 H. P. ; Westinghouse Standard

Automatics, in 13 sizes, from 5 to 250 H. P. ; Westinghouse Automatic

Compounds, in 11 sizes, from 8 and 13 x S CyUnders to 23 and 40 x 20

Cyhnders ; all of which are manufactured in quantity to hardened steel tem-

plates, and carried in stock, ready for shipment.

REPAIRS ARE ALSO MANUFACTURED in quantity to templates,

and carried in stock.

THE COMPANY MANUFACTURES, for its own use, all Iron and
Brass or Bronze Castings, as well as all its own Iron and Steel Forgings, from
the smallest to the largest; thus controlling, in a measure, the quality of the

materials entering into the Engines which it produces.

THE PRODUCING CAPACITY OF THE COMPANY'S WORKS Is

equal to about four (average) Steam Engines per diem, or about 5,000 H. P.

per month, or about 60,000 H. P. per annum.

OVER 6,000 OF THESE ENGINES HAVE
the past ten years, with constantly increasing orders.

THE WESTINGHOUSE MACHINE COMPANY.—^ PITTSBURGH. PENNA.U.S.oF A. 6

BEEN SOLD during

BINDERS
FOR THE

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
ONE DOLLAR.

STEAM ENGINES
FOR SALE.

One 12 H. P. Vertical.
Three 8 U. P. Vertical.

One 4 H 1'. HorizoDtsJ Trnnk.
One 5 11. P. ItolBUngBDgine.

All above enL'ineti new nod cheap.

We have noder cnDfrtra'"tirin 5, 8, and 12H. P.
vprtical, antl \H anfi i5 II. P. tiorlzontal eDginee,
all automatic cut-off.

WILLIAMS ENGINE CO.,
B.VLTIMOKK. MI>.

HARD FIBRE

DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO.,

for insulation and me-

cKaiiical construction is

manufactured in Sheets,

Rods, Tubing, Washers, Discs and all Special Shapes. Esti-

mates and samples furnished upon application.

WILMINGTON, DEL.,

U.S.A.

W^h7I^

^iDRY STEAMt^

THE POND SEPARATOR.
The Pond Separator is guaranteed to relieve the

steam of all entrained water and return this water
to the boiler, thus effecting a large saving In fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POND ENGINEERING COMPANY,
ST. LOUIS. CHICAGO. KANSHSCITY.

OMAHA. DALLAS. SEATTLE.

BALL
AUTOMATIC CUT-OFF

ENGINE.

ENGINEPDIET DA
COMPANYbn 111 r^Mi

Simple.

With New Improvements.
Unequaled Regulation.
Highest Economy, Durability,
Smooth and Quiet Running.

Cross Cofflpound.

Triple Expansion,

TandemComponnd

The BEST ENGINE for ELECTRIC LIGHTING, ELECTRIC RAILWAYS, ELECTRIC

MINING, ELECTRIC WELDING, and General Manufaoturing Purposes.

SELLING

AGENTS

E. T. GOPEIiANO gi. ro., 18 Cortlandt St.. Slew Yorb ; J. W. PilRKEK & CO., 38 Sonth Fonrth Street,
PblladelplHa, Pa.; F. K. nRjkVO dfc CO, LewiH Block, PitCHbnr;:, Pa.: KORTBWBSTERSI SCPPLiY
Cn.,Tao.oma, tVash.; CBOOK, HORNKK db CO.. Baltimore. lid.: E. U. GlliBJBBT, Atcblaon, Kan. ; COOI/ET
YFATEB, 224 irasblngton Ave. Soatb, UlrnneapoIIs, mnn.BRANCH OFFICB., Room 506 Bx)0keiy Building, CHICAGO, ILL. ALBERT FISHER, Manager.
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W.P.
TIE nOMSM-HIIIISTIIII ELECTIIIC Gil,

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RAILWAY MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

1,600 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

THOHM-HOn&TON ELEGTBIG CO..

BostoD Office: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 148 Michigan Ave.
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WE MANUFACTURE

ELECTRIC

SUPPLIES

OF

ALL KINDS.

.^^
&^^

#'
D
O

THE

KNAPP

ELECTRICAL WORKS,

GHiCABO,

ILL.

QUOTE

MANUFACTURERS'

PRICES.
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Important to Central Stations

and Electric Roads.

The Wirt Volt Indicators.

Sensitive and reliable Indicators are as esseiltial to the economical conduct of Station work

as the steam gauge is to the safety of the boiler.

We believe that with the Wirt Indicators we have attained the most perfect principle and

best form of construction. They are made entirely of metal (excepting the insulating material)

and are not subject to any variations due to warping, shrinking, or change in temperature.

The cases of the two instruments are identical in size and finish, making a very symmetrical

equipment for the switch-board.

The Volt Indicators have a movable sight mark, enabling a slight variation to be read at

long range.

There are NO SPRINGS, HOT WIRE DEVICES, SLIDING RESISTANCES, PER-

MANENT MAGNETS, CARBONS, CONTACT POINTS, or any of the devices tending to

detract from sensitiveness, accuracy and permanence.

INDEX NEEDLE PIVOTED IN RUBY JEWELS.

Every instrument is sealed and secured against curious meddling, and we will exchange

any one proving defective or inaccurate at any time within one year of purchase, provided it is

returned with the seals unbroken.

A Large Stock constantly on hand.

Write for circulars and prices.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Manufacturers,

Factories: Ansonia, Conn.

Branch: 244 Arch St., Philadelphia. CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.

THE I?.TJBBEI^ TJSED IIT

HABIRSHAW INSULATION
IS X»URB PJLRJL.

marine Core. U8ed
on 4«ovei'nineiit

CvniHcrs.

Feeder <'ore.
Broaduay Tlieater.

Naval Marine India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.

Feeder Calile. Brooklyn
KdlMon Klerlrlr UchC CO.

Submarine Work, Kdison eieetrlc
lAght Co., Kaston, Pa.

Naval <'ore. Viiited
HtateH ». M. "^'hiraKO.'*

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES. Keeder Condoctor.

"Or.vpla'-eiii.''
4«raiid Central Depot.

Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far employed on board the United States steamships Trenton, Chicago, Boston. Yorktown, Pensacola, Phila-
delphia, Petrel, Atlanta, Baltimore, Newark, Vermont, Charleston. San Francisco, Concord, Bennington and monitor Miantonomah.

SOLID AND STRANDED CONDUCTORS, TAPED, BRAIDED, FLAME-PROOF.

The Habirshaw Insulation fulfills all requirements in places demanding the

"Best," and in that field finds no successful competitors.

feeder Core.

FACTORY: GLENWOOD, YONKER8, N. Y.

WMl Ml HAdIKoHAW) rilliOi) 315 Madison Ave,, Cor, Forty-Second St.,

GEirSRAL. MAirACrlilC. KEAV 'TOBK CITV.
Feeder Cable.

lESIERN 46EHTS: THE ELECTBIC4L SUPPLY CO., cor. Rimdolpli St. and Michigan A?e., CHICAGO, ILL. E^eSJrV/Sa^ill'JS.

The Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.

«05 CHAMBER OF COMMEBCE BUILDING,

CHICKGO. ILL.

-MANUFACTUKEHS OF-

^Hi^m^

INCAHDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY,

In Ordering^ Specify
AOENOISS:
The Electrical Supply Co., Chicago, lU.
The Electrical Supply Go., Ansonia, Conn.
W. H. Gordon & Co., New York.
F. P. Jones & Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
The Iron City Electric Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Woodruff-Harris Electric Co., Birmingham, Ala.
liOuiBville Electric Co , Louisville, Ky.
Houliston, Hubbard & Co., Oiucinnati, O.
C. H. Baker & Co., Seattle, Wash.
Julius Audrae, Milwaukee, Wis.

Long^ Life Lamps

or Hig^h Efficiency

Lamps.
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FORT WATNE ELEGTRIG GO..
-MAKrFACTUBERS OF THE

SLATTERY INDUCTION AND WOOD ARC SYSTEM
-OI'-

THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being used almost exclusively after other systems have been
tried and thrown out—Philadelphia, New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

WE MAKE ALL STANDARD SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM.
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., 1 ,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND.

KEW YORK 115 Broadway. PITTSBUKeH, PA 533 W^eod Street.

CHICAGO 185 Bearborn Street. SAK ERAJfCISCO 35 JTew Montgomery Street.

PHILADELPHIA 907 Filbert Street. TORONTO, CAJTADA 138 Bang Street, W^.

PALLAS. TEXAS McLeod BnUding- BPFFAXO. iB28 Pearl Street.

Z^oram tln.3 "CTrLcertain. ZElement
In Opera,tin.gr lEs^perxses.

Tbe "lacidentals" (Loss of Revenue, Labor, Extras, etc., Cost More Tban Mat«rial.

Read This:
GRAND VIEW BEACH RAILROAD.

ROCHESTER, N. Y., February 8, 1893.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS, Betroit, Mich.
DEAR SIRS:—In reply to yours of the 29tli ult., asking for our exparience with your motors under severe con-

ditions, would say that the best performance we had, to my knowledge, was on Sunday, June 7th. A heavy pain had
fallen in the morning, and vehicles passing along the highway had tracked considerable mud onto the rail at a point
about the Center of a 50° curve on a 7 per cent, grade. Motor car No. 4, carrying 64 passengers and
hauling trail car with 57 passengers, stopped by reason of the trolley coming off, exactly at point where wagon
track crossed the railroad. Upon trolley being replaced on the wire the motor started without difficulty.

August 14th one motor pulled two trail cars ( | 68 passengers on the three cars) from Charlotte to Man-
itou, eight miles, In 38 minuteS, including five stops. On first two miles there are three SOOcurves, one of which
is on 7 percent, grade and another at top of same grade, one 90 foot radius curve and two 40° curves. In this two miles
there are three grades, 4 per cent., 5 per cent, and 7 per cent, respectively, the 4 per cent, grade being 1,000 feet long, the 6
per cent. 700 feet, and the 7 per cent. 400 feet long.

Quite a number of times during the season one motor pulled two loaded trailers; in fact, this was done when-
ever occasion required.

Hoping the above will be of service to you, I am yours very truly, (Signed) E. A. ROWORTH.

DETROIT, 7VIICH., U. S. K.
4Sl "THE ROOKERY, •

F. I. STOMB,
Chiciigo, III.

* Correspondence Solicited. Chattanooga, Tenn.
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PATENT
*|pERFORArf

MElflEli
^»H1 ILTING

Bnns more Slack than
Unperforated Belts, hence
adapted to uneven power
of Electric Railways and
for Electric Power in Gen-
eral.

CHAS. A. SCHIEREN <fe CO.
PATENTEES AND BOLE MANTJPACTUKBBS,

Also New York. Boston, I

PhiladelpULa. S 46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO. ILL.

HARD FIBRE
Rods, Tubing, Washers, Discs and al

mates and samples furnished upon af.j-

DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO.,

Insulated Wires and Cables.
The aoknowledped Standard for durable and Ills'* Insulation. Its

merits proved by a record of over quarter of a century.
Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Celebrated Kerite Tape for Insulating Joints.

for insulation and me-

chanical construction is

manufactured in Sheets,

Rods, Tubing, Washers, Discs and all Special Shapes. Esti-

mates and samples furnished upon application.

WILMINGTON, DEL,
U. 8. A.

ALL SIZES Aerial Use.

Subterranean Use.

Electric Light and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone. TTiiri fxipm'rn nnDPO Subterranean L

Railway, and all other i^tAU tWUAfiljU WlUbb. Submarine Use
Branches of Signaling. Concealed Wiring in all Locations

WILLIAM H. ECKERTr" -?;;'-^ New York.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLIES.

TI16 ElectrlG Supply and Gontracfma Gompanu,
I

S. E. Cor. Fifth and Sycamore Sts., (Nevada Building,) CINCINNATI, O

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, BfEW YORK,

MANUFACTUHEKS, IMPOETEKS AND DEALBRS IN

'""°"*""'"°'"' ""=""•
Electrical

Supplies

Price, with Rod Zinc, $1M per Cell, with Corrngated
Zinc, 81.35 per Cell.

THE TEADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED.

Of all Descriptions.

OtDpIeU Celt or Chun. CftrlwB ReserTotr and CoT.r Cflrmgmted Zinc ofCham*
pioa B.it.r,. of Champion BatUr;, plon Butler?.

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances,

Construction Tools and

Line Material,

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
jMunnfactiircd bj- the

NEW YORK & OHIO COM PANY.Warren, Ohio.
AMEX'TS:NEW YORK CITY, Uha«. K. Chapln, 186 Liberty

Street.
SYRACUSE, N. Y., Electric Enelneerlng &

Sapplv Co.
CHICAGO, ILL.. The Electrical Engineering &,

Sapply Co., Ml The Rookery.

8T. PAUL, MINN., The Electrical Englneerini
A Supply Co.

ST. LOUIS, MO., Bt. LoDls Electricil Sopply Co.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Inlernatlonil Electric

Sunnly & Conetraction Co.
CINCINNATI, OHIO, fioeen City Electric Co.
LOUISVILLE. KY , Smllbete i Oavl«.

E. E. KELLER. F. E. IJEUENIIAKDT.

Keller & Degenhardt,
electrical engineers.

543 Rookery Bids'., CMcag'O, III.
THE ONLY BUREAU OF ELECTRICAL INFORMATION IN THE WORLD'S'FAIR CITY.

WILLAKD L. CANDEE, ) a„.i„.„ iit.„.™..
H. DURANT CHEEVElJ, JBuemeeB Manager..

The

International OKONITE COMPANY, LIMITED.

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Die.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.
Okonite Waterproof Tape.

BRANCH ES ; Chicaeo, Boston. Philadelpliia, aiinneapolia, CinciDnatI, KaxuuM City,
Omalia, LouisTille, St. I.oii1h, San Francisco, London and So. Anaerica,

WM. ROTCH, Free. C. G. WINTER, TreM.
C. E. BIBBER, lien'] Uanagei.

Consolidated Electric Mfg.
COMPANY,

154 Franl<lin and 155 Congress Streets, BOSTON.

MANUFACTtmEBe OF

Eleclrlcal Ajiiaratis ui Mn.
Chicago Agency—Electric Appliance Co.
Kansas City— Franklin Electric Co.
Birmingham, Ala.—

WoodrufE-HarriB Electric Co,

Atlanta, Gs.—Gate Citv Electric Sapply Co.
Bcffalo, N. T.—F. P. Jones & Co.
Sioux City, la.—Slonx City Elect. Supply Co,
New York-Parmly, Miichell & Co.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., newyork.

AGENTS:
W. B. Pearson & Co., Horns Ins. Bide.. Chicago, Ilf.

Tho8. G. Smith Jr.. Hammond Bid-'., Cincinnati, Ohio.
W. A

. Day, 128 Oliver St., Boston, ilaee.
A. M. Morce i3S Co.. Commfircial Bitig,. St. LoaU, Mo.
Hyce Bros. & Co., Lewie Block, Pittsburg, Pa.
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m
Tbomson-Honston

ELECTRIC CO.,
MANTJFACTUREES OF THE HIGHEST QUAUTY OF

DYNAMOS, LAMPS
And Erery Necessary Appliance for the Construction, Maintenance and Operation of

Central Stations and Isolated Plants,

Arc, Direct Current and Alternating Current Systems,

100,000 750,000
Thomson-Houston Arc Lamps, Thomson-Houston Incandescent Lamps

In Daily Operation October 1, 1891.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, WESTERN OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave.. BOSTON. Mass. 148 Michigan Ave.. CHICAGO. ILL
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Centra! Electric Oo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Oonstractlon Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., Tbe.
Great Weelern E lee. Supply Co,
Greeley & Co.. The B. 8.

Enapp Electrical Worke.
OatTttDder & Co. W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
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Arc liamps.
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Bruph Electric Co
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Arc lilffht Cord.
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Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
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Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
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Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co.,The B. a.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Partilck & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Wire Insulated.)

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, C. H.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Schindel & Schfndel.

Cables, Electric. (See Wire Insu-
lated). Copper. Hheet and Bar,
RoeblingB Sons Co., J. A.
W66tem Electric Co.
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HIU Clntrh Works.
Lake, J. H. &D.
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Samsao Cordage Worka.
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Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
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Western Electric Co.
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Electrical ConBtnictlon Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
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Union Electric Worke.
Western Electric Co.
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Ena:l.ne Plants and Electric
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Anii-nc.'iii EuLjine <
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Ball Engine «.^o.

Ball & Wood Co., The.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Wnrks.
Diamond Kli-clrn .Mfg. Cu.
Edison General Electric l;o.

Electric ('one. & Supply Co.
Electric Supply & Contracting Co.
Electrical Keg. Jb Supply Co.
Fort Wavne Electric Co.
Helsler Electric Co.
Keller & Deeenhardt.
La Roche Electrir Works.
More.' AC(.., A. M.
Pearson & Co., W. B.
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Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knanp Electrical Works.
Roebling'B Sons Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cnt-OntB and Sw^itchea.
Andrae, Julius.
Central Electric Co.
CoDPolidated El^c. Mfg. Co.,The.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Eler trical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Paista, H.T.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Star Eleetrlx Co.
Van ISlulB. C. S.

Western Electric Co.

Drop Fore;iDs:s.
Wilcox & Howe Co.

Drnamos.
Brush Electric Co.
Colbnrn Electric Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfir. Co.
Duplex Electric Co.. Ltd.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Heisier Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
Rockford ElectricManuiactaring Co.
Rofe Electr.c Light Supply Co-
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomaon-Houston Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouee Electric & Mfg. Go.

Eloctric I^ava Ga.9 Tips.
Smith, W. T.

Electric Ballways.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Rae, Friink B.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and aiechanical
Eneivcers.
Pierce, -Toeiah Jr.

Rae, Frank B.

Electrical Instrnments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greelev & Co., The E. s.

LaRoclie Electric Works.
Uaeen & Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

EngraT«>rs.
Braun Illustrating Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Andrae, Julius.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cutter. Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Hussey & Co.
Ries Electric Specialty Co., The.

Electroliers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Baggot, E.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Thomson-flouflton Electric Co.

Electro- Platinc Machines.
Brush Electric Co.
Colbnrn Electric Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electtic Co.
Thomson-Honaton Electric Co.

Electrical Intelligence.
KeUer & Degenhardt.
Bae, Frank B.

Klevatom.
Milk Belt Machinery Co.

BnirlD«a. Mteaai.
\merli ;iri Euyliie Co.
uaJl Eotnoe CO.
Hall ft Wood Co. The.
M<.r^«-.v C. . \ M.
Peueon ifcCo., W.B.
Pood EoKlneering Co.
Racine Haidware Mfg. Co.
Hmlih. Tbo* G. Jr.
slouxritv Knyiiie Work*.
steuns Mfe. Co.
Taylor Kncine Co.
WiiliamB Englae Co.

Fan Ootfltn.
Chicaco iileclric .Motor Co.
Uielil &, Co.
Edison General Electric Co,
f'remifT Klectric Co, , The.
Stanley Electric Mtg. Co.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fibre t^ipvn.
'I'ha FltTM Pipe Co.

Fire AlarniH.
Electrical Supply Co., The,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrtca & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Friction Cones.
Evans Friction Cone Co.

FDrnaoe Grate Bars.
Kellv rJ^o^.

Fuse" Wire.
Electrical Supply Co.
Knapp Electiicai Works.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

Gas filarntlns. tclectric.
Detroit Eledrical Works.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

General Electrical l^npplles.
Andrae, Julius.
Central Electric Co.
Colum'^ia Inc. Lamp Co-
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Blectrlcal Works.
KdlBon General Slectric Co.
Electric Cone. & Supply Co.
Electric Supply A Contracting Co.
Electrical Enc- & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley &Co.,TheE. 8.
Knapp Electrical WorkB.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
l^ueen & Co.
Star Eleetrlx Co.
Western Electric Co.

Ctlobes and Electrical Glass-
ware.
Baggot. B.
Brookfield, Wm.
Hemingray Glass Co.
Phoenix: Glass Co.

Gam-Rlsstfc Rooflns.
Gum-Elastic Roofing Co.

Hard itnbber Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Insulators and Jnsiilatlnc
Materials.
Andrae, Juline,
Brookfield, Wm.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cushing, F. W.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Stipply Co., The.
Great Weetern Elec. Supply Co.
Hemingray Glass Co.
Interior Conduit Alnsnlatlon Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Mnnsell & Co,, Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated Wires and Cables,
niaenet Trire.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Cashing, F. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Day's Kerite Insulation.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Cp., The.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co,, The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insu-
lating Co.

Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

liamps, incandescent.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Brnsh Electric Co
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co,
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Helsler Electric Co.
Kuapo Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Somoff, J. L,
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

Lubricators

.

PoweU Co., The Wm.
Maarnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wire.)

Jfcchariral Machinery.
Ferracute ^lachlne Co.

medical Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

ailca.
Bowers Bros.
MunseU & Co., Eugene.
Schoonmaber, A. O.

nine MIcnals, Klectrle.
D«troU Klvctrlcal Work«.

HlalBK Apparatna. iCIectrle.
Edlwn Qvneral Klectric Co.
Thomson-Boottoa iCIeclrlc Co.
Sperry Kiec. HJnIng Machine Co.
WeetfnichouM Electric ft Mff. Co.

Hotora.
BroHh Electric Co.
Crocker-Whwler Electric Co.
Chlckgo Ele<iric Motor Co.
Detroit EIcrtri'Bi Works-
IKamond Ki.-irir ,M(g. (<,.

Edifton General Electric co.
K lectric Sopply & ContracUne Co.
Electrical Eng. It Hoppir Co.
l.a Uocho Electric Work«
f'r.-tiii>-r K|.-. trir Co.
Rockford Electric Mao ufactorlns Co.
rtoyai Electric Co.
TnomBon-Hooflton ElfyriricCo.
WeBtlnghoase Electric A Mfg Co.

OQlce Fnrnltore.
American Desk & Seating Co.
Andrews ft Co , A. H.OU Caps.
Powell Co., The Wm.on Puriners.
Grai iiv Purifier Co.

Packliie.
Buzton, Gf ,. B.

Finn and Brackets.
Centra! Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Holmes, C. H,
Loud, H. M- ft Sons" Lumber Co.
yi hlndel AShindel.
Weetern Electric Co.

Folea.
Brownlee & Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, C. B.
Lefmann, Juliue.
Loud, H. M. & Sone* Lumber Co
MllUken Bros.
Schindel ft Srhlndel.
Sterling,W. C.

Publishers. Klectrlcal.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Pnsh Buttons.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Hallways, filectrlc.
(.See electric railways.!

B<>snlatliii; Knrbets.
RIee Electric Specialty Co., The.

Securities. Elertrlcal.
Oilman & Co., E. It.

Perry & >'oyeB.
Separators. Mteam.
Hine KllmlnatorCo.
Pond EDelDeerlng Co.

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

Bpeaklnv Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
KnapD Electrical Works.
Ostrander ft Co., W. K.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen ft Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthlngton, Henry R.

Supplies, Electric Ralliray.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Schindel & Schindel.

TaT»es, Insniatlnx.
Andrae, Julius.
Central Electric Co.
Chlcaso Insulated Wire Co.
Cushing, F. W.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co. , The.
India Rabber ft Gutta Percha In-
sulatlDgCo.

International Okonlte Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard PaintCo.

Teleerraph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
PartnckA Carier Co
Western Electric Co.'

Telephones, Electric.
Detroit Electrical Works,
Western Electric Co.

Test instruments.
Central ElPctric Co.
Electrical Stipply Co., The,
Greeley ft Co., The B. S,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Ti*ansformers.
Diumoml T:iectric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. t Supply C"o.
National ElectricMannfactnringCo
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Works.

Trucks. Vilectrio. Tar.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westlnghouse Electric ft Mfg. Co.

Turbine TVheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Hunt Machine Co., Rodney,
Stllwell ft Bierce Mfg. Co.

ITndt'i'sroniid Conduits.
The Fihei' Pipe Co.

Fniversitiew.
Harvard University.
Inetitute of Technology.

TVa***^ WliopI*).
LefTel Co.. The Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

JWlTB, Bare.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Holmee, Booth A Haydens.
Knapn Electrical Workp.
Roebling's Sons' Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Ifachtno Co.
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Short Railway Generators
ARE NO LONGER A NEW TYPE. THEY ARE

9
And the record they have made for themselves cannot be surpassed. Inquire

in Rochester, Jamestown, Covington, East Liverpool, Muskegon.

The Jamestown Street Railway Company report as follows: januaky 6, 1892.******* * * ** *******
On Sunday morning last it commenced snowing very hard, and so continued all day Sunday, Sunday night and Mon-

day. We were obliged to put forth every eflfort to prevent blockading of the road, which we succeeded in doing.
* * :^ ^ ;ic * ^ >[:*:Jc * :^ * * :J; * :(: ^

On Sunday morning we started your Generator No. 8 at 6:30 a. m., and continued to use the same until Tuesday
morning at 3:30 a. m., when we shut it down. This Generator was in continuous service during the entire time, and was
not even sanded, nor the brushes touched. It did not use to exceed one-half quart of oil. We consider this remarkable
because of the hard work the Generator was doing. ********

Yours very respectfully, GEORGE E. MALLBY, Superintendent.

THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.,

SERIES INCANDESCENT LAMPS
FOR

ARC LICHT CIRCUITS.

For Street and Inside Lighting. Not an Experiment. Thousands in Use.

Durable and Attractive Street Fixture.

A Necessity to Every Lighting Company.

Reduction in Price of Series Socket

SERIES LAMPS FOR ALTERNATING STREET CIRCUITS.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
620 Atlantic Avenue, BOSTON, MASS.
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IT IS A FACT

IT IS A FACT

IT IS A FACT

IT IS A FACT

IT IS A FACT

IT IS A FACT

IT IS A FACT

IT IS A FACT

IT IS A FACT

IT IS A FACT

that OKONITE INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES have the indorsement

of the best electrical experts and electricians in the world,

that OKONITE INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES will not deteriorate,

bvit improve with age.

that OKONITE INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES will not crack when
exposed to severe changes in temperature.

that OKONITE INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES will not deteriorate

when placed in lime or mortar.

that OKONITE INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES are not aflected when
immersed in sulphuric acid.

that OKONITE INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES will stand a greater

amount of kinkiog and torsion than any other wire in the market,

that OKONITE INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES are immersed in water
for three days (72 hours), and then carefully tested with Thompson's Re-

flecting Galvanometer.

that OKONITE INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES are tested in addition

to the Galvanometer, with a dynamo current of 2,000 volts,

that the OKONITE INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES were awarded the

GOLD MEDAL at the Paris Exposition, 1889.

that the OKONITE INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES are giving better

satisfaction, are more carefully made, and are not only the best, but
cheaper in the end, than any other wires on the market.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin Street, CHICAGO.
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REGENT
99

Double Gore, Rubber Covered

WIRES -CABLES.
SE3^T:D :F0I3 S-A-li^IE^XjES .Ji^l^JD X=»I^ICES.

£^

HOWARD " Incandescent
LAMPS.

A strictly high-grade lamp, giving FULL CANDLE POWER throughout its life. HIGH
EFFICIENCY and LONG LIFE commensurate with its other qualities.

SEND A TRIAL ORDER FOR A FEW DOZEN.

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
201,203, 205>2O7 So. Canal St.. CHICAGO, ILL.

UNDERGROUND ELECTRICAL CONDUITS.
INDURATED FIBRE PIPE.

SCREW OR SOCKET JOINTS.
WATER AND GAS TIC^HT.

CUT SHOWING METHOD OF
LAYING CONDUITS.

niannfacturers of

MEDBERY'S PATENT

Indurated Fibre Pipe
AND

MULTIPLE DDCT COHDDITS.
The Best Condnit In the World for
Undereroiind AVires, and tBiennly
one that combines AIjIj the
elements alisolntely nee-

essarT to a permanent
snbway system.

ITS MERITS ARE:
LOW COST,
DURABILITY,
HIGH INSULATION,
STRENGTH,
WATER TIGHT JOINTS,
SEAMLESS,
WATER AND ACID PROOF,
INDESTRUCTIBILITY.

In ase ovor five years, and Every Pipe Ijaid Is
Olving Feifect Satisfaction.

HAS BEEN LAID BY
Buffalo Street Rall-ffsy Co.

New York Central & H. R. R. Co.
Bell Tekphone Co., Philadelphia.

PennBylTsnia Railroad Co.
Detroit Electric Light Co.

Edison Electiic Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.

Delaware & Hudson Canal Co.
Field Engineering Co

,

And many others.

3iv4C-a.ltiple ^)Tj.ct.
IJ, 3, 2i and 3 Inch ducts, each in 3, 4, 7,

9, 13 and 16 ducts.

With Jlonble Cnt-offWater Tight
Socket Joints.

For Catalogue, Prices, etc., address

45 Broadway, NE17V YORK. Factory, ]y[ECHANIGSVII.I.E, N. Y.
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THE OWINCS BUILDING, CHICAGO.

Wired with Kerite Wire, tlie Highest Grade of Insulation on the Market.

W. H. EOKEBT, General Agent,

16 Dey Street, NEW YOEK.
F. W. CUSHING, General Western Agent,

225 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.
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Edisoh General Electric Co.
p

EDISON BUILDINC, BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

EDISON SYSTEM OF LIGHT AND POWER.
SKFESTI BEST I CHEMPESTI

Incombustible Appliances. ^m^^ Artistic Fixtures.

DYNAMOS.
M

SAFETY DEVICES.

fei

iJJi

e
9>

I?

s

MOTORS.
WIRE, CABLES.

iCDr^
-CDF^-

EDISON
LAMP AND SOCKET.

EDISON PERCUSSION DRILL.

FOR PRICES, ADDRESS NEAREST DISTRICT OFFICE.
DISTRICT OFFICES:

CANADIAN: Edison Building, 77 Bay Street, Toronto, Can, PACIFIC COAST: Edison Building, 112 Bush Street, San Francisco, Cal.

CENTRAL: 173 and 175 Adams Street, Chicago, III. PACIFIC NORTHWEST: Fleischner Building. Portland, Oregon.

EASTERN: Edison Building, Broad Street, New York, ROCKY IHOUNTAIN: Masonic Building, Denver, Colo.

NEW ENGLAND: 25 Otis Street, Boston. Mass,

MEXICAN AND SOUTH AMERICAN DEPARTMENT: Edison Building, Broad Street, New York. EUROPEAN OFFICE: 34 Victoria Street, Westminster, London, S, W,, Eng.

Columbia Lamps.
LONG LIFE, HIGH EFFICIENCY.

FUZZ BATED CANDZE POWER.
Users pronounce them the best in the market. Try them and be convinced of

their superior quality.
All Candle Powers. Bases to fit all standard Sockets.

Special Railway Laips, Satisfaction Gnaranteed.

PORCELAIN - INSULATED - SOCKETS

Of Best Quality, Standard Styles.

PRICE OF SOCKETS:

f In small lots 25 cents each net.

Lots of 100 23 cents each net.

Lots of 500 22 cents each net.

"W^RIXE FOB PRICED.

The Columbia iDcandesoBnt Lamp Co.,
1913 and 1914 Olive St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Xew York : DOTTBtEDAX. 9IITCHEI.I, & CO.. Xo. 18 Cortlandt St.
Boston: KEDDIXe EI.ECTBIC CO.. Xo. 41 Federal St.
FhUdAelphia : PAKTRICK & CARTER CO.. 133 S. and St. and 131 Gotblc St.
Clllcago : GREAT AVESTERX EtECTRIC SlPPtY CO.. 201-207 S. Canal St.
Clncmnatl : POST & CO.. 815-31- TVest 4tll St.

Xcw Orleans : MAXIOH & CO.. 1C7 Baronne St.
Kansas City : EDWARD I,ASEI,[.. 831 Xew York life Bnllding.
Denver: MOrXT.AIX ELECTRIC CO.. DnlTBlock.
Salt lake Cltj- : R. M. JOXES. Xo. 35 East 1st Sonth Street.
San Francisco : PAVl SELLER ELECTRICAL Tt'OBKS, 406-40S}Iarket St
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Do Not Make Long Time Contracts For Carbons!
AGVlTSTi-i:

H. O. Hawks,
tym AtlaDtic Avo., Boeton.

HolmcN, Booth & HaydODN,
25 Park I'lace, New York.

The AVaNltliiKtoll Carbon Co.,
Un N. liroadSt, Plillaileljilila.

Klcctrical Supply A CooHtruction Co.,

047 I.lburty .St., PltlBljiirijU.

Standard Electrical ^VotkM,
l(il W. Pearl St., (.Inclnnatl.

Central Electric Co.,

im Frankiln St., Chicago,

And all the enpply atorea of the

Edison (jieneral Electric Co.

If you contract for longer than one year, you throw away opportunities to
save money. In dealing with us you need not be afraid that prices will be advanced.
We will protect our customers from the TRUST.

OUR CARBONS ARE NOTED FOR THEIR

Long Life, High Efficiency, Low Resistance.
Write us for samples and quotations before you contract for supply,

THE WASHINGTON CARBON COMPANY.,
WORKS AT WASHINGTON, PA. PITTSBURGH, PA.

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Builders of BUgt Grade

Corliss Engines,

GIddings' Automatics,

Simple, Compound, Condensing,

Complete Plants Funiished.

Works: SIOUX CITY, lA.

BRANCH OFFICE :

48 S. Canal Street, CHICAGO.

THE

GRAVITY
PUIIH,

Prom 76r^ to 90^^ Saved
in your Oil Bills toy using
the Gravity Purifier.

Testdionial :

Fort Watne, Ind., April 22, 1891.

GRAVITY PURIFIER CO., Decatur, Ind.

Gentlemen:—The oil filler sent na on
trial some time ago has proven very satis-

factory, and \ve aie pleaaed to indorse Its

meri e. It does everything it Is repre-
Eented to do and Is undoubtedly the cheap-
est and best purifier on the market. Please
send Qs another by first freight and oblige

Yours very truly,

Jenney Electric Light & Power Co.

A FURNACE GRATE BAR

That doesn't ^ | ^\ \Aj p n
K-quire a t \J W C Ix

to secure
a draughty

KELLY CRATE,
And for DURABILITY, PERFECT FUEL COMBUSTION and SUPERIOR STEAMING QUALl-
TlfiS, irUAsNO EQUAL. It will burn A^^T KIND of HA RO or SOFT CO * L equally well. They
are eepeciallv adapted for hard, continuous e-MvIce required bv ELF. TRIG LIGHTIXC4 PLANTS.
We warrant them ^UT to WARP, and to OUTWEAR Tv\ n CO VISION GRATtiS. When your plant
requires grates again DON'T he content with on- tbaf le "good enough," but uee the stme pumber of
DOLLARS and secure the BEST—that is, THE KELLY GRATE. Invest a stamp in writing ub for
descriptive circular. We will return it, and tell you about onr SHAKER GRATE, the only one of Its
kind made in the United Stales or any other place.

GIV£ rs A CHAXCK TO BE OF TSE TO YOU.

KELLY BROS., - GOSHEN, IIMD.
xxt.03Nr x*OTTi>a'X3x:x«.s.

1V111 be sent to responsible
parties on 30 days' trial. Tt'rite

for circulars and prices to

Tlie GraTlty

Piirlr Co.,

DECATUR, IND.

PAGE BELTING CO. CHARLE9T0WTf, N. H., Aug. 18, 1S91.
Dear Sirs:—In April, 1891, at your request, I made a careful teat at your works of the driving

capacity of various belts. Your Eureka Dynamo (slotted) belt proved tha't the slotting not only still
further diminished the elip, but that it materially Increases the power attainable, in this respect sur-
passing one of the "perforated" belts, eo called, which was tested at the same time and under the eame
conditions. The slotting is a decided advantage to the belt This be:t under a very slight strain,
showed results which surpassed all others of which 1 have any record.

Yours verv truly, SAMUEL WEBBER, 31. E.
Made only by PACE BELTINC COMPANY, Factorj-, concord, n. h.

^^.J 16 Dey Street, N, Y., 17 Feder 1 Street, IJoeton. ' SeLd for lUustrated Oat-
165 Lake Street, Chicago, 409 Market St., San Fr.mcisco. alogue No. 11, and Prices.

Stores:

Ln ROCHE
116 aid 118 H. Sill SI.I

Alternating

Dynamos,
100 TO 1200 LIGHT.

Installed complete for City
or Town Lighting.

ElECTBIC WOBKS;

Philadelphia, Penn.

Incandescent

DYNAMOS,
Direct System. '

'

I TO 1000 LIGHT.

Motors
For Arc or Incandescent.

Currents from l>8 to 50 H. P.
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NationalTransfomer System
— OF —

INCANDESCENT LIQHTING.

&^ TRANSFORMERS FOR ANY SYSTEM.

Alternating and Direct Current Dynamos.

MOTORS.
Oar Apparatus is of tbe Highest Etaciency, Hectianically and Electrically.

We are prepared to undertake the construction of Electrical Plants of whatever magnitude.

Correspondence Boliclted.

National Eleclrio Mfg. Co.^

EAU CLAIRE, WIS.

AGENTS:
Slew York, BJ. Y.—NATIONAL ELECTKIC MFG. & CONSTRUCTION CO.,Electrical Bxchanss Bldg.

IVashlnglon, D. C.-L. N. COX, 16 FUlh Street, S. E.

FlliladelpUa, Pa.-PENNSTLVANIA ELECTRIC ENGINEERING CO.

St. PanI, Minn.-THB ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLY CO.

Detroit, Mlch.-COMMEROIAL ELECTRIC CO.

Benver, Colo.- THE MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC CO.

AVinnlpet;, Man.—SIMPSON-DAVIS ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION CO.

San A'rancisco, Cal.-NATIONAL ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT CO.

lilncolD, Web.—LINCOLN ELECTRICAL MFG. AND SUPPLY CO.

Kansas City, Mo.—THOMAS WOLFE, 515 Main Street.

Seattle, 'IVash.-OHAS. H. BAKER * CO.

Kew Orleans, I,a.-ENTERPRISE CONSTRUCTION AND SUPPLY CO.

ST. liOCIS:—W. E. BAILEY, Special Southern Agent, 7 4 8 Eqnitable Building.

CISJCINWATI ; -P. P. ALTENBERG, 60 Smith Building.
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INDIVIDUAL ARC LIGHT AND MOTOR CUT-OUT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS.

MAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERY LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.

Harvard Univeirsitv.
SUMMER COURSES OF INSTRUCTION.
Durini^ tbo eiimmer of Wj'i, coureee of Instruction will lie yiven ae follows:

Chemistry, four cotiraea, viz.: Fundamental Princi-
ples of Chemistry; Ciuahiatlve Analyela; Quantitative
Analyaia ; Organic Chemi6try.

Botany, two courepEi, viz : Vegetable Morphology and
Physiology, and ]\Iicro8copicai Anatomy of Phaenogams;

CryptogBmlc Botany.
PnyaicB, two coureea.
Geology, thiee coureea.

Engineering, three rouraee, viz.: Topographical Sar-
Te>ing; Railway Surveying; Elecirical Engineering;
Mechanical Drawing.

Physical Culture, two coureee.
Phyalology and Ht^lene.
American Hit tory.
Hociallani and Social Problema.
Trigonometry.
llorMcultore.
English.
German, two coureea.
French, two coursea.
Hlfltory and Art of Teaching.
Elocution.
Couraea at the Medical School.

Circulars deacrip'ive of these coarpea and other information may be obtained on application to
the Secretary of Harvard UnlrersHy, Cambridge, Matts.

In addition to tue above mentioned courses, lectures on methods of inetructi'D will be given by
teachera In the several depaitmente r preaented by the schools. These lecturts will be open, without
charge, to the persOLs who are en'oiled as members of any of the summer ai.hools in the University.

In general these courses are adapted 10 the needs of those who intend to be leachf rs in the aevera'

eubjecta. Several of the more eltmentary, However, aie intended to nipet the needa of beginnera and
moy be taken by students in I en of the corres;.onding conrtes in the College and the Lawrence Scltt-

tiflc School, find may be counted towards a degree.

During the ses." ion of the scboola the College Library will be open from 9 a. «. till 5 p. M. The
Mueeum of Comparntive Zoology, the Peabody .Mueenm, and the Mineralogical Collection are alao

accessible to stndenls du' ing the summer vacation.

In general the fees of the above ment'oned courses, except those in Chemistry, Englnfering,
Physical Trainiotr, ard Klocutlon, are $30 for each course.

Board and lodging may be obtained in Cambridge during the summer vacation at a coet of from ^>

to 110 per week. _LAWRENCE SCIENTIFIC SCHOOL.
This school, which is under the control of the Faculty of Arte and Sciences of Haiv«rd TJnivereity,

offvie stven coursea of etuay leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science, viz;

J Civil Engineering. IV. Biology. VII. Anatomy, Physiology, and Physical

\l. Chemistry. V. Electrical Engineering. Culture.

Hi. Geology. VI. General Course in Science.

The laat named course is eapeciallv desig-'ed for those who intend to study medicins, or to teach

nhveical training. For further information address
^ ^

N. S. SHALER, />i!a«, Cambridge, Mass.

GIVEN AWAY!!
SADIFIiB OBDSRS OF

Buxton's Packing
At Only 50c. Per Pound.

"The Ensineer's Favorite."
All Orders C^naranteed.

Agents wanted In every State in the Union. We can quote the
very lowest prices on King Packing. Send for discount an(?

price llat.

ESTABLISHED 1S82.

GEORGE B. BUXTON,
1 7 VIRGINIA ST., EAST SOMERVILLE, MASS.

FOR SALE CHEAP!!!
F ive SJO Ampere compound wound T.H. iDcandeB-

cent Dynamos, no Volt.
Two Si-light 2,000 c. p. American Arc Light Dy-

namos.
Oner)0-light -2,000 c. p. Sperr7Arc Light Dynamo.
tiitO Goose Neckp.T.H. muDiolpnlaocketa com|)le(e.
One in-jight \Yeston Arc Machine and ijoulde

Lamps.

Three 5O0-Iight, 120 volt Edison Dynamos, Modern
Pattern, need 2 years.

OoeOOO- ighiT.H. Alternator Complfie.
Onel,300-iiehtT.iI. Alternitur Complei.'.
Thirty 2.00J c, p. American Doahl '. Lamps.
Forty 2.0(t[)c. p. AuuTlcan MogN Lamps.
One 15u b. \>. Burkeye Engine, high epeed.
Automatic and ('or)lea Engines sod Boii>;rB.

TflE JOBS E. BEG5S MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO., 74 Cortlatdt Street, BEW YORK.

Patented Jfln. 22, 1884. A.T.Smith's
Electric I ava Gas Tip

Multiple Ligbting

For Churchep, Theaters
and Public Hnlla.

Are used all over the coun-
try. Send for estiuintea or
prices to

A.T.SMITH,
6 W. 14th St .New York.

MICA
FOR

ELECTRICAL
PURPOSES.

Send for Samples and Prices.

BOWERS BROTHERS, miake St. , CHICAGO.

THE MILUKEN PATENT POLE
For Electric Street Railways and Electric Ligiit Work.

55 LIBERTY STREET, n..vr.c.u...sr 59 DE&RBORK STREET,

MILUKEN BROS.
NEW YORK. CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.-

for Light Stations a Specialty.
-Iron Work

WKITE FOB CIKCUIiAB AND CATAI.OGUE.

JAMES
LEFFEL WATER WHEELS

no styles and Sizes. VpriglU aud Jtorizontiil

30 YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
afTord.-^ c-vt-ry facility for niakine ihem.

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
Plants of all kinds driven bv them. Easv working eatps. We guaranlee

hiphest power, with smallest quantity of water, at full and part gates; in-

suring easv regulation and steady motion. Successfully operating under
heads of S "to 400 feet. Write us for fine jtaniphlet and state your wants.

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
110 LIBERTY ST.,

ru FW voRK CITY.SPRINGFIELD, OHIO. U. S. A.

iHANUrACTURERS ORGANIZED 1881.

INCORPORATED 18o3.

k^p Arc LA/nps

AN
ESTABLISHED
EACT:

rSR INC.-ANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY' C1RCU1T.S.

THE ONLY ARC LAMP THAT
\\"ORKS S.'\TISrACTORlLY ON A.M

INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING, THEATRICAL,
AND SEARCH LAA\PS.

TME ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY' CO.

PncNI.X BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

TELEPHONE BUILDING.

NEW YORK.
Search Light No. 13.
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RIES REGULHTING SOCKET I
USE IT UPON YOUR ALTERNATING CURRENT CIRCUITS.

IT WILL PAY YOU! IT WILL PAY YOUR CUSTOMERS!
Sometliiag Entirely New ! Regulates the Light

!

'. Saves the Lamps 1 1 1 Saves the Current ! ! I

!

THE RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO., Baltimore, Md.
PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS.

CHICAGO INSULATED VTIRE COMFAXTV,

HIBH GRADE INSULATED WIRES

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS
AND SAMPLES.

WEATHERPROOF WIRES,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

MAGNET WIRES,
INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,

ETC., ETC., ETC.
Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO., Sycamore, III.

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS,

COMPLETE STOCK OF

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES.
TROLLEY WIRES,

iPAN WIRE,

FEEDER WIRE,

GUARD WIRE,

MAGNET WIRE,

FUSE WIRE,

SWITCHES,

CROSS-OVERS,
TURN-OUTS,

INSULATORS,

TROLLEYS,
POLES,

,"ULE BRACKETS,

PULL-OVERS,

POLE RATCHETS,

STRAIN CLAMPS,

CURVE INSULATORS,

EltaRIC,
RAILWAY

SUPPLIES
EXCLUSIVELY

ELECTRIC HEADLIGHTS,

GEARS, PINIONS,

RAWHIDE PINIONS,

RESISTANCE BOXES,

STATION EQUIPMENT,

TROLLEY POLES,

TROLLEY BASES,

TROLLEY WHEELS,

TROLLEY HARPS.

TROLLEY SPRINGS,

TROLLEY CORD,

BEARINGS,

BUSHINGS,

GRAPHITE BUSHINGS,

RUBBER BELLS,

FEEDER BELLS,

CHICAGO CLAMPS,

INSULATING TAPE,

EYE BOLTS,

TURN BUCKLES,

PORCELAIN KNOBS,

PORCELAIN CLEATS.

Something New.
QUICK BREAK AND CONTACT.

? NO MORE BURNED TERMINALS.

NO DANGER FROM SHORT CIRCUITS.

'TIS PERFECTION.

New York Agent: - H. G. MADDEN,

78 CORTLAHDT STDSCT.

Ask your Sapply House for them or write to

CROWN ELECTRIC MFC, CO.
Bridgeport, Conn.

ELECTRIC CEILING FAN.
HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

HANDSOME DESIGNS.

SELF-LUBRICATING.

NOISELESS.

EASILY INSTALLED.

/ti--

y NO BELTS

OR SHAFTING REQUIRED.

HIGHLY

Olelil& Company,
385 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

INTERIOR CONDUITS THe SoMioD 01 tiie woMenoisaie mimi
ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS

Wherever and for whatsoever pnrpose employed, is to
be fOQnd in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
INTERIOR fiSD UHDERGRODSD

COn^IDTTI'TS
MANTTPACTUBED BT

T •»m Tg X> T Q R,

GONDUII AND INSULATION CO.,
wnavc 1 527 to B31 W. 34th St.,WORKS:

^ 526 to B28 W. 3Bth St.,

General Offices: 42 & 44 Broad St. , New York.

TRADE-MARK

ThoB. Day & Co., 222 Sutter St., San Francleco, Cal.

Monatttin Electric Co., Denver Colo.
American Elect. Supply Co., 2'J6 Pearl St., Boffalo.N T.
Putnam, Uav & Co , 27 E. Jl.iin bt . Uocheeter, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W --th St., Cincinnati, O.
Chae. Uabriel. Sagiaaw, Mich.
SOQtbern Electrical Mfg. & Snpplv Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
Walker & Kepler, 531 Cheatnat St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Constrnction Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago. 111.

W-I-R-E-S:
I.e. Weatherproof Wire, W. E. Underwriters' Wire, Okonite, Kerite,

Hard and Soft Drawn Copper Wire,
Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph and Telephone Wire,

Silk and Cotton Covered Magnet Wire, Incandescent Lamp Cord.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
I

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.
I NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Greenwich Sts.

( AHES, EBEBT & CO., St. FanI, Kina.

2 AgBlltS! )
STANDAKD fiLECTBICAIi AVOBKS, Cincinnati, Ohio.

I MOUNTAIN KI.ECTBIC CO , Denver, Colo.
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The United States Electric Lighting Co.,

[THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Lessees.]

ARC AND INCANDESCENT ISOLATED ELECTRIC LICHT PLANTS.

Aiitic Dfiais.— Pfirtect Mm.
More than 1,000 Plants in Operation in Factories, Hotels,

Ofiace Buildings, Theaters, Etc.

-T^PRICZ

MOTORS"' GENERATORS.
Direct Current GENERATORS and MOTORS for all purposs,

1-8 H. P. up to any power required, and at any
required E. M. P.

Sflperior in Design and Wori^mansliip, and Dneqnaled in Efficiency,

Send for New U. S. Catalogues on Incandescent Lighting and Motors.

GENERAL OFFICES! EQUITABLE BUILDING, • - 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK ,

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC CO.,
BOSTON,

620 Atlantic Avenue. 6 1 0-534 West 23d Street. 217 La Salle Street.

NEW YORK, CHICAGO,

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
Orders Executed Correctly and Promptly.

BEST AND CHEAPEST.

ALSO-
No, 115. Keyless Socket, 1-^ In,

Ko. 130. Keyless Wall Socket-

Porcelain or food Base,

Mo. 145. Keyless Socket for 75,

too and 150 c. p. Lamps,

Ho, 160. Waterproof Socket,

No, 140. Attachment Plug,

with Fuses.

No. 1 25. Key Wall Socket—Porcelain or Wood Bas«. No.no. Key Socket. No. 1 20. Keyless % inch Socket.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MAJTOTACTUEBD BY

WM» BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

"RACINE -HlGH-.SPE&P-f

5UPERI0R REeouinoN
A"^ ECONOMY, fo"^

BECTRIC IJSHTIHS
A"i>EENERAL

"^^
s^t WRPOSEj

16 2IZES

CARRIED IN STOCK

fwFtBf
tAcnctiE OF our!

ENGlMESj
BEHlM_3t]imS]

CATALOGUE
"9 PDDRE55

ENSINE D£Pl.

RACINt HARDWARE MF6'C0-R'^c"'Vi>

Write for prices on
Paiste Switches,

Sockets for all systems,

Snnbeam Lamps,
Porcelain Cut-Oute,

Bells and Batteries,
TO

JULIUS ANDRAE,
MiLWAUKSE, Wis.

DropForgings.
Birmingham. Conn.,

Solicit orders for light Drop Forglngs for Electric 1

work. 16 years' experience. Estimates promptly
furnished on receipiof samples or drawings.

MICA
For all Electric Insulating
Purposes East Inciia Mica
is the best on the markei.

I I SELL NO OTHER.
Senci for Samples anci Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St.. NEW YORK.

W. F. rcBKr. a. F. r^oTjia.

mim !N EL£:TmL mrni
Electrical or Telephone Stocks Bought

and Sold.

PERRY &NOYES,
R'iann Rlrte-. - KEW TOBK.

CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL.

If you aie in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

DETROIT,
ICH.BROWNLEE & CO., "J,

Premier Fan Motors
AND BATTERIES.

It vill pay yoa to order Samples.

THE PREMIER ELECTRIC Co.,

MOTORS. BATTERIES AND NOVELTIES.

irsiiil 19 niiippIeSt.. - BKOOKLrYX. X Y.
CIRCULABS OS .APPLICATION.

HINE'S ELIMINATOR.
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL

Steam Separators and Oil Extractors.
In twelve trials in the "Cornell" Separator test, it averaged

98 7-10 per cent Dry Steam. Outstripping all competitors.

Send for Circular and Cornell test report.

IT HINE ELIMINATOR CO., '""KWkI) NEW YORK, HORIZONTAIi.

Tbie advertieement appear eevery other week.

AMERICAN HIGH SPEED ENGINE.
This Engine revolutionizes the manner of appljang steam in generating power. It

can be regulated so as to run at any speed desired, up to

-n QQQ OR MORE REVOLUTIONS PER JMiyUTE !

It is not a rotary Engine, yet the motion of its parts is such that there are no '"dead

centers." It takes steam and exhausts four times at each revolution. For

SPEED, SIMPLICITY AND ECONOMY,
this Engine has no equal. It possesses niauy striking advantages over all other Engines,

either slow speed or so-called high speed. Its sjieed is closely regulated by a sensitive

and reliable automatic governor. Built of any required size,

FOR ALL STATIONARY and MARINE PTRPOSES.
It can be eaupled directly to dynamos, fans, blowei-s, fire engine and other rotary

pumps : in fact, to any machine i-equiring gi-eat velocity'. It is smooth running and

noiseless. Being light and compactly buUt, it takes up less room than any other

Euo-ine of equal power. Iso hea\'y foundations are requred. This Engine is

THE ^OlvIE OF SIl^FLIOITY.
No skilled engineer is requli-eii.

i^* For £ui-ther partioilars and Illustrated Catalogue, call upon, or addi'ess,

AMERICAN ENGINE COMPANY,
BOINO BKOOK, >. J.

SOLID BRAIDED CORD.
Ib the most dura-
ble for hanging
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Cov
ering Field

Magnets, Sash Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

HUSSEY & CO.. Manufacturing Electricians.
Combination Letter Boxes, Annonciators, Etc.,

211-213 flandolpb btreet, Chicago.

H. T. PAISTE,
427 Rookery. Chicago.

10 ». IHth St.,

Philadelphia.
Manufacturer of

CHINA SWITCHES
[ALL SHADES.]

S. P. Porcelain
ISase Switches.

D. P. Porcelain
Base Kiwitches.

T^XZ-

WORTH TRUTH

THESE ARE THE

CORNERSTONES
On which we build our automatic

arc and Incandescent dynamos,

and the "Duplex" Arc Lamp.

DDPLEX ELECTRIC CO., Ltd.,

CORRY, PA.

mn umm to,

PUSH-BUTTON

EFFICIENCY SYSTEM

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

Royal Electric Co.,
911 & 913 South Washington St., PEOEIA, ILL.,

UAHUFACTnKERS OF

Alternating and Continuous Current Dynamos and Motors,

AND ELECTRIC MACHINERIT.
The Most Complete Alternating System now on the Market.

Agents Wanted for Exclusive Territory.
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Electricity at the Worlds Fair.

Interesting electrical features of the present stage of

construcuon work at the World 's Fair grounds are shown

in the illustrations presented on this and the succeeding

page. Figs, r and 2 give an excellent idea of the work

done on the electrical subways which are to contain the

conductors for power and light. The former shows a

view taken from a point just north of machinery hall

looking north. It shows the big double conduit leading

fiom the generating station in the machinery building as

it appears in process of constiuction. Directly ahead is

the elec'.riciiy building, while a corrcr of the administra-fm

of the work it is permissible to reproduce the follow-

ing paragraph:

The greater portion of the conduit will be exactly eight

feet and four inches square. The outer material will be

two-inch tarred plank laid on stringers one foot apart.

These stringers will be eight inches wide and they will

support the inner skin of the conduit, which will be an
inch thickness of cement plaster laid on metal lathing. The
larger tunnels will besix feet six inches wide inside, and
the smaller size four feet three inches. All will be six feet

six inches high in the clear, so that a man may walk
through without difficulty. In the larger conduits there

will be a passageway in the center, with a row of cross-

ion either side. \ 1 ' ) 1 I *TTf l!(i ones there will be

roof. The iron work of the building is now practically

completed. The frame work for all the lowers up to the

main entrance line is now finished. About one-third of the

gallery Hoor has been laid and the roof boarding com-

pleted over all the gallery trusses. Within a few days the

staflf men will be at work covering up the exterior frame

work of the building with their white composition. For a

month they have been at work in a temporary factory on

the flooring of the great building, under the direction of

Peter TaparelH, an intelligent Italian. A large stock of

moulded material has already been accumulated, and the

work will be finished in two or three months.

ion tuilcing is shown at the left. The latter will un-

doubtedly be the most handsome and imposing of all the

buildings when completed. The picture shows the appear-

ance of the staff covering. In Fig. 2 is given an interior

view of the long stretch of single conduit extending north

and £cuth along the western side of the great manufac-

tures building. The top had not been boarded over at the

time the photograph was taken, and the lights and shad-

ows on the side of the subway are plainly marked. About

3,oco feet of subway have so far been laid. An article

on the "Electrical Subways for the World's Fair," with map

and diagrams, was published in the Western Electric-

ian of November 28, 1891, In view of the advanced stage

FIG. T. KLECTRICITV AT TilE WORLDS FAIR.

but one row of cross-arms, with a side passageway. Man-
holes will be provided at convenient distances. The cross-

arms will be supported on iron castings especially designed

for the purpose, which will be placed twenty feet apart,

and bolted to the stringers. Glass insulators of a size suf-

ficient to accommodate the largest cables will be used on
the cross-arms. All wires must be covered with water-

proof insulation. The conduits will be laid, on an aver-

age, eighteen inches below the surface of the ground, and
will at all times be above the level of the lake. The in-

terior will have the appearance of a concrete tunnel, and
there will be ample room for all the wires necessary.

Fig. 3 is a reproduction of a photograph taken on the

floor of the electricity building last week. It shows the

spricging point of the great iron arches that support the

The trouble over the bids for the arc lights at the

World's Fair has been settled by a compromise. Captain

Eugene Griffin, vice-president of the Thomson-Houston

Electric company, appeared before the committee on

grounds and buildings on March 23d. Captain GriG&n

said that there was no intention to "squeeze" the fair, and

that the Thomson-Houston company was willing to be

perfectly fair, if its bid had been made under any misap-

prehension of the conditions. The speaker made a good

impression on the committee, and Col. R. C. Clowry, Di-

rector H. B Stone and Frederick Sargent, electrical en-

gineer of the construction department, were appointed to

confer with Captain Griffin and endeavor to reach an
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amicable understanding. This conference was held on

Friday of last week at the Chicago club, and lasted ,from

9:30 A. M. until 2:30 I'. iM. The situation was talked over

in a friendly aspect in all its various phases, with the result

that Capt. Griffin finally agreed to furnish 2,500 lights at

the rate of $20 each, promising, in addition, to supply

1,000 more at the same rate if called upon to do so. On
iheir part the World's Fair representatives agreed that the

horse power out of the necessary 3,300," a construction

department official is represented as saying. "We shall

get the remainder in the way of exhibits."

It will interest all engaged in electrical pursuits to

know that Director H. B. Stone, president of the Chicago

Telephone company, is mentioned as a possible candidate

for president otthe local board, to succeed W. T. Baker.

B. E. Sunny, western manager of theThomson-Houston

company, will retire from the directory at the next elec-

tion. In view of the present and prospective relations of

the World's Fair and his company, he does not deem it

proper to remain on the board.

Upon the recommendation of Chief of Construction

Burnham, the committee on grounds and buildings has

ready for connection with mains and water supply, the

contractor to build smoke stacks and flues,and operate the

boilers during the period of their use and remove them at

the close of the fair. The exposition furnishes fuel and
water only.

German Electric Wharf Crane.
Cranes operated by electricity are being substituted to

some extent for the hydraulic cranes that have long been

used on the wharves of the great seaports of Germany.

The accompanying illustration represents a new type built

for use in the city of Hamburg by the Allgemeine Elek-

tricitaets Gesellschaft of Berlin. This crane was designed

for UEC in the loading and unloading of vessels, and has a

FIG. 2. ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLD S FAIR.

company should not be required to furnish any superin-

tendence or help of any kind in the operation of the plant

during the fair. At the same time it was agreed that the

Standard Electric company of Chicago should be given

1,000 lights and the Western Electric company 500 lights

on the same basis. The former company had previously

oflfered to supply a large portion of the lights needed at a

lower rate than that of the Thomson-Houston bid—said to

be $22 per lamp. Thus, 5,000 of the 6,000 lamps are pro-

vided for. There is still some talk of seeking the re-

mainder from foreign sources, and April 6th has been fixed

as the date of Mr. Sargent's departure for Europe. At this

writing the matter is still unsettled, however. The arrange-

ment gives general satisfaction and all concerned appear

to be glad that an agreement has been reached.

The committee on grounds and buildings has rejected

all the bids for generators for motor service save that of

the Eddy Electric Manufacturing company, which offered

to supply 300 kilowatts for the transportation building

free of cost. It adopted a recommendation that this com-

pany beoffered the privilege of furnishing from 1,000 to

GERMAN ELECTRIC

agreed to let the contract for furnishing boilers of 10,000

horse power capacity to the following companies for the

amounts indicated:

Heine Boiler company of St. Louis, 2 500 horse power,
$20,000; Campbell & Zell company of Baltimore, Md.,
2.500 horse power, $20,000; Mills Boilercoinpany of Lon-

I IG. 3. ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.

1,500 horse power capacity at the rate of $2.50 per horse

power. In the event of the company agreeing to furnish

1,500 horse power capacity on the terms mentioned, all

other firms wishing to supply generators for the World's

Fair plant must do so free of cost. In case, however, the

Eddy company chooses to supply but 1,000 horse power

the Mather company will be given an opportunity to fur-

nish the capacity mentioned in its bid (.600 kilowatts) at the

rate of I2.50 per horse power. "We only care to buy 1,500

don, England, 2,000 horse power, $t6,ooo; Stearns Man-
ufacturing company of Erie, Pa., 1,000 horse power,
^8,000; National Water-Tubs Boiler company of New
Brunswick, N. J.. 1,000 horse power, $7,300; Abendroth
Sl Root of New York, 1,000 horse power, $8,000. Total
horse power, 10,000, $79,300.

The contractors, for these prices, provide for the erection

of boilers capable of sustaining a pressure of 125 pounds

per square inch. The boilers are to be furnished

with all fittings, attachments and appurtenances, walled in

WHARF CRANE.

capacity of 5,000 pounds. It has been in constant use

since November, and in spite of exposure to the severe

winter weather has worked so well as to demonstrate the

fact that the field for electric machines of this character is

one of great promise and signal importance.

The crane rests on a movable iron support, which is

high and wide enough to allow the passage of freight cars

on two tracks beneath it, and is provided with a movable

truck to facilitate the loading of the freight from the vessel

into the cars. The mechanical data of the crane are as

follows: Capacity, 2,500 kilograms; height to which load

may be raised, 13.?+ meters; extreme reach from center of

crane, io3^ meters; speed of raising or lowering, i meter

per second; speed of travel with full load, 2 meters per

second.

In the construction of the machine ordinary chains were

discarded wherever possible, and wire rope was substituted.

The use of spur or bevel gears was also avoided, to the

end that the motion be as uniform as possible. The con-

ductors are brought to the outside of the truck, whence

the current is communicated to the motor by sliding con-

tacts on small copper rails, thence through cables run down
through the interior of the vertical standard. About this hol-

low standard -turns the hoisting and revolving mechan-

ism, which is fastened to a turn-table and is inclosed on

all sides in an iron casing, provided in places with panes

of glass. The hoisting and revolving mechanisms are

completely separated from each other; each has its

own motor, and each is controlled by a separate switch.

I he revolution is accomplished by worm gearing, which

actuates the driving wheels (not gears), and which bear on

the turn-table and rotate it. This is a bold depart-

ure from the usual rack and pinion.

To prevent an accident from a too sudden starting or

stopping of the machinery, a flexible coupling is inserted

between the armature shaft and the worm gear. As a re-

sult of the series winding, the operator has it in his power

to modify at will the speed of the motors. The 40 horse

power motor for the hoisting apparatus, is a shunt wound
machine, provided also with the flexible coupling

The reversion of the direction of rotation of the armature

is accomplished by commulating the current in the starting

box in the armature circuit. By an ingenious contrivance

a brake is connected mechanically with the starting switch

so that in throwing it over to reverse the motor the brake

is on full when the switch lever is at the point of zero, and

is eased off as the lever progresses and admits the com-

mutated current. The crane has shown a saving in effi-

ciency oyer water and steam cranes of as much as 20 per

cent.
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To insure against an accident in the event of the circuit

becoming broken while the crane is loaded, a brake is pro-

vided for the drum, but whose shoe Is kept from bearing

on the druT3 axle by a strong electro-magnet. As soon as

the circuit is broken the shoe is released, and, by a simple

mechanical contrivance, embraces a pulley on the drum

axle, and the machinery is brought to rest. It has been

shown that the power required to drive the electric motors

is almost proportional to the load, which is not the case

with steam cranes. The steam apparatus used on the best

crane does not take all the expansive force of the steam,

while the electric machines have the additional advantage

of curtailing the consumption of current by taking advan-

tage of the counter electromotive force generated bv the

operation of lowering the crane's load. Further, the im-

portant loss of energy in steam pipes is avoided by the

employment of electric motors, which by ordinarily careful

insulation are rendered independent of the weather. The

cut and description are from the Elcktroiechnische Zfit-

schrift, ^^^^^^___^.^_^

American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers.

The annual meeting of the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers for the election of officers, the reception

of yearly reports, and the transaction oE business, will be

held at the headquarters of the Institute in New York city

Electric Lighting in Des Moines, la.

The city of Des Moines, la,, is particularly fortunate in

its electric light and railway service. In a recent issue the

electric railway plant was described in detail. The electric

lighting and power plant is equally good. The work was

begun by the Des Moines Water Power company early in

1891. This concern secured the water power on the Des

Moines river, but did not make much progress in develop-

ing its plant until the formation of the Des Moines Water

Power & Electric company, which was in reality a reorgan-

ization of the old company.

The plant at present consists of one 2,ooo-light, two

1,200-light and two 750-light generators of the Slattery

alternating type, five 80-light Wood arc and one ^o-light

Western Electric arc machines with two 40,G00-watt C. iS;

'C. generators for a power circuit. The water power has

been largely improved until it now supplies several hun-

dred horse power in excess of the amount required. The
company has in place several Leffel wheels aggregating

700 horse power and expects soon to make a still further

addition to the capacity, nearly doubling it. As a safe-

guard against an accident of any kind a steam plarit of

500 horse power is kept constantly in readiness with fires

banked. This plant consists of one 250 horse power Ideal

and one 250 horse power Ball engine. A contract ha („

recently been signed with the city for the supplying of 200

arc lights for street use. The company is operating 250

FIG. I. ELECTRIC LIGHTING IN DES MOINES, IOWA.

on Tuesday, May lyth, and will be followed by a dinner

in the evening.

The general meeting for the reading and discussion of

papers will be held at Chicago on Monday and Tuesday,

June 6th and 7th. The programme of papers is now in

preparation.

Love Underground Conduit Electric
Railway.

Several tests of the recently completed underground

conduit for the Love electric railway system have been

made in Chicago within the last two weeks. The track is

laid in the form of a loop on Racine, Fullerton and Web-
ster avenues and Halsted street, and is said to be 8,000

feet long. A recent trip was made in six minutes, a summer

car being temporarily fitted up with a trolley and motor.

Arrangements are now completed for regular trips in con-

nection with the North Side cable service.

The wires of the fire alarm telegraph system of Boston
are to be placed underground. The fire commissioners
will make a beginning in Tremont street. A cable will

be run from the city hall across the Probate Court building
and down to Tremont street, where it will enter the con-
duit and connect with the fire alarm wires. All the fire

signal boxes now in buildings will be placed upon lamp-
posts on the sidewalk and connected with the wires,which
will pass up through the hollow post. A red lantern at

the top of the lamp posts will show the box number in

white figures. As soon as this work is completed other

sections of the city will be treated in a similar manner.

.commercial lamps. The demand for incandescent lights

has been very active, over 4 000 being in actual use, many
of which are under a lamp hour contract. But little at-

tention has as yet been given to the transmission of power,

but about 75 horse power has been called for, requiring

motors of from ^s to 15 horse power each. No money has

been spared in making the plant a model one, and with the

popular management the installation will undoubtedly be

doubled within the next year.

The capital stock of the company is $450,000 and the

following officers have been elected: President, Fred D.

Goode; secretary and manager, C. K. Mead; treasurer,

Lowry W. Goode. The active management of the affairs of

the company has been placed in the hands of Mr. Mead,

and to his popularity and business qualifications is due a

large share of the success already attained.

The illustrations give an idea of the extent of the plant.

In Fig. I is shown a part of the dynamo room of the

power station. The switch-board is shown in Fig. 2, and

in Fig. 3 there is an excellent view of the river on which

the station is located and from which the power is secured.

An experimental train consisting of new American buffet

and drawing room cars, was run over the English South-
eastern line to Dover. and, according to an English exchange,
the cars, which are very commodious, are luxuriously fitted

and have all the latest improvements, including the electric

light. It is understood that they will be run in connection
with the continental service.

Dynamic Induction at High Potentials

and Frequencies.
By Ei.tHU T110.MSON.

It is the purpose of the present writing to supplement

the experiments which were describ:d by me a short time

since, in which condense discharges at comparatively high

FIG. 3. ELECTRIC LIGHTING IN DES M' JNES, IOWA.

potentials were used to induce by dynamic induction

similar discharges in parallel circuits or coils.

The application of the principle to the production of an

efficient lightning protector or device affording a selective

path for high frequency discharges has already been

pointed out. So also the effects of the use of a varj-ing

numbers of turns in the coils under induction have been

shown—effects which have enabled me up to the

present to obtain sparks of over thirty-one inches in

length in free air between ball-terminals about one inch in

diameter and in an apparently continuous stream of not

less than 250 per second. These sparks are bluish white,

like Leyden jar discharges, and are accompanied by a loud

rattle or roar. These effects and their bearing on insula-

tion will be further adverted to.

The following experiment is an exceedingly instructive

one as showing the means I used for obtaining a balance

of electromotive forces or selective path.

Two coils of heavy wire are wound, each having about

12 or 15 turns, more or less. The coils are separated by a

glass cylinder, one coil being in the interiorof the cylinder

and the other being wound outside thereof. Connections

are made as in Fig i. The turns of the coils should be

kept apart or well insulated from one another. An incan-

descent lamp L is put in circuit with one of the cotls, as

the outer one, by putting one terminal of the lamp in con-

nection with one end of the inner coil and the other lamp
terminal to one end of the outer coil. The wires a b per-

mit condenser discharges to be passed through the inner

coil; a branch wire C is taken from b and its free end can

be connected to any part of the outer coil so as to include

more or less of the turns of the outer coil in a branch with

the lamp around the inner one. With say 12 turns in the

inner coil, and a possible change of the turns of the outer

coil from none to 15 or 16, and passing condenser dis-

charges over an air gap aty with an air blast playing on

the spark to prevent continuous arcs when the condenser

~ FIG. 2.- ELECTRIC LIGHTING IN DES MOINES, IOWA.

charges are furnished by the high potential secondary of

an alternating current transformer, the lamp at L would be

lighted to a greater or less brilliancy, according to the

turns of the outer coil in use. In applying the movable

wire to the outer coil at a certain point, there is found to

be no current passing in the lamp, and on passing thig
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wire either way from this point, so as to include more or

less of the outer turns, thelampis lighted witha gradually

increased brilliancy as the neutral point is more and more

departed from. Of course a current indicator, provided it

responds to currents of excessive frequency, may be sub-

stituted for the lamp. This experiment shows in the

clearest manner the fact that a selective path for the dis-

charges of high potentials is obtained in adjusting the

relative number of turns in the outer and inner coils.

I have in a previous communication stated in what way

this combination of inductive coils has been applied as a

lightning arrester or protective apparatus for dynamos,

motors, transformers, etc. Varying the spark length at /

or the condenser capacity does not, so far as has yet been

determined, disturb the relations found. It is of course

necessary that the two coils be well insulated from each

other, and this can easily be done by immersion in oil or

separating them by glass, hard rubber, or the like.

I will now describe certain forms of apparatus which

are adapted for obtaining at will very high potential dis-

charges. In fact, I have been able easily to obtain from

about 1,600 feet of wire sparks of over thirty-one inches

between the discharge balls. So far as can be estimated

from available data, these sparks are due to potentials of

not less than half a million volts.

In Fig. 2 ^ is a barrel of lubricating oil, an oil of high

insulating qualities, being in fact a liquid paraffine. The

top of B is open, and in it are immersed the primary and

secondarv coils, P and S each wound on a paoer cylinder.

FIGS. 1-3. DYNAMIC INDUCTION AT HIGH POTENTIALS
AND FREQUENCIES.

The cylinder on which 5 is wound is about three inches

smaller in diameter than the other, and has an external

diameter of about thirteen inches. It is covered with two

layers of silk, and upon this is wound 500 turns of num-

ber 26 cotton covered wire in one layer, with a silk thread

between the turns. This layer covers about twenty inches

of the length of the cylinder. The terminals of this fine

coil are carried out respectively through the lower head and

up through the oil above, as will be described.

The primary P consists of fifteen turns of a conductor

composed of five rather heavy wires laid alongside, and

the connections are made by carrying the terminals outside

at C, keeping them about two inches apart. The wire

leaving 5 downward goes to a rod which rests in a cup in

the center of the bottom head of the barrel. This cup has

a rod extending down through a glass cylinder filled with

oil which dips in a horizontal trough of oil T\ through

the center of which is carried a prolongation of this rod

to conduct the discharges to the lower discharge terminal

D\
The upper end of S is treated in a similar way, passing

up through a cork in a glass vessel, such as an inverted

bottle with the bottom perforated, then horizontally in the

trough T of oil to the sleeve C, through which a hollow

brass bar /), with rounded ends, may be slid up or down.

For this purpose, a string and pulley, with counter weight

W, may be provided. The bar D should be, say, an inch

in diameter, to avoid brush discharges from its sides,

and in fact its upper end should be covered with a bottle

of oil or have a large polished ball; otherwise large brush

discharges will pass into the air from it. By means of a

condenser and spark gap with a blast of air blowing

across the gap, the apparatus may be used to obtain the

high potential and high frequency sparks. The charging

of the condenser is from the secondary of a high poten-

tial induction coil, giving about 15,000 to 20,000 volts,

the primary of which coil is fed from alternating current

mains. The condenser used in the experiments consisted

of sixteen Leyden jars of about a gallon each, which was all

there was at command. This will be replaced by a spec

ial condenser adapted for such work. The discharges

from the apparatus are, as stated, over thirty-one inches

long, and this distance is the maximum that can be given

to the space between the terminals as the apparatus is

censtructed.

The power of the discharge is exemplified by the ease

with which glass plates are punctured. Heavy pine or

even oak boards are perforated and set on fire. The

discharges scorch a black line where they pass over a sur-

face of wood, and soften glass where they locate them-

selves in passing over a sheet. A stick of wood placed

between the terminals and joining them is splintered and

torn by the discharge, and is found covered with a fur of

fine splinters Glass vessels are shattered in the line of

the discharges, and inflammable matter is set on fire.

Perhaps the most beautiful effect is obtained by the in-

sertion of a plate of glass between the electrodes when

separated about twenty-four inches. If the glass be thick

enough to resist perforation, the discharges spread all over

it and pass around the edges, producing an almost inde-

scribably beautiful effect, especially in a feebly lighted

room, which allows all the minor ramifications of spark to

be seen.

The induction in the fine secondary of the apparatus is

about 1,500 to 2,000 volts for each turn, which would give

750.000 to 1,000,000 volts total for the 500 turns. But on

account of condenser actions absorbing a part of the dis-

charge, it is probable that the effective electromotive force

between terminals may not much exceed 500,000. We
have no ready means of measurement of such pressures.

A very simple and inexpensive form of apparatus for

obtaining these high potential discharges is shown in

Fig. 3-

It consists of a wooden trough, the joints of which are

capable of holding oil; its parts may be nailed or screwed

together in the ordinary way, with shellac or white lead.

The primary coil of ten turns lies against the sides of

this trough, and the secondary layer may be an ordinary

wire heavily insulated with cotton and wound on a cylinder

of paper C or cardboard covered with dry muslin or silk.

If the turns are not over six inches in diameter, the cotton

insulation between turns will suffice if rather thick, say

i-ioo of an inch or over.

The secondary terminals are taken out at the center of

the ends of the cylinder as shown, and led up through a

glass vessel G, which may be conveniently made of two

bottles with the bottoms removed and cemeted together,

or a specially blown glass vessel may be used instead.

Its object is to hold oil and cover the secondary

terminals to a height sufficient to remove them far enough

to prevent discharges passing over the surface of the oil in

the trough, which is used to cover the coils, as indicated.

The discharge terminals D D pass up and outward from

the bottles and the sparks are obtained between them.

The simplicity of construction is evident. A trough four

feet long will hold a coil capable of giving a spark discharge

three feet long. By coupling up two such troughs in

tension this effect may doubtless be doubled if required.

It is important, of course, that all connections, leads

from the condenser to the primary coil, etc., be as short

and as free from self-induction as possible, or the rate of

oscillations on which the high inductions depend will be

lessened and the effects be weakened to some extent. The
potential given by a secondary coil of a certain number of

turns depends, of course, on the rapidity of magnetic

change and the extent of such change or maximum
densities of field attained. The greater the number of

turns in the primary the greater will be the field strength

if the same current flows in every case. But increasing

the number of primary turns shows the oscillation rate and

diminishes the maximum current value, and so diminishes

the magnetic density. There is evidently to be selected,

therefore, for each condenser, that number of turns which

will give the highest product of the rate of change and the

extent of change or maximum field.

As a striking illustration of the slowing effect of

numerous turns of wire on the periodicity or rate of

change, it may be mentioned that if, instead of passing the

condenser discharges through a coarse coil of few turns,

using the spark gap and charging transformer as before,

they be passed through a well insulated coil of many turns

of comparatively fine wire, the discharge rate may easily

be brought down low enough to cause the spark to whistle

along with the sound of the alternating discharges of 125

periodicity used in the charging transformer. The introduc-

tion of a well made iron wire core greatly lowers the tone

obtained. It is conceivable that an approximation to music

might be obtained from spark discharges sent through

coils of such varied inductance as to cause the rates of

oscillation to follow those of the musical scale.

In the conduct of the experiments on high inductions,

which have been described, one cannot fail to be impressed

FIG. I. ENGLISH MOTOR WITH ROLLER BEAKINGS.

with the capabilities of oil as an insulator. ' The perfora-

tion of two inches of oil between rounded terminals of

say yi inch diameter would seem to demand a potential

capable of causing a leap of five feet in air. It appears to

be true that edges or points under oil or embedded in any
insulating medium are effective in inducing puncture for

the same reason as they are effective in discharging through

air. They act as electric wedges and concentrate the di-

electric strains upon those parts of the insulating medium
directly in front of such points or edges. Hence, the

most perfect insulation to resist puncture in oil or air de-

mands smooth surfaces of as large diameter as possible.

This is, of course, a different matter from insulation resist

ance or power of resisting leakage.

Siemens & Halske Company.
The headquarters of the new Siemens -k Halske Electric

company of America, will be on the twelfth floor of the

new Monadaock building, Jackson and Dearborn streets,

Chicago. A suite of twelve offices has been leased, but

a portion of the space will be devoted to the Wells-French

company. Dr. Berliner, who is to be chief electrical en-

engineer of the American Siemens & Halske company,

is expected in Chicago some time in April. The plans for

the factory are being prepared in Germany.

English Motorwith Roller Bearings.
Austin & Myers, an English flrm, have brought out

a series of motors which present several features of inter-

est. Referring to the cuts. Fig. i shows the motor com-
plete, and Fig. 2 shows the same machine taken to pieces.

It will be seen that the armature runs on roller bsarings,

the rollers bdng really rings. Another point worthy of at-

tention is the brush mechanism. The brushes are fed in

without lead or trail, by a peculiar cam controlled by a

FIG. 2. ENGLISH MOTOR WITH ROLLER BEARINGS.

spring. The motor is specially designed to w:rk with

little attention, the roller bearings being adopted so that

no harm is done if they are not oiled for some time. The
brushes are arranged so as to require no attention. This

type of machine is made in several sizes, from a miniature

one weighing only g pounds, which will rest on the palm
of the hand, up to 5 horse power. The cuts are reproduced

from London Industries.

The Scientific American suggests that if torpedo boats
can be successfully operated from the shore by means of
electricity, the same power could bs utilized for the pro-
pulsion of life-boats. "The electrical boat," it says, "can
be launched and propelled with impunity for long dis-

tances in the roughest seas, in which thsordinary life-boat

could not live for a moment. There is no reason why an
electrical life-boat might not be made one of the most use-
ful and valuable appliances of a'l life-saving stations on
our coasts, and on well-appointed ships or steam ves-

sels."
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Analysis of Movements by Photography
and the Incandescent Lamp.

One of the most cuiious uses to which the electric liftht

has been put is iLs employment as an aid in the photo-

graphic analysis of movements. A Frenchman, M Marcy,

has made considerable progress with the method, utilizing

instantaneous ph nographic plates, and his assistant,

M, Demeny, has given some interesting experiments before

and the five hcri/.'intal do ted lines indicate respectively

the movements of the head, shoulder, hip, knee and foot of

the man carrying the I: mps. The cuts were reproduced

from hliclricit^'.

FIG. I. ANALYSIS OK MOVEMENTS BY PHOTOGRAPHY ANP
THE INCANDtSCENT LAMP.

the Conservatory of the Arts and Trades in Paris, showing

the practical application of the method.

M. Marey applied the idea in two different ways.

That the analysis of motions may be complete and perfect,

it is necessary that the successive images of a rapid move-

ment be taken at very short intervals of time, and even

then it often happens that the different images become

confused. In order to prevent such errors M. Marey con-

ceived the idea of placing upon the limbs of his subject

shiny lace, or silver buttons, and then making him file along

in front of a camera over a black path sheltered by screens.

The subject was dressed in black, the result being the ap-

pearance on the plate of a series of white bands. The
operation succeeded admirably at night, by the aid of the

electric light.

This experiment gave M. Soret, a physician of Geneva,

the idea of making a more direct use of the electric light

by placing an incandescent lamp at each of the joints of

of the subject, and MM. Quenu and Demeny carried out

the idea at the Eeaujon hospital, obtaining interesting re-

sults in an analysis of the abnormal walk.

The cuts presented herewith make it an easy matter to

understand the method.

The subject in the experiment carries five incandescent

lamps, fed by accumulators, with which he has to remain in

constant communication during his walk. As is indicated

in Fig. I the subject, already wired and fitted with lamps

in the manner described, is placed by means of a trolley in

FIG. 2. ANALYSIS OF MOVEMENTS EY PHOTOGRAPHY AND
THE INCANDESCENT LAMP.

connection with two overhead wires leading to the accumu-

lators.

An idea as to what sort of record is made on the sen-

sitized plate may be obtained from Fig. 2. In this cut the

arrow shows the direction in which the subject is moving

Lightning Arresters, and the Discovery of
Non-arcing Metals.'

IlV .XLKX ANDIi; J. WUKTS,

Part II.

For direct current use I have devised something quite

similar, the principle of which will be understood by
reference to Fig. 7. Referring to the figure, -•/ is a generator,

one pole of which is grounded at <i, the ether being con-

nected to the trolley line L; E is a circuit controlling

device consistirg of fi.xed commutator like metal pieces t',

c- , (', opposite pieces being electrically connected; /
',

/•'-',

are brushes irsulattd from each other and revolving at a
'high speed in a direction indicated by the airow; /"' is

connected to earth, and f- to the line; ^', t-, c^. are con-

nected respectively to thrte condenser'', C^ C-, C^\ the

latter being grounded as indicated at d. The action is as

follows: With the bru hes in their present positions, the

line is connected through F- and t'' to condenstr C-.

This condenser is therefore being charged while condenser

C is being discharged lo earth through t^ / ^ When f-
passes to ^', condenser T' will be connected to the line,

and become charged while condenser €'' will be discharg-

ing through c- and f^. Thus by the continued rotation of

these two brushes, it will be seen that the trolley line is

being constantly discharged into a fresh condenser.
This arrester has also not been tesied in actual practice,

but if my hopes are fulfilled it will accomplish for direct

current circuits what the neutral point arrester is intended
to accomplish for alternating circuits, the idea being in

either case to take off the charge bit by bit, but at such
rapidly recurring intervals that the line will be kept practi-

cally free from charge, or, at least prevent the charge from
obtaining sufficient intensity to damage any portion of the

system. Personally I am much interested in these two ar-

rcbters, which practically afford direct connection to earth

without dynamo leakage, and would like to dwell on them
more in detail, but time will not permit.

Referring once n.ore to my experimtn s whh charged
wires, I would say that they were nearly all repetitions of ex-

periments quite familiar to all of you. Let me, however, call

your attention to one of them, which, I am confident, is cot

old in detail. Referring to Fig. 8, Z is a Leyden jar, / is

a bare line wire, a portion of which is coiled and immersed
in a tank /v'of water. This tank is well groundtd. Line /

is continued thrcugh induction coil Cand then grounded
as shown ; ^ is a gap discharge circuit. Now, with the

spark at A there was a small spark at b ; with a gap at d
there was a sparking at (/and /', spaik a" being larger than
b. With a gap at e sparks were obtained simultaneously at

</, b and e. Induction coil C was either a primary or a sec-

ondary of a 4olight converter. When C was primary,

spark e was very small. When C was secondary, e was
' larger, butstiil small when compared with (/and /', From
these experiments I learned two lessons, both of them old,

but in books they did not impress me as they did in prac-

tice. The first lesson was, that I must not expect one or

two discharge circuits to discharge the many miles of wire
that we have in our lighting and power circuits. The sec-

ond was that a ' * kicking coil, " no matter how great its im-

pedance, would stili take a portion of the discharge. My
final conclusions, then, were that, in order to afford the

best possible protection for electric plants, the wires must
fairly bristle with discharge points properly located in dis-

charge circuits. With this idea in mind, a cheap and
effective pole arrester seemed to be the proper thing to

look for. My experiments from this time on led me to a

discovery so remarkable, and so contrary to all previous

ideas, that I am going to read you a description of them.
In designing the arresters already described. I had fol-

lowed closely the rut of previous practice, which had al-

ways been to provide with each discharge circuit, a circuit

interrupting device. Upon reflection, however, it was evi-

dent that one circuit inierrupler placed in the main circuit

would interrupt the arc on any discharge circuit. For a

moment the problem of a simple pole arrester seemed
solved, but on second thought the difficulties and inccnven-

iences inseparable from any automatic main circuit inter-

rupter appeared to be insurmountable, and the idea was
no sooner conceived than it was abandoned. And yet, poor
as it was for practical purposes, it proved a good stepping-

stone, and led to the following plan, viz.: To provide the

line with ordinary discharge circuits, that is, wiih the well-

known saw-tooth protectors, made of carbon, so that they

would not easily burn away; and then, in the station, be-

tween the generator and the first discharge circuit, provide

an automatic device, which, upon the passage of an abnor-

mal current from the generator, would instantly short circuit

the dynamo and as quickly open again, the intention being
that, should a short circuit occur out on the line through

any of the discharge circuits, a short circuit at the dynamo
would so reduce the pressure on the line as to render it im-

possible for an arc to maintain itself. Then, any such arc,

having been extinguished, the short circuit at the genera-
tor could be interrupted, and the service would continue

as before. This idea meeting with general approval, jteps

were at once taken to put it to a lest in the following man-
ner: To a 1,000 volt alternator there was connected a cir-

cuit consisting of about 100 yards of line wire, and in this

circuit there was placed a pair of carbon dischargers hav-

ing saw-tooth edges and a ^^ inch air-gap, also a switch.

In shunt with this circuit—that is, directly across the ter-

minals of the generator, there was connected a simple de-

vice (it will not be necessary to explain its construction)

which, upon the passage of an abnormal current in the

circuit containing the dischargers, would instantly short

circuit the generator and as quickly open again. All the

I. Read before the American Insritute of Electrical Engineers,
March 15, 1S92.

conneclioDS being made, the air£;ap was bn'dgcd wiih a
bit of tinfoil to start the arc, and the switch thrown. The
actions that followed in an inconceivably short space of lime
were these : The tinfoil burst with a fnap. an arc was
formed, the automatic s^hort circuiting device operated, the
arc was extinguished and (he short cirtuiting device opined.
So far, this was exact >y what wasanticipatcd, but nosooncr
had the short circuiting device cptned, and the clcctro-

molivc force returned lo the line and the diKhargeif. th; n
the dynamo pressure forced an arc across ihc air gap once
more, and the whole operation was repeated. This rrpcli-

L

FIG. 7. LIGHTNING ARRESTERS. A>D 1 HE DISCOVERY OF
NON-ARCING METALS.

tion was found to be due lo the fact that when the arc was
first established between the carbon saw-tcoih piatef,

the carbons were heated to a while heat, which, not
having time to dissipate itself before the pressure re-

turned, the dynamo current found a sufficiently easy path
over the heated air gap to re-establish an arc- However.
the test being otherwise satisfactory, success seemed as-

sured, for all that was necessary now was to use solid metal
dischargers that would readily conduct the heat away,
and the trouble above cited would no dcubt be avoided.
So the lest was repeated, using the same appara
tus as before, except the dischargers, which now
consisted of three solid, round brass rods, i inch in di-

ameter, and \)^ inches kng, placed side by side

with their £xes parallel to each otter, and having air

gaps of 1^^ inch. That is, the line was connected to the
two outside bars, leaving the middle one idle to be con-
nected to ground, as wculd be the case in a dcuble pole
lightning arrester. The air gaps were bridged as before
with tinfoil to start the arc, and the switch thrown. The
test was successful in the highest degree—too successful,

in fact, not lo arouse suspicion. So I thought I would re-

peat the experiment, and see how the dischargers would
behave without the short circuiting device. The result was
an overwhelming surprise, for at the dischargers there was
merely an insignificant spark scarcely larger than a pea.

The expeiiment was tried again and again, with the same
result. Any electrician would have predicted a brilliant

display of fireworks. The most plausible theory advanced
to explain this action was that the electric motor driving

the dynamo being small, its speed was probably reduced to

such an extent by the overload suddenly thrown upon it,

that the electric pressure was at once reduced be'.ow that

which would be necessarv to maintain an arc across the

air gaps. On second thought, this theory would have
seemed improbable, but at the time it was accepted with-

out a question. In a few days a test was again made, this

time a small engine being used for motive power, and the

s£ me results were obtained as before. On the afternoon of

the same day both engine and generator were changed,
with like results. In the meantime a little reflection seemed
to indicate that perhaps this strange action was not, after

all, due to the slowing down of the motor, but lo the pos-
sible cooling effect of the metal dischargers on the arc.

With this idea in mind, I had constructed a set of three

dischargers similar to the first, but much larger, 23^ inches
diameter by 3 inches long, thinking that if a little metal

LIGHTNING ARRESTERS, AND THE DISCOVERY OF
NON-ARCING METALS.

was good, more would te better, and that perhaps with a
large generator the mass of metal would have to be greatly
increased to produce the results already obtained. This
large discharger was connected to a 3,000 light, 1000 volt

alternator; the air spaces were bridged as before; and the
scene which followed beggars description. The large

meta! bars were melted like beeswax in a great ball of fire.

My disappointment was keen, for I thought I was on the
verge of making a discovery, and that'in the previous cases

the comparatively feeble engine bad not been the cause of

the action. Thinking, however, there could be no harm in

melting up the smaller discharger, I connected it in where

\C(ntinued on page 207.]
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A CONTEMPOR.ARY makes what we consider to be a valu-

able suggestion as to the utilization of electric power in

«:he life-saving service. The idea advanced is that life-

boats be provided which could be propelled from the shore

5)y electric power. In this way a boat of the staunchest

construction could be handled by means of a cable from

fthe shore, just as the electric torpedo is controlled.

The building of electric cranes is not confined to Ameri-

ca by any means, as shown by the German wharf crane

described in an article presented in this issue. This ma-

chine differs from the traveling cranes, to which electricity

has mainly been applied in the United States, in that it is

designed for outdoor service, and in fact it has already

satisfactorily sustained the test of several months' every-

day service in winter weather. There is no doubt that

similar cranes could be introduced on American docks to

advantage.

It is a matter for general congratulation that the finance

-committee of the common council of Chicago has recom-

mended an appropriation sufiicient to provide for the electric

lighting of two of the important thoroughfares leading in the

direction of the World's Fair. It wculd be a lasting dis"

grace to Chicago if the date set for the opening of the ex-

position should hod the South Side boulevards leading to

Jackson Park lighted by dingy gas lamps, and it is gratify-

ing to note that it is net likely that Chicagoans will be

called upon to meet this reproach.

The agitation of the Ntw Yorkers to obtain lower tele-

phone lates still continues, but the proceedings are nearly

a repetition of the old, old story, and it now looks as

though money would, as usual, win the day. The Sub-

scribers' association, which has the matter in hand, is

wrestling with politicians in Albany, and the opponents of

the reform bill have already succeeded in delaying its con-

sideration for a short time. We do not hesitate, though, to

venture the prophecy that unless the Subscribers' associa-

tion has a large fund of filihy lucre at its disposal—which,

in all probability, it has not
—

".he monopolists will find a

way, mysterious, perhaps, but nevertheless efficient, to pre-

vent the much desired reduction in the price of the now

very necessary instrument.

In its work of establishing an Institute of Technology in

connection with the University of Chicago, the Chicago

Electric club is receiving encouragement from many

quarters, not the least important being the action

of the Western Society of Civil Engineers and Archi-

tects, which appointed a committee at a recent meet-

ing to co-operate with the committee of the Chicago Electric

club. It is now believed that the new institute will be

ready to receive students when the other branches of the

university are opened. Much work has yet to be done,

however, but the advocates of the proposed school are en-

thusiastic and energetic, and they are bound to make the

project successful- W. L. B. Jenney, the architect, is

chairman of the jo'nt committee, and several meetings

have been held for the purpose cf furthering the project.

A Chicago dai'y paper is apprehensive lest the dispute

over the arc lighting at the World's Fair grounds "inter-

fere with the completeness of the general electrical exhibit
"

In deploring such a possibility the editor remarks: ' No
World's Fair exhibit can compare in utilitarian interest to

mankind with the electrical exhibit. A large portion of

the intelligent public has come to believe that electricity is

the force that will rule all spheres of human activity in

the future. They are intensely interested in every new use

to which the subtle agent has been put." This is un-

doubtedly true, to a great extent, and it gives us pleasure

to assure the journal in qaestion that its fears are entirely

unfounded. The matter in dispute has been satisfactorily

settled, and even were it not so the electrical interests are

too intelligent and far sighted to allow the fact to interfere

with their exhibit, for which the preparations are already

well advacced. The electrical display at the exposition

will be at once brilliant, instructive and popular.

Attention is frequently directed to the progress that has

been made in the application of electricity by the fact that

the right to use electric power is often an important feat-

ure in contracts. An illustration of this was presented in

the Xew York papers recently in speaking of the negotia-

tions for the purchase of the South Orange horse car

lines. The Philadelphia street railway syndicate, in which

Widener, Elkins and Matihevs are interested, desired to

purchase the road bat would not close the deal unless it

was shown that a franchise for operatirg the lines by elec-

tricity could be obtained at once.

Now, however, a number of local capila'ists, who have

been opposed to the Philadelphia syndicate, have offered

the same sum. Si, 500,00-3, and have undertaken to intro-

duce electricity. A few years ago such a consideration

would not be dreamed of—and, moreover, a few years ago

the Philadelphia syndicate was pooh-poohing the use of

electricity as a method of propulsion-

In common with all other well-wishers of the World's

Fair the body of citizens cons'.ituting the electrical inter-

ests of the country will rejo'ce tha": the trouble arising from

the bids for the arc lighting of the exposition has been

dissipated. The result was reached by concessions on

both sides, but it is only fair to state that the authorities

of the exposition, and particularly the construction depart-

ment, emerge from the congest in much belter shape than

was deemed probable a week or ten days ago. They have

secured the very material reduction of from $38.50 to $20

per lamp, although sacrificing the condition by. which

contractors were required to furnish a superintendent and

dynamo man for each type of machine. These men will

be employed by the exposition company, on the recom-

mendation, undoubtedly of the contractors. The detail

of the arrangement are given on another page. It is grati-

fying to observe that an era of good feeling has succeeded

that of unbridled accusation and that the World's Fair au-

thorities have discovered that the men composing the

electrical companies are mt su;h terrible fellows after all.

Pro?. Elihu Thomson still continues his interesting in-

vestigations of the phenomena of induciion at high poten-

tials and frequencies. In this is ue ancther paper describ-

ing some of his most r-ecent experiments is presented.

Prof. Thomson bids fair to become a most enthusiastic

advocate of oil iniulation. He states that in all these

experiments on high inductions he has been impres-ed

with the excellent properties of oil when used ss an insu-

lator. "The perforation of two inches of oil between rounded

terminals of say one-half inch diameter," writes Prof,

Thomson, "would seem to demand a potential capable of

causing a leap of five feet in air." But he points cut ihat

to obtain perfect insulation to resist punclure in oil or

air, there must be provided surfaces smooth and of as

large diameter as possible.

Prof. Thomson also brings out another interesting point.

After touching upon the slowing effect in his experiments

of numerous turns of wire on the periodicity of the

oscillatory condenser discharges, he explains how they

may be passed through a fine wire coil of many turns, and

the discharge rate brought down low enough (besides be-

ing susceptible of variation and control) to cause the spark

to "whistle along" with the sound of alternating dis-

charges of a periodicity of 125. With the very practical

thought of turning this peculiar acoustic effect to some

useful end. Prof Thomson conceives the idea that an

approximation to music might be obtained "from spark

discharges sent through coils of such varied inductance

as to cause the rates of oscillation to follow those of the

musical sca''e."

Who can tell but that like gas, air, and, in

many cases, steam engines, the calliope will yet yield

its place among novelties to an electrical musical instru-

ment for which Prof. Thomson has as yet found no

ArrER much discussion and many delays the prospect

for some practicil work in providing a rapid transit system

for New York city has considerably brightened, and at

present it looks as if much of the opposition would be

withdrawn. It is quite probable, however, that many
changes will be made by the commissioners in the plans

as already published, and it is not at all improbable that

the original idea will be abandoned and the work under-

taken by the New York Central. Dispatches from Albany

say that the route will be changed from Madison avenue

to Park avenue, the New York Centra! having consented

to the construction of a road above the tunnel, and open

cut In this case the plan is for both roads to use the new

Harlem river bridge. The dispatch says that the Rapid

Transit commissioners also contemplate running an ele-

vated road between blocks on the east side. This change

is explained by the opposition of Madison avenue property

owners, which it was feared would greatly delay the work,

if not ultimately defeat the project. The New York Cen-

tral has signified its approval of the course pursued, it is

claimed, and will work in conjunction with the commis-

sioners. It is explained that at the beginning of the

comiiissioners' work it was feared that if the Park avenue

route was selected it would inevitably lead to a conflict

with the New York Central, and this the commissioners

desired to avoid as much as the charge of giving the fran-

chise to the Yanderbilts. They seem at present, if reports

be true, tohave overcome this fear.

li; is now assumed in New York that the Rapid Transit

commission has practically decided to give up the idea of

selecting a route independent from all existing railroads

and of auctioning off the charter. The commission claims

it has sp;nt months on the matter, and it has exhausted

every feasible project in endeavoring to furnish

the city a convenient and cheap system of rapid transit.

It will therefore fall back upon section 32 of the Rapid

Transit act, which provides that in such an event the

commission, as a substitute, may grant to any existing

railroad companies permission to extend their lines by

branches, sidings or in any way they may see fit. It is

understood that the commission will grant this right to the

New York Central, and that that company is prepared to

go ahead and furnish the city all the facilities for prompt

and convenient service.

The plans of the Central have not been made known

but it is quite probable an elevated structure will be

adopted as President Depew has expressed a favorable

opinion of plans of this nature which have already been

submitted.
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the Inrger one had been, bridged the air space, and threw
in the switch. Imagine my astonishment on he'arinjj an in-

significant snap like the crack of a toy pistol, and seeing

an arc ab before no lai'ger than a pea. I then pushed a
nickel down into one of the air gaps to short circuit it, and
leave only one air gap for the arc, and tested again, with

the same results. Two questions now presented them-
selves, viz : what were the differences between the large

and the small dischargers other than sizs, and why did the

small discharger behave in this altogether unlocked for

manner? The answer to the first question was readily found
by tracing the two dischargers back to their source and there

learning that the larger one of the two was made of cast

brass, containing certain proportions of tin and copper,

and the smaller one was made of hard dravn brass, con-
taining certain proportions of zinc and copper. These facts

at once established two dilTerences between the dischargers

other than mere size: (Jne was, their physical structure.

and the other theircomposition. Which of these twodiffer-

ences caused the difference in their actions? A discharger

composed of cast brass containing the same proportions of

zinc and copper as the bird drawn brass discharger was
made and tested, and found to work perfectly. It was
thui determined that the physical stru:ture of the metal
had no inlluenci in suppressing the arc. Thi important
difTerence between the two dischargers then lay probably
in their composition, and I was now rapidly becoming con-
vinced that in brass, consisting of certain proportions of

copper and zinc, there n;ust exist certain properties which
do not permit of an arc being maintained between two dis-

chargers, even with the high pressure of i.ooo volts. It

also occurred to me that possibly the shape of the dis-

chargers had something to do with the results obtained.

So the next step taken was to have a number of dischargers

made up in different shapes and siz^s. such a spheres, ovals,

solid half cyUnders, tubes and cubes. AH worked well with
the exception of the cubes. The cubes were placed so their

faces were separated by iV of ^^ inch. Now when the tin-

foil was placed over their edges, the action was favorab'e,

but if the tinfoil were pushed down bstveen the

faces, the arc would hold on indefinitely, and yet with-

out any demonstration whatever, thus, even when the arc

did hold on, showing a very different action from the
other metals. The size of the dischargers did not
seem to affect the results so long as there was sufficient

metal to prevent actual melting— '4 inch brass rod melted
on the third trial. It was next decided to make dischargers of

other metals, and thus learn whether there were any
other substances that would give these results, and if so,

perhaps some light would be thrown on the real cause of

the action. The metals first tested were hard steel, hard-

drawn copper, phosphor-bronze, aluminum-bronze and alu-

minum, all of which failed utterly. The next metal tested was
zinc, and with this most successful results were obtained.

Perhaps you will now think the experimenter very slow to

put two and two together, but who is there who is at all

familiar with the properties of zinc that would have sug-

gested this metal as one likely to resist an electric arc

and I.COD volts in this manner? With such results before

me, I was ready to try anything. The next metals were
tin and nickel. Both of these failed. Tin made the

most brilliant display of all the metals. The next tried

was antimony, and it worked perfectly. The theory now
advanced to explain the phenomena was that with the

metals that do not allow the arc to be maintained, there is

formed at the instant the arc is started, an oxide of the
metal, which, becoming instantly volatilized in the intense
heat of the arc, chokes up the air gap wifh vapors of
high resistance, and so presents an effective barrier to the

further passage of the current. With metals that do
maintain the arc, instead of the vapor of the oxide of
the metal, there is formed a pure vapor of the metal it-

self; and this offers comparatively no resistance to the

passage of the current. When tests similar to the above
were made on a 500 volt direct current generator, every
one of the metals failed. The arc, however, was small
and quiet with the special metals, thus even with the direct

current showing a very peculiar action. Another curious
phenomenon connected with zinc and antimony is this:

The smaller the air-gap the less tendency there is to main-
tain arc when using an alternating current at 1,0 50 volts

pressure. In fact, when the air gap is two inches long
the arc, when once started, will be maintained, while at

^ inch or % inch the arc will not give up without a
struggle, and at ^V inch there is only a small spark caused
by the fusing of the tinfoil, and the circuit is instantly

interrupted.

The next step taken was to try higher pressure. A
short circuit on a 2,000-volt generator, through the double
air gap discharger, failed to be interrupted; five and six

air spaces also failed. Six air spaces of ^V inch each,

interrupted the short circuit instantly, but six air spaces,
which would make three on each side of the circuit for the
lightning charge to jump through, were strongly objected
to as offering too great a resistance. A test was then
made to determine the pressure needed to strike an arc

across three air gaps, and was found to be 3,500 vnlts,

measured with a Cardew on an alternating current genera-
tor. The experimenter then procured a lightning arrester

well known in the market, and one which is known to

take the lightning discharge successfully, and tested it for

the striking electromotive force, which was found to be
between 3, 000 and 9.000 volts. In order, however, to
avoid any prejudice that a series of Av gaps might arouse,
the following plan was hit upon: Pairs of non-arcing
dischargers were mounted upon thermostatic supports in

such a manner that the pairs would normally rest in con-
tact with each other, and so that any current traversing

the system would be forced to pass through the thermo-
stats and dischargers in series. The theremostats were so
arranged as to cause the two dischargers in each pair to

open a way from each other upon the passage of the cur-

rent. If then, a single and permanent air gap were con-

nected in series with this system, that is, an air gap just

sufficient to prevent the normal pressure of the line from
striking any arc, and if an arc were started across it, the
sudden rush of current through the thermostats would in-

stantly introduce a number of air-gaps in the circuit cor-

responding to the number of pairs of thermostatic dis-

chargers, and thus automatically open the sfiort circuit.

This device was tested and found to work admirably. Of
course after the circuit has been interrupted, the thermo-
static dischargers at once return to their normal positions.

In fact, this action is so rapid that if a series of these
dischargers be connected in a short circuit without a per-

manent air gap, the circuit will be automatically opened
and closed every two or three seconds. In order to ap-
preciate the very remarkable action of this thermostatic
device it must be well borne in mind that a very small air

gap is all that is necessary for the interruption of the
circuit.

' Thus far, although I had tested a number of metals,
my selection had been quite at random, so by this time I

was desirous of making a more thorough and systematic
investigations of this new property. The chemical prop
erties of zinc and antimony were carefully compared
without any new light. The various groups of metals
were examined, and then it occurred to me that, of all the
metals tested, not one of them belonged to the two groups
in which zinc and antimony are found according to Men-
delejelT's grouping. Tde metals of the zinc group are.

zinc, cadmium, mercury and magnesium, and of the anti-

mony group are,—antimony, bismuth, phosphorus, and
arsenic. I first tested cadmium, and found it non-arcing.

Then magnesium,—more, however, from a sense of duty
than because I had hopes of anything but negative results.

Fortunately I made this test on much lower electro motive
forces, and found it non-arcing at 100 volts over two air

gaps of ^'-v in. each. Oa 250 volts the magnesium caught
fire, which was, of course, anticipated. I then wanted to

try mercury, but for the moment, not seeing how to make
such a test with a liquid. I was diverted to the antimony
group, and upon testing bismuth found it to be non-arc-
ing. Phosphorus and arsenic were not tested. A final

attack was now made upon the zinc group by testing mer-
cury in the form of a copper amalgam. This test was
the most successful one of all, for after a number of short-

circuits on a 1,000-volt alternator. I found the surface of

FIG. g. LIGHTNING ARRESTERS, AND THE DISCOVERY OF
NON-ARCING METALS.

my dischargers had not been disturbed in the slightest

degree. It will thus be seen that all available metals in

these two groups are non-arcing. In searching for the

non-arcing metals each test was made with two air-gaps

and the electro-motive force at the time of the short

circuit was, with the exception of the test oa magnesium,
I 000 volts.

Figure 9 represents a double pole lightning arrester

made of non-arcing metal, and in connection with this

paper will be readily understood without further explana-
tion.

Electric Lighting in Chicago.

At a meeting of the finance committee of the city coun-

cil held on Friday of last week it was decided to accept

the proposition of the South Park commissioners to build

an electric light plant costing $100,000 and put up 175

lamps on Grand boulevard, Fifty-first street boulevard, and

Michigan avenue south of Thirty-fifth street, if the city

would pay the operating expenses. These were fixed at

$155 a lamp a year on figures given, it was said, by City

Electrician Barrett, but Prof. Barrett told the committee

that he thought $120 a lamp would be enough, and the

committee voted to appropriate $20,000 for the purpose.

None of the South Park commissioners were present, but

it is believed they will not object to the alteration in

in the figures. The committee determined also to light

Michigan avenue and Prairie avenue from Thirty-fifth

street north, so that there will be two thoroughfares well

lighted by electricity from the center of the city out to

Jackson Park.

Single or Double Motor Car Equipment.
P'oHowing is a stenographic report of the discussion at

the Chicago Electric (Hub, March 2i5t , on the subject of
electric car equipmenl:
Elmer A. Si'KRrv: I hare been deeply interested in

the consideration of a single motor car equipment. It has
seemed to mc better to employ a single motor,
where possible, and thereby dispense with the complica-
tion involved in using two. There is certainly no trouble
in obtaining power enough in one motor, but inasmuch as
it has been sugge.sted by someone that the car equipments
have been designed in some instances by the so-called
electrician rather than the mechanical Bnginecr, the me*
chanical difficulties encountered in transmitting the power
after it has been generated and distributing it to the traction

wheels of the car, have stood In the way of employing one
motor rather than two. I have undertaken to put this prin-

ciple into pracical form For instance, I have employed
a single motor for two wheels upon cars; also for four
wheels, six wheels and eight wheels; and these not on
models but upon full-sized car equipments. Some eight
wheel car equipments which I have been engaged upon
have weighed as high as twelve tons, and have been em-
ployed on very heavy grades. On equipments of this

class I have installed motors as high as 125 horse power, in
those cases running eight wheels. These equipments
have been used on tracks with heavy grades and in severe
service and the heavier motors have been used on ex-
tremely sharp curves. Where employed as locomotives
they have been attached to very heavy trains and have
succeeded in not only doing the work for which they were
designed, but in most instances a great deal more.
Tbe points that I will consider in connection with this

matter may be stated britfiy as follows: The single motor
equipment is simpler, less expensive, of lighter weight and
has higher efficiency.

As to simplicity, it is of course conceded that one
motor is simpler than two and when the motor is geared
to the tractive elements of the combination by single re-

duction gearing, there are less journals and less parts.

It will readily be understood that with a given potential
a larger motor lias less windings and proportionally less

weight for a greater capacity.

That the equipment is lighter in weight I have had am
pie opportunity to observe. I have seen single and
double equipments operated side by side, and have inves-
tigated the single reduction and double reduction equip-
ments, both where one motor and where two motors are
employed and know that the saving where single motors
are employed is between I, Soo and 2,200 pounds. This
factor is one of importance, inasmuch as it has to deal with
the wear and tear upon the road bed and the total amount
of power required by the equipment, especially the total

amount of dead weight to be pulled about for a certain
carrying capacity in live loads. For instance, take an ex-
treme case, like the Pike's Peak railroad. There they have
an equipment which weighs about 37 tons. The total ca-

pacity of that equipment in live load is somewhere be-
tween three and fourtoa*. In electric street car service,

especially where the roads are comparativtly level, the
paying weight can be greatly increased as compared with
the total weight of equipment. This can be accomplished
to the greatest extent where a single light motor is em-
ployed. Let us consider in this connection ihe distribu-

tion of this weight, where a single motor equipment is used
and also where there are two motors, each hung upon the
axle. Where two motors are employed it is customury to

hang them directly upon the axle, and the consequence is

that in some instances they spring the axle. The axles are

much more readily crystallized when carrying this weight
and, as is well known, the road bed suffers materially.

This last feature of the question has seemed to dawn upon
the street railway people all over the country almost with-

in the last six months, and efforts are being made to over-

come this objection.

The higher efficiency of the motor is analogous in every

way to that of the dynamo. Vou can readily understand
that a large dynamo can be made of higher efficiency than
a smaller one, and it is equally true that all the arguments
generally used in connection with the difference in the size

of dynamos, are equally applicable in every way to the

motor.
There are two or three ways of mounting the motor in

the single motor equipment so that all the wheels may be-

come drivers. The only way in which traction is secured

is through adhesion, and from experiments which I have

made I have found that the more wheel contacts we have
the more opportunity there is for adhesion.

Now there are two methods in which a single motor may
be employed. Let us consider the motor in Fig. i. In

this case it is mounted directly upon the axle and its end
may be supported in any of the usual ways, elastic or

otherwise. In that case the power from a single motor
may be transmitted by gearing or by a sprocket chain C to

the other axle, letting the dotted line indicate the sprocket

chain. That method was one of the first used by Mr.
Van Depoale. This form of transmission was used at a

very early date by Mr. Van Depoele where he placed the

motor on the front platform of the car and then trans-

mitted back through countershafting, first using gearing

and then transmitting to one axle by a chain. In numer-
ous instances in Ohio chains were used between two axles

so as to transmit the power to all the axles to get the ben-

efit of all the adhesion. This idea of using a sprocket

chain, while it was one of the first, has never proven

successful from the fact that wherever in engineering a

sprocket chain is used it requires that the centers shall be

adjustable. The distance between the axles in all cases

should be capable of adjustment. Of course it is possible

in some instances to use a sprocket chain with an idler

when so used, but it must be a "face wheel" in

almost every case. As to the car, our wheels
'

are small as compared to the distance.

The idler brings the chains too close
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making the possible adjustment very small. The
idea of making both or one of the axles adjustable with

reference to the other at first was not thought to be

good engineering. The proof of this, of course, would

be in equiplng a car in this manner and watching the

operation. I have done this and can report after some
months of use that there seems to be no trouble at all in

allowing one axle of a truck to be adjustable. The main
difficulty encountered at first was the fact that sometimes

one end would be adjusted farther than the other. I found

that a very simple expedient to remedy this was to pro-

vide a small scale attached to the stationary part of the

-truck, with a little pointer fastened to the movable ped-

estaVbox, and whenever it was adjusted the pointer would

move along the scale, indicating when the two sides
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were alike, so that the two axles would not be at an angle.

The other system may be diagrammatically illustrated in

Fig. 2. Suppose j5 to be a motor, a bevel pinion shaft

connected therewith, and a bevel gear to be attached to

each axle as shown. The bevel gear on one axle should

be in the opposite position to that on the other, so that

all the wheels will move in the same direction. It has

been thought by some that the use of bevel gearing is ob

jectionable. It has been thought that a bevel gear will

not run on pitch line. I have found it in actual test to have

different requirements than spur gear. I find that when the

pinion in any bevel gear combination is held so that its

lines can be maintained in an extremely rigid manner, and
that these lines are made to meet exactly at the point of

coincidence of the pitch lines and cones, there is no friction

in the bevel gear, even though it be a rough casting, and
although the teeth of the gt'ar may be in the same condi-

tion as when taken from the sand. But allow either cf

these lines not to coincide with the points,as I have stated,

friction is at once found to exist, and to a very measurable

degree Eich tooth in Fig. 3 is in the line of radius, and
all its elements are in the line of the cone. For instance,

the epicycloidal curve or involute curve, whichever is em-
ployed, is in the line of the cone. But just as soon as they

are allowed to come out of line—I have drawn Fig. 3 so

as to show the effect—the teeth bear on the top at one end

and underneath at the other end, and tend to wedge to-

gether, force themselves apart and bind when the axis is

at an angle as indicated at II. This shows the necessity

of holding the alignment of the pinion shaft with reference,

to the gear absolutely.

Another serious question is encountered in designing

the equipment. A railway truck is one mass of loose

joints. It must be thus constructed to make short radius

curves. For instance, each axle must have a lateral play

with reference to the truck. It also must have a slight

capacity for varying as to paral'elism of axles, and at the

same time each support at the journal bearings must have

a capacity to rise perpendicularly individually, without

reference to the other. In going over obstructions a wheel
will rise over it and fall to the track again, and when the

following wheel comes up, it will rise, while the other three

wheels will maintain their position on the track face; and
to design gearing which will uniformly and simultaneously

rotate these axles and yet permit of all these motions is

t\q. 2
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one of the most difficult problems that I have met.

It cannot be done by mounting this axle, the pinion shaft,

on projections of a truck frame It will be readily seen

that the alignment cannot be maintained, because the

truck frame rises and falls with reference to the axles

with different loads and condition of track. I have been
enabled to obtain the best results, very perfect results in-

deed, by mounting it directly on the axle, and allowing the

pinion shaft to have no other support than the axle. For
instance, building the armature with its shaft hollow, so

that the pinion shaft may pass entirely through it without

touching it, and allowing thereby an additional advantage,

viz. , the vibration which is transmitted from the axle to the

pinion shaft, to take place freely without being transmitted

back to the motor. This involves a peculiar transmitting

device between the motor and the axle, one which will

allow of the eccentric relations of the two shafts, not an
easy thing to design; so that it will at all times perform its

functions, and at the same time not allow, as I say, the

vibration, the hammering blows and concussion in this

axle to run back into the motor.

There is one other matter with reference to this gearing

to Avhich I wish to call your attention. You will readily see

that if either of the axles have an end-wise motion with

reference to itself, and a lateral motion with reference

to the truck, independent of the other axle, and the end of

the pinion shaft is retained upon that axle and located

with reference to the axle in a constant position, the mesh
of the teeth will differ. This difficulty has been so thor-

oughly overcome, however, that even a cast pinion and
gear will run noiselessly when speeded up from thirteen to

fifteen miles. It will run coming down grades much faster

than that, with almost no noise whatever, with a 30 inch

wheel. That means that the gear at 11 miles will run

about 120 revolutions, giving it quite a high velocity.

The gears have been laid out so that even on an irregular

track, taking turn-outs, etc , there is no apparent noise

from them. So much for the transmission.

Now as to the economy of current. There is one other

factor in the absorption of current by the two mctor car

equipment than that referred to in direct absorption for

the power given. We have here a curve Fig. 7, which was
planned by C. A. Pratt, in which the ordinates show the

amount of extra current consumpiion by either one of two
motors per car equipment owing to the fact that they are

coupled together and are compelled to revolve in unison.

It is certain that there is a want of uniformity of absorp-

tion of power in the case of two motors. One of the best

contemporary authorities on this matter writes as follows:

"It is found in practice that if electric motors as ordin-

arily constructed and connected in circuit are belted to the

same shaft, or are otherwise applied to the same work,

so that they must revolve together, the results are unsatis-

factory, because of the fact that the load will be unequally

or disproportionately divided. This is occasioned by the

fact that it is very difficult, in fact almost impossible, to

construct electric motors so that they will, with the same
rate cf rotation, and when supplied with current at the
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same potential, have precisely the same counter electro-

motive force. Therefore, if two motors are connected as

ordinarily to the same supplying mains, and operated so

that they must revolve together, that motor whose arma-
ture produces the lowest counter electromotive force will

take a larger current than ihe other motor. The effect of

this increased flow of current is to greatly exaggerate or en-

hance the difference existing between the motors, because

the magnetic field of the motor is disturbed by the in-

creased flow, and its counter electromotive force is

thereby still further reduced. This motor, requiring a

higher speed to produce a counter electromotive force,

equal to that of the second motor, takes the bulk of

the work and tends to drive the second motor as a genei-

ator, and the load is divided unequally between the motors.

It is practically impossible to make motors, running under
the conditions mentioned, self-controlled by adjustments

affecting only their own circuits."

The line marked 100 shows the height of the ordinates

of a 15 horse power motor absorbing 10 amperes when the

motor measures two and a half ohms, which is a high efifi-

ciency motor for the capacity. The height of the ordinates

that intersect this curve at various points shov s the

amount of power absorbed or the amount of heat put into

the motor, which is added to this amount of heat indi-

cated by the line already mentioned when these motors

are run together, and when they vary 2, 4. 8 to 10 per

cent., so that the heigit of the ordinate intersecting

the curve should be added to the height of the ordinates

marked 100.

For purposes of dynamos and motors, cast iron cannot

be depended on to within 5 per cent.; therefore, two
motors with cast iron fields built for the same armature

speed, when working on the same potential, may easily

differ 10 per cent, in speed. There will be a further dif-

ference in speed, due to unavoidable difference in wind-

ing, but this ought not to exceed .1 per cent., and may be

neglected- Suppose two motorswere built to run at 500 rev-

olutions, one may make 475, and the other 525; now, if the

armaturesof these machines are forced to revolve together,

either the slower will pull down the speed of the faster, or

the faster wiil increase the speedcf the slower, or the speed

of both will be affected. Consider the case in which the

slower armature reduces the speed of the faster one; the

result will be that the counter electromotive force of the

faster will be reduced, and a greater current will flow

through it. This will increase its torque to such an extent

that the slower motor will be unable to hold it down; its

speed will increase, raising that of the slower motor beyond
its normal. This will raise its counter electromotive force,

and a smaller current will flow. All of the work will then

fall on the fast machine, with the result that its speed will

decrease, and then the cycle will be repeated.

Suppose the resistance of each motor were 2 5 ohms,
and under normal conditions each takes 10 amperes. The
drop of potential in each will then be 25 volts, leaving 475.
volts for the armature to produce as a counter electromotive
force. Now, suppose both were designed to make 500 rev-

olutions, but, in practice, one made 475, and the other 525
when running independently; then, clearly, if the faster

one is forced to ruu 475 revolutions per minute, it will pro-

duce an electromotive force of tut 450 volts, which leaves

70 volts, and this will produce a current of 2S amperes
through the 2.5 ohms of motor resistance. On the other hand,
if the slow motor is forced to make 525 revolutions, pro-

portion would indicate a counter electromotive force of

5-5 volts, but, as this is impossible, it will simply run idle

while the other motor does the work.
In the curve the ordinates represent the relative amounts

of heat lost for various percentage differences in the two-
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motors over and above the heat normally lost in the motors.
The line marked 100 represents the normal heat loss.

The curve shows an additional heat loss due to the differ-

ence of the motors equal to the normal loss when the ma-
chines differ by a little over $}2 per cent.

It is a fact in practice, and it has been one of great in-

terest to me, that, upon several occasions, a street railway
superintendent has actually removed one of the motors
from a double-motor equipment, and has reduced the de-
struction of armatures m the ne'ghborhood of 70 per cent.

I know of an instance, not many miles from this city, where
the superintendent has made a success in this particular

instance. His line has four grades, and in conversation
with him he stated that he had removed in every instance
one motor from the equipment, and the burning of his
armature, was reduced to 30 per cent, sioce this change had
been made.
The next point is economy in repairs. This needs but

a passing comment. There are certainly less parts to wear,
and if we can, in a single large motor, run at lower
speeds, the repairs will certainly be less in number
and less in quantity. But, taken in connection with the
fact that when a single motor is used for car equipment it

is possible to mount that motor in an entirely different

manner, and in a manner that is calculated to meet the

special requirements as, compaied with the case where
two motors are in operation, it is possible to still

further reduce the wear and tear. In the case of single

motor equipment the motor may be elastically supported,

and may be removed entirely from the hammering con-

cussion of the a.xle. The insulation, which is a large com-
ponent of every motor, and which consists of cotton thread,

something which cannot, by any possibility, stand the
sledge-hammer action, in this manner may be pro
tected from the concussion and jar which is constantly go-
ing on in the axle.

The point which I wish especially to bring out is that

where we have a single motor we are enabled to get a great

deal more traction. The office of the motor on the car
truck is traction; it is placed there for the sole purpose
of pulling the car along, and this result is accomplished
through the adhesion of the wheels on the rails. 1
have been much interested in the increased traction when
four wheels, six wheels and eight wheels have been coupled
to the same motor, and,experimenting along this line, I have
had an opportunity that, perhaps, has not presented itself

to every one to ascertain what this is. In conversation, not
many days since, with one of the best authorities in railroad

locomotive engineering, I brought up the matter, and ob-

tained from him a statement something as follows : He
said that it is a well-known fact that where two locomo-
tives are used to pull a train, the results are not satisfac-

Fig.ff r.j.s.
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tory. For instance, where two four wheeled locomotives are

used inthe placeof oneeight wheeled locomotive, and where
the same total weight is on the drivers, the engine with the

eight drivers will pull much more than the two engines with

four drivers, each with one-half the total weight on the

drivers, leaving out of account the boilers and running. The
only instance in which this will fail to be a better arrange-

ment is where more speed is required. Where great speed

is required, two locomotives have an advantage over one
in that the four cylinders have larger total port areas than

the two cylinders in an eight-wheeler, and the wire-drawing

is less. This is merely an incidental factor, entirely foreign

to the matter of traction. The single locomotive has this

advantage over the double locomotive: All the wheels

are coupled together, and compelled absolutely to revolve

simultaneously, especially with reference to their periph-

eral velocities. One can readily see if any wheel does get

down to an actual contact with the rail, it finds itself going

at exactly the right velocity to help along, rather than to
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slip, as would be the case if the peripheral velocity of the

drivers were dilTerent from the others.

I find difTcrcnt statements with reference to trac-

tion. It seems tliat the idea of adhesion and friction is

something like the old idea of static and Icinutic electricity;

that they arc entirely separate and distinct phenomena. 1

fmd in some works the statement that adhesion should not

be confounded with friction. Now, this little clipping

that I hold in my hand seems to come to the point slightly,

but still it is not complete. It says: "The friction of

quiescence—that is, tlie resistance to the commencement of

motion— is greater than the resistance to its continu

ance ; but, after motion is commenced, this cohe-

sion or whatever it Is" —evidently not knowing whit it is

— "that canstitutes the peculiar initial resistance is de-

stroyed, so that it is only the constant and regular friction

of motion that is of much consequence in practice." This
is all very well for friction, but how about adhesion?
The fact is that adhesion and friction are doubtless the

same thing, on'y, as in the case of static and kinetic elec-

tricity, it is a malterof degree Now tJie friction not only
varies with the pressure, irrespective of the surfaces, but

also varies with the velocity. At zero velocity friction is

very high. As the friction of quiescence disappears, the

curve of friction doubtless comes down and goes along al-

most parallel, and at high speed it is supposed by some to

rise again, as shown in Fig. 4. Now If this is not so I

think it would be very dlflicult to explain one phenomenon
which In Chicago we have excellent opportunity to ob-

serve. It is a fact that the friction brake used on all the

South Side cable lines is operated by what is known as

the momentum brake system, the invention of Thomas L.

Johnson of Cleveland. There a double friction phenome-
non exists in this way—one controls the other. On one
of the axles is a loose friction disk, which is held up by a

lever under the control of the gripman, against a rotating

disk fastened solidly upon the axle, and to the first disk is

fastened the brake chain which applies the brake shoe to

the periphery of the wheels. Now in this case

we have the reverse of the old way of trying
the experiment, by taking the resistance of the friction of

quiescence and having it come down as motion is given.

It is often said that it is a poor rule that does not work
both ways. In this brake system if the friction did go up
it would be very apparent, much more sc than In the or-

dinary application of brakes. Now what is the fact?

When the brake is anplled, the velocity is very great as

compared with the loose stationary disk, therefore we
should expect to find the friction low, and we know that

the initial reduction of the velocity of the car is not great.

But as the train is brought to a standstill the curve of

velocity drops off more and more quickly and at last drops
off very suddenly and If one is standing hanging on the
strap, as is usually the case, the body is swayed farther

and farther, until at last when rest is attained by the car

there Is a sudden lurch ahead, showing that the resistance

undoubtedly comes up as we should expect it to do if our
curves are correct. When we speak of journal friction, the

value of the frictional quality is low as compared
with adhesion, or the frictional phenomenon con-
nected with adhesion. In the matter of adhesion on an
ordinary 16 foot streetcar we have about 13,000 pounds
per square inch applied, whereas in an ordinary journal
we have only from goo to 1,600 pounds per square inch,

which is the highest journal pressure in practice. But
where we have such a severe application, where only a
minute part of the surface Is available, and where the

wheel would tend to dig itself into or abraid the rail where
the velocity differs, the phenomenon that we know as ad-
hesion takes place. We are enabled to know one point on
that curve. For instance, we know that friction between
chilled cast iron and ordinary soft steel rails is as high as 24
per cent., even after a slight motion is attained. Further-

more, that by the application of sillicatts or sharp sand it

can be raised as high as 42 per cent., even after slipping

has set in The Idea of adhesion is undoubtedly one of
molecular gear. Suppose a wheel surface to be greatly

magnified. In thiscp.se we find that the surface is always
more or less rough, and when we reduce it to a molecular
surface It must certainly be rough, as shown in Fig. 5. In
this case we have what may be termed a molecular gear,

or gear and rack, and as they roll it might be said that the
teeth mesh. This is known as the friction of quiescence;

we obtain the enormous pull that we observe in the high
point of the curve. Now then, why does
the curve come down so rap'dly? It seems to me that it

may be readily explained by saying that the critical mo-
ment is when the slip first starts to take place; these gear
teeth are then stripped off, and we have left what approx
imates a surface. We can almost llustrate it by an ir-

regular line, with the straight suface to the rear, where the

gear teeth have been stripped, as in Fig'. 6,

In my judgment this goes to show that we must arrange
our truck and our car equipment so that the first or ini-

tial slip will be prevented. It is a fact that has been ob-
served that where a train is running double header, just as

soon as the drivers of one locomotive commence to slip on
a heavy grade the drivers on the other will immediately
commence to slip, although they have no mechanical con-
nection whatever. The tractive power, which was very
high, and which was exerting itself upon the load tre-

mendously, just as soon as the slip occurred was reduced
and all the load was thrown on the other drivers, which
were not equal to the increased duties. In the case of an
eight-wheeler the advantage exists in the fact that they are

all coupled together and all must rotate in unison. When
one driver tends to slip, it is held back to its place by its

rigid attachment to all the other seven that do not happen
to slip at the same instant. At the next instant It perhaps
binds itself down in rigid, direct contact, has its gear
teeth all meshed, and does not offer to slip, and may tend
to hold back some other driver from slipping at the next

instant. The adhesion is thus of high value, so that their

tractive power is very much greater than it is where
they are allowed to slip, in which case the tractive power

comes down to merely a fraction of its possible value and
to a point generally denominated friction.

Single motor car Cfiuipment admits of construction
rendering available the high tractive power secured by
coupling the drivers. I find further that gearing for such
connections is far superior to side rod connection from
the fact that lost motion in joints of the reciprocating
parts tends to start the slip, bringing about a great reduc-
slon in tractive capacity.

W. I,, l;. Emmkit: I will base my arguments first

on mechanical reasons which I think exist for mak-
ing the single motor rather impracticable in street railway
work, and secondly on the fact that two motors can be put
upon a car in certain ways which will avoid most of the
troubles that Mr. Sperry has enumerated.
Of course, as Mr. Sperry says, you have got two axles

that are entirely independent of each other, and their rela-

tive motions are necessarily very complex. In fact there
is no law that will cover it. We have got to go up and
down a short distance between centers through the differ-

ent variations, producing very complex motions; and in

order toget a truck that will run with regularity it Is nec-
essary to give a sufficient relative motion which
shall be rather beyond the range of anything that
can be compensated for In ordinary gearing or in ordinary
methods of mechanical coupling. The two ways In which
we can do this are by joints or by springs. These relative

motions are taking place and it Is necessary to have some

FIG. 7. SINGLE OR DOUBLE MOTOR CAR EQUIPMENT.

mechanical device. If the pinion is mounted on a sepa-
rate carriage, as Mr. Sperry has indicated, i' would be all

light as far as the pinion is concerned, but you have got
to have some intermediate device between it and the arma-
ture, and that device has to have more than one quality.

It has got to be a more or less complicated device, and it Is

a sort of device that is not suited to street railway work.
Now I think in looking at this mechanical problem that

it would be a very great mistake for us to assume because
things have been done in locomotive practice successfully

we want to adopt the same means in street railway prac-
tice. An electric motor is an infinitely simpler device than
a locomotive. If we adopt electrical locomotives we want
to make them just as simple as possible, and I say that
this is very nearly accomplished mechanically with the
double equipment.
Any arrangement for coupling a motor, that is on two

separate axles, implies a great deal of mechanism, where-
as the double equipment is extremely simple mechanically,
and I think the essential expense to the street railway
company in running two motors lies in the renewals of
gearings and in the renewals of bearings. I will say in a
general way that a bevel gear will run as well as any other
gear if you keep it right, but the difficulty is to maintain a
proper intersection of those axes. This much more difficult

than it is to maintain the parallelism of two axes with
other forms of gear. Another thing, the variation of
the parallelism will not make the same difference that a

slight difference with this will make.

Mr. Sperry has read an extract from a paper on th's
subject, and the curve is traced there describing the loss
of two motors, running together on the same car, due to
irregularities, He has not, however, brought out all the
important points, showing w hy trouble exists in the present
form of car equipment, and from the curve there traced, as
I understand his description of it, and what he read, the
real causes of the troubfe between motors are not dealt with
at all.

Now we will say there arc two motors on a car. The
current from a certain field may find several paths, so that
the fields in which these armatures are running may be
made entirely different, the field strain may be varied, and
the consequence is these armatures are affected indiscrim-
inately by parallel currents, and of course the discrepancy
existing in the current taken by the two motors may some-
times be more than it would be if it wasdueto the difTcrcnt
conditions of the motors, assuming that the motors were
independent and parallel.

In running two motors on a car in series this selective
action of course cannot take place. Each armature takes
the current that goes through its own field, and the arma-
tures can never be overloaded through a weak field. It is

only where the field becomes short circuited that the armature
may be burned out. With two motors in series this is impos-
sible. My running the motors in series the wire is much as it

would be on a single motor of the same power. It makes
the armature a great deal simpler, the field a great deal
stronger, with less liability to trouble. With two
motors the voltage is divided by two. Instead of hav-
ing 500 volts to deal with on a commutator you have 250.
Ot course two motors are somewhat heavier than a single
motor would be, but their whole weight does not bear on the
axle, and you will have all these electrical advantages. At
the same time you have absolute mechanical independence
and you have a simple system.
Now this matter of the friction of wheels on the rail

that Mr. Sperry spoke of, is a very Interesting one, and I

think his argument about the number of wheels on a track
all being bound together is very true; but the trouble is,

if those wheels are bound together independent of each
other the strain involved in keeping those wheels down to
the same motion is very great. There are gains in traction,
but there are very great losses in efficiency, where the
question of slipping is not taken into consideration at all,

but the mechanical wear and tear is tremendous.
Now, in locomotives the matter of keeping up a system

of connecting rods and all the parts of the locomotive has
to be thoroughly well done, fhey have got to be set so
that their relative lengths are just light. The motors in-

volved are very rapid—rapid reciprocating motors—the
parts are small, and the hammering, the wear and tear is

not so perceptible on these small parts as It is on larger
parts. I believe that the mechanical disadvantages of
running one motor far outweigh the electrical advantages
which a single motor has over two motors while running
in series. As I suggested, the simplicity of the series ar-
rangement approximates it very closely, and here is

absolutely no confusion between the motors. There is no
loss in efficiency, and there is the fact that you have not
got all your eggs in one basket, and in case of trouble, if

the armature is grounded it does not burn out everything.
If one armature is disabled the other will take care of the
car, and take care of it for some time, until the trouble is

discovered and the damaged part taken out; whereas when
the motor is open, as in the case of any trouble like short
circuiting or grounding the armature, it is very violent,

and it will probably destroy the field and destroy the
brushes and do a great deal oi damage.

F. L. Perry: I would like to ask Mr Sperry what his
experience has been with the side rod method of coupling.
Has he made any experiments with side rods to connect a
single motor to four drivers, after the locomotive btyle, for
example ?

Mr. Si'ERRv: That is a question of a great deat deal
of Interest to me. Mr. Eramett has called our attention
to the fact that if the wheels are not of the same size in-
ternal strains are generated. I have experimented with
ordinary commercial wheels, where eight wheels have been
coupled and compelled to revolve simultaneously, and
know exactly how many pounds per ton it takes to over-
come the Internal strain. There is no appreciable differ-

ence between that arrangement and where the wheels are
entirely separate; that is, each axle entirely separate from
the other. The internal strains, which it seemed to meat
first would be something considerable, do not exist.

Now, in regard to the use of side rods as in locomotive
practice, if you take, for instance, a case where a motor is

coupled by gearing to two axles, and then take the same
motor and couple by side rods to two axles, we find that in

the case where the side rods are used, the traction is very
much below the case where the gearing is employed. This
must be due to the fact that no reciprocating mechanism
can be employed without some lost motion in the parts,

and that lost motion starts what I might call a shearing of
the molecular teeth referred to in my diagram. This may
be proven in a practical way as follows: I have experi-

mented with one of our mining locomotives. The tables

given by Porter in this work on light locomotives, which
is probably the best work in the English language on that

subject, say that a locomotive with a weight on the drivers

that we have in this particular equipment should be stalled

on a certain grade with a certain load. The tables are

computed for ditferent grades and the weights enumerated
which should stall locomotives on those various grades.
Now, we have quite a number of grades where this

locomotive is in service, so we made a test and found
which the locomotive will pull ico per cent, more on the
grade than the figure given in the table as the weight thac

would stall the locomotive. There is no more weight, and
the conditions of rail contact do not differ, but the

abosolute harmony of rotation, harmony of peripheral

velocity in gearing is constant, while, when communicated
from wheel to wheel through side rods there is a jerky

motion which gives the initial slip.
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Mr. Perky: I understand you to say then that you

consider the gearing to be more efficient?

Mr. Si'ERRV; Very much more so.

Mr. Perrv: My reason for asking your experience

was that we all know that locomotive builders, being men
of experience in matters of traction, connect their locomo-

tive drivers wilh side rods. One of the most progressive

electrical companies too, has lately turned out its largest

electric locomotive, and in this machine the side rod

method of coupling is employed. I think the rod is built

without any straps, and with a bushed rod, something similar

FIG. I. BOILER TESTS AT ROCHESTER, N. Y.

to the rod used on some of the Pennsylvania railroad pas-

senger engines. Reference has been made to the possibility

of trouble from the necessity of adjusting side rods.

When the reds are bushed as on the Pennsylvania rail-

road the chances are that the motor man would have but

little chance of interfering with them. It struck me that

there was a tendency at the present time to use side rods

as connections from a single motor, especially on large

locomotives—in other words, that the tendency was to

admit that perhaps the use of the side rod on a heavy and
comparatively slow speed electric locomotive was not such
bad practice after all.

M. J. Sullivan: I would like to ask a few questions.

It did not seem to me that you made a distinc-

"A. T. SMITHS MAIN LINE CUT-OFF.

tion between places where you had heavy or

light traction. In other words, your dis-

cussion was general and did not apply to cities where
they had to use heavy four wheeled trucks. Did your
arguments apply in general to all cases alike?

Mr. Sperry: I should say they did.

Mr. Sullivan: Then you made the statement that you
had eight wheels connected from a single motor, but I did

not understand clearly how that was accomplished.

Mr. Sperry; Supported in the center of the car is a

single motor of 50 or 60 horse power. The power is trans-

mitted from that motor to the wheels by a system of gear-

ing which compels all the eight wheels to revolve simul-

taneously. We have two cars of that kind in operation,

and each is over thirty four feet over all. These cars have
operated on all sorts of grades, and all sorts of curves,
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A. T, Smith s Main Line Cut-off.

In the accompanying cut is illustrated a main line cut-

off which is especially designed to be connected with open

circuit batteries or other apparatus, for the purpose of pre-

venting a closed circuit for more than 5 to 30 seconds.

The device consists of a pair of magnets, a glass reservoir

for sand or its equivalent, an armature and valve lever, a

conical shaped cup with a balance lever and an adjustable

weighted lever, a receptacle and a resetter. This instru-

ment is constructed on the principle of a scale, is mounted

on a neat base, 8'<x6 inches, and is covered by a glass

shade, 8 inches in height. The most important claims for

this device are, that it can be set to any desired time of

cut-off, and it cannot fail to operate; that it can be made

to open or close at the proper time to which it is set, and

it works with the weakest current. This little cut out is

manufactured by A. T. Smith, New York.
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with and without trailers. They have seen hard service so

so we do not consider that they are an experiment.

The survey for the Rockland, Thomaston and Camden
Electric railroad has been completed. The road will ex-

tend from Rockland, Me., through Rockport, to the north

side of Camden village, nine and one-half miles, and will

be in operation by June ist. It will carry freight and mail

as well as passengers.

Boiler Tests at Rochester, N. Y.
Owing to a controversy over the relative efficiency of

the Babcock & Wilcox boiler and the Heine boiler, both

companies agreed to a comparative test at the power sta-

tion of the Rochester, N. Y., Railway company in Feb-

ruary last. Dr. Charles E. Emery conducted the experi-

ment for the Babcock & Wilcox company and Prof. M.

E. Cooley for the Heine company. The report of the

results of this test are appended in the accompanying

table, which bears the signature of Dr. Emery and Prof.

Cooley.

Sjme of the minor features of the tabulated report need

a little explanation.

The value of a horse power used in rating the Babcock

& Wilcox boiler is that fixed by a committee of the Amer-

ican Society of Mechanical Engineers and which was used

heat is transferred at a maximum difference of tempera-

ture. Aj the ga.se; pass toward the chimney their temper-

ature diminishes and the poteutial efficiency of each

square foot of surface diminishes. All such surface, how-

ever, produces economy so long as it still further reduces

the temperature of the products of combustion, whereby

less heat is wasted in the chimaey and more imparted to

the water in the boiler. Reducing the heating surface for

a given power merely means throwing away more heat in

the stack, in case the combustion be perfect, and throw-

ing away combustible gas and unutilized hot air in case

the combustion be imp3rfect. In the latter case, evidently,

the uptake temperature may be low even with reduced

heating surface unless the gas be accidentally lighted. The
heating surface of the bottom of a kettle set on a stove is

very efficient, but it does not prevent much of the heat of

the fire from going up the chimney. A kettle inclosed in

a furnace is familiar on the farm. The bottom of the ket-

tle is as efficient as that on the stove, but there is in addi-

tion heating surface on the sides which acts to reduce the

temperature of the products of combustion, so that with

this arrangement a given amount of water can be boiled

with less fuel. The heating surface of steam boilers has

been progressively increased in the same way, but to a

greater extent. At first boilers were shaped like a kettle

or were cylindrical in form and the heat was applied on

the bottom and sides only. Finally flues were introduced

through the cylinders and the heating surface materially

increased, with a large saving in fuel. This type of boiler

gives large power for a given weight and being accessible

for cleaning will always be a favorite where these condi-

tions are important and fuel so cheap that economy is of

secondary consideration. Such a boiler is, however,

greatly inferior to the higher types of boilers now availa-

Results of Test of Boilers at Rochester Rau.way Co., N. Y.

No. and kind of boiler
Diameter and lengUi ot shell
Number, diameter and lengtbof tubes
Square teet or be^tiog sunace
Square feet of graie surface
Raied Capacity
Kind of fuel used
Duration of test—bours
Total amount of fuel used—dry
Pounds or luel per hour
Total amount ol ash, Including fires bau'ed out
Percentage of ash
Average steam pressure

" Draft pressure
' Barometer.. «
•• Temperature ot feed
" Temperature ot air
" Temperature of mom.
•' Temperature of stack

Total amount of water evaporated Into dry steam. Actual conditions
Pounds ot water evaporated under actual conditions, per boor

' of water evaporated per lb ofcoal. Actual condlUons
' of water evaporated per lb. or coal, from and at Zl2f.

.

•' 01 water evaporated per lb. of combustible from andataiS"
" otwatcr evaporated, per sq it. heatmg surface per boor Irom and

' of coal per sq. ft grate, per botir.
' oicoai per borse power

Horae power actuaHy developed,
{yoJbg* |nd2l2»; ;;;;!;"!.'." 1! !!."!!!!!!!

Percentage over rated capacity
Square feet of bearing surface per horse power.

Percentage of moisture in steam

One Babcock fi Wilcox,
3 of 86 Ins. dlam. and 22 ft. 6 tns. long.

216 i in dlam. 16 ft. long.
"784

75.(1

416 OH. P.
ReynoldsvUle, Pa., run

10.02
33819 00
33^.15
2279.00

6.74
126.68
1.016
29.83

171.1-0

35.86
69.35

Pyrometer doubtfuL
232ft'i4.00

1:3218.96

6.B79
7.475
8.015

6.!U

I.05tl

. eacb.

Two Heine Safety.
1 of 48 Ins. X 19 ft. 7 Ins. each boUer

b? 3W Ids. x 16 ft. each boUer.
2S0O
74 2

200.0 H. :

of mine—bituminous,
10.00

83015.00
3301 50
4167.00
12.63
127.18
1.111

S9.97
168.25
33.73
49 a)

Pyrometer doubtful.
1893S2.00

70 lbs. and 212*"

70 IDS. and 212"
NO 3, 0-7551

NO 4- 0.484/
^'^•

ROCHBSTER, N. Y. February 25, 1892.

previously in reports of the boiler trials at the Cen-

tennial exhibition, such value being thirty pounds of

water evaporated into dry steam at a pressure of seventy

pDunds from feed water at a tenperature of 100 degrees.

On this basis 33.307 British thermal units of heat are de

rived from the fuel and imparted to the steam for each

horsepower. This rating has by common consent come

to be called the association rating. The Heine boiler, on

the contrary, is still rated on an older basis, viz., the

evaporation of thirty pounds of water at a pressure of

seventy pounds from a temperature of 212 degrees, which

corresponds to only 29 932 British thermal units per horse

power. The older horse pover used for the Heine boilers

is, therefore, only S9 9 p2r cent, of that furnished by the

Babcock & Wilcox boilers, and it follows that in driving

engines or in doing a given quantity of work of any kind

the Heine boilers are, on account of their rating, only re-

quired to do S9.9 per cent, of the work performed by the

Babcock -S: Wilcox boilers by the association rating. In

lines 2S and 29 the maximum horse power obtained is cal-

culated respectively for the two ratings, from which it will

be seen that the Heine boiler, when, by its own method

of rating, developing 666^ horse power, would, by the as-

sociation rating used by the Babcock & Wilcox company,

only be doing 598 95 horse power, while the Babcock &
Wilcox boilers when developing, according to association

rating, 731.78 horse power, would, according to the Heine

method of rating, be developing 814.37 horse power.

In his report Dr. Emery makes the following general

statements on the value of heating surfaces:

In any boiler the surface to which the fire or products

of combustion is first exposed is most efficient because the

ble, in which much larger proportions of heating surface

to power developed are employed and particularly to the

Bibcock & Wilcox boiler, which is in addition constructed

in such a manner as to promote perfect combustion and se-

cure the highest protection against dangerous explosions.

Boilers built with reduced heating surface may obtain the

higher heating surface efficiency shown by the old flue

boilers, but necessarily at the same enormous sacrifice of

economy.

The cuts show a front view. Fig. i, and also a de-

tailed view. Fig. 2, showing the principal features of the

Babcock &: Wilcox boiler.

Chicago Electric Club.
At its last meeting on Monday evening. March 2Sth, the

Chicago Electric club listened to a talk on "The Gearless

Motor" by Prof. Sidney H. Short, and a paper on "The Sin-

gle Reduction Motor," by G. K. Wheeler. Prof. Short

delivered, without notes, a remarkably instructive address.

It was regretted, though, that Mr. Wheeler was unable

to be present to read in person his paper. After the two

principals had delivered themselves, there was a general

discussion, participated in by Messrs. Armstrong, Jackson,

Cutter, Emmett, Grier, Elliott and others. Alex. Kempt
presided at the meeting.

An electrical firing mechanism for Gitling guns was
recently tested by United States naval officers. The elec-

trical apparatus was attached to the barrel of the gun so

as to move with it, while it was so disposed of as not to

interfere with the elevation or depression of the gun. By
the use of the electrical apparatus the gun is fired auto-

matically at a rate of speed, for a piece of ten barrels, of

1,500 discharges per minute and upward.
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RiedePs Arc Lamp.
In this lamp, which was designed by Josef Riedcl, elec-

trician of the Germania Electric company, Hoston, the

arc is formed and maintained at a fixed point by means of

movable carbon holders. The advantages cl;iimcd are that

the lamp is of a comparatively small si/e, being not longer

than two feet, so that it can be used in rooms and stores

with low ceilings. The shortness of the lamp is obtained

by enlarging the cross-section of the upper carbon and

suspending the carbon-holders from cords, so that the long

carbon pencils of the ordinary arc lamps and the long racks

for the upper carbon holders arc dispensed with and a (lat

top given to the lamp.

The construction of the Riedel lamp will be understood

after an explanation of its operation. When used in an

turc E' is vibrated and the ratchet-wheel </:, operated by

the pawl/-, so that the carbons arc fed toward each other.

When the carbon-feeding mechanism is properly adjusted,

a uniform size of arc is obtained, and the irregular burn-

ing and flickering of the light prevented.

riedel's arc lamp.

incandescent circuit the current is first passed through a

resistance coil, so that a current of the required strength is

supplied to the electro-magnets as required by the arc to be

formed. The tension of the spiral springs^- is then ad-

justed by the nuts g'^, so that the current is strong enough

to attract the armature F' and form the arc by the lowering

of the lower carbon pencil.

To produce the feed of the carbons, which is regulated

by the shunt electromagnet E, the set-screw i' is so adjusted

that it forms contact with the spring /of the armature E\ 30

that the shunt current is interrupted whenever the armature

E is attracted. By the set-screw ^ the flat spring s^ is so

adjusted that it retracts the armature F immediately, so

that the shunt-circuit is closed again. By this the arma-

Electrical Interests Affected by Cana-
dian Storms.

A violent snowstorm visitiied Ottawa, Ont., on the

evening of March loth. It is estimated that eighteen

inches of soft snow fell. The entire Kidcau street route

of the Hell Telephone company of Canada, which serves

the eastern section of the city, was completely wrecked.

Thirty-nine poles in succession, ranging from sixty to

forty-five feet in height, tumbled. The larger poles car-

ried 150 wires on ten pin arms. The span wires of the

Ottawa Electric Railway company, being attached to

these poles, the whole system on this street consisting of

double trolley wires, went down with the telephone poles.

The railway company cut off the affected portion and ran

the balance, consisting of two-thirds of the system, as

usual. Temporary repairs were immediately undertaken

and the whole system was running the following day. The
telephone company expects to have its lines working in a

few days. On the El^in and Maria streets routes twelve

large poles, carrying 100 wires, came down with a crash at

ten o'clock the following morning. This was not all. On
the company's southwestern route 100 wires came

down fora distance of one-eighth of a mile. The herculean

task of untangling the wreck was under the personal super-

vision of General Manager L B. McFarlane of the Bell

Telephone company, eastern department, Montreal.

The railway companies two sweepers were out all night

and successfully battled with the storm. At 4 A M. the

company was requested by the superintendent of the city

fire alarm, to shut down owing to troubles with the fire

alarm wires. This request was complied with, and at 6

A. M., the trouble having been removed, the sweepers re-

sumed their work and enabled cars to run on schedule

time. This storm was the same that visited Utica and

Syracuse, N. Y., on that date.

Application is being made to the Parliament of Canada

by the Ottawa City Passenger Railway company for per-

mission to use electric instead of animal power. The road

has been inexistence as a horse road for twenty-five years.

Last year a controlling interest in the company was pur-

chased by Messrs. Ahearn iS: Soper, who are also the

principal stock-holders of the Ottawa electric strtet railway,

and are Canadian representatives of the Westinghouse

Electric & Manufacturing company.

An Astronomer's Complaint.
Prof. Swift, the noted astronomer of the Warner Ob-

servatory at Rochester, voices a new complaint against

electric street lights in writing to the Scientific American.
He says that the electric light in cities makes it impossible

to discover new nebulce or faint comets, and that the sky

illumination fogs the plates in photographic work. Speak-
ing of a remedy, he says: "The invention desired is one
that will maintain the light at one level, and that near the
bottom of the globe, during the entire night. Could this

be done and the upper half of the globe be painted white,

it would benefit the street not only, but would also pre-

vent nine-tenths of the light from ascending skyward. The
inventive genius who shall accomplish this feat will go
down to posterity with honor, while astronomers and pho-
tographers of celestial scenery wilt, in paiticular, have
cause to bless his name."

The New Bailey Current Controller.

Briefly described, this instrument, as shown in the accom-

panying cut, consists of two triangular shaped carbon

plates, each carrying a bit of sponge at one of its

angles, and so mounted over a small glass cup of water

that, by means of a worm gear, operated by a hand-wheel,

the sponge tips are gradually moved down into the water

and toward each other until the plates touch at their lower

points. By turning a thumb-screw, the left-hand plate

may be unlocked from the gear, and moved as far into the

water as desired, and. then the other plate gradually

turned down toward it. This last method gives a st li

more gradual increase of current. Each shaft pa&ses

through a hole extending through the longest edge of the

plate, and is moulded into the plate with pure tin, the tin

completely filling the space between the shaft and the

carbon. An electrical connection is thus secured, which

has an abundance of conductivity, and one which is non-

corrodible. Each plate is 3i"x3Vx4'; the whole appara-

tus is, over all, 7" long, 7" wide, 4V' high, and weighs

two pounds. This current controller, or rheostat, will

give a current at the outset of the feeblest character, and

will increase the current without fluctuation, and, finally,

will give the full strength of the battery without shock.

It is claimed to be the only instrument in which the elec-

trodes move toward each other. At the surt Ihey are fully

six inches apart, and at the finish they arc in hard contact.

There is no cover over the plates, and when out of water

they arc separated fully 3 i6:hs of an inch; hence, there is

no danger of escape of current by means of water adhering

between them, or by moisture of coDdcDsation. In the

construction, no wax or cement is used. Although simple

NEW i;AILEV CURREM lOM ROLLER.

in appearance, this improved controller is the result of five

years' experiments and six years' experience with the old

style Bailey controller.

The device is handled by the Law Telephone company,
New York.

The New Duplex Arc Generator.
The arc generator built by the Duplex Electric com-

pany, limited, of Corry. Pa., possesses many of the gen-

eral characteristics of the incandescent generator manufact-

ured by this company, as will be seen by the illustration,

which is of a 1,350 volt dynamo. This dynamo is simple in

construction, and is said to bea cool-running, highly efficient

series machine. It has an armature of the closed-coil type,

with sixteen to twenty-four coils, according to size, made
so that any coil may be removed without interfering with

the rest. The armature is of the Gramme ring type, is con-

structed with special reference to perfect ventilation, and to

prevent short circuiting. The commutator is of hardened

copper, thoroughly insulated with mica, in fact, mica and

wood are the principal insulators used throughout the gen
erators. The armature shaft is of Bessemer steel, and

runs in carefully fitted phosphor-bronze bushed boxes,

swiveled to insure alignment.

These machines are made with oil cups, or self-oiling

bearings, to suit the purchaser. There are no rheostats or

resistance coils with either the dynamo or on the incandes-

cent generator manufactured by this company, the regula-

tion being accomplished on the arc dynan-o by changing

the position of the brushes on the comnutator. When so

ordered, the dynamo is fitted with a simply constructed au-

tomatic regulator, which is sensitive to the slightest change

of load, and acts quickly and quietly by changing the posi-

tion of the brushes

The electrician of the Dup'ex company has had years of

experience with nearly all ether makes of apparatus, as well

THE NEW DUPLEX ARC GENERATOR.

as in designing several difTerent dynamos. It is said that

this machine is one of his most perfect designs, and over

comes many objectionable points common to dynamos forarc

lighting. Every generator is thoroughly tested to its fullest

load before leaving the factory. The machines are made
in any size, from 5 to So lights after the 1,200 and 2,000

candle power type.
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New Edison Stage Regulator.

The Edison General Electric company has brought out

a new stage regulator switch by means of which gradua-

tions of light are obtained fine enough to satisfy even the

most fastidious of stage managers. This switch, mounted

on a slate base, consists of fifty clips arranged in a circle

in four divided quadrants with a four-armed contact pass-

ing over them, and engaging in a clip every quarter width

of the clip. Contact over the entire fifty clips is made bv

a movement of the switch handle through an angle of 45°

only, instead of through 120', as in the usual forms of stage

CORRESPONDENCE.

FIG. I. NEW EDISON STAGE REGULATOR.

regulators. By this arrangement speed of the operation

is considerably increased. These switches are either

directly mounted on the sides or the top of the fire-proof

stage regulators, or are mounted separately upon a switch-

board and connected with the regulators by means of

regular fire-proof cables made up of the strands of the

connecting wires. They can also be arranged in a special

frame in such a manner that the handles can be worked

separately; or they can be connected together and all be

operated as one unit. In the cuts is shown the original

type of stage-regulator switch Fig. i, with the semicir-

cular row of clips, and for purposes of comparison, the

improved switch Fig. 2 with the circle of clips divided into

four quadrants.

Telegraphy and Telephony in Combina-
tion.

It was noonday in a busy down town office, says the

Boston Herald, and a reporter was awaiting the return of

the manager, when the pretty stenographer went to the

telephone, and, after the usual parley with Central called:

"Hello, Charlie. Are you busy just now?"
Apparently Charlie was not, for she continued: "Oh,

yes, I had a lovely time, but don't you think
"

Here there came a strange pause and with a pencil she

tapped idly on a light piece of board which she had taken

from her desk and was holding before the transmitter.

"A case of 'wait a minute,' '' thought the eavesdropper,

sympathetically; but the pretty girl spoke again, with a

laugh: "I don't believe it, for I heard
"

Then she began tapping on the board again. Then the

reporter caught on. She was telegraphing. So when
she returned to her desk he remarked: "I notice you have
an original method of telephoning."

"Oh, did you see that? Well, I'll tell you about It,

but you must not give it away. You see I can't use the

telephone here without every one in the room hearing what
I say, and they do say that those girls in the central office

listen to the^conversations over the wire, and, as Charley

NEW EDI50N STAGE REGULATOR.

and I are both telegraphers, we invented this method of
conversation by telephone. Isn't it a great scheme? Not
one in the office uaderstands it."

An Elmira dispatch states that a syndicate composed of
the mayor of Elmira and a number of leading bankers and
other prominent capitalists of that city, has just obtained
control of the Elmira Water Works, the Elmira Electric
Light Works, the Electric Street Railway system of thirty-

three miles, and the Inter-State Fair association, which
will be put under one management as the Elmira Munici-
pal Improvement company. The price paid for the five

plants is $2,800,000. D. C. Robinson, mayor of Elmira;
General WoDdward, president of the Third National
Bank, New York; Jackson Richardson, president of the
Elmira National Bank; Hon. Smith M. Weed of Platts-
burgh, N. Y.,and D. Graham, president of the Montreal
& Chicago Shipping company, it is stated, are in the syn-
dicate.

New York Notes.

New York, March 26.—The two most talked about

topics in New York electrical circles at present, are, of

course, the telephone agitation and the senate bill to in-

corporate "The General Electrical company."

On Wednesday the Telephone Subscriber's association

had a hearing before the assembly committee on Gas,

Electricity and Water. There were two bills—one intro-

duced by Mr. Rice of Ulster, and one by Mr. Cahill

of Kings—both designed to accomplish the reform

in telephone rentals, and another bill, the old Blumen-

thal measure of last year, which provides for the

appointment of a commission to fix rates, and which

was introduced by Mr. Malone of Brooklyn. On the

following day Mr. McMahon handed in the telephone

bill reported favorably the day before by the committee on

general laws, and Senator Aspinall promptly moved that it

have its third reading. But Senator Roosch, who had

been instructed, most likely, to be in readiness for some

such action, objected. As a single objection prevents the

advancement of a bill out of its regular order. President Shee-

han ordered the bill to the committee of the Whole. The
bill will probably have a hearing on Wednesday next, when

the telephone companies will present their - arguments

against it.

On Thursday Senator Cantor's bill incorporating the

General Electric company, was the special order before

the New York state senate.

Under the provisions of the bill Joseph P. Ord, S.

Endicott Peabody, Frank S. Hastings, James Jackson, S.

Dana Green and Eugene Griffin, their associates and suc-

cessors and assigns, are constituted a body corporate under

the name of the General Electric company, and as such

are authorized, among other things, to manufacture, buy,

sell, lease and use machinery and articles of every kind in

any way connected with electricity for purposes of light,

heat, power, locomotion, telephony, telegraphy, metallurgy,

or for any other U5e or purpose; to carry on a general manu-

facturing business; to receive shares of the capital stock,

bonds or other securities of any other corporation;toacquire

real and personal estate, and to invest the funds of the

company in stock, bonds or securities of any other corpora-

tion.

The rights, powers and privileges granted to the cor-

poration are not to be controlled, limited or restricted,

further reads the bill, by any existing statute or law of this

state; but so far as such statute or statutes or law are in-

consistent with the provisions of the act they are to be

altered and amended to conform to it. Except as above

provided and except upon subjects relating to which special

provision is made in this act, the said corporation shall be

subject to and governed by the general provisions of the

law of this state applicable thereto.

The franchise tax of the corporation is to be one-

twentieth of one per cent, of its capital stock.

The Brooklyn City & Newton Railroad company has

secured the approval of the State railroad commissioner

of the proposed change of motive power to the single trolley

electric system on its Franklin avenue route.

Piainfield, N. J., will have the overhead electric system.

Monday night the common council granted a franchise to

the Piainfield Street Railway company, allowing it to con-

struct and operate the electric system over a pait of the

route which had been mapped out. If the council be satis-

fied with the workings of the motors over this route, the

line will be completed through all parts of the city. If the

trolley be unsatisfactory, the rest of the line will be made

a horse car route. The company binds itself to adopt any

better electric system than the trolley as soon as one is per-

fected.

On Monday night the village trustees of New Brighton

Statea Island, voted to grant the increased price demanded

by Etastus Wiman for electric lights. The increase will

begin when Mr. Wiiuan shall have built and equipped a

new electric light and power station within the limits of

the village at a cost of $roo.ooo. This action will, it is

expected, result in the construction of a number of electric

surface railways. W. F. O.

Toledo, O.
Toledo, March 26.—The Toledo Electric Street Rail-

way company has almost recovered from the recent dis-

astrous fire and is running cars on nearly all of its lines

again. The new cars are a great improvement over the

old ones, being two feet longer and having extra springs

and larger trucks, which prevents the cars from lurching.

The new barn is nearly ready for occupancy, and is an

exact counterpart of the one burned.

The Consolidated Street Railway company is also be-

ginning active operations for the transformation of its

horse lines to electric roads. Wires are being strung on

Broadway as far as Knapp street and will be connected to

the Summit street line. Preliminary -vork on the proposed

Belt road, which will be formed by connecting Adams and

Monroe street lines via Central avenue, is going on. The
power house is being refitted with new machinery. A 650

horse power compound condenser Hamilton Corliss en-

gine will be put in besides additional boilers and gen-

erators. New cars are being received daily.

The Maumee electric road, which proposed to run from

Toledo to Maumee, a distance of about ten miles up the

Maumee river, is again attracting attention. T. P. Brown,

an experienced railroad man, has taken hold, and the

prospects are that the project will materialize in the near

future. Mr. Brown has built a number of railroads in the

vicinity of Toledo, and the fact of associating himself with

that enterprise is assurance of active operation soon.

F. C. H,

PERSONAL.
E. R. Weeks of Kansas C ity , was in Chicago on

Monday.

A. P. Brayton. Jr.. general manager of the Pelton Water
Wheel company of San Francisco, stopped in Chicago on
Tuesday on his way west.

Dan. C. Heraingray, of the Hemingray Glass Works,
Covington, Ky., spent several days in Chicago last week,
looking up the insulator trade.

W. E Smith, formerly cashier of the National Electric
Manfacturing company, Eau Claire, Wis., has been pro-
moted to the auditorship of the company.

General Manager Morgan Brooks of the''E. E. & S.

company," St. Paul, and W. D. Packard, treasurer of the
New York and Ohio company, Warren, O., lunched at

the Chicago Electric Club on Friday of last week.

C. A. Daigh left Chicago Friday night of last week on an
extended southern tour expecting to make his first stop at

Stanberry, Mo., going thence to Graniteville, S. C, taking
in New York and other eastern cities on his return. Mr.
Daigh may be absent about two weeks.

At the annual meeting of the stockholders of the Burton
Electric company in Richmond, Va.. on March 23d,W. R.
Mason of Chicago was re-elected president for another
year. The stockholders took advantage of the occasion
to pass a set of resolutions highly complimentary to Mr.
Mason's administration.

R. Walters has been appointed superintendent of the
mechanical department of the National Electric jManufac-
turing company, Eau Claire, Wis. Mr. Walters has been
with A L. Ide & Son, Springfield, III., for some years, and
is rated as a very efficient man. ^Ir. Kammeyer will, as
usual, hand e the electrical problems,

G M. Angler, well known in Chicago electrical circles,

left on Saturday of last week to accept a responsible
position in the home office of the Mather Electric com-
pany of Manchester, Conn. Mr. Angier was formerly
with the Northwest Thomson-Houston company of St.

Paul, and lately has been assistant manager of the Knapp
Electrical Works, Chicago. He has many friends who
rejoice at his advancement.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Kingston City Electric Railway company, Kingston,

N. Y.; capital stock, $175,000; street surface electric

railway.

Electrical Piano company, Newark, N. J.; capital

stock, ^300,000; to manufacture, rent and sell electrical

attachments for pianos and other musical instruments,

etc.; L. Hood, Newark, N.J.

Metropolitan Duplex Fire & Police Signal company,
Portland, Maine; capital stock, 500,000; to manufacture
and deal in fire alarm systems and other electrical appar-
atus; Clarence Hale, Portland, Maine.

Glenwood Electric Light & Power company. Glen-

wood, Iowa; capital stock, §20,000. Erection and main-
tenance of an electric light and power plant at Glen-
wood, la. J. H. Howe, Glenwood. la.

Electric Company of America, (incoipcrated in W. "N'a.

New York, N. Y., capital stock, $3,000,000. Man-
ufacturing and dealing in electrical apparatus and appli-

ances; Wm. H. Appleton, Times building, New York
City, N. Y.

The Me.Kican Electric Steam Boiler Compound compa-
, ny, Chicago, III.; capital stock, $100,000; manufacturing
and selling a compound for removing and preventing in-

crustation in steam boilers; Barrow & Lawson, 126 Wash-
ington street, Chicago, 111.

Austin Electric company, Austin, Minn., capital stock,

$50,000; to construct, maintain and operate a plant or

plants, for generating electricity; manufacture, sell and
supply electricity for light, heat and power; H. C. Levis,

401 Sibley street, St. Paul, Minn.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Residents of Maiden, N. C, are talking of the erection

of an electric light plant.

J. H. Turner has, it is stated, received the contract for

the erection of an electric light plant at Brewton, Ala.

New Carlisle, Ind., wants an electric light plant, and
the question is being considered by the citizens.
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The Richmond Railway &. Klcctrical company has

received the contract for lighting the city of Manchester,

Va., by electricity.

A contract has been awarded to the Augusta Electric

Light it Tower company for lighting the city of Augusta,

Ga., with electricity.

The ([Uistion of the issuincc of bonds to the extent of

^15,000, to pay for an electric light plant, will be submitted

to the people of Carthage, III., at the spring election.

The Richmond, Va., Railway .V KIcctric company is report-

edas having purchased Johnson's island for $30,000 and as

being about to erect a ^125,000 plant on it for an arc light

station.

The citizens of Krecport. N. Y., have held a public meet-

ing to decide upon the question of electric lighting, and
the general sentiment was favorable, but no definite action

has yet been taken. ,

A c;;ntra! station is to be erected in ilremsn, Girmany,
for the electric lighting of the town. The station, which

will have a capicity of 30,000 lamps will bs erected by

Siemens & Halske, of Berlin.

O. P. Cunningham has been appointed receiver of the

Bucksport, Me.. Electric Light company. A final hearing

will be held in April. The plant will be kept running, and
strenuous efforts will be made to place the company upon a

paying basis.

At a recent meeting of the directors of the Citizens* Gas
Light company at Warsaw, N. Y., it was decided to put in

an electric light plant. The new plant will be located on
the same property as the gas works, and it is intended to

enter into competition with the electric light company al-

ready established.

The Longmont, Colo , Electric Light company has sold

its plant to a party of Denver capitalists, who have
reorganized the company and elected Frank P. Arbuckle

president. The title of the new company will be the

Longmont Electric Light &: Motor Power company, the

intention of the owners being to furnish motive power also.

An English technicil journal is informed that the elec-

tric light is coming more and more into favor in Madrid,

and that most of the larger houses in that city are being

fitted with it. The diily receipts of the central station of

the Sociedad Madrileaa alone are now over £120. The
company, however, offers to reduce the price when the

daily receipts amount to £160. This is likely to take place

very soon. It is stated that two more central stations

could do a profitable business in Madrid.

A press dispatch from Columbus, Ind., dated March
2ist, says: A meeting of business men was held to-night

looking to the organization of an electric light company to

furnish light for commercial purposes in opposition to the

Citizens' Electric Light company and the Columbus Gis-

light company, which recently purchased the electric light

franchise granted by the city to A. J. Bailey of Edinburg.
This action is brought about by the alleged failure of the

gaslight company to comply with the conditions of the

Bailey franchise. The light question has given this cily

considerable trouble in the last six months. It is the in-

tention of the new company to build a dam on \Vhite

River, four miles north of the city, and generate electricity

by means of water power, which will be transmitted here

for lighting purposes.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
During the year 1891 the City & South London Railway

company carried over five million passengers.

An electric line to connect Portland, Ore., and Oregon
City, and to carry both passengers and freight, is projected.

The Velasco &: Surf Sid^ Railway company will build an
electric railroad from Velasco to Surf Side, Texis. Its

cipital stock is $:oo,ODo.

Surveys have been made with a view to building an
electric railroad from Ellicott City, Md., to connect with
the Baltimore Traction company's system.

Money has been raised for the preliminary survey of an
electric line between Parkersburg and Oxford, Pa., which
will be made as far as Cochranville at once.

Mr. Johnston, as receiver of the Coast Line railroad,

has made application to the court at Savannah, Ga , for

authority to equip that road with electricity.

Northern men are reported as about to build an electric

railroad from Floyd Court House, Va., to a point on the

Norfolk and Western railroad, twenty two miles distant.

The Atlanta, Hapeville & Manchester Railroad com-
pany, of Atlanta, Ga., has surveyed its line, and will

probibly so^n begin construction. The road will be nine
miles long.

The sale of the Keokuk, la., electric street railway has
been ordered by the Supreme Court to satisfy a lien of the

International Trust company. The sale will take place
March 31st.

An electric line from St. Paul, Minn., to White Bear
Lake, via North St. Paul, is proposed. Negotiations for

the right of way are now in progre ss, and, if successful,

the line will be built this summer.

The citizens of Hubbard and Yoangstown, Oaio, are
greitly in favor of an electric line conaecting the two
places. At a private meeting the question was decided
favorably and financial aid promised.

Th; BiltimDre, Eii: Biltiii)re, Killer's Pavilion &
North Point Rulroii ca n^iny his b;en chirtered at Bal

timorc, to construct a railroid using electric or other
motive power. The capital stock is $200,000.

Tiie n;w Frcl:ric'<sbjrg. Vi,. Strc:t Riilwiy company
his purcha^^J anJ wiU enlarge the Rapoahinnock Electric

Light iv: Power company's plant. The contract for

building three miles of road has already been awarded.

A bill his bc2a introJuccd in the legislature of Virginia

to amend and re-snact an act to incorporate the Brookland
Riilway & I(npo/,:m:Qt orniia/ oE KichmDnd. Among
other things this company is to be authorized to build

an electric road.

New York capitalists have signified their willingness to

build an electric line from Marietta. Cia., to the Chattahoo-
chee river, provided the citizens contribute about $12,500
and the property owners along the line donate land to the

amount of ^35 000.

Two new companies have applied to the city council of

Norfolk, Va., for the right of way over certain streets.

They are the Rapid Transit Improvement company and
the People's Railway. company, and both are authorized to

use electric power.

Surveys for the Fort Worth & Dallas Rapid Transit

company's electric railroad have been completed between
Fort Worth and Arlington and the profile made. The engi-

neering corps is now at work between Arlington and Dal-
las. It is intended to organize a construction company as

soon as the survey is finished.

The editor of the RocJwslcr Momitix ITcvald has been
giving some attention to the alleged induence on watches
of the mDtors on electric cars. In an editorial on
"Watches on Electric Cars," he gives the result of his

own observations as follows: "The Rochester electric cars

have been running some seventeen or eighteen months,
and everybody has ridden on them more or less. The
present writer, who lives some two miles from the center

of the city and has traveled on the cars nearly every day
when in town during the period above mentioned, has
given special attention to the possible effects of the elec-

tric current on his watch, and cannot discover that it has
been affected in the slightest degree in the regularity of

its movements and its accuracy as a time keeper."

The annuil meeting of the stockholders of the Short
Electric Railway compiny and the usual directors' meet-
ing following were held at Cleveland on March i6th. The
following named directors were elected: Sidney H. Short,

Myron T. Herrick. J. Potter, John S. Bartlett, James Par-

melee, Eugene Griffin and William B. Bolton. The directors

elected the following officers for the ensuing year; J.
Potter, president; S. H. Short, vice-president and chief

electrician; Charles B. Lothrop, secretary and treasurer;

E. E. Higgins, general manager; William B. Bolton, gen-
eral counsel. S. H. Short, who has been from the orga-

nization of the company, its president and chief electri-

cian, was renominated for the presidency, bat declined to

accept the position. II; stited thit owing to the growth
of the company its duties had noAf become so onerous as

to seriously interfere with his technicil work and inven-
tions, to which he desired to give his undivided attention.

He therefore asked relief from his general business

TELEGRAPH.
W. B. Somerville, superintendent of the press service of

the Western Union, says that ten years ago the Western
Union Telegraph company handled in a year a total of

28,000,000 words of special dispatches to newspapers,
nearly all of them for fifty daily papers, while last year an
aggregate of 260,000,000 words were sent to more than
500 newipapsrs, and there is no "knoA^ing when this serv-

ice will stop growing."

It is computed that there are qdo.ooo miles of telegraph
lines, and 2 500,000 miles of wire conductors for the

use of the public throughout the world, more than one-half

being in Europe. There are, according to an English
paper, 98,465 offices, 67.465 being in Europe. The num-
ber of messages transmitted in a year is put at 2g6.ooo,-

000, 2o7,o:)0,ooo baing in Europe. Of the total, 57,500,-
000 were transmitted from one country to another.

A Topeka dispatch says that the grievance committee of

the Order of Railway Telegraphers has decided that the

schedule of wages offered by the Santa Fe company is not

satisfactory. The schedule presented by the company, it

is asserted, makes some advances as asked by the oper-

ators, but on an average it only gives about half what was
demanded. Grand Chief Telegrapher D. G. Ramsay of

Vinton, Iowa, has been sent for, and until he arrives no
further action will be taken by the committee.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The CarroUton, Ga., Telephone compiny has baan in

corporatcd with a capital stock of $10,000.

A rate of 65 cents psr 100 pounds on electric railway

appliances has been made between Chicago and Hot
Springs, S. D., by the Western Freight association.

Chicle, the sap of the sapotille tree, is a gum-like sub-

stance cominj from Campeche and Yucatan, in Mexico,
and which is now being exploited as an insulating material

equal to india rubber.

The Central Electric compiny, Cnicago, closed its doors
on Siturday of last week oa account of the death of Marion
McKinlock, infant daughter of George A. McKinlock,
treasurer of the company.

It is reported that the authorities are considering the
advisability of placing a couple of electric search lights on
the Welsh coast between Mumbles Head and Worms
Head for the bsnifit of navigation in that locality.

An interesting series of experiments was recently made

by two Sw£di;h astronomers, Lem^trom and Trombolt-
By means of a network of electric currents between two
mountains they succeeded, it is said, in producing several

artificial auroras.

According to a French paper, electricity is in succcssfu
use at the gun factory at St. Etieane for tempering gun
springs. The latter consist of steel wire, which is wound
spirally, and a current of 23 amperes at 45 volts is passed
through it. Rapid heating results and when the re*

quired temperature has been reached, the circuit is broken,
and the spring is let fall into a trough of water, Ooe
workman, it is stated, can temper 2,400 springs per day
by this method.

It is announced thit th: block electric system of train

signils will b: applied to the Erie road this spring. I^ist

summer, as anexperimcnt,ihe company adoptful the system
on the Kent division of the Nypano road, extending from
Kent to Gallon, Oaio. So successfully did it work that a
few weeks ago the sime system went into effect on the
eastern division of the Nypano, extending from Kent to

Silamanca, N. \ ., and now it is to be extended to Chica-
go. By the method of operation in vogue on the Nypano
a circuit is formed between the semaphore and the instru-

ment of the telegraph operator in such a way that it is

impossible to use the wires when the semaphore points to

safety. This keeps the semaphore turned to danger, and
prevents the passage of trains through a mistake of the
operator.

TRADE NEWS.
It is said that Burton electric heaters are in use on 115

electric railways.

Alfred F. Moore, Philadelphia, the well-known wire man-
ufacturer has again shown his push by installing a long
ilistance telephone in his office.

The Knapp Electric Motor and Xovelty company, New
York, is receiving inquiries from all quarters in relation to

the little electric "cooler" which it has just placed upon the

market.

The Phcenix Glass company. New York, has now in

stock about two dozen different styles and shapes of gas
and electric light globes. The company reports a good
business for its new and attractive fixtures.

W. H. Weston iS: Co., of Philadelphia, is sending to

patrons a new catalogue showing its full line of switches
and switch-boards. This company has recently added a
large line of machinery to its already well equipped shop
in order to meet the growing demand for its novelties.

Cutter's rubber-handled screw-drivers are stead ily gain-

ing the favor of western central station men. Practical

electrical men appreciate this well-made safeguard. These
tools are made in a number of sizes, as are also the rubber
plier handles which George Cutter, Chicago, is handling.

The Central Electric company, Chicago, reports the

sale of three underground cables of the Okonite manufac-
ture within the past week, and from the many proposals

that are out it expects to be busy in this department- The
company is also miking preparations to put on the market
an absolutely dust-proof bell, one that will be practically

perfect in every respect.

Bradley Martin, one of New York's leading society men,
created quite a sensation this season by driving to the

opera in his specially built vahicle lighted by a miniature

electric plant consisting of three 8 volt 6 candle power
lamps; the lights were placed in the side-lights and interior

of the coach. This equipment was arranged by A. T.
Smith, the well-known electrician of 6 West Fourteenth
street, New York.

Of the four gentlemen who orgaaiz'i the Engineering
Equipment company. New York, at the suggestion of F.

L. Perrine, who was until recently general manager, Messrs.
Field, Perrine aad Hile hive withdrawn from ofiicial con-
nection with the C3m lany. althouga remiining stock-

holders. A. L. Tinker, Jr. , the fourth organizer of the com-
pany, is now secretary, treasurer and assistant manager,
and his father, A. L. Tinker, is president.

The Institute of Technology, 151 Throop street, Chica-

go, has recently added a department of electrometallurgy,

which has been planed in charge of Prof. H. Gilbert Coyle.

Plating, electrotyping, artistic gilding, casting, and other

branches will be given special attention, the object being to

work out the latest ideas in these lines, and to afford a

thoroughly practical course. Prof. Coyle studied under
Prof. Silliman, at Yale, and has had a varied personal ex-

perience since graduation.

The Hine Eliminator company of New York, is in re-

ceipt of an order from Prof. G. W. Bissell of the Iowa
Agricultural college at Ames for one of its eliminators, to

be used on the engine in the mechanical laboratory of that

institution. Prof. Bissell was assistant to Prof. C. Car-

penter at Sibley College Cornell University, and aided in

the steam separator test made there last year, and in which

the Hine eliminator was shown to have an efficiency greatly

in excess of its competitors.

General Manager Antolne Bournonville, with Alfred F.

Moore, Philadelphia, reports that the general trade and the

prospects for future business with his house far exceeds

anticipations. It may be necessary to run the factory

overtime in order to supply the demand Several lar£;e

contracts for points in the West are under consideration,

and since at present the firm has no established agency at

Chicago, parties desiring prices aretequested to communi-
cate directly with the Philadelphia office.

The Erie Herald H most enthusiastic in its reference

to the electric light plant, recently installed by the Duplex

Electric company, of Corry, Pa., in the Erie City Iron
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Works of Erie, Pa. The paper says that the installation

is "the largest arc light plant in Northwestern Pennsyl-

vania." It adds further, too, that "the wiring of the great

shop was was done in a superior manner, and the general

construction of the whole plant has the stamp of superior-

ity, akin to perfection," all of which is a most flattering

indorsement of the manner in which customers are treated

by the Duplex company.

In no way is the appreciation of electrical conveniences

more apparent than in the incre?sing demand for them in

the household. Call bells, motors, fans and numerous con-

trivances are rapidly becoming a part of the domestic econ-

omy. Several extensive factories are largely devoted to

the manufacture of this line of goods, one of the oldest be

ing the Electrical Supply company, at Ansonia, Conn.
The product of this factory is disposed of through the

company's western cflice and warehouse, corner Michigan
avenue and Randolph streets, Chicago, its specialties in

house goods being the Eureka bell and Diamond carbon

battery. These two specialties have become staple articles

with contractors and electrical fitters all over the west.

The Underwood Manufacturing company has just fur-

nished the Chicago City Railway company two endless

belts, 62 inches wide, and 400 feet long. This belting

was ordered something over a year ago, and is being

placed in the cable power house at Twentieth and State

streets, Chicago. These belts when in operation will

transmit about 2.500 horse power. They weigh 4,940
pounds and contain about 2,050 square feet. The com-
pany has had two belts, 48 inches wide, 350 long, in ope-

ration at the station at Fifty-fifth and State streets for

about five years, running night and day 5,200 feet per min-

ute, and driving about 700 horse power each. These belts

drive the fast lines of cable from Thirty-ninth to Sixty-

third street.

BUSINESS.
The Owings building is one of the most noticeable of

the large modern office buildings of Chicago. It is lighted

with electricity and is wired with Kerite wire.

Henry Alexander, treasurer for Alexander, Barney &
Cbapin, New York, has tendered his resignation and on
April first will sever his connection with this company.

The Central Electric company, Chicago, is sending out

a pamphlet to architects, builders, owners and others using
interior conduits, covering the recent decision in favor of

the Interior Conduit & Insulation company in the suit of

the Conduit company vs. the Holtzer- Cabot Electric com-
pany.

W. J. Williams, Dallas, Tex., has been granted a fran-

chise for water supply and electric lighting at Denton,
Texas, and has organized the Denton Water Works &:

Electric Light company. He has placed an order with
the Pond Engineering company for two 70 horse power
steel boilers, which will be erected at once.

The following changes have recently been made in the

agency department of the National Electric Manufactur-
ing company, Eau Claire, Wis.: Cincinnati, O., P. P.

Altenberg, rccm 50, Smith building, vice W. N. Gray
resigned; St- Louis, Mo., W. E. Bailey, special southern

agent, rooms 7 and S Equitable building. This last is a

new appointment.

One of the enterprising concerns of Cleveland, O., is

that of I. H.,Moses, successor to A. B. Lyman & Co.

This house is located at 34-3S South Water street and
deals in annunciators, burglar alarms, telegraph supplies,

etc. Mr. Moses is making many improvements, and
pushing things generally, and will no doubt meet with

the success that his enterprise deserves.

The Rose Electric Light Supply company, St. Louis,

Mo., has on hand second-hand machinery representing

every orominent manufacturer of electric lighting appara-

tus in this country, and it has under contract at the present

time several large installations. The Rose company has
made a specialty of second-hand apparatus for some years,

and is well and favorably known to the trade.

Hussey&Co., 21 r Randolph street, Chicago, have
adopted anew method for fastening the mouthpiece to the
flexible tube in their electric combination speaking tube
system. The tube is made of a spiral, covered with
a cotton or silk woven netting, which is forced inside the

tube connected with the mouthpiece, and held there by
the expansion of the coil. The edge of the tube is rolled

so that it will not cut the covering, and besides, helps to

improve the appearance.

The Edison Electric Illuminating company of Milwau-
kee, having retired from the business of wiring for electric

light, the Wisconsin Electrical Construction company has

purchased the stock and materials formerly owned by that

company, and will continue the business as electrical en-

gineers, contractors and manufacturers of electrical ma-
chinery and appliances. The offices of the new construc-

tion company will be at the corner of Biddle and Market
streets, Milwaukee, with W. N. Stewart as manager.

Treasurer W. D. Packard, of the New York & Ohio com-
pany, Warren, C, was in Chicago for several days last

week, in the interests of the "Packard" incandescent
lamp. The "E. E. ^ S. company," the northwestern
selling agents for this lamp, was represented at an
informal meeting with Mr. Packard last week, at the
company's office in this city, by Morgan Brooks, St.

Paul, general manager, and C. A. Daigh, Eau Claire, presi-

dent. A recent sale of 40.000 lamps in one delivery was
reported, with an active demand in every direction.

The Climax company of Corry, Pa., has recently added
to a municipal plant owned by them at Union City, Pa.,

one 250 light, one 500 light incandescent dynamo, and
one 50 light arc dynamo, all of which were built in the

company's factory at Corry. Twelve arc lights are now
in use for street lighting in connection with the latter

plant, and this number is to be largely increased at an early

day. The Climax company also has a contract for light-

ing the city of Corry, and has under way an extension of

plant to comprise 4S arc lights and two 500-light incandes-

cent generators. The outlook for the coming season in

Corry and vicinity is pronounced very promising.

The search light recently placed on the Goodrich steam"
er, Cityof Ludington, by the Chicago office of the Mathe^
Electric company, and which was illusirated in the West'
ERN Electrician of March igth, has a lens which is

sixteen inches in diameter and throws a beam light over
one thousand yards. The cylinder is made of heavy sheet

iron, with polished copper trimmings. The current is

furnished by a 2oo-]ight compound wound Mather gener-
ator, at 115 volts. The light is rated at ten thousand candle
power or more, and requires twenty-five amperes. In ad-
dition the generator furnishes current for 170 incandes-

cent lamps that are used for lighting the boat. The light

was made from specifications furnished by the Chicago of-

fice of the Mather company and is considered a model
one.

The Illinois Electric Lamp company has recently been
organized in Chicago for the manufacture of the Jewel
incandescent lamp, the registered trademark having been
purchased from Wm. Hood. The officers of the company
are: Chas. M. Howell, president; Chas. J. Lougbren, sec-

retary and treasurer, and J. F. Schaefer, superintendent.

Mr. Howell resides at Bessemer, Mich,, and is the prose-

cuting attorney for Gogebic county. Mr. Loughren is a
bright young business man formerly residing in the same
county, while Mr. Schaefer is a well known pioneer in the

manufacture of incandescent lamps. The company has a
fine factory at 171 and 173 South Canal street, Chicago, and
will commence with a run of 500 lamps per day, although
the capacity is double that number. The Jewel lamp is

well known and the complete output of the factory will, no
doubt, be readily placed.

The Americin Engine companyof Bound Brook, N. J ,

of which R. V. Pierce of Buffalo is president, V. Mott
Pierce of Buffalo, secretary and treasurer, and Mr. Smith,
the patentee, general manager, enters upon the manu-
facture of its engine with well-laid plans. Land to the ex-

tent of 235 acres lying near the depot and on either side of

the railroad tracks at Bound Brook, is controlled by the
company and upon it there have been erected a complete
modern machine shop, foundry, etc., and a number of

houses. A large portion of these ample grounds has been
laid out in building lots, with wide streets and avenues,
with sewer and water pipes to each lot. The streets are
to be macadamized and a handsome broad boulevard will

surround the grounds and skirt the Raritan river which
washes the borders of the property. General Manager
Smith proposes at once to erect a large number of fine

cottages for the occupancy of the company's large force of
mechanics. The tracks of the Central railroad of New
Jersey, of the LehighValley railway, and of the Port Read-
ing railway, pass on either side of the works, and from
these spur tracks are laid into the shops so that engines
may be loaded on the cars directly from
the machine shop. Other tracks run on
trestles, so as to dump the coke, iron, etc

,

at the mouth of the cupola, and the coal into bins at the
front of the boilers. There is in all 15.000 feet of railway
front. Ample and well arranged drafting rooms, pattern
shops and a suite of offices are located in the second story

of the main building. All the buildings, save the stock
and storage shops, are of brick. Besides these buildings

the company contemplate erecting large additions connect-
ing with the main shops, which w^ill double the present

floor space and add still greater to the capacity of the

works.

branches, as specified, a circuit-breaker moving with the car so
as to pass each circuit closer as the car reaches the correspond-
ing landiof^, and two disconnected conducting strips connected,
respectively, with the two branches of the main circuit extend-
ing in opposite directions from said circuit-breaker and moving
therewith."

471,1 30. Therm astatic I nstrum :nt.

Maiden, Mass.
Morris Martin,

ELECTRICAL STOCK MARKET.
The closing quotations of electrical stocks on Saturday,

March 26th, in New York, were:

Bid. Aslced.
Edison General Electric company, Capital

$15,000,000 96^^ 97
Edison Illuminating company of New York Si'j 82

" " '* Brooklyn . 76 So
" " " Boston 105 no
" " *' Chicago .,130 140

Edison Ore Milling company .15 20
United States Illuminating company of

New York 30 40
Brush Electric companyof Cleveland 30 40
Brush Illuminating company of New York.. 30 40
Thomson-Houston Electric company 58 sSt^

" " " Preferred 28 28J<
Westinghouse Electric company \6\{ i6'i
North American Phonograph company 5 6
New York " " 2 ',4 5
Automatic Exhibition company 2 3

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued March 22, 1892.

471,096. Wire Clamping Device. Orlando P. Briggs,

Chicago, III.

471,100. Electrically Controlled Elevator. Andrew M.
Coyle, Washington, D. C.

This invention contemplates means whereby all the desired
movements of the car can be effected safely and with certainty
without the exercise of any more care and intelligence than is

required to touch a button corresponding to the number of the
floor to which the car is desired to move. To this end the sys-
tem comprises a series of parallel or brancn circuits, one for

each floor, and electrically operated devices so constructed that
when one of the switches or push-buttons is actuated the car
will move to and come to rest at that floor, no matter whether
the car be above or below the floor.

Claim six is given:
"Ina system for electrically controlling the movements of an

elevator-car, the combination, with the car and mechanism for
starting and stopping the same, of a series of main circuit

closers, one for each landing, a main circuit having two

471,151. Trolley Wire Support. Elmer A. Sperry, Chi-
cago, III.

471,155. Alternating Current Motor. Elihu Thomson,
Swamp5cott, Mass.

This invention relates to improvements in those alternating
current motors wherein the armature is moved by the action of
a shifting or rotating magnetic field produced by changes of
magnetism acting successively or disslmultaneously in different
portions of the field

Claim two reads:
"An alternating current motor comprising an armature, field-

coils presented to different portions of such armature and con-
nected in series to a single supply circuit, and a condenser
shunting some of such field-coils, whereby the magnectic
changes therein are retarded.''

471,190. Carbon Holder for Arc Lamps. Charles A.
Pfluger, Chicago, 111.

471,206 Trolley Pole Catcher. Montraville M. Wood,
Chicago, 111.

471.210. Electric Strikins: Mechanism for Clocks. Silas
C. Dickinson, Corning, Iowa.

471.230. Electric Railway Signal. Edgar C. Wiley
Bristol, Tenn.

471,231 Electric Arc Limp. Hector Dewar, Boston,
Mass.

471,237. Vibrating Electric Switch. Jacob S. Gibbs,
Hartford, Conn.

471.242. Electrically Welding Metals. August De
Meritens, of Paris, France.

471,271. Electric Switch. Amindus Metzger, New York.

471,296. Electrical Signals for Railways. Eugene T.
Turney, Chicago, III.

471.3 )2. Sifety Device for Electrical Conductois. Julius
Marx, Nauheim, Germany.
The claim reads:
"The combination of a receptacle, electrical terminals in-

cluded therin at a distance from each other, and a compound
in sajd receptacle of low resistance, which becomes less con-
ductive or nonconductive upon increa-e of temperature, and
which connects said terminals."

471.310 Long-Distance Telephone System. Eugene
Gwosdeff, St. Petersburg, Russia.

The claim is given:
"The telephone system for great distances, characterized by

the following arrangements: The microphones and telephones
conected with the lines by means of the separated condensers
and connected with a return line by means of condensers the
electric capacity of which corresponds with the respective re-
sistances of the two lines,"

471,311. Boiler Feed Alarm. Peter Kerekes, Buda-
pest, Austria-Hungary.

471.351. Heating Apparatus for Buildings. Quinby X.
Evans, Brooklyn, N. V.

471 352. Telephone System. Anthony B. Ferdinand,
Oihkosh, Wis.

Claim si.K reads:
' In a telephone or ana'ogous electric system the combina-

tion, w'.th the main line and a piural'ty of instruments or sta-
tions thereon, of a device located adjacent to and connected in
shunt with each of said instruments or stations and with the
main line, said device comprising u switch for cutting off the
current therefrom, means for operating said switch by hand,
means for locking said switch actuating device from movement,
a motor for changing the relative positions of the said parts, a
magnet provided with a swinging armature operatively con-
nected with and adapted lo release said motor and said loi^kini^
device, and means connected with said motor for automatically
restoring the parts to their initial positions."

471,371. Theatrical Illusion Apparatus. Joseph Arthur,
New York. N. Y.

471,375. Conduit for Electric Railways. Francis O.
Blackwell, Boston, Mass.

Of the 23 claims, the twelfth is presented:
"The combination, in an electric-riilway condu't, of the

transverse yokes and channel slot rail having openings leading
into the conduit with the removable iisulator hangers connect-
ed with the supply conductor by a bayonet or like joint, per-
mitting ready disengagement by a rotary movement, and which
are engaged when in place by the slot rail and thereby held
against accidental rotation,"

471,409. Apparatus for Electric Railway Signaling. Ad-
oniram J. Wilson, Port Chester, N. Y.

471,410 Electric Railway Signaling Apparatus. Adoni-
ram J. Wilson, Port Chester, N. Y.

471,447. Charging Table for Electric Railways. Edward
P. Usher, Grafton, Mass.

The claim is quoted:
"The described charging table, comprising permanent sup-

ports adj icent to the car track and a top adapted to receive 1 he
batteries, such top being hinged at one edge and provided with
means for adjusting the opposite edge of the table top verti-
cally to correspond with the battery recess of the car.

471,491. TroUev Wire Hanger. Thomas J. McTighe,
New York, N. Y.

471.524. Tellurian. John L. Riter, Brownsville, Ind..

and John M. Alford, College Corner, Ohio.

471.525. Automatic Electric Block System. Joseph A.
Carlton and Henry L. Johnston, Atlanta, Ga.

471.526. Disk Carbon for Arc Lamps. Hosea W.
Libbey, Boston, Mass.

The fourth claim reads:

'•A disk carbon having a groove or grooves on one or both
sides, whereby the am lunt of carban consumed is legulated so
that the carbon will burn equally all around."

471.527. Machine for Casting Grids for Secondary Bat-

teries. Albert F. Madden, Newark, N. J.
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CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
l^i H. P. 500 Volt ArmiiUire, V.nlilitt.'d. ( 'onHlant HpfetJ, l.fiOO.

The Motors are made with the In^Bt. appHunct-B and material obtalnabN-, and emhody fvi-ry Improve-
ment of merit, with the iutention that tlioy ehall he the Stuncard ol their cIa(-H.

430 West lath '^.trc'.f^t. NEW YORK.

I will riiarjiifiicturt oiii; f-r two go'^d cloc

trie spocUltkH on royalty. Have UDexcclled
faciliiiea for putting on ninrket. Corrc-
spun(l(;nc(! with invi^nlorH soUciUd.

Li. KI.4TX KKAMS \V4UtKH,
107 W. Monroe St. .Chicago.

A PARTNER WANTED.
1 wi^h to sell a Iiitlf iiiteriHt in a well

cstublltlK^d Elfcctiiral Supply House. Ob-
ject to IncresBe capllal so :n to supp'y Ibi-

dtmund. 18,000 to $10,000 required.

Addres-, "South,"
Care Wkstkhn Elkctkician.

Bids for Public Lighting.

f>ae, thru; and live year bfdfl for llgUt-

log the streets and city buildings of tfae

City of Burlington, Iowa, with sixty (IJO)

or more arc llgb,8 of two thousand candle
power i:iicb, and two hundred and flity

more incandescent llgbt£ of twenty cr
more candle power each. »ill be received
St the onice of tbe ' ity ('.eik until April

All bids to be accompanied by a good
actl »ulliclcnt bond in tbe sum of ^.'i.OOO

for the faithful iierforinance of the bid.

The Council reasrvc) the right to reject

any or all bid;.
HKXBV KITTRR,

Clialriiiaii uf iiuH <'oiiini(t(«*e

THE "CLARK " WIRE.
lusolatioii Cinaranteed ivliercver used. Aerial, Underground or ISnbniarlne.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1 886, he says : '*A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

ThG rubber nsed In insiilalinp; our wire.s and r.iihlcs in eapecially clieinicallv prepared, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or cirack, and will r';maiii ll','Xibl'" In t^xlrcme cold
weather and i,'^ not afffcled by heat. The innuhition ia ])rotecled from mechanical injury hy one or more braids, and llie whole ulicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra (ini("h. which we
liave now adoplfil inr iill our solid wires as an extra weatherjiroof proteclion, and almj preventing chating and abranion. which is water, acid, and to a very great extent fireproof. Our innulaiioD will prove
durable when all otiiT^ fail. We are prepared to furniBh Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepartKl
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finitih for ceiliiig cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark. Joint <nuni should be used for making waterproof joints. This ii put up io half-pound boxe^, m strips about one foot long and five-eighths Inch wide, and when wrapped about a joiDt
and pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. Jt^OR KAlLWAiT and MOTOR use, we make all sizea of stranded and flexible with Clark ineaiation.

^Vti GUARANTEE OFR INSiri^ATIOlV 'IVHEKEVER USED, AERIAL. XJNDEK^;ROUND OR SURMARINE, and our net prices are as low, if not lower than any
r first-class Insulated Wire, We shall be pleased to mail Catalog'uoH with terms and diecounis for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTOJT, MASS.

HENRY A. CLARK, Treasurer and Gen'l Manager.
HERBERT H. ED8TIS, President and Electrician.

othe:

IWrAlXTTED,
Shop foreman who understands Motor

Work, and can get the work out of men
and material. Address "B,"

Care Westekx Electrician.

Commercial Baildingr, S»c. JLouis, JUo.

M.Morse&&I
ERS AMD CONTRACTORS.

l.I.lBI=IW:*dj

^^^^^0-iWER PLANTS
Lata of English, Morse & Co.,

SITUATION WANTED.
Young mechanic wants situation

with electric light company or wir-

ing contractor. Wages moderate.
Address, G. MORGNER,

413 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, 111.

SOMETHING NEW!
An improved 4 or fi volt Combined Storage Bat-

eery ebpecially for Dentists' use at very low price.
Purchasers can exchange alscharged for cnarged
ceils, without extra coat, beyond esoenae lor
charging the batteries. Manufactured by

J. K. PI731PKr.l.Y,
Beom 801, aos S. Canal St., Chlcaeo.

I t
Something New and Practical, and of inter-

est to users.

The special coiled filament, as shown in cut,

used in all lamps of high voltage.

Guaranteed not to droop against the bulb.

A trial will fully convince you that the

"Buckeye" is efficient, and of long life.

Is acknowledged to be the handsomfst lamp
in use.

Write for catalogue and prices.

Hnniiti,
257 THE ARCADE,

CLEVELAND, OHIO. -IT'

THE CARDEW
STANDARD VOLTMETER

FOR
DIRECT

CURRENTS.

This celelratcd irslrument is recogLiz d as a STANDARD
for determlLingibeE. M. F. of both direct and alternating cur-

rents. It possesses features which, collectively, are found in no

other voltmeter, and which render it of great value as a station

Instrument. It Is designed to be placed on a switch-boaid and

left constantly in circuit. As tbe needle is dead beat, it is es-

pecially adapted for Jfarire installations. Correspondence so-

licited. Send for illustrated descriptive catalogue No. I-GG.

FOR
ALTERNATING
CURRENTS.

QUEEN & CO.,

PHILADELPHIA.

^'»«*;

For Sale Cheap, Second-hand Ma-
chinery, Arc and Incandescent. Also
Motors. All Apparatus Guaranteed. £

The Electrical Construction Co.

Overloalel

and Disordered

Batteries are a

common and
painful sight.

WHY?
BECAUSE they are not built to

work, but to sell. Are you a suf-

ferer? Then substitute the Law
Battery, and suflEer no more.

SOLE MAKERS,

Law Telephone Co.,

85J0HNST.,N.Y.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Electrical Parposes.

ETJGEKEMUNSELL&CO,,
21 S Water St.. New York.

Electrical Wood.

Telesrapli _
Telephone V CROSS L ARMS
Electric I.if:ht I E

S
OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES.

|C. H. HOLMES, ''°°""*'°'"'w;!E!>'L%\Mo.

ESTABLISHED 1848.

J
HEMINeRAY GLASS CO.

Offices, Covington, Ky. Factories, Muncie, Ind.

STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS,
Class Break Knobs, Floor insulators, Battery Jars.

ARC LIGHT GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

TXrOEIC 03iT S^'ECI.A.ILi I3ESI01TS SOXjTCirTEE).

TO MAKE A STATION PAY
Bny only the best quality of soods. This yon can

do by seniUne your orders to ns.

Prompt ShipmeBt. Reasonable Prices. Full Measnre, No Charge for Boxing Or Cartage.

WE ABE HEADQUAETBRS FOR
National Alternating and Direct Current Dynamos, Generators and Transtormers ;

Packard High Grade Lamps: Eddy Motors:

"Helmet" Weather-proof Wire; "Helmet' Moisture-proof Wire.

Save time and money by placing your orders with

The Electrical Engineering and Supply Co.,
031 Rookery, 131E. GthSt., opp. Botel Byan, 409 W. Sllchlean St.,

CHICACO. ST. PAUL. OULUTH.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND DISCOUNT SHEETS.
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Established in 1861.

^^m^' BKGGOT.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILECTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E.ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-BRANCH STORa-

2134 Michigan Avenue.

P.&B. ELECTRICAL
COMPOUNDS I PAINTS.

Thoroughly Water, Acid and Alkali Proof.

Perfect Insulators, especially adapted for use on

CROSS ARMS, POLES and ALL KINDS of IRONWORK.
The P. & B. Compound is USED by the largest WIRE and CABLE manu-

facturers in the world. Made only by the

STANDARD PAINT COMPANY, 2 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK.

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE in Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERGE MF6. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.
LA«N« AND PAINTING tJUM-ELASTIC ROOFING

x-HiB Grjjii/L-rBiL.A.arnxc leooiFiisra-
IS ABSOLUTELY NON-COMBUSTIBLE and eaaraotnpd to last lO yi-ars. Costs ODly
S5S.00 per 100 s<iaare feet, strongly indorsed by NewYork Board of Underwritoia. Send Btamp
for circulars, samplee and particularB. GUM-EIjASTIC PAITWT
CoBtB only 60c. per gal. in bbl . lotp. or S4.50 for 5-gal. tubs. Color dark red. Will stop leaks in tin or
iron roofs that will last for yenre, Trv it.

GTTM-ELASTICROOFBNGCC., 41 'West Broadway, New Tork.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS >^ BELLS.
FVEiI. MSB AliWAYS IW STOCK.

W. B, OSTRANDER & CO..m
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1468 DeKalb Aye., Brooklyn, K. T.
for Nbw Catalogttb. Out AngQBt Ist.

You Will Oblige

Both Advertiser and Publish<^r

by mentioning the WESTERN
ELECTRICIAN when writing

to advertisers.

.{•^^ FITCHBURG,MASS,U.S.A.
^

;; Manufacturers OF DYNAMOS FoaLIGHTING,
i// platinbandexperimental purposes.^ ^-:-^:—ALSO MOTORS.-^^
EVERYTHING LATEST DESI5N AND HIGHEST EFFICIENCr.

Electric Railways.
Transmission of Power.
Electrical IWachinery designed for special appli-

cations, plane, BpeclUcati'.ne and Bupervisicn.

30!J Rammoiid Bnildins.
DBTKOIT, MICH.

FOK TBK

Western ElectrlciaD

SI.OO.

Manufacturer's of

OCTAGONAL*^^ Cedar
telephohi& electrical

RailwayPoles&CRqssArms

i^^H.M.LOUD&SONSUlMBER(^.

I
OSCODA , JVIICH.

KliECTRIC lilCJIIT
A SID BATXEKV

CJillBOfiS.
CLE^^ELAISriD. OHIO.

JinOTOff

BIfUSffES.

THE

Unequaled

in

Efficiency

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2,000 in use.

Affords the most simple and reliable power for all mining and mannfactnr-
ing machinery. Adapted to heeds running from lO up to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cent, better reeuits guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the country.

EEiKCTRIC TBAlVSallSSIOlV.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way cf a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying conoltions
cf speed and pretsure, have brought it into epeclal prominence and extensive
use for this class of work. All appllcatione should state amount and bead of
water power reqaired, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send for Catalogue.

THE PELTON l^ATER WHEEL CO.,
l!il-lS3 llain St., San Vranclsco, Cal., U. S. A.

l-tS IIBEBTY STREET, - - SEW XOItK.
^^It having come to our notice that our pfltent rights are being infringed

upon, intending purchasers are hereby warned that all Buch infringements will

be duly prosecuted.
P«.:i,TOK IVATER MOTORS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15

and 20 horse l ower, unequaled for all light running machineiy. Warranted
to develop a given i mount of power with one-half the wafer required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Addre^e as above. Deliveries made from
San Francisco or New York, as may afford the most favorable freight rates.

Iiocast Brackets,
«; Oak Brackets,

Cross Arms,
Chestnut Poles.

LOCUST
PINS.

Try a thonsand
Liocnst Pins,

and yon will order
a car load.

FINS ALWAYS IN STOCK. SPECIAIi FISiH OX SHORT NOTICE.
Send for prices, stating quantity wanted

SCHINDEL & SCHINDEL, . - HACERSTOWN, MD.

E. R. OILMAN & CO.,
FINANCIAL AGENTS.

Electrical Securities, Stocks, Bonds and Commercial Paper

Bought and Sold.

Roomsl40, 141 Rialto Building. - - CHICAGO.

OF INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.

A Nevir Book Just Published.

A Practical Guide to the Testing of Electric Light, Electric

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

PRICE, POSTAGE PREPAID, $1.00.

SEXD IN TOITB ORDER NOW.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The allenlion of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CKI^E-BRAXKU WATKK WIIEKI^as particularly adapted to thrir use

on account of its ri'tuurUa.hly Mteady motion, nl((h Mpeed
und e:r'*4*ut Kfli<*i<>n4'y, and lai'K*^ 4.una<'lly foritsdiuinfifr,
being Uoul>l«* the I*ow«*r of most wheels of same diameter. It is ujied

by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In ihe
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect fc^uaranleed.
MKNO FOR 4:axai.ooi;f. AI\1> particci.arn.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears arc required

and it can be belled directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch Vlt^TTOR

''|JRII1I%EN arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, Knd Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

i«MMJ:L-n!iirfa

„J;!rNNA 6Hia<^«T.Iif"i^S.^S
Fancy Incandescent Lamps

Of Low Voltaic.

Over 40 New Styles of lamps

For the first time on
the market.

Catalogue Part I and H*
Ready-

Part III in Print.

EXPERIMENTAL LAMP WORK
AND GLASS BLOWING.

Write for prices and illustratione.

1 Ann Street,
7 New York City.].L. SOMOFF, MamMnrer,

LINK CK^BELTING.
The Best. ^STSi Now the Cheapest.

REDUCED PRICE LIST
ot drlvebelt&other Spcclo-Kles tor E!ci<ators,Convcu"r3<b
Mnoliincrv I'orliaiHlliiiffnnyniatorlfil In bulU orpjti-kage.

L15K BElt MACilLVERY CO.. 39fl Stewart Ave., Ihicafio.

OFFICE DESKS, fF5ni,i.^^

'Gem' and "Rugby'

Folding Beds,

Brass and Wire Work.

4. H. Andrews & Co., 215 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

SILK BRAID FOR INCANDESCEhT

LAHP FILAMENTS.

The greatest care taken In prodncing a nnilorm article. Used by the largest lamp
manufactnrere in the country. Samples and pricee mailed free.

bostoijt :bi3.a.iid iLv^E^a-. co.,
28 BEACH ST., BOSTON, MASS.

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If Id want of PoleB, Ties and Posts, eave money
by getting my prices.

W.C.STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
SOliE aiAKUFACTURERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Sliiapes to order. Colors, Bed, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

a^Sl^UM^i.. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i4i>«//l¥f^ t.

IJEISLER ELECTRIC CO.
DREXEL BUILDIN&, PHILADELPHIA, PA..

-MANUFACTURERS OF THE ONLY

LONG DISTANCE SERIES

t m

THAT IS SELF-CONTAINED, AND ABSOLUTELT
AUTOMATIC IN KEGULATION.

Noted for Brilliancy of Light and Great Efficiency.

ALSO

Series Sockets and lamps for Arc Light CircnitSr

SEITID FOI2. OIR.OTJLAK..

THE SCHUYLER
-S"2"STE3yC 03

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FBATtmKS:

instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes-

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.
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THE EVANS FRICTION,
Rannlne four EdiBon dyuamoB with one 200 H. P. MacIntoBh & yeymoor
Engine in the Weeks BnUdlne, Boston.
ThoBBandB of H. P. in nee driving dynamos, and thoneande of eets of

Variable Speed Cone PulleyB In operation driving all kinda of machinery.
For Information eendfor dynamc catalogue "iJ,''and for cone catalogue

"T." Addrees

Evans Friction Cone Co.,

85 Water Street, - - BOSTON, MASS.
Evans' Cones.

For Varyins Speed.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,
-soZiX: xx.aj^TXTE'.i.cxTj-xaEss.s-

CRIMSHAW White Core Wires,
Black Core Wires,
Competition Line Wires,

CRIIVISHAW Tapes,
Competition Tapes,

Splicing Compounds, Etc.

Nos. 13, 15 and 17 Cortlandt St.,

NEW YORK.

VULCA ELECTRtCAL WIRE DUCTS
FOR

INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION.
A COMPLETE METHOD

for all ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS.

JUNCTION BOXES, CUT-OUTS, ANCLE BOXES,
ETC., ETC.

VULCA COUPLINC COMPOUND.

Nos. 78, 89 and 82 Franklin St.,

CHICAGO.
EVBRTTHINQ IN

WIRE-FUSE- STRIPS.

MANl-FACTl-RED BI

The Sperrj EkctriG llinin^ Machine Co.,

39th St. and Stewart Ave., CHICAGO.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOE HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSUUTION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The- KartaYsrt « Manufacturing ^ Do,.,

•^triXj3>gIPTCa-TOJT, X>£IXj.

THOS. C. SMITH, Jr., M. E.

Consulting and Contracting Engineer.
T Engines and Complete Steam Plants for Lighting and Power Installatione.
. Bent Pipe and CoIIb in Iron, BraBs and Copper, for all kinds of service.

I I Hammond Building, Telephone 1 358, CINCINNATI. OHIO.

ELECTRICITY
FOR

ENGINEERS.

A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.

Price, Postage Prepaid,

$2.50.

Electrician Pulilisliing Go.,

6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

CiilasLsa Office:
225 Dearborn Street. 115 Broadway.
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RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING.
CAKKIK^) NO STATIC KLiKCTKICITY.

Greatest Adhesive Qualities. Causes Less Friction than any other Belt

RAWHIDE HYDRAULIC PACKING.

"^ imwm PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.,
-^..y^*^^ The only Mannfacturers in the Coantry.

Lace Leather Rope and other Rawhide Goods of all

kinds by Krueger's Patents.
This Belting and Lace Leather is not aflected by steam or dampness; never be-

comes hard; is stronger, more durable and the most economical Belting made. The
Ravfhide Rope for Round Belting Transmission is superior to all others.

75 OHIO STREET, - CHICAGO, ILL.

C-S SPECIALTIES.

C-S Reflector Shade.

Made of Aluminum with ground
glfLS9 diffusion plate. A strong

white light exactly where needed,

and nowhere else. A soft white
light throughout the room.
Quadruples the effective light of

any lamp

C-S Portable Lamp Stand,

Has flexible arm which holds
lamp Indeflnitely in any position

at will. Arm Indestructible and
may be curved or coiled into

an endless variety of graceful

The Cutter
Electrical & Mfg

Company,
27 SOUTH 11th STREET,

Philadelphia, • Pa.

J08IAH PIERCE, Jr.,
A. M. I. C. E.,

M an! Iopfi;ra;liiG !ii;iiieer,

1 1 South Street. BALTIMORE, MD.

Topographic Surveys of any extent and character
organized and executed.

FOR THE
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Factories: Waterl>iii-y, Oonn. - - ^S I*arl£ Place, Ne-^v York.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Underwriters' Copper Electric Ijigrht I^ine Wire, Copper lltlaenet Wire, Flexible Silk. Cotton and M'orsted Cords for
Incandescent Ifightlng. Bonnd and Flat Copper Bars for Station AVork.

Insnlated Iron Pressure AVire.

PATENT ^^K. K,"TlNEWiRE
Pot Electric Ligtit, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Agentsfor the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

THB SRBAI WESTERN ElECIRIC SUPPLY COMPANY, CHICAGO, . • SEllLVG AGB.MS.

THOS. L.SCOriLL, New York Agent.

IvIODEiRIT AlLIEH-ICJ^lSr IvlETHOIDS
Oe^ Coffer. SMiEi^Tiua-,

Edward Dyer Peters, Jr., M. E., M. D.

SECOND EDITION, KEVISED AND ENLARGED.

Price, Postage Prepaid, $4.00.

THE HOST COIPLETG WORK OF ITS KIND PUBLISHED,

Electrician Pulilisliine: Co.,
e I^akeside Bldg-. CHICAGO, ILL.

TUC # ^T^OT SPECIALTIES IN ELECTRICinC LrliCOi LIGHT SUPPLIES.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

.ECTZSIIS^ CO.,
041 Nortli Broad Htreet, - PHILADEIiPHIA.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
Electro-seeTALLHRGT, Electbo-plating, Elec-

TROTTPiNQ, and all other branches of Electbicitt
are taugDt thoroQshlv, day or night, at the IN-
»!iTATXTTR of TECHNOLOeT. 151
ThroopHCreei, CBICAOO, IIjIj. Ama-
teure and Proffssionale, ArlieanB and others
aesUted Practically in any line, and inetrncted
in the latest and moat improved methodg.

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles. 'Wr'^e To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
eSOO N. Second »«treet, ST. I.OUIS.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
144 to 156 Green St., Green Point, BEOOKLIB. N. 1

MANUTACTOET 01"

Non-Conductive Blocks. Rosettes and Bases for Cut*Outt
and Switches; also Insulators, Cleats, Lamp Trim-

mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Oar production Ib a denae body. The glazing and body
of our ware are of same compoeitlon, and are baked
alike, Tvhich are the features of

TRUE HASD POBCEIiAJN.

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PEBRET ELECTRIC MOTORS
ALL SIZES FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET - ELECTRIC - LICHT - SYSTEM.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO.. Springfielil, Mass. "^ TSk^.
( Cleveland, Ohio, C. P. NICHOLSON, 513 Society for Savings Building; Washingtoii, ». C, J. V. BURKETT & CO., 1409 New

SELLING AGENTS: ] York Avenue; St. Paul, Minn., F. J. RENZ, 360 Minnesota St.; Philadelphia, Fa., PENNSYLVANIA MACHINE CO.,

( 29 N. 7tli Street; JTew Orleans, L<a., BUCHBL MACHINE WORKS, 101 Conti Strset.
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NEW BOOK!
NOW READY.

ELECTRIC

TRANSMISSION

HAND-BOOK.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition
to our famous hand-book series, of which
20,000 copies have been sold. The new
book deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of

Electric Power Transmission.

NOW READY._ PRICE. $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOULAELT ADAPTED TO DEIVISG

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of Its high efficiency at all stages of gate, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of which malLes It the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

^FNn FflR PftTfll nniF H'l^'ftlng various styles o( setting

on both vertical and horlzontti shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO,,

DAYTON. O.
SUCCESSOKS TO

STOrT. iniL,L8 & TJKMPL,!;,

POWELL'S PATENT

LEVER up—l^hows oil dropping while
macblDery raQB.

SIGNAL OILERS
still in the Van ub the liKa'l tor HICH-CRAOE
ENGINES and DYN4MOS. The stop feed
leatiireB prevy.t wuHte ot oil which item uione will

more than save Ih^'ir I'oet la a short tiuie. HAS
OTHER EXCEPTIONAL POINTS OF
MERIT. Send for riiUdeBcrlptive circular. .\ddreBa

THE WM. POWELL CO., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,—ai.oo.

—

STEUM ENGINES
FOR SALE.

One 12 H. P. Verllral.

Three S li. P. Vertlcul.

One 4 il I'. IlorizoDUl Trunk.
Oue 5 II . P. Holstlog Engine.

All above enuinen new and cbeap.

We have under coDftrn'tion T), H, anU liU. P.
v«*rtlcal, aod lU and '-^'> II. P. liorlzontal euginei!,

all tiiitoaiatic cui-uff.

WILLIAMS ENGINE CO.,
BAl.TI.MOItK. .1ll>.

STEAM PLANTS
INSTALIiBD BT

JKT. B. PEARSON i£ CO.,
hechaivical, EgieijrKKKtt and contractobs.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

STEARNS MANUFACTURING CO.lceMMsERIE, PA.
coM^-EXB j.o»,=R

rif.~.^4.fSf_ WOODBURY "

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, AutomaticENGINES

STREET RAILWAY
and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

Branch Offices :

PHILADELPHIA, - !)43 Urexel Building.

S.\N rR.\NCISCO. 29 ami ;il Spear St.

BOILERS OF ANY SIZE FOR ANY DUTY

Agencies:
ST. LOUIS—M. P. Johnston Machinery Co.. 71.'^ and 1

BOSTON— S. L. Holt & Bart. 67 Sudbury Street.
CHICAGO—Barclay & Sharpe, n4y The liookery.

SIMPLE AND COMPOUND —
CONDENSINGOR NON -CON DE N SI NG

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade Antomatic

ENGINES,
HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

S^' Two iorse power to tlree liDMrel iorse Dower.

Western Department: 26 and 28 Randolph St, CHICAGO. - H.S.WALKER, Manager

^iDRY STEAMl^

THE POND SEPARATOR.
The Pond Separator Is guaranteed to relieve the

steam of all entrain?d water and return this water
to the boiler, thus effecting a large saving In fuel

.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POND ENOIIVEERING COMPANY,
ST. LOUIS.

OMAHA.
CHICAGO.

DALLAS.

KANSAS CITY.

SEATTLE.

THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.,
33 ^v^ercer Stxeet, 3iTe"^;^ "2"or:i^,

POSSESS SDPERIOR ADVANTAGES IN THE MANTFACTURE OP

Especially in articles adapted to electrical industries, liaring obtained the sole right to manufacture
HAKD RUBBER under the valuable I»atents granted to WII,L,IAja tilEl,.

ALL 0PER.1.T10NS OP SAWING, CUTTING, TURNING AND POLISHING OUR NEW STANDARDS OP
SHFFT F?Ori ANiri TIIRINIO ''"' *" penormed with a large redaction in the wear and tear of tools, and considerable aavine of labor. Our new standards are^^ii^^L^., it^^ u r-\.l^ M-r I \J l-m^ !j of a richer black throuEhout, not subject to change In color, are tougher and more flexible, do not become brittle with age, and

have been tested and approved by the leading electrical companies of the United Stales. In addition to these advantages, we also offer advantages In prices

KIEL'S PATENT HARD RUBBER CELLS FOR STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES
Still remain the most satisfactory and cheapest in the market, unequaled for strength, durability, insulation and resistance to adds.

H4RD RUBBER GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION M4NDFACTDRED.

For Sale by THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.

Correspondence solicited from all manufacturers and dealers in electrical
macliinery and supplies. SISND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES,
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W.P.
THE THOMSIN-HOUSTOH ELECTIIC CI,

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RAILWAY MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

1,600 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

THOMSON-HODSTON ELECTRIC CO,,

BostoD Office: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 148 Michigan Ave.
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THEY DO TALK A GOOD DEAL

About Perkins Lamps being the best
lamp manufactured, and they have good
reason to do so. The thousands that are
in use, the good satisfaction they give,

their high efficiency and the large du-

plicate orders we are constantly receiv-

ing, clearly indicate, to an intelligent

man, that no central station can afford to

use any lamp except THE PERKINS.
Perkins Lamps are not the only

good things we sell; everything we han-
dle is of the best.

THE
KNAFP ELECTRICAL WORKS
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Important to Central Stations

and Electric Roads.

The Wirt Volt Indicators.

Sensitive and reliable Indicators are as essential to the economical conduct of Station work

as the steam gauge is to the safety of the boiler.

We believe that with the Wirt Indicators we have attained the most perfect principle and

best form of construction. They are made entirely of metal (excepting the insulating material)

and are not subject to any variations due to warping, shrinking, or change in temperature.

The cases of the two instruments are identical in size and finish, making a very symmetrical

equipment for the switch-board.

The Volt indicators have a movable sight mark, enabling a slight variation to be read at

long range.

There are NO SPRINGS, HOT WIRE DEVICES, SLIDING RESISTANCES, PER-

MANENT MAGNETS, CARBONS, CONTACT POINTS, or any of the devices tending to

detract from sensitiveness, accuracy and permanence.

INDEX NEEDLE PIVOTED IN RUBY JEWELS.

Every instrument is sealed and secured against curious meddling, and we will exchange

any one proving defective or inaccurate at any time within one year of purchase, provided it is

returned with the seals unbroken.

A Large Stock constantly on hand.

Write for circulars and prices.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Manufacturers,

Factories: Ansonia, Conn.
Branch: 244 Arch St., Philadelphia. CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.,
MANIIFAC'TI BKKM OF

VULCAN ZED INDIA-RUBBER

tail .s, to any Spocificalion

up to 8,000 Megohms per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES.

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

millage, FLEXIBLE CORDS,

SILK, HEMP, COTTON, DY-

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

Ol INCANDESCENT CORES.

THREE and TWO • WIRE

CABLES, to any specilica-

lion up lo 8,000 Me-

gohms per knot.

CABLES of High Insulation

and Long Lite, all milage

^^"^Slr.If you are not acquainted with the merits of Habirshaw Insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 3 15 Madison Ave, Cor. 42d St, New York.

FACTORY: Glenwood, Yonkers^ Iff. Y.

Western Agents: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Corner Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

The Sunbeam Incaniescenl Lamp Co.^

80S CHAMBER OF COMMJEItCE BUILDING,

CHICKGO. Il-I-.

HADIITFACTITREBS OF-

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR OVALITY.

In Ordering^ Specify

Long^ Life Lamps

or Hig^h Efficiency

Lamps.

AOENOZXS:
The Electrical Supply Co., Chicago, 111.

The Blectiical Supply Oo., Ansonia, Oonn.
W. H. Oordon & Oo., New York.
F. P. Jones & Oo., Buffalo, N. Y.
The Iron Oity Slectric Oo., Pittsburg, Pa.
Woodruff-Harris Electric Oo., Birminghaiu, Ala.
Louisville Electric Co , Louisville, Ky.
Houliston, Hubbard & Co., Oincuanati, O.
0. H. Baker & Co., Seattle, Wash.
Julius Andrae, Milwaukee, Wis.
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J\.RC CUX=OUTS
THE WOOD CUT-OUT BOX,

MANUFACTURED BY THE

Fort Wayne Electric Co., is the BEST.

DOUBLE BREAK.

INCOMBUSTIBLE.

WEATHERPROOF.

For prices xrrite to

Fort Wayne Eleetrie Co.,

^«r.^^^«risrE:, 11^ID1J=^T<J=^,

J^oxTTL tli.e TTm-certain. Elemera-t
Ira. Opera,tin.g- E322:perLses.

The "Incidentals" (Loss of Revenue, Labor, Extras, etc.,) Cost More Than Material.

"Tlieor3r" is all rig'l^t, "bVLt I5^STJI_iTS a,re -^TT-la-at coTJLn.t.

Read This:
GRAND VIEW BEACH RAILROAD.

ROCHESTBB, N. Y., February 8, 1898.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS, Detroit, Mich.
DEAR SIRS:—In reply to yours of the 29th ult., asking for our experience with your motors under severe con-

ditions, would say that the best performance we had, to my knowledge, -was on Sunday, June 7th. A heavy rain had
fallen in the morning, and vehicles passing along the highway had tracked considerable mud onto the rail at a point
about the Center of a 50® curve on a 7 per cent, grade. Motor car No. 4, carrying 64 passengers and
hauling trail car with 57 passengers, stopped by reason of the trolley coming off exactly at point where wagon
track crossed the railroad. Upon trolley being replaced on the wire the motor started without difficulty.

August 14th one motor pulled two trail cars ( 1 68 passengers on the three Cars) from Charlotte to Man-
itou, eight miles,

j n 38 minutes, including five stops. On first two miles there are three 500 curves, one of which
is on 7 per cent, grade and another at top of same grade, one 90 foot radius curve and two 40 o curves. In this two miles
there are three grades, 4 per cent., 5 per cent, and 7 per cent, respectively, the 4 per cent, grade being 1,000 feet long, the 5
per cent. 700 feet, and the 7 per cent. 400 feet long.

Quite a number of times during the season one motor pulled two loaded trailers; in fact, this was done when-
ever occasion required.

Hoping the above will be of service to you, I am yours very truly, (Signed) B. A. ROWORTH.

431 "THE BOOKEBY,
Chicago, 111.

DETROIT, 7VIICH., U. S. M.
Correspondence Solicited.

F. I. S$TON£,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
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1^ ^MMW
Switch-boards are equipped witli

AJAX SWITCHES.
wnte for Price. C. S. VAN NUIS, 136 Llbeily St, New York.

Put up in One
Pound Cans.

Price,

70c
Per Pound.

Always Ready
For Use.

CHAS. A. 8CHIEREN & CO.,
Perforated Electric Leather Belting,

Every Electric Light
Plant should

have it.

47 Ferry St., SJew York.
110 Hieb St.. Boston.

ese No. Third St., Philadelphia.
46 So. Canal St., Chicaeo.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
The arknowled^ed Standard for durable and hl^U Insulation. Its

merits proved l>y a record of over quarter of a century.
Adapted to all electrical purposes.

; Celebrated Kerite Tape tor Insulating Joints.

^ 'f^ Electric Light and Power, all SIZES Aerial Use.

Stjij\ Teiegrapii and Telephone. rri.Ti rvffi.nnn mmrn Subterranean Use,
'^ Railway, and ail other i''^" tflbiJiljU WUtbi). Submarine Use.

Branches of Signaling. Concealed Wiring in all Locations.

WILLIAM H. ECKERT,
General Agent,

16 Dey Street, New York.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

Then KartaYsrt « Manufacturing - Co«.,

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, UTEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS, IMPOKTBRS AKD DEALERS IN

Electrical

Supplies
Of all Descriptions.

THE "CHAMPION" BATTERY,
Price, witll Rod Zinc, $1.15 per Cell, with Corrngated

Zinc, $1.35 per Cell.

THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED.

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances,

Construction Tools and
Line Material.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

OompIet«Callcif Cbam- C«rboB Reservoir and Corer CorragkUd Zinc of Cfaftm*
pl&Q BaiUrj. of Clumpion ButUry. pion 6:ittery.

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
' Slnnnrnrtnred by the <

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY. Warren, Ohio.
AfciKVT.S

NEW YORK CITy, Chae. K. Chapln, 13C Liberty
Street.

srRACUSE, N. Y., Electric Enclneerlng i
Sopply Co.

CHICAGO, ILL.. The Electrical EnglDeerIng &
Bapply Co., <131 The Rookery.

ST. I'.VLL, MINN., The Electrical Englneertnj
ijt SappIv Co.

8T. LOalS, HO., 8t. Lonlj Electrical Sopplr Co.
SAN FRANCI.SCU, CAL., InUroatlonBl ElKtrtc

Supply & CoostractloD Co.
CINCINNATI, OHIO, CJaeen City Electric Co.
LOl'ISVII.I.K, KY , Smllhera Jb Oavli.

E. E. KELLER. K. E. DEi;i;Nii.\iiin'.

Keller & Degenhardt,
electrical engineers.

542 Rookery Bldg-., Chicag'O, 111.
THE ONLY BUREAU OF ELECTRICAL INFORMATION IN THE WORLDS FAIR CITY.

WILLARD L. CANDEE, »h„»i„o«. «„„.„««
H. DURANT CHEEVElJ, P"*'"^'*

Manager..

International UKuNITC COMPANY) LIMITED.

^^^^^
1 3 Park Row, New York.

INSULATED

WIRES ALDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

I^^j^^li™ Manson Protecting Tape.
.^:^^^^

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
BRANCHES: CUcseo, Boston, Philadelphia, Minneapolis, Oinciunatl, Kanraa Citr,

Omaha, IjnaiBTille, St. I.oal8, San Franoieco, l,ondon and So. America.

George Gutter.

ElectriGSpecialtie^,

333 "Tie Rookery," CHICAGO.

SOLE >[AKSR OP

Cntter's Swivel Pole Polley.

CUTTER'S
LAMP SUPPORTING

PULLETS.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., new york.

AGENTS:
W.B. Pe^raon & Co., Home Ins. Bldg'.. Chicago, III.

Thoe. G, Smith -Tr., Hammond Bid?., Cincinnati. Ohio.
W. A. Day, 128 Olirer St.. Boston. JIaee.
A. M. jMoree »E Co., Commercial Bldg., St. Lonis,Mo.
Hyce BroB. & Co., Lewis Block, Pittsburg, Pa.
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Tbomson-Honston
ELECTRIC CO.,

MANTJFACTTJRERS OF THE HIGHEST QUAIilTY OF

DYNAMOS, LAMPS
And ETery Necessary Appliance for, the Construction, Maintenance and Operation of

Central Stations and Isolated Plants,

Arc, Direct Current and Alternating Current Systems,

100,000 750,000
Thomson-Houston Arc Lamps, Thomson-Houston Incandescent Lamps

In Daily Operation October 1, 1891.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, WESTERN OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, Mass. 148 Michigan Ave.. CHICAGO. ILL
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Annnnclators

.

Central Electric Oo.
Detroit Electrical Works

.

Electrical Conetrnctlon t;o.. The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Sapply Co,
Greeley & Co.. The B. 8.

Enapp Electrical Worka.
03trander & Co. W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Union Electric Worka.

Arc J^amps.
Begg^s, J. E.jMfg. & Sapply Co.
Brnsh Electric Oo.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Electric Cone. & Sapply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson -Houston Electric Co.
Westinghonse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc liigrbt Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samson Cordage Works.

Batteries.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit illectrlcal Works.
Electrical Supply Co.,The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Hlrlimann, C. J.

Law Telephone Co.
Partrlck & Carter.
Premier Electric Co., The.
Pumpelly, J. K.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Hemingray Glass Co.
Hirlimann, C. 0.

Law Telephone Co.
Western Electric Co,

Bells, JElectrle.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Magneto.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Greeley & Co.. The B. B.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Beltlne.
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link jSelt Machinery Co.
Page Belting Co.
Schieren & Co., Cliaa. A.
Sholtz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Pond Engineering Co.
Stearns Mfg. Co.

Books, Blectrlcal.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Brass Goods.
Powell Co., The Wm.

Borelar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co.,The E. ti.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Wire Insulated.)

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Worka.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
Holmea, C. H.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Schindel & Schlndel.

Cables, Blectrlc. (See Wire Inen-
lated). Copper, l^beet and Bar,
RoebllngB Sons Co., J. A.
Western Electric Co.

Clnteties, Flection.
Hill Clntch Works.
Lake, J. H. &D.

Cordase.
SamBOD CordAge Works,

Carbons, Points and Plat«a.
Brofih Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., Tb».
Globe Carljon Co.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
National Carbon Co.
^\'a«lllng(on Carbon Co.
Western Electric Co.

Constrnctlon and Bepalra.
Andnio, JuIIiih,

ChicsKO Electric Motor Co.
Electric Conn. A Supply Co.
aiectrlc Supply & <;ontractloK Co.
Electrical Construction Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Kuo, Fnink B.
Smith, Thos. G. Jr.

Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, Kleetrlc fjlsht,
Knerlne Plants and Blectrlo
Ball ways,
AiinTicJUi iiLrigine Co.
Ball Enclne ^o.
Ball & Wood Co., The.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Kleclrir Mfg. Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric CoDB. & Sapply Co.
Eleclric Supply & Contracting Co.
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Fort Wavne Electric Co.
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Pearson & Co., "W. B.
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Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
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Short Electric Railway r!o.
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Smith, Thos. G. Jr.
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Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westinghonse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Williams Engine Works.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electriral Sapply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Sapply Co.
Holmea, Booth & Haydena.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knanp Electrical Works.
Roebling's Son's Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.
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Central Electric Co.
Coneolidated Eloc. Mfg. Co.,The.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co. I

Cutler, Geo.
'

Cutter Electrical Ji Mfg. Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Palate, H.T.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Star Electrlx Co.
Van Nula, G- S.

Western Electric Co.

Drop Forcings.
Wilcox & Howe Co.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Elec'rical Ene. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Heisler Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
RockfordElectricManufacturingCo.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghoufle Electric & Mfg. Co.

JBl<>ctric Lava Gas Tips.
Smith, W. T.

Blectrlc BallTvays.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Rae, Frank B.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and urechanical
Ensineers.
Pierce, Josiah Jr.

Rae, Frank B.

Blectrical Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.

LaEoche ElectricWorks.
Queen & Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Andrae, Julius.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Hassey & Co.
Ries Electric Specialty Co., The.

Electroliers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Baggot, E.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

Electro-Plattns Slacblnes.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

Electrical Intellisence.
Keller & Degenhardt.
Rae, Frank B.

Elevators.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Knclnen, Hteaai.
Am'-rii ail Eu/\!\n Co.
Ball Knt^nr bo.
Ball A Wood Co., Tfce.
Luke Lrle Kuglaeerlng Work>.
yU>Tsti & Co., A. M.
Pearson ± Co., W.B.
Pood Bntrlneerlng Co.
Haclof Hardware Mft*- Co.
Smilli.ThoH G. Jr.
Skjii\ I ity Kri:..'irie Works.
Stearns Mfc. Co.
Taylor Kn JlJie Co,
WlilittmB Engine Co.

Fan Ontnts.
Chi Cairo iClectric Motor Co.
Dl.-lil & Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Premier Electric Co., Tli".
Stanley Electric Mlg. Co.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert MfR. Co.
VulcanlzL-d Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
PartrlcR & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Friction Cones.
Evans Friction Cone Co.

Furnace Orate Bars.
Kelly P>ro.H.

Fuse Wire.
Electrical Supply Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

G&m i^lerAtlDK. jclectnc.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Eleclric Co.

6ieneral Electrical Supplies.
Andrae, Julias.
Central Electric Co.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Cone. & Snpply Co.
Electric Supply & Contracting Co,
Electrical Eng. i Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Sapply Co.
Greeley & Co

.
, The E . 8.

Knapp Electrical Worka.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Star Electrlx Co.
Weatem Electric Co.

Olobes and Electrleal Glass-
ware.
Baggot. E.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Hemingray Glass Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.

Cinm-EIsstfc Booflns.
Gum-EIastIc Roofing Co.

Hard Bnbber Ooods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Insulators and ijisulatlnc
aiaterials.
Andrae, Julius.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cashing, P. W.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Hemingray Glass Co.
Interior Condnit & Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick & Cart-er Co,
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electiic Co.

Insulated W^ires and Cables.
Sf^gnet Wire.
Centra Electric Co.
Chicago insulated Wire Co.
Cashing, F. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Day's Kerlte Insulation.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Eafltem Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
Holmes, Booth & Haydena.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insu-
lating Co.

Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Inaulated Wire Co.
EoebllDg's Sons Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

liamps. Incandescent.
Bernstein Electric Ca
Bmeh Electric Co.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Great Western Elec. Sapply Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Heisler Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Somofl, J. L.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

Iiubricators.
Powell Co., The Wm.

]!lacnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wire.)

irechaDioal STachinery.
Ferracute Machine Co.

Medical Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Worka.
F&rtrlek & Carter Co.

mica.
Bowers Bros.
Unnsell & Co., Bogene.
S^oonmskn-, . u.

HIne nijrnaLi, Blectrle.
D«CroIt EI«ctrlc&l Works.

HlDinc ApparatBs, Kleetrle.
ErllBOQ Geof-rikl Eloclrlc Co.
Ttiutiitftn-lioDtiun Klectric Co.
.^rxirry Rite. Mining Machine Co.
weBtlnKhooM ElActrtc «t Mtg. Co.

Motors.
BrOBh Electric Co.
CrocRer Wheftler Electric Co.
ChlcaKo KIe<lrlc Motor Co.
Detroit El-ctrlral Work*.
lHamoij.l CI.-, trie Mfj-. Co.
KdlBOD (ieneral Eleclric Co.
Electric Sapply .v Contracting Co.
Electrical Eng. u Sapply Co.
La Roch*) Eleclric Works.
Port«?r-Leavltt Electric Motor Co.
I'rpmi'T ElffcIrfcCo,
Rockford Electric Man afacturioff Co.
Koyal Electric Co.
ThomBon-HouBtOD Electric Co.
WestlnghouBe Electric A Mfg Co.

Nam*- Plat^K. *

Iie(_k.r MfL- Co., John.
Ofllce Fnrnltnre.
American Desk Jb Seating Co.
Andrews A Co., A. H.

Oil Cops.
Powell Co., The Wm.on Pnriners.
Gra\liT Poriller Co.

Packiiiff.
Bmton. 0&^. B.

Plus and Brackets,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sapply Co., The
Holmes, C.H.
Loud, H. M- A Sons' Lumber Co.
Schlndel & Shlndel.
Weetern Electric Co,

Poles.
Brownlee & Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sgpply Co., The
Holmes, C. H.
Lefmann, Julias.
Loud, H. M. & Sons' Lumber Co
Mllllken Bros.
Schindel & Schlndel.
8terling,W. C.

Publishers, Electrleal.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Pnsb Buttons.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

IBaUways. Electric.
CSee electric railways.)

BrenlatlDzr Sockets.
RleB Electric Specialty Co., The.

Securities, Electrical.
Gilman & Co., E, R.
Perry k Nojes.

Separators, Steam.
Hme Eliminator Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Silk Braid.
BoBton Braid Mfg. Co.

Slate.
Mnrphy, T. J.

SpeaMuK Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Knapp Elegjjlcal Works.
Ostrander & CO., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Qtieen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthington, Henry R.

Supplies, Electric Railway.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Schindel* Schindel.

Tapes, Insnlatinip.
Andrae, Julias.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Cashing, F. W.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Indfa Ruofter & Gutta Percha In-
snlatlnE Oo.

International Okonlte Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Telesn^ph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partnck & Carier Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones, Electric.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Western :51ectrlc Co,

Test Jlnstruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Stoply Co., The,
Greeley & CD., The B. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. & Snpply Co.
National ElectrlcMannfactnringCo.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghonse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Works.

Trucks. Electric Car.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mlg. Co.

Turbine TTbeels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Hunt Machine Co., Rodney.
StUwell & Bierce Mfg. Co,

Universities.
Harvard University.
Institute of Technology.

TVater Wheels.
Leffel & Co., The Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

"Wire, Bare,
Central Electele Co.
BlaitTlcal Snpply Co., The.
Hohnea, Booth A Haycb
Knmp Blfics^calWa
Roebling's Sens' Co., J. A.
perry Blee. Mining Ifacblne Co.
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Short Railway Generators
ARE NO LONGER A NEW TYPE. THEY ARE

And the record they have made for themselves cannot he surpassed. Inquire

in Rochester, Jamestown, Covington, East Liverpool, Muskegon.

The Jamestown Street Railway Company report as follows; JANUARY 6, 1892.

On Sunday morning last it commenced snowing very hard, and so continued all day Sunday, Sunday night and Mon-
day. We were obliged to put forth every effort to prevent blockading of the road, which we succeeded in doing.

On Sunday morning we started your Generator No. 2 at 6:30 a. m., and continued to use the same until Tuesday
morning at 3:30 a. m., when we shut it down. This Generator was in continuous service during the entire time, and was
not even sanded, nor the brushes touched. It did not use to exceed one-half quart of oil. We consider this remarkable
because of the hard work the Generator was doing. ********

Yours very respectfully, GEORGE E. MAIiLBY, Superintendent.

THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.,

Columbia Laxxxps.
LONG LIFE, HIGH EFFICIENCY.

FULL BATED CANDLE POWER.
Users pronounce them the best in the market. Try them and be convinced of

their superior quality.
All Candle Powers. Bases to fit all standard Sockets.

Special Railway Lamps. SatisfactloD Gnaranteed.

PORCELAIN - INSULATED - SOCKETS

Of Best Quality, Standard Styles.

PRICE OF SOCKETS:

fin small lots 25 cents each net.

I
Lots of 100 23 cents each net.

Lots of 600 22 cents each net.

"WRITE FOH PieiCES*.

Th6 Columbia IncaQdescent Lamp Co.,

1913 and 1914 Olive St., ST. I.OniS, MO.

KewYork: I>OllBIiRl>AY. mTOHF:i,L. & CO.. Ko. 18 Cortlandt St.
Boston : RKIHHXG ElyEfTRlC tX».. Xo. 41 Federal St.
Philedelphia: PARTRICK & CARTER CO.. 13S S.^IId St. and 131 Uotlltc St.
Chicago : OREAT WESTERN El,ECTRIC SllPPtY CO., 201-807 S. Canal St.
Cincinnati : POST Jk CO., SlS-Sl? M'cst 4tl> St.

New Orleans: IIASIIOV <&- CO.. IC7 Baronne St.

Kansas City: EO^VARO LASELL. »3\ Xen' A'ork Ijife Bnildins.
Denver: MOIIXTAIX EI^ECTRIC CO.. nnlTBIoek.
Salt LakeCity: R. 31. JONES. Tio. 25 East 1st Sontli Street.
San Francisco: PAIII. SEILBK EliBCTRICAI. WORKS, 406-4OSI»arh«t!St.
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FACTS.
IT IS A FACT

IT IS A FACT

IT IS A FACT

IT 18 A FACT

IT IS A FACT

IT IS A FACT

IT IS A FACT

IT IS A FACT

IT IS A FACT

IT IS A FACT

that OKONITE INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES have the indorsement

of the best electrical experts and electricians in the world,

that OKONITE INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES will not deteriorate,

but improve with age.

that OKONITE INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES will not crack when
exposed to severe changes in temperature.

that OKONITE INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES will not deteriorate

when placed in lime or mortar.

that OKONITE INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES are not aflected when
immersed in sulphuric acid.

that OKONITE INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES will stand a greater

amount of kinkiog and torsion than any other wire in the market,

that OKONITE INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES are immersed in water
for three days (72 hours), and then c ire fally tested with Thompson's Re-
flecting Galvanometer.

that OKONITE INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES are tested in addition

to the Galvanometer, with a dynamo current of 2,000 volts,

that the OKONITE INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES were awarded the

GOLD MEDAL at the Paris Exposition, 1889.

that the OKONITE INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES are giving better

satisfaction, are more carefully made, and are not only the best, but
cheaper in the end, than any other wires on the market.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin Street, CHICAGO.
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THEHiMMOND-WILLIAMS ENGINE.

STANDARD COMPOUND.

BUIIiT BY

The Lake Erie Engineering Works,
BUFFALO, N. Y.

W. B. PEARSON & COMPANY,
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES,

401 Home Insurance Building, - - ' CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE OWINCS BUILDING, CHICAGO.

Wired with Kerite Wire, the Highest Grade of Insulation on the Market.

W. H. ECKERT, General Agent,

16 Dey Street, NEW YOBK.
P. W. GUSHING, General "Western Agent

825 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.
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"UPP "Tl IVTrfl " Double Gore, Rubber Covered

ItllllTljiM 1 WIRES- CABLES.

HOWARD"TT/\¥¥T li Tl T\ " Incandescent
LAMPS.

-<^3sr-2" ^-A-se:, .A.niT'^ Trox->T.^<3-E.

A strictly high-grade lamp, giving FULL CANDLE POWER throughout its life. HIGH
EFFICIENCY and LONG LIFE commensurate with its other qualities.

SEND A TRIAL ORDER FOR A F£^7 DOZEN.

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
201,203, 205y2O7 So. Canal St., CHIGACO, ILL.

Edison General Electric Co.,
EDISON BUILDING, BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

EDISON SYSTEM OF LIGHT AND POWER.
SKFESTI BBST I CHEAPEST!

Incombustible Appliances. I^r|^ Artistic Fixtures.

DYNAMOS, m MOTORS.
f.^^: SAFETY DEVICES. ^^^^B WIRE, CABLES.

^ St

iS

I HI «

EDISON
LAMP AND SOCKET.

^___^^^^^^______^^^^^ EDISON PERCUSSION DRILL.

FOR PRICES, ADDRESS NEAREST DISTRICT OFFICE.
DISTRICT OFFICES:

CANADIAN : Edison Building. 77 Bay Street, Toronto. Can. PACIFIC COAST: Edison Building, 112 Bush Street. San Francisco, Cal.

CENTRAL: 173 and 175 Adams Street, Chicago. III. PACIFIC NORTHWEST: Fleischner Building, Portland, Oregon.
EASTERN: Edison Building, Broad Street, New York. ROCKY MOUNTAIN: Masonic Building. Denver, Colo.

NEW ENGLAND: 25 Otis Street. Boston, Mass.

MEXICAN AND SOUTH AMERICAN DEPARTMENT: Edison Building. Broad Street. New York, EUROPEAN OFFICE: 34 Victoria Street, Westminster, London, S. W., Eng.
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THE DOVETAIL
CEILING CDT-ODT.

Tin* i'agt in adJiiHti-d ulthoat fhe u»(* of ft

Mrrew-drlv<-r. Ilruad <*DiitRrlH.

Arrfdf'Olal DUJonrllon InlpOMblble.

No. 101 for Cleat Work Rouod BaBC.
Xo. 102 f ir Concta'til W( rk Round Base.
No. lot for Moulding Work liound Base.
No. lOiJ for Moulding Work Mijuare B«£e.

The Perkins Electric

Switcii Mfg. Co.,

P. 0. BOX 816, HARTFORD, CONN.

Harvard Univeirsit^y.
SUMMER COURSES OF INSTRUCTION.
Dnrlnt^ tlio summer of 1892, coiireeB of Instractlon will be given as followe:

Chemistry, four conrBeB, viz.: Fundamental Princi-
ples of Chemieiry; Qualitative Analyeia; Qnantltatlve
Analysis ; Organic Chemistry.

Botany, two courses, viz: Vegetable Morphology and
Phystology, and Mlcioscopical Anatomy of Phaenogame;

Cryptoffemlc Botany.
Physicfl, two couraes.
Geology, thiee courees.

Engineering, three courses, viz.: Topographical Sor-
Tejine; Railway Surveying; Electrical Engineering;
Mechanical Drawing.

Physical Cultnre, two conrses.
Physiology and Hjglene.
American Hietory.
Socialism and Social Problems.
Trigonometry.
Hortlcnltore.
English.
German, two conrses.
French, two courses.
History and Art of Teaching.
E^Iocutlon.
Conrses at the Medical School.

Circnlara descrip'ive of these courses and other information may be obtained on application to

ibe Secretary of Harvard University, Cambridge, Mans.
In addition to the above mentioned ccursea, lectures on methods of inetructl'-n will be given by

teachers in the several departments represented by the schools. These lectures will be open, without
chaifge, to the pereoLS who are en'oUed as members of any of the summer schools in the Univereity.

In general these coarees are adapted to the needs of those who Intend to be teachers in the severa'

subjects. Several of the moie elemtntary, titiwever, aie intended to meet the needs of beginners and
may be taken by students in I'pu of the corresjonding courees In the College and the Lawrence ScleD-

tific School, and may be counted towards a degree.

Durinff the aeaeion of the schools the College Library will be open from 9 a. m. till 5 p. at. The
Mnseam of Comparative Zoology, the Peabody .Museum, and the Mineralogical Collection are also

accessible to students during th'^e summer vacation.

In general the fees of the above mentioned courses, except those in Chemistry, Engineerlog,

Physical Training, and Klocution, are S20 for each courpe.

Board and lodging may be obtained in Cambridge during the summer vacation at a cost of from $5

to tlO per week.
LAWRENCE SCIENTIFIC SCHOOL.

This school, which is under the control of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences of Har^iard Univerf Ity,

offers seven courses of study leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science, viz;

J Civil Engineering. IV. Biology. VII. Anatomy, Physiology, and Physical

11. Chemistry. V. Electrical Engineering. Culture.

III. Geology. VI. General Course in, Science.

The last named course is especially designed for those who intend to study medicine, or to teach

nbvsical training. For further information addresspujfBi^ttx g,
^^ g^ SHALER, Dean, Cambridge, Mass.

INSULATED WIRE
FOR ELECTRICAI. PURPOSES.

FOR SALE CHEAP!!!
F Ive 210 Ampere compound wound T.H. Incandes-

cent Dynamos, liu Volt.
Two 2i-)ight 2,0QU c- p. American Arc Light Dy-

namos.
One TjO-light 2,000 c. p. Sperry A re Light Dynamo.
600 Gonss Necke,T.H. muniripHl sockets complete.
One lO-Iight Weston Arc Machine and Doable

Lamps.

Three r/jj-Hjjiht, 120 volt Edison Dynamos, Modern
Pattern, ueed 2 yeare.

OnefiOO-'ightT.H. allernator Complete.
Onu l,;JOO-ii?htT.lI. AlternstorCompleie.
Thirty S.OOi) c. p. American Donbl"* Lamps.
Forty 3,000 c. p. American Singlft Lanipe.
One 150 b. p. Bnckeye EnglDe, high speed.
Automatii: and Corfles Engines and Boilers.

THE JOHH E. BEGdS MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO., 74Cortlaii(lt Street, HEW YORK.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
U4 to 156 Green 8t. Green Point, BBO0KL19, S. 1

MANrPACTOET OF

Non>Cofiductlve Blocks, Rosettes and Bases for Cul'Outt
and Switches; also insulators. Cleats, Lamp Trim-

mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Our production Is a dense body. The glazing and body
of onr ware are of same composition, and are baked
alike, which are the features of

TRUC HAfiD POBCELAIX.

THE MILUKEN PATENT POLE
For Electric Street Railways and Electric Light Work.

B5 LIBERTY STREET,

NEW YORK.
MANTIFACTUBBD BT

MILUKEN BROS.

59 DEARBORN STREET,

CHICAGO.

MAGNET WIRE, OFFICE ANL> ANNUNCIATOR "WIRE,
LEAD COVERED CABLES,

COPPER WIRE, TELEGRAPH WIRE.
Send for Catalogue. ADDRESS

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO.,
CHICAGO, 173 I.ake St.
8AN PRjlIVCISCO. 35 & •XS Frflmont St.

TBENTOW, N. J.
NEW TOBK. 11? JLiberty St.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron 'Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

WBITE FOR CIKCUI.AB AWD CATAL,OGUE.

JAMES
LEFFEL WATER WHEELS

110 styles and Sizes. Uprigln nud Ilr.rii:

30 YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
affords every facility for mukiiig Ihoni.

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
Plants of all kinds driven by them- Easv workinjr tratps. We guarantee

highest power, with smallest quantity of water, at full and part gates: in-

suring easv regulation and steady motion. Successfully operating under
heads of 2 to 400 feet. Write us tor fine pamphlet and state your wants.

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
110 LIBERTY ST.,

•M c-»«» vnnK CITY-SPR!N»1F!ELD, mm U. S. A.

AANUrACTURCRS ORGAMZED 1881.

INCORPORATED 1Sa3.

Arc LA/nps

AN
ESTABIJSHED
PACT:

psR 1NC./\NDESCENT AND
STREET RA1LWA\' CIRCUITS,

THE ONL-l' ARC LA/HP TMAF
\\'ORKS SATISFACTORILY ON AN
INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING, THEATRICAL,
AND SEARCH LAAPS.

THE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO,

PHENIX BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

TELEPHONE BUILDING,

NEW YORK.
Search Light No. 13.
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RIES REGULHTING SOCKET I
USB IT UPON TOUR ALTERNATING CURRENT CIRCUITS.

IT WILL PAY YOU! IT WILL PAY YOUR CUSTOMERS!
Something Entirely New ! Regulates the Light ! ! Saves the Lamps ! ! ! Saves the Current ! ! !

!

THE RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO., Baltimore, Md.
PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS.

CHICAGO IITSTTLATED VTIRE COMFAITV,
T!ix.A.TaTn:A.cirTjmnt.& of

HIGH GRADE INSULATED WIRES
WEATHERPROOF WIRES,

OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,
MAGNET WIRES,

INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,
ETC., ETC., ETC.

WEITB FOE QUOTATIONS
AND SAMPLES.

OF A.LL DESCKIPTIONS.
Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

CHICAGO IIMSULATEP WIRE CO., Sycamore, III.

COMPLETE STOCK OF

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES.
TROLLEY WIRES,

JiPAN WIRE,

FEEDER WIRE,

GUARD WIRE,

MAGNET WIRE,

FUSE WIRE,

SWITCHES,

CROSS-OVERS,
TURN-OUTS,

INSULATORS,

TROLLEYS,
POLES,

.^ULE BRACKETS,

PULL-OVERS,

POLE RATCHETS,

STRAIN CLAMPS,

CURVE INSUUTORS,

ELECTRIC

RAILWAY

SUPPLIES'
EXCLUSIVELY.

ELECTRIC HEADLIGHTS,

GEARS, PINIONS,

RAWHIDE PINIONS,

RESISTANCE BOXES,

STATION EQUIPMENT,

TROLLEY POLES,

TROLLEY BASES,

TROLLEV WHEELS,

TROLLEY HARPS.

TROLLEY SPRINGS,

TROLLEY CORD,

BEARINGS,

BUSHINGS,

GRAPHITE BUSHINGS,

RUBBER BELLS,

FEEDER BELLS,

CHICAGO CLAMPS,

INSUUTING TAPE,

EYE BOLTS,

TURN BUCKLES,
PORCELAIN KNOBS,

PORCELAIN CLEATS.

I t

SomethiDg New and Practical, and of inter-

est to "users.

The special coiled filament, as shown in cut,

used in all lamps of high voltage.

Guaranteed not to droop against the bulb.

A trial will fully convince you that the

"Buckeye" is efficient, and of long life.

Is acknowledged to be the handsomest lamp
in use.

Write for catalogue and prices.

'BYJAJ, SHULTZ.

fi^

^-^an,ufaGturers of)

TMLLEATHEFT^^
_''-N0 IRDH ROD OR HINGE.OLD STl'LE

JiTLEATHER LINKAND IRON RUB BELr.'|

Irmi ROPETRANSMISSION SUPERSEDED,

YOUR POWER.
YOUR BELTS.
YOUR MONEY.

BY COVERING YOUR PULLEVS WITH

SHULTZ PATENT
LEATHER PULLEV COVERING

DeltiHgis'

Wl
TANNED ON THE
SURrACES ONLY.
INTERIOR IS

RAWHIDE.'
,
THE ONLV PERFECT BELT \'

MADE. NO SLIPPINC

OR LOST MOTION

BRANCHES; 164 SummerSt.,Boi!ton, Mass ; 225 Pearl St.,New York City.

129 N. Third St., Philadelplila, Pa. ; 60 W. Monroe St. Chicago.

dPiSKER LEATHER;

I
StTCoifOo.

INTEMOR CONDUITS

III

257 THE ARCADE,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

*9 'm

TRADE-MARK

Tlie Solntion of tie ProMein of Safe GnariliEi

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for whatsoever pnrpose employed, 1b to

be fonnd in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IHTERIOR ASD DHDERGROURD

MAHtrPACTUBED BT

T^X£RXOR
CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,

u/nB«.J627toB31 W. 34th St.,
WORKS:^ B26toB28W.3BthSt.,

Geneial Offices: 42&44Broacl St., New York.

Thoe. Day & Co., 322 Sntter St., San FrancUco, Cal.

Moanttiin Electric Co., Denver Colo.
American Elect. Supply Co., 2.'6 Pearl St., Baffalo,N T.
Patnam, Gav & Co , 27 E. Main St., Rocheeter, N. Y.
Glover ElecL Co., 127 W. gth St., Cincinnati, O.
Chae. Wabrlel, Saginaw, Mich,
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Snpplv Co.,

110 BaroDne St., New Orleans, La.
Walter & Kepler, 531 Chestnut St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Conatrnciion Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

W-I-R-E-S=
I.e. Weatherproof Wire, W. E. Underwriters' Wire, Olconite, Kerite,

Hard and Soft Drawn Copper Wire,
Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph and Telephone Wire,

Silk and Cotton Covered Magnet Wire, Incandescent Lamp Cord.

i^iaiciEis oisr .^i=i=iiicA.Tioi>r.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
iAlHES, KBEBT & CO., I^t. Paul. Uinn.
STANDABD ELECTBICAI. noBKS, Cincinnati, Ohio.
UOVNTAIN KI.ECTBIC CO , Denver, Colo.

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.
I NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Greenwich Sts.
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WESTINGHOUSE

ELECTRICS MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

A few weeks ago this company found it necessary to warn the pubUc

against certain erroneous statements which were being circulated concerning the

absorption of this company by the large combination of electric interests as stated.

Since that time we have had substantial reason to believe that the public, and

especially purchasers of street railway apparatus, fully indorse the independent

position which this company occupies. The evidence of this has been made most

conclusive from the large number of orders for street railway apparatus which this

company has received during the past month. The prospects of large orders that

are under negotiation, and that, in all probability, will be placed with this com-

pany, leave no room to doubt that the apparatus manufactured by this company

is preferred for reasons which are entirely sufficient to purchasers. Under these

circumstances our competitors who are losing ground, while we are rapidly gain-

ing ground in competition, have seen fit to circulate reports through their agents

that the facilities of this company for manufacturing apparatus are limited,

and that purchasers cannot depend upon prompt delivery if orders are

left with us, and that for these reasons, orders should be placed with competing

companies. This notice is given for the special purpose of announcing to all

purchasers of street railway apparatus that we have provided ample facilities to

enable us to promptly fill every order with which we may be favored; and even

if our orders, which are already large, should be doubled, or quadrupled, we will

be found prepared to fill them all promptly.

While the above has reference especially to railway apparatus, it is also

true of our Lishtins; apparatus—arc and incandescent, appara-

tus for the distribution of power, stationary motors, and de-

tails for general electrical purposes.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING CO.,

PITTSBURG, PA.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MAITOPACTOKED EY

Wm. BROOKFIELiD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

A MERICAN HIGH SPEED ENGINE,
-'-^ built of any required size and power,
for all stationary and mai'ine purposes.
Makes 11)110 or more revolutions per minute.
Hjls no (lead centers. Unequaled regula-
tion. No skilled engineer requii'ed ! Cbeap !

Economical ! Simple ! Durable !

For further infoi'mation anfl Illustrated

Catalogue, call on or addi-ess : American
Engine Co., Bound Brook, N. J.

MICA
For all Electric Insulating

Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the markei.

I I SELL NO OTHER.

Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St., NEW YORK.

H. T. PAISTE,
437 Rookery, Chicago.

10 ^i. IHth St.,

Philadelphia.
Maimlacturer of

CHE SWITCHES
[ALL SHADES.]

S. r. porcelain
lEase Switches.

D. P. Porcelain
ISase Switches.

CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL

If you are in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

DETROIT,
MICH.BROWNLEE & CO.,

SOLID BRAIDED CORD.
Ib the moet dura-
ble for hanging
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Cov
ering Field

Maraets, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices. '^.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115CONGRKSS STREET, BOSTON.

Dynamos and Motors.
SELLING AGENTS:

Robinson & Cary Co.,
St. Paul, Minn.

St. Louie Engineering Co.,
St. LoaiB, Mo.

InternatioEal Electric Supply
and Contttuciion Co,

San Franciaco, Cal.
Maxwell Electric Co ,

LouiBville, Ky.
n. C. Marsh, - C evelaud, Ohio.
Wolf Electrical Co , Omuha, Nth.
J. U. Paiker Electric Co.,

St. Joseph, Mo.
H. B. Day, - Des Moinee, Iowa.
H. Major & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

DropForgings.
WlI^COX A HOWE C"MPAMY,

Birmingham. I'onn..
Solicit ordera for light Drop Forglnga for ElectriCHl
work. 16 years' experience. Hetiniates promptly

furnifihed on receipiof eamples or drawings.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
ELECTlliiOIETALLrGGV, ImJX I IH .)-!'!. ATI M.; . ElKC-

TROTVriNG, and all other brancliee of Electhicity
are taugnt thoroushlv, day nr iiUht, at tbe JIV-
ST»TnT« of "TECHIWOL-0«Y, 151
Throop Street, CHICAU«», ITjIj. Ama-
lenrp and Prof s-lonals, Artipane and others
aealttcd PiiAtTicAi.LY in any line, iind Instructed
in the latest and most improved mellic de.

W, F. PEBF.r. s, b'. INorjss.

mim IN ELE&IEICiil SEKISS,
Electrical or Telephone Stocks Bought

and Sold.

PERRY &NOYES,
B^isnn Bide. - NEW YORK.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLIES.

CklUA
mfifu

Tti6 Electric Suppla and Gontractino Gompanii,
I S. E. Cor. Fifth and Sycamore Sts., (Nevada Building,) CINCINNATI, O.

Henry VlTox-tlilixstoii, ITexivT- "STorls., Iff. "S".

PHILADELPHIA. Ctiicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.
ST. LOUIS.

ST. PAUL.
FERRACUTE MACHINE CO.,«"*'gn!r„it'o'^-«-^'
FOOT AND POWER RECESSES, DIES

A.\l> OTIIKR SHEET METAt T001.S.
They make .a number of Presses especially adapted for ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL WORK.

Please send for illustrated prices describing 200 kinds of Presses,

Dies for Armature Discs, etc.

Diioi umm CO,

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

ELECTRIC CEILING FAN. Something New.

COMPOUNDED
FOR

GOOD REGULATION
AND

HIGH AVERAGE

EFFIENCICY.

taiiiIlsdrki2.Ci.,
219 S. Madison Avenue,

PEORIA, ILL.

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY

Dlelil& Company,
385 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

QUICK BREAK AND CONTACT.
) NO MORE BURNED TERMINALS.

NO DANGER FROM SHORT CIRCUITS.

'TIS PERFECTION.

New York Agent: - - H. G. IVIADDEN,

78 CORTLANDT STREET.

Aek your Supply House for them or write to

CROWN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

Bridfi;eport, Conu.
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Electric Welding at the Studebaker
Works, South Bend, Ind.

It would be an injustice alike to the Thomson Electric

Welding company and the Studebaker Urothers to enter

upon a deFcriplion of the welding machinery now in daily

service and doing such excellent work in the South Rend

factories without mention of the enterprise of the men that

have built up a business reputation second to that of no

other American firm of carriage and wagon manufacturers.

Henry and Clem. Studebaker started a blacksmith

shop in South Fiend in 1S52 with a capital of cash and

stock in trade amounting to but i|68. The first year they

No better example can be had of the progressive spirit

that has marked the advance of the Studebiker company
than its present bold advocacy of electric welding, as evi-

denced by the extent to which the company has replaced

the old-time blacksmith methods by the more modern

forging process.

About two years and a half ago Clem. Studebaker vis-

ited'the works of the Thomson Welding company at Lynn,

and thoroughly investigated the electric welding process

with the view of applying it to his work at South Bend.

Soon after his return home Ciencral Manager H. A. Royce,

of the welding company, visited the South l'>end factory.

which supply current for the seven welding machioes dis-

tributed throughout the vorks. These dynamos are but a

part of the electrical generating plant, for in addition there

are four fifty light Thomson Houston arc machines

driven by a 200 horse power engine. These do not appear

in the cut, however. The two systems, having sep-

arate swi ch-boards, lightning arresters and engines, arc

so arranged with shafting and friction clutches that the

engine for either outfit can be used on one or both sys-

tems, or changed from one to the other without delay. The
engine driving the welding generators is a Corliss 200 horse

power. The welding dynamos run at 1,000 revolu-

shod horses, did repair work, and made two wagons. In

1864, with four Studebaker brothers constituting the firm, a

contract for army wagons for Utah was obtained, and this

order gave the brothers their first great start. To have

made the two wagons in 1852 was considered a great feat,

but when one hears that after recovering from two dis-

astrous fires, the output in iSSg was 40,000, with a demand

for more, one begins to have an idea of the growth of the

business. The repository in Chicago has four floors for

display and four above these for fine carriage work. The

building is one of the city's handsomest structures, and as

a sales building it is a marvel of architectural taste.

At South Bend the wagon works and lumber yards cover

eighty-three acres, while the carriage works cover three and

one-half acres. When certain projected improvements

have been completed the capacity of these great works will

be 60,000 vehicles a year.

KLEC'JklC WELDhNG AT THE STUDEISAtCER WORKS, SOUTH UK

and the result was an ord.r for the welding plant which is

now in operation there.

The installation of so large and varied a plant as that

required by the Studebaker people was a valuable oppor-

tunity for the electrical company, as, in replacing the old

forge methods, many details necessary for good commer-

cial work have been brought out and perfected. In fact,

the Thomson Electric Welding company makes no secret

of its acknowledgment that much of the success attained

in carriage welding is due to the facilities and courtesies

extended by Studebaker Bros.

With the view of giving the readers of the Western
Electrician a comprehensive idea of the Studebaker

plant, a representative of this journal visited the works at

South Bend and procured the photographs from which the

accompanying pictures were made.

In Fig. I is shown the two 60,000 watt welding generators

tions per minute, and are separately excited by two

small compound wound constant potential dynamos

of 5,000 watts capacity. From the switch-board, directly

between the two dynamos, nearly 3 500 feet of No. o

Simplex wire is run to the welding machines scattered

through the several blacksmith shops of the works.

Situated in one of these shops is an axle weld»;r Fig. 2,

one small tire welder, Fig. 3, and two welders, Fig.

4, for doing miscellaneous work. Over twenty different

kinds of work are welded on these two last mentioned

machines, the range being from pole irons to brake rods,

braces and seat irons, and the cross section welded from

)s of an inch to i 1-5 square inches. The small tire welder

will weld iron yi square inch in- cross section, and

will join from 250 to 600 tires per day, depending on the

size of stock. The axle welder is said to be the most com-

plete welding machine yet constructed, and embodies every
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improvement that three years of experience in the welding

business could suggest. This welder is sonearly automatic

that one man can easily weld axles of four square inches

cross section. The axles are clamped in the welder by

hydraulic pressure (varying according to the size^ of from

one to nine tons on the axle, and in welding the two parts

are pushed together by hydraulic pressure at from one to

three tons, the operator confining himself to the movement

of the two levers, which regulate the heat and hydraulic

pressure. This machine has a capacity of 300 ax'es per

day. In another shop, 400 feet away, are three band weld-

ers, Fig. 5, and two large tire welders, Fig. 6. The latter

will weld tire varying from the sizes used on express wagons

to those for the largest farm wagons and trucks. These

two machines are also provided with hydraulic pressure

devices, and have a capacity of from 4':o to 600 tires per

day {100 to 125 sfts). The three band welders are fitted

up to do all kinds of band we!d'ng, and each welder has a

capacity of from 500 to 1,000 bands per day, varying with

the size. These welders, as is noA-, of course, very gene -

ally understood, are so arranged as to be perfectly harm-

less in the hands of one uoaccustomed to electric appara'.UF.

From 300 volts, constant potential, on the main line, the

current passes to the welders and is there transformed. In

the secondary circuit of the welder the eUctric pressure is

so extremely low that under the most favorable circum-

stances not the least shock is obtained; the pressure not

exceeding that of one cell of primary batter)', viz., one

volt.

Each welder is provided with a regulating device for tte

diflferent sizss of stock welded, and all the larger machines

have Collins' power hammers connected with them for

forging into shape the material when it has been welded.

For information relative to the welding woik as carried

on at South Band the Western Electrician is indebt.d

to Mechanical Superintendent C. M Collins. The photo-

graphs are the work of T. H. Bulla of the Studebaker

works.

woman's and Illinois State buildings; 8,800 lamps)—$i4-77

per lamp for machines, apparatus and mains ; wiring

woman's building, ^9,334, or about ^3 per lamp addi-

tional.

Fort Wayne Electric company, Fort Wayne, Ind. (State

and foreign buildings, gallery of fine arts, woman's and

fisheries buildings; 46.587 lamps)—$1398 per lamp, or a

total of ^651.276, for generators, distributing mains and

converters.

Electrical Construction" company,. Ch'cago, 111.—:J4

750 32 candle power lamps)—$3.75 per lamp for genera-

tors and station appliances.

All the bids include lamps, attendance and labor. No
action has as yet been taken by the committee on grounds

and buildings, which will award the contract.

It has been decided that the Eddy company shall furnish

the exposition generators for power service of 1,000 horse

power capacity at $2.50 per horse power. The Mather

company will supply So\ horse power at the same rate.

No contract has as yet been made by the exposition

Electricity at the World's Fair.

Nine bids for furnishing incandescent lights at the

World's Fair were opened on Saturday of last week by the

othcers of the construction department. The bids were

made on specifications issued on February 22d, and are for

the lighting of theprincipil buildings and for decorative

lights about the grounds. A synopsis of the specifications

was published in the Western ELECTRici.\Nof March 5th.

In all. about 85,000 lamps were enumerated Some of the

per lamp, or a total of $20,130, for the administialicn

building, comp'ete, $2.70 per lamp for machines, appara-

tus and mains for transportation building ; inside wiring

for the latter building, $2.52 additional, making a total of

$5.22 per lamp.

Mather Electric company, Manchester, Conn. (Machin-

ery hal')

—

$2 per lamp for generators, station apparatus,

feeders and main-; §2 45 per lamp additional for service

connecl'on, making a total of $445. or $17,800; 50

1
!':. 2. } 1 L' : !.; '., 1 ; : !\>; -at the S'

bids were for the entire installation, while several firms de-

sired to furnish only certain portions of the equipment. As
abstracted by Electrical Engineer Sargent, the bids areas

follows :

Thomson-Houston Electric company, Boston, Mass.

—

^14.51 per lamp for machines, station apparatus and dis-

tributing mains, without inside wiring; with inside wiring,

complete, from $3 to $4 per lamp additional.

Edison General Electric company. New York—$14.16

per lamp for machines, station apparatus and distributing

mains; including inside wiring, f 1S.49 per lamp.

Brush Electric company, Clevelandj O. (Transportation,

ri'DEBAKKK WOKKS, SuLTll KLM', : I'

cents per lamp for dynamos and station apparatus only.

Western Electric company, Chicago, 111 —This company

offers to furnish the machines and station apparatus for

2,500 lights, to be used wherever needed, for the nominal

sum of $1.

South Side Machine and Metal Works, Chicago—This

company engages to furnish all the lights called for in the

specifications, complete for service, for f439.469; renewals

at 35 cents per lamp. It represents the La Roche Elec-

tric Works of Philadelphia and the Whitcomb Machine

company.

Heisler Electric company, Philadelphia (Wooded island;

3ii.]jLU..KLK \^Utiiv3, buL'lii i.^Ni^, .Su.

authorities for launcies on the lagoons at Jackson Park. It

has been agreed, however, that four of the bidders shall

furnish sample boats to be operated for a monih at the

exposition grounds before the committee makes its choice,

as some of the directors appear to have doubts whether

electricity can be successfully employed for the propulsion

of vessels. The bidders who will furnish the boats for

testing are Willard S; Co.. D R. Proztor and the Colum-

bian Launch company of Chicago and the Electric

Launch & Nav'garion c :mpany of New York. The
launches are to be operated for experimental purposes

fiom June ist to Ju'y ist.

Th; representatives of several leading boiler manufa^i-

arers have combined in an agreement to furnish the

World's Fair a boiler capacity sufficien: to evaporate hourly

450,000 pounds of water at a temperature of 212" to steam

.t 125 pcu ods' pressure for ^S 0,000. The contractors will in-

stall erect, equip, maintain, operate and remove the plant

for that sum, starting the foundaiions on May 15th. The
boilers are to be ready for steam connections not later

han August i5-.h and ready for steam a month later. Bab-

cock &: Wilcox, the only big firm not in the agreement, may
yet come in. in which case ihey will have as great a

capac ly of their own manufacture as any other firm. Oa
the bjsis of 3> pounds of water per horse power—:he

utua! method of calculation—this plant representsa capacity

of 15,000 horse poA'er. Most of this power will be used

to: electric Ught and po.ver generators. It has been de

cided to use oil as fuel.

On Monday Frederick Sargent was still undecided in

relation to his proposed trip to Europe

On the electricity building 276 men are now engaged.

All the iron trusses of the transepts are in place, and men
are putting in the central trusses. Carpenters are placing

the gallery and roof joists, laying fioors, sheathing the

roof, and building the towers. The north towers are

nearly up to their full height, and all the others are up to

ihe height of the ridge of the batlding. Of the staff used

for the exterior covering, 6,576 pieces have been cast

All told, 15,692 pieces will be needed.

Space in the electrical building has formally been ap-

portioned to France, Austria, Belgium and Mexico. The
first named countr)' has a very desirable locarion on the

lower floor of the northwestern hemicycie near the space

of Great Britain and Belgium.

It is said that the Saltan of Turkey has invented a tele-

graphic instrument which he desires to exhibit at theWorld's

Fair.

As the result of the visit of Congressman Dockeiy's inves-

tigating committee from Washington, the World's Fair au-

thorities have prepared a detailed statement of theexpendi-

ures for the exposition from the date of organization until
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March 1,1892. The total 151^3,860934.84. Thcclcctrical

items are as follows: Electric lights and appliances $y,353 -

Br ; electrical engineering, $15,086.23; electricity building,

$137,382.44; electric plant. $22,505 49; telegraph,

$1,056.13; telephones, $2,585.81. For gas $235,32 was

expended. In this connection the detailed estimate of

future expenses prepared for the committee by Chief Bar-

Kxactly in the center of the lower floor of the electrical

building is a circular space surrounded by open pas*

sage ways on all sides which Secretary Ilorosby con-

siders the choicest tid-bit of all the desirable locations

for exhibits. A number of prospective exhibitors are

anxious to secure this prominent position. One of them

offers to put up a glass pagoda that shall form one of the

FIG, 4. ELECFRIC WELDING AT THE STUUtU ^KliK WuKKj, bUlJUl UE.\D, IND.

' S 4,'i^^f^S

rett of the electricity department will be read with inter-

est. It is as follows

:

March i, iSgj, to June 30, 1S92,

Salaries—Chief at §2,500 $ S33 33
Secretary, iil $i,ooo 666 (.6

Assistant enginee-, at $2,000 666 66
Stenographer, at §900 300 00
Fritting, stationery ,elc.(iQcluciiag prospectus) 750 f o

Postage (including mailing 10,000 copies
prospectus) 5^^° ^^

Traveling expenses -loo oo
Telegraph and telephane service 2no oo
Flans, drawings and miscellaneous expenses.. 200 00

Ji'Lv r, 1S92, TJ June 30, 1893,

Salaries—Chief 5 5,000 00
Assistant chief ^,ooo 00
Three assistants, at $2,000 6,000 00
Secretary 3,000 00
Four clerks, at $1,500 6,000 00
Two stenographers at $900 i,Soo 00
Two messengers, at $600 1,20000
Two inspectors of iostallaiion, at $1,200 2,100 00
Four inspectors of installation, four "nonths,

at $100
Four carpenters, six months, at S'^3'3.1 2,000
Foursuperinlendents machinery, four months,

at$S3.3i
One superintendent shafting, five months,

at $r5o
One superintendent motors, five months,

at Si.so
Two plumbers, four months, at $83.33
Ten laborers, six months, at $4.5.00

Two machinists, four months, at S75
One head janitor, six months, at $100

most attractive features of the electrical display. The
struclure is to be almost entirely of glass, highly orna-

mented and made brilliant by incandescent lighting effects.

Several others have offered to make "show" displays if

accorded this space, and the matter is still unsettled.

The Gas Industry Council has taken in hand the project

for raising money for the display of gas appliances at the

World's Fair. Contributions are solicited from producers

at the rate of $4 per 1,000,000 feet of gas manufactured

annually, but there are divergent opinions as to the best

way to secure the money. The American Gas Light

iDgs of Eoglisb style, which have proved to be a great at-

traction at the electrical exhibition now in progress in the

Crystal I'alacc, European firms, however, have deferred

making positive arrangements until the arrival of a rep-

resentative of the fair management, who is expected short-

ly from Chicago."

World's Electrical Congress.
By the courtesy of I'rof. Klisba Gray, chairman cf the

committee on the electrical congress to be held in con-

junction with the World's Fair, the Wkstebn Elec-

trician is enabled to present the preliminary address of

the committee, which is signed by I'rof. Elisha Gray, Col.

K. C. dowry and Prof. Henry S. Carhart. It is as fol-

I jws:

It is eroiocDtly fitting that at suitable times and on
ruitable occasions men in all departments of science and
industry should come together for interchange of thought,
and for the discussion of subjects that have to do with
ihe great activities of life—practical and intellectual.

What more fitting time to hold a series of congresses than
during the great World's Columbian Exposition, at Chicago,
in 1893? In pursuance of this object the World's Congress
Auxiliary of the World's Columbian Exposition has been
organized, under the support of the exposition corporation,
and has been recognized and approved by the government
of the United States. Under this organization committets
have been appointed to organize a series of congresses.
Among others, a general committee, consisting of a local

committee and an advisory council, selected from men
eminent in ihe science, both in this and in foreign coun-
tries, has been appointed by the World's Congress
authorities to organize a World's Electrical Congress, to

be held at Chicago sometime during the summer of 1893.
The movement is, as yet, in a formative stage,

and much thought must be given to it be-
tore a detailed programme can be formulated.
It is the intention of the general committee to so organize
the congress that the greatestgocd to the sciecce and'toal!
interested in electrical progress may be attained. It is

desirable that the work of the congress should be divided
into sections, the number of which will be determined
after corsultaticn with the advisory council. The 6TSt

and most important section should give its time and thought
to the more purely scientific phases of the subject, such as
the revision of the e.visting electrical units, and the addition

of such others as the state of the science may require.

Other sections should be devoted to the more practical

questions of applied electricity.

In addition to the meetings of the various sections, there

will be genera! meetings, where all will come together to

listen to papers from men eminent in the science from all

parts of the world. An audience room will be furnished,

where such general meetings of the congress will be held,

in connection with which will be smaller rooms, suitable

for the meetings of the various sections.

1,600 00

'»333 00

750 00

750 00
616 00

>,-OD 00
600 00
6co 00

Printing, stationery and office supplies... 6.000 cO
Janitors and sweepers^ stores, trucks, etc i.oco 00
Traveling expenses i-S^o oi
Telegraph and telephone service 500 Oo
Miscellaneous expenses, emergency account.. 1,000 00

$ 50- '159 00

July i, 1S93, to October 30, 1893.

Salaries—Chief, at Ss.ooc $ 1,66664
Assistant Chief, at %s, 000 Ii353)l2

Th-ee assistants, at $2,000 2,000 00
Secretarj', at $j,ouo i,nco 00
Four clerks, at $1,500 ?,ooo 00

Two stenographers, at $900 £00 00
Two messengers, at $600 4C0 00
Six inspectors of installation, $100... 2,1100 00
Four carpenters, at $83.33 3?3 3^
Four supts. machinery, at ¥83. ;i3 33.^ 32
One supt. of shafting, at §150 600 00
One supt. of motors, at $150 £00 00
Two plumbers, at $^3 33 ^^ ^
Ten laborers, at $+5 i,Soo 00
Two machinists, at S75 ^00 00
One head janitor, at gioo 4O0 00
Printing, stationery and office supplies 2,001 00

Janitors' stores, trucks; etc Soo 00
Telegraph and telephone service 500 00
Miscellaneous cvpenses, emergency account. . 5.000 00

$ 2^,533 26

Watchmen and Janitor Service for the Entire Time.

Salaries -One head watchman: ten months,
at $100 $ i.ooo 00

One head night watchman, ten months, at $100 1,000 00

Ten watchmen, ten months, at $60 6,000 00
Seventy watchmen, seven months, at $60 29,400 00

Twenty night watchmen, seven months, al$6o S,.)0O 00

Ten night watchmen, ten months, at §60 6,000 00

Four assistant janitors, eight months, at $45 . 1,44000
Forty sweepers, seven months, at $45 12,600 00
Uniforms for watchmen, janitors, etc 3)6oo 00

$ 69,440 00

October 30, 1893, to January 31, 1S94.

Salaries of ofTicers, inspectors and laborers on duty dur-

ing three months, while machinery arid exhibits are

b^ing removed from the electrical building; also care

of those exhibits and the machinery, which must be

returned to owners by the department \ also cost of

report on the achievements of the section, three

months, at ^2,000 month 8 6,000 00

tLECTKlC WELDING AT THE STUDEBAKER WOKKS, SOUTH I;t:^D. IND.

Grand total.

ycz/rHc/ has subscribed $250 to the fund. The building

will be near the machinery annex.

A cable dispatch from London, dated March 2gth, says:

"A meeting of the committee on electrical display at the

Chicago fair was held to-day, with the distinguished expert,

William Henry Preece, F. R. S., in the chair. About

a dozen other notable electricians were present. Sir Henry

Wood, head of the British commission, was also in atten-

dance. It was developed that there is every prospect that

British electrical iuterests will be adequately represented

at the fair. An especially good display of engines and

dynamos will be made. It is probable that the rooms

devoted to the exhibit will be lighted with electric furnish-

In order that their conclusions may have the authority

both of scientific ability and of official sanction, the

members of the first or scientific section should be ap-

pointed by the respective governments from which they
come. The delegates having this very important work in

charge should represent the best talent from all parts of

the world, or from such countries as, by reason of achieve-

ments in the domain of electricity, are entitled to a voce.

We invite the hearty co-operation of all persons interest;ed

in electrical progress, not only by any suggestions tfcey

may have to make, but also by their presence at the con-

gress in 1S93, Already there is a lively interest felt in the

matter, in this and other countries, for the idea of holding

an electrical congress, at the time of the World's Fair, is

not a new one either to European electricians or to the

profession in this country. Several associations of elec-
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tricians have suggested it; for three years past the Ameri-

can Institute of Electrical Engineers has had an active

committee on this snbi2ct;and at the electrical congresses

of Paris (18S9) and' Frankfort (1S91) its delegates ex-

tended a formal iovitation to their European associates to

come to America in 1893. Since those :nvitations

were extended, the present authorities have been

appointed by the World's Congress Auxiliary of the

World's Columbian Exposition. When these authorities

presented the matter officially to the Institute, they imme-
diately saw the fitness of having the congress held under

the auspices of the World's Fair; and by a formal and
unanimous vote of its council and special congress com-

mittee it has pledged itself to give all possible support to

the agencies now intrusted with the responsibility of mak-

ing a success of the proposed electrical congress at Chi-

cago in 1S93. It is the hope and expectation of the com-
mittee on the electrical congress that other electrical asso-

ciations at home and abroad will give us the same hearty

co-operation.

The time of meeting will be most auspicious, as the rep

resentatives of the world's best thought and best work
will be centered here, and the congress will meet under

the shadow of the greatest palace of electricity the world

will ever have seen. Other announceraenis will follow

this one, from time to time, as the work of organization

gees on. All communications in the way of sugges^tion or

otherwise should be addressed to the chairman.

Appended to the address is the following list of names

of the gentlemen composing the advisory council for the

electrical congress, as at present constituted :

Sir William Thomson, F. R. S- (Lord Kelvin), The Uni-

versity, Glasgow, Scotland.

Prof. Henry Morton, Stevens Institute, Hoboken, N. J.

Prof. Brown Ayres. Tulane University, New Orleans, La.

Prof. John E. Davies, LL. D., University of Wisconsin,

^iadison, Wis.
Prof. A. P. Carman, Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind.

Prof. Lucian I. Blake, Ph. D , University of Kansas, Law-
rence, Kan.

Charles F. Brush, Cleveland, Ohio.

W. E. Channing, Pasadena, Cal.

Michael Pupio, Ph. D., Columbia College. New York, N V.

Prof. Elihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.
Franklin L Pope, Elizabeth. N. J.

George M. Phelps, New York, N. Y.

Frank J- Sprague. New York, N. Y.

Edward Weston, Newark, N. J.

Prof. William A. Anthony, Manchester, Conn.

Louis Duncan, Th, D., Johns Hopkins University, Balti-

more, M. D.
Prof. Alexander Graham Bell, Washington, D, C.

Francis B. Crocker, Columbia College, New York, N. Y.
Nikola Tesb. New York. N. Y.
Thomas A. Edison, Ph. D., Orange, N. J.
Carl Henng, Philadelphia Pa-

T. Commerford Martin, New York, N. Y.
Prof. Edward L. Nichols, Ph D , Cornell Llniversity,

Ithaca. N. Y.

Prof. Edwin J. Houston, Central High School, Philadel-

phia, Pa.

Dr. William E. Geyer, Stevens Institute of Technolog}'.

Hoboken, N. J.

A. E. Kennelly, Oringe, N. J.
Thomas E. Lockwood, Boston, Mass.
Prof. Chirles R. Cross, Mass. Institute of Technology,

Bos'on, Mass,
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William H. Preece, F. R. S , electrician in chief, General
Post Office, London. England.

Prof. W. E. Ayrton, F. R. S.. City and Guilds of London
Institute, Central Institution, Exhibition Road, Lon-
don, S. W., England

Lord Rayleigh, Terling Place, Witham. Essex, England.
Prof. S. P. Thompson, D. So.. City and Guilds of London

Technical College, Finsbury, London. England.

Prof. E. Mascart, College de France, No. 176 Rue de
rUniversite, Paris, France.

E. Hospitaller, No. 6 Rue de Clichy. Paris, France.
Dr. Werrer Siemens, Berlin, Germany.
Prof. H. ^'on Helmholiz, Berlin, Germany.
Prof. Galileo Ferraris, Turin, Italy.

Joseph Kareis, K. K. Baurath, Wien II., am Tabor 6,

Austria.

Prof. Dr. Weber, Ecole Polytechnique, Zurich, Switzerland.

Prof. E. Gerard, Inst. Electro-Tech, de Montefiore, Liege,

Belgium.
Prof. A. Repman, Moscow, Russia.

Prof. A.-Stoletow, Moscow, Russia.

S. Yslas, de los Telegrafos Federales, City of Mexico.
Mexico.

Director General of Telegraphs, Madrid, Spain.

Prof. Geo. F. Barker. M. D., University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Prof. C. F. Brackett, College of NewJersey.Princeton.N. J.
Prof. Henry A. Rowland, Ph. D., Johts Hopkins Universi-

ty, Baltimore, Md.
Prof. T. C. Mendenhall, LL. D., Director of U. S. Coast

and Geodetic Survey, Washington. D. C.

Prof. B. F. Thomas, Ohio University, Columbus, Ohio.

Prof Thomas Gray, Rose Polytechnic Institute, Terre
Haute, Indiana.

Prof. A. E. Dolbear, Tufft's College, College Hill, Mass.
Prof. John Trowbridge. D. Sc, Harvard University, Cam-

bridge. Mass.
Prof. F. E. Nipher, Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.
Prof. Sidney H. Short, Cleveland, Ohio.

Louis Bell, Ph. D., New York, N. Y.
George A. Hamilton, Elizabeth, N. T-

Ralph W. Pope, Elizibeth, N. J.

Bell Telephone Statistics.

The annual meeting of the American Bell Telephone
company was held in Boston on March 2gtb. It was voted

to increase the capital stock from $15 000.000 to §17,500,-

000. It was also voted that the old stockholders be given the

new stock at par value in the proportion of one to six. The
ballot for directors resulted in the selection of the following

named gentlemen: Thomas B. Bailey, Francis Blake,

Charles P. Bowditch. George L Bradley, Alexander Coch-
rane, William H. Forbes. Henry S. Howe, Charles Eustace

Hubbard, G- G. Hubbard, John E. Hudson, Charles E,

Perkins and Thomas Sanders. Treasurer Driver was also

re-elected.

The report of the directors showed that there were 512,-

407 instruments in use Dec. 20, iSgi, an increase cf 2S,-

617 over the previous year. The statistics of exchanges
show that there are 7S8 in 1892, a gain of 14 in the

year. There are 509 branch offices, a gain of 42.

The number of miles of wire on poles is 180,139, ^n in-

crease of 8,641. There are 14,954 miles of wire on build-

ings, 70,334 miles underground, and 1,029 miles subma-
rine. Tte increase in miles underground is 150,664. The
total number of miles of wire is 266,456, an increase in one
year of 26044. The total of circuits is 186,462, an in-

crease of 12,797. The total number of employes is 8,376,

an increase of 531. The total number of stations is 216,-

017, an increase of 13 086. The net gain of 13,086 sub-

scribers in 1 89 1 is somewhat less than that of the preced-

ing year. More than one-half of the increased mileage is

in the form of underground conduits. The entire expendi
ture in 1S91 for new lines and equipment was $4,347,317.-

35, and for land and building, ¥800,793.93.
It is the intention this year to fill the gap between Cleve-

land and Hammond, 111., thus giving through service be-

tween Boston, New York and Chicago.

Single Reduction Motor."

By George K. Wheeler.

All practical electric street railway men appreciate the ne-

cessity of having a motor that shall have the greatest pos-
sible degree of self-protection from outside injury. This
necessity was evident by the number and severity of the

storms of the last few years ; and it has been the aim of

electric manufacturers to design a motor that would meet
the requirements of ordinary street railway service, and so

constructed as to be perfectly protected within itself, and
also to reduce the number of wearing parts, reduce the

weight of the motor, and construct a frame of such
strength that breakage wouM be impossible, and to pro-

vide a more perfect magnetic circuit than that found in

the double reduction motors. The important problems to be
solved in making a successful single reduction motor are as

follows:

First—Electrical and mechanical simplicity.

Second—Slow speed and powerful torque.

Third—Protection of field and armature from dust and
water.

Fourth—Accessibility of all parts of the motor, so as to

render it easy for repairs and adjustment.
Fifth—High commercial efficiency at all speeds and loads.

Sixth—Reduction of weight per horse power, developed
with a vie"\v of lightening the load that must be carried at

all times.

Seventh—Small expense of maintenance.
There have been various types of single reduction motors

?laced upon the market during the last fifteen months, and
must say that some of them have not fulfilled the above

requirements. It is my opinion that much better results are

obtained by a two-pole single reduction motor than by the
four-pole, for the reason that it is much lighter, simpler in

construction, has a smaller commutator, half the number of
bobbins on the armature, also half the number of brushes,
and is much more economical to maintain.

The tendency of modern improvement in railway motors
is to diminish the gearing, and I do not think that any-
ihiog is to be gained over the double reduction motor by
placing two sets of gears and pinions, one on each side of
the single reduction motor, as it not only increases the
friction losses, but adds an additional weight to the motor,
and, if the motor frame and armature shaft are properly con-
structed, there is no liability of either straining or breaking
by reason of placing the gear and pinion on one side only.

Ic is stated by a number of competent electrical engineers
that the placing of one motor on a truck is ample for all or-

dinary street car service. By experience, I have found that
with a truck having but one motor attached to one axle,

the wheels on the axle to which the motor is attached do
not brake as quickly as the free wheel, and flats are

thus formed on the free wheels on this account ; also,

ttiat it is a difficult matter to ascend grades over 3 per cent.

.

and that it is next to an impossibility to operate a car so
equipped during the winter months. It is also advocated
that the proper method is to gear a single motor to both
axles. This, in my opinion, is open to serious objections.

I Q gearing a single motor to two axles of a truck, it is almost
iuip:35sible to keep wheels perfectly true; that is, one set of

wheels will, perhaps, wear more than the other, on account
of the variation in the quality of the iron, and as soon as

one set of wheels is in the slightest way different from the
others, a bad action takes place between the driving gear
and the wheel, for the reason that one wheel is trying to
run faster than the others, which, of course, naturally will

ciuse one set of wheels to be dragged along until that

distance has been overcome; and when the wheels start

anew, the gears are in a short time thrown out of mesh
with each other. It will be understood that, in order to

make a successful gear, driven by a single motor, it is nec-
essary that both sets of wheels travel exactly with the
same speed over the rails and that the truck on which the
motor is mounted must be perfectly rigid, so that the gears
will at alt times mesh with each other. In practice this has
been found almost impossible, especially where heavy work
is required and a large number of cur\'es are to be found,
and also where the track is in bad condition, excepting,

possibly, when the wheels on the truck are perfectly new,
and the track in good shape and the curves ver>' liberal

;

but it will be found, if one set of gearing is disconnected,

it will require from 15 to 20 per cent, less power to op-
erate. It is for these reasons that I believe the best results

are obtainable by connecting a single motor to each axle of

a truck. It may be argued that there is twice the liability for

trouble where two motors are used, but experience proves
that it is not exactly so; for, by this methed, you obtain

the proper traction and benefit of all wheels. And, in

case of extra load, you have ample power to operate the

car under all conditions of service; and, in case of injury

to any part of one motor, it can be disconnected, and the car

operated until an opportunity offers to make the necessary'

repairs.

A single reduction motor should be so constructed as to

give the greatest possible distance between the bottom of the

motor and the top of the rail. With the best form of motors
which have, up to the present time, been constructed, the

greatest distance obtainable betwen a 15 horse power motor
and top of rail is 4! inches when placed on a wheel 30
inches in diameter. I strongly recommend the use of larger

wheels—either 33 or 36 inches in diameter. With a motor
mounted on 36 inch wheels, this will give a clearanceof "]%
inches, which is more than ample to clear ordinary track

obstructions, and, if the motor is thoroughly protected in

its frame, it will not be necessary to use motor-pans, which
have been a necessar)' evil in connection with double-
reduction motors. It may be stated that a car equipped
with 36-inch wheels requires an excessive amount of

current to operate. But this is not a fact. On a test

which I made more than a year ago on a car equipped
with 36-inch wheels and a car equipped with 30 inch

wheels the same motor equipment and car of same

T. Kead before the Chicago Electric club, March 28, 1892,
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length and weight, operated over same len^'th of road on
same day and by same man, the total length of the line be-

ing 16 miles, it was found that the car tcjuipped with 36-

inch wheels rc(|uired about three fourths of a horse power
more on an average than the car t((uippcd with 30 inch

wheels, although the 3''.-inch wheel car required more cur-

rent in btarling and climbing grades, but it would run

longer on the level by momentum, and thus average up
the current consumption. With the present form of single

reduction motors I think that the 33 inch wheel is of

ample size.

On tests which have been made with the best types of

single reduction motors, they have been found to be from 8

to 10 per cent, more efficient than the double reduction,and
are capable of attaining a much higher speed under various

conditions of service. On a recent test which I made on
an over-country road, being some eleven and one-eighth

miles in length, the car being 34 feet in length, and with

25 passengers, total weight of car being 23 700 pounds.

VOSEV S DRAWING-IN END FOR CABLES.

car equipped with double trucks, having two 25 horse
power single reduction motors to each car, the maximum
speed attained was 32 miles per hour, the car climbing
grades of 4 and 5 per cent, at the rate of 1 7 miles per hour.

On a car 16 feet in length, equipped with one fifteen horse
power single reduction motor, the maximum speed at-

tained was 25 miles per hour, on the level, and the car in

climbing grades of 4 and 5 per cent, would not attain a

speed of over five miles per hour.

By the use of single reduction motors the cost of main-
tenanc; and operation will be greatly reduced on any road
so equipped, for the reason that the number of paits has
been greatly reduced from that of the double reduction,

and its efficiency greatly increased. I am of the opinion
that the single reduction has come to stay and will con-

tinue to force its way to the front, and eventually supersede
the double reduction motors with which the earliest roads
were equipped.

Goehst's Incandescent Lamp Bracket.

The accompanying cut illustrates a simple yet ingen-

ious incandescent lamp fixture devised by J. H. Goeh&t

of the Chicago Edison company. In designing this

bracket the object was to provide a simple and durable

construction by prolonging the life of the joints through the

avoidance of the screw threaded connections as bearing sur-

faces at the joints. A further aim was to avoid wearincident

to the constant turning of a threaded joint, and to permit

the joint to be operated with ease, and at the same time be

so adjustable that it may be prevented from operating too

easily.

A glance at the cut will make evident the details of con-

struction. The bracket comprises a couple of tubular sec-

tions connected together by a bent tubular elbow adapted

to permit the outer section of the bracket to be swung

horizontally and independently of the inner section. The
inner section of the bracket is connected with a base plate

also by a bent tubular coupling, constructed like the

coupling between the sections, and adapted to permit the

Voysey's Drawlng-in End for Cables.

When drawing electric cables into pipes or other con-

duits, it is necessary to make a secure connection between

the cable and the rope by which it is to be pulicd in. It

is also necessary that such connection should be small

enough to pass through the pipe or conduit. One method

adopted at present is to make a splice by cutting out of the

center strands of the conductor and "mirrying" the outer

strands to those of the rope.

A. A. Voysey, an Kiiglish inventor, has devised a grip

of bar steel designed to avoid the waste of time and ma-

terial entailed by the above described method. The device

consists, as is indicated in the cut, of a small ferrule, two

or three inches long, tapered inside, and made so the nar-

row end fits closely to the conductor of the cable. The

fen ule is placed on the end of the conductor, narrow end

foremost, the insulation being cut back two or three inches

according to the length of the ferrule. When it is

in position, a taper pin is driven into the center of the

cable, and this spreads the strand so as to make the ferrule

grip tightly. It is easy to see that any attempt to pull

the ferrule ofT will now cause it to grip the strands more

tightly. On the end of the rope is permanently con-

nected a small cap, which can be screwed on to the end of

the ferrule. After the cable is drawn in, the ferrule can

be easily removed by taking out the pin, which is provided

with a small head so that it can be knocked out.

It is stated that nearly a mile of cable was drawn into a Cal-

lender-Webber conduit with this grip and it acted perfectly,

never in any instance showing the slightest tendency to draw

off the cable. One advantage over the ordinary splice is

that it does not "ruck up" when being drawn past sharp

bends. The cut is taken from the London Electrical Rc-

GOEHST S INCANDESCENT LAMP BRACKET.

tube to be swung horizontally. Each pipe coupling is

internally threaded at a point back from its upper outer

end, so as to provide it with a smooth unthreaded wall ex-

tending from the upper end back to the thread. The ends

of the sections which are to turn whhin these internally

threaded couplings are also threaded and engage the inter-

nally threaded coupling sections.

The threaded connection between a coupling and one of

the arms permits the latter to swing freely. The

smooth bore of the coupling constitutes the bearing proper,

and can be tightened upon the arm by screwing down the

bolt through the two lugs at the split coupling, or a ring

nut may be provided, as indicated in one of the enlarged

sectional views.

Hermetically Sealed Electric Bell.

The cut shows an electric bell of English make that

contains a feature a knowledge of which will be of inter-

est to bell manufacturers on this side of the water.

This bell was designed for use in collieries or mines

HERMETICALLY SEALED ELECTRIC HELL.

where wet or dust interferes with the working of ordinary

electric bells. In the bell illustrated, the working parts,

coils, etc., are all enclosed in a cast-iron case, hermetically

sealed, and with only the hammer and gong outside. The

hammer is suspended in the center of a flexible metal dia-

phragm, which allows it to move freely, at the same time

doing away with the pivots or springs in use in ordinary

forms of electric bells. Connection is made to the bell

coils by means of wires brought through the case in stuff-

ing boxes, so as to prevent moisture from creeping along

the wires into the case. Both single stroke and trembling

bells are made on this principle.

mancnt magnetism; Ihe long end of a lever, pivoted as

shown, engages a notch in the upper end of a thermosta-

tic bar. white a weight is suspended upon its short end.

This thermostatic bar is composed of dissimilar metals, the

expansion of one being greater than that of the other, <o

that if the temperature of the room or building is raised

the bar Lends in the direction indicated by the arrow.

This bar is set so that when the temperature of the room
has reached a prescribed degree it will have bent

sufficiently at its upper end to disengage the notch from

the end of the lever and allow the weight to drop, as shown
int'otted lines. A chain connrcls ihc we'ghl and arma'ure,

AN ELECTRIC HEAT ALARM WITHOUT A IIAITERY.

so that the dropping of the weight suddenly removes the

armature from the magnet, thus producing a momentary

current by induction in the coil.

As the current generated by a single sudden removal of

the armature from the magnetic poles is but momentary,

and too feeble to directly operate a bell, the coil on the

magnet is connected with an electromagnet in a signaling

apparatus, which serves simply to release a tripping de-

vice on a large mechanical gong, actuated by weights or

springs.

Opening Fire Engine Trap Doors By
Electricity.

In many engine houses where the sleeping apartments for

the firemen are located in an upper story there are manholes

in the floor, and a slide pole extends down through each

of the holes to the ground floor and affords a means by

which the firemen may descend to the ground floor in the

quickest possib'e space of time. Casualties have hap-

pened and are very liable to happen, owing to accidental

falls through the unprotected manholes, as it is deemed

inadvisable to close the holes by covers or doors which

have to be opened manually.

From the above, therefore, it will be seen that it would

be most desirable to open automatically the trap doors,

and the cut shows an arrangement devised for this pur-

pose by L. C. Callahan of Bridgeport, Conn.

As will be seen from the illustration each half cf

the trap door tas bearing against it the roller end

of an " L" shaped lever. This lever is pivoted as

An Electric Heat Alarm without a
Battery.

Electric fire alarms constructed with contact points in the

circuit of a battery for automatically closing the circuit by

the effect of heat and sounding an alarm, often prove in-

effective from the fact that the contact points, in the

course of time, become corroded or dirty, and fail to close

the circuit. Batteries, too, dry up and become inoperative.

With the object of overcoming these defects, L. G.

Woolley of Grand Rapids, Mich., has devised an automatic

alarm constructed suddenly to separate a magnet and ar.

mature, one of which is provided with an induction coil, so

that when the temperature of the room has reached any

prescribed degree, a momentary current is produced in the

coil and sounds an alarm at a distant point.

The cut shows the electro-magnetic alarm. The "L"
shaped armature is held to the poles of the magnet by per-

OIEMNG FIRE ENGINE TRAP DOORS BY ELECTICITY.

indicated, and is provided at the pivot with coil springs

which tend to throw the lever upward. At the outer ends

of the levers are friction rolls, which have a constat t bear-

ing against the doors. It will thus be readily understood

that the action of the levers will tend to keep the doors

open. Within the floor there are fixed two electro-magnets,

and the doors carry armatures so located that they will be

in contact with the poles of the magnets when the doors

are closed. The magnets are in circuit with the alarm,

the latter being sounded by breaking the circuit.

The operation of the arrangement is as follows: The

doors being closed, the attraction of the armatures by the

magnets will keep the former closed against the resiliency

of the levers. When an alarm is sounded the circuit is

broken, the magnets will be deprived of vitality, and tie

doors will be thrown open by the action of the levers.
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Our Kansas City correspondent gives some interesting

particulars of the advancement of electric railways in that

city. On one road connecting Kansas City and In-

dependence electric motor cars are to be substituted for

steam dummies, and a cable road will be utilized as a

feeder to the line. The motor cars will be unusually power-

ful, as there are to be two 25 horse power motors on each.

On another line electric cars are to supersede both the

cable system and steam dummies at an estimated expense

of $500,000. These are cheering signs of progress, and

Kansas Cit>' is to be congratulated. It becomes more and

more evident that the electric system is destined to snp-

plant all others in all save the very largest cities.

A CONTEMPORARY makcs, in another column, a good

point in favor of the application of individual electric

motors to machine tools. After dilating on the many ad-

vantages of electric power transmission for shops in place

of shsfting and belts, the jonrnal referred to reminds the

reader that the application of a motor to each particular

tool would result in an entire elimination of the overhead

mechanism, or, as it expressed it, would clear away "the

forest of belting with its attendant turmoil." By thus

opening the space above the tools, it would then be pos-

sible to apply the overhead crane to great advantage.

The point made is a good one, and is one of many that

will arise when mechanics reach a more thorough under-

standing as to the methods of applying the electric agent.

The extent to which the electric welding process is

coming to the front will be better understood after a peru-

sal of this issue of the Western Electrician. In the

Studebaker carriage and wagon works eleclricity plays a

most important part, and one which can only be thoroughly

appreciated by a persoaal inspsction of the plant. This

welding equipment has been in ser\'ice about two years

—

long enough to convince the purchaser by practical

experience that the claims advanced for the new
method were founded on facts. In completing the

Studebaker welding equipment the welding company

g;ained a valuable experience. Many details had to be

worked out and special features devised before the process

was brought to its present state of perfection. But as the

plant is now developed it stands as a landmark indicating

a thoroughly practical achievement in one of the newest and'

most valuable of the arts of this electrical era.

The World's Fair authorities cannot complain that there

is a lack of diversity in the prices submitted to ihem in the

bids for incandescent lighting. To be exact, they have

had offers for the performance of all or certain por-

tions of the work at prices ranging from -$ 0004 to

SiS.^9 per lamp. The former is, of course, a purely nom-

inal bid, put in by the Western Electric company, which

proposes to donate a plant of 2,500 lamps, capacity for use

at the fair. But the variance of the tenders in which the

expectation of compensation enters is hardly less marked,

although the figures of four leading companies present a

marked similarity. There can be no complaint, this time,

that a preconcerted attempt has been made by all the elec-

trical companies to "sand-bag " the fair, as several of the

bids are remarkably low. No doubt an adjustment will be

made by which all of the principal companies will be given

a chance to participate in the work at a moderate price.

Attention is called to the preliminary address of the

local sub-committee on the World's Electrical Congress,

which is presented on another page. This gathering

promises to be of the greatest importance to the science,

and practical development of electricity, and it deserves the

hearty support of electricians all the world over. The

scope of the gathering is worid-wide, and the larger share

of the work that is lo make it of value must be done out-

side of Chicago by the men to whom the appeal just issued

is addressed. The local committee will use every effort in

its power to make the congress a success—that goes with-

out saying—but, in a general sense, the value and import-

ance of the conference will depend on the interest and co-

operation of the members of the electrical fraternity at

large. It is in their hands, and we think that they can

be relied upon to make it deserving of the science and in-

dustr)- that they represent. In this endeavor we bespeak

the assistance of the electrical press, both at home and

abroad, which is ever in the van in all progressive move-

ments. An imposing array of scientists and engineers

has already been named as an advisory council, and if

the gentlemen selected tike hold of the project heartily, as

no doubt they will, its success is assured from the start.

The publication at this time of statistics showing the ex-

tent of development of the telephone business in the

United States is significant in view of the preparations

that are now in progress for the establishment of rival con-

cerns At the last annual meeting of the American Bell

Telephone company it was announced that there were in

operation in the United States at the close of the last year

over half a million telephones, an increase of 2S 617 in-

struments over the pre^us year. Fourteen new ex-

changes were established in 1S91, and there was an increase

of 13086 stations reported during the same lime. This is

a significant fact, and one which the opponents of the old

company cannot disregard.

Attention has frequently been directed to the fact that

the company has been quietly preparing for the opposition

which has been threatened. It is well fortified with

patents, but litigation is an expensive and slow method

of establishing one's rights and the Bell company, which

has had ample evidence of this fact, is now pursuing the

policy of making itself as far as possible independent of

these patents. While it has been buying up all the im-

provements of any value that have been brought ouf, it has

also been extending and improving its service, until to-day

its network of lines cover the eatire country and its ex-

changes are well established in every populous district. It

is here that the opponents of the old company wil! find the

greatest obstacle. They will experience considerable

difficulty in finding practical business men, audit is on this

class'they must draw for support, who will substitute a

well organized and thoroughly developed telephone service

for something that has yet to be established. The new
companies will find it hard^ therefore, to compete with the

old concern, which will have not only this improved

service to rely upon but will possess as well all the ad-

vantages which years of experience give.

Referring to the action of the Philadelphia city council

in passing the trolley ordinance over Mayor Stuart's veto,

and the outlook for an electric service on some of Chicago's

streets, the Chicago Herald ssiss: "It is to be hoped that

this city may escape such a fate, for we need real railway

trains here with real steam engines, running on elevated

tracks.''

Most people in Chicago, however, would be glad to get

along without "real railway trains with real steam engines'*

and the attending "real" smoke and dirt, of which there is

already too much in all parts of the city. It is not expected

that the "real railway trains" when they eventually begin

"running on elevated tracks" in Chicago—if they should

ever get started—will give better service than the Illinois

Central, which is now furnishing rapid transit for the finest

residence district in the city, yet the people of Kenwood
and Hyde Park would hail with delight any proposition to

relieve them from the terrible nuisance entailed bj* the

"real railway trains with real steam engines" that scatter

smoke and soot and cinders all over the district along the

Lake Front on the South Side.

The paragraphers of the daily press who are guilty of

such nonsense as the quotation referred to should be

spanked and sent back to the nursery.

In another column a correspondent refers to the possi-

ble adaptation of electricity in agricultural work. Mention

is made of the great field that nos- exists in the West for

the application of the electric system of power trans-

mission to the machinery of the farm, and attention is

called particularly to the fact that a bill has been intro-

duced by a Kansas senator to provide a station at which

experiments with electrical agricultural machinery may be

carried on.

The project of establishing such an experimental station

as the one referred to is praiseworthy, for there is no ques-

tion but that electric power could be put to a variety of

uses about the farm. It is only a matter of time, too,

when the wealthier husbandman will be brought to an ap-

preciation of this fact.

One cause for the lack of progress in this application

of electric power, is that the electrical manufac-

turer and the plow maker are as yet strangers.

Electric motors can be bought and innumerable electrical

engineers fouad that could desigu a thoroughly practical

central station system, through which power could be de-

livered, say, to centers of distribution on the farm, thence

to be fed out through temporarily erected trolley wires or

cibles to various machines in the field; there would be no

insurmountable difficulty in getting current to the moving

reaper or plow, and without doubt these and other ma-

chines could be made to propel themselves. But at present

there is, as far as wa are aware, no manufacturer of agri-

cultural implements that has made anyattempt to co-oper-

ate with an electrical firm or company to work oat details

in the development of such a system. The mechanical

world in general, thoa_;h, is awakening to the extreme

flexibility and adaptability of the electric system, and with-

out doubt an expsrimintal s.atioa will direcE the attention

of electricians and agricultural mechanics to the now

slumbering demand, and tend to bring about a co-opera-

tionthat canaot be otherwise than beneficial to both class-

es of manufactures. So much for the development of the

system.

The question as to whether there would be economy in

the use of electricity on the farm, is one that can only be

answered after a consideration of the conditions of particu-

lar cases. The cost of fuel, or possibly water power and the

nearness of water, the lay of the land, the area over which

current would have to be distributed—these, and many

other coasiderations in each instance, would enter into the

problem.

The establishment of an experimental station would be

an important move in the right direction; it would be at

least a start. When agriculturists begin to hear what can

b2 accomplished through an agent to them now practically

unkonwn, there will undoubtedly arise an interest which

will ultimately lead to a demand, at least from the more

progressive farmers.
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Note on the Molecular Movement in a
Conductor.'

By Prof. A. E. Dolbear.

Maxwell and others have made experiments to discover

whether there was any evidence of momentum in a con-

ductor carrying an electric current. So far as ! know all

the experimenters looked for a longitudinal momentum,
that is, one in the direction of the current in theconduclnr,

but no evidence appears to have been discovered that the

molecules are thus moved. Still it is as near certain as

anything can be and not be demonstrated, that the mole-
cules in a conductor are moved in some way by an electric

current. If they be thus moved then there must be mo-
mentum in some direction. If it be not longitudinal it

may be transverse. If there should be movement in the

transverse direction, what kind of experiment would be
needed to show it? This is the way the question presented
itself to me. When a current is sent through an iron wire'

the latter is twisted to the right or the left, according to

the direction of the current. This is interpreted as due to

the specific magnetic quality of the conductor, for it does

not occur in a copper or other conductor.

Suppose the molecules of a conductor to be rotated,

each upon its own axis, the axis being longitudinal with

the wire, what evidence of iuch motion would be externally

exhibited by the conductor, as a whole? Evidently it would
be masked altogether in a common wire, for the momen-
tum of any one molecule in one direction would be just

balanced by that of the contiguous one in the opposite di-

rection—a condition of things mechanically propagated
through the diameter of the wire. In order to discover it,

it would be necessary to prevent such me-

FIGS. I A^D 2. NOTE ON THE MOLECULAR MOVEMENT
IN A CONDUCTOR.

chanical transference of the movement, and
this can be done by making the conductor a
hollow cylinder. I therefore made a cylinder of gilt paper
about 20 inches long and 4 inches in diameter. This I

provided at each end with a bail for suspension, thus: The
suspending wire being eight or ten feet long, the lower end
of a short wire dipping into a mercury cup as shown in Fig,
I. With this arrangement a decided evidence of twist
could be noticed, but on account of the resistance of the
gilt paper, a strong current could not be used without so
high a voltage, that the paper took fire several times. I

then had a thin copper cylinder made of nearly the same
dimensions and suspended in a similar manner, and could
use a current of thirty or forty amperes. The rotary mo-
tions were in the same direction as before—when the cur-
rent was going down, the twist was always right-handed
as indicated by the arrow, and of course opposite when the
current was reversed. While there was no doubt about
the rotary movement, the weight of the apparatus was so
great, I concluded to see if one made of lighter material

—

aluminum—would not give greater amplitude with the san e
current. A similar cylinder of aluminum foil was pre-

pared and so hung that all tangential movement would be
due solely to itself and not at all to any other part of the
apparatus, that is, it was mounted with bi-filar suspension.
The weight of the foil with its connections
was 1.85 oz. 55.6 grams. A bit of mirror
was fastened to the upper end, and a beam of sunlight
reflected from it upon a scale 16 feet distant, and 25 feet

long, Fig. 2. With this arrangement, the twist produced
by the current was such that it was not diffimlt by timing
the swings and changing the directions of the current, to
make the cylinder swing through 90°. A current of fifteen

amperes swung it through a foot and a half of the scale.

It would come to rest at about half the distance of the
greatest amplitude of the swing, for each differet-t current
employed, and therefore showed the continuous action of
the torsional force for a constant current. If this be the
interpretation of the phenomenon, then the molecules are
rotating when there is a constant current, and thus the ex-

planation of the heating effect of the current, is brought
back to dynamical and mechanical principles. Adjacent
molecules must be rotating in opposite directions at their

point of contact, but this vibrating or heat motion, neces-
sitates more or less separation, when such rotation goes on

;

on impact it is arrested so there must be impact and slip,

impact and slip, the arrest of motion being the immedi-
ate antecedent of the heat, as is friction in any case. 1 hcse
experimenis have not been carried out quantitatively for

I. Read before the American Institute of Electrical Enginse s, New
York, February 16, 1892.

lack of facilities. Maybe the interpretation is wrong, and
some wise one who knows all about it, can point out its

inadequacy. I think the experiments arc new. and may
lead to an understanding of what goes on in a conductor
when a current of electricity traverses it, if this be not the
whole of it.

Discussion.

Mr. Mailloux; I do not want to have it thought that
I am that wise one who knows all about it. Yet, while the
paper was being read I could not help surmising that the
horizontal component of the earth's magnetism may have
had a great deal to do with the rotation. It does not seem
to me that the experiment is conclusive until it shall have
been tried in different relations with respect to the earth's

magnetism, and the effect of different magnetic fields in its

neighborhood has been tested. Since the current travels in

a vertical direction and the lines of force form circles con-
centric with its line of motion, it is quite evident that any
magnetic field, however feeble, must have some effect up-
on the conductor. The difference of magnetic potential
on two sides of that tube has a different relation to the
magnetomotive force of the earth's magnetic circuit.

One side would lend to add such portions or elements
of its force as are of the same magnetic polarity or
direction, while those on the other side being of
contrary direction would interpose a contrary magneto-
motive force. The effect of that might be to tend to ro-

tate the wire slightly, as well as to translate it later-

ally.

TowNSEND Wolcott: Mr. Mailloux's remarks. I

think, would hardly apply to continuous rotation. If that

tube is perfectly straight and perfectly uniform in resist-

ance, there is no reason for a continuous rotation, but if

that tube iscrooked it might revolve partially. The rea-

son I take this view of it is that somewhat more than a
year ago I saw an experiment tried which was supposed to

upset one of Maxwell's experiments; that is, acurrent going
through a straight vertical wire, and when I examined the
apparatus I found the wire was not straight. In the exper-
iment of Maxwell it was proved that there was no tendency
to rotate magnets. If you place two or more magnets with
the similar poles toward the vertical wire and pass a cur-
rent through it there is no rotation, that is, on the assump-
tion that the wire is straight. The gentleman who tried

the experiment, in order to show that there was some rota-

tion kept commutating the current, just as Prof. Dolbear
mentioned. In that way he succeeded in amplifying the
swing so that it showed a very considerable amount. It

seems there was not a Complete revolution in this experi-

ment. With the very long suspension mentioned in the

paper it seems tome you ought to get at least one revolu-

tion if the torque was of any account whatever.
Mr. Kennellv: Without pretending to make any re-

marks as to whether this action observed was really due to

the cause that Prof, Dolbear has suggested, I merely de-
sire to point out that if that particular cylinder did turn it

is reasonable to suppose that another cylinder inside, con-
centric with it, would also independently turn, a third one
within that would also turn, and so on. Now, if they
would each and all separately turn, surely when they were
united in one solid mass the whole mass would revolve,
and I think it is very strange that if such an action would
take place a solid rod of copper pivoted upon its axis

should not have been observed to rotate when a
current passes through it independent of all magnetic
forces.

Dr. Pupin: I would like to call attention to an experi-

ment made some years ago by Prof. Braun, of the Univer-
sity of Tubingen (Braun, F. Deformationsstrome, Wiede-
mann's Anna en, vol. 37, pp. 97, 107; vol. 38, p. 53; vol.

39, p 1 30). He found that a wire made of a magne-
tizable substance, when twisted one way will generate an
electromotive force acting in one direction, and if twisted
the opposite way it will produce an electromotive force act-

ing in the opposite direction. Prof. Rowland called my
attention to a current interrupter constructed on that prin-

ciple where a twisted wire is made to untwist by sending
a current through it Perhaps the phenomenon observed
in Prof. Dolbear's interesting experiment may be due to a
similar cause.

Harold Binney: I think there is a third noint

not brought out, and that is, the effect of

the bails. It seems his (Dr. Dun's)
experiments were not conclusive, as he used currents first

in one direction and then in the other. It is clear that

the current in passing downward would go more in one
bail than in another, owing to its tendency to lateral shift-

ing in the magnetic field. In that case, in starting to go
downward, it would, let us say, go more in the right hand
bail, and if that bail were not exactly perpendicular to the

lines of force it would tend to shift it across the field of
force and so cause rotation. Then when the current was
turned in the opposite direction, if properly timed to the
period of the apparatus, the twist would be in the same
direction as the swing, although it would flow through the

other bail, and these infinitesimal impulses properly timed
well might cause appreciable rotary oscillations. This
may have something to do with the phenomenon observed
and is not based on the supposition that there was lack of

symmetry in the apparatus. Fig. 3.

The Chairman [Vice-president Crocker]: I should
expect a lack of symmetry there, as Mr. Wolcott suggests.
If one side was a little thicker than the other, the current
would be stronger on that side. That would throw it out
of balance and cause rotation, but if it were perfectly

symmetrical, according to our present knowledge of elect-

ric currents, ihete would be no tendency to rotate.

Mr. Mailloux : I think it would be well to call at-

tention to the fact that a wire or a cylinder situated as

that is in the earth's magnetism would have present in it

Hall's phenomenon, that is to say, the current would
not be dibtributed equally throughout the mass of
that cylinder. It would be unequally distributed by
the very fact that it was placed in the magnetic field not

symmetrically related to the flow of current. That effect,

though it might be slight, would further complicate the
case and might be in itself a partial explanation of the
peculiar actions observed.

.Mr. WoLcorr; I think the whole effect is entirely too
small to be noticed there. It will be remembered that .Mr.

Hall looked for the effect some time before he found it

himself, with the very best apparatus.
I)k. Samuel SitKLDON: Prof. Hall used. I think, be-

tween forty and fifty amperes, passing through an ordinary
university pattern of the Kuhmkorff magnet, and then
used a Thomson reflecting galvanometer of the ordinary
pattern and even then obtained a very small dtflcciion.

Caki. Hkring: Some interesting results might be ob-
tained if that conducting cylinder were surrounded by a
fixed iron cylinder. This would shield it from the earth's
field, and if the motion was due to the magnetic lines
circulating around that conductor, the effect should be in-

creased , because of the iron cylinder, which increases these
magnetic lines.

The Chairman: It certainly can be said that this ex-
periment is only suggestive and not at all conclusive.
There are a great many possible things that might
cause this rotation other than any molecular action.
such as I'rof. Dolbear suggests. He evidently thinks that
it is open to su-.picion, and I think it would have to be
carried very much farther before it could be accepted as
one of the phenomena of nature.
Chas. J. Kintner: I suggest a modified form of the

apparatus which pei haps might bring about the results
that Prof. Dolbear seeks. Instead of a metallic cylinder,
suppose we take a light glass cylinder, Fig. 4. and attach
in some way a porous diaphragm through the center
thereof, with mercury at the bottom and a wire running
upward into the mercury, connected at one pole of the
generator, and with a conductor running from above into
two liquids, a colored liquid on one side of the diaphragm
and a perfectly transparent liquid on the other If there
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FIGS. 3 AND 4. NOTE ON THE MOLECULAR MOVEMENT
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be any tendency to molecular movement there, I think it

is possible the colored liquid would be forced to rotate

through the diaphragm and mix with the transparent
liquid.

Transformation of a Cable Road.
Building cable railways in cities, and then replacing

them with the more efficient electric system, is a costly

experiment, as the following from the S^. Lot/is Clobe-

Dcinocrat will show:

In about thirty days the curtain will go down upon the
last act of that magnificent but costly experiment which
was formerly known as the St. Louis Cable and Western
Railway. For three weeks workmen have been busy tear-

ing down and removing the great wheels and cable ma-
chinery which have stood in the old power house at Cban-
ning and Franklin avenues since 1S8S. It will take a month
to complete the work. When it is done the last vestige of
the equipment of the old road will have disappeared
except a few cars in the car-house beyond Vandeventer av-
enue. It will be remembered only as a victim of the re-

lentless progress of electricity, which has driven it out
and replaced it.

The road was not only the first one in the city to be op-
erated by one of the new methods, b'jt it was, in some re-

spects, unique. This was particularly true of the iron

conduit through which the cable ran. At the time
when it was laid, cast iron was worth about
three times as much as its present price. The pro-

jectors of the road believed that they could find a cheaper
material. They therefore conceived the novel idea

of using wrought iron. In carrying it cut, rails were
melted and forged into the shape of the yokes, joined sec-

tions of which foimed the corduit. The plan proved ex-

pensive in the end. Over 3 000,000 pounds of iron went
into the conduits and tracks. It cost somewhere in the
neighborhood of §150,000. The other day it was sold by
weight to Col. Hirsch for about $30,000. It was fit for

nothing but to be shipped away, melted up, cast into pigs
and billets and sold again as raw material. But the road
had, for the time, the distinction of being the only one in

the world with a wrought iron conduit.

While it was run on the cable system, the road used
more cables than any system of equal length in existence.

This proved another very costly feature. The life of a
cable on most roads averages about nine months. The
Cable & Western company found it necessary to put a new
one down every five months. Each cable weighed from
thirty to forty tons. The average price was 12c. a pound.
Thus, the cost of cables alone reached about $20,000 a
year, to say nothing of the cost of transporting and laying

them. The number of very sharp curves in the line served

to wear out the cables with distressing rapidity. Each
cable is composed of a number of interwoven strands of
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fine wires not more than a sixteenth of an inch in diame-

ter. The strain on the curves was too much for these.

When the cables wore out they, too, were useless, except

as old steel. They were sold to the iron dealers for 3c. or

4c. a pound.
When electricity proved successful as a motive power and

proved so much cheaper'as a means of operating, it became

evident that the only method of successfully running the

road would be by discarding the cable system and adopt-

ing the electric. In this respect the road is also unique.

It is the only one in the world which has been completely

torn up from end to end and replaced with an et tirely new
equipment. At the present time the only things used on

the road that were used under the cable system are the two

engines which ran ihe cables and now run the dynamos,

wiih the help of two new ones. For some time after the

transformation of the mad the immense drum wheels,

fly wheels and other machinery lay idle in the Channing av-

enue power-home. Under the new system it was useless.

Finally it was sold to the orieiinal builder, the Walker-

Macufacluring company of Cleveland, O. Under its

direction the work of removingit is going on. The great

weight of the pieces necessarily renders it very slow. The
great fifty-ton fly wheel has to be handled with the utmost

care, notwithstanding the fact that it is cast in four pieces.

The immense drum wheels have been partially moved with

a derrick and pulleys. The outer rims, in which the cables

formerly turned, have been carefully removed. The frame

work, t.pon which the machinery rests, contains hundreds

of tons of iron, which will be packed upon cars and shipped to

Cleveland. Although the machinery was sold at a figure far

below its cost price, it is still in remarkably good condition,

and will probably be utilized elsewhere for the purpose for

which it was originally designed. The thirty nine old cars

of the cable company, stored in the Vandeventer avenue

car-house, will probably get into active use during the com-

ing summer. The officials of the road state that they ex-

pect a 50 per cent, increase in their business during the

heated months, and they expect to be obliged to put on at

least a part of the cable cars. Such as are not used will be

sold, and then there will be nothing upon the streets to re-

mind St. Louis people that the pioneer cable road of the

city ever existed.

Underground Wires in Rochester, N. Y,

The subject of placing electric wires underground has

been under consideration in Rochester, N. Y., several

months, and a special committee of the common council

has been investigating the problem in other cities. The
committee's report, w.iich was presented last week, con-

tains the following suggestions and conclusions:

"First—That v/ires carrying ordinary electric current,

such as are in comT.erciii! use in this city, can be both

successfully placed and ope. L..ed in suitable underground

conduits.

"Second -That all wires :>n pur main streets should be

placed in proper underground conduiis without delay, and

that all of these wires and cables Je concentrated in a sin-

gle conduit on the nai rower streets, and in not more than

two conduits in the bro?-'er streets, one on each side, as

near the curbstone as prac^.cable.

"Third—That the proposed conduit, when constructed,

should be of sufficient capacity to meet all probable or

reasonably possible future contingencies, as well as to ac-

commodate all existing circuits.

" Fourth—That the conduits should be of such material

and so constructed that the necessity for tearing up the

pavement in order to make repairs should be almost an im-

possibility during a reasonable term of years, and that, in

their construction, provision should be made for the, use of

single ducts for any wire carrying a current of 500 volts or

over.

" Fifth—That an ordinance be passed governing the use

and management of such conduits.

"So far as we have been able to ascertain, but few cities

own any portion of their conduit systems, although it is

obvious that municipal ownership and control of all such

constructions would be for the best interests of the com-
munity. To accomplish a similar end certain cities have

licensed private corporations to construct large conduits for

the concentration of the wires and cables of the various elec-

trical companies, and to collect an equitable rental from the

latter for the use of the ducts. In other cities electrical

corporations have been permitted to construct and operate

conduits for their exclusive use and benefit. It will thus

be seen that there are three methods of accomplishing the

burial of electrical wires within the corporate limits, each

of which has advantages and disadvantages. In cities

where the rate of taxation is low and the public debt small,

it would no doubt be wise for cities to construct and main-

tain the subways, deriving therefrom a revenue as well as

protecting in a proper manner the various electrical inter-

ests operating within their limits. On the other hand, it

is quite evident, from what we have seen and know of the

licensed general conduit business, that good results can be

obtained by granting a reasonable franchise to a reliable

company which shall construct, operate and maintain a

general conduit under the direction of the city authoii-

ties. As to the method of grantng permits to the various

individual corporations to construct and maintain separate

conduits, your committee considers it inadvisable, it being

evident from the experience in other cities, that it creates a

multiplicity o£ conduits, and never results in a uniform and
satislactcry system of underground service. Our local con-

ditions are such that to place more than one conduit, con-

taining the necessary number of ducts, on each side of the

street, would seriously interfere with our gas and water
mains. Furthermore, at this age of electrical development,

it is altogether probable that additional telephone, light

and power ciicuits will be inevitable, which strongly em-
phasizes the necessity of having proper conduits constructed

under one of the conditions first named."

The Last of the Great Eastern.

In view of the fact that the Great Eastern, the largest

ship ever built, has but recently been broken up, some

facts about the career of the vessel that was so intimately

connected with the laying of the first Atlantic cable will be

read with interest. The information is taken from the

Engiticcr ol London:

The dimensions of the ship were as follows: Length,

693 feet; breadth, 83 feet; breadth over paddle-boxes, 120

feet; moulded depth, 58 feet; gross tonnage, 22,500,
registered tonnage, 13 335. She was built throughout of

the best quality Lowmoor iron. The interior of the ship

and the cellular hull were each divided into eleven sepa-

rate water-tight compartments. The holds below the

lower deck contained the machinery, boilers, stores and
coal; and the upper part, three tiers of decks all fore and
aft, was appropriated for passengers, the lowest of these

decks being about 6 feet above the water-line. The
cylindtrs of the oscillating paddle engines were four in

number, 74 inches in diameter, 14 feet stroke. The pad-
dle-wheels were 56 feet in diameter, and steam for these

enines was supplied from four double-ended tubular

boilers, containing 39 tons of water, and provided with 40
furnaces. The chimneys were only 6 feet in diameter,

but being ico feet high above the grate bars, there was an
excellent draught. The cylinders of the screw engines were
a'so four in Lumber, 84 inches in diameter, 48-inch stroke.

The propeller was four-bladed, 24 feet in diameter. Steam
was supplied to these eugines by s'x tubular boilers with

60 furnaces. The working pressure was 25 pounds per

square inch. Her calcuUted speed was 15 knots per hour.

She was designed to carry 4.000 passengers, 5,000 tons of

cargo, and 10,000 tons of coal, and if fitted up to cairy

troops alone she had accommodation for 10,000. The
total weight of ship and engines was over 12,000 tons,

and when fully laden with passengers, cargo, and coal,

she would weigh 27,000 tons, and be at a draught of 30
feet. She had five funnels and six masts.
Immmediately after the formation of the Telegraph

Construction & Maintenance company, with John Pen-
der as chairman, its directors offered to make and Jay an
Atlantic cable. The Atlantic Telegraph company accepted
their terms, and a contract was signed on May 9, 1864
The Great Eastern was chartered to carry the cable; and
on July's, 1865, left Sheerness for Valentia under ihe

command of Captain James Anderson. Samuel Canning
was in charge of the expedition, and Mr. de Sauty was at

the head of the electrical department, having Mr. Saunders
as chief assistant. Prof. Thomson and C. F. Vailey rep-

resented the Atlantic Telegraph company, and Willoughby
Smith the Telegraph Construction & Maintenance
company. On Sunday, July 23d, the shore-end and inter-

mediate having been laid by the Caroline, and splices

effected, paying out was commenced at six in the evening.

As the cable was paid out several faults were discovered
and remedied. On August 2d, while picking up to re-

cover a fault, the cable fouled the ship and parted, i 214
knots having been paid out at that time. After nine days
of fruitless endeavors to regain the cable the Great
Eastern was headed for home, and on August 20lh an-

chored oif Sheerness. A new length of cable was forih-

with commenced, and on March i. 1866, a fresh agree

ment was signed. On June 30, 1866, the Great Eastern
left the mouth of the Thames again, under the command
of Captain Anderson; and among those on board were
Cyrus Field, Daniel Gooch, Philip Rawson and Captain
Hamilton. On Friday, July 13th, paying t\i\. commecced;
and on Friday, July 27th, the Great Eastern ran into

Heart's Content Bay, and the first Atlantic cable was
laid.

In 1868 the Great Eastern laid a telegraph cable from
Brest to St. Pierre; in 1869 an Indian cable; and in 1871,

1872 and 1874 she successfully laid other Atlantic cables,

and thus closed the mercantile career of the largest vessel

ever floated, without even an attempt at the voyage to

India, for which she was designed and built, at a cost of

£750,000.
Milford Haven was her final resting place, and

there she lay idle for twelve years. From 1S85 to 1888
she was chartered as a show ship, and visited Liverpool,

Dublin and Greenock In 1SS8 the owners, Bath & Sons,

Swansea, decided to break her up at Liverpool, and sell

her as old metal. On November 20 to 25, 18S8, every
piece of timber, rope, metal and furniture in her was sold

by auction. The process of breaking up lasted until

September 20, i8gr.

Electric Railway Patents.

The financial columns of the Pittsburg Chroniclc-

Tcldgraph of March 22d containedthe following remarks

regarding street railway patents:

"It is a matter of general interest that Pittsburgh parties

claim to have an important hold upon the electric railway

industry by the ownership of a control in the Finney over-

head conductor patents. The latter received a practical

test in Allegheny City nearly ten years ago, and it is said

that they fully cover what is generally known as the over-

head trolley system. A gentleman who keeps track of

electrical matters said to-day:

Before the Thomson-Houston company bought the

pa'ents of the Van Depoele company, active negotia-

tions were opened by the latter with the owners of the

Overhead Conductor Electric Railway company, to which
had been assigned the Finney patents, with the view of

making some arrangement to avoid a conflict with the

trolley inventions of Finney, the patents for which had
been allowed with sweeping claims after protracted inter-

ference proceedings in the patent ofl&ce. Efforts were
made by parties connected with the Thomson-Houston

and the Sprague (Edison) companies to secure licenses

under the Finney patents from the Overhead Conductor
company and liberal royalties were offered in the interest

of both concerns for such licenses, thus practically conced-
ing the importance of the inventions. Some of the minor-
ity holders in the Overhead company have been seriously

objecting to the Westinghouse interests, which hold the
majority of the stock, for refusing to grant licenses to the
Thomson-Houston and Sprague companies. The Westing-
house people claim, however, that the value of the patents
has been greatly enhanced by the development of the
business, and that every overhead arrangement now in

operation in the United States is in direct violation of the
claims of the patents, and that the course adopted of not
granting licenses until the full value of the invention is

developed is a wise one.

"The broad character of the Finney invention is shown
by the two following claims from one of the patents: 'I.

The combination, in an electric railway, of a battery or

other generator of electricity, an overhead main conductor

a branch conductor connected to a car, and having a

traveling contact with the main conductor, an electromo-

tor mounted on the car, and power transmitting devices

connecting the motor shaft to the wheel or axle of the

car. 2. In combination with a car motor operated by a

branch circuit from a main circuit, an adjustable

resistance placed in such branch circuit and regulated by a

lever or equivalent device placed on the platform or other

accessible part of the car, substantially as and for the pur-

pose described.' "

Shocks from Trolley Wires.

A St. Louis man has brought suit against the Lindell

Railway company for $3,000 damages which he claims as

compensation for injuries sustained by a shock received

in an electric car. One of the witnesses for the defense

was Prof. Nipher of the Washington University. A Globe-

Democrat reporter took advantage of the occasion to secure

the following interview on the subject

:

"When one talks of the dangers from electric wires one
should specify conditions. If a man lies down on a wet
railway track and the trolley wire then falls down upon
him and stays in contact with him for half an hour, he
would be very likely to get serious injury. It would be
tempting death to make such an experiment. If he were
to stand upright on the track and get a contact from the
trolley wire on his hand he would receive a shock which
would be very unpleasant. It would be like a blow in the
face from some man's fist. No person wishes to get such
a shock, but there is no real danger to a healthy person.
To a person about to die from heart disease such a shock
might result in instant death. If a person stands on the
ground at a point where one steps from the car the shock
would be still less, and if the ground was dry would be
wholly inappreciable."

"Then there is really no danger in the trolley wire?"

"The worst shock which one could get from a trolley

wire, if he were to stand with wet shoes on a wet rail of a
track, touching the trolley wire with his hand would not
be dangerous; but it would be unpleasant. I do not say a
man might not be killed if the wire were to be thus in

contact for a long time. You could kill a man with your
fists by pounding him all day The dangers to passengers
in an electric car which is in the worst possible order are
not worth considering. There is no danger of even a burn.

A passenger can only make contact with the ground with
his feet and with some metal part of the car with his hands.
The resistance of the whole body protects him from seri-

c us danger. The slight shocksthat one may get within a
car which is very wet are not in the least dangerous. I

should pay no more attention to them than to sparks from
woolen underwear."

"Casualties among employes of electric lines are often
reported; how do you account for then-?"

"Of course employes, and the line men in partitular, of

an electric railway are frequently in circumstances en-

tirely different from those of a passenger. The extra risks

they take are well known to them. So far I have not heard
of a single human death from a 500 volt trolley wire. This
voltage is now in universal use, because it was thought
best to sacrifice economy to considerations of public

safety. Horses are much more likely to be killed by wires

than men, because they are shod with iron shoes, the

nails of which often lead the current into the soft tissues

of the foot. Then again they have on the average less in-

telligence, and flounder into entanglement with wires which
a man wculd avoid. They throw themselves, and thus
maintain often a long contact, which would do no harm if

kept up for a second and might pi ove fatal in ten minutes.

"

Electric Cooking.

Cooking by electricity is becoming, as we prophesied,

quite the fashion. We notice that the proprietor of the

Eldon Dining Hall and the Pine apple Griil at Newcastle-

on-Tyne has had trials of this novelty in cooking. At the

former place on Friday some cutlets, and at the latter on
Saturday a thick chop, were cooked by this new process

—

the cutlets in 7 minutes and the chop in 14—to the entire

satisfaction of the manageresses and chefs. We believe

electric cookers are being fitted in several of the West End
flats in London. They deserve to be widely adopted. Mr.
Dowsing's demonstrations at the Crystal Palace will greatly

foster this cleanly and easy method of every day cooking.
—London Electrical E^igincer.

It is said that the world last year paid nearly $450,cco-

000 for its telegraph messages.
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Duplex Motor and Pump Combination.
About a year ago the Duplex Klectric company, limited,

of Corry, I'a., placed on the market an electric pump that

possessed a number of valuable features. One of these

machines was immediately installed at the Kureka

mineral springs at Sagerlown, Pa., and has been in service

ever since, The motor used in the Duplex combination is

a Yz horse power.

At the Eureka Springs Ihe little machine is mounted on a

DUl'LEX MOTOR AND PUMP COMitlNAllON.

stcne pedestal, about five fett high, in an open pavilion. It

is lun by a stcrage battery beneath the floor. As the con-

necting wires are run through the pedestal, and as there is

an entire absence of spark it has the appearance of a per-

petual motion machine. When in operation it draws

water from a depth of about 14 feet and throws one gallon

per minute into a tank 150 feet away and 22 feet from the

ground. The motor is wound for iio volts and runs at a

speed of r.200 revolutions per minute, the armature shaft

being geared lo that of the pump in the ratio of 20 to r.

The entire floor space occupied is 16x18 inches. In this

combination and in all of its motors and generators the

Duplex company uses no rheostats.

Becker Vertical Miliar "No. 3."

The spindle in this machine is mounted upon a vertically

sliding head, having a motion of four inches, with means

for locking it at any desired point within the limits of its

BECKER VERTICAL MILLER "NO. 3.
'

movement. It is made of tool steel, and is hardened and

finished by grinding. TodIs are fastened by means of a

draw bar passing through the center of a spindle having a

threaded end to receive either the shank of an end mill or

a split collet. The driving pulley of the spindle is inde-

pendently mounted upon an adjustable roller bearing. The

spindle passes through its splined hub, the latter riding

upon two wide faced rolls upon which the entire belt

pull is taken, thus relieving the spindle and its bearings

from the usual wear in one direction, and keeping it con-

stantly in alignment and perpendicular with the platen.

The spindle bcin^ ihuitlmc (rcc from belt pull, can be run at

extremely high spc-cil whun the nature of the work requires

the use of delicate cuUcrs of small diameters. The slid-

ing head receives its motion through a hand wheel power-

fully geared, and is also provided with an adjustable stop

gauge.

The platen has a lateral power feed of i6 inch; cross

feed from face of column, 1 1 inches, and also above face of

column 13 inches. It is provided with three T slots. The
feed is derived from a friction disk, which gives a variable

feed right or left hand, from nothing up lo any desired

speed. The rotary attachment has fitted to it a nine inch

"Whiten" chuck, and is rotated by means of a worm gear.

This miller is manufactured by the John Heckcr Manu-
faclu ing company, I'^ilchburg, Mass.

The Hammond-Wiliiams Engine,
The accompanying cut shows the standard compound

engine built by the Lake Erie Engineering Works,

Buffalo, N. Y., and handled throughout the West by

W. B. Pearson X: Co., Chicago.

There has been a question raised as to the possibility of

governing the speed of such a large unit as this engine

represents, by means of a centrifugal shaft governor so

arranged that it could move the valves direct and yet be

sensitive to changes of load. That this is possible is shown
by the fact that this engine is operated in this very man-
ner, and varies only by % revolution in a change of load

from 363 to 700 amperes. The governor itself is very

sensitive having only one weight, two arms and four

pivoted jjints.

The details of the engine have been very carefully

worked out. The cross head slippers are babbitted and set

out by means of liners instead of wedges. The cross-head

is forged solid on the end of the piston rod. The crank

end of the connecting rod is of the standard marine type

and the cross-head cndi arc forked. All bearings are bab-

bitted, and in the case of the main bearings have cast iron

babbilt-lined shells, around which water may be circulated

to prevent serious trouble in case of overheating. The
back of the slides is also water-jacketed.

The lubrication of th; difTircnt parts is cfficted by

THE IIAMMOND-

From the clear illustration presented there will be but

little dififi;uUy in discovering ths rainy excellent points in

the design of this engine. A few words though, as to the

most important features will not be amiss. The steam

distribution to each cylinder is effected by means of four

light flit, double ported and perfectly balanced valves,

the exhaust valves being controlled independently from

the steam valves, and giving different degrees of cut off

and compression. The clearance is cut down to as low a

point as is consistent with necessary compression. The
receiver is located between the cylinders.

The steam valves on the low-pressure cylinder have a

peculiar, quick motion, caused by an eccentric operating

through the intervention of a set of rocker arms. This

arrangement gives a sharp cut-off on the low pressure

cylinder.

The speed of revolution of the engine is regulated by

means of a shaft governor. All are aware of the necessity

for good regulation in any engine under sudden changes of

load, and especially in electric railway work The steam

valves on the high pressure cylinder are controlled directly

by this shaft governor.

WILLIAMS ENGINE.

means of grease instead of oil; it is distributed in pipes by

pressure from a central reservoir, very much like an ac-

cumulator in a hydraulic plant, the grease being forced to

every part on the engine and controlled in amount by stop

cocks at each bearing.

While the above are but a few of the strong claims

made for the Hamnaind-WiiUams engine, sufficient infor-

mation has been given as to the best points, to enable

central station men to see that W. B. Pearson & Co. are

pushing a machine possessing features worthy of the most

careful consideration.

Search Lights in Balloons.

If recent cable dispatches from Europe are true, the
Garmans appear to have solved the problem of aerial navi-
gation, to a great ex':ent , at least, and, according to the
story, there are no toy balloons used, but powerful air-ships

of sufficient lifting capacity to carry material for briiliant

search lights. A recent telegram says:

A few nights ago the inhabitants of Warsaw were star-

tled by an intensely bright light that fell from the sky
upon their city. All eyes were turned upward, but noth-i

ing could be seen save a path of light that ended in
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small focus. Many people in their excitement thought it

was a comet in close proximity to the earth and were

greatly frightened- Suddenly the ray of light swept in

another direction, and when their eyes became accustomed
to the darkness that followed, they could see far up in the

sky a balloon. Then it dawned upcn the people that it

was an electric search light that had caused the brilliant

illumination, and that the Germans were continuing their

observations of Russian defenses with its aid. The balloon

remained over the city until i o'clock in the morning,

when the light was extinguished and the balloon, heading

westward toward the frontier of Prussia, disappeared.

New Edison Car Controlling: Switch.

The Edison General Electric company has devised a

new type of street car controlling switch, which it intends

shall take the place of the present platform switch for

equipments of large motors of 25 horse power and up-

ward.
The cat shows the general details of the switch and the

arrangement of the parts. In starting the car the switch

regular circular pattern resistance coil, which has been in

use for some months past as the standard slow starting de-

vice. This rheostat is protected by a galvanized iron case,

made to suit different car constructions. When fitting the

switch it should be placed with a sheet of iron and a layer

of asbestos between the rheostat and the car floor. This

will prevent any danger from fire either from heating or

sparking in case of accident to the rheostat.

The current from the trolley wire first goes through the

field coils and switch cylinder for commutation, then

through the armature and reversing switch, and thence

through the switch contact lever and resistance coil to

ground.

Oaly six wires are run to the platform switch; these are

the field magnet wires. The three wires running to the

reversing switch are of the samt- size as the regular arma-

ture wires, as is the wire between the metal terminal of

the reversing switch and the contact lever ot the rheostat.

When fitting switches to cars already wired, the cables in

NEW EDISON CAR CONTROLLI.NG SWITCH.

handle is turned from the position marked "off " with a

"counter clockwise"' movement; this has the effect of car-

rying the arm of the rheostat placed under the switch

around on its contact segments, and the resistance is grad

ually cut out of circuit. After this arm has been carried

around so that all the resistance is cut out, it is released

from the cylinder shaft and left locked in this position.

Further movement of the handle then affects only the cyl-

inder and commutates the field magnet coils of the motors

from series to parallel in the usual way.

In stopping, the field coils are turned from parallel to

series, the resistance coil is then again put in circuit, and

finally the circuit is broken by the contact lever on the last

segment of the resistance coil, and not, as formerly, upon

the cylinder contacts. The only caution to be observed in

stopping is to see that the switch handle is turned to the

position marked "off." As the motors are reversed by

means of a separate lever operating a reversing switch

placed under the car, the reversing lever is connected to a

shaft separated from the cylinder shaft, but interlocking

with the cylinder shaft in such a manner that it is impos-

sible to reverse the motors until the cylinder shaft is in an
' 'off" position. The cylinder plates and contacts are

made of thick iron stampings, as experience has shown

that iron is a better material to use than the brass used

hitherto. It has been found that sparking does not burn

the iron as much as the brass, and a greater certainty of

goodcontact is therefore insured. The rheostat is of the

use can be utilized, but the terminals of the wires left idle

should be well insulated.

Electric Power in Agricultural Work.
To the Editor of the Western Electrician:
Senator Peffer of Kansas has introduced a bill to estab-

lish an electrical station for the purpose of investigating
and determining whether electricity can be profitably usfd
and applied as a motive power in the propulsion of farm
machinery, and this bill has been referred to the committee
on agriculture.

At this time the possible use of electrical power in
agricultural work is a matter of great interest in the West.
The plains in this section of the country are vast in extent,
level and free from obstructions to the plow, and are adapt-
ed to the production of grain, but are, to a large extent-
not utilized as yet.

To plow one acre seven to eight inches deep requires
the turning of about 1,000 tons of earth. The only pow-
er now available in cultivating the great prairies is animal
power. The steam plow was in use eighty years ago. It

is still practically unavailable in field work. It seems
improbable that it can ever become generally useful in such
work, although efforts to use it will be repeated in Kansas
this season. The farmers of the West see the electric

motor displacing horses in street railway work, and they see
it finding new and extensive uses. Its light weight and
simplicity seem to favor it as an agricultural motor. The
work to be done is simply to drag a plow or other imple-
ments across a field and back again. If electric power
should cost quite as much as animal power, still it may per-
form work much cheaper. In the West it is not consid-
ered advantageous for one man to drive more than two, or
three, or at most four, horses. One motor man may control

25 horse power and thus perform work more cheaply. In

Kansas unskilled manual labor may be rated at a cost of

twelve and one-half to fifteen cents per hour; horse power,
at six to seven cents per hour. Slack coal is worth $2.40
per ton; unscreened coal, $4.50 per ton. Perhaps, there-

fore it is not impossible that electricity may come to the

farm, that the Western agriculturist may yet switch the

current into his motor and harvest his grain.

A. A. Denton,
Assistant in Charge Sorghum Experiment Station, U. S.

Dept. Agriculture.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, April 2.—Electrical executions are becom-

ing everyday affairs, at least to the newspapers in New
York. Now that the reporters are allowed to witness the

fascinating proceedings, the scribes have no need to use

the imagination to obtain the "only account." We get

facts now, and in spite of the natural and justifiable re-

pugnance of electricians to seeing their beloved art ap-

plied to such barbarous work, it will have to be admitted

that from the standpoint of a spectator there are more

horrible deaths than the electrical. The execution of

Murderer Cotto on Thursday seems to bear evidence of this

fact. Your correspondent did not witness the execution

—

he is not interested in electrical engineering of this sort,

so be took good care to be elsewhere. But from all ac-

counts, it was a perfect success. "Five currents killed

him," said the N'ew York Ti?nes, and death came ap-

parently without pain. The Times mentioned a fact

which, if it is so, is a curious one. The statement was
made that the rush of the electric current through the body
heated it very much. According to the newspaper one of

the physicians drew up the lid of the dead man's eye to

touch the eyeball for signs of nervous excitement. When
he touched the eye it was like a ball of hot glass. The
body was heated through, and this caused considerable

comment on the part of the physicians. Little has been

noted of the other victims of the death chair in this respect.

The bulb of the thermometer was placed on Cotto's thigh

some minutes after the body had been taken from the chair,

and the temperature was 160°. I give this statement for

what it is worth.

The Brooklyn surface railroad companies are pushing

their electrical work at a rapid rate, and everything indi-

cates that the overhead wires will line all the principal

streets by the time the open cars are put on. Gen. SIo-

cum is the first one to get his trolley cars into the city

proper, and he is now operating them up Fifteenth street

from the city line and along Ninth avenue to Ninth street.

He has also erected the poles along the latter thoroughfare

as far as Fourth avenue, and has wires strung on them

part of the way. The Atlantic Avenue company has con-

tracted with the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing

company for motor equipments for one hundred cars, each

carrying two 30 horse pDwer motors. Fifty equip-

ments are to be delivered before the I5ih of June next,

and fifty more by the ist of October, the railroad company
reserving the right to call for the necessary equipments,

with the same size of motors, for two hundred additional

cars. The Atlantic Avenue company has also contracted

for two 400 horse power and two 7C0 horse power genera-

tors, making a total of 2,200 horse power, which are to

be delivered and put up by the ist of July next. The rail-

road company has the right to call for additional generators

on the same terms. The motor c^rs used will be from the

St. Louis Car company, and will be mounted on " No. 4

B" trucks, made by the Peckham Motor Truck and

Wheel company. The question of boilers and engines is

still under advisement ; but the power station is being pre-

pared as rapidly as possible for their reception and erec-

tion. The Pennsylvania Steel company has the contract

to furnish rails and other material for straight and special

track construction for ten miles.

The telephone company had its hearing at Albany last

Thursday. Joseph H. Choate appeared before the assem-

bly committee on gas, electricity and water, as counsel

for the Metropolitan Telephone company against the

Telephone Subscribers' association, which is aiming to

establish a commission to regulate the telephone business

in cities of over 500,000 inhabitants. The committee in

executive session decided to lay the bill over until next

week, W. F. O.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Milwaukee, April 2.—The auditorium of the new
Unitarian church, a handsome gothic structure which has

just been completed, will be illuminated in a novel man-

ner. The ceiling follows the lines of the roof, to preserve the

gothic style, and it is spanned with heavy trusses, which

are ornamented with perpendicular tracery. On the face

of these trusses incandescent lamps are to be strung, in place
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of chandeliers, and it is ihouKht that when the Ihmps

arc lifithted the effect will be l^rilliant and unique, as there

are six trusses, and forty-two incandescent lamps arc to be

strung on each. The Unitarian church is the first one in

Milwaukee to put in electric lights throughout. Several

churches have electric plants for their organs, but none has

even proposed to put in a general electric lighting plant.

Chief Foley, of the fire department, proposes to expend

*S2i,337.73 in improviag the fire alarm telegraph sy tern

this season. Thereare 47 miles and 2,833 feet of single con-

ductor cable under ground, and the overhead service con-

sists of 2^:3 miles of wire. The underground service is to

ba materia'ly increased. Th2 cable?, where practicable,

will b* placed in the telephone cinduits. The Ioa^ stage

of water may make it necessary t5 dig new trenches for the
^

ciblei uader the river at Broadway and at Mason street.

E Iward C. Wall is now president and general manager of

the E lison Electric Light company, as well as of the Bad-

ger Illuminating company. In tha Edisoa company he

succeeded HenryC. Payne as president. Though Mr. Wall

ij now a": the head of both compxnies.and they are Villa-d

concerns, their affiirs are conducted separately, and will

probibly continue to be sd. The B idg^r plant, instead of

beina; consolidated A'ith the Edison plant on River street,

is to remiin in its present location, and be materially en-

larged. It nov furnishes qio arc lamps, and, a'though its

capacity has not b?en taxed to the full, it is thought advisa-

ble to take time by the forelock, and the com.iany is figur-

ing on patting in a lo: of ne.v machinery. Thi Eiison

company, by the way, is furnishing incandescent lights at

a cent per lamp per hour.

In the Circuit Court Linus J. Hall's su"t against the Mil-

waukee and Wawatosa Motor R ailway company has been dis

cantinued without costs to either party. Land belonging to

HiUwa5 taken for right-of-way of the Motor line, and the

jury appointed to assess the damages, rendered a report

awarding him 115,700 for one piece, and $6,379 ^°'^ ^^^

other. He appealed from ths award, ani it is the appeal

which has been dropped.

Benj M. Weil, the real estate agent, has filed his answer

in the suit brought against him to recover for stock alleged

to have been purchased by him in the Ja:ob3 E'ectric com-

panies. He denies the principal allegations of New;on S.

Murphey, the plaintiff. Realleges that on April 27, 1S87,

he entered into a contract with Murphey and the late

Henry C. Jacobs, whereby they agreed to sell him 250

shares of the sto:k of the Jacobi Electric company for

$25,000, of which am>unt $t3.50D was to bs paid down,

and the balance in four installments. Of the sum of

$13,500 paid thsm, Murphey and Jacobs were to assign

$12 500 to the company. For the same consideration

Murphey and Jacobs were to transfer to Weil 250 shares

of stick in the Jacobs Electric Teoiparature Can-

trolling company, it being specified that if the paten's

were invalid, Murphey and Jacobs were to refund to Weil

the sum of $12,500 paid for his stock. Weil charges that

Murphey and Jacobs had entered into a conspiracy to defraud

him of his money by making false statements. It was rep-

resented that each of the companies was incorporated for

$100,000, and that the stock was fully paid up. It was

also averred that each company ojvned valuable patents;

that applications for other patents were certain to be

granted, and that the patents would bs fully equal to the

Johnson patents. Weil alleges that he relied on these

statements, and paid in upwards of $'1,500, besides spend-

ing in the management of the companies, time which was

easily worth $5,000. The stock, he avers, finally proved

woithless, and the appliances could not compete with the

Johnson patents. The device was thrown out wherever

it was put in. Mr. Weil asks for judgment for $12,000

against Murphey.

The floor of a Greenfield avenue electric car caught fire

from the motor a few days ago. The car was

stopped very suddenly at the corner of Third and Chest-

nut streets, and the passengers lost no time in getting out.

Aq alarm of fire was turned in, and part of the fire de-

partment, as well as the fire patrol and police patrol, has-

tened to respond. Before they arrived, however, the blaze

was extinguished with a few pails of water. The Lovel fire

attracted more than 2,000 people.

A report that some of the drivers on the Milwaukee

street railway would strike for shorter hours appears to be un-

founded. On the lines not equipped with electricity, it is

learned, the men are working about fourteen hours a day.

On the electric lines the men are working only eleven hours

a day, the time being shortened on account of the more

exacting duties and greater responsibility of running elec-

tric cars. The hours were formerly the same on all lines.

On the horse-car lines the men state that they understand

that their hours will be shortened to eleven hours a day,

and they are satisfied to allow the present arrangement to

remain in force until that time. If the change is not made

then, they say, they will indulge in a kick, but they have

no present intention of demanding or enforcing shorter

hours.

The Milwaukee I'owcr and Lighting company is in

trouble. On Monday George 1 1 iles^ holder of a mortgage of

$28,000 on the company's plant, applied to Judge Gilson,

of the Superior Court, for the appointment of a receiver.

I le alleged that the mortgage was past due ; that the com-

pany had not paid the taxes on its property, and that it

was insolvent. Dr. EarUs was president of the company,

and the other officers were John J . Kempf and 0.scar Alt-

peter. The company was organized three or four years

ago, and its plant, which is valued at something like

$100,000, is located on Commerce street. Mr. Alipeter

was disposed to criticize the course taken by Mr. Htles.

The first he knew of the proceedings, he said, was when

he read about them in the newspapers. The company had

been led to believe that Mr. Hiles would not crowd it, and

Hiles was scared bacauie Manager Wall, of the Badger

Illuminating company, would not buy his mortgage on

the plant, Mr. Altpeterdeclared that the company would pay

the loan and that Manager Wall would not get a chance to

bidon the plant. Mr. Hiles answered this statement by say-

ing that during the previous week Messrs. Earles, Kempf and

Altpeter signed an agreement that- they would accept the

foreman of the plant as receiver. He never promised, he

said, not to foreclose the mortgage. It is true, he said,

that he went to Mr. Wall, bat it was at the suggestion of

Mr. Kempf and Dr. Earles, and with their knowledge.

Mr. Wall, after conferring with Mr. Payne, said that they

would have nothing to do with the matter.

The minor stockholders in the Milwaukee Power and

Lighting company were in a high state of indignation on

Tuesday, and they held a meeting in tie evening- They
aver that tha company's affurs have been mismanaged.

The books, they say, are in such a shape that no definite

information can be secured from them, and the/ do not

know how matters stand. They claim to have discovered

that, while they had paid for their stock, the amounts they

hold ranging fro n $roo to $1,000, the principal stockhold-

ers have not put their full share of money into the business.

They are afraid that they will be frozen out entirely. It

certainly looks as thoagh the Badger company would gob-

ble the plant, and thas complete its monopoly. If any

money remains from the sale, after Hiles' claim is settled,

the large stockholders and the small oaes may indulge in a

fight for it. It is said by Dr Earles that half of the capi-

tal stock of $ r 50.000 has been paid in and that there is no

desire to freeziout the smallerstockholders. Thec-^mpany,

it seems, had been trying to float $40,000 of bonds in New
York, and was negotiating with the Western Electric com-

pany, of Chicago, when Hiles tDok his claim into court.

It is said that that company may buy the plant for the

stockholders. The company has been fioan^ially embar-

rassed for some time, and reports that a leceiver would be

appointed were current a day or two before the application

was filed. C.

Kansas City, Mo.
K.A,NSAS City, April 2 --Electrical engineers repre-

seniingthe Thomson Houston Electric company have been

in the city for the last three weeks looking over the Kan-

sas City & Independence Rapid Transit company's line

and making estimates preparatory to changing the motive

power from steam to electricity. They n pjit the plan as

being most feasib'e, and the company has decided to

adopt the system, which will insure rapid transit in fac^,

and give the people of the two cities the best service po:-

sible. The cost of the proposed change will be about

$250000. The plan mapped out by the Rapid Transit

company is an elaborate one, and when carried out will

make a most comp'ete system for suburban traffic. As
soon as the electric system can be introduced, the present

dummy engines will be taken off the line except for the

handling of freight and for heavy excursion business to

Washington Park. Electric cars will be run every ten

minutes, and when the excursion business is at its height

a five-minute servicewill ba provided. It is propDsed to

make connections with the Twelfth and Ninth street cable

lines, and the trailers on the cable lines will be transferred

to the electric cars. This will make a continuous line

from the stock yards and the Union depot to Independ-

ence, fifteen miles distant, and, with the aid of one trans-

fer, from Kansas City, Kan., and Argentine to Independ-

ence. The electric plant for operating the system will be

located at Washington Park, about midway on the line.

The motors on each car will be of 50 horse power capac-

ity, 25 horse power on each truck. As soon as the busi-

ness of the system requires it an extra track will be laid

for the handling of freight, and the dummy engines will be

taken off the electric tracks entirely. The electric plant

will also furnish light for Washington Park, and the entire

roidATay will be lighted by electricity during the summer
excursion months. The company ts also about to secure

additional terminal facilities at Independence.

The Inlcr-state Consolidated Kipid Transit company's

system—the elevated road—Jncludlnd^ a short cable line

in this cily, is to b;chnged to aacic:tric line, thoroughly

repaired and newly equipped. The estimated expense will

bs $500,000. Messrs. Jari^is and Conklln of the Jarvis-

Conklin M >rigagc A: Trust company arc closely identified

with the new organization. K. K. Conklin has been in the

East, together with Robert Gillham, engineer, and Judge
Hoag. secretary of the old company, and at a meeting held

at New York the change was decided upon and Ihc busi-

ness of the road put into such shape that actual work *:an

be begun at once, even though tht formality of taking the

road out of tie hands of the receiver and placing it in the

possession of the new organization be subjrct to necessary

court delays. The new company isnotacluilly organized as

yet, but Messrs. Jarvis and Conklin will pjsh the work at

once. The plans for effecting the transformation of the

road into a modern electric line have already been pre-

pared and accepted. The contract for the electrical equip-

ment will be let soon and actual work will be begun prompt-

ly The operation of the road, it is said, will not be stopped

for an hour by the change. The sysem nov includes the

cable line in this city on Eighth street, from Delaware to

the depot, a half mile, the main dummy line, elevated and

surface road, to Chelsea Park; the branch to Edgerton

Place, the old cable road to Riverview. now operated by

steam, and the electric line from Riverview to Armour-
dale, all in Kansas City, Kan. Messrs. Jarvis and Conk-

lin are no no/ices in the electrical railway business. They
built the system in Augusta, Ga , and later the one in

Ogden, Utah.

The E'ectrical Construction company of Chicago is

seeking a franchise in Kansas City, Kan
, for the purpose

of building and operating an eleciric light plant for fur-

nishing electric light and motive power.

The Topeki Rapid Transit Railroad company has be:n

purchased by Topeka capitalists from the Metropolitan

Trust company for $250, ooo. It owns the entire electric

street railway system of Topeka and suburbs, consisting of

sixteen miles of track.

CarrolltOQ, Mo., will soon have an electric street car

line, a franchise having been granted for one, work to

begin in thirty days.

The Leavenworth Electric Rail way company has been

incorporated. It will build and o^jerate fifteen miles of

electric rail vay at a cost of $335 003. The road will be a

counerpart of the Burlington, la , system, owned by the

stockholders of the same company. P.

Detroit, Mich.

Dd:rROir, April 2 — Alth^a^h the lo=al railway com-

pany and th2 city orfl:ials have been writing a good deal

abjut rapid transit aid the daily papers have baea urging

imiiidiate s'eps for the relief of residents in outlying dis-

tricts especially, absD'utely nathiag has been done in the

ma'ter, and the problem is aS far from solution as ever.

Th^re have b;en many plans propjs^d, but it is generally

beliived that if the city ever gets rapid transit it will be

through electric roads. A. S. Littlefield of Chicago is quo-

ted as saying that the street car lines in this city are not laid

outright for cable systems, as the lines do not come together

until they get near the termini of all the lines, and that

consequently "trailers" could not be used. He says that

the electric system is the only one that is feasible in De-

troit.

The surveying of the electric street car line from Di-

tro'.t to S^uLh Detroit, which is Just south of Wyandotte,

and about twelve miles from Detroit, has been completed,

and the track, it is expected, will be laid by the first of

June.

A fine electric light plant has recently been put in oper

ation at the Normandie Hotel, this city, consisting of two

separate engines and dynamos. The dynamos were fur-

nished by the Fisher Electrical company, Detroit, and the

engines by Fairbanks, Morse & Co. of Chicago. Both

machines have an aggregate capacity of 600 lights. One is

run at night and the other during the day.

It has been stated in local papers that the Detroit Electric

Light & Power company had decided to issue bonds for

$350,000, which were to be guaranteed by the Fort Wayne
Electic company. This statement is contradicted by the

attorney for the Detroit company, who says that no action

was taken on the proposition to issue bonds, and that the

only deal the company has had with the Fort Wayne com-

pany is the settlement of certain lawsuits which grew out

of the use of electric towers for lighting Detroit.

Negotiations are pending between the city of Marshall,

Mich., and the Perrin estate for the purchase of a large
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water power, which is to be utilized for operating a pro-

posed electric plant.

A patient at one of the hospitals in this city is to have

the interior of his stomach illuminated by an incandescent

electric light for the purpose of discovering, if possible, the

cause of an obstruction of the gullet, which prevents any

food from entering the stomach. The patient has been

kept alive for several weeks by introducing food by a tube

through an opening made in the stomach. G.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Indianapolis, April 2.—An official of the Cincinnati,

Hamilton & Dayton railroad recently said that

every first-class railroad in the country would soon be

equipped with electric headlights on both passenger and

freight engines, and train men say that they are becoming

almost a necessity. An old engineer says that they are the

best preventives of accidents within his knowledge. Rail-

road men are giving them more attention than formerly.

The National Electric Headlight company of this city has

seventy of these lights on nine different roads, viz.:

Chicago & Eastern Illinois, Vandalia, Cincinnati. Hamil-

ton & Dayton, Indianapolis, Decatur & Western, Colum-

bus & Hocking Valley, Milwaukee, Lake Shore & North-

ern, i^tueen &: Crescent, Chesapeake & Ohio, and New
Monon. Recently the company received an order from

the Philadelphia & Reading for Tghts to be put on the

engines hauling the "Royal Blue," said to be the fastest

train in America.

Thomas Dillon, superintendent of the Brush Light &
Power company, his invented a device to be applied to

mast arms by which lamps may be cut out of circuit by

lowering the arm. The company intends equipping all

poles for the city lighting contract with the new cut-cut.

The Brush conpany is pushing the work of putting in

underground conduits, inside the old plat of the city,

as called for by city ordinance.

President Frenzal, of the Citizens' S:reet Railway com-

pany, is reported to have said that the company would not

extend the electric lines in this city. It has been generally

understood that two or three of the more important lines

would be converted into electric lines this spring. M.

PERSONAL.
Treasurer J S. Cridsr of the Washington Carbon com-

pany, Pittsburg, spent several days in Cbicago last week.

C. M. Giddings, president and general manager of the

Sioux City Engine Works, spent several days in Chicago

last week.

H. L. Lufkin of the C. & G. Motor company left Chi-

cago for New York on Thursday of last week after having

visited Denver and several other western cities.

President C. J. Ives of the Burlington, Cedar Rapids &
Northern Railway company, of Cedar Rapid?, la.,

registered at the Grand Pacific Hotel, Chicago, on Friday

of last weVk.

George Edensor Dorman, a familiar perscnality at the

Chicigo Electric club, has written a letter to ihe Electrical

A'^m>7i' of London, on " Transmission frcm Niagara to

Chicago at One Million Volts
"

Charles P Gilbert, secretary and manager of the Edison

Illuminating company of Detroit, is making an extended

tour in the Rocky Mountains and Pacific coast region. He
is making the trip for health and recreation, and expects

to return about June ist.

George P Low of San Francisco has been elected

president of the Calilornia Electrical society and also an
honorary member of the Fire Underwriters' Association

of the Pacific. Mr. Low is the author of the admirable

series of papers on electrical fire hazards read before the

latter organization and recently published in the Western
Electrician.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
New O naha Thomson-Houston Electric Light company,

Omaha, Neb.; capital stock, $1,100,000.

Citizens' Lighting company, Hempstead, N. Y.; capital

stock, $25,000; to manufacture and use electricity for light,

heat and power.

Hinton Electric Light & Power company, Hinton,

W. Va. ; capital stock, ^50,000; to furnish light and power;
Thompson & Lively, Hinton, W. Va.

Canton Electrical company. Canton, Mo. ; capital stock,

$4,500; to furnish electric light, heat and power to the

citizens of Canton; H. C. Chinn, Canton, Mo.

Lewistown S: Reedsville Electric Railway company,
Lewistown, Pa., capital stock, $25,000; to operate an elec-

tric railway in Lewistown; W. W. Trout, Lewistown, Pa.

Crafton Light &; Power company, capital stock, $10-,

000; to supply light, heat and power by means of elec-

tricity; Wm. M. Galbraith, 414 Grant street, Pittsburg,

Pa.

Bryan Heights Railway. Bryan, Tex.; capital stock,

$25,000; a suburban railway from a point on the west side

of Brazos river opposite city of Velasco to Bryan Heights,
on S. F. Austin survey, etc., in Brazoria county, and from

Bryan Heights to the beach on the Gulf of Mexico, and
from said beach to Quintana, to run with either horse,

steam or electric power; Bryan & Robbins, Velasco, Tex.

lona Manufacturing company, Portland, Me.; capital

stock, $15,000; to manufacture and deal in electric gongs,

bells, batteries, etc.; Drummond & Drummond, Portland,

Me.

Syracuse Storage Battery company; Syracuse, K. Y.;

capital stock, $300,000; to manufacture and sell secondary

or storage batteries; to furnish motive power and electric

lighting.

Storm Lake Electric Light & Power company. Storm
Lake, la ; capital stock, $35,000; to build and operate

an electric light and power plant; E. E. Mack, Storm
Lake, la.

Hope Electric Appliance company, Portland, Me ; capi

tal stock, $300,000; to manufacture and deal in all kinds
of electrical machinery and apparatus; H. R. Virgin,

Portland, Me.

Coatsville Electric Light, Heat & Power company,
Coatsville, Pa. ; capital stock, $25,000; to supply light,

heat and power by means of electricity; M. W, Pownall,

Coatsville, Pa.

Electric Light & Water company, Hillsboro, Ore.; cap-

ital stock, $40,000; to construct and operate an electric

light and waterworks plant at Hillsboro; H. V. Gales,

Hillsboro, Ore.

Foreign Storelectro company (incorporated in W. Va.),

Cleveland, O ; capital stock, $1,500,000; manufacturing
and selling electrical instruments; Sherman, Hoyt & Diis-

tin, Cleveland, O.

SDUth Slda Passengar Riilwiy compiny, WiUiarasport,
Pa. ; capital stock, $[5,000; operating an electric railway

in the city of Williamsport, Pa. ; H. C. & S. T. McCormick,
Williamsport, Pa.

Delafield Construction company. Jersey City, N. J.;
capital stock, $ico,ooo; to construct, build and tquip rail-

ways and electric light works; F. G. Dow, 192 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.

Buffalo, North Main Street tS: Tonawanda Electric

Railroad company, Buffalo, N. Y.; capital stcck, $60,000;
street surface railroad from Buffalo to the village of Tona-
wanda, about six mi"es.

Johnson's Cieek Electric Light & Water Power ccm-
pany, Johnson's Greek, Wis ; capital stock. $2,000;
to acquire franchises proper for such business; Kirkland
& Grime, Jefferson, Wis.

Kenosha Electric Street Railway company, Kencsha,
Wis ; capiial stock, $100,000; to build and operate a

street railwav in Kenosha and to furnish light, etc.; Cava-
naugh & Fisher, Kenosha, Wis.

White Fish Bay Water, Light & Power company. Mil-
waukee, Wis.; capital stock, $50,000; real estate, building

and operating gas works, electric plants, street railways,

etc ; C. R. Gether, Milwaukee, Wis.

Vallamont Passenger Railway company. Wi'liam=iport.

Pa. ; capital stock. $10,000; operating an electric railway
in Loyalsock Township, Lycoming County, Pa ; H. C &
S. T. McCormick, Wiliiamspoit, Pa.

York Manufacturing company, Portland, Me ; capital

stock, $500,000; to manufacture and deal in electric lamps
of all kinds and apparatus and appliances for the use of

electricity; Clareoce Hale, Poniard Me.

Portland West Side Railway company, Portland. Ore.;

capital stock. $600,000; the construction and operation of

railways and tramways 10 be operated by steam, electricity

or otherwise; T. A. Wood, Portland, Ore.

0"Neil Crossing Alarm company, Chicago, 111, capital

stcck, $500,000; to manufacture, buy and sell railway

crossing alarms and electric railway appliances; Frark
Higley, 23 Blackstone building, Chicago, III.

American Magnetic Boiler Cleaning company (in-

corporated in West Virginia), Pittsburg. Pa.; capital stcck,

$150,000; manufacturing electro-magnetic boiler cleaners;

D. W. C. Carroll, 94 Fourth avenue, Pittsburg, Pa.

Waddell-Entz company (incorporated in West Virginia),

Bridgeport, Conn ; capital block, $5 000, oco; manufactur-
ing and selling electrical batteries, dynamos, motors, in-

sulated wire, etc.; Antonio Knauth. 229 Broadway, New
York, N. Y.

Wheeling li Belmont Railway company, Martin's Ferry,

O.; capital stock, $100,000; constructing and operating
street railroads, to be operated by steam, horse, cable,

electric or other motive power, etc.; John S, Cochran,
Martin's Ferry, O.

Felt Electric L'ght & Power company (incorporated

in W. Va.), New York, N. V.; capital stock, $5,000,000;
manufacturing and selling secondary batteries, primary
batteries, dynamos, motors, etc Noel B. Armory, 25S
West Twenty-ninth street. New York, N. Y.

Palestine Water & Power company, Palestine, Tex.;
capital stock, $100,000; supplying water, manufactur-
ing electricity and furnishing same foi heat, light and
power; manufacturing gas and furnishing same for light,

heat and power to the city of Palestine and its citizens, etc
;

J. W. Ozment, Palestine, Tex.

arc electric light plant for the city of Worcester, England,
for the purpose of lighting the city. There were upwards
of ten competitors-

It is possible that the city of Athens, Ga., may purchase
and operate the plant of the Athens Gas Light &: Electric

company.

Mayor G. N. Guthrie of Gallatin, Tenn,, is receiving

propositions for the lighting of the town either by gas or

electricity.

Of $iSo,ooo recently appropriated for electric lights in

Chicago, the West Side will get $90,000, the South Side
$50,000 and the North Side $40,000.

The App'eton, Wis-, city council has authorized the in-

stallation of a municipal plant for street lighting, compris-
ing 100 arc lights, steam power and other appar-
atus.

The Monongahela, Pa., Electric Light compiny threat-

ens to close its works if the city will not give it a contract

to light the streets. The old gas company lights the city

at present.

An electric light company has been formed, and con-
tracts signed for the completion of the plant within sixty

days, for the lighting of Fremont, Colo., and the town of

Moreland on the east.

The trustees of Grant's Pass, Ore., have contracted
with the Water, Light and Power company of that place for

eight 2,000 candle power arc lights, at $800 per year.

The lights to be burned until midnight.

At a recent election of the Indianapolis Brush Electric

Light &: Power company John Caven of Indianapolis

was elected president; J Potter of Cleveland, treasurer

and S. M. Hamillof Cleveland, secretary.

The United Electric Light company of Springfield,

Mass., has decided to meter its entire service. Meters
have been put in in most cases, where the light has been
introduced during the last year, so that more than 100 of

the company's 350 customers, using 7,000 lights are al-

ready equipped.

Stockholders in the Uait-:d States Electric Power &:

Light company of Baltimore have asked for a receiver for

the company. The charge is made that the Bruih com-
pany has secured control and tbat at the last election, of

the eight directors elected seven together own only twenty
shares of srock, and are nearly all officers in the Brush
company.

The electric light compinies of Seattle have consol-

idated with a capital of $r,000. 000. Henry Villard was a
large stockholder in one of the companies which merged,
but had sold out. A debt of $500,000 has been incurred

by the new company to the Niw York Gjaranty & Indem-
nity company to settle all back debts of the participating

companies.

The Vincennes Electric Light & Power company of Vin-
cennes, Ind., has addtd to its plant one 1.300 Brush alter-

nator, one Armington & Sims double dis^k engine, two
No. 4 Blake pumps, boiler, heater, separators, etc. The
newly elected officers of the company are Chas. Bierhans,

president; H. W, Frund, secr-itary and manager, H. A.
Foulks, treasurer.

The Brush Electric company of Cleveland has disposed
of a controlling interest in the stock of the Brush Elec-

tric Lighting company of Lafajetle, Ind.. to local cap-
italist?. The old officers resigned, and the following

named new ones were elected: S. M. Hamill, Cleveland,

president; William Wallace, Lafayette, Ind. , vice presi-

dent; John O. Morgan, Lafayette, iecretaiyand treasurer;

R H. McMullen, Lafayette, manager. The station will

be enlarged, new apparaius purchased and the electric

lighting of Lafayette materially increased. A new five

years' contract with the city, at an advance of $^5 per

year over the old contract was recently executed.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
It is reported that the town of Cuthbert, Ga., will erect

its own electric lighting plant.

The Brush Electric Engineering company of London,
England, has just secured a contract for furnishing a large

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Electric postal cars are proposed in Rochester for use

on the street railway system.

The Asheville, N. C , Street Railway company will erect

a power station at a cost of $100,000.

The Waterviile <t Fairfield, Me , Street Railway com-
pany has closed a contract with the Westinghouse com-
pany for six car equipments, each to have the gearless

motor, and two 150 horse power generators.

The Norwich. Conn., Street Railway company has or-

dered 700 poles and 6,000 ties for the building of elec-

tric road. The managers hope to have the trolley sys-

tem in operation on the main line by the ist of May.

The Westinghouse company has made a contract with

a western syndicate to furnish 210 motors and six 250
horse power generators for street railways in Evansville

and Fort Wayne, Ind., and Lincoln, Neb. The contract

will, it is said, amount to $2(8,000.

An application has been made for the appointment of a

receiver for the Allen and Swiney line at Dubuque, Iowa.
The application is made in the interest of the St. Louis
Car company and others. The company is bonded for

$250,000, stocked for $300,000, and had a floating debt
of $140,000.

The Benton &: Bellefontaine Railroad company of St.

Louis has entered into a contract %vith the Municipal Elec-

tric Light & Power company to supply it with electricity

from April ist until its power station is completed. The
new power house will be one of the finest electric street

railway stations in the United States. Work on it is being
pushed as rapidly as possible, but it is hardly probable

that it can be finished before May ist. The St. Louis Car
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company has completed twenty-seven of the thirty new
cars for the road, and nearly everything is in readiness to

begin operating witli electricity.

The Short Kleclric Railway company has closed a con-

tract with Krancis li. Cook of Spokane. Wash., for re-

modeling his slcam motor line into an electric railway

equipped with gcarless motors. Many railroad managers

in the Northwest have been anxious to see the Short sys-

tem in operation. Chas. II. Haker & Co. secured the

contract for the Short company.

During the heavy snowstorms which prevailed in Massa-

chusetts in the early part of March the Worcester, Spen-

cer & Leicester Electric Railway company operaled its

eight electric cars over 14 miles of road without a delay

exceeding ten minutes on any of the car trips. Kour elec-

tric snow plows were kept -n constant operation during

the fall of snow.

Owing to an open switch two electric cars of the West

End Street railway of Boston came into collision on Beacon

street in Brookline on March 18th. Joseph I'arkhurst.

motorman. had his hip broken, and every one in the car

was more or less shaken up. A lady, whose name could

not be learned, was thought to be hurt internally, and was

taken home in a carriage. The front platforms of the cars

were torn completely off, and several windows in each of

them were broken.

The Northwest Thomson Houston Electric com-

pany has secured from the Duluth Street Railroad com-

pany a contract for 21 complete car equipments, consist-

ing of two single reduction motors of 15 horse power each.

The same company has the contract for the installation of

two multipolar generators equivalent to 335 horse power

each for the new power house of the Duluth street rail-

road. Power is supplied by a triple expansion i,oqo horse

power engine, built by the E. P. Allis Co. of Milwaukee.

The surveyors who are laying out the route for the

widely advertised "air line electric railroad" between Chi-

cago and St. Louis are near Fairbury, III. A correspond-

ent at that point writes that the party is progressing at

the rate of about six miles a day, and will reach Chicago

about April 15th. "The residents are greatly worked up

over the prospects of a new railroad," he writes, "but

many are skeptical and question the honesty of purpose of

the incorporators, who, on the other hand, claim to con-

trol a patent on a high speed electric motor capable of

making one hundred miles an hour, from which they ex-

pect to make enormous amounts of money after they have

demonstrated the practicablility of the invention, which

they claim will revolutionize railroading. They claim that

the road will be in operation for the Woild's Fair."

Street railway managers will be interested in a novel

case reported from Baltimore, involving the question of

what is a reasonable sura to present a conductor in pay-

ment of a five cent fare. The action in question was

brought by Benj. Barker, Jr , to recover damages for be-

ing ejected from one of the cars of the Central Park,

North & East River Railroad company. Mr. Barker,

who is a young lawyer, boarded one of the cars of the

company. He had but a nickel and a five dollar bill in

his pocket. He paid his fare with the nickel and then

found that he should have taken a car in the opposite di-

rection. He got off the car, took the other car, and ten-

dered the five dollar bill, remarking that it was all he had.

The conductor replied that he was not supposed to give

change for more than two dollars, and told Mr. Barker

that he must get off. Mr. Barker remonstiated, but in

vain, and was finally ejected from the car, but without

any force. When the case for the plaintiff was concluded

a motion to dismiss the complaint was made upon the

ground that the company was not bound to make any

change at all; that it made change only to accommodate

the public; that it was not in any event bound to change

more than a two-dollar bill, and that a five-dollar bill was

an unreasonable tender for a five cent fare. The motion

was granted, the court saying that he was in doubt as to

whether he should submit to the jury the question as to

what was a legal tender, but he held that a five-dollar bill

was an unreasonable sum to tender for a five-cent fare.

He would not say whether a street car company was

obliged to accept anything but the actual fare. The case

will be appealed in order that the question may be passed

upon in the highest court.

is familiarly known as the old Taylor mine. Electricity is

now used in the .St Lawrence and Del Marcic mines."

TELEPHONE,

ELECTRIC MINING.
The Electrical Engineering company of San Francisco

is installing for the Taylor mine, in El Dorado county, an

electric plantconsisting of 120 lights, two 10 horse power

electric pumps, two electric power rock drills and the

necessary generators.

When the improvements that are being made at the Earl

of Durham's collieries are completed, thisplant will contain

one of the most complete electric mining installations in

England. The operations will consist of electric haulage,

winding, pumping, lighting, signaling, telephoning, etc.

The electrical equipment for the Alta Mining company's

concentrator at Corbin, Jefferson county. Montana, will

soon be in operation. The plant is sufficiently powerful

to operate the railroad between the mine and the concentra-

tor, and electricity will be used in a short time for

power on the road.

Under the heading "Electricity Progresses," a mining

exchange notes that "arrangements are being perfected to

light and run the Idlewild mine, located two and one-half

miles from Greenwood, El Dorado county, California, by

electricity. Three dynamos and the necessary machinery

have arrived. The drills and all machinery will be opera-

ted by electricity. It is claimed that the ore can be

milled at the low cost of forty cents per ton. This mine

Long-distance telephone lines to connect Centralia with
Portland and Olympia, Ore., arc projected.

It is said that the largest telephone switchboard in the

world is that in the exchange in Berlin, with 7,000 wires.

One of the most prominent exhibits of telephone ap-

paratus at the Crystal Palace exhibition in London is

made by the Western Electric company of Chicago.

The Wisconsin Telephone company, Appleton, Wis., is

rebuilding the entire line and making a very creditable

piece of work of it, using sixty foot cedar poles and copper
wire throughout.

The Pike's Peak telephone line recently described in this

paper is said be eclipsed in altitude by a line that crosses

the Andes on the Trans-Andean railroad at an elevation

of about 16,500 feet above sea level.

Recently the British postmaster-general announced in

the House of Common that the government would promote
a measure placing the telephone trunk lines in the hands
of the poitofiice department, which would use the present

telephone systems in alliance with the trunk lines.

The Pineville. Ky., Telephone company has been or-

ganized and will establish a telephone connection between
Pinevil/e and Middlesborough. Andrew Johnson is presi*

dent; M. J. Mo=s, secretary, and J. W. Johnson, man-
ager of the Company.

The span over the River Dart, connecting Dartmouth
with the trunk lines between Torquay and Plymouth, is

2,400 feet long and is said to be the longest span of tele-

phone wires in England. The wires, of silicon bronze,

are seventeen in number.

An ordinance has been introduced in the Chicago com-
mon council granting to the Chicago Twin Wire Tele-

phone company, a corporation said to have no legal corpo-

rate existence as yet, a twenty-five year franchise to main-
tain and operate a telephone service under the D'Unger
system.

In order to assist the fishing in the Ostland district of

Norway, which is at present isolated, it is proposed to erect

a state telephone between Popperbavuen and Skjarhalden,
with some intermediate stations. It is of great importance
to the fishing industry that frequent and reliable reports

can be published as to the results of the fishing with the
view of assisting sales.

A curious commentary on state telephone supervision is

given in the following despatch from Vienna: Employesof
the telephone company here have informed the Minister of

Commerce that the director of telephones has been in the

habit of instructing subordinates to call him to enable
him to listen whenever the Emperor is talking to the min-
isters, to councilors, or to any prominent financiers. Pend-
ing an inquiry, a government official takes the place of the

director.

An interesting and amusing instance of the efficacy of

the London-Paris telephone which, if true, is worth re-

cording, is reported in the English papers. The Salvation

Army band, according to the story, was marching from the

Royal Exchange playing the "Marseillaise," when some one
in the telephone room threw open the windows and doors

and the attendant at the Paris end was asked if he could
hear anything. The response was immediate: "Yes, I

can hear a band playing the 'Marseillaise.'
"

MISCELLANEOUS.
The annual catalogue of the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology oi Boston for 1891-92 is out.

The name of the periodical heretofore known as the

Electric Railway Advertiser has been changed to Electric-

ity and Railroading.

As the result of a severe storm that visited Omaha on
March 26th, telegraphic and telephonic communication was
interrupted for several hours.

Electrolysis, it seems, is now used by swindlers in Cal-

ifornia to "sweat" double eagles. Several coins thus treated

have lately been received at the sub treasury in New
York.

The anarchist agitation in Paris has brought to light the

fact that some of the bombs used were supplied with elec-

tric batteries attached to clock work, so arranged as to

explode the dynamite at a given time.

C. E. Doolittle, of the Roaring Fork Electric Light iS:

Power company, has perfected a water wheel governor that

is claimed to give almost perfect regulation, much better,

in fact, than can be obtained by having a man constantly

at the wheel.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Thom-
son-Houston Electric company will be held on April ir,

1S92, at I 15 P. M., at 93 Main street, Middletown.
Conn. The transfer books are closed from April 2d to

April nth, both days inclusive.

It is interesting to note that all of the holes in the eigh-

teen inch armor ot the great English battleship Ramillies,

just launched, were drilled by electric power. The holes

are five and one-half inches in diameter, and the work was
done with specially devised machinery, the perforation of

the hole in the plate and in the teak backing being one
operation.

In an address on electricity in railroad service, delivered

recently before the Verein fur Eisenbahnkunde, at Berlin,

Mr. Bork directed special attention to the adaptability of

electric motors to the operation of turntables and transfer

tables generally, and to their extending use for thai work.
Rapidity and certainty of action and low cost of operation
arc among the principal advantages claimed for th«
method.

A bill has beem introduced in ihc Ohio legislature at

Columbus requiring all electric wires carrying a current
of sufTicient force todc-troy human life 10 be put under
ground. It provides for a penalty of $100 to be paid into

the state treasury, and f 10 additional for each day (he
wires rem lin above ground after notice has been served.
A similar bill was introduced two years ago, but was
smothered in committee.

Apropos of the claims of the charlatans who exploit
"electric" belts, rings and similar traps for the unwary, an
Indian correspondent of the Electrical Review of London
writes to describe an "electric penholder." which is said to
be manufactured in England. The penis said to have a
battery set at the point where the writer holds it, and by
the use of this a ' candidate for examination becomes
undaunted." "It sharpensthe memory, prevents the shiver-

ing of the hand and enables him to write quickly." It also
has the marvelous effect of curing short-sightedness.

A course of six lectures on physics will be given at the
Hull House, 335 South Halsted street, Chicago, during
the spring. The importance of physics in electrical engi-

neering is acknowledged, and it is hoptd that those engaged
in electrical work will give this course their hearty support.
At the start the subject will be treated in an elementary
manner, with a view of a more comprehensive course in

the fall. There will be six lectures in all. The schedule
isasfol'ows: April uth, S r. m .Introductory Remarks
on Physics and the Determination of Units—an Explana-
tion of the Metric System; Apiil igth, The Laws of
Motion; April 2bth. The Forces of Nature; May 3d,
Energy; May loth. Heat; May 17th, Sound.

TRADE NEWS.
The Premier Eiectric company of Brooklyn, is now

furnishing a set of castings of a battery motor, complete,
ready to be put together and wound by students and ama-
teurs.

The increasing demand for East India mica is shown by
the large number of orders received during the past
month from different parts of the country by A. O.
Schoonmaker of New York.

The New York Insulated Wire company. New York,
reports business booming. The largest order from its

western agents during the past week was one for 200,000
feet of wire, from San Francisco.

The Chicago office of the Detroit Electrical Works
owing to an increase of business, after the isthinst., will be
moved from its present quarters to larger ones in the
Monadnock building, suite 917 and 91S.

The Indurated Fibre Pipe company, New York, have
just moved fiom its old oflice in the Central building, and
will now be found in a suite of offices in Aldrich court,

45 Broadway, where there is more room for transacting

its increasing business.

The Mosher Arc Lamp company, Chicago, has recently
received an inquiry from San Salvador as to the
price of 500 Mosher arc lamps. The Mosher advertise-

ment was seen in the Western Electrici.\n, and the
company has had inquiries from the same advertisement
from France, Russia, China and Australia. Another
sale was recently effected at Canton. China, and the

lamps have been put in operation.

The Central Electric company, Chicago, is sending out a
very handsome circular in reference to tested fuse wire and
terminal fuses. The circular contains an article on fuse
wire that was read before the Chicago Electric club
Dec. 7, iSgi, by Elmer A. Sperry, and which gives
some valuable information on this most important subject.

The company is also preparing a house goods cata-

logue, which, it is expected, will be ready in April. The
catalogue will be replete with cuts and descriptive matter
of the latest designs in this department.

The Stilwell & Bierce Manufacturing company, Dayton,
O., has just issued a pamphlet containing a report of the
litigation between that company and S. N. Brown & Co..

of Dayton, for alleged infringement of a patent controlled

by the Stilwell & Bierce company. The defendant had
been using a Hoppes live steam feed water purifier.

The result of the litigation is a victory for the Stilwell iSc

Bierce company. The Stilwell patent is broadly sustained,

and the Hoppes purifier pronounced an infringement. A
decree for an injunction, accounting and costs was grant-
ed by Judge Sage of the Southern District of Ohio.

F. P. Little & Co , Buffalo, N. Y., have just closed a
contract with the Terminal Railroad company of Buffalo

for installing a plant consisting of one 500 light Thomson-
Houston dynamo, one 3S horse power engine of the John T.
Noye Manufacturing company's make, 24 2,ococandJe power
Mosher arc lamps, and 125 16 candle power incandescent
lamps. The same firm has lately closed a contract for wiring
the Columbia Bank building of Buffalo for incandescent
lights, and is wiring the city elevator for 300 incandescent
lights and five arc lights, with engine, dynamo, etc.; the Bell

Te'ephone company's building for 150 lights; and is re-

wiring Weyand's brewery for 225 lights.

The Electric Heat Alarm company, Boston, has recently

issued a very neat little pamphlet describing the various
uses to which its automatic electric heat alarm is appH-
cable. One of the most important applications is to the

bearings of shafting in steamships and central power
stations. The alarm is placed upon the bearings and con-
nected by wire to an annunciator having a large alarm
bell, each bearing being numbered and having a corres-

ponding number on the annunciator. As soon as a bear-
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ing becomes heaced to ibe degree for which the alarm is

set, the mercury expands and closes the circuit, nnging

the alarm bell and indicating on the annunciator the par-

ticular bearing requiring attention.

Queen & Co., Philadelphia, are just placing on the mar-

ket a new portable tachometer which has peculiar advan-

tages that render it of great value for instantly determin-

ing the speed of rotating shafts Three spindles are geared

to the rotating parts inside of the case, each one of them
having a separate scale on the dial, so that the indications

are direct reading ihroughcut. A detachable poiLt, wiih

slightly flexible end to fit any of the spindles is supplied,

the flexibility of which acts as a safeguard. If the deiach-

able point was made perfectly rigid there wculd be danger

of breakage when not applied exactly at right angles to the

shaft. A scale to correspond with each spindle is gradu-

ated on the dial, and the ranges covered are 40 to 200, 120

to 600 and 600 to 3,000, which give a maximum capacity

of 40 to 3,000 turns per minute. A conveniently shaped

handle is attached to the body of the instrument so that it

can easily be held in the hand. The apparatus presents

a handsome appearance, the different parts being nickel-

plated.

Through General Manager H. A. Royce of the Thomson
Electric Welding company, Boston, it is learned that a patent

has been issued to his company for a process of working
metals by means of the electric arc, and that this patent

gives the company complete control of the only practical

method of utilizirg the intense beat of an electric arc for

general metal working purposes The process referred lo is

the invention of Auguste de Heritons of Paris, and the

United States patent oftice has definitely decided in his

favor after prolonged interference proceedings with the

claims of de Bernados and Otszowski. The arc process is

applicable to the longitudinal joining of large tubes, the

making of large pipe fittings, the filling of blow holes in

castings and a great variety of similar work which it has

not been possible to accomplish by the Thomson method,

and its control will give the Welding company an entirely

new field, which is likely to be remunerative. The appli-

cation of this method to commercial work has already been

demonstrated abroad by Lloyd & Lloyd, Birmingham.
The Thomson Welding company will immediately pro-

ceed to place machines for this work on the market.

BUSINESS.
T. S. Crider of the Washington Carbon company, Pitts-

burg, when in Chicago last week, sold to the Central

Electric company a carload of carbDus. Mr. Crider spent

tea days in the West, and reports the outlook for business

as most flattering.

F. J. Cram, general agent for the Electric Engineering

& Supply company, with headquarters in St. Paul, spent

several days last week at his company's office, the Rook-
ery, Chicago. Mr. Cram reports the outlook for business

throughout the entire Northwest for the coming season as

most promising.

The Sioux City Engine Works have recently sold to the

U. S. Electric Light company at Dubuque, la., a Sioux
City standard Corliss 'engine, 22.X4S, 400 horse power.

This engine is to be used to provide power for an exten-

sion of the plant, necessitated by a contract just closed

for lighting the streets of the city with arc lights. The
engine is Jo be put in place at once.

The Chicago Electric Motor company has received re-

cently a number of large armatures, to be repaired, from
one of the leading street railway lines in the West. This
company has unexcelled facilities for handling this class

of work in the way of heavy machinery and first class

workmen, so that in every case satisfaction can be guaran-

teed. A large amount of general repair work is also be-

ing received by this company, making it necessary to add
a number of men to the pa-yroll during the month. Ex-
cellent prospects for a busy season are reported as being
assured.

W. W. Nugent, for many years with the Hoffman &
Billings company, Milwaukee, has recently opened an
office in the Home Insurance building, Chicago, and has
secured the following agencies: Goubert Manufacturing
company, 32 Cortlandt street, New York, feed water
heaters; Kelly Bros., Goshen, Ind., grate bars; the Nord-
berg Manufacturing company of Milwaukee, Claus-
sen friction clutch; and Perry & Demeritt Montpelier,
Vt., the "L. P. & D." power transmitter. Mr. Nugent is

an engineer of experience and is beside a business man of

unquestionable standing.

In the Western Electrician of February 13th an
illustrated article appeared giving H. N. Bates ilic Co. of
Boston credit for bringing out a new system for driving
dynamos, the "L. P. &D." The information was obtained
from a catalogue issued by Bates &: Co., who are acting as
agents for this apparatus in Boston and vicinity, the in-

ventors and manufacturers being Perry & Demeritt of
Montpelier, Vt. This company has recently appointed
W. W. Nugent, room S23, Home Insurance building,

Chicago, its western agent. Mr. Nugent has had charge
of the engine department for the Hoffman &; Billings

company, I^Iilwaukee, until a recent date, and is well and
favorably known to the trade.

The Vincennes, Ind., Electric Light & Power com-
pany is making arrangements to put in a 1200-light
alternating incandescent machine for commercial and do-
mestic ser\'ice. Bids for enlarging and remodeling the
power plant were solicited from all the principal steam
engineering contracting firms in the country, and a num-
ber of ver)' elaborate plans and specifications were submit-
ted. After long and careful consideration of the twenty
proposals handed in, that of the Pond Engineering com-
pany, St. Louis, was accepted, although the price asked

was among the highest. The electric lighting company
will require one no horse power Armington i: Sims en-
gine, a 66x16 flange steel boiler with rocking grates, and
a Pond improved furnace: a 200 horse power Hoppes feed
water heater, and two No. 4 Blake boiler feed pumps.
The Pond company is to deliver and erect all this machin-
ery in Vincennes. at the same time remodeling the pipe
work, so as to make a compact and well arranged system
throughout. It is expected that the new plant will be in

operation early in May.

"Every class and make of apparatus comes to our shop
for repairs. ' writes the Electric Supply & Contracting
company, Cincinnati, O., ' and we have the best chance
in the world to compare the good, bad or indifferent po'nts
in each. We keep the good points ourselves and give our
customers the benefit of our experience." This concern,
whose offices are in the Nevada building, also handles the

"American" incandescent lamp, and attention should be
called 10 its special railway lamp, which has met with most
gratifying success. In this lamp the filament is particu-

larly adapted to withstand sudden variations of potential,

and, being "anchored," is not susceptible to the constant
vibration and strain incident to street car service.

"He may use one instrument throughout a period of

thirty years or more, when the weight, feel and location

of the parts become so familiar that the operations are
performed instinctively, and the mind is left entirely free

for its legitimate work, and is not hampered by any de-

mands upon it in connection with the merely mechanical
part of the draughting. But such an ics'rument must be
perfect originally, and must be so well constructed and all

its parts so well fitted that they will retain their qualities."

The above fact is one that can be best appreciated by
thosewho possess an "Alteneder '' drawing pen. Electrical

draughtsmen will find the catalogue for 1S92, just issued

by Theodore Alteneder & Sons, 939 Ridge avenue, Phila-

delphia, as comprehensive as usual.

A new grate bar, placed on the market by Kelly Bros.,
Goshen, Ind., it is claimed, is meeting with marked suc-

cess. The heavy service required in an electric light or power
plant makts necessary a grate bar of unusual strength and
one that permits free and rapid combustion. The manu-
facturers claim many strong points for this grate and offer

to back it against all competitors. Ktl'y Bros.' foundry
has had facilities of more than average extent, but in order
to supply the demand for the new grate bar they have been
compelled to build an addition 65x150 feet in size. Their
new building will be equipped with several cupolas man-
ufactured by Victor Callian, Detroit, incandescent lights,

etc., using the best of modern improvements. The new
plant will be ready for the first heat on May ist.

ELECTRICAL STOCK MARKET.
(Quotations furnished by Perry & Noyes, Edison build-

ing. New York.)

The closing quotations of electrical stocks on Saturday,
April 2i, in New York, were:

Bid. Asked.
Edison General Electric company. Capital

$15.000,000 96*4 97
Edison Illuminactng company of New York 8:^4 82

" " '^ Brooklyn . 77 So
" " " Boston 105 1

1

5

_ " " " Chicago , . 130 1.^0

Edison Ore Milling company 15 20
United States lUumioatiog company of

New York 30 40
Brush Electric company of Cleveland. . .. 30 40
Brush IllumiDating company of New York.. 30 40
Thomson-Houston Electric company 58 58^

•' " " Preferred 28 28>4
Westinghouse Electric company 17 j8
North American Phonograph company 7 10
New York " " .... 214 5
Automatic Exhibition company ,4 5

ELECTRICAL PATENTS
Issued March 29, 1892.

47io34- System for Transmitting Signals. Henry A.
Chase, Boston, Mass.

471.535- Telephone Receiver. James A. Christy and
Elias J. Baldwin, San Francisco, Cal.

471,538. Storage Battery Plate and Process of Making
the Same. William W. Donaldson and Roderick
Macrae, Baltimore, Md.

471* ^43- Electric Railway. William C. Goss, Lynn,
Mass.

47i>549- Attachment for Telephones. James E. Hills,

New York, N. Y.

471,576. Manufacture of Incandescent Electric Lamps.
Frank S. Smith, Pittsburg, Pa.

This invention consists of a carbonized conductor, an inclos-
ing bulb of glass, leading in conductors of iron wire, glass
fused upon the wiresand to which the bulb is fused, and a ce-
ment or sealing substance surrounding the iron w.res at the
point of entrance into the glass.

471.587. Insulated Electric Conductor. James B. Wil-
liams, Oakland, Cal.

471.588. Insulated Electric Conductor. James B. Wil-
liams, Oakland, Cal.

471.590. Secondary Battery. Charles F. Winkler, Troy,
N. Y.

471.591. Secondary Battery Electrode. Charles F.

Winkler, Troy, N. Y.

4710Q2. Secondary Battery. Charles F. Winkler, Troy,
N. Y.

471,612. Electric Switch. Harvey Hubbell, Bridgeport,
Conn.

471.625 Joint for Electric Wires. Roger H. Smith,
Lexington, Ky.

471,645. Support for Electric Lamps. Charles J Klein,
New York, N. Y.

471 686. Automatic Guest Call. WU'iam H. Perry, Chi-
cago, III.

The claim reads:

"In an electric gue.t call the combination with clock circuits
and insulated lime strips in said circuits of a series of reay
magnets permanently included in the normally open clock cir-
cuits, said circll ts being c ojabltr by flt:xible conduciore si-
lacbtrd to one side of the relay magnets and insertible in the
lime strip?, and a rorresponding series of bell circuits connected
through the relay armaiures."

471 691. Dynamo Electric Generator or Motor. Claude
W. Atkinson and Llewellyn B. Atkinson, London,
England.

47^.693- Dynamo Electric Machine or Motor. Walter
T. Goolden and Llewelyn B. Atkinson, London,
England.

47', 725- Giveroor for Marine Engines. Ernest F. Wall-
gren, Philadelphia, Pa.

471.730- Mast Arm Switch for Electric Lamps- Thomas
Dillon. Indiinapolis, Ind.

471,732. Bracket for Incandescent Electric Lamps. John
H. Goehst, Chicago, 111.

471.745. Telephone. James H. Howard, Medford,
Mass.

The first claim reads:

'A telephone having the beil-riogiog or ringer-actuating
coils or magnets arranged inside of the carve of the horse^oe
magnets,"

47^.750- Safety Attachment for Cable or Electric Cars.
Albert Raynal, New York, N. Y.

471 759. Pole for Supporting Electric Wires. John H.
Huntress. Janesville, Wis.

471,760. E!ectric Switch. CbarlesG. Perkins, Hartford,
Conn.

This invention consists of the combinatioa with two circuit
terminals of a curbed con'act plate constructed of spring metal,
and moving block or plug, lo which the contact plate is swiveled
midway between lis two ends, so as to beJr with a yielding or
spi ing pressure upon one or both of the terminals.

471,790. Electric Telpherage Apparatus. Midbury W.
Hassan, Rochesier, N. Y.

471,792. Commutator Brush. Robert Hirsch, Milwau-
kee, Wis.

471,819. Brush Holder for Electric Motors or Dynamo
Electric Machines. Charles A. Hussey, New York.
N. Y.

471,837. Support for Electric Lights, fames T. Walsh,
Paris, Tex.

471)850- Electro Therapeutic Electrode. Harry Bonis,
Blanchard, Ontario, Canada.

471,877. Dental Engine. Andrew C. Miller and Gard-
ner F. Wells, Auburn, N. Y.

471 913. Electric Lock. James G. Thompson, Boston
Mass.

471,929, Automatic Electric Fire Alarm. Leocidas G.
Woolley, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Of the six claims the first reads:

*'An automatic electric fire alarm comprising a permanent
magfnet an armature therefor, an induclioo coil, a stored pow-
er forsuddenly separating the armature and magnet, and a
ihermoitaiic releasing device."

471,945. Galvanic Battery. William Burnley, North
East, Pa.

471.947- Electrically Controlled Trap Door. Frank C.
Callahan, Bridgeport, Conn.

471,968. Electric Light Crane. James Gallagher, Oak-
land, Cal.

471,986. Electrical Annunciator. Nelson M. Watson,
Detroit, Mich.

471 987. Electrical Annunciator. Nelson M. Watson,
Detroit, Mich.

Claim one reads:

"In an electric annunciator the combination of two electro
magnets mounted together, an electric circuit for each of said
magnets having a circuit closer therein, the centrally pivoted
armature 1 icated in front of said magnets, said armature hav-
ing the projecting arm formed integral therewith, the case or
dial having characters mounted thereon, and the pointer pivot-
ally mounted on said case, the lower end of said pointer beiog
in direct but free engagement with said arm of the armatnre."

471,990. Endoscopic Instrument. John W. Daily, Den-
ver, Colo.

Claim one follows:

'An endoscopic instrument having a recess formed therein,
an incandescent electric Limp located therein, and a remova-
ble fenci-traled plate secured to the instrumpnt in such a man-
nei a5 to permit the light to illummate the cavity during use,"'

471,993. Reciprocating Snap Switch. Jacob S. Gibbs,
Hartford, Conn.

471. 997- Automatic Electric Cut-out. Edward A, Man-
ship, Minneapolis, Minn.

The last claim reads:

"In an electric cut-out the combination, with an electric
switch, of a pawl adapted to hold the same in a closed position,
a solenoid, a core therefor, and adjustable extensions thereon."

471,999. Valve Controller. Nathan E. Nash and George
A. Eddy, Cleveland, O.

472,019. Method of and Apparatus for Producing Musi-
cal Tones by Electro Magnetism. Eli C. Ohmart,
Detroit, Mich.
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Send for_CircuIar.

PORTER-LEAVITT ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.,

124 Mitchell St., Providence, R. I.

Batteiy Motors a Specialty.
FOUR EEQULAR SIZES.

Suitable for ruDDing Sewing MaclilDcs, Dental UriUs,

Jewelers' Lathes and all kinds of light machintry.

1 K<i. 1, 2 VoHs, 1-Ua h. p., SS.OO.
\o. a, 4 voKm, 1-10 ii.i... m.i.oo.

- xo. .3, o voitH, i-ia h. !>.. »io 00.
No. 4, 10 VoKh, l-Hh.p., «il5.»0.

Every Motor Guaranteed.

1 will luuMjfucturc (jn(i(»r Iwo gfj<jd ulec-

trie spedaltltB on royally. Have unexcelled
I

facilliiea for pultlng on market. Cone-
|

spondenoo with inv«jnl<jrs solicit' d. '

\j. BI>4TZ BRA!SS WOIIK"*,
1 07 W. IMonroe St., Chicago.

W^ANTED.
Three lirst-cia^s sa'esmtr), fumlliar with

the supply trade and general sii' plies. !

Ciood returns to the light men. Address,
with referencfs, " E. W. C,"

(are We.^teiin Eleituician,
(dicafo, 111.

TTirJLNTZZD.
Sliop foreman who understands Motor

Work, and can get the Kork out of men
and maler'al. Address "B,"

Care Westebn Electrician.

SITUATION WANTED.
Young mech&nic wants aituation

with electric light company or wir-

ing contractor. Wages moderate.
Address, G- MOBGXER,

413 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, 111.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insulation Guaranteed -wherever used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber nsed
weather and Is

i in insulaling our wires and cables is especially chemically prepared, and is g

not affected by heat. The insulation is protected from mechanical injury by
guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or i;rack, and will reri

one or more braids, and the whole ylicbed with Clark's Patent Compound, and epeclal extra finish, which we
and abrasion, wl ' ' ' '

'' '' .
- -

.- ,,....,
, -r - - - .3 r- -J

ilation for Teieer
tofarnleh our Clark Wire with a white outside flnish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

have now adopted for all our solid wires aa an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very great extent fireproof.
' " ' " We are prepared to furninh Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Klectric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepareddurable when all others fail

.

lain flexible In extreme cold
lut extra finish, which we
Our int-ulation wiil prove

Clark Joint Gum should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, m strips about one foot long and flve-eigbths inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint

and pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOR KAILWAY and ItlOTOU use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

^VE GITARANTEE OUR IMSUI.ATION WHEREVER USED, AERTAI/, UA'DERC^ROUND OR SUBMARINE, and our net prices are as low, If not lower than any
other first-claes Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and diacounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 6S Hampshire Street, BOSTOK, MAiSS.

HBNKY A. CLARK, TreaBnror and Gen'l Manager.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS, President and Electrician.

HARD FIBRE

DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO.,

for insulatioa and me-

ck^nical construction is

manufactured in Sheets,

Rods, Tubing, Washers, Discs and all Special Shapes. Esti-

mates and samples furnished upon application.

WILMINGTON, DEL.,

U. S. A.

Electrical Wood.

Telegraph
Telepbone
Electric Iiif;lit

OCTACONAL PINE AND STEeX POLES,

C. H. HOLMES. ''°°"'*'°'=°S'.Vei"uf«;Mo.

Second-Hand Dynamos
FOR SALE CHEAP.

We have a number of Dynamos and MotorB
nesrly new, which we will sell at a low price,
among the number being t^vo GSO-light,
1,000 volt AUernatois.

WANTED TO BUY:
Second-hand machine, from 50 to

300 lights, 110 volt.

G. A. HARTER,
43 and 45 Franklin St., CHICAGO.

ESTABLISHED 1848.

HEMINGRAY GLASS CO.,
Offices, Covington, Ky. Factories, Muncie, Ind.

STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS,
Class Break Knobs, Floor Insulators, Battery Jars.

ARC LIGHT GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

"V^OIilC OXT S:PE;CI.A.Ij DEIS102^^S SOXjTCITE!X).

THE CARDEW
STANDARD VOLTMETER

FOR
DIRECT

CURRENTS.

This celetratcd instrument is recognized as a STANDARD
for determlniEglheE. M. F. of both direct and alternating cur-

rents. It posstsses features wMch, collectively, are found In no

other voltmeter, and which render it of great value as a station

instrument. It Is designed to be placed on a switch-boaid and

left constantly in circuit. As the needle is dead beat, it is es-

pecially adapted for Marice installations. Correspondence so-

licited. Send for illustrated descriptive catalogue No. 1-66.

FOR
ALTERNATING
CURRENTS.

QUEEN & CO.,

PHILADELPHIA.

Commercial Bnlldtng;, fe$t. lioola. Mo.

STEAM PUMPS
'^^m^r^.^:^

niArMorse&&
If gNGINEERSANuCONTFtACTORS. I

:7=«aiSl^f0WER' PLANTS
Lata of English, Morse & Co., K. C, Mo

SOMETHING NEW!
An improvpd 4 or 6 volt Combined Storage Bat-

tery especially for Dentists' nee at very low price.
Purchasers can exchange discharged for cnarged
cells, without extra co'at. beyond ernenee for
charging the batteries. Mannfactored by

J.K.. PCMPKL.1-Y,
ReonSOl, 205 S. Canal St., Chtcaso.

FAN MOTORS
SEN'D VS. YOUR ORDERS FOR

Arc 1 10 and 500 Volt Fan Motors.

Chicaso Electric Motor Co ,

205. 207 Sontli Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR SALE.
2-35 liight Waterhouse Arc

Dynamos, 2,000 C. P., with
single and double lamps.

Rose Electric Li^litSnppIy Co.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Electrical Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL& CO,,

218 "Water St., BTew York.

Oferloalfii

and Disordered

Batteries are a

common and
painful sight.

WHY?
BECAUSE they are not built to

work, but to sell. Are you a suf-

ferer? Then substitute the Law
Battery, and suffer no more.

SOLE MAKERS,

Law Telephone Co.,

85J0HNST.,N.Y.

KOR.NAME
Electric Motors, Dynamos,

PLATES Arc Lamps, Etc.

We have the most complete equipment for manufacturing Name Plates ia the country,
and guarantee our patrons prompt delivery, at lowest possible cost.

SBKD FOB SAMFI/ES. DESICiKS FUBKIlSHED FBEE OF EXPBX'SE.
A few concerne DBing onr plates are : Thomson-Houston Electric Co., C. & C. Motor Co., Crocker-

Wheeler Electric Motor Co., Berneteln Electric Co., Sclinyler Electric Co., Eddy Electric Manufactur-
ing Co., Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.

MANUFAeTLTRED BY

JOHN BECKER MFG. CO,, Fitchburg, Mass ,

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
M H. P. 500 Volt Armature, Ventilated. Constant Speed, 1,500.

The Motors are made with the beet appliances and material obtainable, and embody every improve-
ment of merit, with the intention that they shall be the Standard of their claee.

430 West 1 4th street. NEW YORK.
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ESTAELISHBD IN 1861.

E. BHGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ELECTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E.ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-BRANCH STORB-

2134 Michigan AvenuOp

TO AMERICAN
INVENTORS.

Woodhonse & Rawson,

UNITED, liD.,

88 Queen Victoria Street,

LONDON, ENC,

NEW YORK OFFICE, 59 WALL STREET.

Are Prepared to Negotiate and

Introduce Inventions of

Merit into Great Britain and all

Parts of the World.

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED.

Manufactuyers of

octAGONAL^^ Cedar
TELEPHm&lLECTRICAL

RailwayRoies&CRossArms

# H.M.LOUD & SOHS UlMBER^O.!

OSCODA, IVIICH.

Electric Railways.
TraQemission of Power.
Electrical Machinery deeigned for special appll-

catlODB, plans, speclflcationa and Bupervlsicn.

30!i Hammond Baildlne,
DETBOIT, 3IICH.

HH I^ For electrical

lyi 1 1 A purposes.

Illlw*" L°'<^ Prices.

BOWERS BROS.,
131 Lake St., - CHICAGO.

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

^"=1^

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely pievents SCALE ^ Steam

Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

liAYIISG AND PAINTING GUJI-BLASTIC ROOFING

IS ABSOLDTELT NON-COMBUSTIBLE and Ciasrantnxd to last 10 yars. Costo only

StS.OO per iOO sqaarA feet, strongly Indorsed by NewYork Board of Uu(!er\vriU.ls. Send stamp
for circulars, sampKs and parlicnlars. GUJI-EIiASTlC PAINT
Costs only 60c. per gal. in bbl . lots, or $450 for 5-eal. tubs. Color dart red. Will stop leaks In tin or

iron roofs that will last for years. Tpv it.

GTTjj-EI,ASTItC BOnFINQ fT^.. 41 'West Broadway, New Toi-b.

GIVEN AWAY!!
SAXPIiB OBDKBS OF

Buxton's Packing
At Only 50c. Per Pound.

"The Kngineer'a Favorite."
All Orders Gnaranteed.

Agents wanted In every State In the UnJon. We can quote the
very lowest prices on Ring Packing. Send for diecount and
prne llfit

ESTABLISHED 1882.

GEORGE B. BUXTON,
1 7 VIRGINIA ST., EAST SOMERVILLE, MASS.

AXD BATTEBl'

CIj33V-EIjjOi.3SriD, OHIO.

jmoTO/f

BI^USffES.

THE r»E:xji"roivr ^w-A-ti-esr "whesesh
Unequaled

in

Efficiency

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2,000 in use.

Affords the most simple ard reliable power for all minins and mannfactnr-
Ing machinery. Adapted to heeds rnnning from '-0 up to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cer t. better lesulte guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel ia the countiy.

ELiKCTBIC TBAIHSailSSION.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way c f a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying conoltions
of speed and pressure, have brought it into special prominence and extensive
use for this class of work. All applications shonld state amount and head of
water power required, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. SEND FjB Catalogue.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
131-1S3 main St., San Francijsco, Cal., U. S. A.

143 LIBEKTT STREET, - - IVEW TOBK.
^^It having come to oar notice that our patent rights are beinf; infringed

upon, intending parchaeers are hereby warned that all euch infringements will
be duly prospcnted.

PifiJLTON WATER 9IOTOBS. Varylngfrom the fraction of 1 to 15
and 20 horse x ower, unequaled for all light running machineiy. Wbiranrtd
to develop a given tmounr of power with one-half the water required by any
other. ^^^Send for Motor Circular. Address ae above. Deliveries made from
San Francisco or New York, ae may afford the most favorable freight rates.

INDIVIDUAL ARC LI6HT AND MOTOR CUT-OUT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS.

MAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR AIL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERT LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
Tlir- allcniinn of I-:r.K<:iRIC COMF'ANIKS i'. caUcrl to xhr. <'i:i.K.

IIRATKO WA'I'I:K \«'III-:ivl.a:. particularly adapt-.-d to thnr use
on account of )(:> r«*iuiirkitl»ly Nt4-a«ly molluB, nlffli Mperd
and c^reut Kfli('i<>n<'y,and lai'ife Capacity foriis<tianieter«
being doMble the l*o«<T of most wheels of same diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading ':lectric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
ol useful cfTect {fuarant4?«d.
NErvo FOtt 4;AXAi.oc:t;E; ai%u PARriri'i.ARN.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears arc required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICHTOR

1^IJRRII\EN arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situattOD
admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

/^ADQON CO., MAKERS or HIGH -GRADE

IRON POLES.
Tor Iron 3 Joint Poles. Wr^'te To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
gaOO M. Second Street, ST. lOTIIS.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

$^2.00
ANTIQUE FINISH DESK,

Four and a balf feet long,

^-1 Send for complete catalogues of^
office liLtings,

AMERICAN DESK AKD SEATING CO..
370-373 Wabash Avenue,

LINK A. BELTING.
The Best. ^3?% Now the Cheapest.

REDUCED PRICE LIST
of drivetjelt&otherSpoeialtieaforE/et'afora.Cc'nrci/f/rsdi-
MacliinerT forhftn'lliiiffnnvniiitorial in ballcorpockaeo.
LUK BEIT MAClllXERV CO.". 3301 Stewart Ave., Chicago.

SILK BRAID FOR IHCABDESCEM

LAHP FILAMENTS.
The greatest care taken In prodcclng a uniform article. Used by the largest lamp

mannfactnrers in the country. Samples and prices mallefi free

BosTonsr :bis.a.iid Hvicz^c^. oo.,
28 BEACH ST., BOSTON, MASS.

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If in want of Poles, Ties and Post^, gave monej
by getting my prices.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.

s]sa7.A.:BXjXs:^£3x> is73.
SOIiE MABTCFACTrKERS OF

^ ^^^^^'' '^"''^=' ^°'^^ ^"<=^=' »°"1 SpecM Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wn.MiNt;Toi»,'pEi^. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. OFFICE:
14DEV ST., ST. Y.

HILL
Clutch Works,
CLEVELAND, O.

EASTERN OFFICE:
WCortlandtSt., - NEW YORK.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
38 So. Canal St.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Deiigntd, Erected and Foreiihed.

Send for new Catalogue ofPow-
er Transmission Machinery,

TM'^^w^^.^^,

Tle(triCOghtGlobe5e^

povelartisticpattehns&effegts'

^42 MURRAY ST. NY. j
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

THE SCHUYLER
-SirSTIEJIM: OIF-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPOETAUT FBATUBEB:

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes-

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,
MIDDLETOWN, CONN.
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THE EVANS FRICTION,
Eannine tonr Edison dynamoB with one 200 H. P. Mcintosh & Seymonr
Engine in the Weeks EnlldLntr, Boston.
ThoBsands of H. P. in nee driving djaamoe, and thoaeaodB of eete of

Variable Speed Cone Pulleye in operation driving all kinds of machinery.
For information Bend for dynamc catalogue "iJ,''and for cone catalogue

"T/' AddreeB

Evans Friction Gone Go ,

85 Water Street, - - BOSTON, MASS.
Evans* Cones.

For Varying Speed.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,
-soxiE ivi ^isTtrs'.a.ox-oiaEras

CRIMSHAW White Core Wires,
Black Core Wires,
Competition Line Wires,

CRIMSHAW Tapes,
Competition Tapes,

Splicing Compounds, Etc.

Nos. 13, 15 and 17 Cortlandt St.,

NEW YORK.

VULCA ELECTRICAL WIRE DUCTS
FOR

INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION.
A COMPLETE METHOD

for all ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS.

JUNCTION BOXES, CUT-OUTS, ANCLE BOXES,
ETC., ETC.

VULCA COUPLING COMPOUND.

Nos. 78, 89 and 8Z Franklin St.,

CHICAGO.
EVEETTHnf& IN

WIRE-FUSE- STRIPS.

llANrFACTl'KED BT

The Sperrj Mm Mining Maine Con

39th St. and Stewart »v».. CHiraRn.

TUC / if T^'OT SPECIALTIES IN ELECTRICInL LnlLOi light supplies.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

ST-A-Z^ ELECTI^IS^ CO.,
941 Hortb Broad Street, - PHILiADBIiPHIA.

P.&B. ELECTRICAL
COMPOUNDS! PAINTS.

Thoroughly Water, Acid and Alkali Proof.

Perfect Insulators, especially adapted for use on

CROSS ARMS, POLES and ALL KINDS of IRONWORK.
The P. & B. Compound is USED by the la-gest WIRE and CABLE manu-

facturers In the world. Made only by the

^TANnARn PAINT COMPANY. 9. IJRF.RTY ST.. NFW YORK.

ELECTRICITY
FOR

ENGINEERS.

A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.

Price, Postage Prepaid,

S2.50.

Electrician Puliiisliing Co.,

6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO..

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

ClcLlaaLga Office:
225 Dearborn Street. 115 Broadway.
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Do Not Make Long Time Contracts For Carbons

!

H. C. Hawkn,
020 Atlantic Avo., Boeton.

HolnM^H, Booth A HaydoDN,
25 Park I'lace, New York.

The 'Washington Carbon Co.,

on N. Broad St,, Phlladelplilii.

Blectrical Supply A ConMtruction Co.,

917 Llborly St., PltlBburgli.

eitandard Eloclrical YVorkN,
101 W. I'etrl .SI., Cincinnati.

Central Electric Co..

116 Franklin .SI., Chicago.

If you contract for longer than one year, you throw away opportunitieB to

save money. In dealing with us you need not be afraid that prices will be advanced.
We will protest our cuBtomers from the TRUST.

OUR CARBONS ARE NOTED FOR THEIR

Long Life, High Efficiency, Low Resistance.

Write us for samples and quotations before you contract for supply,

THE WASHINGTON CARBON COMPANY.,
WORKS AT WASHINGTON, PA. PITTSBURGH, PA.

JOSIAH PIERCE, Jr.,
A. M. I. C. B.,

Civil anil loiosrapliic Enpser,
1 1 South Street, BALTIMORE. MD.

Topographic Surveys of any extent and character
organized and executed.

STUBSoieibe:
FOR THE

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Factories : Waterbnry, Conii. SS Park Place, Ne-w Yorli,

-MA.NUFACTURERS OF-

Beire and Ixisixlsiteci ^ISTire-
Underwriters' Copper Electric liiffht liine Wire. Copper Maffnet M'ire. Flexible Silk. Cotton and MorMtcd Cords for

Incandescent liightin^. Jtound and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work.
Insulated Iron Pressure Mire.

PATENT "K, K,^^ LINE WIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Agents for the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

THE GREAT WESIEKN ELECTRIC SBPPIT (OMPANl, CHICiGO, - . SELLL\G AGESTS.

Taos. L SCOriLL, Netv York Agent

TURBINE WATER WHEELS.
HORIZONTAL
VERTICAL.

l^aoa.'vafa.ctvi.xecL To^

RODNEY HUNT MACHINE COMPANY.
Specialties for Electric Light and Power.

l>ouble the Power of most wheels. Hieli Speed and Even Speed. Perfectly controlled by
Reffolator. Beltin;? directly lo dyEamo. Efficiency, 90.50. Holyoke Testing Flume. F-asy working
gate. Excellent workmanehip, great durability. JUoderate Prices and satisfaction guaranteed. 1,050 wheels
sold in ISew England. One party has 87 of these wheels in use; another 6,800 h. p., another 7,400 h. p. etc , etc.
Large numbers of wheels furnished for Electric Light and Electric Power Tranemission, Street Railway, etc.
Write for catalogue and estimates on proposed plants.

Boston Office, 70 Kilby St. Main Office & Works, Orange, Mass., U. S. A.

ELECTRICAL
BOOKS.

Orders Filled Promptly.

Electrician Publishing

Company,
6 Lakelde Building, • CHICAGO

HIRLIMANN
BATTERIES

Are Standard. Only One that is Guaranteed.

ManMnreOy C. J. HIRUMANN,
117 Macdongall St., NEW ITORK.

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PERBET ELECTRIC MOTORS
ALL SIZES FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET - ELECTRIC - LIGHT - SYSTEM.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass. ''^« ^§W,lf^iStrest.
, Cleveland, Ohio, C P. KICHOLSON, 513 Society for Savings Building; Washington, D. C, J- U. BURKETT & CO., 1409 New

SELLING AGENTS: S York Avenue; St. Paal, lllnn., F. J. KEMZ, 363 Mianesota St.; Philadelphia, Pa., PENNSYLVANIA MACHINE CO.

g9 N. 7tb Street; New Orleans, La., BUCHEL MACHINE WORKS, 101 Conti Street.
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INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
8 Candle IPoTver to 50 Candle Power,

Fitting Sockets of IPrincipal Bystems.

75 Candle fo-wer to 150 Candle Po^^er,
Fitting Large Special Keyless Sockets.

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUT-OUTS AND GENERAL SUPPLIES.

write for Catalogue.

(SHOWINS LAMP HALF SIZE.)

100 c. p. and 1.50 c. p.

SA-WTER-MAN ELECTRIC CO.,
BOSTON, NEW YORK, CHICAGO,

620 Atlantic Avenue. 5 1 0-534 West 23d St. "The Rookery."

STANLEY PRIMARY FUSE BOX.
ITS SPECIAL FEATURES ARE:

Absolute Safety in replacing

fuses on a live line.

Inability of Arc being sus-

tained, and following

from one terminal

to the other.

K»^';5j APj|^tjI;E^. F,C^j

Impossibility of short cir-

cuit by Arc following from

one pole to the other, the

two fuses being in entirely

separate chambers.

INEXPENSIVE. ] S-sLrcaTb^lVaS ! DURHBLE.
If -m-arLted., tlie Stanley TranSIOriUer is fumislied. TArltli ttLis f-u.se TD02: separate,

instead, of on tlie transformer, at tiie sarae price-

Western Agents,

The Electrical Supply Company, STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

PiTTSFiELD, Mass.Randolph St. and Michigan Ave.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOtllAELT ADAPTED TO DEIVING

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of Its high efflclency at all stiiges of git«, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the cfmatructlon of which makes It the most sensi-

tive to the action of a goTemor of any wheel on the market.

CCUn CnD PHTKI nniC illustrating various styles of setting

OLnU run UMIHLUUUC on both vemcal and horlzonm shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, mXIiS & TEJHPIiE,

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Builders of High Grade

Corliss Engines,
Giddings' Automatics.

SIMPLE, COMPOUND, AND CONDENSING.
Complete Plants Furnished.

Works: SIOUX CITY, IOWA,
BKANCH OFFICE:

48 South Canal Street, CHICAGO. ^'

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric. Pneunt&tic and Mechanical

ANNUXCIATORS ^ BELLS.
FVI.Ii rlSTB ALiWATB IK STOCK.

W. B. OSTRANDER & CO..
IBS and 107 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn. N. T.

^^9eiid for New Catalosux. Out Aagust iBt.

TO OKKVKK VIA
BURLINGTON ROUTE.

Only One :%'l{!;ht on the Bead
Luavo Chlciitro ut l.OO P. M., or St. Louis at 8.25

A.5I., (inil iirrlvu JJuQver Ciri P, If. tJi« oext day.
Throuyli Slt't-pors, Chair Cnra uud Dining Ctirs,

All Kuilwiiys from Ihe EuBt connect with thewo
truiDB ODtl wllh similar tralaa via Burliogtrin
Hoate to Denver, leaving Chicago at (J.IU P M.,
St. LouiB at8.15 P. M,, and Peoria at 3.'ia P. M.,
and 8.00 P. M. All trains daily.

Additional express trains, making a<j quick time
as those of any other mad, fnun Chicago, St.

JjOuie and Peoria to St. Paul, Minneapolis, Council
BluflEs, Omaha, Cheyenne, Black Hills, Atchison,
Kansas City, Houston and all points West, North-
we.st and Southwest.

STEiLM ENGINES
FOR SALE.

One 12 H. P. Vertical.
Three H H. P. Vertical.

One4H. P. Horizontal Tmnk.
One 5U. P. Holetlng Snglnfl.

All above entrinec new and cheap.

We have under con^^t^D^tion 5, 8, and 12 H. P.
vertical, and 18 and i") 11. P. horizontal enginet*,

all automatic cut-off.

WILLIAMS ENGINE CO.,
BAI.TI3IOICK. 3IU.

STEAM PLANTS
IK8TAI.I.KD BT

TTIT. B. PEARSON i£ CO.,
hechanicaii enqineebh and cowtractobs.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDINC, - CHICACO.

STEARNS MANUFACT'C CO.OieMMsERIE.PA.
cojyiPi:.E:xE: poiver pr..A.NTS for WOODBURY

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, Automatic ENGINES

STREET RAILWAY,
and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

BRANCH OFFICES:
I"

PHILADELPHIA,

( SAN FRANCISCO,

943 Drexel Building.

29 and 31 Spear St.

GILL'S PATENT WATER TUBE BOILER

( BOSTON—S. L. Holt & Bart, (i7 .Sudlmry Street.
AnCfjrypC. CHICIGO—Barclay & Sharpc. .',4!» The Rookery.

( ST. LOl!IS—M. P. .Johnston Macliinery Co., 71.5 and 717 N. 2nd St.
SIMPLE AND COMPOUND-^^

CONDENSING OR NON-CONDENSING-

UNION ELECTRIC WORKS
207 South Oanal St., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

The Best Electric Bell in the market; Niciel plated Gongs
Double Magnet, Platinum Contacts, side adjustment3 with set

screw. The simplest and mo3t durable Annunciator,

all sizes, lor elevators, bote's and offices.

W^RITE FOB PRICES.
Also Test Instruments, Sparli Colle, Induction Colls and varlouB

Standard Electric Devices for Medical and Mechanical Pnrpoees.

We will also mannfacture articles for Inventors or the Trade.We have skilled Workmen and do first-clas<4 work.

^IDRY STEAMl^

THE POND SEPARATOR.
The Pond Separator la guaranteed to relieve the

steam of all entrained water and return this water
to the boiler, thus effecting a large saving In fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POND ENGIBIEERINtJ COMPANY,
CHICAGO. KANSAS CITY.

DALLAS. SEATTLE.
ST. LOUIS.
OMAHA.

BALL
AUTOMATIC CUT-OFF

ENGINE.

ENGINEppip DA
Simple.

With New Improvements.
Unequaied Regulation.
Highest Economy, Durability,
Smooth and Quiet Running.

Cross Compound.

Triple Expansion.

-fandemCompound

|The BEST ENGINE for ELECTRIC LIGHTING, ELECTRIC RAILWAYS, ELECTRIC

MINING, ELECTRIC WELDING, and General Manufacturing Purposes.
CCIimn r^'^- C0PEI.ANI> a ro., is Cortlsndt St., KewTorfe; J. W. PARKER & CO., 38 South Fonrth Street.
OCLLinU I PliUadelpllla, Pa.; F. R. DBAVO A CO., I.ewl8 Block, Pitt8bnrs,Pa.; MOKTH WESTERBT SCPPIi

Y

•aCUTC lCo.,Taeoma, Wash.; CBOOK, HOBNiER & CO., Baltimore, Ud.; E. ti, OIIiBEBT, AtcbUon, Kan. ; COOI.EY
HVEIIIO I WATER, 284 TTaslilngtan Ave. Sontli, mnneapoUs, Hlnn.

BBAJfCH OFFICE., Room 506 Kookeiy BuUdlng, CHICAGO, ILL. ALBERT FISHER, Manager.
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W.P.
THE THOMSIII-HOUSniH EUCmiC CI,

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RAILWiY MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

3382 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

TBOMSON-HOnSTOH ELECTRIC CO.,

Boston Office: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 148 Michigan Ave.
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THEY DO TALK A GOOD DEAL

About Perkins Lamps being the best
lamp manufactured, and they have good
reason to do so. The thousands that are
in use, the good satisfaction they give,

their high efficiency and the large du-
plicate orders we are constantly receiv-

ing, clearly indicate, to an intelligent

man, that no central station can afford to

use any lamp excep THE PERKINS.
Perkins Lamps are not the only

good things we sell; everything we han-
dle is of the best.

THE
RNAFP ELECTRICAL WORKS J
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Two Bells.

r^NE of the largest—if not the very largest—bells ever

made, is the great bell of Moscow, known as the Czar

Ko-lo-kol. it was cast sometime during |7?3 and is sup-

posed to weigh about 440,000 pounds. Our friend Jones

of Binghamton says he thinks that this is way off, but as he hasn't had a chance to heft

it with his little weigh, we must accept the figures of the historian. The construction

of the Kolokol was the culmination of a religious enthusiasm, and all the young maids and

belles were asked to chip in to help pay the freight by contributing their jewelry, pin

money and bangles. The result—as a bell—was a failure; as a monument to a fanatical

idea it was a success. It is likely to endure for all ages.

Another bell, but of more recent origin, is the Eu-re-ka which was discovered in the

vicinity of An-so-nia. This is a veritable midget compared with the great Ko-lo-kol, in

fact about )0,000 of them, packed ready for shipment, could be stored in the Czar.

Though of such insignificant comparison, the Eu-re-ka has made a deal more noise in

the world. Its ringing tones can be heard from Hell Gate to the Bay of Frisco. It is an

uncommon bell in many ways. Some dealers who have used it are delighted with its

good qualities.

One says:

"1 have never found a bell that equaled your Eureka for

service or sound. Its particularly good points are the stamped

soft metal base, on which the parts are mounted, and the con-

tinuous armature and hammer. For tlrst-class work it has no

su'^erior."

Another says:

"1 have given the Eureka bell and the Cartridge battery a

thorough test, and find them first-class in every way."

We make them in Wood and Iron box styles; the wood boxes to match any finish,

the Iron Boxes handsomely ornamented.

Send for House Goods Catalogue, 44A.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
Factories: Ansonia, Conn.
Branch: 244 Arch St., Philadelphia. Cor. Randolph St. and Michigan Ave.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.

THE I^TJBBBI?/ TJSEID IIST

HABIRSHAW INSULATION
Z0 X»'0-RS PJkRA..

Slarine €ore, lined
on f^overnmeiit

Ci*iiisoi*8.

Feeder I'ore.
Broadway Theater.

Naval Marine India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.

Feeder (*nl>l«-. Itrookljn
KdUun F.leelrir l.iuhc CO.

Submarine "Work, FdiMon Eleetric
Light CO., Fastoii, Pa.

Vaval Core. 1'nifed
mtateN N. H. "I'hieuKo-''

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES. Feeder Coniliietor.

"Orypla-eM."
<>ran(1 Cen>ral l>epot«

Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far employed on board the United States steamships Trenton, Chicago, Boston Yorktown, Pensacola, Phila-

delphia, Petrel, Atlanta, Baltimore, Newark, Vermont, Charleston. San Francisco, Concord, Bennington and monitor Miantonomah.

SOLID AND STRANDED CONDUCTORS, TAPED, BRAIDED, FLAME-PROOF.

The Habirshaw Insulation fulfills all requirements in places demanding the

"Best," and in that field finds no successful competitors.

FACTORY: GLENWOOD, YONKER8, N. Y

WM.M. HABIRSHAW, F.C.S
"""''"

'1 315 Madison Ave,, Cor. Forty-Seoond St.,

NEW YORK CITY.

Feeder Core.

Feeder Cable.

WESTERN fiGERTS: THE ELECTRICil SUPPLY CO., cor. Randolph St. and Michigan kit, CHICAGO, ILL. JHe??H^liehrco.

The Sunbeam I&caniescent Lamp Go.^

805 CHAMBER OF COMMERCJE BUILDING,

CHICKGO, ILL-.

-MAJniFACTTREBS OF-

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

In Ordering* Specify
AQENOmS:
The Electrical Supply Oo., Chioago, 111.

The Electrical Supply Oo., Anaonia, Oonn.

W. H. Gordon & Co., New York.
F. P. Jones & Co., Buffalo, TS. Y.
The Iron Gity Electric Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Woodruff-Harris Electric Co., Birmingham, Ala.
Louisville Electric Co , Louisville, Ky

.

Houliston, Hubbard & Co., Cincinnati, O.
C. H. Baker & Co., Seattle, Wash.
Julius Andrae, Milwaukee, Wis.

Long Life Lamps

or High Efficiency

Lamps.
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^S.RC CUT=OTJTS
THE WOOD CUT-OXTT BOX,

MANUFACTURED BY THE

Fort Wayne Electric Co., is the BEST.

DOUBLEBREAK.

INCOMBUSTIBLE.

^W^EATHEBPROOF.

For prices iirrite to

Fort Wayne Eleetrie Co.,

^^Rr.f^^^T>^^:^, 1T^TD1J=^^^J^.

Iri. Opera<tin.g- Es:pen.ses_

The "Incidentals" (Loss of Revenne, Labor, Extras, etc.,) Cost More Tban Material.

"Tlieor^r" is all rig-li-t, To'U.t J^J=JSTJI-iTS axe T77"l3.a,t coTJLnt-

Read This:
GRAND VIEW BEACH RAILROAD.

ROCHESTER, N. Y., February 8, 1892.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS, Detroit, Mich.
DEAR SIRS:—In reply to yours of the 29th ult., asking for our experience with your motors under severe con-

ditions, 'would say that the best performance we had, to my knowledge, was on Sunday, June 7th. A heavy rain had
fallen in the morning, and vehicles passing along the highway had tracked considerable mud onto the rail at a point
about the Center of a 50® curve on a 7 per cent, grade. Motor car No. 4, carrying 64 passengers and
hauling trail car with 57 passengers, stopped by reason of the trolley coming ofif exactly at point where wagon
track crossed the railroad. Upon trolley being replaced on the wire the motor started without difficulty.

August 14th one motor pulled two trail cars { | 68 passengers on the three Cars) from Charlotte to Man-
itou, eight miles, i n 38 minuteSf including five stops. Onfirsttwomiles there are three 50° curves, one of which
is on 7 per cent, grade and another at top of same grade, one 90 foot radius curve and two 40 " curves. In this two miles
there are three grades, 4 per cent., 5 per cent, and 7 per cent, respectively, the 4 per cent, grade being 1,000 feet long, the 6
per cent. 700 feet, and the 7 per cent. 400 feet long.

Quite a number of times during the season one motor puUel two loaded trailers; in fact, this was done when-
ever occasion required.

Hoping the above will be of service to you, I am yours very truly, (Signed) E. A. ROWORTH.

431 "THE ROOKERY,
Chicago, III.

DETROIT, 7VIICH., U. S. K.
Correspondence Solicited.

F. I. iliTONE,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
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PATENT
^SlRt9MTMD^

%cmnm
Rnns mor^' Sklack than

Unperforated Beltn, hence
adapted to uneven power
of Electric Railways and
for Electric Power in Gen-
eral.

CHAS. A. SCHIEREN Sc CO.,
PATEHTBSe 'AND BOLE MANTJFACTUKBBS,

46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO. ILL.
Alfto New Tork, Boston, >

Philadelphia. >

That Tired Feeling
So prevalent at this season, relieved, at sltght expense and no
trouble, by the refreeUiDg and iBvigorLting breezes from the

PREMIER PAN MOTORS.
THREE REGULAR SIZES.

Send for a Sample Line. Your Customers Want Them.

THE PREMIER ELECTRIC CO.,
Van Motors and Battoriep.

17aiHl 10 AVIiipi»le»t.. BKOOKLVS;, X. Y.

Insulated Wires and Cables.

S:?}
The acknowledged Standard for durable and lilsli Insulation. Its

merits proved by a record of over quarter of a century.
Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Celebrated Kerite Tape for Insulating Joints.

Electric Light and Power, ALL SIZES Aerial Use.

Telegraph and Telephone. TPin rHPA^iPn WtDPS Subterranean Use.

Railway, and all other I'tAU tflljAiJbll WlllbJ). Submarine Use.

Branches of Signaling. Concealed Wiring in all Locations.

WILLIAM H. ECKERT,
General Agent,

16 Dey Street, New York.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PUNTS.
ESTIMiTES AHD DHAWISGS SUBMITTED.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
Painted Post, N. Y.

KEI'RESENTATIVES :

Julian Scholl & Co., 40 Corllandt St., New York.

Geo. D. Hoffman, 82 Lake St., Chicago, IK.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, WEW YORK,

MANUFACTURaES, IMPOKTEBS AND DEALERS IN

BATTB.Y,
^ipu^^jugi

Supplies

THE "CHAMPION'
Price, Yflth Rod Zinc, $1.15 per Cell, with Corrugated

Zinc, S1.35 per Cell.

THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED,

OMipUUCII irfCluuii. Cvlyto Koerrolr ind Cover Corrng^Ud Zinc of Ctikm-
ploa BuWrf. of Cli.mploa BatUry. pioa Bittory.

Of all Descriptions.

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances,

Construction Tools and

Line Material.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
9f anufartnred b.\ the «

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
AUENTM:

NEW YORK CITY, Chas. E. Chspin, IM Liberty
Slreol.

CHICAGO, ILL., The Electrical KngtneerIng £
Supply Co., O.'il The Rookery.

ST. PAUL, MIN:N., The Electrical Bnglneorlng
& Supply Co.

OMAIIA, NEB,, B. B.DowDS.'-T.ShMily Block.
ST. LOris, MO.,St. l.oniii El~:lrit«l SarplyCo.
SAN FKANCIsCO. lAL., Int-rnatlonal Bleclr.c

Supply .t CorietractioD Co.
CINCl.SNATI, OHIO, Glover Electric fo, 174

H'PBt sth Struct.
LOUISVILLE, KY., Sralthor« i OaTla.

E. E. KELLER. F. E. I1Ei;KNI1.M',IiT.

Keller & Degenhardt,
^^"trical wmuns.

542 Rookery Bldgp., Chicago, 111.
THE ONLY BUREAU OF ELECTRICAL INFORMATION IN THE WORLD'S FAIR CITY.

H.'DURlNTc'ME°Vy'lJ, jBasloe,a Manager..

The

International OKONITE COMPANY,

i-ON'^

li^JK'WARN

LIMITED.

13 Park Row, New York.
insulated

WIRES ALDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
BRANCHES: CUmeo, Bottom, PliUsdelphU, Minneapolis, Clnclonstl, Kuiu* City,

Omaha, XjonlBville, St. Itonls, S^ui FranciBco, London and So. America.

WM. ROTCH, Free. C. G. WISTER, Treai.
C. E. BIBBER, Gen'l Manager.

Consolidated Electric Mfg.
coMPAinr,

154 Franklin and 155 Congress Streets, BOSTON.

MANUFACTUTIEBS OF

Chicago Agency—Electric Appliance Co.
Kansas City—Franldln Electric Co.
Birmingham, Ala.—

Woodruff-Harris Electric Co.

Atlanta, Gb.—Gale Cltr Electric Supply Co.
Brffalo, N.T.—F. P. Jonee & Co.
Sioux City, la.—Sioux City Elect. Supply Co.
JTew York—Parmly, Mlichell & Co.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., new york.

AGENTS:
W. B. Pe-raon & Co., Home Ine. Bldg-.. Chicago, IK.
Thoe. G. Smith -Tr., Hammond Bid?., Cincinnati, Ohio.
W. " , Day, 128 OlivPr St„ Boaton, MaHS.
A. M. Mor e & Co., ComuiArcial Blag.. St. Loala, Mo.
H7. e BroB. & Co., Lewis Block, Pitteburg, Pa.
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Tbomson-Honston
TIlB

11

ELECTRIC CO.
MANUTACTURBRS OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY OF

J

DYNAMOS, LAMPS
And Every Necessary Appliance for the Construction, Maintenance and Operation of

Central Stations and Isolated Plants,

Arc. Direct Current and Alternating Cnrrent Systems,

100,000 750,000
Thomson-Houston Arc Lamps, Thomson-Houston Incandescent Lamps

In Daily Operation October 1, 1 89 1.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, WESTERN OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON. Mass. 148 Michigan Ave.. CHICAGO, ILL
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Aracr'c^n Desk & Sealing Co. .— -

Amcriciui Kn.i^iiic Vo xit

Andrac, Julius xii

Andrews *fc Co., A. H xv
Baggot, E xiv

Ball Endne Co xix
Ball & Wood Co., The i

liccUei- :\lfg. 0... John, —
Begjis, J. K , Mfg. & Supply Co. ix

Bernstein Electric Co iv

Boston Braid Mfg. Co xv
Bowers Bros xvi

Brownlee & Co xii

Broobfleld, Wm xii

Brush Elrrtrlc Co xvi

Buckeye Electric Co , The x

Butler Hard Rubber Co xvii

BuxtOD, Geo. B xiv

Central Electric Co
Chicago Electric Motor Co. . . .

Chicago Insulated Wire Co x

Chicago Riwhidc Mfg. Co xviii

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co xviii

Coasol. Elec. Mfg. Co.. The.... i

Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co. . xiii

Crown Electric Jlfg. Co x

Cushlng. F. W vii

Cutter. Geo
Cutter Electrical <& Mfg. Co. . . xvii

Day's Kerlte Insulation i

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. . xix
Delaware Hard Fibre Co xiii

Detroit Electrical Works xxiv
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co
Diehl & Co xiv

Duplex Electric Co.. Ltd xii

Eastev ' Electric Cable Co xiii

Edison General Electric Co.... viii

Electric Cons. & Supply Co v

Electric Merchandise Co x

Electric Secret Service Co xviii

Electrician Pub. Co.. .xiv, xviii, x x

Electrical Cnnq. Co. Tne xiii

Elec. Eng. & Sup. Co., The. . . x lii

Electrical Supply Co., The. . . x xii

Elektron Mfg. Co
Empire China Works xviii

Evans FrlcMon Done Co xvi

Ferracutc Machine Co
For Sale ix, xiii

Fort Wavne Electric Co xxiv
Gilman&Co., E. R ix

Globe Carbon Co xv
Gavity Parifier Co —

-

Great Western Elec. Supply Co. viii

Greelev & Co.. The E. S i

Gum-Elastic Kofing Co xiv

Harvard Uuivers ty ix

Heisler Electric Co xv
Hemirgray Glass Co xiii

Hill Clutch Works
Hirllmaan, C. J
Hine Eliminator Co xii

Holmes, C. H xiii

Holmes. Booth & Haydens xvii

Hunt Machine Co., Rodney...
Hussey & Co xiii

India Rubber & Gutta Percha
Insulating Co xxiii

InstUute of Technology xiii

Interior Conduit «fc Insulation Co. x
International Okonlte Co 1

Jewell Belting Co i

Kartavert Mfg Co xiii

Keller & Degt nhardt i

Ivclly Bros xii

Knapp El'^ctriral Works xxl

Lflk^ J. H. & D xiv

Lake Erie Engineering Works. . .vi

Lane & Bodley Co xiv

La R'lche Electric Works ix

1 aw Telephone Co xiii

L- fm inn. Julius xiii

LcffeUtCo., Jas ix

Link B -It Machinery Uo xv
Loud, H.M.tfe SonsLumber Co. x'v

Milllken Bros ix

Morde & Co., A. M xiii

Munsell & C'>., Eugene xiii

Murphy. T. J xvi
National Carbon Co xiv

National Elpctric Mfg. Co v

New Tork Insulated Wire Co. xvi
New York & Ohio Co i

Ostrander & Co., W. R six

Page Belting Co
Partrick & Ca-ter Co ix

Pearson & Co., W. B vi.xix

Pelton Water Wheel Co xiv

Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Perry & Noyea xii

Phoenix Glass Co
Pierce, Jr.. Josiah xvii

P^n^^ Engin-erine C*^ xix
Porter-Leavitt Elec. Motor Co.
Powflll C'^ . The Wm xvii

Premier Electric Co., The i

Pumpelly, J. K xiii

Queen & Co xiii

Racire Hardware Mfg. Co xii

Rae, Frank B xiii

Ries Elec. Specialty Co.. The. . x
Rockford Electric Mfg. Co
Koebling's Sons C-^ . J. A
Rose Eke. Light Supply Co. .

.

Royal Electric Co.

Samaon Cordage Works
Sawyer-Man Electric Co xi

'^chieren & Co. Chaa. A I

Schlndel & Schlndcl i\

•^hoonmaker, A. O xii

Schuyler Electric Co xv
^hort Electric Railway Co Iv

Shultz Bolting Co -
Sioux Clly Engine AVorks xix
Hmilh, a] T xiv

Smith, Thos. U. Jr xvi

Somoir. J. L
Sperry Eke. Mining Mach. Co. :

Standard Paint Co xvi

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co —
Slur Eleclrix Co xvii

Steams Mrg. Co ;... xix
Sterling, W. C xv
Stilwell &BierceMfg. Co.. xlv.xv
Sunbeam Incaod. Lamp Co . . . xxiii

Taylor Engine Co xix
Tnomenn-HoustonElec. Co. . . ii. xx
Union Electric Works
Union Hardware Co xM
U. 8. Electric Lighting Co... xi

VanNuls C. S
Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Wanted xUi
Washlngtnn Carbon Co., Tnc .xvii

Western Electric Co x
Westlnghouse Elec.andMfg Ce
Weston Engine Co i

Wilcox & Howe Co xM
Williams Engine Works xix
Woodhouse & Rawson. Ltd. . . .

Worthlngton, Henry R
CLASSIFIED LIST.

ADnnneiatorB.
Central Electric fo.

Detroit Electrical Worke.
Electrical Conetrnctlon fo.. The.
Electrical Supply Co., Tre.
Great Wentern Elec. biipply Co.
(ireelt-yA Co.. The E. S.
Knapj) Electrical Works.
0)trrtiider&Co. W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Worke.

Arc l^amps.
Begg:B, J. E., Mfg. & Supply Co.
Brn<*h Electric co-
Daplex Electric Co., Lid.

Electric Con3. & Sapply Co.
Fort Wayne ElectrlcCo.
Great Weelern ElPC.J^upply Co.
Rose Electric Li^'IiL Supply Co.
ychayler Electric Co.
Thomeon-Houeton Electric Co.
Westlnghoose Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc lilgrtat Cord,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samson Cordage Worke.

Batteries.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co.,Ttie.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Hlrlimann, C. J.

Law Telephone Co.
Partrick &, Carter.
Premier Electric Co., The.
Pampelly, J. K.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
Central ElectrlcCo.
DetroltEleclrlcal Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Ilemingray Glass Co.
Hirlimann, C. J.
Law Telephone Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, JBleetric.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., TheE. S.
Knapp Electrical Worts.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Maeneto.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Greeley* Co.. The K.S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Klectrlc Co.

Beltins.
Chicago Rawhide Mtg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Belt Marhlnery Co.
PageBeliinj; Co.
Bchleren & Co., Chae. A.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers-
Lane i Bodley Co.
Pond Engrineering Co.
Stearns Mf^. Co.
\\''eston Engine Co.

Books, Rlectrlcel.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Brass <iioodH.
Powell Co., The Wm.

Bnrsiar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical t^npply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley* Co.,The fi. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cables.
iSee Wire Insulated.)

Cross-Anns.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, C. H.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Schindel & Schlndel.

Cables, Electric. (See Wire Insu-
lated), Chopper. Mheet and Bar,
Roeblings Sone Co., J. A.
Wef^tem Electric Co.

Clntcbes. Friction.
HIU ClTitch Works.
Lake, J. H. &D.

Cordose.
Samsun Cordat;e Works.

Carbons, Points and Flat«a.
Brash Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Globe Carbon Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National (.'nrbon Co.
Waehlngioii Carbon Co.
Wewtern Electric Co.

Conntrnrtlnn and Kepaira.
AndrikO, Jullim,
ChlcaKO Klectrlc Motor Co.
Electric Conn, &, .Supply '"o.

Electrical Conetrucilon Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
ItuH, Krjink 11

JSmllh.Th'.B. O.'Jr.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, Blectric L.lsbt,
Knslne Plants and Klectrlc
Railways.
AiiiLTiriiu Engine Co.
Ball Engine t^o.

Ball & Wood Co.. The.
Uraeh Electric Co.
Detroit Kipctriciil W^rk".
Diamond Kl".lrir Mff,'. Co.
Edison General Electric I'o.

Electric <;onB, & isnpply Co.
Electrical Ece. & enpply Co.
Fort Wavne Electric Co.
lleieler ElectrlcCo.
Keller •&. Dpgerhardt.
I.aki' Erie Engiii'-orJDL; \\'orke.

Lari'' & Bodley t o.

La Roche Electric Works.
Morse & Co., A. M.
Pearson & Co., W. B.
Pond Engineering Cn,
Racine Ilardware Mfg Co,
Kockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Short Elfctrlc Railway r-Q,

Sioiis City Engine Work,';.

Hmith, Thos. G. Jr.

Tas'ior Engine Co.
Thomson Houston Electric Co
Westinghouee Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western ElectrlcCo.
Weylon ETigine Co.
Williams Engine Works.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
Central Electric Co

.

Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
('utter, Geo,
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrl'-al Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knanp Electrical Worke.
Koebling's Son's Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cnt-Onta and Switcbes.
Andrae, Julius.
Central Electric Co.
Conpolidated El^c. Mfe. Co.,The.

\

Crown Klectrlc Mfg. Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Ele'^trical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knarp E'ectrlcal Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
S'ar Eleclrix Co.
Van Nuls, C. S.

Weetern Electric Co.

I>roi> Foreins'*.
Wilcox & Howe Co.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Elpctrical Works.
Diamond Eleclric Mfg Co.
Duplex. ElectrlcCo.. Ltd.
ElecTiral Kne. & Supply Co.
Port Wayne Electric Co.
Heifler Electric Co.
L* Roche Klectrlc Works.
National Electric ManufacturlngCo.
Rockford ElectricManufacturing Co.
Rose Electrc Light Supply Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson-flonston Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
WeBtlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

£|r<>tric Lava Gas Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Blectric Batlways-
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Rae, Frank B.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electriral and mecbaiical
Knair eers-
Pierce, Josiah Jr.

Rae, P rank B.

Electrical Instroments

.

Central Blectric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co.. The E. «
La Roche Electric Worke.
y.ueen « Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Acdrae. Julius.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cutter. Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
HuBsey & Co.
Ries Electric Specialty Co., The.

Blectroliers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Baggot, E.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Thomson-flouBton Blectric Co.

Electro-PlatlnK Machines.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

Etectrlcel Intellisence.
Keller & Degenhardt.
Rae, Frank B.

Klevatom.
Link HvH Machinery Co.

Kniclnen. Mteav.
.\m'-rl',iri EtuliieC".
Hall Knifloe Co.
Bull A Wood Co., Thu.
I,iik<.- Krln Kiijfln* ••ring Wotki.
I^ane A Uidi* v Co,
Morse & Co., A. .M.

Pearson A Co., W.B.
fond EneiOfwrlneCo.
Umlnt; Hardware Mfii- Co.
.smlih. Tbof-.c;. Jr.
Sioux (Jily Ktiyiiie W'jrke.
Steame Mfe. Co.
Taylor Eiigln" Co.
Wc-loii liiii^irif Co.
\^'llllamB Engine Co.

Fan OutntH.
(,'hicaL'o Sld'-iric Motor Co.
DIehl & Co.
Edteoo General ElectrlcCo,
Pn-mk-r Electric Co., The.
Stanley Electric Mig. Co.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
Knapp ElectricaJ Worke.
PartrlcK dE Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
WeBtern iClectric Co.

Friction Cones.
Bvana Frlrtlon Cono Cn.

F"»riie''e <>lrate Rartf.
Kelly BroK.

Fuse VPlre.
Electrical Supply Co.
Knapp Electiical Works
Sporry Elec.Mlnlng Machine Co.

GaH iiifftiiiDS. •< l*-crrle.
Detroit Elec rical Worke.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

general Electrical Hnpplies.
Andrae, Jotlns.
Central Electric Co.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Coneolldated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cutter, Geo
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Slectrlc Co.
Electric Cons, it Supply Co.
Electrical Ene. & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Great Western Klec. Sapply Co.
lireeley & Co

.
, The E . 8.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Q.iioen & Co.
Star Electrli Co,
Western Blectric Co.

Globes and Electrical «iias8-
n'are.
Baggot. E.
Brookfield, Wm.
Hemlngray Glass Co.
Phcenis Glass ('o.

Guni-Eln?it'c Ronflns.
Gum-Elastic Roofing Co.

flard Knbber Cioods.
Butler Hard Rnbber Co.

tnsnJators and Insnlatlns
Materials.
Andrae, Julius.
Brookfield, Wm.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cushing. P. W.
Delaware Bard Fibre Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great vVestern Elec. Supply Co.
Hemlngray Glaes Co.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Slectrical Works.
Mnnsell & Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
SEaffnet Wire.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Inanlated Wire Co.
Cuehing, F. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Day's Kprlte Insulation.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Blectric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insu-
lating Co.

Knapp Electrical Works.
New Tork Insulated Wire Co.
Boebllng'e Sons Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Weatern Electric Co.

IjBmps, Incandescent.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Brnsh Elertrlc Co
Buckeve Electric Co.
Central ElectrlrCo.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Electrlcal Eng. t Supply Co.
Great Western Elec Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Heisler Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Sawve''-Man Klectrlc Co.
Somoff, J. L.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Houston Blectric Co.

Lnbricators.
Powell Co., The Wm.

magnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wire.)

Jf«»ehanira1 Wachinery.
Ferracute Machine Co.

niedica* Batteries-
Detroit Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

mica.
Bowers Bros.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
Schoonmaker, A. O.

nine Hicoals, Blectrle.
Dwtrolt i£l*ctrlcal Works.

ninlBK Apparatna, Kleetrle.
Edl«on G«ij«.-a] Bliy:trlc Co.
ThQfDBon-HouiUjn ulncirtc Co.
Hperrv i£l»c. MIdIok Machine Co.
WeetroKbonM Blectric A Mtg. Co.ot«ra
Brnsh Blectric Co.
Crocker-Wbeeter Electric Co.
Cblcaeo Electric Motor Co.
Detroit Rlectrical Works.
Diamond Kl^.trlc Mfg. Co.
Edison (j^neral fflecirlc Co.
Electrical Knc. kHupplvCo.
La Hor.bK Elt^ctrJc Work*.
I'orl'T-Leiivitt Electric Motor C^j
I'rt-mi'T Elt'ctrlo Co,
Rockford Electric ManufactDrios Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Thomflon-Hoaston Electrlr Co
WestinahooB* Blectric A UU Co.

Sami' Pint* h.
iV'k.-r M(y, Co,. John.

Office Fnrnltare.
American Deek £ Seating Co.
AnrirRWM * Co,, A. H.

Oil CupM.
Powell Co.. The Wm.

Oil FurJHoH.
Graviv PoriUer Co.

Packing-
Buiton, Ge^v. B.

Pins and Brarlceta.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical SnpplyCo., The
Holmee, C. H.
Loud, n. M & Bona' Lumber Co.
Sohlnrlel .t Shindel.
Western Electric Co.

Poles.
Brownlee A Co.
Central Electrlo Co.
Electrical Supply Co The
Holmes, C. H.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud, E. M. & Sons' Lomber Co
Milllken Bros.
Schindel A SchlndeL
Sterling.W. C.

Pnblisbers, Electrical.
Electrician PubllBhlng Co.

Pash Buttons.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Hallways. Blectric.
(See electric raliwaye.)

B«>£ralatlre Nnrliets.
Eles Electric Specialty Co., The.

Seouritics, Electrical.
Gilman&Co., E. R.
Perry k Noyes.

Separators, Mteam.
Hlne Eliminator Co.
Pond Bnelneerlng Co.

fiiilk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

SpeaKlnc Tnbes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R,
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators-
Queen & Co.

Steam Pnmps.
Worthlngton. Henry R.

Snpplles, filectrlc Ballway.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric. Merchandlae Co.
SchindelA SchlndeL

Tapes, Insniatlnc.
Andrae, Julius.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Inpu'ated Wire Co.
CuBhing, F. W.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co. , The.
India RuDber & Gutta Percha In-
sulating Co.

InterTiational Okonlte Co., The.
New Tork Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Telegrraph Apparatns.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The B. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co
Western Electric Co.

Telephones, Electric.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Central ElPctrlc Co.
Electrical Supply Co^The,
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Worka,
Queen & Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

T»*nnsf«rmers.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply uo.
National ElectricManufacturing Co
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Trolley Co'd.
Samson Cordage Works.

Tmckta. Electric Car.
Detro't Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-HouBton Electric Co.
Westlnghonee Electric & Mfg. Ca

Turbine Tfheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Hunt Machine Co., Rodney.
StUweU & Bierce Mlg. Co.

T'niverftlties-
Ilarvard University.
Inatitute o£ Technology.

Leffel & Co.. The Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

W^lre,Bare.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The,
Holmes, Booth & Haydene.
Kuapn Electrical Workp.
RoebUng's Sons' Co., J. A.
Sperry Eiec. Mining jia<dilne Ca.
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THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANY will not cut
prices in order to "meet" competition and then make customers pay
dearly for their bargain by supplying them with poor material and
hastily constructed machines. What is worth having is worth a fair

price.

OUR ELECTRICAL APPARATUS IS HIGH-GLASS.

OUR PRICES ARE REASONARLE
OUR CUSTOMERS ARE SATISFIED.

Send for Catalogues.-

THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.,

EVERY STATION OFANY SYSTEM
SHOULD INVESTIGATE OUR

SERIES LAMPS,

SERIES SOCKETS,

SERIES SUPPLIES,
For ARC and ALTERNATING Circuits.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICES.

BERNSTEIN FAN MOTORS.
Perfect in Design. Tasteful in Appearance. Simple Throughout.

Reliable Agents wanted in every section of the country. ' AVrite for particulars.

BEISTEIN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
620 ATLANTIC AVENUE, BOSTON, MASS.
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An Ow Friend in a New Dress.
The more you sec of the "Ward" lamp the more you become interested. Mechanical and electrical perfection. It

is all that. Arc you aware that we are combining these features with a line of ornamental lamps that surpass in beauty of

finish and design an\' arc lanij) ever offered to the trade, and equal to the handsomest electrical fixtures manufactured?

You need such lamps for interior lighting and decoration. They increase the output of your station, and delight

the consumer. I low about prosperity? Of courst' )Ou're through with experiments. Whj- need you injure your business

and add pi Tsonal worr)- by the purchase of an)- other style of lamps, which are so imperfect that they will have to be

changed over every month, and brought out as a "New L;unp''?

The "Ward" lami), in all cases, is specially designed to meet tin- varying conditions demanded, and had passed the ex-

perimental stage when first offered to the public by this Company. The thousands of "Ward" lamps in use prove it to be

the only lam[) that works satisfactoril)- on an incandescent circuit.

vn.ANUi'.\c'n.iiiui<s

'?Cr—'I-'^P

ORGANIZUD 1881.

INCORPORATED 18B3.

Arc Laaps

AN
)

ESTABLISHED
EACT: J

I'-'Ai INC.-'XNnnSCnNT ANU
STRP-HT RAILWAY' CIRCUITS.

Tin: OSl-^' .WtC L.X^\P TIl.AT

\\'ORKS S.ATISr'ACTORILY ON .^A

INCVNOnSCHNT CIRCUIT.

SPnCIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRA\''INr., THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LA.^PS.

THE ELrXTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY' CO.

Plir.NIX BUILDING.

CHICAGO.

TCLEPMONE BUILDING. Scarcli Light No. IZ.
NE\v' YORK. » J

THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC
MANUFACTURING CO.,

EAU CLAIRE, WISCONSIN,

Is doubling the capacity of its factory

to meet increased business.

Write our Agents for Prices.

—AGBNTS:-
SrewToik, W. Y—NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. & CONSTRUCTION CO.Electrical Exchange Bldg.

'Wasbinslon, D. C:-L. N. OOX, 16 FUlh Street, S. E.

Philadelphia, Pa.-PENNSYLVANIA ELECTRIC ENGINEERING CO.

St. PanI, Minn,—THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLY CO.

. Detroit, Mlcli.-COMMEKCIAL ELECTRIC CO.
Denver. Colo.- THE MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC CO.

tVlnolprg, MaD.-SIMPSOS-DAYIS ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION CO.

Ban Francisco, Cal.-NATIONAL ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT CO.

lilnCOln.SIeb.-LINCOLN ELECTRICAL MFG. AND SUPPLY CO.

Kansas Cliy, Mo.-THOMaS WOLIB, 51 Main Street.

Seattle, Wasb.-CHAS. H. BAKER & CO.
Slew Oriels, l,a.-ENT£RPRISE CONSTRUCTION AND SUPPLY CO.

ST, IjOCIS:—W, E. BAILEY. Special Southern Agent, 7*8 Equitable Building

C1S!CII«WATI:-P. P. ALTENBERG, SOSmith Bnildlng.
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HiMMOND-WILLIAMS ENGINE.THE

STANDARD COMPOUND.

BUII.T BY

The Lake Erie Engineering Works,
BUFFALO, N. Y.

W. B. PEARSON & COMPANY,
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES,

401 Home Insuiance Building, * - " CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE OWINCS BUILDING, CHICAGO.

Wired with Kerite Wire, the Highest Grade of Insulation on the Market.

W. H. EOEERT, General Agent,

16 Dey Street, NEW YOEK.
F. W. CnSHING, General Western Agent,

286 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.
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"UP/I Fl TVTT1 " Double Core, Rubber Covered

nilllTljill 1 WIRES -CABLES.

HOWARD"TT/^¥]IT \ Tl T\ " Incandescent
LAMPS.

-^^T-ST B-A.SE3, -A.3iT-H- TT-OI^T-^O-B.

A strictly high-grade lamp, giving FULL CANDLE POWER throughout its life. HIGH
EFFICIENCY and LONG LIFE commensurate with its other qualities.

SEND A TRIAL ORDER FOR A FEW DOZEN.

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
201,203, 205> 207 So, Canal St., CHICAGO, ILL.

EdisonGeneral Electric Co.,
EDISON BUILDING, BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

EDISON SYSTEM OF LIGHT AND POWER.
SKFEST! BEST ! CHEKPESTI

Incombustible Appliances. 1^°^ Artistic Fixtures.

DYNAMOS. ^K^ MOTORS.
SAFETY DEVICES. l-^^^B WIRE, CABLES.

a

EDISON
LAMP AND SOCKET.

EDISON PERCUSSION DRILL.

FOR PRICES, ADDRESS NEAREST DISTRICT OFFICE.— DISTRICT OFFICES:
CANADIAN : Ellison Building, 77 Bay Street, Toronto, Can. PACIFIC COAST: Edison Building, 1 1 2 Bush Street, San Francisco, Cal.

CENTRAL: 173 and 175 Adams Street, Cliicago, 111. PACIFIC NORTHWEST: Fleischner Building, Portland, Oregon.

_ . .. _ .
EASTERN: Edison Building, Broad Street, New York. ROCKY MOUNTAIN: Masonic Building, Denver ColO

NEW ENGLAND: 25 Otis Street, Boston, Mass.

MEXICAN AND SOUTH AMERICAN DEPARTMENT: Edison Building, Broad Street, New Yoik. EUROPEAN OFFICE: 34 Victoria Street, Westminster, London, S. W., Eng,
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PBANKLm 8. CABTEB.

HST-A-BIilSHEr) 186V.
OHAHLEB M WILKIN8.

TOADINU \B

B. -^ARD WCLKIN8.

PARTRICK & CARTER CO.,
125 South Second Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SULK TKOPRIKTOHS OK THE PATENT NEEDLE ANNL'NCIATOKS,

Manufacturers of and Dealers in all Kinds of

ELECTRICALSUPPLIES.
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

Bells, Disque Leclanche Batteries, Gas Lighting Apparatus,
Bronze goods and a full lineof supplies for hotel and house work.

Catalogaee and Discoant Sheets wUl be Bent to those In the trade apon receipt of Application and BnalnesB Card.

Harvard Univeirsit^y.
SUMMER COURSES OF INSTRUCTION.
During the Bummer of 1892, courses of Instruction \cill be given as follows:

Chemistry, four courses, viz.: Fundamental Princl-
plee of OhemiBiry; Qualitative Analyela; Quantitative
Analysis; Organic Chemistry.

Botany, two conreeB, viz: Vegetable ilorphology and
Physiology, and Microscopical Anatomy of Phaenrgams;
CryptOEtmlc Botany.
PhyeicB, two coursee.
Geology, thiee cources.

Engineering, three ruureee, viz.: Topographical S:ir-

Fe>ing; Railway Surveying; Elecrical Engineeriog;
Mecnanical Drawing.

Phyetcal Culture, two couraes.
Physiology aud Mjglene.
American Hifto'v.
Socialism and Social Prohleme.
Trigonometry.
Horticulture.
English.
German, two courses.
Frencb, two roureee.
History and Art of Teaching.
relocution.
Coureea at the Medical School.

Circulars descripive of tbeeecoureee and other informatijn may be obtained on application to

itxci Secreta7'y of Harvard Urtivcrsity, Cambridge, Matis.

In addition to tue anove nien'ioned ccurees, lectures on methods of inet ucli n will be given by
teachers In the several depa'tmente I presented by the schools. These Itcturts will be oiten, without
charge, to thepersoLS who are en o It d as members of auv of the summer Bi.boole in the Uiilverpiiy.

In gener.1l these coutspb are 1 dapted \o the nf eds of 'hose wiio Intend to he teach is in 1 he etvera
Bubjecls. St^vpral of ll:fl iiioie fit m. ncary, Ui wever, aie intended to m^et the needs vf teglDnern and
may be taken by studcntq in 1 eu of Ihe corres; ondmg courEea In the Co hge and the Lawrence ScKt-
tific School, nnd may be counted towaide a degtep.

Dnrins the eesf-ion of the Bcboole the College Library will be open from 9 a. m. till 5 p. m. The
Museum of Comparative Zoolosy, 1 he Peabody .Museum, and the Mineraloglcal CuUection are also

acceeelble to Btudcnte diring ihe tummer vacation.

In general the feee of the above nien^oned courses, except those in Chemistry, Englneeriug,

Physical Tralnlne, ard Klocntlon, are S'-iO for each couffp.

Board and lodging may be obtained in Cambridge during the summer vacation at a cost of from $5

to SIO per week.
LAWRENCE SCIENTIFIC SCHOO-.

This school, which is under the control of the Faculty of Arts and Sciencee of Haiward Univerdty,

offers seven courses of etnOy leadicg to the degree of Bachelor of Science, viz ; .

L Civil Engineering. IV. Bfology. VII. Anatomy, Physiology, and Physical

II. Chemistry. V. Electrical Engineering. Culture.

III! Geology. VI. General Coarse in Science.

The laatnamed course is eapeciallv desig-ed for those who intend to study medicine, or to teach

DhvBical traiiiing. For further information address
^ -^ ^

N, S, SHALER. Drav. Cambridge, Mass.

Suhscrilie for the Western Electrician.

E. R. OILMAN & CO.,
FINANCIAL AGENTS.

FOR SALE CHEAP!!!
I Ive 240 Ampere rompound wound T.H. Incandes-

c^nl Dynamos. UU Volt.
Two 2 -light 2,O0U c. p. American Arc Light Dy-

namos.
One fiO-light 2.000 c. p. SperrvArc Light Dynamo.
tiiiO tjonse NeckP.T.H.muDlrlpal sockets complete.
One lO-Iight Weston Arc Machine and Uonble

Lamps.

Three 50?.]ight. 120 volt Edison Dynamos, Mod ::m
Pattern, ueed 2 years.

OnefWO- IghtT.H. Alternator Complete.
Oaa l,;iOO-iieht T.ll. Alternator Complele.
Thirty 2,00Jc. p. American DoubH Lamps.
Forty 2,00U c. p. American single Lampe.
One 1511 h. p. Burkeye Engine, high ppeed.
Automatii: and Corlles Kagines and Boilers,

TSE JOHN E, BEGSS MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO., 71 CorllaDdt Street, FEW YORK.

ILiOcust Brackets,
<r Oak Brackets,

Cross Arms,
Chestnut Poles.

LOCUST
PINS.

Ttj a thonsand
Li'ocast Fins,

and yon ivill order
a car load.

PlirS ALWAYS IN t^TOCK. SPBCIAI. PIIW4 ON SHORT NOTICE.
Send for prices, stating quantity wanttd

SCHINDEL & SCHINDEL, . • HACERSTOWN, MD.

THE MILUKEN PATENT POLE
For Electric Street Railways and Electric LIglit Worlt.

65 LIBERTY STREET,

NEW YORK.
MANtTFACTUEED BT

MILLIEEN BROS.

59 DEiRBORK STREET,

CHICAGO.

Electrical Securities, Stocks, Bonds and Commercial Paper

Bought and Sold.

Rooms 140, 141 Riaito Building. CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

IV^BITE FOB CIBCIJIiAB AND CATALiOGIJi:.

JAMES
LEFFEL WATER WHEELS

111) stylos niKl Sizew. Upriglu ;

30 YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
affords every faciliiy for making ilu-rii.

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
Plants of all kinds driven by them. Easy workinc catps. We goaranlee

highest power, with smallest quantity of water, at full and part gates
;
in-

suring easv reeulfttioii and sleadv motion. Successfully operating under
heads of 2 "to 400 feet. Write us ftir line pamphlet and state your wants.

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, U. S. A.

110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY

L» ROCHE
116 aiH IIB M. Bill a.

Alternating

DYNAMOS,
100 TO 1200 LIGHT.

Installed complete for City
or Town Lighting.

Chicago Office, Garden City Electric Co.,

207 and !i69 Dearborn »$ti-eet.

ELECTRIC WORKS.

Philadelphia, Penn.

. Incandescent

DYNAMOS,
Direct System. '

"iTO 1000 LIGHT.

Motors
For Arc or incanilesGenl.

Currents from I-8 to SDH. p..

.
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RIES REGULHTING SOCKET I
USE IT UPON YOUR ALTERNATING CURRENT CIRCUITS.

IT WILL PAY YOU! IT WILL PAY YOUR CUSTOMERS!
Something Entirely New ! Regulates the Light ! ! Saves the Lamps ! ! ! Saves the Current ! ! !

!

THE RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO., Baltimore, Md.
PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS.

CHICAGO ZITSTTLATED WIRE COMFAITV,
AX.A.:N'TTZ*.A.Ca7X7Zl.X:Z«.S C3f-

HieH GRADE INSULATED WIRES
OF ALL DESCKIPXIOIVS,

WEATHERPROOF WIRES,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

MAGNET WIRES,
INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,

ETC., ETC., ETC.

WBITE FOR QUOTATIONS
AND SAMPLES.

Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO., Sycamore, 111.

COMPLETE STOCK OF

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES.
TROLLEY WIRES,

SPAN WIRE,

FEEDER WIRE,

GUARD WIRE,

MAGNET WIRE,

FUSE WIRE,

SWITCHES,

CROSS-OVERS,
TURN-OUTS,

INSULATORS,

TROLLEYS,

POLES,

.^OLE BRACKETS,

PULL-OVERS,

POLE RATCHETS,

STRAIN CLAMPS,

CURVE INSUUTORS,

ELECTRIC,

RAILWAY

SUPPLIES
EXCLUSIVELY,

it'*°!.°::"'tNe

ELECTRIC HEADLIGHTS,

GEARS, PINIONS,

RAWHIDE PINIONS,

RESISTANCE BOXES,

STATION EQUIPMENT,

TROLLEY POLES,

TROLLEY BASES,

TROLLEY WHEELS,

TROLLEY HARPS.

TROLLEY SPRINGS,

TROLLEY CORD,

BEARINGS,

BUSHINGS,

GRAPHITE BUSHINGS,

RUBBER BELLS,

FEEDER BELLS,

CHICAGO CLAMPS,

INSUUTING TAPE,

EYE BOLTS,

TURN BUCKLES,
PORCEUIN KNOBS,

PORCELAIN CLEATS.

t
SomethiDg New and Practical, and of inter-

est to users.

The special coiled filament, as shown in cut,

used in all lamps of high voltage.

Guaranteed not to droop against the bulb.

A trial will fully convince you that the
"Buckeye" is efficient, and of long life.

Is acknowledged to be the handsomest lamp
in use.

Write for catalogue and prices.

11

257 THE ARCADE,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

•9

Something New.
.^ QUICK BREAK AND CONTACT.

^ NO MORE BURNED TERMINALS.

NO DANGER FROM SHORT CIRCUITS.

'TIS PERFECTION.

New York flgenl: - - H. G. MADDEN,

IS CORTLANDT STREET.

ABk yonr Snpply House for them or write to

CROWN ELECTRIC MFC, CO.
Bridg[eport, Conn.

I

INTERIOR CONDUITS

TRADE-MARK

Tlie Solntion of the ProMei of Safe GnariliDg

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for whateoever pnrpoae emplOTed, Is to

be foond in tbe

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
INTERIOR AND UNDERGRODND

CO:tT3D"CriTS

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
i</nn«.J B27I0B31 W. 34th St.,
WOKKS.^ 626 to 528 W. 36th St.,

General Offices: 42 & 44 Broad St, Nei Yart

ThoB. Day & Co.j 322 Sntter St., San Francleco, Cal.

MouDtniD Eiectitc Co., Dnnver Colo.
AmericHn Elect. SupplyCo., 2^6 Pearl St., Buffalo.N T.
Pat"am. Gay & Co , 27 E. Main St , Rochester, N. Y.
liiover Elect. Co., 127 W irth St., Clncianatl, O,
ChiB. wab'lel, SBgioaw, M'Cb.
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
Walker & Kepler, 631 Cheetaut St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply AConatrnciion Co.. Pittabargh, Pa.
Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

W-I-R-E2-S:
I.e. Weatherproof Wire, W. E. Underwriters' Wire, Okonite, Kerite,

Hard and Soft Drawn Copper Wire,
Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph and Telephone Wire,

Silk and Cotton Covered Magnet Wire, Incandescent Lamp Cord.
i=ieiCEa oisT j^iTLicj^Tioisr.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Selling Agents;

I

iAIIBS, EBEBT A CO., St. Fanl, Hlnn.
STAJroABO EliECTBICAIi WOBKtS, Cincinnati, Ohio.
nOVNTAIN BliBCTBIC CO., Denyer, Colo.

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.
NEW YORK, Cor, Thames and Greenwich Sts.
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The Onited States Electric Lighting Co.,

[THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Lessees.]

ARC AND INCANDESCENT ISOLATED ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS.

NEW r. S. MOTOK.

Aiitic Diiis.— Perfect Mm
More than 1,000 Plants in Operation in Factories, Hotels,

Office Buildings, Theaters, Etc.

rF=?icr

MOTORS"' GENERATORS.
Direct Carrent GENERATORS and MOTORS for all purposs,

1-8 H. P. up to any po'wer required, and at any-

required B. M. F.

Superior in Design and Workmansliip, and Dnequaled in Efficiency.

Send for New U. S. Catalogues on Incandescent Lighting and Motors.

GENERAL OFFICES: EQUITABLE BUILDING, - - 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

dta
^,,.-«iIlI*^

%

^JiiAilLl*"'

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
8 Candle !Po^wer to 50 Candle I*o~wer,

Fitting Sockets of Principal Systems.

75 Candle fewer to 150 Candle Fo^wer,
Fitting Large Special Keyless Sockets.

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUT-OUTS AND GENERAL SUPPLIES.

Write for Catalogue.

SAVTYER-MAN ELECTRIC CO.,

(SHOWING LAMP HALF SIZE.)

100c. p. and 150 c. p.

BOSTON,

620 Atlantic Avenue.

NEW YORK,

5 1 0-534 West 23d St.

CHICAGO,

"The Rookery."
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANUFACTURED BY

WM. BROOKFIELiD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

'RACINE-HIGH'SPEBOi

3 ADDRESS

ENGINE DEf'T.

SUPERIOR. RKULATION
>>"» ECONOMY t°^

BECTRIC IJSHTIHS

16 SIZES

CARR1ED_)N 5T0CK

PWEfBt"
lAtn CUE OF iinj

ENfilMESj
MfOffi_5))IPPINS|

KiPRICES""'
CATALOGUE

RACINt HARDWARE MFfrCO-R'^c.-'Vi)

EVERY ONE
KNOWS

ANDRAE.
WE STILL SELL

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

SPECIAL AGENT FOR
OKONITE AND HABIRSHAW

WIRES,
SUNBEAM LAMPS.

JULIUS ANDRAE,
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

The Pioneer House of the Northwest.

Drop Forgings.
Biriiiiii<;liain. ronii..

Solicit ordere for light Drop Forginge for Electric 1

work. 16 years' experience- iiBtimateB promptly
furnislieci on receipiof eamplee or drawings.

MICA
For all Electric Insulating
Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the market.

I I SELL NO OTHER.
Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St.. NEW YORK.

W. F. Feskt. S. F. ISOYBS.

mm IN ELiCTmi. mmn
Electrical or Telephone Stocks Bonght

and Sold.

PERRY &NOYES,
F'.'fi«nTi Ridfir. NEW YOBK.

CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL.

If you are in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

BROWNLEE & CO.
""°"'

) MICH.

SOLID BRAIDED CORD.
J
Ih the most dara-

I Die for hangin
I Arc Lamps,
[Trolley
I Cord, Gov

_ ering Field
Magnets, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE "WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STKBET, BOSTON.

Royal Electric Co.,
911 & 913 South Washington St., PEORIA, ILL.,

MANUFACTUEEES OF

Alternating and Continuous Current Dynamos and Motors,

AND ELECTRIC MACHINERY.
The Most Complete Alteenatihg System how on the Makkbt.

Agents Wanted for Exclusive Territory.

WORTH TRUTH

THESE ARE THE

CORNER STONES
Ou which we build our automatic

arc and incandescent dynamos,
and lie "Duplex" Arc Lamp.

DUPLEX ELECTBIC CO., Ltd,,

CORRY, PA.

EFFICIENCY SYSTEM

AMERICAN HIGH SPEED ENGINE.
This En^ne revolutionizes the manner of applying steam in generating power. It

can be regulated so as to run at any speed desired, up to

1OOQ ^^ MORE REVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE !

It is not a rotary Engine, yet the motion of its parts is such, that there are no "dead
centers.*' It takes steam and exhausts fom- times at each, revolution. For

SPEED, SIMPLICITY AND ECONOMY,
this Engine has no equal. It possesses many striking advantages over all other Engines,

either slow speed or so-called high, speed. Its speed is closely regulated by a sensitive

and reliable automatic governor. Built of any required size,

FOR ALL STATIONAKY a^d MARINE PURPOSES.
It can be coupled directly to dynamos, fans, blowei-s, fire engine and other rotary

pumps ; in fact, to any machine requiring gi'eat velocity. It is smooth running and

noiseless. Being light and compactly built, it takes up less room than any other

En<^ine of equal power. No heavy foundations are required. This Engine is

THE ^OlvlE OF SX'MiT'J-.XCDXmr.
No skilled engineer is required.

3^° For fiu'ther particulars and Illustrated Catalogue, call upon, or address,

AMERSCAIi ENSINE GONIPANY,
IIOr.\0 BROOK, N. J.

HINE'S ELIMINATOR.
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL

Steam Separators and Oil Extractors.

iMiPe^l ^" twelve trials in the "Cornell" Separator teat, it averaged
"^ 98 7-10 per ceat Dry Steam. Outstripping all competitors.

Send for Circular and Cornell test report.

^L nINE ELIMINATOR CO.p '° newyork. hoeizontai,.

This advertifement appear severy other week.

-t^e:-

mn umm a
PDSH-BDTTON

>

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AXD

95GHAyBEfiS STREET, NEW YORK.

A GRATE BAR

BLOWER

KELLY GRATE.
t?bJ t,"H?i'S'^-L-U\;lii"^,liS ^'^^ COMBUSTION ai.<i SrPERIOR STEAMINR QUALI-TIES, I ! HAS. NO EQUjA S^bl burn ANY KIND of HARU or SOFT C04-L equally well Theyareespeciallyadspted foTTJM^Bptlnnoin eeivlce reqniredTiT EI.E :TRrc LIGaTISO PLANTSWe warrant them HOT to^raWlnd to OUTWE.VR TWO COMMON ORATES When TOnr plant

nn?'r"'i°p"J 5
"=""' IJONIT he content with one that !. "aood enonsh," but ns.' the same nnmber ofDOLLARS and eecure the BEST-that IS, THE KELLY GRATE. lS»>Bt a stamp in writing ns tor

descriptive circular. We will return it, and tell yon about our SHaSER GRATE, the only one of Itsliind made m the United Stales or any other place, Tjyjy I^JiH^nC/ I 'r)7Ji1 OKf>,)
GIVJB US A CHAXCJE TO BE Of

KELLY B^fOS.,
3cno^a- FC3X7iu-x3x:xi.s.

coshIen, ind.
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Electric Traveling Cranes at the E. P.

Allis Company's Shops, IVIilwaukee.
The application of ^,'lectricity to the operation of cranes

designed for moving heavy machinery has become quite'

general during the last few years, and has consequently at-

tracted much attention among manufacturers of all kinds

of heavy machinery, as well as electrical engineers. Since

the introduction of the electric traveling crane there have,

of course, been many improvements, and to-day it is con-

ceded to possess many advantages over the best type of

mechanically driven cranes. The diflicullies encountered in

chinery are familiar. Another feature of the electric crane

which will at once impress those who have had experience

in the operation of the old styles is the speed regulation.

All mechanically driven cranes have certain pre-determined

speed of travel and hoist which cannot be varied, but the

electric crane is under such perfect control that any move-
ment may. at the will of the operator, be gradually and

smoothly accelerated, retarded or maintained at any desired

speed from the highest to the lowest capacity of the mo-

tor.

The machine illustrated in Fig. i is a fifteen ton crane

matic in their operation and do not depend for their action

on the skill or vigilance of the operator. One of them ihc

mechanical brake, is applied continuously by the reaction

of the load itself, ihc force with which it is applied being

proportional to and increasing with the load, and is released

by the pull of the motor. The other is applied by a pow-
erful spring, and is always "on," except when withdrawn
by the action of a solenoid in series with the hoisting

motor.

Without the mechanical brake the crane would "race'*

in lowering, as the raagoetic brake is then withdrawn by

lkA\) I.ING CRANES AT THE E. P. ALUS CCMPANY S SHOPS', MILWAUKEE.

the construction and operation of these latter machines are

pretty generally understood by electrical engineers.

Among the first to appreciate the advantages of electric

traveling cranes was the Edward P. Allis company of Mil-

waukee, which installed probably the first triple motor

crane in its foundry. This crane was of the Shaw type.

So successful was the first machine that others were or-

dered, and now there are constantly in use in the Allis

shops three large electric traveling cranes built by the

Shaw Electric Crane company of Muskegon, Mich. These

cranes are used for handling all kinds of heavy machines and

castings, carrying them from one part of the shops to another

and greatly facilitating the work of the company. The
ease and safety attending the operation of these machines,

together with the absence of noise, are in striking contrast

to the jerky, unsteady and unreliable operation of mechan-

ically driven cranes, with which all builders of heavy ma-

in use in the Allis shops. This crane has a maximum hoisting

speed of 25 feet, a bridge or longitudinal traverse speed of 350

feet and a trolley or transverse traverse speed of 125 feet

per minute. The speed of each of these movements may

be raised from nearly zero to the maximum by mov-

ing the reversing lever. Only one lever is required for

each movement, and the manipulation is therefore of the

simplest possible character.

The crane is fitted with incandescent lamps of an aggre-

gate of 600 candle power, which brilliantly illuminate the

Hoor below when the crane is used at night. It is fitted

with duplex automatic brakes, to which in large part is

due the accuracy with which the load can be handled in

hoisting and lowering. These brakes not only insure

against the accidental dropping of the load from any cause

other than breakage of parts, but absolutely prevent any

possibility of "racing" in lowering. The brakes are auto-

thecurrent which actuates the motor, and as both the motor

and load act in the same direction, so without the mag-

netic brake the load could not be stopped promptly after

either hoisting or lowering, on account of the momentum
of the armature. Accurate handling would be impossible

without the capability of instantly checking the movement

of the load, as when the current is thrown off it would al-

ways go either a little too far or not far enough. The two

brakes acting in combination give great accuracy of control,

which, together with the extremely slow speed at which the

crane may be run, enables the heaviest loads within the

capacity of the crane to be set with absolute accuracy.

All the truck wheels are cast from charcoal iron and the

treads are chilled deep and hard and ground true. These

wheels are considered by the makers to be better than steel,

as the hard surface insures great durability, while the ac-

curacy attained by grinding causes the traverse movements
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to be extremely free from vibration. All the shafts are

lare:e and bearings are unusually long. Great attention is

given to the matter of accessibility, the machinery being so

arranged that all important details may be removed and

replaced readily without disturbing other parts. Bearings

are capped wherever possible. The girders are very rigid,

laterally as well as vertically, and have a large margin of

safety.

Further details of the construction of this type of crane

are shown in Figs. 2, 3,4 and 5, which are reproduced from

Irou Age. Fig. 3 is a side elevation of one end of a 60

ton double trolley crane, having a span of 60 feet, Fig. 4

FIG. 2. ELECTRIC TRAVELING CRANES AT THE E. P. ALLTS
company's shops, MILWAUKEE,

being a cross section through Fig. 3. Fig. 5 is a plan view

of a crane trolley of 15 tons capacity. The bridge is

moved along its track by means of a motor placed near one

end, as shown in Fig. 3, the power of which is transmitted

through suitable gearing: to the driving wheels at each end.

This crane trolley carries t\\ o motors, located at one side, as

indicated in the perspective view, Fig. 2, one of which is

atraoged to move the trolley along the bridge while the

other is so geared as to operate the hoisting drums.

The electrical features of this crane were fully described

and illustrated in the Wesiern Electrician, July 5,

1893.

These cranes are built by the Shaw Electric Crane com-

pany of Muskegon, Mich., and are handled by Manning,

Maxwell iS: Moore of New York and Chicago.

A Trolley System for Torpedoes.

A correspondent of the New York Sun makes a novel

suggestion for harbor defense. He proposes to string

wire cables over the Narrows of New York bay and drop

or lower torpedoes from them to destroy hostile vessels at-

tempting to force an entrance. "By this system," he

writes, "two inch or heavier wire rope might be stretched

from shore to shore, at such a distance above the water

that ships could easily pass beneath, and on this wire tor-

pedoes of various sizes might be run out to and over or

against the ships of the enemy and exploded by electricity

exactly as wanted. These torpedoes could be lowered to

a point below the water line under the side of a ship and

set off equally aS well as by dropping them on the decks

and tearirlg up the plates, for a thousand pounds of dynam-

Which Terminal Shall We Ground in

Electric Railway Circuits?

By Chas. PROTE17S Steinmetz.

In most of the electric railway systems the electric cir-

cuit is grounded by using the rails as return circuits. It

is thus indeed not a true earth return circuit, as employed

on telegraph lines, because for such large currents as em-

ployed in railway propulsion the carrying capacity of the

earth is not sufficient to quickly distribute the current.

Therefore a metallic return circuit is always provided by

connecting the rails with each other and with a bare under-

ground conductor, which carries the return current, so

that the earth forms only a shunt to the return circuit. In

this metallic return wire there is a drop of potential also, and

consequently there exists only one point where the potential

of the wire is the same as that of the earth; at one

side of this "neutral point" the wire potential is higher,

at the other side lower, than the ground potential, and there-

fore at the one side of the neutral point the cur-

rent leaves the return wire, passes through the earth as

conductor and enters the return wire again at the other

side of the neutral point; that means that a portion of the

return current flows through the earth as shunt to the return

conductor. Bat, unfortunately, the earth is not a "metal-

lic" conductor, that is, a conductor which carries the

current without change of its chemical or physical constitu-

tion (except so far as it is heated by the energy consumed

by its electric resistance), but the earth is an electrolytic

conductor, that is, acoadactor wherein, by the action of

the electric current, chemical changes are produced, or

rather, which cirries the current only because chemical

cianges—generally dissociation of water— can take place

therein. Therefore, for every ampere of current which

passes through the ground a rigidly determined amount

of chemical action must take place. For instance, thirty

cubic inches of hydrogen gas are developed per hour at the

point where the current leaves the ground, and at the

pDint of entrance fifteen cubic inches of oxygen, and oxy-

gen in its most destructive modification, either partly or

wholly as ariatomic oxygen or ozone, which attacks all

the metals but gold and platinum.

Considering the large amount of current always circu-

lating in the return wires of extensive railway systems, and

the vast surface of rails and conductors exposed to the

earth, we cannot wonder that practice proved rapid de-

struction of return wires and rail bonds by electrolytic

action.

It became customary, therefore, to connect the negative

terminal with the return circuit and the positive terminal with

the trolley line. The reasoning which led to this custom was

about the following: IE an electric current passes through

an electrolytic conductor at the positive terminal, or the

anode, oxygen is developed, which rapidly dissolves all the

mstals except very few, while at the negative terminal or

the cathode, metals or hydrogen are set free, which affords

FIG. 3. electric traveling CRANES AT THE

ite exerting its force against a deck plate would do an

amount of damage hardly calculable."

It is stated that a concession has been granted by the

government of Nicaragua to Dr. Louis Cruz for the es-

tablishment of a complete telephone service in Nicaragua.

All the material for the construction of the line will be admit-

ted free of duty, and during the continuance of the conces-

sion no other similar privilege will be granted, except that the

canal company and the various railroad lines will

not be prohibited from enjoying private telephones

in the regular course of their own business. The govern-

ment will be furnished, free of expense, with twenty-five

instruments, with the necessary connections with the cen-

tral office and all the lines of the company.

E. p. ALLIS company's shops, MILWAUKEE.

such a thorough protection for the negative terminal that

even if it consists of a substance rapidly dissolved by the

solution (for instance, zinc in sulphuric acid) it is entirely

protected against it as long as the current lasts. There-

fore it was thought that by connecting the return circuit

to the negative terminal (the zinc or hydrogen pole) it

would be protected against electrolytic destruction.

How far that is true we shall consider in the following:

Suppose the positive terminal connected with the trolley

line, the negative with the return wire, and let us follow

the path of the current. Leaving the central station, the

current flows over the trolley line through the motors to

the rails, from rails to return wire, back to the station,

while a shunt current branches off from the return circuit

at or near the motor, passes through the ground, and enters

the return circuit again in proximity to the power

house. Consequently, the rails and return wires at and

near the motor will be positive against the earth and

FIG, 4, ELECTRIC TRAVELING CRANES AT THE E. !'. AI.LIS

company's shots, MILWAUKEE.

eaten away by e"!ectrolytic action, and near the central sta-

tion rails and wiies are negative against the earth and

protected from destruction. Consequently a neutral

zone exists where the earth potential is the same as the

potential of the return circuit; out&ide of the radius de-

scribed by the neutral zone electrolytic destruction will

take place, inside, protection. But every ampere which

enters from the ground into the return inside of the pro-

tected circle around the station has left the return outside

of the protected circle and done its destructive work, so

that we see that by connecting the negative dynamo ter-

minal to the return circuit in a grounded railway system

the return circuit is not protected against destruction by

electrolytic action.

Let us connect, now, the negative terminal to the trolley

line, the positive to the return. Then the whole phenom-

enon is simply reversed: outside the neutral zone protec-

tion is afforded, inside destruction, but again the protected

area of the return conductor is the same as the area ex-

posed to electrolytic destruction, and no protection of the

system secured either. Only now the other half of the

return circuit is endangered.

Changing the line terminals frequently if possible

—

for instance, every day—would not help either, but only

damage the whole system of return wires equally. For,

while in an electrolytic bath—for instance, a copper solu-

tion—by reversing the current the action is simply invert-

ed, and the copper that before was dissolved at the one

FIG. 5. ELECTRIC TRAVELING CRANES AT THE E. P. ALLIS
company's shops, MILWAUKEE.

and deposited at the other electrode is now carried back

again to the first electrode, in a railway return wire no de-

position of metal is to be expected, but before the current

has reversed the dissolved metal is dissipated in the

earth.

Besides, a change of the line terminals meets with diffi-

culties caused by the necessity of protecting the station

against electrostatic discharges from the line, that is,

against lightning. This makes it necessary to connect

the series coil of the compound generator to the trolley line,

so that a disruptive discharge, entering the power station

from the line, finds its path obstructed by the heavy self in-

duction of the series coil, and is thereby forced to jump

at the lightning arrester, while, in reversing now the termi-

nals, the series coil of the generator field would be between

armature and ground, and such an oscillating discharge
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would find a free path into the armature, and very likely,

not being able to pass from the armature to the ground

throujjh the impudiinct; afforded by the scries coil, disrup-

tive disch;ir^c would destroy the armature.

So wc see that there exists no possibility of protecting

a grounded return circuit against electrolytic action by

connecting either the one or the other dynamo terminal to

the return circuit, but in either connection half the circuit

is protected, while the other half is exposed to oxida-

tion.

If the central station is provided with a large and ex-

tensive ground a slight advantage exists in favorof con-

necting the p.isitive terminal to the return circuit, because

in this case a part of the current enters the earth over the

ground in the station, and thereby the neutral zone of

zero potential is moved nearer toward the station, and if

it were possible to malte the ground in the station of such a

low resistance that it is equal or superior to the ground

afforded by the whole return circuit, which is practically

hardly possible, the radius of zero potential would coincide

with the limits of the power house, and the whole return

circuit be protected by throwing all the destructive action

upon the ground in the central station.

Connecting the positive terminal to an extensive ground

in the station, anJ interposing a suitable resistance be-

tween the return circuit and the positive terminal would

bring the return circuit below the earth potential also, and

thereby protect it, indeed, by the expenditure of a certain

amount of energy in the resistance.

Besides this integral circuit, local electric circuits are

formed between the iron rails and the copper conductor,

iron and copper forming a galvanic angle whereby a cur-

rent is produced which passes from the iron through

the ground to the copper wire, eating off the iron, and

thereby loosening the electric contact between the iron rail

and copper conductor. If the positive dynamo terminal is

on ground, the line current flows against this electro-

motive force, and at least occasionally impedes its obnox-

ious action, while, by grounding the negative terminal, the

live current flows with the local currents through the

earth connection between rail and conductor, which is less

advisable.

Hence, concluding, we see that neither by connecting

the negative nor the positive terminal with the grounded

return circuit, the desired protection of this return wire

can be secured, but in either case electrolytic action will

take place, causing oxidation of the return conductor.

But in regard to the local currents between rail and re-

turn wire it is even more advisable to connect the positive

terminal to the return circuit, which practice is of some

advantage, too, if a separate ground in the central station

is provided.

Ahearn's Method of Governing Water
Wheels in Electric Railway Service.
The Ottawa, Ont., Electric Railway company operates

a line consisting of eight miles of double and four miles

of single track. The system was constructed in seven

weeks, and cars were put into service in the latter part of

June last year. The equipment consists of sixteen cars

of the vestibuled type, and the electric: system employed

is that of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing

company, single reduction motors of 20 horse power each

being used on each car. The dynamo room is located at

the famous Chaudiere Falls, where two turbine water

wheels drive two 100 horse power Westinghouse compound
dynamos, and a third machine is kept in reserve. The dif-

ficulty in supplying steady carrent by water wheels was at

first a matter of serious difficulty as, owing to the frequent

stopping of all or nearly all the cars at the same instant,

the water wheels were liable to race. By an ingenious

mechanical arrangement the water-wheel gates are now
raised and lowered instantly, and by the introduction of a

novel electric device sufficient load is kept on the dynamos

at all times to keep down the speed of the water wheels.

As the problem of securing a satisfactory water-wheel

controller is just now of much importance to electric

railway men, a detailed description of the Ottawa com-

pany's apparatus will be of interest.

Speaking generally, this governing device, which was

designed by T. Ahearn, of the firm of Ahearn & Soper,

the builders of the road and its principal owners, consists

of several coils of iron wire, connected in shunt to the

trolley circuit, and so arranged that any current from 12

to 72 amperes may be made to flow through it. The
wire is kept cool by being immersed in water, which is

changed as it becomes warm.

In the station there are two 175 horse power turbines

and three 100 horse power compound wound Westinghouse

railway generators. The wheels are under 15 feet head of

water and the dynamos are belted to a main shaft driven

by the turbines.

At first the company tried a water wheel governor that

was in very successful operation in its electric light station,

but this was found to be practically useless for street rail-

way work. Next man power was substituted at the gate

wheel, but even this human regulator failed to keep the

wheels reasonably steady. Then a very efticienl means of

regulation was tried, which is still in use. This last

method consists of a right and left hand lever which op-

crates a shifting belt, which in turn operates a gear wheel

on each of the water wheel gates, so as to rapidly lift and
lower the gates. This apparatus, of course, requires con-

stant watching, but the low cost of the water power per-

mits of this expense. It was found, though, that while the

arrangement described solved the problem for ordinary

fluctuations, when all the cars were in service, it did not

^work when a few cars were using current. The water

wheels would race, and it was to overcome this difiiculty

that Mr. Ahearn resorted to the electrical regulator.

At first iive non inductively wound coils, immersed in

five barrels filled with water, were employed. The resist-

ance did its work very efficiently, but when current was
kept continuously in the coils the water in the barrels be-

came overheated, and decomposition began, so it was

necessary to devise still another arrangement. A large

tank was then constructed with a capacity of S.ooo pounds
of water, and in this receptacle five coils of iron wire were

right of his chair, and the current diverting coDtiollcr is

at his left. Uy a coincidence of not infrequent cccurrence

all or nearly all the cars may cut ofT current simultaneously,

and when this occurs the controller is then employed until

the gate lever has lowered the gate sufficiently 10 make its

continued use no longer necessary. During this timethe
wheels are sufficiently loaded to prevent their racing. Of
course the electrical device is only used occaMonally, and
then it is early in the morning and late at night, when but

few cars are moving, and always when the snow sweepers

arc out.

The man on duty watches the vollmelcr and as the

voluge drops he moves the lever to raise the gate until

the needle stands at zero. If any unusual increase in

pressure is indicated the controller at his left brings the

coils into service and prevents the pressure from increas-

ing dangerously. As the Oitawa company's power is

cheap, as much drop in the mains as efficient work will per-

mit is allowed. The voltmeter is connected with the center

of distribution, a mile distant, so that regulation for the

center of distribution is secured without regard to drop in

the feeders.

It should be mentioned further that there would be an
objection to the employment of an automatic device in

combination with the electrical arrangement in that prac-

tically a constant load would be maintained on the dy-

AIIEARN S METHOD OF GOVERNING WATER WHEELS IN ELECTRIC RAILWAY SERVICE.

immersed. Into this tank a U'-inch stream of water was

kept constantly running through fifty feet of hose. The

lengthy hose was employed so as to increase the resistance

of the stream of water. The wooden tank is set in a drip

pan of sheet iron, with a 3 inch rim. The tank is kept a

a few inches from the sheet iron by porcelain insulators;

from the pan a three-inch rubber hose runs to within six

feet of the basement of the power house. The water

overflows from the top of the tank, falls into the drip pan

and is carried away by the rubber hose.

The five coils of iron wire in the tank are connected

through an ordinary Westinghouse car controller. The

first movement of the controller crank connects the five

coils in series with the trolley and the ground of the dy-

namos; the second step connects the first and second ceils

in multiple, and the remaining three in series ; the third

step connects the first, second and third coils in multiple,

and the fourth and fifth coils in series; the fourth notch

connects the first, second, third and fourth coils in mul-

tiple, and the fifth in series; the movement to the fifth and

last step of the controller connects all five coils in mul-

tiple. As at present wound the quantity of current di-

verted through the immersed coils is for the five move-

ments respectively, 25, 50, 75, 100 and 125 amperes.

The energy consumed, then, with the lever on the last

notch at 500 volts is equal to about S4 horse power.

The cut presented herewith shows the Ahearn apparatus

as it appears in the Ottawa station. The man on duty

has the belt-shifting water-gate controlling lever to the

namos, and this Mr. Ahearn considers as not desirable, as

there would then be no intervals of lestfor the generators.

If it is desirable, though, in any case, regulation could be

accomplished so that current would automatically either

go to the trolley wire or through the tank. Mr. Ahearn

also states that as regards steadiness of electromotive force

the Ottawa system will compare very favorably with steam

plants in which power is supplied to an equal number of

cars.

This apparatus is not patented.

Death of Andrew Irvine.

Andrew Irvine of the National Electric company, Eau

Claire, Wis., who died suddenly last week, was highly

esteemed in electrical circles. The following resolu-

tions were adopted on April 5th by the board of directors

of the City of Pekin, III , Electric Light &: Power com-

pany:

Resolved, By the board of directors of the City of
Pekin Electric Light & Power company of Pekin, III., that

we tender our sincere regrets to the National Electric com-
pany of Eau Claire, Wis., upon the deplorable loss of its

late faithful and efficient agent, Andrew Irvine, whose
business relations with us have been of the most pleasant
character, and gave every evidence of the deceased being
a man of ability and strict integrity. -Ind we further desire

to express to the bereaved family of the deceased our
deepest sympathy with them in their aifiiction.

Resolved, That the secretary of this company send a
copy of these resolutions to the family of the deceased and
to the National Electric company.
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Lightning Arrester.

The cuts illustrate a lightning arrester devised by E.

G. Miller, Wilkinsburg, Pa. As will be understood from

Figs. I and 2 the line connection is made to a row of three

carbon plates. Beneath these carbon blocks is fixed a

helix connected as shown, and provided with a tubular core

which projects below the lower end of the spool, and is

closed at its lower end by a hollowed out plug. In the

tube is placed an armature formed of a bundle of iron wires

FIG. 2. LIGHTNING ARRESTER.

having spiral wrappings. The bundle is inclosed at its

lower end in an insulating tube, and is furnished with col-

lars which loosely fit the tubular core. In diametrically

opposite sides of the tubular core are inserted screws, which

clamp the ends of the conductors, and in the tube is placed

a lot of mercury. The upper end of the helix is furnished

with a cap which prevents the armature from being thrown

out of the helix, and also excludes dust and moisture.

The designer explains the operation of this arrester as

follows; When the current is working normally, the parts

of the arrester remain in the condition shown in Fig. i;

but when either branch of the line is struck by lightning

the charge escapes by way of the wire marked "line" and

the three carbon plates. The lightning, leaping from the

first plate to the second, either passes through the helix and

thence through the mercury in the lower part of the core

to the ground pin, or it may leap the space between the

second and third plates, and thence pass to the ground, as

before.

If an arc is established between the carbon plates and

the dynamo finds a circuit through the arrester and the

ground, the helix becomes energized and draws up the

armature, thus allowing the mercury to recede from the

V/ESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Applications of Electricity in Balloons.

The problem of illuminating a balloon without incur-

ring the danger of setting it on fire has become a fascinat-

ing one to aeronauts, especially in France. MM.de
Fonvielle and Liepmann used the incandescent light in

their ascension on the night of June 27, 1S81, even before

incandescent lamps with carbon filaments had come into

general use. These gentlemen employed a little spiral of

platinum inclosed in a glass vial and kept it red hot by

current from two Plante accumulators. This means of

illumination becoming more common, several aeronauts

conceived the idea of establishing a system of optical tele-

graphy by the aid of luminous balloons.

M. Mangin applied, a bichromate cell Figs, i nnd 2, to

theillumination of the interior of little balloons made of

gold beaters' cloth, Fig. 3. There was used for this pur-

pose an incandescent safety lamp, Fig. 4, with double

glass walls. By means of a manipulator it was possible to

reproduce, through flashes of light more or less prolonged,

the signs of the Morse alphabet.

MM.de Dion and Date Poitevin, on their long night

journey from Paris to Aarau, in Switzerland, used a pile

powerful enough to keep several Swan lamps kindled. In

18S5 M. de Graffigny used Geissler tubes, but these did

not give as desirable service as the incandescent lamps.

The most important factor in this mode of illumination

is, of course, the generator. M. Renard, who, together

with M. Krebs, is occupied specially upon problems relat-

ing to the direction of balloons, invented a chloro-chromic

acid pile, whose specific power is said to be remarkable.

In their ascension, made in the balloon, Figaro, June

26. 1S90, MM. Jovis and Mallet employed this battery

FIG. I. LIGHTNING ARRESTER.

screws and break the ground connection, thus returning

the circuit to itsnoimal ccnc'itioD

The property of Roanoke, Va., Street Railway company
has been acquired by a syndicate which has been organ-
ized with S. \V. Jamison, president. The new owners will

proceed at an eirly date to improve and extend the lines

at an outlay of about $150,000. Electricity will be the

motive power on all except the Salera dummy line. The
company will also, it is understood, control the Crystal
Springs Railroad company's lines.
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Electricity at the World's Fair.

No conclusion has yet been reached in the matter of

awarding the contracts for the incandescent lighting at the

World's Fair. The bids, which were summarized in the

last issue of this paper, were referred to the committee on

grounds and buildings, and that body turned them over to

a sub committee consisting of Col. R. C. Clowryand C. II.

AND 4. APPLICATIONS OF ELECTRICITY IN BAL-
LOONS.

in a series of experiments in which signals were exchanged

with telegraph operators stationed on the third platform

of the Eiffel tower. In these tests the idea of rendering

the whole balloon luminous by placing in the interior of the

envelope an incandescent lamp, was abandoned, as it was

thought they would succeed better by concentrating the

light into a powerful focus. They therefore used a lamp

and reflector. The source of electricity, in this case, was

the Renard pile, placed beneath one of the cross seats in

the basket, as is shown in Fig. 5.

The balloon, in this instance, was equipped with a

number of measuring instruments. There was a com-

pass with a glass dial, which, being illuminated by a

strong incandescent lamp placed above it, indicated the

angle of the ground in relation to the magnetic meridian.

The observers were able, also, to project upon the ground

a pencil of rays by means of a lamp with a reflector, sus-

pended by a cord under the basket, Fig. 6.

An apparatus very often used for aerial navigation is the

alarm, for ascent and descent. This device, Fig. 7, is a

paddle-wheel, movable in one direction or another under

the pressure of air, so as to touch one of the contacts ^r c,

and close the circuit to one or the other of two different

bells.

One other electrical application that forms an important

accessory, is the gas heater of M. Doillet, Fig. 8. This

iipparatus was designed to overcome the injurious effects

of noctural condensation by causing the gas to expand

under the effect of heat. The arrangement consists of a

series of burners fed by hydrogen. The kindling is accom-

plished by an electric spark,which leaps up at the moment

the supply pipe for the gas is opened. The draught is

caused by two pipes, one descending into the basket, the

other issuing through the valve. As 267 cubic metres of

hydrogen expand one cubic metre under the influence of

an elevation in temperature of one degree, it is evident

that the apparatus constitutes a powerful regulator of the

pressureand volume of gas. The cuts are reproduced

from ElecirkiU.

FIG. 5. APPLICATIONS OF ELECTRICITY IN BALLOONS.

Schwab, with instructions to confer with the representa

tives of the larger companies, whose bids were thought to

be very high, to the end of arriving at some agreement

whereby these important companies \vould agree to furnish

a portion of the lighting at a moderate price. Several

conferences of the sub-committee and representatives of

the Thomson-Houston and Edison companies have been

held to bring about this result, and negotiations are still

in progress. After the bids had been opened and their con-

tents made public the companies named sought and obtained

permission to put in amended bids on the ground

that they had misunderstood the specifications, thinking

that conduits would be required in several places where

the mains are to be strung on the elevated railway struc-

ture. Offers were then made on behalf of the large com-

panies to do the work at a much lower rate than was

proposed in the original bids, after visiting the grounds

and conferring with Mr. Sargent, the electrical engineer of

the construction department. Other meetings resulted in

further reductions, until, by the end of last week, the re-

vised price had diminished to about fifty per cent, of that

originally asked. This was still thought to be too high,

however, by the directors, and further meetings are in pros-

pect. It is not intended, as the result of these negotia-

tions, to slight the companies that put in the low bids,

but the directors desire that all the important companies

The mayor of Baltimore has signed an ordinance author-

izing the North Baltimore Passenger Railway company to

use the overhead electric system.

FIG. 8, APPLICATIONS OF ELECTRICITY IN BALLOONS.

shall be represented if a reasonable rate can be secured.

Lieut. Spencer of Lynn and S- Dana Greene of New York

represented the Thomson-Houston and Edison companies

respectively at several of the conferences last week.

There was somedifficulty last week with the iron workers

employed on the electricity building. The men had trouble

with one of the sub-contractors in relation to the manner

of receiving their wages, and the places of about a dozen

were filled. There was no serious delay. The iron work

is now about completed, and the staff covering is being put

on the wooden framework of the building.

Chief Barrett of the department of electricity is in New
York on business.

Frederick Sargent has finally decided not to go to Europe
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as a representative of the construction department—apian

that was for some lime under consideration.

Secretary Hornsby was summoned before the congres-

sional investigating committee last week to tell all about

the scope, aims and finances of the department of electric-

ity. He was subjected to a searching examination, but

FIG. 7. APPF.ICATIONS OF ELECTRICITY IN BALLOONS.

the congressmen appeared to be satisfied with the answers

that he made to tlieir questions.

Telegraphy in Chicago.
A New York journal devoted to the interests of telegraph

operators publishes a communication signed "Chicago

Division 42, O. R. T.," intended to warn other operators

from seeking employment in Chicago during the World's

Fair, on the ground that the field would be greatly over-

worked, as the supply would many times exceed the de-

mand. This is undoubtedly true, but the letter contains

another assertion that has evoked considerable criticism.

It is this:

The disastrous cutting of salaries which affected the

telegraphers in Philadelphia in 1876 by reason of the Cen-
tennial being celebrated there; the same cutting and slash-

ing in New Orleans in 1884, caused by the great influx of

operators into that city to attend the World's Exposition,

and from which they have never recovered, is now being
experienced in Chicago. Large numbers of operators are

coming to this city in search of work, in order that they

FIG. 2. APPLICATIONS OF ELECTRICITY IN BALLOONS.

may be here while the World's Fair is in progress. The
result is the market is overstocked, and salaries are

gradually being reduced.

A gentleman connected with the Western Union com-

pany, in conversation with a Western Electrician

representative, characterized this statement as absurd.

"It is sensational and untrue," he continued. "The con-

stant tendency is to raise salaries, and I could mention

several recent examples if it were necessary. We are not

looking for cheap men, and do not want them. We desire

a permanent force of competent and reliable operators, and

have no wish to experiment with the 'skippers' who may

FIG. 6. applications Ul ELECIRICITY IN BALLOONS.

be drawn here by the World's Fair. Most of our men are

married and are old and valued employes. I can assure

you that salaries are not being cut down, and that we do

not contemplate such a course."

It may be of interest to add that the Western Union

--mpany employs 665 operators in its Chicago offices

—

an increase of 31 over last year. 'I'hcrc arc 220 ctcrksand

oflicc boys and nine battery men. The number of circuits

operated is 607.

The Western Union company is considering the possibil-

ity of erecting a large new building in Chicago. It is at

present located in an old building on the corner of LaSallc

and Washington streets, but it seems that the lease of the

ground has formed the subject of considerable controversy.

The project is in the embryonic stage as yet, however,

and nothing definite can be announced regarding it.

Chicago Electric Club and Technological
Education.

The establishment of an institute of technology in Chi-

cago which was advocated recently in a paper before the

Chicago Electric club by Francis W. Parker, and which

has since been the subject of much discussion, was con-

sidered at a joint meeting of the Western Society of Engi-

neers and the Chicago chapter of the Society of Architects

last week. The Chicago Electric club which was invited

fo attend was well represented, and there were also many

prominent business men in the audience. President Har-

per of the Chicago university had been invited to make an

address, and in the course of his remarks he said:

The University of Chicago will undertake a technolog-

ical work commensurate with the times. An equipment
deemed princely a few years ago would be poor at present.

The University is taking steps to lay a proper foundation.

We will select the best man available, without sparing

FIG- 3. APPLICATIONS OF El.ECIUIClTY BALLOONS.

money. The leading features of this department will be a

trade school to give training to workmen, a school for fore-

men or governing workmen, and a school for manufactures.

We will have schools of electricity, of architecture, of

mechanical engineering, of mining engineering, of sanitary

engineering, etc., one professor in each department, with

two assistants. The basis of the departments will be in

mathematics, physics, and chemistry. How much will it

cost? For a physical laboratory §;250.ooo, and for special

laboratories and workshops $200,000. There will be

$2,000,000 needed. The citizens will give this to educate

the boys of this city. A vast storehouse of apparatus for

the various schools might be obtained when the World's
Fair is over.

Chicago Electric Club.

The meeting of the Chicago Electric club on Monday

evening, April nth, was devoted to a debate of the ques-

tion: "Should We Have the Trolley in Chicago." The
principals in the debate were Alex. Dow and Frank L,

Perry for the affirmative, and E. E. Keller and St. John

V. Day for the negative. F. W. Parker acted as judge of

the debate, and also presided over the meeting. The ques-

tion was discussed very thoroughly, and from many stand-

points. Among those who spoke were Messrs. A. G.

Wheeler, Soden, Sperry, Cutter, Terry, Degenhardt,

Grier, Arnold. Home, Pumpelly, Armstrong, Applegate,

and others. Mr. Parker delivered his decision on the argu-

ments presented, to the effect that the trolley system in the

residence and outlying districts would be the best but

would not do for crowded thoroughfares.

After the literary meeting had adjourned the committee

of two, Elmer A. Sperry and Ft. J. Arnold, appointed at

the last meeting to draw up resolutions on the death

of Charles J. \'an Dcpoclc. presented the following,

a copy of which will be sent to the relatives of the

deceascd-

Whereas. The Chicago Electric club learns with sorrow

MODEL ARC LIGHT STATION

and regret of the death of our former member and fellcw
townsman, Chas. J. Van Dcpoele; and

Whereas, The electrical fraternity has lost a skillful aod
energetic engineer, and the club a true and faithful friend;

and
Whereas, His work and efforts were always in the line

of progress, and the practical development of electrical

science along paths hitherto untrodden, and which have
led in our own day to results of great utility and benefit to
the public; therefore be it

Resolved, That the Electric club of the city of Chi-
cago desires to place on record the testimony of its respect
and appreciation for the labors, ability and genius of the
deceased, and that it hereby tenders to his family and
friends its sincere sympathy in their bereavement and irrep-

arable loss; and be it further

Resolved, That the secretar>* of the club be instructed
to transmit a copy of these resolutions duly engrossed, to
the family of the deceased, and spread the same upon the
records of this club.

A Model Arc Light Station.

The accompanying illustrations show the power house

constructed last fall by Louis Sands of Manistee, Mich.,

for his electric lighting plant. The house has several ex-

cellent features; the most noticeable of these on its ex-

terior is the tall tower which is used as an observatory and

a signal station, with the lower part as a wire tower and

circuit distributing room. The height of the tower, to-

gether with the peculiar topJOgraphy of the city of Manis-

tee, admits of the superintendent observing whether his

street Ugh ting circuits are operating properly, almost any
street lamp being easily identified from this elevation. The
arc lamp on the summit is used to tlash signals to line-

men and other employes. The arrangement of wires en-

tering the building is obvious. Within the room in the

tower there is a crossing-board, in which the wires of each

circuit are "crossed" from their position on the line poles

to that which they should assume in entering the main
switch- board.

In the interior, contrary to the usual practice, the vis-

itor is met by a notice which states in large tj-pe that vis-

itors are welcome, but are requested for their own safety

not to handle any machinery or wires. There is ample
floor space, so a large crowd of visitors causes no interrup-

tion to the movements of attendants. The engine is a

300 horse power Allis Coriiss. The dynamos are all of the

Brush Electric company's manufacture. Four of them are

60 light arc dynamos and the fifth is a i.qoo light direct

MODEL ARC LIGHT STATION.

current incandescent machine of the latest Brush pattern.

All the arc lamps are of the new Brush-Adams type.

The growth of this plant has been phenomenally rapid.

It was started with ten street lamps on Christmas eve,

iSqo, prior to which date there were no public arc lights

in Manistee. Now all the arc dynamos are fully loaded

and the demand for lights is not yet met.

The station is owned by Louis Sands. His superin

tendent, B. J, Stall, erected the station and installed the

machinery, with Alex Dow as consulting electrical en-

gineer.
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highest point of usefulness! The day is not far distant

when the citizens of San Francisco will look back with

shame upon the record that they are now making for them-

selves.
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Congress has been petitioned by the national board of

fire underwriters, and the president has been asked to ad-

dress a messag;e to congress advocating the enactment of

a law providing among other thiogs for suitable regula-

tions as to special hazards from electricity, oils and ex-

plosives. Just what the president of the United States or

congress has to do with these matters does not appear.

Such matters come properly before local authorities, and

there are already in many states laws covering these sub-

jects.

There is great competition for the doubtful honor of

being the most rabid city in the Union in opposition to the

overhead trolley system, but San Francisco seems clearly

entitled to this unenviable position, although closely

pushed by New York. As detailed by our San Francisco

correspondent, the lot of an electric railrway man in that

city is far from being a happy one. Even after the neces-

sary franchises have been obtained vexatious litigation

marks every step of the work, and all possible obstacles are

thrown in the companies' way. And this is in the city

where the cable roads have a record of killing one

person a month and where the dainty little "cable bumper,"

recently described in this journal, is developed to its

One hears, nowadays in Chicago, a great deal for and

against electric trolley wires, but the latest suggestion as

to the utilization of an overhead trolley comes from the

metropolis, where so much opposition to the system has

been developed, A correspondent in one of the daily

papers makes a suggestion, impracticable, possibly, but

nevertheless somewhat startling in its conception, provid-

ing that wire cables be strung over the Narrows of New
York bay and that from these conductors torpedoes be

dropped or lowered on any hostile vessel which, during a

war, would attempt to force an entrance to the city.

'•Which Terminal Shall We Ground in Electric Railway

Circuits?'' is a question discussed in another column by

Chas. P. Steinmetz. Mr. Steinmetz explains very clearly

his reasons for concluding that the return wire cannot be

protected from electrotytic action by either connecting it

with the positive or the negative terminal of the generator.

Where the action from local currents is concerned, though,

he deems it the best practice to connect the positive terminal

to the return circuit.

It would be interesting to hear further from Mr. Stein-

metz as to the direction in which might be found a satis-

factory method of overcoming this now most vexatious

difficulty.

Further evidence of the progress that is being made
in the introduction of electric traveling cranes in factories

handling heavy machinery, is presented in an illustrated

article in this issue. The advantage of this type over the

mechanically driven crane with its clumsy, rattling and

unsteady action have already become recognized by ma-

chine builders. A further advantage of using electricity

in this work is here pointed out. In factories where it is

desirable to handle heavy machinery at night the electric

crane is especially adapted as power and light for the work

may be obtained from the same source, as in street car

work. The importance of having steady light for work of

this kind cannot be overestimated.

There is an interesting rumor afloat to the effect that

the Western Union Telegraph company is considering the

advisability of erecting a fine new building in Chicago.

The project thus far appears to partake more of the nature

of a possibility than a probability, and the local officials of

the company are not disposed to be communicative regard-

ing it. Outsiders who are familiar with the antiquated

structure now used by the company will join in the hope,

however, that the report is true. If the company does de-

cide to build, it will undoubtedly put up an edifice that will

be a credit to it and form one of the notable buildings of

the city. Such a structure would be in marked contrast to

the one now occupied, which is not calculated to overawe

the visitors to the World's Fair by its magnificence.

The government steamer Thetis is about to sail from

San Francisco for Honolulu to complete the survey for the

proposed submarine cable to the Hawaiian islands. The

Albatross commenced the work and went sn far as to make

soundings over and back, when it was decided that she

would be more valuable in Bshring Sea, and the instru-

ments and apparatus for sounding were transferred to the

Thetis—a proceeding that delayed the work considerably,

for the Thetis is not a vessel so well fitted for this class of

service as the Albatross. The Thetis will follow the same

general direction, filling in where it seems to be needed to

ascertain more definitely the nature of the bottom of the

Pacific. In the final plotting of the survey the lines laid

down by the Albatross and the Thetis will be considered

in conjunction with the much earlier one laid down by the

Tuscarora. The Thetis will start from Point Conception

and finish its survey at the Hawaiian end at Hilo. The

Thetis is expected to complete its work in about six

weeks, and then the Hydrographic office will begin its

charts, which will serve as a basis for the recommendation

of the navy department for the line which may one day

connect this continent with the islands in the Pacific.

While electric signaling on railroads has not been

brought into such extensive use in this country as in

Europe, it is gratifying to observe that improved systems,

into which electricity largely enters, are now being intro-

duced on several of the great American railroads. Electric

block signals are to be used on the entire length of the

New York, Pennsylvania & Ohio, and Chicago & Erie

roads, which form a portion of the Erie system. The
departure was only decided upon after a thorough trial of

the electric signals on one division of the former line.

The results were most satisfactory, and the railroad men
were delighted with the operation of the block system. It

is now announced that a somewhat similar method of

signaling is to be put into service on the great New York
Central system. All interested in electrical developmeric;'^

.

and, indeed, the entire traveling public, will hail the in-

troduction of the improved method with approval.

Friends of the storage battery will find little comfort in

the patent litigation in which the manufacturers are still

engaged. Conflicting opinions are handed down with a
regularity that is astounding,and the companies controlling

the patents seem content to exploit their apparatus in

court, rather than devote their capital and energy to the
development of the business. During the last three years
there has been a constant warfare between the several com-
panies, each of which claimed the exclusive right to the
manufacture of storage batteries. Several fortunes have
been expended in this controversy without advancing
materially the prospects of any particular company or im-
proving the storage battery. Moreover it must be admitted
that the prolonged litigation has greatly interfered with the
development of the storage battery and that it has raised

doubts in the minds of many who have been watching the
progress of the controversy while others have become dis-

couraged or disgusted with the squabble and, having des-
paired of securing storage batteries, have taken up some
other system. Such proceedings would be considered very
poor business policy in ordinary commercial transactions,
but many electrical interests have had to struggle through
these disputes. It must be admitted that this policy has
proven extremely costly to all engaged in storage battery
business; in fact it may be said that more money has been
expended in the legal controversy than in developing and
exploiting the several systems. Despite this fact the com-
panies now engaged in the controversy are in practically the
same relative positions that they occupied several years
ago. It certainly does not look well to see the electrical

companies of Europe installing storage battery plants
wherever electric lighting plants are found, while in this
country the plants of any consequence do not exceed a
dozen in number.

Members of the New York Electric club were notified

last week that the subject of winding up the affairs of the
organization was under consideration by the present man-
agement, and that the question would be voted upon by
the members at a special meeting this week. This decision

was reached after considering the report of the president
on the financial condition of the club and its prospects.
It has been known for some time that the New York Elec-
tric club was in a bad way financially and that the officers had
been unable to arouse enough enthusiasm among the mem-
bers to make a serious or determined effort to place the club
on a solid financial footing. Such a condition of affairs is

deplorable and should not exist under any circumstances. The
metropolis of the continent should have a flourishing or-

ganization of the character of the Electric club, and that it

'

has not is a reflection on the public spirit of the fraternity in

New York. In the electric club it had an institution

that was worthy of support, and one that might be made a
powerful agency for the advancement of the general inter-

ests of the fraternity.

At its inception it possessed every element that was sup-
posed to be requisite to the success of such an organization.

With a large membership, commodious quarters, and
backed by the most liberal class of manufacturers in the

country, it ought certainly to have been a grand success.

Such, however, was not the case. Poor management and
internal dissensions undoubtedly have done much toward
hastening the dissolution.

There is no reason why New York should not suppoit a
first class electric club. Chicago has an electric club and
supports it in a most creditable manner, yet the Chicago
Electric club is much younger than the New York organi-

zation, and has not, in some respeets, enjoyed the advan-
tages of the eastern club. As a matter of fact the bonds
of the New York Electric club were, in one or two
instances, bought by western people who with-

held their support from the Chicago organization. Yet the

latter is successful and the former is contemplating dissolu-

tion. This latter course should be avoided if possible.

Certainly a feeling of despair should not be ercouraged by
the management. The president under whose adminis-

tration the affairs of the New York Electric club will be
closed up will certainly have little cause to looTc with pride

upon his official career.
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The Gearless Motor.'

By S. II. Short.

At first thought it does not seem necessary to place on
the market a motor of new design, which involves the

abandonment of gear wheels for transmitting the power of

the armature to the axle, but when we consider it carefully

and examine all the advantages to be gained by so doing,

wc feel justified. If you recall the history of the steam
locomotive, you will remember that in the first machines

the power was transmitted from ihe engine through gear

wheels to the axles. This was soon abandoned because of

the wear on the gears, the noise, the breakage and the

many things which rendered it impracticable, especially
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FIG. I. THE GEARLESS MOTOR.

where high speeds were required. If you will look back
over the history of the electric street car motor, you will

remember that among the first experiments that were
made, the high speed armature was geared down through
a long train of gears to the axle. Finally, within the last

two years, the practical operation of electric motor cars

with two sets of gears of a double reduction has become
quite general. It has been found, however, that these

gears are a great source of expense in the operation of the

electric street car, and it has been theobject of the manu-
facturer to reduce the number of gears in street car prac-

tice as far as possible, until we now have all of the well-

known electrical manufacturers offering a motor for street

car service with but a single reduction, and we have al-

ready found in practice that this is immensely superior to

the old double reduction type of two years ago. While
this single reduction type of motor is undoubtedly emi-

nently successful, I believe that we can go a step farther

with great advantage; that we can connect the armature

directly to the axle of the car without the intervention of

armature, intermediate or other kinds of gears. The aban-

donment of gears, or a ' gearless" motor, is undoubtedly

absolutely necessary where high speed is required for

driving trains of cars upon suburban or interurban lines

—

a thing which we shall undoubtedly be called upon to do
within the near future. It will be well for us to inquire

into the disadvantages of the spur gear, the form which
has finally been adopted as the only successful method of

reducing the armature to the axle speed. These gear

wheels vary inefficiency of transmission of power, with

the load and with the speed. They wear rapidly, es-

pecially when placed under a street car in the dirt, grit

and mud. This wear of the gears has been a very serious

thing for the electric railways during the last three or four

years. The repairs upon street car motors have been

mostly because of the use of gears, and the cost of main-

taining an electric motor car has been due largely to this

one thing. With the single reduction motor, cf course,

much more than half of the difficulty has been removed,

but we believe that with the gearless motor, which does

not contain any of these wearing parts, and without the

armature and intermediate bearings and shafts, bolts and
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nuts, etc., we can get rid of all this source of cost in

operating the electric street cars.

Those of you who have operated electric street car

lines can appreciate what a serious thing it is for a tooth

to break out of a gear in a car motor while it is in serv-

ice. The car is loaded with passengers who have paid

their fares. If one tooth breaks, the probability is that

more will follow; finally the teeth of the gear do not mesh

with the pinion, and it either bends the armature shaft or

breaks the motor frame. Probably the wheels become

locked and the car is unable to proceed on it6 jcurney.

The passengers must be removed and the car must be

taken from the track or dragged to the car house by

another motor. This is calculated to make the patrons of

the road dissatisfied with the electrical system and it

creates a feeling of distrust in the public mind about the

1. Read before the Chicago Electric club, March 28, 1892.
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certainty and regularity of the operation of the cars.

Nothing could be more serious for a street railway manage-
ment than a feeling of distrust among the patrons of the road.

While this is not now as common an occurrence as it was
a year ago, because of the fewer gears in the single re-

duction motor and the fact that we are making our gears
of steel which lasts longer and breaks less fretiuently, slill

the trouble is serious.

, Again, it is a great source of loss to a street railway com-
pany when it is necessary to take a car out of service to re-

place worn-out gear wheels. A car earns on an average, in

a good street car city, about $20 per day. If a car is taken
oft the road for half a day or a day, we not only lose the cost

of the repairs, but wc lose the profits of that day's run.

The causes which disable cars should be reduced to a

minimum, and it is to this end that we are advocating the
use of no gears in a street car motor. It is very seldom
now that we have trouble with the armature bobbins and
field magnet spools burning out. While wc had some
difficulty of this kind in early days, we have learned how
to insulate and protect the motors for street car service, so

that electrically they are quite equal to the work they are

required to do. We have therefore to look more carefully

to the mechanical construction of a street car motor and
perfect the parts of the machine. We believe that we
should make a street car motor with as few parts as pos-
sible and especially should we endeavor to do away with
the wearing parts. If we can abandon the gears you can
easily understand that we not only do away with them, but
also with those wearing parts which accompany a train of

gears—fast running shafts and their bearings, box caps,

nuts and bolts—all of which need looking after.

We will now take up the matter of the power lost in

spur gearing and see what we can gain in that direction by
abandoning gears. When we first took up the subject of

a gearless motor we set about to see how much could be
gained in the efficiency of transmission of power by doing
away with the gears. I made a very careful and thorough
investigation of the losses between the armature pinion
and the intermediate gear and between the intermediate pin-

ion and the axle gear, of a double reduction motor. I first

put a double reduction motor in good order, eliminating

the armature bearing los-ses as much as possible by run-

ning the motor for a long time, to wear the bearings down
to a good surface. I put my power brake for determin-

ing the horse power directly on the armature shaft and
ran the motor, delivering different horse powers,

FIG. 3. THE GEARLESS MOTOR.

all the way from no horse power to its full

output—20 horse power. At the same time we measured
the electrical horse power which was being put into the

motor and from this we constructed a curve of efficiency of

the motor at different loads, which is reproduced as the

upper curve in Fig. i. The greatest efficiency reached by
this motor was about 70 per cent, at a load of from 14 to 16

horse power. The efficiency at small loads, say, at 2

horsepower^ was something like 50 per cent.; at 4 or 5

horse power, an efficiency of 65 to 70 per cent. We then

took the brake from the armature shaft and replaced it with

a well-made armature pinion, allowing it to mesh with a

well-made intermediate gear, these gears being cut as

nicelv and as carefully as possible, so that there would be

the least possible loss between the two in making this test.

Putting the brake on the other end of the intermediate shaft

we again secured the number of readings of the horse

power delivered after being passed through this one pair

of gears, the electrical horse power being indicated care-

fully at the same time. From the efficiency at different

horse powers thus obtained we produced a second curve,

which is also shown in Fig. i, as the middle curve on the

diagram, and we find that the efficiency of this arrangement

has fallen considerably. We once more remove the brake

and place the intermediate pinion on the intermediate

shaft, allowing it to mesh with the axle gear. The brake

was now placed on the axle itself and another set of

measurements—the same as those be/ore made—were

secured and a curve of efficiency again plotted, which

showed a large loss in these gears, the efficiency at the axle

being less than thatatthe armature by an amount indicated

between the two outer curves. The axle results showed
that at 14 horse power, delivered by the motor, we obtained

an efficiency of 70 per cent, as a maximum when the brake

was placed on the armature shaft. When the brake was
placed on the intermediate shaft, delivering 14 horsepower,

the efficiency dropped to about 62 per cent. When placed

on the axle, the efficiency dropped to a little less than 55

per cent., showing a loss in the gears of some 15 per cent,

when delivering 14 horse power.

You will find in going over these curves that the loads

vary considerably with the speed. Making an efliciency

curve of the gears alone at different speeds, you will find

the efficiency is very low at heavy loads and slow speeds and
rises to its highest at medium speeds and medium loads. It

again falls when running up to higher speeds. For this reason

it is more economical to run a geared motor not too fast

nor too slow, but at a medium speed. This fact has been

established long since in the use of gears in other classes of
machinery and in designing machines where ptjwer must
be transmitted through gears. The best possible spired at
which gears are lobe run and the relation between pinion
and gear arc carefully considered. In the single reduction
motor we regain, we might say, more than half of this loss

in efficiency because (he gears are run at a motjeratc speed.
I think this one feature of gear loss makes it desirable to
abandon their use in street car motors if possible. If wc
can save in practice 15. or more nearly 20 per cent, of the
power consumed in operating a street car motor, by using
the gearless instead of the double reduction type, it is welT
worth while, as this mcacs the consumption of less coal
and the reduction of first cost in the power plant and ac-

cessories.

Fig. 2 represents another set of curves developed in the
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same way as'those shown in Fig. i. Three motors
were used in this test, the double reduction, single
reduction and the gearless. In each case the power brake
was placed on the car axle. The double reduction motor,
showing the efficiency at different horse powers, is prac-
tically the same as the lowest curve in Fig. i. The power
brake placed on the axle of the single reduction motor
shows the loss in but one pair of gears, and its axle
efficiency is greater than that of the double reduction. In
the gearless motor, however, there is no loss between the
armature and the axle; therefore the curve shows the
actual efficiency of the motor itself. In the single reduc-
tion motor the relation between the diameter of the
pinion and the gear is greater than it is in the double re-

duction; therefore the loss is somewhat greater. If we
had a still slower running motor armature on the single
reduction, so that the pinion could be larger and the gear
smaller, this loss would net be so great, and the efficiency

at the axle would be greater. From these curves it is

seen that the efficiency of the gearless motor at the axle
when delivering 14 horse power reached very nearly 70
per cent, or very nearly the same efficiency as the double
reduction motor at the armature shaft. The single re-

duction motor when delivering the same power through
one pair of gears showed an efficiency of 60 per cent.,

while the double reduction shows a little over 50 per cent.

These practical tests show that with the gearless motor we
actually save from 15 to 20 per cent, in the power neces-
sary to be put into the car in order to get the same result

at the axle.

We will now give you a description of the construction

of our gearless motors. Gearless motors have heretofore,

as you well know, been constructed and operated. The
armature has been placed directly on the axle, and fairly

good results have been obtained. The City and South
London railway in London is operating its road with gear-
less motors to-day. These motors are high speed, mak-
ing the problem somewhat easier. It is, however, difficult

to construct a small motor, not too large to be placed un-
der an ordinary street car, the speed of which shall not be
above 105 to 150 revolutions per minute. Because of the
light construction of the road bed in street railways it is

always necessary to avoid the heavy hammer blow which
occurs at the rail joints from a motor partly or entirely car-
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ried on the axle. When the wheel of the car passes from
one rail to another, it falls, striking a very heavy blow. If

we have a very htavy weight, directly attached and car-

ried on the axle, without any intervening cushion or

spring, we will have a very severe sledge-hammer blow on
the rail at every joint. This will soon pound them out ard
destroy the rails. You are all familiar with the difficulty

experienced in keeping up the rail joints on electric lines.

The reason for this is apparent, if we think a moment, as

it is a new element which has made its appearance since the

introduction of the electric motor.. All geared motors are

supported at one end directly on the axle, by means of

axle bearings. At the other end these motors are sup-

ported on springs; thus one half of the weight of a geared

motor is carried directly to Ihe car axle without the inter-

vention of any flexible material. Imagine, if you please.
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that we could cushion both ends of a geared motor and

put a spring between the motor and the car axle at the axle

end. We will relieve the heavy blow of the wheels at the

joints and the wheels would not do as much harm or as

much damage to the track. The actual weight car-

ried by a set of wheels on the rails does not seem to af-

fect the joints materially. Old horse cars, even when
carrying heavy loads cf passengers, did not affect mater-

ially the rail joints. Cable cars do not destroy their

tracks, no matter how great their loads. Therefore it

must be that this heavy weight of the motor carried solidly

on the axle is I he thing that is breaking down the rail

joints on electric lines. This heavy jarring also crystal-

lizes the axles, and we have complainis from all over the

couniry that axles on motor cars are breaking. When we
come to examine these breaks, we find that the iron has

crystallized, and the manufacturers are now endeavoring to

overcome this by increasing the size of the axles. With
the gearless motor, as we now construct it, none of the

weight is directly carried on the axle. By referring to

Fig. 3, which shows a section through the axle of the

gearless motor, it will be seen that the armature is mount-

ed on a hollow shaft which surrounds the axle, leaving an

air space of about an inch entirely around the axle. This

hollow shaft is really the armature shaft of the motor, and
is carried in its own independent bearings in the motor
frame. The motor frame consists of a box made in halves.

These two halves are fastened together, and contain the

field mignets and inclose the whole, protecting it from

mud and dust; the only opening in the box being on the

upper side, next the car lloor. This box, which makes the

complete motor when assembled, is provided with three

projections at right angles to the armature shaft. These
projections are made to receive steel spiral springs, similar

to car springs. These springs are supported on the cross
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girders of any ordinary truck, such as is commonly used
for motor cars, and support the entire weight of the motor.
The axle is passed through this hollow armature shaft and
can move freely in any direction within it. At one end of

the hollow armature shaft is placed the flexible driving de-

vice which communicates the motion of the armature di-

rectly to the axle. This driving device can be seen in

Figs. 3 and 5; and in Fig. 4 an end elevation of the motor
is shown, together with the spring mounting of the motor
and a section of the axle in the center of the hollow shaft.

Fig. 5 shows a plan of a motor as you would look down
through the trap doors in the flcor of the car, the field

magnets and armature, commutator and brushes all being
revealed, and the ease with which you can get at the
brushes and all the various parts of the motor is well

shown. The axle also has a free end play of two irchcs
through the motor and armature shaft. This is necessary
in rounding curves and to insure freedom for the move-
ments of the truck.

When the wheels drop from one end of a rail to another
the motor does not immediately follow, its inertia being so
great. The wheels, not being very heavy, do not
make a heavy blow, but by the time they have reached
another portion of the rail, the motor falls down against
the springs, distributing, as it were, the blow over a con-
siderable length of the rail, thereby preventing a serious
damage to the rail joint.

The question is often asked, " How do you obtain the
necessary power or tendency to turn the wheels around,
without using an abnormal amount of current in so doing?"
It is contended that in a geared motor we have an enor-
mous leverage through the gears. If we had a small
armature, the same as is used in the geared motor
on the axle, we would not of course be able to start

the car, or do the work necessary in moving a loaded car,

but we have a large armature placed in a very strong mag-
netic field, and we have a great many more turns of the
same current around the armature, thereby gaining in two
ways a greater leverage because of a larger diameter of
armature and a greater pull at the end of that lever, be-
cause of the increased number of turns of wire on the
armature and the stronger magnetic field. It is some-
thing analogous to the steam engine. If we replace an

electric motor with a steam engine, we can use a small
engine under the car, with a small cylinder, and run it at

high speed and gear down to the car axle, or we can use
a large engine connected directly to the axle as is common
now in locomotive practice, and run it slower and get the

same power, with, as has been demonstrated in steam
motors, greater economy. Vou can make a similar com-
parison between the high speed engines of small size and
the large Corliss engines running at slow speed. We-
have the advantage in the slow running motor of practical-

ly doing away with the loss in Foucauit currents set up in

the armature ring. Air resistance we are liable to, the

greater loss in the dead resistance of the motor, but by
designing our motor with a very low resistance of the mag-
netic circuit, we are able to cut down the wire on the
machine so that its resistance is quite low, being only about
2/2 ohms. There is another advantage in this slow speed
motor, which is not small; the wear on the commutator is

very slight and but little heat is produced by the friction

of the brushes on the commutator making the motor run
ccol in all its parts. We are obliged, of course, to take
advantage of everything that is possible in the con-
struction of the gearless motor, in order to make it small

and light enough for street car service. We use the

best wrought iron and steel in its construction, because
of their superior magnetic qualities. We have to use the

best copper, of the highest conductivity, to reduce our re-

sistance losses. This is of course in the end an advantage
to the machine, because it makes it stronger and less liable

to breakage.

It has been urged by some that the gearless motor is

more difficult to repair than a reduction motor, and that

it is a serious thing to repair an armature bobbin which
has been burned out. because the armature will have to be
taken out of the machine, and the wheels pulled off, in

order to get at it. By referring to the drawings of the gear-

less motors it is easy to see that by dropping the lower half

of the casting into the pit it leaves the upper half of the
motor carried on the truck frame, and by simply raising the
car body the armature can be rolled out from under tlie

car without taking it ofif the axle or removing the wheels.
In practice we should have one of these axles and wheels
with the armature all ready attached, to roll back into the
place of the damaged armature. Replace the lower casing
of the machine and the car can be put immediately into

service, and the damaged armature bobbin rewound in its

place on the axle, there being no need of ever removing
the wheel from the axle, except when the wheels are worn
out and have to be replaced with new ones. The gearless

motor armature can be removed from the car by one man
in as short a space of time as a geared motor armature can
be removed, and without so much damage to the armature,
as it is well protected from abrasion and injury in hand-
ling.

To answer the question as to how much current is taken
by the gearless motor in operating a car, we have prepared
a copy of readings taken from a car in actual ser^Mce draw-
ing a trail car. The current readings, also the pressure
readings, were taken eveiy half a minute and from Fig.

6 a very good idea of the amount of current required can
be gained. These readings were taken in August on the
East Cleveland railroad, Cleveland, O. On this road the

traffic is very heavy, although the grades are light, but by
comparing the results with those obtained from single

and double reduction, you will find that there is practi-

cally little or no difference between the current readings.

The average readings, however, in the test run with the

gearless motor, will be considerably lower than those with
the geared motor, owing to the fact that we have gotten
rid of the gear friction. The gearless motor will coast so
easily that on very slight down grade a car equipped with
gearless motors will run up to speed, without any current

being used, and in making stops the current isshut off from
a gearless car long before it is in a geared motor car.

These intervals of the use of little or no current as com-
pared with the intervals in which there is little or no cur-

rent used in a geared motor are very considerable, and
represent the extra loss in the gears.

We have carefully tested double reduction, single re-

duction and gearless cars running on the same track, on
roads in Cleveland, O., taking at the same time readings of

current and pressure, and we have found that in some
cases the single reduction would require the least amount
of current, sometimes the double reduction, and sometimes
the gearless, depending upon the number of passengers
hauled, stops made, and other things that might come in

to consume more or less power; so it is difficult for us to

say that there is any difference in actual power con-
sumption becween the three classes of machines.
The gearless motor is capable of starting loads as quickly

as a geared motor, and is capable of starting as heavy a
load under similar conditions, and we have a curve shown
in Fig. 7 which illustrates the actual horizontal pull of a
20 horse power gearless motor, mounted on 33 inch wheels.

In examining this curve, it will be seen that the horizontal

effort in pounds, when the car is running 20 miles per hour,

is about 250. In ordinary street car practice we find that

it requires about 20 pounds per ton to move a load on
street car raits. This means that with a horizontal pull of

250 pounds, this single motor could move a car weigh-
ing 1- tons at the rate of 20 miles per hour, or, as the

curve will show, that at 14 miles per hour, the motor has a
horizontal pull of 700 pounds, or it will move a load of 35
tons at the rate of 14 miles per hour on a level track. This
curve is not falling off rapidly, certainly not as rapidly as

it would with a geared motor, because the loss in the gears
begins to increase very rapidly with the heavy loads. You
can easily figure from this curve what the motor will do
under any conditions of load, grade and speed. The ten-

dency in street car practice is to increase the speed of the

cars, and the gearless motor lends itself especially to this

end, as we have found that with very rapid speed, geared
motors wear out the running parts more rapidly and be-

come very much more expensive to maintain. While the

gearless motor can operate with as great economy at the

slow pace required in crowded streets, it is also capable of
running at a much higher speed in suburban traffic with-
out the slightest fear of damage to the machine. In this

respect it makes a very much more flexible motor than the
geared machines. Vou can easily understand that this

motor now makes it possible for us to develop large elec-

tric locomotives to be used in elevated railway service and
for pulling suburban trains in and out of large cities.

From calculations and designs which we have made, we
find that the size and weight of the motors required for

200 and 400 horse power locomotives is not more than is

necessary to produce the required adhesion to the rails

needed for the required tractive pull to move these heavy
trains. The motors are not large, comparatively, and their

economy will be very great. We believe that this branch
of electric railroading will develop rapidly, and that with-
in a few years, gearless electric railway motors will be used
in places, for purposes, and in numbers unthought of at
the present time.

Single Reduction and Gearless Motors
in Street Railway Work.

In the Western Electrician of April gth George
K. Wheeler's paper before the Chicago Electric club on
"Single Reduction Motor" was presented. At the same
meeting of the club Sidney H. Short of Cleveland pre-

sented his views on the "Gearless Motor." Prof. Short's

paper is presented in this issue. The discussion foliowing
the reading of these papers contained several interesting

points, as will be seen from a perusal of the following
report:

C. G. Armstrong: Do you find, Mr. Short, in start-

ing, or when running very slowly, that the gearless motor
is as economical as the single or double reduction motors

;

that is, when your armature speed is very low ?

Mr. Short: If we wind two motors at their normal
rate of horse power to run twenty miles an hour, one a
geared motor and the other a gearless motor, they would
be equally efficient. In either case we require a rheostat

or some other device in the circuit.

Thomas G- Grier: The distance at which a speed of

-ia

te.
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twenty miles an hour can be obtained from a dead stand-

still is a vital question on the elevated roads of the present

time. They want to obtain the maximum speed in 2co
feet, I believe, and it is claimed the only objection that

is raised by the elevated railway ccmpanies in Chicago
against the introduction of electric motors, is thtir alleged

inability to meet this requirement.

Mr. Short: If you have a motor of ico horsepower
capacity on ycur locomotive ycu will rot obtain spetd in

as short a time as you wculd if ycu had one of 2co horse
power. It is simply a matter of railroad engineering.

The motors will go quick enough, will do the woik well

enough, provided they are not overworked in doing it,

just like a steam locomotive. If t. e meter is as powerful
as the steam locomotive, it will be ''nder headway just as

quick. It is a matter of the power required 10 accelerate

the load. Perhaps the objection raised in Chicago was
based on some experiments that have been made in which
motors of too small capacity were used in operating

elevated trains. I know that the experiments that were
made on the New York elevated roads failed entirely

because of their not using large encugh motors to pu I

the .rains.

We have an advantage in the electric motor which they
do not have in the steam locomotive. If the steam were
to follow the piston all the way round, not having any
dead centers at all, we would have something analogous to

what we have in the motor armature. There we have a
pull through the whole circumference, the whole revolution

of the wheel, which is tqual throughout, and that is the

reason I believe an electric motor would start a train

quicker than a steam motor.

If we would allow the starting current to continue all

the time in the operation of the motor, it would overheat

the motor; but we can overload temporarily a motor or

generator much more easily than a steam locomotive, with-

out any damage. It takes a comparatively long time to

overheat a motor or generator.

D. C. Jackson: The question of getting a slow speed
on a motor is, of course, simply the question of gettii]g the

product of conductors on an armature into the number of

lines of force which those conductors cut as great as pos-

sible. The larger your product the slower the speed can
be. It may be gained by making a multipolar machine or

otherwise. With the gearless motor the weight will be
greater than with the single reduction motor. The higher

the speed of the machine the more it militates against the

gearless for ordinary street car trafiic. There are two
features to be taken into consideration in selecting motors
for street railway service. The first is, what sort of traffic
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are wc to carry? The second is, how can we carry this

most economically, and at the same time attract the largest

number of passengers out of the possible traffic?

By the I'lrst condition you divide your problem into two
parts. One is short distance traffic, short haul traffic,

such as you get in many cities, and the other is suburban
traffic and long distance work now done by the steam
cars. After you have thus divided the problem you can
begin to solve the question of economy and the best means
of handling it. Now for the short traffic some conditions
require a 16 foot car or a 20 foot car with four whtels.
Others require a longer car. But in any event it seems
to me that in order to attract people who might largely

walk two or three blocks to take a car, and get their

nickels, it is necessary to make access to the car as easy as

possible, for this reason. I think we are making a mis-

take in getting our cars on 30 or 33-inch wheels, practi-

cally putting them up on stilts. I am thoroughly in favor,

as motors are now constructed, of having them as high as_.

possible, because it saves largely in repairs; but when it

comes to a question of attracting the short haul traffic, I

think it will be necessary to put the cars possibly on 26-

inch wheels, and bring them as low as possible, as

the horse-cars used to be, and in that case I think there is

little doubt that a single reduction machine would have to

be used.

When we get to the question of long distance work,
when your passenger gets into the car and pays to ride 10,

15 or 25 minutes, whether it be a lady or gentleman, it

makes no difference if we have two or three steps and even
four steps, and we can make our cars as high as we please,

placing them on 33 or 36-inch wheels. That gives us an
opportunity to use the gearless motor under its best condi-

tions, and secure great efficiency. I think if the manu-
facturers of gearless motors would cultivate that sort of

tral^c they need not trouble the short haul men with a
gearless motor,

F. L. Perrv: Last week we had a discussion as to the

desirability of one or two-motor car equipments. I would
like to ask Mr. Short what he would do in a case where he

has very heavy work, whether be would use a very large

motor—I am speaking generally now—or two motors.
Mr. Short: Do I understand that this is a four wheel

or an eight wheel car?

Mr. Perrv: Call it an eight wheel car. I want to get
your idea of connecting two gearless motors, whether you
would gear tkem together or not, so as to drive the double
wheel base of the moving car.

Mr. Shor'i : We always put two motors on a car. We
find that practice to be the best where we are using four

wheels; so as to make them all traction wheels.

Mr. Perrv: Do you find that they pull together satis-

factorily?

Mr. Short: Yes, just the same as they do on a double
reduction or single reduction motor.

Mr. Perry: That question was agitated lastweek. and
it seemed to be the opinion that sometimes the wheels
would move against each other; that is. sometimes one set

of wheels would not pull as fast as the other, and therefore

they would not work harmoniously.

Mr. Short: There is a great deal of flexibility of

speed in the motors, because when one begins to run a

little slower than the other, the counter electromotive

force is not so great, and it takes a little more current, and
they are finally evened up. They are run entirely inde-

pendent of each other on the axles.

Mr. Perry: Then you would be in favor of an equip-

ment on each axle?

Mr Short: Yes, always.

Mr. Perry: Then for very heavy traffic would you ad-

vocate one electric locomotive pulling a number of trail

cars, as we have on our steam roads, or would you advocate

the arrangement that some one has advanced as be- ng an
ideal system, that is, the system with a motor on each

axle?

Mr. Short: You mean a motor on each car, on the

separate cars?

Mr. Perry: Yes.

Mr. Short: I think the locomotive would be the best

in that case, the simplest and easiest taken care of. It

would be run by one man and under the eye of one man.
Mr. Perry: My reason for asking that question is

that theorists have advanced the idea that it v/ould be

better to have all cars equipped with motors, that is, have

a long series of motor cars connected together, each car its

own locomotive, as it were. I want to get your ideas on
that arrangement.
Mr. Short: I would say from a practical standpoint

that it would be better to have one locomotive, because it

makes less complications and consolidates the power.

W. S. Elliott: I think this question of motors is

gradually developing itself into one of the survival of the

fittest. When a car equipment comes out of the factory,

the motors are tested, and two motors that run at the

same speed are selected for a car equipment. In case it

is necessary to take one of them apart we can never get

the same contact exactly that we had before, and conse

quently the motors will not run at the same speed, and
the resuU is that we will meet with trouble in one diiection

or another, burning out armatures or fields. It seems to

roe if we can get a motor that has got as small a number
of breaks in the magnetic field as possible, we will elimi-

nate that trouble.

Geo. Cutter: I don't just see where we are going to

draw the line in street railway systems between the short

lir'es in the center of the city, and suburban or interurban

lines, where some of the gentlemen claim that the gear-

less motor would play an important part. But it does

seem to me as if the motor cars would be eternally mixed

up, and a car motor that will fill nearly all the require-

ments of a street railroad—and in this I do not include

the present system of railroads—is the motor that is

wantea. It looks to me as though the tendency would be

to fix the gears in boxes carrying oil or grease, and reduce

the wear to a minimum.

Famous Electricians and the World's
Fair.

By John E. Davjes.

It has seemed to me that in your list of "Famous Elect-

ricians," etc., published in youris^uc cf February 27tb, you

ought not to give to Arago the credit of being the

discoverer, in 1820, of the magnetic field around a

wire carrying a current. Surely, this belongs to

Oersted when he announced that "The electric conilicl acts

in a revolving manner," and so must be the cau*e of

magnetic action surrounding the wire and affecting a

needle near it, as his famous experiment showed. Under
" Oersted " you assign this latter discovery to him in 1S19,

and such appears to be the fact. It is hardly correct to

assign essentially the same thing to Arago in 1820, especi-

ally as Oersted's experiment made a great noise among the

scientists of his day, and attracted attention at once.

Moreover, Lagrange, and not Laplace, ought to be cred-

ited with the discovery of the function we now call " po-

tential." This is clearly shown (notwithstanding the ac-

count given in Todhunter's " History of the Theory of

Attraction," wherein the discovery is credited to La-

place) by Prof. A. S. Hathaway of Cornell University, in

the bulletin of the N.Y. Math Society, Vol. I., No. 3, Decem-

ber, iSgr. Prof. Hathaway shows that even the great point

for which Laplace receives so much credit, viz., the use of

some such function for deriving a force by mere differentia-

tion of the function along a line, instead of the more

difficult operation of integration over a volume or mass,

was really first used by Lagrange in a memoir on "The
Libration of the Moon," in 1773, which took the prize of

the Paris Academy of Sciences for the year 1774. Three

years later Lagrange read a paper devoted wholly to the

"Potential and its Applications to the Dynamics of a System

of Bodies."

The word "potential," I believe, was first intro-

duced by Green. In the "Introductory Observations"

to his famous " Essay on the Application of Mathematical

Analysis to the Theories of Electricity and Magnetism"

(Nottingham, 1828), Green sajs: " It is well known that

nearly all the attractive and repulsive forces existing in na-

ture are such that, if we consider any material point F, the

effect in a given direction, of all the forces acting upon

that point, arising from any system of bodies, S, under con-

sideration, will be expressed by a partial differential of a

certain function of the co-ordinates which serve to define

the point's position in space. - * * Iq the sequel

we shall often have occasion to speak of this function, and

will, therefo e, for abridgment, call it the potential function

arising from the system 5.''

Moreover, Cayley (Report on Dynamics, British Asso-

ciation Report, 1862) expressly credits the potential func-

tion and its peculiar use to Lagp"ange's memoir, "Sur

I Eqitaiion Seculaire de la Lum:" 1773.

Laplace*, like many other mathemaiicians, deserves a

place among electricians, but not for the reason you state.

If you turn to Eric Gerard's " Lecons st<r VEIecbicite"

for example, Vol. L, p. 133, you will see one of the reasons

why he should be there. But so, also, would he be placed

among the great of many other branches of physics, as his

magnificent genius adorned them all. One has only to think

of his " Mccanit]uc Celeste," and " Theorie des Probalnli-

Us," especially the fiith volume of the former, to ste that

all questions of physics- interested him as well as astrono-

my and mathematics. His contributions to electricity,

however, are among the least of these, except as we view

him from the ground of his " Spherical Harmonics " and

kindred mathematical discussions, which are so vital to all

higher theoretical study of this great subject. Even the

now celebrated differential operator, called by many the

Laplacian, which not only the electrical, but so many

other potentials fulfill, seems to have had the independent

attention of Lagrange also. The first derivatives of the

potential (forces ordinarily) certainly did.

number of camels were depicted, each carrying a lady
above whose head was a corona of incandescent lamps.
These were fed by means of flexible connections with ap-
propriate terminals on the stage floor aai on the camels.

Lighting Effects on the Stage.

The pantomime of "The Forty Thieves," recently pre-

sented at the Crystal Palace in London, was distinguished

by the effective use of electric lights. The fairy queen,

whose wand is more powerful for good than the demon
king's machinations are for evil, carried a brilliant lamp
above her forehead, the current for which was supplied by

a small secondary battery. The demon king was similarly

provided, and Cogia had three, one on the crown of her

head and two at the termination of her long ringlets. In

these cases the batteries were hidden within the folds of

the dresses of the performers. Two groups of attendant

Amazons in the procession tarried spears with decorative

colored streamers, and from just below the spear head ap-

peared a twinkling point of fire, as if the spear had a

diamond setting. A very brilliant effect was produced.

The batteries supplying the current to the spear heads

were carried in a small metal pocket on the spear shaft,

hidden by the streamers. In the transformation scene a

Electricity in Coal Mining.
No other class of men has been *o ready to welcome the

aid of electricity and so willing to found its prai<e as min-

ing engineers. They have found ihc electrical system of

power transmission of peculiar advantage and convenience

in their work and have been willing to bear testimony to

the fact. The mining papers, too, have encouraged the

introduction of electricity as marking a decided advance in

mining development. One of the latest contributions to the

literature of the subject is by /i/a(/: Diamoui of Chicago,

which dilates on the use of electricity in coal mining in (his

strain:

The advent of electricity in the field of coal mining, al-

though not of any great length of time, has met with a
wonderful success; and thai it will play a most imporlaiit
part in the future there can be but little doubt. It does not
necessarily supersede or render obsolete the present system
for the generation and trausmission of power, but rather
creates for itself a new vocation, opets up a new avenue
and can be utilized in places and by means that no other
agency could be substituted for. This is. indeed, its grtat
peculiarity of value. There is, for instance, mining carried
on in Colorado under circumstances that, were it not for
the leady facility with which motive power can be trans-
mitted by means of electricity, would be next to impos-
"-'- So varied are the conditions that, the greater thesible.

number of agencies that can be utilized for dealing with
these conditions, the better it is for mining. Hence, elec-
tricity does not come as a displacing power, but as one
more additional force to wring from Nature the treasures
that lie hidden in the earth.

It will be freely accepted that in seme mines electricity

is an agent of value that can not be exceeded. Especially
is this so in regard to the lighting of mines, atd if it was
never used for any other purpose it would find a wide and
useful and profitable career in this one particular depart-
ment. Every mine owner must be fully alive to the losses
which have happened in the past, the destruction of life

and property, and the damages accruing to the relatives of
the victims of mine disasters, not to welcome with avidity
any means that would offer not only a mitigation of pros
pective. trouble on this score, but reduce such a contin-
gency to a minimum. Again, electricity as anilluminator
will perform another useful function, none the less valu-
able to the minor than it is to the mine owner. It will re-

move from mines the fcetid atmosphere which is a product
of bad or low grade oil. and which has such poisonous ef-

fect upon those whose lines of labor compel its inhalation.

It is injurious to the mule as it is injurious to the man,
and. although vast sums may be spent upon the ventilaticn
of the subterranean vaults, they do not completely remove
this fatal concomitant of the mine. Many more miners
are on the average dying now of lamp- black than was the
case a decade or so ago, and the general vitality of the
men is naturally abnormally reduced after hours of labor in

its atmosphere. Exhausted miners aie liable to be much
more careless than when in the full possession of all iheir
energies, and many an explosion, presumably the result of
careless shots, may have had its origin in the inert condi-
tion of the miner. A system of lighting therefore which
would practically remove this trouble, improve the health
of the miners, and perhaps decrease the expenses of ven-
tilation, and in every way improve the general safety of
the mine, is surely one whose points are not only worthy of
but merit the closest attention. The Frick company are
extensively adopting the use of electricity as a generator of
light, and their example is being followed in many other
large mines all over the country; and it is a safe prediction
to indulge in that the time will come when it will be con-
sidered one of the most necessary adjuncts of a well equip-
ped mine.
The electric current as a motive power in mine work

claims attention on the ground of the facility of its hand-
ling. It can be tapped at any point, and run on in a cir-

cuit in any direction, and easily and inexpensively shifted.

Its application, too, to a system of mine signals is easily

appreciated. The instantaneous warning that it is enabed
to give of the advent of any trouble might often be the
means of alleviating both the loss of property and life. In
the electric coal cutter and the electric drill it evidences
its value as a motive power of the highest order. The
number of electric coal cutters in the market is an indica-
tion of its utility in this department and its work is clean,
quick and economic. The economy it obtains is as great
a feature of its use as the increased productive capacity
which it may give to the mine. The greater amount of
coal that may be extracted in a given number of hours, the
less is the average cost of mining, for clerical and run-
ning expenses are just as much in one case as in the other.
In these days of competition, the cheaper a miner can mine
his coal, the better is his position in the competitive market,
and as a result of a realization of this fact the general
adoption of machinery and mechanical force of electricity

and compressed air as motive powers, becomes a greater
and ever increasing necessity. Time is money and
machinery saves time and it saves money, and hence the
use of machinery of all kinds is advocated In these col-

umns, and the value of electricity, as a new agent, is con-
sidered. The coal industry and the science of electricity

are closely bound up and interwoven, for some of its most
useful triumphs have been in the coal mine, and it is

destined to find in that direction a far greater field in the
future than it has found in the past.

The trolley system is to be introduced in West Philadel-
phia, and will serve the southwestern section of the city,
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New Edison Rheostat.

The new starting and controlling rheostat for motors

running on high voltage currents which has been recently

introduced by the Edison General Electric company, is a

modification of the standard Edison starting box for motors

of large current capacity, which was furnished with an

ordinary switch base, fitted with a number of contact

blocks and plates and arranged in a semi-circle around the

pivot upon which the switch arm turns. The formation

of arcs between the contact blocks, resulting in their de-

terioration and destruction when the rheostats were used

on high voltage circuits, constituted a difficulty which it

became necessary to eliminate. The arcing could be

avoided by employing a larger number of blocks on the

board, but this would necessarily increase the cost of

manufacture as well as the size of the board.

The modification consists in the substitution of a switch-

board with several separate and distinct switches, in place

of the ordinary board just mentioned. By the employ-

ment of several separate switches it is possible to arrange

the coils of the rheostat in muUipie with themselves so that

Pilkington-White Electric Meter.

The Electric Construction & Supply company, New
York, has just offered to the trade something novel in the

way of an electric meter, for which it has the exclusive

rights of manufacture and sale. On the outside the meter

is similar to a gas meter, there being in view only the dials

which register the amount of current used in ampere

hours instead of cubic feet, as in a gas meter. The cut

shows the inside of the meter case. The principle of this

machine is the same as that of a clock; that is to say, when

wound it will run for 40 days. The meter shown in the illus.

tration is for ten incandescent lights taking about one-half

ampere each or five amperes per hour. In the center of the

bo.x there is a drum, as it is termed, with ten pins, the

largest about two inches long, and each one a little shorter,

until the smiUest one is reached, which is about three

eighths of an inch, This drum is continually revolving,

miking one revolution per hour. There is a lever con-

nected to the core of the ampere meter, one end of which

is actuated by the drum, the other end being engaged

with a toothed wheel. This wheel is connected with a

during the second half of the year. The unfilled orders in

hand at the present time, as compared with the same date

of the last year, are more than double in amount. The out-

look for the ensuing year is most encouraging.

Benjamin F. Peach, Jr., first assistant treasurer, sub-

NEW EDISON

if it is required to carry a large current, or remain in cir-

cuit constantly for the purpose of reducing the speed of

the motor, it is comparatively simple to manipulate the

switches according to requirements. The resistance is

built up of tinned iron wire wound in spirals and arranged

in sections.

The rheostat shown in the cut is designed to start and

control the speed of a 100 kilowatt motor, working on

a 1,200 volt circuit. The range of resistance is very wide,

its greatest resistanca being 72 ohms, while with the

switches properly arranged it can be reduced to .25 of an

ohm; the current carrying capacity for the smaller resis-

tance being increased in the same proportion. The over-

all dimensions of the box illustrated, which was designed

for an electric mining plant, are: height, 5 feet 6 inches;

width across switch-board, 28 inches; depth, 26 inches.

Rheostats of this design are said to be absolutely fire-

proof, strong and substantial in construction,and arranged

with a view to securing a high insulation resistance.

RHEOSTAT,

gearing similar to a gas meter. By this means the con-

sumer or central station man can obtain a direct reading of

the ampere hours. As each incandescent light is turned on,

its current moves the lever into a position where it will

strike the same number of pins on each revolution of the

drum as there are lights burning.

As each light is turned off, the lever is moved to a posi-

tion whereby ic will strike one pin or cog to the left, and so

on till all are turned off. When all are off the lever is

thrown to a position where it escapes striking the pins as

the drum continues on its journey. By this action only the

exact number of ampere hours is registered.

The Boston Beacon is informed that J. Pierpont Mor-
gan of New York has united with >I. M. Whitney to
get con'.rol of 50.000 shares of the stock of the West
End company in Boston, and that these gentlemen have
already acquired about 30,000 shares. It is asserted that
within a few months the West End railway will be in the
bands of Mr. Whitney and his New York friends.

Annual Meeting of the Thomson-Hous-
ton Company.

The annual meeting of the Thomson-Houston Electric

company was held at Middletown, Conn., on April

nth, nearly the entire capital stock being represented in

person or by proxy. The directors, through C. A. Coffin,

first vice-president, submitted a report, in which this state-

ment occurs:

The opening of the last fiscal year found an essential

decrease in our business, particularly in that portion de-

rived from the local lighting organizations operating from
central stations. The street railway department of the
company suffered to a less degree. From these causes
there resulted a decrease for the first half of the year of 40
per cent. This loss was, however, almost wholly recovered

THE PlLKINGTON-WHlTE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

mitted the financial standing of the company as follows;

The Thomson- Houston Electric company has received

from its stockholders from time to lime ^10,500,000 in ac-

tual cash from subscriptions to its stock The last issue of

common stock, amounting to Wi, 500.000 at par, was sold in

Sspttmber, 1890 The surplus net earnings for the fiscal

year just closed, after deducting $1,236,366 paid during

the year as dividends, are $1 524,41425, making the

toial surplus February i, 1S92, $7,56-1,593.46. Prior to

March, 1S92, there had been paid to the stockholders in

cash dividends a total of $1,731,151.88. In addition to

this there had been distributed among the stockholdtis as a

special dividend $[,000,000 of common stock at par, and

securities of the value of ^2 416,468.27 were placed in the

hands of trustees for the benefit of the stockholders. Stock-

holders have realized as profit from sales of stock in excess

of cost to them $775 000. Balance sheets show profits of

$2,760,080.25 for the year.

The following named directors were chosen: H. A. Pe-

vear, C. A. Coffin. B. F. Spilley, G. N. Smith, C. H. New-
hall, Eugene Giiffin, S. Endicott Peabody, J. Jefferson

Coolidge, Jr , C. A. Barton.

German Electrical Drilling Machine.
The accompanying cut shows an electrical drilling press

recently brought out in Germany by Collet & Engelhard,

of Offenbach-on-the-Main. The pillar of ihe piess cor-

tains a no volt i'^ horsepower motor, which takts the

place of the oidinary bdt. Collet & Engelhard make
electrical crates and all kinds of electric machioe tools.

An English conlemporaiy, JndustriiS, Iiom which the

cut is reproduced, ihinks that the electrical method of

driving machine tools directly is r.ot worked cut as it

ought to be. After calling attention to advantages aheady

GERMAN ELECTRICAL DRILLING MACHINE.

thoroughly understood by electrical engineers, the journal

in question says, in speaking of motors:

They need not be large. It is surprising to many to find

what a little power will drive a large tool. The motors will,no
doubt, cost more than the usual speed pulleys and counter-

shafts, but not much more. It is questionable whether the

whole cost of the motors and conductors would be as great

as that of the shafting and belting now used. Speed cones
are unnecessary, as the motor can be mounted as part of
the machine, and if direct currents are used it can be fed
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under different pressures, or. if alternating motors arc em-
ployed, circuits of various frequencies can be employed.
The advantages of such an electrical system are that the
forest of belting, with its attendant turmoil, is done away
with, and a clear space is allowed for overhead cranes. A
great part of the shaking and jarring is due to belting, so
that with motors the machinery will run smoothly and
noiselessly. The attention needed will be much smaller,

as the whole of the overhead gear is done away with, and
the motors are within reach of the machine attendant. If

multiple current motors are employed, no commutators are

necessary, and the motors thus add no working surfaces to

the machines.

Industries adds, very sensibly, that "it is scarcely

to be expected that works managers will remove

their belts and countershaftings to replace them by motors

in existing shops; but before making any further exten

sions it would be wise to consider the motor and lighting
'

question carefully, and this, we feel sure, will result in

adopting motors, and eventually in the gradual replacing

of belts throughout the works."

all members of the Legislature who opposed the bill, fol-

lowing the plan adopted in the gas fight several years ago.

W. F. O,

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New Yoric, April 9.—Rapid transit once more as-

sumes importance in this city, in view of the legal victory

gained by the commissioners. On Thursday the General

Term of the Supreme Court decided in favor of the ap-

pointment of commissioners to determine whether the

rapid transit railroads shall b2 constructed in accordance

with the general plan of the Rapid Transit Commission,

to which the consent of the local authorities was obtained

last fall. The law requires the repart of the commis-

sioners to be made within s'xty days after their appoint-

ment, unless the time shall be extended by the court, and,

if favorable to the construction and operation of the road and

confirmed by the General Term, it is to be taken in lieu of the

CDnsent of property owners along the line. As is well known,

the commission failed in its effort to obtain the consent of

the reqiired proportion of property owners, and some of

these have contested the application for the appointment

of commissioners. While it is not clear that the property

owners, after refusing their consent, had any right to con-

test the appaiaiment of commissioners on the ground that

the law had not been complied with, it is well that the

question has been raised thus early and disposed of by

the court. The report of the Rapid Transit Commission,

submitted last October and approved by the Board of Al-

dermen, with its maps and exhibits, showed where the

routes were to be and how the road was to be constructed

with sufficient clearness to enable any one to judge

of its general effect. It is now at least a year since the

Rapid Transit Commission began active work and it is

to be hoped that the public will soon have soma returns

for its forbearance.

The employment of an electric battery for the punish-

ment of the incorrigible boys among the three hundred in

the City Home at Verona will likely provoke investigation.

An electrode with a thin wet sponge is applied at the base

of the skull and a brush-like appendage, with bits of wire

at the end, is touched to the boy's exposed flesh when the

current is turned on.

The work of applying the block system of signals to

the entire New York Central railroad between this city and

Buffalo is practically under way. The company's chief

engineer has been authorized to contract for the erection

of seventy-three iron bridges, spanning the four track road

from Albany to Buffalo. These bridges, which will he

light structures, will carry the signals and the opera-

tor's cabin. There are to be ninety-three block signal

stations between Albany and Buffalo, and all but twenty of

them will be elevated.

It is reported that a consolidation between the Jersey

City and Newark railroad companies is possible. The
electric road stretching across the meadows between Jer-

sey City and Newark is to be the connecting link. It is

to be in active competition with the Newark and New-
York railroad and to carry Newark passengers to New
York for ten cents.

An electric railroad is shortly to be built between Red
Bank and Long Branch. The railroad company is made
up mostly of New York capitalists, and is known as the

Seashore Electric Railway company. The road will run

by the way of Eatontown. The company has made a call

for money, which is to be paid in by May ist. It is thought

that the work of constructing the road will be commenced

early in May.

There was a meeting of the committee of the Telephone

Subscribers' association and the Board of Trade and

Transportation yesterday in the rooms of the latter organ-

ization, to consider what was to be done after the defeat of

the Telephone Commission bill, for which both bodies

worked hard. It was decided to contest the re-election of

Denver. Colo.
Dknvkr, April (j —A thirty mile electric road to Cas-

tlewood dam is the latest project of the Denver Land &
Water Storage company. Mao.iger W. E. Alexander,

with President Charles E. Dustin and Vice-president

Charles E. Jackson of the company, have been at Castle-

wood dam looking over the work and planning new im-

provements, one of the most important being the building

of the electric road. This will probably be completed

within a year. It is proposed to carry passengers and

handle light freight. This would give the gardeners and
' fruit growers of the valley excellent facilities for placing

their products in the Denver markets.

Recently the Denver Tramway company filed suit in the

district court against the Denver & Berkeley Park Rapid

Transit company to recover $62,372.47 on a promissory

note. Judge Bentley gavea judgment for$62. 736. 31, this

including nterest and court costs. The enforcing of the

judgment will necessitate an execution, and the Tramway
company will probably become the purchaser.

Breckenridge was illuminated by electricity on March

25th. Three hundred lights were used and 400 more will

be put in. Irving Hale of Denver is the manager of the

Beckenridge Electric company, Al Sayers and Horace

M. Ilale, also of Denver, being associated with him in

the enterprise.

Representatives of the electric light company recently

met members of the council and discussed the matter of

rearranging the location of lights throughout the city. A
committee was appointed to make a thorough investigation

and report at a later meeting. E. C. D.

San Francisco, Cal.
San Francisco, April 7.—The old ten-conductor tele-

phone cable now connecting San Francisco with Oakland

and many interior cities is soon to be supplanted by a new
thirty-conductor Okonite cable. Evidence that this is a

fact was adduced last week upon the arrival at Oakland of

a specially built llit car carrying the firit section of the

cable. It weighed 70,000 pounds, and was on one reel.

This cable is to ex'end from San Francisco to Goat Island,

about midway to Oakland, and over which xrial copper

wires are being run. The Sunset Telephone tS; Telegraph

company is stringing copper wires on all its long-distance

lines, and is making every effort to give metallic circuit serv-

ice as soon as possible. As contracts for 10,000 new poles

and 4,000 milesof copper wire have been closed, there is no

doubt but that the present service over galvanized iron

wire and grounded circuits will soon show a marked im-

provement.

The Consolidated Piedmont Cable company of Oakland

has at last, after months of deliberation, determined to adopt

electricity on existing horse car lines, instead of the cable,

ill re-equipment. The company operates the cable system

through two or three miles of level Oakland streets, and

continues on up into the suburban hills to Piedmont Springs

and Blair's Park. Its horse car lines, which serve as feed-

ers to the cable system, run out to Mountain View ceme-

tery and also on Market, Fourteenth, Adeline and Wood
streets. Owing to a proposed extension of the Mountain

View line up into the hills and to the manner in which it

connects with the cable system, it is proposed to convert it

into a cable road, but all the other lines will be operated

by electricity. The generating station will be located in

the present cable power house, as ample power is there

available, and for once, it is hoped, tlie electric and cable

systems will be in harmony.

The city of L'ikland has given the Sunset Telephone »:v:

Telegraph company a fifty year franchise to erect tele-

graph and telephone wires in that city, provided that the

work of laying underground conduits and wires shall be

commenced within sis months, and that not less than

$10,000 shall be expended in the system each year until

finished.

The people of Grass Valley, Nevada county, Cal., where

they have plenty of cheap water at a great pressure, appre-

ciate a good thing when they see it, as the following from

the Grass Valley Union will show: "The electric plant

that has been put up at Mitchell Bros.' market, Mill street,

attracts much attention. The dynamo was one of the

Keith type, manufactured by the Electrical Engineering

company of San Francisco, capable of maintaining forty-

five incandescent lampsof 16 candle power. The dynamo

was driven by a Pelton wheel eighteen inches in diameter,

which received its water pressure from the town pipes.

The wheel and dynamo worked perfectly, and the lights

burned without a perceptible fluctuation. It was easily to

be seen from the workings of the little plant how easily

electric lighting can be secured for residences, public build -

ings and stores, where a cheap water power can be ob-
tained, as is the case in Grass Valley."

The Walla Walla, Wash., Gas & Electric Light company
is to place a generating plant at an available water power
five miles away, and transmit by clcctridly 225 horse

power into the city.

The street railway company that tries to build an electric

road in San Francisco or that endeavors to change its

equipment (rom horses to electricity har a rocky row lo

hoe. This has been the experience of the companies that

have undertaken improvements in thia line. First came
the San Francisco & San Mateo i:iectric Railway com-
pany, and only by hiring an army of men at a dollar an
hour to work Sunday and two nights between court hours
was it able to get its poles up, but the poles are placed now,
the trolley, guard and feeder wires are strung, and as the

road is about ready for operation the company's troubles are

over. Then came the Metropolitan Railway company,
which proposed to build—and is now endeavoring to build

—

electric lines to the Golden Gate park, Cliff house and
the old Ocean house. A strong prejudice against over-

head electric railway vires had by this time arisen among
the supervisors, but, if the report of the last grand jury is

to be believed, a little poultice of $30,coo applied by the

company to the itching palms of the solid majority of the

supervisors was sufficiently soorhlng 10 allay this prejudice,

and the company got its franchise, trolley wires and all.

Meanwhile a new board of supervisors came into cfiice,

and among its first acts was one prohibiting the erection of

poles or trolley circuits within prescribed limits, and last

week, while the Metropolitan company was erecting poles

within this limit, the city and county began suit against it

and filed an injunction forbidding the further erection of

poles. The matter will come up for argument next week.

Meanwhile tracklayiog is progressing, but all overhead

constiuction has been stopped.

Finally the North Beach & Mission Railroad company
decided to change its entire equipment from horses to

electricity nearly a year ago, but the city refused to amend
its franchise accordingly except for such portions of the

system as are off the business streets. Suits and counter

suits were talked of, if not actually brought, but differences

were finally adjusted, and the company began erecting its

pole line down Folsom street, intending to turn up Eas
street, which forms the water front to the ferries. East street

is under the control of the State Board of Harbor Commis-
. sioners. and it was not believed that the stale officers would

oppose the project, but last week the petition of the com-
pany to run electric cars for three blocks on East street

was granted, provided it would lay a third rail parallel

to the tracks of the Omnibus cable line, and provided

further that the overhead trolley system was not used.

How the company will overcome the prejudice of the har-

bor commission remains to be seen. It seems to be a

watchword in San Francisco that '"cables may come and
cables may go, but the electric railroad—never I"

Apropos of cable roads, during the last month a hundred

or so San Franciscans were treated to a bit of recreation

compared to which tobogganing is tame and insipid. Two
heavily loaded cable cars, one at the top of the Wsshing-

ton street hill (maximum grade 31 percent ) and the other

at Powell street on the Califcinia street hill (maximum

grade 27 per cent.) became unmanageable, the first from

losing the rope, and the second from the breaking of the

grip, and shot down the hills for three and four blocks re -

spectively like rockets. A number who jumped from the

cars were considerably bruised. Women fainted, screams

and yells filled the air, but miraculously no one was seriously

injured. Even the gripman of one of the cars was so

badly frightened that he forgot to put on the slot brake.

These things, together with statistics now going the rounds

showing that nearly one person per month has been

killed by the cable cars of San Francisco during the last

year or two, form doleful reading for those who harp on

the perilsof the ''deadly trolley," yet who fail to prove

either its perils or its deadiiness. Should they attempt to

do so they will find but cold comfort by making reference

to the cable roads of San Francisco. S.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Milwaukee, April 9.— From Ashland comes word

of a project to build an electric railway around

Chequamegon Bay, connecting Washburn, Bayfield and

Ashland. Such a system would comprise fifty miles of

track. There is a great deal of travel between those points

and it is said that eastern capitalists are considering the

advisability of engaging in the enterprise. It is proposed

to open up considerable suburban property by building a

boulevard between the same points.

Henry Jane, who was appointed receiver of the Milwau-

kee Power and Lighting company, has filed a bond in the
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sum of $15,000 with George Hiles, the petitioner, and

John Johnston as sureties. He became president and

general manager of tlie company a few months ago, when

Dr. Earles retired. The stockholders are still hopeful of

raising the sum of |2S,oo3 necessary to pay the Hiles

claim and take the business out of the hands of the re-

ceiver.

North Greenfield citizens have received two propo-

sitions for street railways to that p^int. Henry C. Payne,

representing the Villard syndicate, has offered to extend

the National avenue line to North Greenlleld if the peo-

ple will give an annual guarantee of -^4,000 for a terra of

fiva years, any excess of receipts over expenses to be de-

ducted from the guarantee. The Milwaukee & Wau-

watosa Motor Line company has offered to extend its line

from Wauwatosa to North Greenfield if the citizens will

fake stock in the company to the amount of $2d,ood. The

company states, however, that of this sum Fred J. John-

son, an interested property owner, has offered to raise

^15.000. A committee has baen appointed to see what

subscriptions can be secured.

The Milwaukee Street Railway company has been put-

ting up poles on First avenue, where rails were laid last

season from the viaduct to National avenue. It is pro-

posed to connect this line with the Farwell avenue line at

Third and Sycamore streets. It will give still another line

to the South Side. The work of equipping the rest of the

Villard lines with electricity will be commenced very soon.

An opposition electric railway may be built at Superior

before a great while. The ordinance was defeated when

first presented, but the fight has been renewed with everj'

prospect of success. The ordinance provides for iron

poles and the construction of lines on any streets named

within one year if ordered by the council. There is a pro-

vision against cDnsoliiation with the present compinyand

another provision for the purchase of the plant by the city,

at the termination of the franchise, at the appraised valu-

ation. The franchise is to expire in twenty-sight years,

its life being just as long as that of the present company.

There is another provision that the city shall receive a

progressive proportion of the earnings and a progressive

tax on the mileage operated. It is further provided that

five miles o( road shall be constructed and operated within

one year.

Cars will begin running on the Milwaukee & Wauwa-
tosa Rapid Transit company's line by May 15th. The work

of completing the electrical equipment is in progress.

New machinery is on the ground at the Wauwatosa elec

trie light plant, which will furnish power for ihe road, and

the poles, etc., have been ordered. The cars will run

without change from some point on Grand avenue and

Wisconsin street.

Postmaster Nowell has secured one of the new cancel-

ing machines, such as are in use at Boston, New York and

Philadelphia, for his office. The machine does the work

of a number of men. The clerk simply "faces up" the

letters and feeds them to the machine. The machine will

be operated by an electric motor and the power furnished

by the Edison Lighting company.

The Board of Public Works is preparing plans for the

equipment of East Water street. Martin street and West

Water street bridges with electric motors for swinging

them. The Milwaukee Street Railway company will fur-

nish the necessary power. Electric motors for swinging

bridges, the city officials state, are just as efficient and

much cheaper than steam motors.

In the superior court Charles F. Pfister and August

Vogel have begun a suit for the appointment of a receiver

for the Milwaukee Electric Railway company. The de-

fendants, besides the company, are Francis E. Hinckley

and John A. Hinsey of Chicago; ihe Merchants' Ex-

change Bank of Milwaukee, and the Northern Trust

company. Mr. Pfister's suit is founded on the loan of

$125,000 which he made to the company some time ago

and which was not paid when it became due. The com-

plaint gives some unpublished facts about the loan. The
company was organized with a capital stock of $500,000,

divided into 5.000 shares of $100 each, and the company
issued five hundred bonds of ^i.ooo each. Of the bonds 100

were given to the Wisconsin Marine & Fire Insurance

company bank to secure a loan of $50,000. When Pfister

loaned the company $125,000, the money due the bank

was paid, and he took those bonds, as well as 150 more

and 2, 502 shares of stock as security for his loan. Of the

stock given as collateral security Mr. Hinckley, who held

2,9q3 shares, deposited 1,501, and Mr. Hinsey, who held

i.ggS shares, deposited 1,001 with Mr. Pfister. The bonds

were secured by a first mortgage on the rojd. When the

note became due and was not paid, Mr Pfister had 100 of

the bonds and all of the stock sold to the highest bidder .

The bonds were sold for $50,000 and the stock for $5,-

000. August Vogel bought both. Mr. Hinckley brought

injunctional proceedings, claiming that the issue of the

bonds was illegal, and the sale void. Mr. Pfister was pro-

hibited from foreclosing the mortgage, but was permitted

to bring suit to have his loan made a lien on the road,

which is the object of the present proceeding. In the su-

perior court a decision favorable to Pfister was rendered

some time ago, but an appeal to the supreme court was

taken, and a modified injunction is still in force. Mr.

Pfister states that he has paid taxes and for machinery and

wants his claims made liens on the line.

Vice-President Payne of the Milwaukee Street Railway

company, announces that the operation of the North Avenue

Electric line will commence on May ist. Tracks, poles

and wires are all complete and to run cars it will only be

necessary to clean off the rails and turn on the current. By

June 1st, Mr. Payne states, the Bay View line will be in

operation There is about a mile of road on Clinton and

East Water streets to be bailt. Horse cars will continue

to run 00 the Forest Home and Brady street lines for

awhile, but between Pleasant street and Mitchell street

they will be run as trailers to the electric cars. The re-

pairs on State street bridge, it is expected, will be com-

pleted by June ist, when the Chestnut street and Broadway

electric cars will run on the East Side and to the North-

western depot.

The Kinnickinnie avenue barns of the Milwaukee Street

Rail.vay compiny are being converted into an extensive

machine and car shop. The shop will be supplied with

all the michinery and facilities for building and remodel-

ing cars aid for makinj curves, switches and other special

work, as well as for repairing motors. The building will

be 300 feet square and two stories high. The Farwell

avenue barns are also being remodeled.

Manager Lynn, of the Milwaukee system, is elated over

his success in rebuilding an old car. The car was 14 feet

long and now it is 30 feet long. It is 22 feet long inside

and at a pinch can carry 100 people. It has two roomy

platforms and is neat and symmetrical in appearance. A
remarkable fact is that the car is mounted on short trucks.

Many thought these trucks would not answer the purpose,

but they do, as a trial trip satisfactorily demonstrated. It

will be run on the Nitioaal avenue line. Five or six

other cars are being similarly rebuilt here and will be used

on the same line. Manager Lynn has concluded -that it is

cheaper to rebuild the cars here than to send them away

for that purpose, which involves an outlay for freight.

. c.

PERSONAL.
Charles W. Price, editor of the Electrical Review, spent

a few days in Chicago last week.

Gilbert Donaldson of the D. & D. Electric Manufacturing
company, St. Paul, was in Chicago last week.

Col. George L. Beetle, of the Western Electric com-
pany, Chicago, was in New York last week.

C. O. Baker. Jr.. of the firm of Baker & Co., of New-
ark, N. J., returned home last week after an extended

trip thiough the West.

Electrical Inspector Alfred E. Braddell, of the Under-
writers' Association of the Middle Department, Philadel-

phia, was in New York last week.

President A, L. Riker, of the Riker Electric Motor
company, Brooklyn, N. Y., returned last week to the office

after an attack of scarlet fever which kept him at home
for six weeks.

Prof. A. J. Rogers of Milwaukee, was in Chicago Mon-
day. Prof. Rogers was recently appointed principal of the

high school of Milwaukee, but he will continue to give

personal attention to the electrical course in that institution.

W. L. B- Allen, representiri: the Short Electric Rail-

way company in St. Louis and the Southwest, has been
sick for a month or more witli pneumonia. For some days

his life was despaired of, but he is now considered to be

nearly if not quite out of danger.

Word comes from Little Rock, Ark., to the effect that

City Electrician Gerald E. Fish, formerly electrical super-

intendent for the Chicago Arc Light & Power company,
recently met with a serious accident by being thrown from
his buggy. Although the physicians stated that Mr. Fish

was injured internally it is understood that he is now im-

proving.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Buffalo <S; Hamburg Railway company. Hamburg, N.

V ;
capital stock. $150,000; electric railroad.

Interior Wiring & Fixture company, New York City,

N. Y.; capital stock, $20,000; to wire and equip for electric

lighting, etc.

Fulton & Montgomery County Electric Railroad corn-

pan)', Johnstown, N. Y. ; capital stock, $175,000; electric

surface railroad of standard gauge.

Waldron Electrical company, Berwick, Me.; capital

stock, $50,000; to manufacture and deal in all kinds of

electrical machinery; Harry ^^ Moore, Berwick, Me.

stock, $25,000; generating electricity for light, heat,

power, etc.; J. C. & A. C. Neville, Green Bay, Wis.

Gallatin Light, Power & Railway company, Bozeman,
Mont. ; capital stock, $150,000; generating and using
electricity for any purpose to which it is adapted or may be
applied in the present state of the science; constructing
canals and utilizing water powers.

Independent Plumbing lic Electrical company, San
Antonio, Texas; capital stock, $10,000; to purchase and
sell electrical fixtures; Erhard R. Guenther, San Antonio,
Texas.

Eastern Compound Wire company, Jersey City, N. J,;
capital stock, $100,000; to manufacture and sell electrical

conductors of all sorts,etc.; Dickinson iS: Thompson, Jersey
City, N. J.

Mifilintown Electric Light company, MifiUntown. Pa.;

capital stock, $2,500; supplying light by means of elec-

tricity to the borough of Miiilintown, etc.; B. F. Burch-
field, Miiilintown, Pa.

Patterson Electric Light company, Miiilintown, Pa ;

capital stock, $3,500; supplying light by means of elec-

tricity to the borough of Patterson, Pa., etc.; B. F. Burch-
field, Mifflintown, Pa.

Marseilles Electric Street Railway company, Marseilles,

III.; capital stock, -$[2,000; to build and operate an
electric street railway in Marseilles, La Salle county. 111.;

Frank Montgomer}', Marseilles, III.

Electrical Advertising & Display Manufacturing com-
pany, Camden, N. J.; capital stock, $500,000; to manu-
facture and construct electrical machinery, etc.; S. K.
Robbins, 211/2 -Market street, Camden, N. J.

Rocky Mountain Electric & Power company, Pueblo,
Colo.; capital stock, .$500,000; to furnish electricity for
light and other purposes to the city of Pueblo and other
towns and cities in Colorado and elsewhere.

Denver Electric company, Denver, Colo ; capital stock,

$500,000; to generate, produce and distribute electricity

for light, power and heat and all other purposes which
may be applied in the city of Denver and additions thereto.

Pittsburg, Neville Island & CoraopoHs Railway com-
pany, Pittsburg, Pa.; capital stock. $50,000; operating an
electric railway from CoraopoHs to Neville Island and Mc-
Keese Rocks borough in Allegheny county; W. T. Tred-
way, 96 Diamond street, Pittsburg, Pa.

Lawrenceville & Schenly Park Street Railway company,
Pittsburg, Pa.; capital stock, $100,000; operating an elec-

tric railway from Butler street, Pittsburg, over and along
several other streets to Schenly Park, Pittsburgh, Pa.;

G. C. Lewis, 110 Diamond street, Pittsburg, Pa.

Hart & Cooley Manufacturing company, Chicago, III ;

capital stock, $40,000; manufacture, buy and sell pickled
and cold rolled steel, cabinet, builders' and domestic hard-
ware, iron and steel, and do annealing and electroplat-

ing; David T. Corbin, iioS Chamber Commerce building,

Chicago, III.

Columbian Underground Electric Traction company.
East St. Louis, HI ; capital stock, $1,000,000; to acquire
patents to manufacture, use. sell and deal in electric ap-
pliances, underground and otherwise; build, construct and
manufacture electric railways, etc.; Jas. P. Kerr, 509 Olive

street, St. Louis, Mo.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
It is possible that the city of Cambridge, Md., may erect

an electric light plant.

The Carlisle, Ky., Electric Light company will install a
new electric light plant.

A bill to charter the Electric Light Ai Railroad company
of Baltimore county, Md., has been introduced in the legis-

lature.

According to the Manufacturers^ Record, 36 electric

light plants have been established in the South during the

first three months of 1S92.

The Morgantown, W. Va., Electric Light & Power com-
pany has contracted with the Edison General Electric

company for an arc ani incandescent electric light plant.

The Plattevllle. Wis., Electric company has decided to

enlarge its plant by the addition of a 125 horse power
Corliss engine. It is also considering the advisability of

purchasing an incandescent dynamo and a power gen-
erator.

A Pittsburg paper says: The Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing company is building two large alternating

current dynamos which will have a capacity of S.5colights

apiece. These are the second pair of dynamos of this

capacity built in this country, all previous machines having
a capacity of 3.000 lights at the most. The machines are

all ready to be put together and need only the armatures.
One of the dynamos will go to the Allegheny County Elec-

tric Light company, and the other is to be used by the

United States Electric Light company of New York.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Palatka &: Heights Street Railway company of Pa!-

atka, Fla., contemplates changing to the electric system.

The Louisville City Railway company will, it is said,

equip six additional lines with electricity at a cost of $500,-

000.

J. P. Bryau and others have chartered the Bryan
Heights Railway company of ''^uintana, Tex. The capital

stock is $25,000.

Citizens Electric company. Green Baj-, Wis.; capital The ordinance granting permission to the Jacksonville,
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Kla., Sircct Railway company to uhc electricity as a motive
power has passed the cily council.

The purchasers of 600 acres of land near Atlanta. Ga.,
contemplate, it is stated, the construction of an electric

railroad, lion. John Sherman of Mansfield, Ohio, and
James K. Lewis aru said to be interested.

AmosShinklc, Homer Hudson, Robert Dulaney and
others propose building an electric railroad from Coving-
ton, Ky., via Erlanger, to Florence, at an estimated cost

of $100,000.

C. L. Uignowitz and others of San Antonio, Texas, are

perfecting plans for the construction of an electrical rail-

load to be operated outside the city limits. The road is to

be about eight miles long.

Sing Sing is to have an electric surface railroad through
its principal streets. The trolley system will be used.
The main line runs from the railroad station to the Sing
Sing camp meeting grounds. Another branch runs down
Spring street to the boundary line.

The Hamilton, Ont., street railway '.vill be equipped
with electricity. The contract for thirty cars and three

multipolar generators with a capacity of 750 horse power
has been awarded to Ahearn & Soper of Ottawa, Canadian
representatives of the "Westinghouse system."

All the cars running between Harvard Square, Cam-
bridge. Park Square and City Point, South Boston, via

Dover street, are now propslled by electricity. The run-
ning time between Harvard Square and City Point under
the new time table, is ten minutes less than heretofore, and
the decrease in time between Park Square and City Point

is eight minutes. Eight-wheeled cars have been placed
on the route, and the innovation is said to be giving ex-

treme satisfaction to patrons of the West End company,
who have to use the lines in that section of Boston.

It is proposed to build an electric road from Redlands
to Bear \'alley, Cal. Bear Valley is in the mountains in

the southern part of the state, at an altitude of 6,000 feet,

and produces vast quantities of ice, which is now going
to waste. All the ice used in shipping fiuit East is brought
from Northern California at great expense. There is a
project to build an electric road from Redlands to Bear
Valley, making the former place an ice depot for the en-

tire southern country and sending out spurs of the road to

Riverside, Sin Bernardino, Morena and Alessandro. It is

proposed to utilize the water of the Santa Ana river to

generate electricity for the car motors.

TELEGRAPH.
The telegraph is being extended in Persia, according to

the English papers. The line to Daragez has been
completed; but the line to Birjand, which would be of great

service, has not yet been commenced.

The trill of the case of the Call Publishing company
against the WesternUnion Telegraph company was begun in

the district court of Lincoln, Neb., recently. The plaintiff

claims, that it has the privilege of printing the afternoon

Associated Press dispatches in Lincoln. Its contract calls

for not to exceed 1,500 words per day, for which service

it pays the telegraph company $75 a month. The
plaintiff further claims, that the defendant is a carrier,

amenable to the laws of Nebraska, and, therefore, not

allowed to discriminate. It charges that the Western
Union company has discriminated, in that it furnishes the

Journal dispatches at a lower rate; that fixed for the even-

ing paper is ^5 per month for 100 words, while \}at. Joiu-nai.

only pays $1.50 per roo words a month. This makes an
excess of $19.62, for which the plaintifT asks judgment.
To this the telegraph company answers that it is not

charging an unjust or excessive rate; that it is amenable
only to the general government, because its business is in-

terstate, that the State cannot regulate its charges, and
that the court really has no jurisdiction to try the case.

The plaintiff, on the other hand, contends that as Con-
gress has never made any attempt to regulate interstate

charges, the right to do so remains with each State; that

it is not questioning whether tha rate is a reasonable one,

but charges that it has been discriminated against.

bn6vll?bt?"';[1VIISCELLANEOUS.

Tt,,i^',^'^t?it'4fed that ^5,000 a year would be alow esti-

rnate of the loss sufTered by the Thomson-Houston com-
'^tiy'b'y p^tty (hefts of material by employes at the factory

in Lynn.

'" (A.''iFi-trAch"^ffjf:J^i:'l-ep6rts that the microphone has been

successfully used in St. Petersburg in a case of suspended

^ft9J^1;|9P,jy,llSil<^rt^e0a;^qnt was given up for dead. As
a last resort the physician applied a microphone to the

region of the heart, and was enabled by this instrument to

• ^fel ^faiht beatingjw-hichproved that life was not extinct.

Everything was done to resuscitate the patient, who

.^^^ ^fte;;W|ar4',i-e9py^^d consciousness.

,„,,Jt is proposed to dislnf^pt ships by sending an electrical

^discharge through a tank of sea water. The effect of

'-"ttiiS i^ to liberalte nasCerlt o.xygen, which, with the water,

^is conveyed by pipes through the vessel, and liberated by

.taps . at the places where required. Bilge water, it is

"nioii^lit, can' Be disinfected in the same way, and as all

large steamers are beginning to be fitted with dynamos

nlUwe will bi&HU^e difficulty in adding this cheap and ap-

parently effectuai mode of pumping oxygen into the evil-

smellingspots of a ship.

AThiladelphian has perfected an electrical ice harvester.

The cutters upon the machine revolve, and the only weight

'of ak^'cob^equence to the whole apparatus is a small

electii^' motor, which is geared to the wheels and cutters.

jJJlti^.fp^^phine is especially desirable in cutting ice that
*

will not sustain the weight of a team and plow. The ma-

chine also removes the snow, and docs the corrugating-

The current that propels the motor is communicated there-

with by me.ins of cither a reel of wire, or light, movable
trolley; thus the same current may be applied to the hous-
ing of the ice and the lighting of the place where the work
is going on.

The influence of steam on magnets is the subject of dis-

cussion in a Swiss paper, and reference is made to the re-

searches of Strouhal and Barus, who have shown that, with
long continued heating in steam, mignets lose from 28 to

67 per cent, of their power. If, after this, the magnets
are re-magnetized, and again exposed to the action of

steam, only a very slight loss of magnetic power is found
to take place. In view of this, repeated steaming and
magne'.izing is recommended as a good means of securing
permanent magnetism in pieces of hard steel.

/ A farmer near Tahlequah. I. T., was struck by light-

ning recently, and was instantly killed. A press dispatch
says that the unfortunate man was thrown several feet out

of a wagon in whichhe had been riding and his clothing

torn in shreds and set on fire and the shoes torn from his

feet. The horses fell d<-ad in their tracks and the wagon
was torn to pieces. The work of the lightning was wit-

nessed by the family of a neighbor, who ran out to extin-

guish the fragments of clothing on the body, and found
the victim black in the face atd badly scratched and
mutilated.

An electro amalgamating process has recently been
given what is stated to be a successful working test at the

Southern Cross company's works, near the Anaconda mine.

The Butte Inter-Mountain says that the process is the in-

vention of four Butte mining men. The process may be brief-

ly described thus: First, dissolving thegoldcontained in the

ore, and thus getting it into solution; second, precipitating

it by means of electricity into a body of quicksilver at the

bottom of the pan— for it is a pan process. <^>uite exten-

sive experiments have already been made upon Southern
Cross ore with the process, a though not upon what might
be properly termed a working scale, and very satisfactory

results have been shown. A 10 stamp mill has been equipped
to give the process a thoroughly practical demonstration.

TRADE NEWS.
Ziegler Bros, of Bsston are now at work upon a line of

special electrical apparatus for the Chicago University.

The Redding Electric company of Boston has re-

cently enlarged its factory and made a new department for

its "watchman's register."

The Newton Rubber company, Boston, is now offering

a new line of strong and durable battery cells which com-
mend themselves to the trade.

The Riker Electric Motor company of Brooklyn, N.
Y., received from Philadelphia last week 58,000 pounds of

sheet iron for armature cores.

The Eastern Electric Cable company, Boston, is enlarg-

ing its factory and office building, and has also in view a

number of other important changes.

General manager P. G. Fiedler of the Boston Braid

Manufacturing company reports an unusually good de-

mand for his company's lamp filaments.

Inasmuch as the Imperial hotel. New York, has become
the headquarters for so many of the electrical fraternity, it

has been suggested that the name be changed to " Hotel

Electric."

The Sampson Cordage works, Boston, are extending

their offices on Congress street through to Federal street.

These increased facilities will allow this firm to meet the

growing demands for its goods.

Wm. Becker, with Julius Andrae, Milwaukee, has just

returned from Los Angeles, Cal., where he has, for

the last four months, been superintending the electrical

construction in T. D. Stimson's residence.

One of the most unique as welt as useful novelties in the

way of advertising, is a blotter made in the form of an in-

candescent lamp, which the Beacon Vacuum Pump &
Electrical company of Boston, Mass., is distributing to

the trade.

The D. & D. Electric Motor company of St. Paul

is preparing to enlarge the capacity of its factory.

It is now miking a specialty of mining work and will here -

after give special attention to the development of this line .

The company will open an office in Chicago.

Whitmore >i.- Robinson, the well-known electrical en-

gineers of Boston, are very busy in preparing estimates

for new work, which will b& commenced as soon as the

weather will permit. This concern has recently added to

its clerical force to meet its growing business.

The new electric specialties offered by the Eastern Elec-

tric Supply company of Boston, are meeting with great

favor. This company's trolley insulator and "section tjell'

fill a long felt want in this direction. The company states

that the general outlook for trade is better than last year

at this time.

H. N. Bates t*t Co. of Boston are at present at work
upon two large contracts for the new '*L. P. & D." sys-

tem of driving dynamos, manufactured by Perry & De-

merrilt, Montpelier, Vt. The "L. P. & D." trans-

mission system was recently illustrated in the Western
Electrician.

The Gould iSc Watson Co. of Boston has taken the

general agency for the Whitney electrical instruments, and
the report comes in that it is doa' having large sales, es

pecially through the western agency at Chicago, which is

receiving many flattering letters and testimonials as to the

accuracy of these instruments.

The Partrick ^V Carter company of I'biladelphia say that

the "King" annunciator is one of the most successful

specialties it has ever intro<luccd. This device fills the
requirements of a low priced and perfect working annuncia-
tor and is just the thing for contract work where the finely

finished instruments arc not demanded.

The St. Louis Elcc.rical Supply company has its new
salesroom fitted up with probably the largest and most
complete stock of cieclric supplies ever carried in St. Ix>uis.

The company has removed its business ofTicc to the second
floor, over the salesroom, where additional facilities arc
also offered for the transaction of business.

The Wagner Electric Manufacturing company, St.

Louis, is pushing the sate of the Wagner alternating cur-

rent fan motor of one-tenth horse power, and is meeting
with gratifying success. These motors arc of most com-
pact and substantial design, having but few moving parts,

and require but little attention in operating.

The Columbia Incandescent Lamp company is having an
unusual demand for its lamp at this season of the year, the
sales far exceeding all expectations. New machinery has
been added and the factory has been run night and day
for more than six months, and still the demand has largely
exceeded the supply. Prices have been well sustained and
the outlook for a prosperous year is most promising.

A. M. Morse of A. >L Morsel: Co., St. Louis agents
for the Buckeye engine, the Falls Rivet i: Machine com-
pany and other leading lines of machinery, has several bids
out for heavy plants and anticipates a large sale of the
Buckeye engine during the coming season. This com-
pany has about twenty first-class installations in St. Louis
atone, making a very good foundation for future work.

The Pond Engineering company, St- Louis, reports an
unprecedented amount of new work in sight, indicating a
growth in the different lines of electric work—lighting,

raining, traction, etc.—for the coming season, uncqualed
in any previous year. Several fine installations of high-
speed engine plants have just been completed, and bids are
out for several more, some of which will undoubtedly be
secured.

The Ansonia Brass & Copper company, sole manufact-
urers of the well known Tobin bronze, is sending to its

customers and the trade generally a neat little pamphlet
describing the many uses to which this very superior metal
can be applied. The company gives also a number of
tests made with Tobin bronze and about forty testimonials
from some of the largest iron works and engine builders in

the country.

Arthur S. Partridge, for some years with T. C. White &
Co., has rented an office in the Bank of Commerce build-

ing, corner Fifth and Olive streets, St. Louis, where he
will engage as a broker in the sale of electric railway sup-
plies, including rails, poles, ties, wire, etc. Mr. Partridge
has already established a reputation for business capacity
and energy, and will undoubtedly meet with success in

this new undertaking.

The Perkins Electric Lamp company of Boston, Mass.,
is presenting its friends an elegant Russia leather
memorandum book combining a card and stamp case.

The little volume contains a very useful table for calculating
incandescent wiring. A few facts are also given in rela-

tion to the Perkins incandescent lamps, and a number of
tests to which the lamp has been subjected are referred to
in a manner that will be appreciated by the company's
many customers.

The quarters of the New York office of the Short Elec-
tric Railway company have been changed. The somewhat
limited offices in the T/'t^r^/building were found to be alto-

gether inadequate for the rapidly increasing business. In
the new office. Mills building. 35 Wall street, will be found
hereafter the same genial and gentlemanly representatives

of the company. Edward E. Wesseh, manager of the
office, and C. C Curtiss, confidential agent of the com-
pany, are rapidly making themselves a power in the street

railway fraternity of New York and New England, and
the new quarters will do much toward aiding them in their

work.

The Toronto Construction and Electrical Supply com -

pany. Toronto, Can., has just issued its first catalogue,
and has done itself credit by the production. In addition
to the goods catalogued this company carries in stock a
wide range of specialties in fi.^tures, shades, test instru-

ments, school apparatus, etc., and can fill orders promptly
for almost any electrical article. The Toronto company has
adopted the policy of selling goods on close a margin of
profit, and of keeping on hand a very large stock in order
that it may be able to fill almost any order the same day
that it is received. This policy has thus far proved eminently
successful, and, as customers are aware, the company's
travelers carry as fine and as extensive lines of samples as
have ever been shown in Canada.

The Freeman-Holland company of Boston, Mass , re-

cently closed a contract with the Hull Electric Light &
Power company for the installation of a complete lighting

and power plant consisting of two 1 50 and one
125 horse power engines, four loo horse power
tubular boilers, two 1,500 light alternating current

dynamos, 4,000 lights' capacity of transformers and
lamps, and two power generators of 50,000 watts
capacity each, and about twenty-five miles of wire and
pole construction. This is the firot plant this company
has undertaken, although Walter K. Freeman has long
been well known in the electrical field, especially in the
line of alternating work. The Freeman-Holland company
was organized in January of the present year, and it has
fitted up a factory at 514 to 530 Harrison avenue, with
offices at 53 State street, Boston, Mass. This company is

equipped to manufacture 5,000 incandescent lamps per
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day, and to build alternating and direct current dynamos,
transformers and other apparatus pertaining to central

station lighting.

The Ameiican Electrical Manufacluring company, 201

1

to 2017 Pine street, St. Louis, is manufacturing a high

grade lamp, on which satisfaction is guaranteed, as to life

efficiency and rated candle power. Attention is called to

a special railway lamp, the use of which, it is claimed, has

met with most gratifying success. The filament is pre-

pared by a special process which is adapted to withstand

sudden variations of potential and being "anchored" is

not susceptible to the constant vibration and strain inci-

dent to streetcar service. This company says; "We want
your business and we want to gain it and hold it by
prompt, correct and honorable business methods, and by

selling you the best goods at the lowest price that is con-

sistent with their merit." The capacity of the factory has

been increased several times until it is thought to be suffi-

cient to supply the active demand anticipated during the

coming season.

The Emerson Electric Manufacturing company, St.

Louis, announces a perceptible increase over any previous

year in the number of inquiries received for the Meston
fan motor, indicating not only an increase in the demand
for a fan for ventilating purposes, but particularly for a

fan that will work successfully with an alternating current.

The Meston fan was put on the market last season and
was sold over a wide territory, apparently giving entire

satisfaction. The 1892 model will have among other im-

provements a regulating and reversing attachment that

will make it possible to run the fan at any speed

desired, the amount of current used being in direct pro-

portion to the speed. This is accomplished by means of a

commutator, the position of which is changed by means of

a short lever. Brushes are provided that will run an en-

tire season, the brush holders being arranged to carry two
carbons of special composition 2^q inches long and
of large cross section for contact and wear. The fan

is provided with self oiling bearings and mechanically and
theoretically is believed to be nearly perfect. An alter-

nating motor of three horse power is now well in hand
and will soon be ready for the trade.

The Hoppes ManuEacturingcompany of Springfield, O.,

has issued a circular denying the statements made in a

pamphlet issued by the Stilwell & Bierce company re-

ferred to in the last numberof the Western Electrician.
The Hoppes company denies that its purifier is an infringe-

ment on the patent controlled by the Stilwell & Bieice

company and in support of this statement quotes from the

judge's decision in the litigation, in which he says: "It is

obvious from this description that the change from the

vertical position of the purifier to the longitudinal is not

material, and it is conceded that the purifier, as it came
from the manufacturer and as it was first set up for use by
the defendant, was not an infringement of the complain-

ant's." The Hoppes company explains that a suit was
instituted in the United States court by the Stilwell .S;

BierceManufacturing company against a user of the Hoppes
purifier, for the use of a certain arrangement of piping in

connection with that purifier. This suit does not in any

way involve the Hoppes purifier, according to its makers,

but only the pipe connection, which it is claimed is not

absolutely necessary to the success of the purifier. The
Hoppes company thinks that it had a right to use the pipe

arrangement which caused the litigation, and it will ac-

cordingly appeal the case.

BUSINESS.
The Canadian agency of the Partrick & Carter company

has been discontinued, and the company will hereafter sup-

ply the trade direct. Catalogues and special trade dis-

counts will bs cheerfully sent on application.

The Hoppes Manufacturing company of Springfield, O.,

is building new factories and oftice buildings. The com-
pany has recently purchased three acres of ground in

Springfield, and has already got its buildings well under

way.

The National Electric Manufacturing company through

its agent, W. E. P-ailey, St. Louis, Mo., has closed a contract

with W. L. Hockaday & Co. of Farmington, Mo., for one

135 horse power multipolar generator. This generator

will be used for power on the Farmington electric railway,

running from Farmington to the Iron Mountain railway

and the M. & B. T. Railway Crossing road, about four

miles.

H. T. Paiste, manufacturer and patentee of the Paiste

switch and other specialties, has sold to the Br}'ant Elec-

tric company of Bridgeport. Conn., his patents on the

Paiste single pole switch, together with the business on this

specialty. The transfer took place April ist. Mr. Paiste

continues iu the specialty line, and will introduce shortly

to the electrical trade a number of new devices that he

thinks will be appreciated by all.

General Sales Agent F. Day Voorhees of the Korwich
Insulated Wire company, New York, has relumed from

an extended trip through the West and South. !Mr. Voor-

hees reports trade as being unusually good, having secured a

contract from the United States Electric Light company of

Washington, D. C. for over thirty-five miles of wire. He
also closed a number of contracts in Chicago and vicinity,

several of which were duplicate orders. Much credit must

be given Mr. A'oorhees for the position in the trade that he

has given the Norwich wire.

Pepper & Register, electrical and mechanical engineers.

Provident building. Chestnut and Fourth streets, Phila-

delphia, have secured the order to build and equip the

Delaware Bay & Cape May electric railway, a 6^ mile

road, with ten car equipments, generator to be 150 horse

power, and cars to be equipped with 30 horse power sin-

gle reduction motors, all of the Westinghouse com-
pany's manufacture. A Ball engine will be used, with

Coatsville boiler and stack, Schieren's belts, Morris-Tasker
company's brackets for pole construction and Washburn i;

Moen's trolley wire. The road, it is expected, will be in

operation by the first day of June. This same firm has
also secured the order to build the municipal electric

lighting plant for Doyleslown, Pa., and severalisolated
plants.

The Fitchburg Steam Engine company of Fitchburg,
Mass., announces its removal into new quarters. For sev-

eral years there has been an increasing demand for Fitch-

burg engines, and lately the company has been unable to

keep up with its contracts, although running nights for

some time. The new factory is fitted throughout with all

the best modern tools and facilities for handling large

work, such as traveling cranes, etc., and is more than
twice the size of the old plant. The facilities for shipping
are the best, as machines can now be loaded directly from
the erecting room on to the cars. The company is now in

a position to fill all orders promptly, for large or small,

vertical or horizontal, high speed, slow speed or compound
condensing engines.

Julius Andrae, Milwaukee, has just made the following
sales: C>ne6 horse power Mather motor to the lithograph-

ing establishment of the Jacob Knauber Litho and En-
graving company; one 3 horse power motor to the Binner
Engraving company; one i horse power motor to the city

of Milwaukee to drive a 40-inch fan in the Municipal Court
room; one i horse power motor for John Clark, harness

manufacturer; one 2 horse power motor for L. Lowe &
Sons' grinding and cutlery shop. Mr. Andrae has also

installed the electric light and bell work in Wm. H. Brad-
ley's hotel at Tomahawk, Wis. For this installation feeder

wires had to be run i,Soo feet on poles, from a saw mill

where the dynamos were located, to the hotel. Besides

this he is carrying out a number of wiring contracts for

incandescent lights in private residences, etc.

The constantly increasing demand for the Beacon incan-

descent lamp, manufactured by the Beacon Vacuum Pump
& Electrical company of Boston, Mass., has compelled this

concern to enlarge its manufacturing facilities. The ex-

traordinary growth of business may be attributed to the

excellent quality of the company's product due to the great

advance which has been made in its methods of manu-
facture. A special improvement is in the company's new
process of exhausting lamps. This is accomplished by
means of a metallic vacuum pump, without the aid of mer-
cury. By this machine Beacon lamps are produced free

from mercurial vapor, and the injurious effects of such

vapor on the filament are thus of course avoided. In addi-

tion there is obtained in the lamps a uniformly high

vacuum. A large number can be exhausted simultaneously

and a perfect control of the vacuum system can be main-
tained. The consumer will readily appreciate that the pos-

session of such a system as that of the Beacon company
places it in a position to make a very superior lamp, and,

since the company's method of exhaustion is so perfect and
of such great capacity, it is especially equipped to manu-
facture economically lamps of large size.

ELECTRICAL STOCK MARKET.
(Quotations furnished by Perrj- & Noyes, Edison build-

ing. New York.)

The closing quotations of electrical stocks on Saturday,

April gth, in New York, were:

Bid. Asked.
Edison General Electric company, Capital

$15.000,000 9854 99
Edison IllumiDating conapany of New York 8i*4 82

" *' " Brooklyn - 76 So
" " " Boston 1 10 112
" *' *' Chicago ..130 140

Edison Ore Milling company 15 20
United States Illuminating company of

New York 30 40
Brush Electric company of Cleveland 30 40
Brush Illuminating company of New York,. 30 40
Thomson-Houston Electric company 58 59

" " " Preferred 28 29
Westinghouse Electric company iS 19
North American Phonograph company ..... 5 S
New York " " 3l4 5
Automatic Exhibition company .^^ 5

472.026.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS
Issued April 5, i8g2.

Galvanometer. Sigmund Bergmann and
George A. Scott, New York, N. Y.

472,

472,

472,

472.

472=

472,

472,

472

This invention consists of the combination of a map-
net a metal strip longitudinally cur\-ed and gradually

widened from one end to the other and supported adjacent to

the pole of said magnet, and a weight or its equivalent for mov-
ing the strip in the reverse direction to that in which it would
be moved by the magnet.

027- Switch and Switch Box. Sigmund Bergmann,
New York, N. Y.

,035. Fare Register. Calvin B. Cushman and
Horace G. Canfield, Akron, O.

037. Thermo Electric Element. Edward N. Dicker-

son, New York, N. Y.

This invention consistsin a series of parallel plates of different

metals held firmly in contact with each other, and adapted to be
heated at one end,

,055. Carbon Holder. Henry Howard, Halesowen,
near Birmingham, England.

Rheostat. James R. Masury, Providence,062.

R. I

064.

III.

084,

Ky.

Electric Arc Lamp. John A. Mosher, Chicago,

Safety Cut-out. MandcviUe Thum, Louisvi'le,

472,135. Lightning Arrester. Edward G. Miller,

Wilkinsburg, Pa.

472,169. Toll Collecting Apparatus for Telephones.

Jesse J. Kato and Thomas H. Rhodes, Los Angeles,
Cal.

Claim nine reads:
* In combination with atelephnie a toll collecting apparatus

connected therewith, double circuits connecting said telephone
through said collecting appardtus, coin controlled devices for
breaking one of said circuits, and clock mechanism for breaking
the other circuit.''

472,193. System of Electrical Distribution.

Marshall, New York, N. Y.
William

1,220. Hanger for Electric Wires. Henry H.
comb, Boston, Mass.

Lus-

John F. Kelly, New York,

472,237. Unison Apparatus for Printing Telegraphs.
Henry Van Hoevenbergh, New York, N. Y.

Claim one is given:
'"In a printing telegraph, the combination, with a main line

circuit, of a step by-step transmitter organized to drop or inler-
mitone of a series of breaks or impulses and a receiving instru-
ment organized to supply the breair or impulse omitted by the
transmitter."

472,243. Telephone Transmitter, Edward G Acheson,
Pittsburg, Pa.

The last claim reads:

"The combination with a plate, of blocks of conducting
material secured on each side of the plate, a bar of conducting
material resting on each set of blocks, and a thread or cord con-
necting said bars, the said thread being at right angles to the
plats."

472,261. Thermo Electric Battery. Robert J. Guelcher,
Berlin, Germany.

472,265. Electrical Meter.

N. Y.

Claim one reads:

"A coulomb meter consisting in the combination, with a motor
having a constant field, of a shunt or path of low resistance

around the terminals of the motor whereby the difference of
potential at the terminals will be determined by tbe shunt, a
load consisting of such a device as a fan, and means for indicat-

ing or registering the revolutions of the shaft,"

472,274. Electric Arc Lamp. Samuel W. Rushmore,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

It is the miin object of this invention to provide a lamp
adapted for use on a constant potential circuit—such as the usual
incandescent circuits—in which the feeding of the carbon shall

not depend entirely on the strength of a shunt coil or magnet,
but shall depend alsa on the operation of a coil or magnet in

series with the arc.

Of the five claims the fourth reads:

*''ihe combination, in an arc lamp, of a movable carbon, feed-
ing mechanism therefor, and a shunt-coil to control said

mechanism, said coil being connected' to a contact upon the
carbon-rod or carbon whereby the shunt circuit is mierrupled
when the carbon or carbon-rod passes said contact,"

Motors. Parvin472,283. .Switch Box for Electric

Wright, Denver, Colo.

The seventh claim is given:
"An electricmotor having its field magnets and armature in

independent or derived circuits in combination with a switch
and a second or independent armature circuit including a
variable resistance, said switch having connections for chang-
ing the current through the two armature circuits at will."

472,329. Electric Wheel Locking Device. George W.
Blanchard, Waterville, Me.

472,336. Cash Recorder. Charlie H. Coles, Owosso,
Mich.

472,346. System of Arc Lighting. Horatio A. Foster,

New York, N. Y.

47-. 352. Compound for Insulating Electric Wires.

Louis Hill, Waterbnry, Conn.

472,359. Electric Indicator for Railroad Blocks. Robert
W. Jaggard, Philadelphia, Pa.

472,379. Production and Distribution of Electricity,

William Marshall, New York, N. Y.

The main object of this invention is to distribute electrical

energy intermittently with such rapidity as to cause the effects

in the line lo'appear continuous and to provide special apparatus
for this purpose.
The first claim reads:

"The method of distributing electrical energ>' from an electric

source, which consists in alternately charging an electrical con-
denser from the said electric source and throwing into the line

beyond the condenser the currents of both the condenser and
the electric source, these acts being performed with such
rapidity as to make the effects in the line appear continucus."

472435. Brush Holder. John R. Coffman, Detroit,

Mich.

472,439. Annunciator. William C. Dillman, Brooklyn,

N. Y.

472

472

472

,124. Electric Recording Device for Compasses.

Charles L. Jaeger, New York, N. Y.

57

472.

472,

472

472

440. Annunciator. William C. DlUman, Brooklyn,

N. Y.

,444. Electric Mining Pick and Drill. John Fish,

South Bend, Ind.

447. Inclosed Supply System for Electric Railways.

This invention is specially designed for use in connection
with the multiple arc system of electric railroading. Its

prin ipil object is to provide improved means for supplying
current to the motors on the moving cars without e.vposing the
conductors or contacts.

461. Electro Magnetic Yalve Controller. Olof E.

Lundsvedt, Brooklyn, N. Y.

466. Rotary Transmitting Dynamometer. Franklin

Yan Winkle, Paterson, N. J.

,480. Adjustable Armature for Electro Magnets.

Emil Hofmann, Ballard Vale, Mass.

,4q4. Automatic Electric Lamp Lighter and Ex-
tinguisher. John H. Caughy, Baltimore, Md.

500. Electrical Indicator.

Philadelphia, Pa.

John W. Henderson,
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CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
»4 H.P. 500 Volt Armature, Ventlluted. OonHliint Spoed, 1,^00.

The Motorn tire made with the best appllfincea and material obtainable, and embody fv<-ry improve-
ment of merit, with tlie intontion that they ehal! be the Htanflard 'f\ their clflhw.

430 West I 4th street. NEW YORK.

W^ANTED.
Three firat clu's -u'c^mcn, familiar with

ihe fupply triifle and Reocrul tur piles.

*j'-od returns tn the liglit men. Addre^B,
with rcfcrencfs, ••

^^^ y^^ ^^^ »»

f 'are Westkkn Elei thician,
r.ilca^o, III.

:E21ootx'loA.l
:i3. :e^uA.£2,

Klectric KalhvfiyK.
Traot-iiijMMlon of I'ower.
Electrical Machinery deeigned for special appli-

catloDH, plane, Bpecltlcuticos and Bupervleicn.

30^ flamnioiid Baildinc
UKTKOIT. .men.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
Ki.J^ciifcMJKrALi.rjiM-, Ki.i.i. J If. ; : a ' 1 -. . K' r.c-

THijTvvisti. and all oib'^r branttj-- or Ki-. tmi itt
are tau;;nt thrjfouBhly, day "f nli;;.;. 1' Mj> IW-
MTlTlTK of TKCH^'OLOIiiV. ISl
ThroopKCr«ti.4;BICA<VO, II^L. Ama-
teurti and l'rof>8'ionalH, ArlUaoi aod otbere
afBUt<;d I'iiAr,Tt«;Ai.i,v lo any line, and iBitracted
!n th« Ifttcfl ftfj'! Tnrif* lrnpro'.*-d •u^'.'icd"

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles, 'WHte To

JULIUS LErMANN,
«aoO IV. Mepoiid Htreet, HT I.OIIH.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insnlation €i<aaraiitecd tvherever nscd, Aerial, Underground or Snbmarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."
The rubber used in innulating; our wirea and cables is especially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or craclt, and will remain flexible In eilrem** cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The inanlation ifl protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and the whole Bliciied with Clurlc's I'ateut Compound, and special extra flnlph, which ws
have now adoi)ted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which ib water, acid, and to a very great exieut firpproof. Our insala'ion wiil prove
durable when all others fall. We are prepared to furniah Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insuiatloa for Telegraph and Klectrlc Lights from Btocic. Cables made tj order. We are now prepared
to famish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat worlc as well as our standard color.

Clark Joint Oani ehould be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, in strips abont one foot long and Qve-elghthB inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint
and pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOR RAIUVAV and MOTOB use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insalation.

WE GUARAWfTEE OUR IKSUIjATIOIV WHEREVER USED, AERIAL., UIVDER4^ROUNI> OR SUB9IARINE, and our net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other flrst-class Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and diecounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, MASS.

HBHSY A. CLABK, Trauniar and Gen'l Usnsger.
HERBERT H. EnSTIS, PrMldentand Eleclrldm.

HARD FIBRE
for insulatioa and me-

ckciiiical construction is

manufactured in Sheets,

Rods, Tubing, Washers, Discs and all Special Shapes. Esti-

mates and samples furnished upon application.

DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO.. "'^"'r.":
«^

ELECTRICAL Wood.

p
TeleE'Bpli ) O
TelOpbone ] CROSS L ARMS
Electric liifsbt \ E

S
OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES.

C. R. HOLMES, ''°°"""'"=°gV;?i?,ti; Mo.

Second-Hand Dynamos
FOR SALE CHEAP.

We have a number cf Dynamos and Motors
nearly new, which we will sell at a low prlc,
among the nnmber being t^vo 650-llglit,
1,000 volt Alternatois.

WANTED TO BUY:
Second-hand machine, from 50 to

300 lights, 110 volt.

G. A. HARTER,
43 and 45 Franklin Sr., CHICAGO.

ESTABLISHED 1848.

HEMINBRAY BIASS CO.,
Offices, Covington, Ky. Factories, IWuncie, Ind.

STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS,
Class Break Knobs, Floor Insulators, Battery Jars.

ARC LIGHT GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

v^roiaic oiT s^BCi-A-x. rjEsioairs soi^tciteis.

THE CARDEW
STANDARD VOLTMETER

FOR
DIRECT

CURRENTS.

This celebrated instrument is reeogpiz-d as a STANDARD

for determlDing the E. M. F. of botli direct and alternating cur-

rents. It posstsses features which, collectiTely, are found in no

otlier voltmeter, and which render it of great value as a station

Instrument. It Is designed to be placed on a switch-board and

left constantly in circuit. As the needle is dead beat, it Is es-

peclaliy adapted for Marine installations. Correspondence s3-

llcited. Send for illustrated descriptive catalogue No. 1-66.

FOR
ALTERNATING
CURRENTS.

QUEEN & CO.,

PHILADELPHIA.

SOMETHING NEW!
An improTPd 4 or 6 volt Combined Storage Bat-

tery eepeclally for Dentiete' use at very low price.
Purchaaerecan exchange alschar^ed for cnarged
cells, without extra coat, beyond exDenee for
charging the batteries. Manufactured by

J. K.. PrAiPKL,l.X,
BeomSOl, 205 S. Canal St., Chlcaeo.

Commercial Building:. ^^- LoniN. Mo.

IA.M.Morse&(?|
II ENGINEERSwo CONTRACTORS.
W.->>,m<f^ '.-^ COMPLETE
^^aaMTrPoWER PLANTS

LstG of Enirtleh. Mo-pe A ( K. C, Mo

HUSSEY & CO.. Manufacturing Electricians,
Combination Letter Boxes, Annunciators, Etc.,

211-218 Bandolph btreet, Chicago.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Electrical Pnrposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL& CO,
218 Water St.. BTcw York.

and Disordered

Batterifcs are a

cc mraon and
painful sight.

WHY?
BECAUSE they are not built to

work, but to sell. Are you a suf-

ferer? Then substitute the Law
Battery, and suffer no more.

SOLE MAKERS,

Lai Telepbone Co.,

85J0HNST.,N.Y.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

Ths« KartaYsrt « Manufacturing « Do.^
T7^XXjAXXZ<3'G-1'OSir, X3£>Xj.

TO MAKE A STATION PAY
Buy only the best qaallty of goods. This you can

do by sendlne yonr orders to ns.

Prompt Shipment. Reasonable Prices. Full Measnre. No Charge for Boxing or Cartage.

WE AKB HBADaTJAETBRS FOB
National Alternating and Direct Current Dynamos, Generators and Transformers;

Paclcard High Grade Lamps; Eddy Motors;
"Helmet" Weather-proof Wire; "Helmet" Moisture-proof Wire.

Save time and money by placing your orders -wltli

The Electrical Engineering and Supply Co.,
931 Boobery, 134 E. 6th St., opp. Hotel Byan, 40» W. lUchJsan St.,

CHICAGO. ST. PAUL. DULUTH.
SEND FOK CATALOCUEJAND DISCOUNT SHEETS,
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Established in 1861.

B. BKGGOT.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILECTHIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E.ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-BRANCH STORB-

2134 Michigan Avenuo*

J. H.& D.LAKE,
' MANl'E.AlTri:KRS ill-'

'

Friction Clutch
PULLEYS
and CUT-OFF -COUFLINGS.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR.

HORNELLSVILLE,N.Y
Tbe Simplesf,

iroiigest and Be.m
I'lulchPulley

. made. Adapted
to light or neav
work, stopping an...

I ii nine machines easil J
nd quicklj' without j

Corliss

Engines
of th'e highest type and in

all sizes are made by

The Land & Bodley Co.,

ciecinnati, o.

Manufacturer's of

ocTAGONAL^^ Cedar
TelephoneScliEcmcAL

RailwayFoles&CRossArms

jpH.M.LOUD&SONSUlMBER^O.
i OSCODA, IVIICH.

Pitenttd J..n. 2.^ 1&8J. A.T.Smith's
Electric I ava Gas Tip

Multiple Llgbling

For Ch urches. Theaters
and Public Halls.

Are used all over the coun-
trj^. Send for estiinatea or
prices to

A.T.SMITH,
6 W. 14th St , New York.

StilweJI's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWBLL & BIERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.
LAYING AMD PAINTIMG GIIM-BLASTIC BOOFINe

JTHOE] a-TJDyc-EXiJ^STic ieoo:Fiasr(3-
IS ABSOLUTELY NON-COMBUSTIBLE and eaaraHtnnd to last 10 yi-ars. CoBto only
SiS.OO per 100 sqaarn feet. Strongly indorsed by NewYork Board of UnderwrilclB. Send stamp
for circulars, Bamples and particnlara. GUM-EIiASTIC PAIWT
CostBOnly 60c. perga]. inbbl. lots, or $4.50 for 5-gal. tubs. Color dart red. Will stop leaks In tin or
Iron roofs that will last for years. Trv it.

QTTM-ELASTIC ROOFING CO.. 41 'West Broadway, New Tork.

GIVEN AWAY!!
BAaiPIiB OBDKBS OF *

Buxton's Packing
At Only 50c. Per Pound.

"The Engineer's Favorite."
Ali Orders Crnaranteed.

Agents wanted In every State In the Union. We can quote the
very loweat prices on Ring Packing. Send for dieooant ani^
price list.

ESTABLISHED 1882.

GEORGE B. BUXTON,
1 7 VIRGINIA ST., EAST SOMERVILLE, MASS.

EliECTRIC lilGHT
ASfD BATTEBi'

CJi/^BOf/S.
cle:v-:bXjA.it3d, ohio.

fi!OTOIf

BlfUS^ES,

THE F^-FST T?o:>r ^WA.TEiI=l "WHESESX.
Unequaled

in

Efficiency

Gives ttie HigliesI Efficiency of any Wlieel in the World. Over 2,000 in use

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

.Affordi the most eimpleard reliable power for all minine and mannfactnr-
Ing machinery. .Adapted to heeds running from lO np to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cej t. bettt^r leeults guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel la the countiy.

EliKCTRIC TRANSailSSION.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords In the way cf a nniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and tbe facility of adaptation to -varying conuitlone
of epeed and pretsure, have brought it into special prominence and esttnslve
use for ihte class of work. All applications should siate amount and head of
water power required, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. SEND FOB Catalogue.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
lSL-133 main St., San Francisco, Cal., IT. 8. A.

143 LIBERTY STREET, - - NEW TORK,
^p~lt having cometo our notice that our patent rights are being infriofed

upon. Intending purchasers are hereby warnea that all such infringements wM
be duly prosFcutei^.

P«<!r.TOai tVATER MOTORS. Varying from ihe fraction of 1 to 15
and 20 horse i ower, unequaled for all light running machineiy. Warran-td
lodeveloD a given t mount of power with one-half the water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Addrepe as above. Deliveries made fr 'm
San Francisco or New York, as may afford the most favorable frtlght rates.

ElECTRIC CEILIN6 FAN.
HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

HANDSOME DESIGNS. 'wI'-PSEf° OR SHAFTING REQUIRED.

HIGHLY

Dielil& Company
385 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

OF INSOLATEO WIRES AND CABLES.

A New Book Just Published.

A Practical Guide to the Testing of Electric Light, Electric

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

PRICE, POSTAGE PREPAID, $1.00.

SEXD IJi YOUR ORDER NOW.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CEE.E.BRAXED WAXKK WIIKKK as particularly adapted to their use

on account of its remarkaltly Hteady inotjon, liifich Mpeed
and (i^reat Kfli<'ien4'y, and lavfsc Cai>a4'i|y for its diameter,
being double the I*ovi'4*r of most wheels of same "diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economica) use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect gruar'anteed,
NRilfn rOR CATALOGUE ANU PARXICIJI^ARN.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears arc required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICTOR

XURBINEP* arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume. Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly Srst-ctass in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

/^I /%T5ir r^ADRON CO., MAKERS'"' HIGH -GRADE

Fancy Incandescent Lamps
Of 1.0W Voltage.

Over 10 New Styles of Lamps

-
,

, For the first time on
,i^_j- I. k ij the market.
»aKS. ^'1 -r'fc-</ Catalojue Part I and 11,

Ready-

Part III In Print.

EXPERIMENTAL LAMP WORK
AND GLASS BLOWING.

Write for priccB and illustratione.

1 Ann Street,
New York City.I.L.SOMOFF, MannMnrer,

OFFICE DESKS.
asip^L^ "Geni' and "Rugby'

^ Folding Beds,

W~i Brass and Wire Work.

JB^^'

A. H.Andrews&Co.,2l5 Wabash Ave.,Ghicago.

LINK ivBELTING.
The Best v^J^*^ ^^^^ ^^q cheapest.

Send for

REDUCED PRICE LIST
of drive t)eIt&other Specialties for E/fixifors.Ccnreyorstfr
Uacliinerv forLarnilinc nny itiatcrifti in biUk orpackage.
UJitt BELT MACHlfiERlT CO.. 3901 Stewart Ave., Chicago.

SILK BRAID FOR INCASDESCEliT

LAMP FILAMENTS.

The greateat care talien In producing a uniform article. Used by the largest lamp
manafactnrers in the conntry. Samples and prices mailed free

.

BOSTO^T BI5-A-IE> Hiv^IE^a-. CO.,
28 BEACH ST., BOSTON, MASS.

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If In want or Poles. Ties and Posts, save monej
by getting my prices.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
80£,E MANUFACTUKERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wixm£^?S^,i>Ei.. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. 14 1,^^'
OFFICE:

ST, N. T.

HEISLER ELECTRIC GO,
DREXEL BUILDINCr, PHILADELPHIA. PA.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE ONLY

LONG DISTANCE SERIES

THAT IS SELF-CONTAINED, AND ABSOLUTELY
AUTOMATIC IN REGULATION.

Noted for Brilliancy of Light and Great Efficiency.

ALSO

Series Sockets and Lamps for Arc Light Circuits.

THE SCHUYLER
-£3"5rsTE]yi: oif-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE POLLOWINQ IMPORTAMT FEATUHBS:

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,
MIDDLETOWN, CONN.
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THE EVANS FRICTION,
RannlDg tour Ediaon dynamos with one 200 H. P. McTntoeli & Seymour
Eng:loe in the Weeks Building, Boston.
Thoesanda of H. P. In uee driving dynamop, and thoueande of eets of

Variable Speed Cone Palleya In operation driving all kinds of macbinery.
For Information send for dynamo catalogue "b'' and for cone catalogue

"T." Addreee

Evans Friction Gone Co.,

85 Water Street, - - BOSTON, MASS.

PATESTED.

£vaiiB' Cones.
For Taryine Speed.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,

CRIMSHAW White Core Wires,
Black Core Wires,
Competition Line Wires,

CRIMSHAW Tapes,
Competition Tapes,

Splicing Compounds, Etc.

Nos. 13, 15 and 17 Cortlandt St.,

NEW YORK.

VULCA ELECTRICAL WIRE DUCTS
FOR

INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION.
A COMPLETE METHOD

for all ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS.

JUNCTION BOXES, CUT-OUTS, ANCLE BOXES,
ETC., ETC.

VULCA COUPLING COMPOUND.

Nos. 78, 83 and 82 Franklin St.,

CHICAGO.
EVERYTHIWQ IN

WIRE-FUSE- STRIPS.

MANUFACTDEED BI

The Sperrj Electric Mining Machine Co.

39th St. and Stewart Hv- . THiracn

THOS. C. SMITH, Jr., M. E.

Consulting and Contracting Engineer.
Engines and Complete Steam Plants for Lighting and Power InstallatlonB.
Bent Pipe and CoUa In Iron, Erase and Copper, for all kinds of service.

II Hammond Building, Telephone 1358, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

R&B. ELECTRICAL
COMPOUNDS I PAINTS.

Thoroughly Water, Acid and Alkali Proof.

Perfect Insulators, especially adapted for tise on

CROSS ARMS, POLES and ALL EINDS of IRONWORK.
The P. & B. Compound is USED by the largest WIRE and CABLE manu-

facturers in the world. Made only by the

WJNIURD PAINT COMPAHT. t I.inPRTT ST.. NEW YORK.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

JPBIVAT£ LfETTKB.
DeakBoe:—Tour head's level in selecting our

route to the Pacific coast; you've only on* night
on the road between Chicago and Denver and
yon can take every meal on the cars, and have
auflicient time In both cities to "fli up" and see
a man. Tou're quite right—the "glorious winter
climate"" of Colorado is eimjjly Immenae, and the
^'Burlington Saute''' service is a grand aucceas.

Tours, Tom.

For electrical

purposes.

Low Prices.

BOWERS BROS.,
121 Lake St., - CHICAQO.

MICA

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO..

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

o
225 Dearborn Street. 115 Broadway
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Do Not Make Long Time Contracts For Carbons

!

AGENTS:
n. C. HawkH,

ttio Atlantic Ave, Boston.

llolnieN, Booth & HaydeuM,
',25 Park I'lace, New York.

Tlio 'WaHhineton Carlion Co.,
(>U N. UioadSt., Plulndflplila.

Klrcti'ieal ^iupply A CoiiHtruetion Co.,

'J47 IJborty S'., Pitlabnrilj,

Standard Blrrtvical WoikN,
lUl \V. I'eirl St., rlnc.lnni,U.

Central Ele«'.tric <'o.,

Ill) Franklin si,, Colcago.

If you contract for longer tlian one year, you throw away opportunities to

save money. In dealing •with us you need not be afraid that prices will be advanced.
We will protect our customers from the TRUST.

OUR CARBONS ARE NOTED FOR THEIR

Long Life, High Efficiency, Low Resistance.

Write us for samples and quotations before you contract for supply.

THE WASHINGTON CARBON COMPANY..
WORKS AT WASHINGTON, PA. PITTSBURGH, PA.

JOSIAH PIERCE, Jr.,
A. M. I. 0. E.,

EMI anil lopojrafliic Enginssr,

1 1 South Street. BALTIMORE. MD.
Topographic Satveys of any extent and character

organized and executed.

FOR THE
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

JUh4URPHY>x
, ElectricSlate
'^^ ;;AN & AMERICAN MARBLE

ELECTRlCAL-<i'==i 136 LIBERTY ST
EXCHANGE BUI LDING> NEW YORK.'

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Factories: Waterlbiivyj Conn. as Park Place, ]Ve»' Yoi-li.

-MA.NUFACTORERS OF-

Ba.re and InsTilated IXTire.
rntlerwriters' Copper Ele<^tric Ijiffht r^ine AVire, Copper Maernet Wire. Flexible Bilk, Cotton and «or«ted Cords for

Incaiideseent Ijightin^. > ound and Flat Copper BarH for notation WorU.
In»>iulated Iron Pressure M ire.

PATENT ^^K. |f^,"TlNEWIRE
For Electric light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Agentsfor the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY C0.1IPANy, CBICICO, • - SELLIJIC AGE.\TS.

THOS. L SCOriLL, Keiv Tor Jc Jgent

THE LATEST SPECIALTIES IN ELECTRIC
LIGHT SUPPLIES.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

ST-^Ze EI-iECTISI^^ CO.
641 Nortli Broad l§treet. FHIIiADGIiPHIA.

^^0^

Tliis ent represents oiii- class /*.

Star Sight "Dp-Feed" Lubricator.
There are no joints about it. Arme and body rasi

in One Piece, so yon won't be annoyed by Jealiinj;

and it will work to your entire satisfaction. Will lei

jou try It before you buy it.

For sale by Jobbers, or upply to

THE WM. POWELL CO.. - CINCINNATL 0.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
li4 to 15G Green St., Green Point, BROOKLYN, S. Y.

MANUPAOTOET OF
Non*Conductive Blocks, Rosettes and Bases for Cut-Outt

and Switcties; also Insulators, Cleats, Lamp Trim-
mings and otlier Electrical Supplies.

Oar production Is a dense body. The glazing and body
of our ware are of same composition, and are baked
alike, Tvhich are the features of

TRUE HARI» PORC££^IN.

C-S SPECIALTIES.

C-S Reflector Shade.

Made of Aluminum with ground
glass diffusion plate. A strong

white light exactly where needed,

and nowhere else. A soft white

light throughout the room.
Quadruples ttte effiectire light of

any lamp

C-S Portable Lamp Stand.

Has flexible arm which holds

lamp indeflaitely in any position

at will. Arm indestmctlble and
may be curved or coiled into

an endless variety of graceful

shapes.

The Cutter
Electrical & Mfg

Company,
27 SOUTH nth STREET,

Philadelphia, Pa.

THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.,
33 ^v^ercer Street, ISTe-^xr "STorH^,

POSSESS SUPEBIOK ADVANTAGES IN THE MANTJFACTnRE OF

XZ.A.RD RXTBBSR G-O O ZJ S
Especially In, articles adaptcti to electrical industries, having obtained the sole right to mami/acture

HARD RUBBER tinder the valuable JPatents granted to TVIL-LIAJfl KIEL,.

AtL OPERATIONS OF SAWING, CUTTING, TURNING ANU POLISHING OUR NEW STANDARDS OF
Q |-J p FT" ROO AMn T'lIRIMO ^^^ ^® performed with a large reduction in the wear and tear of tools, and considerable saving of labor. Our new standards arev^iii^j.^15 XI v^ t-/ iT. 1 ^ i^ 1 \J L^ V l^ ^ of a richer black throughout, not subject to change in color, are tougher and more flexible, do not become brittle with age and

have been tested and approved by the leading electrical companies of the United Stalea. In addition to these advantages, we also offer advantages in prices.
'

KIEL'S PATENT HARD RUBBER CELLS FOR STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES
still remain the most satisfactory and cheapest in the market, unequaled for strength, durability, insulation and resistamce to adds.

HARD RUBBER GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION MiNDFACTURED correspondence solicited from an manufacturers and dealers in electricaluiuiv iiuuuuu uuvvu VI llILilt 1/UUUllll IWll lumiuiaui UUUV, machlneiy and supplies. SKND DOR PRICES AND ESTIJUATES.

For Sale by THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.
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IvIOCE^RU AlS^ERICAlsr I^ETHOES
Oli^ COFFER Sl^-IELTIUO-,

—OBTe-

—

Edward Dyer Peters, Jr., M. E., M. D.

SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED.

Price, Postage Prepaid, $4 00.

IBE MOST COnPLETE WORK OF ITS KIND PUBLISHED.

Eleclricjan Publishine: Co.,
O Lakeside Bids'. CHICAGO, ILL,

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING.
CARRIES NO STATIC EI.ECTRICITY.

Greatest Adhesive Qualities. Causes Less Friction than any other Belt.

RAWHIDE HYDRAULIC PACKING.

R.\WHiDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS

-TTjaiEj-

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
J

The only ManufactarerB In the Country.

Lace Leather Rope and, other Rawhide Goods of all
liinds by Krueger's Patents.

This Belling and Lace Leather is not affected by steam or dampness; never be-

comes haul; is stronger, more durable and the most economical Belling made. The
Rawhide Rope for Round Belting Transmission is superior to all others.

75 OHIO STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIGHT AND MOTOR CUT-OUT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS.

MAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERT LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.

Columbia Laxnps.
LONG LIFE, HIGH EFFICIENCY.

FULL BATED CANDLE POWER.
Users pronounce them the best in the market. Try them and be convinced of

their superior quality.
All Candle Powers. Bases to fit all standard Sockets.

Special Railway Lamps. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

PORCELAIN - INSULATED - SOCKETS

Of Best Quality, Standard Styles.

f In small lots 25 cents each net.

PRICE OF SOCKETSi \
^0*^ of lOO 23 cents each net.

[ Lots of 600 22 cents each net.

WltlXE FOR, PltlCESS.

The Golumbia IncandosGODl; Lamp Co.,
1912 and 1914 Olive St , ST. LOUIS, UO.

New York: U011B1.EDAV. MITCH KLI. Jt CO.. No. 136 Liberty !!it.

Boiiitou : REDUINCi EliECTRIC CO.. No. 41 federal St.
Fiaiadelphia: PAKTRICK .St CAKTKK CO., Hf."; S. «d St. and 131 «otlllc St.
OhtcaBO: tiBEAT WBSTEBN EtECTRIC SUPPI,V CO., a01-a07 S, Canal St.
Clnclimatl: POST «. CO., aiS-Sl? West 4t]i St.

Syraense. N. Y.. ELECTRIC ENtJlNEERlSIti ^k SUPPLY CO.
New Orleans: XIANION A «'0.. ie7 Baronne St.
Kansas City: E»AV.\RI> I.ASELL. 831 New Y'ork Life Building.
Denver: HIOUNTAIN ELECTRIC CO.. Duff Block.
Salt Lake City : B. M. .TONES, No. 113 £ast 1st Soatli Street.
San Francisco: PAUL SEIIiEB ELBCTBICAX WORKS, 40G-408Market Sf,
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PARTIODLAELT ADAPTED TO DRIVING

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of Its high efflclency at all stages of gitc, fitoadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of which makes It the most sen£i-

live to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

CCUn PHR PATAI nPllf I'l'i*'rs"''K various styles of setting

on both vertical and horlzontil shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,

DAYTON. O.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, iniL,L,8 & TEMl'LiK,

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Jjiiildcrs of Hitili Oriido

Corliss Engines,

Giddings' Automatics.

Simple, CcmpQund, Condensing.

Couiplctc riaiita Furuisbeci,

Works: SIOUX CITY, lA.

bkjVNCH office ;

48S. Caual Street. CHICAGO.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS «i°' B£I.I,S.
FUIili I.INE AliWAlTB IN STOCK.

W. R, OSTRANDER & CO..
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 BeEalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. T.
for New Catalogue. Out Angnst let.

Western ElectriciaD

8 1.00.

STE^M ENGINES
FOR SALE.

On.;l-.iH. P. VerHcal.
Three H H. P. Vertical.

One 4 H 1'. Horizontsl Trunk.
One5H. P. Iloletlng Enylne.

All above entrine*- new and cbeap.

We have under coDftrurtion 5, 8, and 12 11, P,
vertical, and 18 nnd 25 11. P. horlzoDtal eDRioeH,
all automatic cut-off,

WILLIAMS ENGINE CO.,
IJALTI.IIOKK. Ml).

STEAM PLANTS
INSTAIiliED BIT

JKT. B. PEARSON i£ CO.,
UECHAKICAI, EKOINEERH AKD COKTRACTOB8.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, - CHICAGO.

STEARNS MANUFACTURING Rn.OfficeanilWorks,FRIF, PA,COM^^ETErOWERrX^NTSFOR WOODBURY
ELECTRIC LIGHT NG, Automatic ENGINES

STREET RAILWAY
and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

Branch Offices:
PHIiADKLPHlA, - 94a Drexel Building.

SAN FK/VNCISCO, 39 and 31 Spear St.

BOILERS OF ANY SI^IC FOR ONV DUTY.

Agencies:
ST. T.OITIS—M. p. Johnston Machinery Co.. 71.^ and 717 N. ~nd St.

KOSTON—S. I.. Holt & Bart. (i7 Sudbury Street.
CHICAGO—Barclay & Sharpe, 549 The Rookery. SIMPLE AND COMPOUND^^ ~

CONDENSINGOR NON -CO N D E N S I N G-

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,
MANUPACTUKERS OF

High Grade Antomadc

ENGINES,
HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

Two lorsE pwer to tlree tuilreJ lorse Down.

Western Department: 26 and 28 Randolph St., CHICAGO. - H.S.WALKER, Manager

^iDRY STEAMt^

THE POND SEPARATOR.
The Pond Separator la guaranteed to relieve the

steam of all entrained water and return this water
to the boiler, thus effecting a large saving In fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POMD EJIGISfEERIUfG COMPAIVY,
ST. LOUIS.
nusHA.

CHICAGO.
DALLAS.

KANSAS CITY.

SEATTLE.A f^lEMSr BOOK
nxro^w

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND - BOOK.
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of

which 20,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's
well-known practical style with all the problems of Electric Power
Transmission.

TaOVW RSADir. PRIGB $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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W.P.
TIE THOMSIIHIiniSTIH ElECTIIt (0.

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RAILWAY MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

3382 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,

Boston Office: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 148 Michigan Ave.
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THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS,
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS FOR

PERKINS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.

Repieeeatatlve Chicago.—Prize Drawing awarded by Tlie "Intti-Octan."

CO.
EVERYTHING IN THE WAY OF

ELEOTEICAL SUPPLIES.
54 and 56 FraukUn Street, - CHICAGO.
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No other

combination

of materials in the

shape of a brush has

met with such success

and appreciation as

the WIRT IMPROVED
DYNAMO BRUSH.

If you admire a round,

smooth Commutator,
without sparking or

burning, try a set of

these brushes. Give

dimensions when

ordering.

READ WHAT PRACTICAL USERS SAY ABOUT IT.

OFFICE OF
THE CHICAGO COPPER REFINING CO.,

Office 620 and 621 Pheoi.x Building,

138 Jackson Street.

Chicago, Jan. 20, 1892,
THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY- CO., City.

Gentlemen:—We have been using four No. 32 Wirt Dynamo
Brushes for about a month. We find that they do not sparlc at all

and cause but little wear on the commutator, keeping the surface of

the latter smooth. The Wirt Brush is entirely satisfactor)', and
superior to any we have used. Yours truly,

THE CHICAGO COPPER REFINING CO.,

W. I. HiTT, Sec'y.

THE COLUMBIA.
LEADING THEATER OF CHICAGO.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Aug. 23, 1891.

Gentlemen:—The brushes are running with much less sparking

than any I have ever tried. Evidently they are an improvement.

Respectfully, GEO. CARSON.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Chicago, Aug. 22, 1891.

Michigan Avenue and Randolph Street, Chicago.

Gentlemen;—We have used a set of your Wirt Brushes on

our dynamo, and have had no sparking, and scarcely any attention

required during that time. The brushes furnished- by the makers of

the same dynamo were always more or less troublesome, and required

frequent resetting and dressing of the commutator. I would now
consider it a hardship to be obliged to use the old brushes.

Yours truly, (Signed) R. C. PAGE,
Engineer Libby Prison Museum.

City Hall, Chicago, Aug. 27, 1S91.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

Gentlemen:—We have been running your brushes on our Edison

Dynamo for two months and find they are a decided improvement.

HENRY MUNSTERMAN,
Chief Engineer.

Marvsville, O., Jan. 2, 1892.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Chicago, 111.

Dear Sirs:—The brushes came in good order, and after giving

them a trial I find them to be the best brushes we ever used, as thej'

run smooth and do not cut the commutator, or spark. We will order

more. Very truly, R. TURNER,
Chief Engineer Marysville Light & Water Co.

WEST KENTUCKY INSANE ASYLUM,
HoPKiNsviLLE, Ky., Dec. 20, 1891.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO , Chicago.

Gentlemen:—Having used your Wirt Brushes for over a month
I am satisfied they are all that you claim for them. Please send me
your general catalogue. Yours respectfully,

JNO. G. LUTZ.

Chicago, Nov. 19, 1891.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen:—After trying one set of your Patent Dynamo
Brushes, I have put them on all three of our incandescent d}-namos,

and like them so well that I would not be willing to use the old style

of brush again. Yours truly,

D. B. RAMSEY,
Chief Engineer Union League Club.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
Factories: Ansonia, Conn.
Branch: 244 Arch St., Philadelphia. CHICAGO, ILL. Cor. Randolph St. and Micliigan Ave.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.,
:nA\ri;'ACTI'ltKKM OF-

VULCAf /ED INDIA-RUBBER

Caiy s, to any Specification

up to 8,000 Megolims per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES.

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

millage, FLEXIBLE CORDS,

SILK. HEMP, COTTON, DY-

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

of INCANDESCENT CORES.

THREE and TWO - WIRE

CABLES, to any tpecifica-

tion up to 8,000 Me-

gohms per knot.

CABLES of High Insulation

and Long Life, all milaga.

If you are not acquainted with the merits of Habirshaw Insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 3 1 5 Madison Ave, Cor. 42d St, New York.

w FACTORY: Glenwood, Yonkers, Iff. Y.

Western Agents: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Corner Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

The Sunbeam hcaniescent Lamp Co.^

80S CHAMBER OF COMMERCM BUILDING,

CHICKGO. ILL.

-MASUFACTIIKEKS OF-

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

In Ordering^ Specify
AOENOIXS:
The Electrical Supply Oo., Ohioago, 111.

The Blectrical Supply Oo., AnBonia, Oonn.
W. H. Gordon & Co., New York.
F. P. Jones & Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
The Iron City Iileetric Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Woodruff-ECarris Electric Co., Birmingham, Ala
Louisville Electric Co , liouisville, Ky.
Houliston, Hubbard & Co., Cincinnati, O.
C. H. Baker & Co., Seattle, Wash.
Julius Andrae, Milwaukee, Wis.

Long^ Life Lamps

or Hig^h Efficiency

Lamps*
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^^pec cux^ouxs.
THE WOOD OrT-OUT BOX,

MANUFACTURED BY THE

Fort Wayne Electric Co., is the BEST<

DOUBLE BBE^K. iniiffidil ^WEATHEBPROOF

INCOMBUSTIBLE. "^ II^^S|Ea^ For prices write to

Fort Wayne Eleetrie Co.,

There is a Right Way and a Wrong Way to do Everything.

The right way to operate an electric car is with one Heat Proof Motor geared
to both axles, giving uniform traction and economy in operation.

Our record at Lawrence, Mass., on the Merrimac Valley road has never been
equaled by any other system—15 of our 4:0 H. P. type '*^" single motor equipments,
hauling trailers over 9% per cent, grades have covered over \ 15,OO0 miles without
burning a single armature, field coil or switch.

WE ARE PREPARED TO DO THE SAME THING FOR YOU.

The president of a large street railway company, who has recently contracted
tvith us for 15 equipments, after a thorough Investigation of the so-called 'Heading"
systems, made and published the following statement:

"We investigated all the electrical systems in the country, and visited 21 different
roads, and we are satisfied that the system we have selected is the most successful
now in operation. We did not want any system which necessitated a large repair
and winding room as an auxiliary branch of our business."

WE INVITE INVESTIGATION AND COMPARISON.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
DETROIT, MICH., U. S. A. f. .. stone,

917-918 Monadnock Building, Chicago. Chattanooga, Tenn.
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W^M, ^^31*'
Switch-boards are equipped with

AJAX SWITCHES.
wwt. for Prices. C. S. VAN NDIS, 136 Liberty St., New York.

Put up in One
Pound Cans.

Price,

70c
Per Pound.

Always Ready
For Use.

CHA8. A. SCHIEREN & CO.,
Perforated Electric Leather Belting,

Every Electric Light
Plant should

have it.

4? Perry St , Xcw Tork.
110 Hleh est., Hoston.

jiSe Wo. Third St.. Philadelphia.
40 So. Canal St., Chicago.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
The acknowledged Standard for durable and IiiffU Tn.suIation. Its

uierits proved by a recorfl of over quarter of a century.
Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Celebrated Kerite Tape for Insulating Joints,

Electric Light and Power. all SIZES Aerial Use.

Telegraph and Telephone. Trin rvipiorTl miBrH! Subterranean Use,

Railway, and all other ^^^" tJIUAbbU Wlilt!), Submarine Use.

Concealed Wiring in all Locations.

ilway.

Branches of Signaling.

WILLIAM H. ECKERT
General Agent,

I 16 Dey Street, New York,

WESTON ENGINES
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

ESTIMATES AND DBAWINGS SUBMITTED.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
Painted Post, N. Y.

BEHRESENTATITES

:

Julian Scholl & Co., 126 LIberlv St.. New York.

Geo. D. Hoffman, 82 Lake St.. Chicago, III.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and T DEY STREET, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

THE "CHAMPION'
Price, with Rod Zinc, St.l5 per Cell, "witla Corrugated

Zinc, S1.35 per Cell.

THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED.

BATTERY,
^^^^^^-^^^

Supplies
Of all Descriptions.

CwipIeUCIlofCham. C.rbon Reservoir .nd Cover CerrafaUd Zinc of Ch.a.
ftoa BaiUry. of Cb.mpioa Butt.,?. plon Batter;.

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances,

Construction Tools and

Line Material.

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
> nantifnrturf (t bj' tUf •

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
A.iiRriTti.

NEW YORK CITY, Cliae. E. Uhapln, 130 Liberty
Street.

CIIICAliO, ILL., The Blectrical Engineering *
SnpDiyOo.. 9:il Tiie Rooliery.

ST. I'AUL, MINN., The Electrical Engineering
& Supply C".

OMAIIA, NEB., B. B.DoWDe. Jir.Shecly Block.
ST. LOns. MO.,Sl. Loui. tlvr-rlcal Snp|rly Co.
&AN FKANCISCO, (;AL., Int^rnaliuDil Electric

Supply A: Con.tractloD Co.
CIN'CINNATI, OHIO, Glover Electric Co., 17i

WeKt Stii Sirf..l.

LODISVIUI.E, KY., Smlthere i DaTla.

E. E. KELLER. K. E. iip;i.K.MiAi;in.

Keller & Degenhardt,
electrical engineers.

542 Rookery Bldg., Chicago, 111.
THE ONLY BUREAU OF ELECTRICAL INFORMATION IN THE WORLDS FAIR CITY.

riifelirN^c'il^E'gVEli, («-'-" Manager..

The

iDteraatloDal OKONITE COMPANY,

i-ON'A:

fTRADE MARH^

LIMITED.

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES AioCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Ui*.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
BRANCHE:S: Cliicaero, Boston. Pbiladelplila, Minneapolla, Cincinnati,

Omaba, Lnuisville, St, I.onift, San Francisco, London anil So. America.
City,

^rtor\e,

(j_3ecs op ^"

. (^&or^© (cjtt&r^

.—^^tvcago

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., new york.

'

AGENTS:
W. B. Pe-^rson & Co., Home Ins. Bldp.. Chicago, 111.

ThoF. G. Smirh -Tr., HummoGd 6161*., Cinclonat], Ohio.
W. *.Day, 128 Oliver St., Boston^ Maps.
A. M, Mori'e & Co., Commprcial BIdg., St. Louia, Mo.
Hyce Bros. & Co., Lewis Block, Pltteburg, Pa.
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The
III Thomson-Houston

ELECTRIC CO.,
MANUPACTURBRS OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY OF

DYNAMOS, LAMPS
And Every Necessary Appliance for the Construction, Maintenance and Operation of

Central Stations and Isolated Plants,

Arc, Direct Current and Alternating Current Systems,

100,000 750,000
Thomson-Houston Arc Lamps, Thomson-Houston Incandescent Lamps

In Daily Operation October 1, 1891

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, WESTERN OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, Mass. 148 Michigan Ave.. CHICAGO. ILL
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Link Belt Machinery Co xv
Loud, H.M.& Sons Lumber Co. xiv

Lovp-U Mfg . Co. , Ltd xiii

McGuire Mfg. Co xvli

MllUken Bros xv
Morse & Co., A. M xii

Munsell & Cn., Eugene.,.. xiii

Murphy. T. J xiii

National Carbon Co xiv
National Elpctric Mfg. Co
N'ew York Insulated Wire Co. xvi

New York & Ohio Co I

Ostrander & Co., W. R xix

Page Belting Co
Partrick & Carter Co
Pearson & Co.. W. B , . vi

Pelton Water Wheel Cn xiv
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co. . ix

Perry &> Noyes xii

Phoenix Glass Co x
Pierce, Jr.. .Toslah - . . xv
Porter-Leavitt Elec. Motor Co. xiii

Powell Co.. The Wm
Premier Electcic Co., The xiv

Pumpelly, J. K xiii

Queen &, Co xiii

Racine Hardware Mfg. Co. . . . -^^
Rae, Frank B xiii

Rockford Electric Mfg. Co xii

Roebling*8 Sons Co., J. A ix

Rose Elec. Light Supply Co. . . xiii

Royal Electric Co
Samson Cordage Works. xii

Sawyer-Man Electric Co v
Bcbleren&Co. Ch&s. A... 1

3chlndel& Schlndel -
Schoonmaker, A. O xii

Schuyler Electric Co i x

Short Electric Hallway Co Iv

Shultz Belting Co xix

Sioux Cily I'liigiiic Works xix

Sniilli, A. T
Smith, Thoa. G. Jr
Somoff. J. L
Sperry Ek'c. Mining Mach. Co. xvi

Standard Paint Co xvi

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co xviil

Star Electrlx Co xvi

Stearns Mfg. Co .... xix

Sleriing, W. C xv
Stilwell & BlerceMf^. Co. . xiv, xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co . . .xxiii

Taylor Engine Co
.Thonason-Houston Elec. Co.. . ii, xx
Union Electric Works xiv
Union Hardware Co xli

U. 8. Electric Lighting Co.
VanNuls C. S i

Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Wanted xiii

Washington Carbon Co., The. . xiv
Western Electric Co x
Westlnghouse Elec. andMfg Co. .xi

Weston Engine Co i

Wilcox & Howe Co xiii

Williams Engine Works xU
Woodhouse & Rawson, Ltd. . .

.

Worthlngton, Henry R xii

CLASSIFIED LIST.

Annmiclators.
Central Electric Oo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Oonetructlon Co., Ttie.
Electrical Supply Co., Tbe.
Great Western Elec. Wupply Co.
Greeley & Co.. The E. S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co. W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.

Arc fjamps.
Begps, J. E.. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Brnfih Electric Co.
Duplex filectric Co., Ltd.
Electric Cone. & Snpply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Great Western Elec. Snpply Co.
Rose Electric Li;j:ht Supply Co.
ychuyler Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westinghonse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc Ijight Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samson Cordage Works.

Batteries,
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co.,Tne.
Greeley & Co., The E.S.
Hinimann, C.J.
Law Telephone Co.
Partrick &, Carter.
Premier Electric Co., The.
Pumpelly, J. K.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Hemlngray Glass Co.
Hirlimann, C. J.

WLaw Telephone Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Blectric.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., TheB. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Alasneto.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Greeley & Co.. The K. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Beltins.
Chicago Rawhide Mtg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Page Belting Co.
Bchleren & Co., Chaa. A.
ShoXtz BelUne Co.

Boilers.
Lane & Bcdiey Co.
Siearns Mfe. Oo.
W'^eston Engine Co.

Books, i^lectrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Brass <iiooclH.
Powell Co., The Wm.

0iirslar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Weetern Elec. Supply Co,
Greeley* Co.,The E. b.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Partrick &, Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Wire Insulated.)

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Holmes, C. H.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Schindel & Schlndel.

Cables, Electric, (See Wire Insn-
iat»d). Copper, Hbeet and Bar,
Roeblings Sons Co., J. A.
Wegtern Electric Co.

Clnt«J[ies. Friction.
HUl Clutch Works.
Lake, J. H. &P.

47ordase.
HuniHon Corda^je Workn.

Carlionn, Polntn and Plat«B.
liruBh Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Globe Carbon Co.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
National Carbon Co.
WjiHliInt;lor. Carbon Co.
WeHt«m Bleciric Co.

Construction and Uepalra.
Amlrike, JullriH.

Clilcat^o Electric Motor Co,
El'-'ctnc COQH. <fc Supply I'o.

Blectrlciil Conetrucllon Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Km-, Knink li.

Smith, Th'.e. G. Jr.

Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, Rleetrlc fjlsbt,
Knsrine Plants and Blectrie
Batlivays-
Aiii'Tiriiii En;,'irie ('o.

Bail Eneine «^o.

Ball & Wood Co.. The.
Bmsh Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works,
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Edison General Electric Oo.
Electric Cons, A Supply Co.
Electrical Ene. & Bupply Co,
Fort Wayne Electric Co,
Heleler Electric Co,
Keller &, Dpgenhardt.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lano &, Bodley *Jo.

La Roche Electric Works.
Morfo & Co., A. M,
Pearson & Co,, W, B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Rockford ElectrlcManufactnringCo.
Royal Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway r!o.

Sioux City Engine Worke.
Hmlth,Thos. G. Jr.

Taylor Engine Co.
Thomson Houston Electric Co
Westinghonse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Engine Co.
Williams Jfinglne Works.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
Centra! Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrlf-al Supply Co., The.
Great Weatern Elec. Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Koaop Electrical Works.
Roebling'8 Son's Co., J, A.
Sperry Elec Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cat-Ont« and S'wltclies.
Andrae, Julius.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated El^c. Mfg. Co., The,
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cutler, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Secret Service Oo,
Electrical Supply Co,, The,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Star Electrlx: Co.
Van Nuls, C, S,

Western Electric Co.

Brnp For&;iDg:s,
Wilcox & Howe Co.

DTnamos.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duplex Electric Co.. Ltd.
Elecrical Ene. & Snpply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Helsler Electric Co.
Lft Roche Klectric Works.
Lovell :\[fg. Co., Ltd.

National Electric Mannfacttirlng Co.
Rockford E lectric Manufacturing Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co,
Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg, Go.

Elpctric La-va €ias Tips.
Smith, A. T,

Electric RailTV'ays.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Rae, Franii E,
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and DIecbaDical
EneiDCers.
Pierce, .Tosiah Jr.

Rae, Frank B.

Electrical Instroments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Greeley « Co.. The E. R
La Roche Electric Works.
Uueen a Co,
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Andrae, Julius.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cutter. Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Hussey & Co.

Electroliers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Baggot, E.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co,

Electro- Platine Macblnes.
Brnsh Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Worbe.
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomson-Honeton Blectric Co.

Electrical Intellleence.
Keller & Degenhardt.
Rae, Trank B.

Klevatorn.
Link Belt Machinery 00.

BnclBcs. Htea^.
Amerl' an Eri;.'ln(^ C-
ball Kd(^oc Co.
Ball A Wood Co., The.
Liik'! KrU? KiiylnP'TlDK \\'orks.
I. Hill- & r.r <li(-y Co.
.Mor-f i Co,, .\. .M.

Pearson A Co.. W.B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co,
Hmlih. ThoH, G. Jr.
Sioux <;ity Entwine Worlu.
Stearns Mfe-Oo.
Tnyhtr Kiiglnw Co.
W<-H:on KnijiriH Co,
Wliilame Engine Co.

Fan OatntH.
ChlciiL'O iileclric Motor f'o.

Diehl & Co.
EdtsoD General Electric Co,
Pr.Miii.T EV'ctrlcCo,, The.
Stanley Electric MIg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfe. Co.
Vnlcanlzc'd Fibre Co.

Fire Alarmfl.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
PartrlcR & Carter Co.
Union Electric Worke,
Western Electric Co.

Friction Oones.
Eyans Friction Cone Co.

FnTna^'e Grate Bars.
Kelly Bros.

Fuse W'Ire.
Electrical Supply Oo.
Knapp Electiical Works.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

€ras Jbfehtlne. tclectrlo.
Detroit Elecrrical Works.
Knapp Electrical Worts.
Partrick & Carter Co,
Western Electric Co.

Cteneral Electrical Supplies.
Andrae, Jallus,
Central Electric Co,
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Consolidated Elec, Mfg, Co., The.
Crown Electric Mfg, Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
HdlBon General Electric Co.
Electric Cons, & Snpply Co,
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Great Weatern Elec. Snpply Co.
Ureeley &Co.,TheB. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Star Electrlx Co.
Western Electric Co.

O^lobes and Electrical CHass-
ware.
Baggot. E.
Brookfleld, Wm,
Hemlngray Glass Co.
Phceniz Glass Co.

Hard Aubber Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Insulators and Insulating
Materials.
Andrae, Julius.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cushing^ F. W.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Hemlngray Glass Co.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Kartayert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Mnnsell & Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick & Cajt«r Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated IVires and Cables.
Masoet ^Vlre.
Central Electric Co.
Cuehing, F. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Day's Kprlte Insulation.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, Booth & H&ydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insu-
lating Co.

Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng'9 Sone Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Bernstein Electric Ca
Brush Electric Co
Buckej'e Electric Co.
Central ElectrirCo.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg, Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley &. Co., The E. S.
Helsler Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Somoff, J. L.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Houston Blectric Co.

liUbricators,
PoweUCo.,The Wm.

aiaarnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wire.)

JITcchanical TUachinery.
Ferracute Machine Co,

medical Batteries-
Detroit Electrical Works.
Partrick 4 Carter Co,

Stica,
Bowers Bros.
Honsell & Co., Sneene,
S«hooiunak«r, A. O,

Bine MIrnalM, Klectrle.
D«troli l£l*ctrlc&l Works.

HlnlBs Apparataa, Eleetrle.
EdlBOD GvQerai Bl»ctrle Co.
Thoiuson-UouiLon Kleclric Co.
Spflrry Kli^o. Mlnlof; Machine Co.
WeBUnyhooM Electric ± Utg. Co.

Hotora-
Brash Electric Co.
Crocter-Whwler Electric Co.
Chicago Blectric Motor Co.
Dt^troit Hlf^ctriral Works.
Diumoii'l i:i.«:trlcMfg. Co,
Kdlaon General Electric Co.
ElMtrlcal Eng. It ttnpplr Co.
I.a ICochf El»-rtric Workd.
I,'. veil Mfi;, Co,. U.I.
l'ort'Tl>fiivin Electric Motor f^o
rr-ini'T Kl<"tric Co,
Rockford Electric Man ofactnrlnt Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Thomson-Uoaaton Blectric Co.
WeBtlngbonse Electric ft Mfg Co.

IVami' FlatcH.
lief.k'-r Mf'.' Co.. John.

Office Furniture.
American DpBk & Seating Co.
Andrews* Co., A. H.

Oil Caps.
Powell Co., The Wm.

on Piirlflers.
Gravity PorlflerCo.

Paclcinc,
Buiton, Gev>, B.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co,
Electrical Stipply Co., The.
Load, n, M. ft Sons' Lumber Co.
Scbln'lel .t Sbindel.
Western Electric Co.

Poles.
Brownlee ft Co.
Central Electrio Co.
Electrical Sqpply Co., The.
Lefmano, Jallus.
Loud, H. M. ft Sons' Lumber Co
Mllllken Bros.
Schindel ft .Schlndel.
8terIinB,W. C.

Publishers. Electrical.
Electrician PubllflhlnE Co.

Push Buttons-
Detroit Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Elecffical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Weslem Electric Co.

Bailn-ays, Electric.
(See electric rallwaye-l

Securiticw, Electrical,
Gilman & Co., E, R.
Perry k Noyes.

Separators, liteam.
Hine Eliminator Co.

I»|ik Braid.
Boeton Braid Mfg. Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T.J.

apeaklns Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander ft Co., W, R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators*
Queen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worttiington, Henry R.

Supplies, Electric BaUiray.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Schindel* Schlndel.

Tapes, Insnlatlnc.
Andrae, Julius.
Central Electric Co.
Cuehing, F. W.
Eastern -Blectric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
India Rat)ber Ai Gutta Percha In-
sulating Co.

International Okonlte Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Telegraph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones, Electric.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co^The,
Greeley ft Co

.
, The E , S.

Knapp Electrical Works,
Queen ft Co.
Union Electric Works,
Western Electric Co.

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co,
National ElectrlcMannfacturingCo.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co,
Westlnghouse Blec&lc & Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Works.

Trucks. Electric Car.
Detroit Electrical Works.
KdlHon General Electric Co.
McGuire ^Ifff. Co.
Short Electric Railway Go.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westlnghouse Electric ft Mfg. Co.

Turbine liVheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Hunt Machine Co., Rodney.
Stilwell ft fllerce Mfg. Co.

Universities.
Harvard University.
Institute of Technology.

W^ater Wheels.
Leffel & Co.. The Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

W^ire.Bare.
Central ESectrle Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Hohne&Boooi A HaMBoa.
EnspD SlecMoal Woifai.
Roebllng's Sons' Co., J. A.
Sperry £00. MlftJBg Hadkln* 0*.
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Be suspicious of any Company that is anxious to lose money
in order that you may have the best equipped

electric railway in the country.

The Short Electric Railway Compani
OFFERS A FULL LINE OF

APPLIANCES FOR OVERHEAD CONSTRUCTION,

GEARLESS AND SINGLE REDUCTION MOTORS,

IMPROVED RAILWAY GENERATORS,

Workmanship, Efficiency and Successful Operation Guaranteed.

MAIN OFFICES, CLEVELAND, 0.

tEL-^saro:
Mills Building, New York City.

Penn Mutual Building, Philadelphia.
Kittredse Building, Denver.

227 Stevenson St., San Francisco.

225 Dearborn St., Chicago.
515 Walnut St., St. Louis.

Mailers' Building, Seattle.
Old Capitol Building, Atlanta.

An Old Friend in a New Dress.
The more you see of the "Ward'' lamp the more you become interested. Mechanical and electrical perfection. It

is all that. Are you aware that we are combining these features with a line of ornamental lamps that surpass in beauty of

finish and design any arc lamp ever offered to the trade, and equal to the handsomest electrical fixtures manufactured?

You need such lamps for interior lighting and decoration. They increase the output of your station, and delight

the consumer. How about prosperity? Of course you're through with e.xperiments. Why need you injure your business

and add personal worry by the purchase of any other style of lamps, which are so imperfect that they will have to be

changed over every month, and brought out as a "New Lamp''?

The "Ward" lamp, in all cases, is specially d signed to meet the varying conditions demanded, and had passed the ex-

perimental stage when first offered to the public by this Company. The thousands of "Ward" lamps in use prove it to be

the only lamp that works satisfactorily on an incandescent circuit.

nANUrACTURERS ORGANIZED (881.

INCORPORATED 18o3.

Arc LA/nps

AN -]

nSTABLJSMED
FACT: J

pSR INC./XNDESCENT AND
STREET RAlL\v'A^ CIRCUITS..

Tlin ONL^' ARC LA;nP THAI-

WORKS S.ATISPACTORlL'l' ON AiM

INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING, THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LAMPS.

THE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

PMENIX BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

TELEPHONE BUILDING,

NEW YORK.
Search Light No. 13.
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TRADE MARK.

Central Electric Company.

HIGH GRADE STOCK.

EACH ONE LEADS IN ITS CLASS.

^LON/>

TBADE fc-.ARIC

OKONITE WIRES
And Prodncte—record unbroken.

BRYANT SPECIALTIES.

By method of exclusion, the
Bryant all porcelain sockets and
switches stand alone.

CONDUIT.

The Interior Oonduit & Insula-
tion Company's tubing, plain
and brasB, out-classes all others.

SWAN LAMPS.
The Swan Lamp is one of high
efficiency, long life and bril-

liancy.

WASHINGTON CARBONS.
The Washington Carbons are
noted for long life, low resistance,
high efiftciency,

GLADIATOR DRY BATTERY.
A tower of strength in the elec-

trical arena.

sLS^N/^

TRADE MARK.

Central Electric Company,
116 and 118 Franklin Street,

CHICAGO.

^tON'^
[TRADEMARK'

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
8 CANDLE POWER TO 50 CANDLE POWER,

FITTING SOCKETS OF PRINCIPAL SYSTEMS.
76 CANDLE POWER TO ISO CANDLE POWER,

FITTING LARGE SPECIAL KEYLESS SOCKETS.

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUT-OUTS AND GENERAL SUPPLIES.

(SHOWINe LAUP HALF SIZE.)

100 c. p. and 150 c. p.

"Write fbr Catfilogxie.

SAVTYER-MAN ELECTRIC CO.,
BOSTON, NEW YORK, CHICAGO,

620 Atlantic Avenue. 5 1 0-534 West 2Sd St. "The Rookery."
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THEHAMMOND-WILLIAMS ENGINE.
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STANDARD COMPOUND.

BVIIiT BY

The Lake Erie Engineering Works,
BUFFALO, N. Y.

W. B. PEARSON & COMPANY,
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES,

401 Ho]ue Insurance Building, - - ~ CHICAGO, ILL.
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.cim I'IRE ilEE^RTMEBTT*

* CITY TELEGRAPH, ^r

SuPT Office

^>yv?r" Mar 21st.. 1887. , ^
C. B. Hotchklss. Esq,

Gen'l Agent Days Kerite.

New York.

Dear Sir"-

I send herewith a piece of Kerite Wire cut out of service on

account of construction of manhole. The wire, two pieces of about 3000

feet each, was placed in one inch common gas pipe and buried beneath the

pavement abcut thirty inches, on Cass Street from Chicago Avenue to Erie

street, thence to Pine street. This work was done in the summer of 1877

and the wire has been in continuous, and is now in service, without inter-

ruption of any kind. I see no perceptible change in the material and con-

gratulate you upon the record.

Yours respectfully,

p. S. This piece was removed March 14th, J.887«

Sup't.

April 18, 1892.—This wire is still in service after 15 years' use.

No other rubber covered wire in this
country can show such a record as this, as

^1 A none of them were in existence when this ^ ^^
^*i^ wire was laid. r^^

W. H. ECKERT,
Gen'l Agent,

16 Dey St., NEW YORK.

F. W. GUSHING,
Gen'l Western Agent,

225 Dearborn St., CHICAGO,
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REGENT
99

Double Gore, Rubber Covered

WIRES-CABLES.
SE33^TID ^oie s-A-nivin-,ES -A-itr^) zfisiceis.

ii

HOWARD " Incandescent
LAMPS.

-A-iT-^ B-A.SEI, -A.l:T"2- TTOILiX-^O-E.

A strictly high grade lamp, giving FULL CANDLE POWER throughout its life. HIQH
EFFICIENCY and LONG LIFE commensurate with its other qualities.

SEND A TRIAL ORDER FOR A FEW DOZEN.

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,

M

20 1 , 203, 205, 207 So. Canal St., CHICAGO; ILL.

Edison GeneralElectricCo
EDISON BUILDING, BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

EDISON SYSTEM OF LIGHT AND POWER,
SAFEST! BEST I CHEAPEST!

Incombustible Appliances. [i^r^ta Artistic Fixtures.

DYNAMOS.
SAFETY DEVICES.

MOTORS.
WIRE, GABLES.

iCDisr
-OF="-

EDISON
LAMP AND SOCKET.

EDISON PERCUSSION DRILL.

FOR PRICES, ADDRESS NEAREST DISTRICT OFFICE.
DISTRICT OFFICES:

CANADIAN : Edison Building, 77 Bay Street, Toronto, Can. PACIFIC COAST : Edison Building, 1 1 2 Bush Street, San Francisco, Cat.

CENTRAL: 173 and 175 Adams Street, Cliicago, III. PACIFIC NORTHWEST: Fleischner Building, Portland, Oregon.
EASTERN: Edison Building, Broad Street, New York, ROCKY MOUNTAIN: Masonic Building, Denver, Colo.

NEW ENGLAND: 25 Otis Street. Boston. Mass.
MEXICAN ANP SOjITH /ilWERlCAN DEPARTMENT: Edison Building, Broad Street, New York. piJROPEAN OFFICE; 34 Victorij Street, Wf?tmlnsfer, |,9n(l9n, S. W„ Enj.
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THE DOVETAIL
CEILING CDT-OUT.

TIh* 4'ai> In adiustrd u Ithont the u»<- of
nrri'w-drlv^T. Itroad t'oiitartH.

Arrldontul lil^Janrtlon ImpoMBlble.

Xo. 101 for Cleat Work Round Bafic.

No. 102 f ir CoDcta'iMl \V< rk Hound Base.
No. 101 for Moulding Work U'>und Buhc.
No I'll! fur Moulding Work Sijuare Base.

The Perkins Electric

Switch Mfd. Co.,

p. 0. BOX 816, HARTFRD, COONN.

Harvard Univeirsit^y.
SUMMER COURSES OF INSTRUCTION.
DiirlDf^ the etimmer of Wj'Z, courses of Instruction will be given as followB:

Chemistry, foar courses, viz.: Fundamental Prlncl-
plea of Chemistry; Qualitative Analysis; QnantUative
Analysis ; Organic Chemistry.

Botany, two courses, viz: Vegetable Morphology and
Physiology, and Micioecopicai Anatomy of Phaenogame;

Cryptoetmic Botany.
Phyeice, two courses.
tieclogy, thiee cources.

Engineering, three rourses, viz.: TopoKrapblcal Sar-
vejing; Railway Surveying; Elecirical Engineering;
Mectianital Drawing.

Physical Culture, two courses.
Physiology and Hygiene.
American Hietory.
Sociailsra and Social Problems.
Trigonometry.
nortjcnitnre.
Englith.
German, two conrpes.
French, two courseB.
History and Art of Teaching.
Elocution.
Gouraea at the Medical School.

Circulars dPBcripive of these courses and other information may be obtained on application to

\\ie Secretary of Harvard Vviversitij, Cambridgt, Mafs.
In adiiition to the above mentioned ccurees, lectnreB on methods of insttuctirn will be given by

teachers in the several depaitments r presented by the schools. These lectures will be open, without
charge, lo the persoLs who areen'Oiitd as members of any of the summer schools in the Univeri-ily.

In genernl tliese conrses are tdapted lo the needs of those who intend to be teachf rs in the severa'

Buhjecte. Stvral of the moie eh mtntary, however, aie intended to meet the needs of beginners and
may be taken by stndcnta in 1 eu of the corresponding courees In the College and the Lawrence Scltn-

tific School, nnd may be counted towarda a degree.

Durlnsr the sest-ion of the schools the College Library will be open from 9 a. m. till 5 p. m. The
Mnseum of Companitive Zoology, the Peabody Museum, and the Mineraloglcal Collection are also

acceesible to students du*ing the summer vacation.

In general the fees of the aljove ment'oned courses, except those in Chemistry, Engineering,

Physical Trainlne, acd Jilocution, are $20 for each courpe.

Board and lodging may be obtained in Cambridge during the summer vacation at a cost of from $5

to 110 per week.
* ^ LAWRENCE SCIENTIFIC SCHOOL.
This school, which is under the control of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences of Haiv-ard Univerrity,

offers seven coursea of study leadlD g to the degree of Bachelor of Science, viz

;

I Civil Engineenng. IV. Biology. VII. Anatomy, Pkysiology, and Physical
11' Chemistry. V. Electrical Engineering. Culture.

III. Geology. VI. General Course in Science.

Thelastnaujed course is especially desig"ed for those who intend to study medicine, or to teach

nhvsical training. For further information addresspnjsicai i.«m g ^ g SHALER, Dean. Cabibrtdge, Mass.

INSULATED WIRE
FOR ELECTRICAI. PURPOSES.

MAGNET WIRE, OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRE,
LEAD COVERED CABLES,

COPPER WIRE, TEIiEGRAPH WIRE.
Send for Catalogue. ADDRESS

JOHN A. ROEBLIIMC'S SONS CO.,
CHICAGO, 173 Lake St, TKESITOST, K.J.
SAN FBANC18CO, HS&iiV Fremont St. NEW ¥OBK, 117 I/iberty St.

THE SCHUYLER
-airsTEnyi: of-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOVnNG IMPORTANT FEATITRES:

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes-

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

mschuyler electric CO.,

MIDDLETOWN. CONN.

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PEBRET ELECTRIC MOTORS
ALL SIZES FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET - ELECTRIC - LIGHT - SYSTEM.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass. "^ TASiiree.
CleTelanil, Ohio, C. P. NICHOLSON, 513 Society for Savings Building; Washington, D. C, J. V. BXTRKETT & CO., 1409 New

SELLING AGENTS:] York Avenue; St. Paal, Minn., F. J. RENZ, 3GD Mianesota St.; I'hiladelphia, Pa., PENNSYLVANIA. MACHINE CO.,

( 39 N. 7th Street; New Orleans, lia., BUCHEL MACHINE WORKS, 101 Contix treat.
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TURBINE WATER WHEELS.
HORIZONTAL
VERTICAL.

2^a.33.-ujfao-tTj.re3. t^y

RODNEY HUNT MACHINE COMPANY.
Specialties for Electric Light and Power.

I>onltle the Power of moet wheels. Hi^h Speed and Even Speed. Perfeetly ciintrolled by
Keealatoi". Beltin;: directly 10 dynamo. Kflieieney, 905O HolyokeTesting Flume. Fasy working
Sjate. Excellent workmanship, great durability. Moderate Prices and satisfaction guaranteed ],;'50wheelB
sold in New England. One party has 87 of these wheels in ase: another 6,800 a. P., another 7,400 11. p. etc , etc.

Large numbers of wheels furnished for Electric Light and Electric Power Transmiseion, Street Railway, etc.

Write for catalogue and estimates on proposed plants.

Boston Office, 70 Kilby St. Main Office & Works, Orange, Mass., U. S. A.

ELECTRICAL
BOOKS.

Orders Filled Promptly.

Electrician Publishing

Company,
6 Lakeside Building, - CHICAGO.

HIRLIMANN
BATTERIES

Are Standard. Only one that is Guaranteed.

MaMfactnreOy C.J. HIRLIMANN,
117 Jlacdoagall St., NE^V TORK.

COMPLETE STOCK OF

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES.
TROLLEY WIRES,

iPAN WIRE,

FEEDER WIRE,

GUARD WIRE,

MAGNET WIRE,

FUSE WIRE,

SWITCHES,

CROSS-OVERS,

TURN-OUTS,

INSULATORS,

TROLLEYS,

POLES,

.^ULE BRACKETS,

PULL-OVERS,

POLE RATCHETS,

STRAIN CLAIVIPS,

CURVE INSULATORS,

ELEaRIC
RAILWAY

SUPPLIES
EIXCLUSIVELY '

ELECTRIC HEADLIGHTS,

GEARS, PINIONS,

RAWHIDE PINIONS,

RESISTANCE BOXES,

STATION EQUIPMENT,

TROLLEY POLES,

TROLLEY BASES,

TROLLEV WHEELS,

TROLLEY HARPS.

TROLLEY SPRINGS,

TROLLEY CORD,

BEARINGS,

BUSHINGS,

GRAPHITE BUSHINGS,

RUBBER BELLS,

FEEDER BELLS,

CHICAGO CLAMPS,

INSULATING TAPE,

EYE BOLTS,

TURN BUCKLES,

PORCELAIN KNOBS,

PORCELAIN CLEATS.

1
Something New and Practical, and of inter-

est to users.

The special coiled filament, as shown in cut,

used in all lamps of high voltage.

Guaranteed not to droop against the bulb.

A trial will fully convince you that the

"Buckeye" is efficient, and of long life.

Is acknowledged to be the handsomest lamp
in use.

Write for catalogue and prices.

im.

!1\
II

M

,^he-L^r(jEST-LiNE- of

kNoVELftAHTISTICPATTEHNSaEFFEGTS.^

,^42 MURRAY ST. NY. J
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

INTERIOR CONDUITS

257 THE ARCADE,
CLEVELAND, OHIO. -ir^ TRADE-MARK

Tie SoMioi oftlie ProWei of Sale SnariiDg

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for whatsoever pnrpose employed, Is to

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IKTERIOR ABD URDERGRODHD

MANUFACTUEED bt

T TVTE It. I O It.

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
umnifc. i

627 to B31 W. 34th St.,
WORKS:

-j
526toB28W.3BthSt..

General Offices: 42 & MBroad St., Sei York.

Thos. Day & Co._, 2Si Sntter St., San Francisco, Cal.

MonnCtiin iilectric Co., Donver Colo.
Americsn Elect. Supply Co., >-i6 Pearl St., EafEalo.N Y.
Putnam, Wav £; Co , 27 E. Main St , Rochester, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. Hh St., Cincinnati, O.
Chas. Uabriel, Saginaw, Mich.
Southern Electric~al Mfg. & Snpplv Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleans, I^.

Walker & Kepler, 531 Chestnut St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Constraciion Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Ceniral Electric Co., Chicago, HI.

W-I-R-E-S=
I.e. Weatherproof Wire, W. E. Underwriters' Wire, Okonite, Kerite,

Hard and Soft Drawn Copper Wire,

Galvanized Iron and Steel Telegraph and Telephone Wire,

Silk and Cotton Covered Magnet Wire, Incandescent Lamp Cord.

I=K,ICES OlsT -A.:PE=XjIC.A-TI03sr.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
( ASES, £BEBT & CO., St. PanI, MioB.

Sellin" AEBntS;"! STANDAKD EI.KCTKICAIi \»'0BKS, Cincinnati, Ohio.
" '

( MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC CO , DenTer, Colo.

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.

NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Greenwich Sts.
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NOTICE!
THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING COMPANY manufactures and

sells at the lowest prices the most perfect line of electrical apparatus on the market for:

ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING,
LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION AND

DISTRIBUTION OF POWER,
GENERATORS,
STATIONARY MOTORS,
STREET RAILWAY MOTORS,

AND DETAILS FOR GENERAL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING COMPANY does not infringe

valid patents owned by other companies or individuals, and it undertakes to defend its cus-

tomers against suits for infringement, and to hold them harmless with respect to the use of

any of its apparatus.

Tr* Mk Tr » '»rrfii*i«Trr^'
,^

We are reliably informed that agents and representatives of two large electric lighting

companies are attempting to control trade in the strest car and lighting lines by stating that

the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company is to be forced, or in some way taken

into a huge combination having an enormous capital, and that purchasers should therefore

only deal with the representatives of the combination.

We desire to state that the position of this company is independent in every respect,and

that it can, by reason of its comparatively small capitalization and its low scale of expenses,

sell all competing apparatus at lower prices than can be afforded by any combination having

to provide earnings for fifty million dollars capital.

All users of electrical apparatus are warned not to be inflvienced in the selection of

their apparatus by statements made by the agents ofother companies concerning this c } mpany.

We are in the business, and we propose to stay.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,
PITTSBURG, PA., Feb. 25, 1892.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MAITOFACTURED BY

WM. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

tor all Electric Insulating

Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the market.

I SELL NO OTHER.

Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St.. NEW YORK.

MICA
W. F. PBaRT. S. F. NOYKS.

mim !N Eimm ssniES.
Electrical or Telephone Stocks BonRht

and Sold.

PERRY &NOYES,
Edison Bide, - NEWTOBK.

CEDAR. OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL.

If you are in want of poles of any kind, it would pay

you to write for our prices, before ordering.

BROWNLEE & CO., "m"""'

SOLID BRAIDED CORD.
Is the most dura-
ble for hanging
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Cov
ering Field

Magnets, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

-•X>^X3-

PUSH-BOTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AND

95 CHAMBERS STREETJEW YORK.

COMPOUNDED
FOR

GOOD REGUL&TIOK
AND

HIGH AVERAGE

EFFIENCICY.

biiiIltdrk%llo.,
219 S. Madison Avenue,

PEORIA, ILL.

Dynamos and Motors.
SELLING AGENTS:

Kobineon & Cary Co.,
St. Paul, Minn.

St. Louis Engineering Co.,
St. Louis, Mo.

International Electric Supply
and Conttraclion Co.,

San Francisco, Cal.
Maxwell Electric Co-,

Lonisville, Ky.
H. C. Mareb, - Ceveland, Ohio.
Wolf Electrical Co , Omaha, Ntb.
J. H. Paiker Electric Co.,

St. Joseph, Mo.
H. B. Day, - Dea Moines, Iowa.
H Maior & CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

STEiM ENGINES
FOR SALE.

One 13 H, P. Vertical,
Three 8 H. P. Vertical.

One 4 H. P. Horizontal Trnnk.
One 5 H. P. Hoisting Engine.

All above engines new and cheap.

We have nnder construction 5, 8, and 12 H. P.
vertical, and 18 and 25 H. P. horizontal engines,
all antomatic cut-off.

WILLIAMS ENGINE CO.,
BAl,TI.lIORK. MD.

Commercial Building. 9$t. liOais. Mo.

<^^^M'T'''''
|A.M.Morse&(9
II ENGINEERS ANDCONTRACTORS.

,:1'qWER. PLANTS
^«t6 0f FncrHch. Mn-cp.tm..

A MERICAN HIGH SPEED ENGINE,
-•-^ built of any required size and power,
for all stationary and marine purposes.
Makes 10()0 or more revolutions per minute.
Has no dead centers. Unequaled regula-
tion. No skilled engineer required ! Cbeap !

Economical ! Simple ! Durable !

For further information and Illustrated
Catalogue, call on or address : American
Engine Co., Bound Brook, N. J.

FERRACUTE MACHINE CO.,«"^g«*-ii-„'^s*-
FOOT AND POWER PRESSES, DIES

A.VD OTHER SHEET METAI. TOOL.S.

They make a number of Presses especially adapted fc' ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL WORK.

Please send for illuslrated prices describing 200 kinds of Presses,

Dies for Armature Discs, etc.

ELECTRIC CEILINB FAN.
HIGHEST EFFICIENCY

Dielil& Company,
385 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

:^©xxxry n. W ^rt:l3.1xxs'toxi, 3Sr©-^7^ Y^rlx.^ 10".

BOSTON.
PHILADELPHIA. Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.

ST. LOUIS.
ST. PAUL.

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIGHT AND MOTOR CUT-OUT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS.

HAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERT LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.
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Wisconsin Telephone Exchange.
The Wisconsin Telephone company is now comfortably

settled in its new building in Milwaukee. The elegant

structure, which the company erected at an expense of

about $80,000, possesses characteristics both of a palace

and a huge fire-proof vault. It is very handsome indeed

on the outside, as will be readily seen by glancing at

the view shown in Fig. 3, and its interior finish is some-

thing that the terms tasteful, elegant and beautiful only

partially describe. As to fire it is pronounced absolutely

safe. A fire on the inside could not possibly grow to

dangerous proportions, and on the outside flames might

sweep over the building without doing serious damage.

The stiuclure was built, as Secretary J. D. McLeod has

aptly remarked, "to stand everything except earthquakes,

and Milwaukee is altogether too conservative for earth-

quakes." The building, in a word, is as safe as it is artis-

tic.

The new exchange stands on Broadway, between Mason

and Wisconsin streets. Its

location is within a block of pwr^

—

r-r, -7-7-.
:
—.—

the present postoffice and two
[

blocks from the new govern-

ment building site and the

Chamber of Commerce. It is

about midway between the

two principal hotels—the

Pfister and the Plankinton.

It has a west front, is twen\y

feet wide and five stories high

.

The front is of terra cotta,

both handsome and novel in

appearance. The interior is

of solid brick and steel. There

is a winding stairway, which

runs from top to bottom in

such a way as to form a court,

which really divides the build-

ing. L'gbt has been secured

and space saved by combin.

ing the stairway and court.

In front of the court, overlook.

ing Broadway, are the princi-

pal offices, and back of it the

storage rooms, operating de-

partment, etc.

On the first floor, with an

entrance on Broadway, is the

office of Superintendent Cot-

trill. In this office quartered

sycamore has been used for

finishing with fine effect. Ad-

joining is the office of W.
H. Hyde, superintendent of

equipment, which is equally

fine. The rear of the first floor is given over to the 11-

spector and storekeeper,

A trip through the upper stories, which can be reached

by an elevator as well as by climbing the ornate spiral

stairway, reveals new beauties. On the second floor, with

a street front, is the office of President Payne. It has a

mosaic floor, a handsome fireplace and is finished in ma-

hogany. Adjoining it is the directors' room. It is finished

in birdseye maple and affords a pleasing contrast 10 the

president's office. In the rear is a suite of rooms occupied

by Auditor D. E. Roberts and his clerks.

Secretary McLeod reigns supreme on the third floor.

He has the whole front part of the building. His private

office is large and airy and well lighted. It, as well as the

rest of the building, is finished in quartered oak. Two
smaller rooms adjoin Mr. McLeod's office. One is used by

his stenographer and the other is an ante-room. In the rear

is a number of rooms devoted to the use of the custodian

of the building.

The lady operators are on the top floor. In the rear,

securing its light from the alley, the court and a skylight,

is the operating room, shown in Fig. i. It is along,

narrow apartment, with a high ceiling. In the front part

of the building is a large parlor, finely finished in oak and

richly and tastefully furnished, for the use of the opera-

tors. It is provided with lockers, closits washrooms, e c
There the girls eat their lunch and at night those that are

"ofl^ duty" temporarily may lie down and obtain a little

sleep. The girls are happy and contented despite the

occasional and inevitable "kicking" which they hear over

the lines.

The fouith floor is used for storing stationery. In t. e

basement is the cable house, shown in Fig 2. The cables

are properly arranged and numbered, and are so placed that

one can be taken out without disturbing any other. There

is room in the basement for seventy-two cables, but less

than half of that number are in use at present. The
cables are all protected by a current arrester. It is a

Milwaukee invention, owned by Messrs. McLeod, Parker

and McManman.
The most improved multiple switch-board is used. It

has a capacity of 2,400 subscribers, which may be increased

to 4,000. The subscribers number 6,280, of whom 2 450

are in the city and the balance, 3.370, scattered through-

extend on Third street to Walnut, on Chestnut to Winne-

bago, on Wells to th2 city limits and out a short distance

on Cl> bourn street. On the Sculh Side one subway will

extend on Clinton street to National avecue and west to

(irove slreet and another on Reed to Washington street.

Outside of the underground district the lines will be re-

built and the two-wire system used. The cost of the im-

proved service in the city will be aHcut iJioo.ooo. The
new service, of course, is proving more expensive to sub-

scribers, but the company continues to furnish the old and

cheaper system where it is desired.

The conduits are of vitrifitd c!ay, ten inches square, with

a carrying capacity of six cable*-, *ach cable containing 100

wir, s. The conduits are buried in (he street about two

feet and have a manhole at the end of each block. Near
each manhole is a pole for carrying the ft'ires to subscribers

in the immediate neighborhood.

Henry C. Payne is presidtnt of the company; Frank G.

B'gelow is vice-president and treasurer; John D. McLecd,
secretary and general mana-

r^ ger; E. B. Coitri 1 superinten-

dent; W. H. Hyde, superin-

tendent of cq-ipment, and D.

;
E. Roberts auditor. In the

state the company has 80 ex-

changes and 190 toll stations.

The miles of wire in use ag-

gregate 10 000. Nearly 2co,-

000 toil messages are trans-

mitted annually.

1 n;. I. WISCONSIN telephone exchange.

out the state. The number of the company's employes is

410. Milwaukee is the headquarters for the whole state.

The arc light wires and electric railway wires played

havoc with the company's toll and local service from the

start. The company has been busy perfecting a long-

distance service and burying its wires in Milwaukee. In

the long-distance system the complete metallic circuit is

used. A year ago the system was first introduced be-

tween Milwaukee and Waukesha. It has since been ex-

tended to Racine and Appleton, and the people of those

and intermediate points, as well as of Milwaukee, have

connection with the Chicago long-distance line. They

will be connected with New York, Boston, Philadelphia

and other principal Eastern points as soon as the longdis-

tance system, which is being built westward, reaches Chi-

cago. By that time, moreover, the long-distance service

in the state will probably be materially extended. The

system involves an expenditure of $400 a mile.

By next fall the company expects to complete the work

of burying its wires in the city. During iSgo the district

bounded by Mascn street on the north, the lake on the east

and the river on the south and west was completed. Last

year a great deal of work was done. On the East Side the

system will extend to the northwestern part of the city, the

line ending on FarwcU avenue. On the West Side it will

Chicago EdisonCom-
pany's New

Building.
For some time the Chicago

Edison company has been

casting about for a site for a

new station, as the present

quarters on Adams street are

inadequate to the company's

large and increasing business.

The property, too, is situated

in the heart of the business

district, and is considered too

valuable for central station

purposes. A site for the new
building has now been pur-

chased. It is located on the

west side of the Chicago river,

at Harrison slreet, and has

the following frontages; Har-

rison street, 2ig feet; Charles

street, 231 feet; river, 20S feet;

noith line, 274 feet. The nater

frontage is considered of es-

pecial advantage, as reducing the cost of the transportation

of fuel. The property is now partly taken up by a dry dock

which was formerly owned by the Chicago Dredging com-

pany. The plans for the new station are not sufficiently

advanced to warrant description, but it is the intention of

the company to erect one of the largest central station plants

in the country, A meeting of the stockholders has been called

for May 4th to vote on the question of increasing the cap-

ital stock from $1,000,000 10^3,000,000. It is believed that

the greater part of the money thus raised is to be devoted

to the erection of the new plant.

An English exchange says: The city council of St.

Etienne, France, has decided to apply electric power to

all the hand looms in the city, and contracts have been
made with an electric company for the necessary plant.

The dynamos are to be driven by water from the city

reservoirs. There is practically an unlimited supply of

water, with a fall of upward of one hundred feet. The
bulk of the enormous output of ribbons (^^4-500,000 a

year) is the product of house industry. The weavers for

the most part own their own looms, and operate them by
hand in their own houses. There are iS.ooa looms which
are thus distributed among the homes of the weavers,

while the number of looms driven by steam in the few
ribbon factories of the town is only 5 000. The iS,ooo

looms of the independent weavers are valued in the ag-

gregate at ;^'900,000.
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Wire Tappers in Cincinnati.

Schemes for stealing or f?Isifying telegraphic returns

appear to have suddenly become epidemic all over the

country. A bare-faced swindle of this sort, as per-

petrated in a Chicago bucket shop, was recently illustrated

in this paper, and somewhat similar schemes have lately

been detected in New York and elsewhere. Cincinnati

was the scene of one of the latest operations of

this character, which appears to have been elaborately

worked out A correspondent of the 5A Louis Globe-Demo-

crat gives the following account in a dispatch from

Cincinnati

:

A discoverj' was made in the vicinity of

Red Bank, near this city, of a scheme to beat the proprie-

tors of pool rooms. The New York wire had been tapped

near Red Bank, three-fourths of a mile from the station

of any road, and all necessary nreparations were made to

falsify returns from the East announcing the result-; of

the races. There were forty-eight cells in position, and a

not been quite so zealous in breaking it up, the telegraph

officials might have caused the arrest of the law-breakers.

The laws of the state are very stringent now, and dis-

covery means a term in the penitentiary.

A Wooden Map for Fire Alarm Pur-
poses.

F. W. Swenie, son of Chief Swenie of the Chicago

fire department, is proudly displaying a new and very

useful map at the office of the city telegraph department

in the city hall. It is painted on wood and represents the

city of Chicago, the parks, principal streets, etc., being

shown. On the map is correctly located every one of the

6S engine and hook-and-ladder houses in the city. The

former are represented by round and the latter by square

plugs. When an alarm comes in the plugs representing

the companies sent out are withdrawn from their holes,

and, if it is a big fire, plugs are transferred to the denuded

WISCONSIN TELtPHONE EXCHANGE.

well-equipped telegraph station had sprung up in the
woods. The conspirators located the Western Union
New York wire, avoiding the railroad wire. A more
secluded spot could not be secured, as there is a stretch of
a mile and a half from Red Bank to Batavia Junction that

is almost uninhabited. It was between these points that

the wire was tapped.

It is supposed that the wire tappers reached the point
by the river from Columbia, where they could land within
fifty yards. There was mud on the telegraph po'e where
the wire was tapped. The operators tapped two wires and
had a mile of covered wire leading off into the woods.
Three batteries and a lot of ceils svere turned up. One
of the wires tapped had been used for race matters, but
there has been so much of this sort of v ork going on lately

that the business was s witched around every day, and no one
knows until the time for sending arrives just which wire
is!o be used.

Supt. Miller of the Western Union said to-day that the

members of the gang of wire-tappers were very well

known, and if those who had discovered the plant had

district to represent companies sent in from other houses

to protect the territory. The operator is thus enabled to

see at a glance just what companies are at the fire and what

are transferred tohouses other than their own. Then if an

order comes in from the chief for twenty additional engines

the man at the map can determine at once what companies

can best be spared without leading the outside territory

entirely unprotected. He rapidly calls off the numbers,

and the necessary orders are telegraphed as he speaks.

W^ithout the map it would take much more time and

trouble to place the engines.

Bids for the construction of the Edmondson Avenue,
Catonsviile & EUicott City electric railway, of Baltimore,

jNId., have been invited.

The Baltimore. Canton & Point Breeze Railway com-
pany has applied to the county commissioners of Balti-

more for the right of way over certain county streets.

Eiectricity at the World's Fair.

After nearly two weeks' deliberation the World's Co-

lumbian Exposition, acting on the recommendation of Di-

rectors R. C. Clowry and Charles H. Schwab and Electrical

Engineer Sargent of the construction department, has de-

cided to award the contract for furnishing the 93,044, in-

candescent lights needed for the World's Fair to the

Edison General Electric company at the fiat rate of $5.95
per lamp for the period of time named in the specifications.

This period varies in the case of the different buildings, as

in several the lamps must be capable of being burned for

some time after the fair has closed. In the case of most of

the groups of lights the plant must be capable of opera-

tion for about six months. The price named includes

everything—dynamos, station apparatus, mains, inside

wiring, sockets, lamps and renewals. The Edison com-
pany's original price for this work was s;i8 49 per- lamp.

At the rate agxeed upon the contract will amount to ^553,-

611. So. The arc lighting will cost about $120,000.

In conversation with a representative of the ^VESTERN
Electrician, Frederick Sargect, the electrical engineer

for the construction department, gave the following ac-

count of the manner in which the agreement was reached:

"The committee first rejected all bids, as, of course, it

had a perfect right to do. Then the Ediscn company put

in new bids at a much lower rate. There are practically

only two companies in the country that could undertake to

carry out such a large contract—the Edison-Thomson-

Houston and Westinghouse companies. Mr. Westing-

house came to Chicago and also put in new bids. Yester-

day (April 14th) he made the company two offers, but

the last bid of the Edison company was lower than

either, and we decided to close with it. Mr. Westing-

bouse urged us to re-advertise for bids and thought

that the Exposition company could save money by doing

so- After carefully considering the matter, however,

we decided not to do so, although the committee fully ap-

preciated the assistance that Mr. Westinghouse had ren-

dered it. We decided not to re-advertise, first, because the

matter wou'd ultimately come down to the Edison and

Westinghouse companies, anyhow, and both had every op-

portunity to put in their lowest figures, and, second, be-

cause we had reason to fear, from the reported relations of

these great corporations, that changes might be brought

about in their attitude toward each other by which the

World's Fair would be unfavorably affected, or that this

contract might be made the subject of negotiations between

the two companies. So we concluded to close the matter

up at once. The by-laws make provision for the letting of

contracts without advertising by the president or vice-

president of the board and the chairman or vice-chairman

of the committee on grounds and buildings in case of an

emergency, W^e thought that this was a case jastifying

such action. It will be asked why we passed over the bids

of other companies that offered to perform certain portions

of the work at rates considerably lower than that finally

agreed upon. If you will examine these bids carefully, you

will notice that they are for the buildings nearest the gen-

erating plant, such as machinery hall and the adminis-

tration building. It is apparent, of course, that the con-

ductors for these buildings will cost very much less than

those needed for the buildings situated thousands of feet

away, like the art gallery and Illinois State building, for

instance. Figuring on the rate asked for the advantage-

ously located buildings, it will be seen that the general

price agreed upon is less than we would have to pay if the

rates in the bids ar^parently so low were proportionately

carried out for all the tuildings. The offer of the Western

Electric company—to furnish generating capacity for 2,500

lamps for %i—will be accepted."

It may be added that it is now generally understood that

the South Side Machine and Metal Works of Chicago, which

originally put in the lowest bid for the entire work, was

backed by the Westinghouse company—that is, this concern

had an understanding with the latter company by which, if

successful, it agreed to obtain the larger part of the elec-

trical equipment needed from the Pittsburg company.

The World's Fair people generally are rejoicing that

terms so advantageous have been obtained, especially in

view of the size of the bids at first put in by the companies

in the consolidation. In speaking on the result Director

Schwab is reported to have said: 'Altogether, I think we
have done the wisest thing. We caught those people when

we could. If we had postponed the matter a week or ten

days, the Westinghouse company might have joined the

combination and placed the figure at $10 or |li2 per lamp.

I have devoted more time to this question in the last

ten daj's than I have to my private business. The

same is true, I think, of Col. Clowry. There is no use talk-

ing, the so-called trust has the facilities and the improved

machinery. Besides, we are getting the lights at $2 less
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than our lowest eslimatc." I-yman J. Gafjc, a member of

ihc committee on grounds and buildings and cx-prcsident

of the board of directors, said: "I don't doubt there will

be something of a howl about this matter. Hut we couldn't

deal in uncertainties with a matter of such importance as

this."

The plans for the lighting and power service in the

electric il building arc entirely different from those adopted

for the other buildings of the exposition. Chief liarrctt

has offered to take the light and power supply for his build-

ing entirely off the hands of the exposition, so far as the

cost is concerned, and proposes to apportion the work out

FIG. 3. WISCONSIN TELEPHONE EXCHANGE.

among exhibitors, and ask them to do it at their own ex-

pense as a part of their exhibits. The proposition has

been submitted to several exhibitors, and enough have

agreed to it to insure the entire success of the project.

The general plan is this; The ExpDsition company is to

furnish steam power for the operation of the generators of

exhibitors; the building is to be divided up into sections

and each company will be assigned a section; the wiring

and all other necessary work to be done by exhibitors.

Manufacturers of ornamental posts, brackets, globes and
all sorts of arc lamps have offered their goods for service,

largely in excess of the need, and such donations will be

accepted as far as use can be made of them. In this way
the equipment and operation of the electric system for the

building can be secured for barely the cost of the steam.

Prof. Barrett proposes to go farther than this, however,

and secure a return to the exposition of an amount cover-

ing the cost of all special lighting, beyond the necessary

illumination of the building. For instance. 422 arc lamps

will be used for general lighting, but in addition to this

many exhibitors will require special arc lamps and they

will have to pay for them at the regular price, whatever

that may be. Then it is estimated that about 5,000 addi-

tional incandescent lamps will be required by exhibitors;

for these they will have to pay. In this way brilliant effects

may be had, practically without cost to the exposition, if

indeed there may not be a revenue. As soon as Mr.

Burnham has leisure, after the rush incident to the letting

of the contracts for the general lighting, the electrical

building will be taken up and the details of the plan finally

agreed on.

Assignments of space have been made in the elec-
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trical building to fourteen foreign countries—Eng-
land, Germany, France, Austria, Belgium, Holland,

Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Russia, Switzerland, Spaio,

Italy and Mexico, The allotments range from 20,000

square feet of space, made to Germany and England
each, down to 500 square feet made to Mexico.

Nearly all of these assignments have been accepted,

and in nearly every instince the space has been applied for

to the commissioners of the various countries. The total

assigned pace to foreign countries is 54,571 square feet.

The total net space in the building is 207,000 square feel.

This leaves available for American manufacturers 152,429

square feet. The department of electricity has on hand
,formal applications for 1 6 1, 309 square feet, or more space

than is available. These figures do not include prelimi-

nary applications, where exhi jitors are holding off tempo-

rarily until the light and power contracts have beendisposed

of. This last class includes some of ths largest companies,

ihi Edison and Thomson- Houston being among them.

Chief Barrett wrote a letter list week on the subject of

the government exhibit of electrical apparatus. It seems

that the patent office is to make an exhibit of patent models

in all the departments, and that the officials have no elec-

tr cal models, as the rule allowing the granting of patents

on drawings alone went into effect in 1876, or before nine-

tenths of American electrical inventions were patented. In

order to overcome the meagerness of the electrical exhibit

the officials have written to inventors and manufacturers

asking them to make models of their patented apparatus,

as a pan of the patent office exhibit. Prof. Barrett takes

the ground that the government has no right to incorporate

in its patent office exhibit any article not a matter of record

in connection with a patent. He has written, therefore,

requesting inventors and manufacturers who have now, or

are willing to build, models, to exhibit them on their own
account, or place them at the disposition of the electrical

department, where they will be properly accredited and

conspicuously arranged rather than allow them to be swal-

lowed up in a great mass of patent office exhibits.

A Chicago afternoon paper recently printed a story to

the effect that Chief Barrett had been offered a position in

New York at a startling salary and would resign from the

World's Fair. The report is denied at the headquarters of

the department of electricity.

The Columbian Launch company of Chicago expects to

e

FIG. 2. MEISSNER S POSITIVE FEED ARC LAMP.

have an electric launch in operation on the lagoons of Jack-

son Park by May ist. A new storage battery invented by

William Morrison of Des Moines, Iowa, will be used.

The city council of Toronto has decided upon the
adoption of a system of electric street railways, and a depu-
tation of the members was selected to inquire into the

working of the different systems in the United States.

The deputation started on April 13th and will visit De-
troit. Cleveland, Philadelphia, Boston, New York, Wash-
ington, Cincinnati, Pittsburg and other places- The
committee's report will govern the system to be used in

Toronto,

Melssner's Positive Feed Arc Lamp.
The arc lamp represented in the accompanying illuslia-

tions is designed primarily for use as a focusing lamp in

theaters, where it is desirable, for lighting effects, to have
a lamp that will burn in any position, the feed of the car-

bons being independent of the action of gravity. The
utility of such a lamp for search lights and in decorative

arc lighting is also obvious. /Vs yet, however, the lamp,

which is the invention of W. O. Mcissner, the electrician

at the Knapp Electrical Works. Chicago, has only been

used for theatrical lighting. Two are in service in Chi-

cago—one at the Columbia theater and the other at the

Madison Street opera house. In Fig. i the lamp is shown
on the stage, fitted with a lens box and a holdertor colored

glass. It is also used with a simple reflector, and with an

'Olivette" box. The latter is a large box provided with a

L^-a^jjamilf't'rt
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ground glass front and supplied with means for quickly

changing the color of the light. The lamp is highly praised

at both theaters for the simplicity and thoroughness of its

operation.

The mechanism by which a direct motion is given to

both carbons is represented in Fig. 2, which shows a side

view of the lamp, with ihe cover removed. A and B are

the carbon rods. C is a shaft with pinions to connect the

two carbon rods. D and E are ratchet wheels of different

direction, mounted on shaft C. F and G are pawls to en-

gage in ratchet wheels D and E, and are pivoted at the

ends of rocker H, / is a solenoid connected in shunt with

the lamp circuit, andy is its armature. A" is a connecting

bar for /and rocker H. Z is a spring, the pofter of

which is utilized to engage pawl F into ratchet wheel Dy

thus separating the carbons. M is an insulated post and

spring, and is connected in the shunt circuit of the lamp.

The operation of the lamp is easily understood. In

trimming the carbon rods are separated and may be left

separated . When the current is turned on the shunt sole-

noid/will attract the armature y, thus engaging pawl G
into ratchet wheel E, rotating the shaft C, and moving the

carbon rods to approximate the carbons. At the same time

the shunt circuit will be interrupted at A', causing the

armature to vibrate and rotating shaft C until the carbons

are in contact, closing the main circuit of the lamp

and diminishing the current in the shunt circuit. This

allows the spring L to operate the lever K^ pulling it away

from the solenoid /, at the same time engaging the pawl

F in the ratchet wheel D. This separates the carbons and

establishes the arc. When the arc grows longer the re-

sistance is increased in the main circuit and the current is

increased in the shunt circuit, and will repeat the operation

described.

Mr. Meissner has filed an application for a patent for

his invention.
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The Trolley System for Chicago.'

Bv Frank L. Perry.

While it is verj' reasonable now to assume that visitors

to Chicago during the coming exposition who may locate

in the southwestern part of the city will ride to the fair

grounds in electric motor cars, still the street railway

company has not yet purchased its electrical equipment,

nor are the wires strung in the streets; and until ail this is

accomplished the electrical fraternity cannot spend too

much time in the legitimate effort of making clear to the

general public the merits of a system that we know to be

most efficient, reliable and eminently suited to the needs

of the street railway company that has just decided upon
its adoption.

Such action is particularly desirable at the present time

in view of the unreasonable antagonism of certain of the

daily papers. For instance, under the bold heading, "No
Trolleys for Chicago," the Chicago Herald of March 3d

editorially designates the overhead method as "the cheap,

clumsy, untrustworthy and unsightly trolley electric sys-

tem" that "is without exception the least reliable and the

most dangerous of all surface means of transportation ."

The Herald fires off this volley of adjectives with the

somewhat amusing explanation that the system is ''practi-

cally heavy cars suspended from wires that must be run all

over the town, and have only the guarantee derivable from
experience that they will put surface transportation out of

order oftener and longer than any other systemyet devised

by ballbd ingenuity." The same paper closes its tirade

against the system with the surprising assertion that "no
brake has yet been manufactured that can be relied on
always to stop an electric car, and runaways with fatal con-

sequences are among the noted achievements of trolley

electric systems."
Mention should be made, too, that the Baltimore Sun in

a recent issue attempted to enlighten its readers by telling

them in all seriousness that "the difficulty of the trolley

system is that the entire series of cars is dependent on the

same wires, and any obstruction or break in the latter stops

all the cars until the defect is remedied. It is the same
with the cable system," says the .V«':. "bat with respect

to the latter the trouble is obviated wherever a double set

of cables is used, so that if one cable breaks the grip can
be shifted to the other."

With all these misleading and consequently damaging
statements before us, and with a knowledge that "a lie

will travel a league while the truth is getting its boots

on," it is certainly time to make at least a feeble effort to

convince the plain everyday citizen, who wants facts which
he can understand, that great big mountains have been
made out of very little molehills.

In attempting such a discussion as this one may consider

the question with the view of enlisting the support

of scientific men or enter the lists, as the speaker

does, with the conviction that, as the general public

is to be affected by the success or failure of the

project, it is to the general public rather than the

technical men that special attention should be
given.

All the ordinary Chicagoan wants to know or needs
to know is, first, that this new system will be at

least as reliable as the cable; secondly, whether it will be
dangerous; and thirdly, to what extent will the overhead
construction will be a disfigi'rement to the streets.

If^the anxious heads of families living on the South Side

can be made to feel that they will not have to get out and
walk oftener than is usual with the cable, and that there is

First, as to reliability as compared with the cable. The
Baltimore Sun, it will be remembered, said that "the
entire series of cars is dependent upon the same wires,

and any obstruction or break in the latter stops all cars

defect is remedied." The Sun continues that it is the

same with the cable, "but with respect to the latter

the trouble is obviated wherever a double set of cables is

used, so that if one cable breaks the grip can be shifted to

the other."

Now perhaps in Baltimore or elsewhere they may main-
tain two cables in all the conduits, bu I defy the able

In the electric feeder system, Fig. 2, we find an equip-
ment in which the steam plant may be applied in smaller
and in a greater number of units than is practicable in a
cable system. This flexibility of the driving equipment is

a most decided advantage. But the greatest advantage of
the electric system lies in the fact that the power reaches
the car throu,h iunnovabld conductors mounted on imntov-
able insulators. Further than this, in the electric feeder
system the cars take current from many {mmovalle
conductors and not from a single JuozabU conductor
mounted on viovable insulators as in the cable system.
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FIG. I. THE TROLLEY SYSTEM FOR CHICAGO.

editor who thinks it is so easy to shift the grip to "the
other" to find or introduce cable No. 2 into Chicago's long
conduits! Two cables in the one conduit would without
doubt make the cable system quite reliable, and it might
be well for North Siders to petition Mr. Verkes to equip his

lines with the additional cable, but I think you will agree

with me in the belief that our editorial friend would be

THE TROLLEY SYSTEM FOR CHICAGO.

surprised if he attempted to convince either Mr. Yerkes or
the South Side company that it was economy to keep in

all their extensive conduits another cable either "live" or
' dead." Asa matter of fact, the electric system, as it is

to be installed on the South Side, will, as far as mechani-
cal details are concerned, be far more reliable than the ex-

isting cable system. The diagrams, Figs, i and 2, will
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FIG. 2. THE TROLLEY SYSTEM FOR CHICAGO.

little danger of their being killed by the "terrible 50c»-volt

wire" (that, by the way, has up to this time, as far as can
be learned, invariably confined its attention to horses), and
further, that the overhead construction which is to be
erected in Chicago will be somewhat different from the
pioneer triumphal arch of wood and wire and can be put up
quicker and without any great tearing up of the streets— if

Paterfamilias can be made to see this, all will be well.

I. Read before the Chicago Electric club, April 1 1, 1S92.

illustrate this fact. Fig i is a diagrammatic representa-

tion of the cable system, and Fig. 2 shows the electric

feeder system.
I now invite your attention to a comparison of the two

systems. In the cable system we have usually two large

engines, either or both of which supply power to the cars

through what for comparison's sake may be referred to as a

single movable power conductor mounted on movable insu-

lators. This is my idea of the cable as it runs on its mul-
titudinous rollers and wheels.

You will note that I say the cars take current from "many*
immovable conductors. Now I wish it to be distinctly

understood that, while in the overhead system there may
be laid a large number of feed wires—in fact, we may
have a veritable network of feeders—there need be only
two wires in sight, for the feeders may be buried under-
ground. This is an important fact, and one that should

be borne in mind in referring to Fig, 2.

I think, therefore, that even those with only a
meager knowledge of mechanics through Fig. 2 will

appreciate this point in favor of the electric system,

and wUh the writer, disagree with the Baltimore
editor in his misleading association that "the entire

series of cars is dependent on the same wires,

and any obstruction or break in the latter stops

all tlie cars until the defect is remedied."

Now for the comparative danger from the overhead

wire. The mule is generally looked upon as a harmless
animal, but most of us will concede that even this peaceful

servant of man, if handled without due care, may become
as dangerous as a steam locomotive or a shotgun. The ,

whole question of danger from a^^ trolley wire hinges on
the possibility of accidental contacts with the conductor,

and the extent to which one might be injured by such
contact.

In my opinion the chances of the falling of a well strung

trolley wire might be fairly likened to danger of house

cornices or limbs of trees falling, bricks and stones falling

from incomplete buildings, and similar hazards that insur-

ance companies denominate as "safe," and to which all of

us are exposed ever}' day without a thought.

Admit, though, for argument's sake, that the wire falls

once or twice during the year. The chances of the live

wire striking any one would be extremely small. It

should be borne in mind that in Chicago, contrary to

the belief of many easterners, there are sidewalks, and
that the maiority of pedestrians in that city would walk
upon them and not in the middle of the street under the

trolley wire. A live wire might fall and strike a horse and
the animal with its four feet on the ground might sustain

a powerful and perhaps deadly shock, but it must not be

forgotten that pedestrians would almost invariably pass

beneath the trolley wire insulated better than the horse,

with hat and shoes—not to mention rubber shoes in

sleety weather, when the wires are subjected to their great-

est mechanical strain. It is hardly necessary to point out,

too, that in vehicular traffic man's chances of shock are

still further diminished by his isolation from the ground
and the conductor. But then why speculate on man's
chances of making contact with the conductor? Under cir-

cumstances most favorable to the strongest possible shock

—

say, for instance, barefooted on wet ground and with both
hands firmly grasping the wire—a man would then, and only

then, be subjected to the full pressure. Nowadays, though,

and particularly in these Northern cities, people do not

wander about barefooted. Furthermore, at this time, when
even the small boy has a knowledge of the fact that electric

wires are to be looked at and not touched, it is not at all

likely that any one but a half-witted person would be rash

enough to fondle a fallen trolley wire. But, of course, a

most pertinent question is, "What damage ccM/t/ result from
contact with the conductor?"

O. T. Crosby, a well known and prominent electrical

engineer, with such a wide experience in the operation of

electric railways that his opinion desers-es the most careful

consideration, recently placed himself on record as to

what 500 volts would do. Mr. Crosby was reported by the

daily and technical press as follows:
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"When the electricians put the electric pressure on street
railway circuits at 500 volts they knew just what they were
about and had the safety of the public in view. The his-

tory of the service has proven the wisdom of their action.
The trolley has never caused the death or serious injury of
a single human being, in spite of all the hue and cry
against it. Kvcry statement to the contrary has upon careful
investigation been found to be untrue. I have investigated
numerous reports of accidents, and ihcy have, without ex-
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conducting an agent that caonot explode, and therefore
absolutely harmless unless touched. A trolley wire may fall

once during the year; it may fall twice, even thrice— but
the falling of ten railway conductors would not be likely to
send to eternity the number of souls that the Springer
boiler explosion did.

I think, then, the whole "danger" objection may very
fairly be put down as one of the very big mountains that
have bcL-n made out of very little molehills.

247

Now for the esthetic objection. Kealiziog that the
only way to thoroughly convince the practical Chicagoan
that the trolley wires could be put up so as not to disfigure
the streets was to build a line and let him »ce it. I called
in an expert, Carl Nemethy. and together we haveciiuipped
with overhead wires the Indiana avenue street car line.

Doubtless this statement astonishes you, but. Dcvcnheless,
with Mr. Nemethy 's assistance f am prepared 10 show you. by
photographic illustration, just how far we have fulfdlcd
our contract. Before comn.encing our work we took a
photograph of Indiana avenue looking south from the cor*
ntr of Twenty-second street. This view is shown in
Fig. 4. Vou will observe the Indiana avenue horse cars
in the distance, iht Cottage (jrovc avenue cable line to the
left, and a few underground!?) wires

I will now show you what .Mr. Nemethy and I consider
to be good overhead construction. Fig. 5. It is the bad
work that has done the damage, so we now propose to show
you the best construction, with the hope that with us you
will agree that we should have the trolley in Chicago,
and without delay.

IIG. 4. rilE TRULLI.V SVSILM TuK LlIlCAU

ception, proved to be either gross exaggerations or baseless

rumors. Hundreds of electric railroad employes have received

shocks from the full pressure of the trolley wire in work-
ing about the power stations and car houses without result

more dangerous than a scare and trifliiDg burns. The
pressure on the trolley wire is automatically kept constant.

I have personally received shocks from Ihe full pressure of

a trolley wire, and know from experience that the effects

are not serious."

Now, of course, we all know that Mr. Crosby is la the
service of an electric railway company, and is therefore in-

terested in the success of the overhead system, but unless
the doubting Thomases are prepared to pronounce his

statement to be a misrepresentation, there is nothing left

for them to do but to admit that the chances are slim in-

deed of the walking or riding public being seriously in-

jured.

"But," you will say, "what about the danger to and in-

terference with the fire department? and what about the

fires and damage due to stray telegraph and telephone wires
falling across the railway wire&?

'

As far as the possible interference in Chicago with fire-

men is concerned, this seems to me the most absurd objec-

tion yet offered against the trolley wires. In Kansas City

the fire department cuts a way for itself through overhead
electric light wires with but little trouble by the aid of a
simple tool, a picture of which will be shown to you later on.

Fig. 3. The tool, about five feet long, is very similar to ordi-

nary pruning shears and is provided with insulated handles.

It is simplicity itself. Through thistool the Kansas City fire-

man was made independent of the electrical man. With
this knowledge, therefore, of what is being done with
multitudinous conductors far more dangerous than the

two 500- volt trolley wires, I can boldly assert that we would
not have to go very far to find men who would
jump at the chance not only of furnishing the Chicago
city fire department with a reliable trolley wire clipper, but

would promptly back their offer with the agreement per-

sonally to illustrate the ease and safety with which an
obstructing live wire could be cut down. So much for

the case where the conductor, alive or dead, is in the way.
Where, however, the overhead wire, mechanically speaking,

does not interfere with the firemen it would not be neces-

sary to resort to a clipper. In Chicago in the center pole

equipment, switches may be provided in each feeder at the

pole, Fig. 2. These feeder switches on the poles will

make it an easy matter to cut off current from, and render

harmless, any particular section of the line.

As to the possible danger from stray telephone and tele-

graph wires falling across the railway wires, this, you will

admit, would be insignificant. Although, as we all know,
for various reasons, many of the wires of our so-called "un-
derground" systems are still a long way from Mother
Earth, the proportion of the entire number of overhead

wires that will cross the electric railway lines is small, and
the chance of danger from this source will not be worth
considering.

In addition to all this there is still another standpoint

from which the danger objection strikes me as very much
of an absurdity. All day long the multitude of Chicago's

citizens tread the down town streets with not so much as a
thought of the fact that in nearly every building and beneath
almost every sidewalk there is a boiler carrying Soto too

pounds of steam. These same men will raise a hue and
cry about two wires, in plain sight yet out of the way, and

The last objection made to overhead wires is the es-

thetic one, but I am going to show you that what has been
called an "objection" is no objection at all. Before prov-
ing this to you, however, let us enumerate the reasons why
just at this time the overhead electric railway system is

particularly well suited to replace the horses on the lines of

the South Side: First, there is no time to lose, for all the

lines will have to be equipped by next spring: second,

the overhead electric system is the most thorcughly tested

of all the electrical street railway equipments, and it

could be gotten into operation in less time than a cable

plant; third, the use of the overhead wire would necessi-

tate but comparatively little tearing up of the streets;

fourth, ihere wculd be no need of an interruption of the

TheTrolley System for Chicago'
BV Al.K.\ l)ij\V.

The cry of the objectors to the trolley is always ''ob-
struction to the fire department." Mr. Perry has an-
swered the charge of obstruction, but I see that the trolley

can be actually a valuable auxiliary to the fire department;
that its presence permits doubling the efficiency of the en-
gines by adding to each an electric pump. Every hose
carriage shculd be so fitted; a wire clipped onto the trolley

and another to the track or hydrant; press the button, and
there you are. No boiler, no water, no fuel; only the hose
cart, having fulfilled its first function, immediately en-
ters upon a new one. and you have another two or three
streams to direct on the fire.

Then there is the cry of obstruction to street traffic,

blocking of sidewalks and soon. Now, no one dreams of
setting a double row of cedar posts to support a trolley

wire in this town. A center pole construction with a six

foot wide raised walk down the middle of the tracks would
be the ideal. And ihe raised walk wculd be a public
benefit on our crowded streets. It would compel vehicles
to keep their own side of the road. It would be a safe
waiting platform for the crowds who block our street cross-

ings morning and evening, waiting for the cars. It would
be the proper place for street lamps. Indeed the hand-
some steel posts of the trolley system would be used as
lamp posts. It would be a haven of refuge to ladies and
timid people trjing to cross the streets. lam sure that

if we cculd by some Aladdin's lamp lay down the center
walk in all its completeness on upper State street, every
lady doing her Easter shopping these sunny days would
call us blessed.

And of all Chicago street obstructions, is there anything
to equal a cable breakdown? Ever} thing along the
string is stopped and you have two double tracked miles
of blockade and profanity. No electric road would equal
that; not so long as there was across town line opening to
a parallel street. Clark street passengers would not have
to make afoot transfer to Wells street, for the car would
turn out at the nearest cross line and transfer itself in toto

FIG. 5. THE TROLLEY SYSTEM FOR CHICAGO.

present trafHc; fifth, as there are but few curves on the

lines to be equipped the street railway company would have

a most excellent opportunity of showing how handsome an
overhead system can be made; sixth, it is said that where
cables cross cables the engineers sometimes resort to the

dangerous cross bar in the conduit to prevent the cutting

of a cable by the gripman's failure to let go. I do not say

that this would be resorted to in Chicago, but I do say
that with an electric overhead system installed there would
be no temptation to insert this or any other such danger-
ous device.

to the open tracks and the stoppage would be a matter of

minutes, where it is now hours.

The use of electric signaling devices on American rail

roads is constantly increasing. The Illinois Central is

about to introduce the Hall system for its suburban traffic,

and it is announced that the Chesapeake & Ohio will

use the Electric Secret Service company'sapparalus on its

road.

I. Read before the Chicago Electric club, April 1 1^ iScs.
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Now that the contracts for the electric lighting at the

World's Fair have baen awarded everybody concerned will

breathe m^re freely. The exposition authorities have suc-

ceeded in making advantageous terms for both the arc and

incandescent lighting, and nearly all of the work will be

done by the combined Thomson- Houston and Edison com-

panies, who will doubtless also avail themselves of the re-

sources of their allied companies. It is to be hoped that

an agreement having been reached in relation to the great

bone of contention, the relations of the electrical interests

and the construction department will be more harmonious

in the future than in the past.

One of the results of the recent contention in relation to

the incandescent lighting at the World's Fair will be to

materially increase the prestige of Chief Eurnham of the

bureau of constmction and Frederick Sargent, the electri-

cal engineer of that department. These gentlemen have

labored earnestly and zealously for the interests of the e.'c-

position, and the thorough manner in which they investi-

gated the question of lighting the fair is characteristic of
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the business methods employed in this department. If in

times past the judgment of Messrs. Burnham and Sargent

has been questioned in electrical matters, their motives

have never been impugned.

Manufacturers of electrical apparatus will be interested

in the report that the big copper combination is already

experiencing difficulty in controlling the outpat, and that

there have been indications of a lack of harmony between

the American and European members of the syndicate. It

appears from the stories afloat in financial circles that the

trouble arose in the negotiations of the American with the

European owners of mines, the latter having been asked

for a !o per cent, reduction from their output for iSgi.and

having in turn asked for figures from the American pro-

ducers for their output this year. Some of the Americans

have sent over estimates for a larger production than that

of last year, it is said. Negotiations are still pending but

it is believed that the combination will prove unwieldy

and that the conflicting interests will eventually result in

the collapse of the combination.

The recently awakened interest of the more advanced sec-

tion of the farming community in the subject of the utili-

zation of electricity in agriculture, lately alluded to in

this journal, was exemplified by the action of the United

States Senate last week, v:hen, on motion of Senator

Pcffer, a resolution was adopted requesting the secretary

of state to obtain from our consuls abroad information as

to the application of electricity to the propulsion of farm

machinery and to the propagation and growth of plants.

The Kansas senator explained that it was understood that

electricity had been applied in Italy to the compression of

hay and also that electrical influences had been successfully

used in the vicinity of Paris in the propagation of cabbages,

and there was a desire on the part of the farmers to obtain

definite information on these subjects. Much valuable in-

formation can doubtless be collected in this manner, as

many scientists, and practical agriculturists both at home and

abroad, are now studying this problem. The publication

of the consuls' replies will be awaited with interest.

That there is a growing demand for information of this

sort is shown by the fact that in many sections of the

countrj' experiments are being conducted on this line.

A press dispatch from Auburn, Ala., announces that upon

April l6th, cotton was ginned by electricity for the first

time in the history of the world at the Agricultural and

Mechanical College of Alabama. The class in electrical

engineering, under the direction of Prof. A. F. McKissick,

connected the generator at the dynamo room of the college

with the motor at the Statun farm about 3.000 feet away,

and the motor at the farm did the work of a ten horse

power engine formerly used, grinding corn for cow feed

and ginning cotton.

Of course as far as the electrical engineer is concerned

the application of a motor to a cotton gin or any other

piece of farm machinery is no startling departure. Such

experiments and new adaptations as the one just referred

to, however, do an immense amount of good indirectly in

that they serve to bring electric power to the notice of the

agriculturist. We must reiterate our conviction that an

experimental station such as Senator Peffer of Kansas pro-

poses would do an immense amount of good by educating

farmers in the many advantages of electric power.

San Francisco seems to be the center of opposition

to electrical companies at the present time. The latest

development in this line is told by a correspondent this

week. It appears that house movers have been cutting

wires of the telephone and electric light companies with-

out complying with the formality required by these con-

cerns. Heretofore, the electric companies have required

the house movers to sign a contract binding themselves to

assume all damages and expenses incurred by reason of the

cutting of the wires. Recently one of the applicants was

refused permission to open the wires when he failed to

sign the contract, but he proceeded with the work, and the

company whose wires he cut caused his arrest. Now he

has begun suit against the company for f 10,000 damages,

alleged to have been sustained by reason of his incarcera-

tion. He charges the company with persecuting him,

yet the cause of the trouble seems to be the failure of the

house movers aud electric companies to agree upon rates

foi cutting wires. Now, however, it is claimed by the

opponents of the electric companies that the house movers

have a right to demand the opening of the wires when and

where they like at the expense of the owners of the wires.

This is probably the ground upon which the suit viill be

fought. The question of the right of the electric companies to

occupy the streets with their poles and wires has been raised

before, and it is generally conceded that where the com-

panies have secured the permission of the city authorities
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and the consent of the property owners, and have complied

with all the requirements under which these privileges

were granted, they have a right to maintain their poles

and wires, and that this right must be respected. On the

other hand, it does not appear that public highways should

be blockaded by house movers—they were not built for the

exclusive occupation of any class, and no one will deny

that when the house mover is in possession of the road-

way ordinary traffic must be suspended.

Yet, while these opponents of the electric interests ap-

pear to have no reasonable ground of action, they persist

in fighting the companies, relying upon the prejudice against

overhead wires which has already been developed in San

Francisco, to help them worry the electric companies.

Surely such proceedings should not be encouraged.

About three years ago Congress passed a law requiring

that after August, 1S92, horses should no longer be used

as a motive power for street cars in the District of Colum-

bia. This has now been supplemented by a bill, which

has passed the House of Representatives, giving the

Metropolitan company authority to use overhead wires for

the electric system in the principal streets and avenues of

Washington. The bill has not become a law, but that

such a measure should pass one house of Congress shows

an encouraging growth of sentiment in favor of the over-

head system for use in large cities. The calamity howlers

of the daily press to the contrar)' notwithstanding, the

modem method of rapid transit is steadily gaining in favor

in all the large cities of the country. Washington, with

its wide streets and lack of congested traffic, offers con-

ditions especially favoring overhead construction. But

one objection can be made—the testhetic one that the poles

and wires detract from the appearance of the streets. Un-
doubtedly this argument can be urged with more force in

the case of the nation's capital than in that of most other

American cities, and it may prove of sufiicient weight to

prevent the stringing of trolley wires through the princi-

pal avenues. Overhead wires for electric railroads are not

unknown in the outlying streets of Washington, however,

and it is safe to hazard the assertion that, for some time at

least, the tendency will be in the direction of extending

their field rather than contracting it.

In another column will be found abstracts of the

reports for the year iSgr of the directors, engineer in-

chief, and chairman, which were presented at a recent meet-

ing of the shareholders of the London Electric Supply

company of England. Enough of these reports is given

to enable those interested in the development of Mr. Fer-

ranti's work to judge intelligently of the progress and the

present condition of the enterprise. For the matter in

question, it may be stated, we are indebted to an English

contemporary that has been conspicuous in its opposition to

the scheme. It is fair to assume, therefore, that the

journal in which the report was published has, to say the

least, done nothing in the way of embelishment. In a

long editorial headed "The Dream of Ferranti" the

English journal referred to, the London EUctrical Review^

continues its policy of discouragement.

It is rather curious that the Review should never have

ceased calling attention to the fact that Mr. Ferranti is a

young man or, as that journal dubs him this time, "a young

enthusiast fresh from his dreams, talented it maj' be, but

refusing to take the guidance offered," and ''who starts on

an unknown and dangerous route, and ends in disaster."

To an American with the Rez'iezu's record of the corpo-

ration's business before him and a knowledge of what has

been accomplished by young men on this side of the water,

such attacks first cause wonderment and then disgust.

If all electrical ventures had been abandoned on account

of financial and technical difficulties no greater than those

met with by the Deptford-London company, we fear

there would not be now established in America those im-

mense factories that stand as landmarks of a new but must

prosperous business, and one that was built up almost ex-

clusively through the indomitable energy of just such

young men as Mr. Ferranti.

We hardly know what to think of the Rczicw. Can it

be that Mr. Ferranti incurred its displeasure by his bold

aud daring display of that characteristic so distinctly

American, or can it be that our contemporar}' is "grinding

an as" in its philanthropic efforts to throw cold water, so to

speak, on the enterprise in this its darkest hour?

To be sure the enterprise has not borne fruit to the ex-

tent that was expected. But in justice to Mr. Ferranti we
can only ask the reader familiar with central station man-

agement to give the reports a careful perusal. They will

be found discouraging without a doubt, but we believe the

unprejudiced will agree with us that the so-called "dream"

may yet, through careful electrical eogineering and finan-

cial management, be made to become a profitable reality
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Welding Tubes in England with tine

Electric Arc.
Welding with the electric arc is not as yet carried on to

any extent on this side of the water, and for this reason

a description of th: minner in which the Kcnanlos process

is applied by f.loyd & Moyd, tube nimufacturcrs of Bir-

minghair, EnRland, will be of interest. This liim has

heretofore used gas for welding lar^e tubes and it still em-

ploys it extensively, but the electric current is found to be

for many purposes preferable as a heating agent.

A representative of Electrical Plant of London, who re-

cently visited the installation, describes the plant and

process substantially as follows:

On going into that portion of the works in which the cUc-

bracket, like an ordinary gasbracket, so that the workman
can easily place it brtwccn himself and his work when

the arc is on, and push it away when he has to hammer
the weld- Against the wall at the back of each workman
there is a resistance frams, by means of which he regu-

lates the current to the requirements of the work; but

when, as is generally the case. he his a large amount of

work of a similar chiractcr to do, there is seldom any oc-

casion to vary the rciistance. The voltage at the arc is

comparatively low, being about 65 to 80 volts. Conse-

quently there is no danger to the workmen.

To give a clear idea of the method of working, an ap-

plication of the process as it was witnessed may be de-

scribed. A number of short bent pieces of wrought iron

Shc^i iron shield w prelect workmans hands

FIG. 2. WELDING TUBES IN ENGLAND WITH THE ELECTRIC ARC.

trie welding process is carried on, one's first impression is

that the experimental stage has been passed, and it

has been found good policy to have permanent buildings

and the most efficient machinery. About two years ago

Ll0|d S: Lloyd began to work the Benardos process, and

at fi.st they used some existing s'eam engines and fixtures.

These, however, were very soon found to be inadequate, so

the present buildings and plant were laid out.

On the basement fisor there is a battery of boilers, and

above is the engine room. The engine for the welding

plant is bolted down to wrought-iron floor girders, which

form the framing above the boiler room. It is one of the

Davey-Paxman horizontal compound condensing type,

with cylinders \i% inches and 20 inches, wiih 24 inch

stroke, indicating no horse power with 120 pounds boiler

pressure. This engine drives, by means of a i6 inch link

belt, the line shaft in the dynamo room. The shaft is over-

head and in turn drives the dynamos by means of leather

link belts. Beside the main engine there are aleo in the

engine room a duplex Worthington hydraulic testing

pump and a pumping engine to feed the boilers.

The dynamos are four in number and supply current to

twelve electric welders and 300 incandescent lamps of 16

candle power each. The total output of the dynamos is

about 800 amperes. Next to the dynamo room is the

switch room, whence all the circuits for lighting, welding

and motive power are controlled. Hung on the wall is a

diagram of the connections, Fig. i.

The battery room is next to the dynamo room. Here there

are 1,800 storage cells of the Benardos type, arranged on

nine sets of shelvesmade of varnished wood, there being

200 cells on each set. In the Benardos battery the plates

are unpasted, that is, they consist of zigzag strips of lead

burned on, by the arc process, to lead frames. The object

of the storage battery is not so much to act like a gas

holder in a system of gas distribution as it is to answer a

purpose similar to that of the heavy flywheel in a

rolling mill or the accumulator in a hydraulic system. If

several welding arcs are at work at the same time they re-

quire much more current than the dynamos can supply,

and this excess is given out from the storage battery, which

is charged again from the constantly running dynamos.

The most interesting part of the work is to be found in

the welding shop, a rectangular building about 100x40

feet. Along one side of this shop are six curious looking

wooden structures, each about 6 feet square, open at the

back, and not covered. Each of these little unroofed

stalls is occupied by a workman using a welding arc, and

the object of thus concealing the workmen is that persons

passing through the workshop may not catch sight of the

electric arc to the injury of their eyesight. On the in-

side of each of these screens is an iron table connected

electrically with one pole of the storage battery. To the

right of this table hangs, when not in use, the carbon

holder, which, in its most improved form, is shown in Fig.

2. This carbon holder is connected by a flexible cable

with the other pole of the battery. The workman stands

on a wooden platform in front of the table. At his left

hand is a sheet iron screen, with a pane of dark ruby glass

in the ceater. This screen is supported on a folding

tube were being welde^. On the iron table was fixed an

iron arm, something like a smith's "bick" iron, the pro-

jection being toward the workman. The workman pushed

the glazed screen between himself and the work, then took

FIG. 3. WELDING TUBES IN ENGLAND WITH THE ELEC-
TRIC ARC.

one of the bends, placed it on the "bick" iron, holding it

in his left hand, the joint to be welded being uppermost.

He placed on the intended weld a piece of wrought iron

about ^-inch square by ^ inch thick. Next he took the

carbon holder by its wooden handle, and touched the

mer, and dresses down the weld, the whole operation

taking less time to complete than to describe. There is

no switching on and ofT of the current, as removing the

carbon a short distance from the work breaks the arc.

For the sake of making an easily understood explanation

the application of arc welding to very small work was de-

scribed. Hut in the same shop men were also at work nuk-

ing large fittings. The welding of these is a beautiful sight.

Standing a short distance away and in such a postiton that

the arc is hidden from the specuior, one sees the workmen
and everything behind them in the intense glare of the arc

light. But there is this striking difference, that, whereas in

an ordinary unshaded arc light the radiant point, being rx*

tremely small, casts shadows intensely black and strongly

defined at the edges, here, on the contrary, as the arc is some
nches in length, and there is also a surface of several

square inches of metal raised to a white heat, the edges of

the shadows are ill defined, and appear surrounded with

bands of different colors. Approaching closer, and guard-

ing the eyes with a ruby glass of such a depth of tone

that it is difficult to see daylight through it. the sight is

one of the most striking to be witnessed in the whole range

of metal working. The whole of the carbon tool , from the

brass holder to the point, appears red hot, with the ex-

treme end brighter than the rest. Of course the end is

actually white hot, and at the fiercest heat ihat human
agency can produce. From the end a bright stream of

light is directed downward to the metal, Fig. 3, where

the weld is being made. The piece of steel (about an inch

and a half square by one quarter inch thick) which is laid

on the place to be welded is seen to soften and then to

melt and become a pool of liquid metal under the action

of the arc; a lambent flame plays about it, and a small

fountain of sparks flies upward.

Beside the hand welding tables there are several spec-

ial machines for dealing with particular kinds of work,

such as lathes for welding flanges on pipes, and machines

giving a combined rotary and longitudinal motion to the

carbon holder, so as to bring a long strip of metal to a weld-

ing heat. It has been found that no difficulty arises in

nstructing ordinary workmen in the use of the electric arc.

One very noticeable feature of the process is the local-

ization of the heat, for instance in welding fittings such as

inch and a quarter bends; the workman holds the work in

his hand merely protected by a leather glove. The work

is finished before the metal grasped becomes too hot to

hold. This is decidedly different from what takes place

in an ordinary smith's hearth or furnace, where, in order to

bring a small part of the work to a welding heat, a large

part has to be uselessly heated, beside involving the

burning of a quantity of fuel which does not heat the

metal at all.

Messrs. Lloyd & Lloyd accomplish a great variety of

work with the arc process, and weld many fittings of

great complexity, with the best results.

There are also many miscellaneous applications of the

arc welding process, such as the joining of a steel pulley.

JIEMTIVE 0MMieii5 A
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FIG I. WELDING TUBES IN ENGLAND WITH THE ELECTRIC ARC.

4 feet in diameter, broken in ten pieces. With it steel

castings, such as spur pinions, may be repaired.

The battery plates are said to last very well, and a grid

that had been in use eleven months, it is claimed, was

apparently as good as when put in.

It is very evident that welding by the electric arc has a

great future before it, especially in factories where elec-

tric energy is also used for lighting apd power.

work. Then withdrawing the carbon a few inches the

arc was struck, a brilliant light being instantly produced,

with intense local heat. Looking through the ruby colored

glass in the workman's screen, or through one of the portable

framed glasses with which each visitor is provided, the

steel is seen to be melted in a few seconds like so much
wax. The workman then hangs up his carbon on its peg

to the right, pushes aside the screen, takes up a light ham-
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Ball's Reciprocating Carbon Holder.

The accompanying cut shows an ingenious device de-

signed by Royal E Ball of New Vork, for the purpose of

prolonging the time of burning of the ordinary arc lamp.

This result, it is claimed, is attained by reciprocating or

swinging one of the carbons across the arc, that is, in a

direction transverse to that in which the carbon is fed.

To accomplish this, the reciprocating or oscillating carbon

is, of course, made with a greater cross-section than that

of the other carbon. The construction of the oscillating

mechanism will be readily understood from the illustration.

The operation of the device is described by the inventor

as follows: "As the upper cirbDo, which is of necessity

of greater cross-section thin the lower pencil, wastes

away and is fed to the arc, it will be periodically moved

across the arc, so as to consu ne oie portion after another.

BALLS RECIPROCATING CARBON HOLDER.

As the upper carbon is moved downwardly the carrier and

carbon are gradually swung to the left into the dotted line

position. This downward movement continues until the

carbon is gradually drawn over toward the extreme right-

hand limit of movement. The further downward move-

msnt of the carbon moves it in the other direction, and

this vibrating action is kept up while the carbon lasts."

The Electric Railway for Chicago.'
By E. E. Keller.

In considering the question of allowing the use of the
overhead trolley for the propulsion of street cars in the
business portions of Chicago, it is safe to say that the
element of sentiment must, to a large extent, become a
factor, in addition to all of the other arguments that may
be advanced in the negative.

The progressive spirit that prompted the laying of the
first underground electric cable in the city of Chicago has
lived to see the displacement of all overhead electric wires
in the business portions of the city, and it is now universally
conceded to be not only the practical way of disposing of
electrical conductors, but also the safest plan for the pro-
tection of our people and property.
The most ornamental pole or support that could be de

signed for overhead trolley wires could not add to the beau-
ty or safety of our streets and buildings. The past has
demonstrated conclusively the danger of delays of any
character in the movements of the fire department. The
presence of electrical conductors suspended in the air would
certainly be a hindrance at times, no matter how they were
sustained. While the interference that the fire depart-

1, Read before the Chicago Electric club, April 11, 1892.

ments of large cities meet from overhead wires is

largely due to the maze of wires which impede the manipula-
tion of their apparatus, they would encounter a new ele-

ment were we to permit the erection of the overhead trol-

ley wire, in the danger from contact with the bare wires

carrying the current in use for railway motive power.

A glance through the streets in the business center of

our city, where the wires have been entirely placed under-

ground, will arouse the sentiment already mentioned, which
must enter into the consideration of this problem. It

would be poor policy to undo all that has been done in

clearing our thoioughfates by erecting a network of trol

ley wires that would look like a fish net suspended over

the intersections of principal streets, such as can be seen in

Boston.

The projectors of our city had an idea of what the fut-

ure might demand when they designed its broad thorough-

fares; but it was surely sentiment that suggested the orna-

mentation of our beautiful buildings and perforce there

must have been a touch of sentiment beside the desire for

safety that induced the moving of the wires and permitted

us to see the sky as well as our buildings, which up to that

time had been largely obscured.

It is far from my intention to decry the overhfad trolley

system in its proper place, as its utility and practical

value have become too well established, and it is undoubtedly

the agent which has allowed the electric railway to reach

its present high position; it is rather my intention to

demonstrate the fact that in our business center we should

endeavor to carry out the plan of relieving our thorough-

fares of every possible obstacle in the way of protecting

humanity and cur property.

It has been broadly stated that there are no systems of

underground electrical conductors thai can be properly

applied to street railway propulsion ; but in reply to this broad
assertion, I must borrow the words of a worthy contem-
porary, who, in a discussion before the National Electric

Light association, where a statement was made that we
could not bury electric light wires, as they could not be
sufficiently insulated, replied by producing a roll of bills,

and saying that the statement was an error, for with the

material that he then held in his hand, not only could we
insulate our wires successfully, but we could bury them as

as well; and this is the case precisely regarding under-

ground electrical conduits for street railways.

If the purchaser is willing to pay the price, underground
electrical conduits for street railways can be made an
absolute success. We must not judge of the possibilities

in this line by the futile attempts of some of the inexper-

ienced and theoretical men who have heretofore under-
taken, merely in an experimental way, the work, which, to

the practical electrician, contains no hidden mystery.
It may be possible that future developments will bring to

us thoroughly practicable methods of transforming and
transmitting the current at low voltages by conductors
exposed on the surface of the road bed or by the rails or

possibly by the use of multiphase transformers, without
any exposed conductors; but until the development of

these ideas passes the embryonic state we should adhere to

plans that are more thoroughly worked out.

The open slot conduit, designed with proper drainage,

and with facilities for reaching the conductors and espe-

cially the insulators, has received the attention of many
thinking minds for years. The numerous obstacles that

from time to time appeared in the path of this plan were
one by one removed, so that to-day it is safe to say that

there are several systems that could be constructed and
operated, in which the insulation resistance of the conduc-
tors need never be impaired or lessened to any great ex-

tent. Operating under the worst possible conditions, a

railway company using such a conduit would not subject

the public to such frequent delays as do the cable systems.

A little excavation would be necessary to adapt the elec-

tric conduit system to most of the tracks already in use,

and would occasion but temporary delay. Of course it

would be better to build a new road bed for the sake of

permanence, as the average horse car track is too light for

mechanical propulsion. A conduit would present to the

eye none of theobjectionablefeaturesof an overhead trolley

system, and would abolish all interference with traffic

and the fire department.
The experimental railway conduits that have been built

at various times and places, as at San Diego, Denver,
Detroit, Columbus, Allegheny, Pittsburg. New York and
other places, have all proven failures from lack of careful

consideration of the severe conditions to be overcome.
All of these experimental conduits were built too cheaply

and all of them were of the continuous conductor type,

excepting the short "series" railway conduits, which were
practically of this style, and the "shoes" in the conduit

were always "alive" when I he road was in operation.

This latter system was nearly equivalent to having a con-

tinuous bare conductor charged along its entire length. It

may be said that there are several continuous conductor
underground conduit railways in operation in Europe, and
that the same system should operate successfully here.

This, however, does not apply, as the conditions where
these European roads operate are very di fferent from the con-

ditions in most of our American cities. The sewerage in most
European cities is nearly perfect, the cities are built so

compact and labor is so cheap, that the streets are kept
remarkably clean. The roads cover a rather limited area,

and the electromotive force used in these railway systems
is low compared with the electromotive force used in our
American railway systems.

There is at present an electric railway conduit, with

continuous conductors, being tested on a short piece of

read in this city that appears, to the inexperienced, as

a successful experiment; but I think that any one having
any experience in this line will concede that this

apparently successful conduit would not operate if extended
over a vast network of tracks, unless radical changes were
made in its construction and insulation

One of the railway companies of this city intends putting

down a conduit that has proven successful in a European

city. This conduit, as built in Europe, has several good
features from a mechanical point of view; but its insulation

resistance would be hardly sufficient if operated under the
American standard of 500 volts electromotive force and
extended over any great length of track.

In my opinion, an underground conduit, to be success-
ful in the majority of American cities, should have an under-
ground feeder cable, with a well insulated bare conductor
divided into sections of not more than from 20 to 40 feet

in length; these sections should be cut in and out of circuit

by simple mechanical means and not by electro magnets
oranythingof a nature unreliable under the severe and often
exasperating conditions that must be met. There should
be no springs or light and weak parts, nor should any part
be moved suddenly or receive a blow when cars are mov-
ing at a high rate of speed. Any systems of distribution

not having these features must necessarily prove trouble-

some if not absolute failures. There are any number of
patented schemes for such sectional conductor conduits,

but the vast majority look far better on paper than they
would operate in the ground.

In conclusion I would say that the trolley system and
the conduit system each has its own proper field, but the
trolley should be restricted to the exclusively residence dis-

tricts of our city.

There is no doubt of the ability of experienced engineers
to build a successful underground railway conduit in the
business district of Chicago. If the owner is willing to

spend a sufficient and not necessarily excessive amcunt of
money.

The Cutter Electric Manufacturing Com-
pany's Flexible Arm.

From the accompanying cuts there can be obtained a

clear idea of the details of construction of the flexible

portion employed in the portable lamp stand and the

flexible bracket manufactured by the Cutter Electrical

Manufacturing company of Philadelphia.

This flexible hollow aim was more especially designed

THE CUTTER ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY S

FLEXIBLE ARM.

as a support for incandescent lamps, and is used in wall

brackets and as part of desk or table lamp stands. But

the nature of the device renders it equally serviceable

and useful as a flexible support for portable lamps, tool

stands, lens holders, etc. It is particularly useful as a part

of an electrical fixture from the fact that it is hollow

throughout and admits of the passage of one or more con-

ductors, and such passage is not obstructed by bendiug the

arm in any way that may be desired.

Referring to the cut, A is a hollow tube or core

made up of several strands of copper or other pliable wire,

wound spirally on a mandrel and at a pitch determined by

the particular service for which the arm is designed. If the

arm is designed for a use for which it will be bent only

slightly, for instance at right angles to itself, the pitch

would be much shorter and the wires would have much

greater number of turns to the inch than in the case of an

arm which is designed to be bent up into a coil, say, of

two inches in diameter.

In practice it has been found that for a flexible arm for

a wall bracket or lamp stand the proper pitch for the

strands of the hollow core is about one turn in two and a

half inches. This pitch allows the completed arm to be

bent into a coil of about two and a half inches diameter

without subjecting the copper strands to any injurious

strain.

Within the hollow core A is a spiral steel spring B.

This spiral is relatively shorter than the core ,4, and it

must be distended to bring its two ends even with those

of the core A. C is an outer covering of steel wire in the

form also of a spiral. Similarly to spiral B, C is made
shorter than the core A and has to be distended to equal

it in length. The ends /' h of the spiral B are bent out-

ward and the ends *: ^r of the spiral C are bent inward over

the ends of the core A, so as to hold them in position

until they are soldered or brazed into the sockets. The
strands composing the core A are wound on a mandrel and

the ends are soldered or brazed together to form a tube

of the desired length.

The best relative lengths of cere atd spiral have been

found to be as follows : If the core be sixteen irches,
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theo each of the two spirals should be about fourteen

inches. With these proportions and when the strands of

wire composing the core .•/ have one turn for about two

and a half inches the arm may be subjected to any reason-

able amouat of bending without disturbing in any way the

relative conditions of its parts, and without meeting any

tendency to alter the shape or curve into which it has been

bent.

This device is the invention of Lucius T. Stanley of

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Edison Triple Expansion Engine and
Multipolar Generators.

The Edison General Electric company has recentljv

brought out a new line of central station units, consisting

of two multipolar dynamos coupled directly one on either

side of a triple expansion engine, and ranging in capacity

from 100 to 1500 indicated horse power. T-his combina-

tion secures an increase of efficiency, and a great saving of

floor space, but as the armature of the bipolar generator

now in general use must, of necessity, be run at a com-

paratively higher number of revolutions per minute^ it is

evident that unless a special engine is employed, another

design of generator is called for.

The multipolar generator is peculiarly adapted to this

purpose, as it may be designed to generate any desired

electrical output, at an armature speed corresponding to that

of a slow speed engine. This type presents the additional

advantages of requiring but small Hoor space, of being

able to withstand sudden variations of the load, and of

carrying heavy loads continuously without danger

of overheating.

The armature is of the Gramme ring type, and is built

up of C shaped copper strips, which are slipped (in a single

layer) over the laminated wrought iron core, the upper end

of one being connected with the lower end of the adjoin-

ing loop, by a copper bar of corresponding thickness, these

bars acting as segments of the commutator. The armatures

are mounted directly on both ends of the crank shaft, and

act as the fly wheels of the engine.

The numb2r of brushes correspond to the number of

poles of the generator, and it is found that the large cur-

rent oU'put can be divided among these brushes much more

conveniently, than if only one set of brushes were used.

The mechanical device for controlling these brushes allows

of their being operated together, so that when once adjust-

ed, they can be handled as though but one set were

used.

The field coils are wound on separate spools, slipped

over the field magnets, which are then inserted in an annu-

lar or polygonal field frame, mounted on the bed plate of

the engine.

The engine is of the triple compound three crank invert-

ed cylinder, automatic condensing type, well proportioned

throughout, having large wearing surfaces which can be

easily adjusted. The bed plate to which the main bearing

boxes of the crank shaft are cast is strong and is firmly

bolted to a massive foundation box, which also carries the

dynamo frames—thus perfect rigidity between engine

and generators is insured. The crank shaft is of forged

steel, fitted with cast iron balanced disks to which the

crank pins are fitted. There are two bearings to each

crank and an additional large bearing on each end of the

shaft to carry the armature. On the shaft are three eccen-

trics, each operated by its own independent governor, so that

the point of cut- off in each cylinder is changed equally

with the load, thus doing away with any tendency to race.

Strong cast iron columns carry the cylinders, which are

bolted together. These engines are almost fac-similes of

the latest and most improved types at present in use on

ocean steamships, with necessary additions to make them

as highly efficient for electric generating purposes as

their prototypes are for marine work. The compactness of

this arrangement, as shown in the following table, proves

the advantages to be gained by the use of the dynamos

and engine thus combined;

Important Telegraph Suit.
Justice Brewer, silting as a judge for the I'nitcd States

Circuit Court embracing the district of Nebraska, has
rendered a decision in the suit brought by the United States

against the Western Union Telegraph company and the
Union Pacific Railway company to have declared illegal

and annulled the contract between the Western Union and
the Union Pacific by which the former operates the tele-

graph lines along the line of the railroad. The decision,

which is in favor of the United States, sets aside the con-

tract of 1 33 1 between the two companies and directs the

Union Pacific henceforth to operate its own telegraph line

by its own agents and not through the instrumentality of

the Western Union, This suit was brought by the United
States under an act of Congress, in tSSS, declaring that all

railroads which had received government aid and were re-

quired under their charter to maintain telegraph lines

should henceforth maintain and exercise by themselves
all telegraph franchises conferred upon ihem. Under this

act the government sought to have canceled and annulled
a contract made July i, 1S81, between the Western Union
and Union Pacific by which, as was claimed, telegraphic

No Overhead Wires in Chicago Streets.'

Bv St. John V. Dav.

In Mr, IVrry's paper attention is directed to the .':>

Ihetic side of the question, but I do not think it pcrtincot
in Chicago, where great improvements arc carried on so
hastily. The tremendous pressure of public interest,

which forces the carrying out of an enterprise in the
(guickest way possible 10 accommodate a present need,
compels the almost entire non-confiideration of the xuhetlc
view of the matter. So far as 1 can see, though, Mr.
Perry has not touched the root of the matter, and I think
that no one who would venture to suggest the possibility

of any surface railway being capable of solving the root
of this matter would be listened to.

There are two ways of relieving the heavy traffic in the
streets. O.ic is by a continuous system of tunnels, such
as is used in the Metropolitan railway of London, at
enormous cost. I was for many years associated with that
railway, and the work upon that line cost in some places
as much as half a million pounds sterling per mile. That
system is not adapted to Chicago, because of the difficulty

EDISON TRIPLE EXPANSION ENGINE AND MULTIPOLAR GENERATORS.

franchises granted to the railway company had been im-

properly transferred to the telegraph company.
In speaking of the case Attorney-general Miller is re-

ported to have said: "This decision, of course, upholds
the validity of the Anderson act. and maintains the right

of the government to demand of the railroad company the

execution of its telegraph as well as its railroad franchises.

There are a number of cases against other Pacific railroads

dependent upon the same principles covered by this deci-

sion. Whether the defendants in this case will appeal to

the Supreme Court is not known to me, although it seems
very probable, in view of the magnitude of the interests

involved."

It is said that persons interested in the Kentucky Mid-
land Railway company, will apply to the legislature for a

charter for the Kentucky Midland Terminal Railway com-
pany, to build an electrical railroad in Paris, Ky.

Comparative Floor Space Required by Generators Belted and Coupled Directly.

TWO BIPOLAR GENERATORS BELTED 10 ONE HIGH

SPEED ENGINE.

TWO MULTIPOLAR GENERATORS COUPLED DIRECTLY TO
ONE EDISON TRIPLE EXPANSION ENGINE.

Total Capacity Two Generators Minimum Floor Space in

Square Feet.

Total Capacity Two Generators Minimum Floor Space in

K. W. i6 c. p. Lamps. K. W. 16 c. p. Lamps.
Square Feet.

50 900
93 1,620

200 3,600

350 6,300

270

374
511

571

50 900
100 1,800
200 3,600
400 7,200

56
121
180

356

of constructing a tunnel at a cost that may be made a
profitable investment by the amount of traffic.

In New York an elevated railway has been constructed

at about one-fifth the cost of the underground Metropoli-

tan railway in London. As far as it goes, and as a pio-

neer system, it has done its work admirably, but there are

very few cities situated as New York is, and where that

system could be carried on as a financial success. It could

not be done in Chicago for this reason: That in the latter

city the area of business is extremely small compared with
its enormous area; it is, in fact, extremely small as com-
pared with the business area of many cities of much less

population. An elevated railway of some kind or other is

the only solution of this question for the heart of the city,

and it matters not whether the trolley system, the con-
duit system, or a system of conductors laid upon a low
level between the two lines of rails, with a low line trolley

resting upon that, be adopted. There is no occasion to

attack the overhead trolley system, but I think that no
surface railway will ever become a permanent thing in the
city of Chicago. I have bad many opportunities of see-

ing the trolley system work in other cities, and I have
been struck with the beauty of the system in operation at

Indianapolis^ and I think it shows almost exactly the same
thing as Mr. Perry represents in his illustration with the

center pole and arms on either side, carrying the wires.

I have noticed that while in the cable method of traction,

the cable being be!ow the center of gravity of the car, the

horizontal motion of those cars over the rails is easy, and
is almost free from oscillation, in the case of electric cars

operated by the trolley system, or by the storage battery

system, those cars oscillate veiy seriously indeed. The
reason is that the motor which drives the wheels is placed

in a comparatively elevated position, and as soon as the

I. Abstract of address before the Chicago Electric club, April ii,

1S9?.
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car begins to swing the position of the motor tends to in-

crease the oscillation, and it becomes quite serious in pass-

ing over points such as crossings or any small inequalities

in the road. I think that is an objection to the trolley

system. But there certainly can never be any objection to

it from difficulties of contact, as Mr. Perry has urged, and

I quite agree with him. in all that he has said about

that.

But I want to refer to one other point; We are close

upon the World's Fair. We have to carry between the

city and the AVorld's Fair an average attendance of 300,000

person'! per day. We have the Illinois Central, Rock Island,

Fort Wayne, Biltimore &Ohio,the Lake Shore, and other

lines going down there which present serious difficulties.

They do not know how to get into the World's Fair. A
great many lines have been proposed, and a great many
difficulties have been raised in the city council. Eu: I be-

lieve that if all the streets that lead down to the World's

Fair were equipped, as Mr. Perry has suggested, with sur-

face cars, operated by the trolley system, or by the con-

duit system, or by a system of storage batteries, the

whole thing would be utterly inadequate to handle the traf-

fic which it would be called upon to handle between the

city and the World's Fair from May to November in

1893.

Darragh's Ideal Oil Filter.

The most important advantage claimed for the '"Ideal"

filter by the designer, Albert C. Darragh of Pittsburg, Pa.,

is fhat there enters into its construction no part or sub-

stance that has to be renewed. It is entirely automatic,

and is operated by steam and water. The refining is accom-

plished through gravity. By referring to the accompany-

ing cut the manner in which the filter may be employed

will be understood.

A steam connection is first made to the coil, which is in

what is called the ''refining chamber." After filling

chambers E and /with water to the depth of si.K inches,

steam may be turned on. The dirtv oil is then poured in-

DARRAGH S IDEAL OIL FILTER.

to receiver ^, whence it is strained and passed down

through pipe B into the water. Each day's accumulation

of oil is poured into receiver A.

The refining chamber when full overflows into pipe F,

and the oil passes to the bottom of the reservoir /and up

through the water again. Tray // is for the purpose of

catching any precipitation from the oil after leaving the

refining chamber. This tray can be drawn out (by taking

hold of the pipe and pulling up) without emptying the reser-

voir of its oil. This practically amounts to pulling the

bottom up, and washing off and putting back is but a mo-

ment's work. When tray H is again in place the reser-

voir is clean.

A peculiar feature claimed for Mr. Darragh's filter is

that the oil is refined at the top, then passes into the cool-

Telegraphing from Minneapolis.

A writer in the Chicago 7'ribuiie indulges in some
interesting speculations on the manner of handling press

dispatches and other matter sent out from Minneapolis by
telegraph during the national Republican convention
in June. Minneapolis is uniortunalely situated

from a telegraphic point of view. It lies on the ex-

treme edge of the telegraphic system of the country,
Generally speaking, it can reach the rest of the country
only through Chicago. A wire or two are run to Winni-
peg and along the Canadian Pacific railroad, and it has a
circuit or so apiece to Omaha and Dubuque. Neither of

these places is provided with any wires to spare, in case

Chicago is cut off on the direct route. When the latter

event happens, as it sometimes does in winter storms,
Minneapolis is practically cut off from the rest of the

world. If such an emergency should arise during the

convention, the newspapers of the country would very
likely be bereft of all news.

Except matter for papers in California, Colorado, the

far Northwest, and in fact, all the sparsely settled territory

west of Omaha and Kansas City, all of the specials filed

at Minneapolis will be telegraphed to Chicago and distrib-

uted from this city. It is impossible to give any exact

figures beforehand of the amount of matter which cor-

respondents will offer for transmission. During the six

days' session of the Republican convention which nomi-
nated Gen. Garfield in 18S0 the Western Union company
transmitted about 15,000,000 words of special dispatches.

In the 1884 convention, when Blaine was nominated, their

reports indicated that nearly the same quantity of matter
had been handled. In 18SS, Gen. Harrison's year, 14,-

000,000 words passed over the wires. These three con-

ventions were stirring gatherings, and while the conven-
tion in June may not furnish the same amount of exciting

news, it is entirely possible that the newspapers may re-

quire fully as much telegraphic matter. The tendency to print

the news with greater detail is noticed in all newspapers.
It is estimated that the principal morning papers of the

country will order 330,000 words daily in specials. The
bulk of this must be transmitted from Minneapolis be-
tween 5 o'clock in the afternoon and i o'clock in tne morn-
ing—that is, eight hours. The Western Union company can
improvise during those hours about thirty sending wires

from Minneapolis to Chicago. This includes two new copper
wires which it has erected, and also two or three railroad

wires, which it is calculated can be used. The Wheat-
scone system will be applied to one wire, but the others

will be worked by the Morse alphabet. It is said by tele-

graphers that the fastest rate at which an expert telegrapher

can transmit successfully does not exceed 2,oco words an
hour. At this rate thirty wires will carry 60,000 words of spe-

cial matter an hour or 420,000 words from 5 p. m. till i A. m.

This leaves an apparent margin of 90,000 words to spare
with respect to the estimate. But all of the thirty wires

may not be in working or<^er; no account is taken of the

regular commercial telegraph business of the Minneapolis
office; and lastly, the unexpected may happen, and the

specials filed may be doubled in length.

General Superintendent Clowrysays ihat all applications

for special wires are being refused. "We can make no
discrimination whatever," said Col. dowry, "and have re-

fused every application. We will need all our facilities

ourselves, and I am free to say they will be pushed to their

utmost. We have built two new wires, and could build

another in twenty days, I shall send our most experienced

and best men to Minneapolis to take charge of the office.

We will do our best, and we hope to handle the business."

The Postal people assert that they can handle 150,000
words nightly from Minneapolis, leaving a margin for any
contingency which may arise.

referred to the car mounted on this truck as the most per-

fect riding car ever seen.

Improved McGuire Truck.
In the accompanying illustration is represented the latest

improvement in steel trucks made by the McGuire Manu-

facturing company, Chicago. The "ig B" McGuire

truck, which has already made for itself an enviable reputa-

tion, is altered by the insertion of an elliptical instead of a

spiral spring at the extreme ends of the frame. It is not

claimed by the company that an elliptical spring is better

than a spiral spring at this point, but this arrangement is

offered to meet the preferences of a number of customers.

The question of durability of the two types of springs has as

yet not been satisfactorily settled. The lack of lateral move-

JMFKUVEU M'GUIRE TRUCK.

ing chamber or reservoir and when drawn from faucet J
is thoroughly purified. Faucets Kzxo. for the purpose of

drawing off the water when it becomes foul.

The "Ideal" filter is being introduced by the Purity Oil

Filter Manufacturing company, Pittsburg, Pa.

There is a project on foot for the building of an electric

road in Hagerstown, Md.

ment in elliptic springs, while it certainly steadies the car

when new, may overstrain the frame of the truck. The

McGuire company recognizes this fact and has designed

the steel frame to meet any strain that can come upon it.

Recently one of these trucks with a 6 foot wheel base was

placed under a car body 30 feet long and put into service

on the Milwaukee street railway in a trial with four other

makes of trucks. The Milwaukee Sentinel ol March 30th

Western Union Stock.

Considerable attention has been devoted to Western
Union stock in Wall street during the last two weeks.
Commenting on the market the Daily Financial A^etos of
April nth says: "A relief to the situation was an advance
in Western Union to go on sales of 13,918 shares, leading

the list in buying. The company has met with no formid-

able competition as threatened, while the business and
profits have been such as to justify an increase of dividend.

While the price has always ruled low from an investment
standpoint at current rates a 6 per cent, dividend basis upon
actual earnings is unquestioned seriously. We look for

a further advance upon the outlook as it stands."

On the following day the same authority announced that

"Western Union continues a live market factor, but the

capitalization is so large that progress is slow. The
figure go is in itself reasonable," continues the N't-ius,

"considering the gigantic business of the company and
the absolute Necessity of making some division of the

great profits steadily accumulating."

The Bernstein Motor.

The Bernstein Electric company, Boston, which has

heretofore confined itself principally to the manufact-

ure of series and multiple incandescent lamps and gen-

eral supplies, has put on the market this season a very neat

little motor for continuous currents, and it is now building

the machines in several sizes. The accompanying cut shows

the smallest size motor which the company is building.

This size was designed particularly for fan work. The

motor carries an 8 inch fan, which revolves at either 1,700

or 2,000 revolutions. From the illustration it will be seen

that though there is nothing radically new in the form

THE BERNSTEIN MOTOR.

adopted the motor is handsome and of good mechanical

appearance. Great care is taken in finishing these small

fan motors. The motors of larger size which the company

is making can either be used for large ventilating fans or

for light power work. It should be mentioned, too, that

the Bernstein armature is wound in such a manner as to

reduce sparking to a minimum.

Copper from a European Standpoint.
The London Finmcial 7'////:'j- claims that the recent ad-

vance in coppur was brought about by a purely bull move-
ment on the part of American producers, who at this

season book contracts for the season's delivery. It says:

"It is no longer deniable that the copper supply of the

world is considerably ahead of current consumption.

Statisticians are doing their best to disguise the fact, and
save the market from being upset."

On the basis of the proposed copper combine the Times
claims that the following European supply is advocated :

From Spain, Germany, the Cape and Venezuela 75t000
From United States 50,000
From Chili 23,000

Total 143,000
European supply in 1S92 ii9i5'7

Increase 28,483

This, it is claimed, Europe would not be able to absorb.

Rapid Transit in Buffalo.
Reviewing the growth of the street railway interests, the

Bujfalo Express says: Buffalo has grown a good deal in

the matter of street car service since a year ago. It had
then 67 miles of track and 96 cars operated only by horse

power. It has now g6 miles of track and in about 60 days
will probably have 208 cars in operation. At present 64
trolley cars and SS horse cars are in use. Supt. Littell

vouchsafes the information that something like 20 miles of

additional track will be built by the street railway company
next year. In 60 or 70 days after the frost is out of the

ground trolley cars will be running the full length of Main
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street. There arc now 41 miles of electric road in oper-

ation in iJulTalo.

The past year has not only seen practically the beginning

of electric motor power, giving a transit of seven miles an

hour including slops, but will be remembered as the year

in which all transfer charges were abolished. This great

change was brought about by an agreement through which

the city gets two per cent, of the gross receipts of the en-

tire street railway system. Last year the company carried

about 1,200 transfers a day at three cents apiece. Now it

carries about 10,000 a day for nothing.

The IJuffalo Street Railway company has one of the best

trolley plants in the country, and some of the best cars.

They arc oper£.tcd from a power house where 1.750 horse

power is generated—an amount greater than for any other

one business in the city, yet which will be largely increased

very soon.

The Present Condition of Ferranti's

Deptford-London Enterprise.

Ferranti's daring scheme for the distribution of alierna

ting current from Deptford to London is now developed

to an extent that will enable American engineers to pass

intelligent judgment as to whether the London Electric

Supply corporation atteiapted to carry out a visionary pro-

ject or one that is entitled to financial support.

Descriptions of the details of the machinery employed at

Deplford and accounts of the various difficulties encountered

in the development of Mr. Ferranti's gigantic work have

already been presented to the readers of the Western

Electrician. The following abstracts, then, of the re-

ports of the directors, engineer-in-chief and the presiding

officer of the fifth general meeting of the company for the

year iSgi will be of considerable interest:

According to the directors' report the result of the year's

working was adversely affected by the fire which took

place at the Grosvenor distributing station on Nov. 15,

i8go, which caused an entire cessation of the lighting fcr

a space of three months. After supply was resumed on
Feb. 15, 1S91, it was found that many of the corporation's

old customers had resorted to other companies. Although

a considerable amount of new business was gradually

acquired, it was only toward the end of the year that the

number of lights installed equaled those connected at the

time of the fire. Advantage was taken of this interruption

to business to reorganize the system of distribution. The
whole of the overhead cables were removed ai d concentric

underground cables substituted; at the same time the dis-

tributing mains were extended to many districts in the

authorized area of supply which had not previously been
touched, and where there is good prospect of remunerative

business being obtained. The extension of electric light-

ing generally has been less rapid than was anticipated, but

the light is undoubtedly growing in public favor. The
greatly improved supply now given by the corporation gives

reason for anticipating a material increase of business dur-

ing the current year. As referred to in the engineer's re-

port, measures are being taken by which the cost of pro-

ducing the current will be very materially diminished, and
the efficiency of the generating plant increased. During
the year the engagement of Mr. Ferranti has ceased by
effluxion of time. P. W. D' Alton, the chief assistant to Mr.
Ferranti during the construction of the generating station,

has been appointed chief engineer.

The chief engineer's report was substantially as follows:

When the supply of currentwas resumed on Feb. 16, iSgi,

only g 000 lights were at once installed, and the number
gradually increased to 36 000 by the end of the year. In

the interval the two dynamos, each of 625 horse power,
were removed from the Grosvenor station and erecttd at

Deptford. with two new tandem compound horizontal en-

gines. Until August last these dynamos furnished the

supply unassisted, the current generated at 2,400 volts be-

ing transformed up to 10,000 volts, and at that pressure

transmitted to the distributing stations in London. The
two dynamos, each of 1,250 horsepower, which, prior to

November, 1890, bad supplied current direct to the mains
at a pressure of 5.000 volts, were, during the latter end of

1890 and the early part of last year, altered to generate

current at 10,000 volts. An unsuccessful attempt to run

one of them was made toward the end of July, but they
were not ready for work until August loth, about which
time Mr. D' Alton assumed the duties of engineer-in chief.

Since then all these machines have been at work, the larger

ones generating current at 10,000 volts. During the

past autumn considerable difficulties were experienced in

working the 10,000 volt system, and there were occasional

failures of the dynamos, high tension transformers, and
trunk mains, many of which were due to the present ar-

rangements for working the machines in parallel. Unfort-

unately these failures have caused interruption of supply on
several occasions, but measures have been, or are now be-

ing taken, by which it is believed these difficulties will be
overcome. For the last four months there has bee.i great

improvement, and breakdowns have been of very rare oc-

currence. A number of faults occurred in the trunk mains
during the year, but they are now causing less trouble and
anxiety. Mr. D'Alton is of the opinion that such faults

are more or less inseparable from any new system, and that

they will eventually be eliminated. During the first four

months after the resumption of supply the failures were
numerous; during a second similar period they diminished

to less than half, and latterly they have been gradually

ceasing. Similar troubles were experienced with the high

tension transformers, but as the year advanced the failures

became less frequent, owing to careful repairs, and during

the last four months we have had but one failure. A few
months since there was established at Deptford a new de-

partment, where transformers are made and other parts re-

paired. The work already turned out by the department
is equal to anything done by outside contractors, and supe-

rior to most of the work; at the same time a consider.iblc

saving in money is effected, and work is more promptly

done. The work on the ro,oo'J horse power dynamos was
suspended in May last, but the parts of the machines have

been properly protected, and arc in good condition. The
distributing mains have been greatly extended during the

year, and, as there are now upward of 27 miles laid, a large

increase in the volume of business may reasonably be an-

ticipated. They are in a thorough state of efficiency, and
have caused but little expense for maintenance or repair.

The permanent switching gear is now being erected at the

distributing stations, and will shortly be completed. At
two of the stations it is already in use, and is working sat-

isfactorily. The engines and boilers have been kept in

good working order. The two sets of generating plant of

625 horse power cannot be worked to their full capacity,

owing to faulty design, in consequence of which it it im-

possible to produce a larger output than 8,500 to g.ooo

lights from each. This defect is about to be remedied to

a considerabie extent at a moderate outlay. A scheme for

condensing the exhaust steam is underway, and when com-
pleted it will greatly improve the running of the engines,

and will have the effect of saving at least 25 per cent, of

the consumption of coal.

J. Staats Forbes, presiding at the meeting of the com-
pany, said: There is a loss by balance of X"6. 957- In i8go

the receipts were ^28,624. in 1891 only ;^i5,5f>o. If in

the interval the calamities of the company had not led to a

great number of consumers who weie customers in 1S90

having left us altogether, and so reduced upon the year

the income by that /"is.oco, our position would have been

very difTerent. Expenses in 1890 were /"28,704, and in

iSgr ;^22,5i7; that accounts for the greater part of the

/'6,i27, After we had started again, and people began to

come back, we had casualties, breakdowns of mains, of

transformers and dynamos, interruptions of the lights, and
so forth. A very serious calamity of this nature occurred

in the month of November, when the whole thing came to

a collapse, the dynamos, mains, and everything went
wrong, and for four days or more we were without light.

There was in a lesser degree what had taken place at the

time of the fire We had worked up cur customers from
g.ooo in February to 36.000 in November; then came the

disaster, and down the numbers went again. Not only did

they go down, but people who had not contracted to take

current were alarmed and did not become customers. All

these things account for the state of the balance sheet at

the end of the year, a difjointed year by the way, and
which only commenced in the middle of February, and
which had in itself the drawbacks arising from these acci-

dents and breakdowns as seriously to retard the progress

of the business, and in facr, to diminish the cumber of

customers who from time to time had been induced to take

current. Although the income was only /"15, coo, expenses

had not diminished, because expense ot the machinery is

practically at g 000 lights what it is when supplying 36,000.

Except in the item of coal and water and small stores,

fixed charges are not in the least affected. There is one
item which one cannot carry to the profit and loss account,

and that is the value of the experience gained during that

year. Being anxious that the proprietors should know as

much about it as we do ourselves, we were careful in the

preceding reports to have in black and white from the com-
pany's engineer, Mr. Ferranti, his views, in unmistakable

language, as to the position of these experiments, and the

worst that can be said about Mr. Ferranti's views is that

they were somewhat too sanguine, and the experience of

these breakdowns has led us to believe that they were only

too sanguine, and not wrong in principle. It may be in-

teresting to know that these various accidents, interrup-

tions to the dynamos, to the mains, and to the transform-

ers, beginning in very considerable ratio in the early months,

diminished in the later months of the year to zero. It

comes to this, that the theory being right, the application

or adjustment of the parts—being novel, and at the same
time a very delicate thing—has to be made, not from a

drawing or on paper, or as an abstract proposition, tut has

to be felt out in practice. I wilt mention an instance

which occurred the other day; when Lcndon was blest

with a fog, not only of great density, but prolonged four

or five days. Our machines at Deplford ran in the most
perfect manner; there was no hitch or halt during all these

hours, and the full pressure was maintained the whole of

the time. I need hardly say that during this time the

board room of the company has not been altogether a bed

of roses. It will be satisfactory for you to hear that the

difficulties we have passed through, and the experience we
have had during this month, has left our minds— I speak in

the presence of most competent judges—in a much happier

state than they were at the beginning of the year and dur-

ing the many periods in the year. We think it is possible

to develop this system of high tension to an extent and at

a cost which, notwithstanding the bad start, and notwith-

standing the possible losses which will result from entering

upon experiments of that nature, will eventually land the

company in a satisfactory position. Steps are being taken

by which the cost of producing the current will be dimin-

ished. We have made some advance in that respect al-

ready, because the expenses have been reduced by £6,000.

For the sake of argument, suppose we doubted the output

this year, the expenses would not be doubled, they would

be very slightly increased; as a matter of fact, they would
really have only increased by the additional driving force,

or the coal, water and oil ; the fixed charges of the estab-

lishment, the rents, the capital tying buried in the mains

would remain exactly where they were. The outlook is

rather better than might be thought from a superficial study

of these accounts. Every new subscriber now means very

nearly the whole of his subscription as additional profit,

and you will easily see what the effect will be of a rapid

multiplication of subscribers. We must hang on to that

hope. We believe it to be thoroughly well grounded, and
we believe we can assure you what we feel ourselves, after

some very unpleasant quarters of an hour, that we our-

selves are more confident than we were at the starting of

this year, that this company is to be really a success.

CORRESPONDENCE,

New York Notes.

New Vork, April 16.—Telegraphers will regret to

hear that General Wire Chief Fred W. lialdwtD, of the

Western Union company, died on Tuesday last. Ex-

posure, loss of sleep and a cold contracted during (he re*

fitting of the Western Union building, brought on an at-

tack of pneumonia, which developed into consumption and

resulted in his death. Mr. Baldwin was thirty-nine years

of age and entered the telegraph service as a messenger

boy in 1865. He was one of the charter members of the

New York Telegraph .\id society, and was its treasurer.

When the Western Union building was burned in July,

1897, Mr. liildwin had in his mind a complete map of the

lines extending for a radius of 200 miles around New
York, and while the firemen were pouring water into the

upper Hoors of the building, he stood on the first floor

giving orders with such marvelous skill that within forty-

eight hours wires were working in all directions. A large

delegation of employes of the Western Union company
attended bis funeral on Friday afternoon at bis home, in

Mott Haven.

The bill for the incorporation of the General Electric

company has passed the assembly. This bill, which was

engineered by Senator Cantor, provides for the payment

of one-twentieth of one per cent, to the state as a corpora-

tion tax. An effort was made to amend this section, soas

to require the company to pay a tax of one-eighth of one

per cent., but it was voted down, and the bill pasted by a

vote of eighty to twenty. It is thought that the bill wil! be

signed by Governor Flower.

Mayor Boodyof Brooklyn, Ssnator McCarty and the

piesidents of the Brooklyn surface railroad companies have

had a conference in regard to McCarty's amendment lo

the Can'or Railroad Act exempting Brooklyn frcm the ne-

cessity of selling franchises lo the highest bidder and also

to talk over McCaity's bill compelling roads to pay five

percent, of their gross receipts inlothe ci'ytreasury After

the meeting Mayor Boody gave cut this statement:

''The result of the conference was that ihe subject of lo-

cal taxation on railroad franchises for both old and new

roads needed a very careful consideration, and that the

few remaining days of the legislature didn't afford that op-

portunity; that th2 subject should ba taken up in vacation

time and gone over carefully before new legislation should

be attempted."

Sing Sing is getting well into line so far as electric rail-

ways are concerned. The incorporators of the Ossining

electric railroad, which is the name of a new company to

operate aline in Sing Sing, have signed papers of incorpo-

ration, the directors have elected officers, and by-laws

have been adopted. The capital stock of the railroad is

placed at ^50,000. 500 shares at ^ico each. The pro-

posed route is from the railroad station to Main street, to

Water street, to Central avenue, to Main street again,

to Croton avenue, to the Sirg Sing camp meeting grounds.

A branch will strike off south from Main street down

Spring street to the south line of the village. A uniform

fare of five cents will be charged.

The Telephone Subscribers' association has realized that

the Bell interests are not easily frightened, and that they

are ready to maintain their position. Word csme from

Albany, though, under date of Apiil 13th, to the effect

that Mr. Aspinall (Rep., Kings) had amended his tele-

phone bill so as to make practically a new measure. This

bill provides for a state board of telephone commissioners

of three persons, to be appointed by the governor, to

serve two, three and four years, one a republican, one

a democrat, the third a scientist, to be selected without

regard to party affiliations. The commissioners will ex-

ercise toward telephone companies powers similar to

those of railroad commissioners to railway companies.

They will adjust the rates to be charged. Their principal

ofiice is to be in Albany. Their compensation is fixed

at ^10 a day.

On Thursday night, April 14th, burglars entered the

office of Baker Sc Co., Newark, N. J., and blew open

one of the safes. It is reported that quite a large

amount of plunder was taken.

It is stated that PeekskiU is to have an electric fire

alarm system.

The power house at Yonkers for the new electric

railroad is practically finished; the cars have arrived, and

all that remains to be done before operating the road is

to connect the rails with the underground wire. It is

expected that the cars will be running in May.

It looked for awhile as though the days of the New
Vork Electric club were numbered, but it has now been

decided to keep the club alive. In future, however, it

will be run on a less pretentious scale. It is thought that

the only chance for an electric club in this city is to make
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it a commercial club, and in all probability hereafter the

club will be managed with this idea in view. The annual

meeting of the club will take place next Thursday even-

ing. The feature of the evening, of course,

will be the annual election of officers, and there

may very possibly be some action on the question of the

club's new quarters. AH the present officers have been

renominated, and, in the lack of any opposition ticket, may
be regarded as good as elected. They are: President,

Samuel InsuH; vice-presidents, Charles W. Price, Erastus

Wiman, W. L. Candee and Edward Weston; secretary,

Stephen L. Coles; treasurer, George M. Phelps; board of

managers, H. L. Shippen, T. H. Alexander, T. C.

Marshall, C. E. Stump, E. F. Peck, E. E. Bartlett, Dr.

J. B. DeLory, H. D. Cheever, Charles D. Shain, Joseph

Parre, C, O. Baker, Jr,, H. D. Stanley and J. H.

Hericrk. W. F. O.

San Francisco, Cal.

San Francisco, April 14.—Two suits have been

brought before the supreme court of the city and county of

San Francisco, which are being watched with great inter-

est by all electric companies maintaining overhead wires.

These suits are brought by George Davis, a house mover,

one against the Pacific Telegraph & Telephone company

and ihe other against the Edison Light & Power company,

claiming $10,000 damages in each case, for malicious pros-

ecutioo. The question involved is that of the right to re-

move overhead wires when they obstruct the use of the

street for such purposes as house moving, a question which

has long been the cause of controversy here. In San Fran-

cisco the electric companies have required house movers to

apply for the temporary removal of wires and to sign con-

tracts to pay for labor and the damage sustained to the

wires. The house movers protested against this proceeding

claiming that the amounts charged were extortionate, and

at last they have combined and raised a fund for the pur-

pose of testing their rights. Accordingly, one day about a

month ago, Davis gave written notice to the telephone com-

pany that on a certain day, and at a given hour, he would

move a house across Union street, along which a telephone

pole line extends, and requested that the wires be opened

tempDrarily. Thereupon the company presented the usual

form of contract, which Davis refused to sign, maintaining

that it was the company's duly to open the wires at its own
expense. His belief was emphasized with the threat that

if the wires were not opened he would cut them. The
company refused to remove the wires at its own expense

and threatened Davis with arrest if he molested the circuits,

but nevertheless, Davis disregarded the warnings and was

engaged in cutting the wires when he was arrested and

taken to the city prison. After three hours' confinement he

was released on bail and when he appeared for trial before

the police court on the charge of "maliciously cutting tele-

graph wires," the judge discharged him, holding that no

criminal offence had been committed. Almost the same

procedure was followed in the case of the Edison Light &
Power company when Davis cut a 2,coo volt alternating

circuit with an ax. He was again arrested and imprisoned

for this offense, but on beirg examined was again exon-

erated. It is for these arrests and alleged persecutions that

Davis asks redress.

A leading San Francisco daily heads an article on "The
Deadly Dummy" with the following partial list of persons

who have been killed by cable dummies in this city:

Samuel W. Redington Nov. 7, 1886.

Joseph Doyle March 21, 188b.

Mary A. Stewart Feb. 28, 1 8S7.

P. H. McElhinny Jan. 27,1888.
Thomas Leonard Feb. 27, 1888.
Harry Mangels March 18. 1888.

Casper Arnold June 26, 1888.

Oliver P. Grant Aug. 22, 1888.

E. O. F. Hastings
,

April 30, i88g.

Mrs. M. Thomey Oct- 3, 1889.
William O'Brien May i , 1 890.
RinaldoSalona ... .Aug. 17, 1890.
Charles F. Duenwald -Oct. 5, i8go.

Edward Brandon June 16, 1891.
George Kerlin Sept . 13, 1 8g i

.

Jeremiah Twohig Jan. 18, 1892.
Rev. William J. Walsh Jan. 18, 1892.

In cable systems, as is well known, there are no interme-

diate speeds, as the car must go at the speed of the cable or

not at all. Consequently the rate of travel in crowded thor-

oughfares is the same as that in sparsely settled districts.

To this unfortunate individuality is perhaps due the fact

that cable cars are more "deadly" than any other means of

urban transit.

The Edison Light & Power company of this city has

completed the plans for its new central station, which will

be one of the largest incandescent plants in the United

States. The building is to be of brick and will be located

mostly on the site of the California Electric Light com-

any's old station. Its ground area will be 165x80 feet,
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and the building will be one story 54 feet high. Twenty-
eight 250 horse power vertical boilers having a capacity of

7,000 horse power will be placed, and the power plant will

consist of six triple expansion engines aggregating 7,000
horse power. The chimney will be 180 feet high and its

smallest inside diameter is to be 12 feet. Nothing but in-

candescent and constant polential motors are to be operated
from this station. S.

Milwaukee, Wis.
Milwaukee, April 16.—The Milwaukee Street Rail-

way company is likely to be successful in its efforts to se-

cure a franchise on Fond du Lac avenue, which runs diag-

onally across the northwestern part of the city. The ordi-

nance, it will be remembered, aroused strong opposition

several months ago, because Fond du Lac avenue merchants

believed that street cars on that street would cause farmers

to use other thoroughfares, and thus would ruin their busi-

ness. After a long fight in committee, during which op-

posing delegations of taxpayers argued with the aldermen,

the matter was placed on file. Election was only a few

months off then, and some of the aldermen were afraid to

vote for or against the ordinance. Last week Tuesday
the election was held, and at the first council meeting fol-

lowing the ordinance was taken from the file and referred

to the local committees of the Ninth and Tenth wards.

There is little doubt of its passing the council. The terri-

tory through which the line will lun is thickly populated,

and is in sore need of rapid transportation facilities.

In the Superior Court the case of Ellas R. Bowen, as

receiver of the Great Western Telegraph company against

Ferdinand Kuehn, ex-state treasurer, has been dismissed,

and in the Circuit Court the case of Receiver Bowen
against the heirs of John Burnham has met with a similar

fate. The company was organized many years ago, and a

number of citizens of Wisconsin and Illinois took slock in

it. The lines were never built, and only a small portion

of the capital stock was ever paid in. Within a few years

a great many suits have been started to compel stockholders

to pay in the balance of the money subscribed. In the pres-

ent case the defense look the form of demurrers stating that

the complaint did not state facts sufficient to constitute a

cause of action. The courts sustained the demurrers and
held that the assessments were unequal and unjust.

Edwin B. Cottrill, auditor and purchasing agent of the

Wisconsin Telephone cotnpany, has been appointed super-

intendent, succeeding F. E. Parker, resigned. Mr. Cottrill

has been with the company a number of years, and his

promotion is deserved. The former position is held by D.

E. Roberts, who is an experienced accountant.

On the morning of April 6th about 100 telephone subscrib-

ers on the South Side discovered that their instruments

were useless. The trouble was due to the burning out of

the Broadway cable house. Aa electric light wire had
become connected with a telephone wire, and the cable

house, cable heads and arresters were destroyed. Super-

intendent Hyde put his men to work, and by evening the

disabled telephones were again in use.

The project of buildin^^ a summer resort line between

Ojonomowoc and Waukesha has been revived. The mat-

ter has bee a agitated for several years, and has been en"

coura^ed by \Vaukesha county people. Some surveys

were made, and it looked for a time as though the line

would be built at once, but nothing was done. It is now
proposed to build a line for summer use only, and to use

the trolley system. Milwaukee people, including Judge
Mallory, H. J. Killilea and Charles Polacheck, are inter-

ested in the matter.

It was at first reported that an electric light wire caused

a fire which did |6,ooo worth of damage at the residence

of L. F. Hodges, Ninth street, on April 7th, but the Badger

and Edison people made an investigation, and discovered

that the flames were due to the explosion of a lamp which

a servant accidentally dropped.

The plant of the Sheboygan Electric company at She-

boygan has been purchased by the Mattoou Manufactur-

ing company, which will improve and operate it.

A few days ago a broken telephone wire which had

fallen on a trolley wire struck and killed a horse belonging

to the Hoffmann & Billings company.

There was an electrical display on Grand avenue bridge

a short time ago. The trolley slipped and struck a guard

wire, which fell on the rear platform of a Becker car and

wrapped it in flames for several seconds. Then, as the

car passed along, the wire fell on the rails, and there was
another electrical display until the wire was removed.

Commissioner Dunck of the Board of Public Works
declares that the Milwaukee Light & Power company has

been stringing some wires on poles since January 1st, con-

trary to ordinance. He ordered such wires on Fond du
Lac avenue to be taken down.

The Milwaukee street railway system was tied up for
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about an hour on the second Saturday of the month by
another accident to the machinery at the Edison power
house. Such accidents will be well-nigh impossible when
the plant is complete.

Shortly after midnight on April 5th fire was discovered in
the telephone exchange at Superior, and before it was ex-
tinguished it had completely destroyed the batteries, leav-
ing that city without service for a day or two. The fire

was caused by telephone wirescrossingstreet railway wires.
At the same time the telephone wires were weighted
down with ice, and sixteen poles were broken in conse-
quence. The fire alarm service was also considerably im-
paired. It took several days to repair the damage.
The switching arrangement which the Milwaukee Street

Railway company is putting in at the corner of West Water
and Sycamore streets will permit a car being transferred at
that point from one line to another. The crossings,
curves and switches make quite a netwcrk.
The Villard street railway people have received two

sample cars from the St. Louis Car company and one
from the Pullman company. They are al! very fine.

President Payne says that wjrk will be pushed at once
on the Russell avenue and Island avenue line, and that it

will be running by June if the repairs on East Water street
bridge are completed in time. In the meantime the Bay
View and Forest Home cars will run via West Water and
Reed streets so as to avoid transferring passengers at the
bridge. This arrangement will allow quicker work on the
Clinton and East Water street tracks.

Manager Lynn of the street railway system of this city,

has added still further improvements to his "patrol wagon'
illustrated recently in the Western Electrician. In the
new wagon the whole tower and ladder for the trolley re-
pair man, only part of which could be folded in the first

wagon, may be foldable throughout, and may be lowered
and raised at will.

Some mischievous people have discovered that the
starting device on the platforms of electric cars can be
manipulated by means of pocket knives, and have been
giving the railway people considerable trouble. The
knives may be inserted in the slit in the rod for the mo-
torman's lever, and the current turned off or on at will !n
the absence of the motorman. Not long since a Third
street electric car crossed Grand avenue and stopped on
the south side of that thoroughfare. The road being
clear, apparently, a Becker car started to pass the Third
street crossing. As it neared the crossing, going very
rapidly, the Third street car began to back up, although
the motorman had not (ouched his lever. For a moment
a bad collision seemed imminent, but the Becker motor-
man shouted to the conductor on the other car, which was
moving all the time, to pull down his trolley, which he did,

and in skipping by, the Becker car just missed the other.

About the same time, from the same cause, a Third street

car would have lun away down the hill on that street but for

the presence of mind of the conductor and motorman. An
effort is being made to catch the guilty persons. On the
Hinsey and Becker cars the current can only be turned off

or on by the motorman 's lever.

Manager Lynn of the Cream City railway is not put-
ting that little palace of a street car, that he made him-
self, into common use. He is keeping it for people who
may wish to charter it for balls, the theater, etc. It is an-
nounced, by the way, that Mr. Lynn is going to get out a
car that will beat the one mentioned. The new one, it is

said, will be finished and furnished more elegantly, and be
provided with a snug smoking room beside.

A company has been organized to furnish residents of
Whitefish Bay electric light as well as water and power.
It is the Whitefish Bay Water, Light & Power company,
and its capital stock is $50,000. C. R. Gether, David
Harlowe and H. M. Gilbert are the incorporators. There
is not any prospect that the company will begin operations

at the bay until the number of residents has materially

increased.

The North Greenfield people are determined to h»ve
the Villard electric system extended to that suburb and the

new fair grounds. At a recent meeting the general sen-

timent was in favor of accepting any fair proposition that

the Villard syndicate might make, but it was decided to try

to secure a franchise and build an independent line if noth
ing else could be done. A committee was appointed to re-

ceive Mr. Payne's estimate and any formal proposition he
might submit. q^

On April 14th Judge Truax, in the Supreme Court, dis-
solved the injunction obtained by the W. J. Johnson com-
pany against W. T. Hunt and the Electrical Age Publish-
ing company. New York. This was an action brought by
the W. J. Johnson company to restrain W. T. Hunt from
soliciting advertising for the Electrical Age, and the Elec-
trical Age Publishing company from employing Hunt.
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PERSONAL.
W. C. Kuchs of thu Milwaukee Street Railway company,

was in Chicago last Mooday.

II. II, lirooks of the American Circular Loom com-
pany of Boston, Mass., spent several days in New Vork
last week,

Edward K Iliggins, general manager of the Short

Kiectric Railway company of Cleveland, O., visited Chi-

cago on Monday.

The tVienJi of C. K. Gregory are congratulating that

gentleman on his re-appearance on the streets after a severe

struggle with a second attack of typhoid fever.

Secretary and General Manager C. J. Swift of the

Duplex Electric company, Corry, Pa., spent several days
in Chicago last week, leaving for home on Friday night

via St. Louis.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Hull Electric Light & Power company. Mull, Mass.;

capital stock, $10,000; to generate and furnish electricity

for light, heat and power.

Cyclo Clock company, Jersey City, N. Y. ; capital stock,

$250,000; to manufacture, sell and let electric self-winding

clocks, etc.; Kohn, Ruck & Lippmann,38 Park Row, New
York N. Y.

Wisconsin Electrical Construction company, Milwaukee,

Wis.; capital stock, $12,000; buying, manufacturing and
dealing generally in electrical apparatus; Van Dyke& Van
Dyke, Milwaukee. Wis.

Cajon Mining i^- Water company, Los Angeles, Cal.;

capital stock, $250,000; mining, dealing in water and
water rights, works, etc., electricity, lighting, etc.; T. H.
Ward, Los Angeles, Cal.

Citizens' Electric Lighting company of Pontiac, Mich.,

Detroit, Mich.; capital stock. $40,000; furnishing electric

light and power in the city of Pontiac; Commercial Elec-

tric company, Detroit, Mich.

National Electric Brake company, St. Louis, Mo.; capi-

tal stock, $50,000; to manufacture, sell and operate

electric brakes and electrical appliances, etc.; Thos. B.

Crews, Sixth and Locust streets, St. Louis, Mo.

Rockville Electric Light & Power company, Rockville

and Indianapolis, Ind.; capital stock, $20,000; to put in,

maintain and operate a plant for supplying electric lights

and electric power 10 the citizens of Rockville, Ind.

Egg Harbor City Water, Electric Light & Power com-
pany of New Jersey, Camden, N. J ; capital stock, $30,-

000; to supply Egg Harbor City with wholesome water for

fire protection, etc.; W. W. Taylor, Philadelphia, Pa.

Winona Electric Light company, Winona, Minn.

;

capital stock, $50,000; to construct, own, maintain and
operate a plant for generating electricity, for light, heat

and power in Winona; J. A. Tawney, Winona, Minn.

Massillon Street Railway company, Massillon, O.;
capital stock, $50,000; constructing and operating a

street railway in Massillon, electricity or other suitable

means of propulsion to be used; William A. Lynch, Can-
ton, O.

Menominee Electric Light, Railway & Power company,
Menominee, Mich. ; capital stock, $110,000; consolidation

of Menominee Electric Railway & Power company and
Menominee Electric Light company; B. J. Brown, Menomi-
nee, Mich.

Metropolis Water company, Metropolis City, 111.;

capital stock, $5,000; to furnish water, electric light,

heat and power for Metropolis, 111., and the neighbor-

hood; H. A. Gardner, First National Bank building,

Chicago, III.

Connecticut Tramway company. New London, Conn
;

capital stock, $20,000; to build and construct railroads,

waterworks, pipe lines, electric light plants, street rail-

roads and electric railroads in Connecticut; Tracy Waller,
New London, Conn.

National Investment &: Improvement company, Daven-
port. la.; capital stock, $2000,000; to buy the stock of
manufacturing corporatio i-^. operating street railways,

water plants and electric light and power plants; Ferd.
Ascherman, Davenport, la.

Canton-Massillon Electric Railway company, Canton,
O.; capital stock, $200,000; constructing, owning and
operating a railroad between the cities of Canton and
Massillon and in said cities, to be propelled by electricity;

William A. Lynch, Canton, O.

American Ele^tricil company, Portland, Maine; capital

stock, $500,000; to build, equip, lease and dispose of

water works, electric light plants, ice factories, cold stor-

age warehouses, and any other manufacturing plant;

Geo. F. Gould, Portland, Maine.

Harvey Steel Car & Repair Works, Chicago, III.; capital

stock, $250,000; to manufacture and dispose of all kinds
of railway and other cars, railway and other car trucks, car
wheels, railway and other machinery, apparatus and sup-
plies, electric and other motors; Alfred Ennis, 409
Rookery, Chicago, 111.

City Plumbing & Construction company, Chicago, 111.;

capital stock, $15,000; to do a merchandise and contract-

ing business, consisting of plumbing, gas fitting, steam
and hot water heating, electric lighting, constructing
sewers, pavements, buildings, etc.; Wm. Holgate, 305
South Leavitt street, Chicago, III.

Indianapolis Street Railroad company, Indianapolis,
Ind.; capital stock, $1,500,000; formation of a street,

horse, or electric railroad company, and for the purpose of

constructing, owning, operating and maintaining such
railroads, switches and side tracks upon the streets and
highways of the city of Indianapolis and vicinity; A. L.

Mason, Indianapolis, Ind.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The liridgcporl, Tcnn., Ice & Electric company has let

the contract for the erection of an electric light plant.

An isolated plant, of 1500 lights' capacity will be in-

stalled in the Pittsburi; Times building by the Westing-
house company.

A Hungarian at Johnstown, Pa., was instantly killed last

week while attempting to light his pipe at an electric lamp.
He was told by a fellow workman as a joke to use the arc

light in this way.

The gas and electric light companies of Massillon, Ohio,
have consolidated under the name of the Massillon Light,

Heat & Power company. The company will expend $50,-
000 for improvements.

A contract has been made by the Electric Lighting com-
pany of Buckhannon, Pa., with the Edison General Elec-
tric company for a plant which will have double the capac-
ity of the one recently destroyed by fire.

The Globe of London states that a curious ceremony
has taken place near Poitiers, in France. The electric

light has just been introduced in the parish of Sainte

Philomene, and the bishop of the diocese "solemnly
blessed the dynamos." A special ritual had been com-
posed for the ceremony, and was entitled, Benalictio

viachina: ad excitandiDH h(CL-m electricani.

A recent Boston oispatch says: "A dead man securely

strapped to the top of an electric light pole was discovered
near Dover street and Shawmut avenue this morning at 6
o'clock. The man was James Hayes. He was employed
as a trimmer, and went up the pole in front of 54 Dover
street this morning, tied himself to the pole by means of

his belt, and started to fix the lighting apparatus, wearing
only one rubber glove. It is thought that the unprotected
hand came in contact with a heavily charged wire, causing
death."

Dr. Hartridge, an English surgeon, has been devoting
himself to the examination of the various forms of artifi-

cial illumination, and their effects on the eyes, and he has
come to the conclusion that the electric incandescent light

possesses advantages that no other illuminant can claim.

Dr. Hartridge takes good and sufficient sunlight to be the
standard of illumination best suited to the eyes, and he
shows by analysis that the incandescent electric light

comes nearest to it. It combines, moi cover, the maxi-
mum of illumination with the minimum of heat, and
there are no products of combustion.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
It is expected that an electric road will be built in Llano,

Tex , next fall.

The Port Norfolk, Va., Electric Railway company has
commenced the construction of its street railway.

It is reported that negotiations are pending for the con-

struction of the Alton Park, Tenn., electric railway.

The West End Street Railway company of Knoxville,

Tenn. , will extend its lines and adopt some system of rapid
transit.

The Bath, Me., Electric Street Railway company ex-

pects to soon equip four miles of road with electricity.

The first order will call for six cars.

The Richmond & Manchester Railway company of

Richmond, Va.. has petitioned the city council for a franchise

to operate its Ninth street line by electricity.

Manager Allen, of the East Chattanooga Land company,
is investigating the cost of building an electric railroad to

East Chattanooga with a view to interesting capitalists in

the building of such a line.

The Baston rapid transit cDmmission has made a report

recommending an elaborate system of elevated railways.

The motive power recommended for the roads contem-
plated in the proposed legislative act is electricity. This
fact, it is thought, will lessen the popular opposition to

such structures.

Erastus Wiroan and several Boston capitalists, will

put up a 2,000 horse power electric power plant at Living-
ston station, Statea Island. Power will be sold in small
or large quantities to manufacturers, a 600 horse power
lighting plant will be operated, and a system of electric

roads will also be run.

A Boston dispatch says: "The Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing company has secured contracts for equipping
five street railways and for the establishment of six cen-
tral station lighting plants in New England. The street

railways are in Waterville, Me.; Springfield, Mass.; Ames-
bury, Fitchburg and Worcester. The lighting plants are
at North Attleboro, Abington, Auburn, Me.; Newport,
Vt.; Manchester, N. H., and one other point,"

On May loth the Indianapolis street car lines will pass
from the hands of their present owners, Cyrus McCormick,
S. W. AUerton and other Chicago capitalists, to the con-
trol of a New York syndicate headed by R. L. Belknap.
The consideration is $2,500,000. This, it is claimed, will

insure their reconstruction as electric railways. It has
been reported in the East that the Thomson-Houston com-
pany was interested in the deal, but Mr. Belknap has an-
nounced that "the buyers of the property are Gold, Bar-
bour & Corning, bankers at No. 18 Wall street, New
York." He added: "They are the only ones I know in

the matter. I do not thiak tbe Thomson- Houston com-
pany is interested,"

Murry A, Vcrncr of I'ittbburg is establishing a re(:uta-

tion as a successful street railway manager. Mr. Verner
about a year ago look the Pittsburg & Birmingham
Traction company and made it the finest short electric

line in the country. Now he has resigned the presidency
to go to Rochester and Buffalo, where he will give his per-
sonal attention to the interests of the syndicate which
controls the roads in these cities, Mr, Vcrncr is

succeeded by H. Sellers McKee as president of the Pitts-

burg is. Birmingham Traction company. The Pittsburg
Daily /•'inancial Xews ami Prlcr Current says: "Mr,
Vcrncr has placed the Birmingham in such condition that
it no longer requires his personal attention."

TELEPHONE.
At a mectini; of the Canadian House of Commons on

banking and commerce, the act respecting the Bell Tele-
phone company and empowering it to increase its capital

stock from 1^500,000 to ;f 5, 000, 000 was approved and re-

ported.

TELEGRAPH.
J. A. Payne and G. C. Bennett have incorporated the

Merchants li Traders' Telegraph company at Covington,
Ky., with a capital stock of |;50o,ooo.

J. K Miller, who recently finished a term of thirty days
in the county jail at Brazil, Ind., was again sentenced to

sixty days in jail before he left the city, on another
charge filed by the Postal Telegraph company. Miller

is believed to be insane. He owns a fine farm two miles
west of the city, on the national road, and is rated as one
of the wealthiest farmers in the county. His mania for

cutting telegraph pDles is unequaled. He vows that the
national road in front of his premises belongs to him, and
that he will cut every telegraph pole raised on his property.

The Mercantile Telegraph company of St. Louis has
applied to the Circuit Court in that city for an injunction
to prevent the police from raiding it^ office, as the chief

threatens to do if the company continues to post horse-
racing events for the benefit of ex pool alley patrons.

J. H. Townsend, the manager of the company, was fined

$1,000 by Judge Claiborne for violating the Stone pool law
by posting the races at the company's office on a black-

board. The company claims that it is a legitimate tele-

graph company, having offices in all the chief cities.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Boston has a new and attractive paper. Electrical Prog-

ress and Development, which succeeds Modem Li^^ht and
Heat. The paper proposes to devote itself particularly to

New England, and the first number is a promising one.
R. F. Rossis the editor and proprietor.

TRADE NEWS.
O. S. Piatt, Bridgeport, Conn., manufacturer of the

"New England switch," has brought suit against the

Bryant Electric company for infringement of patents.

The John E Beggs Machinery i!s: Supply company. New
York, has secured the contract to furnish the electric light

station at Rutherford, N. J,, including boilers, engines
and other appurtenances.

George Cutter is making another large batch of conduit
connectors for use on Chicago underground arc light cir-

cuits, not to mention numerous other specialties which are

keeping the "Cutter Novelty Works" in full blast.

The Security Insulator company, New York, has ap-

pointed the Electrical Appliance company of Chicago to

represent it in the West. The southern agency of this

firm has been given to the Enterprise Construction &
Supply company of New Orleans.

W. H. Eckert, general agent for Day's Kerite wires,

spent several days in Chicago last week in the interest of

his house. Mr. Eckert reports that the new Kerite wire is

finding a very ready sale and that the factory is running
at night to keep up with its orders.

The Electric Heat Alarm company, 113 Devonshire
street, Boston, has received many commendatory letters in

regard to its safety device. Among the firms who have
recently adopted this heat alarm system is the Paine Furni-

ture company and E. R. Stillings & Co. of Boston, Mass.

Electrical companies opening offices will be interested to

know that the committee of experts appointed by the as-

sistant quartermaster geaeral in New York to examine the

various makes of typewriters and obtain bids reported

unanimously that the Densmore machine was the best

adapted for army work.

J. Holmes, the well known electrical commission mer-
chant of New York, left on Saturday for an extended trip

through the South. He will spend some time at Asheville,

N. C. Mr. Holmes is now taking the first vacation he
has had in three years, and his many friends hope that he
will return much benefited.

The Lunkenheimer Brass Manufacturing company of

Cincinnati, Ohio, is exhibiting its customary enterprise in

preparing for the World's Fair a most elaborate display of

its popular specialties in valves, sight feed lubricators,

oil and grease cups, etc. The company will also exhibit a
complete line of brass and iron goods, beside some
novelties in steam whistles and sight feed lubricators.

The Lunkenheimer company reports business exceedingly

brisk, being crowded with orders and having received

large contracts for special work for United States cruisers.
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BUSINESS.
Secretary A. S. Brown, of the Security Insulator

company, New York, has been receiving the con-

gratulations of his many friends upon the advent of an

heir.

'"Cheap goods are dear at any price!" So says the

W. S. Hill Electric company, 54 Devonshire street, Bos-

ton, in presenting its revised list No. i, of electrical

switches.

Sargent & Lundy, electrical engineers and contractors,

Chicago, will remove their office from the Rooker)- build-

ing to the fourteenth lloDr of the new Monadnock build-

ing. Dearborn and Jackson streets, Chicago, on May ist.

George Cutter is elated over the fact that Simplex wire

has been selected for the new German Opera House on
Randolph street. Chicago. The contract for the work is

in the hands of the Western Electric company, Chi-

cago.

Ralph Scbainwald, of the Standard Paint company of

New York, has just returned from an extended trip through
the West. It is hardly necessary to state that Mr. Scbain-

wald brought home the usual amount of orders for the

well-known P. & B. insulating compounds, papers, etc.

Robb MacKie, until recently manager of the Edison local

interests in Cincinnati has rented an office in the Neave
building and will hereafter give his time to expert elec-

trical work. Mr. MacKie is a brother of Col. C. H.
MacKie, New York, president of the Electric Secret Service

company.

Doubleday, Mitchell & Co., New York, have taken a

suite of offices in the Electrical Exchange building, and ar-

rangements were completed this week with the American
Circular Loom company of Boston forthe sale of this com-
pany's well-known wire in the states of New York, New
Jersey and Pennsylvania.

The Roy Yalve company, 15 Cortlandt street. New
York, has just issued a very neat pamphlet entitled 'Tight
Valves at Last.' This Hrtle pamphlet contains some very

useful information as to the proper method of handling
valves, and there is also presented a complete list of the

various kinds of valves which the company manufactures.

The office of F. W. Gushing, general western agent for

Day's Kerite wires and cables, now presents a very attractive

appearance. Mr. Gushing has made a collection of por-
traits of twenty of the m05t prominent electricians of the

world, which have bsen enlarged and framed, and now
embellish the walls of his rooms. His collection is quite

unique.

The Electric Construction 0; Supply company, New
York, has booked a large number of orders for its new
photo engraving lamp, which seems to meet a long felt

want. The adoption of this company's theatrical lamp by
a number of the leading theaters, after having subjected it

to maay severe tests,proves its superiority over the calcium
light. This concern is also receiving many orders from
steamship companies for the new search light *'No. 13."

Secretary and Treasurer Albert C. Dirragh of the Purity

Oil Filter Manufacturing company, Pittsburg, is exploit-

ing the "Ideal" filter, apparently with marked success.

Orders have recently been received from the Citizens' Trac-
tion Railway company, the Pittsburg Traction company,
the Chautauqua Lake Ice company, and the Allegheny
Gount)^ buildmgs, all of Pittsburg, not to mention the New
Caslle, Pa., Wire Nail company and other outside firms.

Word comes from Queen & Co., -Philadelphia, to the
effect that they have recently received an order from a
large manufacturing company for more than 200 magnetic
vane volt and ampere meters. These instruments are to

be installed with the light and power plants put up by this

company. This transaction is especially satisfactory to

Messrs. Queen & Co., as a sort of competitive examination
was instituted and the magnetic vane type of meter was
adopted after a careful comparison with other types.

B. Sebastian, Jr., working under the corporate name of

the Sebastian Lathe company, Cincinnati, is engaged in

the manufacture of a lathe for general machine purposes
and is meeting with most satisfactorj- results. Mr. Sebas-
tian was, until November last, at the head of the well-known
Ssbastian-May company of Sidney, Ohio, when he re-

moved to Cincinnati and started this enterprise which now
requires the labor of twenty skilled workmen. The factory

is crowded with orders, and the outlook for a busy season
is very bright.

H. K. Oilman has not rented the entire Springer build-

ing for the use of the Great Western Electric Supply com-
pany, although he has secured nearly the entire second
floor and has the right to use the consecutive numbers
from 195 to 237 inclusive. A better idea of the size of the
space to be occupied by the new factory will be had when
it is known that the space rented amounts to over 34,000
square feet, or an area equal to that found in a building

with a single front, 150 feet deep and 9 stories high.
Nearly all of the recently acquired space will be used for

manufacturing purposes.

The following claims made by the Forest Silver Bronze
Packing company, 115 Liberty street. New York, for its

silver bronze rod packing, will be appreciated by electric

railway and lighting men. The company points out that

this packing is applicable to any ordinary stuffing box
without change of gland; it can be applied to any rod with-
out disconnecting ; it is kept steam, air and water tight,

without the use of soft or fibrous packing; it does not
touch the walls of the stuffing box. so it cannot bind or
crowd the rod; it is non-corrosive and proof against gal-

vanic action; when it requires renewing it is only necessary
to provide the two inner rings at trifling expense; it has
no delicate springs or parts.

The Jeffrey Manufacturing company, Columbus, O., has
now in daily use 51 electric mining machines, not includ-

ing the orders enumerated below. Through the employ-

ment of thoroughly practical men, together with its experi-

ence of the past three years, this company is enabled to

contract for complete plants with a guaranty to accomp-
lish all that is claimed for the machinery. Recent sales of

the Jeffrey company, as reported by Secretary Charles W.
Miller, are as follows: Second order for one Jeffrey electric

mining machine from the Congo Mining company, Congo,
Ohio; third order for a Jeffrey machine from the Redstone
Oil, Coal &: Coke company. Grindstone, Pa. There were
also three additional orders for four Jeffrey machines—the

first for a complete electric coal mining outfit for the Hocking
Valley, in which there are boilers, engines, dynamos and
all necessary connections to run with a daily capacity of

Soo tons. 'I he third plant comprises six coal mining ma-
chines, with a daily capacity of 1,200 tons.

W. R. Mason, for the past two years president and
general manager of the Electric Merchandise company,
Chicago, and W. L. Adams, secretary and treasurer of

the same company, have withdrawn from the old corpora-

tion, and, with a strong list of stockholders, have organ-
ized the Railway Equipment company, "for the purpose
of manufacturing and dealing in electric railway supplies

for use on all systems." Mr. Mason has been prominent
in the electric railway supply business, and in a short time

built up a concern with an enviable reputation. It is pro-

posed to give the new company a broad scope, and several

new departments will be developed. It is understood
that Mr. Mason will be elected president and general

manager of the new company, with W. L. Adams associ-

ated with him in the management as secretary and treas-

urer. The present address of the company is rooms 617
and 61Q Pullman building. Permanent quarters have
been secured, which it is expected will be ready May ist.

The Pelton Water Wheel company has recently furnished

the Commercial Mining company of Arizona a power
plant which affords a good illustration of the extraordinary

results that can be obtained from a small quantity of water
under a high head, as also the estimate of value placed

upon water power where so large an outlay is made for a

comparatively small amount of power. This plant con-

sists of a four foot Pelton wheel which runs under a

1,200 foot head at 659 revolutions per minute developing

45 horse power, using a nozzle tip 53-100 of an inch in

diameter; also a 24 inch Pelton wheel running under the

same head at 1380 revolutions, developing 20 horse power
with a nozzle tip 35 100 of an inch in diameter. These
wheels run a concentrating and smelting plant including

rock breaker, blowers, pump, etc- The pipe line is 20,000

feet in length, the upper end being 6 and 5 inch casing

and the loiver end 5 inch lapwelded pipe. AH the water
supply that can be counted on during the dry season is a
flow of about 30 cubic feet per minute.

'Submarine cables laid in shallow waters," says the

New York Sun, "are often exposed to greater risks and
rougher treatment than the great ocean cables, which
sometimes cost their owners a small fortune in repairs.

Not long ago an ocean going steamship, in leaving her

dock at Jersey City, plowed up the soft bottom with her

powerful propellor, and secured a costly and valuable

catch in the shape of about a dozen submarine cables,

which enmeshed themselves in the blades of the propeller

so effectively that all the cables were torn asunder, and
the ship had to go into dry dock to clear her screw of the
garlands of iron, hemp and Kerite with which it had be-

come embellished—not to say embarrassed. It is quite

conceivable that the powerful machinery of an ocean
steamer should make light work of gathering up and rend-

ing into fragments a dozen or so of submarine cables, but

that a river tug should take to the same game and twist

some hundred feet or so of heavily armored seven con-
ductor cable into a bunch of Gordian knots is a little too

much. The cable is the property of the American Tele-
phone & Telegraph company, and serves to connect the

pole line across Staten Island with that running through
New Jersey, the cable crossing the Kills between Lino-
leumville and Carteret. Few would believe that a cable

could resist long enough to be twisted up into such hideous
shapes instead of breaking almost at once. The cable,

which is a seven conductor, Kerite make, has been down
for about five years, and was found to be in perfect con-
dition when repairs were made. Indeed, the snarl testifies

to that."

ELECTRICAL STOCK MARKET.
(Quotations furnished by Perr}' & Noyes, Edison build-

ing. New York.)

The closing quotations of electrical stocks on Saturday,
April i6th, in New York, were:

Bid. Asked.
Edison General Electric company, Capital

$15,000,000 100 lOI
Edison Illuminatiag company of New York 8:',^ 82

" " •' Brooklyn . 7S So
" " " Boston 110 115
" " " Chicago ..130 140

Edison Ore Milling company 15 20
United States Illuminating company of

New York 30 40
Brush Electric company of Cleveland 30 40
Brush lUumioating company of New York.. 30 40
Thomson-Houston Electric company 59 60

" " '* Preferred sS!^ 29
Westin^house Electric company 2S 29

' *' " Preferred 43 44
North American Phonograph company .... 5 S
New York " " 2^5 5
Automatic Exhibition company ,4 7

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued April I2ih, iSq2.

472.529. Insulator Support. DennisDoren, New York,
N. Y.

472.579. Electro Magnetic Valve Controller. Olaf E.
Lundstedt, Brooklyn, N. Y.

47-. 596. Trolley Wire Clamp. Montraville M. Wood,
Chicago. 111.

This invention consists in the combination of two clamping
parts pivotally connected together with co-acting jaws to
grasp the trolley wire between them, said parts provided one
with an aperture and the oiher with a pwrtion to pass through
such aperture, so that the parts are pivotally connected with
the use of a pivot pin.

472,610 Electric Switch. Lucius T. Stanley, Brooklyn,
N. Y.

472,611. Flexible Supporting Arm for Electric Lamps.
Lucius T. Stanley, Brooklyn, N. Y.
The fle.%ible supporting arm of this invention ccnststsofa

hollow core formed of spirally wound strands of ductile wire,
in combination with an outer spiral of resilient wire.

472,623. Electric Lighting System. John M. Lockwood,
San Francisco. Cal.

472,62s. Dynamo Electric Machine. Lazarus S. M.
Pyke and Harry T. Bamett, London, Eng.

472,634. Bracket for Electric Heaters. George D. Bur-
ton. Boston, Mass.

The object of this invention is to secure adjustability of the
electric heater on the supporting or converter rings to which it

is connected, and adjuslability of the two members of the
heater with relation to each other.

472,643. Electric Conductor. William R. Patterson,
Chicago, III.

This inveotioa consists of a cable of insulated conductors,
having sections of its length formed of conductors insul ted
witn waterproof covering lying directly upon thesurfaceof
the conductors, alternating with sections in which fibrous in-
sulation is next the conductors,

472, 6SS. Alarm for Hot Axles. Anton Backhaus, Alten-
burg, Saxe Altenburg, Germany.

472.691. Art of Making Tin Plates. George H. Benja-
min, New York, N. Y.

472,738. Electric Motor or Gsnerat^r. Rudolph M.
Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa.

472,721. Electric Search Light. Barton B. Ward, New
York, N. Y.

472,747. Electric Arc Lamp. Royal E. Ball, New
York, N. Y.

This invention consists in a carbon carrier for an electric arc
lamp, comprising a horiz:;ntally swinging or reciprocating bar
or member upon which the carbon is mounted,

472772. Circuit for Multiple Switch-board Systems of
'telephone Exchanges. John A. Seely, New York.
N. Y.. and Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, 111.

This invention consists in using the same connections upon
the switch-boards for the smgle or ground circuits as for the
mecalli: circuits, and any single circuit line may be changed
to a metallic circuit w thout in any manner disturbing or
changing the connections upon the switch-board.

472,784. Safety Attachment for Overhead Electric Wires.
Charles D. Brown, Minneapolis, Minn.

472,800, Incandescent Electric Lamp. George C. Bail-

lard, New York, N. Y.

472801. Incandescent Electric Lamp. George C. Bail-
lard. New York, N. Y.

472.Sc6. Adjustable Microphone. Hermann O. Henne-
berg, BerliL, Germany.

472,810. Electric Railway Wire Suspension. Alex-
ander Philipsborn and Walter Reichel, Berlin, Ger-
many.

This invention coaslsts in providing double working wires
at such places where the track cur\-es from cross-wires by a
polygonal arrangemen', and placing between the two portions
of ihsse wires a rigid spreader or piece of stiff insu'ating ma-
terial or metal, but preferably of insulating material. To
some point of this spreader between the two wires the cross-
wire is attached.

472 909 Electric Elevator. Charles R. Pratt, New
York-

472,912. Magic Lantern Advertising Apparatus. Will-
iam G. Spiegel, New York, N. Y.

472,933. Joint for Electric Conductors. Thomas F.
O'Connor, New York, N, Y.

472,935. Arc Light Hanger. Charles A. Pfiager, Chi-
cago, III.

472,943. Dynamo Electric Machine. George E Dor-
raiin, Chicago, 111.

This invention c insists of a series of inwardly projecting
pole-piece=, in co.nbinatioo with a series of coils about such
pole pieces, each of said coils bsingcurvcd to conform with the
surface of a cylinder.

472,9+7. Cab'e Rack. William M. Goodridge, Highland
Park, 111.

The primary object of this invention is to relieve the por-
tion of the switch-beard frame which carries the sections of the
spring-jackswitches, from the weig hi of the cables, and at the
same time provid; ready means for taking out any ona of the
cables, together with tne strips of th; spring-jack switches
with which its conductors are connected.

The tenth c!aim reads:

"The ccmbination, with spring-jack switthes in layers,
of cables at the rear thereof in layers connected with said
switches, two or more layers of switches being connected to
each layer of cables, whereby space is provided to remove the
spring-jacks at the rear."

472,953. Trolley Wire Support. Frank C. Prickett, Kan-
sas City, Kan.

472,956. Canopy Telephone Exchange Switch-board.
Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, 111.

Of thesis claims the first is given;
"The corabinaTion, with a switch-board containing the

switchesof a portion of the telephone lines of an exchange, of
a canopy-board placed above said switch-board, said canopy-
beard containing the switches of other lines of the exchange."

472. 96S. Electrical Surgical Instrument. Stephen R.
Bradley, Nyack, N. Y.
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ASSIGNEE'S SALE.
The entire stock oi the Illinois i-jlectric

Material (,'oinpiiny will be sold in bulk by
the .hiilge of the County Oouit of Cook
County, In the room usually occupied by

him as a court room, In the County liuUd-

Ing, !it 10 o'clock A. M, (in the 2:! I day of

April, 1Ki)J, to the highest bidder.

Sealed bids mutt be In tbe hands of Ihe

undersigned at No. 108 Fifih Ave,, Chi-

cago, III., by (1 o'clock r. M., the 22d day
of April, 181)2

FRAKK HAMMN,
AeBignfle IIUdoIb Electric Mnteriul Coni]iiiny,

TTsT"-^ 3^T E: ^5

1

An A;'. •Ill t.r mil oi.r

Niagara Electric Motors aEd Dynamos,
In Mv«ry clly In Iht; U. S. where we iiro nut uUvmlif
rdprtteeotLMl. Mbnral Inducumente ana cxcltinivu
t<_'rrltory to the rlf,'lit party. Address,

LOVELL MFG. CO,. Ltd.. Erie. Pa.

SOMETHING NEW!
An iraprovpd 1 or fl volt ('om')lned Htorago Bat-

tery cBpfcititly for I>i'iitiBt»' ui-e at very low prico.
Pnrchft«erBcan t*iclmnKe dlsrhflr^ed for cnarged
cella, wlthoQt extra coet. neyond oxnt-nac for
char(;laK the batteries. Manafactured bv

J. K. PCnPiCL.Llf,
BeomSOlf »05 8.CanalMt., Chlcaso.

W'ANTED.
Three tirst-cla'B sii'esmtn, familiar with

the eupply trade and general (ur piles.

Uuod rclnriu to the light men. Address,
with rcfercncfs, " |i;_ w. <».,"

Cure We^tkiin Ki.I'.i tkkian,
c ilcaco. III.

Elootrloo,!

Second-Hand Dynainos
FOR SALE CHEAP.

W« havfl (I I. .
, .r .

' 1'. -r... M-' .r«

D«ftrljr DOW, V. ;
•.. ':. :'- ,'."''

among Ibo luiii'<-: r,^ltt;; l«o 050-lli;iit,

l.OOO volt AUematorH.

KN-ctrlr i(/illwiiyf .

'rrun»iiil.'-loii 'if I'owiT,

KI.Ttrl.ul Mil. liin.-ry 'L'-ii

catlunii, plaoH, HptMllWuli' n

m-'i fr,r Hpeclal appli-
uu 1 uiiiifrvlnloii.

80^ Hamnioiitl Itulldliifc,

OKTKOIT. MK'II.

WANTED TO BOY:
Secoiui-banil inacliine, from 50 to

200 lights, 110 volt.

G. A. HARTER,
4a onil I.I KninUllu H'.. < IIK .i«-0.

THE "CLARK " WIRE.
Insniatlon <i<naranteed ivlicrever UHCd, Aerial, I'^nderfcround or tSnltniarlne.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: ''A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber need in insulatinROtir witph and rubles is eepecialiy chninically prepared, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain tt-xibU- In fxuvme cold
wealber and in not affected by heat. The inwulatlon fa protected from mechanical injury by one or more liraidfi, aiitl the whole slicked with Clark's Potent Compound, and special extra flnl^li, which w«
liave now adopted for all our Bolid wires as an extra weathernroofjirotection, and also preveDtinfj challnK and abrasion, which in water, acid, and to a very great extent lireproof. Our inNula'ioii will prove
durable when all others fail. We are prepared to fiirnlnh Sinjjle Wlree of all K'Hii^es and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from Block. CableM made tJ order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with u white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color,

Clark. Joint 4i<uiii should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxen, in strips about one foot long and five-eighlhs Inch wide, and when wrapped about a JoidC

and pressed flruily it makes a solid mass, I<*OR RAIIjWAV and ^lOTOK use, we make all aizes of stranded and flexible with Clark Insulation.

WK C.;iIARA\'TKE OHK IXSITLATIOW M'HKICEVEK I:HED, AKRIAL, lTKOKK<.iROU!VD OR HUBSIARIXE, and our net prices are ae low. if not tower tbao taij

other flrst-claBS Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and diecounts for (juantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, 31ASS.

HENKT A. CLARK, Treasarer and Gen'l Manager.
HKEBEKT H. EUSTIS, PrsBldent and Electrlclin.

FAN MOTORS.
8BND IN YODR ORDERS FOR

Arc 1 10 and 500 Volt Fan Motors.

Chicaeo Electric Motor Co.
205, 207 Somh Canal Street, CUICAOO, ILL.

OKrloaleJ

and Disordered

Batteries are a

common and
painful sight.

WHY?
BECAUSE they are not built to

work, but to sell. Are you a suf-

ferer? Then substitute the Law
Battery, and suffer no more.

SOLE MAKERS,

Law Telephone Co.,

85J0HNST.,N.Y. ^^

FOR SALE.
S-35 Light Waterhouse Arc

Dynamos. 2,000 C. P., with
single and double lamps.

Rose Electric Light Supply Co.,

ST. LOTJIS, MO.

MICA
For Electrical Purposes.

EUGEKEMUNSELL&CO,,
218 Water St., JTew York.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIES

ESTABLISHED 1848.

HEMINBRAY GLASS CO.,
Offices, Covington, Ky. Factories, Muncie, Ind.

STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS,
Class Break Knobs, Floor Insulators, Battery Jars.

ARC LIGHT GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

"^TvTOmK OiT S:E>ECI.^Ij 3DESIO-iTS SOXjTCITEC
f oxt.

LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS.
We invite an investigation of tie

merits of our "Magnetic Vane" Am-
ine!ers and Voltmeters as recently

modified in botli meclianical and elec-

trical consttuclion. These instru-

ments are adapted frr constant use

on switcli-boards, and comtine liand-

some appearance and accurate calibra-

tion. Tliey are moderate in price.

correspohdekce solicited.

Drop Forgings.

WlliUOX A HUWK C-.JlfA.W,
Birminsham. Conn..

Solicit ordere for lirrht Drop Forginps for Electrical
work, 76 years' experience. Estimates promptly

furnished on receipt of samplee or drawinL'S.

JJMURPHY-
LlectricSlate

ELECTRICAL-^- ^^ ,„„ .. , „ , ^ ..

EXCHANGE BU1LDING> nEW-VORK.

^a[ 1

Send for Circular.

PORTER-LEAVITT ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.,

124 Mitchell St., Providence, R. I.

Battery Motors a Specialty.
FOTTR REGULAR SIZES.

Suitable for running Sewing Machines, Dental Drills,

Jewelers' Lathes and all kinds of light machinery

Bfo. 1. 3 Volts, 1-32 Ii.p.. !S3.0O.
•So. a. * Volts. 1-16 li. p., S5.00.

So. 3, 6 Volts, 1-12 h. p.. SIOOO.
Xo.4. 10 Volts. l-«li.p.. S15.00.

Every Motor Guaranteed.

Ast for Descriplive Catalogie No. 1-66.

QUEEN&CO.,
PHILADELPHIA.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
% H. P. 500 Volt Armature, Ventilated. Constant Speed, 1,500.

The MotorB are made with the best appliances and material obtainable, and embody every improve-

ment of merit, with the intention that they shall be the Standard ol their class.

430 West 14th Street. MEW YORK.

THE BECKER VERTICAL MILLER, No. 3.

,^^-^ ^**C^ A Perfeot Milling Machine.

For the various operations of milling with

face mills IT HAS NO EQUAL.

Well adapted for use in electrical

macb ine sliops.

Sen^ ior Clxc\xlar.

JOHNBECKERMAFF'&CO.,
FITCHBURC, MASS.
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Established in 1861.

B. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ELICTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E.ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-BRANCH STORE-

2134 Michigan Avenue*

GIVEN AWAY!!
8A3IPJLB OBDKBS OF

Buxton's Packing
At Only 50c. Per Pound.

**The Engineer's JFaTorite."
All Orders Cruaranteed.

Agents wanted in every State in tbe Union. We can quote the
very lowest prices on Ring Packing. Send for discount and
price list.

ESTABLISHED 18S2.

GEORGE B. BUXTON,
1 7 VIRGINIA ST., EAST SOMERVILLE, MASS.

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE in Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

That Tired Feeling
So prevalent at tbie seaeon, relieved, at eUght expense and no
trouble, by ihn- r-'frething and invigortiliQi,' breezes from the

PREMIER FAN MOTORS.
THREE REGULAR SIZES.

Send for a Sample Line. - Your Customers Want Tliem.

THE PREMIER ELECTRIC CO.,
Fan Victors and Batteries,

17 and 19 AVhipple St.. - BROOK.L<V\\ X. T^,

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. FATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The- KartaYQit - Manufacturing « Co.^
-WXXjZhIXS3'C3-'X'OIia', X>£>X<.

UNION ELECTRIC WORKS.
207 South Canal St., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

The Best Electric Bell in the market; Nickel plated Gongs;

Double Magnet, Platinum Contacts, side adjustments with set

screw. The simplest and most durable Annunciator,

all sizes, for elevators, bote's and oiilces.

WRITE FOB PRICES.
Also Test Instrnments, Spark Coils, Indaction Colls and various

Standard Electric Devices for Medical and Mechanical PnrpoBea.

We w^ill also mannractnre articles for Inventors or the Trade.We liave skiUed Workmen and do first-class work-

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Tantfht thoronshlv dav and night at rhe IXSTI-
TUTE Of TEC'HXOI^OOY, 1.">1 Throop
Street. Chicago, 111. Amatenre, Artisana
and others assist d Practically in any line, and
inetracted in the latest and most improved
methcds.

Mechanical Draughting, Mathematics, Elec-
trical Calcalatlons. Archilectnre, Mechanics, a'so
taoght day and night.

ManufactuKeKs of

|'Octagonal#CeDar
TELEPHOHI&Electrical

RailwayPolesxCRossArms

i^^H.M.Loud&SonsUimber(o
OSCODA . A/IICH.

AX» BATTEBV

CJi/fBOliS.
CLE-V-IEL^IsriD. OHIO. BlfUStfES.

THE

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel In the World. Over 2,000 In use.

Affords the most simple and reliable power for all minins and mannfactur-
ing machinery. Adapted to heads ronning from -Oup to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cent, better reanlta guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the country.

£L£CTKIC TBAXS3IISSIOX.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in tbe way cl a nniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying conoltlons
of epeed andpreeenre, have brought It Into special prominence and extensive
nee for this clues of work. All applications ehonld state amount and head of
water power required, and for what purpose, wiih approsimate length of pipe
line. Send for Catalogue.

THE PIXTOX WATER WHEEL CO.,
131-123 aiain St., San Francisco, Cal., U. S. A.

143 LIBERTT STREET^ - - XEW TORK.
^^It having come to onr notice that onr patent rights are being infringed

upon, intending porchasers are hereby warned that all such infringements will
be diilv i>ro9Pcnted.

PiCL,TOX AVATER 3IOTOBS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15
and 20 horse tower, unequaled for all light runnlns machineiy. Wbrran'td
to develop a given traount of power with one-half the water required by any
other. ^^"Send for Motor Circular. Addrees as above. Deliveries made fr im
San Francisco or New York, ae may afford the most favorable freight rates.

Do Not Make Long Time Contracts For Carbons

!

A.GENTS:
S. C. Hatrka,

6'30 Atlantic Ave., Boston.

fiolmcs, Booth & Haydens,
•.25 Park Place, New York.

The TVashington Carbon Co.,
6U N. Broad St. , Philadelphia.

Electrical Supply A Construction Co.,
947 Liberty St., Pittsbiireh.

Standard Electrical IVorks,
ICl W. Petri St., Cincinnati.

Central Electric Co.,
116 Franklin St., Chicago.

If you contract for longer than one year, you throw away opportunities to
save money. In dealing with us you need not be afraid that prices will be advanced.
We will proteet our customers from the TEUST.

OUR CARBONS ARE NOTED FOR THEIR

Long Life, High Efficiency, Low Resistance.
Write us for samples and quotations before you contract for supply,

THE WASHINQTON CARBON COMPANY.,
WORKS AT WASHINGTON, PA. PITTSBURGH, PA.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of KI.KCTRIC COMPANIKS is ca'kd to this C'KI.E.

IIRA'ri-:i> \VA'I'I-:K Wlll-:i-:i.as p,irti<.u1.ir)y adapted to M.nr use
on account of its r4*iuarkul»l> Mltf-ady motion, nl(;li Hp«*<*«l
and e^rrut I->fli<'i«*ii<->, and lai*(c*^ C*ana<rf |>- (orits dlaiu«t«T,
bein^ tloubW* the l*OM 4*r of niosi wheels of same dtamrier. It is used
by a number of the leading ck'Ctric companies with great satisfaction. In the
tconomical use of water ii is wiihoul an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect ;cuaranle«*4l.
MKilfn FOR VA'i'AMAHiVK A!^l> PAKXId'I.ARN.
Our Florizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears arc required

and it can be belled directly to dynamo.
The accompanying cngravmg represents a pair of 12 inch TIf'XOR

XIIRmi%KN arranged on a horizontal shaft with Caj>i-Iron Flume, Uraft
Tubes. Knd Bearings for Shaft and thriving Pulleys complete, all mounted upoD
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. 1 he entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or m pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation

admits of their use. we recommend them,

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

ISM»Jikl!B!lM!^EiO>]

«*\;?NNA 6HI0.<^<«lSTSTg
J08IAH PIERCE, Jr.,

A. M. I. C. E.,

1 1 South Street. BALTIMORE, MO.
Topographic Sarveys of any extent acd character

organtzed and executed.

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles. Wri^.e To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
SSOO M. Second i^treet, ST. liOCIS.

$02.00
ANTIQUE FINISH DESK,

Four and a half feet long.

Send for complete catalogoes of
ofSce fitiinge.

AMERICAN DESK AKD SEATING CO..
170-^7-: Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO

LINK fKjBELTINC.
The Best. fu% Now the Cheapest.

REDUCED PRICE LIST
of drive bclt& other Speclalticfl for E'to'a(r.rs,C'r/nfvT/crra<£'
Mapliincrv forlinn.llineiiiivinitt.-TJal in b'lik orpixckape.
LUK KELT BACilLVEKV tii.". ^ifll'l Stewart Ave.. Chicago,

SILK BRAID FOR INCAKDESCEhT

LAHP FILAMENTS.

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts.

The greatest care taken in prodoclng a nnlform article. Used by the largest lamp
manufactnrers in the country. Samples and prices mailed free.

^OSTOn^T ^15-A.IID ^^^"Or. CO-
28 BEACH ST.. BOSTON. MASS.

If In want of Polee, Ties und PoBte, save monej
by getting my prices,

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.
SOL,E MAJfCFACTURERS OP

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wm^nStoI'del. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of tlie World. i^^I^^
OFFICE:

ST., ^

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
144 to 156 Green St., Green Feint, BEOOKLIN, B. I,

JtANTJPACTOBT OF
Non-Conductive Blocks, Rosettes and Bases lor Cut-Outt

and Switches; also Insulators, Cleats, Lamp Trim-
mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Oar production Is a dense body. Ttie glazing and body
of oar ware are of same Gomposltion, and are baked
alike, which are the featnres of

TB1J£ HAJSI> PORCEEiAX^.

THE MILLIKEN PATENT POLE

55 LIBERTY STREET,

NEW YORK.

For Electric Street Railways and Electric LigM Work.

MANITFACTUBBD BT

MILLIKEN BROS.

B9 DEARBORN STREET,

CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

WItIT£ FOB CIBCUIiAB AND CATAI^OCiUi:.

FOR SALE CHEAP!!!
Five 240 Ampere compoand wound T.H. Incandes-

cent Dynamoa, 110 Volt.
Two 23-ligLLt 2,000 c. p. American Arc Light Dy-

naraOB.
One50-Iight-^,000 c. p. SperryArc Light Dynamo.
6liO Goose N6ckB,T.fl. municipal sockets complete.
One lO-light "Weston Arc Machine and lioable

Lamps.

Three oOMight, 120 volt Edison Dynamos, Modem
Pattern, OEcd 2 years.

One 600- ight T.H. Alternator Complete.
One 1 ,300-iight T.H. Aliernator Complete.
Thirty 2.000 c. p. American Donbl : Lamps.
Forty 2.000 c. p. American tJingle Lamps.
One 15U h. p. Buckeye Engine, high Epeed.
Automatic and Corliss Eng.nes and Boilers.

TBE JOHN E. BEGHS MACHIHERY & SUPPLY CO., 74Cortlat(lt Street. REW YORK.

JAMES
LEFFEL WATER WHEELS

110 stvl'-'s :iiid Sizes. Vprigbt and Ilvrizuiilal.

YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
afl'ords every facility for makiiifc them.

Specially Adapted to ail Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
Plants of all kinds driven by them. Easy wnrkini; cates. We eiiaraiiiee

highest power, with smallest quantity of water, at full and part gates; in-

suring easy reculalion and steady motion. Successfully operating under
heads of 3 to 400 feet. Write us for fine pamphlet and state your wants.

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
SPRINGFIELD< OHIO. U, S, A.

110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Factories: "Waterburj^, Oonn. - - SS Park Flaoe, Ne>v Yorli.

MA.NUFACTURERS OF

Underwriters' Copper Electric liigrht I^ine "Wire, Copper Masnet AVire, Flexible Silk. Cotton and M'^orsted Cords for
Incandescent Lighting:. Bonnd and Flat Copper Bars for Station Worfe.

Insulated Iron Pressure Mire.

PATENT ^^K. K/'usum
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Agentsfor the Washington Carbon Company. Carbons for Aro Lighting,

m fiREAT VBSTBBN BIBCTBIC SUPPIY COMPANY, CBIMGO, . . SKHNr, jlGBNTS,

fM9§< i S^9rS&i>, ¥ew Jor^ Agent-

ELECTRICITY
FOR

ENGINEERS.

A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.

Price, Postage Prepaid,

$2.50.

Electrician Pulilisliing Go.,

6 Lakeside^Building,

9HIPACSO,
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THE EVANS FRICTION,
RnnDlnetonr Edienn dynamoB with oDe 200 H. p. Mcintosh & Seymour
Engine in the Weeks Building, BoBlon.
TboHBands of H. P. in aee driving dynamoB, and thoneanda of sets of

Vsrlable Speed Cone Pulleys in operation driving all kindeof macbinery.
For information send for dynamo catalogue "ii'' and for cone catalogue

"T." AddreeB

Evans Friction Cone Co.,

85 Water Street, - - BOSTON, MASS.

PATENTED.

Evans' Cones.
For Tarying Speed.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,

CRIMSHAW White Core Wires,
Black Core Wires,
Competition Line Wires,

CRIMSHAW Tapes,
Competition Tapes,

Splicing Compounds, Etc.

Nos. 13, 15 and 17 Cortlandt St.,

NEW YORK.

VULCA ELECTRICAL WIRE DUCTS
FOR

INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION.
A COMPLETE METHOD

for all ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS.

JUNCTION BOXES, CUT-OUTS, ANCLE BOXES,
ETC., ETC.

VULCA COUPLING COMPOUND.

Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin St.,

CHICAGO.
FUSE ) Correct Carrying Capac-

WIRE or ^ ity. Absolute

STRIPS.
J

Unifo-mity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave.

SPECIALTIES IN ELECTRIC
LIGHT SUPPLIES.THE LATEST

WRITE FOE CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

ST.,A-IS EXjECTX^I^^ CO.,
641 uroFtli Broad Street, PHIIiADEI/PHIA.

P.&B. ELECTRICAL
COMPOUNDS I PAINTS.

Thoroughly Water, Acid and Alkali Proof.

Perfect Insulators, especially adapted for use on

CROSS ARMS, POLES and ALL KINDS of IRONWORK.
The P. & B. Compound is USED by the largest WIRE and CABLE manu-

facturers In the world. Made only by the

STANDARD PAINT COMPANY. 2 UBEETT ST.. NEW YORK

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

MAP OF THE UNITED STATES.
A large, handsome Map of ihe United

Slates, mounted and suitab'e for ciSce or
home use, is issued by the Burlington
Route. Copies will be mailed to any ad-
dress on receipt of twelve cents in postage
by P. S. EcsTis, Gen'l Pass. Agent, C. B.
& Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

HH I g^ B For electrical

lyi 1 1 A purposes.

IVllvn Low Prices.

BOWERS BROS.,
121 Lake St., - CHICAQO.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

o
225 Pearborn Street 15 Broadway,
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McGUIRE MANUFACTURING

SOLID STEEL FRAME MAXIMUM TRACTI0N.-20 S.

ELECTRIC
Cable and Elevated R. R.

TRUCKS.

STEEL FRAME TRUCK.-I9 F.

This Cut Represents the Great Steel Frame Truck with Elliptic and Spiral Springs.

OFFICE AND WORKS:

12M32 N. SANBAMON STREET, CHICABO, U. S. A.
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Coluxxibia Lamps.
LONG LIFE, HIGH EFFICIENCY.

FULL BATED CANDLE POWEB.
Users pronounce them the best in the market. Try them and be convinced of

their superior quality.
All Caudle Powers. Bases to fit all standard Sockets.

Special Railway Lamps. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

New York : DOIIBIjEDAY. IIITCHEILI. & CO., ISO. ISO Liberty St.

Boston : REI>I>I\e ELECTRIC CO.. Tio. 41 Federal St.

Philsilelphia: PAIITRICK & CA«TEK CO., 12.1 S. S<1 St. and 131 «otlllc St.

Chicago : «KEAT WESTERN EtBCTRIC SUPPLY CO., 301-207 S. Canal St.

Cincinnati : POST & CO.. 21.';-217 West 4tli St,

PORCELAIN - INSULATED - SOCKETS

Of Best Quality, Standard Styles.

f In small lots 25 cents each net.

PRICE OF SOCKETS! ^ ^o*« °f 1°° ^S cents each net.

I^IJots of 60O 22 cents each net.

V^RITE FOB PItlCES.

The Columbia Incandescent Lamp Co.,

1912 and 1914 Olive St , ST. LOUIS, MO.

AQEINTS:
Syraense, IV. Y'., ELECTRIC EIVGIISEERISIO & SIFPPLY CO,

JVew Orleans : MANIO v & CO., 107 Baronne St,

Kansas City : EI>«'ARI> LASELL, 821 Slew Y'ork Life Bnilding.
Denver: MOIINTAIST ELECTRIC CO„DuffBloek,
Salt Lake City : R, M, JOJUES, Tio. 25 East 1st South Street,

San Francisco: PAUL SEILER ELECTRICAL ^VORKS. 406-40S Market St

L0N6 DISTANCE TRiNSMISSION.
We manufacture transformers of any size and any-

desired voltage for special uses, and

GUARANTEE PERFORMANCE,
Send for our Pamphlet No. 3, devoted to the subject of

Large Transformers.
This subject is worthy of consideration by all

Station Managers.

TheEiectliSppTycT^^^^^^
STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

Randolph St. and Michigan Ave..

CHICAGO, ILL. PiTTSFiELD, Mass.
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOOLARLY ADAPTED TO DEIVING

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of iu Ugh cfllcleDcy at all stages of gate, steadiness of motion and

easy working gale, the cjnatructlon of which makes It the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

Cmn CnD rUTAinPlir illustrating various styles ol eettlng

OLlIU run UH I HLUUUC on both vertical and borlzonUl shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, 9111.1,8 & TEMPLE,

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Buililrirt or Ilit'h Gr.ido

Corliss Engines,

Giddings' Automatics.
SIMPtB, COMPOUND, ANIJ CONDKNSING.

Compk'to riants Furnished.

Works: SIOUX CITY, IOWA.
BRANCH OFFICE:

48 South .Canal Street, CHICAGO, '

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS ^-^ BELLS.
FUI,I. LINK Al.n'ATB IK HTOCK.

W. B= OSTRaNDER & CO..
185 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

for New Catalogue. Oat Aaguat let.

STEARNS MANUFACT'C CO-iceMMs ERIE, PA.
COmPI^ETE: PO^ATER PLANTS FOR WOODBURY

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, AutpjticlGINES

STREET RAILWAY,
and MANUFACTURINC PURPOSES.

f PHILADEI.PHIA,
BRANCH OFFICES:

I, SAN FRANCISCO,

943 Orexel Building.

39 and 31 Spear St.

GIH,'S PATErJT WATER TUBE BOILER

r BOSTON—S. t. Holt .t Bait, (>7 Siulliury Street.

AGFNflFS' CHICAGO—Barclay ,fc Sliaipe. .149 The Rookery.
I ST. LOUIS—M. P. .lolinstoii Maeliinery Co., 715 and 717 N. 2nd St

SIMPLE AND COMPOUND ^^
CONDENSINGOR N ON -CON D E N S I NG.

5HULTZ PATENT
LEATHER PULIEV COVERING.

TANNED ON the:
SURFACE5 ONLY.
INTERIOR IS

RAWHIDE.-
IE ONLV PERFECT BELT V

MADE. NO SLIPPING

OR LOST MOTION

•RANCHES: 164 Summer St. , Boston, Mass ; 225 Pearl St., New York City.

139 N. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa : 60 W. Monroe St. Chicago.

^AWHlDElAGElEATriER.
Picker Leather-

I St. Louis, Mo.

HILL
Olutch Works,
CLEVELAND, O.

EASTERN OFFICE:
-!S CortlandtSt. SEW YORK.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
S8So. Canal St.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

DesigDed, Erected and PurniBhed.

Send for ne^r Catalogue ofPow-
er Transmission Machinery,

BALL
AUTOIVIATIC CUT-OFF

ENGINE.

ENGINE ITDip DA
Simple.

Cross Componnd.

., _

.

Triple Expansion.
With New Improvements. -^^B,^H^m'^^3[|J^''^\^ T^^sK- i= ^

j

Jirih^Tt'^E^^o^nX^Ou^abHity, '^^
Smooth and Quiet Running. ^ ""^ "^ - i

iTheBEST ENGINEfor ELECTRIC LIGHTING, ELECTRIC RAILWAYS, ELECTRIC

WININR FLECTRin WELDING, and Gfineral Manufanturinp Purooses.
NEW YORK OFFICE, 18 CortlandtSt. CHICAGO OFFICE, Room 506 The Rookery.

SELLING
r J -W. P*KKKR & CO , .tH Smth Fnnrth Str.>et, Pbtladelphia, Ph.; CKOOK, HORWBK A CO., Ralti-
! mnr... Did.: SSHITH-COtitTSIKV CO, 141U Main St , Kicbmood. Va. 1.. JI. Bl'.USEYMFG. « O., »t.

{ I.aais, illo. F. R. OKAro * CO , IiewCa Rlock. Pit'sbnre, Pa,; OOULF-V & VATKK, ;i24 Washington
APENTS' I

Are., Smtti, tl«iaeii>ilis. Winn.; KISBOSI IKOK »VOBKS, San Francisco, Cal. ; NORTH:WBSTEBK
SCPPIiS' CO., Taeoma, Wa^li,; £. U. eiliBBBT, AtclilBon, Kan.
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W.P.
THE THOMSIN-liniSTIH ELECTIIC CI,

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RAILWAY MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

3382 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

THOMSOHODSTON ELECTRIC CO.,

Boston Dice: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 148 Michigan Ave.
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THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS,
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS FOR

PERKINS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.

Representative Chicago.—Prize DrawlEg awarded by The "Inter-Oceau."

EVERYTHING IN THE WAY OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
54 and 56 Franklin Street, CHICAGO.
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9m
No. 2449. Showing Bell and Clamp Complete.

The E. S. Standard Trolley Wire Bell

and Wood's Clamp.

WHEN WE WERE BOYS TOGETHER
IT WAS A SAYING THAT

"Everything that Goes Up, Must Come Down!"

Which was true of most things then, and now, except Trolley AVires that

are put up with -WOOD'S IMPROVED CLAMP; once up
they stay up.

It allows the trolley wire to slip through while taking up slack

after that, a turn of a nut grips it like a Samson.

A Perfect Fixture, Symmetrical, Strong, Practical.

The Electrical Supply Company, ExclnBive Agents.

For the trolley wheel, we

have the C. & D. Automatic

Oiling Axle. Better than any-

thing you have seen. Samples

sent for trial upon request.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
CHICAGO.

Showing Parts of Clamp.

FACTORIES:
ANSONIA, CONN.
BRANCH OFFICE:

244 Arch St., Phila.

CATALOGUES:

Electric Railway, No. 31.

Electric Light and Power, No. 23.

Electric House Goods, No. 44.
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THEJNDIA RUBBER &J)TTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.

HABIRSHAW INSULATION

9Iai*iiie I'oi'C. iiHed
on povernnient

Crninerw.

Broa<l\vay Tlioatcr.

Naval Marine India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.

Feeder 4'ulil4*. Brdokl^n
KtllMon Kli'i'trfc lAuht CO.

!$iil>niarine 'Work, K^dison Klprtrir
lii^jflit t o., KaHtoii, Pa.

\a\'ul <'or4', I'iiit4'd

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES. Fei-di*r 4'on«litc(or.

"I>r.vpla i'M."
<i;i*and i.4*n'ral l^cpot.

Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far employed on board the United States steamships Trenton, Chicago, Boston. Yorktown, Pensacola, Phila-

delphia, Petrel, Atlanta, Baltimore, Newark, Vermont, Charleston. San Francisco, Concord, Bennington and monitor Miantonomah.

SOLID AND STRANDED CONDUCTORS, TAPED, ERAIDED, FLAME-PROOF.

The Habirshaw Insulation fulfills all requirements in places demanding the

"Best," and in that field finds no successful competitors.

Feeder Core.

FACTORY: CLENWOOD, YONKER8, N. Y.

WIVIi Ml nADlKoliAW ) ritiOij 315 Madison Ave., Cor. Forty-Second St.,

GSKERAL. MAHTAGEB. KEW YOBK CITY.
Feeder Cable.

WESTERN AGENTS: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., cor. Randolpli St. and Michigan Ave,, CHICAGO, ILL. t'?J??Hl'!,i^l!r2::i.

The Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.

80S CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BUILDING,

?

CHICAGO. ILL.

-MANl'FACTUREBS OF-

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

In Ordering^ Specify
AOENOIES:
The Electrical Supply Co., Chicago, 111.

The Electrical Supply Oo., Ansonia, Conn.
W. H. Gordon & Co., New York.
F. P. Jones & Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
The Iron City Electric Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Woodruff-Harris Electric Co., Birmingham, Ala.
Louisville Electric Co , Louisville, Ky

.

Houliston, Hubbard & Co., Cincinnati, O.
0. H. Baker & Co., Seattle, Wash.
Julius Andrae, Milwaukee, Wis.

Long^ Life Lamps

or Hig^h Efficiency

Lamps.
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Ahi•c «.z>u-x=otITS.
The Best isXlie ClieaLpest T

THE WOOD CUT-OUT BOX.
MANUFACTURED BY THE

Fort Wayne Electric Co., is the BEST.

DOUBLE BREAK.

INCOMBUSTIBLE.

^W'EATHEBPROOF.

For prices nrrite to

Fort Wayne Eleetrie Co.,

1^-IlDlJ^lSI.f^.

There is a Right Way and a Wrong Way to do Everything.

The right way to ojterate an electric car is with one Heat Proof Motor geared
to both axles, giving unifor^n traction and economy in operation.

Our record at Laivrence, Mass., on the Merrimac Valley road has never heen
equaled by any other system—15 of our 40 H. P. type ^'B'' single inotor equipments,

hauling trailers over 9% per cent, grades have covered over \ 15,000 miles without
burning a single armature, field coil or switch.

WE ARE PREPARED TO DO THE SAME THING FOR YOU.

The president of a large street railway company, who has recently contracted
tvitJi us for 13 equipments, after a thorough investigation of the so-called '^leading''

systems, inade and published the following statement:
"We investigated all the electrical systerns in the country, and visited 21 different

roads, and tve are satisfied that the system ive have selected is the most successful
now in operation. We did not want any system which necessitated a large repair
and winding room as an auxiliary branch of our business.'"

WE INVITE INVESTICATION AND COMPARISON.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
DETROIT, MICH., U. S. A.

917-918 Monadnock Building, Chicago.

F. I. STONE,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
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FOR SALE CHEAP!!!
Five 210 ArnptTc C()mi)Oun'i wound T.H. iDcaacles-

cent Dvnitriio.s, llu Vult.
Twoas-llylit -i.uni) c. II. AinericoD Arc Llpht Dy-

namoa.
One50-Uj;ht2,t)t«ic. p. Sperr? Arc Mylit Dynamo.
tibOUonse Necks/r.U.miiDlclpnl eockcte cuinplelo.
One 10-II<,'lit ^^eeton .\rc Mnchlne and i>nnh!o

Tlirt'o lUKMlijbt, 1'.^ volt BtliHon DynamoB, Modern
I'altern.Uiod 2 jcurs.

Oon flOO'if^tlitT.B. Alt4>rQatnr Complele.
On- ].;JOO-ilKlit T.ll. AllHrniitor Comjilete.
Tlitrty ^'.[MHlc. p. Aiii'Tirviii Doublu I.iiinpH,

Prtrty J,lHH)r. p, AnuTlciin Hlnule Laiiipe.

()rn< Ifiil h. p. Hnckeyc Kn^ln*-, hit;h Bpeed,
.\iiloiuali( null OorlifB lOnnnmM and Koil^rH.

THE JOHH E. BECGS MACHINERY & 5DPPLY CO.. 74 Cortlandt Street, HEW YORK.

DropForgings.
Birmlnehnni. <'onn..

Solicit ordora for Unlit Drop KorKiiiRB for EUTlrict)!
work. 16 yeara' experience. Kstlinulf^s prompliy

turnlslied on receipt of eampieH or drawint;^.

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade Automatic

ENGINES,
HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

_______
'

Two torse power to ttiree iiradrel liorse Down,

Western Deoartment: 2G and 28 Randolph St, CHICAGO. - H.S.WALKER, IVIanafler

Insulated Wires and Cables.
The arknowlefIfi:e<I Standard for durable and liich Insulation. Its

luerits )>iMived by a record «1' o%'er quarter of a century.
Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Celebrated Kerite Tape tor Insulating Joints.

Electric Light and Power. ALL SIZES Aerial Use.

'it^;T' Telegraph and Telephone, i riTl rupinrTi mriiirt! Subterranean Use,
'' Railway, and all other 1^''^" tHl<i!)tlJ WlIlLb, Submarine Use.

Concealed Wiring in all Locations.

Railway.

Branches of Signaling.

WILLIAM H. ECKERT,
General Agent,

16 Dey Street, New York.

WESTON ENGINES
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

ESTIMATES AND DRAWINGS SUBMITTED.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
Painted Post, N. Y.

REPRESENTATIVES:
Julian SchoM & Co., 126 Liberty St.. New York.

Geo. D. Hoffman, 82 Lake St.. Chicago, ill.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, BTEW YOKK,

MANUPACTUEEES, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS lU

THE "CHAMPION" BATTERY,
Pries, with Rod Zinc, SI16 per Cell, with Corrugated

Zinc. Sl.M per CeU.

THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED.
Electrical

Supplies
Of all Descriptions.

OwipleUCIIofCbftin- C.rlion RoCT.oIr and Co.er Corrogated Zinc of CliBin-

pl.aB.1l.r7. of Chsmpion Battery. pioo BAtterj.

TelegrapTi, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances,

Constniction Tools and

Line Material.

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
m^t^^^^mm M UH II r.'ll- 1 U red h\ t It e II »

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
A«KIiTM: I OM.lllA. NED . U D.D

NEW VQRKUITV, Chsa. E. CUapIn, 136 Liberty ST. LOl 19. MO., St. I... •
r,.

Street. BAN KKASClSfO. I A :,c

CHICAGO, ILL., The Electrical KnglDeerlnjE t Soppir A Conalmcti.i. «
SuiliilyCo., Ml The Rookery. CIS'INNATI, OHIO, (jiov.t KiectHc Co.lTJ

8T. I'AUL. MINN., Tbc Electrical Bnglncorlne W,..i sth Mv-l.
Jt Supply C" LODISVILI.K, KT.,SmUhere& Uavla.

E. K. KELLER. f. K. liKi.KMlAI'.lri.

Keller & Degenhardt,
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

542 Rookery Bids'., Chicag-o, III.
THE ONLY BUREAU OF ELECTRICAL INFORMATION IN THE WORLDS FAIR CITY.

The

iDternational OKONITE COMPANY,

i.«N/>
fXRADCIvlARK'

LIMITED.

13 Park. Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLES,
For Aerial. Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape
BRANCHES: Chlcag^o, Boston. Philadelphia, MinneapoUs. Cincinnati, Kuia«a Cltr,

Omaha, LonlsvUle, St. L.oai8, San Francisco, London and So. America.

THE "HEYMAN"
ARC LAMP

For Incandescent Circuits, any System.

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

EOSTOi^T.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., new york.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.
AGEXTS:

W.B. reraon* Co., Home las. Bid ?. Chicago, II'.

Thoe. G. Smiih -Tr., llMmmind Btd>'., CiaclnD&t;, Ohio.
W. *.Day, 1-3S Oliver St.. Boston, Mate.
A. M. Mor-e JC Co., Commercial Biog.. St. Loals, Mo.
Uv e Bros. & Co., Lewis Block, Pittsburg, Pa.
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Thomson-Honston
ELECTRIC CO.,

MANITFACTURBKS OF THE HIGHEST QTJAUTY OF

DYNAMOS, LAMPS
And ETery Necessary Appliance for the Construction, Maintenance and Operation of

Central Stations and Isolated Plants,

Arc, Direct Current and Alternating Current Systems,

100,000 750,000
Thomson-Houston Arc Lamps, Thomson-Houston Incandescent Lamps

In Daily Operation October 1, 1891

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, WESTERN OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave.. BOSTON, Mass. 148 Michigan Ave.. CHICAGO. ILL
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

American Desk & Seating Co. .

American l^iiigiiie Co xiv

AnHrac, Julius xiv

Andrews & Co., A. H xvii

Baggot, E xvi

Ball EoKlne Co xxi

Ball & Wood Co., The 1

Uecker IMFj', Co., Julm
Beggs, J. E., Mfg. & Supply Co... i

Bemaleln Electric Co iv

Boston Braid Mfg. Co xvii

Bowers Bros xviii

Brownlee & Co xiv

Brookfield, Wm xiv

Brush Electric Co xviii

Buckeye Electric Co., The xii

Butler Hard Rubber Co xi

Buxton, Geo. B xvi

Central Electric Co vii

Chicago Electric Motor Co. . , .

Chicago Kawhido Mfg. Co xx
Columbia Inc. Lan-p Co x
Consol. Elcc. Mfg. Co., The. ... i

Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co. . xv
Crown Electric Mfg. Co xxi
Cushlng. F. W ix

Cutter. Geo
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. C j xv
Day^a Kerlte Insulation i

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. . xxi

Detroit Electrical Works xxvi
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co
Diehli&Co xii

Dixon Crucible Co , Jog xii

Duplex Electric Co.. Ltd xiv

Eastern Electric Cable Co xv
Edison (General Electric Co x

Electric Cons. & Supply Co vi
Electric Merchandise Co xii

Electric Secret Service Co xsi
Electrician Pub Go

viii, xvi, xvii, xx, xxi

Electrical Construction Co.,Tlie. xv
Elec. Eng. & Sup. Co., The xv
Electrical Supply Co., The. . . xxiv

Elektron Mfg. Co
Empire China Works xii

Evans Friction Cone Co xviii

Ferracute Machine Co
For Sale i. xv
Fort Wayne Electric Co xxvi

Globe Carbon Co xvii

Gravity Purifier Co
Great Western Elec. Supply Co. xlx

Greeley& Co., The E. S .1

Helsler Electric Co xvii

Hemlngray Glass Co xv
Hill Clutch Works
Hirllmaun. C. J
HIne Eliminator Co xiv

Holmes, Booth & Haydens xx
Hunt Machine Co., Rodney...
Hussey & Co xvi

Ide & Son, A. L xv
Illinois Electric Lamp Co v
India Rubber & Gutta Percha

Insulating Co xxv
Inttitufce of Technology xviii

Interior Conduit& Insulation Co. xii

International Okonlte Co i

Jewell Belting Co i

Kartavert Mfg. Co xvi

Keller & Degenhardt 1

Kelly Bros xx
Knapp Electrical Works xxiii

Lake, J. H. & D ;

Lake Erie Engineering Works... vi

Lane & Bodley Co xv
La Roche Electric Works xi

Law Telephone Co . xv
Lefmann, Julius xvii

Leffel & Co., Jas xii

Link Belt Machinery Co xvii

Loud, H.M. & Sons Lumber Co. xvi

LovellMfg. Co.,Ltd xv
Milliken Bros xvi

Morse & Co., A. M xv
Munsell & Co., Eugene xv
Murphy, T. J
National Carbon Co xvi

National Electric Mfg. Co xix

"(Tew Tork Insulated "Wire Co. xviii

New Tork & Ohio Co i

Ostrander&Co., W. R xviii

Page Belting Co
Partrlck & Carter Co
Pearson & Co.. W. B vi

Pelton Water Wheel Co xvi

Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.—

—

Perry & Noyes xiv

Phoenix Glass Co
Pierce, Jr., Josiah xvii

Porter-Leavitt Elec. Motor Co.-

Powell Co., The Wm xvii

Premier Electric Co., The
Pumpelly, J. K xv
Queen & Co xv
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co xiv

Rae. Frank B xv
Railway Equipment Co viii

Hies Electric Specialty Co xii

Rockford Electric Mfg. Co
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A
Rose Elec. Light Supply Co. .

.

Royal Electric Co

Samson Cordage Works xiv

Sawyer-Man Electric Co xiil

Scbindel & Schlndel xvi

Schoonmaker, A. O xiv

Schuyler Electric Co viii

Short Electric Railway Go It

Shultz Belting Co
Sioux CAly Engine Works xxi

Smith, A. T xv
Smith, ThoB. 0. Jr xvi

Somoff. J. L xvii

Spcrry Elec. Mining Mach. Co. xviii

Standard Paint Co xviii

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co
Star Electrix Co xvii

Stearns >lrg. Co xxi

Steriing, W. C xvii

Stilwell & Blerce Mfg. Co. xvi, xvii

Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co . . . xxv
Taylor Engine Co .' i

Tnomson-HoustonElec. Co.. ii, xxii

Union Electric Works
Union Hardware Co xiv
U. 8. Electric Lighting Co. xiii

VanNula C. S
Vulcanized ITIbre Co xvii

Wadili'Il Entz IClectric Co xiv

Wanted x \'

Washington Carbon Co., The. . . xi

^Vestern Electric Co xii

Westlnghouse Elec.and Mfg Co
Weston Engine Co i

Wilcox & Howe Co... i

Williams Engine Works xxi
Woodhouse & Rawson. Ltd. . . .

Worthington, Henry R
CLASSIFIED LIST.

AnniuiciatorB.
Central Electric Oo.
Delrolt Electrical Works.
Electrical ConBtructlon t-'o.. The.
Electrical Supjdy Co., Tbe.
Great Western Elec. Ktipply Co,
Greeley & Co.. The B. 8.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co. W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.

Arc fjampB.
Begg^a, J. E., Mfg. & Snpply Co.
BraehEJectricCo.
Daplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Electric Cons. A Supply Co.
Fort W^ne ElectrlcCo.
Great WeBtern Elec. Snpply Co.
Rose Electric Light Snpply Co.
gchoyler Electric Co.
ThomBon-HoiiBton Blectric Co.
Weetlnghonee Bleetrlc & Hfg. Co.
Weetero Electric Co.

Arc lilsht Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
SamBon Cordage Works.

Batteries.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Detroit Electrical Worta.
Electrical Snpply Co.,Ttte.
Greeley & Co., The E.S.
Hirllmann, C. J.

Law Telephone Co.
Partrick & Garter.
Premier Electric Co., The.
Pumpelly, J. K.
WeBtern Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Hemlngray QlaBS Co.
Hirlimann, C. J-

Law Telephone Co.
Weetem Electric Co.

Bells, filectrlc.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Worka,
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley* Co., TheE. S.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Ofltrander & Co., W. R,
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Worke.
Weetem Electric 60.

Bells. Slaffneto.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Greeley & Co., The B. 8.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Weetem Blectric Co.

Beltlnff.
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Page Belting Co.
Sknltz Belting Co.

BoUers.
Lane h Bodley Co.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Boobs, Blectricai.
Blectrlclan Publishing Co.

Brass Goods. _^
Powell Co., The Wm.

Bnrslar Alanna.
Central Electric C«.
Detroit ElectricrJ Works.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Snpply Co.
GreeleyA Co..The S. tt.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Partarfck & Carter Co.

Cables. ^ . , ^ ,
(See Wire Insulated.)

Cross-AnnB.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works,
Electrical Snppjy Co., The.
Lond, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Schlndel & Sclilndel.

Cables, Electrle, (See Wire Insu-
lated), Copper.Sheet and Bar.
Roeblings Sone Co., J. A.
Western Electric Co.

Clntobes, Frletion.
Hill Clntch Works,

xiv Lake, J. H. & D.

Cordace.
HamsoD CordAK* Worki.

Carbonn, Polnta aad Plat«a.
BruBh Klpclrlr To.
Central Elwctrlc Co.
Electrical Supply Co., Th».
Globe Cart>on Co.
Knapp Electrical Wortta.
National Carbon Co.
Wai>hlD^;toii Cfcrbon Co.
Western ElectrlcCo,

Constrnctlon aad Kepalra.
Audrue, JuIIiih.

Chlc&KO Electric Motor Co.
Elpctric Conn. A. Supply Co.
Electrical Conetructton Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Hae, Friink IJ.

Hmllb.Th'ifl. O. Jr.

Union Electric Works.
WeBt«rn ElectrlcCo.

Contractors, Kleetrlc l>lcht,
RncLne Plants and Kleetrlc
Ballways.
Aint-rlciiii Engine (,'0.

Ball Enelne C'o.

Ball & Woo<l Co., The.
Brnah Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diaiiioiid i:i.Hlrl.- MTk- Co.
EdlBOn General ElM:trlc Co.
Electric CoDi, A Snpply (;o.

Electrical Ecc. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Helsler Electric Co.
Keller <&, Degenhardt.
Lake Eri<- En^'iiu'ering Works.
Lan«' i Bodley Co.
I.a Roche Electric Works,
Morne &. Co., A. M.
Pearsen A Co., W. B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Rockford BlectricHanofacturlngCo.
Royal Blectric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Sious City Engine Works.
Pmith, ThOB. G. Jr.

Taylor Engine Oo.
Thomson Houston Electric Co

.

Wad'iell Entz ElectrlcCo.
Weetinghonse Electric & Hfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Wei*ton Engine Co.
Williams Engine Worka.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
Central Blectric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Blectrlral Supply Co.,The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydena.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Roebling's Son's Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cnt-Onts and STrltcliea.
Andrae, JnlluB.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical SudbI? Co., The.
Knaop Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Star Electrix Co.
Van Knls, C S.

Western Electric Co;

Drop Forcings.
Wilcox & Howe Co.

Dynamos.
firnsh Blectric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Blecirical Ene. k Supply Co.
Port Wayne Electric Co.
Helsler Blectric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lovell ^Ifg. Co., Ltd.
National ElecUlc Manufacturing Co.
Rockford ElectricManufacturlngCo.
Roee Electric Light Supply Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Schayler Blectric Co.
Thomson-Hon^i>n Blectric Co,
Waddell-Entz Electric Co.
Western Blectric Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Blectric Lava Gas Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Bleetrlc Ballways.
Detroit Electrical Works,
Bdison General Blectric Co.
Rae, Frank E.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
WeetlngBotiee Blectric & Mfg. Co.

Blectrical and Mechanical
£nslnce>^s-
Pierce. Josiah Jr.

Rae, Frank B.

jEleetrlcal Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Blectrical Snpply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The B. S.

La Roche Electric Works.
Queen A Co.
Union Electric Worka.
Western Blectric Co.

Blectrical Specialties.
Andrae, Julius.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cutter. Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Hussey & Co.
Ries Electric Specialty Co.

Bleetrollers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Baggot, B. __
Blectrical Supply Co., The.
Thomeon-Honston Blectric Co.

Bleetro-Plating Hacblnes.
Brnsh Blectric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomson-Uooston Electric Co.

Blectrical Inteilisence.
EeUer & Degenhardt.
Rae, Frank B.

Klevators.
Link Beit ttochlnery Oo.

clnes, Htett^
Ami-rl' au Bnt^'lne C<J-
UbJI Bnelor Co.
Ball A WoodCo.Tka.
M*- ± Son, A. L.
Lak't F.rle KngiDfiTlng Works.
Lino A Ilriltey Co.
.M..r«H& C". , \. M,
PearooD&Co.. W.B.
ItAcIoe Hardware Mfg. Co.
Smith, ThOB. (i, Jr.
sioiii I 'iiy ICiit'lne Works.
Steams lAttt. Co.
'i'ayl'jr Eiiglne Co.
Wenlon Ent,'lfi*« Co,
Williams Engine Co.

Fan Ootflts.
Chlciiifo Sleetric Motor Co,
IHftil & Co.
Kdiison General ElectrlcCo,
I'r.Hiii.T Electric Co., Tho,
SUaley Electric Htg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfe. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarasn.
Electrical Supplv Co., The.
Knspp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Wet^tern Electric Co.

Friction Cooes.
Evans Friction Cone Co.

Fnriiaoe <>rate Bars.
K.-lly i:n..4.

FoHe wire.
Electrical Supply Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Sporry Elec.Mlnlng Machine Co,

€ras LilffbtlDKt Kleetrlc.
Detroit Elefrlcal Works.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cteoeral Electrical HnppUes.
Andrae, Julias.
Central Electric Co.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co-
Cotter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
EdiBOn General Slectrlc Co.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley &Co.,TheB. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Q,ueen & Co.
StarElectrliCo.
Western Electric Co.

C^lobes and Kleetrical Glass-
ivare.
Baggot. B.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Hemlngray Glass Co.
Phcenix Glass Co.

graphite Specialties,
Dixon Crucible Co , Jos.

Hard Anbber CilooOs.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

insulators and Insulatlns
aiaterlals.
Andrae, Julius,
Brookfleld, Wm.
Central Blectric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cashing, F. W.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Great tVestem Elec. Snpply Co.
Hemlngray Glass Co.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Kaitayert Mfg. Co.
Kjianp Electrical Works.
Mnneell & Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
SlASne^ Wire.
Centnfl Hlectrlc Co.
CuBhing.F. W,
Cutter, Geo.
Day's Kerlte Insalation.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
EdlBon General Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Holmes, Booth & H&ydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gntta Percha Insu-
latlngCo.

Knapp Blectrical Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllnj's Sons Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Waddell-Entz Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

Ijamps. Incandescent.
Bernstein Electrh; Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Blectric Co.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.

Edison General Blectric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Electrical Eng. & Snpply Co.
Great Weetem Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.

Helsler Electric Co.
Illinois Electric Lamp Co.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
New York and Ohio Co.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co,
Somoff, J. L.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

liabricators.
Powell Co., The Wm.

nacnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wire.)

Meohanioal machinery.
Ferracute Machine Co.

Hediea] Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Partrick & Carter Co,

Mica.
Bowers Bros.
HnnseU & Co., Bngene.

1 Seboonmaker, A. O.

Mine Hlcnala, Klectrle.
Detroit KlKtricoJ Work*.

Hlalas A^paratns, Kleetrle.
Bdlooo Q«Mral kl«etrle Co.
TbomaoD-BoojtDD JClactilc Co.
SMrry Elec Mlalnc MocblDn Co.
WeatfoKboiutt KUctric * Mff. Co.

Motors.
Brmh Kleetrlc Co.
CrocK«r-Whoeler Electric Co.
Chicago Blectric Motor Co.
Detroit Bloctrlral Works.
DIaroonil Kl^r iric Ml^. co.
Kdloon UAueral Electric Co.
Electrical Kog. h Happiv Co.
I.a I(of:b« Klw.lrlc V^'orks.
1.0V.-1I Mfif. Co.. Ltd.
I'ort-r L*&vltt El«ctrlc Motor Co.
I'fmi'-r Kl'-';trlc Co.
Rockford E lectric Moo afactarfox Co.
Royal Electric Co,
Thornson-HoostOQ Bl«ctric Co.
Wii-M.'il Knt/ Klertr.'rTo.
WesUaxbooM Electric A Mff Co.

Snm*- Flat^M.
iWfk'-T Mfg. Co., .fohn.

Ofllce Famltare.
American Deek i Seating Co,
Andrews A Co., A. H.

Oil < npn.
PowfllCo.. The Wm.

on FurinerN.
dru: 117 I'oriner '"o.

Packlne.
Buiton, Geo. B.

Pins and Brackets,
Central ElectrlcCo.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Loud, H. M. ABoDs'LomberCo.
Schlndel A; Shindel.
Western Electric Co.

Poles.
Brownlee A Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical StlpTJly Co., The.
Lefmann, Jtlllus.

Loud, H. M. A Sons' Lumber Co
Millliten Bros.
Kaihv.'iv KqiiipiJK-nt Co.
Srhindet A Schlndel.
Sterling,W. C.

Publishers. Blectrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Push Buttons.
Detroit Kleetrical Works.
Central Electric CO.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick ^ Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western ElectrlcCo.

Ballways, Electric.
(See electric railways.)

BcsulBtin;; Sockets.
Ries Kk'Ctnc Sperialty Co.

Securities. Electrical.
Perry k Noyes.

Separators, Steam.
Hlne Eliminator Co.

Silk Braid. ^
Boston DraidSlfg. Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

SpeaKlnjr Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
KnspD Electrical Worka.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen A Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthington, Henry R.

Supplies, Electric BallwaT.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric Merchandise Co.
R.iihvsy Equi]nn..'Lt Co.
Schindel & Schlndel.

Tapes, Insnlatins.
Andrae, Jolias.
Central Electric Co,
Cashing, F. W.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
EdlBon General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co; , The.
India Rubber A Gotta Percha In-
sulating Co.

International Okonlte Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Tele&rraph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Cp., The B. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
ParCMck A' Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephoues, Electric
Detroit f-'lectrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co^The,
Greeley & Co., The B. S,

Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen A Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg, Co,
Electrical Eng. b Snpply Co.
National ElectrlcMannfacturingCo.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Works,

Trucks. Electric Car.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thom^on-Hoaeton Electric Co.
WeBtlnghoose Electric & Mfg. Ca

Turbine IVheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Hunt Machine Co., Rodney.
Stilwell & Bierce Mfg. Co.

UniTereitips.
Institute of Technology.

Water \Vlie<»l«.
Leffel &. Co.. The Jaa.
Pelton Water Wheel C o.

Wire, Bare-
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, Booth A Haydens.
KnsT)p Electrical Worts.
Railway Equipment Co.
Roebling's Sons' Co., J. A.
Sperry Blec Mining Hochbn Co.
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Be suspicious of any Company that is anxious to lose money
in order that you may have the best equipped

electric railway in the country.

The Short Electric Railway Gonipanii
OFFERS A FULL LINE OF

APPLIANCES FOR OVERHEAD CONSTRUCTION,

6EARLESS AND SINGLE REDUCTION MOTORS,

IMPROVED RAILWAY GENERATORS,

Workmanship, Efficiency and Successful Operation Guaranteed.

MAIN OFFICES, CLEVELAIfD, 0.

:Bx«..^zia-o:^ c^f^f^xozis:
Mills Ruildlng, New York City. 225 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Penn Mutual Building, Philadelphia. 515 Walnut St., St. Louis.
Kittredge Building, Denver. Mailers' Building, Seattle.

227 Stevenson St., San Francisco. Old Capitol Building, Atlanta.

EVERY STATION OFANY SYSTEM
SHOULD INVESTIGATE OUR

SERIES LAMPS,

SERIES SOCKETS,

SERIES SUPPLIES,
For ARC and ALTERNATING Circuits.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICES.

BERNSTEIN FAN MOTORS.
Perfect in Design. Tasteful in Appearance. Simple Throughout.

Reliable Agents wanted in every section of the country. Write for particulars.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
620 ATLANTIC AVENUE, BOSTON, MASS.
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CHAS. M. HOWELL, President,

C. J. LAUGHREN, Sec'y and Treas.

JOHN F. SCHAEFER, Superintendent.
EWEL "k

V

The Illinois Electric Lamp Co.,

Notice to the Public!
Having purchased from Mr. Wm. Hood,

No. 239 La Salle Street, Chicago, his U. S.

Registered Trade Mark, No. 20646, and

having secured the services of Mr. John F.

Schaefer, the well-known expert lamp maker,

who is the original and only manufacturer of

the Jewel Incandescent Lamp, we desire to

inform the public that we are now prepared to

fill all orders for this justly celebrated Lamp.

The first-class reputation enjoyed by it since it

has been on the market has made its success

phenomenal. For the production of the Jewel

Lamp we have equipped an entirely new
factory with the latest and most improved

devices, and of such a capacity as to take care

of the largest orders, and give immediate ship-

ments.

Our factory is located in the business

center of Chicago.

We shall be pleased to receive your

orders and guarantee that our Lamps will

give entire satisfaction.

WRITE FOR PRICES.

Factory and Office, 171 and 173 South Canal Street,

CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS.
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lAMMOND-WILLIiUHS ENGINE,
THE

STANDARD COMPOUND.

BVILT BT

The Lake Erie Engineering Works,
BUFFALO, N. Y.

W. B. PEARSON & COMPANY,
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES,

401 Home Insurance Building, " - - » CHICAGO, ILL.
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nLOW/^

TRAuC t-.y-.ii I

Central Electric Company.

HIGH GRADE STOCK.

EACH ONE LEADS IN ITS CLASS.

4.0 N/>

OKONITE WIRES
And Products—record unbroken.

BRYANT SPECIALTIES.

By method of exclusion, the
Bryant all porcelain sockets and
switches stand alone.

CONDUIT.

The Interior Oonduit & Insula-
tion Company's tubing, plain
and brass, out-clasBes all others.

SWAN LAMPS.
The Swan Lamp is one of high
efficiency, long life and bril-

liancy.

WASHINGTON CARBONS.
The Washington Carbons are
noted for long life, low resistance,
high efficiency.

GLADIATOR DRY BATTERY.
A tower of strength in the elec-

trical arena.

nLOW/;:

TRADE MARK.

Central Electric Company,
116 and US Franklin Street,

CHICAGO.

*9N'^
[TRADE MARK!

An Old Friend in a New Dress.
The more you see of the "Ward'' lamp the more you become interested. Mechanical and electrical perfection. It

is all that. Are you aware that we are combining these features with a line of ornamental lamps that surpass in beauty of

finish and design any arc lamp ever offered to the trade, and equal to the handsomest electrical fixtures manufactured?

You need such lamps for interior lighting and decoration. They increase the output of your station, and delight

the consumer. How about prosperity? Of course you're through with e.xperiments. Why need you injure your business

and add personal worry by the purchase of any other style of lamps, which are so imperfect that they will have to be

changed oyer every month, and brought out as a "New Lamp''?

The "Ward" lamp, in all cases, is specially designed to meet the varying conditions demanded, and had passed the ex-

perimental stage when first offered to the public by this Company. The thousands of "Ward" lamps in use prove it to be

the only lamp that works satisfactorily on an incandescent circuit.

AANUrACTURERS ORGANIZED 1881.

INCORPORATED 18a3.

Arc Laaps

AN
)

ESTABUSHED -

EACT: J

P8R INCANDESCENT AND • /

STREET RAILWAY" CIRCUITS,

THE ONL^' ARC LA/nP THAT
WORKS SATISPACTORILY O^S AN
INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING, THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LAMPS.

THE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

UNITY BUILDIKG,

CHICAGO.

TELEPHONE BUILDING.

NEW YORK.
Search Light No. 13.
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•^eiVflf-^iPAfar-Q

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

Everything for complete equipment and maintenance of electric

roads of all systems.

PROMPT SHIPMENTS. LOWEST PRICES. WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS.

W. R. MASON,
General jatmaf/er.

TEMPORARY OFFICES, 617 AND 619 PULLMAN BUILDING,

THE SCHUYLER
-STTSTIEl^ OF-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FEATITEES

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,
MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

THE ELEMENTS OF

[lYNAMIC FLECTBICITY

AND MAGNETISM.

A Book T¥T6!nn Z^TTT' f
Price, $2.

For Learners. UUOX X^UXi Postage Frf

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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MjEAD Quarters;
3.:

'h^
/d I'IRC n£]PARTM£IVT«

* CITY TELEGRAPH. 4r

SUPT D FFICE

C. B. Hotchklss. Esq.

Gen'l Agent Days Kerite.

New York.

Dear Sirt-

I send herewith a piece of Kerite Wire cut out of service on

account of construction of manhole. The wire, two pieces of about 3000

feet each, was placed in one inch common gas pipe and buried beneath the

pavement abcut thirty inches, on Cass Street from Chicago Avenue to Erie

street, thence to Pine street. This work was done in the si;uTimer of 1877

and the wire has been in continuous, and is now in service, without inter-

ruption of any kind. I see no perceptible change in the material and con-

gratulate you upon the record.

Yours respectfully,

p» S. This piece was removed March 14th, J.887.

Sup't.

April 18, 1892.—This wire is still in service after 15 years' use.

No other rubber covered wire in this
country can show such a record as this, as
none of them were in existence when this

wire was laid.

W. H. ECKERT,
Gen'l Agent,

16 Dey St., NEW YORK.

F. W. GUSHING,
Gen'l Western Agent,

225 Dearborn St., CHICAGO.
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Edison General Electric Company,
EDISON BUILDING,

BROAD STREET, - NEW YOBK.
DISTRICT OFFICES:

CANADIAN: Edison Building, 77 Bay Street, Toronto. Can.
PACIFIC COASr: Edlion Buildinj, 112 Busn Street, San Francisco. Gal.

CSVrRJL: t73aTd 1 75 Adims Slr)!l. Calca; j, III. PAOlf IC N3.<TH «£ir: Fljlschisr Bjiljiag, Pirlland. Oregon.
EASTERN: Edison Building, Broad Street, New York. ROCKY MOUNTAIN: Masonic Building. Denve', Colo.

NEW ENGLAND: 26 Otis St., Boston. Mass.
MEXICAN and SO. AMERICAN DEPT.: Edison Building, Broad Street, N. Y. EUROPEAN OFFICE: 34 Victoria St., London, S. W., England

Columbia Lamps.
LONG LIFE, HIGH EFFICIENCY.

FUZL BATED CANDLE POWEB.
Users pronounce them the best in the market. Try them and be convinced of

their superior quality.
AH Candle Powers. Bases to fit all standard Sockets.

Special Railway Lamps. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

3

k

PORCELAIN - INSULATED - SOCKETS

Of Best Quality, Standard Styles.

fin smalllots 25 cents each net.

PRICE OF SOCKETS: \
^-^t^ of 10° 23 cents each net.

[^ Lots of 600 22 cents each net.

WHITE FOK PItlCES.

The Columbia iDcandBsceDt Lamp Co.,

1912 and 1914 Olive St , ST. LOUIS, MO.

New York: DOIIBLEDAY, MITCHEIil, & CO.. Xo. 136 liberty St.
Boston : REDDIXC; EI.ECTR1C CO., So. 41 Federal St.
Philitlelphia: PARTBICK * CAKTER CO.. 12.'» S.3d St. and 131 Gotliic St.
Chirago : «BEAT «ESTERX EI,ECTRI«< SIIPPI,Y CO., 201-307 S. Canal St.
Cincinnati: POST it. CO„ 215-217 West 4tli St.

Syracuse. N. Y.. EL,ECTRIC EXGISfEERlXG & Si;PPI.Y CO.
New OrIean:s : 3IAX10 V & CO.. 167 Baronne St.

Kansas City : EDWARD IiASEl.I<. 821 Xew Y'ork liife Bnildlns.
Denver: MOUXTAIX ELECTRIC CO.. DuffBlock.
Salt Lake City : R. II. .lOXES. Xo. 25 East 1st Sontli Street.

San Francisco : P-Airi. SEII.EB ELiBCTBIC-AL WORKS, 406-40S .llarket St
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lAM TEnST IS A FillUlll!!
(You may thank ua for it), and indications are it will soon fall apait, each fellow

pulling for himself. Then

Your Harvest Will Gome,
So don't make Long Time Contracts, ONE YEAR IS LONG ENOUGH. We booked orders last month for

3,000,000 CARBONS
And this month, (up to the 16th inst ), have sold | ,87 1 ,000, and indications are, demand will run

^HEAD OF LAST MONTH.

AGENTS:
H. C. Hawfca,

620 Atlantic Ave., Boeton.

Holmes. Booth A Haydens,
26 Park Place, New York.

The Washington Carbt>n Co..
641 N. Broad St., Philadelphia.

Klectrical Supply A. ronatrnctlon Co.,

917 Liberty St., Pittsburgh.

Standard Electrical IVorks,
161 W. Pearl St., Cincinnati.

Central Electric Co.,

116 Franklin St., Chicago.

OUR CARBONS ARE NOTED FOR THEIR

Long Life, High Efficiency, Low Resistance.

Write us for samples and quotations before you contract for supply.

THE WASHINGTON CARBON COMPANY,
Works at WASHINGTON, PA. PITTSBURGH, PA.

THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.,
33 Dbv^ercer Stxeet, 3iTe"Vsr "2"03:]^,

POSSESS SUPKRIOR ADVANTAGES IN THE MANTTFACTHBE OFXZARD RXTBBSR C3-OODS
Especially in articles ndapted to electrical imlustries, having obtained the sole right to manufacture

HARD RUBBER under the valuable I^atents granted to WIJLLIAM KIEIj,

ALL OPERATIONS OF SAWING, CUTTING, TURNING ANI> POLISHING OUR NEW STANDARDS OP
O LJ p FT* D f\ r^ A Kl r^ T I T D I M f\ ^^^ ^6 performed with a large redaction in the wear and tear of tools, and conBiderable eavine of labor. Oar new Btandarde arewn Ct IJ^ i f ix \J LJ r\ iH LJ I l^ D 1 1\ ^ of a richer black throughout, not sabject to change in color, are tougher and more flexible, do not become brittle with age, and

have been tested and approved by the leading electrical companieB of the United States. In addition to these advantages, we also offer advantages in prices.

KIEL'S PATENT HARD RUBBER CELLS FOR STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES
Still remain the most satisfactory and cheapest in the market, unequaled for strength, durability, insulation and resislaiTice to acids.

HARD RUBBER GOODS OF EYF5Y DESCRIPTION MSUFACTHRED.

For Sale by THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.

Correspondence solicited from all manufacturers and dealers in electrical
machinery and supplies. SEND PUR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

La ROCHE
116 «1< m N. 6I> SI.,

Alternating

DYNAMOS,
100 TO 1200 LIGHT.

Installed complete for City
or Town Lighting.

Cliicago Office, Garden City Electric Co.

267 and Ji69 Dearborn i^treet.

ELECTRIC WORKS

Philadelphia, Penn.

Incandescent

DYNAMOS,
Direct System. '

I TO 1000 light"

Motors
For Arc or Incandescent.

Currents from 1-8 to 50 H. P.
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USE THE RIES REGULATING SOCKET
For your Alternating Current Incandescent Lamps

THE RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY COMPANY, Patentees and Sole Mannfaclnrers,

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB EI^ECTBICAIi Ut^ES.

Graphite Rods of Tsrinim Ijen&i]i9, from 1 Obm to 100 Ohms Resistance
to the Inch. *^raphite Boxes and (Jrnrlbles, Reslstir;; Reai»

of -J.000 JDe^rees. Inquiries Uladly Anfeweieo.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
m to 156 Green St.. Green Point. BROOKLYN. N. Y.

MANDTACTOET OP

Non-Conductive Blocks, Rosettes and Bases for Cut-Outs
and Switches; also Insulators. Cleats, Lamp Trim-

mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Our prodaction Is a dense body. The glazing snd body
of ooj ware are of same composition, and are baked
alike, which are the featnres of

TRr£ HAXtI> FORCEI^ATSr.

COMPLETE STOCK OF

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES.
TROLLEY WIRES,

ilPAN WIRE,

FEEDER WIRE,

GUARD WIRE,

MAGNET WIRE,

FUSE WIRE,

SWITCHES,

CROSS-OVERS,
TURN-OUTS,

INSUUTORS,
TROLLEYS,
POLES,

PULE BRACKETS,

PULL-OVERS,

POLE RATCHETS,

STRAIN CLAMPS,

CURVE INSULATORS,

ElEaRIC
RAILWAY

SUPPLIES
EXCLUSIVELY.

'

^f^^^z^:^'-^

ELECTRIC HEADLIGHTS,

GEARS, PINIONS,

RAWHIDE PINIONS,

RESISTANCE BOXES,

STATION EQUIPMENT,

TROLLEY POLES,

TROLLEY BASES,

TROLLEY WHEELS,
TROLLEY HARPS.

TROLLEY SPRINGS,

TROLLEY CORD,

BEARINGS,

BUSHINGS,

GRAPHITE BUSHINGS,

RUBBER BELLS,

FEEDER BELLS,

CHICAGO CLAMPS,

INSULATING TAPE,

EYE BOLTS,

TURN BUCKLES,
PORCELAIN KNOBS,

PORCELAIN CLEATS.

I I
Something New and Practical, and of inter-

est to users.

The special coiled filament, as shown in out,

used in all lamps of high voltage.

Guaranteed not to droop against the bulb.

A trial will fully convince you that the
"Buckeye" is efficient, and of long life.

Is acknowledged to be the handsomest lamp
in use.

Write for catalogue and prices.

11

257 THE ARCADE,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

•>

l'eTfIi water wheels
lin Stj-les and Sizes. Upright an. I TlMriz.uiUi!.

30 YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
affords every facility for makiiitr llii-rn.

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and IVIanufacturing.
Plants of all kinds driven l^y thena. Easy workinc cates. We guarantee

highest power, with smallest quantity of water, at full and part gates; in-

suring easy regulation and steady motion. Successfully operating under
heads of 3 to 400 feet. Write us for fine pamphlet and stale your wants.

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, U. S. A.

110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY-

ELECTRIC CEILING FAN.
HIGHEST EFFICIENCY. 4

Oieiil& Company,
385 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

INTERIOR CONDUITS Tie Solitioi oi'ine iTooieffl 01 saie liMrillBS

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for whatsoever pnrpoae employed, is to

be fotind in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IKTERIOR AHD DBDERGRODKD

co^^iDTJiars
KANIIFACTUBED BT

T •jq*T T! T?. T O T?.

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
S27to 631 W. 34th St.,

626 to 528 W. 35th St.,

TRADE-MARK

General OtQces: 42 & 44 Broad St,, Nei YorL

JTioa. Day 4 Co.j 222 Sutter St., San FranclBCO, Cal.

MoQutiun JiiecLiic Co., D«)iiver Colo.
American Elect, Supply Co., 2Jti Pe.ir] St., Bnffalo.N T.
PQtnam, tJay & Co , 27 E. .M lin bt , Rocbestep, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. ttli St., Cincinnati, O.
Chae. uabriel, Saginaw, M'cb.
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
Walker & Kepler, 531 Chestnut St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Constmc'iou Co., Pittehnrgh, Pa.
Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

Annunciators, Bells, Pushes,

Speaking Tube, Battery, Patterson Cable,

Electric Light Apparatus—Arc and Incandescent,

American District Telegraph Aiiparatus,

Telegraph Instruments, Testing Instruments,

Insulated Wires, Line Supplies, Tools and
Other Electrical Appliances.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
( AnES, EB£BT & CO., St. Paul, JHinn.

Selling Agents!') STANDABD ELECTBICAIi WOBKS, Cincinnati, OUo.
( UOCIVTAIN EliECTBIC CO , Denver, Colo.

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.
NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Greenwich 8ts.
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The United States Electric Lighting Co.,

[THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Lessees.]

ARC AND INCANDESCENT ISOLATED ELECTRIC LICHT PLANTS.

^^^
m^^^^^^fTk
^^^^^^kR
.^^^pj^^

11 I^mr^Ym
d mm

yw
WETV V. S. HOTOB.

Aiitic liiais.— Perlect Beies,
More than 1,000 Plants in Operation in Factories, Hotels,

Office Buildings, Theaters, Etc.

MOTORS"- GENERATORS.
Direct Current GENERATORS and MOTORS for all purposs,

1-8 H. P. up to any power required, and at any-

required B. M. F.

Superior in Design and Workmanstiip, and Uneqnaled in Efflciency.

Send for New U. S. Catalogues on Incandescent Lighting and Motors.

GENERAL OFFICES: EQUITABLE BUILDING, 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

~D

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
8 CANDLE POWER TO 50 CANDLE POWER,

FITTING SOCKETS OF PRINCIPAL SYSTEMS.
75 CANDLE POWER TO ISO CANDLE POWER,

FITTING LARGE SPECIAL KEYLESS SOCKETS.

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUT-OUTS AND GENERAL SUPPLIES,

Write ±br Catalogue.

(SHOWING LAMP HALF SIZE.)

100 c. p. and 150 c. p.

SAWYER-MAN ELECTRIC CO.,
BOSTON, NEW YORK, CHICA60,

620 Atlantic Ayenuej 5 1 0-534 West 23d St, "The Rookery."
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANTJPACTUBED BY

WM. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

l-RACIfSE-HlGH-SFEEUJf

m^^-i
SUPERIOR. REfiULATION

A"» ECONOMY '°'^

Bectric ]\mM
w^

t
WRPOSES

16 5IZtS

CARRIEDINSIOCKJI

fwFtisr
Men Cfit DF ODBj

ENGIMESj
MfOffiSHimNSI

fonPRlCES""'

CATALOGUE
3 ADDR£U , '

ENGINE KPT.

RACIlit HARDWARE MK-C0-RA^"'V-3

EVERY ONE
KNOWS

ANDRAE.
WE STILL SELL

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

SPECIAL AGEXT FOR

OKONITE AND HABIRSHAW
WIRES,

SUNBEAM LAMPS.

JULIUS ANDRAE,
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

The Pioneer House of the Northwest.

SOLID BRAIDED CORD.
\ Ib the moet dara-

j
ble for hanging

I Arc Lamps,
[Trolley
I Cord, Cov
ering Field

Magnets, Saeh Cord, et^:., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSOX CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STUEET, BOSTON.

H ^^ For all Electric InsulatingU IB JB Purposes East India MicaHI I I m\ i^ the best on the market.

IffI IU fl I SELL NO OTHER.
Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SOHOONMAKER,
158 William St., NEW YORK.

W. P. Pebet. S. F. Nona.

mm 1 imim mm,
Electrical or Telephone Stocks Bonght

and Sold.

PERRY &NOYES,
Edison Bids, - BJBW 'S^OBK.m CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL.

If you are in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

BROWNLEE & CO., "rc^'

Royal Electric Co.,
911 & 913 South WasMngton St., PEOEIA, ILL.,

lIANirFACTUHEBS OP

Alternating and Continuous Current Dynamos and Motors,

AND ELECTRIC MACHINER-jr.
The Most Complete Alternating Ststem: now on the Market.

Agents Wanted for Exclusive TBrritory.

DUPLEX ELECTRIC CD.
}

MANDTACTUBERS OF

AUTOMATIC ARC

f^f^ INCAHDESCENT

DYNAMOS,
AND THE

DUPLEX
ARC LAMP.
CORRY, FA,

AMERICAN HIGH SPEED ENGINE.
This Engine revolutionizes the manner of applying steam in generating power. It

can be regulated so as to run at any speed desired, up to

T QQQ OR MORE REVOLUTIONS PER MiyUTE !

It is not a rotary Engine, yet the motion of its parts is such that there are no "dead

centers." It takes steam and exhausts foiu- times at each revolution. For

SPEED, SIMPLICITY AND ECONOMY,
this Engine has no equal. It jwssesses many striking advantages over all other Engines,

either slow speed or so-called high speed. Its speed is closely regulated by a sensitive

and reliable automatic governor. Built of any required size,

FOR ALL STATIONAllY and MARINE PURPOSES.
It can be coupled directly to dynamos, fans, blowers, fire engine and other rotary

pmnps : in fact, to any machine requiring great velocity. It is smooth running and

noiseless. Being light and compactly built, it takes up less room than any other

En'nne of equal power. No heavy foundations are requred. This Engine is

THE .i^OlvlE OF SIlvIFrjIOIT^S'.
No skilled engineer is required.

y^^ For further particulars and Illustrated Catalogue, caU upon, or address,

AMERICAN ENGINE COMPANY,
BOl'TtD BROOK, N. J.

HINE'S ELIMINATOR.
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL

Steam Separators and Oil Extractors.

^g'liie^i '" twelve trialB in the "ComeU" Separator test, it averaged

MO per ceat Dry Steam. Oatstripping all competltora.

Send for Circular and Cornell test report.

IT HINE ELIMINATOR CO., '°"'-N'rwVo'^
This advertieement appears every other week.

-1}^H-

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AND

95 CHAMBERS STREETJEW YORK.

ILeWaddell-Entz Electric Co.,
302 Produce Exchange, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow Speed

Generators and Motors.

DIRECT DRIVEN
Slow Speed Generators for Electric

Lighting and Power. Low
Runn ng Expense.

STREET CAR MOTORS.
Insulated Wire. Cables

and Flexible Cords.
Special Machines Designed.

K!!<TI1IATES FUKIMSHED.

ISOLATED PLANTS A SPECIALTY.

CHICAGrU, 438 " Tlie Bookery.

FACTORY AT BRIDGEPORT, CONN

BFFFAI.O, 30 Terrace.
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Haverford Storage Battery Sub-station
Electric Lighting System.

The Haverford Klcclric I.ighi company was the first

corporation or^anizeil in this country for central station

lighting with storage bittcries. Its works are situated at

Haverford College, a station on the I'ennsylvaala railroad

nine miles from Philadelphia. Its main circuits run one

mile east through Ardmore, and two and one-half to three

miles west, passing through Bryn Mawr and Rosemont,

suburban stations on the Pennsylvania railroad, in a section

containing many large country residences.

Operations were commenced in May, 18S7, but until one

year ago no serious effort was made to extend the business

and occupy the field. This delay was chiefly due to two

reasons : l-'irst, because the system was a new one and in-

vestors were cautious, and second because of the failure of

the underground cables used as charging mains.

About fifteen miles of underground cable were laid when

the company first commenced business, only a very small

portion of which is now in

use. The experiment proved

costly and demonstrated that

underground construction is

not suitable for an electric

lighting system in a country

district. The reason for this

is that the cost of construc-

tion and maintenance is en-

tirely too great for the business

done, and the underground

system is not elastic enough 10

admit of additions and exten-

sions except at a cost which is

prohibitive.

During the last year over-

head lines have been built to

take the place of the under-

ground cables and supply the

new customers who have been

secured on the most advan-

tageous routes. This change

resulted in great economy,

both in the maintenance and

running of the plant. The

customers of the company are

for the most part large con-

sumers of light, and the houses

supplied have installed in all

about 3,000 sixteen candle

power lamps. The batteries

in some cases supply but one

house, but as a rule each bat-

tery supplies from three to

ten families. The cells are

usually located in the basements of the houses and are con-

nected to the charging main in some cases by a non-

break hand switch, and in others by an automatic time

switch. The batteries are disconnected from the charging

circuit by the hand switch or by automatic devices operat-

ing either at a definite time or when the battery is

sufficiently charged, depending upon the character of the

consumption. The cells are charged in series. The

generating plant is run ten hours a day, and the

batteries are put on and off the different

circuits at such times as will give the dynamos'

an approximately full load at all times. Where a large

number of lamps are regularly in service, taking current

from thesame battery, the cells are connected with the cir

cuit during the whole ten hours of charging. Charging is

continued, too, during the hours of heavy lighting. The

bittery is thus receiving current during the hours of light

or no load, aud is discharging during the hours of heavy

load.

As a battery increases in voltage as it becomes fully

charged, an automatic regulator is employed in cases where

a battery is to be used at the same time that it is receiving

charge, otherwise if but few lights were burning the volt-

age would be too high for the lamps. The regulating de-

vice throws a resistance into the lamp circuit sufficient to

overcome the surplus voltage, while the battery isrtcciv-

ing charge. If, however, there arc a suflicicni number of

lamps in service to use the current received from the dyna-

mo, and at the same time make a demand upon the bat-

tery, the switch is automatically thrown so as to take out

the resistance in the lamp circuit. In cases where the

battery is charged in the daytime no voltage regulator is

required.

By this system it is possible to supply as much current

to a building as the dynamo and battery combined are ca-

pable of delivering; in other words, with a thirty ampere

charging current and a discharge of thirty amperes from the

battery, as many as one hundred and twenty 1 6 candle power

lamps can be burned from one battery. Where a greater

supply is required a second battery is installed. With the

new types of battery it is entirely practicable to take as

high as one hundred amperes from a single series of cells

without damage to the plates ; such a rate of discharge,

however, wou'd soon exhaust the battery.

HAVERFORD STORAGE 15ATTERY SUE-STATION ELECTRIC LIGHTING SYSTEM.

Where several small residences requiring only from six

to ten lamps at one time are situated near each other, one

battery is sufficient to supply from six to ten houses. It

has been found that it is entirely feasible to light from one

battery, houses within a radius of from six to eight hun-

dred feet. In such a case as this, though, a regulator is

required to keep the voltage constant.

The Haverford company lights the three railroad sta-

tions situated within its district, the lamps burning all

night. Two of the company's customers have from three

hundred to four hundred lamps each.

The dotted lines in the map, of the main circuits of the

Haverford system, Fig. 4, give an excellent idea of the

territory covered. The battery sub-stations are located

at many points on these lines, and one battery, Fig. 3, at

the extreme end ot the line, above Rosemont, supplies

about 400 lights. This last mentioned battery is the

most distant one, and is supplied as regularly and as satis-

factorily as any other on the line. Branch lamp lines,

etc., are not shown on the map, for, as there are about

3,000 lights installed on this main circuit and additions

are being made constantly in various houses, it would

not be possible, without going over a large field, to indi-

. cate the exact number at any point. Three thousand is,

however, the very least number.

No. 18

The charge for the light is based upon the current con-

sumed, as indicated by the Kdison electrolytic meter. The
company first started out by charging a fixed sum per

annum for each consumer, based upon the probable coO'

sumption. This method proved unsatisfactory in many
ways. The customers, as a rule, used the light lavishly,

and with Httlc regard to the interest of the company.

This arrangement, therefore, was more disastrous to the

company than if it had been running a direct system,

because, as the batteries were attached to the lamp circuit

for the whole twenty-four hours, they would become ex-

hausted by lamps which were left burning during the

whole tim;, with the result that many battery plates were

thus destroyed. The introduction of the new system

secured an economical use of the light, and the charge

per lamp hour, being less than the cost of an equivalent

amount of gas. made the system acceptable to the patrons

of the company. Gas costs in the same territory $2 per

thousand feet, and this rate, it is believed, is as low as it

can be furnished in a country

district. The piice fixed for

the electric tight is at a rate

per ampere of current con-

sumed, which varies accord-

ing to the voltage of the bat-

tery from which it is supplied,

but which corresponds to a

rate of $1.75 per thousand

feet for gas.

The experience of custom-

ers with both gas and electric

light has always been found

CO be favorable to the latter

At the present time the elec,

trie light company is securing

many new customers and is

putting a large amount of

machinery, new batteries,

etc., into ser\'ice.

The Plaverford company

uses the system of the Accu.

mulator company, which con-

irols the patents for devices

used in the Haverford system.

One of the advantages

which have been developed

by the experience of the Hav-

erford company is that well

pumps, fan and small motors

of all kinds can be satisfac-

torily run from the battery at

any time during the twenty-

four hours. At these country

residences water is now

pumped by motors taking current from these batteries.

This pumping was formerly done by wind-mills, and there

is a noticeable disappearance of the latter from that sec-

tion covered by the storage battery system.

The station equipment. Figs, i and 2, for lighting

the Haverford district, Fig. 4, consists of about one hun-

dred and fifty horse power in boilers, two fifty horse

power engines, one eight horse power engine for exciting

the fields of the dynamos, and one steam pump for the

artesian well, in addition to two boiler pumps. The artesian

well pump took the place of an electric motor which was

destroyed in a fire three years ago when the station was

struck by lightning. The pump was put in on one day's

notice and has since remained in seivice, although a

motor would perform the same service as cheaply and

probably with even greater economy.

The engines are run without a governor. The valves are

set to admit a sufficient amount of steam to produce a

current of thirty amperes in each dynamo at any voltage.

The speid of the dynamo, and consequently of the engine,

is regulated by the voltage in the main circuit. The dyna-

mo, therefore, governs the speed of the engine, which re-

ceives a greater amount of steam from the boiler in pro-

portion to the number of revolutions. The engines are

permitted to run up to three hundred revolutions per min-
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ute, which is a full load for the engine. As batteries are

thrown on or off the circuit, the speed of the engine in-

creases or decreases respectively. The automatic device

shown on the wall in Fig. 5 is operated by a magnet in the

main circuit, which closes the steam valve whenever, by

accident, a break may occur in the main circuit. The

action of this device is instantly to shut oflf steam from the

engnne. This system has been operated very successfully

and with very much less wear and tear of dynamos than

when the shunt system was employed and governing was

accomplished by the eagine; it requires, less care too, on

the part of the dynamo tender.

The company uses buckwheat anthracite coal, with nat-

ural draught, uoder one So horse boiler of the return tubu-

lar pattern and two Harrison safety boilers. Water is

taken from a well one hundred and seventy-five feet deep,

and passes through a National heater and a Hoppes puri-

fier before being put into the boilers.

For long distance incandescent lighting the Haverford

system seems to be eminently suited. The ability to sup-

ply a large amount of current at a low voltage at a long

distance from the station is one of the best features of the

system. One of the largest consumers is located at a dis-

tance of nearly three miles from the station, and at times

there have been burning at this residence as many as three

hundred lights at full candle power. Fig. 3 shows this

careful yet energetic management. H. H. Yarnall, present

superintendent of the Haverford company, was engaged in

conjunction with Mr. Scott in developing the plant, and is

therefore entitled to a share in the credit for having de-

monstrated to what an extent the storage battery sub-station

system could be made successful.

New Developments and Renewed Hopes
for the Storage Battery Street

Car Propulsion,

By T- K. Pumtelly.

It is with some hesitancy, but with more certainty than

heretofore, that I now, in the face of many disasters, take

up the cudgel for the storage battery as a source of power

for street cars. Fully one year ago, when I addressed the

Chicago Electric club on this subject, I was forced to

concede and recount many failures. But through many

years of study of the nature and behavior of accumulators,

and an expenditure of much money in building and experi-

menting with them, I even then had hopes, and so ex-

pressed myself at that time. In order to give you some

reasons why there is now a better prospect for this verj'

convenient methed of street car propulsion, I must first

mention the causes of failure of the several experiments

thus far tried.

tion and the pasted oxides a different way. The result

after a short time, therefore, is disintegration and destrac-

tion ; hence loss of money and disgust. Chemists have

tried to remedy this great fault, have gone over Plante ex-

periments, and have lately discovered what they believe to

be good reasons for following his line of work. Plante,

after experimenting with many metals, fixed upon lead as

being the most practical and commercial material from

which to make accumulators. The great objection to his

method was that in order to make a heavy deposit of oxide

of lead upon the lead conductor, and make it by electroly-

sis out of the supporting conductor itself, much time, and

constant care, and watching were needed. It was for this

reason that Faure quickened the process by using oxide of

lead applied as a paste to the support. But this construc-

tion lessens the durability of the batter>', and chemists have

again turned their attention to Plante's first process, that

is, the electro-chemical process of forming the oxide, or

active material on the supporting frame.

Within the last few weeks my attention has been called

to the excellent results which have been attained by two

young men in Des Moines, Iowa; one a practical worker in

the battery business, and the other, his companion and

partner, a prominent chemist holding a state office as chem-

ist and as president of State Laboratory of Pharmacy of

Iowa. After much work and money spent on improving

FIG. 4. HAVERFORD STORAGE EATTERRY SUB-STATION ELECTRIC LIGHTING SYSTEM.

sub-station. Another valuable feature claimed for the sys-

tem is that the economy in the use of current from a stor-

age battery is greatest when the least current is taken

from the battery; that is, with a discharge of from one to

five amperes there is a loss in electrical energy, as compared

v;ith the current required to charge the battery, of not

more than two or three per cent., while with the maximum
discharge the loss is estimated at about thirty per cent.

The safety of electric lighting by this system has been

demonstrated by an operation of nearly five years. In that

time, it is stated, no complaints have been received either of

fires or shocks.

The maintenance of the batteries is the question of great-

est importance in connection with the economy of the sys-

tem. The experience of the company and the many auto-

matic safeguards now used in connection with the system,

as well as the rapid improvements in the construction of

the battery plates, have made the cost of maintenance very

much less than when the company first commenced busi-

ness. Nevertheless it is believed that a still greater econ-

omy can be secured now that the company is doing its bus-

iness on a larger scale and getting a greater amount of

service from the batteries installed.

The Haverford system was introduced under the super-

vision of Superintendent E. A. Scott of the Electro-Dy-

namic company of Philadelphia, and its present satisfactory

opera'''on is due in a large measure to that gentleman's

What has actually been shown is that sufficient

energy to do the work can be stored up in a certain

number of batteries, and that number of cells can be

conveniently carried on the car, and quite easily handled

by machinery now made for the purpose. It is known,

too, that the storage battery car is capable of carrying a

full load of people for a certain number of hours, and at a

certain speed, the energy being exhausted in proportion to

the work done.

The practical objections are now as well known.

They are a want of durability to continue this output

of energy for any great length of time, counted in

months and years, and the cost of the manufactured bat-

teries, and, of course, the expense of renewals or repairs.

The electro-chemist has constantly striven to overcome

at least this one great objection, lack of durability of the

batter)'. Experimenters have been contending with the

difticulty of using a paste of oxides, embedded in the

interstices of a metal frame or plate that is able to resist

the action of strong acids as well as the more powerful

action of electrolysis. The support for the paste has to

be a good conductor of electricity, and at the same time

hold firmly to itself, or within itself, an oxide of the same

metal which is not a conductor, and which, consequently,

is acted upon by electrolysis in a different way from its

support. As a natural consequence of this, when in

action, the lead-supporting conductor is forced in one direc-

the paste or Faure battery, these young men turned all their

attention to developing and improving the Plante or lead bat-

tery. In their cell the lead plates are made very rapidly by

folding long strips or ribbons of lead about J2 inch wide

and about Js inch thick. These plates are immersed

in a certain salt solution for the electrolyte, and after

beiig connected to the poles of a dynamo, as other battery

platesare in the process of forming, the current is turned on.

This current, it is said, can be of greater quantity in amperes

than for any paste battery plate. In ten hours these plates

have become one smooth mass of spongy lead, black like

slate, yet at the same time very absorbent of hydrogen.

Nothing remains after the ten hours charging but to sepa-

rate these plates, connecting a number sufficient for a

battery of the size needed, one lot to the positive pole and

the other to the negative, and then changing the current

for ten hours more. This done, the plates are formed

ready to be dried and put away for future use or shipment.

I have seen this battery tested in many ways, under the

heaviest work, and the plates, instead of appearing to

disintegrate, seem to grow smoDther and firmer. This

process, I consider therefore, is an important improvement

on the Plante process. To form a regular Plante plate in

ten honrs instead of in three months is, I think, breaking

the record. The batter}' holds its electromotive force of

over two volts to the cell under very heavy discharge,

until 90 per cent, of the charge is drawn out; that is.
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there is not the usual drop in voltage. I have recently

seen a storage battery carringe, which was built to hold from

six to ten people, lately brought to this city. The inventor of

the battery j,'uarantecs to seal six heavy men, and with his

twenty-four batteries under the seats, take them at the rate

of 13 miles an hour from the Richelieu or the Auditorium

hotel to the World's Fair grounds and back to the hotel,

on one charge of the batteries, which charge can be made
in three hours. Seeing, though of course, in this case will

be believing so far as the batteries go. On this one trip it

FIG. 5. HAVEKFORD STORAGE B.\TTERV STL-SIAUi^N
ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.

must be conceded that the work over uneven ground

would involve overcoming a heavier strain on 24 batteries

than would be the case in pulling a loaded car on a smooth

track with 95 batteries. The bitteries that I e.xamined

which were taken from the carriage on its arrival in Chi*

cago two weeks ago to be charged, had been used eight

or nine months. But they showed not the least sign of

crumbling or disintegration; a discharge by short circuit

of 500 amperes seeming to produce no harmful effect at

all.

Electricity at the World's Fair.

None of the contracts for lighting the World's Fair bas

been executed as yet. The agreement in the case of the

arc lighting was reached several weeks ago, but the papers

are yet to be signed. Some time ago Lieut. Spencer took

the contract made out to cover the Thomson-Houston com-

pany's share of the work, but the papers h?ve not been

returned from Boston thus far, but the delay causes no

apprehension, as there is no misunderstanding as to terms.

In the case of the incandescent lighting, however, a stren-

uous effort is being made to have the matter reopened. Oa
Friday of last week Mr. Westinghouse, with Capt

Black, a Chicago lawyer, as his attorney, appeared before

Vice-president Higinbotham and Vice-chairman Ketcham

of the committee on grounds and buildings, and endeavorc'^

to induce these gentlemen to reconsider the action by which

the contract was awarded to the Edison company at $5.95

per light. Mr. Westinghouse asserts that his company

was not fairly used and that something of a preference was

shown for the Edison company. In the argument of Friday

morning Capt. Black insisted also, on behalf of his prin-

cipal, that there was a good profit on the contract at the

price named, and that the work could be done for less. The

Edison people, on the other hand, assert that there is no

monev in the job at the rate agreed upon. The World's

Fair officials have listened to all the complaints, but the

general impression seems to be that no change will be made.

Among the protests is one from the Electrical Construction

company of Chicago, which was one of the original bid-

ders.

During the last two weeks the daily papers of Chicago

have published a number of articles relating to the possible
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resignation of John P. Bairett. chief of the department of

electricity at the World's Fair, There appears to be no

doubt that Chief Birrett has entertained the possibility of

such a course in consequence of a (Uttering offer

that he has received to take charge of the electrical in-

spection department of the Nation il Association of Fire

Underwriters of New York. It is stated that I'rof. Barrett

was offered $25,000 a year to superintend this deparlmcnt

in New V'ork, but that he refused, owing to his desire to

remain in Chicago, where he has other interests. In a

brief interview in the ChUq^o '/'riOune of April 2ist

Chief Harrett describes how the negotiations were con-

tinued. "I submitted alternative propositions, however,"

he said. " I told the representatives of the association

that if they would make two departments—one cast and

the other west— I would take charge of the western dc-

[Mftment at a salary of ^20,000 a year. In case they

decided to make four departments, one of which should

include a district embracing Chicago, I would assume ihe

management of that one at a salary of ^15,000. After

submitting these two propositions I left It with the officers

to reach a conclusion. As I understand it, they were not

qualified to close an arrangement with me. They were

obliged to await a meeting of the board of directors of

the association, which will be held within the next two

weeks. If the directors want my services on either of the

two conditions named by me, I will resign as chief of the

department of electricity of the World's Fair. It would

not be practicable for me to hold both offices." Prof.

Barrett is also city electrician of Chicago, as is generally

known. The Chicago iVcics states that he was offered the

position because "the percentage of losses by fire from

electrical causes was less in Chicago than in any other

city in the country, and this low percentage was attributed

to the regulations and restrictions applied to electric

plants and made effective by Prof. Barrett." Whatever

action Prof. Barrett may take, he will undoubtedly remain

in the service of the city for a couple of months longer,

and thus complete an even thirty years' term of employ-

ment by the city of Chicago. He has drawn but $2,500 a

year from the World's Fair—half of the regular salary of

a department chief—in consideration of the fact that much
of his time was given to his municipal duties. As city

electrician his salary is $3,000. In the event that Chief

Barrett should resign from the World's Fair, Secretary

Hornsby has declared his intention of doing likewise, and
a complete reorganization of the department of electricity

would follow.

On Thursday of last week an important contract was

signed, the two parties to it being the World's Colum-

bian Exposition company and the Chicago Telephone

company. By its terms the Chicago Telephone company
agrees to establish a telephone e.xchange and its American

District telegraph service, "on the most improved plan,"

259

the Dcccsury space in the various buildiags for the toll

suiions. In consideration of these privileges the lelepboDC

company agrees to put in. free of charge, as many instru-

ments as arc called for by the KxpositioD company, not

exceeding 300. These telephones arc for use in conneaion
with the fire and police service, bureau of public comfort

andotheradminlstrativedcparimcDts of the exposition, and
arc to be used solely and wholly within the grounds, except

for fire and police, and by no persons other than the officers

and employes of the Exposition company. All wires arc

to be placed under the direction of the chief of construe-

tion of the World's Fair in the subways and buildings of

the Exposition company. The telephone company is not

obliged to build subways, and its employes are to be ad-

mit'.ed to the grounds free. The contract is 10 remain in

force from April 2i, 1892, until April 30. 1894. The
contract provides that the rate for private persons, for

metallic circuit, long-distance lelcphones, connected with

the Chicago exchange, shall be $175 per annum or $100
for six months. This provision is also made: "Any ex-

KIG. 2. HAVERFOkD STORAGE lUI TERV &UU STATION
ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.

hibitor within a radius of 100 feet of any subscriber's tele-

phone may combine with such subscriber in the use

of said telephone upon the execution by the said sub-

scriber of an extra exchange service contract and the

payment of an extra service rate of fio per year." The
rate at the pay stations is to be 10 ceuLS for a conversation

of five minutes or less to any point in the grounds or upon

the lines of the Chicago exchange. The regular rates will

be charged on the toll lines to points outside the city.

Messenger service will be furnished at 30 cents an hour.

Negotiations in relation to the telephone service at the

World's Fair have been in progress for several months,

and the present understanding was only reached after many
conferences, in which the construction department and

several committees of the directory were, from time to

time, represented on the part of the World's Fair. Super-

intendent Wilson of the telephone company promises to

put up an exchange at the World's Fair as good as, or

U.W'ERFORD STORAGE BAl'TERV S'JB-STATION ELECTRIC LIGIIITNG SYSTEM.

at Jackson Park, for the World's Fair, to be connected with

the exchange system of Chicago, so that "for every seven

exchange telephone subscribers in the exposition grounds

at least one double copper metallic circuit trunk line shall

be furnished." ToUstations, to the approximate number of

twenty five, are to be conveniently located about the

grounds for the use of the general public. The exposition

company is to furnish free space in the service building for

the offices and requirements of the service, the amount, ex

elusive of store room, not to exceed 900 square feet. The

Exposition company also agrees to furnish, free of cost,

better than, anything in the world. Nothing but long-

distance instrumsnts and metallic circuits will be used.

It is expected that the long-distance copper line to New
York will be ready for use by the time the World's Fair

is opened, and connections will be made directly with this

line at Jackson Park, independent of the Chicago e.'c-

change and the city underground system. Exhibitors will

be enabled, it is expected, to talk to Boston, New York

or Philadelphia without difficulty. In addition to the

three hundred telephones to be furnished the World's Fair

people and the pay stations, the telephone company will
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lay trunk lines for about three hundred commercial tele-

phones, making an exchange of over 600 instruments.

Of course the capacity will be enlarged if necessary. Jack-

son Park is nearly eight miles from the telephone building,

and none but the best cables will be used. The wires

will be buried at far south as Korty-second street. It is

estimated that the entire cost of the plant will be $140,000.

The officers of the telephone company assert that they

will congratulate themselves if they come out without loss.

This can only be done, they say, by saving the material

and using it again.

Three electric traveling cranes will form an important

addition to the exhibits in machinery hall, and for this

purpose a contract has been recently entered into with the

Vale & Towne Manufacturing company of Stamford,

Conn., William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, the Moigan

Engineering company of Alliance, Ohio, and the Edge

Moor Bridge Works of Wilmington, Del. The first

three companies named will each furnish one of the three

twenty ton electric traveling cranes, the Edge Moor

Bridge Works constructing and furnishing the runways, or

series of longitudinal girders and posts supporting the

cranes and forming the tracks upon which they will move.

The posts and girders supporting the structure will be

utilized to carry the lines of shafting by which power will

be distributed to operate the moving machinery of the ex-

hibits throughout the building. Each crane will be 75

feet long, and the three runways will be placed side by

side throughout the length of the great building. The

length of the runway for each crane is approximately 1,400

feet, the combined length of the three being 4 200 feet, or

about four-fifths of a mile. Each crane is to have two

trolleys, each having a capacity of 20,000 pounds. The
contract calls for the completion of the cranes and run-

ways in place on or before Nov. i, 1892, in order that

they shall be available for the installation and erection in

place of the machinery composing the heavier exhibits. In

like manner the cranes will be utilized after the exposition

to assist in taking down and reshipping the same exhibits.

During the six months of the exposition the trolleys will be

electricity has been very generally noticed by the foreign

technical press, which, as a rule, compliments the depart-

ment for the work thus far accomplished.

FIG. I. DEPARTURE IN DYNAMO AND MOTOR CON-
STRUCTION.

removed from the cranes and the latter covered with broad

platforms, providing accommodation for the carrying of

passengers, of whom several hundred can be easily trans-

ported at each trip. This service will be under the man-

agement and control of the exposition authorities, and will

contribute greatly to the interest and comfort of visitors

and assist them in seeing the machinery on the floor spanned

by the cranes. Each crane will be capable of travel-

ing at a speed of 500 feet per minute, although probably

this will be reduced to not exceeding 300 feet when car-

rying passengers, in order to afford better opportunity to

see objects of interest in passing.

The recently issued prospectus of the department of

Soden's Switch.

The switch shown in the cut was designed by F. H.

Soden, Chicago. The features of the device will be

readily appreciated after an inspection of the illustration.

SODEN S SWITCH.

The base is provided with contacts arranged in concentric

annular sets as indicated. These annular series of con-

tacts are distributed on concentric circles about a central

point. At the center the switch arm is pivotally held by a

universally jointed swivel set in the base. The switch arm

comprises a couple of conducting sections or portions, in-

sulated from one another, and each provided with a

couple of contacts. The contacts arranged upon the base

in annular sets are disposed on lines radiating from the

center.

The construction of the swivel-joint at the center is

shown clearly in the enlarged sectional view.

In order to provide for the handling of a greater num-

ber of dynamos the system of contacts on the base could

obviously be multiplied or extended and the contact por-

tions of the switch arm might be increased, and the same

pivoted switch lever still be employed.

Departure in Dynamo and Motor Con-
struction.

It is the general, in fact, almost invariable, practice

of dynamo and motor builders in designing machines to

leave quite an appreciable air space between the armature

body and the field poles. In other words, the armature

is mounted on a shaft so that it may turn in proximity

to, but out of contact with, the field poles.

Prof. Sidney H. Short of Cleveland, however, has con-

cluded that he can dispense with the air space, and the

accompanying cuts illustrate a machine in which he pro-

poses to run the armature directly in contact with the field

poles.

In the ntw machine, by dispensing with the air space and

allowing the armature to run in contact with the fields, the

magnetic resistance of the interpo'ar space is diminished,

and through the increase of the relative number of the lines

of force passing through the armature the field, magnets can

be reduced in size and be excited with a less number of

ampere turns, although exercising an equal effect in the

machine.

Referring to the diagrams presented herewith, Fig. i,

shows the details of construction of Prof. Short's machine.

The machine shown has the poles of the field magnet A
presented to the periphery of a drum armature B, but the

modification is applicable to other styles of machine, as for

instance those with ring armatures and field magnets pre-

sented to the periphery, and to those with ring armatures

and field miguets presented to tha sides of the armatures.

The field magnets are excited by the coils C. The arma-

ture B has a laminated toothed core composed of a num-

ber of soft iron plates 2, strung on a shaft 3 and pressed

together by the nut 4, tapped on said shaft and forcing

the plates agiinst the head 5. The bobbins 6 are wound

in the spaces between the teeth 7 on the plates 2. Outside

the bobbins is the iron ring S, which is fastened to the core

by a central row of bare rivets 9 and is in close proximity to

the endsof the teeth 7, but is separated electrically from it by

the insulation 10. The core may be made solid and the

ring 8 might rest directly on the ends of the teeth, or the

teeth might project beyond the bobbins. The omis-

sion of insulation would, however, in the machine, as

shown, establish circuits for eddy currents, and the in-

terruption of the magnetic surface of the armature (as by

having the teeth turn in contact with the field magnets)

would tend to make the machine run less smoothly than

with the continuous outside ring.

The armature j5 is journaled in a bearing constituted by

fi;ld magnets A, the bearing being between the outer sur-

face of the rinj 8 and the adjacent surface of the field

poles. The outer surface of the ring 8 is shown as pro-

vided with groves 11 for carrying lubricating material,

which is supplied to the bearing by a felt 12, whose lower

end dips into the lubricant cup 13 of non-magnetic material,

and which is pressed against the ring 8 by a spring 14.

The magnetic attraction holds the armature from end-wise

motion.

The machine, it is claimed, can be run in any position,

means being provided to prevent endwise motion of the

armature when the magnetic attraction is insufficient to

hold it in place in the field, or, when for any reason, such

means are considered desirable. By using field magnets

of the form shown or a similar form placed upright, so that

the lifting of the armature tends to shorten the magnetic

circuit, the magnetic attraction will act against gravity

and gravity against the attraction, thus minimizing the

pressure at the bearing between the armature and

field magnets.

The invention has been shown embodied in a two-pole

machine; but it is applicable, also, to machines with four

or more poles. Instead of having the armature rotate in

the field magnets, these could, of course, turn on the

armature.

FiG. 2, DEPARIURE IN DVNAMO AND MO'IOR CON-
STRUCTION.

Prof. Short claims the journaling of the armature at

the peripheiy has certain advantages over the ordinary ar-

rangement of a shaft and bearings, irrespective of its utility in

enabling the armature to turn in contact with the field poles.

One advantage is that it brings the journal bearing in the

space about the armature, so that the latter with its journal

bearing takes up no more width than the armature itself.

Fig. 2 shows diagrammatically Prof. Short's application

of his modified type of motor to a street car. From the

data already given the reader will be able to understand

the arrangement with but little explanation. In the street

car motor the armat'-'re is mounted fast on the car axle.

It is of the drum typs and is composed of a number of
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toothed plates of soft iron fastened together and wrapped

with the bobbin wire. On the periphery of the armature

is an annular iron shell, which is insulated from the toothed

armature core which it surrounds. The outer surface of

this shell is turned ofl', so that it may constitute the

journal, and the shell turns in the polar extensions of the

field magnets in contact with the poles of the magnets.

By thus utilizing the outside of the armature for the

journal bearing, not only is a long bearing secured, but

no space for bearings need be left between the armature

and the car wheels.

The Employmant of Carbon in the Arc
Welding Process.

In the last issue of the Wesprkn Ki.rctrician an ex-

tensive application of the arc welding process in the works

cf Lloyd & Lloyd, English tube manufacturers, was de-

scribed. As this branch of the art will doubtless beintro-

Springing Shooting Traps by Electricity.
sportsmen will be interested in the mechanism illus-

trated in the accompanying cut. Trap shooting is becom>

ing a great sport in this country, but the old way of pull-

ing the traps with ropes is gradually being dropped, and

improved electric mechanism substituted in its place.

With the old way the ropes would very often get en-

tangled, causing a great deal of delay. With the electric

pull the trap is sprung instantly as soon as the shooter

calls out "I'ull!" The traps, according to the Scientific

Aineri(<in, are made mostly of cast iron, about one foot in

height. The elevation arm. containing the trigger, spring,

and swinging arm with carrier, is about l\i feet in length.

This arm can be placed at almost any elevation, being

connected by means of a movable bolt to the circular head

of the upright post of the trap, which rests in a ball socket in

the base or stand of the trap, and can be turned also atany

angle. The spring is of steel, and is i}^ inches in diam-

FIGS. r AND 2. EMPLOYMENT 01-

duced extensively in the United States, a study of one of

the devices resorted to as an aid to the production of the

best results will be of interest.

One of the latest improvements that have been devised

was brought out by Henry Howard of Halesowen, near

Birmingham, England. In welding with the electric arc,

the work forming one pole and a pencil the other pole, Mr.

Howard interposes in the circuit and in proximity to the

work, a block of carbon or other comparatively bad con-

ductor of electricity. This block of carbon, by reason of

its greater resistance, becomes heated, and thus, in turn,

heats the work by radiation. The positive pole

of the source of electricity is connected to the block of

carbon which may rest upon or be partially surrounded bv

asbestos, and the current is led away by a conductor to

the work or to the support on which the work rests, while

the negative pole is connected to a pencil of carbon on the

other side of the work, an electric arc being formed be-

ween the pencil and the work. In this way the work is

lieated on one side by the arc and on the other by radia-

tion from the heated block.

The cuts show the manner in -which the carbon is em-

ployed: A is the conductor from the positive pole of the

source of electricity. The end of this conductor is con-

nected to a metal clip rest ing on an insulating piece. The

other end of this clip is furnished with jaws, in which a

rod ^ of carbon is held. The other end of the carbon rod

is held in a clip as indicated. D' Fig. i, is a conductor con-

necting the bar C, Fig. 2, to the work D or to the support

J?, upon which the work rests; /^ is a jacket of asbesto

partially surrounding the carbon rod.

The carbon in operating should be placed as near as

practicable to the work; but care must be taken that the

current is not short-circuited by forming an arc between

the rod and the work. The length and sectional area of

the rod must also be properly proportioned to the current

emp'oyed. If too large, the rod will not become

properly heated, while if 100 small it will become over-

heated and destroyed. A suitable current for a rod fifteen

millimeters in diameter and 200 millimeters long would be

about three hundred amperes at seventy volts.

The negative pole of the source of electricity is con-

nected by the conductor G to the carbon pencil H, which

is held in a support as shown, by which it may be moved

over the work.

CARBON IN THE ARC WELDING PROCESS.

eter and about 9 inches in length, and has a pressure of

about 250 pounds.

The traps are set and the birds placed in the carriers by

boys. The trigger is connected to the electric trap pull

by means of a leather strap, which is fastened to a bolt

passing down through the top of the battery box, the

lower end of the bolt resting on one end of a releasing

lever. The other end of lever passes just under the edge of

the lever at the side, which connects with the battery.

When the current is on, the top of the side lever draws to-

ward the battery, releasing the bottom lever, and causing

the bolt with the spring attachment to drop down, pulling

the trigger of the trap with it and letting loose the swinging

straight ahead. Shooters Nos. i and 5 shoot at the birds

that tly at the greatest angle. Nos. 2 and 4 shoot at the

next angle, and No. 3 straight ahead. The birds will fly

about ^'0 to 70 yardi from the trsps, and to a height of

abDut 150 feet. The shooters tire at the birds as soon as

they show themselves above the wooden screen, before Ibey

get too far away. This screen is made of heavy plankiog,

to protect the boys attending the traps from flying shot.

The birds are made of a mixture of clay and coal tar,

and are very brittle. The shooting surface, when the

bird is in the air, is about 4,'4JtiK inches. The birds

are \% inches in diameter and i inch in height and \\

of an inch in thickness. They weigh about 3 ounces

each. The birds arc saucer-shaped and Hy with the convex

side up. The topi of the birds are painted a bright yel-

low, giving the shooters a spot to aim at before firing.

The carrier is \ -shaped, having on one side a raised

slot, in which the llange on the bottom of the bird rests.

On the other side is a movable arm, with a spring attach-

ment. The bird is held firmly in place by the aid of the

spring and rubber button on the end of the arm. The sud-

den stoppage after the trap has been sprung forces the bird

out of the carrier. The shooters generally use 1 2 gauge

shells, loaded whh No. 7 trap shot. The traps weigh about

5 pounds each.

Prof. Elihu Thomson in Chicago.
I'rof. Elihu Thomson of Lynn, Mass., made a ilying

trip to the World's Fair city last week. This was the first

time since a visit ten years ago that Prof. Thomson had
been in Chicago. As he expressed it to a representative of

the Western ELECfKiciAN, he had been working "with

the western department at arm's length" and he was
na*;urally desirous of a closer acquaintance, so the present

trip, necessitated by private business, gave him the desired

opportunity. Prof. Thomson would say but little in regard

to his company's plans for the World's Fair, save that ap-

paratus showing his experiments with oil insulation at high

potentials and frequencies would be a prominent feature of

the exhibit. In reply to inquiries as to what progress he

was making with his investigations in this direction. Prof.

Thomson said: "I find in tests on oil insulation with

alternating currents, the frequency plays a most important

part. We experiment with currents ranging in periodicity

from 125 to 4,000 to lOD.ooo, and where the current of a

low rate of alternation is used the oil breaks down sooner.

One inch of oil subjected to currents of very high frequency

will stand an enormous pressure, and even alcohol will,

when tested with currents of a similar character, stand up

uoder a surprising difference of potential."

"The eierasnt of tims," continued Prof. Thomson, "has
a most impDrtant bearing in the experiments. A thick-

ness of oil that at the start stands very satisfactorily a given

A company known as the Canada Power company will

undertake to develop the power of Niagara Falls from the
Canadian side. The company agrees to begin the
work on or before May i, iSgy. and to have proceeded so

far with it by November, iSgS, that it will have com-
pleted water connections for developing 25,000 horse
power, and have actually ready for use and transmission
10,000 horse power.

SPRINGING SHOOTING

arm, which throws the bird into the air. The electric pull

is connected to a dry battery on the platform behind the

shooters' stind, which is abDut 20 yards from the traps.

The shooters and traps are numbered i, 2, 3, 4, 5. When
No. 1 is ready to shoot, he calls out "Pull!" The party

in charge of the dry battery touches electric button No. i.

and No. i trap throws its bird in the air. Traps No. i

and 5 throw their birds at an angle of about 30 degrees,

traps No. 2 and 4 about 15 degrees, and trap No. 3

TRAPS BY ELECTRICITY.

high pressure will oftentimes break down after the cur-

rent has been kept on for a time. It seems as though

the molecules if given time set themselves in line like iron

filings in a magnetic circuit. Of course this is only a

theory, but I intend to investigate it by passing a jet or

stream of oil from electrode to electrode and in this way
make a test in which the molecules would have but Httle

chance to arrange themselves."

Prof- Thomson left Chicago for home on Saturday last
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AVhen the new quarters of the Chicago Electric club on

the comer of Clark and Monroe streets are completely

fitted up, the organization will have reason to be proud of

its home, and will possess suitable rooms for the reception

of its World's Fair visitors. The members of the elec-

trical fraternity in this city and vicinity owe it to them-

selves to see to it that the club lacks neither moral nor

financial support during the important era of its existence

upon which it is now entering.

In spite of the almost ceaseless litigation and scramble

for fundamental storage battery patents, enough has been

accomplished in the way of thoroughly practical results to

enable even the most conservative to see that there is a

great field for the storage battery if only the well-known

obstacles were removed. One of the most interesting il-

lustrations of storage batter),' development in the United

States is described elsewhere in this issue. To thoroaghly

appreciate the work of the company owning this plant one
must make a personal inspection of the system, but the

description and illustrations of the installation presented

In this issue there is presented an illustrated article de-

scriptive of a novel arrangement of the armature in a dy-

namo and motor, that is proposed by Prof. Sidney H. Short.

The construction is a departure in that the armature is

designed to run in direct contact with the field poles; in

other words, the pole pieces are to be the bearings of the

dynamo or motor, and the armature body is to revolve

against the pola face with only the lubricant between.

It would be interes'.ing to hear from Prof. Short on the

behavior at different speeds of machines of this design,

fitted with armatures of large diameter.

Some man who had the ability and time and an exten-

sive exchange list of daily newspapers could produce a

very amusing book by collecting the blunders in descrip-

tions in which electrical terms enter. It is not strange

that technical terms of this description are misused by

newspaper writers, who are called upon to write intelligent-

ly on almost every subject under the sun, and the wonder

is that there are not even more errors, considering the

une.Kampled growth of electrical development in the cities

of the United States. Nevertheless some of these mistakes

are very funny, and one recently raid^ in a leading Chica-

go daily will be entitled to a place in the collection, if one

is ever made. The writer was describing an underground

conduit electric railway system, and in doing so made use

of this sentence: "The circuit is completely metallic, and

thus the current sent out on the positive wire is returned

to the dynamo on the negative without the loss of one

ohm, it is Slid.'' We are not told whit the resistance of

the insulation was in megamperes.

Rumors of apjssible resigaitioa of the poiition of the

chief of the department of electricity. World's Fair, have

been the cause of many pleasant allusions to John P.

Barrett in the daily newspapers of Chicago recently. The
Evening Post, for instance, says:

Professor Barrett is in the best sense a typical Chicago
man. He partakes to the full in the liberal spirit that has
made the city what it is. His best efforts have been de-
voted to the promotion of enterprises to make life worth
living. He has made the city a partner of the benefits of

his inventions. Chicago is proud of John P. Barrett and
would not willingly part with him.

The Xews points out the fact that Prof. Barrett is the

only department chief named from Chicago, and that "his

appointment was made at the almost unanimous request of

the great electrical manufacturers." The Western
Electrician, it is hardly necessary to say, heartily joins

its daily contemporaries in the hope that Prof. Barrett will

finally decide to remain with the exposition. The chief

is popular with the electrical fraternity, and his retirement

would excite general regret.

The Chicago Telephone company is entitled to com-

mendation for the spirit it has shown in treating with the

World's Columbian Exposition in relation to the telephone

service at the World's Fair. Mr. Wilson, the superinten-

dent, has promised to install the very best plant that he can

devise; and it is altogether likely that long-distance tele-

phoning to Xew York will form a feature of the exposition,

as it is expected that the copper line from Chicago to the

seaboard will be completed by that time. The prospect of

being able to talk to a person a thousand miles distant

will and should form one of the greatest attractions of the

fair. It is a greater triumph of human ingenuity than the

erection of the Eiffel tower. The company has been lib-

eral in its offer of 300 free telephones to the exposition

authorities, and it is doubtful if the revenue it will obtain

from commercial instruments and pay-stations will reim-

burse it for its outlay. In times past the Chicago Tele-

phone company has beea subjected to criticism not wholly

undeserved, bat the public spirit it has shown in relation

10 the World's Fair is worthy of nothing but praise.

In New York city and Buffalo a determined eff^ort is be-

ing made to break up the so called "turf exchanges"

which abound in these cities. An interesting legal point

was raised in regard to the transmission by telegraph of

the bets from Buffalo to the track.

In their own behalf the keepers of the Buffalo "turf ex-

changes''say they simply received bets for transmission to the

track and acted only as brokers and agents, the money not

being actually placed on the horses in Xew York state but

at the Gultenberg track in New Jersey.

Among the members of the Buffalo police force were

several expert telegraphers. They were sent to the pool

rooms and stationed so that they could hear the telegraph

instruments perfectly. They were there for a week. The
district attorney sent a man to the Guttenberg track. He
was to watch the second race on Friday with great care.

On that race the police telegraph operators were to make-

small bets and then listen sharply to determine whether or

not tha bets were transmitted. The Buffalo Express says:

Needless to say they were not transmitted. They lis-

tened to the instrument all the afternoon and not a bet
was sent to the track. These men had watched the tickers
all the week and had not heard a bet transmitted, and
after they had bought their tickets they went before the
grand jury and swore to what had happened. The man
who was at Guttenberg swore that the horses actually ran
the race and that he saw them, and the indictments were-
the result.

Since that time the "brokers" have been telegraphing al>

bets to the track at the expense of the person making the

wager.

The Fraukfort-Lauffen project coatinues to furnish in-

teresting data for experimental work. The German gov-

ernment has recently made known the results of severaV

tests conducted by the postal telegraph authorities with a

viewoE ascertaining the effects of circuits carrjring poly-

phase currents upon telegraph and telephone lines. Ac-
cording to this report on the first four single wire telephone

circuits selected, which varied in length from one mile to-

three and one-half m'les, and which were at an average

distance of ten meters from the disturbing circuit, a con-

stant humming was heard, which in wet weather
made it impossible to carry on conversation. Another

test was made on two private telephone lines. One of these

started at a considerable distaace from the polyphase

current wires, and crossed them at a given spot while the

other ran alongside the Lauffen Frankfort circuit at a dis-

tance of from five to fifteen meters for over half a mile.

Both lines were useless. On the Heilbronn-Mosbacb

circuit, eighteen mites long, telegraphic communication was-

exceedingly difficult and on several other telegraph cir-

cuits whenever 25,000 volts were applied to the Lauffen-

Frankfort line, the armatures of the electro-magnets kept

up a continual vibration. Esp2riments were also carried

out on the Sruttgart-Heilbroan double wire telephone cir-

cuits 17^ miles long. With 10,000 to 15,000 volts on the

Lauffen line a noise was heard which increased with the vol-

tage until with 25,000 volts all conversation was rendered in-

audible. These experiments established the facts that"

the influence of polyphase currents increasing with the

voltage, was felt on lines traversed by telegraphic and tele-

phonic currents and placed at an average distance of ten

metres from the disturbing circuit, for stretches ranging-

from cne-half to eighteen miles, and that lines that

merely crossed the Lauffen- Frankfort wires were disturbed,

as well as complete metallic circuits.

A new storage battery has made its appearance in the

West and its features are explained in another column by
a gentleman prominent in this line of electrical work.

This gentleman makes extraordinary claims for the new"

cell which will doubtless be subjected to severe tests. No
doubt the new battery will attract much attention, at least

until its practicability or failure is established. In view of

the complicated condition of the affairs of companies now-

controlling what are believed to be fundamental storage

battery patents, it might be considered almost a judgment

should the control of the business escape the companies;

which have so long been fighting over it, and have done so-

much to retard its development.

There is no question but that it is this interminable

litigation which has held down the storage batterj' systens

and prevented its introduction to the extent that would

have enabled its advocates to demonstrate its efficiency and

reliability. As an illustration of the present state of

affairs it may be stated that a prominent institution now id

course of construction in an eastern city contemplated the

use of storage batteries for lighting. An effort was made
to secure estimates of the cost of construction, together

with data relating to the maintenance and life of the plant

and also the cost of replacing the cells, but the most dili-

gent inquiries for information only produced circulars^

setting forth the claims of the several companies, abstracts

from the decisions and opinions of judges favorable to-

the patents exploited by the company in question—in s:

word, no practical information was furnished, but instead,

a flood of "opinions" and "decisions" in which no^

one but the contestants were interested.

It can readily be seen thai the appearance of a new~

batter)' in the field, and one too that in no way infringes-

the patents of the present companies, as is claimed by
those who have examined it, would be a great relief to-

these who are tired of hearing the old story rehearsed, and

are looking for intelligent work and practical results in this

line.
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Inspecting: a Telephone Exchange.

The New Vork Electrical society has been engaged in

practical missionary work in connection with the present

agitation in the metropolis over the <]ucstion of telephone

service. It is generally believed that the opposition to the

telephone co.npanies is dui* largely to a misconception on

the part of the general public and that the daily papers arc

in a great measure responsible for this condition of affairs.

It was thought that an actual inspection of a representa-

tive telephone e.xchange would do more in the way of remov-

ing popular errors than any amount of argument or mere

statement of facts. Accordingly th: society arranged with

the Metropolitan Telegraph Telephone company, for a

meeting at the Cortlandt street exchange to which the

members might invite their friends. The opportunity was

accepted by many persons interested in the agitation which

has been stirring New Vork for several months, and on the

evening of April 21st a large party gathered at the head-

quarters in Cortlandt street.

The visitors were received by J. J. Cirty, electrician

of the Metropolitan company. Mr. Carty first described

the outfit employed at the subscriber's station. He alluded

to the fact that the public had been told that a telephone

cost $1.45 to make and that the rest of the apparatus was

proportionally cheap. The subscriber would thus be led to

figure out how many times he paid over and over again for

the instrument during the year. The public gave no

thought of the army of engineers ani electricians employed

in the building and repairing of lines, the laying down
and testing of cables, and the equipmint of exchanges, to

say nothing of the staff of inspectors and the wire men who
set up instruments and trace out the raaz; of wires running

through the e.Kchange from the ends of the cables to the

switch-board. The subscriber was too busy to gauge ex-

actly the value of su;h facts as that, in addition to other

appliances, the telephone service necessitated the use of

10,000 small dynamosin various parts of the city, that 30,000

cells of battery were employed, that these 30,030 cells have

to be renewed every eleven weeks, and that in New York

alone, the company had over 30,000 miles of wire under-

ground. It has baen the fashion, Mr. Carty said, to imply

that other nations were better off in the matter of tele-

phone service than America, while as a matter of fact no

other nation is so well supplied. Representatives of cor-

porations from the principal countries in Europe, and even

from Japan, had visited New York to study the working of

the telephone system. Both in technical equipment and

general organization the Me;ropolitan Telegraph & Tele-

phone company was recognized as a m^del, not only by

other companies in this country but by all the continental

governments of Europe. It was very suggestive of the

state of the telephone service in England as compared

with our owa, thit in that c^uatry the parsons are taking

an active part in the ajitation for batter S2r»rice on the

ground that it will materially reduce the national profanity.

There are in New York city alone more underground tele-

phone wires than there are in the whole of Europe. No
expense has been spared by the company to bring the serv-

ice to the highest state of efficiency. Within the last five

years every single wire, cable and switch-board in use by

the company haa been removed in order to permit the use

of metallic circuits. It was found that with wires put

underground on the old system there was constant and

confusing induction, and it was impossible to utilize the

instruments of increased efficiency which progress in tele-

phony had developed without intensifying the trouble.

The result of using the new instruments with the old wires

would be that everybody could hear what everybody else

was saying. To overcome this difficulty metallic circuits

were adopted, and as two wires then became necessary in-

stead of one. the heavy cost of wire throughout the system

was doubled. All the metallic circuit subscribers, the only

ones now taken by the company, are equipped with the

highest type of long-distance apparatus, which will enable

the subscriber to talk not only lo any part of New York

city, but to any part of the eastern section of the United

States, i.e., to Buffalo, Pittsburg, Washington or Boston,

and to the most distant points that are now reached or

ever will be reached. With one of these instruments Mr.

Carty made connection with Boston, and 40 additional in-

struments were connected, so that the members of the so-

ciety could listen in relays of 40 to the conversation. And
thus for a while the Gothamites held pleasant communion

over the wire with the telephonic representative of the City

of Culture; whistling, whispering and vigorous denuncia-

tion were all distinctly audible. Connection was also

made to Boston over an instrument which was supplied

with current from a thermopile. By means of this appli-

ance, the use of which for this purpose is in the initial

stage, an efficient current of electricity can be generated

by the heat from a gas flame. The visitors were next con-
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dusted to the operating room on the eighth flosr of the

exchange, and Mr. Carty described the operalioi of the

enormous switch-board, which alone entailed a cou of

^350.000. In his remarks Mr. Carty showed that, aside

from its technical interest, the switch-board furnished an in-

teresting paradox in the laws of trade, in that it illustra'es

how the telephone business, unlfkc other branches of in-

dustry is vastly more expensive under wholesale than re-

tail conditions. A switch-board sufiicicntto install loo sub-

scribers would cost, at the very outside, f 500, but where

100 subscribers are added to an existing 5.000 the addi-

tional expenditure necessitated would be over ^^5,000. The
cause of this is that in the first instance facilities arc re-

quired forthe io.er omtiunication of only 100 stations, but

in the second thiconncction of fiftyone hundred stations is

i^ecessary. .\nd thu5 the expense of new installations

"rolls up," as Mr. Cirty expresses it, "like a snowball

running down hill." After folloAiing the course of the

i2,oco wire; through>ut the switch-boird, the visitors

passed into the long distanc: room and investigated its

many remarkable features. .\ descent was then mide to

the basement, where bewildering ranges of lightning ar-

resters, cable terminals, and distributing racks gave fur-

ther evidence of the tremendous upheaval that the change

from grounded to metallic circuits involved, B/ the time the

tour of the building was completed the visitors, although

astounded at the magnitude and complexity of the plant,

were able to form a very intelligent idea of the operation

of the exchange. The company provides one operator fo

every nine subscribers, so that each subscriber may know
that one man in the telephone company does an hour's

work for him in some w .y or other every day. This pro-

portion of operators to subscribers is larger than in any

other city in the world. This is due to the fact that New
Yorkers are notoriously impatient of delay, and the com-

pany seeks to give them the highest class of service. Con-

siderable surprise was expressed when not long ago a

quantity of American cutlery was sent to Sheffield, the

cutlery fastness of England, but a still more remarkable

industrial innovation has lately been recorded in the ship-

ment of American telephone cables to London, the home
of the cable manufacture. This is a gratifying recognition

of the fact that in telephone cables, as well as in all other

telephonic appliances, this country leads the world. An
inspection of the costly and perfectly appointed Cortlandt

street exchange, in which the utmost resources of engineer-

ing and ingenuity are drawn upon to furnish service that

is unequaled, should convert the veriest carper to the be

lief that he ii getting excellent value for his money, even

though he may not be able to go so far as did an eminent

lawyer, who publicly stated, a month ago, in England,

that if he paid $60,000 a year for his telephone, it would

be cheap at the price.

Love Electric Underground System
Sold.

It is reported that the long-pending negotiations between

the North Chicago Street Railroad company and the Love
Electric Traction company wereconsummated on Saturday

of last week. The former company took .possession of

the Love company's North Side loop at noon. General

Manager Wheeler of the Love company is reported to

have said; "This transfer means that if the road stands

the racket Superintendent Roche will subject it to, the

North Sidecompany will put the Love system in on its

lines which are not cabled. We are not afraid of the re-

sult. Every conceivable test has been made by us, and

we believe there is not a defect left. We can afford to

give the North Side company the road we have built for

nothing if they will adopt the system, because that will

mean their indorsement." It is said that if the system

stands the severity of the North Side company's trial it will

be adopted first on the line running over Dearborn street

bridge.

The St. Louis Electric Larceny Case.
Reference has previously been made in this paper to the

case of G. A, Tempel of St. Louis, who, it is charged,

attempted to defraud the Missouri Electric Light com-

pany by stringing a "jumper" wire across the meter to

prevent the current from passing through the registering

apparatus. Partly because the nature of the case was en-

tirely novel in law, and partly because it was sought to

make it a test case, a charge of petty larceny was preferred

against Tempel. His register had shown, according to the

business previously done with the electric company, a de-

ficiency of 320 amperes of electricity on the amount of his

bill, which at the regular rate, would be ^3.20, a

sum for the theft of which, only petty larceny could

be charged. His lawyer, however, interposed the

defence that as at common law electricity was unknown,

and could not, under the code, be made a subject of
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larceny, and as no statutory law bad been passed makiog it

a felony or misdemeanor to steal electricity, for the reason

that its character was not known, and that it was not sub-

ject to asportation as personal property, his client could

not be convicted of larceny. The case was argued several

times. At the last moment the defendant's attorney, fmd-

ing himself braten on the legal proposition because of the

authorities submitted showing that gas, also unknown at

common law, was susceptible of being stolen under the

general provisions of the statute relative to personal prop-

erty, raised another point to the effect that the act of Tem-
pel was rather a fraud, or deception, than larceny. There
is a section of the Missouri statutes which makes an

attempt to perpetrate a fraud of this kind in the larceny or

theft line, a felcny, and Judge Harvey caught the cunning

attorney of the accused in the net he had set for himself by
simply accepting his final plea, and had the defendant

bound over to the grand jury in the sum of f 500.

Chicago Electric Club.

The annual meeting of the Chicago Electric club was held

at the ok' rooms on .Adams street, on April 21st. The
polls were kept op;n from^ to6 p. M.,but as there was no

contest the vote was light. The following named gentle-

men were selected for the ensuing year:

Pres'dent, li E. Sunny; first vice-president, F. B. Badi;

second vice-president, Alex. Kempt; third vice-president,

M. A. Knapp; fourth vice president, W. K. Pearson; sec-

retary, W. A. Kreidler; treasurer, F. S. Terry; managers,

F. W. Parker, chairman, GiO. C. Biiley, E. Bxggott, J.

P. Barrett, W. J. Backley. F. W. Gushing. F. E Degen-

hardt, E. R. Gilmao, J. J. Nate, C. H. Wilmerding; mem-
bership committee, C C. Haskins, chairman, T. G. Grier,

G;o. Cutter.

The old qjirters on Adims street, which have been

occupied during the last two years, will be deserted on May
1st, when the club will take possession of its new rooms on

the northeast corner of Clark and Monroe streets. These

rj )iii are na v b;ing fitted up, and they will possess every

advantage desirable. Oyiog to the removal of the club, it

was found necessary to close the restaurant service tem-

pararily Saturday night, Ap-il 23!. Woen the new rooms

have been fitted up, the service will be resumed.

Chicago Arc Light & Power Company.
About May rst the Chicago Arc Light & Power company

will begin to serve its customers from the old site, at

the Washington street bridge. This station, as readers of

the Western Electrician will remember, was burned on
November 30th last, and since then the service has been

kept up from about a dozen temporary plants. The
building has been entirely rebuilt, in the most substantial

manner, and is now pronounced absolutely fire-proof.

The floors consist of iron beams, with corrugated iron

arches, filled in with concrete, the whole faced with rock

asphalt, and designed to carry a weight of 500 pounds to

the square inch. The building has been cut down to four

stories, and will be entirely devoted to the uses of the

Chicago Arc Light ^^ Power company. Several new
dynamos have been purchased, and the old ones have

b^en rebuilt. The new plant will have a capacity of

2,400 arc lamps, 400 horse power in motor service, and

3 000 incandescent lights. This will be in addition to a

capacity of 500 arcs in outside stations that were in use

before the fire, and which will be retained. When in

complete running order the new station will be one of the

largest and best equipped in the country. Superintendent

Wilmerding is proud of it.

Chicago Board of Trade.
The Chicago Board of Trade decided at its meeting on Sat-

urday, April 23d, to send out quotations. The question of

disposing of the right to handle the qustations has not yet

been decided. One faction is in favor of selling the quo-

tations outright to the Western Union Telegraph company
for a term of years. Tliis faction thinks that if quotations

are to be given out, the Western Union is as good an

agent as any, but it insists that the company shall pay a

big price. Another faction thinks that while the telegraph

company would make a good distributing agent the board

should not bind itself by contract.

The Westminster-Vancouver Tramway company of Brit-

ish Columbia has recently put in new engines of 300 horse
power. Another pair of engines, which will furnish 500
horse power, makiog a total of Soo horse power, has been
ordered, and will be in place and running within the next
sixty days. With this machinery the company will be ab le

to make all the speed desired. Work on the extension has
been commenced. The contract for the poles has been
awarded, and an order has been sent to the East for the
wire for the overhead system.
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The Trolley System for Chicago.
At the last literary meetingof ths Chicago Electric club,

April nth, the subject considered was the "Trolley Sys-

tem for Chicago." Frank L. Perry and Alex. Dow read

papers in support of the proposition to introduce the over-

head system in Chicago's residence districts and E. E.

Keller and S:. John V. Diy opposed the project. The
papers read by these gentlemen, which were presented last

week, provoked an interesting discussion in which the fol-

lowing named gentlemen participated: A. G. Wheeler, B.

T. Arnold. E. A. Sperry, F. E. Degenhardt, J- K. Pum-
pelly, K. \V. Ilorne. George Cutter, F. S. Tcrr>', Charles

G. Armstrong. C. T. Page and \V. H. Applegate. Follow-

ing is a summary of the discussion:

A.G.Wheeler; It i= not to be expected that expen-

sive constructioa of any character can be put in the out

lying districts of cities like Chicago. In such districts the

overhead line should be built, while in the central part of the

city, where a few years ago the general public was strongly

in favor of taking down harmless telegraph and telephone

wires, the conduit system would be received with favor.

We have a conduit system now in operation in Chicago
which we built in the winter and through the damp season

when the moisture was coming out of the ground. It is a
success as far a:s it has gone.

E. A. Sperrv: So far as the adoption of either the

trolley system or the conduit system by the city of Cni-

cago is concerned, there are a number of points that are

most decidedly in favor of the trolley system. The cost is

certainly in favor of the overhead construction. When a

wire is placed underground, and especially when it is

placed in close proximity to an iron structure, as is neces-

sary in the case of the underground conduit, the points of

support of that conductor munbe very close together; that

is, the conductor must be held in a ver)' rigid way, so that

the pressure of the traveling contact will not deflect it suffi-

ciently to bring it in connection with the return wire or

with the iron structure. I can say from experience, that

the installation of a wire in a conduit working even at a
low voltage, is among the big problems for the electrical

fraternity to solve to-day. It does not seem to me that

for widespread use. and especially at aay high voltage,

the conduit is by any means an assured success. The
single instance that we have on the Continent of Europe,
and the one which Mr. Wheeler has referred to

to-night, I understand are both operated at low voltage, in

fact about the voltage which I have seen in operation in

mines. Id the cise of the mines we have to support the
wires at very frequent intervals, and the only way we found
to overcome the effects of the moisture was by using oil in-

sulators, which were at best rather cumbersome and trouble-

some to keep up in such places. I should judge that so
far as the engineering features of the conduit system are

concerned they are far from being solved. The conduit
has. as we all know, received attention from the very best

engineers in this country and has not yet been adopted ex-

tensively at all. When the West End people in Boston
assailed the question there was a great deal of money, time
and engineering skill put into it, but they were compelled
to abandon the scheme, and Boston took the lead of a
number of large cities in adopting the trolley system in

preference to the conduit. Brooklyn and Baltimore have
thoroughly examined the subject through the engineers cm-
plotcd in those cities, and they have at last decided in

favor of the trolley system as against the employment of

the conduit system. The trolley systems in Boston and
Cleveland are certainly grand successes in everj' way

.

They have solved the question of rapid transit. Tne cars

undoubted!); may hi said to operate much in excess of

the limitations of the ordinances and so on, but the people
like it. The public holds up both hands in favor of the
trolley system.

Not long ago there appeared in one of the leading papers
of Cleveland an editorial wliich was the result of a great
deal of investigation and a large number of interviews with
the most prominent people in that city in reference to an
installation that had been in operation there about eighteen
months. The editorial was called out by a visit of a num-
ber of Toronto people who were investigating the trolley

system and its operation. The editorial was most satis-

factor)', especially to those interested in the success of the
trolley system of electrical distribution. It gave the general
impression that there was nothing more to be desired in

any way; that the traffic had been perfectly satisfactory and
successful, and that rather than experiment with anything
in the line of conduits or storage batteries the city would
have more of the trolley and have its lines extended in everj'

direction.

B. J. Arnold: There is one point in which the electric

cars were attacked in which I think the statement was in-

correct, and that was the oscillation of the car. The cause
that was given I believe for that was that the center of
gravity of the car was so high that when it once commenced
to oscillate it continued to do so. It is said by people who
have ridden upon bDth cable and electric cars that the elec-

tric cars run much the smoother. I think that os-

cillation is occasioned entirely by imperfections in the
track.

Advantages in almost all of our large cities are found
with the trolley system. We have about a hundred miles
in St. Loais, about two hundred miles in St. Paul and I

believe something like 250 miles in Boston, all operating
through the crowded portions of the city and giving the

best kind of satisfaction. They are handling heavy traff.c

every day, and I see no reason why it should not be so
here in the city of Chicago.

F. E. Degenhardt: Mr. Sperry has referred to the

action taken by Boston and other cities. I want to ask Mr.
Sperry if it is not true that those negotiations were con-
ducted a year and a half ago or two years ago. and whether
it is not equally true that while in the rapid advance of the

art something can now be done that two years ago was
not feasible.

Mr. Speery: That is barely possible.

Mr. Degenhardt: I think we all recollect that when

they cDmmen:ed to cinstruct telephone lines the tel-

egraph men said it would not be a success. They said the
insulation was no account, and yet the telephone has been
phenomenally successful. The same thing applies, I think,

in this case. We are aware that the construction of under-
ground conduits has become not only feasible, but is quite

general and that you can insulate wires and put them
under ground. We started underground work in Chicago,
and have furnished practical means for accomplishing it.

We have pursued it diligently, and to-day this city is the
Mecca of people in search of information on the subject of
underground work.

F. W. HoRNE: At the present time we have 400 electric

roads in operation in the United S:ates, and not a single
failure We have had two underground systems, one
in Albany and oae in Ejjton. and they are not in ex-

istence to-day; therefore we think that the trolley has got
the 6eld.

As for the cable system it h id full sway uatil the time
ihe trolley system appeared. Since then the cables, with
their millions of dollars invested, have been abandoned and
the trolley system put in their places. Tne cable road in

S:. Louis, the first one put in operation, is now equipped
electrically, and it is a financial success while it was a
failure as a cable.

I believe there are placei for each system. The cable
system on a strai^^ht line wiere there is continuous heavy
travel that will wi'rant expending 75 to Sd per cent- of the
pDwer in propelling a rope, is a good system. Bat when
you tr)' to adapt it to the numerous curves and loops, it is

a failure.

In regard to the oscillation of the car I think that is

due o;;casiDnalIy to bad j>ints, and when there is only one
motor on a cir it bobs up and down, because it is un-
evenly balanced. Put two motors 03 a car, and eight
wheels instead of four, and you will have a car that will

run steadily.

Geo. Cutter: I do not think as electrical engineers
we are ri^ht at alt in stating that the conduit cannot be
built. Wnen they really want it we can furnish it. I

do not think that the American engineer will hesitate to
furnish it when really demanded. I think it is merely
the question, is it needed? Tne trolley is proving such a
success in the densely populated American cities that it

is convincing the American people that the conduit is

not needed. We know very well that we can build it, and
it is not a very difficult problem either.

I agree with M-. P^rry most decidedly that we should
build the trolley system neatly, ;eithetically, for that

matter, so as to do away with public prejudice against the
trolley wire. I feel that the trolley wire is entitled to the
same consideration as hundreds of those wires thatj-ou may
see, now, telephone wires, electric light wires, telegraph
wires, etc , though it is not necessary to have those wires
above the ground.
F S- Terry: The trolley system is not very objection-

able, so far as appearance is concerned. I think we can-

not, in a well constructed overhead system, find anything
objectionable. The trolley system runs each car independ-
ently, and the car can catch up when it gets behind; it

has every advantage that the cable system has and some
advantages that the cable does not possess.

Chas. G Armstron'G: In the present state of the art

there is no conduit system that is in commercial operation,

while there are a great many successful trolley roads. The
introduction of any underground method, contact on
wheels between the -rails, or any of those methods in

which the trolley is not used, is alto^etlier on piper or
simply theory to-day, excepting perhaps a successful ex-

periment which is being tried oa the North Side. But
that is only an experiment.

In regard to the danger of the trolley, I have heard the

argument advanced by Chief Swenie that the firemen
could not handle themselves well with the trolley system
here. From the character of the systems that he had seen
his position was perhaps correct. He had seen the kind
where span wires ran clear across, and where the con-
struction was not of the best; but with a system like that

they have in Indianapolis particularly, which is a very
handsome system, with the trolley wires confined entirely

to the center of the street, I can see no reason fthy a
fireman should be injured by the current. Besides, auto-

matic cut-offs are provided, by which, when the trolley

wire breaks, the line is disconnected: switches can be
placed on every third or fourth pole, as in Milwaukee, so

that the current can be cut off from the feeders entirely.

Now there -s another point, with reference to the falling

of small wires across the trolley wire. It is not necessary
to have the telephone or telegraph or any of the smaller

wires overhead. It is necessary, in the present state of

the art, to have the trolley wire overhead. Put your little

wires underground, where they have got to go and where
they can go, and put the trolley wire up, where it should
kill nothing except birds. I have had occasion myself to
wrestle with a 500 volt current, and while it was not ex-

ceedingly pleasant lam still here to worrj- you.
W. H. Applegate; I have been working about three

years trj-ing to put this trolley wire under ground, and I

think I have accomplished it. The time is not far dis-

tant when the overhead trolley will be a thing of the past

We have solved the problem of putting electric light and
telephone wires under ground, and it will soon be demon-
strated to be just as practicable and easy to place the

wires for electric cars under ground. In my underground
system I have not only excluded the water but the air. I

make it air-tight, and I would like to know why it won't
work. I think you will all agree with me that the over-

head system is but a temporary' affair, and will only be
used for a short time, until we get something better. I

think it is not right for you to oppose the underground
systems. Vou ought to give us a chance. It was the cry

a year or two ago that the electric cars made too much
noise. They did make a great noise, and you could not
have them running through the streets. To-day they are

less noisy than the cable cars, and it has been brought

about by the constant introduction of improvements, and
we have not yet found the ideal cars. It will take time
and the sleepless nights of the inventor to accomplish the
desired result, but it is going to be done ver\' soon.

C. T. Page: I live in a district where we need some
help in this direction, and the city ordinances that have
been passed in favor of the South division railway cover
the section that I am interested in probably more than any
other. I am satisfied that we want the trolley put up here
as it is in Indianapolis, and I think it is the idea of the
South Side company to utilize the ordinances that have
been passed in its favor in some such manner, and it

should be supported and encouraged in doing so. The
company that I represent has about a hundred miles of
wire in use. We have been operating about three years
and a half, and we have had two accidents by breakage of
our wires. Oae was occasioned by the long distance tele-

phone company cutting the wires, and they fell. That
was caused by pressure under high wind, and our attention
W£.5 imroediatelv called to it by the police. The other one
was caused by an accident from a tree. That is all the
trouble that we have had in our primary wires, something
over a hundred miles in length, in three years and a half.

F. H. Sooen: I wish to say that for the last five or six
weeks there has not been a day when the current has not
been oa the line of the underground system of the Love
company on the North Side loop, and during that time
there have been snow, ice, a cyclone and a rain that
fl ooded the street so that you could not see the track,
rushing in through the conduit, in spite of which the cur-
rent was on during the whole time. There has been rain.
I think, almost continuously for a week. I think that
goes to show that at this particular season of the year the
underground electric conduit system can be maintained. I
know that I am speaking here to gentlemen that may be
somewhat prejudiced against a system of that kind on
account of past experiences; but I simply wish to let the
members of the club know what has been done and what
can be done in that line. I do not wish especially to
speak for the Love system, although it is the main point
of their system that they have been able to maintain this
current.

The hue and cry this evening has been about live
\ ires. I say that a wire in the heart of the city of Chi-
cago without any current on is dangerous, and there is no
getting around it, from the fact that the firemen must be
able to get at the buildings in the heart of the city quickly
when there is a fire, and therefore some system of an
electric type can be utilized to great advantage, let it be on
an elevated road or any other style.

There has been a great amount of money e.xpended on
the North Side loop. It is not an experimental track. It
is a system that takes the place of horses on a horse car
line Some eighteen or twenty cars run on this loop from
5:30 in the morning till 12:30 at night, and this system is

put in there to take the place of horses on that line.

IVl9th:)d3 of Electrically Controlling
Street Car Motors.'
By H. F. Parshall.

Pari I.

While in many respects the controUog apparatus for
street car motors and thegeneral requirements of the same
do not differ greatly from some other cases, there are some
features that demand the closest attention if the car is to
be handled either efficiently or comfortably so far as the
passengers are concerned. While the number of methods
proposed and tried in times past has been great, at the
present time there seems to be sufficient agreement be-
tween the principal designers and sufficient data at hand
to warrant the writing of a fairly comprehensive paper on
the subject.

The problem of controlling the motors is probably the
most difficult one in the whole range of street car work,
and in no small degree determines the electrical design of
the motors, or, to be more specific, to start a car under any
given conditions of track a certain torque is required.
Beyond a certain limit, fi.xed largely by the convenience of
passengers, this torque cannot be exceeded. The smaller
the current with which the motor is able to develop this
torque, the smaller the rheostat or other starting devices
may be and the more efficient the car equipment. Should
the motor, therefore, be incapable of developing a com-
paratively powerful torque per ampere, the amomt of en-
ergy dissipated either in the magnetic windings, armature
windings or rheostat becomes excessive, the results being
the more or less rapid deterioration of these parts.

It may not be out of order just here to discuss the
design of the motor with reference to getting this torque
most efficiently. The average horse power exerted by a
street car motor at the car wheel probably does not exceed
20 per cent, of the maximum it is expected to do in start-

ing the car under the various conditions encountered- Now
to get the highest efficiency from a motor run under these
conditions, it is necessary to get the highest possible effi-

ciency at that horse power at which the greatest amount
of work is to be done, and inasmuch as the loss in the
conductors for this average horsepower Is necessarily low,
(otherwise the motors would burn out in doing the maxi-
mum work to which they are subjected), the question does
not resolve itself into how to get the least possible motor
resistance of armature and magnets, but, rather, how to
minimize the constant loss of hysteresis, eddy currents
and friction. While all of these losses vary somewhat
with the speed in series wound motors, the variation of
these losses is not great, since for an increased speed there
is in general a diminished intensity of magnetization and
pressure. To render these losses a minimum, and at the
same time to get the requisite torque to hand'e the car
efficiently, there is but one solution, that is. to put the
maximum number of turns on the armature compatible
w'th good running as to heating and sparking.

I. Read before the American Institute of Electrical Enffioeers
April 10, 1S02
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While the truth of these statements may be more or

less apparent to all when stated in plain terms, but little

attention was paid to this matter in the earlier motors dc
signed. The numerous measurements made, however,
have so uniformly been in favor of motors with compar-
atively a large number of conductors on the armatures
that the importance of this matter is now pretty generally
understood. This agreement as to the genera! c'esign of

motors has in no small way been intluential in bringing
electricians into agreement as to how the motor should be
controlled, since with an armature of a comparatively
large number of turns, less turns are required in the field

magnets to produce a given torque with a given number
of amperes. The function of the magnets, therefore, has
become of less importance. It is always, however, to be

borne in mind that, other things being c^iual, the motor

EDl£ON SAFETY C^TCll HOLDERS.

with the greatest number of turns in the mignets will

develop the greatest torque for small currents. With a

given electromotive force acting on ths armature circuit,

and a given torque developed by the armiture per ampere,

it does not matter, so far as efiiciency is concerned,

whether the difference in electromotive force

at the armature terminals and the line is due

to drop in external resistance or to drop in the magnets.

This point determines, ouce for all, that motors with cora-

mutated fields are not necessarily more efiicient than other

motors.

The particular advantages of the commutated field

method are that with a limited number of pounds of

copper, or, in the case of street car motors, with the limited

space available for field magnet windings, it is possible to

adjust the magnetizing force of the field coils so that the

rate of doing the work of the motors may be made to cor-

respond with the rate this work is required by the car for

the various speeds and conditions of track. This adjust-

ment may be made for any size of motor with any required

degree of precision by varying the number of magnetic

coils. To increase the range or precision it is only neces-

sary to increase the number of coils. In practice it

has been found that this number could not be very

great, otherwise the car wiring becomes too complicated

and too e.xpensive. This also holds true of the control-

ling switch. Three magnet coils or sets of magnet coils

seem to be the practical limit, since there is a general

agreement between street railway managers that the

present number of magnet connections (6) should not be

increased, and even with this number there is occasional

trouble with broken wires or terminals. With a 15 horse

EDISON SAFETY CATCH HOLDERS.

power motor it is possible with three sets of coils to run

under most conditions met with in practice without employ-

ing external resistance. It is occasionally necessary, how-

ever, when the car is to be run at two or three miles an

hour, to make use of the resistance coil that is ordinarily

used only when starting. With 25 horse power motors it

is necessary, with three sets of magnet windings, to

make use of this resistance coil very considerably in

ordinary practice, since without this it is not possible to

get a speed of less than one-third the maxima n speed of

the car, which is generally taken to be about 18 miles

an hour.

The range of speeds without the use of a rheostat is

determined by the limit to which it is safe to heat the

magnets. The temperature of the magnets should not in

any case exceed 65''C. This would put the increase o(

temperature at about 3o''C. This increase corrcspoods to

an average loss in the magnets of about 0.3 of a watt per

S(iuare inchof radiating surface. For few the seconds gener-

ally taken to start the car the loss may be as high as two
watts per square inch without dangerous beating. Kxpcri-

ence, however, has demonstrated that to exceed this limit,

even for very short pcriodi. there is considerable risk.

Having the maximum numbcrof watts that may be dissi-

pated in the magnets, the scries resistance of the same may be
calculated from the properties of the motor on the supposi-

tion that each ampere taken by the motor produces a certain

number of pounds pull at the periphery of the car wheel.

In a well designed motor with commutated fields it is easy
to get from 35 to 40 pounds' pull at the periphery of a 30"

car wheel with the coils in the series position. These coils

are either wound side by side or one on top of the othtr,

according to the necessities of the case as determined by
the general design of the motor. Experience has shown
the advisability of winding these coils In independent
spools whenever the general design will permit, since in

case of trouble it is cheaper and easier to replace the

damaged coil, and there is less liability of crosses between
the coils. As an example of a design that has been found
to give general satisfaction in practice, I give the following

figures from a series of tests made on a Sprague No. 6

street car motor, the magnetic data of whicti have already

been published by myself:'

Efficiency of Street Car Motor No, 6.

I! rake
H.l'.

Kfiiciency. Speed. Remarks. Res.

H-3
II.3

II.

4

9
8.25

6.35

S7 per cent.

87 '
86

^ 1'

79
72
70

IIIO

1174
1184

1^09

95 S

1040
1070
1014

3 coils in parallel

3 " "
2 ' *' .....
2 " "
2 in parallel, 1 in series.

2 *' I " .

O.S
.8

'•*

1.4

3-24

3-H
4.86

7-42^

It is to be noted especially that it is possible to get an
approximately constant spsed with a wide range of loads
and yet have the energy dissipated in the magnets rem? in

DUiLEX LIGHTING I'LANT l.N THE ERIE CIV IRON WORKS.

appro.\imately constant, and that it is possible to get a
torque corresponding very approximately,over a wide range,

to that required to propel a car under conditions met with.

This is the solution of the question, how to get the highest

efficiency. For instance, suppose a car is to be run be-

tween two points in a given space of time, and this is not
an unfrequent requirement, and that the magnet windings
of the motor are such that either the car runs
the distance in too short a time or in too
long a time, it will be necessary then to

accelerate the car for a time beyond the limit required,

then to allow it to slow down, then to accelerate it again,

or go through some such cycle of operations to get the

required results. More power will be required with such
windings than when such a torque can be had at the

motor that will produce the required speed by approxi-

mately uniform acceleration. To get the same results

given above for the No. 6 motor, with the magnet co Is

arranged in loops instead of separate coils would require

upward of three times as many pounds of copper as was
used in the present case {no lbs.) This motor was de-

signed to give a maximum car speed under ordinary con-

ditions of from 12 to 15 miles an hour. At present it is

thought advisable to have a maximum car speed of from
18 to 20 miles an hour," since numerous measurements
have shown the economy of running street cars at as high
a speed as ihe conditions of track, etc., will permit. In a

series of measurements made by myself it was found that

the watt hours per car mile decreased very considerably

with the speed of the car up to 30 miles an hour. To get
this high speed (20 miles per hour) it has been found
necessary to vary the proportions of the magnet coils from
that given in the above for the No. 6 motor. Thus
for a single reduction 15 horse power motor the resistance

of the last coil to be turned from series to parallel is

only 15 per cent, of the total resistance of the magnets,
and the turns of this coil only 20 per cent, of the turns in

the other two coMs. The reason for ptitting this low re-

sistance coil inside, is to get the greatest number of turns

when the coils are all in series and the least resistance

when the coils are all in parallel. Further, under ordi-

nary conditions this coil has the least expenditure of energy
in it, and the least radiating surface. Wiih a winding of

this proportion, it is necessary with 15 horse power motors

1. Transactions, vol. 7., p. 21S.

2. All car speeds are quoted for straight and level tracks. These
when calculated for a new motor are determined from the sp^ed and
H. I-, curve of the motor, assuming the resistance to bs 30 lbs. per
ton. The methods of measuring these speeds are in general such
that the probable error is too great to determine the percentage slip of
the wheels.

to use an external resistance of 6 or 8 ohms. With 35
horic power motors an cxicrnal resistance of from 10 lo
12 ohms is required. I'his resistance should be so sub-
divided that there is not more than 20 volts electromotive
force t>clwcen adjacent contact pieces, and so pro-
portioned (hat the increase of temperatore n not in

any case above 150'C.

The Duplex Lighting Plant In the Erie
City Iron Works.

From all accounts the Duplex lOlcciiic company, lim-

ited, of Corry, I'a., has materially added to its reputation

by the thorough manner in which it has carried out its con*
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tract with the Erie City Iron Works, which claims for it-

self the distinction of being the largest boiler manufactory

in the United .Stales.

This p'ant wis installed last October and has just been

accepted in a complimentary letter to General Manager
Swift of the Duplex company.

The equipment consists of two 40-light Duplex arc ma-

chines, sixty Duplex arc lamps and one United States 325

light incandescent dynamo. Power is obtained from two

Erie City Iron Works automatic engines of a capacity of

75 horse power each. The cut gives an excellent idea of

the plant. Two features claimed for the Duplex outfit are

the entire absence of resistance coils in connection with the

a'c generators and the advantageous construction through

which any coil of the armature of the arc machine may be

removed without interfering with the others.

This plant is said to be the largest isolated arc plant in

Northwestern Pennsylvania.

Edison Safety Catch Holders.

It is often necessary, in wiring a large building, to lun

a main line from the dynamo room or street service wires

to some point as a center of distribution from which smaller

taps can be taken. Heretofore, a number of porcelain

cut-outs or ordinary safety catch holders of large capacity

were used. As the capacity of the ordinary device of

EDISON SAFETY CATCH HOLDERS
this type was not sutiicient to meet all requirements, the

construction of a special device became necessary to carry

the heavy current and distribute it through the building.

The center of distribution safety catch holders illustrated

herewith were devised to facilitate the control of the elec-

tric wires in large bulldiags as well as to guard them

against accidents.

Each branch of the device has a capacity of 250 amperes,

and thus one of the appliances can be used where formerly

several wer^ needed. These devices are mounted on slate

bases. The lugs are so constructed that they can be easily

detached from the appliance, and when the necessary wires

are soldered in them, they can be returned to their places

and screwed fast.

A small plug is employed which, when inserted in its
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place, carries a current around the safety catch. This

short circuitiugplug is not intended for use for any length

of time, and is only employed when changing the fuses in

order that danger from arcing may be obviated.

If it is necessary to have light after one fuse has blown

the use of the short circuiting plug still leaves a single

pole protection on the line, but as one plug only is lur-

COLLTN S CRUDE OIL BURNER.

nished with each device, it would be impossible to have

more than one safety catch short circuited at one time.

The thumb screws are provided with large flat heads in

order that they may be operated by hand, pliers or a

monkey wrench. The specially designed washer under the

head rises with the screw without turning on it, and the

annoying operation of raising the wather with a screw-

driver is eliminated.

The center of distribution safety catch holder need not

be set up outside of the dynamo room, nor where the

meter is attached to the street service, as it is frequently

necessary to run two or more separate mains from this

point to sub-centers of distribution in other parts of the

building where these appliances could be placed.

These holders are made in four sizes—two for the two'

wire system and two for the three-wire system,—for two

and for three branches.

have awakened to an appreciation of the increasing de-

mand for water wheels. Among those firms that have

done good work in developing their machinery to suit

the needs of the power station, may be mentioned the

S til well & Bierce Manufacturing company of Dayton,

Ohio. For more than twenty years this company has oc-

cupied a prominent position as a manufacturer of turbines,

and its Victor turbine is used in alt parts of the country.

Hitherto the Stilwell & Bierce company has furnished

the Victor turbine with a "register gate" only, and in the

great majority of instances that st)'le meets all the re-

quirements, and is preferred on account of its simplicity,

ease of operation, quick regulation, etc. However, there

are situations where a "cylinder gate" is preferred, and

to enable customers to select either style of gate, and with

a commendable determination to meet all reasonable de-

mands, the company has perfected and put upon the

market the cylinder gate turbine.

This type of Victor turbine has been carefully tested in

the Holyoke testing flume with gratifying results, a high

efficiency being developed. The tests showed, it is stated,

a remarkably high efficiency in all stages of the gate open-

ing from one-half to full gate.

Both styles of this turbine are herewith illustrated, Fig.

kinds of modern appliances for transmitting power, and

makes a specialty of complete water power plants for all

purposes.

Collins' Crude Oil Burner.
The accompanying illustrations show how boilers can

be fired with crude oil with good results without any change

of boiler setting. Burners of this type are in service at

Two Types of Victor Turbine.

The electrical transmission of power over long distances

i s a demonstrated commercial success, and this fact gives

FIG. 2. COLLIN S CRUDE OIL P.URNER.

I representing the register gate Victor turbine and Fig. 2

the cylinder gate type.

These turb.nes are built in sizes ranging from six to

sixty inches in diameter, on vertical or horizontal shafts,

and are designed for use in a great variety of establish-

FIG. 3. COLLIN S CRl'DE i>ll- i:i"i:XEK.

the wagon works of Studebaker Bros at South Bend, Ind.

,

and have been used by this firm for three years.

Fig. I shows the burner bolted to the boiler front so

that it may swing out of the way and not interfere with the

furnace doors. This feature is a great convenience where

other fuel is used, as a change from oil to coal or other

solid fuel can be made in one minute.

Fig. 2 is a sectional view of the burner. The
dotted lines represent the steam inlet. The steam must

pass around the shell to the point of the burner and

travel down the inside wall before it passes out at the com-

bustion valve. The combustion valve is regulated by the

hand wheel on the tube. The small oil pipe passes into

the center of the bulb where the steam, oil and inflowing

air are mixed in the proper proportions to burn. This

arrangement makes a thorough atomizer, and it is not

necessary to throw the oil against a pile of fire brick to

atomize it, for it is all done in the burner.

Fig. 3 shows the application of this burner to a water

tube boiler.

This burner which has, it is said, been indorsed by the

an immediate value to water powers which have hitherto

remained unimproved because of their being located at

points more or less remote from transportation lines, or

because the local demand for power was not sufficient to

justify the expense. Turbine manufacturers generally

TWO TYPES OF VICTOR TURBINE.

ments, from the simple country mill requiring fifty horse

power or less, up to the mammoth cotton mills, paper

mills or electric plants, consuming many thousand horse

power. The Stilwell & Bierce Manufacturing company

is provided with a very complete line of patterns of all

Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance company,

is the invention of Master Mechanic C. M, Collins of the

Studebaker Bros. Manufacturing company, South Bend,

Ind. Studebaker Bros, are manufacturing the device for

the trade.
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A California Electric Transmission
Scfieme.

The Redding, Cal., /J^'w/'Y^v;/ describes a plan to dcvclopc

the water power of the Sacramento river at that place.

The Redding Water company and ICIectric Light company—
the two concerns arc practically under the same management
—arc behind the project. They propose to lake the water

out of the river at the lower end of Turtle Hay, and convey
it through an open cut or ditch across the old (Oliver lantl

to a point on the river near the free bridge. The water right

has been located and recorded and the survey for the ditch

has been made. The survey revealed the fact that at the point

on the river where the company expects to erect the power
plant it will get i.| feet fall at low water and 7 feet fall at

high water. It claims that it can develop anywhere from

800 to i.oou horse power with the 7-foot fall. This, loo,

during the Hood or high water 'ilage of the river. Already

the company has put up a capital of iii^o.ooo to commence
development work, and has also purchased a large

amount of 12 -inch main pipe which will be laid to connect the

reservoir on the hill with the new power plant. The com-
pany will run the waler works and the electric light plant

with this power, and will also furnish electric power to

anybody who may want it. In connection with this enter-

prise ano her company proposes to connect with the ditch

and carry it on down to Cottonwood for the purpose of irri-

gating the bottom lands between Redding and Cotton-

wood.

Mary Griep and the Telegraph Company.
A Cincinnati dispatch of April 20th gives the following

curious story: Mary Griep sat down hard on the Western
Union Telegraph company to-day. This morning men
employed by the company dug a hole in the sidewalk in

front of the house of the young lady's father for a telt-

graph pole. Mrs. Griep asked the men to stop digging.

Mary noticed the indifference with which her mother was
treated, and she placed a chair over the hole in the side-

walk and sat down. With great composure she folded

her arms and dared any one to touch her. Policeman

Potts tried to get the young lady to give up her seat. She
politely told the officer that there was no law compelling

her to move from a seat on her own sidewalk, and warned
him not to interfere. A crowd of many hundreds gathered

and dared him to molest the young lady. Chief of Police

Daitch and Mayor Mosby were appealed to, but after con-

sultation decided that the girl had a r~ht to sit there as long

as she wished. After several hours Miss Griep heM a

whi-pered consultation with her brother, who owns the

property. He disappeared and when he came b?ok in the

afternoon Mary was still on the chair, but he brought an
order from the court directing the Western Union to put

no pole in that hole.

Tropical Telephone Company.
To the Editor of the Western Electrician :

We have noticed an item in one of the New York elec-

trical papers stating that the Western Electric company
has purchased a controlling interest in the Tropical

American Telephone company.
This statement is entirely incorrect, having no founda-

tion whatever in fact. The W^estern Electric company
has not purchased, and never has owned any of the stock

of the Tropical American Telephone company.
The Western Electric company has had suits pending

against the Tropical American company for infringement

of patents, and for the collection of indebtedness. The
Tropical American company paid the indebtedness for

which suit was brought and discontinued the manufacture

of infringing apparatus, and ceased defending the in-

fringement suits. Further than that, the Western Elec-

tric company has no interest in the Tropical company.
C. D. Crandall.

Chicago, April 22, 1S92.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, April 23.^In last week's letter mention

was made of the fact that the bill for the incorporation of

the General Electric company had passed the Assembly.

Governor Flower has since signed the bill. The New York

Sun characterizes the governor's approval of the act as "a

triumpli of good sense and genuine statesmanship over,

popular prejudice and delusive misconception."

Governor Flower is quoted as saying; "The measure is

approved, because it is claimed that its effect will be to

keep within the state a corporation which professes to be

ready to invest a large amount of capital, and which, with-

out the concessions allowed by its proposed charter, would

be incorporated under the laws of New Jersey."

The governor, doubtless, understands very thoroughly

that the United States is a large territory and in it there

are many states ready and anxious to welcome colossal

enterprises such as the General Electric company.

It is understood that, now the new company has laid a

substantial foundation, $4,000,000 of 30 year 5 per cent,

gold bonds will be issued to retire the floating debts of both

the Edison and Thomson-Houston companies. The bonds

will be offered to the stockholders of the General Electric

company at 95 and will be convertible into General Elec-

tric stock at 120.

Before long, perhaps, your Eastern correspondent will

be able to "talk" his news to you on Monday morning in-

stead of mailing it on Saturday, for the wires of the long

distance telephone company are now rapidly closing in

upon Chicago. "Wc are going to Chicago a<j rapidly as

wc can," Slid Francis J. Ilovcy of the American Tele-

phone iS: Telegraph company on Monday. "There will be

no trouble In talking over the wires with our present ap-

pli.inces, etc., because we have already established good

talking circuits ',500 mites in length. The Chicago line

will be only r.ooo miles long. Telephone experts are now

engaged In experimenting with telephone repeaters, which

will enable us to relay messages."

From Huffalo, N. \., and Pittsburg, Pa, the wires

have been strung respectively to Sharon, Pa., and to New
Castle, I'a., and thence the Pittsburg wires have been

strung through ^'ouQgstown, and Kavenna to Cuyahoga

Falls, O., a short distance below Cleveland. Some difTi-

culty has been e.'^pcrienccd in getting into Cleveland, but

the telephone officials arc confident of soon overcoming

this difficulty. The Huffalo lines run from Sharon to New
Castle, thus closing a complete metallic circuit between

Buffalo and Pittsburgh. At present there are only leased

wires between Sharon and Voungstown. From Cleveland

to Chicago, poles will be put up and wires strung as rapidly

as the route can bs laid out by the telephone officials. A
line will also be constructed to Detroit. A? it stands now,

the American Telephone & Telegraph company has three

distinct metallic circuits in the West, all ending for the

present at Cuyahoga Falls. One goes by way of Albany,

Utica, .Syracuse, and Buffalo; another by way of Jersey

City, EistDU, Pa., Wilkesbarre, Pa., and thence up

through sou '.hern central New York to Syracuse and

Buffalo; and the third by way of Philadelphia, Harrisburg,

Pa., and Pittsburg, paralleling the Pennsylvania Rail-

road company's tracks.

The long distance telephone lines now reach south only

as far as Washington, and there is no immediate prospect

of their being extended in that direction. To the East the

long-distance wires go to Boston, and beyond Boston the

New England Telephone and Telegraph company has

metallic circuits as far as Portland, Me., and Franklin

Falls, N. H.

The affairs of the New York Electric club took a hap-

pier turn last week. Not long ago it appeared certain

that the club would be compelled to give up its present

home at 1 7 East Twenty second street, and get along with

two or three rooms in some less expensive quarter. The

latest news is, however, that sufficient money has been

pledged to wipe out the club's indebtedness, and a number

of members have promised to guarantee the rent of the

clubhouse for the coming year. It is probable that the

club will continue in the house which it now occupies.

John L Osmond, the man who shot and killed his wife

and her alleged paramour, John C Burchell, and who was

found guilty of murder in the first degree on a trial for the

murder of his wife, has been sentenced by Judge Ingraham

to be taken to Sing Sing and electrocuted in the week begin-

ning June 6th.

Opponents of the overhead trolley system will probably

not be pleased to hear that the New York Evcniiig Post

recently stated that "the increase of travel on the street

railroad between Newark and Orange has been so great

since the overhead electric system went into force that the

company cannot comfortably accommodate passengers,

espscially on Saturdays and Sundays. All the available

cars hive been put on, and several new ones have been

ordered."

Of course the system is "objectionable," etc., but the

people will have it. W. F. O.

Cincinnati, O.

Cincinnati, April 23.—The question of electric lighting

for the city streets has been occupying considerable atten-

tion. On April 12th the bids for lighting the central por-

tion of tlie city with about 300 lights of 2,000 candle power,

as a starter, with the prospect of extension of the li-^hting

to 2000 lamps, for a period of ten years, were opened by

the light committee and found to be as follows:

Jones Bros. Electric company, ^112 ) Lamps burning
Cincinnati Electric Light company, $q3 75 > all night and
Cincinnati Edison company, $84.90 J every night.

Without any consideration of the bids the committee

adjourned to Friday afternoon, at which time it was

expected to formulate a recommendation to be presented

to the Board of Legislation in the evening. As is usual in

such cases the daily press was full of the claims of the con-

testing companies, but no one was prepared for the bomb
that was exploded at the meeting Friday afternoon.

Promptly at four o'clock the committee met and its

first act was to read a long letter from the president of the

Cincinnati Electric Light company. Briefly, this was to

the effect that in consideration of the rejection by the com-

mittee of all bids and a re-advert isemen t for a period for

thirty diys. the KIcctric Light compiny would pledge

itself, and supplement such pledge by a bond of (kx>.ooo

to file a bid :o perform the required service at a price not to

exceed $75 per lamp per year. As 2,000 lamps are

eventually to be placed under xKxs contract this iscstimated

as saving to the city $200,000 during the life of the same.

I*'or two hours this proposition was argued by eminent legal

council of the respective bidders, in which arguments they

dwelt upon the legality of the move, the saving to "the

citi/ens of so much money," etc. .etc. , all to result In another

adiournment to enable the committee to consider the ques-

tions involved before submitting its report to council.

Another city contract has been settled during this week

at Wilmington, O , where the city is going to erect and

operate its own lighting plant. The contract his been

awarded to the Fort Wayne Electric company for $11,475

for electrical apparatus. The bid accepted was a con-

siderable reductioa from the first that was put in.

In the 'ixcitement of the fight over the'clty lighting the

daily press failed to make any special comment upon an

occurrence early Thursday morning at the Court street,

market place. At the west end of this space the single

trolley line of the Main street railway and the double

trolley line of the Colerain avenue railway come together

and run for several squares on the same overhead con-

struction.

The market place was filled with early morning market

stands loaded with fresh fruits, vegetables and flowers.

Wagons were standing here and there loading and unload-

ing, thrifty housewives, bent on bargains and the first pick

of the season, thronged all sides—when with a horrid,

startling "blat," there was a fiame of fire as the trolley

wheel of a Main street car became involved in the frog

where the three lines crossed, resulting in an electrical

display rarely seen at so early an hour. Soon the flame

burned the frog out and wires dropped into the street

with a flash and snap which created additional excitement

and uproar.

It was only another illustration of the disadvantages of

the double trolley system. It is to be regretted that

such accidents, together with the clumsy overhead

construction of this system of work, tends to increase

the cry of "Bury the wires."

The telephone company is pushing work on the re-

modeling of the Albany building for the new exchange,

and laying its own system of subways. These are of the

terra cotta type, laid in cement, and are to be put down in

all the principal streets of the city. I. P. McKnistry,

general manager of the Cleveland Telephone company,

and F. G. Beach of Chicago were in the city this week

in consultation with Vice-president Stone of the City &
Suburban Telephone compiny. relating to underground

work and long distance telephone service, so there is a

prospect of soon being able to talk from lake to lake, and

during the summer months get a breath of fresh air by

'phone.

The bill authorizing the Cincinnati Street Railway com-

pany to purchase all or a part of the capital stock of the

Newport and Covington street railways became a law on

Friday. It is now a question whether this comes "too

late,'' as these roads only lately passed into the control of

Cleveland capitalists.

Another new suburban residence district tributary to

Cincinnati, but this time over among the Kentucky hills,

will be opened up by the building of the new electric rail-

way to Erlanger and Woodside. Strong business men
are reported as backing this road, which is to cost not less

than $150,000. It is to enter the city over the magnificent

Huntington bridge, from which it will be an easy matter

to run into the heart of the city over existing railway

tracks—always provided the new company secures the neces-

sary franchises.

The trouble between the city of Covington, Ky., and

the electric railway company, over the quality of the ties to

be laid under the tracks along the streets to be paved with

asphalt, has waged hot and furious during the past week,

but has ended in an agreement to arbitrate the differences.

So peace once more has settled over the Kentucky hills,

and the work of relaying the tracks and paving with asphalt

will be pushed forward without further delay.

The Hamilton and Lindenwood electric road has placed

a number of new cars on the Cemetery line, adding

greatly to the accommodation of its patrons in this part

of the city.

The light committee of Lockland, O., has reported the

location of the new electric lights on the streets of the city.

When these are placed it will add greatly to the attractions

of this prosperous place.

From Columbus it is reported that all of the street rail-

roads in the city excepting the West Broad street line

have been purchased by a syndicate of New York and
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Philadelphia capitalists. The capital stock is $1,250,000,

and the road is electrically equipped. Emerson McMillan

of St. Louis is reported to have consummated the deal.

Bills have passed the Assembly authorizing Pomeroy to

issue $50,000 bonds for extending a dummy railway; also

authorizing the commissioners of Hamilton county to

widen to eighty feet all roads in that county having

electric, cable or steam railway lines in operation- This

will be of great benefit to those who, for pleasure or nec-

essity, have to drive along some of the narrow roads more

than half occupied by the railway lines.

Bills have been introduced in the senate authoriz-

ing Wapakoneta to issue $20,000 bonds, and Chicago

Tunction to issu; s;i5_ooo bonds to build electric light

plants.

All who are interested in electrical mining will be

pleased to know that State Mine Inspector Hazeltine has

baen reappointed for a four year term by the governor.

F. W. Gushing visited this city last week, looking after

the interests of Kerite wire. C. S. Knight, general agent

of the Fort Wayne Electric company, also spent a few

hours in the city.

Mr. Deweilus of the Cincinnati Electric Elevator com-

pany is hard at work upon a new device for electric

elevators, which, it is claimed, will revolutionize the applica-

tion of electricity to this class of work. The model is re-

ported as working very satisfactorily, and while the patents

on the device are not sufficiently advanced to allow of its

exhibition, those who know predict great prospects for the

device when put on the market.

Work on the plant of the Grand hotel is being pushed

night and day by the Central Thomson-Houston company.

The wiring is to be done on the double circuit plan, which

will insure one-half of the lights burning in case of safety

fuses blowing at any time.

PERSONAL.
W. R. Mason, of the Railway Equipment company,

Chicago, was in New York last week.

Augustus Allen Hayes, for some time secretary of the

Brush Electric company, died in Paris on April 17th.

D. B. Dean, New York, eastern manager of the Mc-
Guire Manufacturing company, is in Chicago.

. At the recent election in Little Rock, Ark., gerald E.

Fish, formerly of Chicago, was unanimously reelected city

electrician.

General Manager F. S. Terry of the Electrical Supply
company, Chicago, was a visitor at the New York office of

the Western Electrician last week.

Treasurer Tohn W. Hull of the Hine Eliminator com-
pany of New York has just returned home from a six

weeks' business and pleasure trip to Mexico.

Superintendent Alex. Churchward of the Riker Electric

Motor company of Brooklyn severed his connection last

week with the Riker company to accept a position with the

Eastern Electric company of Brooklyn.

C. RL Howell, president of the Illinois Electric Lamp
company, spent several days at the company's office in this

city during the past week. Mr. Howeh is prosecuting at-

torney for Gogebic county, Mich., and his investment in

electricity is a divertisement.

J. S. Gustin, J. F. Macartney and C. E. Wilson, for-

merly with the Electric Merchandise company, have re-

signed to accept positions with the Railway Equipment
company. The first named will be purchasing agent and
the others traveling salesmen for the new company.

Eugene II. Cowles died on April 2ist at El Paso, Tex ,

of hemorrhage of the lungs. Mr. Cowles was 38 years of

age. He was a director and secretary' of the Cleveland
Leader Printing company and manager of the Cowles
Electric Smelting &: Aluminum company of Lockport, N.Y.
Together with his brother, A. H. Cowles, he developed the

process of reducing aluminum by means of electrical heat.

NEW INCORPORATIONS,
Pasco Union Land company, Pasco, Wash. ; capital

stock, $750,000; street cars, water works, electric light and
gas works; R. Olney, Pasco, Wash.

Thermo Electric company. New York, N. Y. ; capital

stock, $500,000; manufacturing and selling engines; t- P.

Lowrey, 32 Nassau street, New York Ciiy, N. Y.

Columbian Electric company, Camden, N. J.; capital

stock, $200,000; to manufacture, sell and lease electric

lighting, heating and power; T. P. Curley, Camden, N. J.

Wichita Falls Electric Light lS: Power company, Wichita
Falls, Texas; capital stock, $30,000; for purposes indi-

cated in its corporate name; Edwin Fish, Trinidad, Colo.

Muncie Electric Street Railway company, Muncie, Ind.;

capital stock, $100,000; to operate an electric line or street

railway in the cit}' of Muncie and territory contiguous
thereto.

Hamburg Electric Light and Poiver company, Ham-
burg, Pa.; capital stock, $15,000; supplying light, heat

. and power by electricity to Hamburg; J. E. Miller, Ham-
burg, Pa,

Chester & Media Electric Railway company, Chester, Pa.;

capital stock, $100,000; operating an electric street

railway in Chester, Delaware Co., Pa.; Geo. B. Lindsay,
Chester, Pa.

Liberty Avenue Street Railway company, Pittsburg, Pa.;

capital stock, $50^000; operating an electric street railway

in Pittsburg, Pa.; G. C. Lewis, no Diamond street,

Pittsburg, Pa.

Central & West End Passenger Railway company,
WilHamsport, Pa.; capital slock, $iS,ooo; operating an
electric street railway in Williamsport, Pa.; W. C. King,
WilHamsport, Pa.

New England Electric Therapeutic & Alarm company,
Biddeford, Me. ; capital stock, $1100,000; to manufacture
and deal in electric and other appliances and apparatus;
Henry I. Lord, Biddeford, Me.

Mauston Electric Light & Power company, Mauston,
Wis.; capital stock, $15,000; operating, buying and sell-

ing mills, water power, electric light plants, power plants;

E. Y. Benjamin, Mauston, Wis.

Electric Protection company, Jersey City, N. J-; capital

stock, $100,000; to manufacture and supply the apparatus
necessary for equipping houses, etc.; J. N.Bruns, 21S Ful-

ton street. New York City, N. Y.

Manor Electric company. Manor, Pa.; capital stock,

$6,000; supplying light, heat and power or any of them
by electricity to the public in the burrough of Manor,
W. H. Klingensmith, Greensburg, Pa.

Rochester & Beaver Electric Street Railway company,
Beaver, Pa.; capital stock, $60,000; operating a street

railway from Bridgewater to Rochester Borough, Beaver
Co., Pa.; Buchanan & Read, Beaver, Pa.

Tuna Creek Land & Water company, Los Angeles,

Cal.; capital stock, $100,000; to deal in water, water rights,

maintain water works, pipe line?, generating and supply-

ing electricity; T. H. Ward, Los Angeles, Cal.

Silver Bow Electric Light & Power company, Butte,

Mont.; capital stock, $200,000; carrying on general elec-

tric lighting, heating and manufacturing business and
power, acquiring water and water rights in connection with

said business.

Catasauqua & Northern Street Railway company, Cat-

asauqua. Pa ; capital stock, $50,000; operating an electric

railway from Catasauqua to and through, the villages of

Sremton and White Hall in Lehigh county; R. E. Wright,
Allentown, Pa.

La Grange Light & Water Works company. New York,
N. Y. (incorporated in W. Ya.); capital stock, $125,000;
constructing and operating electric light and waterwoits
at La Grange, 111. ; Moffett. Hodgkins tt Clarice company,
Syracuse, N. Y.

Electric Power & Transmission company. Baker City,

Ore.; capital stock, ^150,000; generating by water or steam
power electric currents to be used for any and all purposes
for which electric or steam power can be used; B. W. Le-
vens, Baker City, Ore.

York Cliffs Improvement company, York, Me.; capital

stock, $300,000; owning, building improving and selling

hotels, casinos, houses and wharves, steamboats and vehi-

cles, w^ter, gas or electric light works; Adrian ^'ermeuIe,

Jr., 71 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

National Automatic Fire Alarm company, Chicago, III.

;

capital stock, $300,000; to construct, own, maintain and
operate line or lines of electric fire alarm telegraphs, with
annunciators, alarm signals, thermostats, electric valves.

call boxes, etc., to carry on an automatic lire alarm and
fire extinguishing system; Monk & Elliott, 1012 Chamber
Commerce, Chicago, 111.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The aldermen of Jamestown, N. D., are wrestling with

the problem of electric lighting.

The Columbia Electric Light company of Philadelphia
has been given permission to extend its conduits.

The new electric light plant at Ukiah, Cal., has been
completed, and the current was turned on recently. The
plant is substantial, and cost atout $12,000.

The council of Norristown, Pa., has decided not to erect

a municipal plant and will contract with the Norristown
Electric Light & Power company for 55 arc lamps at

$100 each per year.

M. H. Kelly, superintendent of the electric light plant
at Moscow, Idaho, was seriously injured about a week ago
by accidentally receiving the full current of a large dyna-
mo. He is now recovering.

The corporation of Glasgow, Scotland, is about to erect
a generating station large enough to supply 40,000 incan-
descent lamps. The total expenditure for the work will be
between $300,000 and $350,000.

An infernal machine filled with powder, eighty Gevelot
cartridges and a quantity of scrap iron, with burning fuse
attached, was found in an electric lighting shed of the
Compagnie du Nord at Lisle, France, a few days ago.

Appleton,Wis., will be extensively lighted by electricity,

the common council having under consideralicn a resolu-

tion to advertise forbids for loo e"ectric lights, and favor-
able action will probably be taken. The Street light com-
mittee will recommend the adoption of the resolution.

It is probable that the Thomson-Houston company will

be given the contract to furnish 60 arc lamps to the city

of Burlington, Iowa, at $100 per lamp per year. Prob-

ably a number of 20 candle power incandescent lamps for

street use will also be furnished at $16 each per year.

The Central Market House, Cleveland, O , is to be light-

ed by electricity. This is the building in which the occu-

pants of stalls refused to pay rent to the city unless the

authorities agreed to remove the oil lamps installed on the

refusal of the gas company to supply gas at 60 cents per

thousand.

The electric light plant in Hammond, Ind., has just

been sold by M. ]\L Towie to the Northern Lighring com-
pany of Chicago. This company has been incorporated

with a capital stock of $30,000, and is headed by W. W.
Hutchinson. The present plant at Hammond includes

sixteen miles of wire and poles, with 100 arc and 800 in-

. candescent lamps. The entire plant is to be refitted and
extended.

The number of arc lamps employed in lighting the

Frankfort exhibition amounted to SSo, with 15,740 incan-

descent lamps. Inside the exhibition 10 tons of bare

copper and 20 tons of cables were laid down. In con-

nection with the Palmgartcn installation, SS tons of bare

copper and 20 tons of cable were used. In the Offen-

bach transmission S tons of bare copper, and in the

Lauffen transmission, 60 tons of bare copper were used.

W. H. Schott has recently completed for the Western
Electric company, Chicago, the installation of an arc and
incandescent system in Forest Cily. 111., a town of only

900 population. At present there is a demand for 20 arc

lights for street illumination and 100 incandescent lights

for commercial purposes. The plant has been built for

the city authorities and under the present contracts the in-

candescent lights will pay the entire cost of operation. The
apparatus consists of tw^o generators built by the Western
Electric company and a 40 horse power Russell engine.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
There will be nearly 13,000 poles in Philadelphia when

the proposed trolley lines are finished.

It is estimated that about 30,000 horses were ousted
from street car service last year by electricity.

The Washington street electric line of Portland, Ore., is

to be extended four miles to Cornell Mountain Park,

The plant of the Keokuk Electric Street & Railway,
Power company was sold at commissioner's sale on April

2ist to S. P. Townsend of Hartford, Conn., for

$2I,0CO.

A party of Toronto ofiicials recently rode over the North
Side loop of the Love underground conduit electric sys-

tem in Chicago, and its members expressed themselves
as satisfied with the test.

Mayor Washburne of Chicago, having failed to send a
veto of the Jefferson and L^rban ordinance or of the Evanston
Electric ordinance to the city council within the prescribed

time, both have become laws under the charter without
his signature.

The Edison company has secured the contract for equip
ping the electric line between Rockland and Camden, Me.,
which is to be nine and a half miles long. The contract

calls for the completion of the work by July ist. It will

be one of the heaviest and best built roads in the country.

The Intramural Transportation company of Chicago has
been incorporated. The company is formed for the purpose
of developing a new underground conduit system for an
electric railway. Theinventor, J. B. Odell, claims to have
discovered a method which will do away with many of the
difficulties previously encouutered-

A company has been formed for the purpose of exploit-

ing an electric railway in Dedham, iVlass. The line ^\ill be
six and a half miles long and have a gauge of four feet eight
and a half inches. It will commence at or near the court-
house, thence through the town of Hyde Pa k, and through
Boston to a point at or near the Forest Hill depot.

Work has been begun on the Telegraph avenue electric

line in Oakland, Cal. The ties for the new road will be
laid in concrete from Oakland to Berkeley, making the
most expensive and most permanent road-bed in the state.

On top of the concrete bitumen will belaid. Work on the
power-house at Temescal is being pushed.

An electric railway for the highest city in the L'nited
States—LeadviUe, Colo.—is now in prospect. Dr. Law
and Col. Goodell of that city, in conjunction with eastern
capitalists, are to build and operate an electric street car
line. The use of water power is contemplated, and it is

intended to furnish power for the operation of mines in the
vicinity, thus doing away partially with the enormous coal

bill.

The West Side Street Railway company of Chicago has
filed an application for permission to lay tracks on Twenty
second street from Grove street to Johnson street and from
May street to Crawford avenue, with the right to connect
the road between I\Iay and Johnson streets with the 350
feet north or south of the center of Twenty-second street;

also in Lawndale avenue from Twenty-second street to

Thirty-fifth street, making six miles of road. The appli-
cation states that the company has decided on using the
overhead system of electricity and wi'l use, if permitted,
an eighty pound girder rail.

The Rapid Transit railway, of Leavenworth. Kan.,
operated at present by dummy engines, is to be turned into

an electric road. General Manager Erb, of the Kansas
City, Wyandotte and Northwestern road, which owns
and operates the Rapid Transit, recently made the an-
nouncement. Plans for changing the system will be made
at once. The engineer for the road proposes making a
double track through the Soldiers' Home and Fort Leaven-
worth reservation, the same as at present through the city,
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and will run a single track to the State Penitentiary at

Lansing. The present mode of operating the road is very

unsatisfactory to the citizens of Leavenworth, and they will

welcome the change to an electric system.

The Short I^lectric Railway company, Cleveland, is

shipping to Siim the equip nent for the lirst electric tram-
way in that country. The name of the Siam company is

the Bangkok Tramways company, and the road is six

miles long, with a track of 30 inch gauge. The line is prac-

tically level and most interesting throughout its entire

length, crossing fourteen of the many canal bridges in

Bangkok. Teakwood poles will be used, in fact all wood
used in connection with the installation will be teakwood.
Twenty-inch generators will be used and there will be two
steam plants complete, together with six car cquipmsnts
and extra parts to last for six months. This order is the

outcome ol a visit to the United States of Aage Westenholz,

who made a thorough examination of electric railway

apparatus, both in Europe and in this country, visiting all

the large manufacturing companies and the most successful

• of their plants.

Regular trips are now made on the "loop" equipped
with the underground system by the Love Electric Traction

company in Chicago. The line is operated in conjunciion

with the North Side cable service. It runs west on Ful-

lerton avenue, from the intersection of Lincoln avenue
and lialsted street, to Racine avenue, south on Racine
avenue to Webster avenue, east on Webster avenue to

Halsted street, and north on Halsted street to the point

of starting. The trailers on the Lincoln avenue trains are

uncoupled at Halsted street and taken in tow, two at a

time, by the electric motor car. They are hauled around
the loop to Halsted street on Webster and then by horses

to Lincoln avenue, where they are again coupled to the

Lincoln avenue trains and go down town. So far the line

has proven satisfactory to the street car company. The
trip is made much more quickly than with horses, and the

cars run smoothly, and with little noise.

TELEGRAPH.
The negotiations regarding the transfer of the Vienna

Private Telegraph company to the state are progressing,

the government having appointed Herr Sternischtie as

manager to the company.

In predicting a decided rise in Western Union stock,

the Daily FinancialNews says: "It should be remembered
that Western Union has a very small bonded debt while it

owns a g"reat deal of real estate and property which has

enhanced very much in value, and it is therefore not un-

reasonable that the company should be able to make ex-

cellent returns to its stockholders."

In order to secure more direct cable service between
South American countries and Europe a new company has

been formed which embraces all the South American and
English companies of the southern continent. The com-
panies entering into the syndicate are the Eastern, the

Brazil Submarine, the Western and Brazilian and the West
Coast lines, and capital has been raised for the construction

of an independent overland line from Valparaiso to Buenos
Ayres. The contract for the construction has been awarded
and the materials are being shipped from England. The
line will pass through, instead of over, the Andes, thus

avoiding the interruptions and breaks which might result

from the heavy snows so frequent in those altitudes. There
is an overland line at present between Chili and Buenos
Ayres, but it was bought from the Chilean company which
owned it when the Central and South American Cable com-
pany extended its lines to Valparaiso.

TELEPHONE.
The work of rebuilding the telephone lines in Racine,

Wis., is progressing favorably.

A recent fire caused considerable damage in the battery

room of the Duluth, Minn,, exchange.

Telephonic communication is about to be established

between Antwerp, in Belgium, and Holland.

Fire in the Chicago Telephone company's paint shop at

Kingsbury and Michigan streets caused a loss of $500 a

few days ago. The explosion of a can of benzine started

the blaze.

The twelve existing telephone exchanges in Paris are to

be consolidated into tour, thus causing a reorganization of

the whole system. This is estimated to cost ultimately

$1,600,000.

A Washington dispatch says: Three patents on what is

known as the carbon contact will be issued on May 3d to

Edison, who has assigned them to the Western Union
Telegraph company, which his sold them to the Bell Tele-

phonecompany. The patents are regarded as veiy impor-

lant.

The Wabash City, Ind., council has ordered the im-

mediate removal of all telephone poles and wires from the

streets and alleys of that city. The lines have been
neglected ever since local service was discontinued stveral

years ago,and several accidents have occurred by the cross-

ing of the wires with the electric light wires.

MISCELLANEOUS.
An electric tannery has been started at Verviers, Bel-

gium.

A semi annnual dividend of 25 cents per share has been
declared on Thomson-Houston securities, series D. It is

payable April 30, 1S92, to stockholders of record at the
close of business April 23, 1S92.

The plant at Hermosa belonging to the insolvent es-

tate of the Beldlns; Motor & Manufacturing company was
sold in the County Court at Chicago last week for I7 1 ,800.

The title is subject to a $40,000 mortgage. T. V . Indcr-

mille was the purchaser. The lidding Motor A: Manu-
facturing company failed last May, leaving an estate worth
about $100,000 net. It had been engaged in the manu-
facture of electric motors, but a series ol tires in the fac
tory reduced the company to insolvency.

A number of electric motors are employed in the new
Leitcr building in Chicago, occupied by Sicgcl, Cooper i
Co., asa department store. Two 15 hor-c power motors
arc used to drive C. ^V C. fans, and 7)j horse power is

distributed about the building for smaller fans. A 10

horse power motor made by the Detroit Motor company
is used to drive machinery in C. W. Jackson A: Co 's fringe

works on the top lloor, while a one horse power Edison
motor operates the cofTce mill in the grocery department
of the store.

The Myers voting machine, which has excited much in-

terest in New York state, was used at the ofiicial election

in Lockport, N. \'
., a week or so ago. Hy this device the

voter indicates his choice by pushing various buttons, thus
making electrical contact, by means of which the vote is

registered, A dispatch from Lockport describing the

election says: "No man remained in the booth longer

than a minute, although the aveiage voter required only
from ten to fifteen seconds to register his bahots for be-

tween fifteen and twenty candidates. The time usually re-

quired for an accurate count of the ballots in this

town is from three to four hours. With the Myers system
the correct report of the result was given out ten minutes
after the closing of the polls."

TRADE NEWS.
W. L. Adams has closed a contract with the West Side

Street Railway company, of Rockford, III., for overhead
line equipment.

The Chicago ofii:e of the Electric Construction & Sup-
ply compiny has been moved from the Phenix building to

the Unity building.

General Manager C. J. Swiftof the Duplex E'ectric com-
pany, limited, of Corry, Pa., is building a Duplex focusing
lamp for the Erie City Iron works. This lamp is to be
used for making blue prints and will be run from the Du-
plex plant which lights the Erie City boiler works.

The Bradbury-Stone Storage Battery company of Lowell,
Mass., is sending out to the trade a very neat 36" page
pamphlet, finely illustrated, and entitled "The Ideal Storage
Battery." In this little book the company quotes clippings

from electrical journals, and gives formulte for calculating

the number and capacity of cells required for lighting in-

stallations.

The Premier Electric company of Brooklyn moved into

its new factory last week and has now increased facilities

for the manufacture of motors, batteries and novelties.

The working force has been increased. A novelty which
this company has just offered to the trade is the "No. 3"

motor with two fans for use on dining tables, double desks,

etc. The company states that it has already shipped a
number of these handy little machines.

J. L. SomofT of New York has added to his many
styles of miniature incandescent lamps a four lens the-
atrical torchlight from 6 to 10 candle power, each lense
being a different color. He now makes also a crystal

lense f inch in diameter. The lens is made in dif-

ferent sizes and can be used in microscopes. Mr. Somoff
is at present treating with two large companies who each
desire the right to handle exclusively his lamps in Chicago.

The Hine Eliminator company, New York, reports good
business thus far this month. Among those to whom the
eliminators have been sent to be used as a separator of
water from live steam are the Consolidated Electric Rail-
way company, Los Angeles, Cal.; the Kearney Lumber
company, Kearney. Ark.; Penn Steel company, Stockton,
Pa.; Vinton & Co., Detroit, Mich.; New Yoik Steam com-
pany. New York; Thos. H. Dallett & Co.. Philadelphia;
Rix & Birrell, San Francisco; Wm. Kirkup & Son, Cin-
cinnati, O., and L. H. Prentice & Co., Chicago. In ad-
dition to the above orders a number have been sent out for

extracting oil from exhaust steam.

The Shawmut Fuse W^ire company of 85 Water street,

Boston, has purchased of the Massachusetts Electrical En-
gineering company its fuse wire business, including all

machinery, apparatus, etc., used in the manufacture of
fuse wire and links. It is the intention of this company
to devote itself exclusively to the manufacture and sale of
different forms of fuses used for electric lighting, street

railway and telephone purposes, and it has arranged with
the Massachusetts Electrical Engineering company to test

its entire product under the exact conditions in which the
devices are used in practice, eo that one may be assurtd of
a thoroughly reliable fuse. A signed certificate of test

will accompany each spool of wire and lot of links sold.

The use of graphite for electrical purposes is now be-
coming more general. The value ot graphiie for electrical

service depends mainly upon its purity and the careful
selection and preparation of the proper quality to suit

special work. The Jos. Dixon Crucible company of Jersev
City, N. J., the well known manufacturer of Dixon's lead
pencils, owns the Ticonderoga mines, and makes a
specialty of graphite for electrical work. This company
makes to order graphite rods of various diameters and
lengths, ranging from li ohms to 500 ohms resistance.
The rods are made straight or curved as desiied. Dixon's
pure graphite rods have been used with great satisfaction
on motors in place of the regular copper brushes. The
rods do not cut or scratch the commutator, but, on the
contrary, keep it smooth and bright. The Dixon company

bandies graphite paint also. Some idea of the value of
this paint can be gained from the company's assertion that

graphite is impKrvious 10 beat, cold, acids, alkalies or any
known chemicals. The company claims that, weight (or

weight, graphite paint will cover two to tbrcc times more
surface and last four or five times longer than any lead,

mineral, or metallic pzint, and it recommends this paint,

therefore, for roofs, electric light poles and iron work.

Somebody has said that wc ''Yankee*" arc "smarter
than chain lightning," and the thought that w« have, in-

deed, to a great extent circumvented that very nimble and
useful clement is suggested by the perusal of the illustrated

catalogue. No. 23. of electric tight and posrcr supplies,

issued by the Electrical Supply compaLy, Chicago. The
500 splendidly illustrated pages that arc between the gold
embossed covers contain a fund of information that entitles

the volume to a more pretentious name than 'catalogue,"
as that word is usually applied. It is rather an encyclopedia
of electrical information such that with its assistance even
a novice could equip an electric light and power plant.

Everything from an electric button to a full sheet flash of
lightning is carefully and compactly listed in the book,
but while every page appears to be charged and illuminated
wit 1 things electrical, there is not in the whole work, from
the frontispiece, which is a fine engraving of the company's
business block, through the ramifications of the context, to

the illustrations of the factories in Ansonia and Chicago,
a single line to shock the most fastidious; on the
other hand there is a delightful though terse description

of the thousand-) of devices necessary in harnessing and
bridling this capering filly. It is not amiss to say that
there is not a "granny" in the whole book. Every article

is a type of its class and represents the latest and best

achievements in its line. The antiquated and experimental
have found no p'ace in these pages, the scimitar of selec-

tion has been laid to with unerring discrimination. F. S.

Terry is to be congratulated upon the consummation of
this work, which must have entailed weeks and months of

careful research and comparison. The ample proportions
of the volume give another evidence indicative of the great

growth of this business, and its careful and intelligent pre-

paration shows the attention that is being given to the
matter of supplying the wants along these lines of the
world's progress. The volume, which is a model of its class,

fairly represents the progressive establishment that issues

it.

BUSINESS.
-Partrick & Carter's catalogue contains illustrations of

many styles of cases for their patent needle annunciator.

The Brush Electric company of Cleveland, Ohio, will

on May ist remove its general eastern offices, at present
located in the Boreel building, 115 Broadway. New York,
to 42 and 44 Broad street, rooms r, 2 and 3, fifth floor.

Se:retary and Treasurer A. H P,;aS2. of the Hart ik.

Hegiman company of Hartford, Conn., spent several days
in New York and vicinity last week, and secured a number
of large orders for the Hart .S; Hegeman switch.

Messrs. Chandler and Firman will move the local office

of the Gimevell company on Miy ist, from iiS La Salle
street, Chicago, a building occupied by them for nearly ten
years, to rooms 901-3 in the new Ashland block.

The New Equitable building at Des Moines is to be
lighted by electricitv, and contracts have just been placed
with the Chicago office of the Pond Engineering company
for one 25 and one 60 horse power Armington & Sims en-
gine.

The Electric Construction & Supply company of New
York is receiving a large number of orders for its new
ornamental arc lamp, which is especially designed for low
ceilings, and possesses all the advantages of the Ward
lamp. It bums eight hours.

The r.aodrich-Coleman Electric company. 33 South
Canal street, Chicago, is just arranging to manufacture on
a large scale a new dry battery to be known as the "Tem-
pest." The battery is the result of a series of experiments
carried on during the year, and is claimed to be a "new
departure."

The ^Var^enton, Mo., Electric company writes the Ball
Engine company of Erie, Pa.: "We started the engine
purchased from )ou for our electric plant last night, and
the way it moved off was beautKul to behold. It is cer-
tainly a very fine and powerful piece of machinery. No
vibration, no noise; in fact and in short, it is perfect in
every part and way. The satisfaction it gives is a pleasure
to us, and it must be gratifying to you."

The Union Electric Works, Springer building. Chicago,
have purchased the patents and good will for the Crowdus
primary battery and motor, until recently manufactured by
the Crowdus Electric company of Memphis, Tenn. Under
this arrangement the Chicago company will manufacture
the battery b^th dry and fluid, on an extensive scale. The
motor for battery current will be manufactured in sizes
from one-twentieth to one-eighth hDrse po.ver for fan and
other purposes.

The Illinois Electric Lamp company, 171-173 South
Canal street, Chicago, is turning out 500 incandescent
"Jewel" lamps a day—running to about one-half the capac-
ity of the f ctory. This lamp has been extensively ad-
vertised and the new company is securing unsolicited a
large number of orders. J. F. Schaefer, superintendent of
the factory, is an experienced lamp maker; his name alone
assuring to the users of this lamp a good article. The com-
pany is under good business management, and will un-
doubtedly take front rank among the lamp manufacturers
of this country.

The Short Electric Railway company has just succeeded
in making a very important opening for itsrailway apparatus
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in the New Eng^land states. Edward J. Wessels of the
New York office of the company, has recently secured
orders from the Xorwich Street Railway company, the
New Haven and West Haven Horse Railway company of
New Haven, Conn., and from the Natick street Railway
company of Natick, Mass. The New Haven and West
Haven Horse railway will have nineteen single equipments
of twenty-five horse power single reduction motors, and
seven double equipments of the same type. The order for the
engines and generators for this road has been placed with
Westinghouie, Church, Kerr & Co., who will supply three
large sized direct connected engines and dynamo units.

Norwich, Conn., will have fifteen twenty-five horse power
single reduction motors. It is expected that all three
roads will be using their summer apparatus early in June.

The Eickemeyer & Osterhgld Manufacturing company
of Yonkers, N. V., has just issued the second edition of
its catalogue. In the Eickemeyer-Field apparatus all the
weight of both motor and car is supported on springs, the
motor forming part of the car body and moving with it, so
that the wear of the motor on the track is no greater than
that caused by a loaded horse car, while the motor in turn
is so cushioned on springs that the passage over irregu-

larities of track or ordinary street obstructions resulis in

no perceptible jar to the mechanism, nor to the rails, the
motor being absolutely rigid in the direction of travel and
cushioned on springs vertically. Among the many parts
of apparatus illustrated is this company's reversible carbon
brush, consisting of four carbon pencils attached to the
extremities of a divided blade spring, each carbon having
independent motion, with a minimum of pressure on the
commutator. When one side of the brush is worn down
it can be reversed.

The Stearns Manufacturing company of Erie, Pa.,

has acquired by purchase, the remaining franchises of

Woodbury, Booth & Pryorandthe Woodbury Engine com-
pany of Rochester, N. V., including all patterns, patents,

special tools, trade marks, good will, etc, etc This puts
into the hands of the Stearns company, not only the sole

ownership of the Woodbury high speed automatic engine,
which they previously purchased, but also the Woodbury
medium speed automatic engines, and the means of pro-
ducing both. The name ''Woodbury" has been for forty

years synonymous with good steam engines, and with some-
thing over three thousand of the two classes here named,
all bearing the "Woodbury" earmarks as references, the
Stearns company ought to be satisfied that it has made
no mistake in adding the medium speed automatic Wood-
bury to the Woodbury high speed, which it has already
pushed to the front rank of its class.

The Electric Engineering & Supply company of Syra-
cuse, N. v., was incorporated in 1890 and from a modest
beginning, has gro vn uatil now the "E. E. & S." special-

ties are found throughout the country. The secret of the
company's success is in the character of the goods manu-
factured. The facilities of the concern for manufacturing
goad; for ei^ectric lighting and railway use are unsurpassed.
Porcelain insulation of the best quality is utilized wherever
possible as displayed in the well known sockets, switches,
rose:tes, main and branch cut-outs, etc., sent out from the
factory. Among this company's specialties is the "E. E.
& S." lamp socket which is adapted for use with the Thom-
son-Houston, Edison and Westinghouse systems. One
of the chief features wherein this socket differs from others
is that the insulating parts consist entirely of air spaces,
and a peculiar quality of porcelain so tough that the parts
may be riveted to it. There is no fiberused. The "make"
and * break" arrangement in the key socket are governed
by a cam which throws the phosphor bronze spring, produc-
ing a wiping contact. Another entirely new feature is the
china porcelain key, trouble having been experienced
through the softening of hard rubber handles when ex-
posed to high temperature.

The Heisler Electric company, Philadelphia, has adapted
alternating current apparatus for parallel distribution for
short distance service and isolated plants. Owing to
the employment of the alternating current it is possible for

the consumer by this system either to burn his light at full

brilliancy: or to reduce it to any point that may be desir-

able. This graduation is accomplished without inserting
resistance in series with the lamps. It is also practical to
operate arc lights from the same circuit and apparatus,
and so greatly increases the flexibility of the system. The
Heisler alternating current apparatus for long distance
series distribution requires but little attention, as it is

provided with an automatic regulator. The circuits are
not complicated by transformers in series or other com-
binations; in fact, nothing further than the autom;itic reg-
ulator and standard ammeter is necessary to maintain the
proper balance upon the circuits. The automatic regu-
lator, it is claimed, takes care of external conditions as
closely as would be tbe case with a compound wound ap-
paratus. All that is required for the installation of the
lamps is the combination automatic cut-out and lamp
socket which is so constructed that the circuit cannot be
opened accidentally and in the event of a lamp filament
burning out. the circuit is automatically closed. The
street and indoor fixtures are constmcted to hold any
lamp from 10 to 1 50 candle power. The most
valuable feature claimed for the system, is that it is

cheap to install, simple and economical to operate, efficient

and reliable, and enables the purchaser to furnish satis-

factory service at a minimum of cost to the consumer. In
the manufacture of long distance apparatus the Heisler
company adopted the 32 candle power lamp for the
reason that it considers this size of lamp to be the most
popular size, and of higher efficiency. The Heisler system
is now in use in central stations and isolated plants through-
out the United States, Mexico and Canada, aggregating a
capacity of 200,000 32 candle power lights. The com-
pany also has under construction a very complete trans-
former system that has been very carefully worked out in
both mechanical and electrical details.

ELECTRICAL STOCK MARKET.
(Quotations furnished by Perry & Noyes, Edison build-

ing, New York.)
The closing quDtations of electrical stocks on Saturday,

April 23d, in New York, were:

Bid. Asked.
Edisoo General Electnc company, Capital

$15.000,000 100 lOI
Edison Illuminating company of New York 8:14 82

" " •* Brooklyn . 7S So
" " " Boston I to J [5

. '* " " Chicago ..130 140
Edison Ore Milling company 15 20
United States Illuminating company of

New York 30 ^o
Brush Electric company of Cleveland 30 40
Brush IlluraiDating company of New York.. 30 40
Thomson-Houston Electric company 59 60

" " " Preferred 2814 29
Westinghouse Electric company 28 29

' ' " Preferred 43 44
North American Phonograph company ..... 5 S
New York " " ,... 2^ 5
Automatic Exhibition company 4 r-

472:

473

473.

473.

473,

473

173

473

473,

473,

473

473,

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued April ig, l8g2.

9S2. Conduit and Trolley for Electric Railway
System. Charles \V. Carll and James W. Phillips,

Trenton, N. J.

,983. Signaling System. Henry A. Chase, Boston,
Mass.

003. Heating and Welding by Electricity. Henry
Howard, Halesowen, near Birmingham, England.

,024. District Telegraph Box. Charles Selden, Balti-
more, Md.

.042. Electric Clutch. Peler W. Wilhns, London,
Eogland

,044. Conduit for Electric Wires. Charles H. Wilson.
Chicago, 111.

This invtfntioo consists of a cube made up of joints adapted
to be screwed togeclier, aud a small rod ioclosed m the same,
which is also co.Tip;s;d of sections adapted to bescrewed to-
gether and carrying aa espinsible loop, the loop being adapted
to be withdrawn within the head of said lube or to be extended
beyond the same and e..ipanded.

045. Lightning Arrester. Montraville M. Wood,
Chicago, 111.

,061. Electric Lock. Charle . H. Crockett and Chan-
cellor C. Allen, Boston, Mass.

,066. Ore Separator. Simon G. Elliott, Quincy,
Mass.

076. Electiic Arc Lamp. Octave Patin, Paris,
France.

077. Armature Core for Electric Motors. David
Pepper, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa.

07S. Armiture Ring. David Pepper, Jr., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

0S9. Testing Apparatus for Trunk Lines of Tele-
phone E.tchanges. Charles E. Scribner, Chicago,
111.

This device is designed for the purpose of enabling the oper-
ator wishing to connectwithatrunk line lo make a quick test
to determine what trunk lines are free.

473,105. Electrolytic Apparatus for Separating Gold and
Other Metals trom Ttieir Ores. George J. Atkins,
London, England.

473,121. Electrical Annunciator. Thomas W. Lane,
Boston, Mass.

473.123. Machine for Making Insulated Magnetic Coils.
Charles E. Lipe, Syracuse, N. Y.

This invention relates to machines and apparatus for making
insulated coils, and especially 10 those in which insulating
matenai is composed uf mica wound in between the different
successive layeis, and also between each and every successive
coil as the same is wound.
Claim two reads:

"In amacnine for making insulated magnetic coils, the com
bination, with the winding-shaft and means for rotating it, of
a tool comprising a shank, a pressure-r.^ller, and a shearing
cutter mounted contiguous to ihi wi,3ding-shaf:.'

'

473,132. Electric Switch. Francis H. Soden, Chicago.
111.

^

This electric switch consists in a universally adjustable yoke
prtJvided with contacts and having its arjis separately held by
univers il joints, said arms being at their outer ends connected
by a link wilhjoints between the link and said arms.

473.133- Electro Therapeutic Heating Pad. Francis
H. Soden, Chicago, III.

473.1.14. Electric S^-itch. Francis H. Soden, Chicago
111.

^

473,146. Secondary Battery. Harry E. Dey, New York,
N. Y.

This method consists in filling a form or mold with an active
material such as litharge, treating the same, and then removing
the plate thus formed from the mold, and compressing it later-
ally to form solid edges.

AlZMl' Secondary Battery. Harry E. Dey, New York
N.Y.

473,15s. Hanger for Electric ^Yi^es. Thomas Imeson,
Lewis D. Tibbets and Charles L F. Keliogg. Seattle
Wash.

" *

Claim three is given:
•In an electnc conductor or trolley wire Support, two in-

terlocking jaws, a plate upon which said jaws articulate, and
means for causing said jaws to cose upon and bind the
wire-

'

473. 1 74- Electric Indicating System and Instrument.
Harry J. Haight, New York, N. Y.

473.190. Railway Signal. Uriah S. Jackson, Oisipee
N. H.

> V
^

473.195. Commutator Brush. George Meyer, Indianap-
olis. Ind.

The holder has a series of pencils secured therein composed
cf a metal rod surrounded by cathon; a wire runs from the
Upper end of each of said rods to the holder.

473,208. Incandescent Electric Lamp. Augustus C.
Carey, Lake Pleasant, Mass.

The fifth claim reaHs:

"A tubular coupling for unitmg ihe carbon and the circuit
wires of an in:andescenl electric lamp, constructed with a
notch to afford anchorage for the cement used to unite the
carbon and ihe coupling "

473 209. Rheostat. Augustus C. Carey, Lake Pleasant,
Mass.

A peculiarly constructed resistance medium is adapted to be
interposed between an electric generator and a lamp or other
consumer of the electric current, and is made adjustable to in-
crease or diminish the resistance to the flow of the current, and
thereby vary its effective force in the consumer.

473.222. Ship's Log. Reynold T. Hall, Merchantville,
N.J.

473. 22S. Electric Switch. Edward H. Tohnson, New
York, N. Y.

473.236. Attachment for Type Writing Machines.
Charles J. Reed, Orange, N. T.

473.237. Attachment for Type Writing Machines.
Charles J. Reed, Orange, N. J.

473.240. Lamp Shade and Holder for Incandescent
Lamps. George F. Seavey, Boston, Mass.

473.253 Converter System for Electric Railways. Mark
W. Dewey, Syracuse, N. Y,

473.256. Telephone Receiver. Edwin C. Hess, Cam-
den, N. J.

473 267. Electric Cable. William H. Sawyer. Provi-
dence, R, I.

In an electric cable, a series of wires interbraided with
fibrous material into tubular form to provide a base or core for
the reception of successive series of similarly braided wires
thereon.

473.282 Cut-off for Electrical Machines. James P.
Wooley, Simcoe, Canada.

473 2S3. Electric Arc Lamp. Thomas E. Adams Cleve-
land. O.

In an electric arc lamp, the combination, with a friciion
clutch, of a balance rod and a contact plaie.

473,283. Electric Railway Signal. John M. Brasineton
Morven, N. C. ^

'

473.351- Electric Cable. William H. Sawyer, Provi-
dence, R. I.

Claim one reads:
'An electric cable composed of a flexible lube or core

tormed of the two wires of a metallic circuit coiled spirally to-
gether and the wires of one or more metallic circuits inter-
bra-ded with fibrous material upon said flexible lube or
core.'

473.352. Electric Cable. William H. Sawyer, Provi-
dence, R. I.

Theobjectof this invention is the production of a cable of
low inductive capacity and high insulating properties, which
shall be hght and flexible.

473.353. Electric Cable. William H. Sawyer, Provi-
dence, R. I.

Claim three is quoted:
"In an electric cable, the c^mbinatioa of one or more m-tallic

circuits interbraided with fibrous material into tubular form
with a successive series of meullic circuits similarly inter-
braided, and an incbsing sheath or other suitable covering."

473.361- Multiple Arc Railway System. Sidney II. Short.
Cleveland, O.

473.362. Trolley Switch. Sidney H. Short, Cleveland,
Ohio.

This trolley switch consists in the combination with ribs
dependingfrom the switch plate, and a vieldiag trackway on
which the trolley runs, of a tliage for engaging the trolley
and causing the lattei to impart lateral movement to the yield-
ing trackway,

473.363- Armature for Dynamo Electric Machines.
Sidney H. Short, Cleveland, O.

The twelfth claim reads:
"An armature core consisting of a continuous strip of ribbon

wound into supenmpused layers and a row of bare or naked
rivets or pinse-^tending through such layersand located on a
line of equipotential,"'

473.364- Armature for Dynamo Electric Machines. Sid
ney H. Short, Cleveland, O.

Claim four is given:
" fhe joint for electric conductors, formed of bared portions

of the wires inclosed in a split conducting-s!eeve soldered on
and wrapped with taps or non-conducting and binding ma-
tenai. ' ^

473.365. Gearless Mjtor for Electric Railway Cars. Sid-
ney H. Short, Cleveland, O.

Of the nine claims the eighth is given:
"The combination, with the driving-axle of a car, of a cas-

ing encircling the axle and inclosing the propelling motor
therein, said motor comprising ti eld magnets attached to the
casing, an open centerarmature journaJed at its periphery in
the field-magnets, and a driving connection between the rx'e
and armature core.

473.366. Armature for Electric Generators or Motors.
Sidney H. Short, Cleveland, O.

473.367- Dynamo Electric Machine. Sidney H. Saort,
Cleveland. O.

473 36S. Gearless Propelling Mechanism for Electric
Railway Cars. Sidney H. Short, Cleveland, O.

473.373- Incandescent Electric Lamp Socket. Craig R.
Arnold, Sharon Hill, Pa.

473. 37S. Electric Stop Motion for Looms. John C.
Brooks, Paterson, N. J.

473.386. Electric Battery. James E. Emley. Laredo.
Tex.

473.393. Electrode. Paul L. T. Heronlt. ShafiOiausen,
Switzerland.

473.435. Electric Switch. Ernest V. Warner, Chicaeo
III. ^ "

This invention relates especially to the circuit-changing de-
vice, which consists of two pairs of springs, the pairs being
mounted on the opposite sides of an insulating block, whereby
either pair may be separated from the lamp circuit terminals,
respectively, and connected together through the shifter, while
the other pair closes upon said terminals, respectiveiv.
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CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

S^ SPEED

MOTORS.
% n.P. nOO Volt ArmHtiin-, V'-iiHliit..tt. <'(.nBlant Speed, l.SOO.

The Motorn are mnde with the b<*Ht appllunrt'8 and inatr-rlal obtalnabli', iind embody I'Vt-ry Improve-
ment nf merit, with tho iDteDtloii that they Bhall be the StuDcard ul thetr clui-

430 West 1 4th street. NEW YORK.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
One I Ix'Jt) RiihHQir Aiitoiiiiitic KnKlne with lloe
lintt and frlrlitjn clutch pullr*yH. Nrurlj new.
One H^xH \V..f.tliighoaB»» EfiBlre, Both takvri

ii t'XrhuLi;*- for IdeBl'-RHliiflH.
<)ijii..'l In.Su^plou l.athi-.

'»r- iHlu.Htar'I'ool Co. - Lai lie,

Unt- ::'; In. l; 1. k <;'M4r.;<l N--W Hftv.-ii iJrlll

A. L. lOh & SOW. Springfield, Ml.

All '•n<Tt"Mjc bucliK-f" nmu wto iiri'l'-r-itarjilM

i-liTirli: (levln'H, t'l Imndlf* Bn KaMturo pa'eiit
wblrii I ron If-eB to \:i- lot r'uliif .-d lotodvury manii-
faituriiiu' lonrtTii In the Un.ted Hlatea. A ^jroliu

«1) I' bii-iliiciM oppartDiilty in open to Ibe rltihl

parry. Ad' re't*. elalin(( el*-ctrlc •xp'Tleor*. ay,
und parllfB ro whom we could refc-r »n lo chaiar-
t.-rand ahlliiy, "K. O- W."

An At'"nt lo "''II our

Niagara Electnc Motors anil Dynamos,
Id tiVKry rliy in ibe '. S. -> h<?if we arc not a)r«ad/
rfpP'peQf'"]. LIt.«ral indim-m'-Dta ana txcloklve
t'-rrltory lo lln- rlt.'lit party, A-Jdrc*^,

LOVELL MFG. CO . Lid.. Frie. Pa.

SOMETHING NEW!
Ad improved 4 or 1 volt ComblQed Htorago Bat-

tery cepi*clally for I><-DtiBl«* um« at vrry low prlco.
Parcba«ernran fzcbaaKedlicbar(ff;d (or caannd
cells, without eitra com. oeyood ezDra»e for
cbarKlDK the baturrlei>. Uaaafactured by

J.K. PrnPKLLY.
BttoHSOl, 20SM. Canal Ht , Chicago.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insolation <)>naranteed TvhereTer ascd, Aerial, Underf^ronnd or ISnbmarlne.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1 886, he says : '*A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber used in innulatinff our wire.'* and rablfs is especially chemically prepared, and is guarantped to be wiil'Tproof. and will ont deteriorate, oxidl/.p or 'rack, and will remain (l»*xiblf In eiir*-rae cold
wealher and is not affected by buat. The inHuliition ie prolocied from nieclianlcal Injury 'ly one or more liraide:, and lb'' whole ('licked wilb CJark'e I'utent Compound, and flpeciul extra fin if b, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and aico prevenlint^ challnK and altraslon, whii-h i" wal«r, acid, and to a very Rreat extent fireproof. Our Int^ula'toti wiil prove
durnble when all others fall. We are prepared to furninh Single Wires of all pauses and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made tj order. We are now prepared
lo furnish our Clark Wire with a while outside flnifh for celling cleat work as well au our standard color.

Clark (loint iiiaiii should be aaed for making waterproof joints. This i^ put up in half-pound bo,^eR, in strips about one foot long and Qveelghtbe Inch wide, and when wrapped aboat a joiDt
"•.nd pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOR KAILWAV and ItOTOK use, we make all Bizes of stranded and flexible with Clark Insulation.

AVK OITARAXTRK OUR INKlTfiATlO^ AVHKRRVKR ITSRD. AF.RIAL., U^DER4;R0UN» OR SITRSIARl^E, and our net prices are as low. If not lower than any
Other Qrst-claes Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and diecountu for (luantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, 9IASS.

HfiNRY A. CLARK, Treaenrer and GenM Manager.
HERBERT H. EU8TI8, PrMldentand Electrlclin.

Patented j^n. 22.1884. A- T. Smith's
Electric Lava Gas Tip

Multiple Ligbting

For Churches, Theaters
and Public Halls.

Are used all over the coun-
try. Send for estimates or
prices to

A T.SMITH,
6 W.I 4th St , New York,

Second-Hand Dynamos
FOR SALE CHEAP.

We have a number rf DynamoB and Motors
nearly new, which we wili pell at a low pric",

among the number being t%vo 650-ligrlit,
1,000 Tolt Alternators.

WANTED TO BUY:
50 toSecond-haEd machine, from

200 lights, 110 volt.

G. A. HARTER,
48 and 45 Franklin Sr., CHICAGO.

Electric Railways.
TraQf mission of Power.
Electrical Machinery designed for ppeclal appU-

catlonc, plana, apeclflcaticns and Bopervleion.

30^ Hammond Railding:,
HETROIT. ailCH.

Commercial ISuiiUint!:. ^^- i^ouss^ ifKo.

• STEAM PUMPS

|A.M.Morse&&
11 ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS.

'^^n^;?0WER PLANTS
'.nteof Krirliah, M^i-w .«• i

MICAZ
For Electrical Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL& CO,,
818 Water St., JTew York.

ESTABLISHED 1848.

HEIIIIN6RAY BLUSS CO.,
Offices, Covington, Ky. Factories, Muncie, Ind.

STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS,
Class Break Knobs, Floor Insulators, Battery Jars.

ARC LIGHT GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

T^rOKIE OIT SIPECI-^Xj IDESIOiTS SOXjTCIT3EX3.

Z*OXl.

LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS.
We invite an investigation of tie

meiils of our "Magnitic Vane" Am-
me'ers and Voltmettrs as recently

modified in lotli mechanical and elec

lrlci.1 const:uciion. These Instru-

ments are adapted for canstant use

on sw itch-boards, and combine hand-

some appearance and accu- ate c ilibra-

lion. They ire moderate In price.

COBReSPONDENCC SOUCITCD.

Asi for DesmmiYE Catalope No, 1-66,

QUEEN£CO.,
PHILADELPHIA.

Corliss

Engines
of the highest type and in

all sizes are made by

The Lane & Bodlet Co.,

CrNCIKNATI, 0.

and Disordered

Batteries are a

common and
painful sight.

WHY?
BECA TJSE they are not built to

work, but to sell. Are you a suf-

ferer? Then substitute the Law
Battery, and suffer no more.

SOLE MAKERS,

Law Telephone Co.,

85J0HNST.,N.Y.

C-S SPECIALTIES.

C-S Reflector Shade.

Made of Aluminum with ground
glass diffusion plate. A strong

white light exactly where needed,

and nowhere else. A soft white
light throughout the room.
Quadruples the effective Ught of

any lamp

C-S Portable limp Stand.

Has flexib'e arm which holds

lamp Indeflnitely ia any position

at will. Arm Indestmctlble and
may be curved or coiled into

an endless variety of graceful

shapes.

The Cutter
Electrical & Mfg

Company,
27 SOUTH 11th STREET,

Philadelphia, Pa.

TO MAKE A STATION PAY
Bny only the best quality of goods. This yon can

do by sendins yonr orders to ns.

Prompt Shipment. Reasonable Prices. Fnll Measure. No Charge for Boxing 01" Cartage-

WB ABE HEADQUAETBES FOB
National Alternating and Direct Current Dynamos, Generators and Transformers;

Packard Higli Grade Lamps; Eddy Motors

:

"Helmet" Weattier-proof Wire; "Helmet" Moisture-proof Wire.

Save time and money by placing your orders with

The Electrical Engineering and Supply Co.,
931 Bookery, 134 E. 6th St., opp. Hotel Byan, 40» W. Sichlean St.,

CHICAGO. ST. PAUL. DULUTH.
SEND FOR CATALOOUEJAND DISCOUNT SHEETS.
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Established rw 1861.

E. BKGGOT.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILSCTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E.ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-BBAITCH 8T0BB-

9134 Michigan Avenue.

JLiOcnst Brackets,
« Oak Brackets,

Cross Arms,
Chestniit Poles.

:#>cusT
tIpins.

Try a thousand
liOcast Pins,

and yon irill order
a car load.

PISS AbWAXS IW STOCK. SPECIAI. PllUf* ON ISHOBT BiOTlCE.
Send for prices, stating quantity wanted

SCHINDEL & SCHINDEL, . - HACERSTOWN, MD.

THE MILUKEN PATENT POLE
For Electric Street Railways and Electric Light Work.

66 LIBERTY STREET, ^^.cn,^... 69 DE5RB0RS STREET,

MILUKEN BROS.
NEW YORK. CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron AA^ork
for Light Stations a Specialty.

UTtlTE FOB CIBCTJJLAR AKD CATAI.OGFF,.

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes ail Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE i^ Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

THOS. C. SMITH, Jr., M. E.

Consulting and Contracting Engineer.
Engines and Complete Steam Plants for Llghtin? and Power Installations.
Bent Pipe and CoIIb In Iron, Braes and Copper, for all kinde of service.

II Hammond Building, Telephone 1358, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

Tho^ KartaYsrt « Manufacturing h Co,.>

GIVEN AWAY!!
SAMPIiK OBDKBS OF

Buxton's Packing
At Only 50c. Per Pound.

"The Ensineer's Favorite."
All Orders Guaranteed.

Agents wanted In every State In tbe Union. "We can quote the
very lowest prices on Ring Packing. Send tor discoant and
price list.

ESTABLISHED 1882.

GEORGE B. BUXTON,
1 7 VIRGINIA ST., EAST SOMERVILLE, MASS.

liliUC'riClO UGHT
ASID BATTEBY

HUSSEY & CO.. Manufacturing Electricians,
Combination Letter Boxes, Annunciators, Etc.,

211-213 Eandolpti btreet, Chicago.

Manlifacturefs of

iOCTAGONALv^^GeDAR

Telephone&ELECWCAL
iRailwayFoles&CRossArms

i^^H.M.Loud&SonsUimber(o.
OSCODA , IVI I CH.

CLE]VE!XiJLIsri3, OHIO.

fHOTOIl

BIlUStjES.

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World, Over 2,000 in use.

Affordi the meet Bimple and reliable power for all mloine and manufactnr-
Ing machinery. Adapted to hesde running from '~0 up to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cent, better results guaranteed than can be prodaced from
any other Wheel in the country.

EIi£CTICIC TBAlVSailSSIOlV.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords In the way of a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and tbe facility of adaptation to \arying conoltlons
of epeed and pretanre, have brought It Into special prominence and extensive
use for thiB class of work. All applications should state amount and head of
water power required, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send fjr Catalogue.

THE PXXTON ^VATER "WHEEL CO.,
12L-1S3 main St., Slan francisco, Cal., 17. S. A.

143 LIBERTT STREET^ - - A^jEIF TOBK.
^^It having cometo our notice that our patent rights are being infringed

upon, iniending purchasers are hereby warned that all such infringements will
be duly proBPCuted.

Pe;r-TOM WATER MOTORS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15
and 20 horse lower, nnequated for all light running machineiy. Warranttd
to develop a given tmount of power wlih one-half the water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. AddreES as above. Deliveries made from
San Francisco or New York, as may afford the most favorable fre.Ieht rates.

A r^JEW BOOK
KTO^VIT

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND - BOOK.
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, cf

whicli 20,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's
well-known practical style with all the problems of Electric Power
Transmission.

NOW RBADY. PRIGXS $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The allcniion ol ELECTRIC COMPAS'IES is called to this CEE^E-BRATEU WATKIK WIIKKI> a.<j particularly adapted to thrir use

on account of iti rrmurkubly wK-utly motion, IiIk'i Mpe««|
and (crrut Kfll4-l4-n<-y,and Iiii'k*' <'ui»acliy (or)t*>oium«-|er,
being double the l*o>«4*r ol nio%t wheels of same diameicr. It ts used
by a number of the leading electric companies wiih great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an rqual, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect icnarantei-d.

Ml-:.>l» FOK ^^ATAI.OCiUK AltM PARXICI'I.ARN.
Our Horizontal "Vicior" is highly recommended, as no gears arc required

and it can be belied directly to dynamo.
'ITic accimipiinyinp engraving r<'prcsents a pair of 12 inch VICTOR

X|lRnii%l-^N arranged OD a horiiwntal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Drah
Tubes. Knd Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plaie. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We arc now prepared to (umisb Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situatioo
admits of their use, we recommend ihem.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

f^ ADnnN CO., MAKERS 0^ HIGH -GRADE

Fancy Incandescent Lamps
or Low Vultase.

Over 40 New Styles of Lamps

For the first time on
the market.

Catalogue Part I and II.

Ready.

Part III in Print.-

EXPEEIMENTAL LAMP WORK
AND GLASS BLOWINQ.

Write for prices and illustrations.

],L, SOMOFF, lannIactnrEr, ht^li^riky.

OFFICE DESKS,
Gem' and "Rugby'

Folding Beds,

|H -Brass and Wire Work.
|[j_. _ -1

^

A. H. Andrews & Co,, 215 Wabash Ave.. Chicago,

LINK (wBELTING.
The Best, fu^ Now the Cheapesl.

REDUCED PRICE LIST
of drive t>elt& other Si>oc laities ffirE/f^-fi f"rs,CVni rfT/f/rscfr

Macliinery forJiiinilliiitr '< n y iikiI.tiiiI in liulk orjiuz-kaRe.
LUK BELT MCUISEBY ttt.". Snt'l Stewart Arc, Chicago,

SILK BRAID FOR lllCAIiDESCE^T

L4H ' FILAMENTS

The greatest care taken In prodncing a uDiform article. Used by the largest larcp

manufactnrers in the connlry. Samples and prices mailed free.

BOSTO^T ^13-A.IID ZLv^IFO-. CO..
28 BEACH ST., BOSTON, MASS.

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If In want of Poles. Ties and Posts, save mone;
by get'Jng my prices.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Eoda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wdJIngton! DEI,. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World.

SO£,i: ]IIAKI]FACTITR£R8 OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
OFFICE:

14 DEY ST, ST. Y.

POWELL'S PATENT

LEVER UP~^'iows oil dropping while
machinery rone.

SIGNAL OILERS
still in the Van as the BEa'i for HIGH-GRADE
ENGINES and DYNAMOS. The stop-feed
features preveiit waste of oil which item alone wUI
more than siive thoir cost In a short time. HAS
OTHER EXCEPTIONAL POINTS OF
MERIT. Send for full descriptive circular. AddreBB
THE WM. POWELL CO., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles, ^Vr'te To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
liSOO N. Second street, ST. I,OIIIS.

JOSIAH PIERCE, Jr.,
A. M. I. C. E.,

EMI anl Ispograilii: Enjinesr,

1 1 South Street, BALTIMORE, MO.
Topographic Surveys of any extent and character

organized and executed.

TUC / ATCQT SPECIALTIES IN ELECTRICInL LnlCOl light supplies.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

ST-A.ZS EXjECTIESIIS^ CO.,
a41 Nortb Broad Street, PHIIiADEIjFHIA.

OF INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.

A New Book Just Published.

A Practical Guide to the Testing of Electric Light, Electric

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

PKICE, POSTAGE PREPAID, »1.00.

SEKD IN YOUR ORDER NOW.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

HEISLER ELECTRIC CO.,
DREXEL BUILDINIi, PHILADELPHIA.. PA., .

MANUFACTURERS OF THE OKLY

LONG DISTANCE SERIES

iBcaiBSCBBl MM iparaliis

THAT IS SELF-CONTAINED, AND ABSOLUTELY
AUTOMATIC IN REGULATION.

Noted for Brilliancy of Light and Great Efficiency.

ALSO

Series Sockets and lamps for Arc Light Circuits.
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THE EVANS FRICTION,
Rannlnetoar EdiBin dynamoB with one 300 H. P. Mcintosh & Seymonr
Eni^lne in tlie Weeks Buildlne, Boston.
ThoesandB of II. P. In OBa driving dynamoa, and thoneands of setB of

Variable Speed Cone Pulleys in operation driving all kinds of machinery.
For Information aendfor dynamo catalot,'iie "b'' and for cone catalogue

*'T." Addreee

Evans Friction Gone Co.,

85 Water Street, - - BOSTON, MASS.
Evans' Cones.

For Varying t>lpeed.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,
-SOLE i/E^MTrr'.a.o'rxrxaEiss

CRIMSHAW White Core Wires,
Black Core Wires,
Competition Line Wires,

CRIIVISHAW Tapes,
Competition Tapes,

Splicing Compounds, Etc.

Nos. 13, 15 and 17 Cortlandt St.,

NEW YORK.

VULCA ELECTRICAL WIRE DUCTS
FOR

INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION.
A COMPLETE METHOD

for all ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS.

JUNCTION BOXES, CUT-OUTS. ANCLE BOXES,
ETC., ETC.

VULCA COUPLINC COMPOUND.

Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin St.,

CHICAGO.

FUSE } Correct Carrying Capac-

WIRE or ^ ity. Absolute

STRIPS. ) Unifo mity in Size.
P.&B. ELECTRICAL

COMPOUNDS I PAINTS.
Thoroughly Water, Acid and Alkali Proof.

Perfect Insulators, especially adapted for use on

CROSS ARMS, POLES and ALL KINDS of IRONWORK.
The p. ; B. Compound is USED by tlie la-gest WIRE and CABLE manu-

facturers in the world. Made only by the

STANDARD PAINT COMPANY. 2 LIBERTY ST.. NEW YORK

3 9th St. and Stewart Ave.,

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

AXNUNCIATORS «^ BELLS.
FTTIiIb lilNl: AliWAfS IK STOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & C0..1E
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeEalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. T.

d for Nbw CATALoenB. Oat August let.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisiier by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Tanffht thoron^hly day and night at the INSTI-
TUTE of TECHIVOIiOGY, 151 Tliroop
Htreet, Chicago, 111. Amatenrs, Artieana
and others aaslet-d PRicTicALLY In any line, and
inetrncted in the latest and most improved
methrda.
Mechanical Dra'^qhtinq, MathematicB, Elec-

trical CalcQlat'.ons. Architectnre, Mechanics, also
taught day and night.

MIGA
BOWERS

121 Lake St.,

For electrical

purposes.

Low Prices.

BROS.,
CHICAGO.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

iDcandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

o
225 Dearborn Street. 115 Broadway
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"U ITl/I IT! TVTrri " Double Core, Rublier Covered

I1£jIX£j1\ 1 WIRES "CABLES.

HOWARD"TT/^¥TIT il T^ T\ " Incandescent
LAMPS.

-<^3Sr-3r B-A-SE, -A.3iT-2- T7-OI^T-^a-E.

A strictly high grade lamp, giving FULL CANDLE POWER throughout its life. HIGH
EFFICIENCY and LONG LIFE commensurate with its other qualities.

SEND A TRIAL ORDER FOR A FEW DOZEN.

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
201,203, 205,207 So. Canal St., CHICAGO* ILL.

THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC
MANUFACTURING CO.,

EAU CLAIRE, WISCONSIN,

Is doubling the capacity of its factory

to meet increased business.

Write our Agents for Prices.

-AGENTS:—
Wew Tork, W. Y.—NATIONAL ELECTEIC MFG. & CONSTRUCTION CO.,Electrical Bxcbange Bldg.

tTashingtOD, D. C—L. N. COX, 16 Fiflh Street, S. B.

Pbilailelpllla, Pa.-PENNSYLVANIA ELECTRIC ENGINEERING CO,
St. Paal, Minn,—THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLY CO.

Detroit, mich.-COMMEHCIAL ELECTRIC CO.

Denver, Colo.- THE MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC CO.

Winnipeg, Man.—SIMPSOH-DAVIS ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION CO.

San H'ranciseo, Gal.-NATIONAL ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT CO.

liincoln, Web.-LINCOLN ELECTRICAL MFG. AND SUPPLY CO.

Kansas City, Mo.-THOMAS WOLFE, 51 Main Street,

Seattle, 'JVash.—CHAS. H. BAKER & CO.
New Orleans, L,a.-ENTERPRIS£ CONSTRUCTION AND SUPPLY CO.

ST, IjOUIS:—W. E. BAILEY, Special Southern Agent, 7 & 8 Equitable Bailding.

CINCINNATI:-?. P. ALTENBERG, 50 Smith Building.
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RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING.
CARRIES NO STATIC EliECTRICITY.

Greatest Adhesive Qualities, Causes Less Friction than any other Belt

RAWHIDE HYDRAULIC PACKING.

RAWHIDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.,
The only Mannfactarers In the Country.

Lace Leather Mojye and other Mnwhide Goods of all

kinds by Krueger's Patents, *

This Belling and Lace Leather is not affected by steam or dampness; never be-

comes hard; is stronger, more durable and Ibe most economical Belling made. The
Raw^hide Rope for Round Belting Transmission is superior to all others.

75 OHIO STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

A FURNACE GRATE BAR

M^Mmmmm
That doeen't
reqaire a BLOWER

KELLY GRATE,
And for DURABILITY, PERFECT FUEL COMBUSTION and SUPERIOR STEAMING QUALI-
TIES, IT HAS HO EQUAL. It will bnrn ANY KIND of HARD or SOFT COAL eqnally well. They
are especiallv adapted for hard, contlnnon! Beivlce required by ELECTRIC LIOHTING PLANTS.
We warrant them ^OT to WARP, and to OUTWEAR TWO COMMON GRATES. When your plant
reqnirea gratea again DON'T be content with one that ia "good enough," but nee the same number of
DOLLARS and secure the BEST—that ie. THE KBLLY GRATE. Invest a stamp in writing ue for
descriptive circular. We will retnrn it, and tell you abont our SHAKER GRATE, the only one of its
kind made in the United States or any other place.

CIVE V» A CHANCE TO BE OF USE TO TOU.

KELLY BROS., - GOSHEN, IND.

ELECTRICITY
FOR

EIVCIINIEERS.

A NEW hND POPULAR BOOK.

Price, Postage Prepaid,

S2.50.

Electrician Pul}lisiiing Co.,

6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO.

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Factories; Waterbury, Conn. - - SS Park Place, Ne^v Yorlr.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Underwriters' Copper Electric liight I^ine AVire, Copper Magnet "Wire. Flexible Silk. Cotton and Worsted Cords for
Incandescent Iiigrhtin^sr. Itonnd and Flat Copper Bars for Station M'ork.

Insniated Iron Pressnre "Wire.

PATENT ^^K, I^/^TINEWIrE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegrapli and Teleplione Use.

Agents for the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

THE GREAT WESTERS ELECTRIC SrPPlT fOJIPAXT, CHICAGO, . SEllISG AGEXTS,

Taos. r. SCO TILL. Tifw York Jgent.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY'S

22,000 Copies published to date. An Astonishing Record.

Dynamo-Tenders' Band-Book.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Fourth Edition, Ninth Thousand.

94 Pages, 70 llhistrations, FUac-

ible Cloth Binding, Type

Page 6x3 inches.

The only PRACTICAL Dynamo

Tenders' Instruction Book in the

English language. Just the book

for Dynamo-Tenders, Linemen, Sta-

tionary and Marine Engineers who

wish to learn how to operate and care

for electric light or power plants.

Moonlight schedule for 1891

.

Bell-Hangers' Hand-Book.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Second Edition, Fourth Thousand.

106 Pages, 9 7 Illustrations, Flex-

ible Cloth Binding. Type
Page 6x3 Inches.

Designed for those engaged in

selling, installing or handling elec-

tric batteries, electric bells, eleva-

tors, house or hotel annunciators,

burglar or fire alarms, electric gas

lighting apparatus, electric heat

regulating apparatus, etc. The only

book of the kind published.

Incandescent Wiring Hand-Book.

By Lieut. F. B. Baht.

Third Edition, Ninth Thousand,

72 Pages, 42 Illustrations, Flex-

ible Cloth Binding. Type
Page 6x3 Inches.

Five Tables, 12x18 Inches.

These tables give at once and without

any calculation tiie size of wire required

in each case for any percentage of loss.

It is a book for practical wlremen and

learners, and does not r quire any previous

k' owledge of wiring. It differs in this

rep-ct from other wiring tables, or corn-

put* rs.

The book contains full Illustrations and

complete Information concerning methods

of riinning wires, location of safety devi-

ces, splices, insulation, testing for faults,

wire gauges, wiring of fixtures, elevators,

buildings, etc. The only book of the kind

published.

Electric TransinissioiHand-BooL

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

First Edition, Three Thousand Copies.

97" Pages, 22 Illustrations, and
27 Tables. Flexible Cloth
Binding, Type Page

6x3 Inches,

This book contains all practfcal infor-

malion for power prcducers, c pifallsts,

agents of hytjraullc and eltctric companies,
engineers, motor inspectors and other per-
sons interested in e'eclric power transmis-
sion. By means of the tables anybody can
find at once cost of plant for least opera-
ting expensfs, or for minimum first cost
of installation.

The book gives all necessary information
concerning motors, and rules for ascer-
taiolDg ho'se power of motors, driving
various classes of machinery, as holdls,

pumps, street or tram cars, fans, etc,

Tweniy-seven new and original tables
give mDre information on the subject la a
small space than any book heretofore pub-
lished on the same subject.

3E]a,o]3. 'STST'orJs. Sent Z^ostpald on fLeoeix^t of ^ne X>ollAxr.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 Lal(esidc Building, CHICAGO.
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOUIAELT ADAPTED TO DEXVIHG

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of Its high etnclcncy at all stages of g»lt, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of which makes It the most sensi-
tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

CClin CnD PKTAI nniC mustratlog various styles of setting
OLnU run UHIHLUUUII on both vertical and horlzonU I shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT. nUiliS & TEMPJLE,

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Uuildcra ofHigh Grodo

Corliss Engines,

GiddiDgs' Aotomatics.

Simple, Compound, Condensing,

Conipleto Flouts Furuishcd.

Works: SIOUX CITY, lA.

BRANCH OFFICE :

48 S. Conta Street. CHICAGO.

STE^M ENGINES
FOR SALE.

One 12 H. P. Vertical.
Three 8 H. P. Vertical.

One 4 H. P. HorizoDta) Trunk.
One 5 U . P. IIolBtlng Engine.

All above enf^lnes new and cheap.

We have nnderconstraftion 5, 8, and !"2I1. P,
vertical, aod 18 and ^ U. P. borlzontal cnginet^,
all automatic cut-off.

WILLIAMS ENGINE CO.,
BA1.TIIIOBE. 9ID. For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,—81.00.

STEARNS MANUFACTURING nn.OfficeandWoteFRIF, PA.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, AutomaticENGINES

STREET RAILWAY
and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

Branch offices:
PHLLADELPHIA, - 942 Urexel BaUding.

SAN FRAJJCISCO, 29 and 31 Spear St.

BOILERS OF ANY SIZE FOR ANY DUTY.

Agencies:
ST. T.OTTIS—M. P. Johnston Machinery Co.. 715 and 717 N. Snd St.

BOSTON—S. T.. Holt & Bart. 67 Sudbury Street.
CHICAGO—Barclay & Sliarpe. 549 The Bookery. 'SIMPLE AND COMPOUND^

CONDENSINGOR N ON -CO N D E N SI NG

Something New.
QUICK BREAK AND CONTACT.

NO MORE BURNED TERMINALS.

NO DANGER FROM SHORT CIRCUITS.

'TIS PERFECTION.

New York Agent: - H. G. MADDEN,

78 OOHTLANDT STREET.

Ask your Supply House for them or write to

CROWN ELECTRIC MFG, CO.
Bridgjeport, Oonn.

IvIOEERU AlwIE^RICJLlSr IwlETHOES
Oe^ Coffer. Si^EL^Tiua,

Edward Dyer Peters, Jr., M. E., M. D.

SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED.

Price, Postage Prepaid, $4 00.

THE HOST COIPLETE WORK OF ITS KIND PDBLISEED.

Electrician Pubiisiiinir Co.,
G I..al£eiside Bldg-. CHICAGO, TU-,.

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIGHT AND MOTOR CUT-OUT.

8AVE8 MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS.

HAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERY LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.
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W.P.
TIE THOMSIN-HOUSTON ELECTMC tO.

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RilLWAT MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

3382 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

THOMSON-HODSTON ELECTRIC CO,,

BostOD Office: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 148 Michigan Ave.
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THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS,
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS FOR

PERKINS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.

EepreEentatlve Chicago.—Prize Diawlng awaided by The "lutti-Ocan."

C3-E3iTE!E..A.Xj 'WESTEE/iT A.C3-E13iTTS FOE-

EVERYTHING IN THE WAY OF

ELEOTEICAL SUPPLIES.
54 and 56 FrankUn Street, - CHICAGO.
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H1[[LECTRICAL.SyPPLYC0

CATALOGUE
No. 23.

A kaleidoscope of

Electrical Merchandise.

Every turn of a page

brings some new form

or combination of use-

ful knowledge to delight

the mind and eye of the

reader.

Five Hundred large

octavo pages printed

on heavy book paper,

andhandsomely bound.

Illustrated with over

One Thousand fine en-

gravings.

THE MOST EXPENSIVE AND COMPLETE CATALOGUE OF

Electric Light and Power Supplies

EVER ISSUED.

TO OBTAIN A COPY send us your business card or A LETTER explaining your connection

with the Electrical Industry. We will forward a copy to every one entitled to it, prepaid, upon

request by letter. Pocket edition sent to any address.

Factories:

ANSONIA, CONN THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
BRANCH OFFICE:

244 Arch Street, Phila.
CTF^ICTi^^CD.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.,
MA X I rA< Ti It Kits or

VULCAf ZED INDIA-RUBBER

Cab' .s, to any Spccificalion.

up to 8,000 Megohms per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES.

CONCENTniC CABLES, any

millage, FLEXIBLE CORDS,

SILK. HEMP, COTTON. DY-

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

ol INCANDESCENT CORES.

THREE and TWO • WIRE

CABLES, to any jpecifica-

lion up to 8,000 Me-

gohms per knot.

CABLES ol High Insulation

and Long Lifp- all milage

If you are not acquainted with the merits of Habirshaw Insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 3 1 5 Madison Ave, Cor. 42d St, New York.

m-o FACTORY: Glenwood, Yonkers^ Iff. Y.

Western Agents: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Corner Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

The Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co,

805 CHAMBER OF COMMEBCH BUILDING,

CHICKGO. ILL.

-MAKUFACTITKEKS OF-

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

In Ordering Specify
AGENOISS:
The Electrical Supply Co., Chicago, 111.

The Electrical Supply Oo., Ansonia, Oonn
W. H. Gordon & Co., New York.
F. P. Jones & Co., BuflFalo, N. Y.
The Iron City Electric Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Woodruff-Harris Electric Co., Birmingham, Ala
iJouiBville Electric Co , liouisville, Ky.
Houliston, Hubbard & Co., Cincinnati, O.
C. H. Baker & Co., Seattle, Wash.
Julius Andrae, Milwaukee, Wis.

Long Life Lamps

or Hig^h Efficiency

Lamps.
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THE WOOD CUT-OUT BOX,
MANUFACTURED BY THE

Fort Wayne Electric Co., is the BEST<

DOUBLE BREAK.

INCOMBUSTIBLE.

AVEATHERPROOF.

For prices write to

Fort Wayne Eleetrie Co.,

IlSJiZ>I.fVlSI.^.

There is a Right Way and a Wrong Way to do Everything.

The right way to operate an electric car is with one Heat Proof Motor geared
to both axles, giving uniform traction and economy in operation.

Our record at Lawrence, Mass., on the 3Ierrimac Valley road has never been
equaled by any other system—15 of our 40 H. P. type '*B" single tnotor equipments,

hauling trailers over 9% per cent, grades have covered over \ 15,OO0 miles without
burning a single armature, field coil or switch.

WE ARE PREPARED TO DO THE SAME THING FOR YOU.

The president of a large street railway company, who has recently contracted
with us for 15 equipments, after a thorough investigation of the so-called '^leading''

systems, made and published the following statement:
"We investigated all the electrical systems in the country , and visited 21 different

roads, and we are satisfied that the system we have selected is the most successful
now in operation. We did not want any system which necessitated a large repair
and tvinding room as an auxiliary branch of our business.''

WE INVITE INVESTIGATION AND COMPARISON.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
DETROIT, MICH., U. S. A.

917-918 Monadnock Building, Chicago.

F. I. STONE,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
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Switch-boards are equipped with

AJAX SWITCHES.
writ, for Prices. C. S. VAN NUIS, 136 Liberty St., New York.

or\. timers op ~~

—

- 'iTTecrJoods-

333 TTjc I^ol^er)/,

Insulated Wires and Cables.
The anknowledg^ed Standard for durable and Iitf^li Insulation. Its

merits proved by a record of over quarter of a century.
Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Celebrated Kerlte Tape for Insulating Joints.

|lli!^^ Electric Ligiit and Power, all SIZES Aerial Use,

'its Telegraph and Telepiione, Triiii Tutninrn miDrQ Subterranean Use,

'f^ Railway, and all otiier ^'•^" tl!lljAiy.U Wlttti), Submarine Use.

Branches of Signaling. Concealed Wiring in all Locations.

WILLIAM H. ECKERT,
General Agent,

16 Day Street, New York.

WESTON ENGINES
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

ESTIMATES AKD DKAWrNSS SUBMITTED.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
Palntod Post, N. Y.

BEPBESENTATIVES

:

Julian SchoU & Co., 126 Liberty St.. Kew York.

Geo. D. Hoffman, 82 Lake St.. Ctilcaqo, III.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, IVEW YORK,

MANUFACTUREKS, IMPOETERS AND DBALKRS IN

THE "CHAMPION" BATTERY, rUt%*r\nn\
Prf«, With Rod Z,n^_S^.« pare;.!, wit. corrugated

£16611169!
THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED. ^ •

Supplies
Of all Descriptions.

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances,

Construction Tools and
CwanleUCUofCbam- C.rbo. BMarrolr and Cot« CorropUd Zinc of ChMn* Lin© Material.

floa But.r7. of Chwnpion BatUry. plon BatUry. « .- *.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
Mnnufdctiircd li.\" th<* <

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
AUiSNTM:

I
OMAHA, .NEB., B. B.Dowis. '.'15 Slieely BJock

NEW TORK CITY, Ubaa. E. Cbtpin, IM Liberty ST. LOlls. MO., St. Loui. Bl~:irlc«l Supply Co.
Street.

.. .».">..»...,..... .... .--- _..__.. _-

CIIICAOU, ILL., The Electrical Eniilneerlog A
.Suiiuly Co., 931 The Rookery.

BT. I'AUL,, MiNN., The Electrical Bnglneorlng
& Supply Co.

HAN FKANCISCO, CAL.. International hieclr.c
Sapply d: Con.trnctlon Co.

CINcrNNATI, OHIO, Glorer Electric Co., 174
WcHl bth Stre'.t.

LODISVILLE, KY., Smlthera 4 DarlB,

E. B. KELLER. K. E. DKfiKNllAKIJT.

Keller & Oegenhardt, !!i£i!!£!i.
ENGINEERS.

542 Rookery Bids'., Chicag^o, 111.
THE ONLY BUREAU OF ELECTRICAL INFORMATION IN THE WORLD'S FAIR CITY.

WILLARD L. CANDEE. » h„.i„«.. m.„.„.™
H. DURANT cnEEVEli,J^""'''^=»*'''°'8"'-

The

International OKONITE COMPANY, LIMITED.

i;g?A0EMaRK1

BBANCHES: Cbicaco, Boaton, Phlladelpbls, MlnneapoUa, Cincinnati,
Omaha, XjOnlBTlllA, St. Eioaia, San FrancUco, I.ondon and So. America.

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES ilDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uie.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
city,

THE MILUKEN PATENT POLE
For Electric Street Railways and Electric LlgM Work.

68 IIBERTY STREET,

NEW YORK.
MAHUTACTUBED BT

MILUKEN BROS.

69 DE&RBORK STREET,

CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.-

for Light Stations a Specialty.
-Iron 'Work

WBITE FOB CIBCUI.AB AKD CATAtOGUB.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., newyork. '

AGENTS:
W. B. re reou & Co., Home Ids. Blog., ChicaEO, 111.

Thop. G. Smith Jr., Hemm.iod Bldtr., Cinclmiati, Ohio.
W. • . Day, 128 Oliver St., Boston, M&bs.
A. M. Mor-e <£ Co., Commprcial Blag., St. Lonli, Mo.
Hyce Bros. & Co., Lewis Block, Pltteburg, Pa.
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Tlie

Tbomson-Honston
ELECTRIC CO.,

MANTJFACTUEBKS OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY OF

DYNAMOS, LAMPS
And ETery Necessary Appliance for the Construction, Maintenance and Operation of

Central Stations and Isolated Plants,

Arc, Direct Current and Alternating Current Systems,

100,000 750,000
Thomson-Houston Arc Lamps, Thomson-Houston Incandescent Lamps

In Daily Operation October 1, 1891

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, WESTERN OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave.. BOSTON, Mass. 148 Michigan Ave.. CHICAGO, ILL
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.

ALPHABETICAL LIST.

American Desk & Seating Co. . xvi

American Knginc Co xii

Andrau, Jiiliue

Andrews tb Co., A. H
Baggot, E xiv

Ball EnKlne Co xix

Ball & Wood Co., The 1

Becker Mfg. Co., John xiii

Beggs, J. E., Mfg. & Supply Co. .XV

Bernstein Electric Co
Boston Braid Mfg. Co xvi

Bowers liros xvi

Brownlee & Co xii

Brookfield, Wm xii

Brush Electric Co xvi

Buckeye Electric Co. , The x

Butler Hard Rubber Co
Central Electric Co v

Chicago Electric Motor Co xiii

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co
Conaol. Elec. Mfg. Co., The..

Crescent Iiis. Wire & Ciible Co. xiii

Urocker-Wheeler Electric Co. . xiii

Crown Electric Mfg. Co
Gushing, F. W vii

Cutter. Geo i

Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co. .
.

Day's Kerite Insulation 1

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. . xix

Detroit Electrical Works xxiv

Diamond Electric Mfg. Co xii

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos xiv

Duplex Electric Co. , Ltd

Eastern Electric Cable Co xiii

Edison General Electric Co viii

Electric Cons. & Supply Co vi

Electric Engr. & Supply Co ix

Electric Secret Service Co xix

Electrician Pub. Co xv, xvii

Electrical Construction Co., The. xii

Electrical Eng.& Sup. Co., The
Electrical Supply Co., The... xxii

Elektron Mfg. Co x:vui

Emerson Electric Ufg. Co ix

Empire China WoTka xiv

Evans Friction Cone Co xvi

Ferracute Machine Co xii

Fletcher & Fletcher Elec. Co.. xii

For Sale xiii, xv

Port Wayne Electric Co xxlv

Globe Carbon Co xy I

Gravity Purifier Co xii

Great Western Elec. Supply Co.xvii

Greeley& Co., The E. S 1

Helsler Electric Co
Hemlngray Glass Co xm
Hill Clutch Works xviii

Hlriimann, C. J svn

Hlne Eliminator Co
Holmes, Booth & Haydeus xvh

Hunt Machine Co., Rodney.... xvi

Hussey & Co •
:

Ide & Son, A. L xiu

Blinois Electric Lamp Co is

India Rubber & Gutia Percha

Insulating Co xxui

Institute of Technology xii

Interior Conduit& Insulation Co. . x

International Okonlte Co 1

Jewell Belting Co i

Kartavert Mfg. Co xiy

Keller & Degenhardt i

Kelly Bros ;

Knapp Electrical Works xxl

Lake,J.H. &D •.. -—
Lake Erie Engineering Works. xvui

Lane & Bodley Co
La Roche Electric Works ~—^^

Law Telephone Co xui

Lefmann, Julius -
. - ^^i

Leffel& Co., Jas xvii

Link Bilt Machinery Co xvi

Loud. H.M.& Sons Lumber Co. xiv

LovellMfg. Co., Ltd...

MUliken Bros
Morse & Co., A. M xui

Munsell&Co., Eugene sm
Murphy, T. J sv

National Carbon Co xiv

National Electric Mfg. Co
New York Insulated Wire Co . . .

x

New York & Ohio Co 1

Ostrander & Co., W. R xix

Page Belting Co xix

Partrlck & Carter Co xiv

Pearson & Co., W. B xvui

Pelton Water Wheel Co xiv

Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co, .
ix

Perry & Noyes xii

Phoenix Glass Co xviii

Pierce, Jr., Josiah xiv

PorterrLeavitt Elec. Motor Co. xui

Powell Co., The Wm
Premier Electric Co. , The xv

Pumpelly, J. K xiii

Queen »te Co xiii

Racine Hardware Mfg. Co
Rae, Frank B xu

Railway Equipment Co viii

Ries Electric Specialty Co x
Rockford Electric Mfg. Co xii

Roebling's Sons Co., J. A xv

Rose Elec. Light Supply Co
Royal Electric Co
Samson Cordage Works

Sawyer-Man Electric Co Iv

SchlndelA Schlndel
Schoonmakcr, A. O xii

Schuyler Electric Co x

Short Electric iiallway Co Iv

Sbultz Beltlni? Co xv
Sioii.x Cil.y KIl;c. Supply Co ix

Sioux City Engine Works xix

Smith, A. T
SmItb.Thos. G. Jr -

—

Somoff, J. L
Sperry Elec. Mining Mach. Co. xvi

Standard Paint Co xvi

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co v

Star Electrlx Co xv
Stearns Mfg. Co xix
Sterling, W. C , xv
Stliwell & Blerce Mfg. Co . . xiv, xv
Sunbeam Incand.Lamp Co . . .xxiii

Taylor Engine Co
Tnomson-HoustonElec.Co. .. ii, xx
Union Electric Works xvii

Union Hardware Co xii

U. 8. Electric Lighting Co.
VanNuls C. S i

Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Waddell-Entz Electric Co xii

Wanted xiii

Washington Carbon Co., The. . . vi

Western Electric Co x
Westlnghouse Elec.andMfg Co. . xi

Weston Engine Co i

Wilcox & Howe Co xv
Williams Engine Works x'v
Woodhouee & Rawson, Ltd. . . , xiv
Worthlngton, Henry R xii

CLASSIFIED LIST.

AnnnnciAtors

.

Central Electric Oo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Constrnction t;o.. The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co,
Greeley & Co.. The S. 8.

Enapp Electrical Worke-
Ostrander & Co. W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.

Arc JLamps.
Begge, J. E., Mfg. & Supply Co.
iJrneh Ej£ctricCo.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Electric Cone. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Eoae Electric Light Supply Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson -Houston Blectrlc Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Blectrio Co.

Arc liistit Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samson Cordage Works.

Batterlea.
Central Blectrlc Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co.,The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
HIrUmann, C. J.

Law Telephone Co.
Partrick & Carter.
Premier Electric Co., The.

xiii

Pumpelly, J. K.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Biectrical Supply Co., The.
Hemlngray Qlaes Co.
Birlimann, C 0.

Law Telephone Co.
Western Electric Co,

Bells, £lectrlc.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley* Co., TheB.S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Slaffneto.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Greeley & Co.. The B. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Blectrlc Co.

Beltlnc
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link ±Jelt Ma,chlnery Co.
Page Belting Co.
Shnltz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Lane & Bodley Co.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
\S^eston Engine Co.

Books, Electrical.
Blectrlclan Publishing Co.

Brass Ooods.
Powell Co., The Wm.

Bnrelar Alanns.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Biectrical Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co.,The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Fartnck & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Wire Insulated.)

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works,
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Schindel & SchJndel.

Cables, Electric. (SeeWire Insu-
lated), Copper, Sheet aad Bar,
Roebilngs Sons Co., J. A.
We&tem Blectrlc Co.

ClntoHea, friction.
HUl Clntch Worka.
Lake, J. U.&iD.

Cordase.
Sameon Corda^o Works,

CarbODS, Polnta aad Plat«a.
Brash Blectrlc Co.
Central Blectrlc Co.
Electrical Supply Co., Th«.
Globe Cartion Co.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
National Carbon Co.
\\'anlila(.;toii Carbon Co.
Wentem Electric Co,

Conntrnrtlon and Bepalra,
Andruti, JulhiH.
Chicat;o Klectrlc Motor Co.
Elt'Ctric CoiiH. Ji Stiiijily Co.
Eloclrtcal CoDBtruction Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Kfi", Frank 11,

Smllli, ThriB. O. Jr.

Union Electric Works.
Western Blectrlc Co.

Contractors, Eleetrln Ijfcht,
Rniclne Plants and Electric
Ballwayn.
American Kii;^ine Co.
Ball Engine v^o.

Ball & Wood Co., The.
Bmeb Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Worka.
Diamond lOloclrlc Mfg. Co.
EdieOD General Electric Co.
Electric Cons, dfc Supply Co,
Electrical Ecc. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Helsler Electric Co.
Keller &, Degenhardt.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & IJodley to.
La Roche Electric Works.
Moree & Co., A. M.
Pearson & Co., W. B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Ho.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Bmith, ThoB. W. Jr.

Taylor Engine Co.
Thomson Honston Blectrlc Co.
Waddell-Entz Electric Co.
Westinghonee Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Engine Co.
Williams Engine Works.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
Central Blectrlc Co.
Crescent Ine. Wire & Cable Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison feieneral Electric Co.
Biectrical Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydene.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Roebling'B Son's Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co,

Cnt-Outs and glwitches.
Andrae, Julius.
Central Electric Co,
Coneolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cotter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knaop Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Star Electrlx Co.
Van NnlB.C S.

Western Blectrlc Co.

Drop ForsiDgs.
Wilcox & Howe Co.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Electrical Ene. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Hejsler Electric Co.
La Rocbe Klectrlc Works.
Lovell Mfg. Co., Ltd,
National Electric ManufacturlngCo.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Roee Electric Light Supply Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co,
Waddull-Entz Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weetinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electric liava Gas Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Blectrlc Bailways.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Bdison General Blectrlc Co.
Rae, Frank B.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomeon-Houston Electric Co.
WestlnglHJu&e Electric & Mfg. Co.

Biectrical aad aiechanical
£nsiiicers.
Pierce. Josiah Jr.

Rae, Frank B.
Electrical Instrnments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The B. 8.

La Roche Electric Works.
Queen & Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Andrae, Julius.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric Enirineering *fc Supply Co.
Fletcher & Fletcher Electric Co.
Hnesey & Co.
Ries Electric Specialty Co.
Sioux City Electrical Supply Co.

Electroliers and Cumblna-
tion Fixtures.
Baggot, E.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Thomson-Hooston Electric Co.

Electro-Flatlns Macltlnes.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electzlc Co.
Thomson-Houston Ble^ic Co.

Electrical Intelligence.
Keller & De^enhardL
Rae, Frank B.

Blevators.
Link Belt Machinerj' Go.

KnclDCM, MteaiB.
Am^rl' nu Eii-liiH C".
Ball EoKlDC Cu.
Ball A Wood Co, The.
M- &. son, A. L.
L;.k<i Krlo KN(;lDr(>rlDg Work*.
l.nhi' & Ilodify Co.
M-.r-»4 Co., A. ,M.

Pe&TBOD ACo.. W.B.
Racine Hardware Mft;. Co.
Smilb. ThOB.G. Jr.
Sioux City Eii;;iiie Works.
Sieamfl Hf^- ^o.
Tayl'ir Kii(;lne Co.
WfHtori Knt'iiif* CO.
Wliilama EoglneCo.

Fan OotntM,
ChicaL'o ^lfi:tric .MotOF Co,
EfllHOD General Blectrlc Co,
Km.Mhnri El.'ctrfr Mfn.Co.
I'r..-nii.-r i;ic.<;irlc(:o..The.
Stanley KlecUlc Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfe. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire AlBLrBS.
Electrical Supplv Co., The.
Ejiapp Electrical Works.
PartricK jc Carter Co.
Union Electric Worka.
Western Klectrlc Co.

Friction Cones.
Evans Friction Cone Co.

Fnrnare Grate Dars.
Kelly BroH.

FaHe Wire.
Electrical Supply Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co,

Gasiilsntina:, Kleetrle.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
FleU:lj<.-r& FlWclier Electric Co,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

General Electrical HnppUes.
Andrae, Jnllns.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Edison General Slectric Co.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Electric Kiiirineering A: Supply Co.
Electrical Enp. & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Ftetclu'r A; FletrluT Electric Co.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co

.
, The E , 8.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Star Electrlx Co.
Sioux City El.?ctrical Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Globes and Electrical Glass-
iT^are.
Brookfield, Wm.
Hemlngray Glass Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.

Graphite Specialties,
Dixon Cnicilile Co , Jo,-^.

Hard Anbber Goodti.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Insulators and Jjurolatliis
Sfaterials,
Andrae, Julius,
BroQkfleld, Wm.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cushing, F. W.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Eni^dne-^ring ^.v Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Hemlngray Glaas Co.
Inteilor COnduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Slonx Cily Electrical Supply Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
M&firnet "Wire.
Centrfil Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wiie & Cable Co.
Cuehing, F. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Day's Kerite Insulation.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insu-

latingCo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
RoebllDg'e Sons Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. MinlnsMachine Co.
Waddell-Entz Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

Iiamps, Incandescent.
Bemeteln Electric Ca
Brush Electric Co-
Backeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Bdison General Electric Co.
Electric Eiii^'ineerinij &, Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Helsler Electric Co.
Illinois Electric Lamp Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Sawrer-Man Electric Co.
Somoff, J. L.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

Iiubricators.
PoweUCo.,The Wm.

Slairnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wire.)

JUechanical itfachinery.
Ferracute Machine Co.

Bledical Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

aiica.
Bowers Bros.
KuueU Jb Co.* BBMBe.
SthooamakK,. o.

Ine Hlxnals, Bleetrle.
D«trott tfl«ctric&l Works.

HlBlac Apparataa. fClectrle.
JEdlaoD 0«a«ral Klectrlc Co.
Tbomaoo-UoaatoD Klectric Co.
tfMrry Blec. Mining Machlnn Co.
WMOnKhooM El«ctric A Mtfc. Co.

Hotora.
Broah Electric Co.
CroclcerWbmlflr Electric Co.
Cbfc&eo Electric Motor Co.
Detroit EI»y:lTkal Works.
Diamond Ki.'.trlc Mf^;. Co.
Bdison General Elutctrlc Co.
Electrical Kng. A HunpivCo.
Eiiit^rftoii Elf trie Mfj.'. Co.
La Uocbe Electric Works.
l.ovell .MfK. Co., I>I.l.

I'ort'T L*avitt Blectrlc Motor Co.
I'r.-iiii.T El'MtrfcCo.
Rockford Electric HaoufactnrioKCo.
Royal Klectrlc Co.
Sioux Cilv riJ.'itri' ii Supply Co
TbomsonBoantoD f.I«riricco.
Waddell Knt/ Kl^-ir.-: r,,.

WestlQEhouse Electric ft Mfa Co.Namf FlBtfH.
Iierk'-r Mfu'. '.'o,, John.

OOlce Fnrnltare.
American Deek Jt Heating Co
Andrews A Co., A. H.

Oil Caps.
Powell Co., The Wm.

Oil PurinerN.
Graviiv I'orititjr Co.

Pins and Braclceta.
Central Electric Co.
Biectrical Supply Co., The.
Loud, n. M. <jk Sons' Lumber Co.
Railuay E.jiJii.iiient Co.
Schlndel &, ShindeL
Western Electric Co.

Poles.
Brownlee & Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical ffqoply Co., The.
Lffmann, JulltiH.
Loud, H. M. & Sons' Lumber Co.
Mil liken Bros.
Railway Equipment Co.
Schinde! & Schlndel.
8terling,W. c.

Pnbllsbers. Klectrleal.
Electrician Publishing Co

Palley BInrkH.
Slum Ciiy El-ctrical Supply Co

Push Battens.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knspp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Jftall'H'ays, Electric.
tSee electric railways.)

Rpj^nlatinc Nofketn.
Ries Eleclnc Sperialtv Co.

Securities. ElectriraL
Perry t Noyes.

Separators, Hteam.
Hine Eliminator Co.

Silk Bratd.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

Slate.
Mnrphy, T. J.

Speajkina: Tabes,
central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Ostrander & Co., W. R,
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthlngton, Henry H.

Supplies, £lectrlc Bailway.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Railway Eqoipiueut Co,
Schindel & Schindel.

Tapes, Insalatinc.
Andrae, Julius.
Central Elsctric Co.
CnBhlncr, F. W.
Cre>ceiu Ins. Wire & Calde Co
Eastern Eledtric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
India KuDher & Gutta Percha In-
nJatln^Co.

International Okonlte Co., The.
NewTork Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Telegrapli Apparatns.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Greeley & Co., The B. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partfick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones, JEIectrlc
Detroit Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Test instruments. -

Central Elecfffc Co.
ElBTtrlcal SiU)ply Co., The,
Greeley & Ob., The B. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Euff. t Supply Co.
National ElectricMannfactrmng Co
Stanley Electric 3df?. Co.
Westinghouee Electric & Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Works.

Tracks. Electric Car.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Short Electric Hallway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Turbine IfVheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Hunt Machine Co., Bodney.
StllweU & Blerce Mlg. Co.

UniTersities.
Institute of Technology.

TVater Wheels.
Leffel.fc Co.. The Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

Wire. Bare.
rentral Electric Co.
Crescent Ine. Wire & Cable Co.
Biectrical Supply Co., The.
Eohnea, Booth & Hsy^ns.
KnwDB B'octrtcal Wrrrks.
Railway Equipment Co.
Roehllng's Sons' Co., J. A.
Speny fiiee. Mla^ MacUav Co.
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Be suspicious of any Company that is anxious to lose money
in order that you may have the best equipped

electric railway in the country.

The Short Electric Railway Conipany
OFFERS A FULL LINE OF

APPLIANCES FOR OVERHEAD CONSTRDCTM,

GEARLESS AND SINGLE REDUCTION MOTORS,

IMPROVED RAILWAY GENERATORS,

Workmanship, Efficiency and Successful Operation Guaranteed.

MAIN OFFICES, CLETELAND, 0.

33xi..^xia'o: 03F^f^XOX3S:
Mills Puilding, New York City.

Penn Mutual Building, Philadelphia.
Kittredge Building, Denver.

227 Stevenson St., San Francisco.

225 Dearborn St., Chicago.
515 Walnut St., St. Louis.

Mailers' Building, Seattle.
Old Capitol Building, Atlanta.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
8 CANDLE POWER TO 50 CANDLE POWER,

FITTING SOCKETS OF PRINCIPAL SYSTEMS.
75 CANDLE POWER TO I 50 CANDLE POWER,

FITTING LARGE SPECIAL KEYLESS SOCKETS.

(SHOWING LAMP HALF SIZE.)

100 c. p. and 150 c. p.

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUT-OUTS AND GENERAL SUPPLIES.

"Write for- Catalogue.

SAVTYER-MAN ELECTRIC CO.,
BOSTON, NEW YORK, CHICAGO,

"The Rookery."620 Atlantic Avenue. 5 1 0-534 West 2Sd St
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Central Electric Company.

HIGH GRADE STOCK.

EACH ONE LEADS IN ITS CLASS.

vLOW/>

TRADE MARK.

^0N/>

THADE tr-.ARK,

OKONITE WIRES
And Products—record unbroken.

BRYANT SPECIALTIES.

By method of exclusion, the
Bryant all porcelain sockets and
switches stand alone.

CONDUIT.

The Interior Oonduit & Insula-
tion Company's tubing, plain

and brass, out-classes all others.

SWAN LAMPS.
The Swan Lamp is one of high
eflBciency, long life and bril-

liancy.

WASHINGTON CARBONS.
The Washington Carbons are
noted for long life, low resistance,
high efB.ciency.

GLADIATOR DRY BATTERY.
A tower of strength in the elec-
trical arena.

i-ON'>
fXrfADE MARK

Central Electric Company,
116 and 118 Franklin Street,

CHICAGO.

j^^
[TRADE MARK

STANLEY TRANSFORMERS
Are now made regularly in the following sizes:

40, 16-C. P. Lamps.

80,

5, 16-C. P. Lamps

lO,
(1 li

15,
>( tt

20,
<< ii

30,
ii It

If you want the

BEST
And want it

QUICK,
Write to

li

WESTERN AGENTS,

The Electrical Supply Co.,

Randolph Street

and Michigan Avenue,

Chicago, Illinois.

STANDARD STANLEY TRANSFORMER.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO., PITTSFIELD, MASS.
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(AM TEDST IS A FAILIIIIE!
(You may thank us for it), and indications are it will soon fall apart, each fellow

pulling for himself. Then

Your Harvest Will Come,
So don't make Long Time Contracts, ONE YEAE IS LiONG ENOTJGH. We booked orders last month for

3,000,000 CARBONS
And this month, (up to the 16th inst.), have sold | ,87 1 ,000, and indications are, demand will run

^HE^D OF L^ST IMOnSTTH.

H. C. Hawfcs,
C20 Atlantic Ave

.
, Boston

.

Holmes, Booth A Haydens,
25 Park Place, New York.

The 'Washington Carbon Co.,
641 N. Broad St., Philadelphia.

Blectrical Supply & Construction Co,,

947 Liberty St., Pittsburgh.

Standard Electrical lY'orks,
161 W. Pearl St., Cincinnati.

Central Electric Co.,

116 Franklin St., Chicago.

OUR CARBONS ARE NOTED FOR THEIR

Long Life, High EfflcieDcy, Low Resistance.

Write us for samples and quotations before you contract for supply.

THE WASHINGTON CARBON COMPANY,
Works at WASHINGTON, PA. PITTSBURGH, PA.

An Oi^D Friend in a New Dress.
The more you see of the "Ward'' lamp the more you become interested. Mechanical and electrical perfection. It

is all that. Are you aware that we are combining these features with a line of ornamental lamps that surpass in beauty of

finish and design any arc lamp ever offered to the trade, and equal to the handsomest electrical fixtures manufactured?

You need such lamps for interior lighting and decoration. They increase the output of your station, and delight

the consumer. How about prosperity? Of course you're through with experiments. Why need you injure your business

and add personal worry by the purchase of any other style of lamps, which are so imperfect that they will have to be

changed over every month, and brought out as a "New Lamp''?

The "Ward" lamp, in all cases, is specially designed to meet the varying conditions demanded, and had passed the ex-

perimental stage when first offered to the public by this Company. The thousands of "Ward" lamps in use prove it to be

the only lamp that works satisfactorily on an incandescent circuit.

AANUFACTURERS ORGANIZED -1881.

INCORPORATED 18e3.

•^"IP Arc Laaps

AN
ESTABLISHED ,

EACT: J

rsR INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

THE ONLY ARC LAnP THAT
WORKS SATISPACTORILY ON AN
INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

I

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING, THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LAMPS.

THE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

UNITY BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

TELEPHONE BUILDING.

NEW YORK.
Search Light No. 13
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H:EAD Quarters

-^^t
^^^i

I'IRE IlErARTMENT. )Ii

SUP'T FFICE

->8fi^

* CITY TELEGRAPH, ^r

Mar 21st. , 1887, ^_
C, B. Hotchklss. Esq.

Gen'l Agent Days Kerite.

New York.

Dear Sir:-

I send herewith a piece of Kerite Wire cut out of service on

account of construction of manhole. The wire, two pieces of about 3000

feet each, was placed in one inch common gas pipe and buried beneath the

pavement about thirty inches, on Cass Street from Chicago Avenue to Erie

street, thence to Pine street. This work was done in the summer of 1877

and the wire has been in continuous, and is now in service, without inter-

ruption of any kind. I see no perceptible change in the material and con-

gratulate you upon the record.

Yours respectfully,

p. S» This piece was removed March 14th, x887.

Sup't.

April 1 8, 1892.—This wire is still in service after 15 years' use.

No other rubber covered wire in this
country can show such a record as this, as

<l
A none of them were in existence when this

Ml) wire was laid.

W. H. ECKERT,
Gen'l Agent,

16 Dey St., NEW YORK.

F. W. GUSHING,
Gen'l Western Agent,

225 Dearborn St., CHIGAGO.
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•f^9iji/6f-^iPA5ar(o

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

Everything for complete equipment and maintenance of electric

roads of all systems.

PROMPT SHIPMENTS. LOWEST PRICES. WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS.

W. R. MASON,
General Manager.

TEMPORARY OFFICES, 617 AND 619 PULLMAN BUILDING,
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Edison General Electric Company,

EDISON BUILDING,

BROAD STREET, - NEW YORK.
-\'^ DISTRICT OFFICES:

CANADIAN: Edison Building, 77 Bar Sired, Toronto. Can.
PACIFIC COAST: Edison Building, 1 12 Bush Street, San Francisco. Cal.

CENTRAL: 173 and 175 Alims itriit. Chlcagj, III. PACIFIC NOBTHWESr: Flelschner Building. Portland. Oregon.
EASTERN: EdiSon Building, Broad Street, New York. ROCKY MOUNTAIN: Masonic Building, Denver, Colo.

NEW ENGLAND: 25 Otit St., Boston. Maes.
MEXICAN and SO. AMERICAN DEPT.: Edison Building, Broad Street, N. Y. EUROPEAN OFFICE: 34 Victoria St., lordor, S. W., Erjllr.d.
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^, THE DOVETAIL
CEILING CDT-OOT.

The 4'ai> In adJUHted %( Itlioat the umv c

firr**n'-<]rlvi*r. Ilroad ('oiitKctw.

Arrldcolal I>l»Janrtloii IiupuMulble.

No. 101 for Cleftl Work Round Bafic,

No. 102 f ir CoDc<:i't«l W( rk Kound Biuic.

No. 104 for Moulding Work Hound liase.

No. 100 for Moulding Work Square IJaee.

The Perkins Electric

Switch Mf(r. Co.,

P. 0. BOX 816 HARTFORD, CONN.

patentIpulley blocks
The Very Litest Device for Patting Dp all Kinds of Wire.

Tlie blncis will not Injure tie wire, nor injure

or strip the insulation. It combines all the vir-

tues of the old style pulley block »nd come-along,

and none of their disadvantages. The weight,

Including rope, Is only Ihr.e pounds, and the

purcbafe is so great that an ordinary telegraph

or telephone wire can be pulled asunder by one

man. No time lost wilh long rope, as the pul-

Ifys being open, the need cf long rope is c bvl-

ated, and therefore fifteen to twenty feet of rope

Is ample for any purpose. You cin at pleasure

throw the rope over enougli pulleya for a heavy
pull, as in Cut 1, or for a light pull, as shown in

Cut 2, without loss of time for adjustment, so

common and tedious with the old style, pul'ey

b'ochs, as tbe pull requirfs. You can use 1, 2,

3, 4 cr 5 pulleys, doubling your strength every

time you add a pulley.

The Pulley Blocfe will hold the wire when
tight; the coupling Is made by fa-.tenlog urns d
end of rone to pulley block s) the lineman can

use both handi to mike his coupling. Tne dlroc-

tlin of the pull can be changed at will by throw-

ing the rope on or off a pulley, a great advaitage
to a man on a pole. This is the oily tool wilh
wh'ch a lineman csn, unaided, tighten up a line

or take the sag cut of a line on top of a pole.

The weight is so small that it is no burden for

lineman t> carry. No parts to wear out or

break.

For sale by all Supply ITouies. Samples sent

by expre s, prepaid, on receipt of price.

PRICEIS:
Teltphone or Telegraph s'ze (will grip

Wie Nos. 8 to 10) $5.00

Electric Lleht s'ze (will grip Insulated

Wire Nos. to 10) 6.00

SIOUX CITY

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

SIOUX CITY, IOWA.

THE MOST PERFECT

FAN MOTOR,
aid the only successful one
on the market for the Alter-
nating Current.
Send for de-crlptive circu-

lar and price of the

"Meston Alternating
Fan Motor."

It is not a toy, but a strong,
well built, durable machine.
Maximum speed. 1,700 revolu-
tions pir minute Can be
regulated by moving a lever
to as slow speed as desired,
and flow of current is regu-
lated accordingly. (.:ommuta-
tor brushes feed up automat-
ically and are guaranteed for
three months' wear at constant
use, ten hours per day.

Manufactured only by

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFG. COMPANY, - ST. LODIS, MO.

ANOTHER
ONG OF OrR HIAKF.

A LOCK SWITCH
For all Fine Work—Nickel, Bronzed,
Plain, Engraved, or to Match any Finish.

SIMPLE, PRACTICAL, NEAT.
Dj not fall to Inquire about this.

Electric EDgineeriDgS Supply Co.,

STJEtja-OTJSE:, nr. "sr., tt. s. .a..

NEW YORK OFFICE: send for Catalogue of our
IH Cortlandt St., F. C.TIMPSOV. Manager. Specialties.

THE ILLINOIS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF THE

p^iizmi^ Write for Prices. p^^Gml^

171 and 173 South Canal Street, - Chicago, III.
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USE THE RIES REGULATING SOCKET
ffl^" For your Alternating Current Incandescent Lamps. JK

THE RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CQIVIPAIMY, ""
'j^i:^^^!^^"^^^, iwip

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,

CRIMSHAW White Core Wires,
Blacic Core Wires,
Competition Line Wires,

CRIMSHAW Tapes,
Competition Tapes,

Splicing Compounds, Etc.

Nos. 13, 15and17Cortlandt St.,

NEW YORK.

VULCA ELECTRICAL WIRE DUCTS
FOR

INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION.
A COMPLETE METHOD

for all ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS.

JUNCTION BOXES, CUT-OUTS, ANGLE BOXES,
ETC., ETC.

VULCA COUPLING COMPOUND.

Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin St.,

CHICAGO.

THE SCHUYLER
-S'S'STElid: Ol

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPOETANT FBATUKBS.

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes-

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

I I
Something New and Practical, and of inter-

est to users.

The special coiled filament, as shown in cut,

used in all lamps of high voltage.

Guaranteed not to droop against the bulb.

A trial will fully convince you that the

"Buckeye" is efficient, and of long life.

Is acknowledged to be the handsomest lamp
in use.

Write for catalogue and prices.

1
257 THE ARCADE,

CLEVELAND. OHIO.

•>

"W
INTERIOR CONDUITS

TRADE-MARK

Tlie SoMlon of tlie ProWei of Safe GnariliDS

ELECTRIC CGNDDGTORS
Wherever end for whatsoever pnrpose employed, is to

be foond in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
INTERIOR AKD DNDERGROUHD

MANUPACTDEED BT

T "KT T T* 1? T O "E^

GONDUII AND INSULATION CO.,
umpire i B27 to B31 VI. 34th St.,WORKS:

^ B26 to B28 W. 36th St.,

General Offices: 42 &MBroad St., NevYort

Thos. Day & Co., 322 Sntter St., San Francisco, Cal.

iHoQuttiin EieciJ ic Co., Donver Colo.
American Klect. Supply Co., 2Jt) Pearl St., Buffalo.N Y.
Piunam, Iray & Cj , 37 E. M.iin bt , Kochester, N. T.
tiluver Elect. Co., 127 W >t!i St., Cincinnati, O.
Chip, tiub'iel. Sttgiaaw, Mtch.
youthern Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
Walker & Kepler, oil Chestnut St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply A Construcion Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Cen'ral Elpcfric <"^o., Chicaeo. 111.

Annunciators, Bells, Pushes,

Speaking Tube, Battery, Patterson Cable,

Electric Light Apparatus—Arc and Incandescent,

American District Telegraph Apparatus,

Telegraph Instruments, Testing Instruments,

Insulated Wires, Line Supplies, Tools and
Other Electrical Appliances.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Selling Agents:]

AUKS, EBEBT & CO., St. Paul, HlnB.
t^TANDABD ELECTBICAIi WOBK!$, Cincinnati, Ohio.
UODNTAim EI.ECTBIC CO , DenTer, Colo,

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.
I NEW YORK, Opr, Thames and Greenwich Sts.
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WESTmMDSE ELECrilC t MFt. CI,

NOTICE !!!
The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company will at its

own cost and expense defend any and all suit or suits that may be in-

stituted by any party against purchasers for the alleged infringement
of patents, when such alleged infringement shall consist in the use of

apparatus manufactured and sold by it.

We call the attention of users of electric railway and lighting apparatus to the attempts being made by the Edison-
Thomsoa-Hoiisto J electric combination, or Trust, to secure, by threat and otherwise, a monopoly of the electric lighting

and power bus ness, which they are not entitled to, and cannot secure by means of their patents. If they could succeed in

frightening users into entering into contracts binding them to take only the apparatus supplied by the Trust, then such
users would be subject to a CDntract, which they might have some diffisulty in setting aside.

A proposed contract submitted by the Trust to oae of our customers indicates that they intended to bind such cus-

tomer to use exclusively apparatus manufactured by the Trust, and on such terms and for such prices as the Trust might
nam9 from time to time; and it is a fair presumption that the Trust w^ould exact a margin of profit greatly above what is

generally considered a fair manufacturing profit, in order to pay dividends on their immense capitalization (fifty million
d >llars capital stock, ten millions of which is preferred) and the interest on the proposed issue often millions of bonds.

The us srs of electric lighting and power apparatus, however, by refusing to purchase, except upon the terms and
conditions on which they ordinarily purchase machinery, i. e., with the right to go into the opan market unhampered to

purchase their future supplies, or repairs, or alterations (as they should do), will always be free to select the best appar-
atus and details

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company sells all of its apparatus and m»kes all of its contracts on the
above basis, and has never done otherwise, relying for future sales upon the merit of its apparatus.

We suggest the following as worthy of your careful consideration :

1. Enter into no contract with any electric light or power company except with respect to each purchase, and see
that there are no hidden limitations or unreasonable provisions.

2. See that every contract contains a clause substantially as follows, for your protection as to patent matters,
which clause is inserted in all of our contracts:

" The company shall at its own cost and expense defend any and all suit or suits that maybe instituted by any
party against the purchaser for the alleged infringement of a patent or patents, when such alleged infringement ehall

consist in the use of any apparatus, machinery or device, or parts thereof, manufactured or sold by the company, for

which the purchaser shall have made all payments when due, provided that immediate notice of the institution of such
suit or suits be given in writing by the purchaser to the company, and that the purchMer shall permit the company^
through its counsel, to defend the same, and shall give all needed information, assistance and authority to enable the
company to do so, and thereupon, in case of an award of damages in such suit or suits, the company shall pay such award,
but the company shall not be bound to defend any such, suit or suits, nor to pay any damages therein when the same shall
arise by reason of the use of parts not furnished by the company."

3. Bear in mind that the agents of the Trust and its stockhold«rs are numerous, and that spacious arguments may
be advanced, and threats used, to induce you to bind yourself to purchase apparatus only of the Trust.

4. If users of electric apparatus will act judiciously, then no Trust or Combination can expect to receive a higher
price for apparatus than is warranted by fair competition.

When the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company entered upon the manufacture of railway
apparatus, the price charged by the present members of the Trust was about $3,500.00 per car equipment. One-half of
the above figure is the asking price to-dsy, and this reduction has been brought about by competition.

WHAT THE TRUST WOULD CHARGE IF THERE WERE NO COMPETITION.
The members of the Electric Trust (Thomgon-Houston, Edison Geaeral, Fort Wayne and Brush Companies) made

bids for the incandescent lighting of the World's Fair, in each instance amounting to about $1,800,000.00, and they have
since offered to do the same work for $550,000.00, the result of our competition.

We invite the co-operation and support of all users of electrical apparatus, who desire to have the benefits of
competition.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.Pittsburg, Pa., April 29, 1893.

Agents for Canada: AHEARN & SOPER, Ottawa, Ontario.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANTJFACTXTKED BY

WM. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

MICA
For all Electric Insulating
Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the markel.

I SELL NO OTHER.

Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St., NEW YORK.

W. F, Peert. B. F. NoTBS.

DEALERS in ELECimL SEKIES,
Electrical or Telephone Stocki Bought

and Sold.

PERRY &NOYES,
Edison Bide, - "EW TOBK.

FERRACUTE MACHINE CO.,^"^sn?^it^„Vs-^'
FOOT AND POWER PRESSES, DIES

AXD OTHER SHEET METAIj TOOLS.
They make a number of Presses especially adapted fcr ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL WORK.

Plea8e send tor iUualrated prices describing 200 kinds of Presses,

Dies for Armature Discs, etc.

Second-Hand Dynamos
FOR SALE CHEAP.

We have a number of Dynamos and Motors
nearly new, which we will sell at a low price,

among the number being two 650-llglit,
1,000 Tolt Alternators.

WANTED TO BUY:
Second-hand machine, from 50 to

200 lights, 110 volt.

G. A. HARTER,
43 and 45 Franklin St., CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Tan^ht thoroaehly day and night at the IIVSTI-
TUTE of TECHXOIiOGY. 151 Tliroop
Street, Chioaso, 111. Amateurs, Artisans
and others assiBt°d Practically In any line, and
instructed in the latest and moat improved
methcda.
Mechanical Drattghtinq, Mathematics, Elec-

trical Calcalatlons. Architectnre, Mechanics, also
taught day and night.

£j31SlxxeoX*.

Electric Railways.
Transmission of Power.
Electrical Machinery designed for special appli-

cations, plans, epeclfications and Bupervlsion.

30^ Hammond Building,
DETROIT. ailCH.

Dynamos and Motors.
SELLING fiGEHTS:

Robinson & Gary Co.,
St. Paul, Minn.

St. Louis Engineering Co.,
St. LoDJa, Mo.

International Electric Supply
and Conetraction Co.,

San Francisco, Cal.
Maxwell Electric Co-,

Louisville, Ky.
H. C. Marsh, - Cevelanf*. Ohio.
Wolf Elerirical Co , Omaha, Nth.
J. H. Parker Electric Co.,

St. Joseph, Mo.
H. B. Day, - Dee Moinet- , Iowa.
H. Major & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Electric Gas Lighter
IS

ABSOLUTELY SAFE
From daoger of leaking gas.

Never fails to light.

Will not get out of order. 3aij

Liberal Terms to the Trade.— je
Will Bend sample by mail, post-

paid, on receipt of ^\:A^.

Fletcher & Fletcher
Electric Co.,

General Electrical Supplies,

13 S. Water St., Cleveland, 0.

A MERICAN HIGH SPEED ENGINE,
-—^ built of any required size and power,
for all stationary and marine purposes.
Malies 1000 or more revolutions per minute.
Has no dead centers. Unequaied regida-
fcion. No skilled engineer required ! Cheap !

Economical ! Simple ! Durable !

For further information and lUusti'ated
Catalogue, call on or address ; Ajierican
Engi.ve Co., Bound Brook, N. J.

Conry H-. 'w ^r-tl3.1x3.st^xi, "X^g-^i^ "ST^rls., asfl".

PHILADELPHIA Cwhicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.
ST. LOUIS.

ST. PAUL.
SOLID BRAIDED CORD.

Ib the mopt dura-
Die for hanging'
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Cov
ering Field

Magneta, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

Subscribe for the Western Electrician.
-Tl^H-

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL.

If you are in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

BROWNLEE & CO.. "£!Si:-

THE BRAVITY
PURIFIER.

The Best Filter on the ]flarket.

ONE GALLON OF OIL RUNS A
DYNAMO 200 HOURS.

This filter will pave iie cost in a short time, and dees
the work perfectly. Just clean the movable ecrcene, Not.
2 and 4. occasionally, and it will do the work.

Lima. Ohio. April 20, 1S92.

THE GRAVITY PURIFiER CO., Decatur, Inc.
Gentlemen:—We hive used two of your Porifiere for

ahont one year, and find they are all you claim for them,
and we would not be without tDem

.

Yours truly. LIMA ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
t:. J.Diehi.Supt.

They are Guaranteed and sent on 30 Days' Approval.

No.S (!$tock Size) Hnlrts 8 tiallODS CIpan Oil.
Price, S15.00 Net. Alo l>i*4coaot.

Filtering capacity from 3 to 10 gallons per day, accord-
ing to qnality of oil. Other sizts made lo order and
charged accordingly. Large sizes made with two or more
tubes to increase filtering capacit?. Send for one and
give It a trial, and yoa will be well pleased.
Write for deacrlptive circolar.

THE GRAVITY PURIFIER CO.,
DBCATUB. IK0IAKA.

COMPOUNDED
FOR

GOOD RE6UL&TI0K
AND

HIGH AVERAGE

EFFIENCICY.

liiiBiiiiMrlc%lig.,
219 S. Madison Avenue,

PEORIA, ILL.

Ihe Waddell-Entz Electric Co.,
302 Produce Exchange.lNEWIYORK.

Improved Slow Speed

Generators and Motors.

DIRECT DRIVEN
Slow Speed Generators for Electric

Lighting and Power. Low
Runn ng Expense.

STREET CAR MOTORS.
Insulated Wire. Cables

and Flexible Cords.
Special Machines Designed.

ESTIUATES FCKKIi^HED.

ISOLATED PLANTS A SPECIALTY.

CHICAGO, 438 " Tbe Rookery."

FACTORY AT BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

BrFFALO, 50 Terrace.
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Electricity at the World's Fair.

In the series of illustralions that the Wf.stkkn Ei.KC-

TRiciAN is from time to lime presenting to show the progress

of the work on the electricity building at the World's Kair^

the picture, Fig. i, given on this page, represents a new

step in construction. It is a reproduction of a photograph

taken on April 26th, and shows ihe northeastern cor

ner of the electrical building, taken from the great manu-

factures building. In the foreground a portion of the

lagoon to the north of the electricity building is seen, while

glimpses of the mining and transportation buildings are

visible to the westward. The picture is of especial in-

terest from the fact that it is one of the first showing the

process of applying the staff covering to the wooden frame-

work of the electrical building. The staff is a sort of

white plaster compound, manufactured by Italians, and it

is easily moulded into beautiful geometrical and sculptured

figures. A number of striking designs have teen pre-

pared for the adornment of the building and several have

been illustrated in this journal.

It is announced that hereafter Frederick Sargent,

. electrical engineer of the con-

struction department, will

have charge of the mechanical

engineering department also.

Inasmuch as by far the greater

part of the steam plant at

the exposition will be used

for supplying power for elec-

tric lighting and motor service,

it has been thought best to

have the entire installation

under the charge of one man.

The position thus created is

a very responsible one, and

it is highly complimentary

to Mr. Sargent that he

should be selected to fill it.

He has had much experience

in mechanical engineerirg,

and no one who knows him

doubts that he will perfoim

the exacting requirements of

the place satisfactorily. The

work of laying out the plan

for the engines of the power

plant is already under way.

The framework of the elec-

trical subways is entirely

completed. Last week the

contract for supplying the

cast-iron uprights to hold the

cross-arms in the conduits

was let to the Dearborn

Foundry company of Chicago

for $2,700. The specifications enumerated 60S of these

uprights. The contract for the cross-arms, wedges and

pins will soon be let. Two thousand five-pin oak cross-

arms will be required. The 10,000 pins must be of locust.

Specifications are out for the conductors for the arc

light circuits for the World's Fair, and the wire men are as

busy as bees. Two kinds of conductors—insulated and

lead covered—are enumerated. Bids for the former will be

received in quantities from 10 to 100 miles and for the latter

from 5 to 50 miles. The insulated wire must be of soft drawn

copper, having a conductivity of g6 per cent., with a sec-

tional area of equivalent to No. 8 B. \V, G. wire, or not

less than 27,225 circular mils. The insulation must be

water-proof and of the kind known to the trade as "rubber

covered wire." One half the amount must be furnished

forty days from the signing of the contract and the re-

mainder seventy days from the same date. The lead

covered conductors must be made up of not less than

seven strands of soft drawn copper wire, to have a com-

bined sectional area of a wire of No. 8 B. W. G. The
contractor must state in what lengths the conductors can

be furnished. It is intended to use the large wire for the

main circuits and the cables for the subsidiary ducts lead-

ing to the lamps.

Since the temporary electric lighting and power plant at

the World's Fair was illustrated in the Western .

Km-lctrician early in November last, several additions

have been made both to the electrical and mechanical

equipment, until the plant has reached the proportions

indicated in the carefully drawn plan shown in Fig. 2.

There are now 167 arc lamps distributed about the

grounds, and about 135 are burned nightly. About 600

incandescent lamps are wired in the service building,

power station and fire engine house, but it is seldom that

the load exceeds 250. The power transmission has given

the greatest satisfaction, and all the contractors for the

several buildings speak of motors in the highest terms.

Many of them had never had experience before with

electrically transmitted power, and thus the World's Fair has

already accomplished much valuable electrical missionary

work. One man who had a contract in the fisheries build-

ing was at first persistent in asserting that nothing but a

steam engine would do for his sawmill. He was allowed

to use one, but the smoke from the boiler did considerable

injury to the staff, and the men in charge of that material

FIG I. ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLDS FAIR.

made such an energetic protest that the contractor was at

last prevailed upon to put in a motor. He is now one of

the most enthusiastic advocates of electricity on the

grounds. The following table shows the motors now in

use and the work that they are doing:

Location.
Capacity

in

Kilowatts.
Driven Machinery.

15

^H
'5

15
20
12

12

15

30
20

Government building Sawmill

Manufactures and liberal arts.... "

i(

Drill press.

Clay crushing shop Crushing machine.

In addition to these motors others were tmplojed in the

transportation, mining and horticultural buildings, but have

been taken out, as the work for them is finished. All the

motors now in service are of the Edison type. The elec-

tric plant is in charge of J. H. R. Ward, and L. A. Scovil

is superintendent of constiuction.

The trouble over the incandescent lighting contract for

the World's Fair is by no means over. At the time that

the committee on grounds and buildings decided to give

the work to the Thomson- Houston Edison company at its

last offer of ^s 95 pcr lamp, nearly everybody considered

the matter as settled. But the contract was not signed.

and when Mr. Wcstinghouse reappeared on theicenetbe
whole subject was left to the discretion of Mr. Higin-

botham. vice-president of the Exposition ccmpany, and
chairman of the committee on ways and means.

On Tuesday morning, May 3d, Mr. Higinboiham made
up his mind as to his duty in the matter. To a represent-

ative of the Western Eleciricias he said: "I have
come to the conclusion not to comply with the recom-
mendation of the committee on grounds and buildings and
sign the contract. I shall do my duty in the matter by
reporting to the committee this afternoon in favor of re-

advertising for bids. I do not consider that there exists

such an emergency as would justify me in signing the
contract. I do not care to say anything in relation to the

merits of the controversy, but merely wish to state the
position that I occupy. I think that the committee on

grounds and buildings should
begin all over again." Mr.
Higinbotham's position
means, undoubtedly, that the

whole matter will be re-op-

ened, and it is reported that

Electrical Engineer Sargent is

preparing new specifications

for the incandescent lighting.

C. A. Terry of Pittsburg,

the secretary of the Westing-

house Electric & Manufactur-

ing company, arrived in Chi-

cago on Monday. Mr. Terry

courteously but firmly re-

fuses to talk about his com-
pany's connection with the

World's Fair contract, but it

is currently reported that he

brought with him to Chicago

a check for ^50,000 to guar-

antee that if new bids were

solicited, his company would

offer to do the work as low as,

or less than, an average rate of

$5.50 per lamp. It is further

reported that the Westing-

house company has executed

a bond in the sum of $500,-

000 that it will carry out its

agreement at that rate, if

awarded the contract. It is

also asserted by those who
should be in a position to

know that Mr. Westing house has offered to furnish

either direct current or alternating apparatus.

B. E. Sunny, western manager of the Thomson-Hous-

ton company, characterizes the proposition to re-advertise

forbids as "extraordinary," and says: "The matter was

settled three weeks ago by a formal resolution of the

grounds and buildings committee. We were g'iven the

contract, and it does not seem to me possible that the

committee can go back on its action. Such action would

be contrary to all business principles. I do not know

what we shall do in the event that the committee takes

action with a view of reversing its decision."

There appears to be but little doubt that, whatever

the result to the electric companies, the World's Fair will

get its incandescent lights at a very cheap rate, One

feature of the situation is the possibility that the Edison

company may seek legal means to prevent the World's

Fair from using incandescent lamps of other than its own

manufacture, if the Westinghouse company should get the

The new telephone line from Belfast to Dublin, in Ire-

land, has been formally opened. The new line, which is

worked on the metallic return principle, also makes connec-
tion with Drogheda and Dundalk.
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Central Station for Washington Park,
Chicago.

A contract which has been the subject of much sharp

competition was awarded on Thursday of last week by

the South Park Commiss'oners of Chicago. It was for

the arc electric lij^hting plant that is to be erected in

Washington Park and from which Drexel, Grand and

Oakwood boulevards, Garfield boulevard east of State

street, Washington Park and the streets surrounding it are

to be lighted. The specifications required the con-

tractor to furnish a generating capacity of 264 lamps.

The dynamos must be set up in the station and switch-

boards provided. The contractor must furnish the con-

ductors, laid under ground in lead-encased cables inclosed

in steel pipe. The bids included all the construction

work, posts and double carbon lamps. The work is to

The Use of Electrical Expressions.

By D. W. J.

Has it never struck you as remarkable that electricity

has made such progress in common speech and in litera-

ture? Have you ever considered how frequently we em-

ploy expressions that are electrical in nature; how often

public speakers resort to electrical phenomena for their

material for simile and metaphor; how frequently our wri-

ters employ subjects taken from the electrical world or

indulge gay fancies in speculation over some electrical

achievement?

What word in the language is so popular as "electric"?

It is applied to every advertised specialty and to a variety

of quack nostrums. It is evidently commendable as de-

scriptive of soap, slove polish, hairbrushes and real estate.

tion, as so many of our engineers have testified. An inventor

whose name is stamped on all the apparatus of a well-known

electric light system once told the writer that he expe-

rienced no longer any difficulty in seeing the whirls of the

current around the wire. Perhaps others have attained

that same ecstatic height.

It is a pleasure to realize that electrical nomenclature

does not lend itself readily to puns. Some few have been

perpetrated which can be recalled with a shudder, but

only a few. It is to be hoped, therefore, that the inter-

national congress of electricians which will assemble at the

time of the World's Fair will take care to follow the good

precedent in naming new units. If the unit of self-induc-

tion is to be known as the henry, let it be distinctly under-

stood that the first syllable is not to be used as the abbre-

viation. We will all hear from it in due season should

o^ue^ jtaKtiKp dhd pre ^ervice ^a^t

JACKSON PARK "^ CHICAGO ILL.

nesjFffrJ fL^cj/jtc/jiAr. CHt.

be completed within four months from the date of sign-

ng the contract.

The commissioners rejected the first bids, which

were much higher than those subsequently received.

The second set of bids was as follows: Fort Wayne

company, $64,700; Abbott Bros., $66,500 to $79 500,

depending on cable used; Brush Electric company

$63,250, for any rubber or fiber cable; Standard Electric

company, $60,074 to $64,439, depending on the cable

used ; Thomson-Houston company, $66 790; Western

Electric company, !i^6o,I4o to $66,725. depending on

cable used. The contract was awarded to the Brush

company, which is also to furnish the steam plant, for

an additional compensation of $22,743. This includes

a Corliss engine, boilers, etc. Work on the power house

will be begun soon. The station will be near Cottage

Grove avenue and Fifty-fifth street.

Decatur, 111., has a new electric light company.

FxG. -Z. tLEi-TRlClTY AT THE WORLD S FAIR.

It is indeed a potent woird to conjure with. "Magnetic"

is not quite so bad, though it serves as a qualifying adjec-

tive for a host of substantives ranging from mineral water

to political candidates.

There was once a danger that a slang expression arising

from electrical experience might find its way to popularity.

In places where electric cars were in operation people once

on a time were beginning to find that it was much more

forcible and picturesque to remark "Oh! your trolley is off,"

than to say "You are mistaken.'' For some reason, per-

haps because it was not absolutely senseless, the expression

did not commend itself to popular favor, for which let us

be truly thankful. But the increasing familiarity of the

public with matters electrical is too well recognized to

require emphasis here, and when the public is familiar to

any extent with the expressions of any technical field it

is bound to use them in common speech. This familiarity

and this use of electrical expressions is bound to increase,

too, for the reason that electricity appeals to the imagina-

such be the case. The writer once occupied an humble

position on an electrical journal, and as he looks back on

that experience the pleasantest recollection is that of con-

signing to oblivion a poem designed to be electrical, humor-

ous, and full of puns.

Among the writers for the daily press electrical

expressions are extremely popular. The first one

that comes to light in a paper that lies before me is one

in which a certain statesman is alleged to be trying to

"palm off an electric light as the only original s'ar of des-

tiny."

Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes is particularly addicted to

the use of expressions suggested by electrical phenomena.

This is true in the case of his novels as well as in his poems

and sketches. In "Elsie Venner" a dozen or more apt

similes and metaphors, can be found, all of this character.

We all are familiar with the Autocrat's poem descriptive

of the electric car as the "broom-stick train." Within the

last fortnight Dr. Holmes has again drawn upon his fund
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of electrical expressions. At the reception given to Rev.

Dr. Edward Everett Ilaieon April iSth the following poem

by Dr, Holmes was read.

Till', LIVlNt, IJVNAMO.

Night after night the incnndcNccnt arc

lias fought its dazzling battle with tlic dark,

Our duubtful piiilm with purest ray illumed,

Uiitircd, iindiiiiincd, unswerving, unconsumed,

A sicndor wire llic living light conveys

That ^turtles midnight with its noonday bln/e;

Through thnl same channel streams the giant force

That whirls the wheels alcng their clanking courie

When, like n mail clad monster, o'er the plain,

With claati and clamor sweeps the broom-stick train,

WIr'iicc gains the wondrous wire its two fold dower,

Its double heritage of light and power?

Ask of the motor man, he ought to know—
And he will tell you '"from the dynamo.'

And what, again, the dynamo inspircsi*

'A mighty engine, urged by quickening fires."

When I behold that large, untiring brain

Which seventy winters have assailed in vain,

Toiling, still toiling, at its endless i:isk.

With patience such as Sisyphus might ask,

To flood the paths of ignorance with light,

To speed the progress of the struggling right,

Us burning pulses borrowed from a heart

That claims in every grief a brother's pact,

My lips repeat with reverence, "Even so—
This is in truth a living Dynamo!"

Be ours to heed its lessons while we may,

Look up for light to guide our devious way

—

Look forward bravely, look not weakly back,

The past is done with, mind the commg track;

Look in with searching eye and courage stout,

But when temptation comes, look out! look out:

Heaven grant all blessings lime and earth can give

To him who has taught us how to live,

Till on the golden dial of the spheres

The twentieth century counts its gathering years,

While many a birthday tells its cheerful tale,

And the round hundredth shouts All hail! AU hail!

It is unnecessary to multiply examples; those who desire

others can probably find them in the first clever book that

they read. The poem quoted is only presented because it

is novel.

The same tendency is to be found in stage literature.

We are all familiar with the valuable service which the tele-

graph, telephone and phonograph have performed in the

development of dramatic situations {called such at any rate)

in comedies and farces. But the fact to which attention

is specially drawn here is that in plays nowadays ideas sug-

gested by familiarity with electricity are worked into the

very fabric of the drama.Inthe"Lost Paradise, "for example,

the plot hinges on the theft of an invention of an improved

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

of Greek sentiments to modern circumstances is quickened

into being by current leaking from wires wrapped around

the feet of the statue by a careless wircman. Of course

the latter *ihould be deprived of his certificate. Had a

competent inspector been about, iV/.'/v would have remained

in the stone. Ptter Dunn, the much-abused and much-

confused wretch in the play, is constantly making remarks

of an electrical turn, referring for example to the Thom-
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its pair of wires extendioe below the diaphragm sufKcienlly

for connection with the cable wires. To illustrate the

manner of connecting the box, there may be, say, four

rows of the e tubes, of 25 each, hence wires Nos. 1 and

2 at the cable head, after identiricatioo in the "central"

end of the cable, would be attached to the pair of wires

in the left rear tube. This numerical or^'er would be

mniniriinc'l to wires No*;, 'f't .Tnd 100, which would be

8 S /3 /y 8

KIG 3. M l.KOU S JUNCTION BOX FOR

son-Houston Kdison consolidation, saying that sculpture

is not in it with the telephone, etc., etc.

Other dr.imas in which electricity plajs its part could be

enumerated ; in fact, those who have perused this article to

this point can doubtless amplify the list very satisfactorily.

McLeod's Junction Box for Under-
ground Telephone Cables.

In a recent issue of theWE.^^EKN Electrician there was

presented an illustrated description of the new and elegant

A

CeNTFAL •

eye 9 /o
fs'f*!"* dtrejmte '»v^cf*t

,

UNDERGROUND TELEPHONE CAULES.

contained in the front tube, to the extreme right. The
outgoing cable would, of course, be connected differently.

In the process of connecting with thecable, the diaphragm,

with its wires, is raised slightly above the box, and after

splicing, the wires are stowed away and the diaphragm

set on the top of the lead box. The edges are soldered,

leaving one corner open so that the box can be filled with

the insulating compound. After filling the final soldering

is done. With this box there is available any pair

of the 100 pair cable at this manhole. Each pair possesses

-g-

FIG. 4. M LEOD S jUN'CTION UOX TOR

quarters now occupied by the Wisconsin Telephone com-

pany in Milwaukee. This company has been busy per-

fecting a long-distance service and burying its wires in

Milwaukee, and by next fall it is expected that the con-

ductors will be underground. In prosecuting the work of

underground extens'on the Wisconsin company has had to

overcome many difficulties and its present system is the

result of much study and hard experience on the part of

its officers.

In laying out the underground service the question of

insulation was, of course, of prime importance, but no

less so was the necessity of flexibility and extensibility.

Telephone systems expand sometimes, in a very erratic

manner and these future extensions in the system must,

to a certain degree, be predicted and provided for at the

start. It was with a knowledge, then, of the intricacies of

the problem to be dealt with that General Manager John

D. McLeod set about his work of amplification.

The cuts show one of the most important features that

has been introduced into the Milwaukee system. This

junction box is. is to quote Mr. Leod, "the result not only of

FIGS. I AND M LEOD S JUNCTION BOX FOR UNDERGROUND TELEPHONE CABLES.

form of dynamo. The wrongful owner of the invention

made more money out of it than any manufacturer of

dynamo electric machinery ever did in real life; but that is

legitimate dramatic exaggeration. In this case the theft of

any other invention would have served the purpose, but

the writer or the adapter of the play naturally made a

choice from this field as something best calculated to

appeal to the popular mind.

"Niobe'' is electrical throughout. The statue which

comes to life and amuses the audience by the application

our own experience but the experience of many other

telephone companies with whom I have consulted." From

the following description, telephone men will have no difii-

culty in appreciating the advantages of the McLeod box.

Figs. I and 2 show, bolted to the concrete walls of

the manhole, a cast-iron box, 17 inches long, 11 inches

high, includingits cover, and 53^2 inches through. This box

is a mere protection and support to an inclosed lead box. On
the top of the lead box rests a diaphragm containing 100,

more or less, projecting lead tubes. Each tube contains

UNDERGROUND TELEPHONE CABLES.

the same integrity, so far as the insulation is con-

cerned, as if it were within the sheath of the cable. The
process of splicing offers no more difficulty than in

splicing a straightaway cable, except that double the

number of splices are necessary. Given a hundred pair

cable, it is the purpose to make any pair contained avail-

able at any point in the district it is designed to serve.

To illustrate this service, reference may be made to a

locality where this method of distribution is in practical

operation. This district is covered by 10 manholes, con-

taining wires for 78 subscribers, and the supply is by

service wires from the junction boxes to adjacent pole tops.

The diagram represents the number of manholes, and

the subscribers to be served at each point. Fig 3.

As in this box there is presented and made available

every wire at every point, it is obvious that the growth of

the business at any point within the mile this cable is

designed to serve, can be met until the last wire in the

cable is occupied.

To illustrate the applicability of the box, let it be sup-

posed that there is a demand for the sixth subscriber at

the second manhole. To connect this subscriber the lead

tube containing the wires designated at the cable head is

first identified and cut, and then that pair is connected with

the wires trained through the tube to the top of the pole.

If, on the other hand, a subscriber at No. 2 is lost, the

service tube may be restored to the normil condition, and

the wire removed may be utilized for, possibly, the four-

teenth man, at manhole No. 7, and so on. The installa-

tion between the junction boxes and tops of the poles

will never exceed the number of working subscribers.

Having met the needs of one district, as indicated

above, points beyond on the second and third systems in

the same direction, will be supplied by other cables from

"central," on the same plan. In this manner an abnormal

growth of business filling the cable in one system, may,

by the use of its dead-ends and paying from one to the

other, be relieved by either of the adjoining systems as

shown in Fig. 4 at A, B, C, B, etc.

These expedients, in a way, hedge against the cost of a

new cable until the last wire of all the adjacent systems

is engaged.

Experience only of course, can show the flexibility of this

method "of distribution, but it is thought that the dead

ends in the several cables may be ultimately employed by

merely carrying a relief cable from the exchange to the

nearest manhole, and connecting the dead ends at the ter-

minus of system A with those of system S and so on.

The arrangement seems to be flexible enough to meet

the growth of business equally well at £.11 points, although

according lo Mr. McLeod, the investment in service wires

at distributing poles equals precisely the number of ac-

tive lines.

In writing of his new system Mr. McLeod states that

the box has been in practical operation for some time, and
has undergOLe the severest possible test. Through the

breaking of a water main, three of these junction boxes,

with their local service wires, were entirely submerged for

a period of five weeks, and the measurements taken upon

the lines in this condition showed no signs of the insula-

tion failing.
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Hazards of Artificial Illumination.'

By George P. Low.

The careful student of statistics cannot but feel that

cold facts and figures are sometimes viewed from a stand-

point that makes them appear entirely different from the

reality. Such a condition is often found during an inves-

tigation of statistics concerning fires, their causes and the

fire loss, which will be mixed up into a jumble, impossible

of rational comprehension. II a red-hot meteor should fall

into and ignite a warehouse, and if the fire so started

should get beyond control and consume property worth a

hundred millions, while the fire loss in America from all

other causes for the year was fifty millions, would it be ra-

tional to contend that the most potent cause of fire was fall-

ing meteors? Unreasonable as this would be, it is but an

exaggeration of a prevalent idea that the fire loss on fires

due to a particular cause for a given period forms a reason-

ably adequate basis for the determination of the rank of

the cause as a fire producer. In every instance a cause is

an incipient fire, and whether that tire is extinguished in

its incipiency or whether it develops into a conflagration

depends upon conditions foreign to the cause itself; and

hence these conditions exert no influence upon the cause,

and are not to be confounded with it.

The methods of artificial lighting in use resolve them-

selves into four classes—lamps and lanterns, gas, candles

and the electric light. With the exception of the incan-

descent lamp all the methods of lighting named consist of

a flame of interestins: structure, from whence issues light;

but inasmuch as the arc light is virtually surrounded by a

glass globe, and particularly as it is now being used most

generally for outside street lighting, and for other reasons

that will be apparent, it would be well to exclude it from

the general class of flame illuminants. In the candle and
gas jet are found the open flame, while in the incandes-

cent electric lamp is realized alight without flame, which is

entirely sealed in glass, and which has no exposed part

that is susceptible to excessive heat.

Statistics show that as fire producers the sources of illu-

mination rank in the order given, the first named, or lamps
and lanterns, being generally more prolific of fires than all

other methods combined. The reason therefor is easily

perceived. Lamps, lanterns and other kindred evils must
be small and compact, which necessitates the bringing of

the flame close to a reservoir containing a highly inflam-

mable oil. This in itself is a formidable danger, even when
the best oil is used; and for proof it is but necessary to re-

fer to the number of lamp accidents and upsettings daily

reported. It is not the oil that explodes, but the invisible

vapor which is always generated when the lamp heats

materially, when the lamp is but partially filled or nearly

empty, or when the wick is so closely woven or fits so

tightly as to prevent a sufiicient supply of oil to the flame.

These details, though of great importance, are all sec-

ondary to the quality of oil used; and to show what a
wretched lot of illuminating kerosene is to be found, it is

only necessary to state that, of 106 samples tested by the

Fire Underwriters' Inspection Bureau of San Francisco,

but forty samples, or a trifle over 37 per cent., were found
to be up to the legal test. One of these was such a curi-

osity as to deserve special mention. Its flashing point was
found to be ten degrees Fahrenheit, and in order to test it

it v/as necessary to make extraordinary exertions to bring

it down to a temperature at which it could be used \vith.

safety.

The open-flame types of illuminants are confined to can-

dles and gas, and it is remarkable how nearly identical are

Table- B.

where gasoline gas machines are used, the attending hazard

is materially increased by the use of gasoline, unless every

possible precaution is taken in installing the plant. An-
other hazard associated with the use of gas presents itself,

and that is the necessity for the storage in gas hohlers of

immense quantities of inflammable gas, a oractice which
always causes no little uneasiness whenever a fire occurs

near a gasometer.
In brief, then, in all the methods of artificial illumina-

tion thus far considered, light is the result of combustion;
and in order to produce it there must be present: First,

some highly inflammable substance, either a liquid, a gas or

reason that in the arc lamp the flame or arc is not brought
into contact with an explosive or inflammable liquid, solid,

gas or any other ignitible substance whatever. As to in-

terior wi'CS they are absolutely as free from a fire hazard
as a metallic picture cord, when properly placed and cared
for. No little emphasis must be placed on this remark, as
the safety or hazard of any electric light plant depends en-

tirely upon the manner of its installation and upon the care

it receives.

This and other kindred points have, however, been so
fully discussed in the papers previously read before your
association that it is unnecessary to do more than allude

Table A.—United States for 1885-1890, Inclusive.
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Pcrcen-
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iltumi-
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No.

Percen-
tage of

all

causes.

Percen.
Ugeof
illumi-
nants.

.1885 5. '96 774 509 3.34 65 76 53 034 6.84 197 130 25.45 15 .009 1.92 374

1886 17.541 729 476 2.71 65.27. 57 .032 7.81 180 .102 24 69 16 -009 2.19 498

1887 16,394 1,024 668 4.01 65.23 86 .05a 839 232 .141 22,65 38 .023 3 71 636

1888 16,019 1,093 718 4.41. 64.86 84 .052 7. 63 242 -151 22.14 49 .030 4.48 592

.1889 •7,598 1,223 756 4.29 61.81 105 -059 858 2SS ."57 23 54 74 .042 6.05 674

.890 22,412 1,502 940 4.14 62.51 112 .049 7-45 329 .149 21.23 121 .053 8 OS 691

Total. 105.160 6.345 4.067 497 1,468 3.3 .... .3.365

/'«rts». 17.5=7 1057.5 677 3.ai 64.24 83 .046 7 79 245 '38 23 28 52 027 4.40 560

a solid; and second, a flame which is the actual burning of

one of the three substances defined. A trifling accident

occurring to either of these forms of illumination may cause

direful results; and it will require but a glance at the statis-

tics which will be presented to show that these accidents

are not only liable to occur, but that they do occur with

alarming frequency.

Turning now to the most modern methods of illumina-

tion, we have in the electric light a commodity that is at

once the acme of ingenuity, utility and safety; and a

discussion of the topic of this paper cannot but

narrow down to a comparison between lighting by
means of lamps, candles and gas, and electric

light. On the one hand is found a method of

illumination in which light is the direct result of actual

combustion, necessitating the bringing together of flame

and some highly inflammable substance which entails inher-

ent hazards that cannot be eliminated. On the other

hand, in the incandescent system, no combustion of any
nature takes place, no explosive or imflammable substance

is required to produce the light, and no open flame

exists. In fact, it is impossible for a fire to originate

San Francisco for 1885- 1S91, Inclusive.

Whole num-
bei of fires

from all causes

Whole
No

caused
by.

Uleimi
naots.

Lamps, etc Candles. Gas Electricity.

Year

No.

Percen.
lageof

all

causes

Percen-
tageo/
illumi-
naots

No.

Percen-
tage of'

all

causes

Per-cen-
lagcof
lllumi
nants.

No
Perceo
togeof

all

causes.

Percen
tageof
illumi-
nauls

No
Percen
l»geo

all

causes

Percen-
lageof
illuml.
nanls.

1885 Mt 34 24 9.71 70 58 5 .202 14-70 4- .160 11 76 I 040 2 94

1886 310 42 27 S.70 64 82 8 .258 19 03 7 .226 16 f6 .000 00

1887 406 50 30 7.36 60.00 II .270 22.00 9 .226 18.00 .000 0.00

J888 364 54 33 9.07 61 . 11 10 276 18.51 9 247 ;6.66 2 . 054 370

1889 .269 40 23 8,92 57 so 12 .446 30 00 2 .074 5.00 3 .III 7.50

J890 338 50 30 8.87 60.00 9 .266 18.00 7 .207 14.00 4 .118 8.00

1S91 292 68 46 ...72 67.54 '3 331 19. 1

1

5 .127 9.35 4 .102, 5.88

.Total. 2,326 338 213 68 43 14

lmag«, 332 *8.3 30.4 9. 19 63.09 9-7 .292 20. i9 61 .l8l 13.06 2 .057 4.00

the two methods of lighting; for each candle is but a di-

minutive gas plant that generates gas and burns it on the

spot. So far as the open flame is concerned, the fire-pro-

ducing qualifications of each are about equal; yet the

candle possesses unfortunate characteristics that would
make it a greater firebug than gas were it used as exten-
sively. To offset these inherent hazards attending the use
of candles, gas presents a danger distinctly its own, namely,
defective or leaking pipes, meters and fixtures, with the
explosions or fires frequently consequent thereto. Moreover,

I, Abstract of paper read at the sixteenth annual meeting of the
Fire Underwriters' associJitioo of the Pacific,

through the use of a properly constructed and properly
cared for incandescent plant.

With arc lighting, however, a slight hazard exists, which
is due to the fact that the arc lamp is to a certain extent a
flame illuminant. To be more explicit, the light given
from an arc lamp is the result of an arcing attending the

leaping of the electric current across the separation be-

tween the carbon points. This arcing is virtually an
electric flame, and the heat attending its existence is ex-

tremely great; but it is imprisoned within walls of non-
combustible material, and the carbon points are rigidly

secured The current feeding it is not inflammable, neither
will it explode like gas or kerosene, for the conclusive

to the hazards attending the use of improperly constructed
electric circuits. But let me place unusuil emphasis on a
statement which I know many will question, namely, that

incandescent electric lighting circuits, when properly in-

stalled and properly cared for, do not present a fire hazard.
Lest it be judged that my ardor as an electrician leads me
to err in making a statement so strong, let us see just how
far statistics bear out my estimation of the relative hazards
of methods of lighting.

It is unfortunate that reliable statistics concerning
many detail= that would be of inestimable value in the
preparation of a paper of this kind are not at hand, and if

they have ever been compiled I am not aware of it- Par-
ticularly would it be of interest if we could form a reason-
ably correct approximation of the number of kerosene
lamps, lanterns, candles or gas jets in use at given periods.

If such statistics were available, comparative tables could
be formed, from which it would be easy to deduce some
very conclusive ratios; but in their absence we must make
the best of the sources of information at hand. All statis-

tics concerning the number of fires caused in the United
States by the use of illuminants have been taken from the
^^ Chronicle Fire Tables" for the six years from 1S85 to

iSgo, inclusive, while the statistics for San Francisco are
from the Reports of the Underwriters' Fire Patrol, from
1S85 to 1891, inclusive, as compiled by Capt. Russell
White, to whom, as well as to F. H. Porter and G. W.
Harrison of the Fire Underwriters' Inspection Bureau, I

am indebted for much interesting information. No figures

previous to 1885 are available, but if they were presented
it is doubtful if the general result would be materially
changed.

Tables A and B show the number of fires caused by
artificial illuminants, together with the percentage of each
cause to the whole number of fires from all causes, illus-

trated in Fig. I, and to the whole number of fires caused
by artificial illuminants, illustrated in Fig. 2.

In studying statistics it occurs to me that another haz-
ard connected with the use of flame illuminants rests in

the fact that some means for lighting them must always
be at hand. Gas is lighted by electricity without entailing

an iota of danger from the use of electricity as a lighting
medium, but not one gas jet in a thousand is so ignited.

It may be said then that the flame illuminants are lighted
with matches exclusively; and of all causes of flre the use
of mitchesis one of the most prolific. It is extremely diffi-

cult if not impossible to estimate even in an approximate
degree the percentage of match fires that are due to the
use of matches for lighting the older of illuminants
but when it is remembered how few are the number
of heating appliances in any building compared with the
number of lamps, gas jets or candles, the extent to which
matches are used for igniting flame illuminants will be ap-
preciated. Many fires caused by matches are due to chil-

dren or rats, but if it were not necessary to have matches
convenient to almost every lamp, gas jet or candle, the in-
cendiary lucifer would not be as accessible to these little

mischief makers. Of course other use of matches cause
fires, but at a very low estimate fifty per cent, of all fires

caused by matches are due to the necessity of using them
for igniting the flame illuminants. This hazard of course
does not attend the use of the electric light. In Table A
is shown the number of fires caused by matches in the
United States, and of which it would be eminently proper
to charge fifty per cent, to the flame illuminants prorata;
but, in order that no question may be raised, no further
mention will be made of this matter.

Turning to Fig. r we find a pictorial comparison be-

tween the different methods of artificial illumination as
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fire producers expressed in percentages of the whole num-
ber of fires occurring each year. St.itistics for the United
States are represented by the broken lines, and not being
materially affected by local conditions the characteristics
there presented may be accepted as final and conclusive.

It will be seen that the number of fires caused by lamp
accidents and explosions lead those caused by the other
illuminants by a marked degree, while gas comes in a
fairly good second, followed by candles and lastly by elec-

tricity, which thus captures the "booby"' prize asa fire pro-

ducer. In these characteristics a general upward trend
will be noticed, which can only be explained as a natural
result of the hazard in the increased use of illuminants
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FIG. I. HAZARDS Ol-' ARTll'ICIAL ILLUMINATION.

attending the increase of population. More especially is

this true with the fiame illuminants; but while the popula-
tion of the United States, and presumably the use of
flame illuminants, increased only a comparatively few per
cent, during the six years under consideration, the elec-

tric lighting industry has increased by perhaps a thousand
per cent. In this point rests what might be called a ''per-

sonal error" of these diagrams. If it were possible to

place the number of fires caused by each illuminant upon
a basis of unity, then the result would be more fair to

electricity, and certainly more satisfactory in every way.
What else is to be learned from these angles? First,

that the percentage of fires due to artificial lighting in the

United States is but a trifle more than 6 per cent. Again,
though gas is the most extensively used illuminant, yet

lamps are far more hazardous; and that such a compara-
tively small percentage of fires is caused by candles is

due to the fact that they are now but little used. With
electricity a steady and continuous rise brought the fire

underwriter to a realization that steps must be taken to

check this strong upward tendency; and asa result the in-

surance inspection of electric circuits was instituted. That
it has been productive of beneficial results cannot be gain-

said.

The continuous lines in the same diagram representing

the behavior of artificial illuminants in San Francisco are

more interesting in that they portray local conditions.

Here again lamps come in ahead of all others, causing an
annual average of overnine-tenths of one percent, of all

the fires that occurred during the seven years noted. In
1S91 the kerosene lamp fairly outdid itself by causing a
percentage of 1.117 of all fires. In the next two lines it

is found that candies and gas have changed places from
those in which they existed in the United States statistics.

Here candles caused more fires than gas, and the angles

presented by these two forms of illuminants are a study.

For the first four years they keep fairly apace, but in 1889
a remarkable divergence occurs that I have tried in vain to

account for. At first one would suppose that

a general war had been waged on the gas company, or that

the already high gas rates had been increased, either of

of which would result in a decreased gas consumption and
an increased consumption of other illuminants, with pro-

portionate variations in the fire ratio ; but no such condi-

tions prevailed, as might be partially proven by the lamp
characteristics, which shows a lesser proportion of fires for

i8Sg than for 1S8S. Again, the remarkable jump made
by candles during 1S89 is peculiar, and I have tried with-

out success to convince myself that it was due to a society

fad for burning candles. In i8go these two lines approach.
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and in 1891 they again recede in a most unaccountable
manner. The trend of the gas line, however, shows a grad-
ual falling off, while those of the other illuminants grad-
ually increase. Doubtless this indicates the inroads made
in the business of the gas company by electricity.

A study of the curve of fires caused by electric lights and
wires becomes in a measure a gratification to me, as to my
hands has fallen the task of reducing the electric light haz-

ard in this city. From 1887 to 1889 the line shows a rapid
increase in the percentage of electric fires. This condition

tended to alarm the local fire underwriters, ii^hich resulted

in the enforcement of the electrical requirements of the
Pacific Insurance Union. In 1890 this upward tendency

was checked, and statistics for the year just closed show
that the ratio of increase is broken, and that, in the face of
the wonderful development of the electric lighting indus
try, the tide has turned, and is now ebbing. Captain
White of the Underwriters' Fire patrol is authority for the
statement that the four fires charged to electricity in 1.S91

were needless alarms, and my own knowledge of the fires

referred to bears out his assertion. Three of them were
ordinary converter burn outs; the other was simply a short
circuit on a fixture caused by bronzing the fixture cord.

Had not these needless alarms been turned in. the record
of San Francisco for 1S91. so far as electric light fires is

concerned, would have been most gratifiying.

In this connection it may be well to refer to the natural
increase in the fire hazard attending the use of artificial il-

luminants; and. as stated, about the only method of esti-

mating this ratio for the older methods of lighting is found
in the assumption that their use increases directly with the
population. This, if correct, would indicate tiiat their fire

hazard would also increase with the population. In 1880
the population of San Francisco was 223,959; in 1S90 it

reached 298,997, an increase of 27,85 per cent, or an av-
erage annual increase of 2. 78 per cent. This would
therefore, indicate about the theoretical ratio of increase

in the hazard attending the use of the older illuminants. I

have taken the trouble to ascertain the actual yearly in-

crease in the amount of the electric lighting business done
in San Francisco during the past seven years, and find it to

have increased in the ratio of 126. 184, 166, 131,

117, 131, and 136 per cent, respectively, or an
average annual increase of 141 per cent. It must
be evident then that the hazard attending electric light in-

stallations has not kept pace with the growth of the in-

dustry; and, if the statistics presented were reduced to the
basis of unity referred to, it would be found that the line

for the fires caused by electricity would show a constant

such a course would tend to reduce the fire waste can
hardly be doubted.

Electric Light Plant at Monte Carlo.
The principality of Monaco, with its population of 3,000

persons, supports two electric light stations. The princi-

pal customer of the Socictc dcs Hains de Mcr ct du Cercle

des Ktrangcrs is the Casino, with its hundreds of britliaot

lights. The station is located on the east shore of the little

h .rbor of Monaco, about a quarter of a mile from the

noted gaming resort. The plant is rather small, and is

arranged in three units. The boilers are of the tubular

type, and coke is burned under them. The engines arc

vertical, compound, condensing, and each ts capable of de-

veloping 90 horse power at a speed of 150 revolutions per

minute. The three dynamos arc (Ian z direct current ma-

chines each of a capacity of 48,000 watts. Two of the

engines and generators are shown in the accompanying

illustration. Current is carried from the station to the

Casino by a 60 wire lead covered cable buried under the

pavement in a wooden trench.

Proceedings would of necessity come to a sudden stop at

the Casino should darkness fall upon the game. If it

should continue for many minutes the experience would

be very trying on the nerves of the players. The palatial

structure has therefore been connected with the second

station in Monaco, where Ganz alternators are ofwrated. A
bank of transformers is located at the Casino, and if the

continuous current should fail the alternating current is

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT AT MONTE CARLO.

downward trend, while those of the older illuminants

would rise in about the ratio of the increase of population.

Unfortunately, however, statistics from which these data

may be deduced are not to be obtained.

Fig. 2 is designed to show the proportion which the

number of fires caused by any artificial illuminant bears to

the whole number of fires caused by illuminants. At the

first glance one is struck by the remarkable closeness

which exists between the average percentage of fires

caused by lamps and also by electricity in the United
States and San Francisco respectively. In the United
States, for instance, lamps caused 64 24 per cent, and
electricity 4,4 per cent, of all the fires caused by arti-

ficial illuminants, while in San Francisco these figures stand

63 09 percent, and 4.0 per cent, respectively. We see that

in the United States gas causes an annual average of over

23 per cent, of the fires due to artificial lighting, and that can-

dles cause less than 8 per cent, which proves that gas ranks
next to lamps as a fire producer. For some local reason

yet to be explained the conditions are changed in San
Francisco, where candles lead gas in having 20 per cent, to

13 per cent, for the last named illuminant. In other re-

spects the characteristics are very similar to those described

in Fig. I.

Here is given abundant and irrefutable proof that all

electric lighting installations taken as they actually exist

cause less fires by far than any other general illuminant.

Can we not hope then that when we have eradicated all

the bad and indifferent work, the percentage of electric

fires will be brought down to zero, and eventually the

property owner will be assured that he may light his

premises without entailing a fire hazard thereby. Care
fui investigation will carry the conviction that in the prop-

erly constructed and properly cared for incandescent sys-

tem, is realized a light without hazard: and, inasmuch as

it is the constant aim of the fire underwriter to reduce the

fire hazard whenever possible, it would appear to be im-

perative that the placing of such installations, when used
to the exclusion of all other methods of artificial lighting,

should be encouraged in every manner possible- That

available to light 1,000 lamps. The illustration is repro-

duced from VEkctricien.

The Advisory Council of the World's
Electrical Congress.

Upon the invitation of Prof. Elisha Gray, chairman of

the committee on the World's Electrical Congress, an in-

formal meeting of the eastern members of the advisory

council was held at the rooms of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers, New York city, on Tuesday, April

26lh. The following named members were present: Prof.

Gray, chairman; Prof. F. E. Crocker, Prof . A. E, Dolbear,

Dr. William E. Geyer, G. A. Hamilton, A. E. Kennelly,

Thomas D. Lockwood, T. C. Martin, George M, Phelps,

Franklin L. Pope, Dr. M. I. Pupin, R. W. Pope. Letters

of regret were read from Profs. Alexander Graham Bell,

George F. Barker and John Trowbridge. It being simply

a gathering of a portion of the council, no formal action

could be taken, but it was unanimously agreed that the last

week in August, 1S93, would be the most suitable time for

the meeting of the congress, and this date will doubtless

be recommended. Dr. Gray sailed for Europe on the

Majestic, April 27th, accompanied by Prof. H. S. Carhart,

secretary of the committee.

The electrical reciprocating principle has been applied

to a stone-carving tool invented by W. P. Carstarphen of

Colorado. With this tool, the carver or sculptor, instead of

giving a portion of his attention to striking his chisel, can
devote his entire time to the lines which he is follow-

ing, thus producing more accurate and rapid work. It is

estimated that the machine will produce work in one-

fourth the time of hand work, and that therefore a materipl

reduction in the cost will be secured.
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In his annual message to the Milwaukee city council

Mayor Shannon recommended that the biidges be oper-

ated by electric motors. This official approval of the new

system which has been on trial in Milwaukee during the

last year is highly satisfactory, and meets ihe approval of

the residents of the Cream City. The Board of Public

Works, acting on the mayor's suggestion, has decided to

equip three of the bridges at once. It has been decided,

to duplicate the equipment of the Grand avenue bridge,

Milwaukee, illustrated in the Western Electrician of

Aug. 15, 1S91.

At this writing there appears to be but little doubt that

a fresh start will be taken in the matter of the incandescent

lighting for the World's Fair, and that new bids will be

solicited. This result can be viewed in no other light than

as a triumph for Mr. Westinghouse, who has made extra-

ordinary efforts to induce the officials of the World's Fair

to give him a chance to put in a lower bid than that made

by the Edison-Thomsou-Houston company, and accepted
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by the committee on grounds and buildings. It by no

means follows, however, that the Westinghouse company

will get the contract, for the cutting of bids is a game that

two can play at, and it is not unlikely that the two great

companies will engage in a desperate cut-throat competi-

tion over this contract, by which the .exposition will be

greatly benefited. The spectacle is not a pleasant one,

and it will excite general regret among all true friends of

electrical development.

Property owners in cities in which opposition to elec-

tric railways has been developed should learn a profitable

lesson from conservative Milwaukee , where a bonus of I30.-

000 has been raised by owners of real estate along a pro-

posed line, in order to insure its exfension. In this week's

Milwaukee letter the details of this arrangement are pre-

sented. It is stated that there is considerable activity

among owners of property along the line, that they have

contributed to the fund according to the amount of the

property they possessed, and that it is believed the build-

ing of the road will result in the establishment of one or

more residence suburbs. Such action as this in a city

where the overhead trolley system has had a fair trial is the

best testimonial to its availability.

Attention has been repeatedly directed to the fact

that the present prosperous condition of the electrical

business is due in a large measure to the bold and confi-

dent policy of manufacturers in championing their systems,

and now comes the news from Baltimore, Md., of what to

the general public will seem to be one of the boldest prop-

ositions yet advanced. A prominent electric railway

company has offered to equip the tunnel of the Belt Rail-

road company for the running of trains by electricity with-

out the expenditure of a dollar on the part of the Belt com-

pany. The proposition has been accepted, and the elec-

tric company agrees to give the railroad the free use of the

plant for six months, provided, of course, that if the enter-

prise proves successful it will be accepted and paid for.

While there is not the least doubt but that the electric

company will surprise the railway people and show them

what electricity can do, one cannot fail to admire this ex-

ample of that enterprise which has been characteristic

of the more successful of our electrical exploiters. In this

instance, as has been the case before with a number of

other concerns, we find the electrical people shouldering

absolutely the entire responsibility of the project, while the

railroad company very generously and magnanimously

agrees to witness what it doubtless believes in heart to be an

experiment. Now that so many rapid transit underground

schemes are projected, a demonstration like that which will

be made in the Baltimore tunnel will have a most salutary

effect in convincing the doubting minds that the one

motor for tunnel service is the electric.

Compliments for that much-abused servant, the West-

ern Union, are seldom found in the columns of the daily pa-

pers, and when one does appear it is worthy of more than

passing mention. The New York T'^'w^j^ graciously acknow-

ledges the superior service which the newspapers of the

country have received during the last year from the Western

Union and presents some interestiiig figures from which

an idea of the magnitude of the work of the telegraph

company may be gained. It may be mentioned in this

connection, that there is no institution in this country up-

on which the daily papers are so dependent as the tele-

graph, and yet notwithstanding the excellence of the ser-

vice, there is no other point from which so much adverse

criticism and opposition come as from the daily press.

It may be said that the telegraph company is consulting

its own interests in thus serving the newspapers, but it

is equally true that the advantages are reciprocal. Des-

pite the adverse criticism of the press, the telegraph com-

pany is ever alert in meeting the requ'rements of special

occasions, no matter what the expense may be. An illus-

tration of this is afforded iu the action of the Western

Union in preparing for the national Republican conven-

tion to be held at Minneapolis. As has already been

pointed out in this journal, a poorer selection than Min-

neapolis could scarcely be made, for such an event so far

as facilities for transmitting press reports is concerned,

yet there is every indication that when the time comes the

telegraph company will be found ready to accommodate all.

The Western Union has already begun its arrangements

and in addition to securing several railroad wires for this

special service, it will have thirty wires devoted exclusively

to transmitting press dispatches. In view of these facts,

is it too much to ask the daily press, usually so generous

in its acknowledgment, to give this public servant credit

for its faithful service ?
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One of the most gratifying features of the electrical

work already accomplished on the World's Fair grounds is

the conspicuous success of the plan of electric power trans-

mission adopted for the work of construction. An idea of

the extent to which motors have been introduced for the

purpose of driving the machinery employed in the work of

erecting the great buildings and preparing the grounds,

can be gained by a glance at the table presented on the

first page of this week's paper. There is no novelty, of

course, in the idea of cantralizlng and distributing by elec-

tricity the power needed for a large plant. But the great

advantage lies in the fact that the contractors were com-

pelled to use motors and were thus brought to see the

economy and convenience of this method. Now, after

several months' trial all are enthusiastic in praise of elec-

trical transmission. The visitor has but to put a few

casual questions to workmen or employes to be convinced

of this fact. The danger of fire is reduced to a minimum;
there is a great economy of labor in attending to the en-

gines and boilers, but one set of men being employed in

place of a dozen; the motors are less bulky than engines,

require practically no attention, and are easily transferred

from one point to another; there is no "getting steam up"
in the morning, and at night the turning of a switch is all

that is necessary: in a word, the difference is comparable

to that of having water from a city pumping conveniently

on tap in one's house in preference to each household es-

tablishing a pump and maintaining miniature water serv-

ice of its own. All these points of superiority have been

impressed on a number of large power users by actual ex-

perience, and it will be strange if the temporary power
plant at the World's Fair shall not, in its capacity as a

practical school of instruction for contractors, prove to

have been of material advantage to many central station

companies and manufacturers of electrical machinery.

The electrical fraternity is already indebted to the World's

Columbian Exposition for this demonstration, and particu-

larly to Messrs. Burnham and Sargent of the construction

department, who have so resolutely adhered to the plan of

electrical transmission.

Insurance men have devoted much time and attention

to the subject of electric lighting, and while many of them

have, at times, opposed the introduction of electric light-

ing, they may now, as a class, be considered friendly to

the e'ectric interests. From violent opponents of the elec-

tric light many of them have changed to earnest advocates

of the modern illuminant. The opposition of the

insurance interests, no doubt, proved of great benefit to the

electric interests, inasmuch as it made it necessary for the

construction companies to improve their methods and raise

the standard of work. That this has been done is evident

from the fact that the danger to life and property has been

appreciably lessened, and to-day the electric light is

considered by fire underwriters the most desirable form of

artificial illumination. This conclusion has not been

reached without considerable difficulty, due almost entire-

ly to the mistakes and failures of pioneers in this field.

Even at this late day, after all the improvements that have

been made in the art, and the general introduction of elec-

tricity, the cry isstiU raised that it is unreliable. This is,

of course, the result of the failures of some of the pioneer

plants.

As evidence of the fact that this prejudice is fast losing

ground, ah interesting article is presented elsewhere in this

issue on "Hazards of Artificial Illumination." This arti-

cle is an abstract of a paper read by George P. Low of San

Francisco before the Fire Underwriters' association

of the Pacific. Statistics show that as fire pro-

ducers the sources of illumination rank as lamps and lan-

terns, gas, candles and the electric light. With the ex-

ception of the incandescent lamp, says Mr. Low, all the

methods of lighting named consist of a flame from which

issues light, but inasmuch as the arc light is virtually sur-

rounded by a glass globe, and particularly as it is now be-

ing used most generally for outside street lighting, and for

other reasons that will be apparent, it would be well to

exclude it from the general class of flame illuminants. He
describes the electric light as the "acme of ingenuity, util-

ity and safety," and furthermore, he says: "Incandes-

cent electric lighting circuits, when properly installed and

properly cared for, do not present a fire hazard." Again

he adds, "As to interior wires, they are absolutely as free

from a fire hazard as a metallic picture cord when properly

placed and cared for."

These complimentary allusions, coming as they do from

an insurance man, and one who has special knowledge on

the subject, are very gratifying. Mr. Low supports his

statements by carefully prepared statistics, which will

form interesting reading for electrical engineers.
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Contact Protector.
The accompanyinjj cuts show an improvement recently

made by Richard Varlcy. Jr.. of Knglcwood, N. J., on

his elastic shield for tiectric contacts. This device Is

placed over the contacts in such a manner as to exclude

air and dust from them, and thereby lessen the risk of

their becoming inoperative by the presence of oxide or of

foreign substances. With the old type of shield diltlcully

CONTACT PROTECTOR.

has been experienced in putting the parts together with

sufficient facility and rapidity.

The cut shows the modified shield. The spring over

which the shield is to be placed is recessed for the re-

ception of the electrode, which is preferably in the form

of a small platina plate introduced into the recess, and

soldered in place. The shield is made in the form of a

thin flat rubber band of sufficient width, so that it may

pass around the end of the spring, the elastic material

being stretched sufficiently as it is applied to to the spring

to cause it to contract firmly against the face of the spring.

Hence in putting the parts together it is only necessary to

draw back the screw contact, and the rubber can be forced

over the button end of the adjusting screw, and then it

will contract and become substantially air-tight against the

face of the spring.

Lemp*s Induction Discharge Protector
for Electric Welders.

The apparatus illustrated in the cuts was designed by

Hermann Lemp of Lynn, Mass., for the purpose of pro-

tecting coils from injury by extra current or induction

discharge. The apparatus was devised especially for use

with electric welding machine transformers.

In this class of apparatus it is particularly necessary to

provide a mean'^ for nreventln? injurv to the primarv cnil

-71

FIG. I. LEMP'S INDUCTION DISCHARGE PROTECTOR FOR
ELECTRIC WELDERS.

on the sudden interruption of the current in the secondary,

since, owing to the low potential of the current in the

secondary and its inability to maintain an arc, the inter-

ruption of the secondary current produced by rupture of

its conducting path is exceedingly sudden, and an extra

current of enormous potential is developed in the primary

coil.

Mr. Lamp's device consists of apparatus which is

designed to proyid? a path for the extra or induction dis-

charge current, and which is also organized to interrupt or

put out any electric arc which may tend to follow across

the contacts of the protective devices.

The apparatus involves the employment of two electrodes

like those of an ordinary lightning arrester connected re-

spectively to the terminals of the primary coil and

separated by a very narrow space.

Fig. I is a perspective view of the apparatus, and Kig- 2

is a diagram of circuits, illustrating the manner of connect-

ing the apparatus to the circuits of a transformer and

generator.

The object of the invention is, generally speaking, to

provide an organization in which there shall be entire

freedom from the continuance of any electric arcs in the

protector, and which shall be capable of resetting Itself

after operation.

For the purpose of putting out the arc which may form

between the electrodes of the protective device there is

employed a circuit breaker carried by the armature lever

of an electro-magnet, and the contact of the circuit

breaker is placed in the field of the magnet.

Referring to Fig. i, C indicates two magnet cores,

mounted on a base //, of slate, and having projecting

poles C^ C'', covered with glass tubes to insulate them

against the passage of an electric current over the poles.

L is the lever of a circuit breaker, the contacts of which

are indicated at t' ^-. The contact i- is in the form of a

block and is fastened to plate //, while the contact f^ is

carried by the lever and is normally held in connection

with the first by means of a spring .S". applied to the lever.

The lever Z is mounted on a pivot carried by the cores of

FIG. 2. LEMP's INDUCTION DISCHARGE PROTECTOR FOR
ELECTRIC WELDERS.

the magnets and is provided with an armature a, which is

attracted to the poles of the magnet on the passage of the

current through the coils JP^, and thereby operates the

circuit breaker by moving the contact e^ away from the

contact £-. A plate of slate or soapstone i is applied, as

shown, to protect the coils fF against any arc formed at

the contacts f^ e-. At c^ e^ are indicated two electrodes of

the protector, consisting of two pieces of copper held a

short distance apart at their ends, and separated by a

narrow air space. The se electrodes are mounted in pieces

of metal secured to the base H. One of them has a wire

B connected to it and forms one terminal of the apparatus.

The other terminal .4 of the apparatus connects to the

contact IT, as shown. The coils JV are in the circuit be-

tween the circuit breaker and the electrode £^, as indicated.

The apparatus is applied to the circuit of a welding coil,

as indicated in Fig. 2, where G indicates an alternating-

current generator, / the primary of the transformer, and

/l the low resistance and low potential secondary con-

nected with the work. The terminals A B connect to

the circuit, so as to place the electrodes c^ e^ and the

other apparatus into a circuit across the terminals of the

coil /.

The apparatus is normally in the position indicated in

Fig. I. On the occurrence of any high pottential induc-

tion discharge current produced in the primary / by the

interruption of the secondary S or from other cause, such

discharge current, instead of flowing across and through

the insulation of the coils, will flow through the protector

byway of contacts c"- c^, coils W, through electrodes fi ^,

and across the space between them and out by terminal B.

The high potential of such current permits it I0 jump the

narrow space between c' t+. The establishment of a cir-

cuit of however slight duration across the space between

c" e* establishes a path for the generator curren*-, and an

arc would form and continue to burn were it not for the

fact that such current energizes the magnet which attracts

the armature a and operates the circuit breaker so as to

stop the flow of current, and thereby cause the arc to

cease.

Commutator Connection.
The cut illustrates a method of fastening; arouiurc wires

to commutator segments which has been devised by
Charles G. Curtis of New York. The segment is formed
with a lug, through which holes arc bored of the same
s'/casthewire The end of each wire is passed through the

hole so (hat it projects a short distance bcyood the edge
of the lug, and this projecting end of the wire is enlarged

as shown. This can be done very satisfactorily by simply

flattening the ends of the wires by a few blows of a light

hammer sidewise against ao anvil, or by pinching the wire

i^^a-i ^h 7^^^^^7\.

CUMMi; 1 .VTUK CO.SNECTIO.N.

with a pair of pliers, so that its width becomes somewhat
greater than the diameter or width of the hole. The
enlarged end of the wire may now be driven back into the

hole, so that it will wedge itself tightly.

Ward's Alternating Current Arc Lamp.
In devising an alternating current arc lamp a difficulty

is encountered in that the vibration of the core or other

movable portion of the lamp magnet, produced by the

rapid alternations of the electric current, are communicated

to the lever or other support which sustains the upper car-

bon, and the result is a flickering and unsteadiness of ac-

tion. It is likewise found that the lamp will not "pick up"

properly—ihat is to say, the arc will not be formed properly

when the current is turned on, and the parts will simply

vibrate without causing separation of the carbons. Another

difficulty arises from the fact that the vibrations are apt to

loosen the parts of the mechanism.

The manner in which these difficulties have been over-

come by Barton B. Ward, the designer of the lamp shown

in the cut, will be understood after a study of the illus-

tration.

To overcome vibration there is employed in the combi-

nation, with the carbon supporting lever, an actuating

magnet connected with the lever through a cord or chain,

the links of which have lost motion with respect to one

another so as to constitute a flexible connection. There is

also provided a damper between the magnet core and the

supporting lever for the carbon. This damper bears

against the core laterally, so as not to interfere with the lift-

ing movement of the lever, but it prevents the free com-

munication of the vibrations from the core to the lever.

Another feature consists in mechanically connecting the

core with the carbon supporting lever through an inter-

posed piece of soft rubber so th^t the vibration cannct be

ward's alternating CURRENT ARC LAMP.

readily communicated to the lever. Fig. i is a side ele-

vation of the lamp, the parts being broken away to better

illustrate the construction. C is the standard on which the

carbon supporting lever D is pivoted. The lever D carries

a feed regulating train of wheels, having an escapement,

the action of which is controlled through the engagement

and disengagement of the anchor with a suitable stop,

indicated at G. A indicates the lamp magnet, which

operates upon the lever D to lift the carbon and hold it
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in arc forming position. In the present case this magnet

is provided with the usual movable core. The core

A- is laminated. The core is rectangular in outline,

and it works up and down in the center of a spool. The

body of the spool is also square in section. The ioose con-

nection between the lever and the magnet, consists of a

series of links constituting a chain //, which is attached to

the lever at one end and at the other to the upper end of

iher-TP 4-. This device of itself tends to avoid the difii-

METHODS OF ELECTRICALLY CONTROLLING
STREET CAR MOTORS.

culties before mentioned, inasmuch as it allows free vibra-

tory movement of the core in a longitudinal direction to a

certain extent without a necessarily accompanying move-

ment of the lever D. This link connection also avoids

communication, to a certain extent, of any other vibrations

from the core.

To still further shut off the vibrations, there is a damper,

/. which bears laterally against the connection between

the core and lever and deadens the vibrations, nevertheless

permitting a slow and steady movement of the core which

is required in order to lift the carbon. This damper is a

pulley or a wheel sustained on a hanger connected to the

lamp case.

As a further precaution against the communication of the

quick vibrations from the magnet to the lever, connection

with the lever is niic'e through an interposed piece of soft

rubber. For convenience, this rubber is applied at the

point of connection of the chain with the lever. In the

cut the last link of the chain is shown as connected to a

strap A/, which encircles a block or washer P, of soft rub-

Methods of Electrically Controlling Street
Car Motors.'

By H. F. Parshall.

Part II.

A method that is receiving a great deal of attention

now is that known as the "series parallel method.*' While
it has not yet been introduced very largely in practice,

numerous experiments have indicated the desirability of

doing this as soon as some of the troublesome features of

the switch have been overcome. The method of operating
is as follows:

In starting, a rheostat of from S to 20 ohms is used,

according to circumstances, in series with the motors,

which are in series with each other. After this resistance

is thrown out of circuit the magnet coils of one of the

motors are short-circuited, a section at a time. To make
the start smooth, three or four coils at least are required.

The magnet coils being short-circuited, the armatu'e is

then short-circuited, and the magnet coils thrown in circuit

simultaneously with the armatures being thrown in par-

allel. It is just at this point where the difficulty with the

switch has been encountered, since either the switch has

to be operated with great rapidity or the contacts act in

perfect unison; otherwise unpleasant results as to short-

circuiting occur.

The advantages of the method are that a very wide
range of speeds is obtainable at a comparatively high ef-

ficiency, and that the energy required to be dissipated by
the rheostat is small for the low speeds frequently required

in city practice. This lessening the duty of the rheostat is

a very important point, since as yet it has been found ex-

ceedingly difficult to construct a cheap rheostat that could

be placed under the car in the small space available, and
dissipate so large an amount of energy as is required when
the cir is to be run for a considerable time at a speed as

low as two or three miles an hour. Any method of con-
trol that has lessened the energy to be dissipated in the

rheostat h?s in general been considered with favor, since

there has been a corresponding diminution of trouble

in each case that the energy to be dissipated has been less-

ened.

Having now given a general discussion of the problem,
a brief description of some of the apparatus recently de-

vised may prove of interest.

Fig. I shows the general design and arrangement of an
improved form of platform switch, which combines both
the "field commutation" and the '"series resistance" meth-
ods of starting cars. To start the car, the switch handle
is turned from the position marked "off" with a counter-

clockwise movement; this movement carries the arm of the
rheostat, which is placed under the switch, around and
over the contact segments, so that the resistance is gradu-
ally cut out of circuit. After the contact arm has been
carried around to 135 degrees and all resistance has been
cut out, it is released from the cylinder shaft and left

locked in this position. A further movement of the switch

handle then affecis only the cylinder, and commutates
the sectional windings of the iield magnets of the motor
from series to parallel in the usual way. In stopping the

car, the field coils are turned from parallel to series, the
resistance coil is then again put into circuit, and the cir-

cuit broken when the contact lever leaves the last segment
of th** i-^-'ttTnc^ CO'', and not, a<! hitherto, uD">n th^ cylin-

FIG. I. METHODS OF ELECTRICALLY CONTROLLING STREET CAR MOTORS.

her, through which passes a pin A*, fastened to the

lever D.

At T is shown a spring connected with the movable core

of the magnet, at its lower end. This spring is independ-

ent of the usual assisting spring (indicated at T"). Its

office is to check the vibration of the core.

It will be obvious that all of the devices described need

not be employed; but it is desirable to use them, as they

all contribute in eliminating the objectionable vibrations in

he carbon and its supporting lever.

der contacts. The only caution to be observed in stop-

ping is to see that the switch handle shall be turned to the

position marked "off." for the motors are reversed by

means of a separate reversing switch placed under the car

and operated by a lever connecting with a separate shaft

in the controlling switch case. The shaft of the platform

switch interlocks with this reversing shaft in such a manner
that it is impossible to reverse the motors until the cylin-

der is in the "off" position. The use of this separate

controlling switch has been objected to, but to combine

1. Read before the A.merican Institute of Electrical Engineers,
April 19, 1892,

both the advantages of the rheostat and commutated
fields the switch mechanism becomes too complicated, and
the switch too large to have the reversing performed by a
reverse movement of the controlling switch handle.
The cylinder plates and contacts are made of thick iron

stampings, as experience has shown that iron is more dur-
able than brass for this purpose. The burning, due to the
formation of arcs, does not have so much effect upon iron

as it does upon brass, and there is more certainty of good
contact. The contacts on the cylinder consist of a number
of stampings arranged in a brass frame, each stamping
making an independent spring contact with the switch
cylinder. The rheostat employed is built up in a circular

form from a large number of Hat rings, stamped from thin

.:A.AJxifrtrt >

FIG. 4. METHODS OF ELECTRICALLY CONTROLLING
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iron sheets. The rings are built up in the form of a
cylinder, each ring of iron being separated from the ad-
jacent rings by a ring of mica, except at the point where it

makes contact with the ring on the other side of it. In-
stead, however, of being arranged in a continuous spiral

circuit, the coil is divided into a number of parts, so ar-

ranged that the direction of rotation of the adjacent
spirals is reversed this being done to make the iuductance
of the coil as small as possible. A coil wound up in a con-
tinuous spiral, having a mean diameter of 12' and a radial

depth of i", 6" long, and composed of 400 plates, was
found to have an inductance of 40 millihenrys. The coil

was then wound up in 12 sections, the direction of each
section being reversed, and the inductance in this case was
found to be S.5 millihenrys. These sections are stamped
from different thicknesses of metal, so that those coils which
are in circuit the shortest time and have the least current
to carry, are of highest resistance and least am-
pere capacity, and those that are liable to be in circuit for

some time are thicker and have less resistance and greater

ampere capacity. Copper connections are made at

different points in the coil, all these connections being
brought to a number of small iron contact pieces fitted in a
spiral form, and arranged so that the switch contact lever

can slide over them. The contact pieces are insulated
from the frame with sheet mica and from one another with
small slate slabs. The rheostat is entirely fireproof and
can expel with safety the heat evolved within it under all

ordinary conditions. As a point of practical importance
it is, however, advisable to place a sheet of metal and a
layer of asbestos paper between the rheostat frame and
the car lloor. This will prevent any danger from fire,

either from heating or sparking, should such occur. It is

to be noted that the general design of this rheostat is such
that those parts having mechanical functions and energy-
d'ssipating functions have been separated as much as pos-
sible. Of course the mechanical functions of a rheostat

are more or less limited; it is evident, however, this effort

is in the right direction. It is with respect to this par-

ticular point that the rheostat has a decided advantage
over any form of mechanical clutch in starting a car. The
clutch, of course, has its advantage in starting quickly
bodies that have a great amount of inertia. In ordinary
practice, however, the amount of energy dissipated in a
clutch is approximately equal to that necessary to dissipate

in a rheostat, but the clutch has, in addition to its energy-
dissipating function, a very exact mechanical function,

and these two functions are interdependent on the same
wearing parts. For this reason, if no other, clutches have
not been made to compete favorably with rheostats.

Fig. 2 gives a diagram of the car connections for this

switch. It will be seen that the current from the trolley

wire first goes through the field coils and switch cylinder

for commutation, then through the armature and revers-

ing switch, and thence through the switch contact lever

and resistance coil (in starting) to ground. It will be
noticed that by use of the separate reversing switch the

armature wires and field wires are each kept separate and
distinct from one another. Formerly there was consider-

able trouble from the breaking of these wires, especially

where the wire entered the brass terminals at the various

terminal boards. This has been almost entirely obviated

by using 49 strand cable wherever wire was subjected to

bending.
In some cases the construction at the platform ends is

such as to make it inconvenient to place the rheostat used
with this form of switch immediately underneath the

cylinder. This is the case when certain kinds of draw-bar
or step constructions are used. In these cases a modifica-

tion of the switch arrangements is made, so that instead of

the rheostat a light frame is placed directly under the

cylinder. This frame serves to support the switch shaft,

upon which is placed a crank connecting with a bar, which
is carried off to the rheostat contact lever. With this ar-

rangement the rheostat can be placed under any conven-

ient part of the car flooring and operated as well as when
directly under the platform.

Figs. 3 and 4 show general plans of a car switch de-

signed to be placed under the car and about half way
between the motors, when the car construction permits.

This design, while open to the criticism that the switch is

somewhat inaccessible for inspection, meets the demand
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that has sometimes been made when it has been thought
the space ordinarily occupied by the platform switch
could not be sacrificed. The principle is the same as the

platform switch already described, but it is modified in

form and shape to suit the particular condition under
which it is to work, and it is to be noted that the mechan-
ical adjustments required are much more exact, otherwise
there would be considerable burning of the contacts, since

the motorman would be unable to tell whether or not the
switch contacts were on proper positions. The rheostat

is arranged in sections, and connections brought from
them directly to cylinder contacts. A cylinder is used to

commutate both resistance and Held magnet coils.

An important point that has been attended to in this switch

is the breaking of the circuit on a separate switch instead of

on the cylinder. A snap switch, of the knife blade pattern

,

^-=^:W*
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is employed to break the circuit at four points. It operates

in connection with the cylinder shaft, to which it is con-

nected by a special locking and releasing gear of similar

design to that shown in Fig. i. The first movement of

the cylinder shaft closes the snap switch and completes
the circuit through the coil. Further movement then dis-

engages the snap switch from the shaft (leaving it closed),

and the different commutations are effected. When
breaking the circuit the snap switch is again brought into

action.

When this form of car controlling switch is used the

platform lever is fitted at its lower end with a bevel gear
wheel meshing into another gear wheel placed on the

cylinder shaft. When necessary an extension shaft, fitted

with one or more universal joints, makes connection be-

tween the platform lever and the cylinder shaft. When
this switch is placed in the middle of the car the amount
of car wiring is materially lessened, and the car inspection

made more easy.

With reference to controlling switches in general, it is

evident that a great number of designs may be prepared
that will give approximately the same electrical results in

point of efficiency. In deciding, then, upon the merits of

a new design of switch, the commercial factor relating to

repairs has therefore to be very largely considered, and
had designers been able to guide their work more closely

from the balance sheet of railroad companies, when such
had been properly kept, instead of conforming to popular
notions, very much more progress would have been made
in this line during the last few years.

In closing this paper it might be well that I should re-

mark that my experience has been largely confined to

what is known as the commutated field method of control,

and that I have naturally expressed many of the qualities

of other methods in terms of this method. If these ex-

pressions are not judged satisfactory, I leave it for those

FIG.-^^. METHODS OF ELECTRICALLY CONTROLLING
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who have had a similar experience with other systems to

express in their criticisms the qualities of the commutated
field system in their own terms.

W. F. Osborne's Affliction.

W. F. Osborne of New York suffered a terrible allliction

in the death of his wife at Jamaica, L. I., on Sunday,

May ist. The body was brought to Chicago on Wednes-

day for burial. Mrs- Osborne was well-known in Chicago,

having lived in this city the greater portion of her life, and

the news of her death was a great shock to her many

friends. Mr. Osborne, who has been eastern manager of

the Western Electrician during the last year, hasa host

of friends in the electrical fraternity who will sincerely

sympathize with him in his great affliction.

Electric Railways in the Soutli.

President John N. Beckley of the Rochester, N. Y.,

Railway company, on returning, from a trip through the

South, said: "I think it is a benighted region. Charles

ton is a dead town. Savannah is a progressive, enterprising

city. There is considerable industrial activity in Georgia,

but the rest of the South is way behind the times. Savan-

nah has electric street railway lines. Charleston's street

cars are drawn by mules. There has been some progress,

of course, in the South since the war, but there is need of

great improvement."

An enterprising electric light company has lately been

established in an Ohio town. It advertises that if the

residents guarantee it a sufficient amount of business to

insure success it will light the churches free.

Brooklyn's Electric Railways.

The Atlantic Avenue Railroad company of Brooklyn is

rapidly pushing forward ihc preliminary work of electrical

construction. The power station will be located on the

(Jowanus canal, between First and Second streets, and will

cover an entire block. 'I'here wilt be a frontage on the

canal of 200 feet and <tyi feet on a lateral basin. The

boiler equipment will consist of three batteries of Babcock

iV Wilcox boilers, each battery comprising two 250 horse

power boilers. Fach boiler will be twenty-three feet long,

with tubes one half inch thick, and will rest on extra

heavy shelves. Four Corliss tandem compound condens-

ing engines have been ordered, one of 350 horse [rawer, and

three of 500 horse power each; and the latter will be adopted

as the unit for future work, the station having been de-

signed for an ultimate capacity of 5,o(jo horse power. The
(ly wheel of the largest engine will weigh 00,000 pounds.

One condenser and two air pumps have also been ordered,

and will be run by a smaller engine. Three different kinds

of rail are to be laid, manufactured respectively by the

Lewis A; Fowler Clirder Rail company, the Duplex Street

Railway Track company and the Pennsylvania Steel com-

pany. .Samson bridge joints, made by the Tramway
Rail company of Pittsburg, will be used with the last

named rail. Ties of 5x9 Florida yellow pine and Con-

necticut white oak will be laid 30 inches between centers.

The tubular style of poles, twenty-eight feet long, with

phones walked rapidly along unrolling bis wire and hi«

comrade followed and placed it as far as possible out o(
harm's way on branches, hedges, walls and along trenches.
In one experiment a 23 kilometer line, with 10 inter-

mediate posts, was laid down in five hours, speech was
perfect, and the whole was taken up again, in an hoar.
ICarih contacts seemed to have but little influence. During
the sham fight of September 7th a 12 kilometer line worked
without a moment's interruption, although an entire cav-

alry division passed over it. The cost of the system need
not be an obstacle. 10 kilometers of line, 10 drums, three

telephones and five bamboo rods, only costing 185 francs.

Electric Light Investigators in Trouble.
An amusing story of mistaken identity, In which the elec-

tric light plays a prominent part, comes from Ifoston, The
Traveler tells it as follows:

Mayor Matthews has been doubtful for a long time that

the city was getting the contract candle power from the
electric lights in the streets. He was led to this belief by
numerous complaints that had been made to him to this

effect. The lights are supplied by the Boston Electric

Fight company, and, to test the merits of ihc case, his

honor instructed City I'^ngineer Jackson to employ a force

of men to test the lights at night and see if the city was
receiving a sine qua non. The engineer was instructed to
do the work with great secrecy, so that the company or any
of its agents might not discover the object of the city

officers.

Now it happened that just at the time that the mayor or-

dered his lieutenants to test the lights, a complaint came to

the office of the Boston i->Iectric Light company to the ef-
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shrunk rings at each joint, will be used. They will be

furnished by Wallace & Co. of New York. Most of the

overhead construction will be of span wires, an exception

being made on a part of Ninth avenue, where the poles

will be placed on one side of the street, with a fifteen foot

bracket extending over both tracks. This construction is

practicable at this point, as the tracks are not in the center

of the street, but more to one side. An order has been

given for fifty cars, to be furnished by the St. Louis Car

company. They will be twenty-seven feet in length, the

body being eighteen feet six inches. They will be finished

inside with mahogany and three-ply birdseye maple and

have beveled edge mirrors and bronze trimmings. Peck-

ham's flexible non oscillating motor trucks "No. 4 E"

will be used. It is expected that a portion of the road

will be in operation early in July.

Telephones in Army Maneuvers.
During the monster military maneuvers which took

place last autumn in the east of France the telephone

was used extensively. Batteries being inadmissible, mag-
netic telephones were alone employed , the receiver being

fastened to the kepi, while the transmitter was held in the

hand. A combined receiver and transmitter (50 mm.
diameter, 400 grammes weight) was also tried. A naked
.6 mm. bimetallic wire was used with an earth return. A
good earth was made by sticking a bayonet well into the

ground. Mounted soldiers connected the earth wire to

their horses' bridles, the current going to earth through

the horses' hoofs. Two men formed a telephone detach-

ment. One carried the telephones and a rolling drum
weighing 2* kilogrammes and wound with 1000 meters of

conductor; the other had a light bamboo stick, with a hook
at the end and another drum of wire. The two men could

thus lay two kilometers of line. The man with the tele-

feet that large quantities of wire owned by the company
were being stolen. Night after night it was reported to
the general office that vandals were cutting and hauling
away the wire. Said Manager Gilbert: "Put on an in-

spector and notify all our trimmers to be on the lookout
for these robbers." So an inspector went on at night, and
all night trimmers were notified to keep a sharp watch.
And all this time the city hall investigators continued

their inquiry. One night, a week or two ago, while the
city people were applying a meter to one of the lamps in

the common they were espied by an Argus-eyed trimmer.
"The robbers at last," he thought to himself as he dodged
behind a mammoth elm tree. \^isions of a reward and cov-

eted glory floated through his mind. Out of the common
came the testers and jumping into a carriage they were
driven swiftly toward the Back Bay. The watchful em-
ploye followed on foot. Horse and man were unevenly
njatched, and the man was terribly winded when he caught
up with them where the next test was to be made. En-
sconced behind a tree he watched operations. What the
men were doing he could not tell from his distance, but
surely they were guilty of some act of vandalism.
To a station house he hastened and informed the officer

in charge that robbers were cutting the wires of the Boston
Electric Light company and he could lead them so as to

catch the fellows in the very act. In an instant the "hur
ry-up" wagon was at the door and three officers and the
"pilot" were aboard and hastening toward the scene of the
alleged depredations. In a short time the minions of the
law swooped down upon the unsuspecting city men, and
laid hands upon them. A special officer who accompanied
the city employes and who had been given a special badge
by Commissioner Whiting showed his insignia of office and
explained why the men were there and what they were do-
ing. Thereupon the man who had given the alarm be-
came greatly excited, and, gesticulating wildly, shouted;

"Never mind what he or they say^ pull them in, pull them
in. They have been cutting wires. Pull them in," and he
showed his badge which proclaimed him to be a regularly

employed servant of the Electric Light company. Then
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the "yes, youdids,"andthe"no, we didnt's," fiew thick and
fast. The officers were nonplussed. What were they to

do? It was nearly 2 o'clock in the morningf, and every

officer was mindful of the policeman's motto, "Let no
guilty man escape." That sentiment finally prevailed, and
the city men .and the special officer were bundled in the

patrol wagon and hurriea off to the station house. Arriv-

ing there the men who had been "pulled in." after a

great deal of expostulating and furnishing of evidence,

succeeded in convincing the officers in charge that they

were what they represented themselves to be, and after

much parleying they were allowed to depart.

A New Annunciator.

The Union Electric Works, Springer building, Chicago,

are manufacturing an annunciator for department houses

motive, in that in the latter there is on each side one rod

having a reciprocating as well as rotarj' motion. The im-

possibilitj' of balancing the reciprocating motion is a fea-

ture which materially decreases the speed at which a

steam locomotive can be driven. Xot ^o, however, with

the parallel rods of the Eickemeyer-Field mechanism,

every point on which, when in motion, describes a true

circle, with the rods perfectly balanced, so that no matter

what the speed of rotation, the company claims, no jarring

action is experienced.

The mechanical construction of this apparatus is exceed-

ingly simple, and all parts are readily accessible and inter-

changeable. The frame supporting the armature shaft is

a single, nearly square casting, within which the armature

is mounted. Its bearings, being bored at a single operation,

are necessarily in exact alignment with the pole faces.

This frame is entirely closed underneath, so that no mud
or moisture from the street can penetrate. At either end

of the motor frame are bolted the pedestals carrj'ing the

springs and axle bearings, upon which the whole motor

and car body are supported. The motor is governed by a

detachable crank arm or wheel, located preferably on the

dashboard at either end of the car. The speed and direc-

tion are governed by a single lever, and as the diameter of

commutation in this machine is at an exact right angle

with the pole faces, it follows that movement of the arma-

ture in either direction is accomplished without change in

thebru=h position.

These trucks are now being manufactured by the Eicke-

meyer-Field company, Yonkers, N. V.

New Brush Holder.
Recogni2ing the advantages of carbon brushes, the Utica

Electrical Manufacturing & Supply company of Utica, K.
v., has just placed on the market the new stjle of holder

shown in the cut. The device is six inches long, i }4 inches

wide at the shank, and will hold a carbon brush i^i.x23^

inches.

The manner in which the carbon block is advanced

against the commutator as it wears, will be readily under-

stood after a glance at the illustration.

New Era Burner,
This electric gas lighter is a departure from former

productions in electric gas lighting apparatus, and the

NEW ANNUNCIATOR.

as shown in the accompanying illustration. It is unique in

appearance and apparently cheap and efficient, both es-

sential requirements in apparatus of this character. The
annunciator resembles a small metal clock occupying but

a small space, and is operated on the gravity needle system

recently patented by this company.

The Eickemeyer-Field 20 Horse Power
Swivel Truck.

In the Eickemeyer-Field apparatus all the weight of

both motor and car is supported on springs, the motor

forming part of the car body and moving with it, also

being absolutely rigid in the direction of travel and cush-

oned on springs vertically. By this arrangement it

is claimed that the wear of the motor on the

track is no greater than that caused by a loaded

horse car, while the motor in turn is so cushioned on

springs that the passage over irregularities of track or or-

dinarj^ street obstructions results in no particular jar to the

NEW BRUSH HOLDER.

TheUtica Electric Light company is using thirty-four of

these carbon brush holders, and the company states that

they are giving eminent satisfaction on Fort Wajne-Jenney

arc machines. This company's experience is that a com-

mutator will last three times as long as when run with

copper bnishes-

NEW ERA BURNER.

manufacturers claim not only that it never fails to light,

but that it is absolutely safe from danger of leaking gas.

Edison Projector.

The accompanjnng cuts show a new search-light pro-

jector, recently designed by the Edison General Electric

company. Fig, i shows the side and front view, and Fig,

2 illustrates the lamp mechanism.

The lamp is designed to run on an incandescent circuit

with a potential of 50 to 55 volts, atwhich it requires about

15 amperes of current and gives a light of 3,000 candle

power. A suitable resistance is placed in series with the

lamp to permit its adjustment to the potential of different

EICKEMEYER-FIELD TWENTY HORSE POWER SWIVEL TRUCK.

mechanism or to the rails. As a result of this combina-

tion this mechanism can be operated on rails of medium
weight, such as are found on existing horse car tracks,

thus avoiding an expensive re-equipment of hea\'j'

rails.

Attention should be called to the feature of parallel rods

in the Eickemeyer-Field equipment. This method of con-

nection is different from that employed in the steam loco-

It is operated only by the key, which always indicates

whether the gas if turned on or off. Turn on the key for

full head of gas, and this operation lights the gas. Turn

back the key as far as it will go, and the gas is securely

shut off. The flame can be reduced or increased at will,

from the key.

This little fixture is handled by the Fletcher & Fletcher

Electric company, Cleveland. Ohio.

circuits upon which it may be used. The lamp is both self-

regulating and self-focusing. The lower carbon is pressed

upward against fixed stops by a spiral spring, thus main-

taining the arc in the fccus of the reflector. A hand ad-

justment is provided for raising and lowering these stops,

by which the vertical position of the arc can be altered.

The upper carbon falls by gravity, its descent being per-

iectly regulated by the lamp mechanism, so that great
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steadiness of lijjht is obtained. The negative carbon

being placed a little back of the line of the positive carbon,

a crater is thus formed on the side of the latter and nearly

all the light is thrown toward the reflector, A ventilating

hood on the top of the drum provides an escape for the

heat.

The drum is of iron, and r8 inches in diameter A highly

polished silver placed parabolic reflector 17 inches in diam-

eter, with 5 inch focus, is mounted at one end of the drum

on a finely threaded screw piece, by which it can be moved

to or from the arc. By this means the light can be con-

centrated in a narrow beam or be widely diverged. The

usual focus in projectors of this class is from 2 inches to 3

inches, and considerable advantage is derived by the increase

in focus obtained in this projector. A fine hole is drilled

through the screw piece on which the reflector is mounted,

through which the exact position of the arc is shown on a

small piece of ground glass.

The dram is provided with vertical and horizontal adjust-

ciamp scicw the drum can be quickly fastened in any

position.

Provision is made for a card attachment in order that the

projector miy be operated from a distance if preferred,

as for instance from the pilot house, when the projector is

set at the bow or any other part of a vessel.

The connecting terminals for the lamp arc placed on

opposite sides of the drum, and the conductors can therefore

be brought up in the form of spirals without risk of their

"crossing."

The height of the projector is 485 inches and the center

of the relleclor is 36 inches above the bottom of the base.

The tloor space required for the base is 22 inches in di-

ameter.

This projector is simple, strong and substantial, and all

the parts have been arranged with a view to secure efficient

and easy operation. It is estimated that in clear weather

the beam of light will have an effective range of 2,000

yards.

New Terminal Block.
The cut shows a new style of terminal block for station

switches, manufacture! by the Electric Engineering & Sup-

ply company of Syracuse, N. Y., in which the wires are all

brought in from the back, none whatever showing in front

of the slate base, thus adding greatly to the neat appear-

ance of the switch, and to the ease with which the wires

can be inserted or withdrawn from the terminal blocks.

To insert the wire into the terminal one has only to

loosen tbe set screw, draw out the hollow terminal plug

and solder the wire into it when it can be readily pushed

into the terminal block again, the set screw tightened, and

the operation is complete.

This style of terminal is now used by this company for

all sizes of station switches from 35 to i,coo amperes.

The IVIeston Fan Motor.
The cut illustrates the Meston fan motor, which is

bandied by the Emerson Electric Manufacturing com-

pany, St. Louis The Meston fan was put on the

the speed. The arrangement employed is a simple form of

commutator, the position of which is changed by means of

a short lever, brushes arc provided that will run an entire

season, the brush holders being arranged to carry two car-

-Nfc-W TiiR.MlNAL ULOCK.

bons of special composition 2^ inches long, and of large

cross section for contact and wear. The fan is provided

with self-oiling bearings. The Emerson company is also

perfecting an alternating motor of three horse power.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York. April 30.—Tbe Edison Electric Light com-

pany, and the United States Electric Light company are

in the courts and some day. perhaps, after two or three

lawyers have made independent fortunes, we will know
which cDmpiny owns certain valuable patents. The cise,

ments. The vertical adjustment is effected by means of a

hand wheel operating a double threaded screw. It has a

vertical movement of 30 degrees, 15 degrees above ?.nd

15 degrees below the horizontal line, which is sufficient for

ordinary purposes.

The horizontal adjustment permits a complete revolution

of the drum upon its base, so that the light can be readily

thrown toward any point of the compass. By means of a

FIGS. I AND 2 EDISON PROJECTOR.

market last season, and recent reports from the maker in-

dicate not only an increase in the demand for a fan for

ventilating purposes, but particularly for a fan that will

work satisfactorily with alternating current.

The "iSg2 Model Meston" will have, among other im-

provements, a regulating and reversing attachment that

will make it possible to run the fan at any speed desired,

the amount of current used being in direct proportion to

which is a test one, was begun on Wednesday in the United

States Circuit C lurc of Appeals, and was continued on

Thursday by Gen. S. A. Duncan, counsel for the appellant.

The point of litigation, it will be remembered, is whether

the United StUes Electric Light- company has, by the

manufacture of a certain form of incandescent light, in-

fringed the patent filed by Thomas A. Edison in 1880.

Points of considerable importance are to be brought out in
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this re-trial of the case, which was decided last year by

Judge William J. Wallace of the Circuit Court in favor of

the complainants.

The chief point of defense in Gen. Duncan's argument

and the one on which he dwelt with repeated emphasis was

in regard to the statement in the third claim which requires

the carbon filament to be coiled. He took up the second

and third claims in the patent, as filed in detail. The

second claim reads: "The combination of a carbon fila-

ment with a receiver made of glass, and conductors pass-

ing through the glass, and from which receiver the air has

been exhausted for purposes set forth." And the third claim

reads: "A carbon filament or strip coiled and connected

to electrical conductors so that only a portion of the sur-

face of such conductors shall be exposed for radiating

light as set forth."

Gen. Duncan in analyzing these two claims, the most

important ones, brought out the ambiguity in the use of the

word "filament" and the fact that the method of arrang-

ing the filament, as set forth in the third claim, is so vague

as to defy exact definition or imitation.

Word comes from Troy to the effect that the electric chair

to be used at the execution of Charles A. Wright, the

Essex county murderer, has been ordered by Warden

Thayer of Dannemora prison. The one at the institution

was destroyed by fire some time ago. The new chair will

be made by convicts of Auburn prison. May 16th has

been fixed as the day of execution, but the victim's attorney

expects to secure a slay of proceedings.

Few people have a good word for the ''grasping monop-

oly," but the Xc-7i' l'(V/i' Times, in a dispatch from Albany

oa Friday, compliments the Western Union Telegraph

company for the satisEactor}' manner in which it has han-

dled newspaper matter this winter. The Times says that its

service has been exceptionally good. Since the first day

of January not more than half a dozen errors—and those

of the most uaimpartant character—have occurred in the

200,000 and more words, covering more than loo columns

of type, transmitted between Albany and New York.

Under the management of Manager M. L. Morgan and

Night Manager Henry V. Shelley, the reputation of

the Albany office, which has always been of the first class,

has been well sustained.

Tha B^ard of Electrical Control has ordered subways

built io fifty streets at present unsupplied. It also ordered

that in streets recently repaved the subways must be placed

under the sidewalks. Fifth avenue was exempted from this

list.

Manager A. E. Davis, of the advertising department of

Electric Power, New York, has severed his connection

with that j aurnal to take charge of the advertising of the Dr.

Bury Medical company, and the Covert Manufacturing

csmpaiy of West Troy, New York. Mr. Davis is well-

known to the electrical trade, and has many friends, who
wish him success in his new position. W. F. O.

Cincinnati, O.

Cincinnati, April 30.—The question of lighting the

streets by electricity is advancing step by step, and the

probability now is that the contract will be awarded to the

Cincinnati Edison Electric Light company at $84.90 per

lamp per year.

In the meantime the committee on light has reported to

the Board of Legislation " without recommendation," and

at a spirited meeting Friday night an ordinance passed the

first reading, awarding the contract to the Edison com-

pany.

The bids for the electric light and power plant for the

new city buildings were opened on the 22d, at the office of

the Board of Trustees, and were announced as follows :

Creaghead Engineering company (U. S. system) electric

plant, 1^7.242,00 ; steam and electric plant, $12,612.00;

Electric Supply & Contracting company (Eddy system),

%1 55000; Thomson-Houston company, $7,500.00; Edi-

son General Electric company, $8,450.00; G. P. Alten-

burg (National system), $5,600.00, with engines, $9,-

900.00; Mather Electric company, $6,750.00; Jones Bros.

Electric company, $6,130.00; Card Electric company (with

engines) $11,679.00; Brush Electric company, $9,300.00;
Detroit Electrical works $6,830.00; Western Electric com-
pany (with engines), $10,385.00; Jenney Electric com-
pany, $5,576.00; Finney Electric company (with engines),

$10,676.00. The engine bids were Thos. G. Smith, Jr.

(Ball engines). $7,513.00; Boughen Engineering company
(Beck engines), $5,179.82; Lane & Bodley, $5,900.00;
Buckeye Engine company, $5,100.00; Barnes & Co. (Rus-
sell engine), $4,500.00.

The Cleveland syndicate is still purchasing stock of the

South Covington and Cincinnati Street Railway company,
the last block bought being that of Yice-President Abbott,
at $125. Major Abbott will, however, remain as vice-

president of the road, as he has been connected with it

since its organization.

The new syndicate will push its work on the extension

of its road to Letonia race track, which adds greatly to

its traffic during racing season. It will also extend its

road to St. Thomas and Highlands.

The Mount Auburn electric road is adding a number of

new cars. These are of a new design for our city, and are

attracting much attention. The seats a:e arranged as inthe

ordinary steam railway car on either side of the aisle, and

in an ordinary car can seat twenty-eight instead of only

twenty-two. The traffic on this road is greatly increased

since the stoppage of the Mt. Auburn & Avondale

cable road, two months ago, when the power house was

burned down and patrons have been complaining of lack

of cars. All should now be happy on the electric road.

C. E C.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Milwaukee, April 30.—Sacretarj' J. D. McLeod, of

the Wisconsin Telephone company, is an enthusiast on the

subject of long-distance telephoning. Inside of a year, he

predicts, Milwaukee will be able to talk to New York. It

appears that the long-distance telephone Hues of the

American Telephone & Telegraph company are now fin-

ished between New York and Cuyahoga Falls, near Akron,

O., and that material for the line between rhat point and

Chicago is being laid down, the intention being to have

the line in operation for the opening of the World's Fair.

There is now an excellent metallic circuit between Mil-

waukee and Chicago, and this city will, therefore, have the

use of the long-distance line to New York as soon as it is

completed to Chicago. The line between Milwaukee and

New York will be about 975 miles long. Many people here

find it very hard to believe that such a wonderful feat as

telephoning nearly 1,000 miles is soon to be accomplished.

To the Thomson-Houston Electric company the Board

of Public Works has awarded a contract for furnishing

electric motors for three bridges—those on State, East

Water and West Water streets. The motors for West

Water street bridge will cost $1,490 and the other two

$1,475 each. The Yillard company will furnish the power

free of charge. In his annual message to the Common
Council Mayor Somers recommended electric motors for

bridges quite strongly and their use will undoubtedly be

extended.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway company
will allow eight of its wires between Milwaukee and Min-

neapolis to be used for press dispatches during the Repub-

lican National Convention. The company's telegraphic

headquarters are here, and hence it has more telegraph

wires between Milwaukee and Minneapolis than it has be-

tween Chicago and Minneapolis. Its action will help out

Minneapolis and the press materially. The Western Union,

which is not very well equipped so far as Minneapolis is

concerned, at least in comparison with the railway com-

pany, is extending its wires and will have thirty wires in

use transmitting press dispatches during the convention.

After a strong fight the Yillard syndicate won a decisive

victory before the death of the old Common Council

Early in the fight, owing to opposition, Henry C. Payne,

Yillard's representative, brought in a substitute ordi-

nance which differed from the ''blanket" measure in

that it admitted the Howell avenue, the Lake Shore

Park and the Galena street extensions. In committee the

ordinance received favorable consideration. It was no sooner

before the council, however, than it was referred back to

the committee. In the council Alderman Lorenz proposed

that a fare of only 3 cents be charged at certain hours and

that the tracks revert to the city on the expiration of the

franchise. Alderman Ziegler wanted to compel the com-

pany to pave the entire street where it was permitted to

lay tracks. That was on Saturday last. The committee held

another meeting on Monday afternoon. It decided to kill

the amendments just mentioned, and to include the HoweU
avenue and Lake Shore Park franchises in its report. The
council met the same afternoon and wrestled with the report.

Alderman Lorenz charged that the ordinance was loosely

drawn and Alderman Z.egler maintained that the city

ought to have ashare of street railway earnings. Once more

the "blanket" ordinance was sent back to the commit-

tee. The committee met on Tuesday forenoon and decided

to recommend the passage of the ordinance in substantially

its original form. Alderman Lorenz offered an amendment,
which was lost by a vote of 6 to 27, requiring the company
to build at least a mile and a quarter of track each month
and to have the lines completed by Jan. i, 1S93. The
rules were then suspended and the ordinance was passed,

only Aldermen Lorenz and Ziegler voting against it.

At the same time the council passed the ordinance giving

the Yillard people a franchise on Fond du Lac avenue. That

ordinance, like the 'blanket" ordinance, had been knocked

back and forth between the board and the committee for a

number of weeks, and at one time it looked as though it

would never pass, owing to the objections of business men
on that street. It was adopted on Tuesday by a vote of 29
to 2, only Aldermen Lorenz and Dietrich voting against it.

Side poles will be used. The result is very satisfactory.

The council has empowered the Milwaukee Street

Railway company to remove its track on Fourth avenue,

between Greenfield and Wind'ake avenues, and build on
Sixth avenue from National avenue to the city limits. It

is explained that inasmuch as the company is building a

line on First avenue, a road on Sixth avenue would be of

more use to the public than one on Fourth avenue. The
change was made without opposition.

To secure the extension of the Yillard system on
Howell avenue, interested property-owners have raised a

bonus of $30,000. The line is to be built to a point one
and a half miles north of the city limits, and the bonus,

it is estimated, will pay half the cost of construction.

The road will branch off from the Russell avenue line at

the intersection of Howell and Kinnickinnic avenues. I

will pass the city park at Howeil avenue and Oklahoma
avenue and go a short distance south of the town hall.

The farmers who contributed to the bonus assessed them-
selves at so much per acre, according to the benefits that

each would derive from the road. Some subscribed more
than $5,000. There is a great deal of activity among
owners of property along the line, and its construction

will probably result in the addition of one or more resi-

dence suburbs to the city.

Early Monday morning a large force of laborers was
put to work on the uncompleted portion of the Bay View
electric line. East Water street bridge was closed for

repairs, and the Russell avenue and Forest Home cars

were run around by way of Reed and West Water streets.

Another large force is at work on the Greenfield avenue
section of track. C.

PERSONAL.
P. H. Alexander, electrical engineer, Baltimore, was in

New York last week.

Manager Sam G. Booker of the Fidelity Carbon com-
pany of St. Louis was in New York last week.

Superinterdent of Construction S. B. Fowler of the
Standard Underground Cable company, Pittsburg, Pa., is

in Chicago.

H. W. MacLichlan, manager of the electrical depart-
ment of the Mcintosh Battery company, Chicago, is now
located at Harrison, Neb.

Manager M. M. Hayden of the Law Telephone com-
pany, New York, returned home last week after an extended
trip west as far as Denver.

Jas. A. Wright, formerly general manager of the Federal
Telephone company of Montreal, has left this company to
fill a similar position with the Maxwell General Supply
company of Toronto.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Buffalo & East Aurora Electric Railroad company. East

Aurora, N Y.; capital stock, $150,000; to operate a street
surface railroad.

Oxford Electric Light company, Oxford, N. Y ; capital
stock, $10,000; to manufacture and u^e electricity for
light, heat and power.

Walden Electric Light & Power company, Montgomery.
N. Y. ; capital stock, $io,ooo; manufacture and use of elec-

tricity for light, heat, etc.

Cumberland Development & Improvement company,
Castle, Mont-; capital stock, $60,000; to generate and
use electricity for light, heat and power.

King Exploration company, Roanoke, Ya.; capital stock,

$600,000; mining, mills, furnaces, coal and personal estate,
gas, electrical and water works, street, railways, etc.

Phoenix Consolidated Gas & Electric Light Company,
D^^nver. Colo.; capital stock, $300,000; to manufacture
and supply to any city or town in the United States, gas,
electric light, power, etc.

Jefferson Electrical company, Steubenville, Ohio;
capital stock, $50,000; generating and distributing elec-
tricity and builiing and operating street railways; Geo. A.
Maxwell, Steubenville, Ohio.

Arnold Novelty company, Tacoma, Wash. ; capital stock .

$12,500; to buy and sell novelty goods, merchandise and
elecirical appliances, and especially Arnold electric flexi-

ble brackets; A. F. Esperson, Tacoma, Wash.

Seth B. Smith Electric company. Butte. Mont.; capital
stock, $50,000; general electric business, installing plants,
furnishing supplies, and doing repau-s; John O'Rourke,
Geo. T. Schmetzel, Seth B. Smith, Butte, Mont.

Columbus Street Railway company, Columbus, O.; cap-
ital stock; $3,000,000; constructing and operating street
railroad in Columbus, electric, steam, horse or other mo-
tive power to be used; Columbus Street Railway company,
Columbus, O.

Kankakee Electric Light company, New York, N. Y.
(incorporated in West Yirginia); capital stock, |io,ooo;
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constructing and operating an electric light system at

Kankakee, III.; MofTutt, Ilodjjkins .V Clarke company,
Syracuse, N. Y.

American liattcry company. Chicago, III.; capital stock,

$1,000,000; to manufacture and sell electric batteries, dy-

namos, motors, electric carriages, and other electric appa-
ratus or appliances; Banning. linnning \ I'ayson, 225-

Dearborn street, Chicago, III.

Standard Electric company. Castle, Mont. ; capital stock,

$100,000; to generate electricity for power, lighting, man-
ufacturing, domestic and other useful purposes, in the towns
of Castle, White Sulphur Springs, Neihart and at all pro-

ducing mines in said county.

Pennsylvania Mining & Improvement company, l'!ver-

ett, Wash.; capital stock, |l8o,ooo; to deal in and operate

mines, mills, smelters, build, operate and dispose of rail-

roads, eletcric light plants, telephone and telegraph lines,

water and gas works; li. W. Hrintnall, 402 West Twelfth
street, Olympia, Wash.

ting it througii ?;eem to be favorable, yet ihcrc is said to
be very strong opposition to It on the part of certain of the
taxpayers b.icked by the influence of the electric light com-
pany that is now lighting the streets. The contract for

lighting the strccis was awarded on I-'cbruary 8ih for two
years; therefore the city cannot embark in the electric

light business until this contract expires.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The municipal plant at Ashtabula, O., is practically com-

pleted.

Sharpsburg, Pa., will probably hold a special election to

vote on the question of erecting an electric lij^^ht plant.

The city council of Schuyler, Neb., is advertising for

bids for a 100 horse power engine for its electric light

station. The city clerk will receive bids until noon of

May 1 2th.

The Detroit Electric Light company has sold its Pontiac

plant to Pontiac citizens for $40,000, and a stock company
has been formed under the name of the Citizens' Electric

Light company of Pontiac.

The Consumers' Electric Light & Power company of De
Soto, Mo., has purchased the plant and business of the De
So"o Electric company, and hereafter both companies will

be managed under the ti.le of the Consumers' company.

The contracts between the city of Rochester, N, Y.,

and the electric light companies will expire on July ist,

and negotiations for renewals have already been begun.

An effort will be made to have the wires buried in the

principal streets.

This year's appropriation for Chicago street lighting

is causing the city officers some close figuring. It costs

$56,000 to operate the South Side electric light plants.

Comptroller May says that he has only $50,000 available

for that purpose.

Minnesota rejoices in a town bearing the name of Sleepy

Eye. The village is not so lethargic, however, but that it

owns an electric light plant, and it is said that the record

of receipts and running expenses for January and February
show a return at the rate of 15 per cent, a year on the in-

vestment.

The electric light plant recently shipped to the Eagle
Bird mine, Washington district, California, is now run-
ning and the mill is lighted by electricitv. Wires are

being run to the boarding house, store, compressor room,
and other buildings, and in a few days they will be sup-
plied with the electric light.

The new Orient line steamship, Ophir, is equipped
with 850 16 candle power lamps, to which must be added
a mast-head arc lamp and a projector for use in the Suez
canal. There are twenty circuits, the electromotive force

being sixty-five volts throughout. Four compound wound
drum armature dynamos are driven direct by compound en-

gines, having cylinders 8 inch and 13^x7 inch stroke. One
large switch-board and one distributing board in the dyna-
mo room enable all the necessary combinations to be effect-

ed, any three dynamos being capable of doing all the work,
thus leaving a machine in reserve.

On April 21st the city council of Burlington, la., can-

celed the contract with the Electric Light & Power com-
pany, on the ground that the company has lately "failed

wholly to furnish light as specified and provided for in its

contract with the city for electric lighting, and which con-

tract bears date May 15,1891." The mayor was directed

to issue a proclamation calling for a special election "for
the purpose of submitting to the qualified electors of the

city of Burlington, the question whether the establishment

and maintenance of an electric light plant, with all neces-

sary poles, wires, burners and other requisites, shall be
authorized."

Trouble has been caused in the pleasant village of

Warsaw, N. Y., by the application of the Citizens' Gas
Light company to put up poles and wires in and through

the streets for electric lighting, etc. The directors of

the Warsaw Electric Light & Power company oppose
the granting of the franchise, claiming that their

contract with the village, granted some two years

since, gave them exclusive right over the territory

for five years. After a personal controversy between
the two companies at the trustees' meeting at which
the matter was considered, the matter was ordered to

be laid on the table and just at this juncture the electric

light company served an injunction upon the president

of the board restraining it from taking any action

upon the matter and the application was tabled until some
future time.

The question of establishing a municipal electric light

plant at Richmond, Va., is again being agitated. A few
weeks ago a resolution was offered in the council asking
for an appropriation of $125,000 to be used for the erec-

tion of a plant. This resolution was adopted unanimous-
ly by the council, but when it reached the board of alder-

men a week later it was referred to the finance and
electric light committees, and those committees were re-

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The electric system of (irand Kapids, Mich., is to be

extended to John Ball Park.

The first electric car in South America appeared upon
the streets of Panama on April 27th.

The Princeton, 111 , city council has granted a franchise

for a line of electric street cars in that city.

The United Electric Railway company of Nashville,
Tenn., will probably extend its road to Noelton.

An electric road is to be built in Hammond, Ind. ,a
southern suburb of Chicago. The Short system is to be
used.

Three generators of 260 horse power each will be used in

the station of the new Carrollton electric road of New Or-
leans.

The Waco, Tex., Electric Railway & Light company is

reported as purchasing the Waco dummy line, and as about
to change it to the electric system.

The surveying has been done and the right of way se-

cured for the new electric railway to be built from Farm-
iogton. Mo., to Doe Run Junction.

The mayorof Baltimore has signed the ordinance author-

izing the Baltimore, Canton Sc Point Breeze Railway com-
pany to build an electric railroad, using the overhead sys-

tem.

The Peoria, III., council has passed an ordinance grant-
ing to the Peoria Rapid Transit company the right to con-
struct and operate an electric street railway over cei tain

streets and avenues.

At the last session of the Maryland legislature the South
Baltimore & Curtis Bav Railroad company was granted
authority to extend its electric railroad thirty miles south
toward the Chesapeake Bay.

The Robertson Southern Electric Railway company of
Knoxville, Tenn., will, it is said, soon commence the sur-

vey for an electric railroad from Knoxville to Dandridge, a
distance of from 30 to 35 miles.

A company has been formed to build an electric road
from the north line of Dundee township to the south line

of Aurora township, in Kane county, 111. The principal

office is to be maintained at St. Charles, Kane county.
The capital stock is ^400,000.

The East Middlesex Horse Railroad company has ob-
tained permission from all the towns and cities within
whose limits it extends, from Chelsea to Woburn, Mass.,
to equip its road with electric power. This system will be
probably in operation by the middle of June.

It is reported that the North Woburn, Mass.. Street

Railroad company will equip its line with electric power
when its petition for that privilege shall have been granted
by the municipalities through which it operates. The com-
pany has about seven miles of track, with terminals at

North W^oburn and Medford.

It is reported from Santa Cruz, Cal., that the Electric

Light & Power company of that city has contracted with
the Risdon Iron Works of San Francisco for a compound,
high speed Ball engine of 200 horse power. This engine
will supply power for the new electric railway running
from Pacific avenue to the ocean.

It is reported that the capitalists whom Manager Jones of

the Burlington, la., street railway represents, have offered

the old Electric Light & Power company $12 000 for that

company's plant and franchise. In the event of a consum-
mation of such a deal no special election would be necessary,

as the franchise of the old company is assignable.

The Rochester, N. Y., Railway company will extend
its lines so as to furnish rapid transit to the public park
south of the city. It has also a proposition before
the Park Commission providing for the establishment of

an overhead trolley line through the park for the con-
venience of visitors. The proposed route will enable
the company to furnish transportation to all parts of

the park.

The Bozeman electric plant at Bozeman, Mont., with its

franchise and property, has been sold out to a company
composed of St. Paul, Minneapolis and Helena capitalists.

The company is incorporated for $150,000; $100,000 fully

paid up. It is the intention to proceed at once to lay a

street railway from the depot to Church and Main streets

to the courthouse, running several lateral branches over
different streets. Work will be commenced immediately.

J. H. Rhomberg of the Dubuque Electric Railway com-
pany has sworn out warrants against Manager Hoopes,
Superintendent Wise and two other employes of the tele-

phone company in Dubuque charging them with malicious
mischief in cutting the street railway company's wires on
Couler avenue. It is understood that the telephone com-
pany claims exclusive right of way on Couler avenue by
virtue of sole and undisputed possession for ten years.

Another system of electric wires there, the company alleges,

would destroy the usefulness of the telephone wires, and
thus practically deprive the company of its franchise on
that street.

The application of the Thomson-Houston Electric com-
pany for the appointment of a receiver for the Dubuque,

la., Electric Hallway, Light & Power company came up
before judge Shiras in the United States court at Dubu'iuc.
on Aprd 27th. The petition alleges that the Dubuque
company is insolvent, spcdfying many debts and liabilities.

The defendant enters a general denial. It is charged that
the Thomson-Houston company is seeking to have a re-

ceiver appointed in order to compel the street car compmy
to substitute its machinery for that now in uic. Judge
Shiras took the case under advisement, and will reader a
decision soon.

According to the /^rws of iJaltimorc, the Belt Railroad
company of that city has received an offer from the
Thomson-Houston P-lcctric company, toihoroughly equip
its tunnel for the running of trains through it by elec-
tricity without the expenditure of a dollar on the part of
the railroad company, and to give the latter ihe free use
of the plant for six months, provided that if the experi-
ment shall prove to be what the Thomson- Houston
people claim, the railroad company shall take the plant
at an a greed price. The Belt Railroad company's
officials have accepted the proposition.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The (iamewell fire alarm system has been intro-

duced in Houston, Tex.

It is claimed that $100,000 is due the city of Phtladel
phia, as license charges from companies maintainiog over-
head wires in the streets.

The "electrical workers' of Minneapolis held a meeting
recently, and it is probable that a local union of the Elec-
trical Workers' association will be formed. It is reported
that this organization is gaining in numbers throughout
the country.

Prof. S. W. Stratton, professor of electrical'engineering
and physics of the University of Illinois, visited Chicago
last week with his senior class in electrical engineering-
They visited the principal electiical works and many of
the large buildings containing electrical plants

A jury in Judge Adams' court. Chicago, returned a ver-
dict in the suit of Alpheus H. Pike against the Lyceum
Theater company for $10,003 damages, assessing the
amount of damages at $600. Pike claimed to have re-

ceived an electric shock while at the theater on Tune 10,

1887, and that since that time he has been in poor health

The electric welding of street railway rails as a substi
tute for fish plates has been the subject of experiment fo r

some time at the works of the Johnson Rail company of
Johnstown, Pa. The experiments are now said to be en-

tirely successful, and it is possible to weld by electricity

two pieces of steel 25 of square inches section, and a solid

steel rail three or four miles long, can be had if required.

The tests also are said to prove that the necessity of joints

to provide for contraction and expansion is not as ap-
parent as supposed.

It is estimated that the proposed reduction in fees for pa-
tents will involve a diminution of $250,000 per year in

the receipts of the British patent office. The priman' fee

of $20 for the first four years will be continued, but after

that the following large reductions will take place: The
fees for the fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth year will be

$25, $30, $35 and $40 respectively, in lieu of $50, as
hitheto. In the ninth and tenth years the fees will be $45
and $50, in lieu of $75. as hitherto. During the last four

years the fees will be $55, $60, $65 and $70. as against

$100. These reductions will come into force on September
20th.

The electrical section of the British Chamber of Com-
merce is about to petition Sir Michael Hicks-Beach and
the Board of Trade against their decision that all con-

ductors of electricity for lighting purposes must be placed
underground. The contention of the petitioners is that,

while the use of overhead conductors should be regulated
as stringently as the public interests require, it should not
be absolutely forbidden in all cases, for example, in

country villages, where the expense of underground con-
ductors would be prohibitive. They ask that in such
cases the use of overhead wires should be permitted subject
to certain regulations.

Thursday evening of last week was the date of the

third grand reception of the Independent Athletic and
Pleasure Club, and the entertainment proved to be a most
enjoyable affair. The Auditorium Hall, Chicago, in

which the reception was held, was brilliantly illuminated
by electricity, the light from the myriads of incandescent
lamps greatly enhancing the many beautiful toilets of the
ladies. The guests assembled in the large hall with the
musicians on the stage at the further end, and dancing
was indulged in until a late hour It is said that some
lingered long enough to make a comparison between
"Edison" and ' Sunbeam," but this is not authentic.

A proposition has been submitted by the Oerlikon com-
pany to transmit 5,000 horse power from Niagara Falls to

Buffalo, a distance of 22 miles. The proposed plant will

cost, it is claimed, about $180,000. Tne proposition pro-
'rides that the dynamos, which will be of the multipolar
drum armature type, are to be coupled directly to
the shafts of the turbines, making 250 revolutions. The
proposed pressure is between 600 and 700 volts, and it is

to be converted into 25,000 volts before passing to

line. The Oerlikon company proposes to use two lines,

one for lighting and the other for power; the cost of these
is to be about $20,000. The guaranteed efficiency of the
generators is 96 per cent., and .that of the whole line up
to the second set of transformers is to be S4 per cent,

quested to report back to the board. The chances of get
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TRADE NEWS.
Michiaicil Eogineer E. _E. Johnson. S7 Washington

street, Chicago, is handling the Gould trip'ex power

pump.

The Republican House at Milwaukee is to be fitted

throughout with incandescent lamps, and Geo. Cutter.

Chicago, will furnish Simplex braided rubber wire for all

the circuits.

The Engineering Equipment company of New York, is

sending out printed postal cards asking an opportunity to

bid upon iron or wood poles, wire and other electrical con-

struction material.

L. F. Rondinella has opened an office as mechanical,

electrical and civil engineer at 705 Chestnut street. Phila-

delphia. Prof. Rondinella will continue to devote part of

his time to educational work and will retain his position at

the Central Manual Training high school of Philadelphia.

The Electric Construction &: Supply company of New
York has sold Cbas. E. Rouss seventy Ward arc lamps for

use in his large dr)'goods store in New York. These

lamps were selected after several tests, and are to be used

where the best light is required for the selection of dry

goods.

R. A. Schoenberg. New York, inventor of the pneumat-
ic annunciator leset, has just returned home after a three

weeks' trip through the ^Vest as far as St. Louis. Mr.
Schoenberg has secured as agents for his invention the

Central Electric company, Chicjgo; the St. Louis Electri-

cal Supply company, St. Louis; the Standard Electric

compiny, Cincinnati; the Detroit Electric Works, De-
troit, and the Cleveland Electric Manufacturing company,
Cleveland.

Queen & Co., Philadelphia, have recently made a series

of experiments upon the properties of quartz fibers for use

in suspen'^ing galvanometer systems and in other physical

measurements as compared with fibers of glass, metal and
cocoon silk. These tests, it is stated, show conclusively that

quartz fibers are so greatly superior to all others in even-

way, that the firm has decided to prepare them for sale.

A number of interesting points relating to quartz fibers

will be furnished on application to those desirous of

detailed information as to this specialty.

The Robisons of the Cleveland Cab'e company have at

last come into line. It will be remembered that before

their compiny installed a cable plant in Cleveland the elec-

tric railway companies made a strong effort to induce the

management to adopt electricity. In this they failed, ow-
ing chiefly to the influence of the New York element in the

b^ard of directors. A number of the gentlemen interest-

tdin the Cable Railway company have recently secured

franchises for ao electric railway in Fort Wayne, Ind., to

be operated by the Fort Wayne Electric Railway Company.
The order for the complete equipment of this road has

been placed by Robison Bros, with the Short Electric

Railway company. It consists of the following apparatus:

Thirty-two car equipments complete, comprising 64
twenty horsepower single reduction Short motors, and ten

miles of overhead construction. The shipment of apparatus

has already begun, and from the vigorous manner in which
the Robisons are pushing the construction work, it is ex-

pected that the road will be completed and in operation by
the first of June.

BUSINESS.
The Ball Engine company of Erie, Pa., is doing a larger

business this spring than ever before. The company is

building a .very large addition to its present quarters to

meet the increasing demand for the Ball engines.

Those instilling snail electric light plants and unde-
cided as to what power should be employed, will find the
catalogue describing the Acme automatic oil or gas engine
of interest. This engine is manufactured by the Rochester
Machine Tool Works, Rochester, N. V.

General Manager Mason, of the Railway Equipment
company, announces that he has purchased, in behalf of

the Railway Equipment company, the capital stock, mer-
chandise and, in fact, the entire business of the Electric
Merchandise company. The business will hereafter be
conducted under the name of the Railway Equipment
company.

"In regard to your request to express my opinion of the
Tobin bronze, will say that it is far superior in point of
strength to any bronze or metal of that kind I have ever
tested." Such an indorsement as the above from Engineer
N. O. Olson, of the Fairbanks Department of Tests and
Experiments, speaks volumes for this product of the An-
sonia Brass and Copper company. New York.

The Interior Conduit iS; Insulation company of New
York is sending to its patrons a copy of its new
illustrated general catalogue "No. 7." This catalogue con-
tains 46 pages of descriptive matter referring to iulerior

conduits and special light, heat and power appliances The
company forwards along with the catalogue a neat form of
wiring specification for electric lights, a few indorse-

ments of the Interior conduit system, and a cautionary
notice to architects, builders, etc. Those interested in

such work would do well to send for one of these very
handsome catalogues, which are a credit alike to the
Interior company and Engraver Bartlett.

"To obtain the highest efficiency in power pumps, both
in power consumed and general working, it is of primary
importance that the discharge be isochronous." In expla-
nation of this statement of the Goulds Manufacturing
company. New York, in regard to the Gould Triplex
power pump, the company says that when once a column
of water is given a certain velocity of discharge it is evi-

dent that any deviation from this constant velocity

will result in loss of power in overcoming friction and in-

ertia of the moving column. If the column of water when
once started be maintained at a certain uniform velocity,

the power required to overcome inertia of moving water is

reduced to a minimum.

The American Electric Supply company of Buffalo is

hard at work on its contract for the Erie County Savings
Bank of that city. General Manager W, A. Fenn claims

that this will be one of the most perfect isolated plants in

the country. The contract calls for 1500 lights and the

dynamos are to be of the C. & C. Electric Motor com-
pany's make. Three of these machines are each of 40,000
and one is ot 20,000 watts capacity. Three straight line

engines made by the Straight Line Engine company of

Syracuse are to be used. Two of these engines will be of

60 and one of 30 horse power. Okonile wire is being
u-ed throughout the building, and all wires are laid in the

Interior Conduit &: Insulation company's tubes. The
work is being done under the personal supervision of Mr.
Fenn, whose long experience as an electric engineer and
contractor eminently fits him for the position he holds with
the American Electric Supply company as its general

manager.

The electric railway between East Liverpool and
Wellsville, O. , consists of eight miles of overhead
construction, and operates eight cars. The road was fur-

nished throughout by the Johnson rail company, and it is

said to ride as easily as a well constructed steam line. The
company, consisting of Al. Johnson, S. H. Short and C.

E. Grover all of Cleveland, have been obliged to double
the equipment in order to accommodate the summer
travel. The J. G. Brill company are just completing
eight fine open cars, and the Shoit Electric Railway com-
pany of Cleveland, O , will furnish 16 20 horse power
single reduction motors and two additional 133 horse

power generators. E. H. Jones &: Co. of Cleveland which
put in the first steam plant, are also doubling that part of

the equipment. It is a curious fact, to be explained only
by the character of the manufactories in Wellsville and
East Liverpool, that these towns, the total population of

which is 16,000 people, can support a street railway sys-

tem larger than that to be found in some cities of 40,000
and 50,000 inhabitants.

The Utica Electrical Manufacturing and Supply com-
pany, Utica, N. Y., aims to manufacture and sell only the

very best appliances, knowing from practical experience
that every article used in the electrical business cannot be
made too good. By using good material combined with
skilled labor, improved machinery and tools, this company
confidently expects to receive its share of patronage in the

electrical business. The Utica company manufactures
and sells the following articles: Simplex, duplex and
quadruplex lightning arresters for arc, incandescent, al-

ternating and direct, motor and electric street railway cir-

cuits; double pole and double contact switches for arc

and motor circuits; double pole, quick-acting, knife

switches, from 50 to 1000 amperes, for lighting and
power circuits of from 50 to 500 volts; automatic maga
zine fuse boxes; porcelain fuse blocks, from 50 to 200 am-
peres, main, single and double branch ; carbon brush
holders for dynamos; circuit jumpers, carbon holders for

all systems of arc lamps, pole stands for Wood, or Ameri-
can lamps; mast arms for street lighting, etc.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy railroad has just

completed the arrangements for its special through train

service between Chicago and Denver during the triennial

conclave of Knights Templar, which will be held in Den-
ver August gth, loth, nth and 12th. This effort of the
C. B. & Q. promises to surpass anything that has prev-

iously been attempted by the road. Thirty solid special

trains loaded with delegates and their families from Chi-
cago, New York, Brooklyn, Boston, Philadelphia and other
Eastern cities will leave the Union depot, Chicago, in addi-

tion to the regular Denver trains, between neon of August
6th and the noon of the following day. The entire traffic

of the Omaha and Kansas city divisions will be subordi-
nated to the special flyers, and during August 6th and 7th.

when the grand exodus for Denver is being made, all east-

bound fast merchandise, together with the grain and live

stock traffic, will be side-tracked at division points. The
trains will bs run in platoons. The entire ioumey of

1,026 miles will be made in from twenty-nine to thirty-

four hours, according to the divisions over which the

special will run. The railroad has arranged to make Chi-
cago the pivotal point of the journey, both going out and
returning, and all the bodies from the East will be given
an opportunity to visit the World's Fair grounds and other
places of interest. The great feature of the undertaking
will be that there will be no mixed trains. Each delega-

tion of Knights will travel in its own special, and will re-

turn by it after the conclave is at an end. The C B & Q.
has issued a circular giving full particulars, schedules, etc.

for the conclave.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Isstud April 26, i8q2.

473-4^3 Plunge Battery. James H. Howard, Medford,
Mass.

473.499- Circuit Closer, Charles H Delano, Woburn,
Mass.

473.504 E'.ectric Switch. Halbert K. Hitchcock, Louis-
ville, Ky.

473,514. Induction Discharge Protector for Welding Ap-
paratus. Herman Lfemp, Lynn, Mass.

473 532- Two Wire Telephone System. Giles Taintor,
Keene, N. H.

The second claim reads:

"Iq a two wire lelephone system, the combination, with agen-
eratir located in a loop, a talking circuit and a nnging circuit
adapted to be normatly connected with the generator, of two
movable terminals, a hook switch and an operating receiver

to establish eleclric connection between the generator and the
talking or ringing circuits."

473.53^- Alternating Current Arc Lamp, Barton B.
Ward, New York, N. Y.

473 53S. Electrical Measuring Instrument. Edward
Weston, Newark, N- J.

473 539 Electric Measuring Instrument. Edward Wes
ton, Newark. N. J.

473.547- Dynamo Electric Machine. Ward Decker,
Owego, N. Y.

Claim two is:

"in a multipolar dynamo electric machine the combioatioD,
with a series of armature coils, all electrically connected to-'

gether at one end, of across-connected commutator, ihe adja-
cent sections of which overlap each other, the sections being
connected, respectively, with the opposite or free ends of the
coils."

473 567. Commutator Connection for Electric Motors
or Generators. Charles G. Curtis, New York, N. Y.

473. 56S. Armature for Dynaooo Electric Machines or
Motors, Charles G. Curtis, New York N. Y.

Claim three is quoted:

"An armature provided with a compressible non-conductioe
water-proof covering and end caps compressing- the coverio"
against the armature winding and sealing the comutator con^
nections, thereby rendering the armature witer-proof at all
points

"'

473 570. Apparatus for Sinking Shafts. Fulton Gardner
Chicago, III.

'

473 593- Eeed Water Heater for Fire Engines Peter
Smith. Detroit, Mich.

473.594. Electric Circuit Controlling Device. Mandeville
Thum, Louisville, Ky.

473,595- _
Circuit Controlling Device. Mandeville Thum

Louisville, Ky. '

473 61+. Electric Railway Signal. Charies E. Corporan
Colorado City, Colo. '

Claim four is given:

"In an electric signalng device, the combination of a railwav
the rails of which form an electric conductor, a second conductloralongihetrack. one of said conductors being foimed in -^r
tions. a vehicle adapted to travel on said 'rack, a poIe-chan^Pr
within said vehicle, one side of which is connectS^rith fhetrack rails and the other siJe connected with the second con
ductor, a battery connected with the said pole-chaneer a ^nnl
plemental cylinder and piston a lever connected with the pistS
fuft'^i5lV°,"^°..™- _:!i".'lP°'^"^^^°Se'-so as to connect

nductor

signaling devices included in tbeclrcuiiTo"'s^undara!SS\hen

the pol^of the battery with the rails and the second conductorand to change the polanly of the said rails and conductor^^, ^
signalingdevicesincludedin the circuit to sound an alarm 1
the c rcuit is c'osed from the rails to the second conductor.

473, 61S Dynamo Electric Machine Rudolph Eicke
meyer, YoDkers, N. Y,

The first claim is:

" The combination of an armature drum or core havjoe' m ,>=ends projecting studs or pns, and a set of counterpart deLchaole coils, each having a long side and a short side whirh •

htHe longer than the face of the drum or core and havinJenrftwhich are located between said studs and divere-e from ,^
short side to the long side, s id ends near the long^ld^ o™e fcmg ihe ends of the other coils near theirshort sides.''

^^^^^3

473,619. Dvnamo Electric Machine. Rudolph Eike
meyer, Yonkers. N. Y. Filed Dec. 23, iSSq,
An armature compc^d of independent coils, so connectedas to form a set of multiple coils, the multiple coils beincT-L^-

ly applicable to and detachable from 'in a^aturf Sj"or core. uium

473.6?7- Couplinj for Electric Wires. Tames F McEl-
roy, Albany, N. V., sssignor to the C< nsolidated Car-
HeatiDg Company, Wheeling, W. \"a.

Two corresponding heads carrying projecting tongues whirl,are pressed iQ contact by means of springs,
5"ei,wnicj]

473.661. Combined Gas and E'ectric Li'eht Bra<-t»t
John Filzoerald, Mootrcal, Canada.

473.67+ Elec:ric Locomotive. Sidaey H. Short Cleve-
land, Ohio. '

The armature is supported upon a sleeve encircling tie axle.tnd mounted on independent bearings. The armatur^

Tsplr";'! spr^gi"
""""""' "'"' "" """"^ ""=^1 by meansTf

473 693. Electric Locomotive. Joseph I. Coaklin
iirookljn, r^. Y. '

A number oi vertical armatures are provided with ^„rwheels to engage a giar wheel on a vertical shafL thi 1 ?"
of which U transmitted to the car axles b^bevelgeare

47S,69P- Automatic Heat Regulating Apparatus Chas
F. Goodhue, Boston, Mass.

473,713- Covered Electric Wire. Henn- A. Rneter Bos
ton. Mass.

473, 7'7- Electric Contact Protector. Richard Varlev
Jr., F.nglewood, N J.

^

'

473,820. Automatic Transporter and Exploder for Ex-
plosives for aiding Rain-fall. Laurice L Brown
Patmos, O. '

473,832. Electric Signal for Railway Trains. Lawrence
Dunn, Fort Smith, Ark.

-t^awrence

473.841- JNIanufacture of Carbon Blocks. Leon Hulin
Froges. France, assignor to Grosvenor P. Loivrev'New York, N. Y. '•

473.84B. Electric Switch-board, fohn P. Mayer Newark
N. J., assignor of one half to Joseph Meier same
place.

'

Toe dj-narao machine leads are parallel and eouidistnnf c^^
each other. Perp ndicular ,„ th'Se the lampSrcuS leajTrealso run parallel and equidistant. Terminals upon the lids a,,SI placed that any circuit may be connected to any dvnamo bvmeans of a plug haying arms at nght angles, which arm"V„.gage with the terminals upon the leads.

473,866. Process for Obtaining Metals from Their Ores
or Compounds. Charles S. Bradley. Yonkers, X Y

473.871. Electrically Propelled Vehicle. Fulton Gardner
Chicago, 111.

*

The storage batter>' is carried on one of the wheels. Th«
cells of the battery are arranged at suitable points aroundthe wheel, thus obtaining a more uniform distribution of the

11,238. Secondary Battery. Isaiah L. Roberts New
York, N. Y.
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HEMINGRAY GLASS CO.,
Offices, Covington, Ky. Factories, Muncie, Ind.

STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS,
Class Break Knobs, Floor Insulators, Battery Jars.

ARC LIGHT GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

TATOI^IC OIT SX'ECI.A.Xj I3X:SI<33SrS SOXjTCITEID.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
(>n» Mx:jf Rii-Kxll Aiil'iiiiitllr. Kn^'in.^ wUh llotj

p)i(vft and fflrltori dutcli pull<*yi( Nf'urlr new.
OiiL- HmH W.-htltiPhouBH EDglce. Bolli tjiktfri

In Mxi;li(in["- for lil()nr<-ni;ln(m.

Od*'JI In. Slei.l<.e Lttllii",

f »£.«' 14 In. Hlar T-ol Co, •* LatliR.

OneW in. iSaf.k (jear«(l N-'W Uavn Mrlll,

A. L. IDE & SON, Springfield. III.

WANTTZU !
An fn<]r^«>tlc bUHlnt'Hfl man who uo<l*?r'ttaailM

tflerlrlc devUff, lo liftnil-H nn Kmlprn [m i-nl

wliicli nnmlKBB to hf introdu*"'! lotoovcry iminii-

fiictiirlnn roncwrn In Ihn UD.tcd S'a e». A proilt-

ali *< biiilncnn opp >rl iiilly id open to lh8 rlyh'.

party. AiHresH, HLallnj; uh-clrlc '\pt'rleDr©, a:;-*,

Hn'l partl-'B to wtioin wi roiil 1 r'^fi^r bh to cbfirar-
ti-r and ability, •!: O **."

Citr.- Wkhtbus Klkc-tb <:i«N

TX7" -A. 1^T IE ^)

!

An A;;fDl to

Niagara Electric Motors and Dyoafflos,
Id t-vMry ' I'y In the I'. S. vkijtjN- w*? ar« nul alre»tly
r'-pr*»««'>ied. Liberal iudu<:>.'t]ii:Dt4 ami exclantvc
territory lu tin* rlt,'t>t pirty. Addre**,

LOVELL MfG. CO., Ltd.. Erie. Pa

TXTANTED!
A GOOD LIVE VAN, withsrnallcapltal.toUke

actlvrt Invrtrft In a erowioi; and well f^HUt}llabfMl

••luctrlcal coo'firii, uoIdi; a BpecltUy ntanufactuf'

IqK- K4^ii"ral j<i-ib)n-_' aiid coa-trucilon builocae.
Mrihl Le (nxpTlcDced In B*iU*rnl banint^Bt loaoaue-
IlIfTl^ al^o po^n^Bsed of soaod practical knowl-
vil.v. AddrcBB, "A. B.*'

Ca-e Weweb-v Elcctkicun.

THE "CLARK " WIRE.
Insnlatlon <iiuaraiitecd wherever UHCd, Aerial, l^ndertfround or ISabmarlne.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."
Tho riihhor used in inyu latino our wires ant] ciiblefl in etipGctaHy chemically prepared, and ie guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not di-lf rioriih-, nMili/,.- ..r 'rack, and will r'-main llfxibl-.- in extreme cold
weather and ie not affected by heat. Tlio InHulatlon ie jirolecled from mechanical injury by one or more braid&, and the whole clicked with 'lurkf' I'uti-nt Compound, and Bpecial extra flnl^h. which we
have now adopted for all our BoHd wires a'^ an extra weatheriiroof protection, and alno preventing chafing and abraBion, which im watiT, ucid, mid tu u v^rv un-at t-xti^nt (lrt-proo(. Our Inf-ulailun wiil prove
durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wiree of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Llyhls from Mtock. Cablc-H made Ij order. We are now prepartMl
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside Unish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark tloiiit <V<uin should be used for making waterproof joints. Thin Is put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one fool long and flve-elghtha inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint
".nd pressed firmly it makes a solid maes. FOR RAILWAX and MOTOU use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

WE crARANTEK OlFR INHVL.ATION AVHRREVER USED, AERIAL, r\l>ER4.;ROl'NU OR SrR»ARI.\E, and oar net prices are ae low, If not lower than any
other flrstclaas Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, 9IA8S.

HENRY A. CLARK, Treaeurar and Gen'l Manager.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Fragldent and Electrician.

WRITE FOR PRICES AN'D SAMPLES OF

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.»

MANUFACTURERS OP ALL KINDS OF

SEIAMLRSS R.UBBE1R WIRES AND OABLaES,
FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TBENTON, N. J.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., CenEral Western Age n is, 171 and I 73 Lake St , Chicago, III.

FAN MOTORS.
SEND IN YOUR ORDERS FOR

Arc 1 10 and 500 Volt Fan Motors*

Chicaso Electric Motor Co

.

205, 207 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, II,L.

This is a cut of
the

Law
Battery
—WITH—
Double
Cylinder
Carbon

Element st-
tacbed with zinc
to cover. 147 Bq
inch carbon sur-
face. The element
iaeverlastine,and
is so guaianteed.
Why nee a tiat-

tery with a chem-
ical depolarizer
that need9 fre-

quent renewal of
the negative ele-

ment.

LAW BATTERY COMPANY,
85 Jolin St., New York.

FOR SALE.
2-36 Light Waterhouse Arc

Dynamos, 2,000 C. P., with
single and double lamps.

Rose Electric Light Supply Co.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Electrical Purposes.

EUGENE MMSELL& CO,,

818 Water St., New York.

Portable Testing Resistance Sets.
We claim that oui- "1891" TYPE

Portable Testing Set is the most effici-

enl of its class on the market. The
coUs are wound with pla'iQoid wire

and adjusted to a guaiaatecd accuracy

of one-fifth of one p.r cent. The
galvaarmetcr is deadbeat, secsitive,

and isunafficed by mechanical tI-

hratijns and proximity to masses of

iron or intense magnetic fields. The
total range Is from .001 to 11,110,000

ohms.
We believe that no other testing set

embodies theie features, which are

essential to satisfactory results.

It is postible to buy Eeta from our-

selves or elsewhere at pr.ces lower

thin ihecost of the above, but we would advlsiall to examinelhemeritsof our "1891"

TYPE before purchasing any other.

Send for illustrated descriptive circu'ar No. 285.

QUEEN & CO., PHILADELPHIA.

SOMETHING NEW!
An improved 4 or 6 volt Combined Storage Bat-

tery eepeclally for DentiBta' nee at very low price.
Purchasers can exchange diecharped for cnarged
cells, without extra cost, beyond esoense for
charging the batteries. Manafactared b?

J.K. PmPELLY,
BeoB 801, 205 8. Canal »t., Cblcaso.

rA.M.Mo]rseM
11 ENCINEERSanpCONTRACTORS. I

^^^iTOWER PLANTS
'.Afonf rrin-liih M-^

Send for Circular.

PORTER-LEAVITT ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.,

124 Mitchell St., Providence, R. I.

Battery Motors a Specialty,
FOUR EEGTJLAR SIZES.

Suitable for running Sewing Machines, Dental Drills,

Jewelers' Lathes and all kinds of light machinery

No. 1, S Volts, 1-32 li. p.. S3.00.
Xo. a. 4 Volts, 1-16 h. p, S5.00.

Ko. 3, G Volts, 1-1211. p.. !$IO(M>.
Xu.4, 10 Volts, l-Sli.p_S15.0O.

Every Motor Guaranteed.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
c-i

SPEED

MOTORS.
M H. P. 500 Volt Armature, Ventilated. ConsUint Speed, 1,500.

The Motors are made wixh the best appliances and material obtainable, and embody every improve-
ment of merit, with the intention that they shall be the Standard of their class.

430 West 14th Street. MEW YORK.
KOR.NAME

Electric Motors, Dynamos,

PLATES Arc Lamps, Etc.
We have the most complete equipment for manufacturinEr Name Plates ia the country,

and guaiantee our palrcns prompt delivery, at lowest possible cost.

SEWO FOB SA9IFr.ES. J>£SI(;9>S FURNISHED FBEE OF £XP£9fSE.
A few concerns aeing onr plates are: Thomson-Houston Electric Co., C. & C. Motor Co., Crocker-

Wheeler Electric Motor t'o., Bernstein Electric Co., Schuyler Electric Co., Eddy Slectric Manufactar-
ing Co., Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.

MANUFACTURED BY

JOHN BECKER MFG. CO, Fitchburg, Mass,
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ESTABLISHBD IN 1861.

E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBIN/\-nON

GAS AHD ILSCTHIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MF6. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

FOR SALE CHEAP!!!

-BRAMCH 6T0RE-

2134 Michigan Avenue.

TO AMERICAN
INVENTORS.

Woodkoase & Rawson,

UNITED, LD.,

88 Queen Victoria Street,

LONDON, ENC,

NEW YORK OFFICF, 59 WALL STREET.

Are Prepared to Negotiate and

Introduce Inventions of

Merit into Great Britain and all

Parts of the World-

COERESPONDINCE INVITED.

Manufacturer's of

pcTAGONAL>^^ Cedar
lELEPHOHl&lLEeTRICAL

RailwayPolesxCRossArms

^^'H.M.LOUD&SONS14IMBERQ.
oscoda, a/iich.

J08IAH PIERCE, Jr.,
A. M. I. C. E.,

Civil ani Ispograjiiic \\i\%
1 1 South Street, BALTIMORE. MD.

Topographic SurTeys of any extent and character
organized and'esecuted.

STEilM ENfilNES
FOR SALE.

One 12 H. P. Vertical.
Tliree8H. P. Vertical.

One4H. P. Horizontal Trunk.
One 5 H. P. Hoisting Engine.

Al l above engines new and cheap.

We have under constmrtion 5, 8, and 12 H. P.
vertical, and 18 and 25 H. P. horizontal engines,
all antomatic cut-off.

WILLIAMS ENGINE CO.,
BALTIMORE. MI>.

Five 240 Ampere compound wound T.H. Incandes-
cent Dvnamos, liu Volt.

Two 2j-]ight 2,000 c. p. American Arc Light Dy-
namos.

One 50-light 2,000 c. n- Sperrv Arc Light Dynamo.
61-0 Gonse Necks,T.H. mnnidpal sockets complete.
One lO-light Weston Arc Machine and ijonble

Lamps.

Three 50?-light, 120 volt Edison Dynamos, Modern
Pattern, osed 2 vears.

One GOO- ight T.H. Alternator Complete.
One 1,300-iight T.H. Alternator Complete.
Thirty 2,000 c. p. American Donbl ; Lamps.
Forty 2,000 c. p. American tingle Lamps.
One 15u h. p. Bnckeye Engioe, high epeed.
Automatic arid CorliesEngnes and Bolters.

TSE JQHH E. BEG6S MACHIHERT A SDPPLY CO.. fiCortlandt Street, REWYORK,

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOS BliBCTBlCAIi USE!^.

Graphite Bods of Farirtn* Ijensth<4, from 1 Ohm to lOO Ohms Be^Istanee
to the iiK^h. «riphite Boxes and Uracibles. Beslsting Heats

of 4.000 Degrees. loqaLrie^ farlanly Atien-ered.

JOS- DIXON CRUCIBLE CO,, Jersey City, N, J.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
U4 to 156 Green St. Green Point, BEOOKLIN, S. L

MA^TFACTOET OP
Non'Conductive Blocks. Rosettes and Bases for Cut-Outs

and Switches; also Insulators, Cleats, Lamp Trim-
mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Our production Is a dense body. The glazing and body
of our ware are of same composition, and are b&kea
alike, which are the features of

TRUE HABD FOBCi:i/AI]V.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

Ths« KartaYsrt - Manufacturing - Co.,

AXD BATTEBV

CJiffBOfiS.
ciie^'':ex, A.isrx3. ottto.

[HIOTOIl

B^USffES.

THE i=»ESXj"roi^ 'W'-A-tpe:!^ ttvhesesHi
Gives

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2.000 in use.

A fford 1 the most simple ar d reliable power for all mining and manufactur-
ing machinery. Adspted to heeds running from lO np to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cei t betttr resuUs guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the countiy.

BliKCTieiC TBAXSMISSIOX.
The advantages the Peltcn Wheel affords in thewaycf a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regnlalion and tbe facility of edbptation to varylniz conulttous
of fpeed and pret-sure, have ^^ougbt ll Into epeclal prominence and esitnslve
use for this class of wort. All applications should s-ate umount and head of
water power required, and for what purpose, wiih approximate Ieni;th of pipe
line. Sesd FjE Catalogue.

THE PEXTON \irATEB WHEEL CO.,
J31-123 Slain St., San Crancisco, Cal., U. 8. A.

1*3 LIBERTY STREET, - XEW TOSK.
^P"lt hiving crnieto oar notice (hat our pflteDt rights are being iufrinjed

upon, iniendlnppnrchastre are hereby warneQ that all snch infringements will
be duly proaccntM*.

P r L.TOX H'ATEB 9IOTOBS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15
and 21) horse lower, nnequaled for aJl light runnini^ niachineiy. Wurran'td
to develoD a given i mount of power with one-half the water required t>y any
other. ^^"Send for Motor Circular. Addreps aa above. Deliveries made fr-'m
San FranciBCO or New Yorli, aa may afford the most favorahle frel<:ht rates.

FB.ANKT.TTf 3. CAKTEE. CHAELES M. 'WTLKIlfS.

TBADING AB

E. WARD WILKINS,

FARTRICi: &, CAETEB, CO.,

125 South Second Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in all Kinds of

ELECTRICALSUPPLIES.
-WB MAKE A SPECIALTY OF-

Bells, Disque Leclanche Batteries, Gas Lighting Apparatus,
Bronze goods and a full line of supplies for hotel and housework.

Catalognea and Diaconnt Sbeeta will be gent to Chose In the trade npon receipt of Application and Ensinees Card.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
'Die attention of KI.ECTRIC COMPANIES is called to Oils C'KI.E.

ltKA'ri-:i» %VAJ'I-:K %«'lll-:i-:i^a.s partk-uUrly adapC'l to their use
on ncLount (jf it'. r«-iiiarUiibly nlfady molion, lil(;li Mp«>ed
un«l (T**'*"! Kfli4-l«-n«->, ;ind lai-tfe Cannelly (orit5aiuni«*i«r,
Iwing 4IomI»I<' the l*ow (rr of moit wheels oi same rliameter. It is used
l>y a number of th*! leading electric companies with crcat s.'itisfaction. In the
economital use of water it i5 without an tqual, producing the highest per cent
of ii-scfiit rffcct {!:uarant«'«*d.

Ni:.lil» I OK 4 A'l'AI.Oiiim A!«l> PARTICI'I^ARN.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted dircclly (o dynamo.
The accompanying engraving nrprcscnts a pair of 12 inch TI4!1'4IR

1^l'l£IIII%lvN arranged on a horizontal shaft with Ca^t-lron Flume. 1 iraft

Tubes, Knd Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mountrd upon
a substantial cast-iron bed ptalc. 1 he entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. Wc arc now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, cither single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use, wc recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

„ A^JfNNA OHIO.<^<'« Sf"iSST^f
CEDAR POIiES.
Railway Ties and Posts-

ir In want of Poles, Ties and PoBts, save monej
by getting my prices.

W. C, STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

jjmurphy-
ElectricSlate

!,TA LIAN & AMERICAN MARB^^

ELECTRICAL-'-'^: ,36 LIBERTY ST.
EXCHANGE BUI LDING> NEWVORK.

ELECTRICAL
BOOKS.

Orders Filled Promptly,

Electrician Publishing

Company,
6 Lakeside Building, - CHICAGO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
SOIiE MAKKFACTrRERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wii.£t£S?SJ,bEi.. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i*^w^Ii^%x.

Drop Forgings.

WlliCOX & HOW K C«*Mt*A.\Y,
Birminsfham. ( onn..

Solicit orders for light Drop Forgings for Electric ]

work. 16 years' experience. EBtimatee promptly
furnished on receipt of samples or drawings.

INSULATED WIRE
FOR ELECTRICAI. PURPOSES.

MAGNET WIRE, OFFICE AND ANN UNCIATOK WIRE,
liEAD COVERED CABLES,

COPPER WIRE, TELEGRAPH WIRE.
Send for Catalogue. ADDRESS

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO.,
CHICAGO, 173 Lake St. TBBSTON, N. J.
8AN VBASICISCO. !iS&iS7 Fremont St. NEW TOBK, 117 Uberty St.

^^PjfSfBYJAJ 5HULTZ

ALL LEATHERS
NOIRONBODORHINGE OLD STYLE

LEATHER LINKAND IRON ROD BELT
ANO R0PETRAN5MISSION SUPERSEDED

YOUR POWER.
YOUR BELTS.
YOUR MONEY.

BY COVERING YOUR PULLEVS WITH 1
SHULTZ PATENT J

LEATHER PULLEY COVERING, I

ELTlriCis-
TANNED ON the:
SURFACES ONLY
INTERIOR IS

RAWHIDE -

HE ONLY PERFECT BELT \

MADE. NO 5UPPINC
OR LO5TM0TI ^WHlDEiAGElEATtlER-^^

AND Picker Leather-

JtPATjpmi'e. I 164 SummerSt., Boston, Mass ; 225 Pearl St., New York City. | 01 I niiip UnBttani,uj!,s.^
139 N. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa ; 60 W.Monroe St. OMcago. | Oli LDUIb> ITIO.

PREMIER MOTORS AND BATTERIES.
For \'entilatins. Running LiKht or

Model 3Iachiiiery.

No. 1 Motor with 4-inch Fan S^-OO.
^o. 2 Mdtor with o-i-^^ch Fan, $ l.ro

No. 3 Motor, $5.00. No. 3 Motor with 5 iocd Fan, $b 50.

THE PREMIiR BATTERY.
Best Primary Battery for running Motors $1.50.

Motor Castingrs in Sets. Iialioratory Outfits.
Lamps and Novelties.

Address.

1HE PREMIER ELECTRIC CO.,

17 and 19 Whipple St.. Brooklyn, ST. X.

Subscribe for the Western Electrician.

THE LATEST SPECIALTIES IN ELECTRIC
LIGHT SUPPLIES.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

ST_A.IS ELECTZSZi^^ CO.
641 North Broad Street, PHIIiAJD£I.FHIA.

OF INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.

A New Book Just Published.

A Practical Guide to the Testino; of Electric Light, Electric

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

PKICE, POSTAGE PREPAID, $1.00.

SEND IN T01JB ORDER NOW.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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THE EVANS FRICTION,
RnnnlDE toar Edison dynamos with one 200 H. P. Mcintosh & Seymonr
Knelne in the Weeks BuUdlne, Boston.
ThoHsanda of 11. P. In nae driving dynamoa, and thooeands of eeta of

Variable Speed Cone Pnlleys In operation driving ail kinds of machinery.
For Information aendfor dynamo catalogue "tT' and for cone catalogue

"T." Address

Evans Friction Cone Co.,

85 Water Street, - - BOSTON, MASS.
Evans' Cones.

For Taryine Speed.

TURBINE WATER WHEEIS.
HORIZONTAL
VERTICAL.

EODNEY HUNT MACHINE COMPANY.
Specialties for Electric Light and Power.

l>onb1e the Power of most wheels. Hish Hpeed and Even Speed. Perfectly controlled by
ResoJator. Belting: directly to dynamo. Efficiency. 905^. HolyofceTestmg Flume. Fasy -n'orking
gate. Excellent workmanehip, great durability. Moderate Prices and satisfaction guaranteed. I,950wheei8
sold in New England, One party has S7 of these wheels in nee; another 6,800 h. p., another 7,400 h. p. etc . etc.
Large ncmbers of wheels furnished for Electric Light and Electric Power Transmission, Street Railway, etc.
Write for catalogue and estimates on proposed plants.

Boston Office, 70 KilbySt. Main Office & Worl<s, Orange, IWass., U. S. A.

YOU Will UBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

ANTIQUE FINISH DESK,
Four and a half feet long.

Send for complete catalognea of
office fittings-

AMSRICAN DESK ASD SEATING CO..
270-373 Wabash Avenue, CUICAGO

FUSE ] Correct Carrying Capac-

WIRE or |- ity. Absolute

STRIPS, j Unifomity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave.,

SILK BRAID FOR INCAHDESCEKT

LAMP FILAMENTS.
The greatest care taken in prodncing a uniform article. TTsed by the largest lamp

mannfacturers in the country. Samples and prices mailed free.

H.03X02?3- :BIB-A-IID ^vlI^O". CO.,
28 BEACH ST., BOSTON, MASS.

P.'B.
Insulating Componnds,
Armature Varnish.

Insulating Tape and

Insulating Papers.
p. & B. Products are all ttioroughly water, acid and alkali proof.

Send for our latest Circular.

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
Sole Manvfacttirers, 2 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.

LINK c^ BELTING.
The Best. Now the Cheapest.

REDUCED PRICE LIST
of d rive belt& other Specialties! for Elevators^Conreyr-r^ii^
Marliin-TT f.-.r lian<i li n cr r.nv iiiat.?rjal in bulk orpaf katre.

LUK BELT !lACfll5EEV Cu.', 39f'] Stewart Are., Chicago,

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles, 'Wr'^.e To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
880O W. Second Street, ST. I.OUIS.

H|| I g^ B For electrical

lyi 1 1 > A purposes.

lwllw*B ^o"^ Prices.

BOWERS BROS.,
121 Lake St., - CHICAGO.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

o
225 Dearborn Street. 115 Broadway.
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ii

REGENT
ff

Double Gore, Rubber Covered

WIRES ^CABLES.
SEin^ID ^OIS S-^Hi^^IuES -A.3iTID I=I2ICE!S.

ii

HOWARD " Incandescent
LAMPS.

uf^ItT-^ ^-A-SE!, -A-3iT-2- T7"Oi:^T-^G-E.

A strictly high grade lamp, giving FULL CANDLE POWER throughout its life. HIGH
EFFICIENCY and LONG LIFE commensurate with its other qualities.

SEND A TRIAL ORDER FOR A FEW DOZEN.

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
201, 203, 205, 207 So. Canal St., CHICAGO, ILL.

l'^f"^!! WATER WHEELS
110 Stylfs und Sizes;. Upright (ind Horizuntiil.

30 YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
affords every facility for miiking them.

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
Plants o£ all kinds driven by them. Easy workinK (rates. We guarantee

highest power, with smallest quantity of water, at full and part gates ; in-

suring easy regulation and steady motion. Successfully operating under
heads of 2 to 400 feet. Write us fur fine pamphlet and state your wants.

THE JAMES LEFFEL &, CO.
110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITYSPRINGFIELD, OHIO, U. S. A.

UNION ELECTRIC WORKS
207 South Ganal St., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

The Best Electric Bell in the market; Niciel plated Gongs;

Double Magnet, Platinum Contacts, side adjustment) with set

screw. The simplest and mo3t durable Annunciator,

all sizes, for elevators, bote's and offices.

IVBITi: FOB PBICES.
Also Test Instrnments, Spark Colls, Induction Colls anil various

Standard Electric Devices for Medical and Mechanical Purposes.

We will also manuTaeture articles for Inventors or the Trade.We have sl^illed Worliinen and do tlrst-clasn work.

HIRLIMANN
BATTERIES

Are Standard. Only One that is Guaranteed.

ManQfactiTeH by C. J. HIRLIMANN,
IIT Jllacdongall St., NEW YOBK.

ELECTRICITY
FOR

ENGINEERS.

A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.

Price, Postage Prepaid,

$2.50.

Electrician Pubiisliing Go.,

6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO.

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Factories: Waterbiiry, Conn. - - S5 Park Plaoe, Ne^v Yorli.

MANUFACTURERS OF

3aLre and Iiis\xla.t:eci IZSTire.
Underwriters' Copper Electric liight Ijine "Wire, Copper Masrnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and AVorsted Cords for

Incandescent Ijightin^. > ound and Flat Copper Bars for (Station Worl£.
Insulated iron Pressure AVire.

PATENT "K. K."lilIWlll
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Agentsfor the Washington Carbon Company. Carbons for Arc Lighting.

TEE CKBAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SDPPIT C05IPAP, CEIC4C0, • SEIIIJIG AGENTS,

THOS. LSCOriLL, New TorkJgent.
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The Lake Erie Engineering Works,
BUFFALO, I ir I

NEW YORK.

The Lake Erie Engineering

Works build Simple, Compound,

Triple and Quadruple Expansion

Engines, both Condensing and

Non-Condensing, from 250 to

8,000 H. P. Especially designed

with reference to direct connec-

tion to Multipolar Generators.

Best Economy and Regulation

Guaranteed.

Also furnish High-Grade Boil-

ers of any class, making a spe-

cialty of internally fired boilers of

the marine type.

W. B. Pearson & Company are

the Western Representatives of

the Lake Erie EngineeringWorks,

and all inquiries should be ad-

dressed to them.

They are prepared to contract

at a reasonable price, for the com-

plete installation of power plants

of any capacity, for any service,

and at any place.

Plants designed with reference

to local conditions and require-

ments to give maximum economy

and safety, with minimum first

cost.

Write for estimates.

STANDARD COMPOUND ENGINE.

W. B. PEARSON & COMPANY,
Western Representatives, 401 Home Insurance Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

HILL
Clutch Works,
clevelaud, o.

EASTERN OFFICE:
ISCortlandtSt,, - ^'EW YORK.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
its 80. Canal St.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Designed, Erected and FaniBhed.

Send for neT7 Catalogue ofPow-
er Transmission Machinery.

N|/\fJuf/«;TUF^EF^

'tLE(TBI(LlGHT^LOBE°$^r-^

_;he-L^r(jEST-LiME- OF

NoVELaAdTISTICPATTEHNSftEFFEGTS/

* 42 MURRAY ST. NY. J
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PEBRET ELECTRIC MOTORS
ALL SIZES FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET - ELECTRIC - LIGHT - SYSTEM.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass. "^ TlSU.
I
Cleveland, Ohio, C. P. NICHOLSON, 513 Society for Savings Building; 'Washington, D. C, J. U. BTTRKETT & CO., 1409 New

SELLING AGENTS: ] York Avenue; St. Paal, llinn., F. J. RENZ. 300 Minnesota St.; Philadelphia, Pa., PENNSYLVANIA MACHINE CO.,

( 29 N. 701 Street; Jfew Orleans, lia., BUCHEL MACHINE WORKS, 101 Conti Street.
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mmo.. ELECTRIC LIGHTING
ERIE, PA. USE THE BALL ENGINE.

STEARNS MANUFACT'C CO.OiiMMsERIE.PA.
coim[pl.e:te: poiater f»i:.a.i«ts for. WOODBURY T^l

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, Automatic ENGINES

STREET RAILWAY, j|Lt\/ ^k
and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

( NEW VOHK,
BEANOH OFFICES: chkaSo^'''"''"-

I SAN FRANCISCO,

i:iO I.ihirtv St.
»44 Druxef Bulldinf;.
10-.iO The Kookery.
ZO and .'il Ijiiear SI.

N-CONDENSING.
-' -—~~=^ - '

4fipKrnT"P<3- i
BOSTOX-S. T. Holt & Hart. «7 Sudbury Street. SIMPLE AND COMPOUND

GILL'S PATENT WATER TUBE BOILER auxill UJJJO
| ST. LOUlS-M.r. .Joliiiston Machinery Co., 715 and 717 N. 3a St. CONDENSING OR NON-CON DE

The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOUIAELY ADAPTED TO DEITING

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of its high efflclency at all .stages of gate, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of which makes it the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

CPUn rnp PATAI DrilP illustrating various styles of setting

on both vertical and horizontU shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,

STOUT, 9111.1,8 & TS!aiPI<E, Uf\J t Xjviy^m

Both belta 12 inches wide, both loaded the same, Competitor'B belt left the pulleys, Acme kept i's

place. The Acme is patented, and made only by the

Factory: Concord, N. H. Branches: New York, Boston, Chi'-aso, San Francisco. Send for catalogue-

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Builders of High Grade

Corliss Engines,
Giddings' Automatics.

SIMPIJE, COMPOUND, AKD CONDENSING.
Complete Plants Furnished.

Works: SIOUX CITY, IOWA.
BEASCH office:

48 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, '

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric. Pneumatic and Mechanical

AXNUNCIATORS x^ BELLS.
FUI.I. lilNE AlilfAYS IX STOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO.,
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Aye., Brooklyn, N. T.
- Send for New CiTALottTK. Oat AnguBt let.

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIGHT AND MOTOR CUT-OUT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS.

HAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERY LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.
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W.P.
TIE THOMSIII-HOUSTIN ElECTIIC CO,

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RAILWAY MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

3382 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

THOHSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,

BostoD Office: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 148 Michigan Ave.
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DID IT EVER STRIKE YOU

That the place to tiuy soods is ot the manufacturer?

"We maniifactnre everything in the xray of Electrical Snp*
plies, and qnote manufacturer's prices.

WE ARE THE GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS FOR THE

PERKINS ELECTRIC LAMP COMPANY,
And will make you Factory prioes«

WE ARE GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS FOR

The Safety Insulated Wire and Cable Company,
And will make you factory prices on all kinds of RUBBER WIRES and CABLES.

laead Encased Gables, Incandescent Lamp Gord.

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS,
54 and 56 Franklin St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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TH[ELECTRICAL.SyPPLYCO.
CH ICAGO

EXCERPTS OF OPINIONS FROM
THE PRESS AND PUBLIC.

.
ELECTRICUGHr^M
^POWER-SUPPLIES '

%V) CHICAGO &>

or^/f^-%4>^-'5~^

Chicago, April 29. 1892.

"—Your catalogue received, for which we thank you.
It is a 'sunbeam' on electrical information and will be
electric light 'fixture' in our office." Yours truly,

Chicago Wire and Spring Co
,

S. L. Meeshon, Secy.

-We think it a grand book."
Charleston Thomson-Houston Elect. Co-

Charleston,
, April 2

"—The book before us is a revelation; it marks an
epoch in electrical catalogue making in its style of
binding, in the evident lavish expenditure of care, intelli-

gence and money to make each of its 500 pages perfect,

It surpasses anything we have as yet seen.''

—

Electrical
Engineer.

Beaedstown, III., April 25. 1S92.

-It is a 'gem' on which we set great 'store.'
"

Beardstown E. L. & Power Co.

TuscuMBiA. Ala., April 2S, 1S92.

"—Our Electrician is very much pleased with your new
catalogue. Saj's it is complete ."

Cut oue-fourLliii,.tualsjze.

TuscuMBiA Light & Water Co.,
R. L. Ross, Treas.

"—This valuable work, in the production of which so many weeks of continuous exhaustive labor is

represented, will be classed as a catalogue, though it is more than that. But as a catalogue it is the most
thorough and complete one of its kina ever sent out."

—

Electrical World.

"—It is a cyclopedia of electrical information Everything from an electric button to a full sheet
flash of lightning is carefully and compactly listed, but while every page appears to be charged and illumi-

nated with things electrical, there is not in the whole book a single line to shock the most fastidious.

Every article is a type of its class, and represents the latest and best achievements in its line The
volume, which is a model of its class, fairly represents the progressive establishment that issues it."

—

Western Electrician.

Union Citv, Mich., April 29, 1892.

a catalosjfue that should be in every"

—

^^ is

Electric Light Station

RHEUBOTTOM & BOND

Chicago, April 29, 1892.
"—The finest catalogue yet issued by an elec-

trical supply company."

THE CHICAGO EDISON CO.

"—Your catalogue is without doubt the finest

thing of the kind we have ever seen."

THE STREET RAIL IVA Y REVIEW,
F. L. Keofield, Mgr.

Chicago, April 28, 1892.
"—We congratulate you on the beauty and

completeness of your work."

FT. WAYNE ELECTRIC CO.,
185 Dearborn Street.

CMTMLOGUe NO. 23 OF
ELECTRIC LIGHT MND ROiAZERSURPLIES.

A copy will be sent to every one whose connection with the electrical trade entitles them to it.

Please make application by lettP.r. The pocket edition of above will be sent to any address.

Those in territory east of eastern boundary of 1 Those in territory west of eastern boundary of

Ohio, address

The Electrical Supply Co.,

ANSOxMA, CONN.

Ohio please address

The Electrical Supply Co.,

CHlCAGa, ILL.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATIN6 CO.

THE I?.TJBBE]K. XJSEID IZsT

HABIRSHAW INSULATION

Feeder <'ore.
Broadway Theater.

Naval Marine India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Feeder f'nhle. Brooklyn
WMlnon Kleefrlc l..lehC CO.

9Karine Core, nned
on tvovernnieiit

CmiaerH.

Submarine IVork, Fdi8on Klectric
Ijight « o., Faston, Pa.

Xaval <;ore, I'nited
Stnten M. M. "Clilea^o.''

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES. Feeder Conductor.

••nrypla- e»*."
(lirand Central Bepot.PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.

Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far employed on board the United States steamships Trenton, Chicago, Boston, Yorktown, Pensacola, Phila'

delphia, Petrel, Atlanta, Baltimore, Newark, Vermont, Charleston. San Francisco, Concord, Bennington and monitor Miantonomah.

SOLID AND STRANDED CONDUCTORS, TAPED, BRAIDED, FLAME-PROOF.

The Habirshaw Insulation fulfills all requirements in places demanding the

"Best," and in that field finds no successful competitors.

Feeder Core.

FACTORY: CLENWOOD, YONKER8, N. Y.

WMilVJi nADlKorlAW) ritiOi] 315 Madison Ave., Cor. Forty-Seoond St.,

eiKKSBAIi MANAGEB. KEW XOBK CITY.
Feeder Cable.

WESTERN AGEHTS: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., cor. Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICACO. ILL. ^eS?rVc'li^;!J"2;^.

The Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.^

805 CHAMBEB OF COMMERCE BUILDING,

)gg^

CHICAGO, IL.L..

-MASKUFACTIIRERS OF-

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

In Ordering Specify
AQENOISS:
The Electrical Supply Oo., Chicago, 111.

The Electrical Supply Oo., Ansonia, Oonn.
W. H. Gordon & Co., New York.
F. P. Jones & Co., Buffalo, TS. Y.
The Iron City Electric Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Woodruff-Harris Electric Co., Birmingham, Ala.
liouisville Electric Co , Louisville, Ky.
Houliston, Hubbard & Co., Cincinnati, O.
C. H. Baker & Co., Seattle, Wash.
Julius Andrae, Milwaukee, Wis.

Long^ Life Lamps

or Hig^h Efficiency

Lamps.
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ARId <.3UTr=otnrs.
The Best is Xlie Clieaipestl

THE WOOD CUT-OUT BOX,
MANUFACTURED BY THE

Fort Wayne Electric Co., is the BEST.

DOUBLE BREAK. KS^H^ll WEATHERPROOF.

INCOMBUSTIBIiE. ^ ^^^mmm^ ^ For prices write to

Fort Wayne Eleetrie Co.,

cc IDEim^OIT"

STiNDiRD RAILWAT SYSTEM.
In Daily Use in Thirty Different Cities.

Proving Its Superiority.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING APPARATUS.
STATIONARY MOTORS.

Electrical Supplies of Every Description.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
917-918 MONADNOCK BUILDING, F. I. STONE,

CHICAGO, ILL. CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
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FOR INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS, ANY SYSTEM.

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Boston.

Insulated Wires and Gables.
The acknowledged Standard for darable and Ulf^h Xnsulatlon. Its

merits proved by a record of over quarter of a century.
Adapted to all electrical parpo§es.

Celebrated Kerite Tape for Insulating Joints.

Electric Light and Power, all SIZES Aerial Use,

Telegraph and Telephone, inin pijniniiTi nnDtH! Subterranean Use,
Railway, and all other "^^^ tHl'AitU Wmtii. Submarine Use.

Branches of Signaling. Concealed Wiring in all Locations.

WILLIAM H. ECKERT,°'"".'».rs":;..., New York.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOB HARD BUBBEB.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
rN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The« KartaYsrt ^ Manufacturing ^ Co..)

L^Errl!WATER WHEELS
110 styles and Sizes. Upright and HorizoutJtl.

30 YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
affords every facility for making them.

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, irrigating and Manufacturing.
Plants of all kinds driven by them. Easy workinp eates. We guarantee

highest power, with smallest quantity of water, at full and part gates; in-

suring easy reRuiation and steady motion. Successfully operating under
beads of a to 400 feet. Write us for fine pamphlet and state your wants.

THE JAMES LEFFEL &, CO.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, U. S. A.

110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, JTEW YORK,

MANtTFACTUKBES, IMPOETERS AND DEALERS IN

THE "CHAMPION'
Prloa, with Eo4 Zinc, $1.15 per Cell, with Corragatad

Zinc, $1.35 per Cell.

THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED,

BATTERY,
^^^^^^^^

Supplies

OmpMa C.Il of Chua- C.rbo. Reaerrolr .nd Com Corngsted Zlac ofdum*
pift. BAtUrj. of CbunploB B.tury. ploa Bittcry.

Of all Descriptions.

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances,

Construction Tools and

Line Material,

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
' Mannftictared by the •

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
OMAHA, NEB., B. B.Downa, lli gtjMly Block.
ST. LOI'IB. MO.. St, Loain El«:lrlc«l SopnlrCo.
BAN FHANCISCO, CAT.., Int«mmllon«l biear.c

NEW YORK CITY, Uhas. E. Chapln, 186 Liberty
Street.

CHICAGO, ILL., The Electrical Engineering *
SupulyOo., 9;J1 The Rookery.

ST. PAUL, MINN., The Electrical Engineering
& Supply Co.

Sapply &^ CODBtrnctlon Co.
CINCINN.\TI, OHIO, Glover Electric Co., 17«

We«t Sth .Strewt.

LOUISVILLE, KY., Smlthert & Darls.

E, E. KELLER. F. E. DEGENHARDT.

Keller & Degenhardt,
electrical engineers.

542 Rookery Bldg*., Chicag'O, 111.
THE ONLY BUREAU OF ELECTRICAL INFORMATION IN THE WORLD'S FAIR CITY.

WILLARD L. CANDEEj )h„.i.,... m—.„...
H. DURANT cHEEVEit, P""""™ ''""Be".

The

Interaalional OKONITE COMPANY, LIIITED.

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES ANpCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uu.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.
Olconite Waterproof Tape.

city.BRANCHES; Clilc«E:o, Boston, PMIadelphlB. aUnneapoUa, Clnclxmatl.
Omaba, I.onlBTllle, St. I.oiii8, San FranciBco, London and So. America.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PUNTS.
ESTIMATES AKD DRA^-INGS SUBMITTED.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
Painted Post, N. Y.

BEfRESENTATITES

:

Julian Scholl & Co., 126 Liberty St.. Nea r*rk.

Geo. D. Hoffman, 82 Lake St., Chicago, III.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., new york.

'

AGENTS:
W. B. Peiirson 4 Cq^ Home Ins. BIdir.. Chicago, 111.

Thos. G. Smith Jr., Hammond Bide., Cincinnati, Ohio.
W, «. Day, 128 OllTer St., Boeton, Maee.
A. M. Moree & Co., Commercial Bldg., St. Loaii, Mo.
Hyae Bros. & Co., Lewli Block, Flttabarg, Pa.
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TIlB

Thomson-Honston
ELECTRIC CO.,

MAlfUFACTTJRBRS OP THE HIGHEST QUAUTY OP

DYNAMOS, LAMPS
And Every Neceeeary Appliance for the Construction, Maintenance and Operation of

Central Stations and Isolated Plants,

Arc, Direct Current and Alternating Current Systems,

100,000
Thomson-Houston Arc Lamps,

750,000
Thomson-Houston Incandescent Lamps

In Daily Operation October 1, 1891.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, WESTERN OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave.. BOSTON, Mass. 148 Michigan Ave.. CHICAGO. ILL
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

A-merlcan Desk & Seating Co. .

American Engine Co xii

At- .'ae, Julius xii

Andrews & Co., A. H xiv

Bflggot, E xiv
Ball En(?lne Co xix
Ball & Wood Co., The I

liecker Mfg. Co., John
Reggs, J. E , Mch. & Supply Co.. ix

Bernstein Electric Co iv

Boston Braid Mfg. Co xvi

Bowers Bros xv
Brownlee & Co xii

Brookfleld, Wm xii

Brush Electric Co xvi
Bryant Elcctrir; Co xiii

Buckeye Electric Co., The xv
Butler Hard Rubber Co xvii

Central Electric Co v
Chicago Electric Motor Co. . . .

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co x
Consol. Eiec. Mfg. Co., The. . i

Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co. xiii

Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co, . xiii

Crown Electric Mfg. Co ix

Cushing, F. W vii

Cutter. Geo
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co. . . x
Day's Kerlte Insulation 1

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. . xix

Detroit Electrical Works xxiv
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co
Dixon Crucible Co., Jo3 xv
Duplex Electric Co. , Ltd xii

Eastern Electric Cable Co xiii

Edison General Electric Co viii

Electric Cons. & Supply Co vi

Electric Engr.'g & 5upply Co . . ix

Electric Secret Service Co xiv

Electrician Pub. Co. ..xv, xvi, xviii

Electrical Construction Co..The.xiii

Electrical Eng.& Sup. Co., The. xiii

Electrical Supply Co., The... xxii

Elektron Mfg. Co
Emerson Electric Mfg. Co ix

Empire China Works xv
Eyans Friction Cone Co xvi

Falls Rivet & Machine Co ix

Ferracute Machine Co
Fletcher & Fletcher Elec Co.. xiv

For Sale ix, xiii

Fort Wayne Electric Co xxlv
Globe Carbon Co xv
Gravity Purifier Co
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.xv^i

Greeley&Co., The E. 8 1

Helsler Electric Co viii

HemlDgray Glass Co xiii

HIU Clutch Works
Hirllmann, C. J
Hine Eliminator Co xii

Qolmes, Booth & Haydens. ...xvii

Hunt Machine Co., Rodney...
Hussey & Co xiv

Illinois Electric Lamp Co ix

India Rubber & Gutta Percha
Insulating Co xxiii

Institute of Technology xiv

Interior Conduit& Insulatloii Co. . x
International Okonlte Co 1

Jewell Belting Co i

Kartavert Mfg. Co I

Keller & Degenhardt i

Kelly Brothers xv
Knapp Electrical Works xxl
Lake, .I. H. & D xiv
Lake Erie Engineering Works. xviii

Lane & Bodley Co xvi

La Roche E lectric Works xix
Law Telephone Co xiii

Lefmann, Julius xv
Leffel& Co., Jas i

Link Btilt Machinery Co xvii

Loud.H.M.&SonsLumberCo. xiv
LovellMfg. Co., Ltd xiii

MUlIken Bros xvi
Morse & Co., A. M xiv

Munsell & Co., Eugene xiii

Murphy, T. J
National Carbon Co xiv
National Electric Mfg. Co v
New York Insulated Wire Co. . . x
New York & Ohio Co 1

Ostrander & Co., W. R xix
Page Belting Co
Partrlck & Carter Co
Pearson & Co., W. B xviii

Pelton Water Wheel Co xiv
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Perry & Noyes xii

Phoenix Glass Co
Pierce, Jr., Joslah xv
Porter-Leavitt Elec. Motor Co.
Powell Co . The Wm xiv
Premier Electric Co., The
Pumpelly, J. K xiv
Queen & Co xiii

Kacine Hardware Mfg. Co xii

Rae, Frank B
, xv

Railway Equipment Co x
Ries Electric Specialty Co x
Rockford Electric Mfg. Co
RoebJing's Sons Co., J. A
Rose Elec. Light Supply Co. .

.

Royal Electric Co xii

Samson Cortiage Works xU

8ftwyer-Man Electric Co xi

3chindol& Schlndel xiv

Schoonmaker. A. O xii

Schuyler Electric Co viii

Short Electric Railway Co iv

Shultz Belting Co
Sioux City Engine Works xix
Smith, A. T xix
Smith, Thos. G. Jr xv
SomofE, J. L XV
Sperry Elec. Mining Mach. Co. xvi
Standard Paint Co ix

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co
Star Electrlx Co xiv
Stearns Mfg. Co x)x
Sterling, W.C xv
Stllwell&BlerceMfg. Co.. xiv.xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co . . .xxiii

Taylor Engine Co xix
Tnomson-SoustonElec.Co. .. ii, xx
Union Electric Works
Union Hardware Co xii

U. 8. Electric Lighting Co... xi

VanNuis C. S -

—

Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Waddell-Entz Electric Co xii

Wanted xiii

AVashlngton Carbon Co., The. . . vi

^Vestern Electric Co x
Westinghouse Elec.andMXg Co
Weston Engine Co i

Williams Engine Works xix
Woodhouse & Rawson, Ltd. . .

.

Worthlngton, Henry R
CLASSIFIED LIST.

Annunciators.
Central Electric Oo.
Detroit Electrical Worka.
Electrical OonBtructlon Co., The
Electrical Supply Co., Tee.
Great Weatem Elec. Supply Ca-
Greeley & Co.. The S. 8.
Enapp Electrical Works.
OatraDder & Co. W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
tTnlon Electric Workfl

Arc lifunps.
Beg^B. J. E., Mchy. & Supply Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Electric CoDB. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co;
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
ThoniBOD -Houston Electric Co.
Westinghouse Eleetrlc & Ufg. Co.
W^eatern Electric Co.

Arc IJlgltt Cord.
Knapp Klectrical Works.

1

Samson Cordage Works.
Batteries.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co.,The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Hirlimann, C. J.
Law Telephone Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Premier Electric Co., The.
Pampelly, J. K.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Hemlngray QlasB Co.
Hirlimann, C. J.
Law Telephone Co.
Western Electric Co.

BeUs, BleetTlo.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley* Co., ThoE. S.
Enapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, SKairneto.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Greeley A Co.. The K. 8.
Enapp Blectrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

BeltlDff.
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Page Belting Co.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Lane & BcdleyCo., The.
Stearne Mf g^. Co.
VN'^eston Engine Co.

Books, Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

BrasH Ooods.
Powell Co., The Wm.

Bnrslar AlanLis.
Central Electric C©.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The,
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co-.The S. 8.
Enapp Blectrical Worka.
Far^ck & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Wire Insnlated.)

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical SupRly Co., The.
Loud, H. H. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Schindel & Schlndel.

Cables, Electric, (See Wire Insu-
lated), Copper, Sheet and Bar,
Roeblings Sons Co., J. A.
We&tem Electric Co.

CIncehes, Frlrtlnn.
Falls Rivet & Machine Co.
Hill Clntch WorkB,
Lake, J. H. & D.

Cordace.
HaiDBon CoTilaao Works.

Carbons, Points and Plates.
Brush Electric Co.
Central ElwctrJcCo.
Electrical Supply Co., Tht.
Globe Carbon Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National Carbon Co.
\\'aBblDgtoii Carbon Co,
WeBtem Electric Co.

Constrnrtlon and Bepalrs.
Aoilriie, JtilluH.

Chicago Kleclrlc Motor Co.
Elsctnc COBH. & Sujtply Co.
BleclricHl Conetruction Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ha(_', Fnink R,
Smith, Th'-B. a. Jr.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, Electric IjU;ht,
Knsine Plants and Electric
Ballways.
AiinTictiTi Kiiglne I "o.

Ball Enelne co.
Ball A Wood Co., The.
Brush Electric Co.
Iietrolt Klfictrlcal Works.
niamond i:i-:^cLrlc Mfg. Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Cone, i, Supply Co.
Electrical Ece. & bnpply Co.
FiillH RivHl .t Machln.) Co,
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Heleler Electric Co.
Keller & Degenhardt.
Lake Erie Enginfjerintj Works.
Lane & Bodley co , The,
La Roche Electric Works.
Morse & Co., A. M.
PearsMi & Co., W. B.
Kacine Hardware Mfg Co.
Rockford ElectrlcManufactnrlngCo.
Royal Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway no.
Sious City Engine Works.
Smith, Thoa. W. Jr.
Taylor Engine Co.
Thomeoo UouBton Electric Co.
Waddell-Kntz Electric Co.
Westinghouee fllectrlc & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Engine Co.
Williams Engine Works,

Cnpper Wires and Tapes.
Central Electric Co.
Creecent InB. Wire & Cable Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edlsgn General Electric Co.
Electrlral Supply Co.,The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Enanp Electrical Works.
Roebling'8 Son's Co,, J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cat-OntB and Switches.
Andrae, -Tnllus.

Bry;mt Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cutler, Geo.
Cutter Elertrical* Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
KnaDp Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfe. Co.
SiarEleclrix Co.
Van Nuls, C. S.

Western Electric Co.
Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Elec'.rical Ene. t Supply Co.
Port Wayne Electric Co.
Heieler Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lovell Mfg. Co., Ltd.
National Jiilectrlc Mannfacturing Co.
Rockford ElectricManofacturing Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weetinghonse Electric* Mfg. Co.

El**ctrlc Lara Gas Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Electric Bailn^ays.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Slectrlc Co.
Rae, Prank B.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Honston Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electrical aod 9Iechat>ical
EnelDcers.
Pierce, Josiah Jr.

Rae, Frank E.
Electrical instrunents.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley •£ Co., The E. 8.

La Roche Electric Works.
Queen & Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Andrae. Julius.
Bryant Elactric Co.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cutter. Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Fletcher & Flexher Electric Co.
HuBSPy & Co.
Ries Electric Specialty Co.

Electroliers and CoHiblna-
tlon Fixtnres.
Baggot, E.
Blectrical Supply Co., The.
Thomson-Houston Ellectric Co.

Electro-Platins Sfacliines.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

Electrical Xntelllgence.
Keller & Degenhardt
Rae. Trank B.

EloTStors.
Link Belt Machinery Oo.

BnclBCH. nteasi.
Amerbitn En;.'lije Co.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball* WoodCo.Tke.
Luko Erie Kiit^lneeriDg Workf

.

Lane & IJodiey Co.
Morse* Co., .\. M.
PearsoD A Co., W.B.
Itacloe Hardware Mfg. Co.
Smith, ThOB.O. Jr.
sioujc(;ity Engine Works.
Steams Mfg. Oo.
Taylor KiiglnB Co.
WfMtfjri Knt.'iiit' Co.
Williams Kni^dne Co,

Fan OntntH.
ChloiL'o S)i^' iric Motor ('o.

Rdison General Electric Co,
KmfrKon Kl"<lric Mft'.Co.
Prtjiiiler Electric Co., The.
Stanley Electric Ulg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
\'alcanlzcd Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
PartrlcE & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Weetern iSlectrlc Co.

Friction Cones.
Bvans Friction Cone Co.

Fnrnare Grate Bars.
Kelly Bros.

Fnse Mire.
Electrical Supply Oo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

Gasljlsntinff, Electric.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Fletcher & FlelrtitT Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cteneral Electrical Supplies
Andrae, Julius.
Bryant Elertric Co.
Central Eleotrtc Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Blectrical Works.
BdlBon General Electric Co.
Electric Cone. & Sapply Co.
Electric i'^ngineeringJi; Supply Co,
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Fletcher & Fletclwr Electric Co.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
iireeley & Co . , The E . S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Queen & Co,
SiarElectrliCo.
Western Electric Co.

Cllobes and Electrical Cliase-
irare.
Brookfield, Wm.
Hemlngray Glass Co.
Phcenls Glass Co.

6rapTi)te Specialties,
Dison Crucible Co , Jop,

Hard Jtnbber Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

InMoiators and ftnsnlatlnc
Sfatcrialn.
Andrae, Julius,
Brookfleld, Wm.
Bryant Elt'ctric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cusbing, F. W.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Engineering tt Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Hemlngray Glass Co.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
IK^enet Wire.
Central Electric Co.
Cr6=cent Ins, Wire & Cable Co.
Cuehing.F. W,
Cutter, Geo.
Day's Kerlte Insulation.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Blectrical Supply Co.. The.
Solmes, 6oo€h & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gatta Percha Insu-

latingCo.
Knapp Blectrical Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng'B Sons Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Waddell-Entz Electric Co.
Western Electric Co-

l4ainps, Incandescent.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Centr^ Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric En^'ineering & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Electrical Eng. 4 Supply Co.
Great Western Elec- Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The B. S.
Helsler Electric Co.
Illinois Electric Lamp Co.
Enapp Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Somofl, J. L,
Sunl>eam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Hooston Electric Co.

Lubricators.
Powell Co., The Wm.

nacnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wire.)

,3rechan]ca1 Ufachinery.
Ferracute Machine Co.

aiedlcal Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Partrlek A Carter Co.

ailea.
Bowers Bros.
Monsell A; Co., Suene
S^oo&mtkflr, A. O.

nine Hinials, Electric.
D«trolt Blectrical Worka.

niDlns Apparataa, Klectrle.
EdiBOQ Geo«r&l Electric Co.
Thomson-tiODalon Blectric Co.
Sperry Elec Mining Machine Co.
WeatlnKhouM Electric A U tg. Co.

otora.
Brail) Electric Co.
CroclurWb««ler Electric Co.
Cblcago Electric Motor Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Kli'<jlrlc Mfg. Co.
Edison Gwneral Electric Co.
Electrical Enj;. fe Huoplr Co.
j;merB0n Kl(_'i:tri(: Mtu.*'o.
La Roche Electric Works
LoTell Mfg. Co., Ltd
Porter-LeavKt Electric Motor Co
Premi'-r El'-rtric Co.
Rockford ElectricManafactnrinf Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Thomson-Honston Electric Co
UaddHll KnI/ Elect rr Co
WestinghouBe Electric 4 MfK Co.Name Hlat#M.
Beckf-r MfL'. Co . John.

OfUce Farnltnre.
American Deek & Seating Co
Andrews A Co., A. H.

Oil Cops.
Powell Co., The Wm,

Oil PurlflcrH.
Graviiy Parlller I'o.

Pins and Uracbets.
Centra! Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co.. The
Loud, H. M. A Sons' Lnmber Co.
k;iiluay Kr[Uij,inent Co.
Schlndel >i; Sblndel.
Western Electric Co.

Foles.
Brownlee & Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The
Lefmano, Jnliiia.

i^?.^! ^ ^- * Sons' Lnmber Cc.
Mllllken Bros.
Kaihv/iv Efjiiipnient Co.
Schindel & Schlndel.
Sterlinnr.W. C.

PnbliNhers, Electrical
Electrician Publishing Co.

Fnsh Buttons.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The
Knapp Electrical Worka
Partrick S^ Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Weslem Electric Co.

Baii-vray^s, Electric.
tSee electric railways.)

Bf-gfulntins Horkets.
Ries Electric Specialty Co.

Securities. Electrical
I Ferry & Noyes.
Separators, Steam.
HIne Eliminator Co.

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

SpeaklnK Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enapp Elecjfii^ Works
Ostrander &Co., W. R
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pnmps.
Worthlngton, Henry R.

Supplies. Electric Railwav
Detroit ElPctrical Works.
Railway Equipment Co.
Schindel & Schlndel.

Tapes, Insnlatinc
Andrae, Julius.
Central Electric Co.
Cushing, F. W.
Crescent In = . Wire & Cable Co
Eastern Bleritric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co
Electrical Supply Co. , The
India RuD^r & Gotta Percha In-
sulating Co.

International Okonlte Co., TheNew York Insulated Wire Co
Standard Paint Co.

Telesrapli apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Greeley & Co., The B. 8
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co
Western Electric Co.*

Telephones, Electric.
Detroit Flectrical Worts
Western Electric Co.

Test fnstmiiients.
Centrai Electric Co.
Electrical Stlpply Co., The,
Greeley & C&., The E. S.
Enapp Electrical Works.
Q.aeen & Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. & Snpply Co
National EleciricManufactnrineCo
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

'

Wsstlnghonee Electric & Mfg. Co.
Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Works.

Tracks. Electric Car.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Honston Electric Co
Westinghonse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Turbine Wheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Hunt Machine Co., Rodney.
Stilwell & Bierce Mfg. Co.

UniTCrsities.
Inetitnte of Technology.

T*"ater Wheels.
Leffel & Co., The Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

Wire, Bare.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Electrical supply Co., The.
Holme?, Booth & Haydens.
Knsnn B'flc&lcat Wtma.
Railway Equipment Co.
Koebling's bons' Co., J. A.
Bperry Alec. Hin^g MacUno Oo.
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Be suspicious of any Company that is anxious to lose money
in order that you may have the best equipped

electric railway in the country.

The Short Electric Railway Gompany
OFFERS A FULL LINE OF

APPLIANCES FOR OVERHEAD CONSTRUCTION,

GEARLESS AND SINGLE REDUCTION MOTORS,

IMPROVED RAILWAY GENERATORS,

Workmanship, Efficiency and Successful Operation Guaranteed.

MAIN OFFICES, CLEVELAND, 0.

Mills Puilding, New York City. 225 Dearborn St., Chicago.
Penn Mutual Building, Philadelphia. 515 Walnut St., St. Louis.

Kittredse Building, Denver. Mailers' Building, Seattle.
227 Stevenson St., San Francisco. Old Capitol Building, Atlanta.

EVERY STATION OF ANY SYSTEM
SHOULD INVESTIGATE OUR

SERIES LAMPS,

SERIES SOCKETS,

SERIES SUPPLIES,
For ARC and ALTERNATING Circuits.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICES.

BERNSTEIN FAN MOTORS.
Perfect in Design. Tasteful in Appearance. Simple Throughout.

Reliable Agents wanted in every section of the country. Write for particulars.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
620 ATLANTIC AVENUE, BOSTON, MASS.
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vLON/>

TRADE MARl-C

Central Electric Company.

HIGH GRADE STOCK.

EACH ONE LEADS IN ITS CLASS.

nLON//

TBAO E tAAR K,

OKONITE WIRES
And Products—record unbroken.

BRYANT SPECIALTIES.

By method of exclusion, the
Bryant all porcelain sockets and
switches stand alone.

CONDUIT.

The Interior Conduit & Insula-
tion Company's tubing, plain
and brass, out-classes all others.

SWAN LAMPS.
The Swan Lamp is one of high
efficiency, long life and bril-

liancy.

WASHINGTON CARBONS.
The Washington Carbons are
noted for long life, low resistance,
high efficiency.

GLADIATOR DRY BATTERY.
A tower of strength in the elec-
trical arena.

^^M
rTRADE mark!

Central Electric Company,
116 and 118 Franklin Street,

CHICAGO.

iPN'A^
rtrademark!

THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC
MANUFACTURING CO.,

EAU CLAIRE, WISCONSIN,

Is doubling the capacity of its factory

to meet increased business.

Write our Agents for Prices.

—AGENTS:—
JTew York. N. Y.-NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. & CONSTEUCTION CO., Ekcliical Exclauge Bldg.

Washington, D. C—L. N. COX, 18 Pifih S re«t, P. E,

Philadelphia. P».-PENNSYLVANIA ELECTRIC ENGINEERING CO.
St. Fanl. Minn.—THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLY CO.^i

Detroit, Mich.—COMMERCIAL ELECTRIC CO.
San Francisco. Cal.—NATIONAL ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT CO.

liincoln, Neb.—LINCOLN ELECTRICAL MFG AND SUPPLY CO.
Seattle, Wash.—CHAS. H. BAKER & CO.

IVew Orleans, L,a.—ENTERPRISE CONSTRUCTION AND SUPPLY CO.
St.l,oui»,—W. E. BAILEY, Scecial S^'Uthern Aeent, 7 & 8 Equitable Bldg.

Cincinnati,—G. P. ALTENBERG, 65 Smith Bldg.
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(AMIini TRIST IS A FAHHI!
(You may thank us for it), and indications are it will soon fall apart, each fellow

pulling for himself. Then

Your Harvest Will Gome,
So don't make Long Time Contracts, ONE YEAR IS LONG ENOUGH. We booked orders in March for

3,000,000 CARBONS
And in April, (up to the 16th.), have sold | ,87 I >000, and indications are, demand will run

^HE^D OF FUE^^IOTJS l^ONTH^.

AGENTS:
H. C. Hawhs,

620 Atlantic Ave., Boston.

Holmes. Booth A Haydens,
25 Park Place, Kew York.

The 'Washington Carbon Co.,

641 N. Broad St., Piiiadelphia.

Blectrlcal Sapply & Construction Co.,

917 Liberty St. , Pittsburgh.

Standard Electrical ITorhs,
161 W. Pearl St., Cincinnati.

Central Electric Co.,

116 Franklin St., Chicago.

OUR CARBONS ARE NO^ED FOR THEIR

Long Life, High Efficiency, Low Resistance.

Write UB for samples and quotations before you contract for supply.

THE WASHINGTON CARBON COMPANY,
Works at WASHINGTON, PA. PITTSBURGH, PA.

An Old Friend in a New Dress.
The more you see of the "Ward'' lamp the more you become interested. Mechanical and electrical perfection. It

is all that. Are you aware that we are combining these features with a line of ornamental lamps that surpass in beauty of

finish and design any arc lamp ever offered to the trade, and equal to the handsomest electrical fixtures manufactured?

You need such lamps for interior lighting and decoration. They increase the output of your station, and delight

the consumer. How about prosperity? Of course you're through with experiments. Why need you injure your business

and add personal worry by the purchase of any other style of lamps, which are so imperfect that they will have to be
changed over every month, and brought out as a "New Lamp''?

The "Ward" lamp, in all cases, is specially designed to meet the varying conditions demanded, and had passed the ex-

perimental stage when first offered to the public by this Company. The thousands of "Ward" lamps in use prove it to be

the only lamp that works satisfactorily on an incandescent circuit.

AA,ML)rACTURERS ORGANIZED (881.

INCORPORATED 1863.

Arc Laaps

ESTABLISHED -

ACT: J

psR INC.-^NDESCENT AND
STREET RA1L\\'A^' CIRCUITS.

THE ONLY ARC L.V\P THAT
\\ORKS S.ATISr.-^TORILY ON AN
INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING, THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LA.nPS.

THE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

XTNITY BUILDISG,

CHICAGO,

TELEPHONE BUILDING,

NEW YORK.
Search Light No. 13
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HIjEAD Quarters;
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* niTY TELEGRAPH. Ar

â
m^^yy^Ẑ Mar 21st.. 1887. . ^SuPT Office

C. B. Hotchklss. Esq.

Gen'l Agent Days Kerite.

New York.

Dear Sir:-

I send herewith a piece of Kerite Wire cut out of service on

account of construction of manhole. The wire, two pieces of about 3000

feet each, was placed in one inch common gas pipe and buried beneath the

pavement about thirty inches, on Cass Street from Chicago Avenue to Erie

street, thence to Pine street. This work was done in the summer of 1877

and the wire has been in continuous, and is now in service, without inter-

ruption of any kind. I see no perceptible change in the material and con-

gratulate you upon the record.

Yours respectfully,

(^^-^f?lxy\/sJlX] ^ Sup't.

p. S. This piece was removed March 14th, x887«

April 18, 1892.—This wire is still in service after 15 years' use.

No other rubber covered wire in this
country can show such a record as this, as
none of them were in existence when this
wire was laid.

W. H. ECKERT,
Gen'l Agent,

16 Dey St., NEW YORK.

F. W. GUSHING,
Gen'l Western Agent,

225 Dearborn St., CHICAGO-
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Ellison General Electric Company,
%^ EDISON BUILDING,

>' BROAD STREET, - NEW YORK.
DISTRICT OFFICES:

CANADIAN: Ediion Bulldlnt, 77 Bay Street, Teronto. Can.
PACIFIC COAST: EdIiDn Building, 112 Bush Street, San Francisco. Cal.

CEMFRAL: 173 and 175 Aitms Slra>t. Cnlcaio, III. PACIFIC NOATHWESr: Flelschner Building. Portland. Oregon.
EASTERN: Edison Building, Broad Street, New York. ROCKY MOUNTAIN: Masonic Building, Denver, Col

NEW ENGLAND: 2E Otii St., Boston, Mass.
MEXICAN and SO. AMERICAN DEPT.: EdIson Building, Broad Street, N. Y. EUROPEAN OFFICE: 34 Victoria St., London, S. W., En

THE SCHUYLER
-STSTEivi: 01

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT PEATUBES:

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,
MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

HEISLER ELECTRIC CO.
DREXEL BUILDINCr, PHILADELPHIA.. PA.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE OMY

LONG DISTANCE SERIES

t

THAT IS SELF-CONTAINEB, AND ABSOL1TTEI.T
AUTOMATIC I3Sr REGULATION.

Noted for Brilliancy of Light and Great Efficiency.

ALSO

Series Sockets and lamps for Arc Light Circuits.
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THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine GOm
CDYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANI/FACTUIIKUH f)K

SHAFTING. ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

BRANCH
OFFICES:

( 8 So. Canal St , f'HIC.VGO.
•J 620 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.
( 18 CoitlsndtSt., NEW YORK.

THE MOST PERFECT

FAN MOTOR
and the only successful one on the market
for the Alternating Current.

Send for deicrlptive circular and price

of tlie

"MESTON ALTERNATING
FAN MOTOR."

It Is not a toy, but a strong, well built,

durable mscbiue. Maximum speed 1,760

revolutions ptr minute. Can be regulated

by moving a lever to as slow speed as de-

sired, and flow of current Is regulated

accordingly. Commutator brushes feed

up auiomatically and are guaranteed for

three months' wear at constant use, ten

hours per day. Manufaclured only by

.Co., St. Ms, Mo.

Three 500 Lt. T.-H. Djnamop. 'Vnnnonii'I Wound,
110 volt, with Kaee, Rbeoeiiil find Ammeler.

Two 1,000 LI. Fort Wayne Al^e^nato^^. complete.
Two 2b Lt. American '-i.OtO C. P. ArcUvnanios.
One 50 Lt. Sperry 2,000 C. P. Arc Dvn&'mo.
One WO Lt. Kdieon Dynamn— not the letf'et alyle.
Twelve Koowlee 12 Lt. ArcDynamoH wiih Lanipe.
NlneaOi^t.WeBtinKboaee Arc MachlneP,2,0u0C. P.
One 30 Lt. BroBh Dynamo, 1,200 c. 1'.

One 6fi Lt. Vandepoele Arc MachlDe, with two
Armaturee and 2b Dooble 2,fliX) C. P. Lampa

Twelve 50 Lt yrtinvler D\ Dsmci-, i',(.<*>C. P.
One 20 Lt. V. S. Arc -Machite with 20 SlDgle

Lampe.
One3G0 Lt. U. S. Dynamo, UO volt, with com-

plete SlsHon F iluree.
One 200 Lt. L'. S. Dytamo, EO TOlt, no Fiilores

bnt H&ee.
One 200 Lt. Mather DviiBmo, 110 volt, no Flitares

bnl Haee.
Six ao i,f. Excplelor Dynamos, Arc. 2,000 C. P.,

with Single LampB.

THE JOHN E. BEGGS MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO.. - 74 Corllandt Street. NEW YORK.

Something New.
>) QUICK BREAK AND CONTACT.
^ NO MORE BURNED TERMINALS.

NO DANGER FROM SHORT CIRCUITS.

'TIS PERFECTION.

New York Agent: - - H. G. MADDEN,

18 COHTLANDT STRUT.

Aak your Supply House for them or write to

CROWN ELECTRIC MFC, CO.,

Bi-i<lg;epoi-t, Conn.

Insulating Compounds,
Armature Varnish,

Insulating- Tape and
Insulating Papers.
p. & B. Products are all thoroughly vyater, acid
and alkali proof. Send for our latest Circular.

'I The Standard Paint Co.,
Sole Manufacturers, I LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.

ANOTHER
ONE OF OFR MAKE.

A LOCK SWITCH
For all Fine Work—Nickel, Bronzed,
Plain, Engraved, or to Match any Finish.

SIMPLE, PRACTICAL, NEAT.
Do not fall lo Inquire about this.

Electric Engineering& Supply Co.,
S-S-fLj^OXTSSS, KT. "S-., XJ. S. .A..

NEW YORK OFFICE:
IS Cortlandt !$t., F. C. TISIPSOST, Uanaser.

Send for Catalogue of our
Specialties.

THE ILLINOIS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF THE

pf^tBf^mjW
Write for Prices.

]H,GANl]EsGf:HTJj5*^

171 and 173 South Canal Street, - Chicago, III.
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FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS, IS BEING UNIVERSALLY ADOPTED.

THE RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO., Sole Patentees and Manufacturers, BALTIMORE, MD.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,
-SOIjE I^.a.lTTrE'Ji.C'CTriSEE3S

CRIMSHAW White Core Wires,
Black Core Wires,
Competition Line Wires,

CRIMSHAW Tapes,
Competition Tapes,

Splicing Compounds, Etc.

Nos. 13, 15 and 17 Cortlandt St.,

NEW YORK.

VULCA ELECTRICAL WIRE DUCTS
FOR

INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION.
A COMPLETE METHOD

for all ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS.

JUNCTION BOXES, CUT-OUTS, ANGLE BOXES,
ETC., ETC.

VULCA COUPLING COMPOUND.

Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin St.,

CHICAGO.

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING.
CARRIBS SrO STATIC EL.ECTKICITY.

Greatest Adhesive Qualities. Causes Less Friction than any other Belt.

RAWHIDE HYDRAULIC PACKING.

RAWHIDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS

CIEJ-

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
J

The only Manufacturers in the Country.

Lace Leather It02)e and other MnwJiide Goods of all

kinds by Krueger's Patents.
This Belling and Lsce Leather Is not affected by steam or dampness; never be-

comes hard : is stronger, more durable and the most economical Belting made. The
Rawhide Rope for Round Belting Transmission is superior to all others.

75 OHIO STREET, - CHICAGO, ILL.

C-S SPECIALTIES.

C-S Reflector Shade.

Made of Aluminum with ground
glass diffusion plate. A strong

white light exactly where needed,

and nowhere else. A soft white

light throughout the room.
Quadruples the effective light of

any lamp

C-SPoitable Lamp Stand,

Has flexible arm which holds

lamp Indeflnitely in any position

at will. Arm Indestructible and
may be curved or coiled into

an endless variety of graceful

The Cutter
Electrical & Mfg

Company,
27 SOUTH mil STREET,

Philadelphia, • Pa.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
11 Adams St., CHICAGO.

Electric Ballway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

"^xo-mrgt S]n.iprr:Ler:Lts.

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,

\ir. R. MASON, Oen'l Mgr. CHICAGO.

INTERIOR CONDUITS

TRADE-MARK

Tlie Solntion of the ProMein of Sale GiariiDg

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for whatsoever purpose employed, Is to

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEIW.

ISTERIOR ABD UHDERGRODHD

co:^2D"criTS
MANTJPACTDEED ET

T "KT T T*W T O H.

GQNDUil AND INSULATION CO.,
lunci/c J 627 to B31 W. 34th St.,
W0KK5.

^ 526 to B28 W. 3Bth St.,

Geneial Offices: 42 & 44 Broad St., Nev York.

Tlios. Day & Co., 322 Sutter St., San Fianclaco, Cal.

Mountain Electiic Co., Denver Colo.
American Elect. Supply Co., 2J6 Pearl St., BulIalo.N T.
Putnam, Uay & Co., 27 E. Main St., Rochester, N. Y.
Glover Klect. Co., 127 W. eth St., Cincinnati, O.
Chap. Gabriel, Saginaw, Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

no Baronne St., .^Jew Orleans, La.
Walker &, Kepler, 531 Chestnut St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Construction Co., Pittsburgh, Pa,
Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, III.

Annunciatorsf Bells, Pushes,

Speaking Tube, Battery, Patterson Cable,

Fdectric Light Apparatus—Arc and Incandescent,

American District Telegraph Apparatus,
Telegraph Instruments, Testing Instruments,

Insulated Wires, Line Supplies, Tools and
Other Electrical Appliances.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
( Ames, EBERT & CO., St. Fanl, MinB.

Selling Agents; ! STANDABO ELECTBICAI. works, Cincinnati, Ohio.
( UOUNTAIIV BIiECTBIG CO., DenTer, Colo.

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.
NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Greenwich Sts.
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INCANDESCENT LAMPS
8 CANDLE POWER TO 50 CANDLE POWER,

FITTING SOCKETS OF PRINCIPAL SYSTEMS.
76 CANDLE POWER TO ISO CANDLE POWER,

FITTING LARGE SPECIAL KEYLESS SOCKETS.

(SHOWING LAMP HALF SIZE.)

100 c. p. and 150 c. p

.

620 Atlantic Avenue

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUT-OUTS AND GENERAL SUPPLIES.

Write tor- Catalogue.

SA'WTER-MAIT ELECTRIC CO.,
BOSTON, NEW YORK, CHICAGO,

"The Rookery."5 1 0-534 West 23d St.

The United States Electmc Lighting Co,
[THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Lessees.]

mm INMHDESCEIIT ISOLATED aECTMC LIGHT PUNTS,

til 1

Slore than 1,000 Plants in Operation in Factories, Hotels,

0£Q.ce Buildings, Theaters, Etc.

MOTORS"' GENERATORS.
Direct Current OENEEATORS and MOTORS for all purposs,

1-8 H. P. up to any power required, and at any
required E. M. F.

Superior in Design and Wori^mansliip, and Dneqnaled in Efficiency.

Send for New U. S. Catalogues on Incandescent Lighting and Motors.

GENERAL OFFICES: EQUITARLE RUILOING, - - 120 RROAOWAY, NEW YORK,
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MAinjFACTnEED BT

WM. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

^RACmE-HlGH-^SFESPJ^

ronPRICES""'
CATALOGUE

ENGINE DEI'T.

5OPERIOR. RKOLATION
>>H^ ECONOMY ro^

BECTRICljfiHTIMS

ga PURPOSES

le 5IZ£S

CARRIED INSTOCR

ilWTESfn
tACIi Onf Of DOR

ENGINESj
BtfOM smjNsi

RACItiLHARDWARE MK-CO-RAC'^Vo

EVERY ONE
KNOWS

ANDRAE.
WE STILL SELL

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

SPECIAL AGENT FOR

OKONITE AND HABIRSHAW
WIRES,

SUNBEAM LAMPS.

JULIUS ANDRAE,
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

The Pioneer House of the Northwest.

SOLID BRAIDED CORD.
I9 the most dura-
ble for hanging
Arc Lamps,
T rol ley
Cord, Gov
ering Field

Mafrneta, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

MICA
For all Electric Insulating
Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the market.

I I SELL NO OTHER.
Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKEE,
158 William St., NEW YORK.

W. F. Febbt. B. F. NOTBS.

Eleetrical or Telephone Stocks Bought
and Sold.

PERRY & NOYES,
Edison Bids, - NEW YOBK.

CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL.

If you are in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write (or our prices, before ordering.

DETROIT,
] MICH.BROWNLEE & CO.

Royal Electric Co.,
911 & 913 South Washington St., PEORIA, ILL.,

MABUFAOTnRERS OF

Alternating and Continuous Current Dynamos and Motors,

AND ELECTRIC MACHINERY.
The Mobt Complete Alternating System now on the Market.

Agents Wanted for Exclusive Territory.

DUPLEX oELECTRIC CO., Limited,
-^^ "''^

MAN UPACTORER 9 OF

*• -. \ ADTOHATIC ARC

INCANDESCENT

DYNAMOS,
AND THE

"DUPLEX"
ARC LAMP.
CORRY, PA.

Kansas City, Mo.-L. C. BLAIR, 800 Wal-
n It Street.

IilDCOlD. Sreb.-BIGELOW ELECTRIC SUP-
PLY CO., 112 8. 13th St.

Ffovldnnce. K. I.— DRAKE, PATSON &
WHirTIER, Oor. WaBlaington and Eddy Sts.

Tarpon Hprlnss, Fla.—W. D. WILSON.

Cliicaso Ofhte—r J RANDOLPH, Mgr

,

U" Monadoork Building
Kew 1 01k OIBce—W fi GORDON Mgr

115 jiroad aj

Ptailatlelphlu Oflicc-OIIS K. STUART,
Mgr., 21 City Trnst Bld<j,

Chattanooga, Tenn.—F. I. STONE.

AMERICAN HIGH SPEED ENGINE.
This Engine revolutionizes the manner of applying steam in generating power. It

can be regulated so as to run at any speed desired, up to

T QQQ OR MORE REVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE !

It is not a rotary Engine, yet the motion of its parts is auch. that there are no '* dead

centers." It takes steam and exhausts four times at each revolution. For

SPEED, SIMPLICITY AND ECONOMY,
this Engine has no equal. It possesses many striking advantages over all other Engines,

either slow speed or so-called high speed. Its speed is closely regulated by a sensitive

and rehable automatic governor. Built of any required size,

FOR ALL STATIONARY and MARINE PURPOSES.
It can be coupled directly to dynamos, fans, blowere, fire engine and other rotary

pumps ; in fact, to any machine requiring great velocity. It is smooth running and

noiseless. Being light and compactly built, it takes up less room than any other

Engine of equal power. No heavy foundations are requred. This Engine is

THE -A-Ol-OIE OF SIL/TFLIOIT^^.
No skilled engineer is required.

53^ For Jurther particulars and Illustrated Catalogue, call upon, or address,

AMERICAN ENGINE COMPANY,
BOCND BROOK, N. J.

HINE'S ELIMINATOR.
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL

Steam Separators and Oil Extractors.
In twelve trials in the "Cornell" Separator test, it averaged

98 7-10 per ceat Dry Steam. Ontetripping all competitore.

Send tor Circular and Cornell test report.

ITHINE ELIMINATOR CO., '°"K*?<^K HOBlZONTii.

This advertxEement appears every other week.

-TEIB-

DiiDii umm CO,

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
• AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

Ihe Waddell-Entz Electric Co.,
302 Produce Exchange, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow Speed

Hi'^jmnTii' Gonerators and Motors.

AU^m DIRECT DRIVEN
Slow Speed Generators for Elecfric

Lighting and Power. Low
Running Expense.

STREET CAR MOTORS.
Insulated Wire. Cables

and Flexible Cords.
Special Machines Designed.

£!$T11!IATJES FUKIVJSHBD.

ISOLATED PLANTS A SPECIALTY.

FACTORY AT BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

CHICAGU, 438 " TUe Kookery." BUFFALO, 50 Terrace.
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Electric Organ Attachment in a Private
Residence.

The neatly arranged attachment for operating the bel-

lows of a pipe organ by an electric motor shown by the il-

lustrations on this page is undoubted y the first installa-

tion of the kind set up in a private residence in Chicago.

The little plant is now in operation in a Prairie avenue

house and gives great satisfaction. It is entirely automatic

in its operation, and the turning of a switch is all that is

required to insure a steady supply of air.

The greater part of the mechanism—the portion repre-

pulls down the contact bar of the rheostat and cuts out

enough segments to start up the motor again. This op-

eration is indefinitely repeated as long as the current is

switched on.

A view showing a corner of the music room above, with

the organ built in the wall, is given on the left. The

motor can be started or shut off only from this room, and

the box for the switches is at the left of the organist's

bench, as shown. Current is supplied from the South

Side station of the Chicago Edison company, which in-

stalled the electrical plant. J. li. Goehst, the superinten-

restrain him. All night long he muttered, "Hello, ring

off!" at intervals making frenzied attacks upon the men who
were holding him in bed. The patrol wagon was called on

Thursday morning and he was carried, feebly fighting,

in to a ward at the detention hospital. Throughout the day

the afllicted man struggled pitifully with his delusion

and at 6 o'clock it was necessary to administer quieting

medicines in order to get him to bed. At 9 o'clock he

was quiet at last and breathing easy, wilh a decreased

temperature. Twenty minutes later he aroused himself

shouting but without attempts at violence. The attend-

sented in the picture on the right—is located in the base

ment of the house, directly under the organ. It consists

of a one-half horse power Edison motor, mounted on a

suitable support and ordinarily covered with a square glass

case, not shown in the illustration. The covering, which

is supplied with holes for ventilation, is attached to protect

the motor from dust and to prevent interference with the

brushes by servants or others. The motor runs at a speed

of 2,100 revolutions per minute, and is belted to a counter-

shaft, from which the power is conveyed to the pulley and

rod operating the bellows above.

The apparatus for automatically stopping the motor

when the bellows has been pumped full of air is simple

but effective. The motor is in series with a resistance

box, shown at the left, which is capable of entirely stop-

ping the machine. When the current is turned on the motor

quickly fills the bellows. The latter is attached to a rheo-

stat by a small chain, which is pulled up by the rising of

the bellows, and thus enough resistance is cut in to entire-

ly stop the motor when the bellows is full. A ball of iron

is attached to the chain, and, as the air is exhausted from

the bellows for the operation of the organ, this weight

ELECTRIC ORGAN ATTACHMENT IN A PRIVATE RESIDENCE.

dent of installation, planned and supervised the installa-

tion.

A Singular Fatality.

The strange case of James Grant, a lineman employed

by the Chicago Telephone company, has excited much in-

terest in Chicago. During the thunderstorm of the

afternoon of Monday of last week Grant had occasion to

ring up the central office from the station at West Fortieth

and Lake streets. A peal of thunder, following quickly

upon a flash of lightning, rang out as he had the receiver

at his ear. He fell to the floor. The bystanders ran to

help him and found him breathing heavily and uncon-

scious. He was taken to his home near by. Doctors

came promptly. Efforts to restore him to consciousness

were useless, and he lay insensible until Tuesd£.y. When
at last he awakened from the stupor his first words were :

"Hello, ling off!' and this he mu'.tered day and night. It

was evident that the unfortunane man had become insane,

and on Wednesday night he became violent, still laboring

under the delusion that he was at the telephone. It was

necessary to summon help from the neighborhood to

ing physician was called, and, as Grant's voice seemed to

grow fainter, he found his pulse failing with it. At 10:25

o'clock, still persisting in his cry of "Hello, ring off!" sunk

to a whisper, James Grant died-

The case is a mysterious one, and it is not known

whether the lightning itself or the fall to the floor was

the cause of the insanity and subsequent death. There

are several instances recorded in medical journals where

persons have been rendered delirious by shocks of light-

ing, but none is known precisely parallel to Mr. Grant's

sad fate.

Chicago Edison Company.
On May 4th the stockholders of the Chicago Edison

company held a meeting and decided to increase the capital

stock of the corporation from |lr,000,000 to $3,000,000.

The proceeds of tlie sale of the new stock will be largely

devoted to building and equipping the new station on the

west side of the river, the site of which cost §190,000.

It is expected that the new station will be a model one.

Superintendent Church is now in the East inspecting the

best plants of the large cities.
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Three Edison Telephone Patents.
Last week Thomas A. Edison was granted three patents,

each covering a "speaking telegraph," and as a conse-

quence, according to one of Chicago's leading dailies,

"the Bell telephone monopoly has secured a new lease of

life." For the enlightenment of those who are desirous of

obtaining reliable information as to the scope of the patents

that constitute the "new lease," their specifications, draw-

ings and claims are herewith presented. It is unnecessary

to reproduce here the three specifications in full, but from

the diagrams and claims presented those familiar with tele-

phone construction will have no difficulty in understanding

the instruments described.

The three patents, Nos. 474.230, 474.231 and 474,232,

were issued on the same day, May 3, 1S92. The applica-

tion for No. 474,230 was filed April 27, 1877; that for No.

FIG. I. THREE EDISOX TELEPHONE PATENTS.

474.231. July 20, 1S77, and that for No. 474,232, July 20,

1877. These patents were assigned to the Western Union

Telegraph company of New York.

The instrument described in specification No. 474,230

was patented in foreign countries as follows: In Great

Britain, July 30, 1877, No. 2,909; in France, Dec. 19, 1S77;

No. 121,687; in Belgium, Jan. n, 187S, No. 43.984. in

Italy, Jan. 19, 1S7S, No. 9,791; in Spain, May 6, 1878; in

Austria-Hungary, Jan. 15, 1878; in Germany, Jan. 23, 1878,

No. i4,3oS;in Russia, Feb. 15 (27), 18S2, No. 1,161, and

in Canada, Oct. 20. 1S77, No. 8,026.

Fig. I is a reproduction of the drawings for No. 474,230,

and the following are the claims allowed:

"I. In a speaking telegraph transmitter the combination

of a metallic diaphragm and disk of plumbago or equivalent

material, the contiguous faces of said disk and diaphragm

being in contact.

"2. As a means for eflfecting a varj-ing surface contact

in the circuit of a speaking telegraph transmitter, the com"

bination of two electrodes, one of plumbago or similar

material, and both having broad surfaces in vibratory con

tact with each other."

The instrument described in specification No. 474,231

was patented in foreign countries as follows: In Great

Britain, July 30, 1877, No. 2.909; in France, Dec. ig, 1S77,

No 121,687; in Belgium, Jan. ii, 1S78, No. 43,984; in

Italy, Jan. 19, 187S, No. g.791; in Spain, May 6, 187S; in

Austria-Hungary, Jan. 15, 187S; in Germany, Jan. 23.

1878. No. 14. 30S; in Russia, Feb. 15(27), 1882, No. 1,161,

and in Canada, Oct. 20, 1S77, No. 8,026.

Fig. 2 is a reproduction of the drawings for No. 474,231

and the following is the claim:

"In a telegraphic apparatus operated by sound, the com-

bination, with the diaphragm, of one or more contact points

of plumbago or similar inferior conductor in the electric

circuit, whereby the rise and fall of electric tension is pro-

portionate to the pressure exerted upon the said point or

points by the diaphragm."

The instrument described in specification No. 474.232

was patented in foreign countries as follows: In Great

Britain, July 30, 1877, No. 2,909; in France, Dec. 19,

1877, No. 121,687; in Belgium, Jan. 11, 1878, No. 43.9S4;

in Italy, Jan. 19. 1S7S, No. 9,791; in Spain, May 6, 187S;

in Austria-Hungary, Jan. 15, 1S7S; in Germany. Jan. 23,

1878, No. 14.30S; in Russia, Feb. 15(27), 18S2, No. i,i6r,

and in Canada, Oct. 20, 1S77, No. 8,026.

Fig. 3 is a reproduction of the drawings for No.

474.232, and following is the claim:

'A spring forming or carr>'ing one electrode of the circuit

of a telephone and constantly pressing against the other

electrode and diaphragm to maintain the required initial

pressure between the electrodes, and yield to the move-

ment of the diaphragm."

In patents No. 474,231 and -174,232 Mr. Edison refers

to the use of a platinized point attached to a diaphragm and

bearing upon a drum covered with chemically prepared

paper. Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate diagrammatically the me-

chanical arrangement of the drum and point. The princi-

ple of this form of instrument is explained in Mr. Edison's

patent, No. 158,787, granted Jan. 19, 1875, on a method

of obtaining motion by electro-chemical decomposition.

Referring to Figs 2 and 3. a few words as to the operation

of the chemical instrument will not be amiss. %Yhen the

paper is moved slowly by rotating the drum the waves of

electricity coming over the line pass to the platinized

springs, thence through the paper to the earth. If a nega-

tive current passes in the opposite direction, nearly all fric-

tion between the platina plate and the paper ceases, and

the resonant box or diaphragm regains its normal position.

When the positive current passes through the same chan-

nel, the normal friction of the paper is augmented and the

chemical surface, acting upon the platina. serves to give a

movement to the resonant box. Thus the mechanical force

applied to move the chemical surface acts with the electric

current to produce the vibration of the resonant chamber.

American Institute of Electrical EnRi-
neers.

For the first time in its history the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers will hold its general meeting this

year in Chicago. The arrangements are about finished, and

the prospect for a large attendance and interesting meeting

is excellent. The list of papers thus far prepared shows that

the Chicago meeting ^ ill not be lacking in literary and

scientific merit.

The annual meeting for the reception of yearly reports,

the election of officers and other business of a similar

character will be held at the headquarters of the institute,

12 West Thirty-first street. New York city, at 4 P. M.,

Tuesday, May 17th. It is expected that the session will

occupy F bout two hours. After adjournment a subscrip-

tion dinner will be served at "The Arena," 41 West Thir-

ty-first street.

The general meeting will be held at the Grand Pacific

Hotel, Chicago, on Monday. Tuesday and Wednesday,

June 6th, 7th and Sth. The following named papers are in

preparation for that occasion and others are promised,

which will be announced in the regular programme to be

issued later.

"Electric Coal Mining Machiner>'." Elmer A Sperry,

Chicago.

zr^..Z

'Bj6Q-

FIG. 2. THREE EDISON TELEPHONE PATENTS.

"Electro-Magnetic Field." M. I. Pupin, Ph. D., Co-
lumbia college. New York city.

"Long Distance Transmission for Lighting and Power."
Charies F. Scott, Pittsburg, Pa.

"A New Rheostat." C. E. Carpenter, Minneapolis,
Minn.
"A Dynamo Indicator, or Instantaneous Curve Writ-

ing Voltmeter." George S. Moler, Cornell university,

Ithaca, N. Y.
"Electro-technical Education." Prof. R. B. Owens,

University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb.
"The Klagnetic Properties of Sheet Iron," Milton E.

Thompson, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.
"Selective or IndiWdual Signals." Thomas D. Lock-

wood, Boston. Mass.
"Railroad Train Lighting." A. H. Bauer, Chicago.

"A Discussion of Circuits Containing Resistance. Self-

induction and Capacity." Frederick Bedell and Albert C.
Crehore, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.

"A Life and Efficiency Test of Incandescent Lamps."
Prof. B. F. Thomas and Messrs. P. Martin and R. H.
Hasslar. Ohio State University, Columbus, O.
"Notes on Wiping Contact Methods for Current and

Potential Measurement." Prof. E. F. Thomas, Colum-
bus, O.

"Series Electric Traction." Nelson W. Perry, New
York city.

"Oil vs. Air as Insulation." Dr. J. B. Williams, New
York city.

"Electrolytic Refining of Copper." Lieut. F. B. Badt,
Chicago.

"The Photography of Alternating Current Curves." Dr.
Edward L. Nichols, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.
"The Reversal of Polarity in Plating Dynamos;" also

"Dynamos for Continuous Current Circuits." Prof. Har-
ris J. Ryan, Cornell University, Ithaca. N. Y.
"The Technical Education of the Electrical Engineer."

Prof. D. C. Jackson, University of Wisconsin, Madison,
Wis.

Papers are also expected from H. Ward Leonard,

Prof. Elihu Thomson and Prof. Geo. D. Shepardson,

FIG 3. THREE EDISON TEI,EPHOXE PATENTS.

the subjects of which cannot be announced at

present.

Electricity at the World's Fair.

In accordance with Mr. Higinbotham's decision the

grounds and buildings committee advertised for new bids

for the incandescent lighting at the World's Fair on. May
6Eh. The proposals received will be opened at i p. m. on

May i6th. The advertisements also contain the statement

that "proposals will only be considered when coming direct

from the manufacturer." The new specifications are sub-

stantially the same as the old ones except that it is required

that bidders shall figure on the whole installation, including

the wiring. These two requirements will bar out the smaller

companies and such bidders as Mr. Locksteadt, who was
lowest in the first competition.

The New York Sun of May 3d contained a two-column

letter from Charles C. Locksteadt in relation to the trouble

over the incandescent lighting contract. Mr. Locksteadt

gives his version of the affair at great length. He claims

that, although he was at first told by the officials of the con-

struction department that his was "the only sensible bid,*'

he was afterward unfairly treated, while the representatives

of the "trust," were given everj- opportunity to reduce their

bids, although the figure finally reached—^15.95— was still

higher than his. On the other hand, the construction de-

partment claims that it was thought impracticable to give

Mr. Locksteadt the contract unless he was backed by one

of the great companies, and that at one time in the rathar

complicated negotiations Mr. Westinghouse wrote a letter

declining to a.ssume the Locksteadt bid.

Much interest was manifested at the opening of the bids

for the arc light conductors at the World's Fair on Wednes-
day of last week. Several out of town wire men were pres-

ent, including Messrs. Requa of the Safety Insulated Wire

& Cable company. Field of the Habirshaw company, and

Marsh of the Standard L^nderground Cable company.

There was a wide variance in the bids, due, undoubtedly,

to the fact that in several instances the samples furnished

did not comply with the specifications, which were given

in the last issue of this paper. Some of the tenders were

not accompanied by the required certified checks for de-

posit. A summary of the bids follows:

Simplex Electric company (by George Cutter)—Rubber
covered wire, from $249 to S265 per mile, according to
quantity; lead covered cables, from II525 to ^550 per mile,

according to quantity.

Central Electric company (Okonite)—Rubber covered
wire. \% to 7 cents per foot; lead covered cable, 10 cents
per foot.

Chicago Electric Wire company (Cobb)—Rubber covered
wire. t!% to 6 cents per foot; lead covered cable, gi/ cents
per foot.
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American Electrical Works— Itid informal.

Norwich Insulated Wire company— Lead covered cable,

II j^ cents per foot.

Day's Kerite company (by F. W. Gushing)— Rubber cov-

ered wire, $210 to $230 per mile; lead covered cable, $515
per mile.

New York Insulated Wire company—^Rubber covered
wire, $23.50 to 'Jl4i*25 per thousand feet; lead covered

cable, $43 to ^yo per thousand feet.

iiishop Gutta I'ercha company— Bid informal.

Knapp Electrical Works—Rubber covered, $163.50; lead

covered, -$534.50.

Electrical Supplycompany (Ilabirshaw)—Rubber covered

wire, $179.50 to $288 per mile.

New Haven Insulated Wire company— bid Informal.

Washburn & Moen Manufacturing company— Rubber
covered vnre, $119.1810 $150.20 per mile, according to

quantity and (jualiiy; lead covered, $268.66 to $331.80 per

mile, according to quantity and quality.

Edison General Electric company— Insulated conductors,

$34-75 per thousand feet; rubber insulation, lead covered,

$55.80 per thousand feet; class B, lead covered, $94.50 per

thousand feet.

Standard Underground Cable company—Rubber covered,

$215 to $240 per mile; lead covered, from 7/4 to 7?/ cents

per mile.

Western Electric company— Patterson lead covered cable

(paper insulation), $500 per mile.

Safely Insulated Wire & Cable company— Insulated wire,

$155 per mile; lead covered, $525 per mile.

John A. Roebling's Sons company—Lead covered cables,

$6.85 to $10 per 100 feet; with rubber insulation, $784 35
per mile.

One of the most interesting features of the World's

B'air will be a complete model of the entire plant of

the H. C. Frick Coke company, of Scottdale, Pa.

This company is said to be the largest of its kind in the

world. The contract has been let to the Jones Bros. Elec-

tric company of Cincinnati, which is an expert in the

making of models. The estimated cost of this model is

between $3,000 and $4,000. The plant will occupy a

space about 20 by 50 feet, made on a scale of one twentieth

of an inch to the foot, and will be an exact fac simile of

the original, including boilers, engines, piping, elevalend

tracks, cupolas, cars, and all other machinery. The motive

power for operating the miniature mechanism will be elec-

tricity.

In speaking of the large searchlight to be erected at the

World's Fair by Shuckert &: Co. of Nuremberg, Germany,

the bureau of publicity and promotion says: It (the main

reflector) will be seven and one-half feet, and the light will

be of at least 25,000 candle power. It is expected that the

searchlight at the World's Fair can be seen at least sixty

milts away. Electrical Engineer Sargent is making plans

for a tower 300 feet high, on which the big light will be

mounted. At a height of 100 feet above the ground will be

two six foot searchlights, and the three will suffice to illum-

inate the skies for miles around Jackson Park, Bril-

liant feats are accomplished with these search lights.

Sheets of light can be projected with parallel, converging

or divergin;! rays. When the rays are thrown out iu par-

allel a clearly defined sheet of flame seems to be suspended

in the darkness. By changing ihe reflector the rays are

brought to a focus at long distance from the central station.

These lights, turned oq the buildings and alternately shct

into the heavens or out across the lake, will produce brill-

iant effects.

It is not now considered to be likely that Chief Barrett

will resign his position in the departmeut of electricity at

the World's Fair, as was rumored a few weeks ago. It is

announced that on August 2d he will retire from the serv-

ice of the city of Chicago. He will then have been con-

nected with the city government for a term of thirty yeais,

in which time he has brought the fire alarm telegraph serv-

ice of Chicago up to a plane of efficiency probably un-

eqaaled by any other city in the world. After the date

mentioned Prof. Barrett will devote the greater part of his

attention to the World's Fair. On Sunday Prof, and Mrs.

Barrett left for Colorado Springs. Their stay there will be

determined by the condition of Mrs. Barrett's health,

although Prof. Barrett expects to return to Chicago himself

in a short time.

Carrying Express Matter on an Electric
Car.

For several months an "electric express" has been in

operation in St. Louis, running between Market street,

South St. Louis, and Carondelet, and presumably doing a

good business. The car in question makes two trips a

day, has a capacity of 20,000 pounds, and the company
operating it pays mileage to the owners of the road, and

has its own wagons for delivering freight to and from the

car at Sixth and Market streets, at Arsenal street, and at

Carondelet. The charges for such service to the business

public are very reasonable— 10 cents each for parcels from

the dry goods, clothing and boot and shoe houses, regard-

less of weight or size; 50 cents for a trunk, etc The car

is largely patronized by houses of the above named class,

as well as by furniture stores, wholesale liquor dealers,

grocers and others. It is said the system will be extended

to some of the other suburban roads in St. Louis.

Electric LlRhting at San Jose, Cal.

Probably nowhere on the Pacific coast can there be

found a city within which there has been a more interest-

ing electric lighting situation, or one in which the advent

of a competitive company has been more bitterly opposed,

than in the city of .San Jose, Cal. It claims to be the

first city in the would to be lighted by the tower system,

and the handsome 2oo-foot iron structure erected over the

intersection of two leading streets is a filling monument to

the faith that the residents of the Garden City, as San

Jose is calle-), had in the future of iht then new system

of lighting. That was ten years ago, and since then the

tower has witnessed many events, not the least interesting

of which was the midnight fight between employees of

the two rival companies at the top of the tower for its pos-

FIG. I. ELECTRIC LIGHTING AT £AN JOSE, CAL.

session and the privilege of lighting it. The history of

the tower has already been told in the Western Elec-

trician. There can be no doubt but that the warfare

that has been waged between the San Jose Light & Power

company and the Electric Improvement company of San

Jose has been very bitter, and indeed in municipal politics

the principal factions are led by officers of, and are known

by the names of. the respective companies. The younger

or opposition company, and the one that has secured the

city contracts and does the great bulk of the electric light-

ing business, is the Electric Improvement company of

one Koowles fire pump. Two wells, 70 feet deep, having

an abundance of water, arc at the station. Ao exterior

view is shown in Fig. 1.

The area of the dynamo and cnj^inc room, which is il-

lustrated in Fig. 2, is 63x47 feet, and on the side adjoin-

ing the LH}ilcr room is the power plant, the dynamos on

the opposite side of the room being belted direct to their

respective engines. One 16x24 Taylor-Beck engine, turn-

ing at 1C5 revolutions and with no pounds of steam,

carries one Slattery incandescent alternator of 1000 lights,

together with one of the new Wood 8o-light arc machines.

There arc also two Westinghousc compound engines, in each

of which the high pressure cylinder is I2zi2 and the low

pressure cylinder is 20^x12. Steam is supplied at 100

pounds. The first engine is run at 300 revolutions and

carries one 1,000 light Slattery alternator and one 35 light

E.xcclsior arc dynamo. The second Westinghousc engine

carries 3 Wood arc dynamos, 50 lights each. Last is a

10x12 Ball engine, which, at 295 revolutions, drives one

600 light Slattery alternator and one Wood arc dynamo of

50 lights. At present the station load is 275 arcs and a

maximum of 3,000 incandcscents.

From the station the circuits are carried up to the busi-

ness portion of the city, probably three fourths of a mile

distant, over an unusually line pole line of 50 and 60 foot

poles, and indeed the entire outside constniction is

thoroughly reliable and substantial. Four city circuits

are maintained, one of which lights the 200-foot tower

with twelve 2,000 candle power arc lamps. The other

three circuits light eleven 150-foot masts with 36 2,000

candle power arc lights, four or five lamps on each mast,

and in addition the city has 51 single lamps suspended 30

feet high over street intersections. The incandescent

load is on three circuits. Two other circuits are extended

over to Santa Clara, a distance of three miles. One of

these circuits of 36 arc lamps lights the city of Santa

Clara and The Alameda, a beautiful oak shaded driveway

connecting the two cities. The other is an incandescent

circuit furnishing light to business places in Santa Clara and

also to a number of private residences along The Alameda.

The Electric Impi¥>vement company of San Jose is

really an offshoot of the Electric Improvement company

of San Francisco, and a nurhber of stockholders ol the

latter concern also have holdings in the San Jose com-

pany. That such a good business has been built up in the

face of such fierce opposition as has there existed is cer- .

FIG. 2. ELECTRIC LIG

San Jose, whose plant is herewith illustrated. Though

apparently in San Jose, the company's station is just out-

side the city limits, on the line of the South Pacific Coast

railway, running from San Francisco to Santa Cruz. By

means of this line redwood from the Santa Cruz moun-

tains is unloaded at the fire room doors for $4.25 per

cord, or slabs at from $2.75 to $3.00 per cord, or coal may
be brought from San Francisco. Redwood is, however,

burned almost exclusively. In the 63x27 foot boiler room

there are five boilers, two of which are of the Heine

pattern. 125 horse power each, and the remaining three are

return flue boilers. Each boiler is equipped with pumps,

etc., and in addition there are two Llewellen heaters and

HTING AT SAN JOSE, CAL.

tainly creditable to its officers, principal among whom are

A. J. Bowie, president {also manager of the Electric

Improvement compauy of San Francisco), and H. J. Ed-

wards, secretary and manager.

The highest point at which a central station for electric

lighting is located is claimed to be Pontresina, a locality of
the Orisons Canton, Rhtetia, situated at an altitude of
6,000 feet above the level of the sea. in a vale running
parallel with the Inn valley, on the road leading to the
celebrated Bernina mountain and pass. The motive power
for generating the current is furnished by a stream of the
same name. The inhabitants have formed themselves inot

a co-operative society, and each lowly shepherd's hut is sup-
plied with electric light and power.
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Theatrophone Service in Paris.

One of the great attractions of the Paris Electrical Ex-

position in iSSi was a telephone installation so arranged

that visitors could listen to the performances in progress

at the Opera House, the Opera Comique, and the Theatre

Francaise. So successful was the experiment that some

one predicted at the time that the day was not far distant

when it would be no longer necessary to attend a theater,

but that the dialogue of the play could be brought to any

residence by means of a telephone. "We will then sub-

scribe for the Opera telephone, the Opera Comique tele-

FIG. I, THEATROPHONE SERVICE IN PARIS.

phone, as we now subscribe for those of the general

company," said M, de Parville at that time.

The prediction has been fulfilled by the efforts of the

Theatrophone company. This organization, on the pay-

ment of an annual subscription of iSo francs, installs in

the homes of subscribers to the local telephone company

apparatus by means of which the dialogue-of the stage

can be listened to. On each occasion on which the service

is desired the subscriber must pay a special fee of 15

francs. Subscribers have the choice of participating in

any performance in progress at any place of amusement

connected with the company's exchange, and they have

the privilege of changing from one theater to another as

frequently as ihey may desire.

The company, however, does not limit itself to supply-

ing amusement to subscribers' homes; it has located ap-

paratus of the nickel-in-the-slot type in various public

resorts.

The central exchange is situated at No. 23 Rue Louis le

Grand, and the apparatus essential to the operation of the

FIG. 3. THEATROPHONE SERVICE IN PARIS.

system is located in the basement The conductors end
in the distributing device shown in Fig. i. The several

cables are distributed as follows: Lines connecting the

exchange to the theaters, special wires, subscribers' lines,

and the city wires connecting with the central telephone

exchange, on the Avenue de i'Opera. The switch board

used by the Theatrophone company is shown in Fig. 2.

It is provided with ordinary annunciators and plugs. Its

most important feature is a switch designed to act in con-

nection with a number of needle telegraph repeaters, one

bsing used for each theatrophone line. The current nec-

essary for operating the several repeaters, as well as the

needle indicator on the theatrophone, is secured from the

incandescent lighting circuit.

The switch-board is manipulated by a single operator,

whose work consists in supplying the demands of sub-

scribers who wish to be connected with the several

theaters, and in changing periodically the theaters con-

nected with the public theatrophooes. The general ap-

pearance of the latter is shown in Fig. 3. The usual

information appearing on slot machines is presented for

the guidance of amusement seekers. For a franc one can

be entertained ten minutes, and for 50 centimes, just half

that time. If a person is so pleased with the programme

that he desires to prolong the hearing, he can drop in a

new coin before the five or ten minutes already paid for

have expired, and the play or the music can be heard unin-

terruptedly.

Wherever a public theatrophone is located there is

placed a dial, Fig. 4, with the names of the several places

of amusement with which the instrument is connected.

The dials are connected electrically with the central ex-

change, and the hands of the several dials on the same

circuit are turned simultaneously by a switch, to indicate

the attraction at the theatrophone at that particular

moment. It might easily happen, however, that the cur-

tains at all the theaters might be down at the same time.

The company therefore provides an attraction of its own
to fill in the possible interim. All the lines are con-

nected to the Theatrophone musical hall, and during the

entre acte, to which the indicator points in Fig. 4, a song

or piano solo is given by a competent artist.

The work at the exchange necessary in connection with

the indicators is very simple. The telegraph repeaters at

the switch-board indicate the position of the hands on the

dials connected on each circuit. Thus the operator by a

glance can tell, for example, that the Grand Hotel is

listening to the opera at Les Bouffes; that the Cafe Reche

is connected with the Opera Comique, etc. She can add

to the good operation of the theatrophones by cutting her

own instrument, which is of the Berthon-Ader type, out of

the circuit, thus removing a certain amount of useless

resistance. She cin, however, put her instrument close to

the line, and, as the result of induction, can hear clearly

enough, though faintly, what is pissing over the line.

The service given to subscribers at their homes involves

no complications. The company's service extends only to

those who are subscribers to the Paris telephone system.

The Theatrophone company is connected with the main

telephone exchange, on the Avenue de I'Opera, by a con-

siderable number of lines. It falls on the operators of the

latter to establish a connection between the subscribers

line and the wires of the Theatrophone company. The
connection with the theater is then made at the switch-

board.

When a subscriber of the telephone system is connected

with the line of the Theatrophone company, the annunci-

ators at the central telephone exchange are cut out, with

the result that what pisses over the line is heard much
more distinctly. At the theatrophone central exchange an

Ader relay is connected in the line. As its resistance is

extremely small, and as it has no soft iron core, it does not

interfere in any respect with telephone transmission

These relays operate with currents so weak that sub-

scribers, by means of their ordinary battery, can call

directly the ofHce of the Theatrophone company, however

far the distance.

The subscriber thus connected with the theater no

longer sustains relations with the telephone system, but as

he can always communicate with the exchange of the

Theat'ophone company, it is easy for him to obtain any

connection he may happen to wish, and talk, between the

acts for example, with a friend who is connected with an-

other theater. The operator, too, at the Theatrophone

exchange is always connected with the main telephone

office, and can at any time secure any number she may
wish.

At the theater the Theatrophone company has a small

telephone room, where batteries, etc., are located. This

apartment is connected with the exchange on the one

hand and with the tran mitting instruments on the other.

The latter are located either just back of the footlights or

between the several incandescent lamps forming the foot-

lights. An employe of the company is stationed at the

theater at each performance, to see that the apparatus is

working properly.

The illustrations shown herewith are reproduced from

L'Ekctricien,

Lightning struck Frederick Eberhardt of St. Louis a few
days ago just as he was passing through a doorway over
which a horse shoe was nailed. The flash momentarily
blinded him and the shock was so severe that he stood as
if rooted to the spot. When he had partially recovered his
faculties and attempted to call the other workmen in the
brewer)', he found to his amazement that he was unable to
utter a sound. He had been struck speechless. The
lightning which struck Eberhardt passed over an electric

wire and through the horse shoe over the door before it

reached him.

Electric Street Railways as Investments.'

Bv Lemuel William Serrell, M. E.

Of the forms of motive power that have been tried, to

take the pbce of the horse, may be mentioned the gas and
compressed air motor, the cable, the electric conduit, the
storage battery and the trolley road. The gas and com
pressed air system, are probably the oldest, and for the
past twenty years they have been pushed by their advo-
cates and put upon roads, on trial, all over this country
and Europe; yet to-day there are no roads in operation by

FIG. 2. THEATROPHONE SERVICE IN PARIS.

either motor—except experimentally—to show merits suf-
ficient to cause their adoption.
There is no doubt that a suitable electric conduit will be

invented some day, but we need no better instances of its

failure in the past than the abandoned conduit in Fulton
street. New York, and the receipted bills of the West End
company, of Boston, for the sale of the old iron that had
once been used for a similar purpose.
The history of the storage battery gives the same re-

sults. It has been favored because it is an ideal system.
There is scarcely a large city in the country where storage
battery cars have not been run experimentally, and yet it

has not been adopted because it has proved impractica-
ble, while the trolley road, starting side by side with the
storage battery, with all the maledictions that could be
hurled upon it, has established itself as the only practical

method of electric traction. The reported deadliness of
the overhead wire has been proved a myth, and the objec-
tions to the system now are only cesthetic ones.

Let us look briefly at what has been done in the case of
electric trolley railways. Scarcely five years have elapsed
since it was shown that the trolley system could be made a
practical success as a means of propelling cars, and yet to-

FIG. 4. THEATROPHONE SERVICE IN PARIS.

day more than 450 roads are reported as being operated by
electric power, having a total mileage of more than 3.600
miles, and employing nearly 5,800 motor cars. Thus
about three-eighths of the street railways in this country
are now operated by the trolley system. The old tram
rails are being replaced by better forms of construction,
handsome cars measuring thirty feet in length replace the
old style of horse cars, and a speed double that attainable
with horses is used with perfect safety in equipping street

roads with the trolley system. Many of our large cities

are already so equipped, and it is estimated that $155, 000,-
000 has already been expended. It has also been pro-
posed that the experiment be tried to ascertain if elec-
tricity cannot be used practically to supersede steam on
railways. Many of us doubtless will see this accomplished,
although probably not until electricity can be generated
directly from coal, without the use of the steam boiler, in

1. Abstract of a paper in the Enstn^ering Magazine^ May,
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which event a train of cars so propelled, it is estimated,

will move at least five miles for the same cost that is now
rcfjuired to move a train of the same weight one mile by
steam. Neighboring cities, ten and Itftecn miles apart,

have been connected together by such roads. A 50-miIe

electric road Is proposed between Worcester and Provi-

dence; another forty miles long Is being built between
Tacoma and Seattle, and an electric road is projected be-

tween Chicago and St. Louis, to be built in a straight line,

over which a speed of more than a hundred miles an hour

is expected to be attained.

Thus we see developing from the old tram roads a sys-

tem of roads operated with electric power which bids fair

to be of as great, if not of greater, importance to the world

than the present steam railroads, which are a development
from the same original tram road. The census of 1890

jectional speculation, the same as surrounded the steam
railroad, which ca'-iscd the wrecking of so many fortunes

and gave the opportunity for great railroad steals, followed

by reorganizations and "fretze-outs."

The Duke of Marlborough, in speaking of American
railroads, says in substance that almost all the railroads in

this country have passed through a period of private ma-
nipulation by the early promoters, who originally floated

their gold bonds on the I*!uropean market, built the roads

as cheaply as possible, advertised the advantages of their

land grants in Great Britain and Germany, induced immi-
gration, and forced their capital stock, which did not repre-

sent as much money as the paper on which it was printed,

on all the stock markets of the world, realizing great for

tunes. All this would have been perfectly proper if the

earning capacity of the roads had warranted it, and pro-

KKCENT I'RICliS OF STREET RAILWAY SECURITIES.

Albany. N. Y...

Ballimorc, Md..

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Chicago. 111....

Cincinnati, O. . .

.

Cleveland, O. . .

.

New Haven. Conn.

New Orleans, La..

.

New York, N. Y...

Pittsburgh, Pa...

Providence, R. I.

St. Louis, Mo.. .

.

Springfield, Mass. . .

.

Washington, D. C...

©

^AMe or koad.

Albany R. R. Co
BaltiniorcCily Pass. Ry
Brooklyn Ciiy R. R. Co
Chicago " " "

North Chicago City R. R. Co.

West .

Covington and Cinn. R. R, . . .

Brooklyn St. R. R. Co
Woodlawn Ave. and West Side .

,

State Street Ry .'
,

Carrollton Ry

Broadway and Seventh Ave. . . .

42d St. and Grand St. Ferry. .

.

Third Avenue ,

Pittsburgh Traction Co

Union R. R. Co
Bcnton-Bellafontaiue

Missouri R. R. Co

Union Depot R. R. Co
Springfield St. R. R. Co
Washington and Georgetown.

.

Stock.
Bid.

100

25

100

100

100

100

50

100

100

25

100

too

loo

100

25

100

100

roo

100

100

50

112

60

173

324 ij'

500

630

120

170

145

103

liS

193

245

220

52

iS6'A

100

210

200

200

250

115

70

180

325

'23J-i

175

150

105

122

200

250

230

54

rijo

240

250

225

275

BONDS.
Bid. Asked.

103

iio>^

107

99

111

101

no

105

103

102

168

102

ro2

104

111

108

112

102

114

105

ro5

III

102 1^

105

105

104

MOTIVE POWER.

Electric and horse.

Horse.

Horse, changing to'elcclric.

Cable and borse.

Horse.

Cable and horse.

Electric.

Electric.

Horse, changing to electric.

Horse.

Mule.

_Horse, changing to cable.

Horse.

Horse, changing to cable.

Electric.

Horse, changing to electric

Electric.

Electric.

Electric.

Electric.

Horse.

it as gorxl an investment as aoy waterworks or roaai.-lpal

bond, and safer than steam railways.

Bonds on electric railways may be divided into three
classes :

1. Honds on new roads built from new franchises, whose
earnings arc problematical.

2. Honds on reorganized horse roads whose net earn-
ings with horses have not been sufficient to pay the interest

on their bont'ed debt when equipped with electricity.

3. Honds on reorganized horse loads, whose net earn-

ings with electricity are suflicicnt to pay the interest on
their bonded debt, when equipped with electricity.

Projectors of a road of the first class need not expect
10 sel. their securities, except at a great sacrifice, until the

road shall have been in operation long enough to demon-
strate its earning capacity, and even then the securities

should not be purchased without careful personal ex-

amination and indorsement by responsible parties.

Bonds on roads of the second class may be considered

as very good and safe investments where interest charges
on the bonds do not exceed by more than one-fourth the

net earnings of the roads when operated with horses.

Capitalists will run very little risk in undertaking the

financiering of roads of this class, when the above restric-

tion is observed, and the cities are of good size and well

known. The stock on such roads probably will be dividend-

stocks from the very start.

Bonds on roads of the third class are of the best class,

and are not excelled by any other form of investment.

Such bonds should sell at a premium, and find a very ready
market, and the stock should be worth par.

When the elements of security that surround street

railway bonds become better appreciated they will be

regarded among the best and most readily negotiable

securities before the public. In cities from 25,000 to 40,-

000 people a comparatively local market must be sought,

but well selected bonds on roads in cities having a larger

population should find a ready sale with the general public.

shows- that the street railways of New York city carried

during the year 2,000 million passengers, or more than the

entire population of the globe, and about eight times as

many passengers as were carried on the steam roads of

the entire country, this number of passengers having been

250,000,000. The steam railway track mileage Is about

sixteen times as great as that of the street railway. The
street car lines in the cities of Boston, New York and
Philadelphia carry more passengers per annum than all the

steam roads of their respective states. Cable roads are

usually built in crowded cities, where it has become neces-

sary to dispose of horses and the right for the overhead

wire could not be obtained. No one would think for a

moment, however, of building a cable road if a franchise

could be obtained for a trolley road, as they cannot carry

any more people, route for route, than the electric road,

and cost nearly ten times as much to build.

The introduction of electricity as a means of rapid tran-

sit has done and is doing much to bring this class of se-

curities before the investing public, and the list presented

in the accompanying table, giving the recent market quota-

tions of some of the leading street railway stocks and
bonds, shows bow such securities are looked upon by those

who know their value.

The remarkable cheapness with which electric roads can

be operated as compared with horse roads and the cheap-

ness of the first cost as compared with cable roads has led

to the building of more than 3,600 miles of such roads

within the past five years. The earnings for the capital

invested are larger for electric street railways than for

steam, horse or cable roads, and the securities on such

properties are now beginning to attract the attention of the

general public. The cost of building and equipping rtreet

roads varies considerably with different local conditions.

A comparison of the average cost of building and tquic-

pirg cable, electric and horse railways, per mile of track,

taken from the recent census reports, is given below:

Cable roads ^350,000
Electric roads 3o,oco

Horse roads 41,000

The above represents a fair average for paved streets in

cities proper. For suburban travel the cost per mile of

track and electric equipment need not exceed $20,000.

The earnings of the various properties may best be ex-

pressed by the ratio of their operating expenses to their

gross receipts. It is hard to get figures giving this ratio

for cable roads. The only ones published that I have
been able to find are for Denver, Colo., where this ratio is

reported at 77 per cent., while for the electric lines owned
by the same company it is reported at 55 per cent. Cable

roads cost almost as much as elevated railroads, yet in

some places they both are bonded for more than |i, 000, 000
per mile and have dividend stocks. The same ratio for

horse railroads, we find by taking the average of over fifty

roads from the reports of railroad commissioners, is So per

cent.

A large number of reports have been published on elec-

tric roads, placing this ratio at about 50 per cent. From
my own investigation I have found that these figures were
true for certain months, but they do not represent the

average for the whole year, and that in the section of the

country where snow must be removed from the tracks, the

year's average is from 60 per cent, to 65 per cent. The
increase in the net earnings in cities like Boston per revenue

car mile run, for electric roads over horse roads, aveiages

50 per cent. This enormous increase of earning capacity

has given a well merited "boom" to the electric railway,

but at the same time has opened an opportunity for ob-

tection had been given to the bondholders, but in many
cases the roads were over bonded, and the managers were
unscrupulous people, who, when they had the control of

the voting tickets, caused the roads to default in the inter-

est of their bonds, the financial prestidigitateurs, thus

causing new fortunes to be made, and old ones to be lost.

Many electric roads have been built and bonded for

more than they cost, the stock being all "water," but

most of these are reorganized horse roads, whose earning
capacity has been such as to warrant a large bond, though
in some cases the over- zealous projectors have not left suf-

Power Transmission in Siegel, Cooper &
Co.'s Plant.

The accompanying cut shows an application of the "L,

P. & D" system of power transmission that has just

been made in a Chicago isolated electric lighting plant.

In the Siegel, Cooper & Co. establishment, although it

is one of the largest in the city, space for necessary

electrical machinery is at a premium, and the new method

effects a much desired saving. The power transmitter,

which was manufactured by Perry & Demeritt of Mont-

pelier, Vt., was put in operation by W. W. Nugent,

western agent, on Thursday of last week and has been

running, it is stated, with perfect satisfaction ever since.

The dynamo is a Western Electric 400-light in-

candescent machine. The total length of belt em-

ployed is J 9 feet. The belt is of double leather S inches

POWER TRANSMISSION IN SIEGEL, COOPER & CO. S PLANT.

ficient margin for maintenance, repairs and renewals. In

such cases, if the management is honest and capable, the

roads probably will yet be brought into a scund condition.

Electric railway securities are comparatively a new
thing, and, being so little known, are looked upon as not

being desirable. The skepticism that has surrounded

the mysterious action of electricity has not furnished the

same fertile basis upon which to ficat securities as the de-

velopment of commerce by building steam railroads.

Therefore the people who have attempted to make mere

than their share of profit by aping the plan upon which

steam railroads were built probably will have a heavy

burden to carry for some time. But there are elements of

security in a well selected street railway bend which make

wide. The diameter of the dynamo pulley is 16 inches, that

of the engine pulley. 72 inches and that of the transmitter

pulley, 24 inches. The dynamo is driven by a 13x12 Ide
engine running at 300 revolutions per minute. The belt

contact on the engine pulley is 53 inches, and that on the
dynamo pulley, 27 inches. The height of the dynamo
pulley from the floor is 26 inches. The space between the
dynano and the engine pulley is 6 inches. The distance

between the engine and the transniitter pulley, i inch.

The floor space occupied by the engine, dynamo and
transmitter isSxiifeet. The S feet, however, could be
reduced 3 feet, if the dynamo was set directly back of
the engine. This arrangement would bring the engine,
dynamo and transmitter into a space of 11x5 feet.
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mation regarding it is not to be obtained from the medical
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That was a remarkable and pathetic case in which

James Grant, a telephone lineman, became insane while

testing a Chicago telephone circuit, as the result, it is sup-

posed, of lightning striking the wire leading to the instru-

ment through which he was conversing. The unfortunate

man's delusion that he was still at the telephone, after the

shock, and that he was unable to leave it, was very pitiful,

and was emphasized by his unceasing cry, "Hello! ring

off." Accidents due to lightning conveyed to persons

using telephones are not common, and that Mr. Grant

should have received a shock by such means sufficient to

turn his brain, and afterward cause his death, is surprising.

It is conjectured by some that the lineman was only

stunned by ths lightning, and that the injury to the brain

was caused by his fall. In any event, the case is an unu-

sual one, and it is to be regretted that more detailed infor-

So MANY wild-cat schemes of long distance electric

traction have lately been sprung on the public that it is a

relief to learn that a carefully planned attempt to make

electric power do the work of steam locomotives ^s about

to be made in Baltimore by a well established company.

So confident is the electrical company of the success of

the venture that it has offered to put in the plant at its

own risk, acceptance being contingent on successful opera-

tion. Some of the details of the plan are given in the in-

teresting letter from Baltimore printed in this issue. The
spectacle of powerful electric motors hauling idle steam

locomotives and heavy passenger and freight trains down
into a long tunnel and up a steep grade to the normal level

of the railroad will, indeed, be a triumph of electricity.

We have little doubt that it will be witnessed, and that a

powerful impetus will be thereby given to the study of the

problem of long-distance transportation by electricity.

The success of this project means much to the electric rail-

way interests of the United States, and the progress of the

installation will be eagerly watched.

Chicago will be honored by the presence of many dis-

tinguished electrical engineers next month, when the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers will hold its

general meeting in the World's Fair city. This gathering

promises to be one of the most important meetings in the

history of the organization. A list of papers for which ar-

rangements have already been perfected, is presented in

.this issue, and the secretary announces that he has assur-

ances from other distinguished electricians that they will not

only attend the meetings but participate in the discussions.

Already it has been determined to extend the time for the

meeting from two to three days. The members will visit

the World's Fair site, inspect the bu'Idings and grounds,

and it is to be hoped that the eastern delegates will return

to their homes with a better idea of Chicago enterprise

and capacity. The meeting will no doubt serve to estab-

lish a better understanding between the representatives of

the several sections of the country, and result in mutual

advantage to all concerned. It will be noticed that the

papers prepared for the meeting are contributed by experts

from all parts of the country, an evidence that the organi-

zation is rapidly taking on a national character, and that

its membership is no longer confined to any particular

locality. .^^^^^^^____^

In a well-digested paper in the Engineering Magazine,

an abstract of which is given in another column, Lemuel

William Serrell writes clearly and intelligently on " Elec-

tric Street Railways as Investments." Mr. Serrell, in em-

phasizing the value of electric railway securities, makes one

particularly strong point that we do not recollect to have

seen so aptly stated before, " The fact," he says, "that

a road once located upon a principal thoroughfare in a

city is fixed upon the line of personal travel, which cannot

be changed by the building of a parallel line upon another

street, has not been brought forcibly enough before us to

be generally appreciated. The fact is that a street rail-

way located on a principal thoroughfare, equipped with

modern appliances for rapid transit, runs upon a highway

through which people move, and they will ride on these

cars rather than those of a parallel line in another street.

The securities on such a property, when once on a paying

basis, make a safer investment than steam railroads bonds,

the value of which are always liable to be impaired by

rate wars, and by the building of parallel lines." The

author makes an able argument, and no unprejudiced

reader can fail to conclude, with him, that
'

'When the ele-

ments of security that surround street railway bonds be-

come better appreciated they will be regarded among the

best and most readily negotiable securities before the

public."

The relations of the great electrical companies continue

to form the subject of many articles in the daily news-

papers, mainly distinguished by a confusing incongruity.

One day an authority in Boston rises up to declare that the

new General Electric company is secretly buying up all

the Westinghouse stock it can get, and that the two com-

panies will shortly combine; twenty- four hours have

hardly passed before some gifted journalist in New York

is kind enough to inform us that the new Thomson- Hous-

ton Edison consolidation has set out to monopolize the

electrical business of the United States, and that, "after

the manner of trusts," it has determined to drive the Pitts-

burg company out of existence. Hardly have we ceased

to wonder at this before some well-informed gentleman

in Chicago adds another complication by boldly asserting

that the Westinghouse company is about to consolidate
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with the new Siemens & Halske company, and that then

it will be combination against combination. Meanwhile
veracious chroniclers in various parts of the country do not

hesitate to aver that the very highest officers of the govern-

ment at Washington are interested in one of the companies
and that the weight of their influence will be thrown in to

make the situation still more interesting. No doubt some
of these stories contain grains of truth, but their wild con-

tradictions bear palpable evidence that they are mostly

guesswork, and the public should take them at their true

worth. It is not strange that when one of the statements

referred to above was shown to Mr. Westinghouse by a re-

porter of a Pittsburg paper he laughed at it heartily.

Most of these "fairy tales" are amusing as ingenious works
of the imagination.

Scarcely had the announcement been made of the

issuance of the Edison "speaking telegraph" patents when
the validity of the proceedings was questioned by op-

ponents of the Bell company. It will be noticed that all of

these patents have been pending in the patent office fifteen

years, while the same inventions were patented by Mr. Edison
in England, France, Belgium, Canada, Germany, Austria,

Spain, Russia and Italy. It appears, too, that the Eng-
lish and Russian patents have already expired. There is a

provision in the United States patent laws by which Ameri-
can patents "expire at the same time with the foreign pat-

ent, or if there be more than one, at the same time with
the one having the shortest term." The English patents
expired July 30, 1891, while the Russian patents ran out
Feb. 15, 1S92. The opponents of the Bell company
will, no doubt, interpret the statute quoted as disposing
of the American patents, and if the courts should sustain
this position, the American patents would be worthless.

On the other hand, the Bell company may maintain that
this provision can refer only to foreign patents in exist-

ence. At any rate, the Bell company will not give up its

"monopoly," nor will it allow the Edison patents to be de-
clared void without a struggle, and as it has already
demonstrated its ability to protect its own interests, there
is little danger but that they will now be zealously
guarded. It is even hinted that, as a last resort, Congress
may be appealed to to declare the patents valid, on the
ground that their issuance was delayed by interferences

in the patent office. This extreme measure is not consid-
ered at all probable. Whatever the outcome may be,
there is reason to believe that the "rival" companies that
have announced their intention of beginning operations
will find the Bell interest opposing them at every step
with the same vigor that has heretofore characterized its

policy.

Edison has just been allowed three new patents on the
"speaking telegraph," and as usual, when telephone pat-
ents issue there comes from the daily press the plaintive cry
that the Bell company ha? received "a new lease of life,'

and "a longer life to the monopoly," etc., is insured. If
one had not grown tired listening to these agonizing wails
they would be rather amusing. One would naturally think,

as time goes on, and as so much which should have en-
lightened the public, has been presented to it, that some
of the Washington correspondents or the editors at home,
would begin to have an inkling of the fact that the Bell

company has not built up its enormously profitable monop-
oly on a foundation of a single patent, or even a half
dozen patents.

The Bell company's strongest position is maintained and
fortified through patents on the many details of its com-
plex system rather than through its fundamental receiver

and transmitter patents. The Bell company's position
too, is established verj' much in the same manner as is that

of a newspaper— viz., through its subscribers. Every new
subscriber for an instrument strengthens the company's
hold on its patrons. Give the public the free use of both
transmitter and receiver, and what then would be its

chauces of competing with a well established telephone
system? Were the transmitter and receiver theonly instru-

ments required, the "dear public" might start a company
that would be worthy to be named a competitor. But how
about "fundaraentar' switch-board patents and "funda-
mental' underground telephone system patents, and pat-

ents innumerable on hundreds ofdetails that, it is generally

conceded, the Bell company has purchased and knows full

well are absolutely essential to the installation and operation

of a successful exchange? It is not the intention of this

journal to defend the Bell company—that corporation has

proven too clearly its ability to protect its own interests

—

but as there is nothing to be gained by ignoring the fact

that the Bell company's position is perhaps the strongest

of any monopoly in the world, the public may as well

abandon the idea that all hangs on one or two fundamental
patents.
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Methods of Electrically Controlling

Street Car Motors.

II. F. I'arshairs paper before the American Inslilutc of

Electrical I'"np;ineers. April i'>th, which has already been
presented in the Wksi kkn Ki.kctuician, was followed

by a discussion, which, however, treated largely of the rela-

tive merits of the single and double reduction motors as

compared with gearless motors for slrcet railway woik. An
abstract follows:

Chas. p. S'lKiNMEiz: If wc wish to speak upon the

efficiency of motors, we should decide first what we mean
by this term, for although electrical engineering has very

exact methods of determination, there are so many meanings
for elliciency that the term usually means nothing. One
measures the resistance of the motor, and finds, say, one
ohm. With 15 amperes current this means a loss of 15

volts, or 3 per cent, at 500 volts line potential. Then he be-

gins to say what a beautiful motor he has of 97 percent, effi-

ciency. But he does not take into account that he loses

perhaps 20 per cent, by hysteresis and Foucault currents,

loses 10 per cent, by friction in the bearings, and wastes

30 per cent, besides by grinding the gears to dust, and
gets scarcely anything at the wheel axle. Another one de-

sires to proceed more correctly, and measures the "mechan-
ical efficiency" of the motor. That is he applies a brake
to the armature shaft, measures the electric power sent into

the motor, and the mechanical power taken off from the

motor shaft, and finds 87 per cent, "a very good motor."
Whether in practical service under the strain of the gear

thrust, the friction is the same, and how much he loses in

the high speed gearing, nobody knows.
I have no exact data of the losses in the high speed

gears of the streetcar motors used here. I remember only

one record on an English system of geared street car mot-

ors—very carefully cut zig zag gears—which certainly do
not waste much more power than the usual ppur gears.

There the loss amounted to about 40 per cent. In the data

given on the efficiency of street car motors this loss is gen-

erally not included. Street car gears must be very wasteful,

not only because of the rough usage they are exposed to

when going through rain and dirt and over dusty roads,

but from the fact that the transmission of power by gear-

ing is at its best only when the height of the gear teeth is

negligibly small compared with the radius of the gear.

But in this high speed gearing the pinion must necessarily

be small, and then the height of the teeth is very percept-

ible compared with the radius of the pinion.

In this case the gearing does not transmit with a fixed,

but with a varying, ratio; the teeth touch each other first

with their heads, slide over each other and come out of

impact when touching each other with their feet. That
means that the ratio of transmission for each tooth which
passes another varies between the ratio of the maximum
and the ratio of minimum radii of impact.

Suppose the pinion has 16 teeth, the motor revolves with

1,200 revolutions. Then 19,200 times per minute the

leverage of the transmission goes up and down. Either

the speed must vary, fluctuate as often—which is out of

the question, because of the momentum—or as many times

per minute ay the gears come out of impact and in again,

alternately the one or the other leading. Every time they
come in impact again— 19 200 times per minute—it gives a

blow against the teeth. This is what causes the rattling

and hissing noise of high speed gearings, and their rapid

destruction.

That the loss of energy in the gearing is con-

siderable, we can see without any tests, if we con-

sider in what very quick time steel and phos-
phor-bronze pinions are ground to dust, and raw-
hide gears torn to fibers. For the law of conservation of

energy teaches us that where a display of energy takes place,

a corresponding consumption of energy exists, and if such
a tremendous energy is set free as to grind steel and bronze

to dust, and to chop rawhide pinions rapidly to fibers, the

consumption of energy must be correspondingly large, and
the only source of energy is the motor. With regard to

gearless motors, I have seen a number of test curves of

such a motor, which showed an efficiency of So per cent.,

and considering the absence of the loss of energy in the

gearing, I really cannot see how the double-geared motor
can possibly be more efHcient.

Chas. G. Curtis: There seems to be an idea that it is

impossible even by the use of enough copper and iron,

without reference to the weight of the machine, to accom-
plish the same result at a slow speed that is accomplished

at a high speed. Now why should not a gearless motor,
which revolves at one-tenth of the speed of the old style

double reduction machine, be made to give the same
power as the double reduction machine, provided enough
copper and iron is put into it, the cross section of the iron

increased and the number of turns of the armature suffi-

ciently increased ? Now I know of a gearless motor
which was operated for several months, and tested by
some experts who were not interested in any way, and
who found by comparison that it took 16 amperes to

make 18 miles an hour, while one using gears required

28 amperes to make 17 miles an hour. The latter was one
that had been in use about six weeks without any renewal

of the gear, and therefore the gears were probably more
than half worn out. Then the test was made with
another car where the gears had been used about two
weeks, and it was found that the car required about 25

amperes. Some Stevens Institute young men made some
tests on the same road— a long series of tests—and they
found that the cars required about 26 amperes on an
average, while this car that I speak of that was operated

by a gearless motor ran along invariably with as low as

16 or 17 amperes, and the average of a long series of tests

made it 16 amperes, as against 28. I do not see

any reason why it should not be so, and when the

characteristics of the machine are known, it is per-

fectly evident that it must be so. It is simply a question

of having enough iron and enough turns on the armature

.

Now the increased turns on the armature would result in

an increased resistance were it not for the fact that a
larger wire is used. The same is true of the field. But
it must be rcmcmbertd that with the old double reduction
machine the field rc(|uircd a good many ampere turns to

bring it up to saturation, and in ihc new machines tuch as

those irade by the Thcnieonlicuslon company to-day
the ampere turns arc Itss, The weight of ihis machine
was 2 .;oo pounds, and the armature had no objeclion.iblc

heating at 22 horic power. Probably 300 or 40U pounds
could be knocktd off that weight by a judicious re-

arrangement of the metal. As I say, the diminution in

tfficiency is purely a question of increasing resistance.

All the other factors must be better in the gearless motor
than in the geared motor. Hysteresis and Foucault cur-

rents, which are the only other losses that amcunt to

anything, are reduced by the diminution of the speed.
Prof. Short has called attention to the fact that the tffi-

ciency of gearing seems to iocrease enormously with the

speed. That is shown in the peculiar phenomenon which
takes place in the Thomson-Houston double geared cars.

In order to get the maximum speed some of the field wind-
ing is thrown out. The power comes on suddenly, and
the car jumps ahead, but there seems to be very little dif-

ference in the speed whether there are trailers on or not.

In other words, the gearing seems to be the limiting ele-

ment. Beyond a certain limit the gearing consumes an
enormous amount of power. Below that speed it con-
sumes about 30 per cent. My experience is that these

gears, with the usual amount of diit, \\\]\ consume 30 to

40 per cent, at a speed not over 15 miles an hour. 1 have
seen two 15 horse power Thomson-Houston motors with
passengers hanging on to the steps make within two miles

an hour of the same speed as if th-sre were trailing

cars on and no passengers. My experience is that

the main difficulty with the whole problem is to get a mode
of running at a slow speed or a half speed which is

reasonably efficient, and at the same time be enabled to run
at full speed. The only method which has been devised

which is at all practical is that pursued by the Thomson-
Houston company which I have referred to, which consists

in cutting out some of the field winding and diminishing
the strength of the field. But that is open to the objection

that you cannot carry it beyond a certain point, because you
get self-induction in the armature.
Mr. Hewitt: I do not pretend to deny that the gea- less

motor can be made as efficient as any other motor, provided
we have unlimited space and can put unlimited iron and un-
limited copper in it. On a street car we have got a limited

space and we have got to conform to that space, and that is

the reason why, perhaps, more iron and more copper are

not used. Another thing, if we use more iron and
more copper we will have a more expensive machine. Mr.
Short's motor, I believe, runs about three inches from the

ground, two or three inches. But we certainly should not

run a motor nearer than three inches to the ground because
we are liable to strike Fomething—a loose paving stone or

piece of iron. Three inches is complained of by railway

companies. And when we start with 30 inch or even 36
inch wheels we have very little space, but when we come
to locomotives for high speed, loo or 120 miles an hour,

and can use 40 inch wheels and larger, we can have all the

space needed. It seems to me that so far as street rail-

ways are concerned we have reached our limit with the

single reduction motor, and with them I would like to see

a better efficiency than we are now getting.

Prof. F. B. Crocker: This question of the relative effi-

ciency of single and double reduction gear motors is really

a question of the relative efficiency of motors at different

speeds, and is an old problem. Take a given motor. Of
course the lower the speed the less the losses are. I have
made a list of them—Foucault currents, hysteresis, friction

and air resistance are ail reduced at lower speeds. The
only losses that are increased are the C- R effects; that is

the heat due to the electrical resistance. There seems to

be a great confusion as to whether we can run a motor at

slow speed and get a reasonable efficiency. Now as I say,

the only losses that are increased at low speeds, other things

being equal, are the resistance losses, and as Mr. Curtis
sayF, it does not require any great increase in the size of

the wire to make up for this; for instance, number 12

wire increased to number 10. A machine wound with a

number 10 wire does not occupy much more space than
one wound with number 12, and yet that makes enough
difference to materially reduce the resistance, and in

the case Mr. Curtis spoke of it almost made up
for the in creased length of the wire. The facts

that the Foucault currents and hysteresis are materially re-

duced at low speed is quite a saving. Another point Mr.
Curtis spoke of—the reduction in the thrust on the bear-

ings in gearless motors—is also quite important. Unfor-
tunately, as Mr. Hewitt says, we must have some means
of allowing the car to go at slow speed. We are supplied

with 500 volts whether we are running at fast or slow
speed. Therefore we have to introduce external resist-

ance or resort to some peculiar method of overcoming
this difficulty. But the single reduction gear or double re-

duction gear motors when standing still or running at low
speed require practically the same resistance in series as

gearless motors. It would be simply a question whether
the rheostat had 20 ohms or 22 ohms. In other words,

the rheostat would actually require a little more resistance

in the case of high speed motors, on account of these

motors having a little less resistance than low speed ones.

Any motor running at less than its normal speed, whether
that be high or low, requires regulation, which probably
reduces its efficiency. But a motor can be designed to

run at 200 revolutions almost as well as at a thousand. I

agree with Mr. Steinmetz that the man who cannot design

a motor of better than 35 per cent, efficiency had better not

try to apply it to street car work. Any one can design a

motor to run with better efficiency than that at any
reasonable speed.

Prof. D. C. Jackson^: One side of the subject that is

eminently practical to the street railway manager has not

I. Communicated,

been touched by Mr. Panhall. As it o'ten dctermioes the
receipts of the electric car, its demands upon methods of
motor control arc worthy of full discussion. In the smaller
cities and towns and in suburban places it is possible to run
street railway cars at a high rate of speed and with a con-
siderable interval between them. These cars can be placed
on wheels of large diameter {33 and 36 inches) without det-
riment to the traffic. The motors can, therefore, occupy con-
siderable vertical space, armatures of large diameter can be
used, and the magnets can have four poles- The devel-
opment of this type of machine has apparently led to the
controlling device described by Mr. Parshall. Such
motors admit of placing a large number of (urns of wire
on the armature and of using each turn to its great-
est advantage.

In some of our large cities quite different conditions ex-
ist. Speed is limited to a maximum not exceeding ten to
fifteen miles per hour, and much of the traffic is carried
for short distances; in other words, it is shopping or
pleasure traffic. This demands cars on dose headway and
easy of access. The floors must not be raised far above
the street level, and the motors must, therefore, take up
little vertical space, hence requiring armatures of small
diameter. This limits the r.umber of turns of wire on the
armature, makes the utility cf four pole magnets dcubtful,
and requires the field turns to be increased. To do their
work properly, such motors, when mounted on 26' wheels.
should give satisfaction equal to that given by 15 hoisc
power or 20 horse power motors of the latest types placed
on 33' wheels. I think nearly all who have studied the
matter will agree that the conditions here defined must be
met in New York city and Chicago before the electric car
can compete with the grip car. In many of the smaller
cities now operating electric cars, the same conditions are
felt with greater or less force, and meeting the require-
ments means considerably increased traffic (receipts per
car).

It is questionable whether it is not best to permanently
connect the motor armatures in series with each other, and
with their fields for such w^rk. The starting and speed
regulation can be very satisfactorily effected by a rheostat,

while it is possible to put the fields of the two motors in

parallel for fastest speeds. Practically this method of
connecting has been used with excellent success. It re-

tains the principal advantages maintained for two motors
on each car, i. e., added traction atd decreased chances of
trouble due to lack of harmony between the motors, and
introduces no unnecessary complications.

While the magnetic and parasitic armature losses should
be reduced with special care in street railway motors, at
the same time the electrical resistances of armatures and
field should with equal care be made the least that is con-
sistent with meeting other requirements. Reducing the
energy used in the rheostat by increasing the loss in the
fields is not likely to meet universal favor, as it merely
transfers the seat of trouble to a point more expensive to
repair. Hence rheostat regulation, with or without aux-
iliary commutation of fields, seems likely to prevail with
the majority. With proper design, such as Mr. Parshall
would give us. the auxiliary commutation of the fields

may serve an excellent purpose in economizing weight of
copper.

Developing Plants by Electricity.
The employment of electricity in horticulture forms an

interesting subject for experiment and investigation, and
results hive already been obtained that justify the hope
that the idea may soon be turned to practical account on a
scale of considerable magnitude. Spring vegetables have
already been forced by its aid for market, and there is no
doubt that roses and other flowers can be made to bloom
more plentifully and moie profitably with its assistance.

The department of agriculture at Washington has been
experimenting in this direction for some time past. It

has been found that lettuce is particularly susceptible to
the influence of the electric light, by means of which, it is

said, it can be grown for market in two-thirds the usual
length of time. Other vegetables respond likewise in
varying degrees. But everything depends upon the prop-
er regulation of the light, and how to do this can only be
learned by careful study of the results produced under all

sorts of conditions. The effect of electricity being to

hasten maturity, too much of it causes lettuce to run to

seed before the edible leaves are formed.
Electricity is not employed for such purposes as a sub-

stitute for sunlight. It is merely used in a supplementary
fashion. The greenhouse that has the sun in the daytime
is illuminated at night with arc lights, toward which the
plants incline their leaves and flowers. It has been supposed
hitherto that vegetables required intervals of darkness for

their health and development, just as animals need sleep,

but it has been shown that, supplied with electric rays,

they will go on growing thriftily between sunset and day-
break.

The electric gardener usually employs opal globes to

diminish the intensity of the light. When the lamp is left

bare and permitted to shed its unshielded rays upon the
plants the latter grow pale, run up quickly in sickly stalks

and soon die. It remains to be discovered exactly how
much light is beneficial, and during precisely what
period of the development of the vegetables it ought to be
applied.

The influence of the light upon the color and product-
iveness of flowers has been shown to be extraordinary.

Tulips exposed to it have deeper and richer tints,

flowering more freely and developing longer stems and
bigger leaves. Fuchsias bloom earlier under like condi-

tions. Petunias also bloom earlier and more profusely,

growing taller and more slender. It is the same way with
many other flowers. In fact, there is every reason for

believing that the electric light will be very profitably used
in future as an adjunct to forcing establishments for both
flowers and garden vegetables. Already one market gar-

dener in New Jersey is employing it with a success which
he reports as marvelous.
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The Behavior of Insulating Materials

Under the Action of High Poten-
tial Differences.^

By H. Eleckly Bourne and W. Fox Bourne.

Electrical ea^ia^ers have receotly bieo devoting a great

deil of attention to the transmission of energy by small

currants at h"i5;h pressures and it is clearly advantageous

to increase the paiential difference until the expense of in-

sulating the apparatus neutralizes the saving in copper.

Toe question of insulation is, of course, the main diffi-

culty, for as we increase the potential difference many
substances which are ordinarily considered insulators

hive to be regarded as fairly good conductors. Numer-
ous experiments were shown to illustrate this point, the

curreat beinj ob:ained from a hedgehog transformer ca-

pable of developing about 25 horse power at 100,000

volts, which had been lent for the occasion by Messrs.

Swinburne &: Co.

The question of sparking distance in air does not seem

to be of any great practical impoitance, but as it has re-

cently been referred to, the following figures, obtained at

Messrs. Swinburne's works, may be of interest:

Sparking Distances between Needle Points.

P. D. in volts. Sparking distance in inches.

3,000 o. n
14,900 0.5

24,000 i-o

3g,ooo 16
50,000 2 2

62,000 28
74,000 3-5

g2,ooo o^ • 4-5

97,000 ;.
50

Sparking Distances bctivcen Plates i\ in. Diameter.

P. D. in vo'.ts. Sparking distance in inches.

13,000 - o 16

20,000 0.40

44,coo i.o

70 000 2.0

90,000 30
105,000 40

The above results were obtained on a cold, dry day.

but can only be regarded as approximate, as the distance

was found to vary a good deal with atmospheric and other

conditions, so that concordant results could not always be

obtained on different days. By striking an arc between
electrodes of tin wire, which gradually melted, a flame of

considerable length was exhibited, and it was pointed out

that the length to which an arc could be drawn depended

very largely on the current strength available.

It was next shown that for overhead work at very high

pressures even oil insulators of the best design are quite

useless. Wires from the transformer were connected to

the stalk and groove of an insulator which had been dried

and filled with clean rosin oil. Brush discharges immedi-

ately occurred over the surface of the porcelain, and when
a potential of 60,000 volis was reached a spark jumped
from the wire to the stalk. Two wires were placed near

the ends of a piece of slate about a yard long, and sparks

passed freely from the wires to the slate, and a sort of arc

lamp was arranged with slate pencils for electrodes. A
similar conducting power was shown to be possessed by
vulcanized fiber and asbestos millboard. The discharge

does not break down or perforate these substances. They
behave exactly like conductors. A curious effect was
shown with a long piece of slightly damp wood, numer-
ous small arcs being formed, which finally ignited the

wood.
The e.^periment wih the oil insulator and other exper-

ments shown point to the fact that surfaces of insulating

materials, unless absolutely clean and dry, have considera-

ble conducting power. A discharge may sometimes take

place on the surface of a non-conductor across a distance

much greater than the striking distance in air, and once a

discharge has started an arc is formed. A cable insulated

with a layer of rubber a foot thick might be useless for 50,000

or 100,000 volts if it had even a small crack. This creep-

ing discharge was also shown by the now familiar experi-

ment in which a pair of disks are separated by a large

sheet of glass. In one of the experiments shown the glass

did not break, though the discharge passed through it, and
it was found that if there ever had been a perforation the

heat of the arc had fused the glass and entirely sealed up
the hole.

The potential difference required to break down or per-

forate insulators is quite a different matter from the dis-

charge over their surfaces. A number of samples of bro-

ken down insulators were exhibited. They were materials

which had been tried for use in condensers, and were in

the form of thin sheets of mica, celluloid paper impreg-

nated with various resins and wa,\es, etc, and were about

six mils thick. They had been perforated with potential

differences varying from 2 000 to 6,000 volts. Apiece of

cable insulated with a layer of vulcanized rubber of the

best quality, rather over Jg ii^ch thick, was shown. It

had withstood 50,000 volts for 25 minutes. In £uch cases

the time element is of great importance and the dielectric

is usually found to become very hot before it breaks down.
This fact indicates a very important difference between

the effects of direct and alternating currents on insulators.

Whenever, as in the case of a concentric cable, the two
conductors are at all close together we have a condenser

which is being rapidly charged and discharged. Now in

the case of most solid dielectrics there is a good deal of

soaking in and consequent loss of energy, which manifests

itself as heat. This was made very evident in the case of

a condenser which was tried at Messrs. Swinburne's

works. This condenser was made of sheets of tinfoil in-

sulated with paper soaked in paraffin wax in the usual

1. Abstract of a paper read before the Old Students' Association,

LoadoD

.

way. Its insulation, measured with a steady electromotive

force of 240 volts, was about six megohms and the active

surface of plates was 5,000 square inches. When it was
connected across a 2,000 volt circuit it was found to ab-

sorb more than a horse power, so that a considerable rise

of teniperature was not surprising. But it was also no-

ticed that its capacity rapidly diminished and finally dis-

appeared, which was, on investigation, found to be owing
to the fact that the foil had melted and so become discon-

nected from the circuit. Another condenser, made with

glass plates i-io inch thick, broke down with 2,000 volts

after about five minutes, apparently owing to internal

cracks caused by the heat evolved. In the case of the sam-
ple of rubber covered wire above referred to the compound
in which the braiding had been soaked melted in five min-
utes, aTid the rubber became quite softened by the heat in

about 15 minutes.

This heating effect is much less in the case of most fluid

insulators, but seems to be more important in oils having
a high specific induction capacity.

Some experiments were then arranged to show some
actions of oils under high voltages. A plate was im-

mersed in castor oil and a point supported a short distance

above the surface. Oa switching on the transformer a dis-

tinct depression was produced on the surface of the liquid.

Two p'ates were then arranged, one over the other, sep-

arated by a layer of castor oil, on which was floated some
paraffin. When ihe plates had a difference of potential of

20,000 or 30,000 volts the castor oil rose in a sort of hill,

owing to the fact that its specific inductive capacity is

higher than that of paraffin, so that by its movement the

capacity of the arrangement is increased. It was also

shown that particles of sawdust in rosin oil were formed
into chains, producing a discharge across a considerable

distance.

The experiments were concluded by sending the current

from the transformer through a number of vacuum tubes.

These were, of course, brilliantly illuminated, but the cur-

rent was not maintained for more than a few seconds, as

an intense heating of the glass and electrodes ensues,

which usually breaks the tubes. This fact renders it diffi-

cult to measure the power absorbed, but it was estimated,

from the primary current and voltage, that a compara-
tively small tube may easily be made to absorb about 2 5

horse power while giving a light of only a few candle

power.

Two Electrical Stories from Kansas.
George Harger, who lives just south of Kiowa. Kan., is

the father of a six-year old boy who is an electrical wonder,
according to a local chronicler. The boy has been known as
" peculiar," ever since his birth, and those who nursed him
when an infant were wont to say that he "made them nerv-

ous." His actions and habits were those of all infants,

and he has never shown any mental traits different from
those usually seen in the average boy.

His parents, and others who are intimately connected
with the family, however, say that there has always been
something uncanny about him. Whenever the child was
taken up from the floor or bed a crackling noise was heard,

and a slight shock or pricking sensation was felt, similar to

that felt when a cat is rubbed on a cold day.

The boy is now old enough to take cognizance of his pe-

culiarity, and he takes great delight in shocking those who
come near him. He can greatly increase the force of the

shock by rubbing his feet on the carpet, and after dark the

electrical discharge is so strong that sparks are emitted

when he slides across the floor and touches a piece of met-

al. The force of the shock seems to be greatly increased

for several days before a storm of any kind, and his father

now declares that he can foretell every change in the weather
by watching his boy.

The little fellow amuses himself by touching all the dogs
and cats about the place, and the result is that they all flee

at his approach. There is no animal magnetism about it,

for he does not attract anything, but there seems simply to

be a surcharge of electricity in his body at all time?.

The salt marshes which extend for several miles in each
direction north of Hutchinson, Kan., are a favorite resort

for thousands of wild geese every season, as they appar-
ently find certain food substances there which please their

taste. It is a favorite hunting ground for men from all

sections of the country, and every spring and fall, and late

into the winter, the place is besieged b} men who are bent
on supplying the market with wild geese and ducks.

Some time ago the city concluded to use the electric

light for the streets, and some of the lamps were placed
high above the buildings, so that they could cast their

light to great distances. These lamps can be seen for

miles from the city, and have been the guide of all the

men who have been belated among the marshes. But
they have lately become the guide to something else, and
the result is that several geese have become almost annihi-

lated by flying against the pole and rods around the lamps.

A story comes from Hutchinson that a policeman, while
standing under a lamp on his beat was startled to have some
heavy body dash down at his feet, barely missing his head.
As he stooped down to see what it was, he was knocked flat

by some heavy body striking him square on the back. AVhen
he recovered sufliciently from his fright to gather himself

together he found that he had been hit by a wild goose.
During that night four of the wild fowl were killed by

being dashed to death against the poles, and for several

nights thereafter more were killed. The policeman who
made the discovery took the geese as a part of the perqui-

sites of his ofhce, and regaled his family and friends upon
the game for some time.

Novel Electric Lighting Proposition.

Thomas Wolfe, agent of an eastern company, says the
Kansas City Times, is the latest man to introduce a propo-
sition, and it is his purpose to place before the council at its

next meeting an entirely new scheme by which he claims

that the city may ultimately become its own purveyor of
electric light. Mr. Wolfe proposes to put in a 1,200
horse power plant to cost in the neighborhood of $250,000.
This he proposes to sell to the city for the sum of $250,000,
payable in bonds of the city, bearing such rate of interest

as is necessary to float them. The bonds are to run twenty
years. After making this sale to the city Mr. Wolfe pro-

poses to turn around and lease the plant for thirty years, in

consideration for which lease he agrees to pay the interest

on the bonds given by the city, also to create a sinking
fund for the ultimate purpose of paying off the bonds
when due. In the meantime he proposes to light all city

lamps, both street and building, for nothing, and at the
end of his thirty years' lease to turn over the plant to
the city free of incumbrance, and in good running condition.

For the faithful performance, of his agreements Mr. Wolfe
declares his willingness to put up ^25,000 in gold in any
bank elected by the city, to be u=ed in case of default in

any way on his part. Mr. Wolfe stated to a reporter that

he proposed to make his money out of private consumers,
charging them at the rate of ^ a cent per hour, meter rate,

for each lamp burned. He figured that at such a rate

electricity would be cheaper than gas or coal oil and could
be introduced into 5 000 homes in the city.

Taxation of Patent Rights.

Judge Mcpherson of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court
has handed down an opinion holding that the Westing-
house Electric & Manufacturing company, notwithstanding
the varied powers conferred by its charter, is nevertheless

exclusively for manufacturing purposes. He discusses at

great length the patent right feature, which he says "pre-
sents a question of great importance which has been not de-
cided by any court of last resort, so far as we are aware,
and which deserves and has received our consideration."

He sustains the contention of the company's counsel, and
holds that the right to tax patent rights does not exist in

the state, because "as a tax upon the right itself we think
it cannot possibly be supported, because it restricts and in-

terferes with aright granted by Congress in the exercise of

power exclusively committed to the government of the
United States by the federal constitution. The tax is not
only derogatory from the dignity but subversive of the
powers of the government and repugnant to its paramount
sovereignty."

The court expressly states, however, that the opinion is

restricted to the intangible right existing in the patents,

and does not extend to tangible articles manufactured un-
der patent rights. The judgment in each case is wholly
in favor of the company. The amount invo'ved in the

Westinghouse case was $8,839.90 for iSSS; $14,694.46 for

1S89, and $16,739,57 for 1890.

Storage Battery Work in France.
Another attempt to reconcile the storage battery with

the requirements of traction work is being made by a street

railway company in Paris. The plan under consideration

differs somewhat from the methods usually employed, in

that the motor car is devoted entirely to the machinery
and batteries, without carrying any passengers. These
cars will haul one or two trailers. The motor trucks are

peculiar in being composed of two wheel trucks, two of

which are flexibly connected beneath the center of the

car. The car body rests on rollers, one at each corner of

the trucks, thus allowing the axles to turn through a con-
siderable range and conform to the curves of the tracks

without producing undue friction. The regulation of the

car is effected by commutating both the motors and the

batteries. The two motors are in series at starting, and
sre thrown in multiple for the second speed. The re-

maining speeds are made by the different combinations of

the batteries. These are divided into fcur tra^ s, and are

used first, four in series; second, two in multiple series of

two; third, four in multiple. These, with the two speeds

of the motors, give four speeds for the car, the highest of
which is only permitted outside of the city limits.

Dispersing Fogs by Electricity.

The experiments in fog-clearing by electricity wh'ch have
been made at Sandy Hook recently have been more fruit-

ful in possibilities than in actual results, says the Buffalo
Express, but they have proved conclusively that electrical

discharges have a marked effect on fogs. The largest

area cleared by one discharge is said to have been nearly

two acres. The fog is described as falling in the form of

rain, and the atmosphere after the process as being clear as

after a summer's rain-storm. The surrounding fog, how-
ever, closes in over the cleared space in a few minutes, and
it would require discharges made at intervals of two min-

utes to keep the air practically clear. Strange to say, the

denser the fog, the easier it can be cleared by electricity.

When one thinks how much London would give for the

abolition of her smothering fogs, the commercial value of

these experiments becomes apparent. And, by the way,
the demonstration of eleclricily's power as a fcg-precipi-

tator goes several steps towards vindicating the claims of

the rain-producers, for the principle is the same in both
cases.

The Brush Electric Light company of Minneapolis is to

light the hall for the Republican national convention,

About 100 arc lights will be required for the enlire

building.

The New York Herald says that an electric light wire

in front of James Clark's house, in West Seventh street,

Plainfield, N. J., came in contact with the iron pole on
May 4th and transmitted the current to ihe ground. The
influence was felt for a distance of twenty feet in the road-

way, and it is said that horses that were driven over the

place received such severe shocks that they were thrown
down.
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Electrical Fixtures.

Tiic cuts illustrate several of the specialties iiandlcd by

the Utica Klectrical Manufacturing & Supply company of

Utica, N. V.

In Fig. I is shown a device which may be employed for

connectin^i converters or transformers to the main line.

This can also be used where branches are to be taken from

the main line. It will take wire from No. o down. The ad-

vantages these connectors are that they will make a

contact 01 three-quarters of an inch in length to two

inches. They dispense with soldering and leave the main

line in good shape. The connectors can also be used

in case of emergency on lines of alternating or any

high tension current when the weather will not permit

linemen to make the usual connections. This connector

alternating dynimoj. It is very simple, not introducing

extra resistance in the line. The contacts are large enough

to carry heavy discharges of lightning. The only injury to

apparatus by lighting is the melting of a fuse wire, which

can be readily replaced.

In Fig. 5 is shown the Utica company's new pole stand

Booth & Haydcns, and is decidedly ornamcDia) in appear-

ance. It is made in sizes from 5 to 15 inches, and is

lacquered or silver-plated. Fan guards are also manu-
ufacturcd for any sized fan.

ELECrUICAL FIXTURES.

can be put on an insulated wire and the pointed screw

will penetrate through the covering, thereby making

good contact. The connectors and screws are made of brass,

thereby preventing all chances of rusting.

Fig. 2 shows the "Hercules" switch, No. i, which has

double contact, is quick acting, and can be used either on

arc or incandescent circuits. This switch is mounted on a

slate bass, is inciossd in a water-tight iron case, and with

it currents from 25 to loo amperes can be safely handled.

The "mike or break" of contacts is not dependent on a

slowor fast movement of the operator's hand. The case

is provided with porcelain bushings for protection of wires

in entering and leaving the box. The outside dimensions

of the case are 8x8/2 inches. Figs. 3 and 4 represent, re-

spectively, the Utica company's automatic magazine fuse

box and lighting arrester. A few words as to the manner

of operation and re-fusing will make clear the construction

of the box. The cut shows the box with the two upper

fuses burnt, and. as will be readily seen, as soon as one

fuse is mslted another is by gravity thrown automatically

in circuit. This action is performed eight times before it

FIGS. 3 AND 4. ELECTRICAL FIXTURES.

design, and can, it is stated, be operated without causing

ELECTRICAL FIXTURES,

is necessary to replace a fu5e. As soon as the four upper

fuses are blown, the first contact arm will be out of circuit

and will throw the second arm automatically into circuit,

thus giving a second magazine with four additional fuses.

After the eight fuses in the magazine are blown, there are

still two main fuses, which can be seen at the extreme right

and left of the cut, connecting the circuit and magazine with

a resistance coil placed in a circle on the inside of the case.

These two fuses will eventually, if the circuit remains

overloaded, blow also and open the circuit. There is no

arcing when a fuse blows, because the instant it melts the

current will pass through the main fuses and the resistance

coil, taking its regular course again as quick as contact is

made with the fuse. There are no magnets to burn out,

and the contacts and conductors are made of bronze met-

als of ample proportions. The box can be used on pri-

mary, secondary or direct circuits. The carrying capacity

of the above described magazine fuse box is from i to 30

amperes.

The lightning arrester shown in Fig. 4 is especially de-

signed for the protection of high or low tension, direct or

v^^^

"%

the blotches of solder, carelessly affixed to the blades to effect

a balance oftentimes, produced noise enough to shame a Jap-

anese humming-top. Holmes, Booth & Haydens have en-

deavored to form a fan that will distribute its breeze, and

not throw it, as it were, like a gleam from a search light

as many fans do.

This fan is finished in the lamp department of Holmes,

1 1 .v:-i

FIG. 5. ELECTRICAL FIXTURES.

for the WoDd and American arc lamps which it is manu-

facturing and placing on the market. The following claims

are made for this stand: It is perfectly rigid and the pole

top is protected from weather; the lamp is perfectly insu-

lated from the pole stand at both top and bottom, by

means of slate and porcelain, thereby protecting the trim-

mer; there is perfect insulation from the main line, the

wire for connections being carried through hard rubber

tubes placed inside of the standards; the lamp can be re-

moved from the stand by simply loosening a set screw at

the top of the frame. The hood is manufactured of gal-

vanized iron painted with weather-proof paint, white in-

side and black outside. The switch is mounted on a slate

base, fastened on the top part of the pole stand, is of novel

New Whittingham Automatic Motor
Starter.

The Automatic Switch company of Baltimore. Md., is

introducing a new automatic motor starter, differing essen-

tially from the automatic switch heretofore manufactured

by this company. The switch has been quite efficient in

connection with motors of the smaller horse powers when
used by careful persons; but for the larger horse powers

and in general use it has in some cases failed to work sat-

isfactorily. The company has. therefore, for some time

been experimenting with the object of eliminating the

weaknesses of the automatic switch, and it now calls atten

tion to the new Whittingham automatic motor starter shown

in the cut. This device, it is believed, will meet all require-

ments, having been subjected to the severest tests.

The operation of the motor starter may be readily tinder-

stood by referring to the illustration. The solenoid magnet

Motor Fan,
Illustrated herewith is a new brass fan for electric motors

which has just been put on the market by Holmes, Booth

& Haydens of New York and Waterbury, Conn.

Such fans as heretofore made were apt to be so out of

balance that a perceptible jarring accompanied their use, and

\

NEW WHITTINGHAM AUTOMATIC MOTOR STARTER.

furnishes the power for operating the heavy contact bar,

whicTi slides up over the resistance plates, and acts against

the control of the dash-pot at the bottom of the starting box

,

thus making a gradual movement over each succesive resist

ance contact. When the top contact is reached the power of

the magnet is automatically weakened, and only enough mag-

netism developed to hold the contact bar firmly in its place.

The energy consumed in the magnet when the bar is in its

final position, with the motor running, is only about forty

watts. When the current is cut off, the magnetism ceases,

and the contact bar falls to its original position at the bot-

tom of the resistance plates, ready to start the motor again

when the current is turned on.

In elevator, pumping, or other work of intermittent

character, this automatic motor starter will be found of

great service, since it is only necessary to arrange for the

opening and closing of a simple switch. Elevators should

have a small wire cord running from the basement to the

top floor, and passed over a pulley. A weight of about fif-

teen pounds should be attached to each end of the cord.

This cord, with its weights, is sufficient to operate a suit-

able swap switch carrying current to the motor starter.

When the elevator is not in use, the motor can be stopped

by using the cord on any floor.

The Wenstrom Electric & Dynamo company equipment,

which was offered at public auction at Baltimore, was with-

drawn. The highest bid was $150,000.
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The Keystone Reversible Elevator Motor.

The feature of this elevator rigging is that the raotor is

operated without s rheostat, or other outside resistance,

the current being turned into it by means of the switch

mechanism used in reversing the motor.

The controlling and reversing switch of this apparatus

is connected to and operated simultaneously with the

brake mechanism, by the hand rope, or by means of any

of the ordinary devices used in starting and stopping

elevators, the motor receiving the full force of the current

without damage to the armature.

The motor only runs while the elevator is in use, conse-

quently a minimum quantity of current is consumed.

AH parts of the machine are constructed in a carefu

manner and especial care is taken with the armature bear

ing5, which are made of extr?. length and size, and they

are provided with either sight feed oil cups or automa-

tic self-oiling bearings and with ample oil cellars, so that

there is no waste of oil therefrom.

The Keystone motor is adapted to be connected with

elevators or hoists of ordinary construction, either by belt,

as illustrated in the accompanying cut, or by gearing or

by coupling the armature directly to the end of the driving

shaft of the elevator or hoist, as desired.

The Keystone Electric company of Erie, Pa., the manu-

A current of 2,500 volts and nine and a half amperes was
turned on, every wire of the brush being charged, and
with an ordinary wooden handle the operator would drag
it over the grass, killing the latter instantly. Its purpose
is to destroy vegetation, and it can be utilized in various

ways. One of the principal uses to which it will be put
will be the destruction of grass around the rails of rail-

roads, which has always been an annoyance to railway

companies. By means of this device it is claimed that the
expense of cutting and destroying the grass will be greatly

curtailed.

KEYSTONK REVERSIBLE ELEVATOR MOTOR.

facturer, builds these elevator motors in standard sizes of

3. 5. 7K. 10 and 15 horse power. Other sizes are made to

order.

Fighting an Electric Company.
Chicago property owners on the north side of Forty-

sixth street, from Cottage Grove avenue to Michigan ave-

nue, have filed a protest against the Englewood Electric

Light & Power company, which is now engaged in placing

a line of poles in front of their residences. The electric

light company began the work which aroused the indigna-

tion of the property owners last week. Their protests

were of no avail, however, as the foreman of the company's

gang was armed with the required permit granted by the

commissioner of public works in pursuance of ordinances

passed by the Board of Trustees of the Town of Lake,

July S, 18SS, and of the Town of Hyde Park Sept. i,

18SS.

The discontented property owners take the stand that the

ordinances on which the permit is based were passed four

years ago, and that since then electric light and telephone

companies have been restricted to the use of alleys and

business streets while the better resident sections have been

exempted from the erection upon them of poles and wires.

John Cheshire, one of the property o.vners, filed a

bill in the circuit court to restrain the city from permitting

the company to proceed with the work. Commissioner
Aldrich, it is claimed, had no power to issue su':h a

privilege.

An Electric Vegetation Destroyer.
A novel as well as an extremely interesting exhibit was

made yesterday at the works of the Memphis Electric Light
&. Power company, says the Memphis Commei'ctal of May
4th. It was the operation of an electric brush devised by
Captain Sharp, ex-superintendent of the Mississippi Valley
Railroad company. About 6 o'clock quite a party of gentle-
men had assembled to witness the exhibition, and they were
highly entertained as well as instructed. The brush is a wire
affair resembling an ordinary scrubbing brush. It was con-
nected by a wire about one hundred feet in length
with a dynamo in the works of the electric light company.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, May 7.—The affairs of the General Elec-

tric company, or, as many people continue to call it, the

"Thomson-Houston-Edison company,'' are being rapidly

arranged for business under the reorganization. A dis-

patch from Albany on Monday announced that the com-

pany had just filed in the office of the secretary of state a

certificate of increase of capital to ^50,000 000, and paid

into the treasury ^15,000 more, making up the total of the

one-tWijntieth of one per cent. tax. The document is

signed by Eugene Griftin, S. Dana Greene, Joseph B. Ord

and James Jackson, a majority of the directors, and recites

that the meeting at which the stock was increased was held

in the Drexel Building en the previous Saturday. On
Wednesday a meeting was held in Boston and the officers

and directors of the company were elected. C. A. Coffin

was made president; Eugene Griffin, first vice-president,

and Samuel InsuU, second vice-president. A. S. Beves

was elected treasurer and assistant secretary; E. J. Garfield,

secretary; J. P. Ord, controller; E. Claik, auditor, and B.

F. Beach, Jr., and W. F. Pope, assistant treasurers. The
directors elected were J. Pierpont Morgan, C. A. Coffin-

Thomas A. Edison, D. 0. Mills, F. L. Ames, T. Jeffer-

son Coolidge, Eugene Griffin, Henry L. Higginson, H.

McK. Twombly, C. H. Coster and F. S. Hastings. Mr.

Twombly was made chairman of the board.

By this allotment of officers a Thomson-Houston man is

made president. There had been gossip in Wall street to

the effect that Mr, Coffin was to be general manager, with

Mr. Twombly as the official head of the company, but

Wednesday's meeting showed that there had been a change

in the programme, and it had been decided to give Mr.

Twombly the chairmanship. Mr. Twombly represents

heavy financial interests in the consolidated company.

The Washington dispatches to the daily papers of May
3d containing the information that three patents had been

allowed upon applications hied years ago by Thomas A.

Edison, assignor to the Western Union Telegraph com-

pany, brought sadness to the hearts of those who fondly

imagine that the Bell company maintains control of its

gigantic business through one or two patents. The appli-

cations for all three of these patents were filed in 1877, but

their issuance has been delayed all this time. These in-

ventions of Edison have been granted foreign patents,

some of which have already expired. The interesting ques-

tion is therefore raised whether an American patent, issued

after the expiration of a foreign patent, is valid, the appii.

cation for the American patent having been filed prior to

the date of the grant of the foreign patent. Several Cir-

cuit Court judges have decided this question in the nega-

tive. It will now in all probability be taken to the

United States Supreme Court for decision.

At a special meeting in Chickering Hall on Monday
evening the American Geographical society discussed the

advantages and desirability of a northern magnetic survey.

The speakers were Prof. W. T. Trowbridge of Columbia

College, Prof. Meyer of Stevens Institute, Gen. Greely of

the Signal Service, and Col. W. H. Gilder. Col. Gilder,

who with Lieut. Schwatka won fame in bringing back from

the northern regions information respecting Franklin and

his expedition, again proposes to make a journey to the

north, this time at the head of a party to make a magnetic

survey of the region immediately surrounding the northern

magnetic pole. Prof. J. C. Mendenhall. of the Coast and

Geodetic Survey, in a letter to Col. Gilder, expressed his en-

tire approval of the expedition. Prof. Trowbridge said

that as a result of the expedition the magnetic pole might

be definitely located. He said that in his opinion all mag-

netic surveys on land should be prohibited, as the true im-

portance and the benefit to be derived were on the sea

alone, for the mariner, who is dependent upon his compass.

Prof. Meyer explained that one thing it would be sought

to establish at the point when the needle assumes the ver-

tical position was whether the so-called pole was fixed or

moving. The American Geographical society of this city,

the National Academy of Sciences at Washington, mem-
bers of the United States Coast Survey, and a number Of

other scientific men are interested in the proposed expedi-

tion. Although some funds have been pledged for fitting

out the party and for carrying on the work, nothing definite

has been determined upon in the way of plans, the money
required, the exact route, etc.

A new electric light company has been organized in

Newport, R. I , with a capital of |:2oo.ooo. The officers

are: Directors, Theodore A. Havemeyer, Frederick W.
Vanderbilt, Robert Goelet, Louis T. Lorillard, A. C
Titus, Gardiner B. Reynolds and Henry H. Fay. Mr.
Havemeyer is president, with G. B. Reynolds treasurer,

and H. W. Darling secretary. From the above slate it

will be seen that the cottage element has an overpowering
preponderancy. Already alterations have been begun on
the company's station at the Richmond mill, at the south
end of the harbor.

The Metropolitan Telephone & Telegraph company on
Tuesday re-elected the following named directors: Leonard
F. Beckwith, Charles F. Cutler, Joseph P. Davis, Thomas
T. Eckert, William H. Forbes. George J. Gould, Norvin
Green, Edward J. Hall, Jr., John E. Hudson, John Jame-
son, Charles A. Tinker, John Van Home and William H.
Woolverton. Mr. Van Home presided at the meeting,
and John H, Cahill was secretary. There was no opposi-

tion to the ticket.

A bill has been laid before Congress for an appropriation

to increase the candle of the electric light on the Statue of

Liberty to 100,000 candle power.

The first session of the special commission appointed
by the Supreme court to determine whether the route laid

cut by the Board of Rapid Transit commissioners should

be built was held May 6th. Many property owners were

present. Orlando B. Potter objected to both routes.

F. M. Knox, on behalf of Charles A. Dana and other

Madison avenue property owners, appeared in opposition

to the building of the east side road. Other property own-
ers who object to the east side route and the Broadway
road were represented.

John Schuyler, as a representative of the Terminal

Underground Railroad company, objected to that part of

the east side line being built from Union square through
Fourth avenue to Forty-second street. He declared that

his company, which was formed in 1SS6, before the Rapid
Transit act was passed, had secured the right of way
under Fourth avenue by getting the consent of a majority

of the property owners. He asked for a day to be heard

in objection to the east side route. After much argument
the commissioner decided to let Mr. Schuyler file a brief,

wherein he might set forth the claims of his company.

Samuel S. Spencer, one of the Rapid Transit commis-

sioners appointed in 1S91, was a witness. He was at one
time president of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad. He
gave a detailed account of the work of the Rapid Transit

commissioners in their prosecution of the work of prepar

ing plans for the proposed railroad and the examination of

the different routes proposed. Among the plans were the

underground arcade, overhead, and double decked under-

ground.

To the viaduct system, he said, special attention had

been given, as this had seemed the most feasible. The
commissioners had gone over every foot of the giound

which would be covered by the proposed routes. They
had decided that a successful rapid transit road must nec-

essarily run through the center of population and business

They were, however, compelled to abandon the idea o

a viaduct system, Mr. Spencer said, on account of the

enormous cost of such a line. The route would have to

be close to Broadway, and the cost would be more than

$10,000,000 per mile.

Mr. Spencer said that a company had offered to build

such a road, providing the franchise could have been se-

cured. After careful consideration the commissioners had

decided that the viaduct route was impracticable, and that

the underground west side route was the best one. This

route is from Bowling Green up Broadway to Fifty-ninth

street, up the Boulevard to its junction with Eleventh ave-

nue, up Eleventh avenue to One Hundred and Ninetieth

street, and across to the city limits.

It is believed the special commissioners will report in

favor of the west side road, and that the franchise will be

sold and the road built and put in operation.

G. W. S.

Baltimore, Md.

Baltimore, May 7.—The proposition of the Thomson

Houston company to run the trains in the Belt Railroad

company's tnnnel under the city has excited a great deal

of interest here. The bold offer of the electric company

was accepted last Saturday. There were present at the

conference President Gilmore, of the Belt Line; President

Mayer, Vice-president King and General Counsel Cowen,

of the Baltimore & Ohio Kailroad company, the lessee of
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the tunnel, and Edward F. Gilc, the representative of the

Thomson- Houston company.

Vice-president King, who was seen after the conference

ended, said: "The proposition to move great trains

through the tunnc) is certainly a bold one; whether it will

prove to be practical remains to be seen. The ofTer of the

Thomson-Houston company is the first attempt on such a

large scale, and I am not prepared to doubt that it can be

done. The wonderful developments in electrical science

which are being made almost daily show that what seems

to be impossible to-day is practicable to-morrow. At any

rate as the Thomson- Houston company is so confident of

success as to be willing to make the entire outlay without

any return in case the experiment is a failure, there can be

no objection to let them see what they can do."

When asked how soon work would be begun, Mr. King

said; "I have not learned, but of course they will be

ready to move the trains by the time the tunnel is opened,

which we expect will be in December next. I know noth-

ing of how the power is to be applied except that eighty-

ton electric motors and a copper wire will be used.''

According to Agent Edward F. Gile of the Thomson-

Houston company a special type of electric locomotive will

be built. "The locomotive," said Mr. Gile, "will resemble

a steam locomotive up to the top of the wheels, except that

it will lack the piston rods and other driving apparatus

of the ordinary engine. Above the wheels there will only

be a cab for the engineer, which will be entered from the

side. The locomotive will be a double-ender, to be driven

in either direction, and will probably have a cow-catcher

or some such device on each end. There will be four sets

of driving wheels with armatures attached to the axle of

each wheel, thereby saving the loss and inconvenience of

gearing apparatus. Each electric locomotive, of which

there will be three, will weigh about eighty tons, consider-

ably more than the largest steam locomotives of the B. &
O. road, and its traction power will be correspondingly

greater. It has not yet been definitely decided how the

current will be transmitttd. It may be by a copper strip

between the rails, or by copper plates overhead, or by a

large copper wire. I think probably the latter method will

be adopted, and if so the wire will be covered in such a

manner that a man cannot get his hand to it, and it will

therefore not be dangerous. The locomotives will be

capable of pulling a freight train of 1,200 tons through the

tunnel at a speed of fifteen miles per hour, and a passenger

train of 500 tons at a speed of thirty miles per hour. In-

deed, while it is very seldom that trains will weigh any-

thing like so high as the figures given, the company will

be on the safe side and make the locomotives capable of

even more than the guaranty."

The Thomson-Houston company guarantees that its

plant and system shall be successfully ir stalled and oper-

ated before it is paid for by the Belt Line company, after

which it will be turned over to the railroad company's own

officials to operate. The provision is that the electric com-

pany shall supply such an equipment as will meet with the

approval of General Manager Odell and General Superin-

tendent of Motive Power Hazelhurst. The Thomson-Hous-

ton company proposed to guarantee the transportation of

freight trains of a maximum weight of 1,300 tons at the

rate of fifteen miles up the grade in the tunnel, and pas-

senger trains of one-half that weight at thirty miles an hour.

The electric motors are to do the whole work of moving

trains in the tunnel, and the locomotives will not be used

while in the tunnel, so that there will be neither smoke nor

gas to create discomfort and annoyance to travelers. After

the motors haul the trains from Henrietta street to the Mount

Royal avenue exit, they will be used to help the locomo-

tives as far as Huntington avenue, where the heavy grade

ends. The grade of the tunnel is downward to the south

from Huntington avenue to Henrietta street, and the mo-

tors can be used to check the speed of trains, although

such assistance will hardly be necessary. There is no

grade on the line from Bay View to Philadelphia equal to

the grade in the tunnel. The power of each motor is to be

guaranteed as equal to a draw-bar pull of 32,000 pounds.

There will be four engines in the power house of seven

hundred horse power each. B.

Boston, Mass.

Boston, May 7.—An important circular has been issued

by the superintendent of streets, in which he calls atten-

tion to the new ordinance concerning poles for electric

wires, and states that it will be enforced on and after June

15th.

This new ordinance provides that the superintendent of

streets shall, when authorized by an order of the board of

aldermen, issue permits to open and occupy portions of

the street for the purpose of placing and maintaining poles

for the support of wires on the terms set forth in another

section (No. 8), and in addition, the person applying for

the permit shall keep the poles well painted and in good

condition, to the satisfaction of the superintendent of streets;

shall place the wires on the poles not less than 25 feet from

the ground; shall keep the name of the person owning the

pole distinctly painted on the crossb.-irs used and occupied

by him on the pole, and also on the pole, at a point not

less than six feet nor more than eight feet from the ground;

shall allow the departments of the city the exclusive use of

the upper crossbar and top of each pole, fiec of charge,

for the purpose of placing wires thereon, shall not suffer

or permit any other person to place or keep wires on the

poles or fixtures, without permission being first obtained

in writing from the board of aldermen; shall not remove

any pole erected under this order until, and shall remove

any pole when directed by the board of aldermen so to do;

and that on the violation of any term of this condition the

'superintendent shall remove the poles at the expense of

the person owning them. M.

Cincinnati, O.
Cincinnati, May 7.—The City & Suburban Telephone

company began last October making preparations to place

their wires in underground conduits, and already more

than 122,000 feet of sir.gle duct h?ve been laid. These

subways are of terra cotta, with manholes and distribution

ducts. At the new exchange, in the Albany building,

the company is now erecting a Western Electric multi-

ple switch-board, on which it will be possible to handle

5,000 subscribers lines. The moving of this exchange from

its present quarters in the Masonic building to the com-

pany's building wi.l necessitate the abandonment of all

the apparatus of the old Exchange, including the switch-

board, with capacity for 3,000 lines.

The fitting up of this old Exchange is reported to have

cost $108,000 to set up, all of which will be abandoned in

the move. This removal, with the consequent new appa-

ratus and the underground work, is estimated to cost not

less than $750,000, and will require two or three years of

hard work before the poles and wires can be abandoned in

the heart of the city.

Cincinnati's telephone experts claim to have a better

central exchange equipment than any other city in the

United States, with a population of more than 250,000-

and last year's record shows the handling of 20,130,700

messages, or an average of 15 calls per day, per sub-

scribers at an average cost of one cent per message.

The police and patrol system of the city is operated and

maintained by the Telephone company at an estimated

annual loss of $1,000, while the Fire department is furn

ished instruments free of charge, and all city wires are

carried on the Telephone company's poles free of charge.

Under the contract with the city the Telephone company

must construct and maintain free of cost, and for the ex-

clusive use of the city, one duct throughout the entire

length of its underground conduit system.

As the city offices are soon to be removed from the

present temporary quarters to the new city buildings, it

will be necessary for the Telephone company to put up a

new exchange equipment at the new buildings, and aban-

don the equipment at the present exchange in the tempo-

rary city building.

A Cincinnati man comes to the front with the claim that

he has succeeded in utilizing aluminum in electro-plating.

John Messinger, who has been conducting these experi-

ments, says that he began the work at the solicitation of

an electric light company, which wished to find some way

of plating carbon with aluminum to improve the quality of

the light. He has failed up to this time to secure adhe-

sion between the carbon and this metal, but claims to have

found a means of plating iron, steel and copper. He
thinks no one has done this heretofore. The deposit is

hard as nickel, never tarnishes, and does not fuse readily.

C. E. E.

Milwaukee, Wis.
Milwaukee, May 7.— In the Circuit Court the Kaukauna

Electric Light company has brought suits to compel some of

its stockholders to pay the balance due on subscriptions to the

capital stock. The defendants and the amounts claimed are

as follows: John Schultheis, Sr., $365; JohnSchultheis, Jr.,

$936.50; H. B. Tanner, $775; H. C. Tanner, $87.50.

The annual meeting of the Johnson Electric Service

company was held recently, and a dividend of 8 per

cent, was declared. The old officers were re-elected

as follows: William Plankinton, president; I. M. Bean,

yice-president; W. S. Johnson, secretary and treasurer

The board of directors consists of the officers and Jacob

Friend and Francis Hinton. During the evening a banquet

was held at the new Pabst hotel, many of the stockholders

and a number of other prominent citizens being present.

Mr. Johnson explained to the guests his device, in use at

the Pabst, by which steam may be turned on or off in any

room from the office. C.

PERSONAL.
E. I. Smith, of the Crown Electric Manufacturing com-

pany, of Bridgeport. Conn . was a visitor at the New Vork
office of the Wksthkk Ei.ixtkician last week.

Arthur I,. \io%\ey has resigned the pMitioa of president
and minager of the Pcansrlvania Electric Engineering;
company of Philadelphia. For the present Mr. Bosley's
address will beat Towson, M''.

J.H.Cook, formerly of the Sanbcam Incandescent
Lamp company, has accepted the position of manager of
the Chicago office of the Buckeye Electric company of
Cleveland, O. The company's Chicago office is at 437
Rookery.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Jordan Electric Train Signal. Portland, Me.; capital

stock, $150,000; manufacturing and selling signals and all

devices; Geo. K. Gould, Portland, Me.

Korsmeyer Plumbing iic Heating company, Lincoln.
Neb. ; capital stock, $27,000; dealing in plumbing appli-
ances, gas fixtures, gas ranges, electric light fixtures, and
doing a general plumbing business.

Dewey Electric Heating company (Incorporated in
West Virginia), Syracuse. N. V.; capital stock, $200,000;
manufacturing and selling electrical apparatus, etc. ; C.
H. Duell, Kirk building, Syracuse, N. V.

Cardarelli Electric Light Crane company, Samter, S.
C; capital stock, $6,ooo; manufacture and sell electric
light cranes; to sell right to manufacture cranes under the
Cardarelli patent; H Harby, president, Sumter, S. C.

Haverhill & Amesbury Street Railway company, Haver-
hill, Mass. ; capital stock $250,000; to construct a street

railway single or double track, and operated by any power
except steam, and connecting Haverhill, Merrimac and
Amesbury.

Ukiah Electric company, San Francisco, Cal.. capital
stock, $30,000; to generate and deal in electric light, oper-
ate telephone and telegraph lines, deal in real and per-
sonal property, patents and machinery; George Johnson,
San Francisco, Cal.

Hammond Electric Railway company, Hammond, Ind.;
capital stock, $100,000; constructing, owning, operating
and maintaining street and horse railroads, switches and
side tracks upon and through cities an-i towns within the
state of Indiana; Sidney Stein, Chicago, III.

National Construction company, New York, N. V., fin-

corporated in West Virginia); capital stock, $1,500000;
building and maintaining wagon, plank and toll roads,
steam, electric, cable, and horse railways; erecting wharves,
piers, breakwaters, jetties, etc; J. B. Floyd, Charlestown,
W. Va.

Mountain Bank Coal company. New Whatcom, Wash.;
capital stock, $300,000; to acquire, hold and dispose of
coal and mineral lands

; develop and operate coal and
other mines; operate electric light plants, gas works,
water works, etc.; Jerry Neterer, New Whatcom,
Wash.

Columbus & Magnetic Springs Electric Railway com-
pany, Magnetic Springs, O.; cap'tal stock, $25,000; con-
structing, maintaining and operating a railroad between
Magnetic Springs and Columbus; furnishing by electrical

process, light, heat and power, etc.; Edwin R. Hotsen-
piller, Magnetic Springs, O.

Western Electric-therapeutic Alarm company. Wash-
ington, D. C. (incorporated in West Virginia); capital

stock, $500,000; buying, owning, using, vending and
controlling patent rights relating to electric alarm and elec-

tro-therapeutic apparatus, or any other system of electric

alarms; Joseph Ruffoer, Charlestown, W. Va.

Railway Equipment company, Chicago, III.; capital
stock, $100,000; to purchase, sell and manufacture ma-
chinery and merchandise used by electric, steam and horse
railways; construction and equipment of such roads, min-
ing and other plants; dealing in electric healing, apparatus,
goods and appliances of all kinds; W. R. Mason, 617
Pullman Building, Chicago, 111.

Commercial Electric Light company, Columbus, Ind.;
capital stock, $20,000; to adopt, manufacture and use elec-
tricity for both power and illumination by any or all of the
processes now known or in use, or as the same may be
developed or perfected by further invention or improve-
ment in the course of the application of electricity to
either power or illuminating purposes, and the purposes of
said corporation are to obtain contracts and privileges
from cities, towns and individuals for furnishing public
and private lights to all consumers, and to furnish power
to all persons or corporations at prices to be mutually
agreed upon; B. F. Gottschalk, Columbus, Ind.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Abingdon, 111., will soon be lighted by electricity,

Mattoon, III., will erect an electric light plant of its

own.

Wapakoneta, O., will put in a $20,000 eleclric light

plant.

The town of Brewton, Tenn., has contracted for an
electric light plant.

The city of Grand Island, Me., has advertised for bids
for lighting the city by arc lights.

Mayor Jones of Waterville, Me., in his annual address
makes the assertion that in erecting and operating
an electric light plant the city has increased its lighting
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capacity 186 per cent, and decreased the annual expense

16 per cent,

Cumberland, Md., will soon have another stock com-
pany to erect an electric lighting plant.

A small storage battery enables a hackman in Oakland,

Cal , to illuminate his hack with electric lights.

The new station of the Concord, N. H., Gas and Elec-

tric Light company has just been put in operation.

At a recent meeting of the voters of Hingham, Mass.,

$500 was appropriated for additional electric lights.

Wheeling, W. Va., is now illuminated by 480 arc lights.

The current was turned on for the first time on April 23d.

The electric light plant at Paw Paw, Mich., will be

doubled in capacity. The Citizens are putting the light

in their houses.

The Cleveland Electric Light company, has, it is said,

made an agreement with the Electrical Workers' union to

employ none but union men.

The Eureka, Cal., Electric Light company gives notice

of its intention of changing its principal place of business

from Eureka to San Francisco, Cal.

The city of Culhbert, Ga., has voted an issuance of

$35,000 of bonds to secure the erection of an electric light

plant and the construction of waterworks.

The Vermont Electric company of Burlington, Vt., is

reported to be making arrangements to utilize the large

water power at the gorge above Winooski.

The city council at Calvert, Tex., at a recent meeting,

closed a contract with the electric light company to light

the streets of the city for a period of three years.

Negotiations are now being coaipleted by which the

Manitou electric light plant will be moved to Colorado
Springs. The plant will do service for both towns.

On May 3d lightning struck the Allegheny county Elec-

tric Light company's works at Pittsburg and burned out

seven dynamos, injuring the plant to the extent of

$7,000.

The city of Beatrice, Neb., his mide a contract with

the Rapid Transit & Power company for thirty arc lights

to burn all night and every night, at §S per light per

month.

The cornerstone of the new Sunday school building of

the Nostrand avenue Methodist Episcopal church of Brook-

lyn was recently laid in the evening by the light from an
arc lamp.

After thinking the matter over, the Portland, Me
,

authorities have decided to discontinue the use of lamp
posts for arc light conductors and substitute cedar poles

14 feet high. There are about 75 lamp posts used for

the purpose in that city.

Work on the introduction of the electric light in the

Vatican at Rome has begun. The grand staircase is to be

splendidly illuminated upon occasions of state. There is

already an elevator in the Vatican, and the pope has a

telephone convenient for use.

A New Mexico jury has decid ed in the case of the Elec-

tric Light company against Goldstein and others, tried at

Albuquerque, that an electric light company must stand

the cost ot wiring a customer's store for lights. An ap
peal will undpubtedly be taken from this verdict.

The Atchison, \\.9m.. Champion points out that preach-
ers should advocate the introduction of eleclric lights in

their churches in order to prevent a large portion of their

congregations from falling asleep. By using electricity,

gas, which vitiates the air and induces drowsiness, is done
away with.

The Oakland, Cal., Gas, Light & Heat company has
offered to pay the city ^30,000 in advance for its electric

light plant, and at the expiration of fifteen years to pay
$5,000. in consideration of which the company is to have
a franchise for lighting the city for five years at the rate of

$7.25 per lamp.

Within twenty-four hours after the destruction by fire

of the sheds and electric light plant of the Long Island
Railroad company at Long Island City a new dynamo and
engine were secured from the Ball Electric Light com-
pany, and the lights were in operation, the entire plant be-

ing in a box car.

The Walla Walla, Wash., Electric Light & Gas com-
pany will spend $60,000 on improvements. Water will be
taken from the creek five miles above the city, and pipes
laid 5,500 feet, to where the generating plant will be loca-

ted. This will give the company nearly seventy-five feet

of pressure, and 225 horsepower will be brought into the
city by wire.

At a recent meeting of the General Council of Louisville

a contract with the gas company for lighting the streets by
electricity for five years at $84 a light per year, was ap-

proved by the councilmen, but was referred to a committee
in the upper board, some of the members thinking the
price too high, although $100 a light had been formerly
agreed upon.

In the course of a letter on municipal electric lighting a
Cleveland correspondent of the New York Evt-ning Post
says: "It is a comparatively easy matter to get the people
to vote for the expenditure of money in public improve-
ments, whether wisely or not. Certainly in this city the

idea of a municipal electiic lighting plant is very popular,
and a proposition to establish one would undoubtedly re-

ceive popular approval."

The gas and electric light commissioner, in making

his annual report to the Massachusetts legislature, says:

"The taxpayers in any city who demand that wires shall

be placed underground should realize the fact that this

move means increased cost for lights and larger taxes to

pay for same." He finds that during 18^1 there were 3

accidents caused by electricity, with i fatal case; with illum-

inating gas, 30 were injured, with 16 fatal cases.

In an eastern city where electric lights have just been

introduced a local paper published a number of interviews

in relation to the new illumination. Here is one of them,

from a policeman: " We have had a number of peculiar

complaints since the lights were turned on. A colored

lady living on Chapline street came down the other night

at 10 o'clock and wanted a game of base ball in front of

her house stopped, as i: annoyed a neighbor who was ill."

An isolated electric lighting plant is being installed in the

new establishment of A. H. Revell& Co , Wabash avenue

and Adams street, Chicago. Two standard Edison dyna-

mos, respectively of 30 and 45 kilowatts' capacity, driven-

by an Ideal engine, will furnish the current. The build-

ing is wired for 30 arc and 800 incandescent lamps, the

convertible system being used. At first the load will be

thrown on the down-town station of the Chicago Edison
company, which secured the contract for putting in the

plant.

The Narragansett Electric Lighting company seeks the

exclusive franchise of using the streets of Providence, R. I.,

for electric light wires for twenty years. It agrees to adopt
any new electric system it may be commanded to substitute

for its own, and promises, if the order is not obeyed, that

it will regard the exclusive right as forfeited. It proposes

to pay the city a quarterly tax of 2 per cent, on its total earn-

ings for the first five years, and at the rate of not less than

2 per cent. , nor more than 3 per cent. , for each succeeding

five years of the twenty.

The Edison Light & Power company has commenced
placing its wires under ground in San Francisco. Work
was begun on Montgomery street, between California and
Pine, and will be confined to the business districr. It is

the intention to lay the pipes throughout the city, the

business portion being attended to first. On Market and
Kearney streets cement conduits will be: laid above the

pipes. These will contain the wires connected with the

arc system, and as soon as practicable other thorough-
fares where arc lights are in use will have the wires put
underground.

The following clipping from a Cincinnati paper illus-

trates the business methods of a Kentucky gas company:
Fred Baschang has filed suit in the Chancery Court
against the Newport Light company, enjoining and restrain-

ing it from cutting off his supply of gas at his place, 921
Monmouth street, because he put electric wires in his place

of business and has begun to illuminate in the greater part

with electric light and greatly reduced the quantity of gas
he has heretofore consumed, continuing to use the gas as

far as necessary. The injunction was granted.

The plant of the Citizens' Electric Light company of
Louisville, was temporarily disabled recently by an unusual
accident. The company is making extensive improvements,
and was digging the foundation for a 500 horse power
engine. The excavation was being made near the wall.

The recent rains have rendered the soil very soft, and when
the workmen reached a depth of about four feet the earth

slid into the hole carrying with it the botton of the wall and
the floor of the room above it. In falling the debris carried

away a branch of the main steam pipe which leads from
the boiler to the engines, and the dynamos were thus de-

prived of power. An alarm of fire was turned in, but the

engines were not needed.

Thargominda, a town in Queensland, Australia, is to be
lighted by electricity. This is believed to be the first town
in Queensland to be supplied with electric light. In speak-

ing of this installation, a Melbourne contemporary gives

some interesting particulars of central station practice in

that distant region :
" It is calculated that the cost of oil,

according to the state of the roads, is from ;^i to £1 5s.

per tin. The expense of running the electric light plant,

after first cost, will be comparatively small, there being
plenty of water thirty feet below the surface and wood
about two miles from the engine. The incandescent sys-

tem is used throughout, lamps up to 500 candle power be-

ing employed. Provision has been made for duplicating

the plant as the demand increases. The plant is also to be
used for power during the day, fans being very much
needed in the locality for purposes of ventilation. Thar-
gominda is about I 000 miles from Brisbane, and has a
population of about 1,300."

Judge Hopewell of the District Court at Omaha has
issued an order to compel the Omaha Thomson-Houston
company to supply lights to the Millard hotel. The trouble

between the hotel people and the lighting company is of

long standing. In the early part of 1890 Markel 6c Swobe
entered into a contract for the lighting of the hotel at the

price of $375 per month. The contract continued in force

until April. i8gi, when Markel sold his interest in the
Millard to Thomas Swobe, and about that time Swobe and
the lighting company fell out. Swobe said the lights were
not up to the standard guaranteed in the contract, while
Superintendent Wiley said that Swobe had nothing to say
in the premises, as the contract was not with him, but with
the old firm. The upshot of the whole matter was that
Wiley said that he would cut off the current and leave the
hotel dark, Swobe dared Wiley to do this, but for fear that

he would, a temporary injunction was obtained from Judge
Wakeley. who was then upon the bench. Matters re-

mained in that condition until April 30th. when Judge
Hopewell decided to let the injucction stand, but at ihe

same time he ordered Swobe to pay $375 per month for

the use of the lights, and he also ordered Mr. Wiley to
furnish just the same kind of lights that he agreed to in his

contract.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Jacksonville, III., has a new electric railway.

Ricine, Wis., is to have an electric street railway.

Anna and Jonesboro, 111., are to be connected by an
electric railroad.

Ventura and Ojai, Cal., will soon be connected by an
electric railroad.

The electric railway company of Lexington, Ky., has
decided to carry weather signals on its cars.

The new Janesville, Wis , electric road will be formally
opened on May 25th with music and fireworks.

Work will soon be commenced on the construction of

an electric road between Fostoria and Tiffin, O.

The Eickemeyer-Field electric railway system is to be
introduced in Long Island City, N. Y., by the Steinway
Street Railway company.

New York capitalists are said to be negotiating for the

purchase of the Norfolk, Va., street railway, with the in-

tention, if the deal is closed, of changing it to an elec-

tric road.

The power house of the Baltimore and Pikesville elec-

tric railroad will be built on Retreat street. Work will be
pushed rapidly forward, and the road will be in operation

in a year.

The Rochester, N. Y., Railway company has dis-

carded the idea of distinguishing the cars on different

routes by varying colors, and is now painting all its cars

one color.

The McKeesport Pa., Electric Railway company has

agreed to raise the wages of its workmen 33 per cent, if

they will consent to a corresponding increase in the

hours of labor.

The North Avenue Electric Railroad company, of Bal-

timore, and the Baltimore, Hampden & Lake Roland
Railroad company have consolidated under the name of

the Lake Roland Elevated Railroad company.

The power house of the Quincy, III., electric railroad

was struck by lightning on May 4th, the shock ruining
one of the three generators used. On account of this

three cars were laid off for want of power.

An electric street railway connecting the towns of Urichs-

ville and Dennison, O. , will be built within the next three

months by a Pittsburg firm. The distance is two and one-

half miles. Wo'k will be commenced in June.

The stockholders of the Baltimore Traction company
have confirmed the action of the board of directors in

auchorizing the executive committee to equip with elec-

tricity such of the company's lines as the committee deems
proper.

San Francisco's first electric railway—the San Francisco
and San Mateo line—was opened with much ceremony on
April 26Lh. A number of guests were invited to attend

exercises, which included an inspection of the line, speech-

making and a luncheon.

The sale of the South Orange horse railroad of Newark,
N. J., has been perfected, and as soon as possible the road
will be equipped with the overhead electric system. Of the

price, $r 500 000, the sura of $500,000 is to be paid in

cash and -"j! 1,000,000 in bonds.

It is said that the Northwest Thomson-Houston company
is negotiating with the officials of the Oshkosh, Wis., Street

Raiiway company for the purchase of the road. President

Barber of the street car company refuses to make any
statement regarding the matter.

The Haywards electric railroad of Oakland, Cal., has
been opened for business. When the first car was run
the wildest enthusiasm prevailed all along the line, and at

San Leandro bonfires were lighted, and half the town
turned out to welcome the arrival of the first train.

It is proposed to construct an electric road from Colum-
bus, O., to Magnetic Springs. The route runs along the

west side of the Scioto through Warrensburg. The line

will cost about $200,000, and the funds will be advanced
by Columbus capitalists. A line running from Warrens-
burg to Delaware is talked of in connection with the road.

In Columbus, C, the lines owned by the Consolidated
Street Railway company have been purchased by a syndi-

cate composed of wealthy New Yorkers and Philadel-

phians and Columbus capitalists. The Columbus street

car system is to be equipped with electric motors. The
total cost of the property to the new owners is about $2,-

500,000.

The Sixteenth street branch of the Oakland, Cal., and
Berkeley electric railroad is almost completed. Cars will

be run down Sixteenth street from Grove to Center, out
Center and Peralta to Eighteenth street, and then across the

marsh to the depot platform. A saving of from eight to

ten minutes will be made in the time between the depot
and Broadway.

A franchise has bsen granted C. W. Williams to build

a three mile electric street railway from the Illinois Cen-
tral depot at Independence, la.

,
past Rush park to the

Iowa hospital for the insane. The cost of the project is

$40,000. It is to be completed by July 4th, for the grand
celebration and races.

The Worcester, Mass., Spy says that the people of

that state will soon have a chance to see the trial of a long
distance electric railroad. What have hitherto been inde-

pendent electric roads have now been brought under one
management, giving a line from Graveland to Haverhill;

and from that point on to Lowell and Lawrence—forty

miles or more in all.
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It is reported that the survey for the proposed air Hnc
electric railway befween Chicago and St. I.ouis has been
completed. It is asserted that the company has been
given the rl^ht of way for almost the entire route. The
road does not touch a town in the entire distance. The
managers say that work will be begun at once on the

middle section, and that a coal mine will be secured at

either Illiopolis or i'Minburg, as a source of fuel supply.

The llolyoke, Mass., Democrat states that a motor man
on the new electric road in that town known as "Big Jim"
Kennedy lost his situation in a peculiar manner. It seems
that ever since the advent of the electric cars in the city Dr.

Julia M. Patten has had a great ambition to run one for a

few miles. To gratify the lady's whim Kennedy allowed

her to run a car for a short distance one day when she was
the only passenger. The management of the road did not

appreciate this bit of gallantry, and discharged the man.
Now Dr. Julia is sorry.

Judge Shiras of the United States Court at Dubuque,
has denied the application of the Thomson-Houston com-
pany for a receiver for the Dubuque Electric Railway
Light & Power company. The judge said that the com-
plainant had not made such a showing as would justify

the appointment of a receiver. There was no evidence

that the road would be better operated by a receiver than

it is now. The complainants will make another applica-

tion with an amended petition,

The Council Bluffs Electric Motor company is in

trouble, the cause of which is the alleged failure to pay
for its share of the paving on the streets on which the

line is operated. From all appearances there is likely to

be a general warfare against the railway company, which
will either bring about the settlement of the claims against

it or stop its business. Should the compiny adopt the

latter course, the result will be to stop the operation of

about ten miles of street railway, including the line across

the Missouri river to Omaha.

At the first annual meeting of the stockholders of the

Eureka Springs, Ark., Electric Light & Street Railway com-
pany, Powell Clayton, E. T.Watkins.W. E Penn, J. D.Jor-
dan, C. F. Ellis, T. F. Hawley, L. V. Badger, R. H.
James and John A. Bddgeford, were elected directors for

the ensuing year. After the stockholders' meeting the

board of directors elected the following oflBcers for the

ensuing year: J. D.Jordan, president; T. F. Hawley,
vice-president; R. H. James, secretary, and T. N. Claflin,

treasurer.

California has long been in the rear in the matter of

electric street railways, but now that an opening has been
made the motor seems to be receiving encouragement on
all sides. The Oakland Tribune siys :

" Congratula-

tions are in order for the promoters of the new Haywards
electric road. They have carried to completion an enter-

prise of very considerable magnitude, and they have done
it without outside help. It is purely an Alameda county
affair, and it will result in a very material benefit to Oak-
land and to the rich country which lies along the road. It

will be a valuable feeder to the business of Oakland, and
it will attract a considerable increase of population by the

easy access it will furnish to the centers of life on both

sides of the bay."

An electric mountain railway is now approaching com-
pletion in Upper Savoy. The line starts from Etrem-
bieres, on the Bellegarde and Annecy railway, and runs
in a circular sweep through Monnetier to Veyrier, a

branch being run up the Grande Saleve. The gradients

range from 16 per cent, to 35 per cent , with curves rang-

ing from 165 to 115 feet radius. The generating plant

comprises three Tbury dynamos, coupled to turbines. The
motors are four-pole, each car being provided with two
33 horse power motors and two sets of gearing. Along
the track inverted Vignole rails, supported on iron posts

and brackets, form the electric conductor. A 15 percent,

loss on the line is allowed for.

The electric railway will be extensively introduced into

Canada at an early day. It has already been tested upon
several roads in the smaller cities and in suburban traffic,

and will next be introduced into Montreal, Toronto and
Hamilton, according to the Canadian Blectrical News.
The contract for construction and equipment has been let

in Hamilton. The power house is in course of erection,

and track laying is under way. In Toronto, matters are

being delayed to give opportunity to dispel from the minds
of the mayor and some of the aldermen the theory of the

"storage battery" as compared with the trolley. The news
comes from Montreal that the street railway will be convert-

ed to the trolley electric system at once; it is expected
that the change will be effected by the ist of September.
In addition to these larger undertakings, there are also a
number of smaller ones in process of development. Com-
menting on this the same paper says: ''To us it seems a

matter of regret that Canadian electrical manufacturers do
not seem to have made preparations to make the greater

part at least of this apparatus and reap the profits which
will probably find their way into American pockets. There
is also the benefit which would result to our workmen from
the making of these goods in Canada. We see it stated

that an American firm has been given the order for cars

for the Hamilton road."

ELECTRIC MINING.
The Sperry Electric Mining Machine company of Chi-

cago has closed a large contract with Joseph Slater of Nel-
sonville, O.. for the complete electrical equipment of an
extensive mine which he will open near Straitsville, O.

A late improvement in the art of making tin plates con-

sists in putting the plate blanks to be cleaned inside a ves-

sel formed of perforated conducting material and connect-

ing the vessel to one pole of a dynamo or any other source

of electricity. The vessel containing the plates is then im-

mersed in an electrolytic liquid, and a current of electricity is

transmitted thruugh the plates in such a way that hydro-

gen is set free from their surfaces. The plates are then

rinsed in clear water, and dried by rapid heating.

According to the Helena Daily foiirnal the steady and
successful operation o( the Gold King stamp mill at Tellu-

ride, Colo, by electiic power, from the last of May, i8f;i,

to the present, has been of incalculable benefit, not only
to the mining interests of San Miguel, but to those of the

Slate and country in general. It has never been operated

a winter through before, but has run this winter twenty-

four hours per day and six days in the week fiom the

time it started last spring. During the time the tolai

stoppage of the mill by rcast>n of the deficiency of power
has averaged less than sixteen minutes per day, and of

the whole amount of time lost 80 per cent, has been due
to necessary work on the turbines and in changing the

source of the water supply for mill purposes. Its success

has inspired conlidence in investors, and its first fruits

are seen in the letting of the contract for the building of

a 130-stamp mill on Bear creek.

The Boston & Montana Consolidated Copper & Silver

Mining company has just contracted with the Thomson-
Houston Electric company of Boston, Mass., for an elec-

trolytic plant for the refining of copper. The capacity of

this new plant will be over one million pounds of electroly-

tic copper per month. F. B. Eadt, manager of the

western power m ning department of the Thomson Hous-
ton company, arranged the details of the plant with
Frank Klepetko, the superintendent cf the Boston-Mon-
tana company. i\Ir. Badt says the equipment will be made
at once. According to a dispatch from Great Falls, Mont., D.
B.Caulfield, representing Lewishon Bros,, of New York, who
are heavy stockholders in the Boston & Montana Consol-
idated Copper & Silver Mining company, has reached that

town and will take charge of the construction of the elec-

trolytic refining plant which this company will erect in

connection with its smelter just completed. Dynamos and
other machinery are in process of manufacture at the
Thomson Houston factory at Lynn, Mass. The company
has issued $600,000 in bonds for this construction.

TELEGRAPH.
It is proposed to mike Los Angeles, Cal., the western

terminus of the new through telegraph line across the

continent. The Eastern and Pacific Postal companies
and the Bennett-Mackay Cable company are acting in

combination, and it is stated that a decision has been
reached to have a thoroughly equipped through line from
the East to the Pacific coast, giving every facility for the

transaction of telegraphic business.

TELEPHONE.
The Omaha Telephone company will erect a new build-

ing at Eighteenth and Douglas streets.

The Commercial Telephone company of Newnan. Ga.
has been iccorporated to construct a telephone line

from Newnan to West Point, Ga,, with an office at La
Grange.

Recently the Telephone & Telegraph Construction
company of Datroit received an order from the Board of

Public Works to remove an objectionable pole in twenty
minutes. The pole was removed.

The Grand Rapids, Mich., exchange now has 1,500
instruments in use, and new applications are coming in at

the rate of four or five a day. It is probable that Grand
Rapids will be connected with the long distance wire be-

tween New York and Chicago.

The Sunset Telephone company of Oakland, Cal., is

erecting a line along the California and Nevada railroad.

The line will extend along the road to Pinole and then
branch westward. The poles are rough-hewn trees, and
the people express some dissatisfaction at their appear-

ance.

It is stated that Mr. Sims is preparing drawings for

adapting the Sims-Edison electric motor and propeller to

lifeboats. The propcllor is to be placed in the bow, and
it is suggcHled that a cable of from three to four miles in

length shall be coiled in the boat. The boat would be
provided with a search light, and the current for propel-

ling the vessel would be generated from a shore station,

which might be several miles from the starting point of
the life-boat.

Messrs. Merlon & Co., mclal dealerf:, London, have
sent to the /Cnj^itieeritt:^ att'l Mittin_^ Jtiurnal xhcxr^nTWi^X

circular, from which it appears that the production of cop
per for iSyr was 274.714 gross tons. Of this the United
States furnished 128,17'j tons, or 46.7 per cent, of the
world's production. ,\tter the United States, Spain and
Portugal take rank, with a production of 53.915 tons.

The production of Chili has fallen in eight years from
over 41,000 tons to 20,000 in 1891. All of South
America added 29,140 tons; Japan, 17,000, and Germany
16,250 tons.

It is said that reliable results can be obtained in meas-
uring high temperatures by means of a thermo-couple
formed by twisting together the ends of two wires, one of

platinum and the other of a platinum rhodium alloy con-
taining 10 per cent, of the latter melal. An accuracy of

i"in 1,000, it is asserted, can be obtained. For temper-
atures above 1,000' wires of iridium and iridium alioyed
with 10 per cent. o( platinum may be used as a thermo-
couple up to 2 000 . The apparatus employed consists

of a thermo-couple in circuit with a D'Arsonval galvano-
meter, and is calibrated by placing the couple in some mate-
rial whosi malting point is known, and noting the deflec-

tion obtained.

Recently there were placed on file in the King county
auditor's office at Seattle Wash., two deeds to the Union
Electric company, aggregating in consideration $986,303.
They deeded the entire plants of the Seattle General
Electric company, in the sum of $486,303, and of the

Union Electric company, valued at $500,000. An official

of the Union Electric company gives the information that
there will be no change in the management of the two
companies before July ist. An entry on the records was
also made in a trust deed for $500,000 in 6 per cent, bonds
to run 29 years from the Union Electric company to the
New York Guarantee & Indemnity company.

Damage to steamship machinery is often due to the

rapid revolution of the engine when the propeller screw is

thrown out of water by the pitching of the vessel. In
order that the slowing of the machinery may be done in an
automatic manner, an English inventor has devised an ai-

rangement in which the sea water operates the controlling
mechanism. The contact making device consists of a tube
in the stern of the vessel, connected with the sea, and having
a floater acting upon an electric coil. When the water
about the stern of the ship is&t a low level, and the screw
is uncovered, the water in the tube flows out, and the
floater falls, and the electric circuit is completed. The
current acts upon a distribution valve of a governor, admit-
ting steam to one side of the piston, and partly shutting
the throttle valve, thereby throwing the top and bottom of
the low pressure cylinder into communication and equi-
librium. When the water rises in the tube, and the pro-
peller becomes immersed, this electric contact is broken
and the controlling valves put back to their normal
position.

MISCELLANEOUS.
New Jersey has a state electrical subway commission.

It is said in Boston that the next dividend on Thomson-
Houston stock will be $r.20 per share, as against the

present rate of $1.

Electrically transmitted power is to be introduced in the

large plant of the Walter A. Wood Harvester company
at St. Paul, Minn.

There are so many electric wires in Boston that each
police station has been provided with a patent wire cutter,

which can be used for severing live or dead wires without
imperiling the user's life.

The recent thunderstorms effected considerable dam-
age to electric wires throughout the West. In several in-

stances central stations were injured to such an extent that

factories depending upon them for power were obliged to

shut down for some time.

It is said that all the electric wires in Minneapolis, save

the railway trolley wi'es, will be under ground before

summer is over. The two telegraph companies have been
granted permission to string some overhead wires on ac-

count of the national convention, but they will settle down
after the convention is over, and bury their wires rapidly.

The jury in the case of W, S. Leckie against the Seattle,

Wash., General Electric company brought in a verdict for

the defendant. Leckie, whose store on Second street

was burned last year, endeavored to show that the fire was
started because the defendant's wires had not been properly

insulated. He asked damages to the amount of $37,-

025.

TRADE NEWS.
Cummings & McCoy, a new firm of electrical engineers

and contractors, have started in business at 26 Howard
street, Detroit. Competent and energetic, the young men
start out with excellent prospects of success.

The iron-clad motor of the Erie Machinery & Supply
company, Eri.^ Pa., is deserving of its name, and a glance
at the little machine will substantiate the makers' claim.

that all the wires are arranged so as to prevent injury

insulation.

The large drygoods firm of J. N. Adams & Co., of
Buffalo, had an "opening" all of last week and was bril-

liantly illuminated by one hundred Ward arc lamps, manu-
factured by the Electric Construction & Supply company of
New York.

N. L. Schloss, manager of the New York office of Thos.
H. Dallett & Co., manufacturing Billberg motors and
generators, is about to sever his connection with the com-
pany. Mr. Schloss is well-known in the electrical trade in

New York.

J.' C. Knight, of the Electric Construction &: Supply
company of New York, returned last week from a short
trip to Boston and vicinity, at which place he closed a
contract wich the West End Street Railway company and
Edison Illuminating company for a number of Ward
lamps.

To describe in the manner it deserves the new catalogue
just issued by the Brush Electric company of Cleveland,
one should have served at least a short apprenticeship as
an art critic. This compilation is indeed a most creditable

one, and is indicative of good taste alike on the part of
the Brush company and the compiler. Will H. White.

The Crown Electric Manufacturing company of Bridge-
port, Conn., is about to place on the market a socket that

is simple in construction, strong and compact. The com-
pany reports a brisk business for the Crown socket, which
they shipped in large quantities last week to New Orleans,
Cincinnati and many western cities. The company recently

secured the Eastern Eiectric Supply company of Boston, to

handle the socket for the New England states.

There is no question but that copper was tempered by
the ancients, as samples of edge tools and relics of all
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kinds composed of pure copper have been found. The
Eureka Tempered Copper company of North East, Pa.,

claims that it has discovered a method of tempering its

product and is able to supply the trade with any and all

kinds of copper cast solid, and tempered to any gauge

that may be demanded. This company's bars are highly

recommended by a number of electrical firms.

For a year and a half the Standard Paint company of New
York has been selling what is known as the Livingston

compound for insulating wire and cable. This compound
has been adopted by several of the largest wire and cable

manufacturers in the world. It has no offensive odor, is

waterproof, and a good insulator. The Standard Paint

company is still manufacturing P. ^; E. insulating com-

pounds, which are thoroughly water, acid and alkali proof,

used largely for general insulating purposes and paint-

ing moulding.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing company
has established its Chicago offices at 106 Pullman
Building, with Geo. O. Fairbanks as manager of the Chi-

cago agency. The Chicago offices of the Sawyer-Man
Elecric company and the United States Electric Light-

ing company will also be in the same offices and un-

der the same management. Mr. Fairbanks will have

charge of the railway as well as the lighting and power

business of the company, and he will be assisted in the

lerritory tributarj' to Chicago by B. F. Stewart, J. H.
Gates, T. W. Burroughs, C. S- Cook and E. Dryer.

After all is written and said about the new catalogue of

the Electrical Supply company, Chicago, the strongest en-

comium, to their taste, is the response of the trade in

orders. This, more than all else, is a recompense for the

time and money expended in the publication. All the

kind and generous things said have reached the heart (it

corporations have souls they must have hearts) but the

orders reach the pocketbook and unmistakably indicate

that this catalogue of electric light and power supplies has

found a warm place in the hearts of station managers and
buyers generally. This is the company's third catalogue

within the year, the other two being the electric railway

catalogue number 31, and the house goods catalogue num-
ber 44. _^__^____^

BUSINESS.
The Marion Manufacturing company has recently estab-

lished an office and factor)' at 31 South Canal street, Chi-

cago, for the manufacture and sale of electric specialties.

By this time the trade has received the new general cata-

logue of Worthington pumping engines, steam pumps and
other hydraulic machinery. This compact and handy little

pamphlet was issued April ist.

The "Perfect battery excitant" is furnished with all cells

made by the Fitch Battery & Electric company, Oneida,
N. Y. A trial of this new excitant will doubtless lead to an
indorsement of the manufacturer's claim that the Perfect

excitant is destined to supersede to a large extent sal-ammo-
niac.

Those who wish to know something definite as to what
are the properties of pure aluminum, and also of the al-

loys, should drop a line to the Cowles Electric Smelting
& Aluminum company, Lc-ckport, N. Y. This company
has just issued a neat little pamphlet that is well worth
reading.

TheCrowell Clutch Sc Pulley company of Westfield, N.
Y., reports a lively spring trade. The claims made for

the friction clutch pulleys manufactured by this concern are
simplicity, Strength and ease of adjustment, large friction

surfaces, small number of parts, and the occupancy of a
small space on the shaft.

The Union Electric Works, 205 South Canal street,

Chicago, are making extensive arrangements for the manu-
facture of the Crowdus battery and motor, and hope to

have a full line ready for the market not later than June
1st. This company has just issued a new pocket catalogue
that is very complete and attractive.

C. A. Daigh of the National Electric Manufacluring
company, Eau Claire. ^Vis.. spent several days last week
at his Chicago office in the '"Rookery." Mr. Daigh, since

he assumed charge of the National company's affairs, has
made a number of changes in the service, and reports the
outlook for business as being very bright.

An office for the Chicago Motor company has beon
opened in Club Room 10, Grand Pacific Ho:e', Chicago,
and the factory removed frem the Springer building to the
new S:andard building, on South Canal street. Addition-
al capital has been secured, and with unexcelled facilities

this company is placed in the front rank as manufacturers
of electric apparatus.

The Ball \; Wood company, New York, since the ship
ment of its first improved Ball high speed engine, in Octo-
ber last, has been running twenty-four hours each day to

keep up with its orders, and now- has between twenty and
thirty engines on the floor under construction. Important
additions to the company's works are in contemplation.
The company reports many large shipments duiing the
last few weeks.

While work is being done on a very handsome perma-
nent office and salesroom, the Railway Equipment com-
pany will occupy No. n Adams street, well known as the
former headquarters of the Electric Merchandise company.
For a short time the new company has had temporary
offices in the Pullman building, but from this on until the
permanent rooms are ready, Mr. Mason can be found at

the number indicated.

The Laramie Electric Gas Light & Fuel company, of
Laramie, Wy., has placed a contract with the St. Louis
office of the Pond Engineering company, for enlarging
and remodeling its steam plant. A new steel boiler

of 12S horse power capacity, with stack, rocking grates,

and improved furnace, will be installed. The three old
boilers of 70 horse power capacity each will also be pro-
vided with rocking grates and improved boiler settings.

The Mosher Electric Manufacturing company, Chicago,
recently received an order for two arc lamps for an incan-
descent circuit from the Helsingfors Electric Lighting
company, limited, of Helsingfors, Finland, Russia. The
order was dated January 15th. and the lamps have just

been forwarded by express. The Mosher lamp is now
burning in Canton, China, in different cities in all of the
European countries, in South and Central Amtrica. and in

fact in nearly every country on the globe.

According to the Buffalo (>«rr>r the Tonawanda Elec-
tric Railway company is negotiating with the Pullman
company for the purchase of a number of double deck
cars for use as trailers in the summer time. It is expected
that thousands of people will patronize the road in the
summer season for pleasure, and find much eni'oyment in

riding on the double deck cars and camping and picnicking
in the numerous groves along the route. The groves will

be trimmed for the occasion and facilities arranged for pic-
nic parties. Connection will be made with the Grand
Island ferry, and a considerable travel to and from the
island is expected.

The Bryant Electric company of Bridgeport, Conn.,
has secured the Paiste single-pole switch and the K. W,
cut-outs. W. C. Bryant was in Chicago last week
completing arrangements for the establishment of a
branch in Chicago, in order to facilitate shipments and
give the western territory more attention. Thos. G.
Grier, who has conducted the Paiste business in the West
for the past year will manage the western business for

the Br>'ant Electric company, with offices and storeroom
in the Monadnock building. A complete line of the com-
pany's specialties will be kept in Chicago, and customers
can rely upon having orders filled promply. A large con-
signment of Paiste single-pole porcelain base switches,

both five and ten amperes, has recently been received, and
other large shipments are on the way. ^Ir. Grier is

popular with the trade, and he will no doubt handle the
Bryant business successfully.

Vv. C. McKinlock, well known through his connection
with the Central Electric company. Chicago, and later, as
general manager of the Southern Electric Supply company,
St. Louis, has organized a new electric supply house with
office and salesroom at 313-315 Dearborn street, Manhattan
building, Chicago, to be known as the Enterprise Electric

company. Mr. McKinlock organized the St. Louis com-
pany some four years ago, and has been largely instr^imen-
tal in building up a business that is highly credits ble to his

sagacity and energy. Associated with Mr. McKinlock in

the new company as incorporators are F. P. Hill, late of
the Southern company, St. Louis, and AV. F. Richardson,
who has recently left the employ of the Central Electric

company. Chicago. It is understood that Mr. Hill will

be elected secretary of the new corporation. The local

agency for Kerite wire has been secured, audit is expected
that other valuable contracts will be closed at an early day.

While the promoters of this new enterprise are all young
men, each one is familiar with some branch of the electric

supply business, and it is their belief that another strong
company can be built up in Chicago.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued J/av lSq2

483.911. Telephone Exchange Apparatus. John J.

Carty, New York, N. Y.

Consists of a metallic-circuit teleph->ne line, including the
differential coils of the telephone and transmitter-indue torinm
of a subscriber's station, with a key for closing the line at the
center of the coils of the telephone to ground, and a branch
from the line to ground through a circuit-closing device and a
battery

.

473,929. Solenoid and its E'ectrical Connections. Henry
H. Hosford, Cleveland, O-

A solenoid so connected that the position or sign of the poles
may be changed without mailing and breaking the energizing
current.

473>932- System of Electrical CondiictorF. Charles J.
Kintner, New York. N. Y.

One end of the system connected *o the pole of the genera-
tor and parsing tbrouji^h an insulating conduit. House mains
are tapped from this line, the curreot returning and passing to
ground by a concentric conductor. Other pole of generator
conni cted to ground.

473 955* Electric Arc Lamp. Charles A. Pfluger, Chi-
cago, 111.

A gravity feed arc lamp.

473i956. Electric Arc Lamp. Charles A. Pfluger, Chi-
cago, 111.

473 9^. Electric Clock Motor. Anthony Reckenzaun,
Stockwell, Ergland.

A motor to produce constant motion upon a spindle,

473.966. Telephone Switch. Charles E. Scribner, Chi-
cago, 111.

Consists of a battery placed in the circuit of the connecting
cords at the cential office, an electro-magnet at each of the sub-
scriber's siat'ons, the armatures of which operate switch levers,
as the circuit of the battery is closed to line.

473 975- Electrical Annunciator. Frederick W. Steeg,
St. Paul, Minn.

474.001. Station Indicator. James H. Dean, Minneapo-
lis, Minn.
A paper sign strip is rolled from one roller to another by means

of a motor, the action of the motor being controlled by the
striking of a lever upon a lug on one of the rails of the railroad.

474,003. Electric Lamp Hanger. Elbert Dills, Sprague,
Wash.

474.008. Apparatus for Maintaining Constant Speed in
Motor Mechanisms. John \V. Gibboney, Lynn
Mass.

474,031. Mode of Arresting Electric Locomotives. Sid-
ney H. Short, Cleveland, O.

The current is switched off from both motors, and owing to
the difference in ihc residual magnetism of their fields (as no
two motors have the same residual magnetism , ihe field polar-
ity of the weaker motor is reversed and it operates as a motor
to run the car backward by ihe current supplied by the more
powerful motor acting as a generator.

474.037. Trolley Wire Circuit Breaker. Johan M. An-
dersen, Boston, Mass.

474.049. Insulating Support for Electric Railway Wires.
Abraham A. Shobe and William Embley, Jerseyville
III,

An insulating standard, to which the trolley is attached,
sliding upon an insulating bracket, attached to the side of tlie
conduit, to permit of the use of jolntless trolley wires in conduit
systems.

474.050. Electric Switch. James J. Wood, Fort Wayne
Ind.

474,067. House Telephone System. Charles E. Scrib-
ner, Chicago. III.

A battery- having each of its poles carried to each of the dif-
ferent stations and so arranged that one station may signal to
aoother for telephonic communication,

474,073. Electric Resistance Box. Aloys Wirsching,
New York, N. Y.

474.091. Electric Arc Lamp. William B. Luce, Brook-
line, Mass.

A single magnet serves the double purpose of lifting-magnet
and feed-magnet.

474.139. Heat Regulating Device. Alfred B. Morse,
Easton, Mass.

474. 140. Thermostat. Alfred B. Morse, Easton, Mass.

474. 149. Thermostat.

N.J.
Lewis G. Rowand, Camden,

474.165. Regulator for Dynamos and Motors. William
H. Elkins, Boston, Mass.

Consists of an arrangement of three bra>hes on a side so con-
nected to the terminals that the el ctromotive force of each
terminal may correspond with the electromotive force of either
one of the three brushes, or by means of a variable resistance
may be graduated to any electromotive force between those
of the brushes then in contact.

474.166. System of Electrical Distribution. William H,
Elkins, Cambridge, Mass.

Consists of two sets of brushes and two independent circuits,
supplied with current from the same armature.

474,169. Regulating Propellers of Vessels. Adolph
Hellinger, St. Louis, Mo.

474.214- Telephone Receiver. Arttur T. Collier, Cater-
ham Valley, England.

474, 21S. Conduit TroKey. James J Cosgrove. Jr.

474.230. Speaking Ttlegraph. Thomas A. Edison,
Menlo Park, N. J Assignor to the Western Union
Telegraph companv, New York, X Y. Filed April
27. 1S77. (Model) Patented in England July 30,
1S77, No. 2,9^9; in Canada Oct. 20, 1S77. No 8,026;
in France Dec. 19. 1S77, No. 121,687: in Belgium
Jan. II. 1S7S, No 43984; in Austria Hungary Jan.
15. 1S7S; in Italy Jan. 19, 1S7S No. 9 791; in Ger-
many Jan. 23. 1S7S, No. 14 30S; in Spain May 6,

1878, and in Russia Feb. J5-27. 1SS2, No. i,i6i.

474.231. Speaking Telegraph. Thomas A. Edison,
Menlo Park, N. J. Assignor to the Western Union
Telegraph companv. New York, N. Y. Filed July
20, 1877. (Model.) Patented in England July' 30,
1S77. No. 2,909; in Canada Oct. 20, 1877; No. 8,026;
in France Dec. 19. 1877. No. 121,687; in Belgium
Jan II. 1S78, No. 43 9S4; in Austria-Hungary fan.

15, 1S7S; in Italy. Jan. 19. 1S78. No 9. 791: in Ger-
many Jan. 23. 1S78, No. 14.308; in Spain May 6,

187S, and in Russia Feb. 15-27, 1S82, No. 1,161.

474.232. Speaking Telegraph. Thomas A. Edison.
Llewellyn Park. N. J. Assignor to the Western
Union Telegraph company. New York. N. Y. Orig-
inal application filed July 20, 1S77. Divided and this

application filed Feb. iS. 1SS6. Serial No. 192,456.
(No model.) Patented in England July 30, 1S77,

No. 2,909; in Canada Oc*. 20, 1877, No. 8,026; in

France Dec 19. 1877, No. 121 6S7; in Belgium fan.
II. 1878. No 43984; in Austria Hungary Jan- 15,

1S7S; in Italy Jan 19 1S7S, No. 9 791; in Germany
Jan. 23, 187S. No. 14.308; in Spain May 6 1S7S, and
in Russia Feb. 15-27. 1SS2, No. 1,161.

474,266. Electric Arc Lamp. Alfred L. Shepard, Lon-
don, Eoglard.

474,291. Torpedo Launching Apparatus. Jean B. G A.
Canet, Paris, France.

Consists of aspring actuated lever for operating the firing
mechanism and a spring retaining catch for the lever, operated
by the armature of an electro-magnet,

474,319. lusulator. Charles F. Goodrich, Chicago. III-

494.323. Telephone Circuit. Hammond V. Hayes, Cam-
bridge, Mass.

474,328. Electric Motor Mechanism. Samuel E. Mower,
New Haven, Conn.

474.33^' Bicycle Electric Car. Eben M. Boynton, West
Newberry, Mass.

The car is so suspended from the motor that it is entirely in-

dependent of the same, permitting the latter to undulate with-
out compelling the car to partake of the undulation.
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CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
^ H.P. noo Volt Armature, Wntilult'd. Connlant Spped, 1,S00.

The MotofH lire mtide M'itli tlie hfpt appUanrcB ami muti-rial obtaintilili", mid eml)oily every improve-
ment of merit, v/ith tlio iutontion tliat tboy simll he the Staiicard ul tli»»ir cluh«.

430 West 1 4th street. .... NEW YORK.

ESTABLISHED 1»1S.

HEMINGRAY GLASS CO.
Offices, Covington, Ky. Factories, Muncie, Ind.

P

STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS,
Class Break Knobs, Floor Insulators, Battery Jars.

ARC LIGHT GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

TTT-oi^ic 03sr siFrEci-A-Xj tdxtsioits sor^TciTEia.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insolation t>iuarantecd wherever uMed, Aerial, l^ndergronnd or Submarine.

In a letter from ttie Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1 886, he says : "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber naed in insu luting our wirpn and cables is especially chemically prepared, and te guaratiteed to be waterproof, and will not dele ri orate, oxidize or crack, :ttid will remain ll'-iiDli- m fxtr<-ine cold
weather and in not uffecled by heat. The innulation is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids, and the whole kicked willi Clark's I'ati-nt Conipoiind, and epecial extra llnipli. which we
have now adopted for all our Bolid wireti as an exlra weatherproof protection, and alt*o preventinR chalinK ;ind abranion, which in water, acid, and to a very (,'reat extent fireproof. Our (nfula'ion will prove
durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnieh Single Wires of all gauites and diameter of iiK^uU" - "
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outeide finish for ceiling cleat work as well aa our standard color.

ilation for Telegraph and Electric Li^'hts from titock. Cablet; made tj order. We are now prepared

Clark (Toint Ciiuni should be used for making waterproof joints. Thig id put up tn half-pound boxei^, in strip? about one fool lonc^and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint
"jid pressed firmly it makes a nolid mass. FOR KAinVAA' and MOTOK use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

WK OVARANTKR OHK IN«!ilTL.AT10N WHeRKVRK ITi-iEU, AKRIAL, UX'l>KK4.;ROr\'V OR srB9IARl\^E, and our net prices are ae low, if not lower than any
other first-claas Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and diBcounls for quaiititii-s.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, MASS.

HENRY A. CLARK, Treasurer and Gen'l Manager.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Prajldent and Electrician.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES OF

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.y

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL EINDS OF

SEIAMIaRSS RUBBRR. WIRELS and QABLKsS,
FAOTORY A\D MAIN OFFICE, TBENTON, N. J.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., Ceneral Western /»gents, I 7 I and I 73 Lake St , Chicago, III.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For electrical Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL& CO.,

218 Water St.. New York.

A young man with ttoroughly practical

knowledge of the Electrical hu-iness, now
manager of the New York office of a well
known electrical company, desires a
change with a view to New York reprt sen-

tation. Can furnish beat of rtferences.

Address "Ij," care Western Electbician.

TO MAKE A STATION PAY
Bny only tlie best quality of goods. This yon can

do by sendine your orders to us.

Prompt Shipment. Reasooable Prices. Full Measnre. No Charge for Boxing or Cartage.

WE AKE HEADQUABTERS FOB
National Alternating and Direct Current Dynamos, Generators and Transtormers;

Packard Higli Grade Lamps; Eddy Motors;

"Helmet" Weather-proof Wire; "Helmet" Moisture-proof Wire.

WANTED.
An experienced armature ippaircr and

winder tor Edison, Western Electric and
Excelsior Dynamos, and Sprague and Eddy
Motors. Address

St. Louis Electric Light & Power Co.,

317 Lucas Ave.. St. L-m's. >[o.

HITANTED!
A GOOD LIVE MAN, with small capilal, to take

active interest in a growing and well estaolished
electrical cOQi-ern, doine a specialty mannfactiir-
ing, general joubins and con-iruciion bnsioets.
Mnst be ex|>erienced In iieneral bnsinesa inansse-
ment, also possessed of sound practical knowl-
edv,e. Address, "A. B.''

Care Western Electrician.

Save time and money by placing your orders -with

The Electrical Engineering and Supply Co.;
931 Bookery, 134 E. 6th St., opp. Hotel Byan, *09 W. Ulichiean St.,

CHICAGO. ST. PAUL. DULUTH.
SEND FOR CATALOCUEjAND DISCOUNT SHEETS.

THERE IS A POINT TO OUR ADVERTISEMENT.

THE BRYANT ELECTRIC CO.,

OWN, MAKE AND SELL
BRYANT DOUBLE POLE SWITCHES,

PAISTE SINGLE POLE SWITCHES,

KEY AND KEYLESS SOCKETS,

K. W. CUT-OUTS
AND MANY OTHER

SPECIALTIES

FACTORT:
BKICOEPOBT, CONN.

POXJ
NEED. THOS. G. GRIER,

WESTEBN KANAaEB.

Our Revised Catalogue—Write for it, to

1522 MONADNOCK BUILDING, CHICAGO.

Second-Hand Dynamos
FOR SALE CHEAP.

We have a nnmber of Dynamos and Motors
neaily new, which we will" sell at a lowpric,
among the nnmher being ttvo G50-liglit,
l,O0O volt Alternators.

WANTED TO BUY:
Second-hand machine, from 50 to

200 lights, 110 volt.

G. A. HARTER,
43 and 45 Franklin Sr., CHICAGO.

An Agent to sell Oiir

Niagara Electric Motors and Dpamos,
In every city in the U, S. where we are nut alread/
ri'preeeoied. Liberal induceinenta anu excla&ive
territory to the right party. Address,

LOVELL MFG. CO., Lid.. Erie, Pa.

Thi3 is a cut of
the

Law
Battery
—wnu—
Double
Cylinder
Carbon

Element at-
tached with zinc
to cover. H7 eq.

inch carbon sur-
face. Theelement
iBeverla3lln<r,aDd
is so guiianleed.
Wby Ufe a ust-

lerj- with a chem-
ical de,jo.arizer
that need'- ire-

Quent renewal of
the iiegaiive ele-

metit.

LAW BATTERY COMPANY.
85 John St., New York.

Portable Testing Resistance Sets.
We claim that oui- "1891" TYPE

Portable Testing Set is the most effici-

ent of its class on the m^rKet. Tne
coL's are wound with plaliDCid wire
and adjusted to a guaiantefd accuracy
of one-fifth of one per cent. The
galvancmeter is deadbeat, sensitive,

and is unafftc'ed by mechanical vi-

brations and proslmitj to masses of

iron or intense magnetic fields. The
total range is from .001 to 11,110,000
ohms.
We believe that no other testing set

embodies these features, which are

essential to satisfactory results.

It is possible to buy sets from our-

selves or elsewhere at pr'ces lower
than the co3t of the above, but we would advise all to examineihemeritsof our "1891"
TYPE before parchasing any other.

S3nd for illustrated descriptive circular Ko. 285.

QUEEN &. GO., PHILADELPHIA.
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illSTABLlBHED Of 18S1.

E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAJS AHD ILECTHIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-B&AHCH STOOfi-

2134 Michigan Avenue.

HUSSEY & CO.. Manufacturing Electricians.
Comoination Letter Boxes, Annunctator=, Etc,

211-213 Bandolpli btreet. Chicago.

Electric Gas Lighter
IS

ABSOLUTELY SAFE
From darger of leaking g8s.

£4ever fails to ligbt.

Will not get out of ord'^r.

Will send pample by mail, post-
paid, OD recelpl o£ $1 35.

Fletcher & Fletcher
Electric Co.,

General Electrical Supplies,

1 3 S. Water St. Cleveland. 0.

Liberal Terms to tlie Trade.

Manufactufers of

0cTAG0NALi^5 Cedar
Telephone&£iECTR/CAL

RailwayPolesxCRossArms

# H.M.LOUD & Sons Uimber(o.

OSCODA, IVIICH.

SOMETHING NEW!
An improved 4 or 6 volt Combined Storage Bat-

tery eepeclaily for Dentists' nee at very low price.
Pnrchaeerecan exchange diecharped for cnarged
cells, wlthoat extra cost, beyond eioense lOr
charging the batteries. Manniactnred by

J. K. PUMPKLLX,
BeomSOl, 205 S. Canal St., Cblcaeo.

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
-—sx.oo

Commercial Ituildliif;. iSt. Xioais. .SLo.

IA.M.Morse&&|
II ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS. I

^^^SaS^^WE-RP-UANTS
T.wtA nf FrifrlUh Al'-'-=o .t (

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE in Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE HF6. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Taueht Ihoronehlv dav and nicbt at the IXSTI-
TITE of TECH.\OLO«V. 151 Tliroop
Sitreet. I'hicago. III. Amaienre, Artisana
and olhere aseist-d PRACTiCAr.i.T in any line, and
inttracted in the latest and moat improved
methcda.

Mechanical DBAroHTiKG, Mathematics. Elec-
trical Calcnlat.one, Architectore, Mechanics, also
taught day and night.

Ul-hlUt Ut5KS,
"Gem' and "Rugby'

Folding Beds,

Brass and Wire Work.

iH, Andrews & Co.. 215 Wabash Ave.. Chicago.

Locast Brackets,
Oak Brackets,

Cros!« Arms.
Chestnut Poles.

liOCUST
PINS.

Try a thoasand
l.,ociist Pins,

and yon ivill order
a car load.

rVSS .i^LMAYS IS STOCK. SPECIAI. PISS OK.SHORT XOTICE.
Send for prices, stating qnantity wanted.

SCHINPEL Sl SCHINDEL, - - HACERSTOWN, MO.

THE LATEST SPECIALTIES IN ELECTRIC
LIGHT SUPPLIES.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

ST-^IS EnLiECT^Z^^ CO.
641 North Broad Street, PHIIiAI>EI<PHIA.

Subscribe for the Western Electrician.

J.E.&D.LAEE,
' U.Wli- AiTIKKltS .iK

RICTIONCLUTCH^
PULLEYS^
and CUT-OFFCOtJPI-IIWGS

TE FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR,

3H0RNELLSVILLE,N.Y,
—, The Simplest,

^

i.-truii^esi and Besi, >

^^Clati-liPallej^J -^f
-^=srn;nie. Adapted ^^^^^

n light or heav_
ork, stopping and

-•^lartineraachineseasily
,

.ind quickly wilbotu jar.

Tills cut represents our t.ia?»s .a

Star Sight "Up-Feed" Lubricator.
There are no Joints abont it. Arms and body cast

in Oue Piece, so yoa won't be annoyed by leabing
and it will work t^j your entire eatiefactlon. Will let

you try It before yon bny it.

For Bale by Jobbers, or apply to

THE WM. POWELL CO.. . CINCINNATI. 0.

EliECTRIC LIGHT
AXD BATTEBV

CJilfBOf/S.
cx.E:~^:Eix..A.3sriD. omo. BIfUSffES.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wiieel in tlie World

Unlimited

Over 2.000 in use.

Affords the most simple and reliable power for all mining and manufactnr-
ing machinery. Adapted to heads runnins from -Onp to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cent, better results guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the countiy.

£Ii£CTBIC TBAXS3IISSIOX.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way cf a nniform and relia-

ble power, close regnlation and the facility of adaptation to varying conoitlons
of epeed and pressure, have brought il Into special prominence and extensive
use for this class of work. All applications should state amount and head of
water pcwer rtqolred. and for wliat purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send fob Catalogue.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
121-123 llain St., San Francisco, Cal., U. S. A.

143 LIBERTY STREET, - - XEJT TORK.
^^It having come to oar notice that onr patent rights are being infringed

upon, intending purchasers are hereby warned that all such infringements wUl
be duly prosPCHted.

PiSl^TOX 1VATER 9IOTOBS. Varylngfrom the fraction of 1 to 15
and 20 horse i ower, unequaled for all light running machineiy. Whrranud
to develop a given braount of power with one-half the water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Address as above. Deliveries made from
San Francisco or New York, as may afford the most favorahle freight rates.

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIGHT AND MOTOR COT-OUT.

SAPS MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS.

HAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES FAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERY LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The adcniion ol ELECTRIC COMPANIES is caUed lo this CEI^E-BRAXKn WAXKR WHEEI^as mrticularly adapted to ihdr use

on account of its r4-markably uimar motloB, hlfch Mprrd
and K^reiit ICai4-l**ii('y,and are*' 4;apaclty foriu<liain«-f rr,
Iwin^ doiibl** the |*ow (T of most wheels of same diameter. It is uied
by a number of the Ir.'Kling electric compinics with Ercat satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per ccdI
of useful efTect eraaranteed.
NK.iin roK 4^AXAi.ocii;i-; aiyu parti«:i;i.arn.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommcndcil, as no gears arc required

and it ain Ijc belied directly to dynamo,
'I he accomp.inyinp engraving n-presenis a pair of 12 inch TI<'X4^R

TIIRIII.KKK arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-iron Flume. l-»raft

Tubes, Knd liearings lor Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounir-d upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plale. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We arc now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation

admits ot tlicJr use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

/^I /Mnr^ ^ADHON CO., MAKERS o-' HIGH -GRADE

GXSDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If Id want of Poles, Ties and Poste, save money
by getting my prices.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

XaziBlxxeexT.
Electric Railwaye.
Tranpmi39lon of Power.
Electrical Machinery designed for special appli-

cations, plana, specltlcatlonB and eupervlBicn.

30a Hammond Bnildine.
DETROIT, MICH.

J08IAH PIERCE, Jr.,
A. M. I. ('. E.,

Civil iii Ififografliic Sn^ineer,

1 1 South Street, BALTIMORE. MD.
Topographic Surveys of any extent ai.d cliaracter

organized and executed.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB EliECTBICAIj V»Et$.

Graphite Rods of Various Ijene'lie, from 1-5 Ohm to lOO Ohms Retistance
to the ii>rh. t-rnphite RoxeN and OrDolhles, ReHlstln;; Heats

of 4 000 Oegrrees. Inqalrles Gladly AnbAveied.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.. Jersey City, N. J.

Fancy Incandescent Lamps
n. Of Lo\%' ^'oltaee.

'^^ Over W New Styles of Lamps

For the first lime on
the market.

Catalogue Pari I and II,

Ready.

Part III In Print.

EXPERIMENTAL LAMP WORK
AND GLASS BLOWING.

Write for pric€B and illastralione.

I.L.SOMOFF.MaDiIactiirer,'^"
'"•'"

New York City.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.

k^E3I> 1878.
SOL.E MANUFACTrKERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Ked, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wiiJaiNST5x,'i>EL. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i*nm^iT^kv.

I
Something New and Practical, and of inter-

est to users.

The special coiled filament, as shown in cut,

used in all lamps of high voltage.

Guaranteed not to droop against the bulb.

A trial will fully convince you that the
"Buckeye" is efficient, and of long life.

Is acknowledged to be the handsomest lamp
in use.

Write for catalogue and prices.

^T^E

I
257 THE ARCADE,

CLEVELAND. OHIO.

THOS. C. SMITH, Jr., M. E.

Consulting and Contracting Engineer.
Bngines and Complete Steam Plants for Lighting and Power InstallatloDS.
Bent Pipe and Colls In Iron, Brass and Copper, for all kinds of service.

M Hammond Building, Telephone 1358. CINCINNATI. OHIO.

H I g^ For electrical

nn
1 1 , A purposes.

IlllUfI Low Prices.

BOWERS BROS.,
121 Lake St., - CHICAGO.

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles. WH-te To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
e«00 ST. !Secoiid iStreet. ST. Ii01II»«.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
m to 156 Sreen St. Green Point, BROOKLIS. fi. L

MANUPACTOET OT
Non*Conductlve Blocks, Rosettes and Bases for Cut-Outs

and Switcties; also Insulators. Cleats, Lamp Trim-
mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Oar production la a dense body. Tbe glazing and body
of oar ware are of same Gomposition, and are baked
alike, which are the features of

TB17£ HABD POBCEliAHV.

A FURNACE GRATE BAR

immmmmm^:
That doesn't r> | ^\ IJU C ^S ^^ secnro
require a ^9 k^^ WW C Im a dranght.

KELLY GRATE,
And for DURABILITY, PERFECT FUEL COMBUSTION and SUPERIOR STEAMING QUALI-
TIES, IT HAS NO EQUAL. It will burn ANT KIND of HARD or SOFT COAL equally well. They
are especial iv adapted for hard, continuous seivlce required by ELECTRIC LIGiJTJNG PLA:NTS.
We warrant them ^ UT to WARP, and to OUTWEAR TW O COMMON GRATES. When your plant
requires grates again DON'T he content with one that is "good enough," but nee ihe eame uamber of
DOLLARS and secure the BEST—that is, THE KELLY GRATE. Invest a etemp in writing us for
deacriptive circular. We will return it, and tell you about our SHAKER GRATE, the only one of Its

kind made in the United States or any other place.

C^IV£ ITS A CHAJVCE TO B£ OF VtSK TO YOU.

KELLY BROS., - GOSHEN, IND.
1X1.^90- 3POTTX(rX>3EIXllS.

I^OEERU .^lSiEH.IC.fi.11 IvlETHODS
Ou^ Coffer Qj^elthtg-,

Edward Dyer Peters, Jr., M. E., M. D.
SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED.

Price, Postage Prepaid, $4.00.

TBE HOST COXPLETE VORE OF IIS DND PDBLISHED.

Electriclao Publishing Co.,
& XiaUesiae Blag-. CXXIOAOO, rLL,
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THE EVANS FRICTION,
RnnniDE tonr EdiB'>n dynamoB with one 200 H. P. Mcintosh & Scymonr
Eneine in the Weeks Bulldln;;, Boston.
ThoasandB of n. P, in use driving dynamos, and thoueands of seta of

Vnriable Speed Cone Pulleys in operation driving all kinds of machinery.
For Information eend for dynamo catalogue "U'' and for cone catalogue

"T." Addrees

Evans Friction Cone Co.,

85 Water Street, - - BOSTON, MASS.

PATEHTED.

Bvans^ Cones.
For Varying Speed.

FOUR
GOOD
BOOKS.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION Hand-Book.

6 Lakeside Building)

CHICAGO, ILL.ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

PUSE ] Correct Carrying Capac-

WIRE or ^ ity. Absolute

STRIPSi j Unifo mity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave.,

FOR lEiHDESCENT

LiMP FILIMENTS.SILK BRAID
The greatest care taken in producing a uniform article. Used by t»ie largest lamp

mannfactureis in the country. Samples and prices mailed free.

Bosxo:tT :bi3-a.i3d niv/iniFa-. co.,
28 BEACH ST., BOSTON, MASS.

THE MILLIKEN PATENT POLE
For Electric Street Railways and Electric Light Work.

5B LIBERTY STREET,

NEW YORK.
MANDTACTDBBD BT

MILLIKEN BROS.

59 DE&RBORK STREET,

CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

-WRITE FOB CIKCUJLAR AKD CATAXOGUE.

Corliss

Engines
of the highest type and in

all sizes are made by

The Lank & Bodlbt Co.,

cincinnati, o.

THE BRUSH ELEGTRIC CO.

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION

Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

o
225 Dearborn Street.

ISTe^Qsr York:
115 Broadway
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<<

REGENT
>»

Double Gore, Rubber Covered

WIRES -CABLES.
s^Bi^THD ^ois s-A-^vin»,E:s -A-n^T3D :e=:e2iceis.

ii

HOWARD " Incandescent
LAMPS.

-A-2:T"^ B-A-SB, -A-3>T-2- T7-OX-T.^a-E3-

A strictly high grade lamp, giving FULL CANDLE POWER throughout its life. HIGH
EFFICIENCY and LONG LIFE commensurate with its other qualities.

SEND A TRIAL ORDER FOR A FEW DOZEN.

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
201,203,205,207 80. Canal St., CHiCACO> ILL.

LINK fw BELTING.
Now the Cheapest.

Send for

REDUCED PRICE LIST
of drive be]t& other Specialties for £'/ci'a(o7*s,t"f«irryorsiC-
Maoliinf-rv for liiindliiienny material in bulk orpaokape.
LI5K HEL'f MAnilliHRRir r«- OTfl Stewart Ave., Chicago,

rKIVATE I^ETrEK.
DearBob:—Your head's level in eelecting onr

route to the Pacific coaet; yo-o've only oiia night
on the road between Chicago and Denver and
yon can take every meal on the cars, and have
enfflcient time Id both cittee to "fix up" and eee
a man. Yon're quite right—the ^^gloriouB winter
climate'''' of Colorado ia eimply Immenee, and the
"Burlington Route" service is a grand Bncceee.

YonrB, Tom.

BINDERS
FOR THE

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
ONE DOLLAR.

HOLMES. BOOTH & HATDENS,
Factories: Waterbiiry, Conn. - - SS I*ai"lt Place, Ne-^v "yorfa,

MANUFACTURERS OF

ITntlerwriters' Copper Electric tiigrlit Line AVire, Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk. Cotton ami IVorwted CordH for
Incandescent Lightin;sr. > ound and Fiat Copper Bars for t^tation AVork.

Insulated Iron Pressure M'ire.

PATENT "K, K,""LINEWIRE

For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Agents for the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPANI, CBIC400, • SBLLISG AGBNTS.

TBOS. L. SCOriLL, New Tork Agent.

THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.,
33 3is/£e3:cex Street, liTe-v^r "^or^^.

POSSESS SUPERIOR ADVANTAGES IN THE MANUFACTnRE OP

IZA.RZ) RXTBBSR GOODS
Especially tii articles (k,d,apted, to electrical intlttstries, having obtained the sole right to manufacture

HARD RUBBER unfier the valuable ratents granted to TVIIjIjIAjfl JKIEIj.

ALL OPERATIONS OF SAWING, CUTTING, TURNING AN1> POLISHING OUR NEW STANDARDS OP
O U P"pT D f^ Pi A NT T\ Tp I I I^ IM f^ ^^^ ^^ performed with a large reduction in the wear and tear of tools, and coneiderahle savins of labor. Onr new standards are
^^ 1 1 I-- I—

«
I 5 l\ v/ LJ r\ 1>I L^ 1 w O 1 1 N \J ol a richer black throughout, not subject to change in color, are tougher and more flexible, do not become brittle with age, and

have been tested and approved by the leading electrical companies of the United States. In addition to these advantages, we also ofier advantages in prices.

KIEL'S PATENT HARD RUBBER CELLS FOR STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES
Still remain the most satisfactory and cheapest in the market, unequaled for strength, durability, insulation and resistamce to acids.

HARD RUBBER GOODS OF EYFJIY DESCRIPTM MAHDFACTDRED.

For Sale by THE CENTRAl. ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.

Correspondence solicited from all manufacturers and dealers in electrical
machinery and supplies. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.
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The Lake Erie Engineering Works,
BUFFALO,

The Lake Erie Engineering

Works build Simple, Compound,

Triple and Quadruple Expansion

Engines, both Condensing and

Non-Condensing, from 250 to

8,000 H. P. Especially designed

with reference to direct connec-

tion to Multipolar Generators.

Best Economy and Regulation

Guaranteed.

Also furnish High-Grade Boil-

ers of any class, making a spe-

cialty of internally fired boilers of

the marine type.

NEW YORK.

W. B. Pearson & Company are

the Western Representatives of

The Lake Erie EngineeringWorks

and all inquiries should be ad-

dressed to them.

They are prepared to contract

at a reasonable price, for the com-

plete installation of power plants

of any capacity, for any service,

and at any place.

Plants designed with reference

to local conditions and require-

ments to give maximum economy

and safety, with minimum first

cost.

Write for estimates.

STANDARD COMPOUND ENGINE.

W. B. PEARSON & COMPANY,
Western Representatives, 401 Home Insurance Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY'S

25,300 Copies published to date. An Astonishing Record.

Dynamo-Tenders' Band-Book.

Bt Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Fourth Edition, Ninth Thousand.

94 Pages, 70 Illtisirations, Fl<ac-

ible Cloth Binding, Type
Page 6x3 inches.

The only PRACTICAL Dynamo

Tenders' Instruction Book in the

English language. Just the book

for Dynamo-Tenders, Linemen, Sta-

tionary and Marine Engineers who

wish to learn how to operate and care

for electric light or power plants.

Moonlight schedule for 1891.

Bell-flangers' Band-Book.

Bt Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Third Edition, Sixth Thousand.

100 Pages, 9 7 Illustrations, Flex-

ible Cloth Binding. Type
Page 6x3 Inches,

Designed for those engaged in

selling, installing or handling elec-

tric batteries, electric bells, eleva-

tors, house or hotel annunciators,

burglar or fire alarms, electric gas

lighting apparatus, electric heat

regulating apparatus, etc. The only

book of the kind published.

Incandescent Wiring Band-Book.

By Lieut. F. B. Babt.

Third Edition, Ninth Thousand.

72 Pages, 42 Illustrations, Flex-

ible Cloth Binding. Type
Page 6x3 Inches.

Five Tables, 12x18 Indies.

These tables give at once and without

any calculation the size of wire required

in each case for any percentage of loss.

It is a book for practical wlremen and

learners, and does not r quire any previous

krowledge of wiring. It differs In this

respct from other wiring tables, or corn-

putt rs.

The book contains full Illustrations and

complete Information concerning methods

of running wires, location of safety devi-

ces, splices, insulatioD, testing for faults,

wire gauges, wiring of fixtures, elevators,

buildings, etc. Tlie only book of the kind

published.

Electric taniissioflHaDi-Book.

Bt Lieut. F. B. Badt.

First Edition, Three Thousand Copies.

97 Pages, 22 Illustrations, and
27 Tables. Flexible Clolh
Binding. Type Page

6x3 Inches.

This book contains all practical infor-
mation for power producers, cipilalfsts,

agents of hydraulic and electric companies,
engineers, motor inspectors and other per-
sons interested in electric power transmis-
sion. By means of the tables anybody can
find at once cost of plant for least opera-
ting expenses, or for minimum first cost
of installation.

The book gives all necessary information
concerning motors, and rules for ascer-
taining ho"se power of motors, driving
various classes of machinery, as hoists,

pumps, street or tram cars, fans, etc.

Twenly-seven n?:W and original tables
give more information on the subject in a
small space than any book heretofore pub-
lished on the same subject.

Ela.013. "V^orlx. Sent X>ostx3cilca. on. Xt.eoelX3t of One X3o11ax>.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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BALLENGINE
COMPANY,

'roVr" ENGINE.
With Now Improvomonts. Uncqualod Regulation, Higiicst

Economy, Durability, Smooth and Quiet Running.

The Bent Knt;>"*' ''or < locti-ic Liii;l><inu;

nii<l Klovtric KailwayH.

ERIE, PA. SIMPLE. TRIPLE EXPANSION,

CROSS COMPOUND. TANDEM COMPODND.

NKW 1 OKH OmOK: Uoom 12. IH (^ortlandt Ht.

CHIC'AUU OFFICK: Koom SOS, "The Bookcry."
.1. W. I'AKKKlt .V CO., 34 Soiillj Uh Kl., I'tjllnilolntil., P«.
CliOOK. llOUNKKi 10., BtlUinore. Md.
B.MITIIi ul IITNKY CO. lllS.MaIn HI, Itlcbmond, Va.
I,. M. 1(1 MSKV MKO. CO., Miy:b. IjHpl, SI Looln, Mo.
!••. H. IIHAVO i I O , I...wl» Block. PItUiliarKh, P«.
COOI.KY S, VATEK, a;l Wuinlniiton Ave. 8., MIoncspollB, MIdd.
HI.-'llON IHON WOHKS, »iiri Kmncl.i o, . «1.

NOKTIIWKSIKKN sUl'i'l.Y 10,. 'I'.ioii.u, W«-li.
K o i.ll.l'.KIiT. Al(l,lr.<,n, KbC,

STEARNS MANUFACTURING CO.iciMMs ERIE, PA.
"S^'^.ST'i^rS^T Titr^S-^mT^ WOODBURY '

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, AutomaticENGINES

STREET RAILWAY
and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

BRANCH OFFICES:

M:W VOItK, ll!« Liberty.St.
I"HII..\I)H;i,PHIA, 1)41 Urcxel iitiUilini
<:HICAG<>. II'JO"Tlie RooUrry."
SAN FK.VNCIsCO, iO iinil :il .spear St.

BO'.l-ERS OF ANY SIZE FOR ANY DUTY.
. i ST. LOUIS-M. P. .JoliiiHlnii Mnchlimr.v Co..

715 and 717 North Se , ^, , 'SIMPLE AND COMPOUND
I stieel. CONDENSINGOR N O N -CO N D E N S I N G._

Patented J»n. 22, 1884. /^, J. Smith's
Electric Lava Gas Tip

Multiple Lighting

For Churches, Theaters
mid Public Halls.

Are used all over the coun-
try. Send for estimates or
prices to

A.T.SMITH,
6 W.I 4th St ,NewYorl(.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneuntatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS <»°> BELLS.
F17I.Ii JilNE AliWATS IK t^TOCK.

W. B. OSTRANDER & CO..
193 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooltlyn, N. T.
* Send for New Catalogttb. Out Acgust 1st.

STEiM ENGINES
FOR SALE.

One 12 H. P. Verttcsl.
Threes H. P. Vertical.

One 4 H P. HorizoDtsi Trunk.
One 5 H. P. Holetlng Eu^ln».

All above enginee new aod cheap.

We have onderconptroftion 5, 8, and 12 H. P.
vertical, aod 18 and 25 H. F. horizontal enginee,
all aatomatic cut-off,

WILLIAMS ENGINE CO.,
BAl.TIHOHK. II l>.

The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOUIAELY ADAPTED TO DEIVIirG

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of Its hlgli efficiency at all stages of gate, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of which makes It the moat sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

^PNn FfiR P&TAI nniP Illu?tra"J'g various styles of setting

on both vertical and horizontil shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS GO,,
STJCCEiiSOBS TO ^^ A W i^^\ |^| ^\

STOUT, niLiiiS & ts:j!ifi.i:, UrKl IwIiI^Wb

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Builders ofHigh Grade

Corliss Engines,

Giddings' Automatics,

Simple, Compound. Condensing,

Complete Plants Fumiahed.

Works: SIOUX CITY, lA.

BEAMCH OFFICE :

48 S. Canal Street, CHICAGO.

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade Antomatic

ENGINES,
HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

Two liorse power to tliree iMlrel lorse Dowet.

Western DeDartment: 26 and 28 Randolpii St, CHICAGO. - H.S.WALKER, Manager-

L ROCHE
116 anil IIB M. 6lll Sl„

Alternating

DYNAMOS,
100 TO 1200 LIGHT.

Installed complete for City
or Town Lighting.

Chicago Oice, Garden City Electric Co.

aey and 260 Dearborn Street.

ELECTRIC WORKS,

Philadelphia, Penn.

Incandescent

DYNAMOS,
Direct System. '

I TO 1000 LIGHT.

Motors
For Arc or InGandescent.

Currents from 1-8 to 50 H. P.
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W.P.
TIE THOMSIII-IIOUSTIH ELECTIIC tO.

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RAILWAY MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

3382 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

THOHSON-HODSTON ELECTRIC CO.,

BostoD Office: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 148 Michigan Ave.
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DID IT EVER STRIKE YOU

That the place to buy oods is of the manufacturer?

We maunfactnre everything in the ivay of Electrical Sup-

plies, and quote manufacturer's prices.

WE ARE THE GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS FOR THE

PERKINS ELECTRIC LAMP COMPANY,
And -will make you Factory prices.

WE ARE GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS FOR

The Safety Insulated Wire and Cable Company:

And will make you factory prices on all kinds of RUBBER WIRES and CABLES.

Xaead Encased Gables, Incandescent Lanxp Cord.

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS,
54 and 56 Franklin St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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TH[ ELECTRICAL,SUPPLY CO.
CH ICAGO

Sse Page 354, Catalogue No. 23.

THE WIRT IMPROVED

DYNAMO 5RUSH.

The principle involves the use

of a lamination of perfect and
imperfect conducting materi-

als, resulting in the prevention

of wasteful currents, or reduc-

ing them to such an extent

that the energy is not suffi-

cient to do injury. The Brush
is very flexible, and permits of

a light tension.

J\)e demapd for tl^is BrusI? up to the

present time has been far ahead of our capac-

ity to fill orders as promptly as we would
like. Customers will do well to place orders

a little in advance of actual necessities. Give
dimension of brushes in use.

"—I am much pleased with

the brushes. I gave them the

^Tn most severe test I know of,

\jW / placing them on a commutator

\^ where even carbon Brushes
were not successful in reducing

sparking, and where there was a very heavy current at

high potential, with a constant "chewing'' up of the

copper. Your Brush has eliminated all trouble, and I

have asked our company to order a number of them."

R. H. Sterling,
Electrician Denver Consolidated Electric Co.

MANUFACTURED BY

The Electrical Supply Co.,
FACTOBXES: ANSONIA, OONN. r^tTTr^ A P* OBRANCH OFFICE: 244 AKCH ST., PHILA. V^'Xl -LV^.A.O W.

EIecMc Light and poWeP Catalogue

No. 23.

Chicago, April 6, 1892.
"—May the book bring you the large

volume of business it deserves. As a refer-

ence it will have a place between our diction-

ary and the directory, and makes a handsome
addition to our office library." Very truly,

Phcenix Glass Co.,
By E. H. Fox.

Pt. Townsend, Wash.
"—The best catalogue ever received."

Townsend Electric Light Co.

Benicia, Cal., April 30th, 1S92.
"—Please accept our thanks for sending us this superb publication. It contains every variety, and an

inexhaustible supply of information." Benicia Electric Light & Motor Co.,
By S. C. Gray, President.

CATALOGIE 44A.CATALOGUE XO. g3. CATALOGUE XO. 31.

ELECmC L16HT AND mil SUFFLIES, ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES. ELECTRICAL HOUSE GOODS.
General Station Supplies, Tables and Formulae. Complete and Full) Illustrated. Telegraph, Fire Alarm. Messenger snd School Supplies-

-PUBLISHED BY-

The Electrical Supply Co.,
FACTOBIBS: ANSONIA, CONN.
BRANCH OFFICE: 244 ABCH ST , PHILA. Chicao-o.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.,
]hanufacti;beh.s ov

VULCAf ^ED INDIA-RUBBER

Cab^ .s, to any Specincation

up to 8,000 Megohms per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES,

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

mlllage, FLEXIBLE CORDS,

SILK, HEMP, COTTON, DY-

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

Ol INCANDESCENT CORES.

THREE and TWO - WIRE

CABLES, to any specifica.

lion up to 8,000 Me-

gohms per knot.

CABLES ol High Insulation

and Long Lite, all milaga

If you are not acquainted with the merits of Habirshaw Insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 3 1 5 Madison Ave, Cor. 42d St, New York.

3665 FACTORY: Glenwood, Yonkers, N. Y.

Western Agents: THE ELECTRICAU SUPPLY CO., Corner Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

The Sunbeam lacandescenl Lamp Co.^

80S CHAMBER OF COMMEBCB BVILDING,

CHICKGO, - ILL.

MAKTFACTIJBEIIS OF-

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

In Ordering^ Specify
AGENOIXS:
The Slectrical Supply Oo., Chioaeo, 111.

The Blectrical Sapply Oo., Anaonia, Oonn.

W. H. Gordon & Co., New York.
F. £'. Jones & Co., Buffalo, N. T.
The Iron City Electric Co., Pittsburg, Fa.
Woodruff-Harris Electric Oo., Birmingham, Ala
Louisville Electric Co., Louisville, Ky.
Houliston, Hubbard & Co., Cincinnati, O.
0. H. Baker & Co., Seattle, Wash.
Julius'Andraa, MUwaukea, Wis.

Long^ Life Lamps

or Hig^h Efficiency

Lamps*
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J^RC CUTT-OUTS.
THE WOOD OUT-OUT BOX,

MANUFACTURED BY THE

Fort Wayne Electric Co., is the BEST.

DOUBLE BREAK. ^S"^ li^ll ^W^EATHEBPBOOF

INGOMBUSTIBIiE. ll^^^mmm^ For prices write to

Fort Wayne Eleetrie Co.,

STANDIRD RilLWiT SYSTEM.
In Daily Use in Thirty Different Cities.

Proving Its Superiority.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING APPARATUS.
STATIONARY MOTORS.

Electrical Supplies of Every Description.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED,

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
917-918 MONADNOCK BUILDING, F. 1. STONE,

CHICAGO, ILL. CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
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Switch-boards are equipped with

AJAX SWITCHES.
wHteforPricea. C. S. VAN NUIS, 136 Liberty St, New York.

Grtor\e.

O^erij of"
^^

Three 500 Lt. T,-H. Dynamofl, Compoond Wonnd,
110 volt, with Base, Rheostat and Ammeter.

Two 1,000 Lt. Fort Wayne AUernatora, complete.
Two 25 Lt. American 2,000 C. P. Arc Bynamos.
One 50 Lt. Sperry 2.000 C. P. Arc Dynamo.
One bCO Lt. Edison Dynamo—not the latest style

.

Twelve KnowleB 12 Li. Arc Dynamos with Lamps.
H ine 30 Lt.Weetingbonse Arc Machines, 2,0UO C. P.
One 30 Lt Brueh Dynamo, 1,200 C. P.
One CO Lt. Vandepoele Arc Machine, with twa

Armatures and 35 Doable 2,000 C. P. Lamps

Twelve 50 Lt. Schnyler Dynamos, 2,000 O. P.
One 20 Lt. U. S. Arc Machine with 20 Single

Lamps.
One 300 Lt. X5, S. Dynamo, 110 volt, with com-

plete Station Fixtures.
One SCO Lt. U, 5, Dynamo, EG volt, no Fistnres

but Base.
One 200 Lt. Mather Dynsmo, 110 volt, no Flitnres

bnt Base.
Six 30 Lt.^Excel8Io^ Dynamos, Arc. 2,000 C. P ,

with Single Lamps.

THE JOHN E. BEGGS MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO., - 74 Corllandt Street, NEW YORK

For Incandescent
Lamp

Filaments.SILK BRAID
The greatest care taken in prodocing a uniform article.

Samples and prices mailed free.

BOSTON BRAID IMFG.CO.,
28 Beaoh Street, Boston, Mass.

Insulated Wires and Gables.
The ackno'wled^ed Standard for dnrable and hljCfli Insulation. Its

merits proved by a record of over quarter of a century.
Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Celebrated Kerite Tape for Insulating Joints.

Electric Light and Power, ALL SIZES Aerial Use.

W. R. BRIXEY,

Telegraph and Teleptione, rr»Tl PWP«(!Pn wroro Subterranean Use,

Railway, and all other I'^AU bHliAilblJ WlKtb. Submarine Use.

Branches of Signaling. Concealed Wiring in all Locations.

General Manager. Room 310 Mail and Express Building,

166 Fulton St., NEW YORK CITY.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and T DEY STREET, XEW YORK,

MANUFACTUREHS, IMPOETERS AND DEALERS IN

™ "CHAMPION" BATTERY,
£|gp^fjjg|

Supplies

Price, with Rod Zinc, $1.15 per Cell, Witt Corrugated
Zinc, $1.35 per Cell.

THE TEADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED.

Of all Descriptions.

^MBpltuCallofCbam- Carbon ReserT6lr*na Corer Corrupted ZIoo efCliim-
ploB Baltcrf

.

of Clutmploa Batlery. pion Batter;.

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances,

Construction Tools and

Line Material,

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

PACKARD
HICH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
^—i"—-i"^ nannf^rtnrod \i\ the -^^^^^^

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
A<iB»ITM: 1 iJ.MAMA, NEB., B. B.Dowcu.SlSShMlyBlock.

NEW YORK CITY, ChM. E. Uhspln, 130 Liborty .ST. LOT IS. MO., St, L<)Ui» EK'clrloil SnppljrCo.
Street. SAN FKANCiaCO, rAL , InU-mstlanll tl«c«r.c

CHICAGO, ILL., The Bloctrtcal flnglneerlng 4 Snpply i ConBtrnctlon Co.
SnpnlyOo., 931 The Rookery. CINCINNATI, OHIO, Glo»er Electric Co.,17»

ST. PAUL. MINN., The Electrlciil Bngincerlng We.t 8th Street.
& Supply Co. LOUISVILLE, KY., Smllbere dt D«Tfa.

E. E. KELLER. V. E. DEGENHAKDT.

Keller & Degenhardt,
electrical ensimeebs,

542 Rookery Bids'., Cbicag'O, 111.
THE ONLY BUREAU OF ELECTRICAL INFORMATION IN THE WORLD'S FAIR CITY.

I'DTOlsTCKEEV^E'k, ^Bufiine.e Man.ger..

The

Internalional OKONITE COMPANY,

i-ON'^:

LIMITED.

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Ui«.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
BBANCH ES : CblofTD, Boston, Philadelphia, MInneapoUs, Clnclniiatl,

Omaha, ILnniBTllle, St. Iionls, San FranclBCO, London and So. America,
City,

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLAKTS.

ESTIMATES AND BRA-n-INGS SrBMITTED.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
Painted Post, N. Y.

BEFRESENTAirVES

:

lullanSchoil&Co., 126 Liberty St., New York.

Geo. D. Hoffman, 82 Lake St., Chicago, III.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford. Conn.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., new york.

'

AGENTS:
W. B. Pe°reou& Co, Home Ins. Bids., Chicago, ID.
Thoe. G. Smith Jr., Hammond Bide-., CiiiclD.nati, Ohio.
W. • . Day. 128 Ollrer St., Boston. Maes.
A. M. MoF^e & Co., Commi^rcial Bldg.. St. Lonlfl, Mo.
Hyce Bros. & Co., Lewie Blocfe, Pltteburg, Pa.
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
-MANUFACTURERS OF THE-

Ihonson tecording Vail Meier.

For

Lighting

and

Power

Circuits.

Manufactured

to

Suit

Any

Current.

The ONLY Meter that Registers the Actual Power Consumed.

NUMBER IN USE JANUARY 1, 1891 1,159.
NUMBER IN USE APRIL 1, 1892 14,404.

Absolutely Reliable when correctly adjusted and properly installed.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue No. 7,007.

'r:BSTI3is/i:OiTI-A-I-S :

GERMANTOWN, PA, April 29, 1898.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
GBNTIiBMEN:—Replying to your inquiry of the 2lBt

lam pleased to say the THOMSON RECORDING WATT
METERS in use by us are giving us no trouble in any way.
Repairs are so insignificant as not to need'mentioning. We
are using a great many, both on Direct and Alternating
Currents, to our great satisfaction. Yours truly,

GERMANTOWN ELECTRIC LIGHT CO ,

(Signed) Chas. M. Allen, Supt.

LANSING, MICH., April 6, 1892.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.,
BOSTON, MASS.,

GENTLEMEN:—Answering yours of the 31st regard-

ing the THOMSON-HOUSTON RECORDING WATT ME-
TERS, would say that we are well pleased with them so far,

and consider them better than anything else we have tried.

Yours truly,

LANSING ELECTRIC LIGHT &POWER CO.,

(Signed) E. F. Oooley, Supt.

Thomson-Houston Eleetrie Co.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

WESTERN OFFICE,

148 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
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American Desk & Sealing Co.
American Kngiiie Co
Andrac, Julius

Andrews »te Co., A. H
Baggot, E
Ball Enelne Co
Ball & Wood Co., The
Becker Mfg. Co., John xiii

Beggs, J. E., Mull. &Supply Co... i

Betosteln Electric Co
Boston Braid Mfg. Co i

Bowers Bros xvi

Brookfleld, Wm xii

Brush Electric Co xvi

Bryant Electric Co xii

Buckeye Electric Co , The ix

Butler Hard Rubber Co
Central Electric Co v

Chicago Electric Motor Co xiii

Chicago Riwhlde Mfg. Co
Consol. Elec. Mfg. Co.. The, .

Crescent Ins. Wire &, Cable Co. xiii

Crocker-Wheeler Electi ic Co . . xiii

Crown Electric Mfg. Co
Gushing, F. W vii

Cutter. Geo i

Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co. .
.

Day^s Kerlte Insulation I

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. . xix

Densmore Typewriter Co xii

Deiroit Elpctrlcal Worka xxiv

Diamond Electric Mfg. Co xii

Dixon Crucible Co., Jo3 xv
Duplex Electric Co.. Ltd
Eastern Electric Cable Co xiii

Easton Electric Co x

Kdison General Electric Co viii

Electric Cons. & Supply Co vi

Electric Engr.'g & Supply Co . . ix

Electric Gas Lighting Co vi

Electric Secret aervlce Co xix

Electrician Pub. Co. ..xiv, xv, xviii

Electrical Construction Co. The. xii

Electrical Eng.»& Sup. Co., The
Electrical Supply Co., The. . . xxii

Elektron Mfg. Co xvii

Emerson Electric Mfg. Co ix

Empire China Works xiv

Evans Friction Cone Co xvi

Falls Rivet & Machiue Co ix

Ferracute Machine Co xii

Fletcher & Fletcher Elec. Co. . xiv

iTor Sale..... i, xii, xiii

Port Wayne Electric Co xxlv

Globe Carbon Co xv
Gravity Parifier Co
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.xvii

Greeley* Co., The E. S 1

Helsler Electric Co
Hemlngray Glass Co xiii

mil Clutch Works xiv

Hlrlimann, C. J viii

Hlne Eliminator Co
Holmes, Booth & Haydens. ...xvii

Hunt Machine Co., Rodney xvi

Huasey *& Co -.... .

j

Illinois Electric Lamp Co viii

India Rubber & Guiia Perclia '

Xnsulatlne: Co xsiii

Institute of Technology xiii

Interior Conduit& Insulation Co.. x
International Okonlte Co i

Jewell Beltinc Co 1

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W viii

Kariavert Mfg. Co x

Keller & Degenhardt i

Kelly Brothers

Knapp Electrical Works xxl

Lake,J.H. &D
Lake Erie Engineering Works. xviii

Lane & Bodley Co
La Roche Electric Works
Law Telephone Co xiii

Lefmann, Julius xvi

Leffel& Co., Jas x

Link Belt Machinery Co xvii

Loud, H.M.& Sons Lumber Co. xiv

Lovell Mfg . Co. , Ltd xiii

MUllken Bros xiv

Morse & Co., A. M xiv

Munsell & Co., Eugene xiii

Murphy, T. J xvi

National Carbon Co xiv

National Electric Mfg. Co
New York Insulated Wire Co . . . x
New York & Ohio Co I

Ofitrander & Co., W. R xix

Page Belting Co -—
Partrick & Carter Co
Pearson & Co., W. B xviii

Pelton Water Wheel Co xiv

Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co. . ix

Perry & Noyes xii

Phoenix Glass Co xix

Pierce, Jr. , Joslah xv
Porter-Leavitt Elec. Motor Co.. xiii

Powell Co.. The Wm
Premier Electric Co., The x
Pumpelly, J. K xiii

Queen & Co , xiii

Racine Hardware Mfg. Co. . .
.

Rae, Frank B xv
Railway Equipment Co ix

RieB Electric Specialty Co x
Rockford Electric Mfg. Co. . . . xii

Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A ... . x

Rose Elec. Light Supply Co. . . xiii

Royal Electric Co
Samson CoriHRc Works xii

flawyer-Man Electric Co Iv

Schlndel & Schlndel
Hchoonmaker, A. O xii

Schuyler Electric Co xv
Short Electric Railway Co Iv

Shultz Belting Co xiv

Sioux City Engine Works. xix

Smith, A. T
Smith, Thos. G. Jr
Som( fl J. L
Sperry Elec. Mining Macb, Co. xvi

Siaodard Paint Co .... xii

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co v
Star Electrix Co xiv

Stearns Mrg. Co xix
Sterilng, W. C xv
Stllwell & Blerce Mfg. C^^ . . xiv. xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co . . .xxiii

Taylor Engine Co
Tnomson-HoustonElec.Co. .. ii, xx
Union Hardware Co xii

U. 8. Electric Lighting Co..
VanNuU C. S i

Vulcanized Fibre Cn xv
AVaddell-Entz Electric Co xii

Wanted xiii

Washington Carbon Co., The. . . vi

Western Electric Co x
Westlnghouse Elec.andMfg Co. . xi

Weston Engine Co i

Williams Engine Works xiv
Woodhouse & Rawson, Ltd. . .

.

Worthlngton, Henry R xii

CLASSIFIED LIST.

Annnnclators

.

Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.

^Electric Gas Lighting Co.
Electrical Uonsiructiun Co., The
Electrical Sapply Co., Tue-
Great Western Elec. Supply Oc.
Greeley & Co.. The E. 8.

Enapp Electrical Worka. '

Oatraoder & Co. W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Arc fjampa.
Beggs, J. E., Mchy, & Supply Co.
Brush ElectricCo.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Easton Electric Co.
Electric Cona. & Supply Co.
Port Wayne Electrlcco.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co,
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
ychuyler Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westinghoase Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc Ijight Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Sameon Cordage Works.

Batteries.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric Gas Li;,^hting Co.
Electrical suppiyCo./J'he.
Greeley & Co., The E. S,
Hirlimann, C.J.
Law Telephone Co-
Partrick & Garter Co.
Premier Electric Co., The.
Pumpelly, J. K.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric Gas Lighting Co.
Eiectxical Supply Co., The.
Hemlngray Glass Co.
Birlimann, C. J.

Law Telephone Co.
Western Electric Co,

Bells, JKlectrlc.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric Gas Lighting Co.
Electrical Supply uo., Tde,
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Enapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, fltasneto.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works,
Greeley & Co., The B.8.
Enapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

BeltluK*
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Page Belting Co.
Stanltz Belting Co.

BoUers.
Lane & Bcdiey Co., The.
Stesrne Mfg. Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Books, Electrical.
Electrician Puhllshlng Co.

Brass Goods.
Powell Co.. The Wm.

Bnrslar Alanns.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co.,The E. U.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Wire Insulated.)

Cross-Arm8.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical SnpiUy Co., The.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lmnber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Schindel & Schlndel.

Cables, Electric, (See Wire Insu*
lated), Copper, fe^heet and Bar,
Roebllnga Sons Co., J. A.
Western Electric Co.

Clutches. F»lctlaii.
Falls Rivet & Machine Co.
HUl Cmtch Works.
Lake, J. H. &D.

Cordace.
Samson Cordat;e Works.

CarboDH, Points aad Plate*.
BruBh El«ctric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., Th».
Globe Carbon Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National Carbon Co.
WaehlnK'oti Carbon Co.
WeMiem Electric Co.

Constractlon and Bepatra.
Andruo, JuliiiH.

Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Electric Conn. Ofc Supply I'o.

Electrical Construction Co., The.
Enapp Electrical Worke.
Rnf, Frank 11.

Smllh.Th'B. G. Jr.

Western Electric Co.
Contractors. Klectric iilsht,
SaKlne Plants and Kiectric
allways.

AmiTfcHii ICugine Co.
Bail Engine uo.
BallA Wood Co., The.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Cons. Jb Supply Co.
Electrical Ecg. & supply Co,
FhIIb Hivet it Machlnn Co.
Kort Wayne Electric Co.
Helsler Electric Co.
Keller & Degenhardt.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co , Th e.

La Roche Electric Works.
Moree & Co., A. M.
PearsOTi & Co., W. B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Rockford Electric Manuiacturing Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co,
Sioux City Engine Works.
Bmlth, ThoB. W. Jr.

Taylor Engine Co.
Thomson Houston Electric Co.
Waddeli-Entz Electric Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Engine Co.
WllJiams linglne Works,

Copper Wires and Tapes.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins, Wire & Cable Co.
Cntter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electriral Supply Co.,The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Baydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Roebfing's Son's Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cut-Oats and S^rltcliea.
Andrae^Iullns

.

Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Eloc. Mfg. Co., The.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cntter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical SuD(Jly Co., The.
KnaDp Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Star Electrix Co.
Van KulB, C. S.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Easton Electric Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Heieler Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
Loveil Mfg. Co., Ltd.
National iiilectrlc Manufacturing Co.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson-Bongton Electric Co.
Waddell-Eiilz Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

BI<>ctTic I^aTa Gas Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Electric BallirayB.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Rae, Frank B.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomsou-HouBton Electric Co.
Westlnghonae Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and aiechaoical
Enelneers.
Pierce, Josiah Jr.

Rae, Frank B.
Electrical instrunenta.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8-

La Roche Electric Works.
Oneen A Co.
Western Electric Co.

Electrical (Specialties.
Andrae, Julius.
Bryant Electric Co.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cutter. Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric En^ineerinfi & Supply Co.
Fletcher & Fleicher Electric Co.
Hussey & Co.
Ries Electric Specialty Co.

Electrical lutellleence.
Keller & Degenhardt.
Rae. rrank B.

EicTators.
Link Belt Machinery Oo.

En^nes, Steam.
American Engine Co.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball * Wood Co., Tlie.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lane & Bodley Co.
Morse & Co., A. M.
Pearson & Co., W.B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Smith, ThoB.G. Jr.
Sions City Engine Works.
Steams Mfg. Co.
Taylor Engine Co.
Weston Engine Oo.
Williams Engine Co.

Klertrollcrs and Comblna
tlon Klxtores.
BagfEOt, K.
Electrical Supply Co., Ttat.

ThomBOD-BouBton Blectrlc Co.

Electro- Piatlnc Hachines.
Bruflh Electric Co.
Detroit Eiyctrical Workf,
KdlBon General Electric Co.
TbomBonllouBton Electric Co.

Fan OotntH.
ChlcitL'o ;ii«?' trie .Motor I'o.

EdtsoD General Electric Co,
EmiTfon Kl."irl<: Mf;:.**,.
I'remi.'f E .'Clrit- Co., The.
Stanley Electric Mxg. Co.

VIbre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
PartrlcK & Carter Co.
WesCern Electric Co.

Friction Cones.
Evans Friction Cone Co.

FnTnace <prate Bars.
Kelly Broe.

Fnse Wire.
Electrical Supplv Oo.
Knapp Electiical Works.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

easljlsbtinsT, Klectrlc.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric (in^ Ll-liliug Co.
Fletcher & FU-K.-l.^r Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

General Electrical Supplies.
Andrae, Julius.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cntter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical V?orke.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Electric Enginfering& Supply Co.
Electric Gas Lighting Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Fletcher & Fletclier Electric Co.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co

.
, The B . S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Star ElectrliCo.
Western Electric Co.

Cdobes and Electrical Glass-
ware.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Hemlngray Glass Co.
Phcenlx Glass Co.

Graphite Specialties,
Dixon Crucible Co , Jop.
Hard Knbber Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

i Insnlators and insuiatins
Materials.
Andrae, Julius.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cnahing, F. W.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Gas Lighting Co,
Electric Engineering A Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Hemlngray Glass Co.
Interior Condnit Alnsulfttion Co.
International Okonltp Co., The.
Johns Mf- Co, n. W.
Kartavert. Mtg. Co.
Mnnseil & Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Standard Paint Co,
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated ^rires and Cables.
St&enet TVire.
Central Electric Co.
Crepcent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cushing.F. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Day's &erlte Insulation.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Gas Licrhtini:: Co.
Electrical SuppiV Co., The.
HolmeB, Booth & H&ydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insu-
latingCo.

Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Insnlated Wire Co.
BoebllDg'B Sons Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Waddell-Entz Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

I^amps, ineandeseent.
Bernstein Electrlo Cc
Brueh Electric Co.
Buckeye Electric Co,
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Cu., The.
Electrical Eng. k. Supply Co.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Heieler Electric Co.
Illinois Electric Lamp Co.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
New York and Ohio Co.
8awT6T-Man Electric Co.
SomofT, J. L.
Stmbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Hooston Electric Co.

I<nbricators,
Powell Co., The Wm.

Blacnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wire.)

Mechanical Slachinery.
Ferracute Machine Co.

aiedieal Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Partrlek A Carter Co.

miea.
Bowers Bros.
Johns Mfg. Co.,H. W.
Muueli A Co., Jfiueue.
SabooBniAtaer, A. v.

Bine Mlflraals, Eleetrle.
Detroit Kl«ctrical Worka.

Hlnlns Apparataa, Kleetrie.
EdlsoD Geii«ral Electric Co.
Thorosoo-QoQstoo KleciHc Co.
Hmrry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
WeBtlnghouae Electric A Mtg. Co.

Hotora.
BrQHh Electric Co.
Crocner-Whwler Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Dftrolt EI*M:trlcal Workn.
Dliim'jnd Ki.-fjlrlc Mlg. Co.
K:i-I'.ii K)-f:trir < o.

Edifton General Electric Co.
Electrical Ene. k HoDplv Co.
Enier«on Kli»';tric Mf^. Co.
La Kochft Electric Works.
Lovell Mfc Co., Ltd.
I'ortt-rLftuvUt Electric MoU>r Co.
I'r**ini'T Ki'Mtric Vo.
Rockford EiectricManufactarlncCo.
Royal Electric Co.
TtiomBon-HouBton Electric Co
W.i'l'l^li-Kr.f^ KlertrV Co.
Wefltiuithouse Electric A Ufa Co.Name PlatrH.
He-k.T Mf_' Co, John.

Ofllce Famlture.
American Desk &, Seating Co
AodrewB A Co., A. H.on Caps.
Powell Co.. The Wm.

Oil Purint^vH.
Graviiy I'orllier Co.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Loud, H. M. A Sons" Lumber Co.
Rjiilway Efiiiii>Mieiit Co.
Schlndel i; Shindel.
Western Electric Co.

Foles.
Ceorral Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Lefmann, Juiiua.
Loud, H. M. & Sons' Lumber Co.
Mil liken Bros.
Railway E^iiiipment Co.
Schindel & SchindeL
Sterling.W. C.

Publishers. Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Pnsb Bnttons.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp ElectTlcal Worka.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Ballways, Electric.
(See electric railways.)

Bc<;alatini; dockets.
Rie.'^ Electric Specialty Co.

Seeuriiics. EiectricaL
Ferry k Noyes.

Separators, Steam.
Hine Eliminator Co.

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

Speakinjr Tnbes,
Cential Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. B.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Qheen & Co.

Steam Pnmps.
Worthington. Henry R.

Supplies, Electric Bailwaj.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Johns Mfj. Co.. U. W.
Railway Equipment Co.
Schindel* Schlndel.

Tapes^ Insnlatinr.
Andrae, Julius.
Central Electric Co.
CnshlDg, F. W.
Crescent In= Wire & Cable Co.
Eastern Eietftric Cable Co.
Bdlson General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co. , The.
India RuDher & Gutta Percha In-
sulating Co.

international Okonlte Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Telegrapb Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Greeley & Cq., The B. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones, Elentric
Detroit Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Central Electee Co.
Electrical Stipply Co^The,
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Qfleen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co,
Electrical Eng. b Supply Co.
National ElectricManufacturingCo.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Sameon Cordage Works.

Trnchs. Electric Car.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Ca

Turbine WTieels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Hunt Machine Co., Rodney.
StilweU & Bierce Mfg. Co.

T>T)ewriter8.
Densmore Typewriter Co.

TJniTersitles.
Inetltute of Technology.

Heater Wheels.
LefFel & Co., The Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

W^ire.Bare.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Electric^ Snpply Co., Tne.
Bolmaa. Bofitti & Hotydena.
KnsDp S.tece9eal Waeks.
Railway Equipment Co.
Roebllng's bons' Co., J. A.
Bperry Elec Mlntug MschlBe 00.
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Be suspicious of any Company that is anxious to lose money
in order that you may have the best equipped

electric railway in the country.

The Short Electric Railway Company
OFFERS A FULL LINE OF

APPLIANCES FOR OYERHEAD CONSTRUCTION,

GEARLESS AND SINGLE REDUCTION MOTORS,

IMPROVED RAILWAY GENERATORS,

Workmanship, Efficiency and Successful Operation Guaranteed.

MAIN OFFICES, CLEVELAND, 0.

fBi..A.T!S^ai OTT-IOEIS:
Mills Building, New York City.
Penn Mutual Building, Philadelphia.
47 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
51 Haller Building, Seattle, Wash.

Monadnock Building, Chicago, III.

Old Capitol Building, Atlanta, Ca.
515 Walnut Street, St. Louis, Mo.

1

'^
"«

s'

^

NEW XORK IiAMP FACTOBX, Capacity SJO.OOO per day.

LAMPS
8 C. P. to 1 50 C. P. 45 Volts to 1 25 Volts. To Fit Principal Sockets.

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUT-OUTS
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.,
620 Atlantic Avenue, 5IO-534 West 23d St., Pullman Building,

BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.
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SPECIAL!
We have about 150 cells 300 ampere

hour Pampellj Storage Batteries with

rubber jars. Some of these batteries have

been used a short time, and some not at all.

We will dispose of them in a lot, or to suit^

at less than the cost of the material. Good

for experimental use, etc.

OKONITE
Is just as good as ever, and more of it be-

ing used, despite the cheaper grades of so-

called rubber wires on the market. Our
customers are our references. Large stock.

Wo delays in shipments.

Our line of standard electrical sup-

plies is complete, as usual. Send us your
orders.

CENTRAL
ELECTRIC
COMPANY,

1 16 and 1 18 Franklin St.,

CHICAGO.

CENTRAL
ELECTRIC
COMPANY,

1 16 and 1 18 Franklin St.,

CHICAGO.

STANLEY TRANSFORMERS
Adapted for any system,

In a great variety of sizes,

Of any desired Voltage.

We aim to keep a stock of all kinds on hand ready for
immediate shipment.

We aim to make trade by Fair and Liberal Treatment of our Customers.

&5

M».'n;!i! PAY '"•»'«•••

,..^....„ STANLEY ELECTRIC HFB. CO.

The Electrical Supply Co.,
Randolph St. and Micbig^an Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

f

Pittsfield, Mass.
f
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Office of THE ELECTRIC CAS LIGHTING CO.,
195 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

TO THE ELECTRICAL TRADE:
Gentlemen:—As the "Samson" (French) Battery, owned and handled by this Company in the United States, broadens into greater success and

value, it is, perhaps, not surprising that unprincipled parties should try to imitate it. Seldom, however, can commercial men be found so low down in

the scale of respectability as to DAKE TO ANNOUNCE THEIR PIRACY of a patented and labeled article, specially belonging to another.

There is one concern, however, slightl}' known as the Peru Glass and Carbon Co., somewhere out in Indiana, which has attempted an imitation

of the SAMSON Battery and its regular label, upon which a vulgar picture of "Hercules" is printed, thus appropriating a name which is the prop-

erty of still another concern. This Peru concern at first pronounced this production "identical with the SAMSON," in fact, OALiIiED IT THE
SAMSON, but for some reason has since decided thai no label is necessary. This is the form of its written notice to persons in the trade:

"AVe liave jost worked out a new battery Tve eall the Hercules, 'ivhicli is identical witli the Samson, with the exception that
"we have made <iuite an improvement on the cover of the jar. by an ingenious device that holds the carbon fi oni the bottom ofthe jar."

In view of this outrage, we beg to announce:
This "Hercules" Battery, so called, sent out by the above named concern, is not in any respect of value or efiiciencj' THE SAMSON; it is

only a gross pretension ai d a deceptive imitation, calculated to deceive the trade 6/ adopting the appearance of THE SAMSON. In proof of its in-

feriority, note the following comparative assertions by Prof. A. E. Dolbear of Tufts College, and by Prof. C. F. Brackett of the College of New Jersey

:

COPY.
College Hill, March 26, 1892.

. . . . From all this I conclude that for sustained fervice, recovery after ser-

vice, and electrical output, the SAMSON cell is superior to tie Hercules; indeed, I

know of no ammonium chloride cell that approaches the SAMSON in dcsirsb e quali-

ties. Respectfully submitted, A. E. DOLBEAR.
P. S —After twenty four hours' rest I find the electromotive force of the Hircules

to be 1.23 volts ard the SAMSON 1.40 volU°.

It will be seen that the latter had fully recovered. A. E. D.

fiESPECTJBTJLLY,

COPY.
College of New Jersey, Dept. of Electrical Ergii eerlng.

Princeton, N. J.. Apiil 19, 1892.

. . . . I hand you herewith the curves showing the results cf the 'ests. Tho
F F

curves In question are the upper ones on the sheet and are marked S — and H —
respectively. V V
. . . . An Inspection of the current curves will show the decided tuperiority of
the SAMSON as respects output. ... It appears from the foregoing details that
the Samson cell is In every way greatly superior to the HerctJles. It has much less

Internal resistance, a mucti greater sustainiDg power as respects voltage, consequently
it affords a much greater cuirent, and this ihrough a very much longer lime, and
lastly, its power of recovery is very much greater. Indeed, I know of no oper-cfrcuit
battery cell which can compare with it. C. F. BRACKETT.

BEWARE

!

Of the deceptive and
worthless imitations of

the SAMSON Battery!

They may look some like

the GREAT SAMSON, but
possess none of its supe-
rior qualities. One genu-
ine imported SAMSON
cell will, in actual work,
out-wear half a dozen
cheap imitations.

The Electric Gas Lighting Co., Boston, Mass.
Branch Oflice. Room 9, Lakeside BIdg.. (sss-s.) Chicago, 111.

UEBIN TRnST IS A FAILIIilE!
AGENT«s:

H.C. Hawks,
620 Atlantic Ave., BoBtoD.

Holmes, Booth A Haydens,
25 Park Place, New Yorli.

The 'Washington CatbonCo..
6« N. Broad St., Ptiiladelphla.

Klectrical Sopply & Construction Co.,

9!7 Liberty St., Plttaburgli.

Standard Electrical AVorks,
161 W. Pearl St., ClnclnnaU.

Central Electric Co.,

116 Franklin St., Chicago.

(You may thank us for it), and indications are it will soon fall apart, each fellow
pulling for himsBlf. Then

YOUR HARVEST WILL COME,
So don't make Long Time Contracts; ONE YEAR IS LONG ENOUGH.

Write us for samples and qnotations before you contract for supply.

THE WASHINGTON CARBON COMPANY.
Works at WASHINGTON, PA. PITTSBURGH, PA.

SlIamp
/>\ANL'PACTUREF!S ORGANIZED 1881.

INCORPORATED 18o3.

Arc Lamps

AN
)

ESTABLISHED -

PACT: J

P8R 1NC./\NDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

THE O.SLY ARC LA;nP THAT
WORKS S.'NTISP.'^-CTORILY ON AN
INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING, THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LA/HPS.

THE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

UNITY BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

TELEPHONE BUILDING,

NEW YORK.
Search Light No. 13.
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H^s had the

CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS,

San Francisco,

CALIFORNIA AGENTS FOR

LONGEST TIME TEST,
Is the

MOST ACID PROOF,
Is the

MOST GAS PROOF,
Shows the

HIGHEST INSULATION,
Is the

BEST BRAIDED
And

CHEAPEST WIRE
For Higli Grade Electrical "Work.

JULIUS ANDRAE,
Milwaukee,

WISCONSIN AGENT FOR

W. R. BRIXEY,
General lanager and Eastern Agent,

166 Fulton Street, NEW YORK.

HOULISTON, HUBBARD & CO.,

CINCINNATI AGENTS
FOR

F. W. GUSHING,
General Western Agent,

225 Dearborn St., CHICAGO.
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For Electric Street
NOW MANUFAOTUHED BY

T"E JOHNS-PRATT CO.,
Manufacturers of Vulcabeston.

Jersey Gitr. Chicago. Philadelphia.

Railxray Insulation.

H. W. JOHNS MFG. CO.,
SELLING AGENTS,

87 Maiden Lane. NEW YORK.

HIRLIMANN
BATTERIES

Are Standard. Only One that is Guaranteed.

MannfactureOy C. J. HIRLIMANN,
117 Macdoagall St., KEW YORK.

THE ILLINOIS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF THE

\\ik, Write for Prices.

171 and 173 South Canal Street, - Chicago, III.

'^^^

/"
^:m E>r>isoiv
<^CX^

«5fc

z
%^%
street

<S
#

Railways,

^0%

0
o

PI
31

IC

Edison General Electric Company
)

EDISON BUILDING,

BBOAD STREET, - NEW YORK.
DISTRICT OFFICES:

CANADIAN: Edison Building, 77 Bay Street, Toronto, Can.
PACIFIC COAST: EdlBOn Building, I 12 Bush Street, San Francisco. Cat.

CiHrmL: I7J aid 175 Alimi Slriit. CmoJiJ, lii. PAOifiC NO-ITH«Eir: Flelscliner Building, Portland, Oregon.
EA^TEIN: Edison Building, Broad Street, New York. ROCKY iVIOUNTAIN: Masonic Building. Denver, Colo.

NEW ENGUND: 2li Otis St., Boston, Mass.
MEXICAN and SO. AMERICAN DEPT.: Edison Building. Broad Street, N. Y. EUROPEAN OFFICE: 34 Victoria St., London, S.W„ Enjiand
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THE DOVETAIL
CEILING CDTODT.

Till* 4'ap la adJUHttrd withoat the ut,f of
rrenr-drlver. Ilroad <'oiitac(ii.

Arrldenlal l>l»Janrtlon InipOHiilble.

No. 101 for Cleat Work RoDnd Base.

No. 102 for Conciatel Wcrk Round Base.
No. 104 for Moulding Work Itound Ilase.

No. 100 for Moulding Woik ^>(^uare Bite.

The Perkins Electric

Switcii Mfn. Co.,

1 0. BOX 816 BIETFORD, CONN.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,

11 Adams St., CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

E'rorrLpt Sli.ipa:3:ierLts.

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,

CHICAGO.W. R. MASON, Gen'l Mgr.

I
Something New and Practical, and of inter-

est to users.

The special coiled filament, as shown in cut,

used in all lamps of high voltage.

Guaranteed not to droop against the bulb.

A trial will fully convince you that the

"Buckeye" is efficient, and of long life.

Is acknowledged to be the handsomest lamp
in use.

Write for catalogue and prices.

rc^n

257 THE ARCADE,
CLEVELAND. OHIO.

a
^'

® E.EiiS.Co
SVR. N.V. U.SJ^. ®

ANOTHER
OKE OF OVK HAKE.

A LOCK SVTITCH
For all Fine Work—Nickel, Bronzed.
Plain, Engraved, or to Match any Finish.

SIMPLE, PRACTICAL, NEAT.
Do not fall to Inquire about this.

Electric Engineering& Supply Co.,
S-S-XIj^OXTSXS, BO". T., XT. S. .A..

NEW YORK OFFICE:
l-^G I.iberty St., F. C. TIJUPSON, Ilanaeer.

Send for Catalogue of our
Speciallies.

THE MOST PERFECT

FAN MOTOR
and the only succts«ful one on the market
tor the Alternating Current.

Send for descriptive circular and price

of the

"MESTON ALTERNATING
FAN MOTOR."

It Is not a toy, but a strong, well built,

durable machine. Maximum speed 1,700

revolutions ptr minute. Can be regulated

by moving a lever to as slow speed as de-

sired, and flow of current Is regulated
accordingly. Commutator brushes feed

up automatically and are guaranteed for

three months' wear at constant use, ten

hours per day. ilanufac:ured only by

Eleciriclifi.(!o., siwao.
THE FALLS

Rivet & Macliine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANTTFACTUItEES OF

It

SHAFTING, ETC.

Special attention given to tlie

Complete Equipment of
Electric Plants.

BRANCH
OFFICES:

( 8 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.
\ 520 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.
( 18 CortlandtSt., NEW YORK.
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FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS, IS BEING UNIVERSALLY ADOPTED-

THE RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO. Sole Patentees and Manufacturers, B iLTlMOBE, MD.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,

CRIMSHAW White Core Wires,
Black Core Wires,
Competition Line Wires,

CRIMSHAW Tapes,
Competition Tapes,

Splicing Compounds, Etc.

Nos. 13, 15and17Cortlandt St.,

NEW YORK.

VULCA ELECTRICAL WIRE DUCTS
FOR

INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION.
A COMPLETE METHOD

for all ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS.

JUNCTION BOXES, CUT-OUTS, ANGLE BOXES,
ETC., ETC.

VULCA COUPLING COMPOUND.

Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin St.,

CHICAGO.

Easton Electric Co.,
MA.NUFACT0EEH9 OP

ARC DYNAMOS,
INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS.

GUARANTEED AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

ARC LAMPS for use on Arc or Incandescent
Circuite. Motors and Generatora £or all purposes.

Eatimates fninlehed upon all klndB of work.
For new price list and Information addjees

647 Kent Ave.,Brooklyn,N.Y.
(Near Roosevelt, Grand and East 23d Street

Ferries from New York.)

PREMIER MOTORS AND BATTERIES.

l'^p^^i! water wheels
110 styles and Sizes. Upright and Horizoiitul.

30 YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
affords every facility for mating them.

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
Plants of all kinds driven by them. Easj' working gates. We guarantee

highest power, with smallest quantity of water, at full and part gates ; in-

suring easy regulation and steady motion. Successfully operating under
heads of a to 400 feet. Write us for fine pamphlet and state your wants.

THE JAMES LEFFEL <&, CO.
110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY.SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, U. S. A.

INSULATED WIRE
FOR ELECTRICAI. PURPOSES.

MAGNET WIRE, OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRE,
LEAD COVERED CABLES,

COPPER WIRE, TELEGRAPH WIRE.
Send tor Catalogue. ADDRESS

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO.,
CHIGAOO, 173 lake St. TBENTOSr, ST. J.
SAN rBANCISOO, as& 87 Fremont St. NEW TOBK, 117 Idberty St.

For Ventilatinff, Running Light or
Model Machinery.

No. 1 Motor with 4-lnch Fan, $3.00.
No. 2 Motor with 5-iDCh Fan, $i CO,

Ho. 3 Motor, $5.00. 6-inchFan, 50c; 8-inch Fan, l.OU.

Motors Patented 1885.

THE PREMIER BATTERY SI.75.

Motor Castings in Sets, Laljoratory Outfits,
Lamps and Novelties.

THE PREMIER ELECTRIC CO.,

17 and 19 Whipple St., Brooklyn, jr. V.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOB HABD BUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The^ KartaYsrt ^ Manufacturing « Do,.,

INTERIOR CONDUITS Tie Solntion of tlie Prolilei of Safe Giariliiifi

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wlieraver and for whatsoever purpoae employed, la to

be found in tbe

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
mTEBIOR ABD UNDERGROUKD

COItTIDTJI'TS
MASTTPACTDEED BY

GONDUII AND INSULATION CO.,
627 to 531 W. 34th St.,

626to628W.3BthSt.,

TRADE-MARK

General OtQces: 42 &44Broad St., Nev York.

5?h0B. Day A Co., 222 Sutter St., San Franclaco, Cal.

Mountain Electric Co., Dflnver Colo.
American Elect. Supply Co., 2-.;6 Pearl St., BOfialo.N Y.
Patnam, Uay & Co , 27 E. Mala bt , Rochester, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W Mh St., Cincinnati, O.
Chas. Wabrlel, Saginaw, Mich.
SoaChern Electrical Mfg. & Snpply Co.,

no Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
Walker & Kepler, 531 Chestnut St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply .fcConstruciion Co., Pittaburgh, Pa.
Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electee To., Chicaco. 111.

Annunciators, Bells, Pushes,

Speaking Tube, Battery, Patterson Cable,

Electric Light Apparatus—Arc and Incandescent,
American District Telegraph Apparatus,

Telegraph Instruments, Testing Instruments,
Insulated Wires, Line Supplies, Tools and

Other Electrical Appliances. >

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
iASBS, EBBBT & CO., St. FanI, Hlnn.
STANDABO EliECTBICAI. WOBKS, Cincinnati, Ohio.
UOUNTAIN BI,ECTBIC CO., Denver, Colo.

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.
NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Greenwich Sts.
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WESTIHEMSE EUCTIIt t MFt. GO,

NOTICE!!!
The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company will at its

own cost and expense defend any and all suit or suits that may be in-

stituted by any party against purchasers for the alleged infringement
of patents, when such alleged infringement shall consist in the use of

apparatus manufactured and sold by it.

We call the attention of users of electric railway and lighting apparatus to the attempts being made by the Edison-
Thomson-Houston electric combination, or Trust, to secure, by threat and otherwise, a monopoly of the electric lighting
and power business, which they are not entitled to, and cannot secure by means of their patents. If they could succeed in

frightening users into entering into contracts binding them to take only the apparatus supplied by the Trust, then such
users would be subject to a contract, which they might have some diffisulty in setting aside.

A proposed contract submitted by the Trust to oae of our customers indicates that they intended to bind such cus-
tomer to use exclusively apparatus manufactured by the Trust, and on such terms and for such prices as the Trust might
name from time to time; and it is a fair presumption that the Trust would exact a margin of profit greatly above what is

generally considered a fair manufacturing profit, in order to pay dividends on their immense capitalization (fifty million
d>llars capital stock, ten millions of which is preferred) and the interest on the proposed issue often millions of bonds.

The users of electric lighting and power apparatus, however, by refasiag to purchase, except upon the terms and
conditions on which they ordinarily purchase machinery, i. e., with the right to go into the open market unhampered to

purchase their future supplies, or repairs, or alterations (as they should do), will always be free to select the best appar-
atus and details.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company sells all of its apparatus and makes all of its contracts on the
above basis, and has never done otherwise, relying for future sales upon the merit of its apparatus.

We suggest the following as worthy of your careful consideration :

1. Enter into no contract with any electric light or power company except with respect to each purchase, and see
that there are no hidden limitations or unreasonable provisions.

S. See that every contract contains a clause substantially as follows, for your protection as to patent matters,
which clause is inserted in all of our contracts:

" The company shall at its own cost and expense defend any and all suit or suits that maybe instituted by any
party against the purchaser for the alleged infringement of a patent or patents, when such alleged infringement shall

consist in the use of any apparatus, machinery or device, or parts thereof, manufactured or sold by the company, for

which the purchaser shall have made all payments when due, provided that immediate notice of the institution of such
suit or suits be given in writing by the purchaser to the company, and that the purchaser shall permit the company,
through its counsel, to defend the same, and shall give all needed information, assistance and authority to enable the
company to do so, and thereupon, in case of an award of damages in such suit or suits, the company shall pay such award,
but the company shall not be bound to defend any such suit or suits, nor to pay any damages therein when the same shall

arise by reason of the use of parts not furnished by the company."
3. Bear in mind that the agents of the Trust and its stockholders are numerous, and that specious arguments may

be advanced, and threats used, to induce you to bind yourself to purchase apparatus only of the Trust.
4. If users of electric apparatus will act judiciously, then no Trust or Combination can expect to receive a higher

price for apparatus than is warranted by fair competition.
When the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company entered upon the manufacture of railway

apparatus, the price charged by the present members of the Trust was about $3,500.00 per car equipment. One-half of

the above figure is the asking price to-dsy, and this reduction has been brought about by competition.

WHAT THE TRUST WOULD CHARGE IF THERE WERE NO COMPETITION.

The members of the Electric Trust (Thomson-Houston, Edison General, Fort Wayne and Brush Companies) made
bids for the incandescent lighting ofthe World's Fair, in each instance amounting to about $1,800,000.00, and they have
since offered to do the same work for $650,000.00, the result of our competition.

We invite the co-operation and support of all users of electrical apparatus, who desire to have the benefits of

competition.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.Pittsburg, Pa., April 29, 1892.

Agents for Canada: AHEARN & SOPER, Ottawa, Ontario.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MAITOFACTUEED BY

WM. BROOKFIXSLD^
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK

For all Electric Insulating

Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the market.

I I SELL NO OTHER.

Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKEE,
158 William St., NEW YORK.

MICA
W.F. Perry. S. F. N0TI8.

mm IN nmm ssmiss,
Electrical or Telephone Stocks Bonght

and Sold.

PERRY &NOYES,
Edison Bide, - NEW TOBK.

FERRACUTE MACHINE CO.,«"^set^j~™t U.S.A.,
MANUFACTURERS OP

FOOT AND POWER PRESSES, DIES
ASn OTHER SHEET METAI. TOOI.S.

They make a number of Presses especially adapted for ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL WORK.

Please send for illuslrated prices describing 200 kinds of Presses,

Dies for Armature Discs, etc.

SOLID BRAIDED CORD.
Ib the most dura-
ble for hanging
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Cov
ering FleM

Magnets, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE "WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

THE WORLD'S GREATEST TYPEWRITER, »»

Now contains all the cont^implated improvements and should be ex-

amined before -purchasing any other. Highest standard. Invented,
mv^ned and controlled by men Jiaving had fifteen years' experience
on type bar viachines. It is built ivith a special view of simplicity,

strength, durability, high speed, easy action, permanent alignment
and is most convenient. Two interchangeable carriages for mani
folding and letter writing. Steel throughout. Slandiid Key-board
with shift key for capitals.

A board of experts appointed by the government to esam'ne
and receive bide ou the hest machine, unanimoasly reported that
tbe nenamnre contained more points of excel.'ence than any
other, and that it was the beat machine of all.

We will appoint a reliable dea'er in Qnoccupi''d territory ae

soon ae possi'le, and in the meantime will stiip machines on
approval to parties having a g )od commercial rating.

DENSMORE TYPEWRITER CO., 202 Broadway, NEW YORK.

COMPOUNDED
FOR

GOOD RE6ULATI0^
AND

HIGH AVERAGE

EFFIENCICY.

DiiiiilMilc%l!g.
219 S. Madison Avenue,

PEORIA, ILL.

Dynamos and Motors.
SGLLING AGENTS:

Robinson & Gary Co.,
St. Paul, Minn.

St. Lonie Engineering Co.,
St. LoDis, Mo.

International Electric Snpplj
and Conetraction Co.,

San Francisco, Cal.
Maxwell Electric Co.,

LonievUle, Ky.
H.C. Marsh, - Cleveland, Ohio.
Wolf Electrical Co., Omaha, Nth.
J. H. Parker Electric Co.,

St. Joseph, Mo.
H. B. Day, - Des Moinee, Iowa.
H. Major & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Second-Hand Dynamos
FOR SALE CHEAP.

We have a number of Dynamos and Motors
nearly new, which we will sell at a low price,

among the number being two 650-Iight,
1,000 volt Alternators.

WANTED TO BUY:
Second-hand machine, from 50 to

200 lights, 110 volt.

G. A. HARTER,
43 and 45 Franklin Sf., CHICAGO.

A MERICAN" HIGH 8PEED ENGINE,
-^^^ built of any requii'ed size and power,
for all stationary and marine purposes.
Makes 1000 or more revolutions per minute.
Has no dead centers. Unequaled regula-
tion. No skilled engineer required ! Cheap !

Economical ! Simple ! Durable !

For further information and Illustrated

Catalogue, call on or address : American
Engine Co., Bound Brook, N. J.

Insulating Compounds,

Armature Varnish,

Insulating' Tape and

Insulating- Papers.
P. & B. Products are all thoroughly water, acid

and alkali proof. Send for our latest Circular.

The Standard Paint Co.,
Sole Mamtfacturers, j LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

aaoixry
BOSTON.

PHILADELPHIA. Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.
ST. LOUIS.

ST. PAUL.
THERE IS A POINT TO OUR ADVERTISEMENT.

THE BRYANT ELECTRIC CO.,

NOW HAVE IN STOCK
BRYANT DOUBLE POLE SWITCHES,

PAISTE SINGLE POLE SWITCHES,

KEY AND KEYLESS SOCKETS,

K. W. CUT-OUTS
AiJD MANY OTHER

SPECIALTIES

XOTT
NEED.FACTORY:

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
THOS. G. GRIER,

WESTERN TVTATf Am?-p

Our Revised Catalogue—Write for it, to

1522 MONADNOCK BUILDING, CHICAGO.

ILeWaddell-Entz Electric Co.,
302 Produce Exchange, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow Speed

Generators and Motors.

DIRECT DRIVEN
Slow Speed Generators lor Electric

Lighting and Power. Low
Runn ng Expense.

STREET CAR MOTORS.
Insulated Wire. Cables

and Flexible Cords.
Special Machines Designed.

ESTI1IIATE!$ FI7KSIISHKD.

ISOLATED PLANTS A SPECIALTY.

CHICA6U, 438 " The Bookery."

FACTORY AT BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

BUFFALO, 50 Terrace.
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New Centra! Station in Chicago.
Although the site of the central station illustrated in the

accompanying pictures has served as the Iccation of an

electric light plant for the last seven or eight years, the

equipment herewith shown is entirely new. At the time

of the lire in the Adams Express building on Dearborn

street, Chicago, early in last December, when the station

of the Central Electric Light & Power company and the

Fort Wayne company's oflice were burned cut, the Cen-

tral company had already purchased the old Sun plant at

21, 23 and 25 Plymouth place from the Chicago Arc

Light & Power company. The company had taken no

steps to utilize the plant, but the fire made it necessary

that it be put in use, and that very qu'ckly. Through the

energetic and unceasing work of Manager W. H. Harding

and his assistants, the company had i.Sco lights burning

eighteen hours after the fire, and within a week all the

customers were supplied.

It is the present plant of the Central Electric Light &
Power company on the site of the old Sun station that is

shown in the illustrations. The station is essentially a

station. The company also supplies a few arc tamps and
about 22 horse power in motors, although the power serv-

ice has only been established about two wetks. Thomson-
Houston and Edison motors are used. The station is the

second largest one for incandescent lighting in the city, and
the business has been growing at a healthy rate cvtr since

the present plant was put in operation about December
15th. Before the year is out it is proposed to open anolber

station in the Adams Express building on Dearborn street,

in the rear of the company's oflice. As before slated, R.

T. McDonald is the president of the company, and
William H. Harding is treasurer and manager. The late

Judge Driggs was vice-president. F. L. Webster is the

superintendent, The company is operated on liberal and

progressive lines, and its future is bright.

Litigation over an Electric Railway.

Francis E. Hinckley of Chicago has filed his answer in

the case instituted by Charles F. Pfister for the appoint-

ment of a receiver for the Milwaukee Electric Railway

company. Of the company's capital slock of $500,000, he

Hinscy, by the way, is not contestiog Pfistcr's suit for the

appointment of a receiver.

Electricity at the World's Fair.

Great interest centered in the opening of the second set

of bids for the incandescent lighting at the World's Fair.

which took place in Chief liuroham's office on Monday at

I V. .M. Among those present were Captain Eugene Grif-

fin, IJ. E. Sunny and John I. Beggs of the Thomson-
Houston-Edison company, and George Westinghousc,

Jr., and C. A. Terry of the Westinghousc Electric &
Manufacturing company. These two companies were the

only bidders. The specifications allowed competitors to

furnish tenders on the direct current system entirely, on
the alternating system entirely, and on a plan combining
both systems. The specifications seem to require S9.622

lights, but, as a few arc lamps and several thousand 10

candle power lamps for decorative purposes are included,

it is difficult to give an idea of the exact lamp capacity re-

quired. The proposals are for "installing, operating,

maintaining and removing" the plant. The time of oper-

Fort Wayne installation, and R. T. McDonald, general

manager of that company, is president of the Chicago

company. A general view of the interior of the station is

shown in Fig. i. The steam plant consists of three

tubular boilers, 5 by 16 feet, equipped vi'ith Murphy fur-

naces, and two boilers, 62 inches by 18 feet, supplied with

Hawley down draft furnaces. These furnish steam for two

100 horse power Ideal engines and three Williams

engines with cylinders 17^ by 24 inches. Two Worthing-

ton pumps, one Dean pump and a 500 horse power Excel-

sior feed water heater complete the steam equipment. The

engines are all supplied with steam separators.

The generating machinery comprises five Slattery alter-

nators—two of 2,000 lights capacity and three of 1,200

lights—and one 80 horse power Wood generator. The
machines are belted directly, as shown in the illustration.

A glimpse of three of the alternating dynamos is given in

Fig. 2. All of the steam piping is duplicated, in order to

provide against the contingency of a break- down.

A view of the switch-board is given in Fig. 3. It is

conveniently arranged and supplied with a full outfit of

measuring instruments. By it any machine can be con-

nected with any circuit, but it is impossible to multiple

arc the machines. The company has about fifteen miles

of wire underground, and the longest circuit is one and

one-half miles in length. In general Norwich paper cable

is used.

_ About 7,000 16 candle power lamps are wired from this

FIG. I. NEW CENTRAL STATION IN CHICAGO.

claims 2,998 shares of $100 each. He alleges that the

original company, the Milwaukee Cable Railway company,

had made considerable progress in the construction of

its lines, all of the money being advanced by him before

it was changed into the Milwaukee Electric Railway

company. Altogether he advanced more than $So,coo,

he alleges, and the company owed him upwards of $100,-

000 when it changed its name. Hinckley avers that

Pfister and John A. Hinsey attempted to obtain the prop-

erty and franchises of the Milwaukee Electric Railway

company for a trifling sum, and that in furtherance of

this plan Pfister insisted upon having a power of sale

granted to him, to be exercised in default of payment of

a loan of $125,000. Pfister, it is alleged, required the de-

posit as collateral security of 1,501 shares of stock by

Hinckley and 1,001 shares by Hinsey, thus giving him a

majority of the 5,000 shares. It is further alleged that at

that time Oscar j^pH, a clerk in Hinsey's office, and H.

H. Field, Hinsey's attorney, were directors of the com-

pany, and that, with their assistance, Hinsey was enabled

to control the afifairs of the company. Hinckley declares

that it is his belief that Hinsey entered into an agreement

that, with the aid of AipVi and Field, he would prevent

the certification of more bonds, and thus prevent the

company from borrowing any more money. The sale of

bonds to August H. Vogel is said to have been only a

pretended sale, and the power of sale and pledge of bonds

to Pfister are claimed to have been unauthorized and void.

ation varies in the case of the several buildings, but gener-

ally it is for the period of the fair, with a reasonable

margin.

In the letter accompanying its bids, the Edison General

Electric company took occasion to declare that it made the

tenders without waiving any of its rights under the accept-

ance of its proposition of April 14th. This company's

bids were as follows: Direct current system, $577,485.96;

pari alternating and part direct, $525,38460; all alterna-

ting, $480,694. The company, in addition, offered to de-

duct $1.50 per lamp capacity for inside wiring not actu-

ally placed in position, and agreed to do additional inside

wiring in any of the buildings at $3 per lamp capacity. It

also agreed to furnish additional capacity of generators,

mains and distributing appliances for $4.10 per lamp

capacity for the alternating system and for $5.18 per

lamp capacity for the direct current system.

The Westinghouse company, understanding that the

lowest bid would be accepted, whichever system was

figured on, elected to bid on the alternating system en-

tirely. An abstract of its reasons for doing so follows ;

First, the cost would be less; second, it was desirable to

have only one form of generators and one switch-board,

thereby reducing complication and securing greater cer-

tainty of operation and less cost for attendance; third, less

space for central station apparatus would be required;

fourth, the alternating system reduces the first risk, as, by

using converters, only wires carrying a potential of 100
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volts will be placed in the buildings, and all the circuits in

the buildings will be electrically separated from the wires

leading from the dynamos; fifth, there is greater danger

from the two systems combined, as the mains

of the two systems would be adjacent in many places,

and if an accidental connection were made between feed-

er*, great fire risk and danger of injury to persons would

ensue; sixth, by the direct system a pressure of 400 to 500

volts would be required, on an economical basis, increas-

ing the risk of fire and of injury to persons; seventh,

should the direct current potential be reduced to safe lim-

its, twenty to fifty times more feeders and mains would be

required than by the alternating system, and these wires,

on the elevated railway structure, would be unsightly and

difficult to maintain. The bid of the Westinghouse com-

pany for the entire installation was 1399,000. It offered

to deduct the sum of ^2 per lamp capacity for inside

wiring not actually placed in position; to do additional

inside wiring for ^3.50 per lamp capacity, and to furnish

additional capacity of generators, mains and distributing

appliances for $1.75 per lamp capacity.

The bid of the Westinghouse company was so much

lower than any one of those put in by the Edison company

that the construction department officials quickly came to

the conclusion to recommend that it be accepted. As-

suming that S9.622 lights pre enumerated in the specifica-

tions, the offer is at the rate of about |4-45 per lamp. The

best previous offer of the Edison-Thomson-Houston com-

pany was $5.95 per lamp.

The bids, with the construction department's recom-

mendation, were referred to the committee on grounds

and buildings on Monday afteruoon. The committee

considered the matter for two hours, and then adjourned

until Tuesday at ir a. m., when a four hours" session en-

sued. Both meetings were fruitless of result, and ad-

journment was again taken to Friday at 11 A. M. Both

sides were given a hearing, and it is understood that diffi-

culties in the way of patent litigation were urged against

the acceptance of the Westinghouse bid. ^'ice-president

this work—will install the entire plant, having secured the

contract referred to. The elevated structure will not

differ materially from the ordinary construction of this

character, save that the upright supports will be of wood.

The transverse girders will be of iron, however. There

will be about ten stations, and the general route of the

road will be substantially as indicated on the map of the

Worid's Fair grounds published in the Western Elec-

trician of November aSth last. Trains will be run on

a headway of 90 seconds, and it is expected tjat a speed

FIG. 2. NEW CENTRAL STATION IN CHICAGO.

of thirty miles an hour will be attained within 300 or 400

feet from the starting point. The company promises that not

less than four cars beside the motor car shall constitute each

train. To accomplish all this, it is said, more powerful

motors and a generating plant of greater capacity than

anything yet attempted in the line of electric railway work

will be employed. The plan of the electrical equipment

has not yet been worked out in detail, but it is surmised

that a power station having a capacity of from 25,000 to

FIG. 3. NEW CENTRAL STATION IN CHICAGO,

Insull of the General Electric company was in atten-

dance.

An important contract was let by the grounds and build-

ings committee last week, and by that action the question

of the motive power to be used for the intermural railway

was settled in favor of electricity. The railway will be

carried on an elevated structure of sufficient width to pro-

vide for double tracks, and the total length of the line will

be about five miles. The Western Dummy Railway com-

pany—a new organization formed for the purpose of doing

30,000 horse power will be required. The company will put

up a power house of its own, but the location has not been

determined. In size the projected plant will not only exceed

any central station or electric railway plant in the country,

but it will be larger than the great World's Fair central

station for lighting and power. Thomson-Houston appar-

atus will be used, and the current will be conveyed to the

motors by conductors laid between the rails. W. E.

Baker, lately connected with the West End Railway com-

pany of Boston, is the manager of the company. The

size of the motors and the other details of the equipment

of the proD-Uiog cirs hive not yet been decided; neither

is it determined whether passengers will be carried on the

motor cars. It is said that the new company is backed by

the Thomson-Houston Electric company.

Occasionally the tedium of the hard work and sharp

criticism that falls so plentifully to the lot of the construc-

tion department is relieved by a humorous episode that

sets all the "boys" on a broad grin. An incident of this

character that occurred a short tims ago will be appreci-

ated by the electrical fraternity. It was at the time that

Chief Burnham had advertised for bids for the conductors

for the a-'c light circuits at the World's Fair. A letter

was received in which the writer proceeded to assert, in

due form, that he had an important communication to

make to the World's Fair people, and he desired to know

whether he should write English or German, as he was

equally proficient in both languages. Wondering what

momentous proposition was on the tapis, Secretary Pickett

replied that, as it seemed to be a matter of indifference to

the gentleman inquiring, the department would candidly

admit a slight preference for the EagHsh language. In

answer a formally worded letter was received, setting

forth the fact that the writer was a German, thirty-five

years old, and of good physique. He had noted by an

advertisement in a Chicago German paper that the con-

struction department was in need of conductors, and he

desired to make application for a position. He could not

say that he had any experience as a conductor, but had no

doubt that he could fill the requirements of the place satis-

factorily. The letter was a business-like application, and

was evidently written in good faith. It is suggested, how-

ever, that the tender will probably be thrown out as in-

formal, for the reason that the gentleman failed to state

his safe carrying capacity, and was totally silent on the

subject of his sectional area in circular mils.

New drawings showing the recent alterations in the in-

terior arrangement of the electrical building have been

prepared under the supervision of the department of elec-

tricity, and will shortly be issued. By these changes the

lavatories are grouped about the east and west entrances to

the building and, removed entirely from the ends of the

structure. The new arrangement will give a little more

space for exhibitors, and is regarded as an improvement.

The drawings show the floor and gallery plans on a scale

of sixteen feet to an inch. The size and location of the

foundations, trusses and gallery supports are clearly indi-

cated.

The rate of progress on the electricity building has been

far from satisfactory, and Contractor Johnson has been se-

verely criticised for the delay. The north end of the

structure is well advanced toward completion, but much
yet remains to be done on the southern end. Mr. Johnson

told a representative of the Westerx Electrician on

May i2th that he expected to have his work done in about

thirty days. His contract includes the iron and wood-

work, but not the staff. The contractor lays the blame

for the delay partly on the exposition authorities, who, he

said, stopped the work to change the plans, and partly on

the construction of the building itself, which, he says, was

more difficult than that of any other building on the

grounds, mainly because of the numerous towers.

Prof. George Forbes of London, who was in Chicago

last week, has some very interesting things to say in rela-

tion to the attitude of English electrical manufacturers

toward the World's Fair. Prof. Forbes is no stranger in

the United States, having made many visits to this coun-

try. He is well informed on the conditions of electrical

practice in the United States, and, although by no means
blind to many defects, has found so much to praise that

his English contemporaries have frequently dubbed him

"a Yankee" after listening to his enthusiastic descriptions

of the work accomplished on this side of the Atlantic.

The professor takes a patriotic pride in the electrical

achievements of his own country, but he is unprejudiced,

and is quick to recognize merit in electrical inventions or

advancement, wherever found. ITe is at present engaged

in investigating the electric railway systems of the United

States, and in Chicago he particularly observed the work-

ing of the Love underground conduit system on the North

side. He will also inspect the double trolley roads in

Cincinnati and the accumulator line in Washington. Prof.

Forbes is a member of the electrical committee of the

English World's Fair commission, and he has been using

his best endeavors to induce the manufacturers of elec-

trical machinery in England to make exhibits at the

World's Columbian exposition. At first the committee

encountered a decided disinclination to do anything on the

part of the large houses. They had much to say about

the McKinley tariff law, and could not see how they were

to be benefited by displaying their goods at Chicago. The
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committee labored incessantly, however, to show the

manufacturers that they could nol afTord to stand idly by

and sec their American, (Jerman and French competitors

monopolize the exhibit, and that they could themselves

learn something at the WorldV I'air as well as give hints

to others. As the result of the effortF of I'rof. Forbes and

the gentlemen associated with him, four or five of the

largest English companies are on the point of formally de-

claring their intention of exhibiting at Chicago, and there

is little doubt that the English electrical display will be

worthy of the nation and industry that it will represent.

Prof. Forbes is convinced that the exhibits of English

electrical instruments and machinery at the World's Fair

will be of mutual advantage, but thinks that his country-

men are entitled to some assistance in the way of contracts

for lighting, so that a-i English central station in practice

may be shown.

The headquarters of the electrical engineering depart-

ment at Jackson Park have been removed into the new

construction and maintenance building.

Chief Barrett of the department of electricity will not re-

sign his position as city electrician, it is now said. He an-

nounced that intention in a telegram to Mayor Washburne

received last week Thursday. The message was in

answer to one from the mayor asking the superintendent

to reconsider his reported withdrawal. In reply to this Mr.

Barrett wired as follows: "Your message received,

and for your expression of confidence I thank you

sincerely. lam at your command, and shall be with you

till the finish."

About 160 delegates to the Order of Railway

Telegraphers' annual convention at Chattanooga,

Tenn., stopped at Chicago on Monday of last week to

visit the exposition grounds. The Illinois Central pro-

vided a special train to convey the party to and from the

grounds.

Tots Washington dispatch was recently printed in the

Chicago Tribune: The electric trust is now the subject

matter of a resolution of inquiry offered in the House by

Mr. Crain of Texas, calling on the attorney-general for

information as to whether the Edison IClectric company,

the Thomson-Houston Electric company, or the General

Electric company has violated the provisions of the anti-

trust act in submitting proposals for furnishing lighting

for the World's Fair at Chicago.

A Simple Lamp Socket.

In the accompanying illustration Figs, i and 2

show in detail an exceedingly simple incandescent lamp

bolder which, is especially adapted for outside decorative

illumination and which, it is claimed, will admit of the use

of barbe wire and prevent rain from lodging in the holder

or socket and short-circuiting the lamp. This holder may
be employed when it is desired to facilitate the operation

of wiring.

The lamp holder proper is merely a coil of wire of

proper size to form a socket to receive the threaded plug

of the lamp. One end of the coil or socket is projected to

form an arm, which is in the plane of the base-coil and
which is slightly curved and terminates in an eye. This

eye receives a screw or tack. The other end of the coil or

FlG3, I, 2 AND 3. A SIMPLE LAMP SOCKET.

socket is bent out and forms a projection, which is grasped

between the thumb and forefinger to facilitate the

detachment of the lamp when it is to be removed.

For ornamental wiring. Fig. 3 the electric contacts,

being screws which extend through a base board, are

placed in the proper position on the support to present the

outline of the desired design, and are electrically con-

nected on the reverse side of the board by a wire, which

is coiled about the projecting ends of the contact screws.

The sockets are placed on the support so that the contacts

occupy a central position relative to each socket and are

secured in place by staples as indicated. Two fastenings

are provided for each socket. When the lamp is properly

inserted in the socket, its terminals are in electrical connec-

tion with the socket and the contact. As the socket is a

coil of wire it is claimed it will grasp the threaded plug

end of the lamp firmly, will yield to vibrations, and being

open will prevent the lodgment of water and the short-

circuiting of the lamp. ]^y having the po&itivc wire on one

side of the support and the negative or neutral wire on the

opposite side there is little or no chance of a short circuit.

William D. Kurz and Hans Am'jndson, of La Crosse,

Wis., are the joint inventors of this socket.

An Oil Lightning Arrester.

When the ordinary form of comb lightning arrester

is used upon electric supply circuits, the escape of a light-

AN OIL LIGHTNING ARRESTER.

ning discharge is apt to establish an arc at the points,

and this arc, serving as a conductor, will afford a path of

low resistance for the d)namo current to earth, and thus

ground the line.

The object of the designer of the arrester shown in the

cut, was to prevent the formation or continuance of an

Within the receptacle is placed an insulaliDg liqaid* !U(h

as oil. The cap is perforated, to permit the escape of any

gases which may be formed.

The apparatus is adjusted so that when in aclion a path

of escape between the circuit and the earth plate will be

provided, the electrodes being adjusted so that their dis-

charge points will be out of conuct. If the line is raised

at any time to a potential sufficiently high to cause a dis-

ruptive discharge between the electronics, an escape, of

course, will be afforded to earth. H no provisions were

made to guard against it, this disruptive discharge would

establish an arc, through which the current on the circuit

would How to earth, Mr. Dickerson guards against such

a result by the liquid resistance conuined in the recepta-

cle . No arc, he claims, can be preserved by reason of the

closing in of the liquid after the disruptive discharge. It

will be seen, therefore, that the apparatus will always be

in condition to afford a path to earth for discharges but

will prevent an arc.

Briaune Arc Lamp.

The Briaune arc lamp, shown in the accompanying illus-

trations, has just been introduced in France. According

to the statement of several experts, the operation of the

lamp is thoroughly satisfactory. The diagram at the left

illustrates very clearly the general arrangement. The
lower carbon is fixed, and the upper carbon is held by a

clamp at the end of the rack rod C, which engages with a

pinion / on the axis of a toothed wheel. The movement
of the wheel, and consequently of the positive carbon, are

controlled by the segment r, which is mounted in the man-

ner shown in the perspective view at the right, and is con-

nected with the core or plunger of a special design of the

solenoid -S", which is in shunt to the arc. When the

plunger rests on the controlling screw :', the segment en-

gages with the wheel which stops all movement of the up-

per carbon, or conversely when it takes a certain position

in the solenoid the wheel is free, and the upper carbon

falls.

When the lamp is put into service the carbons are sep-

arated; as soon as the circuit is closed current of relatively

large quantity pisses through the solenoid S, the upper

carbon holder drops and the carbon points come into con-

tact. At this instant the difference of potential at the ter-

minals diminishes suddenly since there is a short circuit.

The plunger falls, and by means of the segment r and the

pinion/, it raises the rack rod, and the arc is struck. The
construction is such that when the arc is at the proper

length, which corresponds to a given current, the plunger

is drawn a certain distance within the solenoid, and the

segment ris on the point of releasing the wheel. When

BRIAUNE ARC LAMP.

arc between the electrodes of the discharging device by

interposing between the discharge points a non-conducting

liquid, such as oil. The construction of the arrester

which is the invention of M. Dickerson of Fort Wayne,

Ind., will be understood from the cut. There is an in-

sulating base of porcelain, or glass, upon which are

mounted binding posts, by which connection may be made
between the earth and the supply circuit. Electrodes or

points are mounted between the binding posts, one or

both of which may be made adjustable. Surrounding the

points is a reservoir, provided with an insulating cap.

the arc increases by the consumption of the carbons the

current falls, but the difference of potential at the termi-

nals, and in consequence the current shunted into the coil,

both increase. The plunger is drawn in slightly, the seg-

ment releases a tooth on the wheel and the carbon is fed

down sufficiently to make the arc normal. The feeding is

of course constantly in progress. Tests made at the

School of Physics and Chemistry at Paris showed that

feeding took place every twenty seconds, when the down-
ward movement of the carbon was .15 millimeters. It is

stated that the lamp operates satisfactorily with 55 volts
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and from eight to ten amperes, but it is regarded as better

to employ a pressure of seventy volts.

Measuring the Speed of a Rifle Ball.

The apparatus shown in the illustration was designed to

determine the velocity of projectiles. The most essential

feature is the Schmidt chronograph located at C; a view of

the dialis shown at the right of the engraving. This in-

strument is designed to measure periods of time, ranging

from one-ten-thousandth of a second to a second. It is

constructed on the plan of a balance of an escapement.

Where a test is to be made, the gun is mounted in the

manner shown in the illustration with the muzzle just back

of a small frame, ./. The balance of the chronograph is

held firmly by electro-magnets, the wires leading to which

are connected across .-1 . When the gun is fired the con-

nection at this point is broken, the balance is released, the

hand on the dial is set in motion, and continues till the

bullet strikes the target B. At this instant a connection

is formed in a second circuit and electro-magnets stop the

movement of the balance, and consequently the hand.

The dial is marked off into spaces indicating ten-thou-

sandths of a second, but the divisions are so minute that

reading is only possible with a magnifying glass. The

exact means for brejking the circuit in front of the rifle,

and for establishing it at the target are not specified in La

jVaiure, from which the cut is reproduced, but methods

of accomplishing the desired ends are not difficult to

imagine.

is considered advantageous inasmuch as it facilitates

circulation of the air. All the surfaces of the concrete are

coated with a special kind of tar to protect them against

the corrosive action of the electrolyte.

When concrete is regarded as too expensive, wood is

substituted. The framework is stoutly built, and the board-

ing and lead lining are provided as in the case of the

concrete vats.

Between the several series of baths a little bridge is con-

station, a maximum loss of S percent, in the conductors is

allowable.

The section of cables leading from the dynamo to the first

series of vats should be such that the current will not exceed

one ampere per square millimeter. The bars located on

the edges of the baths need be only half this section, since

two bars are necessary to form one conductor. In the case

previously cited the quantity of the current being 1,000 am-

peres the cables should be 10 square centimeters,and the bars

Thofehrn System of Refining Copper.
In the advance sheets of Hippolyte Fontaine's work on

electrolysis, the Thofehrn system for the electrolytic depo-

sition of copper is described at considerable length, and

from his description the following synopsis is made: Thc-

fehrn implies the same general plan in point of arrangement

as that followed at Hamburg and Biache, but his method

in details constitutes what Fontaine asserts to be a new,

complete, and efficient system of copper refining. The
improvements over ordinary processes may be classified

under the heads: arrangement of vats; arrangement of

conductors; composition, warming and circulation of the

electrolyte ; manufacture of the anodes and cathodes

;

oxidation of the electrolyte.

In the construction of his vats Thofehrn makes the several

compartments of concrete or jointed wood. In cases in

which the former material is used, and where 120 baths are

to be built, he makes 12 series of 10 baths each. Each series

MEASURING THE SPEED OF A RIFLE HALL.

structed for the convenience of workmen in charge.

Fig. I.

The dynamos are calculated on the basis of a noimal

production of one gramme per ampere. Thus if we have

a plant with 100 baths, and a total production of 2,400

kilogrammes in 24 hours, each bath must furnish 1,000

grammes per hour, which would necessitate a current of

i.noo amperes. The difference of potential at the binding

FIG

is formed by a concrete base, having

with longitudinal walls from i to 1.2 meters in height and

12 centimeters in thickness; the two end walls are of the

same height and thickness, and there are nine double parti-

tions. The length of each compartment varies in accord-

ance with the size of the plant from 2 to 3 meters.

The bottom and sides of each compartment are lined

with wood which has been-boiled for a considerable time

in tar. The wood is separated from the concrete by sup-

ports resting on the base, and by strips arranged laterally

on the concrete walls. A lead lining 1.75 millimeters in

thickness completes the,vats. This method of construction

THOFEHRN SYSTEM OF REFINING COPPER.

central channel, po?ts is assumed to be sufficient to overcome the resistance

of the circuit.

In plants where several tons of copper are refined daily

Thofehrn calculates the potential on a basis of .15 volt for

each bath, or for 120 baths 19 volts, assuming a loss of 5

per cent, in the conductors. In small plants where only

from TOO to 600 kilogrammes are refined daily, the elec-

trodes have much less surface, and .30 volt is calculated

as the fall of potential for each bath.

The conductors are calculated on the basis of allowing an

average loss of 5 per cent. In exceptional cases where the

baths are located at some little distance from the generating

5 square centimeters in cioss-section. The general arrange-

ment of the supporting bars on longitudinal strips, one

slightly higher than the other, is shown in Fig. i.

Circulation is effected by means of injectors, pumps, or

apparatus similar to that employed in sugar rehneries.

The electrolyte is constantly raised from a collecting basin

to a higher distributing reservoir, from which it flows into

channels leading to the first row in the series of vats.

Each bath is provided with two siphons, which diaw the

liquid at a certain distance from the bottom, and conduct it

to the top of the following bath. There is a slight descent

in the arrangement of the baths, the difference of level be-

tween one bath and that adjoining it being .02 of a meter,

or 20 centimeters between the fii-stand last in the series.

This difference in level is sufficient to effect a good circu-

tion. After leaving the last bath the electrolytic liquid

flows into the collecting basin.

During the process the electrolyte becomes charged with

many impurities which may seriously impede the progress

of the work, unless means for purifying the liquid are

adopted. As the ordinary methods for accomplishing this

end require too much skill to be intrusted to the average

workman, Thofehrn has endeavored by the oxidation of

the electrolyte to secure a simple and effective means of

eliminating the impurities. He demonstrated by vari-

ous experiments that the continuous oxidation of the solu-

tion by air would accomplish the desired end, with the

simple proviso that the liquid must be heated to 35' C.

He has provided special devices for sending a jet of air

through the solution, both when it flows into the collect-

ing basin and when it falls into the distributing reservoir.

The resulting oxidation is so pronounced that one can see

the reddish specks of peroxide of iron, which, like most of

the sub-oxides of other metals, is insoluble in the electro-

lyte, and it is deposited at the bottom of the channel or

vessel. It is wise therefore to make the channel of large

dimensions, and to permit time to elapse before the liquid

is put into circulation again, so that the impurities may

fall to the bottom.

The heating of the electrolyte may be effected cheaply,

or at no cost, by means of the exhaust steam. The tem-

perature should be kept constantly at 35'" C. In some

cases Thofehrn has increjised the temperature slightly, and

has raised it as high as 40" C, but he regards 35" C. as

the lowest to which the temperature should be allowed to

fall.

Fig. 2 gives a view of the foundry where the anodes are

cast. The fused metal flows from the smelter into a series

of moulds, arranged on tram cars. As the moulds are

filled the train is moved along by means of the windlass.
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Kach anode is cast with two projections at the top, through

which there arc holes for suspending the anodes in the

baths.

In his first installations Thofehrn believed that a current

of 30 amperes per S(|uare meter sliould not be exceeded,

but subsequently he adopted the practice of 50 amperes,

and in some instances has woikcd with as high as 60 am-

peres per square meter.

The solution contained in the vats varies in accordance

with the character of the copper and quality of the current.

With crude copper 92 to 98 per cent, pure and with a

current of 30 amperes per squaie meter the liquid is as

follows ;

Sulphate of copper 150 parts by weight.

Sulphuric acid ^"3 " " "

Water Soo " " "

With crude copper and anodes oxidi/:ed, the current be-

ing 50 amperes, the proportions of sulphate and acid are

slightly increased as follows :

Sulphate of copper 250 parts by weight.

Sulphuric acid 60 " " "

Water 690 '» " "

The cost is, after all, the principal thing in refining cop-

per. In making an estimate, Fontaine gives the details of

a plant assumed to be situated on the banks of the Seine,

in the suburbs of Paris, with a capacity of 120 vats, pro-

ducing annually from 750 to 1,000 tons of electrolytic cop-

per. The details of anodes are as follows:

Length of one plate, 60 centimeters.

Width *' *' " 60

Thickness " " " 2
"

Maximum weight of cne plate, 60 kilogrammes.

Weight " " anode 120 **

Number of anodes in a vat, 13

*' " " " i20 vals, i5<5o

Total weight of anodes, 187.2 tons.

Total surface of one anode, 1.50 sq. meter.
" '* " anodes in the bath ig 50 meters.

The details of cathodes are as follows;

Length of one sheet, 60 centimeters.

Width " ' " 20

Thickness " " " .2 millimeter.

Weight " " " 184 grammes;

Numbar of sheets per cathode f>.

*' " cathodes in bath 14.

*' " sheets in 120 baths 10,080

Total weight of cathodes, 1,855 kilogrammes .-

Active surface of each sheet, .216 sq. meter.
" ** "cathodes, 2,iSosq. meters.

Assuming 50 amperes per sq. meter, there will be needed

a total of 1,090 amperes, but as this figure is not followed

exactly, it will be safe to adopt a total current of 1,000

amperes. This will cause a deposition of copper of i kilo-

gramme per hour per bath, or 2,880 kilogrammes for

24 hours with the 120 baths. We will assume a daily

average production of 2^ tons, and the expenses atteodiuT

the installation may be estimated as follows;

Ground $ 4,5°'^

Building with laboratory 11,400

Engine and boiler (45 h. p) 6,000

Bath complete 3,800

Dynamos and measuring iiist's 2,400

Conductors 2,400

Furnace for anodes 1,200

Electric light install ition 600

Elevator, pipes, filters 1,000

Idiscellaneous expenses incidental to original installation 4.coo

$37,300

STOCK ON HAND.

Copper in vats (190 tons at Sz'^o.oo per ton) : $51,300

Crude copper in stock (100 at §270.00 per ton) 27,000

Coal and Miscellaneous 5i7oo

$84,000

OPERATING EXPENSES.

Casting the anodes (coal) S^^^o
Labor (casting) 400

Repairs 300

Making cathodes 1,310

Labor (vats) 1,200

Motive power (coal, oil, repairs) 2,400

General expenses . 2,000

8p.2io

KZCAriTULATION.

operating expenses 89,210

Interest on investment 6,065

Depreciation 2 365

817,640

The cost of a ton cf electrolytic copper in accordance

with the Thofehrn process is(-V«)il~) §^9 ^^^

In most copper refinings a quantity of silver can be ob-

tained from the residue, which ranges from 300 to 500

grammes for each ton of refined copper. At I30 per kilo-

gramme the metal will be worth from $9 to $1480 per

ton, and the sum realized from it will reduce considerably

the total cost of operation.

The Baltimore Belt Line Tunnel Electrical

Equipment.

liv H. C. llow.Mti..

With a view of obtaining authentic information in re-

gard to the proposition of the Thomson- Houston company
toc<|uip the r>clt line tunnel in Baltimore. Md., with elec-

tric motors, the writer recently called upon Mr. Judjje,

the ICdison-Thomson I louston agent in Haltimorc,

Mr. Randolph, the chief engineer of the iJelt line, and Mr.

(luild, special Thomson- Houston agent now on t he

ground. Although the details of the scheme have not

entirely been settled, enough has been done to show

the lines on which the Thomson-Houston company is

jvorking.

The plant is to be erected as a whole, including engines,

boilers and all appliances, by the Thomson- 1 louston

company, and is guaranteed by it. and is to be only ac-

The power bouse may be situated about 6,000 feet from

the northern end of the tunnel and probably not on the *'Bol-

ton lot" as wa.s at first suggested. Perhaps, though, owing to

lack of water for condensing purposes, it may be neces-

sary to locate the power house at the south end of the tun-

nel at a point near Camdco station, and pump water

from the river.

Through the open cut of 4 500 feet, where the grade is

1.5 per cent, both the electric and steam engines will

be used, but as an extra engine would be required on

this portion of the road, the motor will only act as a

helper.

Great stress is laid on the use of the braking power of

the motors in taking heavy south bound trains through

the tunnel. The motor is to be hooked on the rear end

of the train, and Westinghouse air brakes applied, and the

heavy weight of the motor used as a brake.

Tt is expected that about 200 trains will pass through

THOFEHRN SYSTEM OF REFINING. COPPER.

cepted by the B. & O. R. R. after six months' trial, if it

be pronounced satisfactory by two engineers. The entire

length of the line is about 15,000 feet. For about 3,000

feet from the main B. &0. tracks there is a down grade

of about
i^ij

percent., at this point the up grade begins

and continues uniformly 1*^,7 of i per cent, for about 7-5co

feet and then increases to 1.5 per cent.

The specifications call for a draw-bar pull of 32,000

pounds and a speed of fifteen miles an hour for freight

trains, whose weight is not to exceed 1.200 tons, and

thirty miles an hour for passenger trains, whose limit of

weight is 500 tons, including weight of engines.

The motors will weigh complete about So tons. They

are to be mounted on four or six driving wheels about 6}i

feet in diameter, with an armature mounted directly upon

each axle. It is expected that these motors will develop

from 1,000 to 1,100 horse power. Current will be supplied

to the line at a pressure of about 600 or 700 volts.

Four generators will be used, coupled directly to com-

pound condensing engines, giving about 2,400 horse

power.

the tunnel every twenty-four hours. Two motors will

be in use, with a third kept in reserve.

A rear end block system will be used, and with a system
of incandescent lamps of a sufficient number to illuminate

the interior of the cars, traveling in the tunnel will un-

doubtedly be much more comfortable than has been the

case with the B. & P. tunnel.

New Chicago Telephone Company.
The press dispatches from Springfield announce that a

new telephone company has been formed, with a capital

stock of $2,500,000, to exploit the D'Unger telephone.

This instrument has already been explained in the West-
ern Electrici.vn. and Dr. D'Unger's claims presented.

Although the "inventor" of the device has repeatedly an-

nounced his intention of launching the enterprise now in-

corporated, he has not heretofore succeeded in interesting

sufficient capital to make a start. The Chicago Telephone
company, with which he desires to compete, does not feel

any anxiety over the outcome of a contest-
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Visitors to the World's Fair will have an opportunity to

ride on an elevated railway on which electrically operated

trains will be run at inter\'alsof a minute and a half, at a

speed, it is claimed, of thirty miles an hour. Powerful

motors and a great power station will be needed of neces-

sity, and the installation will, aside from its practical

value, form one of the most interesting exhibits at the fair.

Information comes from New York that the project of

making a new survey of the region surrounding the

northern magnetic pole is under discussion by scientists

in that city. Such an expedition as the one proposed, if

rightly conducted, could hardly fail to add much to the

stock of knowledge now available on this subject, and

the idea is deserving of hearty commendation. To exactly

determine the location of the north magnetic pole would
certainly be of more importance to the world than the dis-

covery of the north pole itself, although the hope of

accomplishing the latter feat has already cost many lives

and large amounts of money. If a portion of the energy

and enthusiasm of the Arctic explorers were directed to

achieve the end sought by the proposed expedition,

science and commerce would be greatly benefited.

educated, and in the interim their watchfulness to prevent

careless work will undoubtedly elevate the standard of

electric lighting construction.
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Exponents of anarchistic, communistic, socialistic

and Bellamistic principles have been so noisy during the

last few years that it is truly a relief to learn that the

ideas advanced by these several schools of so-called

philosophers have been checked by one of the ablest

tribunals in the countr)'. The Massachusetts Supreme

Court has declared that the municipal coal-yard bill is un-

constitutional and that it is not within the province of

the state to engage in trade or manufacture. This

measure u as a pet scheme of the Bellamy crowd, who
looked upon it as an opening wedge, hoping if they

gained this advantage to proceed with the absorption of

the lighting and street railway systems.

The question of incandescent lighting for the World's

Fair, which was reopened on the refusal of Vice-president

Higinbotbam to make a contract with the Edison com-

pany as recommended by the grounds and buildings com-

mittee, is still undecided. When the last bids were

opened it was found that the Westinghouse company's

offer was fSo,000 below the Edison company's lowest figure.

Chief Bumham and Electrical Engineer Sargent of the

construction department recommended the placing of the

contract with the Pittsburg company, and the grounds and

buildings committee considered this subject at its meeting

on Monday. Representatives of both interests were

heard and an adjournment was taken to the following day

when another long session was held but without a final

settlement of the question.

The controversey over the lighting question has attract-

ed almost as much attention among the general public as

in electrical circles, as it was the first notable instance in

which a recommendation of the committee on grounds

and buildings was disregarded or overruled.

"Electric motive power is still a dream. That it is a

distant dream we may be assured by the amount of money
that has been sunk and is even now sinking in the con-

stiuction of cable roads. If there were any near or certain

prospect of the production of a practicable electric motor,

we may be quite sure that the shrewd men who control the

surfacs lines would not be making this enormous invest-

ment, which the production of such a motor would render

entirely useless."

The above remarkable statement is quoted from a recent

editorial in the A''ew York Times on "Surface Rapid Tran-

sit," and we republish it as an example of what must be a

willful effort to mislead, or one of woeful ignorance.

How it is possible that anyone as well pes ed on general

affairs as an editor of a paper of the standing of the Times

can pen such utter nonsense in the belief that it is true, is

beyond comprehension. It is hardly possible that the

Times does not know better; and for this reason it is to be

regretted that its editor did not explain how it is that the

"distant dream ' of electric motive power has now become

to the cable exploiter even more than a horrible night-

mare—a verj' vivid reality that ere long may find a way to

cross the Brooklyn bridge and help New York to rapid

transit.

Our New York correspondent mentions the fact that at

a recent meeting of the National Board of Fire Under-

writers the committee on lighting, heating and patents

made the statement that there had been many mysterious

fires during the last two years, and expressed itself as be-

ing almost forced into a btlief that there was present some

unusual social hazard. The committee was inclined to

think either that merchants of the highest standing had

become incendiaries or that electric lighting currents were

chargeable with the loss.

In the pioneer days such reports as these, in which

there was a proneness to credit electric wires with all mys-

terious fires, were as a rule most unjust, and oftentimes

did great damage. Now, however, the strict surveillance of

the under^Titers, although perhaps rather trying to the con-

tractor who has figured close to secure his contract, un-

doubtedly reverts to the ultimate good of the business.

Of course, according to the logic of many underwriters, as

electricity is a "mysterious" and a "subtle" agent, all

mysterious fires must be caused by electricity. While it

is to be deplored, it is but natural that the insurance men

should think this way; but in time they will become better

Advocates of the conduit system of electric street rail-

ways will be greatly disappointed with the result of the in-

vestigation of the committee of Canadian experts and

officials who visited this country recently for the purpose

of examining the most approved American practice. Spec-

ial attention had been called to the visit to Chicago, as it

was believed that the conduit system, which is in operation

on a small scale 'n the World's Fair city, had made a favor-

able impression on the visitors. The committee, however,

was not ready to recommend the introduction of this sys-

tem into the Canadian cities. It could not pass over the

fact that the overhead system had proved itself not only

economical, but thoroughly reliable as well, and that the

conduit system was still without a record extending over

any considerable length of time.

Despite this fact it should not be assumed that the un-

derground conduit system is not advancing, although it

must be admitted that its progress is not as rapid as its

friends could wish. An honest effort is being made to

develop the conduit plan, but its promotors are not receiv-

ing the enthusiastic encouragement from the powerful com-

panies which marked the early steps of the overhead trol-

ley system. There is yet much work to be done. many im-

provementsin details of construction and, with the assist-

ance of the big companies, whose experience, would be of

great valce, these difficulties could be overcome with very

little trouble. Yet it is not altogether a one-sided story.

There is a demand for an underground system, and the

inventor who can demonstrate the practicability of his

system will find many powerful friends in the big street

railway corporations that are operating horse and cable

cars in large cities. The street railway companies have,

however, experimented with electric railwaysabout as much
as they care to, and they are satisfied to use the trolley or

cable i-'ntil the underground conduit system has reached

a point of perfection that will compare favorably with its

established rivals. This is of course a drawback, but the

sooner the inventors and exploiters of the underground

conduit systems realize the position in which they are

placed, ths better it will be for themselves. The report of

the Canadian offi:ials is but a single instance of many
going to shDW the existence of this condition.

BoME.\3Tic advocates of nationalistic schemes will find

much to consider in the able article by Samuel Leland

Poweis in the Arena for May. Mr, Powers discusses the

'Use of Public Highways by Private Corporations."

The fact that there is an increasing demand for compensa-

tion from the companies using the streets is acknowl-

edged, and the growing popularity of the theory that all

public servants should be taxed for the "privilege" of

serving the public, is also admitted. Mr. Powers says:

'"Street railway, electric light, telegraph and telephone

companies have been granted the privileges of doing busi-

ness in cur streets, upon the theory, at least, that such use

of public ways was perfectly consistent with the purpo-

ses for which they are maintained. While it is true that

the companies engaged in these various methods of busi-

ness are known as private corporations, nevertheless the

character of the business conducted by them is of a pubiic

nature. They are engaged in ser\'ing the general public,

and by the express terms of their charters, they are bound

to serve the public without discrimination. The location

of its tracks, the speed of its cars, the motive power used,

and the amount of fare charged, are determined by the

public and not by the officers of the company. Electric

lighting, telegraph and telephone companies are under

public supervision of the same nature, though not to the

same extent. * ^ * The right to use our streets is

granted to these companies for the sole purpose of benefit-

ing the public."

It is clearly shown that so far from placing an additional

burden, the introduction of street railways, electric lights,

the telegraph and the telephone have enhanced valuations

and beena boon to the general public. "The decisions of

the courts." Mr. Po;\'ers says, "in favor of the legal right of

permitting corporations engaged in the transportation of pas-

sengers and the transmission of intelligence to use and oc-

cupy public ways are founded upon the broad principle that

such use and occupancy renders the streets of greater value

and convenience to the public. None of the new methods

adopted for the conveyance of our people and the transmis-

sion of information have subjected our streets to uses that

were not contemplated when they were originally dedicated

to public use. The new methods have simply made the

streets of greater service to the public."
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Electricity in Mining.
Klcctrical and mining engineers have considered ihc ap-

plication of electricity lo mining work one of the most
promising fields in which electric power can be introduced.

An early experimenter in this Held and probably the one
who accomplished more than any other in this line was the

late Charles J. Van Depoele. One of his latest works was
the preparation of an arlicie on this subject, with special

reference to the electric reciprocating engine. This article

and the accompanying illustrations are reproduced from
Iron A<^L\ "Through my intimate conn ntct ion with

the development of electrical transmission of power
it occurred lo rae", says Mr. Van Depoele, "quite

early in the state of the art that electricity must sooner

or later be employed almost exclusively to the exploitation

of mines where any business of importance was tran-

sacted."

The first thing, naturally, for the electrical engineer to

do was to devise means by which he could drill the hardest

rock, as well as apparatus capable of convejing the same
from the mine to the place where the ore could be cheap-

ly and economically treated. It was necessary to apply
electric power to hoisting apparatus as well as to the locomo-

tive, and the application of electric power to telpherage will

play a by no means unimportant part in the future opera-

thc progress of the reciprocating engine, I will briefly

state that I have devised several methods of producing the

desired quality of rising and falling current impulses. The
first which may here be cited, and which is applicable to

plants operating a very large number of drills, is to have a

generator of sufficient capacity to furnish motive power lo

all the drills or apparatus. Such generator would com-
prise an armature of large dimensions, capable of giviog
the necessary electromotive force and current under a slow
5peed, a speed, in fact, corresponding absolutely to ihc

number of strokes to be made by the drills. Such arma-
ture would be provided with a sectional commutator, from
which the fields of the machine would be supplied, and,
further, furnish current of continuous direction to operate
other electrical apparatus requiring a continuous current.

A portion of this current cin also be used to energize part

of the coils of the reciprocating engine.

In addition to the commutator two continuous contact
rings are carried upon the armature shaft, these rings

being connected respectively to the main conductor of the
armature at diametrically opposite points. From these

two rings currents of rising and falling character and of
alternating polarity can be collected and led to part of the

coils of the reciprocating engine. The coils of the recip-

rocating engine consist, in some instances, of a polarizing

the operation of rotary motors and other machinery, as
well as for lighting purposes, as will appear. // represents
an electro magnetic reciprocating engine being energized
by a continuous current, the two coils L and ^f being con-
nected rcjpectively to the positive and negative leads of
the system, while at ihc center of these two coils, I\\ is

connected a suitable conductor, which Is connected to one
of the conductors carrying the alternating current. It

will be seen that, as the armature revolves, the ring irom
which the current is collected passes contioually from the
positive brush to the negative, and vue zrr>a. thus send-
ing the current to the section which is not short circuited

by the rotating ring, while the other section, being con-
nected to ihcring, prcscnisa short circuit lo the coil which
is temporarily cut out, so that on the rotation of the com-
mutator and the armature currents continuous in

character will be sent alternately from coil L to Af,

so that the plunger placed under the influence of these
two coils will naturally be reciprocated within the
same with a speed corresponding to the defined rise and
fall of current produced by the generator. li represents
a continuous current motor which is driven by connecting
the same to the two continuous current leads of the sys-

tem. In the same way and from the same leads current
can be distributed for lighting purposes, it being contin-
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Elrciro Magj-ctic Pceiprocating Engine.

Rteiproratinii Eltclrie Fumy.

Eltetrie Sitilfind Pump.

lion of mines. It was further seen that electricity must
also be applied to the pumping machinery for relieving

the mines of flooded water. Not only has it been shown
that this can practically be done by electricity, but further,

it has been shown that percussion drills of all sizes can be

more successfully and economically driven by electric pow-
er, especially under conditions unfavorable to either steam

or compressed air.

A good many attempts have been made from quite an

early date to apply the current of the dynamo electric ma-
chine to the operation of reciprocating engines for the

driving of rock drills, or similar purposes^ but in all the

devices thus made there were either ccmn:utators cr make
and break of circuits, or some means for shifting ibe cur-

rent from coil to coil to produce reciprocating motion,

which, although it might appear successful experimentally,

would certainly not be so in practice, especially in the

operation of rock drills, where skilled labor could not be

expected. It was therefore evident that simpler means
ywere necessary in order to produce a commercially success-

l electro-magnetic reciprocating engine.
' 'rom a very early date in the art I experimented in that

direction, and produced, as far back as 1883 and 1SS4,

some very efficient reciprocating engines. It was not,

however, until I applied the principle of slowly rising and
falling currents in closed circuits, thereby eliminating the

impracticable make and break devices, that I became satis-

fied that such machines could be made to operate percus-

sion drills of the type used in all mines where hard slcne

stobe extracted. Without entering into the details of

Flp 23.—Rreiproealtng EUctnc E-einr* in Smiiti Shi

Ftfj, Zt.—EUctnc Power Bamm

FIGS. 13 TO 25. ELECTRICITY IN MINING.

coil or coils energized by a continuous current derived

from the sectional commutator of the armature, or the pol-

arizing coil can be excited by a current pulsating in char-

acter but continuous in direction, and this is obtained in

the present instance by cornecting the coil to one of the

brushes upon the sectional commutator ard the other ter-

minal of the coil upon one of the continuous rings, giving

the alternating current. The polarizing coil is intended

to magnetize in a continuous direction a mass of iron con-
sisting of the envelope of the machine and the plunger
of the same. To this is added the action of one or more
coils, which are energized by currents of rising and falling

character and of alternating polarity, having a defined

speed corresponding to that of the speed at which the re-

ciprocatirg drills are to be driven.

Such an arrangement is illustrated in diagram, Fig i,

where a sectional commutator is shown, upon which press

the brushes plus and minus. These brushes collect cur-

rents of continuous direction which, as here shown, are

sent to the main line, while the biushes c^^ d~ press upon
their respective rings A and A^, which are connected re-

spectively to opposite sections of ihe commutator or the
winding of the armature. From the brushes d^ d- are

collected by suitable conductors currents of alternating

polarity, givinga defined rise and fall. As shown in the
diagram, these conductors are respectively connected to

Ihe mic'dle binding posts of the distributing board and are

indicated by the alternating sign. As shown in the
diagram, from tbisarrsngtment of currents a great many
combinations can be made, all of which can be applied to

F\Q. '2^.-~Bota(ing Enai'

uous in character. C represents a coil, one terminal of

which is connected to one of the continuous current
leads, while the other extremity is connected to one of the
pulsating or alternating leads. At each revolution of the
armature one impulse will be sent through the coil. At Z?
is represented a circuit of the reciprocating engine com-
prising a central coil, which is energized from the two
continuous current leads, while the two extreme coils J^ J?^

are energized by currents of alternating polarity and de-
fined rise and fall, this combination necessitating four
wires. £ is another combination of the same disposi-

tion of coils with the exception that the central coil S- is

energized by currents having a defined rise and fall, but
continuous in direction. The central coil is connected to
one of the alternating leads, while the other terminal of
the central coil is connected to a continuous current lead.
The two extreme coils 5 and S^ are placed in series with
each other and are connected with their respective termi
nals directly upon the two alternating leads, ^represents
an alternating current motor which is energized directly

from ihe two alternating leads. G^ is a combination of
two coils, ore ecergized by a pulsating current continuous
in direction, while the top coil U is energized by a current
of defined rise and fall, but ?lternating in polarity.

It often happens, however, that some of the apparatus
in a mine is required to run faster or slower than the rest,

and for this purpose I have devised a means which will

give any number of current pulsations it is desirable to
run the engine with. This simple means consists in the
rotating of a brush upon the commutator of any contin-
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uous current machine. This is illustrated in Fig. 2, where

there are two reciprocating; engines showing the maximum
and minimum current respectively. Fig. 3 illustrates a

means for rotating the brushes upon the commutator,

while Figs. 4, 5 and 6 represent the different positions of

the rotating brush, and illustrate clearly the action of the

current between the generator and the coils of the engine.

Fig. 7 represents an arrangement by means of which cur-

rents of different speeds of defined rise and fall can be

collected, so that it becomes possible to run engines of

different speeds from one single continuous current

machine, the speed of which may be entirely

neglected in our present question, since the

speed of the current phases depends entirely upon the

speed of rotation of the different traveling brushes. As
shown, there are three travelirg biushes, each one rotat-

ing at a different speed, thus operating the engines at

three different rates of current impulses. Figs 8 and g
represent two diagrams, where the two stationary brushes

a and b respectively bear upon the commutator of the con-

tinuous current armature, while two rotatirg biushes, B
and C respectively, travel aroucd the commutator, passing

consecutively in front of the siationary positive and nega-

tive brushes, thus sending defined currents of alternating

polariiy over the lines connected to the relating brushes,

ELECTRICITY IN MINING.

while current continuous in direction can be collected be-

tween the stationary brushes plus and minus, or a pulsat-

ing current can be collected between one of the stationary

brushes and one of the rotating brushes As shown in

Fig. 8, the center coil is energized by a pulsating current

continuous in direction, while the two end coils are ener-

gized by currents of defined rise and fall, but alternating

in polarity so that these coils react upon the polarized

plunger, causing the same to reciprocate in accordance
with the speed of the rotating brushes. Fig. 9 shows a

method of connecting the polarizing coil by means of

which the preponderance of the stroke may be given either

forward or backward by closing the circuit between the

central coil and the conductors. Thus it will be seen that

I am enabled to furnish currents of defined rise and fall

operating the reciprocating engines, either corresponding

ation into currents of low potential, which can be easily

handled without danger to the insulation of the machines
or to the workmen having the same in charge. A great

many different machines might be constructed that would
answer the purpose of converting the high potential cur-

rent into low potential energy. Fig. 11 shows such an
apparatus, Fig. 10 being a side view of the machine.
Fig, II shows that end of the machine from which trans-

formed currents are to be transmitted, while Fig. 12 rep-

resents the end of the machine where the high potential

current enters to be transformed. As shown in Figs. 10
and 12, the leads plus and minus from the distant source
are brought up to the binding posts of the machine, from
there connected to the brushes bearing upon the sectional

commutator of what may be termed the high potential or
motor part of the machine, by which power is transmitted
to the shaft, which carries a second armature which is

wound with a suitable size conductor, according to the

potential desired, and, as here shown, the two independent
armatures revolve within one common field, although this

disposition is unimportant, and may be changed in a vari-

ety of ways.

It will be seen in Figs. 10 and 11 that the shaft bearing
the armatures is provided with a small pinion engaging the

large gear^-, this gear transmitting, by means of a second
gear ^^^, motion to the rotating brushes, from which cur-

rent is collected and transmitted by suitable means to the

main line, as before explained. The continuous current

for the system is obtained from the stationary brushes /
and J pressing upon the sectional rotating commutator of

the low potential armature, so that we have here a means
of changing the high potential current to one of suitable

potential, giving us an opportunity to take advantage of

distant sources of power, making the same available for

operating mines where it would be impossible to obtain

either coal or wood or any other means for producing
power. I have now shown the principles upon which the
system is based for producing and distributing currents

having the required rise and fall, and the genei ation of
such currents either directly or indirectly, and have ex-
plained the different machines by which I accomplish my
purpoFC. Having thus described my system of generating
and distributing such currents, I shall now proceed to

illustrate and explain a few of the reciprocating engines,

such as are used in the operation of mines.

First in order comes the percussion or rock drill.

Figs. 13 and 14 illustrate a reciprocating engine having
two motor coils, one energized by a current of continuous
polarity, while the top coil is energized by currents rising

and falling and changing polarity. Fig. 13 represents the
energizing circuits of the machine, while Fig. 14 illus-

trates its mechanical construction, the coil, as here shown,
being the coil receiving the pulsating current phases of the

supply circuit, the phases being, however, constant in

direction, although rising and falling in character. The
top coil is intended for the rising and falling currents of

alternating polarity, and, as will be seen, is surrounded by
a laminated iron shield, which may be continued on the
bottom of the top coil, if desired. With this arrangement
the plunger will be magnetized in a continuous direction

FIGS I TO 12. ELECTRICITY IN MINING.

to the speed of the prime generator or independent of that

speed, by simply causing collecting brushes to rotate over
the rotating sectional commutator of the generator, and
that currents of defined character can be obtained from the

same machine, either continuous, pulsating, or alternating,

and of such defined speed as is required to operate the re-

spective machinery to be driven, each one at its proper
speed.

Up to the present I have shown apparatus in which the

current is simply transformed from continuous into cur-

rents of rising and falling quality, but of the same nomi-
nal potential as that of the machine itself or the supply to

the motor generator or converter. There will be many
cases, however, where power can be cheaply obtained at a
considerable distance from the mines to be operated. In
such case it will be advantageous to drive the prime gen-
erator by water power or other cheap and available means,
and then to transmit this current, which can be of high
potential, and then convert the same at the point of oper-

by the action of the coil, but as the polarity in the top coil

changes continually, the plunger will be reciprocated to

and fro within the two superposed coils at a speed corre-

sponding to the frequency of the current phases.

Figs. 15, 16 and 17 represent an electro-magnetic recip-

rocating engine, having a coil in the center energized by
either a continuous or a pulsating current, while two coils

are placed one at each end of the central coil respectively.

These end coils are the seat of defined rising and falling

currents of alternating polarity and cause the plunger lo

move in accordance with the defined currents. Fig. 17
shows the fixed and variable polarities of the engine under
the action of the energizing currents. Fig. 15 shows the
construction of such an engine, which can be applied either

to pumping or the perforation of rocks, or, in fact, any
purpose where a reciprocating motion can be used to ad-
vantage. Fig. 16 shows the energizing circuits, the con-
nections of which can be made according to any of the

different ways shown in Fig. i. It will be noticed that in

the construction of the reciprocating engines the exterior

iron casing of the machine forms in each case part of the
magnetic system of the machine.
The percussion drill can further be applied to channel-

ing bars such as are used in the extraction of marble, slate

and the like where blasting cannot be done, so that in this

case a longitudinal slit can be cut of any length, width
and depth desired; in fact, similar lo the quarrying
machines now in use, but which are driven either by steam
or compressed air.

FIG. 27. ELECTRICITY IN MINING.

In the operation of mines pumps are kept running al-

most constantly to keep them clear of water, and up to

the present time in almost every instance the work has been
done by the ordinary steam or compressed air pump. In
some cases ordinary pumps have been driven by rotary

electric motors, while at the present time very promising
experiments are being made with the application of my
electro-magnetic reciprocating engine to the driving of all

kinds of reciprocating pumps.
Figs. iS and 19 illustrate a sinking pump such as used

in mines where the pump is to be lowered down by block
and tackleorotherandsuitable means, and intended to work
while thus suspended. The cable connection between the
power leads and the pump can be made of any length to

accommodate the descent of the pump to its proper level, so

that here vcrtainly a ready means is obtained for pumping
out a mine as effectively as any steam pump would do it,

and with much less trouble of erection and attendant re-

pairs. The pump shown is of the double acting type.

The circuits are shown in Fig. 18, as well as a simple
method of reciprocating the movable brush upon the com-
mutator of the generator.

Fig. 20 shows a modification of such a pump, being
single acting and intended to raise the water to great
heights. The different figures show the circuits from the
generator to the pump, as well as the mechanical con-
struction of the same, and need no further description.

Fig. 21 is still another modification of an electric re-

ciprocating pump, being of the single acting type and di-

rect acting, inasmuch as the magretic plunger plays the

part of the pump's piston, being provided with valves and
working in a diamagnetic tube, water packed or otherwise
made tight within the cylinder or tube, thus producing a
pump which will find many applications where water is

not to be raised to great heights. Fig. 21 shows the con-
struction of the pump; Fig. 22 shows the energizing circuits

of the same.
Fig. 23 represents the application of the reciprocating

system as applied in a smith shop, where the reciprocating
action is applied to run hammers either for forging, rivet-

ing or other purposes.
Fig. 24 represents the system as applied to heavy forg-

ing. It represents a power hammer of the ordinary con-
struction, having, however, electric instead of steam
power to ac uate it. It will be noticed that
the power cylinder is composed of a large
number of superposed solenoids of short length
and large diameter surrounding an iron plunger G
which is connected to the block or hammer D below the
rod. The sectional coils are connected to a corresponding
number of stationary and well insulated segments, and
upon these segments bear three brushes or contact plates,

so that by placing the three con'act plates and keeping
them stationary upon any part of the sectional commutator
the current pulsations will take place between the respec-
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live contact blocks and will reciprocate the plung;cr within
the field created by the energized coils, so that by simply
moving the handle yVthe contact blocks will be displaced
upon the sectional commutator, thus displacing the mag-
netic field of the coils, and by so doing the same will be
made to ply within a certain region, and can also be made
to strike a light or heavy blow according to the distance

between the hammer and the work. Theliandle i\'further

regulates the power of the blow by placing more or less

resistance in the return circuit, as illustrated in the dia-

gram. With this disposition it becomes at once practical

to construct the largest hammers used in heavy forging.

No valve mechanism or other d-ilicate parts being present
in such a machine, the same will lend itself readily to all

purposes where steam or compressed air is being employed
at present.

Not only can reciprocating motion be produced by the
system of rising and falling currents, but the same can be
converted very readily into rotating motion, such a machine
being represented in Fig. 25, where a tri-cylinder recipro-

cating engine is shown, the circuits of which are illus-

trated in diagram between the generator and the circuits

of the engine.

In fact, space is too short to enumerate all the applica-

tions to which the reciprocating system lends Itself, and
last but not least, 1 show in Figs. 26 and 27 the applica-

tion of the reciprocating engine to the driving of piles,

the illustrations showing such an engine as applied to

sheet pilings, as used in the digging of sewers or other

trenches where quicksand or other loose material has to

be dealt with. Fig. 26 shows the apparatus as in opera-

tion, being carried by a transferable carriage, which can

be moved along on suitable rai's as the work progresses.

Fig. 27 shows the support of the reciprocating engine

guided within an iron tube, the same being slitted on the

side for the introduction of the board or plaokto be driven

in the ground. As here shown, the full weight of the re-

ciprocating engine is at once placed upon the board, the

rope raising the engine being entirely free when the en-

gine is to be started to work. It will be noticed that the

board is placed between the downwardly projecting lips

on the lower end of the engine, and that between these

lips is placed a driver also embracing the top of the board.

The engine itself is driven by means of any of the methods
already explained. reciprocating a heavy iron

plunger, which strikes forcibly upon the driver, at the

same time partly lifting up the whole body of the engine,

so that on the up-stroke of the plunger the weight of the

whole engine comes down upon the board and continues to

drive the ame downward, when the next blow will repeat

the same action, thus affording an apparatus which causes

a double action, one blow being struck directly by the

plunger and the other by the falling of the machine itself

upon the pile.

The New Perkins Socket.

The cut shows a new socket made by the Perkins Elec-

tric Switch company of Hartford, Conn. Differing from

most other sockets, there is only one porcelain, which is

guided into the shell by two upright brass legs.

These legs are thoroughly insulated from the con-

tact pieces, the screws in the end of which hold the

mechanism in the proper position in the shell. The

cap is fitted with a bayonet lock for the screw heads.

The Law-Dubols-Reymond Faradic Coil.

The manufacturers claim for this coil that the soft Iron

wire in the core and the length of the wire in the primary

coil are exactly proportioned to the electromotive force

of the two cells used to operate the coil, and also that the

secondary coil is wound to the length and number of

convolutions necessary to secure the highest effic'cncy

from the primary and the core.

In the Law-Dubois-Keymond coil the circuit breaker is

operated by a sepat ate set of magnets This disposition

of the vibrator, it is claimed, adds to the cfllciency of the

coil. The movement of this portion of the coil is even

Manufacturing Telephone Cables.
Recent advancement in electrical engineering has been

noticeable in many allied industries, especially in the

manufacture of wireand cable. Considerable difficulty has

been experienced in lowering the sutic capacity to meet the

r. quircmcnts of the specificalioDS of ihc telephone and

other electric companies. A short time ago .20 or. 21

micro-farad were considered satisfactory, but this has been

decreased until now .080 micro-farad is required.

Although the Iidison Ceneral Electric company has for

sometime been manufacturing telephone cable, it has only

recently put in the immense lead presses which now en-

THE LAW DUBOIS-KEVMOND FARADIC COIL,

and constant, and the vibrations can be raised from So to

200 per second by means of the adjusting screw.

The slow interrupter, calculated to break the circuit from

40 to 600 times per minute, is mounted on a standard, and

is so arranged that the removal of the fast vibrator from

over the magnets allows the interrupter to rise to its

place.

The rack and pinion, by which the secondary coil is

removed from over the primary, allows of a gradual

increase and decrease in the currents not possible

where the steadiness of the hand alone is depended

upon.

The two binding posts marked P and A' are for

the electrode cords, and when the double switch rests on

buttons marked P P the primary current is obtained,

and when the switch is thrown on buttons marked S S
the secondary current is obtained. The small one button

switch is for throwing on or off the battery. The coil is

mounted on an oak base 10 inches wide by 13 inches in

able it to turn out complete lead covered cable. With

these new facilities, the difficulties just mentioned have

been overcome, and several cables lately shipped have, it

is claimed, shown a static capacity of not more than .075

micro-farads. In striving to lower the static capacity, the

matter of insulation has not been neglected and a remark-

ably high insulation has been obtained.

While these points are excellent in themselves, they do

not alone constitute superiority when compared with the

best cables of other manufacturers. It has been custom-

ary to press the lead over the core in a semi-viscous state,

the molten lead being poured into the press. Lead in

this condition, it is said, may carry on its surface a thick

scum consisting of impurities, oxides, etc. This can be

partially removed by ladle, and when pouring the lead

into the press, considerable oxidation may take place. The
Edison company has determined to adopt the process of

Siemens & Halske, and use absolutely cold lead. It is

claimed for this method that every particle of oxide is

.11
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'IHK NhW ll'.KKlNS SOCKET.

As will be seen the contact is made in a novel man-

ner, by means of a parallel brass slide upon two up-

right pieces of sheet brass,which form part of the one

pole of the socket. This slide is always kept pressing

up against the tumbler by means of a small phosphor

bronze spring, so that there is good contact at all

times, the connection being made by means of the tumbler,

when in a vertical position, between the slide arid the L-

shaped piece of brass shown in the illustration. It is claimed

that this socket possesses all the best features of the exist-

ing sockets, and is the result of careful development. The

binding screws are well back from the shell. It is ex-

tremely easy to wire, and owing to there being only one por-

celain, admits of a large knot being made in the wire, for the

purpose of hanging the socket, so that the strain is taken off

the binding screws.

MANUFACTURING TELEPHONE CABLES.

length. This coil is intended for physicians' offices, sani-

tariums, hospitals, etc.

The new hotel Waldorf in New York is to be fitted with
telephone communication between the office and every
room in the house. This is a system stated to be in use

in the Adelphi, Liverpool, and as a feature of hotel ser-

vice is an important one, especially in the saving of time.

Instead of pushing a button and waiting for a hall boy to

answer the ring guests can communicate their order to the

office at once and have it filled in one-half the time.

removed before insertion in the press, and as the atmos-

pheric pressure is increased the lead is pressed out over

the cable, inclosing it in an armor impermeable either to

air or water

Cable recently supplied to the Metropolitan Telephone

company of New York has received unqualified approval,

and although dry core was used, the cable could be

handled as well as one made with the saturated core. The
uniform gauge of the cable and its smoothness were also

matters of appreciative comment.
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The Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Company of San

Francisco recently placed a large order for this cable, the

lead sheathing inclosing no less than loo pairs of wires.

In the cut a corner of one of the cable shops at Schenectady

is shown with several drums of this cable awaiting ship-

ment. The larger drums are 5 feet i6 inches in diameter

by 3 feet 6 inches wide, the smaller ones 4 feet S inches

in diameter and 3 feet 6 inches wide.

Waterhouse Arc Lamp for Arc or
Incandescent Circuits.

With the numerous arc lamps now before the public, it

seems almost impossible to improve on some of the present

styles. But the lamp recently placed upon the market by

Waterhcuse Bros, of Hartford, Conn., has seveial new

features worthy the attention of those interested in arc

lighting. It is believed by the makers that this lamp fulfills

all the requirements found by long experience to be nee

essary. Following is a detailed description of the lamp:

Fig. I shows the frame with works removed. Fig. 2

represent? the works with carbon rod attached, and Fig. 3

the works without the rod.

The lamp is very neat in design, light and compact in

construction, and it is both dust and weather-proof, re-

quiring, when placed out of doors, no protecting hood or

canopy. Its length over all is 45 inches and weight 23

pounds. In Fig. i is shown the attachment for holding

the globe during the trimming or cleaning of the

lamp. The globe holder is dust-proof, and is made

in cup shape, so as to form a recepticle for carbon

dust, and thus avoid the necessity of taking off the '^^te

globe every time the lamp is trimmed. With this

style of holder, the dust can be brushed down

and remain for two or three weeks, as it sets far

enough below the lower carbon holder and terminal

to overcome all danger of a short circuit or a ground.

To empty the globe it is only necessary to unhook the

chain from the frame and tip the globe. The globe is in-

tended to be at all times fastened to the holder, so as to

lessen the danger of breaking. The holder is fastened to

the frame by a snap spring which engages with a hole in

the side of the frame. Fig. i shows how the outside con-

nections are brought to the lamp; also how connection is

made with working parts of the lamp. The binding posts

are placed underneath out of the way of the weather, mak-
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the peculiar device noticed on top of the carbon rod. This

device is an air plunger working a peculiar clamping device

inside of the chimney of the lamp. The quick and positive

feed in the lamp for incandescent circuits, it is stated, en-

tirely overcomes the tendency of one lamp to rob another

of current where they are run in series across mains above

75 volts.

The same works are employed for arc circuit lamps as

those for incandescent circuits, the only change being in

the cut-out. A lamp can be changed from oce-balf to

full arc, or tvVifz'^rjd, by simply changing the magnets.

Having works and frame separate, it is not necessary to

carry the whole lamp to the station when it is in trouble.

The frame may be left hanging and a new feeding mechan-

ism, which, it is asserted, can be carried in the coat pocket,

may be attached in a very short time.

These lamps are made to run on any circuit, arc or in-

candescent, at any voltage, and from 5 amperes up. Car-

bon holders fcr 7-16, y^ and )i inch pencils are provided.

Cutter's Conduit Connector.
On account of the spread of undergiound arc lighting

systems, it has beccme the more tecessary to have means of

testing every section of the lines in order to keep them in

proper order. The conveniently placed manhole gives

ready access to the cables, eo all that is needed is a

means of disconnecting the various portions of the series

CUTTER CONDUIT CONNECTOR,

circuit. George Cutter, Chicago, has designed a conduit

connector which is illustrated herewith. The cut shows

how the ends of the two lead-covered cables are soldered into

metal terminals imbedded in hard rubber. A metal screw-

cap, when in place, makes the connection between these

two terminals, and opens the circuit when it is re-

moved. This screw is covered by an insulated and

water -proof cap which seals the device, the brass shell be-

ing soldered to the lead covering on the cable. The con-

struction of this form of connector allows it to be wired

ver)' quickly, and nany months of experience with it have

shown its effectiveness. Hundreds of these conduit

connectors are used in Chicago alone, and George

Cutter, who is the sole manufacturer, is busy making more

of them.

Prize Essay on the Transmission of
Power by Electricity with Special

Reference to Its Application
to Mining.

An alumnus of the School of Mines of Columbia College

has offered a prize of $100 for the best essay on the subject

of transmission of power by electricity, with special refer-

ence to its application to mining, that may be presented

by a graduate of the school. The essay must be sent to

Prof. W, P. Trowbridge on or before November ist- Pres-

ident Seth Low will appoint a committee to examine the

essays &nd award the prize.

May 21, 1892

Electrical Power Transmission.^

There is no longer any question as to the superiority of

electricity for the transmission of energy to a consider-

able distance. In fact, this has teen the great advantage
of electricity since it was first applied to a useful purpose
for instantaneous communication between distant points.

The only difference is that in one case we have the mere
transmission of signals and in the other the transfer of a
sufficient amount of energy to come within the definition

of "power." Knowing what can be done theoretically,

however, the question of practical application becomes of

importance, and before this is fairly solved it must be
known that a demand exists for the transmission of power
over long dislanccs. Under ordinary conditions this de-

mand is not strikingly apparent, for the reason that we
are new so well ser\'ed, through the mining, transporta-

tion and consumption of fuel, that power is developed at

so small a cost as to become a matter of minor considera-

tion. When distributed as it is amongst the mass of con-

sumers, the tax for power is practically imperceptible, and
when compared with the cost of production before the

general introduction of the steam engine, it disappears al-

together. In practice we have gained so much by labor

saving machinery that the prime cost of moving it, to use

a slang expression, is "cut of sight." It is for this reason

that the earlier and more important installations of electric

power transmission, have been due to exceptional circum-

stances, where the cost of fuel is comparatively high, as in

some of the mountaincus districts of the mining regions or

upon the never failing streams in Switzerland, a ccunlry

where power distribution is probably of greater imponance
than in any other part of the world. Under stress of ccm-
peiion, however, the tendetcy is ever toward the cheapest

possible production of power, and any advantage
gained by the location of a certain manufactory,

must be met elsewhere, or the business that is car-

ried on at a greater cost m one branch must econo-

mize in some other direction in order to establish

— the equilibrium. "What may be saved in one Icca-
' tion by cheaper power, may be cflset in another by

^^^ lower freights. All advantages and disadvantages
" of this character must be calculated upon before it can

be determined whether a demand exists for long di:-

tance transmission of p>ower, and when we consider
ihedcubts which arise even in the minds of those electricsl

engineers who have devoted most attention to the subject, it

must be admitted that there are at present comparaiiveiy
few opportunities w-here the advantage to be gained is suffi-

cient to warrant incurring the risk of failure—net an absolute
failure, but a failure in an economic sense. That is to say,

the power might be transmitted at reasonable efficiency,

but at a cost exceeding that of producing power by well-

known methods. In work of this kind sentiment must be
eliminated. It might be a grand thing, and a great object
lesson to transmit power from Niagara Falls to the
World's Fair, and yet as a matter of business it would be
far cheaper to transport coal by rail to Chi :ago and burn
it on the spot. The utilization of water power at Niaga-
ra is a different proposition. There is to be located a
great manufacturing city'. The transmission of this

power economically to Buffalo, for instance, is a separate
question, and will be solved by the relative cost and con-
venience of the different systems, viewed from a strictly

economic standpoint. In fact the question of long dis-

FIGS. I AND 2. WATERHOUSE ARC LAMP FOR ARC OR
INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

ing much neater and safer terminals than those usually

attached to top of frame.

Fig. 3 shows the works in detail. From the form of

magnet used, great strength and wide range are obtained.

There are no springs, and there is but one piece of insu-

lation in the whole lamp outside of the insulating cement

which attaches the binding posts. The clutch feed is

used, as Waterhouse Bros.' long e.\perience has proved it

to be the most practical as well as the most reliable style of

lamp for both inside and outside lighting. An objection

heretofore has been the tendency to overfeed when the rod

becomes a little worn. This objection, it is claimed, is

entirely overcome in the new lamp by the employment of

Wisconsin Electric Club.

A very enjoyable lecture by Prof. F. E. Davies. of the

Madison University, on "The Energ}' Relations of Vol-

taic Cells", was listened to by the Wisconsin Electric club

at its club rooms in the Loan & Trust building, Milwaukee,

Friday evening, May 13th.

Dr. Davies said in conclusion that in these days of dy-

namic electricity, the powerful forces at work in the gal-

vanic cell in the production of electricity, were liable to

be lost sight of, and that it would be well for the electri-

cal student of to-day to give more time to the study of

the primar)' battery. "In years to come," he added,

"when a method shall have been discovered for utilizing

more completely the immense forces let loose in the chem-

ical action of a voltaic cell in the production of an elec-

trical current, electricians will look back on the practice

of today with wonder at the crude and wasteful methods

employed
"

FIG. 3. \VATERH.l\>£ ARC LAMPS FOR ARC OK IN-

C.AJNDESCENT CIRCUITS.

tance power transmission by tlectricity. like that of the
electric motor for the operation of stesm railways, is one
of the future rather than the present. There is an inter-

mediate field for the electric motor which may well occupy
attention for some time to come, and while experimenting
is always in order it is most profitable to investigate with-
in reasonable limits, where the advantages to be gained
are readily apparent.

The common council of Salem. O., has ordered the
city clerk to advertise for new bids for city lighting. The
council had secured a report frcm Rob. Mackie of Cin-
cinnati, on the candle power of the lights furnished under
the old contract, which showed that the company was not
living up to its contract. The report showed that the
fault was in the cperation of the plant, and not in the sys-

tem. The company denied the accuracy of the test and
questioned its fairness, but the council passed a resolution

expressing approval of Mr. Mackie's work and its confi-

dence in his ability and integrity.

Underground Wires in Europe.
In obedience to instructions issued last June the United

States consuls in several of the principal ciiies of Europe
have forwarded reports in regard to the use of under-
ground conduits for telephone, telegraph and electric light

and power service. The conduits are generally used for

the telegraph and telephone wires. Marseilles being the
principal point at which they are still carried overhead on
poles across the housetops or attached to the sides of the
houses along the streets. In Antwerp, however, the con-
duit built eight years ago hss never given satisfaction, and
is to be replaced by an air line. Cables for the transmis-
sion of power and for lighting are carried above the ground
in Copenhagen and Colore, in cement conduits at
Nantes, and overhead to Rouen. In Germany the change
from overhead to underground is still a matter of experi-

I. From EUctrk Pmucr.
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ment, but may be said to be in progress. In some o( the

cities, as lircmen, for instance, electric light wires run in

a cemented bricic tunnel and iron case, and the govern-

ment has recently adopted a standard form which is now
in use by the Imperial Teicgraph llurcau. The cost is

:f2f)0 per mile, but the insulation is imperfect, for which

reason the cables require more delicate instruments than

overhead wires for successful and rapid working. Komc
has no underground conduils, and a few in Florence arc

unsatisfactory.

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

Nkw York, May 14 —The metropolis is still wrestling

with the rapid transit problem, and as might be expected,

the proposed underground plan continues unpopular. A
detailed report of all the "talk" that has been reeled off

during the last few weeks would fill a dozen books, and to

the electrical man waiting his chance to bid for the intro-

duction of the motive power equipment, an account of

the "hearings" would be as uninteresting as voluminous. In

reading the newspaper reports on the rapid transit question

one's curosity is excited as to what might be the cause of

the animosity displayed by some of the dailies. In the

long editorial on "Surface Rapid Transit" in to-day's

Times the learned scribe, that I might almost venture to

say has never ridden in an electric car, calmly makes the

somewhat amusing assertion that "Electric motive power

is still a dream. That it is a distant dream we may be as-

sured by the amount of money that has been sunk and is

even now sinking in the construction of cable roads. If

there were any near or certain prospect of the production

of a practicable electric motor we may be quite sure that

the shrewd men who control the surface lines would not

be making this enormous investment, which the production

of such a motor would render entirely useless."

While on the subject of the New York city railways it

should be stated that recent agreements among the various

lines of surface roads in the city point toward such prac-

tical consolidation and extension upon the west side that

the existing congestion of travel upon elevated trains will

be perceptibly relieved.

The Houston, West Street and Pavonia Ferry Railroad

company, more frequently called the "Broadway Syndi-

cate," because it controls the Broadway and Seventh ave-

nue line, has recently taken a lease of the Ninth Avenue

Railroad company's property, and now proposes to run

cars, either by cable traction or electrical power, in con-

nection with the Broadway system, along Columbus ave-

nue to One Hundred and Tenth street. It is also pro-

posed to revive the old scheme of running cars through

Lenox avenue from the upper extremity of central park to

the Harlem river, with such connections and cross town

branches as shall revolutionize existing transit facilities.

John D. Crimmins, president of the Houston, West

Street and Pavonia Ferry Railroad company has made the

following statement in reference to the project

:

"The extension of the Broadway system in Columbus

avenue will begin at Sixty-fourth street and run up to

Morningside, under the tracks of the elevated railroad. We
shall make a connection with the Broadway system some-

where between Fifty-ninth and Fifty-third streets, wher-

ever the consent of property holders can be most readily

obtained, and where the convenience of the greatest num-

ber of passengers will be served.

"We shall run two tracks up to Columbus avenue. The

road is to be constructed so as to be independent of horses.

I take it that horse cats have had their day for long lines

of travel. The power will be either a cable or electricity."

In reply to the question "Does 'electricity' mean the

trolley system?" President Crimmens said :

'Very likely. The accumulator and Julien people have

been fighting each other until there is practically no elec-

trical motor in sight that I know of except the trolley sys-

tem. However, no system has yet been decided upon. If

the trolley should be adopted we would rig it up under the

tracks of the elevated structure, provided the Manhattan

company would consent. If they would not consent, we
should make our own structure just underneath."

At the annual meeting of the National Board of Fire Un-

derwriters held on Thursday last, the Committee on Light-

ning, Heating and Patents pointed out in its report that

there had been many mysterious fires in the last two years'

and that it was almost forced to conclude that there was

at present some unusual social hazard, that merchants of

the highest standing had become incendiaries, or that elec-

tric lighting currents were chargeable with the loss. Ac-

cording to the committee, losses from electricity arose in

three ways, from sparks from arc lights, from grounding

of wires, and from imperfect joints or spl ces or imperfect

insulation, and all these would seem to be preventable by

the exercise of proper care.

In consequence of a belief that the frequency of fires

has been due to unprotected electric wires, the insur-

ance companies of Newark, N. J., have raised their rates.

To pi event injury to their business, though, the Newark

electric lighting companies have agreed with fire

underwriters, that wires arc to be strung in accordance

with the rules adopted by the National Insurance Bureau

and National Klectric Light Association in iScji.

The New York state electrical executioner will probably

do a brisk business next week. On Tuesday last it looked as

though there would be three electrocutions in the Slate

prisons during the week commencing May 16th. The con-

demned are John S. Tice, at Auburn prison, Charles

Wright at Danncmora and Henry C. Fanning at Sing

Sing. The judgments against Tice and Fanning have

'been al'tirmed by the Court of Appeals, but the case of

Wright has not been passed upon by that Court. To day,

however. Governor Flower commuted Faming's sen-

tence to imprisonment for life.

Things move with deliberation in the East, so the in-

stallation of the electric system in Jersey City has not

come on with such rapidity as was hoped for. But there

is good reason for the delay. The idea is that with the

completion of the new road across the Newark meadows,

from West Side avenue to Newark, the electric poles and

wires will go up in the city as part of the same contract.

It is expected that the whole system will be in operation

this summer.

The Orange Crosstown and Bloomfield railroad is to be

equipped with the overhead system.
W. F. O.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Milwaukee, May 14.—The blanket street railway or-

dinance has been signed by the mayor and published. It is

by all odds the most important supplementary railway ordi-

nance ever granted by the common council. Besides the

Fond du Lac avenue franchise, which is embraced in a sepa-

rate ordinance, the company has secured permission to ex-

tend its system on the following streets : Humboldt avenue,

from Lee street north to the city limits; Park place, from

Murray avenue to Oakland avenue, and on Oakland ave-

nue north to the city limits; Winnebago street, from

Chestnut street to Eighth street; Clybourn street, from

Sixth street to Eleventh street, and on Sixth street from

Clybourn street to Sycamore street, and on Sycamore

street from Sixth to Third street; State street, from

Eleventh to Sixth street; First avenue, from Maple street

to Lincoln avenue; Lake street, from Clinton to B?rclay

street; Howell avenue, from Kinnickinnic avenue south to

the city limits; Ellen street, from Nock street to Kinnic-

kinnic avenue, and on Kinnickinnic avenue south to the

city limits; on Delaware avenue, from Ellen street to the

city limits; Forest Home avenue, from Lincoln avenue to

the city limits. Most of the lines, except those which will

run to the city limits, are intended to connect different

branches of the present system and afford practically new

lines between the outlying portions of the city and the

business district, thus rendering unnecessary the excessive

use of one track. The ordinance provides that work on

the new lines must be commenced before June ist, and

finished before Dec. ist, 1S93. The charter will expire

July, 1924, unless it is renewed. The company must

repair the street between its tracks and one foot on each

side.

A proposition to extend the Milwaukee and Wauwatosa

Rapid Transit line south to the state fair grounds is being

talked over by the stockholders. If it is extended to the

fairgrounds it will be built to North Greenfield as well, and

place a great deal of residence property on the market.

Much of the property needed for a right-of-way is owned

by the stockholders. The Wauwatosa line will probably

be opened in a few days.

Among the cars which were destroyed by fire in the

Northern Car company's works at Minneapolis were a

number, including four that were ready to ship, that had

been ordered by the Milwaukee Street Railway company.

The demands of the operatives on the Milwaukee Street

railway, as has been expected, were settled without any

serious trouble. The men held a meeting and re-

solved to demand 20 cents an hcur, eleven

hours to constitute a day's work, but made no

threats to strike in case of the demand being refused. A
committee of the employes held a conference with Vice presi-

dent Payne of the company, and finally decided to accept

17 cents an hour; 10 hours and 48 minutes to constitute a

day's work, and overtime to be paid at the same rate— 17

cents per hour. These terms proved generally satisfactory to

the men. Mr. Payne announced that as a result of the

arrangement cars would run later than before on the Third.

Walnut and Chestnut street lines.

Last week several scores of laborers engaged in building

the oew electric line on Clinton street went on a strike aod

tried to prevail upon laborers employed on otherlines to fol-

low their example. They were not successful. They struck

in order to enforce a demand for 1^1.50 a day. Tbcy were

receiving ti-35. the amount fixed last fall when the days

became short. Not being •>uccessful, some of ihc men re-

turned to work, aid the places of the others were filled

without any trouble.

A car was run over the new North avenue electric line a

few days ago, aiid every \\Cm% was found to work satisfac-

torily.

Frank Zieglcr, superintendent of the George Zieglcr

Candy company, kept employes of the .Milwaukee Street

Railway company from piling rails in front of (he com-

pany's plant on East Water street, by turning the hose on

them. A policeman appeared on the scene and ordered

Zicgler to stop. His refusal was followed by his arrest.

On the trial the prosecution showed that the work of laying

new track was being conducted with as little annoyance as

possible to business men. Zicgler on the other hand, claimed

that the men were leaving rails so that the company's

wagons could not back up on the sidewalk, /"udge Walker

held that Ziegler had not taken the law into his own hands,

but had simply protected his property in the easiest way
possible. An injunction would have resulted in long and

tedious lit'gation Ziegler was formally acquitted.

Several accidents have happsned on the Villard lines

within the past »wo weeks and prevented cars from running

for a time. On one occasion high winds threw the draught

machinery at the power house out of order.

The Milwaukee Board of Fire Underwriters has issued

pamphlets containing specifications for the installation of

electric plants and the putting in of electric wires. It is

stated in the pamphlet that the fire at the West bookstore

in February, 1S91, was caused by an electric lighting ap-

paratus. L. A. Carr has published a communication deny-

ing this statement. The electric light plant, he avers, had

been shut down thirty minutes when the fire broke out.

The cutout cabinet in which the fire started, according to

those who claim that it was caused by electricity, was

burned from the outside, and the bottom was burned very

little. Mr. Carr says that the cabinet would have been

burned on the back side had it been caused by electricity.

He adds that the plant in the New Insurance building,

where the fire occurred, was installed by experts, and has

always been cared for by careful men. He states that he

does not deny that a fire by electricity is impossible, but

says that statements like the one in the pamphlet are un-

just, and injure the electrical industry. Too much, he

concludes, cannot be said in praise of the insurance men
for what they have done to secure better electrical installa-

tions, but even they make mistakes, as is evidenced by

their statements regarding the West fire.

In the Superior Court Miss Mary Hardy has secured a

verdict against the Milwaukee Street Railway company for

$5,000. On Sept. 7, 1891, she was injured while alight-

ing from a Farwell avenue electric car. The car. she

alleged, started up before she got off. She claimed that

her' injuries were worse than they would have been other-

wise because the height of the step had been increased by

putting in motor car trucks, the car being one of the old

ones.

The Board of Public Works has ordered three bridge

motors from the Thomson-Houston company. The con-

tract amounts to about |L;,,5oo, and the motors are for State,

East Water and W^est Water street bridges.

Wauwatosa is not lighted by electricity any longer.

The lights had been maintained at the expense of the more

generous citizens, and they became tired of the burden.

The Wauwatosa Electric Light company did not find the

contract very profitable. The residents may decide to

incorporate as a village and then electric lights will be

supported by taxation.

In the Circuit Court ex-Alderman Thomas Ramsey sued

the Holmes Electric Protective company, which sells and

keeps in repair burglar alarms, to recover $5,000 for breach

of contract. After he had made an agreement with the

company, he alleged, it turned its business here over to the

Milwaukee District Telegraph company. The jury gave

him a verdict for $1,425.50. C.

Cincinnati, O.

Cincinnati, May 14.—The question of the contract

for the city lighting has been disposed of as far as lies

in the power of the Board of Legislation. An ordinance

awarding the contract to the Cincinnati Edison Electric

company has been adopted. Mayor Moody has approved

the ordinance and it now remains for the company to be-

gin operations.

The contract for the plant for the new city buildings has

been awarded to the Western Electric company of Chi-
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cago. This gives the company the entire honors on this

plant, as it had already secured and practically completed

the contract for the wiring of the buildings.

George F. Card has completed drawings for a novel

coal mining machine. Mr. Card has been working an

experimental machine in one of the largest coal mines in

the state, where he has personally watched its operation

in ser\'ice. He has also recently designed an electric drill

for underground work. Mr. Card is now devoting his

entire time lo designing electrical wiring machinery, and

win soon have a full line of special electrical tools, includ-

ing a locomotive and a slow speed motor for fan and

pomp work.

On Saturday, the 7th inst., the Board of Administration

removed Luke Lilley who, for a number of years, has

been employed in various electrical capacities by the city,

first as inspector and afterward as electrician.

Those interested in the posLoffice and telephone service

will be surprised to learn that Supt. Alonzo D. Burt of the

fifth division of the railway mail service, has resigned that

position to accept a more lucrative one under C. Jay

French of the National Bell Telephone company.

It is reported that the C. H. & D. R. R. company will

build a large station in the heart of the city, and that pas-

sengers will be carried from the present station to the new

one "by means of electricity." Whether this feat is to be

accomplished by wires, or on cars underground or over-

head, the local reporter thinks entirely unnecessary to

state, considering it, no doubt, a "mere detail."

Thursday afternoon an attempt was made to run the

first electric car over the new Cincinnati and Newport

bridge, but it was found the truck was too wide and struck

the curb of the footwalk.

Friday morning, however, the trip was successfully

made with another car, and a number of leading citizens

and electrical men rode back and forth a number of times

to test the cui rent required to operate the road. Among
those on the car were Mayors Berry of Newport, Harms

of Bellevue, and McLain of Dayton, the three cities to be

reached by the new extensions of this road. Messrs. Bul-

lock, Williamson, and Superintendent Jenkins of the Street

Railway company; Vice-President Hesser and Superinten-

dent Weissleder of the Cincinnati Electric Light company

and Robert Mackie, who made the tests of current used.

The current for this section of the road is furnished from

station A of the Cincinnati Electric Light company on a

meter basis.

Excitement ran high on Madison avenue, Covington, on

the morning of the 12th inst., caused by the falling of a

large maple tree across the street, carrying with it the

numerous electric light and street car wires. Several

horses standing near by received shocks and were knocked

down, and a man who tried to release one of them was

entangled in the wires, and another man driving past was

knocked from his cart, without serious injury. The cause

of the accident was the cutting away of the roots of a large

tree to make street improvements.

C. E. E.

Detroit, Mich.

Detroit, May 14.—The directors of the Citizens Street

Railway company recently took the first practical step

toward furnishing rapid transit to this city, and although

the people had been shouting for improved street railway

service and the company had been abused for not meeting

the demand, this first step was met with opposition. In

order to secure the best available apparatus the company

ordered its general manager to have a public test of the

several systems made on JeiTerson avenue. Both over-

head construction and storage batteries were to be given

a fair trial, but the people kicked, and kicked vigorously.

The Board of Public Works was asked to prevent the

erection of overhead wires. The railway company has

gone ahead, however, and it is now announced that a con-

tract has been awarded to the Detroit Electric company

to equip the Jefferson avenue line from the Michigan

Central depot to the old city limits, with the trolley sys-

tem. The contract provides that the electrical company

shall have the line equipped and ready for cars to run by

July 22d, but if unforeseen delays do not occur, the work

will be finished by July 6th. The figures for the work have

not been made public, but are said to be close to

$100,000.

Supt. Cottrell of the railroad company says: "Iron

trussed poles will be used. They will be set just inside

the curb, 125 feet apart. The shops of the company on An-

toineand Woodbridgestreets will be used as a powerhouse.

The electrical company guarantee to furnish sufficient

power to run a train of five cars at any rate of speed

desired, and besides this plant the railway company will

have an emergency plant to prevent delay in case the main

plant breaks down. The Jefferson avenue line was rebuilt

last year with special reference to running electric cars on

it."

The work of setting poles will commence next week.

The poles will be set in concrete, and will be twenty-two

feet high. Some of the new cars now running on the

Woodward and Jefferson avenue lines, were built for

electric roads, having been wired and arranged so that

motors can be put in at any time.

It is expected that Jefferson avenue citizens may apply

for a temporary injunction, but no fears for the result are

anticipated by the company.

It is reported that the directors of the Fort Wayne &
Elmwood Street Railway company, having for some time

had under consideration a proposition to introduce the

overhead system, have voted to issue bonds for the pur-

pose of making the improvement, and a meeting of the

stockholders has been called to vote on the bonding ques-

tion. If the stockholders approve the bonds all that por-

tion of the line west of Woodward avenue will probably

be equipped before next January. Under date of May
loth, one of the Detroit papers says: "Yesterday was a

great day for this town. Yesterday three things happened.

The Citizens Railway company signed contracts for a

rapid transit system on Jefferson avenue. The courts

refused to uphold those suburban property owners who

tried to enjoin the building of an electric railroad that will

connect Detroit with the suburban settlement of Delray,

Amman, Ecorse, Wyandotte and Trenton; and the same

courts refused to uphold the contention that no railroad

shall be built out Gratiot avenue to Leedsville and

beyond."

H. Leonard Wilton has resigned his position as secre-

tary and general manager of the Peninsular Electric Light

company, to take part in a private enterprise. He leaves

at an early day lor Europe and on bis return will take up

his new duties. He will retain his connection with the

Brush Electric company, of which he is secretary.

The bellows of the pipe organ in the First Congrega-

tional church of this city is operated by an electric motor,

and the connection between the keyboard and the action of

the organ is effected by an electrical system, the current

being supplied by a storage battery. So far the electrical

system has worked satisfactorily. G.

Spokane, Wash.

Spokane, Wash., May II.—Articles of incorporation of

the Spokane &; Cceur d'Alene Railway & Navigation com-

pany were filed to-day in the auditor's office. The

amount of the capital stock is $500,000, divided into 5,000

shares of $100 each. The incorporators are A. A. New-

bery, W. S. Norman, James Monaghan, L. C. Dillman,

and D. M. Drumheller. It is the purpose of the company

to construct an electric railway from Spokane to Cceur

d'Alene Lake, thirty miles distant. It is connected at

present with Spokane by the Northern Pacific railroad.

Engineers are now at work surveying for the most feasible

route, and seeking for the lowest possible grades. It is

the idea of the directors to procure a line with a maximum

grade of one per cent, and to build it with heavy rails, so

that the high speed proposed can be easily attained. The

distance between Spokane and Cceur d'Alene will be

made in one hour, Gearless motors will probably

be used, and the passenger cars will be so arranged that

they can traverse any part of the city of Spokane system,

and they would, of course, come into town on the regular

speeds allowed by city ordinances. It will be necessary,

in order to make the distance in one hour, to build the

motor and equipments to make forty miles an hour on the

open prairie. Auxiliary power will probably be obtained

at Post Falls, a small town on the route with a large

water power. The cost is estimated by Mr. Norman to be

about $700,000. Service will be £iven every hour; and

the articles of incorporation specify the hauling of freight,

parcels, United States mail and express matter, the haul-

ing of ores from the mines, the use of steamboats, ferries,

etc., on the lake.

The Spokane Stieet Railway company has received its

new equipment of Thomson- Houston apparatus. This

consists of twelve Thomson-Houston single reduction

"W. P." motors and eight complete car equipments, four for

double and four for single equipments. This apparatus

is now being equipped on Brill trucks and cable dummies,

which the company took off their cable road when they

turned it into an electric road. The company is now ex-

tending its road from the center of its system to the south-

east end of town, in Liberty Park. This extension pro-

ceeds from the corner of Howard and Second streets, up

Howard to Fourth, along Fourth to Arthur avenue, thence

up Washington avenue to Eighth street, in all about two

and a half miles. The cars will be running ou this ex-

tension in about a week. They are also building an-

other extension of half a mile from the end of the Boone

street line to Twickenham Park, where a large pleasure

resort and zoological gardens are just opening.

J. M.

Seattle, Wash.
Seattle, May 11.—This city will have a new e'ectric

street railroad. D. T. Denny, president of the Rainier

Power & Railway company has signed a contract, which

covers the construction and equipment of the new Third

street railway and an extensive electric lighting system.

The power station is at the Western mills, on Lake Union.

The Short system has been selected and the St. Louis

Car company will build the cars. There will be six hand-

some vestibuled cars. The present lighting plant will be

increased by 2,000 incandescents and 100 arc lamps. The
National alternating and the Western Electric arc systems

have been adopted. This will be the first appearance of these

electric systems in this state, except at Spokane where the

Short railway is in operation,

A 300 horse power Ideal engine will also be put in at

the power station, as well as two eighty horse power rail-

way generators. This contract, including five miles of

street construction, was awarded to the local contracting

firm of Charles H. Baker & Co., who have placed their

order for the steam plant with Power & Collins, also of

this city.

About $100, 000 will be expended under this initial con-

tract. It is expected that cars will be running on Third

street about August ist, and constinction will begin without

delay. S. P. I.

Indianapolis, Ind,

Indianapolis, May 14.—There is considerable work in

progress in this cily, principally in the electric lighting

plant. President Caven says that the Brush company has

been at work on the dynamos and lamps for more than

thirty days, and the putting down of the conduits is going

on as rapidly as possible. "Some one has said that the

cost of putting down these conduits should not be more

than $65,000," said Mr. Caven, "but the system will cost

a great deal more than that. Why, the expense of laying

them on Kentucky avenue to Washington street alone is

about $12,000. We are keeping ahead of the permanent

improvements all over the city and expect to have the

plant, building and all in operation by November ist. Should

we be delayed, however, the Board of Public Works has a

right to extend the time if it is so desired.'' K.

PERSONAL.
T. Ahearn, of Aheam & Soper, Ottawa, Can., was in

Chicago last week.

J. H. McGraw, of the Street Railway Journal, New
York, is in Chicago.

Frank Rae of Detroit visited Chicago last week and re-

newed his acquaintances.

D. B. Dean of New York, eastern manager of the

McGuire Manufacturing company, was in Chicago Sunday
and Monday.

Col. L. G. Burnham, vice-president and manager of

the Electric Gas Lighting company of Boston, was a recent

visitor in Chicago.

W. H. McKinlock of the Central Electric company,
Chicago, returned from a trip to the Pacific coast on Sat-

urday of last week.

E. E. Keller, of the firm of Keller & Degenhardt, Chi-
cago, returned last week from a business trip to Kansas
Cil}', Mo., and Pueblo, Colo.

Jas. G. Biddle, of the firm of Jas. W. Queen & Co.
of Philadelphia, has been making a tour ot the North-
west, and spent several days in Chicago.

Henr^' B. Cutter, president and general manager of the

Cutter Electrical &. Manufacturing company of Philadel-

phia, spent a day or two in Chicago last week.

Chas. E. Bibber, general manager of the Consolidated
Electric Manufacturing company of Boston, was in Chi-

cago last week. Mr. Bibber is visiting several of the largest

cities in the West.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Boulder Electric Power company, Creighton, Neb.

;

capital stock, §;5oo,ooo; to opeiate mines in Park county,

Mont.

Standard Electric Heat, Light &: Power company, Port-

land, Me.; capital stock, $500,000; to manufacture and deal

in electricity in all forms; N. & H. B. Cleaves, Portland,

Me.

Gate City Electric Street Railway company, Keokuk,
Iowa; capital stock, §130,000; operation of electric street

railway and power at Keokuk; W. J. Roberts, Keokuk,
Iowa.

Physicians' Electrical Supply company, Lafayette, Ind.,

capital stock, $50,000; the manufacture and sale of electro-

medical batteries and special appliances for electro-medical

and surgical purposes, and also the carrying on of a general
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novelty manufacturing and electro-plating business; C. G.
Longyear, Lafayette, Ind.

Susquehanna Railway company, Susquehanna, I'a
;

capital stock, $75,000; constructing and operating an elec-

tric railway in Cumberland county; Jno. !•". Finney, Ilar-

risburg, Pa.

Uloomfield Street Railway company, I'lltsburg, I'a.

;

capital stock, $12,000; constructing and operating an elec-

tric street railway in the city of Pittsburg; Wm. I). Kvans.
i'ittsburg, I*a.

Electric Cutter company, liast Orange, N. J.; capital

stock, $25,000; to manufacture, sell and deal in electric

cloth cutters, etc.; Smith & White, 280 IJroadway. New
York City, N. V.

Neftel & Marsh company, Jersey City, N. J. ; capital

stock, $50,000; to purchase, sell, furnish and equip elec-

trical and other machinery apparatus, etc.; W. Brinker-

hoff, Jersey City, N. J.

Tamaqua & Pottsville Electric Railroad company. Tarn-
aqua, Pa, ; capital stock, $120,000; constructing and oper-

ating an electric railway in Schuylkill county, Pa.; J. O.
Ulrich, Tamaqua, Pa.

Delaware County & Philadelphia Electric Railway
company, Chester, Pa.; capital stock, .^120,000; construct-

ing and operating an electric railway in Delaware coun-

ty; Wm. I. Schaffer, Chester, Pa.

Lewistown & Bellefonte Electric Railway company,
Lewistown, Pa.; capital stock, $400,000; constructing and
operating an electric railway in Bellefonte, Center county,

Pa.; W. W. Trout, Lewistown, Pa.

Liberty Avenue Street Railway company, Pittsburg,

Pa.; capital stock, $50,000; operating an electric street

railway from Liberty avenue and Main street to Garrison

Alley and return; W. A. Lewis, Pittsburg, Pa.

Canton Electric Light, Heat & Power company. Can-
ton, Pa.; capital stock, $10,000; supplying light, heat

and power by means of electricity to the public at the

Borough of Canton, Pa.; Delos Rockwell, Troy, Pa.

Thomas Day & Co , San Francisco, Cal.; capital stock,

$300,000; to manufacture and deal in gas and electric fix-

tures, brass goods, plumbers' supplies, real and personal

property; Olney, Chickering & Thomas, San Francisco,

Cal.

Brookwood Traction company, Harrisburg, Pa.

;

capital stock, $10,000; construction and operation of

motors and cables and other machinery for supplying
motor power to passenger railways; Jno. E. Fox, Harris-

burg, Pa.

Nicaragua Water [rrigation & Electric company, San
Francisco, Cal.; capital stock $-50,000; to deal in water,

electric lights and power in the Republic of Nicaragua,

and deal in real and personal property; W. C. Quinby, San
Francisco, Cal.

Negaunee & Isbpeming Street Railway & Electric com-
pany, Negaunee, Mich.; capital stock, $120000; consoli-

dation of the Negaunee & Ishpeming Street Railway com-
pany and Negaunee & Ishpeming Electric Light company

;

J. B. Mass, Negaunee, Mich.

Lynden Electric Motor Railway company, Lynden,Wash.;
capital stock, $250,000; to build and operate railroads

and steamboats, docks, warehouses, etc.; do a general

railroad and navigation business; loan and borrow money;
B. W. Loring, Lynden, Wash.

West India & Columbia Electric company, Chicago,

111.; capital stock, $500,000; general telegraph and tele-

phone business; to iurnish electricity for light, heat and
power purposes, street railways, water works, etc; Knight
& Brown, 87 Washington street. Chicago, III.

Galesburg Electric Motor & Power company, Galesburg,

III ; capital slock, $210,000; to construct and operate an
electric plant for furnishing power, light, heat, and system

of street cars in Galesburg, 111., and adjacent territory;

Williams, Lawrence lS: Bancroft, 20 Main street, Galesburg,

III.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Oakland City, Ind., is to be lighted by electricity.

Hudson, Mich., is to have an incandescent plant to cos

from $8,000 to $10,000.

The Erie County Light company and the city of Erie.

Pa., are negotiating over an electric lighting contract.

The capital stock of the Western Electric Light com-
pany of Toledo is'tobe increased from $20,000 to $200,-

000.

A member of an Episcopalian church at Waukegan, 111.

,

made an Easter offering to his church of an electric light

outfit.

The Citizens' electric light plant at Van Wert, O., has

been sold to Robert E. Drake of Boston, Mass., for $12,-

150. The plant was appraised at $14,000.

The new passenger cars now being built for the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy are wired for electric lights, and the

makers estimate the cost to be about $7 a car.

A stockholders' meeting of the Edison Electric Light &
Power company of Kansas City will be held on June 28th, to

vote on the proposition to increase the capital stock of the

company from $150,000 to $225,000.

At a meetimg of the city council of Kansas City, Kan.,
an ordinance was passed granting a franchise to the Elec-

tric Construction company of Chicago, to construct and
operate a private electric light and power plant in Kansas
City. The company will be compelled to commence work

on the plant within 90 days after the acceptance of the
ordinance, and have it completed and ready for operation
within one year.

The Kufaula, Ala., gas and electric plant has been
leased to W. P. Monroe of Missouri, who will at once
make extensive improvements and enlarge the s)stcm.

Fireworks .ind music were utilized to express the joy of
the ciii/ens of Constantine, Mich., when the streets of the
town were recently lighted by electricity for the first time.

A dispatch from Massillon, O., says: Employes of the
electric light company dug a hole in front of the residence
of Mrs. W. U. Hruny, on (Irant street, and would have put
in a pole had not Mrs. Bruny objected by planting her
body in the opening in the earth and refusingto come forth.

The force of workmen dug a hole about eight feel distant
and put the pole there. Mrs. Bruny declares that she will

yut down the pole.

.'\ recent dispatch from Middletown, Del., says : "Had
it not been for the moon this town last night would have
been in total darkness, as the electric light plant has sus-
pended operations indefinitely. About noon notice was
served upon the merchants to the effect that there would
be no lights last evening, and further inquiries elicited the
fact that the company, which became insolvent several
weeks ago, had decided to suspend, ft is believed that
an attempt will be made by the town to purchase the
plant, which is in a very dilapidated condition, and will re-

quire a Considerable sum of money spent on it before it

can be successfully operated."

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Galesburg, III., expects to have an electric railroad in

operation by August ist.

Electric cars have been put on the Bunker Hill street

railway line at Charlestown, Mass.

Estimates are being made for an electric railroad con-
necting Kent, Brady Lake, Ravenna and Sandy Lake, all

in Ohio.

Traffic has so increased between Vancouver and West-
minster, B. C, that the Electric Tramway company has
decided to double its track.

Youngstown, O., and Girard will be connected by an
electric street car line, an extension of the Youngstown
Street Railway company's line, which will mean a continual

tion of three miles from the present terminus at Brier Hill.

An electric railway is to be built from Alexandria, Va
,

to Mt. Vernon. It is said that the fare from Washington
to Mt. Vernon will be but 35 cents, with 25 cents addi-

tional for entering the grounds and mansion. The fare is

now $1 by the boats.

A Baltimore inventor claims to have perfected a remark-
able electric railway system. By its use neither overhead
wires, storage batteries, surface conduits nor underground
conduits are employed, the motive current being conveyed
to the car by induction from buried conductors extending
along the line of travel.

A great sensation was caused in Buda Pesth on May
I2th by an explosion that occurred in Andrassey street, one
of the fashionable thoroughfares. As one of the cars on
the electric railroad was rapidly moving along there was a
sudden jar by a bomb exploding, followed almost instan-

taneously by a terrific roar. The shock was very great,

and the people on the car, which was crowded to its fullest

capacity, were terribly frightened. A search along the

line showed that seven other cartridges had been placed
alongside the rails, but that they had in some manner be-
come displaced so the car wheels could not touch them.
It was by this fortunate accident that a terrible disaster

was averted. The car wheel that struck the cartridge

was blown off the axle, and the bottom of the car was
badly shattered. Nearly all the passengers were more or

less severely bruised, but none of their injuries are fatal.

TELEGRAPH.
The sixth annual convention of the Order of Railway

Telegraghers is being held in Chattanooga, Tenn., this

week. It is said that the organization has 30,000 members.

Sir J. Ferguson, the British postmaster-general, in rep'y

to the resolution of Sir Edward Birkbeck in the House of

Commons, made the definite announcement that the gov-
ernment was prepared to take in hand the improvement of

coast communications. Sir E. Birkbeck's resolution was
to the effect that it was desirable that all coastguard sta-

tions on the coast and signal stations should be telephoni-

cally and telegraphically connected, and where such sta-

tions do not exist the postoffices should be connected, and
that a royal commission be appointed to inquire into the

desirability of connecting certain light vessels and light-

houses by cable with the mainland. In this matter, he
said, the English were far behind Denmark, the United
States and Holland. lie also stated that the government
recognized the necessity for extension of the telegraph
communication on the coast, and had framed an estimate

of the working cost necessary to connect telephonically the

coastguard stations from the Isle of Wight to Lynmouth
in North Devon. Exact calculations showed that the cost

would be something over j^i6,ooo. The matter had now
got beyond the stage of contemplation, and the engineers

of the postoffice were taking active steps to give effect to

the scheme. A rough estimate had also been made of the

cost of establishing communication between all lighthouses

and lightships and the shore, and it was calculated that

nearly ;i^30o,coo would be required for the purpose. It

was the intention of the government to appoint a royal

commission to investigate.

TRADE NEWS.
On May 1st Ihc New York office of the Fort Wayne

Electric company was removed to 42 and 44 Broad street,
with II. C. Adams as agent.

.\ 400-light incandescent dynamo has been iasulled in
the Hotel Brunswick, Kansas City, by the Mather Electric
company. The wiring was done by ihe Kansas City
Electrical Works.

On May I St the Chicago offices of the Brush Electric
company were removed from No. 225 Dearborn street to
the Monadnock building, corner Dearborn and Jackson
streets. The company has secured a suite of seven rooms
extending along the entire front of the building facing the
postoffice.

The Citizens* Street Railway company of Detroit, Mich..
has awarded the euire contract for the equipment of its

Jefferson avenue line with the electric system to Ihe Detroit
Electric Works of Detroit. As this will be the first electric
line running through the center of the city the plant is to
be made a model one in every respect. The steam plant
will consist of three horizontal return tubular boilers, 60
inches in diameter, 16 feet long, each to have sixty 4 inch
flues; three 14x24x14 Westinghouse automatic compound
engines, with feed water heaters, pump, injectors, piping,
smoke stack, etc. The electric plant will consist of three
100 kilowait multipolar railway generators of the De-
troit Electrical Works' latest type. There will also be
furnished a slate switch-board of the most improved design,
with all instruments and attachments necessary to make a
complete electric plant. The overhead construction will
consist of two No. o B. &. S. gauge hard drawn copper
trolley wires, with necessary feeders and guard wires, sup-
ported on Milliken iron poles. The car outfit will consist
of twelve 40 horse power motor equipments of the Detroit
Electrical Works' standard type. If the work is not delayed
by injunctions or measures of that character, it is expected
that the plant will be in operation in about 75 days.

BUSINESS.
The Boston Braid Manufacturing company, of Boston,

reports a good demand for its silk braid, and new custom-
ers are booked every month.

George Cutter, Chicago, has just received a large con-
signment of the Germania shadeholders, which, like the
improved Schaefer lamps made by the same firm, are be-
coming favorably known in the West.

C. R. Field, of the India Rubber & Gutta Percha
company, of New York, is away from the city on an ex-
tended business trip. It is Mr. Field's intention to visit

most all of the large cities in the West.

The Emerson Electric Manufacturing company, St.

Louis, is having an active demand for its new Meston
alternating current fan motor. The new device for regulat-

ing the speed of this fan motor has been introduced and
it adds greatly to its desirability.

Thos. G. Grier, western manager of the Bryant Elec-

tric company of Bridgeport, Conn., has just received at

his offices, 1522 Monadnock building, a new invoice of

switches, and is now prepared to meet promptly all orders

for the well known Bryant goods.

Owing to lack of room in their old quarters, Kohler
Bros , 341 Rookery building, Chicago, western branch of

the Eddy Electric Manufacturing company, have removed
to another suite of offices. 1417-141S Monadnock building,

corner of Jackson and Dearborn streets.

The Hill Clutch Works, of Cleveland, O., through their

Chicago manager Chas. B. Coon, of 347 Rookery build-

ing, have recently closed contracts for furnishing the

power transmission for the German Opera House com-
pany's building on Randolph street and the Produce
Cold Storage exchange, Chicago.

R. J. Randolph, manufacturer of the "Little Daisy"
fan and motor, has moved his office from the Rookery to

room 1325 Monadnock building. Mr. Randolph has
secured the general western agency for the Duplex Electric

company of Corry, Pa., and reports an active demand for

the motors and other apparatus made by that company.

Houliston, Hubbard & Co., who opened a supply house
in Cincinnati on March ist, find that their business has in-

creased to such an extent that they have removed from
their present location to larger and more commodious
quarters at 164 Plumb street. This firm represents the

Jenney Electric Motor company of Indianapolis and other

manufacturers.

E.obb MacKie, 2o3 Neave building, Cincinnati, is giv-

ing considerable attention to the inspection of station

work and subsequent supervision of its reconstruction.

Mr. MacKie has held responsible positions with some of

the leading electric companies of this country and should

have acquired an experience of value to local lighting and
street railway companies,

S. A. Day, of New York, well known as the manufact-
urer of the Kerite insulated wires and cables, has moved
from his Dey street office to new quarters in the ^^ail and
Express building, Broadway. It may be mentioned also

in this connection that W. H. Eckert, formerly general

manager for S. A. Day, has severed his connection with

this concern and has been succeeded by Supt. W, R.
Brixey.

Louis Blatz, 107 West Monroe street, Chicago, has
drifted into the manufacture of several specialties that are

more or less closely related to electrical interests. These
articles include trolley wheels, graphite bushings, strain

clamps, electric railway switches, etc. Mr. Blatz has a

finely fitted up brass foundry in connection with his busi-
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ness and is making a specialty of brass castings for elec-

trical work.

The Jacksonville Railway company, Jacksonville, III.,

on January 6th decided to divide its order for motor

equipments between the Detroit Electrical Works and the

Thomson-Houston company and gave each an order for

three 30 horse power equipments. The road was equipped

and put into operation about March ist. On May 2d the

Detroit Electrical Works received another order for three

additional 30 horse power motor equipments.

The Lunkenheimer Brass Manufacturing company of

Cincinnati has just issued an illustrated catalogue and

price list of brass and iron goods and specialties, that for

typographical beauty and completeness of detail leaves

nothing to be desired. In compiling the catalogue it is

stated that an effort has been made to show only the best

and latest improved designs, making it brief and practical.

The object aimed at has been fully reached, and ihe result

is a "thing of beauty."

Kerite wire is being vigorously pushed to the front rank

of high grade insulated wires. Mr. F. W. Cushicg. the

general western agent, announces that he has established

agencies for Kerite goods in San Francisco, Milwaukee

and Cincinnati. The local Chicago trade has been turned

over to the Enterprise Electric company at 313 and 315

Dearborn street, and negotiations are pending for the

establishment of agencies in several other western cities all

of which will be under the direction of the general west-

ern agency in Chicago.

Charles E. Sharp has been appointed manager of the

Southern Electrical Supply company, 5t. Louis. Mr. Sharp

is a conscientious, pains taking business man, and since

his appointment, May ist, has secured again many of the

old customers of the Southern, besides a number of new

ones. William H. McKiolock, the founder and

president of the Southern Electrical Supply company, has

just returned from St. Louis, and reports the Southern

company as doing a very brisk business. Mr. McKinlock

considers that under the new management, the prospect

for an extended trade is ver>' encouraging.

Wm. HazeltoD, 3d, has been appointed assistant general

manager of the Short Electric Railway company. Mr.

Hazelton has been in the employ of the company for about

a year, having bis headquarters at Philadelphia, managing

a large and very important eastern territory for the com-

pany. His promotion is well deserved, and he is receiving

congratulations from the electrical fraternity generally.

Mr. Hazelton will move to Cleveland, Ohio, immediately,

and pending the growth and training of Mr. Hazelton, 4th,

the Philadelphia office will be placed under the manage-

ment of C. C Curtiss of the New York office.

The Central Electric company, Chicago, reports that it has

-secured through the Brush Electric company the order for

32 miles of Acme lead Okonite cable for the South Park

Commissioners of Chicago. This wire is to be used to

carry current for lighting the boulevards to the World's

Fair grounds, and Okonite was selected because of its

high quality. The Central Electric company reports also

a very active business in the Interior Conduit & Insulation

company specialties. A great many of the large buildings

in Chicago and elsewhere are being equipped with this

conduit.

The Rockford Electric Manufacturing company of

Rockford, 111., has received the following letter from a

prominent house at Scranton, Pa.: "We have had one

of your five horse power Mayo motors, 220 volts, in use

about three years. Have it attached to one half medium
printing press, one wire power stitcher, one number 2

Bougarters eccentric mill, which requires full five horse

power to run, and to the elevator loaded with 3,^00 pounds

of merchandise, and your motor has run through it all.

We use the motor about six to eight hours daily at a cost

of from $3 to fg a month. The repairs have been

nothing, with one exception, which was caused by rank

carelessness. We thoroughly appreciate your motor, and

wish for none better."

From the list of recent sales jnst received from the Page

Belting company of Concord, N. H., one would be led to

believe that the directly connected engine and dynamo

and "rope transmission" had, to put it mildly, by no

means taken entire possession of the field. Following is

a partial list of recent orders for the ' Eureka dynamo"

belt: Two to Galveston, Tex.; one to Chattanooga,

Tenn : two to Roanoke.. Va.; one to Sevmour. Conn.; one

to Boston; nine belts to the Brooklyn City Railway com-

pany, Brooklyn, N. V.; four to the United States Electric

Light company. Washington, D. C; two to the Staten

Island Light, Heat & Power company, Port Richmond. N.

Y; three to the Prudential Insurance company. Newark.

N.J. Of the company's regular "dynamo double" belt-

ing sales have been made to the Pennsylvania Railroad

company, Camden, N. J.; to the Red Star Line repair

shops, Jersey City, N. J., and to the People's Electric

Light company, Trenton, N. J.

The Great Western Electric Supply company, after an

annoying delay, has acquired possession of nearly the en-

tire second floor of the Springer building, igsto 207 South

Canal street, Chicago, over 30.000 square feet of floor

space, and is now fairly ready for business. The offices

of the company have been transferred to very desirable

rooms in the new building, which have been elegantly fitted

up with everv convenience possible to secure. Directly

in the rear of the offices and separated only by_ a glass

partition is a salesroom, which, for size, variet}' and

beauty of stock displayed, is unequaled by any similar es-

tablishment in Chicago. This company has recently taken

up the manufacture of electrolier and electric light fixtures

and the display made is unsurpassed. The different lines

of electric supplies is also well represented, nearly every

article of which is made by the Great Western company in

a factory, the capacity of which has recently been largely

increased. The Sun arc lamp for incandescent circuits

is also manufactured, and W, H. Oilman, president of the

company, announced recently that the orders in this de-

partment were over 200 lamps behind, with a constantly

increasing demand. This company has unexcelled facil-

ities for the transaction of business, and the outlook is

reported as being very bright.

The Automatic Switch company of Baltimore, Md., has
received a most flattering testimonial relating to the Whit-
tingham automatic motor starter from Hershberg, Hollander
& Co., importers; jobbers and manufacturers of paint,

Baltimore. This device it will be remembered, was de-

described in the last issue of the Western
Electrician. The Hershberg, Hollander & Co.,

motor is a 10 kilowatt with r 10 volts Wenstrom
machine and it is used for running a large paint

mill, frequently drawing go amperes for 14 hours at a

time. The current upon which it is operated is subject

to many stoppages during the day, and formerly

the returning current after each stoppage would blow the

fuse before the resistance could be turned in by hand.
With the automatic motor starter now in use, the return

current starts the motor automatically, without damage,
and with no attention whatever. Hershberg, Hollander is:

Co, write to the Automatic Switch company as follows;

''We take great pleasure in stating that after a trial of

six months with your automatic motor starter attached to

our 12 horsepower Wenstrom electric motor, we are very

much pleased. Having tried other switches,- we find

that the device we are using at present is decidedly the

best, and consider it a perfect piece of mechanism."

Since the establishment of a western department by Col.

L. G. Burnham, vice-president and manager of the Elec-

tric Gas Lighting company of Boston, Western Manager
Chas. E. Lee has had phenomenal success with the

company's goods, particularly with the Samson battery,

which has been introduced into a number of lines in which
an open circuit battery never before had been considered
practicable. The sales of Samson battery to concerns some-
what outsideof the regular line of electrical trade have.accord-
ing to Mr. Lee, amounted to thousands of cells more than
have been sold through the ordinarj' channels- For instance,

the Samson battery is being used on railway signal work
where bells are to be rung at crossings and semaphores are

to be worked for block signal systems. The Hall Signal

company, for example, is making extensive use of the Sam-
son battery. The O'Neill Signal company of Cleveland,

too, has recently equipped the Belt railway in Chicago
with its crossing bells in which the Samson battery is used
exclusively. An idea may be had of the requirements for

this sort of work when it is stated that the battery service

is required at one railway crossing in Chicago where the

bell is rung on an average of 350 times daily for a space of

one minute for each train. This is very severe work.
Thos. Kane & Co., a large manufacturer of gas engines,

have found that the Samson battery is a most reliable

source from which may be obtained the spark to light the

gas in the engine. This firm's experience is that there may
be obtained a life of from six to nine months from one
charging of the Samson battery. The battery is called on
in this work to give 175 sparks per minute for ten hours a

day. This is probably one of the severest tests to which
any open circuit battery has been put. The DuLaney
Clock company. Chicago, a new corporation manufacturing
self-winding decks, is also using the Samson battery in its

clocks and is enthusiastic in praise of the cell's electromo
tive force and lasting qualities. From the above and a

knowledge of the fact that the Samson cell is meeting with

marked success where it is applied in medical work it

would seem that Col. Bumham has every reason to be en-

couraged with the prospects in the W^est.

ELECTRICAL STOCK MARKET
(Quotations furnished by Perry & Noyes, Edison build-

ing. New York.)

The closing quotations of electrical stocks on Saturday,

May 14, in New York, were:

Bid. Asked.
EdisoD General Electric company, Capital

$15.000,000 iioj^ III

Edison Illuminating compaay of New York J?o Soi^J
'* " " Brooklyn . 83
" " " Boston 115 120
" " *' Chicago. .130 140

Edison Ore Milling company 15 20
United States Electric company of

New York 15 25
Brush Electric company of Cleveland. -.30 40
Brush lUumioating company of New York.. 30 40
Thomson-Houston Electric companv oc^^ 67

" " " Preferred 29 30
North American Phonograph company 5 7
New York ..." " --•- 2'^ 5
Automatic Exhibition company 4 6

Westinghouse Cora 28 ag
- " Pfd 45 46

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued May loth, iSq2.

474.355- Electric Railway, Charles H. Baker, Lake
Geneva, Wis.

Consists of an elevated railway trestle carrying a conduit
the trolley wheels being supported upon a bar adjustable by
the opera lor,

474.375- Trolley Wire Support. Owen F. Evans, Co-
lumbus. O-

Between the opposite poles is stretched a wire; to the centers
of these transverse wires is secured an electrical conductor
which is allowed to sag slightly. This wire is broken at center
of span and a turn buckle is interposed. The trolley wire is

suspended horizontally from this wire by short vertical conduct-
ing wires of proper length to bring the trolley wire into hori-

zontal position.

474,388. Dynamo Electric Machine or Motor. Charles

D, Jenney, Indianapolis, Ind.

474.398. Electrically Heated Vessel. Willis Mitchell,

Maiden, Mass.
A vessel wound with wire for carrj'ing a current to heat the

contentsof the vessel.

474.403. Truck for Electrically Propelled Vehicles. Louis
Pfingst, Boston. Mass.

A truck one axle of which carries the motor, the other axle
carrying a counterbalancing weight.

474,447. Electric Speed Regulator. John W. Gibboney,
Lynn, Mass.

A regulator for a motor mechanism comprising a Foucault
disk and a pivoted field magnet, the position of whose axis is

changed by a change in the speed of the disk, thus actuating
the controlling device.

474 454. Exciting Fluid for Galvanic Batteries. Carl
Lutcke. Jr., Berlin, Germany.

The exciting fluid consists of a concentrated solution of one
or several chlorides, such as copper, iron, zinc etc , in combi-
nation with from two to three parts by weight of nitrate of
mercury-

474,468. Electric Conduit. Augustus Braner, Indianap-
olis, Ind.

This icvention consists of sections of clay pipes, their ends
abuttine, and a flexible metallic band slit on one side, sprung
around the joint, such pipes being surrouoded by cement.

474469 Lightning Arrester. Malcolm Dickerson, Fort
Wayne, Ind.

The invention consists of discharging device having sepa-
rated points between which is in'erposed iosu'atiog liquid,
whereby the high potential discharge may escape by disruptive
discharge, and an arc prevented by the closing in of the Hqnid.

474.472. Cleaning: Brush for Electric Railways. Rudolph
M. Hunter. Philadelphia, Pa.

A brush attached to the car adapted to fit the conduit and
sweep all foreign matter into wells provided a'ong the conduit.

474.473. E'ectric Snap Switch. George K. Hutchins,
Baltimore, Md.

474.523. Electrical Indicator. John W. Gibboney,
L>nn, Mass.

474,528 Locking Device for Switch and Signal Opera-
ting Mechanism. Thomas H. Patenall, Rahway, N. J.

474 541. Electric Swiicb. Carl A P, Willing and Rich-
ard J. G, Violtt, Berlin, Germany.

474,542. Thermostat. Archibald H. Brintnell, Toronto,
Canada.

The desien is to produce either a trouble alarm or a trouble
alarm and fire alarm according to the space the diaphragms
are caused to recede from ea;h other by the heat,

474.552 Trolley for Electric Railways. Charles E.
Friel, Boston, Mass.

474 569. Insulating Coupling. Albert Anderson, Boston,
Mass.

474,584. Connection for Electric Conductors. Charles
W. Tobey. New Bedford, Mass.

A metallic clip adapted to be bent about the conductors, and
having its face provided with a coating of solder and a flux
therefor.

474,592. Ore Conveying Apparatus. Thomas A. Edison.
Llewellyn Park, N. J.

474, 6do. Commutator Brush. Robert Hirsch and Her-
man Meminger, Milwaukee, Wis.

This is a mixture of refined clay, graphite, carbonized oil or
sugar and was, covered with a metallic coat.

474. G23. Circuit Controller for Electric Motors, William
S. Andrews, New York, N. Y.

474,624. Dynamo Electric Machine or Motor. Joseph
D. F. Andrews. London, England.

A mnhipole machine in which the armature coils are so con-
nected that all coils in approximately the same phase act to-
gether in series.

474 63[. Low Water Alarm, Thomas A. Delaney and
Robert E. Hills, Chicago, III.

474,632 Electrical Switch-Board, Louis A. Fehr, New
York, N. Y,

The lamp circuit terminals are arranged in a circle around
each generator circuit and a switch on the generator circuit is
adapted to engage with any set of lamp circuit terminals.

474.667. Electric Limp Socket. William D. Kurz and
Hans Amundson, I.,aCrosse. Wis.

This improvement is especially adapted for outside decorative
ilium natiuQ.

474,' 70, Automatic Fire Alarm. Morris Martin, Mai-
den, Mass.

This improvement produces a signal different from the fire
alarm signal when the circuit is broken by other means than bv
the thermostat.

474.673. Electric Heat Alarm. Joseph Meyer, Jersey
City, N. J.

A column of mercurj- by its expansion above a certain point
completes an electrical circuit and sounds alarm.

474.706. Automatic Repeater. Richard Watkins, Sac
ramento, Cal.

474.735- Electric Wind Vane Indicator. Henry J,

Haight. New York, N. Y.

474.771. Telethermometer. Fernando J. Dibble, Pea-
body, Mass.

474.787. Electric Machine. Herbert A. Wagner and
Ferdinand Schwedtmann, St. Louis, Mo.

A combination of a cylindrical field magnet surrounding the
armature of longitudinal brushes held by springs against the
commutator, which consists of a plate, provided with coil termi-
nals upon its face, placed on the end of the armature.

474,797. Electrical Heater. Willis Mitchell, Maiden,
Mass.
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HEMINGRAY GLASS GO.
Offices, Covington, Ky. Factories, Muncie, Ind.

STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS,
Class Break Knobs, Floor Insulators, Battery Jars.

ARC LIGHT GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

"V7"oxiic: ou srECi.A.ij i3:E:si<3iTS soltcitee).

A young man with thorough iy practicji!

knowledge of the KIcctrlcul TusiDets. now
maniigcr of the New York olllce at a well
known elciirlral company, dcHlies a

(:h»ii6;e with a view to New York reprisjn-

tJillon. (/'an furnish beat of referencc-H.

Ad'lri'Mrt "Ij," cure Wk-st):i!v j:i.r< tum r a .

"wantedT
One second hand, 2'ZO volt, Power

Generator, from 30 to 50 horse

power.

Springfield Electric Light & Power Co..

Sl'UINOFll.I.O, II, I,.

A GOOD I.IV£ MA.N, wlthtmkll<:*i>ltal,toUk«
ortive IntTrKt In a ftroyrlaft an<l w«ll •'Ht«bllBh«)(l

t^lBCtrlcal coD''«rn. doloK a •p«clftltr maniifMtur-
iDft, gfftK^rBl jobblut; and coD'trudluD bniloM*.
MuHt tn wxj>erl<>DC«(l lii (ft'ocral ljUHln«ti maniic*-
iiM-ijt, aUo ponn^BSod of ouod pracilc*! kuovrl-
mlK'.'. Afl'lrveo, "A. B."

Carw WesTKB-.' Ei-K'TkiciiN

Ao Ai^«;Qt to Bi-]! our

Niagara Electric Motors anil Dynamos,
In wvery city lo the U. 8. whert- w« are not already
reprHBeot«(]. Liberal laduo-iu'-'OtB and excluBlve
territory to tbe rlyljt party. Addros",

LOVELL MFG. CO , Ltd.. Erie. Pa.

THE "CLARK " WIRE,
Insolation Onaranteed 'wherever aHcd. Aerial, Under&rronnd or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29,1 886, he says : ''A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

Tho rubber used in insulating our wlr^R and rablee ie especially chemically prepared, and la guaranteed Lo be waterproof, and will not delerioriile. oxidize or crack, uritl will remain rti-xibli- in »-xir«fme cold
weather and is not affected by lieat. The iiiHulation is protected from mechanical injury hy one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's I'oleiit CompouDd, and Bpecial extra fniifh, which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and al^o preventing chafing and abraeion. which it* water, acid, and to a very gr--at f.itent fireproof. (Jur im-ularion will prove
durable when all others fall . We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Klectrlc Lights from utock. Cables raade to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outeido finish for celling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark Joint Cnum should be used for making waterproof joints . This is put up in half-pound boieo, in strips about one foot long and flve-elghtha inch wide, and when wrapped abont a jotnt
"iDd pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOR KAILWA & and ^flOTOK use, we make all Btzes of stranded and flexible with Clark insalatiou.

WK GUARANTEE OITR INtSIJI^ATION ^VHEREVEK UNEO, AERIAL, UNDERGROriVU OR tmjBMARINE, and oor net prices are as low, If not lower than any
other flrst-class Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terma and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, MASS.

EBNRY A. CLABE, Traaenrer and Oen'l Manager.
HBRBEKT H. EUSTIS, PrtBldent and Electtlclin.

-A- HiOl^TO- ^EIXjT
WHITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES OF

s-crr=x=r^i:B^.

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.y

MANUFACTURERS OP ALL KINDS OF

SB.AMLE1SS RUBBKR. WIRKS AND QABLELS,
JOHN A.

FACTOMY AND MAIN OFFICE, TRENTON, N. ,T.

ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., Cer<»'ral Westerri Agents, 171 and 1 73 Lake St., Chicago, III.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
TauFht thoroughly day and night at the INSTI-
TUTE of TECHNOLOGY, 151 Tliroop
Street, Chicago, III. Amatenra, Artiaana
and others aB8lBt'"d Practioallt In any line, and
Inptructed in the latest and moat improved
methods.

Mechanical DBAtrGHTtNG, Mathematlca, Elec-
trical Calculations, Architecture, Mechanica, alao

aught day and night.

Thi3 is a cut of

the

Law
Battery
—WITH

—

Double
Cylinder
Carbon

Element at-

tached with zinc
to cover. 147 sq.

inch carbon sur-

face. The element
iseverlaetingiand
ie BO guaranteed.
Why nee a tiat-

tery with a chem-
ical depolarizer
that needs fre-

onent renewal of

the negative ele-

ment.

LAW BATTERY COMPANY,
85 John St., New York.

SOMETHING NEW!
An improved 4 or 6 volt Combined Storage Bat-

tery ebpeclaliy for Dentists' use at very low price.
Pnrchaaere can exchange discharged for charged
cells, without extra coat, beyond exoense tor
charging the batteries. Manofactared by

J.K. PUMPEIil-Y,
Beom 301, S05 S. Canal St., Cblcaso.

FOR SALE.
2-36 Light Waterhouse Arc

Dynamos, 2,000 C. P., with
single and double lamps.

Rose Electric Ligbt Supply Co.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Electrical Pnrposea.

EUGENE MUNSELL& CO,,

818 Water St., Xew York.

Portable Testing Resistance Sets.
We claim that our "1891" TYPE

Portable Testing Set is the most effici-

ent of its class on the market. The
col s are wound with platinoid wire

and adjusted to a guaianteed accuracy

of one-fifth of one per cent. The
galvaot meter is deadheat, sensitive,

and is unafftcted by mechanical vi-

brations and proximity to masses of

iron or Intense magnetic flelde. The

I

total range is from .001 -to 11,110,000

ohms.
We believe that no other testing set

embodies thee features, which are

essential to satisfactory results.

I It is possible to buy sets from our-

selves or elsewhere at prices lowc

than the coat of the above, but we would advise all to examine the merits of our "1 891

"

TYPE before purchasing any other.

Send for illustrated descriptive circular No. 285.

OUEEN £ CO., PHIUDELPHIA.

Yon WOl Oblige

Both Advertiser and Publisher

by mentioning the WESTERN
ELECTRICIAN when writing

to advertisers.

FAN MOTORS.
SEND IX YOUR URDEBS FOE

Arc 110 and 500 Volt Fan Motors.

Chicago Electric motor Co ,

205, 207 Sonth Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

THE BECKER VERTICAL MILLER, No. 3.

A Perfect IMIiling Machine.

For the various operations of milling with

face mills IT HAS NO EQUAL.

ITell adapted for use In electrical
macbljie sliops.

Se2^^ fox drc-\.TlRT.

JOHN BECKERMAFr& CO.,

FITCHBURC, MASS. <

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COIVIPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
'%, H. P. 500 Volt Armature, Ventilated. Constant Speed, 1,500.

The Motors are made with the best appliances and material obtainable, and embody every improve-
ment of merit, with the intention that they shall be the Standard oi their class.

430 West 1 4th street. NEW YORK.

PORTER-LEAVITT ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.,

124 Mitchell St., Providence, R. I.

Battery Motors a Specialty.
FOUR REGULAR SIZES.

Suitable for running Sewing Machines, Dental Drills,

Jewelers' Lathes and all kinds of light machinery.

Ac. 1, 3 Volts, 1-33 h.p.. S3.00.
No. 3, AVolts, 1-16 h. p., S5.00.

No. 3, 6 Volts, 1-13)1. p.. SIOOU.
No. 4, lO Volts, l-!«b.p.. S15.00.

Every Motor Q-uaranteed.Send for Circular.
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E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILICTEID
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.

9134 Michigan Avenue.

Commercial Baildin°:. at. Ijoais. 3Io.

'-^SE^^r/

n.M.Morse&C»
\i FNCINEERSano CONTRACTORS.

'^«3S?<:?0WER PLANTS
Late of Eng-Iish. Morse Jfc Co.,

Electric Gas Lighter
IS

ABSOLUTELY SAFE
From danger of leaking gas.

Never fails to light.
g

Will not get out of orde

Liberal Terms to the Trade.

Will Bend sample by mail, poet-
paid, on receipt of $1.35.

Fletcher & Fletcher
Electric Co.,

fieneral Electrical Supplies,

13 S. Water St , Cleveland, 0.

STEAM ENGINES
FOR SALE.

One 12 H. P. Vertical.
Threes H. P. Vertical.

One 4 H. P. Horizontal Tmnfe.
One 5 H. P. Hoisting Engine.

All above engines new and cheap.

We have under constmrtion 5, 8, and 12 H. P.
vertical, and 18 and 25 H, P. horizontal engines,

all automatic cut-off.

WILLIAMS ENGINE CO.,
BAliTlJIOKE. 31 D.

S-CrBSOI5IBE3
FOK THE

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

StilweH's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE ii> Steam

Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

TUC I STCOT SPECIALTIES IN ELECTRICInL LrliCOl light supplies.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

ST.A-IS EHLiECTISI^^ CO.,
•41 Nortb Broad Street, - PHILADEIiPHlA,

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
Ui to 156 Green 8l. Green Point. BEOOKLU. S. 1

MAirerACTOET op

Non-Conductive Blocks, Rosettes and Bases for Cut-Outs
and Switches; also Insulators, Cleats, Lamp Trim-

mings and ottier Electrical Supplies.

Oar production 1b a dense body. The glazing and bodj
of our ware are of same composition, and are baked
alike, which are the features of

TRUE b:abi> pobcei^ais.

ELECTRICITY for ENGINEERS.
A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.

Price, Postage Prepaid, $2.50.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDIXG, CHICAGO.

THE MILUKEN PATENT POLE
For Electric Street Railways and Electric UgM Work.

66 LIBERTY STREET,

NEW YORK.
MANTTTACnmED BT

MILLIEEN BROS.

69 DEARBORS STREET,

CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

WRITE FOR CIRCIJI.AR AND CATAI^OGUE.
EliECTBIC liieHT
AXD BATTEBi'

CJ{liBOflS.
ClitEVEIi-A-ISriD, OHIO.

[HIOTOIl

BIfUSffES.

THE I>ESXj"r"01^ ^W.A.T^ESn ^WZZ£S£3ILi

ManufactuKers of

OCTAGONAL^^ Cedar
Telephone& ELECTRICAL

Railway Poles xCRossJIrms

{# H.M.LOUD & Sons UumberQ.
;
OSCODA , IVIICH.

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Over 2,000 in use.

Affords the most simple and reliable power for all mlnine and manufactnr-
Ing machinery. Adapted to heads mnninff from uO np to 2,000 or more feet
From 20 to 30 per cent better results guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the country.

The advantages the Pelton Wheel afiorde In the way of a uniform and relia-
ble power, close regulation and Ibe facility of adaptation to varying conoitlone
of epeed and pretaure, have brought It Into special prominence and extensive
Qse for thJs class of work. All applications should eiate amount and head of
water power reqnired, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send fob CiTALoGUE.

THE P£LTOX "WATER WHEEIi CO.,
131-1S3 llain St., San Francisco, Cal., U. S. A.

143 I.IBEBTT STREET, . - - XEW TORK.
^^It having cometo onr notice that our patent rights are being infringed

upon, iniendingporchasers are hereby warned that all ench infringements wUi
be duly prospcnted.

F1CI.TOX "WATER aiOTOKS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15
and 20 horse tower, unequaled for all light ronnrns machinery. Warranttd
to develoD a given 6mount of power with one-haJf the water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Address se above. Deliveries made from
San Francisco or 2^ew York, ae may aSord the most favorable freight rates.

HILL
Clutch Works,
CI.EVELAJID, o.

EASTERN OFFICE:
ISOortlandtSt., - KEWTORK.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
28 80. Canal St.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Designed, Elected and Forniihed.

Send for ne^ Catalogue ofPow-
er Transmission Machinery-

^^PJ^^BYJAJ. SHULTZ.

YOUR POWER.
YOUR BELTS.
YOUR MONEY.

BY COVERING YOUR PULLEVS WITH

SHULTZ PATENT
LEATHER PULLEV COVERING.

TANNED ON THE
SURFACES ONLY.
INTERIOR IS

RAWHIDE.- -

THE ONLY PERFECT BEU \

MADE.ND SUPPING'

OR LOST MOTION

164 Summer St. , Boston, Mags ; 225 Pearl St., :New York City.

128 N. Third SC.,Fluladelptua, Pa. ; 60 W. Monroe St. Chicago.

MlDEiAGElEATriER^ AND Picker Leather-

St. Louis, Mo.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPv\NIES i-; c:ii>M to ihis 4'KI^R.RRATKU WA'I'KK W II l-:i-:i. x^ [>:,rti.-u:arly a.laplrd to their use

on accoupt of its r«-inurkul»ly Hf«*uclr motion, nlfc'i Mperd
and errc^at Kfll<*i<*n*'y«and lai*K«: ivapaclt^foritstfiamrKer,
being cloul»l<" the I*owrr of most wheels of same diameter. It u used
by a numlMrr of the leading electric companies with ercat satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an rqu.il, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect (cuaranic'rd.
NIONn FOR VA'tAMA^OUK AIVU PARTK'f'I.ARIV.
Our Horizontal "Viclor" is highly recommended, as no gears arc required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving rrprcscnis a pair of 12 inch VICTTOR

XURRINKW arranged on a horixoniat shaft with Cast-Iron Flume. Draft
Tubes, End bearings for Shalt and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plaie. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We arc now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

/^I /NOir r^ ADRON CO., MAKERS o^ HIGH -GRi

GEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If Id want of Poles, Tiea and Poets, save mone;
by getting my prices.

W.C.STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

ZSKLslzreex-.
Electric Railways.
Trancmission of Power.
Klectrlcal Machinery deeigned for special appli-

catlODB, plane, Bpeclflcations and supervleion.

Booms 97 and »S, CInlaDd Bide-,
31 State Street, DETROIT, MICH.

JOSIAH PIERCE, Jr.,
A. M. I. C. B.,

Civil anl Io|]ojr&;Uc him:,
1 1 South Street. BALTIMORE. MD.

Topographic Surveys of any extent and character
organized and executed.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOK KliECTBICAIi rS£t».

Graphite B«<l8 of Terions I^eDsih?, from 1-5 Ohm to lOO Ohms Resistance
to the inch, kraphite Boxen and CrnciMes, BeaistlDs Heats

of 4.000 Aeg^rees. Inqairles ti^ladly Ans-n'eied.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

ELECTRICAL
BOOKS.

Orders Filled Promptly.

Electrician Publishing

Company,
6 Lakeside Building, - CHICAGO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

SISa?.A.^XjXS^X3I3 1878.
SOIi£ MANUFACTrRERS OF

FACTORY:
WTLBUSIGTON, DEIi.

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

The Standard Electrical Insnlating Material of the World, x^nlli^^x.

NOM READY.
THE NEW EDITION OF

Prof. Sllvanus P. Thompson's Book,

DYNAMO ELECTRIC

MACHINERY,
JUST OUT.

Fourth Edition , Eevised and Greatly Enlarged, Price $9.00.

This is the long expected edition of Prof. Thompson's
standard work. It contains nearly 1,000 pages, and is pro-

fusely illustrated.

Orders should be sent in at once in order to secure

early copies.

Sent, postage prepaid, to any address on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO, ILL,

THE SCHUYLER
-a'H"STE3^l^ OH

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THB FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FBATUKBS:

instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes-

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, OONN.
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THE EVANS FRICTION,
EonDlne toar Edleon dynamos with one 200 H. P. Mcintosh & Seymour
En^ein the Weeks Balldlne, Boston.
ThoBsandB of H. P. In use drlTing dynamos, and thonsaods of sets of

Variable Speed Cone Pulleys In operation driving al! kinds of machinery.
For Information eendfor dynamo catalogue "li'' and for cone catalogue

*'T." AddrcBB

Evans Friction Gone Co.,

85 Water Street, - - BOSTON, MASS.

PATEirrzD.

£Tan8' Cones.
For Varytnff 8peed.

TURBINE WATER WHEELS.
HORIZONTAL
VERTICAL.

2i^£L3a.-u.fa.ctTj.ie3. "by

RODNEY HUNT MACHINE COMPANY.
Specialties for Electric Light and Power.

I>onble the Power of most wheels. High Speed and Even Speed. Perfectly controlled by
Resulator. Belting directly lo d.vBamo. JEfficienoy. 9050. lloIyokeTeeting Flume. Kasy working
gate. Excellent workmanship, great durability. Moderate Pricesand satisfaction gaaranteed. I,950wheel8
6old in Hew England. One party has 87 of these wheels in use; another 6,800 h. p., another 7,400 h. p. etc . etc.
Large nnmbers of wheels famished for Electric Light and Electric Power Transmission, Street Kailway, etc.
Write for catalogue and estimates on proposed plants.

Boston Office, 70 Kilby St. Main Office & Works, Orange, iVIass., U. S. A.

FUSE
WIRE or
STRIPS.

Correct Carrying Capac-

ity. Absolute

Unifo-mity in Size.

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles. 'Wr''te To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
eSOO N. Second Street, ST. IiOUIS.

MICA
BOWERS

121 Lake St.,

For electrical

purposes.

Low Prices.

BROS.,
CHICAGO.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

ANTIQUE FINISH DESK,
Foot and a half feet long.

Send for complete catalognee of
office fitting^.

AMSRIG&N DESK AND SEATING CO..
270-373 Wabash Avenae, CHICAGO

frjJMURPHY:<
t electricSlate
'TALIAN &AMER1CAN MARBLE

Kr<S^^^S£mcs i^^^H boards &c.
ELECTRlCAL-A-'—i ,35 LIBERTY ST.

EXCHANGE BUILDING.^ NENWYORK.

39th St. and Stewart Ave.,

BURLINGTON ROUTE
NEW SERVICE.

A through Pullman Sleep-

ing Car Chicago to San Fran-

cisco is a feature of the Bur-

lingtons new service. This

car leaves Chicago, daily, on

the fast train, at i.oo p. m.,

and runs via Denver, Colorado

Springs, Leadville, Glenwood

Springs, Sal.t; Lake City and

Ogden, arriving in San Fran-

cisco at 11.45 -^- '^^< less than

four days en route.

THE BRUSH ElEGTRIC CO.

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

Cliica^^o Office:
225 Dearborn Street. 115 Broadway.
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REGENT
>>

Double Gore, Rubber Covered

WIRES -CARLES.
SIBH^iO ^OIS S-A.aivlI=IL,E:S -A-I^TID ie^i^icess.

ii

HOWARD " Incandescent
LAMPS.

-A.2:T-sr b-a.se, .a.:lt-s- "voni-T-^^a-B.

A strictly high grade lamp, giving FULL CANDLE POWER throughout its life. HIGH
EFFICIENCY and LONQ LIFE commensurate with its other qualities.

SEND A TRIAL ORDER FOR A FEW DOZEN.

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO..
201, 203, 205, 207 So. Canal St., CHICAGO» ILL.

LINK (^.BELTING.
The Best. Cu% Now the Cheapesl.

REDUCED PRICE LIST
of drive belt&otherSpecifllties for Elct-ators,Conv^^ , . „ -
Machinery forliamJlinp nny iimterJnl in bulk orpackape.
LUK BELT BUrHlUFBV fn.. 3Qft1 Stewart Ave., Chicago.

PRIVATE LETr£R.
DbarBob:—Tour head's level in selecting oar

ronte to the Pacific coaet; you've only on« night
on the road between Chicago and Denver and
yon can take every meal on the cars, and have
enfflcient time In both cities to "fix up" and see
a man. You're quite right—the ^'glorious winter
climate''' of Colorado is eimply Immense, and the
"Burlington Boutt" service is a grand success.

Yours, Tom.

BINDERS
FOR THE

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
ONE DOLLAR.

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Factories: Waterbixry, Conn, - - SS Park Plaoe, Ne-%v Yorli.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Underwriters' Copper Electric Ijight r.ine AVire, Copper Magnet AVire, Flexible t^ilk. Cotton and "Worsted Cords for
Incandescent Lighting. l*ound and Flat Copper Bars for Station M'ork.

Insulated Iron Pressure AVire.

PATENT "K. K-"IMWIIE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegrapli and Telephone Use.

Agents for the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

THE GREAT WESTEBN ELECTRIC SDPPIT COMPASl, CHICICO, • - SELLING AGENTS,

TROS. L- SCOriLL, New Tork Agent.

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PERBET ELECTRIC MOTORS
ALL SIZES FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET - ELECTRIC - LIGHT - SYSTEM.

THE ELEKTRON MF6. GO., Springfield, Mass. "^ 'WZm,
I Cleveland, Ohio, C. P. NICHOLSON, 518 Society for Savings Building; fVasMn^on, D. C, J. U. BURKETT & CO., 1409 New

SELLING AGENTS:] York Avenue; St. Paul, Minn., F. J. KENZ, 360 Mianesota St.; Philadelphia, Pa., PENNSYLVANIA MACHINE CO.,

( 29 N. 7tli Stieet; Bfew Orleans, l.a., BUCHEL MACHINE WORKS. 101 Contl S reet.
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The Lake Erie Engineering Works,
BUFFALO. I ir~ I NEW YORK.

The Lake Erie Engineering

Works build Simple, Compound,

Triple and Quadruple Expansion

Engines, both Condensing and

Non-Condensing, from 250 to

8,000 H. P. Especially designed

with reference to direct connec-

tion to Multipolar Generators.

Best Economy and Regulation

Guaranteed.

Also furnish High-Grade Boil-

ers of any class, making a spe-

cialty of internally fired boilers of

the marine type.

W. B. Pearson & Company are

the Western Representatives of

The Lake Erie EngineeringAYorks

and all inquiries should be ad-

dressed to them.

They are prepared to contract

at a reasonable price, for the com-

plete installation of power plants

of any capacity, for any service,

and at any place.

Plants designed with reference

to local conditions and require-

ments to give maximum economy

and safety, with minimum first

cost.

Write for estimates.

STANDARD COMPOUND ENGINE.

W. B. PEARSON & COMPANY,
Western Representatives, 401 Home Insurance Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY'S

25,300 Copies published to date. An Astonishing Record.

Dynamo-Tenders' Hand-Book.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Fourth Edition, Ninth Thousand.

94 Pages, 70 Illustrations, FUx-
ible Cloth Binding, Type

Page 6x3 inches.

The only PRACTICAL Dynamo

Tenders' Instruction Book in the

English language. Just the book

for Dynamo-Tenders, Linemen, Sta-

tionary and Marine Engineers who

wish to learn how to operate and care

for electric light or power plants.

Moonlight schedule for 1891.

Bell-Hangers' Hand-Book.

Bt Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Third Edition, Sixth Thousand.

106 Pages, 97 Illustrations, Flex-

ible Cloth Binding. Type
Page 6z3 Incites.

Designed for those engaged in

selling, installing or handling elec-

tric batteries, electric bells, eleva-

tors, house or hotel annunciators,

burglar or fire alarms, electric gas

lighting apparatus, electric heat

regulating apparatus, etc. The only

book of the kind published.

Incandescent Wiring Hand-Book.

Bt Libxtt. F. B. Badt.

Third Edition, Eighth Thousand.

72 Pages, 42 Illustrations, Flex-

ible Cloth Binding, Type
Page 6x3 Incites.

Five Tables, 13x18 Incites.

These tables give at once and without

any calculation the size of wire required

In each case for any percentage of loss.

It is a book for practical wiremen and

learners, and does not rqulre any previous

ktowledge of wiring. It differs in this

respect from other wiring tables, or corn-

puttrs.

The book contains full Illustrations and

complete information concerning methods

of running wires, location of safety devi-

ces, splices, insulation, testing for faults,

wire gauges, wiring of fixtures, elevators,

buildings, etc. The only book of the kind

published.

Electric Transiiilssion Hani-Book.

Bt Lieut. F. B. Badt.

First Edition, Three Thousand Copies.

97 Pages, 22 Illustrations, and
27 Tables, Flexible Cloth
Binding, Type Page

6x3 Inches.

This book contains aU practical infor-

mation for power producers, capitalists,

agents of hydraulic and electric companies,
engineers, rootor inspectors and other per-

sons interested in electric power transmis-
sion. By means of the tables anybody can
find at once cost of plant for least opera-
tiog expenses, or for minimum first cost

of installation.

The book gives all necessary information
concerning motors, and rules for ascer-

taining hotse power of motors, driving
various classes of machinery, as hoists,

pumps, street or tram cars, fans, etc.

Twenly-seven n^w and original tables

give more information on the subject in a
small space than any book heretofore pub-
lished on the same subject.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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BALLENGINE ,

COMPANY, H

ENGINE.

ERIE, PA
AUTOMATIC
CUT-OFF

With New Improvements. Uncqualcd Regulation. Higlicst

Economy, Durability, Smooln and Quiet Running.

The Best Engine for Electric Ijlghting
and Electric Kailtviiy.-*.

SIMPLE. TRIPLE EXPANSION,

CROSS COMPOUND. TANDEM COMPOUND.

NKW YOKK OFFICK: Koom t, IH Cortlandt Ht.

VIIICAVO OFFICK: Koom 508. "The Rookerr."
J. W. PARKER * CO., 38 Soulh lib St., Pbllulelplili, Pa.
CROOK, HORNER * >(>., Bullliriore, Md.
H.MITII <,i;1JKTNI:Y CO., lIKl.Moln .St., lilchmODil, V».
I,. M. RI-MSKY MF(.. 1,0., ,Ma.:h. Dt-yK , Nl- Lool», Mo.
K. R. DRAVO .SjLO,, I.>-wIh Block, Pltubarcli, P«.
COOLKV & VATKK, '£,'1 WjisDIniitoD Ave. H., MlbDeBpolll, Minn.
RISDON IRON WORKS, Hun Fruncliico, l >l.

NORTIIWESTKRN .SUPPLY CO., T«con.a, Wt^ti.
K. O. (;ILI1F.I!'I'. AlcliUon, KaD.

STEARNS MANUFACTC CO.OiiMMsERIE.PA.
COMI>I,.EXE I»OWEFl PLANTS FOR

r
WOODBURY

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, Automatic ENGINES
,

STREET RAILWAY, ^^T^ > ^

and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES
BEANOH OFFICES:

Ni:W YOKK.
I
I'Hir.ADKLPIII.V.

I

CHICAGO,
' S.VX FRANCISCO,

i:)6 1,11,crtv St.
941 DrfX.'f Building.
1 l'.iO The Kookerv.
'iii and 31 .Spear .St.

SIMPLE AND COMPOUND^s-^^s^ =-^— - •
«n-miT/-iTT.n i BO.STON-S. I,. Holt & Itarf . (.7 SudKurv Street. SIMPLE AND CUMPOUIMU

GILL'S PATENT WATER TUBE BOILEP. A(jijJ»UJ-bB: i ST. LOUIS-M. P. .Johnston Machinery Cu.. 7 15 and 717 X. 3d St. CONDENSING OR NON-CON DEISSING-

The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOUIAELT ADAPTED TO DEIVING

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of its high efficiency at all stages of gate, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of which makes it the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

Priin CnR PATAI nrill- I'l'"t''a''l''S various styles of setting

on both vertical and horlzontLl shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOrT, mi.L,S & TEMPL,E,

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Builders of High Grade

Corliss Engines,
Giddings' Automatics.

SIMPLE, COaiPOUND, AJND CONDENSENG.
Complete Plants Furnished.

Works: SIOUX CITY, IOWA.
BEANCH office:

48 South Canal Street, CHICAGO,

SPEAKING TUBES JIND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mectianlcal

AXNUNCIATORS «» BELLS.
FUJtcIi JLINE A1.WAYS IK STOCK.

W. B, OSTRANDER & CO..
103 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

ractory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, H. T.
Send for Nbw CATALoeuB. Out Angast let.

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIDHT AND MOTOR GUT-OUT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS.

HAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERT LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.
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w.
TIE THOMSIII-IIOUSTIIN ElECTMC CI.

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RilLWAT MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

3382 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

THOHM-BOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,

BostoD Dice: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 148 Michigan Ave.
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DID IT EVER STRIKE YOU

That the place lo buy seeds Is of llie manufacturer?

'We mannfactnre everything in the ivay of £lectrical Sup-
plies, and quote manufacturer's prices.

WE ARE THE GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS FOR THE

PERKINS ELEGTRIG LAMP COMPANY,
And will make you Factory prices.

WE ARE GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS FOR

The Safety Insulated Wire and Cable Company,
And will make you factory prices on all kinds of RUBBER WIRES and CABLES.

Xaead Encased Cables, Incandescent Ijamp Gord.

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS,
54 and 56 Franklin St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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fflCflECTRICALSyPPLYCO
CH ICAGO

See Page 354, Catalogue No. 23.

THE WIRT IMPROVED

DYNAMO BRUSH.

The principle involves the use

of a lamination of perfect and
imperfect conducting materi-

als, resulting in the prevention

of wasteful currents, or reduc-

ing them to such an extent

that the energy is not suffi-

cient to do injury. The Brush
is very flexible, and permits of

a light tension.

Jl^e <ie(f\ar)<i for tl^is BrusI? up to the

present time has been far ahead of our capac-

ity to fill orders as promptly as we would
like. Customers will do well to place orders

a little in advance of actual necessities. Give
dimension of brushes in use.

"—I am much pleased with

the brushes. I gave them the

most severe test I know of,

placing them on a commutator
where even carbon Brushes
were not successful in reducing

sparking, and where there was a very heavy current at

high potential, with a constant "chewing" up of the

copper. Your Brush has eliminated all trouble, and I

have asked our company to order a number of them."

R. H. Sterling,
Electrician Denver Consolidated Electric Co.

MANUFACTURED BY

The Electrical Supply Co.,
FACTORIES: AN80NIA, CONN.
BRANCH OFFICE: 244 ARCH ST., PHILA. CHICAGO.

One of the

LEAST /appreciated

But one of the

JvjOST
I
MPORTANT

Instruments for Station use is a

reliable Volt Meter.

The U/irt Ipdieators stand at the

head of the class, yet are sold at

a price that should place them
in every station using over 25

incandescent lamps.

Patented.

Kalamazoo, Mich.
"—We are very much pleased with the

Indicators, a number of which we have latel)'

used in plants installed by us. We find them
very accurate and they answer our purpose
better than any indicator that we have been
able to find, up to this time, for the same
amount of money."

Clarage Electrical Co.,
By Clias. Clarage.

ROYAL ELECTRIC CO
PEORIA, ILL. March 18, 1892.

"—We are much pleased with the Wirt Indi-

cators, and are using them for our station work
almost exclusively." E. B. Hillman & Co.

Lincoln, Neb.
"—We consider the Wirt Indicator the peer

of any in the market, and the price more reason-

able." Lincoln Electric and Mfg. Co.

Eau Claire, Wis., March 21, 1892.

"In reply to your favor of 15th inst., we beg
to say that we have used a number of Wirt Indi-

cators and find them entirely satisfactory and
reliable for ordinary station work. The adjustable

index in the Volt Indicator we consider a valuable

feature. We shall continue to use the "Wirt"
Indicator in the future.

National Electric Mfg. Co.,
C. Kammeyer, Supt.

CATAI,OGVE NO. 23. CATALOGUE XO. 31. CATAIOGIE -UA.

mmu m mii miss, electric railway supplies, electrical house goods,
General Station Supplies, Tables and Formulae. Complete and Fully Illustrated. Telegraph, Fire Alarm. Messenger and School Supplies.

The Pocket Edition of our Electric Light and Power Catalogue now ready for distribution.

F

i
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THE INDIA RUBBER &JJTTA PERCHA INSULATINB CO.

HABIRSHAW INSULATION
IS P'CJRS

Marine Oore, tiHCid
on Ciioveriinieiit

CruiHcr^.

Broadway Th^'ator.

Naval Marine India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.
Submarine 'Work, Eaisoii Electric

lii^lit 10., EUMtou, I*a.

Xaval Core. I'nltcd
StatcM M. M. "^'hiruKO-"

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES I-VtMlvr <'oiidurfor.

"l^riplareM."
iVrand Central I>epot,

Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far employed on board the United States steamships Trenton, Chicago, Boston, Yorktown, Pensacola, Phila-

delphia, Petrel, Atlanta, Baltimore, Newark, Vermont, Charleston. San Francisco, Concord, Bennington and monitor Miantonomah.

SOLID AND STRANDED GONDDGTORS, TAPED, BRAIDED, FLAME-PROOF.

The Habirshaw Insulation fulfills all requirements in places demanding the

"Best," and in that field finds no successful competitors.

Feeder Core.

FACTORY: CLENWOOD, YONKER8, N. Y.

WMl Ml HADlKonAW] riUiOii 315 Madison Ave,, Cor. Forty-Second St.,

€i£K]^BAIi MAKAeilB. SEW YOBK CITY. Feder Cable.

WESTERN AGENTS: THE ELECTRICAL SDPPLY CO., cor. Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CBICIGO. ILL. mJjy^il'lLi^llJ'?;^.

The Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Go.

805 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BUILDING,

CHICAGO. ILL.

-IHAalWACTURERS OF-

^immi>
^9.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR DUALITY.

In Ordering^ Specify

Long^ Life Lamps

or Hig^h Efficiency

Lamps.

AQENOUBS:
The Electrical Supply Co., Chicago, 111.

The Electrical Supply Oc, Ansonia, Oonn.
W. H. Gordon & Co., New York.
F. 5-. Jones & Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
The Iron City Electric Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Woodruff-Harria Electric Co., Birmingham, Ala.
Louisville Electric Co , Louisville, Ky.
Houliston, Hubbard & Co., Cincinnati, O.
C. H. Baker & Co., Seattle, Wash.
Julius Andrae, SXilwauke«, Wis.
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AR^c <;:)ux=otITS.
The Sest is Xlie Clieaipest T

THE WOOD CUT-OUT BOX,
MANUFACTURED BY THE

Fort Wayne Electric Co., is the BEST.

DOUBLE BREAK. KShiliidll WEATHERPROOF

INCOMBUSTIBLE. ^ ^^^^vmmmm ^ For prices write to

Fort Wayne Eleetrie Co.,

STANDARD llllwiT SYSTEM.
In Daily Use in Thirty Different Cities.

Proving Its Superiority.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING APPARATUS.
STATIONARY MOTORS.

Electrical Supplies of Every Description.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
917-918 MONADNOCK BUILDING, F. I. STONE,

CHICACO, ILL. CHATTANOOGA, TENN.



mmm

$3 per Annum. EVERY SATURDAY. 1 O cents per Copy.

Vol. X. CHICAGO, MAY 28, 1892. No. 22

EVERY ELECTRIC LIGHT ANDPOWER PLANT
8UOUI.I) I)E PROVIDED WITH

ge.

Makes contlnnnae recor'l, day aod nlKht, of MTBAM,
tVATRtt, AIB or UAH PBRM"*i;KR. with or with-
out Klectrlc Alarm. Will pay for itH»-lf hy iDsunng
pafet3' and econnmy. Send for circular, idc-simUe cUart,

and llet of hand reds of users.

THE BRISTOLS' MFG. CO., Waterbury, Conn.

55

THE HEYMANN
FOR INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS, ANY SYSTEM.

^VC-A-IDE BIT

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Boston.

Three 500 Lt. T.-H. Dynamos, Comnoaiid Wound,
110 volt, i*ith Base, Rheostat and Ammeter.

Two 1,000 Lt. Fort Wayne AliernatorB, complete.
Two 25 Lt. American 2,000 0. P. Arc DynamoB.
One 50 Lt. Sperry 2,000 C. P. Arc Dynamo.
One 600 Lt. Edison Djiiamo—not the lateet style.
Twelve Knowlea 12 Lt. Arc Dynamos with Lampe.
Nine 30 Lt-Weetinghoaee Arc Machines, 3,000 C. P.
One 30 Lt. Brash Dynamo, 1 .200 CX P.
One 60 Lt. Vandepoele Arc Machine, with two

Armatures and 25 Doable 2,000 €. P. Lamps.

Twelve 50 Lt Schuyler DynamoB, 2,000 C. P.
One 20 Lt. U. S. Arc Machine with 20 Single

Lamps.
One 300 Lt. U. S. Dynamo, 110 volt, with com-

plete Station Fiituree.
One 800 Lt. U. 3. Dynamo, SO volt, no Fixtures

• but Base.
One 200 Lt. Mather Dynamo, 110 volt, no Plxtuiee

bnt Base.
Six 30 Lt. Blxcelslor Dynamos, Arc, 2,000 C. P.,

with Single Lamps.

THE JOHN E. BEGGS MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO. 74 Corflandt Street, NEW YORK.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
m to 156 Gieen St, Gieen Point, BROOKLltf, N. I

MANUPACTOBT OP
Non-Conductive Blocki, Rosettes and Bases for Cut-Outs

and Switches; also Insulators. Cleats, Lamp Trim-
mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Oar prodactlou Is a dense body. The glazing and body
of our ware are of same composition, and are baked
alike, which are the features of

TRV£ HAXtI> POBCE£l&IK.

Insulated Wires and Cables.

a&)

W. R. BRIXEY,

The acknowledgred Standard for dnrable and higrh Insalation. Its
merits proved by a record of over quarter of a century.

Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Celebrated Kerite Tape for Insulating Joints.

Electric Light and Power, all SIZES Aerial Use,

Telegraph and Telephone, Trin tiMpioTiTi nriBrn Subterranean Use,

Railway, and all other ^^^" tfll/AiJbll Wltttb. Submarine Use.

Branches of Signaling. Concealed Wiring in all Locations.

General Manager, Room 310 Mail and Express Building.

166 Fulton St., NEW YORK CITY.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTtJEBRS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

THE *tt'CHAMPION" BATTERY,
Price, with Rod ZIbc, $1.16 per Cell, witi Corrugated

Zinc, $1.35 par Cell.

THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED.

Ompbt* Call of Ctum* Ctrbon RcMrroIr >nd Cot«T CorrngkUd ZIdc of Chun*
jiom tmtUTf. of Ctutm^on B4U«ry. pion Batter;.

Electrical

Supplies
Of all Descriptions.

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances,

Construction Tools and

Line MaterlaL

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
•^—^^^^ nantiriii-turfd by tli** ^^^^^^—

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
A«;E1irTH: I

OM.Mla, NEB., B. B.DowLB,2I58hMlr Block.
NEW YORK CITY, Ohaa. E. Ch«pln, IMLIherty ST. LOLIS. MU., St, I.ooiii ElKlrloil SapnIyCo.

Street. BAN FKANCISCO, CAL, Iotem»llon»l Bloctnc
CHICAGO, ILL., The Electrical Eaglneorlng A Sapply .4; CODBlractlon Co.

Sup Ply Co., Ml The Rookery. CIKC1NN.\TI, OHIO, Glo»«r Electric Co., 17J
ST. PAUL. MINN., The Electtical Engineering West Stb StrpBt,

& Supply Co, LODISVILLE, KY,, Smlthere & Davto.

B. E. KELLER. F. E. DEGKMIAKDT.

Keller & Degenhardt,
electrical engineers.

542 Rookery Bids'., Chicag'o, III.
THE ONLY BUREAU OF ELECTRICAL INFORMATION IN THE WORLDS FAIR CITY.

WILLAKD L. CANDEE, > n„.i„o„ m.„.™,.
H. DORANT CHEEVE^,P'"'°^'°^*'"8"'-

The

International OKONITE COMPANY,
13 Park Row, Ne^

INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLES,

LIUTED.

13 Park Row, New York.
NSULATED

SAOE MARK!

For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Utt.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.
Okonite Waterproof Tape.

BRANCHES: Chlcaffo, Boston, Philadelphia, AUnneapolia, Cincinnati,

:

Onnaba, XjOnlBTllle, St. Xionls, San FranclBCO, X.ondon and So. America,
• City,

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLAKTS,

ESTIMATES AND DRAWIXGB SrBMITTED.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
Painted Post, N. Y.

KEPRESENTATr\ES

:

Julian Schoil & Co., 126 Liberty St.. Nev York.

6eo. 0. HoHman, 82 Lak« St., Chicago, III.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., newyork. '

AGENTS:
W. B. Pe-reon & Co., Home Ins, Bloe., Chicago, 111.

Tboe. G. Smith .Tr., HsmmoDd Bid?,, Cinclnnsti, Ohio.
W. 4 . Day, 128 OllTer St., Boston, llaes,
A, il, Mor.e <» Co., Commercial BlOg,, St. Lonlf, Mo.
HyCe Bros. & Co., Lewis Block, Plttsharg, Pa.
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THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
THE

-MANUFACTURERS OF THE-

Thomson Ming Vail Holer.

For

Lighting

and

Power

Circuits.

Manufactured

to

Suit

Any

Current.

The ONLY Meter that Registers the Actual Power Consumed.

NUMBER IN USE JANUARY 1, 1891 1,159.
NUMBER IN USE APRIL 1, 1892 14,404-

Absolutely Reliable when correctly adjusted and properly installed.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue No. 7,007.

TBSTI^viC03iTI.A-LS:
QEEMANTOWN, PA., AprU 29, 1898.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
GENTLEBOJN:—Replying to your inqiiiry of the 21st

lam pleased to say the THOMSON RECORDING WATT
METERS in use by us are giving us no trouble in any way.
Repairs are so insignificant as not to need mentioning. We
are using a great many, both on Direct and Alternating
Currents, to our great satisfaction. Yours truly,

GERMANTOWN ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,

(Signed) Chas. M. Allen, Supt.

LANSING, MICH., April 6, 1893.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.,
BOSTON, MASS.

GENTLEMEN:—Answering yours of the 31st regard-

ing the THOMSON-HOUSTON RECORDING WATT ME-
TERS, would say that we are well pleased with them so far,

and consider them better than anything else we have tried.

Yours truly,

LANSING ELECTRIC LIGHT &POWER CO.,

(Signed) B. F. Oooley, Supt.

Thomson-Houston Eleetrie Co.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

WESTERN OFFICE,

148 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
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i

XIV

xvi

ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Ameriftan Desk & Healing Co
Amcrtc.jui Kii,ij:iiio Co
Andrac, -.Julius

AndrcwB & Co., A. H
Baggot, E
Bali Enidne Co
Ball & Wood Co., The
Becl<er Mfg. Co.. Jolin, -

Beggs, J. E . Mcii. i& Supply Co
Bei ostein Eltcirie Co
Boston Braid Mfg. Co...

Bowers Bros
Bristols' ]\lf^^ Co i

broobtieiu, i/Vm xii

Brush Electric C" xvi

BryuiiL Electric Co
Buckeye Elcutric Co , TIic ix

Butler Hard Kubh«r Oo xiv

Central Electric Co v

Chicago Electric Motor Co
Chicago Biwhide Mfg. Co x

CoDflol. Elec. Mfg. Co.. The 1

Crescent Ins Wire & Cable Co. xiii

Orocker-Wheeler Electiic Co. . xiii

Crown Electric Mfg. Co xv

Cushlng, F. W vil

Cutter. Geo
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Go ix

Day's Kerlte Insulation 1

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. . xix

Densmore Typewriter Co
Deirolt Electrical Works xxiv

Diamond Electtin Mfg. Co
Dixon Crucible Co , Jo3 xv
Duplex Electric Co.. Ltd. xii

Eastern Klectric Cable Co xiii

Easton Electric Co
KdisoD General Electric Oo viii

Electric Cons. & Supply Co vi

Electric Engr.'g & Supply Co . . ix

Electric Gas Lighting Co v

Electric Secret bervlce Co xix

Electrician Pub Co viii, x, xv
Electrical Construction Co. The. xii

Electrical Eng.& Sup. Co., The. xiii

Electrical Supply Co., The... xsii

Elektron Mfg. Co
Emerson Electric Mfg. Co ix

Empire Ctiina Works i

Evans Friction Cone Co xvi

Falls Rivet & Machine Co ix

Ferracute Micbine Co
Fletcher & Fletcher Elec. Co., xiv

\PoT Sale i, xii, xiii

Port Wayne Electric Co xxlv

Globe Carbon Co xv
Gravity Parifier Co
Great Western Elec. Supply Co. xvii

Greeley& Co., The E. S 1

Gregory. Chas. E x
Hart & Hegcman Mfg. Co x
Heifller Electric Co xv
Hemlngray Glass Co xiii

Hill Clutch Works
Hirlimann, C. J
Hlne Eliminator Co xii

Holmes, Booth & Haydena xvii

Hunt Machine Co., Rodney. .
.

Husaey & Co xiv

Illinois Electric Lamp Co vi

India Rubber & Gutta Percha
Insulating Co xxiii

Institute of Technology xv
Interior Conduit& Insulation Co. . x

International Okonlte Co i

Jewell Beltluc Co 1

Johns Mfg. Co.,H. W
Kartavert Mfg. Co xvi

Keller & Degenhardt i

Kelly Brothers xix

Enapp Electrical Woraa xxl

Lake, .1. H. & D
L^ke Erie Engineering Works. xviii

Lane & Bodley Co xiii

La Roche Electric Works xvii

Law Telephone Go xiii

Lefmtnn, Julius ... xvi

Leffel & Co., Jas xvi

Link Bdlt Machinery 00 xvii

Loud, H.M.&SonsLumber Co. xiv

LovellMfg. Co., Ltd xiii

Morse & Co., A. M xiii

Munselltfc Co., Eugene xiii

Murphy, T. J
National Carbon Co. xiv

National Electric Mfg. Co xviii

New York Insulated Wire Co . . . x
New York & Ohio Co 1

Oetrander & Co., W. R x

Page Belting Co
Partrlck & Carter Co ix

Pearson & Co., W. B xviii

Pelton Water Wheel Co xiv

Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Perry "& Noyes xii

Phoenix Glass Co
Pierce, Jr. , Josiah xiii

Porter-Leavitt Elec. Motor Co.

Powell Co., The Wm x
Premier Electric Co., The
Pumpelly, J. K xiii

Queen & Co xiii

Racine Hardware Mfg. Co xii

Rae, Frank B xv
Railway Equipment Co xiv

Ries Electric Specialty Co x
Rockford Electric Mfg. Co—

lioebling'B Sons Co., J. A
Rose Elec. Light Supply Co. . .—
Koyal Electric Co xii

Samson ConKge Works xll

Sawyer-Man Electric Co xi

Schindcl & Schlndel xiii

Hchdonroaker. A. O xii

8chuylcr Electric Cf> viii

Short Eler.rrlc Railway Co Iv

Shultz Bolting Co
Sioux City Engine Works xix

Sniith, A. T xvii

Smith, Thos. G. Jr x

Somoff J. L xv
Sperry Elec. Mining Mach. Co. xvi
Standard Paint Co' xvi

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co
Star Electrlx Co xiv

Stearns Mfg. Co xix
Sterling, W. C xv
StUwelJ &BlerceMfg C . . xiv, xv
Sunbeam Iiicand. Lamp Co . . . xxiii

Taylor Engine Co xix
Tnomson-HouslonElec. Co. .. ii, xx
Union Hardware Co xii

U. 8. Electric Lighting Co xi

VanNuls C. S
Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Waddell-Entz Electric Co xii

Wauted xiii

Washington Carbon Co., The. .

.

Western Electric Co x
Westtnghouse Elec. and Mtg Co
Weston Engine Co i

Williamis Engine Works xiv
Woodhouse & Rawson, Ltd. . .

.

Worthington, Henry R
CLASSIFIED LIST.

ADnnnciators.
Central Electric Oo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric Gas Lighting Co.
Electrical ConBinictiun Co., The.
Electrical Sapply Co., Ihe-
Great Western Elec. Wuppiy Uc
Ureeley & Co., The B. ti.

Knapp Electrical Worka.
Oatrander & Co. ,W. K.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Arc liampB.
Begg^B, J. E., Mchy. & Sapply Co.
Brneh Electric Cu

.

Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Easton Electric Go.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Port Wajme Electrlcuo.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Bchayler Electric Co.
Thomeon-HoQston Electric Co.
WeBtinghoase Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc Tiight Cord,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samson Cordage Worke.

Batteries.
central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Electric Qas Lighting Co.
Electrical bappxy Co.,i'iiu.

Greeley & Co., The H. S.
Hirlimann, C. J.

Law Telephone Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

I
Premier Electric Co., The.
Pumpelly, J. K.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Klectric Gas Lighting Co.
Eiectricsi supply Cu., Tns.
Hemlngray Glass Co.
Hirlimann, C. 0.

Law Telephone Co.
Weatern Electric Co.

Bells, Klectric
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Ek-ctric Gas Li£;hting Co.
Electrical aapply Co., Tne.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Slaffneto.
Central Electric Co,
Detroit Electrical Works.
Greeley & Co., The B.s.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Parfrlck & Carter Co.
WsBtem Electric Co

Beltins.
Chicago Kawhide Mtg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Uelt Machinery Co.
Page Belting Co.
Hhalt2 Belting Co.

BoUers.
Lane & Bodley Co., The.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
Weston Engine Co.

BoobLH, fClectrlcal.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Brass tiioocls.
Powell Co., The Wm.

Bnreiar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co..The E. B.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cables*
(See Insulated Wire.)

Cables, Blectrlc. (See Insulated
Wire ). Copper, Slieet and Bar.
RoeblingB Sons Co., J. A.
Western Electric Co.

Carbons, Points and Plates.
BruBh Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., Tbe.
Globe Carbon Co.
Knapp Electrical Wortaa.
National Carbon Co.
Washington Carbon Co.
Western Electric Co.

ClBtekes. F»lett*n.
I-'all^ Hlv-jl A^ .Machine Co.
Ulii ClQtcb WorKa.
Lalf<;.<J. II. A D.

Cordage.
Hamsun {Jordage Works.

<:on»iCrartion ana Uepalra.
AiMlriio. Julliirt.

(;iilcai;o Klfctrlr Motor Co.
Kl«'ctrir Coiih, Jt Supply "

'o.

Elucirical ConBtrucllon Co., The.
Knapp Elfv;tr1c&l Works.
Hm*, Fnvnk 11.

Sniilh. Th^B. a. Jr.

Weelbrn Electric Co.
Contraciorn, Kleetrin L<UElit,
KoKlne Flantaand RiertriP
Ballwayn-
Aiii.Ticnii P:iigine Co.
Bail Engine *^o.

Ball & Wood Co., The.
Brush Eler.trlc Co.
Detroit Klt'Ctrlcal Works.
Diamond KI-u-Lrli: Mfg. Co.
Edison General Electric <;o.

Electric (^ODB, * Sapply Co.
Blflctrlcal Ecg. & i^upply Co.
FilIIh Kivi't .t Maclilne Co.
Kort Wayne Electric Co.
Uolfller Electric Co.
Keller &, Dpgenbardt.
Liiko Erif? EngincprfDir Works.
Laru- & IJodley Co., Tho.
La Kocho Electric Works.
Morse &, Co., A. M.
Pearaen & Co., W. B.
Racine Hardware Mfg Co.
Rockford ElectricManufacturlngCo.
Royal Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway <^o.

Sious City Engine Works.
hmUh,Thos. W. Jr.

Taylor Engine Co.
ThomeoD Houston Electric Co.
Wjiddell-Entz ElectricCo. ^

Westinghonse Electric ib Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Wewton Engine Co.
Williams iinglne Works.

Copper Wlren and Tapes.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Blectrlral Supply Co.,The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
B^app Electrical Works.
Roeblin^'s Son's Co., J. A.
SperryElec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Lond, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Schinael & Schlndel,

Cnt-OntH and STvltcbes.
Andrae, Julius.
Bryant Electric Co.

j

cientral Electric Uo.
Coneolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cntler, Geo.
Cutter Electrical* Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Sapply Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Hart Si He^emaii Mfg. Co.
Knaop Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Siar Electrlx Co.
VanNal8,C. S.

Dynamos-
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Easton Electric Co.
EiecirlcalEntr. & Supply Co.
Port Wayne Electric Co.
Gregory, Chae. E.
HelBier Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lovell Mfg. Co., Ltd.
I<(atlonai Electric Manufacturing Co.
RockfordE lectric Manufacturing Co.
Rosie Electric Light Supply Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson-Uouy^on Electric Co.
Waddell-Eiitz Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghonee Electric & Mfg. Co.

El«>ctrlc LaTa Gas Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Electric RallTvays.
Detroit Electrical Works.
E<iison General Electric Co.
Rae, Prank B.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westlngbnnse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electrical aod llechanical
EnsineerN.
Pierce, Joeiah Jr.

Rae, Frank B.

Electrical InstriunentB.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The B. 8
La Roche Electric Works.
Queen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

Electrical Intellieence.
Keller & Degenhardt
Rae, Frank B.

Electrical Specialties.
Andrae, Julias.
Bryaut Electric Co.
Crown Electric Mfg. Co.
Cutter. Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Fletcher & Fletcher Electric Co.
HuBsey & Co.
Ries Electric Specialty Co., The.

Electroliers and Coaiblna-
tlon Fixtures.
Baggot, E.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Thomson-HouBtoD Electric Co.

Electro-Platlnff nachlnes.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomson-Uonston Electric Co

Elevators.
Link Belt Machinery 0*.

Badaea, Mteaai.
Amerlr-an Engiiie Co.
Ball KDKlDe uu.
Bftll A WoodCo, The.
LiiICK Kriti Kiit;ln#('rtnK Works.
L»n<' A Ilodiry Co , 'Ih-.
.Mor^" A Co., A. M.
Pearson A Co., W.B.
Racine Hardware Ufg. Co.
Smllh.Thoi.G. Jr.
SluuxClty Engine Works.
HtearoB Hfff. Co.
Taylor Engln« Co.
Wentbii Engine Co.
Wluiams Engine Co.

Fan OaCHtH.
ChlcaGTO Electric Motor Co.
Emerson Eloctrlc Mf^.^ ".

Prenilf.T E ecirlc'.'o., The.
Stanley Electric Mig. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire AlorniH.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enapp Electrical Works
PartrlcK & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

FrlctloD Concp.
Bvans Friction Cone Co.

Fnrnafe («rate Barff.
Kelly Bros.

FnHe wire.
Electrical Supply 00.
Knapp Elecuical Works.
Snerry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

Gnm Jblcbtlna:, fClectrle.
Detroit Elecirical Works.
Klectric Clas LlL'htlDi: Co.
Fletcher & Fletclier Elptjtrlc Co.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

General Electrical Hnpplles.
Andrae, .Jalins.

Bryant Electrir; Co.
Central nieotnc Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co^ The.
Cntter, Geo.
Cutler Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Blectrlcal rtorke.

EdlBon General Electric Co.
Electric Cone. & Sapply Co.
Electric Engin»-tring& Supply Co.
Electric Gas Ligliting Co,
Electrical Eng. Ai Sapply Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Fletcher & Fletchf^r Eleclric Co.
Hart & Hegcman Mlg. Co.
lireat Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. H.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co,
Queen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

Olobcs and Electrical Cllass-
vrare.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Hemlngray Glass Co.
Phcenlx Glass Co.

(*i>aphite Specialties.
Dixon Crucible Co , Jo?.

Hard Bnbber (woods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

.nonlatorn and Cnsnlatlnc
Material H.
Andrae, Julius,
Brookfield, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.

Central Electric uo.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cushing, F. W.
Edison General Electric Co
Electric Engineering A; Sopply Co.
Blectrlcal Supply Co., Tne.
Great Western Elec. Sunply Co.
Hart & liegeman Mfg. Co.
Hemlngray Glass Co.
Interior Condnlt & Insolation Co.
TntemsMonal Okonlte Co., The.
Johns Mfir. Co , H. W.
Kartsven Mtg. Co.
Muneell & Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western ElectricCo.

Insulated vv^lres and Cables,
nafirnet Wire.
Central Electric Co,
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
CuBhing.F. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Day's Kprlte Insulation.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insa-
latlngCo.

Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Boebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Kperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Waddell-Entz Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Brash Electric Co.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central ElectricCo.
Cntter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg, Co.
Kdlson General Electric Uo.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. & Sn'oply co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Sapply Co.
Heisler Electric Co.
Illinois Electric lamp Co.
Knapp Blectrlcal Wor£e.
New York and Ohio Co.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Somoff, J. L.

Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Hotiston Electric Co.

Ijnbrlcators.
PoweUCo.,TheWm.

narnet fVlre.
(See Insulated Wire.)

:iIephanioal machinery.
Ferracate Machine Co.

Medlea) Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.

ailea.
Bowers Bros.
Johns Mfg. Co.,H. W.
HTueeli A Co., ifogene.
Seboonina^T, A. O,

Hlne ntcnala, Blectrlr.
Detroit hlvctrlcal Works.
Ilnins Appnrainn, iCleetrie-
KdlsoD General Klectric Co.
Thomson- EIooitoD Klectric Co.
Hperrr Blec. Mlolox Machine Co.
WfMtio^boaM Slsctrtc A Mtg. Co.
otora.
BroHh Elsctrfc Co.
Crocker Wh«y]«r Eleclric Co.
Chicago hh^ctrlr. Motor Co.
D*-trolt KlTlflral Works.
Diamond Kl'-'.'rlr: Mft;. Co.
Ka-toii Kl-<:tri^ < o.

Edi»on Uf<Deru Klectric Co.
Electrical Kng. h Hanpl» Co.
Km**rttOfi Kli-':trlc Mfif. <:o.
l.a Koch" Electric Works.
Lovell Mfg. Co. Lifl.

I'ortcrLPavltt Blerirlc Motor f;o.
]'r.-nil.T Kl.-rtricCo.
Hockfurd Electric Mao afactariOE Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Tuomson-Uoanton ElectricCo.
W:i.|.|.-ll Kr.r/ KleMr r Cr,.

WostinirlioaBe Electric A Ute Co,
JVani*' PlatfN.

ileckcf Mf;;. Co., John.
Office Fnroltnre.
American Desk A Seatlog Co.
AnrlrewB A Co., A. B.

Oil Cups.
Powell Co.. The Wm.

Oil Fnrlfli'iH.
Gravity I'urlfler Co.

Fins and HrarkeiH.
Central ElectricCo.
Elecirical Supply Co.. The.
Loud, n. M & Sons'LnmberCo.
K:iih'.;iy i:qmiiinent Co.
bchlndei A; Sblndel.
Western ElectricCo.

Poles.
Central Electric Co.
Elpctrical Supply Co., The.
Lefmann, Jollua.
Loud, H, M. A Sons' Lumber Cf

.

Ttailwav Eijuipment Co.
Schintlel A Schlndel.
Sterling.W, c.

Pnblisbers. Klectrleal.
Electrician Publlshlne Co.

Pnsb Buttons.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Central ElectricCo.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knspp Klectflcal Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bailways, Klectric.
iSeeelPctrlc railways.)

Recordine Presnnre Ganees.
Brl>tn!p'M[- Co.. The.

RpS^nlHtins Mofkets.
Ries Electric Specialtv Co.

Securities. Electrical.
Perry & Noyes.

Separators, Mteam.
Hlne Eliminator Co.

Silk Braid.
Boston Erald Mfg. Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

Speablns Tnbes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works
Oatrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators*
Queen & Co.

Steam Pnmps.
Worthington, Henry R.

Snpplie»!i, Klectric Kalliraj-.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Johns :\If-. Co.. U. W.
Railway Eqaipmeut Co.
Schlndel & Schlndel.

Tapes, Insniatlnir-
Andrae, Julius.
Central Sl£ctric Co.
Cnsbing, P. W.
Crescent In? Wire & Cable Co.
Eastern Electric Cable O'o.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Suppl/tlo., The.
India RoDber & Gntta Percha In-
sulating Co

.

Internationa! Okonlte Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Teleerranh Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Sapply Co., The
Greeley & Co., The B. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick A- Carter Oo.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones, Rlpctrlc.
Detroit i;iectrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Test fnstmments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sapply Co^The,
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply uo.
National ElectrlcManufactuxingCo.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouee Electric & Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Works.

Tmcks. Electric Car.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Heaston Electric Co,
Westlnghouse Electric A Mfg. Ca

Tnrbine "WTieels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Hunt JIachine Co., Rodney,
StilweU A Bierce Mlg. Co.

Type-writers.
Densmore Typewriter Co.

Universities.
Inetituteof Technology.

ITater Wheels.
Leffel & Co., The Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

Wire. B«re.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Electrical Supply Co-
Holmpp. Booth & HaTdens.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Railway Equipment Co.
Roehllne'B hone' Co.. J, A.
Speny Elec. Mining Machine Co.
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Be suspicious of any Company that is anxious to lose money
in order that you may have the best equipped

electric railway in the country.

The Short Electric Railway Gempany
OFFERS A FULL LINE OF

APPLIANCES FOR OVERHEAD CONSTRUCTION,

6EARLESS AND SINGLE REDUCTION MOTORS,

IMPROVED RAILWAY GENERATORS,

Workmanship, Efficiency and Successful Operation Guaranteed.

MAIN OFFICES, CLEVELAND, 0.

^ft.^.SO'O^ Of^X^XOXlS:
Mills Building, New York City.
Penn Mutual Building, Philadelphia.
47 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
5 1 Haller Building. Seattle, Wash.

Monadnock Building, Chicago, III.

Old Capitol Building, Atlanta, Ca.
515 Walnut Street, St. Louis, Mo.

EVERY STATION OFANY SYSTEM
SHOULD INVESTIGATE OUR

SERIES LAMPS,

SERIES SOCKETS,

SERIES SUPPLIES,
For ARC and ALTERNATING Circuits.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICES.

BERNSTEIN FAN MOTORS.
Perfect in Design. Tasteful in Appearance. Simple Throughout.

Reliable Agents wanted in every section of the country. Write for particulars.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
620 ATLANTIC AVENUE, BOSTON, MASS.
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IRON BOX BELL
Has Platinum Points, Double Magnets,

Steel Hammer, and is

FIRST GLASS IN EVERY RESPECT.
Send for a sample and special prices. On receipt of them, you tvill send

us your orders.

Nickel mouth pieces for speaking- tube, with or -without indicator, we
offer at prices not met with elsew^here.

We have a large .stock of annunciator and office wire,

and all electric hell supplies at bottom prices.

Central Electric Company,
116 and 118 FRANKLIN ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

IT HAS PROVEN A GREAT SUCCESS,
It has Conquered a Heap of Prejudice

!

AND HAS COME TO BE CALLED

T"

NEW "TRIUMPH" AUTOMATIC.
The first Single Wire Automatic Burners were sold by this Company in I88S. It

W3S a new thing—ENTIRELY NEW AND NOVEL! A few Electrical CrankB
and Wiseacres said it could not be made to work practically, NO, NEVER! While, in

fact, it was working, not only PRACTICALLY, but BEAUTIFULLY, right
under their noses!
Of course, its sales were slow during the first year, as it generally takes time to get a

new device in this line entirely perfected in all its parts. Meantime, we continued to
make the little beauty, and sales went on increasing. In fact, orders came in faster than
we could make the burners, until now, about three years from the start, there are many
thousands of

"TRIUMPH," or Single Wire, Automatics In use.

Scores of enthusiastic reports as to its perfect efficiency are coming to us from all parts of

the country, and everybody says, "The Triumph Automatic is a wonderful success."

In fact it has come to stay.

All Electrical Contractors and Fitters who expect to keep up with the advances in the

Electric gas lighting business, will find it profitable to examine into the real merits of

THE "TRIUMPH" AUTOMATIC, No. 12,

as quickly as possible. It is the easiest working, surest operating, safest and lowest priced

automatic gas burner yet produced. Try it now in its perfection and judge for

yourselves.

For fall particnlars as to the superior qnalitiest of all onr Electric Gas liisliting apparatns, se
BESCRIPXIVE CATAIiOGUE for 1892. Respectfully,

THE ELECTRIC GAS LIGHTING CO., 195 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.
We3tsrn Offlcs: 9 Lakeside Building, Chicago, ill.

Cut fall aize.

Patented May 1, 1888.

Pats, for late improvements pending*
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STANDARD OIL METHODS
In the ARC LIGHT CARBON INDUSTRY!

Having interested members of the Standard Oil Company in the

CARBON TRUST,
They have succeeded in Advancing the Price of Coke to those

Not in the Trnst from $10.00 a ton to $15.00 a ton.

This would mean a corresponding advance (50 per cent.) in the price of carbons, if WE had not secured a large supply

of crude material, which will enable us to take care of our customers for a long time to come.

AGENTS:
H.C. BawbB,

620 Atlantic Ave
.
, Boston

.

Holmes. Boo til A Haydens,
25 Park Place, New York.

Tlie IVaBhington Carbon Co.,

641 N. Broad St., Philadelphia.

Blectrieal Supply & Construction Co.,

917 Liberty St., Pittsburgh.

Standard Electrical lY'orks,
161 W. Pearl St., Cincinnati.

Central Electric Co.,

116 Franklin St., Chicago.

LONG LIFE.

OUR CARBONS ARE NOTED FOR THEIR

HIGH EFFICIENCY. LOW RESISTANCE.

Write ns for samples and qQotatiois before yon contract for snppi;,

THE WASHINGTON CARBON COMPANY,
PITTSBURGH, PA.

THE ILLINOIS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF THE

^'^^^W&0
Write for Prices.

171 and 173 South Canal Street, - Chicago, III

/^VANUFACTURERS ORGANIZED 1381.

INCORPORATED 18ts3,

%^p Arc Lamps

AN •]

ESTABLISHED -

EACT: J

PSR INC.-^NDESCENT AND
STREET RAlUv'AY CIRCUITS,

THE ONLY ARC LA^P TMA f

WORKS S.^TISr.'i-CTORILY ON A,S

INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PH0T0-ENGRA\''1NG, THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LA.^PS.

TME ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION -S: SUPPLY CO.

tmiTY BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

TELEPHONE BUILDING.

NEW YORK.
Search Light No. 13.
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Has had the

LONGEST TIME TEST,
Is the

MOST ACID PROOF,
Is the

MOST GAS PROOF,
Sho-ws the

HIGHEST INSULATION,
Is the

BEST BRAIDED
And

r0^g^<r)_ ^

CHEAPEST WIRE
For Higli Grade Electrical vrork.

GALIFORNIIi ELECTRICAL WORKS.

San Francisco,

CALIFORNIA AGENTS FOR

JULIUS ANDRAE,
Milwaukee,

WISCONSIN AGENT FOR

W. R. BRIXEY,
General Manager and Eastern Agent,

166 Fulton Street. NEW YORK.

HOULISTON, HUBBARD & CO..

CINCINNATI AGENTS
FOR

F. W. GUSHING,
General Western Agent,

225 Dearborn St., CHICAGO.
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Edison General Electric Company,
EDISON BUILDING,

BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.
DISTRICT OFFICES:

CANADIAN: Editan Building, 77 Bay Street, Toronto, Can.
PACIFIC COAST: Cdlson Building, 1 12 Bush Street, San Francisco. Cal.

CENTRAL: 173 and 175 Adams Street, Ctilcago, III. PACIFIC NORTHWEST: Flelschner Building, Portland, Oregon
EASTERN: Edison Building, Broad Street, New York. ROCKY {MOUNTAIN: IVIasonic Building, Denver, C0I0.

NEW ENGUND: 26 Otit St., Boston, Mass. ..,,.,,:,..
MFXICAN and SO. AMERICAN DEPT.: Edison Bulldlna. Broad Street, N. Y. EUROPEAN OFFICE: 34 Victoria St., London, S. W., England

THE SCHUYLER
-S"2-STE3VE OF-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPOETANT FEATUEBS:

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes-

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

TO THE PUBLIC I

We beg to call your attention to the
fact that we have just issued our new
took catalogue which comprises the
most important works that ha\e ap
peared to date on all electrical subjects.

We shall be pleased to mail a copy to

any one interested in the science of
electricity, on receipt of request.

Address

Electrician PablisliiDg Co.,

6 I.akeside Bids..
CHICAGO, JLLL.
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FBANKIiHr B. OABTBB.

B3BT-a.BIiIBIIEI3 1867.
CHAALES M. WILKINS

THADINO AS

B. WARD WIIiKIHS.

FAHTRICK & CAHTEE CO.,

125 South Second Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SOLE I'KOPRlETOnS OF TUB PATENT NKSDLE ANNUNCIATOUS.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in all Kinds of

ELECTRICALSUPPLIES.
-WE MAKE A HI'ECIALTY OK-

Bells, Disque Leclanche Batteries, Gas Lighting Apparatus,
Bronze goodsand afull lineofsuppliesfor hotel and house work.

Catalogaee and Dieconnt Sheet* will be eent to those In the trade open receipt of Application and Baeineae Card.

THE
iiBUCKEYE."

The "Colled" Filament will ba just a9 shapely at Ihe death of the lamp as jou Ece

it in this cut. None of the "spinal iveniagltis" curves, or tired out appearance, sug-

gested by the diooping filaments commonly observed in other lamps.

t^end lor Sniiiple anft Prices.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., HI Me, ,0.
437 "THE ROOKERY," CHICAOO.

C-S SPECIALTIESp

C-S Reflector Shade.

Made of Aluminum with ground
glass diffusion plate. A strong

white light exactly where needed,

and nowhere else. A soft white

light throughout the room.
Quadruples the effective light of

any lamp

G-S Poitalile Lamp Stand.

Has flexible arm which holds

lamp Indefinitely in any position

at win. Arm Indestructible and
may be curved or coiled into

an endless variety of graceful

The Cutter
Electrical & Mfg

Company,
27 SOUTH 11th STREET,

Philadelphia, Pa.

^

*®

0'

•^ e.e:.4S.co
SVR, N.V. U.S.A. ®

ANOTHER
ONE OF OITB 3IAKK.

A LOCK SW^ITCH
For all Fine "Work—Nicliel, Bronzed,
Plain, Engraved, or to Match any Finish.

SIMPLE, PRACTICAL, NEAT.
Do not fail to inquire about this.

Electric Engineering& Supply Co.,

S'STXI-.^OTTSXI, M-. -S-., XJ. S. .A..

NEW YORK OFFICE:
t2« Liberty St., F. C. TIMP80K, Manager.

Send for Catalogue of our
Specialties.

THE MOST PERFECT

FAN MOTOR
and the only successful one on the market
for the Alternating Current.
Send for descriptive circular and price

of the

"MESTON ALTERNATING
FAN MOTOR."

It is not a toy, but a strong, well built,

durable machine. Maximum speed 1,700
revolutions per minute. Can be regulated
by moving a lever to as slow speed as de-

sired, and flow of current is regulated
accordingly. Commutator brushes feed
up automatically and are guaranteed for

three months' wear at constant use, ten
hours per day. Manufac'ured only by

El(iciricllfg.Co., siioiiao.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANUFACTURERS OP

I

SHAFTING, ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

BRANCH ( 8 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.
OFFICES S 520 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.

( 18 Cortlandt St. , NEW YORK,
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FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS, IS BEING UNIVERSALLY ADOPTED.

THE RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO., Sole Patentees and Manufacturers, BALTIMORE, MD.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,

CRIMSHAW White Core Wires,
Black Core Wires,
Competition Line Wires,

CRIMSHAW Tapes,
Competition Tapes,

Splicing Compounds, Etc.

Nos. 13, 15 and 17 Cortlandt St.,

NEW YORK.

VULCA ELECTRICAL WIRE DUCTS
FOR

INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION.
A COMPLETE METHOD

for all ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS.

JUNCTION BOXES, CUT-OUTS, ANOLE BOXES,
ETC., ETC.

VULCA COUPLING COMPOUND.

Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin St.,

CHICAGO.

POWELL'S PATENT

LEVER UP—Sliowa oil dropping while
machinery rans.

SIGNAL OILERS
still in the Van as the BEd'l for HIGH-GRADE
ENGINES and DYNAMOS. The etop-leed
teatures prevetit waste of oil wliich item alone will
more than save ttipir coBt In a ehort time- HAS
OTHER EXCEPTIONAL POINTS OF
MERIT. Send for full descriptive circQlar. AddreSB
THE Wm. POWELL CO., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

DYNAMOS
Bouglit and Sold.

All makee in stock and wanted.
40 per cent, eaved to purchasers.

SlililS OIlv FILTERS.
313 and ;j:5 Canal Street,

CHICAGO.CH4S. E. GREGORY,

OFFICE DESKS,
^ig^ "Gem' and "Rugby'

Folding Beds,

Brass and Wire Work.

IB^^r

A. H. Andrews & Co., 215 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

SPEAKING TUBES JIND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS i^ BELLS.
FVIil. I.IKB A.1J-WA.TCS IS t^TOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & C0..1^
199 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1468 DeEalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. T.
^g~ send for New CxTALoepa. Ont Apgnst let.

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTIN6.
CARRIES KO STATIC EliECTRICITY.

Greatest Adhesive Qualities. Causes Less Friction than any other Belt

RAWHIDE HYDRAULIC PACKING.

RAWHIDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.,
The only Mannfacturere in the Country.

Lace Leather Mope and other Rawhide Goods of all
kinds by Krueger's Patents.

This Belting and Lace Leather Is not affected by steam or dampness; never be-
comes hard ; is stronger, more durable and the most economical Belting made. The
Rawhide Rope for Round Belting Transmission is superior to all others.

75 OHIO STREET, CHICACO, ILL.

THOS. C. SMITH, Jr., M. E.

Consulting and Contracting Engineer.
BnglneB and Complete Steam Plante for Lighting and Power InBtallatlone.
Bent Pipe and CoIIb In Iron, Braes and Copper, for all kinde of eerTlce.

II Hammond Building, Telephone 1358. CINCINNATI. OHIO.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE.

THE ONLY Snap Switch that has

PROVEN A 8UGGE88.

For Sale 1>y all Supply Honses.

The Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co., hartford, conn.

INTERIOR CONDUITS Tie SoMlon Of tlie Prolileni oisale finariliDS

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS

TRADE-MARK

Wherever and for whateoever pnrpose employed, le to

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IRTERIOB AND UNDERGROnND

coiTnD-criTS
HANUPACTDEBD BY

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
u/nni^c. t B27 to B3I W. 34th SI.,
WOHKS.

^ B26 to B28 W. 3Bth St.,

General OtBces: 42 &44Bioad St., New Tork.

5Ch0B. Day i Co., 222 Sntter St., San Prancleco, Cal.

Monntain Electric Co., Denver Colo.
American Elect. Supply Co., 3J6 Pearl St., Boffalo.N Y.
Putnam, t:»ay & Co., 27 E. Main St , Rocheeter, N. Y.
Glover Elect Co., 127 W. Etli St., Cincinnati, O.
ChftB. yabriel, Saginaw, Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Snpply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
Walker & Kepler, 531 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Conatrnclion Co.. Pittabnrgh, P».
Southern Electric Co., Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

Annunciators^ Bells, Pushes,

Speaking Tube, Battery , Patterson Cables

Electric Light Apparatus—Arc and Incandescent,

American District Telegraph Apparatus,

Telegraph Instruments, Testing Instruments,

Insulated Wires, Line Supplies, Tools and
Other Electrical Appliances.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
( AUKS, KBEBT & CO., St. Fanl, ailnn.

SfillinS ASCntSIl STAMOARO KL,BCTBICAI. W0RK!«, Cincinnati, OUo.
'

( UOUNTAIN ELECTRIC GO , Denver, Colo.

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.

I NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Greenwich Sts.
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NBW YORK IjASIP FACTOBY, Capacity »0,<I00 per day.

LAMPS
8 C. P. to 1 50 C. P. 45 Volts to 1 25 Volts. To Fit Principal Sockets.

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUT-OUTS
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co., ^.
620 Atlantic Avenue, 510-534 West 23d St., Pullman Building, ^

BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO. *

The United States Electric Lighting Co.,

[THE WESTINQHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Lessees.]

mm IHCMIDESCEIIT ISOUTED aEGTHiC UGHT FUNIS,

t

More than 1,000 Plants in Operation in Factories, Hotels,

Office Buildings, Theaters, Etc.

"TF^ICZ:

MOTORS »° GENERATORS.
Direct Current GENERATORS and MOTORS for all purposs,

1-8 H. P. up to any power required, and at any
required E. M. F.

Superior in Design and Workmansiiip, and Dneqnaled in Efficiency.

Send for New U. S. Catalogues on Incandescent Lighting and Motors.

GENERAL OFFICES; EQUITABLE BUILDING, - - 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MATTOPACTUBED BY

WM. BROOKFIKI.D,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

-RACmE-HIGH-SPEKui^

3UPEW0R, RE60IJTI0N
«"D ECONOMY roK

BECTRIC llQHTIHfi
AND GENERAL

'""^

16 SIZLS

CARRIED_IN STOCK

j

Kcii one OF Don

ENGINES
|BEfORE_5raPPira

fonPRl'CES""'

CATALOGUE

ENGINE DEfT.

lalHARDWARE MK-CO-R^^'^V')-

EVERY ONE
KNOWS

ANDRAE.
We can furnish at bottom prices

liCclancUe,
Andi'ae Carbon,

liaclede,
iSamson

and Iian'
Batteries.

Bells, Wire and Pushes.

Agent for KERITE WIRE.

JULIUS ANDRAE,
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

The Pioneer House of the Northwest.

SOLID BRAIDED CORD.
la the moet dara-
Die for hanging
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, rev-
ering Field

Mafmeta, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

Second-Hand Dynamos
FOR SALE CHEAP.

We have a nnmber of Dynamos and Motora
nearly new, which we will eell at a low pricfl,

among the number being t"\vo GSO-liglLti
1,000 volt Alternators.

W. F. Pbret. S. F. NoTiB.

WANTED TO BUY:
Second-hand machine, from 50 to

300 lights, 110 volt.

G. A. HARTER,
43 and 43 Franklin Sr., CHICAGO.

mim IN ELEcimL mi\m,
Blestrical or Telephone Stocki Bought

and Sold.

PERRY &NOYES,
Edison Bids, - NEW 'TOBK.

MICA
For all Electric Insulating
Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the market.

I SELL NO OTHER.
Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St., NEW YORK.

Royal Electric Co.,
911 & 913 South Washington St., PEOKIA, ILL.,

MANUFAOTUEEKS OF

Alternating and Continuous Current Dynamos and Motors,

AND ELECTRIC MACHINERY.
The Most Complete Alternating System now on the Makket.

Agents Wanted for Exclusive Territory,

DUPLEX iJELECTRIC CO., Limited,
MANOTACTUKERS OF

ADTOMATIC ARC
AND

INCANDESCENT

Clueaso OIUi-.. I, .1 KINDOLPH, Mgr.,
U25 Munndaof'k Buildini;.

Slew Vork Ollice—W. H. GORDON, Mgr.,
n!> Uroadway.

Phi'adelli'ila Oflicc-OTIS K, STUART,
Mgr., 21 Citv Trust Bldg.

Chattanoosa, Tenn.—F. I. STONE.

DYNAMOS,
and the

"DUPLEX"
ARC LAMP.
GORRY, PA.

Kansas City, Mo.—L. C. BLAIR, 806 Wal-
nut Street.

lilneoln. IVeh.-BmELOW ELECTRIC SUP-
PLY CO., lla 8. 13tll St.

Pi-ovidi>"ce. K. I.-DRiKE, PAYSON &
WHITTIER, Cor. Waeblngton and Eddy SiB.

Tarpon Hprlus^^, Fla.—W. D. WILSON.

AMERICAN HIGH SPEED ENGINE.
This Engine i-evolutionizes the manner of applying steam in generating power. It

can be regulated so as to run at any speed desired, up to

T QQQ OR MORE BEVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE !

It is not a rotary Engine, yet the motion of its parts is such that there are no " dead,

centers." It takes steam and exhausts four times at each revolution. For

SPEED, SIMPLICITY AND ECONOMY,
this Engine has no equal. It possesses many striking advantages over all other Engines,

either slow speed or so-called high speed. Its speed is closely regulated by a sensitive

and reliable automatic governor. Built of any required size,

FOR ALL STATIONAUY and MARINE PURPOSES.
It can be coupled directly to dynamos, fans, blowers, fire engine and other rotary

pumps ; in fact, to any machine requiring great velocity. It is smooth running and

noiseless. Being light and compactly built, it takes up less room than any other

Engine of equal power. No heavy foimdations are requred. This Engine is

TH:E .A-OlvlE OF SIldlFLIOIT'S'.
iSTo skilled engineer is requirea.

^~ For ftu-ther particulars and Illustrated Catalogue, call upon, or address,

AMERICAN ENGINE COMPANY,
BOCND BROOK, N. J.

HINE'S ELIMINATOR.
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL

Steam Separators and Oil Extractors.
In twelve trials in the "Cornell" Separator test, it averaged

98 7-10 per cent Dr> Steam. Ontetripping all competitors.

Send lor Circular and Cornell test report.

IT HINE ELIMINATOR CO., '°^'n'
106 Liberty St., _

EW YORK, HOBIZONTAL.

This advertieement appeare every other week.

"Z"^XS-

DHioii umm ED,

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
. AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

Ihe Waddell-Entz Electric Co.,
302 Produce Exchange, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow Speed

Generators and Motors.

DIRECT DRIVEN
Slow Speed Generators for Electric

Lighting and Power. Low
Runn ng Expense.

STREET CAR MOTORS.
Insulated Wire. Cables

and Flexible Cords.
/ Special Machines Designed.

KSTIlIATfS fUKKISHKD.

ISOLATED PLANTS A SPECIALTY.

CHICAGO, 438 " The Bookery.'

FACTORY AT BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

B1JFFAI.O, 50 Terrace.
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The Lighting by Electricity of the Buoys
In Gedney's Channel, New YorVc

Harbor.
From the deck of one of the ocean racers steaming into

New \'ork harbor of a dark night, a close observer could

hardly fail to notice six lighted buoys which mark the

course of the vessel as she approaches Sandy Hook.

Some distance apart, but plainly discernible to any one on

the lookout for them, the six lights three while on one side

and three red on the other, mark the ship's way through

what is known lo the mariner as Gedney's channel.

Under ordinary circumstances, one might pass up the

harbor without so much as a thought of the six little spots

of red and white light. But in stormy weather, with the

seas running high and the waves dashing the buoys about

and oftentimes breaking over and submerging them, per-

haps curiosity would be aroused and an inquiry made as to

how the lamps were always kept at the same steady and

brilliant glow. Was a close in-

spection possible, there would

be no mystery, since a glance

would reveal a loo candle

power Edison ir.candescent

lamp snugly ensconced in a

stout iron cage on the upper

end of a spar extending from

the water.

The Gedney 's chan nel buoys

are lighted by electricity fed

from the shore to the lamps

through cables, and from the

following description the read-

ers of the Western Elec-

trician may obtain a knowl-

edge of the details of this

somewhat unique installation.

It will not be amiss before

going into particulars relative

to the apparatus employed to

illuminate the buoys, to have

a clear understanding of the

conditions which led to the

introduction of an electric sys-

tem, and also to give a few

particulars relative to the

work of installation.

Seagoing vessels sailing to

New York have a choice of two

courses from the ocean. One
of these passages is by way

of Long Island Sound, through

Hell gate and the East River.

The other course is through

the Narrows, between Staten

Island and the shores of Long
Island. The entrance through

the Narrows is the more di-

rect and accessible from the

ocean, and from the fact that it is the only one practi-

cable for vessels of the larger class, it is the most im-

portant. The Narrows is approached by way of chan-

nels, which cross a bar extending from Sandy Hook on

the south to Coney Island on the north. From the

map. Fig. 12, which shows the location of the buoys, ca-

bles, dynamo house, etc., there may also be obtained a

clear idea of these channels.

It will be sufficient to say relative to the channels, that

there are several across the Sandy Hook bar, but only

two of them, Gedney's and the Main, are used by deep

draught vessels. The different courses through these two

channels before the electric buoy service was adopted,

were marked at night by range lights on shore. The
entrance to Gedney's channel was, however, practically

unmarked, except by unlighted buoys. There was, to be

sure one range light, that at Princess Bay, but, as it was

thirteen miles away, pilots found some difficulty in steer-

ing by it w ith the compass.

By so marking Gedney's channel that it would be safe

and easily navigable at night, the harbor would be opened

to vessels of the largest size at all times, except when the

weather was such as to render navigation anywhere within

the harbor unsafe. The Lighthouse lioard fully appreci-

ated this situation, and a number of plans were considered

with the view of indicating the channel at night in some

efficient manner.

When a number of schemes had been tested and

found to be wanting in one way or another, it was finally

decided to experiment with an electrical method of light-

ing the buoys.

From experience it had been learned that a buoy in the

form of a long spar fixed in place by its lower end being

shackled to a heavy anchor or sinker resting on the bot-

tom, was best adapted to withstand the effects of heavy

seas and floating ice. Besides this, the spar buoy pos-

sesses the advantage of being the form least liable to be

displaced or set adrift when run down by passing vessels.

FIG, 14 THE LIGHTING DY ELEC'I KICll V >y I UK l;L"u\i IX C.hl'SL\ i CHANNEL, NEW YOEK HARBOR,

It was decided, therefore, to adopt this foim of buoy as a

support for the proposed lights, and experiments were in-

stituted to put the electrical system to a practical test.

An armored cable containing two copper conductors in-

sulated with gutta percha was procured and laid from the

lighthouse depot at Thompkinsville, Staten Island, to a

spar buoy planted near Robbin's Reef lighthouse. The

distance was about 6,000 feet. The location of the ex-

perimental buoy and cable is shown on the map, Fig. 13

The buoy was fitted at the top with an iron cage, which

enclosed a heavy glass jar containing the lamp. The
cable was laid in a groove cut in the side of the buoy and

connected at the top with the lamp. The shore end of

the cable was connected with the dynamo by short lengths

of wire strung overhead.

With this outfit a number of different lamps were tried

under various conditions, and the experiments resulted in

the development of the present Gedney channel system.

In laying the cables for the Gedney lights, one with

three conductors was run out in two nearly equal lengths

from the channel to the beach near the East Beacon light

house. In the neighborhood of the buoys, these two
cables run into cast iron junction boxes and from thence

each conductor of the larger cables makes connection,

through a single conductor cable, with a buoy.

The two main, or triple conductor cables were laid by
the Hishop Gutta Percha company, and the scttng of the

buoys in the channel, laying the single conductor cables,

making the splices and placing the junction boxes, was
done under the direction of Lieutenant Commander Mac-
kenzie, with the aid of the vessels and crews of the light-

house service and with some assistance from the cable

manufacturers.

The buoys were first set with the tender /(?//« Rogers
on October 21, i388. Each buoy was provided with

about 250 feet of single conductor cable. The upper end
of the cable was placed in a groove in the buoy and was
secured by sts pies and a covering strip fastened on top as

shown in Fig, 20. The free

end of the cable was then

brought up and theextra length

coiled and securely lashed to

the cage on top. The setting

of the buoy was accomplished

without difficulty. The cable

was laid from the hold of a

barge. Ever^-thing being in

readiness, a small boat con-

taining one of the junction

boxes and the men and ma-
terial for making splices, was
anchored near buoy "G 5."

Fig. 18. The barge, havirg

on board one of the triple

conductor cables, was brought

near and a cable end passed

and made fast to the small

boat. The barge was then pro-

pelled toward the beach and
the cable was slowly paid out.

On arriving at the beach the

end was taken ashore in a

small boat and made fast

temporarily to the first pole

of the land line. The cable

was afterwards buried in the

sand as far out as the low

water mark. Meanwhile, the

single cables running from

the junction boxes to the buoys

were being laid by the tender

Gard€ma. From the boat at

the junction box the single

cable to buoy "G 3" was fed

cut from a reel mounted on

the forward deck of the Gard-

enia. After this cable was

spliced at the buoy, and brasg

tags attached just outside the junction box, to facilitate fu-

ture identification, the box and cable were lowered to the

bottom. The laying of the cables connecting the buoys.

Nos. T, 3 and 5, on the south sideof the channel, was com-

pleted in one day, October 31, iSSS. On November 2d,

cables for the buoys on the north side of the channel were

laid. The lamps and lanterns were put in p'ace, and the

final tests having been made and everything found to be in

good working order at the station, the lights were started

at 5 P. M. November 7, 18SS. The system has been in

regular operation since that date.

Starting with Figs. 14 and 15, a good idea of the gen-

erating plant on Sandy Hook can be had. Fig. 14 is a

reproduction of a photograph showing the interior of the

little square brick building, which, though miniature in its

way, is still deserving of the name of "station." Fig. 15

is a plan and sectional view of the building.

The connections in the station to the cables will be un-

stood by reference to Fig. 16.

The manner in which the cables are laid to the buoys is
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clearly shown on the map, Fig. 12. In the view of the

East Beacon light-house, Fig. 17, there may be seen the last

pole and the box in which the land lines from the station

join the cables.

A view of the buoy "G 5," which shows a white light

at night, is given in Fig. iS. It may Interest some

to know that the photograph for this cut was taken by a

FIG. 13. THE LIGHTING BY ELECTRICITY OF THE BUOYS
IN GEDNEY's channel, new YORK HARBOR.

representative of the Western Electrician last August

with an ordinary tripod camera from a small steam launch.

The little vessel was tossing about on the waves when the

picture was taken.

From the map it will be noted that "G 5" is the last of

the three white lights, which may be seen to the left as

one sails up to New York.

The details of one of the electric buoys with the lamp
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York. There are in all two upright tubular boilers, hav-

ing not less than iSo square feet of heating surface and 5

square feet of grate surface. These are made of i inch

steel of 60,000 pounds tensile strength, and carry 80

pounds pressure.

The two boilers supply steam for two small Armington

& Sims engines of 12 horse power each. The engines belt

directly to the dynamos.

The dynamos, of the Edison type, are two in number.

Each machine was built to deliver a maximun current of

40 amperes at an electromotive force of iSo volts at the

terminals. These dynamos are compound wound. In

Fig. 16 are given the connections of the windings. They

have each two separate coils for the field magnets, one

being connected as a shunt to, and the other in series with,

the main circuit. The shunt field coil has an adjustable

resistance in series, and the series field coil has a separate

external coil connected in shunt with it. The resistance

of this latter can also be varied for adjustment. The

switch board is arranged for six independent circuits with

switches for throwing on either dynamo. There are six

16 candle power indicator lamps in the station in addition

to an ammeter for each of the six buoy circuits. Each lamp

is on an independent circuit in which is placed, besides

the lamp, an ammeter, a safety plug and a controlling re-

sistance for regulating the potential of each lamp sepa-

rately. This adiustment is necessary on account of the

inequalities of the line resistance due to the unequal

lengths of cables to the different buoys. There is also

an ammeter for the entire current, and a voltmeter-

Wires are led from each circuit to a test board where con-

nections are provided through which it is possible to make

tests as to the condition of the circuits. The 100 candle

power lamps at the buo>s are fed at a constant potential of

1 10 volts. From the generator to the lamps there is a drop of

potential of from 160 to no volts, a loss of about 30 per

cent. The lamps have what might be described as a

solenoid filament. The system is operated with an earth

return, that is, one side grounded on the armor. For

lighting the building, six 16 candle power lamps are con-

nected to the mains in multiple series with a controlling

resistance.

The boilers, engines and dynamos are in duplicate, ar-
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the poles and projects 6 inches at the top. The E, S.

Greely & Co. of New York, constructed the land line.

Cable to the amount of 32,000 feet of three-conductor

FIG. 20. THE LIGHTING BY ELECTRICITY OF THE BUOYS

IN GEDNEY's CHANNEL, NEW YORK HARBOR.

and 15,000 feet of single conductor, was required. The

map, Fig. 12, .shows very clearly how these cables were

disposed of. The conductor in both kinds of cable consists

Umpire Met£FX

1 1 1 I i i

FIGS. 15 AND 16. THE LIGHTING BY ELECTRICITY OF THE BUOYS IN GEDNEY's CHNNNEL, NEW YORK HARBOR.

lantern, protecting ca^e. etc. , are clearly shown by

Figs. I to II inclusive. The method of shackling a buoy

to its sinker, and also of running the cable up to the lamp

on the buoy-spar, will be understood by reference to

Figs. 19 and 20.

The steam plant in the little Sandy Hook station was

furnished and erected by E. P. Hampson & Co. of New

ranged to provide against accident to this part of the sys-

tem. From the switch-board the wires pass out and are

supported on poles until they reach the box at the

East Beacon light house, Fig. 17. The six circuits to the

cables are of No. 10 B. &: S. copper wire. Each of the

eleven poles of the land line is provided with a lightning

arrester of No. S copper wire. This wire is stapled to

of a strand of seven wires, having a cross section of a

solid wire -^^ inch in diameter. The conductors were in-

sulated with not less than three coatings of gutta percha,

and Chatterton's compound was used to fill the interstices

between the wires. The same compound was applied

under each layer of gutta percha. The insulation resist-

ance of this covering was required to be not less than 300
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megohms per nnutical mile after forty-ei^lit hours' immer-

sion in water at 75 decrees Kahrenhcit. with one minute's

electrilication. The cores were served with the best jute

or hemp yarn saturated with tar. The armor was an-

nealed and f^alvanizcd iron wire. On the three conductor

cable sixteen No 6 1'.. W. G. wires were used, while the

armor for the single cable was formed of twelve No. ij IJ.

W. (I. wires. I!y the specifications for these cables it was

agreed also that the current in the cables was not to exceed

6 amperes with an electro motive force of 350 volts. A
bonded live year guarantee was also required.

The buoys arc each a spruce spar about 50 Icet long,

lo'/z inches diameter at the butt, 20 inches at the largest

section and 10^2 inchesatthe top. They are shackled at the

bottom to a hemispherical cast iron sinker weighing 4,500,

pounds, Fig 19. To the top of the spar is firmly

screwed the protecting cage for the lantern. This cage is

made of flat iron ribs rivited to two iron bands which en-

circled the spar, with a third ring at the top of the cage.

The upper portions of the ribs and the top ring are turned,

as shown in Fig. i, so as to present their edges to the

lamp. This construction was adopted to secure strength

and to obscure the light as little as possible. The curved

shape was given to the ribs in order to allow ice and drift-

wood to run over the buoy without injuring it.

It may be mentioned as an instance of how the buoys

stand rough usage, that on one occasion one of the buoys

was unintentionally run down by the tender, Gardenia.

The cage and lamp were completely submerged, passing

under the vessel's keel, but no injury whatever resulted.

The details of the lantern are shown in Figs. 3 to ii

inclusive. The lamp is shown mounted in its frame

ready to be placed in the lantern. It is inserted through

the top and secured by three thumb-nuts. The cable core

passes through the central support under the handle to the

connectors, Fig. 10. The lamp is mounted in the frame

at the station, so that when out at the buoy, the old lamp

may be removed and the new one substituted without re-

quiring any tools or material, except the rubber tape for

covering the connector. There are no loose parts to be

dropped into the water, the thumb-nuts being secured to

the lamp frame by the brass strips shown in Fig. 8. The
lantern is not taken from the cage, except for repairs. The
weight of the part handled is only five pounds. Incan-

FIG. 19. THE LIGHTING BY ELECTRICITY OF THE BUOYS
IN GEDNEY's channel, new YORK HAKliOK.

descent lamps with red globes were employed at first, but

these were abandoned, and as a substitute the lanterns

were fitted wi h red glass.

In addition to supplying the lamps at the buoys, the

Sandy Hook station lights the Hook Beacon, Fig. 17. An
incandescent lamp of the same pattern as those in the

buoys was first placed in the lens on August 16, 1SS9, and

connected to the station by means of wires on the pole

line for the buoys. On September 28, 1889 a lamp es-
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dccially designed for the purpose by the KdisoQ company
was substituted foi the buoy lamp. The new lamp has a

normal intensity of 150 candles, and when placed in the

lens it gives 3,000 candles. This beacon has been opcr.

atcd in this manner since the dale mentioned. So
far as is known, this is the first regular light-bouse in

which this method of illumination has been employed.

FIG. 17. THE LIGHTING BY ELECTRIC! 1 V UF IHE^iKOYS
IN GEDNEY's CHANNEL, NEW YORK HARROr"

The buoy station at Sandy Hook is in charge of Super,

intendent W. L. Brown, who has been complimented by

the light-house board for his intelligent management of

the plant. It was through Superintendent Brown that the

accompanying illustrations were secured. For informa-

tion relative to the details of the installation, the Western
Electrician is indebted to Cap'ain Henry F. Picking, U.

S. N., United States light-house inspector.

Utilizationof the Waste Forces of Nature,'

By W. H. Preece, F.RS.
I am anxious to attract your attention especially to the

facility which the electric current gives to bring power to

our doors and to enable us to facilitate home industries.

The congregation of large bodies of males and females

in magnificent buildings is a modern consequence of

great industries dependent on the presence of great power
and great steam engines. A system of centralization has
followed, which is not always beneficial to healthy mental
and corporeal growth. The electric current steps in

to check this system. It enables us to apply in our own
dwellings power from the smallest fraction of a horse
power to many hundred horse powers.
Moving water as a source of power is already utilized

to a very large extent. At Bushmills near the Giant's
Causeway in Ireland, there is a fall of 26 feet, which, ac-

tuating turbines, produces currents of electricity that drive

a railway from Portrush, a distance of six miles. This
line has been at work since 18S3. Between Newry and
Bessbrook, also in Ireland, there is another railway

worked electrically, in the same way, and of the same
length. At Lynton, in Devonshire, and at Keswick, in

Westmoreland, the fall of water is used for electrically

lighting the two places; while at TivoH, near Rome,
2,000 horse power is going to be converted into electrical

energy which will be transported iS miles to Rome to

light up 40,000 lamps. At Geneva the lake which merges
there into the river Rhone flows through the town with
considerable velocity, and more than 3,000 horse power is

there obtained, not only for electric lighting purposes, but

to raise water to a height of over 400 feet, so as to distrib-

ute its energy over the whole town for the innumerable
watch, musical box and other industrial purposes for

which that town is so famous. At Schaffbausen (the

famous falls of the Rhine) about 600 horse power is con-

verted into electrical energy, and is applied to the pro-

duction of aluminum, and 700 horse power for the trans-

mission of power, to a woolen spinning mill about half a

mile away, the wires crossing the river. At the Skippers
Creek Mountains, near Otago, in New Zealand, two 50
horse power turbines generate electrical energy, which is

transmitted three miles to work quariz stampers. At the

Virginius mines in Colorado some unprofitable mines at a
height of 12,700 feet have been made profitable by the utili-

z3tion of water at the foot of the mountain. Labor has
also been reduced. Two pumps, a hoist, a blower, and
two mills are worked by electric motors, 1,200 horse

power being available for transmission four miles up the

mountain by current.

The tides of the ocean, surging backward and forward
with unerring accuracy, produce in our estuaries and
straits, movements of great masses of water which if util-

ized as power, could be turned to useful account. Take
the case of the Menai Straits, whose breadth at pelan, the

I. Abstract of a paper read before the Liveipool Welsh National
society and the Liverpool Engineering society.
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entrance from Carnarvon liay, is f,i83 feet, and mean
depth 50 feel. This gives a sectional area of water of ap-
proximately 63,000 S'juare feet, flowinfr either in or otit

four times a day at a mean speed of three knots per hour,
which (jives a velocity of five feet per second. The
effective encrjjy of such a stream would give 6,000 horse
power if it could be utilized. At the present moment not
one fraction of this wasted power is employed other than
for the motion of ships and boats. The total tidal area of
the estuary within the mouth of the River Mersey at New
Brighton is .;2,5oo acres. The mean total volume of tidal
water passing in or out of the estuary four times a day is

4.455 million cubic feel. The mean rise or fall of the
water above tide level is loi feet; that is, the mean vertical
range of the tide at IJverpool is 21 feet, reaching 51 feel
on equinoxial springs and to feet on lowest neaps. This
would give an avaiable power of about 100,000 horses,
if it could be utilized; but this is of course an impossibil-
ity. In some estuaries the flood tide is caught by dams
in a kind of dock and made to work mills in ils ebb, but
with a rise and fall of six feet it requires a dock area of
10 acres to give 20 horse power. But tide mills are very
expensive in their prime cost, and they are rarely resorted
to unless Nature has favored Iheir use by unusually high
tides or by convenient geographical configuration. The
power executed by tidal rivers is much less than
is usually considered. The total tidal energy of the
Thames at London Bridge is 320 horse power from
which we could not extract usefully more than
TOO horse power and that only by slopping the whole
navigation of the river. The available energy pass-
ing through one archway is only 20 horse power. The
total available energy of a slow shallow tidal river like the
Thames is therefore comparatively small, and its inconven-
ience would be so great that it is not worth consideration.
It is different with a constant flowing river. In a con-
stant moving mass of water the work done per second by
ihe stream depends on the pressure exerted by the watcron
the effective float area exposed to the stream, and on the
rate at which the water flows. The whole energy of a
stream running at five feet per second (3.4 miles per hour)
against a resisting float surface of five square feet would
exert approximately 11 torse power, and if the efliciency
of our machinery be 50 per cent. 10 square feet will give
us about one tffective horse power. Hence it is not a
difticult problem to utilize the energy of a current of
water on a small scale, especially as the energy increases
as the cube of the velocity. An extremely ingenious hy-
draulic motor has been devised by two young engineers,
Messrs. Purdon and Walters, of Great George street,

which, moored in a stream, absorbs the energy of the
moving water in a novel and effective way. and converts it

directly into electrical energy. One is going to be fixed in

the upper reaches of the Thames to form a charging sla-

FIG. iS. THE LIGHTING BY ELKCTRICITY OF THE BUOYS
IN GEDNEY's CH.^NNEL, NEW Y'ORK HARBOR.

tion for electrical launches. The energy of the falling

river will thus be utilized to drive boats up the stream
against its own resistance. The quantity of water going
down the Seiont from the beautiful lake of Llanberis is

approximately five million gallons per day, and it falls

about 300 feet. Hence the whole energy of the river, if

it could be utilized, would suppiv a constant power of 320
horses. There are already several mills on the stream
utilizing some of this power; but enough remains, at any
rate, to illuminate the streets of Carnarvon with the elec-
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trie light. Forty million gallons of water will be daily

brought to Liverpool from Lake Vyrnwy when the system

is complete. The top water level of the lake is 820 feet

above the level of the sea. The total energy continuously

expended by the fall will therefore be about 7,000 horse

power. Of course, much of this energy is expended in

and to lead it where he wills. The energy of moving
water has hitherto been much sought after in the United
Kingdom, because coal is cheap, but now that strikes are

rampant, the wise seek wind and water.

Wind is a somewhat fitful source of energy, but it has

served its purpose and has done good service in the past.

per second, will exert such direct pressure on a sail 130
square feet in area that it will drive a boat before it with

the power of a horse. The largest sailing ship in the
world has just been launched at Port Glasgow, which
carries a sail area of 57,000 square feet and has a tonnage
of nearly 4,000. Such a wind would exert upon her a
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overcoming the friction against the sides of the aqueduct,

in delivering the water into the houses of the consumers
in Liverpool, and in maintaining the service, but there

must be a good deal of energy wasteo; and it is well

worth the consideration of our water authorities whether
some utilization of this wasted energy in waterworks
generally cannot be effected so as to deliver it in the form

It is still in great request upon the ocean and in lands

where coal is dear, and air is cheap. It is much used for

irrigation, and its energy can be stored either by raising

water or by accumulating chemical energy in secondary
batteries. Mr. Brush in Cleveland, U. S. A., has used a

windmill to light his house, and Carwardine & Co., in the

City-road, London, utilize about three horse power in this

power equivalent to 4^0 horse power. Wind is, however,
practically available only for small powers, and in exposed
positions on land. There are, however, many places
where country houses could be supplied with the comfort
and luxury of the electric light if this errant force of Na-
ture were curbed and brought under subjection.

While our wants are so readily and so cheaply supplied
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of electrical energy in our streets and buildings. The
whole of the streets of Liverpool could be brilliantly

lighted by the energy wasted in the Vyrnwy aqueduct.
Water as a source of energy is found where Nature has

placed it, and not where it can be most conveniently used.
The electrician has, however, interfered with Nature, and
has enabled man to extract the otherwise wasted energy,

way every evening. An ordinary windmill, having four

sails, in a pleasant breeze of 10 miles an hour, gives about
two horse power, and the small American circular mill,

so much in request now, gives on the average about li

horse power. The power exerted increases with the area

exposed, and with the cube of the air velocity. A wind,
blowing at the rate of 10 miles an hour, or, say, 15 feet

by our coal fields there is little chance of much attention

being directed at present to other sources of energy ; but
with the diminution of our output, and the cranks of our
labor communities, the attention of our manufacturers
and of the custodians of our health, safety and comfort
must be directed to those neglected energies which are
now "wasting their sweetness on the desert air."
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American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers.

The annual meeting and election of the American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers was held at its headquar-

ters, 12 West Thirty-hrsl street, New York city, on Tues-

day. May 17th. The following named ofiicers were elected :

President, Krank J. Spraguc; vice-presidents, A.I';,Kenelly,

Nickola Tesla, Oscar T. ("rosby; managers, Charles Wirt,

Angus S. Ilibbard. Dr. Michael J. I'upin, Charles P. Stein-

raetz; treasurer, Cco.M. Phelps; secretary, Ralph W. Pope.

The officers holding over from last year are as follows:

\'icc-presidents, T. D. Lockwood, Carl Ilering, William J.

Hammer; managers, J. C. Chamberlain, P. E. Delany, II.

A Foster, H. Ward Leonard, Dr. Louis Bell, Herbert

Laws Webb. Prof. A. G. Compton and James Hamblet.

Chicago, June 6th, 7th and 8 h.

"The council's report, which was submitted at the an-

nual meeting, presents the following facts:

Ten regular meetings and one special meeting of the

council have been held during the year, at which the aver-

age attendance has been eleven, the largest number pres-

ent having been thirteen and the smallest seven.

"The last general meeting of the Institute was held in

New York city May 20th and 21st, and occupied two days.

Eight other meetings have been held. At these meetings

twenty-four papers and reports were read and discussed,

and have since been printed and distributed to the members.

"The institute was invited to unite with other engineering

societies in the establishment of engineering headquarters

at Chicago during the Columbian Exposition. As the

plans of the exposition developed, however, it appeared

that the proposed electrical congress would require the

undivided support of all electrical organizations, and for

this reason your council deemed it wise to decline entering

into the proposed arrangement. It was subsequently de-

cided that the Institute should support the action of the

World's Congress Auxiliary in making preparations for the

World's Electrical Congress, in order to do its share in

making the congress a success.

"In accordance with the instructions of a meeting of the

Institute, the following named delegates were appointed by

the council to represent the Institute at the Frankfort Elec-

trical Congress in i8gi: Carl Hering, Nikola Tesla, Prof.

Richard O. Heinrich and Dr. Edward L. Nichols. With

the exception of Mr. Tesla, all the delegates were in at-

tendance, and their report was duly submitted to the coun-

cil and printed in the transactions.

"At the meeting of February i6th it wasdecided that the

general meeting of iSg2 be held at Chicago, in order that

an opportunity might be offered the western members of

the Institute to participate in its proceedings. It was be-

lieved that the standing of the Institute as a national body

would be enhanced by the holding of its meetings in other

cites than New York, provided experience proved that this

might be successfully done. The date was subsequently

fixed for June 6th, 7th and Sth.

"The report on membership shows an increase of

seventy-four during the year, making the present member-

ship 615. This includes three honorary members, 179

members and 433 associate members. The net expenses

during the year amounted to $5.9?2.ig.

"In accordance with the instructions of the last annual

meeting, the secretary and the treasurer, acting as trustees,

made a special deposit of the $350 previously reported as a

building fund; also $500 surplus from the general fund,

making a total of $850. The treasurer's cash balance on

April 30th was $245.53, ^nd the secretary's cash balance

the same date $25.56, making the current balance carried

forward to the next year $271.09."

Electric Railways Considered in Provi-
dence.

An interesting meeting of the Commercial club of Prov-

idence, R. I., was held on May r4th. The subject under

discussion was "The Electric Street Railway in Its Rela-

tion to City Life." There was a large attendance of the

leading citizens of Providence, and the speakers were T.

C. Martin of New York, Prof. Elihu Thomson and O. T.

Crosby of Lynn, and Henry M. Whitney of Boston. There
was an elaborate banquet. Among other things. Presi-

dent Whitney of the West End company of Boston, said:

"No person, to ray knowledge, has been seriously injured

since the system was put in Boston, three years ago.

From that day to this, while it is true two or three horses

have been killed, to my knowledge no single person has
received any injury worth talking about at all. That this

is a deadly current is shown to be a mistake. Plardly a

week passes that a line man does not receive a shock, and
burns his fingers, perhaps. I know of no serious case.

There is no suit against the company alleging injuries from
this cause. The experience of the people I represent has

been one so far of entire approval of the system as a

whole. I am not here before this body of men to say

I do not think the wires objectionable. I would be glad If

they could be dispensed with."

Electric Plant at the Western Wheel
Works, Chicago.

One of the large factories of Chicago is that of the

Western Wheel Works, at the corner of Wells and Schiller

streets. The output is mainly bicycles, and about Hoo

men arc employed. All the operations appertaining to

the manufacture of bicycles are carried on at this factory,

which is said to be the largest of its kind in the world.

Seam'ess steel tubing imported from England forms the

in Fig. I, was lately installed by the Mather Elec-

tric company, under the supervision of F. A, Baux, Chi-

cago agent. It has given entire satisfaction, and is

highly spoken of by the officers of Ihe company. The
plant consists of two 50 kilowatt standard Mather dyoa*

mos driven by a remodeled Alias engine, belted to

countcrshafling. About 1,400 16 candle power lamps arc

wired throughout the factory and a few arc lamps. The
switch-board, Fig. 2, is provided with all necessary switches

and instruments, and is handsomely finished with polished

copper bars and nickel fixtures- The brush-holders of the

dynamos are also nickel-plated, the plating having been

done in the factory. George D. Van Tassel is in charge

of the plant, which is undoubtedly one of the model fac-

tory installations of the city.

FIG 2. ELECTRIC PLANT AT THE WESTERN WHEEL
WORIvS, CHICAGO.

basis of the machines, and the various processes of

shaping, forging, brazing, polishing, japanning, plating

and erecting are very interesting. Ball bearings are used

almost exclusively, and about five million of the tempered

steel spherlcles are consumed every year. It is interesting

to note that these little metal pellets are harder than glass

and are guaranteed by the manufacturer not to vary a

National Trade Press Association.

A movement was recently inaugurated in Chicago by
the represenatives of the leading trade and class news-

papers, having for its object the perfecting of an associa-

tion for social intercourse, and for the betterment, in vari-

ous ways, of the business interests of the advertising solic-

itors connected with the technical press. Several meet*

ings have been held, and on Thursday. May 19th, the

members met at luncheon and adopted a constitution and

by-laws and elected officers for an organization, to be

known as the National Trade Press association. The
representatives of nearly every prominent trade or class

newspaper published in Chicago, or represented by a

business office In this city, have already signed the roll of

membership, or have expressed a willingness to do so, and

the building up of ? strong social organization Is confi-

dently predicted. Until permanent quarters are secured,

meetings will be held on the first Tuesday of each month
at some prominent hotel club room, at which time a lunch

will be served, papers read, and the regular business of the

club transacted. The following is a list of the officers

elected for the ensuing year: President, W. A. Carroll,

Scientific American; vice-presidents, Gilbert C. McDuiT,

/o/iiison's Directory; J. F. Connor, Electricity; Clarence P.

Day, Manufacturers' Record; D. H. Ogden, WESTERN
Electrician; treasurer, M. J. Bulkley, Electrical Review;

secretary, W. Forman Collins, Electrical Engineer; direc-

tors, J. P. Tuttle. Western Brewer; J W. Dlckerson,

l-IG. I. ELECTRIC TLANT AT THE WESTERN WHEEL WORKS, CHICAGO.

two thousandth of an inch one from another. An electro-

plating plant of considerable dimensions forms one of the

departments of the factory. Two small Eddy dynamos

furnish the necessary current, and about 2,000 gallons of

solution are constantly in use. From 10,000 to 15,000

pieces of metal are nickel-plated daily, and the yearly bill

for nickel is about $3,000. Superintendent Otto Unzicker

has charge of the factory.

An isolated plant for lighting the entire factory, shown

Street Railway [oiirnal; John C. Burnell, Brewers' Jouf-

nal.

Another application for a receiver for the Dubuque
Electric Light & Power company has been made. It is

filed by the holders of the first and second mortgage
bondholders and other creditors. The application will be
heard in the United States Court at St, Louis before

Judges Caldwell and Shiras. The deputy United States

marshal has levied on the power house and other property
of the company to satisfy former judgments.
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company at Rochester, N, V., in a recent communication,

refers to the article published April 23d, and adds: " We
have been successful twice in the last year in repairing

cracked armature spiders by brazing them together with an

arc from a constant current dynamo."
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It is expected that the nevv Atlantic cable between

Africa and South America will be completed and ready

for operation in July. This cable is now being laid, and

will be 2,165 miles in length. It is expected that the new
cable will aid materially in attracting British capital to

South American enterprises. The enterprise is essen-

tially English. The scheme is backed by English capital,

and the work is being done by English engineers. The

cable was made in London, and represents the latest ideas

in submarine work.

. In the Western Electrician of April 23d the Ber-

nardos system of electric welding was illustrated. In this

issue another article on the same subject is presented.

Considerable interest has been manifested in this process,

both in this country and Europe, and many central station

managers have undoubtedly had occasion to utilize this

method. George A. Redman, superintendent of the Brush

One of the principal objects of the visit of Prof George

Forbes to this country was an inspection of the work ac-

complished in the line of utilizing the power of Niagara.

A small portion of the power is to be delivered mechanic-

ally near the tunnel, but the greater part is to be trans-

mitted to the consumers by electricity, and Prof. Forbes

had been retained as consulting electrician. The London

engineer was greatly impressed with the vastness of the

project and the amount of work already done, and has no

doubt that the result will give a conspicuous example of

the advantages of the electrical transmission of power.

He does not think, however, that it is practicable to trans-

mit power from Niagara to the World's Fair, agreeing

with many leading American electrical engineers in this

respect.

Municipalities, as a rule, in their dealings with elec-

trical companies, are not particularly consistent. An in-

stance at hand is found in the recent communication of the

chief of the Milwaukee fire department to the city council,

in which attention is directed to the fact that the city fire

alarm wires are still on the poles of tHe Western Union

company. For more than a year the Milwaukee city offi-

cials have been doing a good deal of talking about burying

wires, etc., all of which, of course, is directed against the

electric corporations of the city. The telephone com-

pany has built conduits in which to place its wires, and

the telegraph company, according to the chief of the fire

department, is also removing its poles, and, unless the

council moves quickly in the matter, the city will

find itself :n the predicament of having no

fire alarm service or being compelled to erect

new poles for the city wires.

The city council of South Omaha, Neb., has passed

an ordinance providing for an "occupation tax," by

which special taxes are levied on nearly all the industries

of the town- Attorneys pay $5 a year; brokers, $35;

barber shops, $5; coal dealers, $50, and so on. Electric

light companies are taxed $150, while telephone and tele-

graph companies will each have to pay $25. The imposi-

tion of a tax of tois kind is unusual, but no doubt the exi-

gencies of the city finances require it. The tax on electric

light companies is too high, however, especially in view

of the fact that such undesirable enterprises as rendering

works are only required to enrich the city treasury by $50,

while those public benefactors, the lawyers, get off with

$5. No wonder the local electric light companies en-

deavored, although unsuccessfully, to have the rate re-

duced to ^100. There is a noticeable tendency on the

part of municipal governments to mulct electrical corpora

tions as much as possible, the impression evidently

prevailing that the business of supplying electric lights

yields immense profits. This idea, although widely dif-

fused, is erroneous in the great majority of instances. It

is nevertheless cropping out all the time, and the action

of the South' Omaha council is simply a recent expression

of it.

When the Cincinnati papers set out to "loast" any per-

son or body of citizens they leave no doubt in the mind of

the reader as to their intention. The recent contest over

the contract for the city lighting gave opportunity for many
heated articles of this description. One that appeared in

the Posi recently was of such an exaggerated character as

to be really humorous. It began in this fashion:

In the oozy swamps of fever-plagued East Indies is

found the hooded snake. It lurks in secluded places, but
as near as possible to lonely roads, where it may strike its

poiiionous fangs into unwary travelers A characteristic

of this serpent is its unconquerable and malignant disposi-

tion. Even when one thinks it exterminated, if he but
turn away for a moment, it will spring up with expanded
hood, gleaming, hateful eyes, ready with its deadly stroke.

The very breath of this crawling, hissing reptile is said to

be as injurious as the shade of the upas tree. The gas
company, like the hooded snake, appears to admit no de-

feat and to be ever on the alert to fasten ils deadly fangs
upon the corporate body of the city. Defeated in the

great light fight, it now stands ready to use every obstacle

to block the way of the Edison company fulfilling the

contract awarded it last Friday night.

No doubt the Cincinnati gas company is very wicked

—

gas companies frequently are—but the cause of electric

lighting will not be aided by intemperate attacks such as

the foregoing. Littlegood can beaccomplished by likening

a gas company, or any other company, to the disagreeable

hooded snake, with its injurious breath. Attacks of this

character are not far from being ridiculous.

Since the publication of the editorial in the Western
Electrician relating to Senator Peffer's bill providing

for the establishment of an experimental station for the

purpose of determining whether electric power could be

profitably applied to the propulsion of farm machinery,

considerable popu'ar interest has been awakened on the

subject. A number of the daily papers have come to the

front, and are indorsing the action of the Kansas senator.

The Binghamton, N. Y., Hcrahl most sensibly remarks in

replying to certain "young journalists" who have been
finding a source of amusement in the Peffer bill, that "If

Congress would make as liberal an appropriation for this

purpose as it did for certain idiotic experiments in 'rain

making' not long ago, which served to make that august

body the laughing stock of the civilized world, the ultimate

result would not be one whit less valuable to the people of

the United States than that of the historic appropriation of

$30,000 with which Morse's experimental telegraph line

was built from Washington to Baltimore half a century

ago." The /Ti-r^i/t/ wisely adds a suggestion, too, that the

experiments should be put in charge of intelligent and
technically trained electrical engineers, such as those, for

example, "who have revolutionized our methods of munici-

pal transportation."

An Illinois journal also makes the amusing, but none the

less forcible, remark that "it would be vastly more sensible

to spend money in the manner proposed in Senator Peffer's

bill than to blow it away in a futile p^p gun attack upon
the rain clouds."

The Western Electrician has already recorded its

views on this subject, and the indorsement of the Peffer

bill by the daily papers is entirely in accordance with them.

If the proper men are placed at such an experimental sta-

tion, who will aim not only to demonstrate scientific points,

but likewise commercial ones, a new field for the electric

motor and also the electric light, will undoubtedly be

opened. The builder of farming implements and the elec-

trical manufacturer are now strangers; bring these two

together with the one object in view, of demonstrating the

practibility of such an application of electric power, and

we are constrained to believe that it would not be more

than a year before even the most verdant of our agricul-

turalists would begin to estimate the profits that might be

secured through the employment of electric power.

Important action was taken by the committee on

grounds and buildings of the World's Columbian Expo-

sition company on Monday by which it seems that the

matter of the award of the contract for the incandescent

lighting is settled in favor of the Westinghouse company,

the committee having unanimously passed a resolution in

its favor, the alterrating system to be used at a rental of

$399,000. It cannot be asserted, however, that the action

of the committee is entirely conclusive, for if anything has

been developed in the st-enuous contest of the last eight

weeks, it is the fact that the result is never certain until

the contract has been actually s'gned. Once before the

committee passed a resolution on the subject, and at that

time it recommended that the contract be given the Edi-

son Thomson- Houston company at §5 95 per lamp, but,

on the advice of Vice-president Iliginbothara, this action

was re-considered and new bids were sought, with the result

that the committee has decided in favor of Mr. Westing-

house. An element of doubt as to the final settlement is

involved by this precedent; but it is the general belief,

nevertheless, that the present decision of the committee

will be confirmed.

The competition for the contract has been very keen,

not to say bitter, and the contest will become a memorable

one in an industry noted for active business rivalries.

Neither side can boast that its procedure has been above

criticism, and there is not a little, taking the conduct of

the negotiations from first to last, that the electrical

fraternity will look back upon with regret and which will

not add to the reputation of the industry before the peo-

ple.

It is not known whether an attempt will be made to

prevent the installation of incandescent lamps at Jackson

Park other than those of Edison manufacture by legal

means, in view of the pending decision of the new Fed-

eral Court of Appeals. But it is reasonably certain that

no attempt will be made to shut off the light of the

World's Fair, once the plant is in operation. The situ-

ation, then, may be summed up as about like this: A
contract will in all likelihood be executed with the West-

inghouse Electric &: Manufactuing company, and, if put

in actual service in lighting the buildings, the plant will

not be disturbed during the fair. It is, of course, impos-

sible to predict what the decision of the court will be and

what course the Edison-Thomson-Houston company will

elect to take after it is made known.
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Conductor Support.

The cut shows a side and end of an extensible

standard that was designed particularly for carrying

the wires for a trolley system in a mine.

The device is essentially a post with a pointed lower end,

with a lug or bracket cast upon its upper end. This lug

has in it a hole for the passage of the standard, whose

position may be fixed by the set screw. This standard

has an arm and sharp points which project upwards. To
he outer end of the standard is secured the clamp for the

CONDUCTOR SUPPORT.

wire. One end of a screw threaded rod rests upon the

top of the lower post, and the other end passes through a

nut formed in a bevel gear, which meshes with a miter

gear carried by the same bracket and is revolved by a handle

as indicated.

To use this extensible stand the conductor is first se-

cured in the clamp and then the whole device is placed so

that the points at its opposite ends are adjacent to the

bottom and top or other opposing walls of the mine. Re-

volving the handle forces the pointed post and standard in

different directions until the points take a firm hold in the

walls, when they may be held in position by the set screw.

This support is the invention of E. C. Morgan, Chicago.

The "V. & H." Electric Heater.

The feature of this heater is the employment oE a forced

draught in connection with the tieating coils, the designer,

B. C. Howard of Biltimore, Md., claiming that, without

the forced draught, no electric heater can be thoroughly

successful, as dependence on racj^^on means enormous

radiating surface or else a large expenditure of power.

The chief advantages claimed, therefore, are great effi-

ciency and durability, due to the comparatively low tem-

perature to which the resistances are heated. Mr.

Howard lays stress on the fact that, in most of the ordi-

nary types of heaters now in service, which are essen-

tially nothing but resistance coils, in order to be of any

value, the coils must be highly heated; so highly heated,

in fact, that various devices have been patented for pre-

venting the rapid oxidation that such high temperatures

enlail. Methods of embedding the wires in fine clay,

or sinking them tialf way in porcelain, etc., have been

tried.

This principle of the ' 'V. & H." heater is such that no em-

bedding or similar expedient is required, for the coils are

normally not necessarily at a higher temperature than i8o°

or 190° F. There is no oxidation, it is stated, and every

particle of heating surface is free to radiate, thus giving

the highest possible etficiency. This is made possible by

employing mechanically, so to speak, a small portion of

the electricity to drive a small fan, less than 1-12 horse

power being necessary—just sufficient to set the air in

motion. The speed of the air over the coils is a matter of

experiment, of course, as too high a speed will not allow

the air to be heated before passing out of the heater.

The wire used in this device is iron, tinned bright, and

in the 500-voIt car heater the size is about No. 24. To

heat an ordinary car and keep It at a comfortable temper-

ature requires about 1,000 watts, of which about 100

watts arc used in the fan motor. The healer has four

separate coils, which m.ay be connected in different ways

to give more heat in starling a car on ils run or in ex-

tremely cold weather. It has been calculated that the fan,

being in series with the coils, will take on a higher speed,

according to amount of heat requited. It is almost impos-

sible to burn cut a heater, the coils being wound on porce-

lain strips set well apart.

The illustration shows the coils apart from the case and

the method of winding. The first layer of wire is supported

by four porcelain rods, 6 inches by J inch, backed by a

steel brace. Over this layer, slipped into slots in the cross,

are four more porcelains, supported by the first four, all

running longitudinally, these in turn being overwound with

wire, and so on until the cross is filled. The natural spring

of the wire takes care of all expansion, so that the wires by

buckling to the side do not change their relative position

when heated. The heater complete goes under a car seat,

and the fan is opposite a round hole, cut in a panel, pref-

erably the stove panel. Air is diawn from both ends, is

thrown out the middle opening, and in this manner a con-

tinuous and rapid circulation of air is maintained, with the

double advantage of warmth and ventilation.

In a test in Syracuse during the last winter, the "V. & II."

heater thoroughly warmed a car in twenty minutes, and

kept it at a comfortable temperature, while the outside

thermometer was below the freezing point. The ammeter

showed a current of 2.5 amperes at this time.

Electricity at the World's Fair.

The committee on grounds and buildings was in session

from II A. M. to 5. P. M. on Friday of last week consider-

ing the incandescent lighting contract for the World's

Fair. Reports were received from Mr. Butterwonh, ex-

solicitor-general of the fair, and W. K. Carlisle, the attor-

neyof the exposition company, to whom had been referred

the question of the legal ability of the Westinghouse com-

pany to do the work, in view of the pending appeal to the

appellate court from Judge Wallace's decision in the great

lamp suit of last year. It will be remembered that the

judge decided in favor of the Edison patent on the incan-

descent lamp, suit having been brought against the United

States company for infringement. In view of the fact

that the Edison company had slept on its rights for several

years, however, allowing others to engage in the manu-

facture of incandescent lamps without interference, the

judge decided to withhold injunctions compelling other

companies to desist from the manufacture of lamps pend-

ing the decision in the higher court. In view of Judge

Wallace's standing and attainments, the Edison people

have little doubt that bis judgment will be affirmed. In

partake much of the nature of an exhibit of the highest

development of incandescent electric lighting in America,

and it was thought desirable to show the direct current

system in operation also. With this idea in mind it was

suggested that the contract be divided, and half of the

lighting be supplied by the Westinghouse company on the

alternating system and half by the Kdison Thomson- Hous-

ton company on the direct current s)stem. Messrs. Insull,

firiffin, Sunny and Beggs, representing the latter company,

were in waiting in an outer room, and during the afternoon

they were called in and the plan of dividing up the work

was laid before them. They demurred greatly to this

proposition, but did not definitely assert that they would

not accept it. No representative of the Westinghouse

company was present, and there was no means of deter-

mining whether the compromise would be accepted on ils

part. Adjournment wrs accordingly taken until Mcnday

to give both sides an opportunity to think the matter over.

Mr. Westinghouse was notified of the situation.

Noticing a statement in some of the Chicago papers,

which are very unfriendly to the "trust." that the Thomson
He uston Edison company had threatened the World's

Fair with injunction proceedings, for infringement of

patent rights, if the Westinghouse bid was accepted, Cap-

tain Griffin called on Attorney Carlisle last week and ex-

plained that his remarks in the committee room bad been

misconstrued. He had no desire to place himself in the

position of threat ping the World's Fair. While the

company did not propose to surrender its rights, he did

not think that if a lighting plant was fairly established at

the exposition, tba company would take steps to enjoin its

u;e. This announcement had the effect of creating a

much better feeling toward the consolidated companies.

After a session lasting over three hours the committee

on grounds and buildings came to a decision on Monday

evening. It was that the contract for the incandescent

lighting for the World's Fair be awarded to the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing company at its

bid of $399,000. The actual signing of the contract de-

pends, however, on the condition that Mr. Westinghouse

shall, on or before June loth, execute a bond in the sum of

$1,000,000 that he faithfully carry out the provisions of

the contract. The sureties on this bond must, of

course, be approved by the World's Columbian Exposition,

and on the acceptance of this document the contract is to

be signed. The resolution arriving at this settlement of

the matter was adopted by the committee unanimously.

The large bond required is intended, of course, not

only to insure the proper performance of the work itself,

but to protect the exposition, as far as is possible

by a heavy money penalty, from legal inter-

ference, on account of possible infringement of patent

rights in doing the liahting required. It is generally con-

THE 'V. & H. ELECTRIC HEATER.

that event it was considered by some of the directors that it

would be difficult, if not impossible, for the Westing"

house company to carry out its contract. The lawyers

who were asked to give an opinion on the subject were

not exactly agreed. Mr. Carlisle was inclined to the be-

lief that it would involve an element of considerable risk to

give the contract to the Westinghouse company, but Mr.

Butterworth was not so decided. The committee dis-

cussed the situation from every possible standpoint, as may

be judged from the length of the session. The opinion

was advanced that it would be inadvisable, perhaps, to

install alternating machinery entirely, as the plant will

ceded that once the plant is in operation no court can be

found in the United States that will shut off an essential

portion of the lighting, nor is it at all likely that anyone

will seek to do so. Should an injunction be sought by the

Edison-Thomson-Houston company, it will probably be

after the decision of Judge Wallace has been upheld by

the appellate court—should such prove to be the case

—

and before October ist, the time set for

the operation of a portion of the plant. The decision

is expected within a month. If the combined com-

panies should seek such a restraining order, the

explanation would probably be advanced that
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they were the owners of the funda-

mental lamp patent, and that it would be unjust and unfair

to ignore their hardly-won rights at the World's Fair. On
the other hand Mr. Westinghouse is reported to have

asserted that he has one hundred thousand lamps in

slock. It is possible that a portion of these lamps are of

Edison manufacture. There could be no legal objec-

tion, of course, to the use of such lamps. As far as the

bond is concerned there is little doubt that Mr. Westing-

house will be able to secure it.

Mr. Westinghouse and Mr. Terry awaited the decision

of the committee on Monday in an adjoining room. The

former declared that he was opposed to the proposition to

divide the contract, and that he would not accept it. The

exposition, he said, had expressly stipulated for bids on

the entire installation and should abide by its cetermina-

tion. Messrs. Griffin and Beggs were called before the

committee, but their presence was not required for a great

length of time. Shortly afterward the decision was an-

nounced.

It is idle to deny the fact that much feeling has been

stirred up over the question of the electric lighting at the

fair, and many serious charges aimed at the per-

sons concerned have appeared in the newspapers of

Chicago and elsewhere. There is not the slightest doubt

that everybody interested will be heartily glad when the

whole thing is over, and that a great sigh of relief will go

up. The citizens of Chicago in general and the electrical

fraternity in particular are keenly interested in the contest,

and the words "trust" and "Westinghouse"' can frequently

be heard in conversation in the offices, clubs and restau-

rants of the World's Fair city. Some of the charges al-

luded to have included Col. R. C. Clowry, general

superintendent of the Western Union company and a

World's Fair director, but he has not been content

to remain passive under fire, as the following let-

ter, published in the Chicago Times of May 19th

shows:

In an article printed in your paper this morning in ref-

erence to the bids for incandescent lighting for the World's
Fair grounds the following language is used. "Some
comment has been caused by the fact that Director Clowry,
who is vice-president of the Western Union Telegraph
company and a stockholder in the Edison company, is now
sitting as a member of the committee on whose recommen-
dation the contract will be awarded."
The so called combination is made up of the Edison Gen-

eral Electric company of New York, the Thomson- Hous-
ton, Brush, Excelsior, and several other« companies. I

have no interest whatever in the Edison General or any of

these companies. I have a small interest in the Chicago
Edison company, a local Cook county corporation.

This company declined at the outset to bid upon the work

our report we were congratulated by the different members
of the committee on the work performed.
Up to this time the lowest bid made by Mr, Westing-

house was ^6. go per lamp. I was called away from the
city when this bid was made and was absent for three

weeks, during v hich period, as I understand it, several

meetings of the committee were had and the bids were re-

opened at the suggestion of Mr. Westinghouse. While
absent I noticed a good deal of gossip in the newspapeis
about certain parties, myself and others, being interested

in the Edison company, and upon ray return I stated the
facts to the committee and offered to withdraw during the

consideration of the incandescent bid?, tut the committee

Anzt'i^er ol Berlin writes to that journal: "Our city will

be represented at the World's Fair in Chicago, in the ex-

hibition of German engineering industries. Among its ex-

hibits will be a model of the five-wire system, of which this

city alone has a complete installation."

By a recent ruling of the treasury department Hartmjih

&Co. of Vienna will be allowed to send over carbons for

electrical use at the World's Fair, duty free, provided the

products are actually consumed for the use of the World's

Columbian Exposition and not sold. This result was

ELECTRICALLY OPERATED PUMP.

unanimously declined to grant my request. I shall, how-
ever, place this request before the committee again for

their consideration.

These World's Fair committees are made up of very busy
men. We receive no compensation whatever, and it is

altogether a labor of love. It is difficult to secure quorums
at committee meetings, and I shall only be too glad to be

relieved from as much of the work as possible, as I am
kept fully occupied with the business of the Western Union
company.
The committee on grounds and buildings and Chief of

Construction Eurnham, have been exceedingly successful in

breaking down prices upon bids submitted for work, and.

brought about largely through [^tbe efforts of Herr Gold

Schmidt, the Austrian consul-general.

Electrically Operated Pump.
In the accompanying cut is shown an electrically operated

pump. The combination consists of an Edison stand-

ard motor, with a Deane duplex double acting; pressure

pump upon the same special bed plate. These pumps have

outside packed plungers, with the valves arranged above

the cylinder in such a manner that they can be uncovered

for examination or repair without removal of any pipes.

The covers of the valve chests are held down by swing

bolts. To rem:>ve these covers it is only necessary to

loosen the nuts and swing the bolts away without remov-

ing them. The pump is operated by the motor by means

of a double gear. The equipment is placed on the market

by the Edison General Electric company.

AN ELECTRICAL METAL TWISTING MACHINE.

at Jackson Park, believing that if they should be awarded
the contract there would be no profit in it; neither will

they have any interest whatever in the work if it is awarded
to the Edison General and other companies.
The first bid received from the combined companies was

$18.50 per incandescent lamp, and, as frequently stated in

the papers, Charles H. Schwab and myself were appointed
a special committee to ascertain if this bid could be re-

duced. We worked upon the subject for at least two
weeks and succeeded in getting the bid down from $iS 50
to $5.95 per lamp and as there were to be some 92,000
lamps the saving would be about $1,154,600.
We were not empowered to close any bids, bat to report

to the ground and buildingscommittee, and when we made

in my opinion, deserve a great deal of credit. In fact, i*^

has become a common saying among bidders that it is no^
a question of how much they can make, but how much
they can afford to lose in order to participate in the work
upon the World's Fair grounds.

Last week the committee on grounds and bu'ldings

awarded the contract for the "rubber covered" wire for

the arc light circuits at the World's Fair to the Safety In-

sulated Wire & Cable company, accepting its bid of $155

p;r mile. The construction department will re-advertise

for bids for the lead-covered cable.

A Koenigsberg correspondent of the Elcktrotechnischcr

An Electrical Metal Twisting Machine.
The cut illustrates one of a number of special machines

for forming metal bars, strips, etc., that have been de-

signed by George D. Burton of Boston.

Mr. Burton has found that where the electric current is

employed for heating bar shaped blacks, the metal heats

from the interior instead of from the exterior, as is the case

in the ordinary blacksmith's forge; also that there are no

gases introduced into the metal when it is electrically

heated, and consequently when the blank is twisted no

scale is formed and the metal is left clean and free

from blemishes. Moreover, in addition to the above, he

found that the bars retains the electrically produced heat

longer than that of the ordinary surface heating forge.

Referring to the illustration, it will be seen that the ma-

chine employed to produce twisted metal bars for stair-

rods, fence-pickets, and other ornamental metal work is ex-

tremely simple in construction. To use this apparatus, one

end of the metal bar to be twisted is placed in the clamp to

the right and the other end in the left hand clamp, the bar

extending through the last mentioned clamp into the

jaws of a third clamp. The first two clamps are closed

tightly upon the bar and the electric current switched on.

The current passes from the positive coil of the peculiar

ring-shaped converter shown above the clamps, through

the bracket conductor leading from the ring, thence

through the clamp through the bar to be heated and back

to the converter.

The metal rod under the action of the heating current

IS heated in a few seconds to a forging temperature through-

out that portion of its length which spans the spice be-

tween the clamps with handles, while the ends

which are directly in contectwith the clamps will remain
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cooUn the nictallur^jical sense of the term. The current

is now switched off <iuickly and the centra! clamp released

from the bar. A crank at the extreme right of the

machine is then turned, the end of the bar being still held

in its clamp. The rotation of the shaft causes a twisting;

of the bar, as represented. The bar may be twisted

more or less, as desired, and is then released from the

clamps and removed from the apparatus.

Gearless Motors for Street Railway
Work.

English electrical engineers are showing considerable

interest in the work that has been done in this country in

the application of gearless motors to street railways,

"The idea of placing an armature upon the driving axle'

of an eleclrically propelled vehicle is an old one," says the

London JHecl) ical Rcvieio^ '"but it did not obtain a practi-

cal application until about two years ago, when the first of

the locomotives for the City and South London electric

railway was built. It was not a very diflicult task to

design motors for railway locomotives running at the rate

of twenty miles per hour, and capable of developing up-

wards of 50 horse power, but when it came to the question

of machines for tram cars whose axles revolve at loo or

less revolutions per minute, then engineers preferred to

keep to the beaten track of using some kind of reduction

gear between the armature and the car axles. The prob-

lem has entered into eveiy traction engineer's mind; one

and all have made calculations as to the possibility of con-

structing slow speed motors of reasonable dimension?,

weight and efficiency. If weight had been no object,

dimensions and efiiitiency seemed to bar the way to the

adoption of this desirable mode of electric traction. An-

other point which deferred pioneers was the fear that an

armature, keyed directly upon a car axle, would soon

shake to pieces.

"An American, Prof. S. H. Short, had the courage of

going beyond mere calculations and surmises, and be has

for a considerable time been engaged upon experiments

with gearless motors. The Westinghouse company of

Pittsburgh, also has been working in the same direccion,

but until recently we have had little or no definite data

relating to the performances of such motors, which now
form the theme of a paper read by Mr. Short before the

Chicago Electric club."

Prof. Short's paper was published in full in the Western
Electrician, April i6th. Commenting upon the data

presented in this paper, the Electrical Review says:

"These tests are by no means conclusive. No mention is

made of the types of motors which were brought into com-

petition with Mr. Short's own machine. Two things

struck us when examining the curves. One is that as

high an efficiency as 70 percent, could be obtained with

the gearless motor, and the other curious phenomenon is,

that with all the motors the efficiencies fell off rapidly

when the motors were yielding less than 10 or 11 horse

power. Considering that in most cases two such motors

are placed upon a tram car, and that with ordinary speeds

in cities the power on the car averages about 6 to 7 horse

power, or i horse power hour per car mile measured at the

terminals of the motor, it seems to us that there is some

deficiency in the design, at any rate, of the machines used

in Mr. Short's experiments. What should be aimed at in

traction motors is not a high efficiency at one particular

speed and load, but a good all-round efficiency within a

wide range of loads and speeds, and this has been attained

by engineers in England. We tested motors in London
several years ago which gave an average efficiency within a

range of from 2 to 12 horse power, of over 70 per cent.,

and these, we believe, have been still further improved."

Proposed Chicago and St. Louis Electric
Railway.

Much incredulity has been expressed in relation to the

proposed air line electric railway between Chicago and St.

Louis, over which it it claimed that trains will be run at

the rate of 100 miles an hour. There is no doubt, how-

ever, that a survey of the proposed route has been made,

and residents along the line are greatly interested. It is

proposed to run the road in a perfectly straight line, not

turning aside for villages or towns. The route projected

is 24S miles long, 36 miles shorter than the most direc-

steam railway line. A mass-meeting of citizens of Chris-

tian county, 111., was held at Edinburg recently. The
electric railway was indorsed and a direct right-of-way

through the county granted. At that meeting Dr. Adams,
the father of the project, stated that grading would
begin near Edinburg next month, and proceed toward St.

Louis ani Chicago. Railroad contractors from every part

of the country, it is said, have expressed their willingness

to construct the road. One of the power stations is to be

located at Edinburg.

In conversation with a St. Louis reporter. Dr. Adams
said that plans are now being drawn for the twenty bridges

for the electric road over steam railways. These bridges

will have an approach of 1,000 feel. The highways, of

which there are 246 along the line, will pass over the elec-

tric road by means of viaducts with approaches 102 feet

long. The motor, which is of iJr. Adams' design, will be

mounted on the driving axle directly. The driving wheels

will be six feet and a half in diameter. The speed will

be regulated not by switches and resistance coils, but by a

new device, which Dr. Adams says he does not care to

divulge until he has obtained patent rights. It is said

that terminals have been secured in Chicago and St. Louis,

but Dr. Adams docs not care to state their location at

present.

"If the new electric railroad to St. Louis proves to be

the success as to speed expected," remarks the News of

Joliet, 111., "the advertising man may write it down as 'the

only Ime from Chicago to St. Louis without change of

cigars.'''

Ampere-Centimetre, a Measure of Elec-
tro Magnetism.'
By Carl Hering.

It appears from the following deductions that an elec;ric

current multiplied by the length of the circuit will repre-

sent the number of magnetic lines of force generated by
this current, or, in other words, that the number of lines

of force generated by a current can be measured by the
product of the current and the length of its circuit. A unit

current passing through a unit length of circuit appears
to generate a certain fixed and constant number of lines of

force. This, of course, has reference to the electro-mag-
netism of the current itself, and does not include the influ-

ence of any magnetic bodies in the neigborhood.
First of all it is necessary to show that amperes multi-

plied by length will give a unit of a similar nature to mag-
netic lines of force or flux in order to show that an equiva-
lent between the two may be given without trangressing
the laws of physics. This may be shown conclusively by
the aid of the dimensions of these units in the absolute sys-

tem. The dimension of current is/«''- /"»- /.
', while that of

magnetic flux (that is, number of lines of force, not their

density per square centimetre usually represented by // or

B, nor the intensity, as it is sometimes called) is wVs/Vj /-'.

It will be seen that the former multiplied by a length gives
the latter. This shows conclusively that ampere centime-
tres or ampere feet and magnetic flux aie units of the same
kind and can therefore be equaled.

Haying determined this point, the following appears to

show that every unit length of a circuit conveying one am-
pere generates a fixed and constant number of lines of

force. Using absolute units, the intensity of magnetization
(or number of lines per square centimetre) at the centre of

a circle of one turn, according to the well-known formula,

H-

in which ; is the radius in centimetres and c is the cur-

rent.

Now, the intensity of the field is different in different

parts of the area enclosed by the circle, being greatest

nearest to the wire, but it may be assumed that in all cir-

cle'^, large or small, the ratio of the intensity at the center

to the average intensity in the whole circle is a constant.

Let this ratio be called K, then the total number of lines

will be equal to the intensity at the center multiplied by the

area, and by A"; that is

ICT^

M= • X Tr-XIC= laC-rK
r

By dividing this by the circumference will give the num-
ber of lines per unit length of the circuit

—

or per unit of current, this is equal to jt K. It will be seen
that this is a constant and is independent of the radius r.

This means that the number of lines per unit length and
per unit current is the same for all circles, and therefore

also for a straight line, which is a circle of infinite ra-

dius.

From this it appears that, knowing this constant number
of lines per ampere, per centimetre, or foot, the calcula-

tion of the total number of lines generated by any circuit or

coil would merely be the product of the current, the length

of the circuit and a constant. It should be remembered,
however, that this deduction supposes theoretical condi-

tions; that is. a filamentary wire having no appreciable

diameter. How far the size of the wire introduces an er-

ror remains to be determined. At all events, if the diame-

ter of the wire is small as compared with the diameter of

the coil, and specially if the coil, as it usually does in prac-

tice, contains iron which appears to concentrate the lines

in it, and therefore probably attracts those circulating in

the body of the wire itself, it may doubtless be assumed
that the ratio of the flux in two coils would be equal to

the ratio of their ampere feet, which proportion might be
of use in dynamo construction.

The above deductions were made by the writer a number
of years ago, but as they did not appear to agree with

some existing laws at that time, the matter was laid aside.

It seems, however, that subsequently some dynamo build

-

I. Read at the meeting of the Electrical Section of the Franklin
Institute May 3, 1S92.

crs have advocated and used thU system of calculation in

preference to the other, and it was therefore thought best
to publish this proof, hoping that some others, well in-

formed on this subject, might point out the discrepancies,
if any. :.nd perhaps show the extent of the application in

practice of calculating the magnetic flux of a current from
the ampcrc-ccnlimctrcs of the circuit.

Electric Railways in England.

Although electric railways have proved successful in

this country, English engineers, with few exceptions,

have expressed the belief that American methods would

not meet the requirements of English practice. Thus far,

however, English engineers have been unable to present

anything superior to the American systems, despite the

fact that they have the benefit of the experience gained in

this country. They have been watching the progress of

the electric railway in this country closely, and evidently

have come to the conclusion that there is something in the

electric system even worthy of their consideration. Ac
cording to the English papers, experiments have been in

progress at Bradford with a view of testing the electric

motor. An arrangement was made for the operation of elec-

tric cars for several weeks. The terms of the agreement were

that $2,500 should be devoted to carry out experiments

lasting over several weeks. If at the end of this term the

municipal authorities were satisfied with the results of

the running, they would buy the car, with motors,

switches, etc., complete. The initial trip is described by

the Elcclrical Rivic'u oi London, which says: For the

purpose of the experimental run the corporation selected

a stretch of a quarter of a mile on the most difficult section

of the tram lines, over which usually run the steam

trams. Save for a few yards, the track is a hill, with an

average gradient of i in 14, and includes a sharp curve.

Temporary overhead wires were erected for the most part be-

ing slung to the buildings on each side of the roadway. The
current was obtained from the corporation electric lighting

station. Two small 300 volt Siemens dynamos connected

in parallel were employed- The car used was one spec

ially built, nine or ten feet long, of a carrying capacity of

thirty-six passengers. Two double armature motors with

worm gearing were used.

According to the same English authority:

There can be no question of the success of the experi-
ment, so far as the actual running up the hill is con-
cerned, but, of course, there must be coupled with this suc-
cess the cost of driving the car. With a full complement of
passengers, 45 amperes at 300 volts has been found nec-
essary, but on one occasion, when the car carried forty-

three adult passengers, seven more than the usual num-
ber, 70 amperes, or nearly 30 horse power, was required
for the greater part of the journey. It is, perhaps, to be
regretted that the experimental course did not include a
level section of the line; in fact, it seems to us that if the
electric car has been tried for the purpose of ascertaining

the cost of climbing the hill, a somewhat unfair test has
been made. It may be that the only question at issue was
the ability of the electric car to get up a steep hill. In
any case, a run which included a level track would have
been far more satisfactory, for one might then have ar-

rived at some determination regarding the performance of
this particular car. Strict comparisons might not have
been possible, but at any rate some rough idea of the
capabilities of the car would have been gained. On the
journey down the hill the control of the car seemed abso-
lute. It was shown by a sudden removal of the trolley

from the conductors that the tram suddenly stopped.
This was, no doubt, due to the motor for the moment
acting as a generator, and the action of this current would
tend to force the car in the opposite direction to the one
in which it was traveling, thus causing a sudden stop. As
an experiment, no doubt, this was of great interest, but
such a method of stopping the car would neither be
wise nor generally useful, except on an emergency.
The demonstration which has just taken place at Brad-

ford is full of significance, for it showed some of the

conditions which electric traction will have to meet in

England.
. To run electric cars over a straight bit of road on the

overhead system may not present insurmountable ob-
stacles, but in a scheme to run electric tram cars through
crooked thoroughfares, up hills of heavy gradients, and
round sharp comers, grave problems will be met. It is

an open question how far American practice and experi-

ence will assist in overcoming the difficulties peculiar to

English towns. The abolition of the steam car from the

streets of Bradford, Huddersfield, Batley, Dewsbur}-^, and
other towns, would, no doubt, be of immense importance;

but when one considers that in Huddersfield there are

long, hilly streets, which have sometimes three and four

cars on at the same moment, the sudden demand for extra

horse power would be so great that a plant of considerable

dimensions would be necessary to meet the demand.
The Bradford experiments have been carried out under

the best conditions, everyone being anxious to make the

matter a success. Shopkeepers and householders have
willingly given consent for the fixing of supporting wires

on to the houses, thus facilitating matters much. We
believe, however, that the overhead wires are voted by
mnny to be an eyesore. This is scarcely understood when
one considers that steam trams have long been tolerated,

and that streets are, in the first place, supposed to be sub-

servient to traffic.
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Bernardos Process of Electric Weld-
ing.'

By W. Alsop.

The system of electric -welding known as the Bernardos

process has been introduced into England from Russia,

which is the home of its invention, and in this paper I

have much pleasure in giving a short description of its op-

eration. The process is one which makes it difficult to de-

fine its limits or its usefulness. It has recently been adopt-

ed by a leading firm of steel and iron tube makers, and
the particulars of some of the applications hereafter de-

scribed have been kindly supplied me by one of a party of

engineers who were invited to witness them. The plant

consists of several machines, but the method of working

is very simple. An ordinary lighting low-tension continu-

ous current dynamo is used; to this a battery of Bernar-

dos accumulators is connected, and into this the current

flows continuously. When the welding circuit is closed

the current fiows from the dynamo and accumulators

through a large regulating resistance. By these means a

discharge equal to about twice that of the capacity of the

dynamo is obtained, and the load factor of the plant is

high. The welder practically consists of a carbon pole,

connected to a flexible conductor, so that it may be move-

able. The carbon point is applied to the metal to be dealt

with, which becomes the other pole of the circuit, and on

withdrawing the carbon point an arc is produced, the in-

tense heat of which rapidly raises the particular locality

over which it is held to the necessary heat. "When that is

reached at the end of a few seconds, the weld is completed

by the use of the hammer. In the plant referred to the

welding is effected by the following arrangements: A me-

chanical arc heater employed in welding thin sheets; an

apparatus employed for making special pipe fittings; an
apparatus where steel and other castings are repaired ;

an

apparatus where a pump rod was being repaired; an ap-

paratus for welding flanges on tubes; an apparatus for cut-

ting out retort lids; an apparatus for welding lead accmu-

lator pipes; an apparatus for drilling or perforating holes

in wrought or cast iron.

You will notice that an important feature in the process

is the employment of accumulators, the plates of which are

of a different construction to those of ordinary use; they

consist each of a le?d frame, with straight and serpentine

wires of lead crossing from side to side. These are laid

together on an iron plate, and a small carbon pole is ap-

plied over each point where it is desired to jointthe lead,

and the instant application of the current acts like a sol-

dering iron. Each minute joint is welded in not more
than a second of time.

In parallel with the terminals of the dynamo or battery,

as many welding machines as may be desired can be con-

nected, and every welder is able independently to vary his

current and pressure to suit the work in hand at the mo-
ment. It will be seen that with these various machines

and apparatus that this is a large plant, it being one of 150

units.

While the process appears to be superior to anything

previously introduced for tube welding purposes generally,

its special value consists in its applicability to work which

the older methods have been unable to cope with or their

application to which has been uneconomical For instance,

large fittings were rarely seen with outlets of a greater di-

ameter than six inches, and even these could only be made
at a great expense by a few highly skilled workmen. If

large diameters were required, whilst the cost of labor was
almost prohibitory, the fitting could only be made with

iron five eights or three-quarters of an inch in thickness.

It is claimed, however, that with the aid of the Bernardos

process fittings of any s'ze or shape, and of any thick-

ness, can be produced with flanges of any desired thick-

ness welded on. The system has been applied to various

species of hydraulic work, and to iron barrels for the con-

veyance of petroleum and compressed gas. In making
bodies of compressed gas—cylinders about nine inches in

diameter and of plates one-eighth of an inch thick—the

cylinder which is about 15 inches long, is fixed with joint

batting and is heated in about 4 inch lengths by the arc,

which is vibrated by machinery, and after the expi-ation

of about 45 seconds a power hammer is brought into

use. The operation is then repeated with the nest four

inches, and the lube is completely welded in four minutes.

To do this work the machine took about 150 to 200 am-
peres at 50 volts, and sometimes as much as 300 amperes,

which would be equivalent to 15 units. The welding of a

7,'3 inch flange, ;s inch thick, on a 3 inch pipe is an op-

eration taking ordinarily only two minutes. The pipe is

mounted in a lathe, the loose flange placed on the end, and
the whole is revolved; the caibon pole is then brought into

contact with the end of the pipe, just inside the box, and
withdrawn so as to leave an arc, ij^ or 2 inches long.

This has the appearance of a stream of molten metal on
looking at it through smoked glass In a few seconds the

^nside of the flange and the end of the pipe are at a weld-

ing heat, the current is stopped and a roller placed against

the revolving piping. Tuese operations being repeated

two or three times, a sound weld is the result. A peculiar

application is in the ready cutting of heavy sections by lit-

erally fusing the metal through and along any lines desired.

By this means channels, joints or ang e irons may be cut

to template with considerable accuracy. On keeping the

current concentrated on one spot, a hole is rapidly fused

through the metal without raising the temperature of the

plate or girder, except in the immediate locality of the op-

eration. By slowly moving the carbon point the hole be-

comes elongated until you have separated the article from
side to side. This appears to have strongly impressed

one of the leading firms of wagon builders, and they have
arranged to purchase a plant principally on this account.

One very important application of the process has been
made by a large firm of steel makers, near Newcastle- on-

Tyne. When a steel casting shows any sign of unsound-

I. Read before* the Northern Engineering Insiitute, New South
Wales.

ness it is sent into the electric shop, and the defective part

having been removed, the hollow place is built up by fusing

small pieces of steel into it. Several improvements have
been introduced lately into the process, one of which is the

employment of a power hammer driven by an electric mo-
tor, which is under the control of the workman, anrl can be
instantaneously brought into operation when the metal is

sufficiently heated. This is important, because to insure

success in this kind of work rapid working of the heated
metal is absolutely necessary. Samples of the remarkable
repairing work which has been accomplished by the new
process include a cast steel wheel which had been broken
in ten places and mended; steel honey-combed castings re-

paired; a hollow wroughtiron pomp rod 5 inches in diam-
eter at fracture and ^S inch thick, and various specimens
of hydraulic tubes and fittings. A steel piston rod of the

largest size, which had been repaired in the ; lot-hole, is par-

ticularly interesting as illustrating an exceptionally difficult

job which had been perfectly mastered. The tests made
after welding by the Barnardos process show how good the

results are; better than one would anticipate when it is

seen how the metal seems to literally boil immediately with-

in the action of the arc. Notwithstanding this, there

seems no appearance of the metal being burnt. Among
the specimens which were viewed by the visitors to the
works referred to at the commencement of this paper, many
were of steel, and a curious condition develops itself in the

steel welds, as at that point the strength seems to be di-

minished to that of iron of similar quality,which one would
anticipate if carbon only is dissipated, but for all this it is

said the work of the apparatus is singularly satisfac-

tory.

Application of Electricity to Hoisting

Machinery. ^

By Reginald Bolton.

The application of steam to cranes was a substantial

advance in the direction of increased power and isolated

points of generation, and that of hydraulic power, despite

its inherent disadvantages was a stiil greater step in afford-

ing the means of distribution of that power, while the

utilization of compressed air for a similar purpose is

equally practicable, but has not received the development
which its manifest advantages afford, by reason chiefly of

its low economy, which the author considers is still capable

of considerable improvement.
The use of high and low speed ropes, belts, and shafts

is extremely widespread in effecting the propulsion, in cer-

tain positions, of hoisting machinery, and in manufactur-

ing engineering scarcely a workshop or a warehouse exists

wherein some one or other form of its transmission of

power is not thus employed.
The whole essence of the application of electric force in

this connection lies in its sub-division and transmission

over a distance. It is essentially a transmitter, and not a

generator, of power. It is evident, therefore, that these

competitors are chiefly systems of distribution, not isolated

and self-contained applications of force. Thus it has

to compete with steam and water power, compressed air,

flying ropes, tumbler shafts and gear, hand power, and
show inherent advantages over any and all, and, in ad-

dition, present a cohsidtrable economy; while the first cost

must be within reasonable limits. The author has
devined its distinctive advantages in these comparisons

as follows:

Cheapness.—\Vhere an electric plant is in existence the

first cost of an electrical crane is even less than a steam
crane.

Handiness.^T\x^Tt. is no raising or laying down steam,

no carriage of coal and water to difficult positions. The
crane is always ready while the current is on. No feed

pump to attend to.

Cleanliness.—There is no steam, water, heating, ashes

or sparks; the gearing is always cool to handle.

Safety.—While steam cranes add to insurance the elec-

tric ciane does not. The tension of no volts is absolutely

harmless.

Quick ]\'ork.—The power is so directly applied that

more can be got on to a crane than by any other system.

By suitable arrangements loads can be handled and ad-

justed to a hair's breadth.

Variable Power.—The motor takes only the power
required to lift the particular load opposed to it; in this

respect comparing most favorably with the hydraulic

system
Economical Working,—W^hen not in use the electric

crane wastes no power like rope and shaft travelers, no
fuel like steam cranes. No time is lost in raising steam, in

fetching fuel, stoking or fetching water. As the crane can
be controlled from a considerable distance, the operator

may be placed in the very best position to deal with his

work.
Simplicity of Gear.—Finally, for the special purposes

of propelling hauling gear, the electro motor possesses the

especial merit of a high and regular initial speed, capable

of reduction by simple means to any given rate of speed.

As general design has an important bearing upon the

successful working of the machine, it should be noted that

it will not suffice to treat the motor as a mere rotating in-

strument to be connected up to the hoisting gear in the

manner of an ordinary steam engine, and treated as such.

Motors are, of course, of considerable variety, and can
be obtained in many forms, with high or low centers of

rotation, and to suit all varieties of tension and capacity.

They all possess, however, certain special eccentricities,

which have to be carefully provided for in any application

to mechanical duties especially to those of an
irregular character, and it is to the means of

so doing that the author desires to direct at-

tention. The most important peculiarity is their

capacity for usurping and developing power for which
they are unfitted. This may be described as a saturating

1. Abstract of paper read before the English Society of Eoginecrs.

process, or "sucking up," wherein the motor will, if sup-

plied with a certain current, utilize as much of it as cor-

responds with the resistance imposed upon its rotation.

It will be perceived how extremely useful and advan-
tageous such a natural capability is, until it exceeds the

designed limit of the machine, when it immediately be-

comes a danger, inasmuch as the carrying capability of the

wire, connections, commutator, and brushes, may be over-

run, and heating thereby set up to such an extent as to

burn out or destroy the insulating materials. It will be
evident that this effect is most likely to be found in cases

of overloading the motor with mechanical work, and that

this is especially likely to be the case in connection with
hoisting machinery. A like result may be feared if an
excess of current be switched into connection with the idle

motor, for then current which would not be excessive for

the actively repeated passage of the moving coils of an
armature, may be too much for that particular coil

which happens to be in the position of
receiving or transmitting the entire amount-
This is more particularly probable in the case of reversible

motors, wherein it is possible that a reversal of the full

current may take place even before the complete stoppage
of the motor.

Thirdly, there is in the reversal itself a possible disad-

vantage, in the liability to sparking at the brushes daring
the period of stoppage and re-starting.

Lastly, a direct connection of the motor shaft lo spur-

gearing is liable to produce injury to the commutator of the
machine by excessive vibration.

These peculiarities sum up the weaknesses of electo-

motors, which are, in all other respects, admirably effect-

ive, simple and useful machines, developing, as they do,

the force supplied to them -in the most direct manner pos-

sible at a high initial speed, with the minimum of working or

wearing parts, and with extraordinary efficiency, amount-
ing to as much as 90 per cent- output of the energy deliv-

ered into them.
At the outset, then, it appears that a motive engine,

possessing such excellent qualifications, is likely to produce
results superior to those of more complicated and inefficient

mechanism, and experience fully bears out the assumption.
The author, by a study of the American practice in

electrical cranes, and of the foregoing considerations as

regards the motor, arrived at the conclusion that the secret

of the successful application of the system to hoisting

machinery lay in the direction of adaptation of that ma-
chinery to the essential features of the motor, and not in

the bare connection of the latter to existing contrivances.

For an entirely satisfactory adaption of electricity to a

crane, there are thus several conditions.

From the i^Iechanical Point of View.

{a) It should be impossible to overload the motor.

{h) The motor should not be reversible.

(c) The load should be brought to bear upon the motor
gradually, without shock.

{d) The connection of the motor to the crane gear

should not be by direct toothed gearing.

{e) The gearing should be direct and simple.

From the Electrical Point of View,

if) The motor should be run at a continuous speed.

{if) It should be impossible to over supply it with cor

rent at starting.

{k) No end thrust should be permissible upon the motor
shaft.

(i) The field magnets should not be short-circuited by
the metal of the crane.

It is to be regretted that these conditions, perhaps from
lack of consideration, have been in some cases neglected

by designers, with unfortunate results, though, no dcubt,

such occurrences are probable in the initiatory stages of

any new application of energy.

it is, on the contrary, a satisfaction to be able to point

to numerous instances of successful installations where the

proper conditions have been applied, and the author would
add that there is no reason why very considerable success

should not attend the addition of electro-motors to many
existing hand, steam or power cranes and engines, pro-

vided that the connection is made with proper safeguards.

To comply with the whole of the recited conditions, the

author designed a special system of crane-gearing and a

frictional safety connection between the motor and gear,

the subjects of his patents of 1S90 and iSgi.

These details are all combined in the construction of

the electrical ship's winch, which has proved a practical

success in all the conditions it has worked under.

Turning now to the question of overhead travelers, at-

tention is drawn to a traveler designed for erecting-shop

and foundry use. The gearing is all at one end, and the

operator is seated in a cage below it, close to the motor,

which is easily accessible. The general arrangement cor-

responds with the best modern practice, and the entire

motions of the crane are controlled in full view of the

load. The arrangements of motor, safety device and gear

and reversing motions are based on the same design as the

preceding.

The load is always sustained by the worm attached to

the winding barrel or barrels, and it must be reversed to

lower. This it does, however, at a higher speed; all the

motions are reversed by frictional sliding or expanding

clutches from one motion shaft driven by the motor, but

operating without shocks. The current is supplied by an

overhead, or side, bare copper conductor, upon which is

pressed a copper shoe on a spring rod mounted on the

crane and connected by a lead to the crane stvitch. The
switch is designed so that on its being thrown over it sup-

plies current first to the field magnets, next through a re-

sistance to one brush, then fully to one brush, next

through a resistance to the other brush, and then fully to

both brushes. This arrangement works admirably, the

motor starting and stopping with ease and certainty.

In simplicity, quietude and rapidity, these electrical

overhead travelers far surpass the best rope or shaft trav-
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eler extant, and no one who has once worked one could

fail lobe impressed thereby. When it is recollected that

the motor absorbs only that amount of power usefully

utilized, and none at all when it is stopped between lifts,

that its high speed enables very direct and simple ^cat to

be employed, and that it is in itself an extremely efl'icient

engine, the remarkable results attained by the use of

electricity in this connection arc easily explicable.

Mr. lOarl, of the London and North Western Railway,

at Crewe, conducted a careful experiment with a view of

establishing the relative merits of a rope and electric

crane, and although this was not done in a mannei advan-
tageous to the latter, yet the following was the striking

result:

A load of 8 tons was first lifted by the crane as it stood

before alteration, when the power absorbed was found to

be 19.5 horsepower. The crane gear was then attached

to an electromotor mounted on the crane, when the same
load was lifted at the same speed, with an expenditure of '

only u.i horse power. This is a remarkable economy of

no less than 43 per cent.

At Mcintosh. Seymour & Co.'s works at Auburn, New
York, there is an electrical traveler of 15 tons power,

with a longitudinal traversing motion of over 300 feet per

minute, and a cross traverse of 120 feet per minute, and
with this weights can be handled in any direction to ,V of

an inch by the operator in the cage. The owners state

that it represents a great saving in power and time over

their previous mechanical cranes.

At the Morgan Works, Alliance, O., there is a 15 ton

traveler which works with most remarkable smoothness.

ease, and economy. Every crane in these important

works has been altered into electrical driving with success

and economy. A small high speed engine driving a

Thomson-Houston dynamo, in a small engine room almost

without attendance, supplies all the power.

At the Altoona Works, on the Pennsylvania Railroad,

there is a traveler of 100 tons power, built by William

Sellers & Co., which proves a highly successful and useful

machine, and by it a 65ton locomotive is lifted and trans-

ferred in five minutes, an operation which previously oc-

cupied many hours. The result is partly due to the use

of two independent crabs with separate motors upon
them.

Finally, it may be argued, that all these conditions must

be produced at a serious extra first cost, but such is not

really the case, as a comparative estimate will suffice to

show, while a far larger outlay on the electric installation

would be not only justifiable but judicious, in respect of the

serious gain in economy of power and labor.

The use of electricity in out-door and movable cranes is

in its infancy, and only two or three examples exist of the

application. It is regrettable that these have been limited

in their results, owing to the neglect of those precautions

of design, the adoption of which in the case of shop trav-

elers has produced such success.

At the same time, the subject is exciting a wide interest,

more particularly among owners of large numbers of iso-

lated cranes, such as docks and harbor authorities. In

these cases, the question of relative economy with other sys-

tems comes largely into view.

Farming by Electricity.

It will interest the farmers to learn that a certain bill

which Senator Peffer recently intioduced in Congress is not

simply the humorous matter that some peisons supposed it

to be. Told in the clumsy, congressional phraseology, the

bill provides "for the establishment of an experimental

station for the purpose of determining if electricity can be

profitably used and applied as a motive power in the propul-

sion of farm machinery."

Save for a few humorous outbreaks on the part of one
or two correspondents, the bill has been but little noticed.

Even farmers themselves are apt to look with skeptical

eyes upon the prospect of a coming golden future when
grain will be reaped by the manipulation of a dynamo,
and when the pressing of a button will do all the chores.

To sit in a shady spot with a pipe and conduct harvesting

operations by transferring plugs in a switchboard would
make farming but a joke.

Yet, if some of the statements of certain electricians are

to be believed, something like this may not be impossible.

One writer in a current magazine declares that the day is

not far distant when the entire farm labor, from the pre-

paring and tilling of the ground to the transportation of

the crops to the railway station, will be performed by elec-

tric motors. And, in view of the other remarkable accomp-
lishments of modern electrical engineers, it will not do to

scoff at this proposition.

At any rate it would be vastly more sensible to spend

money in the manner proposed in Senator Peffer's bill

than to blow it away in a futile pop-gun attack upon the

rain-clouds.

—

Chicago Daily News Record.

Electric Light in Medicine.

There recently died at Vienna the mechanician, Josef

Leiter, a man who, in concert with eminent physicians,

spent many years of his life in zealous study and experi-

ment in order to realize one of the most modern and re-

markable ideas of medical science, says a correspondent

of the London Electrical Revie^.^, He was engaged with

the solution of the question how far the interior of the

human body can be made accessible to the eye of the phy-

sician. Before his death he had the satisfaction of know-
ing that his merits were fully acknowledged in a recent

work by the distinguished neurologist. Prof. Lewandow-
ski.

The medical world is already able to illuminate the in-

terior of the mouth, the pharynx, the stomach, eye and
ear with the electric light. This is effected either by the

direct introduction of the source of light into the organs

concerned, or by the reflection of the light. At first the

light of incandesced platinum wire was used, but latterly

the well-known carbon fdamcnts of the glow light have
been universally employed. The "mignon" glow lamps,
scarcely larger than an ordinary pea, were first shown at

the Vienna electrical exhibition, and were successfully

adapted to this use by Leiter. A number of apparatus for

both methods of introducing the electric light (direct and by
rcliection) have been devised. The instruments for the use
of rellectcd light do not differ in principle from those used
for solar light. 'I"he electric light has, however, the ad-

vantage that the medical expert is rendered independent
of the freaks of the weather. This principk- can, of

course, be combined in all possible manners with conccn
traling lenses, retlcctorF, etc. The first apparatus of

this kind emanated from Vienna, where they were executed
in 1S83 by the optician jirasko, at the instigation of Prof.

Mosetti von Moorhof.
In the direct introduction of light we distinguish two

modifications, illumination properly so called and diapho-

noscopy. This latter method depends on the fact that

human flesh is, in thin layers, translucent. If we hold up
the open hand with the fingers close together before a bril-

liant light (not otherwise visible to the observer), the

fingers pppear at their margins translucent, and transmit
a reddish light. This method is used in dentistry. The
patient bites a small gag of vulcanite, the lateral process

of which, projecting into the mouth, supports a mignon
lamp. The interior of the mouth is brilliantly illuminated,

and the dentist can look into the inside of the tooth and
detect any morbid changes in the enamel, the dentine, the
roots, the gums, etc.

The most interesting method at present is that by which
the light is directly introduced into the cavities and pas-

sages of the body. In examinations of the pharynx a

mignon lamp is placed in the shaft of the mirror, and the

rays are allowed to fall into the pharynx, which is thus
brilliantly illuminated and reflected to the eye of the ob-
server. Much more complicated is the introduction of

light into the stomach, which is first evacuated by means
of the stomach pump and afterward expanded with air

after the apparatus has been introduced. This apparatus
is a long tube, which has at its closed lower end a glass

window, behind which is placed a mignon lamp connected
with the battery by wires. When the current is turned on
the filament becomes ignited, and illuminates through the

window the interior of the body, and a small mirror
makes the illuminated parts visible to the observer.

Very favorable reports on the results of such investiga-

tions have already been furnished by Profs. Oser and
Mikulicz.

It will be perceived that the electric light plays already

a not unimportant part in the art of healing, although we
see only the beginning of its career.

Atlantic Cable Between Africa and Brazil.

The new Atlantic cable that is to be laid between Sene-
gal and Pernambuco has been shipped from England, and is

now on its way to tbeAfrican coast in the British steamship
Silvertown. It was constructed at the Telegraph W^orks of

London, and was taken aboard the Silvertown coiled up in

three tanks and ready for paying out at the bow end of the"

vessel, not at the stern, as was formerly the custom
The cable is 2 165 miles in length, of varying thicknesses,

ranging from 2^2 tons per knot to 4 '4 tons, according to

the depth of the water in which it is to be laid, while the

shore ends weigh about 15 tons per knot. At Senegal the

shore end is to be covered by a but and left in charge of

an electrical engineer, who will be in communication day
and night with the cable-bearing ship. Signals will be
exchanged every five minutes durirg the whole operation
of laying the cable to Brazil. In the deep sea the cable

will be paid out at the rate of ten knots an hour, though
large allowance must be made for stoppages through im-
pediments a thousand fathoms deep. According to the

ngineer in charge, the line will be laid and the Silvertown
back in England before the end of the month of July.

Aboard the steamer there is a large staff of engineers and
assistants, who work in four hour shifts.

New Electrical Dictionary.
An advance copy of the second edition of a dictionary

of electrical words, terms and phrases, by Prof. Edwin J.

Houston, has just been received. The book bears very
little resemblance to the first edition which was published
in 1 S89, and which is now so familiar to electrical

readers. It is practically a new book, as it has been entirely

re-written and revised. The book is an octavo and con-
tains 562 double column pages printed on heavy paper.

The type used is such that the titles stand out most prom-
inently on the page. The definitions are given in two
styles of type, the larger being used for the definitions

proper, while the descriptive matter of a more general

nature is given in a smaller face of type. The illustrations

are 570 in number and cover a very wide range of elec-

trical apparatus. Definitions are given under about 5,000
distinct titles and nearly as many more titles are entered for

the sake of giving cross-references to other titles under
which their definitions may be found.

Mild Criticism.
The newspapers of Bloomington are continually making

life a burden for the managers of the electric street car

system in that city, says the Gazette, of Cham-
paign, III. In a recent issue of the Pantagraph
there was an item which claimed for Bloomington
the distinction of having the poorest railway sys-

tem in the United States. Bloomington is a city

of 20,000 people, covers a great deal of territory,

and the alleged electric cars run twice an hour—sometimes.
The people of that town claim that the system used there

was probably used in Jerusalem before the crucifixion.

Everything goes with the company. When the motors
are disabled they hitch a team of mules to a summer car

and business goes on uninterrupted.

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

Nkw York, May 21.— It will be remembered that I

called attention, in the last New Vorle letter, to the fact

that the insurance companies of Newark, N. ]., had raised

their rales and had agreed, with the fire underwriters, that

wires arc to be strung in accordance with the rules adopt-

ed by the National Insurance bureau and National Elec-

tric Light association in iS'^i. Since May 15th the rule

has been that fire insurance policy holders using electric-

ity, or desiring to do so, must pay the insurance companies

an extra rate for the privilege, unless the local electric

light company agrees to furnish them with certificates

guaranteeing that the insulation has been done in strict

accordance with the rulcsand regulations of the Under-

writers' association. This arrangement is by order of the

Newark committee of the association, middle department.

On policies where the rate is one per cent, or less, twenty-

cents per $100 is charged. If the rate is over one per

cent., twenty five percent, of the annual rate is required

The Underwriters' association has been tr>-ing to

secure from the electric light company a contract binding

it to do the wiring as required by the rules of the associa-

tion. These rules are based on those adopted by the Nat-

ional Electric Insurance bureau and the National Electric

Light association in iSgi. The association has agreed to

furnish the electric light company, free of cost, a book of

the necessary blank guarantee certificates, with stubs at-

tached, and its proposition requires the electric light com-
pany to fill out a certificate and stub for every applicant,

keeping the stub and forwarding the certificate to the

oftice of the board of underwriters, where it would be kept

on file for the benefit of the insurance agents. The elec-

tric light company objects to signing such a contract on

account of a few rules, a compliance with one of which

would necessitate an expensive change in the rearrange-

ment of the company's wires. This particular rule re- ,

quires that wires must be strung twelve inches apart,

which is farther apart than the company's wires are at

present. The Underwriters' association claims that it has

learned on good authority that the fires in Newark during

the last six months caused by electric lights improperly

put in caused damage amounting to over ^100,000, and
something had to be done. In the opinion of the insur-

ance men the danger of fire from electric lighting is one

that the assured should be quite as much interested in

providing against as the insurance companies. The
people, however, whom the underwriters are trying espec-

ially to reach, are the installers of the electrical work and

wiring, whom they believe are, for the most pan, doing

their work in a very defective manner. Being unable to

control them is the reason why the proposed extra charge

for giving any electric light permits was decided

upon. This movement was really ordered to go into effect

March I, last, but it was delayed for various reasons.

The old electric light privilege, issued to a policy holder

making application for the same, simply gave the permis-

sion ''provided the wires are properly insulated and the

light protected by glass globes, enclosed at the bottom."

The text of it further stipulated that if used in show win-

dows, chimneys, with spark arresters, must be placed at

the top of the glass globe. An effort has been made by
the insurance men to have an expert electrician appointed

by the city, conferring on him the power to issue the

guarantee certificate. The matter has already been

brought to the attention of the common council. It has

also been suggested that an electrician be attached to each

fire company in the city.

On Monday last, Dr. G. A. Leech of W^ashington made
some experiments at the offices of the New York Phono-

graph company, with the idea of applying the phonograph

to the cure of deafness. Dr. Leech is a believer in the

efficiency of such an application, and it is said he has intro-

duced the instrument into his practice. Deafness in most

cases, the doctor says, comes from catarrh. The passage

from the throat to the ear becomes choked, and a coating

forms on the bones of the ear which interferes with vibra-

tions. Dr. Leech's idea is that a vibratory force applied

to the ear by means of a phonograph must quicken the

ear drum and affect the coating of the inner bones.

Gradually this coating must be dislodged, and with the

completion of that process hearing will be restored. This

may happen in the majority of cases in about two months,

he thinks, with daily treatment of twenty minutes' duration.

Dr. Leech has prepared a variety of cylinders to produce

different sound effects. The sensation is said to be pleas-

ant to the deaf. To persons of normal hearing the sounds

rumple and clatter like the noise of a railroad train. Mus-
ical cylinders are not liecessary to the treatment, although
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in certain cases bugle calls, cornet solos, and the chimes of

loud bells may be used to advantage.

A section of Brooklyn was temporarily eclipsed on Wed-

nesday night owing to a fire in the station of the

Citizens' Electric Light company, in DeKalb avenue,

Navy street and Hudson avenue. About 9:30 o'clock a

sheet of flame suddenly illuminated the two-story frame

building recently erected as an extension to the Navy

street wing of the works. Simultaneous with the break-

ing out of the fire there was a sudden extinguishing of the

electric lights supplied by this company in a large part of

the western district. The lights were out only about twen-

ty minutes, and within fifteen minutes the fire was under

control. The loss will not exceed $5,000. W. F. O.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Milwaukee. May 21.—At the last meeting of the

common council Alderman Foley introduced an ordi-

nance to repeal the ordinance granting to the Western

Union Telegraph company the right to string aerial cables

in the business district of the city. The aerial cable sys-

tem was agreed upon as a compromise between under-

ground wires, which some of the city officials demanded,

and the old overhead system. In the business district,

the telegraph wires are being arranged in cables and car-

ried along the a'leys. The company has nearly completed

the work, and it is probable that it would claim heavy dam-

ages from the city in case Alderman Foley's ordinance

should be adopted. It is very probable, however, that

nothing more will ever be heard of the Third Ward states-

man's measure.

Chief Foley, of the fire department, has requested the

common council to appropriate $10,000 for placing the

fire alarm wires in the conduits of the Wisconsin Tele-

phone company. The Western Union Telegraph company,

the chief states in his communication to the aldermen, is

removing its poles, and if the fire alarm telegraph wires

are not placed in the telephone conduits, poles would have

to be erected for them, which would be a much heavier

expense. The chief's recommendation will undoubtedly

be adopted.

If. has bien raining almost constantly since the first of

the month and work on the new electric railways has been

greitly delayed in consequence. Henrv C. Payne, of the

Vi.lard syndicate, states that the Bay View line would have

been in operation by this time but for the rain. Now, he

says, he cannot tell when it will be completed. The

North Avenue line is expected to be in regular operation in

about a week. It is the intention of the company to re-

build the old lines before it commences work on any new

routes.

The Thomson Houston people mav convert the street

railway at Madison into an electric line.

The. E. P. Allis company will build a large engine to

furnish power at the World's Fair. It will form part of

the Allis exhibit and will be of the quadruple expansion

type and of between 3,000 and 4,000 horse power. The

company will also exhibit several smaller engines and a

complete saw mill in operation. The value of the Allis

exhibit will exceed $150,000.

The wage'^ of the men employed in operating the Becker

line will probably be adjusted on the Villard scale: 17 cents

an hour, eleven hours to constitute a day's work. C.

PERSONAL.
C. H. Bird, of the Crowell Clutch and Pulley Company,

of Westfield, N. Y., was in Chicago this week.

F. 11. Underwood, president of the Underwood Manu-
facturing company of Tolland, Conn

. , was in Chicago for

several days last week.

President Elias E. Ries, of the Ries Electric Speciality

company, of Baltimore, was a visitor last week at the New
York office of the Western Electrician.

Charles E. Gregory of Chicago has fully recovered from
his protracted illness, and is again ready to engage in

business. Mr. Gregory returned last week from a trip

through Wisconsin greatly improved, and was warmly
welcomed by his numerous friends in Chicago.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Pernaux Electric company, New York, N. Y. capital

stock, $2,000; to manufacture electrical instruments.

Yonkers Machine company, Yonkers, N. Y.; capital

stock, $5,000; to construct power plants, electric light

plants and other apparatus.

Rockbridge Hotel, Power & Electric company, Glasgow,
Va ; capital stock $150,000; hotels, electric plants, real es-

tate and improvements, and railways.

Fiberite company, Ballston Spa, N. Y. ; capital

stock, $20,000; to manufacture, buy and sell fiberite con-

duits, bittery cells and other electrical specialties.

Brownsville Electric Light company, Brownsville, Pa.;

capital stock, $7,000; generating and supplying light, heat

and power by means of electricity to the borough of

Brownsville; E. D. Fulton, Uniontown, Pa.

General Fixture company, New York N. Y.; capital

stock, $600,000; to manufacture, buy, sell, lease and use

all kinds of gas and electric fixtures.

South Side Railway company, Denver, Colo, ; cap-

ital stock, $150,000: building and operating a system of

electric railway lines in the county of Arapahoe.

Edison Electric Light & Power company, Trenton, N.

J-; capital stock. $200,000; to supply light and power by
means of electricity; G. D W. Vroom, Trenton, N.J.

Enterprise Electric company, Chicago, 111. ; capital

stock, $25,000; to buy, sell and deal in electrical supplies;

Enterprise Electric Co.. 315 Dearborn street, Chicago, 111.

Pine Grove Water, Light & Power company, Pine

Grove, Colo.; capital stock, $15,000; to furnish water

works and electricity to the inhabitants of Pme Grove,

Colo.

John L. Gisk Ideal Rheostat company, Jackson, Mich.;

capita! stock, $10,000; to manafacture and sell rheostats

and electrical appliances; Clarence H. Bennett, Jackson,

Mich.

Hope Electric Light & Power company. Carterville, 111.

;

capital stock. $20,000; to furnish electric light and power
to corporations and individuals; F. C. Zimmerman, Car-

terville, III.

Aluminum Insulated Wire company, New York
N. Y.; capital stock. $2,000; to manufacture and sell in-

sulated cables and wire and electrical machinery, instru-

ments and supply.

Elk Ridge Coal & Coke company, Elkhorn, W. Va
;

capital stock, $60000; general mining busincs?, making
electricity and selling same, boring for minerals, petrol-

eum, oils, etc.; H. C. Flesher, Elkhorn, W. Va.

Atlantic & Western Telephone company, Chicago, III.;

capital stock, $5,000,000; the manufacture, use and licensing

of electric speaking telephones throughout the United
States; Henry P. Caldwell, 126 Washington street, Chi-

cago.

Pullman Electric Light & Power company, Pullman,

Wash. ; capital stock, $25,000; to operate electric light

and power plant, to furnish tight and power for any pur-

pose; Pullman Electric Light & Power company Pullman,

Wash.

Prospect Street Railway company, Ashtabula, Ohio;

capital s'ock, $10,000; building, acquiring, operating and
maintaining a street railroad, to be operated by steam,

electric, horse or other motive power; James Reed, Ashta-

bula, Ohio.

Cicero Light, Heat & Power company, Cicero, III.;

capital stock, $150,000; furnishing electric light, heat

and power for street, commercial, manufacturing and
household purposes; Farlin Q. Ball, 122 LaSalle street,

Chicago, III.

Harrisbuig & Mechanicsburg Electric Railway company,
Plarrisburg, Pa.; capital stock, $75,000; constructing and
operating an electric railway from Harrisburgto Mechan-
icsburg, Robt. Snodgrass, Ilarrisburg, Pa.

Newtown Electric Light & Power company, Newark, N.

J.; capital stock, $150,000, construction and operation of

works for the supply and distribution of electricity for

light and power, etc.; Blackwell Bros., 140 Peail street,

New York. N. Y.

Universal Electric company of the city of New York,
(incorporated in W. Va.) New. York, N. Y.; capital

stock, $2,000,000; buying and selling patents relating to

the application of electricity to commercial objects; Jas.

E. Chandler, 50 Broadway, New York, N. V.

Standard American Electric company, (Incorporated in

W. Va.,) New York, N. Y. ; capital stock, $3,000,-

000; manufacturing and dealing in electrical machinery of

every description ; contracting for electrical plants for

heat, etc.; Chas. N. Codding, 45 Wall street. New York,

N. Y.

Western Temperature Regulation company, Chicago,

111.; capita! stock, $60,000; selling, erecting, operating

and handling the Johnson Electric Service company's
patents for temperature regulation, and controlling me-
chanical fixtures; Chas. A. Barker, ig3 Van Buren street,

Chicago, 111.

Indianapolis Light & Power company, Indianapolis,

Ind.; capital stock, $600,000; togenerate electric current,

and the distribution and sale of such current, for light,

power and other purposes; also the manufacture, purchase

?nd sale, erection and leasing of all kinds of apparatus,

machines and supplies used for electrical purposes or in

connection therewith, including power generating appara-

tus; also the lighting of cities and towns, public and
private, with electric light; also constructing, owning, pur-

chasing, using, selling and leasing underground conduits

and manholes.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Eau Claire, Wis., is to have a new electric light plant.

An electric light plant is to be installed In New Llano
Tex.

The gas and electric companies at Youngstown, O.,

have united.

The village of Green Island, N. Y., will be lighted by
forty-three arc lamps.

By the explosion of a steam pipe on the evening of May
17th, the service of the Detroit Light & Power company

was temporarily interrupted. It will take about $500 to
repair the damage.

The Madison, Wis., Electric Light company is making
extensive additions to its plant.

It is asserted that old paintings can be photographed
better by electric light than by sunlight.

A new station will be erected on the river front In

Toledo by the Toledo Electric company.

W. H. Waddell and T. W. Slelton have received a con-
tract from the city of Lexington, Va., to put in an electric

light plant.

The Haywards, Cal., electric light works, owned by
Chlsholm & Farrel, were destroyed by fire on May gth.

The loss is over $100,000.

By a vote of 2,351 to 83. Burlington, la., has decided to
grant an electric lighting franchise to some responsible
company yet to be selected.

The electric light plant at Niles, O , was damaged by
lightning during a recent storm to such an extent that it

could not be used for some time.

The Wauwatosa, Wis., Electric Light & Power com-
pany has decided to discontinue furnishing the village

with street light, because it did not pay.

A dispatch from Paragould, Ark., states that on May
roth the electric light plant was struck by lightning, the
dynamo ruined, and the engineer severely burned.

The city council of Hackettstown, N J., has offered an
electric light company in that town $1,200 per year for

eighty-five lamps to burn the dark parts of all nights.

The Waukesha, Wis., Electric Light company has a
dynamo base consisting of single stone 6 by 8 feet, rang-
ing from 6 to 8 inches in thickness, and weighing over two
tons.

Mayor Moore of Ashtabula, O., has an idea that the
electric lights furnished the city are not of 2,000 actual
candle power, and a committee of the council will investi-

gate the matter.

The Edison Illuminating company has sued the city of
Easton. Pa., for $1,421.96, alleged to be due the company
for materials, electrical work and wiring, and current used
in the municipal buildings.

There is a difference between the city authorities of
Chicopee, Mass , and the local electric light company.
The former want arc lights for $70 a year, while the com-
pany asks $77 50. There is talk of the formation of anew
company.

The injunction served by the electric light company
upon the village trustees of Warsaw, N. Y., restraining

them from taking action upon the application of the gas
light company to erect wires and poles for electric light-

ing has been withdrawn.

The Citizens' Electric Light company of Helena, Mont.,
which has been absorbed by the Helena Electric Light
company for a consideration of $23,750, has applied to the

district court for an order for its dissolution. The liabili-

ties of the company will be protected by the Northwest
Thomson-Houston company of St. Paul.

The stock of the Boston Electric Light company has
been listed at the Boston Board. The company was in-

corporated in 188S, under the general laws of Massa-
chusetts, and has outstanding $1,257,800 of stock and
$300,000 of bonds. Its financial statement shows a sur-

plus over and above all liabilities of $225,420 20.

The Chicago & Northwestern Railroad company will

erect a large lighting plant at the southwest corner of Kin
zie and Kingsbury streets, Chicago, at a cost of between
$25,000 and $30,000. The plant will be used for lighting

the passenger station and yards of the company with
electricity. The building will be two stories high, and will

cover an area of 65 by 70 feet.

A special meeting of the stockholders of the Edison
Electric Illuminating company of New York has been
called for May 31st. The purposes of the meeting will

be to take action upon a proposition to increase the cap-
ital stock of the company from $4 500,000 to $6,500 000,

for the purpose of extending the present business of the

company. For the purpose of such meeting the transfer

books of the company will be closed from May 7th to

June 1st.

The men employed in the central stations of Cincinnati

want their working hours reduced from ten to nine, and if

the demand is not granted a strike is probable. Both the
Trades Union and Electrical Workers have united in the
demand. The non-union men employed in the different

plants are also in favor of the reduction, and will go out
with the union men if it is not granted. The matter will

be decided soon. The companies are disposed to fight the
move, and are making preparations to fill the places of the
men in the event of a strike.

Recently a number of the employes of the Beaver Valley,
Electric Light & Power company of Beaver Falls, Pa.,

"

took complete possession of the power house, and for a
time a riot seemed imminent. The men claimed that they
had not been paid for six weeks. By preconcerted action

they took possession of the plant and turned off the light,

placing the city in darkness. Policemen were sent to the
station, and several of the directors of the company also

appeared. Afrer the men had been assured that their

money would be forthcoming within forty-eight hours,

hostilities ceased. The company has been in operation

only a short time, and its financial standing is considered

good.
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ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
An electric line from Jerscyville to Hardin, III., is pro-

posed.

A division of the Order of Electric Trainmen has been
organized in Lincoln, Neb.

An electric railroad is to be built to connect Spokane,
Wash., andCiL-ur d'Alcne, Idaho.

It is stated that the Fourteenth street electric line of

Oakland, Cal., will be in operation by July ist.

The City Street Car company of Staunton, Va., has been
granted authority to chanpje from animal power to elec-

tricity-

On the first Sunday that the new San Krancisco and San
Mateo electric railway was in operation, 42,000 passengers
were carried.

The contract has been signed for an electric railroad

from Glasgow, Va., to the Natural Bridge, Virginia's

great natural curiosity.

The Oakland, San Leandro and Maywards electric rail-

way was formally opened to the public recently, and the
event was celebrated with much circumstance in all of these
California towns.

It is said that certain changes contemplated in the

financial backing of the Crescent City Railroad company
will result in the rebuilding of its lines and their equip-
ment with electricity.

Two electric cars fell through an old wooden bridge in

Toledo yesterday, says the Dcfroit Journal of recent date.

The most remarkable thing about this, however, is that the
Free Press does not cite it against the introduction of the
"deadly trolley'' into Detroit.

The Thomson- Houston Electric company has offered to

put in an electric street car line at Madison, V/is., costing

$125,000, providing the citizens of Madison will buy the
company's bonds for 20 per cent, of that amount. The
indications are that this will be done.

ELECTRIC MINING.
The new Vancouver Coal company, of Vancouver, B.

C, will put in an electric motor.

It is said that the City Coal company of Decatur, 111., is

considering a proposition to operate its mine at Niautic by
electricity.

The owners of the Riverside mine, which is located on
the banks of the Madison river in Montana, expect to put
in an electric power plant soon for mining and cpncentrat-
ing.

An electrical engineer has been making measurements
and estimates preparatory to putting in electric power at

the Candice mine near Ouray, Col. These preparations
lead to the belief that the electric plant will be put in by
the company at the foot of Red Mountain park at an early

date.

The Granite Mountain and Bi-MetalHc companies of
Granite, Montana, propose to utilize the Flint Creek elec-

tric power to move their mining and milling machinery.
When this power is secured the Granite company expects
to do considerable experimenting with a view to utilizing

electricity in the reduction of ores. It has laid aside a fund
for this purpose.

The Delemata mine. El Dorado county, Cal., which is

optrated by electricity, handled at its mill in the thirteen

months from July, iSgo, to August, 1891,43,000 tons of
rock. Between the ist of August and the 31st of Decem-
ber, the machinery dealt with 19,000 tons of lock. The
gold was extracted at the average cost for raining and
milling of 50 cents per ton. In October there was crushed

4,449 tons, which was mined and milled at a total cost of

43 cents per ton.

TELEPHONE.
Ate lephone line to connect Baker City and McEwen

Ore. , is proposed.

Owing to a dispute in relation to back taxes the city of

Philadelphia has stopped payment for its telephone serv-
ice,

A village in Illinois rejoicing in the pleasing name of
New Diggings is happy because it has a telephone ex-

change.

The Sunset Telephone and Telegraph company has
applied to the city council of Oakland. Cal., for an
ordinance granting it the exclusive use of the streets of
the city for telephone purposes for a term of fifty years.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The most complete catalogue of electrical books ever

published has just been issued by the Electrician Publish-

ing company, 6 Lakeside building, Chicago, and will be
sent post paid to any address. This catalogue contains a

brief description, with thechapter headings, of every prom-
inent work on electrical subjects printed in this country
or Europe, to date. All orders for books from this cata-

logue will be filled promptly.

Assistant Secretary of the Navy James R. Soley has is-

sued an order directing that an examination for the position

of master electrician be held in the Brooklyn navy yard.

This is a new position, and is made necessary by the large

amount of electrical apparatus now in use in the yard.

Following are some extracts from the order: "An exami-

nation of applicants will be held in the navy yard Tues-
day, May 31st, for the jxwition of master electrician at |6
a day. The examination will be open to all comers who
can give evidence of experience in conducting the kind of
work for which they seek employment, and who arc citi-

zens of the United .States. Persons now holding positions
at the yard will be admitted to competition on ihe same
footing as other applicants. Applications must be ad-
dressed to the commandant before May J8th. The appli-
cation should be accompanied by evidence of citizenship
and by certificates from previous employers as to character,
industry and sobriety, and skill in conducting the kindof
work required. The examination will be practical in char-
acter, having reference exclusively to the requirements of
the position to be lilled. It will be directed to ascertain
ing the applicant's knowledge of the business and his pos-
session of the <|ualities that will enable him to get good
work out of his men. The board will make in<|uiry to as-

• certain that applicants are fit for the work; that they have
enough education to make reports, estimates and calcula-
tions: that they are of reputable character, sober and in-

dustrious habits, and that they have not been convicted of
any crime or misdemeanor."

TRADE NEWS.
TheCrowell Clutch & Pulley company of Westfield, N.

Y., has just closed a contract with the E. P. Allis Engine
company, of Milwaukee, Wis.

B. M. Downs, representing Wm. Brookfield, manufac-
turer of glass insulators and specialties, New York, has
jus- finished a successful western trip, and returned to

New York the latter part of last week.

The Buckeye Electric company, Cleveland, is doing a
good business, and is finding a particularly ready sale for

its "Buckeye" coiled filament lamp Trade is excellent,

especially among central stations and street railroads.

President William H. McKinlock of the Central Elec-

tric company has returned from an extended and most suc-

cessful western trip. Mr. McKinlock secured an order
for the entire underground electrical system in one of the
larger western cities. Okonite wire will be used.

The Ries Electric Specially company of Baltimore,
Md., has just increased its capital stock to .$150,000, all

of which, it is stated, has already been taken, and the com-
pany is now about to increase its facilities for turning out
in larger quantities this well-known regulating socket.

The Ries socket is rapidly replacing other sockets for

residence and office lighting wherever it has been intro-

duced.

Interest will be revived in the recent change in registry

of the steamship City of Paris, when it is known that a
large part of her equipment was manufactured in Chicago,
and that every month large purchases of supplies are made
here for her maintenance. Among other purchases made
in this city for the vessel's original equipment was the

belting used to run a large electric light installation on
board and the packing for pumps and engines. The sup-

plies were bought from the Chicago Rawhide Manufactur-
ing company.

A company known as the Manufacturers' Exhibit Engin-
eering & Construction company, with offices in the Monad-
nock building, Chicago, has recently been organized with
R. J. Randolph, president; F. J. Howell, secretary and
treasurer, and C. A. Goslett, general manager. These
gentlemen have held prominent positions with the leading

electric companies, and at present some portion of their

work is closely allied to electric interests. A company of
this chaiacter has a wide field before it, and the reputation

of the gentlemen connected with it leads to the beliei that

success will be assured.

W. F. D. Crane, who has been widely and favorably

known as manager of the railway department of the En-
gineering Equipment company, has just connected himself

with theH. W. Johns Manufacturing company, 87 Maiden
lane. New York, and will hereafter have charge of the

electrical department of this company. Announcement
has been made of the consolidation of the moulded mica
insulating business of the Gould & Watson company of

Boston with the Johns-Pratt company of Hartford. The
Vulcabeston insulating material manufactured by the

Johns-Pratt company is already well known to makers,
and users of electrical machinery. Mr. Crane will give his

special attention to the further developementof the large

business of the H. W. Johns Manufacting company, sell-

ing agents of these materials.

The Hine Eliminator company of New York reports its

April and early May trade as flourishing. Among those

at distant points for whom orders have been filled may be
mentioned, the Craft Refrigerating company, New Haven,
Conn ; Wm. Kirkup & Son, Cincinnati, O.; Kupfesh
Bios., St. Louis, Mo.; Electric Light & Power company,
Jefferson City, Mo.; Vinton & Co., Detroit, Mich.; Maser
Hotel, St. Louio, Mo.; Kearney, Ark., Lumber company;
Electric Light & Power company, Los Angeles, Cal.;

Savannah, Ga., Crystal Ice company; A. J. Stillmed Meat
company, Hanibal, Mo. ; Fardger, Ark., Lumber company;
Yoakum, Tex., Compress company; Crook & Hamer,
Baltimore, Md.; Halifax Mill company; Iowa Insane
Hospital. Independence; Rix &: Birrill, San Francisco,

and the L. H. Prentice company, Chicago. The Hine com-
pany writes that since the test of steam separators at Cornell

University, in which the Hine eliminator made the wonder-
ful record of an average of gSj'^ per cent, in the elimina-

tion of particles from steam, the increase in the demand
from steam plants, where dry steam or a purified exhaust
is desired, has been really phenomenal.

BUSINESS.
While in Chicago recently Charles A. While, general

manager of the EcoMagnetic Clock company of 620 At-
lantic avenue. Boston, airagcd for the opening of a Chi-
cago office of his company at 116 La Salle street.

The Central Electric company. Chicago, reports consid-
erable activity in the sale of Okonite wire, orders for bst
week aggregating onc-haK million (cct. Manson and
Okonite tape arc also in fair demand.

The Chicago Rawhide Mauufacturing company is con
stantly receiving large orders for rawhide belling and
lace leather from England and the Continent. The lace
leather made by this company has been adopted as
standard by many users.

The Prouty Noiseless Motor company. 204 Dearborn
street, Chicago, has perfected arrangements for the im-
mediate manufacture of several motor cars to be used in
illustrating the advantages of the system to different street
railway companies. A factory has been fitted up at 52
Illinois street.

The Vulcanized Fibre company has taken the exclusive
agency for the sale throughout the world of the insulating
saddle staples. The company's machinery having been
perfected, it is now prepared to offer these Maples lo the
trade in a greatly improved form and in quantities
to suit. This company has its headquarters at 14 Dey
street, New York.

Clark & Marshall, dealers in electrical specialties, have
recently moved from the insurance exchange building to
room 413 Rookery, Chicago. The firm had cr-mlort-
able quarters in the old location, but business was increas-
ing so rapidly that more room became a necessity. A full
line of electric supplies and specialties is handled by this
house, and the outlook for business is reported as being
very bright.

The Waddell-Entz Electric company, New York, has
secured the contract for the complete electrical, generating
and power equipment for the new Afaii anJ Lx/rrss build-
ing. This plant, which will embody all the lecent im-
provements in electrical machine design, will comprise 300
horse power in dynamos, and nineteen motors from 40
horse power down. The generators will be coupled
directly to four 75 horse power horiizontal engines.

J L. Somoff of New York is at work on a novel order.
He has in charge a Chinese dragon which is all hand-
made and valued at several hundred dollars. Into this
animal he is preparing to place an S-shaped tongue S
inches long, made of ruby glass. The tongue is 10 be
provided with a 16 candle power lamp filament. The
animal will have green lenses for its eyes, and the wires
will be concealed on the inside and connect with the
batteries below.

The proprietors of the Daify Palladium, New Haven,
Conn., have discarded their steam engine, and adopted
electricity as the motive power for their presses. The
Edison General Electric company has installed a 12 horse
power motor in the Palladium building. The paper ob-
serves: "The motor occupies very small space is noiseless,
easy to manage, and does its work quite as effectively as
the cumbersome and more expensive steam engine, and
at far less expense."

The Premier Electric company of Brooklyn has secured
control of the patents covering very fully its line of battery
motors, and the use of the threepo^e self-starting arma-
tures employed in these machines. This company is also
manufacturing a new motor for use on continuous current
incandescent circuits to fill the demand for a low-priced
machine that may be attached to a lamp fixture and used
to supply power for ventilating fans, sewing machines,
dental mills, etc.

The Joseph Dixon Crucible company, Jersey City, N.J.,
in its illustrated catalogue just issued, makes a very perti-

nent remark. Referring to the fact that complaints ar-

occasionaily heard of graphite or graphite productionse
and that persons, without further investigation, will write
to some mechanical paper condemning its use, the Dixon
company says. If the graphite is pure and properly pre-
pared, it should be of the greatest benefit." The com-
pany emphasizes, of course, the importance of purity and
proper preparation.

The Detroit Electrical Works. Detroit, have found it

necessary to open a New York office, which has been lo-

cated in rooms n and 311 Metropolitan Telephone lS;

Telegraph building. iS Cortlandt street. This branch
will be in charge of T. W. Warfield, as district manager.
An office has also been opened in Boston, in No. 23 Fiske
building. The opening of these eastern offices, when
taken in connection with the large extensions the Detroit
Electrical Works are making to the factory, will enable
them to handle a large business in a manner that cannot
fail to be satisfactory to patrons.

The Kester Arc Lamp Manufacturing company has
recently been organized in Chicago, with ofiices and factoiy

at 173 South Canal street, for the purpose of manufacturing
an arc lamp for both direct incandescent and alternating

circuits. The company has secured the patents issued to

J. F. Kester, well-known through his former connection
with the Kester Electric company of Terre Haute, Ind.
Mr. Kester has spent a number of years in perfecting his

lamp, and it is claimed that a novel idea has been success-

fully worked out. The officers of the company are as

follows; President and general manager. J. F, Kester;
treasurer, S. L. Jacques; secretary, C. J. Langhren,

The Jos. Dixon Crucible company of Jersey City, N. J.,
is sending to its many customers, and to the electrical trade

in general, an illustrated catalogue containing forty pages
of matter relating to graphite productions. Within this

little volume prices are given, and also an account of some
of the tests to which different forms of graphite have been
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submitted. It will interest many to know that a customer

of this company ran his peddling wagon through the state

of Ohio seven years» on an average of three pounds of

"Dixon's everlasting Graphite" grease per year. His

average was 290 running days each year, and 22 miles

per day, making a total of 44,660 miles. The Jos. Dixon

Crucible company has been established since 1827, and

claims that it is the only manufacturer in the world pos-

sessing its own graphite mines. Those interested in

graphite should send for the Dixon catalogue.

The Eddy Electric Manufacturing company of Windsor,

Conn., has been running its factory on an average of six-

teen hours a day since last September, and is now building

an addition of 50x154 feet to the present large works.

The new structure is to be three stories high, having a fire-

proof boiler room 25x40 feet, finished in pressed brick. A
contract has been given to the Roberts Iron Works of

Cambridgeport. Mass., for one of that concern's 250 horse

power improved boilers. A new Ball & Wood engine of

large capacity will also be installed, and two Morse eleva-

tors will be placed in the building. It is the intention of

the Eddy company to burn oil for fuel, and extensive ex-

periments are being made to determine which oil-burning

system will be adopted. Not a little credit must be given

for the rapid growth and prosperity of this concern to

Secretary and General Manager A. D. Newton-.

The Risdon Iron Works, San Francisco, have recently

made one 500 horse power Reynolds-Corliss engine for the

Metropolitan electric railway, San Francisco; two 250

horse power engines of the same pattern for the Sacra-

mento Electric Light company; two engines of 600 horse

power each for the Sunnyside railway ; two of 1 30 horse power

each for the San Leandro & Haywards Electric railway,

and one of 500 horse power for the Los Angeles Electric

Light company. The Risdon Iron Works hold the sales

agency for the Pacific coast for the Ball Engine company of

Erie, Pa., and have closed contracts for this pattern of en-

gine for a new electric lighting plant at Stockton for the

Santa Cruz Electric Light & Power company, and for the

Fresno electric railway. The capacity of the engine de-

partment of the Risdon Works has recently been largely in-

creased, until now the concern ranks as one of the largest,

if not the largest, builders of high grade engines in the Pa-

cific states.

The Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp company, Chicago,

has met with phenomenal success in exploiting the Sun-

beam lamp, until there is to day in the United States but

one or two factories with a greater output. The principal

reason for the enormous sale is of course the fact that the

lamp itself is a superior one, in every way, but the com-
pany's excellent business management has had much to do
with its success. As might have been expected the greater

part of the sales is in the territory west of Pittsburg and
Buffalo, still for some months the sale of the lamps has

been pushed in the eastern states and with most satisfact-

ory results. A leading consumer under date of Wilming-
ton, Del., May 5th, writes: "We would say, however,

that if you will maintain the present standard of your
lamps, your competitors, as far as our experience goes,

will need to improve their lamps very much in order to

supplant yours with us." Another correspondent, under
date of Watkins, N. Y.. March 2d, writes: "We are pos-

itive we get one-half more light from the Sunbeam than

any other make and shall give your lamps the preference."

These letters each come from very conservative compa-
nies, and are highly prized by the Sunbeam people.

Recent shipments by the Ball Engine Co., of Erie,

Pa., are as" follows: Maryland Steel company. Sparrows
Point. Md., one 50 horse power simple engine; Wilming-
ton, N. C, Street Railway company, two 130 horse

power and complete steam plant; J. C. Hubinger
company, Keokuk, Iowa, one 300 horse power cross

compound engine and condenser; J- W. Parker &
Co. Philadelphia, Pa., one 50 horse power; Chesa-
peake Light & Power Co. Hampton. Va., two 150
horse power tandem compound, Moundsville Electrical

company. Moundsville, W. Va., one 130 horse power.

Niagara Falls Street Railway company, Niagara Falls. N.
Y., two 130 horse power; Electiic Light company, Eliza-

beth, N. C, one 100 horse power; Philadelpdia House of

Refuge, two 50 horse power, one 100 horse power; Edison
General Electric company. State House, Trenton, N, J ,

one 35 horse power; Schuylkill Electric Railway company,
Pottsville, Pa., one 250 horse power; Electric Light com-
pany, Doylestown, Pa., one 130 horse power; Sometville

Hotel, St. Clair, Mich., one 35 horse power; Freeport.

Gas & Electric Light company, one 130 horse power;
Warrenton Electric Light company, one 50 horse power;
Pittsburg Iron & Steel Engineering company, Newcastle,
Pa., one 50 horse power, one 80 horse power.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.

Harry J. Gutraan,

ELECTRICAL STOCK MARKET
(Quotations furnished by Perry & Noyes, Edison build-

ing. New York.)

The closing quotations of electrical stocks on Saturday,
May 2 1st, in New York, were:

Bid. Asked
Edison General Electric company, Capital

$15.000,000 no ifoJ4
Edison Illuminating company of New York Ho 8z'/^

" " '* Brooklyn . H4 90
" " " Boston 115 120
" " *' Chicago ..130 140

Edison Ore Millinft corapanv 15 20
United States Illuminating company of New

York 30 40
Brush Electric company of Cleveland 30 40
Brush IlUiminating coraparty of New York.. 30 40
Thomson- Houston Electric company 65 60

" " " Preferred 29 30
North American Phonograph company ..... 5 7
New York " " .... a'^ 5
Automatic Exhibition company n 6
Westinghouse company Common 29 30

" " Picferred 45 46

Issued May 17, i8q

474.826. Incandescent Lamp Socket.

Des Moines, la.

The lamp is held in the socket by pins upon llic lamp base
passing obliquely into a groove. Contact pins arc' held against

the lamp terminals by a yielding pressure and are lifted by a
key traveling in a slot cut in the socket casing partly oblique
and partly horizontal.

474.827. Piano Forte. Francis W. Hale, Boston, Mass.

474.828. Medical Battery. Philip Hathaway, New York.

This invention is a battery and an induction coil contained in

a casing and two metal electrodes in the circuit affixed to the

outside of the casing and provided with sockets for the recep-

tion of the tcrn'inals of conducting wires.

474,835. TimeCall. James Jones and James Jones, Jr.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

A time circuit closing mechanism is combined with an alarm
and electric circuits in a a call apparatus and removable checks
are provided for fitting upon movable circuit closing check
holders, which in assuming position to receive the checks are
given the geccssary motion to close the circuit.

474,847.* Standard for Electric Wires. Edmund C. Mor-
gan, Chicago, III.

474,848. Armature for Eectric Motors. Edmund C.

Morgan, Chicago, 111.

An armiture comprising end plates, a perforated sleeve
clamped between the end plates and soft iron cores, with coils

wrapped thereon, inclosed by the end plates and sleeve,

474,852. Signaling Apparatus
ton, Mass.

Bernice J. Noyes, Bos-

This device comprises a register and bell normally connected
in the signaling circuit, and 3 switch to cut out the bell for

some signals and not for others,

474, 853- Signaling Apparatus. Bernice J. Noyes, Bos-
ton, Mass.

474,854. Trunk Line System. Joseph J. O'Connell,
Cbicago, III.

This improvement is a telephone exchange system in which
the lines are grouped upon different switch boards and trunk
line connections provided between the several boards in such a
manner that a line having its terminal upon one board may be
connected With a line having its terminal upon another board
through the medium of one of the trunk lines.

474.857. Ele-^tric Motor Mechanism. Elbert B. Phillips,

Cleveland. Ohio.

The combination, with a car, of a propelling motor connec-
ted with the driving axle by means of a sun and planet gearing
adapted to be engaged or allowed to run idly by arresting or
freeing a movable part, and an adjustable gripper for said part
so tnat when the gripper is applied the said part is arrested
with yielding resistance.

474 907- Hotel Call System. Grant P. Greene, Chica-

go, III.

Each guest by means of a dial and push button is enabled to
indicate different services required upon the annunciator placed
in the hotel office.

474,912.
Pa.

Electric Battery. Alphonso S. Keating, Corry,

The improvement claimed is an oil receptacle attached to a
battery cell between the solution and outside of the cell to pre-
vent the creeping of salts.

474 913. Insulated Gear Wheel. George F. Lockwood,
Saginaw, Mich.

Gustav Pfannkuche, Cleve-474,921. Electric Switch,

land, Ohio.

The device is a snap switch by means of which a circuit
carry.ng a current of high electromotive force can be broken
with such rapidity that the destructive sparking may not oc-
cur.

474,945. System of Signaling. Henry A. Chase, Bos-
ton, Mass.

The signal transmitting apparatus is designed to have a uni-
form or constant rate of movement and the change in the
character of the signal is effected by changing the rate of
movement of the recording mechanism.

474.953- Automatic Potential Regulator for Electric
Currents. Alvinis Lonzo Ellis, Chicago, III.

The device consists of a volt meter in the main circuit
whose needle vibrates between opposed contacts to which cir-
cuits are connected and a motor in each circuit, one to set in
operation mechanism to increase, the other to diminish, the
strength of the field of an exciter dynamo through a resistance
in series with the exciter's field magnet coils.

474.957- Rheostat. Albert B. Herrick, Bayonne, N. J.
A resistance conductor is insulated for most of its length,

but is bare along the path of a switch arm'which rubs directly
on the conductor without the intervention of special conlact
blocks.

474,960. Terminal and Safety Catch Connection.
Joseph Hutchinson, New York, N. Y, , and Albert
B. Herrick. Bayonne, N. J,

474,964. Electrically Heated Matri.^ Press. Willis
Mitchell, Maiden, Mass.

The invention is a matrix press, the combination of a hollow
platen having studs formed on it with tlectric heaters fitting on
the studs, the heaters being made of a wire wound on succes-
sive cylindrical walls, and being in an electric circuit.

474.977. Cupping Glass with Electrical Attachment.
Francis Thomas, San Francisco, Cal.

474 980. Burgular Alarm. Robert G. Vassar.New York
N. Y.

474,984. Electric Locomotive. Charles Brown, Naples,
Italy, and Gustav J. Melras, Chicago, 111.

The principal feature is an ioaproved power transmitting
device in the nature of a worm gear to transmit the motion from
the riipidly revolving motor shaft of the axle of the driven
vehicle.

475,066. Electric Signal for Engines,
son, Milwaukee, Wis.

James C. Ricket-

Device for use with marine or other reversible engines to in-
dicate at a distant point the direction in which the shaft is re-
volving.

475. I07' Electric Railway. John W. Grantland, Phila-

delphia, Pa,

Means for securing a uni form and continuous current
throughout the cnlire length of the conduit and means for
keeping the conductor dry.

475 137. Electric Lock. Frederick Morgenthaler, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

475.159. Armature for Dynamo Electric Machines. Syd-
ney H. Short, Cleveland, Ohio.

Improvements in the construction of armature cores and
manner of assembling the parts so that the magnetic potential
may he high and may shift with great rapidity without un-
duly heating the core.

475.160. Electric Railway Motor. Sydney H. Short,

Cleveland, Ohio.

475,169. Electrically Heated Curling iron. Arthur H.
Watson and Frank E. Antonini, London, England.

475,178. Electrical Forge. George D. Burton, Boston,

Mass.

475.179- Distributing Apparatus for Heating Currents.
George D. Barton, Boston, Mass.

475, iSo. Electric Connector for Converters. George D,
Burton, Boston, Mass.

The claim is:

The combination, with a converter ring, of a connector con-
sisting of a clamp provided with a binding post or socket and
with hooks engaging said ring.

475.181. Electrical Metal Heater. George D, Burton,
Boston, Mass.

475.182. Method of Electrical Metal Working. George
D. Burton, Boston, Mass.

The method of heating desired portions of a bar of metal
spanning the space between electrodes of opposite polarity,
which consists in pissing a heating (urrrent of electricity
through the bar and applying to a portion of the bar between
the electrodes while the current is passing there through a con-
ductor which diminishes the resistance of the pait of the bar
which It bridges over and retards or prevents its being heated
there.

475.183. Method of Electric Metal Working. George
D. Burton, Boston, Mass.

Bridges over part of the bar which it is not desired to heat
by a conductor thus reducing the resistance of that part of the
bar.

475.184. Electrical Converter. George D. Burton, Bos-
ton, Mass.

The metal holders are arranged to hold metal to be heated and
two converters are arranged to furnish currents of different po-
tential with means to connect and disconnect the converters at
will.

475.185. Electric Metal Heater. George D. Burton,
Boston, and Edwin E. Angell, Somerville, Mass.

Adapted to heat metallic bodies of any shape or size, or heat-
ing special points.

475.186. Electric Forge. George D. Burton, Boston,
and Edwin E. Angell, Somerville, Mass.

Adapted to heat a number of bars at the same time.

475. 1B7. Apparatus for Cooking by Electricity. George
D. Burton, Boston, and Edv.'in E. Angell, Somerville.
Mass.

Apparatus in which the heat may be applied, regulated or
withdrawn by simply regulating the current,

475,188. Metal Heating Apparatus. George D. Burton,
Boston, and Edwin E. Angell, Somerville, Mass.

Adapted to he,at short portions of a melted bar.

475, iSg, Electric Heater. George D. Burton, Boston^
and Edwin E. Angell, Somerville, Mass.

475.190. Electric Cooking Apparatus. George D. Bur-
ton. Boston, and Edwin E. Angell, Somerville, Mass.

Adapted for broiling, roasting or cooking by electricity.

475.191. Flexible Electrode. George D, Burton, Bos-
ton, and Edwin E. Angell, Somerville, Mass

For heating bars of metal or tools to be forged or tempered.

475.192. Electric Metal Heater. George D. Burton,
Boston, and Edwin E. Angell, Somerville, Mass.

Adapted for a number of different heating operations at the
same time from one convener,

475 193. Electric Wire Twister. George D. Burton,
Boston, and Edwin E. Angell, Somerville, Mass.

For producing ornamental spirally convoluted metallic bars.

475|I94- Electric Metal Bending Apparatus. George D.
Burton Boston, and Edwin E. Angell, Somerville,
Mass.

For effecting the coiling or bending of pipes and tubing,

475.195. Electrical Forge. George D. Burton, Boston,
and Edwin E Angell, Somerville, Mass.

For heating the ends uf bars from which articles are to be
forged

475.196. Automatic Electric Forge. George D Burton,
Boston, and Edwin E. Angell, Somerville, Mass.

Adapted to heat a number of bars at once and to allow the
withdrawal of one without breaking the circuit,

475,232. Converting System for Electric Metal Heating.
George D. Burton, Boston, Mass.. Arthur H.Eddy,
Hartford, and George T. Briggs, Windsor, Conn.

For speedily heating long and large bars for forging.

475,255. Rheostat. Walter A. Sterling, Denver, Colo.
A rheostat for controlling the brilliancy of incandescent

electric lamps,

475,261, Device for Bending Electric Trolley Wires.
Henry D. Winton, Wellesley, Mass.

475264. Electric Metal Heater. George D. Burton,
Boston, Mass.

Adapted for cooking food or for heating metals preparatory
to forging or tempering the same.

475,286. Electric Lamp Holder. Joseph B. Moore.
A spring c!asp for removably securing incandescent lamps to

desks, etc.
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ESTABLISUED IMS.

HEMINBRAY GLASS CO.,
Offices, Covington, Ky. Factories, Muncie, Ind.

STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS,
Class Break Knobs, Floor Insulators, Battery Jars.

ARC LIGHT GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

TTv^OI^IC OIT SIF-ECI-A-Ij I3ESI<3-3SrS SOXjTCITED.

TTvT" -^5^ XTT :B ID !

A K«ntt 10 fll onr

Niagara Electric Motors aid Dynamos

III 1 lili'H wluru w; iirtt not iilti-ii'ly tl^^>T>n'•li^l:^l.

I.llit^ral di-couD(n iinil excluBive wtriUtry Ut rn

Hjionelljlf dt-ulyrH la «I'-':trlcal ainjaraiOM.

I.OVKM. MVU. CO.. Ltfl., Krip. Pa.

"wantedT
One second hand, 220 volt, Power

Generator, from 30 to 00 horse

power.

Springfield Electric Light & Power Co..

fil'UIKiiUKLD, IM,.

VITANTED!
A GOOD LIVE MAN,--MUiiimallcsI>lUl.toU.ke

octiv** Itit'^rcnt lu Hi'Kjvflng aD<l w«ll ••i-tatjUahed
•)i-r:trlcnl conrern. dolnif a Hp«clalt>' maDUfactur-
In^. ({ftn'ral JobliinL.' and coD'truciluo tjaRloecfl.

Mu^t t.ti ex|)erlPDC«d In cforral hu><ln<-na manatrtt-
itii'Dt, aiHo ponxfaaed of aoucd proctlcA) knowl-
edfco, Addreea, "A. B.*'

f:«r« WuhTKBv Ki.r.'TiiiciAjf.

W^ANTJBD.
TRAVELING SALESMAN TialllDg Central

SlatloDB to baiidle a ijulck Belling tide Hoe
uD uommUBloD. Addrts? in contldenco

staling line you carry. "B. T." Care

Wkstekn Elhctbk'Ian.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insulation (i<unranteed wherever uMcd, Aerial, UDdererronnd or tSnbmarlne.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1 886, he says : "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber need in ineulatinRonr wiren and rubles is especially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed to be watprproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, iunl will rr;main fli-xible in <!Xtreme cold
weather and in not affected by boat. The inaulatlon is protected from mechanical Injury 'ly one or more braide, and the whole slicked with Clarfe I'ulent Compound, and special extra flnieb, which we
have now adopted tor all our solid wires aa an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chattnK and abrasion, which if water, acid, und to a very gr(?at extent fireproof. Our insulallon will pro¥e
durable when ail others fall. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and iileulric Lightu from stock. Cables madtj to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for celling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clarlc Joint 4j(Uin should be used for making waterproof joints. This li put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot long and five-elghthB loch wide, and when wrapped about a Joint
•ind pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. FOR RAILWAY and DIOTOR use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

\VK GUARANTEE OUR lAISUIiATIOIV WHKRKVKK Ui^ED, AERIAL, IJ\I>EKGR01'XU OR HUB9IARI1VE, and onr net prices are as low, If not lower than any
other flrst-class Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail CatalogueH with terms and discounts for iiuantiiies.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTOK, HIASS.

HBHRT A. CLARK, TreaBarer Bnd GeD'l Manager.
HERBERT H. EUBTI8, Pr.Bldent and BleclrlcUn.

.A. Loi^a- T?s7"-^:tTT STJI=r=»I^IE]ID.
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES OF

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

SRAMLRSS RUBBRR. WIRRS AND QABLEIS,
JOHN A.

FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TRENTON, N. J.

ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Agents, 171 and I 73 Lake St. Chicago, III-

J08IAH PIERCE, Jr.,
A. M. I. C. E.,

(Ml smi loio^r&pliie Epeer,
1 1 South Street. BALTIMORE, MD.

Topographic Surveys of any extent and character
organized and executed.

This Is a cut of
the

Law
Battery
—WITH—
Double
Cylinder
Carbon

Element at-
tached with zinc
to cover. 147 sq.
inch carbon sur-
face. Theelement
iseTerlasllng,aDd
Is BO guaianteed.
"Why nee a tiat-

lery with a chem-
ical depolarizer
that needs fre-

onent renewal of
the negative ele-
ment.

LAW BATTERY COMPANY.
85 John St., New York.

SOMETHING NEW!
An improved 4 or 6 volt Combined Storage Bat-

tery especially for Dentists' use at very low price.
Purchasers can exchange cUscharffed for charged
celle, without extra cost, beyond expense for
charging the batteries. Mannfactored by

J. K. P17S1FEJL1.Y,
BeoHSOl, 205 S. Canal St., Chtcaeo.

Corliss

Engines
of the highest type and in

all sizes are made by

The Lane & Bodlet Co.,

cincinnati, o.

Portable Testing Resistance Sets.
We claim that oui- "1891" TYPE

Portable Testing Set is the most effici-

ent of its class on the market. The
colls are wound with platinoid wire
and adjusted to a guaranteed accuracy
of one-fifth of one per cent. The
galTanometer Is deadbeat, sensitlTe,

and Is unaffected by mechanical vi-

brations and proximity to masses of
iron or intense magnetic fields. The

I

total range Is from .001 to 11,110,000
ohms.
We believe that no other testing set

embodies these features, which are
essential to satisfactory results.

It is possible to buy sets from our-
jw^v .. ... ^ selves or elsewhere at prices lower

than the cost of the above but we weuld advise all to examine the merits of our "1891"
TYPE before purchasing any other

Send for illustrated descnptive circular No. 285.

QUEEN & GO., PHILADELPHIA.

Locust Brackets,
Oak Brackets,

Cross Arms,
Chestnat Poles.

LOCUST
PINS.

Try a thousand
Locust Pins,

and yon will order
a car load.

piais Aii'JVAies IS stock, speciai. pisrs ok short xotice.
Send for prices, stating quantity wanted.

SCHINDEL & SCHINDEL, - - HACERSTOWN, MO.

Commercial Building:. St. liovtis, itlo.

,^^3E^^^^,STEAMPU«PS

A.M.Morse&(9
II FMfilNEERSANoCONTRACTORS. I

^SH^^WER PLANTS,
'.atoot English, Morse & Co., K. C, Mo

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Electrical Purposes.

EUaENEMUNSELL&CO,
ai8 Water St.. New York.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
H H. P. 500 Yolt Armature, Ventilated. Constant Speed, 1,500.

The Motors are made with the best appllancea and material obtainable, and embody every improve-

ment of merit, witb the intention that they shall be the Standard of their class.

430 West 14th Street, - ... - NEW YORK.

TO MAKE A STATION PAY
Buy only the best qaallty of eoods. This yon can

do by sendins yonr orders to ns.

Eeasooable Prices. Fall Measure. No Charge for Boxing Or Cartage.

WE ABB HEADQUAKTBRS FOR
National Alternating and Direct Current Dynamos, Generators and Transformers;

Packard High Grade Lamps; Eddy iVIotors;

"Helmet" Weather-proof Wire; "Helmet" Moisture-proof Wire.

Save time and money by placing your orders with

The Electrical Engineering and Supply Co.
931 BoQkery, 134 E. 6th St., opp. Hotel Byan, 40» W. Michigan St.,

CHICAGO. ST. PAUL. DULUTH.
BEND FOR CATALOGUE AND DISCOUNT SHEETS.
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E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILSCTRID
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-BRANCH STORB—

9134 Michigan Avenue.

^aaegee^^f
HUSSEY & CO., Manufacturing Electricians.

Combination Letter Boxes, Annunciatore, Etc.,
211-213 Eandolph Street, Chicago.

Electric Gas Lighter
IS

ABSOLUTELY SAFE
Prom daoger of leaking gae.

Never falls to light.

Will not get out of order

,

Liberal Terms to the Trade.

Will Bend sample by mail, post-
paid, on receipt of $1.^5.

Fletcher & Fletcher
Electric Co.,

General Electrical Supplies,

13 S. Water St., Cleveland, 0.

ManufaetufeKs of

ocTAGONALv^^ Cedar
TELEPHOHI&Electrical

RAiLWAYpoLES& CrossArms

i^H.M.L0UD&50NSUlMBER^.
OSCODA . IVI ICH.

STEAM ENGINES
FOR SALE.

One 12 H. P. Vertical.
Three 8 H. P. Vertical.

One 4 H. P. Horizontal Trnnfe.
One 5 H. P. Hoisting Engine.

All above engines new and cheap.

We have nnder construrtion 5, 8, and 12 H. P.
vertical, and 18 and 25 H. P. horizontal engines,
all antomatic cut-off.

WILLIAMS ENGINE CO.,
BAl,T13IORE. MD.

FOE THE

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Stilweii's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE in Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

TUC # ^TiTOT SPECIALTIES IN ELECTRIC
I n II LrliCOi LIGHT SUPPLIES.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

ST-A.^ eijECTisi:^^ CO.,
«41 irorth Broad Street, - PHII.ADEI.PHIA.

SILK BRAID
For Incandescent

Lamp
Filaments.

A ^ \ The greatest care taken in prndncing a uniform article.

9'.

^G-'

Samples and prices mailed free.

BOSTON BRAID MFG. CO.,
28 Beacli Street, Boston, Mass.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
11 Adams St., CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

I=*ro'rin.pt Sl^ipi^CLerLts.

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,

CHICAGO.^Xr. Hi MASOJT, Geol Mgr.

ELECTRIC MGHT
AND BATTEBl'

CJ[lfBO/ilS.
cl:e"V"eIjj&.iti3, OHIO.

/ISO TOIf

BlfUSffES.

THEi>E;ij"rc^3^ \7ir-A.TEsn "vktzxiesesili

Unequal

in

Efficiency.

Unlimited

Capacity.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2.000 in use.

Affords the most simple and reliable power for all mining and manufactur-
ing machinery. Adapted to heads running from i.Oap to 2,000 or more feet
From 20 to 30 per cetL better resultB guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the country.

EIi£CTKIC TBANSSIISSIOX.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords In thewaycf a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regnlation and the facility of adaptation to varying conaltlons
of speed and pretsnre, have brought It Into special prominence and esienslve
use for this claeg of work. All applications should siate amount and bead of
water power reqnired, and for what purpose, with approsiroate length of pipe
line. Send fjr Catalogue.

THE PEIiTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
ldl-123 Main St., San Francisco, Cal., U. S. A.

143 LIBERTY STREET, - - XEW TORK.
^^11 having cometo our notice that our patent rights are being infringed

upon, intending pnrchasers are hereby warned that all such infringements will

be duly prosecuted.
PiCLTON WATER MOTORS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15

and 20 horee TOwer, unequaled for all light running machineiy. Warranttd
to develop a given tmounr of power with one-half the water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Addrees ae above. Deliveries made from
San Francisco or New York, as may afford the most favorable freight rates.

THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.,
33 Is/^ercer Street, D^e-VT* "STor^^,

POSSESS SUPERIOR ADVANTAGES IN THE MANUFACTUEE OF

2LRD RTTBBSR C3-O OD JS
Especially in articles adapted to electrical industries, having obtained the sole right to manufacture

HARD RUBBER under the valuable JPatents granted to WII.LjIAJI KIEL,

ALL OPERATIONS OF SAWING, CUTTING, TUBNING AND POLISHING OUR NEW STANDARDS OF
Q LJ p ITT D C\ PI A M T\ TI I R I MO ^^^ ^^ performed with a large reduction in the wear and tear of toole, and considerable saving of labor. Our new standards areOn d(d I 9 n KJ L^ r\ IN U I w O 1 IN ij of a richer black throughout, not subject to change In color, are tougher and more flexible, do not become brittle with age, and

b&ve been tested and approved by the leading electrical companies of the United States. In addition to these advantages, we also offer advantages in prices.

KIEL'S PATENT HARD RUBBER CELLS FOR STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES
Still remain the most satisfactory and cheapest In the market, unequaled for strength, durability, insulation and resistaince to acids.

HiED RUBBER GOODS OF EYERY DESCRIPTION MiHUFACTURED.

For Sale by THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.

Correspondence solicited from all manufactarcrs and dealers in electrical
machinery and supplies. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

|)yji;;i-y:jg^.^..j<i|i,t;^
y
Mgy.aty{^

^
.s

,

-^

The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CEI^E-
ltRA'rei> WATKK WIII-:I:I.:l^ p.inicuUrly adapted 10 their utc
on accouPt of jtr> ri'iuarkiibly Mlfudy motion, lilch Hperd
and (;r«*iit Ivili4'i**n('y, .'ind lai-{£«* 4>anacltjforitsalamrler,
being cloul>l4Mhc l*ow<*r of most wheels of same diameier. It is used
by a number of (he leading electric companies wiih ercat satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an tqii;kl, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect fifuuranteed,
Hiciiin I OK <:a'i MKOom Ami> parxiciti.arn.
Our Horizonial "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears arc required

and it can be belied directly to dynamo.
'Ihe accompanying engraving rrprescnts a pair of 12 inch VICTOR

Xli'ltllli^KN arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Ivraft

Tubes, I'^nd Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We arc now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the sttuatioD
admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

„ .^^^NNA OHIO. <^<'«-ii?"iSS^i
CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts-

ir In want of Poles, Tiee and PoBts, aave money
by getting my prlcea.

W. C, STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

Tin slneer.
Electric Railways.
Tranpmisslon of Power.
Electrical Maciiinery designed for special appll-

catiODB, plaoB, epeclfications and eapeivieion.

Booms ar and US. Cleland Bide ,

31 State IStreet, I>KTROIT. MICH.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Taneht thoronirhly day and nlpht at, the INSTI-
TrXE of TEC'HXOI.OOV, 151 Tliroop
Street. Chicago, 111. Amatenre, Artieane
aod others aeBlBted Practically In any line, and
Inetracted in the latest and most improved
methods.

Mecuanical Drauootinq, MathematicB, Elec-
trical Calciilatlone, Architectnre, Mechanics, also
au;;htdayand nieht.

GRAPHITE SPECIAI.TIES
FOR EliBCTBICAIi USES.

Clraphite Bods of Tarions Ijeneths, from 1-S Ohm to lOO Ohms Resistance
to the inch, t^raphite Boxes and Crneibles, Beslsting: Heats

of 4,000 Oegrees. Inquiries twladly Anaiveied.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

Fancy Incandescent Lamps
or JLow » oltagc.

Over 40 New Styles of Lamps

EXPEB1MEST.\L lAllP WORK
AND GLASS BLOWING.

Write for prices and UlaetratioQB.

1 Add Street.
New York City.J. L, SOMOFF, Manmactarer,

ElS7.^^ZjXS3a£3X> 1878.
SOIiE MANUFACTrKERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

^a^Sl^U^^v. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i4i>"//ll^^ v.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.

Something New
QUICK BREAK AND CONTACT.

NO MORE BURNED TERMINALS.

NO DANGER FROM SHORT CIRCUITS.

'TIS PERFECTION.

New York Agent: - - H. G. MADDEN,

78 CORTLANDT STRCET.

Ask your Supply House for them or write to

CROWN ELECTRIC MFC, CO,
Bri<lg;eport, Comi.

OF INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.

A New Book Just Published.

A Practical Guide to the Testing of Electric Light, Electric

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

PRICE, POSTAOE PREPAID, f1.00.

SEITD IN YOUR ORDER NOW.

ELEGTRIGIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

HEISLER ELECTRIC CO.,

DREXEL BUILDIN&. PHILADELPHIA. PA.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE ONLY

LONG DISTANCE SERIES

iBmifiscfiBl LiffliBE Aparis

THAT IS SELF-CONTAINED, AND ABSOLUTEIiT
AUTOMATIC IN KEGULATION.

Noted for Brilliancy of Liglit and Great Efficiency.

ALSO

Series Sockets and Lamps for Arc light Circuits,
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THE EVANS FRICTION,
RnnDine tonr Edieon dynamos with one 200 H, P. Mcintosh & Seymonr
Entrtne in the Weeks BuUdlng, Boeton.
Thoaeanda of H, P. In nee driving dynamoa, and thoneande of eets of

Vsrlable Speed Cone Palleys In operation driving aJUdnde of machinery.
For informatloij send for dynamo catalogue "U^' and for cone catalogue

"T." Address

Evans Friction Cone Co.,

85 Water Street, - - BOSTON, MASS.

PATBBTBD.

£van8* Cones.
For Taryin« Speed.

Insulating Compounds,

Armature Varnish,

Insulating Tape and
Insulating Papers.
F. & B. Products are all thoroughly water, acid
and alkali proof. Send for our latest Circular.

The Standard Paint Co.,
Sole Manufacturers, 2 imill ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.

JAMES
LEFFEL WATER WHEELS

im Stvles and i^izes. Upright and IIorizoiiiiiL

30 YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
affords every facility for making them.

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
Plants of all kinds driven by them. Easy work-inn sat«^s. We guarantee

highest power, with smallest quantity of water, at full and part gates : in-

suring easy regulation and steady motion. Successfully operating under
heads of a'lc 400 feet. V\'rite us for fine pamphlet and state your wants.

THE JAMES LEFFEL 6l CO.
SPRINGFIELD. OHIO, U. S. A.

110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY.

FUSE
WIRE or
STRIPS.

Correct Carrying Capac-

ity. Absolute

Unifo'mity in Size.

39tli St. and Stewart Ave.,

IRON POLES.
Fop Iron 3 Joint Poles. 'Wr'+.e To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
«aOO W. Second Street, ST. rOUIS.

MICA
BOWERS

ISl Lake St., -

For electrical

piirpoBes.

Low Prices.

BROS.,
CHICAGO.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOE HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSUUTION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The- Kartavsrt - Manufacturing - Co.,,

BURLINGTON ROUTE
NEW SERVICE.

A through Pullman Sleep-

ing Car Chicago to San Fran-

cisco is a feature of the Bur-

lington's new service. This

car leaves Chicago, daily, on

the fast train, at i.oo p. m.,

and runs via Denver, Colorado

Springs, Leadville, Glenwood

Springs, Salt Lake City and

Ogden, arriving in San Fran-

cisco at 11.45 -^- ^'v less than

four days en route.

THE BRUSH Oimt CO.

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

o
225 Dearborn Street. 115 Broadway
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^i

REGENT
f9

Double Gore, Rubber Covered

WIRES -CABLES.
s:h;3>t^) z^ois s-A-ni^^L^zs .a-^tid ^isicibs.

^i

HOWARD " Incandescent
LAMPS.

-^iT"2" ^-A-SEJ, -A.ItT'S- "VOLT-^O-E.

A strictly high grade lamp, giving FULL CANDLE POWER throughout its life. HIGH
EFFICIENCY and LONG LIFE commensurate with its other qualities.

SEND A TRIAL ORDER FOR A FEW DOZEN.

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
201,203, 205, 207 So. Canal St., CHICAGO* ILL.

LINK f^BELTINC.
TKeBesl. ^3?% Now the Cheapest.

REDUCED PRICE LIST
of drive belt£otherSpecia!tiesfor£'/ei'a(ors,Cojii'eyors<fi'
Maeliinery forlmmllinff nny iiiatorial in bulk orpackoge.
LUK BELT flUCHU'EBir CU., Sm Stewart Ave., Ctucago.

Patented J«n. 22, 1R84. A. T. Smith's
Electric Lava Gas Tip

Multiple Ligbting

For Churches, Theaters
and Public Halls.

^ Are used all over the coun-
try. Send for estimatea or
prices to

A.T.SMITH,
6W. 14th St , New York,

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,—sx.oo.

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Factories : W aterbury^ Conn. - - SS Pa^^li Place, Ne-w^ Yorlr,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Undervrriters' Copper Electric Itie:ht Line Wire, Copper Magnet W^ire, Flexible Silk. Cotton and Worsted Cords for
Incandescent Llglitinf;:. h onnd and Flat Copper Bars for Station Worfe.

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "K. K^^TiNEWIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Agents for the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

THB GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC Sl'PPlY COMPANY, CHICAGO, • SEllING ACBNTS,

THOS. L.SCOriLL, New York Agent.

b ROCHE
lis mil 118 N. 6II1 81.,

Alternating

DYNAMOS,
100 TO 1200 LIGHT.

Installed complete for City
or Town Lighting.

Chicago Office, Garden City Electric Co.
S67 and 269 Dearborn Street.

ELECTRIC WOBKS,

Philadelphia, Penn.

lEcandescent

DYNAMOS,
Direct System. '

I TO 1000 LIGHT.

Motors
For Arc or Incandescent.

Currents from 1-8 to 50 H. P.
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The Lake Erie EngineeriDg

Works build Simple, Compound,

Triple and Quadruple Expansion

Engines, both Condensing and

Non-Condensing, from 250 to

8,000 H. P. Especially designed

with reference to direct connec-

tion to Multipolar Generators.

Best Economy and Regulation

Guaranteed.

Also furnish High-Grade Boil-

ers of any class, making a spe-

cialty of internally fired boilers of

the marine type.

W. B. Pearson & Company are

the Western Representatives of

The Lake Erie EngineeringWorks

and all inquiries should be ad-

dressed to them.

They are prepared to contract

at a reasonable price, for the com-

plete installation of power plants

of any capacity, for any service,

and at any. place.

Plants designed with reference

to local conditions and require-

ments to give maximum economy

and safety, with minimum first

cost. Write for estimates.

o

H
e

o ^^

M

STANDARD COMPOUND ENGINE.
POWER AND ECONOMY TABLE FOR COMPOUND ENQINES-CONDENSING.

STEAn JACKETED. Table No. 4.

u
1

IS Horse-Power when cutting off at Horse-Power when cutting off at Horse-Power when cutting off at S '^

DIA^ . Cylinders

f
PI
3 s

V4 STBOiCE IN H. P. Cylinder Va stroke in H. p. Cylinder V2 STROKE IN H . P. Cylinder

Cylinder Ratios Cylinder Ratios Cylinder Ratios Cylinder Ratios . ..Cylinder Ratios Cylinder Ratios

u

u5
h

3%toi 4 to I 3%Mi 4toi 3% to 1 4toi

H. P. H. P. L. P. So lb 95 lb no lb ixslb 120 lb 125 lb So lb 95 lb no lb 115 lb 120 lb 125 lb So lb 95 lb no lb 115 lb 120 lb .25 lb

B 6 6% 12 - 370 44 5" 59 53 59 62 55 66 70 68 70 75
70" 86 97 95 99 106 2.2

C 6% 7% .3% 12 3-S 56 64 76 67 76 78 70 S4 90 87 90 95 90 109 123 120 126 134 2.8

D S'A 9 .6% 14 277 S3 96 112 100 112 116 104 125 133 129 133 141 133 162 1S3 >79 1S7 200 4.16

E 9% .0% 9 16 246 109 125 147 131 147 152 .36 163 174 169 174 18s 74 212 239 234 245 261 5.44

F n 12 225« iS 222 .56 179 210 1S7 211 2.S 195 234 250 242 250 265 250 304 343 335 351 374 7.S0

a .2^ ..1% 25 20 .85 192 221 260 231 z6o 269 241' 2S9 308 298 308 327 30S 375 423 414 433 462 9.62

M M .5% • sS'/j 24 ISS 258 297 348 310 34S 36. 323 387 413 400 413 439 413 503 568 555 58. 6ig 12.

9

I 17 sy. 33V2 28 38 346 398 467 415 467 4S4 433 519 554 536 5S4 58S 554 675 761 744 779 830 17.3

K 19 20% 3S 32 120 446 513 602 535 602 624 5S8 669 714 691 714 758 714 S70 9S. 959 1004 1070 22.3

L 21 saVa •43 34 112 572 658 772 686 772 801 7'5 85S 915 8S7 91s 972 915 1115 125S 1230 12S7 1373 2S.6

n a6 28% 52 42 93 838 964 1131 1006 1'3> II74 1048 1257 1341 1299 1341 1425 1341 1634 1S44 iSoi 1885 2012 41.9

N 30 33 60 48 So 1096 1260 14S0 13.6 1480 '534 1370 1644 1757 1699 757 .863 1757 2137 2411 2356 2466 2632 54.S

Mean Effe

Ratio of E

Per Cent.

.live Pr

xpansi.^1

of Cylin

essure . . Lbs. 20 23 27 24 27 28 25 30 32 31 32 34 32 39 44 43 45 48

.3% 16% 10 12% 6% sy*

der ConJensation 18 iS jS 20 20 20 '5 15 15 iS iS iS ,2 12 12 14 14 14

Steam per I. H. P . per hour Lbs. 17.3 .6.9 16.6 16.6 15.9 •5.2 17.0 16.S 16.4 6.3 16.0 15.8 17.5 17.2 17.0 16.S 16.4 16.0

Lbs. Coal =1 S lb. Evaporation . Lbs. 2.16 2. II 2.07 2.07 1,98 1-9 2.IZ 2.10 2.05 2.04 2.0 •97 2.19 2.15 2.12 2.10 2.05 2.00

B

S

o
!z!

HSO
O ^

THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC
MANUFACTURING CO.,

EAU CLAIRE, WISCONSIN,

Is doubling the capacity of its factory

to meet increased business.

Write our Agents for Prices.

—AGENTS:—
New York, N. Y.--NATIONAL ELECTRIC M/G. & CONSTRUCTION CO., Electrical E.vchange Bldg.

'Washington. JO. C—L. N. COX, IC Fifth Sti-fct, S. E.
Philadelphia, Pa.-PENNSYLVAXIA ELECTRIC ENGINEERING CO.

St. PanI, Minn.—THE ELKCTKIC EXilIXEERING AND SUPPLY CO.
Uetroit, Mich.—COMMhUiClAL ELECTRIC CO.

San Francisco, Cal —NATIONAL ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT CO.
liincoln, «eb.—LINCOLN ELECTRICAL MFG. AND SUPPLY CO.

Seattle, tVash.—CHAS. H. BAKER & CO.
New Orleans, l,a.-ENTERPRISE CONSTRUCTION AND SUPPLY' CO.

St Lionis.- W. E. BAILEY, SpfCiitl Suulhfni AgenI, 7 and 8 Et|uil:ible Bklg.

Cincinnati.— G. P ALTENBERG, (if) Smilh Bldg.
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BALLENGINE
COMPANY,

ENGINE.
With New Improvements. Uncqualcd Regulation, Highest

Economy. Ourabilily. Smooth and Quiet Ffunning.

The BeHt Knginc lor Elccitric Iiiu;Iitin|>;

and l<)lectric Railways.

ERIE, PA.

AUTOMATIC
CUT-OFF

SIMPLE. TRIFLE EXPANSION.

CROSS COMPOUND. TANDEM COMPOUND.

.%-KW VOKK OFFICK: Boom *, IH Corllandt Mt.
CIIIC-AUO orriCK: Kaom 5US, -Thr Kookery."
.;. W. I'ARKEIC ,V CO., IW Sonll) <th St., PhllKKiIplill, Pa.
CliOOK, HOH.NEK4 (;o., Bsldmorf, Md.
B.MITII ((JUKTNF.Y CO.. IIIH Main St., Itlchmond, V«.
I, .M. Ill \IM;Y .Mfti. CO., Mtch. Depl , SI Looli, Mo.
l--. K IJU.^VO & CO., [.nwlB Block, PUlaborKli. Pa.
cool.KV * VATKI!, iii Waanlniiton Are. 8., MlDDfapolla, Hlon.
UIMJON IKON WOKKS, San Franclnco, Cal.
NOKTIIWESTKKN SUPPLY CO., Tacomi, Wash.
E. O. Cll.DEItT, Alchli'on. KaD.

'^^STEARNS MANUFACTURING CO.OfficeaniiWorks.ERIE, PA.
"^^^S.f^'^r Titn^^ZT^ WOODBURY '

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, Automatic ENGINES

STREET RAILWAY
and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

1 NKW YORK. l:!(i Liberts .St.

BDJWrn nrriPI^t!' ' I'HILADKLHHIA. 944 Urexel liullillne.M&nun UiiIIjLD. i Chicago. 1130 -The Boouery."
( .SAN FBANCIoCO, 39 uiid 31 Spear St.

AllirNblLb,
, .ST.' LOIIIS-M. P. Jol

BO:i-ERS OF ANY SIZE FOR ANY DUTY.

S. I^. Holt& Burt, G? .Sudbury Street,
toil M:i<.liint'ry Co..
71.» and 717 North Second .Street.

SIMPLE AND COMPOUND
CONDENSINGOH NO N -CON D E NS I NG

The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOUIAELY ADAPTED TO DEIVING

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of its Llgli efficiency at all stages of gate, steadiness of motion and

easy woAIng gate, the construction of which makes It the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
Illustrating various styles of setting

on both vertical and horizontil shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCBSSORS TO

STOrT, niLIiS & TKAtPIiE,

A FURNACE GRATE BAR

:^^MmmMm
BLOWER '"°"""'

a draught.

KELLY CRATE,
And for DURABILITY PEHFBCT FUEL COMBUSTION and SUPERIOR STEAMING QUALI-
TIES, IT HAS NO EQUAL. It will barn ANY KIND of HARD or SOFT COAL equally well. They
are especially adapted for hard. conttnuon=t eeivlce required by ELELJTRIC LIGHTING PLANTS.
WewarranttbemlNOTto WARP.andtoOUTWEARTvvO COMMON GRATES. When your plant
requires gratea again DON'T he content with one that ie "good enoagh," bat nee the aame nnmber of
DOLLARS and aecure the BEST—Ehat is, THE KKLLT GRATE. Invest a stamp in writing us for
descriptive circular. We will return it. and tell you about our SHAKER GRATE, the only one of its
kind made in the United States or any other place.

OIVK V» A CBA9ICB TO BE OF TISK TO YOU.

KELLY BROS., - GOSHEIM, IND.
XX1.0S3' Z'C»XTZ>a'X>^ZI.8.

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Builders of High Grade

Corliss Engines,

Giddings' Automatics.

Simple, Compound, Condensing,

Complete Plnjita Funiiehed.

Works: SIOUX CITY, lA.

BRANCH OFFICE :

48 S. Canal Street. CHICAGO.

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade Antomatlc

ENGINES,
HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

Two lorse power to tliree Innilrel liorse cower.

Western Denarlment: 26 and 28 Randolph St, CHICAGO. - H.S.WALKER, Manager

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIGHT AND MOTOR GOT-OOT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS.

MAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERT LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.
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W.P.
TIE THOMSIN-HOOSnill ELICmiC CI.

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RAILWAY MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal

of Pinion and Gear.

3382 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

Boston Office: 620 Atlantic Ave.

ELECTRIC CO.,

Chicago Office: 148 Michigan Ave.
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DID IT EVER STRIKE YOU

That the place to buy soods is of the manufacturer?

We mannfactnre everything in the ivay of Electrical Sup-
plies, and qnote manufacturer's prices.

WE ARE THE GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS FOR THE

PERKINS ELECTRIC LAMP COMPANY,
And will make you Factory prices.

WE ARE GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS FOR

The Safety Insulated Wire and Cable Company,
And will make you factory prices on all kinds of RUBBER WIRES and CABLES.

Lead Encased Gables, Incandescent laamp Gord.

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS,
54 and 56 FranbHn St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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See Page 354, Catalogue No. 23.

TH[ ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
CH ICAGO

THE WIRT IMPROVED

DYNAMO RRUSH.
The principle involves the use

of a lamination of perfect and
imperfect conducting materi-

als, resulting in the prevention

of wasteful currents, or reduc-

ing them to such an extent

that the energy is not suffi-

cient to do injury. The Brush
is very flexible, and permits of

a light tension.

Jl;)e de(x\aT)(i for tl?is BrusI? up to the

present time has been far ahead of our capac-

ty to fill orders as promptly as we would
like. Customers will do well to place orders

a little in advance of actual necessities. Give
dimension of brushes in use.

"—I am much pleased with

the brushes. I gave them the

most severe test I know of,

placing them on a commutator
where even carbon Brushes
were not successful in reducing

sparking, and where there was a very heavy current at

high potential, with a constant "chewing" up of the

copper. Your Brush has eliminated all trouble, and I

have asked our company to order a number of them."

R. H. Sterling,
Electriciaa Denver Consolidated Electrrc Co.

MANUFACTURED BY

The Electrical Supply Co.,
FACTORIES: ANSONTA, CONN.
BRANCH OFFICE: 244 ARCH ST., PTTTT. A. CHICAGO.

One of the

LEAST APPRECIATED

But one of the

J^OST I
MPORTANT

Instruments for Station use is a

reliable Volt Meter.

The U/irt Indicators stand at the

head of the class, yet are sold at

a price that should place them
in every station using over 25
incandescent lamps.

Patented.

Kalamazoo, Mich.
"—We are very much pleased with the

Indicators, a number of which we have lately

used in plants installed by us. We find them
very accurate and they answer our purpose
better than any indicator that we have been
able to find, up to this time, for the same
amount of money."

Clarage Electrical Co.,
By Chas. Clarage.

ROYAX. ELECTRIC CO.,
PEORIA, ILL. March 18, 1892.

"—We are much pleased with the Wirt Indi-

cators, and are using them for our station work
almost exclusively." E. B. Hillman & Co,

Lincoln, Neb.
"—We consider the Wirt Indicator the peer

of any in the market, and the price more reason-

able." Lincoln Electric and Mfg. Co.

Eau Claire, Wis., March 21, 1892.
"In reply to your favor of 15th inst., we beg

to say that we have used a number of Wirt Indi-

cators and find them entirely satisfactory and
reliable for ordinary station work. The adjustable
index in the Volt Indicator we consider a valuable
feature. We shall continue to use the "Wirt"
Indicator in the future.

National Electric Mfg. Co.,
C. Kammeyer, Supt.

VATAL,OeVE SO. «3. CATALOeiU£! XO. 31. CATALOGUE ttA.

mm vm and mil wm, electric railway supplies, electrical house goods.
General Station Supplies, Tables and Formulae. Complete and Fulljr Illustrated. Telegraph, Fire Alarm, Messenger and School Supplies.

The Pocket Edition of our Electric Light and Power Catalogue now ready for distribution.

}

f
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THE IHDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.,
MANVFACTL'KEKN OF-

VULCAf ZED INDIA-RUBBER

Cab' s, to any Specification

up to 8,000 Megohms per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES.

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

millage, FLEXIBLE CORDS,

SILK, HEMP, COTTON, DY-

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

of INCANDESCENT CORES.

AiPMVo THREE and TWO - WIRE

CABLES, to any specifica-

tion up to 8.000 Me-

gohms per knot.

CABLES of High InsulaUon

and Long Life, all milaga

if you are not acquainted with tlie merits of Habirshaw Insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABJRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 315 Madison Ave, Cor. 42d St, New York.

3065 FACTORY: G-lenwood;, Yonkers, Iff. Y.

Western Agents: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Comer Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

The Sunbeam Incandesoe&t Lamp Co.^

805 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BUILDING,

-MASrUFACTUREBS OF-

CHICAGO, - - II^L.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

In Ordering^ Specify

The Electrical Supply Co., Chioaeo, lU. JjOUST J^lXG ,1jflrlTIT^S
The Electrical Supply Oo., Ansonia, Oonn. •—

'

*^

W, H. Oordon & Co., New York-
F. £•. Jones & Co., Buffalo, K. Y.

ji,
. T^.f^ •

The Iron City Electric Co., Pittsburg, Pa. OT* Fl 10*ll KjITI 1^1AH /*V
Woodruff-Harris Electric Co., Birmingham, Ala. ^^^ ^^'&'** *^***^i/*^/**V/^
Louisville Electric Co , Louisville, Ky.
Houliston, Hubbard & Co., Cincinnati, O.
C. H. Baker & Co., Seattle, Wash. "W g^ wm^YkO
Julius Andra*, Milwaukee, Wis. JLJ<f rH W I r^»
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AK•c <.:juT=otITS.
Xhe Best is Xlie Clieaipest I

THE WOOD CUT-OUT BOX,
MANUFACTURED BY THE

Fort Wayne Electric Co., is the BEST<

DOUBLE BREAK. i@ :. ^^ll WEATHERPROOF.

INCOMBUSTIBLE. ^ iimm^-im^^m ^ For prices write to

Fort Wayne Eleetrie Co.,

STiNDARD RilLWAT STSTEH.
In Daily Use in Thirty Different Cities.

Proving Its Superiority.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING APPARATUS.
STATIONARY MOTORS.

Electrical Supplies of Every Description.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
917-918 MONADNOCK BUILDING, F. 1. STONE,

CHICAGO, ILL. CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
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Switch-boards are equipped with

AJAX SWITCHES.
Write for PHcea. C. S. VAN NDIS, 136 Libdy St., New York.

"/Vt flje parh'ng of tlje Ways"

;i

(Jeorge Qjtfe.r.

Chicaoo.

floTC - |f tl)e )T)akin^ andpoibing of

a fevt/ selected devices ia w/ortb all

ray iime,won'i if pa/ y&u fo learn

about tbem ?

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOE HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The« KartaYGrt - Manufacturing - Co,.,

mMSM J^.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE.

THE ONLY Snap Switch that has

PROVEN A 8UGGE88.

For 8ale by all ISnppIy Hoascs.

The Han fc Hegeman Mfg. Co,, hartford, conn .

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, ]¥EW TOKK,

MANTTFACnjRBKS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Supplies

THE "CHAMPION"
Price, with Rod Zinc, $1.15 per Cell, with Corrugated

Zinc, $1.35 per Cell.

THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED.

Of all Descriptions.

OlBpM. Cll of Cli.o». CiHmb Reservoir and Cortf Cornf^ted Zloe of CliMn.
|fo. kturj. 41 CtuinpUD BotMi?. ploa BaCMr?.

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances,

Construction Tools and
Line Material,

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
I Hanafartnred by the >

NEW YORK & OHIO COIMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
AtiENTM: O.M.VIIA. NEB.. B. B.Dowo«, 215 ghMlr Block.

NEW TORK CITY. Oba». E. Chapin, IM Libertr ST LOLIS. MO.^St. Loni» El»clrlcal Supply Co.
Street. SAV FliAKCISCO. CAL., Inuimatlonal 8lKlr;c

CHICAGO, ILL., The Electrical Engineering ±
SupDly Co.. 931 The Rookery. I

ST. PAUL. MINN., The Electrical Bnglneertog
& Supply Co.

j

.Sapply & ConstnictloD Co.
CINCINNATI, OHIO, Glover Electric Co.,l7»

We^t Sth Street.
LOUI-SVILLE, KT., Smlthera A DaTli.

B. E. KELLER. y. E. DF.OENIIAP.DT.

Keller & Degenhardt,
electrical engineers.

542 Rookery Bldg^., Chicag'O, 111.
THE ONLY BUREAU OF ELECTRICAL INFORMATION IN THE WORLDS FAIR CITY.

WILLARD L. CANDEE. )!,„.,„„..„.„.„„
H. DUR.ANT CHEEVEli,P''"°*''^'""'8«"-

The

International OKONITE COMPANY,

;lon/>

fTRAOETMARK'

UMITED,

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES iiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.
Okonite Waterproof Tape,

BRANCHES: Chlcagro, Boston, Pblladelphla. Mlnneapolla, Cincinnati,
Omaha, linalsTille, St. Loals, San Francisco, London and So. America.

CIt T

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

ESTIMATES ASB DRAWINGS SUBMITTED.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
Painted Post, N. Y.

REl>RESENTATr\'ES

:

Julian Scholl i Co., 126 Libert* St.. New York.

Geo. 0. HofTman, 82 Lake St., Chicago, III.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

Jewell Belting Co.. Hartford, Conn.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., newyork. '

AGENTS:
W. B. Pe»non * Cq^ Home Ins. Bid?.. Chicago, III.

Thoe, G. Smith .Tr., Hammond Bide., Cincinnati, Ohio.
W. • . Day, 128 Ollrer St., Beaton, Masa.
A. >I. Mot^e S Co., Commercial Bldg., St. Lonla, Ho.
Hyce Bros. & Co., Lewla Block, Plttaburg, Pa.
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
-MANUFACTURERS OF THE-

For

Lighting

and

Power

Circuits.

The ONLY Meter that Registers the Actual Power ConsDmed.

NUMBER IN USE JANUARY 1, 1891 1,159.
NUMBER IN USE APRIL 1, 1892 14,404.

Absolutely Reliable when correctly adjusted and properly installed.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue No. 7,007.

TESTI3ivd:o:tTI.A-LS:
GERMANTOWN, PA., April 29, 1893.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
GENTLEMEN:—Replying to your inqtiiry of the 21st

lampleased tosay the THOMSON RECORDING "WATT
METERS in use by us are giving us no trouble in any way.
Repairs are so insignificant as not to need mentioning. We
are using a great many, both on Direct and Alternating
Currents, to our great satisfaction. Yours truly,

GERMANTOWN ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,

(Signed) Chas. M. Allen, Supt.

LANSING, MICH., April 6, 1893.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.,
BOSTON, MASS.

GENTLEMEN:—Answering yours of the 31st regard-
ing the THOMSON-HOUSTON RECORDING WATT ME-
TERS, would say that we are well pleased with them so far,

and consider them better than anything else we have tried.

Yours truly,

LANSING ELECTRIC LIGHT &POWER CO.,

(Signed) E. F. Cooley, Supt.

Thomson-Houston Eleetrie Co.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

WESTERN OFFICE,

148 Michigan Ave., Chicago,
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

A.inerlcan Desk & Seating Co. . xv
American Kni,^ine Co xii

Andrae, Julius

Andrews & Co., A. H
Baggot, E xiv

Ball Engine Co xix

Ball & Wood Co., The 1

liecker Mfg. Co., .John xiii

Beggs, J. E., Mcli. & Supply Co. xv
Berasteln Electric Co
Boston Braid Mfg. Co xv
Bowers Bros xvi

Bristola' JIfg. C !o

Brookfleld, Wm xii

Brush Electric Co xvi

Bryant Electric Co xii

Buckeye Electric Co., The ix

Butler Hard Rubber Co
Central Electric Co v
Chicago Electric Motor Co. . .

.

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co
Consol. Elec. Mfg. Co., The. .

Crescent las. Wire & Cable Co. xiii

Orocker-Wheeler Electric Co. . xiii

Cushing, F. W vii

Cutter. Geo
Cutter Electiical & Mfg. Co. .

.

Dajrton Globe Iron Works Co. . xix

Densmore Typewriter Co
Detroit Electrical Works xxiv
Diamond Electiic Mfg. Co xii

Dixon Crucible Co., .Jo3 xv
Dudley & Co., W. W xv
Duplex Electric Co. . Ltd ......

Eastern Electric Cable Co xiii

Easton Electric Co x
Edison General Electric Co viii

Electric C jns. & Supply Co vi

Electric Engr'g & Supply Co . . Ix

Electric Gas Lighting Co viii

Electric Secret Bervlce Co xix
Electrician Pub Co xiv, xvili

Electrical Construction Co.,The. xii

Electrical Eng.A Sup. Co., The
Electrical Supply Co., The... xxil

Elektron Mfg. Co xvli

Emerson Electric Mfg. Co Ix

Empire China Works x
Enterprise Electric Co vi

Evans Friction Cone Co xvi

Falls Rivet & Machine Co Ix

Ferracute Machine Co xiv
Fletcher & Fletcher Elec. Co.. xll

For Sale xii, xill, xv
Fort Wayne Electric Co xxiv
Globe Carbon Co xv
Gravity Purifier Co x
Great Western Elec. Supply Co. xvli

Gieeley&Co., The E. S 1

Gregory. Chas. E xiv

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co i

Helsler Electric Co •

HUl Clutch Works xv
HIne Eliminator Co
Holmes, Booth & Haydens....xvli
Hunt Machine Co., Rodney xv
Hussey & Co .

Illinois Electric Lamp Co vl

India Rubber & Gutta Percha |

Insulating Co xxlli

Institute of Technology xv
Interior Conduit& Insulation Co. . x
International Okonlte Co I

.Jewell Belting Co i

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W x
Kartavert Mfg Co i

Keller & Degenhardt I

Kelly Brothers
Knapp Electrical Works xxl
Lake, J. H. & D
Like Erie Engineering Works . xvill

Lane & Bodley Co
La Roche Electric Works
Law Telephone Co xiii

Leclanche Battery Co., The. . .xiv

L-fmnnn, Julius ... xvi
Leffel & Co. , Jas xiii

Link Belt Machinery Co xiii

Loud, H.M.& Sons Lumber Co. xiv

LovellMfg. Co., Ltd xiii

Morse & Co., A. M xiv
Munsell & Co., Eugene xiii

Murphy. T. J xvi
National Carbon Co xiv
National Electric Mfg. Co
New York Insulated Wire Co . . xvi
New York & Ohio Co i

Ostrander & Co., W. R xix
Page Belting Co ix

Partrlck & Carter Co
Pearson & Co., W. B xvill

Pelton Water Wheel Co xiv
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co. . .Ix

Perry & Noyes xii

Phoenix Glass Co xix
Pierce, Jr., Josiah xiv
Porter-Leavitt Elec. Motor Co. xiii

Powell Co., The Wm
Premier Electric Co., The xiv
Pumpelly, J. K xiii

Queen & Co xiii

Racine Hardware Mfg. Co. . . .

Rae, Frank B xv
Railway Equipment Co xiv
Ries Electric Specialty Co x
Rockford Electric Mfg. Co xll

Roebling's Sons Co., J. A x

Rose Elec. Light Supply Co. . . xiii

Rose I'olylechnic InBtiLiile. . . . xiv
Koyal Electric Co
Samson CoriJsge Works xll

8awyer-Man Electric Co iv

Schlndol & Schindel
Schoonmaber, A. O xii

Schuyler Electric Co xviii

Short Electric Railway Co Iv

Shull/. Belting Co xv
Sioux City Engine Works xix
Smith, A. T
Smith, Thos. G. Jr
Somoff, J. L
Sperry Elec. Mining M,ach. Co. xvi
Standard Paint Co xii

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co v
Star Electrlx Co xiv
Stearns Mfg. Co xix
Sterilng, W. C xv
StUwell & Bierce Mfg C. .. xiv,xv
Sunbeam locand. Lamp Co , . . xxill

Taylor Engine Co —

-

Tnomson-HoustonJElec. Co. .. ii, xx
Union Hardware Co xii

U. S. Electric Lighting Co..
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co. . x
VanNuis C. S i

Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Waddell-Entz Electric Co xll

Wannopee Pottery Co viii

Wanted xiii

Western Electric Co
Westlnghouse Elec. and Mfg Co .

.

Weston Engine Co
Williams Engine Works xiv
Woodhouse & Rawson, Ltd —
Worthlngton, Henry R xii

CUSSIFIED LIST.

AnnnnclatorB.
Central Electric Oo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric Gas LiglitiDg Co.
Electrical Uonatractlon Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The-
Great Western Elec. Sappiy Uo-
Greeley & Co., The B. 8.
Enapp Electrical Worke.
Oatrander &Co.,W. R.
Partrick & Carter Oo.

Arc l<ampa.
Beggrs, J. E., Mcby. & Supply Co.
Brush ElectricCo.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Eaeton Electric Co.
Electric Cone. & Supply Co.
Port Wayne Electric Co.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Are IjiKbt Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samson Cordage Works.

BatterloB,
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric Gas Lighting Co.
Electrical Suppiy Co.,The.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Law Telepnone Co.
Leclauche Battery Co., The
Partrick & Carter Co.
Premier Electric Co., The.
Pumpeily, J. K.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric Gas Lighting Co.
Electrical Supply Co., 'J'he.

Leclanche Battery Co., The
Law Telephone Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, electric.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Electric Gas Lighting Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Slasneto.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Greeley & Co., The B. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co

BeltiiiK.
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Page Belting Co.
Sholtz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Lane & B dley Co., The.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Boobs, electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Brass Ooods.
Powell Co., The Wm.

iBiirslar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeleyi Co.,Th6 E. B.
Knapp Electrical Works.
ParOrfck & Carter Co.

C7&blG8
(See Insnlated Wire.)

Cables, Electric. (See Insalated
Wiie ), Copper, Sheet anil Bar.
Roeblings Sons Co., J. A.
Western Blectric Co.

Carbons, Points ana Plates.
Broeh Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
£!Iecerlcal Supply Co., Tlifl.

Qlobe Carbon Co.
Knapp Er^cCrlral Wortaa.
Katlbnal CA^bon Co.
Western BleeUHc Co,

Clnielies. Frletlon,
KiiIIh Klvot & Maclilne Co.
Ulii Ciatch Woriu.
L&ko, J. II. AD.

Cordase.
SamsoD Cordage Worke.

CooMtmrtlon and U«pairs.
AndniB, Juliim.
Clilcftno Electric Motor Co.
Kl*'ctric ConB. & Supply I'o.

Electrical CoDetruclIon Co., The.
Knapn Electrical Works.
Itae, Frank 11.

Smllh, Th'-9. y. Jr.

Weet«rn Electric Co.
Contractors, Kleetrlc Llcht,
guKlne Plants and Klectrlc
allvrays.

AiiKTiciin Engine <'o.

Bali Engine »JO.

BallA Wood Ca.The.
Brneh Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Diamond ElocLrlc Mfg. Co.
BdUoD General Electric (;o.

Electric Com. Jk Supply Co.
Electrical Ecp. & Supply Co.
Falie Rivpt A; Machine Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Helsler Electric Co.
Keller A, Degenhardt.
Lake Erie Engineering Worke.
Lane & Bodley Co., The,
La Roche Electric Worke.
Moree & Co., A. M.
PearB»n & Co., W. B.
Racine Ilardware Mfg. Co.
Rockford ElectrlcManufactaringCo.
Royal Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway To.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Smith, Thoe. y. Jr.
Taylor Engine Co.
Thomson Uoneton Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Electric Co.
WeBtiDghoaee Electric & Mfg. Co.
Weetern Electric Co.
Weston Engine Co.
Williams Knglne Worke.

Cnpper Wires and Tapes.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cntter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
EdlBon <:^eneral Electric Co.
Blectrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprlee Electric Co.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydene.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knaop Electrical Works.
Roebling'B Son's Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Schindel & Schindel.

Cnt-Onts and t^-wltches.
Andrae, Julius.

|

Bryant Electric Co. i

Central Electric Co. I

Consolidated filec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cutler, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical SuPftjy Co., The.
Enterprise Eleciric < o.

Hart & liegeman Mfg. Co.
Knanp Elecirlcal Works.
Mica Elec. Mf-j;. & Supply Co.
Perkins Elec. tjwitch Mfg. Co.
S'arElecirli Co.
UlicaElee. & Mfg. Co.
Van JSlalB, C. S.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Easton Electric Co.
Blec'.rlcal Ene. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Gregory, Chas. E.
Helsler Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lovell Mfg. Co., Lid,
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
RockfordElectricManofacturingCo.
Rose Electric Light Supply C^o.

Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson-Hou^on Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Hfg. Go.

filpctric Lava Gas Tips.
Smith, A. T.

Electric Ball-n^ays.
Detroit Electrical Works.
EdiBon General Electric Co.
Kae, Frank B.
Short Electric Railway Co.
ThomsoQ-Honston Electric Co.
Westlngtouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and mechanical
Engine ers.
Pierce. Josiah Jr.
Eae, Frank B.

Electrical Instrmnemts.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The B. 8
La Roche Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Electrical fntellieence.
Keller & Degenhardt.
Rae. Trank B

.

Electrical Specialties.
Andrae. Julius.
Bryant Electric Co.
Cutter. Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric Ensineering & Supply Co.
Enterpriee Electric Co.
Fletcher & Fletcher Electric Co.
Hussey & Co.
UticB Elec. Mfg. & Supply Go.
RiesElectric Specialty Co , The.

Electroliers and Coaibina-
tlon Fixtures.
Baggot, E.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Thomson-Houston Blectrlr Co.

Electro- Piatinc Blachines.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomson-Houfltan Electric Co.

Elevators.
Link Belt Machinery oo.

Enclnes, Mt«aM.
Amerl'an EoKlue Co.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball A WoodCo, T^e.
Lalto Erie KnglororlnK Worke.
Lnri(» & Bndif-y Co , Thu.
Mcjr-«&Co., A. M.
Pearson <ft Co., W.B.
Itaclne Hardware Mfg. Co.
Smith. Tbon.G. Jr.
slouiClty Engine Works.
Steama Hfg. Co.
Taylor Engine Co.
WeHioN Engine Oo.
WllllamB Engine Co.

Fan Ootflts.
ChlcHL'o .aieitric Motor Co.
EmerHon El.'':lri<: Mfg.f...
I'reuik-r EU-clrl<: <'o., Tim.
Stanley Klectrlc Mig. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanlztd Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp KlectrlcaJ Works.
PartrlcR & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Friction Cone»r.
Evans Friction Cone Co.
Fmnaoe <]irate Bars.
Kelly Bros.

Fdmc Wire.
Electrical Supply Oo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Soerry Elec. Mining MacbinnCo.

Gasijiffbtins, tcieetrlc.
Detroit Elecirical Works.
Electric <i&!^ Lighling Co.
Fletcher*; Fletcher Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

General Electrical liapplles.
Andrae, Julius.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Eieotrlc Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Ediaon General Electric Co.
Electric Cons, & Supply Co.
Electric Enginetrlng& Snpply Co.
Electric Gas Ligliting Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Eiectric Co.
Fletcher &. Fletcher Electric Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mig. Co.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works
Utica Elec. Mfg. A; Supply Co. CZZZJ
Partrick & Caner Co.
Queen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

Celebes and Electrical CAlass-
ivare.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Phffinix GlasB Co.

Grapblte mpecialties.
Dixon Crncible Co , Jos.
Hard Anbber (mooOs.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Insulators and Insulating
Materials.
Andrae, Julius,
Brookfleld, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Centra! Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cushing, F. W.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Bart & liegeman Mfy;. Cn,
Interior CDndult & Insulation Co.
International Okonitp Co., The.
Johns Mfg. Co., n. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Munsell & Co., Eagene.
Mica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
New York luBuJated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Utica Elec. & Mf::'. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wannopeft Pctterv Co,
Western Electric Co.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
M&gnet IVlre.
Central Electric Co.
Crepcent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cushing. F. W.
Cntter, (ieo.
Detroit Electrical Worka.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
EdlBon (^neral Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise f:iectric Co.
Holmes, Booth & tiaydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insu-
latingCo.

Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling'B Sons Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. MInlner Machine Co.
Waddell-Entz Electric Co,
Western Electric Co.

Ijamps, Incandescent.
Bematein Electric Co-
Brush Electric Co.
Buckeye Electric Co,
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cntter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Edison (General Electric Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Helsler Electric Co.
Illinois Electric lamp Co.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
New York and Ohio Co.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Somoff, J. L.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

liUbricators,
PoweH Co., The Wm.

nacnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wire.)

jrechanloal Iflachinery.
Ferracute Machine Co.

Sfedieal Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.

SUea.
Bowers Bros.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
HnnBell A Co., Jfingene.

FT.A. O.

Ine Hlnials, Electric.
Detroit Klectrlc&l Worka.

KdlBon Genera] filectrle Co.
TbomeoD-BooatOD Klectrlc Co.
UpeiryBlec. Mining Mftcbine Co.
WestfnsthouM Electric * Mfg. Co.

Motors.
BruHb Electric Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Motor Co
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Diamond KN-ctrlc Mfg. Co.
Kfl-toii El''<;trl'; " o.
EdiBon Gf-neral Electric Co.
Electrical Kng, h HopplvCo.
EmerHon Klf<:trli: Mfg. Co,
La Iioch<? Electric Works
I...V-.11 Mfg. Co., Lt.i.

I'ort.-r-Leuvitl Klectrlc Motor Co
I*r';ijii>-r EN-'.tric Co.
Rockford Electric Man ofacturinr Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Thomson-HonetOD Electric Co
Wudrlell Entz Eleclr c Co
WeBtinghouee Electric A Mfg Col%amo PlatfM.
iieck'-r MfL'. Co.. John.

Office Faroltnre.
American Dpnk A Seating Co
Andrews &Co., A, H.on Caps.
Powell Co.. The Wm.on PurlflorH.
Gravity Pnrlfler Co.

Pins and Brackets.
Centra! Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Loud, n. M. A Sons' Lumber Co
liaihvay Jviiiipinent Co.
Schindel A Sblndel.
Western Electric Co.

Poles.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Lefmann, Julius.
Loud. H. M. & Sons' Lumber Co
Railway Equipment Co.
Schindel * Schindel.
Sterling.W. C.

Porcelali.
AVaunopee I'ott'-rvCo.

Publishers, fciectrlcal
Electrician PubUsiUng Co.

Pnsb Buttons.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
K^app Electrical Works.

'

union HardVare Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bailways. Electric.
(See electric railways.)

Kecordins Prennnre Gausps
Bri^tols- Mf^.. Co., The.

"•"»"•
Bcgrnlatins: Ntorkets.
Ries Eiectric Specialty Co.

Securities. Electrical.
Perry & Noyes.

Separators, Nteam.
Hine Eliminator Co.

Sillc Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

Speablns Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Weatem Electric Co.

Speed Indicators*
Queen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthlngton, Henry R.

Supplies, Electric Kailwav.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Johns Mf?. Co., H. W.
Railway Equipment Co.
Schindel* Schindel.

Tapes, Insnlatinr.
Andrae, Julius.
Central Electric Co.
Cushing, P. W.
Crescent Ins Wire & Cable Co
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General EJectrlc Co
Electrical SupplyXo.,The
India Rubber & Gutta Pe'rcha In-
BulatlneCo.

International Okonlte Co., The
New York Insulated Wire Co
Standard Paint Co.

Telesravh Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Greeley & Co., The B. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partnck & Carter Co
Western Electric Co.'

Telephones, Electric
Detroit Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Central Elecfrlc Co.
Electrical Supply Co^The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Q,oeen & Co.
Western Electric Co,

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
National ElectrlcManufacturingCo
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Works.

Truclcs. Electric Car.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co,
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Ca

Turbine Wheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Hunt Machine Co., Rodney.
Stilwell & Bierce Mfg. Co.

Typ«*writers.
Densmore Typewriter Co.

UniTersities.
Institute of Technolosy.
Rose Polvtechinc Institute.

Water Wheels.
LefFel Jt Co.. The Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

W^ire. Bare.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Electrical Supply Co.
Holmes. Booth & Haydeus.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Railway Equipment Co.
Roebllne's Sons' Co.. J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
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Be suspicious of any Company that is anxious to lose money

in order that you may have the best equipped

electric railway in the country.

The Short Electric Railway Companii
OFFERS A FULL LINE OF

APPLIANCES FOR OVERHEAD CONSTRUCTION,

GEARLESS AND SINGLE REDUCTION MOTORS,

IMPROYED RAILWAY GENERATORS,

Workmanship, Efficiency and Successful Operation Guaranteed.

MAIN OFFICES, CLEYELAND, 0.

(XI..A.M-0:

Mills Building, New York City.

Penn Mutual Building, Philadelphia.
47 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
51 Haller Building, Seattle, Wash.

Monadnock Building, Chicago, 111.

Old Capitol Building, Atlanta, Ca.
515 Walnut Street, St. Louis, Mo.

NBW fORK IiAUF FACTOBY, Capacity SO.OOO per day.

8 C. p. to 150 C. p. 45 Vollsto 125 Volts. To Fit Principal Sockets.

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUTOUTS
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.,
620 Atlantic Avenue, 510-534 West 23d St.,

BOSTON. NEW YORK.
Pullman Building-,

CHICAGO.
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IRON BOX BELL
Has Platinum Points, Double Magnets,

Steel Hammer, and is

FIRST CLASS IN EVERY RESPECT.
Send for a sample and special prices. On receipt of them you will send

us your orders.

Nickel mouth pieces for speaking- tube, Trith or -without indicator, \<re

offer at prices not met -with elsewhere.

We have a large stock of annunciator and office wire,

and all electric hell supplies at bottom prices.

Central Electric Company,
116 and 118 FRANKLIN ST,, CHICAGO, ILL.

STANLEY TRANSFORMERS.
WE ARE CONSrANTLY ADDING

OF GREAT VALUE TO STATIONS.

150 light and 200 light transformers adapted for OUT-DOOR USE
THE SAME AS THE SMALLER SIZES.

THESE TRANSFORMERS ARE REMARKABLE FOR

HIGH EFFICIENCY \ LOW LEAKAGE.

Ooirx'esx^oiid.eDa.ce Sollolted.

.„„.„..„ STANLEY ELECTRIC BFB. CO.,

The Electrical Supply Co.,
Cor, Randolph St. and Michig^an Ave., CHICAGO, ILL. Pittsfjeid, Mass.

}
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Enterprise Electric Cc,
= AGENTS FOR

M4HDFACTDRERS' AGENTS AHD MILL REPRESENTATIVES

TELEGRAPH, TELEPHONE
ELECTRIC LIGHT ^^

Electric Railway Construction

- Wires, Cables, Tape and Tnbing.

GLOBES,
Glass and Porcelain Insulators

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
To Fit any System.

313 to 315 Dearborn St.,

THE ILLINOIS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF THE

p™^wl^ Write for Prices.
pNDESG|ixij«lP

171 and 173 South Canal Street, - Chicago, III

AANLTACTUREFiS ORGANIZED 1881.

INCORPORATED 18a3.

i^p Arc Lamps
rsR INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY' CIRCUITS.

1 THE ONL'l' ARC L.\.nP THAT
ESTABLISHED - works sATisr.-^cTORiLY on an

INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.EACT:

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAYING, THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LA/HPS.

THE ELECTRIC"
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

UNITY BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

TELEPHONE BUILDING,

NEW YORK.
Search Light No. 13.
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Has had the

CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS.

San Francisco,

CALIFORNIA AGENTS FOR

LONGEST TIME TEST,
Is the

MOST ACID PROOF,
Is the

MOST GAS PROOF,
Sho-ws the

HIGHEST INSULATION,
Is the

BEST BRAIDED
And.

CHEAPEST WIRE
For HigtL Grade Electrical "Work.

JULIUSIANDRAE,
Milwaukee,

WISCONSIN AGENT FOR

W. R. BRIXEY,
General lanager and Eastern Agent,

166 Fulton Street, NEW YORK.

HOULISTON, HUBBARD & CO..

CINCINNATI AGENTS
FOR

F. W. GUSHING,
General Western Agent,

225 Dearborn St., CHICAGO.
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When yoa are in need of First-Class Porcelain for Eleclrical Purposes, write tlie

WANNOPEE POTTERY CO
JEsHniates Cheerfully Given. ]ME:W rvIII_F^CD]F2IZ), ' CZCDr^t^.

Write Us at Once, We Can Save Yon Money.

A WONDERFULLY EFFICIENT BATTERY.
PEOPLE HiVE ONLY TO TRY THE "SAMSON" BATTERY to become convinced of Its Superior Qualities.

It justifies all statements as to Its Great Strength and durability for open circuit work, such as Call-Bell, Annunciator,

Burlgar Alarm, Gas Lighting, Telephone, Railway Signals, Watchman's and Time Clock Service. It is not only Tlie

Best but Tlie Cheapest Battery in the World today! Every day the Contractor defers

using the "SAMSON" will result in a loss to him equal to the percentage of its supe-

^^ riority over the cells he now uses, which will aggregate 60 to 75 per centum.

OVER 150,000 NOW IN USE IN THIS COUNTRY.

—Address for further particulara,-

THE ELECTRIC GAS LIGHTING CO., 19S Devonshire St,, Boston.

Sofe Jflanu/aeturinff Agents /or the United States,

Fine Electrical Bells and Annunciators.
IVumerous First-class Ilectriool ContraetOTS ard Fitters throughoutthe country use the VICTOR, VICTOR

Iron Back end STANDARD Frame bells, because thev are the best working and most eatisfaclory gocda to be found. The im-

proved SUCCESS Wooden Box, The CLIMAX Iron Box, and the new email STANDARD Iron Frame Belle, with 2/2, 3 and 3%
inch KongB, are very flnelnetrumeDte, and are being sold at low prices. Letue send you Bamplee and prices.

The "TIB BEIjL" GR*.V1TY DROP and the "HUB" 9fi:BI>Li£ AafWUNCIATORS completely fill a

want for inBtruments that require lese battery power, hold their a'5jiietment9, and give the least troob'e to the fitter and user.

In fact these special go:ds when put up and worked by the celebrated SAMSON (French) Battery, will yield the greatest poeeible

degree of eatiefactlon and comfort to the neer. For Catalogues, Circulars, etc., pleeee address

THE ELECTRIC CAS LICHTINC CO.,
Boston, Maj' 38, IHSZ.

195 DEVONSHIRE ST.
BOSTON, MASS.

Brancli Oillre: Rocni 9, Eiakeside Bulldtngr, Chicago. (3d Floor.)

E>r>isoi>j

Railways.

0
o

PI
3D

Edison General Electric Company,
EDISON BUILDING,

BROAD STREET, - NEW YORK.
DISTRICT OFFICES:

CANADIAN: Edison Building, 77 Bay Street, Toronto, Can.
PACIFIC COAST: Edison Building, 112 Bush Street, San Francisco. Cal.

CENTRAL: 1 73 and 1 75 Adams Street. Chicago, III. PACIFIC NOSTHWESr : Flelschner Building, Portland, Oregon.

EASTERN: Edison Building, Broad Street, New York. ROCKY MOUNTAIN: Masonic Building, Denver, Colo.

NEW ENGLAND: 25 Otis St., Boston, Mass.
.., . „ . , > ,., ,r , j

UFXICAN and SO. AMERICAN DEPT.i Edison Building, Broad Street, N. Y. EUROPEAN OFFICE: 34 Victoria St., London, S. W., England
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No. 102. Concealed Wotk.

A New Lamp SocketWith Every Advantage.

Durable and Effective Contact.
Plenty of Room for Knot In the Cord.
Strong on Fixtures; the Cap, With Bayonet
Lock, Projecting over the ehell.

The Dovetail Ceiling Rosette.

FOR MOULDIN(J, CLEAT AND CONCEALED WORK.
No screw driver used in adjusting cap.

71

For Sale by SiipiilyHoaBep. or by—

Tie Perkins Electric Switch Mfg. Company,
p. O. Box 816. HARTFORD, CONN. T-II ana WeotlDgliouMt' Hlylea.

Isn't Otir ^gp- a."LOLLA"?
"BUCK"

Have you seen our "COILED" Filament Lamp?
BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
437 "THE ROOKERY." Chicago, Illinois.

^t^

rJkGErBELTING Co. FdCtOFy,

sI'S'fkasicisco.
1
beul for Ca'alogiie M. 11 aM

UUl'i'KlGHT, 1S90,

BY GEO. F. PAGE.

DnAWuiliiO.i CHICAGO,

C)

Ci

® o

ANOTHER
ONE OF OUB HAKE.

A LOCK SWITCH
For all Fine Work—Nickel, Bronzed,
Plain, Engraved, or to Match any Finlah.

SIMPLE, PRACTICAL, NEAT.
Do not fall to Inquire about this.

Electric EDgineeringA Supply Co.,
S'S'Xl.^.OXTSXI, Sa". "S"., X7. s. .&..

NEW YORK OFFICE:
130 Liberty St., V. C. TIMP80N, Manager.

Send for Catalogue of our
Specialties.

THE MOST PERFECT

FAN MOTOR
and the only successful one on the market
for the Alternating Current.
Send for descriptive circular and price

of the

"MESTON ALTERNATING
FAN MOTOR."

It I3 not a toy, but a strong, well built,

durable machine. Maximum speed 1,700
revolutions per minute. Can be regulated
by moving a lever to aa slow speed as de-
sired, and flow of current Is regulated
accordingly. Commutator brushes feed
up auiomatically and are guaranteed for
three months' wear at constant use, ten
hours per day. Manufacured only by

Electric Iff. Co., St, wsJo.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Ge.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

It

SHAFTING, ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

BRANCH ( 8 So. Canal St , CHICAGO.
OFFICES: i 520 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.

( 18 CortlandtSt.. NEW YORK.
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FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS, IS BEING UNIVERSALLY ADOPTED-

THE RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO. Sole Patentees and Manufacturers, BALTIMORE, MD.

VULCABESTON,*VULCANIZEDN
ASBESTOS. )

For ELECTRICAL INSULATION.
Furnished in sheets, tubes and moulded forms of any shape.

FIELD MAGNET SPOOLS,
20,000 NOW IN USE.

Manufactured by THE JOHNS-PKATT CO., -

Manufacturers of

VULCABESTON PACKING.
For Steam, Water, Acid and Gas; in sheet, wlct,

round and gasket forms of any shape.

- HARTFORD, CONN.,

H. W. JOHNS MFC. CO., Selllng Agents,
JERSEY CITT, CHICAGO, PHILADELPHIA,

87 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.
ATLANTA, LONDON.

Yon Will Oblige

Both Advertiser and Publisher

by mentioning the WESTERN
ELECTRICIAN when writing

to advertisers.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
H4 to 156 Green 8t, Green Point, BROOKLW.H.I.

MANUFACTOBT OP

Non-Conductive Blocks, Rosettes and Bases for Cut-Out*
and Switches; also Insulators, Cleats, Lamp Trim-

mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Oar production Is a dense body. The gJazIng and body
of DOT ware are of same compoBltlon, and are baked
alike, which are the features of

TRUE HABI> FOBCELAIX.

INSULATED WIRE
FOR ELECTRICAI. PURPOSES.

MAGNET WIRE, OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRE,
LEAD COVERED CABLES,

COPPER WIRE, TELEGRAPH WIRE.
SeBd tor Catalogue. ADDBESS

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO.,
CHICAeO, 173 lake St. TKKNTOW, N. J.
BAN FBANCISCO. as&SV Fremont St. Nl&Vf TOBK, 117 Iilberty St.

THE GRAVITY
PURIFIER.

The Best Filter on the Jtlarket.

ONE GALLON OF OIL BUNS A
DYNAMO 200 HOURS.

This filter will save its cost in a short time, and does
the wort perfectly. Just clean the movable ecreena, Noe.
3 and 4, occasionaJly, and it will do the work.

Lima, Ohio, April 20, 1893.

THE GRAVITY PURIFIER CO.. Decatur, Ino.

Gentlebibn:—We have used two of your Parifierf for

abont one year, and find Ihey are all yon claim for them,
and we wonld not be without them.

Yours trnly, LIMA ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
C!. J.Diehl, Supt.

They are Guaranteed and sent on 30 Days' Approval.

Ko.2 f!$toek Size^ Holds 8 Gallons C\^Mk»»U.
Price, !Sil5.00 Net. No l>iscannt

Filtering capacity from 3 to 10 gallons per day, accord-
ing to quality of oil. Other sizes made to order and
chareed accordingly. Large sizes made with two or more
tubes to increaee filteiing capacltv. Send for one and
give It a trial, and you will be well pleased.
Write for descriptive circular.

THE GRAVITY PURIFIER CO.,
DECATUB, ISTDIAKA.

DTICA ELECTRICAL

MFG. & SDPPLY CO,

UTICA, N. T.,

MANUFACTURERS OF
'HEUCULES- SWITCHES for Arc and Pouter ClrruHs.
'UTICA" QUICK BREAK -ABSOLUTE LOCK— KNIFE

SWITCHES for arty uoltage and amperes
AUTOMATIC MAGAZINE FUSt BOXES.
SIMPLEX, DUPLEX and QUADHUPLfX LIOHTNINB

ARRESrERS for Power, Telephone and Lighting
Circuits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.
CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors

and Dttnamos.
CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CON-

NECTORS.
Also General Dealers in ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER

SUPPLIES.

THE

I

Easton Electric Co.,
MANUPACTUBERS OP

ARC DYNAMOS,
''rj^^ INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS.

GUARANTEED AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

ARC LAMPS for use on Arc or Incandescent
Circuits. Motors and Generators for all purposes.

Estimates furniebed upon all klnfls of work.
For new price list and Information address

647 Kent Ave.,Brooklyn,N.Y.
(Near Roosevelt, Grand and Eaat 23d Street,

Ferries from New York.)

INTERIOR CONDUTS

TRADE-MARE^

Tie Solntion of tlie Problem of salemmi
ELECTRIC GONDDGTORS

Wherever and for whatsoever purpose employed, is to

be found In the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IKTEBIOR ABD USDERGROUKD

MASnTFACTTJEED BT

T Tff T T* T? T O H.

CONDUIT AND INSULATION GO.,
ainairc. j 527 to B31 W. 34th St.,
WORKS:

-j 526 to 628 W. 3Bth St.,

GeneralOfflces:42&44Bioad St,, NevYoiL

T-hoB. Day * Co.j 222 Sutter St., San FranclBCO, Cal.

Mountain Electric Co., Denver Colo.
American Elect. Supply Co., 2:^6 Pearl St., Bnffa]o,N T.
Putoam, Gav & Co , 27 E. Main St , Rochester, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. t^th St., Cincinnati, O.
Chas. Gabriel, Saginaw, Mich,
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Snpplv Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
Walker & Kepler, 531 Chestnut St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Construciion Co.. Pittsburgh, P».
Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

Annunciators, Bells, Pushes,

Speaking Tube, Battery, Patterson Cable,

Electric Light Apparatus—Arc and Incandescent,

American District Telegraph Apparatus,

Telegraph Instruments, Testing Instruments,

Insulated Wires, Line Supplies, Tools and
Other Electrical Appliances.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
( AHES, KBEBT & CO., St. Paul, Hlnn.

Selling Agents;) STAKDABO EI.BCTBICAI. WOBKS, Cincinnati, OUo.
'

( 310CIVTAIK EI.ECTBIC CO., Denver, Colo.
I

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.
' NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Creenwich Sts.
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WEsnatnoisE electiic t hfs. ci.

NOTICE!!!
The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company will at its

own cost and. expense defend any and all suit or suits that may be in-

stituted by any party against purchasers for the alleged infringement

of patents, when such alleged infringement shall consist in the use of

apparatus manufactured and sold by it.

We call the attention of users of electric railway and lighting apparatus to the attempts being made by the Edison-
Thomson-Houston electric combination, or Trust, to secure, by threat and otherwise, a monopoly of the electric lighting

and power business, which they are not entitled to, and cannot secure by means of their patents. If they could succeed in

frightening users into entering into contracts binding them to take only the apparatus supplied by the Trust, then such
users would be subject to a contract, which they might have some diflfiBulty in setting aside.

A proposed contract submitted by the Trust to one of our customers indicates that they intended to bind such cus-

tomer to use exclusively apparatus manufactured by the Trust, and on such terms and for such prices as the Trust might
name from time to time; and it is a fair presumption that the Trust would exact a margin of profit greatly above what is

generally considered a fair manufacturing profit, in order to pay dividends on their immense capitalization (fifty million
dollars capital stock, ten millions of which is preferred) and the interest on the proposed issue often millions of bonds.

The users of electric lighting and power apparatus, however, by refusing to purchase, except upon the terms and
conditions on which they ordinarily purchase machinery, i. e., with the right to go into the open market unhampered to

purchase their future supplies, or repairs, or alterations (as they should do), will always be free to select the best appar-
atus and details.

. The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company sells all of its apparatus and makes all of its contracts on the
above basis, and has never done otherwise, relying for future sales upon the merit of its apparatus.

We suggest the following as worthy of your careful consideration :

1. Enter into no contract with any electric light or power company except with respect to each purchase, and see
that there are no hidden limitations or unreasonable provisions.

2. See that every contract contains a clause substantially as follows, for your protection as to patent matters,
which clause is inserted in all of our contracts:

" The company shall at its own cost and expense defend any and all suit or suits that may be instituted by any
party against the purchaser for the alleged infringement of a patent or patents, when such alleged infringement shall

consist in the use of any apparatus, machinery or device, or parts thereof, manufactured or sold by the company, for

which the purchaser shall have made all payments w^hen due, provided that immediate notice of the institution of such
suit or suits be given in writing by the purchaser to the company, and that the purchaser shall permit the company
through its counsel, to defend the same, and shall give all needed information, assistance and authority to enable the
company to do so, and thereupon, in case of an award of damages in such suit or suits, the company shall pay such award,
but the company shall not be bound to defend any such suit or suits, nor to pay any damages therein when the same shall
arise by reason of the use of parts not furnished by the company."

3. Bear in mind that the agents of the Trust and its stockholders are numerous, and that specious arguments may
be advanced, and threats used, to induce you to bind yourself to purchase apparatus only of the Trust.

4. If users of electric apparatus will act judiciously, then no Trust or Combination can expect to receive a higher
price for apparatus than is warranted by fair competition.

When the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company entered upon the manufacture of railway
apparatus, the price charged by the present members of the Trust was about $3,600.00 per car equipment. One-half of
the above figure is the asking price to-day, and this reduction has been brought about by competition.

WHAT THE TRUST WOULD CHARGE IF THERE WERE NO COMPETITION.

The members of the Electric Trust (Thomson-Houston, Edison General, Fort Wayne and Brush Companies) made
bids for the incandescent lighting of the World's Fair, in each instance amounting to about $1,800,000.00, and they have
since offered to do the same work for $650,000.00, the result of our competition.

We invite the co-operation and support of all users of electrical apparatus, who desire to have the benefits of
competition.

WESTIN6H0USE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.Pittsburg, Pa., April 29, 1892.

Agents for Canada: AHEARN & SOPER, Ottawa, Ontario.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MAITOFACTUBED BY

WM. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

Second-Hand Dynamos
FOR SALE CHEAP.

We bave a number cf D>TiamoB and Motore
,

nearly new, which we will eell at a low prlcB,
1

amon" the number being two 650-Iisnt,
l^OOO volt Alternators-

W.F. Perry. S. f . NOTIB.

mm IN ELE:TmL raiiiss,
Electrical or Telephone Stocki Bought

and Sold,

PERRY &NOYES,
Bflison Bide, - SEW TOBK.

WANTED TO BUY:
toSecond-hand machine, from 50

200 lights, 110 volt.

G. A. HARTER,
48 and 43 Franklin St., CHICAGO.

Ti-i^E:

M M 0^ m For all Electric Insulating

Bfl I 1 1 mk Purposes East India MicaHH I I mM ^^ the ^^^^ ^'^ ^^^ market.

IffI IU fl I SELL NO OTHER.

Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKEK,
158 William St., NEW YORK.

THE WORLD'S GREATEST TYPEWRITER,"
Nciv contains all the contemplated improvements and should be ex-

amined before purcliasing any other. Highest standard. Invented,

oiined and controlled by men Tiaving had fifteen years' experiejice

on type bar machines. It ia built vnth a special view of simplicity,

strength, durability, high speed, easy action, permanent alifftmwnt

and IS most convenient. Two interchangeable carriages for mn.ni-

folding and letter writing. Steel throughout, blandaid key-board

\\ ih shift key for capitals.

^ board o£ experts appointed by the government to exam ne

and receive bids on the mst machine, unaniraoasly reported that

the Drnsinore contaioed more points ol excellence than any

other, and that it was the beet machine of all.

We will appoint a reliable dealer in unoccnpi-d territory as

ooon as poBsinle, and in the meantime will ship niacbines on
ai.proval to parties having a gjod commercial rating.

DENSMORE TYPEWRITER CO., 202 Broadway, NEW YORK.

Insulating Compounds,

Armature Varnish,

Insulating Tape and

Insulating Papers.
p. & B. Products are all thoroughly water, acid

and alkali proof. Send for our latest Circular.

I The Standard Paint Go.,
Sole Manufacturers, g LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.

DBioi smraE [0.,

PDSH-BDTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

Dynamos and Motors.
SELLIHG AGESTS:

Robinson & Gary Co.,
St. Panl, Minn.

St. Louis Engineering Co.,
St Looie, Mo.

International Electric Supply
and CODtlriCiion Co.,

San Francisco, Cal.
Maxwell Electric Co.,

Louisville, Ky.
II. C. Slarsb, C.evelanri. Ohio.
Wolf Elerirical Co , Omaha, ?Jeb.

J. H. Paiker Electric Co.,
St. Joseph, Mo.

H. B. Day, - Des Moinef=, Iowa.
H Majo.'- & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Electric Gas Lighter
IS

ABSOLUTELY SAFE
From danger of leaking gas.

Never fails to light.

Will not get out of order

.

Liberal Terms to the Trade.

Will send aample by mail, post-
paid, on receipt of $1.35.

Fletcher & Fletcher
Electric Co.,

General Electrical Supplies,

13 S. Water St., Cleveland. 0.

A IIERICA^^ HI&H SPEED ENGT^NE,
-'^^ built of any required size and i>ower,
for all stationary and marine purposes,
ilakes lOiJO or more revolutions per minute.
Has no dead centers. Unequaletl regula-
tion. No skilled engineer required I Cheap !

Economical 1 Simple ! Durable !

For further information and Illustrated
Catalogue, call on or address : A^eericas
E^•GI^'E Co., Bound Brook, ZS". J.

SOLID BRAIDED CORD.
Is the most dura-
Die for hangi:
Arc Lamps,
T rol ley
Cord, Cov-
ering Field

Magnets, Sash Cord, et<;., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SABISOX CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STHEET, BOSTON.

COMPOUNDED
FOR

GOOD REGULATION
AND

HIGH AVERAGE

EFFIENCICY.

teiilIltdilci;,Ci,,
219 S. Madison Avenue,

PEORIA, ILL.

Conry H. ^/v ^rtlilirLston, "SS^g-^kt "Forls., BB". T.
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A Trip Under Water in an Electrically

Driven Submarine Boat.
Many years ago the writer perused for the lirst time Jules

Verne's "Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Seas."

'I'o the casual reader the story would seem little more

than a skillful depiction of a wonderful dream, or a

fairy tale, but to anyone mechanically inclined Verne's

vivid description of Captain Nemo's submarine boat, the

Nautilus, is singularly suggestive of a future possibility.

Without attempting to outline the plot it may be said that

Verne in this book relates the adventures of a Krench pro-

fessor, who, with his servant and one other companion,

finds himself on board the Nautilus, which is under the

the command of a mysterious personage, "Captain Nemo."

The submarine craft, as described to the savant by its de-

signer and commander, was truly a marvelous piece of

mechanism. The boat was pictured as ci^ar-shaped. that

tive of the Westkrn Elkctrician was invited to ac-

company him on the first triai trip when the boat was to

be left, so to speak, entirely to its own resources.

It should be stated here that the vessel had been sub-

jected to a previous test on Friday, April 2(jth, in the

river Rouge at Delray, near the city of Detroit, but on this

trip a float was attached to the craft to indicate its position

to observers in boats on the surface in case of accident

during submersion. The river Kouge is about sixteen

feet deep, and it is only at high water that the boat could

be drawn entirely under the surface.

IJy this first test Mr. Baker demonstrated, among other

things, the stability of his boat, and, what was more im-

portant, that the question of air supply was one that

would give him no trouble. During the first trip the boat,

although not under water for any great length of time,

was hermetically sealed for fully one hour and three-quar-

advisable yet to subject the craft to the rough waters of

the Detroit river, as the storage cells constituting the ves-

sel's source of power were not secured so as to prevent

shifting; and, further, the cells having only loose covers,

the electrolyte would be liable to spill should the boat

pitch about.

All of Thursday, then, was spent in an examination of

the vessel and listening to the designer's account of how
he came to attempt the solution of the fascinating problem

of submarine navigation.

While in California on a pleasure trip six years ago,

Mr. liaker first began to look into the question of coast

and harbor defense. He was not long in reaching a con-

clusion that the ideal solution of the problem lay in the

production of an eflicient submarine boat that cculd be

handled easily under water, and could carry a crew and
torpedoes and olace the latter where desired without ap-

FIG. I. A TKIP UNDER WATER IN AN ELECTRICALLY DRI\\aN SUBMARINE UOAT.

is, it was "an elongated cylinder with conical ends." It

was explained most plausibly bow the vessel was lighted,

heated and propelled by electricity, and how it was con-

structed so that, at the will of the pilot, it could be made

to travel either on or beneath the surface of the sea. In

short, Verne's fascinating story, told in his characteristic

style and with that peculiar ability to present the improba-

ble as most probable, left a lasting impression upon the

writer. One generally finishes the book with the ejacula-

tion: "Why cannot such a craft be built?" But in the

writer's case it was with no thought that one day he, like

the French professor, would have an opportunity of mak-

ing a trip beneath the surface of the water in a veritable

Nantilus. Such was his experience though, and this is the

way it came about.

Several weeks ago the Western Electrician received

information to the effect that George C. Baker of Chi-

cago was constructing in Detroit, Mich-, a submarine

boat that, although not yet perfected, gave promise of

being a very substantial realization of Jules Verne's ideal

craft. Correspondence was opened with Mr. Baker, and

this soon led to a personal interview, at which a representa-

ters, and the crew, consisting of Mr. Baker and his assist-

ant, W. C. Goddard, suffered no inconvenience whatever

from a want of ventilation. As the query, "How do you get

your air?" is the first one naturally asked, and is a ques-

tion repeatedly put to Mr. Baker, it may be stated that on

the second trip the writer was sealed in the vessel along

with Mr. Baker and Mr. Goddard, for more than thirty

minutes, and agrees with the former in his belief that two

men could live in the closed boat for several hours and not

suffer for air.

On the first run the boat was made to sink at will, and

the only leak discovered in the shell was a very slight one

at the joint of the turret cap, which closes the only open-

ing into the boat As may be understood from the de-

scription that will follow, the chances of this boat spring-

ing a serious leak are slim.

Tuesday evening, May 17th, was the date set by Mr.

Baker for the representative of the Western Electrician

to accompany him to Detroit to make the trip on Wednes-

day. No run was made on Wednesday, owing to bad

weather, and Thursday's test was postponed for a like

reason. It should be stated here that it was not thought

pearing at the surface. In the prosecution of his studies a

number of interesting experiments were tried. To satisfy

himself exactly as to how the buoyancy of a vessel in

water was changed by slight additions to its weight, or

load, a bottle was weighted down with fine bird shot until

the top of its neck was just flush with the surface of the

water. A cork with a funnel-shaped hole through

it had . been placed in the bottle's mouth, and

by this arrangement it was a comparatively easy

matter to drop the shot into the bottle even after the

cork had gone under the surface. With this apparatus Mr.

Baker satisfied himself that through slight variations in its

weight or its load, a vessel could be sunk to. and kept at,

almost any desired depth.

At the inception of his ideas of a submarine boat, to

make a practical test he first constructed a model about

sixteen inches long. This little craft was built of sheet

copper on lines that might be described as flat cigar-

shaped, and it was driven by clock works. The boat was

pointed at both ends, but its depth from keel to lop was

very much greater than its width; it was almost flat—in

fact, when in the water the little craft was in appearance,
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not unlike the sunfish with which every small boy is famil-

iar. This model was provided with two 1 3/-'nch screws, one

on each side of the vessel's center; that is, the screw shaft

passed through the boat's center, midway between the

pointed stern and pointed bow, and midway between the

keel and top. The screws were swung to their

horizontal shaft by a sleeve, and were driven by bevel

gearing. By this arrangement both propellers could be

turned on the shaft, set to revolving at any angle, and thus

made to force the boat ahead, back, up or down under the

water. It should be stated here that Mr. Baker's theory

in regard to the construction of an efficient submarine

vessel was that the boat should be forced under water by

her screws rather than be sunk entirely through the agency

of an added weight such as water drawn into reserviors on

board. In other words, it was his idea to so build a boat

that by the introduction of water into reservoirs, in addition

FIG. 2. A TRIP UNDER WATER IN AN ELECTRICALLY
DRIVEN SUBMARINE BOAT.

to ballast already on board, the vessel's buoyancy could, at

will, be reduced to a minimum, and when thus suspended

or balanced, so to speak, in the water, the screws were to

be run at the proper angle to force the boat under. By
driving the screws on an angle, the boat, he calculated,

could be navigated at any reasonable depth. Another

theory, the correctness of which he sought to establish

through the small model, related to the proper location of

the propellers. His belief was that the best construction

would be to employ two screws, each so arranged that it

could be set from within the boat to revolve at any angle

in a plane parallel with the vertical center plane of the

boat. In brief, these screws were to be connected so

that they could be made to propel the boat forward or

backward, either on or beneath the surface, force it down
beneath the water, or lift it up to the surface. By locating

deep. This boat was designed for man power, but was

found to be too light to stand the pressure of water during

submersion. Through his tests with this boat, however,

he was brought to a realization of how great should be

the strength of such a vessel's shell, and he also gained a

clearer idea of what an immense amount of power was re-

quired to submerge the vessel unless it was accurately

weighted down and its buoyancy reduced to a mimimum.

The last experiment decided Mr. Baker, and he imme-

diately set to work on the plans for the vessel about

which, of late, so much has been said and written. In

1S90 the contract for the shell of the full sized boat was

let to the Detroit Boat Works of Detroit, Mich., and

since that time the designer has been at work quietly,

gradually perfecting a mechanism which, although con-

fessedly still in an experimental and necessarily crude

form, bids fair to mark a most important step in the de-

velopment of the submarine boat.

It should be said here, to Mr. Baker's credit, that from

the outset he has endeavored to work quietly, and has

sought no notoriety. The moment, however, the first

trial was made, wild and sensational accounts as to the

wonderful possibilities in store for the vessel were sent

abroad, and the daily newspapers, through these premature

publications, have placed him in an unenviable position.

The situition is particularly trying at present, owing to a

recent report published, to the effect that the vessel was

tested before Commodore Folger, chief of the

Ordnance Bureau of the United States Navy,

and did not work satisfactorily. The pres-

ent correct description, therefore, of the boat and

how it is operated during a trial trip, will enable the

reader not only to judge for himself of the valuable results

that are being brought about, but also to appreciate the fact

that the solution of a great and most difficult problem has

been undertaken and that work upon it is being prosecuted

with care and good judgment.

The accompanying cuts, Figs, i, 2 and 3, are excellent

views of the craft, showing it in the dry dock and at the

wharf at Boston's boat-house in Delray, near Detroit.

Fig. 4 is a sectional view, which gives a general idea of

the arrangement of the raachinery in the boat. Figs. 5

and 6 are reproductions of photographs which show re-

spectively the interior of the forward end of the boat and

the interior looking aft. These pictures were taken with

Mr. Baker at the wheel, and Mr. Goddard, his efficient

lieutenant, at the switches, Fig. 5, ready to answer the

pilot's signal bells. It will be noticed that the pilot stands

on an elevated platform in the center of the vessel, and is

in a convenient position to observe the boat's course

crowded. The interior can not be called spacious, but

were it not for the vitiation of the stock of air, the number

of occupants which could be comfortably carried would be

several more than those already taken—in fact, were it de-

sired, quite a crew might be stowed away in the spaces be-

tween the steam and electrical apparatus. A glance

about the interior shows that the vessel has been built to

withstand an immense pressure from without. The shell

proper is six inches thick, with a sheathing an inch thick.

It is built up of strips of 3-inch oak 6 inches wide, nailed

flat side together, with 9 inch spikes.

A close inspection of the two interior views will show

the 3-inch edges of the oak strips and the manner in which

they are joined.

The inside of the shell is not caulked at all, but in build-

ing the boat a waterproof oiled canvass was put on the

outside between the i- inch oak sheathing and the 6-inch

FIG. 3. A TRIP UNDER WATER IN AN ELECTRICALLY
DRIVEN SUBMARINE BOAT.

shell. The boat is braced horizontally across its center

line by eight 6x6 inch oak beams. There is in addition to

this, around the center, a horizontal shelving of oak 12

inches by 3 inches thick, the shelving resting on the cross

beams. The interior of the shell at the center is 13 feet

deep by 8 feet wide, the outside length of the boat being

40 feet. Mr. Baker figures that these dimensions give

him 1,500 cubic feet of air space. Of course, though, a

considerable allowance must be made for the room occu-

pied by the machinery. He estimates the weight of the

whole boat at 75 tons, figuring it as disposed in the follow-

ing proportions: 20 tons of shell, 30 tons of pig iron

ballast, 13^ tons of storage cells and motor, 9 tons of en-

gine, boilers, etc., 1^ tons of water ballast, and i ton of

buoyancy. He calculates further that the shell will stand

with perfect safety the pressure of the water at 150 feet

below the surface, or about 75 pounds to the square inch.

FIG. 4. A TRIP UNDER WATER IN AN ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN SUBMARINE BOAT.

the boat's propellers at or in the neighborhood of the ves-

sel's center of gravity, Mr. Baker expected to secure great

stability and be able to maintain the boat under all circum-

stances with its keel parallel to the surface of the water.

This expresses in a general way the fundamental

theories, involved in the construction of the first model,

which, it may be stated, was exhibited to the writer by its

designer during the recent trip to Detroit.

At the time the 16-inch model was built, Mr. Baker was

president of the Baker Wire company in Des Moines, and

owing to a press of business he was obliged to give up his

experiments for two years. In 1S8S, though, he returned

to the experimental work and built at that time in Chi-

cago another model fifteen feet long by about six feet

through the glass-sealed portholes in the turret above him.

The turret has in it five windows of thick plate glass, four

in the sides and one in the top of the lid or cover. The

only entrance to the boat is through the turret. The tur-

ret cap is provided on its under edge with a gasket of

rubber tubing. To seal the vessel the lid has only to be

swung around on the stud at the side, which forms its

pivot or hinge, and then by turning a nut on the lower and

inner end of the stud, shown in Fig. 6 just back of the

pilot's head, it is let down and screwed tightly into place.

Contrary to one's impression after the first glimpse of

the boat as it lays at its moorings in Boston's dock, there is

ample room for two, or even more, persons to move about

and operate the machinery without being uncomfortably

Referring to Fig. 4, it will be seen that there is em-

ployed in thiscr?fta furnace, boiler, steam engine, motor-

dynamo and storage batteries. It is the designer's purpose

to eipploy the steam plant to drive the dynamo as an elec-

trical generator and in this way have a means of charging

the battery. This may be done at the dock or at any other

convenient place. When the charging has been completed

the smokestack, which, while the fires are burning, is ele-

vated above the boat, as shown in Fig. 2, is drawn down
into the boat, as indicated in Fig. 3. The fire having

been extinguished by closing the air-tight furnace doors

the cells may then be applied to the dynamo to drive it

as a motor. It should be explained that the cap of the

smoke stack is in reality a valve, which, when the stack is
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lowered, closes the only opening to the boat other than

the man-hole.

It will beeasiiysecn from thcabovehow conveniently such

a boat may be employed for harbor defense. Charginp

might be accomplished in, say, some out-of-the-way corner or

cove and the storage cells be then relied upon exclusively for

light, 1 1 o-volt Edison dynamo. This machine is belted

to a traction engine, nominally of 25 horse power, built by

the Ames Iron Works, Oswego, N. Y. The engine and

dynamo, together with a temporary switchboard containing

the necessary ammeter, voltmeter and switches, are to

gether under the shed. The dynamo is belted directly to

FIG. 6. A TRIP U.NDER WATER IK AN ELECTRICALLY DRIVEiN SUBMARINE BOAT.

power. The boiler employed in the boat is rated at a

maximum of Go horse power. It is an ordinary marine

pipe boiler of the Roberts type and was manufactured by

Chas. P. Willard & Co., Chicago. This boiler was tested

to stand 220 pound's pressure but up to the present time

it has never been run, in performing its present work, to a

higher point than 120 pounds. In connection with the

boiler there is a small Worthingtou duplex pump 4.^ by 2^

inches by 4 inches. This pump is employed for feeding the

boiler and also for drawing the water ballast out of the

reservoirs at the keel of the vessel. No pump is required

to fill the reservoirs as the water runs in of its own
accord.

The engine in the boat is one nominally of 35 horse

power. It is of the marine type, reversible, with links,

etc., and was made also by Chas. P. Willard & Co., Chi-

cago. A good view of this engine is presented in Fig. 6.

The electrical equipment consists of a 50 horse power mo-

tor built by C. D. Jenney of Fort Wayne, Ind., and 232

Woodward storage cells of the "M. S." type. The motor

was designed for a pressure of 220 volts and runs at a

maximum speed of 900. It is geared to the two screws,

which are 24 inches in diameter from tip to tip of blades

and four bladed, so as to drive them at a maximum speed

of 300 revolutions per minute. This rate of revolution, it

was calculated, would give the boat a speed of from eight

to nine miles per hour. The gearing 'S very substantial

and of steel. The motor is connected to run as a dynamo

by the simple movement of convenient switches. When it

is run as a generator it is speeded up to i 025 revolutions

per minute, so as to give a charging pressure of 220 volts.

The cells are charged in four sets of 58 each and are dis-

charged in two sets of 116 cells each, this arrangement

giving at the motor an available pressure of 232 volt?. In

the top of the boai, within easy reach of the pilot's assist-

ant, and shown 'partly in one interior view. Fig 5, there

is a convenient controlling switch connected with galvan-

ized sheet iron resistance coils in the forward end of the

boat. By this switch and a circuit breaker the speed

may be varied to any degree that may be desired.

From the above it will be seen that the boat is most

complete in its equipment and can be relied upon to

generate its own supply of electricity. At present, though,

the charging of the batteries is accomplished by a

temporary plant, which Mr. Baker has erected under a

shed just back of the boat house at which the vessel

is laying.

The temporary charging equipment consists of a 300

the engine. For charging, the machine is speeded up so as

to deliver current at an electromotive force of 135 volts.

This plant is in charge of John S. Rowe. It should be

mentioned in this connection that Mr. Baker has been

rendered great assistance in carrying out the practical de-

gllmpftcof the vessel as it Uy tied to the wharf was ob-

tained. One's first impression is that the boat is quite

small, but this may be accounted for by the fact that so

little of the hull appears above the surface of the water.

On boarding the craft, though, there soon comes a reali-

zation that one is treading the boards of a pretty solid

structure and one with a by no means contracted cabin or

hold.

All day Thursday was devoted to charging and putting

the machinery in first-class order. Friday morning the

sun was shining brigh.ly, but the wind was blowing such a

gale that Mr. Hakcr, for reasons already explained, almost

decided not to start out into the rough waters of the

Detroit river. On returning to the boat at 3 1*. m., how-

ever, the weather had moderated considerably, and .Mr.

Ilaker expressed his belief that before the afternoon was

over he would be able to make at least a short trip. After

waiting more than an hour for the arrival of 11, II.

Humphrey, agent for C. }>. Jenney of Fort Wayne,
who had sold and installed the motor and batteries and

who was to be present at the trial, it was decided to make
ready to cast off. Steam was gotten up in Mr. I'oston's

launch, the Thos. McGraw, and at twenty-three minutes of

live the ropes were untied and the swift current swung
the vessel around into the middle of the Rouge river.

The Rouge river is quite a narrow stream that empties

into the I>etroit river at Delray and the average depth of

the water is about 16 feet, with a very narrow channel to

the Detroit river. The distance from Boston's boat house

to the point at which the Rouge meets the Uetroit river is

about a quarter of a mile, the stream curving slightly,

Boston's boat house had been chosen by Mr. Baker as a

dock on account of its offering him the advantage of more

or less seclusion in which to carry on his experiments.

There was quite a crowd of spectators on the boat

house wharf when the vessel was cast loose from her

moorings, and on the deck of the craft were Messrs. Baker,

(loddard, Rowe, Humphrey and the representative of the

Western ELECTRrciAX. As soon as the photograph of the

boat had been taken, Fig. 7, Mr. Baker and Mr. Goddard

went below and Mr, Rowe pulled away in the small boat,

shown in the background, to take the photographer down

to a wharf at the junction of the two rivers to obtain other

photographs that are presented herewith, showing the

vessel as it appeared laying on the surface and also

beginning to be submerged, Figs. S and 9. Mr. Hum-
phrey remained on deck until the mouth of the river was

FIG. 5. A trip under WATER IN AN

tails of his work through the energetic efforts of his two

assistants, Messrs. Goddard and Rowe.

When on Thursday, May 19th, the writer, in company

with Mr. Baker, for the first time visited Boston's wharf,

the temporary charging equipment was in operation charg-

ing the cells in the craft. On rounding the boat house a

ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN SUBMARINE BOAT.

reached, and he then boarded the launch to be on hand

to render any assistance should an accident occur.

Attention should be called here to the fact that the

first trip was made with only Mr. Baker and Mr. Goddard

in the boat, and with a float attached to the craft to indi-

cate its position to those on the surface. In the pre
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ent instance, though, no float was attached to the ves-

sel, and it was for this reason that Mr. Baker decided

it would be wise to be not too sanguine, but to take the

precaution of having a responsible man like Mr. Hum-

phrey in a launch on the surface where he might watch

the maneuvers of the submarine boat.

Before boarding the launch it was agreed between Mr.

Baker and Mr. Humphrey that a white card or a hand-

kerchief shown at one of the windows in the side of the

turret was to be the signal for help or a tow.

At this time, 4:48 p. m., the sun was shining brightly,

with a few flying clouds, and the weather had so moder-

ated that the surface of the Detroit river, although not

calm, was by no means turbulent.

At 4:51 P. M. the writer left the deck and went down

into the boat along with Messrs. Baker and Goddard. At

4:52, with the final injunction to Mr. Humphrey to "Look

out for the white signal," Mr. Baker lowered the turret

cap, screwingit down tightly, at the same giving the order

to Goddard to "Let in a little more water."

With the lowering of the cap the solitary passenger took

a last look at the outer and upper world, and, with lungs

filled by a final gulp of fresh air, settled himself down at

the feet of the pilot. Thus began an experience which

although, as it proved, not made up of thrilling or

startling incidents, was nevertheless exceedingly novel and

Baker had been gradually reducing the buoyancy of the

boat by admitting water ballast to the reservoirs at the

keel. The vessel had been settling farther and farther

under the water, and at Goddard's signal the water line

was at the center of the porthole window. By squeezing

one's head and shoulders into the turret, a peep at the

outside world was obtained through the moisture-coated

glass. The eye was exactly at a level with the crest of

the waves which beat against the windows, permitting only

occasional glimpses of the shore and the small craft that

crossed the vessel's track.

The outside world, however, was of liitle interest at

such a time. The writer's crowning ambition was to go

under water— to be completely submerged, in fact, and he

had not long to wait before the order came to shut off

the water. It required two or three careful manipulations

of the water valve by Goddard before Mr. Baker felt that

the buoyancy had been sufficiently reduced, and then, at 5

p. M., with the vessel running at Its slowest speed and in

the swift current of the river, came the order, "Now pull

ahead, Goddard—give it to her, Goddard!" The motor

did its work well, but the buoyancy had to be regulated to a

still greater nicety. It was now 5:02 P. M Two minutes

only had elapsed, and now the fishermen and photographer

could be seen on the pier at the junction of the two rivers,

"A little more water, Giddard," was the last order, and
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ighly interesting. It is no trick, of course, to crouch in

the hold of a submarine boat while it is bsing manipulated

by others, but had the writer known that he was to be the

first passenger, outside of the crew of two, that would

make the trip in this subaiarine boat in the rough Detroit

river—and without thefl^at, too—perhaps he would have

done more thinking and indulged in but little observation

of the surroundings. But of all this he was at the time

blissfully ignorant.

After closing the turret Mr. Baker was occupied In get-

ting the vessel under control. For a few moments sharp

commands were given and remarks passed which gave the

two men in the hold some idea of what was going on out-

side and how the boat was acting.

"Let in more water, Goddard." "There she comes."

"Hold on a minute; we maybe driftiag into shallow

water; pull her back!" etc., etc. Such sharp orders as

these, accompanied by the rapid bell signals to Goddard

at the motor switches, not to mention the deafening whir

of the gearing, were calculated to obliterate any idea of

personal danger, and left but one thought, and that was

that, so far, a trip in a submarine boat wasn't such a bad

thing after all.

There was not much thinking done, though, for in a

moment a quick touch on the shoulder from Goddard drew

the writer's attention to the little round windows in the

side of the turret. Since the closing of the turret lid, Mr.

this time, at just seven minutes after five, with the screw

running at full speed, the writer, looking up through the

window in the top of the turret, saw the water close over

the boat, completely submerging it.

Down it went!

What was to be seen? How did the water look? How
far did the boat travel? Such are the natural questions,

but it is to be regretted that the only answer to them is

that nothing was to be seen but water—and muddy water

at that—and further, that it was impossible to estimate the

distance covered under water owing to the fact that the

boat was submerged in the middle of the river and in a

swift current. The boat was down completely out of

sight a number of times, and was maneuvered enough and

in a manner to convince even the skeptical that the stay

was only a question of an expenditure of power and a

careful reduction of buoyancy, which latter desideratum

was, of course, to be gauged in the present case only by

the risk Mr. Baker was willing to take in admitting water.

The depth reached could only be gauged by the gradual

diminution of the light coming through the glass sealed

portholes; nothing could be seen a few feet away.

Goddard established a reputation as an estimator of

depth on the first trip when, as Mr. Baker for the first

time drove the vessel down quite a distance under water,

he complacently remarked as the water darkened, "Now
we are under, boss—sure!"

Mr. Goddard's belief was that in the trip herein de-

scribed, the maximum depth attained was about ten feet.

During the time the boat was sealed there was abso-

lutely no discomfort for want of air; it was very warm,
though, on the inside, although the external air was quite

chilly. All hands made the trip with coats off, and the

pilot, it may be stated, owing to his hard work at the two
wheels, was literally dripping with perspiration. The
two wheels, one for the rudder and the other for chang-

ing the angle of operation of the two screws, having
been newly fitted up, were quite hard to move.

At 5:27 p. M., just 35 minutes after Mr. Baker pro-

nounced the boat "all tight," a white handkerchief was
displayed from within against one of the glass windows
in the turret, and the launch Thos. McGraw with Mr.
Humphrey on board, was seen making for the boat. After a
futile warning to that gentleman not to step on the nicely

balanced craft, but unfortunately only heard by those
within the plate glass windows, the pilot lifted the turret

lid and with a "swish" the heated air rushed out- The
pumping in of the water ballast, it should be noted, com-
presses the air in the boat. At one time during the trip

when the buoyancy was being reduced, it was found ad-
visable to raise the lid of the turret slightly for an instant

to relieve the air pressure and thus facilitate the pumping;
of course, though, it should be remembered, no fresh air

was admitted, so the 35 minute enclosure may be relied

upon as a good test for that length of time. But even
had the boat been opened once during the 35 minutes
above referred to, the previous experience and a more re-

cent one by Messrs. Baker and Goddard, both eclipsed the
time the writer was enclosed. On Tuesday of last week
May 24th, these gentlemen were sealed in the boat, run-
ning part of the time on the surface and part under the
water, for two hours and forty-four minutes.

When opened on Friday's trip the vessel was weighted
down to a fine point. The pumps, which could be thrown
into gear with the motor, were now set to work and as the

boat was towed up the River Rouge, the water ballast was
gradually reduced to its normal quantity.

At 6:07 p. M. the novel little craft was once more at its

moorings at Boston's boat-house, and thus ended an ex-
perience the remembrance of which will have a long life

with one passenger at least.

English Electrical Units.
The English Board of Trade has originated a new name

for its electrical unit. It is the "Kelvin," in honor of Lord
Kelvin. A correspondent of the London Electrician raises

his voice in protest against this, and says: "No doubthonor
is due to Lord Kelvin, and it is an old saying that honor
should be given to those to whom honor is due; but it is

very doubtful whether the change will add to the reputa-
tion or popularity of the presidentof the Royal Society."
In arguing against the needless complexity of electrical

terms, the writer relates this instance; "In a recent case
we had an inquiry from a learned judge—whose great
ability is shown by the manner he mastered the difiiculties

of a difllicult case—how the word *ampere' was spelt, and
whether it was the same thing as a volt." The letter con-
cludes as follows;

Just imagine what would happen if

—

A battery were called "A Swinburne."
A transformer "A Webber."
An earth return "A Crompton."
A switch "A Lane Fox."
A meter ^. "A Hopkinson."
A dynamo "An Aron."
The three-wire system "The Eustace Balfour."
A high-lention current. ... "A Kennedy," and
A low -tention current "AFerranti."

Surely such a nomenclature would create confusion, even
in the minds of those who heretofore had been supposed to
know most about electricity. And yet this is, it would
appear, what things are coming to.

The Largest Incandescent Lighting Sta-
tion in the Country.

Since the return of Superintendent Church from the

East, it has been practically decided that the new Edison
triple expansion vertical engines, with multipolar dynamos,

will be used for the new station of the Chicago Edison

company at Harrison street and the river. These engines

are of the marine typ2 and are regarded as very efficient.

The station will be planned for an ultimate capacity of

30,000 horse power, and engines of 8,000 horse po%ver

capacity will be installed at the outset. These figures in-

dicate that the station will be the largest one for incan-

descent lighting in the country. Indeed, this claim is

made for the Adams street station of the Chicago Edison

company at present. No plans have yet been made for

the new station, but the building will be very plain, and
all the machinery will be on the ground floor.
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Electricity at the World's Fair.

Mr. Wcstinghousu left Pittsburg on May 26th for New
York to arrange for the bond for |i,000,000 demanded of

him by the World's I'"air directors as the condition for

securing the incandescent lighting contract. In an inter-

view he is reported to have faid: "Having secured the

contract, we are ready to go to work at once. We will

have no trouble with the trust. We will have the entire

plant of 89,644 lamps completed by December ist, and

operated from steam in the power station will be asked to

pay, pro rata, the costs incident to the erection of the wn-
chinery. lielting from shafting to generators must also

be furnished by exhibitors, and exhibitors of alternating

systems will be asked to contribute to the expense of con-
structing the transformer vault.

The building will be e<iuipped for 500 horse power for

the operation of motors, 500 horse power for arc lights,

500 horse power for incandescents and a reserve of 500
horse power for extra incandescents, applications for most
of which arc already in.

Bow many muton will jrou operatr, of wnat kiuMi, nod bow mueb
power for molon !

Vo you de»ire io tquij) your o«n »pMe for arc \lghuog ? For Id*
utndcKcnt lltfhlinif ? tor rooiivc j^jwer?
Do you detirc to « quip addiilon •! tpacc io Ibe t{«ncfal *cbcinr, tad

if no how much, and for what purpotca i

'I'hrjMc exhtbilor» of tpccial clcclriatl apiar^loa which rofty cntrr
iato the cquiprncTil of the building— lampi, urtxrit, oriikmenul or
other i>o«*«, brackcm, wire, etc—who dcure to eimbit Mine io
operation, will ititte kind and ouantiiy of apparatus, and vpccify as
loitsuiw. 'I'hc department will endeavor to plaie much apparalua
in Mrvlcc, and cxbibitort will rcali/c full credit conapicuoualy an-
nounced,

Kxhibitor* wilt, of course, remove all their apparatutat I be dote
o( the cxpotition.

'Ihotc exhibitors 'who do not contemplate piirtlcipation io this
li«hinK and power schrmr, but who will require cleciric cun<'Dt
lor motors, or who will requiie arc h|[hts»sa part of their exhibit, 10
;>ddittrui to the tfcncral iKummatidi, or who will rtqulie iDcandci^
I cut lampit. will pleatte stale a» directly and explicitly ax pouible the
details of their requirement.

Electric Tramway at the Chicago Stock
Yards,

Armour & Co., Chicago, have just contracted with F
!i. ISadt, manager of the western power and mining dc

partment of the Thomson Houston Electric company, fo

an electric elevated tramway at the Union Stock Yards
Chicago- This plant will be unique in that it will be the

only electric elevated tramway in the United States.

One of the multipolar 135 horse power 500 volt generators

will be erected to furnish the power for the electric loco-

motives. The plant is to be in operation within sixty

days, and will probably form the nucleus of a large system

of electric tramways at the Union Stock Yards.

l--li; 7, A Ilill' UNU-R WAIEK IN AX ELECTRICALLY l.)kl\KN SUli.MARINE BOAT.

California Water Power Project.

A large water utilization scheme will probably be pu t

into operation on the American River, near Folsom, Cal,,

next year. At this point (here is a fall of eighty-two

feet in a short distance, and from this the Folscra Water
Power company, by an elaborate system of dams and ca-

nals, now building, expects to obtain over 5,000 horse

power. Much of this will be transmitted to the city of

Sacramento by electricity, where it will be sold by the

Sacramento Light lS: Power company for lighting, street

car propulsion and manufacturing.

nearly all of the lamps may be turned on in October if it is

desired." An interesting statement is made by the

Financial News and Pri(c Current oi Pittsburg, a devoted

adherent of Westinghouse interests, to this effect: "The

contract will yield a nice profit to the Wtstinghouse cor-

poration. In addition, when the World's Fair is over,

the machinery will be used in forming one of the largest

electric light plants in the world for Chicago. This con-

sideration did not enter into the figuring when the bid for

the contract was prepared,"

The Manufacturers Engineering and Export Journal

of London states that the Royal Commission of Great

Britain has great difficulty to induce English manufactur-

ers to exhibit at the World's Fair.

The World's Fair authorities have requested the city

council of Chicago to direct the Hy de Park Electric Light

& Power Company to allow the World's Columbian Expo

sition, or such persons or company as it may designate, to

place on any of its poles, standing in public streets or

alleys of the village of Hyde Park, wires or cables for the

transmission of telegraphic messages to connect with the

World's Fair grounds, this permission to continue in

force for six months after the closing of the said exposi-

tion.

Chief Barrett of the department of electricity has been

interviewed in Los Angeles, Cal., and he says that in the

electricity building there is not room enough by one-

third to meet the applications.

In accordance with the plan of allowing exhibitors to

equip the electiical building for light and power, the de-

partment of electricity has issued the following circular to

intending exhibitors:

Under the rules of the exposition it will be necessary to

install all operating machinery in what is to be known as

the general power plant in machinery hall. All genera-

tors will be established at that point, immediately adjacent

to iteam power of competent capacity. Between this

power plant and the electrical building there is a subway
six feet deep and six feet wide for the accommodation of

conductors. Fire-proof vaults will be built at the point of

entrance to the electrical building in which to install trans-

formers, to comply with the National Underwriters' re-

quirements. Headway averaging seven feet under the
flooring, and foundation posts at intervals of twelve feet,

will give ample wiring facilities.

It is the purpose to divide the building into equitable

sections, and to assign these sections to the various exhib-
iting interests. Those to whom assignments are made
will be expected to install their own generators, furnish

cables between the plant and the building, and do all

wiring, including the furnishing of conductors. Those
who are given arc lighting to do will be expected to fur-

nish carbons and attend to renewing them. Those under-
taking to operate incandescent lamps will be expected to

furnish all renewals and attendance. In addition to these

items of expenditure, all exhibitors whose generators are

In order that the plant for this building may not be a

source of expense to the exposition management, a charge
will be made for any special arc lighting desired by exhib-

itors who do not participate in the equipment and electri-

cal supply of the building; also against the same class of

exhibitors who desire power for motors or who require in^

candescent lamps. These charges do not concern any
who contribute to the expenses cited above.

In order that the above proposed system may be reduced

Lightning's Merry Pranks.
The lightning during the storm of Sunday night selected

the water works building for a target, says the Chillicolhe,

111., Bulletin of May 6th. It struck the big smokestack,
knocking the northeast corner of the coping off and crack-
ing the stack down to the roof, it passed through the roof,

leaving an opening about eight inches longer, then passed
off down the conductor pipe. There were three large iron

m,iMtiierssm!xagRsssr:y^%mmm m̂s^

,^fT"TRK]su.> rn

FIG 9. A TRIP UNDER WATER IN AN ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN SUBMARINE BOAT.

to a definable quantity, the following blank is submitted:

Do you desire to participate in the electrical equipment of the elec-

trical building on terms in accord with the accompanying circular ?

Is your exhibit designed to include generators operated under
load?

If so, how many, what capacity, what minimum steam power re-

quired, nature of current and character of work intended to be
done? (Motors, incandescent or arc lighting.)
What floor apace will generators and adjuncts occupy ? (Send

scale drawing and confine as much as possible.)
How many arc lamps will you exhibit ?

How many incandescent lamps will you exhibit ?

pokers, seven feet long, hanging on the wall that were so

impregnated with the electric fluid that they started out

on a grand old round through the boiler room. Isaiah

Merritt quietly vacated the premises,, and gave the merry

pokers full sway. Ed. Lucas says the shock raised him
two feet out of bed, but judging from the war-whoop that

Ed. gave utterance, the electric current must have switch-

ed the way of his bare feet. No serious damage was
done, excepting the smokestack, and that will be hard to

estimate until a thorough examination is made.
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A Los Angeles, Cal., paper furnishes the information

that "electricians are now considering the feasibility of

transmitting electric power through ordinary manilla or

hemp ropes."

Rope transmission of electricity is indeed a wonderful

thing. It is to be hoped though, that the news of tliis

application of ropes will not be noised upon 'Change, else

what might be its effect upon the copper market!

TiiK general meeting of the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers at Chicago ne.xt week will mark an im-

portant epoch in the history of th?t organization. The
meeting will be attended by the most prominent scientists

in the American electrical world to day, and promises to be

of unusual interest. It is hardly necessary to say that

Chicago will welcome its distinguished visitors and extend

to them the hospitality for which the city and its people

have been noted.

ing the electrical building, as outlined in the circular

presented on another page. The idea is to have the work

done entirely by exhibitors, without expense 10 the Exposi-

tion company. Those exhibitors requiring lights and who

do not participate in the operating plant will be charged at

about the same rate paid by exhibitors in other buildings.

The money thus obtained will be used to defray the cost of

fuel for the steam plant and the expense of installing the

engines. The plan appears to be a feasible one, and it is

to be hoped that Chief Barrett's circular will meet with a

prompt and generous response from intending exhibitors.

TiiF. telephone has already proved a valuable factor in

the work of life-saving crews, and now it is proposed to

extend the scope of its operations in this country under

government patronage.

The House of Representatives has passed a bill author-

izing the construction of a telephone line on the coast of

Virginia, from Cape Charles to Assateague Island, in aid

of the preservation of life and property. The bill directs

the secretary of the treasury to establish this line in order

to provide communication between the life-saving stations

upon that coast, connecting tbe lines with some locality

that telegraphic communication may be had with the

principal seaports of the Atlantic coast. The bill appro-

priates $15,000 for carryingout its provisions. There have

been, since August 26th last, seventeen marine disasters on

the coast referred to, and during the months of January

and February five steamships were wrecked upon that

coast. The measure was asked for by the boards of trade

of New York, Boston, Philadelphia and Baltimore.

Railroad men are watching the development of the

electric motor and its application to the requirements of

freight and passenger traffic. The action of the Belt

Railroad company of Baltimore in equipping its tunnel

line with electric motors is one of the most advanced steps

that has yet been recorded. The operation of heavy

trains seems to be the problem which is engaging the en-

gineers at the present time. It Is reported that the en-

gineers of the Wisconsin Central, the Illinois Central, the

Pennsylvania and the Boston and Maine roads are making

exhaustive investigations of electric systems with a view

of recommending the adoption of the one best suited to the

heavy work which will be required of it. Prof. Henry A.

Rowland and Dr. Louis A. Duncan are quoted as saying

tha% upon a carefully constructed road, electric cars could

attain with safety speeds which would not be possible with

steam cars, the limit of safety being placed by them at 120

miles an hour. The practicability of using electricity for

moving heavy freight trains will soon be satisfactorily

demonstrated by the 22 ton electric locomotive which is

being constructed at Whittinsville, Mass., and which is in-

tended to haul six or eight freight cars of an aggregate

capacity of 300 tons.

The laying of the new Atlantic cable by the South

American Cable company, an English corporation, has di-

rected attention to the fact that Americans do not seem to

fully realize the necessity of direct cable communication

with the South American countries. Many prominent men
have endeavored to impress upon Congress the importance

of a project of this nature, but without success. Secretary

Blaine, who has for several years been an earnest advocate

of such a line and is even now negotiating with the Bra-

zilian government for the establishment of an American

enterprise, brought the project before the Senate commit-

tee on commerce last month, when he delivered an argu-

ment against giving the French-Brazilian Telegraph com-

pany the privilege of landing a cable on our southern sea-

board. He assured the committee that the American

project would be under way within a year if Congress re-

frained from legislation adverse to it, and that it would be

executed by American capital and enterprise. The estab-

lishment of such a line would assuredly be advantageous

to American trade with Brazil and other South American

countries. There should be a direct cable line between

this country and Brazil, and it should be controlled by

Americans.

The department of electricity and the bureau of construc-

tion of the World's Fair have agreed upon a plan of light-

The old scare that the current carried over street railway

trolley wires might be dangerous to human life because it

has occasionally caused the death of a horse was revived

by a recent accident in Newark, N. J. There appears to

be one sensible paper in that city, however, the Times.,3.116.

in commenting on the incident it says:

A great many things which are not true can be established
by expert testimony, but the plain, homely facts are much
more satisfactory. There was never yet an authentic re-

port of a human life being lost by contact with an electric

street car current. The unfortunate accident last Sunday
proves that the current, though fatal to a horse, was not
dangerous to a man. The driver, probably, had as much
of it as the horsedid, and was terrified. There have been
numerous cases where death resulted to animals, but
horses, of all animals, are especially susceptible They
are more nervous, high strung, than mankind, and in tests

have succumbed toa shock of 250 volts, while it has been de-
bated whether 1,000 was necessarily fatal to a human
being. Some persons certainly have taken much stronger
currents without ill effects.

This is all quite true and the statement has been reiter-

ated many times. The simple facts of the case appear

to make little impression, however, on those who are

blindly prejudiced against the trolley system. They will

probably continue to ring the changes on the "deadly

trolley wires" until their ttibe becomes extinct. Meanwhile
the system causing all the outcry is steadily and marvelously

enlarging the field of its operations.

There has been a great deal of talk of late relative to a

submarine boat that has been building at Detroit. Garbled

descriptions of this vessel have appeared in a number of

daily papers, as have, also, some very sensational and
amusing accounts of its operation. Inasmuch as these

descriptions, realistic though they were, originated in the

fertile imagination of the correspondents, it is not at all

surprising that they were inaccurate. For instance, the

New York Hcrahfs Detroit correspondent in a "special"

dispatch dated April gth complacently described his trip

under water in this boat. The story of the reporter's

alleged adventures and peculiar sensations while sub-

merged in the Detroit river, was highly entertaining;

but one marvels at his duplicity when it is considered that

the correspondent did not make the trip at all and must,

therefore, have been indulging in flights of fancy. Other

correspondents have given out erroneous ideas as to the

tests. Both classes have in a way been unjust to the

designer, in that the extravagant claims of the first and
the mistakes of the other might combine to make the public

look upon the project as a "fakt." enterprise—a con-

clusion wholly unjustifiable by the attitude of the builder

of the boat.

The experiments and the results of Mr. Baker's work in

this line cannot fail to interest electrical engineers. In

this issue an accurate description of the boat and its op-

erations is presented, together with illustrations showing
the special features of the craft and views describing the

first trip of the boat when it was left entirely to its own
resources. This account, it is hoped, will place the

readers of the Western Electrician in a position to see

for themselves that a great problem has been attacked in

a manner that entitles the builder of the novel craft to

every encouragement.

Popular interest in the subject of rapid transit in cities

is manifested by the attention directed by business men
and capitalists, as well as engineers, to the discussion of

this topic. Thomas Curtiss Clark, in an article in Scrib-

ners for June, calls attention to the "haphazard sort of

way," as he terms it, in which the street railway systems

of the large cities of the country have grown up. The fact

that the legislatures have, in a measure at least, controlled

the situation and dealt out franchises, oftentimes in re-

turn for political favors, explains the present condition,

according to Mr. Clark. He says that the effect of this

policy has been to place "the ownership and control of

street lines in the hands of persons eminent rather as poli-

ticians than as capitalists." A change, however, has been

worked—a veritable revolution—in the commercial aspect

of the case. This is due largely to the introduction of the

electric systems. "Street railway shares," says Mr. Clark,

"are now sought eagerly bv investors, are quoted in the

money markets of the world, and have attracted the atten-

tion of the most conservative bankers."

Some figures are presented in this article which show

that these claims are not based solely on the writer's

enthusiasm. Thus it is pointed out that, owing to the

substitution of electricity on many lines formerly operated

by animals, the number of horses used on street railways

has diminished during the last year 26,181. After calling

attention to the advantages cities reap through the rapid

transit facilities afforded by street railways—surface, elevat-

ed and underground—Mr. Clark says: "The community

,

however, should not only be just, but generous in its

dealings with the companies, and share with them the

burden of rapid transit by furnishing the place to put the

lines, either on the surface, or above, or below ground.

That is to say, the city should condemn the damages

caused by any of these forms of rapid transit, pay the

abutting property owners before they are built, and charge

the companies a rental for the same, based upon the rate

at which the city can borrow money."
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Electricity on the Farm.
IIv A. K. M( KissicK.

The recent application of the electric motor to ginning

and pressing cotton, cutting up feed siufT, threshing grain,

and other farming operations wheie mechanical power is

called into play, is another of the many instances where

pov er transmitted by electricity furnished from a central

station has proved more convenient, more economical and

safer than power furnished by a steam engine.

The location of the first plant of this kind is on the farm

of the expLTimental station of the State Agricultural and

Mechanical College of Alabama, at Auburn, Ala. The

station is about three-quarters of a mile from the college,

and is in every respect a typical southern farm. One of

the necessities on a large farm like this is some source of

mechanical power for performing the various operations

such as ginning and pressing cotton, cutting up feed stuff

and threshing grain. This power has heretofore been sup-

plied by a 15 horse power engine and boiler, but it was

decided to supplant this by the electric motor, which is

furnished with current from a generator in the dynamo

room of the college. This generator is a 12 kilowatt com-

pound wound Edison machine of 125 volts, and is run by a

35 horse power Westinghouse Junior engine, furnished with

steam from the steam plant which supplies the mechanical

and electrical laboratories. The motor is a Thomson

Houston shunt wound no volt, 10 horse power machine.

Owing to circumstances, the dynamo that furnishes the

college building with lights had to be used as a generator,

and the low voltage necessitated a greater loss than would

otherwise have occurred. This defect it is proposed to

remedy this summer by the installation of a 500 volt system.

The generator and motor plants were installed, the poles put

up, and the wires strung by the students in the electrical

engineering department. A No. 0000 B, & S. wire is used

for the main line, a number 6 grounded at each end and at

intervals completing the return.

The motor, shown in Fig. i, is belted to a countershaft,

and from this belts run to the feed cutter, gin, screw press

cotton seed crusher and thresher. The Edison generator
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Duties of Telephone Companies.
An interesting case recently arose in the ( niicd States

CircuilCourt of Appeals at I'hiladclphia, involving the duties

of telephone companies to the public. The Delaware A:

Atlantic Telegraph \ Telephone company owned a tele-

phone exchange in the city of Wilmington. One of its

subscribers was the Western Union Telegraph company,

for which the telephone company tr.ini-mittcd messages.

'I'he I'ostal Telegraph-Cable company desired similar

facilities, but was refused, and brought an action to test

the right of the telephone company to discriminate against

it. The court holds that the telephone company Isa common

FIG 2. ELECTRICnV ON THE FAliM.

carrier of messages, and that while it might perhaps refuse

to serve any customers except private individuals, it cannot

favor one telegraph company and deny another.

The telephone company asserted, among other reasons,

that as its instruments were patented, it had a monopoly of

their use, and was not therefore required to let any, except

such as it chose, have the benefit of them. But the court

refused to admit this distinction. A patent, said Judge

Butler, secures title to the thing patented and its use, and

the owner need not employ it in the public service; but if

' wtsnnH EJ-tcTi'ciftH

FIG. I. ELECTRICITY ON THE FARM.

is also shown. The Brush arc dynamo in the rear is

used for lighting up the campus. The feed cutter is used

for grinding up oats, ears of corn, shelled corn, peas and

all kinds of grain. The screw press is seen in the rear of

the feed cutter. In the same room is located the cotton

seed crusher. The gin and thresher are run also from the

same countershaft. The silo cutter is used for preparing

silo. The machine ofi the left is a corn sheller and separa-

. tor. Fig. 2 shows a view of the line, the college appearing

in the distance.

The steam plant is in operation the greater part of the

day, so there is no delay in starting the motor at any time.

The advantages of this plant over the superseded one

are its safety from danger to life and property, its safety

from damage by fires, its convenience, economy, neatness

and the advantages necessarily accompanying the centrali"

ization of small units into one large plant.

The installation is running successfully and has proven

its adaptability to this class of work.

he does so he will have to submit to all the rules against

discrimination which apply to railroads, telegraphs and

other public agencies.

In this particular case the telephone company was ham-

pered by certain agreements with the Western Union by

which the latter company, in consideration of having re-

signed some claims to a conflicting patent, had been granted

the exclusive use of the same while operated by the tele-

phone company. The court does not enter into the merits

of these agreements, but says that if the telephone company

imposed any such restrictions upon itself they were void as

regards the public, no matter what the rights of the Western

Union might be in the premises. A telephone company

cannot, by rendering itself liable to one party, escape its

duties to another.

It is proposed to establish the office of electrical wire

inspector, in conjunction with the fire department, at

Cleveland, O.
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Cerebral Radiation- '

BV I'KOl . KdwIN J. Uof.S'IO.N.

I have thought it possible that it might interest you (o
consider some rather wild speculations in which I have in-
dulged for a number of years past, but which I have here-
tofore refrained from publishing. In these speculations,
to which I was first led by a suggestion from a friend, I
have endeavored to correlate, to some extent, the phenom-
ena of thought with grosser physical phenomena. Although
the suggestions I have to offer as a basis for a hypothesis
of the mechanism of cerebration are confessedly incomplete,
and perhaps improbable, yet I have concluded 10 place
them on record as of possible interest to the scientific
world.

I am, of course, aware of the fact that the psychical
operations of the brain are by no means understood. It is

generally believed, however, that the seat cf psychical
activity is the cerebrum. The manner in which the brain
acts to produce, record, and reproduce thought is unknown,
and will probably remain unknown.

On the single assumption, however, that cerebration or
thought, whatever may be its exact mechanism, is accom-
panied by molecular or atomic vibrations of the gray or
other matter of that pari of the brain called the cerebrum,
I would propose the following hypothesis to account for
telepathy, mesmerism, thought transference, hypnotism
and other cognate phenomena.

Postulating the existence of the universal or luminiferous
ether, which is now generally accepted in scientific circles,
and bearing in mind the fact that this ether passes through
even the densest matter, as easily as water through a sieve,
it follows that the brain atoms or molecules that are here
assumed as the cause of cerebration are completely sur-
rounded by the ether. Now, since the ether is a highly
elastic, easily movable medium, it would follow that
thought or cerebration, if attended by vibrations, must
necessarily develop in the ether wave motions, which have
the brain atoms or molecules for their centers. In other
words, the act of thought or cerebration necessitates an
expenditure of energy, because it necessitates the setting
in motion of these assumed atomic or molecular brain par-
ticles.

The exact nature of the motions that are assumed to
attend an active condition of the brain must necessaiily re-

main unknown as long as we are ignorant of the exact nature
of the mechanism that is moved. But, if an active brain
evolves thought because something is set in motion, it, of
course, follows that a brain absolutely free from producing
thought must be at rest so far as that kind of motion is

concerned. An absolute freedom from thought in a healthy
brain is most probably a condition that seldom exists; rela-

tive rest, however, must be quite common.
That the brain cells of the gray or other matter involved

in the production of thought can be caused to assume cer-
tain groupings or relations toward one another would
appear to follow from the ease with which that curious
function of the brain called memory permits it to readily
recall past peculiarities in the toandfro motions. By con-
tinually repeating certain trains of thought, as in study or
repeated observations, the peculiar motions required to pro-
duce such thought are probably given a set or tendency to
form more or less permanent groupings. When, therefore,
the brain is moved or played upon, so to speak, these mo-
tions recur and certain memories are awakened.

How may these motions be produced? The answer
would certainly appear to be both from within and vrithout.

It is, perhaps, possible that the flow of blood to an active
brain, which as is well known attends all active cerebration,
is not only for the purpose of nourishing and rebuilding
the organ, but also for affording the purely mechanical
force that needs but to touch this marvelously attuned or-
gan to awaken the thoughts already impressed thereon, or
to sit in judgment on new combinations never before pre-
sented to it.

I will suggest an explanation later on as to how these
impressions may possibly be excited from without.
Whatever be the origin of these vibrations, or, however

excited, energy is required to be expended in producing
them, and, as the brain-worker will readily acknowledge,
the expenditure of such energy often calls for an enormous
expenditure of nervous force-

Cerebral energy, or energy thus expended in producing
thought, is dissipated by imparting wave motions to the
surrounding ether, and such waves are sent out in all direc-
tions from the brain, possibly in greater amount, or of
greater amplitude from some of the brain openings, as, for

example, those of the eyes.

Although there are no absolute proofs of the existence of
the molecular or atomic vibrations of the brain particles

which I have assumed, such a movement, however, is far

from being improbable, and, indeed, some facts known to
the medical profession are far from being at variance with
such an assumption. A certain amount of pressure on the
brain arising from the pressure of the blood is necessary
for its proper action. If this pressure increases beyond a
certain value, as, for example, in cases of fractures of the
skull, where a portion of the bone is depressed by the
fracture, thereby producing a compression on the brain
material, all thought or cerebration instantly ceases; but
when this pressure is relieved by the act of trephining,
cerebration not only begins, but, curiously enough, gen-
erally goes on from the point where the patient left off,

when the injury occurred.

Let us assume, then, that cerebral radiations or waves
are given off from every sentient or active brain, and that
these waves pass into the space around the brain some-
thing like the waves that are imparted to the air around
a sounding tuning fork.

The cerebral radiations are not so gross as those of
sound. Their wave lengths are almost certainly much
shorter. They are imparted to the universal ether.

If such waves, which I would call thought waves or

I. Read before the Electrical Section, Franklin Institute, March
I, 1S9.!.
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cerebral waves, be present in ether that fills all space, it

will be interesting to inquire what phenomena they might

be expected to produce.

It being assumed that these vibrations take place in the

ether itself, there need be no doubt or speculation as to the

general nature of the waves themselves. They would pre-

sumably partake either of the nature of transverse or tor-

sional vibrations.

The commonest character of the vibrations which occur

in the universal ether are the vibrations which are now
generally recognized as transmitting the phenomena of

heat, light, electric or magnetic radiations, viz., of trans-

verse or torsional vibrations.

An active brain may, therefore, be regarded as moulding
the etker around it into thought waves, that are spreading

outward from it in all directions. In this respect it is

not unlike a conductor through which an oscillatory dis-

charge is passing, producing those waves which Hertz has

so beautifully demonstrated as resembling the vibrations

that produce light.

Assume, then, that the cerebral radiations partake of

the nature of thermal, luminous, electric or magnetic radi-

ations, and the following explanation of telepathy, or

thought transference, is, to say the least, not improbable.

I would explain the possibility of the transference of

specific cerebral vibrations from an active brain to a pas-

sive or receptive brain by the simple action of what is

known in science as sympathetic vibrations.

Take the case, for example, of a vibrating tuning fork

that is sending off its waves across the space which sepa-

rates it from a second tuning fork not as yet in motion, but

tuned so as to be able to vibrate in exact unison with it.

As is well known, the exact correspondence between the

period of the active or the transmitting fork and the pas-

sive or the receptive fork, is such that the vibrations of one
fork are gradually taken up by the other fork, so that the

energy of the motion of the one is transferred or carried

Such a hypothesis is far from improbable; on the con-
trary, it would appear to be carried out by a variety of

curious circumstances, which have only wanted some gen-
eral hypothesis to properly correlate them.

If such a hypothesis be true, then these certbieal vibra-

tions or radiations must travel through space with exactly

the velocity of light. This is of course on the assumption
that the vibrating or oscillating brain molecules or atoms
set up vibrations similar to those of light. Of course,

this equality between the velocity of cerebral wave propag-
ation and that of light is true only for free ether. In the

ether which fills the interatomic of intermolecular spaces of

gross matter, or, as it is technically called, combined eth-

er, the velocity of wave propagation varies according to

the particular character of the matter with which it is as-

sociated. A retardation or decrease in the velocity of the

assumed cerebral waves would doubtless be experienced
while passing through the materials of the skull and head.

If thought travels along waves in the ether similar to

waves of light, it would be able to travel along any path
by which rays of light can pass. It can therefore travel

along rays of light, i. e. , along paths in the ether through
which lays of light are moving.
There is a well-known experiment in hypnotism, in

which the patient, placed in a state of semi or complete
unconsciousness, has his brain called into a more or less

active condition by the suggestions of the hypnotizer,

which might seem to somewhat favor the hypothesis of

cerebral radiation.

It might be interesting, in view of the above sugges-

tions, to see whether a hypnotizer, placed in such a posi-

tion as regards the hypnotized that flashes of light falling

on his eyes shall afterward fall oij the eyes of the patient,

to observe whether or not acts of suggestion are more
readily perceived by the brain of the hypnotized along
such rays of light than without the aid of such rays.

If the preceding speculation be regarded as wild, and

GIANT CLUTCHES AT COLUMBUS.

across the space existing between them, by means of

pulses or waves, set up in the air which surrounds them.

As is well known, such sympathetically excited vibra-

tions can be produced in a fork situated at a considerable

distance from the exciting fork.

Or, similarly, take the case of the sympathetic vibrations

excited by waves of light. Solar energy is radiated or

transferred across the space existing between the sun and
the earth by waves or oscillations in the luminiferous

ether. These waves, falling on the delicate structure of a

leaf, suffer a species of selective absorption, certain wave-
lengths being absorbed and others thrown off. The ab-

sorbed waves excite or produce sympathetic vibrations in

the molecules of carbon dioxide present in the leaf, and
cause the atoms of carbon and oxygen in such molecules

to move towards and from one another in interatomic vi-

brations, which increase in amplitude or violence until their

chemical affinity or atomic attraction is overcome and dis-

sociation occurs. The oxygen is then thrown from the

leaf into the air, and the carbon is retained in the structure

of the plant.

Or, take the still more interesting case of what Hertz

calls electric resonance. As already mentioned. It is now
generally recognized by electricians that a conductor,

which is the seat of an oscillatory electric discharge, is

sending into the space around it electric waves or oscilla-

tions whicti travel with the velocity of light, and which

are in fact of exactly the same nature as light itself. If

these electric waves meet a circuit so tuned as regards the

period of oscillation of the circuit in which they originally

occurred, a<; to be in consonance with them, electric oscil-

lations will be set up in this circuit, of exactly the same
nature as those exciting it.

In view of these facts it does not seem improbable to

me that a brain engaged in intense thought should act as

a center of cerebral radiations, nor that these radiations

proceeding outward in all directions from such a brain

should affect other brains 00 which they fall, provided, of

course, that such brains are tuned to vibrate in unison

with them. In such cases the absorption of energy by the

recipient brain may be either a species of selective absorp-

tion, in which its train of thought is only modified, or it

may be absolute, in which case the reclpent brain has ex-

cited in it an exact reproduction of the thoughts of the ex-

citing brain.

that this is true I have already granted, what may not be
said as to the following.

If thought radiations partake of the nature of ether-

waves, then there should presumably exist in the thought
radiations of waves, phenomena corresponding to the var-

ious phenomena of thermal, luminous, electric or magnetic
radiation; even the phenomena of reflection, refraction and
possible even of dispersion of such waves, would appear to

be a possibility. In this connection, it is of interest to

imagine the analysis or separation of a complex wave of

thought into its component or elementary waves, coi res-

ponding to the seperation of a beam of light, by means of a

prism.
In this connection, there would be a new significance^ in

the phrases, "radiant with thought" or, "to concentrate

one's thoughts on a subject."

If thought radiation or waves partake of the nature of

light, then it would seem among the remote possibilities of

science to obtain, say by means of a lens a photographic
impression or such thought-waves on a suitably sensitized

plate, somewhat after the manner of the ordinary photo-
graphic picture. Such a thought record, suitably em-
ployed, might be able to awaken at any subsequent time in

the brain of a person submitting himself to its influences

thoughts identical with those recorded.

Of course, I am aware of the improbability of such a
record being obtained in the near future, and of the ex-

ceeding difficulties that would seem to stand in the way of

ever obtaining it.

Until we know something more definite concerning the

nature of these assumed cerebral vibrations and of their

lengths, we must necessarily be seriously handicapped as

how to best fix them permanently on a suitable record sur-

face, and how afterward to cause such record surface to

interpret its peculiarities to the brain. I merely throw it

out as a possibility of what science may have in store for

those who come after us. I would suggest in this con-

nection that 100 years ago it would probably have been
regarded as quite impossible that the telephone or phono-
graph could have been produced.

Such a thought record, however, if obtained, would not be

an image of the thought itself, or of the particular group-
ings of the particles, whose to-and-fro movements atiend

or produce thought, any more then the tracings of the

phonograph record form an image of the spoken words-

They would merely represent the to-and-fro motions
of the ether set in motion by the thought or cerebrations.
An eye looking at such an image would not be influenced

thereby. If, however, ether waves similar to those re-

corded could be reproduced by causing light to pass
through such pho.ographic images of the to and-fro
motions of thought waves, such waves might be caused to
influence the brain and thereby awaken thoughts similar or
identical to those recorded.

I have often amused myself by picturing a possible
thought recording machine, whereby the thoughts of an
active brain might be continously and permanently re-
corded on a moving sensitized film, the exposed surface of
which was placed at the focus of a large lens placed in

front of any one engaged in intense thought.

C If, like the cylinder or plate of a phonograph or gramo-
phone, such a record were afterward rotated at the same
speed as that at which it received its impressions, under
circumstances in which light passing through it is moulded
into waves similar to those recorded on it, such waves
when caused to act on a receptive brain, should, it would
certainly seem, excite therein thoughts identical to those
recorded as its record surface.

Of course, it is needless for me to say that such a ma-
chine has never been actually constructed and is still as
unsubstantial as are the speculations which I have offered
you. Indeed the probabilities agair.st its being produced
are so great that I have hesitated even to mention it,

V Some experiments might be tried in a similar manner in
thought transference, by holding large lecses in front of
the ejes of a hypnotizer at such a distance as to converge
the assumed cerebral radiations on the eyes of the hypnotized.
These experiments might be tried either along with light,

or independent of it.

I know that many points of the hypothesis which I have
suggested are quite improbable, and that I may and prob-
ably will be misunderstood by some as putting forward
facts rather than a bare hypothesis.

Probably one of the most serious objections to the hyp-
othesis is to be found in the fact that the phenomena of
telepathy and thought transference are not of more fre-

quent occurrence. This I must frankly acknowledge to be
a most serious objection. I would suggest, however, that
the comparative infrequency of the phenomena may possi-
bly be explained by the presence in the human body of a
shield which protects the brain or the nerve centres from
the effects of cerebral radiations. It is not impossible that the
sheathes of the nerves act as screens to prevent the recep-
tion by the brain of these thought radiations.

Prof. Tyndall, in his work on sound, alludes to the
well known fact that when sympathetic vibrations are be-
being excited by a sounding tuning fork in any body near
ir, that there is a greater rapidity of expenditure of energy
of the fork's motion than VI hen it was not exciting such
waves. The analogue of this phenomena exists, perhaps,
in the case of the assumed thought transference. Mental
energy Is presumably expended at a greater rate when
it is exciting thought waves in this manner, than when
such are not being excited.

There has often been experienced by me as a teacher a
feehng of great exhaustion in taking charge of or wai ching
a room in which a number of bright students were under-
going an examination. It is possible that the cause of this

exhaustion is the rapid dissipation of energy by the cere-
bral radiations being absorbed by the receptive brains of
the examinees. I am informed by certain physicians that
a feeling of great exhaustion is experienced by them in the
treatment of some cases.

If there be any truth in the hypothesis I have briefly

outlined, there should be what I would term a kind of vhal
radiation going on and passing outward from the body of
a healthy person, which may not improbably excite by
sympathetic vibrations in the bodies of weaker persons
around them, vi; rations of a normal or more healthy type
than those present in the sick person.

If this be true, the old belief of the efficacy of the lay-

ing on of hands, or of magnetic healing, may find some
foundation in fact, apart from what is most probably the
general explanation of such causes, viz., hysteria.

I have thrown out the above hypothesis of cerebral rad-
iations with considerable doubt and hesitation as a sug-
gestion only to those working in the field of telepathy or
thought transference, in the hope that I may thereby call

the attention of such investigators to some phenomena in
this very obscure field of research.

Giant Clutches at Columbus.
At the power plant of the Consolidated road in Colum-

bus, O., may bs seen a very interesting arrangement of

large clutches, which was built and installed by the Falls

Rivet & Machine company, of Cuyahoga Falls, O. Four

friction clutch pulleys, each twelve feet in diameter, with a

38 inch face, are carried on a single steel shaft 36 feet

6 inches long and 9^ ininches diameter. The clutcheswere

built to drive 500 horse power, but tests have shown that

they can transmit over 700 horse power each, on a single

pulley at 120 revolutions, which was as great a surprise to

the railway company as it was satisfactory to the builders.

The pulleys are made of wood, with a steel rim on the out-

side, which makes them very desireable for large pulleys,

being so much lighter than iron.

This line of shafting which is shown in the accompany-

ing illustration is driven by two Buckeye engines of 1,000

horse power each, connected by clutches at each end of

the line shaft. This arrangement of one engine at one

end and another engine at the other end with a clutch

from each engine, permits of either engine driving any

generator, or when required, the second engine can be

connected to service without reducing the speed of the
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working engine in order to do so. The building was con-

structed before the contract for the machinery was placed,

thus preventing the addition of a friction cut-off coupling

in the center of the shaft, so that one half of the plant,

inchiding shafting and two pulleys as well as one engine,

could stand idle if desired.

The Columbus cDTipiny is highly pleased with the ar-

rangement and working of the machinery.

Dynamo and Motor Calculation.'

Hy C. II. liFIJELI..

In the calculation of the different parts of a dynamo or

motor, the work is of course divided into the calculation of

the armature, and that of the field ; but as the capacity and
smooth op;;ration depend principally upon the construction
of the armature, it should be worked out first. This work
is best divided into two parts; and since the dynamo is

primarily a generator of electromotive force, the first
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of the armature 7*, multiplied by the revolutions per second
A', gives the number of conductors which cut the lines of
force in a second, or at the rale per second.

The number of lines of force cut, is obtained by multi-
plying the number of square inchcsof iron in the cross-sec-
tion of the armature coil C, by the number of llnesof force
which is known will produce the desired degree of satura-

tion /.. Knowing the rate of cutting, and the number of
lines of force, we have then the ciccttomotivc force (in

tbsolule units) = 7" X -A' X C X L,
OT, £. M. F. = 7' X A' X C A L ~ volts.

10" 10"

This equation has only one factor about which there can
be any unctrtainty, which is the factor /.; but as a very
slight acquaintance with the form of dynamo to be con-
structed, or a careful calculation of the magnetic circuit

will give the possible degree of saturation, there can be
said to bt very little uncertainity even in this factor.

' The most sitisfaclory degree of saturat ion of the arma-
ture core, is with 90,000 to 100,000 lines of force per liquare

inch of iron in the cross-sections of the armature core,

DYNAMO AND MOTOR CALCULATION.

consists of the calculation of those parts which effect

the generation of the electromotive force, and the second
consists of proportioning the parts, so that they will stand
the currents which may be allowed to flow.

The part of the work which I wish now to consider, is

that of the generation of the electromotive force.

In order to calculate with certainty, one must know to
what extent the proposed field will saturate the core of the
armature, since the electromotive force is generated by
the wires of the armature cutting the lines of force which
the field causes to pass through the armature core.

One definition of a unit of electromotive force, is that
electrical motor force generated by a conductor cutting one
line of force once a second. Broadly the electromotive
force generated = lines of force cut X number of times
they are cut per second. The electromotive force is

consequently proportional to the number of lines of force
cut, and also the rate at which they are cut.

The rate at which the lines of force are cut is easily ob-
tained for the total number of conductors on the surface

1.—Read before the Electrical Section,Franklin Institute, Aprils,

which can be obtained with the usual percentage of watts
used in the field.

The annexed chart will greatly facilitate this calcularion.

It is of the same general plan as Carl Hering's wiring
charts published in his "Wiring Computer," and is used in

the same manner. The interpolations for values between
the diagonal lines are different in this chart, as the readings
in the upper left-hand field should be along a horizontal
line, and those in the upper right-hand, and in the lower
left-hand field, should be along vertical lines.

It will be noticed that although the chart covers all the

usual sizes of generators, yet calculations can be made with
it far beyond its limits, as the different factors are so re-

lated to each other that where one is changed another can
be changed proportionately, except in the case of lines of
force per square inch. In the case of lines of force per
square inch values cannot be obtained higher than 100,000
lines per square inch with economy, on account of the
iron being saturated at about that point.

If higher values of electromotive force are desired

than those given, the figures in the scale of
electromotive force can be doubled, provided any
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one of the others, except the lines of force per square
inch, i.s doubled also.

Or if very low values of electromotive force arc desired,
the scale of electromotive force can be divided by any
factor, provided any ooc of the other scales be divided by
the same factor.

As an illustration of the use of the chart, let us suppose
wc have a dynamo having 200 times on the surface of the
aramature sixty square inches of iron in the crossscction of
the armature core, and we desire to know at what speed it

will be necessary to run the armature to generate 200
volts. Starting at the 200 point in the column marked
•*E. M. V. generated," follow the line to the left until it

intcrEccls the line representing 2cxi turns; then follow the
vertical line from that point until it intersects the line rep-
resenting sixty square inchcscross-scction; then follow the
line to the right until itintcrsccls the lincrcprcseniing the
probable degree of saturation, which in this case we uill
say is 100.000 lines of force per square inch. The speed
line which also crosses at this point is the speed required,
and iscxactly 1,000 revolutions per minute. If only 90,-
000 lines of force per square inch could be obtained, the
speed required would then be a little over i.rcorevoluiions
per minute. It will be noticed that the form of the arma-
ture, amount of active wire, or volts per foot of active
wire, do not enter into the calculation. In this method
the number of lines of force which pass from any one pole
into thearmature core and the rate which the wires cut
these lines of force, form the basis of calculation.

The maximum /*, Z>, is between two points on the ar-
mature wire which just include all the lines of force which
pass through the armature, to or from any one pole, as at
a and /' in the figure, if we are working with lines which
pass from the north pole.

As far as the electromotive force generated between a
and /' is concerned, it makes no difference in a ring arma-
ture what becomes of the lines of force after they pass
ihosepoints, or what theother wires on the surface of the
armature are doing. In a two pole field the other portion
of the armature wire, passing under the south pole, cuts
the same lines of force, and consequently the same number,
and since the rate of cutting them is the same, the electro-
motive force generated is exactly the same as that generat-
ed under the north pole. But as these two electro-motive
forces are in opposite directions no current flows around
the armature, although the points of greatest P^ D^ are
joined together by the parts of the armature wire not un-
der the poles.

Since what becomes of the lines of force after passing

a^
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the points a and b of a ring armature, or what the armature
wires not between a and b are doing, makes no difference
to the electromotive force generated between (T and /', the
lines of force may be divided so as to pass from the arma-
ture into different poles, and the armature wires not be-
tween a and b may pass under any odd number of poles,
and may generate under those polesdifferent electro- motive
forces from those under the pole first considered. It is

usual, however, to so build the different portions of a mul-
tipolar field, that the electromotive forces generated under
the poles is the same in amount, in order that all the term-
inals of the same potential may be joined together, thus
'-^"lecting the different portions of the armature in par-
allel

The methods of calculation given above, either by for-
mula or chart, deal with the generation of the electro-
motive force under one pole only, and consequently can be
used for any direct current dynamo having a ring arma-
ture, whether for bipolar or multipolar fields.

In the case of drum armatures the conditions are a little

different, as the return portion of a wire under the north
pole passes under the south pole and generates an electro-
motor force which is added to that generated under the
north pole, increasing the electromotive force between a
and /'. But the adjoining wire does not give its electro-

motive force to a and b, but to corresponding points adja-
cent to the south pole. Consequently, it may be consid-
ered that the one wire offsets the other, and the same
formula and the chart hold good for drum armatures
also.

In cases of multipolar machines having the electromotive
forces generated under like poles in series, the electro
motive forces either of formula or chart, should be in-

creased in proportion to the number of such poles.

The square inch of iron in the cross-section mentioned
above, has reference to the iron in the cross-section through
which the lines of force pass from any one pole.

The electromotive force generated may be that of a dy-
namo, or that of a moter in the form of a counter electro-

motive force. In each case allowance should be made for

the loss in voltage due to the resistance of the armature,
and also to whatever loss of electromotive force there may
be due to the lead of the brushes.

A report gained circulation in Columbus, O , a few even-
ings since that a new and very brilliant electric light had
been sent up in a balloon from Chicago. Several hundred
people watched it in the western sky, and agreed that it

was exceedingly grand and beautiful. They were looking
at the planet Venus.
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Constant Shunt Method for the Meas-
urement of Large Continuous

Currents.'
Bv Clayton W. Pike.

The constant, Vienna or Munich shunt method, as it is

variously termed, is something which is by no means novel,

and is, indeed, well known to some of the section, having

been used by them at the electric exhibition of the insti-

tute in 18S4. But I believe that the method is not so well

known, or at least not so much in use as it should be, and

I hope, by calling attention to some of its advantages and

by pointing out and showing how to avoid certain errors

incident to it, one or two of which are not generally known,

to do something toward bringing it into more general use.

For the measurement of continuous currents we have

the various forms of ammeter, the Siemens dynamometer,

the Thomson platform galvanometers, and the Thomson

balances, the tangent sine and cosine galvanometers.

With the objections to the ammeters all are doubtless fa-

miliar. They are inaccuracy of graduated scale, errors

due to residual magnetism or to loss of permanent mag-

netism, and lack of wide range. The Thomson platform

galvanometer does not measure large currents without the

use of the permanent magnet, which is objectionable if

considerable accuracy is desired, and it requires a knowl-

edge of the horizontal component of the earth's magnet-

ism //. The Thomson balance is an instrument of much
greater value than the above, being independent of H,

having greater range and greater precision, but being even

more costly.

The tangent galvanometer requires the value of //, and

has only a limited range, while the sine and cosine,

though better in this last respect, are tedious to use on

account of the time required in setting the coils.

The great advantage of the shunt method over all these

is that, by the aid of fairly simple and cheap apparatus,

currents varying from 1 to 1,000 amperes or more may be

measured with quickness and a very great degree of ac-

curacy over the whole range.

The shunt method is really a comparison method, and

depends upon Ohm's law that the potential difference be-

tween two ends of a resistance is proportional to the cur-

rent flowing through the resistance.

Let /i i? be a conductor whose temperature is kept con-

stant; its resistance will therefore be constant, but need

not be known. Pass the current C, which we desire to

measure, through A B\ there will then be a potential dif-

ference P D between A and B.
Let (7 be a mirror galvanometer with telescope and

scale, then the deflection d is proportional to the current

through it, which is proportional to P D, as long as re-

sistance of galvanometer and leads is constant, d^a P D^
or d^ a Cj.

Pass any other current C, through A B then d^ a C2

and
d, C

C, = .

d:

If the resistance of the galvanometer and leads be not

constant, the algebraical result is less simple and, more-

over if the defle-^tions become very large, they are not

strictly proportional to the current through the galvano-

meter, which we will call C ^. Hence the comparison of

large with small currents will be somewhat inaccurate.

This leads us to a little different method. Place a resis-

tance box P in the galvanometer circuit. Pass current C^

through A B, causing a potential difference P Di, and
sending through G a current

C,i-=—-^
A', -f^

where ^ is the gilvanometer resistance.

The:

d^a C^g a-
PD,

ia the same way

then

C^ad^(R^+g)

C.ad.AR.,+s)

C._ "'. (^.

+

i)

Cr d.AB-.+g)
or

Now, if when C were flowing we had accurately measur-

ed it by a tangeat galvanometer or by the electrolytic cell,

the quantity

would be known. CallitA'thi constant of the shunt.

Then we have the general formula for the shunt that the

current whose value we desire is equal to

Now, by usiag the resistance box, and by adjusting it

to give about the same deflections on the galvanometer in

different measurements, we have secured two important

advantages.
1. We have done away with the error of assuming that

the currents through the galvanometer were strictly pro-

portional to its deflections.

2. The resistances I\ being large in value with refer-

ence to galvanometer and leads, and being of platinoid or

some metal with very low temperature coefficient, any

change in temperature of galvanometer and leads will pro-

duce little effect on the result.

Like all other methods this one is liable to certain er-

rors, some of which I will mention and briefly suggest

1. Read before the Electrical Section, Franklin Institute, March
1, 1893.
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their remedies. The way in which they affect the result

will also be stated.

1. K<:aiHng of Deftcction.—Suppose you could read to

within 'oi cm. on the scale. If the deflection were lo cm.

the error would be
01
— — I part in i,ooo.

10

The error is evidently diminished as we increase the de-

flection,

2. Error Due to Temperahire Change of Galvanometer

and Leatis.—If these are of copper their resistance would

change four-tenths per cent, per degree centigrade. This

correction could be applied, but if the resistance in R is

large with respect \o g, this correction will be negligible;

1" then conflicts with i'', and we must compromise. Sup-

pose A', = 20^'- =: 2, and temperature rise — lo C, then

true value of

4
A'j + ^ = 20 + 2 + 2 X X 10 = 22 o3

loo

and the error in neglecting the

oS
oS = — = I in 275

22

3. Error Due to Temperature Change of Box.—
This is "02 per cent. per degree centigrade

for platinoid coils, and may be

corrected or neglected, according to the desired pre-

cision of our results.

4. Error Due to Determining Constant A'.—The con-

stant is best determined in most cases by electrolytic cells,

say three in series. If one has a tangent galvanometer

of proper range, i to 5 amperes, and knows //to the desired

accuracy this may be used. A Thomson deci-ampere bal-

ance would be very convenient for subsequent determina-

tions of the constant, if its readings were known to be cor-

rect within the desired degree of accuracy. An error of 'i

per cent, in K causes an equal error in the subsequent

measurements.

5. Eiror Due to a Risein Temperature of (he Shunt.—
This may be due to two causes, a rise in the temperature

of the room or the heating effect of the current. Both

may be obviated by placing the shunt in liquid artificially

cooled by cold water coils, and keeping constant the read-

ing of a thermometer placed in the liquid close to the

shunt.

Suppose the rise in temperature were 5° C. If the shunt

were of German silver the change in its resistence would

be "04 per cent. X 5 = "2 per cent, or two parts in 1,000,

and the results of the measurement would be in error by

this amount. If of platinoid the error would be but half

as much.
6. En-or Due to Change of Value of H.—This would

be possible if the galvanometer had the earth's field for a

resting force. If great accuracy be desired, obtain the

value of the constant frequently, and see if it changes. As
I have before said, a Thomson balance would be most de-

sirable for this, and many laboratories can afford one

Thomson balance. Also, if we had a galvanometer whose
damping could be removed, we could determine whether
H had changed by its time of vibration. The sources of

error so far mentioned are well understood and looked out

for, but the following are, I believe, not so well known. At

least the amount of the effect is not so generally appreci-

ated, and they have, so far as I know, received exhaustive

study only at the hands of W. L. Puffer of the Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology. His results are to be found

in ihe "Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences,'' January, 18SS.

7. Error Due to Therino-electric Effects.—We are

obliged to make the resistance of our shunt very low to

prevent undue heating, hence the potent al differences set

up at its terminals are very low. In this case any thermal

electromotive forces, which might be caused by differences

of temperature at the junctions of the different metals,

would be liable to affect the readings of the galvanometer.

This trouble may be obviated by so making the shunt as

to put the junctions under the surface of liquid whose tem-

peraiure is maintained constant, and may be detected by

running the galvanometer leads to a mercury cup commu-
tator and testing wiih reversals.

S. Error Due to Electro-chetnical Action.—The shunt

is placed in liquid, and under the action of the potential

differences set up at its terminals there is electrolytic de-

composition (if the liquid be one which can be

decomposed as water). 1 his will cause the end having the

higher potential to be darkened, owing to oxidization of the

German silver by the oxygen set free, while the other end

will become whiter or cleaner in appearance, owing to the

reduction of the film of oxide on its surface by electrolytic

hydrogen. These actions will evidently set up electic-

motive forces, and if the shunt resistance is very low, will

cause considerable error in the result. This source of error

could be avoided by placing the shunt in some liquid in-

capable of decomposition with low electromotive forces.

Chemically pure water would do, but for the trouble of

obtaining and keeping it so. Petrolsum oils would act

slightly on the bare piece of metal composing the shunr,

thus producing a battery effect. We must either immerse

the bar in some liquid incapable of acting on it or cover the

shunt very carefully with some substance not acted upon

by the liquid in which it is placed. Everything consider-

ed it seems to me that very carefully covering the shunt

with several coats of shellac and afterwards with copal

varnish and immersing it in distilled water would be the

most satisfactory method.

DESIGN .Us'D CONSTRUCTION OF APPARATUS.

Suppose we desire to measure currents of from one to

1,000 amperes. This would require a set of five tangent

galvanometers of difterent sizes, the three largest of which

would be impracticable. The diameter of the largest

would be about seventy-fave feet. With the sine or cosine
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galvanometers or Siemens dynamometer we could do bet-

ter in this respect, but they are still out of the question.
With the Thomson platform or balance we should need

three different instruments, which are exceedingly costly.

Moreover, none of these could be used near dynamos, and
this means that we must lead the whole of the current we
wish to measure perhaps a considerable distance, thus en-
tailing expense for wire and perhaps leakage.

Suppose we make one shunt of resistance 001 r^-. If of
German silver g inches wide, ^Ifi inch thick, two strips

24 inches long joined in parallel, will be nearly the required
dimensions. The object of making them so thin is to
offer large surface to the water so that they may quickly
dissipate the heat produced by the current. The rate of
production of heat with the maximum current, 1,000
amperes, will be "24 Cj R = "24 X 1,000- X 'ooi = 240
calories, or enough per second to heat 240 grammes of
water 1° C. if none of the heat be dissipated. We must
now provide a containing vessel large enough to hold so
much water that it will not be unduly raised in tempera-
ture, and large enough to admit of placing in it coils of
pipe which shall carry cooling water if this be found neces-
sary with the larger currents.

The two German silver strips should be joined thus by
massive cast copper blocks, to which they are carefully

soldered. To make the junction doubly secure, thin

strips of copper g x i x X i°ch are screwed and soldered
on over the German silver, as shown. The vertical pro-
jecting copper bars /> and A" are for connecting the shunt
into the circuit where we wish to measure the current.

The arrangement so far described would collapse, owing
to the thinness of the German silver. So it is necessary
to hold the copper blocks apart at the top and bottom by
some arrangement which shall be insulated from the
shunt.

This can be done by screwing on to both top and bottom
of the copper blocks a piece of board 24 x 4 x r inch, as
shown in drawing. The board on top shou'd be pierced
with a large number of holes, as shown, in order to facili-

tate the circulation of water. The ends of the boards
touching the blocks should be soaked thoroughly in melted
paraffine and coated with shellac. The screw holes in the
blocks should be fitted with paraffine, the screw heads
countersunk in the wood, as shown, and melted paraffine

poured over them. The whole arrangement should then
be coated with shellac and copal varnish thoroughly.
The containing vessel may be of wood, paper or galva-

nized iron, about 32 x 14 x 13 inches. Such a vessel will

contain, besides the shunt, about 85,000 grammes of water.

Now, the number of heat units, small calories, developed
in one second by i,oooamperes flowing through 'ooi w is

in one second, as before stated, such as would heat 240
grammes of water i C. Hence it would take to heat

85,000 grammes i" a time ^5^[[2^ seconds, or about six

minutes, if there were no radiation. But it is probable
that this heat produced will not be instantly communicated
to the entire mass of water, hence, for the large current
measurements it will be advisable to lead coils carrying
cold water close to the German silver strips, both inside

and outside, if we desire great accuracy in our measure-
ments.

Galvanometer.—Any form of sensitive reflecting galva-

nometer which is deadbeat and wound with coils of low
resistance may be used. If the instrument has the earth's

field alone for a restoring force, as is generally the case,

(neglecting torsion) it would be convenient to have the
damping copper mass easily removable. The following will

illustrate the design:

Suppose the scale of telescope is divided into millimetres,

and we can read with an error of i mm. by eye estimation,

then with a deflection 10 cm. the error in reading would be

jj^^^i^-
= I in 1,000. If our scale were distant frcm mirror of

telescope by I '5 metres, the deflection of the muror for a
reading 10 cm would be about 2' for jJg z= tan.2a — 2

tan, a approximately, tan. a =
^-J-J}

= 033 and a the deflec-

tion of mirror = i" 54'.

When 1,000 amperes are flowing, the potential difference

acting to send a current through the galvanometer is loo

X '001 or one volt. Suppose we put in the galvanometer
circuit 10,000 ohms, the maximum of an ordinary box, then
the current through the galvanometer will be '0001 ampere.
With suflicient accuracy, we may apply the tangent gal-

vanometer formula.

_ \Q Hy tan. a

from which we have

_ \Q H y tan. a 10 X '2 X y X.033
2 X 3'i4i6 X .00012 TT C

Assume a mean radius ; = 2,5 cm., then n the number of

turns = 266 = 417s metres or about 136 feet of wire. If

we take a copper wire whose diameter bare is '036 inches

the resistance will be about I'l a, and the wire will lie in a

groove I X !! inches, whose mean radius is 2*5 cm., or

about one inch.

When one ampere goes through the shunt the potential

difference will be I X *ooi = i volt. Then to give about

10 cm. deflection we should insert such a resistance that the

galvanometer current would be "oooi, and this resistance

would be about nine ohms Then should the temperature

of the galvanometer coil rise 5C the resulting error wou'd

be but two parts in 1,000 from this cause alone.

A galvanometer of the D'Arsonval pattern might be used

and would have the advantage of being independent of any

changes in H, and of being very dead beat. It should be

designed with as low resistance as is consistent with the

condition that a current "oooi amperes shall produce a

deflection of 2°.

Two commutators are necessary. The larger receives the

six coarse wire soldered into the copper lugs D E ol the

shunt. These wires .'hould be No. ccoo B. & S. three

in parallel, and the commutator of the mercury cup

variety, so arranged that the shunt can be entirely discon-

nected from the dynamo circuit.

Into each of the holes at Haev^d A' should be soldered
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carefully a No. 18 It. .V S. copper wire thorouj^hly in-

sulated, and the joint covered carefully wilh shellac and
copal. These are lead out to the small mercury commuta-
tor for the galvanometer circuit arranged like the other so

that the galvanometer can be isolated from shunt and
main circuit. Then any ihermo electric or electro chemi-
cal effects can be detected and studied. ]'"or instance,

disconnect galvanometer entirely from commutator and
note reading. Connect it to commutator with shunt uncon-

into the tank. As the water is drawn off, the ball falls

with the water level, the switch is closed, the pump starts

and continues working until the tank is again fdlcd to the

desired point. The ball and all parts coming in contact

with the water are insulated from the switch connections

and line terminals, so that no part of the circuit can be

grounded through the tank. The switch may be screwed

Switches of this type can be used in connection with

motors up to 2 killowait capacity, and can be arranged 10

operate upon any reasonable change in water level. The
device was placed on the market by the Edison (General

Electric company.

AUTOMATIC SWITCH I'OR ELECTRICALLY OPERATED VVyWi

nectedand there should be, of course, no deflection even by
reversing the commutator. Connect shunt (still wilh no
current in it) to galvanometer commutator, and see if

there is any deflection, reversing this time the connection

from shunt to galvanometer. Finally, run current through
shunt, and see whether changing the commutators pro-

duces any change in deflection, being sure that this cur-

rent is maintained constant. Disconnect shunt from
dynamo circuit, and see whether there is any appreciable

deflection. The time occupied for these tests is very

short, if the commutators are properly arranged, and if

the tests show no appreciable thermo-electric or chemical

effects, we may feel sure that our apparatus is satisfactory

in this respect. Finally, provide a sensitive thermometer
whose range is from about 60' F. to So' F., or 15 C. to

27' C, and arrange so that it will be placed close to one
of the German silver strips of the shunt. Read when no
current is flowing, and then when the maximum current

Hows. Then if these readings differ 3^ Cor 9 F., the

error would be two per cent., as previously stated. If

greater accuracy be required send cold water through the

coils, and read the thermometer, then by sending the

water through fast enough, the heating effect of the current

may be nullified to the desired extent.

Recent researches of Prof. Ayrton on the D'Arsonval
galvanometer indicate that such a type wound with plati-

noid with phosphor bronze strip suspensions would be

most desirable, and, therefore, the following arrangement
commends itself, more especially where the field around
the galvanometer is subject to fluctuations. Use for the

shunt bar a sheet of platinoid, to which the wires carrying

the main current should be soldered. Preferably there

should be several such wires soldered on the end edge of

the sheet and distributed at equal distances along the edge
so as to secure uniform distribution of current in the strip.

If then a D'Arsonval, made as described and having its

telescope and scale rigidly attached to itself, be provided,

it may be used where the other arrangement would be out

of the question, namely, near the dynamo room. More-
over, by making everything of platinoid, we have done
away with temperature corrections, provided the platinum

strip be of such dimensions that the maximum current

doesn't heat it appreciably. The strip then may be kept

in air, the only danger being a greater liability to thermo-

electric effects due to differences in temperature at the

junctions, and this can be tested by commutation.
Using the D'Arsonval, we can get a greater deflection

for a given potential difference at its terminals, therefore,

the resistance of the strip may be made lower and less en-

ergy be used up in the method of measurement, and in

some cases this is an important advantage. On the other

hand, since we measure with smaller potential differences,

any thermo-electric effects will produce a greater error in

our results.

to a wall or partition by the side of the tank, or, if con-

venient, may be placed within and screwed directly to the

side of the tank.

The particular switch shown in the illustration is fitted

Vertical Compound Engine.
The cut shows a sectional view through the low pressure

cylinder of the vertical compound engine built by the

Lake Krie Engineering Works of HufTalo, N, Y,, repre-

sented in the West by W, B. Pearson f^ Co., Chicago.

The cylinders arc of the four-valvc type, having two

ports for steam and two ports for exhaust, with a steam

chest at one side and an exhaust chest at the other side,

at right angles with the crank shaft, thus allowing perfect

freedom of access. It will be observed that the ports arc

very short and direct, and the clearances are consequently

small, being from 2)2 to 5 per cent., according to the

diameter of piston.

The cylinders are substantially and neatly lagged wilh

iron, and the space between the cylinders and lagging is

filled with non-conducting material. The steam chest

covers are provided with hoods, paneled and polished.

The valves are small, light and four-ported. The high

pressure steam valves are well balanced, and the others

are worked under light pressure on their sides, thus in-

suring tightness. The steam and exhaust valves are

worked by independent gear, and the lap is adjustable,

permitting of the most advantageous setting for condens-

ing or non-condensing service. The governor and steam

valves are constructed to carry the steam as far as seven

-

eighths of a stroke in the first cylinder should the demands

of the load at any time require it. This system of valve

gear and governor permits the engine to exert at least 30

per cent. more power in an emergency than any engine with

releasing valve gear. This feature especially qualifies the

engine for railway and other work requiring high powers

through short periods of time.

The columns of the frame are of the "A" type of double

box girder cast iron, securely bolted to the cylinder

Automatic Switch for Electrically Oper-
ated Pumps.

In the accompanying cut is shown an automatic switch

for use with electrically operated pumps employed in fill-

ing water tanks.

The arrangement consists of a simple single pole switch

with ebonite base, mounted upon an angle piece and oper-

ated by a ball float. As the water rises in the tank, the

ball float rises wilh it until it reaches a point where the

switch is opened by the operation of a sprirg. The

motor consequently stops and no more water is pumped

VERTICAL COMPOUND ENGINE.

with an arm seven inches long, and a ball seven and one-

half inches in diameter, and will operate with a variation

of six inches in the water level. It requires a cubic space

of n^ by iS^ by 20 inches, and can be used in any ordin-

ary tank capable of holding more than thirty gallons.

bottom and to the main pedestal, and carry the brackets

for valve rockers, the guides being bolted on their inner

faces. These guides are easily removed and renewed in

case of accident.

The pistons are of the best marine design, having heavy
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cast iron rings, held firmly in position by intermediate

spiral spriDgs. .The piston rods are of machinery steel,

forged in one piece with the crosshead. Slippers are

bolted to the sides of the cross head, and are of iron, bab-

bitted. The connecting rod is forged, and of the forked

pattern, with a wrist pin secured firmly to the ends of the

fork, with a central bearing in the cross head. The crank

pin has a two-part box, with its own bolts and independ-

ent of the rod forging.

Electric Power Transmission.
George Cutter's lecture before the technical students of

the University of Illinois last week drew a large and ap-

preciative audience. The subject, "Electric Transmission

of Power," allowed the speaker to dwell on the recent

developments in alternating current working which have

thrown a new light on transmission problems. In the

course of his talk, Mr. Cutter repeated the induction ex-

periments of Prof. Elihu Thomson, and also showed a

number of new ones illustrating the same principles.

Pie also showed the bearing of the Frankfort- Lauffen

tests on this subject and closed with a reference to the

prospects for electric power transmission.

Thomson-Houston-Edison Consolidation
in Chicago.

E. E. Sunny, who will have charge of the western of-

fice of the General Electric company, moved into the

building of the Edison General Electric company on

Adams street last week, and the Chicago business of the

new company will henceforth be conducted at these fine

ofiices. The lease of the building heretofore occupied by

the Thomson-Houston company, at 148 Michigan avenue,

will not expire until May 1st next, and until that time the

building will be used as a warehouse and repair shop.

All the heads of departments will transfer their ofiices to

the Adams street building within a few days, and by July

1st it is expected that the Chicago office of the

General Electric company will be in smooth

running order. The consolidation of the two office

forces will inevitably entail some changes, but

the announcement of the new oflice staff has not yet been

made.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes,

New York, May 2S.—Commissioners David McClure,

Robert McClay and Benjamin Perkins, who were ap-

pointed by the Supreme court to hear arguments for and

against the construction of the tunnel under Broadway as

proposed by the Rapid Transit commissioners, continued

their hearing on Tuesday afternoon. Objections to the

tunnel scheme are numerous now. The opinion has been

advanced'that the building of such a road would tend to

destroy or cripple the underground wire system under

Broadway. It is believed, too, by some who have made a

comparison of the proposed tunnel with the London sys-

tem, that the proposed underground railroad in New York

could not be built without disturbing the surface of the

street. The statement was made that there were no sub-

cellars in London along the route of the underground

railroad, and the cellars were not nearly so deep as the

cellars here. But even in London it was necessary to

underpin all the buildings along the route. That would

be much more difficult here because the basement walls

are not continuous. In London the walls were contin-

uous, while here the pillar system obtains. To underpin

the buildings here would be much more difficult and in-

volve shoring them up to the second or third story, and

that could not be done without taking possession of the

buildings and opening up the street.

On Tuesday the answer of the Sawyer-Man Electric

Light company in the suit brought against it by the Edison

Electric Light company was filed in the United States cir-

cuit court. It is a general denial of the claims of Edison

as the inventor of the incandescent lamp. It is also

claimed that the Edison patent, if such were granted, ex-

pired March 4, 1SS3.

While speaking of the Menlo Park inventor's trials a nd

tribulations, I must not neglect to mention that a dispatch

from London on Tuesday announced that Mr. Edison had

been awarded the Society of Art's medal. This distinc-

tion had previously been awarded to Faraday, de Lesseps,

and other distinguished men.

The Western Union building in New York will soon be

equipped, on its southeast corner, with a new time ball

which is to slide down a pole 100 feet high above the roof.

The ball is 3 feet 6 inches in diameter, and will be let fall

by an electric signal from Washington every day exactly

at noon. A smaller one will also be put on the Broadway

front, the old one having been destroyed in the fire of

July 19. rSgo.

Matters pertaining to society are rarely referred to in

electrical correspDndence, but a number of the readers of

the Western Electrician will doubtless be interested to

know that a farewell dinner party is to be given by Sec-

retary of State and Mrs. Henry C. Kelsey at Trenton, N.

J., to Mrs. F. W. Roebling, who sails for Europe next

week with her daughters and Edward Grant Cook. The
dinner will be at Sherry's in New York, and covers will

be laid for nineteen.

The "dummy" trains that have held possession of Third

avenue, Brooklyn, and rendered it one of the most danger-

ous thoroughfares in the city, were taken off on Monday
and the electric cars took their place. Cars were run on

five minutes' headway, and Superintendent Cameron re-

ported that there were no hitches.

I must not neglect to meutioa that the first electric car

on Third avenue, Brooklyn, began its pilgrimage on Mon-

day. On Friday the Myrtle avenue extension will be

opened with the dummies just taken off the Fort Hamil-

ton branch.

Mayor Boody of Brooklyn has appointed Prof. George

W. Piympton and Frederick R. Lee as the two members

of the new Brooklyn Electrical Subway commission pro-

vided for in a bill signed by Gov. Flower recently. The
measure was drawn by the local electrical companies,

and the $3,000 a year to be paid to each commissioner,

in addition to the running expenses of the commission,

will be raised by these companies. Prof- Piympton was a

member of the old Subway Commission, and has charge

of the scientific department of the Polytechnic Institute.

Mr. Lee is a lawyer.

A dispatch from Susquehanna, Pa., announces that a

corps of Pittsburg surveyors is engaged in that vicinity

surveying a route for a pipe and telegraph line between

Pittsburg and New York.

The New York Electric club has completed arrangements

to continue in its old quarters on Twenty-second street,

and circulars have been issued urging the members to make

up the deficiency in the club treasury. The announcement

is made that nearly $5,000 has already been collected. It

is the intention of the managers to resume the restaurant

service on a selt-sustainimg basis as early as possible. On
May 27th an entertainment was given at the club house

that proved a thoroughly enjoyable affair.

The Board of Managers of the New York Electric club

elected the following named active members on May
19th: Mortimer M. Hayden, John F. Zebley, E. C.

Brown, The following named associate members were

also elected: Geo. Urban. Jr., C. H. Mclntire, D. T.

Everts, G. F. Wheeler, S. L. Phillips, F. P. Little, C. I.

Hills, John E. Mcintosh, J. A. Seymour, Howard H.

Crowell, A. J. Belden, E. T. Pardee, Chas. J. Mayer,

Samuel G. Booker, J. Calisch, Chas. R. Lloyd, R J. Getz,

C. S. Knight, D. F. Urquhart.

Edward E. Hess has begun action against the Thom-
son-Houston Electric company, claiming a commission on

the sale of the electrical equipment for the "Huckleberry

Road.'' Mr. Hess claimes that he got the Harlem Bridge,

Morrisania & Fordhim Railroad company, known as the

"Huckleberry Road,'' to adopt electricity as a power in

the place of horses, and brought the matter to the notice

of ihe Thomson- Houston company, and through him

the contract was made for the equipping of the road.

The Thomson-Houston company refused, he asserts, to

pay him his commission of 5 per cent, upon the purchase

price, whereupon he began suit. W. F. O.

child. The president's report shows aggregate sales for

the fourteen months ending March i, 1S92, $3,468,900.50,

and during the months of March and April, under the re-

organization, of ^1,576,235.83." P.

Pittsburg, Pa.

Pittsburg, May 2S.—Superintendent Morris Meade has

completed the report of the Bureau of Electricity for iSgi.

It shows 5S1 regular and 200 still alarms of fire sent in

during the year, and not a single failure in reception or

distribution of the alarms. He ^recommends preparation

foi putting the city wires underground when the light and

telegraph companies put theirs down; urges improvement

of the sound-carrying mediums of the police telephone

service, and says that he has prepared an ordinance,

which he hopes will pass, providing for the appointment

of an inspector to make a regular and rigid inspection of

electric light wires to prevent accidents. There are 235

telephones in the electric bureau, and he also recommends

the appointment of a man to keep them in good order.

At the annual meeting of the Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing company the following named direc-

tors were elected: Charles Francis Adams, Lemuel Bannister,

August Belmont, A. M. Byers, N. W. Bumstead, Marcellus

Hartley, George W. Hebard, Henry B. Hyde, Brayton

Ives and George Westinghouse, Jr. The only change was

the election of Mr. Bumstead in place of Charles Fair-

PERSONAL.
C. A. Daigh of the National Electric Manufacturing

company, Eau Claire, Wis., is in the city.

R. M. Stafford, one of the foremen of the Erie Electric

Motor company, was recently presented a gold watch by
the conductors and motor men of the line.

Walter C. McKinlock of the Enterprise Electric com-
pany, Chicago, returned on Monday from a successful

business trip extending as far west as Denver, Colo.

Paul W. Bossart has recently been appointed special agent
of the National Electric Manufacturing companv, with
headquarters in Chicago. Mr. Bossart is well known to

the electrical fraternity, having been an old-time telegraph-
er, and later was prominently connected with the introduc-
tion of the telephone. For some time Mr. Bossart has
been in Denver, in charge of a western agency for the
Short Electric Railway company.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Falls City Electric company, Louisville, Ky.; capital

sto-rk, $10,000; manufacturing the Hanson primary bat-
tery, etc.

Union Electric company, Louisville, Ky.; capital stock,

$50,000; manufacturing and dealing in electrical instru

ments and supplies.

North Manufacturing company, Denver, Colo.; capital

stock, $100,000, to manufacture, buy and sell batteries

and motors of all kinds.

People's Electric Light & Power company, Silver Creek,
N. Y. ; capital stock, $20,000; to manufacture and use elec-

tricity for light, heat and power.

Lowell Electric Light company, Lowell, Mich.; capital

stock, ^60,000; generating electricity for lighting pur-
poses; Chas. A. Church, Lowell, Mich.

Norway Water Power & Electric Light company, Nor-
way, Me.; capital stock, $50,000; to purchase and develop
water power; H. L. Home, Norway, Maine.

Chadron Electric Light & Power company, Cbadron,
Neb.; capital stock, |2o,ooo; supplying the city of Chadron
with electric light for public and private uses.

Glendale Electrical company, Glendale, W. Va.; capital

stock, $50,000; furnishing light, heat and power by means
of electricity; C. C. Newman, Moundsville, W. Ya.

Johnston Motor & Electric company, Portland, Me.; cap-
ital stock, $250,000; to manufacture and deal in all kinds
of electrical appliances; Chas. A. True, Portland, Me.

City Electric Railway company, Port Huron, Mich.;
capital stock, i^ioo.ooo; to operate a street railway from
Port Huron to Fort Gratiot; F. J. Dixon, Port Huron,
Mich.

Lewisburg Light, Heat & Power company, Lewisburg,
Pa.; capital stock, $12 ooc; supplying light, heat and
power or any of them in Lewisburg, Pa.; John F. Duncan,
Lewisburg, Pa.

Home Electric Light & Power company, Muscatine. la
;

capital stock, $150,000; to furnish electric light and power
at Muscatine, also power for a street railway; F. P. Saw-
yer, Muscatine, la.

Electrical Supply & Construction company, Pittsburg,

Pa. ; capital stock, $100,000; manufacturing electrical

supplies and appliances.; W. M. Galbraith, 414 Grant
street, Pittsburg, Pa.

Nutley Electric Light, Heat & Power company, Frank-
lin, N. J.; capital slock, $ico,ooo; manufacturing and
supplying electricitv, etc.; F. W. Ward, Sio Broad
street, Newark, N. J.

Washington Park & Spring Grove Railwa)' company,
Sioux City, la.; capital slock, |i5o,ooo; to maintain and
operate a street railway by motor or electricity; D. T.
Hedges, Sioux City, la.

National Gas & Water company, Chicago, HI.; capital

stock, $500,000; building, leasing and operating gas,

water and electric works, etc.; N. A. McClary, 21S La
Salle street, Chicago, 111.

Magnetic Electric company (incorporated in W. Va.),

Boston, Mass. ; capital stock, $5,000,000; manufacturing
and dealing in electrical apparatus; Edward H. Brown,
252 Essex street, Salem, Mass.

McConnelsville-Malta Electric company, McConnels-
ville, O.; capital stock, $10,000; furnishing light and
power to the residents of McConnelsvilie, Malta and vicin-

ity; John S. Adair, McConnelsvilie, Ohio.

Katahdin Mining company, Spokane, Wash.; capital

stock, $100,000; general mining and milling business;

building and operating railways, electric light and water
works; Kinnaird iS: Happy, Spokane, Wash.

Pierce & Miller Engineering company, New York, N.
Y.; capital stock, $100,000; manufacturing, furnishing,

buying and selling machinery and tools of all kinds, con-
tracting for electric and manulacturing plants.

Belie Vernon Electric Light company, Belle "N'ernon,

Pa ; capital stock, $1,000; supplying light, heat and power
by electricity to the borough of Belle A'ernon, Fayette
county, Pa. ; Isaac S. VanVoorhis, S5 Diamond street,

Pittsburg, Pa.

Gordon Electric company, Chicago, 111.; capital stockj
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$10,000; to manufacture, patent, sell, construct, erect and
set in operation all kinds of electrical machines, equip-

ments, materials, instruments, etc.; l'"rancis W. Parker,

1007 Opera House block. Chicago. 111.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The Mobile, Ala., Klectric Lighting company will in-

crease its capital stock $ioq,coo.

The Toledo Kleclric Light company uses on an average

100 barrels of crude oil a day for fuel.

The Madison, Wis., KIcctric Light company is building

an addition to its station 30 by 70 feet.

The city of Rome, Italy, is to be lighted by ekctricity

generated at the picturesque cascade of Tivoli.

The capital stock of the Ltbanon, Mo., Light tS; Water
company has been increased from .$100,000 to :ii25o,ooo.

The plant of the Wilkinsburg, I'a.. Electiic company
was damaged by tire on May 20th to the extent of $6,000.

The stock of the People's Edison Illuminating & Power
company of River Point, R. I., is to be increased from

$30,000 to $50,000.

It is said that the Thomson- Houston company has

secured control of the Syracuse, N. V., Electric Light tS;

Power company, and that it is also endeavoring lo pur

chase the Onondaga Light & Power company of the same
city.

The city clerk of Minneapolis is advertising for bids for

furnishing electric street lights to the city. The specifi-

cations are on file in his office, and proposals will be re-

ceived until June 17th. The company to whom the

contract is awarded will be required to give the city of

Minneapolis a bond in the sum of $100,000, with good
and sufficient sureties, to save the city harmless from any
claims tor infringement of patents, and to insure the faith-

ful fulfillment of the contract.

A new electric light company, to be controlled in the

Westinghouse interests, is promised for San Francisco,

says the Examiner of that city. The plant, it is said,

will cost about $1,000,000, and the investment is lo be

made by the Westinghcuse company of Pittsburg, James
G. Fair and other capitalists. Mr, Fair is named for the

presidency of the new company. J. M. Thompson, who
represents the Westinghouse company, has been negotia-

ting for the purchase of property on First street, near

Howard, and an electric station may be located there.

Sealed proposals will be received at the clerk's office of

the city of Holland, Mich., until 6 v. m., June 7th, for the

construction of a complete electric arc light plant,

comprising a brick building for one 50 horse

power steel boiler, with heater, pump, injector, smoke
stack and all necessary piping to make connec-

tion with engine, etc., one 100 horse power high
speed automatic cutoff engine, one fifty high tension

arc light dynamo, forty 2,000 candle power lamps, best in-

sulated wire, poles, and all other necessaries to complete a

first-class plant. The plant is to be operated thirty days
before acceptance by the common council.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Rome, Ga., Street Railroad company has purchased

for $25,000 the Rome electric light works and will consol-

idate it with the power plant.

It is said that the syndicate that made an offer of $100,-

000 for the electric car franchise in Covington, Ky., is

ready to increase the bid to $150,000.

The contract for the equipment of the entire system of

the West End electric railway in Pittsburg has been let

to the Westinghouse company

.

The Ithaca, N. Y., electric light system has been pur-

chased by the electric railway company, and both railway

and electric lights will be run by the new company.

It cost the city of Toronto $1,200 to assure itself that

the overhead trolley system is the only one in practical,

operation at present for electric railway work on this conti

nent.

The Macon City & Suburban and the Central City street

railways of Macon, Ga.. have been purchased by the

Thomson-Houston Electric company of Boston, Mass.,

for $200,000. The new owner will, it is stated, equip all

the lines with electricity and rebuild part of the system.

The improvements are estimated to cost $100,000.

The proposed electric line between Spokane, Wash,
and Coeur d' Alene, Idaho, will be 32 miles long, with a

maximum grade of one per cent. It is proposed to make
the trip either way in an hour. Water power will be
utilized. The cars will be of special design, similar to

the observation cars on the transcontinental lines, with a

view to affording passengers every opportunity to view

the beautiful scenery along the route. They will be pro-

vided with mail, express and freight compartments and
will be heated and lighted by electricity. The cost of

construction and equipment will exceed $600,000.

There was a short strike on the East Cleveland, 0.,

Street Railroad company's lines on Sunday. This com-
pany operates thirty five miles of electric road, comprising
five of the principal lines in Cleveland. From 6 a. il.

until I P. M. no cars were run. At that time a compro-
mise was effected and business was resumed. By the

terms of the compromise the men are to work but ten

hours a day, motormen to receive iS cents an hour and
conductors 17 cents, and for overtime 20 and 19 cents an
hour will be paid respectively. Three leaders in the strike

who had been discharged are to be reinstated. The men
regard it as a victory. There was no trouble whatever,

and the pubfic who had to walk took the inconvenience

good-naturedly.

TRADE NEWS.
The capital stock of the Detroit-Electrical Works has

been reduced from $1,000,000.00 to $750,000,00, all of

which has been paid in. The company has opened an
office at S9 State street, IJoston,

The Niagara Falls Street Railway company, Niagara
Falls, N. ^'., is erecting a power plant. The Ball Engine
company, Erie. Pa,, is furnishing the steam plant, con-
sisting of two 130 horse power engines, two 130 horse
power boilers, pump, heater, etc.

A fire occurred in the factory of the Crescent Insulated
Wire ^S: Cable company on May 2(jth. completely destroying
the roof and fourth tloor of the structure. The loss from
the enforced stoppage, though for a brief period only, will

be considerable, as the company has been for three months
taxed to its utmost capacity. The managers hope to be
able to resume running full time in about two weeks.

The Samson Cordage Works of Boston, Mass., have
been increasing the plant for the manufacture of 'Sam-
son" arc light cord and trolley cord, and have reached
the limit of their water power. They have, however, pur-

chased a water power in the neighborhood of their factory

and they are now preparing to put in an electric plant

which will enable them to transmit the power to the pres-

ent factory.

Thos. G.Grier, Chicago, representing the Bryant Electric

company of Bridgeport, Conn., has moved his office and
salesroom from "The Rookery" to room 1422 Monadnock
building. Mr. Grier is general western agent for the

Bryant company, and carries a full line of Paiste switches
and other specialties which he handles. Mr. Grier will

be very pleasantly located in his new office, which is being
fitted up in good style.

So numerous are the orders received by the Williams
Engine Works at Baltimore that they are compelled to

work at night, and are contracting with another larger

shop to take some of the work. This company is build-

ing yacht engines, standard steam engines and very high
speed engines for direct connection to dynamos. These
engines are growing in popularity. With modern tools,

advanced ideas, and the experience of the past as a guide
the builders of this engine are pushing to a leading posi-

tion.

The Rose Polytechnic Institute, Terre Haute, Ind.,is

one of the few well- endowed and well-equipped schools of
a college grade in the United States devoted exclusively to

the professional education of mechanical, electrical and
civil engineers and chemists. Special attention is devoted
to electricity. Itis the strongest possible evidence in fa-

vor of this school that for several years the number apply-
ing for admission has exceeded the limited number that

can be admitted. Those intending to study engineering
should address Rose Polytechnic Institute, Terre Haute,
Ind., a for catalogue.

The Du Laney Clock company, with a factory at Val-
paraiso, Ind., has recently opened an office at 914 Unity
Building, Chicago. By an ingenious arrangement of a
number of electro-magnets, the main spring of the clock
is kept at an even tension, making as nearly perfect a time-

keeping mechanism as is possible to devise. When con-
nected in series a pulsation sent over the line by the con-
trolling clock makes all the clocks run synchronously.
Several railway companies have already adopted the clock,

and it is believed that it will go into very general use for

this purpose, and for the ordinary house use as a detached
timepiece.

The Standard Paint company s^ill continues to receive

testimonials regarding its valuable products. Recog-
niziug the expense of having a man apply paint or com-
pound to moulding with a hand brush, the company has
placed in the market a small machine for painting mould-
ing. A small revolving grooved roller to fit any sized

moulding is placed over a pan filled with P. & B. com-
pound. The moulding is run over this roller giving it a
smooth even coat of the compound. The company re-

cently received a letter from a construction company from
which the following abstract is taken: "We take pleasure
in stating that we have used a considerable quaotity of
your P. & E. compound, and have found it satisfactory in

all respects. We use it in preference to any other in-

sulating paint."

Referring to the use of graphite, a correspondent in a
contemporary says; "In making pipe cement, or as I

would term it, pipe smear, it is not necessary to use the
best oil or grease, as it is the graphite, and not the body in

which it is suspended, that makes the mixture valuable and
the joint perfect. I use the drippings from line shaft bear-
ings, caught in the ordinary way and mix them with the best

Ticonderoga flake graphite so that the compound can be ap-
plied with an ordinary sash tool. During the past three years
I have used about fifteen or twenty pounds of dry Ticonde-
roga flake graphite for pipe joints, cylinder heads, piston rod
packing, etc. Bolts smeared with graphite mixed as above, I

have unscrewed after having been in the dampest places
for upward of two years, or more, proving the anti-rusting

qualities of graphite. To cool hot bearings put it on as

thick as it will mix with oil."

The demand for the Sunbeam Incandescent lamp is

keeping up beyond all expectations. Heretofore the sale

of lamps each year has steadily declined after April ist,

and the manufacturers have taken advantage of this con-

dition of the trade, and have either rebuilt or enlarged
their factory, or have increased their stock of lamps on
hand. The sale of the Sunbeam lamp for April this year
was in excess of that of any previous corresponding
month, and the sales in May have been one-half more than
in April. The large number of dark days during the
month has probably had something to do with this very

satisfactory deroaad. but it is apparent that users of
incandescent lamps have about concluded ihat funhcr ex-
periments are not necessary, and that it is money well in-

vested to buy a lamp that has an csublisbcd reputation.
The Sunbeam is probably as well known as any lamp in

the United Slates, and is used by as many individual con-
sumers, which is a sufficient guarantee as to its merits.

The esubtishment of a new electrical supply house in
the Manhattan Building by Waller C. McKinlock and his
associates was noted in a recent issue of the Wesikkn
Elkctrician. Prominently associated with his two
brothers in the organization and management of the
Central Electric company, Chicago, and the Southern
Electrical Supply company, St, Louis. Mr. McKinlock
has, as a pioneer, come to be well and favorably known 10
the electrical trade. In the management of the new com-
pany he will be assisted by I'. P. Hill who has until a
recent date held a responsible position with the Scuihcrn
company, St. I^uis, and by W. F. Richardson who leaves
the Central Electric company, Chicago, for this purpose.
Mr. Hill has been elected secretary of the new company,
and Mr. Richardson will serve as vice-president and man-
ager. An opportunity was offered for the establishment of
the new business in St. Ixiuis but with the rapid growth
in the different lines in prospect throughout this city and
in the entire Northwest during the coming year it was
deemed best to locate in the World's Fair city. Several
very valuable agencies have been secured including the
control of the sale of Kerite wire for Chicago. The En-
terprise company will receive a full line of supplies direct
from the manufacturers. It is apparent that another
strong supply house has been added to the electric inter-
ests of Chicago.

BUSINESS.
Wm. Brookfield, of New York, manufacturer of battery

jars and glass screw insulators, is "blowing out orders" of
every description of green and amber glass.

General Manager F. D. Potter, of the Koy Valve com-
pany, of New York, reports that the company is getting
out a number of new style valves, especially suited for
the equipment of central electric light stations.

The Sawyer-Man Electric company, of New York, re-
ports a good business in the manufacture of incandescent
lamps. The company also reports large sales for switches
and cut-outs which it is at present manufacturing in large
quantities,

Russell & Co. of Massillon. O,, anncucce the sale of a
large number of engines to electric companies during the
last three months. The engines made by this company are
particularly adapted to electric light and power plants, and
their merits are being recognized by central station man-
agers. The company is making additions to its factory.

That slow-speed motors are being introduced in all

branches of work where such machinery is used with suc-
cess is shown by the fact that the Crocker-Wheeler com-
pany of New York, have been working nights for the last
two weeks in order to supply the demand for its well-
known apparatus which it is shipping to all parts of this
country.

The Northern Car company will soon ship, equipped
and ready to be transferred to the street car tracks, the
first of the new car bodies ordered for the Duiuth Street
Railway company. This car is equipped with two 20
horse power short gearless motors, and will be placed on
the line at the head of the incline and back of the city of
Duiuth. This line is i^ miles long and overlooks the en-
tire populated district at the head of lake Superior. It is

650 feet above the lake level, and the incline by which it

is reached was built at a cost of 1250,000. The maxiura
grade of the road on which these gearless moters will be
operated is 4^;c'.

The Ball & Wood company of No. 15 Ccrtlandt street.
New York, has just shipped the eighth 150 horse power
engine within as many months to the Edison Electric Illu-

minating company of Peterson. K. J. In addition to this
average of one engine per month, the company has fur-

nished the Edison company an improved 300 horse power
compound engine. Visitors to the Ball ^; Wood shops at
Elizabeth will now see over thirty engines under construc-
tion, embracing types of their improved simple, tandem
compound and cross compound engines all on contract
and in preparation for early delivery.

The Railway Equipment company, Chicago, reports
lively demands in all departments. The company has
added largely to the established business 01 the Electrical
Merchandise company, which it purchased a few weeks
ago. Owing to the established reputation of the standard
appliances of this company, a large number of contracts
for equipment have been made with the understanding
that such appliances will be used. The company reports a
largely increased business over the last season, but having
increased its manufacturing facilities, it is able to guaran-
tee immediate shipments. The managers of the company,
having devoted their entire time and attention to "electric
railway supplies only" for several years, are prepared
to furnish reliable and complete information on the equip-
ment of electric street roads.

The Stearns Manufacturing company of Erie, Pa.

,

manufacturer of the Woodbury automatic high speed
engine, has been notified that the Franklin Institute has
awarded the Edward Longstreth medal of merit to the
Woodbury engine. The committee's report contains the
following; "The sub-committee, after witnessing the
operation of several of these engines, was impressed with
the fact that the skill and intelligence displayed in the de-
sign and construction of the engine had resulted in a
machine of handsome appearance, capable of close regula-

tion, smooth in its action and well adapted for its pur-
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poses. Recognizing the integrity and skill displayed, your

committee recommends the award of the Edward Long-
streth medal of merit." The recommendation of ihe sub-

committee was adopted May 4th by the committee on
science and the arts

The Ball Engine company of Erie, Pa., has recently filled

the following orders: Schuylkill Electric Railway com-

p:\ny, Pottsville. Pa., one 200 horse power engine; J. C.

Hubinger Co., Keokuk, la., one 300 horse power cross

compound condensing engine; Pittsburg Iron & Steel En-
gineering company, Pittsburg, one 50 and one 100 horse

power engine; Mouodsville Electrical company. Mounds-
ville, W. Va., one 130 horse power engine; Oakland
Light & Power company, Oakland, Md., one So horse

power engine. Crook, Horner & Co., Baltimore, repre-

sentatives of the Ball Engine company, Erie, Pa., have
recently furnished two 150 horse power engines to the

North Avenue Street Railway company, Baltimore, and
two 150 horse power tandem compound condensing

engines and complete steam p'ant to the Chesapeake
Light & Power company, Hampton, Va.

The corner of Michigan Ave., and Randolph St., Chi-

cago, presents a scene of varied activity. The street is in

that condition of upheavalincident to the laying of a

cable conduit. This will be the new loop of the South
Side company, and will do much to relieve the conjestion

of traffic along State St. Near by the construction of the

great Wigwam is being completed for the democratic con-

vention. Soundings are also being made for the funda-

tion of Chicago's new Public Library building. Across

the way; towering above all this is the building of the

Electrical Supply company, which seems to felicitate it-

self upon the good companions which it will have by and
by. Within is a scene of even greater bustle and work.

They haven't much love for cable roads to be sure, but

they do enjoy orders for electric railway supplies. That

they succeed in getting their share seems evident from the

good humor which pervades this department.

The immense new pulp and paper plant of the Cliff

Paper company at Niagara Falls is to be supplied with

late designs of the horizontal shaft double discharge

Tames Leffel wheels, built by James Leffel 6c Co., Spring-

Held, O. The contract for this work was signed by the

Cliff Paper company and James Leffel & Co. on May 13th.

Each of these turbines is to be 1,100 horse power capac-

ity. These, wheels will connect direcly to the pulp
grinder shafts at each end of the wheel shafts without

belts or gearing. This company has celebrated the thirti-

eth year of continuous business in this line of work. It

has added many improvements to the James Leffel wheel

in the past two years, and has designed a large number of

new styles, incorporating in them the best ideas of its large

experience. The manufacturing plant of this company
has also been recently greatl)' extended, and various pieces

of new, improved and heavy machinery added, all adapted

to the heavy water-wheel work they are now manufactur-

ing. They shipped some time since one James Leffel

wheel and casing weighing forty-five tons; also filled one
order for nineteen large wheels for one pulp and paper

company.

James R. Chapman, general manager of the Consoli-

dated Street Railway company, Grand Rapids, Mich., has
long been an enthusiastic believer in the gearless street car

motor. Several months ago he placed an order for these

motors with the Short Electric Railway company of Cleve-

land, O., and on Sunday, May 22nd, the rirst gearless car

was run 'over his Hues. On the car, beside prominent
Grand Rapids people, was a party of gentlemen from Chi-

cago, 111., among whom were C. R. Cummings, Mr.
Odell and Mr. Bradberiy. Two trips were made by the

entire party, one in the morning taking that portion of the

Grand Rapids lines having grades of from three to five per

per cent. Later in the day the car was run over the

steepest and most difficult sections of track in the system,

where it was demonstrated to the satisfaction of every one
that the "Gearless" is a first-rate hill climber. The car

ascended one 9^ per cent, grade at a speed of nine miles

an hour without the least difficulty. This lun was made
several times in succession, the car being stopped and
started in the middle of the grade with as much ease as on
level track. The speed attained on the level was sur-

prising to those accustomed only 10 cable cars. The
motors on this road are wound for slower speed than is

generally desired, owing to the stiff grades on the. road,

but they will make twenty-five miles per hour easily on
the level.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued May 24, i8q2.

475,289. Electric Arc Lamp. Lucienne Erianne, Paris,

France. Filed July 2S, 1S91. Serial No 401,021.

Patented in France July 12, 1890, No. 206,963; in

Germany August i, iSgo, No. 56,345; in Austria-

Hungary Nov. 14, 1S90, No. 32,479 and No 56900;
in Belgium Jan. 3, 1S91, No. 93.327; in England
Jan. 5, 1891, No. 200; in Italy Jan. 28, 1S91, LVI.
43S, and in Spain Mar. 24, iBgi, No. 31,661.

lo this device a wei^lit separates the carbons and the cur-
rent brings them together,

475»300' Extension Transmitter for Telephones. Victor-

A. Cook, New York, N. Y.

While properly directing the sound waves froii the mouth
to the diapbragin, it is the intention in this arrangement lo

guard against metallic vibration.

475.334- Electric Signaling Apparatus. William C.

Moore, Kansas City, Mo.

The signals transmitted are not only adapted to actuate all

of the receiving apparatus at the several outlying stations, but
to cause the mechanism located at those stalions not wanted to

assume their normal positions, while the mechanism at the sta-

tion which is being called is caused to pass completely through
its operative phase.

Charles Cuttriss, New

475.335- Manufacture of Electrodes for Secondary Batter-

ies. James F. McLaughlin, Philadelphia, Pa.

Dry powdered active material is packed against a suitable
conductor, supported in a non-conducting mold, and then so-
lidified and joined to its support by subjecting it to Lhe action
of a current of electricity within an electiolytic bath.

475. 34°' Automatic Electric Heat Alarm. Fred S.

Palmer, Boston, Mass.

The invention consists of a reservoir containing mercury con-
nected to one pole of a battery, a channel through which the
mercury rises when heated lo close the circuit by conning in

contact with a point connected to the other pole of the bat-

tery.

475>345 Incandescent Lamp Socket. Frederick C Rock-
well, Hartford, Conn.

475 360- Amalgamator. James M. Thompson, San
Francisco, Cal.

475. 37S. Station Indicator. Reuben B. Ayres, New York,
N. Y.

475-394- Incandescent Electric Lamp. Henry Green,
Hartford, Conn.

This invention consists of a lamp made entirely of g'ass and
a pair of circuit wires attached to the platinum wires in lhe
usual manm r and trained up the sides of a hollow recess in the
teck of the lamp and secured to the same by the fusion of a
small portion of glass; a number of bead-like projections around
the neck of the lamp ser\'e to bold the same in the socket.

-175. 399- Electric Actuator for Registering Mechanisms.
Charles F. Holt, New London, Conn.

475.40-- Process of Obtaining Metallic Zinc from Sul-

phite of Zinc by Electrolysis. TheodorLange, Brieg,

Germany.

475,410. Electric Mechanism for Reciprocating Motion.
Henry S. McKay, Boston, JIass.

An armature forming the core of two electro magnets is re-

ciprocated, and in its travel changes the course of the current
alternately from one magnet to lhe other, thus causmg the re-

ciprociiion of the armature without breaking the circuit and
without the armature losing its magnetism.

475,41:. Electric Meter. Alexander G. McKenna, Al-

legheny, Pa , and Henry T. Weed, Brooklyn,

N. Y.

An electrolytic cell containing a mercury salt has suitable
electrodes and a receptacle for catching the deposited mercury,
which receptacle carries a graduated scale lo indicate the
amount of the deposit.

^75,441. Telegraphic Relay.

York. N. Y.

A coil is moved br currents in the main line and a carbon
strip wound spirally upon itself is distended or compressed by
the moving c il and included in the local circuit for varying
the resistance in the same, and thus controls the amount of cur-
rent flowing through a suitable receiving instrument.

475,^42. Sealing Device. Charles Cuttriss, New York,
N. Y.

475 467. Trolley for Electric Railways. John \V. New-
house, Indianapolis, Ind.

475,468. Electrical Transmitting System. Frederick
E. Now, Cleveland, O.

This device is intended for communication between a central
telegraph station and a number of ether stations at the same
time.

475,482. Lightning Arrester. James E. Browne and
Frederick H. Tidnam, Elizabeth, N.J.

The discharge passes from a swinging ball to a ground, and
the shock accompanying the flash drives the swinging ball away
from the ground terminal, thus extinguishing the flash.

475.491. Electric Locomotive. Thomas A. Edison
Llewellyn Park, N. J,; assignor to the Edison Eltc-

tric Light company, New York, N. V.; Original ap-
plication filed June 3, iSSo, Serial No. 11 243. Di-
vided and application filed May 20, 1SS2. Serial No.
61 955. Again divided and this application filed June
9 iSgi. Serial No. 395.701. (No model.) Patented
in England Sept. 25, 1S80, No. 3 S94; in Canada
Mar. 31,1881, No. 12,568; in Indii May 3. 18S1,

No. 3^1; in Victoria May 12, 18S1. No. 3,012; in

France May 27, 18S1, No. 141,752; in New South
Wales June 25, 1881, No. 948; in Queensland June
30. iS8i, No. 21—299, and in New Zealand Aug. 2,

1S81, No. 542.

The principal claim reads:
"A stationary dynamo electric generator, a wheeled vehicle

traveling upon rails, an electro dynamic motor mounted upon
such wheeled vehicle, having its field and armature coils in

separate circuits, electrical connections between the motor upon
the vehicle and said generator, and controlling devices mounted
upon said wheeled vehicle for sia.'ting, stopping, and reversing
its movement, whereby the movement of the wheeled vehicle
can be completely controlled by a person riding thereon."'

475.492. Electric Locomotive. Thomas A. Edison, Lle-

wellyn Park, N. J., as ignor to the Edison Electric

Light company, New York. N. Y. Original appli-

cation filed June 3, iSSo. Serial No. 11,243. Di-

vided and application filed May 20, 18S2, Serial No.
61,955. Again divided andthis application filed June
9, iSgi. Serial No. 395,702 (No model.) Patented
in England Sept. 25, 18S0, No. 3,894, in Canada
Mar. 31, 1S81, No. 12,568; in India May 3, 18S1,

No. 341; in Victoria May 12, 18S1, No. 3,012; in

France May 27, iSSi, No. 141,752; in New South
Wales June 25, iSSi, No. 948; in Queensland June
30, iSSi, No. 21—299, and in New Zealand Aug. 2,

18S1, No. 542.

The claim reads:
"The combination of a wheeled vehicle, an electric motor lo-

cated thereon, mechanically connected with a wheel or axle
thereof, a source of electricity, a circuit including said source
of electricity and motor, a track composed of rails upon which
the vehicle travels, and a supplemental grooved traction wheel
upon said vehicle rotated by the same source of power as the
motor, adapted to grasp oi grip the track."

475i493- Electric Locomotive. Thomas A. Edison, Lle-

wellyn Park, N.J., assignor to the Edison Electric

Light company, New York, N. Y, Original applica-

tion filed June 3. iSSo, Serial No. 11,243. Divided
and application filed May 23, 1SS2, Serial No. 61.955.
A^ain divided and this application filed June 9, 1S91.

Serial No. 395,703. (No model.) Patented in Eng-
land Sept. 25, 1S80, No. 3.894; in Canada Mar. 31,

18S1, No. 1256S; in India May 3. iSSi, No. 341;
in Victoria May 12, iSSr, No. 3,012; in France May
27. 18S1, No. 141,752; in New South Wales June 25,

'

1881, No. 948; in Queensland June 30, 1S81, No.
21—299, and in New Zealand Aug. 2, iSSi, 542.

In an electric railway having a suitable source of current and
supply conductors, lhe combination, with a car of an electric

motor mounted thereon, and two derived circuits, one including

the rotating armature of the motor, the other including the
coils of the field raagnete.

475,494, Electric Railway. Thomas A. Edison, Llewel-

lyn Park, N. J., assignor to Edison Electric Light
company, New York, N. Y. Original application

filed June 3, iSSo, Serial No. 11,243. Divided and
application filed May 20, 18S2, Serial No. 61.955.

Again divided and this application filed June 9, iSgi,

Serial No. 395,704. (No model.) Patented in Eng-
land Sept. 25. iSSo; No. 3,894; in Canada Mar. 31,
:8Si, No. 12..56S; in India May 3. 1881, No. 341;
in Vicioiia May 12 iSSi, No. 3,012; in France May
27, 1S81. No. 141,752; in New South Wales June 25,

1881, No, 94S; in Queensland June 30 1881. No.
21—299, and in New Zealand Aug. 2, 18S1, No. 542,

The combination, in an electric railway system, of a station-
ary source of electricity, a moving vehicl e, an e!ecti ic motor on
the vehicle, mechanical connections between the rotating part
of the motor and a wheel or asle of the vehicle, a main line of
conductor; extending from the source of electricity to the veh-
icle having a section thereof isolated from adjacent seciions in
the s^me line, and trave'ing contacts connectmg the circuit on
the vehicle with said main line or circuit or a section thereof,

whereby the variation due to thedescribed arrangement of the
main h'ne is automatically imparted to the motor to produce a
corresponding variation in the movement of the vehicle.

475,498. Process of Rendering Iron, Steel, and other

Similar Metals Homogeneous. Toseph C. Fraley.

Philadelphia, Pa.

475.504- Switch for Overhead Wires. Alphonzo O.
White and Paul W, Leffler, Minneapolis, Minn.

475 514. Electric Car Lighting System. James F. Mc-
Elroy, Albany, N, Y,

The currents required for the maintenance of the lights are
generated by means of a dynamo operated by the motion of the
train itself, and in connection therewith a storage battery is em-
ployed of sufficient capacity to maintain the lights during
stoppages.

475-526. Bottle Alarm. Joseph A, Trottier, Valleyfield,

Canada.

475.527. Coin Cantrolied Electrical Apparatus. Horace
Wickham, Milwaukee, Wis.

475,52s. Rheostat. Charles Willms, Baltimore, Md,

475-529. Rheostat. Charles Willms, Baltimore, Md.

.

Mile J. Cowgill,475o38. System of Electric Lighting.

Omaha, Neb.

A high voltage dynamo carries a sleeve provided with a ser-

ies of inlaid peripheral segments and a common return collar

brushes bear upon said segments to carry currents over the
several circuits successively, and during but a fractional part
of the time o£ each revolution of the armature, thus making it

possible to use a low voltage lamp on a high voltage cir-

cuit,

475.544- Electric Arc Lamp. Robert S. Dobbie, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

The combination, with the electrodes of an arc lamp, of an
inclosing device around the arc for conserving the heat and
intensifying Ihe light thereof, the body having an escape pass-

age and a draft inducing device fcr diverting gases ihtuugh
said passage from the space in front of Ihe arc.

475j555- Incandescent Lamp Socket. Cromwell A. B.

Halvorson, Saugus, Mass.

475.566. Automatic Electric Time Check. Charles K.
Jardine. Georgetown, British Guiana.

475,600. Cable Hanger. John J. Nate, Chicago, III.

The combination, with a hook, of a luetalUc base lo which
said hook is attached, said base being proviced with fcur open-
ings adapted to receive a wire or wires, and said wire or wires
adapted to be fastened to said base and to sQrround and sup-
port the cable at two points.

475,645, Lightning Arrester. Addison G. Waterhouse,
Hartford, Conn.

The invention consists of a lightning arrester and a means
lor temporarily short circuiting the field magnets or suspend-
ing the current producing capacity of the dynamo electric ma-
chine while the discharges are passing to earth.

475. 64S. Anti-Inductive Conductor, Bror H Wesslau,
Charlottenburg.

The improvement consists of an anii-tndtictive conductor
having an open net-work of threads of insulating material
wound or plaited thereon, with air spaces between said threads
and an outer envelop of insulating material wound around
the exterior of said threads and inclos'ng said threads and air
spaces.

475 651. Device for Heating Metal Rods, Alfred D.
Williamson, London, Eng., assignor to the Siemens
Bros. & Company, limited, same place.

475 667. Hoop Welding Apparatus. Charles L. Coflin,

Detroit, Mich.

475,668. Commutator Brush. Charles L. Coffin Detroit,

Mich.

475,702. Electric Motor Car. William H. Patton. Chi-
cago, 111.

575.703- Electrically Heated Sand Box. Lewis E. Pease,
Cambridge, Mass.

475.727. Electric Arc Lamp. Tames E. Gaston, Sparta,
III.
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JAMES
LEFFEL WATERWHEELS

YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
iitliT'lH .-v.-ry tiiflllly fur niiikliii; tli.i,,

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
IMnTililotiill kIn.lH clrlv.-n by tliiMii. l-Mny wi.rklnk- i:»l''»-, "''; unuT.iiU'-c

lilulifHt pnwor, Willi iiniiilli'iit nuiinllty ot wiileT. ill full nnil imrl Biii™
.

!•

.iirlnu fnsy n-culiHI"" ""'1 «i™i1y inntloii. Kiii'ri'«»tiilly oriiTiillni,' uimUt

i',.,,'K<,f a i.i >oo r,.,i. wnif .1. f.ir rn,.. |,„„„.i,r.-i i..,.i -n,!.- 5 r »M.i,t».

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
SPRINGFIELD. OHIO. U. S. A.

110 LIBERTY ST..
NEW YORK CITY

Niagara Electric Motors and Dynamos

In litl'-M wIktc wi' bth not alrt-n'l;. r'ii>r'>M.*rit'"i

.

Liberal diKcoiinlK an<l exchiBtve t«rrltory U> rt5

aiiODell)l<- (li.-al<trn io Hli-ctrlcal afiparntOH.

LOVKI.I. nVii. CO.. Ltd., Krl*-. Pa.

Wanted- Position.
I{y compfti;Dt ^uptiiintendciit and clec-

trif:ian fumilliir with the leading lighting

find street nillway syatoins. IJaat of refer

ences. Address A S5,
(are of Wkbtkhn Ei.KrTiticiA.N .

TUTANTZZD!
A GOOD I.IVK MAr/, wHtlt»rn»ll':»piUl,tot*ke

ji.<."..^ rvlnyi ati<l -a-H ^Kt»nlUh«d
.-l.-ffri . .ni; i «i»^ lal'v ruanufartar-

int.' ^'' ^n•l coo*tr'jctl'in htiiloeea.

Mu-i L' ..-, • -< ii>-uf-Tii.\ iju-iitifi»« maotire-
iiH'tit, alxj posnuAAud of aoao'l practical kDowl-
etlKC- AddreM, "A- B."

Carr Wb«tbbn KLBcrnrciaJc.

WANTED.
TRAVELING SALESMAN vUllIng Ceotnl

.Slallons u> handle a ijulck eelHug tide line

on commiaslon. Address In conlldtnce

s'aling line you carry. "B. T." t-'atc

Wkbteh.n Elkctricia.n.

THE "CLARK " WIRE.
Insulation tiiaaranteed wherever UMed, Aerial, l^ndergroDnd or HnlimarlDe.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1 886, he says : ''A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber iiaecl in inpulatinf^oiir wires and Ciibl*>B in especially chemically prepareil, andie cuaranteed to be walerproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain (lt?xiblf in extreme cold
weather and is not affected by lieat. Tlio insolation in prolecled from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and tin- whole ulicked with Clark's I^ateut Compound, and flpecial extra fluifh, uhicb we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chatlnj^ and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very gr(_'at extent (Ireproof. Our innulallon will prove
durable when all others fall. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Kleciric Lighls from Block. Cubies made to order. We are now prep&rad
to farniah our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for celling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark Joint Ciinni should be used for making waterproof joints. This id put uj) in half-pound boxes, in strips aboat one foot long and five-eighthe Inch wide, and when wrapped ftboat a Joint
"jid pressed llrmly it makes a solid mass. FOR KAlLWAiT and IIOTOU use, we make all sizes of etranded and tlexible with Clark insaratlon.

•WK iiVAKA'K'rKE OUK I1V8UL.ATION AVHRJIEVER HiSRD, ARRTAI.. TrA'DKR<;ROrXl> OR mVBIlIARIXi;:, and oar net prices are as low, If not lower than an/
other flret-class Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for iiuiintiii^'ii".

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTOX, MASS.

HB»RY A. CLARK, Treaoarer and Gen'l Manager.
HERBERT H. ED8TIS, Pr»Bldentand Sleclrlcltn.

.^ LOisra- i^E3r-.T ttsT-^zn-t s-cri=i=x^i:Enz).
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES OF

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTUEEBS OP ALL KINDS OF

SRAMIaRSS RUBBEIR WIRES AND QABLEIS,
JOHN A.

FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TRENTON, N. J.

ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Westerr< Agents, 171 and I 73 Lake St. Chicago, III-

SOMETHING NEW!
An improved 4 or 6 volt Combined Storage Bat-

tery especially for Dentists' use at very low price.
Purchasers can exchange discharged for charged
cells, without extra co'at. beyond exoense lor
charging the batteries. Manufactured by

J.K. PUMPBL.l-'r,
Bsom 801. S05 S. Canal St., Chicago.

This Is a cut of
the

Law
Battery
—"WITH—

Double
Cylinder
Carbon

Element at-
taehed with zinc
tn covfT. 147 eq
inch carbon sur-
face. Theelement
ieeverlaaiing.and
ie so guaianieed.
Wby ufe a tiai-

lery with acbem-
iral depo arizer
that need-* Jre-

caent renewal of
the negative ele-
ment.

LAW BATTERY COMPANY,
85 John St., Jfew York.

LINK fwBELTINC.
The Best. P3rS Now the Cheapest.

REDUCED PRICE LIST
of drive t)elt&otherSpeciaUiea for .E?ci-afr)rs,Co»i I'eyiM-s ifr

Machinervf.irhaiiriliiig'nnyiimtcrifilinliullcorpaekape.
LUK UELt MAt;HL'VERY CU.. 39ftl Stewart Ave.. Chicago.

FAN MOTORS.
SBXD IN YOUR ORDERS FOR

Arc 1 1 and 500 Volt Fan Motors.

Chicago Electric Motor Co ,

205, 207 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR SALE.
2-36 Light Waterhouse Arc

Dynamos, 2,000 C. P., with
single and double lamps.

Rose Electric Light Supply Co.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

ALL SIZES

AND

GUALITIESMICA
For Electrical Purposes.

EUGEKEMUNSELL&CO,,
218 Water St.. JTew York.

Syhscrilie for the Western Electrician,

NAME
Electric Motors, Dynamos,

PLATES Arc Lamps, Etc.
We have the most complete equipment for manufacturing; Name Plates ia the country,

and guarantee our patrons prompt delivery, at lowest possible C06t.

SGIVI> fOB SAaiPLES. I>£SI«;Kj^ FURNll^HED FBEE OF EXPKN8E.
A few concernB using oor plates are: Thomaon-Houston E'ectiic Co.. C. & C. Motor Co., Crocker-

Wheeler Electric Motor Co., Bernstein Electric Co.. Schuyler Electric Co., Eddy Electric Manofactui-
ing Co.f Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.

MANUFACTURED BY

JOHN BECKER MFG. CO., Fitchburg, Mass.

GlECTRICAl MEASURING INSTRUMENTS,
We manufacture a full lice ot apparatus for experimental and practical usj.

Some of our specialties are:

Cardew Voltmeters,
"Wlagnetic Vane" Voltmeters,

Portable Galvanometers,
Portable Testing Sets,

Standard Resistance Coils,
Portable Photometers,

Electrodynamometers, Testing Batteries,
"Magnetic Vane" Ammeters,

Reflecting Galvanometers,
Tangent Galvanometers,

Electric Light Photometers,
Portable Tachometers,

Reading Telescopes.

Parlicular attention is given to tlie complite equipment ( f E'ectiical Laboratories.

Correspondence solicited. S-nd for Illustrated Disciiptlve Catalogue No. 1-66.

QUEEN & 60., PHILADELPHIA.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
yi H. p. 500 Volt Armature, Ventilated. Constant Speed, 1,500.

The Motors are made with the best appliances and material obtainable, and embody every improve-
ment of merit, with the intention that they ehall be the Standard of their class.

430 West 1 4th Street. NEW YORK.

PORTER-LEAVITT ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.,

124 Mitchell St., Providence, R. I.

Battery Motors a Specialty.
FOUR REGULAR SIZES.

Suitable for running Sewing Machines, Dental Drills,

Jewelers' Lathes and all kinds of light machinery.

Ko. 1, 2 Tolls, 1-33 h. p., S3.00.
Xo. a. 4 Volts. 1-lC li.p., S5.0O.

Xo. 3, G Volts, 1-ia h. p.. SIO 00.
Xu.4, 10 Volts, l-!«]l.p.,S15.00.

Send for Circular. Every Motor Guaranteed.
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E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ELECTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-BHAJICH STORB-

2134 Michigan Avenue.

THE STANDARD
OPEN CIECUIT BATTERTEB

OF THE WORLD,
AND THE BEST MADE AN Y WHKRK.

Send for Circular and prices.

The Leclanche Battery Co.,

Ill to 11? East 131st St., 5EWY0KK.

Manufacturer's of

OCTAGONAL^^ Cedar
TELEmu& Electrical

RailwayPolesxCRossArms

' OSCODA . IVIICH.

STEAM ENGINES
FOR SALE.

One 12 H. P. Vertical.
TtireeSH. P. Vertical.

One 4 H . P . Horizontal Tnink

.

One 5 H. P. Hoisting Engine.
All above engines new and cheap.

We have nnder constrnrtion 5, 8, and 12 H. P.
vertical, and 18 and 25 H, P. horizontal engines,
all automatic cut-off.

WILLIAMS ENGINE CO.,
BAJLT13IORK. MB.

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all impurities.

^^ Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

R4>l>iE POLVTECeSlC INBTITI'TE.
Terrf Ilau'.e. Ind. A College of Engineering.
Weil-eodowf d, well-equipped. Conrsee in Me-
chanical, Electrica', Civil Knsineerlng and chem-
letpy. Eiteneive Machine ^hops, Laboratoiiep,
Drawing Eoome, liDrary, Espenees low. Ad-
dress H. -i'. EDDY, Pres.

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
Sl.OO.

FERRACUTE MACHINE CO.,«"^gn!^j.^^i;:„Vs-A'

FOOT AND POWER PRESSES, DIES
A.VD OTHER SHEET 3IETAI, TOOLS.

Tliey make a number of Presses especially adapted for ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL WORK.
Please send for illustrated prices describing 200 kinds of Presses,

Dies for Armature Discs, etc.

J08IAH PIERCE, Jr.,
A. M. I. C. E.,

\ii asl Ifipo;ra||IiiG E&;i&ser,

1 1 South Street, BALTIMORE, MD.
ropographjc Surveys of any extent and character

organized and eiecnted.

DYNAMOS
Boug'ht and Sold.

All makes in etock and wanted.
40 per cent, eaved to pnrchaeere.

El^IilS OIL fIXTBBS.
CHAS. E. GREGORY, -^^^^d'fc'i^?}."^''

TUC / ^T^OT SPECIALTIES IN ELECTRICInL LfliCLOl LIGHT SUPPLIES.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

ST-A-IS EX-ECT2SI2^ CO.,
641 Nortb Broad Street, - PHIX<AI>EIiPHIA.

Commercial Buildrns;. St. lioois. 3Io.

/^T^^STEAM PUMPS

|A.M.Morse&C»
11 ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS. 1

:>;(iaE^i?OWER PLANTS
Late of ETi2li-=h. Morse & Co.,

PREMIER MOTORS AND BATTERIES.
For Tentilating-, Running: Light or

Hiodel .>Iachinery.

No. 1 Motor with 4-inch Fan, $3.00.
No. 2 Motor with 5-inch Fan, $4 CO

No. 3 Motor, S5.00. 6 inch Fan, 50c; 8-inch Fan, l.OU,

Motors Patented 188-5.

THE PREMIER BATTERY $1.75.

Motor Casting-s in Sets, Laboratory Outfits,
Lamps and Novelties.

THE PREM ER ELECTRIC CO.,

17 and 19 Whipple St„ Brooklyn, ST. X.

EliECTKIC LIGHT
AXD BATTEKl'

CJ{l{BOflS.
CLEi"V:E!Xj.A.lNriD, OHIO.

pHOTOIf

BIfUSffES.

THE I=»E5XjT70ISr 'W-A-TTEin 'WXXESESX.
Gives the

Unequaled

in

Efficiency

Unlimited

Capacity.

Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2.000 in use.

Afford^ the most simple and reliable power for all minins and mannfactnr-
Ing machinery. Adapted to heads rnnning from i;0 np to 2,000 or more feeL
From 20 to 30 per cert, better resnlts guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the conntry.

££<ECTBIC TBAXSailSSIOX.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regnlation and the facility of adaptation to varying conaltlons
of speed and pressure, have bronght It into special prominence and extensive
se for this cldss of work. All applications sbonid state amount and head of
water power required, and for what porpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send PoB Catalogue.

THE ^BLTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
131-133 3Iau (St., San Prancisco, Cal., U. S. A.

143 LIBERTY STREET. - - XEJV TORK»
B^It having come to our notice that onr patent rights are being infringed

upon, iniendingparchasers are hereby warned that all such infringements will

be diilv prosecnted.
Pifl.TOX WATER ]tIOTOBS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15

and 20 horse cower, nnequaled for all light running machinery. Warranud
to develop a given tmount of power with one-half the water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Address as above. Deliveries made from
San Francisco or New York, ae may aSord the most favorable freight rates.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
11 Adams St., CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

I^ro-rcipt Sli.ipm.en.ts.

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
W. R. MASON, Genl Mgr. CHICAGO.

IvIOEER-H Al^ERICJLK IvlETHOIDS
Op^ Coffer. Si^ztEivT-ino-,

Edward Dyer Peters, Jr., M. E., M. D.

SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED.

Price, Postage Prepaid, $4.00.

THE MOST COMPLETE lORK OF ITS KIND PDBLISHED,

Electrician Puiiiisiiins Co.,
6 X^akeside Bids'. CHICAOO,m^
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of KIXCTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CFI.E.

IIRATKU WA'I'KK W II KICIv as p.inicularly adapted to thnr use
on aecoupt of its r<-iiiiirliitl>ly Mt4*a€ly molloD, nlcfli Mprrd
nnd cereal Klli4*i«*n4-y, and lai-e*' 4.npiiclly foriisolain«>trr,
being double the I*ow«'r of most wheels of same diamt-icrr. It is used
by a number ofthc leading electric companies with ercat satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it Is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect {guaranteed.
NK.>i» I Olt <:AXAI>00I;R Amu PAKTi«:i;i.ARN.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying cngra%'ing represents a pair of 12 inch VICXOR

XURIIII^IKN arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-iron Flume, Draft
Tubes. Knd Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mountrd upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We arc now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or m pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation

admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

^ ADQON CO., MAKERS o-- HIGH -GRADE

SEND FOR OUR
New Calalojae of

Electrical
Books.

The moat complete of Its

kind ever published.

Bent Free to Any AddreBS.

We are Headquarters

In the West for ELEC-
TRICAL BOOKS, and fill

orders promptly, pre-
paid, on receiptof piic e.

Electrician PabllflhinK Co.,
ti Lakealde Building,

Chicago, 111.

Electric Railways.
Trant-misalon of Power.
Electrical Machinery designed for special appll

catlontj, plane, speclficatioDs an'i supervlBiGn.

Rooni8 27 and SS, Cleland Bide.,

31 State Street, BETROIT, MICH.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Taceht thoronehlv day and nij;ht at the IXHTI-
TVTE of TECHXOLOCjJY, 151 Tliroop
Street. Chicaso. III. Amaleore, Artlsane
and others assleted Practically in any line, and
Inetructed in the latest and meet improved
raethcda.
Mechanical Dratjghttng, Mathematics, Elec-

trical Calculations, Archiiectare, Mechanics, also

au;,'htday and nipht.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB KLiECTBICAIi CISES.

OrsDlute Bods of Vorlons IjeneihB, from 1-5 Uhm to 100 Ohms Beslstance
to the incb. Kraphlte Boxes and Vroclbles, Beslstiog Heats

of 4,000 Degrees. Inqnirles <i)Iadlr Answered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If in want of Poles, Ties and PostB, save money
by getting my prices.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, Mich,

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Bed, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wnMigftTox.'pEi.. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the "World.

Z:E3I> 1878.
SOLiE MANITFACTITRERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
OFFICE:

14 DEY (ST., N. Y.

For Incandescent

Lamp
Frlamenls.SILK BRAID

The greatest care taken in prodacing a uniform article.

Samples aud prices mailed free.

BOSTON BRAID MFG. CO.,
28 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

Three 500 Lt. T.-H. Dynamne, Comnnnnd Wonnd,
110 volt, with Base, Rheoatat and Ammeter.

Two 1,000 Lt. Fort Wayne Alternators, complete.
Two 25 Lt. American 2,000 C. P. Arc Dynamos.
One 50 Lt. Sperry 2,000 C. P. Arc Dynamo.
One tiOO Lt. Edison Dynamo—not the latest style.
Twelve Knowlea 12 Lt. Arc Dynamos with Lamps.
Nine 30 Lt. Westinghouse Arc Machines, 3,000 C. P.
One 30 Lt. Brush Dynamo, 1.200 O. P.
One 60 Lt. Vandepoele Arc Machine, with two

Armatures and 25 Doable 2,000 6. P. Lamps.

Twelve 50 Lt. Schuyler Dvnamoe, 2,000 C. P.

One 20 Lt. U. S. Arc Machine with 20 Single
Lamps.

One 300 Lt. U. S. Dynamo, 110 volt, with com-
plete Station Fixtures.

One 300 Lt. U. S. Dynamo, £0 volt, no Fistnree
bat Base.

One 200 Lt. Mather Dynamo, 110 volt, no FixtnreB
bnt Base.

Sis 30 Lt. Escelslor Dynamos, Arc, 2,000 C. P.,
with Single Lamps.

THE JOHN E. BEGGS MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO., • 74 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.

TURBINE WATER WHEELS.
HORIZONTAL
VERTICAL.

^^a.aa.Tj.fa.C'tra.red. "to-y

EODNEY HUNT MACHINE COMPANY.
Specialties for Electric Light and Power.

Double the Power of most wheels. Ilieh Speed and Even Speed. Perfeetly eimtrolled by
Re^nlator. Belting directly to dynamo. EllieieMey. 9050. llolyoke Testing Flume. £asy working
sate. Excellent workmanship, great durability, moderate Prices and salisfaclion guaranteed- l,t)50 wheels
sold in New England. One party has ST of these wheels in use; another 6,800 b. p., another 7,400 n. p. etc , etc.

Large numbers of wheels furnished for Electric Light and Electric Power Transmission, Street Railway, etc.

Write for catalogue and estimates on proposed plants.

Boston Office, 70 Kilby St. Main Office & Works, Orange, Mass., U.S. A.

$40,000,000
Earned by the Bell Telephone Patent in 1831-

Yoar invention may be valnable. Ton ehonld
protect it by patent. Address for fall and inteili-
senl advice, free of charge.

\W. W. BVDLEl' & CO..
Solicitors of Patents,

Pacific BId'g, 622 F St., N. W.. Washinglon, D. C-
Slention this paper.

ANTIQUE FINISH DESK,
Four and a half feet long.

Send for complete catalognes of
office fittings.

AMERICAN DESK AND SEATING CO..
370-37:i "Wabasli Avenue, CHICAGO

^ TBBiB gyj^j SHUUTZ,

YOUR POWER.
YOUR BELTS.
YOUR MONEY.

BY COVERING YOUR PULLEVS WITH

SHULTZ PATENT -,

LEATHERPULLEVCOVERING.

TANNED ON THE
SUPTACES ONLY
INTERIOR IS

RAWHIDE.-
THE ONLY PERFECT BELT \
MA0E.N0 5LIPPiN6

OR LOST MOTION

«SANCHES:. 164 SummerSt., Boston, Mass ; 225 Pearl St., New York City.
129 N. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa. ; 60 W. Mon.oe St. Chicago.

Picker Leather-

I
St. Louis, Mo.

HILL
Clutch Works,
CIiEVEI.AND, O.

EASTERN OFFICE:
18 Cortlandt St., - KEW TORK.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
SSSo. Canal St.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Deaigoed, Erected and Famished.

Send for iieT7 Catalogue ofPow-
er Transmission Machinery,
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THE EVANS FRICTION,
RnnDine tonr Edison dynamos with one 200 H. P. Mclntoeh & Scymoar
Engine in the Weeks BtiUdlnfr, Bo8(on.
ThoHsandB of 11. P, in nae driving dynamoB, and thoneands of sets of

Variable Speed Cone Pulleya in operation driving all kinds of macbinery.
For Information eend for dynamo catalogue "ii*' and for cone cataloEae

*'T." AddrcBB

Evans Friction Cone Co.,

85 Water Street, - - BOSTON, MASS.

PATEHTED.

EvanB' Cones.
For Tarying Speed.

m 11

1st. We are the Pioneers in advocating the system of single wires in conduits and demonstrating the Duplex or double
conductors unreliable and dangerous.

2d. That the VULCA ELF.CTRICAL WIRE DUCT8 will stand the action of CEMENTS, PLASTER,
ACIDS, etc.

3d. We guarantee our customers absolute protection against all suits for infringements in using our Vulca Wire Ducts
and completed system for Interior Wiring.

Smith Building, 1 3, 1 5 and 17 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin Street, CHICAGO.

FUSE ) Correct Carrying Capac-

WIRE or I ity. Absolute

STRIPS, j Unilo-mity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave.,

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles, Wr'^e To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
liSOO K. Second Street, ST. liOUIS.

HH I g^ B For electrical

|V| 1 1 A purposes.

Ifll^H Low Prices.

BOWERS BROS.,
121 Lake St., - CHICAGO.

JJMURPHYic
, ElectricSlate
!,TAUAN &AMERICAN MARBLE

ELECTRICAL-'-'—; ,36 UIBERTY ST.
EXCHANGE BUILDING^ NEW YORK.

BnrliDgton Route New Service.

The Burlington Route is the

best railroad from Chicago and
St. Louis to Kansas City, St.

Paul, Minneapolis, Deadwood,
Omaha and Denver. Through
Sleeping Cars, Chicago to San
Francisco via Leadville, Salt

Lake City and Ogden; also one
Chicago to Deadwood, S. D.
All its trains are equipped with

Pullman Sleeping Cars, Stan-

dard Chair Cars (seats free)

and meals are served in Bur-

lington Route Dining Cars. If

you are going west, take the

BEST LINE.

THE BRUSH ElEGTRIC CO.,

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

Clxicajgo Office:
225 Dearborn Street. 115 Broadway.
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U

REGENT
99

Double Gore, Rubber Covered

WIRES -CABLES.
sEHsriD ^oie s-a.:mi=i_e]s -A-n^rio i=i5ices.

^<

HOWARD '
' Incandescent

LAMPS.
.^£^1^^Z- ^-A-SEI, -A-3Sr"H- TrOX-.T-^a-E3.

A strictly high grade lamp, giving FULL CANDLE POWER throughout its life. HIGH
EFFICIENCY and LONG LIFE commensurate with its other qualities.

SEND A TRIAL ORDER FOR A FEW DOZEN,

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO
201, 203, 205, 207 So. Canal St., CHICAGO^ ILL.

A Choice Listof Summer Resorts.

In the Lake regions of WieconsiD, Northern
Michigan, Minnesota, low.i and the two DakolaB,
there are hnidreds i.f chaining localities pie-em-
inentiy fiited f r summer humts. Among the
fullowlDKBelecfed liet are namea tami iHrto many
(if oar readers as tha perfection of Northern eiim-
merreBorte. Nearly all of the Wiecongln points
oflDterest are within a short distance of Cbicaj^o
or Milwacliee, andnone of Ihem are so far awny
ffom the "bupy marts of civilization" that thty
cannot be reached In a few hoars of travel, by fre

quenttrainp, ovur the finest reads in the Nnr h-

weht—lhe Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Rail-

way, and Milwaufeee & Northern Rai road:

Oconomowoc, Wis
Minocqua, Wis.
Waukeeha, Wis.
Palmyra, Wis.
Tomahawk Lakes,

Wis.
Lakeside, Wis.
Kllbouine City, Wis.

(Dells of the Wis-
consin.)

Beaver Dam, Wis.
Madison, W's.
Delavan. Wis.
Sparta, Wis.
Pewaukee, Wis.
Waueaokeo, Wis.
Ma^quettp, Mich.

For detailed Information, apply to any coupon
ticket atjent, ors nd »tarap for a free iUastra ed
t >nrlste folde--, to Geo, II. lii;.ff rd, Genera. Pass-
enger Agent, Chicago, 111.

Clear Lake, Iowa.
Lakes Okoboji, la.

Spirit Lake, Iowa.
Fruntenac, Minn.
Lake Minnetonka,
Minn.

OrtonviUe, Minn.
Prior Lake, Minn.
White Bear Lake,
Minn.

Lake Madison,
So. Dakota.

Big Stone Lake, So.
Dakota.

Elkhart Lake, Wis.
Ontonagon, Mich.
Mackinaw, Mich.

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Factories: Watei-tuxry^ Conn, - - SS I*a.rli Place, Ne-w Yorls.

^MANUFACTURERS OP

Underwriters' Copper Electric I^ight Lrine AVire, Copper niajfnet Wire. Flexible 8ilk. Cotton and "Worsted Cords for
Incandescent liightin^. > ound and Flat Copper Bars for flotation Work.

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "K. K/^TlNEWIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use. ;

Agents for the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

THE GREAT WESTEBN ElECTRIC SUPPLY COMPASI, CHICAGO, . . SEILIKG AGENTS.

Taos. L. SCOriLL, New York Agent.

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PERBET glECTKIC MOTORS
ALL SIZES FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET - ELECTRIC - LI6HT - SYSTEM.

THE ELEKTRON MF6. CO.. Springfield, Mass.
(
Cleveland, Ohio, C P. NICHOLSON, 513 Society for Savings Building; Washington, J>. C, J. U. BURKETT & CO., 1409 New

SELLING AGENTS: \ York Avenue; St, Paul, minn., F. J. RBNZ, 360 Mianesota St.; Philadelphia, Pa., PENNSYLVANIA MACHINE CO.

( 29 N. 7tli Street; New Orleans, ta., BUCHEL MACHINE WORKS, 101 Conti Slieet.

NEW YORK OFFICE.

89 Liberty Street.
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The Lake Erie Engineering

Works build Simple, Compound,

Triple and Quadruple Expansion

Engines, both Condensing and

Non-Condensing, from 250 to

8,000 H. P. Especially designed

with reference to direct connec-

tion to Multipolar Generators.

Best Economy and Regulation

Guaranteed.

Also furnish High-Grade Boil-

ers of any class, making a spe-

cialty of internally fired boilers of

the marine type.

W. B. Pearson & Company are

the Western Representatives of

The Lake Erie EngineeringWorks

and all inquiries should be ad-

dressed to them.

They are prepared to contract

at a reasonable price, for the com-

plete installation of power plants

of any capacity, for any service,

and at any place.

Plants designed with reference

to local conditions and require-

ments to give maximum economy

and safety, with minimum first

cost. Write for estimates.

H

n

STANI
POWER AND ECONOMY TABLE FOR COMPOUND ENGINES—NON-CONDENSINQ

HIGH PRESSURE CYLINDER AND RECEIVER JACKETED. Table No 7.

u ifl HoRSE-PoWER WHEN CUTTING OFF AT Horse-Power when cijtting off at Horse-Power when ZtJTTING OFF AT K-^'

^S J^ STROKE IN H. P. Cylinder J^ stroke IN H. P. Cylinder Yi stroke in H. p. CYLlNDEIi ?.

;

DiAM. Cylinders 5 itz
Cyl. Ratio Cyl. Ratio Cyl. Ratio Cyl. Ratio Cyl. Ratio Cyl. Ratio Cyl. Ratio Cyl. Ratio Cyl. Ratio

a

B

in

10 370

3H:. 4: I •.M-i 3^:. 4: 1 4^:. 3%:. 4: I 4^:.

1^H.P. H.P. H.P.

6

L.P. 80 lb

7

90 lb

S

iiolb

17

120lb

24

.3olb

9

.4olb

26

i5olb

32

80 lb

23

90 lb

3>

iiolb 120lb

42

.3olb

35

i4olb

42

isolb

46

So lb

44

90 lb

55

iiolb

59

I20lb

63

i3olb

64

.40lb

70

1501b

7934 2.2

C 6M 7)4 (>% nH 12 3.3 9 >9 22 30 24 34 40 29 39 44 53 45 53 59 56 70 76 87 81 90 101 2.8

D iH 1 SH .6K 14 277 4 28 32 45 36 S" 60 43 58 65 79 67 79 87 83 104 112 29 121 33 59 4.16

E 9 io'A I'A 19 16 246 iS 37 42 59 47 65 78 57 76 85 103 87 103 "4 109 36 '47 169 58 74 196 5-44

F loj^ 12 11 22K iS 222 26 53 61 84 68 94 112 81 109 122 .48 125 .48 164 ,56 95 210 242 226 249 2S1 7. So

12 '3'A :i'A 25 20 i8,S 32 65 75 03 84 J15 139 IQO 35 150 .83 '54 83 202 192 241 260 29S 279 308 346 9.62

H •3K 'SK 14 iSA 24 58 43 88 101 139 112 '55 1S6 35 181 201 245 20I) 245 271 258 323 34S 400 374 413 464 12.9

1 16 iS'A 17 3Z'A 2S ijS 57 iiS 35 1S7 •51 208 249 i8o 242 270 329 277 329 363 346 433 467 536 502 554 623 '7.3

K 18 ^o'A 19 38 32 120 74 152 174 241 194 26S 321 232 312 34S 424 357 424 46S 446 55S 602 691 647 714 S03 22-3

L 20 22K 21 43 34 112 94 194 223 309 249 343 412 297 400 446 543 457 543 601 S72 7'5 772 887 829 915 1030 2S.6

M 24K ^S'A 26 52 42 93 138 2=5 327 452 36s 503 603 436 587 6S4 796 670 796 8S0 838 .04S "31 1299 1215 1341 1508 41.9

N 2S!4 33 3" 60 48 80 iSo

3-3

374

IT
429

7.8

593

10.8

477

8.7

658

12.

789

14.4

570

10.4

767

14.0

855

15.6

1041

19.

S77

16.

1041

19.

1151 1096

20.

37"

25-

14S0

27.

1699

3^.

.589

29.

754

32.

1973 54.8

Mean Effective Pressure . . Lbs.

Ratio of Expansion

Per Cent, of Cylinder Condensation

1354 .6}^ iSK loK .2K 13« 6^4 SK 9K

14 4 16 16 16 j6 16 12 12 13 3 3 '3 3 10 „ 11' „ 11 II

Terminal Pressure (about) . Lbs. 7-3 7-7 7-7 8.3 7.9 8.5 9. 9.2 10.4 IQ. 11.

1

10. s 11.2 12. 14- 5.5 14. .6.3 4.6 15.6 I7.S

Per Cent, of loss from Expanding .

below Atmosphere . . . 34 5 13 8 17 8 3 5

Steam per I. H. P. per hour . Lbs. 55- 42. 30. 27.7 47- 32.5 29. 33.3 27-7 25.7 24.8 28.7 27.Q 25.4 30. 26.2 23. 22. 21. 20.5 zo.

Lbs. Coal at S lb. Evaporation . Lbs. |6.97 5.25
1
4.50 3.46 5. 85 4.6 3.62 4.12 3.46 3-21 3.10 3.6 3.37 3.16 3.75 3.29 2.S7 2.75 2.7 2.6 2.S

1^
o
H
H

H •

CO ^^^
g W
P •

W
. o

HSO
§^o ^

p
m

THE SCHUYLER
-s'H'sTZEsnyn od

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPOKTANT FEATURES:

TO THE PUBLIC!

We beg to call your attention to the

fiict that we have just issued our new
look catalogue which comprlEes the

most important works that ba\e ap

peared to date on all electrical subjects.

We shall te pleased to mail a copy to

any one interest-, d in the self nee of

electricity, on receipt ot k quest.

Addieis

Electtician Pnblishing Co.,

G Lakeside Bldg.,
CHICAGO, III..

instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out

A Pure White Steady Light.

HSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO..

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.
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BALLENGINE
COMPANY,

ENGINE.
With New Improvements. Uncqualcd Regulation, Highest

Economy, Durability, Smooth and Quiet Running.

The Beeit Engine for Blecitric Liigliting
and Electric Bailways.

ERIE, PA.

AUTOMATIC
CUT-OFF

SIMPLE. TRIPLE EXPANSION.

CROSS COMPOUND. TANDEM COMPOUND.

WitW VMBK Oi-'FICF.: IH C^nrtluillC Ht.
CIIICAUO UFI-'IVK: HooMSoa. "1 he Bsokery ."

.(. W. PAIIKIIH A I o.,:tHMoulh lib tt , I'lillidellililt, P«.
(HOOK, HOKNKKicO., B»ltlm«r». Md.

I SMITM-i OLKTNKY Ci) . H19 Mnln S'., Bl' limond, V«.
I.. M. lir VISKV MKii.(;(J ,St luuli. Mo.
I.OOI.K.V ,\: VATBK, U'.M \ViiililDl.'toli Ave. .S>.. MlDli«ipoll>, UllD.
K K IJKA VO ,t CO . LpwIj Block, Hinljuriili, P«.
Hr.SDON IKON WOIiKS, S»n Frnncfrcf, C»l.
NOUTIlWKH'n:BN HOI'PLV i;0.,Tivcciin, W«»b.
[;. H. Of I.Bi;ltT, At'.liiiion, K»D.
J. M. IlolMillTON, »)1 CoDijrm SI , BrBton, M»»»

STEARNS MANUFACT'C CO. OfficeandWorks,FRIF,PA.
compi-ete: po-vver. planxs fofi WOODBURY

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, Automatic ENGINES

STREET RAILWAY,
and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

BEANOH OFFICES:

Ni:w yoKK.
riULAUKLI'lIIA,
cmcAiio,
SAN KKANCISCO,

i:i<i Liberty SI.
!)44 Urexpf Bulldlni;.
1 l-.iO The Kookery.
«» and 31 Siiear .St.

GILL'S PATENT WATER TUBE BOILER AGENOIES: i
BOSTON-S. T.. Holt & Hart, 07 Su<lbur.v Street.
JST.LOITIS-M.r..Johnston Machinery Co., 715 and 717 N. 3(J St.

SIMPLE AND COMPOUND
CONDENSING OR N ON "CON D E N S I NG

The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOIJLAELY ADAPTED TO DEIVING

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of Its high efficiency at all stages of gate, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of which makes it the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

CPUn CnD PRTIll nPIIC Illustrating various styles of setting

OCnU run UH I MLUuUC on both vertical and horizonUl shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOVT. ]IIII.I,S & TEStPIiE,

'ELfCTRICLlGHT^LOBEJ^r-^

^he-Lt^^rOEST-Lii^E- of

Novel&ARTISTICPattehns&Effegts/

^42 MURRAY ST. NY J
SEND FOR CATAL-OGUE

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Builders of High Grade

Corliss Engines,
Giddings' Automatics.

SIMPLE, COMPOnjfD, AND CONTJENSINO.

Complete Plants Furnished.

Works: SIOUX CITY, IOWA.
BBANCH OFFICE:

48 South Canal Street, CHICAGO.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

AXNUirCIATORS «^ BELLS.
FUIili I/INE AL.n'AT8 IK STOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO..TE
103 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalt) Aye., Brooklyn. H. T.
' Send for Njw Catai.ogdb. Ont AnggBt lat.

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIGHT AND MOTOR CUT-OUT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS.

HAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERT LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.
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W.P.
THE TIIOMSIII-IIOUSTON ELECTIIC CI,

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RAILWAY MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

3382 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

THOMSON-HODSTON ELECTRIC CO.,

BostoD Office: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 148 Michigan Ave.
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DID IT EVER STRIKE YOU

That the place to buy soods is of the manufacturer?

We mannfactnre everything in the xray of Electrical Sup-
plies, and qnote manufacturer's prices.

WE ARE THE GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS FOR THE

PERKINS ELECTRIC LAMP COMPANY,
And will make you Factory prices.

WE ARE GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS FOR

The Safety Insulated Wire and Cable Company:
And will make you factory prices on all kinds of RUBBER WIRES and CABLES,

laead Encased Cables, Incandescent Lamp Cord.

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS,
54 and 56 Franklin St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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TffiCLKIRICALSyPPLYCO.
CHICAGO

See Page 354, Catalogue No. 23.

THE WIRT IMPROVED

DYNAMO BRUSH.

The principle involves the use

of a lamination of perfect and
imperfect conducting materi-

als, resulting in the prevention
of wasteful currents, or reduc-

ing them to such an extent

that the energy is not suffi-

cient to do injury. The Brush
is very flexible, and permits of

a light tension.

]\)2 dcfT\apd for tl^is Brusl? up to the

present time has been far ahead of our capac-

ity to fill orders as promptly as we would
like. Customers will do well to place orders
a little in advance of actual necessities. Give
dimension of brushes in use.

'— I am much pleased with

the brushes. I gave them the

most severe test I know of,

placing them on a commutator
where even carbon Brushes
were not successful in reducing

sparking, and where there was a very heavy current at

high potential, with a constant "chewing" up of the

copper. Your Brush has eliminated all trouble, and I

have asked our company to order a number of them.''

R. H. Sterling,
Electrician Denver Consolidated Electric Co.

MANUFACTURED BY

The Electrical Supply Co.,

CHICAGO.FACTORIES: ANSONIA, OONN.
BRAl^CH OFFICE: 244 ARCH ST., PHTLA.

One of the

LEAST /appreciated

But one of the

J^OST
[
MPORTANT

Instruments for Station use is a

reliable Volt Meter.

The U/irt lipdieators stand at the

head of the class, yet are sold at

a price that should place them
in every station using over 25

incandescent lamps.

ff <$*TheEleclricalSiipplyCo>2j

Patented.

Kalamazoo, Mich.
"—We are very much pleased with the

Indicators, a number of which we have latel)-

used in plants installed by us. We find them
very accurate and they answer our purpose
better than any indicator that we have been
able to find, up to this time, for the same
amount of money."

Clarage Electrical Co.,
By Chas. Clarage.

t

ROTAXi ELECTRIC CO.
PEORIA, ILL. March 18, 1892.

"—We are much pleased with the Wirt Indi-

cators, and are using them for our station work
almost exclusively." E. B. Hillman & Co.

Lincoln, Neb.
"—We consider the Wirt Indicator the peer

of any in the market, and the price more reason-

able." Lincoln Electric and Mfg. Co.

Eau Claire, Wis., March 21, 1892.

"In reply to your favor of 15th inst., we beg
to say that we have used a number of Wirt Indi-

cators and find them entirely satisfactory and
reliable for ordinary station work. The adjustable

index in the Volt Indicator we consider a valuable

feature. We shall continue to use the "Wirt"
Indicator in the future.

National Electric Mfg. Co.,
C. Kammeyer, Supt.

:

I

i:

VATAl,OGVE XO. S3. CATAliOGVEl NO. 31. CATAIOGVE 44A.

imm LisHT m mil mm, electric railway supplies, electrical house goods.
General station Supplies, Tables and Formulae. Complete and Fully Illustrated. Telegraph, Fire Alarm, Mes&engerand School Supplies.

The Pocket Edition of our Electric Light and Power Catalogue now ready for distribution.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATIN6 CO
THE K/TJBBEK. TJSEID IlsT

HABIRSHAW INSULATION

9Iariii«> 4'oi**'. UHed
on ««<»v«'riinieiit

t'riiistTK.

Feeder <'ore.
Broa<Iwny Theater.

Naval Marine India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.

KeeUi-r f'ulile. ICrookl>'«
KiIIhuii Kleriric L.iielil C'Ol

Submarine Work* Rtlisoii Kleetri**
f-.i^lit CO., KaMton. Pa.

3Iaval Core. I'nlted

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES. Fefiler <'oiiiluetar.

•I>r3 Ilia* eH."
laraiid Ceii'ral l^epot.

Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far employed on board the United Statts steamships Trenton, Chicago, Boston. Yorktown, Pecsacola, Phila-
delphia, Petrel, Atlanta, Baltimore, Newark, Vermont, Charleston. San Francisco, Concord, Bennington and monitor Miantonomah.

SOLID AND STRANDED CONDUCTORS, TAPED, BRAIDED, FLAME-PROOF.

The Habirsbaw Insulation fulfills all requirements in places demanding the

"Best," and In that field finds no successful competitors.

Feeder Core.

FACTORY: GLENWOOD, YONKERS, N. Y.

W IVIilVli HAdIKoHAW
)
rilfiOij 315 Madison Ave., Cor. Forty-Second St.,

e£?i:£BAJL MAKACiER. NEW YORK CITY.
Feeder Cable,

WESTERN JGEKTS: THE ElKCTKICSL SUPPLY CO., cor. Ranlolph St. and Michigan Sve., CHICSGO, ILL. Bf^??rV/;.i^5S'n.

The Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Go.
?

805 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BUIZDING,

CHICKGO, ILL.

-MAKlTFACmiERS OF-

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

In Ordering^ Specify

The Electrical Supply Co., Chioaeo.IU. llOUfiT XjIXG I^diUlDS
The Slectrical Supply Oo., Ansonia, Oonn. •—' JC^

W. H. Gordon & Co., New York.
F. £'. Jones & Co., Buffalo, N. Y. ^TV • 1 ^r^_^W* •
The Iron City Electric Co., Pittsburg, Pa. Of* HlO>*rl SlTi /*! I^Tl /^^T
Woodruff-Harris Electric Co., Birmingham, Ala. ^^^ •*^*&-**' MUAAM.X^M.%^AM.\^J^
liOuisTille Electric Co , liOuisville, Ky.
Houliaton, Hubbard & Co., Oincianati, O.
C. H. Baker & Co., Seattle, Wash. Y <>'W%V^^
Julius Audrac, Milwaukee, Wis. ^^flrXtJlTJS•
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO.,
FORT "WAYNE, INDIANA.

MANUFACTURERS
of Electric Lighting and Power Systems and Apparatus.

GENERATORS
lor Railway and other Motor Circuits.

ARC LICHTINC.

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING,
Alternating and Direct.

METERS. MOTORS. CUT-OUT
Boxes for Arc Circuits, (adopted by the leading companies) and general supplies.

CC XDEm^OIT 77

STANDARD RAILWAY SYSTEM
AGAIN PROYES ITS SUPERIORS AT JACKSONVILLE, ILL.

Cfi Cfil

H. p." ATEI^STTS "W.P."
A Sixty day test between our heatproof "Standard^' equipments and an equal number

of so-called "W. P." motors, resulted in our getting increased order—Which proves—"WHAT?

FACTS ATEi^s^s THEORY.

Incandescent Dynmos, Stationary Motors, and Supplies of Every Description.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,

917-918 MONADNOCK BUILDING,
CHICAGO, ILL.

F. I. STONE,
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.



$3 per Annum. EVERY SATURDAY. 10 cents per Copy.

Vol. X. CHICAGO, JUNE ii, 1892. No. 24.

LVEHY ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER PLANT
bUoni.D BK PROVIDED WITH

g mssnrc m§.
MaU(>R coDtfnDoas record, dav »n<J iilt:;ht, of HTIfiAiW,
WA.TKK, AIB ur OAH PBEMMMtK, with or with-
out Klectrto Alarm. Will iiay for itHcIf by iDBurlng
safety and economy. Senator clrcalartf^c-aimUe chart,
and llet oC hundreds of UHere.

THE BRISTOLS' MFG. CO., Waterbury, Conn.

THE HEYMANN
55

FOR INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS, ANY SYSTEM.

OMIAIDDB BIT

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Boston.

Utica Electiical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF
"HERCULES" SWITCHES for Arc and Power Circuits.

••UTICA" QUICK BREAK—ABSOLUTE LOCK-KNIFE SWITCHES for any
ooltage and amperes--

AUTOMATIC MAGAZINE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX. DUPLEX and QUADRUPLIX LIOHTNINO ARRESTERS for
Power, Telephone and Lighting Circjits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.
CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.

CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.

Also General Dealers in ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE.

THE ONLY Snap Switch that has

PROVEN A 8UGGE88.

For Sale by all Snpply Honses.

The Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co., hartford, conn.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, NEW YORK,

MAMUFACTUKERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies

OF 111 DESCRIPTIOKS,

Telegraph, Telephone,
[Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

KEY FOK CAPACITY TESTS. LifiB Material.
WE OWN AND OPERATE THE

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHERE WB MANUFACTURE A FULL LINE OF

Test Instrnients and all Scieotiflc Measurement Apparatus.

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
Muiiiifiicttired t>y the <

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
A<iENTH: 1

OMAHA. NEB, B. B.Dowm, .'ir.ShwIjrBliJCk.
NEW YORK CITY. Chas. E. Clunln, 13« Liberty ST. LOl 19. MO., St. Louib Ei-rirlcsl SapplyCo.

Street. 6AN FllANt I»':0, <;AL., Ii.ti;rimli>ii»l hlecttic
CHICWOO, ILL. The Electrical Engineering A Snpply i ConHroction Co.

SupoJy Co.. 031 The Rookery. CINCINNATI, OHIO, Glorer Electric Co., IT.
ST. PAUL. MISN., The Electrical Engineering Weststh stre-t.

& Supply Co. LODISVILLE, KY., Smlthors 4 Davie.

E. E. KELLER. F. E. OK'JEMIARDT.

Keller & Degenhardt,
^^^"^"'"^ "°"'""''

543 Rookery Bids'., Chicag'O, III.
THE ONLY BUREAU OF ELECTRICAL INFORMATION IN THE WORLDS FAIR CITY.

rE'u1iS^c'k^E^E°N¥rf. ^B-'-" ^J-'K""-

The

International OKONITE COMPANY,

ITRAOE MARM

LIKITED

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES AID CABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
BBANCHES: Chloeo, Boaton. Philadelphia, ailnneapolla, Cincinnati,

Omaha, I,OQi8Tllle, St. Xionis, San Francisco, London and So. America.
City.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

ESTIMATES AND DRAAVISGS SUBMITTED.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
Painted Post, N. Y.

BEPBESESTATIYES

:

Julian SchoM & Co., 126 LIberlv St., Neo Tort
Geo. D. Hoflman, 82 Lake St.. Chicago, Hi.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., new york.

AGENTS:
W. B. P6"r8on & Co^ Home Ins. Bids-.. Chicago, 111.

Thos. G. Smith .Jr., Hammond Bid?., CincLonati, Ohio.
W. • . Day, 128 OUrer St.. Boston, Mass.
A. M. Mor.e <£ Co., Commercial Bldg., St Louis, Ho.
Hyce Bros, & Co., Lewis Block, Plttoharg, Pa.
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THOMSON-HOUSTOII ELECTRIC CO.,
THE

-MANUFACTURERS OF THE-

Thonson Beeordins Vail Meier.

For

Lighting

and

Power

Circuits.

Manufactured

to

Suit

Any

Current.

The ONLY Meter that Registers the Actual Power Consumed.

NUMBER IN USE JANUARY 1, 1891 1,159.
NUMBER IN USE APRIL 1, 1892 14,404.

Absolutely Reliable when correctly adjusted and properly installed.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue No. 7,007.

TESTIHis/iEOl^I-A-X-S:
QBBMANTOWN, PA., AprU 39, 1892.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
GENTLEMEN:—Replying to your inquiry of the Slst

lam pleased to say the THOMSON BEQOKDING WATT
MBTBBS in use by us are giving us no trouble in any way.
Sepairs are so insignificant as not to need mentioning. We
are using a great many, both on Direct and Alternating
Ourrents, to our great satisfaction. Tours truly,

GBRMANTOWN ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,

(Signed) Chas. M. Allen, Supt.

LANSING, MICH., AprU 6, 1892.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.,
BOSTON, MASS.

GENTLEMEN:—Answering yours of the Slst regard-
ing the THOMSON-HOUSTON EECOEDINQ WATT ME-
TERS, would say that we are well pleased with them so far,

and consider them better than anything else we have tried.

Yours truly,

LANSING ELECTRIC LIGHT &POWER CO.,

(Signed) E. F. Oooley, Supt.

Thomson-Houston Eleetrie Co.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

WESTERN OFFICE,

148 Michigan Ave., Chicago, ill.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Amcrioan Deflk & Sealing Co. .-

Anit'iifiui Kiit^iiK! (!(> xii

Andrnt;, Juliua xii

AndrcwBA; Co., A. U xvii

Baggot, E xiv

Ball Engine Co xix

Ball* Wood Co., The 1

llcckcr ^Ifg. Co.. .lolin

Beggs, ,1. E , Mt h. & Supply Co. . x

Bctnslcln Electric Co iv

Boston Braid Mfg. Co x

Bowers Bros xvi

Bristoln' Mfg. Co i

Hrookflela, Wm xii

Brush Electric Co v

Rryaii. W. II xiv

Bryjitit Electric Co
Buckeye Electric Co , The ix

Butler Hard liubher *k) xvi

"C, it C." Electric Motor Co. . vi

Central Electric Co v

Chicago Electric Motor Co
Chicago Ra-whido Mfg .Co x

Consol. Elcc. Mfg. Co., The i

Crescent Ins. Wire & Cubic Co. xiii

Crocker-Wheeler EltctiicCo. . xiii

Cushing, P. W vii

Cutter. Geo
Cutter Electiical & Mfg. Co ix

Oaytou Glor>e Iron W'*rb8 Co. . xix

Dcnsniore Typewriter Co
Detroit Elnctrlcal Works xxiv
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co
Dixon Crucible Co., .J03 xv
Dudley ct Co.. W. W xiv

Duplex Electric Co. . Ltd x ii

Eastern Klectrlc Cable Co xiii

Easton Electric Co -

—

l£di8on General Electric Co viii

Electric Cons. & Supply Co ix

Electric Eugr'g & Supply Co . . ix

Electric Secret riervlcc Co xix
Electrician Pub Co . . x
Electrical Confrtruction Co. The. xii

Elee. Eng.& Sup. Co.,Thc xiii.xviii

"Electrical Proi^ress" x
Electrical Supply Co., Ttte... xxii

Elektron Mfg. Co
Emerson Electric Mfg. Co ix

Rmolre China Works xiv
Enterprise Electric Co xiv
tCvant* Prictlon Cone Co xvi
Falls Rivet ifc Machine Co ix

Ferracuie Machine Co
For Sale x, xii, xiii

Fort Wayne Electric Co xxiv
Globe Carbon Co xv
Gravity Purifier Co
Great Western Elec. Supply Co. xvii

Greeley & Co.. The E S 1

Gregory. Ohas. E xvii

Hart & Uegeman Mfg. Co i

tlelsler Electric Co xv
Hill Clutch Works
Hine Eliminator Co xii

Holmes. Booth & Haydens xvii

Hunt Machine Co., Rodney...
Husppiy & Co xvii

Ide & Son, A. L .

.

xiii

Illinois Electric Lamp Co xvi
[ndla Rubber & Guita Percha

Insulating Co xxiii

Institute of Technolosy xv
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co. . x
International Okonlte Co i

.Tewell Beltlnff Co i

Johns Mfg. C0..H. W
Kartavert Mfg. Co xvi
Keller & Degenhardt i

Kelly Brothers xix
Knapp Electrical Worfee xxi
Lake, .I. H. & D x
Lake Erie Engineering Works, .viii

Lane & Bodley Co xvi
La Roche Electric Works xvii

Law Telephone Co xiii

Leclanche Battery Co., The. ..xiii

Lt'fmann, Julius xvi

Leffel & Co., Jas
Link Belt Machinery Co xiv
Loud, H.M.& Sons Lumber Co. xiv
LovellMfg. Co., Ltd xiii

Morse & Co., A. M xiii

Munsell & Co., Eugene xiii

Murphy, T. J -
National Carbon Co xiv
National Electric Mfg. Co xviii

Hew York Insulated Wire Co. . x\i
New York & Ohio Co i

Ostrander & Co., W. R xix
Page Belting Co
Partr!ck & Carter Co
Pearson & Co., W. B. viii

Pelton Water Wheel Co xiv
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Perry & Noyes xii

Phoenix Glass Co
Pierce, Jr., Josiah « xiv
Porter-Leavitt Elec. Motor Co.
Powell Cn . The Wm. x
Premier Electric Co. , The
Pumpelly, J. K xiii

Queen & Co xiii

Racire Hardware Mfg. Co xii

Rae, Frank B xv
Railway Equipment Co xiv
Ries Electric Specialty Co x

Rockford Electric Mfg. Co....
liocbllng's i^ouB Co.. .1. A
Rose Elec. Light Supply Co. .

l!osc Pnlyl.flitiic Institute -
Royal Electric Co xii

Samson Conhigc Works xll

flBwyer-Man Electric Co xi

Schlndcl & Schlndcl xiii

Schoonmaker. A. O xii

Schuyler Electric Co xv
Short Electric Railway Co Iv

Shultz Belting Co —7-

Sioux' City Engine Works xix

Smith, A. T xiv

Smllb, Thos. G. Jr xiv

Some II. J. L '. XV
Spcrry Elcc. Mining Mach. Co. xvi

Standard Paint Co x

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co
Star Electrix Co xiv

Stearns Mfg. Co xix

Sterling, W. C xv
Stllwell & Blerce Mfg. Cr . . xiv. xv
Sunbeam Incaod. Lamp Co . . . xxiii

Taylor Engine Co \

Tnomson-HoustonElec. Co. .. ii, xx
Union Hardware Co xii

U. 8. Electric Llebt.Inp Co... xi

Utica Elcc. Mfg. cV Supply Co. . i

VanNuls C. S
Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Waddell-Entz Electric Co xii

AVannopcc Potttry Co xiii

Wanted xiii

Western Electric Co x
Westlnghouse Elec. and Mlg Cc
Weston Engine Co i

Williams Engine Works xiv
Woodhouse & Rawson, Ltd xiv
Worthington, Henry R

CLASSIFIED LIST.

ADnonciators.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Construction Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The-
Great Western Elec. Supply Va-
Greeley & Co.,TheE. 8.

Knapp Eleclncal Works.
OatrttLder<fcCo.,W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Arc liBinps.
Begps. J. E., Mchy. & Supply Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
EiiStou Electric Co.
Electric Coua. & Supply Co.
Port Wayne Electric Co.
Great Weetern Elec. Supply Co.
Rose Electric Liy:ht Supply Co.
f^chnyler Electric Co.
Thomson -Houston Electric Co.
Westlnghouee Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc liisrht Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samson Cordage Worke.

Batterle.8.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Illectrlcal Works.
Electrical Supply Co.,The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Law TelepDone Co
Lccliiiiclie Batterv Co., The.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Premier Elecfric Co., The.
Pumpelly, J. K.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Sapuiy Co., The.
Law Telephon e Co.
Leclanche Baciery Co., The.
Western Electric Co,

Bells, icl*^etrtc.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical onpply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., Thefi. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Belle, Stacneto.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Greeley & Co., The B. ».
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Beltlns.
Chicago Rawhide Mtg. Co.
Jewell Belling Co.
Link Helt Machinery Co.
Page Belting Co.
Shiiit^f Belting Co.

Boilers.
Lane & B dlej Co , The.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
\reBton Engine Co.

Books, Kleccrlcal.
Electrician Publishing- Co.

Brass 6oods.
Powell Co., The Wm.

Bnrelar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical hnpply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley* Co..The E. a.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Caxter Co.

Cables.
(See insulated Wire.)

Cables, Electric. (See Insulated
wire ), Copper, Hlieet and Bar.
Rneblinge Sons Co., J. A.
Western Electric Co.

Carbons, Points and Plates.
Brush Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Globe Carbon Co.
Knapp Electrical Worfaa.
National Carbon Co.
Western Electric Co,

ClaccheM, FrletloH,
KjilU Uivt'l A Marliine Co.
tllii tjiutch Wurlu.
Lake.. I. II. & D.

CorduKP.
Samsuo Cordage Worke.

('ODMtrartlon ana Uepalrs.
AtiilniH. JiiUiiH.

Chlrai;o Electric Motor Co.
Elfctrn CoiiH. A Supply I'o.

BlwctrlcHl ConntructloD Co., The.
Knapii Electrical Works.
ltd.-, Vnink B.

Sjiilth, TIk.b. q. Jr.

Western Electric Co.
Concractorn, KlectriA Ijl<bt,
Snclne Plants and Kleetric
allways.

AiiiiTinin Kn-irie r.j.

Bail Koglne v.o.

Ball & Wood Co., The.
IJrynn, W. U
Hruph Electric Co.
"C, .\. C Kl-i:tri. M..tor Co.
Detroit Elfctrical W urko,
Dliiinond KkMlri'' Mfg. Co.
Rdleon General Electric t;o.

Eleclrlci'ons. A Supply Co.
Electrical Ecg. & supply Co.
Fallw Hiv.'i A Macliln.'Co.
Heleler Electric Co.
Keller & Degenhardt.
Liikf* Kri*> Eoginoering Works.
Lane & Bndley Co., The.
l,a Roche Electric Works.
Morcpi & Co., A. M.
Peare(Ki*fcCo., W. B.
Racine Dardware Mfg. Co.
Rockford EleclrlcMannfftcturingCo.
Royal Elertrir Co.
Short Electric Railway To,
Sioiis City Engine Worke.
Hmlth, Thos. G. Jr.
Taylor Engine Co,
Thomson Honston Electric Co.
W:id<lell-Kiitz Electric To.
Weetinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Engine Co.
Williams Jtngine Works.

Cnpper Wires and Tapes.
Central Electric Co.
Creecent InP. Wire& Cable Co.
Cotter, (ieo.

Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical 8^pply Co., The,
Enterprise Electric Co.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Roebling'e Son's Co., J. A.
Sperry Slec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Load, H. M. & Sone Lnmber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Schindul &. ScbJndel.

Cnt-Onts and KliTlteta.e0.
|

Andrae, Julias. .

Bryjinl. Electric Co. I

Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical SaPEJy Co., The.
Enterprise Eleciric ' o.

Hart k liegeman Mfg. Co,, The.
Knaop Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
SiarElecirlx Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Van NolB, C. S.

Dynamos-
Brush Klertrlc Co.
"C. & C." Kleetric ^lotor Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Dnples Electric Co., Ltd.
Easton Eleciric Co.
Eiec'rical line, fc Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Gregory, Chas. E.
HelBier Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lovell Mfg. Co., Ltd.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
Rockford ElectricManufacturing Co.
Roee Electric Light Supply Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Schnyler Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Electric Co.
Wescern Electric Co.
WestinghouBe Electric & Hfg. Go.

El<>otrIc LaTa Gas Tips.
Smith. A. T.

Eleciric Rallirays.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Rae, Prank B.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westlngbouae Electric & Mfg. Co.

E:iectri<>al and jflechanical
Eneip*»er8.
Bryan, W. U.
Pierce, Joeiah Jr.

Rae, Frank B. '

Electrical Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The B. 8.

Weetem Electric Cn.
ElPCtr*«^Bi fntelllsence.
Bryan W. H.
Keller & Degenhardt
Rae. Frank B.

Electrical Specialties.
Andrae. Julius.
Bryant Electric Co.
Cutter. Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric Entrineerine ^ Supply Co.
Enterpriee EiectricCo.
Hiieacy & ( o.

Riee Electric Specialty Co , The.
Utica Elcc. Mfg. & Supply Co.

Electroliers ~ ana oumolna-
tlon Fixtures.
Baggot, E.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
ThomBon-HouBton Eloctrlr Co.

Electro- Piatinc Slacblnea,
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

Elevators.
Link Belt Machinery Oo.

Amerlrnn EntrUie Co.
Ball KDKine K,o.

Hall A WoodCo, Tlie.

I<1« A --..ri. \ L.
Luk" ErlH l'.nKlD<erine Works.
I,>ine A BtdityCo.The.
.Morse 4: Co., A. M.
Pearson & Co., W.B.
Ructne Hardware Mfg. Co.
Smith. Thop.G. Jr.
Sioux Cily Engine Works.
Steams Mta. to.
Taylor Engine Co.
Weiiton Engine Co.
Williams Engine Co.

Kan Ontnts.
C K r." Electric Motor ( o.

t'hicaL'o lilectrlc Motor i'o.

Hraercun Electrlr. Mfg. Co.
I'rt-niicr EiectricCo., The.
Stanley Electric Mlg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp KlectricaJ Works.
Partricft <K Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Friction Cones.
Evans Friction Cone Co.

Fnrna**e »irate Bars.
Kelly BroB.

Fnse Wire.
Electrical Supply Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Soerry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

Oas AiiKtitlnff, Electric.
Detroit Eleciriral Works.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.

General Electrical tinpplles.
Andrae, Jnllns.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Blectrical Works.
Edison General Siectrlc Co.
Electric Cone. & Supply Co.
Eli^rlric Engine* ring it Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply LO.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enternriee Electric Co.
Hart & Hegnjnan Mfg. Co.
Great Western Elec. supply Co.
^Jreeley & Co

.
, The E . I».

Knapp Electrical Works.
Pariirlck & Carter Co.
Queen <fc Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

eiobes and Electrical Qlass
irare.
Brookfield, Wm.
Phoenix Glass Co.

(graphite specialties.
Dison Crucible Co , Jos.

Hard Anbber Cioods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Insulators and Insniatlns
Materials.
Andrae, Julias,
Brookfield, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cuflhing, P. W.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Engineering ^t Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enterprise EJectrfc Co.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Hart k Uegeuian Mfg, Co.
Interior conault & insulation Co.
International OknnUo Co., The.
Johns Mfg. Co , 11. W.
Kartavert Mtg. Co.
Mnnsell & Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
UUca Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wannopee Pottery Co.
Western EiectricCo.

Insulated W^Ires and Cables.
nagrnet Wire.
Central Electric Co.
Cre^'cent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cushing. F. W.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co.. The.
Enterprise P-lectric Co.
Holmes, Booth & Baydene.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insu-
latlngCo.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Hew York Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Minlne Machine Co.
Waddell-Entz Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

I^amps, Incandescent.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central EiectricCo.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Edieon General Electric i;o

Electric Engineering it Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. Si Supply Uo.
Electrical Suppjv Co., The.
Oreat Western Elec. Supply Co.
Illinois Electric 1 amp Co.
Knapp Eleccrical WorKs.
New York and Ohio Co.
SawTei-'Man Electric Co.
Somofl, J. L.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

Lubricators.
PoweU Co., The Wm.

Ma^rnet liVlre.
(See Insulated Wire.)

Jfcchanifal machinery.
Ferracnte Machine Co.

medical Batteries-
Detroit Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.

3Ffca.
B'^wers Bros
.Johns Mfs. Co.. H. W.
^luusell & Co., Eueene.
Schoonmaker, A. C.

line MIrnals, Blectrlr.
Detroit blKtric&l Works.

HlnlUB ApparatBH, Kleetrle.
Rdiaoa G«n«<ral Slsctrlc Co.
ThomBOO-UouatoD Kleetric Co.
fiperry glee. Mloloe Machine Co.
WMUD^booM Elactrlc A Mtg. Oo.

•torn.
BraFh KI'<trtc<'o.
r .v. r i;i.-. in<: Moior *o.

Croclc#fr-WiiH<*mf K|i»ctric»^u.
Chlcajio fcleclric Motor Co.
DftroU KI<-cUlral Work*.
hmmoiiil KU-tlrlc Mfg. Co.
Kd-toi. Kl'xtri. ro.
Kdison G*iDeraJ Kleetric Co.
El«*ctrlcal Bnt;. h **antnv Co.
Eiri.-i-on Klt-.trlr Mfc. Co.
t.tt Hnrbti Kleclric Works.
I..,v.-ll Mfk'. Co.. I.ifl.

rorl-r-L<'avni Kl*M-tric Motor Co.
I'r^-nnT Klf" Irif: Co.
Rockford Electric Mao afactnrini Co.
Royal EiectricCo.
Triomson HonntOD Rlwtrtc Co.

WeBllnghoase Electric* Mf£ Co.
Kami' l»lat«>N.

Iiftk'T MfL' Co,, John.
Office Furniture.
AmerU'an Desk A Seating Co.
.^nrtrewB A Co,, A. H.

Oil Caps.
Powftil Co.. The Wm.

Oil Furlflf'tN
Gravny Ponder Co.

Pins and Hrackets.
Central EiectricCo.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Loud, H. M <k Rons' Lumber Co.
i;,nl\\jiy Erimpment Co.
SrhlndelA Shiodel.
Western Electric Co.

Poles.
Central Electrio Co.
Electrical ffupply Co., The,
Lefmann, Juliug.
Lood, H. M. & Sons' Lnmber Co.
Riiilwav Efiuipment Co.
Schindel & Schlndel.
Sterliug.W. C.

Porct-laio.
"Wannopee Pottery Co.

publishers, Klvctrlcat.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Pnsb Buttons.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Central EiectricCo.
Electrif a'. Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Union Hardware Co.
Western EiectricCo.

Oallways, filectrlc.
(See electric railways.)

Rc<'o»-rtii»e: Pres«nre Ganees
Bii>t<.lp- Mf- Co.,The.

B«>^ulHtins: Mo<*k«*tn.
Riep Electric Sperialtv Co.

gccurlticf*. Electrical.
Perry 4: >'oyes.

Separators. Mteam.
Hine Eliminator Co.

Silk Kraid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

Slate.
Morphy, T. J.

SpeabiuE Tubes.
Central EiectricCo.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works
Ostrander <E Co., W. R.
Western EiectricCo.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Stf^am Pumps.
Worthington, Henry R.

Supplies, filectrlc Rallvfav.
Detroit Electrical Works
Johns >lfa. Co.. H. W.
RfiiKvay Kqnipment Co.
Schindel & Schlndel.

Tapes, Insalatluf.
Andrae, Julius.
Central Electric Co.
Cuehins, F. W.
Crescent Ins Wire & Cable Co
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
EdIeon General EJectrlc Co.
Electrical SuppIyTlo., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha In-
sulatlDgCo,

International Okonlte Co., The.
New York IneuIatedWlre Co
Standard Paint Co.

TelegrraDh Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp^EIectrical Works.
Wel^TTi Electric ^.

Telephones. Kleetric.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Test fuNtrumeuts.
CentraJ Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co^The,
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

Tr-nnsformers.
Dinmond Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. & Snpply uo.
National ElectricManufacturingCo.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Wsetinchouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

TroIIev Co»-d.
Sameon Cordage Works.

Trucks. Kleetric «^ar.
Delro't Electrical Works.
Kdlson General Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston EiectricCo.
WestinetJonse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Turbine Wheels.
r>ayt/in Globe Iron Works Co.
Hunt Machine Co., Podney.
StliwoU A Bierce Mfg. Co.

TT'pewritcTo.
Denemore Typewriter Co.

Fniversities.
Institute of Tpchnology.
Rose Polvfechinc Institute.
Wa^T \Vhe**lB.

Leffel .t Co.. The Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel t o.

VFivf.. B"Te.
Central Elfctric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Electrical Sniiplv Co.
Holmes. Booth & HaTdens.
Kn.app Electrical Wcks.
Railway Equipment Co.
Roehllrq-'s hnup' Oa , J. A.
Sperry Elec. !Mining Machine Co.
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OFFERS A FULL LINE OF

APPLIANCES FOR OVERHEAD CONSTRUCTION,

GEARLESS AND SINGLE REDUCTION MOTORS,

IMPROVED RAILWAY GENERATORS,

Workmanship, Efflciency and Successful Operation Guaranteed.

Mills Building, NEW YORK. Monadnock Building, CHICAGO.

EVERY STATION OFANY SYSTEM
SHOULD INVESTIGATE OUR

SERIES LAMPS,

SERIES SOCKETS,

SERIES SUPPLIES,
For ARC and ALTERNATING Circuits.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICES.

BERNSTEIN FAN MOTORS.
Perfect in Design. Tasteful in Appearance. Simple Throughout.

Reliable Agents wanted in every section of the country. Write for particulars.

BEHKSTEIN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
620 ATLANTIC AVENUE, BOSTON, MASS.
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IRON BOX BELL
Has Platinum Points, Double Magnets,

Steel Hammer, and is

FIRST CLASS IN EVERY RESPECT.
Send for a sample and special prices. On receipt of them you will send

us your orders.

Nickel mouth pieces for speaking' tube, -with or -without indicator, -we
offer at prices not met -with elsew^here.

We have a large stock of annunciator and office wire,

and all electric hell supplies at bottom prices.

Central Electric Company,
116 and 118 FRANKLIN ST, CHICAGO, ILL.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

iDcandesGence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

CliicaLSo Office:
225 Dearborn Street. 115 Broadway.
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The "C. & C."

Announces a Very Great Reduction in the Price of

P

For the Summer o( 1892.

The Machines are Kept in Stocit Wound for

110, 220 and 500 VOLTS. 6.5, 9.5 and 20 Amperes.

Send to any of our General OfB.ces for Neixr Prices.

CHICAGO, 201 Madison St.

NEW YORK, 402-404 Greenwich St.

BOSTON, 63 Oliver st.

PORTLANO, ORE., 55 N. Front St.
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"W. R. SRIXEY, General Manager and Eastern Agent,

166 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

F. 'W. GUSHING, General Western Agent.

225 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS,
San Francisco.

CALIFORNIA AGENTS FOR

JULIUS ANDRAE,
Milwaukee.

WISCONSIN AGENT FOR

HOULISTON, HUBBARD & CO..

CINCINNATI AGENTS
FOR

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC CO.,

313 & 315 Dearborn St.,

LOCAL CHICAGO AGENTS FOR
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The Lake Erie Engineerintr

Works build Simple, Compound,

Triple and Quadruple Expansion

Engines, both Condensing and

Non-Condensing, from 250 to

8,000 H. P. Especially designed

with reference to direct connec-

tion to Multipolar Generators.

Best Economy and Regulation

Guaranteed.

Also furnish High-Grade Boil-

ers of any class, making a spe-

cialty of internally fired boilers of

the marine type.

STANDARD COMPOUND ENCI
POWER AND ECONOMY TABLE FOR TRIPLE EXPANSION

STEAM JACKETED.

W. B. Pearson & Company are

the Western Representatives of

The Lake Erie EngineeringWorks

and all inquiries should be ad-

dressed to them.

They are prepared to contract

at a reasonable price, for the com-

plete installation of power plants

of any capacity, for any service,

and at any place.

Plants designed with reference

to local conditions and require-

ments to give maximum economy

and safety, with minimum first

cost. Write for estimates.
a

NE.

ENGINES—CONDENSING.

Table No. s-

z DiASl. ss HORSE-POWEK WHE« | Horse-Power whe.v H0RSE.P0WER WHEN Horse-Power when

5 c-

CVUNDERS t9 EA

n u CtrmNG OFF AT V4 STROICE

IN FIRST CVLINDEE

CfTTING OFF AT ^,3 STROKE
,

IS FIRST Cylinder

CUTTING OFF AT ^2 STROKE

IN FIR.ST Cylinder
CUTTING off at 3^ STROKE

t- z

H.P. I.P.

7%

L.P. I2olb 1301b

37

t4olb

42

1501b

44

i6olb

48

,1,izolb

44

i3olb

48

i4olb 1501b

55

i6olb

59

120lb

57

i3olb i4olb 1501b

79

i6olb I20lb

81

i3olb

88

i4olb

97

1501b

03

i6olb

B 4% 12 10 370 35 53 64 7= 84 2.2

C 5% svi- .3% 12 31S 45 48 S3 56 62 56 62 67 70 76 73 81 92 100 107 104 112 23 31 140 2.S

D (•A .0% 6% 14 277 67 71 79 S3 92 S3 92 104 112 loS 121 137 150 59 54 166 183 196 20S 4.16

E 7% 12 J9 16 246 87 92 103 109 120 109 120 131 .36 147 141- '57 iSo 196 20S 201 218 239 255 272 5-44
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I '3 22 33% 28 •38 277 294 329 346 38. 346 3S1 41s 433 467 .450 502 571 623 663
i

640 692 761 813 865 '7-3

K 15 24% 38 32 20 357 379 424 446 4:11 446 491 S3S 558 602 5S0 647 736 S02 854 1825 892 98- 1048 III5 22.3

L '7 27 43 34 112 4SS 4S6 543 572 629 572 629 6S6 715 772 744 S29 944 1030 1095 .053 "44 .258 1344 1430 2S.6

M 20 33 5= 42 93 670 7'3 796 838 922 83S 922 ioo5 104S "31 10S9 12.5 1383 .508 1605 55. 1676 s« 1970 2096 41-9

N =3'A 3S 60 48 So 877 932 1041
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Mean Effective Pressure . .
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Lbs.

tion

16 "7 24 33 36

26.8 20.1 .3.4 8.9
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Edison General Electric Company,
EDISON BUILDING,

/ BROAD STREET, - NEW YORK.
DISTRICT OFFICES:

CANADIAN: Edison Bulliling, 77 Bay Street, Toronto. Can.
PACIFIC OOASr.- Edison Buililing, 112 Bush Street, San Francisco. Cal.

CEVTRAL: 173 and I 75 Adams Street. Chicago, III. PACIFIC NOKTHWESf : Flelschner Building, Portland, Oregon.
EASTERN: Edison Building, Broad Street, New Yorli. ROCKY MOUNTAIN: Masonic Building. Denver, Colo.

NEW ENGUND: 26 Otis St., Boston, Mass. , , _,

IVIEXICAN and SO. AMERICAN DEPT. : Edison Building. Broad Street, N. Y. EUROPEAN OFFICE: 34 Victoria St., London, S. W., England
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nANUI'ACTUUCliS ORGANIZtO )881.

INCORPOF?nTi:D 18«3.

'^p Arc Laaps

AN )

S'lABLlSUlT)
1 vACT: J

I'S'F? INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

TIIC ONLY ARC LAAP THAT
\\ORKS SATISPACTORILY ON AN
INCANDLSCCNT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING, THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LAA\PS.

TME ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

UNITY BUILDING,

CHICAGO

TELEPHONE BUILDING.

NEW YORK.
Search Light No. 13.

cc

ARE COMBINED

COILED FILAMENT LAMP.
LIFE RECORD, 800 TO 4.000 HOURS ! ! SAMPLES FREE.

257 Arcade, Cleveland, Ohio.
437 "The Rookery," Chicago.THE BDCIEYE ELECTRIC CO.,

THE MOST PERFECT

FAN MOTOR
and the only successful one on the market
for the Alternating Current.

Send for descriptive circular and price

of the

"MESTON ALTERNATING
FAN MOTOR."

It la not a toy, but a strong, well built,

durable machine. Maximum speed 1,700

revolutions per minute. Can be regulated

by moving a lever to as slow speed as de-

sired, and flow of current Is regulated

accordingly. Commutator brushes feed

up automatically and are guaranteed for

three months' wear at constant use, ten

hours per day. Manufac;ured only by

Electric Mfg. Co.. SI. Lpnigo.

€)

C O

ANOTHER
ONE OF OrB ]IIAK£.

A LOCK SW^ITCH
For all Fine Work—Nickel, Bronzed,
Plain, Engraved, or to Match any Finish.

SIMPLE, PRACTICAL, NEAT.
Do not fail to Inquire about this.

Electric Engineering& Supply Co.,

s'X'xi.^.orrsEi, ra". "S'., xj. s. .a..

NEW YORK OFFICE:
13B I.il><"rt»' Sf-- IP- r.TIMPBOW. Manazep.

Send for Catalogue of our
Soecialiies.

C-S SPECIALTIES.

C-S Reflector Shade.

Made of Aluminum with ground
glass diffusion plate. A strong

white light exactly where needed,

and nowhere else. A soft while

light throughout the room.
Quadruples the efEeclive light of

any lamp

C-S Portable Lamp Stand,

Has flexible arm which holds

lamp indefinitely in any position

at will. Arm indestiuctlble and
may be curved or cofled into

an endless variety of graceful

\shapes.

The Cutter
Electrical & Mfg

Company,
27 SOUTH 1 1th STREET,

Philadelphia, Pa.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MAiroFACTUKEES OF

It

SHAFTING. ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

4
BRANCH ( 8 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.

OFFICES • \ 520 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.
18 Cortlandt St. , NEW YORK.
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FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS, IS BEING UNIVERSALLY ADOPTED.
THE RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO., Sole Patentees and Manufacturers, BALTIMORE, MD.

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
-

—

SXcOO.

ELECTRICITY
Amateurs, beginners & all interested in this science need
the only paper devoted to its tii-st principles. Illustrated.

SI a Vottr. 3 Mos. Trial 25c Sample 10c. Addr. ELECTRICAL
PEOQItESS and Amateur Electrician, Pul2, Kavcnswood, 111.

J. H.& D.LAKE,
' " VNdFACTCItKlt.S (IK

CTIONCLUTCH
PULLEYS
and CUT-OFF

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR

HORNELLSVILLE,N.y,
Tijc Siniplff

<]iilvli Pulley
niiido. Adapiod
to lifflit or heav.
work, stopping and

tariin^machineseasilj
ml (]uiekly without ja

Three 500 Lt. T.-H. DynamoB, Componnd Wonnd,
110 volt, with Base, RheoBlat and Ammeter.

Two 1,000 Lt, Port Wayne Aliernatore. complete.
Two 25 Lt. American 2,000 C. P. Arc DynamoB.
One 50 Lt. Snerry 2,000 C. P. Arc Dynamo.
One b'OO Lt. Ediuon Dynamo—not the latest style.
Twelve Knouies 12 Lt. Arc Dynamos with Lamps.
Wine 30 LtWeetinghouse Arc Machines, 2,000 C. P.
One 30 Lt. Brueh Dynamo, 1,200 C. P.
One 60 Lt, Vandepoele Arc ATachlne, with two

Armatures and 25 Double 2,000 6. P. Lamps.

Twelve 50 Lt Schuyler Dynamos, 2,000 C. P.
One 20 Lt. U, S, Arc Machine with 20 Single

Lamps,
One 300 Lt. U. S. Dynamo, 110 volt, with com-

p'ete Station Fixiures.
One 300 Lt. U. S. Dynamo, fO volt, no Fixtaree

but Base.
One 200 Lt. Mather Dynamo, 110 volt, no Flxturee

but Base.
Six 30 Lt. Excelsior Dynamos, Arc, 2,000 C. P.,

with Single Lamps.

THE JOHN E. BEGGS MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO., - 74 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.

ELECTRICITY for ENGINEERS.
A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.

Price, Postage Prepaid, $2.50.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

Insulating Compounds,

Armature Varnish,

Insulating Tape and
Insulating Papers.
p. & B. Products are all thoroughly water, acid
and alkali proof. Send for our latest Circular.

I o^l The Standard Paint Co.,
Sole Manufacturers, 2 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK, N. Y,

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING.
CARRIJBS WO STATIC EliECTKICITY.

Greatest Adhesive Qualities. Causes Less Friction than any other Belt

RAWHIDE HYDRAULIC PACKING.

MWHIDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS

.A. SIE'EICI.A.XjI'-Z-.

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.,
The only Manafactarerfl in the Country.

Lace Leather Rope and other Rawhide Goods of all
kinds by Krueger's Patents.

This Belting and Lace Leather is not affected by steam or dampness; never be-

comes hard; is stronger, more durable and the most economical Belting made. The
Rawhide Rope for Round Belting Transmission is superior to all others.

75 OHIO STREET, - CHICAGO, ILL.

t-i>i-esciio uu<

Star Sight "Up-Feed" LBBRiCATOR.
There are no joints about It. Arms and body cast

In One Piece, so jon won't be annoyed by leading
and it will work to your e^ tire eatiafactlon. Will let
you try It before yon buy it.

For Bale by Jobbers, or apply to

THE WIVI. POWELL CO., - CINCINNATI. 0.

For Incandescent

Lamp
Filaments.SILK BRAID

The greatest care taken in producing a uniform, article.

Samples and prices mailed free.

BOSTON BRAID MFG. CO.,
28 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

JAMES
LEFFEL WATER WHEELS

110 styles and Sizes. Upright and Horizontal.

30 YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
affords every facility for making them.

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
Plants of all kinds driven by them. Easy working {rates. We guarantee

highest power, with smallest quantity of water, at full and part gates; in-

suring easy regulation and steady motion. Successfully operating under
heads of 2 to 400 feet. Write us for fine pamphlet and state your wants.

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, U. S. kA''°,,k^^SllVny.

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,
MANUFACTUREES OF

High Grade Antomatic

ENGINES,
HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

Two lorse power to tiree iMlreil lorse dowk.

Western Department: 26 and 28 Randolph St., CHICAGO. - H.S.WALKER, Manager-

INTERIOR CONDUITS Tie Solntion oftlie ProWei of Sale Guariing

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for whatsoever parpose employed, Is to

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
INTERIOR AND DNDERGROUND

MANIIFACTnBED BT

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,

WORKS: I 527 to SSI W. 34th St.,

i626to528W.3BthSt.,

TRADE-MARK

General Offices: 42 &446ioad St., New lori;.

Jihos. Day & Co.j ^23 Sntter St., Sau Francisco, Cal.

Mountain Electric Co., Denver Colo.
American Elect. Supply Co., 3-^6 Pearl St., Buffalo.N T.
Putnam, ttay & Co , 27 E. Main St , Rochester, N. T.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. ^th St., Cincinnati, O.
Chas. Uabriel, Saginaw, Micb,
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
Walker & Kepler, 531 Chestnut St , Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Construction Co., Pittsburgh, Pjl
Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

Annunciators, Bells, Pushes,

Speaking Tube, Battery, Patterson Cable,

Electric Light Apparatus—Arc and Incandescent,

American District Telegraph Apparatus,

Telegraph Instruments, Testing Instruments,

Insulated Wires, Line Supplies, Tools and
Other Electrical Appliances.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
I

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.
I NEW YORK, Cor, Thames an<| Greenwich Sts.

Selling Agents;]

A1IB8, EBERT & CO., St. FanI, Ulnn.
STAHTDABD ELiECTBICAIj WORKS, Cincinnati, Ohio.
UOUNTAIN EI.ECTBIC CO., Denver, Colo.
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The United States Electric Lighting Co.,

[THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Lessees.]

ARC AND INCANDESCENT ISDLATED ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS.

AiitiG liiais.— Perlect Jeilces.

More than 1,000 Plants in Operation in Factories, Hotels,

Of&ce Buildings, Theaters, Etc.

^-TFRId:

MOTDR$"° GENERATORS.
Direct Current QENBRATORS and MOTORS for all purpose,

1-8 H. P. up to any power required, and at any
required E. M. F.

Superior in Design and WorJ^mansiiip, and Dneqnaled in Efficiency,

Send for New U. S. Catalogues on Incandescent Lighting and Motors.

GENERAL OFFICES: EQUITABLE BUILDING, - - 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

NSW YORK LAMP FACTOBX, Capacity 30,000 per day.

LAMPS
8 C. P. to 1 50 C. P. 45 Volls to 1 25 Volts. To Fit Principal Sockets.

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUT-OUTS
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.,
620 Atlantic Avenue, 510-534 West 23d St., Pullman Building,

BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
1IA2TOFACTUEED ET

WM. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK,

-RACmE'-HIGH-SPESPJ^

5OPERIOR. RKOLAnON
AHo ECONOMY f="^ .

JECTRIC IJiSHTinSt
A«£ENERAL

ga TURPOSES

16 SIZES

CARR1ED_)N_ STOCK
II

ilWTBt"
Mm one of ooij

"

EHfilMESj

roaPRICES'
CATALOGUE

ENGINE Dfl^T.

RAGNt HARDWARE .MfeC0-RA^,''Vi5

EVERY ONE
KNOWS

ANDRAE
We can furnish at bottom prices

Leclanche,
Andrae Carbon,

Laclede,
!!$aiiison

and Laiv
Batteries.

Bells, Wire and Pashes,

Agent for KERITE WIRE.

JULIUS ANDRAE
lUILWAUKEE. WIS.

The Pioneer House of the Northwest.

SOLID BRAIDED CORD.
Ib the most dura-
ble iOT hanging
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Cov-
ering Field

MagnetB, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STSEBT, BOSTON.

Second-Band Dynamos
FOR SALE CHEAP.

We have a number cf Dynamos and Motors
nearly new, which we will eell at a low price,

amon^ the number being tivo GaO-Ilght,
IfOOO volt Alternators.

WANTED TO BUY:
Seoond-hand machine, from 50 to

200 lights, 110 volt.

6. A. HARTER,
43 and 45 Franklin St., CHICAGO.

W.F PaaBT. S. P- Notes.

mm IN ELGCTmi mm,
Electrical or Telephone Stocki Bonght

and Sold.

PERRY &NOYES,
Bdison Bldg ,

- MEW YOBR.

For all Electric Insulating

Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the market.

I I SELL NO OTHER,

Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,

MICA

158 William St., NEW YORK.

Royal Electric Co.,
911 & 913 South Washington St., PEORIA, ILL.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Alternating and Continuous Current Dynamos and Motors,

AND ELECTRIC MACHINERY.
The Most Complete Alteknatinq System now on the Market.

Agents Wanted for Exclusive Territory.

V

1^1

DUPLEX pELECTRIC CO., Limited,
MANUFACTDBERS OF

^ ADTOMATIC ARC

vfrmM INCANDESCENT

**' 'vmJ:^ dynamos,
AKD THE

"DUPLEX"
ARC LAMP.
CORRT, FA.

Chleaco Offlce-R. J. RANDOLPH, Mgr.,
Vi'25 MonfldQork BuildiDg.

Bfew York Oftice-W. H. GORDON, Mgr.,
IIF^ liroadway.

PMIadelphtu Oflice-OTIS K. STUAET,
Mgr., 21 Citv Trnst Bldg

ChattanooiiR, Tenn.-F. I. STONE.

KanHas City, Mo.—L. C. BLAIR, 806 Wal-
nut Street.

I/inroln. Neb.-BIGELOW ELECTRIC SUP-
PLY CO., IIJ 8. 13tli St.

Providence. R. 1.- DRAKE, PAYSON A
WHirTlBR, Cor. WaBliiD<;ton and Eddy .lis.

Tarpon Hprlnas, Fls.— VV. D. WILSON.

AMERICAN HIGH SPEED ENGINE.
This Engine revolutioiiizes the maniier of applying steam in generating power. It

can be regulated so as to run at any speed desired, up to

T QQQ OR MORE REVOLUTIONS PER MmUTE t

It is not a rotary Engine, yet the motion of its parts is such that there are no "dead
centers." It takes steam and exhausts four times at each revolution. For

SPEED, SIMPLICITY AND ECONOMY,
this Engine has no equal. It possesses many striking advantages over all other Engines,

either slow speed or so-called high speed. Its speed, is closely regulated by a sensitive'

and reliable automatic governor. Built of any required size,

FOR ALL STATIONARY and MARINE PURPOSES.
It can be coupled directly to dynamos, fans, blowers, fire engine and other rotary

pumps ; in fact, to any machine requiring great velocity. It is smooth running and

noiseless. Being light and compactly built, it takes up less room than any other

Enc^ine of equal power. No heavy foundations are requred. This Engine is

TKE J^Ols^E OF SIlvdlFLIOIT^S'.
No skilled engineer is requirea.

2^^ For further particulars and Illustrated Catalogue, call upon, or address,

. AMERICAN ENGINE COMPANY,
BOC.XD BROOK, N. J.

HINE'S ELIMINATOR.
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR CF ALL

Steam Separators and Oil Extractors.

In twelve trials in the "Cornell" Separator test, it averaged

98 7-10 per cent Dry Steam. Ontstripping all competltorB.

Send for Circular and Cornell test report.

HINE ELIMINATOR GDii newyork. hobizoktai.

This advertifement appears every other week.

-a":^x:-

mn umm co.,

PDSH-BDTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
AND

95 CHAMBERS STREETJEW YORK.

m Waddell-Entz Electric Co.,
302 Produce Exchange, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow Speed

Generators and Motors.

DIRECT DRIVEN
Slow Speed Generators for Electric

Lighting and Power. Low
Running Expense.

STREET CAR MOTORS.
Insulated Wire. Cables

and Flexible Cords.
Special Machines Designed.

ESTIIIATfS FUKIVISHED.

ISOLATED PLANTS A SPECIALTY.

CHICAGO, 4»8 " The Bookery.^

FACTORY AT BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

BUFFALO, 50 Terrace.
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First Electric Mill Tramway in Chicago.
Chicago is often charged with a boas-tful spiiit ihat Is

far from becoming to its citizens, but it can be truthfully

said that in the direction of utilizing new applications of

electricity few cities are in advance of it. Within its bor-

ders or in immediate proximity to it can be found all sys-

tems of electric lighting and several electric railways. It

has electric elevators, bridges that are turned by power

transmitted by electricity, and great shops wherein electric

traveling cranes form a prominent feature. In one re-

spect, however, the manufacturers of this city have until

now been behind their compeers in the East, and that Is in

the use of electric tramways in shops and yards. This

backwardness, however, is now a thing of the past, as will

be seen by the illustrations accompanying this article,

which show the details of the first electric piill tramway

plant in Chicago. Installations of this character have

are located at Dcering. on the Northwestern railroad, con-

cluded to employ electricity as a motive power for its tram-

way, and contracted, througn J li. Wethrell of the Thom-
son-Houston Electric company, for the present installa-

tion.

In a general way. of course, the plant does not differ

greatly from hundreds of others employed in street railway

work, but, nevertheless, many difficulties were encountered

and overcome that render the installation particularly in-

teresting. As it was required that the cars should enter

several sheds, the trolley wires are in many cases as low as

eight feet from the track, while in one spot it was necessary

to raise them to an elevation of eighteen feet, making a

variation of ten feet. In addition to this it was necessary

to provide for six curves, the radii in some cases being less

than forty feet. Unfortunately these cuives were at points

where the trolley wires were the lowest. The plant also

necessary to employ, with the accompanying overhead con-

struction, is shown in Kig. 2.

The track is about 1,700 feet long, of thirty pound T
rail, laid on pine ties placed two feel apart. The gauge

is three feet. The overhead construction consists of two
No. 2 II. \ S. gauge copper wires, varying in height, as

has been before slated, from eight to eighteen feet above

the track. The point where they are highest and also the

loop switch is shown in Fig, 3. Considerable difficulty

was experienced in making this switch, owing to the double

wire construction. Immediately on taking the loop the

line follows an S-sbaped curve, Fig. 2, and descends with

a continuous lateral curve into a store shed, where the dis-

tance from the track to the wires is ten feet. Two more

curves of forty feet radius are encountered before the loop

switch is again reached.

The motorcar is equipped with two Thomson- Houston

been found very useful in many eastern factories, where it

is necessary to transport the raw material or the finished

product considerable distances about the factory and yards.

Much work of this character is necessary in clay-working

establishments, such as brick and tile works and estab-

lishments for the production of terra cotta. To the last

named class belongs the factory which has introduced the

tramway plant forming the subject of this article.

The great and steadily increasing demand for building

material in Chicago has brought with it a large use of terra

cotta, which is now employed in large quantities on nearly

all of the prominent new buildings in the city. Improved

processes in the manufacture of this product have resulted

in the production of a material that will stand all the varia-

tions of climate, and which can be fashioned in any shape

and treated almost the same as stone. Consequently a

great demand for it has sprung up within the last few

years, and many large factories are now employed in its pro-

duction. One of the most prominent of these is the North-

western Terra Cotta company, which has just installed the

tramway shown in the illustrations, to convey the raw

materials to the kilns and to carry the terra cotta back to

the drying sheds and yards. The company, whose works

FIG. I. FIRST ELECTRIC MILL TRAMWAY IN CHICAGO.

possesses a peculiar interest from the fact of its being the

first of its kind to be installed in Chicago.

Current is furnished by a 300 light, no volt, incandes-

cent dynamo, which had previously been used for lighting

the buildings, and which is driven by an independent en-

gine. The switch-board is so arranged that the generator

can be used to run the cars on the tiamway or thrown ex-

clusively into the circuit for lighting the factory. Inas-

much as the same dynamo furnishes power for lighting

and for the car motors, the earth return system was not

deemed advisible, and so double trolleys were used, as will

be seen by a reference to Fig. i, in which a motor car and

trailers are shown. The track is so arranged that it forms

a loop and returns to the place of starting. In order that

the trolleys could follow the entire length without hand-

ling, it was found necessary to cross the trolley wires, so

that the negative conductor was connected with the posi-

tive. The manner in which this was accomplished will

easily be understood by a reference to the diagram pre-

sented in Fig, 4. A sectional breaker was put in and the

opposite terminals of each section were bound together by

a cross-over wire, so that the current is fed continuously

to the motors An instance of the curves that it was found

railway motors, each of 3 horse power capacity, wound for

no volts, and geared directly to the axles and controlled

by a standard railway-stand and switch. These motors

have hauled on a level a load of ten tons or more at the

rate of five miles an hour. Owing tothe great variation in

the height of the trolley wires it was necessary to design a

special trolley stand for this work. The stand consists of

a three inch iron pipe mounted on a flange to which the

two trolley poles are attached by a fixture free to revolve

and admitting of an independent adjustment of each

trolley. The current is taken from the wires by sliding

contacts, and is wholly insulated from the car.

The plant was installed by G. B. Seaman under the direc-

tion of Geo. P. Nichols, manager of the stationary motor

department of the Chicago office of the Thomson-Hou; ton

Electric company. It has so far given complete satisfac-

tion to the officers of the Terra Cotta company, and doubt-

less it will not be long before others of its kind are in-

stalled in Chicago.

The city of Ashtabula, O., now owns an electric lighting-

plant, which it purchased for $12,930. The Westing-
house system is used.
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The Baker Submarine Boat.
The last issue of the Western Electrician contained

a description of the new submarine boat that is now being

experimented with in the Detroit river by its designer,

George C. Baker of Chicago. The novel craft was given

another trial on May 24lh before Commodore Folger, chief

of the ordnance bureau of the United States Navy, and

although the trial was not satisfactory to the inventor of

the vessel it indicated that progress is being made in the

right direction. From several of the accounts published

in the daily papers one would be led to believe that con-

siderable trouble was experienced in keeping the boat

submerged and propelling it under water. It is true that

such a difficulty was encountered; but it was expected by

the designer, nnd each test of the boat brings him nearer

to the solution of the very nice problems involved. In

view, though, of these facts it is but just to Mr. Baker to

present an explanation as to the line upon which his ex-

periments are being made.

Those who have not experimented with submarine boats

are illy fitted to criticize, and many there are, doubtless,

who do not realize that all trials with such a craft, in one

sense at least, must needs be successful. The submarine

navigator's crowning ambition maj be to go under water

and stay there for a definite length of time, but as he goes

down he carries with him a very natural desire that he may
see the surface again. To sink the boat is one thing, to bring

it up is another. It is just this delicate problem of how

to manipulate quickly and with safety the boat's ballast,

and thus increase or reduce the buoyancy without loss of

time or great risk to the crew, that is now occupying Mr.

Baker's attention.

As was stated in the Western Electrician's recent
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the prevention of the battery slipping or the electrolyte

spilling is concerned, that is merely a question of detail.

It is worthy of note that Commodore Folger talks most

favorably of Mr. Baker's work. In a dispatch from

Washington to the Chicago I/c)\iI(l on May 29th the com-

modore is reported by that paper's correspondent as fol-

lows: "The trial of the Baker boat was very interesting. It is

ihe first really encouraging thing in the way of submarine

navigation we have had in this country, and justifies the

hope that something may be done in that direction which

shall materially increase the effectiveness of the United

States naval force."

When asked whether he thought that the experiments at

Detroit pointed to a new line of construction in the navy,

he replied: "They certainly indicate that it is worth while

forming that class of naval construction. I can tell better

of the future possibilities after I have seen the Baker boat

in its improved condition."

With reference to the description of the boat which ap-

peared in this journal, a misstatement should be corrected.

The 50 horse power motor in the boat which was referred

to as having been constructed by C. D. Jenney of Fort

Wayne, Ind., was built by the Jenney Electric Motor

company of Indianapolis, Ind., as was also the special con-

trolling rheostat and switch.

Electricity at the World's Fair^

Mr. Westinghcuse was in Chicago last week endeavor-

ing to induce the World's Fair authorities lo reduce the

amount of the bond required of him for the faithful per-

formance of the incandescent lighting contract from

$1,000 000 to $500,000. He contends that it is unjust

to require a bond in an amount two and a half times as

^J^

/^^

FIG. 2. FIRST ELECTRIC MILL TRAMWAY IN CHICAGO.

article, the boat was down completely out of sight a num-

ber of times, and was maneuvered enough and in a manner

to convince even the skeptical that the stay was only a

question of an expenditure of power and a careful reduc-

tion of buoyancy. The latter desideratum was, of course,

to be gauged in that particular instance only by the risk

Mr. Baker was willing to take in admitting water. In

brief, the critical point in the buoyancy of the craft must

be found by repealed experiments. These necessarily nu-

merous trials, requiring not only the greatest care, but also

no little nerve on the part of the pilot, take time, and, of

course, lead many outsiders to suppose that serious diffi-

culties have been encountered. It must also be remem-

bered that with the boat in its present unfinished condi-

tion, and with the storage cells not braced or sealed to

withstand pitching about, it is as yet not completely fitted

for a thorough test in rough waters.

Improvements are now under way which, it may very

reasonably be expected, will enable the pilot to easily and

quickly control the water supply, the ballasting of the craft

being, of course, the most important matter. As far as

large as the total consideration for the work involved.

Such a requirement, he thinks, is most unusual and quite

unnecessary. The directors of the Exposition company,

on the other hand, appear to think that an unusually large

bond is demanded by the exigencies of the situation. Mr.

Westinghouse was on hand at the meeting of the grounds

and buildings committee on Thursday, but no action

was taken on that day. On Friday, however, the com-

mittee passed a resolution allowing Mr. Westinghouse to

furnish a bond of $500,000 in case each surety was lia-

ble for the full amount, or of $1 ,000,000 if each surety was

only to be liable for the amount set opposite his name.

On Saturday Mr. Westinghouse left for the East. The
bond must be filed not later than Friday. In convers-

ing with a representative of the Western Electrician

the Pittsburg manufacturer said that it was the intention

of the company to install dynamos of a greater capacity

than any now in use in this country. These huge

alternators will be driven by directly connected Westing-

house engines, as there is a constantly increasing tendency,

Mr. Westinghouse said, toward the use of this style of en-
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gine and dynamo connection. Mr. Westinghouse also

confirmed the report that his company intends to establish

a large central station plant in Chicago after the World's

Fair. He is of the opinion that there is room for another

incandescent lighting company in Chicago and intimated

that the station would be established some distance from

the center of the city, thus obviating any risk of opposi-

tion by reason of the smoke nuisance.

In all likelihood the office of the department of elec.

FIG. 3. FIRST ELECTRIC MILL TRAMWAY IN CHICAGO.

tricily will scon be removed from the present quarters in

the Rand McNally building to Jackson Park. Director-

general Davis has directed all department chiefs to make
the change as scon as possible, as he thinks it necessary

for the chiefs to be on the grounds so that they can advise

with the construction department and facilitate the work.

Department offices will be maintained at the Rand-Mc-

Nally building for some time, but the intention is to con-

centrate all the natior al cffices at the park as soon as possi-

ble. Chief Barrett and Secretary Hornsby will establish

temporary headquarters in the horticultural building,

which is practically completed. The change will probably

be made in a week or so.

Chief Barrett returned from his western trip last week.

The names of the deceased electricians that are lo adorn

the electricity building are new being placed in position

in all the prominence of bold lettering in staff. A curious

error was made in preparing the mould for the name of

Wheatstone. The "h" was left out, and it appears as

"Weatstone" in the cast. This, however, will soon be

rectified.

A curious idea has entered the heads of several Mil-

waukee people. The Western Electrician's cor-

respondent at that city writes : "The Milwaukee ex-

position directors are considering the advisability of

getting up a mammoth electrical exhibit as a World's

Fair attraction in this city. No exposition will be held

next year, and ihe plan, which was proposed by W.
N. Stewart, is to have an electrical display that will

eclipse the one at the Columbian Exposition, both in size

and merit. It is stated that the electrical interests have

not bten allotted sufficient space at the World's Fair and

that electricians are disappointed in consequence. The
plan has caused considerable discussion among electricians.

There does not seem to be much chance, however, that it

will be carried out. The expense and the short time re-

maining are urged against it. It is argued, moreover,

that the e.xhibit would have to be greatly superior to the

one at the Columbian Exposition in order to draw any

considerable number of people to Milwaukee."

Milwaukee manufacturers, who have been rather slow

about arranging for exhibits at the World's Fair, will

take a trip to Jackson Park in a few days. Special cars

FIG. 4. FIRST ELECTRIC MILL TRAMWAY IN CHICAGO.

and reduced rates have been secured, and they will be

transferred to the park without changing cars. C. C.

Rogers, president of the Advancement association, is

chairman of the committee that has the matter in charge.

The annual financial statement of the Rocky Mountain
Bell Telephone company shows that the paid-up capital

stock amounts to $305,000 and places the value of its fran-

chise at S195, 000. The company's surplus is $64,904.38
and its reserve fund $36,992.95.
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GENERAL MEETING
Of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers, Chicago. June
6. 7 and 8. 1892.

Prominent clcctriciil tnginctrs from all parts of the

country assembled at the Grand I'acilic Hotel, Chicago,

June 0th, to participate in the ninth general meeting of the

American Institute of Electrical I-'.ngineers. This is the

first visit of the Institute to Chicago, or to the West, and,

in fact, the second meeting of the Institute outside of New
York city. The other occasion was the meeting at Boston

two years ago. The action of the Institute in coming to

Chicago is but another indication of the fact that electrical

engineers throughout the country are looking to Chicago

as the great center of future operations of electrical engi-

neering.

The Institute's Executive Officers.

In the selection of executive ofiicers for the present year

the American Institute of Electrical Engineers has dis-

played excellent judgment, and it may be expected that,

under the new president, the association will prosper and

extend its inlluence. As has already been announced,

Frank J. Sprague has been chosen president, while Ralph

W. Pope and George M. Phelps have been retained as

secretary and treasurer. Portraits of these gentlemen are

presented in the accompanying illustration.

Frank J. Sprague, the newly elected president, has

earned this recognition at the hands of the Institute by the

active interest he has always shown in its growth. He has

gained distinction as an electrical engineer and inventor

by his work in developing the electric railway and the ap-

plication of electricity to the transmission and utilization

of power. No man in the electrical field has worked

harder and accomplished more in the face of what at

times appeared to be insurmountable obstacles than Lieut.

Sprague. Entering the field at an early day, Lieut.

Sprague did not enjoy the advantage which the experience

since gained has been to motor builders. He was obliged

to secure his knowledge by experimental work at great

expense, and not without many great disappointments and

failures. His early experience, however, had fitted him

for the work he had engaged in, and repeated failures only

increased his determination to secure an ultimate victory.

Lieut. Sprague is still a young man, having been born

at Milford, Conn., July 25, 1857. His ambition and

port 10 the navy department was an excellent piece of work

in every way, and even now is highly valued. It need

hardly be said that the exhibition afforded him many op-

portunities for renewed experiment, espcciaily in ihc field

of electrical power. Mr. Sprague was confirmed more

than ever in his belief as to the possibilities of the electrical

transmission of power, and he resolved to devote himself

entirely to the problems awaiting solution in that field.

At the Philadelphia electrical exhibition he displayed sev-

contract for the road in Kicbmond was takcD in 1887. I

had never seen the road. I remember to this day the im-

pression that came over me sub$cf|uently when I went to

Richmond and saw a grade of 10 per cent. My heart (ell

within me, and I said it is utterly impossible for any car

to climb that hill. I returned to New Vork (or consulta*

tion. Is it possible for any car to mount a 10 per cent,

grade ? was the first question. (-Everybody said it was not,

and I confess that I myself was of the same opinioa.

THE INSTITUTE S EXECUTIVE OFFICERS.
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eral motors bearing his name. The work done by the

motors, and the ingenious principles involved, created so

favorable an impression that the formation of the Sprague

Electric Railway & Motor company followed at once,

and, in fact, the company was barely formed before it was

overwhelmed with business. But here was another diffi-

culty. The first important contract that the company as-

sumed, the equipment of the Richmond street railway

with electric motors, might have proved the death blow to

HKADOUARTERS OF THE AMERICAN IN:

energy led him to engage in a competitive examination for

appointment at the Annapolis Naval Academy in 1874,

and he was successful. Daring his four years' course he

applied himself diligently, and was graduated with dis-

tinction. He served for several years in the navy, improv-

ing his opportunitie;, and devoting considerable attention

to electrical subjects. In 18&- he was commissioned by

the government to visit the Crystal Palace electrical exhi-

bition. He was made the only American member of the

jury, and was alsp made secretary of his section. His re-

STITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

the new enterprise had it not been for the energy and

perseverance which Mr. Sprague displayed in his manage-

ment of this project. Mr. Sprague has given a very inter-

esting account of his experience at Richmond in an address

before the National Electric Light Association convention

at Providence, R. I., in February, 1891. from which the

following is taken: "Few of you are familiar, perhaps,

with the inside difficulties with which we had to deal in the

history of the electric railway, and the amount which it

was necessary to conceal from the general public. The

Shall we use a cable on that 10 per cent, grade and trust

to electricity for the balance, or shall we change the gear-

ing of the machine? was the next query. We were ad-

vised to find if we could get up the grade at all. Back to

Richmond I posted. I started out one night when there

had been an election, and when the streets were filled with

a crowd of drunken men. We went down in great shape,

and then just before us was this grade. I said to the

superintendent, 'We cannot mount it.' 'Well,' he said,

'it will go up, and I will bet you ¥5 I will take you up.*

We started and we mounted the hill. When we got to the

top it had settled the question of traction on a 10 percent,

grade. It had settled likewise that the motors we had

were altogether too small and too light, because they were

hotter perhaps than the furnace in an electric welding ap-

paratus. On getting to the top we thought the best thing

we could do was to stand still a little while. I remember

one of my assistants, Mr. Greene, was with me. I said to

him: 'Greene, I think we had better send for some instru-

ments. I think a little accident has happened to one of the

machines.' So we lay down in the bottom of the car

until he brought those instruments. They were four

strong mules, for it was necessary to get that car back into

the car shed that night.''

This was but one of many incidents related by Mr.

Sprague, which shows how much energy was required on the

part of the projectors of the electric railway; but all these

troubles and many others were finally overcome. The elec-

tric system, greatly improved through the experience

gained by Sprague and his associates in these early days,

has greatly extended its field, and the reputation and for-

tune which the exploiters of the great enterprise have

gained have been fairly won and are well deserved.

Mr. Sprague has not been content, however, with the

accumulation of a fortune. He has gone on experiment-

ing and investigating in practically new fields. He is

greatly interested in the problem of rapid transit for New
York, which is now engaging many of the leading minds

in the electrical world. He has already submitted plans

for a system of underground railways, and has, of course,

advocated the adoption of the electric motor. That he

believes in the electric railway, and that his mind is still

occupied with great public questions, will readily be under-

stood by all who listened to his ab!e inaugural at the Chi-

cago Electric club last Monday evening.

The secretary of the Institute. Ralph W. Pope, has been

identified with the association from its earliest days, and

was one of the first men to recognize the good tocomefrom

such an organization. He has served successfully for sev-

eral years; in fact, since May, 1885, he has held the posi-

tion, and has discharged the duties of the office satisfact-

orily to all. He has made a constant study of the work-

ings of other associations, and has endeavored to profit by
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their experience, as well as introducing new features of

his own. The results speak for themselves. Although

his work as secretary of the Institute has occupied a large

part of his time, Mr. Pope has contributed largely to the

electrical literature of the day, and is now publishing

EUctric Power.

George M. Phelps, who in 18S5 was elected one of the

mauagers of the Institute, was made treasurer in 1887, and

has held the same office continuously since that date, hav-

ing been reelected each year. His careful attention to the

duties of the office, together mth his extended business

experience, have been of great value in the financial ad-

ministration of the affairs of the Institute. Mr. Phelps is

well known in the electrical field, first in the shop of the

American Telegraph company, of which his father was

superintendent from the organization of the company till
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its absorption by the Western Union Telegraph company

in 1 866. When the latter gave up manufacturing in 1879

and disposed of its factor)' to the Western Electric com-

pany, Mr. Phelps was appointed superintendent of the fac-

tory, which position he held until December, 1SS5. Early

in 1SS6 he joined Franklin L. Pope in conducting the

monthly Electrician and EUctrical Engineer^ acquiring a

proprietary interest therein soon after. When the Elec-

trical Engineer was expanded to a weekly and its business

incorporated, he became, and now remains, president of the

corporation.

History of the Institute.

ReatJers of electrical journals during the last four years

are, of course, familiar with the fact that many important

electrical investigations have been brought to public

notice through the proceedings of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers. It is impossible to determine

just what bearing and influence these publicat'ons have

had upon general electrical progress, but it is certain that

the active minds of many inventors were thereby stimu-

lated to new efforts, and the march of improvement accel-

erated accordingly.

The first visit of the Institute to Chicago as an organ-

ized body may be looked upon as an indication that this

city has become a great electrical center. When the In-

stitute, two years ago, held its general meeting in Boston,

the fact that the greatest electric railway system in the coun-

try was then being constructed in that city was influential in

determining the choice. To-day the active preparations

for the Columbian Exposition in Chicago have led to the

choice of this city for the general meeticg of iSg2.

The meetings of the Institute are devoid of the bustle

and excitement of the electric light and street railway con-

ventions. There is no conflict in which the supply men
are on one side and the active members on the other. The
overhead lamb and the underground lion repose peacefully

side by side, and neither one is yet inside the other. Occas-

ionally the continuous and alternating current disputants

have grappled in the arena, and the double reduction and

the gearless motor advocates have met in verbal strife, but

the motto always seems to have been: ''There is good in

everj'thing."

It was in 1SS4 that the keel of the Institute was laid,

and the great and dignified American Society of Civil

Engineers lent a helping hand to steady the frail craft

until it was sufficiently seaworthy to pursue its own
course. Eight years is not a long period of time as history

is made, yet it has seen a vast electrical development, as

one may realize by glancing through the columns of the

Western Electrician, for instance, and noting what

enterprises have sprung into existence since 1SS4. There

were prophets in those days, however, and the dynamo

had even then become a machine of mar^-elous efficiency.

Its companion, the electric motor, had not been recognized

as worthy of association with the dignified Corliss engine

or the speedy and powerful steam locomotive. The arc

lamp and the incandescent had forged their way to the

front through pure merit. But there had beeu no era of

smooth sailing- One-weak point after another had been

eradicated; with the removal of one obstacle another arose

in its place; and out of these trials and tribulations the

electrical engineer was evolved. He was, perhaps, sneered

at by the mechanical engineer, for many of his devices

were crude; but what he lacked in skill he made up in per-

severance and enthusiasm. Progress had been such that

an electrical exhibition was proposed to be held in Phila-

delphia in the autumn of 1SS4,, under the auspices of the

Franklin Institute. At the same time, an electrical con-

ference was organized under government authority. The
one thing lacking, the want of which was immediately ap-

parent, was a national society of electrical engineering.

Unfortunatelj' the American Electrical society, which had

been organized in 1S74 for a similar purpose, had

passed out of existence at the very dawn of the new elec-

trical era. At one of the last meetings of its Chicago branch

the Edison system of incandescent lighting had been

described by George H. Bliss. Like many other equally

promising movements, this society was launched too soon.

When the organization papers of the Institute were circu-

lated in 18S4, the project was received with enthusiasm.

Every man interested in electricity was willing to sign his

name to the call, and out of 279 there were 155 who sub-

sequently proved their faith by their works, and paid their

entrance fee and first year's dues. The Institute started

off with a boom, and really accomplished more in its first

year's existence than most societies which are organized

upon similar lines. In the eyes of the worldly minded,

however, it had not given to each member the value of the

money he had invested, and there were many who, seeing

neither fun nor profit in the future, did not respond with

the advent of the new year.

Portraits of past presidents of the Institute are herewith

presented. These gentlemen are all actively engaged in

electrical matters, and their faces are familiar to many.

Some of them, through their valuable discoveries and in-

ventions, are known the world over, and all are known to

those who have been familiar with electrical progress in

this country. Each has contributed largely in his own
special line to the advancement of electrical interests, and
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in every case it miy be said that the honors and distinc-

tion gained have been merited.

Dr. Norvin Green, president of the Western Union

Telegraph company, had been elected as the first president

of the Institute. Nathaniel S. Ksith, its founder, was

chosen secretary, and Col. Rowland R. Hazard treaj^urer.

Other officers elected at that time were as follows: \'ice-

presidents. Prof. Alexander Graham Bell, Prof. Cbarles

R. Cross, Thomas A. Edison, George A. Hamilton, C. H.

Haskins and Franklin L. Pope; managers, Cbarles F.

Brush, W. H. Eckert. S. D. Field, Prof. Eiisha Gray,

Prof. E. J. Houston, M. L. Hellings, F. W. Jones,

George B. Prescott, W. W. Smith. Prof. William P. Trow-

bridge, Theodore N. Vail and Edward Weston. Just

after the first general meeting of the Institute was held in

Philadelphia, Secretary Keith secured a position in Cali-

fornia, and practically abandoned his post as secretarj', T.

C. Martin, as acting secretary, filling out his term of

office. In May, 1S85, Ralph W, Pope was elected secre-

tary, President Green and Treasurer Hazard being re-

elected. The vacancies occurring which, under the rules,

could not be filled by re-election, led to the choice of D.

H. Bates, A. E. Dolbear, F- W. Jones as vice-presidents;

C. L. Buckingham, David Brooks, T. C. Martin, Geo.

M. Phelps. Jr., Prof. B. F. Thomas and W. D. Sargent as

managers.

It had become evident that nothing was to be gained by
the selection of officers who should represent the whole

country geographically. They were either too busy to

give attention to the Institute, or deemed it of trivial im

portance. There was a small minority which continued

its faithful watch over affairs, but in an attempt to secure

T. COMMERFORD MARTiN, PAST .PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
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a national representation, the council was so weakened in

available working force that there was imminent danger of

its succumbing to the fate of its predecessor, the Ameri-

can Electrical society. The only offset to the element of

scattered members of council was felt to be in securing

officers nearer headquarters who could and would take an

interest in building up the Institute. Among those who
showed themselves to be in earnest and strong in their de-

termination that the Institute must succeed, were such

men as the late Major Otho E. Michaelis, the late Sidney

F. Shelbourne, C. O. Maillous, Dr. Schuyler S. Wheeler,

Francis B. Cracker, T. Commerford Martin, Joseph Wetz

ler, Franklin L. Pope, George M. Phelps, F- W. Jones;

also many others who, by the example thus set, subse-

quently became members, and added the weight of their

influence to that forward movement begun in 1S57 under

the presidency of T. C- Martin, and which has never since

faltered.

It was at the May meeting of 1SS6 that the idea of a

"workingman's ticket" was suggested, and candidates

for council were nominated with the object of securirg

men who could be depended upon to assist in making the

Institute a recognized national organization of elec-

trical engineers. Franklin L. Pope was elected

president; Noivin Green, Thos. D. Lockwood, Geo. C.

Maynaid and Prof. W. A. Anthony, vice-presidents;

C. O. Maillous, Sidney F. Sbelbourne, Capt. O. E. Mi-

chaelis, and Prof. C. F. Brackett, managers- It was be-

lieved that in New York and vicinity there wassufficient

material to give character to the meetings, which was al-

luded to in the secretary's report at the annual meeting in

iSS6as follows:

The importance of the various electrical problems
which are continually being brought to public notice

points to the advisability of holding monthly mteliogs for

the discussion of current topics. There are in New York
and vicinity a sufficient number of members to make such

meetings successful. e*;pecially if those who are capable

and have had ample electrical experience will perfoim

their duty in the preparation of suitable papers for presen-

tation on such occasions. I can see no reason why such

a gathering might not be held monthly in conjunction with

theregularmeerings of the council under existing arrange-

ments. A suggestion of this kind was made by my imme-
diate predecessor, but not haWng been acted upon, I feel

it my duty to state that I consider something of this kind

absolutely essential to the future prosperity of the Institute

and earnestly recommend that the matter be taken up at

this meeting.

This recommendation was subsequently acted upon, a

special meeting being held in June of the same year in

order to determine the practicability of the plan before

it was forgotten. As the Institute at that time had no per-
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manent quarters of its own, and there was some doubt

about Knlhcrinti a respectable audience, it wr»s arranged

that the members should meet for dinner at 6:30 i'. M.,

after which a paper should be read and discussed. The

lirst of these meetings was held during the presidential

term of Kranklin L. i'ope in 1S86, and they became so

successful that they have been continued ever since.

While these meetings have been held in New Vork all

members in the countrv are notified of their occurrence,

and at nearly every meeting members are present from

various parts of the United States. As soon as it became

evident that these monthly meetings would be a perma-

nent feature of the Institute another innovation was Intro-

duced. New developments In electrical practice followed

in such rapid succession that it became evident that the

yearly publication of the "Transactions" would not sulTice.

It was therefore determined to issue them monthly. This

involved an additional outlay, but the rapid increase In

membership permitted It, and it was believed that every

possible method should be adopted consistent with prudent

management in order to Increase the value of membership.

No restriction was placed upon the publication in the elec-

trical press of the papers and discussions, excepting such

regulations as were subsequently found necessary in order

to prevent their premature circulation.

Owing to the constitutional law by which one-half the

vice-presidents and one-third of the managers retired each

year, no sudden chaDge in the personnel of the council

cou'd be effected, but the good results arising from the in-

fusion of new blood had already manifested themselves,

and at the annual meeting, in May, 1SS7, T. Commerford

Martin was elected president, with Franklin L. Pope, Col.

Rowland R. Hazard and Prof. W. A. Anthony vice-presi-

dents, and Dr. S. S. Wheeler, Joseph Welzler, A. C. Fow-

ler, and Wm. Lee Church as manageis, and Geo. M.

Phelps, Jr., treasurer.

When Volume 5 of the "Transactions" was completed,

covering the meetings of 1SS7-S, it was decided by the coun-

cil that if it was permanently bound in cloth it would be

far more acceptable to the members. This was accord-

ingly done, and each member in good standing received for

that year a handsome volume, containing as a frontispiece

a portrait of Past President Franklin L. Pope. Since that

time the monthly parts issued regularly have formed a

yearly volume of about Goo pages, and complete sets of the

entire eight volumes have become exceedingly scarce,

and are much sought for by the public
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libraries of the country, which are now experiencing

a remarkable demand for electrical literature.

The administration of President Martin is notable as

being the turning point in the history of the Institute.

Since its organization much valuable work bad been done,

but few people were aware of it. The Institute had lost

prestige because it had no permanent abiding place. A
very promising movement was undertaken to secure funds

to buy a house, but another similar effort on the part of

the New York Electric club conflicted with it, and it was

decided by the council that it would be best to suspend all

efforts in that direction until the mission of the Institute

was better understood. The work of increasing the

membership was vigorously pursued. A circular was

prepared showing what had already been done and con-

taining a list of members, then numbering about 170. A
copy of this, with an application blank, was sent 10 every

electrical engineer whose name could be obtained. This

work, following, as it did, immediately after the general

meeting of 1887, al which I'rof. Ellhu Thomson read his

celebrated paper on "Novel Phenomena of Alternating

Currents." attracted attention to the Institute as being an

organization well worthy of general support, and the ef-

fect was marvelous, as may be seen by the record of

elections for that year. During the year 1886 24 new asso-

ciate members were elected. In 1887 there wcrci7i elected.

This activity so encroached upon the time of the secretary,

that it became necessary for him to devote his attention

almost exclusively to the work of the Institute and on May
I, iSSij, a business office was leased and furnished in

Temple Court, which also became the eastern headquar-

ters of the WKsrKRN' Klicctrician during the two years

It was so occupied .

' Al this time Kdward Weston was elected president,

and Prof. Ellhu Thomson, Francis R. Upton and T. C.
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Martin vice presidents; Charles Cuttriss, Geo. B. Pres-

cott, Jr., Thos. D. Lockwood and William Maver, Jr.,

managers. At the general meeting the same year another

important event attracted world-wide attention. This was

the first public announcement of Nikola Tesla's "new
system of alternating current motors and transformers."

The Institute had now fairly attained that standing which

had been the ambition of its supporters. It was the rec-

ognized channel through which the results of electrical re-

searches should be given to the public. Heretofore they

had frequently been read before other societies which

were not always competent to handle them. There had

been a gradual improvement in the quality of the papers,

and latterly every year has witnessed the production of at

least one of such importance as to make a lasting impres-

sion upon its page in the electrical history of the world.

In I SSg Professor Elihu Thomson was elected president,

Edward Weston, Major O. E. Michaelis and Prof. Ed-

ward L. Nichols vice presidents; Dr. F. Benedict Herzog

Dr. William E. Geyer, H. C. Townsend and Henry Van

Hoevenbergh managers. While it was not expected that

President Thomson could give personal attention to the

duties of the office, the pains he had taken to bring before

the Institute the results of his investigations and experi-

ments had been exceedingly beneficial in attracting at-

tention to its work. It had also been shown that the

growth of the Institute was now steady and natural, and

with a permanent secretary, whose attention was almost

entirely devoted to its affairs, it need not be expected that

the president should be present at all of its meetings. On
April 2d, however, President Thomson delivered an ex-

ceedingly interesting experimental lecture at Columbia

College on "Phenomena of Alternating Current Induc-

tion," which was attended by about 700 ladies and

gentlemen. The choice of president for the

year was especially fortunate, for this was the ifate of the

Paris Exposition, and President Thomson was one of the

few electricians in the party of engineers which visited

Europe in 18S9. As president of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers he responded to the toast of The
American Electrical Engineers" at the Lord Mayor's ban-

quet at Guild Hall. The same year an official delegation

representing the Institute was in attendance at the Paris

Electrical Congress, and it was there that the Institute ex.

tended an invitation to the participants to hold the next

Congress in America on the occasion of the World's Fair,

which it was then expected would be held in 1S92.

At the annual meeting in May, 1S90, Prof. William A

Anthony of Manchester, Conn., was elected president;

Francis F*. Crocker, Frank J.Sprafj^eand Joseph Wctzler,

vicc-prc*idcnls; and J. C. Chamberlain, V. II. iJelaDy,

Horatio A. Foster and II. Ward Leonard, managers. It

was decided to hold the general meeting in Ikrston for

various reasons, one being that both the rcliriDg president

and the president-elect were from New England and that

the membership in Ik>ston and vicinity was about 50, to

that a sufficient attendance could Ik depended upon to

insure a successful meeting. One day was devoted to the

reading and discussion of papers and the second to an in-

spection of the West End sircet railway system and ihe

Thomson- Houston factory at Lynn. The meeting was a

most successful one in every respect, and a very pleasant

feature was a banquet in honor of the Institute given by

the Hoston Electric club.

On June i, iS'p, the headquarters of the Institute were

removed to the house of the .\merican Society of Mechan-

ical Engineers, 12 West Thirty-first sircet, where they are

still located. The building is admirably suited for the

purpose, and the arrangement has proved entirely satis-

factory to both societies. Under the terms of the lease

the Institute has a fine office for the secretary, in which the

monthly meetings of council arc held, also joint use of the

library, and of the auditorium, which is equipped with an

electric focusing lamp for exhibition purposes.

In September the Institute took up the question of the

adoption of American names for electrical units, recom-

mending that the names of Franklin and Henry be com-

memorated in this manner. It was a noiewoithy feature

of the administration of President Anthony that, although

living a hundred miles away from New Vork city, he

never failed to be present at the meeiings, of which ten

were held during the year. As a compliment to his fidelity,

one of his admirers, at Ihe close of his terra, piescnttd the

Institute a fine crayon portrait of the retiring president,

which now graces the walls of the auditorium.

The annual and general meetings of iSgi were held in

New York city. Professor Alexander Graham Bell was

elected president; Thos. D. Lockwood, Carl Hering and

Wm. J. Plammer, vice-presidents; and Dr. Louis Eel!,

Herbert Laws Webb, Prof. A. G. Compton and James

Hamblet, managers. Vice-president Lockwood presided

at nearly all of the meetings during the year, it having

been understood that President Bell, in accepting the office,

would be unable to be present on account of his absence

from the country and his time being fully occupied in other
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fields. It is needless to say that the affairs of the Institute

have been faithfully administered at the hands of its active

vice-president, who has made many trips between Boston

and New York for this sole purpose, and he is by no means

a gentleman of leisure excepting as he fairly earns an oc-

casional holiday by his exceedingly methodical business

habits.

Until the present year it has been the practice to

hold the general meeting immediately after the annual

meeting and election, which is fixed by the

rules for the third Tuesday of May. This

year, on account of the later date appointed for the general

meeting at Chicago, the annual meeting was made a dis-

tinct event, and devoted strictly to the business affairs of

the Institute. It was called at 4 P- m.. May 17th, and the

annual reports of the council, secretary and treasurer were

read, audited and accepted. The total membership was

shown to be 615, the net increase during the year having
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been 74. The net receipts were $5.00-43. and the net

expenses ^5,952. iq. By direction of the last annual

meeting Sj^soo was added to the building fund, which, to-

gether with the current balances of secretary and treas.

urer, amount to $1. 121. 09. At the same meeting Frank

J. Sprague was elected president; A. E. Kennelly, Nikola

Tesla and Oscar T. Crosby, vice-presidents; and Charles

Wirt, Dr. Michael I. Pupin, Angus S. Hibbard and

Charles P. Steinmetz, managers. George M. Phelps was

re-elected treasurer, and Ralph W. Pope, secretary. Afte"^

adjournment the members re-assembled at "The Arena,

41 West Thirty-first street, where the first annual dinner

was served to sixty members and guests, among whom

was Prof. George Forbes of London. President F. J.

Sprague presided, and the speakers of the evening were

Thos. D. Lockwood. Oscar T. Crosby. Dr. Louis Dun-

can. Dr. Charles E. Emery. Franklin L. Pope, T. C.

Martin, and Oberlin Smith. It was the first purely social

gathering of the Institute, and was so thoroughly enjoyed

that it -was voted that it be made hereafter a regular yearly

practice.

The prestige of the Institute is now such that there can

be no question as to its future prosperity. Its interests

and policy are so carefully watched and guarded by the coun-

cil that it does not seem possible for disaster to overtake

it. One of the needed reforms, however, has been the

devising of a different plan for conducting its elections,

and a special committee has been appointed for this

work, which will report at the Chicago meeting. The

American Institute of Electrical Engineers is not only a

national, but an international society. Every branch of

electrical science is represented in its ranks. It aims to

stand abreast of the great engineering societies of the

country, of which it is the fourth in respect to age and

total membership. The present year is looked forward to

fig. i. storage battery for launches at the
world's fair.

as the one which will surpass all others, not only in

growth of membership, but in the importance of its trans-

actions, and it is gratifying to note that in the programme

for the Chicago meeting the great West is so generally

and ably represented.

Institute Members Entertained.

Members of the Institute and invited guests visited

Pullman and the World's Fair site Monday afternoon.

They were given every facility for examining both points

and found much to interest them. In the evening, upon

invitation of the Chicago Electric club, the Institute mem-
bers gathered at the new home of the Electric club, and

took part in the formal opening of the rooms. B. E.

Sunny, president of the club, presided at the meeting, and

introduced Lieut. Frank T. Sprague, the newly-elected presi-

dent of the Institute, who delivered his inaugural address.

There were quite a number of prominent visitors present

in addition to the members of the Institute, and the new

club rooms were taxed to their utmost capacity. The
management had prepared a lunch for the occasion, and

after the meeting the members and guests passed several

hours in exchanging views.
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Storage Battery for Launches at the
World's Fair.

In all probability it will not be long before the question

is decided as to whether the launches to ply in the lagoons

at the World's Fair grounds shall be operated by electric

power. The official test was to have been made June rst

but only one electric boat was ready—that of the Colum-

bian Launch company. On Wednesday. June ist, the

Columbian company's boat was run on the lake from the

river out to the fair grounds. The trip was made on a

rough sea but from all accounts the little vessel behaved

admirably and both the builders and the storage battery

people were enthusiastic in praise of the manner in which

the electrical apparatus operated.

As the success of any electric launch as a bidder for

favor with the management of the exposition must neces-

sarily depend mainly on the efficient working of its source

of power, there has been a great deal of interest displayed

in the batteries with which the vessels will be equipped.

Through the courtesy of the American Battery company,

Chicago, the Western Electrician is enabled to present

a description of the cell that is employed in the boat that

has been prepared for the competitive test by the Colum-

bian Launch company. This battery was invented by

William Morrison of Des Moines, la., and is manufactured

by the American Battery company.

This secondary cell, although one of the latest on the

market, is in reality in foim one of the oldest storage bat-

teries known. It is strictly a Plante cell, no applied active

material being used in its construction. The peculiar

feature of the cell lies in the fact that the active material

is formed out of the pure lead plates by the Plante process

in a remarkably short space of time.

The plates are made of pure strip lead, Fig. i, three-

eighths of an inch in width, being bent at the ends so as

to_form parallel layers. A slot is cut in the two edges of

the plates, into which a strip is inserted and the two edges

of the plates are then firmly soldered together. The positive

and negative plates are made exactly the same. In manu-

facturing the plates are put through the forming process,

taking only about ten hours. About one-half of the lead

is turned into an oxide, forming the active material, leaving

the other half as a conductor or support, Fig. 2. This mode

of construction allows great expansion and contraction,

and therefore a very rapid charging and discharging is

permissible without in the least injuring or to use the

common expression, "buckling the plates. " As the capacity

of any plate depends to a large extent on the amount of

surface exposed, the capacity of this plate is very consid-

erable. The plates are 6 by 7 inches and nine plates are

used in each cell. Fig. 3. Each plate contains, it is fig-

ured, about four square feet of surface. The cells when

filled with electrolyte, and ready for use, weigh 37 pounds,

with a capacity, it is claimed, of over 200 ampere hours.

The electrical equipment of the Columbian Launch

company's boat consists of a five horse power Jenney motor,

placed under the aft deck. The armature of the motor is

connected directly to the shaft of the 24 inch screw. The
power is supplied from 104 of the American Battery com-

pany's storage cells placed under the deck of the boat.

The cells are coupled in series of fifty-two each, and by

means of a very ingenious switchin the bow, thirteen,

twenty-six or fifty-two cells can be thrown in, giving the

boat three rates of speed. The screw can also be reversed

at the three speeds mentioned. No rheostat is used.

The use of electric cars for funerals, in cases where the
lines are available, is increasing in Pennsylvania and Ohio.

Some Points for the Electrical Engineer.'

By Horatio A, Foster.

It has been the fortune of the writer during the last ten

months to visit and inspect, both technically and finan-

cially, considerably more than a hundred central lighting

stations.

Taken as a whole, it really seems as if much of the ordi-

nary commercial common sense and the usual keen judg-
ment of self-interest had been on a vacation when these

plants were erected. In many cases this traces back first to

the wiles of that slickest of all individuals, the agent, who is

always willing to assure the buyers that his system of

lighting will virtually run itself, and then to the fact that

people were formerly so doubtful of the prospective profits

that on going into the business they invested the smallest

amount that would start the work. The consequence was
bad construction, bad machinery', bad lines, and of

course, an entirely unreliable service. Oftentimes the

man put in charge was a novice, and that worst of all

novices for the business, the local amateur electrician; and
is it any wonder that the business was a failure for the
first few years ?

There is probably no business extant which has been
built over so many times, and that has had the same qual-

ity and quantity of brains applied to it that is in such
chaos as to the proper design of building and arrangement
of machinery. In cotton or any other weaving industry,

I. Abstract of a paper read at the genera! meeting of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, Chicago, June 6, 7 and 8, 1S92.
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machine shops, foundries and similar establishments, it

has long been determined which is the best form of build-

ing to erect, and those put up in the last ten years or so of

a similar industry are planned in the same lines, differing

only in size to suit the special case. Now, this not only

fails to be the case in electric lighting, but outside of the

two prominent systems of connecting the dynamo to its

power—that is by direct belting to fast running engines,

or by countershaft to larger slow running engines, there

are scarcely a half dozen stations in the state of New York
built on the same or similar lines.

If some action could be taken by this Institute through
a committee which should examine into proper station de-

sign and report on some few general plans and sugges-

tions as to lines to be followed, it might go far toward es-

tablishing a better backing for our members who are in

that branch. As it is, I think it will be acknowledged
that far more electrical engineering skill is applied to the

larger isolated plants, and that the central stations are en-

larged or rebuilt under the management of the local super-

intendent or board of directors, who frequently lack tech-

nical knowledge or even familiarity with recent improve-

ments elsewhere. Quite often this is owing to the fact

that the only experience they have had with an elec-

trician has been the generally young, inexperienced

expert who was sent out to install the first plant,

and they think they can make better use of their money by
controlling it themselves.

The method of distribution should also have considera-

tion, especially in reference to the amount and style of un-
derground work which certain sizes ot city will be able to

stand.

This may seem a large question, but you can be assured

it is one of the most vital importance to the future welfare

of the industry. It may be said that it is not well to

inierfere in private business, and that electrical engineers

can be trusted to remedy the evil. I assure you the elec-

trical engineer individually "is not in it," to use a vulgar

phrase, and sad to say, has never been in it to any extent.

Quite often ofificials of the electric lighting companies take

a jaunt through the country visiting different stations for

models for a new one for themselves. This often results

in a worse muddle than ever, as they seldom find two
stations at all similar, and they return resolved to use their

own judgment.

fig. 2. storage battery for launches at the
world's fair.

This leaves the real electrical engineer out in the cold,

at a point where if known he could by consultation do
much good; but many of these company officials never

heard of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers

and need to have it brought to their notice in some way.

Some may think that in time the electrical engineer will

be called in and consulted, as are engineers of other works,

but at the present rate I am afraid many will be angels or

worse before the majority of electrical central station com-
panies come to that point.

Perhaps if instances be mentioned under the following

heads a better understanding can be arrived at, viz.: Lo-
cation ; foundations ; construction of station ; motive

power; arrangement of machinery, and location and con-

struction of lines.

The location of plants is not now so generally bad as in

the past, although we occasionally find a station in a loca-

tion for which no excuse is apparent, as, for instance, one
located in the basement of a carpenter shop at a long dis-

tance from fuel supplies, and only plenty of condensed
water to recommend it; insurance rate, three per cent, or

more. Another located nine miles away from a village of

two thousand people to take advantage of water power
never surely available all the year, and since destroyed

entirely for the greater part of the year. Another place so

low down in reference to its water power as to be flooded

in freshets. Another located more than a mile from fuel

supplies and the center of distribution at the top of a
long, steep hill, with not even free water, to recommend it.

Another so located in relation to a very intermitttent water
power as to be unable to take advantage of the water for

condensing purposes, and now running the poorest kind of
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a sliile-valvc engine. Another located in a rickety, old,

uncared-for part of a gas-house, where coke is scarce, and
apparently plenty of water power available within a half

mile.

Another located a long distance from center of distribu-

tion and coal supplies, to take advantage nf cheap lant' and
cheap fuel, the last of which has since proved very unrelia-

ble, when seemingly land could have been had much more
central, with a much surer supply of cheap fuel, and to

cap all, the value of that land has since increased enough
to have paid the entire cost of the station at any momeDt
it be desirable to sell.

One advantage of some of the older centrally located

stations has since been learned in the increase in value of

such real estate. One such station visited will enlarge

and rebuild soon, and will sell its present real estate for

enough advance to go far toward paying for the new sta-

tion, and there are others which can, I think, ttll the same
story. In fact, in the present problematical growth of the

future, a well-selected piece of ground may prove a veiy

valuable part of the investment.

Foundations are now much better than in the past, and
some of those now placed under dynamos would sustain

almost anything that could be put on them. Poor founda-

tions are occasionally seen, though, as for instance those

under a large bank of boilers in a station which was erect-

ed and started in six weeks. The boilers have since

lurched forward until the fronts are some two or three

inches out of plumb. In fact too little attention seems to

have been paid to boiler foundations as a general thing.

Engines have fared better and when the ground has
been good the foundations are to be little criticised.

One station has very large Corliss engines and owing
to water soaked ground and limited time in which to

build the brick foundations, they were placed wholly

above the floor level of the dynamo room, and belts run

both ways from the flywheels to shafting on either side

of the room.
Very few bad dynamo foundations are now met, but

many unbalanced armatures are found, which no amount
of foundation would hold steady.

In station construction there has been no settled design,

therefore the promoters have generally built as they saw
fit, occasionally following suggestions of the agent. Of
course many plants are located in buildings already up, in

which case the machinery had to be made to fit.

In many of those built especially for the work, no at-

tention has been paid to designing for a low insurance

rate, and brick stations are found sheathed all over the in-

side with pine, the one thing that insurance inspectors al-

ways criticise. A couple of coatings of whitewash or

paint would have been much cheaper, safer and looked
quite as well.

When stations have been remodeled, very little improve-
ment has been made in the smaller ones, but those in large

cities have generally taken advantage of all the improve-

ments to date, if not too strongly attached to some one
parent company.
The selection of motive power has of course been

governed by local conditions; in the northern and north-

western part of New Voik state, water power is abundant
and is largely used as motive power for stations, but al-

most invariably with steam reserve.

Water power alone has been found very difficult to

govern for uniform speed, and some of the devices used
for that purpose are to say the least ingenious.

When the load is large enough to use part steam there

is no trouble whatever, as the wheel takes a steady load

and the engine does the governing.

Plants are sometimes placed a long way from the work
in order to take advantage of the water power and in

some cases it seems as if all else had been sacrificed to

that one point.

Of engines there is no end to the different designs, style

and sizes used. Some use high speed, belted direct to dy-

namos, others slow speed belted to counter, some simple
non-condensing where compound condensing would be
decidedly best.

I know of at least three plants located in waterworks
pumping stations, using high speed simple non-condens-
ing engines on a practically steady load, all of which have
been erected during the last three or four years.

Two stations I remember having an all night and every

night load of arc lights and situated on a lake shore which
run high speed simple non-condensing engines.

To offset this there is one station that deserves mention
as it embodies many points of value. The building is

substantial, of brick, two stories high, and on a river bank.
The boilers are very efficient and well set, the engine is a
moderate speed compound condensing, with shaft ex-

tended for three dynamo pulleys, and one for the power
condenser. There is a heater between the exhaust and
condenser and a power pump attached to one side of the

condenser. The flow to the boilers is governed by a by-
pass valve, as the pump is of course in motion all the

time the engine is running. This station has only an arc

load and runs all night; it was built entirely under the
supervision of a local mechanical engineer with the excep-

tion of connecting the lines and dynamo terminals to the

switch-board, and would, I think, be hard to beat for re-

sults.

The arrangement of machinery is as diverse as the style

of motive power. When direct belting is used the arrange-

ment is generally simple and plain, but oftentimes so
crowded as to be very inconvenient.

There seems no end to the arrangement of shaft-

ing. Some have a line shaft through the middle of the dy-
namo room and belt both ways to dyn? mos, others a shaft

on either side of the room belting lo the dynamos in the

center, others the shaft under the floor belting up to dyna-
mos and occasionally to engines also, others having the
shafting overhead; in fact, there is no end to the styles,

some good and some bad. In most cases friction clutches

are used with shafting for stopping individual dynamos

and some few may use loose pulleys od iDdependent sleeve
for the same purpose.
The length of belt centers varies greatly, some ap-

parently thinking if long belts arc better than short, very
long ones must be much the best.

The improvement made in switch-boards seems
to mc more marked than in any other one
department, which is probably owing lo the
pressure of insurance men who look at the switch-board
as the most dangerous fire risk of all.

In line construction I cannot sec that any very marked
improvement has been made, excepting in some cases, the

substitution of larger and better poles for the older ones.

The use of black covered wire in place of while has per-

haps made the lines a trifle less conspicuous, but that is

about all. The lines still have the apparent aimlcssncss

of direction mentioned by Prof. Thomson at UufTalo.

People in the larger interior cities are already agitating

the question of underground wires and it seems probable

It seems to me that if some action were taken by a non-
partisan association like ibis Institute, an advance toward
better engineering might be made, if a few general laws
could be suggested lo bt followed in laying out the differ-

ent parts of a lighting station. Perhaps it may be said
that much of the above work should more properly come
before the National Kleciric I-ight association, but as
many of that society arc members of the Institute. I feel

sure ihcy would individually appreciate its backing to the
future when the lime comes for enlargement, and they
have need of combined expert opinion.

Electricity and Horse Brushes.
^ J. II Dempscy, who manufactures and sells at whole-
sale horse brushes at Newark, N. J., passed through this

city last night on the eastern express. He was complain-
ing bitterly of the condition of trade in his line, and said:

"Now you may laugh at the idea, but it is a fact that elec-

FIG. 3. STORAGE BATTERY FOR LAUNCHES AT THE WORLDS FAlR.

that unless something is done soon by the companies
themselves to rid the streets of the more conspicuous of

these wires, there will be very costly trouble for them to

contend with.

It can no longer be denied that wires are working well

every day in subways and the only valid argument against
them is extreme cost. Nevertheless, when the general
public learns this fact, cost will have little to do with the
argument.

In many places wires can be removed from the main
streets to alleys back of the shops, and the extra cost will

be decidedly cheaper than underground work. In such
few places as have already done this, wires are inconspicu-

ous and the underground question is never raised.

In street lighting the favorite method is the cable sus-

pension across the street. Where the work is neatly done
this serves very well, but it would be difficult to find a more
unsightly thing than some of the lamps so suspended.

Considerable trouble is occasioned in the above method
by breakage of the wires at the joint with the line, and at

the cross bar over the hood. There is no apparent reason
why twin or duplex wire should not be more used for this

purpose, instead of the kinked and straggly single wires.

There are many other methods, some of them good in

principle but bad in the application, and so it goes.

trie and cable car lines have hurt my business to a great
extent. Yes, sir, the onward march of progress has

caused a decrease of at least 20 per cent, in the horse
brush trade in the past few years. Vou see not nearly so

many people keep carriage horses as formerly, because
they have rapid transit. Horse car lines, which used to

make a big market for our brushes, have been transformed
into electric lines and our trade is cut off."

—

Pittsburg
Post.

Writing to the Sc'untijic American, D. Egery of Grand
Rapids, in alluding to the transformation of a cable to an
electric road, says: "Exactly the same was done in this

city last year. There was the same trouble from cables
wearing out here on account of so many sharp corners,

and nearly all of the expensive machinery and equipment
was broken up and sold for old iron. The engines are

being used, however, to drive the dynamos that furnish

the current for the new system. The grip slots and rails

are retained on the hill lines, and an auxiliary brake has
been fitted on the cars to catch on ihese rails in case of an
emergency. The increased amount of patronage, together

with the better facilities for doing business, will doubtless

repay the company for the great expense in making the

change."
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It is an encouraging siga that electrical mill tramways

have been introduced in Chicago, as shown by the article

printed on the first page of this issue. The city is rapidly

acquiring a reputation for the diversity and extent of its

electrical applications, and the latest step in local electri-

cal progress is another confirmation of the assertion. Chi-

cag") is destined to be the electrical center of the United

States.

That will be an interesting test of electric launches at

Jackson Park this month. The trial will be made when

Engineer Sargent returns from New York, and it is not

doubted that one or more of the launches submitted by the

competing companies will meet the requirements of the

exposition authorities, with the result that a fleet of simi-

lar vessels will ply on the lagoons of the World's Fair

grounds next 3 ear.

An arrangement has been made whereby Mr. West-

inghouse will be allowed to furnish a bond of )?5oo,ooo, in-

stead of $1,000,000, for the faithful performance of the

World's Fair incandescent lighting contract, provided each

surety qualifies in the whole,amount. The form of con-

tract has been drawn up and agreed to by both sides,

and it is altogether likely that the necessary bond will be

forthcoming at the required time and that the papers will

be signed.

TiiF, general public will derive some satisfaction from

the fact that the Bell Telephone company and the West-

ern Union Telegraph company aie engaged in a legal war-
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fare over the disposition of profits of the former company.

It seems to be the general impression that it is a good .thing

to get up a light between these powerful corporations, even

though the public is not directly benefited thereby. The

idea of making one or both of these great corporations

yield a part of the enormous revenues derived from the

business has a peculiar charm for the average American,

Considerable space is devoted in this issue to the Amer-

ican Institute of Electrical Engineers, its history and aims,

the men who were instrumental in its formation and

through whose direction and support it grew to the flourish-

ing organization which held its general meeting in

Chicago this week. This organization has a fieid particu-

larly its own. Its meetings are devoted to technical dis-

cussions, rather than to commercial views. Many valuable

papers have been presented before the Institute, and its

proceedings have attracted attention throughout the country

and abroad. Its membership includes the most prominent

electrical engineers and inventors in this country, and it

numbers among its supporters the men who have done

most toward advancing the commercial success of electrical

enterprises. The meeting of the Institute at Chicago at

this time is particularly significant, as is also the promi

nence which the western members have taken in the pro-

ceedings. Several of the most interesting papers were con-

tributed by members living in Chicago and other western

cities. All of these signs are particularly pleasing to the

friends of the association and electrical engineers generally

throughout the West. It shows that the Institnte is be-

coming in fact as well as in name a national organization,

and the great West is being recognized as the field of

future operations. The good work of the Institute and

its members is recognized here and the organization will

find everywhere in the West words of encouragemect

and willingness to co-operate with it in its work.

Acting on the example of the electrical fraternity in

this country, the Canadian representatives of the electrical

companies have formed an association and issued a call

for a convention, beginning June 14th, at Hamilton. An
attractive programme has been prepared, and the presence

of several prominent electrical engineers is assured. It is

believed the new organization will be well supported, and

at the present convention of course there will be a strenu-

ous effort to get out a good attendance. Some Canadian

electrical firms, however, have withheld encouragement

from the project, claiming that it would be better policy to

co-operate with the National Electric Light association in

this country. They point out that the Canadians cannot

hope to rival Americans for many years. The showing

made at Montreal by the American association produced a

profound impression on the minds of the Canadians who

attended that convention, few of them realizing up to that

time the degree lo which electrical development had at-

tained. Many influential Canadians desired to have a dis-

tinct organization, patterned after the American associa-

tion, and their views prevailed. It is this organization thus

formed that will meet at Hamilton next week. It will not

be restricted to any particular line of electrical work, but

will, on the contrary, endeavor to embrace all. There is

really no reason why this should be a difficult matter. The
several branches do not naturally conflict, though

the policy of some companies in this country have caused

controversies within the fraternity. The Canadian asso-

ciation has an excellent field, and if the men who have the

direction of affairs will exert themselves in extending the

scope of the organization it may do much toward advanc-

ing and protecting the electrical interests in the Dominion.

It is to be hoped that the new organization will start out

well and that its promotors will be men of judgment and

ability. The Canadian Electrical association has the best

wishes of the electrical interests of this country.

Several practical suggestions are embodied in Horatio

A. Foster's paper before the Institute, and presented in an-

other column. The paper is out of the general run, deal-

ing as it does with station practice and management, rath-

er than with abstruse problems. The suggestions con-

tained in the paper are based upon Mr. Foster's experi-

ence and a personal inspection of central stations for light

and power. It will be readily conceded that there is only

too much truth in his assertion that far more electrical

engineering skill is applied to the larger isolated plants

than to central stations, and that the latter are enlarged or

rebuilt under the management of the local superintendent

or board of directors, who frequently lack technical knowl-

edge or even familiarity with recent improvements else-

where. Of course there are exceptions, but these are

generally found in large cities where first-class electrical
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engineers can be obtained without much trouble, and

where the extent of the investment required for the estab-

lishment and maintenance of a central station would not

justify any other course. But there are hundreds of

smaller stations that might be made good paying property

if they had been properly constructed. Many of these

were originally built without any knowledge of the

requirements of the service and subsequent changes in the

way of extensions and additions have only tended to com-

plicate matters, until finally the company has found itself

in an almost hopeless state of confusion.

It is this condition of affairs that has led Mr. Foster to

suggest that "if some action could be taken by this Insti-

tute through a committee which should examine into

proper station design, and report on some few general

plans and suggestions as to lines to be followed, it might

go far toward establishing a better backing for members
who are in that branch." He would have the Institute

determine general lines for location of plants, founda-

tions, construction of station, motive power, arrange-

ment of machinery, and location and construction of

lines. It is of course understood that while every

station may have some special requirements, yet a gen-

eral plan might be adopted which would greatly help

station managers to raise the standard of work.

Up in Milwaukee there dwells an enterprising citizen

bearing the name of Willis N. Stewart, who is de-

scribed as " a local electrician." This gentleman appears

to be endowed with a very vivid imagination, and he has

been exercising his talents in drawing a picture for the

directorsof a local enterprise known as "the exposition,"

by which he makes it appear how easily Milwaukee can
get up an electrical exhibition next year, compared to which
the electrical display at the World's Fair will be as a sput-

tering tallow candle to an arc light. It seems that the

idea obtains in Milwaukee that the electrical features of

the Chicago Exposition ^vill be of rather a picayune and
insignificant order. Thus the i't-w^'/wi'/ of that city, in de-

scribing Mr. Siewart's plan, says:

Mr. Stewart proposes that the city arrange a mammoth
electric exhibition to supplement that at the World's fair,

which will be very small. There is general dissatisfaction
in electric circles over the meager provision made at Chi-
cago for so important an industry, so much so that several
large electric companies had refused to exhibit at all.

There was no possible chance to show electric locomotion
there, and the result was that Milwaukee would have every-
thing in its favor in its undertaking. As had been
already successfully accomplished in Europe, electric
power could be generated in this city and transmitted to
Chicago in sufiticient quantities to meet all demands, and
the exposition building would make a grat]d place for a
complete display of all manner of electrical devices, with
tracks running out from the building for the experimenting
of manufacturers of motors.

While this is not very clear, it is decidedly amusing. It is

so preposterous that a serious refutation is almost out of

place. Instead of being "very small," the electrical exhi-

bition at Chicago will be by far the largest ever made. In-

stead of there being "no possible chance to show electric

locomotion," plans are already under way for an intermu-

ral electric railway on elevated tracks nearly five miles long,

and with a power station which will probably be as large

as that of any electric railway company in this country.

In addition, ample opportunity will be afforded for the dis-

play of all electric railway systems. The assertion that

"several large electric companies" have refused to exhibit

at all is also unfounded.

When the Milwaukee rainbow-chaser can show a beau-

tiful building erected at a cost of $350,000 and containing

300,000 square feet of floor space, a lighting installation of

6,000 arc and 90.000 incandescent lamps, costing $520,-

000, a scheme of electrical power transmission comprising

2,500 horse power in electric motors, a five-mile electric rail-

way, with trains running at the rate of thirty miles an hour
and on one-minute headway, a fleet of forty or fifty electric

launches carrying passengers, several great electric cranes,

beautiful electric fountains and lighting effects, powerful
search lights and all sorts of electrical machinery and
instruments—when he can show such a display as this, at

an outlay of considerably over a million dollars, backed by
the enthusiastic determination of the electrical fraternitv

1 o make it the grandest of successes, as shown by the fact

that the applications for room in the electrical building far

exceed the supply of space; when he can give assurance

that English and Continental practice will be well represent-

ed and that the leading electrical engineers of the world
will gather in congress on the occasion of his exhibition

—

then, and not before, the Milwaukee dreamer can hope for

a display that will rival the electrical features of the

World's Fair.

To borrow a familiar slang expression, it may be said

that Mr. Stewart is talking through his hat.
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Selective or Individual Signals.'

Hv Thomas I). LncKWOoh.

Among the many subordinate brandies of invention in

auxiliary appliances which surround and form a suitable

setting for that grand central figure, the electric speaking
telephone, none represents more painstaking thought, has

been more thoroughly ransacked, or has constituted a

more attractive purhuit than the study of selective sig-

naling.

The problem it presents is both electrical and mechan-
ical, is sufTiciently difficult to create the excitement always
attending the pleasures of the chase, and sufficiently prom
ising and hopeful of a practically successful issue to be re-

ten tively fascinating. Hence its solution has been at-

tempted alike by prominent and capable electricians, by
practiced electro-mechanicians and by amateurs; has, trom
the laboratory and workshop point of view, already many
times been achieved in as many diderent ways, although
commercially it yet hangs, like the fabled bundle of hay,

Fiff. 1.

just a little in advance of the enthusiastic aspirant who
strives to clutch it.

The Use or Function of Selective Signals in

Telei'jiony.

The business of the average user of the telephone keeps
a line employed but for a very small part of the entire

business day, and for the remainder of the time the line

wire is idle and earning absolutely nothing. If by any
means it could be made possible to place several sub sta-

tions in concection with the same circuit, without materi-

ally affecting the efficiency of the service rendered, it is ob-

vious that the earning power of the circuit would be
largely increased. But a call- bell or other signal is clearly

necessary in order that the attention of the station may
be attracted when some other station desires to communi-
cate, and as we add stations to a circuit we also necessarily

add call-bells; thusintroducingtwo practical objections, viz :

1. A most incessant and annoying ringing, because a call

sent to any station is heard at all stations.

2. The necessity of distinctive signals, whereby when the
bell at any staaon is rung the attendant may know
whether the call is for his or for some other station.

At this juncture the selective signal steps in, and its

special work or function may be thus stated: That two or

more stations being electrically connected with the same
circuit, the call-bell at any predetermined or desired one of

such stations may be operated, and the call given there, to

the exclusion of the call-bells at other stations, which at

the same time remain quiescent, or are silent. We there-

fore see that the thing to be done is not merely to ring a
bell over an electrical circuit; but to select and ring from
a distant point a given bell on a circuit with which
more than one are connected; and at the same time to en-

sure that the bells at the other stations which are not in-

tended to be rung shall not be rung.
This statement of function justifies the term "selective

signal" which I have adopted, and which I conceive to be
more appropriate than the old term "individual signal"

because more descriptive.

Historical Sketch of Selective Signals.

The idea of producing a practical selective signal is not
(as might from the introductory remarks of this paper have

I. Read at the general meeting of the American lastitute of
Electrical Engineers, Chicago, June 0, 7 and S, 1892.

been supposed) one which made its first appearance subse-

quent to the advent of the telephone.

Appliances possessing the same characteristic, appeared
in Kngland many years ago, and several forms have from
time to time been patented in that country for use in con-

nection with telegraphy which closely rc;i-;emble some of the
forms which within the last ten or twelve years have been
re invented and paiented here.

One of these' is ba^ed upon combinations of a plurality

of line wires, two or more of which extend from a terminal

to each two sub stations.

A second- involves two wires together with the use of

both directions ami varying strengths of current; and
states itself to be 'for sounding any particular alarm in a
set of telegraph stations."

The third' quoting from the published abstract, is for

''transmitting secret intelligence to any one or more sta-

tions without the use of extra wires. At each station a

metallic disk suitably inlaid with non-conducting portions,

is brought to the required position in order to complete the
circuit or not, by any electro-magnetic step-bystep move-
ment, thus excluding or including the telegraph instru-

ment at any particular station or set of stations as re-

quired."

Three other British patents prior to 1876 are of this

class, one of which* speaks of "an apparatus comprising
a main line, a scries of independent branch or station

lines at each end, and clocks at both ends working syn-

chronously, which, by means of revolving cams, place the

main wire in consecutive connection with corresponding
branches at the two ends for delmite times."

Anothei^ speaks of "apparatus placed in a continuous
circuit; the bell at any particular station being caused to

ring by the simultaneous advance in all the line wite

apparatus, of a cam disposed in a way peculiar to each
station, which is instrumental in closing a local circuit by
which the bell is sounded."
The final instance'^of this series is a mechanism in which

a disk slotted or perforated at t ut one point, the location

of such point difTering for each station, opposes itself to

the forward motion of an armature lever at all times ex-

cept when the slot or hole is immediately opposite a pin
on the end of the lever. This occurs at no two stations at

the same moment, but when it does occur at any station,

the pin passes into the slot and the armature is thereby
permitted to complete its advance and to close a local cir-

cuit and ring a bell.

Several of these suggestions will no doubt be recognized

as being found also in some of the more modern selective

signal appliances.

tu France, too, in connection with railway telegraphy, this

class of invention was formerly very popular; and as might
be expected, is not neglected by that indefatigable chron-
icler, the late Count du Moncel. who devotes considerable
space to the subject in the Expose des Applications de

L'Elect) icilc?

It is unnecessary to recapitulate much of what he states,

and it is perhaps sufficient to say that the plans of no less

than thirteen difi'erent inventors are described, in which
the achievement of selective signaling is at least aimed at;

and that some of them evince as thorough an appreciation

of the merits of the question as do many of the appli-

ances patented for the same purpose in America since

1876, while one or two are actually based upon ideas

which are found in comparatively recent patents also.

In the plan of Lamothe, for example, which is discussed

by M. du Moncel, the gong which is to be struck is by
one electro- magnet brought within range of a bell ham-
mer, which then, by a second electro-magnet, is caused to

strike the bell.

Another inventor, Bizot, has a plan for selectively ring-

ing bells by means of pendulum hammers, placed at the
different stations, and adjusted at each station to a differ-

ent length.

An electro-magnet at each station in the main circuit

controls the swing of the pendulums by its alternate mag-
netizations and demagnetizations, brought about by the

makes and breaks of the main line current; these being
effected by a vibratory circuit breaker at the transmitting

station, operated by a similar electro-magnetic pendulum
there, which can be adjusted, when desired, to the same
length as the pendulum at any one of the other stations

which it is desired to operate. Only that one to which it

is adjusted will be operated, the others remaining inert.

By so arranging all of the station pendulums that they
can be adjusted, any station is enabled to selectively signal

any other.

This apparatus I have described at considerable length,

because it is founded on the harmonic principle, which
later was introduced into telegraphy, and because it con-
templates the use in selective signaling of that principle,

subsequently more elaborately worked out by German and
American inventors, and described in their several

patents.'

Martorey's system, which likewise is described by M.
du Moncel, also contains the elements of many subsequent
forms. In it, by an electro-magnetic step-by-step motion,
an escapement wheel having a number of teeth at least

equal to the number of stations on the circuit, to give the

signal, is brought to a given position by a given num
ber of pulsations, differing for each station. All the

teeth are metallic, and all, except one, are insulated.

That one connects with the axis and mechanism, and
is part of the alarm circuit. When brought into posi-

tion, the ringing circuit, which, it appears, is open normally

1. Br. Patent 120,^9, January 25, JS4S, H. and E. Highton,
2. Br. Patent laqs'o, February 7, 1850, E. Highton.
3. Br, Patent i^py, December 27, 1950, Derins.
4. Er, Patent No 3006, December i. iS'>i, Wilde.

5. Br. Patent No. 910, March 31, 1865. De Bonneville.
6. Br Patent No. 1801, June 11, 1S69, Lyttle.

7. Espoae des Applications de L'Electrictte.Vol. iii, 1S74, pp. 510-
52S.

S. German Patent No, 944, Maron, Dec. 5, 1S77.

Br. Patent, No. 507S, Blake, December u. S7C,.

U.S. Patent No. .251,097, Currier, December 20.

others.

at two points, is closed at one of these points, and at this
juncture a single impulse sent over a second wire closes
the second break in the local circuit, causing the bell to
ring.

In addition to the foregoing examples of the condition
of the art, it is not, I conceive, out of order to point out
that the principles thai govern printing telegraphy are
closely related also 10 selective signaling. Consider for
example, the House, Hughes, and f'hclps telegraphs, and
the form of stock quotation recorders now so univcfsalljr

employed; in all of these a given letter or figure is brought
to a suitable point and is then pressed by a final operation
against the paper to make the impression.
Now a little careful thought will show that the two

problems:
a. To bring a number of typewhcels at different su-

tionsall to the same predetermined point, and then press
the paper against them so that the same letter will be
printed at all stations, and

b. To bring a number of wheels at different stations
carrying local circuit closing devices (placed at a different
point for each wheel) all to the same predetermined point,
where any particular one of them will be in position to

ii4J L^a. IS^M

"I
close its local, and ling its bell when the press movement
is made—are not in principle by any means far distant from
each other.

They are further related, in that both roust have a
unison, zero, or starting point, to which they can be
brought periodically for a fresh start, to forestall a lack of
harmony between the different stations, or to provide
means for bringing back an errant wheel which hasslraytd
away from the path of electro- mechanical rectitude.

A good stock of knowledge thus was at the disposal
of those interested, even at as early a date as 1S76,
when the career of the telephone was only
beginning. We had the electro-magnetic
ratchet and pawl, step- by step, movement. We bad
electrically controlled clocktrains.

It was old to trip clockwork electrically; and also to use

wheel circuit changers. The unison device in connection
with step-by-step devices was old, and its use well known;
the relay and its function of closing local alarm circuits

was already a classic; wire combinations of various sorts

were customarily employed; and the batmonic held had al-

ready been well threshed by Helmhollz, Bizot, La Cour,
Varley, Gray, Bell, and otheis.

Why then was it not easy to make at once a thoroughly
satisfactory and efficient selective call?

One reason is, that the aveiage inventor or would-be
inventor generally refuses, tacitly it is true, to recognize
that there is any material of which he may make use. He

81, and

A3iCl>JilFaiIXJ
m<j. 4.

does not know the state of the art; does not want to know
the prior art; does notcare anything about the prior art,

and often feels affronted when he is necessarily brought
face to face with it; and then he gives utterance to the pa-

thetic plaint that "the people of former times were a dis-

honest race; they have stolen all my new inventions."

It is however clear from what has been stated, that the

principles wh ch underlie the problem in its many phases

had to a great extent been elucidated, and that much had
been done in working out scores of electro-mechanical con-
trivances capable of being utilized in apparatus embody-
ing such principles; and for these reasons there has in this

branch of electro-mechanics been little scope for the
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exercise of original broad invention, and consequently little

reasonable expectation of substantial pecuniary reward,

even for bim who might produce a thorough practical suc-

cess in selective signaling.

These considerations have without doubt had effect in

preventing many inventors and mechanicians of the first

rank, or of great experience, from vigorously grappling

with what was left of the problem. Vet from January,

1S79 to December, 1S91, 161 U. S. patents were granted

for f01 ms of telephonic selective signaling appliances, all

of which I have examined.

A careful analysis shows that quite a large

number of general plans have been proposed,

and that each of these has been developed in

several ways with greater or less care, and to many de-

grees of perfection. Several sub methods can be utilized in

many of the general plans, and in a number of cases at-

tempt has been made to provide for several addit'onal

functions.

Though at one or two points selective signals eoabody-

ing a few of these different plans are even )et employed,
every telephone man knows that it cannot truly be assert-

ed that success has attended such appliances.

One reason why has been detailed. ^ome other rea-

sons may now be given.

1. Some forms of promising selective apparatus have
been put into use before being mechanically perfected,

and their faultiness has given a figurative black eye to the

entire race,

2. Some have been inherently defective either in

principle or construction.

3. Many, as soon as crudely devised, have been em-
ployed as beasts of burden on which to organize a heavily

capitalized stock company, and it has therefore been the

great object of the advocates of these to sell stock in-

stead of to make a practically successful apparatus.

4. To be commercially successful a selective signal "

for a telephone system must be of low cost. In every

form which has been put out and which has come under
my observation, this requirement has been too prominent-
ly insisted upon, and the attempt has been made first of

all to make not merely a low-priced, but a really cheap
signal. This attempt, I may note, en passant^ has met
with uniform success.

5. Excellency has not been insisted upon.
6. Tn many instances the apparatus has been required

to do too much, or to perform too many functions, and
has therefore become complicated; and

7. Usually the places where such signals have been
tried have also been places where intelligent supervision

has been at a minimum.
Under the above circumstances,good results need not have

been expected, and although they were expected, they did

not arrive; and the user, after trying successively many of

a really trustworthy selective signal, economical, simple,
and easily kept in order, invention is not so much needed-
keeping the prior art in mind—as is electro-mechanical
skill to mould a homogeneous and perfect apparatus from
the immense amount of material we have to choose from;
an apparatus, in fact, which will operate perfectly, not
only when the several circuit signals are ranged up along-
side each other on the testing-room wall, where a screw
rnay be adjusted here, a spring tightened there, and a bell

hammer rod bent in another place: but equally well when
they are distributed over the circuit, and all at a distance
from the operator.

And to aid the adventurer who intends to construct
such an apparatus, I will outline the principles upon
which this class of work in its several proposed plans has
so far been founded, reference being made in brackets to

a single U. S. patent exemplifying each of the several

plans.

General Plans.

I. To operate the several sii^nals at each sub-station on a
circtdt with differing; strengths of current.

Be'ls depending tor the'r proper operation on a margin

Srttdle]/ J Poaiu £mgr;S. i'.

Fig. 5.

I'M'l"-

the different kinds of signals from time to time placed be-

fore him, has. with few exceptions already noted, dis-

carded all; and for a long time now has refused to listen

further to the voice of the charmer; alleging, and with
some show of reason, that "the only trustworthy individ-

ual signal is an individual line."'

Desirability of Selective Signals.

This epigrammatic saying is, however, in some sort

losing its attractiveness, in face of the multitude of con-

ductors which it implies; and to a keen observer of the
signs of the telephonic times, it is evident that a very ex-

tensive return to party lines in some form will by and by
be inevitable, at all events for residential districts, and
from this point of view it appears that the demand for a
simple and trustworthy, but not costly, selective signal is

as great as ever, and that, if such a thing is made and its

merits proved, many more party lines could and would be
arranged and satisfactorily operated.

7*0 reach practical success, by which is meant to devise

of current are, however, generally untrustworthy.
Patent—No. 221.512, Nov. 11, 1879, Buell.]

2. Si^'nah arranged to respond to. currents of opposed
direction.

This implies, of course, polarized bells, and for a line
with but two stations it is probably as good an arrange-
ment as can be provided. [U. S. Patent—No. 218,153,
August 5. 1S79. Anders.]

3. Signals involving changes both in strength and ditec-

tion of currefiis.

These are apt to be unreliable, for the same reason as
are those of No. i. [Patent No. 242,408, May 31, 18S1,
Anders and Vail.]

4. Electro-magnetic step-by-step devices, acting io biing
the sub station signals to a ringing point differing for each
section, ajid then to close a local, branch, or shunt circuit,

including the local bell to operate ringing mechanism, or in
some -way to introduce the bell nuignet into the circuit.

Fig. I, taken from a patent ot E. N. Dickerson, Jr.,
illustrates a ratchet and pawl step-by step movement oper-
ating to close a local circuit in which is placed the bell.

Successive pulsations sent from the central station, cause
the electro magnet m in the main line circuit to attract its

armature a, which after each pulsation is pulled back bv a
suitable spring (not shown).
The non conducting wheel w, on which presses the two

springs e and f, has at one point on its periphery an inlaid

piece of metal ::. When the wheel is rotated till the plate
r comes under the two springs, the local circuit of the
battery b is closed through the bell magnet /;/, and the bell

B, which in practice would be vibratory, rings.

The wheel w can be adjusted on its shaft s, so as to be
in a different position at each station, and is operated by
the main magnet through its armature a, lever i/, pawl/,
and ratchet wheel r, the retaining pawl (^holding the shaft
s between the several forward impulses.
There are of course many other ways of utilizing these

principles, one being shown in Fig. 2, which is one of the
drawings of a patent taken out by Atessrs. Curtis and
Crocker.

In it, the main line l comes to the binding screw /', passes
ses by the wire a, to the main electro-magnet A, which
acts through its armature /;, lever h, and pawl i on ratchet
wheel K, held at any point by the retaining pawl /, and
provided \vith a zero spring / and stop o. The ratchet

wheels K are metal and at a point on their disk surfaces,

differing for each station, have a non-conducting piece n
et in, flush with the said surface.

A contact springM presses also on the conducting sur-

face. After passing the magnet a. and continuing by
wire a to a key r, used to call the central station, the cir-

' cult divides, one branch passing through the magnet c of
the call-bell and thence by way of the bell hammer lever c,

back contact d, and point f, to the terminal g and thence
to the outgoing line l'.

The second branch passes by wire m from the point

of division to the contact spring m. thence to the
ratchet wheel and through the mechanism and by
the wire ;;; to the reuniting point f, binding screw g,
and outgoing line. Thus as long as the contact
spring M presses on the metal face of the ratchet wheel,
the bell magnet is short-circuited; but when as the wheel
is revolved, the end of the spring presses on the non-con-
ducting piece >i^ the shunt circuit is broken and the bel

introduced and rung.
This general plan No. 4 has been much favored by in-

ventors, admits of almost indefinite variation, and is easily

associated with auxiliary de\'ices such as unisons, busy
signals, and lockouts for apparatus at other stations. If

mechanism properly designed and made be employed,
there is no reason why satisfactory results might not be
expected. Cheap apparatus has, however, invariably been
tried and the system besides is slow. [No. 212,792.
March 4, 1S79, E. N. Dickerson, Jr. No. 230,530, July
27, iSSo, Curtis and Crocker.]

5. Clockwork bells.

a. Those in which a constantly running clock train brings
the bells at the different stations into circuit successively,
or removes a mechanical holder from their hammers; when
only they can be rung. These are not reliable; ii being
impossible to keep the clocks together; the clocks also re-
quire too frrquent winding. [Patent 223,469, January 13,
iSSo, Bliss.]

b. Those m which at each station is a normally stopped
clock train. All clocks are started by the same initial pul-
sation, and bring their signals to ringing points, or their
bells into circuit at different times.

This idea is one of the most practical that has been ad-
vanced, and if the apparatus is well designed, and put
together in a good mechanical form, it ought to do good
work; unfortunately first-class apparatus is costly enough
to remove the gilt from the economical side of the selec-
tive signal.

This pUn is indicated by the diagram. Fig 3, in which,
however, the clockwork is not shown. In the diagram // is

supposed to be the signal transmitting, and -< the signal re-

ceiving station, at each of which is a metal circuit wheel b, by
which in conjunction with the circuit springs .(^ and v, the
bells b are when at rest short-circuited. At ih^ transmit-
ting station is a circuit closing key K, a battery v having one
pole united to earth or return G, and the other extended to
the front contact v' of the key, and a duplicate w of the
several sub-station instruments.
The first pressure of the key through suitable mechan-

ism starts the clock-work at all stations, and introduces the
bells at each station successively, as the wheels e bring
their notches under the springs z\ The wheels are in the
present instance supposed to be slow moving, and to have
six ringing notches for each complete revolution. They
can by suitable mechanism be stopped on each notch to
ring a given bell as long as may be desired; and they come
to rest after one notch at all stations has passed under its

spring.

Of course the notches are arranged to pass
under the springs at different times for the
several stations, and this is indicated in

the figure, where the bell at the nearest station is in-

troduced into the circuit; the springs : of the others be-
ing at different positions on the peripher\' of the wheel.
[Patent 232.442, Sept. 21st. iSSo, Blake.]

c. Those in which a normally quiescent clock-train is

controlled by an electro-magnetic escapement, and permit-
ted to move by successive beats, as a key at the central
station alternately makesand breaks the circuit. [Patent
228,047, May 25th, iSSo, Eaton ]

This could doubtless be made to work all right by put-
ting excellent apparatus into it, but, like nearly all step-by-
step devices, would generally be slow.'

6- Bells in which all the hammers move forward to

strike at the same time, but except the desired one are pre-
ventedfrom striking by an interposed mechanical obstacle^

which in the bellof the wanted station is removed.

This has been faithfully tried. It was operated by an
electro magnetic ratchet and pawl, and was uncertain in

operation. It also developed another fault, viz., that even
the bells which are not to respond make a considerable

rattling. [Patent No. 219.059. Sept. 2nd, 1S79. Anders.]

7. Bells in which the ringing is done by circuit ar-

rangement, or conductor combintaions. Two series of
circuits may radiate from a central to a number of sub-

stations, and one of each series caused to entef all stations.

AV tzuo stations, however, have the same two circuits. Only
when the current traverses both circuits does the bell ring
at the station they enter.

This is very promising. It can not, however, be applied

to a multiple switch-board system. It requires relays and
a local circuit bell, but no specially constructed apparatus.

It is also very' speedy; the single pressure of a given
key will always ring a given bell, and no mistake can be
made.

This system is roughly illustrated by the diagram, Fig.

4, in which each outgoing conductor is shown to intersect

each other conductor at some one sub-station, and thus
afford facilities for producing a selective signal for 45 sta-

tions by using but 10 main lines.

For example, if it be desired to signal station 41, it will

be necessary to manipulate the lines G and /.

The diagram Fig- 5 more fully illustrates one way in

I. All of the subdivisions of class 5 may either bavt the sigDaJ-
ing device directly in the main circuit, or in a local circuit to be-
iJosed by the actiop of the main circuit.
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which the idea is worked out, although there arc several

plans, a!l of which arc more or less advantageous.

A battery u branches its two poles to each of a series of

keys k, each of which controls the terminals of two lines;

for example key / may control terminals of A and Ji,
/-'

those of A and «', and so on.

At each sub-station two lines both enter and pass re-

spectively through relays, and the concurrent action of the

two relays at any station is rciiuired to ring the bell, since

the bell circuit is led through the armature levers and the

front contacts of both.

Taking the conductors in pairs, the number of possible

«^

—

n
combinations is represented by the expression ^~^ and

that number of separate stations can be selectively signaled

by the use of « wires. [Patent No. 219.1R8, Sept. 2, 1879,

Vail Talent No. 224,855, Keb. 24, 1880, Vail.j

8 Bells working on the prittciples 0/ harmonic Z^/.;;-

raphv. At each station the spring, pendulum or retd

carrying the bell hammer is tuned to respond to a different

note or rate of vibration.

The central station transmitting device is adjustable,

and can have its rate made to correspond with that of any

sub-station bell. When set in operation the coinciding

bell only will ring.

Operated always by experts, and carefully constructed

and adjusted, these might do well. They are, however,

too sensitive; tend to become operative as their proper

number of vibrations is approached, and in some degree

become irregular with temperature changes.

Fig. 6 illustiates the idea, and shows a central and

three sub-stations.

At the central station is a battery c, and three pendulum
circuit breakers, formed into a single apparatus .r'. Each
breaks and makes the circuit at a diffeient rate of speed.

The main circuit passes through the magnets A of the

different sub stations successively, each magnet having a

reed armature to which a pendulous bell hammer is at-

tached, the normal rate of vibration thereof corresponding

to that of some one of the transmitting circuit-breakers.

At the end of the circuit is sliown a second transmitter j:-,

with which, if desired, the sub-stations may be provided.

It has an adjustable pendulum bob, h^, which can be

moved to correspond with that of any bell which it is de-

sired to ring, and which, then being set in vibration, is

responded to by such bell. [Patent No. 251,097, Dec.

20, 1881, Currier.]

9. Siih'Station signals in which galvanovieters identically

constructed and calibrated, make the same dejlection with a

fiven current; to ring the bells different currents are se/it,

which produce different dcjlections. Each, of course, i:as

its rin^n'/iif dethction at a di(ferentpoint, which may by a

mercury cup close a local ciicuit.

These signals ought to work fairly well, if sufficient care

and cost be put into tbem. It would not be difficult to

add several other classes to this list, but those which have

been mentioned are the most important. [Patent No.

262,252, Aug. 8, 1S82; Southworth.]

The plans of greatest promise are:

a. Those which by clockwork (as in 5 b') are brought to

a ringing point differing for each, the clockwork being then

stopped, and the ringing done by a difierent kind of cur-

rent. This is virtually the same plan of operation as is

employed in the stock quotation printing telegraphs; and

is reliable, but when adapted to do the work well, costly.

b. Those which as in class 7, require the co-action of

two circuits.

Either of these when adopted should be worked in con-

nection with a local battery.

Probably in practice it will be found advantageous to

have a separate circuit distinct from the telephone circuit,

on which a great number of selective signals may be con-

nected.

Many sub- methods and appliances have to be thought of

in considering this subject; whether we will be content to

ring sub-stations from the central station only, or on the

other hand give each sub-station the power of signaling

others on the same circuit.

If step-by-step apparatus be employed to successively

bring the station appliances to their ringing points, some
means is required to prevent the bells of intermediate sta-

tions from giving a signal as they are passed. Sometimes

the time element may here be utilized. Bat a better way is

to have the call-bell in a local circuit open at two points; to

let the advance of the apparatus close one of these and
then send a different kind of current to close the other.

We have to consider also whether the introduction of

line in-use signals, unison apparatus, call sending appli-

ances, and telephone lock out apparatus, are sufficiently im-

portant to be added.

The unison or zero device in some form may be consid-

ered as an essential auxiliary in all progressive signals,

whether of the clockwork or step-by-step order. Even
the most perfect mechanism slips occasionally, and as in

stock printing systems where instruments "throw out" or

get out of step with each other, a suitable zero at which

all can periodically be brought to rest, and start even,

must be certainly required. A "busy" signal which radi-

cates at each station whether the line is in use at any
other is useful, but not essential. And lock-out apparatus,

usually provided by closing a shunt circuit round the call

sending mechanism and telephones, at all stations on a

circuit, except the one or two which are actually communi-
cating, is also highly advisable in order that privacy and
freedom from interruption may be maintained.

But, while some of these devices are necessary, and all

useful if reliable, the contriver from this time forward must

keep at all times before his eyes, the undoubted fact that

selective signals where heretofore tried, have uniformly

been handicapped by being too intimately associated with

too many such auxiliary devices, and must be correspond-

ingly cautious about the way in which they are added.

Some such mode as is depicted in Fig. 7 is best for this

purpose.

In the figure, At is a clock tripping magnet; /''the mag-
neto generator for sending outgoing calls, b the station bell,

and m and // two metallic wheel commutators mounted on,

and electrically connected with the same shaft H. Ar-

ranged to press on the periphery of /" is a contact spring

v and similarly placed with respect to w. is a spring r'.

When the station mechanism is at rest, it is desirable to

have the generators in the line circuit, but the bells out.

Accordingly, the bell is short-circuited throu{;h the disk w,

spring V. and wires 14 and 5; while a possible shunt circuit

round the generator through disk m, spring v , and wires

r and 14 is open, the spring v being over the notch.

The notches of m are placed alike at all stations, but

those of // differ at all stations; and therefore as soon as

the shaft />' begins to move, when the driving clock-train is

tripped, the shunt circuit is established round all the

station generators, and no station can interrupt by an at-

tempt to send a call signal.

Such a device is well enough because it can generally be

&dded without at all impeding the operation of the signal

proper, and in any case constitutes a perfectly proper ad-

junct to the e«iuipment of a party line. Hut when asso-

ciated with selective signals the greatest care is necessary

to provide that the arrangement is such that the auxiliary

appliance may not prove a drag on the signaling

mechanism.
Selective signals require a fair field and all the favor

they can get.

Railway Train Lighting.'

By a. H. Bauer.

The first successful system of railway train lighting is

that invented by Houghton, and adopted by the London,
Brighton & South Coast railway of England, in 18S1-2.
Since then the many improvements suggested by other in-

ventors have made it almost automatic.

The system consists of a Brush dynamo carried inside

the baggage compartment and directly connected by link

belting to pulleys on the axle of the car. Attached to the

dynamo is a ball governor, rotating vertically, whose office

is as follows:

1st. To control the movement of a switch, which, when
the speed and therefore the electromotive force of

the dynamo reaches a predetermined value, closes the

circuit, and also opens it again when the electromo-
tive force approximates that of the secondary bat

tery.

2d. The adjustment of a resistance which maintains the

current constant, and
3d. To shift the position of the brushes as the neutral

point is changed by the varying speed of the arma-
ture.

But one set of brushes is used, carried in rectangular
holders, at right angles to the commutator, and always in

contact with it.

When the rotation of the armature is reversed by a
change of direction of the train, the brushes are carried

forward or backward by the friction on the commutator
and a connection with the governor until the quadrant
passes but a fraction beyond the vertical, when it is drawn
to the proper position by a spring, the action being similar

to that of a snap switch. Limiting stops are provided to

prevent the quadrant going too far.

The same movement of the quadrant also changes the

position of a switch controlling the connection of the field

coils, and therefore the polarity of the dynamo. It there-

follows that the current is always in the same direction,

no matter which direction the armature may rotate. One
set of accumulators, consisting of 25 cells, is provided

for each train, and placed in the baggage compartment.
The maximum number of lamps in a train is 70, of 10

candle power each, at 50 volts.

No attendant is necessary, but at certain stations on the

line an examination of the plant is made, and required re-

pairs are attended to. I am informed the system is so re-

liable that since the year iSSS but two failures have oc-

curred.

It will be noted that the key of this system is the con-

venience with which the connection between the armature
pulley and that on the axle can be made.
Throughout Europe the rigid wheel base is universally

employed under railway cars; consequently, by setting the

dynamo across the car, the armature shaft will always be
parallel with the axle, and the connecting belt runs in

practically the same plane.

In this country the bogie truck is exclusively used. Sev-

eral attempts have been made to drive the dynamos by
connections \\ith the axle of bogie trucks. All, how-
ever, have failed for the reason that lo provision was made
for maintaining the armature shaft and axle parallel at all

angles of the truck, and because sand, dirt, etc., gathered
by a moving truck will soon destroy any mechanism that

may be used for the purpose under the car. The problem,
however, has not been abandoned, and I am in hopes that

within a very short time a solution will be found.

Numerous propositions have been made to use primary
batteries for car lighting, but I am not informed of a suc-

cessful installation of that character.

Secondary or storage batteries have been more or less

employed for the purpose, with varying success. The
first attempt in this direction was made in 1SS7-S on two
Pullman limited trains, of six cars each.

Each car was equipped with thirty cells of battery, having
a capacity of 150 ampere hours, and weighing 50 lbs. per

cell, or 1,500 lbs. per car. Duplicate sets were kept
charged at each end of the line, and on arrival of the train,

exchanged for those that had been exhausted while on the

road. The average number of lamps per car

was 26. , of 16 candle power, at 60 volts, or

a total of 156 in the train. After sixty days* trial it was

I. Read at the greneral meeting of the American Institute of Elec-
trical Engineer?, Chicago, June 6, 7 and 8, 1892.

clearly demonstrated that, under extstiDS conditioas, the
system could not be made successful, and it was abandooed.
The reasons for its failure were— Ist, that the capacity

of the battery was insufficient to matntaiD (be number of
lamps required lor the propet lighting of I'allman cars on
long runs.

For example, the current required for 26 60-voIl, .8 am-

pcre lamps, is about 20 amperes. Therefore = i\
20

hours, that is to say. 1,500 lbs. of battery was able to main-
tain 2(1 lamps but y\ hours. These trains leave cast-bound
at 5 V. -M , but the light is required at 4 r. m. (or inspection,

receiving passengers, etc. Consequently the battery would
be exhausted at 1 1 j>. m. ; in fact it would be earlier, as will

be explained. Therefore the oil lamps would have to be
used when light was required during the remainder of the
trip. West-bound the same reasons held good, although
not to the same extent, because the train leaves that end in

the morning and passengers will, as a rule, after 12 hours'
traveling, retire earlier than those going cast, leaving at

5 v. M. Consequently less light is required, and a certain

per cent of the charge is not used.

A second reason was the deterioration of the batteries

themselves, which were of the pasted grid type. It was
found that the constant agitation of the acid solutions in

the jars, as well as the unavoidable rough usage to which
they were subjected when changing, caused a loss of the
paste or active material, proportionately reducing the ca-

pacity. In fact, close observation indicated the loss dur-
ing one handling to be equal to if not more than that caused
by 1.000 miles' travel on the car. The paste when separated
from the grid accumulates ill the bottom of the jar, or
lodges between the plates, forming a circuit through which
the cell is discharged, resulting in the buckling and sul-

phating of the plates, and the destruction of the positive

elements within a short time. This was five years ago.

Since then improved methods of manufacture as well as

more intelligent care in handling have, to a great extent.

overcome their objections and thereby increased the life of

the battery. It may be asked—why not increase the size

and therefore the capacity of the cell? The reply is— that

to properly light a train of six Pullman cars, for instance,

between Chicago and Jersey City, with the number and
kind of lamps above stated, would require 30 cells, each
weighing not less than 100 pounds— a total of 3.000 pounds
per car, or 18,000 pounds for a six car train. The expense
of handling and changing such a weight would make its

use almost prohibitory, (or each cell would have to be
handled singly. The weight on the car would also be ob-
jectionable Since these experiments were made, lighting

tor short distance, only, from storage batteries, has
been made successful. For the past two years four cars,

each equipped with 32 cells of 150 ampere hours capacity

and 26 16 candle power 60-voIt lamps, have been running
between Chicago and Cincinnati, and Chicago and Indian-

apolis. Two of these cars are charged every day at Chicago
for about nine hours with sufficient current for a round
trip. The batteries, however, are not changed; the cars

are always placed on the same side track to which wires

from the dynamo are led, and the charging is done without
removing them. The average length of time the light is

required during around trip is six hours; the cars leave

each end of the line at S and 9 r. m. respectively. Re-
pairs are made by removing the defective cell and substi-

tuting another if necessary.

The costs of repairs and renewals of all kinds from
September, iSqi, to January, 1892, inclusive, per month,
was as follows:

September, iSfn § 36 44
October, " 108 82
November, " 51 24
December. "' 70 21
January, 1892 : .18,^1

Total ^ji^.02

which divided by four is ^78 50 per car per month or
$261 per car per day, and this divided by 26 gives loc. as

the cost per lamp per day. As the engine and boiler are

used for furnishing power for other purposes while run-

ning the charging dynamo, it is difficult to get the cost of

the power for charging these batteries; that factor, there-

fore, is not included in the above statement.

In January, 1888, a solution of the problem of lighting

six car trains for long distances was sought for in another
direction. Two trains running between Jersey City and
Jacksonville, Florida, a distance of 1,100 miles, were se-

lected for the experiment. At first an attempt was made
to utilize the power of the axle, but for reasons already

stated did not prove successful.

The next step was the subtitution of a ver-

tical single-stroke engine located in the bag-
gage car, for the axle connection. This engine
was belted to the dynamo, and was supplied with
steam from the locomotive boiler.

While this plan seemed to be a step in the right direc-

tion, it still had its objections, due to the fact that the up-
ward and downward movement of the driving-rod acted in

the same manner as would a heavy blow on the car body,
so that the latter would vibrate in unison with the stroke

of the engine.

After a few trials the vertical engine was removed and a
three-cylinder reciprocating engine, with three-inch cylin-

ders and four-inch stroke, was substituted. It was con-
nected direct by a flexible coupling to a 75 volt 60 ampere
dynamo of the ordinary open frame type, and both run at

1,000 revolutions per minute.

The working of this combination clearly demonstrated
that a solution of the problem was attainable, and it was
now possible to guarantee a fairly successful lighting of

the two trains. A fault soon developed, which could not

be anticipated. It is well known that all

railway trains, while running, gather more or less dust

and dirt, but it was not known until train lighting was at-
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tempted that this dust and dirt contain certain quantities

of carbon and metal which adhere to armature and field

wires, and being conduclive form short circuits. So fre-

quently did this occur, that it became necessary to carry

an extra armature with each plant, and make changes

while the train was in motion. Later in the year these dyn-

amos were removed, and the Eickemeyer installed. The
Eickemeyer dynamo seems to be perfectly adapted for

train lighting. As both the armature and held coils are

protected by the iron of the machine, the dust and dirt

do not reach the wire, e^cept in small quantities, and by

removing it every six months, when the car is shopped for

repairs, short-circuits have been prevented. Its strong

construction is such that it will successfully withstand the

general rough usage to which machinery of this character

is subjected on railway trains.

The system which has been used for the past five years

on all Pullman trains consists of a Brotherhood three-

cylinder engine and Eickemeyer dynamo, boiled to a cast-

iron bed plate, and located in the lorward end of the bag-

gage car, occupying an enclosed space of 6 feet 6 inches

by 3 feet 3 inches. The engine and dynamo are connected

by a fle.xible coupling which allows for the irregularity

should they not be in perfect line. A two-gallon sight feed

pressure lubricator bolted to the end of the car, furnishes

oil to all wearing parts of the engine. The average consump-
tion of oil is about one gallon every 20 hours of actual run-

ning of the engine.

Steam is taken from the locomotive boiler, a tap being

made at the dome, the pipe passing under the tender and
car, between which a flexible rubber hose makes connec-

tion. It has been found that with i|i inch pipe between

the boiler-head and car, there is a loss of 15 pounds' pres-

sure due to friction und condensation; therefore, to run the

engine at 50 pounds requires 65 pounds at the supply pipe

on the locomotive. With 5c pounds' pressure, the dynamo
will, at goo revolutions, generate 80 amperes, at 72 volts,

when all the lamps and batteries in a six car train are in

circuit, and 50 to 75 amperes, at So to S5 volts, at the same
speed when the batteries alone are connected, depending
on the counter electromotive force of the batteries.

On the side of the car is placed an automatic switch,

which will break the circuit when the electromotive force

of the dynamo equals that of the batteries. A voltmeter

and ammeter are kept constantly in circuit while the plant

is in operation. A tachometer, belted to the armature

shaft, is also provided for noting the speed of the engine

and dynamo. This plant is inclosed by a tongue and
groove partition surmounted by a wire screen.

The system of wiring adopted is theequi-potential, in

which the pressure is practically equal at each lamp and
battery. One wire leads from the positive pole of the d)n-
arao to the rear end of the rear car, where it is coupled to

a second that returns to the baggage car—but not to the

dynamo—being tapped, however, by the positive pole of

each battery and one side of each lamp. A third wire leads

from the negative pole of the dynamo to the rear end of

the rear car, where it ends. This third wire is tapped to

the negative pole of each battery, and the remaining side of

each lamp.
All the batteries and lamps are therefore in multiple arc.

Double pole, fusible cut-outs are placed in each circuit,

and, with the switches, are located in the closets of each
car. The wires are always placed on the roof of a car. For
this purpose, whitewood moulding, thickly coated with

asphalt paint, is nailed from end to end as near the center

as possible, usually one and three-quarter inches from the

edge of the smoke-jack if the car is equipped with center

oil lamps, and from six to twenty-four inches when gas
lamps are applied. Branch mouldings extend to all points

on the roof through which it is desired to run wires to the

lamps, switches, etc., inside the car. For instance, the

drops to the center lamps in the body of the car pass

directly through the center of the roof into the air chamber
of the oil lamp, from where they are suitably connected.

Those leading to the switches, cut-outs and batteries pass
through the panels between the ventilators and into the

closets where the switches are located, the batteries con-

tinuing on through the floor to the boxes under the car.

After being run in the moulding, the wires are covered

with wooden capping and the whole tinned over, practi-

cally forming part of the roof. The grooves in the mold-
ing are made of such size as to hold the wire rigidly, so

that its movement or abrasion is impossible. Wire so

applied has, after five years' service, shown no deterior-

ation whatever, and is apparently serviceable for at least

five years more. As the tin covering of the moulding is

cut and worn away by cinders and the action of the ele-

ments, it is found necessary to renew the moulding about
once a year. The sizes of wire used are all of B. & S.

gauge, and consist of No. 2 for those leading from the

dynamo, Nos. 6 and 10 for the lamp mains and No. 14 for

the lamp drops. The connection between cars is made by
bringing the wires from the roof through the hood to the

inside of the vestibule, where they terminate in square
brass tubing called connectors, which are permanently at-

tached to the vestibule frame. The connection between
these connectors is made with three-conductor flexible

cables, each conductor of No. 6 gauge. To the ends of

each conductor brass springs are attached, which fit

closely inside the tubing, giving about eight square inches

contact. If cleaned occasionally this connection will

carry loo amperes without sensibly heating. As the con-

nectors are placed horizontally, it is evident that, should
the train from any cause be parted, the connection will be
severed without damage to any part of the system, except

to throw the load off the engine and cause it to race.

Should this occur, which, in fact, is very seldom, the at-

tendant is at hand to cut off steam and stop it until the

connection can be replaced. WMth a No. 2 wire the aver-

age fail of potential in a six-car train is nine volts.

When the batteries alone are in circuit, the electro-

motive force of the dynamo will be from 67 to S3 volts,

which, minus the loss, will overcome the counter electro-

motive force of the batteries, viz., 57.6 to 73.6 volts. When

both lamps and batteries are in circuit the external resist-

ance is, of course, reduced, and the electro-motive force of

the dynamo falls in proportion, and that at the lamps will

be from 60 to 66 volts.

It is unnecessary to use a resistance in the lamp circuit,

as when the lamps are first turned on, the electro-motive

force being say 66, a greater cacd'e power is had just at

the time when most needed, which, however, gradually

falls and ordinarily reaches 60 to 61 volts in from two to

four hours, depending upon the amount of charge in the

batteries. It is true that this is at the expense of the life

of the lamp, but as the handling of the switches is done by
the porters and conductors, the use of rheostats or regula-

tors, no matter how simple, would complicate the system
and probably cause the total extinction of the light. Each
car is provided with thirty-two cells of storage batteries,

placed sixteen in each of two boxes, securely fastened

under the center, and directly over the truss rod. The
weight of batteries and boxes complete is about 2 000
pounds. As already stated, with the system of wiring

adopted, the batteries and lamps are permanently con-

nected in multiple arc, so that, should the train be parted

and connection with the dynamo become broken the bat-

teries will supply current necessary to maintain the light;

or, should the batteries under one car become disconnected,

its lamps will be supplied from batteries under other cars

in ihe train.

The lamp equipment of a six-car Pullman train is as fol-

lows:

Combined smokiag and baggage car 21 lamps.
Dining car 32 '*

Three sleeping cars .... QO *'

Combined observation and sleeping car 29 "

Total 172 lamps.

Of this number 98 are 16 cacdle power and 74 are S

candle power. The latter are placed in hallways, toilet-

rcoras and vestibules.

During six months of the year seven ^g horse power fan

motors are added, viz., 3 in the dining, 2 in the smoking
and 2 in the observation cars, each absorbing the current

of four 16 candle power lamps, or a total of 28, which,

added to the 172. makes the total 200 lamps in the train.

To maintain the 200 lamps requires 144 amperes. As the

dynamo will generate but So, the batteries must supply 64
amperes, or 44 per cent. This is effected by charging the

batteries during the day and part of the night en 7-oiite,

and while the train is standing in the yards.

The following, taken from the January records of a
train, will give an idea of the number of lamp hours re-

quired:

Chicago to Jersey City.

Time. Hours
No of
Lamps

Lamp
Hours.

4 A. M. 10 9 p. M.
9 ' li "

II " 12 "

During day m lun-
aels and depots.

s

1

3

17Z

140

7-

172

860
230

42

'7!

Leaving Chicago.

Arriving at Jersey City.

Total .S70

Jersey City to Chicago.

Time Hours
No. of
Lamps

Lamp
Hours

4 p. M. 109:30 P.M.

9:30 " 11

II "12 "

6 .v.M. to 7:30 A.M.
During day in tun-

nels and depots..

5H

I

"/s

I

140
42

.72

946
210

48

172

Lea\'iDg Jersey City.

Ait ving at ChicagD,

Total 1418

Total, 3.2SS lamp hours during the round trip.

The cost of an installation for a six-car Pullman train

—

consisting of one combined baggage and smoking, three

sleeping, one dining and one combined sleeping and ob-

servation car is as follows:

COMBINED BAGGAGE AND SMOKING CAR.

1 Brotherhood Engine $500 CO
I Eickemeyer Dynamo 503 < o
.^2 Cells Accumulators 392 co
Wiring i<iO co
1 bet Wire Connectors 11 00
Battery Boxes, Crates and Connections 71 00
Steam Piping, Lubricator Gauges, etc "55 fo
Voltmeter and Ammeter 77 50
Safety Switch 12 00
Lamps and Sockets 1710
Switches and Cut -Outs 17 50
Shades—Holders and Fixtures in So
Partition for Dynamo and Engine 38 00
TwoJ-^H.H. pan Motors 7610
Miscellaneous 50 00

$2,027 tJo

SLEEPING CAR

Thirty-two Cells Accumulators.

.

One Set Wire Connectors.

.

Wiring 90 do
Battery Boxes, Crates and Connections 71 co
Lamps 15 00
Sockets. Receptacles, etc 47 00
Switches and Cut-outs 17 50
Shades and Shade Holders 9 oo
Berth Lamps 90 00
Miscellaneous ^o 00

S763 50

DINING CAR.

Thirty-two Cells Accumulators S392 00
One Set Wire Connectors 11 00
Wiring 70 00
Battery Boxes, Crates and Cotnections 71 co
Lamps 16 00
Ileceptacles and Fixtures 32 00
.-witches and Cut Outs '7 50
Three *8 Horse Power Fan Moiois 11400
Miscellaneous 20 00

$743 50

COMniSED SLEETING AND OBSERVATION CAR.

32 Cell Accumulators ^392 00
I Set Wire Connectors 11 on
Wiring 90 00
Batlc-ry Boxes, Crates and Connections 71 00
Lamps i.f 50
Sockets, Receptacles and Fixtures '9 Jo
Shades and Holders 10 40
Benh Lamps '.

."

-IS "o
'Iwo 'f. Horse Power Fan Motors. 76 00
M isctllancouP 20 00

S749 40

A total of $5,808.20, or an average of f;g63.oo per
car.

As the fan motors are used but six months in thevear,
the average number of lamps will be i72-j-i4= iS6.
Therefore, the cost of equipment per lamp will be $5,808,-
26-=-lS6= S3I.22.

The average cost of labor and material for maintaining
the lighting of three trains, or eighteen cars for nineteen
months, from August, iSgo, to February, 1S92, inclusive,

was as follows:

Average total cost per month ^1265 95" '* per car per day „ t 90" " of labor per month 713 39* *' " per car per day _.. i 11
" '"of material per month 5" 5^" ' " per car per day 87" " per lamp per day 07- 17
Average number of lamps in use 55S

The item of labor includes the wages of five attendants
on the train, at S3-oo p>er day each, and two men at each
terminal station, at $90.00 and $55.00, and !j;75.oo and
$50.00 per month, respectively.

That of material includes the cost of renewal of bat-
teries, etc.

The cost of labor is practically constant, while that of
material varies from 12 cents to $2.04 per car per day, the
average for 19 months being 87 cents. The cost per lamp
per day varies from 3 ^^ cents to I2i%; the average is 7.17
cents.

The cost of power furnished by the locomotive boiler is

not included in the statement, for the reason that a satis-

factory measurement of the quantity of coal and water
used has never been made.
So long as the dynamo can be run and the batteries

properly charged, the system is reliable.

During the coldest part of the winter, or. as sometimes
happens, when a poor quality of coal is furnished, it is

difficult for the locomotive to supply sufficient steam to
run the dynamo. In such cases the batteries are called
upon to maintain the light. As a rule, they have sufficient

charge to do so for about four hours. Trains so equipped
have been run between Jersey City and St. Augustine,
Florida, during the months of January, February, March
and April of each year since iSSS.

The conditions there are decidedly more favorable, for

the reason that the trains leave both terminals early in the
morning. In consequence, the dynamo is run nearly all

day, and the batteries are therefore fully charged and in

condition to furnish current for the maximum number of
lamp hours. So successful has been the electric lighting

of these two trains, that it is rare for other sources of il-

lumination to be used. The system has also been used
on other trains, viz., between New Orleans and the
City of Mexico, Omaha and San Francisco, Chicago and
Portland, Me.

Several specials have also been similarly lighted, notably
the presidential, from Washington to San Francisco and
return; the National Electric Light association trains, be-
tween Jersey City and Chicago, and Jersey City and Kan-
sas City; the National Telephone Exchange association
train to Minneapolis, and that of the Pan-American dele-

gates, which was almost constantly on the road for three

weeks.
A duplicate of this system was tried for a short time on

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul railway- I must look
to others to explain the causes for its being abandoned,
and also describe that which has been substituted, and
which it is understood has proven very satisfactory. One
of the most serious sources of trouble met with in train

lighting was the effect of the vibration of the car on differ-

ent members of the plant. At first it was almost a daily

occurrence to have lamps drop out of sockets; the shade-
holders, which were made of thin sheet brass, were broken
at the rate of eight or ten during one trip. Trains would
arrive at terminal stations with two or three batteries out
of circuit, caused by connections between cells being
broken. In the earlier days it was the practice to use a
rigid connection between battery cells, as it was consid-
ered best to prevent the elements moving in the rubber
jar. It was soon discovered that the element would move
irrespective of the rigid connection, and in doing so would
break the terminal, and in a majority of cases the fracture

was nest to the plates. As we had no means of burning
the lug on again, the element was useless. To overcome
this difficulty flexible connections were substituted. Con-
trary to all expectation, no damage was done by the

movement, and since then, should a terminal be broken,
which however is seldom, it is in every instance due to a
defect in burning on at the factory. Cast brass shade-
holders were substituted for those of sheet brass. To pre-

vent shades working loose and dropping out, ordinary
rubber bands were placed under the lip, against which the

holder screws were driven, and they, having a soft founda-
tion, were prevented turning, and he!d the shade in place.

The cause of the lamps falling out was due, in a great

measure, to the socket rings working loose- This was
overcome by the invention of a tool that would drive the

ring into place much tighter than was possible by hand.
Many minor causes of trouble that could not be foreseen
were eliminated as fast as they developed.

A system of safety cut-outs was devised that protects

each wire in the car. They are placed on the same base-

board with the lamp-switches, and are located in the locker

or closet, convenient for inspection and renewal. Later on
portable lamps were demanded, that could be placed in
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the sleeping-car sections, either before or after the hcrths

had been made up. I'or this purpose No. 18 wire was

connected to one of the lamp circuits on the roof, and led

to a connecting block placed over the mirror between the

windows in each section. Connection with the block was

made with a plug, to which (lexiblu lamp cord was at-

tached. <.)n the other end of the cord a frosted sixteen

candle power lamp was connected, the lamp hanging from

an arm which was placed in a receptacle in the corner

formed by the side of the car and the partition between

sections, and immediately over the shoulder of the

passenger, the most favorable position for the lamp whtn

used for reading.

It was early seen that the only uncertainty connected

with the system is due to the absolute dependence upon

the locomotive boiler for power to run the dynamo, for. as

explained, there is a constant liability of the failure

of the steam supply, which, if prolonged beyond the

capacity of the battery, will result in the use of oil or

gas for light. As many other prob'ems connected with

the system have been successfully worked out, it is be-

lieved that the solution of this one will also be found.

There is no doubt that the ideal way of running the

dynamo is by a connection with the axle. Many apparent

solutions have been suggested, only to be condemned as

uncertain or impracticable. It is, however, thought that

within the next year a reliable connection will be had.

after which I believe the lighting of railway trains by

electricity will be universally adopted.

Tested by Battery.

Ex-District Attorney Sullivan of San Francisco told an

amusing story the other day, says the Examiner of that

city. "A few years ago," he said, *'Dr. Livingstone, one

or two others, and myself were camping in Lake county.

We had a canned plum pudding, which we prized very

highly, and a stable boy who was not bad in his way. Just

as we reached Saratoga Springs the plum pudding disap-

peared, and we rather suspected the stable boy, but sus-

picion wouldn't tickle our palates or fill our stomachs. In

our outfit was an electric battery, and I determined to try

it as a thief-catcher and mechanical detective. I herded

all the cooks, scullions and waiters about the place and

stood them in a row with the stable boy. Then I made
them a little speech, telling of the theft of the plum pud-

ding and asking the guilty one to confess. No one

peeped, and the most innocent-appearing person in the

company was the suspected stable boy. 'Very well,' I

said, sternly. 'We have here an instrument which detects

thieves as surely as a camera takes photographs. The
innocent it will in no way affect, but it will cause the

guilty to suffer excruciating pangs—in limbs and con-

science. Doctor, apply the test.' With this Livingstone

stepped out with the battery. Placing the handles of the

apparatus in the hands of the first man in the row, the

doctor looked him in the eye a moment, but didn't turn on

the current. Of course the man was not affected and was

declared innocent. So the doctor passed from man to man
until he came to the stable boy. As soon as the lad

gripped the handles Livingstone pulled the machine wide

open. That night we feasted on our recovered plum pud-

ding." ^^^^^_^^^_
CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes,

New York, June 4.—If all the tunnels that have been

projected for this great city are built, electrical engineering

will undoubtedly have a boom. There is now on foot a

big tunnel scheme to provide rapid transit to the New
jersey suburbs and according to Gen. Roy Stone, the en-

gineer in charge, electricity is likely to play a most impor-

tant part in the enterprise. Without going far into the de-

tails of the project it may be said that the Land Commis-

sioners at Albany have approved of the application of the

New York and New Jersey Terminal Railroad company

for a grant of land under the bed of the Hudson River at

Fourteenth street, and the granting of this privilege marks

an important step in the development of a project for a

tunnel system that is designed to provide rapid transit to

the New Jersey suburbs. In brief, the project is to con-

struct a four-track tunnel beginning at the Hackensack

Meadows, passing under the Erie railroad, descending at

a grade of i per cent, or fifty feet to the mile, running

under Castle Point and under the Hudson River at a depth

of 125 feet from the surface to Fourteenth street, New
York. Here the tunnel will branch, the main tunnel pass-

ing under Fourteenth street to Union Square, and the

branch with two tracks passing southward under Hudson

street to Chambers, and continuing in the same line at a

depth of about 100 feet to a terminus under Broad street,

near Wall. A four-track road is proposed to Union Square,

making the distance of this main tunnel three and five-

eighths miles. The length of the proposed two-track road

is two and one-half miles.

Gen. Stone says that the most careful calculations have

been made both as to the physical feasibility of the scheme,

and as to its financial prospects. He is perfectly confident

that the tunnel can be constructed by the usual methods

in the rock sections, and in the earth by the Greathead

system, or by the Jennings & Stannard plan lately used by

the London and Northern railway. With regard to the

motive power Gen. Stone says that if the feasibility of tun-

nel construction shall be admitted there can be no possible

doubt of providing fast and comfortable travel by electric-

ity. Klectric companies, he says, have undertaken to pro-

vide motors that will carry trains of 500 tons at the rale of

thirty miles per hour through the tunnel of the llaltimore

A: Ohio railroad under the city of Hallimorc. The con-

struction will be undertaken in the Baltimore tunnel under

this guarantee, and Gen. Stone has no doubt that it will be

entirely successful, the underground conditions for the use

of electricity being more favorable than are the conditions

in the open air. There is no serious problem, he believes

in providing ventilation, because with an electric system

the well-known means of ventilating a mine can be satis-

factorily employed in a tunnel. The ventilation of Hell

Gate was a simple matter, in spite of the constant use of

'explosives during the excavations there. No trouble what-

ever, therefore, is to be apprehended in this respect.

The New York "L" roads will yet be run by electricity.

The Short company has now entered the field offering to

undertake the work. Col. Hain, manager of the elevated

railroad, has told the officers of the company to go ahead

and specify iust what they would guarantee to do, what

the cost would be, what would be the advantages in saving

to the company, and benefits to the traveling public. An

officer of the Short company said that the company would

not be prepared to make a proposition to Col. Hain before

a week or ten days.

During the recent trip of the monitor Miantonomoh from

this port to Annapolis the electric steering gear put in by

the Edison company was used for the first time. The

general result of the trial was considered pretty satisfac-

tory, but there are a number of changes and improvements

to be made in the apparatus before it is safe to use in a

narrow channel. The run down the coast was made at

the rate of about eight knots, and in the face of sea and

wind.

The submarine cable connecting the dynamo station on

Sandy Hook with the new electric lighted buoy on South-

west Spit was laid on Thursday under direction of Capt.

W. S. Schley, the lighthouse inspector for this district.

The cable is two miles long. The buoy it will light marks

a sharp right angle turn for heavy draught vessels. The

red incandescent light on the buoy will be displayed on

and after the night of June 15th.

Sing Sing will have its electric railway, for the board of

village trustees has granted the franchise to the Ossining

Surface Railway company to operate for fifty years without

payment to the village for the first twenty- five years, and

after that for a percentage of receipts.

On Tuesday application was made to the Edgewater

(S. I.) village trustees for permission to equip the Staten

Island Belt Line Street railway with the trolley system,

and to extend the tracks from their present terminus at

Fort Wadsworth to South Beach.

W. F. O.

New England Notes.

Boston, Mass, June 4.—The event of the season in

electrical circles in this city has been the house warming

of the New England Electrical club. This thriving

organization was untbought of but a little more than half

a year ago, but now it has taken up its abiding place in a

cosy home of its own, with a membership list of over 200.

Its new home is at 14 Bosworth street, in the heart of the

business portion of the city, and next door to the Press

club. Its situation is essentially down town, and as cen-

tral as could be wished. The first definite move toward

the organization was taken in January, when a few of the

best known electricians of the city called a meeting, at

which an organization was effected, with Hon. Ferdinand

K. Wyman as president. Mr. Wyman held this position

till within two months, when failing health compelled him

to resign. The vacancy was filled by theselection of C. S.

Knowles. The other officers are as follows: Vice-presi-

dent, E. A. Record, New England manager for the

Vacuum Oil company; treasurer, A. O. Smith, treasurer of

the Eastern Electrical Supply company; secretary, L. M.
Hays, night city editor of the Globe; directors, Maybin W.
Brown, president of the Eastern Electrical Supply com-

pany; Elmer P. Morris, manager railway Eupply depart-

ment of the Thomson-Houston company; Chas. C. Pierce,

manager of the railway department of the Edison com-

pany; E. R. Tilton, with the Pettingill-Andrews company;

Edward P. Sawyer of Sawyer, Walbiidge & Briggs.

With this energetic board of cfficers the work of pro-

viding suitable quarters has been accomplished most ex-

peditiously. The club has a state charter, and is now
placed on a footing that it may well be proud of. The
ground floor of its new building is given up to a recep-

tion and dining room. The former is a large, handsome
lOom, furnished elegantly in plush and leather. On the

second floor is Ihc billiard room, private dining rooms,

kitchen and wine room. The third floor is dtvotcJ to

sleeping rooms, and the fourth is occupied by the scrvaols

of the club. Every room is fitted with electric lights,

bells, and all the most approved electric appliances.

The club's object is the furnishing 01 a rendezvous for

all those interested in any department of the electrical

profession. Next winter a course of lectures is to be

established, and debates arc talked of.

The house warming was a great success. Among those

who enjoyed the hospitality of the club were the following

named gentlemen: Morris W. Mead, president of the

Pittsburgh Electrical club; Chas. T. Luther, manager of

the I'awtucket, K. L, street railway; Geo. M. Phelps of

New York, Postmaster Samuel K. Moscly of Hyde Park,

Frank Kidlon. Boston; J. K. Robinscn, manager for

Chili, Peru and Bolivia deparlmenis of the Westinghouse

company; D. A. Andrews, vice-president, and C. B.

Pierce, secretary of the Pettingill-Andrcws company; L. S.

Dumouslin of the Wtst End Street Railway company,
Alexander Extrom, chief of the lighting department of the

Thomson Houston company.

An important decision has been banded down by Judge
Colt, in the United States Circuit court this city. The suit

was brought by the Western Union to compel the P/ell

company to transfer one-fifth of the shares of the capital

stock of numerous corporations operating telephones and
exchanges throughout the United States, and also one fifth

of the dividends of the companies and of the sums paid

the telephone people for licenses to connect telephone ex-

changes and one-fifth of the bonds and securities received

for the licenses for telephones. This claim was made on
the basis of a contract made Nov. 10, 1S7Q, between the

American Speaking Telephone company, the Gold &
Stock Telegraph company, the Harmonic Telegraph com-

pany, the Western Union and the National Bell Telephone

company, which was the predecessor of the present defend-

ant. The Western Union controls the stock of all the

companies named, except the Harmonic, and the contract

was brought about as a means of settling the great telephone

war, and to settle the titles of the parties interested. It

gave the Bell people the right to conduct the general busi-

ness of the telephone companies and to use the Gray and

Edison patents which were owned by the plaintiff. By
its terras the defendant has to pay the plaintiffs 20 per

cent, of all sums received for rents, royalties, etc.

The question which the court was to determine was
whether the 20 percent, was to be reckoned upon all sums
received or only upon profits made by the defendant in

the telephone business or upon certain annual rentals.

Judge Lowell was the master in the case and he was to

sub-nit his repor. to counsel before fihng, but he inadvert-

ently failed to do so. Afterward the report was with-

drawn and the master having refused to hear additional

evidence the plaintiff moved to dismiss the bill with costs.

Judge Colt decided that the bill may be dismissed without

prejudice. This is the case in which exception was taken

to Judge Lowell's finding on the ground that be was an

interested party.

The Thomson-Houston company has just received

an order from the Belt Railroad company of Balti-

more for electric engines with which to equip its tunnel

line. There are already in use in this country several

electric locomotives for handling freight trains on side

tracks and in yards, but the Biltimore road is the first to

extend their use to main lines. There is also in construc-

tion in the Lyon works a large electric locomotive of 500

horse power capacity which is intended for use in any de-

partment of railroading for which a steam locomotive can

be used, whether passenger or freight.

Dedham is to have an electric streat railway, but there is

an interesting contest as to who is to build it. Two com-

panies have been organized, the Old Colony Street Rail-

way company of Hyde Park and the Suburban Sireet Rail-

way company of Dedham. The line has been suiveyed

connecting the two towns, but the right-of-way has not yet

been awarded. The Old Colony proposes to use a John-

son girder rail, which would not interfere with street

travel. A single overhead trolley wire will be used.

This company proposes to locate its power station in Hyde
Park, using 300 horse power engines. The Suburban

company would use a T rail.

The Boston fire alarm wires are to be put under-

ground. Inspector Flanders has completed the plans, the

fire commissioners have approved them, and the work will

be begun not later than September,

The state senate has reported adversely on the order re-

quiring the consolidation of the companies furnishing elec-

tric Hghts to the city.

The railroad commissioners are considering an interest-

ing problem in the application of the Hull electric street
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railway to cross the tracks of the Old Colony steam rail-

road at grade. This question came before the board last

year. The commissioners reported that there were twenty-

six such crossings in the state where e'ectricity is a part or

the only power. The Hull road wants to extend a line along

the shore from Nantasket to Point Allerton, a distance of

about two miles, and nearly parallel to the tracks of the

Naotasket branch of the Old Colony. Its ultimate lermi

nus would be at Hotel Pemberton, and would involve two

more grade crossings. The Old Colony objects, saying

that the business to be bandied is unusually hazardous

—

summer excursions—and it offers a solution of the problem

by saying that the branch is not paying, and that it will

sell it to the electric road people. The commissioners

have already refused two such requests, and it is probable

that the Old Colony solution will be the one adopted.

Councilman E. H. Brown of Salem claims to have in-

vented a system of operating electric railway cars which

does away with the use of poles and overhead wires in the

street and employs no conduits.

The Lynn and Boston railroad is to be operated by elec-

tricity. The railroad commissioners have just granted

permission to erect poles and adopt the new system. The

work will be begun at once, and it is thought that it will

be completed by the latter part of the summer.

Leading electrical men in Boston and vicinity are at

work organizing an electrical Lloyds to fill the much de-

pleted lines of insurance on electrical risks. Treasurer

Peach of the Thomson-Houston company is one of the

projectors of the enterprise.

The West End street railway people are just extending

their electrical system into Charlestown. They have been

opsrating the South Boston line about a month.

Tufts College and Prof. Dolbear have furnished the

West End with the major part of its electrical talent.

Chief Engineer Pearson, R. C. Brown, who has charge of

the work of fitting the cars with electrical machinery, W.

A. Pearson, superintendent of the power station, iL G.

Starrelt. who had charge of the construction of the power

station, and many others of the best men, are graduates of

Tufts.

The inspection department of the Boston Board of Fire

Underwriters has promulgated a new code of rules apply-

ing to electric risks. Hereafter the board will approve of

only non-combustible supports for electric light wires, ani

there must be no opportunicy for connection with any but

properly insulated wires.

The West End company has now extended its electrical

lines to Charlestown, and has petitioned the authorities of

Medford for permission to operate its branch in that town

by electricity. The company has also been permitted to

use the overhead trolley system on the Harvard bridge on

condition that it will adopt any other system of motive

power or take up its tracks altogether if the Cambridge

authorities should so request.

William Graves, superintendent of the Newbaryport

Gas & Electric Light company, died May 22d.

The Abington & Rockland Electric Road company

has made arrangements to have its road in running

order in thirty days. The only trouble the new road

anticipates is with the Whitman authorities, and if they

do not render a favorable decision the road will run

direct to Brockton, via Brockton avenue, Abington.

G. W. Mansfield and F. O. Blackwell of the Thomson-

Houston company announced publicly recently that they

were prepared to guarantee the construction of motors

capable of running trains at the rate of si.xty miles an

hour within ten days of the time they should be notified

they were wanted. They say that their company could

produce a sixty ton motor capable of drawing four

cars of the ordinary elevated road type sixty miles an

hour without danger of burning out or any other trouble.

The legislature having failed to grant a new lease of life

to the Boston Rapid Transit commissioT the commission

has gone out of existence and it is probable that its rec-

ommendations will not be acted upon this year. This

leaves the entire problem still in the hands of the West

End company.

The Railroad Commissioaers hive refused to allow the

Hull Electric Street Railway company to cross the tracks

of the Old Colony &: Nantasket. This is in line with the

previous decision of the board.

The first reception of the newly -organized New Eng-

land Electric club was given Tuesday evening last week.

The pretty club house on Bosworth street was thronged

with members and guests. A complimentary concert was

given by the St. Botolph orchestra.

Biddeford, ^[e., has begun to run its street cars by elec-

tricity.

Electrician Mansfield of the Thomson-Houston company

was before the aldermen of Haverhill recently in behalf of

the petition of the Lowell, Lawrence & Haverhill electric

road to lay its tracks in that town. No decision was

reached.

The Salem Board of Aldermen has requested the elec-

tric light company to put its wires under ground.

An electric road is to be built between Stoneham and

Wakefield. The distance is about two and a half miles.

It is expected to be running by August. The officers of

the company are: Chas. F. Woodward, president; Ezra M.
Southworth, secretary; Daniel G. Watson, treasurer.

J. C. E.

Milwaukee, Wis.
Milwaukee, June 4.—A suit for ^5.000 damages has

been instituted against the Milwaukee Street Railway

company by Hubert Deuster of Sutton's Bav. Mich., who
was injured by the scraper on a National avenue car near

the Soldier's Home on April 29th. Charles Auterberg has

sued the company for ^[,000 damages. He alleges that

he was thrown from his express wagon, and was injured

as a result of the defective condition of the company's

tracks.

In the case of Thomas Ramsey against the Holmes Pro-

tective Service companj', Judge Austin has refused to

grant the plaintiff a new trial.

The name of the town of Buckhorn, south of the city,

where Cudahy Bros, have purchased several acres of land

and propose to establish immense packing houses, etc.,

has been changed to Cudahy. The new manufacturing

suburb is to have an electric railway. The plan is to build

from the terminus of the Russell avenue line to Brookside,

the country home of Secretary Langson of the Chamber

of Commerce, along the Chicago road. From Brookside

the line, leaving the road, is to follow a return line to the

Thompson road, on which it will run east to the Packard

road, and thecce north to Cudahy. All the private prop-

erty necessary' for a right of way has been secured, and

the town board will be requested to grant a franchise

for building along the public thoroughfares mentioned.

The Cudahys, it is said, were prepared to build the road

themselves, but the Villard people expressed a willingness

to construct and operate the line, and will be allowed to do

so.

The common council has granted an appropriation of

|5,ooo, with which to bury the fire alarm telegraph wires

in the Wisconsin Telephone company's conduits.

C.

PERSONAL.
G- S. Mumford. treasurer of the C. &: C. Electric Motor

company of New York, was in Chicago last week.

J. W. Godfrey, general manager of the New York In-

sulated Wire company, and Augustus Noll of the same
company, were in Chicago last week.

Frederick Sargent, electrical and mechanical engineer of

the construction department of the World's Columbian
Exposition, left for a few days' sojourn in New York last

week.

Col. R. C. dowry, general superintendent of the Western
Union company, is in Minneapolis this week, supervising

the telegraphic service for the Republican National Con-
vention.

On May 13th a complimentary dinner was given to Prof.

Ayrton, F. R. S-, at the Holbcrn restaurant, in London,
by twenty-one o[ his former students, who are now well

known in the electrical profession. W. B. Esson occu-
pied the chair, and among the guests were W. H. Preece,
F. R. S.. Prof. Thompson. F. R. S , Prof. Perry, F. R. S.,

F. H. Webb, and James Swinburne.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Carroll Electric company, Portland, Me , capital stock,

$7=,.000; to manufacture and dtal in electrical apparatus of

all'kinds; F. Y. Chase, Portland, Me.

Alleghany Hotel company. Goshen, Va.; capital slock,

Sico.coo; hotels, springs, electric plants, real estate and
improvements, horse and electric railways.

Citizens' Electric company. Battle Creek. Mich., capi-

tal stock, $^0,000; furnishing electricity for lighting in

Battle Cretk/F. M. Wadleigh, Battle Creek, Mich.

Suffolk Electric company, Portland, Me ; capital

stock; r$3oo,ooo; to manufacture and deal in electrical

appliances of all kinds; W. M. Payson, Portland, Me.

Columbia tS; Maiittta Electric Railway companv, Colum-
bia, Pa; capitrl stock, $50,000; operating an electric

railroad in Columbia, Pa.; Robt. T. Ryan, Columbia, Pa.

Delaware Railway company, Philadelphia, Pa ; capital

stock, f 51.000; constructing and operating an electric

railway between Daiby, Delawar*^ county, and Chester,
same county.

Santa Ana Electric Power & Development company,
San Bernardino, Cal.; capita! stock, f 1,000,000; to gener-

ate power by water and transmit by electricity, build

and operate e'ectric plants, railroads, etc., develop

water and build and operate works; Andrew P. Paris.

San Bernardino, Cal.

Bloomsburg Electric Street Railway company. Blooms-
burg, Pa.; capital stock, $12,000; constructing and
operating an electric railway in Bloomsburg; C. W.
Miller, Bloomsburg. Pa.

New Kensington Street Railway company, Pittsburgh,

Pa.; capital stock, $15000; constructing and operating an
electric railway in Westmoreland county; Lyon, McKee
& Sanderson, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Delaware Electric Street Railway company, Delaware,
O.; capital stock, $60,000; building and operating an
electric street railway, furnishing light and power, etc.;

J. K. Newcomer, Delaware, O.

El Paso Electric company. El Paso, Tex.; capital

stock, $100,000; operating by means of electric power
street railways, suburban and belt lines of railway, and
supply of light and motor power.

Shickshinny & Huntington Yalley Railway company,
Huntington Mills, Pa. ; capital stock, $60,000; construct-
ing and operating an electric railway in Luzerne county;
Col. R. M. Tubbs, Shickshinny, Pa.

Citizens' Passenger Railway company of Williamsport,
Williamsport, Pa ; capital stock. $13,500; constructing
and operating an electric railway in Williamsport, Pa. ; H.
C. & S. T. McCormick, Williamsport, Pa.

Lacon Electric company, Lacon, III
; capital stock,

$16,000; construct, maintain, use and operate electric

light and power plant, etc., in Lacon, III., and all appur-
tenances, etc., thereto; C. C. Travis, Lacon, 111.

Electric Rpilway Supply company, Chicago, III.; capital

stock, $200,000; to manufacture, buy and sell trucks,

wheels, and appliances for electric railways, supplies,

equipment specialties and power plants; Thomas Claike,

167 Dearborn street, Chicago, 111.

Forest City Electric Light, Heat &; Power company.
Forest City, Pa.; capital stock, $1,000; supplying light,

heat and power, or any of them, by means of electricity

in the borough of Forest City, Susquehanna county:
H. O. Watrous, Forest City, Pa.

Portland Consolidated Street Railway company, Port-

land, Ore.; capital stock, $1,000,000; to operate street

railways and propel cars used thereon, either by horse,

mule or by electric, cable, steam or other mechanical
power; D. F. Sherman, Portland, Ore.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

The Electric Light & Power company of Quincy, III.,

will expend $12, coo in improving and enlarging its plant.

After considerable controversy, it seems probable that

the Burlington, la., Electric company, recently organ-
ized by the Thomson-Houston company, will be awarded
the contract for lighting the city.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing company
is considering the advisability of connecting Middletown,
Del., and Odessa, and putting in new machinery for the
purp3se of lighting both towns by electric light from one
plant.

The Electric Light .Jc Power company of Oshkosh will

build a large addition to its plant. Two new compound
condensing engines, one a 400 and the other a 200 horse
power, will be put in. The improvement^ will cost sev-

eral thousand dollars.

It is probable that visitors to Niagara this summer will

see the catamct lighted by electricity. A powerful light

will be placed on the Maid of the Mist landing, on the
Canadian side, and current will be supplied by the electric

light company at Clifton.

The Western Electric company has been awarded the
contract for furnishing the Somerset, Pa., Electric Light
& Heat company an electric light plant capable of furnish-

ing incandescent and arc lights necessaty for private, busi-

ness and street lighting in Somerset.

The main steam pipe of the Brush Electric light com-
pany of Baltimore burst on May 29th. The entire line of
pipes, steam and water, will have to be removed, bringing
the total damage up to $5,000. The result of the accident
was that, for two days, the city was without arc lights, for

which the electric company will have to pay the city one
dollar a day for each one, and there are nine hundred and
sixty-five in all.

The Allegheny County Light company of Pittsburg bas
one of the largest central station plants in the countr)-. It

is claimed that this company operates 37,000 16 candle
power ic candescent lights, 1,200 arc lamps and 500 horse
power in motors. The company employs 75 men. and the
payroll amounts to about $75,000 per year. A new siation

at Twelfth and Etna streets was completed last October.
When the new plant is entirely installed, the station will

have a capacity equivalent to 125.000 :6 candle power in-

candescent lamps.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
An electric railroad between Buffalo and Hamburg, N.

Y., is proposed.

"Repeated attempts." says the Lebanon, Pa., .Vezos^

"have been made since the Lebanon and Ann^nlle Elec-
tric Railway company opened the line to Annville to

wreck cars between this city and Sunnyside. At least a
dozen attempts have been made, several of which came
near being successful. In one or two inslaDces the cars

have been injured, but, by being constantly on the look-
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out. the employes of the road have thus far been able to

avert serious consequences. All of these attempts have
been made at or near Sunnyside." It is thouKht that re-

venge is the motive for the outrages.

There is a movement on foot in lirookiinc, Mass., for

the extension of the Beacon street boulevard, so as to pro

vide for a belt line of electric cars from the Tremont
House, Hoston, over the boulevard and return via Chest-

nut Hill avenue, IJoylston street and Huntington avenue.

The Macon (la,, ^V Indian Springs Railway company,
which intends to build an electric railroad from Macon to

Indian Springs, a distance of about thirty miles, has

applied for a franchise to lay tracks on certain streets in

Macon. The preliminary survey between Macon and In-

dian Springs has been made, and work is expected to be

began shortly.

The work of eqipping the Union I'assenger railway lines

at Baltimore with electricity will be begun this week. The
York Road line will be the first to be equipped. The work
will commence on the upper end of this line and be pushed
toward the city. For the present no power house will be

built, as the company will get its motive power from the

plant of one of the local electrical companies.

The Pittsburg, KnoxviUe and St. Clair street railroad,

the first electric road built in Pittsburg, is to be entirely

abandoned. It is now under control of the Birmingham
Traclion company, but has not been operated for the last

year and a half. The reason for giving up this enterprise

is the near completion of the new electric road through
Knoxville, AUentown and Mt. Oliver, which will connect
with both the Mt. Oliver and Knoxville inclines, and
prove more advantageous to the hill residents.

The street railway system at Rochester, N. Y., was
thoroughly tested on Memorial Day, when thousands of vis-

itors gathered to participate in the grand unveiling exercises

of the soldiers and sailors' monument at which President
Harrison, Governor Flower and many other distinguished

visitors were present. The excellent service of the com-
pany was favorably mentioned by the visitors and through-
O'ltthe crush there was no reason for complaint. Presi-

dent Beckley of the street railway company had the pleas-

ure of taking the distinguished visitors to Ontario Beach
and return in one of the electric cars, the president and
governor taking turns in acting as motor man.

ELECTRIC MINING.
The Edisou Electric Light company, of Tacoma, has

just contracted with the Everett Mining & Milling com-
pany to furnish a complete electric plant for lighiing and
operating the latter company's mines and mills at Okan-
ogan. The plant will be ready for use in August, and
will be located two miles below Loomision.

The machinery of the new electrical ore reduction viorks

at Albuquerque, N. M., has been ordered and the plant will

be in operation this summer. It is claimed that refractory

ores can be successfully treated by this process, and ex-

periments have been made with ore from that county,
which are said to have been highly satisfactory. Ex-Gov.
ernor Stover, who is one of the members of the compan-
which will erect the works, is very enthusiastic, and is cer-

tain that the venture will be a success. If it will do what
is claimed for it, a large number of mines in this terrhory
which produce low grade refractory ores can be worked
profitably.

The Alaska Mining company, whose property is located

at Pike City, Sierra county, Cal., is arranging to install an
electric plant to do the pumping and hoisting. It is in-

tended to obtain water power from the Middle Yuba river

with which to drive the dynamos by the use of Pelton
wheels. Some years ago the Alaska mine was a large gold
producer, but there was such a heavy body of water to

contend with that the cost of keeping it under control was
enormous and the company gave up the contest. By the
use of electric power it is estimated that the cost of pump-
ing will be greatly reduced, and that the mine can be
again placed on a profitable working basis.

TELEGRAPH.
The Rocky Mountain Telegraph company has recently

increased its capital stock $200,000, and the proceeds from
the sale will be used to extend the lines south from Butte,

Mont,, over the Union Pacific to Salt Lake, Utah, thence
to Grand Junction, Col., to a connection with the Postal

company. Another wire will be strung north to NVinni-

peg, which is now the company's only outlet to the east.

The Western &: Brazilian Telegraph company's steamer
Norseman experienced a heavy gale on May loth and
sprung aleak, which put out the fires, when off Chuy.
All the pumps were choked, and the crew were engaged
all day and night baling with buckefs, but the water
gained. The weather moderated on the 12th, and during
the night all hands were transferred to the Scotia. When
left, the Norseman had 11 feet of water in the engine
room and 3 feet and 6 inches in the after hold. The
Scotia will attempt to tow her to Montevideo.'

Probably no newspaper in the country has a more ex-
tensive telegraphic service than the Clobe-Democrat of St.

Louis. Its special dispatches average about 35,000 words
a night, and on one or two occasions 65,000 words have
been received between 6 p. m. and 3 A. m. In the new
building, which has just been completed, ^ two rooms are

devoted to the telegraphic department—one for the editors

and the other for the operators. The latter is providtd
with tables and instruments for twenty men, although but
fourteen wires enter the building at present. The build
ing is lighted by an isolated Edison plant of about i.goo
lamps! capacity. A six horse power motor is used in the
stereotyping department.
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TELEPHONE.
The new building of the Umaha Telephone company

will cost |6o,ooo.

The Sunset Telephone company is erecting a new build-
ing at Los Angeles, Cal.

The new building of the Hudson River Telephone
company at .\lbany will be ready for occupancy, It is ex-
pected, in Ihc fall.

In Rochester, N, \'.,the telephone compaay has laid

24.03 miles of underground duels, and has applied for

permission to lay 51.23 miles more.

The stockholders of the Hell Ttlephone company of
Philadelphia propose to increase the capital stock from
$560,000 to $r. 000, 000. The company propose (oput all

its wires underground.

The Southern New England Telephone company is re-

placing the present lines in Hartford, Conn . with a metal-
lic circuit. A number of new poles will also be erected
and the local service otherwise improvid.

L. T. Huebner, manager of the P.eatrice, Neb., Tele-
phone E.'cchange, and Clyde Hale, an assistant, met with
quite an adventure on the occasion of the recent Hood,
"""hey attempted to reach IJlue Springs, twelve miles dis-

tant, in a boat. Half way down the river they encountered
an island of which the tops of trees only were visible.

The boat struck an eddy and the men becoming frightened
grasped a tree top, when the boat was carried away. The
men were compelled to remain in the tree until lo o'clock

the next morning, when they were rescued by farmers who
heard their calls for help. When brought to the shore
they were almoat exhausted and said they could not have
remained in their position much longer.

TRADE NEWS.
The Heisler Electric company of Philadelphia, reports

the sale of a large number of electrical plants.

The Warfield Manufacturing company, of Baltimore,
is receiving a large number of orders for the new desk
and ventilating fans.

The Chesapeake Belling company, of Baltimore, has
just built a six story addition to its factory, having a

frontage of 50 by 140 feet.

H. T. Paiste of Philadelphia, is at work upon a num-
ber of important electrical novelties that he will offer the
trade in the near future.

The Automatic Switch company, of Ballimore, Md.,
reports numerous orders for the new Whitinghara auto-

matic motor starter. The company also promises several

new specialties.

It isn't an easy matter to work up "catchy" advertise-

ments, but G. T. Evans. 102 Fifth avenue, Pittsburgh,

Pa , through his folder essay on "Wind" will doubtless

succeed in raising one kind at least.

Treasurer H. N. Fenner of the New England Butt
company, of Providence, R. L, reports that his company
is completing arrangements for an exhibit of its well known
braiding machines at the Columbian exhibition.

General Manager B. L Coe of the Steel & Johnson
Manufacturing company of Waterbury, Conn., reports that

the manufacturers of electrical apparatus are asking for the

high grades of metal which indicates a prosperous business

in their line.

C. Towles of the Jewell Belting company of Hartford,

Conn., has just returned from an extended business trip

through the South. It is rumored that it will take many
hides to fill the bait orders that Mr. Towles secured from
the electrical trade.

The Interior Conduit & Insulation company has just

issued a code book for the benefit of customers who desire

lo order by telegraph. A postal card or letter addressed
to 42 and 44 Broad street, New York, will bring a copy of

this handy little book by return mail.

The Poiter-Leavitt Electric Motor company of Provi-

dence, K. I., is filling a large number of orders for desk
fans. Although having but recently moved into its new
factor}', which it was supposed would give ample facilities,

the company now finds that it will soon have to build an
addition.

William H. Bryan, until recently general superintendent
of the Pond Engineering company, will in future devote

his time exclusively to mechanical and electrical engineer-

ing at St. Louis. Mr. Bryan has had considerable experi-

ence, and his testimonials show that he has given his pat-

rons satisfaction.

A handsome monthly calendar is being sent out illustra-

ting the lathes, drills and other lines of machinery manu-
factured by the Universal Radial Drill company of Cin-
cinnati. That for June is the last one received and the

company is to be congratulated upon the good taste dis-

played in the design.

The Premier Electric company, Brooklyn, N. V., is

mailing circular letters to the trade, warning them against

the sale of motors of other manufacture with three-pole

self-starting armatures. The company's claim is that such
types of motors are fully covered by U. S. patents, the
property of the Premier company.

Pepper & Register, Philadelphia, electrical engineers,

have recently received the contract for superintending the
placing of the electrical apparatus, wiring, etc., in the

Union League building, Philadelphia. A 2 oco light

Waddell-Enlz dynamo is to be installed in the building
and it is expected the Julian storage battery system will be
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employed in connection with this plant. This same finn
will also place the plant at Edgewaicr Park, N. J.

Anioinc Bournonville, with Alfred .Moore. Philadelphia,
left for Europe last week. Mr. lk)urnonvillc is Ukiog a
much needed rest after a veryclosc confinement to busi-
ness. He will only remain abroad a short time.

The Standard Electric Time company of New Haven,
Conn., has received three large oiders for export, the
orders having been given after a most careful investigation
into Ihc merits of its clock. This company is makine
preparations for an exhibit at the Worlds Fair.

H. I;. Cutter, of Philadelphia, has returned from an
extended trip through the .South and West. Mr. Cutter
visited Kansas City, Omaha and Chicago, and the large
number of orders he secured for the '*C. S." specialties,

he looks upon as convincing proof that the West is terri-

tory where good things arc appreciated,

F. A. C. Perrinc, for many years with the Roeblinj;
company at Trenton, resigned his position recently and
later \ as made treasurer of iheC)ermania Electric company
of Boston. The office of the company has been moved
from 505 Exchange building to fj2o Atlantic avenue. A
growing bu«^incss made the change necessary.

F. C. Ackerman. New York, representative for the
American Electrical Works of Providence, R. L, rtports
large sales for electric light line wire, and also railway
feeder and trolley wire. This company is very busy at
present filling a large number of orders for flexible con-
ductors, in connection with orders for future delivery for

Americanite, magnet and annunciator wires.

The growth in the demand for electrical apparatus during
the past year has had its effect on the market for first class

mica; increasing, it is said, the demand to nearly too per
cent. East India mica is much used for insulating
purposes, and A. O. Schoonmaker of New York is supply-
ing it in large quantities to electrical firms both in the East
and West. Samples and quotations will be furnished from
1 58 William street. New York.

The \'iaduct Manufacturing company of Baltimore, has
recently offered for sale a very unique push button which
is called the "Serene." It is claimed to have many ad-
vantages over the older styles and numerous orders test ify

to its practicability. This company is having its

usual large trade in magneto bells, and has added to its

line of specialties a very convenient holder for telephones
that has several peculiar features.

The Wannopee Pottery company of New Miliord, Conn.,
known for many years as manufacturers of high grade por-
celain, have decided to manufacture a line of electrical spec-
ialties. Superintendent Thomas Davis, who has charge of

the factory, has had a long experience in work of this kind
and has a full knowledge of the difiicuilies of the work of
producing this peculiar grade of porcelain. The company
has recently added a new kiln built upon the most im-
proved plan.

The Williams Engine company of Baltimore, Md., is very
busy building engines. Orders are coming in and the com-
pany is compelled to work at night, and it is also contract-

ing with another larger shop to take hold of some of the
work. This company is building yacht engines, standard
type, and very high speed engines for direct connection

to dynamos. Through the employment of modern tools,

and with the aid of the experience of the past, the build-

ers of this engine are advancing to a leading position in

this line of manufacture.

The office of the Jackson-Cornish Electric company,
until recently in the Springer building, 207 South Canal
street, Chicago, has been removed to room 26, 153 Mon-
roe street. This company has successfully handled several

large wiring contracts during the last six months, and a
contract for the electrical work in the Potomac apartment
house, at the corner of Thirtieth street and Wabash ave-

nue, has just been secured afte' much competition. The
building will have forty apartments, and is to be wired

with kerite, the order for which has just been placed with
the Enterprise Electric company. Chicago.

The current to operate the electric tramway at Ar-
mour's packing house, Chicago, the installation recently

mentioned in the Western Electrician, is to be sup-

lied by one So horse power multipolar generator, built by
the National Electric Manufacturing company, Eau Claire,

Wis. This company has recently sold also two So horse
power generators of the same type to operate an electric

street railway at Seattle, Wash. The motors on the

former road will be supplied by the Thomson-Houston
company, and on the latter by the Short Electric Railway
company of Cleveland.

The Hart &: Hegeman Manufacturing company of
Hartford, Conn., is about completing its first year in

business. From a small beginning this concern has ad-
vanced until it is now known to be among the foremost in

the manufacture of switches and electrical apparatus.

This company's business has increased so rapidly that it

was necessary to add a large amount of special machinery,
and increase the force many times from what it was
originally. Secretary A. H. Pease continues to show his

usual push and energy in bringing the company's electrical

apparatus to the notice of the trade and President Gerald
W. Hart is devoting his entire time to perfecting his

various inventions which the company is exploiting.

Judge Gresham of the United States circuit court has
recently rendered a decision that is of interest to users of

steam boilers, but particularly to the makers and users of

the Hazelton Tripod boiler. The infringement suits were
begun by a New York corporation, in name almost iden-

tical with that which had been adopted by the older Chi-
cago company, against six prominent business houses

that had purchased the Hazelton tripod boiler. The
suits were consolidated and after five years' contest have
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been thrown out of court, every claim being dismissed

for want of equity. The demand for boilers made after

this pattern is evidently on the increase and this decis-

sion undoubtedly will largely increase the sales.

A very handsome and complete catalogue has been

issued by the mining department of the Thomson-Hous-

ton Electric company. It contains over 200 large pages,

and is beautifully printed and illustrated. The application

of electricity to concentratiog works, under ground haul-

age, hoist, pumps, coal cutters, rock drills, rock breakers,

blowers and air compressors is clearly described, the letter-

press being accompanied by cuts of unusual excellence.

A description of the electric drilling at Rock Island is also

included, as well as much useful information in the shape

of tables of capacities and price lists.

Through the courtesy of General Manager F. S. Minott

of the National India Rubber company of Bristol', R. I.,

a representative of the Western Electrician was taken

through the large factories of this concern. The power

for this factory is supplied by a i.ooo horse power Corliss

engine, taking steam from n boilers of 200 horse power

each. This concern makes almost everything that is

heard of in the line of rubber goods, including its seam-

less rubber insulated wire. There has been such a de-

mand for this last named product that it has been neces-

sar>' to ruQ this department of the work overtime in order

to fill orders. This company now has under considera-

tion the building of a large factory in order to meet the

growing demands of this branch of the business.

One of the handsomest catalogues that has reached the

office of the Western Electrician for many a day is that

of the Dayton. Ohio, Globe Iron Works company, exploit-

ing the new American turbine manufactured by it. The
company also manufactures paper and pulp mill machin-

ery, gearing, shafting, pulleys, etc. The catalogue is

tastefully printed and handsomely bound in flexible mo-

rocco covers. It gives a detailed description of the "new
American," with ables for the measurement of water

powers and also giving the horse powers of wheels of dif-

ferent sizes, with directions for setting them up. All

necessary information relating to turbine wheels and con-

nected gearing is furnished, illustrated by many cuts. A
large number of references are given, including the proprie-

tors of about twenty electric plants.

J. Paul Gaylord, president, and Lewis Rodman Schultz,

treasurer of the Pennsylvania Electric Engineering com-

pany, Philadelphia, were in Chicago for stveral days last

week. Mr. Gaylord has recently been elected president of

the company in place of Mr. Bosley, resigned. Both
gentlemen are comparatively young men, and they have had
a practical business education that will render them good
service in their present undertaking. Mr. Schultz, during

the last year, has made up a line of very attractive adver-

tisements for "The Pennsylvania Lamp" for eastern pub-

lications. This special work will remain under his super-

vision. If suitable arrangements can be made a western

agency for this lamp will be established in Chicago and
its sale pushed energetically. This company will represent

in Philadelphia the National Electric Manufacturing com-
pany of Eau Claire, and in a limited territory, the West-
ern Electric company Chicago; besides these, though, sev-

eral other valuable connections are under consideration.

Mr. Gaylord's father, J. T. Gaylord, resides in Davenport,

la., where he owns and operates an extensive gas and elec-

tric lighting plant. Messrs. Gaylord and Schultz met C.

A. Daigh by appointment, at the National company's
office in '.the Rookery" on Wednesday of last week, and
left that night to return to the Quaker City.

BUSINESS.
A list of shipments just received from the Ball Engine

company of Erie, Pa , shows that the recent sales of the

company amount to twenty-four engines, aggregating 3,260

horse power.

Albert E. Hay, president of the Robinson Machine
company of Altoona, Pa , has been in Chicago for some
days, arranging for an office and salesroom, made neces-

sary by a rapidly increasing demand for the Robinson steel

truck for electric street railways.

Secretary F. W. Davis of the Perkins Electric Switch
Manufacturing company, of Hartford, Conn , will soon
have a number of new electrical novelties to offer the

trade. He states that the business since January ist,

shows an increase over that of last year of nearly 50 per

cent.

Kerite wire seems to be coming to the front rapidly. F.

W. Cushing, the general western agent, reports that his

May sales were more than twice as large as those for any
previous month since he has had the agency. The Enter-

prise Electric company handles the local Chicago trade and
is finding the wire an easy seller.

The incandescent lamp is being more and more sought
after not only for its superior advantages as a medium of

light, but also for its great superiority over everi' other

thing in its relation to artistic results- The lamp bulb itself

is a plastic form in the hands of the decorator, and can be
made a source of almost limitless effects. One of the neat-

est designs noticed lately is the acorn shaped Sunbeam
lamp sold by the Electrical Supply company, Chicago.

They are furnished in all colors, to fit any socket and for

any voltage. This same company has just issued a pocket

edition ot its house goods catalogue, No. 44-A.

The Electric Heat Alarm company, Boston, is in receipt

of a letter from C. M. Gjddard, secretary of the New
England Insurance Exchange, in which he says: "We
have carefully examined your system of heat alarm, to-

gether with the rheostat used in that connection, and we
are of the opinion that this apparatus will prove of value

in giving timely warning of heated bearings. We believe

that in all fast running machinery the installation of this

apparatus would not only materially lessen the danger cf

fire from hot bearings, but would go further and very

quickly pay for itself in preventing the destractioo of valu-

able machinery, even when there was no probability of a

fire resulting. We heartily recommend the use of this

apparatus to all parties subject to danger from heated

bearings, and believe that with a thoroughly installed sys-

tem such danger would be reduced to a minimum
"

President C. B. Thurston of the Jersey City & Bergen
Railroad company has just closed a contract with ihe

Ball iS: Wood company of New York for three improved
cross compound engines of 300 horse power each. In de-

ciding upon the Ball engine, the engineers of the Pennsyl-

vania railroad carefully investigated ihe leading makes of

engines, something like eight of which were in competi-

tion for this contract. The intention of the railroad com-
pany is to make the plant which will operate its lines a

model one not only in respect to the latest and most ap-

proved type of engines but in its other machinery also.

The Short Electric Railway company reports orders for

additional apparatus of the single reduction type from the

Bloomington, Ills., City Railway company, ten 40 horse

power equipments and one loo horse power generator;

South Covington & Cincinnati Street Railway company,
four 40 horse power equipmenls; Schuylkill Electric Rail-

way company, Pottsville, Pa., four 50 horse power equip-

ments; West End Street Railway company, Rockford, 111.,

six 20 horse power gearless equipments; Georgetown &
Tenallytown Railway company, Washington, D. C, two
40 horse.power single reduction equipments; Wilkesbarre
and Wyoming Valley Traction company, three 60 horse

power single reduction equipments, one 200 horse power
generator; and ihe Braddock Electric Railway company,
Braddock, Pa. , one 40 horse power equipment. The
company has also closed contracts recently with the Balti-

more Traction company, Baltimore, Md., and the Janes-

ville, Wis., Street Railway company.

The exhibit of vulcanized fiber at the Crystal Palace

electrical exhibition by the Vulcanized Fiber company of

New York, through its European agents. Mosses &
Mitchell, 68-71 Chiswell street, London, E. C. it is said,

was the most complete and attractive display in this line of

goods that has ever been presented to the public—in fact,

the company claims that it surpassed the expensive ex-

hibits at the Centennial Exposition, the National Railway
Exposition at Chicago, the International Exhibition at

Liverpool, and also that at the Paris Exposition. The
large and handsome show-case occupied a very prominent
location in the south nave of the main ball, nearly opposite

to the crystal fountain, and received most complimentary
notices. The display consisted of finely finished and pol-

ished vulcanized fiber in sheets, rods, sticks, washers,

disks, tubes of all diameters, magnet heads of various

shapes and sizes, field-magnet spools, insulating rail end
posts, pinions, gears, etc., etc. There were also a num-
ber of electrical instruments, call boxes, switch-

boards, etc., all handsomely mounted on vulcan-

ized fiber bases, with trimmings of the same mate-

rial. In addition to this there was an attractive sample
board of the "insulating saddle staples," the latest article

placed upon the market by this company. Messrs. Mosses
iS: Mitchell have acted as the European representatives of

the Vulcanized Fiber company for sixteen years, and
through their energy and ability have established sub-
agencies in all the principal cities throughout the conti-

nent, where they have a large and constantly increasing

trade.

ELECTRICAL STOCK MARKET.
(Quotations furnished by Perrj' & Noyes, Edison build-

ing. New York.)

The closing quotations of electrical stocks on Saturday,

June 4th, in New York, were:

Bid. Asked.
Edison General Electric company, Capital

$ 1 5.000, 000 II0% - 1 1

1

Edison llluminaiing company of New York S4 85
" " " Brooklyn . 85 90
" " " . Boston 115 120
" *' " Chicago ..130 140

Edison OreMillinsr comoanv 15 20
United States Illuminating c^mpanj' of New

York 30 40
Brush Electric company of Cleveland 35 50
Brush Illumioating company of New York.. 40 ' t»o

Thomson-Houston Electric company 66 60%
" " " Preferred 30 31

North American Phonograph company ..,.- 4 6
New York " " .... 2l4 5
Automatic Exhibition company 3 5
\Vestinghouse company ...-. Common 27 2S

" Preferred 45H 46

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued May 31, l8q2.

475.759- Electric Meter. Oscar Ericsson, Sioux Falls,

S. D.

The invention consists of two cams, one driven by a con-
stant raoiorand the other by the current measured; one im-
par'ing an effective movement to a pawl and the other regu-
lating ihe extent of this movement.

475 7S1. Electric Wire Holder. Edwin L. Llojd. Phil-

adelphia, Pa.

475.753- Contact Post for Electric Bells. Frederick W.
Manger and Otto H. Huebel, Brooklyn, N. Y.

475. Scg. Electric Self-winding Clock. Frederick M.
Schmidt, Brooklyn, N. Y.

A reciprocating motor is employed in combination with a
clock train and main spring so that, at given inter\-als deter-
mined by the movement of the clock train, the motor is

brought and maintained in operation for a sufficient length of
time to rewind the Spring.

475)797- Secondary Battery Electrode and Process of

Making the Same. Anthony Reckenzaun, London,
England. Filed Sept. 13th, iSgo. Serial No. 365,-

120. (No model.) Patented in England Nov. 22nd,
18S9. No. 18,755; in France July 30th, 1S90. No.
207.332; in Belgium Jaly 30th, 1890, No. gi.462; in

Germany Aug. 7th, 1890, No. 57,085; in Victoria

Oct. II, 1S90, No. 8.155; in Italy July Bth. 1S91, No.
409, and in Spain July 24fh, 1891, No. 12,213.

This invention relates to a method of foiming a battery
plate which consists in subjecting its surface to the action of an
electric arc or spark whereby Ihe surface becomes physically
changed.

475. S77 System of Electrical Distribution. Cyprien O.
Mailloux, New York, N. Y.

This system consists of circuits connected to a main supply
source, and having interposed between the circuitsaud the sup-
ply source auxiliarj' generators, counter or assisting, and ad-
justed with respect to the relative drop in the feed wires to
produce at full load a resultant drop necessary for the potential
desired at the points of connection to the consumption circuit.

475,889. Machine for Making Hollow Wire Cable. Och-
nicl Preston, Hornellsville, N. Y.

475,89s. Rheostat, Frederick W. A. Schneider, Toronto,
Canada.

475.920. Electric Conductor. Charles W. Bassett,

Newton, Mass.

The invention consists of a metallic conducto.- having a
seamless coating of paper extending over it and a protective
covering over the latter.

47.S.925- Automatic Fire Alarm System. Charles Bur-
gher, Newton, Mass.

475. 938- Telegraphy. Thon.as Gothorpe, Rye, N. H.

The invention consis s of transmitting apparatus, especially
adapted for use with submarine cables, whereby a moie equal
variation of potential is produced at the receiving end of a line
by currents of irreguUr alternation.

475 955- Railway Signal System. William G. Wattson,
Tappan, N. Y.

475.970- Electric Railway Motor. Jabez F. Shawhan,
Detroit, Mich.

An electromotor is mounted upon the axie^ the motor having
two field magnets and two armatures, which armatures are
connected to a gear wheel upon the axle by pinions.

475.998. Seal for Leading-in Wires. Henry D. Burnett,
Lynn, and Samuel E. Doane, Swampscott, Mass.

In [his device an incandescent lamp has its leadiog-in wires
sealed in the glass of the globe and a yielding support is inter-
posed between the leading-in wires and the inclosing glass.

476,007. Submarine Telephone. Henr}- Finch, Michigan
City, Ind.

476.021. Electric Light Shade. Howard A. Miner.
Philadelphia, Pa.

476 026. Telephone. Stephen F. Sherman, New York,
N, Y.

The invention consists in a variable resistance in the form of
a ccnductiag strip or ribbon folded or creased to form plaits,
connected with the diapbra^m of the transmitter. The plaits
of ibestrips opening and closing through the vibration of the
diaphragm effect a chaneeof resistance of the strip or ribbon,

476 028. Safety Attachment for Railway Trolleys.
Melvin A. Yeakley, Cleveland, O.

The trolley is drawn down beneath the overhead wires the
ineiant the trolley runs off or leaves the wire, until restored
in place by hand.

476,080. Electric Terminal. Hercules Sanche. De-
troit, Mich.

476,054. Telephonograph.
Adams, Mass.

James P. Magenis. North

This invention is a combined microphone telephone and
phonograph by means of which, while the operator is telephon-
ing to a distant station, a record of the words uttered by the
operator will be made upon phonograph cylinders at both ends
of the line, so that a record may be preservedand the necessity
of transmitting the phonograms from one place to another may
be avoided. The pressure of the stylus upon the record cyl-
inder is augmented by magnetic attraction instead of by grav-
ity.

476,128. Conduit for Electric Railways. Walter F
Carr and Charles F. Ferrin, Minneapolis, Minn.

The conduit is provided with removable arch blocks, span-
ning the parts of the arch adjacent to the slot opening, the
blocks being detachably secured together and held in position
by lugs and lug seats.

476,151. Dynamo Electric Machine. William Koed-
ding, St. Louis, Mo.

This machine has a number of field magnets of alternate op-
posite polarity, an armature rotating in the Held with two or
more separate wires, each end of which being in electric con-
nection with two or more of the bars of a commutator which
revolve in contact with the brushes, the brushes each extend-
ing over a number of bars equal to the number of iirmature
wires.

476,156. Device for Testing Arc Light Circuiis. Al-
bert H. IManwaren, Philadelphia, Pa.

476 1S3. Incandescent Lamp. James Ball, Holyoke.

Mass.

This lamp contains two filaments and means for placing
eilherin circuit.

476.192. Hanger for Electric Railway Wires. Charles
B. Elliott, Boston, Mass.

476.193. Swivel Pull-off for Overhead Wires. Charles
B. Elliott. Boston, Mass.

476 200. Telephone. Edward M. Harrison, Fort
Smith, Ark.

476,207. Insulator Pin. Fred M. Locke. Victor, N. Y.

476,225. Electrical Reciprocating Tool. William P.

Carstarphen, Jr. , Denver, Colo.
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CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SPEED

MOTORS.
% H.P. riOO Volt Armiituri-, \ .MTilnn.i. Conflnnt Speed, l,r)00.

The Motors are made with the bt-Bt appHuncca and mat'srlal ohtalrmhlo, and emhody fv-ry Improve-
ment of merit, with the intention that they ehull he the Stunoard ol their clu^

430 West l4tK iPtreet. NEW YORK.

Ancnti- to f II our

Niagara Electric Motors asd Dyoainos

In citlee wtiiTB wo are not alr'^ady reprenenttd.
Liberal dl«coiint« and excluatve territory to re-

HpODBlhl'' rli'uUTH io eli-ctflcal apparttan.

I.OVKKI, nvii. CO.. Ltd.. Krif. Pa.

Warned—Position.
liy competent EupeiinUmUnt and elec-

tiician famillur with the leading llghliog

and slrett railway systems. Best of ti fcr

erces. Address A 85,
('Iff nf Wkwtf.rn Er.ECTiafiAS.

W^ANTED.
TRAVELIKG SALESMAN vitlllng Central

StitionB to handle a quick telling tide line

on commUsloD. Addrcni In confldence

slating line you carry. "B. T." Care

W HBTKK.V ELE'TIlIrlAN.

FOB. sals;.
Onel'. ilJ Iti'jnoti'ii <"orllfl« imitia'-. ballt by

1:. P. AMIS & Co , of Muwauko«: in flrxt-claM
condition, now raunioi; » lt>*'rlc llithta; takeo la
«>xch>Dcefor ao Idi'sl foelne <-t t-'.O U. P. Srod
for list of rmaUi^r-elzecl <^ni(lii«« takea In ex-
chaoge for Idei h, and for eale cheap.

A. L II»K A HOV.
Mprlncflrlct. 111.

THE "CLARK" WIRE. ^i*

CLARK"WIRE.
m^

tnanlatlon Cilnarantecd wherever used. Aerial, Undersrenad or tSubmarlne.

In a letter trom the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber need in inPuIatinR our wires and rtibles in especially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flf-iibl*' in extreme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The insolation is protected from mechanical injury 'ly one or more braida, and the wliole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra flnich, which we
have now adopted for alt our solid wires as an extra weatherjiroof prutection, juid also preventing challnR and abrasion, whirh in water, acid, and to a very great extent fireproof. Our insulation will prove
durable when all others fail. We ure prepared to furnish SiTi[;le Wires of all fjau^es and diameter of insulation for Teiegrapli and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark Joint Oum if<houId be used for making waterproof joints. This id put up in half-pound boxes, in etrlps about one foot long and five-eighthe inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint

'jld pressed firmly it makes a solid mass. •''OR RAILWAV and MOTOR use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

\%'K GtJARAXTEE OITR IXSITLATIOX M'HERRVRR I'SED, AERIAL, U\DER4^ROUXD OR SUBMARINE, and our net prices are ae low, if not lower than any
other flrst-claas Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantiliee.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOi^TON, MASS.

HBNRT A. CLARK, TroaBUrer and Gen'l Manager.
HERBEKT H. EU8TIS, Preildent and Electrician.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES OF

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OP ALL KINDS OF

y SRAMLEISS R.UBBE1R WIRES AND QABLEia,
FACTORY AND MAIIf OFFICE, TBENTON, N. J.

JOHN A. ROEBLIWC'S SONS CO., General Western Agents, 171 and 1 73 Lake St. Chicago, III

SOMETHING NEW!
An improved 4 or 6 volt Combined Storage Bat-

tery especially for Dentiate' use at very low price.
Parchaserscan exchange discharged for cnarged
cells, without extra cost, beyond exoense for
charging the batteries. Manufactured by

J.K. PITA1PBL.lt,
B«ob801, 205 S. Canal St., Chicago.

This fs a cut of
the

Law
Battery
—WITH—
Double
Cylinder
Carbon

Element at-
tached with zinc
to covfr. 147 sq.
inch carbon sur-
face. The element
ieeverlaBlins.and
ia so guaranteed.
Why uee a tiet-

lery with a chem-
Iral depo'arizer
that needs Ire-
fuf nt renewal of
the iiegalive ele-

ment.

LAW BATTERY COMPANY,
85 John St., Slew York.

THE STANDARD
OPEN CIRCUIT BATTERIES

OF THE WORLD,
AND THE BEST MAUE ANTTWHBRE.

Send for Circular and prices.

The Leclanche Battery Co.,

Ill to 117 East 131st St., NEW YORK.

JHECTRICAl MEASURING INSTRUMENTS,
"We manufacture a full lire of apparatus for experimental and practical use.

Some of our specialties are:

Cardew Voltmeters,
"Magnetic Vane" Voltmeters,

Portable Galvanometers,
Portable Testing Sets,

Standard Resistance Coils,
Portable Photometers,

Electrodynamometers, Testing Batteries,
"Magnetic Vane" Ammeters,

Reflecting Calvanometers,
Tangent Calvanometers,

Electric Light Photometers,
Portable Tachometers,

Reading Telescopes.
Particular a tention is given to the complete equipment cf Electi leal Laboratories.

Correspondence solicited. Send for Illustrated Descriptive Catalogue No. 1-66.

QUEEN & CO., PHILADELPHIA.

Subscribe for the Western Electrician.
Commercial Buildins:. St. Louis. :Mo.

.Morse&&
ENCINEERSa

._, complete:
<XQMm PLANTS-

LfttR of Fno-lish. Moi-pft ,t Co.-

All SizesMICA
For Electric*! Parposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO,,
ais Water street. Slew York.

W, H. SILLS, 86 Laie Street, CHICAGO. ILL.

Locnst Brackets,
Oak Brackets,

Cross Arms,
Chestnut Poles.

LOCUST
PINS.

Try a thonsand
LocDSt Pins.

and yon will order
a car load.

FIXS Ali^VAVS IJf STOCK. SPECIAt PIXS ON SHORT XOTICE.
Send for prices, stating quantity wanted.

SCHINPEL & SCHINDEL, - - HACERSTOWN, MP.

When you are in need of First-Class Porcelain for Elec-

trical Purposes, write the

TBADK MARK.

Warranted Hard Porfelaic.

WANNOPEE
POTTERY CO.,

THesxr Milford, Conn.

Estimates Cheei'tuUy Given,

Write Us at Once, We Can Save You Money.

TO MAKE A STATION PAY
Bny only the best aaality of goods. This you can

do by sending: your orders to us.

Prompt Shipment. Reasonable Prices. Fnll Measure. No Charge for Boxing Or Cartage.

WE AKE HBADQUABTERS EOK
National Alternating and Direct Current Dynamos, Generators and Transformers;

Packard High Grade Lamps; Eddy Motors;

"Helmet" Weather-proof Wire; "Helmet"' Moisture-proof Wire.

Save time and money Ijy placing your orders -with

The Electrical Engineering and Supply Co.,
931 Bookery, 134 E. 6th St., opp. Hotel Byan, 4M9 W. Ilichieaa St.,

CHICAGO. ST. PAUL. DULUTH.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND DISCOUNT SHEETS.
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Established in 1861.

B. BHGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER tN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ELECTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
BEAHCH STOEB

2134 Michigan Avenue*

TO AMERICAN
INVENTORS-

Woodlionse & RawsoD,

LNITED, LD.,

88 Queen Victoria Street,

LONDON, ENC,

NEW YORK OFFICE, 59 WALL STREET.

Are Prepared to Negotiate and

Introduce Inventions of

Merit into Great Britain and all

Partsof the World.

COEEESPONDENCE INYITED.

ManufactufeKs of

0CTAG0NAL»^^ Cedar
TELEPHOHI&Electrical

I

RailwayPolesxCRossArms

4^H.M.Loud&SonsUimber(o
i
OSCOOA , IVIICH.

STEAM ENGINES
FOR SALE.

One 12 H. P. Vertical.
Three SB. P. Vertical.

Oiie4H- P. Horizontal Tnint.
Odc 5 H. p. HolBting Engine.

All above engines new and cheap.

We have nnderconstrnrtion 5, S, and 1'2H. P.
vertical, and IS and 25 E. F. horizontal engines,
all automatic cnt-off.

WILLIAMS ENGINE CO.,
BAL,T13IORE. 31 ».

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE Id Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERGE NF6. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

WILLIAM H. BRYAN,
i,il. Am. Soc. 51. £.)

IfechaDical and Electrical Engineep,
CDDSullatione, Reports, Plane. So^cificatlone for
Central Station or Isolated Electric Lighting,

and Electric Baiiwaye.

5(i Tiiryier Jiifildit-q, St. Lotdft.

JOSIAH PIERCE, Jr.,
A. M. I. C. E.,

Gi?il a&l I:po;ra|lii: En^iiiesr,

1 1 South Street. BALTIMORE, MD.
Topographic Sarvevs of anv estent and character

oreanlzed and eiecnted.

TUC I ATCQT SPECIALTIES IN ELECTRIC
inc. LnlCOl LIGHT SUPPLIES.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

ST^f^I^ ELECTZSZ^S CO.,
641 Nortb Broad Street, FHTf.APEIiPHIA.

$40,000,000
Earned by the Bell Telephone Patent in IS91
Yonr invenlion may be valu-b!e. Ton ehoald
protect it by patent. Address for full and intelli-
2eni advice, free of charge.

W. W. UTDLRV^ & CO.,
Solicitors of Patents,

Pacific Bld-g.62iF St., N. w.. Washington, D. C
Please mer^tion t-is paper.

LINK fi^ BELTING.
The Best Now the Cheapest.

Send fof

REDUCED PRICE LIST
o( drive be] t itother Specialties for Elevntors^CoTtreyorsA
Jlacliinfrr forU.iniilingfinvniato-nnl in htilkorpactage.
L15K BELT fllCUlSEfil CU.'. 3-901 Stewart Ave., ClliagO,

Paientedj-n.23,iss4. A. T. Smith's
Electric Lava Gas Tip

Multiple Ligbting

For Churches, Theaters
and Public Halls.

Are used all over the conn-
try. Send for estimates or
prices to

A.T.SMITH,
B W.I 4th St .New York.

THOS. C. SMITH, Jr., M. E.

Consulting and Contracting Engineer.
Engines and Complete Steam Plants for Lighting and Power Installations.
Bent Pipe and Colls in Iron, Brass and Copper, for all kinds of service.

I I Hammond Building, Telephone 1358. CINCINNATI, OHIO.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
la U) 156 Green SL, Grsen Point, BROOKin.S.I.

SIAJSTTACTOET OF
Non'Conductive Blocks. Rosettes and Bases for Cut-Outs

and Switches; also Insulators. Cleats, Lamp Trim-
mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Our prodaction Is a dense body. The glazing and body
of our ware are of same composition, and are baked
alike, which are the features of

TRITE HABI> POBCEXAXX.

EXiECTEIC lilGHT
AXI> BATTERV

CJif(BO/iS.
CX.:EVEIi,A.Isr3D, OKCIO.

JVIOTOli

BffUSffES.

THE

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in fhe World

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Over 2,000 in use.

Afford? the most eimple ard reliable power for all minins and mannfactur-
iDg machinery. Adapted to hesds rnnnins from-.Onp to 2.000 or more feet.
Prom 20 to 30 per cer t. better re=altB guaranteed than c'tn be produced from
any other M'beel ia the country.

EIxECTBIC TBAXS3IISSIOX.
The advantages the Peltcn Wheel affords in the way cf a uniiorm and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying conditions
of speed and pressure, have brought It into special prominence aiid extensive
nee for this class of work. All applicstlcna ebould state amount and bead of
water power reqalred, and for what purpose, with approximate lengtb of pipe
line. SEND FjB Catalogue.

THE PELTCN WATER W£[E£I< CO.,
131-1S3 llain St., San Francisco, Cal.. V. S. A.

1^3 ZIBEETT STREET. - - XEW YORK.
B^It having cometo our notice that onr patent rights are being infringed

jpon, imendlng purchasers are hereby warned that all such infringements wlU
be dnlv prosecuted.

PiCLTOX ITATER 9IOTOBS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15
and "20 horse lower, unequaled for all light runnlns machineiy. Warranted
to develop a pven tmount of power with one-haif the water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Address as above. Deliveries made from
San Francisco or Xew York, as may afford the most favorable freight rates.

Manuliictiinrs' igents aid Mill Agents For GLOBES,
EepresentatiTes

roR .^^^
Glass and Porcelain Insulators.

INCANDESCENT

TELEGRAPH,

TELEPHONE.

LA IMPS.

To Fit any System.

ELECTRIC LIGHT

—AND- tsa:6 f.?£ii 3 1 3 to 315
Electric Railway Construction Wires, Cables, Tape Dearborn Street,

srppi.i£s
and Tubing.

CHICAGO.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
11 Adams St., CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

^rorrxpt SDn-iprrxerLts.

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,

CHICAGO.'W. R. MASON, Genl Mgr.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

ii;;>
'

/
'>p.^ »':yf.ryjj«y« 'wy-tiiw<

The altcniion ol P:LECTRIC COMPANIKS i*, ca I'vl to ihis ('Kl^e.
IIRA'I'Kn WA'I'KK U'III-:i-:i^ar. p;trlir:ul:irly adaptrd to their tue
on accouDt of il^ r«*niurkubly Nt«*a4ly inollon, IiIkIi Mpercl
and ii:rf-Ht lvlli<-irney,and laree Capacliy for itsalamrter,
being «loulil«' the •ow«*r of fnoit wneets of same diamder. Ii is used
by a numb<,-r ofthe i-rading cleclric companies with ereat satibfactton. In the
economical U5.c of water i( is without an rquat, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect c;uaranle«d.
Ni::^!^ FOR i'A'i'AtAUmJK AMI> PARTI«:fl;i.ARI>f.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears arc required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving rrpresrnts a pair of 12 inch 'VIC'I'OR

XI'RRi;%KN arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume. DraA
Tubes. Knd liearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. 1 he entire arrangemrnt is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We arc now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs un horizontal shafts, and where the situatioD
admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

/^f r\T5ir r^ADRON CO., MAKERS or HIGH -GRADE

Fancy Incandescent Lamps

^^^^^
^
Over 40 New Styles of lamps

Of Low Voltage.

For the first time on
the market.

CatalOBue.Part I and II,

Ready.

Part III in Print.

J.L.

EXPEBIMENTAL LAMP WORK
AND GLASS BLOWrNQ.

Write for prices and illustrations.

,
1 Ann Street,

J New York City.

Electric Railways.
Traoc mission of Power.
Slectrlcal Machinery designed for special appll'

cations, plans, epeclflcaticns and sapervleion.

Rooms er and KS, Cl^^Iand Bide-,
31 Slate (Street, DETROIT, ailCH.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Taaeht thoronL'hiv dav and nicjlit a'- the INSTI-
TUTE of TEC'H.\OLO<WV. 151 Tliroop
Street, Chicago, III. Amateore, Artlsane
and others asslst'^d Practically In any line, and
instructed in the latest and most Improved
methcds.

Mechanical Drattqhting, Mathematics, Elec-
trical Calculations, Architectare, Mechanics, also
au^btday and night.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB EIiECTBlCAl4 USES.

Graphite Bods of Various I^encths, from 1-S Ohm to 100 Ohms Resistance
to the inch, t^raphite Boxes and Crnelhles, ResistiDg Heats

of 4,000 Uegrees. Inquiries fj^ladly A.ns'vretcd.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

GBDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If in want of Folea, Ties and PoBte, save mone;
by getting my prices.

W.C.STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
SOL.E MAJfCFACTrEEBS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
FACTORY

whiMjjigtosi,

In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Ked, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

pEi.. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. OFFICE:
14 DKY ST., »f. Y.

THE SCHUYLER
-STSTZB^yE OIF-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THB FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FEATUKES:

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

Heisler Electric Co.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRIC LIGHTING APPARATUS,

CONSTRUCTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

Estimates fiifn'shed for the Installation of Central Stations

and Isolated Plants, of the follmvlrig types:

LONG DISTANCE SERtEIS INCANDESCENT
SYSTEM.

For Streets, Stores, Depots, Pleasure Rescrls and Slii's.

TRANSFORMER APPARATUS.
For Commercial and Domes ic Illuminition.

DIRECT CURRENT (Constant Potential.)
For Isolated Plaals, such as Banks. Office Buildings, Hotels

and Private liesidenc^s.

ARC APPARATUS.

STORAGE BATTERIES.
For use in connection with Direct Current Apparatus.

Office, Drexel Building, Phiiadelpliia, Pa,
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THE EVANS FRICTION,
Rnnnlne toor Edieon dynamos with one 200 H. P. Mclntoeh & SejTnour
Engine in the Weeks Bulldlne, Boston.
ThoHBands of U. P. In use driving dynamofl, and thoaeands of sets of

Variable Speed Cone Palleys In operation driving ail kinds of machinery.
For information send for dynamo catalogne "B'' and for cone CBtaloene

'*T." Addrees
^

Evans Friction Gone Co.,

85 Water Street, - - BOSTON, MASS.
Evans' ConeB.

For Taryinff f^peed.

Ist. We are tlie Pioneers in advocating the system of single wires in conduits and demonstiating the Duplex or double
conductors unreliable and daugeroufl.

2d. That the VULCA ELECTRICAL WIRE DUCTS wUl stand the action of CEMENTS. PLASTER.
ACIDS, etc. '

3d. We guarantee our customers absolute protection against all suits for infringements in using our Vulca Wire Ducts
and completed system for Interior Wiring.

Smith Building, 1 3, 1 5 and 17 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK. 78, SO and 82 Franklin Street, CHICAGO.

FUSE 1 Correct Carrying Capac-

WIRE or V ity. Absolute

STRIPS. ) Unlfo mlty in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave.,

CXO.^C3-C3.

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joist Poles. 'Wr'-te To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
eSOO W. Second Street, ST. roCIS.

I g^ B For electrical

nn 1 1 , A purposes.

Ifll^n Dow Prices.

BOWERS BROS.,
121 Dake St., - CHICAGO.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The- KartaYert - Manufacturing - Co,^
TTCXXiAXXSa'O'Z'Oia, X>.EIXj>

Corliss

Engines
of the highest type and in

all sizes are made by

The Lane & Bodlet Co.,

cinciknati. o.

THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.,
33 ^s/£ercer Street, ISTe-v^ "^Torls,

POSSESS SUPEHIOR ADVANTAGES IN THE MASUFACTUKE OP

JL-Rjy RXTBBSR C3-OOD
Especially in articles adapteA to electrical itiflustrieSf Havino obtained the sole right to manufticturB

HARD RUBBER ttnder the valuable ratents granted to WILLIAJl KIEL.

ALL OPERATIONS OF SAW^ING, CUTTING, TUIiNtNG AND POLISHING OUR NEW STANTJARDS OF
O LI pr PT' O C\ Y\ A M r^ T*! T R IMO *^*° be performed with a large redaction in the wear and tear of tools, and considerable savine of labor. Car new etandards areOn C> C I , ix \J LJ r\ IN LJ I LJ D 1 IN \J of a richer black thronghont, not eabject to change in color, are tongher and more flexible, do not become brittle with age, and

have been tested and approved by the leading electrical companies of the United Stales. In addition to these advantages, we also ofier advantages in prices.

KIEL'S PATENT HARD RUBBER CELLS FOR STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES
Still remain the most satisfactory and cheapest In the market, uneqnaled for strength, durability. Insulation and resistance to acids.

HARD ROBBER GOODS OF EYFIY DESCRIPTIOH MMiUFACTIIRED. '""Z'i^^S.tTLT^Xfr'^s&TSoiTRi"^^^

For Sale by THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICACO.

THE ILLINOIS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Write for Prices.

171 and 173 South Canal Street, - Chicago, ill.
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U

REGENT
y»

Double Core, Rubber Covered

WIRES -CABLES.
SEJHiTID ^OIS S-^2^^I=I_E:S -A.3^T3Z) IFKICEJS.

ii

HOWARD " Incandescent
LAMPS.

.A-2^-Sr B-^SE, -^IST-ST TT-OI^T-^O-E.

A strictly high grade lamp, giving FULL CANDLE POWER throughout its life. HIGH
EFFICIENCY and LONG LIFE commensurate with its other qualities.

SEND A TRIAL ORDER FOR A FEW DOZEN,

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
201, 203. 205,207 So. Canal St., CHICACO» ILL.

2, 25 light Sperry Arc Dynamop, with 50 1,200c. p.
lamps in perfect order.

J, 30 light Dvnamo witb 30 einele lamps, 2,000 c p.

2, tCO lisihtEdiBonDynamQB, 110 Volte.
1, 250 light EdlBOn Dynamo, 110 Volts.
3, 5 h. p. Mayo Motors, new.
Arc Lijrht SoeclaltieB.
Kills Oil FiUera.

CHAS. E. GREGORY, ^'^''S^'fc^jgg.''^^^'

OFFICE DESKS. ^
'Gem' and "Rugby' M

Folding Beds, [01:1
Brass and Wire Work,

A. H, Andrews S,Co.,215 Wabash Ave,. Chicago.

yV ''
U--^^:>^.^Vf;^ .T-^'

;VvJ?f'P«^T^*^''^' iJIKV¥<-*«; f^A

HUSSEY & CO.. Manufacturing Electricians,
Combination Letter BoseB, Annunciators, Etc.,

211-213 Bandolnli l^treet. Chicago.

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Factories; "Waterbury, Conn. - - SS I*ai*li Place, Ne^vr York.

MANTJFACTURERS OF

UnderTFriters' Copper Electric Iilffht r.ine "Wire, Copper IWasrnet Wire, Flexible Silk. Cotton and M'orsted Cords for
Incandescent liighting:. > ound and Flat Copper Bars for Station M'orb.

Insnlated Iron Pressure A^'ire.

PATENT "K, K/^TlNpmE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Agentsfor the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

THE GREAT WBSTEEN ElECTBIC SUPPLY COMPANY, CHICAGO, - - SEllISfi AGENTS.

THOS. L. SCOriLL, New York Agent.

h ROCHE
lit and 118 N, itii a,

Alternating

DYNAMOS.
IDG TO 1200 LIGHT.

Installed complete for City
or Town Lighting.

Chicago Oice, Garden City Electric Co.,

267 and 269 Dearborn Street.

ELECTRIC WORKS,

Philadelphia, Penn.

Incandescent

DYNAMOS,
Direct System. '

I TO 1000 light"

Motors
For Arc or incandescent.

Currents from 1-8 to 50 H. P.
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" WHERE PADDY HAD THE HEN."
That's where the TRUST will have YOU when they

freeze out the Opposition.

READTHEFOLLOWING:
THE EFFECT OF THE CONSOLIDATION.

Vice-President lasuU, of the Edison Oeneral Electric Co., has issued a circular letter

to district managers, in which the following is stated: "With reference to the arrange-
ments now being made with the Thomson-Houston company, we desire to assure our
employes that the new organization will need the services of every good man now in our
employ. It is, therefore, important that everyone should continue to make every effort to

secure the largest possible amount of business at the best possible price. The combination
w 11 doubtless result in ultimately lowering prices to customers on all apparatus, but for

the present an agent will be judged, not only for the amount of business secured, but
especially by the terms of payment and favorable prices for the same. It is of great im-
portance that no unprofitable contracts be taken, except as may be absolutely
necessary to prevent tbe business going to companies other than the
Thomson-Houston company. It is essential that only friendly competition with
the Thomson-Houston company should be carried on, and you are requested to report
promptly any action on the part of either your own or the Thomson-Houston company's
agents that is not in conformity with this end. I shall be very glad if you will convey the
substance of this 1-tter to all employes under your control. You will receive due notifica-

tion from the proper department as to your future course with relation to canvassing for
h\i9iness."—Electric Power.

The National Electric Manufacturing Company will sell you a
better machine, and at a lower figure, than you can purchase it from
the Trust. We do not tie you up in a ONE-SIDED contract.

WK^ITE TJS IFOI?. I=>I^IOES,

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

«^H ^ ma — '— N

E. E.& S. COp
EDDY MOTORS,

"PACKARD" LAMPS,
"HELMET" WIRE,

And a Full Line of Electrical Supplies.

931 "The Rookery," 134 East 6th St.,

CHICAGO. ST. PAUL, MINN,
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BALLENGINE
COMPANY,

ENGINE, a
nents, Unequalcd Regulation. Highest \x

AUTOMATIC
CUT-OFF

With New Improvcme
Economy, Durability, Smootti and Qusoi Running.

The Best Euu;iiie lor Kloeitric Li(;l><i

and Kloetric KailwayM.

ERIE, PA. SIMPLE. TRIPIE EXPANSION.

GROSS COMPOUND. TANDEM GOHFODND.

VW V4>HK Ot'FK'K.: IH <'nrllaBdt Mt.
4'III<;A4iiO UKFIOK: UooH 500. "I lir Mtokrry.'
.J. W. I'AIIKI.K .k I O.,
IKOOK, HOKNKKJ

Ij III: l-t , l'lill-.il>-l|.lj|ii, I'a.

NOKTIlWKsTliKN BUI-PLY CO , Tacoiiia, WaMh.
1:. (>. (Ill lli:iIT, .MrhlHiin, Kan.
J. II. UUIC.II ION. an ColiBf^Bj 1M., Bc.mon, .Mafi.

'^iSTEARNS MANUFACTURING CCOleaMMsERIE, PA.
WOODBURYco]vif>i..e:te i'O'wefi f>la.nxs for

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, AutoniaticfNGINES

STREET RAILWAY
and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

BRANCH OFFICES:

1 .NKW VOItK. l:lli I,iln"ll.v ,M.
( rillL.VDKI.rill.V, !II4 Krrxel Itulliliiie.
) «;HICAfi<>. li;il "Til.! Htiofcery."
I .SAN I-R.VNC'IsCO, 3!> ali<l 31 »I)elir .SI.

HO'I ERS OF ANY SIZE FOR ANY DUTY.

inrvrnipQ. k ItOSTON-S. L. Hnit .t Bhi-I. 117 SiKlliiiry Street.
fll]tl1UlDl>. ,.ST. I.OI'I.S-M.I-. .InhiiKloii MHiliiiier; '

Se<'»u(l Street.
SIMPLE AND COMPOUND

CONDENSINGOR NO N -CON D E ri S I NG

The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOULABLT ADAPTED TO DEIVIlfQ

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of its LIgli efficiency at all stages of gate, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of which makes It the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

Cpun COR PATAI finiP illustrating various styles of setting

on both vertical and horlzonttl shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT. 1IIIX,I.IS & TBJtEPIiE,

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Huilders of High Grade

Corliss Engines,

Giddings' Automatics.

Simple, Compouncf, Condensing,

Comploto riaiits Furnished.

Works: SIOUX CITY, lA.

BRANCH OFFICE :

48 S. Canal Street, CHICAGO.

\^Mm.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS <°<° BELLS.
FIJI,!. L,II«E AJLWAfS IK STOCK.

W. B, OSTRANDER & CO..^^^^ 105 and 197 Fulton St., New York.
Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Aye., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Send for New Cataloqdk. Ont Anguat let.

A FURNACE GRATE BAR

That doesn't n I ^\ %J|f P B ^^ secnra
leqairea ^> ka^^ wT b W\. a dranght.

KELLY CRATE,
And for DURABILITY, PERFECT FUEL COMBUSTION and SUPERIOR STEAMINR QUALI-
TIES, IT ins NO EQUAL. It will burn ANY KIND of HARD or SOFT C04L equally well They
are especially adapted for hard, contlnnoui s.'tvlce required hy El.E ^TRIC LIGHTING PLANTS.
We warrant them NOT to WARP, and ti OUTWEAR TWO COMMON GR.\TE.S. When your plant
requires Krates again DON'T he couteut with one that is "tiood enough," but uee the same pumber of
DOLLARS andsecuretheBEST—thatis. THE KELLY' GRATE. Invest a stamp in wriUng UB for
descriptive circular. We will return it. and lell you about our SHAKER GR.A.TE, the only one of Ite
kind made in the United States or any other place.

MIVK CIS A CHADiCE TO BE OF USE TO TOU.

KELLY BROS., - GOSHEN, IND.

INDIVIDUAL ADC LIDHT AND MOTOR CUT-OUT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS.

HAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES FATHENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERY LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY. 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.
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W.P.
THE THOMSOII-IKigSTIN ELECTIIC CO,

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RAILWiT MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

3382 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

THOMSON-HODSTON ELECTRIC CO.,

BostoD Office: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 148 Michigan Ave.
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DID IT EVER STRIKE YOU

That the place to buy soods is of the manufacturei?

We mannfactnre everything in the jxtslj of Electrical Sup-
plies, and qnote mannfactnrer's prices.

WE ARE THE GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS FOR THE

PERKINS ELECTRIC LAMP COMPANY,
And will make you Factory prices*

WE ARE GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS FOR

The Safety Insulated Wire and Cable Company,
And will make you factory prices on all hinds of RUBBER WIRES and CABLES,

laead Encased Gables, Incandescent LanKp Gord.

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS,
54 and 56 Franklin St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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IHCELEGRKAL SUPPLY CO
FACTOR I

E5- CH \ C j\.C% Ci bhancu omcE
AN50NIACONN v^ 1 i i v^v-vvj v^ 244ARCH5TPni

DESIGN PATE^TED.

r

The flcoPD Shaped

SiiDbeam.

This is a design that will be

greatly appreciated for artistic and

decorative work.

Made in all colors.

To fit any socket.

CUT ': SIZE.

The flnsoDia flDDdnciator.

THE LATEST IMPROVED.

Simple in construction —with

few parts.

No Springs. Finely finished.

LONG LIFE-
FULL Cf\NDLE, POWER.

[Requires Ijttl^

Battery pou;?r.

Sinele Magnet.

Gravity Needle.

Sizes in stock:

3-4-5-(i-8 and 10 Numbers.

Either Oak, Cherry or Walnut
Cases.

Larger sizes made to order

promptly.

Those who have used our Shield Brand

Wire appreciate its superiority; others are liable

to confuse it with the many brands of "weather-

proof" wire on the market.

The actual loss of current due
to leakage where a "weather-
proof wire is used, will cost,

each year, several times the

difference in price between such
wire and

Shield Brand Moisture Proof.

:

:

VA.TAI.OGVE XO. 23. CATALOGUE \0. 3t. CATALOGIE JAA.

imrn LIGHT m m\i supplies, electric railway supplies, electric/il house goods.
General Station Supplies, Tables and Formulae. Complete and Fully Illustrated. Telegraph, Fire Alarm, Messenger and School Supplies.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & QUHA PEROHA INSULATING CO.,
HANUFACTLBKRN UF-

VULCAf ZED INDIA-RUBBER

Cat)! .s, to any Specificalion

up to 8,000 Megohms per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES.

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

milltge, FLEXIBLE CORDS,

SILK, HEMP, COTTON, DY-

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

of INCANDESCENT CORES.

THREE and TWO • WIRE

CABLES, to any tpecilica-

tion up to 8,000 Me-

gohms per knot.

CABLES ol High IntulaliM

and Long Lite., all milagd

if you are not acquainted with the merits of Habirshaw Insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 3 1 5 Madison Ave, Cor. 42d St., New York.

%65 FACTORY: Glenwood, Yonkers, Iff. Y.

Western Agents: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Corner Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILU

The Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Go.^

80S CMAMBEB. OF COMMMRCE BUILDING,

CHICKGO. - ILL.

MANUFACTIJKERS OV-

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

In Ordering^ Specify
AGENODES:
The Blectrical Supply Co., Ohio»eo, lU.
The Electrical Supply Oo., AnaonU, Oonn,

W. H. Qordon & Go., New York.
F. ST. Jones & Co., Buffalo, N. T.
The Iron City Eleetrie Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Woodruff-Harris Electric Co., Birmingham, Ala.
UoulsTille Electric Co , liomsyille, Ky

.

Houliston, Hubbard & Co., Oincianati, O.
O. H. Baker & Co., Seattle, Wash.
Julius Andras, MiHraukeo, Wis.

Longf Life Lamps

or High Efficiency

Lamps*
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO.,
FORT "WAYNE, INDIANA.

MANUFACTURERS
of Electric Lighting and Power Systems and Apparatus.

GENERATORS
for Railway and other Motor Circuits.

ARC LIGHTING.

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING,
Alternating and Direct.

METERS. MOTORS. CUT-OUT
Boxes for Arc Circuits, (adopted by the leading companies) and general supplies.

STiNDiRD RAILWAY SYSTEM
AGAIN PROVES ITS SUPERIORITY AT JACKSONyiLLE, ILL.

(C
H.P.JJ V-£]I^STJS

ccW.P.99

A Sixty day test between our heatproof "Standard" equipments and an equal number
of so-called "W. P." motors, resulted in our getting increased order—Which proves—"WHAT?

FACTS ^Ei^sTJs THEORY.

Incandescent Djnaiios, Stationary Motors, and Supplies of Every Description,

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
f

917-918 MONADNOCK BUILDING,
CHICAGO, ILL.

F. I. STONE,
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
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1

» Switch-boards are equipped with

AJAX SWITCHES.
Write for Pdcea. C. S. VAN NDIS, 136 LibBily St., Hew York.

7^t flje parting of tlje Ways"

^eorge (otter.

CHicAe"o.

r^oTE. - |f t})e (Tjaking and poshing

a jev/ selected devlcea i* worth ail

Toy time .wont if pay y*u to learn

about Jbem ?

711

THE BEACON LAMP.
IT IS

PERFECTION.

Ask jonr nearest
Supply Honse
for It.

leacon Vacuum Pump & Electrical Co.,
IBVIN6TOK STBEET, BOSTON, MASS.

THE
Easton Electric Co.,

atANOFAGTUKKBS OP

ARC DYNAMOS,
INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS.

GUARANTEED AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

ARC LA-MPS for BBe on Arc or Incandescent
Circuits, Motors and Generators for all purposes.

Estimates fnrnislied npon all kinfls of wort.
For new price list and information address

647 Kent Ave.,Brooklyn,N.Y.
(Near Roosevelt, Grand and East 23d Street

Ferries from New York.)

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, NEW YORK,

MAMUFACTUEERS, IMPORTEES AMD DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies

OF All DE8CEIPTI0NS.

Telegraph, Telephone,
[Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

KEY FOE CAPACITY TESTS. Llnc Material.
WE OWS AND OPERATE THE

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHERE WE MANUFACTURE A FULL LINE OP

Test Instrnments and all Scieatiflc Measurement Apparatus.

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
r Manafactared by the •

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
NEW TORK CITY, Chaa. E. Chspin, I'M Liberty

Street.
CHICAGO, ILL., The Electrics! Bnglneerlng A

SnpulyCo., 931 The Rookery.
ST. PAUL. MINN., The Electrical Englneerlag

& Supply Co.

OMAHA, NEB., B. B.Dowoe, 1<1^ gbeely Block.
ST. LOUIb, MO., St. Louis EJecirlcjil Sapply Co.
SAN FRANCISCO, r AL., Imemmtlonal BiMtrIc

.Sapply & CODBtrnctloQ Co.
CINcfNNATT, OHIO, Glover Electric Co.. 17»

WeHtSth Street.
LOUISVILLE, ST., Smlthara & DitIi.

E. E. KELLER. P. E. DRGEXUARDT.

Keller & Degenhardt,
electrical engineers.

542 Rookery Bids'., Chicag'O, 111.
THE ONLY BUREAU OF ELECTRICAL INFORMATION IN THE WORLD'S FAIR CITY.

r^'ulliN^C^H^TvE'k }Bue.ne.. Ma..ger..

The

iDternatioDal OKONITE COMPANY, LODTED.

[TBAgg MftRllI

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES iiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Ul«.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.
OI<onite Waterproof Tape.

BRANCBB&: Clil«*g«>, Boston, PtiiladelplUa, MlnneBpollA, ClnoljanAtl. KwMaa dtr.
Omaha, I.oalsirilIe, St. lioals, San Franoleoo, X.ondon and So. America.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PiiNTS.

ESTIMATES AND DRAWINGS srBMrrTKD.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
Painted Post, N. Y.

REPRESENTATIVES

:

Julian Scholl & Ct., 126 Liberty St., New Y»k.
Geo. D. Hoffman, 82 Lake St., Chicago, III.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., newyork. '

AGENTS:
W. B. Pe-rson & Co., Home Ins. Bids.. Chicago, 111.

Thos. G. Smirh -Tr.. HammoDd Bid",, Cinclnnaei, Ohio.
W. ". Day, 128 0llTer St., Boston, Mats.
A. M. More « Co., CommPrcial Bldg.. St. LonlA, Uo.
Hy. e Broe. & Co., Lewis Block, Pltteburg, Pa.
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
-MANUFACTURERS OF THE-

For

Lighting

and

Power

Circuits.

The ONLY Meter that Registers the Actual Power Consumed.

NUMBER IN USE JANUARY 1, 1891 1,159.
NUMBER IN USE APRIL 1, 1892 14,404-

Absolutely Reliable when correctly adjusted and properly installed.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue No. 7,007.

TE:STinivi:03^I.A-IL.S:
GERMANTOWN, PA., April 29, 1892.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
GENTLEMEN:—Replying to your inquiry of the 2let

lampleased to say the THOMSON RECORDING "WATT
METERS in use by us are giving us no trouble in any way.
Repairs are so insignificant as not to need mentioning. We
are using a great many, both on Direct and Alternating
Currents, to our great satisfaction. Yours truly,

GERMANTOWN ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,

(Signed) Chas. M. Allen, Supt.

LANSING, MICH., AprU 6, 1892.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.,
BOSTON, MASS.

GENTLEMEN:—Answering yours of the 31st regard-
ing the THOMSON-HOUSTON RECORDING WATT ME-
TERS, would say that we are well pleased with them so far,

and consider them better than anything else we have tried.

Yours truly,

LANSING ELECTRIC LIGHT «&;POWER CO.,

(Signed) E. F. Oooley, Supt.

Thomson-Houston Eleetrie Co.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

WESTERN OFFICE,

148 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
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American Desk *& Beating Co. . x I
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For Sale x, xii, xiii
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Greeley& Co., The E. S 1

Gregory. Clias. E xii

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co xiv
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Hill Clutch Works xviii

Hine Eliminator Co
Holmes, Booth & Hayden8....xvii
Hunt Machine Co., Rodney... xiv

Hussey & Co
Ide & Son, A. L xiii

Illinois Electric Lamp Co xv
India Rubber & Guita Percha

Insulating Co xxiii

Institute of Technology xv
Interior Conduit& Insulation Co. . x
International Okonite Co i

Jewell Belting Co 1

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W xv
Kartavert Mfg. Co xiv

Keller & Degenhardt i
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Lake, J. H. & D
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Law Telephone Co xiii

Leclancbe Battery Co., The xiv

Lefmann, Julius xvi

Leffel «& Co., Jas x

Link Belt Machinery Co x
Loud.H.M.&SonsLumberCo. xiv

LovellMfg. Co., Ltd xiii

Morse & Co., A. M xii

Munsell & Co., Eugene xiii

Murphy, T. J xvii

National Carbon Co xiv

National Electric Mfg. Co
l^ew York Insulated Wire Co. . xvi

New York & Ohio Co 1

Ostrander & Co., W. R xix

Page Belting Co
Partrick & Carter Co xvi

Pearson & Co., W. B xviii

Pelton Water Wheel Co xiv

Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co. ix

Perry & Noyea xii

Phoenix Glass Co xiv

Pierce, Jr., Joslah xiii

Porter-Leavitt Elec. Motor Co. xiii

Powell Co., The Wm
Premier Electric Co., The x
Pumpelly, J. K
Queen & Co xiii

Racine Hardware Mfg. Co
Rae, Frank B xv

Railway Equipment Co Ix

Hies Electric Specialty Co x

Kocklord Electric Mfg. Co xii

Koebllng's Sons Co., J. A x

Rose Elec. Light Supply Co. . xiii

Kos(^ rolytochnic Iiistituto xiii

lioyal Electric Co
Samson Cor^hige Works xii

Sawyer-Man Electric Co iv

Schlndel & Schlndel
Schoonmaker, A. O xii

Schuyler Electric Co xviii

Short Electric Railway Co Iv

Shultz Belting Co xviii

Sioux City Engine Works xix

Smith, A. T ,

Smith, Thos. G. Jr
Somofl, J. L
Sperry Elec. Mining Mach. Co. xvi

Standard Paint Co x

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co viii

Star Electrlx Co xiv

Steams Mfg. Co xix

Sterling, W.C xv
StUweli &BlerceMfg. Co. . ilv.xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co . . .xxiil

Taylor Engine Co
Tnomflon-HoustonElec, Co. .. ii, xx
Union Hardware Co xii

U. 8. Electric Lighting Co..
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co. xii

Van Nuls C. 8 i

Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Waddell-Entz Company xii

Wannopee Pottery Co xix
Wanted xiii

Wefctera Electric Co x
Westlnghouse Elec. andMfg Co xi

Weston Engine Co i

Williams Engine Works xii

Woodhouae & Rawson, Ltd. . .
.

Worthlngton, Henry R xii

CUSSIFIED LIST.

Anniuiclatora

.

Central Electric Go.
Detroit Electrical WorkB-
Electrical Conatmctlon Co., Tbe.
Electrical Snpplv Co., The-
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.

Enapp Electrical Worba.
Oatrander & Co.,W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Arc liUUpB.
BeggTB. J. E., Moby. & Sapply Co.
Braeli ElectricCo.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Eaeton Electric Co.
Electric Cona. A Snpply Co.
Fort W^Be ElectrlcCo.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
R086 Electric Light Supply Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Weettnghonae Electric & Mtg. Co.
Weatern 'Electric Co.

Arc lilffbt Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Samson Cordage Works.

BattencB,
Central fl^ectrlc Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co.,Tlie.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Law Telepnone Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Premier Electric Co., The.
Pumpelly, J. K,
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Law Telephone Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Western Electric Co.

BeUS. Jfileetrlo.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical tiapply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., TheB. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. K.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bolls, Jnasneto.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Greeley & Co., The K.B.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partefck A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Beltlnc.
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Page Belling Co.
Staoltz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Lane & Bcdley Co., The.
Stearna Mfg. Co.
vVeston Engine Co.

Boobs, filectrlcal.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Brass Goods.
Powell Co., The Wm.

Bnrelar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works,
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co.,The S. b.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Insulated Wire.)

Cables, Electric. (See Insulated
Wire ), Copper,Sheetand Bar.
Roebilngs Sons Co., J. A.
Western Electric Co.

Carbons, Points and Plates.
Brush Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Globe Carbon Co.
Knapp Electrical Worftu.
National Carbon Co.
Western Electric Co,

Clatcbes, Frletion,
FutlN Rlvel .t Muchine Co.
uiii OiDtch Woriu.
Lake, J. B. A D.

Cordnse.
Sameou Cordage Works.

Conntractlou ana ttepalrs.
Ariilrue, JulluM.
(;iili:aK" Klectrlc Motor Co.
Eli'ctric CoriH. & .Suj)ply i o.

Electrical Oonetrucilon Co., The,
Knapp Electrical WorkB.
Kii.S Fmnk It-

Sriilth/riiue. o. Jr.

Weeterii Electric Co.
Contractom, Rlectrlc Ijicht,
60x1.06 Plants and Klectrlo
allwayn.

Aiii'-ricuri EiiKl"f ''"

Ball Engine co.
Ball A Wood Co., The.
Bryan, W. 11.

Bmeh Electric Co.
"C. .V C." El'-(:tri-: Motor (.'o.

Detroit Eleccricai WorkB.
Diamond ElecLrlr Mfg. Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Coni. A Supply Co.
Electrical Ecg. & Snpply Co.
P^allH Rivet & Machine Co.
Heisler Electric Co.
Keller & Degenhardt.
Lake Erie Engineering Works.
Lanw & Bodley Lo., The.
La Roche Electric Works.
Morse & Co., A. M.
Pearson & Co., W. B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Rockford BlectrlcManufactnringCo.
Royal Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway do.
Sioux City Engine Works.
Smith, ThOB. G. Jr.

Taylor Engine Co,
Thomson-Houeton Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Weetinghouee Electric <& Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
We.'ston Engine Co.
Williams Engine Works.

Cnpper Wires and Tapes,
Central Electric Co.
CreBcent Ine. Wire & Cable Co.
Cntter, Geo,
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Suppjy Co., The,
Enierpriee Electric Co.
Great Western Elec. Snpply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonite Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Roebfing's Son's Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co.
Schindul & Schlndel.

Cnt-Oats and Switehea.
;

Andrae, Julius. i

Bryant Electric Co.
I

Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cntter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Suoftjy Co., The.
Enlerprise Electric ( o.

Hart k Hegeman Mfg. Co., The.
Knaop Electrical Worka.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Star Electrii Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Van Nuts, G. S.

OynamOS-
Brush Electric Co.
''C. & C." Electric Motor Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Easton Electric Co.
Electrical Ene- & Snpply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Gregory, Chas. E.
Heisler Electric Go.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lovell Mfg. Co., Ltd.
National Electric Manufacturing Go.
RockfordElectricManufacturingCo.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
Weatlnghouee Electric* Mfg. Co.

Electric I^a-va €9 as Tips.
Smith, A. T:

Klectrlc RaU^rays.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Rae, Frank B.
Short Electric Railway Go.
Thomson-Houaton Electric Co.
WeatinghoTiBe Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and UecliaDical
Ensineers.
Brvan, W. H.
Pierce, Josiah Jr.

Rae, Prank B.
Electrical Instrunents.
Central Electric Go.
Electrical Supply Cq^ The.
Greeley & Co., The B. 8.

Western Electric Co.
Electrical Jbitellleence.
Bryan W. H.
Keller & Degenhardt.
Rae. Frank B.

Electrical Specialties.
Andrae, Jnliua.
Bryant Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cntter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric Enffineering ife Supply Co.
Enterprise Electric Co.
HuBsey & Co.
Ries Electric Specialty Co., The.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.

Electroliers and i^omblna-
tlon t'ixtiires.
Baggot, E.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Thomson-HotLBton Blecteic Co.

Electro-Platlnff naolULnes.
Brush Electric Co.
D^rolt Electrical Works.
EAson General Electric Co.
Thomson-HouBton Electric Co.

Elevators.
I^Ink Belt Machinery Oo.

Knclaes. Hteaai.
American Engine Co.
Halt KDKlDt Cu.
B&ll A Wood Co., Tke.
Ide ic Son. .\ L.
Lake Brie LugloferinK Workc .

I,«nft* Bodi»yCo , Th'--.

Mof;«& Co., A. M.
Pearaoo & Co., W.B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Smllh.Thod. G. Jr.
Sloui (;Uy Engine Works.
Ht«arnB Mfg. Co.
Taylor Engine Co.
Wemon Enf,'ine Go.
WilllamB Engine Co.

Fan Outntn.
C, .'.: I'.'- El-"lrM' M'.t'.r < .

ChicuL'o lile'jtric Motor c '.j.

Emere-.n El-ctric Mf^^^ u.

I'reiuler Electric Co., TIim.

Sunley Electric Mig. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarais.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
PartrlcK & Carter Co.
Western Electric Go.

Friction Cones.
Evans Friction Gone Co.

Fnrna'^e fcirate Bars.
Kelly BroB.

Fnse Wire.
Electrical Snpply Oo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Snerry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

das Atlvbtlnff, ^eetrle.
Boston Klectrlc Co.
Detroit Elecirlcal Works.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

General Electrical Bnpplles.
Andrae, Jnllus.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec Co.
Boston Electric Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central EJeotric Co.
GonBolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Gutter, Geo.
Cntter Electrical & Mfg. Go.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Slectrlc Go.
Electric Cone. & Snpply Go.
Electric Engineerlng& Snpply Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enleroiise Electric Co.
Hart it Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Ureeley &Go.,TheE. a.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Ltica Elec. Mfg. & Snpply Co.
Western Electric Co.

dlobes and Eleetrieal Cl^lass-
ware.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Phoenix Glass Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Dixon Crncible Co , Jos.
Hard Kabber Gooob.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Insnlators and insnlatinc
Slaterlals.
Andrae, Julius.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Cu.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg, Co., The.
Cuflhing, P. W.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co,
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co. -

Bart & Hegeman Mfg, Co.
Interior CCmaolt & Insuiatlon Co.
International Okonlto Co., The.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Kartavert Mtg. Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
Hew York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wannopee Pottery Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated iVires and Cables.
Maffnet 'Wire.
Central Electric Co,
Crepcent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Gushing, P. W.
Cntter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works,
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Qp., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Holmes, Booth & H^aydens.
International Okonite Co., The.
India Rubber & Gatta Percha Insu-
latlngCo.

Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Koebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.

liamps. Incandescent.
Beacon Vacuum Pump k Elec. Co.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cntter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Edison (General Electric Co.
Electric Engineering & Snpply Co.
Electrical Eng. & Snnply Uo.
Electrical SupBlv Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Go.
Illtnoia Electric Lamp Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Hew York and Ohio Co.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Somofl, J. L.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomaon-Hooaton Electric Go.

Unbricators.
PoweUCo.,The Wm.

aiavnet Wire.
(See Inaulated Wire.)

Sleelianical aiaelLinery,
Ferracute Machine Co.

aiedleal Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Partrlek A Carter Co.

ailca.
Bowers Bros.
Johns Mfg. CO..H. W.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
Schoonmaker, A, C.

Ine MUrnalH. Electric.
[>«troU Bl»ctrtca! Worka.

HlnlBB Apparatns, Kleetrte.
Edison Ovneral ]Sif»ctrlc Co.
Thomson-flOQstoQ Klectrlc Co.
SMrry Elec Mlolog Machine Co.
WeetlDehotiM ElAcblc A Utg. Co.

Hetors.
BruHh ElectrlcCo,

('. X '.'.' Klectrlc Motor Co,
Crocker- Wbeeler Electnc cu,
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Dlamou'l KU-ctrIc Mfg. Co.
Kn-toi. Kl---c!r)ij <o.
EdlAon General Electric Co.
Electrical Eog. h Hooplj Co.
KmerHon El^-ctric Mf*. Co.
l.a Roche Electric Works,
Lfjvell Mfg. Co. Ltd.
I'ort'T-LeavItt Electric Motor Co
I'rf-ini'-r EkjrtricCo.
K^'ckford Electric Manofactarinr Co.
Royal Electric Co.
TbomBon-HouBtOD Blactrtc Co.
\\'a<i'lell-KDt/. '.'jmijany,
WeBtingbouae Electric « Mfc Co.

Nanif PlatfH.
H^t.k-r MfL' Co., John.

OfHce Farnltnre.
American Desk & Seating Co.
Andrews A Co., A. H.

Oil Cops.
Powell Co.. The Wm,

Oil PnrlflpTS.
Graviir ParlHer Co.

Pins and UracUets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Load, H. M. & Sons' Lumber Co.
P.aih^ay Equipment Co,
Schlndel & Sbindel.
Weatern Electric Co.

Foles.
Central Blectrlo Go.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Lefmann, JuUub.
I/ond, H. M. & Sons' Lumber Co.
Railway Efjuipment Co.
Schindel <fc SchlndeL
SterUng.W. C.

Porct-laio.
Wannopee Pottr-ry Co.

pnbllahers, Jblectrieal.
Electrician Publishing Go,

PnSlL Buttons.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Kpapp Klecjrlpal Worka.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

ISallways. Electric.
(See electric railways.)

Becordins Pressure Ganees.
Bristols' Mfir. Co., The.

Bf^olatin^ Mockets.
Ries Electric SpeciaKy Co.

Securities, Electrical.
Perry k Noyes.

Separators, Steam.
Hine Eliminator Co.

Sill£ Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J".

SpeabJnK Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander &Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Qneen & Co.

StcBm Pumps.
Wortblngton, Henry R.

Supplies, JElectrlc BaUway,
Detroit Electrical Works.
Johns Mfg. Co., fl. W.
Railway Equipment Co.
Schindel & Schlndel.

Tapes, Insnlatinir.
Andrae, Julias.
Central Electric Go,
Gushing, P. W.
Crescent Ins Wire & Cable Co.
Eaatem Electric Gable Co.
Bdiflon General EJectric Co.
Electrical SupplyTo., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha In-
sulating Go.

International Okonite Co., The.
Hew York Insulated Wire Co,
Standard Paint Co.

Tele^rapli Apparatus.
Central Electric Co,
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The,
Greeley & Co,, The E. 8.
Knappj:kctrlcal Works.
Werarn Elecmc CD.

Telepbones, Electric
Detroit Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Central ElecEnc Co.
Electrical Snpply Co^The,
Greeley * Co., The B. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Qjieen & Co.
Weatern Electric Co.

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
national ElectricManufacturing Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
WeBtinghonse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Samflou Cordage Worka.

Trucks. Electric Car.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co,
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Hoaaton Electric Co.
Weatlnghouee Electric & Mtg. Ca

Turbine Wkeels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Hunt Machine Co., Rodney.
StllweU & Bierce Jftfg. Oo.

TypeTvriters.
Densmore Typewriter Co.

Universities,
Institute of Technology.
Rose Polvtechinc luatitnte.

Wa»er Wheels.
Leffel & Co.. The Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

Wire, Bare.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Electrical Snrply Co.
Holmes. Booth & Haydens.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Railway Equipment Co.
RoertUne's --nus' Co.. J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co,
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OFFERS A FULL LINE OF

APPLIANCES FOR OVERHEAD CONSTRUCTION,

6EARLESS AND SINGLE REDUCTION MOTORS,

IMPROVED RAILWAY GENERATORS,

Workmanship, Efficieiicy and Successful Operation Guaranteed.

Mills Building, NEW YORK. Monadnock Building, CHICAGO.

JTEW XOBK IiAUP FAGTOBf, Capacity itO.OOO per day.

LAMPS
8 C. p. to 1 50 C. P. 45 Volts to 1 25 Volts. To Fit Principal Sockets.

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUT-OUTS
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

WRITE ITOE. CATAIvOG-U'E,

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.,
620 Atlantic Avenue, 510-534 West 23d St., Pullman Building,

BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.
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IRON BOX BELL
Has Platinum Points, Double Magnets,

Steel Hammer, and is

FIRST CLASS IN EVERY RESPECT,
Send for a sample and special prices. On receipt of them you will send

us your orders.

Nickel mouth pieces for speaking' tube, -with or -without indicator, -we
offer at price not met -with else-where.

We have a large stock of annunciator and office wire,

and all electric hell supplies at bottom prices.

Central Electric Company,
116 and 118 FRANKLIN ST, CHICAGO, ILL.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELECTRIC QENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

IncandesGeDGe Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

Clxicai^o Office:
225 Dearborn Street. 115 Broadway.
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Xhe "C & C"

Announces a Very Great Reduction in the Price of

—For the Summer of 1892.

—

The Machines are Kept in Stock Wound for

110, 220 and 500 VOLTS. 6.5, 9.5 ed 20 Amperes.

Send to any of onr General OfB.ces for New Prices.

CHICAGO, 201 Madison St.

NEW YORK, 402-404 Greenwich St.

BOSTON, 83 Oliver St.

PORTLAND, ORE., 55 N. Front St.
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GETTHE BEST.
a.
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W. R. BRIXEY, General Manager and Eastern Agent,

166 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

F. W. GUSHING, General Western Agent.

225 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS,
San Francisco.

CALIFORNIA AGENTS FOR

JULIUS ANDRAE,
Milwaukee.

WISCONSIN AGENT FOR

HOUUSTON, HUBBARD & CO..

CINCINNATI AGENTS
FOR

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC CO..

3 1 3 & 3 1 5 Dearborn St.,

LOCAL CHICAGO AGENTS FOR
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EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
EDISON BUILDING, BROAD STREET, NEW YORK. P

EDISON SYSTEM OF LIGHT AND POWER.
SKFBST! BEST! CHEAPESTI

INCOMBUSTIBLE APPLIANCES. MEASURING INSTRUMENTS.

DYNAMOS.

5 SAFETY DEVICES.

.l^^Mpl
MOTORS.

'.*i^'

« WIRE, CABLES. ^

f °

EDISON
LAMP AND SOCKET, STREET RAILWAYS. EDISON

UNDERGROUND TUBES.

FOR PRIGES, ADDRESS NEAREST DISTRIGT OFFIGE.

DISTRICT OFFICES.
CANADIAN: Edison Building, 77 Bay Street, Toronto, Can. PACIFC COAST: Tdison Building, 1 12 Bush Street. San Francisco, Cal.

CENTRAL: 173 and 175 Adams Street. Chicago, III. . . PACIFIC NORTHWEST: Fleischner Building. Portland. Oregon.

EASTERN: Edison Building, Broad Street, New York. ROCKY MOUNFAIN: Masonic Building. Denver, Colo.

NEW ENGLAMD: 25 Otis Street, Boston, Mass.
MEXICAN AND SOUTH AMERICAN DEPT.: Edison Building. Broad Street, New York. EUROPEAN OFFICE: 34 Victoria Street, Westminslsr. London. S.W., England.

STANLEY PRIMARY FUSE ROX.
ITS SPEGIAL FEATURES ARE:

Absolute Safety in replacing

fuses on a live line.

Inability of Arc being sus-

tained, and following

from one terminal

to the other.

Impossibility of short cir-

cuit by Arc following from

one pole to the other, the

two fuses being in entirely

separate chambers.

INEXPENSiye. 1 S"sL°=''SaT.r'eVa"cS: ! DURHBLE.
If -wanted., ttie Stanley XrOiIlsfOrmer is fxiriilslied. -OT-ittL tills fu.se Tdo^: separate,

instead, of on. tlie transformer, at tlie same price-

Western Agents,

The Electrical Supply Gompany.

Randolph St. and Michigan Ave.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

PiTTSFiELD, Mass.
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A New Lamp SocketWith Every Advantage.

Durable and Effective Contact.
Plenty of Room for Knot in the Cord.
Strong on Fixtures; the Cap, With Bayonet
Lock, Projecting over the shell.

The Dovetail Ceiling Rosette.

'rl'c'f^i
j
(7«>f^fe\A ^^^^ MOULDINCI, CLEAT

L2. r i _ \_:j ^ J/^^fi^ j^^ Bcre'w driver u
AND CONCEALED WORK.

used in adjusting cap.

For Sale by Supply lloaeep, or by-

No. 103. Conceali-d Work.
Tie Periins Electric Switch Mfg. Company,

p. O. Box 816. HARTFORD, CONN. T-H and t« ciiiiu.lioaMc HI3 Ic.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
11 Adams St., CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

X^ro-TJCipt Sli.ipi:n.cr3.ts.

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,

Mf. R. MASON, Genl Mgr. CHICAGO.
THE MOST PERFECT

FAN MOTOR
and the only successful one on the market
for the Alternating Current.
Send for descriptive circular and price

of the

"MESTON ALTERNATING
FAN MOTOR."

It is not a toy, but a strong, well built,

durable machine. Maximum speed 1,700
revolutions per minute. Can be regulated
by moving a lever to as slow speed as de-

sired, and flow of current Is regulated
accordingly. Commutator brushes feed
up automatically and are guaranteed for

three months' wear at constant use, ten
hours per day. Manufacured only by

T]ieEMersflnEliiciricl[fg.Cfl., siLfliigo.

WE MAJ^UFACTURE

SOCKETS
For all Standard Systems.

Porcelain or Rubber Key.

PRICES ON APPLICATION.

Electric Engineering& Supply Co.,
S-S-XI..A.OT7SXI, 350-. I-., XT. S. .A..

NEW YORK OFFICE: Send for Catalogue of our
13G liiberty St., F. C. TIUPSOK.IIaiiager. Specialties.

''A MEANS TO AN END.' THE USE
k%

OF THE BUCKEYE"

A Lamp of

DISTINCTION!

A Handsome Lamp!

SAMPLES FREE. TRADE

Have ytu seen the

COILED Filament ?

l^ARK.

LxAMP
To Secure

a Brilliant Light

of 800 to

4,000 Hours'

Duration, and a

PROFITABLE
Year's Business.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO.,
257 THE ARCADE, 437 "THE ROOKERY,"

CLEVELAND, O. CHICAGO, ILL.

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANUFACTUKEKS OP

ll

SHAFTING. ETC.

Special attention given to tPie

Complete Equipment of
Electric Plants.

BRANCH ( 8 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.
OFFICES • S 520 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.

18 Cortlandt St. , NEW YORK.
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FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS, IS BEING UNIVERSALLY ADOPTED.

THE RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO., Sole Patentees and Manufacturers, BALTIMORE, MD.

BOSTON ELECTRIC COMPANY,
548 Washington St., Boston.

Sole owners and manafactnrera of the

Celebrated Double Armature

AUTOMATIC BURNERS,
Universally acknowledged to be H.INC< of all antomatic
bnmers, and the only reliable burner of the kind In the
market.

We Btill lead in the manufactnre of

Mu\ or Hani-LiiMlDg &as Mmi
and are headquarters for every description of Gas Light
ing Specialties.

Always State Quantity when Writing for Prices.

ANTIQUE FINISH DESK,
Four and a half feet long.

.*, Send for complete catalogues o*
t^ office fitiin^a,

AMERICAN DESK ADD SEATIBG CO..
270-373 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO

LINK n^ BELTING.
The Best. Now the Cheapest.

REDUCED PRICE LIST
of d rive be]t& other Specialties forElepators,C<mrfyors<&
ilacliinery forlianciliiiennyinaterial in bulk orpackage.
LUK £ELT BACflUEEf CO., 3901 Stewart Ave., Cbicaeo.

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,—91.00.

—

Three 500 Lt. T.-H. Dynamna, Compound Wound,
110 volt, with Base, Rheostat and Ammeter.

Two 1,000 Lt. Fort Wayne Alternators, complete.
Two 25 Lt. American 2,000 C. P. Arc Dvnamoa.
One 50 Lt. Sperry 2,000 C. P. Arc Dyna'mo.
One fiOO Lt. Edieon Dynamo—not the lateat style.
Twelve Knowlea 12 Lt. Arc Dynamos with Lamps.
Nine 30 Lt.Westinghouee Arc Machines, 2,000 C. P.
One 30 LL Brush Dynamo, 1,200 C. P.
One 60 Lt Vandepoele Arc Machine, with two

Armatures and 35 Double 2,000 C. P. Lamps.

Twelve 50 Lt Schuyler Dynamos, 2,000 0. P.
One 20 Lt. U. S. Arc Machine with, 20 Single

Lamps.
One 300 Lt. tJ. S. Dynamo, 110 volt, with com-

plete Station Fixtures.
One 300 Lt. U. S. Dynamo, EO volt, no Fixtures

but Base.
One 200 Lt. Mather Dynamo, 110 volt, no Fixtures

but Base.
Sii 30 Lt. Eicelalor Dynamos, Arc, 2,000 C. P.,

with Single Lamps,

THE JOHN E. BEGGS MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO., 74 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK .

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
Ui Uf 155 Green 8L, Green Point, BROOKLM, 5.

1

MANinPACrOBT OB"

Non-CondQCtlve Blocks, Rosettes and Bases for Cut-Outs
and Switches; also Insulators. Cleats, Lamp Trim-

mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Our production Is a dense body. The glazing and body
of our ware are of eame composition, and are baked
alike, which are the features of

TBUE HASD POBCEIiAHV.

l'^^i!water wheels
liu Stvles and Sizes. Upriclit and Horizontal.

30 YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
affords every fiicility for making them.

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, iVIining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
Plants of all kinds driven by them. Easy workinp eatps. We guarantee

highest power, with smallest quantity of water, at full and part gates ; in-

suring easy regulation and sleadj' motion. Successfully operating under
heads of 2 to 400 feet. Write us for fine pamphlet and slate your wants.

THE JAMES LEFFEL 6l CO.
110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY-SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, U. S. A.

INSULATED WIRE
FOR ELECTRICAI. PURPOSES.

MAGNET WIRE, OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRE,
LEAD COVERED CABI^ES,

COPPER WIRE, TELEGRAPH WIRE.
Send for Catalogne. ADDRESS

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO.
CHICAGO, 173 Iiake St. TBENTON, H. J.
BAN gBAXCISCO, 85 & «» Fremont St. MEW YOBK, 117 Mberty 8t.

PREMIER BATTERY FAN MOTOR.
Patented Jnne !0, 1885.

No. 1 Motor and Fan, $3.00.

No. 2 Motor, 2 or 4 Volts, $4.00.

No. 3 Motor, 4 or 6 Volts, $5.00.

will rnn 5 ta 8 Inch FauB efficiently, Model or

Light Machinery, etc.

TH^ PREMIER BATTERY $1.75.

THE PREMIER ELECTRIC CO.,

17 and 19 TVhlpple 8t„ BrooUlyn, 5f. T.

Insulating Compounds,

Armature Varnish,

Insulating Tape and

Insulating Papers.
p. & B. Products are all thoroughly water, acid
and alkali proof. Send for our latest Circular.

'I The Standard Paint Go.,
Sole Manufacturers, 2 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.

INTERIOR CONDUITS Tie SoMoD Of tie FroMei of Sale Gnariia

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for whatsoever purpose employed, is to

be found in ttie

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
HTERIOR AKD UNDERGRODin)

MANUPACTIJEED BT

T Tff TE S. I O ^^

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
uinoKC J B27 to B31 W. 34th St.,
WORKS:

j 526 to 628 W. 36tll St.,

General Offices: 42 & 44Bioail St, ,M Yort

Ttios. Day & Co., 222 Sntter St., San Francisco, Cat
Mountain Electric Co., Denver Colo.
American Elect. Supply Co., '^-'6 Pearl St., Buffalo,N T.
Putnam, (iav & Co., 27 E. Main St., Rochester, N. Y.
Glover EiecL Co., 127 W. Hh St., Cincinnati, O.
Chae. Gabriel, Saginaw. Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Suppiv Co.,

110 Earoune St., New Orleans, La.
Walker & Kepler, 531 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Construction Co., Pittaburgh, P*.
Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111.TRADE-MARE

Annunciators, Bells, Pushes,

Speaking Tube, Battery, Patterson Cable,

^Electric Light Apparatus—Arc and Incandescent,

American District Telegraph Apparatus,

Telegraph Instruments, Testing Instruments,
^^~- Insulated Wires, Line Supplies, Tools and

Other Electrical Appliances.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
( AHKS, EBEBT & CO., St. FanI, BUhb.

Selling Agents!') STAXDAKD ELECTBICALi WOBKS, Clnelnnatl, Ohio.
( nOCNTAIX ELECTBIC CO , DenTer, Colo.

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.
I NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Greenwich 8ts.
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WESniSE ELECTIIC i MFB, 00,

NOTICE!!!
The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company will at its

own cost and expense defend any and all suit or suits that may be in-

stituted by any party against purchasers for the alleged infringement
of patents, when such alleged infringement shall consist in the use of

apparatus manufactured and sold by it.

We call the attention of users of electric railway and lighting apparatus to the attempts being made by the Bdison-
Thomson-Houston electric combination, or Trust, to secure, by threat and otherwise, a monopoly of the electric lighting

and power business, which they are not entitled to, and cannot secure by means of their patents. If they could succeed in

frightening users into entering into contracts binding them to take only the apparatus supplied by the Trust, then such
users would be subject to a contract which they might have some difi&oulty in setting aside.

A proposed contract submitted by the Trust to one of our customers indicates that they intended to bind such cus-

tomer to use exclusively apparatus manufactured by the Trust, and on such terms and for such prices as the Trust might
name from time to time; and it is a fair presumption that the Trust would exact a margin of profit greatly above what is

generally considered a fair manufacturing profit, in order to pay dividends on their immense capitalization (fifty million

dollars capital stock, ten millions of which is preferred) and the interest on the proposed issue often millions of bonds.

The users of electric lighting and power apparatus, however, by refusing to purchase, except upon the terms and
conditions on which they ordinarily purchase machinery, i. e., with the right to go into the open market unhampered to

purchase their future supplies, or repairs, or alterations (as they should do), will always be free to select the best appar-
atus and details.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company sells all of its apparatus and makes all of its contracts on the

above basis, and has never done otherwise, relying for future sales upon the merit of its apparatus.

We suggest the following as worthy of your careful consideration :

1. Enter into no contract with any electric light or power company except with respect to each purchase, and see

that there are no hidden limitations or unreasonable provisions.
2. See that every contract contains a clause substantially as follows, for your protection as to patent matters,

'which clause is inserted in all of our contracts:
" The company shall at its own cost and expense defend any and all suit or suits that may be instituted by any

party against the purchaser for the alleged infringement of a patent or patents, when such alleged infringement shall

consist in the use of any apparatus, machinery or device, or parts thereof, manufactured or sold by the company, for

which the purchaser shall have made all payments when due, provided that immediate notice of the institution of such
suit or suits be given in writing by the purchaser to the company, and that the purchaser shall permit the company,
through its counsel, to defend the same, and shall give all needed information, assistance and authority to enable the

company to do so, and thereupon, in case of an award of damages in such suit or suits, the company shall pay such award,
Ijut the company shall not be bound to defend any such suit or suits, nor to pay any dam.ages therein when the same shall

arise by reason of the use of parts not furnished by the company."
3. Bear in mind that the agents of the Trust and its stockholders are numerous, and that specious arguments may

be advanced, and threats used, to induce you to bind yourself to purchase apparatus only of the Trust.
4. If users of electric apparatus will act judiciously, then no Trust or Combination can expect to receive a higher

price for apparatus than is warranted by fair competition.
When the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company entered upon the manufacture of railway

apparatus, the price charged by the present members of the Trust was about $3,500.00 per car equipment. One-half of

the above figure is the asking price to-dsy, and this reduction has been brought about by competition.

WHAT THE TRUST WOULD CHARGE IF THERE WERE NO COMPETITION.

The members of the Electric Trust (Thomson-Houston, Edison General, Fort Wayne and Brush Companies) made
bids for the incandescent lighting of the World's Fair, in each instance amounting to about $1,800,000.00, and they have
since ofifered to do the same work for $560,000.00, the result of our competition.

We invite the co-operation and support of all users of electrical apparatus, who desire to have the benefits of
competition.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.Pittsburg, Pa., April 29, 1892.

Agents for Canada: AHEARN & SOPER, Ottawa, Ontario.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANUTACTtTKED BT

WM. BROOKFIKLD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

Second-Hand Dynamos
FOR SALE CHEAP.

We have a number of Dynamos and Motors
nearly new, which we will sell at a low price,

amone the number being two 650-Iiglit,
1,000 Tolt Alternators.

W. p. Pbret.

WANTED TO BOY:
Second-hand machine, from 50 to

300 lights, 110 volt.

G. A. HABTER,
48 and 45 Franklin St., CHICAGO.

mm IN mnm mi\m,
Electrical or Telephone Stocki Boufcht

and Sold.

PERRY &NOYES,
Edison BIdB, "KW ITOKHL.

MICA
For all Electric Insulating
Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the market.

I SELL NO OTHER,
Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St., NEW YORK.

TTt^E:

"THE WORLD'S GREATEST TYPEWRITER,"
Now contains all the contemplated improvements and should be ex-

amined before purchasing any other. Highest standard. Invented,

owned and controlled by mere havma had fifteen years' expeHence
on type bar machines. It is built with a special view of simplicity,

strength, durabil'ty. highspeed, eayy action. permanent alignment
and is m^st convenient. Two intcrcha^igeable carriages for mani-
folding and letter vrriting. Steel throughout. Standard key-board
w.th shift ke/for capitalB.

A board of nsperts appointed by the government to exam ne
and receive bicle on the neat machine, onanicQoasly reported thui

the Densmnre contained more points of excellence than any
other, and that it was the beat machine of all.

We will appoint a reliable dealer in nnoccnpi»d territory ae

soon as possinle, and in the meantime will ship machines on
approval to parties havicg a gjod commercial rating.

DENSMORE TYPEWRITER CO., 20Z Broadway, NEW YORK.

Utica Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

U"TICA, N.Y.
MANUFACTURERS OF

"HERCULES" SWITCHES for Arc and Power Circuits,

'UTICA" QUICK BREAK—ABSOLUTE LOCK-KNIFE SWITCHES for any
voltage and amperes.

AUTOMATIC MAGAZINE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX, DUPLEX and QUADRVPLIX UGHTNINQ ARRESTERS for
Power, Telephone and Lighting Circuits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.

CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.

CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.

A ISO General Dealers In ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

T^H

mn umm co,

PDSH-BDTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

Dynamos and Motors.
SELLING AGEBTS:

Robinson & Gary Co.,
St. Paul, Minn,

St. Louis Engineering Co.,
St. LoDie, MO'.

International Electric Supply
and Conttraction Co,,

San Franciaco, Cal,
Maxwell Electric Co.,

Louisville, Ky.
H.C. Marsh, - Cjeveland. Ohio.
Wolf Electrical Co., Omaha, Neb.
J. H. Parker Electric Co.,

St. Joseph, Mo.
H. B. Day, - Des Moinee, Iowa.
H. Major & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

STEAM ENfilNES
FOR SALE.

One 12 H. B. Vertical.
Three 8 H. P. Vertical.

One4H. P. Horizontal Trunk.
One 5 H . P. Hoietlng Engine.

All above engines new and cheap.

We have under conetrartion 5, 8, and 12H.P,
vertical, and 18 and 25 H. P, horizontal engines,
all automatic cut-off,

WILLIAMS ENGINE CO.,
BAIiTIJIORE, MB.

Commercial Buildin^^. St. Ijoaid. Illo.

|A.AlMorse&t9|
11 ENGINEERS AHPCONTRACTORS. 1

'^T^SBW^^DWER PLANTS
''-lateof Engliph. Moree & Co..

A MERICAI^ HIGH SPEED ENGINE,
-i-^ built of any required size and power,
for all stationary and marine piuT)oses.
Makes 1000 or more revolutions per minute.
Has no dead centers. Unequaled regula-
tion. No skilled engineer required ! Cheap !

Economical ! Simple ! Durable !

For further information and Illustrated
Catalogue, call on or address ; AilERlCAN
Engine Co., Bound Brook, N. J.

SOLID BRAIDED CORD.
Is the most dura-
ble for hanging
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Cov-
ering Field

Magnets, Sash Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSOir CORDAGi: "W^ORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

COMPOUNDED
FOR

GOOD RE6UL&TI0^
AND

HIGH AVERAGE

EFFIENCICY.

Diiii)iid!lsdtitMt|;.llo.,

:i19 S. Madison Avenue,

PEORIA, ILL.

Coixry n. W ^ftlilzistoxi, HS'g'stv "STorls^ 3Sr. "S".

PHILADELPHIA Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.
ST. LOUIS.

ST. PAUL.
HOCKBTt^, SWITCHES, CLT-OUTS: A1.SO

A FULL LINE IN CHiNA.-T^"Ow^;CiM°'^'^«

THE BRYANT ELECTRIC CO.,
Factory, Bridgeport, Conn. 1522 MONAONOCK BUILDING, CHICAGO

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DRIVEN" Slow-Speed Gener-

ators for Electric Lighting and

Power. Low Running Expense..

Insulated Wire and Flexible

Cords. Estimates furnished..

Isolated Plants a specialty.

H ILADELFHIA, £01 Gliaid Etildrg

BUFFALO. 50 Terrace.

CHICAGO. 1437 Unity Building.

W^ORKIS AT BRIDGEPORT, COKN.
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Electricity at the World's Falr^

The picture on this page will give the constituency of

the Western Electrician a better ic'ea of the finished

appearance of the electricity building at the World's Col-

umbian Exposition than any illustration heretofore pub-

lished. It shows the elaborate ornamentation worked out

in the staff with which the building is covered and the

general rich eiTect. The view represents the northeastern

corner of the building. By close scrutiny two of the

names of deceased electricians, by which the building is

distinguished, can be discerned. The other illustration,

Fig. 2, shows the interior of the building, with a sawmill

the bond. It is a corporation organized for the purpose

pf furnishing bonds on approved risks in persons and com-

panies, and it does not take any risk without careful inves-

tigation. Undoubtedly the long agitation over the in-

candescent lighting at the World's I*"air is over, and it

is probable that the Westinghouse company will com-

mence work on the apparatus at its factory in Tittsburg at

once.

It is now thought that the test of electric launches at

the World's Fair will be made on Wednesday of this

week. The test is to decide the relative merits of various

boats, and will have great weight in the award of the con-

tory of the Thomson- Houston coropaDy, and tntcDdcd.for

the station of the Narragansett Electric IJght company of

Providence, a brief description of which is given in this

issue of the Western Ei.fxtrician will now be sent to

the World's Fair. It is said to be the largest board of

the kind ever constructed.

Electric street railway men will be interested in the fol-

lowing circular :

The special committee appointed by the American
Street Railway association for the purpose of securing as
commendable an exhibit as possible of all that pertains to

the street railway business at the forthcoming Colum-
bian Exposition at Chicago desires to urge upon you the

operated by electrically transmitted power in the fore-

ground. The extent to which electric power has been

utilized in the construction work at the World's Fair has

been alluded to several times in this paper.

Friday, June loth, was the last day on which Mr. West-

inghouse could be allowed to file his bond for the per-

formance of the incandescent lighting contract and exe-

cute the final papers, by the terms of the resolution of the

committee on grounds and buildings adopted on May 23d.

About half-past four o'clock of that day Mr. Carlisle, the

attorney for the Exposition ccmpany, received a teU gram

from Mr. Westinghouse at New Yoik, saying that he bad

signed the contract, and that the document had been for-

warded by mail. In relation to the bond Mr. Westing-

house wired that he would furnish a tond of $5co,ooo, and

that "the surety company" would be the security, meaning

thereby, it is believed, the American Surety company. It

is thought that this company will be accepted as surety on

FIG. I. electricity AT THE WORLDS FAIR.

cession for carrying passengers on the lagoons during the

exposition. Under this concession the waterways at Jack-

son Park will have three classes of passenger boats— the

omnibus, the express and the cab boat. The omnibus

boat will make regular tripsin the waterways, making six-

teen stops on the trip, or one at each building. A stated

fare will be charged for the round trip, and visitors can

alight where they will, as from a street car. The express

boat will make the round trip of the waterways w-thout

stopping, while the cab boat, which will seat four people,

can be hailed at any point for any class of travel as a

hansom may be hailed in the street. It is expected that

the service will require forty omnibus boats, fifteen express,

and twenty five cabs. A brief dtscription of the Electric

Launch & Navigation company's boat is presented on

another page. General Barney of this company is now
in Chicago.

The marble arc switch-board recently built in the fac-

importance and necessity of making application at once
for such space as you will need to make a proper exhibit

of your manufactures.

This association has secured 50,000 square feet, and the
allotments of space as to desirability will be made in the

order in which applications are received. Unlike any
other World's Fair, the management of the Columbian
Exposition will arrange the exhibits regardless of nation-

ality, in departments, each comprising all that relates to

any particular industry or subject. All, therefore, that

relates to transportation will be in one building, and that

devoted to street railways will be gathered together in one
section of the builuing.

The exposition will make no charge whatever for space.

It will be necessary in estimating the amount of space re-

quired, to state just the number of square feet needed
for the exhibit, independent of aisle room. A limifpd

amount of power will be supplied without charge. Ex-
hibits will begin to be received as early as November i,

1S92, and no article will be admitted after April 10,

1893. Complete rules covering the entire subject will be
sent on application to WiUard A. Smith, chief of the
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department of transportation of the World*s Columbian
Exposition, Chicago.

John B. Parsons, vice-president and general manager
of the West Chicago Street Railroad company, has kindly

consented to serve the association as its sub-committee,

to advise with Mr. Smith in reference to the exhibit under

the auspices of this association.

American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers.

The general meeting of the American Institute of Elecr

tl'ical Engineers, held in Chicago last week, was a complete

success. An unusually large number of papers was read,

and a high order of individual excellence was noticeable.

The sessions were held on Monday, Tuesday and Wednes-

day, partly in the Grand Paci6c hotel and partly in the

new rooms of the Chicago Electric club, at the corner of

Clark and Monroe streets. On Monday afternoon the mem-

bers of the Institute inspected the shops at Pullman, and

on Wednesday afternoon they were escorted to the World's

Fair grounds, where a train of flat cars was placed at

their disposal by the exposition authorities. Chief Barrett

and Secretary Hornsby, of the department of electricity,

explained the features of the grounds to the visitors, who

were astonished and delighted. Most of the out-of-town

members left for their homes Wednesday night or Thurs-

day morning. Owing to the time taken by the two excur-
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Oilman, Chandler R Milwaukee
Gregg, J no. H Chicago

Hadley, A L Fort Wayne, Ind.

Haskins, C. C Chicago
Heriog, Carl Philadelphia

Highlands, E. M Clinton, la.

Hitt, Robert I Chicago
Howard, M. .S .Minneapolis
Howell, John W , Newark, N. J.

Hunting, F. S Fort Wayne, Ind.

Jackson, D. C Madison, Wis.

Keily, W. E Chicago
Kettlestrings, Jos. . Chicago
Khotinsky, Capt. A. de Boston

Leonard, H. Ward New York
Liodon, L. V Hornellsville. N. Y.

Lockwood, Thos. D .Boston

MacFadden, Carl K Chicago
Martin, Percy Columbus, O.

Martin, T. C , New York
Marvin, Harry N Schenectady, N. Y.

Merrill, F. A Chicago
Miller, R.J Clinton, la.

Mills, F. P Ishpeming, Mich.

Nichols, Edward L Ithaca, N. Y.

O'Connell, J. J Chicago
O'Dea, M Notre Dame, Ind.

Ogden, D. H Chicago
O'Hara, J. B Chicago
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ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLD S FAIR.

sion trips the discussions were comparatively brief. All but

four of the twenty-seven papers and addresses prepared

for the meeting were read. Much of the credit for the

success of the gathering is due to Secretary Pope, who
was indefatigable in his efforts in arranging for the meet-

ing and supervising the details.

Following is a list of the names of the members and

visitors in attendance:

Barclay^ J. L Chicago
Barton, E. M Chicago
Beals, P. P Buffalo, N. Y.

Bogart, S. S New York
Bradley, C.S Avon, N. Y,
Brown, Chas. A. . . Chicago
Bulkley, M. J Chicago
Burch, Edward P Minneapolis

Caldwell, Edward New York
Carhart, H. S Ann Arbor. Mich.
Carolan, E. A Ithaca, N. Y.
Cleveland, V/. B Cleveland
Collins, W. F Chicago
Connor, J . F Chicago
Cornell, C. L .New York
Cothren, W. K Chicago
Cowles, A. H Cleveland. O.
Crocker, F. B New York
Cutter, Geo Chicago

Daft, Leo . . . . , Seattle, Wash.
DeLand, Fred Chicago
Dickerson. J. W.

, ; „ .a ^ Chicago
Dunbar, C. H Pitlsfield, Mass.

Edson, M. A Chicago
Emery, Chas. E Chicago

Flood, S. D.. Chicago

Opperman, A. F -Hornellsville, N. Y.
Outcalt, R. F New York
Owens, R. B Lincoln, Neb.

Park, C. Wellraan Troy, N. Y.
Perkins. Frank C Dunkirk, N. Y.
Perry, F. L .Chicago
Perry, Nelson W „,...,... New York
Phelps. G. M New York
Pope, R. W New York
Porter, Wm. M Detroit

Rae, Frank B Detroit
Ray, Thos. D Chicago
Roberts, E. P Cleveland

Sames, CM Rockford. III.

Scott, Chas. F Pittsburg

Seixas, E. F - . Chicago
Shain, Chas D New York
Shepardson, Geo. D Minneapolis
Smith, T. J New York
Smith, W. N Chicago
Speier, M. B Chicago
Sperry, Elmer A - - Chicago
Sprague. Frank J * New York
Staley, Jno. R. H Joliet, 111.

Strate, Arran Chicago
Street, Clement F Chicago
Sullivan, M. J- Chicago
Summers, L. L Chicago

Thomas, B. F Columbus, O.

Upton, F. R Orange, N.J.

Webb, Herbert Laws New York
Williams, J. B.. M. D New York
Willyoung, E. G Philadelphia
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World's Congress of Electricians at Chi-
cago in I 893.

In a recent number of VIndustrie Electrique E. Hospi-

taller contributes an article on the International Congress

of Electricians in Chicago in 1893. A synopsis follows:

It is known that in connection with the Columbian Ex-

position an international congress of electricians will be

held in Chicago in September, 1893. The executive com-

mittee has already been appointed, and its president,

Elisha Gray, is now in Europe. His mission is to ask for

co-operation, so that the meeting may be international in

character as far as possible. Although there are still fif-

teen months before propositions must be submitted to the

consideration of the congress, it is worth while to begin

even now the study of questions which should be submitted

to that body in order that the errors of previous congresses

may not be repeated.

First of all, it should be stated that at these conferences

there is a too pronounced national feeling among the dele-

gates from the seveial countries represented, who should

be uninfluenced by such considerations in dealing with

questions of an international character; for the same reason

there is a decided reluctance to adopt the findings of the

congress when they are not entirely agreeable to the

national amour propre.

Up to 1881 the practical unit of resistance was the B, A.

ohm as represented by the resistance of a column of mer-

cury 104 8 centimeters in length, i square millimeter in

cross section, at the temperature of ice at the melting

point. After the congress in 1881, the International Con-

ference appointed to determine the length of the column of

mercury representing the ohm, which was equal to 10^ C.

G. S., decided that the length should be ic6 centimeters,

and to this the name of legal ohm was given. But the

legal ohm has never been adopted in England, and for sev-

eral years the English have called the "true ohm" the re-

sistance of a column of mercury 106.3 centimeters in

height. The designation "true ohm" is not only mislead-

ng; it is absolutely false, for the true ohm by definition is

equal to lo'-' C. G. S. units. The first task of the Chicago

congress will be to bring order out of this chaos of ohms.

The congress of 18S9 gave the name of quadraut to the

unit of self-induction, which is thus defined: 1 quadrant =
10'^ G G. S. units. This was an exceptional name, but it

has not been very generally adopted, and it is almost cer-

tain that the Chicago congress will adopt in its place the

name of Henry, while quadrant will designate more espe-

cially a length equal to 10'' centimeters.

The congress of iSSq adopted respectively the names
watt and joule for the volt-ampere and the volt-coulomb,

but only since the congress of i8gr at Frankfort have the

Germans even partially abandoned the volt-ampere and the

volt-coulomb.

A second point to be considered is the useless creation

of ne*v designations. In our opinion it is the office of the

congress to determine finally the name of a new physical

quantity or a new unit wherever it is necessary, but not to

multiply indefinitely these terms to the great annoyance of

those who have to use them.

The Board of Trade in London furnishes an illustration.

When it proposed to sell current from its central stations

and to create a new unit for its commodity, the Board of

Trade decided to adopt as a unit the power corresponding

to one ampere under a pressure of 1,000 volts for one
hour. Unfortunately they christened it with the senseless

name of "unit," a term which has become, in order that

confusion with other terms might be avoided, "the Board

of Trade unit."

At the present time this name seems to be cumbersome,

and it has been proposed to call it the "kelvin." This sug-

gestion has been recalled at the instigation of the sponsor

of the unit, Lord Kelvin (Sir William Thomson), who pro-

poses to call it the *'supply unit." We submit that all the

names are absolutely useless. Since the units watt and
hour have a legal official character, and since the prefix

"kilo" is adopted as an international term to designate

multiplication by 1,000, it is simple and logical to designate

as kilo-watt-hour, the unit of 1,000 watts for an hour. If

a unit ten times smaller is preferred, as is generally the

case in France, the unit will be known as the hecto-watt-

hour, and every one will know what it means without ex-

planation, and without taxing the memory.

These observations are suflicient to indicate that a num-
ber of important and urgent reforms should be worked out

in our terminology, in order that it may be in accord with

the advance in the science.

The Ashland, Wis., Lighting company and the Ashland
Street Railway company have consolidated. The street

railway company has for some time been planning to
change the present horse car system for an electric system,
and the present arrangement is the outcome.
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New Organization of the Chicago Office
of the General Electric Company.

Under date of June 7th the following; list of appoint-

ments for the Chicago office of the 'icncral I'^lcctric

company was posted on the bulletin board in the com-

pany's Adams street quarters :

Accounting department (including credits)—George
Martin, auditor; W. A. Willard, assistant auditor; W. J.

Kehl, chief clerk.

Legal department—J. S. Cummins, counsel.

Merchandise, stock, shipping, etc.— II. II. Small.

Central station lighting—John I.. Martin, manager;
Messrs. Searles, Hills, Whcaton, Fisher, Cotton, Ross
Davidson, Stedman. Dee. Foote.

Railway department—Theo. P. Hailey, manager;
Messrs. Wheeler, Home, Brewster, Elliott, C. IJ. Hum-
phrey, Allen; B. J. Arnold, consulting engineer.

Isolated lighting department—Jas. W. Johnson, man-
ager; Messrs. Bueil, Polglase, Snowden, Ciarage.

Stationary motors—George P. Nichols, manager; H. C.

Hutchinson, assistant managei ; Messrs. Mullen, Colton,

Wethrell, Heckwtth, Townsend, Harding, Parsons and
Soule.

Meters— P. J. McFadden, manager.

Supplies (including wire, lamps, etc.)—W. E. Moore,
manager; Messrs. Bunce, Ferris, Pionnie, Atkinson,

Boger.

Mining—Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Fixtures (electroliers)—F. Overbaugh, manager; Messrs.

Sheehan, Miller, Stromberg.

Engineering—W. L. R. Emmet, railway construction;

E. C. Noe, lighting construction, repair department and
draughtsmen.

Plants owned- -H. S. Manning, superintendent.

Advertising, price lists, printed matter, stenographers,

typewriters, telephone and telegraph—Jesse Scribner.

Omaha oflice--W. F. White, manager; J. II. White
and W. J. McManigal.

Milwaukee office— L. A. Carr, manager.

St. Louis office— H. H. Humphrey, manager; M. L.
Metzger and W. L. Arnold,

Dallas office—W. T. M. Motram, manager; T. E. D.
Ritchie.

Branch offices will be directed in the sales of apparatus

by the several heads of departments at Chicago.

The Electra—A Launch for the World's
Fair Test.

The Electric Launch & Navigation company of New
York made a trial trip with its new electric launch re-

cently. This little vessel is the one which has been

built for the competitive test in the lagoons of the

World's Fair grounds. The boat is made of white cedar,

with oak and mahogany trimmings. It was designed by

Fig. 2, the motor is located in the middle of the boat, and

the liinch shaft extends through to the stem on ball

bearings. The length of the shaft is about 14 feet. The
propeller is two bladed, 18 inches in diameter, with a 12-

inch pitch.

The recent trial trip in New York waters was pro-

nounced a success, the vessel making a ij.' hours' steady

run on the Passaic river. The Electra has arrived in Chi-

cago.

The Book Table.
DvNAMO-Ei.KCTKic M A<. H INKK Y. Bv Silvanus p.

Thompson. Fourth edition. Published by E. &. F. N,
Spon, London, S6.( pages. Price, ?g. 00.

The long looked for "fourth edition" 01 Prof. Thomp-
son's well-known work is a bulky volume of 864 pages.
There are 49S cuts and diagrams, not to mention 29 folders.

l-IG. I. THE ELECTRA—A LAUKCH FOR THE WORLDS
FAIR TEST.

and among the latter a number of scale drawings of recent

forms of mathines.
It is perhaps needless to say that the majority of Ameri-

can as well as English electrical students will feel as

though an old friend, greatly improved, had returned to

be introduced in a new form.
In reviewing such a creditable and comprehensive work

there is a hesitancy to confess a feeling of disappointment
at not finding within the book all that ore might reasonably

expect. While one is impressed with the very thorough

manner in which Prof. Thompson has covered a now very

extensive field, the American reader will, it is feared,

feel slighted when he searches for information relative to

railway generators and motors manufactured in a country

that has witnessed the greatest development along this line.

Under the head, "Machinery for Electric Railway," is

found only a description of the large dynamos of the

South London electric railway. The reader will seek in

vain for a chapter that tells of the magnificent work of such

men as Sprague, Elihu Thomson, Daft Rae, Short, Van
Depoele, Eickemeyer, Westinghouse and others identified

with the development of electric railway machinery.

an immeosc cotopilcation and so valuable a treatise as has
been prepared by one as talented as Prof. Thompson did

not contain more data relative to a claf» of machinery
that is strictly Amciican, and unquestionably marks an
era in electric^ development. It must be borne in mind,
too, that only those features have been touched upon in

the possession of which ioroe might consider "Uynamo-
etcctric Machincr>"to be lacking. In these respects our
criticism must not be misjudged. A number of excellent

additions to the work have been made. A ctiapter has
been introduced on the theory of armature winding, and
the subject of alternating motors, under the heads of ap-

paratus for currents of different phases, has been treated

in a most careful manner. Although stress has been laid

upon what might be deemed faults in Prof. Thompson's
revised book, it is almost needless 10 say that the

library of no electnciao, be he full fledged engineer,

student, or amateur, will be complete until there has been
a replacement of the old volume by a copy of this latest

edition of Thompson's "Dynamo- Electric Machinery."

American Tklk(;rai'HV. By William Maver, Jr
Published by J. H. Bunnell & Co., New York. 563 pages
and 450 illustrations. Price, $3.
A book that will find many readers among practical men

might be said of Mr. Maver's work. "Amcritan Teleg-
raphy" treats of the systems, apparatus and the operation
of the great variety of devices that are met with in this

country in general telegraphic practice. Beginning with

just enough on "theories,'' the author passes to primary
batteries and the dynamo as they are employed in teleg-

raphy. Thence the reader is made familiar with the

many modern telegraphic and signaling systems, sub-

marine telegraphy, telegraphy from moving trains—in

fact, it is difficult to think of a system that has not been
explained. The volume is comprehensive in its scope,

and the author has expressed himself in a clear and con-
cise style that enables the reader to grasp without
effort the ideas intended to be conveyed. There is a tone
of practicability throughout the book that is pleasing, and
doubtless this feature of the writer's style will bring the

work into favor with telegraphers and construction men.

Love Conduit System in Chicago.
The Love conduit which was constructed in Chicago

within the last year, and which has been in operation for

several months, has been accepted by the North Chicago
Street Railroad company. Under date of June 8th Charles

T. Yerkes, president of the North Chicago Street Railroad

company, wrote:

"We are now trying the electric railroad which is built

under the Love system. So far as the system itself is

concerned it gives us perfect satisfaction, and, contrary to

my fears, the insulation is not interfered with in any
manner by moisture. We have had some of the most
severe rains in this vicinity during the last three or four

months that we have ever experienced, so much so that at

one time the cars ran through water on the track three to

four inches deep, the trolley in the conduit running in the

water, owing to the inability of the sewer connections to

carry off the flood fast enough, but at no time was the road

stopped from this cause.

FIG. 2. THE ELECTRA—A LAUNCH FOR THE WORLD S FAIR TEST

Gardner & Mosher of New York. It will be remem-

bered that this firm became famous as boat architects

through the production of the Norwood, owned by Mr.

Monroe of New York. The length of the vessel over all is

34 feet, with a length of 30 feet at the water line, and a

beam of 6 feet.

The electrical equipment of the little vessel consists of

seventy-eight storage cells of the "17-S" type, manu-

factured by the Consolidated Electric Storage company,

and a 12 horse power motor designed by Anthony Recken-

zaun.

With reference to the battery it may be said that each

cell is claimed to have a capacity of 125 ampere hours.

The cells are filled with gelatinous electrolyte.

The Reckenzaun motor weighs 420 pounds, and was de-

signed to run at a maximum speed of 650 revolutions, and

drive the boat at a normal speed of about eight miles per

hour. It is possible, though, to drive the boat to eleven

miles per hour. The motor, Fig. I, is connected directly

to the screw shaft. As will be seen from the drawings,

Sprague's stationary motor is favored with a paragraph
and a small cut. It will take a pair of good eyes, though,

to detect the characterizations "'double reduction," "single

reduction," or "gearless," all so familiar to American en-

gineers and about which so much of interest might have
been written.

The twenty-nine plates in the back of the book for the

most part represent machinery and details of little interest

or value to Americans. Plate III., for instance, is a detail

drawing of the rocker, brush holder and oil cup of the

Kapp dynamo. The Edison and the Brush machines
are the only American types that are found on the folders.

The Brush dynamo represented is, however, only a small

model arc lighting machine. The most valuable plates of

the lot are the two showing Ferranti's large alternating

machines; but these might have been made more conspic-

uous, considering the immensity of Ferranti's undertaking
and the lessons that might have been learned through a
careful study of the design with the aid of more elaborate

detail drawings- Railway men consulting the list of plates

will be disappointed, too, to find only a reproduction from
London Industries, of an illustration of the electric loco-

motive of the City and South London underground railway.

These points are not referred to in an unkind spirit. It

was with regret that the conclusion was reached that such

"Your construction, however, is not to be praised, and is

not what it should be; but you are somewhat excusable,
for the reason that the road was laid in mid-winter and in

a great hurry. With proper construction we believe the
Love system would be a great success.

"As to the cost of operating, our experience has shown
we can run our road with about half the number of cars as

required with horses, owing to the fact that we run much
more rapidly, and consequently cover the distance faster.

This enables us to economize greatly in the cost of motive
power. This saving, however, has not been thoroughly
developed on the line above mentioned, owing to the fact

that the requirements of the road are very small, but we
have demonstrated that we could operate five times the

number of cars we are now running, with practically the

same expense.

"I have also to congratulate you on the fact that, so far

as our experience goes, there has been a positive inability

of the electric current interfering - with anything on the

surface. We have had grounds, owing to the displace-

ment oi insulators, and have teen surprised that no evi-

dence of the existence of electricity could be found from
contact with the raits or anything above groui d. I

therefore feel that your claim that your system is free from

dangpr to the public is fully sustained."
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Patin Alternator.

The Tatin high tension alternating current machine is

similar in general appearance to that designed some ten

years ago by Anatole Gerard. The latter made no partic-

ular advance, however, as there was then no demand for

alternators of large capacity. The present machine, built

in accordance with the plans of O. Patin, differs in con-

struction very materially from the Gerard dynamo.

The alternator is built with a revolving field and a sta-

tionary armature, the former taking the place of the en-

gine flywheel. By this arrangement the advantage of

y-yy'r'ifi t •^'' ^

FIG. 2. I'ATIN ALTERNATOR.

direct coupling is gained, and at the same time the engine

and dynamo occupy little floor space. Dynamos in-

tended for direct coupling in this way ordinarily require

such peripheral speed that high speed engines are neces-

sary; the Patin alternator is intended for direct coupling

to a Corliss engine.

The revolving field is keyed to the engine shaft and as

stated before, serves as the flywheel of the engine. As

shown in Figs 2 and 3, it is composed essentially of two

rings which carry the coils. The inner ring is part of the

wheel itself; the outer one is attached to the first in the

manner shown in Fig. 2.

The armature can be moved laterally so that repairs can

be speedily made, or a coil quickly substituted for a

damaged one. The coils are made of flat copper wire as

miy be seen in Fig. i. They are held in place by

bronze strips sealed into the core by means of a special

kind of cement.

The lateral movement of the armature is effected as

shown in Fig. 3 by means of a screw and hand whetl.

Motion is communicated to the armature by two cross

pieces attached to the armature core. Two insulated cop-

per rings attached the shaft are in electrical connection

with the field circuit, and the two brushes resting against

them receive current from the exciting dynamo on an ex-

tension of the shaft or entirely separate from it.

The following data of a 75 kilowatt machine are taken

from LIndustrie Electriqiic:

Number of field coils 7^

Electromotive force 2400 volts

Current 31 amperes
Peripheral speed 14.66 meters per second

Resistance of the armature 75 ohm
Length of wire in the armature 520 meters

Cross section " " " " 3 sq. mm.
Electrical efficiency 96 per cent

A LadyStudent in Electrical Engineering.

The electrical engineering department of that flourishing

educational institution, the Ohio State University at

FIG. 3, PATIN ALTERNATOR.

Columbus, bears the unique distinction of having a woman,

Miss Lamme, among its students. And, what is more,

she is at the head of her class. It is believed that this

young woman has the honor of being the only lady pursu-

ing a course of electrical engineering in an American col-

lege.

Series Electric Traction.^
Bv Nelson W. Perry, E. M.

In telegraphy that application of electricity where pre-

eminently long distances are concerned, the series system

is alone adequate to the demands. In telephony, where
more than two instruments are concerned, as in the case of

several subscribers on the same circuit, or where, as in

small towns, several of them are connected on a single

wire, they are all connected up into series; and again,

where larger amounts of energy are to be transmitted to

considerable distances, as in the case of the arc light, the

series arrangement is the only practical one now at hand.

Why then should not this system commend itself for long

lines of electric railroads? T. Carpenter Smith, in a series

of articles on "Some Views of Central Station Manage-
ment," lays down as one of his canons in the establish-

ment of a plant, that it should be so planned as to permit

of its ready extension as the demands increase; or in other

words, that in laying our plans we should provide for

the future rather than for the present. If this be good ad-

vice in the case of electric lighting stations, how much
more force must it have, if it be applied to electric railway

systems, which as we all know, are being rapidly extended,

in many instances to double and treble the distance origin-

ally contemplated, only to be increased again as soon as

these further limits are reached.

In railway practice, it is the distance rather than the

quantity of current that forms the most important factor of

increase, though the latter cannot be neglected in planning
for the future.

In street railway construction, assuming the distance to

remain the same but the traffic to double, the amount of

tributed to long distances by the constant current method
for arc lamps, why should this method not commend itself

to the ever increasing distances to which our electric street

railroads are reaching? If the steam locomotive is ever to

be supplanted by the electric motor, why should not this

method of distribution be the one to be adopted?

The answer is that the constant current method, as
heretofore developed has not been sufficiently elastic to
meet the requirements, and although the generation of a
constant current involved much less complex machinery,
and the cost of distribution to distant points necessitated

a much smaller initial outlay, still the difficulties introduced
by this method largely outweighed all its advantages.

With the arc lamp or other stationary translating device,

arrangements were readily devised for automatically
shunting the current around in case of disability of the
translating device, or the desire to throw it out of service.

Not so with a moving object, such as a street car. No
means had been found to shunt the current around the
latter, or in case it got out of circuit by means of the
trolley getting off the wire, of automatically closing up the
gap thus made, and the disability of one car became the
disability of the whole line and of every car on the line.

Could this and some other difficulties be surmounted,
the constant current possesses many advantages over the
constant potential that seem to me would bring it into

almost universal use for traction purposes, especially on
interurban lines and in other cases where long distances

are concerned.

It is my purpose to show how all this has been accom-
plished, and how the constant current system may be made
as elastic in every way, at least on paper, as the constant
potential, without sacrificing in any way any of the ad-

FIG. r. PATIN ALTERNATOR,

copper required to maintain the same relative economy
must also be doubled. This is a minor matter as com-
pared with the case where both distance and traffic are

doubled. In this latter case, to maintain the same econ-

omy the weight of copper must not only be doubled but

squared. The limit of extension even on these lines is,

however, soon reached, and the only recourse, by existing

methods, is to erect at or near the further point another
generating station, with all that it implies in the way of

additional investment in real estate, machinery, etc, etc.,

and a duplicate set of employes.
Iq long lines the bugbear of the multiple arc system of

distribution is the drop in potential at the further end.

The potential may be amply suflicient near the generating
station, but it becomes less and less so as this proximity
is departed from, until at the further end, the lights which
burn brightly near the station dim down to scarcely more
than a dull red, and the cars are operated under heavy
loads with difficulty or not at all. There are two reme-
dies for this drop in potential at hand—either to increase

the amount of copper in the feeders, which within commer-
cial limits is but a partial remedy, or to increase the pres-

sure, using the same amount of copper which, when the

multiple arc method of distribution is employed. introduces
as many difficulties as it obviates. There is still a third

lemedy, and that is to employ the constant current method,
in which, under all circumstances, the current remains the
same and the pressure varies as the work performed.

In the one case the copper must vary as the demands
and distances—the pressure remaining the same, and in

the other pressure varies, the copper and current remaining
the same.

In an arc light (series) circuit, the wire will be of the
same size whether it be erected to supply one lamp or sixty

—whether the distance be one mile or five, and if at any
future time it be desirable to extend the line to double or

treble the distance, the wire already erected is amply
sufficient for the part of the line it covers, and merely re-

quires extension to the desired point to meet all the de-

mands. There are in this conntry numerous arc light

circuits in successful operation, twenty miles and more in

length, yet I doubt if there is anywhere in the world a

direct current constant potential circuit in operation to-

day of anywhere near this length.

If energy can be so much more advantageously dis-

I. Read at thegeneral meeting of the American Inslilute of Elec-
trical Engineers, Chicago, June 6, 7 and S, 1S9Z.

vantages peculiar to the system, and how it is possible to

make each unit in such a system nearly if not quite as in-

dependent of every other unit as is the case in the system
now in vogue.
The most ambitious and painstaking, and withal suc-

cessful attempt up to the present time, to adapt the series

or constant current method to electrical traction, was that

made by Prof, S. H. Short, now of Cleveland, Ohio,
and he actually constructed and operated for a consider-

able length of time, and with some success, two roads,

one a single track road at Huntington, W.Va., connecting
that city with Guyandotte, about three and a half miles

distant, and the other a belt and double track road on
South Broadway, St, Louis, which was, I think, about
three miles in circuit. Prof. Short employed two wires,

divided up into sections of any desired length, but neces-

sarily not less in number than the number of cars to be
operated. These sections were connected together by
switches operated by a peg on the trolley mast, the peg on
one car throwing the switch in one direction, and that on
the succeeding car throwing it in the opposite direction.

The current coming up one line of wires, crossed over
through the motor to the other line, by which it was car-

ried to the next car motor, through which it passed back
again to the original line of wires. Each car as it passed
a switch set it so that the current in the section it was en-

tering would come up on the same wire as it had in the

section just left, and the succeeding car would set the
switches so that the current would come up to it on the
opposite wire, and so they alternated.

Since the continuity of the circuit depended upon the

presence of a motor between the two lines, if either of the

trolleys got off its wire, the circuit was broken and all cars

had to stop for lack of current, just as if we had an arc

lamp without an automatic cut-out, and the carbons should

become broken or the arc blown out, the entire circuit

would be disabled, and any irregularities in the resistance

of the arc of one lamp would affect all the other lamps on
the circuit.

Since the switch must be thrown to opposite wires by
each succeeding car, if one car failed to do this, as would
be the case if an odd number of cars were added to or re-

moved from the line, it would again become broken by
reason of the failure to throw the switch in the proper di-

rection. Cars had, therefore, to be added to or removed
from the route in even numbers. This precluded the

intercommnnicfttiop of two or more systems, for th^
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reason that if a car was run off from one line onto another,

it would be a case of Ihc removal of an odd number to the

other line, and both lines would become broken. So, too,

it was impossible to operate a branched road on which

part of the cars took one branch and a part the other, for

the succeeding car, after it passed the forks, whichever

route it took, would either break the circuit itself, by

reason of failure to properly turn the switch, or would
leave the switches in such a position that they could not

be operated by the next car.

On a single track road where the cars passed each other

on sidings, it was necessary to wire the whole route, as

though it were a double track road, the cars going up one

pair of wires and returning on the other, which followed

the siding. This was the case at Huntington, where,

although there was but a single siding, perhaps fifty feet

long, where the two cars passed each other, the whole

three and a-half miles had to be double wired to enable

them to pass, else the two cars would be thrown into mul-

tiple with each other, and neither could run. I succeeded

in devising a means by which if there were but two cars

and one siding on the road, the only double wiring re-

quired was at the siding, but the plan failed where more
cars and sidings were involved.

In Short's system the switches were purely mechanical,

exposed to the vibration of the trolley wires and to the ele-

ments, and had to fit tightly else they v ould burn out. If

they lit sufficiently tightly to obviate this, they were liable

through corrosion or ice or some other cause to fit too

tightly and fail to operate, in which case the line again be-

came broken.

T speak more freely of the defects of the Short series sys-

<>

FIG. I. SERIliS ELECTRIC TRACTION.

tem from the fact that it has been abandoned by the Short

company, and because its failure has been officially an-

nounced by its projectors, my object in dwelling upon it

at such length being to point out more clearly some of the

defects that must be remedied before the series can become
a practical working system.

The system which I am about to explain may properly be

described as consisting of a circuit interrupted by a series

of breaks in multiples of two. Or one consisting of a

circuit interrupted by breaks in multiple series, with each

other—the breaks being multiples of.two. The conception

then would be like Fig. i.

But in order that a current shall pass around this cir-

cuit, it is necessary that ooe of the breaks in each multiple

shall be normally closed. It matters not which one is

closed, so our plan would now look like Fig. 2.

If a translating device should successively occupy each

of these breaks, it would receive current during the time

that its terminals connected the ends of the two broken
wires, in proportion to the relative conductivity of the two
paths open to the current. But we are not satisfied to

have a portion of the current only pass through our motor
—it is necessary that all the current must so pass. We
must therefore, make the resistance of the other branch

infinite during the time in which the motor is bridging,

through iis terminals, the break, or, in other words, the

normally closed branch must be broken.

If, therefore, we place an electro magnet in series with

the normally broken branch; so that when vitalized it will

open the switch in the normally closed branch, and allow

it to close by gravity or otherwise, when the magnet is de-

vitalized, we have provided in a crude way for operating

traveling translating devices in series. Our conception

now would be represented somewhat by Fig. 3.

By this arrangement the moving device only receives a

momentary impulse as its terminals touch the ends of the

break and will have to rely upon its acquired

-<0> O
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momentum to carry it to the ends of the next break.

It will be apparent, however, that it is immaterial

whether the device receives its next impulse by the closing

the next break in the circuit or whether it skips that one

and gets it from any other break, either on that circuit or

from one connected with an entirely different dynamo. It

is this feature that permits the use of my system of sidings

on single track roads, and of forks (ihe skipping of one

or more breaks), and the inter-communication between
separate circuits (the jumping from a break on one circuit

to a break on another).

It is desirable, however, that the moving device be im-

pelled by as nearly a continuous force as possible, instead

of by a succession of momentary impulses. Instead, there-

fore, of having the ends of the normally open break face

each ether as represented heretofore, we may extend these

wires for some distance parallel with each other, and our

plan assumes the form shown in Fig. 4.

And it is desirable that the interval of time during

which the device is without current, viz., that occupied in

parsing from one break to the next, shall be as small as

possible. This naturally suggests having the normally

open breaks all on the same side of the normally closed

breaks, and if these parallel wires be continued so as to

overlap those constituting preceding and succeeding

breaks, a car or other moving translating device may pass

from one break to another without even momentary inter-

ruption of current. In Fig. 5 the lower line, which I call

the "feeder,'' contains all of the normally closed breaks,

represented by mercury cups normally connected elec-

trically by a fork taking into them, which constitutes a

double pole switch actuated by an electromagnet in the

manner to be described.

The upper pairs of wires, which it will be seen arc

merely the parallel extensions of the other possible path
for the current, ate in mulliple with the path through the

mercury cups. One of each of these pairs of wires, which
will hereafter be denominated sections, is connected to the

feeder wire on one side of the mercury cups, and the other

has a similar connection on the other side. The two wires

of each section, normally without electrical connection
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'with each other, constitute what has been termed the

"series of breaks normally open." If, however, these two
wires be connected electrically through the terminals of a

motor, the latter will be in multiple with the mercury cups
and momentarily receive only the current due to the rela-

tive conductivity of the path thus offered. By the arrange-

ment shown in Fig. 5 the electromagnet which opens the

mercury cup switch is in series with the motor circuit, and
the latter no sooner receives current than the former is act-

uated, the switch is opened and the whole of the current,

which was momentarily divided between the two branches,

is diverted to the motor.
If the corresponding wires of the succeeding sections be

caused to overlap without making electrical connection

with each other, and these laps be staggered as shown, a

means is provided whereby the motor prepares the suc-

ceeding section for occupancy before wholly passing out

of the one it is about to leave, and accomplishes this with-

out interruption to the current. Figs. 6 and 7 show how
this is done, and the arrows show the paths taken by the

current as the transition takes place. When the motor is

in the position represented in Fig. 5, there is but one path

for the current, viz., around the open switch in the feeder

and through the electromagnet by which it is kept open,

back again to the feeder.

As the motor proceeds to the right, one of the terminals

first embraces the lower lap, thus offering two paths for

the current—one passing through the switching arrange-

ment tnat controls the section the car is about to leave, and
the other through that controlling the section it is about to

enter (see Fig. 6). As it progresses still further this ter-

minal passes beyond this lap at about the same time that

the other terminal embraces the other lap. This leaves the

first switch without current, and the succeeding switch is

automatically opened. There is no break in the circuit.
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however, even during the short interval occupied by the two
switches in acting, for, while the further terminal em-
braces the further lap, both of the switches concerned are

short-circuited, as shown in Fig. 7. Before the further

terminal has passed beyond the lapping portion of the two
succeeding wires, the first switch will have closed and the

succeeding switch will have been opened, thus diverting

all of the current to the section upon which the motor has

now entered.

Fig. 8 shows another arrangement by which a motor is

enabled to pass from one section to another without inter-

rupting the circuit. In this arrangement the ends of the

sections, while mechanically continuous, are electrically

disconnected, but do not lap as before. The
break in the wires connected with the switch actuating

device is longer than that between the other two wires.

The larger gap, however, is lapped by a subsidiary con-

ductor, which short circuits the switch actuating the

section the motor is about to enter, as shown. As the

car proceeds from left to right, before both its trolleys have

passed off the section, one of its trolleys has embraced the

subsidiary conductor and the electromagnet controlling

that section is cut out of the circuit and the switch drops.

While the switch is dropping, however, the current con-

tinues to flow through the companion wire, through the

motor to the subsidiary wire and around the switch actuat-

ing the section it is entering. Fig. S represents a branched
or forked road operated by a single dynamo. In the ar-

rangement shown in Fig. 8, where the branch road is

operated by the return circuit,- a car turning to the left

would really skip from the first section of the road to the

very last, if we count them in the order in which they re-

farthcr in its progress from left to right; wc left it

standing with one trolley on the farther wire and the
other on the subsidiary or short circuiting conductor. In
this position the current will continue to pass thrcugh the
motor only so long as ihc switch actuating that section re-

quires to fall into the mercury cups. Immediately that

has occurred, which will be accomplished before the
farther trolley has passed from its wire, the motor
will have been short circuited, and the car will, by its

acquired momentum, pass from the system without
sparking, or other disturbance of the circuit. If the
acquired momentum should carry the car to another sec-

tion of the same system, or 10 a section connected with an
entirely separate system, all that is necessary to enable it

to proceed would be somearrangement by which the switch
controlling the section upon which it was entering could
be opened by the entrance to the car itself. It will be
evident from Fig. 10, which represents two connecting
roads operated by separate dynamos, that it matters not,

as far as the integrity of either circuit is concerned,
whether the car goes to the left or to the right; in cither

case the circuit is closed before it leaves a section, and as
it enters the succeeding section it docs so before opening
the switch which actuates that section, and it is entirely

immaterial whether that section belongs to the same sys-

tem as the one just left, or to one entirely foreign to it. If

only the proper switch can be opened the car may proceed
on its way on either system of roads. In order to accom-
plish this automatically, each car may be provided with
some such an arrangement as is shown in Figs, il and 12.

M is a solenoid magnet in series with the motor D; L is

a lever pivoted at P and playing between two stops, but
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ceive current, whereas in going straight ahead it would
pass from section i to section 2, etc., counting them in the

same order. In Fig. g, however, which represents a

similar road operated by the loop system, a car taking the

left hand branch would pass from section i to sections 2

and 3, whereas if it went straight ahead it would pass

from section i to sections 4 and 5. It will be apparent

from what has preceded that in neither of these cases does

the skipping of one or many sections involve an opening
of the circuit.

But, returning to Fig-. 8, and following the car stili
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when not actuated by the plungers of il/, kept in contact

with the lower stop by the spring S; B \sa. local battery;

W 11''^ are the trolley wires, and C is the mercury switch

connecting adjacent sections of the feeder wire. As long
as the motor is receiving current from the feeder, as is

the case in Fig. 11, the current must pass through A/,

which, by its pull on the plungers, maintains the lever L
against the upper contact. As the trolleys pass off from
a given section and the motor loses its current as before

described, the spring S causes the lever to make the lower
contact. Fig, 12, thus throwing the battery B into the

circuit, }l\ f, C, F' , TJ' , The moment the trolleys

enter upon a new section, this circuit is closed, the local

current passes thiough the feeder switch magnet and
opens the switch C, and diverts the current from the

feeder to the section just entered. This strong current

actuates the lever L, again bringing it against the upper
contact and cutting the battery B again out of circuit.

Since the battery B is only momentarily in circuit, the cost

of maintenance will be insignificant.

On single track roads, where turnouts are required, the

turnout constitutes merely an additional section to one
side of the main line, which is skipped by the car keeping
the main track, and taken by the other car in passing. It,

like every other section, has its own individual controlling

switch, and when both the main track and siding are occu-

pied by cars, their motors are arranged in series with each
other, as represented in Fig. 13. By following the arrows
the course of the current can readily be understood.

But both of the plans thus far discussed possess serious

faults. In both we have provided a means by which a car

may leave one section on a given road and enter another

one on the same or another road without breaking the

main circuit, provided the car is always going in the same
direction. In all of the cuts thus far the car is supposed
to be going from left to right, and the switches are ar-

LJ
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ranged accordingly; but, if we examine the drawings
again, it will be found that in the plan suggested in Figs.

5, 6 and 7, if the car were going in the opposite direction,

the circuit would be momentarily broken as it left one sec-

tion, and would fail to divert the current to the section it

was entering. In the second plan, outlined in Figs. 8, 9,

10 and 13, the car is momentarily without current when-
ever it passes from one section to another.

By combining the two plans, however, all of the diffi-

culties seem to be removed. Figs. 14 and 15 show how
this combination is effected, and the courses of the current

when the motor terminals are in different positions on the

wire. It will be noticed that, as in the first plan de-

scribed, the trolley wires of adjacent sections are lapped,

and that these laps are staggered; that parallel to, but in-

sulated from the nearer laps, is placed the subsidiary wire

which short-circuits the switch to the right. The switch-

controlling magnet, as is shown, has two coils wound
cumulatively, and may be operated either by the current

passing through the subsidiary wire, by that passing

through the nearer trolley wire, or by both when it takes

both paths.

The supplemental conductors and the laps in the trolley

wires are so arranged relatively to each other that when a

car is traveling in the direction of the main current, as the

trolleys approach a lap, the trolley traveling upon the wire

connected with the switch will contact with the supple-

mental conductor before reaching the lapping portion 01
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the trolley wires, and the companion trolley will reach its

lap after the first trolley has reached its lap and before it

has passed beyond the supplemental conductor, while,

with a car traveling in the opposite direction, the order

will be reversed, the trolley upon the wire not connected

with the switch first reaching its lap, after which its com-

panion trolley reaches first its lap and afterward the sup-

plemental conductor. By this arrangement, in whichever

direction the car may be going, in passing from one sec-

tion to another, it first short circuits the switch controlling

the section it is about to enter, next diverts a portion of

that current to that switch, and finally all of it, cutting the

switch controlling the section it has just left entirely out

of circuit. In this manner the transition is accomplished

in either direction from one section to another, either of

the same or another connecting road, without spark or in-

terruption of circuit.

Should either one or both trolleys leave the wires, or

the circuit through the motor in any other way become

broken, the magnet controlling the switch to that section
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would be left without current and the forks would imme-

diately drop into the mercury cups, renewing the circuit

through the feeder wire almost instantaneously. There

would, however, bean interruption of the current while

the fork was dropping. Even this slight interruption may
readily be avoided by connecting with the switch any of

the devices so successfully employed to obviate the same

difficulty in arc light circuits.

Should a second car run upon a section already occu-

pied, the two would be thrown in parallel and both would

stop. This arrangement therefore constitutes a most per-

fect automatic block system, not dependent upon frail

human nature, but sure and positive in its action. On in-

terurban electric roads, where it is even now proposed to

reach greater speeds than are customary or attainable

with steam locomotives, the importance of this feature

cannot be overestimated. Not only will collisions be

rendered practically impossible, but by putting sema-

phores or other signaling devices in the wires connecting

the main feeder with the two trolley wires, each car as it

enters a section will automatically set a signal at each end

of that section, showing that the section is occupied, and
when it has left the section, set another, indicating that

the way is clear. These signals cannot fail to act, for

being in series with the motor, they must receive current

when the motor does, and lose it when the latter has

passed out of the block. This seems to be the solution of

the block system problem, as it eliminates all the uncer-

tainties inseparable from a dependence upon human intelli-

gence and watchfulness.

This system will no doubt be criticized first, on the
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score that it is a double trolley system, which many are

opposed to on general principles, and second, on the

score of the high potentials necessarily involved in series

distribution to long distances. Anticipating these, I will

say in regard to the first, that however valid the objections

may be to the double trolley on multiple arc roads, they

have but little force as applied to series circuits. *In the

latter, since both the wiies on all sections not occupied
by cars are of the same potential, the difficulties of insula-

tion of the one from the other disappear entirely. Then
again, I am satisfied, with an intimate knowledge of the

electric roads in Cincinnati, where with one exception

they are double trolley multiple arc roads, that most of

the objections raised against them are greatly magnified.

They certainly have the decided advantage over the single

trolley of being independent, in their operation, of the

condition of the track, their chief objection being the

difficulty of insulating the positive and negative wires

from each other which we have seen does not hold in

series roads, and the multiplication of wires, crossings and
switches where many lines converge and cross. In subur-
ban districts where these complications do not occur {and
this system is particularly adapted to such) the double
trolley multiple arc system is in many respects superior to

the single trolley. John Kilgour, president of the Cincin-

nati Street Railway company, is justly proud of the Avon-
dale double trolley road (a suburban line), and I doubt if

there is a more successful road in the country than this.

In regard to the other objection to the series method,
viz.: the high potentials, the method outlined in this paper
permits me the use of any number of feeders, each of

which may be used to supply a different portion of the

road, thus reducing the potential, which in series distribu-

tion is the variable quantity, in the same manner exactly

that the "drop" is obviated in parallel systems.

It is perfectly clear to the members of the Institute that

this question of potential on series circuits is very much
misunderstood by the laity. In the parallel system of

distribution the liigh potential impressed upon the circuit

at the dynamo is carried to every translating device on the

circuit, even to that at the extreme end of the line, where-

as in a series circuit the high potential spoken of exists

only at the dynamo terminals and is the sum of the electro-

motive forces consumed by all the resistances on the

line.

As an illustration in point, supposing we have two cir-

cuits, one parallel and the other series, the differences of

potential between the terminals of the two generators

being exactly the same, let us say 2,000 volts. On the

multiple arc circuit, no matter how insignificant the trans-

lating device may be or where it is located, one cannot
handle its terminals without subjecting himself to a shock

due to 2,000 volts. If the motor be generating one horse

power or 100, the danger is exactly the same. On the

other band, in the series system, if we are using a current

of say 40 amperes, which is a convenient one for street

car purposes, if the motor be generating one horse

power, the difference of potential between its terminals

will be a little less than 19 volts. If it be generating 100

horse power it would be but i , S65 volts, and before it would
be as dangerous to handle as a motor on the multiple arc

circuit, it would have to be doing work equivalent to 107

horse power.

Not long since there was a very animated discussion at a

meeting of the Institute as to which was the better method
of electric street car control—that of coramutating the

field or the other one of employing a rheostat. Both
sides of the question were ably handled, and the dis-

cussion resulted as discussions usually do when the subject

is either politics or religion, viz., in the making of no con-

verts. Both sides to the controversy admitted, however,

that in either case there were disadvantages, and the ques-

tion practically resolved itself into "which was the lesser

evil?" The constant current system simplifies matters, at

least in this respect, in that neither commutated fields nor

external resistances are required in regulation.

As regards economy in transmission of energy to long

distances by the constant current method, we have high

authority in Silvanus P. Thompson, who, in his "Dynamo
Electric Machinery" (edition of i38S, p. 531), says: '*Now
the method of distribution by a constant current is, where
power is to be transmitted to long distances, a much more
economical method than that of distribution with a con-

stant potential, owing to the fact that to the former

method thinner, and therefore less expensive, conducting

wires may be employed."
He might have gone much farther than this. As to the

cost of installation, the comparison is much in favor of the

constant current method on account of the extreme sim-

plicity of the plant required, and the smaller size of both
motors and dynamos for the same output. But the econ-

omy in plant becomes more obvious where high potentials

are used, and these are always necessary where long dis-

tances are concerned.

But important as are the economies in installation and
in transmission of large energies to long distances, there is

another that greatly outweighs them, viz., the economy in

operating expenses. In this respect the series method is

almost an ideal one. In the parallel or multiple arc

method, when a car is going downhill or is being checked,

m v-

the whole of its is absolutely thrown away in the ap-

plication of the mechanical brake. Not so with the series

system. The mechanical brake need never be used, ex-

cept in the case of an emergency. By merely reversing

the position of the brushes, the motor becomes for the time
being a dynamo in series with the one at the power
station, driven by gravity or the acquired momentum of

tha car, and the energy thus absorbed, while checking the

car or bringing it to a standstill, is thrown onto the line

for use elsewhere. One of the arguments used in favor of

the cable road is that a car descending a grade assists

another one which is ascending. If this be an argument
where at least 75 per cent, of the engine power is con-

sumed in dragging the cable alone, how much more valid

should it be if the same thing could be accomplished
where there was no cable to drag? Such, in fact, is the

case with the series method. A descending car of one
being checked assists another car that is ascending a

grade or being started from rest, just as truly as it would
if the two were connected by cable, and the energy thus
thrown onto the line continues to contribute to the econ-

omy of the system to the last turn of the wheels. This is

not mere theory. Prof- Short demonstrated its actuality

on the South Broadway line in St. Louis by disconnecting

the circuit entirely from the dynamo, and causing one car

to partly ascend a grade on one part of the line by elec-

trically braking a descending car on another part of the

line. It has also been demonstrated in England. Ed-

ward Manville, M. I. E. E., in a paper on "Series Elec-

trical Traction," read before the British Association in

September of 1888, says:

"It may be well to point out in series running that,

owing to the employment of current of constant value, it

is impossible for the most inexperienced car driver to
damage his motor by either too rapid starting or by re-

versing while running. Indeed, it is a positive advantage
when descending a hill to check the speed of the car by
altering the field connections so that the armature tends to

revolve in the opposite direction to that in which the car is

traveling, as tbe power that would otherwise be lost in

braking the car is actually added to that produced by the
generator, and thus large systems with many cars and
varying gradients would appreciably reduce the total power
required to be generated, and the consequent consumption
of coal. At Norlhfleet they could actually turn the engine
back against the steam when they were going down hill;

that is to say, the power developed by the car going down
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hill, pas ing through th2 circuit, is more than at the
engine at the moment.''
The importance of utilizing electrical brake power,-

which is impracticable in the parallel system, is emphasized
by some experiments on the Third avenue elevated rail-

road, New York, instituted by Frank J. Sprague, to

determine in what manner the power generated was
utilized. The result of these was that S3 per cent, of all

the power utilized was consumed in overcoming gravity
and the inertia of trains, and only 17 per cent, was actually
consumed in traction.

I have endeavored in this paper to show both the ad-
vantages and disadvantages in the constant current
method of distribution as compared with the parallel sys-
tem. I think that many of the disadvantages which have
heretofore been regarded as inherent in the series system
are not so, and I have ventured to suggest a method by
which many of them that were so grave as to preclude the
utilization of the constant current in electrical traction may
be remedied. I am glad to have the opportunity of bring-
ing this subject before such an assemblage of practical

men— all the more practical because they are theoretical.

Coming Development of Electric Rail-
ways.^

By Frank J. Sprague.

It is a trite but mistaken saying that electricity is in its

infancy. It dropped its swaddling clothes when Morse
sent the first telegraphic message. It put aside dres-ses

IT -yx
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and pinafores when the dynamo machine and arc light

were invented. The incandescent lamp, the telephone,
the art of welding, the transformer, are incidents of buoy-
ant youth. The modern electric motor and electric rail-

way mark a vigorous manhood.
The truly marvelous development of electric applica-

I. Read at the joint meeting of the A merican Institute of Electri
cat Eng-ineersand the Chicago Electric club, Chicago, June 6, iSq2
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tions of every kind, the accomplishment of many things

which in ignorance of the very art, or lack of knowledge of

whfit are now well known facts, and more particularly the

great commercial development of the transmission of

power, whether for stationary purposes or for electric rail-

ways, has led to many a foolish prediction and idle boast.

This is no age of inspiration nor time for hopes never

lo attain fruition. It is above all things a practical age,

perhaps too practical, but nevertheless one in which com-
mercial enterprises to be successful must promise either a

new field of development or economies in older fields.

As the orthodox few have been waiting in sublime faith

for many centuries, and will wait for many more, for the

jd
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fulfillment of ancient prophecies, so too will impracticable

electric enthusiasts vainly wait for the millennium when
investments are boundless, performances limitless and ef-

ficiencies unity.

It would perhaps have been proper in making my in-

augural address to so representative a body as that of the

electrical engineers that I should touch upon the special

discoveries and experiments which have recently attracted

attention, but there have been so many enthusiastic and
brilliant workers that neither the time at my disposal nor

the knowledge I possess would permit me to do justice to

their work; hence it seems better to take up a subject with

which I have been more particularly identified, which to-

day commands so much attention, and concerning which
there are such conflicting opinions. While finding en-

couragement in the achievements of our profession, I think

the time opportune fisr a word of caution.

Electric street railways are no longer experimental nor

is their success problematical. Their history for five years

is that of an almost unequaled development. Almost
within a decade has occurred the first working of a prac-

tical electrical railway. In a third of that period there

have been put in operation or under contract more than

450 roads, equipped with nearly 6,000 cars and over 10,000

motors, and with over 3,000 miles of track. There is

made a daily mileage of not less than 700,000 miles, and
over a billion of passengers are carried annually. At
least $75,000,000 has been invested in this industry

alone; 30,000 horses in a single year have been relieved

from the slavery of street car propulsion; stables are dis-

appearing, and streets becoming cleaner; luxurious cars

are running on smooth, well-built and rigid road-beds.

Dividends have been increased, expenses reduced, invest-

ments enlarged, the unproductive has become productive,

the impossible possible. Land values have been increased,

habitable limits extended, homes created and time saved.

We no longer hear seriously of the dangers of the trolley

wire, the failure of service. The time has come when
legitimate investment is amply warranted. Electric street

railway construction has become a matter of engineering,

not experiment. Not only have the smaller towns adopted

what is the only available means of current supply, but the

larger cities are following their example. St. Louis and
Baltimore, Minneapolis and St. Paul, Buffalo and Roch-
ester, Boston and Brooklyn have fallen into line, and lat-

terly even Philadelphia seeks an improved street service,

and in New York public interest is being aroused.

In the latter city it is of course impossible to tell how
successful will be the attempt to introduce electric propul-

sion. There is a strong and in many respects a legitimate

objection to overhead wires. Many unsightly poles and
badly strung wires have disappeared, and their place been
taken by an underground service.

The general feeling of opposition to poles and wires

ought not, however, to act as a barrier to such reasonable

and proper introduction of an overhead system of supply,

as the conditions now existing in that city very properly

warrant. I have frequently pointed out the fact that the

greatest good can come to the greatest number, especially

in the over-burdened condition of transit which exists,

if certain of the lines were electrically equipped; wher-
ever, in fact, there would be no street obstruction.

In broad streets, where the tracks occupy only a small

portion of the street and are near together, a line of poles

of ornate design, with arms projecting on either side, can

follow the center of the street, the same poles being used

for lighting. Such a street, it seems to me, is Eighth

r ^
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avenue. Then, too, where there is a middle division or park,

such as exists in many boulevards, and which is now used

for telegraph poles, there is opportunity for an electric

construction which would be entirely unobjectionable.

On streets occupied with elevated structures, these

structures themselves would be used for a practically rigid

overhead system.

Among the numerous places in New York where an
overhead system could be put in perfect operation are

Central Park west, the boulevard from Fifty-ninth street

up, a part of the First and Second avenue lines, the Third,

Sixth and Ninth avenue lines, and all the suburban exten-

sions from the annexed district.

I am not sufficiently familiar with the streets of Chicago.
which is the last remaining city which must consider elec-

tric street railways, to suggest a plan.

In these large cities, however, one condition should be
insisted upon, and if this condition is met in the proper
spirit, then much of the objection which has been raised

against an overhead system must necessarily disappear.

The construction must be of the very best. The only
overhead line allowed should be a contact wire with sufficient

strength; the main conductors and the feeders should be
put underground in proper conduits. There would then
be overhead only a wire necessary for the smallest duty and
of the requisite strength. In many streets, of course, the

cable will hold its own until an electric conduit or surface

contact system shall be proven satisfactory.

/ Impressed by the great development of this industry
and brought face to face with the changes it has wrought,
the query is continually made. Will the electric motor re-

place the steam locomotive? It is similar to the older

question. Will the telephone replace the telegraph? Will
the electric light annihilate the gas system? And in all

soberness a like answer can be made: It will not, but it

will, as the electric light and as the telephone have done,
create a field of its own, and will replace a portion of the
service now done by steam.

It seems to me that the growth of electric railways will

proceed something in this order: First, the street systems
in the various towns, then connecting lines between adja-

cent towns following the line of highways, then longer
connecting lines, either on the tracks of existing steam
lines, or, growing bolder, on exclusive rights of way on
the same order. Then will come suburban traflic on a larger

scale and freight transfer systems, and finally the more
ambitious projects of trunk line service under limiting

conditions, such as I will specify.

It has been very properly said that a man will make the
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first long ride on electric railways by transferring from
one town system to another through connecting links,

rather than on individual roads.

This is precisely the process by which great steam sys-

tems have been built up, although, of course, starting on
a larger scale, and it is but natural that this shall be one
step in the development of electric railways.

But evidently this natural process of evolution does not
offer scope enough for the more enthusiastic, and we are

now and again treated to an ideal electric road to be built

on plans boldly defying both geography and the abodes of

civilization. An air line route according to rules of sur-

veying allowed only in Russia and on the desert of Sahara;

abolition of the grades and street crossing; rigid and con-
tinuous rails; loaded cars of light weight, each operated by
its own motor and making few or no stops; unlimited po-
tentials and undiscovered resistance lo insulation ; new
physiological and engineering laws; indestructible ma
chinery; unheard, of powers of braking and new methods of

train operation and signaling; around all a clear atmos-
phere, above all a perpetually smiling heaven, and be-
hind all an unlimited bank account and the unlimited con-
fidence of the investor.

These are some of the characteristics of such a road, but
perhaps it is only fair to ask, given some of these condi-

tions, what would be the capacity of steam traction ?

No one will question the capacity of a motor to do the

necessary work required, or to make a speed superior to

that of the steam locomotive, provided sufficient energy
be delivered to its terminals, but we must deal with exist-

ing or probable methods of supply. It is true that the

speed at which a train is propelled by steam has only in-

creased about 50 per cent, in sixty years, for in 1S32 the

"Matthew Baldwin" often made a speed of a mile a min-
ute, but we must not confound speed with power, for while
the maximum speed has not been so materially increased,

the endurance, the perfection of the mechanism and the

economy of performance have made great strides, and the

increased speed, which is by no means the maximum pos-

sible of a locomotive per se, has been attained at much
higher powers, and the schedule time has been shortened

principally by cutting down grades, straightening curves,
filling up ravines, abolishing trestle workn. replacing
wooden bridges by permanent ones of iron or stone, by
the use of heavier and stiffcr rails, belter switches, im-
proved methods of automatic signaling, the interlocking
switch and signal system, and the abolition of grade cross-
ings; in short, by improvements in details and manage-
ment which permit of higher speeds on more extended
sections of road because ol greater safety, lower traction
co-efficients and a greater degree of confidence possessed
by the engineer.

All these things arc necessary for high speed electric
railways, and any general improvements that will be of bene-

d I ftHi
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fit to the latter must necessarily be of service to the former.
Any predictions which are made concerning the fu-

ture of electric propulsion, either in ignorance or disre-
gard of the possibilities of steam duty and the limitations
necessarily existing in all systems of transportation de-
serve and will receive little consideration.

Hence, let us note a few of recent locomotive perform-
ances.

Almost every one is familiar with the remarkable run
recently made by a Schenectady locomotive hauling a
special train on the New York Central railroad, when the
distance of 439J2' miles from New York to Buffalo was
made at an average speed of nearly 60 miles per hour,
and which was the precursor of the Empire State expre«,
which makes the regular run at an average speed of over
52 miles per hour.

More recently, we have accounts of an interesting
record made by a well-known writer on two runs between
New York and Albany, on which a large number of indi-

cator cards were taken. The weight of the train was about
270 tons. The steam pressure varied from 160 to 170
pounds. From an inspection of about a dozen cards, the
indicated horse power varied from 551 horse power at 44
miles to r,i2o horse power at 78 9 miles. At 60 miles per
hour the train resistance is stated to have been 15 pounds
per ton, and at 70 miles, 17.ro pounds per ton. About
seven pounds of water were evaporated per pound of coal.
A remarkable statement concerning this performance

was made by Mr. Sinclair, which, while almost incredible,
will, if borne out by an analysis of facts, prove to be some-
thing of a surprise to those who make their prophesies of
the electric economies by comparative statements.

In the description of these tests it is stated that the
whole trip shows an indicated horse power per hour for an
average expenditure of only about 3^q pounds of coal per
hour. This is far better than many stationary engines.
On the New Jersey Central road one schedule time is

86^4^ miles in Sg minutes, which is made where thereare a
number of necessary slackings. On May 13th the time
was taken of the speed of a Baldwin compound locomotive
for a considerable period of time on one of the regular
runs. Ten continuous miles were made in 452>^ seconds

'

and five were made in 222 seconds. The fastest time
taken was 44 seconds, and the slowest noted was 47.
On February 26th a similar compound passenger loco-

motive running on the same road broke all steam records
by running a mile in jq}^ seconds, or at the rate of nearly
92 miles per hour.
At this speed the indicator cards showed 930 horse

power, and the drivers, which are 78 inches in diameter,
were making 395 revolutions per minute.

In the very near future I expect to have the pleasure of
riding on a locomotive when going on these high speeds,
and I presume my respect for steam locomotion will not
be diminished thereby, nor, on the other hand, will my
confidence in the possibilities of electric propulsion under
the proper conditions.

Experimental runs have been made with an electric loco-

motive at the rate of a mile in thirty seconds, that is,

120 miles an hour, and I confidently expect some day to

go at that rate. But it will be under special conditions
and not on the regular trunk lines of this country, and it is

the height of folly to suggest that these steam trunk lines

are to be abolished.

In making these very high speed runs there is not much
attempt at maximum economy of coal consumption, the

necessity being to generate steam as fast as required by
the cylinder, but on taking an average of five trips, I

FIG. 16. SERIES ELECTRIC TRACTION.

find that there was evaporated 7.19 pounds of water per
pound of coal used and 9.41 pounds of water evaporated
per pound of coal consumed. The total weight of the
train varied from 213 to 241 tons.

The personal equations of engineer and firemen neces-

sarily enter seriously into steam operations, and this,

compounded of course with the peculiarities of each en-

gine and the conditions of service, is shown in railroad

reports.

In this connection, I recently inspected a number of

engine sheets. On one, which gave the duty of twenty-
five engines, the average total cost per engine mi'e was

[Con/inuft/ on page 365.]
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That the misuse of electrical terms is not confined to

the American press is shown by a ludicrous blunder re-

ported in the Electrical Engineer of London. The inci-

dent is thus described :

Mr. Preece's lecture at West Hampstead was very well

attended, many having to be refused admittance, but not

all understood even the simple technical terms used. A
Hampstead paper speaks about people in the future "pay-

ing for electricity not by the number of 'bolts', but by a

combination of them termed 'wats' " and further on it says

"a kettle will boil with 100 'bolts' of electric light."

This will go a long way toward reconciling those who

have felt chagrined at the technical mistakes in our own

newspapers.
^

Much valuable information is presented in Lieut. Badt's

paper "On the Electrolytic Refining of Copper," read be-

fore the American Institute. The author presents data

never heretofore collected, and his paper is a valuable con-

tribution to the science of electrolysis. It is strange that

this subject was neglected in the Census Report of 1S90,

but Lieut. Badt's researches disclose the fact that such is

the case. The present paper, by giving statistics and par-

ticulars of the existing American plants, so far as available,

goes far toward providing the information which the gov-

ernment has omitted to supply. Lieut. Badt is an ardent

advocate of the use of electrolysis in copper refining, and

his investigations and practical experience entitle his

opinion to respect. There is no doubt that this application

of electricity is gaining in favor—if not with great rapidity,

at least with a healthy growth—and the subject is worthy

of more attention from electrical engineers than it has

received.

tions already proved thoroughly practicable, and leave the

future to those who know enough of what has been accom-

plished to make well-tempered prophecies.

Electric street railways have educated the people of

this country up to a point where they demand quick and

cheap transportation over great distances as well as in

local trafiic. Despite the fact that great advances have

been made in the handling of passengers on steam rail-

roads, the public demand still greater improvements, es-

pecially in the matter of speed, and they look to the elec-

trical engineer for a solution of the problem. At the

present time considerable interest is manifested in the

project of an electric railway between Chicago and St.

Louis on which it is proposed to attain a speed of 100

miles an hour. The details of the scheme have not been

made public and of course there is no way of passing an in-

telligent opinion on the project until a thorough examina-

tion of the plans can be made. Electrical engineers have

displayed little enthusiasm over the project on this ac-

count. It is the general belief that many radical improve-

ments in track construction will be required before

the managers of steam railroads will be justified in increas-

ing the speed of trains to any appreciable degree.

The severe electrical storm of last Monday appears

to have raged more fiercely in Northern Illinois than in

any other part of the country. In Chicago the city was

so dark at half-past three o'clock in the afternoon that the

Chicago Edison company kept pace with the demand for

light with great difficulty, and at one time nearly all of

the engine capacity of the station wasin use. The elec-

trical disturbance in the?.tmosphere was most pronounced,

and considerable damage to property from lightning is

reported. Many telegraph and telephone wires were

blown down, one pole line on State street containing sixty

wires to eastern cities being leveled to the ground. Chi-

cago is so well supplied with telegraphic connection with

the outside world, however, that the service was kept up

with but little interruption by using other circuits. Dur-

ing the storm there was little short of a panic in the ex-

change of the Chicago Telephone company, where nearly

two hundred girls are employed. When the switch-board

became charged with electricity, with blue flashes and

crackling discharges, many of the girls became terrified.

Two fainted and were taken home and several others were

hysterical from fear. As son as the electrical display

began, the manager instructed the girls who remained at

their posts to sit back from their instruments and not to

answer any calls until the storm abated. It was an un-

necessary order, however, as there was not a single call

until the worst of the storm had passed. Taken alto-

gether, it was a remarkable storm.

When the enthusiastic rural editor takes up the fascinat-

ing topic of electricity's prospective applications, his head-

way oftentimes carries him just a little way beyond the mark.

At the present time the country papers have taken the cue

from the electrical press, and on all sides we hear how

the subtle fluid is to aid the progressive farmer on his road

to wealth. Senator Peffer's bill to establish the experi-

mental station for ascertaining the extent to which elec-

tricity might be advantageously used on the farm, has

undoubtedly been the mainspring behind these utterances.

Although the talk in some cases has been most visionary,

the Peffer bill has undoubtedly started an agitation that

will eventually bear fruit. It may be noted that a Wheel-

ing, W. Va., paper has resurrected the old overhead con-

ductor-on the-country road scheme, and points out that the

time is "well in sight if not already in hand," when, in-

stead of driving a team through the mud when he takes his

produce lo market, the farmer in all the more thickly pop-

ulated states, will have a switch lunning to his barn from

an electric country road, and will use his team only to pull

his private cars to the road, where they will be taken in

tow by a trolley car or some other device for applying

electricity as a motor.

While all this may be brought about some day in certain

favored localities, it is not well to indulge too much in con-

juring up such beautiful visions for presentation to the

farmer, as they will lead him to expect loo much of an agent

that in this field can only be appHed to a limited extent, and

under certain restricted conditions. It would be better if

the enthusiastic friends of electricity would educate the

agriculturist to a knowledge of the wonderful applica-

IN the last issue of the Western Electrician, there

was presented a description of the equipment of the first

electric launch that had put in its appearance at the

World's Fair to enter the competitive test soon to take

place. In this issue the boat entered by another company
is described. Through the tests to be made at Jackson

Park, the engineers of the Exposition will determine

which is the most desirable propelling power for the pleas-

ure boats. Steam, electricity and compressed air are to be

tried, and whatever power proves most desirable will be

employed on the launches that are to ply in the lagoons on

the grounds.

Without attempting to discuss the relative efficiencies of

the several motive powers that will be tested, it may be

said that there cannot be advanced any good reason why
electricity should not be given first place. The manage-

ment of the Exposition has, from the start, laid great

stress upon what were to be the "electrical features" of the

great fair; it has shown an inclination to favor those who
sought to introduce legitimate novelties, and for this

reason alone, the electric launch should have the first

place There is no doubt in the minds of those familiar

with storage battery development, that all requirements of

this service can be fulfilled and that a serviceable boat can

be furnished. It is true that little attention, comparatively

speaking, has been given to this special line of develop-

ment in this country. In England, on the contrary, advan-

tage has been taken of every opportunity to perfect this

particular branch. On the Thames, for instance, there are

numerous electric launches and floating charging stations,

and much pleasure and profit are derived from this source.

There is no doubt that the English are ahead of the Amer-

icans, in this particular line, but there is no reason why
we should not take advantage of their experience and even

improve on their methods. The advantages of the elec-

tric launch over the dirty and noisy steam launch will no

doubt be fully realized by the Exposition officials and there

should be no hesitation on their part- In their zeal to se-

cure the most efficient launch service on the lagoons, they

should not overlook the fact that to the great majority of

visitors to the Fair, a ride in an electrically propelled boat

would be one of the most entertaining novelties of the Ex-

position.

Elsewhere in this issue is presented Frank J.

Sprague's inaugural address as president of the American

Institute of Electrical Engineers, before the recent joint

meeting of the Institute and the Chicago Electric club.

Mr. Sprague spoke on the "Coming Development of Elec-

tric Railways."

In view of the wild theories entertained by the general

public concerning the possibilities of electric traction, the

views of Lieut. Sprague should be carefully read, as there is

probably no other man in the country who is so well fitted

to speak authoratatively upon this subject. This paper will

doubtless do much toward clearing away absurd and un-

reasonable ideas. On all sides one hears of schemes

through which the trunk lines of the country are to be

electrically equipped, with the the idea that wonders in

the way of highspeed, etc., may be accomplished. Mr.

Sprague's conservative and common sense view of the

situation is therefore just at this particular time most re-

freshing. To have, however, a thorough appreciation of

the speech, it mast be read through; a review would bs,

in one sense, an injustice. One paragraph may be re-

ferred lo, though, as it characterizes in a forcible and

amusing manner one of the wild cat schemes about which

the daily papers have of late said so much. In describing

the "ideal electric road to be built on plans baldly defying

both geography and the abodes of civilization," Mr.

Sprague says: "An air line route according to the rules

of surveying allowed only in Russia and on the Desert of

Sahara; abolition of grades and street crossings; rigid and

continuous rails; loaded cars of light weight, each opera-

ted by its own motor and making few or no stops; un-

limited potentials and undiscovered resistance to insula-

tion; new physiological and engineering l?ws; indestruc-

tible machinery; unheard of powers of braking and new

methods of train operation and signaling; around all, a

clear atmosphere, above all a perpetually smiling Heaven,

and behind all an unlimited bank account and the unlimit-

ed confidence of the investor."

Mr. Sprague does not mince matters; he talks as he has

always worked and the conclusions set forth at the clcse

of his address, coming as they do from a man knowing

thoroughly whereof he speaks, will without doubt have

the attention they merit.
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10.85 cents, f'f which 2. 60 was for fuel. The total cost

varied from 6.8 to r(j.24 cents, and the fuel (wood) from

1.96 to 4 77 cents.

On another sheet giving the performance of twenty two
engines, the total cost per engine mile was 14.70 cents, of

which the fuel cost 461. The total cost varied from 8 82

to 27.98 cenis, and the fuel cost from 2.04 to 7.48

In still another, that of the performance of eighteen

engines, the total cost per engine mile was 14.73 cents, of

which the fuel (coal) cost 6.62 cents. The total cost

varied from \o.o.\ to 22.52 cents, and the fuel cost from

3.82 to 13 84 cents.

In discussing the electric system there is often a con-

fusion of statements with reference to economy. Despite

the undoubted fact that the electric motor can probably

be run at variable high speeds with less variation of econ-

omy than can the steam locomotive, we must not forget

that in the latter we are considering the economy of the

unit as a whole, not merely of the steam cylinders, but

also of the boiler and the furnace.

In electric propulsion a similar comparison of economies
must take into account the variable duty of the central sta-

tion and the losses on the line as well as those in the

motor, and where single units are used the variation in

economy of the whole system would be much greater than

in the steam locomotive. There will be only a reasonable

fixed efficiency of the central station and the line when the

number of units is large enough to make the load on the

centra! stations nearly constant.

Let us now consider another class of duty.

Some time ago I made a very careful analysis of the

work done on the elevated roads in New Vork city with a

view of determining the coal consumption and the duty

performed by the locomotives. At the time this investi-

gation was made, now nearly seven years ago, there were

in use on the Third avenue division 63 trains at one time,

running at very close intervals. The weight of the trains

was from 80 to 90 tons; the speed was often as high as

20 to 2;; miles an hour; stops were made every third of a

mile; in short, the duty demanded of the engines was ex-

ceedingly severe.

The maximum indicated horse power of the locomotives

was found to average about 163 horse power, although on
occasions these locomotives have been worked up to 185

horse power. Work was divided approximately as fol-

lows:

Acceleration in starting 59 per cent., lifting 24.3 per

cent., and traction 16.7 per cent, The average horse

power exerted was 70.3 horse power, considerably less

than one-half of the maximum.
The work on the line was so distributed that there was

an almost constant total duty of about 4,500 horse power.

The locomotives were on duty twenty hours, but used

steam only six hours, and including all losses when stand-

ing still and the amount of steam used in braking, there

was a horse power developed for about 6.2 pounds of

coal per hour.

I believe that these figures are entirely reliable, and
they show a remarkable performance when we consider

the class of duty.

An analysis of the coal expenditures showed that, with

an efficiency of 60 per cent, and without any of the energy

of the train being returned to the line, the relative coal ex-

penditures between steam and electricity would be about

in a ratio of 2 to i, but if the energy of the train was re-

turned to the line to the extent which I believe it Is possi-

ble, then the relative expenditure of fuel would in the

proportion of 7 to 2. Since the coal charge on the four divi-

sions was at that time about §550,000, it can easily be seen

that, independent of any question of saving in the care of

the structure and any reduction of depreciation of the

motor equipment, the fuel saving would be sufficient to

pay a good interest on the cost of electric equipment
and a large interest on the cost of electric equipment
minus this value of the present engines.

I have no reason to doubt the soundness of the conclu-

sions I then made.
You will have here in Chicago, however, a somewhat more

advanced condition of affairs. A compound type of loco-

motive has been adopted for the elevated road service,

and I believe it will show an increased economy over that

of the operation of the New York roads. Consequently,

in discussing the question of economy, it is necessary to

get fuU information concerning the duty which will be

done here.

In discussing high speed possibilities and limitations, the

testimony of Dr. Dudley, as given in a discussion of a

paper before this Institute, Feb. 24, 1S91, is interesting.

There are, generally speaking, three distinct elements

constituting the resistance of train movement on a level,

and they have a most important bearing when we consider

the operation of long or short trains, and at high speeds.

One of these elements is the friction of the train

in its bearings; with good rolling stock this is about 8

pounds per ton. For all reasonable speeds it is probably

fairly constant, provided the lubrication is good. Another

element is that of air resistance, which varies with the

shape of the forward end of the train, the condition of

the air, the direction of the wind, and the velocity of

movement. The third f may call the train lifting or rail

bending effort, which depends upon the weight and swift-

ness of the rails and solidity of the road bed.

Dr. Dudley stated that on the New York Central sys

tem he found that trains of about 250 tons when rnnning

at a speed of a mile a minute, had a resistance of from

10 to 12 pounds per ton, but that on short trains of two

or three cars the resistance sometimes ran as high as 35 or

40 pounds per ton.

This is probably due not to any change in the friction

of the bearings, but to the fact that the air resistance

enters as a much higher component of the total.

It at once emphasizes the fact that the operation of

short trains at high speeds must, no matter how good the

track or how favorable all other circumstances, be with a

train resistance higher than required by long and well

vestibuled trains.

.Such a shape can be given to the front of an electric

locomotive as will make the air resistance not over one-

half that presented by a plain surface of equal cross sec-

tion and perpendicular to the line of motion, but even
this fact does not alter the other, that the resistance per

ton must be higher for small trains than for large ones.

Mr. Dudley further stated, in speaking of the influence of

stiff rails, th.-it the difference in power required on the Chi-

cago limited when running on an 80 and a 65 pound rail

was from 75 to 100 horse power per mile, that is some-
where between 10 to I2 per cent of the power actually de-

veloped, and he estimates that with a 105 pound rail,

which is nearly twice as stiff as the 80 pound rail, there

would probably be saved another hundred horse power per

mile, making a total saving of a quarter by less than

doubling the weight of the rail. In his opinion it is per-

fectly safe to run a steam engme 120 miles an hour on
this heavy rail.

Such rail improvements increase speed possibilities with

present engines, but we have not related the limit of steam
duty.

Almost all the locomotive work of the United States has

been done up to the present with simple engines. Their
weight and capacity has been increased, their steam pres-

sure raised until the standard is now about 140 pounds.
Within recent years, however, the compound locomotive

has come into use, and there is a comparatively large

number of them in daily service. The steam pressure has

gone up to 180 pounds as a standard, working sometimes
as high as 200 pounds, but these are by no means the

limits of steam pressure.

On the Paris, Lyons and Mediterranean railway the

standard for steam pressure for compound locomotives is

250 pounds. The compound locomotive has still its battle

to fight, but I think it would be a rash man who would say

that the days of still higher steam pressure are not to

come, and that the triple expansion locomotive will never

exist.

Speed, capacity and coal economy are, however, not the

only questions to be considered in railroad operation, and
in discussing the general subject, it will be found that

the signaling and braking questions at high speeds are

serious ones. Undoubtedly an electric train with dis-

tributed motors, making the weight of the train available

for traction, could by using the motors as dynamos to re-

turn the energy of the train to the line from the highest to

mean speeds and then on a local circuit be more quickly

and effectually slowed down and stopped than where shoe

brakes are used, and both methods of course would be

available.

But if using a motor ahead of a train then there will be

comparatively little difference in the stopping power.

When riding at 60 or 70 miles an hour, it is a very

quick stop to bring a train at rest in less than 2,000 feet.

This is often as far as any signal can be made out, es-

pecially when the weather is at all thick. Hence we may ex-

pect to find on electric railroads, if high speeds are to be

attained, and quite possibly also on steam railroads, an
extension of automatic signaling so that trains indicate on

more than two sets of signals. At present the practice is

to divide the line into sections, and when a train passes a

certain point it sets danger and cautionary signals, drop-

ping the danger signal on the section just preceding, and

the cautionary signal on the one beyond.

Turning now to the greater powers, we must not con-

fuse the terms "large powered" and "trunk line" work.

These are two statements which I think will need no
corroboration.

If we had a continuous train movement completely oc-

cupying a track system, there can be no question but that

its operation from a central source by electricity would be

more economical than if operated by steam locomotives.

So, too, if a large number of units in reasonable proxim-

ity are .iioved, and the stopping and starting so regulated

that the total demand upon the central stations is fairly

continuous and equal, ihen there is no question as to the

economy of electric propulsion as compared with steam.

On the other hand, the operation of a single or very few

units over a long distance would be so uneconomical and

afford so small a return on the investment required, as to

make it prohibitory.

Between these two lies the condition of operation where

steam and electricity meet on planes of equality; as the

number of trains decreases, steam operation is the more
economical ; as the number increases, electricity must be

preferred.

In discussing the use of electricity instead of steam, a

well known steam engineer recently stated that in his

judgment it must be conceded that electromotive force

for the propulsion of cars will not be economical except

for suburban traffic, and upon certain sections of important

trunk lines, like the New York Central between New
York and Albany, the Pennsylvania system between New
York and Philadelphia, the other lines of like character,

where it is necessary to despatch a large number of compar-

atively light trains every day, and at short intervals. The
principal field for a power of this kind would be in sub-

urban service long enough to make the ordinary street

electric cars unpopular because of the time required, and

in such cases as these mentioned above; also for moving

freight trains in cities; that is, for the performance of

transfer service.

This is precisely in line with the arguments which I

have advanced from time to time, and which 1 illustrated

in a paper before the National Electric Light association

at its convention in Kansas City, where I outlined the

possible service between New York and Philadelphia,

which I believed to be practicable, and to which I will

again refer.

I must repeat that it narrows itself down to the one ques-

tion as to the number of trains operated between two ter-

minal points. Make that number of trains sufficiently large,

and the electric motor is the best means of propulsioo.
whether for high or low speed; whclber for large or for

small cars. Decrease this number, and wc must rely on
steam propulsion, or to put it in another way, the answer
to the query. Will electricity take the phce of steam for

railroad purposes? is: Only in pari, and ihcn only when
the number of units operated between the terminal points
is so large that the fuel economy would pay a reasonable
interest and depreciation of the necessary cost of the cen-
tral station and the system of conductors.

Of course I do not in this general reply consider those
special cases where advantages arc to be gained for which
there is a return for capital in another direction. Such a
case is that of the lialllmore tunnel, where the invest-

ment and cost of operation will be E^reatcr than that for

steam propulsion; in fact, there will practically be no
economy in power because the steam locomotives are not
done away with but simply unused for a period of a little

over a mile. There is in this specific case, however, the

incidental advantage of doing away with the necessity of a
ventilating plant, and yet getting rid of the annoyances in-

cidental to tunnel service.

Trunk line transportation being a great problem, we
should not attempt the simultaneous solution of all the
questions involved, but instead, determine what those ques-

tions are, consider their sequence, and the probability of

success, and solve them in their order.

Every system has its limitation. The electric is not ex-

empt from this law. and hence it will set forth what are

well known limiting laws concerning the transmission of

energy. They have been stated lime and again, but
somehow people often lose sight of them in discus-

sing the question of investments in large electric

railways, so that I think it would be well perhaps to re

state and emphasize them.

The weight of copper necessary to transmit a given
amount of pDwer with a fixed loss will vary inversely as

the square of the electromotive force used.

The distance to which it can be transmitted with "a

given weight of conductor will vary directly as the pres-

sure.

The distance to which it can be transmitted over a con-

ductor with a given cross section will vary directly as the

pressure.

The weight of copper necessary where the supply station

is in the center of a system is only one-quarter that re-

quired if the station is at one end.

The weight of copper will vary inversely as the square of

the number of supplying stations properly placed.

The electromotive force required will vary inversely as

the number of stations.

Lack of knowledge of these simple and unalterable

law shave led to much misconception of electrical possi-

bilities, and these have not been confined to the electrical

engineers.

In many of the suggestions which have been made even

by practical steam engineers, there has been an unneces-

sary confusion of the practicable and impracticable, and the

specific object which should have been borne in mind has

been lost sight of.

Committees have drawn impossible specifications for

trunk line service, and demanded of electric motors a capac-

ity and performance superior to that of the best com-
pound steam locomotives. I unhesitatingly pronounce any
attempt to build some such machines, for the present, cer-

tainly, unnecessary and impracticable. The service thus

suggested, if at all needed, will for many years be better

performed by the steam locomotive than by the electric.

Leaving out of present consideration trunk line work,

there are three problems requiring solution in the applica-

tion of electricity to propulsion on a large scale under con-

ditions existing, for example, in Chicago or in any other

place where there is a movement of a large number of

trains on more or less complicated tracks, as will be found

at almost all terminal railway stations. They are:

pirst—The development of an electric locomotive of

ample power, which shall be as readily controlled as the

steam locomotive, and shall be reliable in operation, and
shall show a high economy. Of course such a machine
must have all the adjuncts which are necessary for train

movement.
Second—A system of conductors and method of sup-

porting the same which can be relied upon for ample sup-

ply of current and absolute certainty of continuous contact

at all speeds on curves, switches, cross-overs and the mul-

titudinous combination which exist on yard tracks.

Third—A system of automatic block signaling, which,

while effective for steam traffic will not be thrown out of

operation by the use of tracks, as conductors of electricity

for a general supply. This is a more serious question than

is at first considered, for this use will materially interfere

with if not absolutely destroy the utility of what is known
as the rail circuit system.

This third problem is one which must necessarily follow

the development of the other two, as the automatic signal-

ing systems now existing have followed the development

of steam practice.

While I am not by any means thoroughly familiar with

the various methods of automatic signaling, I believe I am
justified in saying that there is none at present existing

which will meet all the requirements of railway practice,

and which can be operated on tracks used by both steam

and electric locomotives, where the rail is used as a part

of the supply circuit. Some of the best known systems of

signaling would be rendered entirely inoperative.

As difficult as it may seem to devise such a system, I be-

lieve that it certainly can be developed, but only properly

so on a section of track which is more or less experimental

on which at the time of operation automatic signaling is

unnecessary, but which is actually operated by both classes

of service. Such an experimental section would be a

combination of single and double tracks with all the vari-
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eties of curves, crossings, switches and ladders, such as

would be found in any large yard.

It will probably be found necessary to erect a variety of

kinds of conductors, From the most careful considera-

tion which I have been able to give to the subject, I be-

lieve there is one way. and only one way, in which the

current can properly be supplied in any complicated sys-

tem, and that is from the overhead conductor, practically

rigid in character, following very nearly the center line of

all tracks and switches with no movable overhead parts,

and with return through the rail. The locomotive would

then practically be moving between two electric planes, the

lower being the guiding one.

I know there has been a great deal of talk about other

possible systems of supply. We have heard much of the

charged rail using low potential currents supplied at fre-

quent intervals by motor generators driven from a central

station.

Since we have discovered no conductors devoid of re-

sistance, and the art of welding is not particularly applica-

ble for railway service where moving contacts are a neces-

sity, little credence need be given to any scheme of this

character.

We heard again of the central rail supported on posts in

wells between the tracks. A center rail may be acceptable

on a system like that of the elevated railroads, but in ordi-

nary railroad work any ditch intended to drain a track so

as to keep insulators dry and keep snow away from it

would probably so open the track that any moisture and
frost would cause upheavals of serious character, and the

cost of maintaining the track would be prohibitory. The
use of snow machinery for keeping the track clear would
be impossible, and anything underneath the car is in the

most exposed place for sustaining damage by defective

rolling stock, and continually liable to all sorts of mechani-

cal injuries and accidents with all the evil results of inter-

ruption of current, short circuiting and stoppage of

traffic.

Another system which has been proposed is that of con-

ductors supported on posts alongside of the track and ele-

vated but three or four feet above it. While not open to

so serious objections in the matter of insulation as a center

rail system, its use is manifestly not to be thoughtof where
there are crossings or switches. Even on a straight clear

track in a hard climate there would be m0;t serious trouble

in the matter of clearing the tracks from snow, and with

the grade crossings in ttiis country gaps in the conductors

would be too great for the contacts on a single locomotive

to stand.

Some time ago I was requested on behalf of a well

known financial man, whose enthusiasm as to the possi-

bilities of electric traction is well known, but who is withal

a most practicable railroad man. to inspect various railroad

terminal tracks in this city with a view of, first, the sub-

stitution of the switching work now done by a part or all

of the i.Soo or more switch engines by electric motors,

and eventually the operation of suburban service.

Considering the railroads nearly as they exist on a num-
ber of systems in Chicago in the space of about iwo
square miles, or more exactly ii miles in length by 3^ of a

mile in breadth, it is no exaggeration to say tDat there is or

will be not less than 75 miles of track, and switches and
crossings with their various combinations, almost in-

numerable.
I went over and over some of these tracks with the one

thought in my mind: How can the current be delivered

to the locomotives, and how can the automatic signaling

be done ? And I was forced to the one conclusion to which it

seems every man who makes the investigation must come,
and that is that the overhead system of supply is the only

one, but that it must be as substantial and thorough in

character as that of any other part of the system, and further

that in viejv of the cost, such a system is only permissible

where the number of iinits operated is large and continu-

ous.

These conclusions are not new, but they have been em-
phasized by the particular problem which is here repre-

sented.

Intimately connected with the question of conductors,

and one of the most serious ones which has to be met
by the electrician, is that of potential. The personal

danger limit of continuous or ordinary period alternate

currents is pretty well determined, and it seems generally

admitted by constructors that the danger limit for the

continuous current machine, with its commutator, is about
the same as the personal danger limit.

Hence we meet with two dilemmas. If using continuous
current motors, we are limited to a difference of potential

p^r machine of 1,000 to 1,200 volts, and we can so far as

the safety of the machines is concerned, only probably go
above this limit by putting the motors in series, precisely

as has been proposed for long distance stationary trans-

missions.

If this is not done then we have the introduction be-

tween the transmitting dynamo and the receiving motor of

a motor generator system, another pet theory which is of-

ten suggested but which I unhesitatingly pronounce as so

uneconomical as to be impracticable.

If using an alternate current system, then converters

must be used, either distributed along the line and supply-

ing the working circuit or placed upon the locomotive to

safeguard the motors.

While the use of a converter under these conditions is

not as objectionable as the use of a motor generator, it

cannot commend itself as a very practicable scheme, and
certainly in view of the fact that no single phase single

alternate motor promises up to the present serious success.

For the present, and I think for a long time to come,

we must confine ourselves to the consideration of railroad

problems where continuous currents are used, and where
itie traffic between two points is sufficiently large to justify

the investment in central stations and conductors which
would be required for the operation of such assistant.

There are two methods of propelling trains electrically,

one by following steam practice, that is, by building a large

motor and hooking it to the head of a train, the weight of
the motor being such as is required for the necessary pow-
er and traction when grades or slipperj- tracks are en-

countered.

From all that has been developed up to the present, to

get the control that is necessary and to build the machines
safely, the electric locomotive will weigh nearly as much
per horse power as the steam locomotive. This weight
can be better distributed, but I do not think if steam prac-

tice is followed on trunk line service, that there could be
any very material reduction of weight of train.

The other plan is to have each car propelled by one or
more motors. This would be the ideal system so far as

propulsion goes, provided the electric motor was unlike all

other mechanical apparatus, and that it never failed, and
if a number of machines could be as well taken care of,

cost no more and show as little depreciation as fewer ma-
chines of larger capacity operated as a unit.

Should we ever arrive, as we all hope, to the possession
of a single circuit alternate current motor, then in view of
the simplicity of its control, we may fairly hope for the
distributed motor system.

But here also the capacity and likewise the weight of

the motor being determined by the total duty done, the
weight of train limit would not be decreased, but rather

increased.

If on the other hand, single units are used, the query
naturally arises, what form would the electrical locomotive
of the future take? I do not think this is by any means
settled; undoubtedly gearless machines will be used, but
whether they will be mounted directly upon the axle, or

whether they will movably inclose the axle and be flexibly

connected to it while their weight is carried on springs on
the truck, or whether the motor will be carried on the

truck frame and connected to the drivers by the ordinary
coupling rods, are questions which will be determined
eventually by the depreciation per car mile upon the

motors, trucks and road bed as well as by the speed to be
attained.

Whatever the method of mounting' the motor is adopted,
for reasonable weights and powers, a 2 axle truck will be
used, but where large powers and weights are necessary,

two such trucks will be coupled together so as to keep the

weight upon each wheel within hmits, and this will carry

a cab containing the regulating and collecting devices,

and so shaped as to ofEer the least resistance to air pressure

and high speeds.

I have never advocated the use of a connecting rod in

transmitting the motion from an armature to a driving

axle, but I think it fair to say in this respect that the so-

called hammering effect on the rails, said to take place in

the ordinary locomotive driver where the weights are coun-
ter-balanced, exists more in imagination than in fact, and
that the chief trouble in the use of the connecting rod is

the change of direction of its movement.
Among the roads which are ripe for the electrical engin

eer, and on which in the near future I hope he will demon-
strate he has a most legitimate claim, are the New York
elevated and the Chicago elevated, the handling of the

trains on the New York Central and Harlem roads below
the Harlem river, the long talked of rapid transit road of

New York, the Metropolitan underground road of Lon-
don, the proposed tunnel roads in London, Paris and
Berlin, and coming more immediately home, suburban
service such as that of the Illinois Central railroad, a most
ideal track for the electrical engineer, and last, and as it

will prove one of the most important, the operation of the

terminal and warehouse systems for the interchange of

freight on the lines entering a city situated as is Chicago.

Taking this last, we have here a definite problem, now
performed in a more or less satisfactory way by steam
service. It is a problem large enough of itself. It has

little connection with electric trunk line service, and the

present impracticability of the latter has little bearing

upon the thorough practicability of the former.

Eighteen hundred or more switch engines, many of

them on duty twenty-four hours a day, a large portion of

the time standing idle, puff their foulness into your over-

burdened atmosphere, because from 80 to 90 per

cent, of all the freight that comes into the depots of this city

ought never come inside its limits, and would not were
there a practical way provided to distribute it from one
railroad to another outside the city limits. It has been
suggested, and it seems to me a most feasible plan, that

there shall be established a vast system for interchanging

freight on the various railroads by a great 6 track crossing

belt road which shall form a common zone of transfer

either by itself or in combination with freight warehouses
or storage yards.

Undoubtedly there are many difficulties in the way, but

from an electrical standpoint there is absolutely no ques-

tion but that such a system of belt line is practicable.

With such unsolved problems, such abundant fields, I

deem it unnecessary now to attempt to build electric loco-

motives to pull trains of great weight 100 miles an hour,

or to develop a system of conductors for trunk line serv-

ice which is not possible for yard duty, or to consider a

central station or track equipment for a duly never re-

quired. This problem is in a measure an experimental

one, which being carried to a certain measure of success

will clearly point the way for a future development and
outline its limits.

I may be pardoned perhaps if I take radical views in

some matters of railroad practice. I have fortunately or

otherwise been thrown into direct touch with all the

larger work which 's to be done in this country during the

coming year, and it gives me pleasure to announce, what
many of you know from the current news of the day, that

there will probably be in operation in the United States

within twelve months not less than five locomotives vary-

ing from seven to twelve hundreH horse power and from

45 to So tons in weight. The character of the work done
will var>'. In that work which I am most concerned from
a personal standpiont, a 700 electric locomotive will be

built for experimental work, and to attempt to solve as

far as may be the various problems which are involved in

railroad practice in Chicago. If my judgment is followed,

there will be an experimental section of track in the form
of a loop about thirteen miles long with eighteen miles of

rail, and with every variety of single and double track

construction, and simple and compound crossings and
switches.

On th:s I hope to see erected such varieties of overhead
construction as may be found best to meet the various

kinds of service, and where the railroad problems on track

jointly operated by steam and electricity can be developed

in the most satisfactory manner.
On this track there will be not only this locomotive, but

also one of equal rated capacity supplied by one of the

larger manufacturing companies.

The duty demanded of these machines will be severe.

They will be required to haul a train of not less than 450
tons, at 30 miles an hour, up a grade of 26 feet to a mile.

They will probably be required to develop their full

rate of capacity at all speeds between 30 and 60 miles per

hour, and if there is sufficient track room they will be
driven at a speed of at least 75 and perhaps 100 miles per

hour for short distances. The potentials used will be
nearly double that at present obtaining in street railway

practice.

A still larger problem, so far as power goes, although
not in the variety of conditions which will have to be met,
will be that recently taken for the operation of the belt

line tunnel now being constructed in Baltimore to avoid

the necessity of boat transfer at Locust Point. The duty
of the motor will be to propel the train with engines

coupled on, but not in operation, through a tunnel about
6,000 feet long.

The conditions require the motors, which will weigh
about So tons and have a capacity of about 1,200 horse
power to propel a 1,200 ton freight train up a grade of

42 feet to the mile at a speed of 15 miles. Passenger trains

of 450 tons' weight must be regularly started from rest

twice in the tunnel on this grade, and in an emergency
the motors must start the freight train. The draw bar
pull under regular duty, and when not starting, may be as

high as 32,000 pounds.
Perhaps the traffic from New York to Philadelphia af-

fords as good an example as any of what may be done on
regular passenger service, provided the track is clear

enough.
Forlhis I, some three years ago, and again the ForiuK of

September, iSgr, outlined an electric express service, with

a method of supply- through a rod carried above the car

and a return circuit through the rails and earth.

The current was to be supplied from one or more cen-

tral stations, equipped with high-class triple expansion

engines, driving multipolar dynamos directly coupled.

AVhat the electric engineer, and the railroad man as

well needs to know is whether the electromotive force re-

quired on the line, and the number of stations necessary

would be prohibitory.

No attempt was made an excessive speed, but I con-

fined myself to the average speed of a mile a minute for a

distance of ninety miles, and considered a through service

only. I assume a total weight of copper of only about

two-thirds that which exists on the long distance tele-

phone line between New York and Boston. The trains

were to be two car units, leaving every ten minutes.

I found with these conditions the stations and potentials

would be about as shown in the following table:

Miles Potential.

Station. apart. z wire. 3 wire.

1
— 3j^o i,Soo

2 45 i,Soo 900

3 30 i,300 600

4 22!,^ 903 450

If the 3 wire system is used, that is, the rails as a com-
pensating conductor between two trolley rods, then with

only two stations forty five miles apart, it is seen that the

potential is less than i ,000 volts, and this we undoubtedly

can handle.

I am not prepared to say that we may not use even a

higher pressure, because I believe whatever is demanded
in the interests of economy, all things being considered,

will be used, but if we can reduce the potential to per-

fectly safe and reasonable limits by multiplying the num-
ber of stations, then those stations should be increased .so

long as the increase does not seriously affect the general

e.^pense of working. On a service of this character,

where I have made the conditions distributed work and the

dispatching of units at brief intervals, which conditions I

repeat are absolutely necessary if we are to consider long

distance transportation by electricity, such increase of

stations as is advisable will not Increase the cost of central

station operation.

Such is the work before you. a work well meriting your

best efforts, yet it is well to temper your enthusiasm with

prudence.
Limit your attempts to the solution of those problems

which will prove of practical benefit.

Do not chase rainbows. They are beautiful and poetic,

but they have small place in the world's economies.

Remember that neither sentiment nor ignorance are

winning cards, but lessened costs of operation for equiva-

lent duty and increased returns on invested capital.

All this is said in no spirit of discouragement, for I

yield to no man in my confidence in the future of electric

traction. No new field is so rich, none more pregnant

with great possibilities, but the growth of the work w^ill be

more expeditious and healthy if we separate the visionary

from the real, the impracticable from the practicable.

The Sedalia Daily and Weekly Democrat of Sedalia,

Mo., will run its printing press by electricity. The Ed-
ison company has installed a three horse power standard

Edison motor in the Equitable building, Sedalia, Mo., for

this purpose. Current will be taken from the mains of

the Electric Railway Light \- Power company of that

town.
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Practical Notes on the Electrolytic Re-
fining of Copper.'

IJV F. IJ. liAItT.

There arc many books extant on the art of eltclrolytic

separation of metals, and much has hcen and is being writ-

ten in scientific journals on the same subject, but, strange

to say, most of it has been published in the foreign press

and very little can be found in American publications.

From this it mieht appear that but little interest is taken

in this subject and that copper rctining is being done on a

very small scale in this country, while, as a matter of fact,

quite the reverse holds true. We cannot explain the

dearth of information on this subject any better than by
quoting from the preface of Mr. Gore's latest book.
"Much of the information hitherto published on the

.subject lies scattered about in short articles and fragmen-
tary accounts in periodicals and books; and statements

more or less inaccurate have been made, owing to the
,

writers not having had access to the manufactories, the

processes in which they have attempted to describe.

M. Kiliani and others have observed the privacy with

which electrolytic refining works are conducted; he says

that 'its effect has been to some extent to make people
believe that the operations carried on are based upon dis-

coveries known only to a few and are surrounded by diffi-

culties of a very special and complicated nature.' Me
writes with 'the object of dissipating this wrong impression

and of convincing all those interested in the subject that

whatever is done inside these works can be done by any-
body who gives a little attention and study to the subject,

the only secrets being slight and immaterial details of prac-

tice.' The probable explanation of this is, that each elec-

tro-refiner, in consequence of being imperfectly acquainted
with the literature of the subject, and of how his fellow-

refiners were working, has been obliged to ascertain by
means of experiments in his own works the practical de-

tails of the process; and has thus independently arrived at

the same general plan of operating as other refiners,

whilst considering his own method a secret."

The foreign books above referred to naturally contain
descriptions of plants and processes in vogue in Europe,
and very little can be learned concerning the art of electro-

lytic copper refining in the United States.

It is the object of this paper to give a few practical data
in relation to American practice, and to give a short de-

scription of the process in vogue in this country. While
the writer has erected some of the largest copper refineries

in the United States, and examined a few of the other
plants, it is for the very reason that Mr. Gore gives that

the data which the writer submits in the following are not
claimed to be either complete or to be absolutely correct.

The writer has endeavored to tabulate the electrolytic cop-
per refineries in the United States.

This, to his knowledge, is the first attempt ever msde,
and he hopes that, considering the circumstances, his en-
deavors in this direction will not be misconstrued, but be
properly appreciated.

In the table which forms a portion of this article we give a
list of electrolytic copper refineries in the United States. It

shows us that there are at present 36 dynamos of a total

capacity of I, S14 kilowatts used for the electiolytic retia-

ing of copper, and that the total output of these refineries

(when all are completed) will amount to 3,650 tons per
month, or 43.800 tons per year. A capital of over $1,000,-
000 is invested in these refineries.

The Census Report, dated Washington, D C., July 15,
i8gi, shows the United States to be the largest producer
of copper in the world, its product for the year 1S89 being
226,055,962 pounds, or 113,028 (short) tons. The total

expenditures involved in this production were $12,062,180,
of which there was paid in wages, $6 096,025; in salaries,

$120,896; to contractors, $334,443; for materials and sup-
plies, $4, 067, 970; and for taxes, rent, etc., $1,442,846, the
total capital invested being $62,623,228, and the total

number of employes, exclusive of office force, 8,721. The
same Census Report gives some statistics on "copper re-

fining," but unfortunately fails to state how much copper
was refined by the electrolytic process.

It is interesting to note that only a part of the furnace
material produced in the United States, a small quantity
of ore, and nearly all of the mineral from the lake stamp
mills are refined in works, the majority of which are con-
trolled by firms and corporations not directly connected
with the mines. In some works copper refining is inciden-
tal to the working of other base and precious metals, and
in others it is a part of a general chemical business. One
concern failed to report. The returns cover establish-
ments which produced 159 693,252 pounds (79,847 tons)
of refined copper, valued at $19 636, 561. 86, Hence if

our list is approximately correct only about 25,000 tons out
of 79,847 tons of refined copper were treated electrolyti-

cally.

We might construe the following paragraph in the Cen-
sus Report as referring partly to electrolytic refineries:

It isinterestingtosegrcgateone group of refiners, which treats
exclusively high grade, pure material, like lake mineral, Arizona
bars, and Montana blister copptr. Works which pioduce 165,400,-
66^ pounds of refined copper incurred the foHowing totaf expenses:

EXrENSES IN COPPER WORKS TREATING HfGH-CK.\DE MATERIAL.

Wages $-,26,6S7
Salaries ^2,0^6
Paid to contractors •1,735
Supplies and material 30^ 679
Rent, interest, etc 40,462

Total §719,019
or o.oS cent per pound.
Total refined copper, pounds 105,4' 0,664

These figures will demonstrate conclusively that the sub-
ject is an important one. It is not intended to tire you
with the details of the ordinary process of the electrolytic

I. Read at the general meeting of the American Institute of Elec-
trical Engineers, Chicago, June 6, 7 and S, 1892.

refining of copper, as this has been described in many
books, and the theory and practice are well known. In

the above table, however, I mention, in the fourth column
the names of certain processes in vogue in the United
States, and it might be well to show the main features of

each. The crude material used in the anodes is black cop-

per, or blister copper, containing from 97 per cent, to 98
per cent, of copper. The electrolyte is a sotutton of sul-

phate of copper.

In some processes refined copper is a by-product only.

especially when it appears in a concentrated form in the

mattes of lead smelters and refiners. In the process

which we c.dl the "multiple process," anodes and cathodes
in each vat are arranged in multiple, in about the same
manner as the plates in a storage cell, as shown in P'ig. i.

In this process there is usually one more cathode than

there arc anodes. The electrodes arc suspended
in a vertical position in wooden vats, usually

lined with lead. The vats themselves may be
arranged either in series, in multiple, or in multiple ser-

ies. For simplicity's sake and for numerous other reasons

well known to the electrical engineer, an arrangement of

vats in single series is most advantageous.
Another process is the "Smith process'' (United States

patent No. 393,526, Nov. 27, i883.) In this process

there are no cathodes of pure copper. The plates of black

copper (anodes) are not suspended vertically in the solu-

tion but are placed hori/.ontally. As it would not be prac-

tical in many places to cast the plates large enough to give

a sufficient amount of surface, several plates are placed

side by side so as to form one large plate. These layers
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FIGS. I TO 4. PRACTICAL NOTES ON THE ELECTROLYTIC
REFINING OF C0PP.?:R.

are then placed one above the other at a distance of about
i4- inches, the layers being supported by strips of wood
running lengthwise of the vat. The top plate is connect-

ed as an anode to the generator, and the other pole of the

dynamo with the bottom plate. The spaces between the

plates are filled with the solution of sulphate of copper,

which forms the only connection between the plates. The
copper is dissolved from the under surface of each layer

and deposited on the upper surface of the next layer be-

low. The insoluble foreign matters in the copper, includ-

ing gold and silver, fall upon screens of cotton cloth

which are stretched between each two layers. The pro-

cess is kept up until all the black copper is dissolved and
nothing remains but plates of electrolytic copper.

Fig. 2 shows the relative position of plates in one vat.

The inventor claims several imporlant advantages over the
common vertical multiple arrangement. lie claims that
the silver or other foreign insoluble matter is removed,
that the space required for a given amount of depositing
and the amount of solution required are relatively small,
that the connection between the plates in oncUnk is made
by the solution only, and that the copper is easily handled
and prepared for the vats. The following is his patent
claim:

"A vertical series of horizontal electro cJepcsiliog cells
formed by horizontal plates of the metal to be deposited,
separated and supported by insulating supports, and im-
mersed in an electrolytic solution, with screens tnicrpo^ed
between the successive plates subslanttally as described,
whereby insoluble matters are arrested as they are liber-
ated from the lower surface of the upper plate in each cell

by the combined action of the said solution and the elec-
tric current."

Smith arranges all vats in series.

Another process mentioned in the list is the "Haydeo,"
Fig. 3 United States Patent No. 465,525. Dec. 22, 1891.)
The Hayden process differs materially from that of the
Smith, only in that he places his plates in vertical pcsiiton
insteati of placing them horizontally, and that he dees not
use any screens. lie uses removable grcovcd vertical
wooden strips to hold the plates in proper positicn. lie
also states that it might be advantageous in many cases to
cast the plates in small sizes and arrange them one above
the other.

Mr. Hayden's patent claimsare as follows:
"i. In an electrolytic bath having a number of plates un-

connected electrolytically excepting through a solution in
the bath, and having narrow partitions extending from
opposite sides of the bath adapted to hold the plates in a
vertical position and out of contact with each other, stops
wholly between the partitions supporting the plates above
the bottom of the bath, substantially as specified.

"2. In an electrolytic bath havinga number of plates un-
connected electrolitcally excepting through a solution in the
bath, and having independent grooved sidep'eces in the
bath, the side walls of the grooves forming narrow parti-
tions engaging the lateral edges of the plates to be treat-

ed and holding said plates out of contact with each other,
stops at the lower ends of said grooves, suppcrting the
plates above the bottom of the bath, the said stops not pro-
jecting beyond the faces of the partitions, substantially as
specified.

3. In an electrolytic bath having a number of metal
plates unconnected electrolytically, excepting through a
solution in the bath, a series of grooved strips removable
from the tank, driven tightly on the side edges of the plates
and constructed so as to be capable of sustaining the plates
within the bath above its bottom, substantially as speci-
fied,"

Hayden also arranges his vats in series.

Another inventor, Stalmann (United States Patent No.
467,350, Jan. rg, 1S92. and No. 467,484, Jan. ig, 1S92),
practically uses the same process as Ha) den, only instead
of using single plates he uses, with the exception of the
initial anode and the terminal cathode, pairs of plates of
crude and refined material, but bringing the two plates
together by connecting them by one or more bolts or riv-

ets so that they become practically a pair of anode and
cathode plates with no electrolytic solution between them
(Fig. 4.)

The claim in the first patent is as follows:

"An electrode consisting of a plate of refined copper
material and a plate of crude material with insulating ma-
terial interposed between said plates and metallic connec-
tion between said plates.*'

The claims of the second patent are as follows:
"The method of separating from copper and like met-

LIST OF ELECTROLVTIC COPPER REFINERIES IN THE UNITED STATES.

Name of company. Generators. Number
of vats.

Process (arrangement
o£ vats.)

Output in

electrolytic
copper per

month, tons.

Remarks.

I. Anaconda iVIin^ng com-
pany. Anaconda, Mont.

5 Edison—60 volts, i,iOO

amperes.
3£0 Partly multiple, part-

ly Stalmann.
350 Plant being extended (or ulti-

mate capacity of 900 tons per
month

.

*By product.1 Excelsior— 6 volts, i,ooc

amperes.
48

in series
30*

(Jo?.\Vharton). Camden,
N.J.

3. Balbash Smelting and Re-
fining company, Newark

7 Excelsior— 15 volts, ?,ooo
amperes. 1 Excelsiar—
30 volts, 3,cco amperes.

b Edison*— 150 volts, 4C0
amperes.

2 Edison—80 volts, 700
amperes.

J
Thomson-Houston, mul-
tipolar, separately excited
165 volts, 1,000 amperes.

1 Thomson Houston, 1

Mather, i Edison—150
volts, 400 amperes.

2 Edison—So volts, Soo am-

7 series

of 4S, I

series of

96

Multiple (iSanodes,iS
cathodes).

Hayden Soo

30J

550

400*

150

100

DO

30

*They refine the product of the
Oxford Coppercompany,whose
smelters are in New jenty,
and who are general purchasers
of copper ores, matte and bul-

ing and Roiling company
l-5altimore, IMd.

*Generatorshavesecticna' fields

which can be plugged lor dif-

ferent voltages.

Plant in construction.
Dynamo capacity in excess of
present requirements.

*They refine the entire product
(black copper) of the Parrotl
Silver & Copper company,
Butte, Mont.

pany, Baltimore, Md.
6. Boston & Montana Con-

solidated Copper A Sil-

ver Mining company,
Great Falls. Mont.

7. Bridgeport Copper com-
pany, Bridgeport, Conn.

2SS

3 series of

10

Multiple ficjacodcs, 10
cathodes).

Hayden (100 electrodes

in each vat).

company. Blue Uiand,Ill.

g. Electrolytic Copper com-
peres.

3 Mather—ioo volts, 300' 7=; Smith
pany, Ansonia, Conn.

10. Lewishon Bros ,H- Paw-
tucket, R. I.

11. Omahg & Grant Smelting
Works, Omaha. Neb.

amperes.
1 txcelsior— 15 volts, 3,2co
amperes.

r Excelsior—6 volts, i,oco
amperes.

60
in series

in series

Multiple fig anodes,
ji,-) cathodes).

Multiple

12. Pennsylvania Sale Mann.
facturing company, Phila
delphia. Pa.

13. St. Louis Smelting and
Smith
Multiple

3
*

90

*Bv product.
*1 his plant is operated in con-
nection with an electrolytic
silver refinery, using the
Moebins process.

Plant burnt; being erected.

I Excelsior— 16 volis, 2,400
amperes. in seriesRefining company, Chel-

- tcnham, St. Louis, Mo.

14. Washburn, Moen & Co.,

+A gents for 'he following- mining companies: Boston & "Montana Consolidated Copptr & Silver Mining company, Montana; Butte &
B-TUon Mining company, Montana; Arizona Copper company, Arizona; Huron Copper Mining company. Lake Superior, ftlich.; Tsma-
rack Minmg company. Lake Superior, Mich.; Osceola Mining company. Lake Supenor, Mich.;~Kearsarge' Mining company, Lake Super-
ior, Mich.; Santa Fe Copper company, New ilexico; Peninsula Copper Mining company, Lake Superior, Mich.
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als foreign matter which may be incorporated with them,

which consists of arranging in an electrolytic bath an ini-

tial anode connected to the positive pole of the source of

current supply and a terminal cathode connected to the

negative pole, securing together by conductors intermedi-

ate anodes and cathodes in independent pairs, each pair

consisting of an anode of crude material and a cathode-

of refined material, interposing said independent pairs

between the initial anode and terminal cathode of the

bath, and passing an electrolyzing current from the initial

anode to the terminal cathode through the bath and paired

plates, substantially as described.

":;. An electrolytic bath comprising a containing vessel

an electrolytic, an initial anode, a terminal cathode, and
intermediate pairs consisting each of an anode of crude

material and an independent cathode of

refined material removably connected thereto

and in metallic conductive connection therewith, the sev-

eral pairs being independent of each other, substantially as

described.
' '3. An electrolytic bath, comprising a containing vessel

,

an electrolyte, an initial anode, a terminal cathode, and
intermediate pairs consisting each of an anode of crude

material and an independent cathode of refined material,

removably connected thereto and in metallic conductive

connection therewith, the several pairs being separated on
their sides and bottoms from the containing vessel, sub-

stantially as described.

"4. An electrode, consisting of a plate of refined mate-

ria! and an independent plate of crude material removably
connected thereto and in metallic conductive connection

therewith, substantially as described."

Stalmann's patent drawings show the vats arranged in

either series or multiple. The inventors of the series proc-

esses, like the Smith, Hayden, Stalmann and others,

claim for their processes very much cheaper first cost of

plant, very much less copper carried as idle capital in the

vats, and much less floor space and higher efficiency in

operation, that is. a larger recovery per horse power hour.

Whether or not these claims can be demonstrated in prac-

tice is yet an open question. One pound of copper will be
deposited in one hour, theoretically, by a little less than

3S6 amperes out of a solution of sulphate of copper. If

we, therefore, pass 3S6 amperes through one vat, we will

deposit one pound every hour, and if we pass the same
current through a series of loo vats, we will deposit 100
pounds each hour. The amount of power expended in

each vat, however, is C- X A', but as it is always possible

to reduce the resistance of a vat by increasing the surface

of the plates, we can greatly reduce the amount of power
required for the same output in copper per horse power
hour. We may also reduce the amperage for a given pro-

duction by joining more vats in series, or we may combine
both methods.

It is therefore always possible to largely reduce the ex-

penditure of electrical energy, and consequently that of

the motive power. As a matter of fact, theoretically any
amount of copper may be refined with any given horse

power, but as soon as we attempt to largely increase the

production of copper with a given power, we find it nec-

essary to largely increase the size and number of vats and
the quantity of copper under treatment. These conditions

have been thoroughly examined, and the laws governing
them have been explained in the several hand books ex-

tant.

As a resume it may be stated that if power is cheap
we may make the internal resistance of the vats greater,

employ small vats and less copper under treatment, re-

quiring less floor space, thus decreasing the first cost of

the establishment materially. If, on the other hand,

power is expensive, we must make the internal resistance

of the vats as small as possible, have a large amount of

copper under treatment, requiring a larger floor space and
materially increase the first cost of the plant. It can
easily be seen that in each special case these conditions

must be carefully determined in accordance with principles

very similar to those laid down in Sir William Thomson's
law.

From these statements, however, we may infer that the

claims of the promoters of the so-called series processes

are not well founded, because, no matter how the plates

in the vats may be arranged, we can always arrange the

plant for conditions of mmimum first cost or minimum
operating expenses. It is true that both Smith and Hay-
den do away with cathodes of refined copper, and thus

save quite an item for copper under treatment. On the

other hand, there is the disadvantage that particles of the

original anodes will stick to the final cathodes of refined

copper, and that it will be found difficult to separate them.
As a matter of fact, it is claimed by some assayers and

selling agents that electrolytic copper obtained by these

two processes is not so pure as copper obtained by a pro-

cess employing anodes and cathodes arranged in multiple.

Mr. Stalmann in his arrangement obviates the latter dis-

advantage by attaching removable plates of refined material

to his anodes.

Another important item inorderto obtain a pure deposit

is the density of the current. American copper refiners

usually adopt 10 amperes per square foot of active cathode
surface as a maximum. I am told, however, that some of

the refineries operating on the "series" processes go even
beyond 15 amperes per square foot, which may account
for certain impurities found in the electrolytic copper and
for a greater efficiency of the plant; that is, a larger out-

put of copper for a given number of vats and amount of

copper under treatment.

High voltage in an electrolytic plant of course means
considerable saving or less drop in conductors, less trouble

from poor contacts, etc., and it Is probable that for these

reasons the so-called series processes show a greater effi-

ciency per given horse power than the processes employing
electrodes in multiple. For refineries using this latter

process low tension machines and comparatively few vats

in series are employed. By adopting as high voltages in

the multiple process as in the series process, of course,

the same advantages may be obtained.

One advantage of the series process is the fact that each
electrode will get its proper amperage per square foot, as

all the plates are in series, and are of uniform size. In the
parallel process some trouble is always experienced in prop-
erly subdividing the current in each vat so that each plate

will get its share, or, in other words, that the current den-
sity will be the same for each square foot of active cathode
surface. By proper precaution, however, trouble in this

direction may be easily avoided.

Another important item for the obtaining of pure de-

posits is a good circulation of the electrolyte. This in-

sures a uniform specific resistance in the solution between
the parts of the plates. Inasmuch as a solution of sul-

phate of copper is of greater specific gravity than the acid,

which is liberated by the decomposition of the copper upon
the surface of the cathode, such acid rises to the surface

of the liquid while the solution of sulphate of copper set-

tles toward the bottom. Where plates are arranged verti-

cally, therefore, there is an ascending current before the

surface of (he cathode and a descending current before the
surface of the anode. If there is not sufficient circulation

of the electrolyte, the free acid attacksthe upper portions of

the plates more rapidly than the lower portion, an*! the dep-
osition goes on most rapidly on the lower portion of the

cathode.

In American practice the electrolyte is sometimes kept
in circulation by arranging the tanks on the cascade plan,

and have each higher vat siphon through a pipe whose
orifice is near the bottom of the next lower vat. A better

plan now usually adopted is to have a trough run through
the whole refinery, and have each vat fed independ-
ently by means of a rubber hose. The electrolyte is raised

from the connecting tank into the troughs by means of lead

pumps or steam injectors. Both, however, are objection-

able. The pumps are always getting out of order, and
the steam injector means waste of steam, beside hav-
ing the disadvantage of putting too much moisture into

the electrolyte, which again necessitates the adding of free

acid continually. A better plan is to have two collecting

tanks, which are to be used alternately. Just as soou as one
is full it is made air-tight, and a small air compressor driven

by an electric motor compresses the air above the solution

and drives the solution under a pressure of, say, 25
pounds through a pipe up into the troughs. Smith claims

that in his arrangement no artificial circulation of the elec-

trolyte is required. He claims that the frte acid

liberated over the whole horizontal surface of the

cathode in each cell rises directly through the solution

and the screen to the surface of the anode above
and acts uniformly over its whole surface. As the

the deposition also takes place uniformly over the whole
surface of the cathode, uniform electrical and chemical

conditions are secured over the whole surface of each plate

and uniform liquid resistance between the parts of the

plates, and the action of the cells is entirely automatic.

Smith also claims that less heat is wasted by this arrange-

ment than in installations which require the circulation

of the liquid.

W'e might mention another incidental advantage of the

multiple process over the series processes. Some of the

patentees claim one-fourth of a cent per pound of refined

copper as a royalty In one instance one plant gives the

patentee, under this arrangement, an income of over $100
per day. Takingthis in combination with the very doubt-

ful advantages claimed for the series process, we need not
wonder, that there exists prejudice against erecting electro-

lytic refineries employing these patented operations.

As to the value of the patents, from a legal point of

view. I do not care to express an opinion. Some legal

authorities state that anybody may arrange the electrodes

in series within a vat without infringing if he omits some
of the minor details of the combination patents whose
claim have already been quoted.

The power installations of some of the electrolytic re-

fineries which the author had an opportunity to visit re-

minded him very much of an electric light station put up
about ten years ago. The old motto, "Cleanliness is next

to godliness," he found inoperative, and the plants usually

excelled by a total absence of voltmeters or ammeters or

other electrical testing instruments showing the conditions

under which the plant was operating. Such statements,

therefore,.as "working current of a thousand amperes," or

"density of current of 10 amperes per square foot,"' which
we get from electrolytic refiners, must be taken with sev-

eral grains of allowance.

I could enumerate a long list of defects that exist to-day

in almost all of the electrolytic refineries, and which may
all be traced to one cause, and that is the refiners imperfect

knowledge of electricity. Large amounts of money may
besavedinthe erection and operation of such plants by
considering all the conditions carefully before making the

final plans. One case came to my knowledge where the

lead lining was put in the tanks, and plumbers were com-
missioned to wipe the seams in the ordinary way instead

of having the edges of the lead melted together by means
of the hydrogen blow-pipe. The latter plan should always

be followed, as wiped joints will be destroyed by the

electrolytic action of the solution in a very short time.

This is not by any means a small matter, as repairing of

the lead lining involves large expense and great loss of time.

In one installation the conductors leading from the dyna-
n,os to the tanks are underground, but run in such a care-

less manner that they are permanently grounded, often get

short circuited, and in a few instances the wood conduit

was set on fire. As a matter of fact all the experiences

which we have gone through for the last ten years in con-

structing electric light and power plants, have been of no
benefit it seems, to most electrolytic refiners. Even in the

few installations where a voltmeter is used to indicate the

proper working condition of the vats, this voltmeter is

carried by two men from vat to vat, and the voltage of

each vat is taken in this cumbersome manner.

In a plant just being erected, the writer proposes the
erection of a potential board in the office of the superin-
tendent. Both terminals of each vat are to be connected
with two contact points of tbe potential board, and a volt-

meter is to be arranged that by simply turning a switch
handle the potential of each vat can be taken almost in-

stantaneously. As a matter of fact, the working condition
of each vat may be thus ascertained in a few minutes
while it would take hours for two men todothe same by
carryicg the voltmeter from vat to vat. One of the occur-
rences which has to be guarded against is the short circuit-

ing of an anode and a cathode, which in the multiple plan
means the short circuiting of a whole vat. Such an occur-
rence should be detected immediately as otherwise the con-
tents of the vat may be spoiled. The author proposed for

a plant just being erected an electric tell-tale in connection
with the potential board. This lell-tale might be con-
structed somewhat after the fashion of a hotel annunciator.
Each magnet might be permanently in circuit with its

corresponding vat and the tension of the armature spring
so adjusted that at the proper potential the armature would
be held up, but just as soon as the vat is short circuited no
current or but very little current will flow through the
magnet and the armature will drop, ringing an alarm bell

and indicating the number of the vat in which the trouble
occurred.

All such appliances are labor-saving devices, and their
installation would pay well in a plant where many thou-
sand dollars worth of copper and solution is under treat-

ment and liable to be spoiled. In a number of refineries

there are T-rails suspended over the vats in such a manner
that a pulley carrying a block and tackle can be used for
lifting the plates out of the vats and moving them in the
gangways for either washing off the slime or for substitut-

ing new anodes for the old ones. Some of the electrolytic

refineries in the United States buy copper matte of from
45 to 54 per cent, of copper from the mining companies.
In these cases they own their own smelters, resmelt the
copper matte, producing black copper of from 97 to 9S per
cent, of copper. This black copper is then cast into anodes
and subjected to the electrolytic process. Other refineries

buy the black copper direct from the smelters owned by
the mining companies. For instance, the Bridgeport Cop-
per company, of Bridgeport, Conn., buys the entire prod-
uct of the Parrott Silver and Copper company, of Butte,
Mont., as black copper.

There is another matter which should be mentioned, as
it is very often misunderstood by the public and the elec-

tric companies. If copper matte contains, according to
the assay, 30 ounces of silver or less per ton of matte, no
extra charge is made for tbe silver, but the copper matte
is sold at the reigning market price. If it contains, how-
ever, over 30 ounces, the silver is to be paid in accordance
with the assay. Thirty ounces of silver per ton of matte,
of course, means almost double that amount per ton of
electrolytic copper. It can easily be seen that electrolytic

refineries prefer to buy copper matte containing just a
trifle less than 30 ounces of silver per ton.

There are quite a number of points which need the atten-

tion of electrolytic copper refiners. There are, for in-

stance, only a few of the refineries which manufacture
their own sulphate of copper, but buy it at high rates in

the market. Sometimes the cost of freight and haulage
doubles its cost. Each copper refinery should have a little

installation of its own for the manufacturing of the nec-
essary sulphate of copper, which it can do at a small frac-

tion of what it has to pay for it. The same holds good in
relation to the refining of the slime or mud which collects

at the bottom of the vats, and which contains the precious
metals. Each copper refinery should have its own little

plant for the refining of the mud. These little installations

can be run at a small expense in connection with copper
refineries, and it is almost nonsensical to have ether con-
cerns make large sums of njoney which could be saved by
the refiner himself.

A few words as to electric generators may not be out of
place. The author prefers separately excited machines for

the reason that they cannot be reversed and other inciden-

tal advantages. When water power is used as prime mover
a good deal of trouble has been experienced in the regula-

tion of the wheels. As a matter of fact there is no water
governor in existence which will regulate so perfectly as
the governor of a modern automatic engine under varying
loads. By running all the exciters from an independent
prime mover (either water or steam) the strength of the

fields of the generators will be unifcrra at all times whether
there are fluctuations in the external circuit or not;

the strength of the held of the generators which with
self exciting machines, is subject to the fluctuations

in the external circuit, and is a variable, becomes
a constant. The author proposed this arrangement over

three years ago for railway and power stations with the
very best results.

Before closing we might mention some processes which
have not been introduced in the United States yet but
about which a good deal has been said during the last few
years. There are in Europe processes by which electroly-

tic copper is produced direct from the "matte" containirg
from 35 to 55 per cent, of copper. From the reports that

have appeared, from time to time, it seems that these pro-

cesses have not been a great success. There are other

processes which contemplate the extracrion of copper di-

rect from the ores by means of electrolysis. The best

known are the "Siemens" and "Hcepfner." If we are

correctly informed the Siemens process is now being used
in one experimental plant only, which is owned by the
Siemens fiim. This is at Martinicken Fields near Berlin.

Another one which they have in the Caucasus at their own
copper works is said to have been abandoned because it

did not give satisfaction. Dr. Hcepfner's process, it is

claimed, is now in operation in three plants; one at

Schwarzenberg, which began operations in Septembei,
1S90, and two others about which very little has
been published. Mr. Hcepfner uses in his process a
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cuprous chloride solution, uut of which a current of one

ampere will deposit 2.35 grammes per hour, while out of

a solution of sulphate of copper, only one-half of this

amount of copper can be deposited per unit of current

per hour.

As it was the object of the writer to give practical points

00 the refining of copper, and as he does not know any-

thing about these two processes from personal observation

or from practical experience, he does not wish to comment
any further, but prefers to wait until he can tee one of

these plants in operation in the United States. While

enable the filaments, irrespective of length, to be placed

within certain limits in any si/.c bulb, thus entirely avoid-

ing the partial concealment of the filament by the cap or

base in the finished lamp. This construction is especially

advantageous in the company's anchored filament railway

lamp. In anchoring the filament in this lamp it is allowed

to vibrate from r-32d to i lOth of an inch, thus avoiding a

dead contact at the point of support.

INSULATINC SADDLE STAI'Li;.

these processes do away with the smelting and resmelting

of the ores, and while they would make unnecessary the

large, expensive jilants now used for this process, they

seem to be very complicated; their commercial value cer-

tainly should be investigated much more closely by Ameri
can mining companies before they should be willing to in-

vest large amounts of money.
We finally give below the approximate cost of a refinery

with a caoacity o£ 1,000,000 pounds of electrolytic copper
per month.
Building $30,000
Pavement (asphalt) 2,000
Pipes for steam heating 4,000
Vats f> o^o
Lead for lining vats, collecting tanks and troughs 2S,f 00
Lead burning 'iSoo
Copper conductors 11 ,000

Rails for overhead blocks for haadling plates 2,000
Sulphate of copper ^i.^oQ
Sulphuric acid .' i,coo
Steam injectors or pumps or air compressors

, 1,000
Electric general ors, switch-toard, instiuments 30,000
Shafting and belting , .Vfi'*o

Total S'-3.ooo

To this sum must be added the copper under treatment,

which in this case will amount to at least $So,ooo, and if a

steam plant should be required, another §20,000 must be
added, bringing the total of this plant uo to $223 000.

The above items include labor of erection, but do not in-

clude freights. The&e figures, although approximate and
true on'y under certain conditions, will remostrate that

electrolytic copper refineries are expensive plants, and
should be erected on carefully prepared plans and under
the supervision of responsible and competent engineers.

Railway Controlling Table.

In the operation of electric railroads not the least point

for consideration is the control of the electric power gen-

erators. Until recently large switch-boards were employed,

, necessitating extreme agility on the part of the attendant

to bring the output of the generators to the desired point.

In the accompanying cut is shown a railway controlling

table. On this table are mounted all the regulating and

indicating apparatus in the most compact and convenient

space possible. In front are the dynamo field regulators

operated by wheel handles, and numbered to correspond

with the machines they control. On the table are mounted

the cross bar snap switches, the dynamo fuse blocks and

the equalizing bar switches, a voltmeter and a voltmeter

switch.

On the upright back piece are the ampere meters and

the galvanometer. The ampere meters are of the standard

The Beacon Incandescent Lamp.
The Beacon Vacuum Pump Electrical company, Boston,

Mass., has enlarged its manufacturing facilities. The

company state that the growth of its business is attribut-

able to the great advance which it has made in methods

of manufacture.

l^he improvements consist largely in a new process of

exhausting the lamps. This is accomplished by means of

the company's metallic vacuum pump, without the aid of

BEACON INCANDESCENT LAMP.

mercury. By the use of this apparatus it is enabled to

produce a lamp frte from mercurial vapor, thus* scaping the

injurious effect that such vafor is believed to exert on the

filament and the lamp in general. In addition, it is able to

produce a uniformly high vacuum in the lamps, for the

reason that a large number can be exhausted simultane-

ously.

An examination of the accompanying cut will make ap-

parent the features peculiar to this lamp. It is made in

such a manner, it is claimed, as to completely do away

with any undue thickening of the glass and consequent

danger of cracking from expansion and contraction upon

heating and cooling. The mount is so constructed as to

The Insulating Saddle Staple-

Thts useful little staple is being iotioduced by the Vul<

cani/cd I'iber company of New Voik. A glance at the

accompanying cut shows its application. The little de-

vice may be used to attach electric light conduct<fV^s aod

telephone and district messenger wires, io mculdings, on

timbers, baclc-boards and switch-boards, telegraph wires io

towers and offices, burglar alarm, aonuccialor and other

low pressure wires within the walls of buildings, and

especially in basements and other places liable to mcislure.

A reference to the national code of tulcsfor wiring build-

ings for electric tight and power, adopted August, |8<)|,

shows that the Vulcanized Kibre company has an appre-

ciation of what is required in the way of a staple. It

should be mentioned that in using this staple no driv-

ing tool is required.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes,

New York, June 11.—The New Yorkers may fight the

trolley system as hard as they please; they may talk about

its being dangerous, an eye sore, etc., but do what they

will they will find it a hard task to keep the much needed

system off some of the surface lines at least. :Vs was

stated last week the Short company is considering the

RAILWAY CONTROLLING TABLE.

Edison type, the solenoid, of bar copper highly polished,

being mounted directly on to the marble. The covers are

of polished brass with moulded edges, in which are set the

beveled glass fronts.

The galvanometer shows when the voltage of the current

of one of the generators about to be switched into circuit

is the same as that from the other machinery already sup-

plying the circuit. It consists of two coils, arranged one

on either side of a pivoted indicating needle of soft iron.

This needle is polarized, it being pivoted within a piece of

steel previously magnetized. If the voltage of the current

from the generator ready to switch into the circuit is too

high or too low, the deflection of the needle indicates the

fact, so that the field regulator can be adjusted until the

voltage is correct, when the needle presents no deflection.

This instrument is mounted directly on the marble, its

cover being similar in style to those of the ampere meters

just mentioned.

With this controlling table in the station, the attendant

has no difficulty in quickly regulating the output of current

to meet the varying conditions under which the road may

be working. With one hand on the snap switch handle

and the other on the wheel of the field regulator an almost

simultaneous movement is possible, permitting instantane-

ous control. The table shown was designed for four gen-

erators, and was invented and constructed by the Edison

General Electric company.

The Detroit Electric Light & Power company has pur-

chased the property at the corner of Woodbridge and

Randolph streets, Detroit, on which its lighting plant is

located, from Vail & Crane, for $30,000. The property is

III feet on Woodbridge street, and 70 on Randolph street.

problem of applying electric power to the "L" roads, and

it is a bold man who would be willing to place himself on

record in a statement that steam locomotives will not

eventually be usurped on these lines by some electric sys-

tem. So far as the surface roads are concerned if current

reports be true, one would be inclined to believe that John

D. Crimmins will be the man to push in the wedge, so to

speak, a little farther. Mr. Crimmins favors the trolley

as a substitute for horse power on the SLxth and Ninth

avenue lines and furthermore he thinks that the question

should be thoroughly discussed by the people. His own

investigations had satisfied him that for purposes of trans-

portation cars could be moved more rapidly and with more

comfort to riders and with less noise by the trolley system

than by any other means known. "Properly constructed,"

said Mr. Crimmins, "there can be no danger to the gener-

al public from the system. As a large property owner my-

self, and familiar, as I am, with the views of the property

owners' associations having been an active member of sev-

eral of them for many years, I feel that New York will

gain more from the improvement of its surface roads, so as

to provide easy and quick transit, than in almost any other

way, and that there are many places where the electric sys-

tem on the present cars wou'd double the value of the

property reached by it in a very few years; not the general

residence property, but the business property, would re-

ceive incalculable benefit."

"It is proposed to try the trolley system on the Sixth

and Ninth avenue lines," said Mr. Crimmins, "provided

the necessary legal authority can be obtained and the re-

quired proportion of consents of property owners. If a

satisfactory arrangement can be made with the Manhattan
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Railway company, ihe trolley wires will be attached to the

elevated structure, and the surface cars will run along un-

der the elevated road from the Battery to One Hundred

and Sixth or One Hundred and Tenth streets. As trolley

cars would require a much heavier rail than the ordinary

horse cars, it would be neces sary to relay all of the tracks.

Petitions for laying tracks in Third street and in Fifty-

third street are now in circulation." Mr. Crimmins said

that there was no understanding as yet between the Man-

hattan Railway company and the roads represented by

him.

The privilege of operating an electric surface railroad

through Union street. Brooklyn, from Hamilton Ferry to

Prospect Park, is to be auctioned off. A syndicate,

headed by John Delmar, Louis C. Behman. and other pol-

iticians, has already applied for a franchise, and it is ex-

pected that a petition from Gen. Stewart L.Woodford and

Cornelius E. Donnellon, representing several wealthy

property owners, will be presented to the Aldermen. Gen.

Woodford and his backers claim that the charter of the

opposition company has expired, and they are going to

appeal to the courts, if necessary, to prevent a franchise

from being givin to the Dilmar political syndicate. The

significant point about this flght will be the light it will

throw upon the va^ue attaching to the franchise for a street

railroad in Brooklyn. W. F. O.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Indian AroLis, June 11.—The Indianapolis Brush Elec-

tric L^ght & Power company and the Marmon & Perry

company hive consolidated, with the following incorpora-

tors: Daniel W. Marmon, John Cavan, Henry SchnuII,

Frank A. JNIaus, Clarence Wulsin, Charles C. Perry, Will-

iam R. Evans and B. E. Sunny, the last named of Chicago.

The other gent'emenare Indianapolis business men. The

only connection between the new company and the Brush

company is an agreement by which the former is to use

Brush machinery exclusively. The new company com-

pleted its organization by ihe eUct'on of Daniel

W. Marmon, president, John Cavan, vice-president,

and Charles C. Perry, secretary and 'reasurer. The

capital of the new concern is !5;6oo,ooo. The city light

ing contract, which was secured by the Brush company,

has been transferred to the new company, which has made

applic3,tioi to and filed necessary bonds with the Board

of Public Works.

Secretary Perry says: "The company will put in its new

plant on Kentucky avenue, on the point of ground between

the Vandalia and I. & V. railroads. All the electric light-

ing in the city and for West Indianapolis will be done from

that plant. It will be one of the largest single electric

lighting station in the world. When the plant is com-

pleted the' incandescent plant on the Circle will be aban-

doned. The new plant will cost over $300,000. The first

work will be on the contract for the lighting of the city, and

we expect to have the lights ready to turn on at the time

specified. The commercial lighting will then be trans-

ferred to the new plant as soon as possible. By the con-

solidation but one set of conduits will be used."

President Conduitt, of the Board of Public Works, says

that the contract was signed about eight weeks ago,and the

stipulated price per light is $85, the Board of Public

Works having the privilege of ordering any number of

extra lights at the same figure. The contract price is

under the moonlight schedule. Until January i, 1S96,

the contract requires 2% per cent of the gross receipts of

the company to be paid into the city treasury, and after

that time 5 per cent. This, the board once computed,

would bring the actual cost of the lights to an average of a

little over $75 per year.

in a conspiracy to defraud him. He claims that he fur-

nished the money with which the road in question was

constructed, and that the purpose of the defendants is to

freeze him out. He seems to think that so far they have

been partially successful, and hence has instituted tha

latest suit in the Chicago courts in the hope of securing

an advantage. Three or four suits over the same property

are now pending.

The Neenah & Menasha Street Railway company has

filed articles of incorporation. The scheme is to build an

electric line from Neenah to Appleton by way of Menasha.

The capital is $150,000. The incorporators are Col. Gar-

land of Minneapolis; W. W. Reed, Curtis Reed, and Silas

Bullard of Menasha. The towns named are close togeth-

er, and it is thought that such a line would be very well

patronized.

Nicholas Solcheabach. whose daughter was killed by an

electric car Oct. 2t;, 1890, at the corner of Galena and

Eighteenth streets, has instituted legal proceedings against

the Milwaukee E'ectric Railway company. He demands

damages in the sum of $5. coo.

The basis of a suit for $5,000 damages, which Clemens

Borisch has begun against the Milwaukee Street Railway

company is a broken finger and a $10 doctor's bill. He
was on the rear platform of a Chestnut street car, he al-

leges, and wanted to get off at Twenty- fifth street. When
that street was reached the car did not stop, but the con-

ductor, after telling him to get off, pushed him from the

platform, the result being a fracture of his finger.

The Becker company and its employes have made an

agreement by which the latter are to receive ten cents

more per day. No change has been made in the working

time, which remains at about eleven hours, it being found

very inconvenient to make any such change. The wages

have been fixed at Si.gs a day. On the other roads the

working time is about half an hour shorter, and the men
receive 17 cents an hour.

The new electric railway at Janesville, Wis., has been

opened.

In the case against the Milwaukee Street Railway com-

pany of Mary Hardy, who sued for $ro,ooo damages for

personal injuries and received a verdict for $5 000, Judge

Austin has granted the defendant a new trial. Miss Hardy,

it will be remembered, was thrown from a Farwell avenue

car. The counsel for the plaintiff did not oppose the

motion for a new trial, being hopeful that when thecase

went to a jury again a still larger verdict would be re-

turned.

At the last neetingof the common council a resolution

was introduced to instruct the Milwaukee Street Railway

company to run night cars on Third and Walnut streets.

Permission was given to extend the Island avenue line to

Burleigh street, and the company requested authority to

tear up tracks on Broadway and on Second, Michigan and

Clybourn streets.

The North avenue electric line, which runs across the

city from east to west, will be operated as part of the Mil-

waukee & Whitefish Bay Dummy line. The street cars

and dummy trains will make close connections at North

and Farwell avenues. The new road is expected to great-

ly increase the dummy line's business. Trains and cars

will be run every thirty minutes on week day's and every

fifteen minutes on Sundays. C.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Milwaukee, June ii.—The Milwaukee Street Railway

company has decided to adopt the Pullman closed car.

About 200 cars will be used on the A'illard system. The

contest for the contract was very lively. All of the street

car companies in the city tried to secure the order, and

the sample cars which have been received are many and

elegant.

The litigation in which Francis E. Hinckley ar.d John

A. Plinsey of Chicago, and Charles F. Pfister and other

Milwaukee people are involved as a result of their invest-

ments in the Milwaukee Electric Railway, is becoming

more and more complicated. Last Saturday, while on bis

way home from the Southwest, Mr. Pfisler was served

with papers in a suit commenced by Hinckley lo recover

damages in the sum of $1,000^000. The defendants, be-

sides Mr. Pfister, are August Vogel, John A. Ilinsey,

John S. Schantz, Richard Burke, H. H. Field and Oscar

D. Alppli. Hinckley claims that the defendants engaged

PERSONAL.

taking in Kansas City, St. Louis, Cincinnati, New York
and Boston. Mr. Daigh expects to complete the "circuit *

in seven days.

The friends of Charles E. Lee, western manager of the

Electric Gas Lighting company, are extending their sin-

cere sympathy on the occasion of the death of his wife,

which occurred recently. Mrs. Lee was a most estimable

lady, and her demise is greatly regretted. The interment
took place in Lockport, N. Y.

Henry W. Goode has been chosen second vice-president

of the Northwest Thomson- Houston Electric company of

St. Paul, Minn. Mr. Goode has been connected with the
Thom&on-Houston company for several yeais.and has been
engaged in exploiting that company's apparatus on the
Pacific coast. The success of the Thomson-Houston com-
pany in that territory, due largely to Mr. Goode's efforts,

is the best possible evidence of his ability.

August P. Munning of New York, spent a few days in

Chicago last week.

Thos. C. Wood, president of the Ball & Wood company,
New York, was in Chicago last week.

F. H. Leonard, of the Electric Engineering and Supply
company of Syracuse, N. Y., was in Chicago last week.

William H. McKinlock, president of the Central Elec-

tric company, Chicago, has just leturned from New York.

R. Eickemeyer, Jr., and S. D. Field, ofthe Eickemeyer-
Field compiny, Yonkers, N. Y , were in Chicago last

week.

William McVay of New York, lectured at the Third
Unitarian church, Chicago, on June 9th, on "What Elec-

tricity Is."

B. P. Van Court has resigned the management of the

Detroit Motor company, and A. A. Robinson has been
elected to the posiiion.

Dr. John McKinlock of the Central Elec'ric company,
Ch'cago, has recently been confined to his house by sick-

ne s, tut is sga n at his desk.

C. A. Lathrop, western manager for the Iluyett &
Smith Manufacturing company, Detroit, returned a few
days since from a successful business trip to Memphis and
other southern points

C. A. Daigh of the National Electric Manufacturicg
company, Eau Claire, Wis., was in Chicago on Monday,
and started the same night on one of his "radius" trips.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Electric Power company of Staten Island, New Brigh-

ton, N. Y.; capital stock, §250,000; to produce electricity

for light, heat and power.

Electric Construction company of St. Joseph, Mo.; cap-
ital stock. .$5,000; to deal in electrical machinery, etc.;

Stauben & Craadall, St. Joseph, Mo.

Hamilton Electric Light & Power company, Hamilton.
Wash. ; capital stock, $30,000; to maintain, control and
operate electric light system; J. L. Warner, Hamillon,

Wash.

Platte Valley Electric Railway company, Denver, Colo
;

capital stock, $500,000; to construct and operate an electric

railroad from Denver to Brighton , both in Arapahoe
county, Colo.

American Electric Heating company, Portland, Me.;
capital stock, $r, 000,000; to manufacture and deal in all

kinds of electrical heating apparatus; Drummond & Drum-
mond, Portland, Me.

People's Electric Light & Power company, Benton Har-
bor, Mich.; capital stock, $ioo,oco; to purchase and sell

electricity for light and power; Jas. L. Clark, Tacoma
building, Chicago, III.

New England Electric Heating company, Portland,
Me.; capital stock, $250,000; to manufacture and deal in

electrical heating apparatus of all kinds; Drummond &
Drummond, Portland, Me.

Hopedale Electric company (incorporated [in W. \a.),

Boston, Mass. ; capital stock, $5,000,000; manufacturing
and selling electrical batteries, dynamos, motors, etc.; W.
S. Hall, 53 State street, Boston, Mass.

Kester Arc Lamp & Manufacturing company. Chicago,
III.; capital stcck, $50,000; to manufacture arc lamps,
electrical appliances and specialties; Gibbons, Kavanagh
& O'Donnell, Reaper Block, Chicago, III.

Denison Normal Schcol as?ociat"on, Denison, la.; cap-
ital stock, $60,000; bujing, platt'ng and selling real estate

near Denison. la.; conttiuctmg and operating an electric

1 gbt plant; Shaw & Kuthnle, Den'son, la.

Northwestern Electric Fixture Manufacluring company,
Chicago. III.; capital stock, $2,000; to manufacture and
sell electric, gas and combination fixtures and parts thereof

;

Julius Rosenthal, 164 Dearborn street, Chicago, III.

Manhattan Electrical Supply company, Jersey City, N.

J.; capital stock, $20000; 10 maDufactu e and sell elec-

trical and acoustic apparatus, appliances, machinery and
supplies; Miller & Savage, 47 Bioadway, New York, N. Y.

Cuyahoga Falls & Akron Railway & Power company,
Cuyahoga Falls, O. ; capital stock, $100,000; constructing,

operating and maintaining a street railroad to be operated
by electric or other motive power, furnishing gas, water,
electric power, etc. ; G. F. Parmelee, Cuyahoga Falls, O.

Kansas City Gas & Electric company, Kansas City,

Mo.; capital stock, $10,000; acquiring, owning, construct-

ing, maintaining and operating gas and electric works and
supplying gas and electricity for heating and power pur-
poses; Gage, Ladd & Small. New York Life building,

Kansas City, Mo.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Silver Creek. N. Y., will be lighted by electricity, the

vote on the proposition having been 17S to 70. A plant
valued at $20,000 will be installed.

The Edison people are said to be endeavoring to secure
a franchise to erect poles and wires for a new electric light-

ing company in Peoria, III.

The position of superintendent of the Albany Electrical

Illuminating company, says the Albany Journal, has been
tendered to Nicholas Hussey, and he has declined it. E.
A. Maher, Jr., is a candidate. His father, ex-Mayor
Maher, received $5,000 salary, but the company has de-
cided to give his successor only $1,800.

Elaborate preparations are making for electrical decora-
tions at Denver during the coming conclave of Knights
Templar in that city. The Sun of that city says; "The
Denver Consolidated Electric Light company has placed an
order for 22.000 incandescent lamps with the Diamond In-
candescent Lamp company of this city. These lamps are to

bein colors, and are designed for the illumination during the
Knights Templar conclave. Already the mechanical
preparations are in progress by the Denver Consolidated
Electric Light company. A number of magnificent
pieces are to be erected, prominent among which will be a
grand triumphal arch, exceeding anything of the kind
ever presented on a similar occasion. Every down-town
street will be a blaze of light. All the work of this illumi-
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nation will be completed and tested a week before the

meetinjj of the conclave, so that the weak points may be

strengthened."

In describiuEr the recent lighting arrangements for Min-
neapolis, the 'J'lil'iini- of that city thus describes a council

committee meeting: "The committee on gas submitted

specifications for bids for electric street lights for the

whole city, to be of 2.000 candle power, and lo Iiurn all

night and every night. The contract is to run for live

years, and all lamps to be suspended from mast arms. The
city clerk is to advertise for bids to be received before the

first meeting in June, the contractor to give a .'jSioo.ooo

bond to indemnify the city for all accidents and damages
that may result. The number of lamps shall be 600, Soo

or 1,000, as the council may determine. A ifio.ooo certi-

fied check is to accompany the bids as a guarantee that the

contract will be accepted if awarded. The specificalions

allowed a lluctuation of from forty-seven to iifly 'volts,'

and the council got mixed up on the matter of 'volts* or'

votes,' as some of ihem calletl it. Some of them wanted

the '^7' stricken out. They seemed to be in favor of all

the 'votes' that can be had. The report of the committee
was adopted by a vote of 17 ayes to 9 nays."

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Richmond, Va.. Railway & Electric company is

building a new plant on Johnson's Island.

The Rome, Ga . Street Railroad company has been

granted permission to lay tracks and operate an electric

railroad in North Rome.

City Engineer Brown of New Cleans has prepared

specifications for the proposed electric railroad from the

upper to the lower city limits. The franchise for this line

is to be sold to the highest bidder.

The street car system of Voungstown, O., was tied up
on May 23d by a strike of all the conductors and motor-

men, who two weeks before had demanded an increase in

pay of twenty-four cents a day. This was refused, and

the men held a meeting and decided lo strike. The
strikers belong to the National Federation of Labor.

The proposed route of the Pawtuxet Valley electric

railroad in Rhode Island is from the village of Hope,

following the highway through Jackson, Fiskeville. Ark-

wright, Harris and Phenix to River Point. From Clyde-

bridge to Arctic Center two routes are suggested, one by

way of Allen street and the other through Main street,

thence up High street to Front street to it^ junction with

Main street, Arctic At the square at Arctic Center the

routes will be through Main street to Centerville and
Crompton, and via Quidnick street through Quidnick and

Anthony to Washmgton. Tt has not been decided yet

which of the routes through River Point will be selected.

TELEPHONE.
It is said that it will cost the Omaha Telephone com-

pany $300,000 to put its wires underground.

The city electrician of Dubuque, la., had the assistant

foreman and four men who were working for the tele-

phone company, arrested recently for erecting poles on

Johnson avenue when he had ordered them not to do so.

A contract has been let by the Nebraska Telephone
company to the National Conduit Manufacturing com-
pany for cement-lined iron pipe and manholes for its un-

derground work in Lincoln, Neb Work i^ to be begun
by June loth and finished by October. The contract

price is between $40,000 and $50000.

MISCELLENEOUS.
The office of city electrician has been created in Detroit,

Mich.

A Chicago man has invented a device for shaking dice

by electricity.

A branch of the Electrical Workers' organization has

been formed in Duluth, Minn.

It is proposed to utilize the power of the Lachine Rapids

on the St. Lawrence by electricity.

Electricity is said to have been applied to the heating of

curling irons for dressing ladies' hair.

Preparations are making for an extended electrical ex-

hibit at the coming Buffalo exposition.

The international exhibition of electrical appliances at

Moscow, Russia, was opened on June ist.

The Canadian Niagara Power company has asked for

bids for construction of the Canadian tunnel.

The electrical department of the Brooklyn Institute will

give an exhibition at the Clarmont avenue rink i.ext No-
vember.

At Fort Gratiot a martin's nest containing five eggs

was recently found on the hanging board of an electric

lamp.

Three hundred and eighty-six birds were killed during

the past year by flying into the electric lights of the Statue

of Liberty.

It is rumored that the new General Electric company
may establish a factory on the Pacific coast, possibly at

Tacoma, Wash.

[ohn Torrent of Muskegon, Mich., proposes to dam the

Muskegon river, and to transmit the power thus obtained

by electricity to consumers.

An entire page in the Pittsburg Times of June 1st was
<3evoted to an account of the Thomson-Houston Electric

-company and its manufactures.

Accordinf;; to Professor Stirling, the English naturalist,

there arc in existence upward of fifty species of fishes

having more or less specialized organs, the function of

which is the generation of electric discharges.

The Union Paciiic coal department has just made a con-

tract with the 'I'homson Houston company for the erection

of a new electric light and haulage plant at Rock Springs.

It will be put up this summer and will cost about $25,000.

Over fifty Teel of electric light cable was recently removed
from the wheel of the steamer II. (J. Schnoor at Port

Huron, Mich, The wheel had nine turns of the cable

wound around it and considerable difficulty wa? experi-

enced in removing it.

In a recent issue of the Afanu/actitrers^ Enx^iwerin^
and .ExportJQunull oi London 50 pages, with elaborate

illustration, were devoted to a description of the electrical

works of Siemens Bros. , at Woolwich, Kent, and of the

products of the lirm.

An ( )hio horse thief claimed on his trial recently that he
had been "electrified" by the daughter of the warden of

the prison in which he had formerly served sentence. He
told the prosecuting attorney that if she said he was guilty

it must be so. for he was completely under her control.

The California Safe Deposit iS; Trust company has

brought an action against the Cheney. Wash., Electric

Light, Telephoned: Power company, to recover $ro, 000.

The court is asked to appoint a receiver to settle up the

company's affairs. The plaintiff claims to have purchased

$10,000 in bonds and that the payment of interest has

been neglected. It is cUimed that the employes of the

light company have not been paid.

The eleventh annual issue of J. A. Berly's "Universal
Electrical Directory" shows the rapid increase of electrical

industries and the numerous subsidiary trades in connection

therewith. The list of central electric lighting stations in

Great Britain, arranged in map form, is a feature. Berly's

"Universal Electrical Directory" must be of great assis-

tance to all those who are engaged as electrical and me-
chanical engineers, manufacturers, traders and contractors.

The large switch-board for the Narragansett Electric

Light company of Providence, built by the Thomson-
Houston company, is about completed. It is 18 feet long
and 10 feet high, and is arranged for 40 arc circuits. In

it are 3030 pounds of marble, 1,793 pounds of brass,

6,400 brass bushings, 9.300 brass nuts. 1.995 steel bolts,

6,040 brass washers, 3.400 rubber bushings, 3 200 rubber
buttons, 2.000 brass screws. 3.400 brass connecions, 320
brass binding posts, 640 feet of copper wire, 80 contact

plugs and eight cast-iron standards.

The Street Railway Gazette of Chicago has been pur-

chased by M. J. Sullivan, who his been the editor of the

paper for some time past, and who was formerly con-

nected with the New York office of the Edison General

Electric company. Under the new management a marked
improvement in the appearance of the paper is noticeable,

and many new and attractive features are promised. Mr,
Sullivan is an energetic young man with a wide acquaint-

ance among electrical and railway men. His friends are

wishing him success in his new departure.

The St. Louis Globe-Democrat tells of a merchant in that

city who hit upon a plan for increasing the efficiency of

the electric lighting of his window display. Appreciating

the fact that an unshaded light is too bright for the eye,

he had a s.iade made in the form of a hemisphere, which
protects the street side of the lamp and turns the full light

of the lamp into the show windows. The result is that

his display is illuminated with great brilliancy, and the

passers-by, having their eyes protected from the glare of

the lamp, are able to see what he has in his windows, and
enjoy the spectacle.

The electric lights of Sacramento, Cal., recently at

traded swarms of beetles. Chinamen soon appeared with

big cans and baskets and proceeded to gather them in.

They attracted considerable attention from curious ob-

servers, who questioned the Mongolians as to what they

were going to do with their harvest of bugs. The China-

men were non-committal and gave no tangible informa-

tion to their questioners. These beetles are blown in from
the Yolo swamps by the north winds, and are always

thick on summer nights when the wind comes from that

quarter.

The army medical service of Austria has been experi-

menting with the electric light as an aid in recovering the

wounded after an engagemenr. It has been found that

powerful search lights with reflectors are very effective on
open ground, but in cases where the battle has raged over

a wide extent of country, or where the fighting has oc-

curred amid woods and brushwood, such luminants are not

of much use. Hence it was resolved to experiment with

the electric light in another form. Men were sent out with

portable eteetrical lanterns, which were fed by accumulators

contained in their knapsacks. The experiment was fairly

successful, and it is likely to be repeated.

An electrical display at the home of Miss Kittie Friend

of Lockland, O , a few evenings ago caused a sensation.

About 6 o'clock in the evening a throbbing of the ground
was felt, and Miss Friend, upon investigation, founda
current of electricity playing over the lightning rods which
encircle the building. The electrician of the Electric

Lighting company at Wyoming was sent for, and the oc-

cupants of the house instructed to keep away from the

scene of the electrical display. Miss Hattie Ayres, a vis-

itor, inadvertently did not follow the instructions of the

electrician and received a shock from the ground several

feet away from the place where the sparking appeared in

its greatest brilliancy. The cause of the display was the

crossing of two incandescent light wires.

A curious apparatus was recently exhibited at a meeting
of the Royal Society of Great Britain. It is a heat engine,

biwd upon the principle that nickel, magnetic at ordinary
temoerature<i, beconict DOn-magaelic at a temperature of
572' Kahr. A disk of copper is suspended by two strings
so that it can swing like a p:ndulum. .Mounted on the
copper disk is a mignct which holds up a piece of nickel.

,\a alcohol lamp placed b:low the disk heals the nickel
until it becomes dcmagnctii:ed and drops «way, wbcn the
C3p,')er peidiilun m ikc< nn oicilla'.ion. D jrjng this oscil-

lation the nickel codK sufficiently to regain its magnetic
character, and is caught up by the swinging magnet only
to be passed again over the lamp, which causes it again
to drop, and so on, the pendulum being thus kept in

motion.

The Weslinghouse company is said to have signed a con-
tract with the Sin Antonio Light & Power company of
Southern California for transmitting nearly 1,000 electrical

horse power a distance of from fifteen to thirty miles. The
power plant will be located in Sin Antonio canon, where
water power can be obtained under a head of 435 feet, with
a minimum flow of 1,300 cubic feet per minute. To de-

velop this power a rock tunnel 1,300 feet long and a steel

pipe about 2.000 feet long will be required. Pelton wheels
will be used at the generating station, and will be coup-
led direct to alternating dynamos. By means of the
transformers the potential will be raised to 1,000 volts, and
the current at this pressure will be conveyed over bare
hard-drawn copper wires to Pomona, a distance of fifteen

miles, and to San Bernardino, thirty miles away.

On the occasion of the recent Ox ford-Cam bridge boat-
race on the Thames, the London papers containing the re-

sult and full details of the race were on sale within four
minutes after the Oxford crew had passed the winning
post. The press boat, as it steamed up the Thames, paid
out a cable consisting of a seven-strand conductor, insu-

lated with vulcanized rubber warps and with braids of flax,

which had been especially manufactured for the purpose.
Over this cable the progress of the boats at intervals of a few
minutes along the entire course was transmitted to the
papers and published all over London almost as the crews
were passing the point indicated. Immediately following

the result there was dispatched a complete description of

the race from start to finish, which was in the hands of

the newspapers and others provided with the instruments
of the Exchange Telegraph company long before a single

newspaper man was able to land his "copy" from
the press boat at Mortlake. and also before the pigeons
dispatched from the scene were able to settle down in a
homeward direction. The instruments used were Morse
sounders. The short description of the race which was
finally sent contained over 150 words. Another conspicuous
feature of the contest was the fleet of electric launches,

which was the largest ever seen on the Thames.

TRADE NEWS.
The Safety Electrical compiny of Newark, N. J,, con-

templates building a large factory and increasing its force

of men.

The C. Mclntire company of Newark, N. J., is keeping'

pace with the large number of orders it is receiving for the

Mclntire connectors and metal terminals for fuse wire.

Baker & Co., the well-known platinum dealers of New-
ark. N.J. , report that the sale of platinum for electrical

purposes has increased very materially during the last six

months.

That automatic machin^ tools are appreciated by elec-

trical manufacturers is shown by the way in which the

Gould & Eberhardt factory in Newark, N. T-. is kept busy
in filling the large number of orders for gear cutters,

lathes, drill presses, etc.

A factory complete in every detail, at 173 South Canal
street, has been fitted up for the Kester Arc Lamp and
Manufacturing company, recently organized in this city,

and work on a large order of arc lamps for low tension

circuits has already commenced.

The Knapp Electric & Novelty company of New York is

sending to the trade a very handy little circular giving

prices and a description of what the company's well-

known li.tte fan motors are capable of doing. Although
this company is comparatively new to the trade, it is very

busy in filling orders for this class of goods.

The Buckeye Electric company, Cleveland, Ohio, is

about to put a new 32 cindle power lamp on the market
having a double coiled filament. This filament will have

great strength and for a lamp of this candle power it is

thought that it will be very desirable. The Buckeye com-
pany is also meeting with success in the sale of a railroad

lamp having a "stayed" filament.

Lafayette Cole, salesman for Holmes, Booth ^^ Haydens
in this territory for several years, was in Chicago on Mon-
day. Mr. Cole has rented an office and storeroom in the

Crocker building, opposite the Palace hotel, San Francis-

co, and will handle electric railway supplies, representing

Holmes, Booth & Haydens and the Railway Equipment
company, Chicago, on the Pacific coast. Mr. Cole's popu-
larity and the reputation of the firms he is to represent, is

sufficient guarantee of the success of the undertaking.

The Ries Electric Specialty company of Baltimore, is

now making its sockets for all the standard makes of

lamps, and for alternating current circuits of any voltage,

from 50 to I JO. This socket is also being sold in consid-

erable numbers to manufacturers of alternating fan mo-
tors. They claim it is the very thing that is needed to

regulate the speed of fan motors. The Ries company
has delightful offices at the corner of Eutaw and Baltimore

streets, Baltimore, Md., and it extends a cordial invitation

to visitors to make their headquarters there while in

Baltimore.

Gilbert M. Smith, who has held an important posirion
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with the Ansonia Brass and Copper company during the

past eleven years, and who has been manager of this

company's Chicago office for the past four years, has re-

signed his position and started in business for himself in

the Unity building, Chicago. Mr. Smith will represent

the leading manufacturers in brass and copper', bare and
insulated copper wire, hardware specialties, etc., and with

his wide acquaintance and popularity should step into a

successful business at the stait.

Queen & Co. of Philadelphia, are issuing a revised price

list of the magnetic vane ammeters and voltmeters, in

which two forms are given, one with brass and the other

with iron cases. The difference in price is occasioned only

by corresponding difference in material used and ex-

ternal finish, for both types are calibrated to the same
degree of accuracy. These instruments are extensively

employed for switch-board purposes, and enjoy an excel-

lent reputation. As decided changes in appearance and
prices have been made, it will be well for interested parties

to obtain a copy of the special descriptive circular No.

330.

The Enterprise Electric company since it commenced
business on June 1st, has met wiih flattering success.

Among other sales during the past week was that of

40 miles of weatherproof line wire with the necessary in-

sulators and other supplies for the extension of a fire

alarm system in a western city, and 24 000 locust pins in

one lot going to St. Louis. A number of fine orders

have also been taken in Chicago for Kerite wire, inthe

aggregate amounting to a good round sum. The affairs

of the laiest candidate for favor in the electric supply
business are apparently in good hands.

The New York Safety Steam Power company, Milton

Thomas western agent, Chicago, has recently made the

following sales: Havana, III., Electric Light company,
150 horse power engine with boilers, heater 'and pumps;
Abingdon. 111., Electric Light company, So horse power
engine and complete oullit; Lacon. 111., So horse power
engine and outfit ; Maywood, 111., Electric Light company
150 horse power engine to increase plant; Blue Island.

III., 100 horse power engine to the Purington & Kimbell
Brick company. This company has recently sold to the

Edison General company, for use at Greentown, Ind., two
vertical automatic cut-off engines of 20 horse power each.

Estimates have been, made on a large number of import-

ant installations and business at this season of the year is

reported as never having been better.

It may be truthfully said of the "C. .S: C '' Electric

Motor company. New York, that it is one of the oldest of

electric motor manufacturers. For this reason its ap-

paratus, constructed in the light of an extended experience,

has a well-merited reputation, and its specialties are gen-

erally appreciated by dealers. No better index may be
found of the line upon which the concern has been working
than the new ' C. & C." catalogue. This little book is more
elaborate than any catalogue that the company has yet

issued. It includes not only a list of ' 'C. & C. " motors and
dynamos, but also a careful description of all supplies

necessary for the equipment of complete electric light and
power plants. It should be mentioned in this connection
that this concern has sold a large number of iis standard
generators during the last fe v months, and in fact this

department of its business is rapidly attaining equal im-

portance with that of the motor department. Tne other

specialties of "C. & C" manufacture to whxh the company
directs attention are switches of special design, ati auio-

matic mot6r starting box, an organ rheostat and organ at-

tachments. The tans, blowers and other ventilating

machines illustrated on tke last ten pages, are already

familiar to users of "C. &C." apparatus. Both dealers and
consumers will find a penny well spent if they send by
postal card their addresses to ^02-404 Greenwich street,

N. Y.

BUSINESS.
C. J. liirlimann, New York, reports large sales for his

batteries.

"Always working on some new and useful specialty,"

might be said of Geo. Cutter, Chicago. Mr. Cutter is

now developing a new line of resistances and heating de-

vices, the peculiaiity of which is that the heating wire is

embedded in an insulating enamel.

The Central Electric company, Chicago, is putting on
the market a very compact fan motor,made in sizes of i,

I and I horse power. These motors can be used on
desks and can be attached to the wall. The arrange-

ment is controlled by the Interior Conduit & Insula-
tion company, for which the Central Electric conipanv is

general western agent.

The Eickemeyer-Field company of Yonkers, N. Y.,
manufacturers of the Eickemeyer-Field street car motors,
shipped last week the last motor and truck of the half

dozen ordered by the Steinway railroad of Steinway, L. I.

This company may erect a new factory, in order to have
increased facilities for the manufacture of its trucks. The
factory is at present working overtime.

Western buyers of mica will be interested in the an-
nouncement that the firm of Eugene Munsell & Co. of

New York is in a position to fill all orders for this commod-
ity with the greatest promptness from its Chicago head-
quarters at 86 Lake street. This house, it is sa'd, carries

one of the largest stocks of mica m this country of both cut

and uncut North Carolina, India and amber qualities.

The Railway Equipment company, Chicago, reports the
receipt during the last week of orders for the complete
equipment of roads in New Haven, Conn ; Brooklyn, N.
Y.; Baltimore, Md.; Evansville, Ind.; Chillicothe, O.;

Pittsburg, Pa.; Hamilton, Canada; Augusta, Ga. ; Ko-
komo, Ind., and Put in Bay, O. The company has also

made large sales for extensions of present roads, and its

business is constantly increasing. The standard material

of the company's manufacture is known to be reliable, and
its facilities for promptly filling orders are most excellent.

Yankee ingenuity in the manufacture of mechanical
devices has placed the United States at the head of the

nations of the world. In the progress of the electrical

arts, the irrepressible American has always been to the

front. An excellent illustration of this enterprise is the

Bryant Electric company of Bridgeport, Conn. This firm

has established a reputation in the manufacture of single

ami double pole switches, sockets, cutouts and other

specialties, which places its name in the foremost rank of

electrical exploiters. The Bryant company is paying at-

tention not only to features of usefulness, but also to

beauty as well, and elsewhere in this issue the company's
cosmopolitan representative and western manager calls at-

tention to the fact that the western office "has a full line

in China." Those who have seen the china switch ad-

mire it, and where beauty as well as good workmanship
is essential, this switch will find a place.

ELECTRICAL STOCK MARKET.
(Quotations furnished by Perry & Noyes, Edison build-

ing. New York.)
The closing quotations of electrical stocks on Saturday,

June nth, in New York, were:
Bid. Asked.

Edison General Electric company. Capital
$15.000,000 10S14 ic9}2

Edison Illuminating company of New York 87 88
" " '* Brooklyn . H5 90
" " " Boston 115 120
" " " Chicago ..135 14s

Edison Ore Milling comoanv 15 20
United States lUuminaCing ccmpany of New

York 30 40
Brush Electric company of Cleveland, . .. ,so 40
Brush Illuminating company of New York.. 30 40
Thomson- Houston Electric company 65M 66

" " " Preferred 29H 30
North American Phonograph company .... 4 6

New York " " .... 214 5
Automatic Exhibition company 3 - S
.Westinghouse company Common 29 30

" " Pieferred 46 47

ELECTRIC PATENTS.
Issued June 7, lSq2.

476,236. Electro-magnet. Andrus D. Ayres, Kalamazoo
Mich.

This invention secures a long pull from electro-magnets. A
series of coils are arranged to be consecutively energized, there-

by causing the armatures to move throughout the distance re-

quired.

476,240. Railway Signaling System. Frank P. Benji-

min, New York, N. Y.

476.292. Apparatus for Trimming Carbon Points. Philo

Moses, Fremont, O

476 296. Electric Battery. R'chard P. Osgood, Methuen,
Mass.

476.311. Electrical Governor. Mark A. Replogle. Mat-
tawana. Pa..

476317. System of Testing Electric Circuits. Charles

H. Rudd. Chicago. 111.

The invention embodies an artificial circuit, containing high
resistance of invariable amount in parallel with the main cir-

cuit. The artificial circuit has its resistance proportioned be-

tween connecting sockets by means of which wilh a testing ap-
paratus the neutral point may be determined.

476 333. Safety Device for Electric Motors. Elihu

'I homson, Lynn, Mass.

A protective device responsive lo abnormal currents opens
the circuit after a certain interval of time has elapsed.

476.331. Dynamo Electric Machine. Elihu Thomson,
Lynn, Mass.

The armature of an alternating current machine is provided
with coils JO arranged thai the wire of one is subjected to its

maximum inductive effect, while that of the other is zero, thus
doing away with the dead point.

476,334. Ease Ball Game. Morris Ullman, Washington,
D. C.

476.346. Alternating Current Motor. Merle J. Wight-
man, Lynn, Mass.

Alternating currents are conveyed through the armature and
field magnets in a direction to setup repulsion between arma-
ture and field at each alternation, those portions of the arma-
ture between which and ihe field attraction would exist being
cut out.

476.347. Electric Motor. David H. Wilson, Chicago,
111.

476.367. Trolley Support. Spencer C. Crane, Philadel-

phia, Pa.

476.368. Brush Holder for Dynamo-Electric Machines
and Motors. Frank B. Daggett, St. Joseph, Mo.

476,372. Thermostatic Governor and Motor. William
E. Eastman, Boston, Mass.

476,376. Electrically Controlled Valve. William B.

Fleming, Philadelphia, Pa.

476,355. Apparatus for Closing Elevator Doors. Chas.

N. Judson, Brooklyn, N. Y.

476,422. Electric Lighting System, Albert Sechrist,

Denver, Colo.

476.425. Electric Arc Lamp. Edward F. Smith, Cin-

cinnati, O.

476.426. Electric Generator or Motor. Elmer A. Sperry,

Chicago, 111.

The invention permits a relative movement of the armature
and field magnets, tending to vary the inductive effect.

476,437. Electric Locomotive. Thomas E. Adams,
Cleveland, O.

476.463. Electric Chime or Bell. Joseph H. Hunter,
PiclsbuTg, Pa.

476.464. Metallic Circuit Cable. Charles E, Jackson,
Boston, Mass.

476,473. Electric Body Wear. Robert S. Mears, New-
ton, Kan.

476,480. Motor Truck for Cars. William A. McGuire
and Moses G. Hubbard, Jr., Chicago, 111.

476.483. Secondary Battery Plate. Edward C. Paramore,
Philadelphia, Pa.

476.484. Electric Cable. William R. Patterson, Chicago,
111.

An exteriormetallic sheath carries toterior projecting longi-
tudinal ribs in contact with the core.

476,490. System of Testing for Electric Circuits, Chas.
H. Rudd. Evans'on, 111.

A condenser and telephone are connected in the circuit, and
means are provided for closing the circuit from different parts
of the electric light circuit through the telephone and condenser
to ground.

476 492. Circuit for Test Batteries and Cords of Multi-
ple Switch-Boards. Charles E. Scribner, Chicago
111.

476,493- Electric Arc Lamp. Charles E. Scribner, Chi-
cago, 111.

A single electro-magnet in shunt of the carbons acts to form
and subsequently to regulate the length of ihe arc.

476,494. Key Board System for Metallic Circuits. John
A. Seely, New York, N. Y.

476.501. Incandescent Electric Lamp. Ephraim E.
Weaver and Gustavus B. Manypenny, Philadelphia.

A hollow reflector forms the inner wall of the vacuum cham-
ber.

476.509' Key-Board Circuit for Multiple Switch-Boards
Oro A. Bell, New York, N. Y.

476,527. System of Electric Lighting. Thomas A. Edi-
son, Menio Park, N. J.

The invention embodies the use of incandescent lamps in
muldple with arc lamps in multiple with circuit controllers in
each arc light circuit.

476,52s. Incandescent Electric Lamp. Thomas A. Edi-
son, Menlo Park, N. J.

476,529 System of Electrical Distribution. Thomas A.
Edison, Menlo Park, N. J.

The object of the invention is to protect electrical generators
from lightning,

476.530. Incandescent Electric Lamp. Thomas A.
Edison, Llewellyn Park, N. J.

476.531. Electric Lighting System. Thomas A. Edison.
Menlo Park, N. J.

476 532. Ore Screening Apparatus. Thomas A. Edison,
Llewellyn Park, N.J.

476,544. System of Electrical Distribution. Harry W.
Leonard, New York, N. Y.

In a system of series multiple electrical distribution, the
combination of main conductors, groups of translating devices
in series between ihem, a compensating ccnHuctor ronnected
between the translating devices, an electrical generator con-
nected between the said main conductors, and a compensating
device of constant difference of potential serving ehher to re-
ceive or produce electrical energy as the excess of load shifts
from one side of the ccmpensatrng conductor to the other, such
device being connected between the compensating conductor
and one of said main conductors, the compensating conductor
being connected with the other main conductor through the
translating devices only,

476,570. Fuse Block for Electric Circuits. Elmer A.
Sperry, Chicago, III.

476.573- Electrical Valve Controller. John V. Stout.
Easton. Pa.

476.582. Microphone. Ccesar Vogt, Posen, Germany.

476.583. Magnetic Telephone. Cfesar Yogt, Posen,
Germany.

47^,603. Conduit for Electric Railways. William Brad-
ley, Fort Wayne, Ind.

476,604. Insulator Bracket. Thomas H. Brady, New
Britain, Conn.

476,607. Electric Light Mast-Arm. John H. Caldwell
Philadelphia, Pa.

476,613. Electric Switch. C. E. Davis, Chicago, 111.

476,618. Apparatus and System for Compound Tele-
graphy and Telephony. Francis W. Dunbar, Ne-
wark, N. J.

By this invention telegraphic and telephonic signals may be
simultaneously transmitted over the same circuit.

476,653. Electroplate Attachment. Christian Keck,
Cincinnati, O.

476.700. Electric Arc Lamp. Robert H. Thurston,
Ithaca, N. Y.

476,717. Mold for Electrotype Shells and Similar Arti-
cles. Jacob C. Wolfe, New Yoik, N. Y.

476.730. Telegraph Instrument. Charles B. Carr, St,

Johnsbury, Vt.

476,733. Galvanic Battery. Martin M. Clark, Chicago
III.

476,739. Electric Street Lamp Post. Thomas Flaherty,
Pittsburg, Pa.

11,244. Process of and Apparatus for Bleaching by Elec-
tiolysis. Albert E. Woolf, New York, N. Y.
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$40,000,000
Earnod by the lioll Tok-pbone Patent in IHOl-

Your invenllon niity hi- valu'-t)!*'. You clHjtild

protect it by putonl.. AddrflBs for lull and Intulll

jjeni advice, frco of chargo.

W. W. 1>IJDMCY & CO.,
SollcltOFB of Patcntfl,

Pacific BId'g.8ii3PSt., N. W.. Washlnglon, D. C
Pleaae montlon this pripcr,

J08IAH PIERCE, Jr.,
A. M. I. C. E.,

M li lofcjrailiic Engiiiser,

1 1 South Street, BALTIMORE, MD.

Topographic SorveyB of any extent and character
organized and executed.

WILLIAM H. BRYAN,
lU. Am. (jor. M FC]

HecbaDlcal and Electrical Engineer,

ConcultiitloDB, Iti'porlR, Plana, SoficUIcatlnni for
Central Station or Ieolut*id Electric LlKhiloii.

and Eli'ctrlc Kaliwayc,

.^ii Tarntr JStftltUiff. .S7. Loitif*.

2, 25 lieht Spnrry Are Dynamo*, witti W I.aOOc. ]•.

lamps in piTfect ordpr.
J, .111 liirhl Ovnauio witJi :J0 flntilelampB, 2,O0Uc. p.
•,', iin ilL'hl Kdlnon Uynanioe, 110 Volte.
1, 2')iJ ii^'hl. iMllann D namo, HO Volte.
:!,

'1 h. |i. M;iyo Motors, new.
Arc Lijiht Spf-cialtiee.

i;illeOil KiltTH.

CHAS. E. GREGORY, ^"'""'/.J/fc^^T/o"™''

AReDt« to 6';ll our

Niagara Electric Motors and Dynamos

In cillf'B wli'Te wo are not alr'-ady repr<'?»k^nt/-(l.

Llbfral dlftjunlH and excluaivw i4-rrlt«ry u> re-

Bponflllil'' dial«r" In fli-ctricul apparatiiB.

L.O\'F.I^L. »F(;. CO.. Ltd., Krie, Pa.

Wanied-^Posiiion.
]>y compe^oDt tupeiintcndtnt ami elcc-

tiiciaa familiar nich the leading Hgbliog

and .street railway ayitums. B38t of rtftr-

ences. Address A 85,
(Uvp of Western ELEfmrriAN,

WANTED. SITUATION.
liy ayoan;.^ niao of ff-'veralyars' t-xperleoccfntbe
ftlectrlcal aopply aod c^Ds^mrtloD bohloras: ao
•iuilnt«-d wlib all branctic 1 of tb« irt'-ctrlcal trade.
t.oniptt*-nt to attend fj corr«-*poD'l*fnce, boyor
Bill j.'<>oc1p, or liave ctarK? of plant. Beat of icf-
«r«";nr*f-, Adcre**, H. II.,

Car* We-TEIN El-K'-TRICUX.
V'-l Temple Coort. New York

FOR SALS.
Oae]*ii4'.* Kt^jDolif^ ' orll«!*i tDKin'.-, ballt by

v.. P. AlllB A Vo . of Milwaukee: to flrct- clsM
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A. li. II»K A HOS,
H|irini;nt-I(l. 111.

THE "CLARK" WIRE,
Inanlatlon Guaranteed wherever ased. Aerial, Underji^onnd or Sabxnarlne.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber nsed In InBulating our wires and cables is especially chemically prepared, and je guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidi/.t* or crack, nnd will remain (leiible In exireme cold
weather and is not affected by heat. The inBnlation is protected from mechanical injury 'ly one or more braids, and the whole Blicked with Clark'e Patent Compound, and epeclal extra fiulfh, which we
have now adopted for all our Bolid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chaflng and abraeion. which Im water, acid, and to a very great extent fireproof. Oar inBulatlon will prove
durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made t j order. We are now prepared
10 furnish our Clark Wire with a white oulside finish for celling cleat work as M'ell a8 our standard color.

Clark Joint dlam should bo used for making waterproof joints. This 1^ put up in half-pound boxes, m strips about one foot long and Cve-elgbtha Inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint
"jid pressed lirnily it makes a solid mass. FOR RAIIjWAV and ^lOTOK use, wo make all biz>;8 of stranded and flexible with Clark insalatlon.

Wa GUABAWTRE OUR IXBITL.ATIOX WIIERRVRK HSKO, ARRIAL, UXDERGROUNU OR SUBMARINE, and oar net prices are ae low, If not lower than any
other flrst-claas Insulated Wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with terms and diacounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTOH, MASS.

HENRY A. CLARK, Treasurer and Gen'l Manager.
HBBBEKT H. BnSTI8, Prssldent and Electrician.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES OP

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

©RAMKEISS RUBBEXR WIREIS AND QABLES,
FACTOMY AND MAIN OFFICE, TRENTON, N. J.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., Ceneral Western Agents, 171 and 1 73 Lake St. Chicago, III-

For Incandescent

Lamp
Filaments.SILK BRAID

The greatest care taken in producing a uniform article.

Samples and prices mailed free.

BOSTON BRAID MFC. CO.,
28 Beaoh Street, Boston, Mass.

This Is a cut of
the

Law
Battery
—"WITH

—

Double
Cylinder
Carbon

Element at-
tached with einc
to covfT. 147 sq.
inch carbon sur-
face. The element
Jeeverlaatlng,BDd
ifl 80 guaranteed.
"Why ufe a t'at-

tery with a cbem-
Jral depo arizer
that needs Jre-

ouent renewal of
the negative ele-

ment.

LAW BATTERY COMPANY,
85 JTolin St., UTew York.

FOR SALE.
2-35 Light Waterhouse Arc

Dynamos. 2,000 0. P., with
siugle and double lamps.

Rose Electric Light Supply Co.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

aMMICA
For ElectrlcBl Purposes.

EUaENE MUNSELL & CO.,
318 Water Street, Slew York.

¥, H. SILLS, 86 Laie street, CHICAGO. ILL.

ELECTRICAL MEASURING IITRDMENTS,
We manufacture a full lire of apparatus for experimental and practical use.

Some of our specialties are:

Cardew Voltmeters,
"Magnetic Vane" Voltmeters,

Portable Galvanometers,
Portable Testing Sets,

Standard Resistance Coils,
Portable Photometers,

Electrodynamometers, Testing Batteries,
"Magnetic Vane" Ammeters,

Reflecting Galvanometers,
Tangent Galvanometers,

Electric Light Photometers,
Portable Tachometers,

Reading Telescopes.
Particular aUention is given to the complete equipment (1 E'ectrical Laboratories.

Correspondence solicited. Send for Illustrated Descriptive Catalogue No. 1-66.

QUEEN & CO., PHILADELPHIA.

FAN MOTORS.
SEND IN YOUR ORDERS FOR

Arc 1 10 and 500 Volt Fan Motors.

Chicaso Electric Slotor Co ,

205, 207 Soalh Canal Street, CHICAGO, n,L.

BOSE POIiYTEOHSIlC INSTITUTE,
Terre Haute, Ind. A College of Engineerlne.
Well-endowed, well-equipped. Courees in Me-
chanical, Electrical. Civil Engineering and chem-
istry. Extensive Slachine Shops, Laboratorie?,
Drawing Rooms, Library. Expenses low. Ad-
dress H. T. EDDY, Pres.

For the "WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,"

THE BECKER VERTICAL MILLER, No. 3.

v.'^^ '^<C>» A Perfect Milling Machine.

For the various operations of milling with

face mills IT HAS NO EQUAL.

IVeii adapted for use in electrical
macfeine sliops.

Seiid. ior Clxc-vilar-

JOHNBECKERMANT&CO.,
FITCHBURC, MASS.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
K H.P. 500 Volt Armature, Ventilated. ConstaBt Speed, 1,500.

The Motore are made with the best appliances and material obtainable, and embody every improve-
ment of merit, with the intention that they ehall be the Standard of their class.

430 West 1 4th street. NEW YORK.

PORTER-LEAVITT ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.,
124 Mitchell St., Providence, R. I.

Battery Motors a Specialty.
FOTJE REQULAE SIZES.

Suitable for running Sewing Machines, Dental Drills,

Jewelers' Lathes and all kinds of light machinery.

So. 1, 2 Tolts, 1-33 h. p.. S.3.00.
Xo.-i, 4 Volts, 1-16 h. p., S5.00.

Sfo.3, GTolts, l-13h. p.. SIOOO.
Xv.4, 10 Volts, l-8h.p., S15.00.

Every Motor Guaranteed.Send for Circular,
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Established in 1861.

B. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ELECTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.

8134 Michigan Avenu«>

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE in Steam

Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & 6IERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

FERRACUTE MACHINE CO.,«^'^§«*r.L^^i;ioV-^-^'

FOOT AND POWER PRESSES, DIES
ASB OTHER SHEET METAI. TOOLS.

They make a number of Presses especially adapted fcr ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL WORK.

Please send for illusl rated prices describing 200 kinds of Presses,

Dies for Armature Discs, etc.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOE HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

TIigm KartaYsrt >- Manufacturing - Co^
T7t7-XXj3\XXSa'C3-1'0^, X3£>Xj.

THE STANDARD
OPEN CIBCniT BATTERIES

OF THE WORLD,
AND THE BEST MADE ANYWHERE.

Send for Circular and prices.

Tlie Leclanclie Battery Co.,

ill to 117 East 131st St., JiEW YORK.

ManufactuKers of

OCTAGONAL^ Cedar
Telephone&£LEcrR/cAL

Railway Poles &CROSSARMS

'# H.M.LOUD & Sons Uimber(o,

OSCODA. , IVI I CH.

TURBINE WATER WHEELS.
HORIZONTAL
VERTICAL.

RODNEY HUNT MACHINE COMPANY.
Specialties for Electric Light and Power.

Double the Power of most wheels. Hish Speed and Even Speed. Perfectly controlled by
Regulator. Beltini^ directly lo dynamo. Efficiency, 905^. HolyokeTeeting Flume. Kasy working
gate. Excellent workmanship, great durability. 9Ioderate Prices and satiBfaction guaranteed. 1,050 wheels
sold in ISew England. One party hae 87 of these wheels in nee; another 6,800 h. p., another 7,400 h. p. etc . etc.
Large numbers of wheels furnished for Electric Light acd Electric Power Transmission, Street Eailway, etc.
Write for catalogue and estimates on proposed plants.

Boston Office, 70 Kilby St. Main Office & Works, Orange, Mass., U. S. A.

EL,ECTBIC I/IGHT
AND BATTEBY

CJi/fBOffS.
liJ,^mf*SAMMjiJ.i^^.

GLEVEL-A-IsriD, OHIO.

flfOTOIf

B/fUStfES.

THE -PTTST ,^¥^r-fcivr ^V^T^A-T^ESn, TTITHESESIL

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2,000 In use.

Afford? the moat eimple and reliable power for all mining and mannfactnr-
Ing machinery. Adapted to heads running from i.Onp to 3,000 or more feet.
From 20 to SO per cent, better results guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the conntiy.

£IiKCTRIC TBANSailSSXOX.
The sdvantagea the Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying conalllons
of speed and pretenre, have brought It Into special prominence and extensive
use for thle class of work. All applications should state amount and head of
water power required, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send for Catalogue.

TH£ P£LTOX WATER WHEEI. CO.,
li$l-133 aiaxn St., San francisco, Cal., U. S. A.

143 LIBERTY STREET, - - XEW YORK,
^^It having come to our notice that onr patent rights are being infringed

upon, intending purchasers are hereby warned that all such infringementB will
be duly prosecuted.

PtCLXOlV "WATER MOTORS. Varylngfrom the fraction of 1 to 15
and 20 horse tower, nneqnaled for all light running machinery. Warranttd
to develop a given fcmount of power with one-half the water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Address as above. Deliveries made from
San Francisco or New York, as may afford the most favorable freight rates.

^|rt|Ju^/\CTlJF\E(^

tLE(TBI(LlGTlT7L0BE°$r-^
^'-

^HE-LAROEST-Lll^e- OF

N0VEL&A(lTISTIC,PATTEHNS&EFFEGTS|U.fe.'v

^42 MURRAT ST NY ^m V ^
SEND FOR CATALOGUE 5il4

SPECIALTIES IN ELECTRIC
LIGHT SUPPLIES.WE LATEST

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

ST-A-IS EXjECTISI^S CO.
641 Wortb Broad Street, PHII/ADBliPHIA.

HI $111
SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE.

THE ONLY Snap Switch tliat has

PROVEN A 8UGGE88.

Fop Sale by all Snppry Honses.

The Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co,, hartford, gonn.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CEL.B.

nRAXei> WAXKK WlflKKI^aa p»nicu!arly adaptrd to their uie
on accouDt of its r4*markul)ly Hl^'ady motion, mIkI> Mpeetl
and ficr4*a( Kfll<*i«'n4-r, and lar(;^«^ Cauaclty (or itso iuni«ler«
being <Ioiibl<» the •ow^T of morit wheels of &aiTic diameter. It is used
by a number of the ituding electric compinies with ercai satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect (;uaran(«ed.
MKivn Fou 4:axai.ocsi;k aivu parti<:i:i.arh.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and il can b«: belted directly to dy^namo.
The accompanying engravme represents a pair of 12 inch TICXOIK

XI*RIIII\KN arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron P'lume. Drait
Tubes, End Bearings for Shalt and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We arc now prepared lo furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or m pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situitioD
admits of llitir use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

iaMMJ;i.-ia!ir«I!Bgn^

»*;;fNNA 6HI0.<^<.Eif'toTlt
SEND FOR OUR

New Catalogae of

Electrical
Books.

The moat complete of Ita

kind ever publlsbed.

Sent Free to Any Address.

Wsare
In the West for ELEC-
TRIOAL BOOKS, nai fill

orders promptly, pre-
paid, on receipt of price.

Eleclriclan PnbllshinK Co.,

b Lakeside Building,
Chicago, 111.

ZSzLSlueez*.
Electric Railways.
Transmission of Power.
Electrical Machinery designed for special appli-

cations, plane, epeclficaticns and Bunervlsion.

Rooms 37 and 28, CI 'Iand Uldg..

3t State Street, DETROIT, IIICH.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
TaoEfht thoroaehly day and nl^ht at tbe IXSTI-
TUTK of TE<'H.\OI.O<^V, 151 Throop
Street. t'hicaKO, III. Amiiieure, Artisans
aod others aealBt^d Practically in any line, and
InFtFQCted in the latest and moat improved
methrds.
Mechanical DRAroHTiNO, Mathematics, Elec-

trical Oalculationa, Architectare, Mechanics, also
auf^htdayand night.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB BI^ECTJElICAIi USES.

Graphite Bods of Various Ijen&rfhs, from 1-5 Ohm to lOO Ohm.8 Resistance
to the inch, t^raphite Boxes and Omcibles, Beslsting Heats

of 4,000 Deg^rees. Inaalrles Gladly Ans-fvered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

GBDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If in want of Poles, Ties and Posts, save money
by getting my prices.

W.C.STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.

EISa7.^^3:jXS^E:Z> 1878.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Eoda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red. Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

waSlg^?5»r,'i>Ei.. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World, i*^^m^%^r.

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Manufactnrers' igents and Mill Representatives for

TELEGRAPH, TELEPHONE, ELECTRIC LIGHT AND

Electric Railway Construction Supplies.

d.OBES, Glass and Porcelain Insulators,

INCANDESCENT LAMPS, to Fit any System.

313 and 315 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

A-seJO-ts for 'WlH.^Ig, OA-:BXj3S3S>, rr.A.:E*JEi .AJJ-P T?TT^tJa"Ca.

lilOXJLlDEID IKLICiL (C. & W.)

FOR ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY INSULATION,
Now Manufactured by THE JOHNS-PRATT CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF VULCABESTON.
SELLING AGENTS,

87 Maiden Lane, NEW YOEK.
JERSEY CITY. CHICAGO, PHIEABELPHIA, BOSTON, ATLANTA.

H. W. JOHNS MFC. CO.,

THE ILLINOIS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Write for Prices

171 and 173 South Canal Street, - Chicago, III.
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THE EVANS FRICTION,
RnnnlDE tonr EdiBon dynamos with one 200 H. P. Mcintosh & Seymour
Engine in the Weeks Buildlne, Boston.
ThoBsande of II. P. in use driving dynamos, and thoneande of sets of

Variable Speed Cone Pulleys In operation driving all kinds of machinery.
For Information send for dynamo catalogue "U'' and for cone catalogue

"T." Addreefl

Evans Friction Gone Co.,

85 Water Street, - - BOSTON, MASS.

PATBHTID.

£Taii8' Cones.
For Varyine Speed.

OUR 0£a^llll^.
1st. We are the Pioneers in advocating the system of single wires in conduits and demonstrating the Duplex or double

conductors unreliable and dangerous.
2d. That the VULCA ELE^CTRICAL WJRE DUCTS will stand the action of CEMENTS, PLASTER,

ACIDS, etc.

3d. We guarantee our customers absolute protection against all suits for infringements in using our Vulca Wire Ducts
and completed system for Interior Wiring.

Smith Building, 1 3, 1 5 and 17 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK. 78, 80 and 82 Franltlin Street, CHICAGO.

ELECTRICITY
FOR

ENGINEERS.

A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.

Price, Postage Prepaid,

$2.50.

Electrician Pul}ijsliing Go.,

6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO.

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles, Wr'^e To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
««00 N. Second i^treet, !!$T. I.OIIIS.

mm g\ For electrical

lyi 1 1 , A purposes.

Ifll^fl Low Prices.

BOWERS BROS.,
121 Lake St., - CHICAGO.

JJWURPHY-c
ElectricSlate

1'TAL1AN& AMERICAN MARB>^
f0B5''^iK-"Csi^pjx:H BOARDS &c:

ELECTRlCAL-'-^,^ 135 LIBERTY ST.
EXCHANGEBUILDING.^ N Ew • V O R K .

FUSE 1 Correct Carrying Capac-

WIRE or V ily. Absolute

STRIPS.) Unifo mity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave.,
HG.A.arO.

PRAWKLrN S. CAHTEE

EiST.a.J=lXiXfclii£!JD 1S6V.
CHABLBS M. WILKINS.

TRADING AB

E. WARD WILKINS.

FAHTRICK & CAHTEH CO.,

125 South Second Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SOLE PEOPRIETORS OF THE PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in all Kinds of

ELECTRICALSUPPLIES.
-WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OP-

Bells, Disque Leclanche Batteries, Gas Lightingr Apparatus,
Bronze goods and a full line of supplies for hotel and housework.

Cat&logneB and Dlaconnt Sheeta will be eent to those In the trade npon receipt of Application and BnBlDese Card.

EER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PEBBET glECTBIC MOTORS
ALL SIZES FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET - ELECTRIC - LIGHT - SYSTEM.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. GO., Springfield, Mass.
''" TAiSU

(
Cleveland, Ohio, C. P. NICHOLSON, 513 Society for Savings Building; fTashington, 1>. C, J. V. BURKETT & CO., 1409 New

SELLING ACENT8:j York Avenue; St. Pan], Ilinn., F. J. RENZ, 360 Minneaota St.; rhiladelphia, Pa., PENNSYLVANIA MACHINE CO
' 29 N. 7tli Street; New Orleans, r,a., BUCHEL MACHINE WORKS, 101 Conti Sixeet.
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REGENT
?»

Double Gore, Rubber Covered

WIRES -CARLES.
sE:isriD ^015 s-A-Oivin-iE]© -a^^t^) ^leioiEs.

<<

HOWARD " Incandescent
LAMPS.

u^3iT"3r B-A-SE, .A-liT-^ T7"OnL.T-^a-E].

A strictly high grade lamp, giving FULL CANDLE POWER throughout its life. HIGH
EFFICIENCY and LONG LIFE commensurate with its other qualities.

SEND A TRIAL ORDER FOR A FEW DOZEN.

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
201, 203,205, 207 So. Canal St., CHICAGO* ILL.

LAMP
LIGHTING
SCHEDULE.

Moonlight System
FOR 1892.

Electrician Pul)lisliing Co.,

6 LAKESIDE BLD6.,

CHICAGO.

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Factories : W aterbui-y. Conn. - - SS I*a?"li I'laoejNe'v*^ Yorli.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Underwriters' Copper Electric !Lislit Line AVire, Copper Maffuet AVire, Flexible t^ilk. Cotton and M'orsted Cords for
Incandescent Lightins;. t* ound and Flat Copper Bars for (Station M'orb.

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "K, K,"TlNEWIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Agentsfor the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPAJiJ, CHICAGO, • - SBllLVG AGENTS.

THOS. L. SCOriLL, New York Agent.

/^ANUPACTURERS ORGANIZED (881.

INCORPORATED 18B3.

Arc Laaps

AN -)

ESTABLISHED -

EACT: J

rSR INCANDESCENT AND
STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS.

THE ONLY ARC LAi^P THAT
WORKS SATISPACTORILY ON AN
INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LAA\PS.

TriE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

UNITY BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

TELEPHONE BUILDINQ,

NEW YORK.
Search Light No. 13.
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The Lake Erie Engineering

Works build Simple, Compound,

Triple and Quadruple Expansion

Engines, both Condensing and

Non-Condensing, from 350 to

8,000 H. P. Especially designed

with reference to direct connec-

tion to Multipolar Generators.

Best Economy and Regulation

Guaranteed.

Also furnish High-Grade Boil-

ers of any class, making a spe-

cialty of internally fired boilers of

the marine type.

W. B. Pearson & Company are

the Western Representatives of

The Lake Erie EngineeringWorks

and all inquiries should be ad-

dressed to them.

They are prepared to contract

at a reasonable price, for the com-

plete installation of power plants

of any capacity, for any service,

and at any place.

Plants designed with reference

to local conditions and require-

ments to give maximum economy

and safety, with minimum first

cost. Write for estimates.

o

H
o

i^
s W

STANDARD COMPOUND ENGINE.
POWER AND ECONOHY TABLE FOR TRIPLE EXPANSION ENGINES—NON=CONDENSINa.

RECEIVER ONLY JACKETED. Table No. 6.

z
1

Z Horse-Power when HoRSE-PoWER WHEN Horse-Power when r<^
Diameter Cylinders H M Pj CUTTING OFF AT 42 PER CUTTING OFF AT 50 PER CUTTING OFF AT 67 PER

w CENT. OF STROKE IN CENT. OF STROKE IN CENT. OF STROKE IN

oS5
INCHES

g'S
FIRST Cylinder FIRST Cylinder FIRST Cylinder

m H. P. I. P. L. P. iSolb. 190 lb. 200 lb. 180 lb. 1901b. 200 lb. iSolb. 190 lb. 200 lb. k5-

B 4% iV: 12 10 370 55 59 64 70 77 84 95 101 108 2.2

C 5% »h .sVs 12 3.8 70 76 81 90 98 106 120 129 137 2.S

D 6% .0% .6% 14 = 77 104 112 121 133 145 .58 179 191 204 4.16

E 7% 12 9 16 246 .36 147 .58 174 190 207 234 250 267 5-44

F 9 mVs ==% 18 222 195 211 226 250 273 296 335 359 382 7.8

G 10 16 25 20 iSs 241 260 279 30S 337 366 414 443 471 9.62

H % 18 28% 24 58 323 348 374 413 452 490 555 593 632 12.9

I 13 22 ZiV, 28 .38 433 467 502 554 606 657 744 796 84S "7-3

K >5 24V2 38 32 120 558 602 647 7"4 78. S47 959 1026 1093 22.3

L 7 27 43 34 112 7>5 772 S29 91s lOOI 1089 1230 .316 i4or 28.6

M 20 33 52 42 93 .048 1131 215 1341 1466 592 iSoi .928 2053 41.9

N 23K 3S 60 48 80 1370 14S0 .589 1754 191S Z082 2356 2520 2685 S4.S

Mean Effective Pressure

Number of Expansions

Lbs. 25 27 29 32 35 38 43 46 49

16 13 10

Per Cent, of Cylinder Condensa

Steam per I H. P. per hour

tion

Lbs

14 12 10

20.76 20.06 19.36 19.2s

2.40

7.00

2.12

17.S9

2.23

17.67

2.21

J7.20

2.15Lbs. 2.27'

9 ^^

W
. o

H

o ^

THE SCHUYLER
-STSTE3^ 03

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FBATUKES:

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDI.ETOWN, CONN.

HILL
Glutei) Works,
CI.EVEI.A1ID, O.

EASTERN OFFICE:
ISCortlandtSt., - NEW TORE.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
iSS 80. Canal St.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Designed, Erected and Farnished.

Send for neT7 Catalogue ofPow-
er Transmission Machinery.

^^iseegYjAJ shult:

J^HULTZBelting^

YOUR POWER.
YOUR BELTS.
YOUR MONEY.

BY COVERING YOUR PULLEV5 WITH

5HULTZ PATENT
LEATHER PULLEY COVERING.

JRANCHES: 164 SummerSt., Boston, Mass : 226 Pearl St.,N6w York City.

139 N. Tllird St., Phlladeliihia, Pa ; 60 W. Monvoe St. Chicago.

'y^lilDElAGElEATriER

'AND Picker lEATHER-

St. Louis, Mo.
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pill ENGINEDALL COMPANY,

ERIE, PA.

ENGINE.AUTOMATIC
CUT-OFF

With New Improvemenls, Unoqualed Regulation, Highest

Economy, Ourabilily. Smooth and Qu'ci Running.

The Best engine for Ulccitric l<ighting
and Electric Bailways.

SIMPLE. TRIPLE EXPANSION.

CROSS COMPOUND. TANDEM COMPOUND.

WKW YOBK OFFICK: IH 4'nrllandt Ht.
CIIIVAUOUFFICK: Kooai SOO. "The Boukery "

.1. W. PAItKi;H,t CJ0.,3X South 41b HI, PtilleKli^lpliK P..
(HOOK. UOItSKKiuO , Halllrnor*. Md.
B.MITll-rOUliTNBY f!l>.. 1419 Mnlu S ., BI'.limoDil, V..
I,. M. KOI SKY .MKii. CO.,St. 1 oiiln. M".
COOLKY Ic VATEIl, Wl Wub|[J!,l/<ii A»c-. S<i.. .Mlunitapalla, MUu.
F. R DRAVO .t (;u., Lewll Block, I IlleliurRll, P».
HIHUON IRON WORKS, San FriiDi:l«cci, C.I.
NOHTnwESTKBN BUPPLY CO.Tscoma, ffasb.
i;. O. OII.BKRT, AtchlBon, Kan.
J. H. HOUUIirON.ail Congresa 8t , Boston, M«»«

When yoQ are m need of first-Class Porcelain for Electrical Purposes, write tlie

WANNOPEE POTTERY CO
TRADE MARK

IP

Warranted Hard Porc»'lfliD.

Estimates Cheerfully Given. l^HIW ]VIII_I^CZ3I=?rD, CZCDr^I^.

Write us at once, we can save you money.

STEARNS MANUFACT'C CQ- OfficeandWofks,gRIE.PA,
coBiipr.E:T£: po-wer. px.a.nts for WOODBURY

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, Automatic ENGINES

STREET RAILWAY,
and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

BRANCH OFFICES:

NEW VOKK,
I rHIIjADKLFHIA,
1 CHICAliO,
' SAN I'KANCISCO,

l:»J IJhortv St.
044 I>r<>xol Building.
1 130 Tlie Kookery.
S9 and 31 Siiear St.

GILL'S PATENT WATER TUBE BOILER AGENCIES: SJ'^s^Jifji'^
. T.. Holt & liart, «7 Sudbury Street.
M.I'. JolinHton Madiinery Co., 715 and ' IT N. 3d SI.

SIMPLE AND COMPOUND
CONDENSING OR NON-CONDENS

The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOUIAELT ADAPTED TO DEIVING

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of Its high efficiency at all stages of gate, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of which makes it the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

CPUn rnp PftTJll nriil- I'l^^stratlng various styles of setting

on both vertical and horlzonttl shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, nUirs & ti!mpl.e.

SPEAKING TUBES ilND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS ^ BEI.LS.
FVLiI. IjIKB Al.T«r^x8 IN STOCK.

W. B. OSTRANDER & CO..
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1468 DeEalb Ave., Brooklyn, H. T.

Send for Nbw Catalogde. Oat Anguut let.

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Builders of High Grade

Corliss Engines,
Giddings' Automatics.

S1MPI.E, COMPOUND, AND CONDENSING,
Complete Plants Fumishod.

Works: SIOUX CITY, IOWA.
BKANCH OFFICE:

48 South Canal Street. CHICAGO.

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIDHT AND MOTOR CUT-OUT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF CIRCUITS.

MAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERT LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.
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W.P.
TIE THOMSM-liniSTIN aEtTllt HI.

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RAILWiT MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

3382 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

TEOHSON-HOnSTON ELECTRIC CO.,

BostOD Office: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 148 Michigan Ave.
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MERIT. NOT PRICE.
)

The World's Columbian Exposition

AWARDED TO THE

SAFETY INSULATED WIRE £ CABLE GO.
Contract for Wires for Arc Light Circuits.

Superior quality decided this important contract in onr favor.

30i WE'EMMmm OiF
SAFETY UNDERGROUND CABLE

Have just been ordered of us for South Park Electric
Lighting in Chicago.

Every Electric Light Co. in New York is using

SAFETY UNDERGROUND CABLES.
OVER 400 MILES

In use in New York City.

PERKINS INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS,
54 and 56 FrankUu St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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IHEELEQRKAL^UPPLYCO
S50N1AC0NN ^lilv^^-^^^^AN50N

BRANCH OFFICE
i'^ 4 ARCH ST pniu

PRINCE "SUNBEAM."

The "good old days of long ago,"

How prosy, now, they seem, and slow;

Each phase of life has changed in truth

Since our beloved grand sire's youth

Unceasing search to us has brought

New and maturer fruits of thought;

Bright wills to a purpose bent, may

Evolve new wonders day by day.

Among the grandest gifts of mind

Men have bestowed upon their kind.

Is one that banishes the night;

Need it be named?—Electric Light!

Cast but one hasty glance aback

Along the year's receding track,

Note how the pine-knot's lurid ray

Did service at a distant day.

Ensuing that, yj the "tallow-dip,"

Snuff burdened /«j and with greasy drip.

Came, and was dMk^ hailed as queen, till when

Earth gave ^^^r petroleum to men.

Next, gas was tried, and men believed

That they perfection had achieved.

Fatty— ''\\ ho dat lall ge'men jess pas ?

Rastus—"Huh! dat man? He de bigges' rascal in town, he's

a chip o£Fen de old block, suah."

Fatty—"Chip? WabI go 'long! he done look moah laik a

xtlinttr to me." —Ekctrie Spark.

'^!
Last came electric lamps and made

All other light appear as shade

—

Mid all the lamps with which weVe blest.

Prince "Sunbeam" outshines all the rest.

NEXT yEEK
We will illustrate by photo-

graphy a sample of "weather-

proof" feed (?) wire which was

sold to a certain Ohio Electric

Railway.

The actual loss of current due
to leakage where a "weather-
proof wire is used, will cost,

each year, several times the

difference in price between such
wire and SHIELD BRAND
"MOISTURE-PROOF"
LINE WIRE.

%£5'. W^^^

SKY SCRAPERS.
For the modern steel ribbed, rock bottomed towers of Babble that are

springing skyward in all large cities (particularly Chicago), no Wire has been

found so desirable in concealed work as Habirshaw pure rubber covered.

The best argfument in its favor is a trial.

VATAM.OGl'E KO. S3. VATAM.OGVE XO. 3t. CATAI.iterE A^A.

ELECTRIC LI&KT AND mil SUES, ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES, ELECTRICAL HOUSE GOODS,
General Station Supplies, Tables and Formulas. Complete and Fully Illustrated. Telegraph, Fire Alarm.'Messengerand Schooi;Supplles.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATJNB CO

HABIRSHAW INSULATION
IS S^XTRE

Kariiie i't>vt\ ii.sed
on «^ov4'i-iinkeiit

Feeder <'ore.
Broadway Theater.

Naval Marine India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.

Feeder i'ahle. Krooklyn
FUlinou fjfelrle L.iKht CO.

Submarine IVork. Fdi»iton Rleetric
SAglxt I.O., KuMton. Pa.

IVaval Core, United
States N. H. "Chleaiso.'^

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES. Feeder Condaetor.

••I>r.vpla-e»i.*'
Grand Central l>epot.

Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far employed on board the United States steamships Trenton, Chicago, Boston. Yorktown, Pensacola, Phila-
delphia, Petrel, Atlanta, Baltimore, Newark, Vermont, Charleston, San Francisco, Concord, Bennington and monitor Miantonomah.

SOLID AND STRANDED CONDUCTORS, TAPED, BRAIDED, FLAME-PROOF.

The Habirshaw Insulation fulflUs all requirements in places demanding the
"Best," and in that field finds no successful competitors.

Feeder Core.

FACTORY: CLENWOOD, YONKERS, N. Y.

WiVliiyii HADlnoHAWj ribiOij 315 Madison Ave., Cor. Forty-Seoond St.,

CiEKSKAIi MAHrACER. NEW YOBK CITY.
Feeder Cable,

WESTERN AGENTS: THE ELECTRICJL SUPPLY CO., cor, Randolph St. and MlcWgan Ave., CHICAGO. ILL. m"?rVc'lLi^i;j"£^.

The Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.^

80S CMAMBEB OF COMMEBCJE BUILDING,

CHICKGO, H H ILL.

-MAJSUFACTIJBEKS OF-

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

In Ordering^ Specify
AQENOISS:
The Electrical Supply Co., Ohioago, 111.

The Electrical Supply Co., Ansonia, Conn.
W. H. Gordon & Co., New York.
P. r-. Jones & Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
The Xron City Electric Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Woodruff-Harris Electric Co., Birmingham, Ala
IiouiBville Electric Co , Louisville, Ky.
Mountain Electric Co , Denver, Colo.

C. H. Baker & Co., Seattle, Wash.
Julius Andrae, Milwaukee, Wis.

Long^ Life Lamps

or Hig^h Efficiency

Lamps.
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO.,
FORT -WATNE, INDIANA.

MANUFACTURERS
of Electric Lighting and Power Systems and Apparatus.

GENERATORS
for Railway and other Motor Circuits.

ARC LIGHTING.

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING,
Alternating and Direct.

METERS. MOTORS. CUT-OUT
Boxes for Arc Circuits (adopted by the leading companies) and general supplies.

ELECTRICAL WORKS, DETROIT, MICH.,
ARE MANUFACTURERS OF

INCANDESCENT MACHINERY AND APPLIANCES, POWER
GENERATORS, STATIONARY MOTORS, ELECTRIC

RAILWAY APPARATUS AND GENERAL

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

If you are in need of any Electrical Mactiinery or Appliances, it will pay you to write for prices and detailed infoimation.

BRKNCH OFFICeS:
917 Monadnock Building, Chicago. F. I. STONE, Chattanooga, lenn.

18 Cortlandt Street, New York City. 89 State Street, Boston. '
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EVERY ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER PLANT
SHOULD BE PKOVIDED WITH

g
ge.

Makee contlnuoue record, day and nlirht, of STKAfff,
WATEU. A.IH or GAH PBE0M1JBE, with or ^rlth-

out Rlectrlc Alarm. Will pay fi6r Itself by iDsuring
natety and economy. Sena for cltcnlar, fac-slmlle chart,
and list of hondrede of aeera.

THE BRISTOLS' MFG. CO., Waterbury, Conn.

?ILtAKD L. CANDEE, i BnsinoBa Manaeen

Tbe

nternational OKONITE COMPANY, LIMITED.

1 3 Park Row, New Yorkt
INSULATED

WIRES ALDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground lit*.

Candee Aerial Wires.

IVIanson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape

BRANCHES: Cblcago, Boston. Philaaelplila, Minneapolis, Cincinnati, Kanaaa CLty,

Omaha, LonlBville, St. liOnlB, San Francisco, London and So. America,

THE HEYMANN

=tp"'^
[TRACK MAR -il

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
• Slanafactnred by the <

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.
AUBWTS

NEW YORK CITY, Uhas. E. Chapin, 136 Liberty
Street.

CHICAGO, ILL., Tbe Electrical Engineering *
Snpiilyoo.. 931 The Rookery.

ST. PAUL. MINN., Tlie Electrical Engineering
& Supply Co,

CMAHA, NEB., B. B.Downe, 215 8heelyBlocli.
ST. LOUIS. MO., St. LouiB Eleclricnl Sapply Co.
SAN FKANCISCO, CAL., International Bieclr.c

Sapply & Confltraction Co.
CINC1NN.4TI, OHIO, Glover Electric Co.,ir»

WestSth Street.

LOUISVILLE, KY., Smlthers & Davis.

FOR INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS, ANY SYSTEM.

l^J^TDrEi SIT

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Boston.

THE BEACON LAMP.
IT IS

PERFECTION.

Ash, your nearest
t!^npply Honee
for it.

Beacon Vacuum Pump & Electrical Co.,
I«VIXGTl»»r STREET, BOi^TON, MASS.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, NEW^ YOKK,

MANUFACTUHERS, IMPORTERS A'HD DEALERS IN

Electrical Supplies

OF UL DESCRIPTIONS.

Telegraph, Telephone,
[Electric Light and Power

Appliances.
Construction Tools and

KEY FOR cAPAciTT TESTS. Ljnc Material.
WE OWN AND OPERATE TDK

Greeley Electrical Laboratory,
WHERE WE MANUFACTURE A FULL LINE OF

Test Instrninents and all Scientific Measurement Apparatus.

E. E. KELLER, F. E. DEOENIIAUDT.

Keller & Degenhardt,
electbical ensineebs,

542 Rookery Bldg-., Chicag'o, III.
THE ONLY BUREAU OF ELECTRICAL INFORMATION IN THE WORLD'S FAIR CITY.

When you are in need of First-Class Porcelain for Elec-

trical Purposes, write the

TRADE MARK.

^.^^ ^^ WANNOPEE^^^ ^ POTTERY CO.,
Kew Milford, ConB.

Warranted Hard Porcelaic. Estimates Cheerfiiliy Giveti,

Write Us at Once, We Can Save You Money.

WESTON ENGINES.
HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS.

COMPLETE POWER PLANTS.

ESTIMATES AND DRAWINGS SUB5IITTED.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
Painted Post, N. Y.

RE fRESENTATIVES

:

Julian Scholia Co., 126 Liberty St., New York

Geo. D. Hoftman, 82 Lake St., Chicago, III.

Jewell Belting Co., Hartford, Conn.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., new york.

'

AGENTS:
W. B. Pesraon & Co., Home Ins. Bldr. Chicago, 111.

Ttioa. G. Smith .Tr., Hfiminond Bide., Cincinnati, Ohio.
W. a. Day, 128 Oliver St., Boston, Maes.
A. M. Moree ,£ Co., Commercial Bldg., St. LoQla, Mo.
Hyde Bros. & Co., Lewis Block, Plttaburg, Pa.
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THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
THE

-MANUFACTURERS OF THE-

Thomson lecordi&i! Vail Holer.

For

Lighting

and

Power

Circuits.

Manufactured

to

Suit

.Any

Current.

The ONLY Meter that Registers the Actual Power Consumed.

NUMBER IN USE JANUARY 1, 1891 1,159.
NUMBER IN USE APRIL 1, 1892 14,404.

Absolutely Reliable when correctly adjusted and properly installed.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue No. 7,007.

TIBSiriliv^OniTIuftJLdS:
QBBMANTOWN, PA., April 29, 1892.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
QBNTLBMBN:—Replying to your inqtiiry of the 2lBt

lam pleased to say the THOMSON BECORDUa'O WATT
MKTKBS in use by us are giving us no trouble in any way.
Repairs are so insignificant as not to need mentioning. We
are using a great many, both on Direct and Alternating
Currents, to our great satisfaction. Tours truly,

QBRMAWTOWN BLBOTBIO LIGHT CO.,

(Signed) Ohas. M. Allen, Supt.

IiANSING, MICH., April 6, 1892.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.,
BOSTON, MASS.

GENTIjEMEN:—Answering yours of the 31st regard-

ing the THOMSON-HOUSTON RECOEDING WATT ME-
TERS, would say that we are well pleased with them so far,

and consider them better than anything else we have tried.

Yours truly,

liANSZNG ELECTRIC LIGHT &POWER CO.,

(Signed) E. F. Gooley, Supt.

Thomson-Houston Eleetrie Co.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

WESTERN OFFICE,

148 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

American Desk & Sealing Co. .

—

~
American ICn^irie Co xiv

Antlrae, .Julius xiv

AndrewB&i Co., A. H xv
Baggot, E xvl

Ball Engine Co xxi

Ball & Wood Co.. The I

Beacon Vacuum I'ump 4S5 Elcc. Co i

Becker Mfg. Co., John - -

Beggs, J. E.. Mch. <& Supply Co. xli

Bernstein Electric Co iv

Boston Braid M fg. Co x v i

Boston Electric Co xii

Bowers Bros xviii

Bristois' Mfg. Co i

Brookfleld, vVm xiv

Brush Electric Co vili

Bryan, "W. H xv
Bryant Electric Co - .

.

Buckeye Electric Co., The xi

BuLler Hard Rubber Co xi

"C. & C." Electric Motor Co. . vi

Central Electric Co v

Chicago Electric Motor Co
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co xx
Consol. Elec. Mfg. Co., The.. i

Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co. xv
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co. . xv
Cushing, F. W vii

Cutter. Geo
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co. . . xii

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. . xxi

Densmore Typewriter Co
Detroit Electrical Works xxvi

Diamond Electric Mfg. Co
Dixou Crucible Co., Jos xvii

Dudley&Co.,W. W xv
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd xiv

Elastern Electric Cable Co xv
Easton Electric Co -

Edison General Electric Co viii

Electric Cons. & Supply Co . . . x
Electric Engr'g & Supply Co . , xi

Electric Secret Service Co xix

Electrician Pub. Go
X, xii, xvi, xvii, xviii, xxi

Electrical Construction Co.,The.xiv

Elec. Eng.& Sup. Co., The xv
"Electrical Progress" xii

Electrical Supply Co., The. . . xxiv

Elektron Mfg. Co
Emerson Electric Mfg. Co xi

Empire China Works xx
Enterprise Electric Co xvii

Evans Friction Cone Co xviii

Falls Rivet & Machine Co xl

Ferracute Machine Co
For Sale xii, xiv, xv
Fort Wayne Electric Co xxvl
Gravity Purifier Co
Great Western Elec. Supply Co. xix

Greeley ife Co., The E. S 1

Gregory. Chas. E xv
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co xvii

Helsler Electric Co x

HUl Clutch Works
HIne Eliminator Co xiv

Holmes. Booth & Haydens.... xix

Hunt Machine Co., Rodney...
Illinois Electric Lamp Co xvii

India Rubber & Guita Percha
Insulating Co xxv

Institute of Technology xvii

Interior Conduit& Insulation Co. xii

International Okonlte Co i

Jewell Belting Co i

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W
Kartavert Mfg. Co xviii

Keller & Degenhardt i

Kelly Brothers xxi

Knapp Electrical Works xxiii

Lake, J. H. «&D., Co
Lake Erie Engineering Works, xx
Lane & Bodley Co xviii

La Roche Electric Works x
Law Telephone Co xv
Leclanche Battery Co., The. . - -xvi

Lefmann, Julius xv
Leffel & Co., Jas xvi

Link Belt Machinery Co xv
Loud.H.M.&SonsLumberCo. xvi

LovellMfg. Co., Ltd xv
Morse &, Co., A. M xvi

Munsell & Co., Eugene xv
Murphy, T. J -
National Carbon Co xvi

National Electric Mfg. Go ix

"New York Insulated Wire Co. xviii

New York & Ohio Co I

Ostrander & Co., W. R xxi

Page Belting Co
Partrick <& Carter Co
Pearson & Co., W. B xx
Pelton Water Wheel Co - xvi
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Perry & Noyes xiv
Phoenix Glass Co
Pierce, Jr., Joslah xviii

Porter-Leavitt Elec. Motor Co.
Powell Co.. The Wm xvi
Premier Electric Co., The
Queen & Co xv
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co xiv

Rae, Frank B xvii

Railway Equipment Co xi

Riea Electric Specialty Co xii

Bockford Electric Mfg. Co. . ..—

Roebllng'8 Sons Co., J. A ....

Uosfl Elec. Ijight Supply Co. .

ItoHc I'nlyli'clitiif; IimLitutc. . . .

lioyal Electric Co xiv

Samson Conhige Works xiv

8awyer-Man Electric Co xlii

8chIndol& Schlndcl xvl

Schoonmaker, A. O xiv

Schuyler Electric Co x \

ScrliriHl, Albert v

Short Electric iiallway 0« Iv

Shultz Belting Co
Siebcrt, G xv
Sioux City Engine Works. . . . xvll

Smith, A. T xv
Smith, Thos. G. Jr xii

Somoff, J. L 4 xvii

Sperry Elec. Mining Mach. Co. xviii

Standard Paint Co xii

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co
Star Electrix Co xvii

Stearns Mfg. Co xxi
Steriing, W. C xvii

Stilwell &BierceMfg. Co. xvi, xvii

Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co . . . xxv
Taylor Engine Co xxi
Tnomson-HoustonElec. Co..ii, xxii

Union Hardware Co xiv
U. 8. Electric Lighting Co.. xiii

Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co. xii

VanNuIa C. S
Vulcanized Fibre Co xvii
Waddell-Entz Company xiv
Wannopce Pottery Co i

Wanted xv
Western Electric Co xii

Westlnghouse Elec.andMfg Co
Weston Engine Co i

Williams Engine Works xv
Woodhouse & Rawson, Ltd. . .

.

Worthlngton, Henry R
CLASSIFIED LIST.

Annnnclators.
CeDtral Electric Oo.
Detroit Electrical Workfl-
ElectrlcalConatmctlon Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The-
Great Western Elec. Knppiy Co-
Oreeley & Co., The S. 8.

Enapp Electrical Worbe.
OBtraoder & Co. ,W. R,
Partrick & Carter Co.

Arc fjamps.
Bogg^s. J. E., Mchy. & Snpply Co.
UiQsii Ej^ctric Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Eaeton Electric Co.
Electric Cone. A Supply Co.
Port Wayne Electric Oo.
Great Weetern Elec. Snpply Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
ThomBon-HouBton Electric Co.
WeetinghoDBe Electric & Mfg. Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

Arc liight Cord.
Knapp Electrical Works.
SamBOE Cordage Works.

Batteries.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Snpply Co.,The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Law Telepuoue Co.
Leclauche Battery Co., The.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Premier Electric Co., The.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The,
Law Telephone Co.
Lerianclie Battery Co., The.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, iClectrio.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., TheE. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Magneto.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Greeley & Co.. The B. ».
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick «fc Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

BeltlDK*
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Uelt Machinery Co.
Page Belting Co.
Shultz BelUng Co.

Boilers.
Lane & B dleyCo , The.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
\Ve8ton Engine Co.

Books, Glectrlcal.
Electrician Publishing- Co.

Brass Goods.
Powell Co., The Wm.

Bnrslar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Weetern Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co.,The E. b.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Insulated Wire

)

Cables, Slectrlc. (See Insulated
Wire ), Copper, tSheetand Bar.
Roebltnge Sons Co., J. A.
Wefctem Electric Co.

Carbons, Points and Plates.
BruBh Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Knapp ElecCfical Worfce.
National Carbon Co.
Wetitem Electric Co.

ClntcJies. Friction.
Falls Rivet & Machine Co.
HUl Clntch Works
Lake. J. n.&D. Co.

Cordase.
Sams'jo Cordage Works.

ConMcroctlon and Uepalra.
Amlnie, Julliin.

ClilcftK" KlHctrlc Motor Co.
Kli'ctric CoiiB. & Suitiily Co.
Kl«clrlcul CouHtructloD Co., The.
Enspp Electrical Works.
Kii«, Knink It.

Stnllh, 'I'hun. o. Jr.

WeeUTii BlfK;trlcCo.
Contractom. Kle«trln Ijicht,
Knclne Plants and lUeetrle
BallwayH.
Aiii.Tlriin Kni^int) Co.
Ball KnKlrit' »_:o.

Ball*, Wood Co., The.
Bryan, W. H.
Brush Electric Co.
"C. .t C," El'iolnc Motor Co.
Detroit Kl.'ctncal Works.
Dliinmnd Klortrl-- Mty,. Co.
EdIeoD General EIrctrIc CO.
Electric (.'ons. A Supply Co.
Electrical Er.g. & Supply Co.
FallH Hivot&Machlnn Co.
UelsIer Electric Co.
Keller & Degenhardt.
Lftko Kri') Knj,'l II 'Bering Works.
Lann A IJodley Co., Tlio.

La Roche Electric Works.
Moreo & Co., A. M.
Pearson & Co., W. B.
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co.
Rockford StectrlcManufactartngCo.
Royal Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Oo.
Sionx City Engine Workn.
Smith, Thos. G. Jr.

Taylor Enclne Oo.
Thomson -Houston Electric Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
WeetinghuuBe Electric A Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Engine Co.
Wllllarae itnglne Works.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
Central Electric Co.
Creecent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Blectrlral Suppjy Co.,The.
Enterprleo Electric Co.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Uolmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Roebling'B Son's Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Lond, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Railway Equipment Co,
Schindut <£ Schlndel.

Cnt-Onts and l9^(vltclLes.
Andrae, JuIIub.
Bryant l^i^lectric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cutler, Geo. 1

Cntter Electrical & Mfg. Co. I

Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Sanftly Co., The.
Enlerpriee Electric < o.

Hart & liegeman Mfg. Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Sechriet, A.
Star Electrix Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Van Nuls, G. S.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
"C. & C." Electric Motor Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Diamond Electric Mfg. Co.
Duplex Electric Co., Ltd.
Eaaton Electric Co.
Elec'.rlcal Ene. & Snpply Co,
Port Wayne Electric Co.
Gregory, Chas. E.
Heieier Electric Go.
La Roche Electric Works.
Lovell Mfg. Co., Ltd.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
Rockford ElectricManufacturlng Co.
Rose Electric Light Supply Cilo.

Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Waddeil-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.
WestlnghouBe Electric & Mfg. Go.

Electric Lava 69 as Tips.
Smith, A. T.

BlecMric Bailn'ays.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Rae, Frank B.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houeton Electric Co.
Weetlnghouse Electric & Mfg, Co.

Blectrioal and Slechanical
Ensixeers.
Bryan, W.n.
Pierce, Josiah Jr.

Rae, Frank B.
Electri^I Instrnments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., TheH. S.

Western Electric Co.
ElectriABl £ntellieence.
Bryan W. H.
Keller & Degenhardt
Rae. Frank B.

Electrical Specialties.
Andrae, .Julins.

Bryant Electric Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Cntter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric Encineering & Supply Co.
Enterpriee Electric Co.
Ries Electric Specialty Co., The.
Sechrist, A.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.

Electroliers and OoBibtoa-
tlon C'ixtares.
Baggot, E.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Thomson-ffouaton Electric Co.

Electro-Piatlns Uachlnea.
Brush Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
EiSbou General Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co

Elevators.
[Jnk Belt Machinery Oo.

Bnslnes» BteaiB.
American Engine Co.
Ball Engine go.

Ball J» Wood Co., Tke.
Lukn Erie Knglnrurlag Worki.
I.iino A Itodify Co , The.
>lor-.«& Co,, ,\. .M.

Pearson A Co., W.B.
Haclon Hardware Mfe. Co,
SmIlll.ThoK.i;. Jr.
SlomClty Kiigiiie Work*.
Stearns MfK- Co.
Tayl'ir Kiitlne Co.
WfHioii Kn^;lne Oo.
Williams Engine Co.

Fan OutntH,
"C. K C." EI"-'-irlr Motor Co.
Chlcaeo iilectrlc Motor Co.
Kmeruon KlfCtrlc Mfg. Co.
Pri-mli-r Electric Co., The.
Sunley Electric Mig. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
VulcanlZ(--d Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
PartricK & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Friction Cones.
Bvans Friction Cone Co.

Fnrnace fiirate liars.
Kolly P.roH.

Fnse Wire.
Electrical Supply Go.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Snerry Elec. Mining Machine Co.

Cras lilrbtine, tf^leetrle.
BoBton I'.lectric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works,
Knapp Elt:clrlcal Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

General Electrical Sappiles.
Andra-^, Jaline.
Beaiun Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
BoHton Klt.'clric Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cutter, Geo.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Qlectrlc Co.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Electrical Eng, & Snpply Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Enterpilee Electric Co.
Hart it Ilegcnian -Mfg. Co.
Great Western J£lec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., TheE. ».

Knapp Electrlc&l Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

caiobes and JRleetrleal Cllass-
w^are.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Phtenlx Glass Co.

Graphite !*»pec ial ties.
Dixon Crucilile Cn , Jop.
Hard Kobber Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Insulators and Insnlatlmc
afaterials.
Andrae, Julius.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cushing, P. W.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Engineering it Supply Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior COHdnit & Insulation Co.
International Oknnlto Co., The
Johns Mfg. Co , II. W.
Kartavert Mtg. Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Utica Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wannopen Potlory Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated ^vires and Cables.
mafirnet Wire.
Central Electric Co.
Crepcent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Cushing, F. W.
Cntter, Geo.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Enterprise Electric Co.
Solmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gntta Percha Insn-
IstingCo.

Knapp Electrical Works.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling'B Sons Co., J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Waddell-Entz Company.
Western Electric Co.

Lamps, fncandeseent.
Beacon Vacuum Pump & Elec. Co.
BeruBteln SleCtrlc Oa
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.

Cntter'Elec'triral & Mfg. Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Engineering & Supply Co.
Elecirlcal Eng. & Sunply (jo.

Electrical Suppiv Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Illinois Electric Lamp Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Sawrer-Man Electric Co.
Somoff, J. L.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

liUbricators,
PoweUCo.,The Wm.

aiaynet Wire.
(See Insulated Wire.)

JVechanical machinery.
Ferracnte Machine Co.

Sfedleal Batteries.
Detroit Electrical Woiks.
Partriek & Carter Co.

arioa.
Bowers Bros.
Johna Mfg. Co.,H. W.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
Schoonmaker, A, C.

nine Bisnals, Bleetrlo.
Detroit Electrical WorJn.

IbIbk Appmratns, Kleetrle.
Edison 0«D«rkl bloctric Co.
Thoioaoo-OoostOD Kl«ct«ic Co.
Hp«rrv Bl»c Mlolnx Macbtno Co.
WMttDCbooM Klectrlc ± UU. Co.

Het«m.
Brash Electric Co.
(

, Jc ( Kl.-Mnc .Motor Co.
CrocKer- Wheeler Electric Uo.
ChlcaifO £l(»ctrlc Motor Vo.
D«truU Rl**ctrlcal Works.
Diamond Kh-'trlc Mfg. Co.
Klihtoii KN-clrt.: <o.
BdlBon General Klectric Co.
ElKtrlcal Hng. 4 Huupiv Co.
KiiMHxon 1:1.- trl. Mfir.Co.
I.a Koche Kleclrlc Works.
Lovell Mfg. Co., Ltd.
I'orli-r-LeaTlti Bleclrlc Motor Co.
Premb^r EIe«:trlcCo.
Rockford E lectrlc Han afadarlne Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Tbomson-HouBtOD Electric Co.
U'j.d.lell Kntz Company.
WentlnghoQae ElecMc A Ufa Co.Name Plat^H
lif<k.-r Mfg- Co . John.

Onice Fnroltnre.
Arrn-rlcan De*k A Seating Co.
Andrciwn A Co., A. H.

Oil Cqps.
Powell Co., The Wm.

on Farmers.
Gravity Porlfler Co.

Pins BDd Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical sauplyCo.. The.
Load, n, M. 3c. Sons' Lumber Co.
lUilv^.'iy Jviiiii.itienl Co.
Schlndel A Sbiodel.
Western Electric Co.

I*l:itiDniD.
Sieborl, G-

Poles.
Central Bleetrlo Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Lefmann, Julltig.
Loud, H. M. «fc Sons' Lumber Co.
Ralhvflv Equipment Co.
Schindel A Schlndel.
Sterling.W. C.

Porcrlain.
\\'aririonee I'ott-'ry C<j.

rabllsberB, Klectrleal.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Pnsh Bnttons.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
§napp Elecjrkal Works,
nion Hardware Co.

Wesiem Electric Co.
BaUways. RIectrle.
(See electric railways.)

Rec-orrtiDs: PrenHnre Clauses
Bri^tnls" Mf'j. ro.,Tlie.

Bp^ulntins: Morkets.
Riee Electric Speciiilty Co.

Bei'urities. Klectrical.
Perry k Noyee.

I^eparators, Nteam.
Hine SllmlnatorCo.

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

Slate.
Mnrphy, T. J.

SpeabinK Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worfea
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
West-era Electric Co.

Speed Indicators*
Queen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthlngton, Henry R.

Supplies, filectrlc Railwav.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Johns Mf;i. Co., H. W.
Railway Equipment Co.
SchiDdel& Schlndel.

Tapes, Insnlatinr*
Andrae, Julins.
Central Electric Co.
Cushing, P. W.
Crescent Ins Wire & Cable Co.
Eastern Elettrlc Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical SnpplyXo.,The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha In-
sulating Co.

International Okonlte Co., The.
NewTork Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Teleerapli Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
J^ajilLEI^ctrlcal Works.
Weiwra Electric co7

Telephones, Electric.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Centra! Elecfrlc Co.
Electrical Snpply Co^The,
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

Transformers.
Diamond Electric Mfg, Co.
Electrical Eng. & Snpply Co.
National ElectricMannfactnringCo
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghonse Blectrlc & Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Works.

Trucks. Electric Car.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Elec-lrlc Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomaon-HouBton Electric Co.
WeBtlnghonse Electric & Mfg. Co>

Turbine IT^heels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Hunt Machine Co., 'Rodney.
Stilwell A Bierce Mfg. Co.

Typewriters.
Denemore Typewriter Co.

Universities.
Institute of Technolosy.
Rose Polyfechinc Institute.

Water tVhecla.
LefTel & Co.. The Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.

Trire.Bare.
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire & Cable Co.
Electrical Snpply Co.
Holmes. Booth & Haydens.
Knapp Electrical Wo^ks.
Railway Equipment Co.
Roebllne's Hnns' Co.. J. A.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine eo.
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OFFERS A FULL LINE OF

APPLIANCES FOR OVERHEAD CONSTRUCTION,

GEARLESS AND SINGLE REDUCTION MOTORS,

IMPROVED RAILWAY GENERATORS,

Workmanship, Efficiency and Successful Operation Guaranteed.

Mills Building, NEW YORK. Monadnock Building, CHICAGO.

EVERY STATION OFANY SYSTEM
SHOULD INVESTIGATE OUR

SERIES LAMPS,

SERIES SOCKETS,

SERIES SUPPLIES,
For ARC and ALTERNATING Circuits.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICES.

BERNSTEIN FAN MOTORS.
Perfect in Design. Tasteful in Appearance. Simple Throughout.

Reliable Agents wanted in every section of the country. ^Yrite for particulars.

BEISTEIN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
620 ATLANTIC AVENUE, BOSTON, MASS.
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IRON BOX BELL
Has Platinum Points, Double Magnets,

Steel Hammer, and is

FIRST CLASS IN EVERY RESPECT.
Send for a sample and special prices. On receipt of them you tvill send

us your orders.

Nickel mouth pieces for speaking- tube, with or without indicator, -we
offer at price not met -with elsew^here.

We have a large stock of annunciator and office wire,

and all electric hell supplies at bottom prices.

Central Electric Company,
116 and 118 FRANKLIN ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

A New Device for Controlling Incandescent Lights

in Private Residences.

\ W flUTOmflTIC SWITCH
OPERATED BY

PUSH BUTTONS.

The system has only been in use 6 months, and over 50 of the finest
residences in Denver are now using the

Seehrist Automatic Switches.
Electrical Supply Houses and Firms doing Electric Construction Work are requested to correspond

directly with tlie manufacturer and patentee,

ALBERT SECHRIST, 1031 Sixteenth St., DENVER, COL
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Xhe "C & C"

p
Announces a Very Great Reduction in the Price of

For the Summer of 1892.

The Machines are Kept in Stocit Wound for

HO, 220 and 500 VOLTS; 6.5, 9.5 and 20 Amperes.

Send to any of onr General Offices for Ne\r Prices.

CHICAGO, 201 Madison St.

NEW YORK, 402-404 Greenwich St.

BOSTON, 83 Oliver st.

PORTLAND, ORE., 55 N. Front St.
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W. R. BRIXEY, General Manager and Eastern Agent,

166 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

F. W. GUSHING, General Western Agent,

225 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS,
San Francisco.

CALIFOKXIA Afil'XTS FOR

JULIUS ANDRAE,
Milwaukee.

WISCONSIN AGENT FOR

HOULISTON, HUBBARD & CO..

CINCINNATI AGENTS
FOR

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC CO.,

313 & 315 Dearborn St.,

LOCAL CHICAGO AGENTS FOR
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EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
EDISON BUILDING, BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

EDISON SYSTEM OF LIGHT AND POWER.
SKFEST! BEST! CHEKPESTI

INCOMBUSTIBLE APPLIANCES. MEASURING INSTRUMENTS.

H
Z
< DYNAMOS. ^M , MOTORS.

I Jl S SAFETY DEVICES. ^^-J^M WIRE, CABLES.
4

CO f—?% r

J. STREET RAILWAYSLAMP AND SOCKET %# | |m^ lb I 1^#% I Ih WW #% I W* UNDERGROUND TUBES.

FOR PRICES, ADDRESS NEAREST DISTRICT OFFICE.

DISTRICT OFFICES.
CANADIAN: Edison Building, 77 Bay Street. Toronto. Can. . PACIFIC COAST: Fdison Building, 1 12 Bush Street. San Francisco, Gal.

CENTRAL: 1 73 and 175 Adams Street. Chicago. III. . . PACIFIC NORTHWEST: Fleischner Building. Portland. Oregon.

EASTERN: Edison Building, Broad Street. New York. ROCKY MOUNTAIN: Masonic Building. Denver. Colo.

NEW ENGLAND: 25 Otis Street, Boston, Mass.

MEXICAN AND SOUTH AMERICAN DEPT.: Edison Building. Broad Street, New York. EUflOPEAN OFFICE: 34 Victoria Street, Westminstsr. London. S. W., England.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO..

Are Lighting Apparatus,

ELECTRIC MOTORS,

ELEOTRIO QENERATORS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION,

Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Electro-platers.

CliicsL^o Office: He^^r Yorfe: Office:
225 Dearborn Street. 115 Broadway.
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NOTICE
THE EFFECT OF THE CONSOLIDATION.

Vice-President Insull, of the Edison General Electric Co., has issued a circular letter

to district managers, in which the following is stated: "With reference to the arrange-

ments now being made with the Thomson-Houston company, we desire to assure our

employes that the new organization will need the services of every good man now in our

employ. It is, therefore, important that everyone should continue to make every effort to

secure the largest possible amount of business at the best possible price. The combination

will doubtless result in ultimately lowering prices to customers on all apparatus, but for

the present an agent will be judged, not only for the amount of business secured, but

especially by the terms of payment and favorable prices for the same. It is of great im-

portance that no unprofitable contracts be taken, except as may be absolutely
necessary to prevent the business g'oing- to companies other than the
Thomson-Houston company. It is essential that only friendly competition with

the Thomson-Houston company should be carried on, and you are requested to report

promptly any action on the part of either your own or the Thomson-Houston company's

agents that is not in conformity with this end. I shall be very glad if yoa will convey the

substance of this letter to all employes under your control. You will receive due notifica-

tion from the proper department as to your future course with relation to canvassing for

hMainesa."—Electric Power,

For the above reasons alone it will pay you to have
us bid ascainst the Trust in every case, it means
money in your pocket.

'WIS.ITH] TJS IPOIS; I^i^IOES.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

E. E.& S. COp
EDDY MOTORS,

"PACKARD" LAMPS,
"HELMET" WIRE,

iixid a Full Line of Electrical Supplies.

931 "The Rookery," 134 East 6th St.,

CHICAGO. ST. PAUL, MINN.
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AVANUrACTURERS ORGANIZKD 1881.

INCORPORATED )8B3.

Li^p Arc Lamps

AN )

ESTABIJSHED -

FACT: J

r-SR INCANDESCENT AND aj^

STREET RAILWA^' ClRCUnS.

THE ONLY ARC LA/^P THAT
WORKS SATISFACTORILY ON AN
INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

PHOTO-ENGRAVING. THEATRICAL.
AND SEARCH LAMPS.

THE ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.

UNITY BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

TELEPHONE BUILDING.

NEW YOPJC.
Search Light No. 13.

Heisler Electric Co.
f

MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRIC LIGHTING APPARATUS,
-A.ITID

CONSTRUCTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

Estimates furnished for the Installation of Central Stations
and Isolated Plants, of the following Itjpes:

LONG DISTANCE SERIES INCANDESCENT
SYSTEM.

For Streets, Stores, Depots, Pleasure Resorts and Mil's.

TRANSFORMER APPARATUS.
For Commercial and Domes'ic Illumination.

DIRECT CURRENT (Constant PotentiaL)
i Plants, suc\ as Banks, Office Buildi:

and Private Residences.

ARC APPARATUS.

For Isolated Plants, suc\ as Banks, Office Buildings, Hotels
and Private Residences.

STORAGE BATTERIES.
For use in connection with Direct Current Apparatus.

Dftice,Drexel Byilding, Philadelphia, Pa.

L« ROCHE
llli mil 118 N. 6tt Sl„

Alternating

DYNAIVIOS,
100 TO 1200 LIGHT.

Installed complete for City
or Town Lighting.

Chicago Oice, Garden City Electric Co.,

267 and 260 Dearborn iStrect.

TO THE PUBLIC!

We beg to call your attention to the
fact that we have just issued our new
took catalogue which comprises the
most important works that ha-ve ap-
peared to date on all electrical subjects.

We shall be pleased to mail a copy to

any one interested in the science ot
electricity, on receipt of request.

Address

Electrician Fablisliing Co.,

6 I-akesitle Bldg:.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

ELECTRIC WORKS,

Philadelphia, Penn.

Incandescent

DYNAMOS,
Direct System. '

iTO 1000 light!"

Motors
For Arc or Incandescent.

Currents trom 1-8 to 50 H. P.
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THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.,
33 Dby/£Grcer Street, 2^0"V7- "2"oxl^,

POSSESS suruniori advantagbb in tiik manupactube op

JkRD RXTBBSR GO OD fS
Enpeclalli/ in avticlc.H ntlufttefi to etectrieal inUiiHtrleH, havitiff tthtainvil thv moI*', riffht to numu/acture

MiAttl* MtVitHEit under the. vnluable ratentn arnntett to fVIM^ijIAJn KEEL,

ALL OrKKATIONS OF SALVING, CUTTING, TUUNING AND TOLLSUING OUR NKW STANDAKDH OF
SLI C" PT" D ir\ Y\ A M Y\ T" I 1 [^ I MO *^'*° ^^ performed with a lareo reduction fn the wear and tear of toole, and coneldersM'* eaviag of labor. Our new Btandarde aren C( £_> I 5 \\ \J L/ r\ IN lJ I LJ D 1 IN \Ji of a plcbrjr black throiiphont, not Babject to change in color, ure toughHr and more (iHxlble, do not become brittle witb ege, and

buYo boon tCBted and approved by Ibe leading electrical con^panlcH of the United Stales. In addition to these advantacee, vre aleo offer advautagee in prices.

KIEL'S PATENT HARD RUBBER CELLS FOR STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES
Still remain the most satisfactory and cheapest in the market, unequaleil for strength, durability, insulation and resislancc to acids.

HARD RUBBER GOODS OF EYFJIY DESCRIPTION MAKDFAOTDRED.

For Sale by THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.

CorreKpondence Hollclted from all manufacturcrH nnd doiiU-rfi In olertricul
machinery and supplies. »KN1> FOR PUICES ANI> ^ATlhlATV.ti.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,
11 Adams St., CHICAGO.

Electric Railway Supplies

EXCLUSIVELY.

^rono-pt Sln.ipm.ei:Lts_

CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHES.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.,

CHICAGO.'W. R. MASON, Gen'l Mgr.

THE MOST PERFECT

FAN MOTOR
and the only successful one on the market
for the Alternating Current.
Send for descriptive circular and price

of the

"MESTON ALTERNATING
FAN MOTOR."

It Is not a toy, but a strong, well built,

durable machine. Maximum speed 1,700
revolutions per minute. Can be regulated

by moving a lever to as slow speed as de-

sired, and flow of current is regulated
accordingly. Commutator brushes feed

up automutically and are guaranteed for

three months' wear at constant use, ten
hours per day. Manufac;ured only by

Mfg. Co., SlLoiiao.

WE MANUFACTURE

SOCKETS
For all Standard Systems.

Porcelain or Rubber Key.

PRICES ON APPLICATION,

Electric EnglneeriDg& Supply Co.,

S'S'St-.^OTTS^I, KT. 'S'., XT. S. .^.

NEW YORK OFFICE: Send for Catalogue of our

13« I<lberty St., F. CTIMPSON, Manager. Specialties.

Ha^-vo rriod It ?
THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO.,

CLEVELAND, 257 The Arcade. CHICA60, 437 "The Rookery."

THE FALLS

Rivet & Machine Co.,
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

I

ll

SHAFTING. ETC.

Special attention given to the
Complete Equipment of

Electric Plants.

BRANCH ( 8 So. Canal St., CHICAGO.
OFFICES : i 520 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.

( 18 Co. tlandt St. . NEW YORK.
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FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS, IS BEING UNIVERSALLY ADOPTED-

THE RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO., Sole Patentees and Manufacturers, BALTIMORE, MP.

BOSTON ELECTRIC COMPANY,

648 Washington St., Boston.

Sole owners and manufacturera of the

Cdebrated Double Armature

AUTOMATIC BURNERS,
Universally acknowledged to be KlMfil o£ all antomalic

burners, and the only reliable burner of the kind in the

market.

We etill lead in the manufacture of

PdantorHaflil-LiiMini&asBiirDers,

and are hea-'quartere for every description of Gas Light
ing Specialties.

Always State Quantity when Writing for Prices.

SEND FOR OUR
New CalalogQe of

Electrical
Books.

The most complete of Its

kind ever publiBbed.

Sent Free to Aoy AddresB.

Ws m M\mim
Tn the West for ELEC-
TRICAL BOOKS, and fill

orders promutly, pre-
paid, onreceiptof price.

Elec ric'an Poblishin^ Co.,
D Lakeside Biiildinf;,

Cli cago, III.

ELECTRICITY
Vniateurs, beginners & all interested in this science need
ihf onlv Daner devoted to its tii-st principles. Illiietrated.

SI BS 3 Moa Trin) 25r, Sample lOc. Addr. ELECTRICAL
PHOGUESS and Amateur Electrician, r31'2, RaTeoswood, lU,

You Will Oblige

Both Advertiser and Publisher

by mentioning the WESTERN
ELECTRICIAN when writing

to advertisers.

THOS. C. SMITH, Jr., M. E.

Consulting and Contracting Engineer.
Knglnea and Complete Steam Plants for Lightln? and Power Inetallatlone.

Bent Pipe and Colla In Iron, Brass and Copper, for all binds of service.

II Hammond Building, Telephone 1358, CINCINNATI. OHIO,

Three 500 Lt. T.-H. Dynamos, Oomponnd Wound,
110 volt, with Baae, Rheostat and Ammeter.

Two 1,000 Lt. Fort Wayne AUernators, complete.
Two 25 Lt. American '^,000 C. P. Arc UyDamoa.
One 50 Lt. aperry 2,000 C. P. Arc Dynamo,
One tiOO f,t. Ifidieon Dynamo—not the latest style.
Twelve Koowlea l:iLl. Arc Dynamos with Lamps.
Wine aO l.t.WeetiDghouee Arc Machines, 2,000 C. P.
One 30 L^ Brush Dynflmo, 1 .200 C. P.
One 60 Lt. Vamtepoelp Arc Machine, with two

Armatures and 25 Double 2,000 0. P. Lamps.

THE JOHN E. BEGGS MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO.,

Twelve 50 Lt Schuyler Dynamos, 2,000 C. P.

One 20 Lt. U. S. Arc Machine with 20 Single

Lamps.
One 300 Lt. U. S. Dynamo, 110 volt, with com-

plete Station Fixtures.
One 800 Lt. U. S. Dynamo, £0 volt, no Fixtures

but Base.
One 200 Lt, Mather Dynamo, 110 volt, no FIzturee

but Base.
Six 30 Lt. Esfelelor Dyoamofl, Arc, 2,000 C. P.,

with Single Lamps.

74 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.

Utica Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

XJTICA, N.Y.
MANUFACTURERS OF

"HERCULES" SWITCHES for Arc and Power Ciriuits.

UTICA" QUICK BREAK—ABiOLUTE WOK-KHIFE SWITCHES far any
voltage and amperes-

AUTOMATIC MACAZINE FUSE BOXES.

SIMPLEX, DUPLEX and QUADRUPL' X LIOHTNING ARRES'ERS for
Power, Telephone and Lighting Circuits.

MAST ARMS and POLE STANDS.
CARBON BRUSH HOLDERS for Generators, Motors and Dynamos.
CARBON HOLDERS, CIRCUIT JUMPERS and CONNECTORS.
Also General Dealers in ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER SUPPLIES.

Insulating Compounds,

Armature Varnish,

Insulating Tape and
Insulating Papers.
P. & B. Products are all thoroughly water, acid
and alkali proof. Send for our latest Circular.

I The Standard Paint Co.,
Sole Manufacturers, 2 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.

C-S SPECIALTIES.

C-S Reflector Shade.

Made of Aluminum with ground
glass diffusion plate. A strong

white light exactly where needed,

and nowhere else. A soft white

light throughout the room.

Quadruples the effective light of

any lamp

C-S Portable Lamp Stand.

Has flexible arm which holds

lamp Indefinitely in any position

at win. Arm indestructible and

may be curved or colled into

an endless variety of graceful

shapes.

The Cutter
Electrical & Mfg

Company,
27 SOUTH nth STREET,

Philadelphia, • Pa.

INTERIOR CONDUITS Tie SoMion ofthe ProWei of Safe Gnarling

£1 ELECTRIC GONDDCTORS
Wherever and for whatsoever purpose employed, la to

be fonnd in. the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IHTERIOR AHD UHDERGRODHD

MANTTFACTUEED BT

INTERIOR
CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,

wnnKt. J 627 to 631 W. 34th St.,
WORKS:

^ B26 to 62 8 W. 3Blh St.,

General Offices: 42 & 44 Broad St. , New York.

5;hos. Day & Co., SK2 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.

Mountain Electric Co., Denver Colo.
American Elect. Supply Co., 3-^6 Pearl St., Bnffalo.N Y.
Putnam, Gay &, Co., 27 E. Miuo bt., Rochester, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co., 127 W. tth St., Cincinnati, O.
Chas. Gabriel, Saginaw, Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
Walker & Kepler, 531 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical Supply & Construction Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Southern Electric Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Central Electric Co., Chicago, III.TRADE-MARK

Annunciators, Bells, Pushes,

Speaking Tube, Battery, Patterson Cable,

Electric Light Apparatus—Arc and Incandescent,

American District Telegraph Apparatus,

Telegraph Instruments, Testing Instruments,

Insulated Wires, Line Supplies, Tools and
Other Electrical Appliances.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
1 AnKS, EBEBT & CO., St. PanI, ailnQ.

Selling AgentsH S''"^'*"'-**" EI^KCTBICAI, works, Cincinnati, Ohio.
( aiOUNTAIN EL.ECTBIC CO , Denver, Colo.

CHICAGO, 227 South Clinton Street.
I NEW YORK, Cor. Thames and Greenwich Sts.
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The United States Electric Lighting Co.,

[THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Lessees.]

m IND mNDESCENT ISOUTED ELECTRIC UCUT PUNTS.

tic t

More than 1,000 Plants in Operation in Factories, Hotels,

0£Q.ce Buildings, Theaters, Etc.

TFRICZ:

MOTORS-' GENERATORS.
Direct Current GENERATORS and MOTORS for all purposs,

1-8 H. P. up to any power required, and at any
required E. M. F.

Superior in Design and Workmansliip, and Dnequaled in Efficiency.

Send for New U. S. Catalogues on Incandescent Lighting and Motors.

GENERAL OFFICES: EQUITABLE BUILDING, - - 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

NEW XORK IiAUP FACTOR'S', Capacity iiO.OOO per day.

LAMPS
8 C. P. to 1 50 C. P. 45 Volls to 1 25 Volts. To Fit Principal Sockets.

SOCKETS, SWITCHES, CUT-OUTS
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.,
620 Atlantic Avenue, 5IO-534 West 23d St., Pullman Building,

BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO. 1
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MJaTOFACTOKED BT

WM. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK

-RACINE'-HIGH-SPESPJ^

ronpRICtS"" .

CATALOSOE ^

•3 ADDRESS

ENGINE DEI^T.

jOPERIOR RE60LAT/0N
A«t, ECONOMY f"-^

gECTRICl|6HTlN6
ANDfiENERAL

""^
^ PURPOSES

16 SIZES

CARRltD^lN STOCK

EACH DME OFOUfl,!

ENfilMESj
BEfOSt S«IPPiriJ|

RACINE HARDWARE MFG-CO-RAC.r'Vi)

EVERY ONE
KNOWS

ANDRAE
We can furnish at bottom prices

Leclanche,
Andrae Carbon,

Iiaclede,
$$ainsoii

and I^anr
Batteries.

Bells, Wire and Pushes.

Agent for KERITE WIRE.

JULIUS ANDRAE,
IMILWAUKEE, WiS.

The Pioneer House of the Northwest.

SOLID BRAIDED CORD.
Is the moBt dura-
ble for hanging
Arc Lamps,
T rol ley
Cord, Gov-

„ ering Field
Magnets, Sash Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE TKTORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

SecoDd-Hand Dynamos
FOR SALE CHEAP.

We have a niim'ber of Bynamos and Motora
nearly new, which we will eell at a low price,

among the number being tAVO O50-light,
1,000 volt Alternators.

WANTED TO BUY:
Seeond-haBd machine, from 50 to

300 lights, 110 volt.

G. A. HARTER,
43 and 45 Franklin Sr., CHICAGO.

W.P. PlBBT. S. F. N0TI8.

mim IN Eimm mm,
Electrical or Telephone Stocki Bought

and Sold.

PERRY & NOYES,
Edison Bids, - NEW YOBK.

MiCA
For all Electric Insulating
Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the market.

I SELL NO OTHER.
Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SGHOONMAKER,
158 William St., NEW YORK.

Royal Electric Co.,
911 & 913 South Washington St., PEORIA, ILL,,

MANUFACTUHERS OF

Alternating and Continuous Current Dynamos and iVIotors,

AND ELECTRIC MACHINERY.
The Most Complete Ai,ternatihq System how on the Market.

Agents Wanted for Exclusive Territory,

The laATEST and BZSST
SLOW SPEED, MITLTIPOLAE DYNAMO.

ADVANTAGES: Slow spe ;d, email floor space, direct driven, B?lf oiling bearings, UtUe external
m i^netism, etc.

^JUPLEX ELECTRIC CO.,
liimited,

CORRY, PA.

MADE BY THE

Boston Office—H. C. Hawks, Manager,
6.*0 Atlantic Ave.

Chicago Office—R. J. Randolph, Man-
ager, 1325 MonadQock Bollding.

KanssH City, Jflo., Office—L. C.
Bair. 806 Walnut Street.

Aew York Office-W. H. Gordon,
Manager, US Broadway.

Phitaaelpbia Office-Otis K. Stuart,
Manager, ai City Trust Bldg.

Chattanoosa, Tenn.—F. T. Stone.
IjincniD, Neb.— Big low E ecLrlc Sup-
nly Co., 112 8. 13th tit.

Provideace, K. I.—Drake, Payaon &
Whittler, Cor. Washington & EddySta.

Tarpon ttprinffs, Fla.—W. U. Wilson.

AMERICAN HIGH SPEED ENGINE.
This Engine revolutionizes the manner of applying steam in generating power. It

can be regulated so as to run at any speed desired, up to

T QQQ OR MORE REVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE !

It is not a rotary Engine, yet the motion of its parts is such, that there are no " dead

centers." It takes steam and exhausts four times at each revolution. For

SPEED, SIMPLICITY AND ECONOMY,
this Engine hsis no equal. It possesses many striking advantages over all other Engines,

either slow speed or so-called high speed. Its speed is closely regulated by a sensitive

and reliable automatic governor. Built of any required size,

FOR ALL STATIONARY and MARINE PURPOSES.
It can be coupled directly to dynamos, fans, blowers, fire engine and other rotary

pumps ; in fact, to any machine requiring great velocity. It is smooth running and

noiseless* Being light and compactly buUt, it takes up less room than any other

Engine of equal power. No heavy foundations are reqm-ed. This Engine is

THE J^Ctl^'El OF SIlvdlF'IL.IOITY'.
No skilled engineer is required.

^^ For fiarther particulars and Illustrated Catalogue, call upon, or addres"

AMERICAN ENGINE COMPANY,
BOUIVD BROOK, N. J.

HINE'S ELIMINATOR.
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL

Steam Separators and Oii Extractors.
In twelve trials in the "Cornell" Separator test, it averaged

98 7-10 per cent Dry Steam. Outetripping all competitors.

Send for Circular and Cornell test report.

VERTICAL. HINl ELIMInATDn GUii newyork. hobizohtai,.

This advertieement appears every other week.

-•r^B-

mn umm co,

POSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
—and

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

TheWADDELL-ENTZ COMPANY,
203 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

=._=..i^r^—-_
Improved Slow-Speed Gen-

erators and Motors. "DIRECT-

DRIVEN" Slow-Speed Gener-

ators for Electric Lighting and

Power. Low Running Expense.

Insulated Wire and Flexible

Cords. Estimates furnished.

Isolated Plants a specialty.

PHILADELPHIA, 501 Girard Building.

BUFFALO, 50 Terrace.

CHICAGO, 1437 Unity Building.

WORK!!!> AT BBIDGHPORT, COXIC.
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Enterprise in Philadelphia.
It may seem like an exaggeration, but since Chicago was

honored by being selected as the site for the greatest of

expositions, there has sprung into existence a type of in-

dividual who seems to believe that all the push and enter-

prise for which this country is so justly celebrated is only

to be found in one locality. There are some, too, who

might be unkind enough to assert that such an opinion

was shared by the mDJority. But while most Chicagoans

would be inclined to show preference in designating what

they considered to be the center of the universe, there still

remain a few who, having traveled without the confines

of the "Boundless City," realize that Providence in the

dispensation of blessings usually makes the average a very

fair one. However this may be, doubtless a number will

be interested to learn of a bit of enterprise most commend-

able on the part of an energetic Philadelphian.

On the line of the Pennsylvania railroad, not ten miles

from the city of only one habitable neighborhood, is the

picturesque station of Bala- .
.

^

Bala is the center of a most

aristocratic neighborhood, and

many are the magnates who?e

carriages await the arrival

of the evening trains. Bala

boasts of a handsome little

church, St. Asaph's, and it

was in this church yard that

the Western Electrician

representative witnessed an

event that might perhaps con-

vince western hustlers that

there are in the city of Brother-

ly Love several young men

—

electricians — who can do

good work in more than one

sense, and can do it in a man-

ner quite in keeping; with the

western idea of enterpiise.

About five years ago, J.

L. Stadelman and Geo. P.

Roberts, president of the

Pennsylvania railroad, decided

to give Bala a church of which

the neighborhood might be

proud. St. Asaph's was the

church built, and up to data

as much as .$60,000 has been

spent on the edifice; im-

provements seem always in

order, the parishioners vieing

with each other in their efforts

for the good of St. Asaph's.

Some months ago the new

parish buildings were opened.

At a committee meeting it had been decided to make the

occasion one of festivity, and, of course, electricity came

in as an aid to the cause. This is the way it came about :

W. A. Stadelman, a son of one of the founders, offered to

light the church with incandescent lamps. How he would

do it the worthy Balaians knew not; but of one thing they

were certain, and that was that the lights would burn at the

appointed time.

Only one glance at the accompanying cut is needed, and

the reader will know as much as those in attendance on

the momentous occasion when Mr. Stadelman fulfilled his

promise.

Any one riding by .St. Asaph's on a certain cloudy

afternoon would have had his curiosity aroused by the

strange spectacle in the field along side the church. It

had begun to rain, but everything was in a bustle, for the

traction engine had at last arrived. Rain or no rain, those

lights had to burn, and all hands contributed to make the

occasion successful. During the day L. Knowles Perot

had wired the church. Sixty Edison lamps, loaned by

Walker &. Kepler, had been hung in clusters of ten each in

the main building, and a number of five light clusters

had been distributed about the smaller rooms. On the

outside a siring of twenty lamps from the church roof lo

the hitching shed gave promise of cheer to the late comer.

No wires were tacked or cleated, and the No. 4 feeder

wires from the La Koche So-light generator in the field

lay on the ground with no other protection than their own
insulation. The mains passed into the building through

the windows, but in the darkness no one thought of these

metallic substitutes for clinging vines.

In llie field stood the bigpufting Peerless 10 horse power

traction engine, and pegged down in front of it on a founda-

tion of strorig timbers was the little La Roche dynamo.

The outfit was complete, for ammeter, voltmeter and

switches also found place by the little machine. Mr.

Stadelman's blood was up; time was flying; coal was

needed, for as yet no one knew whether or no the little

dynamo would play tricks and refuse to "build." The
test had to be made, and made soon. At the last moment
coal was secured at the Stadelman mansion, and

amid much excitement the test was made. The

ENTERPRISE IN PHILADELPHIA.

little machine began to build, and and at about

6 o'clock all hands had the pleasure of seeing St.

Asaph's new buildings brilliantly illuminated, and by

its own plant, too. Half an hour later, and in a drizzling

rain, the strange outfit started on its run. A gum-cloth

shed had been arranged over the dynamo, and an effort

was made to protect the belt. In spite of all difficulties,

the lamps still burned brightly, and at u p. m., without

serious hitch or stop, the run was over, and so was ore

gentleman's anxiety.

Electricity at the World's Fair;

The testing of launches for service in the lagoons at the

World's Fair grounds has been begun at Jackson Park.

But one or two runs have been made as yet, however,

and so many difficulties in the way of shallow channels,

newly placed piles, dredging machines and the like have

been encountered, that it can hardly be said that any satis-

factory data for comparison have yet been obtained. Nine

boats have been entered for the trial. They are as follows:

Naphtha Launch company, one(naphtha); C. P. Willard &
Co., two (steam and compressed air); Columbian Launch

company, three (one electric and two steam); Electric

Launch A: Navigation company, one (electric); Meeker,

Lckhardt & Coyne, two (electric and steam). Two or three

trips have been made by steam and electric boats, but

owing to the unsatisfactory nature of the course, which is

mainly over water in excavations dug for the lagoons, it is

probable that the same boats will be given additional

tiials when the conditions are more favorable. The test

comprises a ten hour trip under all the requirements of

the fair, the boat carrying a weight equivalent to 23 pas-

sengers and making all the necessary stops.

The construction department is putting in the founda-

tions and ducts for the arc lamps that are to illuminate the

grounds Ornamental posts will be employed. About
I 200 will be needed.

The French are determined to make a brilliant display

in the electricity building. They have already been al-

lotted 17 GOO square feet, and they have applied for more
space. It is proposed to decorate the French section in a

slvle worthy of the high standard of the art of that nation.

Three gentlemen representing

the French government re-

cently conferred with the

officials of the department of

electricity in relation to the

section set aside for France.

One was a member of the

French commission, another

an g.rchitect, and the third a

skilled decorative artist. They
promised a display that will

wonhiiy represent the electri-

cal industries of France, wit h

especial decorative effects.

The French exhibitors will

light their own section and
supply power.

Chief Barrett of the depart-

ment of electricity is sending

out a letter to intending ex-

hibitors of which the follow-
ing is a copy:

Kindly send me at once as
complete a list as possible of
the articles that will enter into
your exhibit in this depart-
ment. We wish to prepare
our applications for final dis-

tribution into groups and
classes, and must know what
will be exhibited. This does
not mean that your exhibits
will be separated. The reverse
is the case, but for the benefit
of awarding juries all exhibits
must be classified prior to
allotments of space. The list

,.,_., now asked to be submitted
will not prevent additions or
revisions later on.

It was thought that the telegram from Mr. Westing-
house, reciting that he had signed the contract, and that

"the surety company" would furnish the security on the

S^SoQjOOo bond, had settled the long controversy over the

incandescent lighting at the World's Fair. Such is not

the case, however, and a new difficulty has arisen. It

turns out that the ''surety company" mentioned by Mr.
Westinghouse is the Lawyers' Surety company, and not

the American Surety company, as was supposed. The
former is a new company, with a capital stock of $500,000.

After investigation, the committee on grounds and build-

ings has decided that this company is not satisfactory. It

is an entirely new organization, and the bond given equals

the entire amount of its capital stock. Accordingly the

committee telegraphed Mr. Westinghouse on Friday of

last week that the bond was not acceptable. There the

matter rests at present. What action Mr. Westinghouse

will now take is not known.

The city of Topeka, Kas., has contracted with the new
Topeka Dam company for 350 horse power at the rate of
$40 per horse powerper year. The power will be used for
the municipal electric lighting station.
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Electricity in Bituminous Mining.'

Bv Elmer A. Sperrv.

Many a traveling Englishman on this side turns his eye-

glass upon a swift succession of passing trains laden with

barely a day's product from some unheard-of western col-

liery, and thinks that he instinctively recognizes pit coals

from Northumberland or Lancashire. lie supposes that"all

coals come from Newcastle;" nor is this surprising. The
average eastern man may be said to be almost un-

aware of the existence of bituminous fuel. To him anthra-

cite is coal, and Pennsylvania is the place of its nativity.

FIG. I. ELECTRICITY IN BITUMINOUS MINING.

Vet last year 150,000.000 tons of bituminous coal were

mined in the United States, principally in the west.

Of the total anthracite product 78.29 p2r cent, was
shipped to Pennsylvania, New York, New Jersey and
New England. To one whose attention has not been di-

rected to the coal industry it is a matter of surprise that

extensive mining operations in coal are going forward in

the Mississippi valley. On one of the affluents of the

Mississippi river alone, in iSSS, was shipped nearly as

much coal as was in that year mined in all the continental

countries of Europe together. In this valley there are

152,000 square miles of coal area. Illinois alone has 36,-

000 square miles. In this state $iS, 000,000 is invested,

|ii,ooo,ooo is annually disbursed, and about 40,000
miners employed in bituminous mines. These areas

of the West are large when compared with those of the

FIG. 2. ELECTRICITY IN DITUMINOUS MINING.

eas'ern states. The coal area of Great Britain is the same
as that of the state of Pennsylvania— 9,000 square miles.

The coal area in the Mississippi valley is 30,000 square
milesMn excess of the total superficial area of England,
Ireland, Scotland and Wales.
England, doubtless, has the honor of being the first to

give up this, the most important of the mineral products.
Abundant evidence exists that some of the English out-

croppings were worked by the Latins during the Roman
occupation. Heaps of debris and cinders from the an-
cient iron furnaces have been found which were worked
at that period, so great in extent that modern furnaces are be-

ing supplied from them. While it is not clear that coal was
used, yet the fact that the Latins introduced the powerful
artifical blast renders its use probable and may explain the
large coal workings of the period.

FIG. 3. ELECTRICITY IN BITUMINOUS MINING.

As to implements and machinery, it is true of the various
regions and countries of the old world that if you would
know the tools used at an early period you have but to

study the tools of to-day. The excavations in the most
ancient ruins of civilizition show implements used by an-
cient and contemporary artisans to be the same. Moulds
sunk in slabs of limestone used by the most ancient Egyp-
tian silversmiths are identical with those used to-day and
sunk in the same limestone. The iron and bronze imple-

ments shown in the ancient traceries have been exhumed
; ogether with the drawings, and compare favorably with

1. Read at the general meeting of the American Institute ot Elec-
rical Enginesri, Chicago, June 6, 7 and 8, 1892.

the picks and shovels used in their discovery. In Nine-
veh nearly two tons of iron implements were found,

among which were bars, shovels, saws, picks, etc. The
picks evince excellent workmanship; they are single and
double ended, the double in some instances provided with
an edge at one end and a point at the other, the eye

well formed with extended lips upon the inside for more
firmly securing the wooden handle.

There is no doubt but that the implements and
tools seen to-day in use in the Lancashire mines 3,000
feet below the surface are the same as used by the

Latins and Saxons in the ancient coal workings. The
motive power has remained unchanged during the cen-

turies; the instrument is good; the method of attack

is simply perfect, and cannot be improved. The sys

tem, however, has radical defects in point of expense,

controllability, protracted effort, want of uniformity,

deficient and small power units. The tendency of the

times is toward centralization, and a large unit will

be the integer of the future. "While others among the

older industries have adopted improved methods, the min-
ing of coal has remained almost stationary. Ore mining
has been revolutionized in many respects; extensive plants

of machinery being adopted have been found to increase

the capacity and cheapen the product. In isolated cases

coal mines have been equipped with labor saving machin-
ery, and the enterprisingoperator has been richly rewarded.

FIG. 4. ELECTRICITY TN BITUMINOUS MINING.

Veins that were operated at a loss have by the use of

machinery been enabled to yield profitable results. In

this line doubtless the next decade will witness great ad-

vancement. The problem of replacing manual labor in

coal mining has engrossed the labors and thought of the

ablest engineers of the age. Some of the earliest patents

granted by the English monarchs were for mechanical

mining devices, with an avowed object of superseding

manual labor. These machines were driven by animal or

hydraulic power, and more recently by steam and com-
pressed air. They sawed, scraped, cut and plowed, but
principally struck a blow. Many, even to a recent date,

swung a pick provided with the ordinar)' transverse handle

or power connection. Few if any of these ma-
chines have been successful under the severe duties re-
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FIG. 5, ELECTRICITY IN BITUMINOUS MINING.

quired, and none has withstood the test of time. Ma-
chines generally employing cutting or scraping devices are

of limited application. They are worked with success

where the vein is cle^r; but this, however, is the exception.

The presence of iron pyrites or other foreign substances

in the strata quickly dulls the knives and requires such
heavy driving powers as to preclude commercial use. I

have witnesf^ed the operation of this type of machine in

strata excellently adapted for machine mining except for a
frequent deposit of sulphur about the thickness of a silver

dime. The cutters being made of the finest Mushet steel,

the entire set required changing every 40 square feet un
dercut. The current readings would show a power con-

sumption on an average of 27 horse power, whereas in

clear coal 10.5 horse power only were required, and one
change of cutters for each 250 square feet undercut.
With a more or less friable material, and especially where

a cubical or angular crystal exists, great dislodgement and
penetration is accomplished by the percussive blow. Its

amount is proportional to the stored energy in the projec-

tile. If the energizing motor is deficient, the strokes or

impulses must of necessity be feeble; but now that almost
unlimited power is at our disposal, the force and work
possible is only limited by the rigidity and durability of the
immediately attacking medium, namely the tool or cutter.

With this form of machine, and especially if organized to

be manually directable, the penetration mav be pushed at

a rapid pace, the foreign substances may be cut about,

dislodged and removed without the necessity of directly

attacking the substance itself.

These foreign substances are the bane of mechanical
coal cutting. They exist in the form of thin layers, thick

layers, balls and boulder. The various forms are known

to the miner as sulphur balls, lime balls, boulders, bone
coal, etc. They are of extreme density, and their hardness
is so great that even with the diamond drill they are con-
sidered the most difficult mineral substance encountered.

In some instances, especially in the deeper mines and
often the thinner veins, it Ms possible to undermine the
coal by excavating in the underlying strata, consisting

principally of fire clay and sometimes of a dense slaty

and rather heterogeneous mass known as "black-
jack.'" In both these materials foreign substances
often exist in the form of mineral deposits.
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FIG. 6. ELECTRICITY IN BITUMINOUS MINING.

With this foreign matter occurring in Irregular fonns
and in masses of irregular distribution, it will at once be
recognized that breakers are ahead of the designer, and
that good engineers have been baffled in this field is not a
matter of so much surprise.

Successful excavating machinery for bituminous coal

is destined to be the product of an evolution, the result

of accumulated experiences from various sources and dis-

tricts, derived principally from the carefully obser\'ed ac-

tion of machines in operation as well as the no less perfect
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FIG. 7. ELECTRICITY IN BITUMINOUS MINING.

miner, to whose tender mercies the result sometimes of
months of work and patience is to be intrusted. This
cannot be done by proxy. The environments and condi-
tions are often far from inviting, nor are theyentirely free

from danger. There seems, however, to be no shorter cut

to success. The widely varying systems of mining em-
ployed in the different districts still farther renders any
single machine which is equally well adapted to all diffi-

cult of construction. Such a universal machine is, how-
ever, none the less desirable and is doubtless approached
most closely by the direct blow or reciprocating action,
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FIG 8. ELECTRICITY IN BITUMINOUS MINING.

imitating in this feature the time-honored pick, placing a

force behind it never before obtainable. Such a machine
may be perfectly guided and directed while in operation.

It is the only machine that may be used under almost any
condition or quality of coal, foreign substances, under-
lying strata, or system of mining. It may be used for

entry driving, under-cutting, digging, holing or shearirg.

It may be well here to give a brief statement of the

different systems of operation usually met with in the

bituminous mines.
After coal is reached, the slope or shaft is divided for ven-

tilation, the air reaching the vein through one divison and be-

ing exhausted through the other. At this point two or three
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parallel entries are driven with "break throughs" at inter-

vals so that the air may be conducted to or near the heading,

and at intervals, later alsor"buttentries"are driven, usually

at right angles to the main entrance. These butt entries

are also driven in pairs, and "overcasts' or "undercasts"

arc used to connect from one of these entries to the remote

main entry. Connections are made through the pillar be-

tween these entries in the same manner as in the

main entries, multiple distribution being employed
throughout. Krom the butt entries rooms are turned
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FIG. 9, ELECTRICITY IN BITUMINOUS MINING.

narrow at first, but widening out from 20 to 60

feet, according to the nature of the roof, leaving a solid

pillar of coal between the adjacent rooms approximately

equal to the width of the room. As the rooms grow deeper

the ribs are broken through ~for the purpose of ventilation,

and curtains are hung in the butt entries which force a

small amount of air down through one room, and
out through the next, etc. Rooms are usually driven

to a depth of 100 yards. It is in these rooms that the

mining operations go forward. The product is loaded

into pit cars and thus reaches the surface. In rare instances

the roof will allow of a number of these rooms being thrown

into one, giving a long face of several hundred feet. This

is called a "modified long wall" system, as a part of the

mine is usually worked ordinary "room and pillar," and
inafewplaces the extended facings are found. In some in-

stances the measure is so dense as to render undercutting

out of the question. In these mines the coal is blasted

"from the solid," as in anthracite mining. This, however, is

not considered good practice in bituminous mines as the

product becomes "'powder-shot." The slack in this method
will run as high as so,'? of the product, and the lump will

not bear shipment or the weather without crumbling.

The system of mining employed at the breast consists

of excavations in the coal or in the underlying strata to a

depth about equal to the height of the vein, then by bor-

ing near the roof holes 7 to 15 feet apart, in which light

powder charges are exploded for the purpose of tipping out

and bringing down the entire breast, which is still farther

broken by picks and loaded into cars. After being under-

mined, in some instances the coal is difficult of dislodgement

owing to adherence to the ribs or lateral pillars of the room.

To provide against this machines mounted on high wheels

are used to shear in at each side, a depth of 4 or 4^2 feet

from the floor to the ceiling, so as to entirely separate the

portion undermined from the pillars at each side. This

operation of shearing is sometimes exclusively employed

when the sulphurs are too numerous in the lower strata.

The rooms in this instance are sheared in at either end and
sometimes in the middle and the the coal is brought down
by drilling in at an angle 3nd blasting.

Another system of mining prevalent in the northern dis-

trict of Illinois, and in isolated cases in Iowa, Missouri

and Western Pennsylvania is the "longwall" proper. This is

araorg the modern methods of mining. From the shaft

"bottom" single entries are driven in four directions through

the vein to a distance of about 100 feei, then laterals are

taken off each way and driven until they meet. This leaves
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FIG. 12. ELECTRICITY IN BITUMINOUS MINING.

a pillar of coal to support the top works about 200 feer

square. This pillar is never interfered with. After the

circuit is entirely completed around this pillar the work is

pushed forward on all parts of the facing simultaneously,

all the coal being removed; no coal being left, the roof is

meanwhile supported by props until at last it gives way
and gradually settles down crushing the props, no matter

how numerous or how strong they may be. At the same

time the floor of the mine "heaves'' until the roof and floor

practically meet. The rock is taken down overhead in the

entries, so that the entries practically consist of tunnels

excavated in the "top rock." The longwall facing is pushed
forward at all points C(|ually distant from the "bottom,"
the solid vein of coal ahead supporting the roof in the im-
mediate vicinity, but back from the face a few feet the
roof gradually descends until the roof and lloor meet,
crushing as it would seem the forest of props that is used at

the face, entirely out of existence.

The ventilation in this system consists in dividing the

air in multiple, taking it up alternate entries and after trav-

eling the face bringing it back through others which are

brought together near the "bottom" to the upcast, at which
point large furnaces or mechanical ventilators arc em-
ployed for keeping the air in constant circulation.

Roadways driven off from the main entry like the vein-

lets of a leaf reach the facing about every 50 feet. The
distance between any two of these face entries is called a

room and is worked by two miners. The rock taken from
the roof to gain extra height >nthe entries is blocked be-

tween the lloor and the roof near the face, leaving a space for

the miners of but from 2 to 3 feet from the face. The ex-

treme smallness of this working space may be well under-

stood when it is considered that the thickness or height of the

vein is sometimes as low as 1 8 or 20 inches- Wherever a point

of sight may be obtained from these facings back toward
the main entries the roof can easily be seen bending down-
ward. The "top rock" is fractured and must be support-

ed at numerous places by props and cap pieces driven in

place by heavy sledges. Back a few feet from the face the

crushing effect of the enormous weight above can be seen
upon these props. The bodies of oak trees 6 to S inches in

diameter may be seen forcing themselves into the solid

rock and curling over at the extremities, exhibiting graph-
ically the enormous pressure at work upon them. Falls

of rock are frequent and constant vigilance is the price of

safety at the working face in a mine of this character.

The excavating process consists in under-cutting

in the coal or underlying strata of clay to about the

depth of the thickness of the vein a'nd allowing
the constantly descending super strata to break
off the projecting portions of the undermined coal; this

occurs from 30 minutes to two hours after the undermin-
ing process is completed. This is still further broken up

it was at last found that by mountini; the driving pinioo
loosely upon the armature shaft, providing it with wing:-

like projecttoDs between which and the armature shaft

clastic cushions such as blocks of rubber could be in-

serted, the trouble could be averted, and when
adopted it was found that the repairs on armatures were
reduced to a small percentage of their former value. .\n
elastic medium was also employed in the commutator to
account for the difference in expansion of the insulated

copper segments and the steel commutator shell. Numer-
ous driving keys or fins, consisting of rawhide, were set in the
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periphery of the armature and allowed to protrude for the

purpose of securing the coils against circumferential dis-

placement. The fields were not found to give trouble.

With this construction of armature a large number of
machines have been made and run successfully in mines
in Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and Kentucky. In most in-

stances these machines are run constantly day and night.

A detailed report of each day's work of these machines
has been kept from the very first, stating the e.xact

nature of any repairs, the name of the "machine runner,"

FIG. 10. ELECTRICITY IN BITUMINOUS MINING.

by picks, and loaded as described above. Drilling or

blasting is very seldom resorted to in this system of

mining.
I have thus briefly pointed out the methods employed

that the conditions may be better understood in the dis-

cussion now to follow of electrical machinery as adapted

for use in such mines. A diagrammatic outline of the

direct blow machine is shown in Fig. i. the completed

machine and parts being shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

In this form of machine a bi-wheeled ivuck fur-

nished with handles at the rear is provided with a con-

tinuously operating electric motor of about four horse

power, connected by gearing to a catch or retractor; a

longitudinally moving heavy projectile with a pick secured

to its outer extremity is surrounded by a driving spring of

about 125 pounds' compression per inch. The Hue

of movement is practically through the center of

inertia of the machine. These springs are preferably

made in sections, and an initial pressure is given of about

500 pounds. A retraction then takes place of from 6A- to

7-^- inches to a pressure of 1 375 lbs. whereupon

it" is released and allowed to make a vigorous

forward stroke. This process is repeated from 160

to 225 times per minute. The mean effective of this

type of machine is 935 pounds when allowed to strike the

cushion, and when striking the work at a distance of one

inch from such cushion giving 1,000 pounds mean effective.

This is shown in the spring curve diagram, Fig. 4. The
mean effective in air machinery employed for the same

purpose is between 400 and 450 pounds, a 3% inch cylinder

being the largest employed. The current required for the

operation of this machine is between 10 and ro 2 amperes

at 220 volts. The projectile weighs between 100 and 150

pounds in the different sizes of machines. Early in the

development of this machine it was found that under

the action of the intense concussion resulting from the

percussive blows and shattering strains throughout the

machine, a motor to last under such conditions must be

essentially different in its organization from the ordinary

commercial machine. After working along various lines

the number of feet undercut, hours of work, etc. These
reports are kept on file, and have been of great value in

aiding to eliminate the troubles developed. In Ohio alone

these reports show that upward of 550.000 square feet of

coal stiata have been undercut by this type of machine.

A somewhat larger amount than this has been excavated

in Illinois. In the states of Indiana and Kentucky the

operations have not been of so long duration, but at

present the daily cutting in the latter states exceeds those

in the former.

FIG. 13. ELECTRICITY IN BITUMINOUS MINING.

Beside the elasticity introduced in the armature gear,

elastic cushions have also been introduced between the re-

tracting device and the main gear, which is found to still

farther reduce the shock to the machine. At an early

date it was found that a machine capable of storing

in each stroke of the heavy projectile as great an effort as

is required for rapid and effective cutting must of necessi-

ty be heavy to be capable of backing up the blow without

serious recoil, yet the machine on the other hand should

be light for easy handling and direction by a single opera-

tor. With a light machine it is found impossible to allow
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ihe cutter to strike the work sufficiently back in the stroke

for its required penetration, without serious effects from

recoil. The operator would complain bitterly of the ma-
chine running back upon him, jerking him about upon
the floor of the mine, making accuracy of direction im-

possible, and yet lightness of the machine is important.

To combine both qualities I devised a cycle of operation

shown in the diagram, the object being to immediately

start upon the act of retraction at the moment the projec-

tile had been arrested by the work, no matter at what
point in the stroke, eliminUing thereby the time element
necessary for overcoming the inertia of the body of the

machine and starting it backward in recoil by the intense

backward spring pressures. The details are simple and
will readily be understood. The projectile A is forced

forward by the spring B\ a cushion C relieves the shock
when the projectile is not otherwise intercepted. A gear

wheel D is constantly driven in the direction of the arrow

by the motor pinion E; this wheel is provided with internal

ratchet teeth y?. A crank G is mounted entirely free

from the wheel and co operates with a long slotted pitman
// connected with the projectile for retracting the same.

A light steel crank arm is pivoted, entirely

free of the wheel D, and an auxiliary arm I pro-

vided with a dog co operating with the ratchet teeth

K, is pivoted to the main crank arm at point / and con-

nected with the crank arm through the circular steel

spring A' A'. When the crank G, reaches the back dead
center at point w a reversal of the strains and a free for-

ward movement occurs in the direction of the rotation of

the wheel, but very much faster under the impetus

of the heavy compression of the driving spring B,
the pitman and both portions of the crank moving
forward together. Suppose now that the forward
stroke was intercepted at the point shown in dotted

line near the letter A; at this moment the crank

G would be found in the position X also shown
in dotted lines, but its momentum and the slot

in the pitman would instantly allow it to take up
position y a'so show^n in dotted lines, being at an
equal angle on the opposite side of the center . Its

FIG. 16. ELECTRTCirV IN BITUMINOUS MIKING.

further progress would be intercepted by the remote end
of the pitman, and at this instant the dog would instantly

fall in the next tooth in the revolving wheel D, immediately
commencing its work of retraction without the necessity

of the full stroke of the pitman being accomplished. The
work of the percussive blow is fully accomplished before
full retardation, and while being intercepted. Nothing is

accomplished by standing and pushing against the face,

so that its immediate retraction is not found to interfere

in the least with its effective operation, but on the other
hand is found to eliminate entirely the serious effects of

recoil upon the operator, allowing a light machine to be
easily and completely directed while at work. Modifica-

netic circuit. Diagrams are submitted herewith, showing
the various mathematical functions of the machine.

In the Figs. 5 to S the ordinates show different with-

drawals of the core, and the abscissa; show other func-

tions named in the diagrams. The pressures obtained in case

of both single and double coils shown in diagram. Fig.

g. Fig. 10 indicates the general arrangement of the

solenoid machine. The total weight was about the same
as the weight of the spring-actuated machine, and the en-

ergy absorbed somewhat in excess. The mean effective

pressures, however, are not nearly as great, as diagram

FIG. 14. ELECTRICITY IN BITU.MINOUS MINING.

9 indicates; especially is this the case when the work was
intercepted, say one inch from the end of the stroke, as at

point .-/, in this diagram; the mean effective pressure falls

from 259 to 210, decreasing, instead of increasing, as in the

case of the spring machine. It was possible to recover

in the solenoid machine nearly lo per cent, of the energy
expended during the first few minutes, but the heating

effect was found to seriously interfere with its protracted

operation.

In drilling holes for blasting, an auger machine is used,

used, shown in Fig. 11. In this case the auger
is driven by a single reduction motor, the rod hold-

ing the auger being provided with a featherway for

driving and a screw-thread for the feed. An automatic at-

tachment is placed upon the nut of this screv^ feed, by means
of which, when sulphurs or other foreign substannces are

encountered, the feed is automatically relieved, the progress

being inversely to the density of the strata. The machine
is made light, and is usually fastened from roof to floor.

One machine will drill about fifty holes 6 feet deep per shift

of nine hours. The speed of its penetration in ordinary coal

is about 3^ feet per minute. It requires about 3:^ amperes
at 220 volts. Both this and the pick machine are provided
with a starting iheostat combined with or located interior

to a cable reel which accompanies each machine. The
lUxible cable reaches back from the machine to the wires

in the entries. The core of this cable is small, and
although insulated clamps have been persistently shipped,

secured to the ends of the cable for its attachment to the

entry wires, it has been found that the miners almost

invariably cut them off and prefer to simply bend the end
of the cable in the form of a hook, and hang it upon the

entry wire. This allows of their being readily pulled off

upon the completion of the work without the necessity of

going back to the mouth of the room, and at the same
time seems to provide all the contact required.

As to other machines it may be stated that they are

divisible into two general classes—the revolving cutter

and the chain machine. In the former the cutters are

secured to a revolving bar, which is forced against the

substance to be cut. In the latter the cutters are inserted

in a chain running over suitable sprocket wheels fastened

to a frame, which extend under the coal supporting the

entire cutting organization. The chain as it passes out

from the coal goes around a driving sprocket from which
the power is obtained. Many attempts at the construction

of the former class of machines have been made, which
have resulted in entire failure. From my own ob-

serva'ion and experience I have found the following

to be true with reference to this class of

cutters. In Figs- 12 and 13, an outline view of such

not of great strength other portions sometimes break on
these occasions, and the machine is laid up for a number
of hours and even days for repairs. I have found that in

using a chain as shown in the cuts of thi longwall
machine now to be described, if some of the cutters are
broken others immediately take their place, and the cutters

upon the chain will continue to attack and finally dislodge
the foreign substances; in any event the chain will continue
to cut so long as any teeth are left upon it, and their

absence is easily observed by the operator, inasmuch as all

the points in the chain are constantly passing any point of

observation outside of the kerf.

The extremely small amount of room bstween face and
props in the longivall mines sometimes precludes the
possibility of even using a very short reciprocating ma-
chine. I have therefore resorted to another form of machine
10 be used in connection with this style of mining,
consisting of a mechanism about ~, feet in length,

about 20 inches wide and iS inches high, from the side of
which protrudes a cutting device operated by an electric

motor forming part of the machine. This is organized to
travel along the face and undermine to a depth of three feet,

usually working in the strata below the coal known as
"fire-clay."

A number of these machines are in daily operation in

the northern district of Illinois. A single machine has re-

peatedly undermined as high as 1,500 feet per nine hours.

The machine weighs somewhat over a ton and travels up3n
a rail located at one side, which at once provides sup-

port for the machine, means for providing against
the twisting strains of the lateral cutting device and
providing at the same time for feeding in either di-

rection. These rails are in sections, and are taken up
after the machine has gone over them, are passed to the
front over the machine on rollers provided for the purpose
and are laid ahead. The pintles used to connect the rails

form, with the other pintles, members of a series by means
of which the feeding along the rail is effected in a
simple m inner, and one that has proven successful in ac-
tual work extending over a considerable period of tims.

The machinss are shown in photographs presented here

-
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with and have been in use upward of two years. They
require 22 to 35 amperes for their operation at 220 volts.

Flexible cable of 150 feet is provided, which, being at-

tached to the live wires ahead, allows the machine to cut

300 feet before readjustment is required.

After the product has beea loaded and the cars massed
in tra'ns, their transit to the surface is a problem that has

received considerable attention from the mining engineer.

There are three prominent systems of mechanical haulage

in operation. One in quite extensive use is the tail-

rope system, where a main traction rone leads out from a

drum over numerous pulleys and rollers to the front of the

train. A tail rope of lighter weight leads from another

drum OQ the same shaft over numerous grooved shives at

the side of the track, or suspended from the roof over a

tions of the details have been employed, but the general

principle has been found to work extremely well in prac-

tice. The machine efficiency from the current, on the one

hand, and the blow of the pick upon the other has been
found to be in excess of 70 per cent.

Another form of the direct blow machine has been con-

structed operating upon the solenoid plan; two and three sol-

enoids have been employed in various combinations. It has

been found that the return of energy was extremely small un-

til an approximately close magnet circuit was reached. An-
other point found was that the effectiveness of the blow

was materially decreased if the magnetic circuit was closed

beyond a certain point, the reciprocation of the solenoid

core being dependent upon the non-closure of the mag-

FIG. 15, ELECTRICITY IN BITUMINOUS MINING.

machine is shown. A indicates a rotating cutter

bar; B the journals of such bar; C Cthe knives or cutters

secured to such bar; and D D \s the coal strata in which
the cut is being made. It will be noticed that immediate-

ly before the journals, where it is impossible for any cutters

to be located upon the bar, there is a solid pillar of coal

left. This must be broken up and dislodged by sheer

forward pressure of theend of the journal. Furtlaermore

if foreign substancesare encountered by the bar the cutters

are usually entirely stripped off at this point. This leaves

a pillar uncut as illustrated in the figure, which makes
further progress entirely impossible until the machine is

withdrawn, new cutters inserted and the pieces of the old

ones carefully removed from the kerf. If the machine is

"bull wheel" at the farther end of the track, coming back
upon the track-rollers and being secured to the rear of the
train. Each of the drums is detachably secured to the

driving shaft of a powerful engine. The train is only
under control of the distant engineer. A trip rider usually

goes with the train, and a rather complex system of signals

is employed, by means of which he may possibly com
municate with the engineer.

Another system of growing importance is the endless

rope, which consists of a slowly moving wire cable usually

requiring double track and double-widih entries, single

loaded cars or trains being coupled to the rope by grips at

the inner end, which are disengaged at the receiving end
and attached to the "empties" standing upon the other
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track, and arc thus gripped to the outjioing cable and Fcnt

on their way back. A large number of extra cars arc re-

quired, owing to the slow movtmtnt ol the cable. In some
'nstances irip riticrs arc employed to accompany the train.

In some mines grip cars are used. In both of these sys-

tems a large amount n| power is expended compared to

the work pert'ortned, and the speed is of necessity limited.

Another drawback is the excessive complication necessary in

track, innumerable rope sheaves, timbering and entry to pro-

vide for turn-outs, crooks, crossovers, ventilating traps, etc.

Klectric haulage has been looked upon by the foremost

operators as the coming system, and one which is

destined to solve the problem of economical transfer

of the heavy product in mines. In studying the

problem of electric haulage for mines one is met

with the fact that the tracks are poor and light, the

road bed Is crooked and irregular as to levels and

generally of light consti action. The curves, owing to

the necessity of leaving pillars, and having connected sight

entries admit only of small radius curves, and excessive

grades are often met with in the dip of the vein, which can-
'

not be obviated by cuts or fills as on surface roads, without

great expense, especially if the entries are timbered, which

is usually the case in western collieries. Yet a service of

the highest efliciency and greatest capacity in speed and

tractive power is required. The motor must work double

shifts if necessary, and be at all times under perfect con-

trol of a motor man receiving ^2.25 per day, and never

fail for an instant.

After considering the problem I have designed a motor

shown in the accompanying photographs. A number of

plants containing ihis motor are now in daily operation in

Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky and in this state (Illinois). Two
of these plants have been installed in one mine in Illinois.

Profiles of the entries in which these cars are in operation

are represented in Fig. 15 These show grades as high

as 7 per cent., 5 per cent, being not unusual.

The matter of stability of road-bed is a relative one.

There are conditions under which a 10 pound rail would

be as stable for a light locomotive as ihe New York Cen-

tral's 100 pound rail is to the tremendous load per driver

in the high speed locomotives recently placed in service on

that road. Pounds' pull at the draw-bar is only obtainable

by pounds' weights at the rail, yet for a heavy draw-bar

pull it is not necessary to have the weight upon any one

driver excessive. In designing the locomotive I have

employed eight drivers grouped in two swiveling trucks

free to turn on the shortest radius curves— as short, in

fact, as nine feet radius, measured from the cen-

ter of the track. A single powerful motor con-

stituting the frame of the car is coupled to all eight of

these drivers, the coupling being simple and of such

character as not to be interfered with in the least by the

change of alignment between the truck and the car body
upon irregular track or in making curves. This, while

being rather a difificult problem, has been successfully

worked out, as shown by the fact that none of the locomo-

tives have ever required repairs as to this portion of their

mechanism, although the first has been in operation about

two years. Fig. 16 illustrates the central feature. Steel

tires of a special grade are employed on all the drivers and

the fact that they are driven from a single motor insures

absolute uniformity and harmony in their peripheral speed.

It is to this fact, as recently stated in a paper before the

Chicago Electric club, that I attribute the extremely

satisfactory results in traction which have been observed,

it being demonstrated both in shop tests and under condi

tions of actual service that two motors without mechanical
coupling do not show results that are at all comparable.

In regular service as high as 25 per cent, of the weight of

working strain which lends to seriously rack the frame
increasing the flange friction and giving uneven wear up-
on the drivers. With eight wheels, however, I hive
founi it preferable, and in f^ct this practice is followed in

all installations, to sand upon both sides and obtain the
"bite" upon the rail through the silicates from al least six

drivers out of the eight. The sand, by the time three
wheels have passed over it on either side is sufficiently

broken up to allow the fourth pair to get a fairly good
contact with the rail for electrical conductivity. This is

an accidental feature in the use of the eight wheel car
which is of great val'jc. The machines themselves arc
low and narrow, the height being between 34 inches and 36
inches, accommodating themselves thereby to the lowest
entries. Three sizes have been built, namely eight, ten and

facility with which electric power can readily be transmitted
by the mere contact between conductors has no parallel ia

any branch of physics. I have often observed the simple
contact between trolley wire and wheel while 163 horse
power, namely 4H0 amperes, was being transmitted to the
motor, each of the eight drivers slipping vigorously on the
sanded track throwing fire which illuminated the surround-
ing mine walls, while the trolley, with the exception of slight

infrequent scintillations, was perfectly dark and of ex-
tremely innocent appearance.
A number of special and automatic devices have been em-

ployed in connection with the system with excellcDt results.

Powerful electric headlights are used in each cod of the
locomotive, and in the twelve ton type Fig. ic;. the end
is carried out providing a cab which entirely surrounds Ihe
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twelve tons. Figs. 17, iS and 19. The motor of the largest of

these is of 125 horse power capacity; 250 volts is the

highest that has been used in connection with the machine.

The temperature of the machine is very low, not exceed-

ing 60 degrees above the atmosphere on a ten hour run.

These machines have been operated on as Iowa rail section

as 10 pounds with fairly good results. The heaviest rail

that has ever been employed in connection with them is 20

pounds. This makes an extremely inexpensive track, not

only eliminating entirely the light track argument used

against electricity by advocates of rope haulage but "goes
them one better," in that a single track with the most
abrupt curves serves better purpose than double track with
rope. In Screator No. 3 shaft of the Chicago, Wilming-
ton & Vermillion Coal company a round trip on a haul of

7,000 feet, including switching at both ends, has been re-

peatedly run in S 1,4 minutes, part of the entry being a 3 per

motor-man with high walls of metal 2 to 5 inches thick, en-
tirely protecting him against collision, piling up of cars, falls,

of rock, etc. I have operated this motor on tracks which if

seen by daylight would be adjudged unsuitable entirely for

even the roughest mule service, handling heavy trains at a

rate of speed of 2700 feet per minute, being som ewhat over

30 miles an hour. The perfect flexibility of wheel base of the

motor is doubtless responsible for these excellent results.

Compound-wound dynamos of about seven tons weight are

used to furnish current for the machine. Fig. 20,

These are designed for sufficient excess of capacity to

operate other devices in connection with the mine. In
one mine at the south we have coupled to a single dynamo
and engine one of our eight ton haulage cars, electric lights

at all partings and switches, and on lop in engine room
and at a store, electric mining machines of the direct blow
type, and an electric drill for blasting, by means of which

FIG. ig. ELECTRICITY IN BITUMINOUS MINIM;

the entire machine may be depended upon for draw-bar

pull, and considerably over one-half of such weight has

repeatedly been shown on the dynamometer. The wheel

base is entirely flexible, distributing equal portion of the

total weight upon each driver under all conditions of

irregular track. The trains hauled by these locomotives

frequently have as high as 200 wheels upon the track.

The pit car wheels are constantly oiled, distributing an

excellent lubricant from one end of the track to the other,

and I have found for rapid acceleration work on heavy

grades and quick action of the brakes that sand is almost

as indispensable as the current itself. In using the rails as

return the sand is found to seriously interfere with the

proper electrical connection to the rail, especially where four

wheels only are employed. It is the usual practice in

this case to use sand upon one side only giving a torsional

cent, grade against the loads. Thirty-seven pit cars of about

two tons gross weight have been handled on this grade. The
controlling mechanism is extremely simple, a single

hand wheel serving the purpose of start, stop, acceleration

and reverse. A rheostat and series fields are used. The
rheostat is of most durable construction consisting of iron

and asbestos. The trolley wire is upon the roof and fol-

lows the line of the track at a distance of about six inches

outside of the gauge line of one of the rails. Excellent

results have been obtained by the use of an elastic medium
being located between the trolley wire and the solid mine

roof, one form used being among the exhibits. The elas-

ticity prevents concussion of the rapidly moving trolley,

obviating thereby the serious sparking often, and most

easily obstrved in mine entries, where nothing but the

most intense darkness prevails. To my mind the extreme

FIG. 20. ELECTRICITY IN lilTUMINOUS MINiNG.

machines the entire product of the mine is taken out.

The mine, which was formerly ventilated by a furnace, at

present has its air moved by a fan driven by a powerful elec-

tric motor, and an electric pump is at present being installed,

all of which are operated from the same feeders. In Kan-
sas a mine pump raising water about 800 feet and two
very extensive endless rope hauls' are operated from the

same dynamo as our electric excavating machinery. The
pumps are of simple construction, the motor being geared

to the plungers by spur gearing. It has been found

with the pumps, longwall machines and drills as well as in

the case of the percussion machines, that mounting the

pinion loosely upon the armature shaft and driving it with

cushions, located between it and the armature, has worked

a decided economy in repairs, showing its adoption to be

along the line of good engineering.
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Elmar A. Sferry's Institute paper on "Electricity in

Bituminous Mining" is presented elsewhere in this issue.

Few people realize the.exteat to which electric power

has been introduced into 'he mine, and Mr. Sperry's article

will open the eyes of many.

In reading the paper one is impressed with the fact that

its author has undertaken the solution of a pioneer's prob-

lems. Electricity in mining work was a few years

ago unheard of, and after a purusal of the account of Mr.

Sperry's tabors in what is practically an unexplored field,

there arises a wholesome respect for one who has done such
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excellent work. The paper treats the subject in a

thorough but general manner. Doubtless, though, there will

be electrical mining engineers who would have been better

pleased had Mr. Sperry gone more into details in describ-

ing the numerous photographic reproductions that embel-

lish his article. But. apart from this, the paper is a val-

uable one and ranks as one of the best read at the recent

Institute meeting.

The electric light in churches is not much of a novelty

nowadays, but few will ever have a chance to witness the

operation of so unique an Installation as that represented

on the front page of this issue of the Western Elec-

trician. A traction engine in a church yard driving a

dynamo which fed a temporary wiring system in the

sacred edifice—and all gotten together in a marvelously

Fhort space of time—speaks well alike for the flexibility

and adaptability of an electric lighting equipment and for

the energy of the young Philadelphian whose enterprise

carried through the interesting undertaking.

The readers of the Western ELEcrRiciAN have all

doubtless heard of Mr. Edison's reported statement to the

effect that he had devised a trolley that would "pick up" cur-

rent "through the mud." In another column a trolley isde-

scribed that, it is fair to presume, is the device referred to.

The contacting port'on of this trolley wheel, it will be seen,

consists of a number of pointed spikes sheathed in the

hub of the wheel proper and so arranged each in connec-

tion with a spiral spring that as the wheel rolls, the spikes

in its under side will be forced down through the mud into

contact with the conductor.

If this is the device about which there has been so luuch

gossip, and which, it was understood, was to be used in

connection with a system of very low tension current sup-

ply, it would be interesting to hear from Mr, Edison as to

the efficiency of these pointed spike contacts where they

are called upon to conduct very heavy currents.

It is an old story—the utilization of waste products

about the manufacturing plant— but I. H. Babcock in an-

other column points out most forcibly how electric lighting

companies could advantageously imitate the business pol-

icy inaugurated by the gas companies. These latter con-

cerns, Mr. Babcock reminds us, turn to excellent account

their residual or so-called waste products, and he brings

once more to the attention of managers of electric lighting

stations the fact that exhaust steam might likewise be

turned to good account.

Undoubtedly the electric lighting man will, as time

goes on, pay more attention to "residuals." The electric

lighting business can and does take advantage of the gas

man's experience, but it must not be forgotten that from a

practical standpoint the sale of the waste products of the

gas works is much easier to accomplish than the disposal

of exhaust or even live steam that requires for its distri-

bution a special system of its own. Such men as Mr.

Babcock, though, deserve credit, and will doubtless profit

by their earnest pioneering work in this line.

The subject of municipal control of street railways is

attracting attention in Lonc'on just now. The South Lon-

don Electric railway is pronounced a commercial success

and other similar lines are projected. It is contended

that they should come under the jurisdiction of the

county council like other tramways. One of the broad

distinctions between a tramway and a railway according to

the V.OTidonEieciricai Engineer is that a tram stops and

starts whenever and wherever a passenger desires to get

on or off, whereas a railway stops at and starts from fixed

points only. There are many men disposed to look

upon the South London line as merely a minature of

what is to be. They expect in the near future the ordinary

locomotive to make way for the electric motor, and that

steam will be as quickly superceded by electricity as coaches

were by trains. If their expectations come to pass the

county council will have to deal with railways and not

tramways. They will advocate compulsory purchase be-

cause of the definition "underground tramways," forget-

ting or ignoring that these tramways will, if the above

views are correct, develop into more substantial works.

"Why should the county council monopolize tramways,

and not cabs, 'buses and bicycles ?" is a question propounded

by our English contemporary. Surely one method of loco-

motion is not more important than another, it says, and we

fail to see any reason that can be put forward for com-

pulsory purchase of tramways that is not as conclusive for

the compulsory purchase of 'buses. It is believed that if

the existing electric railway should prove an absolute

commercial success, and if the proposed railways are con-
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structed and prove successful, extensions will undoubtedly

take place, and circular systems joining all points of the

compass will be developed, and approximate more and

more to the ordinary railroad.

It is a matter for general regret that another hitch has

arisen in the negotiations growing out of the incandescent

lighting contract for the World's Fair. When Mr. West-

inghouse telegraphed from New York that he had signed

the contract, adding that "the surety company" would

furnish the bond of '^500,000, it was generally believed

that the matter was at last settled, and everybody felt re-

lieved. When the bond arrived, however, it was discov-

ered that the company to which Mr, Westinghouse alluded

was the Lawyers' Surety company, a new corporation

which is said to have a capital of but $500,000, the amount

of the bond. The World's Fair authorities did not con-

sider this security as sufficient, under all the circumstauces

of this remarkable case, and notified the Westinghouse

company that the bond furnished was not acceptable.

Joel E. Erhardt, the ex collector of the port of New York,

is the president of the new company, and he appeared be-

fore the committee on grounds and buildings last Monday
and endeavored to convince the directors that his company
could furnish gilt-edged security. The committee was ob-

durate, however, and insisted on another bond. A certain

feeling of irritation against Mr. Westinghouse is apparent

among the officers of the exposition, owing to the delay in

this matter, and there is a very evident determination to

press the matter to a speedy settlement.

Americans who believe that the cable business of this

country should be conducted by American corporations, and

that the cables employed for transmitting messages should

be manufactured by American workmen in American fac-

tories and laid by Americans, look with no little dissatis-

faction upon the advancement of Englishmen in this line,

while this country is doing practically nothing to control

this important department. It is a fact that a great ma
jority of the submarine cables of the world are in BriJsh

hands. These cables are made by British ingenuity, laid

by British enterprise, and owned by British capiialisls.

They are in the Atlantic, the Pacific, and the Indian

Oceans, as well as in the lesser seas, and they make Lon-

don the telegraphic center of the world. British subma-

rine surveyors have recently found a practicable route

for a cable between Japan and the British Canadian prov-

inces en the Pacific coast of North America, thus prepar-

ing the way for direct telegraphic communication to the

Asiatic continent. The Japanese-Canadian cable will fol-

low in the wake of the new Japanese-Canadian line of

steamships. Africa will presently be connected with Bra-

zilian America, and Asia will soon be connected with

Canadian America, as Europe is now connected with the

United States. For some time the subject of constructing

American cables has been under consideration, and it is

expected that within the next few years several cables of

American construction will be laid. Americans should

never again be compelled to seed abroad for their cable

lines.

Slowly but surely NewYork seems to be drifting toward

the acceptance of the tunnel plan as the solution of the

rapid transit problem. Property owners along the pro-

posed routes have made a strong fight against the scheme,

but in spite of these protests the commissioners appointed

by the Supreme Court to decide whether public interest

requires the tunnel have submitted a favorable report.

This report will have to be confirmed by the court, which

will hear argument on the subject before rendering a de-

cision. If it is confirmed, the Rapid Transit commission

will proceed to perfect detailed plans, specifications and

conditions, and will then offer the franchise for the con-

struction of the roads for sale, in accordance with the re-

quirements of the law.

All this bodes good to the electrical fraternity. With

the example before them of the conservative Baltimoreans

and the confidence of a a great electrical company in the

perfect success of the electrical locomotive equipment for

tunnel work. New Yorkers cannot do otherwise than give

electricity a trial. Once let such a chance be given, and it

is easy to predict the installation of a permanent electrical

equipment in any tunnels that may be driven beneath

the streets of the metropolis. Present appearances are

encouraging then. The commissioners have no doubt of

the feasibility and desirability of using electricity as mo-

tive power, as it would not only obviate all objection on

account of fouling the air with smoke and gas, but would

materially reduce the vibration caused by running trains

by steam power. It is said that all things come to him

who waits. Electrical engineers have been waiting, and

this time it is to be hoped the "things" will come.
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Miking Contact Through the Mud on
the Electric Railway.

It will be remembered iliat there was considerable curi-

osity manifested several months aj^o in relation to a state-

ment made by Mr. Kdison to the effect that he had de-

vised an electric railway trolley through which it wa^ pos-

sible to "picl< up" current from a conductor on the ground

through mud and dirt. At the time referred to no expla-

nation was offered as to how this feat was to be accom-

MAKING CONTACT THRuUi;]! THK MUD ON THE ELRCTRIC
RAILWAY.

plished. Now, however, a patent has been allowed Mr.

EdisoQ oa a trolley answering the description of that re-

ferred to. The accompanying cuts give a very clear idea

of theconstruction of the contact wheel. The operation

of this device is apparent. As the car moves along and

the wheel turns, the lowermost spikes are in contact with

the rail and are pushed in through the wheel-flanges, the

springs being compressed and projecting the spikes out-

wardly against the conductor. The spikes are placed so

close together that there is always a sufficient number in

contact with the conductor to make a connection of suffi-

cient conductivity for the purpose. The spikes are made

preferably of steel, hardened at the ends where contact is

made.

Electric Companies Should Economize
Waste Products.
By I. H. Babcock.

Every city and every village of any pretention has its

water supply for domestic and fire purposes. Systems of

lighting by gas or electricity from a common center supply

another necessity of our modern life. Why should the

district system, now so universal and so popular, stop with

water and gas? Heat in the northern latitudes for our

buildings during eight months of the year is as much of

a necessity as is water or light.

Some fourteen years ago Birdsill Holly of Lockport, N.

Y., conceived the idea of conveying steam undeground in

wrought-iron pipes, for distribution to dwellings, stores,

offices, churches and public buildings, in the same way that

water and gas are supplied. The steam was to be econo-

mically made in large boilers at a central station, and a

continuous supply furnished from the beginning to the

end of the heating season.

Since the initial system was built and operated by

the American District Steam Company at Lockport,

N. Y., in 1878, there has never been any real question

as to the feasibility of the enterprise. In constructing pipe

lines for steam some conditions had to be met which do not

exist in lines laid for water or gas. The pipes must have

reasonably cheap protection to prevent undue radiation;

and the contraction and expansion of the iron must also be

provided for to prevent buckling and breaking the pipes.

The first desideratum was provided by the use of

wood logs, bored to receive the iron, with an air space be-

tween the iron and the wood. The iron is thus defended

from contact with the moist earth, and the wood under

these conditions is found to be almost indestructible. Con-

traction and expansion are provided for by the patent ser-

vice "variator,'* which is placed at proper intervals, and

connected with the ends of sections of iron pipe. Service

pipes are taken off from the main line at points opposite

the buildings to be heated. In each building there is a

regulator to reduce the steam pressure for house uie,

and a meter tells each consumer how much steam he has

consumed. The steam is on tap constantly, and the

consumer may use it by simply opening his radiator valves.

Some forty or fifty of such systems have been con-

structed and are now in operation in various parts of the

country. This method of supplying heat is popular

wherever it is in use, for the reason that the taker of dis*

trict steam ii spired labor and care, risk of fires tn the

biiildint;, and the dust and anno>^ance incidental to the

handling of coal and ashes. The abM^nce of gas from an

inJividual heating appanitus, which uiuilly vitiates the

air and the conitantly uniform temperature of rooms

heated from a c:ntril soufc; of sup.ily arc found to

greatly promote the health and comfort of the family.

Within the last few years a new phase of district steam

Keating has presented itself, in connection with the large

number of steam power plants which have sprung up in

nearly all our cities. With advancing civilization electri-

city has become a potent factor in the events which make

up the history of our every-day life. That

subtle lluid not only lights our buildings and

our streets, but carries the motive power which propels

lines of street cars and other machinery for in-

dustrial uses both great and small. The sudden rise of

this industry has led to the raoid construction of great

power stations, in some cases thousands of horse power

being generated under a single roof. In the engine work

of these stations it is well known that only about ten percent,

of the heat units of the steam is converted into energy,

and nearly nine-tenths is still available for the heating of

private and public buildings. Where the station is located,

as most of them are, contiguous to business houses or

resident sections, underground lines of pipe can be laid and

connected with the exhaust pipes of the engines, and

made use of to distribute this steam wherever it may be

wanted in the district.

Some electrical companies are already deriving a large

revenue from this otherwise waste material, and many
others are preparing to profit by the application of this

method.

Electrical work follows the rule which applies in ail

other successful enterprises. Close business management

and the utilizing of all the forces at command are neces-

sary to financial success, and without financial success, the

prosecution of no enterprise can be permanently con-

tinued. When the business of the electrical com-

panies becomes as well systematized as is the manufacture

and sale of gas, there will no longer be a question as to

its success financially. The gas producing industry is not

going to be driven to the wall by this new comer; each

system will occupy its allotted field, but there will be a

wholesome rivalry, in which the new candidate will be

obliged to adopt some of the business methods of its older

adversary.

The authorities of Cleveland, O., not long ago de-

manded of the gas company a lower price for the gas

shown not to exceed 55 cenU per 1000 feet, or a saving of

nearly 35 net cent, by the sale of wafte products.

This d»u I introduce here to show the methods io use

in a long established business, with the idea of enforcing

the application of similar methods in the affairs of electric

companies.

Kvery 100 horse power of steam used for engine work
will heat, after passing the engine, 1.000,000 cubic feel of

space in buildings. This exhaust steam is a residual In

the same sense as the so called residuals which the gas

companies turn into money. In one case these are made
to pay dividends, while in the other they are too frequently

thrown away. In view of the facts as staled, would it not

be wise for many of the electrical compinies to imitate

the methods and business policy of their older and longer

established rivals?

Telephoning Over an Electric Light
Circuit.

For the last three years there has been working a few

miles from London a rather curious telephone line. The
novelty of it consists in the use of an electric light circuit

for telephonic communications and electric lighting ptir-

poses, either independently or simultaneously.

The interference when the two are working, says London
Electricity, is so slight 2s to be barely noticeable, and in-

deed, unless one was told what it was, the slight rustling

that is heard when the engine is running would never lead

one to suppose a loor I2ampere current was passing along

the line, and that the vocal sounds were being produced by

aslight variation of the lo or 12 ampere current, caused by

the respective telephone transmitters at either end of the

line.

The length of the line is comparatively small, being only

a quarter of a mile, between two houses. The gas engine

and dynamos are situated some 30 or 40 yards from

one of the houses, and the current goes into two

sets of accumulators. The fluctuations of the current

are considerable, amounting to some two or three amperes,

due, of course, to the variable angular velocity of the gas

engine fly-wheel. The wires at either end are tapped fcr

the telephone in the particular room required, by simply

connecting a short length of wire from the lead to the line

terminal of the telephone. The actual connections of the

system are shown in the accompanying diagram.

It is believed that the above method can be used for

very much larger direct currents and higher pressure up to

1,000 volts, in all probability, without any risk, if slight

modifications be made.

One result of the above installation has been that if a

EARTH
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supplied. In the investigation in court which followed,

Engineer Hyde testified that it actually cost his company

48 cents per 1,000 feet to put gas in the holder, but that

residuals are worth 27 to 30 cents per 1,000 feet of gas

manufactured, showing that the first cost of gas was

reduced 60 per cent, in the sale of by-products. The

cost of distribution IVfr. Hyde placed at 30 to 34 cents

per 1,000 feet, making the total first cost of production

and distribution about S2 cents per looo feet. Deducting

the value of residuals, the net cost to the company was

fault of any consequence is developed from either wire to

earth, the bells at both ends are set ringing and give warn-

ing of the fact.

The will of the late Charles Van Depoele was probated

on June loth, in Salem, Mass. Charles A. Coffin, of Bos-

ton, of the General Electric company, and Albert Wohl,

an attorney of Chicago, were by will and without bond,

named as executors and trustees of the estate, which is

valued at about $50,000, with large royalties coming in.
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The Magnetic Permeability of Special
Irons for Electrical Purposes.

'

Bv Milton E. Thompson, Percy H. Knight and Geo.

W. Bacon.

During the last year or two there has been a marked
change and improvement in the qualities of iron used in the

construction of electrical machinery. It is now generally

well understood that not only are the efficiencies of trans-

formers, dynamos and motors increased by improving the

quality of iron used, especially where this iron is subject 10

changes of magnetism and consequent loss by hysteresis,

but also that the capacity of any given machine will be

greatly increased by improving the quality of the iron.

Thus, in the majority of dynamos, the capacity of the ma-
chine is limited largely by the heating of the armature, and

the greater part of the heat developed in an armature is

usually produced in the core. If the heat developed in the

core can be reduced by improving the quality of iron used,

enough extra current may be taken from the armature to

balance this saving in the core. Again, in a dynamo or

motor the principal part of the weight of the machine is

due to the field magnets. It the permeability of these

field magnets can be doubled by improving the quality of

the iron used for their construction, the weight of these

magnets may be reduced in the same proportion. In

many classes of dynamo machinery, as, for instance, rail-

way motors and marine dynamos, this saving in weight and
consequent increase in the capacity of a machine of given

weight is of great importance. It has long been known
thai the magnetic value of wrought iron is several times as

great as that of cast iron; but the readiness with which cast

iron may be moulded to the desired shape for field magnets
has kept it in favor for this purpose, in spite of its low

permeability. A demand has arisen for a quality of iron

which shall have high permeability and still possess the

quality of being easily cast into the proper shapes for

field magnets for dynamo machinery.

Many attempts have been made to improve the quality

of cast iron, but for the most part with little or no success,

and cast iron stands to-day as a metal having nearly the

same magnetic value for any and all qualities, though
some slight improvements have been effected by some
makers, as will be seen later. Attempts have also been
made to produce castings from wrought iron, and
lately with fairly good success. This is accomplished in

general by melting down scrap wrought iron in crucibles,

rendering it fiuidby the addition of a small quantity of

aluminum and pouring as with ordinary cast iron. A great

many extra precautions have to be taken to insure sound
castings, and as a rule the castings made from this "mitis

metal,'' as it is usually called, are rough and somewhat
difficult to work, on account of their toughness. These
castings have shown themselves to be of very much higher

permeability than cast iron, and have rapidly come into

favor, especially in the construction of railway motors.

Makers of steel castings have also been experimenting
with a view to producing a metal suitable for field mag-
nets of dyanmo machinery. Some of them have been very

successful in this undertaking, and steel castings for field

fraternity. The method used for these tests was a modifi-
cation of that used by Rowland, the samples being pre-
pared in the form of rings, and wound with two sets of

windings, a primary and a secondary. The magnetizing
current was passed through the primary circuit and meas-
ured by means of a Weston ammetor. A ballistic galva-
nometer placed in the secondaiv circuit measured bv its

thi-ow the magnetic induction due to any given change
in the magnetizing current.
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Two different plans were tried in taking the curves and
found to give slightly different results. The first was the

reversal method, in which the current was commerced at

its maximum value,and its direction reversed several times
by means of a rsversing switch, in order to bring the mag-
netism up to its full value, the secondary circuit being
open during this operation.

The secondary was then closed through the galvanome-

In some cases this was ccne by simply reversing the cur-
rent thrcugh the primary, and at the same time graduall)'

reducing it to zero. By this method, however, no samples
except those composed of wrought iron sheets were suc-
cesstully demagnetized, which might suggest that the Fcu-
cault currents set up by the reversal ot the magnetizing
current tended to keep up the magnetization. An alterna-

ting current of both high and low periodicity was also
tried without success, and it was only by finally heating
the samples to a cherrj' red heat and allowing them to cool
in air, so as not to change materially their softness, that

total demagnatization was obtained. The sample being
demagnetized, a small current was passed through the
primary and the induced magnetism measured by the
throw of the galvanometer. The current was then slight-

ly increased, and the deflection of the galvanometer again
noted. And so on up to the maximum magnetizing force,

the current being gradually increased step bv step. The
current was then reduced step by step to zero, reversed,
and increased step by step to a maximum equal to that of
the other direction. This descending and reversal cur^e
was taken simply to serve as a check upon the demagneti-
zation and upon the accuracy of the observations of the
ascending curve, and only the latter was plotted. Curves
obtained from the same sample by the reversal method and
by the step by step method were found to differ from each
other by eight or ten per cent, at maximum values, the
curves by the reversal process reaching the higher values.
The magnetization of field magnets of dynamo machinery
would p.obably reach values higher than that given by
either of these methods of testing, for the iron being sub-
ject to vibrations from the rotating parts of the machine,
and being at the same time under a
continuous magnetizing force, would. no doubt,
reach as high magnetic values as could be obtained by any
method of testing.

The results obtained are embodied in the accompanying
curves, which present the results of tests on samples of
iron from a dozen difTerent companies, in many cases a
large number of samples of the same kind of metal
having been tested. Referring to these curves : Fig. i.

presents curves of two samples of steel castings from two
different companies. The curves show both samples to
be of very good quality, sample No. i being slightly the
better of the two. Fig. 2. shows two more curves of
steel castings, Xo. 3 being an average curve of about a
dozen different samples ot steel castings furnished by one
maker, and No. 4 being an average curve of several sam-
ples of steel castings furnished by another company.

The different samples represented in curve No. 3 did
not differ very materially from one another, and there was
but a very slight difference in the samples represented by
curve No. 4. Curves Nos i, 2 and 3 were taken by the
step by step method, while cur\'e No. 4 was taken by the
reversal method, which will account for the high value of
this curve, in a measure, though it is verj- probable that
the quality of the steel represented by No. 4 was some-
what better than that of the other samples. The curves
on Fig. 3 were all taken by the reversal method.
Curve No. 5 is the average of two different samples of
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FIGS. I AND 4.

magnets are to-day an undoubted success. Manufacturers
of sheet iron have also been trying to keep up with their

fellow workmen in this line, and not a little experimenting
has been done with a view to the production of better qual-
ities of sheet iron.

The writers have recently made, in the laboratorj' of
Cornell University, quite a number of tests of samples of
various special irons from different manufacturers through
out the country. It was believed that some of the results

obtained would prove of interest to the genera l electrical

I. Read at the general meeting of the American Institute of Elec-
trical Engineers, Chicago, June 6, 7 and S, 1802.
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ter, the current reversed, and the induction measured by
the throw. The current was then slightly reduced, and
reversed several times as before, and the induction again

measured on reversing the current. In this way the mag-
netizing current was gradually reduced to zero, and from
the data thus obtained cur\'es were plotted with magnetic
lines per square centimeter for ordinates and magnetizing

force forabsissae. In the other method, which was used

for taking most of the curves, and which gives results

more nearly like those obtained by Hopkinson, and which
are generally accepted as standards for wrought and for

cast iron, the sample was first completely demagnetized.

wrought iron castings from the same maker.the two samples

prepared at different times and from different pourings,

showing almost identical qualities. The magnetic value

of mitis metal, as shown by curve No. 5. differs very little

from that of steel of good quality, as shown by cun-e No.

4. Curves Nos. 6 and 7 are from two samples of sheet

steel of somewhat peculiar manufacture, inasmuch as they

are said to contain no manganese, that element being per-

haps the most objectionable impurity in mild steel, so far as

its magnetic properties are concerned.

The two samples from which the curves were taken

were made as an experiment, and by slightly different
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processes. Thty show excellent mnRnetic vnhics, espe-

cially No. 6, and seem lo indicate that "wheel" steel may
some day come into extensive use for armature cores, etc.

Curves Nos. 8, 9 and 10 of I'Ir. 4 are from three dif-

ferent samples of sheet iron used for armature cores and
transformers by three well known electrical companies.
Neither of these is up to the values given by Ilopklnson
for good wrought iron, but the difference in the method of

taking the curves may account in a measure for their being
lower. Those curves were taken by the step by step

method. Curves Nos. 11, 12 and 13 of l-'ig. 5, are

from three different samples of cast iron, used by three

electrical companies for field magnets of dynamo ma-
chinery. Sample No. 11 is an ordinary quality of cast

iron and differs from the values given by Ilopkinson for

cast iron by only an inappreciable quantity. No. 13 is

rather peculiar, in that for high values of magnetizing
force it is slightly better than ordinary cast iron, while for

low values it is much poorer. Its magnetic properties are

more like those of hard steel than of cast iron. No. 15

shows a metal whose magnetic vaiue is from ten to fifteen

per cent, higher than ordinary cast iron, the curve still

keeping its same general shapt . This sample would seem
to indicate that there is such a thing as improvement in

the magnetic qualities of cast iron. Curves Nos. 14 and
15 represent two different samples of wrought iron, used

by two electric companies for field magnets. These curves

were taken by the reversal method, and indicate for the

metals a value considerably below that of the best

wrought iron.

Curves Nos. 16 and 1 7 are both from the same steel cast-

ing,and show the difference between the step by step method
and the reversal method. Curve No. 16 is by reversal,

and No. 17 by step by step. Curves No. 18 and No. 19

are both from one sample of sheet iron, No. i3 being
taken by the reversal method, and No. 19 by the step by
step. A similar difference in the two methods is indi-

cated by these two curves. Fig. 6 is an attempt at a

comparison of some of the more interesting of the curves

mentioned above. Curve No. 20 is Hopkinson's curve

for wrought iron. Curve No. 23 is an average curve for

steel castings, as made by four different companies. Curve
No. 21 is a good quality of steel casting by the reversal

method, and No. 22 is an average of mitis metal by the

same method. Curve No. 24 is Hopkinson's curve for

cast iron, and No. 25 is an extra quality of cast iron,

which would seem to show that there is still a chance for

the standard of cast iron to be raised. A comparison of

curves No. 20 and No. 23 shows that the magnetic value

of the average steel casting is only about 8 per cent, be-

low that of the best wrought iron, and from curve No. 21

we might infer that it would be perfectly safe to use for

the best steel castings the magnetic values given by Hop-
kinson for wrought iron. Comparing curves No. 21 and
No. 22, we see that there is practically very little differ-

ence in the magnetic values of steel castings of the best

quality and niitis castings, and there seems to be no good

better facilities are provided for their manufacture, such
castings can be produced at a cost but little in excess of

that of cast iron. Considering, then, the great superior-

ity of cast steel over cast iron for electrical purposes, it

seems safe lo predict that the day is not far distant when
steel castings will almost entirely replace cast iron in the

construction of dynamo machinery, and the improvement
in such machinery resulting from this change will be, pcr-

leooor

alarm. Several hundred of our citi/cns who had been
reading the account of the great fire ai ('rccdc at once
imagined that a like catastrophe threatened us, and pull-

ing out their guns began such a fusillade as has not been
heard in the state since the late Indian war in which our
militia burned so much powder. Cries of fire rent the
midnight air, and people began ruoQlag in every direction.

I'own towncrs said it was on Main street. L'plowncrs
rushed frantically to Itennelt avenue. The only fellow
who was not excited about the matter was the fellow who
pulled the whistle rope. lie sighed, but said nothing.
\Vc slill live and hope we shall be permitted to retain our
building until we shall have formed a civic govcromcnt
and purchased a chemical engine or two.

Association of Railway Telegraph
Superintendents.

The annual meeting of the association of Railway Tele-

graph .Superintendents was held in Denver last week.

There was a large attendance of telegraph supcrintcndcnls

and their wives, and many papers of interest to the pro-

fession were read. After the convention adjourned On

Friday a committee waited upon A. K. Swift of the Chi-

cago. Rock Island and racific, the road which brought

the eastern delegates to Denver, and pre«cotcd himself

and wife with a magnificent silver table service, on which

the inscription was engraved: "rresentcd to Mr. and

Mrs A. R.Swift, in loving remembrance of their kind-

ness, by the ladies and gentlemen of the I\.iilway Tele-

graph Superintendents' association, Denver, June 16,

1892."

FIG. 5. THE MAGNETIC PERMBAIUI.ITV OV SPECIAL IRONS
FOR ELECTRICAL PUKTOSES.

haps, one of the greatest: steps that have ever marked the
progress of the electrical industry.

Central Station Practice in Colorado.
When the electric lights go out in a Colorado mining

town the citizens insist ou knowing the cause of the

Recent Freaks of Lightning.

The recent severe storms have brought in their train

many reports of injury to life and property by lightning.

In Chicago, on June 16th, three persons were killed and a

large number more or less injured by lightning at Lincoln

Park. A throng of people had taken refuge from the

storm in the masonry arches under the bronze statue of Crant

when the shock came, and the result was as slated. It is

presumed that the metallic figure attracted the electricity,

although neither it nor the pedestal was injured. The

track of the current was plainly marked.

The Chicago Edison company's station on Adams street

was struck during the tornado of the 13th. No damage

was done, save burning out the fuses on the house circuit.

The sudden extinguishing of the lights at a time when

all the energies of the force at the station were directed
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reason for believing that the former cannot be made of

quite as good quality as the latter.

Comparing both of these metals with curve No. 24,

their magnetic values are so far superior to that of cast

iron that it seems quite certain that only the cost of pro-

duction can stand in the way of their rapid and almost

universal introduction for field magnets of dynamos and
motors. When we consider that the cost of steel rails is

but little different from that of cast iron, it seems reason-

able to suppose that when the art of making steel castings

comes to be better known and more fully understood, and

trouble. The Miner of Fremont, Colo., thus describes

an incident of this character:

The electric lights went out at the Buckhorn about mid-
night last night, and an employe was sent down to the
works to get some one to start her up again. Not finding

any one around the building, he hunted up the rope at-

tached lo the lever of the whistle and yanked it for keeps.
The noise had the desired effect—all the employes of the

electric plant were soon on hand, and the Buckhorn man
sheepishly explained to the excited men the cause of the

toward providing for the greatly increased load thrown on

the plant by reason of the sudden darkness was very an-

noying, but the trouble was quickly remedied.

In Rochester, N, V., !Miss Libbie Sherman, living at 74

Lewis street, received a shock, from the effects of which

she was unconscious for several iiours. At the time the

windows and doors of the house were open, and the cur-

rent of electricity struck Miss Sherman, who was almost

directly in the draft of two open windows. When struck
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she uttered a piercing scream and bounded convulsively

into the air. She quickly gained her feet and rushed for

the open door. Her sister caught her and succeeded in

holding her until assistance came. For two hours the

stricken girl continued in severe and violent muscular con-

vulsions. It required the united strength of two men to

keep her in a chair. When Miss Sherman regained con-

Fli;. 2. SECHRIST S METHOD OF CONTROLLING ELECTRIC
LAMPS.

sciousness she could give no account of her experience,

saying that all she could remember was a peculiar sensa-

tion—that her fingers and toes were curling up. She

complained of severe pains in her head, her eyes were

both blackened, and the muscles of her left cheek were

contracted, drawing down that side of her face.

A dispatch from Madrid, Spain, reports that on June

1 2th ten persons were killed by lightning at Melias, Prov*

ince of Orense, and five at Mucientes, Province of Valla-

dolid. Strangely enough, each catastrophe happened to

worshippers in the village church. Twenty-eight persons

were injured at the former place and ten at the latter.

A New Cleat.

The "Security cleat" is the name given to its new porce-

lain two-wire cleat by the Security Insulator company of

New York. The construction of this device combines

neatness and utility wiih strength and economy. It is

intended for use in incandescent wiring, and will hold

securely wires of only ordinary diameter. By its use the

NEW CLEAT.

insulation is not harmed, neither is any kink made in the

wire. The accompanying cuts show both front and back

views of the cleat and are about one-half of the actual

size. The cleats are manufactured either glazed or

unglazed.

The Billberg Fuse.

The accompanying illustration shows the Billberg fuse,

which is used in connection with the Billberg motors, gen-

erators, electric drills, etc. This fuse is made of two

brass terminals connected together by means of strands of

German silver wire. Each wire in the fuse is of a certain

carrying capacity, so the total capacity of the fuse may be

gauged by the numbsr of wiies in it. By this arrange-

ment a perfect homogeneity is secured, and by the use of
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BILLBERG FUSE.

wire strands there is obtained, it i£ claimed, an equal dis-

tribution of heat throughout the fusible portion of the

strip.

Thos H. Dallette & Co., New York, make these fuses

of such size and style as to suit any cutout or switch.

It is said that the Rome, N. Y., City Street Railway
company may use electric power. In that event, it would be
the intention of the company to become a competitor for the

arc street lighting contract at the expiration of the present

one, as well as to supply an incandescent service to those
desiring it.

Sechrist's Method of Controlling Elec-
tric Lamps.

This system is especially adapted for operation in private

residences, and the modern house electrician who seeks to

satisfy the demand for convenience of arrangement in

residence lighting will find that this method fills a long

felt want. The arrangement and control of electric lights

in modern houses is so little understood by the public that

they depend almost entirely upon suggestions from the

electric construction company which do the work, and such

concerns will, therefore, find of interest the following de-

scription:

With the use of this system of lighting, which is the in-

vention of and is being exploited by Albert Sechrist of

Denver, Colo., a person may have absolute control of any

or all of the lights from any part of the house; that is, a

means of push buttons, such as are indicated in Fig. 2.

By touching the white button one electromagnet, Fig. r,

attracts the armature, which closes and locks in place the

electric light switch. A push on the black button brings

into play the other electromagnet, and the action of this

last named magnet serves to unlock and open the switch.

In installing the Sechrist system any number of push

LIGHTNING ARRESTER.

person may pass through the house in any direction with-

out the necessity of ever being in the dark. By simply

touching a button here or there one is enabled to turn on

the lights ahead of him or extinguish lamps the light from

which is no longer needed. The same lights, also, may
be controlled from any number of different points. From

FIG. I. SECHRIST S METHOD OF CONTROLLING ELECTRIC
LAMPS.

buttons may be located at different points to control the

same switch. As will be seen, the switch is very simple in

its construction and requires no adjusting. The switches

may be located out of sight in any part of the bouse. The
device may be applied to an ordinary lamp socket or it may
be placed in the canopy of a chandelier; the location of

the switch is immaterial; it may be placed to suit the con-

venience of the work.

It should be mentioned that although the Sechrist sys-

tem has only been in use six months, over fifty residences

in Denver have been equipped with it. It is understood,

too, that prominent architects of Denver are naming the

Sechrist switch in their specifications.

Lightning Arrester.

The accompanying cut shows the quadruplex lightning

arrester manufactured by the Ucica Electrical Manufact-

uring & Supply company of Utica, N. Y. This device is

C AND C. ELEC

the above it will be readily understood the arrangement is

an excellent burglar alarm.

Mr. Sechrist's system consists in the simple combination

of an automatic switch and push buttons, together with an

ordinary battery or shunt off the electric light circuit. The

push buttons employed are the same as those now in use

to control ordinary electric gas lighting apparatus. The

main feature of the system is the use of a peculiar style of

automatic switch. This switch, which is illustrated in

Fig. I, is contained in a porcelain case, and answers the

same purpose as an ordinary switch, but instead of its be-

ing operated by hand it is moved and controlled by

ITRIC MINE HOIST.

similar in construction to the Utica company's simplex and

duplex arresters, and is designed for street railway, light,

and power plants. The device illustrated, it is claimed,

will take care of four lightning bolts in succession before

requiring attention, and all the damage the lightning can

do is the melting of a fuse wire which can be readily re-

placed. The contacts of the arrester are made of bronze

metal and are very heavy. They are mounted on slate and

are inclosed in a water-tight iron case, which is provided

with porcelain bushings for the entrance of wires. No
magnets being used in this arrester, it is equally suitable

for either a'ternating or direct current circuits.
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New Thomson-Houston Controller for
Car Motors.

The Thomson-Houston KIcctric company has for a

long time been cxpcrimciilin;; wiili the view uf iteveloping^

a controller for railway motors that would be an improve-

ment on ihose now generally used. It is well known that

the regulation of motors by means of a resistance only is

decidedly wasteful as well as troublesome. It, in fact,

involves the consumption of nearly as much energy when

the motor is running at a slo^v speed as when running at a

high speed, although the work ;iivcn out by 1 he moi-T in

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

paratus consists of a longitudinal shaft acting upoD a series

of switch levers to produce the various connections nec-

essary to place the motors in scries or in piriilel, This

controller is to be placed at any point beneath the car and
operated by a mechanical connection from either end of

the vehicle.

A Graceful Acknowledgment.
Hy an inadvertence the Scirn/ijic AmerUan recently

reprinted an article first published in this journal with-

out giving credit. Undcrthe caption, "The Telephone in
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out, and two are for applying the brake-band on the inner

peripheries of the drums. The bearings have ample
length, and the whole machine is substantially made. It

occupies a floor space of about ten by thirteen feet and has

a total estimated weight of sixteen tons.

The Duplex Quadrupolar Generator and
Motor.

Torcign electrical manufacturers have for some time been

constructing multipolar dynamos, but American designers

have done more work in the line of bipolar machines.

There is a general disposition, though, at the present time

among engineers on this side of the water to construct

multipolar types of generators and motors, especially where

NaW THOMS N-HOUSTON CONTROLLER FOR CAR MOTORS.

the two cases is very different. It simply means that the

eneri^y which, in the one case, drives the motor at a high

speed is, in the other, partly expended up^n the resistance,

and the remainder only, is used to drive the motor. It

has been customary to modify this method of regulation in

well designed plants by providing, in addition, a device

for changing the field magnets of the motor so that the

counter electromotive force for a given spied will be great-

er, and permit, in consequence, of the use of a smaller

amount of resistance. In some cases these two methods

of regulation, by means of resistance and alteration in

field magnet strength, have been combined in a system of

commutating secLiong of the field magnet coils, by which

the coils themselves offer a greater or less resistance to the

passage of the current, and at the same time have a vari-

able effect on the field magnet strength. In other cases

the combination of the two methods has been effected by

having a separate resistance external to the motor, and

then in addition, providing a switch to cut out a section

of the field magnet coils or"loop" as it is often called, or

to shunt a portion of the current around them for highest

speed.

These methods have served a most excellent purpose,

but it has long been the belief of Thomson- Houston en-

gineers that a new method of motor control would be

eventually developed which would secure as nearly abso-

lute economy as possible, aLd at the same time be free

from the troubles inherent in the use of resistance and

commutated field circuits with the sparking at the commu-

tator which ensues where such commutation is carried to an

excessive degree. After a long series of experiments the

Thomson-Houston company is now placing on the market

a con'roller which, it has satisfied itself, is thoroughly

practical, and which at the same tim,e accomplishes, it is

believed, almost a perfect theoretical economy in regu-

lation. In a number of instances where this regulator

has been used for some time, the company claim a saving

of thirty per cent, in consumption of current has been ef-

fected.

The principle upon which the new controller is based

is the shifting of the connections of two motors from

series to multiple, so that for slow speed the two motors

will be in series, giving in consequence a high counter

electromotive force at alow rate of speed, while for higher

speed they are cannected in multiple, in which condi-

tion highest speed and power are obtainable with equal

economy.

In the accompanying illustrations the general form of

the apparatus which the company has adopted for effecting

these changes is disclosed. They shows a top view and

a bottom view of the new type "T" controller. As will be

readily understood from an inspection of the cuts, the ap-

thisNew York," it now makes the amende honorable in

generous fashion:

We aie indebted tothe Western Electrician for the
interesting report under the above heading we recently
gave, describing a visit of the members of the New York
Electrical society to the premises of the Metropolitan
Telegraph and Telephone company. Due credit should
have been given at the time. The Western Electri-
cian is one of the most enterprising and successful elec-

trical publications in the world.

the Dl I'LEX QlADRn'OLAR ilENERATOR AND MoT<»R.

the machines called for are of the larger sizes. The cut

presented herewith represents a machine that might be re

ferred to as an illustration of this tendency.

This machine may be taken as the type of the new
dynamos and motors which the Duplex Electric company
(limited), Corry, Pa., is now exploiting. As will be seen

from the cut, the machine is quadrapolar. It is built to

run at slow sp^ed, and may be wound and connected for

incandescent dynamo service or motor work. The ma-

chine takes up a very little floor space, and for its capacity

is of small size throughout. Like the bipolar generator

made by the Duplex company, these machines are thor-

oughly automatic, and no rheostats are employed in con-

nection with them.

C. & G. Electric Mine Hoist.
The illustration on page 382 shows an electric mine

hoist recently installed by the C. & C. Electric Motor

A Startling Project.

C. A. Miinster, a scientist of Christiania. Xorway,
proposes to reclaim the gold and silver in sea water by
electrolytic action. He suggests that a channel abcut 60

NEW THOMSON HOUSTON CONTROLLER FOR CAR MOTORS.

company. New York, in a mine at Corbin, Mont. At a

rope speed of 400 feet this hoist lifts a weight of 5,000

pounds. There are two drums to run either separately or

together, independently geared by two reductions to each

end of the motor shaft. Each drum is five feet in diam-

eter and forty inches long. The motor pinions are raw-

hide and their motion is transferred to the intermediate

shafts by means of two Frisbie friction clutches. The
motor is 65 horse power, and is reversible. The reversing

and speed regulating switch, which is not^hown, is placed

conveniently near the operator of ths four levers, which do

appear. Two levers are for throwing the clutches in and

meters wide between two small islands, well sheltered from
sea and wind, where there is a current of about four meters
per minute, should be selected for experiment, such rocky
islands being coraoion off the Norwegian coast. Across
this channel 60 plates of galvanized iron, each two meters
by three meters, should be arranged at an angle of 30'

with the stream, and an electric current be sent through
the series to precipitate the precious metals. The power
required theoretically for this purpDse is calculated by
Miinster at only Ja borse power, and he thinks that "to
produce a current of such trivial potential difference in
practice would only require a motive force which could be
cheaply obtained from water power, wind, or even by the
thermo-electric principle, utilizing the difference of tem-
perature between the sea and air. The large anodes re-
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quired could be cheaply prepared from wood, impregnated

with graphite and tar, and carbonized, high conductive

power not being required for such a feeble current." The
exploiter of this project says that the cost of the installation

would be trivial ; he calculates that over /"sco.coo worth

of gold and silver would be obtained per annum, and that

"if only one hundredth, or even thousandth of this

amount were obtained, it would still pay well."

will reach other places. The ordinary rain signals will be
used, and warning of six or seven hours may, in some
cases, save much property. The system is being carried to

a much greater state of perfection in Michigan by the

bureau than in any other state."

The Burlington Arrangement.

As the result of thecontest over electric lighting in Bur-

lington, la., a rather peculiar franchise has been granted

the Thomson-Houston company. On May 9th a city elec-

tion was held to determine the question "whether the city

will authorize the erection of an electric light plant." This

was decided in the afiirmative by a vote of 2 350 "for" to

S3 "against." In consequence, the Thomson- Houston

company, by an ordinance finally approved on May 28ih,

was granted all the rights and privileges necessary for the

operation of ?. central station plant, with overhead con-

struction. By the terms of the franchise the company is

required to erect a plant of sufficient capacity to furnish

all light, power and heat demanded of it from time to

time for public or private use. Work must be com-

menced within twenty days from the date of the adoption

of the ordinance, and the plant must be in full operation

by August IS. 1892. The section of the franchise in

relation to prices to be charged for lights is unusual, and

is reproduced entire:

Said company, its successors or assigns, shall keep the

said plant in operation at all times, and furnish electric

light, power and heat to all applicants therefor upon the

following terms and conditions, to wit: To any inhabi-

tant desiring light, power or heat, within a radius of one

and one-half miles, taking the intersection of JtfTerson

street and the river as the center, at not to exceed regular

commercial rates, provided, however, that said company
shall not be required to wire for any consumer whose bill

shall be less than one dollar per month, including meter

rent. Said company shall furnish the aforesaid service

outside of said radius and within the limits of the city of

Burlington, as now or hereafter fixed, at like rates, pro-

vided, however, that said company shall not be required

to make any extension of feeders outside of said radius

unless the aggre<^ate revenue from such extension shall

average ten dollars per month for any one line.

"Regular commercial rates," as used in this ordinance,

shall be construed to mean the average of the price charged

for like service in any six cities in the states of Iowa and

Illinois, whose population, according to the then last offi-

cial census, state or national, is not to exceed seven thou-

sand more or less than the population of the city of Bur-

lington, la., at thetime or times of fixing said rates; three

of said cities to be selected by the city council of said city

and three by said company, its successors or assigns; pro-

vided, however, that the price charged for sixteen candle

power incandescent lamps shall not exceed one ccUl per

lamp per hour.

The franchise is for twenty-five years, and after fifteen

years the company must bury its wires, if required by the

city, provided that all other companies be required to

place their wires underground at the same time. The

company agrees to light the city hall free, and to furnish

lights for other city buildings at a reduction of 25 per cent,

from the regular commercial ra'.e.

Louis A. Ferguson Married.

Louis A. Ferguson of Chicago was married on Tuesday,

June 2tst, to Miss Martha A. Jenkins at Dorchester,

Mass. Mr. Ferguson was givtn a complimentary dinner

by his associates of the Chicago Edison company before

his departure for Boston. He was also presented a very

handsome clock. Mr. Ferguson will return to Chicago

after his wedding trip and will make this city his home.

The Telephone in the Weather Signal
Service.

The weather bureau has been making a thorough study
during the past few years of the subject of thunder storms
as distinct from general storms, and has at length arrived

at a point where it is hoped some defiuite good to the
public may be realized. Norman B. Conger, who was
formerly located in Detroit, has been given charge of the

work for Michigan, and an arrangement has been made
with the Michigan Bell Telephone company, whereby in-

formation of such storms can be telephoned by vol-

untary observers and attaches of the telephone com-
pany in the weather oflice in Detroit in time to give a
forecast to the state at large in advance of the storms.

"This class of storms," said Mr. Conger in the Detroit
'J'ribunt', "is much more erratic in movements than storms
generally, but in this state they generally appear from a
southwesterly direction and move towards the northeast.

We have telegraphic arrangements outside of the state,

but within the limits of the state as soon as a storm ap-
pears we will hear of it by telephone. A number of cen-

tral stations have been arranged for, and the various ob-
servers will let them know at what lime the storms reach
certain points. Their velocity can thus be determined,
and we can fortell with accuracy at what time the storms

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

New York, June i3.—Perhaps it was the weather,

perhaps not, but whatever it was the only class of electri-

cal workers that could furnish news this week were the

railway men.

The Rapid Transit commissioners, appointed by the Su-

preme Court to determine the advisability of constructing

and operating the underground railway, have at last filed

a report of their investigations. The report, with one ex-

ception, confirmed iha work of the regular commissioners,

and agreed fully as to the practicability of an underground

road from the Battery to Yonkers.

New York property holders will be interested in the fol-

lowing excerpt from the report: "The construction from

South Ferry to Thirty-fourth street must be made by tun-

nelling, and that all buildings whose foundations did not

extend below the bed of the tunnel should be sustained.

The tunnel is to be constructed between the curb lines as

follows:

"From Whitehall street, near South, under Battery

Park and State street, forming a loop up Broadway and

under Union Square to Fifty ninth street, thence to the

boulevard across the government ship canal to Spuyten

Duyvil Creek, then to the city limits. A loop will run

from Broadway and Mail street to Park row, to Chambers

street, to Broadway, and another branch from Union

Square along Fourth avenue to Forty-third street.

"The tunnels will be eleven feet, eight inches high, and

each track will be allowed eleven feet. There will be iron

columns between each track for supporting the roof of the

tunnel, which will be as near the surface of the street as

possible. Across the Government shipcanal and the Har-

lem river there will be double track drawbridges fifty fett

above high water. All the tracks north of the Harlem

River are to be on a viaduct.

"Electricity, or some motive power not requiring com-

bustion, must be used able to make forty miles an hour ex-

clusive of stops."

On June 29th a motion will be made to confirm the re-

port. W. F. O.

San Francisco, Cal.

San Francisco, June 18.—That the institution

of the General Electric company on the Pacific coast

is at last a fact is now being evidenced in the

changes underway about the San Fiancisco offices of

the old Thomson- Houston Electric company. Previous

to the present month the San Francisco offices of the

Thomson-Houston company were located at 15 First

street, occupying only the second floor of the building.

Now the entire building, consisting of four stories and

basement, is being remodeled, and by the first of July the

place will be ready for occupancy. Only a few montts

ago the Pacific Coast District of the Edison General

Electric company secured a five-year lease of the premises

at 221-3 Pine street, consisting of the basement and ihrte

lower floors of a portion of the old telephone building,

but how this lease is to be disposed of remains to be seen.

In the new quarters of the General Electric company the

first floor is to be generally occupied as a storeroom, but

the offices of the accountants and selling agents will be

located there also. The executive offices of the district

will occupy the entire second fl'jor while the floor above

will be used as warerooms. In the front portion of the

upper or fourth floor will be located the draughting room,

and the rear of the floor will be used as a general repair

and work shop.

It is now known that the general managership for the

Pacific coast office of the new company has been conferred

upon Dr. Thomas Addison, formerly of the San Francisco

Thomson-Houston company, and the remarkable success

which has attended the two years of Dr. Addison's admin-

istration with the old Thomson-Houston company augurs

well for the future prosperity of the district. Louis Glass,

formerly district manager of the Edison General Electric

company, will, it is stated, probably take charge of the min-

ing and long distance power transmission departments,

and owing to his long and practical expeiience in mines

and mining in California and Nevada a more fortunate

selection for this department could not have been made.

II. A. Russell ^f the Thomson-Houston company will

perhaps have charge of the sales department, though he

may possibly be assigned to duty as traveling agent.

The electric railway department is to be under

F. F. Birbour, formerly electric railway en-

gineer of the Thomson- Houston company, while

J. A. Lighthipe, district engineer for the Ed-

ison General Electric company, will be placed at the head

of the department of lighting and stationary motor work.

With each department under such thoroughly capable heads

it would appear that Dr. Addison's corps of assistants

will prove invincible, S.

Western Canadian Notes.
Winnipeg. June 18,—The Winnipeg Street Railway

company has notified the Electric Railway company that

it intends securing an injunction to prevent the latter com-

pany from paralleling its tracks on Main street. The
electric company has the grading already finished to the

exhibition grounds and is endeavoring to have that portion

of the road completed for the exhibition. The company
has given an order for cars to a Toronto firm, and will in

the meantime use the power from one of the electric light

stations, as it will not erect its own power house until

the road is nearer completion.

The Citizens' Telephone & Electric company of Rat Por-

tage has received a charter and elected officers. The
officersare F. Gardner, president; H. Rideout, vice pres-

ident; A. Carmichael, treasurer; and J. A. McCrossan, sec-

retary and manager. Tenders have been leceived from

several electrical houses and the contract will doubtless be

let in a week or so. The company intends utilizing a

water power which is within a half-mile from the center

of the town. This power has a 17-foot head. It pro-

pose putting in a 1500 incandescent plant, a 50 arc light

plant, and probably some generators for power circuits

during the day.

PERSONAL.
Nelson W. Perry has resigned his position as editor of

Electricity

.

James F. Kelley, of the Edison General Electric com-
pany, New York, was in Chicago last week

W. T. M. Mottram, representative of the General Elec-
tric company at Dallas, Texas, was in Chicago last week.

Ralph W. Pope, New York, stopped in Chicago a few
hours last Tuesday while returning from the Denver con-
vention of railway telegraph superintendents.

C, Lee Abell, manager of the Thomson-Houston Elect-
ric Light & Power company, Buffalo, has been in Chicago
during the last week attending the Democratic conven-
tion.

General Manager F. S. Minott, of the National India
Rubber company of Bristol, R. I., was a visitor at the
New York office of the Western Electrician last

week.

C. J. Swift, secretary and general manager of the Du-
plex Electric Manufacturing company, Corry, Pa., arrived
in Chicago on Monday last and remained during the Dem-
ocratic convention.

Charles M. Howell of Bessemer, Mich., president of the
Illinois Electric Lamp company, 173 South Canal street,

Chicago, has been in the city for some days during the
last week.

The Sentinel of Fort Wayne, Ind., says: "A report
has reached this city that our fellow townsman, J. J.
Woods, of the electric light Works, was robbed at Min-
neapolis of $[,000 in jewelry and $2,000 in cash."

Maurice E. Bates, formerly manager of the Western
Electric Construction company of Kansas City, is now
superintendent of construction of the National Electric
Manufacturing company of Eau Claire, Wis. Mr. Bates
was in Chicago on Saturday.

E. V. Cavell, general manager of the Street Ratluiav
Neivs, New York city, died at Nassau, N.P., June 7th. Mr.
Cavell had been in Nassau for his health several monthF.
He was an Englishman by birth, 34 years of age. and leaves
a wife and one child. Mr. Cavell at one time was editor
of the Street Nail'way Gazette, Chicago.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Cadiz Electric Light & Power company, Cadiz, O.; capi-

tal stock, $15,000; furnishing eleciricity for illuminating

and mechanical purposes; Milton Taggart, Cadiz, O.

Amethyst Electric Light & Power company, Creede,
Colo.; capital stock, i^2oo,ooo; to erect an electric plant

in the town of Creede for light and street car service, etc.

Village Electric Light company, Greenbush, N, Y.;
capital stock, $25,000; to manufacture electricity for

light, heat and power in the villages of Greenbush and
Bath.

The Electric Railway & Power company. Tiffin, O.;
capital stock. $50,000; constructing and operating elec-

tric street railway, furnishing power, etc.; J. M. Naytor,
Tiffin, O.

New York Electric Equipment company. New York
City, N. Y.; capital stock, $200,000; to manufacture and
sell electric apparatus for the production of power and
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iliuminalion and to ttiuip plants for producing light, heat

and power.

Passaic & Newark I'^lectric Railway company, I'assaic.

N. J.; capital stock, $100,000; to operate a street railway

for the transportation of passengers, etc.; B. W. Spencer,

i'assaic, K.J.

Neenah Iv Menasha I'^lectric Railway company, Me-
nasha, Wis. ; capital stock, itligo.ooo; building and cquip-

ing street railways; Neenah ^: Menasha Klectric Railway
company, Menasha, Wis.

iVlacLaughlin Motor company, Chicago. III.; capita!

stock, Jpi ,000,000; to manufacture, promote and operate

motors and cars and deal in patents; Orlando liriggs, 104S

Unity building, Chicago, HI.

Bayard Building, Loan & Improvement company. Bay-

ard, W. Va.; capital stock, $25,000; erecting and operat^

ing hotels and operating electric light plant and water

works at Bayard, W. Va., and elsewhere; R. Workman,
Bayard, W. Va.

K. & W. Klectric company, Bridgeport, Conn.; capital

stock, $10,000; to buy, sell and manufacture all kinds of

electrical appliances; to own and use inventions secured

by patents pertaining to such appliances, etc.; Seymour &
Knapp, Bridgeport, Conn,

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

Theelectric light station at Rockport, Ind., was recently

destroyed by fire.

A municipal electric lighting plant is to be established at

Wyandotte, Mich.

It is rumored that the two electric light companies at

Trenton, N. J., may be consolidated.

By a vote of 232 to 84 the electors of Sharpsburg, Pa.,

have decided that the borough shall be lighted by electric-

ity. The plant will cost about $15,000.

The city council of Lansing, Mich., is considering a

proposition to purchase an electric light plant and to do
commercial as well as municipal lighting.

A long tunnel near Paris has been lighted in a novel

way. Reflectors throw the light from many electric lamps
sixteen feet above the rails to the side of the tunnel,

where it is again reflected by burnished tin, covered

with glass, into the coaches, making a soft and agreeable

light. The trains automatically turn the current on and
off in entering and leaving the tunnel.

The Galena, Kan,, Light & Power company has been

granted a franchise for the installation of an electric light

plant. The company will put in both arc and incandes-

cent lights. The contract with the city of Galena calls for

the completion of the plant in ninety days to furnish

street lights. John W. Brewer of Pittsburg, Kan., is

president of the company, and J. A. Bendure, also of

Pittsburg, will superintend the construction of the plant.

"The electric lights, so far as they go, are all that could

beasked for," says the Avon, 111., Review. "But the board

of trustees has made a mistake by contracting for only a

10 o'clock run. This is too early for the summer months,

especially. The board should arrange at once with the

company to continue the lights later—at least until after

the night trains pass. This would necessitate only an
hour's longer run, and would be much more satisfactory

all around. A midnight run would be better still."

Rudolph Kleybolte, of Cincinnati, has completed nego-

tiations for the electric lighting reorganization in Louis-

ville. The plan is to recapitalize and improve the Electric

Light & Power company. The present capital is ^135,-

700 divided into 1,35-7 shares. The capital of the new
concern will be placed at $500,000 and divided between
gold 6 per cent. 30 year bonds and preferred 7 per cent,

cumulative stock. This latter will go to the present holders

in return for their old certificates. Some of the oldest and
most substantial citizens of Louisville are deeply interested

in the success of the enterprise, and there is every chance
for future enlargement.

In Jamestown, N. D., the arrangement in relation to the

arc lights used on the streets will expire on June 24th.

The town has been paying $95 per month for each light,

but now the company demands $150. This the town au-

thorities consider too high, and the contract will terminate

at the time mentioned. The village council has directed

the village attorney to notify the electric light company
that on and after July 15th the village demands $75 per

month indemnity from the company for the privilege 01

maintaining its poles, wires, etc., ou the streets, and that

if the company refuses to pay such indemnity, it shall be

compelled to forthwith remove all of the poles and wires

now in use.

It is reported that all the lighting interests of Kansas
City will be consolidated under the name of the Kansas
City Gas and Electric Light company, with George H.
Nettleton, J. S. Chick. E. PL Allen, S. E. Armour. M. J.

Payne, E. R. Weeks. E. L. Martin, George Kumpf, Ran-
dal Morgan and S. T. Bodine as incorporators. It is said

that the object of the organization is to acquire the prop-

erties of the Kansas City Gaslight and Coke company,
Kansas City Electric Light company, the Edison Electric

Light and Power company and the American Electric

Light company, and bring them in under one manage-
ment. It is believed that by this plan the lighting ar-

rangements of the city can be managed with more econ-

omy, and that such saving of expenses in its management
may be had as will enable the new company to compensate
the city by a percentage on its gross business for a fran-

chise.

A call has been issued for a meeting of ihc electric light

owners of Alabama, to be held in llirmingham on June
28th, for the purpose of organizing a state electric light

association. The call is signed by the Consolidated
I'".lectric company of IJirmingham, the 'Jueen City Electric

Light company of Gadsden and the Tuscaloosa ICleclric

Light company. The signers stale that "the late rulings of

the Southeastern Tariff association, the exorbitant prices

of material and supplies purchased, and many other
things too numerous to mention, seem to demand our at-

tention. When we arc properly organized v;e can be heard

and recognized, and without organization we are power-
less. These things can all be discussed at our meeting,
together with the cost, and the best modes and machinery
for manufacturing electricity."

TELEPHONE.
A metallic circuit telephone line is to be rebuilt between

St. Paul and Stillwater, Minn.

Some of the new poles that the Hudson River Telephone
company is erecting in Albany, N, Y., are over So feet

high.

The central division office of the American Telegraph &
Telephone company, situated near the East Onondaga
Valley postoffice, N. Y., was burned on June 4th. All the

telephones and telegraphic instruments were lost, except

one switch-board and some testing instruments. The
house was completely destroyed. It was owned by the

American Telegraph & Telephone company, and was
valued at $1,500

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
In a short time the electric car service between St. Paul

and White Bear, Minn., will be completed. The cars on
this line will run as fast as the ordinary passenger train.

The Edison General Electric company has brought suit

against the Port Townsend Belt Railway company to re

cover an alleged debt of $51,174.18. The plaintiff claims

that this amount is due on a contract for constructing an
electric railway station with car and line equipment. Only

$4,000 of the cost has been paid and the suit is brought
for the balance.

The Farmington & Doe Run Railwav company. Farm-
ington, Mo., is preparing to build and operate between De
Lessus station, on the Belmont branch of t.ie Iron Moun-
tain railway, and the town of Farmington, a standard

gauge electric road for freight and passenger service. The
line will be 4^3 miles long, laid with 52 pound rails. The
power station will be about equi-distant from the terminals,

and, in addition to operating the road, will light the city

of Farmington and shelter an ice factory.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The graduating class at Cornell this year included 43

electrical engineers.

The electric wires in Pittsburg are to be buried within

four years, at the rate of 25 per cent, each year. The
agreement goes into effect August ist.

A dentist of Portland, Me., who has been making some
experiments with a sparrow, advocates the use of aromatic

spirits of ammonia in case of electric shock.

L. C. Gilbert and other capitalists of Exeter, Neb., have
organized a company to run a line of boats from the depots

ta the race track. A trolley wire will be put up and the

boats will be propelled by electricity.

The Electrical Digest Publishing company is the name
of a new concern organized in New York with Ralph W.
Pope as manager, for the purpose of publishing an illus-

trated monthly entitled The Dii^est of Electrical Pat-

ents.'" This little publication wili give a synopsis of each

patent. No advertisements, editorials, or comments will

be published and entire dependence is placed upon the

subscription list for expenses. Without doubt the Di-

gest will find a place in almost every electrical man's li-

brary.

An interesting account of the completion and successful

operation of a great government work in Japan has just

been received. Lake Biwa, having an area of 500 square

miles, is located seven miles from the city of Kioto and at

an elevation of 143 feet. A navigable canal has been cut

from this lake to Kioto involving two miles of tunneling

and an aqueduct of considerable length. At the eastern

extremity of the city, to which point the canal has been

brought, there is a sharp decline of iiS feet, from the base

of which the canal is continued to the sea. This differ-

ence in level is overcome by inclined plane ways 2100 feet

in length on which boats are raised and lowered from one

canal to the other- These ways are operated by electric

power furnished from a Pelton water wheel connected with

a Sprague motor. The fall also affords a very valuable

water power, a part of which has already been utilized for

various mechanical purposes by means of electric trans-

mission. The power station is located at the foot of the

incline and consists of three 8- foot and two 6-foot Pelton

wheels aggregating about 600 horse power which are sup-

plied with water from the high level canal by three lines

of 36-inch pipe 1300 feet in length, delivering water to

the wheels under ahead of about too feet. These wheels

are at present operating three Edison dynamos of So kilo-

watts each, the power from which is distributed about tfae

city within a radius of two miles, running rice mills, spin-

ning mills, a watch factory and various other machinery.
One Thomson- tfouston alternating carrcnt dynamo of
2000 volts supplies the city with 1300 incandescent lights

as well as many arc lights. These workt involving an ex-

penditure of $1,500,000, wcreplanoed by and executed un-
dei the direct yupcrvision of S. 'I'cnabc, an eminent
Japanese eagineer, and their operation is said to be a
great success both from a mechanical and financial point
of view.

TELEGRAPH.
The report of the Western Union Telegraph company

for the quarter ending June 3oih. partly estimated, shows
a surplus of $429,651, after the payment of the dividend.

as against $r79,7<'2 one year ago and $429,462 two years

ago. The report for the year ending June 30lh will show
a surplus of about $2,000,000, as against $1,364,758 (or

i8gi and $1,408,978 for 1890.

TRADE NEWS.

The "Acorn" lamp is a specialty of the Sunbeam In-

candescent Lamp company, Chicago.

The Eastern Klectric Supply company of I'oston has
moved into new quarters at 77 Franklin street.

The Mather Electric company, Boston, is now at work
upon the dynamos which are to be placed in the Columbian
exhibition.

The Bernstein Electric company, Boston, is running on
an average of 15 hours per day to meet the demand for

fan motors.

The Electric Gas Lighting company of lioston recently

received an order for 2.500 cells for immediate shipment to

a point on the Pacific coast.

Gould & Watson, Boston, general selling agents for the
Whitney volt and ampere meters, report that this branch
of their business is booming.

Whitmore & Robinson of Boston have recently com-
pleted a "dimmer" for electric lights, to be used in thea-

tres and other places of amusement. This device is at-

tracting considerable attention.

The Redding Electric company of Boston has been
very much gratified by a rapid increase in the demand for

its watchman's register, eighteen orders having been re-

ceived last week, three of which were from Mexico.

The Western Electrician has recently published a
complete catalogue giving the name and chapter heading
of every book on electricity published to date, which will

be sent free on application. Address, Western Elec-
trician, 6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

The American Circular Loom company of Boston is

about to add several thousand dollars' worth of machinery
to its already large plant. The success of this firm in tak-

ing up several branches of the wire business argues v ell

for the production of first-class goods.

G. H. Poor, general manager of the W. S. Hill com-
pany of Boston, reports a good demand for the company's
new cut-out switch for use on high potential circuits;also for

the single and double throw station switch. The com-
pany's new revised catalogue is now ready.

The handsome catalogue of the Jones & Lamson Ma-
chine company of Springfif^Id, Vt., from the press of Bart-

lett & Co., New York, has been received. This little

pamphlet is of very unique design, having an embossed
cover, upon which there is shown a large planer in all its

detail. This catalogue is undoubtedly one of the finest in

the line of embossed work.

F. J. Cram, general agent of the Electric Engineering
& Supply company, has closed a contract for a 750 light

municipal plant at Orange City, la., the apparatus to be
of the type made by the National Electric Manufacturing
company, Eau Claire. The National company has re-

ceived several other fine orders so far this month, and bus-

iness is reported as unusually good for this season of the

year.

General Manager E. R. Rand of the Newton Rubber
company, Boston, reports the general outlook for business

in the storage battery line as being better than at any time
since the company started to manufacture cells. This
concern has made a specialty of rubber cells for storage

batteries, and having carefully looked into the wants of

the trade, is recognized as one of the authorities on
this subject.

J. L. Bunce of the Perkins Electric Switch Manufactur-
ing company of Hartford, Conn., in conversation with a
representative of the Western Electrician during a brief

stop in New York on his recent southern and western tour,

stated that the company was now very busy manufacturing
switches and dovetail ceiling rosettes- Mr. Bunce expects

to visit before he returns Philadelphia, Baltimore, Pitts-

burg, Cincinnati and Chicago.

The Evans Friction Cone company, of Boston, Mass.,

is sending out its catalogue for 1892. Among the illustra-

tions which the book contains are several showing how and
where its friction cone can be advantageously used. The
catalogue also includes a number of testimonial letters and
a very long list of prominent manufacturing machinists

who have these cones in successful operation. The device

is very simple. It may be mentioned one of the Evans fric-
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tion cones is in use and doing excellent service at the

works of William Sellers .i Co., Philadelphia. This firm

uses the friction gearing in machine testing where a great

variety of spaeds is required and charges must be made
quickly. The Evans company has recently received, too,

the contracts for placing its apparatus in the Vanderbilt

and Jackson buildings, New York.

The Waddell-Entz Electric company of New York will

hereafter be known as the Waddell-Entz company The
headquarters of this concern are in the Mail and Exprtss

building, 203 Broadway, having recently been moved from

the old quarters in the Produce Exchange building.

This company has made an increase in its manufacturing

facilities in order to meet the increasing demands for its

well known apparatus, which is in use very extensively both

in the South and West.

The Electric Heat & Alarm company, Boston, has just

received a very flattering testimonial in favor of its heat

alarm service from Secretary C. N. Goddard of the New
England Insurance exchange. Mr. Goddard pronounces

this alarm the best thing of its kind that has ever been

offered, and he recommends the use of this system where

rapid machinery is in operation. The Alarm company, in

response to a number of requests, is about to establish

agencies through the South and West.

The Gerraania Electric company, Boston, is to be con-

gratulated upon securing the services of F. A. C. Perrine,

formerly in charge of the wire department of the John
Roebling's Sons' company. Mr. Perrine has already dem-
onstrated his fitness for the new position by making a num-
ber of changes which have been very beneficial to this

concern. The Garmania company is now occupying the

new works at Marlborough. At a recent meeting L. Schle

gelmilch was elected president and Mr. Perrine was
made treasurer of the company.

A circular has just been issued from the office of the

Sioux City Engine Works announcing the appoint.Tient of

W. I. Brock as a special agent, with headquarters at 513
Security building, St. Louis. Owing to the rapidly in-

creasing demand for the Corliss engine made by this com-
pany, the opening of a salesroom for the southern territory

has become a necessity. These engines have been re-

designed, and are now made in sizes from 75 to 1.500

horse power, either simple, compound, or compound con-

densing and are especially adapted to the heavy duty of

electric light and power service.

The Eastern Electric Cable company, Boston, reports

that it is now in a position to meet the rapid growth of its

business, which has very nearly trebled during the past

year, and that it has added vJay largely to the capacity

of the works by the installation of new machinery
and the erection of two large buildings

President Henry A. Clark, who is very well known to the

electrical fraternity, has been connected with this company
nearly eight years, and has given his entire time to the de-

velopment of the concern. From a building 23x50 feet

the works now cover 32 000 feet of land, and the company
manufactures almost every kind of wire and cable for elec-

trical purposes.

The immense new pulp and paper plant of the Cliff

Paper company at Niagara Falls is to be supplied with

late new designs of the horizontal shaft double discharge

James Leffel wheels, built by James Leffel &: Co , Spring-

field, O. Each of these turbines is to be 1,100 horse

power capacity. They will connect directly to the ends of

the pulp grinder shafts, at each end of the wheel shafts,

without belts or gearing. This water wheel company has
celebrated its thirtieth year of continuous business in this

line of work. It has added many improvements to

the James Leffel wheel in the past two years, and has
designed a large number of new styles, incorporating in

them the best ideas of its large experience. The manu-
facturing plant of this company has also been recently

greatly extended, and various pieces of new, improved and
heavy machinery ad^ed, all adapted to heavy water wheel
work that it is now manufacturing. One wheel was
shipfjed a short time since weighing forty-five tons.

Another order of nineteen large James Leffel wheels for

one company was also shipped recently.

BUSINESS.
The Elektron Manufacturing company of Springfield,

Mass., has recently installed a new trolley for moving
about heavy apparatus in the erecting shop. The com-
pany has also recently placed a motor in connection with a

stone sawing machine. This application of electrical

power, it believes, is the first in this industry.

The Massachusetts Electrical Engineering company,
Boston (Stone & Webster), which has hitherto operated
more extensively in the East and South, has decided to

enter the western field and has appointed Philip Harvey,
Chicago, as western representative. The company has
established a temporary office at 201 First National' Bank
building, Chicago.

The Shawmut Fuse Wire company of Boston recently

absorbed the business of the Massachusetts Electrical En-
gineering company, and Manager Russell Robb has al-

ready begun demonstrations that reveal that his experience
in this particular line of business makes him eminently
suitable for this position. The company is even now con-

sidering the advisability of adding new machinery.

Some manufacturers of incandescent lamps for railway

service make a lamp in which vibration of the filament is

prevented by means of stops set in the globe. Another
way to check vibration is that employed by the Sunbeam
Incandescent Lamp company, Chicago. In the special

"Railway Sunbeam" there is no anchored filament; tough-

ness and strength in the carbon are the essentials relied

upon, and from a recent conversation with Secretary A.
S. Terry, of the Sunbeam company, this feature in the

construction of the lamp is meeting the approval of rail-

way^men, as evidenced in the number of orders received.

Desiring to be in closer communication with the electri-

cal trade G. Siebert, of Hanau, Germany, has established

an office at 171 and 173 Greene street, New York. It is

said that Mr. Siebert is one of the largest producers of

platinum in the world, his factory having a capacity of 7,-

OQO pounds yearly. This concern takes its products di-

rectly from the ore with the aid of special machinery. The
metal is run out in sheets of from one pound to any desired

weight, and the platinum is made either soft or to any de-

gree of hardness that may be desired. New machinery for

wire drawing has been introduced into the factory and
wire is now turned out in gauge from one-thousandth of an
inch upward. Manufacturers of incandescent lamps who
are desirous of purchasing platinum which will meet their

requirements should communicate with this firm.

An interesting article appeared in the Electric Spark for

May, describing the great Morraan Temple nearing com-
pletion at Salt Lake City. Describing the electrical work
in this costly building the article says: "The Temple is

wired throughout with Habirshaw insulation, considerable

of the celebrated land core being used for mains. Mr.
Holding, in selecting his wire for this building, unhesitat-

ingly sought the best; and after much consideration de-

cided thai the Habirshaw insulation only would perfectly fill

the required conditions. The building will be handsomely
and perfectly lighted, the sunbeam incandescent lamps be-

ing used throughout. The illumination in the large as-

sembly room is done entirely from the ceiling, which will

produce a very pleasing effect, the lamps being carried

around the outer edge of the ceiling eight inches apart for

the entire distance. At a space of every three feet there is

a longer pendant where a higher candle power lamp is

used. In the center there is an enormous electrolier,

which will be one vast glowing mass of incandescent light.

All of the smaller rooms and offices will be appropriately
lighted, the power being obtained from a station about loo
feet from the Temple. Sufficient generating capacity will

be placed in the station to also light the tabernacle and as-

sembly hall, both of which are in the same grounds as the

Temple."

ELECTRICAL STOCK MARKET.
(Quotations furnished by Perry & Noyes, Edison build-

ing, New York.)

The closing quotations of electrical stocks on Saturday,

June 18th, in New York, were;

Bid. Asked.
Edison General Electric company, Capital

$15,000,000 icS^ 1C9 J^2

Edison Illuminaiing company of New York U? 88
" " " Brooklyn . 85 00
" '* " Boston 115 120
" " " Chicago ..135 145

Edison Ore Milling comoanv 15 20
United States Illuminating company of New

York 30 40
Brush Electric company of Cleveland 30 . 40
Brush Illuminating company of New York.. 30 40
Thomson-Houston Electric company 65!^ 66

" " " Preferred 29^4 30
North American Phonograph company .... 4 6
New York ..." " -• "^Vi 5
Automatic Exhibition company 3 5
Westinghouse company Common 29 30

" " Pi eferred 46 47

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued June 14, 1S92.

476,776, Electric Railway. Richard W. Barkley, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

476,781. Electrifc Switch. Francis Broadnax, New York,'

N. Y.

476,792, Electric Switch. William M. Goodridge, High-
land Park.

An electric switch for telephone exchanges is arranged to
loop the operator's telephoue into one circuit and then into
another without leaving the first circuit open.

476j793- Metallic Circuit House Telephone System.
William M Goodridge, Highland Park, III.

476,813. Porcelain Insulator. James Pass and Albert P.

Seymour, Syracuse, N. Y.

476,816. Electric Converter. Gustav Pfannkuche, Ex-
eter, N. H., and Alfred Pfannkuche, Cleveland, O.

^76,818. Magnetic Inductor for Dynamo Electric Ma-
chines. Lazarus S. M. Pyke and Edward S. Harris,

London, Eng.

476, 8rg. Field Magnet for Dynamo Electric Machines.
Lazarus S. M. Pvke and Edward S. Harris, London,
Eng.

476 826. Telephone Exchange Apparatus. John A,
Seely, Brooklyn, N. Y.

476.827. Wire-Cleat. Albert P. Seymour, Syracuse, N.
Y.

476.828. Circuit Breaking Insulator. Albert P. Seymour.
Syracuse, N. Y.

476.829. Electric Switch, Albert P. Seymour, Syracuse,

N. Y.

476.830. Compensating Alternating Current Dynamo.
Oliver B. Schallenberger, Rochester, Pa.

476,843. Current Alternator. Harry L. Tyler, Corning,
N. Y.

476,845. Limiting Stop for Armatures. Richard Varley,

Jr., Englewood, N. J.

476,855. Lightning Arrester. Alexander Wurts, Pitts-

burg, Pa.

A bare conductor, connected in series with the circuit, is

embedded in a well grounded conducting medium.

476,873. Electric Train Signal. Nathaniel B. Cregier,
Chicago, 111.

476,887. Telephone System. Belizaire Marinovitch and
Gfza Szarvady, Paris, France.

476,889. Pole for Electric Wires Julius Meyer, New
York, N. Y., and Cari Binder, Chicago, III.

476,914. Process of and Apparatus for the Extraction of
Aluminium. Myrthil Bernard and Ernest Bernard,
Paris, France.

476,933. Spark Arrester for Electric Lamps. Walter M.
Spencer, Chicago, III.

476,935. Electric Railway. Charles P. Tatro, Spokane,
Wash.

476,964. Insulating Tube for Electric Conductor. Al-
bert P. Seymour. Syracuse, N. Y.

476,970. Junction Box. Craig R. Arnold, Sharon Hill,

Pa.

476,983. Pyromagnetic Generator. Thomas A. Edison,
Llewellyn Park, N. J.

In this device magnetized iron is surrounded by electrical
conductors and means are provided for increasing and deceas-
ing the heat of the iron whereby the magnetism of the same le

alternately decreased and increased to induce electric currents
in the conductors surrounding the iron.

476.985. Trolley for Electric Railways. Thomas A.
Edison, Llewellyn Park, N. J.

476.986. Means for Propelling Electric Cars. Thomas
A. Edison, Llewellyn Park, N. J.

The motor is supported directly from the car axles in such
manner that the axles may move slightly relative to the
motor.

476.987. Electric Locomotive. Thomas A. Edison,

Llewellyn Park, N. J.

476.988. Lightning Arrester. Thomas A. Edison,
Llewellyn Park, N. J.

A device in the form of a condenser is employed as a light-

ning arrester.

476,989 Conductor for Electric Railways. Thomas A.
Edison, Llewellyn Park, N. J.

476,990. Electric Meter. Thomas A. Edison, Llewellyn
Park, N. J.

476 991. Method and Apparatus for Separating Ores.

Thomas A. Edison, Llewellyn Park, N. J.

An electrified plate is placed over the end of a belt carrying
the pulverized ores to attract the lighter particles against the
force of gravity into a receptacle.

476.992. Incandescent Electric Lamp. Thomas A. Edison,
Llewellyn Park, N. J.

A central wire carries current to the end of the loop where
the current divides and passes through the two halves of the
filament in multiple.

476.993. Electric Arc Lamp. Thomas A. Edison, Llewel-

lyn Park, N. J.

The invention embodies apparatus for moving the carbons
gradually and a retarding device.

477,049. Electric Clock Synchronizer. James W. Du
Laney and Charles F. Du Laney, Canton, Ohio.

477.068. Fire Alarm System. Lewis G. Rowand, Camden,
N.J.

477.069. Fire Alarm System. Lewis G. Rowand, Camden,

N.J.

477.070. Fire Alarm System. Lewis G. Rowand, Camden,
N.J.

477,071 Annunciator. Lewis G. Rowand, Camden, N. J.

477,091. House Door Letter Box. Frederick H. Walker,
Philadelphia, Pa.

477, roo. Electric Elevator. John H. Clark, Boston,

Mass.

The electric motor and the pump operated by it are rendered
inoperative when the volume of fluid in the tank has reached a
predetermined point and maintained so until the volume of the

fluid in the tank is reduced by actual use of the elevator,

477,101. Electric Welding. Charles L. Coffin, Detroit,

Mich.

The passage of the current through the material in any other

path than that of the proposed weld is prevented by subjecting

any shorter path to magnetic influence.

477,12 f. Automatic Temperature Regulating System.

Warren S Johnson, Milwaukee, Wis.

477,146. Electric Lamp Socket Switch. Gwynne E.
Painter, Baltimore, Md.

477.175. Detachable Commutator. Charles H. Gay-
lord, Cleveland, Ohio.

477,182. Secondary Battery. Henry H. Lloyd, Philadel-

phia, Pa.
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SITUATION WANTED.
A young man of 20, who knows B(»me-

thing about eleotricily, waotsa placcwhero
be can get experience In llic same; out-

door work preferred. Wii^^gb a secondary

maltiT. AddreNM "W.,"
Care Wkhtbrn Klkctrkian

OFFICE DESKS.
Gom' and "Rugby'

Folding Beds, Inllill
Brats and Wire Work. I

WILLIAM H. BRYAN,
(U. Aii.. H„r. .M K.I

HecbaDical and Electrical Engineer,

ClODhiiK/itioDM, I{i*|»i>rlf, Fliinc, SpHclflcall'inn for
Ontral Station or iHulni^jd Kkctrlc Ll(;btlr>[;,

and Electric Kallwityp.

fiii Turner limftiit. ff^ St. Loittn,

lE^Ofl. ei/% TiIE.
Z, ;jr> liuht S|)..rry An Dynam..'-, wllii .'-(J l.^ajtlc. |>

I11J11119 in in-rfiTt onlt-r.

I, ;in liL.'lit Dvntiiiio ultn ;;OelnL'l«lum]>H, J.ihjiic p
•-', il'd ll-'hl KdlPdn Djniuiioe, lilt Voltw.
1. 2MI lii^ht lidlann 1) niitiio, 110 VuHh.
.'1, fi li. |i, Miiyo Motors, new.
Arc Lii.'ht Siif.ilHltlee.

KlilHOII FlltTH.

A.H.Andrews&Co.,2l5WabashAve..Clilcago. I CHA'?. E. GREGORY, "^"°;V/,',V.:^-.'!.'^-'

Afitsuin to B'-ll o'lr

Hiagara Electric Motors and Dynamos

In cItlfH whi're we are oot alri^ady r«[jr<.<MDt«d.

Liberal dlKcouDtn and eicluaive irrrltory to re-

npoDolbl'- di-aUtr'« Id «l<*ctrkal apparataii.

KOVKKL nya. CO» Ltd., Kric. Pa.

Wanted—Position.
i!y com[i('li'nl Hipfiint< n<l< nt mirl elec-

t'ician familiar with the leading llghliog

and street railway sydtems. B^st of n fir-

ences. Address A H5,
Ctrcof WkMTKMN KLKCTItlCfAV.

BIDS WANTED.
Wkstfiki.I), N. v.,

.(unc 17, isa2.

The IJoard of Trusteeg of the
Village of Westfiel.l, N. V., will re-

ceive bids for an Arc and Incandes-

cent Light Plant, according to plans

and specilications on file at the olTice

of Village Clerk of said Village.

Hid.s will he received up to and in-

cluding .luly 5, 1802.

.1. (r. FLVLEY, Village Clerk.

THE "CLARK" WIRE,
Inanlatlon Guaranteed -wherever used, Aerial, Undereronnd or Sabmarlne-

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1 886, he says : "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber iiflod In insuIatlnR our wiren and cabins Is espocially chemicQlly prppared, and le Riiarnnteed to be waterproof, and will not deterlorat<?, oiidlzf or rrack, and will romain (IfiibJf in '•xlr*'mp cold
weather and in not affected by heat. Tlio Innulation is i)rotected from mechanlcHi injury >)y onn or more braids, and lln> whole flirked with Clark's Tateiit Compound, and special extra (Inidi, which we
have now adopted for all our aolid wiren as an extra weathern roof protection, and also preventing ctiannc and abranion. which i« water, acid, and to a very t^T*-iit fxlfnt II re proof. Our innuhi'l'in will prove
durable wlien alt otliern fail. We are prepared to furnlHh Sintjle WireB of all j^'aii^eB and diameter of ine^ulation for Toiograph and Kieclrlc Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are now prep&red
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside flninh for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark Joint (nuni should be used for makinj:; waterproof joints. This ii put up in half-pound boxes, in strips aboot one foot lone and flve-elghths loch wide, and when wrappedaboat a joint
'jldpreabed firmly It makes a solid maws, Jt^OR RAIIjWAV and MOTOR use, we make ail sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insaratioD.

AVK €;VARA\'TKR Ol^K I%'SlirAT10^' IVHKREVBR VmED, AKRIAIi, UNDERtiiROUXD OR tmjBMABINE, and onr net prices are ae low, If not tower than any
other fi^B^cla8B Insulated Wire. We sliall be pleased to mail Catalogaes with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOiSTON, IIA8S.

HBNRY A. CLASK, Traaaniai and Oen'l Manager.
HBRBEKT H. EUSTIS, FrsBldent and Electrician.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES OP

"Crescent" Overhead Line Wire. It will Surprise You.
THE CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE &, CABLE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OP

SEXAMLEISS R.UBBRR. WIRKS AND QABLRS,
FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE, TRENTON, N. J.

JOHN A. ROEBLINC'S SONS CO., General Western Agents, 171 and 173 Lake St. Chicago, III-

IRON POLES.
For Iron 3 Joint Poles, Wr^^e To

JULIUS LEFMANN,
BSOO N. Second Street, ST. liOPIS.

This Is a cut of
the

Law
Battery
—WITH—
Double
Cylinder
Carbon

Element at-
tached with zinc
to covf r. 147 eq-
inch carbon sur-
face. The element
leeverlaetinEr.and
is so guaranteed.
"Why nee a fat-

lery with a chem-
ical depoian'iier
that need-^ ire-

oaent renewal of
the negative ele-
ment.

LAW BATTERY COMPANY.
85 JTohn 8t., New York.

$40,000,000
Earned by (he Bell Telephone Patent in 1891-

Your invention may be vala»ble. You should
protect it by patent. Address for full and intelli

fient advice, free of charge.

W. W. OCDLET & CO.,
Solicltore of Patents,

Pacific Bld'g, 6-32 F St., N. W., Washington, D. C
Please mention this paper.

LINK fK^BELTING.
The Besi. PiT^ »,„ the Cheapest.

REDUCED PRICE LIST
of drive belt&other Specialties for Elevators^Convejiors^
Machinery for liandliiiffany material in balkorpackage.
LUK BELT IIACB0EE1 CO.. 39ni Stenatt l?e., Chicago.

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
^Sl.OO.

MICA All Sizes

and

Qualities

For Electrical Parposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
218 Water Street, New York.

W. H. SILLS, 86 Lake street, CHICAGO, ILL.

ElECTRICAl MiASURING IITRUMENTS.
We manufacture a full lire of apparatus for experimental and practical use.

Some of our specialties are:

Cardew Voltmeters,
"Magnetic Vane" Voltmeters,

Portable Galvanometers,
Portable Testing Sets,

Standard Resistance Coils,
Portable Photometers,

Electrodynamometers, Testing Batteries,
"Magnetic Vane" Ammeters,

Reflecting Galvanometers,
Tangent Galvanometers,

Electric Light Photometers,
Portable Tachometers,

Reading Telescopes.
Particular attention is given to the complete equipment < f Electrical Laboratories.

Correspondence solicited. Send for Illustrated Descriptive Catalogue No. 1-66.

QUEEN & 60., PHILADELPHIA.

PLATINUM
For all kinds of Electrical Use. Sheet or Wire of any Degree of Hardness.

Special Attention given to Platinnm for Incandescent Liamps.
WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

ADDRF,S!>i 171 and 173 URUBN ST., TiKW TOKK.

Patented Jnn. 22, 1881. A . T . Sm ith 'S
Electric Lava Gas Tip

Multiple LIgbting

For Chnrchee, Theaters
and Public HallB.

Are ased all over the conn-
try. Send for estimates or
prices to

A T.SMITH,
6W. 14th St , New York.

STEiLM ENGINES
FOR SALE.

One 12 H. P. Vertical.
Three 8 H. P. Vertical.

One 4 H P. Horizontal Trunk.
One 5 n . P. HoiBting Knj^ine.

All above engines new and cheap.

We have under construrtion 5, 8, and 12H,P.
vertical, and 18 and 25 H. P. horizontal enginep,
all automatic cut-off.

WILLIAMS ENGINE CO.,
BAliTlMORB. MD.

CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SLOW

SPEED

MOTORS.
}pi H. P. 500 Volt Armature, Ventilated. Constant Speed, 1,500.

The Motors are made with the best appliances and material obtainable, and embody everj' improve-
ment of merit, with the intention that they shall be the Standard of their clase.

430 West 14th Street. NEW YORK.

TO MAKE A STATION PAY
Bny only the best gnality of soods. Tbis yon can

do by sending your orders to ng.

Prompt Shipment. Seasonable Prices. Full Measure. No Charge for Boxing or Cartage.

WjE ajbb heabqtjahters fob
National Alternating and Direct Current Dynamos, Generators and Transformers;

Packard High Grade Lamps; Eddy Motors;

"Helmet" Weather-proof Wire; "Helmet" Moisture-proof Wire.

Save time and money t>y placing your orders with

The Electrical Engineering and Supply Co.,

SSI Boekery, 134 E. eth Bt., opp. Hotel Byan, 400 W. HHcUgan St

,

CHICAGO. ST. PAUL. OULUTH.
8CNP FOR eATAUOCUE AND DISCOUNT SHEETS.
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ESTABUSHED IN 1861.

E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GA5 AHD SLIDTHIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-BRAHCB STORB—

SI 34 Michigan Avenu*.

THE STANDARD
OPEN CIRCUIT BATTERIES

OF THE WORLD,
AND THE BEST MADE ANYWHERE,

Send for Circular and prices.

The Leclanche Battery Co.,

Ill toll? East 131sl St., m' YORK.

Nlanufactufei's of

0cTAG0NAL»^^ Cedar
telephohi& electrical

RailwayFolesxCrossArms

|#H.M.LOUD&SONSUlMBER^
il OSCODA. IVIICH.]

MAP OFTHE UNITED STATES.
A large, handsome Map of Ili3 United

Slates, mounted and su'tab'e for tfiico or

home use, is Issued by the Burlington
R ute. Cop'es "will be mai!ed to any ad-

dress on receipt of twelve cents in ports jje

by P. S. Edstis, Gen'l Pass. Agent, C. B.
& Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

Commercial Building, fi^t. Ijoais. Iflo.

|A.M:Morse&C«|
II EWGINEERSawoCONTRACTORS. I

^•>.—<S^^.'- complete:
^^OS^r^QWER PLANTS

^»te nf Enclish. Mo^bp s. Co..

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam

Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWBLL & BIERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

POWELL'S PATENT

LEVER UP—Bhowa oil dropping while
machinery rnns.

SIGNAL OILERS
still in the Van sa the B£bT for HICH-CRAOE
ENGINES and DYNAMOS. The etop-ieed
teatures preveiit waste of oil which item alone will

more than save thpir coat In a ebort time. HAS
OTHER EXCEPTIONAL POINTS OF
MFRlT. Send for fall deecriptivecircQlar. AddreBH

THE WM. POWELL CO., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

I^ocnst Brackets,
Oak Brackets,

Cross Arms,
Chestnut Poles.

LOCUST
PINS.

Try a thousand
Locust Pins,

and yon Trill order
a car load.

PIK8 AIiWA'VS IIS STOCK. SPECIAIi PISfS OK SHOBT UJOTICB.
Send for prices, stating quantity wanted.

SCHINDEL & SCHIWDEL, - • HACERSTOWN, MD.

SILK BRAID H:
The greatest care taken in prodnclng a nniform article.

Samples and prices mailed free.

BOSTON BRAID MFC. CO.,
28 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

ikm^ WATER WHEELS
no styles and Sizes. I'priglit and }IorJ/,ontaI.

YEARS' CONTINUOUS BUSINESS
•iffords every facility for making them.

Specially Adapted to all Purposes and Situations,

Electric, Mining, Irrigating and Manufacturing.
Plants of all kinds driven by them. Easy working (rate.s. We guarantee

highest power, with smallest quantity of water, at full and part gales : in-

suring edsy regulation and .steady motion. Successfully operating under
he ids of 3 to 400 feet. Write us for fine pamphlet and state your wants.

THE JAMES LEFFEL <&, CO.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, U. S. A.

110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY.

EL,£CTRIC lilGHT
ASID BATTERY

CJilfBO/IS.
TTTE tMWBWsnc^a.

CIiEVEI..A.2sriD, OHIO.

/UOTO/f

BIlUStfES.

THE

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2,000 in use.

Afford, the most simple and reliable power for all mininE and mannfactnr-
Ing machinery. Adapted to heads running from -Onp to 3,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cent, better reeults guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the country.

EI.KCTBIC TBANsaiissioar.

Unlimited

in

Capacity.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a nniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying conoUlonB
of ppeed and pretenre, have brought II Into special prominence and extensive
use for this clasa of work, Alt applications shonld siate amonnt and head of
water power required, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send for Catalogdb.

THE PIXTON WATER WHEEI. CO.,
121-1S3 Main St., San Francisco, Cal., U. S. A.

143 HBESTT STREET^ - - XEW XORK,
H^lt having come to our notice that onr patent rights are being infringed

upon, luiendlngpnrchaBerB are hereby warned that ail anch infringements will
be duly prosecuted.

PCCLXON WATER mOTOKS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15
and 20 horse lower, unequaled for all light runnrng machineiy. Warranffd
to develop a given e mount of power wUh one-half the water required by any
other. ^^^Send for Motor Circular. Addrees ae ahoTe. Deliveries made from
San Francisco or New York, as may afford the most favorable freight rates.

Dictionary of Electrical Words, Terms and Phrases.

Sro Illastrations. Cloth Binding. Type Pages 10 x 7 inches. Price, postage Prepaid, to any part of the world. S.l.OO.

3d. When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other con-

siderations, it has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration Or
Diagram of the apparatus is given.

4th. To facilitate study, an elaborate system of Oross References
has been adopted, so that it is as easy to find the definitions as the

words, and aliases are readily detected and traced.

In applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure

OliBARNESS. to the end that while the definitions and explanations

shall be SATISFACTORY TO THE EXPERT ELECTRICIAN, they

shall also be SIMPLE AND INTELLIGIBLE to those who have had no
training at all in electricity, or are novices in the art.

9\H doable-colanin Pases.

This Dictionary includes 5,000 distinct Words, Terms and
Fh.rases. Each of the great classes or divisions of electrical investiga-

tion or utilization comes under careful and exhaustive treatment. For
some reasons it deserves rather to be called an Bncyclopssdia than a

dictionary.

The Scheme of Treatment is as follows:

1st. The words, terms and phrases are invariably followed by a short,
concise definition, giving the sense in which they are correctly em-
ployed.

3d. A general statement then follows of the Principles of Electri-
cal Science on which the definition is Founded.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside BnUding, Chicago, IlHnois.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention ol EI,ECTRIC COMPANIES is called lo this CRE.E.BRATRK WAXKK WIIKIvl^as panicularty adapted to their ute

on .iccouDt of its r«>niHrkal>ly Hteady motion, lilcli ^pred
and c:'***!*' Kni4-if>n(-y,and laree < npa<'i|y fo^u^ cilunif-irr,
beinK «loul>l<* the l*OM<T o( most wheels of s;ime diamTlL-r. Il is us^d
by a numtj'^r of the leading electric companies wjih great satisfaction. In the
economical aic of water it is without an i-qiial, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect fcuarantced.
sK>n I OR 4:ATAro<i:i;i: Ai%t> parxici'i.arn.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying cngravmg represents a pair of 12 inch TICFOR

XI'RIII.liKN arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-iron Flume. iJraft

Tubes, ICnd [Jcarings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, ail mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangemrnt is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or m pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the siluatioD
admits of their us*.*, we r';comm»-nd ihcm,

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wiilxNGTOiti'DEL. Tho Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World.

.'SOL.E MAXUFACTrKKRS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
OPFIC'E:

14 DEV MT., Sf. Y.

Fancy Incandescent Lamps

^v--
V

Of Lo^v Voltage.

Over 40 New Styles of Lamps

I
-^^j For the first time on

V i i the market.^^^ Catalogue Part I and II,

Ready.

Part in in Print.

EXPERIMENTAL LAMP WORK
AND GLASS BLOWING.

Write for prices and illuetrationB.

J.L. SOMOFF, Mannlacturer, New°Yo^rkcuv.

Xlleotx-loctl
Electric Railways.
Transmission of Power.
Blectrlcal Machinery designed for special appll

cationc, plans, speclflcatlcns ani supervision.

Booms 27and88. Clvland Bide.
31 Slate Street, DETKOIT, MICH.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Taoeht thoronL'hlv day and ni£;l)t at the IXSTI-
TIITK of TK< = HVOI.O<iY, l.^l Throop
Mtreet. Chicago. 111. Amateurn, ArtlBima
aod others aeelBted Piiactically in any line, and
instructed in the latest and moat improved
methcda.

MECHANirAi, DRArGHTiNO, MathematlcB, Elec-
trical Calculatlone, Architecture, Mechanlca, aleo
aui,'ht day and night.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB EliECTBICAI. USES.

GrapUte Bods of Tarions lienetlis, from 1-5 Obm to 100 Ohms Beslatance
to ttae Inch. Kraphlte Boxes and Vrneibles, Beslstiog Heats

of 4,000 Degrees. Inquiries Gladly Answeied.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

GBDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If in want of PoleB, Ties uDd Poets, eave monej
by getting my prices.

W.C.STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

ENTERPRISE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
MinuractDFcrs' Agents and Mill Representatives For

TELEGRAPH, TELEPHO^E. ELECTRIC LIGHT AND

Electric Railway Construction Supplies.

CI.OBES, Glass and Porcelain Insulators.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS, to Fit any System.

313 and 315 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

^flLsenta fox* 'STSrXH.^JS, O-A-iBXiEig, TT-A-I^E; ..AJri> TPTT^IJXTQ.

THE LATEST SPECIALTIES IN ELECTRIC
LIGHT SUPPLIES.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

041 North Broad Street, - FHIIiADEIiPHIA.

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS
Builders ofHigh Grade

Corliss Engines,

Giddings' Automatics,

Simple. Compound, Condensing,

Complete Plants Furnished.

Works: SIOUX CITY, lA.

BRANCH OFFICE :

48 S. Canal Street, CHICAGO.

THE ONLY Snap Switch that has

PROVEN A 8UGGE88.

For Sale by all iSnpply Hon8e«>.

The Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co., hartford, gonn.

THE ILLINOIS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF THE

llANDEs^GmilJ^
Write for Prices

171 and 173 South Canal Street, - Chica&;o, III
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THE EVANS FRICTION,
Rnnnlns tonr Edlenn dynamoe with one 200 H. P. Mcintosh & Scymonr
Engine in the Weeks Buildlne, Boelon.
Thosaande of II. P. in nee driving dynamos, and thoneaods of ecta of

Variable Speed Cone Pulleye In operation drivin^all kinds of machinery.
For Information Bend for dynamo catalogue "U^' and for cone catalogue

"T." Addreee

Evans Friction Cone Co.,

85 Water Street, - - BOSTON, MASS.

pATEirrsD.

£Yans' Cones.
For Tarying Speed.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

GRIMSHAW White Core Wires. Raven Core Wires, Competition Line Wires. GRIMSHAW Tapes.

Competition Tapes. Splicing Compounds, Etc.

Vulca Electrical Wir« Dacts for Interior Constractlon. A Complete Slethod for all

Electrfoal Systems. Jmictjon Boxes. Cnt>Onls. .Anele Boxes,
£tc.. Ete. Tnlca ConpliDg Componnd.

Nos. 13, 15 and 17 Cortlandt Street, New York.
Nos. 78, 80 and 82 Franklin Street, Chicago.

FUSE ] Correct Carrying Capac-

WIRE or V ity. Absolute

STRIPS. \ Unifo mity in Size.

39th St. and Stewart Ave.,

CXO.^GtO.

J08IAH PIERCE, Jr.,
A. M. I. C. B.,

1 1 South Street, BALTIMORE, MD.

Topographic Snrvey? of any extent and character
organized and eiecnted.

miGA
BOWERS

121 Lake St.,

For electrical

purposes.

Low Prices.

BROS.,
. CHICAGO.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The- KartaYsrt ^ Manufacturing - Co..,

T7CrXX<3VEXIi>rC3-1<OIia-, X3£IXj.

Corliss

Engines
of the highest type and in

all sizes are made by

Tua Laxe & BoDLKT Co.,

CIKCLKSATI, O.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY'S

25,300 Copies published to date. An Astonishing Record.

Dynamo-Tenders' Hand-Book,

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Fourth Edition, Nintli Thousand.

f>4 Pages, 70 lUustrations, FUx-
ihle Cloth Binding, Type

Page 6x3 inches.

The only PRACTICAL Dynamo

Tenders' Instruction Book in the

English language. Just the book

for Dynamo-Tenders, Linemen, Sta-

tionary and Marine Engineers who

wish to learn how to operate and care

for electric light or power plants.

Moonlight schedule for 1891.

Bell-Hangers' Hand-Book.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Third Edition, Sixth Thousand.

106 Pages, 07 Illustrations, Flex-

ible Cloth Binding. Type
Page 6x3 Inches,

Designed for those engaged in

selling, installing or handling elec-

tric batteries, electric bells, eleva-

tors, house or hotel annunciators,

burglar or fire alarms, electric gas

lighting apparatus, electric heat

regulating apparatus, etc. The only

book of the kind published.

Incandescent Wiring Hand-Book.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Third Edition, Eighth Thousand.

72 Pages, 42 Illustrations, Flex-

ible Cloth Binding. Type
Page 6x3 Indies.

Five Tables, 12x18 Incites.

These tables give at once and without

any calculation the size of wire required

in each case for any percentage of loss.

It is a book for practical wlremen and

learners, and does not r quire any previous

kcowledge of wiring. It differs in this

respect from other wiring tables, or com-

puters.

The book contains full illustrations and

complete information concerning methods

of running wires, location of safety devi-

ces, splices, insulation, testing for faults,

wire gauges, wiring of fixtures, elevators,

tuildings, ttc. The only book of the kind

published.

Electric Traiismssioii Hani-Book.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

First Edition, Three Thousand Copies.

97 Pages, 33 Illustrations, and
27 Tables. Flexible Cloth
Binding. Tyjie Page

6x3 Inches.

This book contains all practical infor-

maiion for power prcducers, cpilallsts,
agents of hydraulic and eltctrlc companies,
engineers, motor inspectors and other per-
sons inteiested in e'eciric power transmis-
sion. By means of the tables anybody can
find at once cost of plant for least opera-
ting expenses, or for minimum first cost

of installation.

The book gives all necessary information
concerning motors, and rules for ascer-

taining ho'se power of motors, driving
various classes of machinery, as hoI=is,

pumps, street or tram cars, fans, etc.

Tweniy-seven n-w and oiiginal tables
give more infoimittoii on the subject in a
small space Ihan any took heretofore pub-
lished on the same subjtct.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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REGENT
J9

Double Core, Rubber Covered

WIRES -CABLES.
SZEHSriD E^OIS S.Ziu^vl^I_E]S .A-ItTID I=I5ICES.

^<

HOWARD " Incandescent
LAMPS.

-A.3^-^ B-A-SE, .A-iT-sr TT-OX^T-^a-E.

A strictly high grade lamp, giving FULL CANDLE POWER throughout its life. HIGH
EFFICIENCY and LONG LIFE commensurate with its other qualities.

SEND A TRIAL ORDER FOR A FEW DOZEN.

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
201,203,205, 207 So. Canal St., CHICAGO, ILL.

LAiVIP

LIGHTING
SCHEDULE.

Moonlight System
FOR 1892.

Electrician Pubiisliing Co.,

6 LAKESIDE BLD6.,

CHICAGO.

HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS,
Factories; "Water-bury, CTonn. - - ©S Par"?*: Place, IVe-^v Yorlr.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Underwriters'' Copper Elertric lAsM Line AVire, Copper Magnet Wire. Flexible Silk. Cotton and ^Vorsted Cords for
Ineandeseent liig^litin^. S* ound and Flat Copper Bars for Illation Work.

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "K., K,"T!NEWiRE
For Electric light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Agentsfor the Washington Carbon Company, Carbons for Arc Lighting.

THE GREAT WESTERN ElECTKIC SDPPLY COMPAQ, CEICACO, • SEllISG AGENTS.

TSiOS. L.SCOriLL, New Tork Agent.

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIDHT AND MOTOR COT-OUT.

SAVES MILEAGE OF GIRGUITS.

HAKES SCATTERED BUSINESS PROFITABLE.

SECURES PAYMENT FOR ALL CURRENT USED.

GIVES CENTRAL STATION CONTROL OF EVERT LAMP.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY, 45 Broadway, NEW YORK.
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The Lake Erie Engineering

Works build Simple, Compound,

Triple and Quadruple Expansion

Engines, both Condensing and

Non-Condensing, from 350 to

8,000 H. P. Especially designed

with reference to direct connec-

tion to Multipolar Generators.

Best Economy and Regulation

Guaranteed.

Also furnish High-Grade Boil-

ers of any class, making a spe-

cialty of internally fired boilers of

the marine type.

W. B. Pearson & Company are

the Western Representatives of

The Lake Erie EngineeringWorks

and all inquiries should be ad-

dressed to them.

They are prepared to contract

at a reasonable price, for the com-

plete installation of power plants

of any capacity, for any service,

and at any place.

Plants designed with reference

to local conditions and require-

ments to give maximum economy

and safety, with minimum first

cost. Write for estimates.

o

H

l^
OB ^^^

o
9

STANDARD
POWER AND ECONOMY TABLE

COMPOUND ENGINE.
FOR SIMPLE ENGINES—NON=CONDENSlNa.

- Table No. 8.
...

3
z
W

U

u5

ill

Horse-Power
when cutting off

Horse-Power

when cutting off

Horse-Power

WHEN CUTTING OFF
r°3

Di mensions of

Wheels

Floor Sface
OVER ALL

Height above
floor line

At right Length-
Lower

Line

Upper
Line£2

3s AT 1-5 STROKE AT 1/4 STROKE AT Ya STROKE DIAM. FACE < 3
<
X
X
m

3

angles
wfth
shaft

Wise
with
shaft

70 lb. So lb. 90 lb. 70 lb. So lb. 90 lb. 70 lb. So lb. 90 lb. FT.

4

IN. FT. IN.

4

FT.

4

IN. FT. IN. FT.

6

IN.

4

FT.

5

IN.

3B 7% 10 370 20 25 30 26 31 36 32 37 43 .86 2%
C 8% 12 3-8 27 32 39 34 41 47 41 43 56 I II 4 6 5 2% 3% 4 6 7 7 6 3

D 10% 14 =77 41 49 60 52 62 7^ 63 74 85 I 70 5 9 6% 3% 4 5 9 8 10 7 3

E 12 16 246 53 64 77 67 Si 93 S2 96 III 2 21 6 8 9 4 41/2 6 8 10 2 S 4

F .3% 18 222 66 So 96 84 100 6 102 120 38 2 75 7 6 11 4 5 7 6 It 5- 9 i

G 16 20 iSl 9S "5 38 120 44 166 146 72 98 3 95 S 4 1 3 4y2 6 8 4 12 S 10 4

H 18 2-t .58 "9 44 73 5^ 181 20S S3 215 24S 4 95 10 I 7 5 7 10 5 2 12 4

I 22 28 38 79 216 261 227 272 313 276 324 373 7 45 11 S 2 4 6 8 11 8 7 9 4 6

K 24y2 32 120 221 267 322 2S1 336 386 340 400 460 9 20 3 4 2 10 7 9 3 4 20 3 16 7

L 27 34 112 269 325 392 342 409 470 414

37-

4S7 560 ' 20 4 = 3 5 8 10 14 2 21 6 7 S

Mean Effective Pressure

Ratios of Expansion

Tenninal Pressure (abou

. Lbs.

) . Lbs.

24- 29. 35- 30-5 36.S 42. 43-5 50.

NOTE ; The Nominal Power Ratings of the Engines is at

5 4 3

17-9 20. 22-3 22.4 25. 27.6 29. S 33.3 36.S

Per Cent. Cylinder Cond nsation 26 26 26 24 24 24 21 21 21 So lb. Steam Cut-oif at 1/4 Stroke.

Steam per I. H. P. per h Dur, Lbs. 32.9 30. 27.4 3>-2 29.0 27.9 32. 3"-4 30-

Lbs. Coal at Sib. Evapora ion, Lbs. 4.11 3-74 3'42 3-9 3.62 3-49 4.00 3.92 375

CO
. o

H
s o
o ^

hi

THE SCHUYLER
-sTSTEnyc 03

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THB POLLOWINO IMPOHTANT FEATURES !

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
144 to 156 Green St, Green Point, BR00KL11V, N. 1

MANUPACTOET OP

Non-Conductive Blocks, Rosettes and Bases for Cut-Outs
and Switches; also Insulators, Cleats, Lamp Trim-

mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Oar prodaction Is a dense body. The glazing and bodv
of oar ware are of same compOBitiOD, and are bakea
alike, which are the features of

TRUi: HARD POBCIXAIIV.

ELECTRICITY for ENGINEERS.
A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.

Price, Postage Prepaid, $2.50.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LA.KESIDE BniI.DING, CHICAGO.

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING.
CARRIES NO STATIC EliECTRICITT.

Greatest Adhesive Qualities. Causes Less Friction tlian any other Belt.

RAWHIDE HYDRAULIC PACKING.

RAWHIDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS

-a?j=LJi:-

^"^^^ Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.,
^,^1,^^ The only Manufactarere in the Conntry.

Lace Leather Rope and other Rawhide Goods of all

kinds by Krueger's Patents.
This Belting and Lace Leather Is not affected by steam or dampness; never be-

comes hard ; is stronger, more durable and the most economical Belling made. The
Rawhide Rope for Round Belting Transmission is superior to all others.

75 OHIO STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.
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BALL^""""^
ERIE, PA

COMPANY,

ENGINE.
With New Improvemonis, Uncqualed Regulation, Highest

Economy, Durability, Smootli and Quiet Running.

The Beett Kngine for Electric I^iiglitine

and Electric BallwnyH.

AUTOMATIC
CUT-OFF

SIMPLE. TRIPLE EXPANSION.

CROSS COMPOUND. TANDEM COMPOUND.

NKW YOBK OFFICK: IK i'orllBBdt Nt.
CIIICAOOUFFIVK: Booa SOS. -The Kookery."
.1. W, HAUKi.K ,1: ro.,:w!ini,il, 4ih tl . I'hlUil-lj.lilcs P«.
I HDliK, UOIlSKK&iO., Ballluii.ro. Md,
M.MITII-IOL'KT.NKV <()., I4ia Main .S'., BMimonil, V«-
I.. M. Ill MSKV .MKii.rO , Ht 1 i.uU, Mo.
I UKLKV.V VATEK, '-JIU aahlnctoii AvD. .Sa.. HIlinMpolil, Ulan.
F. K URAVO a CO . L"W11 Block, PltUliurtlli, P«.
KISDON IKON WOHKS San Kranrlwco, Ual.
NOKTIIWKKTI.KN HUPPLV CO.Tacoma, W»»h.
K. U. UII.BIOKT, All lilaun, KsD.
J. II. UOUUUTUN.^UICoiigtwiSt., BoatoD, Mua.

STEARNS MANUFACTURING CO.0iiandVMs,ERIE, PA.
COMF>LEXE PO-WTER. I»r.ANXS FOR. \A/OODBURY ' ~

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, Automatic ENGINES

STREET RAILWAY
and MANUFACTURING PURPOSES. flMi^'A

1 NKW VOKK. !:'.(; LilierlyM.
DDtunn nrrippi!' 3 i'iiii-adklphia, '.m iimxei ituiiiiine.
M&ntlU UtIlljLt). 1 <;HICA<i(). li;0''Tlie RoiiUery."

( .SAN FK.VNCIsCO, 39 ami 31 Sl.ear St.

BO!LERS OF ANY SIZE FOR ANY DUTY
\ ST. LOUIS—M. P. Johnston Machinery Co..

715 and 717 North Second Street.
'SIMPLE AND COMPOUND

CONDENSINGOR N O N -CO N D E N S I N G.

The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PASTIOTJLAKLY ADAPTED TO DSIVING

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of Its high efficiency at all stages of gate, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of which makes It the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

^rNn FnR PATftinPIIF mu^trating various styles of setting

on both vertical and horlzonti.1 shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, nililiS & TEJKPIiE,

TAYLOR ENGINE COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade Antomatic

ENGINES,
HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

Two lorse power to tliree Innirel liorse towct,

Western Department: 2G and 28 Randolph St., CHICAGO. - H.S.WALKER, Manager-

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUXCIATORS «°> BELLS.
fUIiI. I.INS AliW^ATS IK STOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & C0..1EI
185 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalt Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
• Send for New Catalogde. Out Augnat let.

A FURNACE GRATE BAR

mmmmmm^:
That doesn't B | ^% \/kf P W% to eecnre
require a D k^/ WW B t%i a draught.

IT IS TUB

KELLY GRATE,
And tor DURABILITY, PERFECT FUEL COMBUSTION and SUPERIOR STEAMING QUALI-
TIES, IT HAS NO EQUAL. It will bnrn.^NY KIND of HARD or SOFT COAL equally well They
are eapecially adapted for hard, continuous eeivlc© required by ELECTRIC LIGHTING PLANTS
We warrant them NOT to WARP, and to OUTWEAR TWO COMMON GRATES. When your plant
requires grates again DON'T be content with one that is "eood enough," bat nee the same number ofDOLLARS and secure the BEST—that is, THE KELLY GRATE. Invest a stamp in writing us for
descriptive circular. We will return it. and tell yon abont our SHAKER GRATE, the only one of Its
kind made In the United States or any other place.

eiVE U8 A CSAKCK TO BE OF USE TO XOU.

KELLY BROS., - GOSHEN, IND.
XXlOZtiT X*OXJZ>a-X3]BX1.8.

A JSiEW BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND - BOOK,

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of
which 30,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's
well-known practical style with all the problems of Electric Power
Transmission.

IffOW READY. PRICE $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO,
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W.P.
THE THOMSOII-MSTIN aECTIIC CO.

HAVE PLACED UPON THE MARKET A

NEW STREET RAILWiT MOTOR.
It Excels all Preceding

Motors.

Cost of Maintenance Re-

duced to a Minimum.

$10 per Year for Renewal
of Pinion and Gear.

3382 Already Sold to

Railway Companies.

Strong Indorsements
from those using it.

Send to us for Prices

and Information.

THOMSON-HODSTON ELECTRIC CO,,

BostoD Dice: 620 Atlantic Ave. Chicago Office: 148 Michigan Ave.
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MERIT. NOT PRICE.
)

The World's Columbian Exposition

AWARDED TO THE

SAFETY INSULATED WIRE £ GABLE CO.
Contract for Wires for Arc Light Circuits.

Superior quality decided this important contract in onr favor.

SAFETY UNDERGROUND GABLE
Have just been ordered of us for South Park Electric

Lighting in Chicago.

Every Electric Light Co. in New York is using

SAFETY UNDERGROUND CABLES.
OVER 400 MILES

In use in New York City.

PERKINS INCANDESCENT LAMPS

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS,
54 and 56 Franklin St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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TflE ELEQRICAL SUPPLY (0
FACTORIES

ANSONIACONN- CHICAGO

>

?

STANLEY FAN MOTORS.

Cut One-Third Actual Size.

Aunty Chloe—"Hi! Ephriaim, is yo' gwine ter let dat mewel do

as he please; whar's yo' will powah?"

Ephriaim—"Huh! — ma' will powah 's all right Honey—yo' jess

want'er come out heah an' try dis yer mewel's vjont-fowah!^''

The above cut illustrates our small DESK

MOTOR. This is practically the same motor

we offered last year, though much improved,

and is just what is needed where a larger motor

would be a nuisance. The fan is 9 inches in

diameter and makes a good strong breeze,

though it only requires the current of one 16

C. P. lamp to drive it. It is also inexpensive.

This motor is designed to be operated

on 50 Volt Alternating Current circuits, and is

superior in construction to any fan motor on

the market. It is provided with self-oiling

ijearings, which contain sufficient lubricant to

run it for several months. The brushes are of

carbon, and the motor complete, weighs about

eight pounds.

We are prepared to furnish these motors

at very reasonable prices and ship on receipt of

order.

No. 3454, each, $20.00.
Disanmt to the Trade.

Here is That Sample of

"WEATHER"-PROflF WIRE

Sold to an Ohio R. R. for feeder wire.

The "sample" looked all right, seemed

about "as good" as Shield Brand Moisture-

proof, and then the price was lower.

But the coal bill kept getting higher

and higher, and the cars stuck on the

grades—there was a heavy foliage along

part of the line.

A few rains and a little sunshine had

washed all the shoe blacking out of that

cotton and knocked its patent-leather

shine endwise.

The manager "tested" and swore,

and then bought Shield Brand Moisture-

Proof.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & QUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.,
MAXIFAC'TIRKRM OP

VULCAf ZED INDIA-RUBBER

Catf .s, to any Specification

up to 8,000 Megohms per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES.

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

mlllage, FLEXIBLE CORDS,

SILK, HEMP, COTTON, DY-

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

of INCANDESCENT CORES.

THREE and TWO - WIRE

CABLES, to any specifica-

tion up to 8,000 Me-

gohms per knot.

CABLES ol High Iniulatitn

and Long Lile, all milage.

If you are not acquainted with the merits of Habirshaw Insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 31 5 Madison Ave, Cor. 42d St., New York.

3665 FACTORY: Crlenwood, Yonkevs, Iff. Y.

Western Agents: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Comer Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

The Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.^

80S CHAMBER OF COMMJSBCJE BUILDING,

CHICAGO, - - ILL.

-MAKVFACTITKBRS OF-

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

In Ordering^ Specify
AOKNOnS:
The Bleetrical Supply Oo., Ohiosgo, III.

The Bleetrical Supply Oo., Anionl*, Oonn,
W. H. Oordon Sc. Co., New York.
7. Tir. Jones & Co., Buffido, "S. T.
The boa City Sleettic Co., Pittsburg, Ps.
Woodruff-Harris Blectrio Oo., Birmingham, Ala.
liOuisTille Blectrio Co., Iiouisville, Ky

.

Mountain Blectrlc Co , Denver, Colo.
C. H. Baker & Oo , Seattle, Wash.
Julius Andrae, Milwaukee, Wis.

Long^ Life Lamps

or Hig^h Efficiency

Lamps.
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO.,
FORT 'WAYNE, INDIANA.

MANUFACTURERS
of Electric Lighting and Power Systems and Apparatus.

GENERATORS
for Railway and other Motor Circuits.

ARC LIGHTING.

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING,
Alternating and Direct.

. METERS. MOTORS. CUT-OUT

f DBXROIX
ELECTRICAL WORKS, DETROIT, MICH.,

ARE MANUFACTURERS OF

INCANDESCENT MACHINERY AND APPLIANCES, POWER

GENERATORS, STATIONARY MOTORS, ELECTRIC

RAILWAY APPARATUS AND GENERAL

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

:: yoij are in need of any Electrical Maciiinery or Appliances, it will pay you to write for prices and detailed infofmation.

BRT^NCH OFFICeS:
917 Monadnock Building, Chicago. F. I. STONE, Chattanooga, Tenn.

ii Cortlandt Street, New York City. 89 State Street, Boston.
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